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USAID 
FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE 

TRANSMITTED VIA EMAIL 
john@greenewald.com 

Mr. John Greenewald, Jr. 
 

 

,JUN 0 9 2016 

Re: 

·.· 

FOIA Request No. F-00151-16 
First Interim Response 

Dear Mr. Greenewald: 

The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) regrets the delay in 
responding to your Freedom oflnformation Act (FOIA) request. Unfortunately, USAID is 
experiencing a backlog ofFOIA requests. Please know that USAID management is very 
committed to providing responses to FOIA requests and remedying the FOIA backlog. 

This is the first interim response to your FOIA request to USAID, dated March 6, 2016, 
and received by this office on March 7, 2016. You requested a copy of all reports pertaining to 
the administration, status, and accomplishments of the Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging 
Threats (PIOET) program ofUSAID. The time frame for the requested documents was 
January 1, 2010 to March 7, 2016. 

For your information, Congress excluded three (3) discrete categories of law enforcement 
and national security records from the FOIA. See 5 U.S.C. § 552(c) (2006 & Supp. IV (2010)). 
This response is limited to those records that are subject to the requirements of the FOIA. This is 
a standard notification that is given to all of our requesters and should not be construed as an 
indication that excluded records do, or do not, exist. 

USAID conducted a comprehensive search of the Bureau for Global Health (GH) for 
documents responsive to your request. This first interim response has yielded a total of 2,198 
pages. Ofthose pages, we have determined that al12,198 pages ofthe records are releasable in 
their entirety. 



You have the right to appeal this first interim response. Your appeal must be received by 
USAID no later than 30 days from the date of this letter. In order for it to be considered an 
official appeal, please address and send directly to the FOIA Appeal Officer: 

Director, Office of Management Services 
U.S. Agency for International Development 
1300 Pennsylvania A venue, NW 
Ronald Reagan Building, Room 2.12.010 
Washington, DC 20523 

If you wish to fax your appeal, the fax number is (202) 216-3369. Both the appeal and envelope 
should be marked "FOIA APPEAL." Please include your tracking number F-00151-16 first 
interim response in your letter. 

Please be advised that this is not our fmal response as we are still processing records from 
the respective program. We will continue to provide you with interim releases until such time all 
records have been evaluated. There is no charge for this FOIA request. 

If you need to contact our office again about this request, please refer to the tracking 
number cited above. You may contact Theresa Morris on (202) 712-0286 or at 
thmorris@usaid.gov. 

Thank you for your interest in USAID and continued patience. 

Sincerely, 

L . Wmst n, Ch1e 
FOIA Officer/ Agency Records Officer 
Bureau for Management 
Office of Management Services 
Information and Records Division 

Enclosures: Responsive Records (2,198 pages) 
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Globalllealtb Program Impact 
Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging Threats 

US AID has been n major leader in the global response to the dangers posed by emerging 
pandemic threats, In today's globalized world, the speed with which newly emergent diseases 
can surface and spread, a~ illustrated by the HI N l 2009 pandemic virus, raises seriou:-. public 
health, economic, security and development concerns. It also underscores the need for the global 
community to act pre-emptively and systematically to improve individual countries' abilities to 
identify early and mitigate quickly health threats arising within their borders. That we arc now 
in an era of new, re~emerging and recurring global health threats that have their origins in 
animals argues for a longer-term, more strategi'"' approach to global health security. 

Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging Threats 

Since 2005. the dual goal of USAID's Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging Threats (PIOET) 
program has been to (l) minimiLe the global impact of existing pandemic influenza threats such 
as H5Nl avian influenza and (2) pre.empt the emergence and spread of future pandemic threats. 
USAID\ work in this programmatic area started in 2005 as HSN l avian influenza began rapidly 
spreading from Southeast Asia to other region:-.. Investments in preparedness and pandemic 
planning, animal and human surveillanct?. outbreak containm~nt and case management, 
communication:-. and risk reduction, and provision of key commodities (e.g. diagnostics, supplies 
for disinfection of farms and markets, and personal protective equipment) were largely 
successful and by 2008 the em~rg~ncy phase for HSN I avian inlluenta \Vas ending. 
Recognizing that the majority or new diseases in humans (including HIV I AIDS and H5Nl avian 
influenza) since 1940 have been zoonotic n.e. originated in animals), USAID began to broaden 
its avian influenza program in 200S to fol:us on detl:cting and responding to other emerging 
diseases of ;mimal origin that posed significant public heal!h threats. Thi:-. expan:-.ion \va:-. 
necessary since the rate of LOon otic disease emergence has been increasing over time a11d thi~ 
trend is expected to continue for the fore~eeable future as the frequency of anirnal~human 
interactions increases due to land usr changes and increases in animal production, both of which 
are a direct consequence of growing human populations. 

Since 2005, USATD has been a major leader in the global response to the dangers posed by 
emerging pandemic threats. Through its sizeable technicaL budgetary, and research inputs, 
USAID has led efforts to strengthen in-country capacities related to animal and human health 
(a.k.a. ''One Health") to proactively detect and respond to new threats before they become 
entre-nched in the human population. This represents a dramatic shift a\vay ti·om traditional 
public health approaches that react to threats (e.g. HIV/AIDS) after they have fully emerged, 
making them much more difficult and expensive to address. The H l N I 2009 pandemic virus 
dearly demonstrated that, in today's globalized world, the speed with \\·hich ne\vly emergent 
diseases can surface and spread can have serious public health, economic, security, and 
development consequences. It also underscores the need for the global community to act prcw 
emptively and systematically to improve individual countries' abilities to identify early and 
mitigate quickly health threats arbing within their borders. That we are now in an era of new, 
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re-emerging and recurring global health threats that have their origins in animals argues for a 
longer~term, more ~trategic approach to global health security. 

The effectiveness of each of the three main areas of focus by the PIOET program (H5N 1 A vi an 
Influenza, HlNl 2009 pandemic virus, and Emerging Pandemic Threats) are described below. 

HSNl Avian Influenza: Since rnid-2005, USAID has strengthened the capacities of more than 
50 countries for monitoring the spread of HPAI among wild bird populations, domestic poultry, 
and humans, to mount a rapid and effective containment of the virus when it is found, and to 
assist countries prepare opcration;;t\ capacities to mount a comprehensive response in the event a 
pandemic capahle virus emerges. 

USAID's efforts have contributed to dramatic downturns in reported poultry outbreaks and 
human infections, and a dramatk reduction in the- number of countries affected, At the peak of 
its spread in 2006, HPAI had been reported in 53 countries across three continents. By 2012, 
only 11 countries were affected. Five of these countries (Indonesia. Vietnam, China. Bangladesh 
and Egypt) are the primary reilervoir of the virus and accounting for more than 951Jf, of all 
reported outbreaks involving either poultry or humans. The following summarizes this progress: 

( 1) The overall pandemic threat caused h_v 115N 1 avian pandemic has diminished, lvith 
reported nwnbers (~f poultry outbreaks and human cases having decreased since peaking 
in 2006. 

Reported Poultry Outbreaks and Human Cases 
Worldwide Decreasing Since 2003 

Year 

S~urccs OlE. FA.O nod WHO 

Countries Reporting H5N1 Avian Influenza 

I Ptevtously-affected countries ~jewly-altected countries 

1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 

Year 

After the initi<JI spread of H5N 1 avian influenza 
between 2003 and 2006. the total numbers of 
poultry outbreaks and human cases reported 
globally have decreased. Similar trends have 
been seen in highly--affected countries such as 
China, Indonesia, Thailand, and Vietnam 
following the application of aggre:..sive 
surveillance and/or effective nmtrol measures 
such as mass poultry vaccination. 

(2) H5l'll appears to have not only 
stOJJped spreading to new countries, bur 
there has also been a dran-wtic contraction 
of its geographic range. 

Following the explosive spread of the 
H5Nl virus from Southeast Asia to 
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Europe, the rvliddlc East. South Asia, and Africa in 2005-2006, the virus appears to have stopped 
spreading to new countries, at least for now. Of the II countries affected in 2012, five of them 
(Bangladesh, China, Egypt Indonesia, and Vietnam) account for more than 95% of all reported 
HSNI poultry outbreaks and human cases. 

(3) AfJ"erted rountries have strengthened their capacities to irlellf!"fv and respond w fuwre 
poultry outbreaks. 

Strengthening Overall Detection and 
Reporting Capacity 

Global median '" 
dAy$ btJIWtJEJn 

start of disease '" OIJibrl!ak~ 1n 
bwds and ,. 

Reportmq to 20 
OlE 

H5 or H5N1 
conf,rm~tmn Novas. NovO!>· Nov07· NovQil- Nov09· NovlO· Nov11· 

OCt Q6 Oct 07 Oct 0$ Oct 09 Oct 1 Q Oct t 1 Oct 12 

To contain the HSN 1 virus, USAID 
has focused on strengthening the 
capacity of affected countries in 
thre~ key areas: ~-arty identification 
of HSN 1 infections in both poultry 
and people; promotion of timely and 
effective response to contain and 
eliminate the virus; and education of 
the general population to rcduc~?. risk 
of infection. All of these are key 
capacities that are applicable to other 
emerging zoonotic diseat.~?s. 

Although these successes are significant, H5Nl avian int1uenza remaim a serious threat and 
sustained vigilance is required since the virus continues to spread in poultry. the mortality rate 
among infected humans remains above 60%, and the virus may only be a few mutations away 
from being easily trammitted from person to person. Mindful of the need for continued 
vigilance, USAID has focused its efforts in recent years on consolidating its programs where 
HSN I avian intluenza poses the highest immediate risk. 

2009 HlNl Pandemic lnlluenza virus: In FY 2009 USAID supported three line; ofHlNI
related work: 

• deployment of more than 40 million doses of the Hl Nl vaccine and related ancillary 
materialt. (syringes, needles, etc.) to more 60 countries; 

• support for a global laboratory network to monitor impact of the HlNI virus as it spread 
around the world, with a special focus on upgrading the surveillance and laboratory 
capacities of 26 countriet. in West and Central Africa and Central and South America
where such capacities were previously non~existent; and, 

• support for h~~ightencd community-level rcndin~~ss to mitigmc through non
pharmaceutical interventions the effects of the pandemic viru~ in 28 countries in Africa 
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and Asia using u coalition of the International Federation of Red Cross Societies. UN 
partners, military authorities, the private sector and NGOs. 

Fortunately the HlNl pandemic virus proved to be less virulent than femed, with limited global 
health consequences. I low ever, USAID's ability to quickly and effectively mobilize its 
technical, programmatic, and financial re~ources in support of the HI N I pandemic response 
underscores the value of the having cap:.u.:ities in place (as a consequence of efforts to control of 
the threat posed by the H5Nl avian influenza virus) that can be adapted for new threats. 

Emel'ging Pandemk Threats: The on ·going threat from recently emerging infections such as 
H5Nl (avian) influenza, the HlNl pandemic influenza virus and the more recent threats posed 
by the novel H7N9 avian influenza virus and the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) 
corona virus has raised a\varcness of the global interdependence of human and economic security 
and the need for a more systematic effort to identify and respond to sudden global public health 
emergencies. That nearly 75 percent of all new. emerging. or re-emerging diseuses affecting 
humans at the beginning of the 21 '1 century have been documented to have originated in animals 
(zoonotic diseases) underscores the need for the development of comprehensive disease 
detection and response capacities that span the traditional domains of animal health, public 
health, ecology and conservation. 

In 2009, US AID launched the Emerging Pandemic Threats program~ a suite. or capacity building 
investments designed to give earlier insight into the emergence of new public health threats and 
enhance country~ level capacities to mitigate their potential impact. In collaboration with CDC 
Department of Defense, WHO. and Food and Agriculture Organization, US AID has expanded 
sun·eillance to monitor wildlife and domestic animals for potential pandemic threats: enhanced 
pre-service training for public health, animal health, and related programs: strengthened in
service field epidemiolugiL·al training: strengthened laburatory capability to address common 
infectiou~ disease threats in animals and people: broadened ongoing efforts 10 prevent 
transmission of HSN 1 avian influenza and other pandemic threats~ and ~trengthened national 
capacities to prepare for the emergence and spread of a pandemic. 

The EPT portfolio initially drew heavily from the experiences and lessons acquired from efforts 
to addres~ the threats posed by H5Nl avian inlluenza ···and a~ ~uch reflects a strategic approach 
that ( 1) builds on the unders.tanding that the future well~being of humans, animals and the 
environment are inextricably linked, (2) promotes a ''One Health'' approach that spans the animal 
health. public health, environmental and cuuservatiuns communities, (3) targets promotion of 
those policies and the strengthening of those skill~ and capadtie~ critical for both minitTtiting the 
risk of new disease emergence and the ability to limit their social, economic and public health 
impact, and (4) uses a ''risk" based approach to target investments where the likelihood of 
disease emergence is greatest. At the country leveL the EPT partner~ have been working with 
governments and other key in~country and regional partners to enhance the under~tanding of 
viral distribution and key drivers of disease emergence-from deforestation and land use change 
to wildlife trade and livestock product demands. This information, along with other EPT 
investments to strengthen country-level capacities for routine infectious disease detection and 
outbreak response, are being used to improve surveillance and response as well as risk-mitigation 
strategies. Over its life, EPT has significantly refined our understanding of the ''drivers" that 
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underlie disease emergence and established important new partnerships and platforms for even 
more timely and effective detection. control and prevention of future threats. 

The success ofUSAID's Pandemic Intl\lenza and Other Emerging Threats program has been 
validated by the rapid response to H7N9 avian influenza in China following its emergence in 
20 Ll In the case of the latter, China was able to quickly respond contain the H7N9 virus \Vi thin 
a few monthi> and prevent it from spreading throughout the country and to neighboring nations 
by using capacities, platforms, and partnerships that USAID had helped develop for HSNl avian 
influenza. In contrast, the gcnerallaek of these capacities, platforms, and partnerships in the 
Middle East has slowed efforts to contain MERS-CoV since it emerged in 2012. 
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Problem - Past Spillover of Animal Diseases 

Steady stream of animal diseases spilling over into people 
-7 Most countries not prepared to deal with new threats 

1. Analysis of disease emergence {1940 to 2004*): 
• Most new microbes from animals, particularly 

wildlife such as bats, rodents, primates 

• Many of the new microbes are viruses 

• Emergence concentrated in specific 
geographic regions with favorable conditions 

• Some spillovers have resulted in pandemics 
~ 

• .~dl;;--... -- 7 - r ~ ..... ,_ 
•fr ::;.,;""' - ... --~·yr ·---·.:>"' '"" . - r::..•' ..,. .• 

--:.'~ "'',x···,...,..r ., ''-'l''i"J,, 
\>.-- ,i{'•-4('-\ -~'--

.;_ ~YI'i- .,_ - ··r' 
\. """' ' ., l ' . .r '( jo'f' '•\'"'I>. 

h .:,:. . ~~r· .. 
. J.' ' \ • 

-~ ·---~-- ) 

t ' 
Diseases emerging from wildlife 

2. Impact of zoonotic diseases** I Diseasesemergingfromfarmanimals 

• Mortality- varies (few cases to tens of millions) 
• Economic- can be significant, e.g. >$200 billion 

in direct and indirect costs over the past decade 
·Global Trends in Emerging Infectious Diseases, Jones, et al., 2008, Nature, 451:990-994. 

·'···'""·o/.. USA I D ,~- I!I!Jiil .-,, 

1~: ---~ :~: 
"· """"""" 1 

**People, Pathogens and Our Planet- Volume 1: Towards a One Health Approach for Controlling Zoonotic Diseases, 
World Bank. 

Emerging Threats Program 
1;;,_'111U';$ FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE 

o%,_._ o<' , 
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Problem - Future Trends 

All driven by increasing human population 
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Programmatic and Strategic Focus 
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Target geographic "hot spot" 
areas with a history of disease 
emergence 
-7 East/Central Africa, South and 
Southeast Asia 

Focus on 20+ viral families 
associated with human disease 
-7 includes influenzas, Ebola, Marburg, 
Nipah, Coronaviruses, others 

Focus on animal taxa associated 
with disease spillover 
-7 includes bats, rodents, non-human 
primates 

Focus on specific animal-human 
interfaces associated with 
disease spillover 
-7 includes hunting, extractive industry, 
markets, wild animal farms 
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Program Areas: Avian Influenza 

Expected result: decreased public health risk from 
H5N1 AI 

Target: contain/reduce virus in Bangladesh, China, 
Egypt, Indonesia, and Vietnam and prevent spread to 
neighboring countries 

Activity areas: 
-monitor H5N1 AI virus in birds and humans* 
- mount rapid and effective containment* 
- identify risk factors associated with spread 

and promote prevention measures 

Partners: FAO, WHO, UNSIC, (USAID bilaterals) 

~~:-t -=-~-"' ,~:;---- ~- ---
_?··'' '/ ~~~?~ ~ ~ ·,~ ~~~ ~ ~--!;'-~"~~~~ 

' .. 1-' '..-r~ 

;;:--; ---~- :;/; _'i· ~, 
4(,--,_,r{_ - r- " .\ 

$7 ~"~-" 
--i<'i'~ rJ -

1,. """"'~ >· 

Progress since 2005-2006: 

median detection and 
reporting times for bird 
outbreaks in developing 
countries decreased 36% 
and 47% respectively 

reported poultry outbreaks 
and human cases worldwide 
decreased by about 75% 
7 including in high-burden countries 

number of affected countries 
decreased from 51 to 11 ** 
7 allowed USAID to further focus 
its resources 

** 5 endemic countries and 6 neighbors 

l~_, ___ USA I D - --- -
\;,~,,/· FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE * Support reporting requirements of International Health Regulations and OlE 

o~,_._o•' 
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Avian Influenza Success Story- Indonesia 

Background: 
• 30 of 33 provinces affected at some point after 2004 

• global leader in poultry outbreaks (11 ,000) and human infections (192) 

Key USAID inputs since 2005: 
• public-sector AI surveillance system in high-risk districts to routinely 

monitor for poultry infections in villages and live bird markets 
• research to determine efficacy of approximately 20 poultry vaccines 

Outcome/Impact: 
• with vaccine efficacy information, commercial poultry producers more

effectively used own resources to protect flocks 
• between 2007 and 2012, number of reported poultry outbreaks and 

birds testing positive at markets decreased by >50% 

• similar decrease seen in reported human cases 
• reduced AI infections in poultry and people have decreased the 

opportunities for the virus to further evolve into a pandemic-ready form 

+''"""'•<, s ('::"' ·; U AID 
'; """"""" if 
~;;,' 01 1 10 ',,o'- FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE 
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Program Areas: Pandemic Preparedness 

Expected result: enhanced readiness to address 
pandemic threats in Africa and Asia 

Target: improve planning in 35 countries in Africa and 
Asia 

Activity areas: 
refine country-level "whole of society" pandemic 
plans to include training and simulations 

develop a regional plan for pandemic prepared-ness 
in Asia (through ASEAN) 

Partners: WHO, UNDP, WFP, UNSIC, DOD, 
PREPARE, (USAID bilaterals) 

. ··- _ .... <-:_~.::-~-i ·-
.1: _, _/ .- Y''-"- c--_. .. ~ ·-\ 
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Progress since 2007: 

30 countries established 
national coordinating bodies 
for preparedness 

25 countries developed "first 
order" pandemic 
preparedness plans 

Military authorities in 32 
countries developed "civ:mil" 
preparedness response plans 

USAID-Ied global "lessons 
learned" exercise held in 
Rome in 2011 
-7 included case studies looking 

at the complexities and 
benefits of preparedness 
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Program Areas: Emerging Pandemic Threats 

Expected result: decreased public health risk from 
emerging viruses with pandemic potential 

Target: strengthen capacity in 18 countries to identify 
and respond to "normal" and new infectious diseases 

Activity areas: 
monitor wildlife, people for known/novel viruses* 
strengthen lab diagnosis for common diseases* 
identify high-risk groups and factors associated with 
spillover and improve predictive models 
develop/test plans for outbreak response* 
strengthen regional/national capacities for training on 
outbreak investigation and response* 
promote risk mitigation among high-risk populations 

Partners: CDC, FAO, WHO, OlE, PREDICT, PREVENT, 
IDENTIFY, RESPOND, Universities, Chatham House 

_,_ "/" "~~.-
-- >~---,--~ <~~;d~·- t-

-~"~--2> l -··-
D _y 
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Progress since 2009: 

20 of 33 targeted labs begun 
screening wildlife samples for 
viral families; >200 novel viruses 
discovered 

"hot spot" models for disease 
emergence further refined 

bush meat trade, wildlife farming, 
consumption of wild animals, 
and behaviors/practices being 
mapped to better quantify risk 

safe sample handling, diagnosis, 
and reporting of major endemic 
diseases improved in 70 labs in 
25 countries 

"One Health" university networks 
started in C/E Africa and SE Asia 

risk assessment/mitigation tool 

;"';:;~-:.;·•.,, \ry/ ·'21 u · • , developed for extractive industry 

,, -c• ,. USA I D \: 
';~;,~,,;l FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE ~Support reporting requirements of International Health Regulations and OlE 
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Program Areas: EPT + 

Expected result: decreased public health risk from 
influenza viruses 

Target: strengthen capacity in China, Vietnam and 
Bangladesh to identify and characterize influenza 
viruses circulating in farm animals 

Activity areas: 
conduct surveillance for influenza viruses in 
poultry and swine populations* 
identify risk factors associated with spread of 
influenza viruses among farm animals 

Partners: FAO 

~. -·· . ;r ··<~'' c-~), 
.~: _, -:J. .- Y''-1 - C·-___ .. " -_- -' 
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~---(,. 
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Progress since 2012: 

surveillance and lab protocols 
developed with international 
and in-country partners 

agreements reached with in
country authorities and labs 

first round of surveillance 
conducted 

lab testing initiated 

l~····· USAI D I, .. / 
~~- ""<'-~ r 
';~;,~,,;l FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE ~Support reporting requirements of International Health Regulations and OlE 

o~,_._o•' 
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PIOET Response to Recent Emerging Events 

Rapid use of PIOET platforms and expertise for new threats: 

1. H1 N1 influenza pandemic (2009-201 0)* 
- detailed technical and logistics experts to WHO to assist in 

planning distribution of vaccine and ancillary equipment 

H7N9 
(2013) 

- deployed >70 million doses of H1 N1 pandemic vaccine 
(including U.S. donation) and injection equipment to >60 
countries 

- upgraded H1 N1 surveillance and laboratory capacities in 
26 countries in Africa and Latin America 

2. Novel coronavirus (2012-2013)* 

- genetic sequence comparison used to target surveillance 

MERS-CoV 
(2012) 

H1N1 
(2009) 

H5N1 
(2005) 

- surveillance and lab protocols used to identify animal source SARS 
(2002) 3. H7N9 avian influenza (2013)*A 

- surveillance and lab protocols used to identify animal 
source and other potential threats circulating in animals 

+''""''···· s ('::"' ·; U AID 
'; """"""" if 
~;;,' 01 1 10 ',,o'- FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE 

o~,_._o•' ' 

• Coordinated with CDC and WHO; 'coordinated with FAO 

Animal and human 
infectious disease 

programs 
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' Influenza A/H7N9 
February-July 2013 
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Middle East Respiratory Syndrome- Coronavirus (M ERS-CoV) 
March 2012-July2013 
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Early stages of human infections with 5 11new" viruses* 

Cumulative 
number of 
reported 
human 
cases 

(confirmed) 

At least 
17.000 cases 
after 2 months 

At least 
1,037 cases 

after 4 months 

200 
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100 

75 
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25 
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t 
• • 
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Solid lines= efficient human-to-human spread 
Dotted lines= primarily animal-to-human spread 
Dashed lines= both animal-to-human and 

human-to human spread 
• •••••• •• 
•• •• •• 
•• • • 
I • I .• 

I • I .• 
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Months after first human case 

-H1N1 flu 
(started Apr 09) 

• • •SARS-CoV 
(started Nov 02) 

• • • H7N9 flu 
(started Feb 13) 

• • •H5N1 flu 
(started Nov 03Ai 

--MERS-CoV 

,,,.•"'"'"'· 
_{' I!I!JI:I \ 

' ""<:~.. • 
~ fHii"HH ; USAID 

* Based on symptom onset data from WHO (HSNl, H7N9, Middle East Respiratory Syndrome
Coronavirus [MERS-CoV]), WHO case counts (HlNl), and Molecular Evolution of the SARS 
Coronavirus During the Course of the SARS Epidemic in China, Science, 12 March 2004, 303, pp. 1666-
1669." November 2003 used for HSNl since this was the beginning of this virus' continued spillover 
into human populations in multiple countries. \ ..•• , ••.• t 
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Comparison of the Response to MERS-CoV and H7N9 
Indicator 

Primary region affected 
Months since first known human illness 
Months since first human case reported 
Number lab-confirmed human cases 

Apparent case fatality rate (confirmed cases) 

Number of other probable cases 
Number of countries with human cases 
GNI PPP per capita (US$)" for affected countries 

Time from symptom onset in humans to WHO 
report 
Percent of confirmed human cases in clusters 

Number of genetic sequences publicly available 
Time from WHO report to human sequences 
being publicly available 

Previous experience with emerging zoonoses 

International experts"" invited to participate 
Animal host identified 
Animal-human interface identified 
"One Health" collaboration 

Status of outbreak 

MERS-CoV* 

Middle East 
16 
10 
91 

@) 
15 
g• 

Average = 26,223 

Average = 27 days 
Median= 13 days 

~ 
~an only) 
'Average = 52 days 

Median= 37 days 

Limited 
(HSNl for 1-2 years) 

Yes, but limited 

No 

No 
Weak 

On-going 

Influenza A/H7N9 

East Asia 
5 
4 

134 

(3> 
2 

1## 

Average= 7,640 

Average= 11 days 
Median= 9 days 

~ 
~imal +human) 
~age= 15 days 

Median= 14 days 

Extensive 
(SARS; HSNl for >10 years) 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Strong 

Contained/Seasonal? 
(Apr= 16; May= 24, Jun = 25; Jul = 9) (Apr= 100; May= 2; Jun = 0; Jul =1) 

Sources: WHO, FAO, GenBank through 7/29/13; *Middle East Respiratory Syndrome-Coronavirus. 1\ Gross National Income in Purchasing 
Power Parity; 1\A WHO, CDC, FAO, NAMRU, USAID, etc. #France, Germany, Italy, Jordan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Tunisia, UAE, UK. ##China. 
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H7N9: Preparedness and Response 
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Targeted "high risk" countries: China, Vietnam, Laos, Myanmar, Thailand, 
Cambodia, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Nepal, Indonesia 

""'·"''~"-'"\:. 

("::~-· j USA I D Emerging Threats Program 
{;.'IIIU'. 0~ FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE '•o%,_._ ,,,•> 

H7N9 Package of Actions 

Goal: Disrupt spread of virus beyond 
China during upcoming "AI season" 

Strategy: Build on existing platforms 
for AI and other emerging diseases 

Actions - targeting "high risk" countries: 

• 

• 

• 

Laboratory capacities for rapid 
diagnosis of H7N9 virus 

Intensified surveillance for spread of 
H7N9 via poultry "value chain" 
(begun in May) 

Parallel surveillance for human 
infections via Ill/SARI platforms 

• Targeted control measures where 
virus found 

• Market closures/cleaning 
• Targeted "depopulation" 
• Supportive communication 
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Exploiting H5N1 "Value Chain" Surveillance for Tracking 
Spread of H7N9 

" NtiJgxi? 

Oli7ghai Gansu 

Risk-based surveillance for 
avian influenza control along 
poultry market chains in South 
China: 
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Regional cross-border poultry trade 

~ Nepal 
~ Bhutan 

. \ 4'- " India 

Bangladesh~ 

~ 
\ 

Chir1a 

India /. 
My"' 1mar 

~r 
:~~ j 

Source: FAO commissioned cross-border study )/ 
reports Thailand 
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• 

Yunnan 

~ 

Legend: AI Surveillance 

- FAD H5N1 Surveillance 

- VAHIP H5N1 Surveillance 

FAO H7N9 SuNelllance 

Ch1na Provnces 

Cao Bang 
Guangxi 

long Son , 

• , _· El~c G1ang 

Ha No,e.c Nmh • Duang Ninh 

\"~ungT~~· 
"-u 

~~n~:B,~hNarn D"'h 

f 

VietNam 

Samples 

Previously collected 
(frozen/stored) influenza A 
positive samples from active 
surveillance programs in live bird 
markets (ducks), spent hens, and 
past outbreaks and other non
FAO archived project samples 

Influenza A samples, stored in 
RAHO 1-7 (break down needed) 

Testing of swine samples from 
EPT + project 

Remark 

500 All negative for H7N9 

200 All negative for H7N9 

100 All negative for H7N9 

\Oierkhc HZN9 §I ·nwmagse in 69 18 non 11 50 samples fmm Hanoi 
markets in the North (so far only Bac Ninh, Nam Dinh, Bac 
5 Provinces) Giang and Ninh binh have 

been collected, test results 
pending 

Retrospective: ducks, spent hens and past outbreaks, pigs from EPT + 
Prospective: Chicken and environmental samples 
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MERS-CoV- Preparedness and Response 

( _,;~&~f'Y -:r 
'f. ..") '"1 ,J t:·, 
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Targeted "high Expected Haij Pilgrims 
pilgrim" Country 

Banglade~h 14X,OOO 
Egypt 80.000 
Af!!hani'>lan 29,000 

Pakiswn 178.000 
Indonesia 200,000 

F.thio 1a 2tUlOO 
:vtali 12.000 
\llgcr 15Jl00 
;\li"eria 75.000 
Sene •al I' .000 

:--1/S Sudan 30.000 
Tan7ania 13.000 

TOTAL 

,;,::::_ .- '"< ·' --~-. 'r-. _____ ,_. 

,--''>,> 

Planned Budget Partner 
(USD) 

514').{)(){) CDC 

S!OO,OOO Bilateral 
5100.000 WHO/EMRO 

5355.000 WH(J/Indone~ia 

S500,000 WHO/AFRO 

Sl.2 million 

""'·"''~"-'"\:. 

("::~·· j USA I D Emerging Threats Program 
{;.'IIIU'. 0~ FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE '•o%,_._,,,•> 

MERS-CoV Package of Actions 

Goal: Disrupt spread of virus outside of 
Arabia Peninsula (AP) during upcoming Hajj 

Strategy: Build on existing influenza and 
other platforms 

Actions- Targeting "high pilgrim" countries: 

• "Traveler Advisory" materials on 
importance of "personal hygiene" during 
travel to AP and recognition of 
"signs/symptoms" and appropriate 
actions upon return 

• Laboratory capacities for rapid diagnosis 
of MERS-CoV 

• Intensified surveillance for severe 
"respiratory" symptoms with recent 
travel to AP at Ill/SARI platforms 

• Increased attention to "infection control 
protocols" in referral hospitals 
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H7N9 and MERS-CoV: Their "pandemic potential" 

Recent research have offered up the following insights: 

H7N9 
• The virus can spread by droplets in animal models 

• The virus causes extensive infection of surface (epithelial) cells- by 
comparison, H5N1 infects only some cells 

• The virus is particularly efficient in infecting human respiratory tissues and 
cells on par or exceeding pH1 N1 

MERS-CoV 
• Less "infectious" than its "cousin" SARS-CoV- this reflected in its "binding 

receptor" profile 

• Current modeling puts Ro at <1 (little pandemic potential) 

• Appears relatively (genetically) stable 

""'-"''~"-'"\:. 

("::~·· j USA I D Emerging Threats Program 
{;.'IIIU'. 0~ FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE ''o%,_._ ,,,•> 
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PIOET Appropriations 
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2006 
(162M) 

2007 

(161M} 

2008 
(115M) 

2009 
(190M) 

2010 

(106M) 

Fiscal Year 

Emerging Threats Program 

2011 
(93M) 

• Supplementals 

Reg~ar budget 

'Request 

• Regular 

$956 Million 
:\ HlNl Supplemental 

• Supplemental 

2012 
(SSM) 

2013 

(SSM) 

~ ~ 
2014 

(47M) 
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PIOET Budgets 

Aggregate money appropriated to USAID's PIOET 
Unit 

(USD Millions) 

H5N1 H1N1 Pand Prep Total 

584.35 71 50.65 956 

200 
• Pand Prep -180 - • HlNl 

160 

140 

I 
EPT 

~ 120 
g 

I 
• HSNl 

~ 100 -" ---.-
~ 

80 :::> 52 
64 

60 

I I I 
61 

40 • 38 35 - -20 

0 • 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 (58) 2013 (55) 

,,.•C···o/, USAID (16M) (162M) {161M} (115M) (190M) (106M) (93M) 
,~- I!I!Jiil '. Fiscal Year 

1~: ---.~ :~: Emerging Threats Program 
"· """"""" 1 1;;,_'111U';$ FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE 

o%,_._ o<' , 
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PIOET Programming 

Aggregate money appropriated to USAID's PIOET 
Unit 

200 

180 

160 

140 

~ 120 
.0 

~ 100 

" ~ ::> 80 

60 

40 

20 

0 

H5N1 

544.35 

• 

H1N1 

71 

(USD Millions) 

As of September 30. 2011 

Pand Prep 

50.65 

- -52 
64 

61 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 
_ (16M) (162M) (161M) (115M) (190M) (106M) (93M) 

;t'-;:;;;}\ uSA I D Fiscal Year 

'~ ..;;;;., j' Emerging Threats Program 
{;,'IIIU',,O~ FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE 

'o%'-'-''' / 

Total 

843 

Deob/Reob 

Recovery 

Regular 

• Pand Prep 
25.11 

• HlNl 
2.29 

EPT 

58 
• HSNl 

2012 

85.4m 

2012 Budget 
58m Regular Budget 
2.29m Recovery 
25.11 m Deob/Reob 
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Global Health Program Effectiveness 
Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging Threats 

US AID has been n major leader in the global response to the dangers posed by emerging 
pandemic threats. The dual goal ofUSAID's Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging Threats 
(PIOET) program is (I). to minimize the global impact of existing pandemic influenza threah, 
particularly from the H5Nl high path avian flu (HPAT) and the HlNl 2009 pandemic viruses, 
and (2). pre-empt the emergence and spread of future pandemic threats. The effectiveness of 
each of the three main areas of focus by the PIOET program: H5Nl AYian Influenza, HI Nl 
2009 pandemic virus, and Emerging Pandemic Threats are described below 

HSNl Avian Influenza: Since mid-2005, USAID has strengthened the capacities of more than 
50 wuntries for monitoring the spread of HPAI among wild bird populations, domestic poultry. 
and humans, to mount a rapid and effective containment of the virus when it ls found, and to 
assist countries prepare operational capacities to mount a comprehensive response in the event a 
pandemic capable virus emerges.. 

USAID's efforts have contributed to dramatic downturns in reported poultry outbreaks 
and human infections, and a dramatic reduction in the number of countries affected. At the peak 
or its spread in 2006. HPAl had been reported in 53 countries across three continents, As or now 
the number of countries affected had shrunk to 9; with five or these countries (Indonesia, 
Vietnam. China, Bangladesh and Egypt) as the primary reservoir of the virus, accounting for 
more than 95t;t, of all reported outbreaks involving either poultry or humans. The follnwing 
summari£eil this progresil: 

( 1) The overall magnifllde (?f the H.5N 1 avian pond emir has diminished, with reported 
numbers (!{poultry outbreaks and human cases having decreased since their peak in 
2006. 

.. Reported Poultry Outbreaks and Human Cases 
Worldwide Decreasing Since 2006 

Over the past five years, the total numbers 
of reported poultry outbreaks and human 
cases have decreased. In 2006, nearly 1,500 
HSNl outbreaks in poultry were repoi'ted, 
compared to 600 in 2007 and 500 in 2008, 
with these low levels being maintained up to 
the beginning of 20 ll. 
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Sourc~s. Olf FAO. and WHO 

j Human 

- ru 

I Similarly. while more human cases 
were reported between November 2005 and 
October 2007 than in the previous three-year 
period, the number of human cases has been 
on the decline since as illustrated. ln addition. 
there has been an g I% reduction in human 

cases during the peak influenza period of November 20 I 0 to February 20 II compared to 
November 2007 to February 2008. 
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Progress has been particularly significant in Thailand and Vietnam, two of the most 
affected countries. Between December 2003 and December 2005. both countries accounted for a 
total of 3,447 reported HSN 1 outbreaks in poultry, or 86% of the global totaL After an aggrei>sive 
pnc:kage of C'Ontrol measures was introduced in both countries in 2005, total poultry outbreaks 
between January 2006 and June 2008 fell to 182, \vith these low levels being maintained through 
2010. On the human~health side, results have been equally remarkable. During the same 2003~ 
2005 period, both countries reported 115 human c:.tsei>, or 78% of the global total. Since 2006, 
there have been 20 human cases in both countries (through February 2011 ). 

(2) H5Nl appears to have not only stopped spreading to new countries, hut there has also 
been a dramatic contraction of its ReORmphic ranJ:e. 

HSN 1 appears largely to have stopped spreading to new countries, at least for now. Between 
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2003 and mid~2005, nine countries in 
Southeast Asia reported H5N 1 outbreaks. 
Beginning in late 2005, there wa~ an 
explosive movement of the virus outside 
of Southeast Asia to Europe. the Middle 
East, South Asia, and Africa. At the 
height or the poultry pandemic in 2006, a 
total of 53 countries had reponed 
outbreaks. By the end of2010, the 
number of countries affected shrank to 9, 
with five of these -::ountries (Bangladesh, 
China, Egypt, India, and Vietnam) 
accounting for more than 95~f, of all 
reported outbreaks. 

(3) Affected countries have 
strengthened their capacities to idcnr~fv 

and respond rofuwre poulrrr owhreaks. 

USAID has focused on 
strengthening the capacity of affected 
countries in three key areas: early 
identification of H5N 1 outbreaks 
involving the HSN 1 virus in both 
poultry and people, promotion nf timely 
and effective response in containment 
and elimination or the virus, and 
education of the general population on 
the risks associated with avian intlucnza 
and steps they can take to protect 
them~clves. These investments have 
led to improved C'apacities in early
warning surveillance for HPAI 
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outbreaks in domestic poultry, wild birds, and humans, have strengthened capacities of 
veterinary and human health laboratory diagnosis of the H5N I viru~, and have established 
rapid response teams involving veterinary and public health profe~sionals trained in core 
principals of field epidemiology. All of these are key capacities that could prove the 
backbone of any effort to address the larger threats posed by emerging zoonotic diseases. 
Per the adjacent figure, a compari~on of recent AI seasons (November through February) 
indicates that the average number of days between the start of disease outbreak in poultry or 
wild birds and H5 or H5Nl confirmation has fallen from in excess of eight days (in 
November 2005~Fcbruary2006) to four days (during thl' 2009~2010 season). This is a strong 
indicator that the worldwide response to HPAI outbreaks has dramatically improved. 

Although these successes are significant, HPAI remains a serious threat and sustained 
vigilance is required: it continues to spread in poultry. the mortality rate among infected humans 
remains above 70%. and with the emergence of the HI N l pandemic virus the potential exists for 
a new and more deadly 11:enetic variant to emerge and again spread rapidly <Kross the globe. 
Over the past year a new genet it: variant of the H5Nl virus has spread from China to Vietnam 
where it has begun to rapidly replace earlier variants. Initial reports indicate that this ''new" 
mutated virus is not susceptible to existing vaccines raising concerns that it will spread more 
widely among poultry in the coming months; it also suggests that current H5N 1 vaccines 
stockpiled for human use in the event the H5Nl virus becomes an efficient human~human 
transmitter may be no longer efficacious. Mindful of the need for continued vigilance US AID 
has focused its efforts over the past year to build on its successes in HPAI and H l N I and further 
consolidate our programs in the highest risk countriei.. 

HlNl Pandemic 2009 virus: In FY 2009 the PIOET programmed a total of $85 million to 
address the HlNl virus. These funds were used to support three lines ofHlNl related work: 

• deployment of more than 40 milli@ doses of the HI N l vaccine and related ancillary 
materials (syringes, needles etc) to more 60 countries; 

• supporting a global laboratory net\vork to monitor impact of the HlNl virus as it spread 
around the world, with a special focus on upgrading the surveillance and laboratory 
capacities of 26 countries in West and Central Africa and Central and South America
where such capacities were previously non-existent; and, 

• supporting heightened community~level readine~s to mitigate through non~ 
pharmaceutical interventions the effects of the pandemic virus in 28 countries in Africa 
and Asia through a coalition of the International Federation of Red Cross Societies. UN 
partner~, military aulhorities. the private s.ector and NGOs, 

Fortunately the HI Nl pandemic virus proved to be less virulent than feared, with limited global 
consequences. Hovvcver, USAID's ability to quickly and effectively mobilize Its technical, 
program and financial resources in support of the HI N l pandemic response underscores the 
value of the significant capacities that haw. been put in place as a consequence of e.fforts to 
control of the threat posed by the H5Nl avian influenza virus. 

Emel'ging Pandemic Threats: The on~going threat from recently emerging infections 
such as H5Nl (avian) influenza, the HlNl pandemic influenza virus and the earlier threat 
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posed by severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), has raised a\vareness of the global 
interdependence of human and economic security and the need for a more systematic effort to 
identify and respond to sudden global public health emergencies. The speed with which these 
diseases can :.urfaC'e and sprend, ns illustrated by the HlNI pandemic virus, presents serious 
public health, economic, security and development concerns. Further, it underscores the need for 
the global community to act pre~cmptlvcly and systematically to improve individual countries' 
abilities to identify and mitigate the severity of health threati> arising within their borders. That 
nearly 75 percent of all new, emerging, or re-emerging diseases affecting humans at the 
beginning of the 21'( century have been documented to have originated in animals (wonotic 
diseases) underscores the need for the development of comprehensive disease detection and 
response capacities that span the traditional domains of animal health. public health, ecology 
and conservation. 

USAID's approach to reducing the threat posed by new emergent diseases is based on a 
strategic approach that (1) builds on the understanding that the. future well-being of humans, 
animals and the environment are inextricably linked, (2) promotes cross-sectoral coordination 
that spans the animal health. public health. environmental and conservations communities, (3) 
targets promotion of those policies and the strengthening of those skills and capacities critical for 
both minimizing the risk of new disease emergence and the ability to limit their s.ocial, economic 
and public health impact. (4) uses a "risk" baso;;:d approach to target investments to those places, 
populations, times and situations where the likelihood of disease emergence is greatest. 

USAID's emerging pandemic threats (EPT) strategy is guided by the following assumptions: 

• All populations are vulnerable to ne\v diseases emerging in other countries; it is in our 
collective interest to Mrengthen the capacity of all high-risk countries to prevent the 
erne.rgence and spread of these ne.w disease threats. 

• Deadly zoonotic disease threats will increase steadily in the coming decades driven by 
population growth and expanded interactions between people, animals and the 
environment 

• Measures. are currently available that if properly deployed could greatly reduce the ris.k or 
new disease emergence and their impact. 

• It is possible, in the event or new diseas.e emergence, to minimize its potential economic 
and public health impact through enhanced surveillance and early deployment of control 
measures. 

• Enhanced coordination across animal, human, conservation, and environmental .sectors 
will contribute to reduced risk of new disease ernergem.:e anJ JeaJ to early and effective 
control minimi.ting their impact should they emerge. 

USAID's EPT strategy has two ovcrarching goals: the prevention of new zoonotic diseuse 
emergence, and the timely and effective control of any disease should it emerge. Towards these 
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ends USA I D's Emerging Pandemic Threats Program addresses those events that occur ( 1) 
exclusively within animal populations. wild and domestic, that could facilitate disease 
emergence, spread and possible amplification; (2) at the ·'animal~human interface" which enable 
the transfer of a potential new microbial threat from animals (domestiC' and wild) to hmnans; and, 
(3) exclusively within human populations that could further spread and amplify a novel pathogen 
resulting in heightened threat to public health. The objectives of USAID's EPT program are: 

• Early discoYery of new, emergent disease threats: The most effective approo.ch for 
minimizing the risk of new disease threats is to be able to be able to "discover" these new 
microbial "threats'' at their point of emergence, or even better to be able accurately 
forerast their emergenre befOre they emerge. Advances in genomiC's and informatics 
allow for investing in longitudinal data·bascs that track changes in select microbes for the 
purpose of developing reliable "predictive" models for pathogen emergence. This 
capability would allow for the earliest posi>ible introduction of interventions designed to 
pre-empt the spread of the new pathogen beyond its initial point of emergence. 

• Obtain timely and reliable data on "known" zoonotic threats: For those pathogens 
which have already emerged and are "known" to infect humans having the capability to 
systematically monitor for their spread among populations of animals and humans, and 
any related genetic and epidemiologic changes, allows for the mobilization of earlier and 
more timely ~o:ontrol interventions. 

• Adoption of effective "biosecurity~' measures to minimize the spread of zoonotic 
pathogens: The routine application of currently available "bioseeurity" measures has 
been demonstrated to be highly effective in protecting livestock from zoonotic and other 
animal infections and by extension exposure of humans to possible infection. Even when 
a new zoonotic di~ease may emerge in wildlife, if livestock are raised and marketed 
under proper biosecurity, then the opportunity for the amplification and further spread of 
the pathogen amung animals and to humans will be greatly diminished. 

• Minimize human practices and behaviors that conttibute to disease spread across 
the animal~human interface: Human behaviors are key to enabling new zoonotic 
disease threats to cross the animal-human interface. These behaviors or practices may be 
associated with institutions, such as the those linked with the extractive industry and 
related encroachment on wildlife domain~; they may be more communal and linked how 
communities rear livestock proximal to wildlife domains; and they may be more of an 
individual nature, such as lhose associated with tht'- exposures of hunters to wildlift'-. 
U ndcrstanding those practices and behaviors and their relative ''risk'' is a critical step to 
being able to formulate and implement risk mitigation interventions. 

• Enhanced capacities for effective control of disease outbreaks among animals and 
humans: Vlhilc ''risk mitigation'' may decrease the frequency \Vith which new diseases 
emerge, capabilities still need to be in place to be able to be able to identify early and 
mount lirnely and effective responses to new outbreaks. This will require broad cross~ 
sectoral investments to strengthen diseases surveillance, laboratory diagnostics, case 
management, and outbreak response measure~. 
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In implementing its EPT program USAID is guided by the following principles to ensure 
efficiency and effectiveness: 

• Strengthen and leverage key mtdtilatcral organiz~ttions, global partnerships and private 
sector engagement that are focused on strengthening the nonnative capacities acros~ 
animal and human health sectors in surveillance, training and disease controL 

• Work in dose coordination and partnership with other efforts by the United States 
Government, particularly the Gfoballfealth !nitiaJive and the Counrering Biological 
Threats Program 

• Fm:u~ un those: new disease threats that originate in animals and have potential for 
eftlcient human infection via either human~to~human or vector~bome transrnission. 

• Exploit advances in risk~based modeling for forecasting new zoonotic diseases to target 
interventiom. to those places, populations, times and situations where risk of dbease 
emergenC'e is greatest. 

• Institutionalize a "one health" approach across objectives. 

• Contribute directly to tho..;e capacities required for the effective implementation of the 
International Health Regulation~ 

• Incrca..;c impact through strategic coordination and integration 

• Encourage country owner..;h1p and mve~t in country-led plan~ 

Over the past two years USAID's EFT program has taken significant steps to adapt the early 
warning surveillance and response programs built to address HPAI and HINl to he able to 

address the broader dynamic that has given rise to a stream of new and increasingly deadly 
diseases to develop a global early waming sy~tem for emergent pandemic threats. These efforts 
have focused on four main lines of work: ( 1) expand our H5N 1 monitoring of wild birds to more 
broadly address the role played by wildlife in facilitating the emergence and ..;pread of other new 
pathogens; (2) broaden our training partnerships with schools of public health in Africa to 
include new "One Health" alliances/networks with schools of veterinary medicine, human 
medicine, and environment in central and east Africa. as well as southeast Asia; (3) enhance our 
support for animal- and public-health diagnostic laboratories to more fully address a broader 
array of infectious disease threats; and, (4) broaden ongoing behavior change and 
communications effort~ to prevent H5Nl transmission from poultry to humans to include 
potential transmission of other emergent wildlife pathogens, The Agency's focus is on 
delivering this package in geographic "hotspots" for the emergence of new infectious disease 
threats originating from animals (the Amazon region, the Congo Basin, the Gangetic Plain, and 
Southca1.t Asiat 
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Update on FYIO supplemental funding for Avian Influenza and other Emerging Threats 
May 9, 2011 

Summary: The availability of the S45 million FYIO supplemental funds 1 has enabled USAID to 
provide uninterrupted program support to: (I) consolidate the gains made controlling the threat 
posed by the highly pathogenic H5N I virus over the past five years, (2) monitor for possible 
mutations involving the HlNJ pandemic virus and the H5Nl avian flu virus, and (3) further 
enhance country and regional capacities across the Congo basin and SE Asia to address the 
continuing threats posed by newly emergent infl'Ctious diseases of major public importance. 

Background: US AID has been a major leader in the global response to the dangers posed by 
emerging pandemic threats, including highly pathogenic avian intluenza (HPAJ) and the 
pandemic 2009-HINl virus. Since mid-2005, USAID has strengthened the capacities of more 
than 50 countries for monitoring the spread of HPAI among wild bird populations, dornestic 
poultry, and humans, to mount a rapid and effective containment of the virus when it is found, 
and to assist countries prepare operational capacities to mount a comprehensive response in the 
event a pandemk capable virus emerges. 

USAJD's efforts have contributed to dramatic downturns in reported poultry outbreaks and 
human infections, and a dramatic reduction in the number of countries affected. At the peak of 
its spread in 2006. HPAI had been r~ported in 53 countries across three contine.nts. As of now, 
however, the number of countries affected had shrunk to 9; with five of these countries 
(Indonesia, Vietnam_ China, Bangladesh and Egypt) as the primary reservoir of the virus, 
accounting for more than 90% of all reported outbreaks involving either poultry or humans 

Although these succe'\.ses are signitkant, HPAI remains a serious threat and sustained Yigilance 
is required: it continues to spread in poultry, the mortality rate among infected human~ remains 
above 701{.-, and with the emergence of the H IN 1 pandemic virus the potential exists for a new 
and more deadly genetic variant to emerge and again spread rapidly across the glohe. Over the 
past year a new genetic variant of the H5N I virus has emerged and has begun to rapidly replace 
earlier variants across SE Asia. Initial reports indicate that this '"new" mutated virus is not 
susceptible to existing vaccines raising concerns that it will spread more widely among poultry in 
the coming months; it also suggests that <:'urrent HSN 1 vacC'ines stockpiled for human use in the 
event the H5N I virus becomes an efficient human-human transmitter may be no longer 
efficacious. Mindful of the need for continued vigilance US AID has focu~ed its efforts over the 
past year to build on its successes in HPAJ and HlNl and further consolidate our programs in 
the highest risk countries. 

1 NOTE: Consistent with the language of the f.Yl 0 Supplemental thc~e funds have been programmed a., part of our 

FY 11 OP: ''The Committee recommends $45,000.000 for Global Health and Child Surv1val, wh1ch is $45,000,000 
above the request, for LJSATD's Av1an Influenza and Other Emerg~ng Threats program to min1m1ze the global 1mpact 
of pandemic influenza, particularly f1·om the HSN1 and H1N1 Vlt·uses, and to pre-empt the emergence and spread 
of future pandemic threats. The Committee notes that the fiscal year 2011 request significantly reduces funding for 
pandemic preparedness and response and believes such a decrease Ignores the continu1ng threats from such 

deadly diseases in many geographiC regions." 
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Update: FY 2010 supplemental funding has enabled uninterrupted program support for 
pandemic prevention in priority "hot spot" regions of and the ''highest risk countries" of 
Indonesia, Bangladesh, Vietnam, China, Pakistan and Egypt. During this time USAID ha~ been 
able to continue its efforts to adapt the early warning surveillanC'e and response programs built to 
address HPAI and HI N 1 to be able to address the broader dynamic that has given rise to a stream 
of new and increasingly deadly diseases to develop a globnl early warning system for 
emergent pandemic threats. This latter effort includes four main lines of work: ( l) expand our 
current HSNl monitoring of wild birds to more broadly address the role played by wildlife in 
facilitating the emergence and spread of other new pathogens; (2) enhance support for field 
epidemiological training of relevant animal and human health teams beyond HPAI and H IN I to 
more broadly address the threat posed by other newly emergent zoonotic diseases; (3) enhance 
our support for animal~ and public~health diagnostic laboratories to more fully address a broader 
array of infectious disease threats; and, ( 4) broaden ongoing behavior change and 
communications efforts to prevent H5N I transmission from poultry to humans to include 
potential transmission of other emergent wildlife pathogens. The Agency's focus is on 
delivering this package in geographic "'hotspots" for the emergence ofne\v infe-ctious disease 
threats originating from animals (the Amazon region. the Congo Basin. the Gangetic Plain. and 
Southeast Asia) 

Program highlights enabled by this funding during FY 11 include: 

• Sponsoring a meeting of Vietnamese and Chinese intluenza experts to share information 
and experiences for controlling the HSN I virus. This exchange is part of a larger effort 
by USAID to coordinate the control of avian flu among the remaining six endemic 
countries. Given the emergence of the lakst mutant struin of H5N l maximizing 
information sharing and coordination of activities is critical. 

• Enhanced "risk" mapping across 14 countries in Central Africa and South/Southeast 
Asiu of the geographic and species distribution of targeted pathogens including: monkey 
pox, Nipah virus, Ebola virus, Marburg virus, simian foamy viru~ and their genetic 
''nearest neighbors'', This mapping is allowing for betler monitoring and u:u·geting of 
resources against high risk pandemic threats 

• Fostering u net\vork of 14 schools of African public health/medicine and veterinary 
medicine across eastern and central Africa (Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Uganda. 
Tanzania, DR Congo) as part of our larger effort to build enhanced capa(~ities for 
investigating and controlling disease threats. A similar network is being established in 
Southeast A~ia linking institutions in Vietnam, Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia 

• Laying the groundwork for a technical partnership with Chinese experts to assess the risk 
posed by the dramatic expansion of Chinese mining and logging operations in the Congo 
ba~in of trigge-ring expo~ures to and spreading of new emergent diseases threab. 

• Targeting 32 regional and 32 country public health and veterinary laboratories in Africa 
and Southeast Asia for enhanced capacities in the diagnosis of''discascs ofintcmational 
importance". 

• Broadening support for the development of "all of society" pandemic preparedness plans 
in across Africa and Asia. This effort involves linking our congressionally directed 
pandemic preparedness investments ofmllltarics in Africa and Asla via DOD's PACOM 
and AFRICOM and our ongoing ~upport for the development civilian national pandemic 
preparedness plans. 
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The Rising Threat of Zoonotic Diseases 
T11e Use of "Risk-Based" Strategies to Build a Global Early Warning 

System lor SLJrveillance and Response 

Summary 

A Strategic Framework for Action 

Dennis Carroll, PhD 
Director, Avian Influenza and other Emerging Threats Program 

U.S. Agency for International Development 

We are now in an era of new, re-emerging and recurring global health 

threats that argue for a longer-term, more strategic approach to global health 

preparedness. The on-going threat from recently emerging infections such as 

severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), H5N1 (avian) influenza and, most 

recently the Ht N1 pandemic influenza has raised awareness of the global 

interdependence of human and economic security and the need for a more 

systematic effort to identify and respond to sudden global public health 

emergencies. The 2005 revision of the International Health Regulations (IHRs) 

under the auspices of W.H.O. and their entry into force in 2007 signaled a 

normative shift in the responsibility of states to build their internal capacities to 

monitor and report emerging disease threats, intended in part to help reduce the 

risk of inter-state spread of health threats. 

The speed with which these diseases can surtace and spread, as 

illustrated by the Ht Nt pandemic virus, presents serious public health, 

economic, security and development concerns. It also underscores the need for 

the global community to act pre-emptively and systematically to improve 

individual countries' abilities to identify and mitigate the severity of health threats 

arising within their borders. That nearly 75 percent of all new, emerging, or re· 

emerging diseases affecting humans at the beginning of the 21 '1 century have 

been documented to have originated in animals (zoonotic diseases) underscores 

the need for the development of comprehensive disease detection and response 

capacities that span the traditional domains of animal health, public health, 

ecology and conservation. 
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Over the past decade, in response to the threats posed by SARS, H5Nt 

avian influenza, and the Ht Nt pandemic influenza virus the United States 

Government has significantly increased its support in partnership with other 

nations and institutions to build global capacities related to zoonotic disease 

emergence, including disease surveillance, detection, diagnosis, reporting, and 

control, while simultaneously supporting efforts to mitigate the risk of emergence. 

This paper is intended to guide future investments by USAID in the 

development a global surveillance and response capacities to pre·empt or 

combat new naturally emergent diseases of pandemic potential. With its focus 

on emerging pandemic threats this Strategy is intended to complement and 

support the United States Government's Global Health Initiative Strategy, which 

is focused on addressing the threats posed by existing international health 

challenges, such as HIV and malaria, and the National Strategy for Countering 

Biological Threats, which addresses the threats posed by the intentional use of 

biological agents to cause harm. 

Background 

The recent emergence of the Ht Nt pandemic virus and the earlier 

emergence of tt1e higl1ly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) H5Nt virus in the 

mid·1990s are part of a broader dynamic that has given rise to a stream of new 

and increasingly deadly zoonotic diseases (t ). Over the past several decades. 

many previously unknown human infectious diseases have emerged from animal 

reservoirs, including agents such as human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), Ebola 

Hemorrhagic Fever virus, Nipah virus, and Hanta virus. In fact, more than three

quarters of new, emerging, or re-emerging human diseases at the beginning of 

the 21" century have been caused by pathogens originating from animals or 

animal products (2). These newly emergent threats, such as the Ebola and 

Marburg outbreaks in Central Africa (3) or the 2003 outbreak of SARS in East 

Asia (4), frequently appear suddenly and spread quickly, and after a brief time 

they often disappear almost as quickly as they appeared. Other newly emergent 

diseases, such as the HIV virus, have emerged less dramatically and have 

2 
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proven far more robust in their ability to survive and infect over long periods of 

time. 

The convergence of people, animals and the environment has led to a 

growing consensus among the scientific and public health communities that the 

emergence of new, deadly zoonotic disease threats will increase steadily in the 

coming decades (1). As evidenced by the H1 N1 pandemic virus and SARS 

before it, the speed with which these diseases can spread across the globe puts 

a premium on identification and launch of rapid containment and response as 

early as possible when new diseases emerge. Driven by these growing 

concerns public- and animal-health professionals, conservationists and 

ecologists have recently formulated a new global health paradigm, called "One 

World One Health" (OWOH) (5), which identifies the future well-being of humans, 

animals and the environment as inextricably linked. 

Multiple factors contribute to the emergence of new zoonotic infectious 

diseases, particularly the increased interaction between human and animal 

populations driven by growth in human population, new trends in animal 

production practices, changing patterns of wildlife populations, human intrusion 

on new ecosystems, and trans border mobility of humans, animals, food and feed 

products (1 ). A wide variety of animal species, both wild and domesticated, can 

serve as reservoirs for these pathogens. While new global markets have created 

unprecedented economic opportunities and growth, the health risks of our 

increasingly interconnected world continue to grow. 

Over the past century, notable reminders of just how vulnerable the world 

is to the growing risk of emerging zoonotic diseases include the 1918 influenza 

pandemic, which was caused by an influenza virus that initially jumped from birds 

to humans and killed over 50 million people (6) globally; HIV, which originated 

as a simian virus and now infects more than 33 million individuals(?); and the 

more recent threats posed by SARS and the HPAI H5N1 virus. Increasingly, all 

populations are vulnerable to new diseases emerging in other countries; it is in 

3 
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our collective interest to strengthen the capacity of all high~risk countries to 

prevent the emergence and spread of these new disease threats. 

Recent studies suggest that in a global pandemic caused by a virus 

similar to the one that caused the 1918 pandemic, a quarter of the world's 

population would be infected and between 51 ~81 million people would die, with 

the toll in the United States exceeding 400,000 casualties (8). Related studies 

also forecast that the toll on the world's economy would exceed $4 trillion and 

result in a five percent loss of GOP in the United States (9). Even shorHived and 

geographically focused outbreaks of recent zoonotic diseases have been 

devastating; SARS in 2003, for example, cost the economies of East Asia an 

estimated $50 billion (1 0). Having in place capacities for early detection of and 

rapid response to new emergent disease threats will be central to minimizing 

their potential impact on our social and economic well-being. 

Emerging Infectious Diseases and the Threat Posed by "Zoonotics" 

Among the 1,461 pathogens recognized to cause diseases in humans, 

nearly 60% are of animal origin (11 ). An analysis of lhe more than 300 infectious 

diseases that have emerged since 1940 (2), shows that 75% were caused by 

zoonotic pathogens. Of these new infectious diseases, nearly three-quarters 

have emerged from a limited number of agents of wildlife origin, with bats (the 

Corona virus, responsible for SARS, and the Nipah virus), rodents (Hanta virus) 

and non-human primates (HIV) serving as the most frequently implicated hosts 

for spread of new infectious agents to humans. 

The other major source of zoonotic pathogens, domestic animals, has 

been shown to account for approximately 20% of all new zoonotic diseases (2). 

Viral pathogens, especially avian RNA viruses like H1 N1 and HPAI H5N1, were 

the principal pathogens identified. Due to their often high rates of nucleotide 

substitution, poor mutation error~correction ability, and their higher capacity to 

adapt to new hosts, including humans, they have proven particularly deadly. 
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While the emergences of new zoonotic infectious diseases are difficult to 

forecast, a strong enough pattern has been established to instill confidence that 

the regular appearance of new infectious diseases or syndromes is virtually 

inevitable. Recent studies have indicated that the number of new zoonotic 

diseases has been steadily increasing over the past several decades (12). As 

such, unless measures are put in place for more effective detection and control 

of new emerging disease threats, their economic and human toll over the coming 

decades could prove unprecedented. 

"Drivers" of Emergence 

Until recently our understanding of the process of diseases emergence 

has been limited. Advances in understanding the risk factors for their emergence 

and the environmental factors that drive them, however, has led to the following 

observations (13): the risk for emergence of new zoonotic agents from wildlife 

depends largely on three factors, 1) the diversity of wildlife microbes in a region 

(lhe "zoonotic pool"); 2) the effects of environmental change on the prevalence 

of pathogens in wild populations; and 3) the frequency of human and domestic 

animal contact with wildlife reservoirs of potential zoonoses. 

The emergence of a successful zoonotic pathogen such as SARS or HIV 

requires 3 steps (13). First the pathogen must be successfully transmitted 

between a wild reservoir and humans or their domestic animals. Several recently 

emerging zoonoses have achieved this stage without further transmission, e.g. 

Hendra virus. Second, the pathogen must be directly transmitted between 

humans. Finally. the pathogen must move from a local epidemic into the global 

population. Understanding and predicting the global emergence of pathogens 

require knowledge of the drivers of each of these steps. 

Evidence suggests that many pathogens are transmitted between their 

animal reservoirs and humans but fail to be transmitted efficiently from human-to

human. However, there is some concern that repeated transmission of 

nonhuman viruses to humans, such as the H5N1 virus, most of which results in 

no human-to-human transmission, will increase the diversity of viruses and 
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sequence variants moving into humans (t3). This situation, could in turn, 

increase the probability of transmission of a pathogen that can successfully 

replicate, and ultimately increase the ability of a human-adapted virus to emerge. 

Minimizing the opportunity for repeated transmission of nonhuman viruses to 

humans will be critical to pre-empting the emergence of new zoonotic pathogens. 

One example of how wildlife is increasingly a source of new infections 

comes from the consumption of "bush meat" in sub-Saharan Africa (14). In this 

region, people are increasingly turning to wild animals to meet their nutritional 

needs, particularly in the face of growing food insecurity. In the Congo Basin, 

this trend has fueled an increase in outbreaks of zoonotic diseases such as 

Ebola Hemorrhagic Fever. Ebola, like the HIV virus that causes AIDS. passes 

into the human population through contact with blood from infected primates, 

such as gorillas and chimpanzees, which regularly form part of the bush-meat 

trade The consumption of bush meat is particularly acute across west and 

central Africa where there are still large equatorial forests with up to five million 

tons of bush meat consumed annually. The multi-billion dollar bush meat industry 

is a key contributor to local economies througl1out the developing world. It is also 

among the most immediate threats to tropical wildlife. 

In contrast, the emergence of zoonotic diseases from domesticated 

animals is predicted by a combination of animal population density, farming 

practices, human population density and human population growth. The 

explosion in poultry produced across Asia since the 1970s has been a key factor 

in the rapid spread of HPAI virus among domesticated animals in recent years. 

China typifies the dramatic changes in poultry production. In 1969, an estimated 

500 million poultry were being raised in China to feed a population of 750 million. 

To meet the growing human population, increased household wealth, and a 

corresponding rise in demand for animal protein, the number of poultry had risen 

to 15 billion (15) by 2000. In China, this dramatic increase in poultry farming has 

taken place largely on non-industrial farms following traditional animal husbandry 

practices, particularly those involving the informal animal production sector of 

"backyard farmers". This sector is largely unregulated and biosecurity is low. 
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High human and poultry population densities, coupled with the employment of 

poor farming practices, have proven a lethal combination in facilitating the rapid 

spread of poultry diseases such as HPAI over the past few years, not only in 

China but also in other countries and regions with similar profiles. As a 

consequence, new zoonotic threats of domestic animal origin, such as HPAI and 

the more recent H9N2 avian influenza virus, have arisen with increasing 

frequency. Given that the demand for animal-based protein is expected to 

increase by 50% by 2020 (t 6), there is a greater risk for past trends to continue, 

further fueling conditions for increased emergence of new disease threats. 

Using Risk-based Forecasting for Early Detection of Rare Events 

Even as the risk of new zoonotic diseases is increasing their emergences 

remain relatively rare events whose occurrences have proven difficult to predict. 

One of the biggest obstacles to early detection of these diseases is the lack of 

sufficient, sensitive surveillance capacity geared toward rapid and reliable 

detection of highly unusual pathogens. Traditional disease-surveillance 

approacl1es tend to assume disease risks are relatively homogenous across 

populations or geographic areas; applying traditional disease surveillance to 

monitoring for rare events, such as emergent diseases, however, would be 

exceedingly cost- and infrastructure prohibitive. However. recent advances in 

the understanding of factors that drive the emergence of zoonotic diseases have 

led to the development of risk-based models for forecasting new zoonotic 

diseases, thereby opening opportunities to bring greater focus to emergent

disease surveillance. The origins of newly emergent diseases have been found 

to strongly correlate with "high risk" geographic areas, animal hosts, microbial 

agents, and people. 

Geographic "Hot Spots"; In a retrospective analysis of outbreaks of new 

diseases over the past 50 years, zoonotic pathogens (2) from wildlife were found 

to be most concentrated in lower-latitude regions of tropical Africa, Asia and Latin 

America, with high risk foci in eastern China, the Gangetic and Indus River plains 

of the India sub-continent, Congo Basin, and the neighboring Rift Valley regions 
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of East Africa, the Niger delta of West Africa, and the northwest region of South 

America (Figure 1 a). Wildlife host-species richness was shown to be a 

significant predictor for the emergence of zoonotic diseases. Significantly, this 

study showed a substantial risk of wildlife zoonotics originating at lower 

geographical latitudes where there are very limited surveillance and response 

capacities. 

Domestic 

In this same study, zoonotic pathogens from domestic animals were found 

to be highly concentrated in eastern China, the Gangetic plain of the India sub

continent, and along the Nile River in Egypt. Not surprisingly, these are the 

same areas where the HPAI virus is principally concentrated (Figure 1 b). 

While retrospective studies can provide important insight into the general 

distribution of past zoonotic "hot spots", the maps illustrated in figure 1, do not 

necessarily serve as prediclors for where future diseases might emerge. Anoll1er 

study (Figure 2), (17) which used ecologic niche modeling of outbreaks and 

sporadic cases of filovirus-associated hemorrhagic fever, provides the first large

scale "predictive map" on the most likely geographic and ecologic distributions of 

Ebola (2a) and Marburg virus (2b). The significance of predictive modeling is 

that it provides greater insight into where emergent pathogens may be circulating 

but are undetected; they also highlight geographic areas that may currently be 

free of a particular pathogen but possess the requisite ecological risk factors to 

make them highly vulnerable to its introduction. Most importantly, predictive 
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models allow for more strategic focusing of resources for monitoring for the 

emergence and spread of zoonotic threats. 
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High-risk host species: There are an estimated 50,000 vertebrate species that 

are potential reservoirs for viruses, bacteria, and other pathogens that could 

potentially infect humans (18). Very few of these species, however, will ever 

have the kind of direct or even indirect contact with people or domestic animals 

that allow for the transfer of animal pathogens to humans, with the "hot spots" 

representing some of the most remote and least-accessed regions of the earth. 

Yet, over the past several decades, there has been an almost exponential growth 

in the frequency of these contacts as new human settlements and roadways 

increasingly infringe on once-pristine wildlife domains. 

The frequency of interaction, therefore, is a critical factor in weighing the 

risk specific animal hosts pose to transferring potentially dangerous new 

microbial agents to humans. Animal host-to-human and animal host-to-domestic 

animal interactions provide ideal circumstances for pathogens that initially affect 

only animals to evolve first into agents that can cause primary infections in 

humans through direct animal-to-human contact to agents that can cause limited 

outbreaks through both human-to-human contact and animal-human contact 

(19). The numbers of species that have accounted for the majority of past 

transfers, however, have been limited: rodents have proved highly adaptive in 

their ability to spread pathogens to humans, such as Hanta virus through their 

feces and urine. Conversely, bats have infected people with Nipah virus directly 

through contaminated fecal droppings and indirectly by infecting pigs that are 

later consumed by humans. In the case of the Ebola and Marburg viruses, 
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infected non~human primates (which were most likely infected by bats) have 

been the source of human infections when consumed as bush meat (20). 

While other species of wild animals have undoubtedly been involved in 

either the direct or indirect infection of humans with novel animal pathogens, 

there is an emerging consensus that it is the limited sub~set of infected wildlife 

that has frequent interactions with humans that poses the greatest risk for 

enabling the infection of humans with potentially new and deadly pathogens. This 

suggests that these "high~risk host species" should be prioritized for monitoring 

for the emergence and spread of potential microbial threats. 

High-Risk microbial agents: Wildlife is a reservoir of an extraordinarily deep and 

diverse pool of microbial agents. There are an estimated 1 million different 

viruses, alone, circulating among wildlife of which 99% have yet to be recorded 

(18). Even considering such overwhelming diversity, the actual numbers of 

microbial agents that have been reported to infect humans and cause disease 

are limited. RNA viruses, such as retro-viruses (AIDS) and influenza A viruses 

(influenza). Corona viruses (SARS), and Filoviruses (Ebola and Marburg) are 

examples of lamilies of pathogens lhat have proven capable of human-to-human 

transmission. As such, families of viruses with demonstrated capacities to infect 

humans provide a first, but not exclusive, line for focused monitoring and 

surveillance. By tracking their movement within and among animal species, 

including domestic animals and humans, and monitoring for key genetic changes 

can prove a critical tool for an early identification of emergent threats As 

illustrated less than ten years ago by the Corona virus, however, new disease 

threats can emerge from families of viruses that previously have not been know 

for posing threats to humans. It will be important to monitor other microbes 

circulating within the "high-risk" animal hosts for their ability to diversify their l10st 

range or for changes in their epidemiologic profile. 

High-Risk populations: Ultimately, the key event in the transfer of a novel animal 

pathogen is either direct or indirect exposure of an individual to an infected 

animal host. Individuals and populations witll frequent exposure to wild animals 
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or their products, such as hunters and related butchers of wild game, bush meat 

traders and consumers, as well as those whose economic activities lead to 

incursions in wild life areas, such as loggers, miners and road builders are at 

particular risk of infection of new microbial threats (21 ). In addition, domestic 

animals that live in close proximity to wildlife habitats can act as an intermediary 

source of infection; for example, the infection of domesticated pigs by bats or the 

hunting/scavenging of wild game by domesticated dogs. It is likely that 

monitoring of population settlements where human and domestic animals have 

high levels of exposure to wild animals will provide the earliest insight into events 

involving the transfer of a new microbial threat from a wild animal host. 

Together, these observations about the relationship between "risk" and 

geographic "hot spots", animal hosts, microbial agents, and vulnerable 

populations demonstrate that the emergence of new zoonotic diseases strongly 

correlates with socio-economic, environmental, genetic, biological, and ecological 

factors. Importantly "risk-based" intervention strategies can be used to provide 

the basis for a highly cost-effective and strategic allocation of resources to pre

empt or combat the first stages of disease emergence. In effect, risk-based 

interventions allow the use of knowledge about the heterogeneity of risk to target 

disease detection to those places, populations, times or situations where risk of 

disease is greatest and the likelihood of finding it is highest. The result is more 

efficient use of limited resources in detecting a rare "emergent" event. 

A Strategic Approach 

Reducing the threat posed by new emergent diseases requires a strategic 

approach that (1) builds on the understanding that the future well-being of 

humans, animals and the environment are inextricably linked, (2) promotes 

cross-sectoral coordination t11at spans the animal health , public health, 

environmental and conservations communities, (3) targets promotion of those 

policies and the strengthening of those skills and capacities critical for both 

minimizing the risk of new disease emergence and the ability to limit their social, 

economic and public health impact. (4) uses a "risk" based approach to target 
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investments to those places, populations, times and situations where the 

likelihood of disease emergence is greatest. 

This Strategy provides a framework for future USAID investments intended to 

reduce both risk of emergence of new diseases of animal origin and their 

potential economic and human toll. At the heart of this Strategy is a recognition 

that to be effective the USAID cannot be successful on its own and must partner 

with a range of other USG, multi-lateral, bi-lateral, national, non-governmental, 

and private sector players. This Strategy is guided by the following 

assumptions: 

• All populations are vulnerable to new diseases emerging in other 

countries; it is in our collective interest to strengthen the capacity of all 

high-risk countries to prevent the emergence and spread of these new 

disease threats. 

• Deadly zoonotic disease threats will increase steadily in the coming 

decades driven by population growth and expanded interactions between 

people, animals and the environment. 

• Measures are currently available that if properly deployed could greatly 

reduce the risk of new disease emergence and their impact. 

• It is possible. in the event of new disease emergence, to minimize its 

potential economic and public health impact through enhanced 

surveillance and early deployment of control measures. 

• Enhanced coordination across animal, human, conservation, and 

environmental sectors will contribute to reduced risk of new disease 
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emergence and lead to early and effective control minimizing their impact 

should they emerge. 

Expected Strategic Results 

This Strategy has two overarching purposes: the prevention of new zoonotic 

disease emergence, and the timely and effective control of any disease should it 

emerge. Towards these ends the Strategy addresses those events that occur (1) 

exclusively within animal populations, wild and domestic, that could facilitate 

disease emergence, spread and possible amplification; (2) at the "animal-human 

interface" which enable the transfer of a potential new microbial threat from 

animals (domestic and wild) to humans: and, (3) exclusively within human 

populations that could further spread and amplify a novel pathogen resulting in 

heightened threat to public health. The Strategy is particularly focused on: 

• Early discovery of new, emergent disease threats: The most effective 

approach for minimizing the risk of new disease threats is to be able to be 

able to "discover" these new microbial "threats" at their point of 

emergence, or even better to be able accurately forecast their 

emergence before they emerge. Advances in genomics and informatics 

allow for investing in longitudinal data-bases that track changes in select 

microbes for the purpose of developing reliable "predictive" models for 

pathogen emergence. This capability would allow for the earliest possible 

introduction of interventions designed to pre-empt the spread of the new 

pathogen beyond its initial point of emergence. 

• Obtaining timely and reliable data on "known" zoonotic threats: For 

those pathogens which have already emerged and are "known" to infect 

humans having the capability to systematically monitor for their spread 

among populations of animals and humans, and any related genetic and 

epidemiologic changes, allows for the mobilization of earlier and more 

timely control interventions. 
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• Adoption of effective "biosecurity'' measures to minimize the spread 

of zoonotic pathogens: The routine application of currently available 

"biosecurity" measures has been demonstrated to be highly effective in 

protecting livestock from zoonotic and other animal infections and by 

extension exposure of humans to possible infection. Even when a new 

zoonotic disease may emerge in wildlife, if livestock are raised and 

marketed under proper biosecurity, then t~1e opportunity for H1e "spillover", 

amplification and further spread of the pathogen among animals and to 

humans will be greatly diminished. 

• Minimizing human practices and behaviors that contribute to disease 

spread across the animal-human interface: Human behaviors are key 

to enabling new zoonotic disease threats to cross the animal-human 

intertace. These behaviors or practices may be associated with 

institutions, such as the those linked with the extractive industry and 

related encroachment on wildlife domains; they may be more communal 

and linked how communities rear livestock proximal to wildlife domains; 

and they may be more of an individual nature, such as those associated 

with the exposures of hunters to wildlife. Understanding those practices 

and behaviors and their relative "risk" is a critical step to being able to 

formulate and implement risk mitigation interventions. 

• Enhancing capacities for effective control of disease outbreaks 

among animals and humans: While "risk mitigation" may decrease the 

frequency with which new diseases emerge, capabilities still need to be in 

place to be able to be able to identify early and mount timely and effective 

responses to new outbreaks. This will require broad cross-sectoral 

investments to strengthen diseases surveillance, laboratory diagnostics, 

case management, and outbreak response measures. 

Implementation of the Strategy 

In implementing this Strategy the USAID will be guided by the following 

principles: 
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• Strengthen and leverage investments across USAID, by other USG 

agencies, key multilateral organizations, global partnerships and private 

sector engagement that are focused on strengthening the normative 

capacities across animal and human health sectors in surveillance, 

training and disease control. 

• Work in close coordination and partnership with other efforts by the United 

States Government, particularly the Global Health Initiative and the 

Countering Biological Threats Program 

• Focus on those new disease threats that originate in animals and have 

potential for efficient human infection via either human-to-human or 

vector-borne transmission. 

• Exploit advances in risk-based modeling for forecasting new zoonotic 

diseases to target interventions to those places, populations, times and 

situations where risk of disease emergence is greatest. 

• Institutionalize a "one health" approach across objectives. 

• Contribute directly to those capacities required for the effective 

implementation of the International Health Regulations 

• Increase impact through strategic coordination and integration 

• Encourage country ownership and invest in country-led plans 
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• Build on the USAID's existing HSNt (avian) influenza control platforms so 

as to: (1) expand our current monitoring of wild birds for HSNt to more 

broadly address the role played by wildlife in facilitating the emergence 

and spread of new pathogens; (2) enhance support for field 

epidemiological training of relevant animal and human health teams 

beyond avian influenza to more broadly address the threat posed by other 

newly emergent zoonotic diseases; (3) entmnce our support for animal

and public-health diagnostic laboratories to more fully address a broader 

array of infectious disease threats; (4) broaden ongoing behavior change 

and communications efforts to prevent HSNt transmission from poultry to 

humans to include potential transmission of other emergent wildlife 

pathogens. 

A "Four Part Package" for Control of Emergent Zoonotic Threats: Bllilding 
on USAID's HPAI Control Platforms 

Over the past several years, USAID's Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza 

(HPAI) program has focused on building capacities for monitoring the spread of 

the HSNt virus among wild bird populations, domestic poultry and humans, and 

to mount rapid and effective containment of the virus wt1en found. Ttle 

successes in Africa, Europe and Eurasia and large parts of Asia in containing the 

spread of the HPAI virus have begun to signal the opportunity to begin rethinking 

our current exclusive "emergency" focus on the HPAI virus in favor of a 

transitional strategy to address the broader threats of other emergent diseases of 

animal origin. 

In this section the basis for a comprehensive emerging pandemic threats 

program is described. The program description draws from the strategic 

framework already described, and uses risk-based modeling to target a package 

of highly cost-effective surveillance and response interventions. Importantly, this 

effort builds on USAID's ongoing HPAI control platforms. 
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To address the rising threat posed by new emergent diseases, USAID will 

build on its current HPAI porrtolio to develop a global early warning system for 

disease emergence and response that includes four main lines of work: (1) 

expand our current monitoring of wild birds to more broadly address the role 

played by wildlife in facilitating the emergence and spread of new pathogens; (2) 

enhance support for One Health competency training of relevant animal and 

human health teams beyond HPAI to more broadly address the threat posed by 

other newly emergent zoonotic diseases; (3) enhance our support for animal· 

and public-health diagnostic laboratories to more fully address a broader array of 

infectious disease threats; (4) broaden ongoing behavior change and 

communications efforts to prevent H5N1 transmission from poultry to humans to 

include potential transmission of other emergent wildlife pathogens. Using risk· 

based modeling, our focus will be on delivering this package in geographic 

"hotspots" for the emergence of new infectious disease threats originating from 

both wild animals (the Amazon region, the Congo Basin, the Gangetic Plain, and 

Southeast Asia) and domestic animals (East and Southeast Asia) (Figure 3)). 

Fhmrc 3 

1. Expanded Risk-Based Surveillance for Emergent Zoonotic Threats: A key 

part of USAID's HPAI program has been the monitoring of both wild bird 

populations and domestic poultry for HPAI. These investments have allowed for 
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the tracking of movement of the virus within communities and among regions and 

for the formulation of predictive models for where the virus might spread; related 

outcomes have been key to guiding where investments are made in combating 

the threat from the HPAI virus. Both streams of monitoring ·· in wild birds and 

domestic poultry .. provide important platforms for an expanded response to the 

broader threat from emerging zoonotic diseases 

a. Monitoring Wildlife: Through the wild bird monitoring program USAID has 

supported, a global surveillance network involving wildlife conservation groups, 

governments. and the United Nations (U.N.) has been established in over 34 

countries. This network has improved the collection, coordination, and laboratory 

evaluation of viral samples from wild birds. As a consequence, this program has 

been instrumental in identifying geographic locations of avian influenza viral 

strains, characterizing genetic changes in virus isolates, enhancing links with wild 

bird distribution and migration information, and providing an early-warning 

system for global spread of the HPAI virus. 

In considering the possible emergence and spread of other new zoonotic 

threats, the trends over the last half-century have clearly indicate that wildlife will 

be the single largest source of animal pathogens threatening llUrnans. The 

experience from the avian influenza wildlife surveillance program highlights the 

benefits of an effective global network for monitoring possible animal pathogens. 

Proposed Actions; Modify the scope of our current wild-bird 

surveillance program to include the monitoring for the emergence of 

new infectious diseases in high-risk wildlife (e.g. bats, rodents, and 

non-human primates) that could pose a major threat to human health. 

Particular focus would be placed on establishing an enhanced wildlife 

monitoring capacity in those geographic "hotspots" that pose a 

particular risk for the emergence of new infectious disease threats. 

The monitoring would include wildlife in their natural habitats, market 

trade of wildlife, wildlife products and foods, including characterizing 

the risks associated with "bush meat". 
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b. Monitoring Domestic Animals: In the case of the HPAI virus, domestic poultry 

have proven to be the major reservoir for the virus and the primary source of 

infections in humans. Working closely with the U.N.'s Food and Agricultural 

Organization (FAO), the World Health Organization, and with host-country 

ministries of agriculture and health, USAID has invested significantly in 

strengthening veterinary and public health capacities, including laboratory 

diagnostic capacities, to monitor for HPAI in domestic poultry. These efforts 

have contributed to a dramatic increase in the early detection of the virus and the 

mobilization of a rapid containment response- two factors which have proven 

key to achieving the successful reductions in the numbers of poultry and humans 

reported to have been infected with the virus over the past year. The threat 

posed by the H5N1 is not unique. Poultry and other domestic animals, such as 

pigs. have proven to be a significant source of new zoonotic diseases, 

particularly other influenza viral threats. Figure 1 b shows that the emergent 

zoonotic pathogens from domestic animals have been highly concentrated in 

eastern China, the Gangetic Plain of the India sub-continent, and along the Nile 

River in Egypt. Not surprisingly, these are the same areas where the HPAI virus 

is principally concentrated and are the locations of the highest concentrations of 

domestic animals in the world. 

Proposed Actions: Modify the scope of our currents programs with FAO, WHO 

and national governments supporting veterinary and public-health teams 

monitoring suspect H5Nt outbreaks to be able to address the broader threat 

posed by other novel emergent pathogens. Particular focus would be brought to 

geographic "hot spots" areas of East and Southeast Asia for newly emergent 

threats arising from domestic animals. For example, in the past decade the RNA 

virus H9N2 (a close relation of the HPAI H5N1 virus) has been evolving and 

acquiring characteristics that raise concerns it may become more transmissible 

arnong humans- and as such a candidate for unleashing a global influenza 

pandemic. Emphasis would be placed on training veterinary and public health 

surveillance teams to recognize signs and symptoms indicative of novel disease 

threats including and beyond H5N1. 
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Expected Results: As a consequence of an expanded program for monitoring 

wildlife and domestic animals, it is expected that at the end of five years: 

• Identification and characterization of "high-risk" animal hosts and microbial 

agents 

• Identification of "high-risk" human populations and characterization of their 

"risky" behaviors 

• Characterization and mapping of market trade of wild animals and animal 

products 

• Refined predictive models allowing for an early determination of which 

animal hosts and emergent pathogens from wildlife and domestic animals 

might pose a new and deadly threat to humans 

• Enhanced networks of early-warning surveillance in up to 12 "hot spot" 

countries in the greater Congo Basin of Central Africa, eight countries in 

Asia, and five countries in the Amazon region of South America covering 

animal wildlife, domestic animals, and humans would be able to detect 

quickly the emergence of any new infectious diseases from animal 

reservoirs that could pose a significant risk to humans. 

• Use these predictions to more strategically focus efforts to prevent the 

possible emergence of a new and deadly pathogens and contain its 

spread should it emerge, 

2. Enhanced Capacity for Outbreak Investigation and Response: Much of the 

recent success in controlling HPAI can be attributed to dramatic improvements in 

the capacities of national programs to mount rapid and highly targeted responses 

to confirmed outbreaks of the virus in both animals and humans. The spread of 

the HPAI virus in 2005 and 2006 across large parts of the world where disease 

surveillance and response capacities were severely lacking put a premium on 

ramping up the training of cohorts of veterinary and public-health workers in 

correct methods for the collection and analysis of outbreak data and their use in 

mounting a rapid and effective response. Over the past two years, significant 

investments have been made in "high- priority HPAI" countries across Africa, 

Asia, and the Middle East in dramatically expanding these capacities. New 
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training programs in field epidemiology developed in concert with a coalition of 

U.S. and developing country schools of public health have been established, and 

expanded support for their field operations has given rise to new capacities in 

disease outbreak investigation and response. These new training and field 

operations platforms, while initially conceived to respond to the immediate threat 

posed by the spread of the HPAI virus, could if broadened to more fully embrace 

meeting the needs of a comprehensive One Health competencies could prove the 

backbone for mounting an effective response to the emergence and spread of 

any of the new emergent zoonotic threats. 

Proposed Actions: Modify the scope of the current investments made in 

partnership with academic institutions, the U.N. system, development partners, 

and other U.S. government (USG) agencies to include expanded One Health 

related training and provision of field operations support. The training strategies 

would focus on providing a combination of long in-depth courses related to One 

Health competencies to senior leadership from ministries responsible for of 

health, agriculture, and wildlife and short-courses targeting provincial and district 

veterinary and human-health teams for training in the core principles of disease 

outbreak investigation and response. Linked to this training would be investments 

in upgrading the capacities of veterinary and human-healil1 laboratories in related 

diagnostic capacities. The geographic scope of this expanded effort would be 

directed to those zoonotic "hotspots" of wildlife and domestic animal origins 

illustrated in figures 1 a and 1 b. Particular priority would be given to areas where 

there is strong geographic overlap involving the risk posed by the HPAI virus 

Expected Results: The expected results from these investments after five years 

would be: 

• A network of academic institutions spanning the targeted "hotspot" 

countries with programs supporting One Health curriculum providing 

advance degrees to mid- and senior-level public health, veterinary health 

and wildlife professionals 

• Enhanced ability to isolate and contain the onset of a confirmed outbreak 

of new and/or existing pathogens in up to 12 "hot spot" countries in the 
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greater Congo Basin of Central Africa, eight countries in Asia, and five 

countries in the Amazon region of South America 

• Expanded capacity of central-level leadership in up to 12 countries in the 

greater Congo Basin of Central Africa, eight countries in Asia, and five 

countries in the Amazon region of South America to plan, strategize, and 

execute effective programs in disease surveillance, outbreak investigation, 

and response 

• Enhanced capacities of provincial and district-level teams in up to 12 "hot 

spot" countries in the greater Congo Basin of Central Africa, eight 

countries in Asia, and five countries in tile Amazon region of Soutil 

America to monitor early for introduction or spread of new disease 

pathogens and to quickly and effectively mount appropriate outbreak 

investigations and response actions. 

• Enhanced capability to predict which newly emergent animal pathogens 

might pose a new and deadly threat to humans, 

• Increased readiness of global/national communities to respond to both the 

health and non-health aspects of a pandemic should a novel and deadly 

pathogen emerges and spread across the world. 

3. Enhanced Regional Networks of Integrated Animal and Public Health 

Diagnostic Laboratories: Central to the successes recorded in HPAI control has 

been tile dramatic decrease in the time between onset of HPAI outbreaks and 

their confirmation. The ability to quickly confirm the cause of an outbreak has 

enabled increasingly rapid and highly targeted responses. USAID's HPAI 

strategy has been to direct its investments to lead to the quickest upgrade in 

confirmation capacities, from supporting the use of rapid diagnostics for field 

confirmation of H5 to upgrading laboratories with full H5N1 confirmation 

capacities. In considering the challenge of "pre-empting or combating the first 

stages of a zoonotic disease emergence- at its source", rapid characterization of 

suspected emergent diseases among animals and people will be key. There is a 

substantial risk of wildlife zoonotics originating in the very regions of the world 

where surveillance, and in particular laboratory, capacities are weakest; as noted 
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earlier, the emergence of a new disease is inherently a rare event. To build a 

network of diagnostic laboratories in these resource~poor regions of the world that 

would focus on monitoring for rare emergent diseases, however, would be both 

cost~ and infrastructure~prohibitive. Additionally prohibitive would be to invest 

separately in animal~ and human~health laboratories. An alternative and more 

sustainable approach would be to build integrated networks of animal~ and 

human~health laboratories in the each of the targeted "hot spots" that would be 

fully capable of diagnosing what the International Health Regulations refer to as 

"notifiable diseases"- those rnost cornrnon causes of animal and hurnan 

infections in each region- and, when faced with a "un~diagnosable" agent, would 

be responsible to transferring it quickly to international reference laboratories for 

further characterization. 

Proposed Actions: Modify the scope of our current agreements with WHO, FAO/ 

the World Organization for Animal Health (OlE) and key USG partners to develop 

enhanced regional networks in each of the targeted "hot spots" of integrated 

animal- and public-health diagnostic laboratories. A critical step in this effort will 

identification by WHO, FAO and OlE of candidate laboratories spanning the 

animal- and human-health sectors in each of the "hot spot" regions that would 

serve as the platform for these integrated diagnostic networks. 

Expected Results: The expected results from these investments after five years 

would be: 

• Integrated networks of veterinary and human-health laboratories covering 

the "hot spots" serving up to 12 countries in the greater Congo Basin of 

Central Africa, eight countries in Asia, and five countries the Amazon 

region of South America are in place 

• These laboratory networks are fully capable of rapidly diagnosing and 

reporting on IHR/ "notifiable diseases" for animal and human diseases 

• An international reference laboratory network is in place for full 

characterization of "un-diagnosable" agents 
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4. Enhanced Capacity in Prevention of Emergent Disease Transmission: A 

critical part of USAID's HPAI program has been the use of behavioral 

change/communication strategies for the dual purpose of identifying behaviors 

and/or practices that increase the risk of H5N1 infection of either poultry or 

people and the use of communications and public outreach activities to generate 

public awareness and promote behaviors that help reduce risk for disease 

transmission. Working closely with U.N. partners (UNICEF, FAO, WHO), national 

governments, community groups, non-governmental organizations and the 

private sector, USAID has made significant investments in strengthening the 

behavioral change/communications capacities in more than 54 HPAI affected or 

at-risk countries. These efforts have contributed to a dramatic increase in 

awareness of risks and adoption of new "safe" practices by poultry farmers, 

market vendors, and consumers that have directly contributed to dramatic 

reductions in the spread of the HPAI virus. Public awareness campaigns 

targeting journalists, as well as community and political leaders, have proven 

instrumental in the adoption of new policies and regulations for the prevention of 

HPAI. 

In considering lhe nature of the threat posed by olher zoonotic diseases, 

both those originating among domestic and wild animals, the behaviors ol and 

practices of farmers, traders and consumers will prove critical to enabling the 

transmission of novel agents among animals and potentially people. 

Characterizing those "risky" behaviors and promotion of their change, however, 

will need to be understood in the context that infection by novel agents will be 

inherently "rare" events. Traditionally, behavior change/communications 

strategies have been formulated to address public-health issues and are 

generally understood to be relatively common occurrences; they include 

promotion of the benefits of hand wasl1ing to avoid enteric diseases, 

immunization for common childhood illness, and family planning. Our experience 

with HPAI, however, has underscored that traditional approaches toward 

promoting behavior change are not effective for what are "rare" epidemiological 

events. As a result, novel communication strategies that are specifically tailored 
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to address rare and highly infrequent events, such as the emergence of a new 

disease. will need to be developed. 

Proposed Actions: Modify the scope of our HPAI behavior 

change/communications program to address other disease threats of animal 

origin, including supporting efforts to characterize "high-risk" practices that 

increase the potential for new disease threats from wildlife or wildlife products to 

spread and infect people: identify high-risk groups that need to be targeted for 

communication/behavior change messages: and formulate behavior 

change/communication strategies and interventions that are consistent with 

meeting the challenges posed by "rare" events, such as the emergence of a new 

infectious disease. 

Expected Results: The expected results from these investments after five years 

would be: 

• A field validated communication/behavior change strategic approach for 

"rare" infectious disease events 

• Characterization of "high-risk" practices that enable transmission of novel 

pathogens from animal hosts to people, and among people 

• Identification of "high-risk" groups that are particularly vulnerable to being 

exposed to and infected by novel pathogens from animal hosts 

• Field validation of effective communication/behavior change interventions 

that reduce the risk of human infection by novel pathogens of animal origin 

• Elevated awareness among the general public and policy makers on risks 

and appropriate actions needed to minimize human infection by novel 

pathogens of animal origin. 
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Number of H5N 1 Affected Countries by Year 
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After 2006 peak, 
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2008 

Of the 19 countries 
with bird outbreaks in 
2009 -2011, five are 
endemic* and 
eleven** are near 
endemic countries 

• Bangladesh. China, Egypt, 
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Sources: WHO, OlE, FAO reports through 2/8/11. Each affected country had at least 1 outbreak or case in poultry, wild birds. or humans. Number 
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Reported Poultry Outbreaks and Human Cases 
Worldwide 

Note: a decrease in reported outbreaks/cases may not equal a decrease in actual outbreaks/cases 
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-7 General decrease in poultry outbreaks & human cases since 2006-2007 peaks 

-7 Poultry outbreak and human case data since 2006 dominated by Indonesia and Egypt 
which together account for 86% of poultry outbreaks and 75% of human cases (2006-11) 
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H5N1 Poultry Outbreaks, Human Cases, and 
Affected Countries by Month 
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Comparison of H5N1 Poultry Outbreaks and 
Human Cases in 2010 with Previous Years 
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H5N1 Disease Burden Increasingly 
Concentrated in 5 Countries 
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Over time, H5N1 disease 
has become increasingly 
concentrated in 5 highly
affected countries* 

This is likely due to: 
• Favorable conditions (e.g. 

large poultry populations) in 
the 5 highly-affected 
countries that allow for 
continuous transmission of 
the virus 

• Unfavorable conditions in 
all other countries so that 
continuous viral 
transmission is not possible 

In 2009-2010, these 5 
countries accounted for at 
least 98% of H5N1 poultry 
outbreaks and human 
cases 

Based on OlE, FAO, and WHO reports between January 2005 and January 2011. * 5 highly-affected countries= Bangladesh, China, Egypt, 
Indonesia, Vietnam. 
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Distribution of H5N1 Disease Burden by Country 
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Neighbors of 5 Highly-Affected Countries Also 
at Risk for H5N1 Infections 
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-7 Of countries that are not H5N1-endemic (i.e. no sustained circulation of the virus), 
greatest number of poultry outbreaks is in countries proximal to the 5 high-burden countries. 

-7 Virological data suggests that periodic outbreaks in countries proximal to the 5 high
burden countries are often due to re-importation of the virus from endemic countries. 

Based on OlE, FAO, WHO reports between January 2005 and January 2011. * 5 high-burden countries= Bangladesh, China, Egypt, Indonesia, 
Vietnam. **Includes: Afghanistan, Bhutan, Burma, Cambodia, India, Israel, Japan, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kuwait, Laos, Malaysia, Mongolia, Nepal, 
Pakistan. Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Korea. Sudan, Thailand. West Bank/Gaza. 
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Association between Faster Detection and 
Reduced Poultry Outbreaks Over Time 
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General decrease in 
number of poultry 
outbreaks in 
developing countries 
is associated with a 
general decrease in 
H5N1 detection time 

Faster detection time 
allows for faster 
containment 
measures which limits 
H5N1 spread 

Sources: OlE and FAO reports (Egypt, Indonesia) through 2/8/11. • Only -6% of reported outbreaks have data on detection time. 
f2l , E".l ~partial 2011 data 
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Some Highly-Affected Countries Have Reduced 
Reported Poultry Outbreaks Over Time 
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--7 Bangladesh, China, 
and Vietnam have 
reduced reported poultry 
outbreaks over time and 
maintained low levels 

--7 Indonesia appears to 
have a decreasing trend 
--7 Egypt's increases in 
2009-2010 may be due 
to active surveillance 

Source: OlE reports through 2/8/11. FAO data used for Egypt and Indonesia after reporting to OlE stopped in June 2008 and September 2006, respectively. 
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Some Highly-Affected Countries Also Have 
Reduced Reported Human Cases Over Time 
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--7 China and Vietnam 
have reduced reported 
human cases over time 
and maintained low levels 

--7 Indonesia has had a 
decrease in reported 
cases since 2006 

--7 Trend in Egypt not 
clear yet 
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Most Countries Have Not Lowered Human 
Case Fatality Rate 
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--7 In most countries, 
human fatality rate remains 
stable at about 60% or 
higher 

--7 Egypt lowered fatality 
rate to 10% in 2009; 
however higher in 2010 
which is similar to other 
years 

--7 Vietnam appears to 
have improved in 201 0 

Source: WHO reports through 2/8/11. N/A, not applicable since no cases were reported. [J and * = 1-5 cases with data; § = 6-1 0 cases with 
data; • = > 1 0 cases with data 
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Distribution of USAID H5N1 Avian Influenza 
Funding (2005-201 0) 
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H5N1 Avian Influenza: Key Points 

• In general, HSN1 Avian Influenza disease burden in poultry and 
humans appears to be decreasing over time due to control measures 

• Almost all recent bird and human infections have been 
concentrated in five endemic countries* in Asia and Middle East that 
all have large poultry populations 

• Even as some of these endemic countries have decreased their H5N1 
AI burden, there continues to be "leakage" of virus to neighboring 
countries 

·Although rare, human cases more common in countries with many 
poultry outbreaks since transmission is primarily bird-to-human; fatality 
rate for human cases is high (33-83%) 

• H5N1 AI virus continues to evolve over time; pandemic risk 
remains as long as virus continues to persist 

• Donor funding for HSN1 AI continues to decrease; in the next year 
or two, USAID will likely be the only remaining donor 

• Bangladesh, China, Egypt, Indonesia, Vietnam 
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HSNl Trends, Nov 2005-0ct 2012 

Notes on data: 

• Analysis only includes information (mostly from passive 
surveillance) reported to FAO, OlE, and WHO. 

• Most countries have limited surveillance capacity; as a result, 
actual number of bird outbreaks and human cases may be 
higher than the reported numbers. 

• Little to no OlE data from Egypt and Indonesia after June 2008 
and Aug 2006, respectively; as a result, these two high-burden 
countries are underrepresented in the global trends for the 
time between onset of bird outbreaks and lab confirmation. 
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Total Reported HSNl HPAI Poultry Outbreaks 
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Total Reported HSNl HPAI Human Cases 
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Median Days from Start of Reported Poultry or Wild 
Bird HSN1 HPAI Outbreaks to Lab Confirmation 
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Median Days from Start of Symptoms for Reported 
HSN1 HPAI Human Cases to Hospitalization 
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Sources: WHO reports. * GMS =Greater Mekong Sub-Region which includes Burma, Cambodia, China, Laos, Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam. 
#~so% of cases were in Egypt where median time was 1.0 days. ## 7 of 8 cases were from Cambodia where median time was 7.0 days. 
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Average Case Fatality Rate for Reported 
HSN1 HPAI Human Cases 
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#~so% of cases were in Egypt where CFR was 14%. ## 7 of 8 cases were from Cambodia where CFR was 100%. 
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H5N1 Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza 
May 1997 -October 2013 
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Summary of confirmed human infections': 
• Median age = 17 years (range: Q. 75) 
• 53% cases female 
• Average days from symptom onset to hospitalization= 4.5 
·Average days from symptom onset to WHO reporting = 20.6 
• Apparent case fatality rate = 58% 
·Cases in clusters (2 or more)= at least 14% 
• Cases exposed to sick or dead poultry = at least 50% 
• Cases who were health workers = 0% 
• Cases with basic data" = 67% 

Sources= World Health Organization, Food and Agriculture Organization, OlE, and 
scientific publications through 11/19/13; • may be biased towards more-severe 
cases that are more-easily recognized. •• includes age, gender, location, clinical 
outcome, and dates for symptom onset, hospitalization, death (if applicable) in 
publicly-available reports 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 
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AI Avian influenza 
AI-SIS Avian Inf1uenza-Surveillance Information System 
CTA Chief Technical Advisor 
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ELISA Enzyme-linked irnmunosorbent assay 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Trans boundary animal disease (TAD} outbr~1.ks occun-ed during the past years in the border provinces of 
the hlamic Republic of Afghanistan (Afgh:mi,:.,tan) and !he Is! ami..:- Republic of Paki:-.tan (Pakistan). The 
TADs are spread by the movement of infected live animal!> or animal products around the a:-ea. In 
Pakistan. independent outbreaks of Highly Patho-genic Avian Intluenza (HPAI) were detected in 2006. 
2007 and 20m~; and m Afghanistan, the disea,:.,e oulbreak~ nccutred SLllely in 2006 and 2007. In all ca~es, 
frequent poultry commercial trade (both legal and illegal) and the traditional movement of chicken o:
poultry products for sale in live bird markets (LBMs) contributed to the introduction and spread of HPAI 
in cross-border provinces and subregions. 

The Government of the United States of America, through the United States Agency for International 
Development (USAID), initially contrihukd CSD I.J million to the Food and Agriculture Organization 
of the United Nations (FAO) for the implementation of project OSRO:'RAS-'703/USA, entitled •'Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza: strengthening cross-border surveillance <:.nd containment activities between 
Afghanistan and Pakistan". The project started in Apr:l200S and formed part ofFAO's overal: relief and 
recovery programme in Afghanistan and Pakistan. The initially planned end date was in September 2008: 
however, the project was extended three times with the actual end date on 31 .May 2011 and the total 
financial contribution nf USD 3.2 million. Considering the high risk of HPAI introduction and spread in 
the cross-border region between Afghanistan and Pakistan, the aim of this project was to establish a 
shared. ~ustainable ami harmonized HPAI surveil12.nce syt>tem to strengthen the capacity for early 
detection and control ofHPAI in the defined areas. 

Originally lhe project considered four provinces at the border between the two countries: Nangarhar and 
Khost for Afghanistan, and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK) [former North West Frontiers (NWF)l and 
1-'cder-<Jlly Administered Tribal Areas {1-'ATA; provinces for Pakistan. In consultation with the Chief 
Veterinary Officer." of both count1ie~ and the Donor. Kandah=tr and Balkh provincet> were subsequently 
included for Afghanistan, and Abbottabad area in KPK, Balochistan and Sindh provinces for Pakisran 
1-'urthermore, subregions were established :·or surveillance in different At'ghan provinces at the border 
and those where outbreaks had heen rep:nted previou~ly. 

In Pehru:1ry 2flOX. lht> -.urveillnnce leams starled collec1in2 s<lmples from I .RM-;, brms ;md vilbJge-;. S<) 

that at the end of the project in rv1ay 2011, 30 35X. S3mples were received from Afghanistan and 
126 470 from Pakistan. The difference in the number of samples obtained was influenced by the total 
population of poultry in each country. At the beginning of the project in 200X, there were no technicmn~ 
in the laboratories in Afghanistan dedicated to Asian Tntluenza (AD diagnosis. The Afghan veterinarians, 
therefore, received training on the basic concepts of serology procedures, molecular diagnosis and 
practical profidency tests. In Pukistan, technicians were trained on conducting tests in the laboratory that 
included serology, virus i:-.olation and molecular dic.gnosis, as well as antigen preparation for use in 
serological te:>ts towards the end of the project. The antigen is now distributed to provincial laboratories 
in Pakb.tan on a regubr b<>.sis, and it has aho been delivered lo Afghanb.tan. Improvement of the central 
laboratory in Pakistan to biosecurity level 2+ now allows for the sample preparation for virus isolation. 
The capat:ity for genetic sequence analyse;,. tOr virus characterization was supported in Pakistan. 
Lahoratorie'<; in Abhottahad. KPK and Kan::chi are conducting serological te<.,t<, in Pakistan, :md the 
laboratories in Jalalabad and Mazar-e-Sharif in Afghanistan have the infrastructure to conduct serological 
tests forregional screenings. All of them received training, equipment and reagents. 

The results obtained during the Slll""\'eillance activities showed that there was no evidence of HPAI H5Nl 
virus circulation in the region. However. 1hc identification of other AI virus subtypes circulating in the 
region -:hould be considered as a possible threat for reas-:ortment and eventually emergence of novel 
virus subtypes, The security circumstances that are present in both countries, and especially in the cross
border region, made it difficult to implement ;.,ome project activities, but the commitment of the ?roject 
stdff. particularly tl10-:e in the field, was. the key succes<> factor for the results obtained. 

3 
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l. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Project background 

The lslmnic Republic of Afghanistan (Afghanistan) and Islamic Republic of Paki~tan (Pakistan) 
have experienced Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) outbreaks caused by H5Nl 
subtype in various provinces of the bordering areas. The first outbreak starte-d in 2006 in Khyber 
Pakhrunkhwa (KPK) (former North West Frontier) province and Abotrabad region in Pakistan. 
It was later detected in Nangarhar. Kuna.r, Kapisa. Kabul, Logar, Llghman. Parwan and Kapisa 
provinces in Afghanistan. In 2007, outbreaks were initially identified in KPK, Abottabad and 
Punjab in Pakistan and later in Nangarhar, Kunar, Nuristan, Kabul and Kapisa provinces in 
Afghanistan. The last outbreaks of HPAI virus subtype HSNI were detected in June 2008 m 
KPK and Sindh pmvinces in Pakistan, and no reports \Vere made in Afghanistan at that time. 

Although it was not possible to directly link the occurrence of outbreaks in Afghanistan with 
[hose detected in Pakistan, it was speculated that detection of HPAI outbreaks in Pakistan 
(especially in the northern areas) would likely be followed by an occurrence of outbreaks in 
Afghanistan, since genetic comparison showed close similarity among the viruses sequenced. In 
both occasions HPAI entered into Afghanistan through its nonheast province of Nangarhar. The 
reasons for this might he: (i_) the area around the capital, Ja1alahad city. of :'\langarhar province 
has probably the highest density of commen.:ial ami semi-commercial poultry farms of 
Afghani~tan, estimated al around 243 fanns with an average number of poultry from l 500 to 
5 000, mainly broilers~ (ii) intensive trade- activities in the cross-border area between the main 
cities, Peshawar (KPK) and Jalalabad (Nangarhar), in all types of poultry {broilers. old breeders, 
one-day-old chicks) from Pakistan~ and (iii) porous borders along the countries with security 
complications that affecl efficient comrol and inspe-ction. 

The economic impact on poultry production was severe as a result of the hans imposed on 
t.-ading poultry and poultry products from Pakistan, and the .severe depopulation, stamping out 
procedures and quarantine measures thal affecled poullry production in Afghanistan" Moreover, 
the reluctance of the population to consume poultry meat and eggs affected other regions in both 
countries, with direct effect on the poor rural households. Additionally, in Pakistan, during the 
outbreak of 2007. t\vo human casualties owing to H5N l infection were recorded in KPK, as well 
as limited human-to-human possible transmission by cluster families and intra-hospital 
infection. Both Pakistan and Afghanistan declared themselves free of HPAI H5N l in 2009. 

The epidemiological pattern observed in Afghanistan during the two epidemics was rather 
similar, with the disease entering in Nangarhar province, spreading to other regions and later 
reaching Kabul city (where market prices for poultry products are higher). In Pakistan, the data 
avallahle does not allow for an identification of a dear pattern. Even in the last epidemic. a great 
gap (both in time and space) between the series of outbreaks was observed, indicatin~, most 
probably, that the virus had persisted without being repmted to aulhoritie:-. (rather than 
suggesting continuous reintroductions). 

In AfghanlsLm, with 98 percent of the poultry population in the hackyard sector, the risk of 
endemicity is considered low, while in Pakistan, where the poultry sector is economically more 
important, the risk of infection of the commercial poultry is higher. In particular, the small 
pouhry production units in both countries arc the most vulnerable owing to the low level of 
biosecurity and to traditional production systems for raising chicken (especially for broilers). 
which are largely un-regulated. 

4 
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An important risk factor that could make lhe disease undetectab1e by clinical signs (especially in 
Pakistan) is the easy access to vaccines, although the quality of them may, in some 
circumstances, be qucstionahk (in particular for some of those that arc locally produced}. 
During and after outbreaks, poultry producers tend to urgently vaccinate their flocks when 
experiencing episodes of high mortality in an attempl to slow down the course of the disease. In 
that case. the vaccinated animals do not show clinical signs while the vlrus replicates and 
spreads to other susceptible non-vaccinated poultry. 

1.2 Financial contribution of the Donor 

The Government of the United States of America, through the United States Agency for 
International Development (USAID), initially contributed LSD 1.3 million to the Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United ~atiom: (FAO) for the implementation of the project 
OSRO!RAS/703/USA, entitled "Highly Pathogenic Avian Int1uenza: strengthening cross-border 
surveillance and containment activities between Afghanistan and Pakistan". The project started 
in April 200-R and formed pan of FAO's ovcrdll relief and recovery programme in Afghanistan 
and Paki'->t<m The initially planned end date was Septemher 200S; however, the project wa,_., 
ex.lt'.nded three time~ until31 May 2011, with the wtal financial contlibution of USD 3.2 million. 

13 Project objectives 

The primary objective of the project was to promote collaboration between the two involved 
countries for improving HPAI surveillance by adopting common and shared approaches in areas 
which may share cultural and social features. The secondary objectives were to strengthen the 
capacity for early detection and control of HPAI in the JefineJ areas, and thus to avoid further 
~pread of infection to other non-infected parts of the countries and con~equently to the human 
populations. 

In the original project, two province~ were considered in each country: Nangarhar and Kandahar 
in At"ghanisran, and KPK and Baluchistan in Pakistan. However, during the t"irst inception 
workshop, the Chief Veterinary Officers (CVOs) of the countries requested extending the 
benefits of the project to one additional province in each country. Consequently, Khost province 
was considered for Afghanislan, and the Federally Adminislered Tribal Areas (FATA) and 
Abbottabad area in KPK were considered for Pakistan (because of the large number of poultry 
farms that form the "poultry belt" in the north of lx:lth countries). Later, during the second 
Steering Committee meeting, the CVOs requested including the Sindh province for Pakistan and 
Balkh for Afghanislan in phase III based on the large numbers of poultry farm~ in these 
provinces. 

1.4 Planned beneficiaries 

The intended beneficiaries of the project were. the tv1inistries of Agriculture and the Animal 
Health Departments/Chief Ve-terinary Offices in both countrks. Other planned beneficiaries 
were pou1try owners, producers and traders benefiting from a reduced incidence nf HPAI 
through improved knowledge of poultry disease prevention and control methods and through 
avoiding losses owing to the stamping out procedures; national veterinary and public health 
services benefiting from strengthened government agencies including management, technical 
understanding and responsibilities~ the general population benefiting from a reduced risk from 
avian inlluenza (AI); and the international community benefiting from a reduced risk of the 
spread of HPAI and of an AI human pandemic. 

5 
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1. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 

The project was carried out in high-risk areas that could potentia11y be infected with HPAI. 
These induded areas that historically represented an entry point for the HPAI virus to spread 
from one country to another. The modalities under whlch this event might occur could be rather 
different: (i) the vims could be transported from the original source (fanns) and reach the final 
destination passing through the concerned areas without any involvement of the local poultry 
population: or (ii) the local poultry population might be affected, thus providing direct evidence 
of virus introduction and the infection can spread from village to village because of proximity. 
The first modality would call for an intensification of border control activities. the second for an 
intensification of surveillance activities among the local populations and live birds markets 
(LBMs) that could play an imporbnt role in spreading the disease. 

The trade routes for poultry and poultry products arc basically unidirectional (from Pakistan to 
Afghanistan). mainly from KPK province, with a significant number of poultry farms, of both 
l:Jyers and hroilers. ;md retailer~ nf live poultry. There were reasons to argue th:Jt in Pakistan the 
infection was underreporled. Diseased chicken3 were frequently sold to and from the markets, as 
in the case when the outbreaks occurred in 2006. Because they \Vere vacclnated, the animals 
were not recognized as sick, which could account for the serial outbreaks that largely exceeded 
several incubation periods. Pakistan mi'lde efforts to contain the disease, and the I\'ational Avian 
Inlluenza Programme was approved to be financed by the Govemment of Pakistan. However, at 
the end of this project, the National Programme was closed, making early detection of possible 
outbreaks in the future difficult, owing to Pakistan's proximity to some HPAI H5Nl endemic 
areas localized in regions of India, Bangladesh, Nepal and Myanmar, where the disease is 
continuously identified. 

One important issue addressed under this project was the availability of laboratory facilitie:-. i'lml 
expertise in the concemed areas. Pakistan provided reliable diagnostic services at central level 
but Afghanistan did not. Therefore, provision of diagnostic services at central level in 
Afghanistan and at peripheral level in both countries needed to be upgraded. Thi~ issue was 
considered umler this project 

The activities were established mainly in the following border cities: Peshawar and Abbottabad 
in KPK. Quetta in Balochistan province, FATA in FATA province and Karachi in Sindh 
province in Pakistan: aml Jalalabad in Nangarhar province, Khost in Khust province. Kandahar 
in Kandahar province and MaLar-e-Sharif in Balkh province in Afghanistan. 

Owing to the number of provinces on both sides of the border (three in Pakistan and seven in 
Afghanistan), it was necessary to include adequate subregions in Afghanistan for surveillance 
purpt)ses a~ follows: easlern region: Nangarhar, Laghman, Kunar and Nooristan provinces; 
southern region: Khost, Paktya and Paktika provinces; southwestern region: Kandahar, Helmand 
and Zabul provinces and northern region: Balk, Sar-c-pol, Jowzjan, Faryab and Samangan 
provinces. 

6 
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2.1 [rnplementation arrangements 

The project was executed by FAO's Animal Health Service (AGAH) and Emergency 
Operations Service (TCES) through the Emergency Centre for Transhoundary Anima) Di~eases 
(ECTAD) under the supervision of the Chief of AGAH and the operational responsibility of the 
Chief of TCES. Some of the activities were implemented separately in each country, others 
(common activities) at rcgionallcvcL 

The project was directly supervised by the Regional Technical Coordinator for the Centml Asia 
Network for Avian Int1uenza and the Chief Technical Advisor (CTA) of the proje-ct_ ln each 
country, one national consultant/epidemiologist closely monitored the implementation of 
activities, four national consultants/field veterinarians "\Vere appointed for each country (one in 
Kandahar, Khost, Jalalabad and Mazar-e-Sharif, in Afgh<mistan; and one in Peshawar and 
Abhottabad, FA TA, Quetta and Karachi, in Pakistan) to coordinate activities at local leveL each 
of them assisted by one paravctcrinarian. 

In Afghani~tano the project cotmterpat·t management unit wa.'> operated under the supervision of 

the General Director of Animal Health and Production, who was also technically responsible for 
the Provincial Veterinmy Departments. In Pakistan, the counterpart initially was the Federal 
Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Livestock and then the Federal Ministry of Livestock and 
Dairy Development. This ensured good coordination with the Livestock Departments of KPK. 
FATA, Baluchistan and Sindh that were operationally responsible fm· undertaking disease 
control in their regions. The project counterpart management unit was the National Reference 
Laboratory for Poultry Diseases of the National Animal Research Council. The counterpart 
institutions assisted all consultants ~md experts in the performance of their assigned tasks and 
guaranteed appropriale mechanisms of coordination with the relevam authorities in their 
respective countries. 

A Steering Committee headed by the CVOs of both countries was established with the scope of 
driving and facilitating project activities. As there were important security issues in the areas oi 
concern, the Committee advi~ed and guaranteed the support of the local authorities. 

The FAO project team actively liaised with all stakeholders and agencies in order to avoid 
duplication of efforts and ensure complementarities with othe-r interventions and local ownership 
of project activities. 

2.2 l\tiain projeet actiYities 

2.2.1 Technical assistance outputs 

Output 2.2.1 Common strategies and approaches for suneillance developed in the different 
sub sectors in the concerned areas 

During the project, it was necessary to establish three main working groups linked in a network 
system: (i) field veterinarians responsible to visir farms. LBMs and vilbges to collect 
information on the health ;;,talus of poultry in the premises and carry out sampling on a weekly 
basis to collect blood serum and swabs to submit them to the laboratory for testing; 
(ii) laboratory staff to introduce the collected informmion in the data management system 
developed under the project, process the serological tests indicated for AI surveil1ance (agar gel 
immunodiffusion [AGID] lest and hemagglutination inhibition [HI] test for detecting antibodies 
against H5, H7 and H9) and conduct rapid tests for virus identification (positive samples were 
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proces~ed fiJr viru.;, isolation in Pakistan only and/or tested by real-time reverse transcriptase 
polymerase chain reaction [rRT-PCR]for identification of YI gene [vims type) and H5, H7 in 
both countries and H9 (virus subtype! in Pakistan}; and (iii) epidemiological units to maintain 
the field information and laboratory results, so that they can he analysed under the supervision 
of the national epidemiologist in each country. The selected epidemiological units for 
surveillance were farms (large-scale and small production), LBMs (especially those that 
distribute imported poultry in the main cities), vendors of live chicken in small towns and 
household chickens in villages. A unique survei11am:e format was prepared to g<.~ther field 
information from each type of premises and a data management system was developed named 
Avian Int1uenza Surveillance Information System (AI-SIS), which was designed for recording 
the information collected during routine surveillance. A[-SIS contains six modules to introduce 
the information obtained from the surveillance format and from labomtory results. The system 
allows a rapiJ analysis to obtain quick information about the frequencies of laboratory results by 
district. province and country and allows being connected to a geographical infonnation system 
(GIS) to identify in space the location of positive samples, if any. The system was initially 
established at central level in both countries. After several evaluations, the software was 
installed in the main provincial lahorafories in Paki'>fan, and in Nangarhar :md Ralkh in 

Afghanistan. 

Output 2.2.2 The diagnm;tic ability of field and laboratory staff enhanced 

Field staff: AI the start, it was necessary to conduct a serie.;, of trainings for field veterinarians 
from both countries, and national trainings for official veterinarians on disease recognitlon, 
during which the characteristics of the disease were discu.<.;sed. The suspicious ca..<>e definition 
was e:-..tablished when at least two or more of the clinical :-..ih'llS were identified in a single 
epidemiological unit. The siLe of each epidemiological unit was defined as 20 samples {~erum 
and swabs from trachea and cloacae) per premise (epidemiological unit) based on the ongoing 
circumstances and on international experience. Thereafter, a bi-national training on differential 
diagnosis to identify AI from other similar disease~ was conducted and cascade trainings at 
national level where held. 

Laboratory staff: At the beginning of the project in 2008, there were no laboratory technicians in 
Afghanistan working on a routine basis on AI diagnosis; therefore, the General Director of 
Animal Health and Production designated four members of the laboratory to be trained: two of 
them on serology procedures and the other two on molecular diagnosis. Laboratory biosecurity 
conditions in Afghanistan did not allow for the conducting of the virus isolation, as the 
laboratory technicians could be infected. The four members were trained daily for six. months by 
the CT A and the national laboratory expert on the routine dlagnosis of the dlsease. In Pakistan, 
two technicians regularly conducted serological diagnosis and virus isolation, and two 
specialists in the diagnosis of PCR procedures worked on molecular diagnosis and sequencing. 
One laboratory member from each country atl.ended a diagnostic inl.emational training course 
for laboratory technicians held at the FAO/World Organisation for Animal He.alth (OlE) 
Reference Laboratory for Af and Newcastle Disease m Padova, Italy, from 6 to 17 July 2009. 
One laboratory staff member from Pakistan was trained in the F.t...O/OIE Reference Laboratory 
for Avian InnuenLa in the United States or America on antigen production for AI because 
international antigens are difficult to purchase and the price is very high. ~ow, the laboratory in 
Pakistan produces antigen for HI tests for H5, H7 and H9 that is distributed to the provincial 
laboratories in the country and. upon request, to Afghani.stan, 

Owing to the expertise in AI diagnosis in Pakistan, two trainings were conducted at the National 
Reference Laboratory for Poultry Diseases for the laboratory staff from Afghanistan; one of the 
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courses wa~ for general serological diagnosis and the other for molecular diagnosis with the 
purpose of harmonizing the procedures. A manual for diagnosis was develope-d in Pakistan, and 
the st;Jndard operating procedures (SOPs) were established for all laboratory tests, common to 
both countries in order to harmonize the techniques. 

:N"ational training courses for provlncial laboratory staff were conducted by the nationnl central 
laboratory statl from each country, for serological diagnosis; and the installation of the enzyme
linked immunosorbent ass<-~y (ELISA) equipment in Jalalabad <-~nd r..-·Iazar-e-Sharlf in 
Afghanistan and Pesha\var, Abbottabad, Quetta ~md Karachi in Pakistan, for pmper use. 
Reagents were a] located to all provincially established laboratories. 

Initially, only the ~ational Reference Laboratot)' for Poultry Diseases in Pakistan was able to 
conduct AI di<1gnosis. At the end of the project, all the provincial labor<ltories imlicatetl in the 
project document were able to conduct serological diagnosis in Pakistan. In Afghanistan, only 
Nangarhar and Balk laboratories arc now able to conduct serological diagnosis owing to the 
security constraints in Kandahar and Khost, where the laboratories could not be established 
owing to the lack of electricity, water and security conditions for proper work in the local offices 
of animal hea1lh. 

The centml laboratories in both countries participated in a practical proficiency test cqnducted 
by the FAO/OIE Reference Laboratory from Padova, Italy, in November 2009. The Reference 
LaboraLOry submiued samples to the laboratories in Afghanistan and Pakistan Lhat were both 
posltive or negative. The results for central laboratory in Pakistan scored with 98 percent 
precision in their ldemification of the samples, meanwhile the central labor.Jtory in Afghanistan 
scored SO percent. Therefore, both laboratories demonstrated satisfactory precision in 
conducting serological and molecular diagnosis for AI. 

Output 2.2.3 Procedures for inspection of poultry and poultry products at border control posts 
standardized 

A workshop that included participanh from the authorities of both countries was held in August 
2010 in order to e.-;tablish an understanding of mutual agreements of interest on trading poultry 
and poultry products, which is indicated below. The veterinary authorities of boLh countries 
agreed to work on improving mutual agreements regarding future arrangements for 
importing/exporting meat, live birds, chicken, day-old chicks, fertile eggs and table eggs. 

2.2.3a Certification for farms for exporting 
2.2.3a.l Share information about the requirements and content of the animal health certitlcate. 
2.2.3a.2 Conduct periodic (bi-annual) meetings of the veterinary authorities to review 
registration anti certification of newly authorized farms for exporting. The exporting 
establishments must be declared by the veterinary authority to access the capacity to fulfill the 
demand/set standard/measures of the concerned veterinary authority and specify the diseases 
under control and tests for exporting purposes. 
2.2.3a.3 Every import/export document produced by the importer/exporter country must be 
refened back to the concemed veterinary authorities of the countries for verification and to 
update the export/import data. 1v1onthly exchange of information regarding the health certificate 
issued for import/export should be shared between the countries. 

2.2.3b Border inspection 
2.2.3b.l Both countries will establish a harmonized and uniform inspection syste-m for 
difterent products traded between the two countries. 
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2.2.3b.2 There :.hould be mutually agreed upon SOPs for border im.pection of different 
products. 
2.2.3b.3 The number of border check posts should be increased from three to at least 14 on 
each side and should be equipped and have trained staff. 
2.2.3bA There should be a regular joint .short-term training programme (one-two weeks) on 
inspectlon procedures. 

2.2.3c Quarantine station and animal health measures upon arrival 
2.2.3c.l Establish normal standard animal health measures for checking certificates and 
checking documents with the consignee (certificate- No., expiry date, contalner seal, e-tc.) as we11 
as conducting physlca1 checking. 
2.2.3c.2 Proper samples should be taken randomly from poultry and poultry products for 
eventual laboratory testing. In the case of )XlSitive rapid tests for AI, the poultry products should 
be detained and confiscated. 
2.2.3c.3 In the case of negative results, distribution of the poultry and poultry products would 
be allowed. 

2.2.3d Provision of future demand in Afghani.,.tan 
The veterinary authoritles of Afghanistan should provide information on the future demand for 
live birds, animals, day-old chicks, egp; and other livestock products. so that measures can be 
taken to fulfill the future demand. A follow-up meeting to the August 2010 workshop coukl not 
be held ~ince, As of November 20 I 0, lhe Government of Pakistan was. reorganizing its 
ministries and no authority was recognized as CVO until the end of the project. 

Output 2.2.4 Capacity to improve the o~·erall surveillance system enhanced 

At the beginning of the project, there were no established epidemiological units in the 
two countrles, and the respon~ibilities of the epidemiologi~ts were Jistributed among other 
entities. A basic workshop was conducted for the high-level authorities in Afghanistan to 
demonstrate to them the importance of" the epidemiology units. Subsequently, f"or Pi1kistan, a 
smal1 unit within the laboratory was established. Instead of the originally foreseen Masters 
degree course for one person from each country which did not materialize. As no reply to the 
invitations was received from the Govemments of both countries, the CVO:.. of the two countries 
opted to send the veterinarians of the units for short-term training, which was conducted in 
Jordan for 12 weeks for two participants from each coumry. 

During the course, the pm1icipants learned about biostatistic:., analytical e-pidemiology and the 
importance of questionnaires to collect information from the field in order to conduct an 
epidemiological analysis. The fteld veterinarians also learned ahout the importance of collecting 
complete information from the visited premise~. analysing the data and rem.:hing ~:onclusions 
that could drive Ihe decision-making process. They abo learned about the production of antigens 
at regional le-vel that would considerably reduce the cost of the tests. By the completion of the 
proje-ct, both countries had the technical capacity to continue the surveillance process in a 
sustainable way. 

At the end of the bi-national socio-economic training course conducted in Istanbul. Turkey, in 
April 2010. the field veterinarians prepared a simple programme in Excel to analyse the 
economic information obwined from the field in order to measure the economic impacts and 
consider the social effects of high mortality. As a result, they now better understand the socio
economic impact of the disease in different sectors of the commercial chain: fanners, traders, 
vendors and (:onsumcrs. 
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During visits to the epidemlological units towards the end of the project, the field veterinarians 
joined workers in farms, vendors at LBMs and households in villages to explain to them the 
characteristics of the disease and the impacts of the disea<>e if the mortalities were not reported. 
Similarly, they vi~iteU schools to raise awareness among students from different towm about AI 
in order to improve the surveillance of the disease. 

HPAI subtype HS!\;l was not identified during the project implementation period, but the virus 
subtype H9!'J2 was continually identified in both countries. Molecular comparison analysis with 
other H9K2 viruses in the region, obtained from the gene bank. revealed that the hemagglutinin 
gene segment was within at least three H9012 sublineagcs within the major G !-like lineage that 
are co-circulating in the Middle East. The genetic variability identified among the H9N2 viruses 
used in the comparison study showed th<lt the isolates in Afghanistan and Paki~t<ln contain 
specific substitutions, which are believed to increase the efficiency of the replication in non
avian species, especially in mammals, and therefore highlight the need to constantly monitor the 
evolution of this potential pandemic strain in the Middle East. Other AI virus subtypes that were 
also identified in poultry in P:Jki.<>t;m were H~Nl and H4NO_ The'>e are not nntifiahle AT vimses, 
but could be consldered so owing to the possible reassortments among different AI viruses. 
These viruses in turn could originate novel. emerging AI viruses, which could affect not only 
birds but also mammals, including humans: therefore, the spread of these novel viruses should 
be monitor-eli in the future. 

Output 2.2.5 Surveillance in LB.Us strengthened 

Main LB:tvls in the cross-border region -..vet--e identified and continuously visited to detect any 
virus cir-culalion. During tht'- sun··eillance period, HPAI H5N1 virus was not identified. The easy 
recognition and the acceptance of the vendors to maintain the surveillance in those markets 
resulted in more confidence in the government monitoring programmes of the health status of 
the birds in those markets. In Pakistan. a formal course was conducted in Islamabad for the main 
LB1"1 vendors. 

2.2.2 Procurement and distribution of inputs 

(i) Afghanistan 

The Central Veterinary Diagnustic and Research Laboratory in Kabul received non-expendable 
equipment such as real-time PCR syslem, conventional thermocycler, documentation system for 
gel identification of PCR bands in conventional system with camera included to save the results, 
safety cabinets for sample processing, computer for collection of the field data and laboratory 
results, ELISA reat1er and automatic washer system, ultra-low temperature freezer, respirator 
clas~ Ill for biosafety laboratory work and comainer for liquid nitrogen for virus sample store 
necropsy instruments. The laboratory also received expendable equipment, such as materials for 
sample colleclion and sample processing in the laboratory as ELISA kits, antibodies and 
antigens for other serological test for AI diagnosis, primers and probes for molecular diagnosis 
by PCR, a series of micro-pipettes for all serologlcal and molecular diagnosis. 

The epidemiology unit of the General Directorate of Animal Health and Production received 
computers, printers and copier machines for their dally work and for connection with the 
laboratory. At the provincial level, only the laboratories in l\'angarhar and Mazar-e-Sharif 
received lov,l temperature freezers for sample preservation, ELISA equipment, including washer 
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machines and a computer for ELlSA recording sy~tem, pipettes and reagents for serological 
dlagnosls. 

{ii) Pakistan 

The National Reference Laboratory tOr Poultry Diseases received non-expendable equipment 
consisting of a complete conventional PCR equipment including a thennocyclcr, PCR 
workstation, documentatlnn system for automatic evaluation of the results, vacuum system for 
concentration during antigen preparation for serological diagnosis. ELISA washers, an air
condltioner system to improve the blosecurity in the laboratory from level 2 to level +2 to allow 
wnrking with the HPAI virus without emining any residues to the environment and protecting 
the laboratory workers from infection and a table top centrifuge. The expendable equipment 
included laboratory glass materials, minopipettes, antigens, antiserums, ELlSA kits, primers 
and probes for molecular diagnosis, a NanoDrop system with software for DNA/RNA sample 
analysis and reagents for virus genome sequencing, 

The provinci;Jllahoratories in KPK. Ahhottahad and Sindh received an FJJSA washer machine 
~y~tem, micropipette~ and other materiab for necropsy and performance of serological tesh and 
reagents such as antigens and antiserums. 

2.3 Actual beneficiaries 

The main beneflclaries of the project were the Ministries of Agriculture of both countries and 
the population in the areas surveyed in the smdy. 

A total of 758 provincial veterinarians were trained in the two countries on recognizing the 
disea<.>e and reporting suspicious cases as well a" on basic epidemiology. Fifteen laboratory 
technicians were trained in four provinces in Pakistan and three provinces in Afghanistan, and 
are now able to conduct ~erological diagnosis and perform rapid tests for early detection. 
Seventy vendors, 190 poultry producers and more than 500 students received training on the 
importance of the disease and early recognition by proper reporting. Both countries are 
beneficiaries of local antigen production. 

Fourteen provinces surveyed in Afghanistan with a total of 280 villages in 100 districts, and four 
provinces with !56 vilbges in Pakistan showed no evidence of circulation of HPAI subtype 
H5N 1 virus. In general, the entire population in the :-.urveyed provinces can be considered as 
beneficiaries: for they gained confidence that there was no evidence of the disease. Attached are 
the maps of Afghanistan and Pakistan where the surveillance was conducted. 

2.4 Training 

• A national training course on disease surveillance-, clinical diagnosis and outbreak. 
investigation was conducted in Kabul, Afghanistan, and attended by 22 veterinarians from 
.'ieveral provinces at the border area with Pakistan. 

• The inception workshop was conducted in Islamabad, Pakbtan, fi·om 15 to 18 July 2008, 
\Vhcrc 15 participants, four from the Government of Afghanistan, six from the Government 
of Paki-;tan, the CTA and three officers from FAO headquarters attended. AdditionaHy. the 
Donor wa3 represented at the workshop. 

• One natlonal Participatmy Disease Surveillance (PDS) lntroductory workshop was held in 
Islamabad on 6 November 20m:, where 10 participants from Pakistan attended. 
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• A national training cour~e on general epidemiology and rapid diagnosis was conducted in 
Kabul, Afghanistan, from 23 November to 2 December 2008, and was attended by 
16 veterinarians from Nangarhar, Khost and Kandahar. 

• A national five-month training (February to August) was conducted in Afghanistan on 
laboratory tests for AI (semloglcal and molecular diagnosis) for four veterinarians from the 
Central Veterinary Diagnostic and Research Laboratory in Kabul. 

• One bi-national (Afghuni~tan-Paki~tan) training-of-traineTh (ToT) course on "Disease 
recognition and surveillance objectives" wa.;; conducted from 23 to 27 February 2009 in 
Islamabad, Pakistan, with the participation of 1 h veterinarians (six from Afghanistan and 
ten from Pakistan). 

• A national pllot one-day training for LBM vendors was conducted in Jalalabad, Afghanistan, 
on 17 March 2009 on AI update and advantages of biosecurity and biosafety to prevem 
spread of poultry diseases and human infections. It was attended by 40 pat1icipants. 

• The following national trainings were conducted for veterinarians in Pakistan on AI 
surveillance procedures : 

o 7 April 2009 in Balochistan. with the participation of 20 veterinarians fmm the 
region; 

o 9 April 2009 in Peshawar, with the attendance of 20 veterinarians from the region; 
o 4-5 :\1ay 2009 in Nasirabad (Dera Murad Jamali), Balochistan. with the participation 

of 20 provin:..:ial veterinarians; 
o 5-6 May 2009 in Jaferabad (Dera Allhyar), Balochis1an, where 20 provincial 

veterinarians attended; and 
o 6-7 May 2009 in Sibi, Balochistan, where 20 provincial veterinarians attended. 

• One bi-national (Afghanistan-Pakistan) training for ToTs on basic concepts of epidemiology 
of infectious diseases, oulbreak investigation methods and LBM surveillance and monitoring 
methods was conducted in Islamabad, Pakistan, from 16 to 18 April 2009, with the 
participation of 16 veterinarians: eight from Afghanistan and eight from Pakistan. 

• Two one-day n.ation.al training cuurses for village women involved in poultry production 
were conducted on 5 April 2009 in :rviazar-e-Sharif (20 participants) and 6 April 2009 in 
Kunduz (22 participants) in support of\vomcn's development. 

• A national workshop was conducted on surveillance and review using AI -SIS in L<>lamabad, 
Pakistan, from 10 [0 12 May 2009, with the attendance of seven participants from border 
areas with Afghanistan. 

• National trainings on disease recognition, surveillance, awareness ami reporting for field 
veterinarians from the Government, private sector and non-governmental organizations 
{l\iGOs) of three border regions in Afghanistan as follows: 

o 25 26 May 2009 at FAO facilities in Jalalabad for 34 veterinarians <1ml 
para veterinarians~ 

o 29-30 May 2009 at FAO Dar UJ Aman facilities in Kandahar (Kabul) for 
32 veterinarians and paravctcriarians; and 

o 7-R June 2009 at FAO Dar Ul Aman facilities in Khost (Kabul} for 20 veterinarians 
and paraveterinarians. 

• A national training on basic concepts of epidemiology of infectious diseases and outbreak 
investigation and methods to be used for surveillance in LB.Ms was conducted in Islamabad, 
Pakistan, on 22 and 23 June 2009, with the participation of 14 veterinarian3. 

• A national training on passive surveillance, awareness and reporting was conducted in 
Islamabad, Pakistan, from 3 to 5 July 2009, with the attendance of six veterinarians from the 
Government 

• A bi-national (Afghanistan-Pakistan) \vorkshop for ToTs on prn1icipatory disease 
surveillance methods was conducted from 3 to 5 July 2009 in Kabul, Afghanistan, with six 
participants from each counuy 
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• The Steering Committee meeting took place in Kabul, Afghani~tan, in July 2009, with the 
participation of 12 officials from Afghanistan and two from Pakistan to review the project 
progress and achievements, and during which the preparation of Phase Ill of the project was 
requested. 

• One person from the centra( diagnostic laboratory of each country attended a two-week 
training on AI diagnosis at the FAO/OIE Reference Laboratory in Padova, haly, from 6 to 
l7 July 2009. 

• A national four-day training course for Afghanistan on basic epidemiology and surve-il1ance 
of LBMs was conducted from 2 to 5 August 2009 in Kabul, with the parti-cipation of 
20 government veterinarians. 

• A national training course on basic epidemiology for 22 high-level oftlcials from the 
General Directorate of Animal Health and Production, including the CVO, was conducted 
on 29 and 30 August 2009 in Kabul, with US AID cooperation. 

• A regional meeting for preparation of national contingency plans was organized by a 
regional AI project in Ka7ahastan from 16 [0 20 November 2009, where two participants 
from Pakistan and three from Afghanistan attended. 

• A on~-day Lraining course on update of lhe AI situalion in lhe country, surveillance and 
current developments of vaccines was conducted on 16 January 2010 in Islmnabad, Pakistan, 
"\Vith the participation of 30 attendants. 

• A ten-day bi-national (Afghanislim-Pakistan) training course in laboratory procedures was 

conducted at the National Reference Laboratory for Poultry Diseases in Islamabad, Pakistan, 
from 1 to 12 February 20l0, for five participants from Afghanistan's centmllaboratory and 
four participants frum regional laboratories in Pakistan. 

• National trainings for provincial laboratory staff in Pakistan were conducted on serological 
procedures and data management for introducing. results in AI-SIS data .software as follows: 

o 12 13 March 2010 in Quena for 20 veterinarians; 
o 15-16 March 2010 in Karachi for 20 veterinarian3; and 
o 19-20 March 2010 in Islmnabad for KPK and FATA with participation of 

32 veterinarians. 
• A bi-national (Afghanistan-Pakist~m) training for ToTs on communication was conducted in 

Istanbul, Turkey, from 5 to 9 April 2010, with participation of four government officials 
from Afghanistan and one from P~kistan. 

• One ten-Jay national training course in Afghanistan was conducted from 1 to lO April2010 
in Mazar-e-Sharif, Afghanistan, for 16 provincial officers on how to conduct PDS activities. 

• One-week training on PDS for 30 women involved in poultry production was conducted in 
Mazar-e-Shari[, Afghanistan, from 12 to 16 April2010. 

• A five-day training on AI differential poultry diseases for ToTs was conducted in Istanbul, 
Turkey, for six veterinarians from both countries, from 19 to 23 April 20 l 0. 

• A bi-national (Afghanistan-Pakistan) training on socio-economics for ToTs was conducted 
in Istanbul, Turkey, from 26 to 30 April 2010, and incJuded 12 participants, six from each 
country. 

• A national workshop was organized to evaluate the data format used in the project areas in 
Islamabad, Pakistan, on 2 May 2010, with the participation of seven veterinarians fi·om the 
border provinces. 

• A national training course tOr laboratory technicians was conducted in H~yderabad, 

Pakistan, on 25 May 2010, with the participation of 20 veterinarians from official and 
private laboratories. 

• A national training workshop for surveillance and monitoring LBMs was organized m 
Islamabad, Pakistan, on 27 and 28 May 2010 with the participation of ten veterinarians. 
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• More than 20 national one-day trainings. were conducted in commercial poultry farms, and 
LBMs in the eastern region in Afghanistan ( Kunar, Laghman, Nangarhar and .:--Joorcstan) on 
the importance of HPAI and the surveillance to prevent its spread. More than 100 poultry 
keeper:-.. and more than 500 studenb from secondary and bachelor schools in the region were 
trained from May 2010 until the end of the project. 

• National trainings for hannoni7{;d laboratory protocols for AI diagnosis and surveillance 
"\Vere conducted Pakistan as follows: 

o 4-5 June 2010 for 10 veterinarians of the provincial laboratory in KPK: 
o 7-8 June 2010 in Peshawar for 25 veterinarians of FATA provincial laboratory; and 
o 9 June 20IO in Quetta for Balochistan and Sindh provinces with participation of 

20 veterinarian:-.. 
• A \vorkshop was organized from 26 to 30 June 2010 in Istanbul, Turkey, to review and 

update the contingency plan for HPAI for Afghanistan with the participation of two 
Government officials. 

• Participation in the workshop on applications of epidemiology concepts in animal disease 
control in Central Asia held in lstanhul, Turkey, from 5 to 19 July, with the participation of 
two officials from Pakistan. 

• A l5-day training lOr two laboratory technicians. from the central laboratory in Afghanistan 
"\Vas conducted at the central labomtory in Pakistan, fmm 12 to 24 July 20 I 0. The aim of the 
cour:-.e was to review ami harmonize the molecular diagnostic methodologies for AI 
diagnosis, and four laboratory techniciam form Pakistan also attended. 

• National training courses on biosecmity and its applications for veterinarians, poultry 
producers and poultry keepers were held in Pakistan as follows: 

o 13 14July 2010 in Karachi for 53 participants~ and 
o 16-17 July 2010 in Abbottabad for43 persons. 

• A national training course was conducted on 10 August 2010 in Kabul, Afghanistan, on data 
collectiun using the new AI-SIS developed within the project, with the participation of 
10 veterinarians. from border areas. 

• The Steering Committee meeting \Vas conducted in Azerhaijan, on 19 and 20 August 2010, 
"\Vith the participation of federal authorities to review project advances and make decisions. 
Participants from Afghanistan were three and from Pakistan four. 

• A training workshop was held for high-level authorities from both countries to discuss 
veterinary legal aspects for trading poultry und poultry products in Baku, Azerbaijan. from 
25 to 27 Augus,t 2010. Four from Afghanistan and five li·om Pakhtan pmticipated. 

• Short-term training for one technician from the central laboratory in Pakistan on AI reagent 
production was conducted at the FAO/OIE Reference Laborutory in Ames, Iowa, CSA. from 
6 to 25 September 2010. The participant was trained on the protocols for proces,sing virus 
t1uids to prepare antigens and antisera for serological tests. The preliminary hatches wlll be 
prepared soon. 

• A ten-day training course, from 19 to 30 September 2010. on serological diagnosis was 
conducted in the central laboratory in Kabul for four officials responsible for the serological 
tests in the provincial laboratories in Nangarhar, Mazar-c-Sharif, Kandahar and Hcrat. 

• T\.VO training courses on ELISA data entry for laboratory technicians m Afghanistan were 
held as follows: 

o !:5-10 November 2010 in l'\angarhar for four participants: and 
o 24-2R December 20 I 0 in Balk for five participants. 

• A national u_.aining worhhop was conducted in hlamabad, Pakistan, on biosafety and 
biosecurity in avian disease control. on 23 and 24 March 20 ll, with the participation of 
ten veterinarians from project locations. 

• A 12-week training course un epidemiology basic statistics analysis of information and 
epidemiological reporting was conducted at Jordan University for Science and Technology, 
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from 23 r'"larch to 22 May 2011, with the participation or two veterinarians from each 
country. 

• National training was conducted on 26 and 27 May 2011 in Islamabad, Pakistan, on strategic 
communication for prevention and control of HPAI with the participation of 
18 veterinarians. 

• A national meeting for final discussion of the project was conducted on 12 May 2011 in 
ldamabad, Paki:-.tan, with the participation of U~ persons, including pt-ovincial officers, 
USAID and the United States Department of Agriculture representatives and FAO officers. 

• A national meeting for final discussion of the project was conducted on 27 June 2011 in 
KabuL Afghanistan. with the pat1icipation of representatives from the Ministry of 
Agriculture, Irrigation and Livestock; General Directorate of Animal Health and Production; 
US AID; and FAO authorities. 

2.5 Other project elements 

• A number of samples amounting to 30 358 from Afghanistan and 126 470 from Pakistan 
were :-.ubmittcd to the laboratories and analysed. The difference in the number of :-.amplcs 
obtained was influenced by the tolal population of poultry in each country. 

• Fourteen provinces (100 districts} in Afghanistan were included in the project, based on the 
subregions mentioned above {i.e. Balk, Herat. Jav-.'sjan, Kabut Kandahar. Kapisa, Khost, 
Kunar, Kunduz, Laghman, Logar, ~angarhar, Parwan and Takhar) w·ith l4l fanm .. 
159 LB!\.'ls and 280 villages sampled, contributing to a total of 580 epidemiological units. In 
Pakistan. four provinces (i.e. KPK. FATA. Balochistan and Sindh) were included on the 
basis of their high poultry populations. and more than 156 villages visited. 

• High mortalities in poultry were repm1ed in Afghanis! an in August 2008, January 2009 and 
Ap1il 201 l from Khost and Balk provinces. Samples were collected and tested in the 
laboratory to identify the presence of AI virus type by molecular diagnosis. The samples 
"\Vere thereafter submitted to the OIEJFAO Reference Laboratory in Padova. Italy, for 
confirmation of the diagnosis. The Reference Laboratory reported that all samples were 
positive to A[ virus subtype H9N2 in 2008 and 2009. The viruses were sequenced and 
sequences were compared with other H9N2 vlrus genetic sequences deposited in the gene 
bank. The genetic rdationship indicated that isolated AI viruses in Afghanistan wet-e closely 
related to strains that circulate continually in Iran and Pakistan. Sero-diagnosi~ and 
surveillance conducted under other FAO projects indicated that H9N2 that is endemic ln the 
countries could mix w·ith other influenza viruses to allow the emergence of novel influenza 
viruses lhal could be a threat to poultry and human health. Other outbreaks were relaled to 
toxiclry in the feed. 

• Owing to an emergence of a novel influenza virus (H tN I) that became pandemic from April 
2009. seminars for senior officials from divisions of the Animal Health Directorates in both 
counlries were conducted with the aim to provide a reliable and comprehensive situalion of 
the influenza A HlNl pandemic. Additionally, several project leadt>rs and coordinators from 
NGOs dealing with animal health and production attended, and regular technical support 
"\Vas provided by FAO AI experts (ECTAD and AGAH) to the Governments of both 
counlries. 
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2.6 Difficulties. encountered during implementation 

Personnel 

• Field vet~rinarians and paraveterinarians in Afghanistan who were approached by FAO to 
\York on the project did not wish to leave their positions in the Government for the period of 
the project's duration, as they had been working for seveml years with the Government and 
did not wish to lose their positions at the end of the project. Therefore. they were contracted 
under supplementary salary to resolve the situation. Only the field veterinarian for 
Nangarhar was contracted on a full-time basis. 

Counterparts for implementing the project 

• Afghanistan: The General Director of Animal Health and Production was the government 
counterpart for project implementation. During the project life. there were four different 
General Directors of Animal Health and Production. Although a good relalionship wa:-. 
established with each one of them, some delays occurred during the transitional periods. 

• Pakistan: The counterpart was the Animal Husbandry Commissioner who was first located 
in the Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Livestock. In 2009, there was a restructuring of the 
minist1ies, and the Commissioner was moved to the Ministry of Livestock and Dairy 
Development. From the end of 2009 until the end of 2010, he was changed, and the newly 
appointed Commissioner during that p~riod h<1d intennittent -contracts that delayed some of 
the activitie:-.. Finally, by the end or the project, the first Commiss.ioner returned to his 
position, but was moved to the Ministry of Economy given the low interaction with other 
sections within the newly restructured Ministry of Agriculture. The excellent coordination 
"\Vith the Programme Man<1gement Unit (i.e. the Poultry Disease Laboratory belonging to the 
National Animal Research Council) gave the opponunily for continuing the project activitie~ 
as prepared in the work plan of d1e project. 

Security 

• Cross-border areas of the project were the most volatile areas in terms of security owing to 
threats and att<:~cks suffered during projecr implementation; therefore, the field personnel 
"vere very cautiou~ to visit the selected premises to collecl information and samples. Their 
commitment aHowed constant surveillance in the regions at both sides of the border. 

Technical capacity 

• At the beginning of the project, the technical capacity between the staff members and 
national employees in both countries was different. But with the continuous training and 
3upervi:-.ion, by the end or the project, the knowledge gap narrowed, and better result:-. were 
obtained in the implementation of activities. 

Communication systems 

• The main problem in both countries was the telecommunication systems that made 
immediate communication and the establishment of a working network system sometimes 
difficult. fu Afghanislan, internet connections are not available in all regions, and connecting 
to the internet via satellite is expensive and not available in all regions of the project. The 
internet service is better in Pakistan, but often there is no service owing to power cuts or 
other reasons. However. the network system was installed between the central laboratory 
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and provincial labo.-atories in both countries, so that it can be fully functional when the 
internet service is improved_ 

Trade 

• An important issue is to continue the talks between the two countries in order to regulate the 
trading of poultry and poultry products that is necessary to be implemented in both 
countries. 

Other difficulties 

• It was not possible to complete the following two outputs: 
o Slats in LBMs for poultry processing: The dc.<>ign of the slats was intended for both 

countries, but municipallty authorities in Islamabad and Kabul dld not authorize the 
installation of the model, arguing that they did not have resour.::es for expanding the 
slab and there wa:~. no regulation for authorizing the proper proces:~.ing in both 
countries. 

o Verification posts at the border bet\-veen the countries: The agriculture authorities 
denied the authorization to build a separate post for animal import/export verification 
owing to security issues along the border that might pose a risk for veterinarians on 
duty. 

3. PROJECT IMPACT 

Veterinarians from the veterinary services at central and provincial level in both countries 
received a complete training programme with manuals and guidelines for full understanding of 
the precautions they would have to adopt when carrying out field activities in surveillance and 
outbreak investigation. Trainees also had a better insight into the modes and means of 
transmission of HPAL They are now able to carry out field investigmions for evaluating 
suspected clinical case.". The veterinarians from the veterinary services. as well as private 
veterinarians learned about the major poultry Jisea~es and how to differentiate them from HPAI 
virus infection. They also received training on biosecurity in the farms and small-s-caJe 
production. 

The actual numbers of trainees. amounted to 758 veterinarians and 15 laboratory technicians, 
exceeding the foreseen number indicated in the project document Many of them have the 
capacity to replicate the tralning courses following the guidelines provided to them. More than 
70 vendors now know about the importance of the disease and how to report to 1ocal authorities 
in their provinces. More than 190 poultry producers and poultry farm managers understand the 
importance of preventing the introduction of disease:>. by installing better biose-curity measure:>., 
and more than 500 students were informed about the main concepts for considering hygienic 
measures to avoid being infected, ifthc disease were to be identified in their localities. 

A surveillance system can be continued in both countries if the government authorities are 
interested in preve-nting new reintroductions of the virus and if they are interested in controHing 
other virus infections, as for example the H9N2 AI virus that is endemic in the region and in 
other poultry diseases, such as the r\'e\vcastle Disea.<>e or pneumovirus that limit the expansion of 
the poultry industry in the two countries. 
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Both countries have rield veterinarians, laboratory ~ta1T and epidemiologi:.l who are well trained 
not only on the control of AI but also of other diseases, where the development of surveillance 
programmes is necessary, 

Both countries have a reliable data man<1gement system (AI-SIS) that can be easily adjusted for 
surveillance of other diseases. 

Antigen production in Pakistan will allow the convenience of the availability, at a low price, of 
diagno~tic reagents that are equal in quality to those produced .in reference laboratories. 

One of the requests raised at the beginning of the project by the poultry producer associations 
was to make available local diagnosis for routine monitoring of the tlocks. Now, there are two 
places in Afgh<mistan, where 90 percent of the commen.:ial farms are located, <Jnd in all 
provinces in Pakistan that provide AI diagnostic service. 

Impact on project beneficiaries has been as follows: 

• Diagnostic services and antigen for diagnostic purposes in both -countries are easily 
accessible. It is necessary to make the producers aware of the availability of the services for 
monituring flocks. 

• Equipment, basic laboratory reagents and qualified personnel for serology are in place- for 
diagnosis in two provinces in Afghanistan and four provinces in Pakistan. 

• There has been no indication of the presence of HPAI virus, and the countries have the 
necessary information that is statistically valid for declaration of the countries to be free 
from HPAI virus infection. 

• The populations in Afghanistan and Pakistan have the confidence that poultry and poultry 
products are free from HPAL 

4. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Governmems of both countries do not have enough resources to continue the surveillance 
programme that was developed through the projecL which requires additional funds for 
government ~taff and procurement of reagents. Funds are needed from donors for continuing the 
programme. For example, in Pakistan, the National Programme for Avian InfluenL.a Surveillance 
was closed upon the conclusion of the project; and in Afghanistan, there is no formal govemment 
programme for AI. Trained human resources and valuable equipment provided are in the field and 
the laboraturies, but they are not fully utilize-d. 

The project has been successfully implemented, providing the countries with the basis for carrying 
out ~urveillance activities of other diseases that are endemic in the region as a result of the free 
movement of animals across the horders almost without restrictions. The project addressed the 
cone--em that the disease could be endemic and unrecognized, as this was possible owing to 
introductions from infected neighboring countries. 
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Project code: OSRO/RAS/703/USA 

Donor: USA 

Contribution: USD 3.2 million 

Implementation: 01/04/0g-31/05/ll 

Target areas: cross-border provinces and subregions 

Contact: Daniele Donati 
Title: Chief, Emergency Operations Service 
Email: tian:ele.dunali (d•fao.tP' 

Objective: 

Key partners: 

Beneficiaries 
reached: 

A-ctivities 
implemented: 

Impact: 

To p.:"omote collaboration between the two involved countries for improving HPAl 
surveillance by adopting common and shared apprmtches in areas which may share 
cultural and social features. 

The Ministry of Animal H.:-alth and Production in Afghanistan and the Ministry of 
Liwstock and Dairy Development and the National Animal Research Council in 
Pakistan. 

Ministries of Agticulture, the Animal Health Departments/Chief Veterinary 
Offices; national veterinary authorities and animal health and livestock ~ervices; 
poultry producers and traders; the general puhlic: and the internatinnal community. 

• 30 358 ~amples were received Jfom Afghani~tan and 126 470 frum Pakistan 
collected from live hird markets, farms and village..,. 

Tmining of 758 provincial veterinarians, 15 Jahoratnry technicians. 70 vendor-.. 
190 poultry producers and more than 500 students in the two countlies. 

• 14 provinces surveyed in Afghanistan with a total of 280 villages in l 00 distlicts, 
and 4 provinces \\"ith l56 villag..:-s in Pakistan. 

• Procurement and distribution of expendable and non-expendable equipment in the 
two cmmtries. 

• Diagnostic services and antigen for diagnostic purposes in both countries arc
easily acce:-.sihle. 

Development of common strategies and capacities for surveillance in the different 
subsecton in the concerned are-as. 

Equipment, hai<.ic lahoratory reagents and qualified personnel for serology are in 
place tOr diagnosis in two provinces in Afghanistan and four provinces in 
Pakistan. 

• Standardizcxl procedures for inspection of poultry and poultry products at border 
control poMi.. 

httn://v.-v.-v. _ boJJrgfenerge:lcie-, 
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Semester I 2010 

Project ~1onitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/703/USA Baby 1 and 2 

Project title: Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza: strengthening cross-border sun·cillance 
and containment activities between Afghanistan and Pakistan 

Repo11ing period: October 2010- ~'larch 2011 

Regional component: Central Asia 

Project title: Highly Pathogenic Avian Influerua; s,trengthening cross-border surveillance and 
containment activities between Afghanistan and Pakistan 

Code: OSRO RAS 703 USA 
Budget: l 300 000 (Phase 1), 1 300 000 (Phase II), LSD 600 000 (Phase III) 
Total budget: USD 3 200 000 
Effective starting date: 1 Apr-il 2008 

Planned end date: 31 May 20 1 I 

Context of the project 

The Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) H5N1 has been detected both in Afghanistan 
and Pakistan. In Afghanistan, the disease has had a limited spread in time and space, and 
outbreaks were all detected within a time frame of two months. In Pakistan, outbreaks have 
been occurring without a clear pattern, and it is likely that the disease is under-reported in the 
country. It was observed that the outbreaks in Afghanistan \-Vcrc preceded by the outbreaks 
detected in Pakistan. The introduction of the virus in Afghanistan could have originated from 
Pakistan, but this information was not confirmed. Therefore, there has been a need to develop 
joint activities to strengthen the veterinary collaboration between the two countries and to 
formulate common approaches and stratcglcs. 

Objectives of the project 
Impact 
The project aims at building a strategic platform where shared approaches - taking in 
consideration cultural and social features- can he jointly developed by the two countries. This 
will contribute to the intensification of information exchange ami confidence building on both 
s]Jes. The project aims at improving HPAI survelllance systems and enhance local capacities. 
for early detection and control of HP AI to avoid further spread to non-infected areas of the 
countries. 

Outcomes 

• Inter-country consensus built on containment measures, communication interventions and 
SOCIO-economlC ISSUes; 

• laboratory and field services capacity enhanced in Federal Administered Tribal Areas 
(FATA), Khost, Balochistan. Kandahar, Nangarhar. Kybe1· Pakhtunkh\-v.a (KPK) Province 
in Peshawar and Abbotabad di~trict~, Sindh and Balkh provinces; 

• procedures for border control inspections standardized; 

• strengthening of the surveillance activities in the different sub-sectors; and 

• common methodological approach to surveillance in live-birds markeb {LBMs) elaborated 
and agreed upon. 
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Planned activities 

Output 1.1 Common strategies and approaches to sun·eillance developed in the different 
sub-sectors in the concerned areas. 
Activit.r· 1 .1.2 Socio-economic studies on ,l(<nning prauices and market chains. 

• Present preliminary results of the analysis. 

Output 2.1 Diagnostic ability of field and laboratory stafl' enhanced. 
Ac;iviry 2. J. I Training on laboratory nwrhods for AI and other pouirry disea.<,-es. 

• Continue national training courses in Afghanistan and organize national training courses 
at the central and provincial laboratories to train the provincial laboratory staff to 
conduct serological tests. 

• Conduct preliminary test for serological tests to be confirmed by the Central 
Laboratories. 

• Support the Central Laboratory in Pakistan in preparin~ (he pilot antigen hatches for 
haemagglutination inhibition (HI) that will be used in central and provinciallabo:ratories 
for routine AI surveillance and diagnosis. 

• Prepare the SOPs for antigen preparation and complete the training laboratory manual. 
A.ctivity 2.1.2 Training on clinical recognition o.fmain poultr;: diseases. 

• Comple-te and translate the- manuals for training on surveillance, differential diagnosis 
and laboratory in local languages in Afghanistan. 

• Conduct the national trainings for refre~hing sampling colJection, s,ubmission to the 
laboratories, washlng and disinfection. 

Output 3.1 Procedures for inspection of poultry and poultry products at border control 
posts standardized. 
Activit)' 3.1.1 Seminar on the legislation framework and procedures for impon-export issues (~f 
anin-wfs and producls of animal origln 

• Follow up on the agreement from both countries to complete the review of the main 
topics for establishment regulations to allow regular legal trading. 

Aclivit_v 3.1.2 Re~·ie'.v and up:;.:raJe impeclion methoJolor;ies. 
• Prepare the agenda for the training course on inspection methodologies,. 
• Conduct the training course on inspection methodologies. 
• Finalize the review of SOP:-. for laboratory prucedures and complete the laboratory 

working manual in the next reporting period. 
• Conduct training in both countries for inspectors on intermuional inspection procedures 

during the next quarlers. 

Output 4.1 Capacity enhanced to impro\'C the overall surveillance system. 
l~.ctivi(V 4.1.1 Regional trafning ~t·orkxlwp on surveillance methods. 

• Continue the survt'-illance activities in all project regions. 
• Implement the geographic information system (GIS) for easy recognitions of the places 

where the surveillance is ungoing. 
• Continue \\'ith the establishment and analysis of the intOrmation from the ne!\vork of the 

AI-SIS (A vi an Influenza- Survei11ance Information System). 
• Link the AI-SIS to Transboundary Animal Dis,ease Information Sys,tem {TADinfo). 
• Identify the- venues for short-term courses (two months) in epidemiology. 
• Identify the most appropriate candidates from the field to be trained abroad in shun

term courses on epidemiology. 
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.4.crivity 4.1 .2 National training fur the surreillance teams operating in the commercial sector. 
• Continue national trainings in the provinces of both countries. 

Activity 4.1.3 National training for field veTerinarians (from the government, NGO.r, private 
sector). 

• Provide national trainings on sample methodologies. 
Activity 4.1.4 Training .frn· the ::;urveiilance teams thar ~t-ill operate in the rural areas 
(participatmy disease suneillancc {PDS/ training). 

• Re-view the methodology of PDS conducted by the surveillance teams and make 
improvemenls. 

• Prepare the PDS technicaltmmual. 
l~.ctivi(V 4. J .5 Field actittities. 

• Conlinue surveillance aelh'ities. 

Output 5.1 Surveillance in LRMs strengthened. 
Aclivity 5.1.1 Workshop on methodology ofsutTeillance in LBMs. 

• Conduct the workshop on methodology of surveillance in LBMs in each country. 
Activit)' 5.1.2 National/raining ~vorkshopfor veterinarian'J operatinK in LBiHs. 

• Conduct a workshop in both countries during the next quarter. 
.4.ctivity 5.1.3 Surveillance actirities in LB1\.1s. 

• Carry out the evaluation of the LBMs with respect to the trade movement in all 
provinces that can provide information on risk assessment in case of an outbreak and on 
economic impact on the areas. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Following the approval of a no-cost project extension until 31 May 20 ll from the Donor, a 
work plan was prepared to comple-te the pending activities to re-ach the achievements of 
intended objectives ofthc project. 

Output 1.1 Common strategies and approaches to surveillance developed in the different 
sub-sectors in the concerned areas . 
. 4.ctivity 1.1.2 Socio-economic studies on fanning practices and market chains. 

• The information fmm the field was collected, and some indicators will be established to 
analyse lhe data and assess the economical impact of outbreaks in both countries. 

Output 2.1 Diagnostic ability of field and laboratory staff enhanced. 
AC!ivity 2.1.1 Training on lahoratory methods form-ian inf}uem:a (AJ) and mher pnu!try 
diseases. 

• The laboratory training courses were continued for subregional laboratories in 
Afghanistan. The enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) readers and other 
laboratory utilities were handed over to the laboratories in Jalalabad (Eastern region: 
Nangru·har, Laghrnan, Kunar and Nuristan provinces) from 8 to lO November 2010, 
four participants in rv1azar-e-Sharif (Northern region: Balk, Sam<mghan, Jawzjan, 
Faryab and Sarepol provinces) from 24 to 28 December 2010. 

• Following the provision of laboratory equipment and the installation of the software and 
computer, lahomtory staff also received training on electronical recording of ELISA 
results. ELISA kits were provided for use to test samples during the higher risk period 
to observe outbreaks of in!luenza (February to April 20ll). 

• In addition to these laboratories. the AI-SIS software was installed to feed the 
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subregional sample information obtained from the field. 
• A two-day training coun;e for three pen;ons from National Reference Laboratory for 

Poultry Di~eases in Pakistan was conducted on 11 and 12 October 20 l 0 for data entry 
of the AI-SIS software. Compilation of information and interpretation of the 
information analysed were the main topics. The training familiarized the p::u1icipants 
with the knowledge of the system. 

• The first batches of antigen produced in Pakistan was prepared and distributed to the 
subregional laboratories (Peshawar. Abbotabad. Karachi and Quetta) for field 
evaluation. The titers were recorded in the provincial labs to observe the stability of the 
reagent after transport. 

• Field evaluation to test capability at provincial laboratories in Pakistan is ongoing. In 
Afghanistan, it is pending owing to the lack of antigen for provincial laboratories. 

• The SOPs for antigen production are under preparation and will be completed by nexl 
reporting period. 

Activitv 2. J .2 Training on clinical recogniTion of main pouitn diseases. 
• Training was conducted in the pa~t, but no training activities are considered in the 

future. 
• The laboratory manual is being finalized in the months of April anti May 2011, and the 

English version is forthcoming. 
• FAO participated in the OFFLU meeting on 16 and 17 November 2010, in which two 

posters were presented, one indicating the surveillance activities conducted in the 
project and other related to the identification of a novel AI virus that circulated in 
poultry farms in Pakistan and of a possible another virus subtype. 

Output 3.1 Procedures for inspection of poultry and poultry products at border control 
posts standardized. 
Activit)' 3.1.1 Seminar on the legislation framework and procedures for impon-export issues (~f 
anin-wfs and producls of animal origln. 

• A meeting between the two CVOs was planned to follow up on the agreement on trade 
to be conducted in Iv1arch in Isl~mabod. However, the Deputy Technical Minister from 
Afghanistan did not authorize the travel of the Chief Veterinary Officer (CVO). 
Therefore, the intervention of the Repre:.;entation was reques(ed to discuss if the mlssion 
could be established in the next period. 

Ac;iviry 3. J .2 Reviev,; mu{ upgrade injpection methodologies. 

• The quarantine inspection procedure,<, for both countries are still under review and the 
training on inspection methodologies wiH be conducted in the next period after the 
meeting with both CVOs to discuss the procedures. 

• The SOPs were e~tabli.'.hed in Pakistan and .'.Lil1 are under revision in Afghanistan. 

Output 4.1 Capacity enhanced to improve tbc overall surveillance system. 
Activity 4.1.1 Regional training Hiorkxlwp on surveillance methods. 

• The regional workshops were completed, and the rapid response is being tested to 
assure early response to outbreaks. 

• An outbreak of sudden mortality was reported on 22 November 2010 in Cha\vaki 
district, Kunar province, Afghanistan. The smveillance team was immediately deployed 
to the place to gather information and co11cct samples. The samples \VCrc tested (HI test 
and PCR for AI) and were negative. The toxin in the feed from the feed producer 
company was. identified as tht'- cause of mortality. 
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• An outbreak of respiratory disease in poultry was reported in Lahore at the beginning of 
January. Therefore, a work~hop was conducted in :-..itu to analyse the situation. The 
Newcaslle Dise,ase (ND) viru~ wa~ identified in !he laboratory. 

• On 23 and 24 March 201 I, a national training workshop on biosccurity was held with 
the attendance of 75 participants for poultry farmers and laboratory personnel. 

• The ten-week training course in Jordan started from 13 March 2011 and will be 
completed on 22 May 2011. Two nationals from Afghanistan and t\\-'O nationals from 
Pakistan are participating. They will initiate a more organized Epidemiology Unit in 
each country to prepare surveys, collect information and provide informed decisiom on 
animal health issues. 

• The GIS was established in both countries and presented the results in the OFFLU 
meeting in November 2010. The immediate location of the two outbreaks described was 
identified in the maps of corresponding provinces. 

• The network in Pakistan is currently in use with regular internet communication. In 
Afghanistan, lhe provincial lab~ do not have internet ac-cess, and !he wireless network 
does not \VOik properly in the country. However, the computers from Maznr-e-Sharif 
and Jalalabad have installed the necessary system with the capacity to connect, as soon 
as the technical difficulties with the network are resolved. 

Activity 4.1.2 National rrainingfor the surveillance teams operating in the commercial sector. 
• Continuous national training was conducted in commercial poultry fanns with the 

personnel from Eastern Region in Afghanistan (Nangarhar, Laghman, Kunar and 
Noorestan) on the importance of HPAI and the HPAI surveillance to prevent the spread 
of the disease. 

A.ctivity 4.1.3 National twining for field veterinarians (from the government, NGOs, private 
sector). 

• National training was c~mducted in the past, therefore no additional courses on this topic 
will be conducted. However. the field veterinarians have organized informal meetings. 
following sample collection, as reported from the team in Nangarhar, Afghanistan. 

Ac;ivity 4.1.4 Training for the surveillance Jeams thai q,:itl operate in the rural areas (PDS 
training). 

• For security reasons, the PDS surveys could not be conducted. To avoid problems with 
the participants and with the survey teams, informal questions were posed during 
sample collection about morbidities and mortalities. Thu:-. far, no other reports were 
prepared. 

Aclivit.v 4. 1.5 Field activities. 

Surveillance activitles: 
Afghanistan: 

• During the reporting period, 7 265 samples were submilled to the Central Veterinary 
Diagnosis and Research Laboratory (CVDRL) in Kabul from Eastern (Nangarhar, 
Laghman, Kunar and Noorsitan), Southern (Kosth. Paktika and Paktia}. Southwestern 
(Kamlahar, Zabul and Helamand} and Korthem (Mazar-e-Sharif, Samanghan, Jawzjan, 
Fmjab and Sarepol) regions (provinces). Positive serology was found for H5, H7 and 
H9, without any clinical signs. Positive serology was found for ~DV. Six samples were 
positive for M gene. and none were posilive for H5 or H7. The rRT PCR for H9 wi11 be 
established in the future, since previous samples submitted to the ~ational Reference 
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Laboratory for Poultry Diseases (NRLPD) in Pakistan resulted positive for H9 viruses. 
Pakistan: 

• During the- reporting period. a total of 13 486 samples were received at NRLPD from 
the surveillance m·eas (Abbotabad. KPK, FATA, Balochistan and Sindh provinces). 

• Positive serology was identified against H7 and H9, the last one in non-vaccinated 
animals. 

• Isolations were done for AI viruses (H9N2), I\'cwcastlc Disease Virus (NOV), Avian 
Pneumovirus (APV) and Infectious Bronchitis Virus (JBV). 

• The Laboratory in Pakistan recently nominated as regional laboratory for AI in a 
regional project for surveillance of transboundary anlmal diseas:cs (TAOs), owing to 
the capacity to conduct analysis, virus characterization and training. 

Output 5.1 Surveillance in LBMs strengthened. 
Activity 5.1.1 Workshop on methodolog_r ufsurveillance in LBlHs. 

• Weekly tn.1inings on bim.:ecurity. AI impacts and awarene:.s have been conducted in the 
East region of Afghanistan. More than 300 persons (poultry vendors, small farmers and 
villagers and students) have received information on AI prevention. The same training 
could not be conducted in other regions for security reasons and may have to be 
discontinued in the other region owing to heightened security issues. 

Activity 5.1.2 Nationalrraining ~vorkshop for Feterinarians operating in LBM:f. 
• Informal conversations. have been conducted with LBMs vendors, as no veterinarians 

work at LB1v1s. 
Activity 5.1.3 Surveillance activities in LBl•.4.l'. 

• Surveillance a-ctivities are ongoing as indlcated above. 

Planned activities for the next six-month reporting period 

Output 1.1 Common strategies and approaches to surveillance developed in the different 
sub-sectors in the concerned areas. 
Activi(v 1.1.2 

• Conclude the socio-economical study. 

Output 2.1 Diagnostic ability of field and laboratory stafl' enhanced. 
ACii;'ily 2.1.1 Traininx on lab-oratory merhods/(Jr AI and other poultry disea.~es. 

• Evaluation of the antigen prepared in Pakistan: the antigen will be evaluated in each 
provincial laboratory to measure lts efficacy after transport and time of storage. 

Output 3.1 Procedures for inspection of poultry and poultry products at border control 
post'i standardized. 
Acrivity 3.1.1 Seminar on the legisla!ion frame\-vork and procedures for imparl-export issues of 
animals and products (~f animal origin. 

• The meeting with two CVOs is planned to establish the strategy for trading. 
Acrivity 3.1.2 Revin-.-· and upgrade inspection methodologies. 

• The course will be conducted after the strategy is established among both CVOs. 

Output 4.1 Capacity enhanced to improve the overall surveillance s:ystem . 
. 4ctivity 4.1.1 Regional training workshop on surveilhmce metfwds. 

• Completed. 
Acrivity 4.1.2 National training for the survei/lance teams operating in the commercial sector. 

• No additional activities are foreseen. 
Aclivit_v 4.1.3 Nationallrainin{; for field velerinarians {{rmn the government, NGOs, prinJ!e 
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sector). 
• No additional training is planned. This activity was completed. 

Activity 4.1.4 Training for the surveillance remns that '/~·ill operate in rhe rural areas (PDS 
training). 

• No additional activities wi11 be conducted. 
Activity 4.1.5 Field activities. 

• Continue the survcl11ancc activities during the next period. 

Output 5.1 Surveillance in LBIVls strengthened. 
A.ctivity 5.1.1 Workshop on methodology of surveillance in LBA4s. 

• No additional activity is considered for the next period. 
Aclivity 5.1.2 Natimwlrraining v.·orkshopfor Feterinarians opemting in LBM.'i. 

• No additional activities will be conducted. 
l~.ctivi(V 5. J .3 Surveillance activities in LB.Ms. 

• Rouline surveillance will continue untillhe end or the prt)jecl. 

Main challenges encountered and response provided 

• Instalment of equipment and in situ training for Khost and Kandahar provinces could 
nor be carried out owing to ·"ecurity reasons. The project implementation in these 
provinces is not de~1red by the United Nations Department of Safety and Security. 
Therefore, FAO is unable to provide technical as~istance to the laboratories and 
improve their conditions. Considering the above, the laboratmies do not have the 
required capacities to carry out the tests. 

• The CVOs appointed in both countries were fully inrormed about the project activities, 
and good relationship has been established to assure the final phase of the project could 
be implemented. Borh CVOs are interested in supporting the findings of Donors to 
continue the activities and even apply them to other diseases. 

• The continued education for vendors, poultry farmers and chicken householders in 
villages has been carried out with a lmv profile approach in Afghanistan and continued 
meetings with farmers are being conducted in Pakistan. 

• The epidemiological units in both countries are under construction. The veterinarians in 
the ongoing course for epidemiology arc expected to be responsible for those units to 
make proposals fiJr future surveys and surveillance strategies for AI and other animal 
diseases. 
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Main progress made towards the achievement of project outputs 

Output 1.1 Common strategies and approaches to surveillance developed in the different 
subsectors in the concerned areas. 

• The surveillance activities were conducted at the cross-border region bct\vccn 
Afghanistan <.~nd Pakistan. and no evidence wa:-. found w indicate that (he viru.'i is 
endemic in the region. Therefore, the surveillance should be maintained to detect any 
possible introduction to other sources. The outbreaks in India should be monitored for 
early detection. 

• The presence or virus H9N2 in the region seems to be endemic and additional 
progran1mes to control the virus circulation should be established. Vaccines are used to 
reduce the clinical signs, hut the efficacy of the vaccines should be tested. 

• The identification of novel AI virus H3N 1 and H4N6 should be monitored to prevent 
the spread. 

• The presence of antibodies against H7 AI virus should be closely monitored in other 
regions to identify Lhe source. 

Output 2.1 Diagnostic ability of field and laboratory' staff enhanced. 
• Both national laboratories have the capacity to conduct basic analysis for AI detection 

throughout serology and molecular diagnosis. The laboratory in Pakistan has the 
capacity to conduct virus isolation and molecular sequencing to support the surveillance 
conducted in Afghanistan and to produce antigen at low-cost for sustainability of the 
activity, specially for Afghanistan, but requires funds to maintain the capacity and 
establish the methodology for distribution. 

Output 3.1 Procedures for inspection of poultry and poultry products at border control 
posts ~-tandardized. 

• The procedure has been in place since rhe establlshmem of" formats to gather 
information, sample collection and logistics for sample submission to the laboramry. 

• The poultry inspection methodology, once elaborated. should be established at main 
border control offices and evaluated. 

Output 4.1 Capacity building de-veloped to improve the overall surveinance system. 
• The systematic collection of information from the field omd from the laboratory results 

has been established, including a simple software to be used for this purpose. The use of 
the system should continue beyond the conclusion of the project. However, it would be 
essential that the government provide furlher human and financial resources to this 
activity, otherwise its sustainability would be compromised. 

Output 5.1 Surveillance in LBI\tls strengthened. 
• The confidence obtained from the LBM vendors to accept the surveillance from the 

teams is recognized. lt is still necessary to work closely with them in order to provide 
them with technical assi:.tance to improve the management practices so that the 
biosecurity measures can be better implemented. 
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I Quarter 20 I 0 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/703/USA Baby I and 2 

Project title: Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza: Strengthening cross-border 
surveillance and containment activities between Afghanistan and Pakistan 

Reporting period: Januar,Y-l\rlarch 2010 

Regional component: Central Asia 

Project title: Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza: strengthening cross-border surveillance and 
containment activities between Afghanistan and Pakistan 

Code: OSRO RAS 703 USA Baby l and 2 (Phase I, Phase Hand Phase III) 

Budget: l 300 000 (Pha'e !). l 300 000 (Pha'e II). lJSD 600 000 (Phase Ill) 
Total budget: USD 3 200 000 
Effective starting date: 1 April 2008 

Planned end date: 30 September 2010 

Context of the project 

The Highly Puthogenic Aviun Intluenza (HPAI) H5N 1 has been detected in the recent p.ast. 
both in Afghanistan and Pakistan. In Afghanistan, the disease has had a limited spread in time 
and space, and outbreaks were all detected within a time frame of two months. In Pakistan, 
outbreaks have been occurring without a clear pattern, and it is likely that the disease is under-
reported in the cuuntry. It \Vas observed that the uutbre.aks in Afghanistan \\"ere preceded by 
the outbreaks detected in Pakistan. The introduction of the virus in Afghanistan cou]d have 
originated from Pakistan, but this information was not confirmed. Therefore, there has hccn a 
need to develop joint activities to strengthen the veterinary collaboration between the two 
countries and to formulate cmnmon .appt-oaches and strategies. 

Objectives of the project 
Impact 
The project ·will build a strategic platfonn where shm·ed approaches - taking in cunsideration 
cultural and social features - can be jointly develope.d by the two countries_ This wiJI 
contribute to the intensification of information exchange and confidence building on both 
sides. The project will improve HPAJ surveillance systems and enhance local capacities for 
early detection and control of HPAI to avoid further spread to non-infected areas of the 
countries. 

Outcomes 
• inter-country <.:onsensus built un containment measures. communication interventions and 

socio-economic issues: 

• laboratory and field scrvtccs capacity enhanced Jn Federal Administered Tribal Areas 
(FATAl. Khost, Bakx:histan, Kandahar, NangarhaL North Western Frontier Province 
(NWFP) (Peshawar and Abbotabad districts), Sindh and Balkh provinces: 

• procedures for hordcr control inspections standardize-d: 

• strengthening of the surveiHance activities in the different sub-sectors: and 

• common methodological approach to surveillance in live-birds markets (LBMs) elaborated 
and agreed upon. 
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Planned activities 

Output 1.1 Common strategies and approaches to sun·eillance developed in the different 
sub-sectors in the concerned areas. 
l\ctivi(r 1. I. J Regional training ~t·orkxhop on socio-eLYmomic issues; 

• Prep<1re agenda, select experts ami identify the venue for the workshop 
Activity l. J .2 Socio-economic studies on fOnninK practkes and market chains. 

• After the workshop. prepare the questionnaires to he used for c-onducting socio
economic studies 

Output 2.1 Diagnostic ability of field and laboratory staff e-nhanced. 
Acriviry 2.1.1 Training on lahorator_v meThods for avian influenza and other poultry diseases; 

• Conduct the bi-national training course in laboratory methods in the National 
Reference Laboratory for Poultry Diseases (NRLPD) in Pakistan during February 2010, 
once the security situation improves. 

• Enhance laboratory diagnostic capacity in the identified provinces in both countries 
(FATA. Balochistan, Herat. KandahaL Nangarhar, NWFP (Peshawar and Abbotabad 
districts), Sindh and Balkh) through training <Jnd settlng up of the laboratory 
equipment 

• Renovate facilities in the NRLPD in Islamabad by March 2010. 
Acriviry 2.1.2 Training on clinical recol;niJion o{main poulTry disea.<>es. 

• Hold the bi-national training course on recognition of major poultry diseases in l\1arch 
20 iO (the venue will be identified in accordance with the security conditions. and 
therefore it may be held in a third country. should (he security situation in Afghani.;.;tan 
and Pakistan not be lmproved). 

Output 3.1 Procedure-s for inspection of poultry and poultry products at border control 
post'i standardized. 
Activity 3.1.1 Seminar on lhe legislation frame~vork and procedures ,!(H import-export (~f 

animals und products t_~f'animal orif:in; 
• Review the cunent legislation in both countries. 

Acriviry JJ2 Reviev.-' and upgrade inspection methodologies. 

Output 4.1 Capacity enhanced to improve the overall surveillance system. 
Activity 4.1.1 Regional training ·workshop on surveillance me/hods: 

• Conducted 
Activitv 4. 7.2 Natimwl training for the surveillance teams operatinK in the commercial sector; 
Arrivity 4.1.3 Narionai training for field ve1erinarian.<o (from the government, NGOs, private 
sector); 

• Identify the most sultable candidates tOr the Master Course ln Epidemiology and the 
respective Lniversity to conduct the studies 

A.ctivity 4.1.4 Training for the surveillance teams that lvill operate in the mra! areas 
(Participator)· Disease Sun·eillance (PDS) training); 

• Develop Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and the manual for the establishment of 
the sentinel farms and ~entinel vendor shops according to the ri~k factors "likely to be 
infected" in both countries, in order to improve surveillance of avian influenza and 
monitoring of the vaccinated farms 

i!..<tivir_v 4. 1.5 Workshop on communicntion strategies for villagers; and 
Activity 4.1.6 Field actiFities. 
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• Initiate surveillance activities in the two new provinces (Balkh in Afghanistan and 
Sindh in Pakistan) after the recruitment of the field veterinarians and para-veteiinarians 

Output 5.1 SurveiiJance in live-birds markets strengthened. 
Acril'iry 5. J.J Workshop on methodology olsuneiilance in LBAfs; 
Activity 5.1.2 National training ;vorkshop.for veterinarians operating in LB/vls; and 
Activit;; 5. 1.3 Surveillance actiFities in LBlv!s. 

• Evaluate the LBM in function of the trade movement in all provinces that can give 
details of ri-;k as:-.essment in case of outbreaks and economic impact in the areas 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output 1.1 Common strategies and approaches to surveillance developed in the different 
sub-sectors in the concerned areas. 
Activit_v 1. 1.1 Regional training workshop on socio-e(·mwmic issues; 

• The hi-nmional training was scheduled to be conducted in Istanbul, Turkey from 26 to 
30 ApriL The course will be conducted by experts of the Royal Veterinary School from 
the University of London, United Kingdom. The invitations will be sent to the CVOs of 
both countries for their nomination of candidates. 

Activit_r J. J .2 Socio-economic studies on fi:Irminr; practices and market chains; 
• The study wll1 be carried out as soon as the socio-economic training course is conducted 

and the strategy in both countries defined during the workshop. 
Field activities. 

• During the reporting period, the advances \Vere made w the surveillance data 
management software, named ''Avlan Influenza Surveillance Information System 
(A/SIS)", and all the provinces from both countries were included, Currently, the 
procedure on how to link the system to the Geographic lnfonnation System (GIS) in 
Pakistani.;.; being e~tablished. The po.;.;ition for the System Data Manager \\'as advertised 
in Afghani:.Lan and the t:amliJ.ale will be sek.clet..l at the beginning of next 4uarler. The 
expert will provide a training course related to the management of the system and 
implement the network between the central lab•xatory and central epidemiological unit 
and among the laboratories ~md the countries. In Pakistan, the system is already in on
trial process in order to detect failures and make corrections to the collected information 
on the surveillance carried out during the project. 

Output 2.1 Diagnostic ability of field and laboratory staff enhanced. 
Activity 2. 1.1 Training on labora!Ory methods for a!'ian influen;;a and other poultry diseases; 

• The bi-national training course was conducted at the ~RLPD in Islamabad, Pakistan for 
six participant.<. from Afghanistan from the central laboratory and four participants from 
regional laboratories in Pakistan. All of the. partlcipants were provided with an update 
on the serological tests wlth practical sessions. In addltion, three Afghans experts were 
instructed practically on virus isolation and molecular diagnosis. 

• The renovation of the facilities in the ~RLPD to upgrade the air system wa:-. completed 
and it is now fully operational. 

i!..Oivit_v 2. J .2 Training on clinical recognition ·~f main poultry di,<;eases. 
• This training was scheduled to be conducted in Istanbul, Turkey from 

19 to 23 April2010 with the participation of six veterinarians from both countries. 
Invitation letters were sent to the Chief Veterinary Officers (CVOs) of both countries 
and logistics managed with the support of FAO-HQ and FAO office for Central Asia in 
Turkey. Trainers hnve been contacted and their travel and contractual arrnngements are 
being finali7{~d. 
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Output 3.1 Procedures for inspection of poultry and poultry products at border control 
post'i standardized. 
Activit)' 3.1.1 Seminar on the legislation framework and procedures for impon-export issues (~f 
animals and products a..( animal orit:in· 

• One expert fmm each country was contracted to prepare a review of the current 
legislation to import and export poultry and poultry products. After their review is 
finalized, the documents will be sent to an expert in regulation who will conduct a 
seminar workshop with senior otTtcials from both countries to identify proper ways to 
fill the gaps in the use of the regula(ions. The seminar is planned to be conducted in 
July 2010 after the approval from both CVOs. 

Activit_v 3. 1.2 Re~-'iew and upgrade inspection methodologies. 
• After the seminar, the proposal to upgrade the inspection methodologies will be 

prepared by the expert in trading regulatlons. 

Output 4~1 Capacity enhanced to improve the overall surveillance system. 
A.ctivity 4.1.2 National training for the surveillance teams operating in the commercial sector; 

• One-day training workshop was conducted with the Pakistan Poultry Association on 
16 January 20 I 0 to update the avian intluenza situation, surveillance procedures and the 
current develupment of vaccines. 

Activi(v 4.1.3 National training fur field vnerinarians ({rom the government, ,VGOs, primte 
s-ector); 

• Three national training courses on surveillance, disease control, and data management 
were conducted from 12 to 19 March 2010 in the capital cities of three provinces in 
Pakistan: Quetta. Sindh and Islamabad with the participation of 20, 20 and 
32 participants respectively for each course. 

A.ctivity 4.1.4 Training for the surveillance teams that ;--.·ill operate in the rural areas (PDS 
training); 

• Pn:paratiun of a um: tcn-Uay nallonal training t:oun;c Ll:ml will be com.luctcd in April in 
f\.'iazar-e-Sharif, Afghani~tan for 16 provincial officers on how to conduct PDS 
activities. 

• Preparation of one-week training that will be conducted in Mazar-c-Sharif for women 
involved in poultry production on how to establish PDS activities, as it is the women 
who are responsible for raising poultry in villages. The expert for both activities has 
been hired, and the participation of one national expert is also confirmed. 

Arril'it_r 4. 1.6 Field actiFities; 
Afghanistan: 

• During the reporting perlod, 1243 se.rum samples were collected and 1571 swabs were 
tested in the laboratory for Enzyme-Linked Immunosorhent Assay (ELISA), Agar Gel 
Immunodiffusion (AGID) and HI tesb for serology and rapid te~t and rRT-PCR for 
swabs. No positive reactions were detected for HPAI. 

• Also. the contract of the Veterinarian and the Pam-veterinarian for Mazar-c-Sharif was 
completed for the surveillance activities and the sampling in the region already statted. 

• The European Union will finance the building of a new labowtory facility: a visit to 
Ma7ar-c-Sharif was carried out in order to prepare the budget for the construction. The 
project wi1l focus on serological tests and sample preparation to be submitted to the 
central laboratory in Kabul. 

• The equipmem and reagents from the project were delivered to the central laboratory 
which is ready to work at the central leveL The distribution of the equipment and 
reagents fur provinciallaboratorie~ is ongoing and the national course will be conducted 
during the next reporting period. 
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Pakistan: 
• A total of 3 393 serum samples, 3 539 swabs and 656 organs from suspicious cases of 

intlucnza were collected in the reported period and the laboratory results indicate the 
continuous circulation of AI H9N2 and ;-..;ewcas[le in the region. 

• Training for the provincial laboratories technicians was conducted, as indicated before, 
and antigen. antisera and ELISA kits were delivered to the laboratories in PeshawaT, 
Abbottabad, Quetta and Karachi. 

• The hiring of veterinarians for FATA and Karachi has been delayed due to some 
administrative problems in the provincial office to Tclcase the selected persons. 
However, in hoth regions, the para-veterinarians are conducting the surveillance 
activities. 

• The cunent secmity situation did not allow for the planned technical visit by the project 
Chief Technical Advisor (CTA) to Abhottahad and Peshawar laboratories to verify the 
advances. 

Output 5.1 Surveillance in live-birds markets strengthened. 
l\ctivi(r 5. I .3 ,)'urveil!ance activities in LBl14s; 

• The surveillance outputs during the reporting period were induded in the 4.1.6 activity 
above. 

• One day training course was conducted in the mail LBM with the participation of 
25 vendors related to the avian influenza recognition and reporting. 

Planned activities for the next quarter 

Output 1.1 Common strate~ies and approaches to surveillance developed in the different 
sub-sectors in the concerned areas. 
Activity J .I. I Re:;:iona! traininx \t·urkshvp on sncio-eamomic issues: 

• Training wtll be conducted in Istanbul, Turkey from 26 to 30 April, 2010 . 
. 4.ctivity 1.1.2 Socio-economic studies on ./fuming practices and rmll*et chains. 

• Questionnaires will be prepared during the next quarter. 
Output 2.1 Diagnostic ability of field and laboratory staff enhanced . 
. 4.ctivity 2.1.1 Training on laboratory methods for avian h~fluenza and other poultry diseases; 

• National training courses will be conducted at the central and provincial laboratories for 
provincial laboratory staff to conduct serological tests. 

• The SOPs and the laboratory manual will be completed in the next reporting period . 
. 4.ctivi(V 2. I .2 Training on clinical recognition ·~f main poultry di.<;eases. 

• The training will be conducted in Istanbul, Turkey, in April 20 lO. 

Output 3.1 Procedures for inspection of poultry and poultry products at border control 
posts standardized . 
. 4.ctivity 3.1.1 Seminar on the legislationfrarnework and pruceduresf(;r import-export issues of 
aninwls and products q(animal ori;:in; 

• The national reviews will be concluded and planning for the seminar will be done . 
. 4.ctivity 3.1.2 Revinv and upgrade inspection methodologies; 

• The review will take place after the seminar. 

Output 4.1 Capacity enhanced to improve the over.III surveillance system. 
Activity 4.1.1 Regional training -.-vorkshop on surveillance methods; 

• A review of the surveillance procedures and fonnats will be conducted in both countries 
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along with the use of the A ISIS. 
• The establishment of the sentinel farms and sentinel vendor .shops according to risk 

factors to be infected w111 be c.stablishcd in both countries in order to improve 
surveillance for avian influenza and monitoring the vaccinated fanns will be completed 
by June, 2010. 

• Identify the most sultable candidates for the Master Course in Epidemiology and the 
respective t.::niversity to carry out the studies for the preparation of the Letter of 
Agreement (LoA) for the periud of study. 

Activity 4. 1.2 National training for the sun'eillmu:e teams operating in the commercial see! or; 
• National trainings will continue in the provinces of both countries. 

Activity 4.1.3 National training for field veterinarians (from the government, NGOs, pri1Hlfe 
see!ori; 

• National trainings on sampk methodologies will be provided. since they lac.k sample 
submission procedures and methudologies. 

Activit_v 4.1.4 Training for the surveiltance teams that will operate in the rural areas (PDS 
training); 

• The PDS report formats will be developed. 
Activit)' 4.1.5 Workslwp on communication slrategiesfor villagers; 

• Prcp;:1ration of a workshop will be considered. 
Activity 4.1.6 Field activities: 

• SurveiJlance activities will continue. 

Output 5.1 Surveillance in live-birds markets strengthened. 
Activity 5.1.1 Workshop on me!hodology ofsur,:eillance in LBAfs.: 

• The workshop on methodology of surveillance in LBMs will ~- conducted in each 
country 

A.ctivity 5.1.2 National training >vorkslwp.for tfeterinarians operating in LBMs; 
• A workshop will be conducted in both countries in May and June 2010. 

Activitv 5.1.3 Surveil!ance activities in LB,~fs 
• Surveillance activities \vill continue. 
• The evaluation of the LBM in function of the trade movement will be impkmented in 

all provinces that can provide details Df risk assessment in case of outbreaks and 
economic impact in the areas. 

J\.>1ain challenges encountered and response provided 

• The change uf the CVO in Pakistan at the end of the reporting period influenced the 
appointments of the particlpants for the planned activities. The appointment of the new 
CVO is pending, and care will be taken to ensure that enough time and attention is 
given to proper handover procedures, so that the newly appointed CVO 1s fully 
informed about the ongoing ami planned project activities. 

• The present security deterioration and the restrictions arc still in place in both 
Afghanistan and Pakistan. With an improved security situation in the future, it is 
expected that the remainder of project :.tctivlties will be completed on time. 

• Organizing regional activities as well as regional training and workshops required more 
time than expected for reasons of limitation of movement and restricted travel for the 
invited participants of Afghanistan and Pakistan. Consldering the unstable security 
situation in both countries, the regional trainlng courses had to be held in third 
countries. National training courses, ho\.vcver, may be conducted keeping a low profile 
in the recommended cities. should the L:N securitv officials allow ir. 
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• Central epidemiology units in both countries, but in particular in Afghanistan, need to 
be re-established and provided with trained personnel in order to generate reliable 
disease information needed to impJcmcnt a prevention and control plan, 

Main progress made towards the achievement of project outputs 

Output Ll Common strategies and approaches to surveillance developed in the different 
subscctor.s in the concerned areas., 

• Considering the high risk of virus transmission, the surveillance activities in the cmss
bordcr region were improved as compared to the previous qumter, as the avian 
influenza outbreaks began in January and February. During this reporting period, no 
evidence of the presence of HPAI virus in the ..-:ountries was found. However, an alert is 
in place to increase awareness of the recent outbreaks reported in India, Bangladesh and 
Lao particularly. 

Output 2.1 Diagnostic ability of field and laboratory staff enhanced. 
• Routine surveillance in project areas detected consistent circulation of H9N2 AI virus 

and ND virus at their labomtories. It is. thus. recommended to establish a control 
program to reduce the incidence of the virus circulation. 

Output 3~1 Procedures for inspection of poultry and poultry products at border control 
posts standardized. 

• Progress was limited as a result of a severe security situ-ation. 

Output 4.1 Capacity building developed to improve the overall surveillance system. 
• The advances made to the data management system for surveillance that will be 

implemented in both countries will facilitate the analysis of the results of laboratory 
and field research. 
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Quarter III 2010 

Project ~1onitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/703/USA Baby 1 and 2 

Project title: Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza: strengthening cross-border sun'cillancc 
and containment activities between Afghanistan and Pakistan 

Reponing period: July- September 2010 

Regional component: Central Asia 

Project title: Highly Pathogenic Avian Influerua; s,trengthening cross-border surveillance and 
containment activities between Afghanistan and Pakistan 

Code: OSRO RAS 703 USA 
Budget: l 300 000 (Phase 1), 1 300 000 (Phase II), LSD 600 000 (Phase III) 
Total budget: USD 3 200 000 
Effective starting date: 1 Apr-il 2008 

Planned end date: 31 May 2011 (new extended date) 

Context of the project 

The Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) H5N1 has been detected in the recent past, 
both in Afghanistan and Pakistan. Jn Afghanistan, the disease has had a limited spread in time 
and space, and outbreaks were all detected within a time frame of two month~. In Pakistan, 
outbreaks have been occuning \vithout a clear pattern, and it is Jikely that the disease is under-
reported in the country. It was observed that the outbreaks in Afghanistan were preceded by 
the outbreaks detected in Pakistan. The introduction of the virus in Afghanistan could have 
originated from Pakistan, but this information was not confirmed. Therefore, there ha:. been a 
need to develop joint activities to strengthen the veterinary collaboration bet\veen the 
two countries and to formulate common approaches and strategies. 

Objectives of the project 
Impact 
The project aims at building a strategic platform where shared approaches - taking in 
consideration cultural and social features- can he jointly developed by the two countries. This 
will contribute to the intensification of information exchange ami confidence building on both 
sides. The project aims at improving HPAI surveillance systems and enhance local capacities 
for early detection and control of HP AI to avoid further spread to non-infected areas of the 
countries. 

Outcomes 

• Inter-country consensus built on containment measures, communication interventions and 
SOCIO-economlC ISSUes; 

• laboratory and field services capacity enhanced in Federal Administered Tribal Areas 
(FATAl, Khost, Balochistan, Kandahar. Nangarha.r, ~orth Western Frontier Province 
(NWFP) in Peshawar and Abhotabad districts, Sindh and Balkh provinces~ 

• procedures for border control inspections standardized; 

• strengthening of the surveillance activities in the different sub-sectors; and 

• common methodological approach to surveillance in live-birds markeb {LBMs) elaborated 
and agreed upon. 
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Planned activities 

Third Project Steering Committee (SC) meeting: 
A.'. planned in the project document, the objectives of the third project SC meeting were the 
review of the project activities and achievements and the identification of pending issues. The 
Chief Velerinary Officers (CVOs) of Afghanistan and Pakistan, the project Chief Technical 
Adviser (CTA), the national project managers ami FAO- Emergency Centre for Tr~nsboundary 
Animal Diseases Operations (ECTAD) relevant officers were invited to attend this meeting. 

Output 1.1 Common strategies and approaches to surveillance developed in the different 
sub-sectors in the concerned areas. 
Activity 1.1.2 Socio-economic studies onj(trming practices and market chain5. 

• Usc the questionnaires in the field. 

Output 2.1 Diagnostic ability of field and laboratory staff enhanced. 
Activit)' 2.1.1 Training on laboratory methods for avian influenza (AI) and other poultry 
diseases. 

• Arrange for a short-term training on a joint reference FAO!the World Organi.'.ation ror 
Animal Health (OIE) laboratory for a person from the central laboratory in Pakistan 
involved in the production of AI reagents for the provincial diagnostic and surveillance 
units. 

• Continue national training courses in Afghanistan organized at the centml and 
provincia) labonttories ro train the provincial hJboratory staff to conduct sero1ogical 
tests. 

• Use pilot tests ln provincial laboratories for conducting serological tests and report 
results to the central laboratory. 

• Finalize the review uf the Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and complete the 
laboralury manual in lhe nexl reponing period . 

. 4.ctivity 2.1 .2 Training on clinical recognition of main poultry di:seases. 
• Conduct national trainings. 

Output 3.1 Procedures for inspection of poultry and poultry products at border control 
posts standardized. 
Acrivir_r 3.1.1 Seminar on The legislation framework and procea'uresfor imporr-expori issues of' 
animals and products (~f animal origin. 

• Finalize the bi-national revie"\v at the meeting scheduled for 5 and 6 August 2010 in 
Dubai. 

Activity 3.1.2 Reviete· ana' upgrade inspection methodologies. 
• Conduct the review after the seminar with the recommendations obtained. 
• Can·y out trainings in both countries for inspectors on intemational inspection 

procedures during the next quarters. 

Output 4.1 Capacity enhanced to improve the overall surveillance system. 
Activity 4.1.1 Regional training workshop on surveil/once methods. 

• Distribute the updated formats for AI to the surveillance teams. 
• Conduct a short training cour~e for data collection by using the new AI-Surveillance 

Information System (SIS) developed in the project. 
• Run pilot tests in both regions to facilitate the exchange of information between the 

regional epidemiological units, the central pilot unit and the central laboratory. 
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• Carry out pilot tests for the analysis of the results collected under the AI-SIS in the 
follm:ving quarter. 

• Identify the most suitable candidates for the Master Course in epidemiology and finalize 
the terms of the Letter of Agreement (LoA) with the selected university to conduct the 
studies. 

Activity 4.1.2 National rrainingfor the surveillance teams operating in the commercial sector. 
• Continue national trainings in the provinces of both countries. 

A.ctivi(V 4.1 .3 Natimw/ training for field veterinarians {jrom the Government, non
governmemal organizmions ( NGOs), private sector). 

• Provide national trainings on sample methodologies. 
A.ctivi(V 4.1.4 Training for the .wrveillance teams that -..vi!/ operate in the rural areas 
(Parricipator_)' Disease Surveillance (PDS) Training). 

• Distribute the PDS report formats to the veterinary officials to conduct the studles. 
l~.ctivi(V 4. J .5 Field actittities. 

• Conlinue surveillance aelh'ities. 

Output 5.1 Surveillance in live-birds markets strengthened. 
Activity 5.1.1 Workshop on methodology ofsurveinance in LBJi.1s. 

• Carry out the workshop on methodology of surveillance in LBMs in each country. 
Activit)' 5.1.2 Nutionallraining ~vorkshopfor veterinarian.'J operatinK in LBiHs. 

• Conduct a workshop in both countries. 
A.ctivity 5.1.3 Surveillance actirities in LB1\.1s. 

• Conduct the evaluation of the LBM with respect to the trade movement in all provinces 
that can provide information on risk asses:-.ment in case of an outbreak and on economic 
impact on the areas. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting pe-riod 

Third Project Steering Committee meeting: 

The third SC meeting was held in Baku, Azerbaijan, on 19 and 20 August 2010 owing to the 
security situation in the beneficiary countries and the difficulties to obtain an entry visa for 
Dubai in the United Arab Emirate~ (UAE). Three governmental officers from Afghanistan, the 
Director of the Central Laboratory (on behalf of the CVO) and four officials ti·om Pakistan 
(including the Deputy Animal Husbandry Commissioner on behalf of the CVO) attended the 
meeting. The project manager from Afghanistan, and the field veterinarian from Kyber 
Pakhtunkhwa (KPK; former N\VFP) Province on behalf of the project manager li·om Pakistan, 
in addition to the CT A of the project, the administrative assistant from Afghanistan and the 
national consultant for the network. The participants from FAO headquarters \Verc the Regional 
Technical Advisor and Region<.~l Coordinator- Operations. 
The main points discussed were: i) balance of good achievements reached during the period; iiJ 
request for an extension of the project owing to the exlsting funds and pending issues to be 
resolved; iii) short-tenn courses in epidemiology for field veterinarians to bui1d the 
epidemiological units in both countries; iv) suspension of the construction of the slats for the 
slaughter of c-hickens in LBM; and v) establbhment or the network for surveillance data 
transmission from the field to a central unit. 

Output 1.1 Common strategies and approaches to surveillance developed in the different 
sub-sectors in the concerned areas. 
Activit_y 1.1.2 Socio-economic studies on.f!Inning prauices and market chains. 

• The questionnaires were prepared and are used in the field to -collect economical 
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information from the surveillance target areas (LBJv1, fanns and villages). The 
information is processed in the AI-SIS developed for the analysis. 

Output 2.1 Diagnostic ability of field and laboratory staff enhanced. 
Activi(y 2.1.1 Training on laboratory methods for avian influenza (AI) and other poultry 
diseases. 

• The '>hort-term training for one 1echnician from the Central Laboratory in Pakistan for 
AI reagents production was conducted at the FAO/OIE reference laboratory in Ames 
Iowa, USA from 6 to 25 .September 2010. The participant was trained on the protocols 
for processing virus tluid:-. to prepm·e antigen~ and antisera for serologic3l tesb. The 
preliminary bat.::he'> will be prepared soon. 

• The preliminary pilot batches of antigen for hacmaggiU[ination inhibition (HI) test \<Viii 
be prepared and u:-.ed in provincial laboraturies for conducting serological tests and 
reporting results to the Central Laboratory in Pakistan. 

• A 15-day training for two laboratory technicians from Central Laboratory in 
Afghanistan was conducted in the Centra) Laboratory in Pakistan (from 12 to 24 Ju1y 
20l0i. The aim of the course was to review the methodologies and to solve doubls in 
practical training. 

• A ten-day (from 19 to 30 September 2010} training course for serological diagnosi-; was 
conducted in the Central Laboratory in Kabul ror four officials responsible for the 
serological tests in the provincial laboratories in 0/angarhar, Mazar-e-Sharif, Khandahar 
and Hcrat. 

Acriviry 2. J .2 Training on clinical recogniTion of main pouitry diseases. 
• The planned trainings were not conducted owing to other priorilies. 

Output 3.1 Procedures for inspection of poultry and poultry products at border control 
posts ~-tandardized. 
Activit}' 3./.1 Seminc1r on rhe legislmfon frarne<nJrk and tJroceduresf(;r imporr-e.l.:pm7 issues of 
animals and products a_{ animal origin. 

• The review workshop was conducted in Baku, Azerbaijan from 25 to 28 August 2010. 
instead of Dubai {visa \Vas not granted for the participants). The workshop was 
conducted by an international expert who kcturcd on: i) the interests of the authorities 
from both countries to improve the lega1 trade under proper regulations~ ii) the review 
of the old agreement or the rann~ approved w expon poultry (one-day old .::hicken'>) 
from Pakistan to Afghanistan; iii) maintaining close contact with the counterparts for 
trading issues; and iv) holding six-monthly meetings to rc-..icw progress. Three senior 
officials from both countries attended the workshop, including the Depmy .\1inisrer for 
Agriculture from Pakistan and former CVOs. 

Activit}' 3.1.2 Revinv and upgrade im,pection methodologies. 
• Both countries are reviewing (heir own inspection methodologies to Jdemify gaps and 

provide assistance with their improvement. 

Output 4.1 Capacity enhanced to impro\'c the overall surveillance system. 
i!..ctivi(V 4. J. J Regional training ~tYnkxhop on surveillance methods. 

• The updated formats for AI were distributed !o the surveillance teams and the 
information collected and transfened online from Jalalabad (network pilot tests). 

• A short training course {lO August 20IO) was conducted in Kabul to collect data (owing 
lo security advisory alert, the field veterinarian from Nangarhar could not attend) by 
using the new AI-SIS developed in the project in both countries. 

• Pilot tests are ongoin" in both countr-ies to facilitate the exchange of information 
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between the regional epidemiological units, the central pilot unit with the Central 
Laboratory. 

• Owing to delays in the collection of data, the pilot tests for the analysis of the results 
collected under the AI-SIS will be conducted in the next reporting period. 

• Following a request by both countries. the Master of Science course was cancelled, as 
the nomination of the candidates could not be completed. Therefore, it ha~ been agreed 
on a new requirement to substitute the long-term course with shot-term trainings in the 
universities or centres for field epidemiologists and to establish the Central 
Epidemiolog:i~al Unit for both countries. 

• A \vorkshop was organized from 26 to 30 June 2010 in Istanbul, Turkey to review and 
update the contingency plan (CP) for HPA[ under the consultancy of an expert from the 
University of Melbourne, .since the CP developed in Australia is considered as one of 
the best CPs developed. The workshop \.VaS attended by the starr from the eva and the 
National Reference Laboratory from both countries. 

Activity 4.1.2 Natinnal trainingfnr the .<mrveitlance teams operating in the commercinl sector. 
• Continuous national one-day trainings have been conducted in commercial poultry 

farms with the personnel from Eastern Region in Afghanistan (Nangarhar, L1.ghman, 
Kunar and Nomestan) on the importance of HPAI and the surveillance to prevent the 
spread . 

. 4..ctivity 4.1.3 National training for field veterinarians (from the government, NGOs, pri".;ate 
sector). 

• National two-day tralnings were conducted in July 2010 (on 13 and 14 July in Karachi 
and on 16 and 17 July in Abbotabad), Pakistan on Blosecurity in Poultry Fanns wlth the 
participation of 35 and 40 persons from poultry farms for each training. 

i!..ctivit_v 4./A Training for the survelliance teamr; that >~·ill operate in the rural arens (PD.V 
training). 

• The PDS repon formats were distributed to the veterinary oflicials in Afghanistan to 
conduct the studies. 

Activity 4.1.5 Field activities. 

Surveillance activities; 
Afghanistan: 

• During the repmtlng period, 4. 729 samples were s.ubmitted w the Central Laboratory 
from the Eastern (Nangarhar, Laghman, Kunar and Noorsitan}, Southem (Kosth. 
Paktika and Paktia), Southwestern (Kandahar, Zabul and Helamand) and Northem 
(Mazar-e-Sharif, Samanghan, Jawzjan, Farjab and Sarepol) regions (provinces). 
Posilive s-erology \vas found for H9. From polymerase chain reaction (PCR), 13 samples 
were positive for Influenza type A. 

• The 13 positive samples by PCR were sent to the laboratory in Pakistan (being 
com.ldered as a potential subregional laboratory) for confirmation. and only 
nine samples were determined to be positive for H9N2. 

• The adaptation of the laboratory in ~1azar-e-Sharif was concluded and the personnel 
will s.tart to work in lhis area very soon. The equipment was already submitted fur the 
network from the lab. 

Pakistan: 
• During the reporling period a total of 5 189 samples were submilled to the lab from the 

provinces KPK (Peshawar, Abbotabad), Balochistan (Quetta}, FATA and Sindh 
(Karachi). Positive serology was found for H9 viruses and isolations were obtained of 
H9N2 AI and Newcastle Disease (ND) viruses and salmonella spp infection. 
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• The national reference laborutory is under a selection process to become the 
Subregional Laboratory for Central A~ia in order tD provide suppot1 for AI diagnosis to 
lhe Central Asian countrie~, including Afghanistan. Therefore, all documents were 
prepared, and the evaluation was supported by the project 

• As mentioned before, the Central Laboratory in Pakistan conducted the subtyping of 
lhe AI viruses identified in Afghanbtan as type A. From the samples subrniHed 10 the 
laboratory, it was posslble to identify the H9N2 AI virus. It is necessary to improve the 
procedure for sending-receiving samples to the laboratory by optimizing the request 
from the CVO in Afghanistan and obtaining the approval for introduction of the 
sample~ by the CVO in Pakistan. 

Output 5.1 Surveillance in LBMs strengthened. 
Activity 5.1.1 Workshop on methodology ~{surveillance in LBtH.>. 

• Weekly trainings were conducted in the East region in Afghanistan within the cities' 
LBM. where a total of 160 vendors from different markets were trained on the causes of 
diseases, HPAl warnings, surveillance and hiosecurity. 

• The same training could not be conducted in other regions owing to security conditions . 
. 4.crivity 5.1 .2 National training u'urkshopfor veterinarians operating in LBIY!s. 

• There are no veterinarians. operating in the LB:tvls, therefore it is necessary to conduct 
the trainings for local vendors . 

. 4.crivity 5.1 .3 Sun·eillance actirities in LBi\.1s. 
• The evaluation of the L.BMs. is on standby owing to security conditions in the regions. 

The assessment of the economic impacl of any disease outbreak, and with respect !o the 
trade movement, will be conducted in all provinces that can provide information on 1isk 
assessment in case of an outbreak and on economic impact on the areas. The 
preliminary information is being gathered in the basic information format and will be 
analysed and re}.."'Orted in the next reporting period. 

Planned activities for the next reporting pe-riod 

Output 1.1 Common strategies and approaches to surveillance developed in the difi'erent 
sub-sectors in the concerned areas. 
Acrivity 1.1.2 Socio-economir smdies onfLu-ming praC!ices and markei chains. 

• Present preliminary results of the analysis. 
Output 2.1 Diagnostic ability of field and laboratory staff enhanced. 
Acrivity 2.1.1 Training onlahoratory merhodsfOr A.! and other poultrJ' diseases. 

• Continue national training courses in Afghanist<m <md organize national training courses 
at the central and provincial laboratories to train the provincial laboratory staff to 
conduct serological test~. 

• Conduct preliminary test for serological tests to be confirmed by the Central 
Laboratories. 

• Support the Central Laboratory in Pakistan in preparing the pilot antigen batches for HI 
that will be used ln central and provincial laboratories for routine AI surveillance and 
diagnosi~. 

• Prepare the SOPs for antigen preparation and complete the training laboratory manual . 
. 4.ctivity 2.1.2 Training on clinical recognition of main poultry diseases. 

• Complete and translate the manuals for training on surveillance. differential diagnosis 
and laboratory in local languages in Afghanislan. 

• Conduct the national trainings for refreshing sampling collection, submis.sion to the 
laboratories, washine and disinfection. 
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Output 3.1 Procedures for inspection of poultry and poultry products at border control 
posts standardized. 
Activity 3.!.1 Seminar on the legislationfrmnework and procedures for import-export issues of 
animals and products (~f animal origin. 

• Follow-up the agreement from both countries to complete the review of the main topics 
for establishment regulations to allow regular legal trading . 

. 4..ctivity 3.1.2 Revietv atul upgrade inspection methvdologin. 
• Prepare the agenda for the training course on inspection methodologies. 
• Conduct the training course on in:-.peetion methodologies_ 
• Finalize the review of SOPs for laboratory procedures and complete the laboratory 

working manual in the next reporting period. 
• Conduct trainings in both countries for inspectors on international inspection procedures 

during the next quarters. 

Output 4.1 Capacity enhanced to improve the overalJ surveillance system . 
. 4..ctivity 4.1.1 Regional training workJ"hop on surveillan(·e metfwds. 

• Continue the surveillance activities in all project regions. 
• Implement the geographic information system (GIS) for easy recognilions of the places 

where the surveillance is on-going. 
• Continue with the establishment and analysis of the information from the network of the 

AI-SIS. 
• Link the AI-SIS to Transboundary Animal Disease lnfnnnation System (TADinfo). 
• Identify the venues for short-term courses (two months) in epidemiology. 
• Identify the most appropriate candidates from the field to be tralned abroad in short

term courses on epidemiology. 
Aclivity 4.1.2 Nati()nal rrainingfor the surveillance teams operating in the commercial sector. 

• Continue national trainings in the provinces of both countries. 
Activity 4.1.3 National !raining for field FC/erinarian.<i ({rmn rhc xovernmenl, NGOs, private 
sector). 

• Provide national trainings on sample methodologies. 
Activity 4.1.4 Training for the >;urt•eillunce Jeams that >vill operate in the rural area,'i (PDS 
training). 

• Review the methodology of PDS conducted by the surveillance teams and make 
improvements. 

• Prepare the PDS technical manual. 
Activit_v 4. 1 _5 Field activities. 

• Cominue surveillance activities. 

Output 5.1 Surveillance in LBJ\1s strengthened . 
. 4..ctivity 5.1 .1 Workshop on methudolog_v vfswTeillance in LBAfs. 

• Conduct the workshop on methodology of ~urveillance in LBMs in each country. 
Activit}' 5.1.2 National training workshop for veterinarhms operating in LBA-f:.;. 

• Conduct a ·workshop in both countries during the next quarter. 
Activity 5.1.3 .>;urveiilance activities in LEAfs. 

• Carry out the evaluation of the LBMs with respect to the trade movement in all 
provinces that can provide information on risk assessment in case of an outbreak and on 
economic impact on the m·eas. 
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Main challenges encountered and response provided 

• In both countries, the processes for replacement of the CVOs have been very slow, and 
no agreements could be established with the acting CVOs. Care needs to be taken to 
ensure that the newly appointed CVOs is fu11y informed about the ongoing and future 
project activities. 

• As a result of the elections of the parliament authorities in Afghanistan, l_IN" stafl 
movement restrictions have been in place. The UN security office is anticipating some 
reactions from the political parties to the elections Juring October ami November, 
limiting the project field activities and trainings planned. The bi-nationaltrainings ;.vere 
conducted in a third country, and local trainings were conducted under low profile and 
in low risk cities. Therefore, the cun·ent security conditions in Afghanistan need to he 
taken into consideration while organizing the upcoming project activities. In Pakistan. 
the threats to international activitie:>. persist as an important element to be considered 
when planning or implementing project activities. Restrictions to the movement of UN 
staff may hinder the implementation of project activities. 

• Central epidemiology units in both countries are nol fully established and require 
provision of intensive training for understanding epidemiological concepts. Although 
some veterinarians have been trained in Pakistan, it is necessary to identify the- location 
of the Central Unit in question. 

• It was eslimated that more time was required to implement the earlier planned activities 
in order to achieve the intended objectives, owing to the difficulties encountered and the 
security restrictions in both countries. Although most of the provisions are on the 
ground, they will require additional time to be made operational. As a result of this, a 
no-cost project extension of eight months (up to 31 May 20ll) was requested and duly 
granted by the Donor. 
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Main progress made towards the achievement of project outputs 

Output 1.1 Common strategies and approaches to surveillance developed in the different 
subsectors in the concerned areas. 

• Considering the high risk of virus transmission, the surveillance activities in the cross-
border region were improveU. During this reporting period, no evidence of the presence 
of HPAI virus in the countries was found. However, there i:<. a need for an increased 
awareness about the pandemic potentia1 of H9N2 and H7 for AI and ND viruses that are 
limiting poultry production. An evaluation of the control ·"trategies should he carried 
out. 

Output 2.1 Diagnostic ability of field and laboratory staff enhanced. 
• Routine surveillance in project areas detected consistent circulation of H9N2 AI and 

ND viruses at their laboratorie~. It is, thus, recommended to establi~h a control 
programme to reduce the incidence of the virus circulation. 

• The new facility. established in Pakistan, for virus isolation at a level of biosecurity 
higher than level 2 will conduct the hiosafety diagnosi:<. for the region. 

• A mission from F AO reviewed the condltions of the laboratory in Pakistan and its 
suitability in becoming a subregional laboratOl)' for AI typing confirmation and sub
typing samples obtained in other countries. Additionally, the laboratory could conduct 
regional trainings for neighbour coumries for AI improvement diagnosis and supply 
antigens for serological studies. It could also serve as a twin laboratory of one of the 
joint FAO/OIE reference laboratories, which will be important for the regional 
diagno:<.is of AI. 

Output 3.1 Procedures for inspection of puultry and poultry products at border control 
post~ standardized. 

• Progress was limited a;,; a re::mll o[ a :.even: security situation at the border areas. 

Output 4. t Capacity building developed to improve the overall surveinance system. 
• The advance:-; made to the data management system for surveillance that will he 

imp1cmcntcd in both countries will facilitate the analysis of the results of laboratory and 
field research. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/BGD/902/VSA 

Project Title: Immediate tcchnicaJ assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in Bangladesh, including active surveillance 

Reporting period: October 2010- March 2011 

Country: Bangladesh 
Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in Bangladesh, including active surveillance 
Code: OSROIBGD/902/USA + OSRO/RAS/605/USA Baby 01 
Effective starting date: October 2009 
Planned end date: September 20 I 0 
Budget OSRO/BGD/902/USA: USD 3 082 ROO (Phase I) 
Total budget: USD 3 082 800 
Budget OSRO/RAS/605/USA Baby 01: USD 515 000 (Phase 1), USD l 365 000 (Phase II), 
USD 1 225 000 (Phase Ill) 
Total Budget: USD 3 105 000 
Effective starting date: July 2006 
Planned end date: September 2011 
Context of the project 

At present, there arc five- high-risk countries that arc still considered cndemlc for Highly 
Pathogenic A vi an Influenza (HPAI) H5NI: Bangladesh, China, Egypt, Indonesia and Viet 
Nam. Since the first outbreak m March 2007, Bangladesh has experienced a total of 
493 outbreaks (437 commercial and 56 bi1ckyard). Fifty one out of 64 districts and 170 out of 
492 Upazi1as!Thanas (subdistr-icts) have been affected thus far, resulting in the culling of o-vct 
2.2 million birds_ Folh)wing the peak of HPAI H5N I incidence in 2008, the number of annual 
outbreaks remains at around 30 in 2009 and 2010 respectively. However. as of January 201 1 
and after an absence of over six months, the number of outbreaks among poultry started to rise. 
The situation is compounded by the occurrence of crow die-offs and detection of a non-fatal 
second and a third human infection with H5N 1 virus m1d a fourth one with H9N2 vims. 

Objective..'> of the project 

The primary objective of the project is to improve control of infectious diseases by enhancing 
outbreak responses for preventing poultry diseases and developing awareness of HPAI '" Bangladesh. 

Speciflc immediate objective is to improve the HPAI survelllance capaci[y of the Government 
of Bangladesh to respond more effectively to HPAI outbreaks and thereby reduce economic 
lo~ses. and a global human pandemlc threm. Specifically, the project aimed to achieve the 
follo'A-'ing: 

• increasing the capacity of the Department of Livestock Services (DLS) to manage the 
surveillance programme without technical or operational help from the Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Natiom. (FAO); 

• e-arly reporting of poultry diseases by door-to-door surveillance; 

• early HPAI detection by diagnostic specimen collection and testing to ensure a rapid 
and effective disease response to control HPAI; 
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• increasing awareness among the surveyed farmers and villagers to strengthen passive 
surveillance: and 

• improving and monitoring minimum bioseeurity standards in commercial fanns. 

Planned activities: 

Output 1: Improved coordination and management for disease detection,. diagnosis, 
control and preYention 

• Continue to provide expertise to the Government of Bangladesh, facilitate contacts 
between the Government and Dunor~ and coordinate project.;.; and regional activities. 

• Increase coordination role to cover activities funded by the \Vorld Bank (WB) and the 
United States Agency for International Development (USAID). 

• Complete geosp<nial farm mapping project and use the system for facilitating outbreak 
responses. 

Output 2: Enhanced outbreak response by effective Outbreak Response l\tlanagement 
Centre 

• Support the Government in conducting outbreak investigation on avian influenza (AI). 
• Improve post-outbreak investigation by collecting samples from free-ranging ducks in 

backyards in the vicinity of affected fam1s and inoculate samples into embryonated 
eggs to attempt virus isolation. 

• Support the Government to design and conduct c.ase control study to as1..·erta.in the risk 
factors. 

• Conduct a longitudinal study in a selected district. 
• Conduct· simulation' or' drill' to examine the standard operating proce-dures (SOPs) 

and train field statf for practicing SOPs during operations. 
• Support the Government on any disease response and control efforts. 
• Enhance collaboration between the US AID-supported staff and WE-supported staff 

according to the matrix developed in discussion between the two organizations. 

Output 3: ImproYcd biosccurity status in poultry sectors through biosccurity campaigns 
in the target areas 

• Conduct biosecurity campaigns across the country targeting the Im·ge-, medium- and 
small-scale poultry farmers through Additional Veterinary Surgeons (AVSs)/ Community 
Animal Health Workers (CAHWs), expanding from 260 up to 306 tJpazila.<;. 

• Provide continuous assistance to Public-Private Partnership (PPP) and Cleaning and 
Disinfection (C&D) ofLBM project (0SR0,1NTI805/USA) 

• Conduct training for farm managers to improve biosccurity of commercial farms. 

Output 4: ProYision of assistance to the Government of Bangladesh to implement the 
National Avian [nfluenza and Human Pandemic Influenza Preparedness Plan 

• Support continuously the Government in the execution of National Avi<:~n Influenza 
and Human Pandemic Influenza Preparedness Plan. 
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Output 5: Active surveillance of HPAI 
• Assist in the implementation of the active surveillance programme in 306 "C"pazllas/ 

Metrothanas under the pmgramme financed by WB under the Avian Influenza 
Preparedness and Response Project (AIPRP). Carry out active surveillance through 88 
AVSs. 

• Awareness building among :-:.chool children in selected areas to encourage reporting of 
sickness and death in poultry. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Ouput 1: Improved coordination and management for disease deteL-tion~ diagnosis~ 

control and prevention. 

• The Team Leader (TL)/Chief Technical Adviser (CTA) and FAO Representative 
visited the Japanese Ambassador to update him on the progress and explore 
possibilities for future funding. 

• The TUCTA liaised with the World Organisation for Animal Health (OlE) 
headquarters, OlE Representation for Asia and the Pacific to fadlitate information 
sharing initiatives. 

• Provided expertise on various issues, including vaccinations by attending national 
technical committee meetings or in direct consultation with the Director General (DG) 
DLS. the Secretary and the l'vJinister for Fisheries and Livestock. 

• Assisted the Chief Veterinary Officer (CVO) (Director Animal Health Administration) 
to attend ''Regional Cooperation Programme on Highly Pathogenic and Emerging 
Diseases (HPED) ln South Asia", held on 30 September and I Ocwber 2010 in 
Colombo, Sri Lanka. Operationalization of a number of activities including the 
establishment of the Regional Support Unit (RSU). Regional Epidemiology Centre 
(REC) and the three Regional Reterence Diagnostic Laboratories on priority 
trans boundary animal diseases (T ADs) was discussed. 

• An international expert on AJ was recruited in order to provide Technical Assistance 
Services (TAS) for AIPRP, Project Coordination Unit (PCU), DLS, s.upported by WB 
along with other national and international staff. 

• Assisted the Secretary of the Ministry of Fisheries and Livestock to attend the "36th 
Session \Vorld Food Security Committee" held from 11 to 14 October 2010 in Rome. 

• Assisted CVO (Director Animal He-alth Administration) to attend the Global 
Rinderpest Emdication Programme (GREP) held on 13 and 14 October 20!0 in Rome. 

• In tht: "'USAIDiBangladesh" Lessons Learned and Disseminated Workshop: H5!'\ 1 
Virus" held on 13 October 2010 in Dhaka, a national consultant presented the paper 
"Improved bio.se-curity and hygiene at production, collection points and live bird 
mat-kets including decontamination". The workshop \-Vas attended by the l\-1ini.ster for 
Fisheries and Livestock and the :Mission Director of LSAID. 

• Co-organized the ''Workshop on orientation of cross-border preparedness to HPAJ 
control" with the Emergency Centre for Tram.boundary Animal Di~eases (ECTAD) 
South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) component, FAO Nepal 
on 29 and 30 December 2010, and on 2 and 3 January 2011. 

• A relevant government high official of Bangladesh and CT A pmticipated in '·High 
level regional consultation on the control of priority transboundary animal and other 
emcrglng infectious dlseases in South Asia" held on 13 and 14 January 201 L 
Bangkok. Thailand. Both policy and technical issues related to a concerted and 
coordinated anion plan fur improved control of priority T ADs in Suurh Asia were 
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discussed. 
• Co-organized with ECTAD/SAARC component the "Workshop on evaluation of Foot

and-Mouth Disease (FMD)-progressive Control Pathway" on 5 Jmmary 2011 to 
understand the current status of FMD control programmes in Bangladesh, India and 
Nepal. 

• Co-organized vvith ECT AD/SAARC compunent ""Sensitization workshop for media in 
Bangladesh for prevention and control of HPAI" held on 15 February 2011 in Dhaka. 
The TL/CTA presented a paper on the status of H5NI HPAI ourbreaks in B<mgl<.~desh. 
The opening ceremony \Vas attended by the Minister for Fisheries and Livestock. 
Scrretary of the Ministry of Fisheries and Livestock, DG and CVO, DLS. 

• "AI situation report'' was frequently updated and distributed among stakeholders, 
donors ami othen; for sharing up-to-date information on AI in Bangladesh. 

• Collabornted with other organizations lncluding the United States Geological Survey 
(USGS), the International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research Bangladesh 
{ICDDRB), in assisting wild birds surveillance in relation with H5Nl HPAI. 

• Maintained close contact with public health sectors such as DG Health, the Institute of 
Epidemiology, Disease Control and Research (IEDCR) and the World Health 
Organization (WHO) in sharing information on H5::-.J 1 infection in humans as well as 
other diseases, ~uch as Nipah viru~ infection and anthrax. 

• One oral and three poster presentatlons were held during the event ·'Vet2011" at 
Bangladesh Agriculture University, Mymensingh. held on 9 and 10 February 2011. 

• The AI Technical Unit (TU) team actively pm1icipated ln the ih International Poultry 
ShO\N and Seminar organized by the Vlorld's Poultry Science Association-Bangladesh 
Branch (W APSA-BB), and nne consultant chaired a scientific session. 

• CTA and other con:..ultanrs investigated the decontamination status of severdl HPAI 
outbreaks. 

Output 2: Enhanced outbreak response by effet...1.ive Outbreak Response 1\tlanagement 
Centre 

• A number of SOPs were updatedldeYclopc.d as follows: 
l. Culling and disposal 
2. Decontamination 
3. Restocking 
4. Outhreak investigation 
5. Post-outbreak/Infected pla<:e management {comments need to be incorporated} 
6. Laboratory and biosafety 

• Assisted the national reference laboratory for AI, the Bangladesh Livestock Research 
Institute (BLRI), and the Central Disease Investigation lAboratory (CDTI..) to be 
assessed for their biosafety by international expert to ensure laboratory safety. 

• To faci1ltate outbreak response management, geo-spatial information from all 
commercial farms and major LB~1s in the country was entered into a computer. The 
data was being fwthe.r processed to compute the density of farms as well as LB:tv1s in 
relation to affected farms tu strengthen ongoing countrywide HPAI surveillance 
programme. 

Output 3: Improved biosecmity stahL" in poultry sectors through biosecurity campaigns 
in the targeted areas. 

• \Vor.kshops on ''Record keeping and biosecurity auditing in commercial poultry farm" 
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\Verc held on 20 and 27 October 2010 and 23 December 2010. A record keeping 
template was. developed in the work."hop. 

• "Biosecurity SOP's writing \Vorkshop for poultry produce~ and sei"Vice providers" 
\Vas held from 19 to 21 January 2011. 

• "Training on fann biosecurity and decontamination for poultry farm managers in 
HPAI affected areas" was held on 22 <md 23 March 2011. 

• In "Biosccurity training for poultry industry suppliers", a total of 83!5 poultry industry 
suppliers were trained on biu.security. The trainet1 industry supplie~ lransferred their 
biosecurity knowledge to 5 500 poultry fanners. 

• "Training of trainers (ToT) on biosecurity auditing tOr the Department of Livestock 
Services (DLS) officials", 26 DLS officials at the District Livestock Office level were 
trained. 

Output 4: Provision of assistance to the Government of Bangladesh to implement the 
National Avian Influenza and Human Pandemic Influenza Preparedness Plan 

• In response to an urgent request from the Government of Bangladesh, FAO Mission on 
·'In-depth a~sessment of the present and past situation of the anthrax outbreak in 
Bangladesh" was dispatched to Bangladesh from 25 October to 3 November 2010. 

• One of the FAO Mission members, FAO Representative and CTA of AI TU/Country 
Team Leader of ECTAD appeared in a TV talk show to disseminate evidence-ba<>ed 
infmmation to the general public, and the TV programme was repeatedly broadcast. 

• Upon request from DLS, SOPs on culling and dispDsal. decontamination, restocking, 
outbreak investigation, post -outbreak/infected place were proYided to be distributed to 
all District Livestock Offices in the country. 

Output 5: Active surveillance on HPAI 

• Assisted AIPRP in training on active surveillance using SMS Gatelkay for Avian 
Influenza \Yorkers (Al\Vs; previously called "CAH\Vs"). 

• Assisted AIPRP in refresher training: for A VSs on active surveillance using SMS 
Gateway on 30 and 31 March 2011. 

• "Training in HPAI active surveillance network programme" was conducted on 
7 November and 27 December 20 l 0. 

• Technical Meeting on HPAI active surveillance programme was held on 6 January 
2011 for AVSs. 

• Assisted AIPRP in training A VSs on culling, safe disposal, biocontainment and 
biosecurity on HPAI 0.1arl:h 2011). 

• Maintained the system receiving approximately 1 000 SMS messages per day from 
l 035 AlW s in 306 Upazilas. 

• Maintained the network of 88 A VSs supervising AIWs. 
• Suppmied installation of transmitters in migratory birds in Hakaluki Haor in February 

20ll. 
• An international expert was employed to integrate existing databases to design 

integrated and effective data entry and analysis. 
Planned activities for the next six-month period 

Output 1: Improved coordination and management for disease detection, diagnosis, 
t-'Ontrol and prevention 
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• Continue to provide experti~e to the Government of Bangladesh, facilitate comacts 
between the Government and donors and coordinate projects and regional activities. 

• Increase coordination role in activitie-; funded by WB and USAID. 
• Using gcospatial farm mapping data, develop a system to enable outbreak responses to 

be carried out more efficiently. 
• Collaborate and coordinate with publlc health and \Vlld life sectors to develop a more 

holistic approach in line with the One Health initiative. 

Output 2: Enhanced outbreak response by cffcctiYc Outbreak Response 1\'lanagc-ment 
Centre 

• Supp01t the Government in conducting outbreak investigation on AI. 
• Ensure that affected farms are properly ami repeatedly decontaminated after immediate 

post-outbreak decontaminations. 
• Improve post-outbrcnk -invco;;tigation by collecting sampks. fmm free-ranging d'Kks in 

backyards in the vicinity of affected farms and inoculate samples into embryonated 
eggs to attempt virus isolation. 

• Develop a system to support the Government in any disease response and control 
efforts. 

• Enhance collaboration between the US AID-supported staff and WB-supported staff 
according to the matrix developed in discussion between the two organizations. 

• Further strengthen search for reservoirs of H5Nl HPAI as well as LPAI among free
ranging, scavenging ducks in backyards in the proximity of affected fanns. 

• Reduce the risk of re-<..x:currem:e of H5:K 1 HPAI outbreaks. by removmg hidden 
reservoirs, as we11 as by rapid disposal of dead wild birds. 

Output 3: Improved biosecurity status in poultry sectors through biosecurity campaigns 
in the target areas 

• Conduct biosecurity campaigns across the country targeting the large-, medium- and 
small-scale poultry farmers through AVSs/CAHWs, expanding from )()6 up to 
492 Upazilas. 

• Continue. to provide assistance to the Public-Private-Partnershlp (PPP) and C&D of 
LBM project (OSRO/INT/805/LSA). 

Output 4: Provision of assistance to the Government of Bangladesh in implementing the 
National Avian [nfluenza and Human Pandemic Influenza Preparedness Plan 

• Cominue to provide support to the Government in the implememalion of National 
Avian Int1uenza and Human Pandemic Influenza Preparedness Plan. 

Output 5: Active Surveillance on HPAI 

• Assist in the implementation of the active surveillance programme across 
306 Upazilas!Metrothanas under the programme financed by \VB AlPRP. 

• Assist in providing necessary refresher training to Avian Influenza \Vorkers on the 
Active Surveillance using SMS Gateway system. 

• Carry out active survemance [hrough SS A VSs. 
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Main challenges encountered and response provided 

• The post-outbreak decontaminatiun and improvement uf biosecurity are two main 
challenges encountered during the implementation of the project Decontamination of 
affected sheds ~md premises need to he intensified as a part of post-outbreak responses. 
To ensure the chain of transmission is broken. decontamination needs to be repeated 
after immediate post-outbreak decontaminations. Further, FAO has developed Standard 
Operating Procedures. (SOPs) for post outbreak decontamination and submitted [O 

government for implementation in the field. FAO has .already flagged the issue in 
different meetings with the government. 

• Backyard poultry was considered secondary to the poultry on commercial farms. 
Awareness needs to be heightened .among backyard farmers that they play critical roles 
in prevention of HPAI outbreaks in commercial farms in the vicinity. FAO has piloted 
school training programme for raising awareness for reporting poultry sickness and 
death. Technical support ha"'i been provided to develop communication materials to 
sensitize backyard farmers for disease reporting. 

• tviost of the backyard poultry are free-r·anging and are allowed to scavenge in the 
environment. Risk of intermingling with wild migratory birds, as well as free-ranging 
ducks, need to be acknowledged by backyard farmers. Training of backyard farmers are 
needed. F AO has suppmted deve1opment of communication material to encourage 
separating terrestria1 birds from aquatic fowls in backyards. Advocacy is also needed. 

• Owing to a shortage of human and material resources at the fic1d level, quick and 
appmpriate response to disease events was lacking at times. Additional Veterinary 
Smgeons need to be advised to provide assistance to ascertain quick and appropriate 
response and to complement the veterinary services. FAO has raised the issue with the 
government and govemment is planning to reorganize DLS with more human and 
material resources. 

• 1\.-:lotivation was weak among DLS staff to captme every disease event at the earliest 
stage. Awareness of DLS staff needs to be heightened by training. 

• Compliance ro animal disease reguh1tion is weak. Compliance needs to be reinforced by 
training veterinary officers, raising public awareness, communication and fanner 
education_ FAO has recruited one. consultant to review legislation to recommend 
mitigation options of implementation bottlenecks. 

• Registration of farms is not established. Fanners need to be encouraged to register their 
farms. Benefits of being registered need to be widely known through advocacy. 

• ·Movement control in densely populated areas ts difficult. Cooperation from 
communities needs to be sought by deploying community leaders. FAO has developed 
SOPs where directives have been given for implementation of movement control. 

• Properties are often not easily accessible. Farms in remote places nevertheless need to 
be visited in an event of unusual mortality. Unwilling farmers need to be persuaded. 
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Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

• F AO TU was established at DLS comprising a team of international and national 
experts and support staff. 

• The office for the TU at DLS was refurbished including the provision of standby power 
supply. TU is fully computerized with high-speed reliable internet sen,ices. 

• AI TU is technically and logistically suppo1iing the DLS. 
• Biosecurity and awareness of HPAI are reinforced and strent,1:hened by: the Active 

Surveillance Programme, teachers training and dissemination of 50 000 leaflets, posters 
and stickers to schools and at various national and regional meetings. 

• Door-to-door/farm-to-farm surveillance was initiated using a network of l 035 AI\Vs 
(CAH\Vs). The CAH\Vs, 103 AVSs and respective 306 supervising Upazila livestock 
officers (_ULOs), 32 veterinary officers of the ''Strengthening of support service for 
combating avian influenza" (SSCAIB) project received the necessary training. As a 
result, disease surveillance enhanced disease reporting. Better surveillance combined 
with incre.ased awareness and constant reinforcing of biosecurity messages helped to 
reduce the number of HPAI outbreaks. 

• All l 035 recruited Al\Vs (CAHWs) received training and refresher training by FAO 
consultants on basic communication skiHs, specifically on those related to HPAI and 
SMS gateway. 

• Various laboratory supplies including polymerase chain reaction (PCR) kits, RNA 
extraction kits, primers. and other consumables were provided to BLRI laboratory to 
support the lncrcase in diagnostic workload. 

• SOPs for laboratory tests for AI diagnosis were drafted and submitted to the 
Government. 

• SOPs for outbreak response, disease inYestigation, culling, C&O were drafted and arc 
being reviewed. 

• FAO team facilitated the Laboratory Working Group meetings attended by BLRI, CDIL 
and the Field Disea<;e Investigation Laboratory (FDlL) to provide advice on 1aborarory 
design and procurement. 

• Technical officers of eight leading farms and selected govemment veterinarians 
received training on blosccurlty and routine disinfection for poultry raising 
establishments. 

• Two hundred government veterinarians received training on post-outbreak det:ontamination. 
• FAO contributed to [he development of the Second Cnmmunlcation Strmcgy for Avian 

and Pandemic Influenza. 
• Web-based SMS gateway improved the early reporting system. 
• Lowering of the number of HPAI H5N I outbreaks was achieved without resorting to 

vaccination during the last three years. 
• Strong partnership was established between the DLS and FAO allowing for smooth 

transmission of information and collective action. 
• \Vith the support of CSAID and WB, a team was formed consisting of four international 

staff and ll national staff members. 
• All of the 780 CAHWs involved in the active surveillance programme using Sl\.1S 

Gateway were transferred from FAO to AIPRP, DLS as a part of the process of 
ownership tram. fer by the end of September 2010. 

• For the improvement of LBMs, a solid collaboration was established with AIPRP, DLS. 
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I Quarter 2010 

Project Monitoring: Sheet: OSRO/BGD/902/USA 

Project Title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in Bangladesh, including active surveillance 

Reporting period: January- March 2010 

Country: Bangladesh 
Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenic A vlan Influenza (HPAI) in Bangladesh, includlng active surveillance 
Code: OSRO/BGD/902/USA + OSRO/RAS/605/USA Baby() I 
Budget OSRO/BGD/902/USA: USD 3 082 800 (Phase I) 
Total budget: USD 3 082 800 
Effective starting date: October 2009 
Planned end date: September 2010 
Budget OSRO/RAS/605/USA BabyOl: USD 515 000 (Phase 1), USD 1 365 000 (Phase ll). 
USD I 225 000 (Phase Ill) 
Total Budget: USD 3 105 000 
Effective starting date: July 2006 
Planned end date: September 20 l 0 
Context of the project 

Bangladesh is a high-risk country with respect to Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 
H5Nl, experiencing its first outbreak In March 2007. As of 31 March 2010, a total of 
351 (298 commercial and 53 backyard) outbreaks have been recorded in 49 out of 64 districts 
and "' 156 uul uf 492 UpaLila:-./Tii<.ma:-. (sub-disliicb}, resulting m tl1e culling uf 0\'t:T 

1.8 million birds. 

OhjectiYe.'> of the project 

The primary objective of d1e project is to improve control of infectious diseases by enhancing 
outbreak responses for preventing poultry diseases and developing awareness of HPAI 1n 
Bangladesh. 

Speciflc immediate objective is to improve the HPAI surveillance capacity of the Government 
of Bangladesh to respond more effectively to HPAI outbreaks and thereby reduce economic 
losses and a global human pandemic threm. Specifically, the project aimed to achieve the 
following: 

• increasing the capaclty of the Department of Livestock Services (DLS) to manage the 
Surveillance programme without technical or operational help from the Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO): 

• early reporting of poultry diseases by door-to-door surveillance; 

• early HPAI detection by diagnostic specimen collection and testing to ensure a rapid 
and t!ffective disease response to control HPAL 

• increasing .awareness among the surveyed farmers and villagers to strengthen passive 
surveillance: 

• monitoring minimum biosecurily standards in commercial fanns . 
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Planned activities : 

Output 1: Improved coordination and management for disease detection, diagnosis~ 
control and prevention 

• The national capacity for disease detection, diagnosis, control and prevention will be 
strengthened through coordinated efforts of all stakeholders. 

• Continuous assistance will be provided by international and national experts to the 
Government of Bangladesh to facilltate contacts between the Government and donors. 
and coordinate projects and re-gional activities. 

• FAO country team will take lead role in the coordination and technical backstopping 
to cover activities funded by the \Vorld Bank (WB) £md Asian Development Bank 
(ADB). 

Output 2: Enhanced outbreak response by effet.-'tive Outbreak Response l\'lanagement 
Centre 

• The capacity of the Outbreak Response Management Centre within DLS will be 
strengthened through the provision of appropri~te human resources and equipment. 

• DLS' capacity for cmnmunicating \Vith field operators, facilitating logisti.::s, collection 
and analysis of data will be improved. 

• National and international experts in disease surveillance, control and epidemiology 
will provide technical inputs to assist the Government of Bangladesh in animal disease 
management. 

Output 3: [mpro'l-'ed biosecurity status in poultry sectors through bioset..-'Urity campaigns 
in the target areas 

• Biosccurity campaign across the country will be implemented as much as possible in 
targeted large-, medium- and small-scale poultry farmer~ in poultry-dense areas tn 

every district. 
• Educational materials to train trainers will be developed by technical experts in 

epidemiology. response management and advocacy. 
• The campaign on biosecurity is aimed to reach at least 20 percent of the entire poultry 

farmer population in the targeted areas. 

Output 4: ProYision of assistance to the GoYernment of Bangladesh to implement the 
National Avian Influenza & Human Pandemic Influenza Preparedness plan 

• The Government of Bangladesh wi11 be assisted in the implementation of the national 
Avian Influenza & Human Pandemic Influenza Preparedness Plan for 2009-201 1, 
which was elaborated in collaboration with FAO. 

• Specifically, FAO will assist in survei11ance, disease response and diagnostics and will 
provide further technical inputs. 

Output 5: Active Surveillance on HPAI 
• Door-to-door active surveillance will be conducted to collect information on sickness 

and unusual deaths in poultry of 260 Upazila-s, of \Vhich 150 have been already under 
surveillance since 1 October 2008. 

• Reports will be sent through coded message to web-based S1v1S g~teway System. 
• Sites of potential outbreak will be investigated by Upazila livestock officers (ULOs) 
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and/or additional veterinary surgeons (A VSs) supported by the project. 
• Specimens for diagnosis in suspected cases will be collected by lJLO.'i or A VSs and 

shipped to laboratories. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Ouput 1: Improved Coordination and l\'Ianagement for disease detection, diagnosis, 
control and prevention. 

• Intem.ation.al and national experts continued to provide expertise to the Government of 
Bangladesh, facilitated contacts between the Government and donors and coordinated 
projects and regional activities. 

• FAO country te.am continued its coordination rule to cover those activities funded 
from WR, ADB, and United States Agency for International Development (l!SAID). 

• The monitoring and evaluation of the Teachers Training Programme of three pilot 
Upazilas (Panchagar, Trishal and Sreepur) showed positive impact in awareness 
building and passive surveillance. The students of primary schools where teachers had 
been trained on HPAI were also better informed on HPAL 

• FAO continued to facilitate the Laboratory \Vorking Group meetings attended by 
Bangladesh Livestock Research Institute (BLRI), Central Disease Investigation 
Laboratory (CDIL) and Ficld Disease Investigation L.'lboratory (FDTL), World Health 
Organisation (WHO), USAID, and Japan Intemati\mal Cooperation Agency (JICA) to 
provide advice on laboratory design and procurement. 

• In collaboration with L'S Geological Survey, Wildlife Trust of Bangladesh (an affiliate 
of \Vildlife Trust New York), FAO funded the training course on sampling of birds for 
testing avian influenza. 

• FAO has supported the shipment of samples from the outbreak cases to the \Vorld 
Organisation for Animal Health (OlEJ/FAO Reference L1.boratory for Newcastle 
Disease and Avian Influenza located in Padua, Italy. 

• Samples collected from free-ranging ducks around fanns affected with HPAI have 
been C\)llected and submitted to 1\iational Reference Laboratory for Avian Influenza. of 
BLRI in Savar for virus propagation ami identification. 

• One National Consultant was the main speaker in the awareness building meeting 
arranged by DLS at Kishorcgonj district. 

• Three National Consultants (Labor<.~tory Expert, IT specialist, and Communication and 
Advocacy) have joined the Avian Influenza Technical Unit. 

Output 2: Enhanced Outbreak Response by effective Outbreak Response Management 
Centre 

• FAO has been providing training on post-outbreak management to DLS field officials. 
• Chief Technical Advisor (CTA) and other members of the team have been monitoring 

the outbreak management system by visiting the vicinity of affected farms after 
t..xcurrcncc of outbreaks. 

• As part of the post-outhreak investigation, samples have been collected from free
ranging ducks in backyards for monitoring. 

• Samples have been brought to BLRI to be inoculated into embryonated eggs for 
isolation of viru~es. 
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Output 3: Improved biosecurity status in poultry sectors through biosecurity campaigns 
in the targeted areas 

• The biosecurity campaign continued across the country's targeted large-. medium- and 
small-scale poultry farmers through A VSs/Community Animal Health Workers 
(CAHWs). 

• FAO drafted a standard operation procedure (SOP) titled ''Biosecurity for Backyard 
poultry'·. 

• A VSs/CAH\Vs have been provided with written instructions on biosecuri[y by visiting 
individual commercial farms. 

• The project supported and contributed to the Public-Private-Partnership (PPP) project, 
also supported by tJSAID. in delivering biosecurity tntining for poultry industry 
suppliers. 

• The letter of agreement (LoA) on Geospatial Farm Mapping for commercial poultry 
farms and markets in Bangladesh has been signed and the project will start soon. 

Output 4: Provision of assistance to the Government of Bangladesh to implement the 
~ational Avian Influenza and Human Pandemic Influenza Preparedness plan 

• The FAO team participated in further review of the Second National Avian lnfluenz.a 
and Human Pandemic Intluenza Preparedness Plan for 2009-2011. 

• The team also contributed in the development of a contingency plan for intluenza 
pandemic management by the Department of Health. 

Output 5: Active Surveillance on Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza 
• The Active Surveillance programme is continuing in 260 Upazilas with 7RO CAHWs 

and 88 AVS;. 
• The newly recruited CAHWs and the lJLOs of newly added Cpazila..-; were trained on 

active surveillance. 
• The Veterinary Officers (VOs) working under "'Strengthening of Support Service for 

Combating Avian lnflucnza (SSCATB) in Bangladesh" were trained to be involved in 
active surveillance. 

• A fourth member team from Nepal was trained on SMS gateway syslern. 
• The Nmlonal Consultant and Programme Coordinator/Rcprcscntarlve from the 

Government monitored activities of AVSs and CAH\Vs. 

Planned adivities for the next quarter 

Output 1: Improved Coordination and I\ianagement for disease detection, diagnosis~ 
control and prcYention. 

• Internatlonal <md national experts will cominue to provide expertise to the Government 
of Bangladesh, facilitate contacts between the Guvernment and donors and coordinate 
projects and region<1l activities. 

• FAO country team will increase its coordination role to cover activities funded by WB, 
ADB and USAID. 

• FAO country team \Viii suppott Geospatial farm mapping project. 

Output 2: Enhanced Outbreak RespOIL'ie h}' effective Outbreak Response 1\;lanagement 
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Centre 
• National and International Consultant will support the Govemmem in conducting 

outbreak investigation on avim1 influenza. 
• Post-outbreak investigation \-V11l be intensified by collecting samples from free-ranging 

ducks in backyards in the vicinity of affected farms. Samples are w be inoculated to 
isolate viruses, if any. 

• The FAO Avian [nflucn7a Unit, consisting of one international, six national 
consultants, one web page manager, one oper.Jtion officeL one logistics and 
procurement a.<.;sistant, and one secretary. financially supported by the project, will be 
ready to support the Government on any disease response and control efforts. 

Output 3: Improved bio-security status in poultry sectors through bio-security campaigns 
in the target areas 

• Biosccurity campaign will be conducted across the country targeting the large-, 
medium- and small-scale poultry farmers through AVSs/CAH\Vs. expanding from 150 
to up to 300 Upazilas. 

• Continuous assistance wi11 be provided to PPP and Cleaning and Disinfection of Live 
Bird Market projects. 

Output 4: Provision of assistance to the GoYernmcnt of Bangladesh in implementing the 
National A vi an Influenza and Human Pandemic Influenza Preparedness plan 
The team will conrinuously support the Government in the execution of National Avian 
Influen.t:a and Human Pandemic Influenza Preparednes~ Plan. 

Output 5: Active Surveillance on Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza 
The active surveillance programme will be extended to 300 Upazilas . 

.:\'lain challenges enc~mntered and response provided 

• The implementation of the project wa<> delayed because of the time taken to receive 
government endorsement of the project activities. However, the Government gave- post 
farto approval of the project documents and clearance of the appointment of a new 
CTA. 

• The Na(ional Consultomt for Laboratory left the Unit. Recruitment of an Intemational 
Consultant was delayed because of the Government clearance. The position of 
communication and advocacy consultant has been vacant for a long time due to 
difficulties of finding suitable candldates. This severe staff shurtage has resulted in 
high work pressure on all staff in the unit. However, a new National Consultant for 
Communication and Advocacy was identified and recruited in January and the National 
Consultant for Labora[Ory was fina11y recruited in February 2010. 

5 
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Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

• F AO Technical Unit has been established at DLS comprising a team Df international 
and national experts and support staff. 

• The office for the Technical Unit at OL'i has been refurbished including [he provision 
of standby power supply. The Unit is fully computerized with high-speed reliable 
internet services. 

• AI Technical Unit is technically and logistically supporting the DLS. The AI Uni['s 
technical suppmt enhances DLS staff capacity. 

• Biosecurity and awareness of HPAI are reinforced and strengthened by: Active 
Surveillance Programme; Teachers Training; and dissemination of 50 000 leaflets, 
po-;ters and stickers to schools and at variDus national and regional meetings. 

• Door-to-door/farm-to-farm surveillance has been initiated using a network of 
780 CAHWs. The CAHWs and respective 260 supervising ULOs, 32 veterinary officers 
of SSCAIB project have received the necessary training:. A:-.. a result. disease 
survelllance has enhanced disease reporting. Better surveillance combined with 
increased a"varcness and constant reinforcing of biosecurity messages have helped to 
reduce the number of HPAI outbreaks. 

• All 780 recruited CAHWs were given training and then refresher training by FAO 
consultants on basic communication skills, specifically on those related to HPAI and 
SMS gate"\vay. 

• Variou:-. laboratory supplies including PCR kits, RNA extmction kits, primers and other 
consumahlcs have been provided to BLR[ laboratory to support the increase in 
diagnostic workload. 

• SOPs for laboratory tests for AI diagnosis have been drafted and submitted to lhe 
Government. 

• SOPs for outbreak response, disease investigation, culling, cleaning and disinfection 
have been drafted and are being reviewed. 

• FAO team facilitated the Laboratory Working Group meetings attended by BLRI, CDIL 
and FDIL to provide advice on laboratory design and procurement. 

• Technical officers of eight leading fanns and selected government veterinarians have 
received training on blosccurity and routine disinfection for poultry raising 
establishments. 

• Two hundred government veterinarians received training on post-outbreak 
decontamination. 

• F AO contributed to the development of the Second Communication Strategy tlx Avian 
and Pandemic lnt1uenza. 

• Web -based SMS gateway has improved the early reporting system. 

6 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/BGD/101/USA 

Project title: Strengthening Emergency Preparedness and Response for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza in Bangladesh 

Reporting p~riod: April2013 to September 2013 

Country: Bangladesh 

Project title: Streng:-henlng Emergency Preparedness and Response for Highly Pathogenic Avian: 
Influenza in Bangladesh 

Code: OSRO/BGD/101/USA 

Total Budget: USD 2.5 million 

I Effective starting date: l October 20 II 

Planned end date: 3 1 December 2013 

Conte-xt of the project 

The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Natio:'_s (FAO) and its Emergency Cer:_tre for 
Transboundary Animal Disea.'i.es (ECTAD) contin:.tes to support the Government of Bangladesh m 
controlling High:y Pathogenic Av-ian I-::fluenza (HPAI) H5Nl outb-:-eaks and in building national 
veterinary service capacity to report and respond to outbreaks. These efforts were initiated in 2007 af:er 
\vhich successive projects were designed and implement:.od to assb.t the Government. However, 
Bangladesh remains one of five countries in \Vhich HPAI is stili considered endemic. Since \1arch 2007, 
there have been a reported total of555 outbreaks (498 com::nercial and 57 backyard farms) in Bangladesh, 
Some 52 uut of 64 districts and 179 out of 492 upa=:ilas (sub-districts) have been aftf:c:ed so far. This 
resulted in the culling of over 2.7 million birds and rhe destruction of over 3.5 million eggs. 

Fo!lo\ving the peak of HPAf H5N1 incidence in 2008, the number of annual o·J.tbreaks remains at 
approximately 30 in 2009 a!'.d 2010, Another peak was reported 2011, when the number of outbreaks 
reached 171. However, in 2012, a total of 23 o·Jtbreaks were reported. In 2013 (as of 24 September), three 
outbreaks were con finned. While new clades 2.3.2.1 and 2.3.4 were reported in addition to clade 2.2, only 
clade 2.3.2. I was detected in 2012. One fatal human case of H5N I virus has been reponed in Bangladesh. 
In total, ~even people ;,vere infected since 2008, out of \vhom, three were found to be found as part of a 
cluster related TO a live bird market (LBM) in Dhaka in 2011. 

The Government decision to approve vaccination against HPAI targeting the com::nercial sector in the 
Districts ofGa7ipur and Kishorgonj is likely to require additional surveillance frome\vork. There is also a 
substantial ri~k that tbe active surveillance system, supported under World Bank fundeC. projec: will 
collapse :mless the Goyernment is able to secure necessary funds. Since Bangladesh contir.ues to face 
other emerging di.sease threats. :he ECT i\D mandate has continued to expand to address these issues 
throug:1 the One Health approach. 

Objectives of the project 

1l1e primary objective' of the project is to strengthen the .omergency prepared:1ess to preve:r_t <1nd control 
HPAI in Banglade~h. The immediate objective is to improve the HPAl ,;urveillance capat:ity of the 
Governr:1ent of Bangladesh to respond more effectively to HP/\I outbreaks a:'.d t!tereby reduce economic 
losses and the global hu:nan pandemic threat. Specifically, the project aims to achieve :he following: 

I. increaseli capacity of the DLS :o manage the surveillance programme: 

2. early reporting ofpoaltf}' diseases and early HPAI detection; 

3. increased public awareness; 

4. improved biosecurity and hygiene in poultry furms and LBMs: and 

5. :dentif:ca:ion and elimination of the sources ofHPAi infect:on. 
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Planned activities for the reporting period (April2013 to Se-ptember 1013) 

In accordance with the no-cost extension of::he project to 30 September 2013. two main components were 
included; (i) LBM development. advocacy and capacity building; and (ii) serological monitoring and 
virological surveillance of the experimental HPAI ·vaccim:tion programme implemented by the 
Government. The following activities were p;anned: 

1. upgrade biosecurity and biosafety in a maximam of 12 LBMs; 
2. int..:-nsify advocacy with city corporations/municipalities and market committees to impruve 

":Jiosafety and biosecmity at a total of 31 LBMs; 
3. conduct regular surveillance of the 25 renovated LHMs; 
4. train LHM personnel, traders, transporters, local gove:-nment staff and veterinary officers in 

arJopting biosafety and biosec:.Jrity measure:-; 
5. hold meetings, at least monthly, with al: stakeholders for promoting public private partnership 

(PPP) in sustaining LBM biosecurity; 
6. mise public mvarene~s for ens:tring that bio:-ecurity is maintained and sustained in LBMs; and 

7. monitor and characteri7e presence or absence of vimses in the two districts where the 

Government conducted experimental vaccination (Gazipur and Kishorgonj). 

Acth·ities undertaken during the reporting period (April 2013 to September 2013) 

1. Improvements in biosecurity and safety in 12 LBMs were carried out. Approximately 80 percent 

2. 

3. 

of renovation/co:'.strunion \>.'ork was completed. 
Advocacy with city corporations/municipalities and market committees 
and safety at 31 LBMs (24 existing and seven r:e\.V) continued. 
Reg:ila:- surveillance of 25 LBtv1s \vas cor.ducted jointly 
OSRO/BGD/202.:USA. Other LBM surveillance activities were also 
influenn A(H7~9) prevent~on programme. 

to improve biosecurity 

wirh sister project 
conducted under the 

4. Eight meetings were held v;ith key LRM stakeholders (City Corporations/Municipalities, District 
Livestock Officers and market committees) for promoting biosecurity .and PPP in LBMs. Project 
stuff also continued to raise public uwareness for ensuring that biosecurity is maintuined and 
sustaineC. in LBMs. 

5. Regular de;ming and disinfection ir. LBMs was ?romoted. Advocacy continued for weekly rest
day for t:--.orougl"'. cleaning a:1d disinfection practices. Decontamination commodities and metallic 
cages were distributed to LBMs through distr:ct Evestock o7ficers. 

6. Monitoting of the Government's experimental vaccination in two districts (Ga7ipur ar.d 

Kishorgonj) was conducted by the Government of Bangladesh Exr<ert Committee, in which F AO 

ECTAD \vas represented. F AO ECTAD attended five meetings of this committee and extended 

technical advice. 

Planned activities for the next three-month period 

!Jnder the no-cost extension of project OSRO/RGD!\01/USi\ to 31 December 2013, no additional 
activities are plan:1ed. Monitoring the renovation of 12 LB\1s will be conducted and committed funds for 
LBM renovatio:r:~ \vil; be relea~ed. Other activities \viii be funded cmder sister projects. 

\'lain challenges encountered and responses prm'ided 

I. 

3. 

Sustaining and extending the 
continued advocacy with 
Cmpora twnsiM :tni c i pal ities. 

LBM weekly rest-day and decontamination practices will require 
stakeho!ders, es:pecially market con:m:ttees and City 

Sustainability ofSMS surveilla:1ce system by the natlondl government is dt risk due to the lack of 
financial support available during 2013. T~is means that field staff do not currently receive 
incentive. Discussions are ongoing to find so:utions for sustainability of the SMS surveilla:'.ce 
~ystem in the tUture. 

The Government of Bangladesh started implementing an experimental vaccination of poultry 

2 
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agains~ HPAI in two districh in December 20:2. Altbougl: FAO was not directly involved in 
taking this decision, it provided technical adv:ce and --.vocked with the Experts Comrctittee during 
the planning and implementation of this programme. 

:\lain progress made towards the achieYement of projet1: outcomes 

1. ?\lational capacity was strengthened to :-eport ;md effectively respond to HPAI outbreaks, 
:nciuding surveillance (active and passive} and diagnostic capabilities. 

3. 

4. 

Sig:-:ificant technical and logistic support was provided to DLS, Bangladesh livestock Re~earch 
lnstitu:-e, Central Disease Investigation Laboratory, two national universities <Jnd national 
veterinary serv:ces to int:rease ~he capacity m disease surveillance, diagnosis anJ 
controliprevention. 

The project sustained smooth co:1tinmty of activities initiated by previous projects funded by the 
Ur:ited States Agency for btemational Development. a:1.d fa::ilitated coordin<Jtion with other 
projects and par:ners (Emerging Pa:1demic Threats [EPT] Progr<Jm, EPT Plus, Food Safety ar.d 
Family Hea1th lnter.1ational [fHij-360 EPT PREVENT, Eco-Hea1th Alliance and International 
Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research, Bangladesh [lcddr,b] and the United States Centers for 
Disease Cont:ol and Prevention [CDC~}. 

The focus of the One Health appcoach has shifted fro!11 conceptu2.l acceptance by key 
stakeholders to the adoption of strategies through which i: can be practically implemented, which 
include creating and supportmg the One Health Secretariat within the Governn::ent's structures. A 
multisectoral One Healtlz approach for controlling rabies is being adopted. ECTAD Bangladesh 
will continue to play a pivotal role in this evo:utiuna:-y process. 

5. A novel disease reponing system. the Livestock Disease InfOrmation Syste1:<. has been developed 
anJ di::seminated. All DLS field :taft~ have been trained in operating the ~ystem, which \'"·ill allow 
for quick reporting of the animal health situat:on direc:ly fron: the field to Dhaka. 

6. Hiosecurity and HPAI awareness have been strengthened through active survei:lance, training and 
dissemination of infonnatio;-:, 

7. A strong pannersh~p has been estabEshed between DLS and FAO, allowing foe the smooth 
transmission of information and collective action. 

8. For the improvement of LHMs, a solid partnership \V<IS established with key stakeholders, 
including DLS, loc<1l govemmenb, icddr.b. United Nations Childrer.'s funJ. FHl-360 EPT 
PREVENT and market committees. 

3 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/BGD/202/USA 

Project title: Strengthening national capacity to respond to Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza and 
emerging and re-emerging diseases in Bangladesh 

R eportmg p~no d A "12013 : _\.pn to s cptem b 7()13 or-
Countrv: BancTladesh 
Project title: Srrengthening national capacity to respond to Highly Parhogenic Avianlnfluenza and 
emero-ino- anC re-emerging diseases in Bangladesh 
Code: OSROiBGD/202.iUS/\ 
Total Rudget: USf) 2 million 
EfJCctivc startin2. date: l October 2012 
Planned end date: 30 December 2013 
Context of the project 

The Food and Agriculture Organizarion of the United Natio:'_s (FAO) and its Emergency Centre foe 
T ran:-boundary Animal Disea.:,es (ECTAD) contm:.te~ to support the Government of Banglade~h in 
controlling H'ghly Pathogenic A vi an lnfluenn_ (HPAJ) H5Nioutbreaks and m building national 
veterinary service capacity to report and respond to outbreaks. These efforts were initiated in 2007 after 
\vhich successive projects were designed and implemented to assb.t the Govenment. However, 
Bangladesh remains one of five- countries in which HPAI is still considered endemic. Since \1arch 2007, 
there have been a reported total of555 outbreaks {498 com::nercial and 57 backyard farms) in Bangladesh, 
Some 52 uut of 64 districts and 179 out of 492 Upazilas (sub-districts) have been aff~cted :ill far. This 
resulted in the culling of over 2.7 million birds and rhe destruct:on of over 3.5 million eggs. 

Following the peak of HPAI H5Nl incidence in 2008, the number of annu<l1 outbreaks remained at 
approximately 30 in 2009 and 2010. Another peak was reported 20 1 1 , when the number of out"::lreaks 
reached 171. HO\vever, in 2012, a tota; of 23 outbreak-:> were reported. As of September 24 2013, three 
outbreaks were confirmed. While new clades 2.3.2.1 and 2.3.4 were reported in addition to dade 2.2, only 
clade 2.3.2.1 was detected in 2012. One fatal human case of H5N 1 virus has been :-eported in Bangladesh. 
Of seYen peopk intl::~:ted si~ce 200fL th:ee •;vere fOund tube found as part of a duster related to a liv10 bird 
market {LBM) in Dhaka in 20ll. 

The Government decision to approve vaccination agmnst HPAI target:ng the comme:-cial sector in the 
Dis:ricts of Gazipur :.md K ishorgonj is likely to require additional sun.-·eillance fr:;.mework. There is also a 
substantial risk that the active surveillance system, supported under World Hank f:.tnded project will 
colhopse unless the Government is able to secure necessary funds. Sictce Bangladesh continues to ti'.ce 
other emerging disease threats, the ECTAD mandate has continued to expand to address these issues 
through :he One Health app::-oach_ 

Project Impact 

The project wil! contrib'Jte to the improvem~nt of liveEhoods vf vulnerable populatwns in Banglach!sh by 
safeguarding human and animal health, ar.d improving food security and safety. 

Outcome of the project 

The outcome of the project i~ a decreased spread of H5Nl HPAI and other emerging and re-emergir.g 
diseases of significz.nt public health and economic impact in the country. This \viii be achieved through 
enhanced coordi::ation, a multi- sec:-or:;.l approach, outbreak management, disease surveillance systems 
and biosafe:y and biosec:.trity at the farm and LBM levels. 
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Planned actiYities for the reporting period (April 2013 to September 2013) 

Output 1: Strengthened coordination, planning and policy support for effective management and 
control of HPAI and otht>r emerging and re-emerging diseases. 

Activities: 

1.1 Support the Country Team Leader and the Team to provide :nputs for planning coordinatio:J. required 
at the country leveL 

1.2 Actively engage wit':! animal health authorities as appropriate. 

1.3 Conduct regular meetings. with DLS, be Ministry of Fisheries and Livestock (MOFLl, Institute of 
EpiJemiology, Disease Contro~ and Research (IECDR), Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (MOHFW}, 
Tnternational Centre for Dian·heal Diseases Research, Bangladesh (icddr.b) and the World Health 
Organization (WHO) to promote One Heul!h coordina:ion using avian intluenn as a ITodel. 

1.4 Organize regular coordination meet:ngs with DLS and \10FL, and liaise with relevan: stakeholders in 
the public and private sector:-.. 

1.5 Attend r.::gional t-:-~cetings and v.:orkshops to intcg1ate national p1oject activities and tv fucilitak: 
coordination of the country programme with national. regional and global projects suc:1 as AIPRP. the 
European Union (EU) Highly Pathogenic Ernerging Disef!ses (HPED) program:ne. the United States 
Agency for International Development (USAlD) Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) pmgram and EPT 
Plus(+). 

1.6 Conduct an analysis of the key strengths and weaknesses of the current control approach mduding the 
HPAI vaccination policy and pmv1de the policy advice and necessary support in consultation \Vith the 
Govemr:1ent, including post-vaccination serological n:oni.-or'.ng and virological surveillance . 

. 7 Provide technical support to faci~itate contact between the Government, F AO and donors. 

1.8 Facilitate the participatio!'. of oftlcials of national veterinary services and poEcy makers in cegional 
and international conferences and seminars related to HP!\1 and other emerging infectious diseases. 

1.9 Ensure the active participation. as appropriate, and facilitate the coordination of the country 
progra:11tT'.e with other projects or programmes (includ:ng EC-HPED, AIPRP, EPT and EPT-;--) and 
explore collaboration wi.-h USAID's PREVENT project on risk communicatio:1 and prevention at the 
LBMs, 

I. J 0 Advocate with poultry fanners and associations in collaboration with the Government agencies to 
adopt biosecudty measures at the facm level. 

I. II Advoca'e with DLS and poult;y associations to encou-:-age commercial poultry farmers to regis:er 
their f<'.rms in compliance with regulations, inc1udi:J.g biosecurity guidelines. 

Output 2: Enhanced veterinary senices capacity in HPAI surveiHance and control. 

Activities: 

2. I Review and refine standard operating procedures (SOPs) already developed by the ECTAD
Bang~ades:h TeatT'. for controlli:1g HPAI and other zoonotic diseases, to ensure the application of best 
practices, based on international standards and guidelines. 

2.2 Ensure full operation and dissemination of \Veb-based Livestock Disease lnfonnation System (LDIS) 
by following up on its implementation for the timely electronic reporting on HPAT and other zoonotic 
diseases by all Upazila Livestock Offices and Disease Investigation Labordtories, ar:d assist the 
Epidemiology Unit and Outbreak Response Manageme:1t Centre of DLS to conduct outbreak 
investigations and process epidemiolog-ical data to identify risk factors and adjust control programmes 
accordingly. 

2.3 Create and opewtionalize the Bangladesh Laboratory Response Network in collaboratmn wi::h 
FAO/USAJD's EPT-IDENTIFY project, DLS, Directorate General of Health and other partners involved 
in provid~ng laboratory services, 

2 
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2.4 Cur:duct ~urveillance and responU to ::.igm: of small-scale mortality amor.g backyard poultry in areas 
indica:ed as high :isk by spatia! te:nporal ;:tnalysis of outbreaks. 

2.5 Conduct epidemiological ::.turJies, in colla-::mr.a:ion with DLS and o:her relevant ::.takeholders, to 
ider.titY the trends a:1d patterns of HPAI in Bangladesh, as \Vell as virological investigations \Vhenever 
crows and other bicds die oft: in orde to identify links to poultry i:1 cm:1merC:al farms and backyards. 

2.6 Continue conducting an in-depth longitudinal study that ha;, already been initiated on free-ranging 
dm:ks in the vicinity of <1ffected fanr.s fur sequence analysis in five selected dlstcicts and ensure synergy 
\;.;ith the FPT-.- activities. 

2.7 Ensure biological samples from outb-:-e<Jk investig;:ttio71s and active surveillance to be I) proces.seC. for 
isolation of low p<!thogenic <1Vi<1n influenn (LPAI) and HPA I in Central Disease Investigation Laborn:ory 
(COIL} and Bangladesh Livestock Research Institute (BLRI); and 2) s!:ipped to the F AO/World 
Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) Reference Laboratory for rr.olecular characterization, 

2.8 Strengthen the capacity of DLS and BLRI for molecular .analysis of sequence data derived from the 
HSJ\"1 virus. isolated in Bangl<Jdesh. 

2.9 In co~laboration wi6 the environmental/forestry sector, monitor mortality in wild birds. to effectively 
roll out preven::ive m~as.ures such as carcass disposal to contain the virus and to have samples collected. 

2.10 Further expand 'he geospatial mapping progr<Jmme by including sma:ler commercial farms. 

2. J l In collaboration with DLS, conduct formal biosecu-:-ity audits of comr:~ercial poultry fanns adoptir.g 
assess:11er!t tvols developed under a previom USAID-funded project on public private par:ne:-ship (PPP). 

2.12. Support the participation of national epidemiologists from DLS to the regional and sub-regional 
(SAARC) Field Epidemiology Twinir_g Programme for Veterin<'iri;ms (FETPV}. 

Output 3: Imprond biosecurity of LBMs through targeted renovation. 

3. J Select and upgrade biosecurity in up to six LBMs out o:'the already developed 24 LBMs. 

3.2. IntensitY advocacy \Vith city corpora::onsfmunicipalities and market commit:ees to improve biosafety 
at LBMs. 

3.3 Conduct regular surveillance for ~.vian influenza viruses and conduct regular biosecurity audits of the 
24 LBMs. 

3.4 Train LBM personne-l, traders, and veterinary officers in adoptir.g biosafety and biosecurlty measures 
and conduct refresher training of lBM cleaners and trade:-s in cleaning and dh,infect:on exer..::ses 
follo\ving SOPs in collaboratio:1 ·w'ith DlS and city corporations/municipalities/development authori:ies 
and AIPRP. 

3.5 Hold meetings. at least monthly with market comr!'.ittees. for promoting PPP in sustaining the 
biosecurity in LBMs. and continue to provide technical advice to the Govemment and stakeholders on the 
rer.ovation m:d rehabilitation of LBl\·1s in collaboration with the A lPRP of t!Je WB. 

3.6 Raise public a\<.;areness for ensuring that biosecurity is maintained in LBMs and poultry farms and 
distri':::ute- communication materials on biosa~ety and biosecurity in collaboration with s.take!-_olders. 
including DLS. AIPRP, city corporations/municipalities, school teachers, religious leaders and the United 
Nations. Children's. Fund (UNICEF). 

Output 4: A model is developed for monitoring the movement of poultrJ' from production to LB.Ms. 

Acli'>ities: 

4. I Hold meetings with the DLS Services to adopt a short message se-:-vice (SMS) gateway system and 
geospatial r:1aps of commercial farms for monitoring the movement of poultry from production to LB:vls. 

4.2 Initiate a ilot studv for monitorin r movement and its biosecuritv mctices usino tbe SMS 

3 
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sy:>tem by selecting one major LBM in Dhaka. 

Suh -actil'ities include: 

4.2.1 Support DLS i:". establishing checking posts for mo!'.itoring the movement of poultry on 
transportation routes into Dhaka. 

4.2.2 Assess the tea..,ibility uft::le monitoring :.~sed the system. 

4.2.3 Expand the sy:-tem to lhe remai!'.ing: LBMs in Dhaka. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period (April 2013 to September2013) 

Output 1; Strengthened coordination, planning and policy support for effective management and 
control of HPAI and other emerging and re-emerging diseases. 

Five funding proposals and five progress reports were prepared. 

• Daily contact was maintained \vith the ChiefVe:erinary Officer and key DLS staff. 

• More :h.a:1 20 meetings were held witl: DLS on HPAI ar..d other diseases, including two monthly 
meetings, thee meetings on rabies control, and l 0 meetings to discuss specific requests made by 
DLS. Twelve meeting~ were also held with key ~takeholders :-uch as MOFL, the Institute of 
Epidemiology, Disease Control and Research {IEDCR), MOHFW. UNICEF and WHO, including two 
meetings of the National Expert Committee on Vaccin~tion. 

• MoFL approved strategic Framework ami Action Plan for a One Health approach to Infectious 
Diseases in Bangladesh in July 2013. Two wo6:.shops (one national and one regioe1al} were organized 
in May 2013 to prepare a One Health project proposal to the EL'. 

,\ meeting was held with BLRI :n July 2013 to discuss the activities of national avian influe117a ar.d 
regional peste des petits ruminants (PPR} reference laboratories. Decisions were made to cont:nue 
support to the avian influenn laboratory for testing samples from surveillance (HPA I, EPT _,. and 
H7N9) and to undertake a PPR pilot study. 

Three Coordination meeting~ were held \vith icddr.b and other EPT partners (Family Hec..lth 
lntematio-:;al FHI-360/EPT PREVENT, E.co-Health Alliance. IEDCR), HLRl and C'DIL to promote 
the coordinatio;-1 of the EPT progmm 

• Seven regional meetings and four workshop5!conterence5 were organized and/or atte:1ded to integrate 
project activities (EPT, EPT +,One Health, H7Nq, rabies and gender). 

Ongoing analysis of the key strengths and \Veakr:esses: of the currem control approach "\vas perfonned. 
A checklist was developed and used during field visits/outbreak inve5tigation,;. 

• Contact betwee:1 the Government and Jo:wr,; w<ls facilitated Oy liaising \virh relevant Government 
departments to ensure timely approval of project documents. 

• Support was providerl !O nine officials and policy makers of !he Government who participated in 
seven regional conferencesimeetings related to HPAJ and other emerging infectious di,;eases 
including H7N9. 

ECTAD continued to take ~he lead in coordinating EPT partners in Bangladesh three coordination 
meetings "vere held. Three meetings witl: FHl-360 PREVENT were held to prepare a joint plan for 
implementing behaviour change communication at the LHMs. 

ECTAD and icddr,b continued to share infonnation on locations where LBM, duck and pig 
surveillance are conducted. icddr,b ani:-nal health laboratory will contir..ue conducting s:::mple te:-tir..g 
for EPT +and H7N9 samples through a letter of agreement {LoA}. 

Project activities were coordinated with other USAID funded and F,\0 projects to ensure no 
duplication ofeflort<; (EPT-IDENTJFY, EPT-PREVE~T. EPT+. Food Satety, Feed the Future (FtF)
Poultry upsculing, FtF-Ni.ttrition and \Vith icddr,b!United States Centers for Disease Control ar.d 
Prevention fCDCl Atlan<:a). 

• Project staff participated in ll technical meetings anJ workshops on various diseases (anthr.:~.x, HPAl, 
H7N9. rabies. Nipah, EID, Leishmaniasis ~nd PPR}. 

ECTAD was involved -in organi7ing a three-day \Vorkshop on Eliminahon of Rabies from S:\/\RC 
(South Asian As~ociation tOr Rei!ional Coo era::on) countries in Dhaka in Au -..us: 2013. ECTAD 
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took the lead role in planning ar:d implementing a mu;ti-~ectoral rabie:. control progra:nme through 
mass dog vaccination (MDV) and dog populatkm management ECTAD is currently working with 
DLS and Public Health in planning: and implementing a MDV car:1paign in Dhaka division utilizing 
200 000 rabies vaccine doses prov!ded by OlE. adop:ing a One Health appru<:Jch. Five meetings were 
held so faT. 

fCTAD con:inueC to support the HPRD regional project. A field mission \vas supported to 
investigate a PPR outb:eak in Bhola district. A na:ional laboratory techcrician w&. recruited to 
expedite sample tes:-ing. Of the 107 serological samples tested, 67 (62.6 percent) indicated presence 
of antibodie:<., and the 6l na:.al swab and thsue samples tested for virus indicated 52 (85.2 percent) 
positive cases. 

• A total of 100 t~:1.rmers/farm managers wee trained on fann blosecu:-ity and deco:--ttamination to adopt 
improved biosecurity including decontamination. The need for fanr. registration was emp:-,asi?ed. 
Government of Bangladesh gu:delines and SOPs on b:osecurity practices, record keepi:',g and farm 
registration -.vere used as primary references. A cmmual was distributed to the participating farmers. 

Output 2: Veterinary services capacity in HPAJ surveillance and control enhanced. 

• 

• 

LDlS a '.Veb-based information sys:em to support DLS animal disease surveillance was 
disseminated to all the 492 Upazil2.s in the coun::ry; 63l:i DLS staff were trair,ed. 

,\ total of 84 Veterinary Surgeons from DLS were trained or. the use of Microsoft Excel in processing 
ar.d analysing epider.:iological data, and on Field Epidemiology. 

ECTAD continued to take the lead in suppo:ting the Bangladesh Laboratory Response 1\etwork, 
'.vhich \Vas established in 2011 with key players {DLS/CDIL, BLRI, icddr.b, Bangladesl1 Agric..tltural 
University fBACl and Chittagor:g Veterinary and Animal Sciences University fCVASUl). Six 
meetings \Vere held to review the progress of different surveillance activities. 

Two cohorts of hands-on lab training on reverse transc:iption polyn:erase ch::in re.u;tion for partners 
were conducted at icddr.b in May 2013. 

A backya:-d duck survey \Vas conducted in three Upazilas (NetrakonaSad:::r, Kendua and Modon) of 
Netrakona district to assess the present biosec-urity, disease and mortali.-y cond:tions of backyard 
poultry (ducks, chickens, pigeons etc.), 

Two publications from FCT/\D were produced, one on reassortant influenza /\.(H5N I) seque::ce 
ar:alysl" in Bang:adesh (Emerging Infectious Diseases journal). and the second one on risk factors for 
HPJ\ I (Transboundary Animal Diseases journal) were made, A third artkle on genetic diversity ar.d 
phylogenetic analysis of HPAI was submitted and is currently being reviewed by TcansboundEtry 
Animal Diseases JournaL 

A totai of 2 948 samples ( l 155 cloacaL 1 155 trachea: and 638 blood) were collected 
~'rom 1 180 ducks. A totd of 457 Serum samples were tested, of which 57 percent were H5 antibody 
positive. 

• A total of 1 850 Ducb. 1 ~5 Shed' :md 4 625 kg of feed were distributed to 185 beneficiaries ar:d 
training was provided on duck rearing and biosecurity practices. 

• Biological samples :hat ·were co1lecteC from H5Nl outbreak (_two positives) a!'_d for H7 (four 
suspected positives) from LBM were sent to the OIEiFAO Reference Laboratory for molecular 
characterintion, Four putative H7 positive samples were con finned :o be H9N2 and negative ~o H7, 

An LoA W:>5 signed with a consulting firm (C'FGlS) to further develop the Geospatial mappir.g 
management lntOn:cation system, which includes commercial poul:ry t~1rms, d:eck posts and LBMs. 
Data from DLS ar.d primary sources IS being updated .and validated; CEGIS prepared a detailed work 
plan and mitiated a..::tiYities to develop ::he infonnation management system and to vdlidate the ddta. 

• For the second a:tempt, four DlS participants could not attend th~ SAARC FETPV training in Nepal 
in September 2013 owing to delayed release proces:<. within the Government. 

• A new letter of agreement (LoA) witb CVASU was signed to undertake avian influenza surveilla::,ce 
in LBMs and \'vild birds to detect incunion ofintluenz<: viruse~ in migra:ory birds in five Cistricts. 
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Output 3: Improved biosccurity ofLBMs through targeted renovation. 
• A second co:-.sultant mission was completed in ~ay-June 2013 and the report was prepared, setting 

plans for the renovation of six LBMs. The drawings and bill of qu~ntity were prepared by an 
architect. Eighty percent of the renovation vmrk in :he six LBMs has been completed <ls per the plan. 

lntegratio:", ofFAO inten,-entions a-:- LBM in collaboration \Vith the sister FAO food safety project was 
planneC. using a risk assessment approach to ensure Cisease ;:onrrol as \Veil as food safe~y. 

Advocacy by FAO continued v.:ith LHM s.-akeholders for local governments to insTitute a weeKly rest 
dc.y i:', LBMs. which commenced in April 2012 in Dhaka and >vas later extended ~o other parts of the 
cour:try. F AO continued to provide technical support for these opemtiom through the presence of 
veterinar:ar:s at the LBM level. 

• Twen:y three rr:ee:mgs \'>'ere held with stakeholders to advocate for LBM renov:::tiun. 
decuntamina:ion. surveillance and weekly closures. 

• Planning for behaviour change communicatio:;: in collaboration with FHI-360/EPT -PREVE~T has 
been initiated in six LBMs. 

• LBM surveillance contmued at 25 markets. A total of 824 samples ;.vere tes::ed of which three were 
pn;;itive t~n i~f1uenn1 A \'ifli"-

Monitoring of regular cleaning and disinfection practices in the LBMs was ;:ontinued. 

Decontamination com:nodiries were distributed to the LBMs through District Livestock Officers. 

Output 4: A model is developed for monitoring the movement of poultry from production to LB:\1s. 
• Thirty-:hree check posts were established by DLS around Dhaka and in other parts of the cour.try 

to monitor poultry moven:ent and to look fm signs of HP/\1. 
Discussio-:: was initiated to dev-elop the :node! and a plan was devised to implen:ent it in Gazipur 
district and two majo-c LHMs in Dhaka. 

The community-based hiosecuri:y model initiated by stakeholders in Kapasia Upazila of Gazipur 
district will be assessed and further developed for impler.o.entation in the next quark:-. 

Addi!iona/ activi!ie.-,· perj(mned: 

The project supported SMS gate\vay staff salaries for two months (January to February 201 3} 
:'ollo;.ving the completion of the WB-funded AIPRP on 31 December 2012.The Govemme:-.t is 
currently ;coking for an alternative funding mechanism. 

Planned activities for the next three-month period 

Tn addition to maintaining :he a;:tivities n:entioned aboo;,·e in Outputs1-4, the following activities are 
planned: 
• Use finding~ of duck surve1:Jance to narrmv down flock~ of HPAI-infected ducks without symptoms. 

Huild evidence to further pron:ote and extend the policy and practice of having a weekly rest day for 
cleaning and disinfection to the rest of the country. 

• Complete post-vaccination munituring including virological investigation a:1d challenge experiments. 

Develop a model for mo:1itoring the moven:ent of pou1;;ry fror.:1 production to LBMs. 

• Hold meetings with the DLS to adopt and sustain the SMS gateway system and geospatial maps of 
commercial farms for monitoring the movement of poultry from production to LBMs. 

• Jnitiate a pilot study for monitoring poultry movement and lts biosec:trity practices using the SMS 
syste!CJ by selecting one :najor LBM in Dhaka. 

• Assess the feasibility of monitor~ng by using the SMS system and expand :he SMS system to the 
rer:1ai:1ing LBrv1s in D!1aka. 

:\lain challenges encountered and responses provided 

• The experimental vaccination of poultry against HPAl i1: two districts, which v..as initiated in 
December 2012 by Government of Bangladesh, was completed in June 2013. A final repon was 
provided to DLS by the technical con:mittee. The :eport is yet to be made public. If HPAI vaccination 
continues, it might compromise the active surveillance by m<lskinr• manifestation o:' svmptoms in 
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infected birds and could have an impact on public health, 

The SMS based active surveillance system on HPAI was tem1inated by the completion of the WB
funded AIPRP. Although support was provided to DLS under thh. project, continued advocacy and 
public a\vareness raising is needed tOr it to remain operational and sustainable within the Govemment 
system. 

Susmining and extending the LBM -:-est days and de:::-ontamination practices will require continuous 
advoc<Jcy with stdkeholders and monitorir_g. City corpomtiuns have become engaged m sustaining 
cleaning and disinfection activities. 

The institutionalization of One Heal!h remains a priority. Funding and coordination efforts must 
connnue. 

The lengthy process of obtaining release for Government officials to attend regional and international 
meetings. workshops and training hamper the ability of the project to support their attendance of these 
Important even:.'>. 

:\-Jain progress made towards the achic\-·ement of project outcomes 

• National capacity was strengthened to repmi and effectively respond to HPAI outbreaks, including 
surveillance (active and passive) and diagnostic capab:lities. 

Significant technical and :ogistic support was prov:ded to DLS, HlRl, CDIL, two nmional 
universities and national veterinary services in i:11proving capacity in disease surveillance, diagnosis 
and comrollprevention. 

• TI1e project established sustained smooth continuity of activities initiated by preceding L"SAID
:'unded J)rojects, and facili:ated coordination with other projects and partners (EPT. EPT+, Food 
Satety and FHI-360 EPT PREVENT. E-co-Health Alliance and icddr,b!CDC). 

• The focus: of t11e One I lealth approach has shifted from conceptu~l acceptance by key stakeholders to 
the adoption of strategies through which it can be practically implemented, \Vhich include :::-reatir.g 
ar.d supporting the One l!ea!th Secretariat \\'ithin Government structures. A multi-~ectontl One 
Health approach for controlling rabies is being adopted, ECTAD Bangladesh -.viii continue :-o p:ay a 
pivotal ro;e in thb evolmionary process. 

i\ novel disease reporting system, LDIS, has been developed and disse:ninated. All DLS field s;aff 
h?.s been tmined ict operating the system, which will a1low quick reportir:g of the animal he?.lth 
situation directly f:-om the field to Dhaka. 

Biosecurity aTid HPAI awareness have been stre:',gThe:-:ed through active surve~llance, training and 
dissemination of infonnation. 

i\ strong partnersbp :'!as been established between DLS and FAO, allowing for f'"le smooth 
transmiss:on of information and collective action. 

For the improvement of LBMs, a solid partners:--,ip was established with key stakeholders, incbding 
DLS, local governments, icddr.b. UNICEF, FHI-360 EPT PREVENT and market committees. 
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I Quarter 2009 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSROJMV A/702/USA 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI} 

Reporting period: january-1Vlarch 2010 

Country: Myanmar 
Project: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/MY At702/USA 
Budget: USD 500 000 (Phase 1), lJSD 750 000 (Phase II), lJSD 375 000 (Phase III) 

Total budget: USD I 625 000 

Effective starting date: January 200~ (Phase I), January 2009 (Phase ll), September 2009 
(Phase Ill) 
Planned end date: September 20 l 0 
Context of the Project 

Myanmar experienced three waves of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI} outbreaks in 
2006 and 2007, and a resurgence of outbreaks in the first quarter of 2010. A national duck 
survey conducted from November to January 2010 showed that 40 percent of surveyed duck 
flocks had antibody to the H5 virus, suggesting that avian influenza is endemic in duck tlocks 
throughout the country. These issues resulted in a major shift in strategy during the last quarter, 
with emphasi~ on expanding the surveillance program. The Food and Agriculture Organization 
of the United Nations (FAO) is implementing an integrated avian influenza control programme, 
consisting of three projects with complementary activities: OSROIMY A/702/lJSA project, 
OSRO/MY A/SO 1/WBK projecr and OSRO/MYA/601/A!JL project. The repon describes 
activities funded or co-funded by the project in the context of the overall progmm. 

Objective._~ of the project 

The major objective of the project is to address the urgent short-term actions to strengthen 
t\.'1yanmar's capacity to rapidly detect HPAI and minimize its spread. Specifically, the project 
aims to provide necessary assistance in: 

l. strenbrthening HPAI prevention and control in Myanmar, particulady the capacity to 
effectively contain the outbreak, including anlmal surveillance, collaboration and 
communication between the animal and human health sectors; 

2. strengthening the capacity of the veterinary services at the field level: 
3. mobilizing stakeholders towards building a community based rapid warning ami 

response system to meet the challenge of an AI outbreak in Myanmar. 
Planned Activities 
Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national level 
Activity 1.1: Recruit an International Technical Advisor (CTA) to assist in coordinating the 
project implementation 1vith the government. 

• The chief technical adviser (CTA). national operations officer, administrative assistant 
finance <.~ssisrant and national project manager, will be in pbce throughout the quarter. 
It IS expected that an international operations officer will be mobilized m the next 
quarter. 
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• Two national consultants' (an epidemiologist and a biosecurity and logistics support 
expert) contracts will expire in Febmary 2010. These contracts are expected to be 
renewed. Three new contracts for a national laboratory expert, disease control tcchnlcal 
support ex pen and risk assessment and management expert will be agreed upon early in 
the next qum1er. 

Activity 1.2: On;aniz.e coordination meetings (?{the working group>; related to HPA! control in 
animals. 

• Coordination meeting~ will be held \'lith the World Health Org;misation (WHO), 
Livestock Breeding and Veterinary Department (LBVD) and :\1inistry of Health (MoH). 
The topics will be the follow-up to the Field Epidemiology Training Program (FETP) 
for the previous quaner and the update on the findings of the nation<1l cross-section 
study and other studies on dlsease epidemiology, as well as the linkages between animal 
and human sectors in passive survei1Jancc ncar duck raising area<;. 

Activity 1.3: Support the review nnd revision of the National ,~o;rrategy Contingency plan and 
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs} relmed to HPAl control measures. 

• The lmegratcd Results Framework will be utili7.cd. 
• SOPs will be developed for latxJratory, espe<.:ia11y •·elated tu serology for avian influenza 

(AI). 

Activity J .4: Support national staff of LBVD to participate and give presentations!vhare 
httf._wmation in international cm~/Crences, meetings or -.-vorkshops. 

• The project will provide support to LBVD staff participating in laboratory and 
surveillance trainings and workshops related to the regional project on HI N l. 

Output 2: Strengthened capacity in HPAI disease surveillance and response at the field 
level 

Activit)' 2.1: Recruit an intemational short tem1 consultant (epidemiologist). 
• The epidemiologist (Risk Assessment) -..vill not be required tOr this qum1cr, rather for 

the following quarter. 

Activity 2.2: Surveillance Rapid Response Team (SRRTj rej"resher trainin;:: courses and 
cooperation hetween animal and hwnan health sectors. 
No activities planned for this quarter. 

Acti;,ity 2.3: Stren:;:then SRRTs on efj"ective investigation r~fAI outbreaks and respmne. 
• Animal surveillance and rapid response team (SRRT) training will stmt once all the 

results of the national cross sectiona1 study and associated policy discussions are 
completed. Health sector will he involved in both policy discussions and in some of the 
trdinings. Outbreak management will form a part of the training. 

Activit)' 2.4: Procure necessary equipment and supplies .fOr surveillance and re:won~e. 
• The need for further equipment and supplies will depend on recommendations from the 

national cross-seclion study. It is likely tha[ more supplies will he procured, as it is 
expected that a series of cohort studies, will be designed and then implemented. 

Acti;,ity 2.5: Support JW!ional staj{to participate in Ret;ional FETPV 
• The LBVD staff trainee, who be~an the Field Epidemiology Trdinine Programme for 
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Veterinarians (FETPV) in Thailand in 2009, will rerum to TI1ailand ln January 20 I 0 for 
several weeks. The project will assist the trainee in the analysis of secondary data 
collected from the surveillance activities from 2006 to 2009. 

• One LBVD staff will participate in the Epidemiology in Action short course in January
February 2010. 

Activity 2.6: Support passive and active surveillancef(1r the hi;;:h risk areas including wetlands, 
duck-raising and border areas. 

• The national J.uck cross. sectional study will he completed and the d<1ta processed, 
analyzed and policy discussions undertaken, with the support of epidemiology expert 
inputs. 

• Passi·ve :-.urveillance programs will be strengthened through the expected agreement to a 
letter of agreement (LoA) on Disea.<;c Control, aiming to improve data management 
within LBVD including township surveillance reporting, and an analysis of the quality 
and quamity of pa~sive surveillance activities; and the implementation of ~n LoA on 
national database of commercial farms. 

• There will be some follow-ups on the border studies already completed. and the nature 
of the border studies will depend on the final results of the national duck cross section 
study which will dictate policy and resource allocations. 

Output 3: Strengthened capacity in HPAI laboratory diagnosis 

Activity 3.1: Organiz.e luctd training by trainees previous!)' trained overseas. 
• Lab staff returning from regional trainings related to the regional project on HJNJ will 

train local staff. 

Activity 3.2: Conduct semi-annual pr(~jlciency teHin,; (PT) and quality assessment (QAj /(..1r 
serological Lind rapid 1ests hy linking Jwlionallabs 1vith Au.\truliun Animul Health Luhurulory. 

• The project \Vill discuss with the Australian Animal Health Laboratory (AAHL) as to 
how to coordinate PT and QA within the context of the regional project on Hl Nl. 

Activir.v 3.3: Manage a local quality assurance/quality control (Q_A./QC) program for the 
national laboratory network. 

• This is an ongoing activity that will be extended through an amendment to the existing 
LoA on laboratory activity assessmeniJimprovemenL Through thb extension, there will 
be a second round of Q/QC in domestic laboratories. 

Aciivity 3.4: Procure necessary lahoratnrv equipment and supplie.». 
• The need for further equipment and supplies will be reviewed in light of the 

recommendations arising from the national duck cross-section study. 

Output 4: Enhanced risk management measures including biosccurity improvement 
among the high risk poultry population and selected live bird markets 

Activity 4.1: Organiz.e meetinxslovork.shops amon!{ the stakeholders to discuss risk management 
FJr p(mltry production ::.o11e and rmss-border trnde. 
No activities planned for this quarter. 

Acti;,ity 4.2: Support activities related to hiosecurity impro;,ement in selected live bird markets 
and production zones. 
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• The LoA on the production zones is expected to be completed and a new fo11ow-up 
LoA will be prepared, based on findings from the first LoA. 

• The LoAs on "Area Risk Assessment for Yangon and Mandalay Markets" and "Area 
Risk assessment for Ayeyarwatldy and Inle Lake Areas" will both begin 
implementation and will continue through the next quarter. 

Activity 4.3: Recruil an inlemaJiona! consultant (epidemiology). 
• The consultant will provide support to the risk assessments around markets and the 

Aycyan.vaddy and Jntc Lake areas. 

Activity 4.4: Conduct studies to assess risk along the poultry supply chain. 
• These lnclude the ''Area Risk Assessment for Yangon and Mandalay Markets" and 

'"Area Risk assessment for Ayeyarv.raddy and lnle Lake Areas" as described in 4.2. 

Activitie..;; undertaken during the reporting period 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national level 
Activity 1.1: Recmit an International Technical Advisor (CTA), Operations Officer (OOj and 
National Consultants (NC) tv assist in coordinating the project implementation ~vith the 
xovernment. 

• There were no change~ in the Management team during the repot1ing quarter. The 
project funded the position of the ChlcfTechnlcal Adviser (CTA) for three months. 

• A'\ planned, five National Consultants (NCs) continued working under the programme. 
The assignment of a ne\\' NC in charge of risk assessment beg.an. In particular, the 
project co-funde-d the epidemiologist and the risk assessment expert. 

Activity /.2: On:;anize coordination meetings t~f rhe working groups related 10 HPAI comro! fn 

animals. 

• A coordination meeting was held between the FAO, LBVD, WHO and Depanment of 
Health (DoH) on 5 February 20 l 0 during whit·h the parties agree to hold a joint national 
zoonoses workshop. In addition, F AO updated WHO and DoH on the findings of the 
national duck survey, while DoH and \VHO updated FAO and LBVD on HSKl-Hl~l 
status. 

• Plans were made for to the National Steering Committee to be held June 20l0. 

Activity 1.3: Support the reFin;· and revision of the National Strmegy, Contingency plan and 
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP::;) re!ared to HPA! control measures. 

• The Integrated Results Framework was ut1117cd and updated. 
• As. part of programme aetlvilies, SOPs on outbreak inves.tigation, including updating 

reporting forms, arc being developed. Management Guidelines arc also being produced 
to support an expanded surveillance program. Further work was done on laboratory 
SOPs with lhe support of the FAO regional projecl on animal influenLa. 

Activity 1.4: Support national stqfT of LBVD to participate and give presentations/share 
iJlformation in in!emariona! cm~(erences, meetings or \'¥·orkx/wps. 

No relevant activity undertaken during the reporting period. 
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Output 2: Strengthened capacity in HPAI disease surveillant--e. 

Activity 2.1.· Recruit an intenwtional short tenn consultant (epidemiolo;;ist). 
• The international short tenn consultant was not required for this quarter. 

Activity 2.2: SurFeillance Rapid Response Team (SRRT) refresher trainin;; courses and 
cooperation hetween animal and human health sectors. 

• The Animal - SRRT training was conducted under the workshop described in 2.3. 

Activity 2.3: Strenf.:then SRRTs on effectitte investigation ofAI outbreaks and response. 
• The program provided support to the LBVD in management of the three reported 

outbreaks, two in the Yangon area and one in Sagalng Division. 
• The project supported tw~) planning vvorkshops for follow-up surveillance activities 

based on the findings of the national duck cross sectional study and the fact that HPAI 
outbreaks had re-emerged in February. These were; 

• The workshop ''"Lower Myanmar H5N I Surveillance Planning Workshop" held in 
Yangon from 2 to 4 March 2010. This was attended by 81 participants {51 male and 30 
female); 

• The workshop ·'Upper :vtyanmar H5N l Survei1Jance Planning Workshop" held in 
Yangon from 7 to 9 March 2010. This was attended by 59 participants {38 male and 21 
female). 

• In addition, the project covered the travel costs for national and international 
consultants to tra-.··el to Pyarbo township in Ayeyawaddy Division to conduct an 
outbreak investigation and for an international epidemiologist ro travel to Central 
Myanmar to monitor surveillance activities. 

Activit_v 2.4: Procure necessary equipment and supplies fi;r .surveillance and re5>ponse. 
• The project procured 2 100 litres of disinfectant, 250 live bird cages, 35 000 plastic 

bags. 45 fibre glass containers and J 50 gas cylinders for use during disease response 
activities 

Activity 2.5: Support national staffto participate in Ref;ional FETPV. 
• One LB VD staff trainee is participating in the Field Epidemiology Training Programme 

for Veterinarians (FETPV) in Thailand. The project co-funded the trainee's travel costs 
ro Thailand in January and February and supported field work in Myanmar which 
included the analysis of secondary data collected from the surveillance activities from 
2006 to 2009. 

• One LB VD staff participated in the Epldcmlology in Action short course in January and 
February 2010 ln Bangkok and was :<.ubsequemly selected for !he second ses:<.lon of the 
FETPV course. 

Activity 2.6: Support passive and active surveillanL·e.fOr the high-risk areas inrluding ~ve!lands, 
duck-raising arul border areas. 

• The national duck cross sectional study was completed, data processed and analysed. 
Policy discussions were completed with the .support of epidemiology expert inputs. It 
involved sampling of about 16 000 ducks on 541 farm.;.. The study showed Lhat 15 
percent of ducks and 40 percent of flocks were seropositive for H5 virus, suggesting the 
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HPAI virus may be endemic in ducks in Myanmar. One of the LoAs with LBVD, 
targeting Lower Myanmar. wa~ eu-funded by the project. 

• Due to the urgency of responding to the outbreaks, the planned LoA on disease control 
/epidemiology was postponed to nex:t quarter. The implementation of an LoA on 
national database of conunerci~ll farms began in January ill1d will be completed in the 
next Quarter of 2010. 

• During the reporting period, the China-Thai Border Risk Assessment Study. funded by 
the project, was completed in February. This :-.tudy analysed the risk of HPAI being 
imported through poultry trade. The follow-up to this study consists of surveillance omd 
outbreak investigations in border area<;. This will be incorporated in the Surveillance 
and Outbreak Investigation Programme, which will be implemented in 76 townships. 
Planning and training for this programme began in the reporting period, and field 
activities will stml in the next quarter. 

Output 3: Strengthened capacity in HPAI laboratory diagnosis. 

Activity 3.1: Organize !octd training b.v trainees previous!_v trained overseas. 
• Lab staff returning from regional [rainings in Geclong (Australia} related to the regional 

project on H 1:011 trained local staff through on the job training. 

Actin.ty 3.2: Cvnduct semi-wmual PT and QA for 'Serological and rapid tests by linking 
national labs ovit.lt AAHL. 

• Under the programme .. viruse;;. isolated from the first two outbreaks were sent w AAHL 
Gcclong and National Institute for Animal Health (NIAH}, Thailand for an::1lysis. Sera 
from the duck survey were sent to AAHL Geelong for N-type testing and quality 
assessment. 

Acti>'ify 3.3: Manage .u local QA/QC programf(n- the nationallaboratorv network. 
• The local QA/~ programme is active and ongoing. As a part of the QA/QC. national 

staff visited regional laboratories and conducted QA/QC on serology and virology. 
They also conducted three workshops on "Activity Assessment and Improvement of 
Laboratories" in Kaingtoung on 31 January 20 I (t Eastern Shan Srate on 51 January 
2010, and Las.hio and ~1use, Northern Shan Stale on 21 March and 22 ~1arch 2010, 
respectively. These workshops were attended by 38 (5 women), 29 (2 women) and 30 (8 
women) participants, rcspcc(ivcly. 

Activin· 3.4: Procure necessary laboratory etptipment and supplies. 
• The project procured miscellaneous items for the laboratory such as marker pens, 

detergent powder and disinfectants; supplies for processing of swabs collected in the 
duck cross sectional study, lncluding eggs, chickens and chicken fee.d. Additional lab 
reagents and supplies were procured under the other 2 projects. 

Output 4: Enhanced risk management measures including biosecurity improvement 
among the high risk poultry population and selected live bird markets 

Actit'ity 4./: Or;:;aniz.e meetings/workshops ammn; the stakeholders to disnt/iS risk mana;:;emcnt 
.for poult!~V production :.:one and cmss-horder trade. 

• No activities were originally planned for this quarter. Since outbreaks occurred in the 
reporting period. several meetings were organized: 
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• twelve meetings in the Yangon area with poultry farmers, traders and local authorities 
aimed at raising awareness during the period immediately after the HPAI outbreaks in 
Yangon with a total of747 (1m~ women)~ 

• four meetings, with poultry fanners, traders and local authorities on HPAI in Pyay, 
\VestBago Division wlth 651 parriclpants (80 women); 

Activity 4.2: Support activities related to hinsecuri~v improvement in selec!ed live hird markets 
and production zoneY. 

• The LoA on the production zones is ongoing and will be completed in the next quarter. 
• The LoAs on "'Area Risk Assessment for Yangon and Mandalay Markets" and "Area 

Risk assessment for Ayeyarwaddy and Inle Lake Areas" are being implemented. A 
workshop on "Yangon Area Risk Assessment"" was held in Yangon on 29 January, with 
22 { lO women} panicipants, including poultry farmers, traders and local authorities for 
the purpose of introducing and starting up the LoA activities. 

Activity 4.3.· Recruit an intenwtional consultant (biosecurit_r .~pecialist). 
• An International Biosecurity Specialist was recruited for a month, focusing mostly on 

supporting LBVD in outbreak management. 

Activity 4.4: Conduct studies to assess risk alnnf? the poultry supplv chain. 
• These indude the "Area Risk Assessment fur Yangon antl Mandalay Markets" and 

"Area Risk Assessment for Aycyarwaddy and Inlc Lake Areas" and the ongoing 
production zone LoA as described in .::1.2. 

Future Planned Acth;ties 
Component/Output A - Strengthened cross-sector-.11 coordination at the national leveL 

Activity 1.1: Ret]Uit an International Technical Advisor (CTA) to assist in coordinating the 
project implementation rvith the government. 

• :Management team will be in place with the addition of an international operations 
officer. 

• Six NCs will be in place and co-funded by the project. 

Activity 1.2: On:;ani:z.e coordina!ion meetings t~{rhe working f?roups related to HPA! conrrol in 
animals. 

• DoH will prnticipate to the Programme NSC. Meetings with WHO will be organized. 

Activity J .3: Support the review and revision of the National Strateg_v, Contingency plan and 
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP~) related to HPAI control measures. 

• Finalization of SOPs to support the expanded surveillance programme. This includes 
management guidelines as well as technical guidelines such a<> outbreak investigation. 

• Ongoing review of SOPs on outbreak management in the light of the recent outbreaks 
and an assessment on outbreak management in backyard or duck farms. 

Activit_-.· 1.4: Support national stqfj" of LBVD to participate and give presenta!ionslshare 
htfonnation in international con{erence.;:. meetings or •,vorhhops. 
No activity planned. 
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Output 2: Strengthened capacity in HPAI disease surveillance and response at the field 
level. 

Activity 2.1; Recruit an international short term consultant ( epidemiolu;::ist). 
No activity planned. 

Activitv 2.2: Surveillance Rapid Re~ponse Team (SRRT) refresher training courses and 
cooperation bet>veen animal and human health sectors. 

• Tr..tining workshops are planned in Upper <.~nd Lower Myanmar. 

Activity 2.3: Stren&then SRRTs on e.f]Cctive im--estigation l~iA! outbreaks and response. 
See 2.2. 

Activity 2.4: Procure neccssar:r equipment and supplies fOr surveillance and response. 
• The project will purchase large quantities of syringes, ma"!:ks, gloves, sv,:ab tubes, plastic 

bags, marker pens, containers and antibiotic~. 

Actin.ty 2.5: Support Juttional staj{to participate in Regional FETPV. 
• One LB VD staff to attend second session of FETPV in Bangkok at end of May for 2 

months and the tlrst session trainee will undertake field work in tviyanmar. 

Activity 2_6: ,)'uppor! passive and active surveillance fOr the high risk nreas including wetlands. 
duck-raising and border areas. 

• Investigation programme m 76 townships will be completed and field activities will 
begin. 

• The project will support a new LoA with LBVD for Disease Control/Epidemiology, 
which will pmviUe technical suppw1lu the field activilie'-. 

• An additional LoA will support management of data generated from the recently
completed national duck survey: data from the soon-to-be completed national GPS 
census of commercial poultry farms; and FETV related field activities. 

Output 3: Strengthened capacity in HPAI laboratory diagnosis. 

Activity 3.1: Orgtmiz.e local training b_v trainees previouslv trained overseas. 
• Ongoing through on the job training. 

Activity 3.2: Conduct semi-mmual PT and QA. fnr serolos;h·al and rapid tests hy linking 
national labs with Australian Animal Health Laboratory. 

• Lab results from samples submitted to AAHL and NlAH are expected to be received. 
Action for further QA will be taken accordingly, 

Activir:r 3.3: Manage a local QNQC program for the national laboratory nenvork. 
• See 3A. Domestic QA/QC program is ongoing. Central Lab staff will travel to regional 

laboratories to cqnduct QA/QC on serology. vim logy and poultry post mortem under 
the LoA supporting lhe Survelllance and Outbreak Investigation Programme. 

Activity 3.4: Procure necessary laboratur_v equipment and supplies. 
• The project will .support the upg:r.:J.ding of cooling infmstructure at Yangon laboratory. 

This will include a larger chllling machine and larger ducts. 
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Output 4: Enhanced risk management measures including biosecurity improvement 
among the high risk poultry population and selected live bird markets. 

Activity 4.1: OrJ::anize meetings/workshops amonJ:: the stakeholders to discuss risk management 
for poultry production zone and cross-border trade. 

• The LoA on risk assessment in Yangon and Mandalay is expected to be completed. The 
LoA on Ayeyewaddy and lnle lake area will be ongomg and 1s expected to be 
completed in the follmving quarter. 

Activity 4.2: Support activitie_;; related to biosecurity improvement in selected live bird markets 
and production z.onex. 

• The LoA on production zone~ biosecurity improvement will be completed. Planning for 
a follow-up LoA will be undertaken. 

Activit)' 4.3: Recruit an interfUltional consultant ( epidemiolog_-.,-'). 
No activity planned. 

Activity 4.4: Conduct studies to assess risk nlonJ:: the poultry s.upply chain. 
See 4"1. 

l\fain challenges encountered and response provided 

• The January-March period was a very busy time. m<Jrked by the completion of the 
national duck cross sectional study, the emergence of three new outbreaks and the shift 
tn stra[egy to the exp<Jnded surveillance program. The m;.~or technical challenge has 
been how to respond to the duck survey results and to the re-emet·gence of outbreaks. 
The main question with respect to the duck sm-vey results was whether the circulating 
virus was indeed the HPAI H5Nl, and if so, why no outbreaks have been reported, and 
what threat the new findings might pose. The response has been to expand the 
surveillance program to 76 townships (funded by other donors) and to have this project 
fund the key support activities of epidemiology and laboratory services. In addition, the 
project is sending sera to AAHL Geclong to test for Nl and the virus isolated from the 
outbreaks to AAHL and NIAH Thailand for analysis. 

• No serious internal or extemal challenges or impediments have been encountered. 

Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes (from rhe start of ihe 
project activities) 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national level 
'While the project lacked aCTA for a six month period in 200R, there is now a full-time CTA in 
place, and thls J.s allowing the project to move forward. The project team has now been 
stabilized with a CT A, five national consultants and three national operations staff. There 
continue to be good relation.<> with the Government, and coordination between the FAO 
program and the national AI program is very good. Coordination between the animal-human 
sectors i~ good when there is an outbreak, but at other time:-. remains a challenge, although 
some progress has been made. The agreement of a national zoonoses workshop is significant 
and may lead to further collaboration. 

9 
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Output 2: Strengthened capacity in HPAI disease surveillance 
The finalization of the national duck survey, '\Vith improved data collection and management 
systems, including the use of GPS and computer technology, was a major achievement. 
Expanding surve111ance into 76 townships and utilizing community animal health workers and 
township veterinary officers in a systematic fashion is a new approach for the LBVD. 
Epidemiology capacity is steadily building with the second FETPV trainee being accepted ami 
the first trainee making a good progress. LBVD has attained a fair understanding of the value 
of good data management. The recent outbreaks indicated that disease reporting ls adequate and 
response is well managed and transparent. 

Output 3: Strengthened capacity in HPAI laboratory diagnosis 
There is good capacity for HPAI diagnosis and HA/HI testing in Myanmar. The domestic 
QAJQC program is developing \veiL The prompt shipment of sera to Geelong for N testing and 
of the vims samples to Geelong and NIAH is testament to the readiness of Myanmar to seek 
international support when needed. 

Output 4: Enhanced risk management measures including bioset·urity improvement 
among the high risk poultr_y population and selected live bird market."i 
The LBVD has developed a range of risk managcmc.nt strategies, most significant of them 
being the development of production zones and permit sy.;.;tems for poultry movement. The 
recently-developed risk assessment/management framework and its initial application has been 
a notable achievement that has received strong govemment support. On the basis of the 
conducted studies. the LBVD ls in a much better position to a-<;scss and manZ~gc risks. The 
LBVD h.as acquired a good understanding of risks in major border and duck raising areas, 
based on the results of the duck ::.urvey. 

10 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/R_AS/604/USA Baby 01 

Project Title: Support to Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza SurveiiJance Programme in 
Cambodia 

e - . Reportlnu period· October 2010 !\<larch 2011 
Country: Cambodia 
Project title: Support to Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza Surveillance Programme 
Cambodia 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 0 l 

Jn 

Budget: USD l 150 000 (Phase 1), USD 1900 000 (Amendment 1), USD 600 000 
(Amendment Jl). USD 400 000 (Amendment III), USD 400 000 (Amendment IV) 
Total budget: USD 4 450 000 
Effective starting date: l Octo her 2006 
Planned end date: 30 Sepkmber 2011 
Context of the project 
The sporadic outbreaks of Highly Pathogenic Avian lnfluenza (HPAl) in poultry and humans 
indicate that the H5N 1 virus is still circulating in Cambodia. Therefore. it is necessary to detect 
the outbreaks as early as possible and ensure that immediate and appropriate containment 
measures are taken to prevent the spread of the disease. The continued improvement of 
capacities and capabilities in Cambodia to prevent and control HPAI in animal population is 
necessary to limit its impacts In poultry sectors and mJmm1ze the risk of an infection Jn 

humans. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) Avian Influenza 
(AI) Programme in Cambodia is currently funded by the United States Agency for International 
Development (USAID) in Cambodia for surveillance activities and a World Bank funded 
project for Vi11age Animal Health Vv' orkers' (VAHW>) training and strengthening of the 
laboratory capacities and capabilities. 
Objectives of the project 
The main objective nf the project is to reduce and stop the spread of H5N J among and between 
flocks of birds in Cambodia and between Cambodia and the neighboring countries {VietNam, 
Thailand and the Lao People's Democratic Republic), thus reducing the risks of the pathogen 
spread to mammals and humans and of the emergence of pandemic influenza. 

Planned activities 
Output: Surveillance activities in the cross-bordering area between Cambodia and 
neighbouring countries (especially VietNam and Thailand) strengthened. 
Activity l: Promote (whenever and if possible) a pre-notification system for trade purpose 
hetween Cambodia and neighboring countries. 

Activity 2: Continue active surveillance activities focusing on sentinel flocks, Jive. bird markets 
(LBMs) and border inspection posts in targeted prov1nces following a risk assessment 
approach. 

Activity 3: Continue to improve the diagnosis servJce for poultry disea."es and provide 
laboratory supplies to further enhance laboratory diagnostic capacity at national and regional 
levels in order to complete the survei1lance activities. 

Activity 4: Continue to improve and facilitate sample dispatch from surveillance activities to 
national laboratory at the National Veterinary Institute (1\:aVRI) and in case of discovered 
outbreaks to nationnl and /or regional and/or international reference laboratories. 
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Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output: Surveillance activities in the cross-bordering area between Cambodia and 
neighbouring countries (especiaUy VietNam and Thailand) strengthened. 

Activity 1: Prvmote (whenerer and ~f possible) a pre-nmification s:v::i!em for trade purpose 
between Cambodia and nei;;hhorinR cuuntrin. 

No major action has been taken under Activity 1 during the reporting period. In coordination 
with the \Vorld Bank-funded projec[, Avian and Human fuf1uenza Preparedness and Response 
Project, this activity will be summarized into the study of poultry market chain, whlch is going 
to be conducted later in 20 II. 

Activity 2: Continue ucrive sun'eillance activities fOcusing on sentinel flocks, LB!Yfs and border 
inspection posts in targeted provinces fol!orving a risk a.Hessment approach. 

• LBM Surveillance of AI in duch in eight market:>. of Phnom Penh, Kampong Cham, 
Kampot, Prey Veng, Siem Reap and Takeo and the Sentinel Fh--.ck Surveillance in 
12 commercial duck farms of Battamhang, Kampong Cham, Kampot, Preah Sihanouk 
Prey Veng and Take-0 were set up through Letters of Agreement (LOAs) with NaVRl to 
determine the presence of HPAL'H5N 1 in the major duck producing regions of 
Cambodia as part of the national AI surveillance programme and to estimate the ]cyd of 
risk that ducks pose to poultry (chickens and ducks) in tmditional and commercial 
enterprises" 

• From l September 2010 to 31 March 20ll, 3 325 cloacal, 3 325 tracheal swabs and 
3 228 sera were collected from the above-mentioned markets, and all of them were 
found negative for A/H5Nl virus by egg-inoculation test and antibody of AI by 
haemagglutination {HA) and haemagglutination inhibition (HI} tests_ 

• From I September 2010 to 31 March 2011, 1 440 cloacal, 1 440 tracheal swabs and 
I 440 sera were collected from sentinel duck flocks, and all of them were found 
negative for A/H5Nl virus by egg-inoculation test and amibody of AI by HA and Hl 
tests. 

• Both LOA with NaVRl were reviewed and renewed for a six-month period from 
hnuary to June 201 L 

• The contract on supplying fertilized eggs with Celagrld was extended for three months 
at no-cost from October to December 20 I 0 anJ renewed tOr six months in support to the 
LOA~ of surveillance signed with NaVRL 

• A new LOA with the Instlrut Pasteur du Cambodge (IPC) was signed, aimed at two 
months of environmental surveillance in two Phnom Penh markets (Deumkor and 
Orisey) to determine the presence of HPAI-H5Nl in the environment of the two LBMs 
as part of the national AI surveillance programme. In additlon, the alm was to assess the 
risks that the -.,rirus poses to the humans (sellers and consumers) in SUJTounding markets 
and to enhance the public awareness of AI at LBMs. The outcomes of the surveillance 
activities could also be useful in the restructuring of the poultt-y selling places in LBMs. 

• Following the first HPAI field simulation exercise organized in Svay Rieng in early 
September, two others were conducted during November and December in Kampong 
Cham and Preah Sihanouk provinces. The Chief of Office of Animal Health and 
Production of the 24 provinces, four officers from Na VRI and two officers from the 
Dcpmimcnt of Animal Health and Production (DAHP) participated in the field 
simulation exercise. 

2 
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ActiviTy 3: Coniinue to improve the diagnosis service for pou/ti)' diseases and provide 
laborator_v 5upplies tu ji.trt/u-r enhance laboratory diagnostic capacity at national 
and regional levels in order to complete the surveillance activities. 

• Two officers in the epidemiology unit of Na VRIJDAHP were sent to the Dep3rtment of 
Livestock Developme-nt (DLD) Thailomd, to attend a one-month training in Field 
Epidemiology Training Programme for Veterinarians (FETPV). The coming country 
FETPV is being discussed by the Emergency Centre for Transboundary Animal 
Dise3ses (ECTAD) in Cambodia. 

• Coordinated the collection of weekly AI inputs from NaVRI for the Unlted Nations 
Resident Coordination Office, which has the lead on AI update from the Ministry of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry (MAFF), the Ministry of Health (MOH), FAO and 
the World Henlth Organization (\VHO), as well as other partners in Cambodia, to be 
included in AI bulletin and circulated to all concerned agencies. 

Actil.'ity 4: Continue to improve and facilitate smnple dispatch from. surveillance activities to 
lWiionallaboratury at NaVRI and in case (d"discovered outbreaks to national and lor 
reKional and/or international reference laboratories. 

• The 2i!' HPAI outbreak occurred in 3 small poultry farm of Kanda! province on 
4 January 201 I. TI1e veterinary measures were applied, including investigation, culling, 
disinfection. banned animal movement and education. 

• The 121 ~' human case, a five-year old boy, and the 131 ~ human case, a 19-year old morher 
with an l 1 -month old baby, were the three human cases that occurred respectively in 
the outskirt of Phnom Penh (Sang Kat Prek Leap) on 4 February 20 ll and in Bantey 
Meanchey Province on 12 and 17 February 20 ll. The three cases were fatal and w-ere 
experienced previously in contact with poultries. Following the human H5N l cases, the 
animal health authodtics carried out the investigation and collected samples from 
o~curring and nelghhourlng locations. Preliminary results of 90 samples from Sangkat 
Prek Leap, 12 from Banteay Meanchey and ten from Prey Veng were negative. Further 
investigations and sample collections are still ongoing and were expanded to a 5 to 
lO km radius. 

Other related activities funded under the project 
• A legislation mission was fielded in February 2011.The mission examined the chapters 

which did not conform to the World Organisation on Animal Health (OIE) and the 
\Vorld Trade Organisation (WTO) guidelines and requested further adjustments. 

• A joint mission for the National Medium Term Priority Plan for Animal Health 
(NMTPP-AH) and the Strategy for Animal Production were fielded from 24 January to 
4February 2011. A full Cambodian Animal Production and HeaJth Strategy will be 
ready for the country in mld-20 11 after a completion of series of missions for the 
animal production strategy. More detailed information will be made available in the 
next progress reporr. 

• The first Zoonotic Technical VV'orking Group was held in December 2010 with the 
participation from NaVRI/DAHP, FAO, MOH and WHO. The working group is 
focusing on. not only HPAI-H5Nl, but also zoonotic diseases ln generaL 

• A \Vorhhop on Human and Animal Heahh Collaboration on Zoonosi~ Diseases, was 
co-organized by MAFF and MOH and co-financed by FAO and WHO. It is a first 
workshop aiming at sharing surveillance and response system of human and animal 
health and at designing the Tenns of Reference (TOR) for the Human and Animal 

3 
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He<~lth Technical Committee and its roles and responsibilitie:-.. The technical working 
committee is composed of existing AI technical working group committee members 
(MAFF. MOH. FAO. V/HO and fPC) and two prospective members, the Forestry 
Administration (FA) and the Wildlife Conservation Society CWCS). 

• The certification of the biosafety cabinet~ m NaVRI was done under the Emerging 
Pandemic Threat (EPT) Identify Component of a FAO regional and USAID-funded 
programme. in co1laboration with the Asia-Pacific Biosafcty Association (APBA). The 
APBA organized the Bio.;afety Management Training m Singapore m mid October 
2010 ·w·here two laboratory experts were sent to cenify the four biosafety cabinets of 
"NaVRL The three of the four safety cabinets were certified by the team, and the fourth 
safety cabinet did not obtain certification in accordance with the regional standards. 

• Three regulator auto voltages and electricity cables were installed in NaVRI building in 
order to ensure stable electricity power and therefore to reduce the risks of breakage for 
the laboratory equipment. 

Planned actjvities for the next six-month period 

Output: Surveillance activities in the cross-bordering area between Cambodia and 
neighbouring countries (especially Viet Nam and Thailand) strengthened. 
Activit>: 1: Promote (whenerer and ~f possible) a pre-not{f"ication sys!em for trade purpose 
between Cambodia and neighboring countries. 

Activity 2: Continue active surveillance activities .fiJCusing on sentinel j7ocks, LBMs and border 
inspection posts in targeted prurinces following a risk assessment approach. 

Activit_y 3: Continue to improve the diagnosis service for poult!}' diseases and provide 
laboratory supplies tv further enhance laboratory diagnostic capacity at national and regional 
levels in order to complete the .>urveillance activities. 

Activity 4: Continue to improve and facilaate sample dispatch from sun:eillance acuvities to 
nation..a! laboratory at NaVRI and in case (~f" discovered outbreaks to national andlor regional 
.and/or international reference !ahoratories. 

l\1ain challenges encountered and response provided 
As the communication component is not any more supported by this project because of reduced 
funding, a gap has been perceived in the AI Programme in Cambodia. The public awareness 
which is considered as an essential component in the AI control effmts h.as been neglected by 
the different stakeholders working in the countl)'. It is important to maintain the momentum for 
the farmers. poultry traders and animal health authorities to understand the risks of transmission 
and continue funding public arenas/communication component. 
·Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

Output: Surveillance activities in the cross-bordering area between Cambodia and 
neighbouring countries (especially VietNam and Thailand) strengthened. 

• Eight LBMs and twelve duck commercial farms arc being surveyed in six provinces. 
• 4 765 cloacal, 4 765 tracheal and 4 668 .sera collected were negative for HSN L 
• Signed new LOA for environmental surveillance in two LBMs of Phnom Penh with 

!PC. 
• Produced an educational training video on HPAI field simulation, which was widely 

distributed in the country. 
• Organized two more HPAI field simulations m Kampono Cham and Preah Sihan\mk 

4 
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Province, whic:h covered all the provinces of Cambodia. 
• Established zoonosis committee and regular monthly zoonosis technical working group 

meetings. 
• Organized the workshop on human and animal health collaboration on zoonotic disease 

in January 2011. 
• The Permanent Representatives of Bangladesh, Congo, Denmark, Finland. the United 

States of America and Uruguay to FAO headquarters visited NaVRI's facilities. 

5 
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I Quarter 2() 10 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Bah}' 01 

Project title: Support to Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza control programme 
in Cambodia 

Reporting period: .January -]\larch 2010 

Country: Cambodia 
Project title: Support to Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza control programme in Cambodia 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 0 I 
Budget: USD l 150 000 (Phase !), VSD l 900 000 (Phase II), USD 600 000 (Phase I!Ii, 
USD 400 000 (Phase IV) 
Total budget: USD 4 050 000 
Effective starting date: 1 October 2006 
Planned end date: 31 December 20 l 0 
Background 

The sporadic outbreaks of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in poultry and humans 
dearly indicate that the H5N I virus is still diffused in the country. Therefore, it is necessary to 
detect the outbreaks as early as possible and ensure that immediate and appropriate 
containment measures are taken place to prevent the spread of the disease. The continued 
improvement of capacities and capabilities of Cambodia to prevent and control HPAI in animal 
population is necessary to limit its impacts in poultry sectors and minimize risk of infection to 
humans. 
Objectives of the project 

The main objective of the project is to reduce and stop the spread of H5N l among and between 
the flocks of birds in Cambodia, and between Cambodia and the neighboring countries (Viet 
Nam, Thailand and the Lao People's Democratic Republic), thus reducing the rlsks of the 
pathogen to mammal<; and humans, and reducing the risk of the emergence of pandemic 
Influenza. 

Planned activities 

Output: Surveillance activities in the cross-bordering area between Cambodia and 
neighbouring countries (especially VietNam and Thailand) strengthened. 
Activity 1: Develop harmonized procedures and protocols fur sun·eillance activities. 

Activit'.' 2: Promote (ivhenet·er and ~f possible) a pre-not(fi.cation sy.t!em for trade purpose 
between Cambodia and neighboring cmmnies. 

Activity 3: Continue uctinc survei!!unce activities focusing on sentinel jlocks, live bird markets 
and border inspection posts in !argeted provinces following a risk assessment approach. 

Adivity 4: Continue to improve !he diagnosis senice for poultry diseuses and proride 
laboratOt)' supplies to further enhance laboratory diaxnostic capacity at nativnal and regional 
leFcls in order !o complete the .';,urvei!fance activities. 
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ActiviTy 5: Continue to improve and fGciliwTe sample dispatch of .wneillance acTivities to 
national laboratory at the National Veterinary Research Institute (Na\/Rl) and in case of 
discovered outbreaks to national and lor regional and/or international reference laboratories_ 
Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output: Surveillant---e activities in the cross-bordering area between Cambodia and 
neighbouring countrie..;; (especially VietNam and Thailand) strengthened. 
Activity J: Develop harmonized procedures and protocols .frn~ surveillance acth'ities. 

• Two Letters of Agreement (LoA;;) on market surveillance of avian influenza in duck 
and duck sentinel flock surveillance were designed. Procedure and protocol for the 
surveillance activities arc clearly stated in the LoAs. 

• The Avian Influenza Technical \Vorking Group (AI-TWG) meeting has been revamped, 
and the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) supporte-d 
NaVR1 to continue the T\VG meetings. The first AI-TWG meeting for the- year was 
held on 18 March at NaVRI, presided by the Ministry of Agriculture Forestry and 
Fisheries (MAFF). Parti-cip<1nts in the meeting were from MAFE Ministry of He<11th 
(MOH), FAO, World Health Organisation (\VHO) and Institute Pusteur de Cambodge 
(IPC). The meeting allowed information exchange between MAFF and MOHon the last 
outhreak in Takeo. Meetings are now held every two weeks, though the meeting 
planned on 1 April 2010 was cancelled due to some external facturs. 

Activit}' 2: Promote {whencFer and if possible) a pre-Jwt({ication system fl.Jr trade purpose 
he!tveen Camhndia and neighboring countries. 
This activity was not carried out during the repotting period. 

Activity 3: Continue active surveillance activities focusing on sentinel flocks, live bird nwrket.•; 
and border inspection posts in targeted provinces fol!m.dng a risk assessment approach. 

• Conducted Market Surveillance of AI in duck (through LoA •vith ~a VRI) in 
eight markets of Phnom Penh, Takeo, Kampot. Sicm Reap, Kampong Cham, Prey Veng 
from March 2010. 

• Conducted Duck Sentinel Flock Surveillance (through LoA with NaVRI) in 12 duck 
commercial farms in Takco, Kampong Cham, Prey Vcng, Kampot, Battambang and 
Sihanouke Ville from March 20 I 0. 

• 400 ring duck lags were provided to NaVRI to be used in duck sentinel flock 
surveillance. 

• The extended two months LoA with NaVRI (January to February) of duck surveillance 
in the 12 targeted markets in 11 provinces collected I 435 cloacal swabs, 1 435 tracheal 
swabs and l 434 serum. A11 the co11cctcd swabs were found negative for AI virus by 
egg-inoculation test and all the serum samples were negarlve for antlbody of avian AI 
by Haemagglulination and Haemagglutination Inhibition te~ts. 

Activity 4: Continue to improve the diaxno.;·is sen;ice for poultr~r disea:ws and provide 
fahnrator.v supplies w further enhance laboratory diagnostic capacitv at national and regional 
levels in order to complete the surveillance activities. 

• Issued a contract wlth the Center of Livestock and Agriculture Developmem (CeiAgrid) 
to provide eggs to Na VRI for virus inoculation procedure. The number of supplied eggs 
per week has increased in parallel with the numher of cloacal, tracheal swah and serum 
samples. 

• Continued to support consumable laboratory equipments to NaVRL 
• Purchased a full di••ital 500 eggs incubator for NaVRI to respond to the increasing 
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number of eggs required for inoculation. 
• Coordinated the training on Animal Influenza Viruses Diagnosis and I>vlolecular 

Characterization for six laboratory staff of NaVRI from 3-5 March 2010. 
• Ensured safety of the electricity running in the laboratory of NaVRI by providing the 

following: 
o an Auto Voltage Regulator (A VR); 
o installation of the A VR with proper cable and connection; 
o installation of load shedding contact or; and 
o installation of new electrical line from the sub panel to the laboratory 

equipment. 
Procurement processes have been finalized and the project i.s now identifying suitable 
local suppliers. 

Activiry 5: Continue to impro;-'e and facilitate sample dispatch front surveillance activities to 
Nal/Rl and in cuse (~!"discovered outbreaks to nutional and lor re::;ional and/or international 
reference laboratories. 

• H5N1 virus "\Vere found by NAVRI in duck samples from Bralaymea.s village, Romenh 
commune, Koh Andcth district, Takoc Province on 29 January 2010. Samples were then 
sent ro IPC for confirmation on 1 February 2010, and MAFF officially declared AI 
outbreak in the .said village on 2 February 2010 (Prakas number 040). 

• FAO assisted in the complete investigation and culling of 500 chickens and 760 ducks 
in the outbreak surrounding areas. 

Planned actjvities for the next quarter 

Output: Surveillance activities in the cross-bordering area between Cambodia and 
neighbouring countries (especially VietNam and Thailand) strengthened. 
ActiviTy 1: Promote (whenerer and if possible) a pre-nOTification sy.>tem for trade purpose 
between Cambodia and neighboring countries. 

Activit\" 2: Continue active surw:illance activities focusing on sentinel flocks, live bird markets 
and border inspecrion posts in targeted provinces follmving a risk assessment approach. 

Activity 3: Continue to improve the dia!{nosis .<,-ervice for poultt~V diseases and prm·ide 
lahorainry supplies to .fitrther enhance !aborator:r diagnostic capacity at national and regional 
levels in order !o cornplete the surveillance activities. 

Activity 4: Continue to improve and .fi:tcilitate sample dispatch frorn ,'Htn:eiilan..ce activitie.-..· to 
Na\lRJ and in case of discovered outbreaks to national and/or regional and/or international 
reference laboratories. 
l\-1ain challenges encountered and response provided 

While overall coordination is shared between MOH and MAFF, FAO still plays an important 
role during outbreak investigation and response in advising rhe Departmem of Animal Health 
and Production. \VHO and FAO are the two Cnlted Nations agencies still involved in the 
disease surveillance on H5NL However, the public awareness component of the national 
programme i~ not fully addressed, as no donor is supporting it, therefore creating a gap vis-a
VIS the implementation of the strategy .. 
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1\'lain progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

Output: Surveillance activities in the cross-bordering area between Cambodia and 
neighbouring countries (especiaUy Viet Nam and Thailand) strengthened. 
Major achievements still have to be generated for this current phase because the LoA for the 
main surveillance activitie~ has just been signed :md started. 

• Twelve live bird markets in 1l provinces have been surveyed (extended LoA, January 
to February). l435 cloaca) swahs, I 435 tracheal swabs and 1434 serum were collected; 

• Eight live bird markets are being surveyed in six provinces, 960 ducks are to be 
sampled fortnight; 

• TweJve duck commercial farms are being surveyed. 360 identified ducks are to be 
sampled fortnight. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/R_AS/604/USA Baby 02 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen the surveillance and response 
capacity for Highly Pathogenic A \'ian Influenza fHPAI) 

e - . Reportino- period· October 2010 !\<larch 2011 
Country: People's Republic of China 
Projet..-1- title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen the surveillance and response 
capacity for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/CSA Baby 02 
Budget: USD 500 000 (Phase 1). USD 500 000 (Phase II). USD 650 000 (Phase Ill). USD 
1 150 000 (Phase IV). USD 1 250 000 (Phase V) 
Total budu-et: USD 4 050 000 
Eff-ective starting date-:: October 2010 
Planned end date: September 20 t 1 
Context of the project 
Despite efforts by the Government of the People's Republic of China to Improve the 
surveillance and control of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI), the disease IS still 
endemic in some parts of the country, and some basic understanding about the disease and key 
ecological risk factors is still lacking. Vaccination has been used widely throughout the coumry 
to dampen down the infection and bring the disease under controL However, the virus is still 
circulatlng in some production systems where the implementation of the vaccination policy 
requires major effort and where regulation enforcement is difficult This project \Vas designed 
to improve the country's ability tD detect and control HPAI infection and disease in identified 
high-risk ecological and production systems at an early stage. through the implementation of 
intensified surveillance activities, epidemiological studies, socio-economic activities. capacity 
bullding and training. 
Objectives of the project 
The mam ohjeclives of the assistance under Phase v of the United States Agency for 
International Development (US AID) project .are tu continue working m Hunan, Yunnan, 
Guangxi and Chongqing while extending activities to Guangdong province in order to increase 
the scope and impact of project activities in Southern China and provide technical assistance 
and support tn the areas of HPAI epidemi<.)logical investigation. disease risk analysis and 
control strategy. In addition. Phase V of the project is expected to increase support to training 
activities under the China Field Epidemiology Training Programme for Veterinarians {FETPV) 
umbreJla and provide a significant leap in understanding of HPAI ecology. 

Through project activities, a strengthened early detection and response mechanism will enable 
China to increase its capacity to detect and eliminate the disease in a timely manner, thereby 
minimizing production losses and risk ro human safety. The immediate objective of rhe project 
is to improve the understanding of HPAI infection and disease distribution, assist the country in 
defining high-risk areas for targeted control activities in order to minimize the risk to human 
health and produce ski11ed and experienced veterinary field epidemiologists who can provide 
China with expertise and service to address transboundary and emerging infectious diseases 
among animals. 
Planned activities (Phase V) 
Output l: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national and international 
level 
Activity 1.1 Suppott national consultants to CJssist in coordinating projed implementariun V.'ith 
the Government 
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Activity 1.2 Organize re-gular meetings with the Ministry of Agriculture (MoA), the Veterin<1ry 
Bureau, the State Forestry Administration and the Department of International Cooperation 
(DIC) to discuss project activities 
Activity 1.3 Contribute to and facilitate the coordination of .survei11ance and applied research 
activities at the wild bird/domestic poultry interface at Poyang Lake re:-.erve including jDint 
meeting with the State Forest Administration (SFA), provincial veterinary and wildlife 
authorities to discuss, plan and coordinate field activities 
Activity 1.4 Strengthen cooperation with the FAO/ the World Organization for Animal Health 
(OlE) Network of Expertise on Animal Influenza (OFFLU) and other laboratory and 
epidemiology neNmrks - discuss and define joint scientific collaborntion perspectives and 
opportunities 
Activity 1.5 Organize steering committee workshop and inception workshop (involving MoA, 
the Veterinary Bureau, the China Animal Health Epidemiology Center lCAHECt Harbin, 
provincial Centre-s for Animal Disease Prevention and Control (CDCs) and othe-r project 
panners and stakeholders) 
Activity 1.6 Coordinate the newly created United >l'ations .suhworking group on diseases at the 
human-animal interface 
Activity 1.7 Foster exchange of experiences wlth Viet Nam and Indonesia on vaccination 
strategy and market chain analysis 
Activity l.R Improve public-private partnership cooperation through case-study activities (e.g. 
live bird market [LBM] restructuring) and missions of the international expe11 on public private 
partnership (PPP)Ibiosecmity 
Activity 1.9 Engage in joint collaboration activities with Guangdong Province and usc the 
province as a model for PPP activities~ engage Guangdong in FETPV 

Output 2: Capacity building In epidemiology: Implementation of tbe China FETPV 
programme 
Activity 2.1 1st module of FETPV: short-term basic training course in epidemiology 
Activity 2.2 Training through services 
Activity 2.3 2nd module of FETPV: short-term training course in the geographic information 
system (GIS) and epidemiology. Presentation of investigations and research activities 
perfonned in the framework of the training through services (see 2.2) 
Activity 2.4 International expe11S in veteiinary epidemiology hom the Netherlands will develop 
case studies for outbreak investigation during March-April 
Activity 2.5 Introduce and promote the concepts of diseases at the human-animal interface 
through training and multidisciplinary approach to disease surveillance and control 
Activity 2.6 3rd module of FETPV: advanced training on epidemiology, socio-economic 
studies. risk assessment and understanding diseases at the human-animal interface 
Activity 2.7 Support the participation of two Chinese narional to the regional FETPV training 
in Bangkok 

Output 3: Improved knowledge of HPAI epidemiological, ecological and socio-economic 
risk factors 
Activity 3.1 Assist national auth01ities in analysing national surveillance results and provide 
guldancc on improving national and provincial survclllancc policies 
Activity 3.2 Strengthen existing risk based ~urveillance approach through the longitudinal 
monitoring of sele-eted LBMs in order lo identify seasonal changes in infection distribution in 
winter and define early warning indicators associated to HPAI emergence 
Activity .3.3 Facilitate the implementation of epidemiological studies at the domestic poultry/ 
wildlife interface in Poyang Lake Reserve to uncover rl.sk factors associated with the 
emergence of new virus slraim and their subsequent .;,pread 
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Output 4: Improved HPAI surveillance and control strategy through focused (.'(mtrol 
action.~ 

Activity 4.1 Assist in refining the strategic vision for the national vaccination campaign, 
provide guidance on improving rhe progressive control of HPAI, H5N I through vaccination 
and share views. on establishing a vaccination exit stmtegy 
Activity 4.2 Organize training on biosafety, management and test validation for project 
province laboratories 
Activity 4.3 Organize ring trial between provincial laboratory and Harbin National Reference 
laboratory 
Activity 4.4 Establish GIS-based system at provincial level (Chongqing municipality) to 
support HPA I surveillance activities 
Activity 4.5 Procurement of necessary laboratory equipment and supplies for HPAI diagnosis. 
data analysis and information :-..haring including for Guangxi CDC laboratory 
Activity 4.6 In the framework of the PPP activitie-S, organize a stakeholder meeting and group 
discussion for the development of minimum biosccurity standards for LBMs 
Activities undertaken during the reporting period (October 2010- March 2011) 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national level 
Activity 1.1 Support national consultants to assist in coordinating project implementation with 
the government 

• Initiated the re-cruitmem of National Progntmme/Operations Officer in Man.:h. The new 
Programme/Operations Officer is expected to join the team in Ap1il. 

Activity 1.2 Organize regular meetings with MoA, the Veterinary Bureau, the State Forestry 
Administration and DIC to discuss project activities 

• Maintained close contact/communlcation with MoA, the project team ensured smooth 
implementation of the planned activities during the first six months. 

Activity 1.5 Organize steering committee workshop and inception workshop (involving MoA, 
Veter·inary Bureau, CAHEC, Harbin, provincial CDCs and other project partners and 
stakeholders) 

• Hold three Steering Committee Meetings in September, November and January. These 
meeting:-. discussed progress and other key issues regarding FETPV at regular intervals. 

Activity 1.6 Coordinate the newly created UN sub-working group on diseases at the human
animal interface 

• Coordinated the L:nited l'\ations Theme Group on Health (UNTGH) 41
b Subworking 

group meetings (diseases at the human-animal interface) in October, De.cember and 
March. The newly created subworking group wll1 he used as a fomm of exchange of 
scientific information on animal and human health related issues. 

Activity 1.7 Foster exchange of experiences with Viet Nam and Indonesia on vaccination
strategy and market chain analysis 

• Organized the China-Vietnam Discussion Forum on HPAI Risk Management and 
Control on 8 and 9 March. The meeting reviewed the scientific progress made in HPAI 
H5Nl control and explored avenues. for joint collaborations. 

Output 2: Strengthened HPAI Disease Surveillance System and capacity building 
Activity 2.1 I st module of FETPV: sholt-term basic training course in epidemiology 

• 15 trainee-s from the national institutions and provincial veterinary departments attended 
the first module of FETPV. The focus of the training was mainly on basic concepts of 
field epidemiology was held from 29 November to 23 December 2010. 

Activity 2.2 Training through Services 
• FETPV trainees' surveillance plans of first Phase of training through services (TTS) 
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were reviewed by MoA. Three trainees" surveill:mce plans are under improvement, the 
rest of the trainees· surveillance plans have been submitted to their intemational 
mentors for review and comments. 

Activity 2.3 2nd module of FETPV 
• The second module of FETPV whi;.:h focuses on participatory epidemiology, 1·isk 

analysis, basic statistical analysis, data management and applied surveillance, as well as 
outbreak investigation started on 2S March 2011. An English communication training 
was provided to the 15 trainees on 26 and 27 2011 March to enhance their language 
abilities and presentation skills. 

Activity 2.4 International expe1ts in veteiinary epidemiology from the Netherlands will develop 
case studies for outbreak investigation during March-April2011. 

• Two Dutch experts conducted their first mission to China from 21 to 25 N!arch 2011. 
Field mission to Guangxi Province was implemented to discuss with local China 
Animal Disease Control Centre {CADC) officials about work plan for the next step. 

Activity 2.5 Introduce and promote the concepts of diseases at the human-anima] interface 
through training and multidisciplinary approach to disease ~urveillance and control 

• Addressed the One Health concept at d1e humm1-animal interface in the frmnework of 
FETPY. 

Activity 2.7 Support the participation of t\vo Chinese nationals to the regional FETPV training 
in Bangkok 

• One Chinese national expert from CAHEC, Qingdao participated in the third annual 
regional training comc-;e from 17 January to 11 February 201 l in Bangkok. 

Output 3: Improved knowledge of HPAI epidemiological and ecological and socio
economic risk factors 
Activity 3.] Assist national authorities in analysing national surveillance results and provide 
guidance on improving national and provincial surveillance policies. 

• Produced and dis.,.cminatcd China HPAI highlights to donors, animal health un-its at 
FAO RAP, headquarters and MoA. 

Output 4: Improved HPAI surveillance and control strategy through focused control 
actions 
Activity 4.1 Assist in refining the strategic vision for the national vaccination campaign, 
provide guidance on improving the progressive control of HPAI, H5~1 through vaccination 
and share views on establishing a vaccination exit str..ttegy. 

• Recommendation~ on how best to sustain the effm1s to control HPAI H5N l in China 
and Vietnam were provided during the China-Vietnam Discussion Fomm in March. 

Activity 4.5 Procurement of necessary laboratory equipment and supplies for HPAI diagnosis, 
data analysis and information sharing including for Guangxi CDC laboratory. 

• Procured laboratory e-quipment and materiab for Guangxi CACD, the N'ational Harbin 
Reference Laboratory (NHRL) and CAHEC; 15 laptop computers were also procured 
for FETPV trainees. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national level 
Activity 1.2 Organize regular meetings with MoA, the Veterinary Bureau, the State Forestr·y 
Administration and DIC to discuss project activities 

• Regular meetings with MoA to discuss China FETPV and other programmatic/ 
operational matt etc; of Phase V. 

Activity 1.4 Strengthen cooperation with OFFLU and other laboratory and epidemiology 
networks -discuss and define joint scientific collaboration perspectives and opportunities 
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• Organize a ring trial between Harbin l\'ational laboratory and provincial laboratories 
under the guidance of the Istituto Zooprof:ilanico Spe1imentale (IZS), Padova Reference 
Laboratory on A J. 

Activity !.6 Coordinate the newly created UN subworking group on disease." at the human
animal interface 

• Regular working group meeting will be held every two months. 
Activity 1.8 Improve public private partnership cooperation through case-study activities (e.g 
LBM restructuring) and mis~ion-; of the international expert on PPP/bio-;ecurity 

• The PPP expert will visit Guangdong Province in ApriL 

Output 2: Capacity building in epidemiology: implementation of the China FETPV 
program 
Activity 2.2 Training through services 

• The first Phase of TIS activities will be implemented from May to August. 
Activity 2.6 3rd module of FETPV 

• 3rd module of FETPV will ·"tart at the end of June. 

Output 4: Improved HPAI surveillance and control strategy through focused control 
actions 
Activity 4.2 Organize training on biosafety, management and test validation for project 
pro vi nee laboratories 

• Organize the biosafety laboratory training: for provincial laboratory staff in :vtay. 
Activity 4.6 In the framework of the PPP activities, organize a stakeholder meeting and group 
discussion for the development of minimum biosccurity standards for LBMs. 

• Conducted field mission to Guan•~dom: Province in April with the PPP e.xpett. 
Main challenges ent--ountered and responses provided 

There are no maior issues at present. 
Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

The project has made noticeable prog:res~ towards achieving the expected outputs of the 
project. Main progress can be summarized as follows: 

• Increased MoA's involvement and support to the implementation of project activities 
of the -current phase. MoA has shown strong commitment to FETPV programme and 
has allocated resources (RMB 500 000) to this programme in both 2010 and 201 L 

• Strengthened the cooperation with MoA. provincial partners and international 
partners. International partners such as Canada, the Netherlands, the United States 
Center for Disease Control (USCDC) and the European Union have contributed to 
the successful rollout of the FETPV training. 

• Trained 15 key veterinary statT from national ins[itutions and provincial veterinary 
departments through China FETPV. 

• Promoted exchange of experiences on HPAI H5Nl -control, especially on the use of 
vaccinution m endemic situation through the organization of China-Vietnam 
Discussion Forum of HPAI Risk l'vlanagement and ControL 

• Strengthened the llnk and collaboration between the animal health sector and public 
health sector, addressed the One Health approach at the human-animal interface 
through regular meetings involving a wide range of di~ciplines ami ~cientifi~: 

communities. 
• More project information/event sharing with MoA, national counterparts, RAP, 

headquurrers and donors through the production ofChinu HPAI Highlights. 
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I Quarter 2010 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 02 

Proje-Ct title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen the surveillance and response 
capacit:y for Highly Pathogenic A"ian Influenza (HPAI) 

Reporting period: January- March 2010 

Country: People's Republic of China 
Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen the surveillance and response 
capacity for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/LSA Baby 02 

Budget: USD 500 000 (Phase I), LSD 500 000 (Phase II), USD 650 000 (Phase III) 
USD I I 50 000 (Phase IV) 

Total budget: USD 2 800 000 

Effecth'e starting date::: N ovcmbcr 2009 

Planned end date: September 20 l 0 

Context of the project 

Despite efforts by the Government of the People's Republic of China to Improve the 
surveillance and control of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI), the disease is still 
endemic in some parts of the co-untry, and some basic understanding about the disca<;c and 
about key ecological risk factors is still lacking. Vaccination has been used widely throughout 
the country to dampen down the infection and bring the disease under control. However. the 
virus is still circulating in some production systems where the implementation of the 
vaccination policy requires major effort and where regulation enforcement i<> difficult. This 
project was designed 10 improve the country's ability to detect and control HPAI infection and 
disea~e in identified high-risk ecolugical and production systems at an early stage, through the 
implementation of intensified surveillance activities, epidemiological studies, socio-economic 
activities, capacity building and training. 
Objectives of the project 

The main objectives of the assistance under Phase IV of the United States Agency for 
International Development (USA !D) project arc to continue and expand the activities 10 

southem China (Hunan and Guangxi \Vith the addition of Yunnan ProYince and Chongq_ing 
~iunicipality during Phase III and IV) and provide technical assistance and support in the areas 
of HPAI epidemiological investigation. disease risk analysis and control strategy. 

Through project activities. a strengthened early detection and response mechanism \Vlll enable 
China to increase its capacity to detect and eliminate the disease in a timely manner, thereby 
minimizing production losses and risk to human safety. The immediate objective of the project 
lS to improve the understanding of HPAI infection and disease distribution. and assist the 
country in defining high-risk areas for targeted control activities in order to minimize the risk to 
human health. 
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Planned activities (Phase IV) 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-scctoraJ coordination at the national level 

Activity 1.1 Support national consultants to assist in coordinating project implementation with 
the Government. 

Activity 1.2 Organize regular meetings with the Ministry of Agriculture {MoA), Veterinary 
Bureau (VB) and Disease Investigation Center (DIC) and organize project steering committee 
meetings involving MoA. VB, China Animal Health Epidemiology Center in Qingdao 
(CAHEC), National Harbin Reference Laboratory (NHRL) and provincial Center for Animal 
Disease Prevention and Control (CDCs) 

Activity 1.3 Contribute to and facilitate the coordination of surveillance and applied research 
activities at the wild bird/domestic poultry interface in Poyang Lake reserve and organize joint 
meeting with State Forestry Administration (SFA), provincial veterinary and \vildlife 
authorities to discuss. plan and coordinate field activities. 

Activity L4 Coordinate meeting with CAHEC and National Animal CDC to improve data 
integration and analysis ar national leveL 

Activity 1.5 Strengthen international cooperation with the World Organization for Animal 
Health (OlE) and the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) Network 
of Expertise on Animal lnt1uenza (OFFLU) and other laboratory and epidemiology networks. 

Activity 1.6 Organize steering committee workshop and inception workshop. 

Activity 1.7 Organize FAO HPAI team building workshop to optimize the resource, definition 
of ta~h and responsibilitie~ and increase project de-livery. 

Activity 1.8 Organize final workshop at national level to report on the results and achievements 
of the 3rd and 4th Phase of the project. 

Output 2: Strengthened HPAI dise-ase surveillance SJ-'Stem 

Activity 2.1 Training and capacity building. 

Activity 2.2 Establish a Geographical Information System (GIS) at the provincial level to 
support HPA I surveillance activities. 

Activity 2.3 Procurement of necessary laboratory equipment and supplies for HPAI diagnosis, 
data analysis and information sharing. 

Activity 2.4 Produce the China HPAI quarterly bulletin - update on HPAI ~ituation and 
analysis of surveillance results. Produce and disseminate the HPAI monthly highlight 
summarizing key achievements of the project on a monthly basis. 
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Output 3: Improved knowledge of HPAI epidemiological, ecological and socio-economic 
risk factors 

Activity 3.1 Assist national authorities in analysing national surveillance results. Identify 
additional risk factors and data to be collected at local. provincial, and national levels to refine 
HPAI risk assessment <1t national and provincial level in order w bener advice on priority 
surveillance and control activities. 

Activity :t2 Strengthen existing risk based surveillance approach through the 1ongitudina1 
monitoring of selected live bird markets (LBM) in order to identify seasonal changes in 
infection distribution in winter and define early warning indicators associated to HPAJ 
emergence. 

Activity 3.3 Follow-up socio-economic studies: compile key information on poultry sector and 
its structure, analyse product tlow along the market chains and dete-rmine the implications for 
disease surveillance and control issues in selected border provinces (Guangxi and Yunnan). 
Produce a report summarizing the main findings of the socio-economic smdies perf{_1rmed in 
Hunan, Yunnan and Guang.x:i, their application in risk assessment studies and the lessons 
learned). 

Activity 3.4 Facilitate the implementation of studies at the domestic poultry/wildlife interface 
in Poyang Lake Reserve to uncover risk factors associated with the emergence of ne\\' vims 
strains and their subsequent spread. 

Output 4: Improved HPAI control strategy through focused control actions 

Activity 4.1 Assist national authorities in collating and analysing post-vaccination surveillance 
data from the l\4ini~t•·y of Agriculture and CAHEC for the evaluation of the nationwide 
va...:...:ination surveillanet'- campaign, 

Activity 4.2 Assist in refining the strategic vision for the national vaccination eampmgn, 
provide guidance in improving the progressive control of HPAI HS.N 1 through vaccination and 
~hare views on defining a vaccination exit strategy. 

Activity 4.3 Compile results of above-mentioned epidemiological and socio-economic studies 
into a final report thar will present a framework for changes of national surveillance and contro1 
policy. 

Activity 4.4 Usc LBM survey results generated during the Phase III of the project, a'lsess 
bioseeurity levels in LBM of the three pilot provinces. collect infonnation on current 
regulations and plans for restructuring and advise national/provincial authorities accordingly 
Activities undertaken during the reporting period (January -::\'larch 2010) 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national level 
Activity]_} Support national consu!Janfs to assist in coordinating project implementation wiTh 
the gorernment. 
With newly joined national epidemiologist {risk analysis), the AI project team is working in 
full capacity to ensure a smooth and efficient delivery of the project work plan for the reporting 
period 
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Activity 1.2 Organize regular meeJings with MoA, Ve!erinar}' Bureau and DIC and nrgani::.e 
project steering committee meetings (invoh'ing -'tloA, Veterinary Bureau, CAHEC, Harbin and 
provincial CDCs). 

• Through frequent communication and working meetings with MoA, the project team 
fuund better ways and measures to speed up delivery of the planned pruject activities 
particularly LB?vf surveillance, training workshops in the four proje-ct 
provinces/municipality and preparation for the establishment of the China Field 
Epidemiology Tmining Program for Veterinarians (FETPV). 

• Prepared a concept paper for the st<1keholders' meeting on China's FETPV in Beijing 
(3rd \Veek of May 201 0) and identified the necessary steps to achieve the expected 
results of the event. 

• Supported F AO headquarters' efforts to obtain agreement from the Russian Federation 
regarding a proposal for an FAO regional project on transboundary animal diseases 
(TAOs) surveillance. 

• Organized the second session of team building training for the project staff to improve 
communication skills in public speaking, problem solving and action planning, 

Activiry 1.3 Contribute to and.facilirare rhe coordinarion ofsun-'eiflance and applied research 
activities at the wild bird I domestic poultry interface at Po.vang Lake rescn··e. Organize joint 
meetinx with SFA, provincial veterinary and wildl(fe authorities to discuss, plan and 
coordinate field activities 
Communication and working group meetings involving FAO's \Vildlife Unit, the China 
Forestry University and the Jiangxi Provincial veterinary authOiities to work out the detailed 
plan for a tlcld study at the Poyang Lake in Jiangxi Province, China. which were part of the 
ongoing effort to enhance the understanding of viru.~ transmission capability between domestic 
ami \vild waterfowl and the overall HPAI epidemiological cycle. 

Output 2: Strengthened HPAI Disease Surveillance System and Capacity Building 

Activity Ll Training and Capacity Building 
Organized training in disease outbreak inve-stigation and surveillance protocols in Zhang Jiajie, 
Hunan Province. A total of 26 veterinarians and animal health officers from 
II prefectures/municipalities in Hunan attended the four-day training that was conducted by 
Dr. Flavie Goutard, veterinary epidemiologist of the French Center for lnlemalional 
Agricultural Research (CIRAD) and Ms. Jia Beibe.i, veterinary epidemiologist (risk analysis), 
ECTAD China. 

Activit}" 2.3 Procurement t~f necessary laboratory equipm.cn! and SU!Jplies for HPAI diagnosis, 
data analysis and iljfOrmation-sharing. 
Laboratory supplies and equipment for provincial laboratories were procured. 

Activit)' 2.4 Disea:ie anaiysis: HPAI analysis of surveillance results 
Produced the China HPAI Quanerly Bulletin- Volume 5. 

Output 3: Improved knowledge of HPAI epidemiological and ecological risk factors 

Activity 3.2 Strengthen existing risk based suneillance approach through the longitudinal 
monitorinx of selected Live Bird Markets (LBM) in order to ident~lY seasonal changes in 
infection distrihution in ~vinter and define early ;.varning indicator.> associated to HPAI 
em.crgence. 
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• Organized trctinlng for provincial veterinarians and staff to prepare for another round of 
LBM survey in the two provinces of Hunan and Guangxi, and in Chongqing 
Municipality. 

• Carried out LBM survey in Hunan and Guangxi provinces and Chongqing Municipality. 

Activity 3.3 Follow-up socio-economic S!udies: compile ke.v infOrmation on poultry sector and 
its structure, analyse product flow along the market chains and determine the implications for 
disease surveillance and comrol issues in selected prot-'inces (Yunnan and Hunan). 
Updated the plan and design for poultry sector review in Yunnan and Hunan provinces. 

Activiry 3.4 Facilitate The impiemenration ofstudie.r at rhe domestic poultrylwildhfe inte~face in 
Poyang Lake Resen'e to uncover risk factors associated with the cn-wrgence of neH,. drus 
strains und their subsequent spread. 
Organized a field study at the domestic poultry/wildbird interface in Poyang Lake in Jiangxi 
Pmvince in China (January 2010). 

Planned activities for the next quarter (Aprii-.June 2010) 

Output l: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national level 

Actit'ity 1.1 Organize reJ;ular meetings >vith MoA, Veterinary Bureau and DJC and Ot~f?ani::.e 
project sfeerint: commi!!ee meefings (invoh'int: 1\-fnA, 1/eterinar.v Bureau, CAHEC, Harbin and 
provincial CDCs) 
Regular meetings with MoA to discuss programmatic and operational matters. 

Activity 1.2 Contribute tn and facilitate the coordination af' surveillance and npplied research 
activities at the v.·ild bird/domestic poultry interface at Poyang Lake reserve and organize join! 
meeting V.-'ith SFA. prm-'incial vefcrinary and wildl~fe autlwrities to discuss, plan and 
coordinate.fTeld activities 
Facilitate the coordination of survei11ance and research at the Poyang Lake, enter the 
data/information into the HPAI dara base, analyze the findings <'lml present the results to 
relevant authorities for further action. 

Activity 1.3 Data integration and analysis h'orkshop organized at national level. 
OrganiLe a data integration and analysis -..vorkshop in Qingdao on 26 May 2010. 

Actin.ty 1.4 Strengthen cooperation >n'th OFFLU and other laboratory and epidemiology 
networks -discuss and define joint scient~fic collaboration perspectiFes and opportunities 

• Visit of OFFLU partner laboratory in China scheduled in April by Istituto 
Zooprofilartico Spcrimcntalc delle Venczie (IZSVc)- Padua/ltaly to share information, 
establish effective communication and contacts to facilitate future cooperation 
opponunitie:>. 

• Organize training on laboratory biosafety (by IZSVe) in Chongqing and Guangxi. 

Activif)' 1.5 Organize a stakeholder meeting on FETPV 
Hold Stakeholder :'1.1eeting on FETPV on the third week of May 2010. 
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Output 2: Strengthened HPAI Disease SurvciJJancc System and Capacity Building 

Activity 2.1 Training and capari(v building. 
• Two more training sessions in disease outbreak investigation and surveillance protocols 

at provincial and local levels following the first training in Hunan in tvbrch 2010 (eight 
days in Guangxi and four days in June in Yunnan)_ 

• Organize theoretical and hands-on training ln biosat(:ty, management and test validation 
for the provincial laboratory staff in Chongqing and Guangxi (by IZSVe ). 

• Review the cunent AI diagnostic testing procedure and efficiency in April in Guangxi 
(by IZSVe). 

• Follow up advanced training in Risk Analysis to be conducted by Royul Veterinary 
College in London (RVC) from 17 to 21 May 2010 in Qingdao and from 14 to H~ June 
2010 in Chongqing. 

• FETPV- Roadmap implementation and suppmt of two national staff to attend the 
regional FETP-V training in Bangkok (June/July to August 20l0). 

Activit)' 2.2 Establish CIS-based system at provincial level to support HPAJ surveillance 
activities. 
Follow up training on GIS for provincial veterinary officials and staff in Guangxi, Chongqing 
(and possibly Yunnan) in June 2010. 

Output 3: Improved knowledge ofHPAI epidemiological and ecological risk factors 

Activity 3.1 As.vist national awhorities in analysing national surveillance results and provide 
guidance on improving nlllional and provincial surveillance policies. /dent~fy additional risk 
f!Ictors and data to be collected at local, provincial and national levels to refine HPAI risk 
assessment at national and prm-'incial le;'e/ in order to better advice on priority surveillance 
and confrot uclivities. 
Finalize the ongoing analysis on l) HPAI environmental risk factors~ 2) role of LBM in HPAI 
spread throughout first and second quarter of 2010. 

Activity 3.2 S!rengthen existing risk based .mrvei!lance approach throutzh the longitudinal 
monitoring of selected Live Bird Markets {LBt'Yi) in order to ident(fy seasonal changes in 
infection dislribution in tvintcr and define earl_y 1-vaming indicaton; assoriated to HPAI 
emerKence. 
Continue longitudinal LBM survey in the Guangxi and Chongqing in April 2010. 

Activi(v 3.3 Follmv up socio-economic studies: compile ke_y irJUrmathm on poultry sector and 
it 5o structure, analyse product flmv along the market chains and determine the implications ./f.Jr 
disease surveillance and comrol i.fsues' in selected provinces (Tunnan and Hunan). 
Recruit two inlemational epidemiologist~ to (1) review the results of the market chain analysi~ 
studies conducted in 2009 and guide the ECf AD China team in applying social network 
analysis techniques ln disease risk assessment and management, and (2) provide guidance on 
disease risk mapping techniques and modelling during April to June 20 JO. 
l\fain challenges encountered and responses provided 

There arc no major issues at present. The project team wm continue to closely monitor the 
implementation of remaining activities of the work phm for the next two quarters in order to 
ensure completion of all planned activities by the completion date of the project. 
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.Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

Over the period from January to March 2010, the project has made noticeable progress towards 
achieving the expected outputs of the project. FAD's technical assistance through the support 
provided by CSAID, particularly the training and capacity building activities designed for and 
organized in the provinces have fostered a positive spirit and strengthened the relationships 
between FAO and the Centr.:tl Government of China as well <.~s with the provincial veterinary 
authorities. Some uf the main achievements are: 

( 1) Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination and collaboration among all partners: 
• Increased ?\..JoA and national partners' involvement and support to the planning and 

implementation of field surveillance activities, reinforcing disease surveillance and 
di-;ea<.;e outbreak investigation through promotion and understanding of the 
importance of animal epidemiology and common approach/practices in other 
regions and the world. 

• Improved projectiactivity planning process and increased involvement and suppmt 
from the :l\ioA and national partners, which have resulted in increased project 
delivery and better results for the various inputs. 

• Routine functioning of the working groups and project focal points, resulting in 
better coordination and collaboration on HPAI at national and provincial levels. 

• Consolidated coordination between MoA and SFA and among all the national 
partners. increased collaboration and improved relationship and trust with MoA 
through regular meetings. 

• Improved design and effective organization of HPAI studies, field missions, and 
training activities targeting lm:al veterinarian (provincial and prefecture levels) ami 
laboratory staff. 

(2) Strengthened HPAI Disease Surveillance System and Capacity Building 
• Key competencies and skills required for better HPAI detection and data analysis 

and the overall capacity of the provincial CDCs have been developed, providing 
future opportunity and collaboration with national partners during the next phase of 
the project 

• Some changes and adaptation of provincial surveillance protocols and planning 
(strategy) were made in Guangxi and Hunan, follO\ving FAO trainings_ 

• Initial success in the study around the Poyang Lake, whlch laid down a foundation 
for studies of similar nature to be carried out during the coming year. 

• Provincial veterinary authorities and staff learned new ski1ls, obtained first hand 
data and information and gained the experience in organizing more complex LBM 
survey and so.::io-econumic studies. Ivfore locations could be included and follow 
these patterns. 

• Participants involved in the targeted surveillance activities, training workshops and 
studie::-. focusing on animal epidemiology and risk analysis (LBM, cross-border 
socio-economic study, disease outbreak investigation, 1isk analysis and biosafety in 
laboratories) gained better understanding of the need for quality lnformatlon!data for 
the HPAI disease surveillance system. 

• MoA and national partners better understood and increa:.ed their interest/support for 
an FETPV programme in China. 

• Provincial laboratories and staff enhanced their skills through additional training on 
laboratory protocol <1ml the provision of labor<1tory supplies and equipment. 

• Continued efforts to involve national research/academics and international centres 
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of exce1lence to help widen the horizon of rhe project as well as to improve quality 
of training, knowledge sharing, networking and to increase the interest and 
participation of local veterinary authorities and staff. 

(3) Contribution to improve knowledge of HPAI epidemiological, ecological and socio
economic risk factors through enhanced skills/knowledge and the overall capacity of 
provincial veterinary authorities and their staff, in patticular: 

• the concept, contents and benefits of a FETPV in China; 
• the role and use of GIS technology in HPAI surveillance and risk analysis; 
• the skills Emd protocols involved in the LB:t-..1 survey and importance of the studies; 
• the ski its of epidemiologists in disease risk analysis and modelling techniques; 
• AI proje-ct team produced/published HPAI bulletins and monthly reports which were 

shared with national counterparts, FAO headquarters and the donor at a regular 
basis. 

(4) Improved HPAl control stmtegy through focused control actions. 
Better understanding of poultry production structure and socio-econornlc issues for fUJther 
integration into national response plan. 

8 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/GL0/705/USA 

Project Title: China and VietNam Forum on HPAI Risk Management and Control 

Reporting period: October 2010 -1\Iarch 2011 

Country: China and VietNam 
Project title: China and Viet ~am Forum on HPAI Risk Management and Control 
Code: OSRO/GL0/705iUSA 
Budget: USD 60 000 
Total budget: USD 735 g4g 
Effective starting date: 1 October 2007 
Planned end date: 30 April2014 
Context of the project 

A two-day "Technical discussion on best practices .for prevention and contaimnent of H5N 1 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPA!)" was organized by the United States Agency for 
International Development IUSAID) in Bali, Indonesia. on 30 and 31 March 2010. Five 
countries (Bangladesh, China. Egy-pt, Indonesia and Viet Nam) were highlighted because of 
their extensive experience with HSN 1 HPAL This experience included the countries' capacity 
in defining high-risk populations and geographic area.;,; where H5Nl occurs and their efforts to 

continually readjust their prevention and containment strategies to manage the virus in both 
human and avian populations. 

During the meeting, experience and lessons learned were shared among the participants, There 
was a common agreement that H5NI still posed a threat to ani mal/human health and 
sustainable rural livelihoods and that there was still a potentia} for " human influenza 
p-andemic. Therefore. it w.as important to remain focused on the highly impacted countries and 
to continue targeted support with the goal of ultimately reducing circulating H5N l, leading to 
progressive eradication. One of the recommendations of the meeting was to share experiences 
among the target countries of many 'good practices' and lessons learned from contro11ing 
HPAI. These included: 

• documentation and transfer of the good practices, e.g. health care in Egypt, market chain 
critical intervention point analysis. etc; 

• documentation and sharing of experiences of challenges and shortcomings; and 

• areas where best practices still needed to be developed . 
0 full understanding of epidemiology; 
0 identifying better tools to suppolt behaviour change; 
0 how best to engage with private sector and ensure biosc-eurity cnhunccd "farm to 

fork"; and 
0 vaccination- most effective strategy(ies). effective vaccine for ducks. 

The China and Viet Nam Forum is a direct result of the recommendations of the Bali meeting 
with a new approach of experience sharing. \vhich is believed w be more beneficial to the 
participating countries than the conventional study tour programme. Initially, three possible 
study tours were considered: Viet Nam/China, Indone-sia/Egypt and Banglade-sh/? 
(Collaborating country was not selected). Owing to political problems in Egypt and subsequem 
budcret constraints, on1y the study tour from Viet r\am to China wa<> finalized and completed. 

1 The amount of USD 60 000 was approved by the Donor for this specific activity. 
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Objet.-1.ives of the project 

To review the scientific progress made in HPAI H5NI control and explore avenues for joint 
-collaboration between China and VietNam in areas of mutual lnterest, -covering the following 
topics: {i) disease and infection control along market chalns and (ii) cost-effective, risk-based 
targeted vaccination. 

Planned activities 

Output: Increased understanding of the succ-esses, challenges and lessons learned in 
combating HSN 1 HPAI under similar country contexts 

• Conduct workshop on China and VietNam Forum on HPAl Risk Management and 
Control. 

Activities undertak<'n during the reporting p<'riod 

Output: Increased understanding of the successes, challenges, and lessons learned in 
combating HSNI HPAI under similar country contexts 

A two-day workshop {8-9 March 2011) was held in Beijing China. This was a joint meeting 
between the governments of China and Viet Nam ln order to assess the results of the past five 
years of mass vacclnarion and opportunities for transition to targeted, risk-based vaccination. 
The meeting "vas a follow-up of a technical discussion on best practices for prevention and 
containment of H5N I HPAI that was held in Bali in March 2010 and hosted by L'SAID and the 
government of Indonesia to foster dialogue and experience sharing between countries highly 
impacted by H5NI avJan influenza. The meeting included presentations by international 
experts on the cutTent scientific knowledge regarding influenza vaccmes and new 
epidemiological approaches to assessing risk. reports on the national policies and programmes 
of both China and Viet Nam, as well as a special focus on the ongoing Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations (FAO)!USAID project '" Viet ~am, ca11ed Gathering 
Evidence for Transitional Strategy (GETS) project. The GETS project IS a pilot study 
conducted in three Vietnamese provinces. 

Participants included: 

• China: Deputy Director General (DG) of Veterinary Bureau (VB), HPAI experts from VB, 
Center for Animal Disease Control (CADC), China Animal Health and Epidemiology 
Center (CAHECl. Harbin Veterinary Research Institute (HVRI), Shanghai Veterinarv 
Research Institute (SVRl), CADC Hunan, CADC Guangxi, FAO China 

• Viet Narn: Deputy DG of Vlet Nam Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development 
(MARD). FAO VietNam ECTAD staff. USAID/RDMA and USAID in VietNam. 

• Other international guest experts: FAO Regional Office for Asia and the PacifLc (RAP} 
staff, L:'lboratory Director, Southeast Poultry Research Laboratory (SEPRL) nf the United 
States Depmiment of Agriculture. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period 

No further activities are directly foreseen under this project. 

1.\'tain challenges encountered and response provided 

• Despite the reduction in reported HPAI H5Nl outbreaks and human cases, the risks for rhe 
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generation of new lnfluenza pamlemic strains still exist. Anlmal and human cases are still 
occuring, and the virus continues to circulate in the traditional live bird market (LBM) 
system. As a consequence. some challenges still remain to be addressed for better 
controlling the disease and dntstically reducing the level of infection in high-risk areas 
and/or high-risk segments of the poultry industry. 

• :l\.1aintalning human and financial resources for a massive vaccination programme over an 
extended time span is recognized. 

• Traditional fanning systems, including waterfowl and free mnging duck systems, stiJl 
represent a challenge for HPAI control and the implementation of a successful vaccination 
programme. In addition, it is difficult to improve the biosccurity of these traditional farming 
systems. 

• There b a need to better understand different fanning systems and more specifically duck 
husbandry systems ln China and Viet Nam. 

• In addition, it is necessary to better understand the ecosystems and market chains which 
bring together domestic watert·owl, farmed wiJd birds and migratory birds. 

• Policy should be developed to support farmer applying Good Animal Health Farming 
Practice">. 

• LBMs still represent a particularly high-risk part of the industry and serve a.s a possible 
mechanism by which infection is maintained for prolonged periods of time, posing 
additional risk for disease spread and human exposure. The meeting recommended that: 
o There is a need to better understand the structure and dynamics of these markets. and 

how they arc intertwined, to define control measures geared towards interrupting the 
HPAI H5N I infection perpetuating cycle. Techniques and approaches borrowed from 
social sciences applied to epidemiology can assist in identifying persistence of infection 
or points of concentration along poultry market chalns. 

o In this regard, a better knowledge of market trade practices and an increased 
understanding of market networks through value chain analysis and social network 
analysis would allow the definition of targeted control interventions along market 
chains. 

o \Vith a view of dra.<;tically reducing the level of infection, which is maintained through 
LBM networks, restructuring of LBMs should become a priority and should engage 
both the public and the private sector. This approach was adopted in the United States to 
control avian influenza infection in LBMs and has proven to be successful. Increased 
surveillance activjtics in LBMs arc also required. 

• In VietNam: Policy should be developed to reduce the number of LBMs and increase super 
markets systems to sell safer poultry products. 

• Additional recommendations: 
o It is necessary to review the current strategy (which st.arted in 2004) in light of new 

scientific development (availability of new vaccines, prospects for developing risk
based surveiUance and vaccination strategy, innovative approaches offered by market 
ch11in analysis and soclal network analysis, etc.). 

o There is a need to know more about the HPAI H5N 1 virus, where it is entrenched and 
how it circulates within and between both countries. Thus. one of the areas for joint 
action should be to enhance the infonnation sharing by establishing a mechanism of 
regular and timely update on the epidemiological situation, as wel1 as on the field 
circulating strains. 

o There is a need to maintain donor support in both countries to assist them in their 
transitional strategy towards targeted risk based surveillance and vaccination. 

o More training in epidemiology 1s required to raise the capacity and skills of field 
veterinarians in order for them to better understand basic concepts of epidemiology 

3 
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induding the notion of risk and risk-based surveillance and control techniques. In this 
regard the Field Epidemiology Training Programme for Veterinarlans (FETPV) in 
China should be further supported to train a critical ma.<>s of veterinarians, who will be 
responsible for the design <.~nd monitoring of risk-based s(rategies for HPAI and other 
infectious diseases . 

. Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

• The vaccination programme implemented in China and Viet Nmn has contributed to the 
improvement of the HPAI HSN I epidemiological situation in the countries as demonstrated 
by a significant reduction in the number of anim<1l and human cases. 

• China and Viet Nam have taken several important steps to confront and control outbreaks 
and respond to the occurrence of human cases. These steps include measures, such as 
stamping out, movement controls, deaning and disinfection of infected premises and the 
adoption of a nationwide mass vaccination campaign combined with intensive post
vaccination monitoring efforts. 

• The use of vacclnation in VietNam and China in accordance with OlE and FAO guidelines 
has been coupled with other surveillance and comrol measures to allow a progressive 
control of the disease in both human and animals. 

• Viet Nam is willing to share virus samples with China for genotyping and to ensure [hat 
vaccines ma[ch circulating strains. China has agreed in principle and will consult further 
with national authorities, such as the General Administration of Quality Supervision, 
Inspection and Quarantine (AQSIQ). Vietnamese technicians are also welcome to visit 
China Reference Laboratory for A vi an Influenza and learn about new laboratory 
techniques. 

• Owing to the success of the discussion during the meeting and the dialogue initiated during 
the forum, it w<.~s agreed that fo11ow-up meetings of this kind are required. Smaller follow
up technical meetings could also be envisaged every six months. 

4 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS!604iUSA Baby 02 

Project Title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency 
preparedness for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza 

Reporting Period: April to September 2013 

Country: The People's Republic of China 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 02 

Budget: Phase 1: USD 500 000 
Phase II: USD 500 000 
Phase Ill: USD 650 000 
Phase IV: USD I 150 000 
Phase V: USD 1 250 000 
Phase VI: USD 1 005 500 
Phase Vll: USD 670 000 
Phase VIII: USD781 000 

Total budget: USD 6 506 500 

Effective starting date: 1 August 2006 
Planned end date: 30 Septe1nber 2014 

Context of the project 

for llighly 

Despite efforts by the Government of the People's Republic of China to improve the surveillance and 
control of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) through the commitment of resources and 
development of widespread and comprehensive programmes in both animal disease sun.reillancc and 
preventive vaccination, the disease remains endemic in some areas of the c-ountry. More specifically, 
the virus i~ still circulating widely in agro-ecological ztmes and traditional production systems where 
the implementation of the c-ontrol policy requires major effort and commitment of human and 
financial resources at national and provincial levels. This project \Vas designed to improve the 
country's capacities to detect and control HPAI in identified high-risk ecological and production 
systems at an early stage, through the implementation of intensified surveillance activities. 
epidemiological studies, socio-economic activities, capacity building and training. Ultimately, the 
project aims to reduce the spread of II5N1 in poultry in the country, thus minimizing [he risk of 
contagion to other mammals and humans and the possibility of a pandemic. 

Objectives of tbe project 

The main objective under Phase Vll of the project is to continue the improvement of China's 
capacities and capabilities to understand liP AI epidemiology. to acqmre and analyse relevant 
infonnation and, overall, to effectively prevent, prepare for, and respond to HPAI outbreaks in the 
animal population. A significant part of Phase VII of the project revolves around training and 
capacity building through the China Field Epidemiology Training Programme for Veterinarians 
(FETPV). The project abo follows up on ne\v activities and approaches that were initiated Ill 

previous phases, including improvement of public-private partnerships (PPPs), biosccurity in live 
bird markets (LBMs), 

. . 
knowledge of market chain dynami;:s and investigation and 1mprovmg 
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reporting of outbreaks. Other activities include fostering exchanges of knowledge and good 
practices with neighboring countries on vaccination strategies, cross-border issues and controlling 
risks of transboundary animal diseases (T ADs) using HPAI as a model. operationalizing the One 
Health concept, and addressing health issues at the human-animal-ecosystem interfa.:e with a 
special emphasis on a multi-disciphnary and cross-sectoral approach. 
Planned acth·ities for the reporting period (April to September 2013) 

Output J: Cross-sectoral coordination at the national and international levels strengthened 

l.l Support the country team including national and international consultants to assist in 
coordinating project implementation \Vith the Government. 

1.2 Ensure active participation as appropriate and facilitate coordination of the country programme 
with other projects or programmes including the Emerging Pandemic Threats Plus (EPT +) and 
EPT programmes. 

l.3 Organize and attend meetings with United States Agency for International Development 
(USAID) partners and national Government partners to discuss project activities and 
implementation issues. 

1.4 Strengthen the collaboration with border countries on prevention and control oftransboundary 
animal diseases and sateguard animal production and public health. 

l.5 Coordinate the United Nations Theme Group on llealth (UNTGII) Sub-Working Group on 
diseases at the human-animal interface using avian influenza coordination as a model. 

Output 2: Veterinary epidemiolog__v capacity strengthened 

2.1 Organize stakeholder meeting/mentors workshop/Steering Committee meeting for the second 
cohort of China FETPV. 

2.2 Organize two training modules under the framework of the China FETPV fOr the second 
cohort. 

2.3 Enhance practical One Health approaches in China FETPV tmining including promoting 
strengthening of working ties with China FETP. 

2.4 Support the Veterinary Bureau and China Animal llcalth and Epidemiology Center (CAl IEC) 
to organize epidemiolob'Y training at the national and provincial levels. 

Output 3: Knowledge of HPAI epidemiological, ecological and socio-economic risk factors 
improved and shared 

3.1 Produce the monthly bulletin, HPAI Disease Update, kchnical!scientifie papers and analytical 
reports on the HPAI situation. 

3.2 Discuss with the Ministry of Agriculture (MoA), State Forestry Administration {SFA) and 
other national implementing partners, means of supporting the implementation uf surveillance 
and epidemiological studies. 

Output 4: HPAI surveillance and control strategies improved 

4. I Assist in refining the strategic vision for the national vaccination campaign; provide guidance 
on improving the progressive control of 115N1 II PAl through vaccination and share views on 
establishing vaccination exit strategies where appropriate. 

4.2 Assist the MoA and provincial partners to establish models of good practice for disease control. 

2 
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Activities undertaken during the reporting period (April to September 2013) 

Output 1: Cross-sectoral coordination at the national and international levels strengthened 

Activity l.l: Support by country team in coordinating project implementation: 
Recruitment of a national project coordinator under the EPT ...;..-project (OSRO/INT/00 I /USA}. 
Recruitment of a national consultation PPP to work for the promotion and roll-out of the PPP 
approach under project OSRO/GL0/302/USA. 
Recruitment of a national veterinary epidemiologist to carry out II PAl epidemiology research 
under project OSRO/RAS/604/USA B02. 
Contracts for the rest of office staff were extended to the new completion date of 31 December 
2013 following the three-month no-cost extension of the project in order to ensure the 
successful completion of activities under the current phase and a smooth transition into the 
next phase. 

Activity 1.2: Implementation of the EPT-+- project in the country: 

Virus isolation and enzyme-linked immune-sorbent a.'>say (ELISA) tests for two batches of 
samples \Vere conducted in llarbin laboratory with preliminary results shared in the mld-tem1 
technical report. 
The EPT+ internal meeting attended by FAO"s Emergency Centre for Transboundary Animal 
Diseases (ECTAD) China, Bangladesh and Vietnam cnuntry teams \\'as held at the FAO's 
Regional Office for Asia and the Paciilc (RAP) from 28 to 30 August 2013. The meeting was 
held to share infom1ation on project achievements and lessons learned during Phase l. 
The final report <md payment based on the letter of agreement (LoA) with the Harbin 
Veterinary Research Institute (HVRI) on "Conducting field sampling and laboratory testing to 
characterize influenza viruses in the livestock sector'' have been completed. 
An LoA on "Conducting genetic sequencing analysis of the swine influenza viruses from 
EPT + project" with HVRJ during the period from October to December 2013 was prepared 
and technically cleared by F AO RAP. 
The EPT + project proposal for Phase II with an estimated budget was prepared for submission 
to USA !D. 

Activity 1.3: Meetings with USAID partners and national government partners for project 
implementation: 

From 6 to 7 May 2013, a lJSAID Partners Meeting was held in Guangzhou to review current 
projects and identify opportunities for future work and collaboration, and consider the ongoing 
influenza A(II7N9) situation. Representatives from USAID (Washington and Bangkok). 
relevant USAID projects (PREDICT/IDENTIFY), \Vorld Health Organization (\VHO) China, 
United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC}, \\'orld Organization for 
Animal! !calth (OlE). F AO ECTAD and the Veterinary Bureau of the Chinese l\4oA attended. 

The implementation plan of the project, under F AO's Technical Cooperation Programme, 
entitled ''Developing Prevention and Control Technologies for African swine fever (ASF) in 
China" has been approved by the Veterinary Bureau of the Chinese MoA. This is one of the 
important items spec-ified in the memorandum of understanding (MoLI) signed between the 
Veterinary Bureau and F i\0 owing to the huge pig population in China ;md the great risks of 

3 
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ASF. 

Activity 1.4: Strenb>then the collaboration with border countries on prevention and control of 

transboundary animal diseases and safeguard animal production and public health: 

The Second China-VietNam bilateral meeting on collaboration to address tnmsboundary 
animal diseases and diseases of public health concern was held from 22 to 24 August 2013 ln 
VietNam. This meeting served as a comprehensive summary of China-VietNam veterinary 
cooperation in recent years and will promote practical and etledive cooperation in the control 
of animal diseases in the future. 

Provided technical advice to the World Bank-funded Emerging Infectious Diseases {EIDs) 
rroject in the country and participated in the China-Mongolia joint exercises on the prevention 
and control of brucellosis in Inner Mongolia from 15 to 17 September 2013. 

Acti·vity 1.5: UNTGH Sub-\Vorking Group meetings: 

The Exet·utive Committee Meeting of the UNTGH Sub-\Vorking Group on Diseases at the 
Iluman-Animal Interface '\Vas held on 8 July 2013 at the ECTAD Office in China. 

The event on 'Sharing Experiences on the Application of One Health Arproa.:hes in China' 
was successfully held from 8 to 9 August 2013 in Beijing. This event provided an opportunity 
for experts from multiple sectors to share their experiences with applying One Health 
approaches to the control and elimination of rabies and brucellosis. influenza A(H7N9) 
emergency response, as well as education, training and research. Good examples of the 
application of One Health approaches in China were identified, which can be used as models 
of good practice. 

Output 2: Veterinary epidemiology capacity strengthened 

Activity 2.1: The eighth Steering Committee of China FETPV was held on 21 June 2013 at the 
FAO ECTAD China Office, with the participation of representatives from the Veterinary Bureau, 
CAHEC, European l:nion (EU)-China Trade Project Phaje II, CDC and other members. The 
meeting reviewed the progress of the past half year. finalized the Action Plan for the second half 
year of 20l3 and also discussed the proposed activities and new initiatives for 2014. The members 
reached agreement on emphasizing the sustainability of the China FETPV programme as well as 
epidemiology capacity development in the coming year. e.g. roll out at provincial level and 
engagement with universities. 

Activity 2.2; The activities of second cohort of the China FETPV arc: 

A six-week training programme was delivered in Qingdao from 11 March to 19 April 2013. 
This was the first module of the second two-year China FETPV. The module mainly focused 
on the basic concepts of field epidemiology and application tools including biostatistics and 
geographic infonnation systems (GIS). The trainees were comprised of 20 selected 
veterinarians from seveml governmental veterinary services and research centres across China. 

The second module of the China FETPV was held from I to 26 July 2013. A total of 20 
trainees participated in the module. The module provided the trainees with expertise on 
outbreak investigation, risk assessment, advanced data analysis and disease control strategies. 

Trainees carried out the field practice assignments according to the programme framework. 
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Trainees completed 20 secondary data analyses, and 20 tleid epidemiological ~tudie~ are 
ongoing. These field practice assignments helped the trainees to apply the epidemiology they 
have been learning imo practice in a real context. 

Acti·'iity 2.3: The training course "One Health for Veterinary and :VIcdical Field Epidemiologists" 
sponsored by rhe EU-China Trade Project Phase II and co--organized by FAO ECTAD China 
Office, the Chinese Field Epidemiology Training Programme (CFETP} and the CAilEC was held 
from 15 to 19 July 2013 in Beijing. It was the first joint course between China FETPV and CFETP. 
There -..vere a total of 43 participants, including 29 FETPV trainees and gmduates plus 14 CFETP 
trainees. 

Acti"lity 2.4: The activities to strengthen the Chinese partners' capacity were organized both at the 
national and provincial levels: 

• The Good Emergency Management Pradice (GEMP) \Vorkshop on Strengthening Capacity to 
Respond to Animal Disease Emergencies, organized in conjunction with the China Ccmer for 
Animal Diseases Control (C~DC) and the Veterinary Bureau of the MoA, was held from 15 to 
17 May 2013. The objectives of this workshop \Vere to improve the capacity to respond to 
animal disease emergencies at provincial levels, and promote capabilities of veterinary 
authorities to prevent and control major animal diseases. 

• The MoA designated six Chinese trainers for the China FETPV - three staff epidemiologists 

from CAHEC; two graduates of the first China FETPV cohort course and a PhD student from 
the University of Prince Edward lsland. Each Chinese trainer took responsibility for three or 

four trainees and \Vill act as a mentor for these students fOr the remainder of the course. This 

• 

• 

was seen as an important development and should enable close supervision and development 
of contacts between trainees and trainers. 

Training of trainers for the six Chinese trainers was delivered by two experts from the Royal 

Veterinary College in April 2013. The training focused on how to teach basic epidemiology 
and participatory teaching approaches. 

The Chinese trainers engaged with the China FETPV teaching activities; they delivered 
lectures and group-based exercises and provided the mentoring tOr the field practices. The 
international trainers provided guidance throughout the activities. which allowed the Chinese 
trainers to enhance their understanding of epidemiology and the teaching skills. 

Output 3: Knowledge of HPAI epidemiological, ecological and socio-economic risk factors 
impro\·ed 

Activity 3.1: In total, 12 issues of the monthly bulletin China HPAI Highlight<-; (six in English 
and six in Chinese) and one IIPAI Disease Update and analysis report on the liP AI situation were 
produced during the past six month.."'i. These products were disseminated to all relevant stakeholders 
on a regular basis. 

Activity 3.2: Consultarion with the MoA. SFA and provincial partners to carry out surveillance and 
cpidcmiologic.al studies were continued through technical workshops/meetings. 

Output 4: HPAI surveillance and control strategies improved 
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Activ-ity 4.1: \Vork with national ;:md provincial partneP.' and provide support to fi.tcilitate trainees' 
field epidemiology surveillance and outbreak investigation under the second cohort of China 
FETPV. 

Acti·'iity 4.2: Assist the MoA and provincial partners to establish models of good practice for 
disea._<.;e comrol: 

On 14 rv1ay 2013, the Crisis Management Centre- Animal Health (CMC-AH) and ECTAD 
China met with representatives tfom the Veterinary Bureau and Zhejlang and Shanghai animal 
health authorities to discuss animal carcass disposal and fam1 waste management. CMC-AII 
assisted with the scoping of needs for further assistance on this topic. 

A seminar on strengthening biosecurity in LB1v1s was jointly held by the MoA and F AO on 23 
July 2013 in Guangzhou, followed by a field visit to the Jiangcun Poultry \\l·holesale Market. 
Government representatives from the Veterinary Bureau, CADC, CATIEC, F AO ECTAD 
China Office, the Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation Depa11ment of Hong Kong, and 
local veterinal)' authorities from Shanghai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, llunan, Anhui provinces, where 
low pathogenic avian influenza A{ I i7N9) was experienced earlier this year. They were joined 
by stakeholders from market management, vendms and the private sector. 

\Vith the company of local partners from the Veterinary Bureau and Animal Health & 

Inspection Institution, FAO ECTAD visited two of the largest poultry wholesale markets ln 
Changsha on 23 September 2013 and attended a meeting chaired by the Director of Veterinary 
Bureau of Hunan Province, joined by the management of the LBMs, State Administration for 
Industry & Commerce of Changsha and Market System Construction Department of Changsha 
Commerce Bureau. The meeting identified the difficulties, challenges and opportunities of 
relocating and upgrading the new LBM in Changsha City, as well as F AO's possible 
involvements in strengthening the biosccurity of the market. 

Activ·ity 4.3: Following the outbreaks of influenza A(II7N9) that resulted in infection and human 
deaths in the eastern provinces of China in April2013, FAO ECTAD China has been assisting the 
MoA 's implementation of a large-scale national strategy tOr surveillance by providing information 
and participating in a joint epidemiological investigation along with four teams of graduates and 
trainees from FAO's FETPV. In particular, F AO's response included the :following: 

An Incident Respon~e Team was established with close linkages to Fl\0 headquarters and 
RAP. Advice has been provided to the MoA and FAO on request. The Team worked very 
closely with WHO in China. 

F AO headquarters convened a workshop of international experts who have prepared detailed 
reports on risk assessment, surveillance and risk management. Chinese language versions have 
been prepared and shared with the MoA. 

F AO was invited by the MoA to participate m a joint Fi\.0/Moi\ team to conduct an 
epidemiological study in the affected areas. This is undenvay - the first stage has been 
completed and a preliminary analysis has been prepared and shared with the MoA. 

A conference for in:formation exchange on influenza A(H7N9) situation and sharing of 
experiences and lessons learned from the prevention and control of influenza A(H7N9) in 
China was held in Bangkok from 24 to 25 June 2013. 
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Activ-ity 4.4: In coordination with Veterinary Bureau of the MoA, the FAO ECTAD China Office 
carried out influenza A{II7N9) research through market chain analysis with Jiangsu Province, the 
potential high-risk area, as the pilot province. In consultation with experts from CAHEC, a series 
of scientific investigation furms was designed and the local veterinary authority of Jiangsu 
Province was required to provide the infonnation needed. 

Main challenges encountered and responses proyided 

Due to the influenza A(ll7N9) outbreaks, FAO ECTAD staff worked long hours to assist the MoA. 
FAO ECTAD staff were able to maintain a high level of completion of agreed activities by 
working hard, prioritizing and adjusting schedules. The MoA has recognized the significant 
contribution made by FAO ECTAD staff. 

The vacant National Epidemiologist posilion was filled and an international consultant was 
employed on emergency funding to assist with the response. 

Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

The project has made considerable progress towards achieving the expected outc-omes, which can 
be summarized as t011ows: 

• There was a high level of achievement of planned activities. llighlights include good progress 
\-Vith the FETPV, collaboration "\Vith neighboring countries, application of One Health 
approaches, GEMP training, the recognition of the Animal Influenza Laboratory, HVRI as a 
F AO Reference Centre for Animal Influenza, and progress with the EPT +project. 

• The signing of the MoU on prevention and control ofT ADs and EIDs between FAO's Animal 
Production and Health Division and the Veterinary Bureau of China's MoA in May 2013 
tlemonstmtes the high-level commitment for bilateral cooperation on animal health issues. Il 
was assisted by high-level visits and dialogues by both parties, who have agreed to continue 
such meeting and plan activities jointly. 

• The promotion of the PPP project in Guangzhou through the demonstration of model market is 
the first time that F AO China has introduced the PPP approach to address veterinary and 
animal health issues. with a special focus on LBMs in China. Winning the support from both 
public and private sectors, the seminar and field visit provided an opportunity for all interested 
stakeholders to participate in the scaling up of existing experience to other LBMs in the future. 

'" Following the visits by the FAO Chief Technical Adviser and the National Technical Adviser 
to the Veterinary College of lluazhong Agricultural University in Wuhan, the University has 
agreed to participate in F AO activities to promote veterinary epidemiology education. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/INT/604/USA Baby I 

Project title: Support for F AO/OIEI\VHO collaboration on HPAI rapid response and 
containment 

Reporting period: October 2010- March 2011 

i RcgionaJ: Global 
Project title: Support for FAO/OIE/WHO collaboration on HPAI rapid response 

and nmtainment 
Code: OSRO/INT/60"-/USA Babv I 

:Budget: USD 5 000 000 
i Planned end date: 30 April 2014 
: Effective starting date: January 2007 
Context of the project: 

The Crisis Management Centre - Animal Health (CMC-AH) of the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations (FAO) and the World Organisation for Animal 
Health (OlE) is mandated to respond to new outbreaks and critical epidemiologic situations 
involving Highly Pathogenic Avian Intlue-nza (HPAI) and other trans boundary animal diseases 
(TADs) upon official government request. \Vithln the framework of the Emergency Centre for 
Trans boundary Animal Diseases (ECTAD), the CMC-AH provides assistance where local 
govemmental Lapaclty may be insufficient to respond effectively and where the spread of the 
vims may pose a broader regional or global risk. 

In support of this mandate, and within the context of the mandates of OlE to improve animal 
health worldwide and the \Vorld Health Organization (WHO) to lead global human health 
initiatives, the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) has provided to 
d<'!te a tot<.~] of USD 5 million to FAO in support of the CMC-AH for sustained emerg:em:y 
preparedness, rapid assessment and response in the field and at headquarters to suspected or 
confirmed outbreaks of HPAI and other zoonoses in collaboration with OlE and WHO. 

Under this project the CMC-AH continues to carry out its mandate while "vorking to combine 
efforts, avoid overlaps and build synergies between FAO, OlE and \VHO, as the organizations 
work to fai:llitate the containment of HPAI and other zoonotic dise<J~es at its souri:e in animab. 
prevent its spread across international borders and mitigate the rlsk of a human pandemic. 

Objectives-: 
The purpose of the Grant is to provide funding to FAO t\) support activities to prevent and 
control HPAI worklwide and redui:e the risk of a human pandemiL In this general context and 
in the specific comext of Amendments l and 2, the objective of the project is to support 
CMC-AH operations and miSSIOnS for: (i) enhanced core team capacity; (ii) improved 
FAO/OIE/WHO linkages at regional and country level; (iii) increased immediate capacity 
building~ and (iv) strengthened risk communication support (provided w affected/at-risk 
countries) and overall communication activities (targeting donor, partner and other audiences). 

1 The budget allocution amounts to USD 2 000 000 (PI;as;; I). CSD 2 000 000 (P~u~ 11) anti USD 2 C{R1 OflO 
(P!lase Ill). The rot.:il budget <akes 1n:o o.cco12nt the reallocation oi' CSD l millioc of CMC-AH i"uEds to rhe 
.sun·eillance an<:i. respon~e compm:ent of the US AID grant as Dgreed viilh the Donor 
2 These objectives represent a ;,ynthesis of the main GIT'.nt Objectives ccnta!ned in tl:e Grant Agreement and 
Amendment;; I and 2 (1-e. ~!Je project document). They have been ;Jre~nted in s.ummanled f<.>rm ll: compliance 
with the Progress Monitonng Sheet fon:wL Detaibi reporting on ohjec:ive;; and activities will be included in the 
fmalno.rrati\'e report upon projec: complenon. 
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Planned activities of the pru_ject: 
• planning, deploying and following up CMC-AH rapid response missions; 
• developing tools in support of Cl'vfC-AH operations and response capacity; 
• defining cooperation mechanisms between \VHO and the CMC-AH: 
• exchanging information and regularizing communications; 
• developing standard operating procedures (SOPs) for FAO. WHO and OlE; and 
• coordinating missions at headquarters and field levels. 
Activities implemented during the reporting period {October 2010- March 2011): 

• ~fissions for HPAI"' 
No missions were deployed for HPAI during the reporting period. 

• ~1issions for zoonoses or unknown disease crises 

Bangladesh. Anthrax. 23 October- 3 November 20 l 0 
After anthrax outbreaks in humans and animals came to prominence in the country, the 
Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh requested FAO support to: (i) conduct 
an in-depth a-.scssment of the anthrax situation: and (ii) increase anthrax prevention and 
control capacities. The CMC-AH deployed a team of four experts, including an anthrax 
expert, suggested by the OlE as a recognized expert. and provided in-kind fmm the 
Canadian Food Inspection Agency, to provide technical and operational assistance. The. 
team provided detailed recommendations, including the proposal of a control strategy to 
break the cycle of anthrax infection in the animal and human population. 

Azerbaijan. Rabies. 10-17 December 2010 
Building on discussions between the Azerbaijan authorities, FAO and the Asian 
Development Bank - which resulted in the allocation of USD 50 000 for rdbies prevention 
and control - the Ministry of Agriculture of the Government of Azerbaijan requested 
additional support from the CMC-AH for technical assistance. Tn response, the Centre 
deployed a disease control expert to suppo11 the Government's response to an apparent 
increase of rabies cases in dogs and livestcx:k. The increase was postulated to have arisen as 
a result of congregation of animals following an exceptional flooding event. The mission 
provided detailed recommendations, including raising awareness of technical assistance 
requirements and led to WHO fo11ow-up for public health protection. 

Mauritania. Rift Vallcv fever CRVF). 7-17 January 2011 
In light of RV F outbreaks occuning in-country in late 20 10, the Mauritanian authorities 
requested FAO assiswnce to respond w the epidemic that was causing human death:-., 
livestock losses and dramatic economic challenges. The CMC-AH deployed a team of four 
experts with specialities in: (i) Yector-bornc diseases; (ii) diagnostics; (iii) epidemiology 
and risk management; and (iv) laboratory networks. In addition to augmenting information 
on the ground and recommending next steps. the mission helped secure from the Centml 
Emergency Response Fund of the United Nations: (i) USD 400 000 for WHO to assist with 
epidemiological surveillance, human case detection and management and disease 
awareness raising; and (ii) USD 280 000 for FAO to a<>.sist with veterinary equipment, 
training, risk assessment, epidemic control and RVF information dissemination. 

• FAO-OIE 1\lemorandum of Understanding {.Moll) 
The MoU was signed and confirmed by FAO and OlE in late 20 l 0. 

• Strenl{thenin2 coordination and building awareness of CMC-AH and it'i sen'ices 

"During the reporting period :..nd wit:l alternate fund1-., the CMC-AH deployed missions to Mongolia (Deceml:>er 
2.010) and the Democratic Republic of Kore:::. {Febru-..ry-fvlarch 2011) in support of Foot-and-Mouh D;sease 
assessme1:t and control efforts 
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o The CMC-AH briefed 14 FAO Representatives to strengthen collaboration with 
response missions. 

o CMC-AH hosted a visit by \VHO focal points to enhance coordination methodologies. 
o A CMC-AH Administration Coordinator and the Response Veterinary Officer seconded 

from Fmnce met with the French Agency for FoLxL Environmental and Occupational 
Health Safety and France \iiterinaire International in Paris for two days to discuss 
expert availability for future CMC-AH missions. 

o Visits to \VHO Headquarters in Geneva for other purposes provided the opportunity for 
two separ..1te dist:ussions to be held with \VHO officers engaged in emergency response 
work. This ensured briefings and information exchange between CMC-AH and "\VHO 
officers and resulted in plans for; (i) the key WHO focal point for CMC-AH to visit 
FAO headquarters~ and (ii) WHO and FAO to explore opportunities for joint exercises 
and information products. 

o F AO produced three publications during the reporting period to raise awareness among 
the international community of the: (i} Centre's work on animal disease response; 
(ii) ongoing disease threats facing the world's most vulnemble: and {iii) challenges those 
threats pose to animal health, human health and livestock-relatetllivdihoods. 
• Activitv Rcoort <2008-2010!: The updated Activity Repon described the continued 

evolution of the CMC-AH platform and its activities at the conclusion of its fourth 
year of existence. The report highlighted the long-term vision of FAO and partners 
like USDA in providing in-kind and cash :-.upport to maintain the Centre's capacity to 
assist member countries in a changing disease landscape. Available online. 

• Rapid :Vlis~ion Uudate (2008-2010"!: Thls chronology of missions over the past two 
years provides a detailed account of each mis"-;ion's activities and outputs in support 
uf governments working to reduce public health and animal health risks and protect 
livestock-related livelihoods. It is available online. 

• Sida and the CMC-AH (2008-2010): This brochure was produced to highlight the 
po."itive impacts that CMC-AH rapid re.;;.ponse can have on vulnerable. smallholder 
livelihoods, especially those affected by T ADs other than HPAI. A vaibble online. 

o From 7 to 11 February 201 l, the CMC-AH Administration Coordinator participated in 
the 'Tanzanian National Government Civ-Mil Pandemic Disaster Response Tabletop 
Exercise" hosted by the United Republic of Tanzania and funded by USAID. The 
exercise provided the CMC-AH with the opportunity to: (i) contribute its experience to 
the simulation in an observer/coordinator role; (ji} make contact with focal points 
potentially important toward future responses in the region; and (iii) review specific 
emergency management principles for continued strengthening of the Centre's response 
capacity. Noting the utility of the exercise, the CMC-AH plan~ to send the newly 
recmited Operations Officer (see below) to a similar exercise planned for May 2011 in 
Senegal. 

• Revision and update ofFAO's Good Emergency I\.-lanagement Practices (GEIVIP) 
The initial, draft version of GEMP was completed and is undergoing expert/peer review. 
The coming version will emphasize preparedness ~upputted by prevention, detection, 
response and recovery. 

• Event Tracking and i\'Ianagement System (ETMS) 
ETMS \Vent live in February 2010; the system is currently the Centre's main tool for event 
management and action planning. Entry of previous event and mission data is .scheduled for 
completion during the next reporting period. 

• Staffing 
The CMC-AH recruited a new Operations Officer during the reporting period. 
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• Fourth Steering Committee, 22 November 2010 
The Fourth meeting of the CMC-AH Steering Committee provided a renewed opportunity 
to review and discuss CMC-AH initiatives and implementation with key stakeholders. ~cw 
arrangements for the meeting included the invita[Jon of a beneficiary country (i.e. the 
Togole~e Republic) to participate and provide direct feedback on CMC-AH assistan .. ·e and 
added value. Meeting constituents provided positive feedback on results and progress while 
emphasizing the need for FAO, OlE, WHO and their partners to find new ways to: 
{i) prioritize and plan response activities; (ii) seek feedback from recipient countries; and 
(iii) collaborate with third-party adions where appropriate. 

Planned activities for April to September 2011: 

• continued monitoring of high-risk countries and situations; 

• mission planning and deployment upon request for or acceptance of as~istam:e; 

• data entry and training using ETMS: 
• continue,d CMC-AH awareness building activities; 

• finalization and promotion of GEMP and publication of the core GEMP documents; and 

• continued contact '.Vith OlE regarding the implementation of FAO-OIE MoU . 
: Main challenges encountered and response provided: None 

r\1ain progress made towards project objective, listed by activity (since project strnt}: 

• l\1ission planning, deployment and follow-up 
HPAI missions: 24 Total missions: 51 Total countries: :l3 

• Development of tools supporting CMC-AH response capadty 
0 Reagent contingency stock implemented fo-r HPAI 
0 HPAI stocks stored under cold chain at the United Nations Humanitarian Response 

Depot in Brindisi, Italy 
0 HPAI reagent stock successfully utilized to support government response efforts 
0 T.:dmical SOPs n.:vi:-cd a:- part of overall GEMP c!TurL~ 

• Refining cooperation mechanisms between WHO and CMC-AH 
0 Standard lines of interagency communication defined 
0 Information focal points established 
0 Coordinated missions (human and animal health) deployed and followed up 

• Exchanging information and regularizing communications 
0 \VHO's Emergency Manageme-nt System analysed for applicability to CMC-AH 
0 Development of ETMS final version complete; training/data entry underway 
0 Regular information ex;:hange through regular meetings and staff vi~its 
0 F AOiOIEIWHO coordination methodologies confirmed through standardized 

information sharing methods and focal points 

• SOP development for FAO, WHO and OlE 
0 Initial SOPs defined: 21 
0 Consolidated SOPs: 4 

• Strengthening mission coordination and field-level cooperation 
0 After action review processes implemented to capture lessons learned 
0 Headquarter- and field-level contacts established and disseminated 
0 Coordination mechanisms strengthened through mission experience 
0 Field-level SOPs under development for enhanced national response 

- Due ro the nature of the CMC-AH corocept and rhe projecfl' main Dim to ~upport FAo·._ capac1ty for rapid 
re-;ponse, the e1ajority of acnvitie:; :.re to be considered as ongoinf: in:tiaoves. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSR0/1:\"T/604/LSA Baby 01 

Project title: Support for F AO/OlE/WHO collaboration on 
HPAI rapid response and containment 

s Reportin2 penod: April2013 to..._ eptember 2013 
Regional: Global 
Project title: Support for FAOIOIE/WHO collaboration on HPAI rapid 
containment 
Code: OSRO;I'JT/604/USA Baby 01 
Budget: USD 5 000 000 

response and 

The budget allocation amounts to USD 2 000 000 (Phase I), USD 2 000 000 (Phase II) and 
USD 2 000 000 (Phase Ill). The total budget takes into account the reallocation of 
USD 1 million of the Crisis Management Centre - Animal llcalth (CMC-All) funds to the 
surveillance and response component of the USAID gmnt as agreed to with the Donor. 
Effective starting date: 1 January 2007 

:Planned end date: 30 April20l4 
Context of the project: 

The CMC-AH of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) and the 
World Organisation for Animal Health (OlE) is mandated to respond to new outbreaks and 
critical epidemiologic situations involving llighly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (11PAI) and 
other transboundary animal diseases (TADs) upon ot1icial government request. 

Within the fnlme\VOrk of the Emergency Centre for Transboundary Animal Diseases 
(ECTAD), tho C'v!C-AH provides assis.tan.;e when local governmental capacity may bo 
insu:fficient to respond effectively, and \vhen the spread of the virus may pose a broader 
regional or global threat. In support of this mandate, within the context of OlE's mandate to 
improve animal health worldv./id..:, and with the World Health Organization (\VHO) to lead 
global human health initiati;.-·es, the Cnited States Agency for International Development 
(USAID) has provided, to date, a total of USD 5 million to FAO in support of the CMC-AH 
for sustained emergency preparedness, rapid assessment and response 10 the field and at 
headquarters, to suspected or confirmed outbreaks of liP AI and other zoonoses, m 

collaboration with OlE and WHO. 

Under this project. the CMC-AH continues to carry out its mandate while working to combine 
efforts, avoid overlaps and build synergies between FAO, OlE and \VHO, as the organizations 
·work to facilitate the containment of HPAI and other zoonotic diseases at their source. in 
animals, prevent their spread across international borders and mitigate the risk of a human 

! pandemic. 
Objectives': 
The purpose of the grant is to provide funding to FAO to support activities in preventing and 
controlling liP AI worldwide, and reducing the risk of a human pandemic. In this general 
context, and in the :specific context of Amendments 1 and 2, the objective of the project is to 
support CMC-AH operations and missions fOr: (i) enhanced core team capacity; (li) improved 
FAO/OIE/WHO linkages at regional and country level; (iii) increased immediate ..-:apacity 
building; and (iv) strengthened risk communication support (provided to affected/at-risk 
countries) and overall communic-ation activities (targeting donor. partner and other audiences). 

Tl:ese object;ves represent a synthesis of t:1e main Grant Objectives contained in tl:e Grant Agreement and 
/\me:1Jm~nls ! and 2 (i.e. the Project Ducumeni). TI1ey have been ~resented it: summarueJ fOrm in compliance 
with ihe Progress lVlolli!Oring Sheet lienaL De:ailed reporling on obj~ciives and a.clivities will be included !n the 
final narratin~ rL:port t.:pon projr...""('t ccmpktion. 
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Planned activities of the project~ 
• coordinating missions at headquarters and field levels (decentralized offices); 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

planning, deploying and following up on CMC-AH rapid response missions; 
developing tools in support ofCI\4C-All operations and response capacity~ 
defining cooperation mechanisms between WHO and the CMC-AH; 
exchanging information and regularizing cnmmunications; and 
developing standard operating procedures (SOPs) for interagency cooperation bet\.veen 
FAO. WITO ond OlE. 

Activities implemented during tbe reporting period (April 2013 to September 2013) 

• Assistance to respond to emergency situations linked to HPAI 

FAO (jointly CMC-AII, EMPRES Animal Health, and ECTAD China Team) is closely 
monitoring and assessing the situation on a new avian influenza A (I l7N9) through its wide 
network of decentralized offices, together with the Chinese Authorities, and liaising with 
key pat1ners including Vv'HO and OlE. 

The Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK). H5Nl HPAL 2-10 June 2013 

A state-owned dw.:k fann located ten kilometres from Pyongyang observed symptoms that 
led to a suspicion ofHPAI, with a subsequent tentative local diagno.;,is ofH5Nl. A CMC
AII mlssinn was deployed in order to: (i) assess the diagnostic capabilities of the country 
and advise officials on specific requirements for effective laboratory diagnosis and 
confirmation of influenza viruses; (ii) assess the extent of the H5N 1 outbreak and advise 
the DPRK officials in drafting an action plan; (iii} assist DPRK officials with virus 
molecular characterization by facilitating sample submission to a reference laboratory~ and 
(iv) liaise with partners and potential donors to consider funding needs for enhanced avian 
intluenza control programmes. 

At the debriding session, the mission team rec-ommended that the DPRK should: 
(i) inc-rease its disease surveillance capacity via technical trainings; (ii) obtain necessary 
equipment tLlr vaccine produc1:ion and diagnostic laboratories; and (iii) join the ongoing 
FAO regional cooperation programme on TAOs (along with the People's Republic of 
China. Mongolia, the Russian Federation and others). 

• Missions for other disease emergencies 

The Socialist Republic ofVlet Nam, Rabies, 5-16 May 2013 

An increase of human and animal cases of rabies in the Northern Provinces of Viet ~am 
led the government to request assistance from the CMC-AIL The mission team addressed 
the rabies situation with national representatives, meeting objectives to: {_I) provide 
assistance and support in assessing the epidemiological situation of the ongoing rabies 
events in Viet Nam; (ii) idemify possible risk factors that may fm1her amplify and 
disseminate the disease; (iii) provide advice on priority intervention approaches to decrease 
rabies events in the country~ and (iv) encourage local government employees to engage in 
feral dog capture and vaccination, a.•.; '.Veil as encourage responsible pet ownership among 
Viet ~am's residents. 

The mission made a number of recommendations to the government of Viet Nam: 
(i) conduct nationwide synchronized dog vaccination; (ii) enhance the communication and 
awareness campaign, targeted at specific at-risk populations; {iii) increase sample 
collection and establish working relations with reference laboratories for rabies: and 
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(iv) coordinate rabies surveillance and investigations through linking animal and human 
health infonnation systems (internet based), beneficial m assessing information for 
decision-making to prevent the further spread of the disease. 

Libya. Newca.•.;tle disease. 13-18 Mav ?013 

On 17 April 2013, an official request for assistance was sent by the Deputy Minister of 
Agriculture, Animal and Marine Wealth tu the FAO Director-GeneraL A •. s a result, the 
CMC-AH fielded a rapid response mission \vith tile main objective:<. to: (i) review the 
ongoing poultry Ncwcast1c disease situation in Libya and assist the veterinary services of 
the country in disease diagnosis, including laboratoty diagnostic procedures; (ii) advise and 
assist in the drafting of an action plan to guide a timely poultry disease response and future 
prt'vention measures; (iii) consider means of identifYing and addressing funding needs for 
enhanced control programmes; and (iv) suggest ways in which future activity regarding 
containment and control can be integrated to further strengthen and support other initiatives 
related to poultry disease surveillance. 

A number of recommendations associated with the response were provided, including: 
(i) the reinforcement of basic biosecurity measures in order to limit the spread of the 
disease; (ii) stamping out, in addition to vaccination; (iii) drdfting of a communication 
strategy and an operational plan targeting main stakeholders; and (iv) strengthening 
virology capacities oflaboratories and enabling the produc-tion of the appropriate reference 
materials. 

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. :Middle East respiratorv syndrome coronavirus (MERS
Co V). 14-25 September 2013 

The first known human case ufMERS-CoV occurred in April2012 in Jordan. Since then, 
lhc disca:=.c has spread to eight other countries, with 60 confinncd human deaths 
and 133 confirmed cases (as of 24 Sep[cmbcr 2013). During the cDurse of this mission, the 
team's goal was to: {i) assist the country in the disease investigations of human cases of 
MERS-CoV by considering animal species ~ potenrial sources of human exposure, and 
assisting the veterinary authorities in developing a surveillance programme to identify 
potential sources of animal origin; (ii) collaborate with experts to develop a carefully 
designed study into potential MERS-CoV exposures, in coordination with epidemiological 
studies in humans; and (iii) support the country on preparedness, contingency planning, and 
risk mitigation. 

• Good Emergency Management Practice (GEMP) \\'orksbops 

The GEMP manual in French has been printed. 111e GEMP manual in Arabic, Chinese and 
Spanish are ready for printing. A second printing of the English version has taken place. 
These manuals were distributed to participants attending the GEMP workshop. 

Abidjan, COte d'Ivoirc, 20-24 Apri12013 

Animal health officials from the Republic of Benin, Burkina Faso. COte J'Ivoire. the 
Republic of Mall, the Republic of Senegal and the Togo1csc Republic convened in Abidjan 
on 20 April 2013 for a presentation ofGEMP principles. Over the course of the workshop, 
seven modules of the GEMP manual were presented and working group discussions took 
place. Attendees participated ln a simulation exercise where two neighbouring countries 
experienced a theoretical outbreak of avian influen7.a A(II7N9). with human deaths 
reported. 

' -' 
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Morogoro. the United Republic of Tanzania, 2-4 May 2013 

The workshop was jointly organized by the CMC-AII and ECTAD Eastern Africa, in 
collaboration \vith the Department of Veterinary Services of Tanzania. Focus was placed 
on a participatory· forum, making use of presentations and group discussions. Jn order to 
strengthen the c-ountry's capacity in responding to anima] disease emergenc-ies, the 
participants agreed that appropriate national emergency contingency plans for pesle des 
petits ruminants {PPR), brucellosis and Atfican swine t"t>ver are needed. 

Nakuru .. the Republic of Kenya, 7-9 May 2013 

For this. \vorkshop, the CMC-AH worked with ECTAD Eastern Africa and the Department 
of Veterinary Services of Kenya to bring together 31 senior veterinary officers from the 
country. The sessions focused around different phases of emergency disease management, 
key matters in preparedness planning and principles of infectious disease control as wcJl as 
the mle of veterinary services in outbreak situations and recovery and more. The 
participants also discussed and agreed upon priority actions that ought to be taken in 
disease emergency situations. 

Beijing, the People's Republic-of China, 15-18 May 2013 

Among the 40 participants, fuur groups \-Vcrc arranged, based on geographic distribution in 
the country, and then cross-provincial border issues were discussed. They \Verc able to 
share their own experiences and diftlculries with disea.._<.;e control and preveution strategies 
used in each province, region and municipality. Most importantly, it was noted that existing 
plans did not address many of the issues that were encountered w--ith the country's actual 
H7N9 response. This led to a discussion on the need for pn....""'}Jarcdness plans targeted at 
spet:ific locations. accounting for diversity of cultures, geography and industry throughout 
the country. 

Whi1c the CMC-AH team was in Beijing, the Chinese government asked to convene a 
meeting to discuss the issue of animal carcass disposal including emergency disease 
disposal and normal death disposal, particularly in relation to pig mortalitie-s. China farms 
approximately one-half of the world's pigs, and that which can be regarded as nonnal 
mortality associated with pig production presents major logistical and po11ution problems. 
Emergency disease outbreaks will exacerbate this problem and it is important that practical 
options exist. The CMC-AH agreed w assist in supporting ECTAD China in further 
defining the issues and seeking solutions. 

• CMC-AH 7•" Steering Committee (SC7), 24 October 2013 in Rome, FAO 
headquarters 

The SC7 is in the planning stage, scheduled to be held on 24 Ot:tober 2013. The SC7 will 
bring together representatives of FAO, OlE. and \Vi IO, and those representing donors and 
beneficiary countries. In addition to presenting CMC-AII missions and activities, the 
C~'lC-AH will continue the precedent of receiving dlr~cl feedback ffom beneficiary 
t:ountries and donors. 

The SC7 will feature a segment entitled, ·voices from the field,' with videos provided by 
the F AO Representative of the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ndiaga Gueye, and the 
fonncr F AO Representative of the Republic of the Gambia, Ahmadu Babagana {FAO 
Representative at the time of the Gambia mission). 

4 
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• Revision ofinternal SOPs for CMC-AH operations 

• 

• 

A CMC-AII working group is continuing to work on updated internal SOPs for rapid 
deployment mission activities. 

Partnership building 

In February 2013, a meeting was held at the French Ministry of Agriculture with the Chief 
Veterinary Officer and other key participants regarding support to the CMC-AII through a 
loaned expert. This meeting led to the extension of the availability of [he French expert for 
an additional year, until November 2014. 

The finalization of the re-drafted Standard Operating Guidelines {SOGs) with OIE is 
ongomg. 

A Letter of Agreement (LoA) between FAO and France V-etf:rinaire International (FVI) 
was signed in June 2013 and amended on 4 October 2013. The LoA enables the rapid 
deployment of experts from FVI to participme in CMC-AH missions. FVI has designated a 
focal point in direct contact with the CMC-AH. This focal point is in charge of all FVI 
administrdtive tasks on and is responsible for liaising with potential experts. A meeting 
with CMC-Ali and FVJ will be convened on 23 October 2013 to tUcilitate cooperation 
between the tv,:o organizations. 

A new partnership between F AO and the Ministry of Agriculture. Forestry and Fisheries 
('AAFF) of Japan was established in August 2013. CMC-AH will receive one Veterinary 
Expert from the rv1AFF. Tokyo, starting 1 October 2013. tOr a period of three months. 

As the USDA-funded project OSRO/lNT/602!USA and its associated programme 
agreement was due to tcnn-inatc at the end of September 2013, a new Programme 
Agreement (benvccn the USDA and FAO), for the loan of L:SDA experts to FAO was 
negotiated and signed on 4 September 2013. This nev,· Programme Agreement fOr the loan 
of USDA experts to FAO will come into force on I October 2013. for a duration of five 
years. 

From 12-13 September 2013, an H7N9 technical and programmatic meeting was held in 
FAO headquarters between USAID, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
and FAO staff fi-om regional and country offices. At a side meeting, the CMC-ATI 
discussed future activity projections with the USAID representatives regarding: i) a 
multidisciplinary approach to unknown diseases at early stages; ii) the proposed renaming 
of the CMC-AH to Centre tOr Preparedness and Rapid Response - Animal Health; and 
iii) current project funding tOrccasts and future project funding availability. 

CMC -AH methodology 

CMC-AH emergency response methodologies are being adapted by other parts ofFAO for 
use with other response activities (humanitarian responses) carried out by the organization. 
The CMC-AII bas provided ad'.'lcc and access to relevant tools. 

In August 2013, a CMC-AH veterinary intern developed guidelines for the efficient use of 
the CMC-AH's eledronlc records and of the Event Tracking Management System 
(ETMS). The intern also developed a short document aimed at informing experts on F AO's 
position in animal disease prevention and control using Rift Valley fc·ver as an example. 

5 
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• F AO Representatives 

Outreach to FAO Representatives remained a core activity m the framework of the 
dec-entralization process by corporate initiative at headquarters, regional, sub-regional and 
national levels, with the CMC-AH continuing to brief newly appointed cmmtry and 
regional F AO Representatives as standard practice. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period (October 2013 to March 2014) 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

discussion on the re-newal of the LoA with FYI on 23 October 20 I 3; 
SC7 to be held on 24 October 2013; 
continued monitoring of high-risk countries and situations; 
mission planning and deployment upon request tOr, or acceptance of, assistance; 
continued discussions with OlE and \VITO on working methodologies; 
continued promotion of GEMP principles through a workshop in Jordan; 
mission follow-up to maximize impact~ 
fUrther development of SOPs for rapid deployment mission activities; 
no-cost extension of project OSRO/INT/604/USA (baby Ol and baby 02) will be requested 
from April to September 2014 with budget revision ; and 
finalization of common F AO!OIE SOGs . 

! Main challenges encountered and response prO\:ided: None 

Main progress made towards project objective, listed by activity (fi·mn project start) 

• Mission planning, deployment and follow-up 

HPAI missions: 26 
Total mbsions: 66 
Total countries: 43 

• Development and securing of tools and supplies to support CMC-AH response 
capacity 

• 

• 

o technical SOPs revised; 
o development ofGEMP. 

Refined cooperation mechanisms between '\VHO and Cl\-IC-AH 

o standard lines of interagency communication defined; 
o information focal points established; 
o coordinated missions (human health and animal health) deployed and followed up; and 
o CMC-AI I participation in \VI IO's initiatives to improve its emergency preparedness and 

management. 

Exchanging information and regularizing communications 

o regular information exchange through regular meetings and staff visits; and 
o F AO/OIE/WJIO coordination methodologies confirmed through standardized 

infonnation ~·baring methods and focal points. 

• SOP development for FAO~ \VHO and OlE 

o Initial, intemal SOPs detined: 21 
o Consolidated, internal SOPs: 4 
o Further streamline--d SOPs: 3 

1 Owing to lhe M.ture of the CMC-i\li ;.;oncepl and lhe p:ojecl':;. :nain a:m :o s.t:pport Fi\0':;. capaci:y for rapid 
n~~rom;r.:, tl:r.: r:wjority of <:divitic~ urc to be com;idcrcd l1~ ongoing initiuliv(~~. 

6 
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• Strengthening mission coordination and field-level cooperation 

o after-action review processes implemented to capture lessons learned; 
o headquarters- and field-level contacts established and disseminated; 
o coordination mechanisms strengthened through mission experience; and 
o field-level SOPs completed and printed tOr enhanced national response to HPAI and 

other transboundary animal and zoonotic disea.'>es. 

7 
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2nrl Quarter 20 lO 

Project l\'1onitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAFnt8/USA Phase H 

Project title: Strengthening capacity of lhe Eastern Africa Sub-region to prevent and control 
HPAI 

Reporting period: April-June 2010 

Region a) component: East em Africa (Burundi, Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, South Sudan, 
Tanzania and Gganda) 

: Proj~d titl~: Strengthening capacity of the Eastern Africa Sub-region to prevent and wntml HPAT. 

~ Code: OSRO/RAF/718/lJSA Phase II 

: Budget : USD l 209 601 (Phase I), USD 650 000 (Pha:-.e II) 

• Total budget: USD I 859 601 

: Effectiv~ starting date: 01 Octobe:- 2009 

: Planned end date: 30 September 20 !{} 

Context of the project 

The confirmation of outbreak':> of the Highly Pathogenic Avian lnJluenza (HPAI) in Africa in 2006 called 
for concerted effort" on the part of national and international agencies to assist countries in stopping the 
spread of the disease throughout the continent. Currently, eleven African count1ies have reported 
outbreaks of HPAI. There is an elevated risk that the disease will spread throughout eastern Africa 
due to the occurrence of the diiea<:.e m Sudan and Djibouti in 2006 and unregulated intra-regional 
trade in poultry and poultry products. In addition, many of the countrie~ of this region trade with other 
regions outside Africa and also lie in the path\vay~ uf migratory bird~. some of which are thought to play 
a role in the spread of HPAI. 

Objectives of the project 

The overall objective of the project i-; to assiit eastern A7rican countries (Burundi, Djibouti, Ethiopia. 
Kenya, Rwanda, South Sudan, Tanz--1-nia and Uganda) to develop and implement robust and e-ffective 
plans for the prevention and control of HPAI and nther transhoundary anir.1al di:-.eases (T ADs) through 
the <>trengthening of epidemiology and laboratory network<> for impmved iurveillance. The prevention 
and control of HPAI and other TADs requires regional cooperation/collaboration. Such cooperation could 
he strengthened through networking and inter-nmntry inte:·actions among dise-ase surveillance and 
diagno:-:.is teams. Increased collaboration also would help to coordinate efforts again:-:.t emerging zoonotic 
dh .. eases, which are increasing due to climatic changes, human population dynamic:. and 
livestock/hur.1an/wildl ife interaction~. 
The principal objective of the project will be achieved through a regional and multidisciplinary approach 
implemented by the Food and Agriculture Organi.wtion of the United Nations (FAO) Emergency Centre 
for Tran:..boundary Animal Di:-.eases Operations (ECTAD) Unit of the Regional Animal Health Centre 
(RAHC) in Nairobi, facilitated by staff at FAO headqu~uters in Rome, and by working in close 
collaboration with national governments, regional economic communitie:.. (Eas! Afrit:an Cnmmunity 
(EAC) and Intergovernmental Authority on Development (IGAD)). institutions of higher learning, other 
l:nited ?\lations (UN) agencies such as the World Health Organization (WHO), non-governmental 
organization;,. (NGOs)_ African U nion/Imer -African Bureau tOr Animal Resources {AU-IBAR) and the 
privare sector. The project impl-ementation will embrace the One Health (OH) concept particularly when 
addressing zoonosis:. 

The outcome of the projed 

Strengthening of the coordination mechanisms for epidemio-surveillance, diagnostic laboratory 
improvements:. socio-economic and production analvsis and sha:lng of information through strategic and 
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appropriate communication channels. 

Successful ir:1plementation of the project will result in the following major output<;: 

1. Laboratory capacity and networks are strengthened and consolidated to improve the 
management of HPAI and other T ADs. 

The various diagnostic laboratory system<; in each country will be assessed and documented to enable 
harmoniLation of protocols and guidelines for surveillance. reporting, diagnose~, prevention and control 
of priority di;;eas.es. 

2. Epidemiology capacity and networks are strengthened and consolidated to improve the 
management of HPAI and other TADs. 

Different sy~tem,; of operation of the epid-emio-surveillance system:- in different countries will be 
assessed and documented to enable harmonization at regional leveL The project will as-sist the network to 
define lenns or reference and operational frameworks, including detailed description of relationships, 
roles and resp...-,nsibilities of stakeholders. such as the private sector, research institutions, universitie'>. 
AU-IBAR, FAO, World Organization for Animal Health (OlE). WHO and other f'.'GO's. In order to 
t>nsnre ;,n..;lainahility, the ndwork plan;; will he pre..;enled for entlorsemenl hy rezlon;:d and n<lli:onal 
leader'i, with financial commitments for sp.x;i~'ic national requirerc1ents. 

3. Animal health interventions used as entry points in analysis and improvement o[ 

poultryllive~1:ock value chains. 

Policy makers, governments and network expert,.: will be provided with evidence-based information to 
better understand the dynamics of poultry value chains as they relate to disease control and focx:l safety. 
Evidence will he provided on cnsl-effectiveness, costs and henefib., suit:.~hility and appropriateness of 
disease control measures. The project will educate and develop best practice-: along the poultry value 
chain and ~trengihen partner~hips between private and public sector through consultations, \vorking with 
national governments and regional econmCJic communities (RECs) to develop and implement policies. 

Activities that were planned for this quarter 

Output 1: Laboratory capacity and networks are strengthened and consolidated to impro'\>·e the 
management of IIPAI and other T ADs. 

Activity 1.1: Assessment of diagnostic capacity of central veterinary laboratories (CVL) fnr HPAI and 
otherTADs. 

Activitv 1.7: As<;ist national laboratories in implementation of quality management systems (QMS). 

Ac:tivity 1.3: Organize targeted training course:-. on disea,-.e recognition and diagno:-.tic techniques for 
emerging zoonotic disea'ie'i so as to facilitate prevention and control actions. 

Activitv 1 .4: Hold a joint five-day Epidemiology and Laboratory Networks meeting to share regional 
infornmtion including reaching a consensus on a list of priority TADs for targeted prevention and control 
in line \Vilh the Global F1c1mework for Transboundary Animal Disea.-.es (GF-TADs) in Africa. 

Activity 1.5: Hold a meeting with Chief Veterinary o:Ti.cers (CVO~)/Heads of CVL, RECs, AU-lBAR 
and development ]Mrtners. The agenda of the meeting i" to discuss the findings of lahoratory assessments. 
select regional laboratories for the network and promote integration of the network into the RECs 
"tructures. 

Activilv 1.6: Supply critical equipment, materials and reagents for diagnosi.~ o:· HPAI and other priority 
T ADs at the national laboratories. 

Activitv 1.7: Strengthen regional labnratory network web page and link it with other existing 
(epidemiology) and propo~ thematic networks to increase the information sharing capacity. 

Output 2: Epidemiology capacity and networks are strengthened and consolidated to improve the 
management of HPAI and other TADs. 

Activity 2.1: A'i'ie'i'i mttional epidemio-surveillance system'i for HPAI and other T AD<i. 
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Actlvitv 2.2: Hold a joint five-day annual Epidemiology and Laboratory Networks meeting to share 
reginnal information including reaching a consen~us on hst of priority TADs for targeted prevention and 
control. 

Activity 2.3: Supply critical equipment, materiab and reagents for field surveillance of HPAI and other 
priority T.A.Ds at the national laboratories. 

Activity 2..4: Prioriti7.e transboundary animal disease detection. repot1ing <md preparednec.;-.; in the region 
through stmctured qualitative national risk assessments, including probable impacts of the disease. 

Output 3: Animal health inten-entions are m.ed as entry points in analysis and imprmrement of 
poultry'/livestock value chains. 

Activitv 3.1: Consolidate information on c:oss-border trade in poultry and poultry products to provide 
better targeted disea:-.e surveillance and monitoring through review of country poultry value chain 
analysis. 

Activity 3.?: Conduct a benefit-cost analysis of functional laboratory and epidemiology surveillance 
systems as a policy tool to lobby national governments to .:1dopt and mainstream funding for the systems 
into !heir nnnual hude-et,._ 

Activitv 3.3: Commission a study to identify and quantify the key drivers in private l.eclor adoption of 
hiosecurity and poultry health intervention;.., along the poultry V3lue chains. The study is to he conducted 
in Sudan and Kenya in consultation with the International Livestock Resea.rch Institute (ILRI) and 
Winrock International non-profit organi.Lation. 

Activity 3.4: Facilitate a stakeholders' workshop ro enable policy dialogue between public and private 
sector operators on restmcturing the poultry industry and imp:·oving poultry health management in the 
region. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output 1: Laboratory capacity and nehl'ork~ are strengthened and consolidated to improve the 
management of HPAI and other TA.Ds. 

Activity 1.1: Asses"ment of diagnostic capacity ofCVL for HPAJ and other TAD;;_ 

• The Central Veterinary Laboratories of Rwanda and Uganda were a~se.:-.sed by expert" fror.-. the Tri
Veneto Region Experimental Animal Health Care Institute (IZSVe), Padova, Italy, the 
FAO/OIE Reference LaboratOl)' for Avian Int1uenza (AI) and Ne\.vcastle disease (NDJ. Assessment of 
the CVL in Uganda was also conducted by IZSVe from 14 April to 1 g April 2{} I 0. 

Activity 1.2: A%ist national laboratories in implementation of quality management systems (QMS). 

• Act. l.2.a: A five-day regional training workshop on QMS was held in Debre Zeit, Ethiopia from 31 
May to 4 June 20\0. Some 20 laboratory persunnel from Ethiopia, the Democratic Republic of 
Congo, Sudan. Kenya, Somalia. Tanzania and Uganda were trained. The workshop wa'i succe"sful as 
evidenced by positi \'e evaluation feedback from the trained persons. In addition. a one-year work plan 
nn the implementation of quality assurance system fnr the laboratories was approved at the end nf the 
training. Progress on the implementation of the work plan will be monitored by the ECTAD Regional 
Ol"fice for Eastern Afrit:a. 

• AcLl.2_b: Analysis af Qu.:stionnaires that were submitted by beneficiary count1ies has been 
conducted. :md the level of implement:.~tion of QMS in these countries' diagnostic laboratory units i:-. 
better understood. The outcome of the analysis will be presented and discussed during an annual 
laboratory coordination meeting to be held in Dares Salaam. Tru1Lania in July 2{} 10. 

• Acr. l.2.c: Proficiency testing on serological and molecular te.chniques for AI and ~D was carried out 
hy CVL in Ethiopia, Kenya. Rv.-and:.t and Tanzania in November 2009. There was a marked 
improvement in the execution nf such tet:>ts by the participating labo:-atories. A Letter of Agreement 
(LoA) is being fmalized with IZSVe to carry out proficiency ring tests for C\-'L in the region, 

Activit' 13: Oroanize targeted training courses on disease reco nition and diaonostic techni ues for 

3 
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emerging zoonotic diseases, so as to facilitate prevention and control actions< 

A ten-day training on the laboratory diagnosis of AT and ND was. conducted from 7 to 20 April 2010 
at CVL Dares Salaam for four laboratory personnel fmm Burundi and South Suda.n. 

Acti .. ;itv L6: Supply critical equipment, materials and reagents for field surveillance. of HPAI and other 
priority T ADs a! the national laboratories. 

• Procurement procedures have been initiated for coun1ries that have provideJ lists of nece~sary 
equipment/material. 

Activity 1.7: Strengthen regional laboratory network web page and link it with other existing 
(epidemiology) and proposed thematic network;,; to increa;;;e the in~·ormation "haring capacity. 

A cnmmunication:-. consultant was recruited In April to update in7ormation on the webpage. The 
consultant also provided training to the FAO ECTAD staff on how to update the web page. 

Output 2: Epidemiology capacity and networks arc strengthened and consolidated lo improve the 
management of HPAJ and other T ADs. 

Activity ? .l: Assess national epidemio-surveillanc.:-. systems fur HPAI and other priority TADs. 

Act. 2.1.a: Respome'i were :eceived for questionnaires 1-vhich had been "ent to national epidemiology 
units (to e~tablish the levels of epidemiology activities in the coumries). Actions are being Jeveloped 
fol' intra and inter-regional collaboration 

Act. 2.1.b: A three-day \Vnrkshop on Regional Animal Health Information Sy~tems wa1-. held in 
Entebhe, Uganda from 18 to 20 M<lY 2010 to review the cur:-ent information ~ystems and di~cms 
sustainable harmonization and increased information sharing in the region. 

• Acr. 2.Lc: A three-day workshop was held from 21 to 23 June 2010 in Kigali, Rwanda. Within the 
framework of the East Africa Regumal Epidemiology Network WAREN). the worbhop brought 
together representatives of the national epidemiology and wildlife units and other network initiative.i 
to discuss the results of the assessments carried out and to make recomme-ndations for the adoption of 
harmonized surveillance systems. 

i\clivily 2.3: Supply critical equipment. muteriab und reagents for field surveillance of HPAI und other 
priority T ADs at the national laboratories. 

P.rocuremem procedu:-es have been initiated for countries that have provided lists of ne-ee~sary 
equipmeont/material. 

Output 3: Animal health interventions are used as entrJ points in analysis and improvement of 
poultry/livestock value chains. 

Activitv 3.1: Consolidate infonnation on c:oss-bordeor trade in poultry and poultry products to provide 
better targeted disea:-.e surveillance and momtonng through review or counlry poultry value chain 
analysis. 

• Experts have been iJentified to underlake trade ilow mapping in Kenya and Rwanda. The recruitment 
is ongoing. 

Activity 3.2: Conduct a cost-benefit analysis of functional laboratory and epidemiology surveillance 
systems as a policy tool to lobby national governments to adopt and mainstream funding for the systems 
into their annual budgets. 

• Term~ or Reference (TOR) have been drafted. Participation of national governments in the :;tudy hac. 
been agreed on. Study expert:-. have been identified to undertake cost-benefit analyses of the 
epidemio-<;u:veillance networks in Kenya and Uganda. The :ecmitment proce;.;s is being Initiated. 

Activity 3.3: Commission a study to identify private sector d:r-iver.s o: adoption of bi0.securlty and poultry 
health interventions along the poultry value chains in Sudan and Kenya in consultation with ILRI and 
Winrock. 

• A meeting between Winrock InternatiOnal (Partnership for safe p..Ju11ry in Kenya projec1 manager) 

4 
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and F AO-ECTAD was held on 26 May 20 J0 at \Vinrock Kenya Office ~airobi to discuss 
collaboration on the nctivity. Winrock has trained several sector 4 (free range) poultry farmer group:-. 
on ~everal hiosecurity packages. The study hy FAO will draw part of the sample fmm the Winrock 
supported :-armers as well as others not covered by Winrock's project. Study TORs. have been agreed 
upon and recmitmenl process has begun. 

Planned activities for the next quarter (up to 30/09/2010) and future proposed actions 

Output 1! Surveillance and diagnostic capacity is strengthened. 

Activity 1.1: A'i'ie'i'iment of diagnostic capacity ofCVL for HPAJ and other TADs. 

An LoA is heing finalized with IZSVe to carry nut the assessments. This activity is scheduled for 1 uly 
2010. 

Acr_l.2_c: P:-oficiency ring tests will be carried out (through an LoA in preparation at HQ with 
IZSVe). 

Activitv 1 A: A joint Epidemiology and ( "ahoratnry network meeting is planned from 14 to 16 Septemher 
2010 to share regional information including rea;:hing a consensus on a list of priority T ADs fur 
targeted prevention and controL 

Activilv 1.5: A meeting with the CVOs/He:.uJs of CVL is planned from 24 to 26 August 2010 to discuss 
the findings of laboratory assessments, select regional laboratories for the network and promote 
integration of the network into the RECs' structures. 

Activity L6: Supply critical equipment, materials and reagents for field surveiltance of HPAI and other 
priority T ADs at the national laboratories. 

• Counhies that have not yet responded will be requested again to provide li~b of necessary 
equipment/material. Procurement prncedures will then be initiated to procure and distribute the 
equipment/material. 

• The annual coordination meeting for Eastern Africa Laboratory net1.vork will be held in July 2010 in 
Dar es Salaam, T :m..:ania. 

Output 2: Epidemiology capacity and networks are strengthened and consolidated to 
improve the management ofHPAI and other TADs. 

Activity 2.2: Hold a joint five-day annual Epidemiology and Laboratory Networks meeting to share 
reginnal infonn~J.tion including reaching a consen)..US on list of priority TADs for targeted prevention and 
control, 

• This work-:hop i'i planned f"rom 14 Seutember to l6 September 2010. The tentative venue is Djibouti. 

Activitv 2.4: Prioritize T ADs detection, reporting and preparedness in the reg ton through structured 
qualitative national ri'ik asses'iment'i including prob<lble impact-: of the disease. 

This will be carried out through -;elected in-country risk analysi'i studies using local available 
consuJtants on prioritized TADs. 

Output 3: Animal health interventions are used as. entry points in analysis and improvement of 
poultry/livestock , .. alue chains. 

Activity 3.3: Commission a study to identify and quantify private sector drivers of adoption of biosecurity 
and ;multry health interventinns along the poultry value chain:- in Ethiopia and Tanzania in consultation 
1.vith TLRI and Winrock. 

Finalize the co<.;t- benefit analysis study and present results at a m.xting att-ended by CVO in Augu-:t 
2010. 

FinaliT-e the trade tlmv mapping in Kenya and Uganda. 
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• Undertake study on drivers of bio-security in collaboration with Winrock. 

Support Kenya Ministry of Live;;tock in holding a workshop on the poultry sector in collaboration 
with Winrock. 

All outputs 

• Car:-y out activitie:-: as propos.xl in the three outputs emrm¢rated above. 

Reports 

• Continue pnTaring project progress reports on the implementation of activities. 

Main challenges encountered and response provided 

Slow pace of submission of filled que~tionnaires on epidemiology and laboratory asse-:sments de~pite 
a dearly slated deadline. 

Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes {from the start of the project 
activities) 

• Conducling of project inception workshop during which !he final project content, work plan and 
implementation time t..Jbles as well as :-ole:-: and respomibilities were agreed up...,n. A workshop report 
has been pre?ared and technically cleared by the ECTAD Regional Manager. 

• Assessment of que;.tionnnires on the slaws of CVL and national epiUemiology units. 
Successful conducting of a three-day regional animal health information systems workshop and a 
regional epidemiology network meeting. 
Succe~sful conducting of a five-day training '-Vnrk..hop on diagnostic laboratory quality management 
sy<>tems. 

• Conducting of a 3-day annual coordination meeting of the EAREN. 
Assessment of the diagm•stic capacity for AI and other T ADs was undertaken in three national 
laboratories in the region. 
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Quarter III 2010 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/INTn04/USA 

Title: Enhancing preparedness and response capacity to Highly Pathogenic Avian 
Inlluenza (and other emerging/re-emerging zoonotic diseases) in Eastern Europe 
and Central Asia countries 

Reporting period: July- September 2010 

Regional component: Europe and Central Asia 
Title: Enhancing preparedness and re.-,ponse capacity to Highly Pathogenic A vi an Influenza 
(and other emerging/re-emerging zoonotic diseases) in Eastem Europe and Central A~ia 
countries 
Code: OSROIINTn04/USA 

Budget: USD 370 000 
Effective starting date: l July 2008 

Planned end date: 31 December 2010 

Context of the pro.ject 

Although most of the countries withln Eastern Europe and Central Asia (EEACA) region have 
developed a preparedness and contingency plan for the Highly Pathogenic Avian Jntlucnza (HPAl), 
there still remams a need to devise generic standard operating procedures (SOPs) in order to 

mini miLe the potential spread of lhe HPAI virus and lo reduce the risk of human infection. 

The aim of this project, therefore., is to develop the SOPs that arc applicabk in the countries (or 
districts within countries) of different socio-economical, cultural and geographical structures and 
capacities in the EEACA regions. In line with the set project objective, this project also promotes 
improvemem of the understanding of epidemiology and surveillance information in minimizing 
human health risks and reducing the livelihood impacts posed by HPAI through its effective 
prevention and control. 

In addition, the project specifically aims at enhancing the coordination and colJaboration between 
veterinary services, Ministries of Forestry, Ministries of Environment and/or Departments of 
Ornithology, which often have jurisdictional authority over wildlife management. 

The risk of disease introduction and spread within domestic poultry through exposure to migrating 
wild water birds remains high in these regions. In the rural poultry sector. mainly involved Lfi 

backyard poultry breeding, the disease can be introduced through the movement of hunted wild 
birds that might have been previously infected with the virus. This calls for a need for harmonized 
multi-sectoral coordination and management of risks and outbreaks and a greater attention to the 
epidemiological intelligence in the regions. 

International sharing of wild bird epidemiology and :-.urveillance information, as \veil as developing 
and implementing SOPs on risk reduction in backyard poultry breeding in the areas of the Black 
Sea and the Caspian Sea regions. would have a direct impact on reducing the risk of the spread of 
the virus. 
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Objectives of the project 

The main goal of the project is to reduce the H5~ l vlral spread from wild birds to domestic poultry 
and among domestic poultry by delivering enhanced wild bird disease management and providing 
generic operational guidance and procedures to the veterinary :-.ervices within the EEACA regions. 
The ultimate goal of thls project is to promote long-term veteiinary service capacity building that 
will promote both public health improvement and better economic impact on poultry and livestock 
production in the future. 

The main outputs expected from the project arc: 
l. development of generic SOPs for HPAI and improvement of epidemiology understanding 

within the veterinary services; 
2. improvement of multi-sectoral coordination and management of risks and outbreaks 

involving wild birds and free range domestic duck, goose and chicken populations in the 
Black Sea and Caspian Sea regions. 

Planned activities for the reporting period 

1. DcYclopmcnt of generic standard operating procedures (SOPs) for HPAI and improvement 
of epidemiology understanding within the veterinary services 

1.5. Disseminate SOPs to Ministries, Task Forces, veteiinary services and eventually donors and 
make them available for global access through FAO website. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

The following SOPs have been revised and finalized by FAO in-house experts: 

• Provisional diagnosis of HPAI and disease tracing; 
• sampling procedures; 
• disposal of sampled carcasses, sampling materials and equipment used while sampling: 
• culling of animals; 
• mass disposal of bird carcasses and potential contaminated materlals; and 
• safe handling of hunted wildfowl (HPAI risk reduction). 

Planned activities for the next reporting period 

• Finalization of remaining SOPs by FAO in-house experts, including: 
o control of disease using zones 
o decontamination of an infected fann; 

• publication and dissemination of SOPs~ 
• participation in a "final lessons learned" meeting to be organized by USAID tematively in 

December 2010 in order to build on the experiences of the ESAID projects implemented by 
FAO and other implementing agencies within a wider donor community. 
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Main challenges encountered and response provided 

As FAO has also developed SOPs for other regions. the main challenge has been to streamline 
the different SOPs into a common format . 

. Main progress made towards the achieYcment of project outcomes 

The project is expected to achieve its :.et objectives and will make a substantial conlribution to 
HPAI prevention and control, especially through the development of generic SOPs and enhanced 
cooperation between sectors. Thus far, an extensive consultation and clearing process of SOPs ha:<; 
been undertaken -...vithin FAO. The final layout is being finalized, and a dis-;emination strategy is 
being elaborated. 
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Semester 12010 
Project monitoring sheet: OSROIE-GY /801/USA 

Project title: Vaccine efficacy for the control of Avian Influenza in Egypt 

Reporting period: October 2010- March 2011 

Country: Egypt 
Title: Vaccine efficacy for the contn.)l of A viun Influenza in Egypt 

Code: OSRO/EGY/80liUSA 

l Budget: USD 2 416 500 

Effective Starting Date: June 2008 

Planned End Date: June 2011 

Context of the Project 

Outbreaks of Highly Pathogenic Avian lntlucma (HPAI) spread in 18 governorates in Egypt within 
less than three months after the disease was originally diagnosed in three governorates on 17 February 
2006. The Government attempted to ;,::ontrol the outbreak through a stamping oul procedure, whi;,::h 
included culling of all poultry within a 1 km radius of positively confirmed areas. By the end of 2006, 
nearly 30 million birds had been culled. Outbreaks continue to be reported '" 23 of the 
29 govemomtes in the count!)' and the disease ha_<; become endemic. 

In response to the continued threat of HPAI to Egypt, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations (FAO) and the World Organisation for Animal Health (OlE) have been providing 
technical assistance through the joint OIE/FAO Influenza Network (OFFLU) and other initiatives. 
Specifically, FAO has been providing lhe Ministry of Agriculture and Land Reclamation (MoALR} 
\Vith major technical assistance through the implementation of this project, also called Avi~m 
Influenza Vaccine Efficacy Project (AIVEP) and Strengthening Avian Influenza Detection and 
Response (SA lOR) project, hoth funded by the United States Agency for International Development 
(l'SA!D). 

Working in collaboration \Yith the Govemment of the Arab Republic of Egypt, FAO, OFFLU and 
USAJD are \Vorking together to conduct virus characterization and mapping of Egyptian antigenic 
variants with intensified HPAI field isolate colle.ction and analyses. Through antigenic mapping, 
challenge testing and transmission studies, these projects have been developing strategic 
recommendations for Egypt, including the development of clear criteria for the selection of vaccinal 
strains. 

FAO is providing key technical support through AIVEP, .as vaccination is considered as part of the 
overall efforts w reduce HPAI infections and spread of the virus in Egypt, with the potential to 
benefit other countries in the re~ion and worldwide. 
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Objectives of the Project 

The overall proje-ct objective is to assist the Government of the Arab Republic of Egypt in its 
efforts to control HPAI in the domestic poultry populalion and avoid the risk of human infection. 

The specific project objectives are to conduct: 
1. screening and evaluation of genetic and antigenic variants .among exi::-.ting H5~ l HPAI 

field :>.trains previously collected from 2006 until early 2008: 
2. intensified collection of H5Nl HPAI field isolates from newly confirmed outbreaks (since 

mid-2008); 
3. ~hallenge testing of antigenic varlams in Specific Pathogen Free (SPF) birds and cunemly 

used Avian Influenza (AI) vaccines in Egypt; and 
4_ controlled transmission trials in the laboratory on birds raised and vaccinated in 

commercial poultrv b.rms. 
Planned Activities 

Output 1.1: 

Activity La: 

Activity Lb: 
Activity Lc: 
Activity l.d: 
Activity l.e: 
Activity Lf: 

Activity l.g: 

Output 1.2: 

Activity 2.a: 
Activity 2.b: 

Activity 2.c: 
Acti•.-·ity 2.d: 

Activity 2.e: 

Output 1.3: 

Activity 3.a: 

Activity 3.b: 

Activity 3.c: 
Activity 3d: 

Screening and evaluation of genetic and antigenic variants among existing 
field strains previously collected from 2006 until early 2008 

Screening and evaluation of genetic and antigenic variants among exi~Ling field 
strains (2006- early 2008 collections) 
Carry out sequencing and phylogenetic analysis 
Condu-ct antigenic profiling 
Perfom1 antigenic cartography 
Selection of variants for challenge studies as specified under Output l .3 below 
Assessment of biosecurity and biosafety of the National Laboratory for Veterinary 
Quality Control on Poultry Produ-ction (NLQP) ami laboratory operations 
Capacity building (i.e. training of Egyptian 5.cientist5.) 

Intensified collection of HSN 1 HPAI field isolates from newly confinncd 
outbreaks (since mid-2008) 
Intensified HPAI field isolate colleclion 
Conduct real-time polymerase chaln reaction (RT -PCR) analysis (Support for 
laboratory consumables provided through SAl DR project) 
Identify all H5N 1 HPAI isolates collected ~ince mid 2008 to 2009 
Sequencing and analysis of 100 isolates by NLQP under the supervision of and 
assessment by the Somheast Poultry Research Laboratory {SEPRL) of USDA 
Perform antigenic profiling anJ cartography 

Challenge testing of antigenic variants in SPF birds and currently used AI 
vaccines in Egypt 
Safety, Purity and Potency testing of currently used AI vaccines in Egypt 
conducted at the Central laboratory fm· Evaluation of Vetetinary Biologics 
(CLEVE) 
Selection and testing of vnccinal seed strains for chnllenge testing (Planned to test 
six vaccinal seed strains against four challenge viruses (requiring a total of 
24 isolatiun units) carried out at SEPRL {USA). 
Second year challenge testing carried out at NLQP (Egypt) 
Capacity building (refurbishing one of existing NLQP units to BSL2 + animal 
facility) 
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Output 1.4: 

Activities: 

Controlled transmission trials in the laboratory on birds raised and 
vaccinated in commercial poultry farms 
Organize and provide support through training and workshop (during the last 
quarter of the project) to enhance skills or NLQP staff in transmission trials. 

Activities Undertaken during the Reporting Period 

Challenge Testing of Antigenic Variants and Existing Vaccines 
• First year challenge test was done at SEPRL and some groups of birds were ln need of re

testing. This was scheduled robe done during September 2010, and a scientist from NLQP 
was selected tu attend this study and visited SEPRL from l/9/20 10 to l5i9/20 10, but the test 
had been cancelled as the renovation of the BSL3 lab at SEPRL was still running. 
Subsequently, the re-testing of the groups was canied out and finalized during February 
2011. The results from SEPRL are still pending. 

Second year testing 
NLQP~ SEPRL and Erasmus Universitv Rotterdam examine antigenic, genetic~ potency~ 
efficacy; make recommendations to GOE 

• Two scientists from Erasmus University Rotterdam visi1ed NLQP in November 2010 and 
held extensive discussions with NLQP and the FAO Emerge-ncy Centre for Transboundary 
Animal Diseases (ECTAD) statf on the progress made so far on the project, challenges and 
way fmward. As a result. a no-cost extension of the project until the end of June 2011 was 
agreed upon. Technical issues related to conjugates and antisera were discussed and 
solutions recommended. The revised work plan was approved by SEPRL and NLQP for the 
implementation of the remaining project activities during the extension period (see table 
below). 

• The Hemagglutination-inhibition (HI) test for cartography analysis was stopped based on the 
advice received from SEPRL and OFFLU colleagues, as the test requires the use of new 
conjugate for the preparation of antisera of the reference antigen and selected new Egyptian 
AI strains from year 2009-10. The new conjugate wa~ procured and received by NLQP 
during the second week of January 2011. 

• We were also advised to use new (additional) reference antigens for HI testing. Accordingly, 
one reference antigen from SEPRL and lwo from CDC were sent to NLQP and received 
during the last week of February 2011 (see below for the details of the antisera received). 
The shipmem of the antisera was delayed hy five weeks due to the recent civil unrest in 
Egypt. On 2 1V1an.:h 2011, the antigens wet-e prepared and injected into chickens for the 
produdion of antisera. The latter will be harvested after three weelG. then the HI k-sting will 
follow during the first week of April20ll. 
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The foB owing antigen and antisera were selected for HI testjng: 

at..-.tigE!"I'"""t.S. 
~~•~r~..-.c::::o~~ 

lrld<::>..--.oa:si.a. 2:005 (Pr~:s~r1t:) 
""IL.Irkecy/ t:L.trkey 2005 (presE!>rtt:) 
A..nhui/05 ("from C-C>C-) 
"Vn/1 I 94- (f'r<::>m C-C>C-) 
-ri-</Er-.g1Et.rlcl/f"".J2S/73 (fre>m S.E P A. L) 

-

.A/.-::::-hi~k-eor~/E.gypt/0876-NL<::lP/2008 (HSN 1) (..--.evv) 
A./chickoart/Egypt/096L-r""-...L<=:IoP/20C>9 (I--ISr-.J 1) (rtevv) 
..A./chicke.-,/E.gyp't/1 050ss-r-.J Lc:lP/.20"1 0 (J--ISN1) (rlevv) 
.A./chick..EHI/Egyp"t/1 02d/201 0 (1--15N1) (n€"VV) 
.A/c:hic::kert/Egyp"t/1 021 L/20 1 0 (I--ISI'J 1 ) (r--.oa-vv) 
..A./chic::kero/Egyp-t/1 01 1 d/201 0 (HSN 1) (ruavv) 
.A./c:hic::kEH--./E "t/1 063/201 0 (1----tSN 1) (ll'ew) 

.A./chickerl/Egyp't/0834-1 s-N Lc:;:)P/2008 (I--ISJ".J 1 ) 

.A./chic::kert/Egypt/084-1 -NL<:::)P/2008 (I--ISN 1) 
A./chic:ken./Egypt/06959-NLc:lP/2006 (l--f5,..._,.1) (rlltaW) 

No-n-intermediate Result..~ (IRs) Activities: 
Two expert scientists visited SEPRL from 26 October to 2 November 2010 and held 
discussions on the challenge test results and related issues. 
From 9 to 14 January 2011, three NLQP staff received training on LIMS programme at the 
Veterinary Laboratory Agency {VLA, England)) 

Planned Activities for the Next Reporting Period: 
The project will continue according to the agreed timeline between NLQP and SEPRL This 
includes: 
• preparation of reference antisera in SPF chicken (three weeks) to be completed in the first 

week of April 2011; 
• HI testing required for cartography analysis (one week) to be completed in the second week 

of April 2011; 
• cartography analysis to he carried out at Erasmus University Rotterdam {one month) to be 

completed in the second \Veek of May 2011; 
• selection of viral isolates for challenge test (one week) to be completed in the thlrd week of 

May 2011; 
• challenge testing (involving vaccination of experimental chicken [three weeks]), challenge 

with selected virus isolates . to be in the third week of June 2011 · 
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• data analysis from the challenge test {three weeks) to be completed in the second week of 
July 2011: and 

• final project review (OFFLU) meeting will take place in the third week of July 201 L 

Niain Challenges Encountered and Solutions 
• There was a delay in the shipment of the reference antigen and ~mtisera owing to the recent 

civil unrest in Egypt. This has resulted in a delay of the HI testing and cartography analysis. 
The antigens arc now received and were inoculated into SPF chickens for antisera production. 
The HI testing will start in April 201 L As a result of the above-mentioned delay, the pmject 
activities will be completed one month behind Lhe original plan. 
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Semester I 2010 

Project monitoring sheet: OSROIE-GY not/USA 

Project title: Strengthening Avian Influenza Detection and Response (SAIDR) in Egypt 
Reporting period: October 2010- March 2011 

Country: Egypl 
Title: Strengthening Avian Influenza Detection and Response {SAIDR) in Egypt 
Code: OSRO/EGY/701/USA 
Budget: USD 2 000 000 (Pha~e IV) , 
Effective starting date: October 2010 
Planned end date: September 2011 

Context of the Project 
Outbreaks of Highly Pathogenic Avian lnilucnza (HPAI) 1-.prcad in Egypt since February 2006 and the 
disease has hecome endemic. The Food and Agriculture Org:mization of the United Nations (FAO) has 
been providing technical assistan.::c to the Ministry o:' Agriculture and Land Reclamation (MoALR) 
through the impkmer.tation of the animal health compor.cnl of SAIDR project funded by the Unitet! States 
Agency for International Development (USAID). 

Objectives of the project 
The ovct"3.1l objecti\·e of this p:-oject is to minimize the ri:>k of H5N I HPAl to poullry in Egypt s.uch that 
the disease no longn represents a significant thre3t to human health, through ~trengthening institutional 
capacities to ensure progressive HPAI control, protection of producers· livelihoods and viability of the 
Egyplian poultry industry through sustail:ed implementation of risk reduction measures along lhe poultry 
vnlue chain. 

Planned outputs and activities 

Remaining activities of SAIDR Year 3: 
• continue the process nf refurbishment of 120 decentralized epidemiology units .md distribut:on of 

purchased items; 
• follow up on procurement<; in progres<J and deliver the items to concerned beneficiary organization; and 
• closure of various Letter<; of :\greemer:.t (LoAs) signed \Vlth national and international partners. 

SAIDR Year 4: 
• finalize SAIDR Year 4 project acti·vities and follow up on the clearance process both from FAO and 

US AID sides and start with the im lc-mcutation. 
SAIDR Year 3: Activities undertaken during the reporting period 
• The pror.:e:-;s for the re:·urbishmenl of 120 decentralized epidemiology units is still ongoing. The local 

needs were assessed, specifications prepared, contractors identified and tender launched. 
• FAO and th·e General Organization of Veterinary Services (GOVSJ, in collaboration with the 

lntcrnaliona1 Liveslock Rcs-:-arch lnslitute (ILRI), finaliLed a draft Community Animal Heuhh Outreach 
(CAHO) manual for practitioners (in English). The purpose of this manual is to serve as a reference for 
veterinr1rian<; during <md after CAHO training. The :-n<l~n focu~ of the manual i<> on HPAI, but the 
methods can be easily aduptcd and applied lo address other livestock diseases. The procc;;,s for the Arabic 
translation of the manual has been initiated. 

• A total of 21 out of 30 (70 percent) of the LoAs signed wirh various governorates veterinary services 
have been dosed. The closu!"e of nine LoAs is still pending bccaus~ of final progress and financial 
reports not having been submitted. ILRI submitted the las! narrative report as part of the FAO-ILRI 
collaboration for the project "Int:·oduction of PE to strengthen animal disease surve:Ilm:ce and control for 

The f:nal budget amour:: i; diYided as folk>w;: USD l 700 000 from 1he "'Pipeline funds" and USD 300 000 a.; part of the 
n.;w contnbution. 
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HPAI HSN 1'', initiated in August 2008, including clea' recommendations lor improvement. The report 
has bee1: approved aml the LoA Viith ILRI has been closed. 

SAIDR Year 4: Activities undertaken during the reporting period {October 2010 -l\Iarch 2011) 
• In close consultation v.:ith the government counterparts and USATD country 1ni'i'iion, SATDR Year 4-

projecl proposal wus prepared, cleared at FAO headquarters., submilted to USAID ar.d appro·vcd on time. 
The project Dur<.ltion is from I October 2010 to 30 Septemher 2011. 

Objective 1: Strengthen elements of government -veterinary services 
• The process of desktop review of lcgis!atior. has stat1e<! on movement of poultry and poultry products, 

live bird markets. (LBMJ ope-ration, outbreak response and compcns2tion ::.chemes. Thh. involves 
collection and sm1ing of all legislations concerning HPAI control measures, identit;cation of gaps, 
assessing levels of enforcement and formulating recommendations to overcome challenges. The initial 
report has been drafted and will serve a::. the bas.is. for the planned review proccs.s following the 
completion of the value cha:n 2.nalysis \Vork. 

• A si:11plified guide for minimum hiosecurity practices was developed and submitted to GOVS. The guide 
was extensively discussed and approved by the Animal Health Technical Committee for the Control of 
Avian lnl1uetua. The guide will serve as a ba.<.is for communicatior. of biosecurity messages to 
>..'otmnercial poultry producers m~d as s:elf-asse;;smenr tool. 

• The FAO Emergency Centre for Transhoundary Animal Diseases. (ECTAD) provided support ro GOVS 
in facilitating the transfer of the SAIDR Web site from the USAID-funded Communication for Healthy 
Living (CHL) prc~ecl to GOVS. ln response to cap2city .'-.1rengthening needs. ECTAD provided the 
following: 

a :-;nftware programme required for the operation t)fthe \-Veh site (two users License \Vin Dream 
Weave; and one Media CD); 
a one-dEty technical training courses ( 12 October 2010} for six GOVS staff; and 
a one-day on-the-job training {31 December 2010) for the same staff to ensure that the system is 
fully functional. 

• Fin;l meeting of the AninuJ! Health Technical Commillee wus heltl on 11 October 2010. The meeting 
included an extensive discu<:Sion and approved the FAO proposed minimum biDsecurity guidelines for 
commercial poultry farms. ln addition, the technical committee discussed the cri<ical gap in sharing vital 
HPAI-re.bted information, and ECTAD wa;; de-;ignated to hridge thi-; g:.1p untillcx·al capacity i-; cre~1ted 

in the future. Since then, FAO has established an electronic address database of Technical Committee 
members. r.nd sha,es all national and international information on animal health in general and HPAI in 
particular. The feedback received so fa:· on the effectiveness of this 1-ecent commun:cation platform is 
very encourag:mg, 

• In comultations with GOVS. specifications f-or 75 Cesktops, 75 UPS, 75 air conditioners. 150 chairs and 
75 computer tables. w..:n:: prepared ::;nd the pr-ocu,ement proc..:ss initiated. These materials. arc needed for 
the planned expansion of epidemiology units in governomtes and Cistricts that have not been 2overed 
during previous SAIDR project years. 

• A stakcholde";s workshop on "Strategic HPAI Surveillance Plannir.g" was organized on 8 November 
2010. Rclcvan1 staff from GOVS, the National Laboratory of Veterinary Quality Control on Poultry 
Production (NLQP), local veterinary directomtes and USAID participated, where a thorough Strengths, 
Weaknesses, Oppot1unitics, and Threats (SWOT) profiling and analysis -of the existing HPAI 
surveillance plan wa~ carried out. 

• A re\·is.ed HPAI cpidemio-survcilbnec plan Enalizcd in a follow-up wo,kshop wa~ conducted on 
29 Dece:11ber 20lfl. Participants were key actors directly involYed i1: day-to-day HPAT surveillance 
activities and were drawn from GOVS, NLQP and FAO. Based on the SWOT analysis output and 
considering the essence of the revised HPAl control strategy, the exi:-.ting surveillance plan \Vas 
1-:treamlined and comolidated. The newly revised -;urveillance plan has four subcomponents (active, 
targeted. passive and syndromic) each with defined objectives., scope and geographic coverage and 
elaborated information gathering instrumenb (formats). 

• A series of meelir.gs were held bel\'>/een ECTAD ..:onsult2nts and staff of epidemiology unit in GOVS 
and NLQP to <;trengthen the current epide:niological network at both central and governorate levels to 
enhance timely llow of epidemiological information and setting of mechanisms to ;;.upport prm-ision of 
feedback. 
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• ECTAD cont!nues to regularly provide technical support to GOVS and NLQP unit'i involved in the 
analysis of ~uneillancc data. Need~ were ass.es~ed and areas of intervention joimly identified. Jo:nt 
analysis and management 1...•f available for HPAl surveillance have been initiated. 

• ECTAD continue~ facilitating ongoing efforts for the establishment of "Fourway Linking" of animal and 
public health ~ectors to enhance sound epidemiological information exchange. 

• The preparation of specifications fo:- laboratory reagent~ and consumables. including tho~e required for 
real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) and that arc adequate for testing 2 000 pooled samples 
frnm HPAI suspected cases, -..vas carried out in close consultation with NLQP st:1ff. The procurement 
process has been initiated .and the dclivc:-y of goods i~ expected to be completed in the coming months. 

• Preparation or ~pecifications f~.,r 125 000 S\vabs \Va<> completed and the procurement pmce-.s initiated. 
The :;wabs will be delivered w GOVS anJ us~..-d in HPAI surveillance activities. 

• FAO has made an official request to NLQP requesting collaboration for joim analysis of hlslorical 
lahoratory data on HPAI. NLQP. in turn, accepted the request and preparation for data analysis hy NLQP 
and FAO staff is underway. 

• A numbc:- of meetings and missions wen: carried out by FAO and GOVS staff working under the 
Veterinary Public Health (VPH) dcpanmem. The aim was 10 a~scss the neetl<, !o provide capacity 
strengthen:ng support to the VPH department of GOVS. A dr<eft SWOT analys:s report dealing with the 
opc:-ations of poultry slaughterhouses in Egypt was prepared. A consultative workshop involving all 
relcvan! stakeholders will be organized ir. April20 ll to discuss the SWOT analysis ou!puts. 

• A lahorawry consultant has been recruited to perform a controlled study on the detection of viral 
residues in different organs of vaccinated chickens. An experimental prott,col was designed hy F AO and 
NLQP staff. The trial taking place in NLQP began in early January and \.viii be completed in two months. 

Objective 2: Define epidemiological parameters of HPAI 
• Various technical supports \\'ere provided lo GOVS through compili1:g all existing disease reporting 

forms 2.nJ. elaboration of tlow chart fo:- disease reporting, identification of links and actor~ involveD in 
HPAI su:-vcillance, reviewing of proposed notification forms and database systems (data entry, analysis 
of outpu!to.., dissemim~lion.l and recommendations to improve the surveillance syslem. 

• In close consultation with relevant staff from GOVS and ~LQP, simplified formats for collection of 
epidemiological d<lta in various HPAI surveillance <lctivities were developed. 

• On 20 October 2010, a coordination meeting wa~ organi7ed to discuss the mechanism Df collaboration 
between GOVS and NLQP to enhance operational efficiency and improve epidemiological dat:.: quality. 
The meeting ir.:volved rele\'ant staff from various GOVS depa1tments (Epidemiology Unit, Preventive 
Medicine. ATEMU), NLQP and FAO, including the backstopping officer from FAO headquarter<;. 

• In con<;ultation with GOVS and USAID country mission, the purchase of HPAI Rapid FielC. Test in 
GOVS wa~ cancelled because of availability of adequate ~lock. This procurement budget line was 
substituted by materials for strengthening the epidemiological network at di:-.trict level!->. 

• Data collection sheets for passive, active and synd:-omic and targeted surveillance were developed and 
detailed implementation modalities of the sun.'cillance plan discussed. These actions allowed the 
programme to overcome constrainb faced and harmoniLe field o:perations. 

• The CAHO programme has been administratively integrated into the regular GOVS st:ucturc and 
technically into the passive surveillance system. 

• The development of a web-based surveillance system for consolidat:on of participatory epidem:ological 
data collection through enhanced CAHO activities was completed. Currently C AHO practitioners in the 
field car, access and directly enter data inlo the programme. 

Objective 3: lT nderstand economic and cultural elements of poultry production and improve hygienic 
measures along the value chain to enhance HPAI control in Eg)'pl 
• FAO international consultant undertook a rcYicw of prior socioeconomic and related works on HPAl in 

the Egyptian household poultry sector and its linkages to other stakeholder:.. alm:.g the poultry value 
chain. 

• With a backstopping support at FAO headqua1tcrs, during October and November 2010, the cor.sultant 
carried out hou:-.ehold product'rs' value chain assessment study in various piloted governorate~ in Egypt. 
She also identified/described ~pecific hygienic and disea;;e ;>revention 1nea~ures (bird confinement, 
general cleaning and hygiene) practiced by household poulrry producers. 
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• The con.,ultant made a presentat:on of her study at a work;hop ~pecifically o:-ganized by FAO for this 
purpose and wherein all key stakeholders and relevant pmtners were invited. She also submitted a 
comprehensive report. 

• FAO international consultant undertook a value chain stuJy with an emphasis on the identification of the 

major poultry value chain'i, to idenrif"y ar.d provide an overview of the linkages henveen the different 

chains and the critical conu·ol points for highly pathogenic disease control. In addition, the study 
attempted to develop participatory llptions to deal with the critical control points. 

• On 27 January 2011, the consultant made a pre:_;,enlation of his ~!udy a! a workshop specifically 
organized by FAO for this purpo~e m:d wherein all key stakeholders .and relevant partners were invited. 
He also sub:nittcd a comprehensive rep011 inducting an overview of the chains and linkages. and 
quantitative data. as well as a proposal for options to deal with the critical control points from a systems 
management point of vie\v. 

Objective 4: Improve biosecurity in the context of improved poult~· production 
• From October to November 2010, FAO international consultant. conducted a financial feasibility 

analysis of b:osecurity measures in the household poultry production sector in EgypL The study revealed 
that hio~curity implementation in the household was at least 8.5 times financially more beneficial th<m 
doing nothing to reduce the risks. and costs aswcia1cd with major poultry diseases. 

• For the purpose of the study and in an attempt to identify most appropriate social. practical and cost
effective measures, 191 individual and g:uup interviews were conducted in Qalubia, Menoufia and 
Gharbia governorates with focus on various blosecurity mea'iures adopted by household'i. 

• ECTAD organized a video conference on 9 December 2010 wherein experts at FAO headquaners, 
GOVS, NLQP, CLEYB, CHL L'NDP and USAID stan discussed the findings of the study and !he way 
fonvard. 

• The consultant h.as submitted an end-of-assignment report (de.a.red .at FAO he.<.~dqmu1ers) and two draft 
manuscripts for publication in international peer-reviewed jou:-nals, 

• In December 20IO, evaluation of the impacts of previous biosecurlty training programmes carried out by 
FAO in seven high HPAl :-isk govemorales was carried ouL The evaluation \\"as perfonncd through !he 
admini~tr.ation of questionnaire and visual inspection of premises o:' s.<.~mpled commercial farms using an 
FAO prepared checklist. Analysis of the evaluation output was :nadc by comparir.g farm biosccurity 
lcvds in relation to fanning types. capacity, species of birds, etc. B:J.sed on the analysis outputs. farms 
were categorized as low-, mode:·ate- llr high-risk classes whereby the evaluation of the impacts of 
previous biosccurity trainings was measured through disaggregation of training beneficiary and non
benefi.:iary farms. 

• A comprehensive report wm. submitted and is currently under review for fomul ckarar.cc and further 
dissenination. 

Objective 5: Improve AI vaccination in commercial poultr_y production units 
• Previous assessment vaccinarion reports and SOPs developed. in 2009 were discussed with GOVS 

authmitit:s !o assist GOYS in de:-.igning and implementing a :-.tn:tegy for clinical, serological and 
virological surveillar:ce in vaccinated poultry flocks. 

• A consultant from Agricultural Research for Development (CIRAD) war recruited by FAO and started 
her first mission by reviewing and updating the current AI vaccir:ation plan. Her work covers the various 
poultry production sectors. In addition, it entaib developing SOPs for effective monitoring of vc.cciJ:atetl 
flocks, :md assessing the cost-effectiveness and impact of AI vaccination in Egypt. The fir'it mission \Vas 
cmricd out between 18 and 26 January 2011. The ~ccond mi!>sion will take place in a couple of months 
after the collection of required data i~ completed 

Objective 6: Increase incident reporting through outbreak response measures 
• Identification of high-ri:_;,k practices and bcha\iours as applied to HPAI surveilkncc and outbreak 

response was started. The field work was intenupted owing to the recent civil unrest in Egypt. The 
sccutity situatior: is now improving and the work will be completed within cighr weeks. 

• The preparation of specifications for 250 mobile phones, 250 mobik lines and 50 GPS devices were 
complc!ed. GOVS was consul!cd throughoul a~ !hesc materials arc mean! to provide cap:J.city suppon !o 
field veterinary stc..ff engaged in surveillance .and outbreak response activities. The procurement process 
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has been initialed. 
Component 7. Setting up and implementing efficient monitoring and evaluation 
• A Detailed Implementation Plan (DIP) desc!"ibing Iimelines ;:mG budge! for all project :wtivities has been 

~et up. The DIP was thoroughly discu'i'ied among FAO staff and project partners. Work plans. for each 
FAO consultant were developed. discussed at ECTAD regular meetings and agreed by staff. 

• Various meeting were held with project partne:-s to set up and identify the mechanism of project 
implementation is such a way to suit upcoming monitoring and evaluation activities. 

• Monthly programme team meetings were held to allow pe:·iodical monitoring of p~uject implementation 
and overcome any constraints encountered. 

Planned Activities for the Next Quarter~ 
• Prepare Terms of Reference (ToR), identify potential candidates and recruit an international consultant 

who will undertake review of current legislation on HPAI control and make proposals based on the 
output;; of the ongoing value chain analysis. 

• Organi.£e a workshop to discuss revised proposal of HPAI legislation based on the outputs of the ongoing 
value chain analysis and produce a comprehensive report \Vith recommendations. 

• UndeitJ.ke an assessment study, organize a consultative workshop involving key stakeholders and 
produce a report on a p:oposed mechanism for licensing anC registration of commercial poultry farms. 

• Review OIE gap analysis report anC identify and liaise with GOVS to identify key areas that :equirc 
FAO':. support and mi.Xlus uperandi. 

• Provision of additioEal on the job training on SAIDR \Veb ~ile maEagemeEL 
• Organi.£e two coordination workshops for HPAI task force in governorate and head of ]neal veterinary 

services to discu'iS activ:tie:-; <md implementation of HP.t\I strategic action plan. 
• Continue to provide support to the Animal Health Technical Committees and the new veterinary 

administration in order to revamp field level HPAI activities that slowed down due to the recent civil 
unrest in Egypt. 

• Selection of govemorate~, districts and villages to targt:t Community Developmt:nt A~Mx::iations (CDA~) 
that will closely \0\'0rk with GOVS and be :nvolved in HPAT detection and awareness creatior:.. 

• Enhance the establishment of formal links between GOVS and CDAs and organize orientation days for 
CDA~ in sclcc1ed ·villages. 

• Follow up on the impkmcntation of the s.urveillance plan and regularly review and update the plan ln 
accordance with the f:eld situation analy·sis and upcoming value chain analysis outputs. 

• Organi.£e four refresher training sessillllS involving 104 CAHO practitioners on the new scope of work 
and field operations. 

• Conduct two consultative workshops to develop a sy'item that ensure'i harmonization of Ep~demiology 
Unit functions with other rclevam structure~. 

• Prepare ToR and recruit an intcrnatior.al consultant to conduc( a pilot study on the feasibility ol poultry 
sector restructuring in Egypt. 

• Organize two technical tr.J.ining courses on food safety and tmhlic health as part of the technical 
assistance to supp011 the veterinary public heath department. 

• Finalize SWOT analysis of rhe operations of poultry slaughterhouses in Egypt. 
• Support the establishment of a nation-\l.:ide epidemiological net\vorking at governorate and district 

levels. 
• ld;:ntify the further epidemiological information needs that could be gathered through the CAHO 

pnlgramme. 
• As:...ign field teams to implement hinsecu~-ity messages for Se2tnr 3 farms using the newly developed 

simplified guide, 
• Improve epidemiological data quality, management, analysis and sharing through; 

o provision of cor.tinuou:;. technicalessistance to the partners involved in surveillance; 
o joint analysis and management of existing HPAI surveiJlance d~tta; and 
c four-way linking of animal and public health sectors and other means. 

• Conduct an assessment of outbreak response measures and provide recommendations for further 
improvement. 

• Compik an elaborated assessment r..::port on th..:- cu1renl disc:::se information s.vstem in Egvpt. 
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o continue joint FAO-NLQP collaboration for labo:atory analysis. The work entails holding of regular 
~uppoti/meeting~, develop and agree on methodology for data analysis, consolidate epidemiological 
data de.:;cribing HP/\.1 and support coordination and information sharing between NLQP and other 
partner~. 

• Processing a second comuhancy mission for a consultant from CIRAD and organizing a stakeholder 
workshop where she will present and discuss the findings of her study. 

Other planned activities: 
• Finalize the process of rcfurbis.hmcn! of 120 dccentr2lizcd epidemiology units and distribmion of 

purchased items. 
• Closure of the remaining nine LoAs signed with governorate veterinary services in the nmtext of SAIDR 

III roject. 
l\Iain challenges encountered and solutions: 

• Frequent change;.; in the veteri1:ary admini;.;tration in gene;·al and the CVOs in parb:ular. The new 
appointees lack proper understanding of the national HPAI situation and the complex issues they an.~ 
purported !G handle. During lhe reporting p~riod, two new CVOs as well as the Head of Preventive 
Medicine \Vere appointed, The Animal Health Technical Committee was al'io nev-.'ly established, In 
response to these change->, ECTAD organinxl a work.:'.hop (15 Dece:nbcr 2010) and s..:parak briefing 
meetings with alllho:.e concerned. These allowed us to systematically describe the statu:. or HPAI in 
the country, past and current efforts. evaluation of outputs, lessons learned and the \vay fonvard. 

• The recent generalized civil unrest in Egypt led to a dramatic .:;lowdown of government-led field 
acti\·i!ies related to HPAI. Thank-; to the initial :'.mooth p:ogre:'.:'., the crisis c:.id not r.:s.ult in any delay 
in the implementation of FAO project activities. However, it h<L'> to he noted that, unfortun3tely, the 
crisis occWTcd during the peak HPAI outbreak season. Available data suggest a decline in repot1ed 
poultry ca:'.e:'. and apparent increase in human infection:'. and deaths. There is also ar. app2t\:nl dday 
in the admission to hospital of suspected human cases and repolting of confirmed infections. FAO is 
closely working with relevant government counterparts encouraging them to revitalize field-level 
o ·rations on HPAI. 

1\:Iain progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 
• FAO has implemented, analysed ar..d compiled numerous fidei level studies on livelihoods. poultry 

value chains and disease control constncint~ for use by GOVS. Pmject outputs have strengthened 
institutional capacities (manpower, infra-:tructure, etc.) of veterinary <;ervices ;;.t both centml anC. 
governorate kvcls. 

• The assessment study on Ai vaccination of poultry in Egypt indicated that vaccination coverage and 
t1ock immunity level is low. The mganization of van::ination campaigns i:_., poorly managed_ The 
study suggest¢<1 that vaccination should be seen as only one of the many efforts required to make 
significanl improvements to HPAI control and prevention in the coun!ry. F AO has developed and 
handed over to GOVS a risk-based, targeted vaccination scheme for the di~lerent production sectors, 
as well as an operational plan with an exit strategy. 

• FAO continually assesses its project implementation status and attempts to capture vie\VS of 
bcncf1ciaries. Government counterparls operating al variou:_., levels. and private sector players 
expressed the highest level of appreciation of and cm:fidence in ECT'AD approaches and value of 
the different project interventions_ 

• FAO led the review of the animal health component of rhc integrated national plan. The revised 
Animal Health and Sustainable Livelihood Strategy rctlects the endemicity of HPAl and the risk 
reduction measures needed for longer term. FAO was also instrumental in assisting GOVS to 
develop a three- yc"'1r elaborated action plar. based up on the revised HPAI strategy. 

• The current SAIDR IV project is based on the three-year action plan of the government and in line 
with the OlE Performance of the Veterinary Services (PVS) gap analysis 1\:port. 

• FAO and USAID provided advice to 1hc veterinary authori<ies in 1hc cstablishmcn1 of dedicatee: 
HPAI units at various levels and mak1ng the epidemiological infonnation network fund1onaL 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/GLOn071USA 

Project Title: Continued support to the FAO/ECTAD Advocacy and Communication Vnit 
to provide strategic technical assistance and strengthen in-country capacities~ 

competencies and leadership in advocacy and advocacy-related communication against 
Highly Pathogenic Avian lnftuenza and other Emerging Infectious Diseases 

Rcportlng period: October 2010- March 2011 

i Country: Bangladesh, Egypt, Indonesia and VietNam 
Project title: Continued support to the FAO/ECTAD Advocacy and Communication Unit to 
provide strategic technical assistance and strengthen in-country capacities, competencies and 
le<.~dership in advocacy and advocacy-related communication against Highly Pathogenic Avian 
Influenza and other Emerging fufectious Diseases 
Code: OSRO/GL0/707/USA 
Budget: USD I 500 000 (Phase 1): USD I 000 fl()IJ (Phase II) 
Total budget: USD 2 50il 000 
Effective starting date: I Oct<.)ber 2007 

Planned end date: 30 September 2011 
Context of the projed 
The current project is an extension of OSR/GL0/707/USA which commenced in October 2007. 
The project was initiated - and extended - to address the ISSUe of limited core ski11s Jn 

advocacy and contemporary approaches to strategic communication planning within livestock 
deprntmentsiveterinary services of l'vlinistries of Agriculture (MoA}. Thus, they require 
capacity development to be able to provide leadership and coordination in developing and 
implementing evidence-based advocacy, strategic communication and extension campaigns. 
Objet.-1-ives of the project 
The core objectives whlch remain unchanged for the extension period are: 

• Building in-country advocacy, communication and exten.<>ion capacities. competencies 
and leadership. 

• Developing effective and evidence-based advocacy, communication and extension 
strategies and interventions. 

• Strengthening in-country collaboration and coonlination . 

These core objectives translate into the following key components of the project extension: 

• Development, utilization and dissemination of advocacy training and capacity 
development modules/materials for veterinary services, epidemiology staff, extension 
staff, as well as FAO and civil society organizations. with a focus on HPAI/EIDs; 

• Production and dissemination of HPAI/EJDs advocacy and community extension and 
mobilization materials; 

• Production and dissemination of regional advocacy strmegy and networking mmerials, 
and support in developing national advocacy strategies and plans: 

• Capacity development for Advocacy Exte-nsion Officers to provide in-country support 
for lmplementario-n of advocacy activities. 

Planned activities 
The project comprises three compone-nts with specific outputs and activities for each. This 
reporr contains implementation details only on those componentsiourputs, where activities have 
been implemented. \Vhe1·e components/outputs are nut repmted it can be assumed that no 
activities were conducted - as per the project timetable/workp1an -during the reporting period. 
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Component 1: Building in-country capacity~ competencies and leadership in strategic 
advocacy and advocaL')'-reJated communication. 

Output 1.1: Training and t:apacity development materials foa-tsing o-n advocacy and 
advocac.r-related strategic communication and planning/leadership for prevention and 
control of HPAJ and E/Ds are developed for training o.f and use by .Ministry of.4griculture's 
livestock departments, and veterinary services communication, extension and technical staff 
Activit_y 1.1. 1: Develop comprehensive, multi-disciplinary training and capacity development 
modules and materials on risk and outhreak communication for HPAI and EID~ preparedness. 
prevention and control for MoAs, livestock departments, anti veterinary services 
Activity 1.1.2: Develop and disseminate multi-media advocacy and community mobilization 
materials. for usc by MoAs, livestock departments, and veterinary services in preparedness. 
prevention and control of HPAI and ElDs 

Component 2: Developing effective and evidence-based regional and national advocacy 
strategies and a regional strategic communication framework for preparedness, 
prevention and control of HPAI and other EIDs. 

Output 2.1: F AO Regional Advocacy Strategy is developed and disseminated 
Activity 2.!.1: Conduct desk-based policy review 
Activitv 2.1.2: Conduct 15-20 Key Informant interviews across the region 
ActiviTy 2.1.4: Develop draft advocacy strategy 

Output 2.2: National level communication and advm.-·acy strategies are developed in 
Bangladesh, Indonesia and Vietnam 
Activity 2.2. 1 Conduct three communication and advocacy strategy development workshops in 
Bangladesh, Indonesia and Viet Narn (for five. days, with 25 local participants) 

Output 2.5: Regional Strategic Framework for Communication devek.Jped and disseminated 
(through DVD, website, presentations) 
Actil·ity 2.5.1: Conduct two-day dissemination workshop in Bangkok for 35-40 oniciats from 
EPT countries and others in the region to launch the strategic framework 
ActiviTy 2.5.2: Devdop localization and adaptation guidelines and handhook 

Output 2.6: The capacity of FAO Advocacy and Community Engagement Officers to pr(lvide 
in-country support for implementation of advocacy activities is developed. 
Activit'.' 2.6. I: Support FAO Advocacy Extension officers in developing national advocacy 
stralegie~: collaborate in capacity deveiopmenl workshopsimenlor local capacity development 
Activit)' 2.6.2: Develop local advocacy rnatetials. 

Output 2.7: New tools, processes and approaches are deJ•eloped for communicating 
technical information on EJDs effectively. 
Ac"!ivity 2.7.1: Conduct three pilot workshops (in Egypt, Indonesia and VietNam) to develop 
curriculum modules for communicating technical information on EIDs to non-technical 
audiences~ and to develop the outputs from the workshop already conducted in Bangladesh. 
Activiry 2.7.2: Conduct pre- and post-evaluation exercises to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
tools, processes, and approaches. 
Activity 2.7.3: Share new tools with communication partners, government ministries and 
departments. CSOs and others. including through a local workshop for dissemination of 
cuniculurn processes for communicating on HPAI/EIDs/animal diseases, and engaging risk 
audiences in dialogue. 
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Output 2.8: New multi-disciplinary data gathering protocols are developed to inform 
community communication inten·entions 

Activity 2.8.1: Conduct consultations with collaborators and partners: through a national 
\VOrkshop to develop new guiddines/SOPs for designing multi-disciplinary research protocols 
for gathering data about knowledge. culture, attitudes, practice, socio-economics and other 
aspects of affected communities. 
Activities undertaken during the reporting period 
All activities as indicated under Planned Activities aOOve have been carried out except for 
Egypt (please see explanation under "'"Main Challenges encountered"_ Fu11 details of activities 
implemented and progress made are also listed under Section "'Main progress made towanJs the 
achievement of project outcomes". 
Planned activities for the next six-month period 
Component 1: Building in-country capacity, competencies and leadership in strategic 
advocacy and advocaL-y-reJated communication. 

Output 1.1: Training and t:apacity development materials foa-tsing o-n advocacy and 
adJ•ocacJ·-related strategic communication and planning/leadership for pre••ention and 
control of HPAI and E/Ds are del'elopedfor training o.f and use by .Ministry of.4griculture's 
Livestock departments, and veterinary services communication, extension and technical staff 
Activit_y 1.1.2: Disseminate multl-mcdia advocacy and community mobilization materials, for 
use by :VfoA-;, livestock departments, and veterinary services in preparedness, prevention and 
-control of HPAI and EID:-. 
Activity 1.1.3 Disseminate training/capacity development materials on strategic advocacy and 
advocacy-rdatcd communication and planning for HPAIIEIDs 

Output 1.2: Technical capacities and capabilities of !vlinistry of Agriculture's Livestock 
departments and veterinary services to plan and mount effective intervention.<> in strategic 
advocacy and strategiL· co-mmunication intervention~· are strengthened 
ActiviTy 1.2.1 Conduct six training workshops in four countries (Bangladesh, Egypt. Indonesia 
and Viet Nam) on strategi-c advocacy and advocacy-related communic:.uion planning and 
leadership for the prevention and control of HPAI and other EIDs 

Component 2: Developing effective and evidenL-e-hased regional and national advoca<--y 
strategies and a regional str-ittegic communication fr-ilmework for preparedness, 
prevention and control of HPAI and other EIDs. 

Output 2.2: Nationallelc·el advocacy strategies are developed in Indonesia and l'ietnam 
Actil·ity 2.2.1 Conduct two advocacy strategy development workshops in Indonesia and Viet 
Nam (for five days, with 25loca1 participants) 

Output 2.3: Develop capacity in advocac}' among veterinary, field epidemiology and 
extension staff, as well as FAO and civil society organi.mtiom:, etc. 
Activity 2.3.1 Conduct four 4-day workshops in 4 countries to build capacity in advocacy, and 
communication planning and leadership for 20 persons per workshop (workshops to be used to 
develop national advocacy plans with goals, tlmeframes and related interventions). 

Output 2.4: Advocacy materials are developed, utilised and disseminated during the 
workshops outlined in Output 2.3/Actiy·ity 2.3. 
Activity 2.4.1 Develop advocacy material as idenlified and utilize in four d.-day workshops in 
four countries. 
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Output 2.6: The capacity of FAO .4dvocacy Extensitm Officers to provide in-country 
support for implementation of advocacy activities is developed. 
Activit\' 2.6.1 Support FAO Advocacy Extension officers m developing national advocacy 
strategies~ collaborate in capacity development workshops; and mentor local capacity 
development 
Activit\' 2.6.2 Develop local advocacy materials 

Output 2.7 New tools, processes and approache."\ are developed for communicating 
technical information on ElDs effectively. 
Activity 2.7.1: Conduct three pilot workshops (in Egypt, Indonesia and VietNam) to develop 
curriculum modules for communicating technical infonnation on EIDs to non-technical 
audiences; and to develop the outputs from the workshop already conducted in Bangladesh. 
ActiviTy 2.7.2: Conduct pre- and post-evaluation exercises to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
tools, processes, and approaches. 
Activity 2.7.3: Share new tools. with communication partners, government ministries and 
departments, CSOs and others. including through a local workshop for dissemination of 
curriculum processes for communicating on HPAl/EIDs/animal diseases, and engaging risk 
audiences in dialugt1e. 

Component 3: Strengthening in-country collaboration and coordination. 

Output 3.1: Best practices are documented and disseminated 
Activity 3.1.2: Collect lessons learned and best practices from countries of the region 
1\1ain challenges encountered and re..~ponse provided 
No activities were undertaken in Egypt (one of the four project countries) due to the political 
situation m the country during the reporting period. The project activities have been 
rescheduled, with the first activities due to take place in May 2011. Preparations have already 
taken place, which include a mission in May to undertake filming of advocacy materials for the 
prevention of HPAI and other animal diseases . 
. Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

In relation to the core objectives of the project, implementation to date has focused on the 
development of advocacy training and capacity development modules/materials for veterinary 
services, animal health officers, epidemiology staff, etc; community extension and mobilization 
materials; regional advocacy strategy and net-...vorking materials support in developing national 
advocacy strategies and plans; and capacity development for personnel to provide in-country 
support for implementation of advocacy activities. The methodologies developed arc 
encapsulated m the materials produced within the project to date (see below). These key 
methodologies and materials furm the basis of the project and its implementation, and represent 
new thinking, approaches and planning in addTcssing the threat of HPAI in endemic countries, 
together with that from ElDs and high-impact animal di."eases. 

In addition to ensuring the participation of stakeholders and beneficiaries in the planning of the 
project, the development of the novel approaches and strategies to advocacy/communicmion, 
and in developing materials, a series of capacity development workshops have been planned 
and organized in Banglade~h, Indonesia and Vietnam, for multidisciplinary and multisec!oraJ 
stakeholders from Ministries of Agriculture and Health, international agencies, together -...vith 
communication specialists, vctcrinaTians, animal health oftlccrs, etc. The workshops aim to 
develop (he capacity and capabilities of these stakeholders to plan and lead advocacy and 
communication inten.-entions which impact upon the ultimate project beneficiaries - farmers, 
poultry/animal producers, bird/animal market workers, transporters, and other community-level 
srakeholdcTs- through implementation of biosecurity and risk reduction measures to minimi?C 
the threat of HPAI and other high-impact animal diseases. The full details of achievements are: 
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Component 1: Building in-country capacity~ competencies and leadership in strategic 
advocacy and advocaL')'-reJated communication. 

Output 1.1 Training and capacity development materials focusing on advocacy and 
advocacy-related strategic communication and planning/leadership for prevention and 
control of HPAI and ElDs are developed for training of and use by Ministry of .4griculture 's 
Livestock departments, and veterinary services communication, extension and technical staff 

A final draft of the FAO Outbreak Communication Guidelines was produced foJlowing a 
consultative process. The publication is for the use of animal health and communicmion 
professionals to prepare for and respond to animal disease emergem:ies. The consultant 
based in FAO headquarters in Rome, under the- USA project, organized the drati:ing of a 
policy 'White Paper' o-n Risk Cornmunication during the reporting period, and which will 
be completed in mid-April. The "Hlhite Paper' contributes to FAO's global and regional 
frameworks for communication against HPAIIEIDs and to capat:ity development materials. 
The consultant organized a consultative process for the 'White Paper·, which will 
culminate in a seminar to be held in FAO Rome on 14 April 201 1, with participants from 
AED, FAO, OlE, UNICEF, the \Vorld Food Programme (WFP), \VHO and others. The 
FAO consultant furthe1· began developing community mobilization ami advocacy materials 
for use by animal health and communication professiona1s. The completion date of the 
materials is scheduled for June 2011. 

Component 2: Developing effective and eYidence-based regional and national advocacy 
strategies and a regional strategic communication framework for preparedness, 
prevention and control of HPAI and other EIDs. 

Output 2.1 FAO Regional Advocacy Strategy is developed and disseminated 

A consultative workshop for FAO-ECTAD Country Team Leaders ldentified gaps in the area 
of regional advocacy apparent during the course of HPAI project implementation since 2003. 
Following this and other consultative processes an FAO Regional Advocacy Strategy is now in 
draft stage, and b expected to be ready in June 20ll for review ami finaliLation. Based on tl1e 
consultations above, a set of regiona1 guidelines for developing a national level advocacy 
strategy is now at draft stage. This will be shared with individual countries at workshops 
scheduled in Bangladesh, Indonesia and VietNam. 

Output 2.2 National level communication and adl•ocacy strategies are developed in 
Bangladesh, Indonesia and Vietnam 

Implementation update: Multidisciplinary, multi sectoral workshops for stakeholders from 
Ministries of Agriculture and Health, as wel1 as international agencies and communication 
specialists, are scheduled for April 26-27 in Bangladesh, and for April 29-30 in Indonesia, with 
four objectives: (a) to launch the Regional Frameu·ork for a Communication Strategy against 
EJDs in Asia and the Pac~fic 2011-2016; (b') to share the Localization Guide for developing a 
communication strategy based on the Rexhmal Framework; (c) to share regional guidelines for 
developing a national advocacy strategy: and (d) to conduct a review of available ad\'ocacy 
materials, and new needs in the light of adopting the One Health approach. 

Output 2.5 Regional Strategic Framework for Communication developed and disseminated 

A draft Regional Framework fur a Communication Strategy against EID:s in Asia and the 
Puc(fic 2011-2016 \Vas completed in Febmary 2011, by an FAO-Icd coltaboration that included 
inputs from AED. UNlCEF, Ut\SIC and WHO-Sourh East Asia Regional Office (SEARO). 
The document wa~ the product of a consultative proces.s and a literature review of 
communication evalu..'1tions conducted in relation to HPAI-related communication 
interventions. The Rexional Framework was informed by the experiences of issues and gaps 
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identified by FAO Team Leaders of ECTAD-RAP in the area of communication since 2003. 
The liler<.~ture re'\riew <.~nd recommendations were a key component and were informed by <.~ 

consultative process involving AED, CARE. FAO. OlE, UNICEF, UNSIC, and senior 
veterinarians and livestock officers from MoAs/Livestock Departments (from Cambodia, India, 
1ndoncsia. Ne-pal, Philippines, Thailand and Viet Nam). The process recognized the need for a 
regional framework to harmonize stmtegie communication approaches across the region, for 
use by cmnmuni~:ation cmd non-~:ommunication professionals; and that international 
agencies/NGOs with communication expertise should work together on the framework \Vith 
FAO taking the lead. A core group was formed comprising representatives from AED, CARE, 
FAO, UNICEF and \VHO SEARO to implement the pro~:ess. The Regional Framework will be 
introduced at the Bangladesh and Indonesia workshops scheduled for April 26-27 in Dhaka, 
and for April 29-30 in Jakarta; and at a regional event in Bangkok, May 2011. 

Output 2.6 The capacity ofF AO .4dvocacy and Community Engagement Officers to provide 
in-country support for implementation of advocacy activities is developed. 
Three F AO Advocacy and Community Engagement (ACE} officers. were appointed, in 
Bangladesh, Indonesia and VietNam, and participated in a meeting in Bangkok from I9-2I 
January 2011 {together with project funded FAO consultants from Bangkok and Rome) which 
included capacity building sessions. work planning, review of current activities, and 
documentation of success storie:-.. Additional meetings are scheduled for May 20 II in Bangkok, 
to review project implementation progress, and July to plan the end phase of the project. 

Output 2. 7 New tooL>o, processes and approaches are developed for communicating technical 
information on E/Ds effectively. 
Implementation update: Two process tools (Figureheads, Storytelling) and five dialogue
based session guides for communicating scientific knowledge to lay audiences have been 
developed and translated into Bangia for field testing in Bangladesh in the last week of April. 
The Figureheads process tool has been translated into Vietnamese and is being field tested in 
ApriL The complete set of new tools will be translated and field-tested in Indonesia in June.. 

Output 2.8 New multi-disciplinary data gathering protocols are developed to infonn 
community communication i.nten·entions 
FAO convened an interagency meeting (including AED, U;-...'ICEF, UNSIC and WHO SEARO) 
to di~cus~ the updating of communication research protocols in order 10 make them more 
multidisciplinary, and incorporate community insights from anthropological, sociological and 
socio-economic perspectives. Recommendations included: 

• FAO should commission desk research to identify available tools and protocols for 
community research, and identify their strengths and weaknesses, as well as gaps. 

• A meeting should be convened to review these findings, and develop terms of reference 
for a new community research protocol. 

• ~ew data gathering and research protocol and process tools should be developed. 
• New tools should be introduced regionally at a suitable regional meeting in Bangkok, as 

well as during project interactions ln Bangladesh, Indonesia, and VietNam. 

Component 3: Strengthening in-country collaboration and coordination. 

Output 3.1 Best practices are docu.mented and disseminated 

The ACE meeting in Bangkok in January, developed criteria for defining and identifying 
success stories and best practices. These were consolidated into a data-gathering format 
which was then circulated back to the country teams to help them propose success stories 
for documentation through video and print. Stories identified include: Bangladesh: u~e of 
the SMS Gateway to speed up reporting; and the live bird market clean-up project in 
Dhaka: VietNam: Farmers' Clubs, which have proven self-sustaining and effective after 
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the end of project funding_ More posslblc stories arc being researched; Indonesia: 
Currently researching story possibilities. A reconnaissance visit has been scheduled in 
Bangladesh from mid-April to conduct stili photography, as well as develop a video 
production schedule and identify individuals to be interviewed on camera. A visit is being 
scheduled in Viet Nam for filming in end May. 

7 
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Country: 

Project .Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/lNT/001/USA 

Project title: EPT+ Characterizing influenza viruses posing 
ri-sks a-s the next global pandemic 

Reporting period: April2013 to September 2013 

Bangladesh, China and VietNam 
Project title: EPT +Characterizing influenza viruses posing risks as the next global pandemic 
Code: OSROIINT/001/USA 
Budget: Phase 1: USD 2.75 million 

Phase II: CSD I mi11ion 
Total: USD 3.75 million 
Effective startin~ date: ] November 20 ll 
Planned end date: 
Phase I: 30 S..-:ptembcr 20 lJ 
Phase II: 30 September 2014 

Context of the project 

To improve our understanding of the role livestock play in serving as reservoirs for potential 
pandemic influenza vimses in Southeast, East and Southern Asia, the L:nited States Agency for 
International Development (US!\ !D) has provided funding to the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United 2'Jations (FAO) Lo expand influenza surveillance activities through the 
EPT ...;..-project, part of the broader emerging pandemic threat (EPT) programme. Approval of the 
initial EPT + project proposal from USAID was rccelvcd in ~ovcmbcr of 2011. and pro_jcct 
activities were initialed by FAO in December 20 ll. The project contains four components: 
(1) improving the understanding of the fundamental drivers of influenza emergem:e through risk 
assessments and risk modelling; (2) conducting influenza surveillance in farm animals (swine 
and ducks) to improve knowledge about circulating viruses of pandemic potential ln livestock; 
(3) developing and implementing questionnaires to improve the understanding of the risk for 
influenza transmission throughout multiple sectors; and (4) sharing information and contributing 
to major global influenza initiatives. The geographic scope of EPT + initially included VietNam, 
China, and Bangladesh. The largest portion of the EPT + project focuses on livestock surveillance 
activities and aims to detect and characterize animal influenza viruses circulating in targeted 
livestock systems. 

Objective of the project 

The EPT...;- project will contribute to the improvement of food security through the prevemion, 
detection and control of, as well as the response to, animal and pubhc health risks attributable to 
zoonoses and animal diseases. The main objective of the project is to improve characterization 
and surveillance of influenza-related pandemic thre-ats at national and regional levels in livestock 
population~. 
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Planned activities for the reporting period (April 2013 to September 2013) 

OlJTPlJT 1: Fundamental drivers of influenza emergence refined, mapped and included in 
the risk analyses to improve geolocalization of potentia) pandemic emergence sites 

• No activities during this period. 

OL'TPUT 2: Robust influenza surveilJance strateg)' implemented at national/regional level 
to improve knowledge about circulating viruses of pandemic potential in livestock 

• continue field sampling collection for the longitudinal study in Bangladesh; 
• 

• 

• 

• 

coordinate with FAO headquarters staff responsible for the Global Animal Disease 
Infonnation System (EMPRES-i) in the implementation and usc of the programme by the 
EPT + fic1d staff in all three recipient countries for analysis of test results of samples 
collecte-d and questionnaires; 
coordinate with all partner laboratories from the three recipient countries in the timely 
submission oflaboratory test results for influenza surveillance in livestock: 
conduc[ a national laboratory capacity assessment after the purchase and delivery of 
equipment and supplies necessary for handling and diagnosis of EPT + samples; 
analyse fic1d questionnaire data and laboratory test results that will be submitted by 
partner laboratories from all three recipient countries. 

OlJTPlJT 3: Understanding of risk for influenza transmission improved among sectors 
• Refer to Output 2. 

OUTPUT 4: Information exchange and coordination improved among major global 
influenza initiatives 

• coordinate contributions from EPT+ coordinators and other FAO Emergency Centre for 
Transboundary Animal Diseases (ECTAD) staff responsible for the EPT+ project in the 
analysis of both field and laboratory surveillance data for the final report: 

• write up the EPT +project final report: and 
• conduct Closing Project \Vorkshop. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period {April 2013 to September 2013) 

OUTPUT I: Fundamental drivers of influenza emergence refined, mapped and included in 
the risk analyses to improve geolocalization of potential pandemic emergence sites 

• There were no activities related to this output during this period. 

OUTPUT 2: Robust influenza surveillance strategy implemented at national/regional level 
to imprm-'e knowledge about circulating viruses of pandemic potential in lhestock 

• 

• 

• 

Continued intluenza virus surveillance (virological and sero-surveillance) in all three 
recipient countries. 

Procured additional expendable laboratory supplies and materials needed for laboratory 
diagnosis of EPT +field samples collected in all three countries. 

Samples collected from pigs and ducks during sur>/eillanec activitlcs in the three 
countries were tested for influenza viruses (by real time reverse transcription-polymemse 
chain reaction (RT-PCR} and virus isolation using MDCK cell lines and embryonated 
eggs) and for influenza antibodlcs (using IDEXX Laboratories enzyme-linked 
immunosorbcnt assay (ELISA) kits). The resulting data was then analysed by respective 
laboratory experts and epidemiologists. See Annex l tOr a summary of laboratory testing 
results from the three target countries. 

2 
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• 

• 

• 

Preliminary results of the labomtory test data analyses from all countries were shared via 
power point presentation with the epidemiologist of the global component of the EPT + 
project to facilitate a comprehensive analysis of the regional influenza surveillance. Viet 
Nam has shared data from the field questionnaires and laboratory results, while China 
has shared laboratory results. 

Full genome sequencing results tt·om some Swine Influenza Virus (SIV} positive 
samples in VietNam were likewise included in the analysis. Full genome sequenc-ing on 
the remaining influenza positive samples in a11 three countries is ongoing and expected 
to he completed in December 2013. 

An EPT + project internal meeting was attended by the project national coordinators and 
FAO country staff in Bangladesh, China and Viet Nam who were diredly involved in 
the EPT + project. Progress in both regional and global components of the project was 
discussed, as wc11 as work plans for EPT + Phase I L 

National programme progress in support of Output 2 

Bangladesh 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Three ofthe five laboratory partners have completed laboratory activities . 

62.86 percent of the 6 429 duck blood serum samples tested by ELISA were positi·ve for 
antibodies against influenza A virus. 

16.45 percent of the 4 234 pig blood serum samples tested were positive fur antibodies 
against influenza A virus. 

Only 11 (L55 percent) of the samples from ducks tested positive (M-gene) for influenza 
A virus by real tlme RT-PCR, while in pigs there were no virological positive samples 
reported. 

• All M-genc positive samples were sent to the Bangladesh Livestock Research 
Institute for virus isolation and sub-typing. Testing is ongoing. 

• 

• 

• 

China 

• 

• 

The EPT + project generated information on the cunent status and distribution of 
influenza viruses in ducks and swine, and identified hotspots in tested areas. 

The project also assisted in facilitating collaboration and networking of national animal 
diagnostic laboratories and other EPT partners· programmes in the country. 

The EPT + project initiated the first nationwide pig disease surveillance in Bangladesh . 
The project abo provided a platform for surveillance, including retrospective samples for 
H7N9 testing_ 

Eleven pig farms from two provinces (Guangdung and Hunan) were chosen as sampling 
sites, and 1 0 of the 11 fanns were positive for SIV. 

Random samples traced from 52 farms were collected in Guangdong slaughterhouses, 
and all 52 farms \-Verc positive for Sl V. 

• Random samples traced ffom 99 t3rms \vere colJected in Hunan slaughterhouses, and 
78 farms were positive tOr SIV. 

• Fitl: ·-five strains (0.55 ercent) of SIVs were isolated from the total number of 1 

3 
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• 

• 

samples collecred in China for the EPT+ project; from the 55 srrdins isolated, 40 were 
Eurasian avian-like (HlNl) viruses (EA) HlNl) subtype; 12 were subtyped as 
2009 pandemic Ill N 1 influenza virus (pill N 1 /2009)~ three were subtyped as I l 1 N2 
SIVs. 

In Hunan province, 34.9 percent of pigs sampled were positive for antibodies against 
influenza A virus, while in Guangdong province, 36.1 percenl of pigs sampled were 
positive. The overall sero-prevalem:e of Influenza A in the two provmces was 
35.5 percent. 

Based on the above laboratory test resull<>, multiple influenza virus subtypes were 
detected among pigs in China. 

• The co-existence of 2009 pandemic l I IN 1 intluenza vints and other subtypes viruses 
(e.g. avian-like HlNl and H1N2) in pigs may cause new virus assortment "\Vith 
pandemic potential. 

• 

• 

The EPT+ project enabled collabordtion with the PREDICT project China office. A joint 
sampling between animal health and public health sectors was established. Collaboration 
between the t\VO sectors \Vas established at national and provincial level with rhe 
agreement that .;,amples will be shared by both sectors. 

The LoA fur full genome sequencing work was cleared by the FAO Emergency Cenrre 
for Tnmsboundary i\nimal Diseases (ECTAD) Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific. 
The second LoA stipulates that the partner laboratory will provide services for full 
genome sequencing for 30 EPT..;.. samples, and that data on the sequences will be made 
available in FAO's Global Animal Disease lnfonnation System (EMPRES-i) domain. 

VietNam 

• 12 Provinces (six in the north, six in the south) were selected as sampling sites. 

• Large-scale pig fanns (breeding and fattening) with low biosecurity wcrc chosen as 
sampling farms. 

• An EPT + surveillance field questionnaire was translated into Vietnamese and 
implemented. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

A total of 8 640 pig samples were collected in 12 provinces from January 2013 to 
August 2013. 

Of the 60 farms sampled, four breeding fanns and five fattening farms were positive for 
SIVs~ 

31.5 percent of the samples collected in 12 provinces were seropositive against influenza 
A virus. 

103 S!Vs were isolated from nine SIV-positivc fanns . 

According to results from the EPT + influenza surveillance project, SIV is prevalent in 
breeding and fattening fanns with low biosecurity levels. 

Genetic variation (different subtypes and lineages) ofSIVs was present in VietNam pig 
populations sampled. 

An amendment to d1t: original LoA was approved and signed bet> .. veen F AO and the 
Department of Animal llcalth (DAII), Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, 
VietNam. The amended LoA covers additional sam le collection for the EPT +study in 

4 
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VietNam. Sampling was conducted in August ami September 2013. Laboratory testing 
is ongoing. 

OUTPUT 3: Understanding of risk for influenza transmission improved among sectors. 

• Processing and analyses of data gathered through questionnaires administered in Viet 
Nam and Bangladesh is ongoing. 

OUTPUT 4: lnformation exchange and coordination imprm:ed among major global 
influenza initiatiYes. 

• Data was shared with international influenza networks. such as FAO's Network of 
Expertise on Animal Influenza (OFFLU) and the OFFUJ Swine Influenza Group. 

• Identification of gaps between various genetic databases and epidemiological data was 
completed. 

Global activities in support of Output 4 

Regional workshop to reYiew EPT + acti"'ities in Bangkok, August 2013 

A dosing workshop was conducted in Bangkok with EPT + national teams and the regional and 
global coordinators. During the '.Vorkshop, each country focal point provided details on the 
number of samples collected, production systems targeted and preliminary results obtained from 
laboratory testing (serology, vims isolation and sequencing). The results in China and Viet Nam 
imply the presence of genetic variation (different subtypes and lineages) among SlY in swine 
production systems. Virological testing of samples in Bangladesh is ongoing, 'I,.Vith an expected 
completion date of December 2013. 

Owing to budget restrictions in Phase II of EPT+, it was decided that follow-up activities to 
complete the risk modelling '.vork will require exploration of alternative :o,ources of funding. 
Potential sources include ll7N9 projects and collaboration with the PREDICT component of rhc 
EPT programme. 

Country teams presented their vvork plans for Phase II of the EPT + project. Viet Nam will 
conduct surveillance in production systems found positive for SIV during Phase 1, and expand 
survcilhmce to other areas in rhc country. In China, longitudinal studies will be conducted on all 
SIV -positi·ve farms identified during Phase I in order to monitor virus evolution over time. 

Based on these activities, during the workshop i[ was agreed that EPT + Phase li will focus on; 
l) idcnrif}'ing and fully characterizing progenitor intlucnza vimscs detected in livestock; and 
2) understanding factors of virus emergence and evolution in Asia through specific longitudinal 
studies and value chain analysis. 

Planned activities for Phase 11 in support of Output 2 

l\ational Programme 
• Contribute to the EPT +Phase II proposal by providing surveillance plans for Phase JI. 

• Undertake the full sequencing of influenza vims isolates collected during Phase I EPT + 
in China, Bangladesh and Viet Nam and share resulting data. 

5 
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• 

• 

Follmv-up and coordinate with the EPT + national coordinators in China and VietNam 
for updates on the activities and results of the services stated in the amended EPT + 
Phase 1 LoAs. 

Organize a national stakeholder meeting to plan EPT --c- surveillance activities in Viet 
Nam and China 

Global Programme 
• Coordinate the writing and submission of the EPT+ Phase li proposaL Obtain input from 

national EPT+ coordinators from each country, and other FAO ECTAD technical staff 
who are directly involved ·with the EPT +project 

• Collect all raw data gathered during Phase I EPT + tfom surveillance and questionnaires 
from aU three countries (Bangladesh, China and Viet Nam) for collation and data 
analyses. Coordinate the preparation of a technical report of data gathered from 
surveillance activities in the three countries. 

• Conduct a regional project workshop with regional stakeholders to share results ofEPT + 
Phases I and II. The purpose of the meeting is to share the results of country 
consultations in Bangladesh, China and Viet Nam. and to irnpmve coordination among 
FAO, other EPT partners, \Vorld Health Organization, \Vorld Organisation for Animal 
Health, and the United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention to address the 
animal-human interfw::e (month six of Phase II). 

Main challenges encountered and responses provided 

l. InfOrmation sharing on EPT + project laboratory test results will have w be cleared by the 
Governments of target countries. 

• In Bangladesh, laboratory test re·mHs and data generated from the fi.eld questionnaires 
will be made available as. agreed in the signed LoA. Results from virological and sero
surveillanec, and some data generated from the questionnaires have been shared 
intemally among F AO technical staff who arc directly involved in the EPT + project. 
However, the official release and sharing of results to all partners will still need deamru:e 
from national authorities. The FAO ECTAD Bangladesh team leader will communicate 
and seck clearance from the Chief Veterinary Officer for the official release of all 
laboratory test results that arc generated by the five laboratory partners. 

• In China, project partners (the national coordinator and one flarbin laboratory staff) 
participated and shared laboratory test results during the EPT +project internal discussion 
meeting from 28 to 30 August 2013. The amended LoA for full genome sequencing 
services provided by the partner laboratory (Harbin) states that "the partner laboratory 
will write a report on the analysis of labora1ory diagnos1ic tesfing resuHs: will provide 
sen··ice to neighbouring countries for gene sequencing; and the full genome sequencing 
data should be available in FAO EMPRES-i." Levels of confidentiality of the data can be 
agreed and imp1cmcnted. 

• In Viet Nam, as stated in the signed LoA, all laboratory test results (including data that 
will be generated from the surveillance field questionnaires) will be made available to all 
partners. However, clearance from the DAH will still be needed for the official release 
and sharin of the information. The FAO ECTAD VietNam senior technical coordinator 
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will communicate and seek clearance fmm the Chief Veterinary Officer for the official 
release of all lalmratory test results that are generated by both the National Center of 
Veterinary Diagnosis and Regional Animalllcalth Office Number 6laboratorics. 

2. Delayed testing of field samples by some EPT+ laboratory partners in Bangladesh. 

• All possible actions - including coordlnation, requests for assistance in troubleshooting 
lab equipment, and guidance on the usc of EPT + diagnostic protocols from other partner 
laboratories- arc being taken to expedite the testing and submission of the EPT+ reports 
to national coordinators. 

3. Difficulty collecting true infonnation about disease status by interviewing fanners. 

• Field questionnaires were translated into the local language in Bangladesh, China and 
VietNam. 

4. Swine surveillance for intluenza is not apt im ity tOr every EPT ~ recipient country. 

• At the stakeholders meeting and during field sample collection activities, EPT + national 
coordinators explained the following infonnation to national auth01itics and fanners in 
each country: the EPT+ project's main objectives~ the possible role that pigs can play as a 
virus reservoir, and as a mixing vessel of the virus which could result in reassortment of a 
pandemic strain. 

5. In Bangladesh, the Depanmem of Livestock Services (DLS) had no previous experlence in 
swine sun...-eillance, including maintaining sample quality while in the field. 

• The FAO ECTAD country team conducted training on swine surveillance (sample 
collection and management) for some DLS technical staff, together with 31 new local 
veterinarians hired for the EPT -c- project field sample collections. Dry shipper boxes were 
purchased by Bangladesh F AO ECTAD for use by the field collection teams to transport 
field samples to laboratories. 

Main progress made towards the achievement of EPT+ project outcomes 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Implemented influenza surveillance in livestock for each country, as agret:d in the 
approved LoA between FAO and the respective national animal health institutions. 

The EPT_,_ intluen7a surveillance protocol was adapted and implemented in each country . 

A11 activities stated in the LoA have been completed in China and Viet Nam. In 
Bangladesh, reports are expeued from two of the five partner laboratories on the results 
of lhe remaining EPT + samples submitted by field collection learns. 

In Bangladesh, laboratory coordination and networking among the five government 
laboratories and other EPT partners were established through close coordination with rhe 
IDENTIFY project. 

ln China, a second LoA was written and approved by F AO for the partner laboratory to 
provide services on fUll genome sequencing tOr 30 SIV positive samples. Results of the 
sequencing are expected in December 2013. 

In Viet Nam, an amendment to the original LoA was made for additional sampling in 
pigs. The reason for the additional sampling was to cover more sampling areas/f3nns in 
order to detem1ine the extent of the enetic variation (different subt sand linea cs) of 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

SIVs in VietNam. 

An internal discussion meeting was attended by all F AO ECTAD country team staff. and 
some staff from partner laboratories that are directly involved in the EPT +project. 

In VietNam, questionnaires were developed and a database was established . 

Coordination and information sharing was improved with partners and stakeholders in 
VietNam. and some intcmational partners. 

In Bangladesh, the EPT+ project supported capacity building (diagnostic and surveillance 
activities, especially for pigs). 

8 
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Annex 1. Results obtained from surveillance activities in Bangladesh, China and Viet ]\;am 
during Phase L Data presented represent only the results from the samples that have so far been 
rested. 

~o of SeroloJ:;~- Virology 
Epi Epi 

units ~0. ~·o. Epi unit No. ~0. unit ~o of 
Country Species Production system sampled samples positive +ve('%) samples positive +ve viruses 

Lov.' bioscc:uc gmzcd 
Ducks • 119 38:6 907(23.8} 79(66.4) :"JA 2 2 :.JA 

lntcn;;ivcly non-
gru~::d * 8 95 54(56.8) 7(87.5) :-JA 0 0 :.JA 

Scmi-lntCI'-sivc* 2 89 54(60 7) 2(! 00} 'JA 4 4 \iA 
~ 

' Backyard~ 201 !769 1237{6tl.9) 116(57.7) :"JA 13 l3 '\JA • 
" • total 330 4981 2896(58.1) 204(61.8} 7743 19 19 NA " c • Pigs nomadic~ 2" 4')3 F( l5.0) 2t'{l00) '<A " NA \iA "' Backyard* 659 26;5 3l::l-'C:4.S) 461(70.0} '<A " NA \iA 

Semi-lnter.sive"' li 211 28(!3.3) 10(90.9) '<A " NA \iA 

Shmgh:erhouse 3 460 31J(6KO) 3( 1 00} '<A " NA \iA 

total 698 3319 756122.8) 502(71.9} 3161 0 ~A NA 

• Pigs Farms 20 4i4'~ l07t25.S) 20( 100) 1000 16(1.6) 20(100) 16 c 
:a 
'-' Slaugh:er house 9 9496 3411{35.9) 9( 1 UO) 9070 39(0.4) 9{ l 00} 39 

total 29 9910 3518(35.5) 29(100) 10078 55t_0.5) 9(100) 55 

E • Pigs Breeding ~mits"' 2:5 349 131(37.5) 22(95.7) 1380 51(3.7) 4( 17.4) '\JA 

"' ~ Fattening unit<>* 37 36\S 9:'(25 . .:.:) 
> 

18(415.6) 221(1 52(2.::1) 6( !6,2! "\JA 

total 60 717 226(31.5) 40(66.7) 3600 103{2.9) 10{16.7 103 .. :efers to limns.; # :refers to village~; NA · deirlih no: yet availab!e: vlrux:~ isolated ln Viel ;-.Jam: IU?\:2, IBN2: 
vir:Jsc:-. isolalct! in Chinu: IIi N 1, II J :--J2. PIT IN I :2009; 

,, 
serum co]l(T':o.:d from ! I fcmns. 
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I Quarter 20 I 0 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/INT/803/USA 

Project Title: Development of Integrated Desktop Simulation Exercise on Avian 
Influenza in Animal and Human Population in Europe and Eurasia 

Reporting period: January- J\>larch 2010 

Regional component: Ea..;;tcrn Europe and Central Asia 
Project Title: Developmem of Integrated Desktop Simulation Exercise on Avian Influenza in 
Animal and Human Population in Europe and Eurasia. 
Code: OSRO/Il'1T/803/CSA 

:Budget: USD 130 000 (Phase I) 
:Total bmlget: USD 130 000 
:Effective starting date: l :-..;ovember 200S 
:Planned end date: 30June 2010 
Context of the project 

Emergency preparedness pbnning i.'i crucial for the successful management of outbreaks of Highly 
Pathogenic Avian fufluenza (HPAI) and for minimizing the outbreak'~ impact. Preparedness 
encompasses the development of contingency plans, operational procedures and engagement of 
national and local authorities ln capacity building. 

The basis fur the adequate implementation of measures and operations considering HPAI is a 
developed integrated action (contingency] plan that wiH clarify technical procedures, operational 
activities and the lines of command and communication channels. However, to test its efficiency the 
implementing c<Jpacity of the contingency plan should he m\mitored from time to time by 
conducting. for example. integrated desktup simulation exercises. These exercises pruvide an 
opportunity for the authorities to identify areas where cooperation and coordination needs to be 
improved as well as to test internal and external roles and responsibilities. Measurable outcomes 
need to reflect the technical and operational improvements. tmining and capacity building, the 
transp<1rency of communication and the level of coordination between different government sectors 
and .agencies involved. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO:I .and 
World Health Organization- Regional Office for Europe (\VHO-EURO) arc the focal points for the 
technical cooperation for animal and human cases of HPAL Both organizations are involved in 
assisting UN :Member States in enhancing their emergency preparedness and response capacity. The 
lJnited States Government through the United States Agency for International Development 
(USAlD) is one of [he leading donors in strengthening the national capacity to respond to the risk of 
avian and pandemic influenza. 

The starting point of \VHO's pandemic preparedness plan is to strengthen the capaclty of countries 
to respond to seasonal influenza epidemic. FAO's activities in the field of avian intlucnza have 
targeted prevention, early detection and control of HPAI in animal populations. So far, the FAO, the 
World Organisation for Animal Health {OIE) and the WHO, are encouraging countries lo develop 
or enhance existing national preparedness plans to fully consider an integrated approach by 
addressing animal and human health aspects. as well as other sectors needed for the control of 
HPAI. 
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This integrated approach allows: 
• to improve the cooperation and communication of different sectors involved in HPAI 

emergency preparedness and response; 
• To develop and implement integrated epidemiological surveillance and early warning 

sy-;tems for HPAt and 
• to ensure the most efficient implementation of measures and operations during an HPAI 

outbreak. 

From December 2006, the FAO and WHO EURO have been developing and implementing 
integrated desktop simulation exercises within the ongoing OSRO/JNTi603/USA B02 project. 
HoweveL emergency preparedness is a continuous process. which needs to be adapted to prevailing 
conditions in a country and to new scientific insights. 

The geographical scope of this project is limited to countries "\Vithin the Eastern Europe and Central 
Asia regions of the FAO Headquarters (FAO/HQ) and WHO EURO, excluding the countries that 
have joined the European UnimL 

In the Central Asia region, during the beginning of 2006, two outbreaks of HPAI in humans have 
been observed in Turkey and Azerbaijan. The \VHO and FAO missions to the region have indicated 
that the animal and human health sectors needed urgem strengthening. As in most countries, the 
relationship between the human and animal health sectors is fragmented, as is the cooperation in 
response to outbreaks. This leads to delays, thus increasing the impact of the disease in the poultry 
industry as well as the risk for human infection. 

Since the first HPAI outbreaks, the Eastern Europe and Central Asia countries, with the guidance of 
FAO and WHO, have established Avian Jntluenza task forces or inter-ministerial Af working 
groups with the aim to prepare the country to face HPAI outbreaks. Furthermore, the development 
of contingency plans for HPAI and pandemic influenza preparedness plans has been promoted. 
However, only a limited number of countries have developed integrated multi-sectoral HPAI 
contingency plans or have tested their plans, while some of the existing plans st111 need to l:'tc 
revised or approved by their government. 

Objectives of the project 

This project ensures a continuous contribution to enhance the preparedne:-:.s of targeted countries to 
respond \vhen facing outbreaks of HPAI through testing the coordination and communication 
mechanisms amongst all involved in HPAI control, at national as well as at regional level. The 
project activities are conceived to reduce the risk of viral introduction or spread by improving 
coordinatiun of actions tu be taken. The ultimate goal of this proposal is to further develop and 
adapt an optimal model for HPAI desktop simulation exercises that could in the long-term 
strengthen the capacities of the veterinary and public health services as well as serve as a template 
f(Jr tes(ing the preparedness for other emerging and re-emerging zoonotic diseases. 

The expected outcomes of the project: 
• inter-sectoral coordination and communication of stakeholders involved in the control of 

HPAI uutbreaks improved; 
• strengths and weaknesses of existing plans and response mechanisms for avian influenza in 

animals and humans identified; 
• understanding and practice of command and coordination to respond to avian influenza 

identified~ 
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• existing national contingency plan~ for HPAI enhanced; 
• veterinary and public health prep3redness capacities for HPAI and other emerging and re

emerging animal and human diseases strengthened. 
Planned activities 
Output l: Development cmd implementation of two national integrated tables top simulation 
exercise for HPAI 

Activities for the national integrated table top ~imularion exercise for HPAI: 

• defining with FAO and \VHO local offices to recruit national tOeal points for logistical and 
administrative support (venue, dates, translations and letters); 

• identifycing possible participants including the :-..cenario writers and f~H.:ilitators; 
• developing the cxerclsc scenario, handbook materials for players and observers, printing and 

copying the m<1rerials (at le<1st in two languages); 
• preparing the exercise. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

• The hybrid simulation exercise planned to be conducted in Ukraine in April was prepared 
during this reporting period. The venue and all the logistical arrangements as we11 as the 
elaboration of the st:enarios and the required milt erial were elaborated during this period. 

• There was a close cooperation and regular communication between F AO and STOP AI in 
charge of conducting the field exercise. All the planned activities for this period were 
sut:ce~sfully unUertaken. 

Planned activities for the next quarter 

• Integrated hybrid natiunaJ desktop/field sim.ulation exer-cise for avian influenza in ani1nal 
and human populations, Kiev, Ukraine, from 12 to 16 April 2010. 

1\ifain challenges encountered and response provided 

• A hybrid table-top and field exercise had been planned for November 2009, but the exercise 
had to be postponed in view of the occurrence of severe outbreaks of HI N I in Ukraine. 

1\>Iain progress made towards the achievement of project outputs 

• All the preparations for the hybrid simulation exercise were undettaken. 
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Quarter III 2010 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/INT/803/USA 

Project Title: Development of integrated desktop simulation exercise on Avian Influenza 
in animal and human population in Europe and Eurasia 

Reporting periud: April- June 2010 

Regional component: Eastern Emope and Centrnl Asia 
Project Title: Development of integrated desktop simulation exercise on Avian Influenza in animal 
and human population in Europe and Eurasia. 
Code: OSRO/INT/803/CSA 

:Budget: USD l30 000 
:Effective starting date: 1 ~ovember 2008 
:Planned end date: 31 December 2010 
Context of the project 

Emergency preparedness planning is crucial for the successful management of outbreaks of Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPA() and for minimizing the outbreak's impact. Preparedness 
encompasses the development of conrlngency plans, operational procedures and engagement of 
national and local authorities in capacity building. 

The basis for an adequate implementation of measures and operations considering HPAI is a 
developed contingency phm that preferably integrates animal and human health aspects. The 
contingency plan ~hould further specify technical procedures., operational activities, line:. of 
command and communication channels. 

The efficiency and capacity of the country in implememing the comlngency plan should he tested 
from time to time by conducting, for example, integrated desktop simulation exercises. These 
exercises provide an opportunity for the authorities to identify areas where cooperation and 
coordination need to be improved, as well as rest internal and external roles and responsibilities and 
the exi~ting procedures, Measurable outcomes need to reflect the technical and operational 
improvemems, training and capacity building needs, the effectiveness and transparency of 
communication and coordination mechanisms between different government sectors and agencies 
involved. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) and \Vorld Health 
Organization - Regional Office for Europe (WHO-EURO) are the focal points for the technical 
cooperation for animal and human health aspects of HPAL Both organizations are involved in 
assisting UN ~!ember States in enhancing their emergency preparedness and response capacity. The 
Cnited States Government through the United States Agency for International Development 
(USAJD) is one of the leading donors in strengthening the national capacity to respond to the risk of 
avian and pandemic influenza. 

The starting point of \VHO's pandemic preparedness plan is to strengthen the capacity of countries 
to respond to seasonal influenza epidemic. FAO's activities in the field of HPAI have focused on 
prevention, early detection and rapid response to control HPA[ in animal populations. So far., FAO, 
the World Organisation for Anima] Health (OlE) and WHO are encouraging countries to develop or 
enhance existing national prcp::1rcdness plans to fully consider an integrated approach by addressing 
animal and human health aspects, as well as other sectors needed for the control of HPAI (e.g. 
wildbirds). 
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This integrated approach allows: 
• to improve the cooperation and communication of different sectors involved in HPAl 

emergency preparedness and response; 
• to develop and implement integrated epidemiological surveillance and early warning 

sy<;tems for HPAI; and 
• to ensure lhe most efficient implementation of measure~ and operations during an HPAI 

outbreak. 

From December 2006, FAO and w·Ho EURO have been developing and implementing integrated 
desktop simulation exercises within the ongoing OSRO/I~T/603/USA B02 project. However, 
emergency preparedness is a continuous process, which needs to be adapted to prevailing/changing 
conditions in a country and to new scientific insights. 

The geographical scope of this project is limited to countries within the Eastern Europe and Central 
Asia (EEACA) regions of the FAO Headquarters {FAO/HQ) and WHO EURO, excluding the 
countries that have joiueJ the European Union. 

In the Central Asia region, during the beginning of 2006, two outbreaks of HPAI in humans have 
been observed in Turkey and Azerbaijan. The \VHO and FAO missions to the region have indicated 
that the animal <Jnd human health sectors needed urgent strengthening. As Jn most countries, rhe 
relationship between the human and animal health (domestic as well as wild animals_) sectors is 
fragmented, as is the cooperation in response to outbreaks. This leads to delays, lhus increasing the 
impact of the disease in the poultry industry as well as the risk for human infection. 

Since the first HPAI outbreaks, the EEACA countrie:., with the guidance of FAO and WHO, have 
established Avian InfluenLa (AI) Task Forces or inter-ministerial AI working groups with the aim 
to prepare the country to face HPAI outbreaks. Furthermore, the development of contingency plans 
for HPAI and pandemic intluenza preparedness plans has been promoted. However, only a limited 
number of countries have developed integrated multi-sectoral HPAI contingency plans or have 
tested their plans, \vhile some of the existing plans still need to be revised or approved by their 
government. 

Objectives of the project 

The aim of this project is to enhance- the preparedness of EEACA countries to respond to the 
outbreaks of HPAl through testing the coordination and communication mechanisms among all 
involved in HPAI control at national as well as regional leveL The project activities were conceived 
to reduce lhe risk of viral introduction or spread by improving the coordination of actions to be 
taken. The ultimate goal of this proposal was to further develop and adapt an optimal model for 
HPAI desktop simulation exercises that could Jn the long-term strengthen the capacities of rhe 
veterinary and public health services and serve as a template for testing the preparedness for other 
emerging and re-emerging zoonotic dist'-ases. 

The expected outcomes of the project: 

• Inter-sectoral coordinmion and communication of stakeholders involved in the comrol of 
HPAI outbreaks improved: 

• strengths and weaknesses of exbting plans and response ffit'-Chanisms for HPAI ln animals 
and humans identified; 

• understanding and practice of command and cnordination to respond to HPAI identified; 
• exist in national contino-ency tans for HPAI enhanced; and 
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• veterinary and public health preparedness capacities for HPAI and other emerging andre
emeraing animal and human diseases stren.ethened. 

Planned activities 
Output I: Development and implementation of two national integrated table-top simulation 
exercises for HPAI 

Activities for the national integrCJted table-top simulation exercise for HPAI: 

• Liaising with FAO and \VHO local offices to recruit national focal points for logistical and 
administrative support (venue, dates, tr . .ms1ations and letters); 

• identifying prospective participants including scenario writers and facilitators~ 
• deYe!oping the exercise scenario and handbook materials for players and observers; 
• developing a large m.Jp to visualiLe the om break scenario; 
• printing the respective materials (at least in two languages); and 
• preparing and holding the desktop and field exercises. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

• The hyb1id simulation exercise in Kiev, Ukraine was cmTied out from 13 April to 15 April 
2010. The exercise, carried out in collaboration with Stamping Out Pandemic and Avian 
lntluenza (STOP AI) project, consisted of both tabletop and field components. This was the 
firsl time that F AO combined lhe tabletop with a field eJ..ercise, and it was regarded as a 
very useful combination as reflected in the participant feedback/evaluation re.ceived after the 
exercise. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period 

• Finalization of the simulation exercise 1eport; 
• translation and dissemination of the simulation exercise report; and 
• participation in a final lessons learned meeting to be organized by LTSAID. tentatively in 

December 2010, to build on the experiences of the US AID projects implemented by FAO 
.and other implementing agencies with the participation of a wider donor community. 

1\<lain challenges encountered and re.~ponse provided 

• A hybrid desktop and field exercise had been planned for November 2009. hut the exercise 
had to be postpDned ln view of the occurrence of severe outbreaks of HI N 1 in Ukraine. 

• Thanks to a good relationship with an F AO national consultant, a producer in the Kiev area, 
agreed to provide hls fann as a location for the field exercise. The ta.sk of finding a suitable 
location, however, has proven lo be chaJlenging because of the bios.ecurily considerations 
and the effect that the teams dressed ln personal protective equipme.nt (PPE) might have . 

.!\lain progress made towards the achievement of project outputs 

• The conducting of the hybrid simulation exercise further contributed to the preparedness of 
the country to face HPAI outbreaks. The lessons learned during the exerc1se are 
cmnmunicated to the authorities, and it is expected that the contingency plan will be 
enhanced. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/BGD/902/VSA 

Project Title: Immediate tcchnicaJ assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in Bangladesh, including active surveillance 

Reporting period: October 2010- March 2011 

Country: Bangladesh 
Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in Bangladesh, including active surveillance 
Code: OSROIBGD/902/USA + OSRO/RAS/605/USA Baby 01 
Effective starting date: October 2009 
Planned end date: September 20 I 0 
Budget OSRO/BGD/902/USA: USD 3 082 ROO (Phase I) 
Total budget: USD 3 082 800 
Budget OSRO/RAS/605/USA Baby 01: USD 515 000 (Phase 1), USD l 365 000 (Phase II), 
USD 1 225 000 (Phase Ill) 
Total Budget: USD 3 105 000 
Effective starting date: July 2006 
Planned end date: September 2011 
Context of the project 

At present, there arc five- high-risk countries that arc still considered cndemlc for Highly 
Pathogenic A vi an Influenza (HPAI) H5NI: Bangladesh, China, Egypt, Indonesia and Viet 
Nam. Since the first outbreak m March 2007, Bangladesh has experienced a total of 
493 outbreaks (437 commercial and 56 bi1ckyard). Fifty one out of 64 districts and 170 out of 
492 Upazi1as!Thanas (subdistr-icts) have been affected thus far, resulting in the culling of o-vct 
2.2 million birds_ Folh)wing the peak of HPAI H5N I incidence in 2008, the number of annual 
outbreaks remains at around 30 in 2009 and 2010 respectively. However. as of January 201 1 
and after an absence of over six months, the number of outbreaks among poultry started to rise. 
The situation is compounded by the occurrence of crow die-offs and detection of a non-fatal 
second and a third human infection with H5N 1 virus m1d a fourth one with H9N2 vims. 

Objective..'> of the project 

The primary objective of the project is to improve control of infectious diseases by enhancing 
outbreak responses for preventing poultry diseases and developing awareness of HPAI '" Bangladesh. 

Speciflc immediate objective is to improve the HPAI survelllance capaci[y of the Government 
of Bangladesh to respond more effectively to HPAI outbreaks and thereby reduce economic 
lo~ses. and a global human pandemlc threm. Specifically, the project aimed to achieve the 
follo'A-'ing: 

• increasing the capacity of the Department of Livestock Services (DLS) to manage the 
surveillance programme without technical or operational help from the Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Natiom. (FAO); 

• e-arly reporting of poultry diseases by door-to-door surveillance; 

• early HPAI detection by diagnostic specimen collection and testing to ensure a rapid 
and effective disease response to control HPAI; 
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• increasing awareness among the surveyed farmers and villagers to strengthen passive 
surveillance: and 

• improving and monitoring minimum bioseeurity standards in commercial fanns. 

Planned activities: 

Output 1: Improved coordination and management for disease detection,. diagnosis, 
control and preYention 

• Continue to provide expertise to the Government of Bangladesh, facilitate contacts 
between the Government and Dunor~ and coordinate project.;.; and regional activities. 

• Increase coordination role to cover activities funded by the \Vorld Bank (WB) and the 
United States Agency for International Development (USAID). 

• Complete geosp<nial farm mapping project and use the system for facilitating outbreak 
responses. 

Output 2: Enhanced outbreak response by effective Outbreak Response l\tlanagement 
Centre 

• Support the Government in conducting outbreak investigation on avian influenza (AI). 
• Improve post-outbreak investigation by collecting samples from free-ranging ducks in 

backyards in the vicinity of affected fam1s and inoculate samples into embryonated 
eggs to attempt virus isolation. 

• Support the Government to design and conduct c.ase control study to as1..·erta.in the risk 
factors. 

• Conduct a longitudinal study in a selected district. 
• Conduct· simulation' or' drill' to examine the standard operating proce-dures (SOPs) 

and train field statf for practicing SOPs during operations. 
• Support the Government on any disease response and control efforts. 
• Enhance collaboration between the US AID-supported staff and WE-supported staff 

according to the matrix developed in discussion between the two organizations. 

Output 3: ImproYcd biosccurity status in poultry sectors through biosccurity campaigns 
in the target areas 

• Conduct biosecurity campaigns across the country targeting the Im·ge-, medium- and 
small-scale poultry farmers through Additional Veterinary Surgeons (AVSs)/ Community 
Animal Health Workers (CAHWs), expanding from 260 up to 306 tJpazila.<;. 

• Provide continuous assistance to Public-Private Partnership (PPP) and Cleaning and 
Disinfection (C&D) ofLBM project (0SR0,1NTI805/USA) 

• Conduct training for farm managers to improve biosccurity of commercial farms. 

Output 4: ProYision of assistance to the Government of Bangladesh to implement the 
National Avian [nfluenza and Human Pandemic Influenza Preparedness Plan 

• Support continuously the Government in the execution of National Avi<:~n Influenza 
and Human Pandemic Influenza Preparedness Plan. 
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Output 5: Active surveillance of HPAI 
• Assist in the implementation of the active surveillance programme in 306 "C"pazllas/ 

Metrothanas under the pmgramme financed by WB under the Avian Influenza 
Preparedness and Response Project (AIPRP). Carry out active surveillance through 88 
AVSs. 

• Awareness building among :-:.chool children in selected areas to encourage reporting of 
sickness and death in poultry. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Ouput 1: Improved coordination and management for disease deteL-tion~ diagnosis~ 

control and prevention. 

• The Team Leader (TL)/Chief Technical Adviser (CTA) and FAO Representative 
visited the Japanese Ambassador to update him on the progress and explore 
possibilities for future funding. 

• The TUCTA liaised with the World Organisation for Animal Health (OlE) 
headquarters, OlE Representation for Asia and the Pacific to fadlitate information 
sharing initiatives. 

• Provided expertise on various issues, including vaccinations by attending national 
technical committee meetings or in direct consultation with the Director General (DG) 
DLS. the Secretary and the l'vJinister for Fisheries and Livestock. 

• Assisted the Chief Veterinary Officer (CVO) (Director Animal Health Administration) 
to attend ''Regional Cooperation Programme on Highly Pathogenic and Emerging 
Diseases (HPED) ln South Asia", held on 30 September and I Ocwber 2010 in 
Colombo, Sri Lanka. Operationalization of a number of activities including the 
establishment of the Regional Support Unit (RSU). Regional Epidemiology Centre 
(REC) and the three Regional Reterence Diagnostic Laboratories on priority 
trans boundary animal diseases (T ADs) was discussed. 

• An international expert on AJ was recruited in order to provide Technical Assistance 
Services (TAS) for AIPRP, Project Coordination Unit (PCU), DLS, s.upported by WB 
along with other national and international staff. 

• Assisted the Secretary of the Ministry of Fisheries and Livestock to attend the "36th 
Session \Vorld Food Security Committee" held from 11 to 14 October 2010 in Rome. 

• Assisted CVO (Director Animal He-alth Administration) to attend the Global 
Rinderpest Emdication Programme (GREP) held on 13 and 14 October 20!0 in Rome. 

• In tht: "'USAIDiBangladesh" Lessons Learned and Disseminated Workshop: H5!'\ 1 
Virus" held on 13 October 2010 in Dhaka, a national consultant presented the paper 
"Improved bio.se-curity and hygiene at production, collection points and live bird 
mat-kets including decontamination". The workshop \-Vas attended by the l\-1ini.ster for 
Fisheries and Livestock and the :Mission Director of LSAID. 

• Co-organized the ''Workshop on orientation of cross-border preparedness to HPAJ 
control" with the Emergency Centre for Tram.boundary Animal Di~eases (ECTAD) 
South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) component, FAO Nepal 
on 29 and 30 December 2010, and on 2 and 3 January 2011. 

• A relevant government high official of Bangladesh and CT A pmticipated in '·High 
level regional consultation on the control of priority transboundary animal and other 
emcrglng infectious dlseases in South Asia" held on 13 and 14 January 201 L 
Bangkok. Thailand. Both policy and technical issues related to a concerted and 
coordinated anion plan fur improved control of priority T ADs in Suurh Asia were 
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discussed. 
• Co-organized with ECTAD/SAARC component the "Workshop on evaluation of Foot

and-Mouth Disease (FMD)-progressive Control Pathway" on 5 Jmmary 2011 to 
understand the current status of FMD control programmes in Bangladesh, India and 
Nepal. 

• Co-organized vvith ECT AD/SAARC compunent ""Sensitization workshop for media in 
Bangladesh for prevention and control of HPAI" held on 15 February 2011 in Dhaka. 
The TL/CTA presented a paper on the status of H5NI HPAI ourbreaks in B<mgl<.~desh. 
The opening ceremony \Vas attended by the Minister for Fisheries and Livestock. 
Scrretary of the Ministry of Fisheries and Livestock, DG and CVO, DLS. 

• "AI situation report'' was frequently updated and distributed among stakeholders, 
donors ami othen; for sharing up-to-date information on AI in Bangladesh. 

• Collabornted with other organizations lncluding the United States Geological Survey 
(USGS), the International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research Bangladesh 
{ICDDRB), in assisting wild birds surveillance in relation with H5Nl HPAI. 

• Maintained close contact with public health sectors such as DG Health, the Institute of 
Epidemiology, Disease Control and Research (IEDCR) and the World Health 
Organization (WHO) in sharing information on H5::-.J 1 infection in humans as well as 
other diseases, ~uch as Nipah viru~ infection and anthrax. 

• One oral and three poster presentatlons were held during the event ·'Vet2011" at 
Bangladesh Agriculture University, Mymensingh. held on 9 and 10 February 2011. 

• The AI Technical Unit (TU) team actively pm1icipated ln the ih International Poultry 
ShO\N and Seminar organized by the Vlorld's Poultry Science Association-Bangladesh 
Branch (W APSA-BB), and nne consultant chaired a scientific session. 

• CTA and other con:..ultanrs investigated the decontamination status of severdl HPAI 
outbreaks. 

Output 2: Enhanced outbreak response by effet...1.ive Outbreak Response 1\tlanagement 
Centre 

• A number of SOPs were updatedldeYclopc.d as follows: 
l. Culling and disposal 
2. Decontamination 
3. Restocking 
4. Outhreak investigation 
5. Post-outbreak/Infected pla<:e management {comments need to be incorporated} 
6. Laboratory and biosafety 

• Assisted the national reference laboratory for AI, the Bangladesh Livestock Research 
Institute (BLRI), and the Central Disease Investigation lAboratory (CDTI..) to be 
assessed for their biosafety by international expert to ensure laboratory safety. 

• To faci1ltate outbreak response management, geo-spatial information from all 
commercial farms and major LB~1s in the country was entered into a computer. The 
data was being fwthe.r processed to compute the density of farms as well as LB:tv1s in 
relation to affected farms tu strengthen ongoing countrywide HPAI surveillance 
programme. 

Output 3: Improved biosecmity stahL" in poultry sectors through biosecurity campaigns 
in the targeted areas. 

• \Vor.kshops on ''Record keeping and biosecurity auditing in commercial poultry farm" 
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\Verc held on 20 and 27 October 2010 and 23 December 2010. A record keeping 
template was. developed in the work."hop. 

• "Biosecurity SOP's writing \Vorkshop for poultry produce~ and sei"Vice providers" 
\Vas held from 19 to 21 January 2011. 

• "Training on fann biosecurity and decontamination for poultry farm managers in 
HPAI affected areas" was held on 22 <md 23 March 2011. 

• In "Biosccurity training for poultry industry suppliers", a total of 83!5 poultry industry 
suppliers were trained on biu.security. The trainet1 industry supplie~ lransferred their 
biosecurity knowledge to 5 500 poultry fanners. 

• "Training of trainers (ToT) on biosecurity auditing tOr the Department of Livestock 
Services (DLS) officials", 26 DLS officials at the District Livestock Office level were 
trained. 

Output 4: Provision of assistance to the Government of Bangladesh to implement the 
National Avian Influenza and Human Pandemic Influenza Preparedness Plan 

• In response to an urgent request from the Government of Bangladesh, FAO Mission on 
·'In-depth a~sessment of the present and past situation of the anthrax outbreak in 
Bangladesh" was dispatched to Bangladesh from 25 October to 3 November 2010. 

• One of the FAO Mission members, FAO Representative and CTA of AI TU/Country 
Team Leader of ECTAD appeared in a TV talk show to disseminate evidence-ba<>ed 
infmmation to the general public, and the TV programme was repeatedly broadcast. 

• Upon request from DLS, SOPs on culling and dispDsal. decontamination, restocking, 
outbreak investigation, post -outbreak/infected place were proYided to be distributed to 
all District Livestock Offices in the country. 

Output 5: Active surveillance on HPAI 

• Assisted AIPRP in training on active surveillance using SMS Gatelkay for Avian 
Influenza \Yorkers (Al\Vs; previously called "CAH\Vs"). 

• Assisted AIPRP in refresher training: for A VSs on active surveillance using SMS 
Gateway on 30 and 31 March 2011. 

• "Training in HPAI active surveillance network programme" was conducted on 
7 November and 27 December 20 l 0. 

• Technical Meeting on HPAI active surveillance programme was held on 6 January 
2011 for AVSs. 

• Assisted AIPRP in training A VSs on culling, safe disposal, biocontainment and 
biosecurity on HPAI 0.1arl:h 2011). 

• Maintained the system receiving approximately 1 000 SMS messages per day from 
l 035 AlW s in 306 Upazilas. 

• Maintained the network of 88 A VSs supervising AIWs. 
• Suppmied installation of transmitters in migratory birds in Hakaluki Haor in February 

20ll. 
• An international expert was employed to integrate existing databases to design 

integrated and effective data entry and analysis. 
Planned activities for the next six-month period 

Output 1: Improved coordination and management for disease detection, diagnosis, 
t-'Ontrol and prevention 
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• Continue to provide experti~e to the Government of Bangladesh, facilitate comacts 
between the Government and donors and coordinate projects and regional activities. 

• Increase coordination role in activitie-; funded by WB and USAID. 
• Using gcospatial farm mapping data, develop a system to enable outbreak responses to 

be carried out more efficiently. 
• Collaborate and coordinate with publlc health and \Vlld life sectors to develop a more 

holistic approach in line with the One Health initiative. 

Output 2: Enhanced outbreak response by cffcctiYc Outbreak Response 1\'lanagc-ment 
Centre 

• Supp01t the Government in conducting outbreak investigation on AI. 
• Ensure that affected farms are properly ami repeatedly decontaminated after immediate 

post-outbreak decontaminations. 
• Improve post-outbrcnk -invco;;tigation by collecting sampks. fmm free-ranging d'Kks in 

backyards in the vicinity of affected farms and inoculate samples into embryonated 
eggs to attempt virus isolation. 

• Develop a system to support the Government in any disease response and control 
efforts. 

• Enhance collaboration between the US AID-supported staff and WB-supported staff 
according to the matrix developed in discussion between the two organizations. 

• Further strengthen search for reservoirs of H5Nl HPAI as well as LPAI among free
ranging, scavenging ducks in backyards in the proximity of affected fanns. 

• Reduce the risk of re-<..x:currem:e of H5:K 1 HPAI outbreaks. by removmg hidden 
reservoirs, as we11 as by rapid disposal of dead wild birds. 

Output 3: Improved biosecurity status in poultry sectors through biosecurity campaigns 
in the target areas 

• Conduct biosecurity campaigns across the country targeting the large-, medium- and 
small-scale poultry farmers through AVSs/CAHWs, expanding from )()6 up to 
492 Upazilas. 

• Continue. to provide assistance to the Public-Private-Partnershlp (PPP) and C&D of 
LBM project (OSRO/INT/805/LSA). 

Output 4: Provision of assistance to the Government of Bangladesh in implementing the 
National Avian [nfluenza and Human Pandemic Influenza Preparedness Plan 

• Cominue to provide support to the Government in the implememalion of National 
Avian Int1uenza and Human Pandemic Influenza Preparedness Plan. 

Output 5: Active Surveillance on HPAI 

• Assist in the implementation of the active surveillance programme across 
306 Upazilas!Metrothanas under the programme financed by \VB AlPRP. 

• Assist in providing necessary refresher training to Avian Influenza \Vorkers on the 
Active Surveillance using SMS Gateway system. 

• Carry out active survemance [hrough SS A VSs. 
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Main challenges encountered and response provided 

• The post-outbreak decontaminatiun and improvement uf biosecurity are two main 
challenges encountered during the implementation of the project Decontamination of 
affected sheds ~md premises need to he intensified as a part of post-outbreak responses. 
To ensure the chain of transmission is broken. decontamination needs to be repeated 
after immediate post-outbreak decontaminations. Further, FAO has developed Standard 
Operating Procedures. (SOPs) for post outbreak decontamination and submitted [O 

government for implementation in the field. FAO has .already flagged the issue in 
different meetings with the government. 

• Backyard poultry was considered secondary to the poultry on commercial farms. 
Awareness needs to be heightened .among backyard farmers that they play critical roles 
in prevention of HPAI outbreaks in commercial farms in the vicinity. FAO has piloted 
school training programme for raising awareness for reporting poultry sickness and 
death. Technical support ha"'i been provided to develop communication materials to 
sensitize backyard farmers for disease reporting. 

• tviost of the backyard poultry are free-r·anging and are allowed to scavenge in the 
environment. Risk of intermingling with wild migratory birds, as well as free-ranging 
ducks, need to be acknowledged by backyard farmers. Training of backyard farmers are 
needed. F AO has suppmted deve1opment of communication material to encourage 
separating terrestria1 birds from aquatic fowls in backyards. Advocacy is also needed. 

• Owing to a shortage of human and material resources at the fic1d level, quick and 
appmpriate response to disease events was lacking at times. Additional Veterinary 
Smgeons need to be advised to provide assistance to ascertain quick and appropriate 
response and to complement the veterinary services. FAO has raised the issue with the 
government and govemment is planning to reorganize DLS with more human and 
material resources. 

• 1\.-:lotivation was weak among DLS staff to captme every disease event at the earliest 
stage. Awareness of DLS staff needs to be heightened by training. 

• Compliance ro animal disease reguh1tion is weak. Compliance needs to be reinforced by 
training veterinary officers, raising public awareness, communication and fanner 
education_ FAO has recruited one. consultant to review legislation to recommend 
mitigation options of implementation bottlenecks. 

• Registration of farms is not established. Fanners need to be encouraged to register their 
farms. Benefits of being registered need to be widely known through advocacy. 

• ·Movement control in densely populated areas ts difficult. Cooperation from 
communities needs to be sought by deploying community leaders. FAO has developed 
SOPs where directives have been given for implementation of movement control. 

• Properties are often not easily accessible. Farms in remote places nevertheless need to 
be visited in an event of unusual mortality. Unwilling farmers need to be persuaded. 
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Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

• F AO TU was established at DLS comprising a team of international and national 
experts and support staff. 

• The office for the TU at DLS was refurbished including the provision of standby power 
supply. TU is fully computerized with high-speed reliable internet sen,ices. 

• AI TU is technically and logistically suppo1iing the DLS. 
• Biosecurity and awareness of HPAI are reinforced and strent,1:hened by: the Active 

Surveillance Programme, teachers training and dissemination of 50 000 leaflets, posters 
and stickers to schools and at various national and regional meetings. 

• Door-to-door/farm-to-farm surveillance was initiated using a network of l 035 AI\Vs 
(CAH\Vs). The CAH\Vs, 103 AVSs and respective 306 supervising Upazila livestock 
officers (_ULOs), 32 veterinary officers of the ''Strengthening of support service for 
combating avian influenza" (SSCAIB) project received the necessary training. As a 
result, disease surveillance enhanced disease reporting. Better surveillance combined 
with incre.ased awareness and constant reinforcing of biosecurity messages helped to 
reduce the number of HPAI outbreaks. 

• All l 035 recruited Al\Vs (CAHWs) received training and refresher training by FAO 
consultants on basic communication skiHs, specifically on those related to HPAI and 
SMS gateway. 

• Various laboratory supplies including polymerase chain reaction (PCR) kits, RNA 
extraction kits, primers. and other consumables were provided to BLRI laboratory to 
support the lncrcase in diagnostic workload. 

• SOPs for laboratory tests for AI diagnosis were drafted and submitted to the 
Government. 

• SOPs for outbreak response, disease inYestigation, culling, C&O were drafted and arc 
being reviewed. 

• FAO team facilitated the Laboratory Working Group meetings attended by BLRI, CDIL 
and the Field Disea<;e Investigation Laboratory (FDlL) to provide advice on 1aborarory 
design and procurement. 

• Technical officers of eight leading farms and selected govemment veterinarians 
received training on blosccurlty and routine disinfection for poultry raising 
establishments. 

• Two hundred government veterinarians received training on post-outbreak det:ontamination. 
• FAO contributed to [he development of the Second Cnmmunlcation Strmcgy for Avian 

and Pandemic Influenza. 
• Web-based SMS gateway improved the early reporting system. 
• Lowering of the number of HPAI H5N I outbreaks was achieved without resorting to 

vaccination during the last three years. 
• Strong partnership was established between the DLS and FAO allowing for smooth 

transmission of information and collective action. 
• \Vith the support of CSAID and WB, a team was formed consisting of four international 

staff and ll national staff members. 
• All of the 780 CAHWs involved in the active surveillance programme using Sl\.1S 

Gateway were transferred from FAO to AIPRP, DLS as a part of the process of 
ownership tram. fer by the end of September 2010. 

• For the improvement of LBMs, a solid collaboration was established with AIPRP, DLS. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/R_AS/604/USA Baby 01 

Project Title: Support to Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza SurveiiJance Programme in 
Cambodia 

e - . Reportlnu period· October 2010 !\<larch 2011 
Country: Cambodia 
Project title: Support to Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza Surveillance Programme 
Cambodia 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 0 l 

Jn 

Budget: USD l 150 000 (Phase 1), USD 1900 000 (Amendment 1), USD 600 000 
(Amendment Jl). USD 400 000 (Amendment III), USD 400 000 (Amendment IV) 
Total budget: USD 4 450 000 
Effective starting date: l Octo her 2006 
Planned end date: 30 Sepkmber 2011 
Context of the project 
The sporadic outbreaks of Highly Pathogenic Avian lnfluenza (HPAl) in poultry and humans 
indicate that the H5N 1 virus is still circulating in Cambodia. Therefore. it is necessary to detect 
the outbreaks as early as possible and ensure that immediate and appropriate containment 
measures are taken to prevent the spread of the disease. The continued improvement of 
capacities and capabilities in Cambodia to prevent and control HPAI in animal population is 
necessary to limit its impacts In poultry sectors and mJmm1ze the risk of an infection Jn 

humans. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) Avian Influenza 
(AI) Programme in Cambodia is currently funded by the United States Agency for International 
Development (USAID) in Cambodia for surveillance activities and a World Bank funded 
project for Vi11age Animal Health Vv' orkers' (VAHW>) training and strengthening of the 
laboratory capacities and capabilities. 
Objectives of the project 
The main objective nf the project is to reduce and stop the spread of H5N J among and between 
flocks of birds in Cambodia and between Cambodia and the neighboring countries {VietNam, 
Thailand and the Lao People's Democratic Republic), thus reducing the risks of the pathogen 
spread to mammals and humans and of the emergence of pandemic influenza. 

Planned activities 
Output: Surveillance activities in the cross-bordering area between Cambodia and 
neighbouring countries (especially VietNam and Thailand) strengthened. 
Activity l: Promote (whenever and if possible) a pre-notification system for trade purpose 
hetween Cambodia and neighboring countries. 

Activity 2: Continue active surveillance activities focusing on sentinel flocks, Jive. bird markets 
(LBMs) and border inspection posts in targeted prov1nces following a risk assessment 
approach. 

Activity 3: Continue to improve the diagnosis servJce for poultry disea."es and provide 
laboratory supplies to further enhance laboratory diagnostic capacity at national and regional 
levels in order to complete the survei1lance activities. 

Activity 4: Continue to improve and facilitate sample dispatch from surveillance activities to 
national laboratory at the National Veterinary Institute (1\:aVRI) and in case of discovered 
outbreaks to nationnl and /or regional and/or international reference laboratories. 
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Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output: Surveillance activities in the cross-bordering area between Cambodia and 
neighbouring countries (especiaUy VietNam and Thailand) strengthened. 

Activity 1: Prvmote (whenerer and ~f possible) a pre-nmification s:v::i!em for trade purpose 
between Cambodia and nei;;hhorinR cuuntrin. 

No major action has been taken under Activity 1 during the reporting period. In coordination 
with the \Vorld Bank-funded projec[, Avian and Human fuf1uenza Preparedness and Response 
Project, this activity will be summarized into the study of poultry market chain, whlch is going 
to be conducted later in 20 II. 

Activity 2: Continue ucrive sun'eillance activities fOcusing on sentinel flocks, LB!Yfs and border 
inspection posts in targeted provinces fol!orving a risk a.Hessment approach. 

• LBM Surveillance of AI in duch in eight market:>. of Phnom Penh, Kampong Cham, 
Kampot, Prey Veng, Siem Reap and Takeo and the Sentinel Fh--.ck Surveillance in 
12 commercial duck farms of Battamhang, Kampong Cham, Kampot, Preah Sihanouk 
Prey Veng and Take-0 were set up through Letters of Agreement (LOAs) with NaVRl to 
determine the presence of HPAL'H5N 1 in the major duck producing regions of 
Cambodia as part of the national AI surveillance programme and to estimate the ]cyd of 
risk that ducks pose to poultry (chickens and ducks) in tmditional and commercial 
enterprises" 

• From l September 2010 to 31 March 20ll, 3 325 cloacal, 3 325 tracheal swabs and 
3 228 sera were collected from the above-mentioned markets, and all of them were 
found negative for A/H5Nl virus by egg-inoculation test and antibody of AI by 
haemagglutination {HA) and haemagglutination inhibition (HI} tests_ 

• From I September 2010 to 31 March 2011, 1 440 cloacal, 1 440 tracheal swabs and 
I 440 sera were collected from sentinel duck flocks, and all of them were found 
negative for A/H5Nl virus by egg-inoculation test and amibody of AI by HA and Hl 
tests. 

• Both LOA with NaVRl were reviewed and renewed for a six-month period from 
hnuary to June 201 L 

• The contract on supplying fertilized eggs with Celagrld was extended for three months 
at no-cost from October to December 20 I 0 anJ renewed tOr six months in support to the 
LOA~ of surveillance signed with NaVRL 

• A new LOA with the Instlrut Pasteur du Cambodge (IPC) was signed, aimed at two 
months of environmental surveillance in two Phnom Penh markets (Deumkor and 
Orisey) to determine the presence of HPAI-H5Nl in the environment of the two LBMs 
as part of the national AI surveillance programme. In additlon, the alm was to assess the 
risks that the -.,rirus poses to the humans (sellers and consumers) in SUJTounding markets 
and to enhance the public awareness of AI at LBMs. The outcomes of the surveillance 
activities could also be useful in the restructuring of the poultt-y selling places in LBMs. 

• Following the first HPAI field simulation exercise organized in Svay Rieng in early 
September, two others were conducted during November and December in Kampong 
Cham and Preah Sihanouk provinces. The Chief of Office of Animal Health and 
Production of the 24 provinces, four officers from Na VRI and two officers from the 
Dcpmimcnt of Animal Health and Production (DAHP) participated in the field 
simulation exercise. 
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ActiviTy 3: Coniinue to improve the diagnosis service for pou/ti)' diseases and provide 
laborator_v 5upplies tu ji.trt/u-r enhance laboratory diagnostic capacity at national 
and regional levels in order to complete the surveillance activities. 

• Two officers in the epidemiology unit of Na VRIJDAHP were sent to the Dep3rtment of 
Livestock Developme-nt (DLD) Thailomd, to attend a one-month training in Field 
Epidemiology Training Programme for Veterinarians (FETPV). The coming country 
FETPV is being discussed by the Emergency Centre for Transboundary Animal 
Dise3ses (ECTAD) in Cambodia. 

• Coordinated the collection of weekly AI inputs from NaVRI for the Unlted Nations 
Resident Coordination Office, which has the lead on AI update from the Ministry of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry (MAFF), the Ministry of Health (MOH), FAO and 
the World Henlth Organization (\VHO), as well as other partners in Cambodia, to be 
included in AI bulletin and circulated to all concerned agencies. 

Actil.'ity 4: Continue to improve and facilitate smnple dispatch from. surveillance activities to 
lWiionallaboratury at NaVRI and in case (d"discovered outbreaks to national and lor 
reKional and/or international reference laboratories. 

• The 2i!' HPAI outbreak occurred in 3 small poultry farm of Kanda! province on 
4 January 201 I. TI1e veterinary measures were applied, including investigation, culling, 
disinfection. banned animal movement and education. 

• The 121 ~' human case, a five-year old boy, and the 131 ~ human case, a 19-year old morher 
with an l 1 -month old baby, were the three human cases that occurred respectively in 
the outskirt of Phnom Penh (Sang Kat Prek Leap) on 4 February 20 ll and in Bantey 
Meanchey Province on 12 and 17 February 20 ll. The three cases were fatal and w-ere 
experienced previously in contact with poultries. Following the human H5N l cases, the 
animal health authodtics carried out the investigation and collected samples from 
o~curring and nelghhourlng locations. Preliminary results of 90 samples from Sangkat 
Prek Leap, 12 from Banteay Meanchey and ten from Prey Veng were negative. Further 
investigations and sample collections are still ongoing and were expanded to a 5 to 
lO km radius. 

Other related activities funded under the project 
• A legislation mission was fielded in February 2011.The mission examined the chapters 

which did not conform to the World Organisation on Animal Health (OIE) and the 
\Vorld Trade Organisation (WTO) guidelines and requested further adjustments. 

• A joint mission for the National Medium Term Priority Plan for Animal Health 
(NMTPP-AH) and the Strategy for Animal Production were fielded from 24 January to 
4February 2011. A full Cambodian Animal Production and HeaJth Strategy will be 
ready for the country in mld-20 11 after a completion of series of missions for the 
animal production strategy. More detailed information will be made available in the 
next progress reporr. 

• The first Zoonotic Technical VV'orking Group was held in December 2010 with the 
participation from NaVRI/DAHP, FAO, MOH and WHO. The working group is 
focusing on. not only HPAI-H5Nl, but also zoonotic diseases ln generaL 

• A \Vorhhop on Human and Animal Heahh Collaboration on Zoonosi~ Diseases, was 
co-organized by MAFF and MOH and co-financed by FAO and WHO. It is a first 
workshop aiming at sharing surveillance and response system of human and animal 
health and at designing the Tenns of Reference (TOR) for the Human and Animal 
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He<~lth Technical Committee and its roles and responsibilitie:-.. The technical working 
committee is composed of existing AI technical working group committee members 
(MAFF. MOH. FAO. V/HO and fPC) and two prospective members, the Forestry 
Administration (FA) and the Wildlife Conservation Society CWCS). 

• The certification of the biosafety cabinet~ m NaVRI was done under the Emerging 
Pandemic Threat (EPT) Identify Component of a FAO regional and USAID-funded 
programme. in co1laboration with the Asia-Pacific Biosafcty Association (APBA). The 
APBA organized the Bio.;afety Management Training m Singapore m mid October 
2010 ·w·here two laboratory experts were sent to cenify the four biosafety cabinets of 
"NaVRL The three of the four safety cabinets were certified by the team, and the fourth 
safety cabinet did not obtain certification in accordance with the regional standards. 

• Three regulator auto voltages and electricity cables were installed in NaVRI building in 
order to ensure stable electricity power and therefore to reduce the risks of breakage for 
the laboratory equipment. 

Planned actjvities for the next six-month period 

Output: Surveillance activities in the cross-bordering area between Cambodia and 
neighbouring countries (especially Viet Nam and Thailand) strengthened. 
Activit>: 1: Promote (whenerer and ~f possible) a pre-not{f"ication sys!em for trade purpose 
between Cambodia and neighboring countries. 

Activity 2: Continue active surveillance activities .fiJCusing on sentinel j7ocks, LBMs and border 
inspection posts in targeted prurinces following a risk assessment approach. 

Activit_y 3: Continue to improve the diagnosis service for poult!}' diseases and provide 
laboratory supplies tv further enhance laboratory diagnostic capacity at national and regional 
levels in order to complete the .>urveillance activities. 

Activity 4: Continue to improve and facilaate sample dispatch from sun:eillance acuvities to 
nation..a! laboratory at NaVRI and in case (~f" discovered outbreaks to national andlor regional 
.and/or international reference !ahoratories. 

l\1ain challenges encountered and response provided 
As the communication component is not any more supported by this project because of reduced 
funding, a gap has been perceived in the AI Programme in Cambodia. The public awareness 
which is considered as an essential component in the AI control effmts h.as been neglected by 
the different stakeholders working in the countl)'. It is important to maintain the momentum for 
the farmers. poultry traders and animal health authorities to understand the risks of transmission 
and continue funding public arenas/communication component. 
·Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

Output: Surveillance activities in the cross-bordering area between Cambodia and 
neighbouring countries (especially VietNam and Thailand) strengthened. 

• Eight LBMs and twelve duck commercial farms arc being surveyed in six provinces. 
• 4 765 cloacal, 4 765 tracheal and 4 668 .sera collected were negative for HSN L 
• Signed new LOA for environmental surveillance in two LBMs of Phnom Penh with 

!PC. 
• Produced an educational training video on HPAI field simulation, which was widely 

distributed in the country. 
• Organized two more HPAI field simulations m Kampono Cham and Preah Sihan\mk 
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Province, whic:h covered all the provinces of Cambodia. 
• Established zoonosis committee and regular monthly zoonosis technical working group 

meetings. 
• Organized the workshop on human and animal health collaboration on zoonotic disease 

in January 2011. 
• The Permanent Representatives of Bangladesh, Congo, Denmark, Finland. the United 

States of America and Uruguay to FAO headquarters visited NaVRI's facilities. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 01 

Project Tltlc: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic AYian Influenza (HPAI} in Cambodia 

Reporting period· April September 2011 -
Country: Cambodia 
Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in Cambodia 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 0 l 
Budget: USD l 150 000 (Phase I), USD l 900 {)()() {Amendment I), USD 600 000 
(Amendment IlL USD 400 000 (Amendment III), USD 400 000 (Amendment IV) 
Total budget: USD 4 450 000 
Effective starting date: I August 2006 
Planned end date: 30 September 20 12 
Context of the project 
The sporadic outbreaks of Highly Pathogenic Avian Int1uenza (HPAI} in poultry and humans 
indicate that the H5N l virus is still circulating in Cambodia. Therefore, it i.s necessary to detect 
the outbreaks as early as possible and ensure that immediate and appropriate containment 
meas.ures are taken to prevent the spread of the dhease. The continued improvement of 
capacities and capabilities in Cambodia to prevent and control HPAI in animal population is 
necessary to limit its impacts in poultry sectors and minimize the risk of infection in humans. 
The Food and Agriculture Organizatiun of the United Nations (FAO) Avian Influenza (AI) 
Programme in Cambodia is currently funded by the United States Agency for Intemational 
Development (USAID) in Cambodia fOr surveillance activities and a World Bank-funded 
project for Village Animal Health Vv' orkcrs' (VAHWs) training and strengthening of the 
laboratory capacities and capabilities. 
Objectives of the project 
The main objective of the project is to reduce and stop the spread of H5N 1 among and between 
flocks of birds in Cambodia and between Cambodia and the neighboring countries (Viet Narn, 
Thailand and the Lao People's Democratic Republic), thus reducing the risks of the pathogen 
spread to mammals and humans and of the emergence of pandemic influenza. 
Planned activities 
Output: Surveillance activities in the cross-borde-ring area between Cambodia and 
neighbouring countries (cspcciaiJy VietNam and Thailand) strengthened. 

Activity 1: Promote (whenever and if possible) a pre-notification system for trade purposes 
between Cmnbodia and neighboring countries. 

Activity 2: Continue active surveillance activities focusing on sentinel t1ocks, live bird markets 
(LBMs) and border inspection posts in targeted provinces following a risk assessment 
approach. 

Activity 3: Continue to improve the diagnosis service for poultry disca'5cs and provide 
laboratory supplies to further enhance laboratory diagnostic capacity at national and regional 
level~ in order to complete the surveillance activities. 

Activity 4: Continue to improve and facilitate sample dispatch from surveillance activities to 
national laboratory at the National Veterinary Institute (NaVRI) and in case or discovered 
outbreaks to nation~] and/or regional and/or international reference laboratories. 
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Activities undertaken during the reporting period 
Output: Suryeillant-o.e activities in the cross-bordering area between Cambodia and 
neighbouring countries (especiaii.Y VietNam and Thailand) strengthened. 

Activitv 1: Promote (whene;-·er and if possible) a pre-notification .<tystem .fin· trade purposes 
between Cambodia and neighboring countries. 

• ~o major action has been taken under Activlty l during the reporting pe1iod. In 
coordination with the World Bank-funded project, Avian and Human Influenza 
Prep3redness and Response Project are conducting the study of poultry value chain 
analysis for the Phnom Penh market. Information on traded poultry products, volumes, 
sources and disca->c transmission-related trading behavior was collected from vendors in 
three different poultry wholesale/retail markets in Phnom Penh. A preliminary data 
analysis identified the region where the poultry is ~ourced and the middleman who 
supplies poultry to markets. Questionnaires for middle-men supplying poultry and 
poultry products to market vendors in Phnom Penh markets were subsequently 
developed und used for data collection. 

• USAID and FAO convened a meeting with the Department of Animal Health and 
Production (DAHP) in early September 2011 to explore the possibility of using the 
existing mechanism (Govemmental bilateral meeting between Cambodia and Viet 
Nam) to improve the trade aml to minimize the risk of spreading diseases. 

Activity 2: Continue active wn,eillance activities fOcusing on sentinel flocks. LBMs and border 
inspection posTS in targe!ed proFinces fol!mving a risk assessment flfJJWOfl<h 

• Environmental Sampling Surveillance from LBM in Cambodia with IPC 
From 22 1\-'larch to 4 May 2011, a total of 502 specimens were collected from four 
markets (Kampong Cham liL Phnom Penh l2J and Takeo [Ij). Among these, 147 were 
water specimen:-., 120 feather samples, 117 feces specimens and 118 mud or :-.oil 
specimens. The primary rcsull showing that 396 out of 502 specimen~ were tested by 
real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR). Among them, 107 samples were 
positive for HSN I virus by RT-PCR and had to be further tested for virus isolation. The 
positivity rate was higher in water samples (37tA-.). followed by poultry feather 
specimens (2590 and feces (14.5%). The remaining samples to be tested are soil and 
mud specimens. 

• LBM Surve11lance of AI in ducks Jn eight markets of Phnom Penh, Kampong Ch~m. 
Kampot, Prey Veng, Siem Reap and Takeo, and the Sentinel Flock Surveillance in 
12 commercial duck farms of Battambang, Kampong Cham, Kampot, Preah Sihanouk 
Prey Veng and Taken were set up through Letters of Agreement {LoAs) with NaVRl to 
determine the presence of HPAL'H5N 1 in the major duck producing regions of 
CambDJia as part of the national AI surveillance programme and to estimate the level of 
risk that ducks pose to poultry (chickens and ducks) in traditional and commercial 
enterprises. 

• From 1 April201l to 30 June 201 L 2 280 doacaL 2 280 tracheal swabs and 2 182 sera 
were collected from the above-mentioned markets, and all of cloacals and tracheal 
swabs were found negative for AJH5~l virus by egg-inoculation test and RT-PCK 
Some 175 of 2 182 (W_'f.) serum samples were antibody positive for AI hy 
haemagglutination (HA) and haemagglulination inhibition (HI) tests. 

• The FAO signed a local purchasing order (LPO) with a local chicken producer in Takeo 
province for the supply of 3 360 fertilized eggs to the lnstitut Pasteur du Camhodge 
(IPC) from 27 June to 8 September 201 1 under Environment Sampling Surveillance. 
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ActiviTy 3: Coniinue to improve the diagnosis service for poultry diseases and provide 
laboratory supplies to further enhance laboraiory diagnostic capacitv a! national 
and regional levels in order to complete the surveillance activities 

• Apart from technical support to NaVRI's laboratory, FAO launched the procurement of 
reagents of antiserum subtype Hl, H2, H3, H5, H7, H9 and the Newcastle Disease 
Virus (NDV) to be supplied to Na VRI in early October 20 ll. 

• To haw a better HPAI active surveillance system, FAO is processing the recruitment of 
an Epidemiologist to review the in-place surveillance system. 

• FAO supported the pmticipation of a laboratory officer of NaVRI in a joint regiona1 
laboratory network tralning on quality assurance and standardization of diagnostic 
reagent in the Australian Animal Health LQboratory (AAHL). 

Activily 4: Continue to imprm·e andfilcilitatc sample dispatch frorn sun:eiilance activities to 
nationallaborator.v m Na VRJ and in case of discoFered outbreaks to national and lor 
regi{HWI and/or internaiional reference inbora!ories. 

• During the reporting period, five AI outbreaks in humans took place in the province of 
Bateay Mean Chey ( 1), Kampong Ch.am (2) and Preyveng. (2), which caused 
five human deaths. From animal ·"ide, three AI outbreaks took place in Phnom T:.~mao 
zoo {waterrowl zone 1) ofTakeo {1) and Banteay ~lean Chey (2) Province. FAO team 
closely worked with NaVRL'DAHP to grant technical expe.rtise and logistics as part of 
the veterinary measures, including investigation, culling, disinfection, banned animal 
movement and educatiun. Distance support from FAO Regional Office was pmvided to 
the country during the 1\vo latest outbreaks in poultry. 

• FAO sought DAHP's written consent for NaVRI participation in the regional 
proficiency testing programme for priority animal disease. 

Other related activities funded under the project 
• The comments of F AO Legal Officers on the Cambodian Legislation were addressed to 

the Ministry or Agriculture. Forestry and Fisheries (MAFFl Legislation Committee. 
~1AFF hosted a consultative workshop with concerned stakeholders in June 2011 to 
gather their perspectives. 

• The National Medium-term Priority Plan for Animal Health was completed ~md is being 
translated into the national language. The two versions are expected to be submitted to 
the Government counterp.art in October 2011. 

• FAO plans to upgrade the LBM of Chbar Ampov to minimize the risk of contaminarion 
or HPAI as a model market in Cambodia. Three meetings with the Markel Committee, 
poultry selle-rs and municipallty veterinarians were convened to set up the Committee 
for Improved. Biosecurity in LBM and to examine the priority activities to be addressed 
for this purpose. 

• The Zoonotic Diseases Technical Planning workshop of the USAID Emerging 
Pandemic Threar (EPT) programme is jointly organized by MAFF and the Ministry of 
Health (MOH) with the financial support of the USAID. This workshop is aiming at 
launching EPT programme to the Government of Cambodia, building on the progress 
made during the first workshop on Humm1 and Animal Health Collaboration on the 
zoonotic disca'>Cs and strengthening partnerships between the Govemmcnt of 
Cambodia, the United States Government and other organizations working in the field 
or zoonotic diseases. 
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Planned activities for the next six-month period 
Output 1: Strengthened planning and cross-sectoral coordination at national and international 
levels 

• Activity 1. J. Support the Emergency Centre for Transboundary Animal Diseases 
(ECTAD) Country Team Leader (CTL) and the team to provide inputs for planning the 
coordination required at country level 

• Activity 1.2. Support national and intcmational coordination related to disease control 
Output 2: Strengthened laboratory capacity 

• Activity 2.1. Strengthen laboratory management through technical and management 
advice 

• Activity 2.2. Support Cambodia to pat1icipate m laboratory quality assurance and 
quality control system (QA/QC) for HPAI and regional HPAIIaboratnry network which 
includes suppon of sample sharing with the International Reference Laboratory and 
support proficiency testing 

• Activity 2.3. Procure necessary laboratory supplies (when needed}. 
Output 3: Strengthened veterinary epidemiology capacity 

• Activity 3. L Support veterinary epidemiology truining at regional and country levds 
• Activity 3.2. Support community-based smveillance and response activities 

Output 4: Improved surveillance sys(em 

• Activity 4.1. Review disease surveillance strategy in collaboration with human health 
sector. 

• Activity 4.2. Suppmt risk-based surveillance activities focusing on where human cases 
are reported and along the areas idenlified as high-risk supply chains 

• Activity 4.3. Conduct workshops and training exercises to follow up on new 
surveillance modalities and facilitute planning of field work 

• Activity 4.4. OrganiL.e forums and media spots on TV or radio lo communicate the risks 
being identified by the results of surveillance through puhlic awareness camp~ugn 
particularly during festivals perlotl 

• Activity 4.5. Provide logistic support 10 field activities {when needed) 
Output 5: Improved policy and legislation for trade purposes between Cambodia and its 
neighbourlng countries 

• Activity 5.1. Support activities •·elated to policy and legislation for trade purposes 
between Cambodia and neighbouring countries through the expertise to be provide.d to 
finalize the internatlonal animal trade component of rhe main law 

I\ lain challenges encountered and response provided 
While overall coordination is shared between MOH and l'v1AFF, FAO still plays an important 
role during the outbreak investigution and response in advising DAHP on the best approach. 
The World Health OrganiL.alion (\VHO) and FAO are the two United 1'\ations agencies slill 
involved in the disease surveillance on H5N1. However, the public mvareness component of 
the national programme is not being addressed fully, a<; no donor is supporting it, therefore 
creating a gap vis-a-vi~ the strategy. 
·Main progress made towards the achievement of project ouk'fJmes 
Output: Surveillance activities in the cross-bordering area between Cambodia and 
neighbouring countries (especially VietNam and Thailand) strengthened. 

• From 1 April to 30 June 2011, 2 2SO cloacaL 2 2SO tmcheal swabs and 2 l R2 sera were 
collected from the above-mentioned markets, and all of cloacal and tracheal swabs were 
found negative for A/HSNJ virus by egg-inoculation test and RT-PCR. Snmc 175 of 
2 182 (8%) serum samples were antibody positive for AI by HA and HI tests. 

• From 22 March to 4 May 2011. a total of 502 specimens were collectt:d from four 
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markets (Kampong Cham ll L Phnom Penh [2j and Takeo L I J). Among the~e, 147 ;,vere 
water ~pe...:imens. 120 feather samples. 117 fece~ specimens and 118 mud or soil 
specimens. The primary results showed that 396 out of 502 specimens were tested by 
RT-PCR. Among them, 107 samples v..··crc positive for H5Nl virus by RT-PCR and had 
to be further tested for virus isolation. The positivity rate wa~ higher in the water sample 
(37{_/f-.), followed by poultry feather spei.:imens (25%) and feces (14.5%). The remaining 
samples to be tested were soil and mud specimens. 

• A joint training "\Vorkshop \-Vas organized between DAHP, FAO and the United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA) on AI Biosecurity for 24 chiefs of provincial 
Animal Health and Production Offlce, two lecturers ffom the Royal University of 
Agriculture and the Kampong Cham AgricuHuml School, four district veterinarians of 
Preah Sihanouk province and six duck flock owners (Taken, Kampot, Preah Sihanouk, 
Kampong Cham, Prey Veng and Battambang) whu were expected to pass on the key 
messages of biosecurity to distiict veterinarians, VAH\Vs and stock keepe-rs of their 
respective province. 

• Joint investigation and response were conducted in three AI outbreaks in poultry and 
five AI outbreaks in humans with NaVRI!DAHP. 

• Four Zoonotic Technical Vlorking Group Ivfeetings were held. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 02 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen the surveillance and response 
capacity for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 

Reporting period· April2011 September 2011 -

Country: People's Republic of China 
Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen the surveillance ru1d response capacity 
for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/uSA Baby 02 
Budget: uSD 500 000 (Phase 1), USD 500 000 (Phase II), USD 650 000 (Phase Ill). 

USD l !50 000 (Phase IV), USD I 250 000 (Phase V) 
Total budget: USD 4 050 000 

i Effective starting date: 1 August 2006 
i Planned end date: 30 September 2012 
Conll'xt of the project 
Despite etTorls by the Government of the Pe-ople's Republic of China to improve the surveillance 
and control of Highly Pathogenic Avian Int1uenza (HPAI), the disease is still endemic in some 
areas of the country. Some basic understanding of the disease. including key ecological risk 
factors, is still lacking. Vaccination has been widely used throughout the country to dampen 
down the infection and bring the disease under control However, the virus i~ still circulating in 
some production systems where the implementation of the vaccination policy requlrt>S major 
effort and where regulation enforcement is difficult. This project was designed to improve the 
country's capacities to detect and control HPAI infection and disease in identified high-risk 
ecological and production systems at an early stage, through the implementation of intensified 
surveillance activities, epidemiological studies, socio-economic activities, capacity building and 
training. 
Objectives of the project 
The main objectives under Phase V of the United States Agency ror International Development 
{USAID)-funded project are to continue \vorking in Hunan, Yunnan, Guangxi <md Chongqing 
while extending activities to Gu.angdm1g province in order to increase the scope and impact of 
project activities in Southern China and provide technical assistance and support in the areas of 
HPAI epidemiological investigation, di~ease risk analy~is and control strategy. In addition, Phase 
V of the project is expected to increase support to training activities unde.r the China Field 
Epidemiology Training Programme for Veterinarians (FETPV) umbrella and provide a 
significant leap in understanding ofHPAI ecology. 

Through project activities, the Government's early detection and response capacity will be 
strengthened, thereby minimizing production losse:>. and ti~k to human health ami safety. The 
immediate objective of the project is to improve the under~ tanding of HPAI infection and disease 
distribution, assist the country in defining high-risk areas for targeted control activities in order 
to minimize the risk to human health and produce skilled and experienced veterinary field 
epiJemiologists, who can provide the Government of China with expertise and service to address 
transboundary animal diseases (TAD~) and emerging infectious diseases (EIDs). 
Planned activities (Phase V) 
Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national and international level 

Activity 1.1 Support national consultants to assist in coordinating project implementation with 
the Government 
Activity 1.2 Organize regular meetings with the Ministry of Agriculture (MoA), rhe Veterinary 
Bureau. the State Forestry Administration (SFA), and the Department of International 
Cooperation (DIC) to discuss project activities 
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Activity 1.3 Contribute to and facllitatc the coordination of surveillance and research activities at 
the wild bird/domestic poultry interface at Poyang Lake Reserve including joim meeting with 
SF A, provincial veterinary and wildlife authorities to discuss, plan and coordinate field activities 
Activity 1.4 Strengthen cooperation with the Food Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations. (FAO)/the \~lorld Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) Network of Expertise on 
Animal Influenza (OFFLU) and other laboratories and epideminlogy networks discuss and 
define joint scientific collaboration perspectives and opportunities 
Activity 1.5 Organize project steering committee meetings and inception workshop (involving 
MoA, the Veterinary Bureau, China Animal Health and Epidemiology Center (CAHEC), Harbin 
National Reference Laboratory (HNRL). provincial Centres for Animal Disease Prevention and 
Control (ACDCs) and other project partners and stakeholders) 
Activity L6 Coordinate the newly created United Nations sub-working group on diseases at the 
hummHmimal interface 
Activity 1.7 Foster exchange of experience~ with Viet Nam and Indonesia on vaccination 
strategy and market chain analysis 
Activity 1.8 Improve public-private partnership cooperation through case-study activities (e.g. 
live bird market [LBM] restructuring) and missions of the. international experts on Public-Private 
Partnership (PPP)/biosecurlty 
Activity 1.9 Engage in joint collaboration activities with Guangdong Province and w..e the 
province as a model for PPP activities: engage Guangdong province in China FETPV 

Output 2: Capacity building in epidemiology: implementation of the China FETPV 
programme 

Activity 2.1 The first module of FETPV: short-term training course in basic epidemiology 
Activity 2.2 Training through services (TIS): field :->mveillance and outbrt'.ak investigation 
Activity 2.3 The second module of FETPV: short-term training course in the geographic 
infonnation sysrem (GIS) and pmticlpatory epidemlology 
Activity 2.4 International expert in veterinary epidemiology from the Netherlands will develop 
case studies for outbreak investigation dm·ing the- Ihird module of the China FETPV 
Activity 2.5 Introduce and promote the concepts of diseases at the human-animal interface 
through training and multidisciplinary approach to disease surveillance and control 
Activity 2.6 The third module of FETPV: advanced training on epidemiology, socio-economic 
studies, risk assessment and understanding diseases at the human-animal inlerface 
Activity 2.7 Support the participation of one Chinese national to the regional FETPV training in 
Bangkok in August 20 II 

Output 3: Improved knowledge of HPAI epidemiological, ecological and socio-economic 
risk factors 

Activity 3.1 Assist national authorities in analysing national surveillance results ~nd provide 
guidance on improving national and provincial surveillance policies 
Activity 3.2 Strengthen existing risk-based surveillance approach through the longitudlnal 
monitoring of selected LBMs in order to identify seasonal changes in infection distribution in 
winter and define early warning indicators associated to HPAI emergence 
Activity 3.3 Follow-up socio-economic studies in Gmmgdong province: compile key information 
on poultry sector and its structure, analyse product t1ow among the market chains and determine 
the implications for disease surveillance and control issues 
Activity 3.4 Faciliwte the implementation of epidemiological studies at the domestic poultry/ 
wildlife interface in Poyang Lake Reserve to uncover risk factors associated with the emergence 
of new virus strains and their subsequent spread 
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Output 4: Improved HPAI surveillance and control strategy through focused control 
actions 
Activity 4.1 Assi~t in refining the strategic vision for the national vaccination campaign, provide 
guidance on improving the progressive control of HPAI H5Kl through vacclnation and share 
views on establishing a vaccination exit strategy 
Activity 4.2 Organize training on biosafety. management and test validation for laboratories in 
project provinces 
Activity 4.3 Organize rlng trlal between provincial laboratories and HNRL 
Activity 4.4 Establish GIS-bascd system at provincial level (_Chongqing municipality) to support 
HPAI surveillance activities 
Activity 4.5 Procurement of necessary laboratory equipment and supplies for HPAI diagnosis, 
data analysis and information sharing for provincial laboratories 
Activity 4.6 Organize the PPP stakeholder meeting and group discussion for the development of 
minimum biosecuritv standards for LBMs 
Activities undertaken during the reporting period (April2011 -September 201 1) 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national and international level 
Activity l.l: Initiated the recruitment of National Programme/Operations Officer in March 2011. 
The new l\:ational ProgmmmeJOperations Officer joined the team on 5 July 2011. 
Activity 1.2 : 

• Several meetings with MoA, SFA, UN agencies, embassies and donors based in Beijing 
were held during rhe reporting period. 

• An internal discus,sion meeting was held with MoA on 4 Augus.t 20 ll, during which 
planned activities of the second year of China FETPV were discussed. The initial 
findings of the PPP projed in Guangtlong and the subsequent plan of <Jction were also 
shared. 

• Funher discussion meeting with MoA and CAHEC was held in Qingdao on 16 August 
2011 to discuss further coordination and implementation of TTS for China FETPV. 

Activity 1.5: 
• The fourth FETPV Sleering Committee }.1eeting was held in June 2011 to di~cus~ the 

progress of and other key issues pertaining to China FETPV. 
• A Mentor Workshop will be held on 23 September 2011 tD define the roles ami 

responsibilities of mentors in assisting tralnees to conduct field surveillance and outbreak 
investigation in the frmnework of the TTS activities. 

Activity 1.8: 
• One PPP expert from Canada visited China from 11 to 27 April 2011 and initiated the 

PPP activities in Guangdong. 
• Three PPPs and biosecurity experts. visited China in July-August 2011 to assist the 

Emergency Ce-ntre for Transboundary Animal Diseases (ECTAD) China in launching the 
project activities. The PPP Launching Workshop was held on IS July 20 II in Beijing. 

Activity 1.9: 
• Guangzhou Animal Health Inspection (nslitute and local agencies actively joined PPP 

project's activities; Tcchniciansicxpcrts from Guangdong Province were also invited to 
participate in the next two training modules of China FETPV. A laboratory expert from 
Guangdong province also participated in lhe bio~afety labmatory training that was 
organized in Chongqing from 13 to 16 September 2011. 

Output 2: Capacity building in epidemiology: the China FETPV programme 
Activity 2.2: 

• Trainees' tield surveillance plans for the first Phase ofTTS activities were submilted and 
rcvic'.vcd by MoA and national mentors in August. The TTS activities will be carried out 
by trainee's locally from August2011 until the end of March 2012. 
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Activity 2.3: 
• The second module of FETPV was org<mized from 28 r..'larch to 29 April 2011, and 

focused on pmticlpatory epidemiology, risk analysis, basic statistical analysis, data 
management and applied surveillance as well as outbreak investigation. 

Activity 2.4: 
• Real case-studies on rabies surveillance in China were developed by an expert from the 

Netherlands during the third module of China FETPV in July 2011; T"\VO qualified 
trainees were selected and approved by MoA to attend a 10-day exchange visit under the 
International Fellowship provided by the Netherlands in October 2011. 

Activity 2.5: 
• A one-week workshop on the concept of "One Health (OH)" was held from 20 to 24 June 

20 11 for 15 FETPV t1·ainees within the framework of the third module of the programme. 
Participants from the Chinese Academy of Sciences, the Public Health Institute and SFA 
also joined [his one-week training. 

• An UN China OH event was organized to sensitize different national agencies, ministries 
and insrimtes abuut the OH concept and suggest a framework of implementation of OH 
activities in the country. The meeting was held on 29 and 30 June 2011 and gathered 
more than 70 participants. The OH meeting had a great impact and not only attracted the 
attention of the international and national scientific communities, but also generated 
interest among policy' makers. In addition, an UN position paper on OH implementation 
in China is being produced. 

Activity 2.6: 
• The third module started from June 20 to July 16 2011 and focused on the management 

and analysis of epidemiological data, spatial data management and analysis and outbreak 
investigation demonstration. 

Activity 2.7: 
• One national veterinarian attended the regional FETPV training from l to 26 August 

2011 (26 days). 
Output 3: Improved knowledge of HPAI epidemiological and ecological and socio
economic risk factors 
Activity 3.1: 

• HNRL finished the analysis of l 190 samples collected hom three provinces during the 
LBM survey conducted in January 2010 and identified six viruses of subtype H6 and H4 
(no H5::\F1 detected). It also finished the sequencing analysis of H5, H6 and H9 subtype 
viruses isolated from the LBM survey conducted in 2009. 

Activity 3.3: 
• A preliminary market chain analy:...is was conducted in Guangdong pruvince during the 

mission of PPP experts and ECTAD China staff in July 2011, which Jed to the production 
of a series of maps describlng LBM nerworks in the province. 

Output 4: Improved HPAI surveillance and control strategy through focused control 
actions 
Activity 4.2: 

• A four-day training workshop on labDratory biosafety \Vas organized from 13 to 
16 September 2011 in Chongqing ACDC ror provincial laboratories, and 30 national 
staff members were trained. 

Activity 4.3: 
• Reagents for ring trail were procured by HNRL in May 2011 and distributed to 

Chongqing, Hunan and Guangxi in July 2011. All experiment from provincial 
laboratories will be finished before the end of September 201l and results will be 
analysed in October 2011. 
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Activity 4.4: 
• A training on GIS technique~ applied to epidemiology was organized during the third 

module of the China FETPV for 15 trainees and 10 additional participants from other 
provinces. 

Activity 4.5: 
• Biosecurity equipment and supplies were procured for Guangzhou Animal Health 

Inspection Institute and Jiangcun Poultry \Vholcsalc Market tn facilitate the training and 
LBM restructuring in October 20 II under the PPP project. 

Activity 4.6: 
• Formal Action Plan was presented to all stakeholders during the PPP Stakeholder 

Meeting held on 2 August 201 1. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national and international level 
• Organize regular meetings with MoA to discuss China FETPV and other programmatic/ 

operational matters of the new phase 
• Foster experience exchange and dialogue with Viet t\'arn through joint forum, study tours, 

Of ml:-.SJOTIS 

• Coordinate and organize the L'N Team Group on Health meetings every two months 
• Further enhance the translation of the OH concept into a concrete action plan within the 

country by coordinating with other national and international stakeholders. 
Output 2: Capacity building in epidemiology: the China FETPV programme 

• Organize the fomih training module of China FETPV in November 20 l I. 
• Two trainees will be sent to the Netherlands for a lO-Jay exchange vi~it under the 

International Fellowship in October 2011. 
• The first phase of TTS activities on field surveillance will be carried our by trainees 

locally from August 20l1 and finished before the end of March 2012. 
Output 3: Improved knowledge of HPAI epidemiological and ecological and socio
economic risk factors 

• Produce the China HPAI Quarterly Bulletin-update on HPAI situation 
• Discuss with IV1oA, SFA, provincial veterinary, and wildlife authorities the 

implementation of epidemiological studies in Po yang Lake Reserve. 
Output 4: ImproYed HPAI surveillance and control strategy through focused control 
actions 

• Finalize the analysis of ring trials between provincial laboratories 
• Fun her support the implementation of the PPP projec-t in Guangdong Province 

Main challenges encountered and responses provided 

There are no major issues at present. 
~lain progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 
The project ha~ made noticeable progress towm·ds achieving the expected outcomes, which can 
be summarized as follows: 

• lncrea~ed MoA 's involvement and support in the implementation or current and future 
project activities pertaining to policy support and financial and te-chnical inputs. 

• Strengthened -communication and cooperation among national, provincial and 
international partners. International partners, such as Canada, the N"etherlands., the United 
States Center for Disca-;c Control (USC DC), other UN agencies and the European Union 
contributed to the successful rollout of the FETPV training. 

• Fifteen key veterinary staff from national and provincial veterinary services were 
syste-matically trained through China FETPV. Moreover, lO additional technicians from 
eight provinci<1l ACDCs (Shandong, Qingdao, Henan, Guangdong, Zhejiang, Xinjiang, 
Heilongjiang and Qinghai) were invited lo pm·ticipate in lhe third training module of 
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China FETPV in July 2011, \Vhich demonstrated the imponancc of China FETPV for 
education and training of veterinary staff in China. 

• The capacities of field surveillance and outbreak investigation of national and pmvincia1 
veterinarians were enhanced as a result of the TTS activities under China FETPV. 

• The bilateral dialogue offered by the China-Viet Nam discussion forum was. considered 
as a major step forward in sharing data and information on HPAI H5N 1 and the use of 
vaccination in an endemic situation; 

• The linkages and opportunities for collaboration between the animal health sector and the 
public health sector through the OH approach were strengthened as a result of the 
organization of the UN OH eve-nt; and 

• Reduced virus circulation and improved food safety were noted in Guadong, where. the 
PPP project assisted in establishing a model market. This activity has resulted in tangible 
and applicable outcomes that can be reproduced in other LBMs. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/R_AS/604/USA Baby 02 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen the surveillance and response 
capacity for Highly Pathogenic A \'ian Influenza fHPAI) 

e - . Reportino- period· October 2010 !\<larch 2011 
Country: People's Republic of China 
Projet..-1- title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen the surveillance and response 
capacity for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/CSA Baby 02 
Budget: USD 500 000 (Phase 1). USD 500 000 (Phase II). USD 650 000 (Phase Ill). USD 
1 150 000 (Phase IV). USD 1 250 000 (Phase V) 
Total budu-et: USD 4 050 000 
Eff-ective starting date-:: October 2010 
Planned end date: September 20 t 1 
Context of the project 
Despite efforts by the Government of the People's Republic of China to Improve the 
surveillance and control of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI), the disease IS still 
endemic in some parts of the country, and some basic understanding about the disease and key 
ecological risk factors is still lacking. Vaccination has been used widely throughout the coumry 
to dampen down the infection and bring the disease under controL However, the virus is still 
circulatlng in some production systems where the implementation of the vaccination policy 
requires major effort and where regulation enforcement is difficult This project \Vas designed 
to improve the country's ability tD detect and control HPAI infection and disease in identified 
high-risk ecological and production systems at an early stage. through the implementation of 
intensified surveillance activities, epidemiological studies, socio-economic activities. capacity 
bullding and training. 
Objectives of the project 
The mam ohjeclives of the assistance under Phase v of the United States Agency for 
International Development (US AID) project .are tu continue working m Hunan, Yunnan, 
Guangxi and Chongqing while extending activities to Guangdong province in order to increase 
the scope and impact of project activities in Southern China and provide technical assistance 
and support tn the areas of HPAI epidemi<.)logical investigation. disease risk analysis and 
control strategy. In addition. Phase V of the project is expected to increase support to training 
activities under the China Field Epidemiology Training Programme for Veterinarians {FETPV) 
umbreJla and provide a significant leap in understanding of HPAI ecology. 

Through project activities, a strengthened early detection and response mechanism will enable 
China to increase its capacity to detect and eliminate the disease in a timely manner, thereby 
minimizing production losses and risk ro human safety. The immediate objective of rhe project 
is to improve the understanding of HPAI infection and disease distribution, assist the country in 
defining high-risk areas for targeted control activities in order to minimize the risk to human 
health and produce ski11ed and experienced veterinary field epidemiologists who can provide 
China with expertise and service to address transboundary and emerging infectious diseases 
among animals. 
Planned activities (Phase V) 
Output l: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national and international 
level 
Activity 1.1 Suppott national consultants to CJssist in coordinating projed implementariun V.'ith 
the Government 
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Activity 1.2 Organize re-gular meetings with the Ministry of Agriculture (MoA), the Veterin<1ry 
Bureau, the State Forestry Administration and the Department of International Cooperation 
(DIC) to discuss project activities 
Activity 1.3 Contribute to and facilitate the coordination of .survei11ance and applied research 
activities at the wild bird/domestic poultry interface at Poyang Lake re:-.erve including jDint 
meeting with the State Forest Administration (SFA), provincial veterinary and wildlife 
authorities to discuss, plan and coordinate field activities 
Activity 1.4 Strengthen cooperation with the FAO/ the World Organization for Animal Health 
(OlE) Network of Expertise on Animal Influenza (OFFLU) and other laboratory and 
epidemiology neNmrks - discuss and define joint scientific collaborntion perspectives and 
opportunities 
Activity 1.5 Organize steering committee workshop and inception workshop (involving MoA, 
the Veterinary Bureau, the China Animal Health Epidemiology Center lCAHECt Harbin, 
provincial Centre-s for Animal Disease Prevention and Control (CDCs) and othe-r project 
panners and stakeholders) 
Activity 1.6 Coordinate the newly created United >l'ations .suhworking group on diseases at the 
human-animal interface 
Activity 1.7 Foster exchange of experiences wlth Viet Nam and Indonesia on vaccination 
strategy and market chain analysis 
Activity l.R Improve public-private partnership cooperation through case-study activities (e.g. 
live bird market [LBM] restructuring) and missions of the international expe11 on public private 
partnership (PPP)Ibiosecmity 
Activity 1.9 Engage in joint collaboration activities with Guangdong Province and usc the 
province as a model for PPP activities~ engage Guangdong in FETPV 

Output 2: Capacity building In epidemiology: Implementation of tbe China FETPV 
programme 
Activity 2.1 1st module of FETPV: short-term basic training course in epidemiology 
Activity 2.2 Training through services 
Activity 2.3 2nd module of FETPV: short-term training course in the geographic information 
system (GIS) and epidemiology. Presentation of investigations and research activities 
perfonned in the framework of the training through services (see 2.2) 
Activity 2.4 International expe11S in veteiinary epidemiology hom the Netherlands will develop 
case studies for outbreak investigation during March-April 
Activity 2.5 Introduce and promote the concepts of diseases at the human-animal interface 
through training and multidisciplinary approach to disease surveillance and control 
Activity 2.6 3rd module of FETPV: advanced training on epidemiology, socio-economic 
studies. risk assessment and understanding diseases at the human-animal interface 
Activity 2.7 Support the participation of two Chinese narional to the regional FETPV training 
in Bangkok 

Output 3: Improved knowledge of HPAI epidemiological, ecological and socio-economic 
risk factors 
Activity 3.1 Assist national auth01ities in analysing national surveillance results and provide 
guldancc on improving national and provincial survclllancc policies 
Activity 3.2 Strengthen existing risk based ~urveillance approach through the longitudinal 
monitoring of sele-eted LBMs in order lo identify seasonal changes in infection distribution in 
winter and define early warning indicators associated to HPAI emergence 
Activity .3.3 Facilitate the implementation of epidemiological studies at the domestic poultry/ 
wildlife interface in Poyang Lake Reserve to uncover rl.sk factors associated with the 
emergence of new virus slraim and their subsequent .;,pread 
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Output 4: Improved HPAI surveillance and control strategy through focused (.'(mtrol 
action.~ 

Activity 4.1 Assist in refining the strategic vision for the national vaccination campaign, 
provide guidance on improving rhe progressive control of HPAI, H5N I through vaccination 
and share views. on establishing a vaccination exit stmtegy 
Activity 4.2 Organize training on biosafety, management and test validation for project 
province laboratories 
Activity 4.3 Organize ring trial between provincial laboratory and Harbin National Reference 
laboratory 
Activity 4.4 Establish GIS-based system at provincial level (Chongqing municipality) to 
support HPA I surveillance activities 
Activity 4.5 Procurement of necessary laboratory equipment and supplies for HPAI diagnosis. 
data analysis and information :-..haring including for Guangxi CDC laboratory 
Activity 4.6 In the framework of the PPP activitie-S, organize a stakeholder meeting and group 
discussion for the development of minimum biosccurity standards for LBMs 
Activities undertaken during the reporting period (October 2010- March 2011) 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national level 
Activity 1.1 Support national consultants to assist in coordinating project implementation with 
the government 

• Initiated the re-cruitmem of National Progntmme/Operations Officer in Man.:h. The new 
Programme/Operations Officer is expected to join the team in Ap1il. 

Activity 1.2 Organize regular meetings with MoA, the Veterinary Bureau, the State Forestry 
Administration and DIC to discuss project activities 

• Maintained close contact/communlcation with MoA, the project team ensured smooth 
implementation of the planned activities during the first six months. 

Activity 1.5 Organize steering committee workshop and inception workshop (involving MoA, 
Veter·inary Bureau, CAHEC, Harbin, provincial CDCs and other project partners and 
stakeholders) 

• Hold three Steering Committee Meetings in September, November and January. These 
meeting:-. discussed progress and other key issues regarding FETPV at regular intervals. 

Activity 1.6 Coordinate the newly created UN sub-working group on diseases at the human
animal interface 

• Coordinated the L:nited l'\ations Theme Group on Health (UNTGH) 41
b Subworking 

group meetings (diseases at the human-animal interface) in October, De.cember and 
March. The newly created subworking group wll1 he used as a fomm of exchange of 
scientific information on animal and human health related issues. 

Activity 1.7 Foster exchange of experiences with Viet Nam and Indonesia on vaccination
strategy and market chain analysis 

• Organized the China-Vietnam Discussion Forum on HPAI Risk Management and 
Control on 8 and 9 March. The meeting reviewed the scientific progress made in HPAI 
H5Nl control and explored avenues. for joint collaborations. 

Output 2: Strengthened HPAI Disease Surveillance System and capacity building 
Activity 2.1 I st module of FETPV: sholt-term basic training course in epidemiology 

• 15 trainee-s from the national institutions and provincial veterinary departments attended 
the first module of FETPV. The focus of the training was mainly on basic concepts of 
field epidemiology was held from 29 November to 23 December 2010. 

Activity 2.2 Training through Services 
• FETPV trainees' surveillance plans of first Phase of training through services (TTS) 
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were reviewed by MoA. Three trainees" surveill:mce plans are under improvement, the 
rest of the trainees· surveillance plans have been submitted to their intemational 
mentors for review and comments. 

Activity 2.3 2nd module of FETPV 
• The second module of FETPV whi;.:h focuses on participatory epidemiology, 1·isk 

analysis, basic statistical analysis, data management and applied surveillance, as well as 
outbreak investigation started on 2S March 2011. An English communication training 
was provided to the 15 trainees on 26 and 27 2011 March to enhance their language 
abilities and presentation skills. 

Activity 2.4 International expe1ts in veteiinary epidemiology from the Netherlands will develop 
case studies for outbreak investigation during March-April2011. 

• Two Dutch experts conducted their first mission to China from 21 to 25 N!arch 2011. 
Field mission to Guangxi Province was implemented to discuss with local China 
Animal Disease Control Centre {CADC) officials about work plan for the next step. 

Activity 2.5 Introduce and promote the concepts of diseases at the human-anima] interface 
through training and multidisciplinary approach to disease ~urveillance and control 

• Addressed the One Health concept at d1e humm1-animal interface in the frmnework of 
FETPY. 

Activity 2.7 Support the participation of t\vo Chinese nationals to the regional FETPV training 
in Bangkok 

• One Chinese national expert from CAHEC, Qingdao participated in the third annual 
regional training comc-;e from 17 January to 11 February 201 l in Bangkok. 

Output 3: Improved knowledge of HPAI epidemiological and ecological and socio
economic risk factors 
Activity 3.] Assist national authorities in analysing national surveillance results and provide 
guidance on improving national and provincial surveillance policies. 

• Produced and dis.,.cminatcd China HPAI highlights to donors, animal health un-its at 
FAO RAP, headquarters and MoA. 

Output 4: Improved HPAI surveillance and control strategy through focused control 
actions 
Activity 4.1 Assist in refining the strategic vision for the national vaccination campaign, 
provide guidance on improving the progressive control of HPAI, H5~1 through vaccination 
and share views on establishing a vaccination exit str..ttegy. 

• Recommendation~ on how best to sustain the effm1s to control HPAI H5N l in China 
and Vietnam were provided during the China-Vietnam Discussion Fomm in March. 

Activity 4.5 Procurement of necessary laboratory equipment and supplies for HPAI diagnosis, 
data analysis and information sharing including for Guangxi CDC laboratory. 

• Procured laboratory e-quipment and materiab for Guangxi CACD, the N'ational Harbin 
Reference Laboratory (NHRL) and CAHEC; 15 laptop computers were also procured 
for FETPV trainees. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national level 
Activity 1.2 Organize regular meetings with MoA, the Veterinary Bureau, the State Forestr·y 
Administration and DIC to discuss project activities 

• Regular meetings with MoA to discuss China FETPV and other programmatic/ 
operational matt etc; of Phase V. 

Activity 1.4 Strengthen cooperation with OFFLU and other laboratory and epidemiology 
networks -discuss and define joint scientific collaboration perspectives and opportunities 

4 
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• Organize a ring trial between Harbin l\'ational laboratory and provincial laboratories 
under the guidance of the Istituto Zooprof:ilanico Spe1imentale (IZS), Padova Reference 
Laboratory on A J. 

Activity !.6 Coordinate the newly created UN subworking group on disease." at the human
animal interface 

• Regular working group meeting will be held every two months. 
Activity 1.8 Improve public private partnership cooperation through case-study activities (e.g 
LBM restructuring) and mis~ion-; of the international expert on PPP/bio-;ecurity 

• The PPP expert will visit Guangdong Province in ApriL 

Output 2: Capacity building in epidemiology: implementation of the China FETPV 
program 
Activity 2.2 Training through services 

• The first Phase of TIS activities will be implemented from May to August. 
Activity 2.6 3rd module of FETPV 

• 3rd module of FETPV will ·"tart at the end of June. 

Output 4: Improved HPAI surveillance and control strategy through focused control 
actions 
Activity 4.2 Organize training on biosafety, management and test validation for project 
pro vi nee laboratories 

• Organize the biosafety laboratory training: for provincial laboratory staff in :vtay. 
Activity 4.6 In the framework of the PPP activities, organize a stakeholder meeting and group 
discussion for the development of minimum biosccurity standards for LBMs. 

• Conducted field mission to Guan•~dom: Province in April with the PPP e.xpett. 
Main challenges ent--ountered and responses provided 

There are no maior issues at present. 
Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

The project has made noticeable prog:res~ towards achieving the expected outputs of the 
project. Main progress can be summarized as follows: 

• Increased MoA's involvement and support to the implementation of project activities 
of the -current phase. MoA has shown strong commitment to FETPV programme and 
has allocated resources (RMB 500 000) to this programme in both 2010 and 201 L 

• Strengthened the cooperation with MoA. provincial partners and international 
partners. International partners such as Canada, the Netherlands, the United States 
Center for Disease Control (USCDC) and the European Union have contributed to 
the successful rollout of the FETPV training. 

• Trained 15 key veterinary statT from national ins[itutions and provincial veterinary 
departments through China FETPV. 

• Promoted exchange of experiences on HPAI H5Nl -control, especially on the use of 
vaccinution m endemic situation through the organization of China-Vietnam 
Discussion Forum of HPAI Risk l'vlanagement and ControL 

• Strengthened the llnk and collaboration between the animal health sector and public 
health sector, addressed the One Health approach at the human-animal interface 
through regular meetings involving a wide range of di~ciplines ami ~cientifi~: 

communities. 
• More project information/event sharing with MoA, national counterparts, RAP, 

headquurrers and donors through the production ofChinu HPAI Highlights. 

5 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 02 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen the surveillance and response 
capacity for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 

Reporting period· April2011 September 2011 -

Country: People's Republic of China 
Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen the surveillance ru1d response capacity 
for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/uSA Baby 02 
Budget: uSD 500 000 (Phase 1), USD 500 000 (Phase II), USD 650 000 (Phase Ill). 

USD l !50 000 (Phase IV), USD I 250 000 (Phase V) 
Total budget: USD 4 050 000 

i Effective starting date: 1 August 2006 
i Planned end date: 30 September 2012 
Conll'xt of the project 
Despite etTorls by the Government of the Pe-ople's Republic of China to improve the surveillance 
and control of Highly Pathogenic Avian Int1uenza (HPAI), the disease is still endemic in some 
areas of the country. Some basic understanding of the disease. including key ecological risk 
factors, is still lacking. Vaccination has been widely used throughout the country to dampen 
down the infection and bring the disease under control However, the virus i~ still circulating in 
some production systems where the implementation of the vaccination policy requlrt>S major 
effort and where regulation enforcement is difficult. This project was designed to improve the 
country's capacities to detect and control HPAI infection and disease in identified high-risk 
ecological and production systems at an early stage, through the implementation of intensified 
surveillance activities, epidemiological studies, socio-economic activities, capacity building and 
training. 
Objectives of the project 
The main objectives under Phase V of the United States Agency ror International Development 
{USAID)-funded project are to continue \vorking in Hunan, Yunnan, Guangxi <md Chongqing 
while extending activities to Gu.angdm1g province in order to increase the scope and impact of 
project activities in Southern China and provide technical assistance and support in the areas of 
HPAI epidemiological investigation, di~ease risk analy~is and control strategy. In addition, Phase 
V of the project is expected to increase support to training activities unde.r the China Field 
Epidemiology Training Programme for Veterinarians (FETPV) umbrella and provide a 
significant leap in understanding ofHPAI ecology. 

Through project activities, the Government's early detection and response capacity will be 
strengthened, thereby minimizing production losse:>. and ti~k to human health ami safety. The 
immediate objective of the project is to improve the under~ tanding of HPAI infection and disease 
distribution, assist the country in defining high-risk areas for targeted control activities in order 
to minimize the risk to human health and produce skilled and experienced veterinary field 
epiJemiologists, who can provide the Government of China with expertise and service to address 
transboundary animal diseases (TAD~) and emerging infectious diseases (EIDs). 
Planned activities (Phase V) 
Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national and international level 

Activity 1.1 Support national consultants to assist in coordinating project implementation with 
the Government 
Activity 1.2 Organize regular meetings with the Ministry of Agriculture (MoA), rhe Veterinary 
Bureau. the State Forestry Administration (SFA), and the Department of International 
Cooperation (DIC) to discuss project activities 
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Activity 1.3 Contribute to and facllitatc the coordination of surveillance and research activities at 
the wild bird/domestic poultry interface at Poyang Lake Reserve including joim meeting with 
SF A, provincial veterinary and wildlife authorities to discuss, plan and coordinate field activities 
Activity 1.4 Strengthen cooperation with the Food Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations. (FAO)/the \~lorld Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) Network of Expertise on 
Animal Influenza (OFFLU) and other laboratories and epideminlogy networks discuss and 
define joint scientific collaboration perspectives and opportunities 
Activity 1.5 Organize project steering committee meetings and inception workshop (involving 
MoA, the Veterinary Bureau, China Animal Health and Epidemiology Center (CAHEC), Harbin 
National Reference Laboratory (HNRL). provincial Centres for Animal Disease Prevention and 
Control (ACDCs) and other project partners and stakeholders) 
Activity L6 Coordinate the newly created United Nations sub-working group on diseases at the 
hummHmimal interface 
Activity 1.7 Foster exchange of experience~ with Viet Nam and Indonesia on vaccination 
strategy and market chain analysis 
Activity 1.8 Improve public-private partnership cooperation through case-study activities (e.g. 
live bird market [LBM] restructuring) and missions of the. international experts on Public-Private 
Partnership (PPP)/biosecurlty 
Activity 1.9 Engage in joint collaboration activities with Guangdong Province and w..e the 
province as a model for PPP activities: engage Guangdong province in China FETPV 

Output 2: Capacity building in epidemiology: implementation of the China FETPV 
programme 

Activity 2.1 The first module of FETPV: short-term training course in basic epidemiology 
Activity 2.2 Training through services (TIS): field :->mveillance and outbrt'.ak investigation 
Activity 2.3 The second module of FETPV: short-term training course in the geographic 
infonnation sysrem (GIS) and pmticlpatory epidemlology 
Activity 2.4 International expert in veterinary epidemiology from the Netherlands will develop 
case studies for outbreak investigation dm·ing the- Ihird module of the China FETPV 
Activity 2.5 Introduce and promote the concepts of diseases at the human-animal interface 
through training and multidisciplinary approach to disease surveillance and control 
Activity 2.6 The third module of FETPV: advanced training on epidemiology, socio-economic 
studies, risk assessment and understanding diseases at the human-animal inlerface 
Activity 2.7 Support the participation of one Chinese national to the regional FETPV training in 
Bangkok in August 20 II 

Output 3: Improved knowledge of HPAI epidemiological, ecological and socio-economic 
risk factors 

Activity 3.1 Assist national authorities in analysing national surveillance results ~nd provide 
guidance on improving national and provincial surveillance policies 
Activity 3.2 Strengthen existing risk-based surveillance approach through the longitudlnal 
monitoring of selected LBMs in order to identify seasonal changes in infection distribution in 
winter and define early warning indicators associated to HPAI emergence 
Activity 3.3 Follow-up socio-economic studies in Gmmgdong province: compile key information 
on poultry sector and its structure, analyse product t1ow among the market chains and determine 
the implications for disease surveillance and control issues 
Activity 3.4 Faciliwte the implementation of epidemiological studies at the domestic poultry/ 
wildlife interface in Poyang Lake Reserve to uncover risk factors associated with the emergence 
of new virus strains and their subsequent spread 

2 
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Output 4: Improved HPAI surveillance and control strategy through focused control 
actions 
Activity 4.1 Assi~t in refining the strategic vision for the national vaccination campaign, provide 
guidance on improving the progressive control of HPAI H5Kl through vacclnation and share 
views on establishing a vaccination exit strategy 
Activity 4.2 Organize training on biosafety. management and test validation for laboratories in 
project provinces 
Activity 4.3 Organize rlng trlal between provincial laboratories and HNRL 
Activity 4.4 Establish GIS-bascd system at provincial level (_Chongqing municipality) to support 
HPAI surveillance activities 
Activity 4.5 Procurement of necessary laboratory equipment and supplies for HPAI diagnosis, 
data analysis and information sharing for provincial laboratories 
Activity 4.6 Organize the PPP stakeholder meeting and group discussion for the development of 
minimum biosecuritv standards for LBMs 
Activities undertaken during the reporting period (April2011 -September 201 1) 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national and international level 
Activity l.l: Initiated the recruitment of National Programme/Operations Officer in March 2011. 
The new l\:ational ProgmmmeJOperations Officer joined the team on 5 July 2011. 
Activity 1.2 : 

• Several meetings with MoA, SFA, UN agencies, embassies and donors based in Beijing 
were held during rhe reporting period. 

• An internal discus,sion meeting was held with MoA on 4 Augus.t 20 ll, during which 
planned activities of the second year of China FETPV were discussed. The initial 
findings of the PPP projed in Guangtlong and the subsequent plan of <Jction were also 
shared. 

• Funher discussion meeting with MoA and CAHEC was held in Qingdao on 16 August 
2011 to discuss further coordination and implementation of TTS for China FETPV. 

Activity 1.5: 
• The fourth FETPV Sleering Committee }.1eeting was held in June 2011 to di~cus~ the 

progress of and other key issues pertaining to China FETPV. 
• A Mentor Workshop will be held on 23 September 2011 tD define the roles ami 

responsibilities of mentors in assisting tralnees to conduct field surveillance and outbreak 
investigation in the frmnework of the TTS activities. 

Activity 1.8: 
• One PPP expert from Canada visited China from 11 to 27 April 2011 and initiated the 

PPP activities in Guangdong. 
• Three PPPs and biosecurity experts. visited China in July-August 2011 to assist the 

Emergency Ce-ntre for Transboundary Animal Diseases (ECTAD) China in launching the 
project activities. The PPP Launching Workshop was held on IS July 20 II in Beijing. 

Activity 1.9: 
• Guangzhou Animal Health Inspection (nslitute and local agencies actively joined PPP 

project's activities; Tcchniciansicxpcrts from Guangdong Province were also invited to 
participate in the next two training modules of China FETPV. A laboratory expert from 
Guangdong province also participated in lhe bio~afety labmatory training that was 
organized in Chongqing from 13 to 16 September 2011. 

Output 2: Capacity building in epidemiology: the China FETPV programme 
Activity 2.2: 

• Trainees' tield surveillance plans for the first Phase ofTTS activities were submilted and 
rcvic'.vcd by MoA and national mentors in August. The TTS activities will be carried out 
by trainee's locally from August2011 until the end of March 2012. 

3 
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Activity 2.3: 
• The second module of FETPV was org<mized from 28 r..'larch to 29 April 2011, and 

focused on pmticlpatory epidemiology, risk analysis, basic statistical analysis, data 
management and applied surveillance as well as outbreak investigation. 

Activity 2.4: 
• Real case-studies on rabies surveillance in China were developed by an expert from the 

Netherlands during the third module of China FETPV in July 2011; T"\VO qualified 
trainees were selected and approved by MoA to attend a 10-day exchange visit under the 
International Fellowship provided by the Netherlands in October 2011. 

Activity 2.5: 
• A one-week workshop on the concept of "One Health (OH)" was held from 20 to 24 June 

20 11 for 15 FETPV t1·ainees within the framework of the third module of the programme. 
Participants from the Chinese Academy of Sciences, the Public Health Institute and SFA 
also joined [his one-week training. 

• An UN China OH event was organized to sensitize different national agencies, ministries 
and insrimtes abuut the OH concept and suggest a framework of implementation of OH 
activities in the country. The meeting was held on 29 and 30 June 2011 and gathered 
more than 70 participants. The OH meeting had a great impact and not only attracted the 
attention of the international and national scientific communities, but also generated 
interest among policy' makers. In addition, an UN position paper on OH implementation 
in China is being produced. 

Activity 2.6: 
• The third module started from June 20 to July 16 2011 and focused on the management 

and analysis of epidemiological data, spatial data management and analysis and outbreak 
investigation demonstration. 

Activity 2.7: 
• One national veterinarian attended the regional FETPV training from l to 26 August 

2011 (26 days). 
Output 3: Improved knowledge of HPAI epidemiological and ecological and socio
economic risk factors 
Activity 3.1: 

• HNRL finished the analysis of l 190 samples collected hom three provinces during the 
LBM survey conducted in January 2010 and identified six viruses of subtype H6 and H4 
(no H5::\F1 detected). It also finished the sequencing analysis of H5, H6 and H9 subtype 
viruses isolated from the LBM survey conducted in 2009. 

Activity 3.3: 
• A preliminary market chain analy:...is was conducted in Guangdong pruvince during the 

mission of PPP experts and ECTAD China staff in July 2011, which Jed to the production 
of a series of maps describlng LBM nerworks in the province. 

Output 4: Improved HPAI surveillance and control strategy through focused control 
actions 
Activity 4.2: 

• A four-day training workshop on labDratory biosafety \Vas organized from 13 to 
16 September 2011 in Chongqing ACDC ror provincial laboratories, and 30 national 
staff members were trained. 

Activity 4.3: 
• Reagents for ring trail were procured by HNRL in May 2011 and distributed to 

Chongqing, Hunan and Guangxi in July 2011. All experiment from provincial 
laboratories will be finished before the end of September 201l and results will be 
analysed in October 2011. 

4 
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Activity 4.4: 
• A training on GIS technique~ applied to epidemiology was organized during the third 

module of the China FETPV for 15 trainees and 10 additional participants from other 
provinces. 

Activity 4.5: 
• Biosecurity equipment and supplies were procured for Guangzhou Animal Health 

Inspection Institute and Jiangcun Poultry \Vholcsalc Market tn facilitate the training and 
LBM restructuring in October 20 II under the PPP project. 

Activity 4.6: 
• Formal Action Plan was presented to all stakeholders during the PPP Stakeholder 

Meeting held on 2 August 201 1. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national and international level 
• Organize regular meetings with MoA to discuss China FETPV and other programmatic/ 

operational matters of the new phase 
• Foster experience exchange and dialogue with Viet t\'arn through joint forum, study tours, 

Of ml:-.SJOTIS 

• Coordinate and organize the L'N Team Group on Health meetings every two months 
• Further enhance the translation of the OH concept into a concrete action plan within the 

country by coordinating with other national and international stakeholders. 
Output 2: Capacity building in epidemiology: the China FETPV programme 

• Organize the fomih training module of China FETPV in November 20 l I. 
• Two trainees will be sent to the Netherlands for a lO-Jay exchange vi~it under the 

International Fellowship in October 2011. 
• The first phase of TTS activities on field surveillance will be carried our by trainees 

locally from August 20l1 and finished before the end of March 2012. 
Output 3: Improved knowledge of HPAI epidemiological and ecological and socio
economic risk factors 

• Produce the China HPAI Quarterly Bulletin-update on HPAI situation 
• Discuss with IV1oA, SFA, provincial veterinary, and wildlife authorities the 

implementation of epidemiological studies in Po yang Lake Reserve. 
Output 4: ImproYed HPAI surveillance and control strategy through focused control 
actions 

• Finalize the analysis of ring trials between provincial laboratories 
• Fun her support the implementation of the PPP projec-t in Guangdong Province 

Main challenges encountered and responses provided 

There are no major issues at present. 
~lain progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 
The project ha~ made noticeable progress towm·ds achieving the expected outcomes, which can 
be summarized as follows: 

• lncrea~ed MoA 's involvement and support in the implementation or current and future 
project activities pertaining to policy support and financial and te-chnical inputs. 

• Strengthened -communication and cooperation among national, provincial and 
international partners. International partners, such as Canada, the N"etherlands., the United 
States Center for Disca-;c Control (USC DC), other UN agencies and the European Union 
contributed to the successful rollout of the FETPV training. 

• Fifteen key veterinary staff from national and provincial veterinary services were 
syste-matically trained through China FETPV. Moreover, lO additional technicians from 
eight provinci<1l ACDCs (Shandong, Qingdao, Henan, Guangdong, Zhejiang, Xinjiang, 
Heilongjiang and Qinghai) were invited lo pm·ticipate in lhe third training module of 
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China FETPV in July 2011, \Vhich demonstrated the imponancc of China FETPV for 
education and training of veterinary staff in China. 

• The capacities of field surveillance and outbreak investigation of national and pmvincia1 
veterinarians were enhanced as a result of the TTS activities under China FETPV. 

• The bilateral dialogue offered by the China-Viet Nam discussion forum was. considered 
as a major step forward in sharing data and information on HPAI H5N 1 and the use of 
vaccination in an endemic situation; 

• The linkages and opportunities for collaboration between the animal health sector and the 
public health sector through the OH approach were strengthened as a result of the 
organization of the UN OH eve-nt; and 

• Reduced virus circulation and improved food safety were noted in Guadong, where. the 
PPP project assisted in establishing a model market. This activity has resulted in tangible 
and applicable outcomes that can be reproduced in other LBMs. 

6 
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Projecl Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/INT/805/USA 

Project title: Developing and maintaining puhlic-privat-e partnerships for the prevention 
and control of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza HSNI 

Reporting period: :\.larch 2011 to September 2011 

Global component: Global cross-country 

Countries: Bangladesh, Cambodia, China, Indonesia. Lao People's Democratic Republic 
(PDR), Myanmar, Nepal and Viet Nnm 

Project title: Developing and maintaining public-private pminerships for the prevention and 
control of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAJ) HSNl 

<:ode: OSROIJNT/S05mSA 

Budget: USD 765 690] 

Etlective starting date: 1 January 2009 

Planned end date: 3 I March 2012 

Context of the project 

The Public-Private Partnership (PPP)-Biosecurity Project (October 2010-September 201]) is a 
no-cost extension of two projects: OSRO/l]\;'T/R05/USA- Developing nnd Maintaining Public-
Prirate Partnerships for Ihe Prevention and Control of HPAI H5Nl and other Emerging 
Infectious Animal Diseases (£/ADs) (PPP Project) and OSRO/GLO/SG2/USA - Improved 
biosecurity and h.vgiene at production, cu!lection points and five bird nwrket!J' (LBMs), 

inrludinJ:: decontamination (Decon Project). The current no-cost extension had a duration of 
12 months, from 1 October 20 I 0 to 30 September 2011 with a total budget of USD 765 690. 
·while USAID continued to support aclivities related lo PPP and bios.t'.curity, it had requested 
that new funding be provided at the country leveL As a result, countries have integrated PPP 
and biosecurity-related activities In their 2010-2011 proposals for the period from 
October 2010 to September 2011. The no-cost extension allowed technical expertise to be 
provided to high-burden countries in Asia, and to a smaller extent lo the high-risk counlries in 
Asia, for their activities involving collaboration between the public and priv~te sector and 
involving work on hiosecurity/good hygiene practices on farm and along marketing chains. The 
no-cm;t extension also allowed implementation of a limited number of activities that have not 
been included in country propo~als. in Bangladesh, China, Lao PDR, Myanmar and Nepal for a 
total amount of CSD 255 000, distributed in the fo!lowing way: Bangladesh (USD 80 000), 
Cambodia (USD 20 000), China (USD I 00 000), Lao PDR (USD 25 000), Myanmar 
(USD 25 000) and Nepal (USD 25 000)_ 

1 The Government o{ the United States a{ America contributed in Financial Year 2009 to FAO a total 
of USD 1 600 000 through project OSRO/INT/805/USA and a total of USD 2 50U 000 through project 
OSRO/GL0/802/USA: the unspent balances of these tu·o projects anwunting to USD l 15 341 ami 
USD 650 349 con.>titurt: the budfWI of the no-cost exrt:nsion. 
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Objectives of the pro.iect 

To create, strengthen and maintain Public Private Partnerships and promote Biosecurity to 
support poultry health and production systems in countries affected by Highly Pathogenic 
Avian Int1uenza (HPAI), within a functional animal health system led by official veterinary 
scrvtccs. 

Planned activities 

Output A: Expertise, technical advice and organizational support on PPPs and biosccurity \Vill 

be available to countries for implementation of activities funded under Amendment 6 (country 
project proposals}. 

An expert in commercial poultry production and bio.security will opemte from FAO 
headquarters.. Consultant time for a PPP specialist will be available. They will: 

• provide information and guidance on PPP.s to government departments, the private sector 
and Food and Agriculture OrganizaLion of the United Nations (FAO) counLry teams; and 

• assist in the improvement of biosecurity (including C&D) in commercial production and 
marketing chains. as biosecurity hils proven to be a major area of interest to the private 
commercial poullry sector, as well as the public sector. 

Output B: PPPs for safer poultry production will be supported. Poultry production and 
markeling will be made safer in high-burden and high-risk countries.. 

VIET NAI\1 

Output A - Activities: 

• Participate in a review of a pilot poultry supply chain strengthening project as part of .a 
multi-project biosecurity review process implemented by FAO and the Department of 
Livestock Production (DLP}. This will al">o serve as an orientation to the field situation and 
current situation in Vit':t Nam and highlight the challenges of upgrading poultry supply 
chains. 

• Provide technical support to a collaborative approach to hatchery strengthening in two 
select province~ (in close collaboration with F AO's implementing partner Abt Associates). 
This wlll include the review of existing hatchery management and biosecurity training 
materials and the development of a province-level training programme for hatcheries. 

• Develop a training-of-trainers (TOT) bio.security training course fot- public and private 
sector veterinarians to strengthen biosecurity practices in small-scale commercial fanns. 

• Develop an approach to strengthen technical support provided to small-scale commercial 
poultry farmers through strengthening technical and adviS.OI)' capacity of privaLe .agrivet 
store owners in two/three pilot districts of Ha Nrun Province. 

• Conduct a rapid assessment of two to three key live bird markets (LBMs) in Quang Tri 
province including a slakeholder mapping analysi~ and devdop option~ for risk reduction 
control measures in those markets (the potential control options will be reviewed through a 
stakeholder process, finalized into an action plan and implemented over the next 
seven months). 

• Participate in a technical consultation meeting on experiences ami le%ons learned on 
upgrading LBMs, focusing on Viet Nam, and provide additional lessons learned from 
Bangladesh and Egypt, where considerable progress has been made. 

• Support the establishment or a National Poultry Quality Improvement Plan. 

2 
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LAOPDR 

Output A - Activities: 

• Assess the biose-curity situation in selected LBMs in Vientiane capital and Savanaket. 
• Provide recommendations for biosccurity improvements at LBMs. 
• Train LBM authorities and traders associations on biosecurity. 
• Training \vorkshop for the public and private sectors on poultry production and biosccurity 

measures w be implememed in commercial poultry farms in Vientiane and Savanaket areas 
for better production and profitability. 

CAMBODIA 

Output A - Activities: 

• Assess the biosecurity situation in selected LBM.s in Phnom Penh. 
• Provide recommendations for biosecurity improvements or restructuring of LBMs. 
• Train LBM traders in the Phnom Penh area on hiosecurity. 
• Assess the biosecurity situation or housed duck rarms in Sihanouk Vi1le. 
• Provide recommendations for farm biosecurity improvements. 

NEPAL 

Output A - Activities: 

• Facilitate the development of national biosecurity guidelines. 

• Train private and the Depar!men! of Livestock Services (DLS) veterinarians and poultry 
producers on farm biosecurity. 

• Train selected veteTinarians on biosecurity auditing and reviews. 

• Assess the biosecurity situation in LB:i\1s in eastern provinces (their gaps and needs) and 
provide recommendations for biosecurity improvements. 

BANGLADESH 

Output A - Activities: 

• Assist in the improvement, orgamze nnd facilitate a workshop for the development of 
biosecurity standard operating procedures (SOPs) that will support the implementation of 
the national biosecurily guidelines. 

• Develop, update and revise training matelials on biosecurity for layer farms and LBNis. 
• Support the establishment of National Poultry Improvement Plans. 
• Facilitate and extend the process related to farm registrntion and licensing, including the 

revision of the existing farm registration protocol and link the farm registration system with 
the geospatial database of commercial farms and LBMs. 

• Facilitate dialogue on compartmentalization and develop SOPs for the implementation of 
disease-free compartments. 

• Support the upgrade of selected LBMs. 
• Support biosecurity (including C &D) in commercial production nnd marketing chains, as 

hiosecuriry has proven to he the major area of interest to the private commercia) poultry 
sector, as well .as the public sector. 

• Develop a new and equitable compensation plan_ 
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INDONESIA 
Indonesia has not requested any assistance from the project. 

CHINA 

Output A -Activities: as planned. 

Output B - Activities: 

• tvfap stakeholders m selected LBMs, an:.tlyse existing platforms to est<~blish a dialogue 
among the public and private stakeholders, propose platform improvements lf required, usc 
the platform to plan the restructuring of the markets. 

• Develop monitoring and evaluation tools and indicators of the impact of restructuring on 
livcJihoods of producers, sellers, as well as on virus circulation and spread. 

• Provide training to public sector staff on PPPs and explore opportunities to work on 
compartmentalization. 

MYANMAR 

Output A - Activities: 

• Review biosecurity practice in poultry production areas in Yangon, Monywa and Shwebo 
Districts and provide recommendations for biosecurity improvement in poultry production 
areas in Myanmar. 

• Review hiosecuriry practice at the live poultry wholesale market in Yangon and provide 
recommendation~ for biosecurity improvement. 

• Develop and deliver biosecurity TOT for government veterinarians and poultry producers:. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output A: Expertise. technical advice and organizational support on PPPs and biosecurity \viii 
be available to countries for implementation of activities funded under Amendment 6 (country 
projects proposals). 
An expert in commercial poultry production and biosecurity will operate from the headquarters. 
Consultant time for a PPP specialist will he available. They will: 

• provide information and guidance on PPPs to government departments, the p1ivate sector 
and FAO country team:.; and 

• as~ist in the improvement of biosecurity {including C&D) in commercial production and 
marketing chains, as hiosecurity has proven to he a major area of interest to the private 
commercial poultry sector, as well as the public se-etor. 

BANGLADESH 

Output A - Activity 1: 

• Technical support was provided to the national consultant m developing a Standard 
Operating Procedures Manual for biosccurity on the farm that w111 facilitate the 
implementation of the existing nniiona! hiosecurit.v guidelines. An earlier workshop was 
organized in Sirajganj and was facililated by lhe project, with the participation or members 
from the DLS and the private sector, including broiler and layer producers, breeding hmn 
managers, feed and poultry dealers. During the workshop the melhodoJogy and templates 
for the development of these SOPs were introduced. Following to the workshop a selected 
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group of participants "\Vas recruited and completed the SOPs. In the ncar future the newly 
deve1oped SOPs will be tested in selected farms. 

Output A - Activity 2: 

• Since the first HPAI outbreak in Bangladesh ln :March 2007, the previously active export of 
poultry and poultry products to Middle Ea<>tern countries has stopped. During this semesteL 
numerous meetings with stakeholders from the public and private sectors took place, ;:md 
the concept of establishing disease free compartments, in accordance with the World 
Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) Terrestrial Code, was introduced. The cstahlishmcnt 
of compartments would enable the resumption of export of fen:ile eggs and day old chicks. 
The owners of the three largest poultry companies in Bangladesh, namely, Kazzi farms, 
Paragon poultry and MJ'vl. Agha Poultry, expressed great interest in joining this initiative 
and the Director General of the Department of Livestock also expressed his interest in and 
support for this project. Guidelines for compartmentalization in Ban~-:ladexh were drafted, 
containing componenh of <."tnnpartment management, enhanced biosentt·ity plan, 
surveillance and auditing plan. The guideline was developed with reference to the Notional 
biosecurity guidelines fur the commercial pvultr.v industry in Bangladesh (April 2010) 
developed during an earlier phase of this projecr~ the relevant chapters in the OIE 
'Terrestrial Animal Health Code' (Terrestrial Code) and 'Manual of Diagnostic Tests and 
Vaccines tOr Terrestrial Animals' (Ten·est.rial Manual) (2010). The slructure of the 
guidelines is based on the 'Compartments for protection against avian intluenza and 
l'\cwcast!c disease in poultry breeding companies in Great Britain' (DEFRA, 20 tO). 

CAMBODIA 

Output A - Activity 1: 

• The Chbar Ampov LBI\1 in Phnom Penh is .a combined wholesale ::md retail market that 
operate under two managerial strudures. The wholesale market is the largest in Phnom 
Penh, and supplies live poultry lo the Chbar Ampov relail section and to many other retail 
markets in the capital. In recent surve.lllance activities on markets, environmental samples 
were collected. and a significant number was found positive to HPAI, which put this market 
in high risk category in tenns of potential bird-bird and bird-human transmis~ion. 

• Following a market visit for risk assessmem and stakeholders' interviews, an intervention 
strategy for hinsecurity improvement was developed, for both, the wholesale and retail 
sections of the market. The intervention includes a) infrastructure improvement such as the 
installation of water points, birds' holding cages and v.rashable working benches; b) selling 
procedures. such as daily market C&D programme, traffic control within the market during 
certain hours of the day, etc.; and c) training and education about biosecurity for traders and 
authorities, and the formation of a committee, composed of all stakeholders' 
representatives, that will guide the market improvement process. 

NEPAL 

Output A - Activity 1: 

A two-days workshop was held in Kathmandu on 3 and 4 :\1ay 201 I to develop Bioucurity 
Guidelines for Nepal. Thirty-five participants from the public sector, DLS and the privale 
sector, including poultry producers, poultry associatlons, hatchery and feed operators, and 
representatives from the veterinary school and research institute. took palt in the v.mrkshop. 
The.se naTional hiosecurity guidelines provide minimum biose-curity .standards tu be 
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implemented by the different segments of poultry production, such as breeding, laying and 
broiler farms. 

• The national bio.Yecurit.v guidelines include the following components: 
o principles of hiosecurity guidelines; 
o policy applicution of the biosecurity guidelines; 
o operational application of the biosecurity guidelines; 
o roles and responsibilities of all stakeholders iln'olvcd; 
o biosecurity implementing committee and workgroups structure. 

A copy of the final version of the national biosecurity guidelines was presented to the DG of 
DLS for approval and endorsement. Once the guidelines arc agreed upon by all stakeholders 
and endorsed by the veterinary services and the ministry of agriculture. their promotion will 
t·equires the fonnation of an overseeing hiosecuri!_v committee, and additional three working 
groups to ensure the- development of bivsccurity SOPs, communication and !raining materials, 
and a biosecurity uuditing programnU'. 

Output A - Activity 2: 

• A three-days TOT on Biosecurity was conducted in the Chitwan District, which is the 
largest poultry production area in Kepal (About 70 per-cent of the national egg~ and poultry 
meat production). Eighteen veterimuians from the DLS, diagnostic laboratory, veterinary 
school and private practitioners with strong poultry health and production skills \Vere 
trained on the principles of biosecurity. C&D, and safe disposal of Jeat! chickens and 
manure by composting" Farm biosecurity auditing was discu~sed in depth and was practiced 
on a poultry fann by using a biosecurity check-list. 

• Following to the above mentioned TOT, t\vo participants were selected to be part of the 
FAO training team and took part in the two days bio:-.ecurity training programme for 22 
poultry producers from breeding, layer and broiler farms in the Chitwan district. The 
participants were trained on the principles of hios.ecurity, C&D, and safe disposal of dead 
chickens ami manure by cornposting. Farm biosecurity risk assessment was practiced by all 
participant:'. during a rann visit, using the provided biosecurit)' check-list, and suggestions 
for risk mitigation were discussed. 
The selected trainers delivered one presentation each on farm C&D procedures and led the 
discussions within small producers' groups. 

Output A - Activitv 3: 

• Two LBr'vts and three collection yards in the town of Damak at the eastern province of 
Jhapa were visited for an asses~ment of biosecurity gaps. All of them showed very little 
evidence of implementation of any biosecurity measures, as no running water, drainage or 
solid waste. disposal facilities are available, and no washing and disinfection procedures are 
implemented in d1ese sites. equipment or vehicles used for the transportation of poultry are 
implemented. 

• Three sites were assessed for their suitability for the establishment of a centralized 
collection point \Vith a birds' inspection and vehicle and crates washing facilities, to ensure 
that only certified healthy poultry (native chickens) are sent in a safe manner from the 
Damak district to Kathmandu and Pokhara. The three proposed sites were visited and one 
site was recommended for the construction of the collection point, based on the topographic 
location and relative isolation from residential area. [t \vas agreed that no birds will be 
slaughtered for local consumption at this site. 
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LAOPDR 

Output A - Activitv 1: 

A two-days workshop for the development of Biosecurity Guidelines for the Commercial 
Poultry Industry in Lao PDR was held in the Lanxang hotel in Vientiane on 15 and 16 June 
201 L Thirty-two participrults from the public sector, DLF, PAFO and DAFO, and the private 
sector, including poultry producers and poultry associations, attended the workshop, 

The content and approach for approval and implementation of these guidelines are the same as 
the ones used for the National Biosecurity Guidelines for Nepal (see above) 

The nat ian a/ hiosecuri!y guidelines were translated <.~nd presented to the Director General of the 
Department of Livestock and Fisheries (DLF) and to the Secretary uf the Minister for 
Agriculture and Forestry for approval and endorsement. After approval, 3000 copies in Lao and 
1000 copie~ in English were printed and circulated acros~ the country to all poultry producers 
and partners. 

Output A - Activity 2: 

Two ~essions of a lwo-days biosecurity training programmes, targeting provincial and di~trict 
livestock officers (PAFO and DAFO). poultry producers, veterinary and feed shop owners, 
were conducted m Vang-vieng (22 participants) and m Savannaketh (25 participants}. The 
participants wet·e trained on the pt·incipJes of biosecurity, C&D. and safe disposal of dead 
chickens and manure by composting. Farm biosecurity risk as~essment was practiced by all 
participants during the farm visit, using the provided biosecurity check list, and suggestions for 
risk mitigation were discussed. 

VIETNAM 

Output A- Activitv 1: 

A two-days workshop on development of biosecuriry guideline for small poulrry production 
sites of up to 300 birds {chickens and ducks) in Viet Nv.m was held at the Army hotel in Hanoi, 
including p.articip.ants from the public and private sectors. These guidelines \-Vere developed 
through a cunsultative process to complement the already existing farm biosecurity legislation 
tmd standards in Viet Nnm - Decision 1405-QD-TTg of 2007 and its amendment, Circular 
60/2008/TT-BN~ of 2008, and the Standards and SOPs for biosecurii.v in large industrial 
poulTry production farms that was developed by the Viet Nam Avian and Human Intluenza 
Control and Preparedness (VAHIP) project. The set of guidelines is still in draft form and will 
be finalized in the near future. 

Output A - Activitv 2: 

Two farm biosecurlty training sessions in the Kien Giang and Quang Tri provinces were 
attended by the participants from the public sector, provincial and district veterinary officers, 
and from the private sector, duck and chicken producers, Agri-vet shop owners and poultry 
clubs members. The lwo-day programme included the following modules: introduclion to 
biosecurity, C&D, correct calculation and application of disinfectants and safe disposal of dead 
birds and manure by composting. The in-class training session was followed by a field trip to 
duck farms, where the pm1.icipants conducted a biosecurity risk as~essment to identify and 
quantify the risk poinls present at tho3e farms, The participants also provided suggeslions on 
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how to mitigate those risks. 

Output A - Activitv 3: 

A hatchery hiosecuri!y auditing check lis! was developed and tested in two traditional 
hatcheries in Hung Yen province. This auditing checklist will enable a trained auditor tD 

perform a rapid and effective assessment of the biosecurity status of a hatchery. A training 
programme for auditors, DLP and DAH provincial or district officers, is in the process of 
development. 

Additionally, a set of biusecurity guidelines for hatcherieJ was drafted and circulated to 
stakeholders for comments and adoption; these guidelines will complement the existing 
/egislmion and standard.rfOr hiosecuril)' in hatcheries in Viet Nam - Decision 1405 -QD- TT.'? of 
2007 and its amendment, Circular- 60/2008/TT-BNN of 2008. 

CHINA 

Output A - Activit\' 1: 

A series of missions have been underlaken by PPP expens to Beijing, Guangdong and Hong 
Kong during the past six months. and several meetings/workshops were held with YloA, local 
veterinary services of Guangdong province and other relevant ;.;takeholders. covering both the 
public and the private sectors. Each and all these activities have produced concrete action plans 
or results as below: 

The first mis~ion of the PPP expert took place from 11 to 27 April 201l to kick-start the PPP 
activities in the country. During this mission, meetings were held with several repres.entative~ 
from both the public and the private sectors in Beijing, Guangzhou and Hong Kong to 
introduce the PPP concept and to assess the local situation. Based upon the initial findings and 
discussions, following do~:uments were produced: 
• A project concept note and a work plan, outlining the critical elements in the process of the 

engagement of aH stakeholders in a structured way; and 
• A detailed Action Plan serving as a proposed roadmap for consideration of MoA, FAO and 

other potential stakeholders. 

On 18 July 2011, a PPP Project Launching Workshop \vas organized in Beijing by The 
Emergency Centre for Transboundary Animal Diseases (ECTAD} China. with the participation 
of three international experts (the PPP expert, a Biose~:mity Techni~:al Advisor and em Animal 
Disease Management expert), ECTAD China staff, representatives from the World Health 
Organization (\VHO}, MoA, Guangdong Provincial Veterinary Services and Guangzhou 
Animal Health Inspection Institute. During the meeting, the PPP concept note and its 
application in LBMs were presented and discussed. A formal Action Plan was shared with the 
participants, and a wholesale LBM (the Jiangcun Poultry \Vholesale Market in GuangLhou) wa~ 
identified in Guangdong province as a pilot sire for the PPP project. 

From 19 to 22 Ju1y 2011. the PPP experts and ECTAD China staff conducted a field mission to 
Guangzhou. A market visil was cmTied out to identify the biosecUiity, animal health and human 
health issues of the targeted market following a critical control point (CCP) analysis. 
Discussions \Verc held with the Guangzhou Jiangcun Poultry \Vholcsalcs ~1arket management 
and traders as well as with the Guangzhou Administration for Industry and Commerce to obtain 
more detailed information aboul the market management, institutional framt:work and bio-
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security issues; Additional information was gathered about the poultry flow into and out of the 
market as a basis for social networking mapping; Tbe mission ended with a PPP Stakeholder 
Meeting on 22 July, which involved the PPP mission team. staff from Guungdong Provincial 
Veterinary Services and Guangzhou Animal Health Inspection Institute, and stakeholders from 
Jiangcun Poultry Wholesales Market. Findings and recommendations as \Vell as a propused 
business model for changes in the market were shared with the various stakeholders. 

In late July, based on discussions in Guangzhou, the PPP team developed an action plan with a 
proposed time frame and estimated costing to be further discussed with the stakeholders and to 
agree on the different roles and shares between public and private partners. 

In early August, the PPP mission team visite-d Guangdong again to collect additional 
information on the market flow and to present the ac[ion plan to the veterinary authorities and 
relevant stakeholders: 

ln a meeting held on 2 August, the Action Plan lOr LBl\.1 re~tructuring wa:-. presented, including 
the seven biosecurity critlca1 control points (CCPs) to be addressed: 

L Single entry and single exit-one way flow~ 
2. Establish a vehide cleaning and disinfection(C&D) station~ 
3. Training on bio:-.ecurity and C&D practices; 
4. Bamboo crate decommissioning; 
5. C&D of market sheds; 
6. Introduction of SOPs for water testing and improve w:.tste water flow in the 

waterfowl area; 
7. Improve waste disposal management. 

ECTAD China staff <1lso conducted a market survey m,ing social network analysis method. 
collected questionnaires rt"bted to m::u·ket chain in order to obtain b::tst"line information ~bout 
vendor's trading prac[ices, which led to the production of a series of maps describing LBM 
networks in the province. 

On 4 August 2011, a meeting was held in MoA, with the participation or the PPP Expert, 
ECTAD China team and the Veterinary Bureaus of YioA. The project results and findings from 
Jiangcun Poultry Wholesales M<Jrket were shared and discussed. The feedback for PPP project 
from MoA were positive; MoA recognized that the PPP project enables to involve more 
~takeholders into the planned activities, which benefits not only the public but also the private 
sector; MoA also agreed that a collaborative mechanism can be established through joint 
project activities, and the relationships bet\-veen the public and private sectors will he 
harmonized and enhanced. Both national and provincial authoriries <Jgreed to support this 
activity and actively contribute to the project activities. In addition, Guangdong province 
already promist>d to contribute financially to the project and :.\>loA also mentioned it will 
include some funding for next year's work plan. 

Biosecurity equipment and supplies for Jiangcun Poultry \Vholesales Market were confirmed 
by PPP experts and were procured by ECTAD China in September 2011. 
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Planned activities for the next six-month period 

BANGLADESH 

Output A - Activities: 

• Facilitate the implementation of a compartmentalization plan that will enable the 
resumption of export of fcrti1c eggs and day old chicks by the Bangladeshi poultry industry. 
The establishment of disease free compartments, using the developed guidelines, will 
reqmre a close collaboration between the DLS, large puultry companies and reference 
laboratories. 

• Supp011 the establishment of National Poultry lmprol-'ement Plans. 
• Facilitate and extend the process related to farm registration and licensing, including the 

revision of the existing farm registration protocol and llnk the farm registration system with 
the gcospatial database of commercial farms and LBMs and the implementation of 
minimum biosecurity standards. 

NEPAL 

Output A - Activities: 

• No additional activities are anticipated to take place in Nepal. 

LAOPDR 

Output A - Activities: 

• No additional activities are anticipated to take place in Lao PDR. 

CAMBODIA 

Output A - Activities: 

• No additional activities are anticipated to take place in Cambodia. 

CHINA 

Output A - Activities: 

• Biosecurity equipment and suppliers will be procured and delivered to Guangzhou Health 
Inspection Institute and Jiangcun Poultry \Vholesales Market in October before training. 

• A four-day training on biosecurity and deanlng and disinfection practices will be organized 
for market supervisors and cleaners (total 30 person) in late October 201 L 

• A vehicle cleaning station at the exit of the Jiangcun market will be designed, and possible 
companies for the construction identified. 

• Laboratory testing issues in the market as well as improvements of the slaughter area wlll 
be di . ..;cussed further. 

• Jiangcun Poultry Wholesales Market will be sel as a model in the pilot province. 
• Finalize the PPP project and submit the final project report to MoA and other srukcholdcrs. 
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MYANMAR 

Output A - Activities: 

• Develop and deliver TOT on hiosecurity for private and public veterinarians and leading 
producers at poultry production zones. 

• Supp01i the establishment of wa."'ihing station at the \-Vholcsalc LBM of Yangon. 
• Support the establishment of a model farm for better temperature control and improved 

performances. 

VIETNAM 

Output A - Activities: 

• Conduct hatchery biosccurity and management training programme for traditional 
hatchenes owners and DLP and DAH officers, m Qmmg: Tn province and possibly also m 
Hung Yen province. 

• Finalize the development of the biosecurit:r guidelines fbr hmcheries and support the 
implementation. 

• Develop and deliver biosecurity auditing training programme for halcheries DLP and DAH 
officers. 

• Support the implementation of the hinserurity guidelines for small poultr_y production sites. 
• Support the eslablishment of biosecured model farm/sand hatchery in Quang Tri province. 
• Develop a set offact sheetx about bioxecurity and good farming practices, to be delivered to 

poultry producers by Agri-vet shops, as part of a strenglhening technical and advisory 
capacity of private Agri-vet store owners in Quang Tri Province. 

• Develop a simplified field "Farm C&D manual" for poultry producers and DLP and DAH 
ofTicers. 

l\fain challenges encountered and response provided 

The candidate for the PPP Consultancy posiiion declined lhe offer, which left the project 
without a dedicated person to coordinate activities and support the countries in this area. The 
biosecurity consultant fills this role in biosecurity activities that overlap with PPP activities. 

CHINA 

In China the following challenges were en...:ountet-ed: 

• LBMs in China are being jointly supervised by the State Adminis[ratlon of Industry and 
Commerce (SAIC), the Ministry of Health {I'vfoH) and the Ministry of Agri.::ulture (MoA) 
under the Central Government and departments of industry and commerce admlnistration, 
health and agriculture from the local government. After consultation with MoA and local 
authorities in Guangzhou. the pilot project was pn)posed to be carried out in a wholesale 
poultry market instead of a regular retail LBM. 

• Challenges encountered in the wholesale market are related to the potential negative impact 
of changes in the market on the sales proces.;, and thus on the buy-in of the vendors: some 
proposed change~ will therefore be implemented on a trial basis, such as the substitution of 
bamboo crates by plastic crates. The proposed one-way traffic t1ow ln the market was not 
accepted owing to the negative impact on the sales tl.x the vendors. 
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Main progress made towards the achievement or project outcomes 

BANGLADESH 

• A fu11 set of biosccuritJ SOPs has been developed and is currently being field tested. These 
SOPs will support the implementation of the national hiosecuritv guidelines for the 
commercial poultry industry_ 

• A series of meetings with stakeholders from the public and private sectors took place in 
Dhaka, regarding the establishment of disease-free compartments. These compattments will 
enable the resumption of export of fertile eggs and day old chicks. 

• A i~el ol guidelines for compartmenta!i:ation (based on the OIE manuals) which outlines 
al1 the requirements for the establishment of compartments has been developed. 

MYANMAR 

• Biosecurity practices m productiun zones m three districts ;rere revierved and 
recommendations for biosecurity improvements provided. 

• Biosecurity practices at the Yangon wholesale market were reviewed and recommendations 
for biosecurity improvements were provided. including the supptn1 in establishment of a 
washing station for the departing vehicle;;, and crates. This will greatly reduce Lhe risk of 
disease transmission (HPAI} from markets to farms. 

NEPAL 

• National guidelines for biosecurity m the commercial poultr:v industry have been 
developed. 

• Two farm biosecurity training sessions were delivered in Chit wan district, -.,vere 70%· of all 
pou1rry in l\.-epal is reared. The first session was a TOT programme, while the ·"econd 
session targeted poultry producers. 

• A suitable site for the establishment of poultry health inspection yard was identified in the 
Damak district which supply large amount of native type chlckens to Kathmandu and 
Pokhara. 

LAOPDR 

• A national biosecurity guideline for the commercial poultry industJ)' has been developed_ 
• T\vo farm biosecurity training sessions for producers, llvestock officers, feed suppliers and 

traders were delivered in Vang-vieng and SavanakeL 

CAMBODIA 

• Supported by the project, the Chbar Ampov LBM in Phnom Penh has gone through a 
biosecurity improvement plan which includes improvements in infrastructure, such as the 
installations or water points, holding cages and work benches, and procedural 
improvements, such as new C&D programme and restricted traffic through the market. 
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VIETNAM 

• A set of guidelines for hfosecurity on snwll poultry production sites of chickens and ducks 
has been developed with the pmticipation of stakeholders from the public and private 
sectors. 

• Two fann bim:.ecurity training sessions for participants from the public sector, provincial 
and district veterinary officers and from the private sector, duck and chicken producers, 
agri-vet shop owners and poultry clubs members were delivered in the Kien Giang <Jnd 
Quang Tri provinces. 

• A set of guidelines _for biusecurit.'-' in haf(·herie~; has been developed 
• A hatchery biosccurity auditing checkk'i! has been developed and tested in Hung Yen 

provmce. 

CHINA 

• The launching of PPP project in Guangdong province has further increased the scope and 
impact of USAID funded project activities in Southern China, which has already 
significantly contributed to the prevention and control of HPAI within the country. 

• fvioA recognized that both the public and the private sectors can benefit from this project. 
• The involvement and commitment of various stakeholders from both the public and the 

private ,<,ectors towards the elimination of H5NI HPAI viruses has been reaffirmed. Both 
national and provincial support for this project ls currently available. Guangdong Province 
is ready to provide financial support and to actively participate in the coordination and 
organization of several project missions and activitie-;: MoA is also considering to fund 
LBM restructuring in !he future. 

• The implementation of the PPP project will increase the understanding of risk factors in the 
poultry sector through market/value chain analysis aml LBMs restructuring. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/GL0/707/USA 

Project Title: Continued support to the FAO/ECTAD Advocacy and Communication Unit 
to provide strategic technical as."'i!!.1:ance and strengthen in-counfQ' capacities, 

competencies and leadership in advocacy and advocacy-related communication against 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza and other Emerging Infectious Diseases 

Reporting period· April Se-ptembe-r 20ll -
i Country: Bangladesh, Egypt, Indonesia and VietNam 
Project title: Continued support to the FAO/ECf AD Advocacy and Communication Unit to 
provide strategic technical assistance and strengthen in-country capacities, competencles and 
leadership in advocacy and advocacy-related communication against Highly Pathogenic Avian 
Intluenza and other Emerging Infectious Diseases 
Code: OSROiGL0/707iUSA 
Budget: USD I 500 000 (Phase I); USD I 000 000 (Phase II) 
Total budget: USD 2 500 000 
Effective starting date: I October 2007 
Planned end date: 31 December 2011 
Context of the project 
The current project IS an extenslon, which commenced Jn October 2007. The project was 
initiated and extended to address the ISSUe of limited core skills ll1 advocacy and 
contemporary approaches to ~trategic communication planning within livestock 
departments/veterinary services of the Ministries of Agriculture (Jv1oAs ). Thus, [hey require 
capacity development in order to be able to provide leadership and coordination in developing 
and implementing evidence-based advocacy, strategic communication and extension 
campaigns. 
Objectives of the project 
The core objectlves which remain unchanged for the extension period are: 

• Building in-count1·y advocacy. communication and extension capacities. competencies 
and leadership. 

• Developing effective and evidence-based advocacy. communication and extension 
strategies and intervemiuns. 

• Strengthening in-country collaboration and coordinalion . 
These core objectives translate into the follmving key components of the project extension: 

• Development, milization and dissemination of advocacy training and capacity 
development modules/materials for veterinary services, epidemiology staff, extension 
staff. as well as the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) 
and civil society organizations. with a focus on Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza 
(HPAD!Emerging Infectious Disea~es (EIDs); 

• Production and dlssemination of HPAIIEIDs advocacy and community extenslon and 
mobilization materials; 

• Production and dissemination or regional advocacy strategy and networking materials, 
and support in developing national advocacy ~trdtegies and plans; and 

• Capacity development for Advocacy Extension Officers (AEOs) to provide in-country 
support for lmplementation of advocacy activities. 

Planned activities 

The project comprise~ three components with specific outputs and activities for each. This 
report contains implementation detalls only on those components/outputs, where activities have 
been implemented. Where components/outputs arc not reported, it can be assumed that no 
activities were conducted as per the project timetable/work plan during this reporting 
period. 
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advocacy and advocaq'-reJated communication 

Output 1.1: Training and capacity development materials focusing on advocacy and 
adrocacy-rc/ated strategic communication and planning/leadership for prevention and 
control of HPAJ and ElD.<i are deJ-•eloped for training of and use b_v MoA •s livestock 
departments and veterinary services communication, extension and technical staff 
ActiviTy 1.1.2: Disseminate multi-media advocacy and community mobilization materials for 
use by MoAs livestock departments anJ veterinary services in preparedness, prevention and 
control of HPAI and EIDs 
Activit}' 1.1.3 Disseminate training/capacity development materials on strategic advocacy and 
advocacy-related communication and planning for HPAJ/EIDs 

Output 1.2: Technical capacities and capabilities of J1oA 's livestock departments and 
veterinary services to plan aJld mount ejj"ective interventUms in strategU· advocaL·y and 
strategic comrnunication interventions are strengthened 
Activity 1.2.1 Condut·t six training workshops in four countries (Bangladesh, Egypt, Indonesia 
and Vlet Nam) on strategic advocacy and advocacy-related communication planning and 
leadership for the prevention and control of HPAI and other EIDs 

Component 2: Developing effective and evidence-based regional and national advocacy 
strategies and a regional strategic communication framework for preparedness, 
pre,'ention and control of HPAI and other EIDs 

Output 2.1: FAO Regional Advocacy Strategy is de•'eloped and disseminated 
Activity 2.1.6 Conduct two-day stakeholder workshop with 30 pmticlpants involved in the 12-
monthly advocacy strategy review 

Output 2.2: National level advocacy strategies are developed in lndone.flia and VietNam 
Ac"!ivity 2.2.1 Conduct two five-day advocacy strategy development workshops in Indonesia 
and Viet Nam with 25 local participants 

Output 2.3: Develop capacity in advocacy among veterinary, field epidemioWgy and 
extension staff, as well m: FAO and civil society organizatUms, etc. 
ActiviTy 2.3.! Conduct four four-day workshops in four countries to build capacity in advocacy 
and communication planning and leadership for 20 persons per workshop (workshops to be 
used to develop national advocacy plans with goals, timeframes and relaled inten'entions} 

Output 2.4: .4dvocacy materials are developed, utilized and disseminated during the 
workshops outlined in Output 2.3/Activily 2.3 
Activity 2.4.1 Develop advocacy material as identified and utili.t:ed in four lOur-day workshops 
in four countries 

Output 2.6: The capacity of FAO AEOs to provide in-country support for implementation of 
advocacy activities is de~·eloped 
Activity 2.6.1 Support FAO AEOs in developing national advocacy strategies, collaborate in 
capacity development workshops and mentor local capacity development 
ActiviTy 2.6.2 Develop local advocacy materials 

Output 2. 7 New fo(Jls, proce.ues and approaches are deJ.·el(Jped for communicating technical 
information on EIDs effectively 
Activity 2. 7. I Conduct three pilot workshops (in Egypt, Indonesia and Viet Nam) to develop 
cun·iculum modules for communicaling technical information on EIDs lo non-technical 
audiences and to develop the outputs from the workshop already conducted in Bangladesh 
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1st Interim USAID FOIA No. F-00151-16 305Activiry· 2.7.2 Conduct pre- and post--evaluation exercises to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
Loots, pruce~,se:s ami approache~ 
AcJivity 2.73 Share new tools with communication partners, government ministries and 
departments, community service organizations (CSOs) and others, including through a loca1 
workshop for dbsemination of curriculum proce~s.e-s for communicating on HPAI/EIDs/animal 
diseases and engaging risk audiences in dialogue 

Output 2.8 New multi-disciplinary data gathering protocols are developed to inform 
community communication interventions 
AcJivity 2.X.l Conduct consultations with collaborators and partners: through a national 
workshop to develop new guidelines/standard operating procedures (SOPs) for designing multi
disciplinary t·esearch protocols for gathering data about knowledge, culture, attitudes, practice, 
socio-economics and other aspects of affected communities 

Component 3: Strengthening in-country collaboration and coordination 

Output 3.1 Best practices are documented and disseminated 
Activity 3.1.2 Collect lessons teamed and best practices from countries of the region 
Activi1y 3,/.3 Develop a dissemination fonnat thar enables other countries to replicate practices 
in their own setting 
Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Component 1: Building in-country capacity., competencies and leadership in strategic 
ad,·ocacy and advocacy-related communication 

Output 1.1: Training and capacity der-·elopment materials focusing on advocacy and 
advocacy-related strategic communication and planningReadership for prevention and 
control of HPAJ and ElDs are deJ'eloped for training of and use by MoA •s livestock 
departments and veterinary services communication, extension and technical staff 
Activity 1.1.2: Disseminate multi-media advocacy and community mobilization materials for 
use by MoAs, livestock departments and veterinary ser\'ices in preparedness, prevention and 
control of HPAI and EIDs 
Activiry· 1.1.3 Di.~seminate training/capacity development materiab on strategic advocacy and 
advocacy-related communication and planning for HPAI/EIDs 

• A dissemination platform to enable MoAs, live3tock departments and veterinary 
services involved in preparedness, prevention and control of HPAI and EIDs was 
developed to access advocacy ami community mobilizatiun materials. The platform will 
be launched on the- FAO \Veb site du1ing the next reporting period. The platform is 
web-based, incorporating audio-visual materials including video, photography and 
audio and constituting a unique training and capacity development resource for animal 
healthiveterinary services personnel. The resource will support the personnel in 
combating animal diseases and EIDs by advocating for innovative participatory 
approaches to disease prevention and in providing tools and replicable methodologies. 
The FAO consultant based at Rome headquarters, funded under the United Srates 
Agency for International Development (USAID) project. produced the capa..-:ity 
development for community mobilization and advocacy materials for use by animal 
health and communication personnel. The materials comprise: an advocacy process 
guide on social mobilization interventions to enhance biosecurity for the prevention of 
animal diseases: a case study on the effectiveness of utilizing advocacy and social 
mobilization processes to enhance the implementation of biosecurily measures in at-risk 
fanning communities; and an advocacy guide to partnerships with the media for 
livestock and veterinary services. 
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1st Interim USAID FOIA No. F-00151-16 306Output 1.2: Technical capacities and capabilities of .JUoA ~s livestock departments and 
veterinary services to plan and maunt effecrive interventions in strategic admcacy and 
strategic communication interventions are strengthened 
Activi('.' 1.2.1 Conduct six training workshops in four countries (Bangladesh, Egypt, Indonesia 
and Viet Nam) on ~!rategic advocacy and advocacy-relaled communication planning and 
leadership for the prevention and control of HPAI and other EIDs 

• This activity was integrated into outputs 2.2 ami 2.3 in order to redUi.:e the number of 
workshops in each country. No workshop activlty was carried out in Egypt owing to the 
political situation. 

Component 2: Developing effective and evidence-based regional and nationa] advocac~r 
strategies and a regional strategic communication framework for preparedness, 
prevention and control of HPAI and other EIDs 

Output 1.1 FAO Regional Advocacy Strategy is developed and disseminated 
Activily 2.1.6 Conduct two-day stakeholder workshop with 30 participants to conducl 12-
monthly advocacy strategy review 

• This acrivlty evolved beyond the origlnal expectation;; of the project, leadlng to a 
regional advoca;.:y initiative involving all countries of the region. Regional advocacy 
gaps were discu~sed at a meeting in Bangkok on 9 and 10 Augus1 2011, involving 
senior public/animal health officials from seven countries (and Bangladesh}, with a 
vie\.v to developing a regional advocacy plan. The importance of the subject attracted 
over 70 :-.enior particlpams (inste<ld of the planned 35). Additional collaborative funding 
was leveraged from USAID RESPOND initiative through Development Associates 
International, Bangkok. The regional discussion focuse.d on operationalizing the One 
Health approach and exploring opportunities and mechanisms for greater collaboration 
bet\veen human health, animal health and the wildlife sectors. The Bangkok meeting in 
August 2011 further consolidated the process of building an advocacy action plan for 
promoting One Health at the national level through gaining consensus on four major 
issues imponant at the national and regional levels: One Health coordination, joint 
planning, understanding of One Health and sustainability of One He.aJth initiatives. ll 
was agreed that all four areas would be developed further at the national levels, with 
FAO's technical support if required, into a country-level action plan. The meeting also 
launched ·'Seeing around corners", the regional communication strategy framework 
against EIDs in Asia and the Pacific, 20 II 2016. developed by F AO with inputs from 
the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF}, 1ht>. 'v\'orld Health Organization (WHO}, 
the Academy for Educatlonal Development {AED} and others. 

Output 2.2 National level communication and advocacy strategies are developed in 
Bangladesh~ Indonesia and VietNam 
Activity 2.2.1 Conduct two five-day advocacy strategy development workshops in Indonesia 
and VietNam with 25 local parti-cip<mts 

• The VietNam workshop was conducted on 12 and 13 July 20\I with the objectives of: 
(i) reviewing/assessing existing communication strategies for HPAI and other EIDs to 
identify gaps, strengths and opportunities; (ii) reviewing and a~sessing existing needs in 
advocacy; (iii) introducing the FAO Regional Framework for a Communication 
Strategy against EJDs, 2011-2016; and (iv) creating an understanding of strategic new 
advocacy and communication needs and challenges in the context of One Health. It was 
attended by 26 participants from the human health, animal health and wildlife sectors, 
wgether with the U nlted Nations and other partner agencies. The meeting concluded 
\Vith an agreement on the need for Viet ~am to develop a One. Health-based 
communication and advocacy strategy against infectious disease~. 
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1st Interim USAID FOIA No. F-00151-16 307Output 2.3 Develop capacity in advocac:r among vetel'inary, field epidemiology a11d 
e.x:tension sraff. a.<>; well as F AO and civil society organizations 
ActiviTy 2.3.! Conduct four four-day workshops in four countries to build capacity in advocacy 
and communication planning and leadership for 20 persons per workshop (workshops to be 
used to develop national advocacy ptans with goals, timeframes and related interventions) 

• No workshop activity was carried out in Egypt owing to the political situation in the 
country. Capacity development workshops are planned for Bangladesh (December 
2011 ), Indonesia (December 2011) and Viet Nam (October 2011) on the subjects of 
advocacy and advocacy-related communication building. The three planned \Vorkshops 
were reduced to a duration of three days following requests from national governments, 
who did not wish to lend staff for a longer duration. They were postponed to October
December 2011 to aHow the participation of senior government officials from vanous 
ministries and departments in each country. 

Output 2.4 Ad1'ocacy materials are developed. utilized and dis.'iieminated during the 
workshops outlined in Output 2.3/Activity 2.3 
Activity 2.4.1 Develop advocacy materiuls as identified and utilize in four four-day worbhops 
in four countries 

• The following advocacy muterials were developed during the project period and will be 
shared during the upcoming workshops: (i) Seeing around comers, the regional 
communication strategy framework. Already shared and will be revisited during the 
workshop; (ii) tvvo video films, Messages from the farm and Farmers in dialogue, 
representing best identilled practice~ from Bangladesh and Viet Nam; (iii) two eight
page A4-slzed brochures, Messages from the farm and Farmers ln dialogue, 
representing best identified practices from Bangladesh and VietNam; (iv) a 13-session 
curricular module for introducing a basic technical framework for understanding health, 
disease transmission and prevention in socially and culturally acceptable term~ for non
technical audiences; and (v) a draft report of a One Health advocacy action plan to be 
developed further by the countries in the region. 

Output 2.6 The capacity ofF AO AEOs to provide in-country support for implementation of 
ad~·ocacy activitie""' is developed 
Activit}· 2.6. 1 Support FAO AEOs in developing national advocacy strategies; co11aborate in 
capacity development workshops; and mentor local capacity development 
Activity 2.6.2 Develop local advocacy materials 

• A second capacity development workshop for FAO AEOs from Bangladesh, Imlonesia 
and Viet ?-Jam was conducted on ll August 2011 at FAO ln Bangkok. The meeting 
included detailed discussion~ and demonstrations of dialogue processes and tools, 
lnduding rhe curricular woh. to be tested in Bangladesh (see Output 2.7). There was 
also a discussion of advocacy and a demonstration of the Figureheads discussion tool. 

Output 2. 7 New tools, pro£·esse~·i and approaches are developed for communicating technical 
information Oft E/Ds eff'ectively 
Activiry 2.7.2 Conduct pre- and post-evaluation exercises to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
tools, processes and approaches 
Activity 2.7.3 Share new tools with communication partners. government ministries and 
departments, CSOs and others_ including through a local workshop for dissemination of 
cuniculum processes for communicating on HPAIJEIDs!animal diseases and engaging risk 
audiences in dialogue 

• A curricular module to impart a basic conceptual framework on microorganisms and 
their roles in human and animal disease \Va<> developed for testing in the ftcld. The 
objectives of developing these tools were to: (j) develop socially and culrura11y 
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1st Interim USAID FOIA No. F-00151-16 308acceptable proce3ses for communicating scientiric information about health, disease and 
pn:'wntiun Lo lay awJiem..:e~; (ii) Uevelup Uialogue-ba~ed appruache~ to increase 
participation in and ownership by audiences: and (iii) develop an integrated, multi
disciplinary approach from the outset, so that future modules could avoid a narrow 
single-disease focus. The fir~l or the tool te-sting workshops was conducted from l 3 to 
16 September 2011 in Bangladesh and attended by 25 community members, comprised 
of backyard farmers, commercial farmers, community animal health workers, public 
health a-;sistants, vendors and market committee members. The FAO Technical Team 
from Bangladesh served as observers and co-facilitators of the workshop. Participants 
were tested in a field exercise involving visiting farms and markets and developing a 
risk map and recommending safety measures. There \Vcrc quantitative pre- and post
tests of knowledge as well qualitative assessments hased on the final risk map ~mtput hy 
participants. The quantitative test methodology was later found to have flaws, and 
recommendations were made for changing the testing process in the remaining two tests 
(in Viet Nam and Indonesia) which will be carried out in December 2011. The 
qualihltive a"sessmems by the FAO Technical Team and participants indicated that the 
new tools were effective in imparting a ..-:omprehensive conceptual framework for a 
deeper understanding of microorganisms, infection and prevention. The curricular 
modules are currently being designed and win he printed and ready for further [esting 
by the end of Octo bet· 2011. 

Output 2.8 New multi-disciplinary data gathering protocoL'> are developed to inform 
community communication interventions 
Activiry 2.8.1 Conduct consultations with collaborators and partners: through a national 
workshop to develop new guidelines/SOPs for designing multi-disciplinary research protocols 
for gathering data about knowledge. culture, attitudes, practice, socio-economics and other 
aspects of affected communities 

• The exercise for developing new data gathering protocols was postponed partly because 
of insufficient cullaburation. The closure of the United Nations. System Influenza 
Coordination (UNSIC), a~ well as the di~solution of AED made it difficult to convene 
further collaborative meetings in the absence of key partners. This exercise will be 
continued and developed as soon as a more stable quorum of partners are identified. 

Component 3: Strengthening in-country collalloration and coordination 

Output 3.1 Be~t practices are documented and disseminated 
Activity 3.1.2 Collect lessons learned and best practices from coumries of the region 
Activity 3.1.3 Develop a dissemination format that enables other countries to replicate practices 
in their own setting 

• Two outstanding best practices. Farmers Clubs in Viel Nam and the SMS Gateway in 
Bangladesh for fighting HPAI, were researched thoroughly. A print presentation format 
was developed that helped readers quickly grasp the salient features and benefits of the 
practice. Based on this format., t\.VO video film:. have been produced, Farmers in 
<lia!ogue (in Viet Nam_) and lvlessages fl-om the farm (in Bangladesh). They will be 
available to partners and donors for usc and dissemination by the end of October 201 1 
and posted on FAO Weh site. Both films will be translated and dubbed in Vietnamese, 
Bangla and Bahasa Indonesia for sharing with community audiences in those countries. 
In addition, two booklets were printed on the above practices and will be avallable as 
part of the advocacy package. The booklets. bearing the same name a:<; the films, arc 
eight pages, A4-sized and in full color, and will be available in English, Bangla, Baha.s<.~ 
Indonesia and Vietname~e. 
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1st Interim USAID FOIA No. F-00151-16 309Planned activities for the n-ext three-month period (lhe proje-Ct will be completed on 
31 December 2011) 

Component 1: Building in-country capacity, competencies and leadership in strategic 
advocacy and advocaf..-')'-reJated communication 

Output 1.1: Training and capacity development maten'als focusing on advocacy and 
adv·ocac.r-related strategic communication and planning/leadership for prevention and 
control of HPAI and E/Ds are developed .for training of and use by A-loA ,s livestock 
departments and t?eterinary services communication, extension and technical staff 
Activil_Y 1.1.2: Disseminate multi-media advocacy and community mobilization materials for 
use by MoAs, Jivestock departments and veterinary services in preparedness. prevention and 
control of HPAI and EID:-. 
Activity 1.1.3 Disseminate trainingkapacit.v de'.'elopment materials on strategic advocacy and 
udvocacy-relwed communication and planning for HPAI/EIDs 

Component 2: Developing effective and evidence-based regional and nationa1 advocacy 
strategies and a regional str.ategic communication framework for preparedness, 
prevention and control of HPA 1 and other RIDs 

Output 2.3 Develop capacity in advocacy among veterinary, field epidemiology and 
extension staff. as well as F AO and civil society organizations 
Activity 2.3.1 Conduct four four-day workshops in four countries to build capacity in advocacy 
and communication plannlng ami leadership for 20 persons per workshop (workshops to be 
used to develop national advocacy plans wilh goals, timeframes and related interventions) 

• Conduct capacity development workshops in Bangladesh (December 20 ll ), Indone:-.ia 
(December 201l) and Viet Nam (October 2011) on the subjects of advocacy and 
advocacy-related communication building. 

Output 2.4 Advocacy materials are de~·eloped. utilized and disseminated during the 
workshops outlined in Output 2.3/Acth•ity 2.3 
ActiviTy 2.4.1 Develop advocacy material as identified and utilized in four four-day workshops 
in four countries 

• No workshop activity will be carried out in Egypt. Share the advocacy materials 
described in "Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes' under 
Output 2.4 in workshops taking place during October-December 20 ll. 

Output 2. 7 New tools, processes and approaches are developed for communicating technical 
information on E/Ds effectively 
Activity 2.7.1 Conduct three pllot workshops On Indonesia and Viet Nam) to develop 
curriculum modules for communicating technical infonnatinn on EIDs to n<.m-technical 
audiences; and to develop the outputs from the workshop already conducted in Bangladesh 
Activity 2J.2 Conduct pre- and post-evaluation exercises to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
tools, processes and approaches 
Activily 2.7.3 Share new tools with communication partners, government ministries and 
depatiments, CSOs and others, including through a local workshop for dissemination of 
cun·iculum proce:>.ses for communicating on HPAI!EIDs/animal diseases and engaging risk 
audiences in dialogue 

• Conduct tools testing workshops in Indonesia and Viet ~am in December 2011. Design 
of cunicular modules is currently in process; print and prepare curricular modules for 
further testing by the end of October 2011. 
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1st Interim USAID FOIA No. F-00151-16 310Output 2.8 New multi-disciplinary data gathering protocols are del•eloped to inform 
community cmnmunication interventions 
AcJivity 2.8.1 Conduct consultations with collaborators and partners through a national 
workshop to develop new guideline~/SOPs for designing multi-disciplinary research protocols 
for gathering data about knowledge, culture, attitudes, practice, ~ocio-economic~ and other 
aspects of affected communities. 

• Continue and develop as soon as a more stable q_uorum uf partners are identified, 
following the closure of UNSlC and AED. 

Component 3: Strengthening in-country collaboration and f.-'OOrdination 

Output 3.1: Best practices are documented and disseminated 

• Make available two outstanding best practices, Fanners Clubs in Viet Nam and the 
SMS Gateway in Bangladesh for fighting HPAI, for di"lscmination vla vidco/DVDs, 
FAO Web site and printed booklets during. Octo her 20 II. Make the materials available 
in English, Bangia. Bahasa Indonesia and Vietnamese languages. 

l\lain challenges encountered and response provided 
During the reporting period, delays were experienced in Egypt owing to the political situation 
in the country. For this reason, a mission to undertake the produclion of advocacy materials for 
the prevention of HPAI and other animal diseases could not take place in May 2011. However, 
project activities commenced during the reporting period and will continue. Furthermore, 
government-related delays occurred in Banglade . ._h, [mlonesia and Viet Nam, which affected 
the liming of the final project workshops. The workshops required !he pmticipalion of senior 
government officials from various ministries and departments in each country, and the 
organization of such workshops depended on rheir availability. Consequently, the timing of the 
workshops was postponed from September 20 ll to October December 2011. 
1\'lain progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

Component 1: Building in-country capacity~ competencies and leadership in strategic 
advocacy and advocacy-related communication 

• The following training/capacity development materials on strategic advocacy and 
advocacy-related communication and planning for HPAIIEIDs were developed for use 
by animal health .:md communication per:-.onnel: an advocacy process guide on social 
mobilization interventions enhancing biosecurity; a case study on the effectiveness of 
utilizing advocacy and social mobilization processes to enhance the implementation of 
hiosecurity mea."ures m at-risk farming communities: and an advocacy guide on 
partnerships with the media for livestock and veterinary services. 

• An innovative multi-media, web-based dissemination platform was deve-loped to enable 
MoAs, livestock depi'lrtments and veterinary servtces involved m preparedness, 
prevention and control of HPA[ and EID~ to access the advocacy and community 
mobilization materials and serve as a training and capacity development resource. It 
advocates for pm1icipatory approaches to disca.<;c prevention and provides tools and 
replicable methodologies. 

Component 2: Developing effective and evidence-based regional and national advocac~r 
strategies and a regional strategic communication framework for preparedness, 
prevention and control of HPA I and other Elns 

• Regional Advocacy Strategy was discussed at a two-day stakeholder workshop m 
Bangkok on 9 and 10 August 2011 with 70 pmticipants {instead of the initially planned 
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1st Interim USAID FOIA No. F-00151-16 31135) involving senior public/animal health officials from seven countries (and 
Banglac.le,sh) with a view Lo Ueveluping a regional advocacy plan. Cun~ensu~ was gaine-U 
on four major issues of the advocacy plan important at national and regional lc•ecls to be 
de-veloped further, with F AO's technical support, into a country-level action plan. The 
meeting also launched "Seeing around comers", lhe regional communication stralegy 
framework against EIDs in Asia and the Pacific_. 2011-2016, developed by FAO \Vith 
inputs from UNlCEF, WHO, AED and others. 

• A five-day communication/advocacy strategy development workshop was conduded in 
Viet Nam on 12 and l3 July 2011 with 26 local participants from the human health, 
animal health and wildlife sectors, together with United Nations and other partner 
agencies. It was agreed thm [here was the need for Viet Nam to develop a One Health
based communication and advocacy strategy against infectious diseases. 

• The following advocacy materials were developed during the project period and will be 
shared during the upcoming workshops: (i) Seeing around corners, the regional 
communication strategy framework~ (ii) two video films, Messages from the farm and 
Farmers in dialogue, representing best identified practices from Bangladesh and Viet 
Nam; (iii) two eight-page A4-sizcd brochures, Messages from !he farm and Fanners in 
dialogue, representing best identified practices from Bangladesh and VietNam; (iv) a 
13-.sessiun curricular module for introducing a b<Jsic technical framework for 
understanding health, disease transmission and prevention in socially and cuhurally 
acceptable tenns for non-technical audiences: £md {v) a draft repmt of a One Health 
advocacy action plan to be developed further by the countries in the region. 

• A second capacity development \vorbhop for FAO AEOs from Bangladesh, Indonesia 
and Viet Nam was conducted on 11 August 201l at FAO in Bangkok. The meeting 
included derailed discussions and demonstrations of dialogue processes and tools, 
including the curricular toob to be tested in Bangladesh (see Output 2.7). There was 
also a dlscu:~osion of advocacy and a demonstration of the Figureheads discu:<.sion tooL 

• A curricular module to impart a basic conceptual framework on microorganisms and 
their roles in human and animal disease was developed for testing in rhe fidd. The first 
of the tools testing workshops was conducted f]·om 13 lo 16 September 2011 in 
Bangladesh and attended by 25 community members, comprised of backyard and 
commercial farmers, community animal health workers, public health assistants, 
vendors and market committee members. The FAO Technical Team from Bangladesh 
served as observers and co-facilitators of the workshop" Par1icipan1s were tested at the 
end in a field exercise involving visiting farms and markets and developing a risk map 
and recommending safety measures. The qualitative assessments by the FAO Te-chnical 
Team and participants indicated that the new tools. were effective in imparting a 
comprehensive conceptual linmework for a deeper understanding of mi-croorganisms, 
infection and prevention. 

• Two outstanding best practices., Fanners Clubs in Viet Nam and the SMS Gateway in 
Bangladesh for fighting HPAt were researched thoroughly. A print presentation format 
was developed helping readers to quickly grasp the salient features and benefits of the 
prct-ctice. Based on this formaL two videns were produced. Farmers in dialogue (in Viet 
Nam) ami Messages from the farm {in Bangladesh). In adtlition, two booklets of eigh( 
pages and ..'~.4-sized were prinled on the above practices and will be available as parl of 
the advocacy package. 
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Project JVlonitoring Sheet: OSRO/IND/802roSA 

Project Title: Immediate technical Assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for 
High I)' Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) to India 

Repmting period: October 2010- J\!larch 2011 

Country: India 
Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency prep~redness for Highly 
Pathogenic A vi an Influenza (HPAI) to India 

Code: OSRO/I"'D/802/USA 
Budget: USD 1 220 000 (Phase I) 
Total budget: lJSD 3 000 000 1 

Eff-ective starting date::: 2R June 20 l 0 
Planned end date: 30 June 2013 (current NTE of Phase I- 30 September 2011) 
Context of the project 
This project will focus on the eastern Indian states of Assam and West Bengal in the short-term '\Vith 
a longer term capacity huilding of animal health personneL especially in the field of survei1Jance, 
epidemiologicCJl analysis and in-depth disease investigation. The project focuses on understanding 
the dynamic pattems of the poultry production systems, value/supply chains and trade in poultry and 
poultry products within India. 
The project is expected to provide information on infection and transmission dynamics of the virus 
in the local environment where the virus persists and to consolidate the capacity to establish and 
conduct rlsk-ba.sed survelllance programmes. The aim of building capacity to strengthen surveillance 
and epidemiological analysis will lead to an improved tracking of the virus movement, greater virus 
isolations and better molecular information on the virus evolution. Such information is critical for 
rational and targeted control of the disease. With the strategic inputs in the. project, the :..:ountry 
would be better placed to take a leadership role in supporting regional efforts to control HPAI. 

Objectives of the project 
The project aims to build capacity to improve surveillance and epidemiological analysis in both 
domestic and wild birds. The overall objective of the progrctmme is to comribute to the elimination 
of the threat posed by HP AI by controlling the disease in poultry. to ensure that India no longer 
presents a risk for the development of human pandemic influenza from the HSN l virus. 
Planned activities 
Output 1: Establishment of an HPAI (Epidemiology) Unit in India 
Activity 1.1 Establishment of an HPAI (Epidemiology) CniL 
Activity 1.2 Coordination of the country programme. 
Activity 1.3 Management and operations support. 
Activity l.4 Capacity building in project/programme management. 
Output 2: Improved epidemiological capacity within the Department of Animal Husbandry, 
Dairying and Fisheries (DADF), Ministry of Agriculture (MoA) of India 
Activity 2.1 Conduct Field Epidemiology Training Programme for Veterinarians (FETPV). 
Activity 2.2 Conduct outbreak investigation courses for Field/District Veterinary Officers. 
Activity 2.3 Country visits to study best practices for surveillance (in Thailand for X-ray 

1 Tbis pmj.:.ct bas a three )T:tr duration. Total budget ofUSD 3 (100 0(10 is s:.tbdivided as follows: USD l 220000 
filf year 1, lJSD 948 134 for yc.ar II and CSD R5J gtj(i for year III. Funds have been commll.tcd for year J only; 
adivitics pianncC for year-; II and III will be impkmcntcd ha-;cd on pmjcct rcrfm:l~.c.ncc ;;.nd fund .c.vailabJlity. 
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surveillance, Indonesia for participatory disease surveillance and response (PDSR) ~md VietNam for 
grassroots level surveillance). 
Activity 2.4 Conduct trainings for grassroots level disease detection and reporting (e.g. community 
b<.~sed animal health workers). 
Activity 2.5 Provide Dverseas training in advanced epidemiology and surveillance tD the technical 
staff of DADF. 
Output 3: Establishment of a risk-based surveillance programme 
Activity 3.1 Develop a grassroots level surveillance programme. 
Activity 3.2 Undertake structured viru~ isolation and characterization. 
Activity 33 Establish a disease information system dedicated to HPAI. 
Output 4: Improved understanding of epidemiology of HPAI in India for rational and targeted 
control of the disease 
Activity 4.1 Study the poultry value chains to include wet markeb. 
Activity 4.2 Map the farming sectors and socio-economic background along the market and value 
chains. 
Activity 4.3 Conduct data analysis for mapping disease outbreaks and distribution of virus clades. 
Activity 4.4 Define infection and transmission dynamics m the context of the vanous poultry 
fam1ing systems and socio-economic background. 
Activity 4.5 Identify critical points for inter\'cntion to control HPAL 
Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output 1: Establishment of an HPAI (Epidemiology) Unit in India 
Activity 1.1: Establishment of an HPAI (Epidemiology) Cnit. 
Recruitment of national and international staff 

c The Chief Technical Advisor (CTA)_ffcam Leader/international Epidemiology Expert was 
recruited in October 2010. 

c A temporary International Operations Officer worked for the project from October until the 
end of December 2010. A permanent International Operations Officer was identified, and the 
recruitment is pending governmental clearance; the anticipated starting date is April 2011. 

c The International Geographic Information System (GlS) Expert is expected to commence 
duties on 3 April201 L 

c A National Operations Officer (finance/administration assistant) was recruited on I January 
2011. 

o Initially, MoA nominated a candidate for the position of national Project Coordlnaror, bur 
after a new Joint Secretary was appointed al DADF, this nomination was withdrdwn. DADF 
has now requested to fill the post with a mutually agreed candidate. 

c Two national staff candidates (HPAI Epidemiology and HPAI Surveillance-) received an 
otter for this position. but they were unable to obtain the necessary release from their current 
Government positions and had to decline the offer. The project 1s considering other 
candidates for these positions. 

Renovation of the buildine at the Animal Quarantine Certification and Service Station. Kapashera 

c All the preparatory work required for renovation of the premises assigned to the project by 
the Government of India is completed. The necessary budget revisicm was cleared by the 
United States Agency for International Development (USAID) m November 2010. All 
technical specifications were cleared by FAO Rome in March 201 L The renovation work 
was retendered mid-March 2011. It is anticipated that a contract with prefened bidder will be 
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signed in April 20 ll. The renovation should be completed by August 20 ll. 

o The HPAI (Epidemiology) Unit will commence working from the Animal Quarantine and 
Cenification Services (AQCS) station in April in a temporary office space. Procedures to 
purchase equipment for the office commenced in late February 2011. 

Activity 1.2 Coordination of the country programme. 

c To ensure fulJ cooperation and collabomtion with the Govemment of JnJia. regular contact 
was maintained with all the officials of DADF. The new Joint Secretary of DADF \Vas 
updated on the progress of the project regulnrly. The Joint Secretary was also invited by F AO 
to represent India at a regional ECTAD meeting in Bangkok in January 201 L Meetings were 
held wirh USldD India to inform about the status of the project, the animal disease situation 
and the Govemment Veterinary Service capacities. 

Activity 1.3 .\1anagemem and operations support. 

c Frequent meetings were held and technical meetings and workshops attended to provide 
support to the Government of India. 

Activity 1 A Capacity building in project/programme management. 

c The Joint Secretary was supported with managerial and Lechnlcal matters in India and during 
an overseas meeting. 

Output 2: Improved epidemiological capacity within DADF, l\IIoA of India 

Activity 2.1 Conduct FETPV. 

c The senior regional epidemiologist in charge of the regional FETPV programme visited India 
twice in the reporting period. Meetings were held with ten ~tak.eholders and organizations to 
explore future partnerships. 

Activity 2.3 Country visits to study besl practices fi..w surveillance {in Thailand for X-ray 
surveillance, Indonesia for PDSR nnd VietNam for grassroots level surveillance). 

c The Government of India was officially contacted to nominate eight policy makers and 
technical staff to visit VietNam and Thalland in May 201 L The Governments of Thailand 
and Viet Nam were contacted and agreed to the visit. In both Thailand and Viet Nam, a 
national coordinator was appointed. 

Activity 2.4 Conduct trainings for grassroots level disease detection and reporting (e.g. community 
based animal health workers). 

c In March 2011, the CT A!TL and national operations manager visited Agartala and Tripura 
and studied the outbreak response of the HPAI outbreaks in the area. The findings will ald in 
identifying gaps in the current disease surveillance, which will be addres'>ed in future 
trainings. 

Activity 2.5 Provide overseas training in advanced epidemiology and ~urveillance to the technical 
staff of DADF. 

o The Government of India was onlcially contacted to nominate two technical staff to undergo 
an advanced 3-rnonth epidemiology training in New Zealand from June until August 2011. 

Output 3: Establishment of a risk-based surveillance programme 
Activity 3.1 Develop a grassroots level surveillance programme. 

c FAO studied the three currently existing surveillance programmes in India and 
recommendations for improveme.nt are forthcoming. Assistance was provided in the process 
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of preparing for a Government official to travel to Thailand to learn about the Thai X-ray 
surveillance programme. 

Activity 3.2 Undertake structured viru~ isolation and characterization. 

c FAO had requested from the Government of India to undertake structured virus isolation and 
ch<Jracteriz<Jtion at the High Security Animal Disease Laboratory, Bhopal of the isolates from 
the Agartala HP AI H5N 1 outbreaks. 

Output 4: Improved understanding of epidemiology of HPAI in India for rational and targeted 
control of the dio;ease 
Activity 4.3 Conduct data analysis for mapping disease outbreaks and distribution of virus clades. 

o Current and past HPAI outbreaks were mapped. Virus clade ldentificatlon and phylogenetic 
tree analysis is pending. 

Activity 4.4 Define infection and transmission dynamics in the context of the various poultry 
fanning systems and socio-economic background. 

o This research was initiated and will continue. 

Activity 4.5 Identify critical points for intervention to control HPAI. 

o Repmt was submitted for technical clearance. 
Planned adivities for the next six-month period 
Output 1: Establishment of an HPAI (Epidemiology) Unit in India 
Activity 1.1 Establishment of an HPAI (Epidemiology) L"nit. 

o Complete the recruitment of international/national staff and the renovation of the building at 
AQCS station, Kapashera. Move the Epidemiology Unit from its current building to AQCS 
station and launch its official opening. 

Output 2: Improved epidemiological capacity within DADF~ 1.\'IoA of India 
Activity 2. I Conduct FETPV. 

o A third visit by the regional senior epidemiologist is planned for May 201 1, to recruit trainers 
and lectures. The first one month training course will he held in August for 30 participants. 

Activity 2.2 Conduct outbreak investigation courses for Flcld/District Veterinary Officers. 

o Develop the cuniculum and training materials. 

Activity 2.3 Country visits to study best practices for surveillance (in Thailand fur X-ray 
surveillance, Indonesia for PDSR and VietNam for grassroots level surveillance)_ 

o Conduct a study tour to Thailand and VietNam \Vith eight government officiab. 

Activity 2.4 Conduct trainings for grassroots level disease detection and reporting (e.g. community 
based animal health "\Vorkers). 

o Develop the curriculum. 

Activity 2.5 ProYidc oversea.-o; training in advanced epidemiology and surveillance to the technical 
staff of DADF. 

o Provide training to t"\VO technical staff from MoA in advanced epidemiology at Massey 
University, 1\"e\.V Zealand, from June until August 2011. 

Output 3: Establishment of a risk-based surveillance programme 
Activity 3.1 Develop a grassroots level surveillance progntmme. 

Activity 3.2 Undertake structured virus isolation and characterization. 
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c Undertake st.ructuretl virus isolatlon <~nd characterlzation for the HPAI outbreaks from 
Agartala. 

Activity 3.3 Establish a disea:-.e information system dedicated to HPAI. 

c Organize an expert visit to the Project Directorate on Animal Disease Monitoring and 
Su.rveilhmce in Bangalore to assess the current disease inform<ltion system and recommend 
enhancements. Assess the need for a disease information system dedicated to HPAI, based on 
the existing systems and the frequency of HPAI outbreaks. 

Output 4: Improved understanding of epidemiology of HPAI in India for rational and targeted 
control of the disease 
Activity 4.3 Conduct data analysis for mapping disease outbreaks and distribution of virus cJades. 

o Depending on the HPAI situation. conduct this activity at the national or regional level at the 
Epidemiology L~ nit. 

Activity 4.4 Define infection and transmission dynamlcs 1n the context of the vanous poultry 
fanning systems and socio-economic background. 

c Depending on the HPAI situation, undertake this activity at the national or regional level at 
the Epidemiology Unit. 

Activity 4.5 Identify critical points for intervention to control HPAL 

c Depending on the HPAI situation in the repcllting period, perform analysis using data 
gathered prior to this reporting period and the current data. 

Main chaJlenges encountered and response provided 

o Deby in the clearances for recruitment of international staff frum the Government of India was 
resolved after productive meetings with the Regional Manager and renewed correspondence 
with the FAO Representative. Government clearance for the international Operations Officer is 
expected in April 2011. 

o Delays ln the renovation process of the AQCS station Kapashera owing to the pending FAO 
technical clearance were resolved. 

c Dclays m national staff hiring, owing to selected candidates not been released from their 
Government positions. Other candidates are being considered for the positions. 

c Actlvity 4.1 (Study the poultry value chains to include wet markets) and Activity 4.2 (Map the 
farming sectors and socio-economic background along the market and value chains) could not 
be carried out in the reporting periOO, as the money allocated for this project will be usetl for the 
renovation of the AQCS Kapashera offices. These studies are expected to be conducted dming 
the next funding cycle. 

1\fain progres,<.; made to"'·ards the achievement of projet..-1- outcomes (from the start of the project 
activities) 

c Signing of the project document ofthe DSAID project OSROiJND/802/USA. 

c Government support in the establishment of an HPAI Epidemiology Unit received. 

c Recruitment of international ~taff. 

o Research in HPAI started. 
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Projecl Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/IND/802mSA 

Project Title: Immediate technical assi'itanl·e- tu strengthen emergency preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) to India 

~ . " -Reportino perlod· March 2011 September 2011 
Country: India 
Projet..-1- title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) to India 

Code: OSR0,1~D/802/USA 
Budget: USD I 220 000 (Phase I) 
Total budget: l.JSD 3 000 000 1 

Effective starting date: 28 June 20l0 
Planned end date: 30 June 2013 
Context of the project 
This project will focus on the eastern lndlan states of Assam and \Vest Bengal in the short term with 
a longer-term capacity building of animal health personnel, especially in the field of surveillance, 
epidemiological analysis and in-depth disease investigation. The project focuses on understanding 
the dynamic patlems of the poultry produc1ion systems, value/supply chains and trade in poultry and 
poultry products within India. 
The project is expected to provide information on infection and transmission dynamics of the Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza {HPAl) viru:. in the local environment where the virus persist:. and 10 
consolidate the capacity to establish and conduct risk-based surveillance programmes. The aim of 
building cap<.~city to strengthen surveillance and epidemiological analysis will lead to an improved 
tracking of the HPAI virus movement, greater virus isolations and better molecular infonnation on 
the HPAI virus evolu1ion. Such infom1ation is critical for rational and targeted control of HPAI. 
\Vith the strategic inputs in the project, the country would be better placed to take a leadership role 
in supporting regional efforts to control HPA L 
Objectives of the project 
The project aims to build capacity to improve surveillance ami epidemiological analysis within the 
Central and State Veterinary Service~. The overall objective of the programme is to contribute to the 
elimination of the threat posed by HPAI by controlling the disease in poult:ly, such that India no 
longer presents a risk for the development of human pandemic influenz<.~ from the HSN J virus. 
Planned activities 
Output 1: Establishment of an HPAI (Epidemiolog:)') Unit in India 
Activity 1.1 Establishment of an HPAI (Epidemiology) CniL 
Activity 1.2 Coordination of the country programme. 
Activity 1.3 Management and operations support. 
Activity 1.4 Capacity building in projec1fprogramme managemenl. 
Output 2: Improved epidemiological capacity within the Department of Animal Husbandry', 
Dairying and Fisheries (DADF), Ministry of Agriculture (l\.1oA) of India 
Activity 2.1 Conduct Field Epidemiology Training Programme for Veterinarians (FETPV). 
Activity 2.2 Conduct outbreak investigation courses for Field/Dislrict Veterinary Officers. 
Activity 2.3 Country visits to snidy best practices for surveillance (in Thailand for X-ray 
surveillance, Indonesia for participatory disease surveillance and response fPDSRJ and Viet Nam 
for Erassroots level surveillance). 

1 This p:-oject has a three year duration. Tmal hudget of\JSD 3 000000 is s"J.hdivided L'- follows: USD l 220 000 
f\.1r year J, USD 948 134 for ye.ar II anC CSD 331 866 for year lll. 1-'und" have been committed for year I or:ly: 
activitie>. piar.neC for years II :md Ill will be implemented hased on project perfnrr.1ance and f~.:nd availability. 
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Activity 2.4 Conduct training for grassroots level disease detection and reporting (e.g. community 
based .animal health workers). 
Activity 2.5 Provide. overseas training in advanced epidemiology and surveillance to the technical 
staff of DAD F. 
Output 3: Establishment of a risk-based surveillance programme 
Activity 3.1 Develop a grassroots level surveillance programme. 
Activity 3.2 Undertake structured virus isolation and characterization. 
Activity 3.3 Establish a disease infOrmation system dedicated to HPAL 
Output 4: Improved understanding of epidemiology of HPAI in India for rational and targeted 
control of the disease 
Activity 4.1 Study the poultry value chains to include wet markets. 
Activity 4.2 Map the farming sectors and socio-economic background along the market and value 
chains. 
Activity 4.3 Conduct data analysis for mapping disease outbreaks and distribution of virus clades. 
Activity 4.4 Define infection and transmission dynamics m the context of the various poultry 
fanning systems and socio-economic background. 
Activity 4.5 Identify critical points for intervention to comrol HPAL 
Activities undertaken during the reporting period 
Output 1: Establishment of an HPAI (Epidemiology) Unit in India 
Activity 1.1: Establishment of an HPAI (Epidemiology) lJnit. 
Recmitment of mtional and international staff 

The International Geographic lnfonnation System (GIS) expert was recruited and commenced 
his duties on 3 April 2011. 
The International Oper.ttions officer was recruited in Apri1 2011, working from the Food and 
Agricu.llure Organization of lhe United Nations (FAO) office in Rome and joined the team in 
India on 9 August 2011 upon receipt of Government clearance. 

- Three national staff candidates (national Project Coordinator. HPAI Epidemiology and HPAI 
SUI·veillance) were s.elected and received an offer to join PAO. It is expected that they will be 
released from their cunent Government position early October. 

The complete team is expected to be fully functional from October 2011. 

Renovation of the building at the Animal Quarantine Certit1cation and Service Station. Kapasher.a 
All the preparatory work required for renovation of the premises was completed during the 
reporting period. The renovaLion \vork was retendered mid-March 2011. The local procurernenl 
committee approved procedures and the contract with the prefened bidder was signed on 16 
September 2011. The renovation should he completed by January 2012. 

- The HPAI (Epidemiology) L nit started working from the Animal Quarantine and Certification 
Services (AQCS) station in April20ll in a temporary office. Procedures to purchase. office and 
specialized epidemiology equipment are continuing. 

Activity 1.2 Coordination of the country programme. 
To ensure full cooperation and collaboration with the Government of India, regular contact was 
maintained with alllhe officials of DAD F. The new Joint Secretary of DADF was updated on 
the progress of the project regularly. Meetings were held with the United States Agency for 
International Development (USAID) India to inform about the status of the project, the animal 
disease situation, the upcoming FETPV and the Government Veterinary Service capacities. 

Activity 13 Management and operations support. 
- The project ensured alignment of national anima] disease control strategies at the local level 

under the regional and global framework:-.: by interacting with local partners (MoA), regional 
partners -lhe South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) and the FAO 
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regional support unit, and globally with the \Vorld Organisation for Animal He~.llth (OIE) under 
the Global Framework fm·Transboundary Animal Disease~ (GF-TADs). 

Activity 1.4 Capacity building in project/programme management. 
The Joint Secretary and the Animal Husbandry Commissioner were technically supported in 
India and before overseas meetings. 
There was continued collaboration with partners (the Centre for Disease Control (CDC), . the 
\Vorld Heahh Organization f\VHO) and the International Livestock Research Im.titute [ILRIJ) 
regarding issues of reduction of recurring highly pathogenic emerging diseases (including 
HPAJ) and transhoundary animal diseases threats. 

Output 2: Improved epidemiological capacity within DADF~ ~1oA of India 

Activity 2.1 Conduct FETPV. 
The senior regional epidemiologist in charge of the regional FETPV programme visited India 
three time;., in the reporting period. 
The 1'\ational Inslitute of Epidemiology at Chennai has been selected as partner to implement 
FETPV \vith FAO and the DADF. 
The DADF nominated 70 veterinarians to be enrolled in the programme. 
A high-level consultation meeting was held to inform and obtnin endorsement of participants of 
the MoA, the Veterinary Coum.·il ami other human and publi..: health im.titutions. 
The first three-week FETPV will be conducted in February 2012 for 20 student:-. from the 
Eastern States. 

Activity 2.2 Conduct outbreak investigation courses for Field/District Veterinary Ofllcers. 
The FETPV will conduct outbreak investigation field training starting in February 2012. 
HPAI surveillance training for 400 state veterinarians wlll be conducted in October and 
N 0\'ernber 2011. 

Activity 2.3 Country visits to study best practices for surveillance (in Thailand for X-ray 
surveillance, Indonesia for PDSR and Viet Narn for grassroots level surveillance). 

Two policy makers, nominated by the MoA, conducted country visits to study be.st practices for 
surveillance {in Thailand for X-ray surveillance and Viet Nam for surveillance and 
vaccination). A report of the mission is available. 

Activity 2.5 Provide overseas training in advanced epidemiology and surveillance to the technical 
staff of DADF. 

Two technical staff, nominated by the MoA, received advanced epidemiology trctining at 
Massey University in New Zealand for three months from June until September 2011. 

Output 3: Establishment of a risk-based surveillance programme 

Activity 3.1 Develop a grassroots-level surveillance programme. 
FAO studied the exi;..ting surveillance programme at Project Directorate on Animal Disease 
Monitming and Surveillance at Bangalore. A FAO expert from Rome was recruited to assist in 
improving the animal disea.se database system. A one-week training was provided for all staff 
in Spatial Epidemiology. 
Grassroots level surveillance training will be conducled for 400 stale veterinarians in October 
and November 2011. 

Activity 3.2 Undertnke structured virus isolation and charncterization. 
FAO has requeste-d the Government of India to undertake structured virus i<>olation and 
characterization at the High Security Animal Disease Laboratory (HSAOL) in Bhopal of the 
isolates from the Ass.am and \Vest Bengal HPAI H5N 1 outbreaks in August and September 
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2011. Results are pending. 

Activity 3.3 Establish a disease information system dedicated to HPAI. 
An expert visit was conducted to the Project Directorate on Animal Disease Monirorlng and 
Surveillance in Bangalore to assess the cun·ent disease information system and recommend 
enhancements. 
The MOA is developing a computer nerwork surveillance system linking all 60 000 state 
veteiinarians at block level. This system will be functional at the end of 2011. FAO will assess 
this .<>ystcm and decide if it is still necessary to establish a disease information system dedicated 
to HPAI. 

Output 4: Improved understanding of epidemiology of HPAI in India for rational and targeted 
control of the disease 

No major improvements in understanding of the epidemiology of HPAI were made in the 
rcpo11ing period owing to: 

o delays in hiring specialized staff; and 
o lack of funJing to employ socio-economist to condu...:t value chain studies. 

Planned activitie.~ for the next six-month period 
Output 1: Establishment of an HPAI (Epidemiology) Unit in India 

Activity 1,1 Establis-hment of an HPAI (Epidemiology) l:niL 
Complete the recruitment of national staff and the renovation of the building at AQCS station, 
Kapashera. Move the Epidemiology Unit from its current temporary accommodatiuns to the 
designated renovated building and launch its official opening, 
Continue constructive interaction and technical suppolt with the Government, pmtners, 
SAARC, sub-regional and regional FAO offices. 

Output 2: Improved epidemiological capacity within DADF, l\IoA of India 

Activity 2.1 Conduct FETPV. 
The first three-week training course will be held in February 2012 for 20 participants at the 
Nationalln;..titute of Epidemiology at Chennai. The secunJ course will be held later that year at 
the National Centre for Diseas-e Control in New Delhi, 

Activity 2.2 Conduct outbreak investigation courses for Field/District Veterinary Officers. 

HPAI surveillance training wil1 be held ror 50 veterinarians of each of the eight Eas.tem States 
of India in Octo her and November 20 ll. 

Activity 2.3 Country visits to study best p-ractices for surveillance (in Thailand for X-ray 
surveillance, Indonesia for PDSR and VietNam for grassroots level surveillance). 

A study tuur '-Vill be organized for 12 technical staff of the DADF and state veterinarians to 
Thailand and VietNam. 

Activity 2.5 Provide- overseas training in advanced epidemiology and ~mveillance lo the technical 
staff of DADE 

The project will provide training to two technical staff from MoA in advanced epidemiology at 
an overseas Univer~ity in 2012. 

Output 3: Establishment of a risk-based surveillance programme 

Activity 3.2 Undertake structured virus isolation and characterization. 
Undettake virus characterization for the HPAI outbreaks from Assam (August 2011) and West 
Bengal (September 2012) and all other HPAI events in the reporting period. 

Activity 33 Establish a disease information system dt'-dicated to HPAL 
Assess the need for a disease informatlon system dedicated to HPAI depending on the existing 
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systems (PO ADMAS), the ne\vly Stare Veterinariun Computer linked system and the 
frequem.·y of HPAI outbr-eaks. 

Output 4: Improved understanding of epidemiology of HPAI in India for rational and targeted 
control of the disease 

Activity 4.1 Study the poultry value chains to include wet markets. 
- In 2012, a socio-economic consultant will conduct a poultry value chains and \Vet market study. 

Activity 4.2 Map the farming sectors and socio-economic background along the market and value 
chains. 

- Under the guidance of the international spatial epidemiologist nnd with technical inputs from 
the socw-economic consultant, the national surveillance manager and the national 
epidemiologist will collect data and map farms and markets. 

Activity 4.3 Conduct data analysis for mapping disease outbreaks and distribution of virus clades. 
- Depending on the willingness of the Governmem of India to share data, the Government 

requests and the HPAI situation, data analysis for mapping disease outbreaks and distribution 
of virus clades at the national or regional level will be conducted at the Epidemiology Unit. 

Activity 4.4 Define infection and transmission dynamics m the context of the vanous poultry 
Lmning systems and socio-economic background. 

- At completion of activities 4,1, 4.2 and 4.3, further analytical research will be conducted at the 
Epidemiolqgy Unit to define infection and transmission dynamics. 

Activity 4.5 Identify critical points for intervention to comrol HPAL 
Depending on the HPAI situation in the rep<)lting period and the progress of completing the 
activities 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, further analysi::. will identify critical points for intervention to 

control HPAI. 
:Main challenges encountered and response provided 

Communication with the DADF has been improved through trequent meetings and assistance 
from the FAO Representative. 
Delays in the renovation process of the AQCS station Kapashera, owing to the pending FAO 
technical clearance, were resolved. 

- Delays in national staff hiring have been experienced, as the selected candidates had not been 
released from their Government positions. The three candidates who are still awaiting clearance 
or Jlen are expected to start work in October 2011. 

l\fain progress made to-n:ards the achievement of project outcomes (from the start of the project 
activities) 

Signing of the project document of the L:SAID project OSRO/IND/802/LiSA. 
Govemment support in the establishment of an HPAI Epidemiology Unit received. 
Recruitment of international staff. 
Research on HPAI started. 
Enhancement of epidemiology capacity in India. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/INS/604/USA 

Project Title: Reinforcement and expansion of the avian influenza participatory disease 
surveillance and response programme in Indonesia 

eno : \pn -P . d A "12011 S eptern b 2011 er 
Country: ImJonesia 
Project title: Reinforcement and expansion of the avian intluen?a participatory disease ~urv·eillance 

response prooramme in Indonesia 
Code~ OSRO/INS/604/L'SA 
Budget: USD 44.2 million 1 

Effective starting date: 9 June 2006 
Planned end date: 3 l December 2011 
Context of the project 

and 

The purpose of the project b lo enhance the capacity ami ability of !he Government of Indonesia and partner:-; 
to control Highly Pathogenic Avian Intluenz<l (HPAT) in order to help safeguard the health and livelihoods of 
the Indonesian population by providing broadbased support to the Food and Agriculture Org<tnization of the 
Unikd Nation:-. (FAO) Indonesi<:: HPAI Control Pntgral'_lm-o, implemented by the Emergency Centre fm-
Transboundarv Animal Diseases \ECTAD) Indo-nesia_ 
Objectives of the project 

Output A: Sustainable survcillanc.:, prevention and cont:ol o7 HPAI in villngc poultry 

Output B: Improved biosecurity and vaccination practices in commercial sectors 

Output C: Improved HPAI su:veillance and control alo-ng the poultry C"Jarketing chain 

Output D: Engagement with duck produceri-. for imp:-nved control of HPA1 

Output E: Sustainable viru:-- monitoring and vaccine development 

Output F: Coordinated and enhanced management of the HPAI control programme 

Planned Activities 

Output A: Sustainable surveillance, prevention and control of HPAI in ''illagc poultry 
A. I Maintain, develop and adapt local ;.:overnmenf prevention, passiFc survcil/nnce and outbreak control 
capacity .fOr village poulrry across endemic areas of Indonesia, prioriti::ed hy level of HPAJ risk; manage a 
:,;taged transitivn of costs ro local government 
A.2 Strengthen the capncity of Puske.n-.:an (nninwl health centres) by integrating the Participatory Disease 
Sun}eillance and Response( PDSR} approach; pilot system first in ten PuskcsnBn animal centres 
A.3 Incrt'ase focm' xovermncnt veterinary service compctcnc_v to deteCT, diagnose, reporr and control o!hcr 
aninwl diseases of ::.ormmic and economic imporrance in \'illage.,-
:L4 Den•lop locally-realistic methods and cumnnmica!iun male rials for prel'Cntiun and control of HPAJ and 
other anima! diseases of zoonotil and economic importance to enable communities to n-wke i1?{onned 
decisions together and supported hy local government 

Output B: Improved hiosecurity and vaccination practices in commercial sectors 
B. I Provide specialized technical support to selected layer fanners !O enhance production efficiency and 
qualify of layer wrccination and biosecurit;: met<i•ures-
B.2 Support iocal government vererinary and laboratory services to engage more e.ffectively h-'i!h poult!)-' 
f'armers on disease prevention and outbreak im~esti&atiom (a local governmenJ commercial pou{tr.v 1-'cterinan' 
programme /PVUK}'J 
B.3 Facilitate trialofpriFate sector-funded compemarion progrm-nme 
RA Fadliuae govermnent and indusJrv to e_\Jahlish a functional puhlic-priw.ae parmership via the Nathmal 

1 The jrcaktlmvn of the tnta! contribution i~ me fdliJv-is: USD 4 million for first year {Juoc 2006-May 2007), 
lJSD 11 million for sec-ond year (June 2007-May 2008). L'SD 2.7 million for interim extee1sion (June -September 20m~:
lJSD 7.5 million for th:rd year (October 2008-May 2009), CSD ll million Oune 201)9-September 20:0) and 
lJSD 8 million {October 2:010---September 20 11) 
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Poul!ry Qualifl·fmprovement Programme (N!'Qfi'J, including regular Biosentrit_r Coordi11atiol! meetings 
B.5 Evaluate e.ffectivencss of biosecuri(y measures implemented hy pmdtry producers 
R.(} Facilitate desi&n nf'lncal governrnent-implemented pnllllryfarm profiling t.mJ certification s:,·stem 
B.l Assist cemral governmenllu monilur conrmenial poul!ry producer compliance with <IFian inj]uena-1 {;11} 
1-'acci1w1ion regulations 

Output C: Improv~d HPAI surveillance and control along the poultry marketjng chain 
C. 1 Support focal government to conduct longitudinal surveillance and trace-hack for H5 sub1J]JC virus a11d 
HPAI in fiFe bird markets(lJJMs), collector yards and .<.lau&htuhouses 
C2 Support impfenu:ntntinn (~f minimum standards f~{ biosecurity and wnitation in selecred LBll1s, collector 
.vard> and sfaughterlwuses 
CJ Facihtale pmt!rn marh:l restructuring -.vilh emphasis on food .'>a{t:'!Y in lJJ(J Jakarta mul surrounding 
areas 
C.4 Explore mechanisms to imprm•e interpmrinciaf movement control out o{HPAI high-risk prm'inces. 

Output D: Engagement with duck producers for improyed control of HPAI 
D. l Assess mfe f~{duds in rhe epidemiology of HPA! in selectt•d area.> of Java 
D.2 Conducl duck wu:cinationfield trial in one identified high-risk HPAI-endemic are<1 

Output E: Sustainable ·virus monitoring and vaccine development 
£.1 Assist public and private sectors to derc{op a centrally-managed sysrem to mr_n:itor circttfiltmg ~·iruses 1md 
sw;;win t'accine e.fjicacy 
r.:.2 lncrem;e knowledge of best pructices /Or AI vaccination in poul1rr 

Output F: Coordinated and enhanced management of the HPAI control programme 
F.! F'acilitdle impiementalion t?l integrated HPJ'!.! control plim on one island where the HP/1.1 situdliun is 
considered readily controllable 
F.2 Strengthen government rapacity to conduct veterinary services training and continuing education 
F.3 improve competencii's of local wn·emment decision-nwkers to manage ~-/Jstainabfe and ;:;ffCctive HPAJ 
control programmes and to promote understanding (~t the economic impact of animal diseases on livelihoods 
and puMic health 
F.4 Assist centra{ and loud governments to design and implement a narionai veterinary ~-erFice stmteg_v 
F.5 Develop and intcgrnte emerging databases into the national veterinary !!~formation s_y.'item 
F.6 Provide tedmical assisrwuefor eslabtishmen! of focal coftl chain capac if_;: 

F.7lncrem;e public nsibilitr t~frhe HPAJ contrvl proMrwnme 
F.!-1 Prol'ide opemtional support to enahfe implementation f~{ rhe ECTAD lndone.'>ia programme 

Activities undertaken during the re-porting period 

Output A: Sustainable sun:eilJance, prel:ention and c-ontrol of HPAI in Yillage poultry 

A. I Maintain, develop and adapt IBcal gm}ernment prevention, pa.\·sive suneillance and outbreak (__.ontrol 
capacity for village poultry ac-ross endemic areas of Indonesia, prioritized by leJ-'t-1 of HPAI risk; manage a 
staged tram·ition of costs to local government 

• A modifit!-d PDSR approach for low HPAI incidence are::u, was developed for Papua and the 
Introductory I training was carried out in March 2011. As a follow up, the Introductory II training was 
carried out for 21 participants in July 2011. This training equipped the PDSR to recognize and control 
an HPAI outbreak, but !hey were abo given guidance on hm.v Lo recogni.t:e hog cholera {:l p-riority 
disease locally) in order to sustain surveillance in the ahsence of HPAL All tmining co-.;ts were funded 
by the Papua provincial government. 

• 1ntnxluctory I and II trainings ( 14 persons) and Continuing Education A and B ( 13 persons) took place 
in Samarinda, East Kalimantan. All training costs were covered by the local gove:nment. 

• West Bandung district continued to support PDSR officers from it~ own budget Introductory I and II 
training for 15 patiicipant:., and Continuing Education B fnr 10 pa1iicip2nts were c2nied out. 

• PDSR refresher training for 29 participants in DKI Jakarta reviewed experiences ,:md introduced the 
Participatory Community Engagement (PCE) conununication modules. 

• The Local Government (LG) team worked with the Market team to carry out a tr.iining-of-trainer'i 
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(ToT) for 15 Market Surveillance Privare Set-·1.or Partnership (PSP) and Cleaning and Disinfecrion 
\C&Dl O?licers in Jahodetabek who were trained as facilitators. 

• Master Trainers (MTs} as:.istcd in all1rainings. This included the three MTs working m the na1ional 
level, and request"> were sent to the re;<;.pective local government offices for several local MTs to a'·>;ist 
in the va:ious tr.:-1inings. This strengthened the training skills of the MTs .:-md improved their 
understanding {lfthe broader HPAI control programme. 

A.2 Strengthen the capacity of Puskeswan (animal health centers) by integrating PDSR techniques; pilot 
system first in ten Puskeswan 

• The development of PuskesnYm-focm;ed Lrnining was Uelayed while awaiting clear guidance from 1he 
Directorate of Animal Health (DAH). However, the required PCE material wa<> developed and te->ted 
and is now ready to train Puskeswon veterinarian~ in communication and pm1icipation. The PCE 
modules were used in PVUK tmining, rapid respnnse training of PDSR in Bali and with the DKI 
Jakarta refresher training in Bogor. 

A.3 Increase local government veterinary service competency to detect, diagnose, report and control other 
animal di.'iease.<; ofzmmuticand eamomic importance in villages 

• Seven <>tandard ope:-ating pmcedure-;; (SOPs) to guide the rabies control pmgramme were drafted with 
;,;takeholders in Bali ant! ;,;ubse4uenlly approved by the Directorate General 
of Livestock and Animal Health Services (DGLAHS). PDSR expertise developed through the HPAI 
control programme wus levemgcd to strengthen the rapid r-:sponsc and post-vaccinatio-n surveillance 
componenls of the rabies control programme. 

• Buildmg on !he PDSR and Locz.l Disease Control Centre (LDCC) :-.ystems used for HPAl control, a 
model for rabies eradication in Indonesia is being gradually developed based on the experiences in 
Bali. 

• Assisted DAH to develop a draf1 work plan 1o ;,upport implementation of the new National Vck'"rinary 
Service (NVS) sy<.tem. Components of the NVS ;.,y;.,tem were piloted in the Bali rabies control 
programme. 

• Based on the HPAI control ;..trategy and lessons le:.cned from f"ield implementation, specific 
parameters were proposed by ECTAD Indonesia for revising the PDSR system to enable more 
effective control of HPAI in village poultry and the ability to deten and report other animal diseases 
of importance. The proposal will be discussed further with DAH before mmring to the next phase of 
information ;;ys!em and !raining prugramme revision. 

A.4 Develop locally-reali'>lic methods and communication materials for prevention and conlrtJl nf HPAI 
and other animal diseases of zoonotic and economic importance to enable communities to make informed 
decisions together and supported by local government 

• Discussed the development of communicatilm strategy to pa"s information from the central 
govcrnmcm to commercial poultry farmers through tbe LDCC 3ystcm with the Commercial Poultry 
Health team. H was concluded lhat 1here was a need for increased mutual tru:-.1 fi:-st between the 
Government and the poultry farmers before such strategy can be developed. 

• Complered and distributed Information, EUucation and Communication (JEC) material as part of 
piloling the NVS concept in Bali. The NVS concept in Bali was sbitkd to rabies, as it is 1he main 
zoonosi~ there and the most approp::-ia!e di:-.en:.;;e !o !aget for NVS pilot im?lemenhJ!ion. JEC \vnrk in 
Bali included: 

• Developed and produced 110 sets of "Vaccinatwn helps to prevent rabies" llipchart to support 
rapid response team and extension worker<., in conducting community education sessions on 
rabies awareness. 

• Developed and produced 6 000 "Have you vaccinated your dogs?" posters to pron1C>1C the 
second round of ma<><> dog vaccination. 

• Developed and produced 2 000 rabies ~·actsheets, both in Bahasa Indonesia and English, to 
help mise community awareness on rahies and its cont:·ol. 

• Developed and produc¢<1 three radio anno-uncer::1ents on rabies and the mass dog vaccination 
campaign in Bali, working together with a private local radio station. 

• Re.vie.'l.ved the existing communicatio-n P."Jaterials with the Local Governmem/PVUK teaP.1 in relation to 
the proposed change:.;; in PDSR and development of NYS. I! was agreed 1ha1 some of the existing 
materials also addres<>ed problems in co1~1mercial poultry, and were therefore <>till relevant. The need 
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to develop new materials would be deterr:1ined through direct discussion with commercial farmers and 
PVUK of?lcet;... 

• Produc1ion of .n dise.n;,c t:-ansmission video for sce£or 3 layer farm workers was discussed with the 
commercial JX>Ultry health team; the video would be based on the interviews conducted in January 
20 ll with farmers, A listing of transmission risks in such farms \Vas compiled, and the format of the 
film determined. The .-.toryhoanl for the video will he developed, ;>ending the approval of SOPs for 
good practices to control disease transmis'iion. 

Output B: Improved biosecurity and Yaccination practices in commercial sectors 

B. I Provide specialized technical support to selected layer farmers to enhance production efficiency and 
quality of layer vaccination and biosecurity measures 

• Assessment report for each farm wa-. completed and reviewed with each farmer individually_ 

• A management plan meeting wa-. conducted in Solo_ Each farmer's top priorities were identified and 
approved. A technical management and health plan (non-biosecurity issues) for each farm was. 
developed and <:pproved. 

• Specific technical support and advice were provided to participating laye:- farmers ro resolve 
inconsi:->tencies in vaccination and management practices. 

• In re,pom,e to the \Veak data management encnuntered on e:1ch ~-ann. a poultry production 

management database was designed, tested, trained .nnd installed in computers on each frcrm. 
• The Commercial Poultry Health (CPH) team engaged with farmers and other s.L.1keholders in the 

commen.:ial poultry industry at industry workshops am.l conferences by giving presenlalions and 
distributing materials on best practices for vaccination against HPAI in poultry. 

B.2 Support local government veterinary and laboratory services to engage more effectively with poultry 
farmers on disease prevention and outbreak investigatiom· (PVUKprogramme) 

• Three Jeveb of PVUK training for government staff to support commercial poultry farmers wee 

developed and tested. All 40 PVUK officers were trained in Levels 1 and 2 and commenced working 
in the field. In generaL the poultry farming cm:1munity v.ras very poslti ve towards the pmgramme. 
Twenty-tive PVUK officers from Lampung and Central Java we:e trained in the advanced poultry 
health skills of Level 3 and commenced conducting poultry health problem investigations and support 
to poultry vaGcination programmes. 

• To e:-,tablish the relationship between PVUK ;-,wiT and the commeJ"Ciai sector, representative:>. of 
poultry associations and commercial farmers \vere invited to the opening and closing ceremonies, as 
well a;; to observe many of 1he PVUK training cour:-.e:-.. A stakeholder meeting was held in Lam;mng 
for 19 farmer:-. following the training to discuss future opportunities for the PVUK programme. 

• The technical modules were developed with the assistance of the CPH team, who have also rL.".:-.tsted 
wlth the Level 3 training, 

• Twemy-thre.e dara managers for PVUK, represeming all provinces and districts in the pilot 
programme, were trained in data entry from 1he PVUK iorms and general usage of the PVUK 
database. 

• Twn joint mentming visits were conducted by F AO and the Campaign Management Unit (C~·1U) to 
observe and support the PVUK officers, as they implcmen1 the pilm programme. 

B.3 Facilitate trial of privale sector-funded compensation programme 
• The newly established National Poultl)' Health Committee (see below) indude.-. a compensation trial 

as a component of the national programme: however. partner privalc sector particip.nnts have not yet 
been identified. 

• During FAO's HPAl programme planning wnrk~hops with stakeholders, it \Vas agreed th<Ot efforts to 
establish a private sector-funded compensation programme must continue as a disease control priority 
despite limited progress thus far. Efforts to establish a pilot under the umbrella of the Nalional Poultry 
Health Committee wiJl continue during the nex.t project cyde. 

R.4 Facilitate government w1d industry to establish a functional public-private partnership Yia NPQIP, 
including regular Biosecurity Coordination meetings 

• This activity was implemented in dose collaboration with the Lnited States Depar1ment of Agriculture 
(USDA). To facilitate collaboration between the public and private sectors, NPQIP was taken forward 
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by the .Aso.\iasi Dokter Hewan Perungxa.wm Indonesia (Indon.:sian Poulu·y Vererinary Associarion 
[ADHPT]) and further developed into the Komitc Kesehatan Unggas Nasiona! (National Poultry 
Health Committee [KKVN]) following an agreement between the DGLAHS and the commercial 
poultry industry. KKUt\ is comprised of the cor::lmercial poultry industry, government and academia 
with the vision nf strengthening and increasing the competivene;.,;., of national poultry production. The 
committee aims to coordinate the interest-; and promote collaboratio-n between the fields of the poultry 
indu:.try, governmenl and academia; proviUe recommendal1ons to policy-makers on regulutions. 
standards and ~olutions of natinnal poultry health problems; and encourage stakeholder~ tn improve 
pDUltry health so that the resulting poultry products will be of higher quality in tenns of both 
production efficiency and salety. KKUN" abo aims to oversee continuing education for private "-ector 
poultry veterinarians and test the private sector-funded culling compensatiun programme as de<.,crihed 
above. 

• During FAO's HPAT prograrnme planning \\,;orkshops, stakeholders agreed to establish an MT 
development prog:-amme for private-sector based veterinanans. This new activity will be supported in 
the next project cycle under the auspices of the National Poultry Health Committee. 

B.5 Evaluate effectiveness ofbiosecurity measures implemented by poultry producers 
• Continued monitoring the implementation of management phms as agreed on each farm for Pha,;e l of 

the co-;t-effectiveness ~tudy. 
• Continued monitoring the implementation of the study of farw_er's perception and decision-making 

(Phase I}. 

• Analysed data and finalized draft baseline repon on biosecurity cost-effectiveness study. 
• Finalized report on farmers' perception and decision-making study. Findings from this study are now 

being taught in the PVlJK !raining program and are al:.o being u:-.ed to inform the de:-.ign of outreach 
materials for poultry farmers. 

• Conducted bacteriological sampling of participating farms to cnmplete Phase l sample collection. 
• Polymerase chain reactinn (PCR) testing for influenza viruses was conducted at all pat1icipating farms 

with all samples negative. Owing to these results, PCR testing for int1ucnza viruses will not be 
conducted in subsequent pha~es of the study. 

8.6 Facilitate design tif local government-implemented poultry farm pmfih'ng and cerlificatitm xystem 
• Thi~ activity was integrated within the pilot of the PVUK prog:ammc as reported in the previous 

project progress report. Additional commercial farm profiling was iDpkmented by local gnve:-nments 
in we.,.tern Java with support from the Indonesia Dutch Partnership (IDP) project, however data from 
thi:-. profiling i:-. not yet available at the national level. 

B. 7 .4ssist central govemment to monitor commercial poultry producer compliance with AI vaccination 
regulations 

• This activity bas been undem·ay in collaboration with the joint World Organization for Animal Health 
(OIE)!FAO wnrld\vide scientific network for the control of AI (OFFLU)-related activitie:-.. The CPH 
team actively panicipatcd in the Indonesian Livestock Exposition 2011 in Surabaya, sharing best 
practices for vaccination with hmners and gathering feedback on vaccine u:-.age on f<>.rms. 

• Level 3 training for the PVUK pilot programme included guillance from DAH on DGLAHS 
vaccination regulation~. as well as best practices for vaccination identifieU hy the CPH ream. PVUK 
will continue to support vaccination policy compliance via increased competence and stronge-r 
communication with commercial poultry fanners during the next project phase. 

Output C: Improved HPAI surveillance and control along the poultry marketing chain 

C. 1 Support local government to conduct longitudinal .mrveillance arul trace-hack fur HS .mbtype virus and 
HPAI in lJRltfs, collector yards and slaughterhouses 

• Conducted monthly LBM su:vcillance in Jabodetabck area and collccrcd 201 smnpks fro-m 262listcd 
market'i, 

• Identified and selected the hest HS-postive samples fmn the LBrv1 surveillance study for virus 
isolation and sequencing, 

• Coordlnated with the Disease Investigation Centre (DlC) Subang on the technical c.nd logistic c.spects 
of shipment qf LB!vl survelll:mce samples fo:- vims. isolation. 
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• Epidemiology consult:mt \Va." :-.uccessfully recruited ln complete analysis of collector yard surveillance 
study. Identified samples from the collector yard study which needed to be retested by the laboratory. 

• Updated LBM profiling database for the revision of the LBM surveillance design planned for the next 
project cycle. 

• Provided recapitulation and complete analysb. of C&D <'.ctivi1ies at collector yard" in Jabodetabek 
based on monitoring forms collected by the market '>Urveillance officers. 

• Conducted site inspection at LB?v1s as a basis for developing a monitoring fonn on C&D activities in 
LBMs. 

• Conducted monthly coordination and monitoring visits to market surveillance officers and the animal 
health laboratory in Jabodetabek in order to impmve their activity in the field. 

• Developed a monitoring form for markets with C&D acti vitie~ and determined the :-.amples. 

C.2 Support implementation of minimum standards of biosecul'ity and sanitation in selected LRl~Js, 

collector yards and slaughterhouses 
• Improved facilities at Anyar ~1.arket (Tangerang City) and Bonang Markel (Tangemng District), 

followed by training and awareness raising on hygienic carca"s processing for poultry vendors at those 
markets. 

• Conducted further supervision of hygienic carcass processing activities at Bonang and Anyar Markets 
and C&D station opemtions at Barokah Pitikku Slaughterhouse' (Bekasi City), a small private truck 
cleaning sta1ion at Cisceng (Bogor District), Pulo Gadung and Rawa Ke;;iting collector yards. in 
collaboration with PD Pa~ar and district livestock :-.ervlces. 

• Conducted C&D training in collaboration with the World Health Organization (WHO) at eight pilot 
LBMs: Gunung Kidul DKI Yogyaka:ta Province, Payakumhuh West Sumatera Province, Malang East 
Java Province, P..:kalongan Central Java Province, Metro City Lampung Province, Sragcn Central Java 
Province. Bontang: East 10.limanhm Province and Gianyar Bali Province. 

• Conducted C&D training for C&D workers at Cibinong and Ciseeng slaughterhouses (Bogor Dh,trict), 
Gro~wl Market (West Jakarta) and HEK Kramatjati Collector Yards (East Jakarta). 

• Prepared C&D station designs for Cibinong and Ciseeng slaughterhouses (Bogor district) and 
Pctukangan slaughterhouse (South Jakarta). 

• Rehabilitated facilities at poultry markets in Kranggan (Bekasi City), Pan.mg Panjang (Bogor District) 
and Anyar (Bogor City) markets. 

• Conliucted a ToT on C&D activities for livestock sen·ice oflicers. anti de::ming workers for su,.,tainable 
C&D activities in each district throughout the Jabodetabek area, 

• Suppmted loc:.~J government to conduct monitoring visits to assess C&D activities at C&D stations, 
small coHector yards and LBMs in Jabodctabck. 

• Assisted the CPH [Cam in providing design and analysis. of biosecurity practices at selected layer 
farms in Centr:.~l Java. 

• Conducted site inspection at LBMs as a b<bis for revising the monitoring form for C&D ac[ivitie.'> in 
LBMs. 

C.3 Facilitate poultry market restructuring with emphasis on food safety in DKI Jakarta and surrounding 
areas 

• Identified new locations for promotion of "healthy chicken meat" (aywn /l.SUH). cold chain 
teclmiques and market activation at Petojo (Central Jakarta) ami Grogol (\Ve~< Jakarta) Market~; a 
pilot was. initiated with selected /}Oultry vendors at Grogol market. 

• Conliucted an awarene':-.s raismg workshop on healthy chicken meat (a.wm ASUH) for 50 participants 
from the :amily welfare association at Grogol village in collaboration with the West Jakarta Livestock 
and Fisheries. service. 

• Held a workshop and provided recommendations on cold chain design from slaughterhouses to 
traditional markets. b?.sed on the Jakm1a ~;ituation as,essment. The findings \Vere validated by 
representatives of the different stakeholder groups. Research and a trial were also conducted along the 
cold chain system from poultry rdocation centres to traditional markets to determine the co..,t
effectiveness of small-scale cooling systems for the relocation centres. Cool-box equipment for 
poultry carcasc transportation v..-as adapted. and carcas.c display systems. were introduced in the 
1raditional markels, incluJing trials of high densily polyethylene re~in:-. (HPDE) plastic insulation and 
acrylic displays. 
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• Conducted a training on the importance of good cold chain !.}'Stem design for poultry "iendurs in 
Kopro Market and G:ogol village (West Jakarta), Petukangan Ctara Slaughterhouse (South Jakarta) 
and a training on proper poultry carcass stontge using chilled storc..ge, cold Morage and blast heezing 
in Rawa Kepiting slaughterhouse. 

• Established forums and related focus group discussions (FGDs) with key adors and stakeholders to 
promote additional relocation centres in line with the recommendations made by the Governor of DKI 
Jakarta. 

• Provided technical assistance !o local government on how tu upgrade the Rawa Kepiting and HEK 
Krarnatjari (East Jakarta) collection yard/slaughterhouse to meet national fcx>d safety standards; 
defined ba:;ic layout ami adapted national slandan_h In local conditions. 

• Conducted the food safety control and inspection pilot programme at seven markets in DKJ Jakarta. 
This included training on food safety for 134 poultry vendor~ from these markets. 

• Pacilita!ed a work-.hnp with public and private stakeholders on !he Future of a Healthy Poultry Sector 
2011-2015 in Jabodetabek. The workshop indicated the commitment of the Government and private 
stakeh{)lders tn continue with Jaka1ta market restructuring. 

• Provided technical assistance to local government on identification and selection of three collector 
yards at Pintu Air and HEK Kramarjati (East Jakarta) and five markets at Grognl (West Jakarta), 
Sukapura and Kelapa Gading (~o!"th Jakana), Clracas and Klender Perumnas (East Jakarta) as 
additional relocation centres f(Jr the market restructuring prngmmme. 

• Conducted communication skills' training for field officers to increase their knowledge anJ skills on 
how to communicate intensively as the ti·omllne stall, bmh of the government and (he poult!"y business 
stakeholders. 

C.4 Explore mechanisms to improve interprovincial movement control out of HPAJ hiKh-risk prot'inces 
• Finalized recommendations to local goverm"!"lent for redesign of Semanggi colleeto' yard in Surakana 

city to re-duce risks ofnal-ivc chickens transported to Jakarta. 
• Conducted folio\v-up meeting with Surakarta City Agricultural Service regarding: feasibility study 

results for upgrading of SeF.langgi collecior yard. 
• Held an advocacy meeting with the lvtayor of Surakarta City to increase local government :-.upport for 

upgrading of the Semanggi collector yard. 

Output D: Engagement with duck producers for improved control of HPAI 

D./ .4.\sess mle of ducks in the epidemiology of HPAI in selected areas of .lava 
• hn.nl report produced and circulated to relevant stakeholders. 

D.2 Conduct duck vaccination field trial in one idenlified high-risk HPAI-endemic area 
• Based on the results of the Java duck ~tudy (Activity D. 1 ), vaccination of duck:- i~ not justified at thi:-

time. Therefore. this vaccination trial was. cancelled in agreement INith CMU. 

Output E: Sustainable virus monitoring and vaccine development 

E.l Assist public and private sectors to deJ.•efup a centrally-managed system to monitor circulating vimses 
and susUlin vaccine ef!iciU'Y 

• Completed biological and molecular virus characterization of 32 isolates !.including sequencing and 
high-re~olution haemagglutination inhibition data for an11genu.: carlography) from viruse~ ~leded 

from the Round 1 national pre-screening results. Influenza virus data was analysed between the 
Austrnlian Animal Health Laboratory (AAHL) and with rhe Indonesian laboratories in support of the 
continued capacity building effmts and quality assurance. This activity \Vill he ongoing a<, pact of the 
Influenza Virus ivionitoring Laboratory Network in Indonesia, The upload of haemagglutinin gene 
sequences into the public domain \'-'as initiated by AAHUOFPLU following the confirmation by 
DGLAHS. 

• DJCs continue the virus pre-scr-eening process, submitting raw data fo' the haemagglutination 
inhibition (HI) assay conducted using cartography antisera on H5-positive fluids isolate-d from their 
ongoing diagnost-ic activities. Round 3 analyses were conducted in August 2011 \'.'ith -identification of 
-60 potential candidate" representing six o:-· the eight lab!'. for further antigenic char<Kterization. DTC 
Suban<>'s p~rticipation in the AI Laboratory Network was formalized, and on-site support visits for 
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data analysis and evaluation of procedures fo: virus isolation, pre-screening and high-resolution HI 
data for cartography (DIC Wates) were conducted in May and August 2nl 1. 

• A Laboratory Network m.:cting with bench side V.'•)rk and joint data analysis ws.s jointly conducted 
(FAO-OFFLUiAAHL) tO:- sequencing partners in -:upport of the effort to monitor antigenic variation 
of circulating viruses. Major outcomes include: evaluation of capacity by laboratories, identification of 
limiting factor'-;, ability to generate comparable sequence data between AAHL and partner 
participating laboratories and identification of reagent requirements. DAH confinned the selection of 
Pu~vetma as the p1imary laboratory for sequencing of viruses identified through 1he Al Lflboratory 
Network in July 2011. 

• Sup:;mrteJ participation of the DIC Rep1esentative a1 the RegiOnal Training Comse on Advanced 
Bioinf~>rmatics and Laboratory Data Management fnr Enhanced Quality Assurance and Quality 
Contml at the International Atomic Energy Agency (IA..EA) and FAO Agriculture and Biotechnology 
Labomtory in Vienna/Seibersdmi·, Aust1·ia, in July 2011. 

• Contributed to the development of a free-standing web-based module for the ret:oding, sharing and 
networking of all DIC results for antigenic analysi<> (to be called: Infolab P!"e-screen): and engaged a 
working group of DlC :-,taffto contribute to the interface in June 201 L 

• Training in Excel and user group development for Infolab Pre-screen conducted for 30 DIC. DKI, 
Puwetma, the National Veterinary Drug As:..ay Laboratory for Indonesia (BPM SOH) and 
Bbalit vet staff in June 201 1. 

• The Nalional OFFLU Technical Facilitator coordinated OFPLU activities with representatives from 
DAH-C\1U :.tnd other relevant public :->ectnr Mructures and private sector stakeholders. Outputs 
included: technical support visits to AI network laboratories, assistance \Vith preparing a Material 
Tram fer Agreemen1 (MT A) between DGLAHS and vaccine int!ustry, presentation of Of-FLU-related 
activities at a meeting sponsored by Trobos and the lndone:-.ian Poultry Veterinary Association 
( ADPHI), compilation of documents required for biological material impmtation and assistanc~ with 
joint workshop~ ilnd meetmgs. 

• Backstopping and ongoing: support for the transkr of 1echnology to Indonesia provided by the FAO
OFFLU scientist from July to August 2{}1 1. Out;mts included technical support visits tn AI Network 
Laboratories and project partners, project planning meetings for evolution of the ECTAD laboratOl)' 
component, meetings with the DAH and other relevam government officials as needed and whh 
partners for coordination of ongoing activities and preparation of documents needed for impcntation of 
reverse-genetic strains to Indonesia. 

E.2 increase knowledge of best practices for Al vaccinatUm in poultry 
• Following the DGLAHS announcement in November 2010, characterized isolates selected as 

candidate vaccines (n=4 from Pusvc1r.1a) and challenge viruses (n=2 f:-om BPM SOH) -.verc 
distributed to each of four national vaccine manuf<::cturers (Sanbio, Caprifarmindo, Vaksindo and 
Medion) under an MTA bet\veen each of the companies and the Ministry of Agriculture (MOA). 

• Preparations were made for a focus group meeting on \·accines and vaccination to be held during the 
next project cyck in November 20 II. 

• Preparmion was ongoing for documents in suppon of importing reverse genetic virus strains generated 
at the USDA's Southeast Poultry Research Laboratory (SEPRL) (which genera.te protective titres, 
significantly reduce virus shedding and provide equivalent protection against challenge viruses 
selected in the November 2009 Technical Meeting as compared to conventional inaellvatetl vaccines 
genemted u;.:ing the same seed strains)_ This included planning for SEPRL to provide as:-.istance to 
MOA designated laboratories for the preparation of vaccine master seeds from reverse genetic (RG) 
H5N l Al comtruct~ p:-ovideJ through the pmject and 10 provide didactic and on-sile challenge lest 
training: for efficacy and pntency determinatiLm in order to demon~trate efficacy and potency of 
vaccines for the purposes of registration and licensing. 

• Preparations continued to update the recommended antigen for serosurveil!ance in coordination with 
DGLAHS. 

Output F: Coordinated and enhanced management ofthe HPAl control programme 

F. I Facilitate implementatiim of integrated HPAJ control plan tm one idand where the HPAI .'fituation i'> 
considered readily controllable 

• Recommendations for HPAl control were dcvdopcd and will be discussed with Bali authorities to 
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develop an inregrated HPAI control plan during the next project cycle. 
F.2 Strengthen government capacity to conduct veterinary services training and continuing education 

• The programme •..vorked closely with the three national MT 1> allocated to \Vork with the LG team and 
CMU. The\e MT\ significantly improved their training skills by learning new teaching methods and 
the processes involved in the development of modules and post-training mentoring. 

• Modules to imp:ove training skills were developed and tested. Eight tl.lTs were trained to conduct 
rabies vaccination campaigns, bringing the number of MTs with improved training skills lo 15. These 
MTs were crucial in the trainings carried out by the FAO LG team for PDSR. PCE and NVS 
prugrammes. An additional ref::-esher training for ~H·n MTs was held in Bali to improve confidence 
in dog handling and management, and thi:-- increased their cnnfidence in training others. 

• Selection of ten to eleven MTs to as:.i:-:t the LG te<tm in the fo::-thcoming yesr commenced. and names 
and peri·ormance were assessed for fin<.~! ;<;.election. 

F.3 Imprm·e competencies of local government decision-makers to manage sustainable and effective HPAI 
control programmes ami to promote understmuling of the economic impact of animal diseases on 
livelihoods and public health 

• Following a consultation meeting with stakeholders from central and local governments. FAO 
technical advisors met and agreed on the design of a ne\\· module fo:· Deci)o.inn-maker l'VIeeting:-. 
(DMM) which will assist disease controllers in the local government to make mo:-e evidence-based 
and efficient deci~ions for allocation o! limited re:.ource~ for HPAI control activitie:.. Development of 
the ne-w module- is now undenvay and will be introduced in DMfv1s during the next project cycle. 

• No DMM:-- were held during this reporting period, however they will continue during the next project 
ph:;:se with the inclusion of the new module described above. 

• A national meeting of LDCC Coo:-dinators was held in May 2011 to review current disease control 
sln:tegy, future training plans, propo~als for increasing local gove::-nment funding of HPAI control 
activities and strategic reduction of FAO-based financial support for PDSR activities in line with 
HPAI risk in village poultry. Following agn:cmcnt of all coordinator:>, FAO officially announced to 
DGLAHS that DSA for PDSR would be reduced by 33 percent and that support to PDSR field 
activities would be reduced during low-risk times of the year in areas 'I.Vith seasonal HPAI outbreaks. 

F.4 Assist central and local governments to design and implement a national veterinary service strategy 
• Guidelines on NVS, e:.tablishment by the Veterinary Authority, anJ the appointment of the Authorized 

Veterinarian were discussed between DGLAHS and the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MOIA). The 
content of the guidelines was approved in principle by MOIA. The next ~tep is for the technical team 
lo finalize the guideline:--. 

• Guidelines fm the Control Strategy for rabies, <'.nthrax. brucellosh, and hog cholera were drafted anti 
discussed between the DGLAHS NVS Task Force and FAO. The plan is to stipulate the guidelines in 
a DGLAHS Decree. 

• Guidelines for the Issuance of Veterinary Certifkale~ were d::-afted and discus:-;ed by the DGLAHS 
NVS Task Force and FAn The plan is to discuss further with represenk1.ti-ves of Dinas Peternakan 
Wc~t Java and J<:.bodctabek and stipuktc the guiddines in a MOA Decree. 

F.S Develop and integrate emerging diztaba.~es into the national veterinary information syl'lem 
• The single page surveillance form (Animal Dise;:L"'e Surveillance) wa~ developed and i~ being field 

tested in PVUK and rabies programmes. 
• Particip.--:tted in DAH \.\iOrkshop on development of th~ updated clinical surve-illance database of the 

National Animal Health Information Sy:--tem (SlKHNAS} in Bandung. 
• Purther progress on this task i~ pending further development of the SIKHl'\AS system and results of 

field testing, 

F.6 Provide technical assistance for establishment of local cold chain capacity 
• Continued to provide technical support for cold chain training to local government staff and c<:.pacity 

strengthening in Bali province. 
• Provided advice to cold chain MTs on best practices for maintaining optimal vaccine temperature in 

cooler boxes Juring field vaccination activities. 
• Assisted with coordination between WHO. JSI-Delivcr and provincial government for delivery of cold 

chain equipment for Bali local authoritie8. 
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F.l Increase public visibility of the HPAJ control pmgramme 
• Completed content and design for the ECTAD Indonesia Annual Report. 
• Participated in the Indonesia Livestock Exposition 20 II in Surabaya. The Communication team and 

CPH teams displayed !-.upporting nmte1ials. pmject photos and video!> :.Jt the exhihition, as well a.-<., 

pre<>ented two technical sessions for the visito:-~ on update<> of the HPAT <>ituation in Indonesia and 
poultry health consultations. 

F.8 Provide operational support to enable implementation of the ECTAD Indonesia programme 
• Letters of Agreement and Service Contracts were -:igned with partner organizations and vendor<; to 

facilitate various project ac!ivitie.:.., which included market rehabilitation works m Anyer, Parung 
Panjang and Kranggan located within the Jahodetabek area, laboratory testing of !-.amples in 'iupport of 
market "urveillance activities and comme~cial poultry health studies, and training of governraent 
officiab. in Implementing SOPs !Or poultry collection and slaughtering. 

• The renewal process for vehicle registration for 632 ootorcycles and 39 cars continued. 
• In line \Vith technical activities implemented during the ;;eriod, project personnel were recruited, and 

various pmjecr equipment/supplies •kere procured and distributed . 

. Main chaHcngcs encountered and response provided 
The most significant challenge faced this rep011ing period was planning for implementation of the next project 
cycle despite delays in project clearance by the fndone!-.ian Government and transfer of funds from the new 
pr~ject, as well as the increased technical and operational suppm1 required for the new Bali rabies control 
programme. This core challenge was addressed in the following ways: (l) recruitment of additional national 
staff and one international advisor to !-.upport the rabies control progmmme; (2) empowering and !-.upporting 
central and local government staff to assur.-1e greater responsibility for management of HPAI and rabies 
programme ncli vities; {3) en!-.uring that field activities f()r HPAI c~mtrol activities nmtinue into the nexl project 
cycle. while official clearance of the project document hy the Indonesian Government is pending; and (4) 
enabling national staff to contmue supporting HPAI control programme activities despite international 
advisors being absent at the onset of the next project cycle. The delay of funds transfer is more challenging to 
overcome; without funds from the new project heing made available to the field in a timely nanner, !-.ome field 
activities will have to be suspended. Considering that HPAI control prevention cf:'orts during the month of 
October are critical for reducing the ~ubse4uent surge of ca~es at the onset of the inlluenLa season in 
Indonesia, delay in project approval by the [ndonesian Government, fund tram fer and activity implementation 
v.·illlikcly he.vc immediate detrimental impe.cts for both public health and poultry production in Indonesia with 
a concomitant in;._'Tease in pam.lemic Iisk. 
l\fain progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes Ulmn !he starr (!l the currenl pn~ject 
phase) 

Output A: Sustainable surveillance, prevention and control of HPAI in '\'ilJage poultry 
• Activities have been designed to mcrea~e passive surveillance of HPAI. As active surveillance 

activities v.··ill be reduced, the PDSR and other local government staff will be trained to wo!k closely 
with villages to encourage village-based solutions to HPAI prevention and control. 

• There is now strung commitment, support and integration atlhe local government level (e.g. between 
the LDCC and provinciaUdistrict livestock services) in animal health and HPAI disease control 
programmes a~ a direct result of the F AO project. 

• The PDSR programme has strengthened veterinary services capacity to detect and respond to HPAl 
outbreaks in village poultry throughout HPAI-endemic areas of Indonesia. 

• The LDCC .:..ystem ha_.., enz.bled more effective communication and coonJination between central and 
local governments within the highly decentralized Indonesian governance system. 

• Additional local governments have allocated funding specifically to support the establishment and 
operation"' ofLDCC and PDSR activities, thereby contributing to sust~inahle disease control. 

• Parameters for the next version of th.;: PDSR system design were developed based on current HPAI 
wntml strategy and lessons !ea:ned. 

Output B: Improved biosecurity and vaccination practices in commercial sectors 
• The commercial poultry health programme team has built rapport and trust \Vith participating farmers. 

ensuring a healthy veterinarian-client relationship required for furtiH:or progress m improving 
biosccuritv and vaccination practices in comm-:rcial sectors. 

10 
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• The under~t:mding of the role of commercial poultry production in the maintenance and spread of 
HPAI has ir.-1proved. 

• The PVUK pilot programme has been developed in close collaboration \.\'ith farmers, central and local 
governments in order to improve communicatlnn and cooper<Otion between f.:rmer-, and lncal 
government animal health servi:::e<>. 

• Government-farmer communication and coo?er:ation have imp:·nved in PVUK pilot areas. 
• Databases pmfiling the commercial poultry farms in e<Och pilot district htJVe heen established by 

district Jivestock services. 
• Public sector collaboration with commercial poultry producers has been accelerated. In particular, 

public seL1:or disease controllers and international agencies are holh more aware of the complexity of 
commercial poultry production in Indone'iia and more engaged with private sector 'itakeholders 
involved in commercial poultry production. 

• As CPH programme activities have shown, one of the key constraints poultry farmers are facing is a 
very limited Gl?acity to track and interpret their fann·s productivity and prot:t. Training and 
engager:1ent activities are being adjusted to directly address this fundamental weakne~~. 

• Best practices for cor:llnercial poultry vaccination have been identified based on both technical and 
practicallleld consideration~. The~e be~t practices are being advocated regularly to farmers and other 
commercial poultry stakeholders. 

Output C: Improved HPAJ surveillance and control along the poultry marketing chain 
• Tes-t re-sults from the- DKJ Jakarta category B animal health laboratory were di$tributc-d to alllivestoek 

services at district level throughout JahoJ.elahek to increase local gnvernment awareness and 
responsive-ness. to market chain contamination and veterinary public he-alth issues. 

• A targeted research activity to test collector yard-based surveillance methods to assess relative risk of 
poultry production areas and poultry type W<'.~ developed and successfully implemented. 

• Improved understanding of poultry market dynamics in OKI Jakarta by the public sector. 
• Increased private and public sector C&D capacity and increased implementation of C&D practices 

along the poultry market chain in greater Jakarta 
• Critical weaknesses in the DKI Jakarta market restructuring preparations \.Vere identified and 

corrective measures proposed and subsequently implemented by the Government. 
• A specific high-risk poultry oarket system has been identified as a result of project-implemented 

surveillanee activitie:. and i~ now being addressed with the relevant government stakeholders. 

Output D: Engagement with duck producers for improved control of HPAJ 
• The database- of duck flock<,. devclo:;>cd from the study area provides a sample frame for the 

prevalence <.,tudy and other future activitie!-. to he undertaken in duck populatiom. by animal he:..tlth 
authorities~ knowledge of locations of high-density duck populations is a critical first step to 
ide-ntifying critical control points for targeted interventions to control HPAI. 

• According to the research imple-me-nted by the project. the ducks did not appear to be the immcdimc 
disease control prio:·ity in HPAT-endemic areas of Indonesia. The role nf ducks in other .areas of 
Indonesia is still unclear. 

Output E: Sustainable '"'irus monitoring ami vaccine development 
• Development of a safe and efficaciou~ vaccine for use in Indonesia. 
• Characterization of AI viru:-.e:-. circulating in Indonesia. 
• Increased capacity of Indonesian laboratories to perform antigenic and genetic characteria.tion of 

viruses and analyse results. 
• Improved collaboration between Indonesian private and public sectors on field virus monitoring, 

Output F: Coordinated and enhanc-ed management of the HP AI control programme 
• The hum~m resource capacity of the local government I ive-.tock services has been improved through 

PDSR training and preparation of !vlTs to lead training and continuing education activities within the 
HPAI control p1ugramme_ 

• Improved knmvledgc of factors associated with outbreaks of HPAI in village poultry to be used m 
inform and refine surveiJlance and control '>trategies, 

• Critical control points identified. Data and '>Ubsequent ::malysi'> leading to identification 0f further 
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points for disea~e co-ntrol effons to be targeted. 
• Significant improvement in technical capacity and management of local government human resources 

working in the field throughLmt all kno\\'11 HPAI-endemic areas. 
• Guidelines for the implcment.ntion of the NVS have been prepared by DGLAHS under the direction 

of the NVS Task Force with te:::hnical advice pnwided by ECTAD Indonesia. 
• The NVS approach has been made operational via the rabies control programme in Bali. allowing 

capacities deYeloped by the pro_ject to be utilized for other m<Yor Indonesian public health priorities in 
addition to H5Nl HPAI. 

• As a result of both increased local government funding suppon and more efficiently allocated support 
from the project, external funding support to maintain the PDSR s:y'item has progressively and 
significantly decreased over the course of.lhe OSRO/lNS/6()4/USA project. 
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Project Title: Expansion of the avian influenza participatory disease surveillance and 
response program in Indonesia 

Extension Title: Reinforcement and expansion of the avian influenza participatory 
disease surveillance and response program in Indonesia 

Period: October 2010 -1\'larch 2011 
Country: Indonesia 
Project title: Reinlorcement and expansion of the avian influenza participatory disease surveillance and 
response program in Indonesia 
Code: OSROIINSi6041USA 
Budget: USD 44.2 mi!lion 1 

Effective starting date: 9 June 2006 
Pl<mned end date: 30 September 7011 
Context of the project 
The purpose of the pr~ject is to enhance the capacity and ability of the Government of Indonesia and 
partners to control HPAI m order to help safeguard the health and livelihood-" of the lndone..,ian 
population by providing hroad-ba~d ,:.uppon to the FAO Indonesia HPAI Control Programme 
implemented bv ECTAD Indonesia. 
Objectivt>S of the project 

Output A: Sust<linable surveillance, prevention and control o~· HPAI in village poultry 

Output B: Improved hiosecurity and vaccination practices in commercial sectors 

Output C: lmpmved HPAI surveillance and control along the poultry marketing chain 

Output D: Engagement with duck producer:. fo::- imp::-oved control of HPAl 

Output E: Sustainable virus monitoring and vaccine development 

Output F: Coordinated and enhanced manao-ement of the HPAI control proo:ramme 
Planned Adh"ities 

Output A: Sustainable surveillance, prevention and control of HPAI in village poultry 
A.J Maintain, de:-'elop and adapl local government preFenlion, passive sun'eillance and outbreak 
control capacity.f~n· village poultry across endemic areas of Indonesia, prioritiz.ed by le1·el ofHPAl risk; 
manage a staxed transition of costs to local government 
A.2 Strengthen the rapacity 1?{ Puskesown (anima! heallh centres) hy integrating partiripator.v disea5es 
surw:il!ance and response i<>clmiques.,' pilot systt:mjirst in ten Puskeswan anima{ ce!llres 
A.3 Increase focal go•Jcrnmenf veterinar.-. sen'ice competency to detect, diagnose, report and control 
other animal disease.~ o{::oonorir and economic importance in village:> 
AA De\'e/.op locally-rt'alistic .methods and communication materials for prevention and control of HPAI 
and other animal diseases ol zoonotic and econonuc importance to enable commumtres to make 
i;!f"ormed derisions together and supported by local government 

Output B: Jmproyed bio,wcurity and vaccination pra-ctices in -commercial sectors 
B.! Prrwide specialized technical support to selected laye1 jGrmers to enhance production efficiency 
and (jwtlity of layer wtccinolion und biosecurity measures 
B.2 Support local gm'ermnent :-'eterinary and laborator_r seJTices to engage more e.fj"ectivei) with 
poultry farmers on disease preFention and outhreak inv,c.••tigation<; ( PVUK programme) 
B.3 Facili!ate trial f.?fprivale sec!or-funded cmnpensation programme 
BA Facilitate government and induslrv to establish a functional public-priFate partnership vw a 

' The breakdown of the tz:lal ccntribution is as. follmvs: USD 4 million for firs: ycur iJum: 2006-Mny 2007), 
L:sn ll nuilicn for secor.d year !)une 2007-M:.y 200!5). USD 2.7 mi:Iion for mtenm extens.ion ~June -Sep:ember 
2008), USD 75 million for third year (October 2008-May 2009). USD 11 million (June 2009-September 2010.1 
and USD g ui!Eon (October 2010-September 20 11). 
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National f'ou!trv Qualiz_v lmprm-emem Pro}?ramme, including regular Biosecurii'/ Cuurdinariun 
meetings 
R.5 EFaluate ej(ectiLvneu of biosecurity mean-t.res implemented by poultrv producers 
B.6 Facilitate desi~;n uf local govemmenl-implemen!ed ponl!rv farm prc:_filin:< and certification :oystem 
B. 7 Assist central gm·ernment to monitor cmnmercial poufiry producer compliance trith avian influenza 
\Wccination regulations 

Output C: Improved HPAI surveillance and control along the poultry marketing chain 
C. l Support local f?O\.'emme111 to conduct lrm&itudinal Jun•ei/lance and tran:-back for HS :wbtype ;·inn 
and HPAI in {he bird marker.\-, collector yords and slaughterhouses: 
C.2 Support implementation t?l minimum standards of hiosecuriry and sanitation in selected live bird 
markets, ro!lecror vards and slaughterhouses 
CJ Facilitate ptmltJ) market restmcturing with emphasis on food safety in DKI .!akw1a and 
surrmmding area.~ 
C.4 Explore mechanisms w improve inter-provincial movemem con!rol ow of HP,1I hiJ;h risk provinces 

Output D: Engagement with duck producers for improYed control of HPAI 
D. 1 .:l.ssess role of ducks in the epidemiology of HPAJ in selected areas ofJm'a 
D.2 Conduct du( k '.-'accination field trial in one identified hi;.;h risk HPAJ-endemic aren 

Output E: StL.;;tainahle virus monitoring and vaccine development 
E.! Assist public and private senors to deFelop a centrally-managed s.rstem w monitor circula!ing 
\Jirtt.\C'i and sustain vaccine ej]icacy 
E,l Increase knmvledge (~f bes! practices for avian in.fhu:nz.a l'WYint<lion in f)(-'Uilrv 

Output F: Coordinated and enhanced management of the HP AI control programme 
F.l FacilitaTe implementntion of wrexmtnl HP.4.1 control pfan on one island where 1he HPAI sit11ation 
is considered readily comrollable 
F.2 Strengtlwn gorernmenl capociiv to conduct veterinary serFic~s training and cominuing education 
F.3 lmprol'e competencies of loud govermncnr deci.rion-nwkers to manage .rustamable and e.lfective 
HPA! control programmes and to promoTe understanding t?{the economic impacr r-?f rmimaf diseases on 
livelilwods and public heailh 
F.4 Assist centra{ and lout! goFernments to design and implement a national veterinary service stmtegy 
F.5 Develop and integrate emerging datahases into the national veterinary infOrmation SJ-'Stem 
J-<6 Provide !edmicul assislance.for es_tabtishmenl uf !veal cold chain capaci!_..-
F.7 Increase public visibility (~{the HPA.l control programme 
F.R Provide operalional support to enable implenwmation of the £CTAD lndonesitl programme 

Acti \<·ities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output A: Sustainable surveillance, prevention and control of HPAI in Yillage poult£}' 

A.l Maintain, develop and adapt local government prevention, passive surveillance and outbreak 
control capacity for village poultry acr<JS.'> endemic areas of lndone~da, prioritized by level of HPAI 
risk; manage a staged tran.>tition of L~i).\fs tfl local government 

• A meeting was held on the initial design to improve village-based decision making for the 
prevention and control of HPA1 in sector 4 poultry. 

• Lc-cal government capacity was ;,trengthened through the training of 25 PDSR officers in West 
Bandung; initial training for the~ officers wa'i carried out in August 2010 and this training, 
Cuntinuing Educution A and the training of ten PDSR offk:er:-; in Continuing Ulucation B, 
reinforced the skills learned in the introductory training. 

• A modified PDSR training module wa;, developed for low risk areas to focus on HPAI rapid 
:-espouse and control and 20 local government livestock <rervice staff in Papua Province were 
uained in the Introductory I module in f'ebruary 20 ll. 

• Cost-sharing methods between FAO and local government to ensure sustainability of the PDSR 
programme \Vere developed and presented at the Yogyakarta De~ision Makers' Meeting 
(DMM) in December 2010: the conce t of cost-sharin was a eed to during the meetino- b , the 
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;mnicipams present. 
• A draft plan for rewa:-ding the di"tricts \Vhich are early-adopters of cost-sharing agreement'i was 

developed and dbcu:..s~d al the LDCC Coordinator:.' meeting held in October 20 I 0 in 
Semanmg. West Bandung, Papua and Samarinda di..,tricts have allocated funds to o.·wer the 
costs of PDSR offtcers. 

A.2 Strengthen the capacity of Puskeswan (animal health centres) by integrating participatory 
diseases xurveillance and response techniques; pilot sy.'itemfirxt in ten Puxkeswan 

• Indi\;idual reports on structure-d active surveillance for HPAI in village poultry conducte-d in 6 
selected districts on Java were completed. 

• The Participatory Community Engager:1enl (PCE) training course, which use:-. elements of 
PDSR training and will underpin training for the National Veterinary Service (NVS). was 
developed and the curriculum for three levels of tmining agreed. Ten module~ hc.ve been 
prepared for levels 1 2-nd 2 and te!-.ted as part of the pilot PVUK hLJining prograr:1me. 

• An evaluation of human and capital resources of all NVS Puskesv .. an:. ha~ been canied out 
based on Government inforr::1ation. 

A.3 Increase local government veterinary service competency to detect, diagnose, reporl and control 
other animal disease ... of zoomJtic and ectnwmic importance in village.« 

• The USDA/Cornell University Sample Collection and Necropsy Videos with narration in 
Baha.'-.a lndone:.ia were proUuced. TI1e"-e videos were dblributed to 40 PVUK traine~s a:. a 
training aid and to assisr them with their field \Vork. 

• The Directorate General of Livestock and Animal Health Service!-. (DGLAHS) NVS Task Fnrce 
agreed on a tiered training approa.ch for all local government veterinarians, including those who 
have received PDSR training. 

• The .:"JV S Ta~k Force also agreed to pilot the new approach with the rabie~ control programme 
in Bali. 

• Seven draft SOP:->, work tlm.v and technical guideline~ and training cunicula have been 
developed to train PDSR st<1ff in the detection and control of rabies as a pilot of the NVS 
concept. These will be tested in Bali and linked to PCE tn:.ining. 

• Avian lniluenza Bulletin Vol. 7, ln Bahasa indonesia and English. was produced and distributed 
to PDSR officers, laboratorie" and government office", 

A.4 Develop locally-realistic methods and communicatim1 materials for prevention and control of 
HPAI and other animal diseases of zoonotic and economic importance to enable communities to 
make infiJnned decision.« together and supported by local govermnen/ 

• Plans developed for biosecurity communication material based on experience in South 
Sulawesi. 

• Overview video of FAO Indonesia communication activities produced and 3hared with 
DGLAHS during Technical Briefing Meeting in DecembeL 

• \Vith the proposed changes in PDSR and development of NVS, the exi)ting communication 
material is being revie\vcd for relevance in the new system. Material on rabies in Bali is being 
developed. 

• Development of communication F.laterial for farmer~ to complcr.1cnt PVUK training is ongoing. 
• lntervic•Ned farmer/> and \Vorkers at commercial poultry farms in Central Java to get better 

understanding on the communication needs and methods/materials suitable fOr :::ommercial 
poultry farms. 

Output 8: Jmproved bi.osecul"ity and vaccination practices in commercial sectors 

B.l Provide specialized technical support to selected layer fOrmers to enhance production ejficiency 
and quality of layer va~·Linatinn and bim;ecurity mea.mre.\· 

• Farm profiling of six participating layer farm" was completed. 
• Farm tlock health status was te..,ted in collabmation with participating farmer", 
• Feed and \Vater samples \vere quality te)ted in collaboration \Vith p<lrticipating fanners. 
• Farm as;o;e)sments for each participating farm were completed. 
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• Meetings were held \Vith each fanner to identify their top prio,ities and a Phase I management 
plan was agreed to address non-biosecurity issues for each pm1icipating farm 

• As'!istance wa:-:. provided to each farm to irnpl-ement their Phase 1 management plan. 
• Ba'!eline bird and environmental sampling was carried out to determine the presence of H5-

subtype virus on each farm. 

B.l Support local government t-•eterinary and laboratiJTJ' .~·ervices to engage more effectively with 
poultr)• farmers on disease pret-·ention and outbreak investigations (PVUK programme) 

• PVUK teams were established in eight dh.trids from four province:-.. 
• The training module outlines and methodologies were agreed. The currit:ulum for three levels of 

training was agreed and modules were prepared for the three levels. 
• Ten PVUK trainees were given level 1 and 2 training in L<:.mpung and the remaining 30 

pm1icipants received level I training in Solo. 
• The ten trainees in Lampung commenced work and are being backstopped by the training te::m 

as they begin to implement the pilot project. Data collection forms were tested and refined to 
produce final format", 

B.3 Facilitate trial ofprirate sector-funded compensation programme 
• Agreed with ADPHl (Indonesian Poultry Veterinary Association) to include a private-sector 

compensation pilot a" a signature activity of the National Poultry Quality Improvement 
Progn:mme (NPQIP). 

• Met with GOP AN -associated broiler farmers to further discuss the opportunities and constraints 
to establishing a private-sector funded compensation programme. 

B.4 Facilitate got-·emment and industry to establish a functional public-primte partnership via a 
National Poultry Quality Improvemeni Programme, including regular Biosecurity Coordination 
meetings 

• Re'!ponsibility for ;.rPQIP development has now been assumed by ADPHI with USDA and 
fAO providing tc~hnical support. 

• Agreed with ADPHI to focus on five signature activities, including a compensation scheme for 
producer'! and a continuing education programme for poultry veterinarians, on "':hich immediate 
progress can be made in order to increase fanner supp011 and enthusiasm for the NPQIP. 

• Draft Terms of Reference (TOR) for Commercial Poultry Health Ma'>ter Trainers were 
developed. 

• The ~PQIP concept was discussed with the DGLAHS and is no\v fully supported by the 
Director-General. 

8.5 Evaluate effectiveness ofbiosecurity measures implemented by poultry producers 
• The bssdine collection of economic data on six. layer fsn11s was completed 
• A farmers· feedbsck meeting was conducted to discuss the baseline findings and to present the 

findings of production co~t dat<l an<;lysis and the overall productivity as,esc.;ment 
• The farmers' perception and decision-making study on the conn-:1erciallayer chicken production 

system was drafted. 

B.6 Facilitate design of local go~·ernment-implemented poultr}' farm profiling and eerti.fieatWn 
system 

• Twenty-four data managers., assisted in the training and supervision of 358 enumerators to 
collect profiling data nn commercial farms in the eight PVUK districts. Profiling information 
from a total of 11.130 farm): was collected and entered into district-level databases. 

• Draft map'i showing the di!itribution of poultry farm'i were pmduced for each district. 
• Vector layers were imtalled on the PVUK computers in all district!i and refresher training for 

data managers was carried out in all districts. 

B. 7 Asxist central government to monittJr commercial pmtltry producer ctJmpliance with avian 
influenw vaccination regulations 

• To complete this. activity, F AO ECTAD's Comr:1ercial Poultry Health programme is revieviing 
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the vaccine selection and vaccination practices of layer farmers participating in the programme. 

Output C: Improved HPAI surveillance and control along the poultry marketing chain 

C.l Support local government to conduct longitudinal surveillance and trace-back for HS subtype 
virus and HPAI in live bird markets, collector yards and slaughterhouses 

• Local government market ;.:urveillance officer~ (PSP) collected and te'>ted environmental 
samples from 260 LBMs every month in the Jabodetabek area as part of the live bird market 
surveillance programme. 

• A National Technical Advisor for Markel Chain Surveillance was successfully recruited. 
• The analysts of collector yard surveilh:nce and Lsrgeted research da!a was continued (Phase II). 
• A rapid field <L'-.ses.s.menl of the Semanggi Collector Ysrd in Central Java was. carried out. 
• The LBM database was evaluated to improve LBM suneillam:e in Jsbodetabek by holding 

meeting-; with the J<lkarta category B Animal Health Laho:atory and \Vith Data Encoders (DE) 
from LDCC Jakarta, Bogor and Serc.ng. 

• The new list of LBMs to participate in the surveillance programme was finalized. 
• A coordination meeting was held with PSP, LDCC and the Jakarta category B animal health 

laboratory to evaluate the implementation of LBM ~urveillance in Jabodetabek. 
• Rt'fresher training was comluctell for all PSP staff anti additional training of new PSP officers in 

J abodetabek \va,:. carried out. 

C.2 Support implementation of minimum standards of biosecurity and sanitation in selected live bird 
market ... , collector yard:-.· and ~daughterhow<es 

• Conducted field aso.;essment to introduce improved de<ming and di,infection (C&D} pr..;ctices in 
2l collection yanJ,_, l7 LBM~ and three vehicle C&D stations in Jabodt'Labek. 

• Conducted training on C&D practices and public awareness activities for cleaning workers. ;.md 
owners of 21 collector yards, 17 LBMs. and three vehicle C&D station~. Local Agricultural 
Dinas officials were also included in the trainings. 

• Distributed 41 high pressure washers, 163 metal cages a.s well as C&D tools and ICJateriab. tn 

21 collector yards, three C&D stations and 17 live bird markeb in Jaboddabek. 
• FAO supported local government monitoring and evaluation of market chain C&D activities in 

31 collector yard<.; in Jabodetabek. 
• Focus group discm,sions: were hdd at five LBMs in Jahodetahek to develop appropriate market 

rehabilitation designs. 
• The design and budget e<;timates were finalized for the establishment nf n.vo vehicle C&D 

stations. and the rehabilitation of five LBMs in Jabodctabck. 
• Training materials \Vcrc prepared and a schedule for collaboration with WHO and MOHon live 

bird market C&D training was agreed. 
• Two vehicle C&D "tation" were e~tahlis.hed in Beka"i and Bogor. 
• The construction of two rehabilitated LBM" in Tangerang was s:upervi..,ed_ 
• On-site refresher training was conducted for staff at 21 collector yards and 17 LBM~ previously 

equipped with high pressure washer machines. 
• R.xruitment for the National Engineer and Assistant National Engineer positions was 

completed 
• The DKI marker rcstructuting programme supported market C&D training and a food safety 

inspecticm wmkshop in accordance with DKI Jakarta regulation No. 511992. 
• Meetings were held with the West Java Agriculture Service in Bandung regarding an 

assessment plan for C&D activities and field assessments at c;J!lector yardsi slaughterhouses in 
high-ris:k areas in \Vestern Java were caJTied out. 

CJ Facilitate poultry market restructuring with emphasis on food safety in DKl Jakarta and 
surrounding areas 

• Assistance was provided in the adaptation of the Jakarta poultry F.Jarkets rcstntcturing strategy. 
moving towards an increase in the number of designated reloc<1tion I slaughtering centres. 

• A targeted public awareneo;;s campaign for the promotion of "healthy chicken meat" was 
continued via editorials in Jakarta news a ·rs similar to the rcvious semester and the ublicit ' 
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campaign in markets was continued. A co-m;Jrehensive promotion campaign for '·healthy 
chicken meat" was successfully implemented with consumers and traders in tw~l traditional 
market'i (Klender, November 2010 and Kramat ]ati. February 2011) 'ielling J.-Xmltry meaL 

• The market programme continued its clnse co\Jaho:·ation with the private sector and the local 
government administration in the development of adapted cold chain equipment and 
restructuring of distribution ch:.mneb, inducting the cold chain. The distribution channel from 
one of the five collection y;:cds/ slaughkrhouse'> to two traditional markets (Rawa Kepiting to 
Klender & Kramat Jati) was trialed this semester. 

• Technical suppmt was provided to local government to strengthen food safety measures and 
government structures. The national food safety expert assessed the "'ituation and fnnnulated a 
number of recommendation" for food safety and meat inspection improvement..; and tried them 
out during the pilot activity in the slaughterhouse and lraJitional markeL In February 2011 a 
worksho;> was held to validate the ::L,~e:-.~menr of the capacity of the Jakm1a Livestock Service 
staff and the law -enforcement structures on food safety and proposing the gradual strengthening 
of food safety infonnatioR inspection and law enforcement in relocation centres and traditional 
markets. 

• Plans for collaboration on the establishment and p:·omotinn d" relncation centres (cnllection 
yards with slaughtering facilities) in the sub-districts of Tangerang Kota, Tangerang Kabupaten, 
Tangerang Sclatan and Depok were downsized because ot delays in the implementation of the 
Jakarta poultry restructuring process and expected ;>rogramme budget constraints. 

C.4 Explore mechanisms to improve inter-provincial movement control out of HPAl high risk 
provinces 

• Recommendations were developed to renovate the Semanggi collector yard in Surakarta city in 
order to reduce the risk of viral amplific.:-1tion along the native chicken market chain. 

• A technical meeting wa.;;; conducted with Central Java provincial Dinas. and the Agricultural 
Dlnas and Market Dinas of Surakarta city regarding the epidemiological situation of the native 
chicken trade originating at the Semanggi collector yard and the high priority need to renovate 
the collector yard in order to reduce risk< 

• An initial meeting was held with Jabodetabek agricultural Dinas and DAH on improving 
Animal Health Certification (SKKH) for poultry entering Jabodetahek_ 

• Meetings were held with the West Java Agriculture Dinas in Bandung regarding an assessment 
[Jlu.n for checkpoint opemtion and Animal Health Certification (SKKH)< 

• In collahoration with DAH, a meeting was held with the mayor of Smakm1<.'. city to advocate for 
support for the initiativn of high-priority renovations to the Semanggi collector yard. 

Output D: Engagement with duck producers for improYed control of HPAI 

D. I Assess role of ducks in the epidemiology of HPAI in selected areas of Java 
• The Java duck i<.urvey was re-analy~ed. 
• The PCR test results produced by 1he DKl labDratory on samples from the Java duck survey 

were verified 
• The conclmions were completed and the draft final rep01t produced. 

D.2 Conduct duck vaccination ]wid trial in one identified high risk HPAl-endemic area 
• Further progre~s on this task is pending finalization of the Java duck study (Activity D.l). 

Output E: Sustainabl~ ''irus monitoring and vaccine d~velopment 

E.l Assist public and private sectors to develtJp a centrally-managed .\"y.\'/em /o monitor cirndating 
viJ·uses and sustain vaccine efficacy 

• The characterization of 244 H5N I isolates (total of 266 viruses) from 317 samples representing 
approximately 90 district'i predominantly from backyard chickens during 2007-08 was reported 
upon during the final OFFLU technical review meeting Oct 2010. This contributed to the 
ongoing effm1s to mnnitor field vi ruse"'. 

• Backstopping and ongoing support for the transfer of technology to Indonesia was provided by 
the FAO-OFFLU '>cientist in Octoher-Novee1ber 2010. Outruts included the following: 
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facilitating me-eting with DGLS, CMU, BP).1SOH, Pusvetma, FAO, OFFLlJ to discuss 
disposition of camlidate vaccine and challenge strains, the s\atm. of avian influenza vaccme 
registration in Indonesia and the provision of rever~e genetic-: constructs to fndone~ia: p-repared 
and conducted workshops for the laboratory network and the Final Technical Review meeting: 
meetings \Vith the DAH and other relevant government officials as needed and with partners for 
coordination of ongoing activities. 

• Labomtory Network meetings with bench-side \Vork \\'ere jointly nmducted (FAO-OFFLU 
/AAHL) for s-equencing (25-27 October) and ;>re-screen HI partners- { 1-3 Nove-mber) in support 
of the effort to monitor antigenic variation of circulating viru)o.es. Standardized reagent:-. were 
provided to all collaborating laboratories. 

• Vi:uses selected fmm the Round I national pre-screen re~ulh were -:ent to AAHL t~--.r parallel 
generi.ltion of antigenic and genetic data for capacity building purpose~ (Peb 2010). The DIC 
\Vate;; pn:xluced full panel antigenic cartography data on th-e;.,e 32 isolate~ with support from an 
AAHL scientht (March 2011). The DICs continued the pre-screening process, submitting raw 
data for the haemagglutination inhibition (Hl) assay conducted using cartography sera on H5-
positive fluids isolated thamgh their ongoing diagnostic activities. Round 2 analy'i)o, wa~ 
conducted in March 20 II. 

• Six Indonesian scientish particip-<lted m bench--:ide ~equencing training at AAHL during 
November 20 I 0. 

• The national OFFLU technical facilitator coordinated OFFLL' activities u.ith representatives 
from the DAH/National HPAI Campaign Management Unit (CMU) and other relevant public 
sector units and private sector stakeholders. Outputs included the follmving: receipt of letter 
from the- DG to release virus sequences characterized by the project into the- public domain: 
approval to receive the reverse genetic const:--uct viru-:es at the Pu-:·vetma la!A--wdtory: securing 
the material transfer agreement and ensuring shipment of selected viruses to AAHL; and 
a-,;.,isting in preparations for the workshops and meetings. 

• A proposal was received from the three sequencing partners on continued molecular sequenc-ing 
activities in addition to support of HPAI monitoring to include a more str.J.te-gic approach. 
communication and sharing of biologic materials between panners. This will contribute to 

recommendations on establishing the mechanism for sustainable virm: characterization. 
• A paper titled "Initial study of antigenic diversities of avian influenza virus H5N 1 in Indonesia 

ming reference anti'iera produced for antigenic cartography'' was pre'ientcd by a national 
scientist at the f\iational Scientific Confere-nce organize-d by the Indonesian Veterinary Me-dical 
Association in Semarang, October 2010. 

• A presentation on ··orFLU: Contributions towerd improved vaccine strain selection for 
poultry" was made by an international 'icienti'it in collaboration with OFFLU at the 1" 
International One Health Congress in Melbourne. Au;-..lrnlia, February 2011. 

E.l lncrea.\·e knawledge lif best pradicesfar avian influenza vaccination in poultry 
• The final OFFLU project technical review meetmg was conducted 28-29 October 2010 and 

recommendations were protluced including guidance on registration anti licensing for 
efficacious poultry v~tccine;.,. 

• Clearance w<:.;., received from the Director General to deliver the reverse genetics (RG) virm, 
seed strains. generated at SEPRL, to Pusvetma. 

• Following. a meeting on 5 November 20l0 facilitated by FAOIOFFLU. the DGLAHS informed 
vaccme 1-:1anufflclurers of Lhe availability of the candidate vc.cdne and challenge viruses ;-md 
invited them to retrieve the viruse'i from Puwetma and BPMSOH. However, these strains have 
still not been released, 

Output F: Coordinated and enhanced management of the HPAI control programme 

F.l Facilitate implementation of integrated HPAI control plan on one island where the HPAI 
situation is considered readily controllable 

• The analysis of the market chain network study on Bali wa)o. completed. This was the last piece 
of work for phase I of the Bali project. 

F.2 Stren then :.overnment ca acit to conduct veterinar ~-ervices trainin and conlinuin education 
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• The curriculum for communication and improved training skills for Master Trainers (MT) hm, 
been developed and was approved and nine modules were prepared and tested. Linked ro the
Improved Training: Skill:-. three Training of Trainer:-. (TOT) sessions (GPS, sample submbsiun 
and SMS gateway) have been developed 'iO that the \1Ts can carry out these training<; at the 
:novincial or district levels. 

• Three national MTs have developed TOT skills and a further four MTs have been trained in 
Improved Training Skills. 

• Three Naii{mal MTs have returned to Jakana and are learning how to develop training modules 
and have developed their abilities in module preparation and training. Two MTs in Bandung 
were given on-the-job support to improve their training skills. Data managers trained for the 
PVUK programme were supported to train enumerators in data collection. 

• A need has been identified for a training module on under:-..tanding data which will build skill:. 
in data analysi'i and culminate in Qmmtum GIS training for Pmvincial <md District staff. The 
curriculum for thi:.. training ha:. been developed and module preparation commenced. 

F.3 Improve competencies of local government decision-makers to mafUlge sustainable and effective 
HPAI control programmes and to promote understanding of the economic impact of animal diseases 
on livelihoods and public health 

• One Decision Makers' Meeting (DMM) for Yogyakarta was held on 21 and 22 Decemher 2010. 
The meeting underlined the fact that backyard chickens are the main livestock species of the 
majority of people in Yogyakarta and are kept traditionally a:<> an additional economic source or 
£L'> a !-.ource of animal protein for the hou:-..ehold. [n addition, there are still many traditional 
markets in the province selling live chickens or birds. 

• The meeting further highlighted the efforts made by the provincial ;md district Livestock 
Services (included PDSR-trained statf} in implementing effective HPAI control programmes 
with community participation and the need to implement more TEC activities to rai~ public 
awareness and to build off existing cor.1munity cadres I volunteers at the village leveL There is 
also a need to improve disease surveillance, comrol poultry movements in the market chain and 
build the capacity ofLive<;tock Service officers: (to be funded by local government). 

• The o-utput of this DMM meeting was u document !-.igned by local government decision makers, 
s.~1.ting that the :;;rovincial and district governments a;e ready with their 2011 and 2012 local 
government budgets: tn continue operational support of the PDSR programme_ 

F.4 Ass·ist central and local governments to design and implement a natUmal veterinary service 
strategy 

• The NVS workplan was compJc[cd and approved by the Director of Anir.1-al Health. 
• Guidelines on National Veterinary Services, establishment of Veterinary Authority and 

appointm¢nt of the Authorized Veterinarian were draft<Xi and the content has been ag::-eed in 
:;zrincip\c by DGLAHS NVS Task Force. 

• Guidelines for the Cont:ol Strategy for rabies, anthrax, brucellosis and hog cholera were drafted 
by the DGLAHS. l'\VS Task Force. 

F,5 Develop and integrate emerging databases into the national veterinary information s_vstem 
• The draft plan for the national animal disease surveillance system was completed. 
• Database design for a generic animal disease surveillance system was initiated, 
• \Vork on standardization of data collection to ensure compatibility of databases was continued. 

F.6 Pmvide technical assistance for establishment of local cold chain capacity 
• Inclusion of Bali in USAID-funded cold chain capacity strengthening activities wa:-: promoted 
• Technical s:upport wa'i provided for the cold chain TOT implemented by JSI-Deliver 
• ln collaboration with DAH/CMU and JSI-Deliver. a field a<.;ses:sment of the cold chain in Bali 

province \-Vas conducted. 

F,7 Increase public visibility of the HPAI conirol programme 
• FAO participated ln 1hc Indonesian Veterinary Medical Association conference and exhibition 
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in Octo-ber 2010, establishlng the programr:1e's booth and disseminating public materials related 
iO !he project. 

• The 2009 ECTAD lndone;<..ia Annual Repon (Indonesian version) db,tributed !o partners and 
government offices. 

• A Media Gathering on Market Restmcturing was held in February 2011. 
• \\·ork has "'tarted on preparation of the 2010 ECTAD Indonesia Annual Report. 

F.8 Provide operational support to enable implementation of the ECT.4D Indonesia programme 
• Service contracts \Vere ~igned with vendoP.> and pmtner organiLations to facilitate variou;<., 

project activities, including the establishment of four ck;:ming and disinfection stations in East 
Jakarta, Bekasi and Tangerang, renovation of two markets in Tangerang, laboratory testing of 
samples for )o.Urveillance activities and a publicity campaign to pmmote "A yam ASUH" (healthy 
chicken meat) in the Jabodetabek ared. 

• 355 IT equipment pack<Jges were procured and distributed to 29 pr0vincial live"tock service 
offices. 

• The renewal of vehicle registration for 632 motorcycles and 38 cars was initiated, 
• A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for testing of samples from layer tarms participating 

in the hiosecurity cos.t-effectivenes)o. study was signed. 
• In line v.-ilh technical activities undertaken during the quarter, project personnel were recmited, 

project equipment and <.;upplies ¥/ere procured and distributed and Leuers of Agreement (LOA) 
were signed wilh partner orgamm!ions. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period 

Output A: Sustainable surveillance, prevention and '-''Ontro1 of HPAI in yilJage poultry 

A.l Maintain~ develop and adapt local government prevention, passive surveillance and nutbreak 
control capacity for village poultry across endemic areas of Indonesia, prWritized by level of HPAI 
risk; manage a staged transition of costs to local government 

• Village empowerment strategies tn he developed for incorporc..tion into a modified version of 
PDSR that will evolve over the semeste-r to focus on improving passive reporting and reducing 
amount of time spent on active reporting. New and simplified reporting methods will be 
devel0ped to allow PDSR staff to work to empov .. 'er the village community to take a greater role 
in decision-making. Strategies to develop village decision-making skills will be developed. 

• Fourteen new PDSR staff will be trained in \Vest Bandung and 39 officers in Samarinda. A 
review of exi)o.ting PDSR coverage will be carried out to determine future need' for ongoing 
training. Twenty livestock service officer" in Papua will be given lntro II training. 

• Further DMMs will be held in Banten, West and Central Java tn discuss cnst-,haring. 

A.2 Strengthen the capacity of Puskeswan b)' integrating participatory diseases surveillance and 
response techniques; pilot system first in ten Pu.skeswan 

• Implernentation of PCE field training will be linked to the development of the NVS. Initially 
1hi' will take place m Bali 1o control rabie' anJ thi' will serve a:-. a model for other area:. 
affected by rabies that are included within the NVS programme. 

A . .l Increase local government Peterilwry service competency to detect, diagnose, report and control 
other animal diseases of zoonotic and economic importance in ~·illages 

• Eleven SOPs for the prevention and control of rabie<; will be completed and used in the NVS 
.:-abies eradication programme in Bali. 

• Sixty-nine PDSR 'taff will be trained to carry out vaccination, mpid respon)o.e and vaccination tn 
control rabies in Ball, 

• A system will be developed to increa'e passive reporting of su~pect rabies ca~6 and increa.'-.e 
the communities' under'>tanding of herd immunity amongst vaccinated dog), 

• PDSR Disease Transr:1ission Video will be transitioned to cor:1mercial poultry and PVUK 
prugrammes following further Jbcussion with the CPH and Local Govt'rnment team ...... 

• SOP, work:low and technical guidelines and training "\Viii be developed for detection and 
control of rabies as a ilot of the NVS conce t. These will be tested in Bali and linked to PCE 
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training. 

A.4 Develop locally-realistic methods and communication materiaL-. for prevention and control of 
HPAI and other animal di.~·eases of zoonotic and economic imptwtanL·e to enable commllnitie5 to 
make infonned decisions together and supported by local government 

• An overall communication ~trategy will be developed to pass information from central 
government to commercial farmers through the LDCC system. 

• Completion and distribution of IEC material as pm1 of piloting the NVS concept in Bali. 
• \Vith the propo:-ed changes in PDSR and development of NVS, the existing communication 

material wm be reviewed for relevance in the new system. 
• Development of communication material for farmers and farm workers to comple!Ytent PVUK 

training and the CPH programme. 

Output B: lmproyed biosecurity and vaccination pra-ctices in commercial sectors 

B.l Provide specialized teehuical support to selected layer farmers to enlumce production efficiency 
and qlUllity of layer vaccination and biosecurity measures 

• Meet with each farmer to identify the farmer's top priorities and agree on a management plan to 
address hiosecurity issues for each participating fann (phase-2 period). 

• Continue to assist each fann to implement management plan phase-1 and phase-2. 
• Sample bird:.. and environment to determine pre"'ence of H5-suhtype virus at end of phase 1 ;md 

2 periods. 
• Begin implementation study of farmer<;' perception<; and decision-m<Jking. 

B.2 Support local government ~·eterinary and laboratory sen·ices to engage more effectively with 
ptmltry farmers IJn diw:ase preventinn and outbreak investigatitms (P'VUKprogramme) 

• Complete final introductory level (level 3) training of pilot PVUK officers so they can formally 
be-gin to work us PVUK office-rs. 

• Conduct Knowledge, Attitudes :::nd Practices (KAP) smdy in selected districts as a baseline to 

later a'>sess changes attributable to PVUK activitic'i. 
• A pmject evaluation will he carried om to document the it"!lpact of the PVUK pilot and make 

recommendations for scale-up. 
• The PVUK databa'ie will be develnped and managed at the district level. 

B.3 Facilitate trial of primle sector-funded compensation programme 
• Further di:--cuss opp;.ll1unitie:.. to pilot a compensation sy:-tem with GOPAN-<b~ociated broiler 

farmers. 
• Identify early adopter farmers based on dis.:ussions above and initiate design. 

B.4 Facilitate government tmd industry to establish a functional public-private partnership via a 
National Poultry Quality Improvement Programme, including regular Biosecurity Coordi11ation 
meetings 

• Continue development of the :"\fPQIP document. 
• Hold consultation meeting \Vith farmers in collaboration \Vith ADPHI. USDA and DGLAHS. 
• rinalize TOR for Commercial Poultry Health Master T:-aincrs in collaboration \Vith ADPHI and 

USDA. 

B.5 Evaluate effectiveness ofbiosecurity measures implemented by poultry producers 
• Continue moni£Oring the implementation of the cost-effectiveness study. 
• Analyze data from study and begin preparing preliminary rcpon. 
• Meet the farmers and key stakeholders to share study analyses and findings. 
• Provide farmers with digital production cost data management system {database). 
• Continue moni£Oring farmer decision-making patterns and conduct preliminary analysis. 

B.6 Facilitate design of local government-implemented poultry farm profiling and certification 
system 
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• Funher training fo-r data managers on enco-ding the data generated by the PVUK officers \.\'ill 

be canied out. 
• Data manager;,; will be given "understanding data" tr<Jining to enable them to make be;,;t use of 

the profiling data, 

B. 7 As!.·ist central government to monitor commercial poultry producer compliance with avian 
influen:p vaccination regulations 

• Prepare re}Nrt to DGLAHS on findings of vaccination practices of farmers participating in CPH 
programme. 

Output C: Impnrn~d HPAI surveillance and control along the poultry marketing chain 

C.J Support local government to conduct longitudinal mrveillance and trace-back for H5 subtype 
virus and HPAT in live bird markets, collector yards {Uid slaughterhouses 

• Continue to support monthly LBM surveillance by local government in JabodetabeL 
• Conduct coordination meeting with Provincial Livestock Services of West Java, Jakarta and 

Ban ten. di"'trict!city livestock services <Jnd PSP in Jahodetabek. 
• Complete analysis of collector yard surveillance data (Phase If) once PCR result:- are verified 

and then design Phase III market chain surveillance based on Phase II findings. 
• Prepare training for Pha~ TIT market chain surveillance. 
• Conduct Phao;;e ITI market chain surveillance. 

C.2 Support implementation of minimum standards of biosecurity and sanitation in selected live bird 
market.o;, collector yards and slaughterhou.o;es 

• Conduct market C&D training at ten pilot LBlvh in collaboration with the \<10H-WHO healthy 
nmrkels programme. 

• Supervi~e the operation of the new C&D station~ in Beka:.i and Bogor. 
• Continue 10 develop C&D station design. budget esltm:ation and contractor selection for 3 

slaughterhou;,;es in Jabodetabek. 
• Develop minimum standanls guidelines for sanitation along the poultry market chain. 
• Support ongoing local government mnnitoring <:.nd evaluatinn of market elm in C&D activities in 

J abodetabek. 
• Continue to oversee construction >-vorks at Anyar market in Tangerang City and Bonang market 

in Tangerang Di~tricl. 
• Develop and supervise the bidding process and contractor selection tOr Parung Panjang market 

(Bogor district), Anyar market (Bogor city) and Kranggan Market (Bekw;.i city). 
• Conduct monitoring and evaluation of the implementation of cleaning day at LBMs in 

J abodetabek. 
• Provide documented lessons learned and recommendations to improve implementation of C&D 

activities. 

C.J Facilitate poultry market re.\-tructuring with emphm;is an food mfety in DKJ .Jakarta and 
surrounding areas 

• Continue to provide assistance in the consolidation of the Jakarta poultry market restructuring 
strc.tegy. which has agreed an increase in the number of designated relocation centres as a more 
accommodating approach towards the poultry operators. 

• Help identify and assess potential locations proposed by collectors and slaughterers that can 
become official relocation centers. 

• Continue to implement comprehensive promotion campaigns for "healthy chicken meat" with 
consumers and traders in other traditional markets selling poultry meat. 

• Continue to collaborate closely with the private sector and the local administration in the 
restructuring of distribution channels, including the cold chain; continue the trial of a new 
distrihutinn channel from one of the five collection yards to the tradition<Jl markets (Rawa 
Kepiting to four more traditional markets) and adoption of adapted cold chain equipment. 

• Continue to collaborate closdy with local government to strengthen food safety mea;,;ure:-: by 
ensuring the government relocation centres comply by food safety standards, develop training 
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;Jrogramme-s for meat inspectors and enforce specific inspection for the ma:kets and 
slaughterhouses. 

• Continue to a;..sist p-ruvincial government to identify alternative im.:ome-generating aclivitie;.. for 
;multry stakeholden who may become unemployed by the market re~tructuring programme and 
design support programmes accordingly. 

C.4 Explore mechanisms to improve inter-provincial movement control out of HPAJ high risk 
provinL·ex 

• Hold focus group discussions with traders and vendors in Semanggi collector yard once the 
requi:-.ite support has been obtained from local government. 

• Explore the po~s.ibility oi' establishing a poultry health monitoring system for all poultry 
entering Semanggi collector yard. 

• Conduct follow-up meeting<; with central and k1cal g<wernment on Animal Hedth Certification 
(SKKH) and field as.s.es.s.menl lo check points in Western Java. 

• Foilow up the agreement between FAO, DAH and local government of Surakarta city regarding 
Semanggi collector ya1·d upgrading plan. 

• Provide inputs to the local government of Weslem Java regarding checkpoint operatton 
improvement. 

Output D: Engagement with duck producers for improved control ofHPAI 

D. I Assess role of ducks in the epidemiology ofHPAT in selected areas of Java 
• Clear and circulate the final report to partner organizations. 
• Review the potential value and feasibility of AI vaccination of ducks in Indonesia. 

D.2 Conduct duck vaccination fu:ld trinl in one identified high risk H PAl-endemic area 
• Further investigate dec-ease in detected HPAT case'i in Yogyakm1a province during the 2009-

2010 inilu~nza season. 
• Reassess value of targeted duck vaccination rrial o-nce Java duck study and Yogyakarta 

assessment complete. 

Output E: Sustainabl~ ''irus monitoring and Yacdne d~velopment 

E.l Assist pub{it.,· and private sectors [(J develop a L'entrally-managed system to monitor circulating 
viruses and sustain vaccine ejficacy 

• racilitate ongo-ing Laboratory ~etwork meetings in support o-f the effort to monitor antigenic 
variation in circulating viruses. (May · Sequencing Network; Jui-Aug Pre-screening Network); 
and follow-up on the characterization of isolates selected based upon pre-screen data from DIC 
Wates a:-. part of the parallel data generation for capacity building. 

• Conduct "Communicating Science- Scicntit'ic \Vriting Workshop". 
• The FAO-OFrLU Scientist will continue to provide support to the ongoing (ransfcr of 

techn0logy to Tndonesla. ll1e next input'i are scheduled for July-August 2011. 
• Conduct workshop for improvement of laboratory data managern-ent including Excel, EMPRES-

i Asia and lnfoLabPius. 
• Assist AAHL to conduct workshop on quality reagent production at Pusvetma. 
• Expand pre-screen effort to partner labs (e.g. industry/university) with DAH approvaL 
• Develop a module for InfoLabPius to record and net\.vork all DIC results for the pre-screening 

and antigenic cm1ography (to be c:.~lled lnfolab Cartography) and provide training fm DlC staff 
in the use ofthi'> new module (contingent upon DAFF ~uprort for (nfoLabPius). 

E.2 Increase knowledge of best practices for avinu influenza vaccination in poultry 
• Confirm dis.po-"ition of candidate vaccine and challenge strains returned to Indonesia fm vaccme 

industry to develop updated vaccines. 
• Support SEPRL to provide a'i'iistance to MoA designated laboratories for the preparation of 

vaccine m<:stcr seeds from RG H5N I avian intlucnz::: constructs provided through the project 
and to provide didactic and on-site challenge test training for eflicacy and potency 
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determination to demonstrate efficacy and potency of vaccines for purposes of 
.:"egist.:"a!ionllicensing. 

• 1-acilita!~ works:hop on practical aspecb of vaccines ::md vaccination. Thb workshop will 
increase the knowledge of poult:-y veterinarians and industry rep:-esentatives on all practical 
aspects of vaccines and vaccination in poultry for lmproved control of avian intluenza. 

• Provide technical suppot1 for serosu:veiilance using homologous vaccine antigen and \Vates-l 
antigen and coordinate wirh -exi-,ting vaccination efforts when possible. 

• Prepare updateJ technical recommendations on vaccination s!ralegy baseJ upon rect>nl fieltl 
vaccine trials, continued epidemiological analysis of the disease situation in Indonesia and 
global epidemiological knowledge on HPAI. 

Output F: Coordinated and enhanced management of the HPAI control programme 

F.l Facilitate implementation of integrated HPAI control plan on one island where the HPAI 
situation is comidered readily controllnble 

• Write the report for pha'>e I of the Bali project. 
• Plan activities fnr phase 2 (intervention phase) of the project. 
• Develop the plan with the Bali authorities< 
• Start interventions depending on funds availability. 

F.2 Strengtheu government capacity to conduct veterinary services training and continuing education 
• Provide the rem<Jining 49 MTs with Improved Training Skill:- training and TOT training in 

GPS, SMS gate'i.vay and sample submission. They wlH then be able to car:y out trainings of 
PDSR-traineU sta(f at the local level. 

• Assist DAR to recruit more National MTs to partidpate in the in-service training programme in 
Jakarta. 

• Complete the "understanding data" modules, field test and begin field imple1':1entation. 
• Hold DMM in the ;mwinces of Banten. Lampung and East Java. 

F . .llmprove competencies of local government decision-makers to manage sustainable and e_ffectire 
HPA.l control programmes and to promote understanding of the economit-• impact of animal diseases 
on livelihood.v and puhlit· health 

• Revi~;e D\1M model to incorporate epidemiology and d1sease management training and NVS 
development, as well as the red6ignlng of lhe PDSR system. Conduct at least two newly 
de-:igned DMM" in the next reporting period. 

• Plan three DMMs to be attended by lm.:al government decision makers [representatives of 
provincial planning authorities (BAPPEDA), provinclal parliaments (DPRD I and II) and the 
Assistant Governor for economic development] for Lampung. Ban ten and East Java provinces. 

F.4 Ass·ist central and local governments to design and implement a natUmal veterinary service 
strategy 

• Revi:--.e PDSR :--.ystem to incorporate the NVS approach. 
• Complete development of PCE training module. 
• Implement pilot PCE !.raining in Bali province. 
• Facilitate meeting between MoA and Ministry of Internal Affairs to discuss NVS and lhe 

issuing of Joint Circular Letter. 
• Finalize Joint Circular Letter of Minister of Agriculture <md Minister o:-· Tnternal Affairs on 

Guidelines on National Veterinary Sen.-ice:.. 
• Finalize guidelines for control strat.:gy fo:- rabies, anthrax, brucellosis and hog cholera. 
• Develop reporting forms for rabies, anthrax. brucellosis and hog cholera. 
• Advocate with Local Government on National Veterinary Services plan in pilot areas. 

F.S Develop ami integrate emerging databw;es into the national veterinary information system 
• Complete version 1.0 of the database for the animal disease surveillance system. 
• Continue work on standardization of data collection to ensure compatibility o-:' databases. 
• Come1ence training on the new animal disease surveillance system in NVS pilot areas. 
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• Cmm:1ence field trial uf the new animal disea~e survei!lam:e system in ~VS pilot areas. 

F.6 Prm'ide technical assistance for establishment of local cold chain capacity 
• In collaboralinn with DAHICMU and JSI-Dehver. provide technical support for cold chain 

training to local government staff and capacity "trengthening in Bali province. 

F.7 Iucrease public visibility of the HPAI control programme 
• Produ:.::e and di"-ttibule 1he Programme'~ Promo11onal Vitleo Vol. 2. 
• Produce c.nd distribute 1he 2010 rAO ECTAD Indonesia Annud Report. 

F. X PrtH'ide operational support to enable implementation of the ECTA..D Indonesia programme 
• Facilitate service contracts and provide operation..'ll supp011 to activities, such as the 

establishment of three cleaning and disinfection :-.13tion~ in South Jakarta, We~t Java and 
Tangerang and renovatiDn of three markets in Bekasi and B0gor. 

• Complete renewal of vehicle registration') for project vehicles and motorcycle'-'. 
• Complete distribution of 355 IT equipment packages to district livestock service offices. 
• In line •.vith planned technical activities for the next quarter. continue to recruit project 

personnel, procure and distribute project equipment and ~upplies and facilita1e signing of 
Letters of Agree1:1ent~ (LOA) with pa11ner organization~. 

• Commence transfer uf OSRO/INS/604/USA project as~ets to government. 

.Main chaHcngcs encountered and response provided 
The most significant challenge faced this quarter was moving forward with timely implementation of 
multiple prog::-amme:-.. and close collaboration with and in support of, mrr government counterpart,,. By 
combining timely technical expertise with expe:ience facilitating cooperation bet\.veen the Government 
of Indonesia and the international community, as well as intra-governmental cOClperation, ECTAD 
Indonesia has been successful in making progre:-.~ in all major areas of the HPAI Control Programme. 
Specific technical difficulties continue to be encountered \Vith data management and diagnostic te;.;ting 
procedures in partner laboratories. As previously rep01ted, these difficulties have caused delays in 
finalizing analyses for target research on collector yard surveillance, as well as the epidemiology of 
HPAI in ducks. Better pmgres'i in this area can be expected with more focu-:ed technical support 
tailored to the individual needs of each lab~;ralory, a:-; well as a greater focui> on improving datu 
management pradices in general. Finally, the FAO programme is nmv facing the challenge of 
increasing the positive impact of activities, while faced with a 'iignificant budget reduction ror FY 12 
budge!. ECTAD Indonesia is working closely with the DGLAHS :md USAID to conduct a programme 
review and planning exercise for 201 1-2012, 'A'hich should enahle the limited fund~ available to be 
focused on those activities which will have greatest impact in terms of both H51"1 risk reduction and 
long-term sustainability. Consultur'ion on activities to be included in a new follow-on HPAI project will 
take place thi~ semester and a pwject document v.ill be drafted. 
Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes (from the start of the current 
project phase) 

Output A: Sustainable surveillance, prew.ntion and control o: HPAI in village poultry 
• Activities have been designed to inc:ease passive surveillance of HPAL As active surveillance 

activities will be redu.:ed, the PDSR and other local govemr.-.ent staff will he t:·ained to work 
closely with villages to encourage village-ba"ed solutions to HPAl prevention and control. 

• There is now strong commitment_ ~uppot1 and integration at the local government level (e.g. 
between the LDCC and provincial/district livestock services) in animal health and HPA.I 
disease control programme;; as a di:-ect result o:·rhe FAO project. 

• The PDSR programme has strengthenetl veterinary services capacity to detect and respond to 
HPAT outbreaks in village poultry throughout HPAT-endemic areas of Indonesia. 

• The LDCC system has enabled mo:e effective communication and coordination between 
cenlral and local governments within the highly decentraliLed Indonesian governance system. 

• Additional local governments have allocated funding specifically to suppm1 the establishment 
and operations of LDCC and PDSR activities, thereby contributing to sustainable disease 
c0ntrol. 
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Output B: Improved biosecmity and vaccination practices in comr.1ercial sectors 
• The commercial poultry health programme team ha'i built rappoct :md tru:-;t \Vith participating 

f;:lrmers. ensuring a healthy veterinarian-client relationship required for fm1her progress in 
improving biosecurity and vaccination practices in commercial sectors, 

• The understanding of the mle of commercial poultry production in the maintenance and spread 
of HPAI has improved. 

• The PVUK pilot programme has been deYeloped in close collaboration with farmer.;,. central 
and local govemnenb in order to improve communicalion aml cooperation between fanner<., 
and local government animal health service'i. 

• Databases pmfiling the commercial poultry farm~ in each pilot district have been estahli..,hed 
by district livestock services. 

• Public sector collaboration with commercial poultry producers has been accelerated_ In 
particular_ public sec"tor di~ase controller:; and intematinnal agencies are hoth more aware of 
the co1:1plexity of commercial poultry production in Indonesia and more engaged with private 
sector s1akeholders involvetl in commercial poultry production. 

• As a result of CPH programme activities, the HPAI Control Programme now understands that 
one of the key constmint.... poultry farmers are facing i:-. a very limited capacity to track and 
interpret their t~um's productivity and profit. Training and engagement activities are being 
adjus1cd to dircc1ly addrcs~ this fundamental need_ 

Output C: Improved HPAI surveillance and control along the poultry marketing chain 
• Test results from the DKI J<1karta category B animal health laboratory were distributed to all 

livestock services at district level throughom Jabodetabck to increase local government 
awareness and respon-.iveness to m:.trket chain contamination and veterinary public health 
issues. 

• A targeted research activity to test collector yard-bas.ed surveillance methnd'i to a-:sess relative 
risk of poultry production areas and poullry type was developed and :->:ucCt:''>c.ful1y ir:1plemented. 

• Improved understanding of poultry market dynamics in DKl Jakarta by !h~ public sector. 
• Increased p1ivate anti public c.eclor C&D cap:.tcity and increased implementation of C&D 

practices along the poultry market chain in greater Jakarta. 
• Critical \Veaknesses in the DKI Jakarta market restructuring preparations were identified and 

corrective measures propose-d and subsequently implemented by the Government. 
• A specific high-ri<;k poultry market system ha.<> been identi-:--ied as a result of prqject

implemented surveillance activities and is now being addressed with the relevant government 
stakeholders. 

Output D: Engagement with duck producer-. for impmved control ofHPAI 
• The database of duck 11ock:> developed from the study aea provides a sample frame for the 

prevalence study and other future activities to be undertaken in duck ~>O?Ulaticms by animal 
health authorities; knm.vledge of locations of high density duck populations is a critical :f-lrst 
step tu identifying critical control point~ for targeled interventions to control HPAL 

Output E: Sustainz.b1e virus monitoring and v2.ccine development 
• Development of a safe and efficacious vaccine for use in Indonesia 
• Characteriuttion of AI viruses circulating in Indonesia. 
• Increased capacity of Indonesian laboratories to perform antigenic and genetic characterization 

of viruses and analyse re:..ulb. 
• Improved collaO.mltJOn between Jndone:,.ian privale sector and public sector on field viru'> 

monitoring, 

Output F Coordinated and enhanced management o:·rhe HPAI control programme 
• The human resource capacity of local government livestock services has been improved 

through PDSR training and preparation of Master Trainers to lead training and continuing 
education activitie'> within the HPAI Control Programme. 

• Improved knowledge of factors associated with outbreak<; of HPAI in vH!age poultry to be used 
to inform and refine surveillance and control ~trategies. 
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• Critical control points identified. Data and suh:--equent analy!-.is leading to identificatiun of 
further points for disease contml enorts to be targeted_ 

• Significant improvement in technical capacity and management of local government human 
resources working m the field throughout aU known HPAI-endemic areas. 

• GuiUdmes f~lr !he impkmenlati~m of the NVS have been prep::tred by DGLAHS under the 
direction o:'the NVS Task Force with technical advice provided by ECTAD Indonesia. 

• The NVS approach ha:-- been maUe operational via the rabies eradication programme in Bali. 
allowing capacities developed by the project to be utilized for other major Indonesian public 
health prioritie!. in addition to H5Nl HPAI. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 03 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness 
for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza {HPAI) 

Reporting period: April2011- September 2011 
Country: Lao People's Democratic Republic 

Project title: Immediate lechnical assisrance ro strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 03 
Budget: USD l 000 000 (Phase 1), l 284 990 (Phase 11), 900 000 (Phase Ill), 800 000 (Phase IV), 
550 000 (Phase V), USD 372 000 (Phase VI) 
Total budget: USD 4 906 000 
Effective starting date: 1 August 2006 
Planned end date: 30 September 2012 
Context of the project 
The pmject a~sists the Government in responding to the consequences of a possib]e poultry disease 
epidemic that could not only cause serious damage to the poultry sector, but also cam.e serious 
consequences to human health and household livelihoods_ 
Objectives of the project 
The specific objectives of the project are to: 

• :.trengthen coordination of and support avian in11uenza (_AI) control policy development~ 
• strengthen risk-based surveillance for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in target 

provinc-es; 
• improve disease response capability: and 
• strengthen risk managemenr measures, inc1uding biosecurity measure." and cross-border 

movement. 
Planned activities 

Output 1: Coordinated project implementation and policy support 
• Continue the wee-kly meetings among the HPAI project starr 
• Conduct two backstopping missions: the first for a month in April 2011 and the second for 

three months from July to September 2011 
• Support bilateral meetings with Thailand and VietNam 
• Continue to participate in the discussion meetings coordinated by the National Emerging 

Inrectious Disease Coordina!ion Office (NEIDCO) ror the development of Zoonosis 
Collaboration Mechanism (ZCM) concept 

• Participate at the NEIDCO final wrap-up meering of lhe National Five Year Work Plan 
(2011-2015) ror emerging infectious diseases (EID) and Public Heallh Emergency 
Preparedness and Response on 21 April 2011 

• Participate in the United States Agency for International Development (US AID) Emerging 
Pandemic Threats (EPT) programme ti_w Lao People's Democratic Republic (PDR) on 26 
April 2011 

• Recruitment of an International Consultant o-n Veterinary Legislation for one month in 
June-July 2011 to assist the Department of Livestock and Fisheries {DLF) in completing 
the veterinary legislation framework based on the gap analysis carried out in phase IV 

• Organize final wrap-up meeting at the end of the project and develop and produce HPAI 
bookie! on the achievement of the project from phase I to V 
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Output 2: Strengthened surveillance and response 
• Participate at the Surveillance Working Group (SWG) meeting for sharing surveillance 

data and updating on surveillance issues "\Vith other partners on 5 Apri12011 
• Continue to conduct the second round of <.~ctive surveillance in ten provinces for phase V 

from 20 June to 1 July 2011 
• Recruitment of an International Consultant on Veterinary Epidemiology for one month in 

May 201l to provide recommendations on surveillance activities and data management 

• Conduct two training courses for outbreak investigation for the Provincial Agriculture and 
Forestry Office (PAFO) and District Agriculture and Forestry Office (DAFO) staff in the 
provinces of Xayahouly and Bolikhamxay in May 2011 

• Continue to support the Field Veterinary Epidemiology in Action training in Khun Kaen 
University of Thailand in June 201 l 

• Provide laboratory diagnostic training in Phongsaly province for laboratory staff from 
northern provinces in August 2011 

• Support two National Animal He<~lth Centre (~AHC) laboratory st<Jff to learn the 
laboratory management and operational strategy of the Blo-Safety Level 3 facility at the 
Virology Research Institule {VRI) in Pakchong, Thailand on June-July 2011 

• Provide necessary equipment and supplies for surveillance and rapid response 

Output 3: Strengthened risk management measures, including biosecurity improvement 
among the high-risk poultry populations 

• Conduct a workshop to review the pilot implementation of hiosecurity improvement at the 
live bird market (LBM) in Oudomxay province in April2011 

• Start the activities relating to the pilot implementation of biosecurity improvement in 
Luang Namtha province in May 2011 hy conducting: 

o training on biosecurity for PAFO and DAFO officers in May 2011; 
o training for markel manager, vendors and cullers/slaughterers in May 2011; 
o construction of stall at selected LBM as a prototype for biosecurity improvement in 

June 2011; and 
o moniwring of progress of pilot activities in July 2011 

• Organize training for LBM authorities and trader associations on biosecurity 
• Organize trdining workshop for the public and private sectors on poultry production and 

biost'-Curity measures in Vientiane Capital and Savannakhet 

Output 5: Strengthening capahilitie..;; to manage cross-border trade 
• Organize a scoping workshop in Vlentiane Capital in April 2011 w map out the domestic 

poultry value chain tD link with the cross-border trade for HPAI risk asses.-,ment 

• Continue to support a study to be conducted in Vientiane Capital to link the Thai cross
border poultry trade to in-country pouhry production profile and its market chain 

• Recruit an International Consultant for Cross-border Activities for one month in July 2011 
to prepare and supervise cross-border activities 

• Organize training to improve capabilities of border check points staff in July 201 I 

• Organize evaluation workshop to discuss the effectiveness of measures introduced and 
currently implemented at the border check points in July 2011 

• Make provision of equipment and supplies for border check points 
Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output 1: Coordinated project implementation and po-licy support 
• The International Operation Officer has concluded hi.-, five-month backstopping mission to 
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:.tssist in daily operation of the project from 5 May 20 ll to 30 September 2011 
• The project AI weekly meetings with staff tD discuss technical and operational issues has 

continued. 
• A no-cost extension of the project ending in 31 December 201 I was approved. 
• During project's no-cost extension period, project staff was reduced by 50 percent. New 

contracts until 31 December 2011 were issued for two National Cmsultants, one National 
Operations Assistant, one Administrative Assistant ami two drivers 

• The Team Leader (TL) and National Project Coordinator (NPC) pmticipated in the USAID 
EmcTging Pandemic Threat (EPT) meeting organized on 27 April 2011 to discuss the EPT 
work plan 2011-2015 

• The final concept on ZC:M as part of the National Five Year Work Plan for EIDs and 
Public Health Prepm-edncs.<> and Response was jointly developed by the human and animal 
health sector from the Government of L<.~o POR and development agencies 

• The Team Leader attended the Team Leader meeting in FAO headquarters in Rome, Italy 
from 9 to 11 ~·1ay 2011 

• The TL and NPC participated in the European Union Highly Pathogenic and Emerging 
Di~eases (HPED) project on anthrax organiLed by NEIDCO on 23 I'vfay 2011 

• The Final Joint Implementation Review (JIR) of the ~atlonal Avian Influenza Control and 
Pandemic Preparedness Plan 2006-2010 was undertaken fwm 6 to 14 June 201 I and FAO 
i~ the leading agency in Slrategy l 

• The International Consultant on Veterinary Legislation completed the one-month 
<c~sslgmnent from 16 June to 12 July 2011 to revle'.V and advise on the development of the 
secondary legislation under lhe umbrella of Livestock and Veterinary Law 

• A workshop on the development of secondary legislation under the Livestock Production 
and Veterinary Law was organized in Vientiane province on 7 and S July 2011 and 
artended by 17 participants 

• The project supported the participation of20 Lao PDR's. delegation to the bilateral meeting 
with Viet Nam on disease control and S<.~nltary and Phytosanitary (SPS) matters on 25 and 
26 August 2011 in Luang Prabang 

• The National Mid-Term Pri01i1y Plan for Animal Health (NMTPP-AH) document was 
cleared by the FAO Regional Office for Asia ~nd the Pacific {RAP), and the TL delivered a 
shott presentation for DLF .staff on 14 September 2011 

• One HeaJth symposium '.•,;as organiLed on 21 September 2011 by NEIDCO in collaboration 
with the World He<1lth Org<mization (WHO) and FAO 

• \Vorld Rabies Day was celebrated in Lm PDR on 30 September 2011 ami FAO supported 
DLF with 300 doses of rabies vaccines for free vaccination campaign 

Output 2: Stre-ngthened surve-illance and response 
• The second sampling of active surveillance in ten province-s (Vientiane Capital, Vientiane, 

Savannakher, Champasak, Luang Prabang, Luang Namtha, Xayabouly, Xiengkhouang, 
Oudomxay and Phongsaly) Yvas conducted from 20 June to 1 July 2011 

• The third Field Veterinary Epidemiology in Action course in collaboration with the Faculty 
of Veterinary Medicine Khon Kaen University (KKU) Thailand was organi?ed for 
ten provincial officers from 17 May tq R June 20 l I 

• Training on Animal Disease Diagnosis to improve the capabilities or 13 staff from 
provincial animal disease diagnostic laboratories of Phongsaly, Oudomxay, Luang Namtha 
and Luang Prabang was organiz{:d in Phongsaly from 16 to 19 ~1ay 2011 

• The lntem<.~tional Consultant on Veterin~ry Epidemiology completed the three-week 
assignment from 9 to 27 Nlay 2011 to review the active surveillance programme and advise 
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on data management and analysis 
• Training on outbreak investigation for HPAI ami other transboumlary animal diseases 

(TAOs) was organized in Vientiane province for 15 district staff from seven provinces 
from 2g w )0 June 2011 

• The TL and two National Consultants participated at the Surveillance Working Group 
(S\VG) meeting for sharing surveillance data and updating on surveillance issues with 
human health sectors and other partners on 27 July 20 II 

• An overseas training on labomtory biosafety for two laboratory staff member~ was 
conducted at the Thailand Regional Reference Laboratory Pakchong from 1 to 12 August 
201 J in order to support the management of the new NAHC's labor.1tory with a higher 
level of biosafety 

Output 3: Strengthened risk management measures, including biosecurity improvement 
among the high-risk poultry population 

• The construction of the protutype srall model for live poultry marketing as part of the pilot 
activity on biosecurity improvement al Nongleng LBl'vf in Oudomxay province was 
completed in November 2010 and the poultry vendors are utilizing the new staiJ since 
December 20 I 0 

• A workshop to evaluate the pilot activity on biosecurity improvement in Oudomxay 
province was organized on 25 and 26 April 2011 

• Training on the introduction of biosecurity guidelines for LBM for I3 participants was 
organiLed in Luang Namtha on 3 and 4 J\1ay 2011 

• The Biosecurity Expert from FAO headquarters conducted a three-week mission from 
31 t\"1ayto l7 June2011 

• Under OSRO/INT/805/USA no-cost extension projects, three activities were canied out 
o biosecurity training in Vientiane province on hand 7 June 2011 
o biosecurity training in Savannakhet province on 9 and lO June 2011 
o workshop on the development of biosecunty gmdelines for Lao PUR in Vientiane 

Capital on 15 and 16June2011 
• 3 000 copies of the manual on biosecurity guidelines for poultry commercial farm were 

prinled in the Lao language and 1 000 copies in the English language 

Output 4: Strengthening capabilities to manage cross-border trade 
• The International Consultant for Cross-border Activities completed the three-week 

assignment from 4 to 22 July 2011 to m;sist in strengthening the cross-border control 
capacity of Lao PDR 

• The second training worbhop for 26 staff at the international and national border check 
point wa~ organiLed in Savannakhet province- on 19 and 20 July 2011 

Planned activiti-es for the next six-month period 

Output 1: Planning, Coordination and policy support 
• Continue the weekly meetings among the HPAI project stafr 
• Process the Government of Lao PDR approval for the pha<;c VI nf the project 
• Extend contract of the national consultants and other project staff until 30 September 2012 
• Organize an inception workshop to formally start the activities of the phase VI of the 

project 
• Continue to suppon bilateral meeting \vlth Thailand 
• Participate at the NElDCO final meeting of the National 5 Year Work Plan for EID and 

Public Health Emergency Preparednes:>. and Re:-.ponse on 10 Ocwber 201 I 
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• Participate at the USAID EPT program meeting for Lao PDR on 23 November 2011 
• Develop and produce HP AI booklet on the project achievements from phase I to V 

Output 2::: Strengthen veterinary legislation for animal disease control 
• Recmit a National Consultant on Veterinm·y Legislation 
• Continue to develop the draft decree of animal and animal commodities movement and 

control and temporary seizures of animal commodities and animal quarantine 

Output 3-:: Strengthen laboratory capacity 
• Under EPT IDENTIFY project, two biosafety cabinets of NAHC laboratory which failed 

the testing conducted by Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association (APBA) will be replaced, and 
the delivery is expected before the end of 2011 

• Under EPT IDENTIFY project, a backstopping mission by the Australian Animal Health 
Laboratory (AAHL) expert is planned on 6 and 7 October 2011 

• Under EPT IDE~TIFY project, conduct .a training for DLF st.aff on the Llboratory 
Information Management System (LIMS) 

Output 4-:: Strengthen veterinary epidemiology capacity 
• Recmit National Consultant on Veterinary Epidemiology 
• Organize a planning workshop to supp011 risk-based active surveillance in high-risk 

provinces and longitudinal surveillance in one province 
• Conduct the first sampling of risk -based active surveillance in high risk provinces 
• Conduct the monthly sampling of the longitudinal active surveillance in one province 
• Participate at the SWG meeting for sharing surveil1ance data and updating on surveillance 

issues with human health seciOr and other partners 
• Provide necessary equipment and supplies for surveillance and rapid response 

Main challenges encountered and response- provided 
• Failure to report HPAI outbreak ear1y and insufficient outbreak investigation are still gaps 

that need to be overcome in order to improve the capacity to respond to HPAI outbreak and 
otherTADs. 

• The limited availability of national veterinary human resources is a constraint to the 
absorption capacity of the governmental services in the country. The activities can·ied out 
under Output 2 in phase III, IV and V of this project addressed some of the capacity 
building needed. 

• There are gaps in knowledge on the process by which HSN l virus enters Lao PDR and how 
it remains and spreads within the country owing ro insufficient outbreak investigation. 
Mon: evidence is being gathered through active surveillance, but this needs to be reinforced 
by the- :<.pecific socio-economic sludies planned on cross-border movements and value 
chains. 

• There is a very limited local capacity to manage and analyse data. The limited capacity of 
of an effective epidemiology unit at the central level and the heavy workload of the 
technical statl at the provlncial level have exacerbated the problem. Phase VI of the project 
should help to address this issue. 

• Legislative support to animal health control .still remains a challenge- although progress is 
being made in this area. 
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.Main progress made towards the achicYcmcnt of project outcomes 

Output 1: Coordinated project implementation and policy support 
• A proposal for phase Vl was developed taking into account the other related projects (i.e. 

EPT Identify, EU HPED, Asian Development Bank SPS). 
• The NMTPP-AH was finali7cd, cleared b_y RAP and presented to DLF for comments and 

endor~ement; It is currently in tbe process of being co-signed by FAO Reprc~entative .and 
the Director-General!DLF. 

• Six nC\v drafts of sub-la\vs/dccrees under the new Law on Livestock and Animal Health 
were developed. 

• The agreement on the slaughter of animals and meat hygiene inspection was signed by the 
MAFF and is in force. 

Output 2::: Strengthened surveillance and response 
• Letters of Agreement (LoAs) for two rounds of active surveillance between the proje-ct and 

the ten provinces were finalized. 
• LoA for laboratory testing of active surveillance samples between the project and the 

NAHC laboratory was finalized. 
• The implementation of risk -based active surveillance with similar design as of 20 I 0, but 

only in lwo s.amplings in phase V produced slgnificant results. 
• The global positioning system (GPS) tools provided by the project were utilized for 

recording the geo-coordinates of the active surveillance sites. 
• The central and provincial staff capabilities in conducting field surveillance were 

improved. 

Output 3: Strengthened risk management measures, including biosecurity improvement 
among the high-risk poultry populations 

• A prototype stall model for binsecurity improvement wa..'> successfully operating in one 
LBM in Oudomxay province_ 

• Biosecurit_y guidelines for poultry commercial farm for Lao PDR were developed and 
printed. 

Output 4: Strengthening capabilities to manage cross-border trade 
• The international and national border check point staff have a better understanding and 

awareness of the country's needs to satisfy the requirements of the SPS agreement in order 
to obtain the accession to the WTO membership. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 03 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness 
for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 

Reporting period: October 2010 -!\'larch 2011 

Country: Lao Peopk's Democratic Republic 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenlc Avian Intluenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 03 
Budget: USD I 000 000 (Pha-.e !), USD I 284 990 (Phase II), USD 900 000 (Phase Ill),. 
USD 800 000 !Phase IV), 550 000 (Phase V) 
Total budget: USD 4 534 990 
Effective starting date: 1 August 2006 
Planned end date! 30 September 20 II 
Context of the project 
The project assists the Government in responding to the consequences of a possible poultry disease 
epidemic that could not only cause serious damage to the poultry sector, but also cause serious 
consequences ro human health and household livelihoods. 
Objectives of the project 

The spec-ific objectives of the project are to: 

• :.trengthen coordination of and support avian influenza (AI) control policy development: 

• strengthen risk-based surveillance for Highly Pathogenic Avian Intlucnza (HPAI) in target 
provmces: 

• improve disease response capabili[y; and 

• strengthen risk management measures, including hiosecurity measures and cross-border 
movement. 

Planned activitie..'i 

Output 1: Coordinated pru.iect implementation and policy support 

• continue the weekly meetings among the HPAI project statl 

• extend the contmcts of the project staff until 30 September 2011 

• support the bilateral meeting between Lao People·s Democratic Re-public (PDR) and 
People's Republic of China 

• suppm1 the develupment of the Natiunal Five Year Plan (20 11-20 15) on communicable 
diseases organized and coordinated by the National Emerging Infectious Disease 
Coordination Office (NEIDCO) 

• suppm1 the United States Agency for International Develupment (US AID) Partners • 
meeting from 3 to 5 November 2010 in Luang Prabang province 

Output 2: Strengthened sun'eillance and response 

• continue to conduct the fourth round of active surveillance in nine provinces from 
29Novemberto J2December2010 

• conduct training for laboratory staff to improve HPAI and other basic diagnustic capacity 
in Champasak province in November 2010 

• Standard Opera.ting Procedures (SOPs) and sublaws/Jecrees approved by the Government, 
printed and disseminated 
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Output 4: Strengthened risk management measures, including biosccurity improvement 
among the high-risk poultry populations 

• construction of the stall at the Jive bird market (LBM} as part of the pilot implementation 
on hiosecurity improvement in Oudomxay province to start in October 2010 

• monitor pilot activities by project staff together \Vith the Provincial Agriculture and 
Forestry Office (PAFO) and District Agriculture and Forestry Office (DAFO) staff to 
follow up on the progress of the bio.se-curity improvement ar LBM in Oudomxay province 

Output 5-:: Strengtllening capabilities to manage cross-border trade 
• imemationa1 consultant on cross-border activities together with the national Project 

Director will undertake two visits to Boten, Luang Namtha province and to Kaysone, 
Savannakhet province to meet and liaise with PAFO/DAFO and the check point staff 

• organize training for .staff at border check polms 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output 1: Coordinated project implementation and policy support 
• The International Opermions Officer concluded his backstopping rnisslon to assist in daily 

operation of the project from 20 October 20 l 0 to 16 January 20 ll. 
• Continued conducting of the AI weekly meetings :.taff to discuss technical, as well as 

operational issues. 
• All contracts of national consultant and other project staff were extended until 

30 September 201 L 
• The Government of Lao PDR's approval for the Phase V of the project \Va'5 received on 

11 November 2010. 

• An inception workshop to evalu::~te the activities implemented during Phase IV and to plan 
the activities to he implemented during Phase V of the project was organized on 9 and 
10 December 2010. 

• The project team revised the 2011 work plan, based on the inputs during the inception 
workshop. 

• The Team Leader attended the Ecohealth Emerging Infectious Diseases Research Propo:.al 
Development \vorkshop in Siem Reap, Cambodia, from 18 to 22 October 20 l 0. supp011ed 
and organized by the Canada's International Development Research Centre (IDRC). 

• The Team Leader and the National Project Coordinator participated at the Tripartite 
Review Mission meeting organized by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Natlons (FAO} Environmental Anlmal Health Initiative Management for Enhanced 
Smallholder Production {EAHMI) project on 25 October 2010. 

• The Team Leader and the National Projeu Coordinator were in Bangkok on 29 and 
30 November 2010 to attend: 

o inception workshop for the Regional Cooperation Programme on Highly Pathogenic 
and Emerging Diseases (HPED) in Southeast Asia on 29 November 2010; and 

o closing workshop on Technical Cooperation Project (TCP} on Emergency assistance 
for Surveillance of Novel Influenza A Subtype HlNl Viruses in Pig and Poultry 
Production Seerors in High Risk Southeast Asian Countries on 30 November 2010. 

• The Team Leader delivered a lecture on the application of the One Health approach to 
control zoonoses at the Study Conference for One Health Master programme at Massey 
University, New Zealand, on 14 December 2010. This visit was sponsored by Massey 
University. 

• The Team Leader (sponsored by IDRC and the International Livestock Research Institute 
LILRIJ) and the National Project Coordinator (sponsored by the European Union) 
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participated at the One Health Congress 201 I in Melbourne, Australia, from 14 to 16 
February 20 11. 

• The Team Leader attended the 51
h Annual Regional Emergency Centre for Transboundary 

Animal Diseases (ECTAD} meeting for Asia and the Pacific in Bangkok from 22 to 
24 February 2011 and participated in the PEMS training on 25 February 201 L 

• The Team Leader and the National Project Coordinator attended the Preparation Meeting 
Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) Progr .. nn coordinated hy NEIDCO in collaboration with 
US AID in Vientiane on 28 February 2011. 

• The Team Leader and the National Project Coordinator participated in several discussion 
meetings for the development of Zoonosis Collaboration Mechanism (ZCM) concept as 
part of the National 5-Year Work Plan for the emerging infectious diseases (EID) and 
Public Health Emergency Preparedness and Response during February to March 2011. 

Output 2: Strengthened surveillance and response 
• A Fidd Veterinary Epidemiology in Action course in collaboratiun with the Faculty of 

Veterinary Medicine Khon Kaen University (KKU} Thailand was organized for 
ten provincial officers from 4 to 22 Octoher 20 I 0. 

• Training for Animal Disease Diagnosis to improve the capabilities of 12 staff from 
provincial animal disease diagnostic laboratories of Champasak and Savannakhet was 
organized in Champasak from 22 to 26 November 2010. 

• The fourth sampling of active surveillance in nine provinces (Vientiane Capital. Vientiane, 
Savannakhet, Champasak. Luang Prabang, Luang Namtha, Xiengkhouang, Oudomxay and 
Phongsaly) was conducted from 29 November to 12 December 2010. 

• The Team Leader and the Director of ;-..JAHC attended the Regional workshop on 
Surveillance Network Analysis Tool (SNAT) organized by the Agricultural Research for 
Development Centre (CIRAD} in Hanoi, Vietnam, on 4 to 5 October 2010. 

• A Zoonosis Risk Assessment worhhop was organized jointly by the \Vorld Health 
Organization (WHO) and FAO m VIentiane province trorn 27 to 2Y October 2010. 

• The project supported five follow-up outbreak investigations carried out by PAFO as part 
of the passive surveillance to Xiengkhouang (19 October 2010 and 29 and 30 November 
20l0); Xayabouly (from 13 to 16 December 2010)~ Phongsaly {14 December 2010); and 
Luang Namtha (10 January 2011 ). 

• The Regional Project Coordinator carried out two missions to assist in data management 
and analysis of the active surveillance~ the first mission was on 30 and 31 August 2010 and 
the second mission from 20 to 24 December 2010. 

• Under the TCP project on HI N I, the National Animal Health Center {HC) staff conducted 
training and cross-sectional studies in pig population in four provinces (Vientiane Capital, 
Luang Prabang, Savannakhct and Champasak} bcGveen 28 September and 19 October 
2010. Also bi-weekly visits and disease investigations to monitor suspected cases of swine 
influenza conducte-d in two province~ (Bolikhamxay and Khammouane) between 20 
September and 22 November 2010. 

• Under the IDENTIFY regional project, two biosafety experts from Asia-P::1cific Biosafcty 
Association (APBA) conducted tvvo missions to the NAHC laboratory to demonstrate the 
correct use of biosafety equipment:'> and ~upplies; the first mhsion was on 13 and 
14 December 2010 and the second mission on 26 to 28 January 2011. 

• One Department of Livestock and Fisheries (DLF) staff member was supported to attend a 
~hort training course on '"Veterinary Epidemiology in Action' under the Field 
Epldemiology Training Programme for Veterinarians (FETPV) from 17 January to 11 
February 20 t 1. 
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• The Evaluation and Planning workshop for HPAI surveillance to better understand the 
active surveillance plan, improve data and sample collection and improve coordination at 
all levels was organized from 3 to 5 FebruaTy 2011 and attended by 45 participants. 

• A field simulation exercise for HPAI ritpld response team was conducted in Xiengkhouang 
province from 7 to 10 March 2011 with a total of 48 participants. The risk communication 
activity in this simulation exercise carried out in collaboration with the Academy for 
Educational Development (AED). 

• The first mund of active surveillance in ten pmvinces (previous nine provinces in phase IV 
plus Xayabouly province) was conducted from 22 March to 2 April 201 L 

• Four missions were conducted by the national consultants [O monitor the implementation of 
data and sampling collection process by PAFOs and DAFOs during the active surveillance 
activitle.<> in ten provinces from 22 :\1arch to 2 April2011. 

Output 3: Strengthened risk management measures, including biosecurity improvement 
among the high-risk poultry population 

• The construction of the stall at LBM Nonglcng as part of the pilot implementation on 
biosecurity improvement in Oudomxay province was completed by 29 Novemhe1· 2010. 

• Tv~.'o project .staff together with PAFO/DAFO staff monitored the progress of the pllot 
implementation of the biosccurity improvement and inspected the new stall construction at 
LBM Nongleng in Oudomxay pnwince from 2 to 5 December 2010. 

Output 4: Strengthening capabilities to manage cross-border trade 
• The International Consultant for Cross-border Activities completed a two-month mission 

from 27 September to 26 November 2010 and submitted his recommendatiuns for 
improvement of cross-border capacity. 

• The International Consultant for Cross-border Activities carried out visit to Boten. Luang 
Namtha province from 9 to 15 October 20l0 und to Kaysone, Savannakhet province from 
17 to 20 October 20 l U to meet and liaise with PA.l'U/DAFO and the check. pomt start". 

• Training workshop for 2~ staff at the International and National Border Check-point was 
organized in Vientiane province from 9 tu ll November 2010. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period 

Output 1: Coordinated project implementation and policy support 
• continue the "'veekly meetings of the HPAI project staff 
• conduct two backstopping missions. first for a month in April 2011 and then for three 

months, from July to September 2011 
• support bilateral meetings with Thailand and Viet Nam 
• continue to participate in the discussion meetings coordinated hy NEIDCO for the 

development of ZCM concept 
• partlclpatc at the NEIDCO final wrap-up meeting of the National 5-Year Work Plan for 

EID and the Public Health Emergency Preparedness and Response on 21 Apri12011 
• participate in the US AID EPT programme for Lao PDR on 26 April 2011 
• recruit an International Consultant on Veterinary Legislation for one month in June-July 

2011 to assist DLF ln completion of the veterinary legislation framework based on the gap 
analysis carried out in Phase IV 

• organize final wrap-up meeting at the end of the project 
• develop and produce an HPAI booklet on the achievement of the project from Phase I to V 
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Output 2: Strengthened surveillance and response 
• participate in the Surveillance Working Group (S\VG) meeting for sharing surveillance 

data and updating surveillance issues with other partners on 5 April 2011 
• continue to conduct the second round of active survemance in ten provinces for Phase V, 

from 20 June to 1 July 2011 
• recruit an International Consultant on Veterinary Epidemiology tOr one month in May 2011 

to provide recommendations on surveillance activities and data management 

• conduct two training courses for outbreak investigation for PAFO and DAFO staff in the 
provinces of Xayabouly and Bolikhamxay in May 2011 

• continue to support the Field Veterinary Epidemiology in A-ction training in Khon Kaen 
University of Thailand in June 2011 

• provide laboratory diagnostic training in Phongsaly province for laboratory staff from 
northern provinces in August 2011 

• support two NAHC laboratory statTs to learn the laboratory management and operational 
strategy of RSI.1 facility at the Virology Research lmtitute (VRI) in Pakdmng, Thaibnd 
on June-July 201 1 

• provide necessary equipment and supplies for surveillance and rapid respcll1se 

Output 3: Strengthened risk management measures, including bio.r,;et-'Urity improvement 
among the high-risk poultry population 

• conduct the vmrkshop to review the pilot implementation of biosccurity improvement at 
LBM in Oudomxay province in April2011 

• start the activities relating to the pilot implementation of biosecurity improvement in Luang 
Namtha province in :\1ay 20 II by conducting: 

o training on biosecurity for PAFO and DAFO officers in May 2011~ 
o training for market managers, vendors and cullers/slaughterers in May 20 ll; 
o construction of stall at selected LBM as a prolotypc for biosecurity improvement in 

June 2011: 
o monitor progress of pilot activities in July 2011 

• organize training for LB:rYI authorities and traders associations about biosecurity 
• organize training workshop for the public and private sectors on poultry production 1md 

biosecurity measures in Vientiane Capital and Savannakhet 

Output 4: Strengthening capabilities to manage cross-border trade 
• organize a scoping workshop in Vientiane Capital in April 2011 to map out the domestic 

poultry value chain to link with the cross-border trade for HPAI risk assessment 
• continue to support a study to be conducted in Vientiane Capital to link the Thai cross

border poultr·y trade to in-country poultry production profile and its market chain 

• recruit an International Consultant for Cross-border Activities for one month in July 2011 
to prepare and supervise cross-border activities 

• organize training to improve capabilities of border check point~ staff in July 2011 
• organize evaluation workshop to discuss the effectiveness of measures introduced to and 

currently implemented at the border check points in July 2011 
• provide equipment and supplies for border check points 

Main challenges encountered and response provided 

• Limited early reports on HPAI outbreak and insufficient outbreak investigation still need to 
be overcome in order to im rove the ca acit' to res ond to HPAI outbreaks and other 
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TAOs. 
• The limited availability of national veterinary human resources is a constraint to the 

absorption capacity of the governmental services in the country. The activities carried out 
under Output 2 in Phase Ill, IV and V of this project have addressed some of the capaclty 
building needed. 

• Gaps ln knowledge have been identified regarding the process by which the H5~l virus 
enters Lao PDR and how it remains and spreads within the country, owing to insufficient 
outbreak investigation. More evidem:e is being guthe1·ed through active surveillance. but 
this needs to be reinforced by the specific socio-economic studies planned on cross-border 
movements and value chains. 

• There is a very limited local capacity to manage and analyse data. The ab-;ence of an 
effective epidemiology unit at the central level and the heavy workload of the technical 
staff at the provincial level have exacerbated the problem. Phase IV and V of the project 
should help to address this issue. 

• Legislative support to animal health control still remains a challenge, although progress is 
being made in this area. 

Main progress made tmvards the achievement of project outcomes 

Output 1: Coordinated project implementation and polic}' support 
• The project team revised the work plan tOr 2010 and reached an agreement with the 

Government on the schedule of implementation of the work plan. 
• The draft of sublnws/decrees under the new legislation Law on Livestock and Animnl 

Health Matters was developed and finalized. 
• The National Animal Health Roadmap (NAHR) for Lao PDR was drufted based on the 

inputs from the veterinary services staff. 
• The HPAl Prevention and Control Programme i.s incorporated into Strategy I of the 

National Avian Influenza Control and Pandemic Preparedness Plan 2006-2010 and will be 
further developed and expanded for the next flve years. 

Output 2::: Strengthened surveillance and response 
• LoAs for two rounds of active surveillance during phase V were signed bet\veen the project 

and the ten provinces. 
• The improved risk-based active surveillance design, which incorporated the spatial and 

tcmpoml distribution of HPAI and focused on duck species and LBM, was implemented 
and produced significant results. 

• The global positioning system (GPS) tools. provided by the project were utilized for 
recording the geo-coordinates of the active surveillnnce sites. 

• The central and provincial staff capabilities in animal v1rus intlucnza diagnosis were 
improved. 

• SOPs were completed and are ready to be used for control zones, culling, disease 
investigation in backyard poultry and commercial poultry farms and sample collection. 

Output 3: Strengthened risk management measures, including biosecurity improvement 
among the high-risk poultry populations 

• Practical biosecuri[y guidelines for LBMs. slaughter point and duck farms were developed 
with regard to the local situation. This was used as operational guidance for pilot 
implementation in Oudomxay province. 
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• A prototype stall model for biosecurlty improvement was constructed and operated in one 
LBM in Oudomxay province. 

Output 4: Strengthening capabilities to manage cross-border trade 
• Cross-border trade flows and their links to domestic poultry value chain \Vere mapped and 

documented for .<>elected borders, such as with China (Luang 1\amtha and Oudomxay) and 
with Thailand and Viet Nam (Savannakhet). In Phase V, similar 1Ktivity will be carried out 
in Vientiane Capital. 

• Legislative. support and technical inputs provided to revise the current decree on inspection 
of animaL animal products and other related products imported to and in transit through 
Lao PDR. 

7 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/l\lYA/702/USA 

Project title: Immediate technical a.'i."iistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI} 

Reporting period: October 2010 -1\<larch 2011 

Country: Myanmar 
Project: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly. 
Pathogenic A vlan Influenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO!MY A/702/USA 
Budget: !JSD 5()() 000 (Phase 1), USD 750 O<JO (Phase ll), USD 375 O<JO (Phase Ill), USD 150 
000 (Phase IV) 
Total budget: USD 1 775 000 
EffcctiYc starting date: January 2008 
Planned end date: 30 September 2011 
Context of the Project 
l'vlyanmar experienced four waves of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) outbreaks in 
2006, 2007, 2010 and 20 ll. The most recent, in January-March 2011, occmred in four separate 
locations and required the culling of O\>TT lOO 000 poultry as part of control measures. \Vhilc the 
Myanmar Government has responded promptly to outbreaks, the country remains at-risk from 
duck populations m which the VlfUS IS endemic. migrating wild birds ami rrade with 
neighbouring countries. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO} is 
implementing an integrated AI control programme. consisting of three projects with 
complementary acrivitle.s: OSROIMY A/702/USA, OSRO/MY A/801/WBK and 
OSRO/MY A/601/AUL. The programme IS being implementeU m collaboration with the 
Livestock Breeding and Veterinary Depmtment (LBVD) of the Ministry of Livestock and 
Fisheries. The report describes activities funded or co-funded by the project in the context of the 
ovemll programme. 

Objectives of the project 
The major objective of the project is to address the urgent short-term actions to strengthen 
l'vlyanmar's capacity to rapidly detect HPAI ami minimize ib spread. Specifically, the project 
aims to provide necessary assistance in: 

• strengthening HPAI prevention and control in ~lyanmar, pm1icularly the capacity to 
effectively contain the outbreak, including animal surveillance, collaboration and 
communication between the animal and human health sectors; 

• strengthening the capacity of the veterinary services at the field level; and 

• mobilizing stakeholders towards building a community-based rapid warning and 
response system to meet the challenge of an avian influenza (AI) outbreak in ?viyanmar. 

Planned Activities 
Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national level 
Activitr 1.1: Recruit an International Technical Advisor (CTA) to assist in coordinating the 
project implementation 1-vith the Gm'ernment. 

• The e-ntlre project tcZ~m wlll continue its work, and the project will support one national 
consultant fur Animal Health Management. 

Activity 1.2: Organize coordination meetings of the working groups related to HPAI comrol in 
animal'S. 

• The operational work plan for 2011 will be agreed upon with the World Health 
Organization (\VHO) and the Ministry of Health GvloH} on cross-sectoral collaboration. 
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• Two joint workshops will take place in the next six months. 
Activit_v 1.3: Support the review and revision of the National Strateg_v, Contingenc_v plan and 
Standard Opaatint.: Procedures (SOPs) related to HPA! comrol measures. 

• Ongoing review of SOPs on compensation and surveillance and outbreak guidelines. 
Activit)" 1.4: Support national stqf{ of LBVD to participate and give presentations/share 
h!fOrmation in international cm~(erences, meetint.:s or ~-vorkshops. 

• ;\io activities planned. 
Output 2: Strengthened capacity in HPAI disease sun'eillance and respOIL'ie at the field 
level 
Activity 2.1: Recruif an international short term consulranr (epidemiologist). 

• No activities planned. 
Activity 2.2: Surveillance Rapid Re:;punse Team {SRRT) refresher traininx courses unJ 
cooperation he!'.veen animal and human henlth sec!ors. 

• National consultants continue tD provide suppmt to the expanded surveillance and 
outhrcak investigation programme. 

Activity 2.3: Strengthen SRRTs on e.ffecti<'e investigation of AI outbreaks and response. 
• Ongoing implementation of a Letter of Agreement (LoA) providing epidemiology 

support to the expanded surveiJlanec and outbreak investigation programme. 
Activity 2.4: Procure necessary equipmenT and supplies for survei!lanre and response. 

• No activities planned. 
Activity 2.5: Support lWfional s!a.fl to participate in Re;;imwl Fle!d Epidemiology Trainin,-; 
Programme for \/eterinnrians (FETPV). 

• The two LBVD staff will continue their FEPTV. 
Activit)' 2.6: Support pan·ire and active surFeillance for the high-risk areas including wetlands, 
duck-rair;ing and border areas. 

• See 2.3. 
Output 3: Strengthened capacity in HPAI laboratory diagnosis 
Actit'ity 3. L· Organiz.e fuca! training b_;,: traint.>n previously trained overseas. 

• Ongoing on-the-job training. 
Activit)' 3.2: Conduct semi-annual proficiency leMing (PT) and quality assessment (QA) fOr 
serolotdcal and rapid tes/'s h_v linking n .. ational labs H·'ith the Australian Animal Health 
Laboratory (AAHL). 

• No planned anivitle.,_ 
Acti>'ity 3.3: Manaxe a local quality assnsment/qualit_r control (QAJQC) pror;ramme jfH the 
nntional laboratory network. 

• Ongoing laboratory :-.upport to the expanded surveillance programme and to the ongolng 
domestic QA/QC programmes. 

• Undertake field visits to the laboratories to monitor sample testing and post-mmtem 
examination. 

• QA/QC proficiency testing samples among laboratories in the country to be completed 
by the end of the year. 

Activit)' 3.4: Procure necessary laborutvry equipmen! and supplies. 
• Delivery of required supplies and equipment. 

Output 4: Enhanced risk management measures including biosccurity improvement 
among the high-risk poultry population and selected live bird markets (LBl\ils) 
Activit_v 4.1: Organize meetings/workshops among the stakeholders to discuss risk management 
for poultry production zone and cross--border trade. 

• Meetings and workshops will he held related to the Yangon-Mandalay market risk 
assessment and the production zone biosecurlty studies. 
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Activiry 4.2: Support acti-vities related to biosecurifJ-' improvemem in selected LBMs and 
production zones. 

• Finalize the Yangon-Mandalay LoA and implement stakeholder feedback meetings. 
• Finalize and begin implementation of an LoA on production znne/biosecurity. 

Activit)' 4.3: Recruit an international consultant (epidemiology). 
• No activities planned. 

Activity 4A: Conduct studies to assess risk along the poult!): supply chain. 
• See 4.2. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period October 2010- March 2011 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sector-ill coordination at the national level 
Actin.ty !. r- Recruit an lntenwtional Technical Advisor (CTA) to assist in coordinating the 
project implementation ·with tlu:' Go;·crnment. 

• The proje-ct team, including the CTA, the International Programme Officer <.~nd the 
national consultants. was ln place throughout the reporting period. 

• The project team facilitated a CSAID monitoring mission in December 20Hl The 
project team briefed the mission in Yangon and accompanied the mission on a field trip 
to Mandalay and Sagaing. The mission visited production zones, observed a duck survey 
in the tield, observed a township meeting of Community Animal Health Workers 
(CAHWs). met with regional LBVD officers and visitetl a diagnostic lab in Mandalay. 

Activit)' 1.2: Organize coordination meetings of the working groups related to HPA.I control in 
animals 

• The 6111 National Steering Comminee (NSC) meeting was held in January 20 II. The 
meeting reviewed progress and \Vork plans and provided recommendations for future 
actions. In addition to LBVD senior ofticials, staff from the Department of Health 
(DoH), \VHO, the United Nations Children's Fund (Ul'\ICEF), Myanmar Livestock 
Federation and Yangon City Development Council also participated. 

• The project facilitated the completion of a final dr<:~ft of the opewtional work plan on 
"Integrated Diseases Surveillance and Human and Animal Pandemic Intluenza 
Preparedness and Response for ~1yanmm· 2011-12" between FAO. \VHO and UNICEF. 
The plan describes activities and funding gaps for AI control for the next two years. 

• A joint animal-human health sector technical meeting was held in October with WHO, 
FAO and LBVD. 

Activiry 1.3: _}'upport the review and revision of rhe National STrategy, Contingenc.v plan and 
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) related to HPA.J control mcawres. 

• Guidelines on compensation were delivered to LBVD in October 2010 and di<>cussion 
within the Government is ongoing taking into ac<:ount the recent outbreaks. 

• Surveillance and outbreak investigation guidelines were drafted. 
• Contingency plan has been tested in the recent outbreaks, and suggestions for updates 

have been made. 
Actin.ty 1.4: Support national >;faj( (~f the Livestock FJreedinK t.md lleterinary Department 
(LBVD) to participate and J;ive presentationshhare in{onnation in imemational cm~ferences, 
meetings or 'rvorkshups. 

• LBVD staff participated in several international conferences and shared information 
related to the project. For example, the project briefed the Deputy Director-Generdl of 
LBVD in advance of the Federation of Asian Veterinarians Association conference in 
March in the Philippines. 

• The project provided technical support to the 2!)()9 FETPV trainee who participated in 
rhe One Health conference in Melbourne in February. 
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Output 2: Strengthened <.--apacity in HPAT disease surveillam·e and response at the field 
level. 
Activity 2. I: Recruit an international short term consultant (epidemioloxist). 

• No act},rities were f(Jreseen. 
Activity 2.2: Surveillance Rapid Response Team (SRRT) refresher training courses and 
cooperation be!H'een animal and human heal!h sectors. 

• Surveillance rcvlcw workshops were held in Upper and Lower :'V1yanmar in September. 
• Surveillance planning workshops \Vere held in lJpper and Lower Myanmar in December. 
• A total of228 LBVD staff were trained on outbreak response in March. 
• St<1ff from LBVD epidemiology and laboratory sections received training on data 

management in November. 
Activity 2.3: Strenf?then SRRT.;; on effective investigation of AI outbreaks and response. 

• Technical support \V<tS provided to the four HPAI outbreak responses. in January-March. 
The national commercial farm global positioning system (GPS) database established in 
20 I 0 was a significant source of assistance for the outbreak response. 

Activity 2A: Procure necessary equipment and supplies for surveillance and response. 
• Supplies for CAHWs training (posters, booklets) and sothvare licenses were procured. 

Activity 2.5: Support national sta,ff· to participate in Regional Field Epidemiology Training 
Programme .fOr Vererinarians (FETPV). 

• The 2009-enrolled FETPV trainee completed his final session in Bangkok and 
completed outbreak investigations and field studies on Foot-and-Mouth Disease (FMD). 
He presented the result of his secondary data study on HPAI outbreaks during the One 
Health conference in :r-.1e1boume. 

• The 2010-enrolled FETPV trainee finished his second session and conducted an 
investigation of the HPAI Sittwe outbreak. 

• The 20 ll-emolled FETPV trainee completed the epidemiology ~hort course and 
conducted an investigation of the Porcine Reproductive and Respiratory Syndrome 
outbreak in Mandalay. Further field studies and secondary data analysis related to pigs. 
and PRRS are planned. 

Activit)' 2.6: Support pas:~;ire and active surFeillance for the high-risk areas including wetlands, 
duck-rai'Sinx and border areas 

• The surveillance programme in 78 townships wa<> completed in March. 
• Epidemiology and laboratory support to the surveillance programme is finalized, and the 

progress report has been received. 
• Laboratm·y suppurt to the surveillance programme is finalizeJ. and the progress report 

ha'> been rc.cci ved. 
• The epidemiology activity improvement LoA is ongolng, and the progress report has. 

been received. 
Output 3: Strengthened capacity in HPAI laboratory diagnosis 
Activity 3.1: Organize local training b.v trainees prePiously trained overseas. 

• Ongoing through on-the-job training. 
Activit)' 3.2: Conduct semi-annual PT and QAfor serological and rapid teszs by linking national 
labs with AAHL 

• Samples. from the Sittwe outbreak were submitted to the National Institute of Animal 
Health, Thailand (NIAH) and AAHL, Gee long, Australia. 

• The project supported LBVD linkages with AAHL and discussed future activities with 
AA.HL expert:.. during their mission to Myanmar. 

Activit)' 3.3: Manage a local QNQC programme for the national laboratory nehvork. 
• Domestic QAiQC ro ramme is ononing. National consultant travelled to Mandalay to 
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conduct QA/QC on serology, virology and poultry post-mottem. 
Activit)' 3.4: Procure necessmy laboratory equipment and supplies. 

• Laboratory supplies (primers and probes, QRT-PCR, filters) were purchased under the 
project. 

Output 4: Enhanced risk management measures including biosecurity improYement 
among the high-risk poultry population and LBl\ls 
Activity 4.1: Orxaniz.e meeting•;/vmrkshops anwng the stakeholders to discuss risk mana.fiement 
.for poultr_t· production zone and cross-border trade. 

• The LoA on risk assessment in Yangon and Mandalay '-V<lS completed. 
• The LoA on risk assessment on lnlc and Ayerwadday was completed. 
• A feedback meeting on HPAI risk assessment study in Inle ami Ayerwadday areas was 

conducted in November. 
• A feedback workshop on bio.security improvement in production zones was held m 

October. 
• A rapid risk assessment meeting was held with district LBVD staff in Sittwe 1ll 

December. 
• An international consultant from the global project visited production zones in Yangon 

and Sagaing and LBM.-; in Yangon in March to review and make recommendation-; on 
biosecurity. 

• Several meetings with duck hatchery owners from Bago division were held in October. 
Activity 4.2: Support activities related to biosecurity improvement in selected LBMs and 
production ::.ones. 

• Several planning meeting were held for the design of a new LoA 3imed at improving 
biosecurity in production zones. 

Activity 4.3: Recruit m1 international consultant (epidemiologv). 
• No planned <1cti vitles. 

Activity 4.4.· Conduct studie.•• to assess risk alon:;;: the poultry supply chain. 
• See4.l. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period 
Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national level 
Activity 1.1: Recruit an International Technical Advisor (CTA) to assist in o.mrdinating the 
project implememation rvith The Government 

• Management team in place. 
• Three national consultants will be either tlinded or co-funded. 

Activity 1.2: Organize coordination meetings of the ~t'orking groups related to HPAI comrol in 
animals. 

• The 71
h NSC meeting will be. organized with participation from private sector partners, 

DoHanJWHO. 
Activit)' 1.3: Support the review and revision of the National Strategy, Contingency plan and 
SOPs related to HPAI control measures. 

• Review the contingency plan and SOPs in light of the recent outbreaks and conduct an 
assessment on outbreak management in backyard or duck farms. 

Activity 1.4: Support national .'.-ta..tr f.~{ LBVD to participate and f::ive presentations/share 
illfnrmation in in!t?rnarional cm~f"erences, met?tings or v.Ynks/wps. 

• F AO staff wi1l support LBVD staff as required. 
Output 2: Strengthened capacity in HPAI disease surveillance and response at the field 
level 
Activity 2.1: Recruit an in!ernational short term consultant (epidemialogist). 

• No activities planned. 
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Activiry 2.2: Surveillance Rapid Response Team (SRRT) refre.>her train;ng courses and 
cooperation between aninutl and human health sectors. 

• Finalize LoA on HPAI surveillance in Upper Myanmar 
Activity 2.3: Strengthen SRRTs on e.ffecti<'e investigation of AI outbreaks and response. 

• Conduct a workshop on outbreak response if there continue to be outbreaks during the 
period l'vfarch-Septembcr 

Activity 2.4: Procure necessary equipmem and supplies for xunei/lance and response. 
• Supplies for survei11ance and response will be procured 

Activity 2.5: Support national stc~fTto participate in Rexional FETPV. 
• The 2009 FETPV trainee will participate in an International Fellowship study tour. 
• The 2010 LBVD staff member will attend third session of the FETPV in Bangkok in 

August for one month and be involved in HPAI outbreak investigations. field studies and 
data analysis. 

• The 2011 FETPV will continue outbreak investigation, field studies and data analysis on 
pigs and PRRS. She will attend the two-month course session. 

• The project wllllaunch the in-country field epidemiology tr<1ining programme. 
Actit'ity 2.6: Support passive and active surveillance fur the hit;h-risk areas includinx "'W!tlands, 
duck-raising and border areas. 

• Finalize LoAs on HPAI surveillance ln Epper Myanmar, surveillance and outbreak 
investigation technical assistance and epidemiology activity improvement. 

Output 3: Strengthened capacity in HPAI laboratory diagnosis 
Activity 3_1: Organize local training b.v trainees prePiously trained overseas. 

• Ongoing through on-the-job training. 
Activity 3.2: Conduct semi-annual PT and QA fvr seroloJ?ical and rapid tests h_v linkinr; national 
labs u-ith AAHL. 

• Finalize the LoA on laboratury support to field surveillance programmes. 
Activity 3.3: Manaxe a local quality asscssmentlqualit_r control (QA/QC) pro;;ramme fl.Jr the 
nationallaboratm)· netv..'ork. 

• Domestic QA/QC programme is ongoing as part of the LoAs on laboratory and te.:hnical 
support to suTvcillancc (sec 3.2)_ 

Activity 3A: Procure necessary lahoratnry equipment and supplies. 
• Procurement of laboratory supplies (primers and probe~ for AI). 

Output 4: Enhanced risk management measures including biosecurity imprO\-'ement 
among the high risk poultry population and selected LBJ\ls 
Activity 4.1: Organize meetings/workshops among the stakeholders to discuss ri,'!k management 
fOr poultry production zone and cross-border trade. 

• Conduct small group training on blosccurity ba<>cd on the Tccommcndations of the cxpcTt 
from the global project. These trainings -..vi11 be conducted in areas that have experienced 
recent outbreaks, as well as other high-risk areas. 

Actit'ity 4.2: Support activities related to biosccurity improvement in selected LBMs and 
production z.ones. 

• Implement the follow-up LoA on pwduction zones biosecurlty improvement. 
Actit'ity 4.3: Recruit (./ll intenwtional consultant (epidemiofvgy). 

• Recruitment of a Risk Management expert to provide training based on advice from the 
expert fwm the global project. 

Activit.r· 4.4: ConduL"t studies to assess risk along tlu· poultry supply elwin. 
• The field studies to be conducted undcT the in-country epidemiology training programme 

will encompass poultry chain risk assessment. 
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1\Iain chaHenges encountered and response proyided 
The main challenge has been to provide support to LBVD in responding effec[ively to the wave 
of outbreaks from January-March. The emphasis of the project has b.."Cn on the epidemiological 
and reponing: aspects of the outbreaks themselves, while ensuring that lessons learned from the 
outbreaks are communicated effectively to a wide group of LBVD staff. The lack of a 
compensation scheme is an ongoing issue, and with the formation of a new government in the 
next quarter, this ls expected to be on the agenda. 

Previous to the outbreaks, the main challenge in the period October-December was to evaluate 
the effectiveness of the large-scale surveillance programme and determine the shape of future 
control and surveiJhmce strategies. 

The project's response to the changing situation ls to continue to focus more on the smallholder 
layer sector as the high-risk group and decrease emphasis on duck and backyard systems. 

1\·fain progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes (f"rom the start of the 
projecT activities) 

Overall, the project is considered to be progressing well, with a list of major achievements in 
capacity building. However, what appears to be an upswing in the number of outbreaks is of 
concern and this highlights the need for onguing suppott. 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national level 
There continue to be good relations with the Government. The coordination between the animal
human sectors has further improved with additional meetings, but further work needs to be 
done. 

Output 2: Strengthened capacity in HPAI disease surveillance and response at the field 
level. 
There is now a much better understanding of the epidemiology of HPAI based on the national 
duck survey, which was a major achievement. Added tD this. the national survei11am:e 
programme involving CAHWs was implemented on such a scale for the first time and offered 
valuable insights into the epidemiology of the disease and the nature of surveillance 
programmes. The national commercial farm database proved to be an invaluable tool, when it 
came tu responding to the outbreak.<; and identifying high-risk areas. Response capacity has 
developed welL In the recent outbreaks in Sagaing, it appears that the virus spread from the 
initial outbreak site through poultry movements; however. two more outbreak sites have been 
wel1 contained as of the time of this report. Repmiing of response activities has improved 
con~iderably. The. establishmem of an in-country epidemiology training programme b a major 
step forward. 

Output 3: Strengthened capacity in HPAl laboratory diagnosis 

The laboratory system is operating "\ve11, with recent outbreaks mpidly diagnosed and samples 
from field surveys being processed effectively. 

Output 4: Enhanced risk management measures including biosccurity improvement 
among the high-risk poultry population and selected LBJ\.is 
The LBVD now has a good understanding of the concept of risk and of the interaction between 
supply chains and disease spread. The LBVD has a better understanding of risks associated with 
LB:"vJs. The hiosecurity in production zones has increased. although further work needs to be 
done in this area. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/MY A/702/USA 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparednes.r,; for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza {HPAI) 

Reporting period· April September 2011 -
Country: Mymunar 
Projet..-1-: Immediate technical a%1stancc to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly: 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/JVIY A/702/USA 
Budget: USD 500 000 (Phase !), USD 750 000 (Phase II), USD 375 000 (Phase III),. 
USD 150 000 (Phase IV), 279 000 (Phase V) 
Total budget: USD 2 054 000 
Effective starting date-:: January JOOR 
Planned end date: 30 September 2012 
Context of the Project 
Myanmar experienced four waves of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) outbreaks in 
2006,2007,2010 and 2011. The most t-ecent. in January-March 20!1, occurred in four separate 
locations and required the culling of over 10{) 000 poultry as part of control measures. \Vhile the 
tvlyanmar Government has responded promptly to outbreaks, the country remains at-risk from 
duck populations Ill which the v1rus IS endemic. migrating wi1d birds and trade with 
neighbouring countries. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) is 
implementing an integrated avian intluenza (AI) conlrol programme, consisting of three projects 
with complementary activities: OSRO/MY A/702/USA, OSRO/MY A/80!/WBK and 
OSROIMY A/60 l/AUL. The programme IS being implemented Jn collaboration with the 
Liveswck BreeUing and Veterinary Department (LBVD) of the Ministry of Li vestm.:k and 
Fisheries. The 1·eport de:.cribes activities. funded or co-funded by the project in the context of the 
overall programme. The section on "Planned Activities for the next six-month period" fOllows 
the outputs and activities of the recently approved amendment, which extended the project to 
September 2012. 

Objectives of the project 
The major objective of the project is to address the urgent short-term actions to strengthen 
Myanmar's capacity to rapidly detect HPAI and minimize its spread. Specifically, the project 
aims to provide necess~ry assistance ln: 

• strengthening HPAI prevention and control in Myanmar, pmticularly the capacity to 
effectively co main the outbreak, including animal surveillance, collaboration and 
communication between the animal and human health s.ectors.: 

• strengthening the c.apaclty of the veterinary services at the field level; and 

• mobilizing stakeholders towards building a community-based rapid warnmg and 
response system to meet the challenge of an AI outbreak in Myanmar. 

Planned activities 
Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national level 
Activit)' 1.1: Recruir an lnternarional Technical Advisor (CTA.) to assist in coordinating the 
project implementation u'ith the Government. 

• Management team in place . 

• Three national consultants will be either funded or co-funded . 
Actit'ity 1.2: Orj?aniz.e coordination meering.Y (?I" the '<vorking group'i relarcd to HPAf comro! in 
animals. 

• The ih National Steering Committee (NSC) meeting will be organized with participation 
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from private sector partners, the Department of Health (DoH) and the World Health 
Organization. 

Activity 1.3: Support the revinv and re~'ision of the National Strategy, Contingency plan and 
standard operating procedures (SOPsj relaJed to HPA! control measures. 

• Review the contingency plan and SOPs in light of the recent outbreaks and conduct an 
assessment on outbreak management in backyard or duck farms. 

Activity 1.4: Suppon national s!ajj' of LBVD to participate and give prescntation~Ahare 
information in international crm(erences, meetings or workshops. 

• FAO staff will support LBVD staff as required. 
Output 2: Strengthened capacity in HPAI disease surveillance and response at the field 
level 
Activiry 2.1: RecruiT an international short term consultant ( epideminlogist). 

• No activities planned. 
Activity 2.2: Surveillance Rapid Response Team (SRRT) refrexher training courses and 
cooperatjon be!'.vee11 animal and human health sectors. 

• Finalize the Letter of Agreement {LoA} on HPAI surveillance in Upper Myanmar 
Activity 2.3: S!renf.:then SRRTs on e,_fjective investigation of A! outbreaks and response. 

• Conduct a workshop on outbreak response if there continue to be outbreaks during the 
period March-September 

Activity 2.4: Procure necexsary equipment and supplies for xurveillance nnd response. 
• Supplies for surveillance and response will be procured 

Activit,¥' 2.5: Support national stqfl to participate in Regivrwl Field Epidemiolvg,-;-· Training 
Programme for Veterinarians (FETPV). 

• The 2009 FETPV trainee will patticipate in an International Fdlmvship study tour_ 

• The 20l0 LBVD staff member will attend third ses~ion of the FETPV in Bangkok in 
August for one month and he involved in HPAI outhreak investigations, field srudie.s and 
data analysis. 

• The 2011 FETPV will continue outbreak investigation, field :..tudies and data analysis on 
pigs and Highly Pathogenic Porcine Reproductive and Respiratory Syndrome (PRRS). 
She will attend the two-month course session. 

• The project will launch the in-country field epidemiology training programme. 
Activity 2.6: Support pnssive and ac-tive :wrveillance for the high-risk ara1s including wetlands, 
duck-rajsing and border areas. 

• Finalize LoAs on HPAI surveillance in Upper Myanmar, surveillance and outbreak 
investigation technical assistance and epidemiology activity improvement. 

Output 3: Strengthened capacity in HPAllaboratory diagnosis 
Activit}' 3.1: Organize local training b)' trainees preriously trained m·erseas, 

• Ongoing through on-the-job training. 
Activity 3.2: Conduct semi-annual prqjlcienc)-' training (PT) and qualitv nssessment (QA) for 
serological and rapid tests b_-.,-- linking rwtional labs H:fth the Australian Animal Health 
Laboratory (AAHL). 

• Finalize the LoA on laboratory support to field surveillance programmes. 
Activit}' 3.3: AJmwge a local quality assessment/quality control (QA/QC) programme _{(Jr the 
national laboratory netv.'ork. 

• Domestic QA/QC programme is ongoing as part of the LoAs on laboratory and technical 
support to surveillance (see 3.2). 

ActiviT)' 3.4: Procure necessary laboratory equipment and supplies. 
• Procurement of laboratory supplles (primers and probes for AI). 
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Output 4: Enhanced risk management measures including biosecurity improvement 
among the high ri'ik poultry population and selected live bird market'i (I~BMs) 
Activity 4.1: Organize meetings/workshops amvng the stakeholders to discuss risk management 
fOr poultry production ::.one arul cross-border trade. 

• Conduct small group training on hinsecurity based on the recommendations of the expert 
from the global project. These trainings wiH be conducted in areas that have- experienced 
recent outbreaks, a<; well as other high-risk areas. 

Activity 4.2: Support activities related to hioxecurity improvement in selected LBI'.1s and 
producrion zones. 

• Implement the follow-up LoA on production zones biosecurity improvement. 
Activity 4.3: Recruit an international consultant {epidemiologv). 

• Recruitment of a Risk Management expert to provide training based on advice fmm the 
expert from the global project. 

Activity 4.4: Conduct studies to axsess risk along the poultry supp(v chain. 
• The field studies to be conducted under the in-cuuntry epidemiology training programme 

will encompass poultry chain risk assessment. 
Activities undertaken during the reporting period April-September 2011 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national level 
Activit_v 1.1: Recruit an International Technical Advisor (CTA) to assist in coordinating the 
project implementmion with the Government. 

• The project team, induding: the CTA, aml the national operations and technical 
consultants, were in place throughout the reporting period, co-funded by other projects. 

• The CTA attended a planning session in Rome in May 20 ll where plans were presented 
and discussed for the next year United States Agency for [ntemational Development 
(USAID) country proje-ct:>.. 

Activit_v 1.2: Organize coordination meetings of the working groups related to HPA! control in 
animal.'\ 

• The 7111 NSC meeting was held in August 20 ll. The meeting reviewed progress and 
work plans and provided recommendations for future actions. The meeting approved an 
expansion of the mandate of the NSC to cover all animal diseases and zoonoses. The 
~SC therefore bet·omes the "'Animal Health Programme Steering Committee" giving 
strategic oversight to implementation of the FAO-LBVD Animal Health Priority Plan 
(2011-15) through a series of task forces on specific animal health and zoonoses issues, 
including HPAI and cattle and pig diseases. The NSC meeting was chaired hy the 
Deputy Minister of the Ministry of Liv~swck and Fisheries. In addition to LBVD senior 
officials, staff from DoH, the Myanmar Livesto-ck Federation (MLF) and the Livestock 
Feedstuffs and Milk Products Enterprises {LFME). 

Activity 1.3: Support the revinv and revision of !he National StrategJ', ContingenC)' plnn and 
SOPs related to HPA.l control measures. 

• The outbre-aks in 2011 may have had :sOffit'- involvement of wild birds, and agreement 
was reached at the NSC meeting that staff with wild bird experience from the !'vfinistry 
of Forestrv \vould be involved in surveillance in two of the 20 ll outbreak areas. 

• Afler due consideration and discussion with FAO and senior government officials, the 
government will not be providing compensation to farmers affected by HPAI. 

Activity /.4: ,)'upport national stajj" of LBVD to participate and J?ive presentations/share 
it!formarion in international conferences, meetings or ~-vorkshops. 

• The project provlded technical support to LBVD staff participating in workshops on One 
Health {Thailand, 1v1ay and August 2011), laboratory quality assurance (Australia, 
September 2011) laboratory networking {Malaysia, September 2011). 
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Output 2: Strengthened capacity in HPAI disease surveillance and response at the field 
level 
Activity 2.1: Recruit an international short term consultant (epidemiologist). 

• No activity. 
Activity 2.2: Surveillance Rapid Response Team (SRRT) refresher training courses and 
cooperation behveen animal and human health sec!ors. 

• Project staff and staff from the central epidemiology unit of LBVD visited the 2011 
outbreak sites and gave lucal LBVD staff, health authorities and local authurities 
updated training on outbreak management procedures, funded by other projects. 

• The CTA made a presentation at a World Rabies Day event organized by the LBVD in 
September 2011. 

Activity 2.3: Strengthen SRRTs on efll'ctive investigation o..f AI outbreaks and response. 
• Project and LBVD staff provided awareness training to farmers in the 2011 outbreaks 

areas Juring four meetings in September 201 L funded by other projects. (see 2.2) 
Activity 2.4: Procure necessary equipment and supplies.for surveillance and response. 

• No supplies were procured 
Activity 2.5: Support national staff to participate in Regional FETPV. 

• The 2009 FETPV trainee travelled to Thalland in May 2011 to graduate from the two
year progrdmme. 

• The 2010 LBVD staff member attended the third session of the FETPV in Bangkok in 
August 2011 .and returned to cominue his secondary d.at.a an.alysb .and prepare final 
repons of the outbreak investigation and to design the field study. 

• The 2011 FETPV was in Bangkok for two months over June to Augu.st 2011. She 
returned and began her secondary data sludy on rep011ed outbreaks in cattle .and buffalo. 

• The project continued planning for the Integrated Disease Control (IDC) on-the-job 
training programme involving epidemiology, lab and planning staff_ 

Activit)' 2.6: Support passive and active surveillance for the high-risk areas in~:luding wetlands, 
duck-raising and border areas. 

• The LoA on epidemiology suppot1 to the active surveiJlance programme was completed 
in July 201l. Dnder this LoA, staff of lhe epidemiology unit conducted field trips lo 
support field activities and managed data generated from the active surveillance 
programme. 

• The reporting period is the low-risk period for HPAI, so only passive surveillance was 
conducted during this period. 

Output 3: Strengthened capacity in HPAI laboratory diagnosis 
Activity 3_1: Organize local training hy trainees previously trained overseas. 

• Ongoing through on-the-job training. 
Activity 3.2: Conduct semi-annual PT and QAfor serological and rapid tests by linkinf? 1wtional 
Jabs ~Fith AAHL 

• The LoA on laboratory support to field surveillance programmes was completed in July 
201 l. Under this LoA, laboratory staff provided field support to field surveillance teams 
and processed samples collected by the teams. 

Activit}" 3. 3: lvlanage a local quality assessment/quality control { QAIQC) programme for the 
national laboratory netv.·ork. 

• Domestic QAiQC programme wa'i part of the LoA support to surveillance, whlch was 
completed in July 2011 (see 3.2). 

ActiviT)' 3.4: Procure necessary laboratory equipment and supplies. 
• ~o laboratory supplies were procured. 
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Output 4: Enhanced risk management measures including biosecurity improvement 
among the high-risk poultry population and selected LBMs 
Activity 4.1: Organize meetings/workshops anwng the stakeholders to discuss risk management 
fOr poultry production ::.one arul cross-border trade. 

• A series of four small group meetings were held in August 20 l l to update information 
on border livestock trade, suppmted by other projects. 

Activity 4.2: Support activities related to biosecurily improvement in selected LBMs arul 
production zones. 

• Phms were made to hold small group meetings and trainings on biosecurity Juring 
October 2011. during the planned missinn of an international biosccurity expert \Vho 
would focus on production zones and LBMs. 

Activiry 4.3: Recruir an intemational consultant ( epidemiolflgy). 
• The project began recruitment of a biosecurity expert to undertake a mission in October 

2011. 
Activiry 4.4: Cn-tducr studies to assess risk along rhe poul!r:;.' supply chain. 

• The field studie~ 10 be conducted under the in-country epidemiology training programme 
will encompass poultry chain risk assessment. 

Planned Activities for the next six-month period (October 2011-l\1arch 2012): 
Output 1: Strengthened Planning and Cross-Sectoral Coordination: 
Activit_v 1.1: Support the Emergenc.v Centre f~;r Transbuundary' Animal Diseases (ECTAD) 
Country Team Leader and the team to provide inputx fOr planning coordination required nt 
country level 

• The project team will be in place, consisting of CTA, national operations and technical 
consultants. co-funded by other projects. 

• The Animal Health Programme Steering Committee (successor to National HPAI 
Steering Commiuee) will be held_ This meeting will incorporate the HPAI Task Force 
repon and give strategic direction on progress and plans. 

Aciivity 1.2 Supportlwiinnal and internaTional coordination related to disense t.·ontrol 
• The project will link to regional FAO programmes on animal health issues, through 

participation in regional \vorkshops, trainings and networking. 
Aciivity 1.3 Support in-country linkages herween puhlic-priwlie and animal-human health 
sectors relevant to HPAI control 

• The project \viii continue to link to farmers groups in the poultry production Lones and 
will link [0 the human health authorities through their involvement in relevant trainings 
aml through their participation in the Animal Health Programme Steering Committee 
Meeting. 

Output l: Strengthened laboratory capacity: 
Activity 2.1 Support improvement n( lnboratorv mmwgemcnt, including through technicnl 
adrice of inTernational experrs ro he provided through orher regional projects related to 
regional laboratory networks 

• The project will provide administrative support to international expert missions and 
coordinate in-country training and follow up <.~s required. 

Activit)-' 2.2 Support development of a laboratory QA!QC for HPAI, including through regional 
HPA! laboratm)' nef'ivurks and through support of sample submissions to an International 
Reference Laboratory as par! f~{ the projiciency te>.ting 

• Samples will be submitted according to the advice received from regional projects 
• The project will support improved data management of domestic QA/QC activitie-s and 

progress. 
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Activity 2.3 Procurement of necessary fahorarnry equipment and supplies fOr HPAI acth·ities 
as necessa1•: 

• Requirements for supplies and equipment will be reviewed and procured as necessary. 
Output 3: Strengthened disease control management capacity: 
Activity 3.1 S'upport regional veterinary epidemiology trainees through in-country training 
and field work 

• The 2010 trainee will complete the secondary data and outbreak investigation studies 
and present a poster on the outbreak investigation at an international conference in the 
United States in December 201 L 

• The 2011 trainee will continue her secondary data study and finalize the field study 
plans. 

• The project team will provide ongoing support to the FETPV trainees for field trips and 
technical meetings in conjunction with the in-country mentor 

Activity 3.2 S'upport Integrated Disease Control Training Pmgramme (JDC-TP) in M_vanmar, 
encompassinx application of epidemiology, suppl_v chain and institutional aspects 10 field 
disease control 

• The project will formalize the IDC-TP for endorsement by both the LBVD and the 
Animal Health Programme Steering Committee 

Activit_v 3.3 Support risk-based biosecurity and surveillance activities 
• The project wl11 provide updated HPAI reporting and outbreak management training to 

LBVD staff in high-ris.k areas, and thi3 will be followed up by training to key 
stakeholder groups including fanners, traders and private veterinarians as required. 

• Project and LB V D staff will conduct mission~ to 20 ll outbreaks areas for specific active 
surveillance in November-December 2011, m, the high-risk season approache~. 

• An international biosecurity expt'-rt will make a two-week mis3ion to Myanmar in 
October 2011 to visit LBMs and production zones and provide training on disinfection 
practices. 

• Training on disinfection practice:.. and other biosecurity practices will be provided to 
farme1-s, zone committee as a follow-up to the hiosecurity expert mission. 

• The project will link to the global biosecurity projec{ to upgrade key infrastructure at the 
LBM in Yangon and at [he largest poultry production zone in Sagaing. 

Activitr 3.4 Support res.ponxe activities 
• In the event of outbreaks, the project will provide support for uutbreak investigations <'lml 

management of data arising from the outbreak and for follow-up on biosecurity issues . 

. Main challenges encountered and response provided 
Challenges to project implementation were related to the general context of Myanmar during the 
reporting pe1iod, the sectoral context and to some particular issues related to HPAI control. In 
the g.eneral context, political changes brought new institutional arrangements to which LBVD 
had ro adapL At a sectoral level, the outbreak of PRRS in pigs challenged the capacity of 
LBVD, as it is a new disease for the country and control policies .and progrdmmes needed to be 
rapidly developed. With respect to HPAI, after lengthy discussions with LBVD, it was de-cided 
by the Government that a compensation scheme would not be established. In terms of disease 
risk in the farming systems prevalent in Myanmar, the question remains as to the extent that 
ducks pose a threat to chicken flocks or humans and under which conditions the threat can 
increase. Also, the possibility tha[ wild birds were the source of the virus in the first outbreak 
(on the Bay of BengaL isolated from the rest of Myanmar, and in areas where ducks had 
previously been found robe .seronegative) raised the challenge of how to engage with agencies 
dealing wilh wild birds. The significance of the appearance of Clade 2.3.2 as potelllially the 
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dominant str<Jin in Myanmar is yet to he determined. Functional linkages with the human health 
sector are a challenge. Given that the last human case was in 2007, and that there have heen 
relatively few outbreaks since that year, maintaining a close linkage based only on HPAI is not 
easy. The linkages established under the HPAI programme were, however, invaluable when 
HIN I appeared as a pandemic stmin in 2009. as they can be activated quickly when required. 
The mutual understanding between the t\VO sectors was improved. 
1\1ain progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes (f"rom the start of the 
pn~iecl activities) 

Overall, the project is considered to be progressing well, with a list of major achie.vements in 
capacity building. However, what appears to be an upswing in the number of outbreaks is of 
concern, and this highlights the need for ongoing suppm1. 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national level 
There continue to be good relations with the Government. The coordination bet\.veen the animal
human sectors has further improved with additional meetings, but further work needs to be 
undertaken. 

Output 2: Strengthened capacity in HPAI disease surYcillance and response at the field 
le-vel 
There. is now a much better understanding of the epidemiology of HPAI based on the national 
duck survey and national surveillance programme, both of which were major achievements. The 
national commercial farm database proved to be an invaluable tool in responding to the 
outbreaks and identifying high-risk areas. Response capacity has developed v.·ell. In the recent 
outbreaks in Sagaing, it appears that the virus spread from the initial outbreak site through 
poultry movements: however, two more outbreak sites have been well contained as of the time 
of this report. Reporting of response activities has improved considerably. The establishment of 
an in-country IDC-TP is a major step forward. 

Output 3: Strengthened capacity in HPAIIaboratory diagnosis 

The laboratory system is operating \.VeiL with recent outbreaks rapidly diagnosed and samples 
from field surveys being processed effectively. 

Output 4: Enhanced risk management measures including biosccurity improvement 
among the high-risk poultry population and selected LBI\tls 
The LBVD now has a good understanding of the concept of risk and of the interaction between 
supply chains and disease spread. The LBVD has a better understanding of risks associated with 
LB::Y1s. The binsecurity in production zones has increased. C~lthough further work ne~tls tD be 
undertaken in !his area. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/605/USA Baby 03 
Project Title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergenc_y preparedness for 

Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPA[) 

- -Reporting period' April September 'OJ I 
Country: Nepal 
Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenic A vlan Influenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/RAS/605/USA Baby 03 
Budget: CSD 965 000 (Phases I-IV) and USD 250 000 (Phase V) 
Total budget: USD I 215 000 
Effective Starting Date: 1 October 2006 
Planned End Date: 30 September 2012 
Context of the Project 

The project is addressing the short- and medium-term actions of the Government of Nepal 
required to strengthen its capacity in preventing the introduction of Highly Pathogenic Avian 
Influenza (HPAI) and minimize its spread in the event of its occunence. During the first qumier 
of 2009. the first outbreaks in Nepal were recorded. After a disease-free period of ten months, 
multiple outbreaks occmTed during the pe-riod or January Lo March 20l0. In contrast to the 
previous year, the 2010 outbreaks were attributed to clade 2.3.2 of the H5Nl virus, previously 
unrecorded in South Asia, suggesting an introduction through infected mig1·ating wildfowL rather 
than a cross-border one. ln October 2010. the dade 2.3.2 VIrUS reappeared in a previously 
infected district, indicating its persistence in reservoir species. The Government's resources, 
including those provided by international donors, have been severely stretched. The project has 
provided essential c~apacity building for preparedness and response. However, the scenario of 
declining international support for HPAI control is alarming. coupled with an increasing danger 
of the disease becoming endemic in Nepal, with negative consequences for !he livelihoods of 
smallholder farmers and the control efforts of neighbouring countries. 

Objectives of the Project 

The project has assisted the Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives (MOAC) m the 
implementation of the National Contingency Plan for HPAL The main objective of the project is 
to contribute to rural development in the country by preventing and controlling the detrimental 
consequences of HPAI and raislng awareness of other emerging infectlous diseases in poultry. 
Tile expected outcome of the project is to create an effective mechanism for planning and 
coordination across se-ctors and key stakeholders involved in HPAI control activities, pat1icularly 
with the United States Agency ror lnlernational Development (USAID)-supported projects in 
Nepal and the South and Southeast Asia region. 
Planned acth'ities for April2011- September 2011 

Output 1: Support the Department of Livestock Services (DLS) in planning~ coordinating 
and managing strategies to preven~ control and eliminate outbreaks of HPAL 

Activit.t·l./. Conduo regular meeting5 1-·rith DLS and ]l.fOAC. 

• Continue close collaboration with DLS and its relevant directorates. Changing 
epidemiological status of HPAT in Nepal may h::1vc an impact on the currently adopted 
measures for early detection and rapid response, such that standard operating procedures 
(SOPs) and the existing lt'-gal framework may need to be upda!ed. 

Activity 1 .2. Maintain and further develop linkages 'rvith all mdan influenza fAI)-related projects 
opemring in Nepal. 

• Maintain contacts with AI-related initiatives and possible future Asian Development 
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Bank (ADB)-fundcd Technical Assistance (TA) projects. The major funding source for 
the govemment interventions in the field of AI controL the World Bank-funded Avian 
Influerrza Control Project (AICP) conclude:-.. in July 2011. No other Al-specific projects 
are extant at this time. or envisaged in the midtenn. As the disease is now well 
entrenched in Nepal, there is a concern over future support to this sector. Some support 
may become available through programmes dedicated to emerging pandemic threat~ 
(EPT), such as the CSAID EPT programme, and the Highly Pathogenic Emerging and 
Re-emerging Animal Diseases (HPED) project funded by the European Union (EU). 

Activiry 1.3. Adrise and supporr the DLS in planning and implemenTing AJ-related ac!ivities 
through cm!f"erences, meetings and seminars. 

• Conduct three workshops in the period June-August 2011 to examine the progress made 
on the prevention of HPAI and other emerging disease:-.., the gaps remaining and the way 
ahead as part of the process of project conclusion and handover. 

Activiry 1 .4. Update and distribute relevant AI documenTation, bulletins and reports including 
updated compendium of AI documents. 

• Complete the updating and translation of the final edition of the compendium of key AI 
documents to produce and distribute to the target audience. 

Output 2: Strengthen HPAI emergency preparedness and response capacity in ~epal. 

Activit)' 2.1. Review the AI s!rateg)' and SOPs !o keep up-Io-date "vith the clumging disease 
situation in the country and in the region and lessons learned from previous outbreaks. 

• Encourage further debate on this issue through working group meetings and relevant 
workshops. The re-occmrence of HPAI owing to H5Nl clade 2.3.2 after a gap of seven 
months suggests that the virus is established in at least some parts of Nepal, most 
probably with ducks acting as a reservoir species. Efforts should be made ro confirm this 
~ituation, and initial result:.; of a duck antibody survey are already lending support to this 
hypothesis. This has major implications for targeted surveilhmce and disease risk 
management. 

Activity 2.2. RRT to field stttff in high/medium risk districts. 
• Organize two further training sessions in order ro maintain the outbreak response 

capacity and a•.;sist in the disease detection efforts. 

Activit)' 2.3. Plan, train, condu£"f ami evaluate a further simulation exercise. 
• Complete the final AI outbreak simulation exercise during the next semester. 

Activit)' 2.4. Encourage and guide the development vf" the emergency disease investigation 
concept. 

• Develop a more strucrured approach with the Directorare of Animal Health (DAH). The 
Department has been slow in adopting this concept, but now greater emphasis is given to 

this area. 

Output 3: Strengthen disease surveillance. 

Activity 3.!. Enha11ce surveillance in high-risk zones. 
• Continue as planned for the remaining month of !he high-ri:.k period and evaluate the 

outcome and performance of the programme. Address the ways in which known 
weaknesses in the implemenhltion of the programme may he overcome, whi1e at the same 
time ~eeking to increase its efficiency by making il more ~ustainable without losing 
effectiveness. 

Activit)' 3.2. Surveillance in br(!Jer .zones around migrator_v bird stop-over points, markets and 
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resident duck population<.-. 
• Resources remain insufficient to carry out this element of the surveillance programme in 

a comprehensive manner. Consideration will be given to targeting key markets and 
ensuring that the active surveillance programme is working effectively in those districts 
where rhe disease has surfaced in the past. prioritizing them where possible. 

Output 4: Safe live bird market (LBl\tl) development. 

Activity 4. I E'tpand model market concept. 
• Complete this first initiative together with the training of market stall ope-rators and 

inspeC[ors. The slow progress of this programme in association with the Kathmandu 
municipality was not an encouraging approach in the Kathmandu valley. 

• Continue to build on preliminary proposals to address the issue of inspection and 
certification and onward transportation of live birds, particularly backyard raised birds, 
from the high-risk district of Jhapa in Eastern NepaL This wiiJ be coordinated with the 
no-co.'>t extension phase of the OSRO 802 and OSRO 805 projects. 

ActiYities undertaken during the reporting period (April 2011- September 2011) 

Output 1: Support DLS in planning~ coordinating and managing strategies to prevent, 
control and eliminate outbreaks ofHPAI. 

Activitv 1.1. Conduct regular meeting_> uiith DLS and A--fOAC 
• The project management team have continued to meet regularly at DAH to address issues 

arislng and to plan and prepare for activities carried out jointly, including simulation 
exercises and training modules. The team leader has consi~tently and strongly advised 
that material submitted from the field or through regional laboratories from cases 
associated with mortality in poultry and giving a positive rapid amlgen test should be 
routinely submitted to an international reference li1boratory until CVL and reference 
laboratory results are consistently in conformity. 

Activity 1.2. l>fuintain and fltr!hcr deFclop linkages 1-vith all Al-relatcd projects operating in 
Nepal. 

• :rv:Ieetings were held with the \\'orld Bank AICP monitoring mis:-..ion in June 2011. 
Although the AICP project has now terminated, the World Bank has shown a willingness 
to continue support to rhe livestock sector in Nepal, initially through a Technical 
Cc"'Operation Pmgramme (TCP} with the pos~ibility of a larger Livestock project targeting 
extension :-.ervices but including provision for ~nimal health to follow. The project has 
functioned in a coordinated manner with the F AO/Government of Nepal technical 
assistance agreement in suppmt of the AICP unti1 the closure of that project. The project 
munagement maintains frequent contacts with the EC-funded, FAO implemented, HPED 
project. No other AI-specific project'> are extant at this time, or envi:-.aged ln the midterm. 

Activiry 1.3 .. 4.dvise and supporr the DL'\ in p!nnnin,r; and implementing Al-relatea' activities 
through conferences, meeting.'l' and seminars. 

• During the period the following workshops, meetings, seminars and field visits were 
conducted during which the project team lnteraC[ed with the participants and other 
s.takeholders and which provided opportunities to share information relating to HPAI. 

Field Visits: 
• 25-27 April: Simulation planning in Gaighal with regional and district lives.tock 

department staff and other public and private sector stakeholders was held. 
• 15 1\rlay: Damak municipality and poultry market to discuss (he way forward for 

live bird marketing from Jhapa distrlct. Damak municipality authorities, poultTy 
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entrepreneurs, poultry traders and the District Livestock Service Office (DLSO) 
Jhapa staff met. 

• 1-3 September: Surveillance sensitization programme in Tanahu and Kaski 
districts. Meetings with surveillance teams, DLSO and Regional Veterinary 
Laboratory (RVL) staff. 

• 11-17 September: Surveillance sensitization programme in remaining five 
districts (Kailali, Banke, Rupandchi, Nawalpara-;i and Kaskl). 

Workshops: 

Meetings: 

• 15 June: Work.<>hop to evaluate current HPAI status in ~epal and identify key 
issues to be addressed in modifying SOPs and guidelines. 45 pmtlelpants, mainly 
DLS officers. 

• 6-R July: Workshop on upgrading SOPs with 15-member working group and 
nine evaluators. 

• 14 July: Seminar in Pokhara on project progress and key outcomes. Attended by 
26 participants from district. regional and central offices and colleagues from 
HPED Regional Support Unit (RSU). 

• 21 July: Second workshop on upgrading SOPs with !A-member \vorking group. 
• 18-19 Aug: Working group (13 members) session on updating AI order. 

• 9-ll May: Team Leaders meeting at FAO headquarters focusing on planning for 
the next USAID fiscal year. During this time, side meetings were held with 
several FAO staff members on project issues and operations. 

• 5 June: Meeting with the World Bank monitoring mission on project progress. 
• 17 Aug: Meeting with the South Asia Association for Regional Cooperation 

(SAARC) Secretariat in Kathmandu on HPED project issues (with FAO 
Representative). 

• 22 Aug: United State:-.: Armed Forces Research Institution of Medical Scie-nce~ to 
discuss zoonotic diseases in NepaL 

Activity JA. Upda!e and distribute relevant AI documentation, bulletins and reports including 
updated compendium ofl'i.l documents. 

• The training film on simulation exercises continued to be aired on national television on a 
number of occasions and shown at vmrk.shops organized by the project team. 

• There is considerable demand for the compendium of HPAI-related documenb that the 
project has assembled and updated. However, further printing." are on hold until current 
in-progress updates of the SOPs, guidelines and legislation have been completed, and the 
~eclions presemly in English are tramlated into Nepali language so as to widen the 
readership. 

Output 2: Strengthen HPAI emergency preparedness and response capacity in ~cpal. 

Activity 2.1. Rel!ieh' the AI strategv and SOP_t to keep up-Io-date with the chanJ.:ing disease 
si!umion in rhe country and in the region and lessons learned from previous outbrenks. 

• A \.VOibhop conducted on 15 June 2011 served to identify the main issues requiring 
updating and modification. 

• Two working group meetings were held in July 2011 for three days to develop proposals 
for submission to the Department and MOAC to bring the SOPs in line with updated 
strategies and practices reflecting practical experience and lessons learned. 

• A two-day mee-ting of the tedmi...:al legislation group m August 2011 finalized 
amendments proposed to the Bird Flu Order to be submitted to the DLS/MOAC and 
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subsequently to the cabinet for approval. 

Activit_v 2.2. RRT to field stqffin high/medium risk districts. 
• Rapid rc.sponse team (RRT) training modules (culling, disposal, decontamination, 

sampllng and surveillance) were conduded in Pokhma for field technicians from Parbat, 
Baglung, Myagdi and Lamjung districts ln the \Vestern Region and in Kathmandu for 
Kavrc, Rasuwa and Ramechap districts with a total of 93 technicians attending. 

Activit.v 2.3. Plan, train, conduct arul evaluate a further simulation exercise. 
• Jointly \-Vith DLS, the second of the t'vvo planned Al outbreak simulation exercises wa<; 

canied out in Udayapur district in the Eastern Region over a five day period in May 2011 
and involved 80 participants from technical offices and stakeholder groups from the 
Eastern Region districts. 

Actin"ty 2.4. Encourage and guide the dereloprncnt of the emergenC)' disease investigation 
concept. 

• The EDIT team was not active during this period, as no suspect outbreaks were reported. 

Output 3: Strengthen disea....e surveillance. 

Activity 3.1. Enhonce surveillance in high-risk zones. 
• Monitoring visits were made to the surveillance district~ in the western and far western 

regions: Rupendehi, Kapilhastu and Nawalparasi districts were monitored on IO and 
11 April 2011, and Kailali and Kanchanpm· from 29 April to 1 May 2011. Follow-up 
meetings were held in June 2011 \vith participating starr from each region to gain an 
overview of the six-month long surveillance programme. Meetings took plnce in the 
ea~tern region on 19 June, western region on 23 June, central region on 28 June and 
combined mid and far western regions on 30 June. 

• The project team met with the. Veterinary Epidemiology Centre (VEC) chief to draw up a 
phm for the next period focusing on those districts where clade 2.3.2 has been detec(ed 
during the outbreaks of 2010, taking into account dm:k populations and the results of 
duck sero-surveys for AI antibodies. 

Activity 3.2. Surveillance in hl~;ffer zones around migratol}· bird stop-over poims. markers and 
resident duck populations. 

• Resources remain insufficient to carry out this element of the surveillance programme in 
a comprehensive manner. This aspect has been given more prominence in the updated 
national surveillance guidelines. 

Output 4: Safe LBl\tl development. 

Activity 4.1 Expand model market concept. 
• The Kathmandu Metropolitan City {KMC) council continued to confront difficulties with 

the construction at the alternative site. However, some progress is. now evident. No 
further payments will be made by the project unless and until the construction is 
completed and the unit operatlonal within the end da.tc of this phase of thl~ project. The 
Public Health Department continues to be positive and continually urges KMC 
management to act. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period 

Output 1: Planning and coordination 

Activit)' 1. !. Ensure effective planning and coordination at country level. 
• Continue close collaboration with DLS and its relevant directorates. Having completed 
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the updating of the SOPs, guidelines and legislation, the project management will press 
for rhese documents to he formally approved and/or gazetted in order ro become 
effective. 

Acti'.'i!y 1.2. Support national and inTernational coordirwtion reiared to disease control. 
• :rv:Iaintain contacts with the USAID EPT prug.ramme and pa11icularly the m:tivities under 

the IDENTIFY component, and continue the close linkages with the HPED project 
funded hy the EL: and implemented hy FAO. 

Activity 1.3. UpJale and distribute relewnt AI documentation, bulletin•· and reports including 
updated cmnpendium of AI document.__ 

• Complete the updating and translation of the final edition of the compendium of key AI 
documents to produce and distribute to the target audience. 

Actin"t.v JA. Adrise and support the DLS in planning and implementing Al-related activities 
through conj'erences, meetings and soninars. 

• Encourage and facilitate puhlic-private partnerships including consideration of cost 
sharing of disease control in order to enhance sustainability. 

Output 2: Strengthen surveillance and response in the light of changing disease situation in 
Nepal. 

Actin"ty 2. !. Keep !he AI strategy and SOPs in view to ensure appropriateness to the changing 
disease situation in the country and in the region and lessons leamed.from previous outhreaks. 

• Ensure proper awareness of this issue through working group meetings ami relevant 
workshops, particularly as evidence comes to light from further field investigations. 
While indications point to H5N l clade 2.3.2 being established in at least some parts of 
Nepal, the role of H9N2 virus is less clear. Efforts will be made to clarify this situation 
through dose collaboration with DAH, VEC and CVL on active and pas~ive surveillance 
programmes. 

Achvit_v 2.2. Support risk-based surreillant·e activities focussing on districts where the disease 
has occurred. 

• Initiate enhanced surveillance through a t<Jrgeted disease searching programme in seven 
of the eight districts affected by clade 2.3.2 virus in 2010, operating from four service 
centres in each dlstrict and involving weekly contacts by the service centre technician 
with four to five contact persons along an agreed mute. targeting Village Development 
Committees (VDCs) where outbreaks have been previously confirmed. Information will 
be gathered in a structured format, and, where disease is encountered. s.:unples will be 
submitted to the laboratory servlce for investigation. 

AcNvir.v 2.3. Conduct workshops and training exercises to follow up on new surveillance 
modalities. 

• Organize t\vo further rapid response training sessions in order to maintain the outbreak 
response capacity and assist in the disease detection efforts. 

• Conduct two table-top exercises during the November-January 20l1 period in regions 
judged most at risk of resurgence of HPAL 

Actin.ty 2.4. Encourage and t:uide the developnwnt ol the emerxency disease hwestigation 
concept. 

• Develop a more structured approach with DAH to respond promptly to suspect 
outbreaks, particularly those with significant mortality and a positive rapid antigen 
detection test result. 
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1\fain challenges encountered and response provided 

• Cross-border tn1ding practices continue to present a major risk for Nepal, as HPAI is 
entrenched in Bangladesh and parts of India. However, the introduction of the 2.3.2 clade 
of the virus last year ~nd its apparent persistence in at least some pans of Nepal has 
called for a revision of the risk analysis and re-categorizatlon of high-risk districts. To 
this end the project has facilitated \Vorkshops and meetings to update SOPs, guidelines 
and the legislative framework. The ahility to nwnage outbreak. situations has been 
strengthened through a programme of outbreak simulation exercises and training of field 
te.chnlcians in rapid response activities. 

• The epidemiology of HPAI viruses in Nepal is not clear. It is evident that the country has 
moved away from an at-risk situation (where occasional introductions from adjacent 
te.nitories could be contained and eliminated as in 2009) towards a situation similar to 
other Gangetic plain countries, where the virus is ahlc to persist undetected for long 
periods of time and reappear under conditions that favour an enhanced viral load in the 
environment. The project is pursuing a programme to assist the Government in 
elucidating the true situation through effective surveillance and diagnostic capabilities. 

• Although outbreaks of HPAI have be.en periodically occwTing in Nepal since the first 
detected cases in January of 2009, the depth of knowledge of department field staff, civil 
authorities, producers and traders and other stakeholders i~ poor. To alleviate thi~ 

deficiency, a compendium of key HPAI documents wa~ produced and distributed by the 
project. The compendium will need to be updated to renee[ the most recent changes to 
guidelines and SOPs. 

Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

Output 1: 1\rtonitor the AI situation in the country and update the national strategy and 
plans. 

• The project has collaborated with DAH and taken advantage of FAO's involvement in 
the World Bank-funded AICP to develop a comprehensive HPAI surveillance 
programme, including country-wide passive surveillance supported by active surveillance 
targeting districts categorized as high risk. Combined with support to the veterinary 
diagnostic laboratories, this has provided a basis for monitoring the AI situation. The 
results from this programme have guided continued evaluation of national strategy and 
the mechanisms for its implementatlon. 

Output 2: Improve communication between key stakeholders that share data, information 
and knowledge, incJuding reports and publications on HPAI. 

• Over the period of project implementation, the number of other projects dirt'-Ctly involved 
with HPAI issues steadily decreased. with the AlCP, which has been a major funding 
source f-or AI-rdated activities. having tenninated on 31 July 20ll. Inter-project 
coordination has been facilitated by F AO's role in both national projects and regional 
programmes. such as the EU-funded HPED project supporting SAARC member states 
and the USAID-funded EPT project. All HPAI programmes. in Nepal fall under the 
oversight of the Director-General of the DLS. The project management's dose working 
relalionship has emured fruitful collaboralion. Communication with stakeholders has, 
been facilitated through field activities, such as outbreak simulations and technician 
training courses, as wdl as the production and distribution of key documents and the 
national airing of AI video films produced by the project. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/605/USA Baby 03 
Project Title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for 

Highly P.dthogenic Al>·ian Influenza (HPAO 

R epm1mg peno cto er_ - " d 0 h '010 M arc h 2011 
Country: Nepal 
Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen e-mergency preparedness for Highly~ 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/RAS/605/USA Bahy 03 
Budget: CSD 965 000 (Phases I-IV) and USD 250 000 (Phase V) 
Total budget: USD 1 215 000 
Effective Starting Date: 1 October 2006 
Planned End Date: 30 September 201 J 

Context of the Project 

The project is addressing the short- and mt>dium-term actions of the Government of the Federal 
Democratic Republic of Nepal required to strengthen its capacity in preventing the introduction 
of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) and mmtmJze its spread In the event of its 
occurrence. During rhe first quarter of 2009, the first outbreaks in Nepal were recorded. After a 
disease-free peliod of ten months. multiple outbreaks occurred dming the period of January to 
March 2010. ln contrast to the previous year, the 2010 outbreaks were attributed to clade 2.3.2 of 
the H5NI VI !US, previously unrecorded '" South Asia, suggesting an introduction through 
infected migrating wildfowl, rather than a cross-bordet- one. In October 2010, the dade 2.3.2 
virus reappeared in a previously infected district, indicating its persistence in reservoir species. 
The Government's resources, including those provided by international donors. have been 
severely stretched. The project has provided essential capacity building for preparedness and 
re~ponse. However, the scenario of declining international support for HPAI control is alarming. 
coupled with an increasing danger of the disease becoming endemic in Nepal, with negative 
consequences for the livelihoods of smallholder farmer<> and the control effo11s of neighbouring 
countries. 
Objectives of the Project 

The project has assisted the Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives (MOAC) '" the 
implementation of the National Contingency Plan for HPAL The main ohjective of the project is 
to contribute to rural development in the country by preventing and controlling the detrimental 
consequences of HPAI and raising awareness of other emerging infectious diseases in poultry. 
The expected outcome of the project is to create an effective mechanism for planning and 
coordination across sectors and key stakeholders inV<.)lved in HPAJ control activities, particularly 
with the United States Agency for International Development (USAID)-supported projects in 
Nepal and the South and Southeast Asia region. 
Planned activities for October 2010- March 2011 

Output 1: l\fonitor the avian influenza (AI) situation in the country and update the 
national strategy and plans. 

Acti'.'i!y 1. 1. Pmvide ·working gmups on Animal Health >vith appropriale guidance and technical 
assistance. 

Activity 1.2. Conduct -.,-vorksiwps and training exercises in each region in explain surveillance 
modalities andfacilitate planning of.field ·work. 
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Activlty 1.3. Conduct outbreak re.<.ponse simulation exercises- at least one in each (~{the regions. 

Activit:;· !.4. Suppm1 Emergenc.v Disease Investigation Teams (EDIT) through material and 
logistical support. 

A.ctivit.v 1.5. Conduct a review of live bird markets (LBMs) and poultry value chain and establish 
model.li:lcilities. 

Actin'ty 1.6. Design arul construct a neY.-' post-mortem facilit:;· at the central veterinary 
laboratory (CVL). 

Activit.v 1. 7. Develop an enhanced sun•eillance programme for high-risk districts. 

Output 2: Improve communication bchYccn key stakeholders that share data~ information 
and knowledge, including report'\ and publications on HPAI. 

Activity 2.1. Strengthen .flmctional linkaxes bct.,reen projects .flmded by USA!D and other key 
stakeholders. 

Activity 2.2. Assist the GotJernment in the improvement of the disseminution of information (i.e. 
bulletins, reports· and updates). 
Activities undertaken during the re(JQrting period (October 2010- J\llarch 2011) 

Output l: :Monitor the AI situation in the country and update the national strategy and 
plans. 

Activity l.l. Provide 1vorking groups on Animal Health >vith appropriate guidamx and technical 
assistance. 

• The technical working group met regularly at the Directorate of Animal Health (DAH) to 
discuss and guide the project's implementation, tOcusing on the issue of reappearance of 
dade 2.3.2 virus in Tanahu district. 

• The laboratory wmking group heltl two meetings dedicated to the topic of CVL's 
diagnostic capability. 

Activity 1.2. Conduct workslwps and training exercises in each region tv explain new 
surveillance modalities andfadlitate plannin:;:; (!_f_field work. 

• Rapid response team (RRT) training module~ (culling. disposal, decontamination, 
sampling m1d surveillance) were conducted in Nepalgunj, Biratnagar and Bhairahawa for 
field technicians from Doti, Pyuthan, Salyan, Dailckh, Banke, Surkhct, Taplcjung, 
Sankhuwasha, Bhojpur, Teratjhum, Gulmi, Sindhuli and Arghakhachi districts. Among 
the tmal of 173 lrainee~ were ten female technicians. 

Activity I .3. Conduct simulation exercises- at least one in each o{ the reg inns. 
• Jointly with the Department of Livestock Services (DLS), the first of lhe two planned AI 

outbreak simulation exercises was carried out in Dhankuta district in the Eastern Region 
over a five day period in March and involved some X5 participants from technical offices 
and s.takeholder group~ from the Eastern Region districts. 

Activity 1.4. Support EDIT through material and logisticai.wlpport. 
• The central EDIT investigaled suspect outbreaks in Chitw·an (confirmed) and 

Kaskiffanahu. Material collected by the EDIT from the two adjoining properties in 
Chitwan was forwarded to an international reference centre (VLA-LK), and both H5N 1 
and H9 AI viruses were isolated. Furthermore, material submitted from a commercial 
unit in Tanahu with 80 percent mortality was negative for Newcastle Disease but positive 
for H5 virus on rapid test and conventional polymerase chain re.:1.ction (PCR)_ However, 
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the reference lab only isolated the H9 virus. 

Activit:;· 1.5. Conduct a revie1t- (~(LBlvfs and establi5h model facilities. 
• The project organi?Cd a workshop to examine the outcomes of the poulhy value chain 

study completed by the SEEPORT consultancy and its implications for the risk 
management of the disease spread. 

• Progress with the Kathmandu Municipality on construction of a market stall tacility for 
the safe marketing: of live and freshly slaughtered birds was slow. An alternative site had 
to be selected, and a contract was awarded for the necessary civil works. Several 
meetings with the concerned officers of the Municipality were necessary, and a final 
decision will be made by 31 March 20 ll. 

Activity J .6. Desi&n and construct a TWrv post-mortem fdcility at the CVL. 
• The construction of a new post-mortem facility and incinerator room at the CVL to allow 

safe and efficient handling of potentially infected poultry carcasses is in its final stage, 
and the handover to the Department is be-ing planned by 31 March 2011. 

Actin'ty 1. 7. Develop an enhanced sur\'eillance programme for high-risk di5tricts. 
• The enhanced surveillance programme covering 12 high-risk districts has been active 

since November 2010 and will run during the period of a perceived high risk from HPAI 
until the end of April 2011. 

• In each participating high-risk district. eight surveillance sites were set up, each 
consisting of four to six comact points. Because of the number of sites. an additional 
monitoring layer wa:.. interposed, and district office-based focal officers and te.:hnicians 
provided immediate supervision. 

• National consultants provided orientation and overall supcrvlsion to 150 field staff 
involved in the programme. 

Output 2: Improve communication between key stakeholders that share data~ information 
and knowledge~ including report'S and publications on HPAI. 

Acti'.•ity 2. 1. Sireng!lwn functional linkages het\'-''een project:;; funded hy USAID and other ke_}-' 
stakeholders. 

• In addition to the routine interactions maintained within the MOAC/DLS/DAH, the 
project benefited from the following opportunities to gather and share information: 

Y 13-14 October 2010: CTA attended the Global Rinderpest Eradication Programme 
(GREP} me-eting held in Rome. 

}.- 22 November 2010: An inception workshop was organized to update partners and 
implementing stakeholders on key issues relating to the project implementation. 

Y Information sharing with the LTSAID-funded cross-border project (OSRO/RAS/701/USA) 
and the EU-funded SAARC regional support unit is maintained. 

c 17 December 2010: CTA participated in a workshop on the progressive control of foot
and-mouth disease (FMD). organized by the Regional Support Unit under the Highly 
Pathogenic Emerging illld Re-Emerging Animal Diseases (HPED) programme. 

o l l February 201 l: A media sensitization workshop offered an opportunity to 
share information on the project's activities with media representatives. 

c 2-4 March 20 ll: A regional consultation on laboratory networks facilitated the 
regional exchange of infonnation with colleagues working on AI comroL 

> 10 January 2011: CfA attended a regional workshop on biosecurity and public private 
partnerships (OSRO i502 and OSRO i505), sharing information on the status of these areas 
in Nepal with a view to further collaboration. 

);.. 24-28 January: Interaction with the \Vorld Bank implementation support mission to the 
A vi an Influenza Control Project (AICP) and AlCP coordination were routinely 
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maintained. 
,_ 2 February 20 II: CT A and national consultant met with a group of commercial poultry 

produ.:ers in Chitwan district to discuss issues of biosecurity in cmnmercial units and 
possible FAO interventions in this area. 

}.- 22-24 February 201 1: CTA attended the fifth annual ECTAD meeting held in Bangkok 
and shared information and views on AI surveillance programmes. 

Activity 2.2. Assist the GotJernment in the improvement of the disseminution of information (i.e. 
bulletins, reports· and updates). 

• The training film on simulation exercises was aired on n~Hional television on a number of 
occas1ons. 

• Translation of SOPs into Nepali and of other key documents that are currently in English 
is forthcoming, and a furthe-r edition of the va1ued AI compendium to include a wider 
audience is ln progress. A workshop was held on 3 February 201 1 to collate and share the 
information gathered under three overseas observation tours of border controls and 
quarantine service operations. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period 

Output 1: Support DLS in planning~ coordinating and managing strategies to prevent~ 
control and eliminate outbreaks of HPAI. 

Activitr /.I. Cnnduct regular meeting., -.vith DLS and MOAC 
• Continue dose collaboration with DLS and its relevant directorates. Changing 

cpideminlogical status of HPAT in Nepal may have an impact on the currently adnptcd 
measures for early detec-tion and rapid response, ~uch that SOPs and the existing legal 
framework may need to be updated. 

Activit)' 1.2. lHaintain and jltr!her develop linkages with a!/ At-related prnjects operating in 
Nepal. 

• The major funding source for the government interventions in the field of AI control, the 
World Bank-funded AICP concludes in July of this year. No other Al-specific projects 
are extant at this time, or envisaged in the mid-term. As the dise<.~se is now well 
entrenched in Nepal, there is a concern over future support to thi:-:. sector. Smne support 
may become available through programmes dedicated to emerging pandemic threats 
(EPT). such as the USAID EPT programme, and the HPED project funded by the 
European Union (EC). 

Actin't:r 1.3. Advise and support the DLS in planninr; and implementing At-related activities 
thrnugh cot~ferences, meetings nnd seminars. 

• Conduct three worbhops in the period June-August to examine the progre~s made on the 
prevention of HPAT and other emerging diseases, the gaps remaining and the way ahead 
as part of the process of project conclusion and handover. 

Acti;·ity 1.4. Update and distribute relevant AI documentation, hulletin<i and reports includinK 
updated compendium o{Al documents. 

• Complete the updating and translation of the final edition of the compendium of key AI 
documents to produce and distrihute ro the target audience. 

Output 2: Strengthen HPAI emergency preparedness and response capacity in 1\'epaL 

Activit)' 2"1. Rerierv the AI strategy and SOPs to keep up-to-date '>Vith the changing disease 
situation in the coufl!ry and in the region and lessons learned.fi·vm previous outbreaks. 

• Encourage further debate on this issue through working group meetings and relevant 
workshops.. The re-occurrence of HPAI owing to H5l\'1 clade 2.3.2 after a gap of seven 
months suggests that the virus is established in at least some parts of Nepal, most 
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probably with ducks acting as a reservoir specie<;. Efforts should be made to confim1 this 
siru:.uion, and initial results of a duck antibody survey are already lending support to this 
byputhe:-..is. This has major implications for targeted surveillance and disea'>e risk 
management. 

Activity 2.2. RRT Jo field staff in high/medium risk districJs. 
• Organize two further training sessions in order to maintain the outbreak response 

capacity and assist in the disease detection efforts. 

Activity 2.3. Plan, train, conduct and evaluate afiwther simulation exercise. 
• Complete the final AI outbreak simulation exercise during the next semes[er. 

Activity 2.4. Encourage and guide the devef<_iJHnent nl the emergency disease investigation 
concept. 

• Develop a more structured approach with DAH. The Department has been slow in 
adopting this concept, hut now greater emphasis is given to this area. 

Output 3: Strengthen di'iease surveillance. 

Activit)' 3.1. Enhance surveillance in high-risk zones. 
• Continue as planned for the remalning month of the high-rlsk perlod and evaluate the 

outcome and performance of the programme. Address the ways in which known 
weaknesses in the implement<Jtion of the programme may he overcome, while at the same 
time seeking to increase its efficiency by making it more sustainable \Vithout losing 
effectiveness. 

Activit_v 3.2. Sun-•eillance in bt{{fer zones around migratory bird stup-Ol/er points, markets and 
resident duck populations. 

• Resources remain insufficient to cmTy out this element of the surveillance programme in 
a comprehensive manner. Consideration will be given to targeting key markets and 
ensuring that the active surveillance pTogramme is working effectively in those districts 
where the disease has surfaced in the past, prioritizing them where possible. 

Output 4: Safe l..Bl\tf development. 

Activity 4.1 Etpand model market concept. 
• Complete this first initiative together with the training of market stall operators and 

inspectors. The slow progress of thls programme in associmion with the Kathmandu 
municipality was not an encouraging approach in the Kathmandu Yalley. 

• Continue to build on preliminary proposals to address the issue of inspection and 
certification and onward transportation of live birds, particularly backyard raised birds, 
from the high-risk district of Jhapa in Eastern NepaL This will be coordinated with the 
no-cost extension phase of the OSRO INT 805 project. 

Main chaJJenges encountered and response provided 

• Cross-border trading pr.Jctices continue to present a majm risk for Nepal, as HPAI is 
entrenched in Bangladesh and parts of neighbouring India. However, the introduction of 
the 2.3.2 clade of the virus last year and irs app:.trent persistence in at least some parts of 
Nepal complicates the simplistic approach of having a high-risk belt of di::-.tricts along the 
Indian border_ The approach to risk management including targeted surveillance has to be 
revisited in the light of current information. The ability to manage outbreak situations has 
been strengthened through a programme of outbreak simulation exercises and training of 
field technicians in rapid response activities. 
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• The likely role of wild birds in the transmission of the 2010 HPAI epidemic posed an 
added challenge for the animal health authorities. \Vhile it may be impossible to prevent 
such transmission of HPAI to Nepal in the future, there is a need for the system to 
improve its capacity for detecting cases at the earliest instance and to take measures 
which prevem or limit further spread of HPAl. 

• A complete understanding of the poultry market chain is essential in refining control 
measures. At the same time, the control mca.<mrcs adopted must be as efficient and cost 
effective as possihle in order to be sustainable by the Government, and rhe role and 
participation of the private sector in developing and funding these controls addressed. 

• Dming the 2010 epidemic, the major fallings were the inability to prevent internal spread 
of the disease coupled with inadequate and tardy material and financial support [O the 
affected districts {excepting Pokham). These issues have been voiced in a lessons-learned 
workshop, and it is now critical that measures be taken to ensure that these issues are 
more effectively addressed in the future. 

• Efforts to expand the knowledge base in veterinary epidemiology have so far only 
~cratched the surface and need to be given further irnpetu;;. 

Main progress made towardli- the achievement of pr-oject outcomes 

Output 1: l\lonitor the AI situation in the country and update the national strategy and 
plans. 

• Select project activities, involving capacity building of district statT in relation to disease 
identification, sampling, use of rapid tests, reporting, biosecurity and surveillance 
methodology. as well as the support given to the diagnostic services contributed 
significantly to the early detection of and effective response to the recent outbreaks. 
Table-top and field simulation exercises in particular strongly contributed to this 
progress. 

Output 2: Improve communication between key stakeholders that share data~ information 
and knowledge, including reports and publications on HPAI. 

• Over the period of project's implementation, the numher of other projects directly 
involved with HPAI issues steadily decreased, as for example, the AICP proje.ct. which 
wi11 terminate in less than six months. The focus now is towards wider programmes, such 
as the HPED and EPT projects and the regional South Asian Association for Regional 
Cooperation (SAARC) programme, addresslng transboundary animul diseases (TADs) as 
a whole. In light of this, the project management has avoided an insular approach and 
sought to place HPAI within the wider TAOs environment in line with the One Health 
initiative. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSROIRASn01/USA 

Project tlrlc: Strengthening cross-border actiYities among Bangladesh, India~ Nepal and 
Myanmar to control possible cross-border spread of HPAI 

Reporting period: October 2010- March 2011 

Regional: Subregional cross-border activities ln Bangladesh, India, Nepal and f\4yanmar 
Project Title: Strengthening cross-border acrivirie." among Bangladesh. India. Nepal and 
Ivfyanmar to ._·ontrol possible cross-border spread of HPAI 
Code: OSROIRAS/70 ItUSA 
Budget: USD I 000 000 (Phase I), USD I 000 000 (Phase II) 
Total budget: USD 2 000 000 
Effective starting date: October 2007 
Planned end date: 30 September 20 ll 
Context of the project 
Porous, long and continuous land borders between the project's four countries (Bangladesh, 
India, Nepal and Myanmar), with minimal control points and quarantine facilities, continue to 
pose risks for the spread of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza \HPAI) in the regiun as a 
whole. Hence, it is necessary to have a better understanding of the pattern of the poultry supply 
chain and trade taking place across borders. There is also a lack of sufficient capacity both in 
tenns of skilled human resources and also facilities to conduct effective management of 
tr . .msboundary muvement.s of poultry and poultry products. Sharing expertise, information and 
biological samples among laboratories in the region is key for effective planning to prevent or 
prepare for cross-border outhrcak<::. 

It is envisaged that a longer-term national strategy will be drafted in consultation with various 
stakeholders during the implementation of this project to deal with the longer-term cross-border 
issues relevant to the avian influenza (An threat. 
Objectives of the project 

The main goal of the project is to prevent HPAI spreading across borders becuuse of the 
movements of poultry and poultry products. Specifically the project aims to: (i) develop a 
platform for dialogue and information exchange between countries in the region on issues 
related to potential cross-border spread of HPAI; {ii} strengthen capacities of institutions to deal 
with the threat of transbounJary spread of HPAI: and (iii) increase the understanding of '\vays 
to manage cross-border trade ro reduce the risk of HPAI outbreaks. 
Planned activities for the reporting period 

Output l: Project management and coordination mechanisms established and operating 
• Retain key technical personnel until the end of project date (i.e. March 2011). 
• Further strengthen the modalities for better communication ~nd dialogue to facilitate 

project courdination. 
• Continue. to prepare bi-monthly infonnation buJietins. 
• Participate in regional and global meetings. 

Output 3: Increased capability for emergency response to HPAI outbreaks owing to 
cross-border spread of the disease 

• Conduct training~ and workshops on how to mpidly confirm outbreaks for border 
control personnel in Bangladesh. 
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Phase II 

Output 2: Strengthened production and market systems approach to improve cross
border movement management and reduce HPAI risks 

• Finalize the reports of study on live~tock marketing systems in high-ti~k corriJors in 
Bangladesh, India and NepaL 

Output 3: Developed policy and harmonized risk management procedures 
• Review and analyse country report on policy lssues, legislative frameworks and the 

develnpment of legislative instruments to fill key gaps related to cmss-bnrdcr trade and 
risk management from Bangladesh. 

• Conduct a subregional workshop on gaps in legislative frameworks for cross-border 
trading. 

Output 4: Improved capacity for response to cro..r,;s-border emergencies 
• Convene meetings of divisional and district otlicers in high-risk cross-border corridors 

in Bangladesh. 
• Provide rapid response training lo host govemment personnel of Bangladesh, at local 

levels, in the selected high-risk mnvemcnt corridors. 
• Conduct a ..;pecial advocacy initiative in target border districts, as part of emergency 

response activities in Bangladesh, in order to mobilize and sensitize the following 
groups: {1) local, district-level and decentralized veterinarians; (ii} private .and public 
news channels, journalists and media-per->ons: (iii) NGOs; (iv) farmers; {v) traders; and 
(vi) women's groups. 

• Conduct sensitization workshops for print and electronic media in India's \Vest Bengal 
Stute for the prevention and control of HPAJ ro strengthen cross-border emergency 
preparedness and response mechanisms. 

• Conduc[ a table [Op preparatory simulation workshop tor prevention and control ot 
HPAJ, in relation to strengthening Cross-Border Emergency Preparedness and Response 
Mechanism at a high risk corridor in West Bengal, India. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output 1: Project management and coordination mechanisms established and operating 
• The ninth and tenth volumes of Infonnation Bulletins (August-September and October

December 2010) were circulated. The eleventh volume (January-Fcbmary 2011) is 
under preparalion. 

• The Subregional 1\.1anager participated in the International \Vorkshop on Challenges of 
Information Systems and Surveillance for major animal diseases and zoonoses from 23 
to 26 November 2010 at FAO headquarters in Rome. 

• The Subregional Manager and Emergency Programme Officer participated in a high 
level regional consultation on the control of priority transboundary animal and other 
emerging infectious diseases in South Asia held in collaboration with SAARC 
Se;:retariat in Bangkok on 13 ami lJ. January 2011. 

• The Subregional Manager .and Emergency Programme Officer participated in the 
Regional ECTAD Meeting held in Bangkok from 22 to 24 February 20 ll. 
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Output 3: Increased capability for emergency response to HPAT outbreaks owing to 
cross-border spread of the disease 

• Two trainings/workshops in rapid confirmation of outbreaks in high-risk cross-border 
corridors were held in Bangladesh for district veterinarians and paraveterinarians. The 
trainings/\vork.shops were held on 29 and 30 December 2010 in district Comi11a and on 
2 and 3 January 2011 in district Cox's Bazaar_ 

Phase II 

Output 2: Strengthened production and market systems approach to intprove cross
border movement management and reduce HPAI risks 

• T\vo orientation/sensitiLation w·orkshops on strengthening cross-border emergency 
preparedness and response mechanisms for HPAI were held for provinclal and district 
officers in high-risk cross-border corridors of Bangladesh. The workshops were held in 
Comilla district on 29 and 30 December 2010 and on 2 and 3 January 2011 in Cox:'s 
Buaar district Approximately 100 persons participated in each workshop. The 
objectives of the workshops were to: 

orient/sensitize particlpams on key issues of risk/outbreak communication and 
advocacy interventions to prevent and control HPAI outbreaks; and 
present district-level findings of the poultry value-chain mapping e;>;.ercise 
conducted by the project. 

To strengthen emergency response preparedness, the workshops were also used as an 
advocacy platform to sensitize the follmvlng border-district groups: (i) local, district
level and decentralized veterinarian:..; (ii) private and public news channels; (iii) 
journalists and media-persons; (iv) NGOs; (v} farmers; (vi) traders; (vii) women's 
groups; and (viii) police and border forces. 

• The study reports on livestock markding systems in high-risk con·idors of Bangladesh, 
India and ~epal arc being finalized. 

Output 3: Developed policy and harmonhed risk management procedures 
• The report from the hired consultant from Bangladesh to review and analyse policy 

issues, legislative fmmeworks and the development of legislative instruments to fiH key 
gaps related to cross-border trade and risk management was not received despite 
repeated reminders. A new consultant was hired to complete the analysis. 

• The subregional workshop on gaps in legislative frameworks in the context of cros~
border trading will be organized in the next quarter. once the report from Bangladesh 
consulram is received and analysed. 

Output 4: Improved capacity for re...~tponse to cro...;;s-border emergencies 
• Tv,-'o workshops were held in Bangladesh (in Chittagong Division) to provide rapid 

respom.e training 10 host government personnel at local levels in high-ri~k cross-border 
corridors of Bangladesh. The workshops took. place on 29 and 30 December 2010 in 
Comilla and on 2 and 3 January 2011 in Cox's Bazaar district. Approximately 100 
persons participated in each workshop. The objectives of the workshops were to: 

determine which measures had been taken for the prevention and control of 
HPAI and provide sensitization on the clinical picture of HPAt 
provide technical guidance and training to veterinarians on the investigation of 
HPAI outhreaks; and 
strengthen emergency response preparedness, 
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The workshop was also used as an advocacy platform to sensitize the specific border
district groups as outlined in Output 2 on page 4 of this progress report. 

• Four media orientation/sensitization workshops were held between December 2010 and 
March 20 ll in Bangladesh. India and NepaL The first media orientation/sensitization 
workshop was held in Kolkata (\Vest Bengal), India, on 6 and 7 December 2010. The 
second workshop was he1d on 11 February 2011 in Kathmandu, Nepal, and the third 
workshop was held on 15 February 2011 in Dhaka, Bangladesh. The last such workshop 
was held in Agartala, Tripura State of India on 7 March 201 I, which coincided with an 
ongoing HPAI outbreak. Forty w 55 print ami electronic media journalists from 
prominent English national/state dailies, as \veil as prominent 1ocal dailies, radio and 
television news channels, participated in each of these interactive workshops. 

• A table top preparatory simulation workshop for prevention and control of HPAI, in 
relation to strengthening Cross-Border Emergency Preparedness and Response 
Mechanism was held at Dakshin Dinajpur district of West Bengal, India on 
10 December 2010. The objectives of the preparatory workshop were 
o to examine the effectiveness and identify gaps of: 

national plan documents to prevent the cross-border transmission of the 
dlsca<;es: 
legal and administrative approaches for successful prevention of HPAI through 
cross-border trade; 
cunent mechanism knowledge and information t1ow at cross-border among 
various agencies for pre-emptive action to prevent incursion of HPA£; and 
cross-border Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs} under field situation. 

o to recommend a workable solution at policy and e-xecution level to minimize 
the risk of cross-border transmission of the disease. 

The worhhop was auended by the representatives from the Anima] Resources 
Development Department, Civil Administration, Department of Health, and other 
district level departments nf state government, West Bengal Police, Border Security 
Force and Customs. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period 

Output 1: Project management and coordination mechani"Sms estabJished and operating 
• Retain key technical personnel until the end of project date (i.e. September 2011 }. 
• Further strengthen the motialities for better communication ami dialogue to facilitate 

project coordination. 
• Continue to prepare bi-monthly information bu1letins. 
• Participate in reglonal and global meetings. 

Phase II 

Output 2: Strengthened production and market systems approach to improve cross
border movement management and reduce HPAI risks 

• Finalize the reports of study on livestock marketing systems in high-risk corridors in 
Bangladesh, India and Ne-pal. 

Output 3: Developed policy and harmonized risk management procedures 
• Review and analyse country report on policy Issues, legislative frameworks and the 

development of legislative instruments to fi11 key gaps related to cross-border trade and 
risk management from Banglade:.h. 
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• Conduct a subregional worbhop on gaps in legislative frameworks for cross-border 
trading. 

Output 4: Improved capacity for response to cross-border emergencies 
• Conduct a table top preparatory simulation vmrkshop for prevention and control of 

HPAJ, in relation to strengthening Cross-Border Emergency Preparedness and Response 
Mechanism at a high risk Nepal-India corridor. 

l\1ain challenges encountered and response provided 

• None 

Progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes (from the start of the project 
activities) 

Output 1: Project management and coordination mechanisms established and operating 
• All project staff were recruited, and the coordinating office in Kathmandu. Nepal was. 

established and equipped. Coordinating units in Bangladesh, India and Myanmar were 
also equipped. A vehicle was procured for the project coordination unit in Kathmandu. 

• A project workshop. attended by high-level administrative and technical personnel from 
participating countries, was held on 24 and 25 March 2008. 

• The project inception workshop was held on 2 and 3 July 200K A related report was 
provided to all countries and p.mticipants. 

• A United States Agency for Intemationa1 Development (USAID) partners· meeting. on 
HPAI in South Asia, was organized on 17 and 18 November 200R in ~ew Delhi, India 
to disLuss the progress of Fiscal Year (FY) 2007 activitles and a work plan for FY 2008 
funding. 

• Technical and policy-level committees \Vere constituted. A meeting of these committees 
to monitor the project progt·ess was held on 17 April 2009 in Kolkata, India. on 28 and 
29 January 2010 in Pokhara, Nepal and on 12 May 2010 in New Delhi, India. A 
meeting of a technical-level commlttcc to monitor the project's progress. wa.s held on 19 
July 2009 in Dhaka. Bangladesh. The Governments of the three countries were very 
appreciative of these meetings anti wished to continue these in the future. 

• A poster prepared on the progress of [he project was presented during the USAID 
Partners' tv1ccting held from 1 to 3 April2009 in Bangkok. 

• Ten volumes of bi-monthly information bu11etins were released, from May 2009 to 
December 2010 and circulated to ECTAD members, donors, countiies and other 
agencies as an information sharing/knowledge management initiative. 

• Engagement wirh the South Asia Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC} was 
continued through organization of a FAO/\Vorld Organisation for Animal Health (OlE) 
subregional meeting of the Global Framework for the Progressive Control of 
Transboundary Animal Diseases (for the SAARC Region) on 4 and 5 June 2009 in 
Kathmandu, Nepal. 

• The Subregional l'vlanager participated in a meeting in Bangkok, on 16 and 
17 July 2009, to develop a strategic framework, entitled "FAO regional strategy for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Inf1uenza and other emerging infectious diseases of animals 
in Asia and the Pacific: 2009- 2014". 

• A repon on the progress of the project, from April to September 2009, was presented at 
the US AID partner~' meeting held on 24 and 25 September 2009 in Bangkok. 

• The Subregional ~,1anager participated in the second real-time eva1uation of FAO's 
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\Vork on HPAI in the Asian region, held from 30 November to 1 December 2009 in 
Bangkok, Thailand. The evaluation team "\Nas briefed on the activities and imp.act of the 
South Asia cross-border project. 

• The Subregional Manager and Subregional Advocacy Coordinator participated in the 
fourth regional ECTAD meeting, from 23 to 25 February 2010, and the ECTAD A:-..ia 
infOrmation system workshop on 26 February 2010 in Bangkok, Thailand. 

• The Subregional Manager participated in the inception workshop on the "Regional risk 
assessment of HPAI in South and Southeast Asia: a socio-economic perspective" 
on 28 and 29 April 2010 in Bangkok, Thailand. 

• The Subregional Manager participated in the lnception workshop of 
OSRO/IND/802/USA project "'Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency 
preparedness for Highly Pathogenic Avian Int1uenza {HPAI) to India" on 10 and 
11 May 2010 in New Delhi, India. 

• The Subregional Manager and Subregional Advocacy Coordinator participated in the 
regional communication workshop from 23 to 25 June 2010 in Bangkok, Thailand. 

• The Subregional ~1anagcr participated in the First meeting of HPED Steering 
Committee on l July 2010 and the 41

1": Regional Steering Committee meeting of GF
TADs for Asia ami Pacifi~: Region on 2 July 2010 in Bangkok, Thailand. 

• The Subregional :Manager participated in the Regional A vi an and Pandemic Influenza 
l!SAID Pminers' Meeting on 2 and 3 September, 2010 in Bangkok, Thailand and 
presented the progress of activlties from October 2009 to September 2010. 

• The Subregional :Manager participated in the International Workshop on Challenges of 
Information Systems and Surveillance for major anima] diseases and zoonoses from 
23 to 261\"ovember 2010 at FAO headquarters in Rome, Italy. 

• The Subregional Manager and Emergency Programme Officer participated in a high 
level regional consultation on the control of priority transboundary animal and other 
emerging infectious diseases in South A:-:.ia held in collabomtion with SAARC 
Secretanat in .Bangkok, Thmland, on 13 <md 14 January 2011. 

• The Subregional Manager and Emergency Programme Officer participated in the 
Regional ECTAD ~ieeting held in Bangkok, Thailand, from 22 to 24 February 2011. 

Output 2: High-risk areas for introduction of HPAI via cross-border routes identified and 
mapped 

• The draft final report of the study on poultry value-chain analysis across Nepal and 
India's horder and mapping of high-risk areas was received and cleared. 

• The draft final report of the study on poultry value-chain analysis across Bangladesh, 
India and Ylyanmar' s border nnd mapping of high-risk areas was received and cleared. 

• The draft final report of the study on poultry value-chain analysis across Myanmar, 
India and Bangladesh's borders and mapping of high-risk areas wa.s received and 
cleared. 

• The agt>ncy contracted to pert'onn the poultry value chain mapping across India-Nepal, 
India-Bangladesh and India-Myanmar did not perform satisfactorily and did nor submit 
the final report. The F AO office in India and the ~:ontractor decided to dose the 
activities on 27 September 2010, as it was found difficult to make any further progre.ss. 

Output 3: Increased capability for emergency response to HPAI outbreaks owing to 
cross-border spread of the disease 

• Laboratory training for participants from Bangladesh, India, Nepal nnd rYfyanmar was 
held from 19 to 2.::1. January 2009 in Bhopal, India. 
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• A subregional workshop to develop SOPs for emergency response to disease in high
risk cross-border trade areas was held on 21 and 22 May 2009 in Kathmandu, Nepal. 
These SOPs were further discussed (and accepted hy each party) in Bangladesh, India 
and Nepal through a series ofbrainswrming workshops from 4 to 6 November 2009 (in 
Nepal), on 4 December (in India) and on 10 December (in Bangladesh) and finally at 
the Technical and Policy Level Committees mee-ting on 28 and 29 January 2010 in 
Pokhara, NepaL The finalized SOPs were circulated in the district level meetings held 
in the high risk corridors in India and Bangladesh. 

• At the request of Government of the Republi-c of India, rapid antigen dete-ction kits were 
procured and delivered for usc- in high-risk corridors for the rapid screening of 
outbreaks. Furthermore, in response to the Government's request, five cycles of 
laboratory trainings were conducted on the u~e of rapid antigen kits for 80 laboratory 
personnel. The klts were successfully used in the recent HPAI outbreaks in 
Murshidabad district, \Vest Bengal. and were appreciated by the Government. 

• Enzyme linked immunosorbent assay kits (ELISA) were procured and delivered to the 
Government of Federal Democratic Republic of Nepal for surveillance of HPAI in 
ducks in Nepal's far eastern region, which formed a part ofthc proje-Ct study area. 

• A study tour to West Bengal, India for government staff from Bangladesh, India, Nepal 
and Myanmar to strengthen emergency response capacity was conducted 
from 26 to 29 April 2010. Four participants each from Bangladesh and Myanmar, five 
from India and six from Nepal participated in the study tour. 

Phase II 

Output 2: Strengthened production and market systems approach to improve cross
border mo·vement management and reduce HPAI risks 

• Stakeholder meetings to prese-nt the results of poultry value-chain mapping across 
Nepal ami lmJ.ia's bonier were held on 10 July 2009 in Kathmamlu, NqmL <.uuJ for tile 
Bangladesh-India and Bangladesh-Myanmar borders on 21 July 2009 in Dhaka, 
Bangladesh. The meetings were attended by senior staff representing DL~, including 
the Chief Veterinary Officer (CVO), private sector representatives, national and 
international non-governmental organizations (NGOs), Academy for Educational 
Development (AED) and FAO. 

• A subregional workshop, entitled '"Cnderstanding and use of poultry value chain 
analysis in poultry production and marketing in the context of cross border trading", 
wa~ held from 14 10 18 September 2009 in Kathmandu. Nepal. Delegates. from 
Bangladesh, India and Nepal participated. The workshop was facilitated by FAO staff 
from headquaners, ECTAD-RAP Bangladesh and Nepal and also by the Royal 
Veterinary Co11ege, London. 

• The studies on the livestock marketing sy~lem in high-risk corridors of Bangladesh, 
India and Nepal with a view to establishing monitoring processes of poultry production 
and market chains (linked with animal disea<>e monitoring data). were concluded and 
draft report~ received. 

Output 3: Developed policy and harmonized risk management procedures 
• Consultancy reports from consultants in India and Nepal ro review and analyse policy 

issues, legislative frameworks and the development of legislative Instruments to fill key 
gaps related to cross-border trade and risk management were received and technically 
cleared by ECTAD-RAP. 
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Output 4: Improved capacity for response to cro.r,;s-border emergencies 
• A series of orientation and sensitization workshops, on strengthening cross-border 

emergency preparedness and response mechanism for HPAl, were held for provincial 
and district officers in high-risk cross-border corridors of Nepal (Jhapa and Morang 
districts) and India (Araria/Kishanganj, Darjeeling, Cooch Behar, Dakhshin Dinajpur, 
Maida, North 24 Parganas and West Tripura districts) between January and 
March 2010. Similar workshops were held in Bangladesh be[ween June 2010 and 
January 2011 in Chapai Nabahganj, Dinajpur, Lalmonirhat, Jessore, Comilla and Cox's 
Bazaar districts. Approximately 90 to 100 persons pmticipated at ea~:h \Vorkshop. The 
workshops. which were part of the emergency response, were also used as a platform to 
sensitize local, district-level and decentralized veterinarians, private and public news 
channels, journalbts, media-person~, NGO~, farmer~, trader~, border ~ecurity personnel 
and women ·s groups in border districts. 

• Three media oricntationisensitization workshops were held in West Bengal, India 
between July and December 2010. The first workshop was held on 6 July in Siliguri 
(Da:rjeellng district), the second workshop on 8 July in Berhampore (Murshidabad 
district) and the third State level workshop on 6 and 7 December 2010 in Kolkata. 
Similar workshops were held in Nepal (ll February 201 1 in Kathmandu), Bangladesh 
(15 February 2011 in Dhaka) and Tripura state, India (7 March 2011 in Agartala). 

• T\vo table top preparatory simulation workshops for prevention and control of HPAI, in 
relation to strengthening Cross-Border Emergency Preparedness and Response 
Mechanism were held in Dinajpur, Bangladesh, on I 9 September 2010 and Dakshin 
Dinajpur (W-e~t Bengal), India on 10 December 2010_ 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RASnOl/USA 

Project title: Strengthening cross-border actiYities among Bangladesh, India, Nepal and 
Myanmar to control possible cross-border spread of HPAI 

Reporting period· April September 2011 -
! Regional: Subregional cross-border activities in Bangladesh, India, Nepal and Myanmar 
Project Title: Strengthening cross-border activities among Bangladesh, India, Nepal and 

Myanmar to control possible cross-border spread of HPAT 
Code: OSRO/RAS/70 !/USA 
Budget: USD I 000 000 (Phase!), USD I 000 000 (Phase II) 
Total budget: USD 2 000 000 
Effective starting date: 31 March 2008 
Planned end date: 30 September 201 I 
Context of the project 

Porous, long and continuous land borders hetween the project's four countries (Bangladesh, 
India, Nepal and Myanmar), with minimal control points and quarantine facilities, continue to 
pose risb for the spread of Lhe Highly Pathogenic Avian Innuenza (HPAI) in the region. 
Hence, it is necessary to have a better understanding of the pattern of the poultry supply chain 
and trade taking place across borders. There is also a lack of sufficient capacity, both in tenns 
of skilled human resour~es and respective facilities. to conduct effective managemem of 
transboundary movement:<. of poultry and poultry producb. Sharing expertise, infonnation and 
biological samples among laboratories in the reglon is key for effective planning to prevent or 
prepare for cross-border outbreaks. It is envisaged that a longer-term national strategy will be 
drafted in consultation with various stakeholders during the implementation of this project to 
deal with the longer-te-rm cross-border issues relevant to the avian influenza (AI) threat. 

Objectives of the project 

The main goal of the project is to prevent HPAI spreading across borders because of the 
movements of poultry and poultry products. Specifically, the project aims to: (i) develop a 
platform for dialogue and information exch~mge between countries in the region on rs.sues 
related to potential cross-border spread of HPAI: (ii) strengthen capacilies of institutions to deal 
wi[h the threat of transboundary spread of HPAI; and (iii) increase the understanding of \vays 
to manage cross-border trade to reduce the risk of HPAI outbreaks. 
Planned activities for the reporting period 

Output 1: Project management and coordination mechanisms established and operating 

• Retain key technical personnel until the end of project date (i.e. September 20 ll ) . 

• Further strengthen the modahtie~ for better communication and dialogue to facilitate 
project coordination. 

• Continue to prepare bi-monthly information bulletins . 

• Participate in regional and global meetings . 

Phase II 

Output 2: Strengthened pr-oduction and market systems approach to improve cross-
border movement management and reduce HPAI risks 

• Finalize the reports of study on livestock marketing systems in high-risk corridors '" Bangladesh, India and Nepal. 
Output 3: Developed policy and harmonized risk management procedures 
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• Review and analyse country report on policy issues, legislative frameworks and the 
development of legislative instruments to fill key gaps related to cross-border trade and 
risk management from Bangladesh. 

• Conduct a subregional workshop on gaps in legislative frameworks for cross-border 
trading. 

Output 4: Improved capacity for response to cross-border emergencies 

• Conduct a table top preparatory simulation workshop for prevention and control of 
HPAI, in relation to strengthening Cross-Border Emergency Preparedness and Response 
Mechanism at a high-risk Nepal-India corridor. 

Acthities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output 1: Project management and coordination mechanisms established and operating 

• The eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth volumes of lnfonnation Bulletins (January-
February; March-April: May-June 2011) were circulated. 

• The Subregional Manager participated in the Emergency Centre for Trnnsboundary 
Animal Disease~ (ECf AD) Team Lemler~ Planning meeting to Ji~..::uss process towanls 
institmionaliLmion of the One Health approach from 9 to 11 May 2011 at the Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations {FAO) headquarters in Rome. 
The wrap-up meeting of the project was held on l6 Septemher 20 ll in Kathmandu \Vith 
participation of delegates from Bangladesh, India. Nepal, FAO, the United States 
Agency for International Development {USAID) in Nepal and USAlD/the Regional 
Development Mission for Asia {RDMA). 

Phase II 

Output 2: Strengthened production and market systems approach to improve cross-
border movement management and reduce HPAI risks 

• The study reports on livestock marketing systems in high-risk corridors of Bangladesh, 
India and ~epal are heing finalized. 

Output 3: De-veloped policy and harmonized risk management procedures 

• The report from lhe hired consultant from Banglade~h lo review and analy~e policy 
issues, legislative frameworks and development of legislative instruments to fill key 
gaps related to cross-border trade ami risk management was received and cleared. 

• The subregional \VOrkshop on gaps in legislative frameworks in the context of cross-
border trading could not be held owing to debyed receipt of report from Bangladesh. 

Output 4: Improved capacity for response to cross-border emergencies 

• The planned table top preparatory simulation workshop for prevention and control of 
HPAI, in relation to strengthening Cross-Border Emergency Preparedness and Response 
Mechanism at a high-risk Nepal-India corridor could not be held owmg to non-
availability of concurrence from the counterpart animal resources development 
department. West Bengal at Siliguri, Dmjeellng district of India. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period 

Project completed. No further activities are envisaged. 

Main challenges encountered and response provided 

• None 
Progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes (from the start of the proje<..-t 
activities) 

Output J: Project management and coordination mechanisms established and operating 

• AH project staff were recruited, and the- coordinating office in Kathmandu, Nepal was 
established and equipped. Coordinating units in Bangladesh, India and Myanmar were 
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al~o equipped. A vehicle was procured for the project coordination unit in Kathmandu. 
• A project workshop. attended by high-level administrative and technical personnel from 

participating countries, was held on 24 and 25 March 2008. 
• The project inception workshop was held on 2 and 3 July 2008. A related report was 

provided to all countries and participants. 
• The USAlD partners· meeting on HPAI in South Asia was organized on l7 and 

IS November 2008 in New Delhi, lndia to Jiscuss the progress of Fiscal Year (FY) 
2007 activities and a work plan for FY 2008 funding. 

• Technical and policy-level committees were formed. A meeting of these committees to 
monitor the project progress was held on 17 April 2009 in Kolkata, India. on 28 anti 
29 January 2010 in Pokhara, Nepal and on 12 May 2010 in New Delhi, India. A 
meeting of the technical-level committee t0 monitor the project's progress \Va."i held on 
19 July 2009 in Dhaka, Bangladesh. The Governments of the three countries were very 
appreciative of these meetings and wished to continue these in the future. 

• A poster prepared on the progress of the project was presented during the USAID 
Partners' Meeting held from I to 3 April 2009 in Bangkok. 

• Thirteen volumes of bimonthly infonnation bulletins were released, from May 2009 to 
June 2011, and circulated to ECTAD members, donors, countries and other agencies as 
an information sharingfknowledge management initiative. 

• Cullabur.ation with the South Asia Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) was 
continued through organization of a FAO/\Vorld Organisation for Animal Health (OlE) 
subregional meeting of the Global Framework for the Progressive Control of 
Transboundary Animal Di-;eases (for the SAARC Region) on 4 and 5 June 2009 in 
Kathmandu, Nepal. 

• The Subregional :t\.1anager participated in a meeting in Bangkok, on 16 and 17 July 
2009, to develop a Strategic Framework, entitled "FAO regional stmtegy for Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza and other emerging infectiuus diseases of animals in Asia 
and the Pacific: 200')- 2014", 

• The report on the progress of the project, from April to September 2009, was presented 
at the US AID partners' meeting held on 24 and 25 September 2009 in Bangkok. 

• The Subregional I\,1anager participated in the second real-time evaluation of FAO's 
work on HPAI in the Asian region, held on 30 November and I December 2009 in 
Bangkok, Thailand. The evaluation team \.Vas briefed on the activities and impact of the 
South A:.ia cross-border project. 

• The Subregional Manager and Subreglonal Advocacy Coordlnator participated ln the 
fomth regional ECTAD meeting, from 23 to 25 February 2010, and the ECTAD Asia 
infunnation system workshop on 26 February 20 I 0 in Bangkok, Thailand. 

• The Subregional Manager participated in the inception workshop on the "Regional risk 
assessment of HPAI in South and Southeast Asia: a socto-economtc per-;,;pective" in 
Bangkok, Thailand, on 28 and 29 April 2010. 

• The Subregional Manager participated in the inception workshop of 
OSRO/IND/802/USA project ''lmmcdlatc technical assistance to strengthen emergency 
preparedness for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza {HPAI} to Jndia"' on 10 and 
11 May 2010 in New Delhi, India. 

• The Subregional Manager and Subregional Advocacy Coordinator pmticlpated in the 
regional communication workshop from 23 to 25 June 2010 in Bangkok, Thailand. 

• The Subregional Manager participated in the First meeting or the Highly Palhogenic 
and Emerging and Re-emerging Diseases (HPED) Steering Committee on I July 2010 
and the 4th Regional Steering Committee meeting of the Global Framework for the 
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Progressive Control of Tr.mshoundary Animal Diseases (OF-TADs) for Asia <.~nd the 
Pacific Region on 2 July 2010 in Bangkok, Thailand. 

• The Subregional Manager pm1icipated in the Regional Avian and Pandemic Influenza 
CSAID Partners' Meeting on 2 and 3 September 2010 in Bangkok, Thailand, and 
presented the progress of activities from October 2009 to Septembet- 2010. 

• The Subregional Manager pm1icipated ln the International \Vorkshop on Challenges of 
Information Systems <.~nd Surveillance for major animal diseases and zoonoses from 
23 to 26 Novembet· 2010 at FAO headquarter~ in Rome. Italy. 

• The Subregional Manager and Emergency Programme Officer participated in a hlgh
level regional consultation on the control of priority trans.boundary animal and other 
emerging infectious diseases in South Asia held in collaboration with SAARC 
Secretariat in Bangkok, Thailand, on l3 and 14 January 2011. 

• The Subregional Manager and Emergency Programme Officer participated in the 
Regional ECTAD Meeting held in Bangkok, Thailand. from 22 to 24 February 2011. 

• The Subregional Manager pm1icipated ln the ECTAD Team Leaders Planning meeting 
to discuss the process towards. institutionalization of the One Health approach ar FAO 
headquarters in Rome from 9 to ll ~'1ay 2011. 

• The wrap-up meeting of the project wa~ held on 16 September 2011 in Kathmandu with 
participation of delegates from Bangladesh, India, Nepal, FAO, USAID Nepal and 
l!SAIDIRDMA. 

Output 2: High-ri"l-k areas for introdudion of HPAI via cro...;;s-border routes identified and 
mapped 

• The draft final report of the study on poultry value-chain analysis across Nepal and 
India's bonier and m<lpping of high-risk areas was received and deared. 

• The draft final report of the siLLdy on poultry value-chaln analysis across Bangladesh, 
India and ~yanmar's border <.~nd mapping of high-risk areas was received and cleared. 

• The draft final report of the study on poultry value-chain analysis across Myanmar, 
India and Bangladesh's borders and mapplng of high-risk areas was received and 
cleared. 

• The agent·y contracted to perform the poultry value chain mapping across India-~epal, 
India-Bangladesh and lndia-1viyanmar did not perform satisfactorily and did not submit 
the fina1 report. The FAO office in India and the contractor decided to dose the 
activities on 27 September 2010, as it was fount.!. difficult to make any further progress. 

Output 3: Increa.~ed capability for emergency response to HPAI outbreaks owing to 
cross-border spread of the disease 

• Laboratory training for participants. from Bangladesh, India, Nepal and Myanmar was 
held from 19 to 24 January 2009 in Bhopal, India. 

• A subregional workshop to develop standard operating procedures (SOPs) for 
emergency response to disease in high-risk cross-border trade areas was held on 21 and 
22 :May 2009 in Kathmandu, Nepal. These SOPs were further discussed (and accepted 
by each party) in Bangladesh, India and Nepal through a series of brainstorming 
workshops from 4 to 6 November 2009 (in Nepal), on 4 December (in India) and on 10 
December (in Bangladesh) and finally at the Technical and Policy Level Committees 
meeting on 28 and 29 January 20l0 in Pokhara, Nepal. The finalized SOPs were 
circulated in the district level meetings held in the high-risk corridors in India and 
Bangladesh. 

• At the request of the Government of India, rapid antigen detection kit~ were procured 
and delivered for use in high-risk corridors for the rapid screening of outbreaks. 
Furthermore. in response to the Government's request, five cycles of laboratory 
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tralnings were conducted on the use of rapid antigen kits for XO laboratory personnel. 
The kits were successfully used in the recent HPAI outbreaks in Murshidabad district, 
\Vest Bengal, and were appreciate-d by the Government. 

• Enzyme-linked immunosorbcnt assay kits (ELISA) were procured ~nd delivered to the 
Government of Nepal for ::-.urveillance of HPAI in ducks in Nepal's far eastern region, 
which formed a part of the project study area. 

• A study tour to \Vest Bengal, India for staff from Bangladesh, India, Nepal and 
Myanmar to strenh>then emergency response capacity was conducted 
from 26 to 29 April 2010. Four participants each from Bangladesh and Myanmar, five 
from India and six from Nepal participated in the study tour. 

Phase II 

Output 2: Strengthened production and market systems approach to improve cross
border movement management and reduce HPAI risks 

• Stakeholder meetings to present the results of poultry value-chain mappmg across 
Nepal and India's border were held on 10 July 2009 in Kathmandu, Nepal; and for the 
Bangladesh-India and Bangh1desh-Myanmar borders on 21 July 2009 in Dhaka, 
Bangladesh. The meetings were attended by senior staff representing DLS, including 
the Chief Veterinary Officer (CVO), private sector representatives, national and 
intern~tional non-governmental organizations (NGOs), Al:ademy for Educational 
Development (AED) and F AO. 

• A subregional worhhop, entitled ""L"nderstanding and use of poultry value chain 
an~lysis In poultry production and marketing Jn the context of cross-border trading", 
wa;,; held from 14 to U~ September 2009 in Kathmandu, Nepal. Delegates from 
Bangladesh, India and Nepal participated. The wurkshop was facilitated by FAO staff 
from headquarters, ECTAD Banglade~h and Nepal and also by the Royal Veterinary 
College, London. 

• The studies on the livestock marketing system in high-risk corridors of Bangladesh, 
India and Nepal wilh a view to esiablishing monitming processes of poultry production 
and market chains (linked with animal disease monitoring data) were concluded and 
draft reports received. 

Output 3: Developed policy and harmonized risk management procedures 
• Cons.ultaney rep011s from consultants in Bangladesh, India and Nepal to review and 

analyse policy issues, legislative fr.:tmeworks and the deve1opment of legislative 
instruments to fill key gaps related to cross-border trade and risk management were 
received and technically cleared by ECTAD. 

Output 4: Improved capacity for response to cross-border emergencies 
• A series of orientation and sensitization workshops. on strengthening cross-border 

emergency preparedness and response mechanism for HPAI, were held for provincial 
and district officers in high-risk cross-border corridors of Nepal (Jhapa and Morang 
districts) and India (Araria/Kishanganj, Darjccling, Cooch Behar, Dakhshin Dinajpur, 
Malda, North 24 Parganas and \Vest Tripura districts) between Januury and 
March 2010. Similar workshops were held in Bangladesh between June 2010 and 
January 2011 in Chapai Nababganj. Dinajpur, Lalmonirhat, Jessore, Comilla and Cox's 
Bazaar districts. Approximately 90 to lOO persons participated in each workshop. The 
\Vorkshops, which \Vere part of the emergency response. were also used as a platform to 
sensitize local, district-level and decentralized veterinarians. private and public ne\vS 
channels, jomnalists, media-persons. NGOs, farmers, traders, border security personnel 
and women's groups in border districts. 
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• Three media orientation/sensitiz~tion workshops were held in West Bengal, India 
between July and December 2010. The first workshop was held on 6 July in Siliguri 
(Darjccling district}, the second workshop on 8 July at Bcrhamporc (Murshidabad 
district), :md the third state level workshop on 6 ~nd 7 December 2010 in Kolkata. 
Similar workshops were held in Nepal (11 February 2011 in Kathmandu), Banglade~h 
( 15 February 2011 in Dhaka) and Tripura state, India (7 March 2011 ln Agartala). 

• Two table top preparatory simulation \•mrkshops for prevention and control of HPAI, in 
relation to strengthening Cross-Border Emergency Preparedness and Respunse 
Mechanism were held at Dlnajpur, Bangladesh on 19 September 2010 and Dakshin 
Dinajpur (west Bengal), Jndla on I 0 December 2010. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 05 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influe-nza (HPAI) 

Reportinc- period· October 2010-.March 2011 e 

Regional Component: Southcust Asia 
Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSROIRAS/604t1JSA Baby 05 
Budget: USD 600 WO (Phase 1), USD I 435 000 (Phase ll), USD I 172 700 (Phase lll), 
USD 937 800 (Phase IV), CSD 1 000 000 (Phase V), USD 30 667 (from Mongolia Balance) 
Total budget: USD 5 176 167 
Effective starting date: 1 August 2006 

Planned end date: 30 September 20 ll 

Context of the project 

The Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) epidemic, caused by H5N l viruses, began in 
late 2003 and in early 201.14 in Asia and Southeast Asia and spread to many countries in the 
region. The effects \vere particularly severe in Indonesia, Thailand and Viet Nam, which saw 
widespread outbreaks in poultry and also human cases of H5Nl infection. The Food and 
Agriculture Org<mization of the United :'\lations (FAO), through its Emergency Centre for 
Trans boundary Animal Disea~es (ECTAD), established a decentralized unit m Bangkok, 
Thailand, located in the Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific (RAP), to provide technical 
backstopplng for countrlcs in the Asia and the Pacific rcglon that were experiencing outbreaks 
of the infection or were at risk of it. ECTAD RAP w<.~s supponed through a preliminary, 
regional project (OSRO/RAS/505/VSA) funded by the Cnited States Agency for International 
Development (USAID). This support has continued under FAO's present projecL 

Objectives of the project 

. , 
The objective of this regional component is to coordinate project act1Vttles with the target 
countries and also to ensure continuity from the previous project (OSRO/RAS/505/USA) to the 
current one. The project abo aims to strent,,'then regional level cross-sectoral coordination and 
communication for HPAI controL 

Planned activities (for the reporting period) 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-seetoral coordination at regional level 
• continue to provide technical and operational inputs to country-level projects 1n 

collaboration \Vith country teams 

• continue to provide support to the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEA~) to 
finalize the roadmap for HPAl Progressive Control and Eradication Jn Southeast Asia 

• continue to coordinate and collaborate with other agencies on activities related to HPAI 
control 

Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in epidemiology through 
regional Field Epidemiology Training Program for Veterinarians (FETPV) 

• continue providing technical support to the Thai Department of Live:-.tock Development 
(OLD), Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives (MoAC) in implementing regional 
Field Epidemiology Training Program for Veterinarians (FETPV) 
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• support the necessary operational research to be conducted by trainees of FETPV as 
part of the curriculum requirement and suppon the trainees to present their work at 
international conference/meeting/seminar 

• support study visit conducted by regional FETPV trdinees to international animal health 
centres or research institutes as part of the currlculum requirement 

• continue to provide support to the development of China-FETPV, a'> we]] as related 
tralning programmes in Cambodia. Lao People's Democratic Republic (PDR) and 
Nepal 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of epidemiology and laboratory network 
• provide coordination, in collaboration with other regional pn_.:jects implemented by 

F AO. to strengthen existing epidemiology and laboratory networks 
• continue to provide technical inputs for (he establishment of a disea-.e tracking system, 

the Global Animal Disease Information System (EMPRES-i) Asia, in collaboration with 
the senior technical adviser of FAO's HPAI programme in China and Information 
Technologies (IT) expert in FAO headquarters 

Output 4: Conducting risk assessment for HPAI transmission through cross-border 
poultry trade 

• continue to provide coordination for country teams conducting risk asses-;ment studies 
on HPAI transmission through the cross-border poultry trade 

Activities undertaken during reporting period 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at regional level 
• FAO continued to maintain international and national regional support staff for the 

project. 
• The Regional Coordinator (RC) continued to coordinate and collaborate with other 

United Nations (l7N) agencies, donors and international humanitarian actors by 
attending meetings in the region to ensure that support and approaches to HPAI control 
were harmonized at country and regional levels. Specifically, the RC: 

attended UN system workshop on Animal and Pandemlc Influenza in Asia and 
the Pacific organized by the United Nations System lntluenza Coordination 
(Ui"\SIC) on 3 and 4 Febru11ry 20 J I in Bangkok, Thailand. The objectives of the 
\Votkshop were to provide a platform for UN country teams in Asia and the 
Pacific region to review the UN system response to animal and pandemic 
influenza since 2005, share lessons learned and experiences gained and identify 
ways for work in this area to continue in a coordinated and unified way in 
supp011 of national gm.'ernments. 

• The regional team consisting of the RC, Regional Veterinary Epidemiologist (RVE) and 
operations team continued to provide technical and operational inputs to country-level 
projects in collaboration with country teams. 

• The RC attended the side meeting of the 32nu ASEAN tvlinisterial of Agriculture and 
Forestry (AMAF) meeting. The theme for this meeting was "ASEAN cooperation on 
animal health and zoonosis: AI and beyond,'' \vhich was held in Phnom Phenh, 
Cambodia on 24 October 2010 to present the achievements of the HPAI campaign in 
ASEAN member countries, In addition, the ASEAN roadrnap for HPAI prevention, 
control and eradication was launched during this side event. 
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• The RC attended '"FAO- Animal Production and Health Commisslon for Asia 
(APHCA)- UK Department for International Development (DFID) pro-poor HPAI rlsk 
reductions: lessons from Southeast Asia and Africa workshop," which was held in 
Phuket, Th:.tiland from 25 to 28 October 2010. 

• The ECTAD regional team organized an informal technical discussion among FAO 
technical staff at country levels and the \Vorld Organisation for Animal Health (OJE) 
experts on "HPAI vaccines and vaccination" on ll and 12January 201 I. 

• The ECTAD regional team organized the 5th annual regional ECTAD meeting among 
FAO technical country staff for information and experience sharing from 22 to 
24 February 20 l I. 

• The RC and RVE attended and pmvided technical inputs to the China and Viet Nam 
Forum on HPAI Risk Management and Control on !5 and 9 March 2011 m Beijing, 
China. 

• The ECTAD team provided technical inputs to support the activitie~ of USAID 
Emerging Pandemic Threat (EPT) program. which arc conducted by various pattners. 

• The ECTAD team provided technical and operational inputs to country projects, in 
collaboration with FAO country teams and national counterparts, for the following 
activities: 

recruitment of international consultants: 
procurement of equipment and supplies; and 
issuance of contracts to conduct field activitiesfresearch. 

Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in epidemiology through 
regional Field Epidemiology Training Program for Veterinarians (FETPV) 

• The RVE and RC worked closely with DLD on activities related to FETPV. These 
included: 

organizing the one-month course ''Veterinary epidemiology in action" from 
17 January to 1 l February 2011; 
organizing the second-round visit of the FETPV trainees who were enrolled in 
the class of2010 in Thailand for a series of trainings and workshops; and 
conducting a mission to Khon Kaen. Thailand to provide inpub to the 
Lao Country Team to organize a one-month course in collaboration with Khon 
Kaen Uni'\--crsity. 

• The Letter of Agreement (LoA) was finalized to support Thai OLD to implement the 
regional FETPV during the year 2011. 

• The RC and RYE provided technical support to the trainees of the regional FETPV to 
present the results of their operational research at the "One Health Congress" from 
14 to 16 February 2011 in Melbourne, Australia. 

• In collaboration with Thai DLD, the ECTAD team arranged a study visit to be 
conducted by regional FETPV trainees to the Center of Epidemiology and Animal 
Health, Colorado, USA as part of the curriculum requirements. 

• The RYE continued to provide support to the development of China-FETPV and India
FETPV. as \Veil as related training programmes in Cambcxlia. Lao PDR and NepaL 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of epidemiology and laboratory network 
• The RC continued to provide coordination. in collaboration with other regional projects 

implemented by FAO, to strengthen existing epidemiology ami laboratory net'.vorks. 
• ECTAD RAP continued to provide technical inputs to the disease tracking system, 

EMPRES-i Asia. 
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Output 4: Conducting risk assessment for HPAI transmission through cross-border 
poultry trade 

• A joint work plan for a pilot prnjcct on management of HPAI risks along the market 
chain at the cross-border level hetween Thailand and Lao PDR was developed in 
collaboration with the Academy for Educational Development (AED) and Kenan 
Institute Asia (KIA). In addition, meetings \.Vcrc conducted to discuss joint activities in 
detail in f'\ovember and December 20 11. 

• Methodology to monitor poultry and other livestock prices as an indicator for animal 
movement lx'-tween Thailand and Lao PDR was developed by the Animal Health 
Economist ba<>cd at ECTAD RAP. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at regional level 
• continue to provide technical and operational inputs to country-level projects in 

coll.llbor<1tion \.vith country tc.1ms 

• continue to provide technical inputs, resource persons or training support to the 
activities related to existing regional HP AI Control framework for ASEAN or existing 
network systems related to HPAf 

• continue to coordinate and collaborate with other agencies on activities related to HPAI 
control 

• continue to provide technical inputs to :mpport the activities of the USAlD EPT 
programme. which are conducted by various partners 

Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in epidemiology through 
regional FETPV 

• continue activities to implement the two-year FETPV programme, including the seeking 
of additional support for the programme through other potential pm1ners 

• continue to provide support to the development of China-FETPV, as well as related 
training programmes in Cambodia, Lao PDR and Nepal 

• organize a regional workshop to develop the regional strategy to assist the countries to 
improve animal disease control sy~tems at the grassroots level focusing on the 
''Community Animal Health Worker System". 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of epidemiology and laboratory network 
• continue to support the implementation of EMPRES-i-Asia to share expertise and 

information in a real-time manner across the network through meetings, workshops and 
on-line communication 

• provide coordination, in collaboration with other regional projects implemented by 
FAO, to strengthen existing epidemiology ami laboratory network.•;, as well as the 
epidemiology consortium 

• continue to provide support for sample submission from member countries to 
international reference laboratories 

Output 4: Conducting risk assessment for HPAI transmission through cross-border 
poultry trade-

• continue to support the in-depth studies on the risks of HPAI spread along the poultry 
production and market chains at the border between Thailand and Lao PDR 
(Mukdaharn and Savannakhet Provinces) 

• suppm1 the organization of a bilateral meeting between the Government of Thailand and 
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Lao PDR to Ji.;.;cuss cross-border risk managemem 

• organize regional coordination meetings on risk management at cross-border level 
among key potential pa~tners inc-luding the representatives from participating 
govemments 

i\1ain challenges encountered and response proYided 

• There- were no major challenges during the reporting period. 

Progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes (from the start of acti-vities) 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at rcgionalleYel 

• Coordination and collaboration betwee-n FAO and other international organizations and 
agencies - as well as with regional political organizations such as ASEAN ----continued 
and was strengthened. Linkages were established betv.-·een the pmjects funded by 
US AID and the projects funded by other donors. 

Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in epidemiology through 
regional FETPV 

• FETPV continued smoothly with additional collaborations at national and international 
levels and approveJ joint funding for the programme. ASEAN member countries 
advocated tOr the importance of integrating veterinmy epidemiology activities in the 
national veterinary services and approval by ASEA:-.J working group on livestock, 
which is expected in the next six months. 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of the epidemiology and laboratory network 

• In order to facilitate collaboration among key international pmtners, a matrix was 
drafled with the aim of strengthening epidemiology and laboratory nel\vorks for HPAI 
in Southeast As.ia. This matrix was adapted <md endorsed as a Strategic Framework for 
Regional Laboratory Network for Southeast Asia. Appmval by the ASEAN working 
group on livestock i;.; expected in the next six months. 

Output 4: Conducting risk assessment for HPAI transmission through cross-border 
poultry trade 

• A detailed work plan for AED, FAO and KIA for cross-border activities at Mukdahan 
Province wm; drafted and agreed upon by the three partners and USATDiRegional 
Development Mission for Asia (RDMA). 
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Project "\1oniroring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 06 
Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 

Pathogenic AYian Influenza (HPAI) to VietNam 
Re•;c;rtin<> period· Odober "010 to Murch 2011 

' 0 . -
Country: VietNam 
Project title: Immediate ttx:hnical assistance to ~trengthen emergency preparedne~~ fnr Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Intluen7.a (HPAI) to VietNam 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 06 
Budget: USD 2 million (Phase T). USD 3.1 million (Pha-,e II). USD 3.3 million (Phase lll). USD 
1.075 mlllion (cvst extension}1

, USD 2.2 million {Phase IV) 
Total budget: CSD 1 L675 million 
Ef'fedh'e starting date: August 2006 
Planned end date: Se;Jlember 7011 
Context of the project The control and elimination of H5N l Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza 
(HPAl) demands a long-term approach. VietNam is moving f:-vm the control phase to the 
consolidation phase, \Vith an ongoing need for capacity building m the veterinary services and 
livestock production sectors and support for vaccination and l>ther risk reduction mea~ures. This 
regional project suppotted by the United States Agency for Inte:-national Development (USAID) is 
currently in its f{)Urth phase of implementation. 
Objectives of the project 
The overall objective of the pr~ject is to address the urgent shot1-term actions that need to be 
undertaken by the country to strengthen its capacity to rapidly detect the introduction of HPAI into the 
country and minimize its spread in case of its occurrence. 
Planned activities for this guarter 
Component 1: Preparedness and Plannin~ Compo~nt 
Output 1: Strategy dcYdopmcnt fnr HPAI control 
Actit·ity 1.1: Review ofHPAI Control Stratcg)· in Viet Num 

• Attend the National \Vorkshop on Developing a One Health Approach for 2011-2015 .. addressing 
high impact infectiou<., diseases at the Animal Human Inted"ace before the OPI revie\v. 

Activity 1.2: Tramforming !he HP:'if Conting('ncy Pltm 

• Re·view of the H5N 1 drafting animal disem:e emergency preparedness plan . 
Output 2: Coordination and communication with donors and other HPAJ implementing 
partners 
Activity 2.1: Core tAO Vie! Nam ream supporled 

• Extend and renew contract of the current personnel, as and when necessary . 
Actit·ity 2.2: Annual project meetings supported 

• OrganiLe a strategic Planning Meeting with all :':takeholders in November 2010 . 
Activily 2.3: Team Meetings from Prot·incial to National len•/ 

• Hold nne meeting will he held with provinci21 and national stakeholder:- . 
ActiFilv 2.4.· Courdinotion and s!wring of informoiion with ulher pfa)Y'FS en;<af;ed In HPAI 
sun:eil!ance, risk as.'iessmen! and value elwin and risk mitigation in poultry sector 

• Initiate a national worbhop with stakeholders to ex..dmnge information on surveillance and risk 
analysis; and 

• Initiate the pn~paration of a DAH bulletin by Ncwember 2010 for the tir~l volume . 
Component 2: Animal Surveillance Component 
Output 3: Animal surveillance at the national, provincial, district and community level enhanced 
Activity 3.l: Strem;theninR {~r •·cterinary laboratories, SJWC[(ical!y biosq(ety and quality a.ssuranct: 
supported 

• Continue prm:iding technical inputs by national and international laboratory experts: 

• continue providing suppmt to the Lab Net se:-ver and tele-ho.,.ting maintenance; 

• organize the maintenance of the laboratory equipment (refer to section 4" 1 ); 

• initiate a working plan to develop a roadman for animal di5.ease diagnostics; 

1 Prcjcct Co~t Extcr.~ion Rcque;;;: from Octohcr 2009 to Scp:cmbcr 20 l 0. 
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• hold a laboratory worhhop al the National Centre f{Jr Veterinary Diagno~is (NCVD) :v.nd the 
Regional Animal Health Office (RAHO) 6 to build caradty :-·or microbidl <md pathological 
investigation of animal disease; 

• initiate activities in gene sequencing for more AI virus isolates; c.nd 
• initiate small laboratory based research component on HPAI virus survivality and host factors 

a:--:--ociated with the viru:--. 
Activit\' 3.2: Stren?thening of cort! capacities for animal health in 5 focu.<; pnwinces, inc/mUng 
surveiilance ac1i1·itie.'\' supported 
• Extend the letter of Agreement {LoA) extension with the DAH to monitor the implementation of 

the active :-.urveillance (CBS); 

• comull with DAH to review the CAHW gmdelines; 
• continue coordinalion with US AID implementing partner A vi an P<:ndemic ln!luenz.a Initiative 

(APTn; and 
• conduct an evaluation of awareness camraign ~·or enhanced reporting from previous year. 
Actjt·ily 3.3: Further d,Telopment ofMonitoring and Evaluation f.M&E) expertise in w1imal health 
• Continue to supp011 !vl&E activities as outlined in the 2009 USAID VietNam Highly Pathogenic 

A vi an Influenza and Emerging Pandemic Threats Perf'ormance Management Plan. 
Activit\' 3.4: Veieritwry epidemiolog.v neta·ork supported 
• Review A VET curriculum; 
• initiate fifth and sixth AVET programme; 
• exchange information with other epidemiologic-a] trainings (Field Epidemiology Training 

Programme lFETPj, f'ield EpidemiOlogy Traming Prograt:Jme for Veterinarians liTTPVJ, etc.); 
and 

• continue pmviding support toT ADinfo and 'uppmt hosting the server. 
ActiFily 3.5: Pi!otint; .wrveiilance.for animal in)7uen::a in poultry tmd pit; production interface 
• Initiate activity with national counterpart. 
Actidty 3.6: Active sun:ei!lance programme in a selected poultry marketing sy.<>!em 
• Initiate a plan for analysis of a market catchment area in a particular zone. 
Output 4: Priority procurement for animal surveillance and laboratory supported 
Activin: 4.1: Procurement tmd maintenance 
• Can·y out personal protection equipment {PPE) needs ;:L'>Sessment in five pilot provinces; 
• Continue procurement of laboratory consumables HPAI diagnosis and -:u:-veillance. a-.: required; 

and 
• Continue to maintain equipment, as required. 
Component 3: Animal Response Component 
Output 5: Effective and timely animal response effort... promoted 
Activity 5.1: HPAI risk-t,wpping and risk analysis updated nt national/eve! 
• Carry om poultry sub-sector profiling and training on spmial analysis. 
Activit\' 5.2: Outbreak investigation capacity ~trengthened infonn province.\ 
• Provide support for carrying out investigation in the event of HPAI outbreak' occurring in the 

pilot provinces or in the neighbouring provinces (field trips): 
• continue suppo11 :or lab diagnosis: and 
• continue training ofCAHW for improved reporting. 
Acrh·ity 5.3: Cross-border ana(vsis u:-;ing a value chnin meThodology m three border aretls 
• Initiate northwest cross-border trade analysis for HPAL 
Activity 5.4: Vaccine (J./kacy monitoring and virus survdllance .\tlf'JJOrted at national l<!l'el 
• initiate PVM and the H5 VCS among poultry for round two of 2010: and 
• initiate vaccine efficacy tc-ial of new vaccine strains against 1.~.2 dade virus. 
ActiFity 5.5: Supporl public private parmershij; fPPP.i and ins!ihaional slrengihenint; in poultry 
producJion and health care S)"S!em 

• Initiate the setling up of a regulatory board for moniloring veterinary service delivery and quality 
of veterinary education~ :md 

• initiate a poultry price monitoring !-.tructure in three major cities in Viet i'am; and 
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• support creatiOn of a PPP working g:a)Up for development and re~truc!ming of the poultry sector. 
Output 6: Improved bio-sccurity and market hygiene practices in commercial and scavenging 
poultry rai.;;ing settings supported 
Activity 6.1: Suppm1 hiosecuriry strengthening in pilot provinces 
• Continue with the stakeholder process !o develop local risk reUuction action plans. This activity 

will support the completion of those plans; and 
• Conduct mapping of hatcheries in two pwvinces. 
:1ctivily 62: Develop biosecurit-;: guidelines and lminingfor J),1H and DLP 
• Continue to suppo11 t'l.vo working grouos in biosecuritv. The first is planned for October 2010. 
Activities undertaken during the reporting mriod {October 2010 to March 2011) 
Component 1: Preparedness and Planning Component 
Output 1: Strategy development for HPAJ control 
ActiFit_v l.l: Revien· ofHPA.l Control Strategy in VietNam 
• None. 
Activity 1.2: Tmmforming !he HPAI Contingency Plan 
• On-going mi'>~ion for the dr<;fting of an Animal Dise<;se Emergency Preparedness Plan to improve 

national preparedness 10 respond to an incursion of a tran~boundary dbease. [he emergence of a 
ne\v disea.'>e or an epidemic of a disease already in the country_ Animal Disease Emergency 
Preparedness Plan technical meeting held \vith DAH on 25 March 20 ll. 

Output 2: Coordination and communication with donors and other HP A 1 implementing 
partners 
ActiFily 2.1: Core f~'\0 Vit:t Nam leam s11pporlt'd 
• All key staff recruited and in place for the project implementation period. 
Actit·ity 2.2: Annual project meetings supported 
• Annual Planning Workshop look place in r\ovember 2010. Participants (rom l!SAID, WHL DAR 

DLP. V AHlP. RUDEC, HAU, FAO, AVET, pilot province SDAH. Abt and NCVD attended, 43 
Parriclpants, 28 males and 15 females). 

• Initiated preparation of a FAOiDAH Information Sharing \Vorkshop on "Recent advances in the 
knowledge of the epideminlogy of HPAl in VietNam and identification of research priorities" 
propmed for 28-29 April 201 1, in Hanoi. 

:1ctiFity 2.3: Team Meetinxs.from Provincial to Natiunallevel 
• FAO delegation undertook missions to the 5 pilot provinces in December 2010 and January 2011 

for meetings with provincial Sub-DAH and DARD officials. Project achievement~ of the last year 
and the plan for the current year were jointly reviewed, discussed and feed-back obtained. 

• A Quarterly FAO Abt meeting took place in Hanoi to explain the Risk Reduction in the Mm·ket 
Cham jointly showing the PAO and API! activities in a Provincial Matrix format including the 
surveillc.nce activities .:.nd give the field an opportunity to share information, discu<.,s bottlenecks 
~md propo~e solutions (21 participants, 11 male;;. 10 females). 

Actjr·in' 2.4: Coordinaiion and sharing of' inj(n-mation with other pla.vers engaged in HPAI 
sun'ej[!ance, risk assessmen1 and value elwin and risk mitigation in poultry sector 
• FAO provides a weekly report which is ~uhmitted to USA1D and LSAID partner<,. 
• Update the f'.nmgle VietNam PPJ calendar regularly. 
• FAO finalized and submitted detailed work plan and logical fmmework for all key outputs of thi" 

project to LSAID and LSAID partners. 
• Two coordination meetings with F AO and Abt t{)()k place to discms and design the Work-Plans 

for market surveillance nnd 1isk mitigntion measures in the poultry value chain in the pilo1 
provinces. 

• F AO Participated in F AO-Aht joint meeting to review the proposed BCC plan and provided 
a.dditional technical input. 

• FAO participated to the BCC \Vorking group in December 2010. 
• Development of a <>hared supply chain ri~;k reduction \.Vorking strategy between FAO and Abt 

Associntes. 
• Technical meetings. held with Abt Assodates relating lo risk as:.essmenL risk reduction within !he 

market chain and linkages between communication activitie<>, te..::hnical interventiom and supply 
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chain <>trengthening (including technical support to DLP on supply chain ri<>k reduction 
approaches) (approach also presented at regional ECTAD meeting and a bilateral meeting between 
China and VietNam)_ 

• Panicipated in Abt led technical consultation on implementation of recent slaughter-hou~ 

legi<>lation and practical issues to be te'>ted through the USA projecL 
• National Vaccination Strategy !VTeeting was held on 22 Octoher 2011 (participants included 

USAID, FAO, Abt, DAH, NCVD, RAHOs, NIVR, MARD, MONRE, VAPM, MPI, MoF, Gov 
office, PAHL HUA, VA HIP and National Center for VET drugs and hio-products control Nol; 4X 
participant-;., 29 males and 19 females), Government of VietNam incorporated lessons learnt from 
active and passive surveillance based on work done unJer this project, ahmg with key 
recommendation:- under the GETs project. 

• DAH bulletin unJerway, but fir"-1 volume will be delayed until May 2011. 
• FAO pa:rtldpated in AI partners' coonJination meeting in USAID office on 24 January, 201 J and 

US AID Partner's Meeting on Macch 29th. 
Component 2: Animal Surveillance Component 
Output 3: Animal surveillance at the national, provincial. district and community level enhanced 
ActiFilv 3.1: Streng1hening of veterinar_v laboratories, specifh-alfy biosafety wu/ quality assurance 
supported 
• The tv1anual for Bio.,.a.fety in Veterinary Laboratories in Viet Nam and the SOP for adoption of 

Bio~a:-"ety ami Bimecurity in the laboratories have been finalized. These document"- wen~ 

developed through a National Consultancy and with technical inputs from FAO country team. 
Both the~e document~ hnve been submitted to the Department of Animnl Health in December 
2010. FAO is strongly adv0cating the DAH to adopt appropriate bio<>afety and bio<>ecurity 
measures in the laboratories, particularly those, bandling highly infectious and pathogenic 
microbe~ and abo those organisms having zoonotic potential. 

• The Labnet softwc.re for creating a network among the HPAI reference laboraturie,; for on-line and 
data-entry and submission of results to the Central Hub has been created. It was developed earlier 
but had a glitch for which it failed to work. Now it is ready for use in the labor;.;tories, which will 
be taken up after t\vo :-ets of one-day training, one in NCVD and the other in RAHO 6 in HCMC. 

• Epidemiological Lab network workshop w<L'> carried out in December 2010 for capacity builJing 
ti..x microbial and pathogenic investigation of animal diseases (participants included USATD, 
CDC, FAO, WCS, V AHlP, DAH, l:\TVD, NlVR, RAH03,4.5,6,7. Total participants 47. 30 males 
and 17 females). 

ActivitY 3.2: Stren[!thening of core capacities JOr animal health in 5 focu.s pnwinces, inchu!ing 

surveillance activities supported 

• Final reports of Active and Passive Surveillance carried out in the year 2009-l 0 were received, 
reviewed and finalized. 

• Final report on the Cost-effectivene:-.s of Survt!illance wa:-. reviewed, finaliLcd and formally 
handed over to the DAH in De:::ember 2010 for information which is expected to help develop 
policy Jirectives for future surveillance activitie:-. against HPAI z.nd po~~ibly other Trans-bounJary 
Animal Diseases. 

• SOPs and Job Card:- for HPAI outbreak investigation and re~ponse were compleled, translated in 
Vietnamese and tOrmally handed over to the DAH for information which is expected to be 
nationally adopted. 

• Evaluation mission of awareness car:1paign for enhanced reporting from previous year completed. 
• FAO participated in an Abt meeting for the launching of the CBS model in Ha Nam and Can Tho 

provinces. 
• FAO attend the Aht meeting for the review of CBS activities done from August 2010 to December 

2010 and plan for next step" 
• LoAs for the strengthening the passive wrveillance system <md the routine ?.ctive disease 

surveillance, initiated in Ql antl Q2 2010 extended until May 2011. 
• In consultation with DAH and taking into account the CAHW guidelines, an additional approach 

has been launched for the active surveillance model v.ith an event-based component taking place 
whene\·er rhere is a new HPAI ourbreak reported in a pilot province or in a district neighbourincr a 
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pilot province. During 1 month, CAH\V~; of 50 communes neighbouring the infected commune 
cany out field visits to early detect any potential secondary outbreak. LoA has been launched early 
March and willmn umil end nf May. 

• Briefing to provincial SDAH authorities on supply chain risk reduction approach 
• Updating of provincial animal health aulhoritlec. on developments in epidemiology of HPAI 

(through provincial rhk analysis meetings} 
• \Vith a new HPAI outbreak reported in Hai Que cm-:1mune, Hai Lang di:-trict, the event-based 

active disease surveillance mode.! has been launched. Increased surveillance will be carried over 
during one month in 50 neighbouring communes. 

Activity 3.3: Further dn,efopment (~{Monitoring and Evaluation (M&F) (:xpertis(: in animal health 
• FAO provided tmining to Provincial Coordinators and Focal Points on PMP indicator dat~l 

collection in February 2011 under sublR-1 and subfR-3. 
• FAO completed and submitted the annual PI\·fP report, along 'i.vith key recommendations to 

MEASURE in March 20 t 1. 
ActivitY 3A: VeJerifwry epidemiologv net\t·ork supported 
• Technical reports for AVET couTses I to 4 were finalized. 
• A technical meeting hetween FAO and NZAID took place to di:«:uss the epider!1iological data 

gathering and .:m:.dysi:-.. and abo epidemiological training progr:.mmes being carried out by the two 
agencie:- in VietNam. Training rnateriab. of AVET and NZAID v.ere respectively shared. 

• A review of the A VET Chapters \Vas undertaken to include more examples and practical exercises 
3Jld avoid overlaps between chapters. Additionally, the set of questions for the pre & post-course 
tesb was revised. 

• A short course on public health epidemiology is now included in the A VET cuniculum and is 
deliven~d hy Dr Nguyen Tmn Minh {Topi), the Course Coonlinator of the FETP. 

• The 5th AVET cour:-e wa" launched on 28th February \Vith lJ trainees involved from DAH, 
RAHOs and Universitie-s. 

• A TAG meeting was hnld for preparing the 6th AVET course which will he launched on 13 April 
20ll. 

Activit\' 3.5: Pilo!li1[.; .~u.n·dllancefor animal injluen-::a in poulli)' aild pig production intetface 
• Deferred 

Activity 3.6: Acti•·e surveillance pruJ?ntmme in a selec!ed poultry marketing svsfem 
• A field a-.;.se.-.;.srnent was carried out of the 10 LBMs in Quang Tri province including information 

on the markets and based on this and the risk assessmem key markets in the network selected. 
• A protocol for the approach including sampling. processing and testing of samples has been 

drafted together with an experience '>haring consultation with GETS and Word Bank {VAHIP) 
projects. 

Output 4: Priority procurement for animal surveillanc£ and laboratory supported 
Activity 4.1: Procurement and maintenance 
• Prm:urement and PPE needs assessment was carried out in each of the pilot studies to determine 

procurement, stocking and maintenance requirements. Results are currently \vith the Department 
of Animal Health to review the provincial re.quests and en~ure there is no overlap with 
contribution from other potential source:-:. 

• Field missions to all laboratories completed to review inventory and ensure l}SAID visibility with 
correct labelling. 

• 20 new car stickers ordered and received on 5 December (2 per car) to be sent to the lO provinces 
(GETS and 604) to replace any damaged/lost ca:· stickers. 

• 2 Printer , 2 Compute-r Ddl Opriplcx 380DT, 2 Fax machine ,02 Samax UPS oftlinc 500V A 02 
Fax modem have been provided to 2DVSs in Kien Giang province, <I'> a result of new districts set 
up. 

Component 3: Animal Response Component 
Output 5: Effectiv£ and timel_y animal response effort<> promoted 
Acrh·ity 5.1: HPAJ risk-nwppinx and risk analysis updated llf national feve! 
• Outb:-eaks have been spatially and temporarily mapped and together with molecular 

epidemiological evidence, understanding of ri~k :·actors and HPAI epidemiology have heen 
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significantly strengthened. 
• Poultry profiling technical reports completed in 5 pilot pn)\'inces. 
• Risk analyses have heen carried out in Ha Nam and Hung Yen (through UNJP), completing risk 

analysis exercises in all 5 provinces. 
• A regional risk analysis has been planned and technical material prepared for centr.:-1l provinces (to 

be h-eld Apr 6-li) and material abo developed for the Red River Delta. 
• Po~t lest evaluation on the Risk Asse~~menl carried om in Kien Giang and Can Tho were 

completed on 25 and 26 October 2011. The rdevancy of training activitie'> with actual works, 
content of training activities, training methods and guidance, documents and materials, overall 
logistics were highly ap?reciated hy informants. Many of the informant!> cnnfinned that they 
benefitted from the training work-:hops and they could <lpply what they have learnt into their areas 
of opermion. 66 percem of the wlal partit:ipantc. said lhal they have been involved in the 
coordination or organization uf risk analy~is activitie:-- after the training \Vurk~hops. 

Acrivil\' 52: Outbreak investiga,.ion capacity ~lrenglhened in_{onn pravince.\ 
• Mapping temporal and spatial distribution outbreah ofHPAI in poultry in VietNam and 

dis:.eminalion to other stukeholder:-. (includes lrnn:-.lation of DAH and Ministry of Heallh (MoH) 
re;mrts di":-eminated via emaiL updating excel hst ofHPAI outbreaks, reporting any new 
outbreaks, and analyses of epideoiological ck1.ta and mapping). 

• Evaluation on hotline, calendars, sticker" and roado,;how in Ha Nam and Can Tho were completed 
on 28 Dec 2010. It was recommended that the hotlinc should be used not only to report HPAI 
suspicious cases but abo for other diseases su;_:h as PRRS, FNID and for othe purpose :-uch as 
pro\'iding ad\'ice on animal production and vaccination to farmers, etc. 

AcfiFity 5.J:Cros.'>-border onalysi.v usinR a n1lue chain methodology in three border areas 
• Technical suppon provided to a bilateral m.:cting b>:tween Chinese and Yiemame~e amhorities nr 

which value-chain approaches and results from studies were presented and important future 
recommendations made 

• lmplernenting partner identified for future. study on cron border trade und srudy outline 
de•.'eloped emphasising movemellf and assimifarivn of spent h.:ns into Vietnamese domc~ric 
market" 

Activift• SA: Va..-cim! tfj"icacy monitoring and rints surveilfimct' supportt'd at national !t>rel 

• Technical report of the LoA for the Round I of 2010 of Post-vaccination monitoring and virus 
circulation surveillance was reviewed. finalized and cleared. 

• Round Il of 20 lO of Post-vaccination monitoring and virus circulation surveillance cancelled by 
DAH as a result of Circular No. 136/201 0/TT-BTC dated 13 September, 2010, which pwposed 
revised rates of various laboratory tests. As the newly proposed cost no:ms were debated by 

Government, fiAO was requested by DAH to defer post-vaccination monitoring until 
Round I 2011. 

• Detailed description of sub-optimal performance of vaccination in <.,elective districts. provinces 
and regions requirements complete for planned activities. 

• In the current set of trial» on the vaccine efficacy again:.>t the circulating virus stmins, it was 
obs..:rved that with one shot of R.:-l vaccine. chickens were protect.:d 100 ;>crcent when 
challenged with a recently isolated H5N2 virus (of -:lightly lesser virulence) and 80 percent when 
challenged with the currently circulating H5:--.Jl HPAI virus dade 2.3.2, p:edominantly in N01th 
Vid ;'\J"am. Since the recommend.:d procedure is to inoculate t\'i."O doses of tho: vaccine three weeks 
apan, the next phase of the trial is looking into the e~licacy of Re-I vaccine against the .above two 
virus stains in chickens, vaccinated with two doses of the vaccine as per the manufacturer's 
instruction. 

Activity 5.5: Support public private partnership (PPP"; and institutional strenphening in poultry 
production and health care system 
• Scoping study on PPP carried out {under CNJP) in anticipation of project extension approvaL 
Output 6: Improved bio-security and market hygiene practices in commercial and scavenging 
poultry raising settings supported 
Acrinty 6.1: SuppoTt biosecurir-y strenxthening in vilot province.'> 
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• Training materials :and approaches for hatchery hygiene, public and private :-.ector advi:;er Training 
of Trainer'! (ToT) technically revie-.ved. 

• Bin-security risk communication DVD developed for inclusion into training/awareness raising 
packages. 

• Hatchery mapping has been unde1taken in Cm Tho and Kien Giang provinces and preparation for 
GPS tm::rking activitie!-! are in place. Hatchery data ..:nllection and GPS marking has also been 
organised to initiate in Ha Nam, Hung Yen and Quang Tri. 

:1ctivily 6.2: Develop biosecurit-;: guidelines and !mining for J),1H and DLP 
• A bin-security working group annual strategic planning meeting was held in October 2010 and an 

action plan developed through stakeholder consultation. Participanb included Phu Tho SDAH, 
Viet Nam Veterinary Association, VSF-CICDA. PAHI, RUCED, NAFEC, AFAP, Hung Yen 
DARD. Institute of Animal Husbandry. DLP, Abt, FAO, USAID. Total participants 25, 15 males 
ami 10 female~. (Training for provincial technic<:.~ officers: see public sectl'r training of trainers 
programme 6.1} 

Planned activities for the next six-month period 
Component 1: Preparedness and Planning Component 
Output 1: Strategy development for HPAJ control 
Activity l.l: Revieu· of HPAI Control Strateg_r in VietNam 
• The consultancy for this review will he initiated when the DAH road map and the new ·'green 

book'" are finalized. 
• Additional technical inputs and advice will be provided by FAO technical officen;. This will 

emanate from outputs of field work, technical mt'eling-" (such as risk a.'>.'>es .... ments, HPAI 
epidemiology consultation etc). 

Activity 1.2: Tmn.~lVrming the HPAI Conlingency Pion 
• Framework for the Animal Disease Emergencies Preparedness plan will be reviewed, finalized, 

translated in Veitnamese and formally handed uver to DAH. 
Output 2: Coordination and communication with donm"s and other HPAI implementing 
partners 
Al'fiFit\' 2.l· CorP FAn Vir! Nmn tram ~uppnrtni 

• Continue to ensure !hat all stall is in place. 
Activit\' 2.2: Annual pro.Jecr .meetings supported 
• FAO/DAH Information Sharing Workshop on " Recent adv;mce;; in the knowledge of the 

epidemiology or HPAI in Viet I'\am and identification ofresean.:h priuritie:;"' completed. 
ActiFify 2.3: Team Meetings from Provincial to National level 
• Hold quarterly E'\0-Abt meeting with field staff m third and fourth quarter of the project. 
Activily 2.4." Coordination and .'dwring (~!' information Hdfh other players engaged in RPA! 
.mneil!ance. ri.'ik assessm.:nt and value chain and risk mitigation in poultry secwr 
• Regular technical and coordination meetings will be held with implementing partner Abt 

Associate:-. providing support to project implementation and monitoring. !-!upport and henef'it from 
technical comultancies of mutual interest and exchange expeliences including through additional 
technical resource:. (Rome based} 

• Ad hoc technical meetings with government counterpart agencies and implementing partners to 
share resulb :md dise1.1se control developments and to conduct expe1t an.aly~is 

• Continue to provide a weekly report which i~ submitted to USAID and USAID partners. 
• Continue to update the Google Viet NamPPI calendar regularly. 
• Relea~e fir:->t volume of DAH bulletin hy May 2011. 
Component 2: Anilllil.l Surveillance Component 
Output 3: Animal surveillance at the national, prmrindal, district and c._"(}mmunity level enhanced 
Acrivin· 3, !: Strengthening of velerinary lahoratories, specifically biosafety and quality a.ssurance 

supported 

• CarTy out two sets of one-day training for Tad-Info, one in NCVD and the other in RAHO 6 in 

HCMC. 
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Activity 3.2: Strem;thcninR of core capacities fOr animal hea!rh in 5 focw prrwinces, includinR 
surveillance actirilicv supported 
• Support provided through LoAs for passive and active surveiHance will end by May 2011. 
• A review of the project support for the passive surveillance system is planned in June 2011. 
• An evaluation of the active disease surveillance model (Routine and event-b.:1sed component) will 

be conducted in August 201 L 
• When the SOPs for HPAI Outbreak lnve,.,tif;alion and Respont>e are officially a(_k)pled, FAO will 

support on DAH'-: request the adequate awarenes;.; and dissemination of SOPs on HPAI OIR 
(adoption and implementation) and will implement SOPs training of local authorities I AISC 
leaders in the 5 pilot province following Government Adoption. 

• Support to provinces lo develop HPAI disea:-,e control plans based on risk assest>ments and risk 
analysis exerci'ies and technical support to package USA1D programme and regular provincial 
resources into coherent province-Jt>vel di~ease control action plans (also linked w activity 1.1) 

Activity 3.3: Further dn.-elopmellf o{Monitoring and Evaluation (_M&EJ expertise in animal health 
• FAO complete and submit ihe bi-annual PMP report (01 October 2010 to 31 March 2011), along 

\Vith key recommendations to MEASURE in April 2011. 
Actit·ity 3.4: Veterinory epidemiolog)' network supported 
• Three more AVET courses will be carried out targeting trainees from the remaining SDAH that 

\¥ere not involved in ;xevious A VET coursei<.. 
• Two Alumni Workshop of AVET Traineei<. will be organised for strengthening the animal health 

epidemiologist network in VietNam and improve the sharing of information. 
• Preparation of risk a'isessrnent tr<Jining materials and ca">e studie'i to be accessible to A VET 

trainees and DAH epidemiology core team 
Activity 3.5: Pj{oting sun·eiflancefDr animal influenza in poultry and pig production imetface 
• Deferred ar the requeM ofUSAID. 
Activity 3.6: Actiw' sun)eillunce programme in a seiecled poullry markelinf{ ;.;_vslem 
• This active live bird market surveillance programme will be carried nut in I o~ 2 markets of Quang 

Tri province. 
Output 4: Priority procurement for animal surYeillance and laboratory supported 
ActiFitv 4.1: Procurem('n/ unJ maintenance 

• To decide on procurement and maintenance needs ba<:.ed on needs assessment. 
Component 3: Animal Response Component 
Output 5: Effective and timely animal response efforts promoted 
Activit-.; 5J· HPl11 risk-mapping and risk anal;:sis updu!et! t-lf nafionallevei 
• Training course foo Provindal DARD and sDAH staff on value chain analysis and :;Jractical 

techniques for sub-sector mapping and analysis 
• Technical update/refresher training on risk assessment approaches for provincial and national 

epidemiologists 
• Regional risk assessments/ analyses will he carried out covering the central and Red river Delta 

areas of Viet Nam and involving provincial sDAH and DARD offices in those areas beyond the 
pilot provinces 

• A meeting V.'ill present the findings of the risk analysis studies and capacity building approaches 
carried out by the project. 

Acth·ity 5.2: Outbreak ilwestigation cnpacity strenrz!hened in focus prrJFinces 
• Continue mapping temporal and sparial distribution outbreaks of HPAI in poultry in Viet :!\'am and 

dissemination to other stakeh1)lder~ as nut lined <1h1we. 
Activity 5.3: Crnss-border a11alvsis usinR a O'alue chain metlwdo{ofiy in three borda areas 
• A risk analysis 'itudy will be carried out fOcusing on the north-western cross-border trade corridor 

be-tween VietNam and China and also analysing the integration of Chinese poultry lnto the market 
chains of northern Viet Nam. 

• Study to propose o;>tion:-. for managed safe cross-border poultry trade conducted and finding 
presented in a policy meeting 

Activity 5.4: Vaccine efficacy monirorinf{ and virus surveillnnce supported at national !evei 
• Round I 2011 of PVM and VCS \vill be prepared in consultation wirh DAH "'·'ith potentially a 
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revised protocol for the sampling ba'ied on the new vaccination programme for 2011-2012. 
• A con:-.ultancy will he conducted fn:· investigating the :-.uh-optit:ml performance of vaccination in 

selective districts, provinces and regions. 
• Experimental infection of ducks 'i.Vith H5N 1 and H5~2 will be initiated in April 20 ll to determine 

pathogenicity of theses viruses. 
• Vaccine efficacy test (Re-I, Re-5 vs. H5N 1 2-3-2, H5N2 2·3·2) will continue. 
Activit\' 5.5: Support Jmblic private partnenhip (PPPJ and institutional >;frengtheninR in poultry 
production nnd heullh care svs_tem 
• Design appropriate PPP action plans in target areas: (PPPs will be implemented in areas where 

existing market chain ri'k reduction activities are being carried out} 
• Conduct an analysis of !he pouhry sub-sector, identifying medium and long tenn trend:-. and 

drive~ affecting the ,ector with m1 emphasis on related veterinary puhlic health issue'i< 
• Area-l:>w•:ed action plam to be implemented. 
Output 6: Impnn:ed bio-security and market hygiene pradices in commercial and scavenging 
poultry raising settings supported 
Activit\' 6.!: Support hiosecurily stn"ng:hening iil pilot provinces 
• Implement bio-security· capacity 'itrengthening programme' in 5 provinces {focw;ing on the private 

sector advisers) {Abt Associates to focu:-. on the government advisory services) 
ActiFit_v 6.2: Develop hiosecurity guidelines and training for DAH and DLP 
• Review <J.nd adapt National Guidelines developed for Jndustric.l poultry producers under the 

V AHIP into a version more appropriately targeting the smz1ll holder sectoL 
• Tntining for govemuent officers on the 'itandards and guideline/i develo;:;ed (delivered at the 

province level). 
• Cany-out evaluation of bio-security initiatives to develop good bio-security practices and ensure 

consolidation of lessons learned 
• Hatchery data collection will he completed in Ha Nam, Hung Yen and Quang Tri. GPS marking 

wHl be completed in all five pilot provinces. including hatche:y mapp-lm!. 
Main challenges encountered and response proYided 
Government approval for the extension of thi:-. project ""'a" received on 14 Febnmry 2011, \.Vhich was 
4.5 months. after planned stat1 date of Ol October 2010. FAO was able to continue imple-mentation of 
on-going activities related to the previous \Vork plan hut not able to initiate the new activities proposed 
in the prqje~t proposal covering the period 01 October 2010 to 30 September 7011. 
Main progress made towards the achic\'Clllcnl of project outcomes (from the start of the project) 
Output 1: Strategy development for HPAJ control in 2006-2010 supported 
• Consideration of a regional approach lo HPA1 control rather than a provincial one has bt>en 

promoted and is attracting interest as featured in the Green Book Review and several International 
Ministerial Conference on Avian ami PanJemic lnt1uenza (JMCAPl) dot:uments. 

• Provincial poultry sub-sector profiling has been effective in describing provincial poultry 
populations (including the Poultry Atlas) and DLP is conside1ing adopting such an approach mol"e 
widely. 

• Ri'ik a'i'ie'i'iment and risk-ba;;ed targeting of control measures are increasingly being included m 
technical and policy development (however still largely resllicted lo the control of HPAl). 

Output 2: Coordination and communication with donors and other HPAI implementing partners 
• Programme nanagement and planning and coordination of activities with US AID and other partners 

ha"'e been maintained. FAO has made 11 m~jor recommendations for the Green Book Review, were 
well received by the Government of Vier Nam. 

• FAO and Abt have a common strategy to risk reduction aero:-.:-. the supply chain with a shared 
activity matrix consolidating the agencies activities into a single overall approach. 

Output 3: Animal ~turvei!lance at the national, di,·tri(__·f and community level enhmu·ed 
•Th¢ project is carrying out anir:1al surveillance activities which include support in relation to the 

upgrading of TAD-info and the Laboratory lnform::ttion System {LabNet), development of 
Geographic Information Sy!item'i (GIS) ~lt RAHO. So fa:, 210 officers from SDAH, 14 RAHO st~lff 
and five DAH Epidemiology staff have increased their capacity to use this software through 
training. Seven units of Glohal Pu:-.itioning System (GPS) and ;;even licenses of mapping software 
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(ArcView/ArcGIS 9.2) have been provided to <>even RAHO" (1-VH\ A total o:-· 55 SDAH/DAH 
staff have been tralned on its use. 

• The project has also developed a database system software for laboratory diagnostic management 
within the DAH's LahNet through the service~ of a local tirm in VietNam_ Lahon1tory hio~afety 
and quality assurance are being supported and pursued. 

• The SOPs for H5N l real-tir:1e PCR have been developed and adopted. Genetic analy~is of 
haemagg:lutination (HA) gene of the new vims isolates of 2009-10 showed th3.t besides. clade I and 
clade 2.3.4, there i:.. increasing evidence of involvement of clade 2.3.2. 

• A revised and updated SOP for HPAI out brenk investigation and control has been developed 
comprising 19 sections and 14 job cards for variom officials involved in HPAT outbreak 
manag:emenL The En&k,h and Vietnamese version,; of the SOP have been handed over to DAH for 
tnmsmission to MARD for adoption as a national "tmtegy. 

• The campaign to encourage poultry farmers to report any unu~ual occurrences in poultry Hocks, 
arising 'mspicion of an infectious disease, through TV spots and loud;.:peakers during the ri'ik period 
(e.g. lhe TET festival), has created an increased awareness on !he necessity to report diseases on 
time. 

• The AVET mitiative, to build up basic epidem!Ologica\mve:,;tigation capacity in the country through 
Viet Nam-specitlc, tailor-made course cunicula of nine weeks duration resulted in training of 52 
veterinarians in four cohorts in 20 lO and of 13 veterinarians so far in 2011. 

• Active surveillance for HPAI and other poultry diseases has been launched on a pilot scale in 
project provinces. 'Which will complement the community-based surveillance of Aht Associates. 

• In addition, an new component has been launched in March 20 ll in the event of an outbreak to 
early detect any potential secondary outbreaks in the neighbouring area of the lndex case. 

• A co<..:t effectiveness study on surveillanc.;"o for HPAT has been completed. Preliminary finding;; 
suggest that there is a qu~llitativc value in surveillance. but the cosr of surveillance per outbreak 
reported is going up with a decrease in the number of outbreaks of HPAI in Viet ~am. 

• More than 300 copies of the Wild Bird Manual have been translated into Vietnamese and distrihuted 
to 6.3 provinces. 

• Live bird market active surveillance approaches are for the first time lxoing adopted under the USA 
project approach in VietNam in keeping \Vith emerging best internation::>l practice:; 

Output 4: Priority procurement for animal surveillance and laboratory supported 
• Procurement of vehicles. Information Technologies (lT) equipment. e.quipment spmyer:-. and most 

lat. consumables is complete to support AS3 and AR2, and all are in use. 
Output 5: Effective and timely animal response eJJOrts promoted 
• A cross-border study in the north of Viet Nam concluded that al; a result of a h1gh financial return 

for poultry. smuggling across the border has not decreased but has become 1~1ore elaborate. which 
will pose a constant risk of disease transmission, The market chaln is increasingly being :ecognized 
as critical to the control of HPAI. particularly in nmthern Viet Nam and FAO' s ~trategic targeting of 
LBMs has been validated. 

• Post-vaccination monito:-ing and virus circulating mrveillance for intluenza A/H5Nl, supported by 
this project, ~hows that vaccinated poultry have a protection rate of' 72.10 percent nt bird leveL The 
protedion rates of Muscovy duck;.., Turkey, other ducks, chickens and geei<.e were SO percent, ~0 
percent. 78.90 percent, 68.05 percent and 50 percent. respective!)'. Prevalences of Type A <md H5Nl 
avian inl1uen.w viruses in Jucks were 0.94 percent and 0.67 percent respectively while in chickens. 
respective prevalences were 0.54 percent and 0 percent. There was no evidence of Af viru:.. 
persistence found with the samples taken from ~·1uscovy ducks. The AI positive samples were frot:-1 

Khanh Hoa and Quang Ngai provinces {Center). 
Output f-arried overfrom Year II: Farcine production 
• A training course on good management practice;.. (GMP) to key stakeholders, National Veterinary 

Company (NAVETCO), Viet Nam's Veterinary Vaccine Company (VETVACO) and DAH was 
conducted, which covered introductory-level Good Manufacturing Practice (acnmling to the 2009 
Phammceutical Inspection Convention ! Pharmaceutical In:.:.pe.ction Co-operation Scheme [PIC/S] 
Code of GMP) and quality systems applicable to the manufacture of AI H5N l vaccines. 

• The operational appraisal of cold chain integrity is complet<!, and .39 provinces were pro'.ide.d with walk-
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in cold room'i. A software for inventory maintenance of vaccine bank'i in provinces has been developed. 
Output 6: Improved bUJsentrity practices in L·ommercial and scavenging poultry raising settings 
supported 
• Poultry sector profiling provides important toob :·or risk-;malysi:-. and slralegic disease comrol 

planning. A guide to provincial poultry '>ector profiling ha,.: been develo;Jed. Poultry ;;:ector profiling 
has been .:ompleted for four of the five project provinces. The guidelines are cunently being tested 
extenally by an impleoenting partner in three non-CSAlD pilot provinces. 

• A Biosecurity Working Group ha~ been e~tablished which provides a forum to network information 
and le:-.sons learned and build technical understanding among a peer group nf agencies working to 
strengthen biosecuri!y. 

• A framework for a database on biosecur:ity materials has been developed and its consolidation is in 
pmgres.'>. By nnw, over 100 documents have been compiled in a ~e.archable fonnat. This is now ready for 
di'-:.semination. Bim;ecucity activ1ti·es of a]l agencies engaged in related work have also been mapped. 

• The working group reviewed \'mrk on hatchery bio<>ecurity, and training on the principles of 
bio:-.ecurity anJ on biosecurity auditing V·ias provided to 16 member~ of the bio:':ecunty working 
group. Conventional approache:-. to biosecurity strengthening have been reviewed and evidence 
gathered to suppm1 adoption of a supplementary approach focusing on private sector driven 
activities and adopting social marketing techniques from the human health sector. 

• FAO and Abt Associates have liaised on hatchery technical training and registration schemes. 
• A :egional :isk analysis exercise was conducted, which pro-vided info:mation on the character of 

poultry movement and production in the lmver Mekong Region, identifying poultry noverc1ent:-- and 
risk pathways for inter-provincial transmission of infection_ 

Output 7: Communication capacity supported at DAH and technical inputs to communications 
activities of other US.4JD implementing partners are provided 
• FAO is supporting the calendar and sticker production and di:->trihution for pre-TIT festival 2010, 

sending out the message to call the hot line or the SDAH land line to report ill and dead poultry under 
the Enhanced Reporting component. 

• Under the Gathering Evidence for a Transitional Strategy (GETS) project, the Academy for 
Educational Development (AED) produced a commercial in which the 'lecond part encouraged 
poultry owne:r.,; to report ill and de?d poultry to SDAH via a hotline: or SDAH phone: numbers This 
has heen e:lectively used in this project for awareness-r.:1ising purposes. 

• Support to DAH communications has been maintained. 
• Technical support to Abt Associates in implc1:1cnting the field activities has been maintained. 
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Project \tlonitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 06 
P:-oject title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 

Pathogenic AYian Influenza (HPAI) in VietNam 
Reporting period· April 2011-Septem~r 2011 

Countr,.-: Vwl Nam 
Project title: li"!lmediate technical as.-.istance to :-.trengthen -emergency prer-aredness for Highly; 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in VietNam 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 06 
Budget: USD 2 mill inn (Phase 1). USD 3.1 million (Phase II). USD 3.3 million (Phase 111) .• 
l!SD l.075 million (cost extension)t, USD 2.2 million (Phase IV) 
Total budget: CSD \1_675 million 
Ef'fecth·e starting date: August 2006 
Planned end date: September 2012 
Context of the project ll>e control and elimination of H5N l Highly Pathogenic Avian 1ntluenza ; 
(HPAl) demands a long-te:-m approach. Viet Nam is moving from the control phase to- the : 
consolidation pha~e. with an ongoing need for capacity building m !he veterinary ~ervtce~ and j 
livestock production sectors and support for vaccination and other risk reduction measures. This : 
regional projCC[ suppon:ed by the United Stat..:s Agency for International Development (USAID) i::-: 
cunently in its fm1rth phase of implementation. 
Objectives of the project 
The overall objective of the project is to address the urgent short-term actions that need to be; 
undertaken by the country to :-.trengthen it;; capacity to rapidly detect the introduction of HPAI into the j 
countrv and minimize its spread in case of its occmrence. 
Planned actiYities for this reporting period 

Component 1: Preparedness and Planning Component 
Output 1: Strategy deYelopment for HPAJ control 
Activity 1.1: Rev in;: of HPA/ Conlrof Strategy in Viei Nwn 

• Initiate the consuhancy for this review when the Department of Animal Health (DAH) road map j 
and the new Green Bo~;k are finalized. 

• Provide additiom.l technical inputs aml advice emanating from outputs of field wo:ck.. technical : 
meetings (:-.uch a.s risk assessment~. HPAI epider:1iology consultation, etc.). 

AcfiFity 1.2: Tmn:-;lurminJ.; the HPAI Contin~ency Plan 

• Review and finalize the .framework f'or the Animal Disease Emergencies Preparedness plz.n, j 
translate it into Vietname~e and fLmnally hc..ntl over to OAH. 

Output 2: Coordination and communication with donors and other HPAI implementing j 
partners 
Acrjvirv 2.1: Core FAO Vie! Nam ream supported 

• Continue to ensure that all staff is in place . 
AcfiFity 2.2: Annual project meefinJ.;s supported 

• Complete FAOiDAII Infom1ation Shanng Workshop on "Recent advances in the know led"""c of : 0 • 

the epidemiology of HPAI in VietNam and identif:cv..rion of research priorities·'. 
ActiFily 2.3: Team meeiings{rom pru;-inciulw nafionallevef 

• Hold quatterly FAO-Abt Associates meeting with field staff in third and foutth quarter of the j 
project. 

Activit\' 2.4: Coordination and 5haring of information with ozher players engaged m HPAI 
sun•eiilaHce, ri . ..-k assessment and n;}ue chain ond ri)k mitigation inpou!trv sector 

• Hold regular technical and coordination meetings with the implementing partner Abt Associates to j 
provide support to project implementation and monitoring, as~ist and benefit from technical ; 
consulk1.ncies of mutual interest. and exchange experiences through additional technical resources j 
(Rome-based). 

• Hold ad hoc technical meetings with government counterpart agencies and implementing panncrs : 

1 Prcje-s::t Cm1 Extetl'>ion R~que..-;;: from October2009 to September 2010. 
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to share results and disease control developments and to conduct ex;:;ert analysis. 

• Continue to provide a '-Veekly report which i, submitted to USAID <;nd USAID partners. 
• Release the first volume o~· the DAH bulletin by May 20 II. 

Component 2: Animal Sun·eillance Component 
Output 3: Animal surveillance at the national, provincial. district and community level enhanced 
Actit·in· 3.1: Strengthening o{ veterinary !ahoratorio·, specifically biosafety and qualit_r assurance 

supported 

• Carry out two ~ets of one-day training for the Transboundary Animal Disease Information Sy~tem 
(TADnfo), one in the ~ational Centre for Veterinary Diagnosis (NCVD) and the Regional Animal 
Health Office (RA.HO) 6 in Ho L"'hi Minh City. 

Activit\' 3.2: .S'trengthening of core capacities for animal hea!rh in Jive focus t.~rm·inces, including 
surw"iilmrce ac1i1·ities supported 

• Support provided through Letters of Agreement (LoAs) for passive and active surveillance to end 
hy May 2011. 

• Plan a review t)f the project suppm1 for the passive t-.urveillance system in June 2011. 

• Conduct an evaluation of the active disease surveillance mo.1.el (routine ;.;nd event-based 
component} in August 2011. 

• Once the standzrd operating procedures (SOP:-) for HPAI Outbreak lnvestigadon and Response 
are officially adopted, <.upport DAH's request for adequate mvareness and dissemination uf SOPs 
on HPAI (adoption and implementation) and implement SOPs training of local authorities/ the 
Auditing and Informatics Services Company Limited (AISC) leader~ in the five pilot province~ 
following the Government's adoption. 

• Suppo:1 the pnwince~ to develop HPAl disea~e control plans ha~ed on risk assessments and risk 
analysis exercises and technical support to package USAlD programme and regular provlnclal 
resources into coherent pmvince-level di:..ease L:Ontrol actlon plans (.also linked to aclivily L I) 

Activity 3.3: Furl her development of iHonituring and C'vuluafiun (.14&£) expertise in animal health 

• Complete and submit the biannual Performance and Monitoring Plan (PMP) repott (I October 
2010-31 March 201 I)_. along with key recommendations to MEASURE in April 2011 

Activit)' 3.4: Veterinary epidemiology network supported 

• Carry out three mnre Applied Veterim:ry Epidemiological Training (AVET) ctmrses for the 
trainees from the remaining Sub-Department of Animal He<1lth (SDAH) that were not involved in 
previou.:-. A VET courses. 

• OrganiLe two alumni workshops of A VET trainees l'o:r strengthening the animal health 
epidemiologist network in Viet Nam and improve the sharing of information. 

• Prepare risk assessment training materials ami case studies to be accessible to AVET trainees and 
DAH epidemiology core team. 

Activif)' 3.5: Piloting sur;•eillance for animal il?fluen::a in poultry and pig production interface 

• Deferred at the request of US AID. 
Acrinty 3.6: _ActiFe surreilinncc programme in u selected poult!) marketing system 

• Carry out the active live bird market (LBM) surveillance progar.1mc in one or tV•'O markets of 
Quang Tti province. 

Output 4: Priority procurement for animal sun:cHJanrt and laboratory supported 
Acrh·ity 4.1: Procurement and mamtenance 

Component 3: Animal Response Component 
Output 5: Effective and timely animal response efforts promoted 
Activity 5,l:HP!ll risk-mapping und risk analysis updated a! national lend 
• Organize a training course for the Provincial Department of Agriculture and Rural Development 

(DARD) and SDAH staff on value chain analysis and practical techniques for suhsectnr mapping 
and analysis. 

• Canv out technical u date/refresher trainin on risk assessment a roaches for -;:novincial and 
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national epidemiologists. 

• Carry out regional ri<>k asses-.ments/an~tlyse'i covering the central and Red river Delta areas of Viet 
Nam and involving provlncial SDAH and DARD offices in those arei.ls beyond the pilot prm·ince~. 

• Present the iindings of the risk <'.ni.llysb. ~tudie:<> and c<:.pi.lcity building approaches in i.l meeting 
carried out by the project. 

Activity 52: Ou!break investigalion cdpacil-.' srrengthened in .focus provinces 

• Continue mapping temporal and spatial distribution outbreaks of HPAI in poultry in VietNam and 
disseminate to nther stakeholders as outlined above. 

Activity 5.3:Cros.~-horder analy.<ds using a wdtu: chain rnethodolngy in three border area> 

• Cany out a risk analysis study focusing on the nmth-western cross-border trade corridor between 
VietNam and Chini.l and abo analysing the integration of Chine:<>e poultry into the market chain::, 
of northern Viet N<::m. 

• Conduct a study to- pmpose optio-n<> for managed safe cross-border poultry tmde and present the 
findings in a policy r:1eeting. 

Actit·ity 5.4: Vaccine ('_fficacy monituring (lJ1d virus surveil!ant£ supported at nationalln·el 
• Prepare round 1 20 ll of the Po::,t-Vaccination Monitoring (PVM) pro-gramme and virus circulation 

surveillance {VSC) in consultation with DAH with a reYised protocol for the sampling based on 
the new vaccination programme for 2011-2012. 

• Conduct a consultancy lor investigating the ::,u!x)ptimal performance of vaccination in ,;elective 
districts, provinces and regions. 

• lnitiate experimental infection of duck>. \<.:ith H5N l and H5N2 in April 201 J to determine 
pathogenicity of theses viruses. 

• Continue vaccine efficacy test Rc-l, Rc-5 vs. H5N I 2-3-2, H5N2 2-3-2. 
ActiFit.v 5.5: Support Jn!Mic private partnership (PPP) and institutional strcnsthening in poultry 
production and health care svstem 

• Design appropriate PPP action plans in t~trget areas (PPPs will be implemented in areas where 
existing market chain risk reduction acllvitle::, are being canied oul). 

• Condud :m analysis of the poultry subsector, identifying medium- and long-term trends and 
drivers. affecting the sector with an e:mpha<>is on reLlted veterinary public health i%ues. 

• Implement area-based action plans. 
Output 6: Improved hiosecurity and market hygiene practices in commercial and sca·wnging 
poultry raising settings supported 
:1ctiFify 6.1: Support biosecurity .~treng!hening in pilot provinces 

• Implement biosccurity capacity strengthening programmes in five provinces focusing on the 
private seelor i.lt..lvi,;ers Abt A'>~OCtates and the government advisory services. 

Activity 6.2: Develop biosecurity guidelines and training for DA.H and the Department of Livestock 
Production (DLP) 
• Review and adopt National Guiddines developed for industri:;:l poultry producers under £he 

VietNam Avian and Human Influenza Control and Preparedness Project (VA HIP) into a version 
aimed at the smaHholder sector. 

• Develop tr<1ining for government officers on the standards and guidelines (delivered at the 
province level). 

• Carry-out evaluation of biosecurity initiative::, to develop good biosecurity practice:<> and ensure 
con:-.olidation of lessons learned 

• Complete hatchery data collection in Ha !'\am, Hung Yen and Quang Tri. The global positioning 
system (GPS} r:1arking will be completed in all five pilot provinces, including hmchery mapping. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Component 1: Preparedness and Planning Component 
Output 1: Strategy deYelopment for HPAI control 
Acfit·ity !.!: Raiew ofHPAI Control Strate;:y in VietNam 
• Technical suppott was provided to the development of the new Green Book. entitled. ·'The Viet: 
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Nam Integrated National Operational Program On Avian Int1uenza, Pandemic Preparedne~;s And 
Emerging Infectious Diseases (AIPED), 2011-20 15'-, by the Government of Viet Nam" Besides 
written mate1·ials, further !-.ttppon was provided through per:-.onal consultation!-., pa1ticipations m 
workshop;; and me-etings and interactions with othe:- stakeholders including donors. 

Acth·iry 1.2: Tran.~fOrming the HPAl Contingency Plan 

• A :-.Jalional Amma\ Disease Emergency PrepErednes:. Plan was prepared through wide stakeholder 
con'"'ultatiom. The Plan which aho includes a possih\e structure for the Incident Command System 
(ICS} '\.Vas forwarded to the Government of Viet Nam. 

Output 2: Coordination and communication with donors and other HPAI implementing 
partners 
Activit\" 2.1: Core J-~10 Fief Nam feom supported 

• Continued to ensu:e that all staff is in place. 
ActiFii)' 2.2: Annual project meetings supported 
• fAO/DAH lnfonnaliOn Sharing Workshop on "Recent adv:mces in the knowledge of lhe 

epidemiology of HPAI in Viet Nam and identification of research priorities'' was we1pleted. 
Information Sharing Meeting on land 2 June 2011 with 51 parlicip:.mts (14 female and 37 male) 
from OAH, the Centre de Cooperation lmemationale en Recherche Agrorwmique (CJRAD), the 
Centres for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the Field Epidemiology Training Programme 
for Veterinarians (1-ETPV) fellows, NCVD, lhe Oxford University Clinical Research Cnit 
(OUCRU), the N<:tional Institute nf Health and Epidemics (NIHE), Aht Associates, VA HIP, the 
Hanoi L'nivcrsity of Agriculture {HUA), AVET, .PAO, the ;'\J"cw Zealand Agency for International 
Developmem {i'IZAID}, the National ln,;titute of Velerinary Research (NIVR), USAlD, RAHO I
VII, the \-\'orld Health Organization (\VHO}. 

Acrh·ity 2.3: Team A1eetingsfrom Pro~·incial to Nationol level 

• FAO-Abt Associate-s meeting was held on a quarterly basis for the field staff in Quang Tri on 
12 August 2011, consisting of 23 participants ( HHemale and 1 ~ male). The participants were from 
US AID, F AO, Abt Associates. Quang Tri SDAH and DAH. 

Acrh·ity 2.4: Coordinothm nnd .1·harint-: o{ infomwtion with other plnyers engaf{ed in HPAJ 
surveillance, risk assessment and t'olue chain and risk mitigation in poultry sector 
• Regular technical and coordination 1:1eeting» were held with the implementing p2.rtner Abt 

Associates providing support to project implementation 2nd monitoring, as \Veil as engaging in 
technical cunsull:.mcies of mutu:;l interest and exchanging experience)'. through additional technical 
resources (Rome-hased). 

• Ad hoc technical meetings were held with government counterpa!t agencies and implementing 
partners to share results and disease control developments and to conduct expert analysis. 

• The Google Viet ~am Prodm:er Price Indices (PPI) calendar was updated regularly. 
• The fir~! volume of DAH bulletin \vas released in July 20 11(250 copies). 
• Participated in the USAID planning meeting with the goallo develop USAID/Viet Nam's 2011-12 

Strategic Frameworks for Avian Pandemic Influenza (API) pmgramming in Nha Trang from 25 to 
27 July 201 L This included several pr~parawry meetings \'.·i!h all partners (DAH. DLP. Avian 
Pandemic Int1uenza rnitiati\'e [APH], WHO, etc.}. 

Component 2: Animal Surveillance Component 
Output 3: Animal surveillance at the national~ provincial~ district and community level enhanced 
Activitr 3.1: Strengthening of veferinar_v laboratories, spectfirolly hiosafl!ty and qualit.v assurance 

supported 

• Rerresentative virus i;;;n\ates from outbreaks o~- HPAI in the north, central and south Viet Nc.rn 
were sequenced 2nd phylogeny prepared. The phylogenie information reveals that clade I is 
entrenched in south VietNam: in the nmth_ clade 2.3.4 was replaced by the newly emerging clade 
23.2. Also a genetically different cluster of H5Nl virus was observed within clade 2.3.2 iml.ates 
from a small number of outbreaks in north Viet Nam. 

• LoA 1vas signed with DAH to organize the training on ISO 17025 on 18 August 20 I L The 
training course was delivered from 23 to ?7 August 701 1 in Hanoi with 36 particirant.s (10 female 
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and 26 male). The rarticipant<> were from DAR NCVD, RAHOs I-VII, the National Center for 
Veterinary Hygiene Inspection No, 1, the Department of Science and Technology within the 
Ministry of Agriculmre and Rural Development (1v1ARD). and the National Center for Veterinary 
Medicine Control No.I. 

Acth·iry 3.2: Strengthening t.;f" core capacities for animal health in five focus provinces. including 
sunYiflance a.ctivities supported 

• Suppo:1 wai<. provided through LoAs foe· passive and active surveil!an.:e (end by May 2{}] 1 ). 

• A review of the project support for the pa%ive surveillance <>ystem wa'> completed in June 2011 
;.md supported by a national and an inte:national consultant. Missions on passive surveillance were 
undertaken in the fol1owing provinces: Quang Trion 28 June 2011, Ha Nam on 24 June 2011 and 
Can Tho from 4 to 6 July 2011. 

• A review of the active surveillance components implemented was carried out by engaging an 
international and a national consultant. The review included field visits by lhe con:.ultants to Kten 
Giang (nn 5 and 6 September 201 l), Qu:mg Tri \on Hand 9 September 201 1) and Hung Yen (on 
12 and 13 September 201 l) for an evaluation of the field activities related to the active 
surveillance for HPAI and other pouH:cy disease;,. 

• Signet! LoA on the lmplement<:tion of AI Markel Surveillance National Programme in 20 II with 
DAR 

Activity 3.3: Further development of Aioniwrinx and Ewduation (Af&E) expertise in animal health 

• fAO completeJ and submi!ted the biannual PMP report {l October 2010 to 3l March 2011) along 
'>Vith key recommendations to MEASURE in A?ril 2011. 

• M&E indicators were reviewed with MEASURE :.md other implementing pa1iners of USAID 
during the planning meeting in Nha Trang, Viet ~am, from 25 to 27 July 2011. 

Actjt·iry 3.4: Veterinary epidemhJlogy network supported 

• The 5th AVET was completed on April 2011 with 13 participants (4 female and 9 male). The 
participants were from RAHO I-V. DAH, NIVR, NCVD, the Central Viet Nam Veterinary 
Institute, Thai Nguyen University, Hue University. Can Tho University, HUA. 

• Completed the 6th AVET with 12 participant:<> {3 female ami 9 male). The participant'-. were 
selected from SDAHs in 12 prm:inces (Dac lac. Kon Tum, Ninh Thu.an, Lao Cai, Yen Bai, Son La, 
Hoa Binh. Bac Giang, Hai Phong, Dong Nai, Binh Dinh and Ba.c Kan). Pre-test and post-test 
activities were c;u,ied out 

• Completed the 7th AVET with 12 partlcipanh {3 female ami 9 male). The pmticipanb were 
selected from SDAHs in 12 provinces (Bac Lieu, Long An, Dong Thap, Tuyen Quang, Da ~ang, 
Vinh Long, Ticn Giang, Soc Trang. An Giang, Ben Trc, Dac Nong and Binh Tlman). Pre-rest and 
post-test acli\·ities were can-ied out. 

• Completed the Xth AVET with 12 participants (3 female and 9 male). The participant:. were 
selected from SDAH in Lai Chau, Ha Giang, Lam Dong, Tay Ninh. Binh Phuoc, Phu Yen, DAH, 
NCVD, RAH06. RAH07, HUA, Pasteur Institute. The P'e-test and post test were carried ou!. 

• The alunmi workshop of AVET trainee,; was organiLed on 19 and 20 Sepler.-.ber 2011 for 
strengthening the animal health epidemiologist netY/ork in VietNam :md improving the sharing of 
information. Participants were trainees from A VET l-A VET S, FAO, DAH, USAID, rETP-WHO, 
PREDICT. Pusteur ln:.tilule, NCVD. HUA with 102 {36 femde and 66 male). 

• Preparation of risk c..si<.essment training materials and case "'tutlies tn he accessihle to AVET 
trainees and DAH epidemiology core team is ongving. 

Activity 3.5: Pi totiNg surveiilancefor t.mimai injluem:t.~ in poultf}· and pig production inter{t.tce 

• Deferred at the request of USA ID. 
Acrivin· 3,6: Actlve .\l.ffTeillance progmmme in a selected poultrY marketing sy.~tem 

• Baseline s.urv.:-.y vf LBM was carried out in Quang Tri province. 
• An external consultant review o:· the acfjve surveillance pilot of this project, "\.vas carried out in 

September 20 II along with the Community Based Surveillance (CBS) model vf surveillance 
implemented by Abt A'>sociate'i under the APII programme. 

Output 4: Priority procurement for animal surveillance and laboratory supported 
Actit·if\' 4.1: Procurement and maintenance 
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Component 3: Animal Response Component 
Output 5: Effective and timely animal respon_w efforts promoted 
Acrjviry 5.1: HPAI risk-mapping and risk analysjs updated at national leFel 

• Training ~ourse was ~arried out for provincid DARD and SDAH staff on value chain analysis and 
practical techniques for subsector mapping and analysls. 

• Risk analysis on HPAI H5N I for Central Zone was held in Quang Tri from 6 to 8 April 2011 with 
24 participants (X femde and 16 male}. The particip.:mb were from SDAHs (Nghe An. Ha Tinh, 
Thua Thien Hue, Da Nang Quang Nam SDAH, Quang Tri and Quang Binh}, DARD (Ha Tinh and 
Quang Binh), the Quang N<tm Centre for Extension Service, RAHO III, RAHO IV, RAHO VII, 
DAHand DLP. 

• Risk Analy~is for AJ in the notthern zone of Viet l":am was held in H:moi from 4 to{) July 2011 
\Yith 55 p<trticipants (18 female and 37 male). The participant'i were from DARDs and SDAHs 
from Hai Phong. Hr.. Nam, Lang Son, Quang Nmh, Ninh Binh, Phu Tho, Lao Cai, Vinh Phuc, Ba~ 
Giang, Thai Binh, Bac Ninh, Yen Bai, Hung Yen, Nam Dinh, Thanh Hoa, Hna Binh, Hai Duong, 
Thai Kguyen and Hanoi: FAO, DLP, HUA,VAHIP, JAPFA, DAH, Green Vet, RAHO I, RAHO II, 
the National Agricultural EJdemion Cent:-e (NAEC), AS YELlS. 

• Hatchery data collection and mapping in five pilot provinces wa~ completed (Kien Giang: 
44 hatcheries. Ha Nam: 201. Hung Yen: 258, Quang Tri: 37 and Can Tho: 45). 

Activity 5.2: Outbreak nn'estiga!ion capacit\' .;·tren;.;!l/('ned infocu.;· pnninces· 

• Continue mapping temporal and spali:d dh.inbution outbreaks or HPAI in poultry in VietNam and 
dissemination to other stakeholders as outlined ahove. 

ActiFily 5.3: Cross-border analysis usinx a 1-a!ue chain mellwdology in three border a reus 
Acfit·ity 5.4: Vacdnc efficacy monitoring and virus sun,eil!ance supported at national fn·ei 

• Signing LoA with DAH on HPAl vaccine dTica~y and pathogenicity te~.t on recem HPAI H5 vim:-. 
in the north Viet Nar:1. 

• Vaccine efficacy trials revealed that the vaccines currently being used in Viet Nam are still 
cffec1ivc against HPAI viruses belonging to dade 1, clade 2.3.4 and majority of the viruses 
helonging to clade 2.3.2. However, vin.bes isolated from outbreaks in five provinces were found 
to be of a variant type, and the vacclnes is use were ineffective against this variant type. 

Acfit·ity ).): Sttppon puhl1c prinlfc partners/up (f'Pf'j and in1·titutiona! strengthening in poultry 
production and health care ,'>ystem 

• A price monitoring system i:-. required to under~tand better the ecom,mic drivers, to ensun~ that 
market and pe1t'ormancc information is widely available, and to reduce the risk of market failure. 
This system has been launched through coll:.boratJOn with the Centre for Agriculture Policy of the 
Ministry of Agriculture in .:1 pilot scale in three major cities of Viet Nam, The \Veb site for 
dissemination of (he information has been launched by the Centre and (he informadon on the study 
will be shown in a television programme on the National Channel on 6 and 7 October 201 L 

Output 6: Improved biosccurit)" and market h)"gicnc practices in commercial and scaYcnging 
poultry rai..,.i.ng settings sup_l)()rted 
Activif)' 6.1: Support hiosecurity strengthening in pilot provinces 

• Completed Biosecurity training in Quang Tri on 2 and 3 August 2011 with 24 participants 
(21 male <md 3 fer:1ale }. The participants were !'rom SDAH, DVSs, hatchery owners, drug store 
owner,; and poultry producer:-. in seven target districts. 

• Completed Biosecurity training in Kien Giang on 26 and 27 July 201 I with 24 participants 
(23 male and I fer.-1a!e). 

AcriFity 6.2: Develop biosecurir-.· Ruidelinc.; nnd training .for DAH and DLP 

• Joint DLP-FAO workshop to develop Biosccuri1y guiddin~s for small-scale poultry producers 
held in Hanoi on 15 and 16 August with 37 partici;:;ants (22 male and 15 female) from DLP, DAH, 
Abt Associates, the Livestock Competitiveness and Food Safety Project (LIFSAP), ASVELIS, 
AVSF VietNam, VietNam Poultry Asso..:iatinn (VPA), the Feed A;.,Mx:iation, HLA, the Phu Thai 
Group, Thai Nguyen University, VAHfP, the Veterinary Association, Ha Nam SDAR Ha Nam 
poultry producer, Phu Tho SDLP, FAO, Hung Yen SDAH, Dai Xuyen Duck Breeding and 
Re:-;earch Centre. 
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• Bio.">ecur:ity working group wa .... held on 22 April 2011 with 11 pa:ticipant:-. (7 male and 6 female). 
The participanh were f:om FAO, PAHI, Abt, NTAH. US AID. VSF-CTCDA, DLP and VAHTP. 

• Biosecurity working group was held on 12 July 2011 with total 18 particlpants (14 male and 4 
female). They were from DLP. Phu Tho SDAH , FAO, Abt, AVSF, VlPA, ASVELlS, HUA, 
NAEC, Hung Yen DARD, PAHI_ 

• 151
h Biosecurity Working Group meeting wa-; held in HCM city on 30 September 201 l. 

• Good practice guidelines for wa-;te management in the duck sector are being developed with focus 
group:-; in Can Tho Province. 

Activities proposed for the next reporting period (October 2011 to l\tarch 2012) 

Component 1: Preparedness and Planning Component 
Output 1: Strategy development for HPAJ control 
ActiFily 1.1: Regional HP11l Conlrul S1ra1egy 

• Develop and test the concept for a regional zoning approach to HPAI controL The initial focus: 
will he on two regions: the lower Mekong (RAHO 7) and central Viet ~am (RAHO 3). This. will; 
be achieved through the regional value-chain mapping. risk planning and HPAI surveillance: 
pl:i:nning, spatial disease mapping and developing regional capacity for outbreak investigation and j 

response. 
• Hold tmining wo:·ksho?;., tn strengthen regional commitr~1ent and enhance coordination. Draft j 

work plan for regional disease control \Viii be discussed at the existing RAHO quarterly meetings,: 
attended by senior provincial SDAH staff z.nd representative::-. of DAH. 

• Discuss draft regional control plans at the regional workshop involving all regional stakeholders. 
Acrjviry !.2: Scenario planning to analy.>e !he e./fens of cessation t?l vaccina;ion 
• Plan a range of probable, possible and worst-case scenarios with approp:·iale control options: 

including the possibility of the reintroduction of vaccin:;:tion. , 
• Develop stakeholder workshops on different case scenarios (from possible to worst-case} both at: 

the national and regional leveL , 
• Devise a matrix of comrqJ option:-; by sc~nariq, including the u~e o! a range of vaccine types : 

indicating best options, including an algorithm for the prompt and sensitive monitoring o: the j 

disease situation providing alerts of emerging threats. 
Output 2: Coordination and communication with donors and other HPAI implementing: 
partners 
• Continue to have a regular exchange of information and integration of activities to the extent ; 

pm;sible with USAlD partner:-.. 
Activit)' 2.1: Core FAO VietNam team supported 

• Continue to ensure that all required staff is in pla>:e. 
Acrinty 2.2: _Annual projecr meering_s supported 

• Organize a strategic meeting in October to discuss lessons learned during the 20l0-20ll : 
implementation periods and the new plan for the 2011-2012 impleme-ntation periods. This meeting ; 
will include national and provincial level gove.rnment staff, proje.cr staff, OSAID and USAID; 
partners, as well as key stakeholders_ For areas of coordinated activities. FAO will present jointly j 
vliith the Government and Abt Associates. 

• Hold an annual technical midtem project review and planning meeting with the DAH,DLP and: 
other stak;;:hqldcrs in April2012. · 

Acrjviry 2.3: Team meerhzgsfmm regional/pm~-'incial to nati,mallevel 

• Organize two quarterly meetings with tleld staf~· to share ex?eriences and lessons learned with j 

USAID pm1ne.rs related to project implementation and strategy guidelines. in different operational : 
regions_ 

Activity 2.4," Coordination and sharing of inj{mnation with other player.~ engaged in HPAJj 
surveillance, risk. assessment tmd value chain and risk mitigation in poullry sector 

• Prepare one annual workshop (to be held in May 20 12} to review the overall surveillance and j 

epillemiologlcal findings and proville recommendations !Or future :-.urveillance anll epidemiology. 
• Hold con~ultalive Lli~cussions and training on variou::-. technical working groups .:-.uch as: 
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hio<>ecurity and ri<>k assesqnent. 
• Support DAH in developing a bulletin to consolidate and communicate <111 animal health related 

activities, project~ and programme,; implemented through DAH. The bulletin will be posted on !he 
DAH \Veb site and printed copies distributed to RAHO and SDAH offices for wider 
dissemination. 

Component 2: Animal Surveillance Component 
Output 3: Animal surveiJiance at the national, regiona]/zonal, proyinda1, di1-oirkt and 
community Jcve] enhanced 
Activity 3.1: Strenxtheninx of veterinary laboratories, .wecifica/t-;: biosa[ely and quality assurance 
suppnrtcd 

• Conduct biannual workshops, starting in March 2012, with the laboratory staff of the laboratory 
network to review· SOPs related to laboratory and quality control matters as well as to any 
systemic problem.'> identified. 

• Continue to support server tele-hosting, -'>1orage and domain ::-.uppmt. 

• Continue to strengthen laboratory biosafety and quality assurance as an ongoing process including 
national proficiency resting at all diagnostic laboratories. 

• Provide laboratory supp011 to promote not only rapid diagnosis of HPAI but also differential 
diz.gnosis of other poultry diseases in any unu~uul death in poultry. 

• Suppoct laboratory capacity bmlding: in ba~ic :v.nd advance mkrubiology by providing short and 
appropriate training and supply of consumable; to benefit other cor:1ponents of the Emerging 
Pandemic Threats (EPT) programme. 

• Provide small budgetary support in DAH identified laboratories for short-term need-based 
n~search projects on HPAI transmission and control strategies. 

• Continue tn support DAH in preparation of a strategic roadmap for the strengthening of diagnostic 
services of DAH laboratories for lmportant aninml dlseases of both zoonotic and non-zoonotic 
nature. 

• Encourage the laborato:-y network to gradually shift from testing to diagnosis by supporting the 
estabilshment of directional SOPs, trainings and workshops for laboratory personnel and 
assessment of user needs. 

• Suppo:1 DAH in capacity development to CUP.)' out full genomic and antigenic charactc:-ization, of 
viruse~, where appropriate, therehy enhancing the sequence database for a hetter under!-.tanding of 
the HPAI epidemiology in the country/region. 

• Cany our 2 review of the 'Labnet' sofhvarc·s utility and explore linbgcs with orhcr WHO 
soft wares. 

ActiFit.v 3.2: Strengthening of core capacities for animal health and disease control planning in .focus 
proFinces and selected regwmd planning srrucrure 

• Initiate a gradual shift_from province based pciloting to regional planning with panicular attention 
to value chain mapping, risk analy!-.is, outbreak investigation and response and n~gional 

surveillance planning (see Activity 1.1 ). The. regions agreed are the RAHO 3 and RAHO 7. 
• Initiate piloting activities on hatchery ir.1provement, ;>romoting good poultry production practices 

and capacity building on outbreak investigation and re::-.pon~e in the provinces. 
ActiFit.v 3.3: Further development nfMonitoring and Evaluation (M&E,~ expertise in animal health 

• Focus on gathering sub-IRl (lnc:eased effectiveness of HPAI and EPT prevention and cont:-ol in 
the animal hcal!h sector} and sub-lR3 (Strengthened policies and systems for improved 
implementation and management of services and programmes) indicators a!-. listed in the USAID 
VietNam HPAI and EPT Perforr:1ance Management Plan document. 

• Ensure that biannual reporting requirements are meL 
• Enhance data collection skills through training of regional and provincial staff. 
ActivifJ-' 3.4: \letcrinary epidemiolog_v netu·ork supported 

• Continue to support T ADmfo by hosting the server. 

• Provide ~upport to integrate -.;uitable softwares (e.g. Decision Support System, developed by the 
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Massey University under the NZAlD programme, etc.), or any other T ADinfo compatible 
programme 

• Carry out a needs assessment to determine further training requirements on the use of online 
diseaw data management. 

• Provide organizational and technical support, Jn collaboration with DAH. to the A VET 
programme and can-y out two more batches with 12 candidates per batch during the six-month 
period in C\XHllination with HL; A. 

• Continue to support A VET alumni and the A VET Web site. 
• Provide technical support to contribute to coonJinathm building effo:1s between veterinary and 

human public health sectors at the field level by developing a special training programme under 
the RESPOND component of EPT to ::.trengthen One Health epidemiological team~ with focus on 
A VET training at sele.:ted provincial, district and commune levels. 

Activity 3.6: lwirnal suneilhmce prvgnmune 

• Continue to support passive surveillance in the pilot p:-ovinces and in the regional control plan 
with the following addiliOnal i!Ciivities: (i) work with DAH to develop and pre~ent a pohcy paper 
on the need for adequate and timely compensation to MARD and Central Government; (ii) 
determine options. and pilot a rev:ard system, as pcmiissibk within the laws of the land, in the 
form of certificate~ of appreciation, publicity in the Animd Health Bulletin or similar incentives 
for encouraging reporting of unusual poultry deaths and suspect HPAI cases. by Chief Animal 
Health Workers (CAHWs) :md District Veterinary Officers (DVOs); (iii) provide differenlial 
di<:gnosis ~-or poultry disease outhreaks at RAHOs including training :-.taff in poultry health and 
zoonoses with differential diagnosis: and (iv) train CAHWs and DVOs on fleld investigation and 
Uata collection of a poultry heahh event. 

• Support a broad marke[-baseU active ~urveillance for HPAl in identified risk provinces as 
determined by the Government. In view of the cessation of vaccination and change in the scenario 
of clade distribution, a wide area active surveillance for AI viruses is extremely important to 
obtain an early indication of aliverse impacts of withJrawing routine HPAI vaccinmion campaign. 
At least two rounds of sampling will be required to understand the tet:-1poral pattern of distribution 
of AI virus ~sides spatial distribution. The first round 'Nill take place \.'vithin this propos~d six
month peli<xl. 

Output 4: Priority procurement for animal suryciJlancc and laboratnry supported 
Acrh·ity 4.1 :Procurement and mainrennnce 

• Procure laboratory consumable~ for HPAI diagnosi~ and surveillance including training cour~e~ 
and colllinue to maintain equipment as required. 

Cnmponcnt 3: Animal Response Component fAl~-tEBA: AR2, 31 
Output 5: Effective and timely animal response efforts promoted 
Actit·ity 5.1 :HPA.f risk mapping and risk analysis updated at national level 
:1ctiFify 5.1. 1: Puultrv :mbst"cfor profiling 

• Expand provincial prot1Hng and value chain analysis work to cover production and marketing 
sy~tems in the regional control zone~ (Regions 3 and 7). 

• UnUertake further studies on the cross-border traJe to determine the quantity, timing and 
destination of product movement in collahoration with other FAO country teams in the region. 

• Work closely with government counterparts. building their capacity through a 'learning-by-doing' 
approach to ensure that they have the necessary skills to undertake further regional assessments. 

Activity 5 . .'.2: Applied ri.'>k analvsi.'> capaci!}" building 
• Continue to build capacity for risk analy~is approaches within the state veterinary ~n'ice through 

the extension of the mentored training programme at D.i\H and Ki\110 level. 
• Develop skills in assessing contact structures and network analysis with changing emphasis from 

1i:-k assessment tu the development of risk planning and implementation of risk mitigation 
measure-. to reduce the greatest threats. 

:1ctivily5. /,3: Updaling risk assessment and mapping 
• Provide additional su orr to deve!o ma in ca acit 1 within DAH, DLP and RAHOs based on 
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the existing risk a<;<;essments. 
Activifv 5.2: Outbreak investigation capacity s!rengthened under regional comrv! sfmtegr ami in 
focus provinces 

• Continue to support capacity building in outbreak n~spon:-.e, :-.ample colle-etion and their dispatch tn 
the designated laboratory. 

• Improve regional capacity between intraregional provinces to advise on changing disease situation 
and notification of nny control activities. Ivlonit~lred, analy:.eJ and reported on datn collection from 
su<>pected HPAI outbreaks, their inve<;tigation, diagnosi'l and re1:qonse. 

• Provide training of apprnpriate personnel on the implementation of the SOP for outbreak 
investigation and response pending the ap?roval of 1he SOP. which was finalit:ed in the cunent 
year and is under review by the Government. 

• Develop suitable training material and organize training fm· DAH and SDAH staff on effective 
use of ICS for emergency responses. This materia[ will build on activities already unde:way in 
Viet :-.Jam, such a:-. V AHIP and alw intem<'Jional o;!.xpertise from the Co;!n!re for Crisis Management 
-Animal Health (CMC-AH) in FAO. Rome. Tnclude simulation desktop and field exercises in the 
training. 

Actjt·in· 5.3: Cross border anafy_,·is using a 1-w'ue chain methodology and strengthening cros_<;-/Jorder 
dialuJ?ue 
• lnvestigate the value chain:-. of high-risk commoditie:-. (spent hens and day-old bird;,) and c-mry out 

cross-sectional surveys to assess the prevalence of infection. Devdop options for reducing the 
threat posed by high-risk trade. 

• Continue cross-bonier dialogue building on the VietNam-China cross-border vaccination meeting 
in Bei)ing in March 2011. Priorities are to: (i) present technical and risk assessment findings from 
each country; <'.nd Iii) to do;!velop and ag,ee nn a risk reduction plan. Support technical 
meetings/workshops between the representatives of the Governmems of China and Viet Km:1 aml 
facilitate bilateral mcccings between the representatives of VietNam and Cambodia. 

Acth·if)' 5.4: Vaccine t:.fJlcacy monitoring and virw; .sun:dl!once support<?d at national !e-.·d 

• Continue to support vaccine triah., as the national government neetb to be certain of effective 
protect against circulating virus strains. 

• Suppo:t studies to carry out pathogenicity testing in poultry with selected HPAI virus isolates from 
recent outbreaks lo assess the dynamics of infeetion (severity of infection. age variability, specie:-. 
variability etc). This will pnn:ide early evidence for change~ in virus infectivity. 

Activity 5.5: Supporl public private par!nen;hip and ins!ilutional slrengtheninf{ in poullrr production 
and health care system 
Actil'it.v 5.5.1: Strengthening reterinary sen'ire delivery 
• DAH will be encouraged to set up minir.mm standards for veterinary service delivery, including 

the establishment of a Veterinary Statutory Body (VSB}. The VSB \'i.:ill define standards fo:- 1hc 
education and training of Vietnamese veterinarians and professional ethics nnd integrity.FAO will 
support DAH to estahlish guid-elines and recomr:1endations for a VSB including it<. stmcture, 
function, mechanism, roles and re-sponsibilities. and key st~keholders. 

Actit'ity 5.5.2: Setting up a private-public sector working groupfm· promoting pm1ltry production 

• FAO will explore options as to how the private se.:tor and Government can \\·ork well together. 
Options will include setting U? industry forums nationally, regionally and or provincially and 
bringing the stakeholders together through mcc11ngslworkshops. 

ActivitY 5.53: Poultry product price monitoring 
• Ongoing poultry product price monitoring with the Centre for Agriculture Policy of MARD will 

continue to carry out the pilot. The information gathe-red \Viii k distributed through rhc 
lnfonnation Centre of MARD and alsn through simple SMS gateway:-; providing direct access to 
market price information. 

Output 6: lmpnwed biose;.:urit:y and market hygiene practices in -commercial and scavenging 
poultry rai.-sing setting..;; supported 
:1ctivily 61: Support biu.w-'curilv streng!ilening in pilot provinces 
AcriFity 6.1 .1: Pilot hatchery srrengtheninx proxramme 
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• Hatchery ce1tification will now he trialled in the pilot province:-. and incrementally throughout the 
regional control zones using the'>e minimum standa:ds, This \Viii involve impectinn through an 
auditing process. This is linked to the previous work by FAO to develop national minimum 
open:ling standanls fo: hatcheries ami a code fm· good hatchery management: mapping o~· 

hatcheries has been completed in the five pilot provinces. 
• Prepare national hatchery training materials, provide training to hatcheries and implement a 

programme uf hfltchery inspection and auditing/certification. 
Activity 6.l.2: Reduce the risk of transmission along the value chain 

• A str<ltegic plan to reduce the risk posed by aggregation points (p-articularly live bird markets and 
slaughterhouses) will be developed in consultation with provincial <:.nd regional authorities. 

• Guidelines and training materiab. on improving hygiene and biosecurity hz.ve been drafted with 
partners and these wi\1 be reviewed and finalised. 

• A programr::1e of training and extension will be implemented by FAO and its partner'> in the 
regional control zones. 

Activity 6.1.3: lmpnr.-ing technical advice .for poultry producers 
• A provincial piloL will be implemented delivering technical training and providmg factsheets and 

other materials to private veterinarians and CAH\Vs, agricultural and veterinary stores and feed 
companies and their rcprcscmatives. 

Activity 6.2: DeFelop good poultry production guidelines and training for DAH, DLP and 
R e::; i ow/Zones 
Actit·in· 6_2.1: Develop hiosecurity good practices and minimum .'itandards for market elwin 
participants (incfuding traders, transporters, slaughtcrers and other imermediaries) 

• Continue tn develop Gond Practice Poult:y Production (GPPP) with USAID partners including: 
guidelines for various agents in the supply chain; prepare guidelines and codes of practice for the 
effective and responsible u~e of Jisinfecli.mts. 

• Review the guidelines and :-.ubmit them to DLP for approvaL 

• Develop appropriate training course and extension materials for the pilot provinces and regional 
control zones. especially the core technical sta.f!' at DARDs and other target groups. 

Actit·ity 6.2.2: Biosecurit_v Working Group 
• Continue to focus on strengthening contributions 10 policy development and developing technical 

guidelines. as well as addressing the issue~ of motivation for change by hrnadening its mandate to 
cover best poultry production practices. 

• Develop and promote materials on best production practices to be distributed by DARDs and 
made available on the MARD \Veb site for the purpo<.,e of strengthening outreach and 
dissemination of technical infonnation. 

Main challenges encountered and response provided 
1\.'o major challenges were encountered Juring this reporting period. 
Main progress made towards the achieYement of project outcomes (from the start of the project) 
Output 1: Strategy development for HPAI control in 2006-2010 supported 
• Consideration of a regional approach to HPAI control rather than ?. provincial one has been; 

promoted and is attracting imen~st as featured in the Green Book Review and several International j 

Ministerial Conference on Avian and Pandemic lnt1ucnza (IMCAPI) documents. 
• Provincial ?Oultry subsector profiling has been effective in describing p:mincial poultry: 

populations (including the Poultry Atlas) ami DLP i:-. considering adopting such an approach more j 

widely. 
• Risk a<><>es<;ment and risk-based targeting 0:-· control measures are increasingly being included m: 

technical and policy development (however still largely restricted to the control ofHPAI). 
Output 2: Coordination and communication with donors and other HPAI implementing partners 
• Progr;:UTime management and planning and coordination of activities with US AID and other partner'> j 

have been maintained. FAO has made II major recommendations for the Green Book review,; 
which were well received by the Government of VietNam. 

• FAO and Ab! A:-.~ociates have u common strategy to nsk reduction across the :<:upply chain with a; 
shared activity matrix consolidating the agencies activities into a single overall approach. ' 

II 
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Output 3: Animal surveillance at the national, district and community level enhanced 
•The project is carrying out <~nimal surveillance activities which include supp0rt in relation to the 

upgrading of TAD info and the Laboratory Informal] on System (LabNet), development of 
Geogmphic Information System:-. (GIS) at RAHO. So far_ 210 ofi'icer:-. from SDAH. 14 RAHO staff 
and five DAH Epidemiology staff have increased their capacity to use this software through 
trmning. Seven units of GPS and seven licenses of mapping software (ArcView/A.:"cGlS 9.2) have 
been pmvided to seven RAHOi<. (f-Vfl). A total of 55 SDAH/DAH staff have been trained on its 
use. 

•The project has also de·veloped database system :software for laboratory diagnostic management 
within the DAH's LahNet through the service;, of a !neal tirm in Viet Nam. Lahm<:ttory biot-.afety 
and quality assurance are being surported and pursued. 

•The SOP!-< fo:r- H.SNI real-time PCR have been developed and adopted. Genetic analysis of the 
viruses isolated from HPAI oulbreab in poultry in Viet Nam over several years indicate.'> that clade 
I is entrenched in south VietNam v.ith spnradic forays ito central VietNam. Clade 2.3.4 used to be 
the predominate clade for many years in north and cent:-al VietNam until the winter of 2009-W. 
Recently however only dade 2.3.2 viruse~ have totally rt'piaced the dominanct' of dade 2.3.4. 

•A revi~ed and updated SOP for HPAI outbreak investigalion and control h<L', been tleveloped 
comprising 19 sections and 14 job cards for various officials involved in HPAI outbreak 
management. The English :::nd Vietnamese versions of the SOP have been handed 0"\'cr ro DAH for 
transmission to MARD for adoption as a natinnal strategy. 

•The campaign h) encourage poultry farmers to report any unu:->ual occurrences in poultry t1ocks, 
arising suspicion of an infectious disease, through TV spots and loudspeakers during the risk period 
(e.g. the TET festival), has created an increased mvareness on the necessily lo reporl diseast's on 
time. 

• The A VET initiative. to improve basic epidemiological investigation capacity through Viet Nam
spccific, nine-week long tailor-made course curricula, resulted in the tn:ining of 103 veterinarians in 
eighl cohort,; in 2010 and 20 II. At least one veterinarian of each of the 63 provinces of Vie[ Nc.m 
now have :specialized basic skills in veterinary field epidemiology. 

• Active surveillance. for HPAI and other poultry diseases launched to complement the community
based surveillance of Ab[ A,;':-.ociates yielded valuable msighl on the efttcacy ol the survetllance. 

•In the event of an outbreak, a new component h<L'-> been launched in March 20 II to early detect any 
potential secondary outbreaks in the neighbouring area of the index case_ 

• A cost effectiveness study on surveillance for HPAI has. bee.n completed. Preliminary findings 
suggest that there is a qualitative value in surveillance, but the cost of surveillance per outbreak 
reported is going up with u decrease in the number of outbreaks of HPAI in VietNam. 

• More than 300 copies of the Wild Bird Manual have heen tran.'>l.ated into Vietm:mese and distributed 
to 63 provinces. 

• LBM active surveillance approaches arc for the first time being adopted under the USA project 
approach in VietNam in keeping with emerging best international practi(:es. 

Output 4: Priority procurement for animal surveillance and laboratory supported 
• Procurement of vehicles, Information Technologies (IT) equipment, equipment :sprayers and most 

lab consumabks is complete to :support AS3 and AR2, and all arc in usc. 
Output 5: E.ffective and timely animal response efforts promoted 
• A cross-border ~tudy in the north of Viet Nilm concluded that as a result of a high financml return 

for poultry, smuggling across the border has not decreased but has becor.1e mo:e el~1borate, which 
will pose a constam risk of disease transmission. The market chain is increasingly being :cco,gnized 
as critical to the control of HPAI, particularly in northern VietNam and FAO's strategic targeting of 
LBMs has been validated. 

• Post-vaccination monitoring and virus circulating surveillance for influenza AIH5N 1, supported by 
this project. shov.s that vaccinated poultry have a pmtection n'..te of 72.10 percent at bird level. The 
protection rates of l'v1uscovy ducks, Turkey, other ducks, chickens and gee~ -.vere 80 percent, 80 
pcrccnl, 78.90 percent, 68.05 perccnl and 50 lX'rccnL re;,.pcctivcly. Prevalences of Type A and H5N1 
AI viruses in ducks wer-e 0.94 percenl and 0.67 percent respec[ively, while in chicken~. respective 
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prevalences were 0,54 percent and 0 percent. There was. no evidence of Al vims persistence found 
with the samples taken from Muscovy ducks. The AI positive samples were from Khanh Hoa and 
Quang Ngai provinces (Centre). 

Output carried over from Year ll: Vaccine production 

• A training course on good management practices {GMP) to key stakeholders, National Veterinary 
Cor:1pany (NAVETCO). VietNam's Veterinary Vaccine Company (VETVACO) and DAH was 
conducted, \Vhich covered introductn:·y-level Good Manufacturing Practice (according to the 2009 
Pharmaceutical Inspection Convention I Pharmaceutical Inspection Co-operation Scheme fPIC/Sl 
Code of G:\lP) and quality sy:-.tems applicable to the manufz.cture of Al H5N l vaccines. 

• The operational appraisal of cold chain integrity is complete, and 39 provinces were provided with walk-
in cold ro._Jm'i. Software fOr inventory maintenance of vaccine banks in !Jrovinces ha'i been developed. 

Output 6: Improved bimo;ecurity practices in commercial and scavenging poultry raising .vettings 
supported 
• Poultry sector profiling provides ir.1portant tools for risk-analysi:-. and strategic disease control 

planning. A guide to provincial poultry sector profiling has been developed, Poultry sector profiling 
has been completed for four of the five project province~. The guidelines are cunently being tested 
externally by an implementing partner in three non-L7SA1D pilot provinces. 

• A Biosecurity \Vorking Group has been established which p:ovides a fmum to network information 
and lessons learned and build technical understanding amo-ng a peer group of agencies working to 
strengthen bil>Security. 

• A framework fnr a database nn biosecurity materials has been developed and its con-...olidation is in 
progress, By now, over 100 documents have been compiled in a sea.rchable format. Tbis is now ready for 
dis,-.,emination. Bi~..-security activities of all agencies engaged in related work have also been mapped. 

• The working group reviewed work on hakhery bio,-.,ecuri[y. and tn:ining on the principles of 
biosecurity and on biosecutity auditing was provided to 16 members of the biosecurity \'.'orking 
group. Conventional approaches to bios-...---curity strengthening have been reviewed and evidence 
gathered to support adoption of a supplementary approach l'ocu,-.,ing on private sector driven 
activities and adopting: social mark.:ting techniques from the human health sector. 

• FAO and Abt Associates have liaised on hatchery technical training and registration schemes, 
• A regional risk analysis exercise was conducted, which provided informmion on the character of 

poultry movement and pmJuction in the lower Mekong Region, iJentifying poultry movemen1~ and 
risk pathways for inter-provincial tr.::.nsmission of inf"et:tion. 

Output 7.- Communication capacity supported at DAH and technical inputs to communications 
activities of other US.4..JD implementing partners are provided 
• FAO is supporting the calendar and sticker production and distribution for pre-TET testival 2010, 

sending out the message to call the hotline or the SDAH land line to report ill and dead poultry under 
the Enhanced Reporting component. 

• Under the G<:thering Evidence for a Transi1iona1 Strategy (GETS} project, the Academy for 
Educational Development (AED) produced a commercial in which the second part encouraged 
poultry 0\Vners to report ill and dead poultry to SDAH via a hotline or SDAH phone numbers. This 
has been e:lectively used in this project for awareness-n1ising purposes. 
Support to DAH communicatilms and technical support to Aht Associates in implementing the field 
activities has been maintained. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO!RGD/902/USA 

Proje-Ct Tltle: Immediate- technical assistance to strengthen emergency pre-paredness t'or 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in Bangladesh, including active sun'eillance 

Reporting period: April2011- September 2011 

Country: Bangladesh 
Project title: Immediate technical .assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly Pathogenic 
Avian Influenza (HPAI} in Bangladesh, including active surveillance 
Code: OSRO/BGD/902/CSA -r OSRO/RAS/605/CSA Baby 01 
Budget OSRO/BGD/902/USA: USD 3 082 8fKl (Phase l) USD 2 250 OfXJ 
Total budget: USD 5 332 800 
Budget OSRO/RAS/605/USA Baby 01: USD 515 000 (Phase 1). USD 1 365 000 (Phase II). 

USD I 225 lKJO (Phase lll) 
Total Budget: USD 3 105 ()(X) 

Effective starting date: July 2006 
Planned end date: December 201 I 
Context of the project 
B;:mgladesh is one of the five high-risk countries that are still considered endemic for Highly Pathogenic 
Avian IntluenLa (HPAI) HSN 1: Since March 2007, Bangladesh has experienced a total of 524 outbreaks 
( 46 7 commercial and 57 backyards). Some 52 out of 64 districts and 175 out of 492 lJpazilas (subdistricts) 
have so far been affected. This rc.<>ultcd in the culling of over 2.4 million birds and destruction of over 
3.1 million eggs. Following the peak of HPAI HSNl incidence in 2008, the number of annual outbreaks 
remains at around 30 in 2009 and 2010. However, since January 201 l, the numher of outbreaks started to 
rise. The :-..ituation is compounded by the occurrence of crow die-offs and detection of a non-fatal second 
and a thin.l human infection with H5Nl viru:> and a fourth one with H9N2 virus. 

Objectives of the project 
The primary objective of the project is to contribute to :-..trengthen the emergency preparedness to prevent 
and control HPAI in Bangladesh. The immediate objective is to improve the HPAI survt'-illance capacity 
of the Government of Bangladesh to respond more effectively to HPAI outbreaks and thereby reduce 
economic losses and a global human pandemic threat. Specifically, the project aimed to achieve the 
following: 

• increased capacity of the Department of Livestock Services (DLS) to manage the surveillance 
progr.1mme. 

• identification and elimination uf the sources of HPAI infection . 

• early reporting of poultry diseases and early HPAI detection . 

• increasing public awareness . 

• improved biose-eurity and hygiene in poultry farms and market~ . 

Planned activities: 

Output 1: Improved coordination and management for disease detection, diagnosis, control and 
prevention 

• Provide technical wpport to the Government and facilitate its. contacts with donors. . 

• Establish effective coordination to ensure complcmcntarities between the World Bank (\VB) and 
the Linited States Agency for International Development(USAID)-funded activities. 

• Use geo:<.patiaJ farm mapping data to allow efficient outbreak responses . 

• Collaborate with public health and wild life sectors tn develop a more holistic approach in line 
with the One Health initiative. 

Output 2: Enhanced outbreak response by effective Outbreak Response Management Centre 

• Support DLS to conduct HPAI outbreak investigations . 
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• Support DLS to design and conduct case control study to ascertain the risk factors. 
• Improve po~t-outbreak investigation by collecting sample~ from free-ranging ducks in backyards 

in the vicinity of affected fanns and inoculate samples into embryonated eggs to attempt virus 
isolation. 

• Develop a system to support the Government in any disease response and control efforts. 
• Strengthen search for reservoirs of H5N1 HPAI as well as Low Pathogenic Avian Int1uenza 

(LPAI) among free-mnging, scavenging ducks in backyards in the proximity of affected farms. 
• Support removal of hidden reservoirs and rapid disposal of dead wild birds to reduce the risk of 

re-occurrence of HSNl HPAI outbreaks. 

Output 3: Improved biosecurity status in poultry sectors through biosecurity campaigns in the 
target areas 

• Conduct biosecurity campaigns across the country targeting the large-. medium- and small-scale 
poultry farmers. 

• Provide continuous assistance to Public-Private-Partnership (PPP) and train fann managers to 
improve biosecurity of commercial farms. 

Output 4: Provision of assistance to the Government of Bangladesh to implement the National 
Avian Influenza and Human Pandemic Influenza Preparedness Plan 

• Support the Government in the execution of the National Avian Influenza and Human Pandemic 
Inl1uenLa Preparedness Plan. 

Output 5: Active surveillance of HPAI 
• Assist in the implementation Df the active surveillance progrdmme through 88 additional 

veterinary surgeons {A VSs) recruited under the project. 
• Build awareness among school children in selected areas to encourage reporting of sickness and 

death in poultry. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output 1: improved coordination and management for disease detection~ diagnosis_ control and 
preventi-on. 

• Technical support was provided to the Government through regular meetings bet\veen the Chief 
Technical Advisor (CTA) and the Chief Veterinary Officer (CVO). 

• National Technical Commillee meetings on Avian Influenza (AI) Strategy and other is~ues were 
held on 13 April 2011 at the .\1inistry of Fisheries and Livestock (\1oFL) in the presence of the 
Honourable Minister, on R June 2011 at DLS anJ on 11 September 2011 at MoFL 

• A workshop to as~ist the Government to develop the National Strategy Plan w progressively 
control Foot-and-Mouth Disease (FMD) was held at the Bangladesh Rural Advancement 
Committee Centre for Development Management (BCDM) in Gazipur on 17 and 18 June 2011. 

• The Emergency Centre for Transboundary Animal Diseases (ECTAD) Unit of the Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO} participated in and technically contributed 
to the "'Workshop on AI and its future perspective" held at the Bangladesh Agricultural Research 
Council (BARC) on 3 May 2011. 

• DLS was supported to attend and contribute to the "Regional Expet1 Group Meeting for 
Implementation of the Prog:Tammc on Surveillance of Wild Birds and Domestic Animals along 
Migratory Flyways" held in Tokyo on 21 and 22 June 2011. 

• A web-based Livestock Disease Information System (LDIS) was developed and Upcuila level 
officers were trained in prompt reporting from field to DLS headquarters. 

• The Geographic Information System {GIS)<Jssisted mapping system for commercial farms and 
major live bird markets (LBMs) is operational. 

• ECTAD participated in the consultative meeting organized by the United States Department for 
Agriculture (USDA) on '"Beyond Control: Prevention of Avian Int1uenza in Bangladesh" on 31 
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.March 2011. 
• ECTAD assisted in assessing the hiosafety of the national laboratories (the Bangladesh Livestock 

Research Institute [BLRI] and the Central Disease Investigation Laboratory of DLS [CDIL]). 
• HPAI Laboratory Working Group meetings were held regularly_ 
• FAO/USAID!the European Union organized the meeting on "Putting One Health to Work" to 

promote the One Health approach held in Bangkok on 9 and1 0 August 2011. 
• A national consultant participated in the First One Health Congress on the impact of pathogens on 

the human-animal interface, limitations and needs in developing countries (ICOPHA) held in 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, from 15 to 17 September 2011. 

Output 2: Enhanced outbreak response by effcctiYe Outbreak Response l\'1anagement Centre 
• FAO suppot1ed the Government in conducting outbreak investigation on AI. 
• Prepared a separate HPAI attCcted Duck Outbreak Response Guideline for the approval by the 

National HPAI Technical Committee. 
• Collected Samples during high mortality among ducks ln Netrokona were shipped to the \Vorld 

Organisation for Animal Health (OIE)/FAO International Reference Laboratory for diffe1·ential 
dmgnosts antl molecular characterization man attempt to 1denttfy h1dden re~ervmrs of HPAI. 

• A new- disease reporting system ''Livestock Disease Information System (LOIS)" was developed 
to facilitate reporting related to response and control efforts. 

• Outbreak response data \'l.'a." analysed to ldemify key parameters ~md risk factors for HPAI 
infection. 

• Spatial analysis was conducted using outbreak data and the farms!LBM database to identify hot 
spots. high-risk districts and key risk factors. 

• The geographic information system (GIS)-assisted location system for commercial ranns and 
major LBMs became operational. It is being improved for more effective outbreak response 
management. 

• Additional standard operating procedures (SOPs) were updated/developed for HPAI active 
surveillance, Cleaning and Dlsinfection (C&D) in LBMs, and biosecurity in small commercial 
f.anns and backyard puultt-y. 

Output 3: Improved biosecurity status in poultry sectors through biosecurity campaigns in the 
targeted ar£>2S. 

• 584 farm managers were trained on ""Farm biosecurity and decontamination for poultry farm 
managers in HPAI affected areas fArihazar, Narayanganj: Sadar, Narayanganj: Chittagong; Cox's 
Bazar; Bandarban; Rangamati; Khagrachari: Sirajganj; Gazipur Sadar; Sreepur Gazipur; and 
Kapasia Gazipur)" betw-een 22 March and 30 June 2011. 

• Workshops on "Awareness Building in Improved Biosecurity and hygiene at LBMs including 
decontamination operations" were held between J 6 Ju1y and 22 August 20 II in five project areas 
(Rangpur, Kushtia, Manikganj, Gopalganj and Chuadanga) for 70 participants including Upazila 
livestock officers, veterinary surgeons, municipality market inspectors and market committee 
chainnen. 

• A total of 133 DLS/non-govetnmental organization (NGO} officials \Vere trained as trainers 
(Ton on backyard poultry rearing and biosecurity for 8 000 beneficiaries of cyclone affected 
areas between 3 August and 14 August 2011 in Bruisal, Bagerhat and Faridpur. 

• Training of g 000 beneficiaries of cyclone affected areas in 15 Upazila.<; on biosecurity 
improvement is in progress through ToT module between 20 August and 24 September 2011. 

• ~ational biosecurity guidelines for commercial poultry farms in Bangladesh were developed and 
handed over to DLS. 

• Draft biosecurity SOPs for commercial poultry farms in Bangladesh were developed. 
• Decontamination commodities were provided to the last five project areas (R~mgpur, Kushtia, 

Manikganj, Gopalganj and Chuadanga). 
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Output 4: Prmdsion of assistance to tbe Government of Bangladesh to implement the ~ational 
Avian Influenza and Human Pandemic Influenza Preparedness Plan 

• FAO ~upported the implementation of the National Avian InfluenLa and Human Pandemic 
lnflucn7a Preparedness Plan. The plan consisted of six main pillars, i.e. planning and 
coordination. surveillance, prevention and control, communication and operational research. FAO 
suppm1ed the Government for planning and coordinatiun by routinely holding meetings or 
attending committee meetings as well as through any coordination mechanism. For surveillance, 
FAO supported the GnB by a<>sisting implementation of the activities such as outbreak 
investigation, active surveillance, passive surveiJlance. SOP deYelopment. training, Jab capacity 
Jevelopmem, Live Bird Market improvement, and AIPRP project. For operational research, FAO 
conducted chicken and duck sample collection for determining traits of the viruses as well as for 
searching hidden sources of infection. 

• FAO assisted in development of the National Avian Influenza and Human Pandemic Influenza 
Preparedness Plan 2011-2016, which is ready for approval from the Government side. 

Output 5: Active surveillance on HPAI 
• An in-depth review uf avian influenza worker (AI\V) surveillance was catTied out as well as 

concurrent SMS Gateway reporting for the District of Gaibandha, and further enhancements to 
surveillance protocols and reporting were recommended. 

• Protocol for backyard surveillance and investigation of the causes of seasonal patterns of HPAf 
were drafted to be implemented beL-..veen October 201 I and July 2012. 

• The Avian Influenza Preparedness and Response Project (AIPRP) was assisted in training on 
active surveillance using SMS Gateway for AIWs (previously called community animal health 
workers [CAHWs]). 

• The SMS Gateway system was maintained, receiving approximately 1 000 SMS messages per 
day from I 035 AI\Vs aml88 A VSs in 306 Upazilas. 

• Design of an integrated database for effective data entry and analysis is underw·ay. 
• A web-based LOIS software to collect disease information from Upazi1a level through Internet 

was developed. 
• Ten Upazila Livestock Officers (LLOs), ten veterinary surgeons and ten compounders were 

trained on 2 July 2011 by selecting ten Upazilas from different Districts for the field test of LDIS. 
• Maps produced by GIS for commercial poultry farms and LBMs were supplied to 64 District 

Livestock Officers (DLOs). seven Deputy Director offices, the FAO Representative, the 
Emergency and Rehabilitation Coordination Unit (ERCL:), the Director-General (DG) and DLS 
offices to identify the exact geospatial location of all commercial poultry farms and poultry 
markets in Bangladesh. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period 

Output 1: Improved coordination and management for disease detection, diagnosis, control and 
prevention 

• Provide technical support to the Government of Bangladesh, facilitate contacts between the 
Government and donors and coordinate projects and regional activities. 

• Enrich geospatial farm mapping data and improve the system allowing outbreak responses to he 
carried out more effi.cie.ntly. 

• Collaborate and coordinate with public health and wild life sectors to develop a more holistic 
approach in line v.iilh the One Health initiative. 

Output 2: Enhanced outbreak response by effective Outbreak Response l\"Ianagement Centre 
• Collect and analyse outbreak investigation data using the newly commissioned investigations 

database. 
• Support the Government in conducting outbreak investigation on Al. 
• Improve post-outbreak investigation by collecting sample:<. from free-ranging ducks in backyards 
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in the vicinity of aftCctcd farms and inoculate samples into embryonated eggs to attempt virus 
isolation. 

• Continue search for reservoirs of H5Nl HPAI as well as LPAI among free-ranging. scavenging 
ducks in backyards as wdl as nomadic ducks. 

• Reduce the risk of re-occurrence of HSNl HPAI outbreaks by eliminating hidden reservoirs as 
well as by rapid disposal of dead wlld birds. 

Output 3: Improved biosecurity status in poultry sectors through biosecurity campaigns in the 
target areas 

• Finalize biosecurity SOPs for commercial poultry farms in Bangladesh. 
• Train 700 farm managers on "farm biosecurity and decontamination in HPAI affected areas•'_ 
• Facilitate dialogue on compartmentalization and develop SOPs for the implementation of disease 

free comparrmenrs. 
• Complete the training of 8 000 beneficiaries of cyclone affected areas on biosecurity 

improvement in progress through ToT module. 

Output 4: Provision of assistance to the Government of Bangladesh in implementing the National 
Avian Influenza and Human Pandemic Influenza Preparedness. Plan 

• Support the Government ln the implementation of National Avian Influenza and Human 
Pandemic Influenza Preparedness Pian. 

Output 5: Active Surveillance on HPAI 
• Ascertain smooth transfer of the active surveillance system from FAO to AIPRP. 
• Intensify backyard outbreak investigations, including surveys of ducks, other potential ho:-.ts and 

the environment. 
• Supply GIS to 64 DLO offices, seven Depmy Director offices, FAOR, ERCU, DG and DLS 

offices to identify the exact geospatial location or all commercial poultry farms and poullry 
markets in Bangladesh. 

• Assist in active surveillance by analysing data collected through R8 A VSs and 15 Veterinary 
officers (VO) and I 006 AI\Vs supported by AIPRP. 

]\lain challenges encountered and response provided 
• Irregular decontamination practices at LBMs were carried out by trained market cleaner-; owing to 

irregular payment to the market cleaners. Market Committee representatives were advised to pay 
the cleaners regularly through collection of money from the poultry traders. 

• DLS Senior l'v:Ianagement were advised to instruct field-level officers to monitor decontamination 
practices at LB~h. 

• As hackyard poultry was given less attention than commercial farms, awareness is being raised 
among backyard fanners. 

• Most of the backyard poultry .are rree-r.anging .:md are allowed to scavenge in the environmenl. 
Risk of intermingllng with wild migmtory birds. as wen as free-ranging ducks, should be 
acknowledged by bao..:kyard farmers. Thirty five A VSs were hired in six districb including 
Netrokon.a in duck-raising areas to intensify duck surveillance and raise awareness on the risk of 
HPAI H5N1 infection associated with free-ranglng ducks ln backyards and/or open environments. 

• Owing to a shortage of human and material resources at the field level, quick and appropriate 
response to disease events w<B lacking at times. Motivation is needed among DLS staff to capture 
every disease event at the earliest stage. A \Veb-based reporting system, LDIS, was launched. This 
is meant for reducing time required for reporting disease information from the field as well as 
improving compliance of veterinary officers. 

• Compliance with animal disease regulalion is minimal, and farms registmtion is not practiced. 
• Movement control of nomadic and frce-ranoing ducks is difficult. Care takers of nomadic ducks 
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and free-ranging ducks are to be advised by AVSs/AJWs (formerly called CAHW) to prevent their 
ducks from mingling with wild migratory blrds in high-risk areas which serve as refuge for 
migratory birds. For this purpose, 35 Additional Veterinary surgeons (mentioned above) \vere 
hired for the duck-raising areas. 

Main progress made tm.yards the achievement of project outcomes 
• The ECTAD Lnit provided significant technical and logistic support to DLS. 
• Biosecurity and HPAI avvarcncss arc reinforced and strengthened through active surveillance. 

training and dissemination of information. 
• An active surveillance system was established, and the capacity of DLS was improved to conduct 

door-to-door/farm-to-farm surveillance. The system is now being transferred to DLS under its 
AIPRP with all AIWS (CAH\VS) now recruited by the Government instead of FAO. 

• All DLS surveillance staff received training and refresher training by FAO consultants on basic 
communication skill..;_ specifically on those related to HPAI and SMS gateway. 

• Ltboratory supplies, including polymerase chain reaction (PCR) kits. RNA extraction kits, primers 
und othe-r consumables, were provided to BLRI laboratory. 

• SOPs for labomtory tests for Al diagnosis were drafted and .submitted to the Government. 
• SOPs for uurbreak response. disease investigation. culling: and C&D were drafted and are being 

reviewed. 
• Biosecurity SOPs for commercial farms were drafted. and the process for field test is underway. 
• National biosecurity guidelines for commercial poultry farms in Bangladesh were developed and 

submitted to DLS. 
• Technical officers of eight leading farms and selected government veterinarians received training on 

biosecurity and routine disinfection for poultry raising establishments. 
• Two hundred govemment veterinarians received training on post-outbreak decontamination. 
• FAO contributed to the development of the Second Communication Strategy for A vi an and 

Pandemic Influenza. 
• Strong partnership wao;;; e.s.tahli.;;;hed between DLS and FAO allowing for smooth tran.<>mi.;;.s.ion of 

information and collective action. 
• For the improvement ofLBMs, a solid collaboration was established with AIPRP, DLS. 
• National biosecurity guidelines for commercial poulh)' fanns in Bangladesh were developed and 

submitted to DLS. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/INT/604/USA B I 

Project title: Support for FAO/OIE/WHO co1laboratinn on HPAI rapid response and 
cont<linment 

Reporting period: April- September 201 1 

Regional: Global 
Project title: Support for FAO/OIE/WHO collaboration on HPAI rapid response 

and containment 
:Code: OSRO/INT/604/USA B I 
:Budget: USD 5 ()()() 000 
i Planned end date: 30 April 2014 
Effective starting date: 1 January 2007 
Context of the project 

The Crisis Management Centre - Animal Health (CMC-AH) of the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the Vnlted ~ations (FAO) and the World Organlsation for Anima1 
Health (OlE) is mandated to respond to new outbreaks and criti-cal epidemiologic situarions 
involving Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) and other transboundary animal disea~es 
(TADs) upon official government request. \Vithin the framework of the Emergency Centre for 
Transboundary Animal Disease Operations (ECTAD), the CMC-AH provides assistance where 
1oca1 governmental capacity may he insufficient to respond effectively and where the spread of 
the virus may pose a broader regional or global risk. 

In support of this mandate and within the context of the mandates of OIE to improve animal 
health worldwide and the World Health Organization {\VHO) to lead global human health 
initiatives, the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) has provided to 
date a total of USD 5 million to FAO in support of the CMC-AH for sustained emergency 
preparedness. rapid assessment and response in the field and at heaJquarters to suspected or 
confinned outbreaks of HPAI and other zoonoses in collaboration \vith OlE and WHO. 

Under this project the CMC-AH continues to carry out its mandate while working to combine 
efforts, avoid overlaps and build synergies between FAO, OIE and WHO, as the organizations 
work to facilitate the containment of HPAI and other zoonotic diseases at its source in animals. 
prevent its spread across lnremarional borders and mitigate the risk of a human pandemic. 

Objectives-
The purpose of the Grant is 10 provide funding to FAO to support activities lO prevent and 
control HPAI worldwide and reduce the risk of a human pandemic. In this general context and 
in the specific context of Amendments I and 2, the objective of the project is to suppott 
CMC-AH operations and miSSIOnS for: (i) enhanced core team capacity; (ii) improved 
FAO/OIE/WHO linkages at regional and country level; (iii) increased immediate capacity 
building; and (iv) strengthened risk communication support (provided to affected/at-risk 
countries) and overall communication activities (targeting donor, partner and other audiences). 

1 The huJget.allocalinn amount-: to USD 2 000 000 (Phase I), CSD 2 000 000 {llj lJSD 2 000 000 (Ill). The told 

budget take~ mtu account (he re;lllocalion of USD I n:illion of CMC-AH fE:lCh [{l the :.urveillance and r6pon:.e 
7o"1pone1:t of the US AID grant as agree;J wit!l. the Donor. 
" Th6e objective!. repres.-n! .1 ;.,ynthe;.,is of the main Grant Objec:ive;., contained in the Grant Agreement and 
Ame:ulments l ;1nd 2 0-~. rhe project doc-ument). They !uve been pre:.emed in !.ummarized fOrm in ccmpliance 
V<ith the Progre;.,s Monitonng Sheet fon:wL De(ailed reporting on objective:. and activitie:. will be in:::Iude;J in tl:e 
Final Narrative Repo:< upon project completion. 
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Planned activities of the project 
• planning, deploying ami following up on Cl\1C-AH rapid response missions; 
• developing tools in support of Cl'v1C-AH operations and response capacity; 
• defining cooperation mechanisms between \VHO and the CMC-AH; 
• exchanging information and regularizing communications; 
• developing standard operating procedures (SOPs) for FAO, WHO and OlE; and 
• coordinating missions at headqumters and field levels, 
Activities implemented during the reporting period (April -September 2011) 

• l\Iissions for HPAI'~ 
No missions were deployed for HPAI during the repmting period. 

• Missions for zoonoses or unknown disease crises 

Uganda. 5-10 June 2011 
To date, Uganda has recorded three outbreaks of Ebola (Sudan species). While the first t\<VO 

involved multiple human cases, the 20 II occurrence resulted in the death of a single 
human. This, and re~:ent experimental evidence of Ebola viruses spreading between pigs, 
raised the i~~ue of how well the veterinary services and international agencies bad been 
prepared for the disease had lt lnvolved agriculture. The mission investigated the situation 
and made significant links with various government and other groups (including USA! D's 
RESPOND and PREDICT programmes, the African Field Epidemiology Network 
[AFENET] and the Cenlers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC]). While no evidence 
of involvemem of agriculture was found in this instance, the mission laid the groundwork 
for potential rollout of specific, regional training in F AO's Good Emergency Management 
Practice (GEMP}, an initiative which will be shared with other international partners. 

• Other missions 

VietNam. ll-17 July 2011 and 11-17 September 2011 
Shrimp represent a significant element of Vietnamese food security and li ve1ihoods. The 
export value of shrimp in 2010 was LISD 2.1 billion, and production essentially doubles 
each year. ·when this resource was threatened through large-scale mm1ality from an 
unknown cause, the CMC -AH were requested to utilize their methodologies and protocols 
to deploy a rapid response team to the field through alternate funding sources to .support the 
Government of the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam with its response. CMC-AH assistance 
helped the Government to: {i) better understand the outbreak situation; (ii) outline targeted, 
short- .and medium-term action plans to reduce further spread; and (lii) identify potential 
donurs to assist in immediate, ongoing support actiDm and longer-tenn requirements to 
improve farming syslerns in the context of a rapidly growing industry. 

\Vhile dired suppot1 fm· the CMC-AH response came from other donors. the added value 
of US AID 3upport through this project was fundamental to ensming that the structure, tools 
and methodologies were present and .able to provide the knowhow for improved response 
to this emergency. 

• Revision, update and publication of FAO's GEMP 
The initial version of the revised GEMP was completed and published in September 2011 
a" FAO AGA manual n.ll .. entitled "GEMP: The Essentials", the new manual emphasizes 
preparedness supported by prevention, detection, response and recovery. To strengthen 
GEMP's use and application, the CMC-AH lntegrated its previously produced technical 

3 During th>: reporting period and w1th alterna:c fund:., the CMC-AH deployed a~: initial mi~~lon to V!et N"m for 
,<,hr!mp dic.ease fl 1·17 July 2011) ,u:.d a follow·U;J mi:.\ion ( !1-17 Sepl<"mber 2011) to ,<,upporf continued national 
re,pon:-.e dforh. 
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guide to HPAI response into overall GE!'v!P efforts. The ne\v handbook, entitled "'GEMP: 
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for HPAI Response" was completed in September 
2011 and is planned for printing in late 2011 early 2012. 

• Event Tracking and ·Management System {ETMS) 
From :l\iay through July 2011 the CMC-AH completed the final phase of data entry of 
current and previous misslon data. Working with FAO subject mattn experts and current 
and previous mission team members. the CMC-AH team researched, amassed and analysed 
hisrorical data from since the Centre's inception. Once amalgamated, this data was entered 
into ETM:S for use. Now easily accessible through the sys[em, this data serves the 
CMC-AH both when: ( i) referencing past missions; and {ii) planning future actions based 
on prev1ous expenence. 

• Re"ision of internal SOPs for CMC-AH operations 
In order to further streamline CMC-AH activities and work flow. the Centre developed a 
working group on SOPs to review their current status and suggest improvements. Work is 
ongoing, but is expected to be completed by early Octobe-r 2011 to be presented to the fifth 
meeting of the Steering Committee. 

• Strengthening -c-oordination and building awareness of Cl\1C-AH and its services 
c Steering Committee 5: The CJ\.,1C-AH engaged in extensive preparatory work for the 

fifth meeting of the Steering Committee, which wus scheduled for l3 October 2011. 
c Fifth Anniversary: To mark the fifth anniversary of the Centre's establishment in 

October 2011, the CMC-AH organized a celebratory event in coordination with F AO's 
\\lorld Food Day/Week. The Centre produced a brief video, 1eat1ets, banners, flash 
drives and other products. All materials were designed to be appropriate for raising 
CMC-AH visibility in both corporate and field/mission contexts. Details on some or the 
products: 

CMC-AH video: Entitled "CMC-AH: Rapid response, today and tomorrow'', the 
Oriel~ l\-vu miuule video vva~ 1.:n:ah::d lu raise inttTe~t in lhe Cenlre'~ work and 
achievements. Planned dissemination channels included: 
,_ Screening at the Cl\efC-AH Fifth Anniversmy in October 2011 ~ 
;.. display on F AO's You Tube Channel: httn://youtu.hc/2VJYoUkUzYo; 
,. promotion via FAO's social media outputs (i.e. Facebook and Twitter); and 
,_, links via the CMC-AH Web site and the AGA Web site. 

• USB flash drives: Envisioned as both promotional materials and useful field tools, 
USB flash drives were designed and branded for CMC-AH use and distribution. The 
drives are planned for dissemination to key stakeholders ami resource partners at the 
Fifth Anniversary Celebration and distribution to field partners by CMC-AH teams 
on mission. Each flash drive contains: 
~ the latest CMC-AH informational materials; 
; GEMP: The Essenrials; and 
;.... GEMP: SOPs lOr HPAI Response 

o OlE and WHO coordination: In light of the above-mentioned events, the Centre 
planned to take advantagL~ of OIE and WHO presence in FAO headquarters to hold 
discu . ..;sions on enhanced CMC-AH cqordination and collaborative working. 
methodologies. 

o FAORs: Outreach to FAO Representatives (FAORs} remained a core activity, with the 
CMC-AH continuing to brief all newly appointed country and regional FAORs 
continuing as standard practice. 

c GEMP promotion: The Centre continued to capitalize on opportunities lO present 
CMC-AH services and GEMP principles to appropriate audiences. Occasions included: 
(i) visits of ministerial delegations; (ii} FAO regional coordination meetings~ 
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(iii) interdivisional FAO workshops on risk reduction; and (iv) groups of veterinary 
students from multiple countries. 

Planned activities for October 2011 to ~larch 2012 

• continued monitoring of high-risk countries and situations; 

• mission planning and deployment upon request for or acceptance of assistance; 

• continued CMC-AH awareness building activities. including Steering Committee 
prep<1ration and Fifth Anniversary planning; 

• continued discussions with OIE and \VHO on working methodologies; and 

• continued promotion of GEMP publications and concepts . 
:Main challenges encountered and response provided 

None 

1\lain progres.·;; made towards project objective, listed hy activity .. (from project start) 

• 1\lission planning, deployment and follow-up 
HPAI missions: 24 Total missions: 54 Total countries: 35 

• Development of tools supporting CMC-AH response capacity 
0 Reagent contingency stock implemented for HPAI 
0 HPAI stocks stored under cold chain at the United Nations Humanitarian Response 

Depot in Brlndlsi, Italy 
0 HPAI reagent stock successfully utilized to support government response efforts 
0 Technical SOPs revi~ed <lS part of overall GEMP efforts 

• Refining cooperation mechanisms between WHO and ClVIC-AH 
0 Standard lines of interdgency communication defined 
0 Infonnation focal points established 
0 Coordinated missions (human and animal health) deployed and followed up 

• Exchanging information and regularizing communications 
0 \VHO's Emergency Management System analysed for applicability to CMC-AH 
0 ETN1S development and dat<l entry cumplete; final system online and in use 
0 Regular information exchange ihrough regular meetings and stafr visits 
0 FAOIOIEIWHO coordination methodologies confirmed through standardized 

information sharing methods and focal points 

• SOP development for F AO, WHO and OlE 
0 Initial, internal SOPs defined: 21 
0 Consolidated, internal SOPs: 4 
0 Further streamlined SOPs: 3 

• Strengthening mission coordination and field-level cooperation 
0 After action review processes implemented to capture lessons learned 
0 Headquarter- and fleld-level contacts established and disseminated 
0 Coordination mechanisms strengthened through mission experlence 
0 Field-level SOPs completed for enhanced national response to HPAI; printing planned 

for late 20 ll early 2012 

~Owing to the n;J.ture of the CMC-AH ::oncept and the pr;.;jecrs :nain aim to sup;Jorc FAO's c-apac!ty for rap!d 
re~pon:-.e, tl:e P.l.ajority of acti\'itie.s are to be con:-.iC.ered as ongoing imtiatives. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/LlSA Baby 05 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparednes'i for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI} 

Reporting period· April September 2011 -
Regional Component: Southeast Asi:.t 
Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 05 
Budget: USD 600 000 (Phase 1), USD 1 435 000 (Phase II), USD 1 172 700 (Phase Ill), 
USD 937 ROO (Phase IV), L:so I 000 000 (Phase V}, USD 30 (167 (from Mongolia Balance) 
Total budget: USD 5 176 167 

! Effective starting date: 1 August 2006 

Planned end date: 30 September 2012 

Context of the project 
The Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) epidemic, caused hy HSNl viruses, began in 
late 2003 and in early 2004 in Asia ami Southeast Asia and spread to many countries in the 
region. The effects were pm1i.cularly severe in Indone:<.ia, Thailand and Viet Nam, which saw 
widespread outbreaks in poultry and also human cases of H5N1 infection. The Food and 
Agriculture Organization nf the United Nations (FAO), through its Emergency Centre for 
Transboundary Animal Diseases (ECTAD), established a decentralized unit Ill Bangkok, 
Thailand, located in the Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific (RAP), to provide technical 
backstopping for countries in the Asia and the Pacific region thJt were experiencing outbreaks 
of the infection or were at risk of it. ECTAD RAP was supported through a preliminary, 
regional project (OSRO/RAS/505/USA) funded by the United States Agency for International 
Development (USAID). This support has continued under FAO's present project. 

Objectives of the project 
The objective of thb regional component is to coordinate project activitie:<. with the target 
countries and also to ensure continuity from the previous project (OSRO/RAS/505/USA) to the 
current one. The project also aims to strengthen regional level cross-sectoral coordination and 
communic:.ttion for HPAI controL 
Planned activities (for the reporting period) 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at regional level 

• continue to provide technical and operational inputs to country-level projects m 
collaboration with country teams 

• continue to provide technical inputs, resource persons or training support to the 
activities related to existing regional HPAI Control framework for rhe Association of 
Southeast A:<.ian 1\'ations. (ASEAN) or existing network systems related to HPAI 

• continue to coordinate and collaborate with other agencies on activities related to HPAI 
control 

• continue to provide technical inputs to support the activities of the ESAID Emerging 
Pandemic Threats (EPT) programme, which arc conducted by various partners 

Output2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in epidemiology through 
regional Field Epidemiology Training Programme for Veterinarians (FETPV) 

• continue acti vi tics to impkment the two-year FETPV pro£ramme, including the 
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seeking of additional support for the programme through other potential pa11ners 
• continue to provide support tD the development of China-FETPV, as well as related 

training programmes in Cambodia, L.1.o PDR and Nepal 
• organize a regional workshop to develop the regional strategy to assist the countries to 

improve animal disease control systems at the grassroots level focusing on the 
Community Animal Health Worker System 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of epidemiolog_y and laboratory network 
• continue to support the implementation of the Global Animal Disease Information 

System (EMPRES-i} Asia to share expertise ami information in a real-rime manner 
across the network through meetings, workshops and online communication 

• provide coordination, in collaboration with other regional projects implemented by 
FAO, to strengthen existing epidemiology and laboratory networb, as well as the 
epidemiology consortium 

• continue to proYide support for sample submission from member countries to 
international reference laboratories 

Output 4: Conducting risk assessment for HPAI transmission through cross-border 
poultry trade 

• continue to support the in-depth studies on the risks of HPAI spread along the poultry 
production and market chains at the border between Thailand and Lao PDR 
(Mukdaharn and Savannakhet Provinces) 

• support the organization of a bilateral meeting between the Government of Thailand 
and Lao PDR to discuss cross-border risk management 

• organize regional coordination meetings on risk mrumgement at cross-border level 
among key potential partners including: rhe representatives from participating 
governments 

Activities undertaken during reporting period 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at regional le-vel 
• The ECTAD team continued to maintain international and national regional supp011 

staff for the project. 
• The ECTAD team continued to coordinate and collaburate with other Cnited Nations 

(UN) agencies, donors and international organizations. Specifically, the Regional 
Coordinator (RC): 

participated in FAO- the World Organisation for Animal Health {OlE)- the Wor1d 
Health Organizalion (WHO) tripm1ite events to strengthen collaboration and 
coordination among the three organizations. The tripartite events included 
teleconferences and meetings. 
prepared to organize the "Second Regional Workshop on Collaboration Between 
Human and Animal Health Sectors on Zoonoses Prevention and Control" 

• The regional team consisting of the Regional Manager, RC, Reglonal Veterinary 
Epidemiologist (RVE) and oper.Jtions team continued to provide technical and 
operational inputs to country-level projects in collaboration with country teams. 

• The ECTAD team provided technica1 inputs to support the activities of ASEAN 
including the organization of the Fourth Regional Coordination Mechanism Meeting 
which was o1·ganized under the financial support of the European Union (EE) Highly 
Pathogenic and Emerging and Re-emerging Diseases (HPED} project in Bangkok, 
Thailand in July 2011. 
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• The ECTAD team provided technical inputs to support the activities of USAlD 
Emerging Pandemic Threat (EPT) program including attending the following events: 

EPT Work Plan Review Meeting organized in Lao PDR in April 2011; 
t\.vo-coumry planning sessions for the fisc:.tl year 2012 for Thailand and Lao PDR 
organized by the Regional Development Mission for Asia (RDMA) in Bangkok, 
Thailand in June 2011; and 
Regional EPT meeting organized by US AID in Bangkok from 12 to 14 July 2011. 

• The ECTAD team provided technical and opemtional inputs to country projects. in 
collaboration with FAO country teams and national counterparts, for the following 
activities: 

recruitment of international consultants; 
procurement of equipment and supplies~ 
issuance of contracts to conduct field activities/research; 
provision of clearance to technical reports prepared by staff of ECTAD country 
teams; 
preparation of proposals for the new funding cycle in the year 2012; and 
backstopping missions to Cambodia regarding the HPAI outbreaks reponed in 
animals and human and preparing for a joint FAO-OIE-WHO mission to Cambodia 
to carry out an as~essment of HPAI surveillance programme. 

Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in epidemiology through 
regional FETPV 

• The RVE and RC continued to work closely with the Thai Department of Livestock 
Development (DLD) on activities related to FETPV. These included: 

organlzing the fourth-round visit of the FETPV trainees who were enrolled in the 
class of 2009 in Thailand for the final series of trainings and workshops. Three 
trainees from Indonesia, Myanmar and Thailand completed their as~ignments and 
were awarded with certificates in June 2011. Unfonuna!cly, the trainee from China 
could not be awarded with the certificate, as one of his assignments on participating 
in the international fellowship programme was not completed: 
organizing the fir~t-round visit of the FETPV trainees who were enrolled in the 
class of 2011 in Thailand ror a series of trainings and "vorkshops in Bangkok; 
serving as regional programme mentors to the trainees from Chlna and Myanmar; 
conducting missions to China, Indonesia, Myanmar and Viet i\'am to advocate for 
the Regional FETPV programme to the Chief Veterinary Officers of the above
mentioned countrie~ in order w gain relevant supp011 lOr the trainees from these 
countries to complete their field assignments which were conducted at the country 
level; 
preparing to organize a "TEPHINET Pre-Conference Roundtable Discu:;~ion on Sharing 
Expt!.riences in Joint Epidemiology Capacity Building for Veterinarians" which will be 
mganized on g November 201 I ln Bali, Indonesia; and 
seeking additional support for the programme including the collaboration with the 
Center of Veterinary Public Health, College of Veterinary 1V1cdicine, Cniversity of 
Minnesota. 

• The RVE conducted a mbsion to Khon Kaen, Thailand lo provide inputs to the Lao 
Country Team to organize a one-month course in collaboration with Khon Kaen 
University in May 2011, 

• The RC and RVE provided their technical inputs to organize and facilitate the Second 
Consultative l'vfceting of Epidemiology Consortium und the Informal Discussion to 
Develop a Regiunal Strategy for Veterinary Capacity Building for Southeast A~ian 
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Countries in August 20 II in Bangkok, Thailand. 
• The RVE provided technical support to the trainees of the regional FETPV during a 

study visit to the Center of Epidemiology and Animal Health, Colorado, USA as part of 
the curriculum requirements. 

• The RVE continued to provide support to the development of China FETPV and India 
FETPV, as wcH as related training programmes in Cambodia .and Lao PDR. 

• The fourth Letter of Agreement (LoA) is being fim.dized to support Thai DLD to 
implement the regional FETPV dming the year 2012. 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of epidemiology and laboratory networks 
• The RC continued to provide coordination, in collaboration with other regional projects 

implemented by FAO, to strengthen existing epidemiology and laboratory nct-..vorks. 
• The RC provided technical inputs as one of the keynote speakers at the International 

Conference of Animal Health Surveillance (ICAHS) giving a presentation on "Animal 
Health Surveillance in Asia: Issues, Gaps and Needs". The main supporter of this 
Conference was the French 1V1inistry of Food and Agriculture including the Agricultural 
Research for Development Centre (CIRAD), which comprises the Research Network 
for Animal Health Surveillance in Southeast Asia. 

• The ECTAD team continued to provide technical inputs to the disease tracking system, 
EMPRES-i Asia. 

• The RC attended and provided a facilitation role to "the 4th OlE Regional Meeting on 
Strengthening Anlmal Health Information Networking in Asia" which was organized 
by OlE experts in September 20\l in Chiang Mai. 

Output 4: Condueting risk asses..~ment for HPAI transmis..;;ion through cross-border 
poultry trade 

• The ECTAD team continues to support the "Price monitoring on livestock products at 
cross-border level between Mukdahan Province, Thailand and Savannakhet Province, 
Lao PDR". The activities conducted during the reporting period included: 

infonning responsible public ·veterinary offices in Thailand and Lao PDR during 
April201l; 
identifying key informants in the two study province.s during April and May 2011; 
training key informants in May 20 II; 

collecting prices of livestock on the weekly basis since June 2011, and such 
collection of prices wiH continue until the end of the year 2011; 
organizing a feedback workshop with key informants at Mukdahan Province in 
September 201 1. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at regional level 
• continue to provide technical and operational inputs to country-level projects in 

collaboration with country teams 
• continue to provide technical inputs, resource persons or training support to the 

activities related to existing regional HPAI Control Framework for ASEAN or existing 
network systems or rcgicma) coordination mechanism related to HPAl and animal 
disease control 

• continue lo coordinate and collaborate with other agencies on activities related to HPAI 
control 
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• continue to provide technical inputs to support the activities of the CSAID EPT 
programme, which are conducted by various partners 

Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in epidemiology through 
regional FETPV 

• continue activities to implement the Regional FETPV programme, including the 
seeking of additional support for the programme through other potential pa11ners 

• continue to provide support to the development of China FETPV and India FETPV as 
welt as related training programmes in Cambodia and Lao PDR. 

• organize a regional workshop to develop the regional strategy to assist the countries to 
improve animal disease control systems at the grassroots level focusing on the 
"Community Animalllcalth Worker S}'Stcm". 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of epidemiolog_y and laboratory network 
• continue to support the implementation of EMPRES-i Asia to share expertise and 

information in a real-time manner across the network through meetings, workshops and 
on-line communicaLion 

• provide coordination, in collaboration with other regional projects implemented by 
FAO, to strengthen existing epidemiology ami laboratory networks, as v.ell as the 
epidemiology consortium 

• continue to proYide support for sample submission from member countries to 
international reference laboratories 

Output 4: Conducting risk assessment for HPAI transmission through cross-border 
poultry trade 

• continue to support the in-depth studies on rhe risks of HPAI spread along the poultry 
production and market chains at the border between Thailand and Lao PDR 
(Mukdaharn and Savannakhet Provinces) including price monitoring of livestock 
products 

• suppm1 the organization of a bilateral meeting betv.een the Government of Thalland 
and Lao PDR to discuss cross-border risk management 

• organize regional coordination meetings on risk management at cross-border level 
among key polential partner:>. including the representatives ti·om pm1icipating 
governments 

:Main challenges encountered and response provided 

• The bilateral meeting between the Government of Thailand and Lao PDR to discuss 
cross-border risk management was planned, but had to be cancelled when the Thai 
DLD was called upon to urgently deal with a case involving several thousand dogs 
being smuggled out of Thailand. The meeting wlll be rescheduled, but thls was not 
possible before the end of the current reporting. period. 

Progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes (from the start of activities) 

Output 1: Strengthened cros.••-sectoral coordination at regional level 

• Coordination and collaboration between FAO and other international organizations and 
agencies pm1icularly with the regional political organlmtions, such as ASEAN, OlE 
and \VHO was strengthened and continued. Linkages were established between the 
projects funded by USAID and the projects funded by other donors. 
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Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in epidemiology through 
regional FETPV 

• FETPV continued smoothly with additional collaborations at national and international 
levels and <.~pproved joint funding for the programme. ASEAN member countries 
recognized the importance of integrating veterinary epidemiology· activities in the 
national veterinary servlces and note-d the fact that the Thai Department of Livestock 
Development has been hosting the Regional FETPV since 2009. 

• Three tminees from Indonesia. Myanmar and Thailand who were enrolled to the 
Regional FETPV program in 2009 completed their assignments and received 
certificates. All of them returned to their home countries and continued working as 
veterinary epidemiologists at the Animal Health Services of their nmntries. 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of the epidemiology and laboratory network 

• In order to facilitate collaboration among key international partners for regional 
epidemiology network in Southeast Asia, a malrix of joint activities for the members of 
Epidemiology Consortium was developed using HPAI control activities and Regional 
FETPV in Southeast Asia as a model. 

• The Strategit' Fmmework for Regional Laboratory Net\-vorb, fot- Southeast Asia was 
recognized by the ASEAN working group on livestock. The international partners tOr 
the regional laboratory network in Southeast Asia were recognized by the member 
countries as the Technical Advisory Group. 

Output 4: Conducting risk assessment for HPAI transmission through cross-border 
poultry trade 

• A system for "Price Monitoring fOr Livestock Products" was developed and tested at a 
sluJy site at the bmtler between Tlmilam1 aud Lao PDR (Mukdahan - Savanuakhel 
Provinces). 
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' 

Regional component: Global/Inter-regional 

Three hot spot areas {with countries) : 

• Congo Basin: Uganda, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Cameroon, Republic of Co:1go, 
Tanzania, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, Rwanda, Central African Republic, South Suda'l 

• Southeast Asia: Cambodia, China, Indonesia*, Lao People's Democratic Repubiic, Malaysia, 
Myanmar,* Philippines, Thailand, VietNam 

• South Asia: Bangladesh, :ndia, Nepal (future act:vities pending) 

Project title: Support for strengthen:ng animal health laboratory capacities in hot spot re""ions to 
combat zoonotic diseases that pose a significant public health threat- IDENTIFY 

Code: OSRO/INT/902/USA 

Total budget: USD 15 419 371 (of wrich USD 11 919 371 were allocated for implementation of 
activities by FAO, and USD 3 500 000 were a!:ocated for imp!eme~tation of activities by OlE through 
funds transferred by FAO to OlE as per the Letter of Agreement). The activities of OlE will be 

reported on separately. 

Effective starting date: 1 October 2009 

Planned end date: 30 September 2012 (31 December 2012 for the FAO project) 

Context of the project 

This project is part of a complex programme- Emerging Pandemic Threats (~PT)- designed bv the 
United States Ager~cy for lnternatiol'ial =>eve!opment {USAID) and a;med to :dentify and implemert 

mechanisms to detect disease emergencies, especially from wildlife. The One Health concept is an 
important component of the whole programme. The IDENTIFY project is impleme~ted jointly by the 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (;::Ao), the World Organisation for Animal 

Health (OlE) and the World Health Organization (WHO}. 

Objectives of the project 

• Enhance laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for the 
laboratories' capabiliW- IDENTIFY targeted diseasesl 

• Enhance/suoport laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to national 
authorities, in suopo~t of their official :1otification to the appropriate regional and inter'lational 
organiza:ions 

• Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance practices, :nclusive of biosafety and 

biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Quality Management System 

• Laboratories are participating in relevant regional and international laboratory networks 
according to their respective ab:tities, disease priorities and respo:1sibilities 

Short summary of main activities planned for the reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2012} 

rv1ain activity headings are as foiiO\oVS-forfurther details, please refer to the FAO I IDENTIFY Year 3 work olan: 

Output 1. Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose diseases under a 
quality management system enhanced 

LA Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities 

l.B Support to at1d participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory 
capaci-::y building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines and standards 

•tndo,"li'"Sia and Mpnwar ar.o i::dJded m regioral actidti.os under >epa ate. fund.ng. 

' "IDENT:FY targeted d'sease" i'ldi~ates th:;.se d'se.ases selected at the rt:'giO'Iil' le11e.l for s~.-ppOct unde" IDENTIFY. Sor':le. IDfNTI~Y 
labcratone~ have no r.ardate/irterest to aetect all IDENTIFY targeted Ciseases, ar:d cat a will "tot be reported for d:seac.e> in tho:; e. cases 
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l.C Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity and to promo:e 
national laboratory policies and guidelines 
1.0 Promote and support laboratory quality management 
l.E Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner 

Output 2. Unkages and communication pathways across national, regional and global laboratory 
and epidemiologic networks for the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened 

2.A Commun:cation tool development and resource bui:ding 
2.B Development of joint meetings and conferences to support networking and promote 

national laboratory policies 
2.C Review and update of the tripartite laboratory Network:ng Strategy (LNS) and future 

p!anning 
2.D Engage with stakeholders to support the developme:-~t of cross-sectoral approach{es) 

concerning laboratories 
2.E Support and promote laboratory networks 
2.F Support and promote laboratory partnerships 
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1 ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD (1 APRIL 

30 SEPTEMBER 2012) AND PlANNED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEXT REPORTING 

PERIOD (1 OCTOBER 2012- 31 MARCH 2013) 

1.1 ACTIVITIES GLOBAL COMPONENT {FAO HEADQUARTERS AND FAO/IAEA) 

Output 1. Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose diseases under a 

quality management system enhanced 

1.A.G Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {1 April - 30 September 2012) 

• FAO laboratory mapping tool (lMT} exercise. linked to regional activity l.A.C: 

o All data obtained with the lMT was comp·led and analysed at headquarters for monitoring 
and evaluation ([M&E], linked to 2.C.G) purooses. 

o Overall reoort on the status of IDENTIFY labora~ories supported by the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations (FAO) fi1alized. l.A.4.G 

o Production of individuallaborato~y cards on the status of IDENTIFY laboratories in tl'e Congo 
basin shared with the countries to provide feedback on the Year 3 lMT exercise and to 
receive feedback for the Year 4 planning process. 

o Regional profile of laboratories examined for status of regional supoort laboratories based 

or the outcomes of laboratory mapping.1.A.5.G 
o Article describing the LMT oub:ished in the FAD Emergency Prevention System (EMPRES) 

bulletin No 40-2012 http:ljwww.fao.org/docrep/015/i2811e/i2811e.pdf (page 23). Final tool 
distr:buted to contributors for possible comments. 

• Annual report format developed for designated FAO Reference Centres and firs: annual reports 
received and reviewed. Information on FAD Reference Centres made publicly available on the 
FAO Animal ~roduc~ion and Health Web s;te: 

http://www. fao.org/ Ag/ AGAinfo/pa rtners/en/re.; _centres. Dtm 
and its Global Animal Disease Information System (EMPRES-i) :aboratory directory: 

http://empres-i. fao.org/ e:pws3g/index. htm l?arimaiProd Network=yes. l.A.3. G 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013) 

• Develop specific modules of the LMT to ease independent application of specific modules, for 
example, quality assurance, biosafety, specific disease testing, and to measure the project's 

impact on laboratory functionality. Compile and review all new data obtained w:tn the lMT 
(through results of self and external assessments i'1 both regions), and analyse the orogress 

made. 

l.B.G Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory 
capacity building. and national laboratory policies, guidelines and standards 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {1 April - 30 September 2012) 

• Support provided to four par:idpants .;rom South/Southeast Asia and the Congo Basin to attend 
the 13th Con.;erence of the International Society for Veterinary Epidem;ology aDd Economics 
(ISV::':E XII!), from 20 to 24 August 2012 in Maastricht, the Netherlands. The conference focused 
on "Building bridges- crossing borders." 
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Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013) 

• Support will be provided to four participants from South/Southeast Asia and the Congo Basin to 
attend t:-~e European Commission for the control of Foot-and-Mouth d;sease \EuFrv1D) Open 

Session from 29 to 31 October 2012 and the World Organisat:on for A:-~ima! Health (OIE)/FAO 
Reference Centres Network meeting on 1 and 2 November 2012, in Jerez de Ia Frontera, Spain. 

l.C.G Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity and to promote 

national laboratory policies and guidelines 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {1 April - 30 September 2012) 

• Contract (Letter of Agreement[loA]) started with France veterinaire International (FVI) to 
provide trainings in Africa in various fields of expertise (mostly trainings ir1 Frenchi. See also 
l.C.2.C, 1.C.5.C l.C.4.C and l.C. ?.C 

• Contract (loA) star:ed with lstituto Zooprofila:tico Sperimenta!e delle Venezie {!ZSVe), Padova. 
OUTCOMES: (I} provide on-site technical assistance for rabies diagnosis {the Democra-::ic qepubl:c 

of the Congo ~DRC], Cameroo11 and Rwanda) for testing services; and (il) contribute to the wor:.: 
on provision of access of sub-Saha~an African laboratories to sequencing services. linked to 
regional activity l.CC 

• Organizational support prov;ded for -::he three sessions of the regional training-of-trainers {TOT) 
pathology workshop "Basks of fie!d and laboratory diagnosis" in both regions. !inked to LCS and 
l.CC 

• Training for staf; selected from the Laboratoire National Vl?tErinaire {LANA VET) {Cameroon) on 

the diagnosis and molecu:ar epidemiology of the African Swine Fever (ASF) at the joint 
FAG/International Atomic Energy Agency {IAEA) divisior (since August 2012 and for 
seven mont1s). 

• Preparation of a joint rAO/!AEA division consultation Of\ "Good labo~atory practices for 
conducting multiple disease d:agnosis" {l.CSG}- :nit1ally p:anned in September 2012. Terms of 

reference and prospectus finalized, location and date conf:rmed, experts contacted. 
• Validation and uansfer of new tech11iques for multiple disease diagnos·s polymerase chain 

reaction (PCR) using the fluorescence resonance energy transfe~ [FRET] system) 1.C.6.G 
o Several conve'1tion and real time PC::{ methods developed at t1e joint FAO/IAEA division for 

capripoxvirus detection and differentiation. OGTCOME: Methods presented to the 
participants of the regional training course on Major transboundary and zoonotic animal 
diseases: early detection, surveil:arce and epidemiology (1.C4.G}, held at LANA VET, Garoua 
(Cameroon) from 23 July to 3 August 2012. 

o Agreement was reached or the principle of the collaboration between the joint FAO/IAEA 
division and Pathofinder (Dutch compa~wl to develop a multiple pathogens detection assay 
for the major pathoge:1s causing respiratory diseases and symptoms in rum:nants. A proposal 
Of\ the role and the requirements of eac:-. part'1er is now under discussion. This initiative is 
partia:lv sponsored by IDENTIFY. 

o A label-free method for the detection al"'d genotyping of capripoxvirus was developed at the 

joint FAO/lAEA divis:on, and is now ready for field validation. 
o The joint FAO/IAEA division currently working on the analytical validat:on of a pan-pox 

detection to simultaneously differentiate capripox, parapox and orthopox \camelpox a<d 
cowpox). 
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Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013) 

• Conduct the consu:tation on Good laboratory p~actices for conducting multiple disease diagnosis, 
from 16 :-o 18 Octobe~ 2012, Vienna, Austria. 

• Complete the :raining on ASF molecular epidemiology for staff from :...ANAVET (Cameroon} 
focusing on the molecular characterization of ASF from central African countries and the 
determination of the genotyoe responsible for tt~e recent outbreaks by February 2013. 

• Validate and transfer new techniques for multiple disease diagnosis (PCR using the FRET system} 
to Uganda and Ethiopia. 

• Final validation of the pan-pox detection to simultaneously differentiate capripox, para pox and 
orthopox by March 2013. 

l.D.G Promote and support laboratory quality management 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {1 April - 30 September 2012) 

• Support to external quality assurance (QA) for targeted diseases.1.D.3.G fo: proficiency testing in 
Africa for '\ift Valley fever (RVF), peste des petits ruminants {PPR) and avian influenza 

(AI)/Ne\vcastle Disease fND). !inked to regional activity 1.D.Congo 

• Support provided to the on-site audit/backstopping missions corducted under the LoA with FVI 
for: (i) assessing QA system implementat;on :n DRC, the Central African Republic, the Republic of 

the Congo, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda; and (ii) assessing biosecurity and biosafety in 
Cameroon and DRC. linked to regionai activity 1.D.2.C 

• Discussions with the Institute G.Caporale, Teramo, Italy to support the implementation of 
laboratory· information systems (UMS} in targeted laboratories in the Congo Basir. An 
assessment mission conducted from 17 to 20 July 2012 to the Central Veterinary Laboratory 
(CVL). linked with regional activity 1.D.Congo 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013) 

• Support to external QA for targe:ed diseases (for RVF, PPR and AI/ND) for proficiency test:ng in 
Africa. linked to regional activity l.D.Congo 

• Provide suoport to the activities. perfo•med by FVI ~n Africa, four assessmen: miss;ons to be 

conducted by FVI experts on QA (lACEVET/Bangui/the Central African Republic; he Laboratofre 
V€-terinoire de Kinshasa [LVKJ/Kinshasa, DRC; and CVL/Temeke, Ta:'lzania} and 
biosecurity/biosafety {In LVK/Kinshasa/~RC). finked to regional activity l.D.C 

• Develo;:; and review the QA and biosafety roadmaps towards the objective 3 of IDENTIFY. 

• Initiate the process for future work on laboratory po:icy (consul::ancy needs, outline, roadmap 
defined). 

• Provide standardized veterinary diagnostic reagents and international standards in a coordinated 
manner to selected countries. 1.D.5.G 

• Support a one-month training for production of standardized RVF ve:erinary diagnos:ic reagents 
and international standard for two scientists from Ke~wa and Botswana. Upon request of the 
National lns:i:ute for Communicable Diseases (NICD), South Africa, this train:ng was initially 
planned for the period between Ju:y and October 2012, but it was postponed to early 2013. 

• Build the PPR serurn bank based on the sera produced as part of the FAO/IAEA technical 
contract. 

• Develoo a concept note w't1 the African Union - Pa~african Veterinary VacC:ne Centre (AU
PANVAC) to define the scope and activities for :mplementation related to the regional supply of 
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reagents, equipment maintena'lce and existing diagnostic laboratories network for the validat:on 
of reagents and assays already produced at AU-PANVAC. 

• Prepare an LoA with the Institute G.Caoora:e, Teramo, Italy to supoort the establisl;ment of LIMS 
in the two targeted laboratories in the Congo Basin {Tanzania and Botswana). 

l.E.G Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {1 April - 30 September 2012) 

• Tenders were launched for the procurement of equipment and consumables: 
o Foot-and-mouth d:sease {FMD) k:ts for 13 African countries and two Asian countries; 
o Numerous laboratory materials, supplies and goods for 13 African laboratories, divided i:1to 

seve:1 lots. So:r.e items have already been shipped to the beneficiary countries (such as the 

microscopes and FMD kits); delivery of all items expected before the end of 2012; and 
o Purchase of d~ ice mach:ne for Uganda (to be shipped in October 2012 to the Uganda Virus 

Research lnstitu:e ir. Entebbe). linked to regional activity 1.£. C and 1.£.5. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013) 

• Follow up on the safe delivery of ;terns to all laboratories; and ass:st in organizing on-site 
missions :o support the installation of procured equipment and ;dentify the J:st of any items still 

missing that would be procured in Year 4 of the project. 

Output 2. linkages and communication pathways across national. regional and global laboratory 
and epidemiologic networks for the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened 

2.A.G Communication tool development and resource building 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {1 April - 30 September 2012) 

• Generic forma: of LabCards developed; AI labCard finaFzed and posted on the Joint OIE/FAO 
Network of Expertise for An:ma! 11fluenza (OFFLUj Web site: 

http://www. off! u .net/ fi I e adm i n I :1ome I en/g u ida nee /pdf/Lab Ca rdAL PO F 2.A.3. G 

• Brochures on FAO regional laboratory network.ng and the EM PRES la:Joratory Unit revisited and 

currently in the finalization stage. 

• EMPRES-i ge:~etic module, 2.A.S.G: 
o Presented at the AI Symposium and OFFLU technical meeti'lg (London, April 2012) for 

comments and future use by the scientific community. 
o Training period of a master's student from Viet Nam completed {March-September 2012, 

graduated). Ti:le: "Linking genetic and epidemiological data from Viet Nam for improved 
control and risk assessment of animal influenza". 

o Second phase of col:aboration with the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics dosed (LoA, 
November 2011-June 2012). The module Is functional: total amount of proposed links (as of 
September 2012) is in :he range of 120 000. Most adjustments ;equired prior to public 
release of the tool aiready made; assistance prov:ded to the master's student, first rea: user 
of the tool and :dentified problems fixed. 2.A.S.G 

• Initiative on the provision of access to sequencing services for African !abora:ories, 2.A.G: 
o Contract {LoA) sig:-;ed with the French Agricultural Research for Development (CIRAD) and 

the Centre d'Etude et de Recherches veterinaires et Agrochimiques {~C~RVAL Belgium) to 
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provide trainings on the use of sequencing and to contribute to development of validated 
PCR protocols (including ring trials betweer the three partners). 

o Available protocols for ocR diagnosis and sequencing for the priority pathogens targeted in 

the Congo aasin were compared across the three FAO Reference Cen:res with t:1e aim to 
harmonize pro:ocols for mu:t;ple disease testing. Beneficiary laboratories were irlvi:ed to 

participate il'1 this initiative, and baseline information on PCR testing and sequencing was 
requested (e.g. number of pathogens sequenced each year)_ 

o Sequencing training for epidemiologists and quality managers of the main vacci!'1e 

manufacturing units in Abca prepared (facilitating team, preparation of the agenda and of a 
questionnaire, review of question!'1aire results, preparation of scenarios) and he:d from 25 to 

28 September 2012, Nairobi, Kenya. Countries that participated: Uganda, Nigeria, D~C. 
Cameroor, Ethiopia, Kenya, Ta!'1za!'1ia, Botswana and SenegaL 

• Preparation of the workshop on "Sequencing and molecular bio:ogy of animal pathogens" for 
laboratory staff, planned from 5 to 16 November 2012, Vienna, Austria. Prospectus drafted and 

disseminated to countries, discussiors (i.e. teleconferences and email exchanges) on the course 
co'1tent wirh the various trainers, selection of candidates through ti--e Emergency Centre for 

Transboundary Animal Diseases (ECTAJ) Bamako ard Nairobi. Focus on PPR, contagious bovine 
pleuropneumonia, contagious caprine pleuropneumonia, At ND, FMD and caprioox. 

• E-learning modules. on bioinforma::ics \phylogeny and sequence analysis) reviewed by the joint 
FAO/IAEA division and FAO readquarters. and finalized by the partner (Swiss Institute of 
Bioinformatics); to be released to the pubt:c sho:-tly \http:lfviralzor.e.exoasy.org/e learning/ir:::lex.html). 

To be validated during the "Training on sequencing and molecular epidemiology of a'1imal 
pathogens" (5-16 November 2012). Discussions initiated for development of new modules 

(genetic databases, multiple alignments) 2.A6.G 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012 • 31 March 2013) 

• EMPRES-i get1etic module: 
o Release of the module tc the public {November 2012); 
o Link sequence-outbreak data for al: H5Nl er:demic ccuntries (in additio'1 tc Viet Nam data 

already processed); three-month consultancy of the master's student (October-December 2012); 
o Final:ze articles for the next EMPRES bulletin and scientific papers; and 
o Prepare new LoA with the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics for maintenance and further 

integration of phylogenetic tools in the genetic module. 
• Finalize formatting of all chapters of the La beards and disseminate ti'!em to laborator;es.. 

• Continue the work on the prov:sion of access to sequencing services to African laboratories: 
o Coordinate the work by the three pa~tners {CERVA, IZSVe and CIRAD} to develop and test 

harmonized protocols for PCR diagf'osis and sequencing; and to develop decision trees and 
sequencing strategy; 

o Launch a tender and se:ect sequendrg provider for provision of sequencing services; 

o Develop a moderator system for sequencing services; 
o Carry out tne workshop on "Sequencing and molecular biology of animal pathogens" for 

laboratory staff, from 5 to 16 November 2012, Vienna, Austria. 

• Coordinate :he preparation of the disease cards a11d case definition book plus recommended test 
repertoire for IDENTIFY listed priority diseases:, linked to regionot activity 2-A.C 

• Develo;:; with IZSVe (FAO Refere1ce Centre for rabies) a ''Rabies tool kit" to provide the 
methodology for the organiza:ion ir a systematic approach to national traini:1gs for rabies 
diagnosis ard One Health seminars on rabies, Unked to regional activity 2.A.C. 
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2.B.G Development of joint meetings and conferences to support networking and promote 

national laboratory policies 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {1 April - 30 September 2012) 

• Preparation and co-funding of the Eastern Africa Veterinary and Epide'niology Laboratory 
Network (EARLN) sup~orted, and participation of the IDENTIFY IFAO management team (on 
27 and 28 July 2012, Mombasa, Kenya). linked to regionai2.B.C 

• Participation of one epidemiologist from FAO headquarters in the Regional Network of National 
Epidemiosurveillance Systems for Transboundary Anima: Diseases (RESEPi). held in Accra, G1ana, 
from 10 to 13 September 2012, to discuss opportunities of collaboration between laboratory and 
epidemiology rela::ed to ASF.Jinked to regionai2.B.C 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013} 

• Support to the a reparation of t~e Wes: and Central Africa Veterinary laboratory Network for AI 
and other transboundary diseases (~ESOLAB} -neeting (scheduled from 3 to 7 December 2012, 
Dakar, Senegal}. linked to regionai2.B.C 

l.C.G Review and update of the tripartite LNS and future planning 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {1 April - 30 September 2012) 

• Routine project management at headquarters and regional levels continued through conference 
calls/videoconferences as needed, daily email communication and tripa'iite face-to-face 

meetings between FAO, OlE a:1d the World Health Organization (WHO) as well as the use of the 

IDENTIFY SharePoint. 

• Continued rotatirg system of responsioility sharing on a monthly basis betwee:1 the 
three partrers to more effectively and rapidly handle commun:cation with p~ogramme partners, 
day-to-day operations and logistic arrangements. This sys::em also appiies to document creation, 

revision and meeting hosting. 

• Routire M&E system :n place and corstantly improved at FAO headquarters (dynamic process) 

• IDENTIFY Year 4 project planning discussed and/or prepared during the followi~g meetings, with 
participation of the IDENTIFY I FAO management team: 
o The United States Agency for lnterrational Development {L'SAID) and Tripan:i:e Meeting. on 

20 and 21 June 2012, Rome, Italy; 
o Congo basin and South/Southeast Asia Regional Emerging Pandemic Threat (EPT) Planning 

meetings, July 2012; and 
o IDCNT!f=YIFAO Year 4 Planning meeting (with the FAO/IAEA coordinator and the ;::Ao 

regional coordinators from Bamako, Nairobi and Gaborone) in Addis A:Jaba on 12 and 
13 July 2012. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013) 

• Continue routine project ma:1agement at headquarters and reg:onal levels (including new loA 
with OlE). 

• Continue implementation of routine M&E; FAO headquarters M&E officer links wi'.:h M&E focal 
points in both regions. 

• Conduct project planning meeting betwee1 IDENTIFYIFAO regional coordinators from Bamako, 
Nairobi and Gaborone and the !:>ENTIFY headquarters team (date and venue TBD). 
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2.D.G Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(es) 

concerning laboratories 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {1 April - 30 September 2012) 

• Four-way :inking for assessing health risks at the human-animal interface. 2.0.2.6: 
• Possibility of fou•-way link!ng activities in two new pilo: court~:es (Bangladesh and Indonesia) 

being explored with FAO ar"~d WHO country offices and the national authorities. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013} 
• Conduct four-way linki1g act-vities i:-~ two pilot countries: 

o Bangladesh: review mission a1d workshop planned between November 2012 and 
April 2013; and 

o Indonesia: review mission scheduled from 3 to 14 December 2012 and workshop in 
March 2013. 

2.E.G Support and promote laboratory networks 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2012) 

• OFFLU technical meeting corducted back-to-back with the 8th International Symposiu'Ti or AI, {4 
and 5 April 2012, London, UK) (co-funding). 

• OFFLU contribution to the WHO Vaccine Composition meeting (17-20 September 2012, Beijing, 
China) by FAO col:ecting and compiling epidemiological analysis, genetic and an:igenic data from 

the OFFLU contributors (arimal health laboratories). In September 2012, OF FLU contributed 42 
percent of the AI viruses genetic data oresented at the consultation. The geretic and antigen;c 
data on Indonesian viruses provided by the Austra:ian Animal Health Laboratory {AAHL) 
contributed to the decision to select a new vaccine seed for :he 2.1.3.2 dade. Harmonization of 
testing procedures for the provision of the antigenic da:a was recently establ:shed, thus enabling 
comparison of results between the WHO and OFFLU laborato~ networks, as well as among t1e 
OFFLU laboratories. Similarly, harmon:zed tools for the ge'!etic analysis were in place since the 

last consultation, such as the HS:\11 sequence a:ignment backbone to be used for the 
phylogenetic analysis. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013) 

• Prepare an o;:FLU conference on influenza vaccination (planned in June 20131 

• Circulate for review t,e OFFL.U/FAO influenza vaccination handbook 

• WHO Vaccine Composition meeti:-~g: 
o Prepare OFFLU's contribution (mid February 2013, Geneva}; and 
o Continue harmon:zat1on work with WHO on antigenic data vitn standard reagents 

produced by WHO Collaborating Centres and distributed to selected OFFLU laboratories. 

2.F.G Support and promote laboratory partnerships 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {1 April - 30 September 2012) 

• Ten :1ew FAO Reference Centres officially designated: for FM~ (UK/, Veterinary epidemio:ogy 
(Italy, UK and USA), vectors and vec:or borne diseases (Kenya and South Africa), Veter:nary 
Public Health (Germany), Tuberculosis/Paratuberculosis (USA) and animai/AI and ND (USA). 
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Progress was made towards the designation of FAO Reference Centres in China, :ndia, Kenya, 
South Africa and Thailand (government endorsement pending}. The designation orf further 29 
FAO Reference Cent~es and the evaluation of new applications :s in progress. 

• Support provided to the meeting aimed at defining the roles and ~esponsibiJ:t;es of regioral 
support laboratories in sub-Saharan Africa (Addis Ababa, from 11 to 13 July 2012), inc:uding the 

linking with FAO and OlE Reference Centres. 2.F.2.G 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013} 

• Continue the efforts on the status of regional support laboratories in sub-Saharan Africa by 
assis:ing in ti'e preparation of the doss'er for submiss;on to the Regio'lal Ecc:~omic Commun:ties 
(RECs) and supporting the preparation of the : (i) meeting wit:"! ~ECs to present the Regional 
Support :..aboratory (RSl) in't;ative; and {ii) conclusive meeting with all partners. fink with 

regional activity 2.F.C 
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2 ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD (1 APRIL -

30 SEPTEMBER 2012) AND PlANNED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEXT SIX-MONTH 

PERIOD (1 OCTOBER 2012-31 MARCH 2013) 

2.1 ACTIVITIES SOUTH/SOUTHEAST ASIA COMPONENT 

! Output 1. Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose diseases under a 
! quality management system enhanced 

l.A.SSEA. Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2012) 
• Laboratory assessment, using the laboratory Mapping Tool, and 3iosa7ety Risk assessment 

conducted in ten laborator=es in Bangladesh (the Central Disease Investigation Laboratory and 
the Bangladesh Livestock Research Institute) from 29 July to 1 August; Cambodia !t'1e National 
Veterinary Research Institute [NaVRI]j from 14 to 17 June; Lao ~eople's Democratic Republic 

(PDR) (the National Animal Health Centre [NAHC]} from 9 to 12 September; Malaysia o~ 7 and 8 
August (the Veterinary Research lnsticute [VRI]) and from 10 to 13 July (che Department of 
Wildlife and National Parks, common:y known as PERHI:..ITAN, and che Sabah Wildrfe 
Department :swo]j; Nepal (CVL) on 26 and 27 July; Philippines (the Phil;ppine Animal Health 

Certer [PAHC]) from 23 to 25 August.: Thailand (the National lnstitme of Animal :-lealth [NIAH]) 
from 21 :o 23 June; and VietNam (Hanoi University of Agriculture [HUAJ) from 28 to 31 May. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013) 

• Compile/update •e!evant laboratory capacity data for the network and associated laboratories 
through the laboratory mapping exercise 

l.B.SSEA. Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory 
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines and standards 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2012) 

• Support provided for three participants to attend the gH• AI hternational Symposium, from 1 to 

4 April 2012, London, UK; IDENTIFY provided support for three participants: one from NIAH, 
Thailand, and two from the Department of Animal Heatlh (DAH), Viet Nam to attend the 
conferer~ce http:/jwww.offlu.net/index.oho?id=222. Support was also provided to attend the 
OFFLU technical meeting conducted back-to-back w:th the symposium (on 4 and 5 April 2012, 

London, UK). 
• The As:a-Pacific Biosafety Associa;:ion's 7m Annual Biosafety Conference, Bal:, bdonesia, 24 -

27 April 2012: IDENTIFY provided support for 2 participants from from VRI, Malaysia to atte'1d 
the two-day preconference worKShop on 24-25 April and a two-day conference o~ 26-27 April 
2012. This regional conference a;med to generate a formal exchange on various developmerts in 
biosafety, ranging from the strategic coalit;on and road map for the Asia-Pacific region to 
biosafety capability and capacity building :n :he region. 
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Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013) 

• The Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association Training.. from 29 October to 2 November 2012, Singapore: 
IDENTIFY to provide support for two biosafety others 7rom HUA, Viet ~am to participate in t'le 
biosafety management training. The training course is to provide the participants with 
knowledge on general p;:nciples and good biosafety practices, the esse:1tials and basic skills in 
laboratory risk assessment, and the knowledge and ability to design effective biosafety 
management and maintenance programme. 

l.C.SSEA. Develop and conduct FAO/OIE/WHO trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity 
and to promote national laboratory policies and guidelines 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2012) 

• Regional TOT workshop conducted on "Basics of field and laboratory diagnosis", Chiang Mai, 
Thailand, from 21 to 25 May 2012; LC.4.SSEA. The training was attended by 22 participants from 
Cambodia, China, Indonesia, lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, the Philippines, Thailand and Viet 
Nam with priority given to the experienced veterinary officers who are responsible for diagnostic 
pathology or field diagnosis. The implementing partners were tile Un;versity of Georgia and 
Chiang Mai University. OUTCOMES: (i} increased number of resource trainers to deliver the 
Basics of field and !a;:>ora:ory diagnosis workshop to national veterinarians (The :rained 
participants would become regional resource trai~ers to provide tech:1kal support and training 
targeted at strengtl:ening tre labo~atory to field linkage for animal health service authorities); 
and (ii) enha:1ced communication between the field and the laboratory veteri'laria:-Js. 

• Regional Laboratory Network training on Diagnosis of Rabies and ND at NIAH, Ba:-~gkok, Thaila:-td, 
from 6 to 17 August 2012; 1.C6. SSEA. Sixteen participants from the national animal health 

laboratories from Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, the Philippines, Thailand and Viet 
Nam attended the train:ng course. The participants were responsible for diagnosis of rabies and 
ND at :heir National Veterinary laboratories (NVLsj. The regional train:ngs will be followed by the 

proficiency testing ac:ivity to ensure the quality diagnostic service of the priority diseases at tre 
participating laborator:es. The implementing part:1ers were AAHl, NIAH, the Department of 
livestock Development, Thaiiard. OUTCOMES: (i) experienced participants with knowledge a'!d 
training on diagnoses of rabies and ND; and (i:) increased diagnostic capability for rabies and ND 

at the participating laboratories. 

• Regional laboratory Network Training on Diagnostics of Swine Disease (classical swine fever 
[CSF], ::>RRS, ASF) at the Reg:onal Animal Health Office Number 6 (RAHO 6), Ho Chi Minh city, Viet 

Nam, from 27 to 31 August 2012; 1.C6.55EA. Nineteen veterinariars from Cambodia, China, 
Indonesia, lao PJR, the Philippines. Malaysia, Myanma~, Thailand and Viet Nam attended tre 
training course. These participants were responsi::>le for diagnosis of swine diseases at their 
national veterinary labo~atories. The regional trainings wi:l be followed by the proficiency testing 
activity to ensure the quality of the diag:10stic services of priority diseases at the participating 

laboratories. The implementirg partners were: AAHl; RAHO 6; and DAH, VietNam. OUTCOMES: 
(i) experienced participants with knowledge and training on diagnoses of CSF, PRRS and ASF; and 
(ii) increased diagnostic capability for the priority swine diseases at the participating laboratories. 

• Regional ~boratory Network Training conducted on QA and Standardization of Diagnostic 
Reagents at AAHl, Gee!ong, Australia, from 24 September to 5 October 2012; 1.C.2. SSEA. 
Seventeen participants from the national animal health laboratories from Indonesia, Maiaysia, 
Pakistan, the PhiFppines, Thailand a~d Viet Nam attended this train:ng. The implementing 
partner was AAHL OUTCOMES: {i) part;c:pants trained in production of QA/Reference controls 
used in tests (Internal Quality Control [IQC]) and samples used :n proficiency testing programmes 
to allow laboratories to produce their own test controls (IQC) and proficiency test;ng panels to be 
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used in-cou0try for regional/province laboratories; (ii) partkipan:s with knowledge and training 
in :he analysis and reporting of proficiency testing results and statistical analysis of the 

proficiency testi11g reports; and (iii) participants with a general overview of the requirements of 
15017025 and biosafety for the laboratory and refresher training building on orevious activ;t;es; 
and (iv) improved good laboratory practices and qua!ity services among the member laboratories 

in the region. 

• One-day '.Vorkshop on biosafe:y and sample management for PREDICT laboratory network in Viet 
Nam, 1 June 2012, HUA, Ha'1oi, Viet Nam. Twenty-seven participants from PREDICT par:ner 
laboratories across Viet Na-n attended the workshop. The implementing partners were the 
World Conservatory Society (WCS)/PREDICT and HUA. OUTCOMES: ("} participants with 
knowledge and training on biosafety and PREDICT sample management; and (ii) improved good 
laboratory practices and biosafety management at the PREDICT labora:ory '1etwork in VietNam. 

• National training on biosafety and good laboratory practices, on 30 and 31 August 2012, HUA
CVl, Hanoi, Viet Nam. T'le training course was attended by 18 staff and students of HUA-CVc.. 
The implementing partner was HUA-CVl. OUTCOME: !iJ participants wi!h knowledge and training 
on biosafcty management and good labomtory practices; and {ii) improved good laboratory 
practices and biosafety management at HUA-CVL. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013) 

• REGIONAl workshop, laboratory and Field Epidemiology linkage TOT: Strengthen Laboratory 
and Field Epidemiology Linkages. The scop;ng mission was conducted in JU'Y 2012. The course 
curriculum development is in p-ocess. Schedule is to be confirmed. Implementing partner: AAHl. 

• REGIONAL training on the lATA hazardous materials shipping. Schedule is to be confirmed. 

• Develoo the REGIONAl TOT workshop and relevant training materials for laboratory Biosafety 

officers. 

• Faci:itate and/or develop the REGIONAL training on the application of veterinary bio;nforrnatics. 

• Provide consu!Iancy on risk assessment, standard operating procedures development ard 
training on b;osafety x.anagement to network laboratories; implementing partners: 

international/:"lational consultants and PREDICT. 

• Provide consultancy and assista;~ce on the develop-nent of the meeting and training programmes 
to build laboratory capacity and to promote national laboratory policies and guidelines at the 
network and associated laboratories; implementirg partners: international/rational consultants, 
national veterirary laboratories. 

l.D.SSEA. Promote and support laboratory quality management 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2012) 

• Provided consultancy and technica: assistance to act:vities related to ::he laboratory 'eloca::ion 
and implementation of the Biosafety Level 3 (BSL3} facility, t:-te laboratory quali!y and biosafety 
management at NAHC, lao PDR {March-August 2012). 

• Provided biosafety exper:s to visit participating labora:ories, assess biosafety infrastruc-::ure, 
equipment and practices, and provide recommendations including remed;al activities, in cases of 

non-compliance, based on international standard biosafety guide:ines. The biosafety risk 
assessments were carried out at IDENTIFY-supported laboratories including Bangladesh {the 
Central Disease Investigation laboratory and the Bang:adesh livestock Research lnstitutei from 
29 July to 1 August; Cambodia (NaVRI) from 14 to 17 June; Lao PDR (NAHC) from 9 to 
12 Septe:nber; Malaysia on 7 ar1d 8 August (VRI) and from 10 to 13 July {PERHIUTAN ard SWD); 
Nepal (CVL) on 26 and 27 July; tl;e Phi ippines (PAH(j from 23 to 25 August; Thailand (NIAH) from 
21 to 23 June; and VietNam {HUA) from 28 to 31 May; l.D.l.SSEA. 
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• Provided labocatory engineers to calibcate, certify, a:1d where necessary and possible, provide 
correct:on measures to blosafety cabinets bcated in IDENTIFY-supported laboratories. The 
biosafety cabinet testing and certification have been co'lducted at tl">e participating laboratories 
in Cambodia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, the Philippines, Thailand, Viet Nam, Bangladesh ard Nepal 
during Augus:-Septem:)er 2012; l.D.l.SSEA. 

• Provided consultation and facilitated the procurement/access of lll\ilS to the NIAH and its 
national network laborator;es, Thailand; 1.0.4.SSEA. 

• Provided laboratory visit arJd technical consultation to assist development and implementa:ion 
of laboratory quality management to the PREDICT laboratories in Malaysia (VRI, PERHILITAN and 
SWD) from 10 to 13 July 2012. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013} 

• Continue to provide consultancy and technical assistance to activities related to im;,xovement 
and implementation of the laboratory quality and biosafety managemert at NA~C, Lao PDR 
(October 2012-September 2013), and the network labora<;.ories. 

• Provide biosafety experts to perform biosafety risk assessment and laboratory engineers to 
conduct the biosafety cabi:1et testing and calibration to the network laboratories. l.D.l.SSEA 

• Plan and ;>rovide backstopphg missions and on-site trainings at the ;>articipating laboratories 
based on the recomme~datiorJs obta:ned from the previous b:osafety assessme:1t activ;ties. 

• Continue to provide consultation and facilitate the procurement/access of _IMS to the network 
laboratories. 1.D.4.SSEA. 

• Continue to facilitate proficiency testing programme 7or diagnosis of selected regional priority 
diseases and provide backstopping missions to the participating la~ratories to ensure 
implementation of appro:)riate diagnostic protocols under a QA syste'11; implementing partner: 

AAHL l.DESSEA 
• Carry out laboratory visits and technical consultation to assist deve!opme'lt and implementation 

of laboratory qual:ty management to the networ~ laboratories.1.D.2.55EA 

l.E.SSEA. Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April 2012- 30 September 2012) 

• Provided standardized veteri'lary diagnostic reage:1ts :ncluding proficiency testing panels, 
supplies and equipment as requested by the network labo:atories, or recommended in support 

of the proficiency testing programme for diagnosis of influenza, ND, CSF, PRRS, ASF and rabies. 

• Provided the laboratory equipment, including two biosafety cabinets, PCR hood, fume hood to 
NAHC, :...ao PDR. Two biosafety cabinets were delivered and installed at the new NA:-lC facility in 
August 2012. Fume hood was de:ivered to NAHC at the end of September 2012. 

• Provided laboratory equipment, including biosafety cabinet, refrigerated cent~ifuge, microcentrifuge, 
ultracentrifuge and other laboratory supplies related to biosafety to NIAH, Thailand. 

• Provided laboratory equipment, includi:1g refrigerated centrifuge, microcentrifuge and other 
laboratory supplies related to biosafety to NaVRI, Cambodia, based on the firdings and 
recommendations from biosafety risk assessment. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013} 

• Provide necessary supplies and equipment, based on ~he findings and recommendations of t1e 
biosafety assessmen:: and cabinet testi1g activities to ensure the proper biosafety containment 
and practices in the network laboratories. 
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• Provide standardized veterinary diagnostic reagents includi:1g proficiency testing panels, supplies 
and equipment as requested by the network laboratories or recommended in support of t'le 
proficiency testing programme. 

Output 2 Linkages and communication pathways across national, regional and global laboratory 

and epidemiologic networks for the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened 

2.A.SSEA. Communication tool development and resource building 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2012) 

• Provided manuals on "Field ma:1ual for collection of speC:me'l to enhance diagnosis of animal 
diseases" to network labora:ories; 2.A.1.SSEA. 

• Provided technical inputs a:1d supported the impiemertatior of EMPRES-i Asia platform to share 
expertise and 'nformation across the network in a real-time ma:1ner. 

• Provided adm:nistration and i~formation update to the AI Network Asia email list. 

• Established the ::ransboundary animal diseases {TAOs} Network Asia List. As of Se~tember 2012, 
this email list wi:l replace the AI Network As:a :o accommodate t!-1e expansion of disease focus to 
other ;mportant TAOs and emerging infectious diseases i'1 the region. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013) 

• Continue to support the implementation of EMPRES-i and TAOs Network Asia and sharing of 
expertise and disease information across the ne:work. 

• Provide the guidelines and documen:s related to diagnosis, management and control of TAOs as 
requested. 

• Distribution of Basics of Field Pathology Training manua: for trainers. 
• Develoo training materials related to the ~boratory Fie:d Epidemio:ogy Linkage Training ard 

Laboratory Biosafety Management. 

2.B.SSEA. Development of joint meetings and conferences to support networking and promote 
national laboratory policies 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {1 April - 30 September 2012) 

• The ;:AO/OIE Regional laboratory Technical Advisory Group meeting on 30 and 31 July 2012, 
Bangkok, Thailand; 2.B.l.SSEA. The main objectives of tne meeting's to upda:e the partners on 
the ongo:ng activities related to laboratory policies, laboratory capacity building activities and 
laboratory networking in Southeast Asia. The meeting was attended by 25 representat:ves from 

key technical partners, the regional leading laboratories, international reference laboratories, 
major donors and implementing partners. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013) 

• Regional Laboratory Directors Forum meeting, on 10 and 11 October 2012, Nha Trang, VietNam; 
2.B.1.5SEA. The meeting will be jointly organized by DAH, VietNam, FAO and OlE. The objectives 
of the mee:ing :nclude the updating of information on the laboratory policy and ma1agement 

issues to the memoer laboratory directors and the review of the activities undertaken under the 
Regional laboratory Network and t~e Regional leading/Reference Laboratories. ·t is expected 
that approximately 20 partidpa;,ts comprised of the laboratory directors from Southeast Asia 
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and China, international experts and representatives from IDternatioral agencies wi:l participate 
in this meeting. 

• Regional laboratory network meeting to be held bad-to-back w;th the FAO/OIE/WHO Meeting 
on :..abora:ory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases o:agnos:s in Asia Pacific. Schedule 

is to be confirmed. 

2.C.SSEA. Review and update of the tripartite lNS and future planning 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2012) 

• The IDENTIFY I FAO Southeast Asia coordinator participated L• the EPT country work plan review for 
Lao PDR {S April ar~d 12 June), VietNam {30-31 May), Cambodia (5-6 June), Thailand (11 June). 

• The IDENTIFYIFAO Southeast Asia coordinator participated in the EPT Technical and 
Programmatic Discussions 0:1 IDENTIFY on 21 Jur:e 2012, FAO headquarte~s, Rome, Italy. 

• The IDENTIFYIFAO Southeast Asia coordinator participated in the Regional EPT Plarning 
Meeting, July 25-26, 2012, Bangkok, Thai:and. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012-31 March 2013} 

• The IDENTIFY I FAO Southeast Asia coordinator to participate and provide input to the country 
and regional EPT planning meetings. 

2.0.SSEA. Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(es) 

concerning laboratories 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2012) 

• Faci·itated the developmen: of Terms of Refe•erce for roles and responsibilities of the reg1ona! 
leading laboratory for CSF (DAH, VietNam), FMD {Regional Reference :..aboratory, Thailand), a<d 
Highly Pa:hogenic Avian Influenza {VR, Malaysia). 

• Coordinated with the AssoC:ation of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) Regiona: Support Un:t based 
at FAO ir preparing the draft Regional Framework for A~imal Health labora:ory Capac:ty Building 
and Networking in Southeast Asia which was endorsed by ASEAN in August 2012. 

• Reviewed and coordinated the work plan related to laboratory capacity building among the key 
implementing partners in alignment wi:~ the Regional Framework for Animal Health Laboratory 
Capacity Building and Networ~ing in Southeast Asia during the FAO/OIE Regiona: laboratory 
Technical Advisory Group meeting (30-31 July 2012). 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013} 

• Continue to facilitate the development of coordina~ed work plar~ among the key partners, 
aligned with the Regional Framework for Animal Health laboratory Capacity Building and 

Networking in Southeast Asia. 

2.E.SSEA. Support and promote laboratory networks 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2012) 
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• The IDENTIFYjFAO Southeast Asia coordinator participated the Techrical and Po!icy Discussion 
on Improving the ::>revention and Control of HSNl Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza in Highly
Affected and Neighbour:ng Countries, 23-25 April 2012, Ho Chi MinCJ City, VietNam. 

• The lDE:'\ITiFY: ~AO Southeast Asia coordinate' partic'pated and provided technical input at t•e 
Annual Review Workshop of the Cambodia Zoonotic Diseases Action Plan, 5-6 June 2012, Slem 
Reap, Cambodia. 

• The IDENTIFY I FAO Southeast Asia coordinator provided techrJical input at the Field Ep:demiology 
Training Programme for Veter:narians (FETPV), 6-8 August 2012, Bangkok, Tt·ailand. 

• The IDENTIFY: ;.Ao Southeast Asia coordinator participated and provided technical input at the 

NaVRI, Strategic Planning Workshoo, 10-14 September 2012, Kep, Cambodia. 

• The IDENTIFY I FAD Southeast Asia coordinator participated in the Regional Avia'! a:~d Pandem'c 
Influenza USAID Partners' Meeting, 27-28 September 2012, Bangkok, Thailand. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013) 

• Continue to provide inouts and supoort communicat:on and interaction among the regional 
network laboratories, and support national laboratory networking activities. 

2.F.SSEA. Support and promote laboratory partnerships 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2012) 

• Continued to support and promote the roles a~d activities of the Regional Leading La~oratories 
2.F.l.SSEA. Regional Leadi"lg laboratories co-organized regional trainings on diagnoses of rabies 
and NO (N!AH, Tha:land}. and sw;ne diseases (DAH, VietNam). 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013) 

• Provide support to the Regio~al Leading/Reference Laboratory activities related to laOoratory 
capacity building and networking at the national and regional levels. 
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3 ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD (1 APRIL 

30 SEPTEMBER 2012) AND PlANNED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEXT SIX-MONTH 

PERIOD (1 OCTOBER 2012- 31 MARCH 2013) 

3.1 ACTIVITIES CONGO BASIN COMPONENT 

Output 1. Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detel:t and diagnose diseases under a 
quality management system enhanced 

l.A.Congo. Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2012) 

• Results of ~he FAO LI\/IT exercise compiled ;n a report and outcomes presented during the 
laboratory directors a11d Chief Veterinary Officers (CVOs) meetings (Libreville and Ertebbe 
meetings, April 2012). Translation of the report into French was carried out. Linked to global 
activity l.A. C 

• Individual Laboratory Cards on the overall and individual s~atus of IDENTIFY laboratories, based 
on the outcomes of the LMT assessments, were shared with the countries as feedback, and the 
outcomes were used for the Year 4 planning process. 

• Additional LMT data collected during train:ngs and audit missions conduc:ed in some 
laboratories (LANAVET/Cameroon, LVK/DRC, the National An:mal Disease Diagnostics a1d 

Epidemiology Centre [NADDECJ/Uganda, NVL/Rwanda, the Brazzaville Veterinary Laboratory 
[LDVB]/Republ:c of the Congo). 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013) 

• Compile new LMT data from laboratory self assessment (Year 4). Use of specific LMT modules, 
such as QA module, biosafety module, disease-targeted modules and a module to measure tre 
project~ s impact on labora:ory functional'ty. linked to LA.G and 1.AC 

• Compile comments and suggestions provided by the laboratories on the use of the LMT. 

• Ex~end laboratory self assessments to RSLs. linked to activity 2.F.C 

1.B.Congo. Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to 
laboratory capacity building~ and national laboratory policies, guidelines and standards 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2012) 

• Two ECTAD personnel attended and gave presentations during East Africa's regional 
biosurveillance workshop from 12 to 15 June 2012 in Kampala, Lganda. 

• Four laooratory technicians fro:n Cameroun, Central African Republic, DRC and the Republic of 
Congo were sponsored to participate ·n the laboratory training on FMD d:agnosis, organized with 
support from the FAO-based EuFMD, the European Commission and the Government of Ghana :n 
Accra, Ghana from 17 to 21 September 2012 with other non-sponsored IDENT:FY countries 
(Ghana, \ligeria, Senegal and Togo). OUTCOMES: Opportunity given for the first ti:ne to trainees 
to type the clrcu:ating FMD virus in their countries. 
http://www.fao.org/Ag/AGAinfo/ho:ne/enhews archive/2012 FMO west africa tra:ning.1tml 

• One quality/biosafety manager per country from Bo:swana, Cameroon and Uganda were 
sponsored to attend :he 3"' Annual African Biological Safety Assodatior (AfBSA) conference, from 
24 to 27 June 2012 in Johannesburg, South Afr:ca. Parti6parts sub:nitted abs:racts a'ld 
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presented veterinarv ;Jerspectives in the meeting. The Uganda National Bios.afety Association 
was. created by Ugandan participants duri:-~g the co:-~ference. l.D.6.C 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013) 

• First Participatory Epidemiology Net\vork for Arimal and Public health !PE'JAPH) Technical 
Workshop, from 11 to 13 December 2012 i:1 Ch;ang Mai, Thailand: :oENTIFY to provide support 
for two participants from NADDE:C/Uganda to attend the works:--~op. 

1.C.Congo. Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity and to 
promote national laboratory policies and guidelines 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2012) 

• Regional support provided to regional training course on Major Transbou1dary and Zoonotic 
Ani:nal Diseases in the Region: ~a~:y Detection, Surveillance a:~d Ep;demiology, Garoua, 

Cameroon, from 18 to 29 June 2012, organized together with the joint division FAO/IAEA. Sixteen 
participants including 12 from IDENTIFY countries attended this course. The course was jointly 
funded by the IDENTIFY project and the African Renaissance Fund. l.C.3.C (see also 1.C.4.G) 

• Regional TOT pati'ology \Norkshops on the Basics of Field and Laboratory Diagnos:s. 1.C4.C 
o Session 1 i'osted by the Univers:ty of \Jairobi from 23 :o 27 April 2012. The countries that 

were re;:lresented - trainees per country: ~wanda - 4, South Sudan - 4, Tanzania -
4, Uganda- 3, The :raining was conducted by experts from the host university, the lnte~

States Veterinary School of Dakar {Senegal) and the University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia, 
USA. Training report available upon request 

o Session 2 hosted by LVK/DRC from 24 to 28 Seotember 2012 for fra11cophone countries 
(:wo trainees per count~y from Cameroon, the Central Af~;ca~ Republic, Equatorial Guinea, 
the Republic of the Co'lgo, DRC and Gabon). The training was conducted by experts f~om 
FVI and the Inter-States Ve:erinary School of Dakar (Senegal) linked to global activity 

2.A.2.G and l.CG 
OUTCOME: Each part;cipa:1t received a kit containing basic equipment needed to perform field 

necropsies, and each country represented prepared a plan to further conduct similar training at 
country !eve:. 

• Bench traini~g by experts from IZSVe on ~abies Diagnosis at LVK, Kinshasa, DRC, from 21 to 
25 May and LANA VET, Garoua, Cameroon, from 4 to 8 June 2012. OUTCOMES: Skills on Rabies 
diagnosis techniques, indudiflg PCR and IFAT, improved for 12 technicians of both LANAVET and 
LVK. linked to l.C.G (reports available upon request) 

• Hands-on training by one PPR laboratory expert at LVK {from 14 June to 2 July 2012) to assist the 
laboratory in PPR diagnosis and preparation for a massive vaccination campaign agai1st PPR. 
OUTCOMES: (i) evaluation of tecf'lnical and operational capacities to perform a high testing 
throughput in a shor-:: period of time; (iij identification of operational and tecf'lnica: requirements 

for receipt, handling, storage, processing of samples, preparation and shipment of samples a'ld 
isolates to international PPR reference laboratories; {iii] determination of supplies needed; and 
(iv) training on C-enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) a:1d PCR techniques, Report 

provided to FAO staff working o:~ a technical cooperation programme on PPR vaccination. 
(Report available upon request) 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013} 
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• National trai'ling on Bas:cs of Field and '--aboratory Diagnosis to be conduc:ed by each beneficiary 
laboratory (except Equatorial Guinea) for field staff in their respective countries, based on LoA 
terms- before the end of Decem:::>er 2012. 

• Bench training on rab:es diagnosis at NV:_, Kigali, Rwanda in November 2012. 

• Assessment mission at the Laboratoire veterinaire de Goma (DRC) to identify basic needs for 
laboratory work in sero:ogy, parasitology and bacteriology. {dates TBD) 

• Assessment mission in Equatorial Guinea to identify a possible strategy for laboratory 
development based on the determined needs for testing in virology, parasitology and 
bacteriology. 

• Conduct trainings listed above. Concept notes provided in the previous six monthly report 
available upon request 

l.D.Congo. Promote and support laboratory quality management 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2012) 

• Regional workshop on Management of ~aboratory Equipment and Basic Metrology from 25 to 
29 June 2012 in Banjul, the Gambia. The workshop was co-funded with the United States 
Department of Agricultwe (USDA)/Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS). Two 
participants from each of the fol:owing countries participated ir :he workshop: the Gambia, 

Ghana, Liberia, Niger:a, Sierra leone (supported by APHIS funding}. Rwanda, the South Sudan, 
Tanzania and Uganda. OUTCOMES: {i} planning of maintenance operations through the 
development of .a flowchart on equipment manage~ent, arithmetic operations used in 
metrology and hands-or! exercises of calibration of scales; and (iij roadmap to implement lessons 
learned collectively deve:oped. l.C.S.C 

• Four on-site audit/backstopping missions co'"lducted by FVI experts Including: Three missions on 
QA system and development of quality documentation undertaken at (i) the NADDEC/Erlteb:::.e 
from 11 to 15 June 2012, Uganda; (ii) NVL/Kigali, Rwanda, from 16 to 19 July 2012; 
(iilJ LDVB/Brazzaville, Congo, from 16 to 19Ju:y 2012 respectively. 

• One mission on Biosecurity/biosafety practices at LN\IAVET/Garoua, Cameroon, from 24 to 
27 September 2012. 

• Ex:erna! QA for targeted diseases.1.0.3.G; profic:ency testi'lg oa'lels: 
o Proficiency testing for AI/NO {under loA with :zsve, Padova) underway for all IDENTIFY 

bereficiary laboratories (excep! Equatorial Guinea} and regior.allaOoratories. 

o For RFV: serology kits delivered :o the FAO/IAEA joint Division; proficiency panels prepared 
and testing kits provided to all selected laboratories (cameroon, the Central African 

Republ'c, the Republic of the Congo, DRC, Ethiopia, Gabon, Kef!ya, Rwanda, Tanzania and 
Ugar.da}. A technical contract was granted to the Special Pathogen Unit of NICD (South 
Afr:ca) to cover the cost for panel shipment to the targeted laboratories. 

o For PPR: proficiency panels were shipped by the FAO/IAEA Joint Division to the participating 
laboratories, the deadline to receive the results was 30 September 2012. 

• Assessment mission by one expert from the Institute G. Caporale, Teramo, Italy to fu~ther 
implemen: LIMS :n Tanzania, from 17 :o 20July 2012. linked with global activity l.D.G 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013} 

• Four assessment missions to be conduc:ed by FVI experts on: 
o QA (LACEVET/Bangui/CRA, from 15 to 18 October 2012; LVK/Kirshasa, DRC, from 8 to 

11 October 2012; and CVL/Temeke, Tanzania, dates TBD); a'ld 
o Biosecurity/biosafety (LVK/Kinshasa/DRC, frum 8 to 11 October 2012). l.D.S.C 
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• Regional training on b:ose.:::urity/biosafety scheduled at Kinshasa/JRC from 1 to 5 October 2012 
for Cameroon, the Central African Repub:ic, Congo, DRC, Equato~ial Guinea and Gabon. 

• Support to national biosecurity/biosafety improveme0t before the end of December 2012 {minor 
renovations in the laboratories for each beneficiary laooratory to be :mplemented through 
nationalloAs). 

• Regional training on QA in d;agnostic laboratories: Process Control - Quality Con:rol (sample 

management and qual:ty cof1trol for quantitative and qualitative tests}, libreville/Gabon, f~om 
8 to 12 October 2012. Participating countries are Cameroon, the Centra: African Reoub:ic, Congo, 
DRC, Equatorial Guinea and Gabon. 

• Finalization of the Concept Note to address issues on waste management and reagents storage in 
NADDCC/Uganda and to determine collaboration arrangements with DELIVER, dates TBD. 

• Develop loA \'llith :stituto G. Caporale, Teramo for the imolementation of liMS in Ta:1zania and 
Botswana (dates TBD). lfnked to global activity l.D.G 

• Provide to the nine beneficiary countries with validated standardized veterinary diagnostic 
reagents (antigens afid ant:sera) targetif'ig priority TAD laboratory diagnosis. l.D.8.C, finked to 

Global activity l.D 

• Develop a concept note on regioral supply of reagents. and equipment maintenance with AU
PANVAC, and :mp!ement ~elated activities. linked with global activity l.D.G 

• Review of proficiency testing results {AI/ND, RFV. PPRI and presentation of results In Regional 
Network meetings. 

l.E.Congo. Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2012) 

• Equipment, reagents and consumables procured and cur~ently be:ng delivered :o beneficiary 
laboratories according to needs ide~t!fied and agreed upon, based on the results of the mapping 

exercise and the list provided by them. 1.E.l.~ linked to Global activity l.E.G 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013} 

• Follow up on the del;very to all laboratories of i:ems from Year 3 procurement; organize on-site 
missions to support the installation of procured equipment; assist laboratories in organizing the 
work wit1 the new set of equipment/reagents and contact the supplier if any problems arise with 
the supplied items; and identify the list of items for procurement under Year 4. 

Output 2 linkages and communication pathways across national, regional and global laboratory 
and epidemiologic networks for the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened 

2.A.Congo. Communication tool development and resource building 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2012) 

• Second phase of the study en the development of collaborations and/or partnerships between 
public veterinary laboratories and the an!mal industry :nitiated in the three pilot cou:-~tries 
(Cameroon, DR.C and Rwanda) - follow-up to the ..<irst study conducted by FAO in Yea; 2. 

OUTCOMES: The study !dentified alternative services that will potentially generate additional and 
sustainable financial resources fer concerned laboratories - 2.A.3.C - Final report under 

preparation. 
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• Access to sequencing services to African laboratories {linked to Global activity 2.A.G): 
Held the training for epide:niologists and quality managers of main vaccine manufacturing units 
in Africa (Nairobi, from 25 to 28 September 2012). Ugarda, Nigeria, DRC, Cameroon, Ethiopia, 
Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana and Senegal attended. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013} 

• Production, printing and dissemination of public awareness and advocacy mate'ials (brochures, 
leaflets, pos!ers) to improve information sharing and the visibility of the IDENTIFY project at 
country level {through national ~oAs). 2.A.1.C -before the end of December 2012. 

• Initiate the preparation of the disease cards and case defin:t:on book plus recommended test 

repertoire for IDENTIFY listed priority diseases, and lim with the headquacters {date TBD). 

• Provide assistance to the development of a Rabies tool kit to provide the methodology for the 
organizacion in a systematic approach of national trainings for rabies diagnosis and One Health 
seminars on rabies {date T3D). linked to Global activity 2.A.G 

2.B.Congo. Development of joint meetings and conferences to support networking and promote 
national laboratory policies 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2012) 

• Joint EARLN and EAREN annual regional networking meeti:1g on 27 and 28 July- 2012 in Mombasa, 
Kenya, co-funded with Vet Governance project, with participation from national network focal 
points, representatives of RESOLAB and the laboratory Network of the Southern African 
Development Community, FAO, OlE, the Africar Union-lnterafricar Bureau for Animal ~esources 
(AU-IBAR), AL-PANVAC and the lntergovernmenta: Authority on Development. OUTCOMES: (i) 
updates on each network, specific session on AS;: regional strategy; {ii) decision to establish a 

Regional Animal Health Network tPat it1cludes a laboratory subnetwork and is under the regional 
CVOs netwnrk which reports to the regional RECs. The purpose of the change ;s to harmonize t1e 

work and ensure the sustainability of all existing networks in the region. 

• Six epidemiologists from cameroon, tt-e Cen:ral African Repub:ic, the Republic of the Congo, DRC, 
Equatorial Guinea and Gabon were sponsored by the IDE:--JTIFY project to attend RESEPJ. held in 
Accra, Ghana. from 10 to 13 September 2012, with t:oe participation of 21 countries in total. 
OUTCOME: Major recommendation to establish separate bodies of Directors of Animal Health ard 
Animal Productior Developmen: ir both West Africa {ECOWAS) and Central Africa {ECCAS). It is 
expected that all existing networks (epidemiolog.,', laboratory, socioe£:onomic, communication and all 
disease-based worklrg groups) shall report to these new entitles. /inked to globai2.B.G 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012-31 March 2013} 

• Organization of open day events by each beneficiary laboratory to communicate on their 
activities- hrough nationalloAs, before the end of December 2012. 

• Hold RESOLAB annual coordina:ion meeting from 3 to 7 December 2012, in Dakar. Senegal, 
cofunding with USDA and IAEA. 

2.C.Congo. Review and update of the tripartite lNS and future planning 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2012) 
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• IDENTIFY! FAO Year 4 pla'ln;ng meeting with the r::-AO project managemef't tea'Ti, the FAO/!A'=.A 
coordinator and the FAO regional coordinators from Bamako, Nairobi and Gaborone {via 
telecof'ference) :n Addis Ababa on 12 and 13 July 2012. 

• IDENTIFY! FAO Afrkan liaison officer a:~d subregional focal points participated in the Africa EPT 
partners meeting in Kampala, Uganda, fro:n 18 to 20 July 2012. 

• Tripartite consultat:ons on Year 4 activities between IDENTIFY implementi:1g orgarizations were 
held during the EPT partners meeting in Kampala irl18 Ju:y 2012. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013) 

• Planning meeting betwee:1 IDENTIFY! FAO regional coordinators from Bamako, Nairobi and 
Gaborone and the IDENTIFY :leadquar-::ers team {date and venue TBD). 

• Tripartite regional coordination meetings, date and venue TBD. 

2.0.Congo. Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(es) 
concerning laboratories 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2012) 

• Year 3 \Mork pia:-~ implementation meetirJg of IDENTIFYI;:Ao project with the Congo Basin NVLs' 
Directors and CVOs, from 3 to 5 April 2012, in Ub~eville, Gabon, and from 11 to 13 April 2012 in 
Entebbe,Uganda. OlE, WHO and AU-IBAR participated. OUTCOMES: (i) IDENT:FY target countries 
informed on all planed activities and able :o comme1t and make suggestions 0:1 the implementation; 

and (ii) activities to be conducted by each laboratory under an LoA discussed and agreed upon. 

• National seminars held in Kinshasa, DRC, on 31 May and 1 June 2012, and Yaounde, ca:-r.eroo:-~, on 

13 and 14 June 2012 to address intersectoral issues and opportunities to improve collaboration on 
diagnosis, surveillance, control, prevention, education and researc!-J or rabies. Participants in both 
seminars were from the laboratory sector (ari'Tial and human laboratories), research institutes, 
veterinary and medicine faculties, field veterinary services, officials from cen:ral public health and 
veterinary services and non-governmental o~ganizations. OUTCOMES: (i) The seminars focused on 

existing experiences on controlling rabies outbreaks, difficulties to access diagnosis centres and 
post-exposure prophylaxis, and lack of knowledge on rabies situation; and {ii) Needed actlo:-~s were 
identified to strengthen intersec:oral collaboration and establish fixed timelines. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013} 

• lntersectoral discussions on One Health at natio0al levels will be supported through national 
LoAs- before the e:1d of Decem be 2012. 

• National seminar on rabies and i:-~tersectora: discussions on rabies to be held in Kigali, Rwanda, 
dates TBD. 

2.E.Congo. Support and promote laboratory networks 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2012) 

• EARLN/EAREN joint meeting. see 2. B.C 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013) 

• RESOLAB meeting. see 2.B.C 
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• Maintain the collaboration with the joint AU-IBAR/OIE/FAO Rei:1forc:ng Veterinary Governance 
project :n supporting :he regional networks (laboratory, epidemic-surveillance, etc.). 

2.F.Congo. Support and promote laboratory partnerships 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2012) 

• Definition of the roles and respons:bilities of regional support laboratories in sub-Saharan Africa: 
Meeting on RSls from 9 to 11 Ju:y 2012 in Addis Ababa paved the way towards the 
institutionalization of regional laboratories. Participarts consisted of the five RSls and their 
respective CVOs or represen:-atives- ARC-OVI (South Afr:ca), BNVL (Botswana), LNERV {Senegal}, 
NVRI (Nigeria) and NAHDIC (Ethiop:a) - representatives of AU-IBAR, AU-PANVAC, O·E, IAEA, 

CIRAD, IZSVe, CVRL, and representatives of the three Regional laborato~y Ne::works (EA'I.LN, the 
Laboratory Network of ::he Southern African 8evelopment Commurity and RESOLAB}. 
OUTCOMES: (i) agreement on the status, roles and responsibilities of these RSls within their 
respective rcgior und their position ~cg<Jrding the OIE/FAO Reference Centres; und (ii) steps for 
RECs' endorsement defined. linked to global activity 2.F.2.G 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013) 

• Define the roles and responsibilities of regio'1alsuppor~ laboratories in sub-Saharan Africa: 
o preparation of the dossier for submissio:~ to the RECs; 
o preparatory meeting with RECs to present the RSL initiative and prepare the conclusive 

meeting. This preparatory meeting is tentatively planned for late November/early 
December 2012; and 

o conclusive meeting with the be1eficiary laboratories, RSLs, RECs, AU-IBAR, OlE and other 
:echnical partners such as O!E/FAO Reference Centres {Gaborone, January/February 2012). 
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4 MAIN CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED AND RESPONSE PROVIDED 

• The low priority given tc animal :1ea!th in country policies and development strategies often 
leads to difficulties in :y,obillzing technical, financial and human resources at national level, thus 

compromising the sustainability of activities implemented under the project. Therefore, there is 
a need to inte:1sify advocacy at country level aqd increase sustainable f:nancla! resources. 

• One of the findings from the recent laborator,t assessment activities in Soutt~east Asia indicated 
that there are needs for improvement of the biosafety practices at the laboratory levels. This is 
mainly owing to the lack of awareness on biosafety practices among the laboratory staff. To 
reinforce the awareness and subsequent sustainable laboratory b:osafety practice and 
management, an on-site biosafety training programme and a biosafety {TOT) training course for 
the laboratory b:osafety manager will be co'lducted during the next year, :hrough the Southeast 
Asia Regional Biosafety Programme. In addition, laboratory biosafety was olaced as one o7 the 
priority topics to be discussed at the labo~atory Directors' Forum meeting to advocate for more 
support from the higher-level authorities. 

• As most of the technical inputs have primarily focused on the key national veterinary laboratories 
across the Southeast Asia region, there are still needs to expand the capacity building activities to 
other laboratories at the subnationai level and to improve the linkage of the laboratories and the 
field staff to ensure the sustainable quality of laboratory services. It is believed that such 
objecfves can be achieved through supporting of the training/workshops at the national level, 
and assistance from :he Regional leading/Reference laboratories, key natio,oai laborato~:es and 
other :mplementing partne;s. Severa: activities for enhancement of the laboratory quality service 
among the national laboratory networks were planned during the next year to fulfil the above 
needs. 

• The low !eve: of resources allocated to veter:nary laboratories by the autf!orities in the Congo 
Basin is still a majo~ challe:1ge that the project is trying to address th:-oug:1 the private-public 
partnership corsultations conducted in Cameroon, ORC and Rwanda. Outcomes of the ongoing 
work include: (i) targeted identification of products and services (e.g. poultry/pig/dairy sectors, 
post-vaccination control, food safety analysis. etc.) that the laboratory could offer to the private 
sector and estimation of consequent additional resources; fi) preparatior of appropriate 
communication and promoting tools/activities (brochures of revised list of laboratory ana:yses 
and related costs, open days, part:c:pat:on to fairs, e:c.) to i1itiate/improve client relationship 
and design complementary activities with other country veterinary laboratories (sampies 
submission, training); and \iv) review of legal status (opening of bank accounts, 
strengthening/training of commercial staff, etc.). By supporting the extension/improvement of 
laboratory diagnosis services to the private sector and addressi1g internal functioning issues of 
laboratories, the private-public partnership consultations are expected to suggest solutions for 
sustainabil!ty of some activit;es of the project and, at the same time, provide corJtributory 
references to formulate a laborato~y policy. 

• Most beneficiary laboratories both in the Corgo Basin and Southeast Asia still face the issue of 
low quality and quantity samples received from the field. To avoid the negative ;mpact of this 
situation on their diagnosis capacities, the three reg;onal TOT workshops explicitly addressed 
good practices on necropsies, good sa:-npli:-~g, storage and shipment of samples. By mixing 
participants from laboratory and epidemiology staff from each participa:ing countries, the 
training also helped in c:arifying appropriate channels of commun:catior between the two 
sectors and plan;;ing of trainings to extend good pract:ces at country leveL 

• The proper development of laboratory strategy and sustainability of the skills ard activities 
supported by ;DENTIFY is hirdered by weak laboratory policy and management fe.g. shortage of 
laboratory reagents that prevent from participation in proficiency tests, no bank accounts or 
possibility :o generate income, etc). Therefore, these complex issues will be addressed during 
Year 4 of the project. 
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5 MAIN PROGRESS MADE TOWARDS THE ACHIEVEMENT OF PROJECT OUTCOMES 

(FROM THE START OF THE PROJECT ACTIVITIES) 

• The support prov;ded by IDENTIFY to-date has contributed to a greater understanding of the 
regional animal health priorities, assessment of laboratory capacities and identification of 
regional and national gaps and resources. 

• The direct support afforded to laboratories is substantial, and has allowed for an expansion of 
the activities to include: QA, biosafety, and maintenance and calibration of equ;pment, thus 
contributing to laboratories' capac:ty to conduct work in accordance with internationally 
accredited s:andards (e.g. ISO 17025). Many national laboratories never had the opportunity to 
conside~ these major issues. The support provided ;s neither isolated nor sequent;al; the project 
builds upon previous and curren: investments in laboratory retwork;ng and allows for a 

programmatic app~oach, proper approval of planned activities by countries and a regional 
approach to TADs. 

• At present, the 2012 Southeast Asia >{egional Biosafety Programme has covered the act;vities 
related to biosafety assessment and management in 23 national laboratories i'l ten countries. 

The 2012 Southeast Asia proficiency testing programme has expanded to diagnoses of 
five priority diseases, including influenza, NO, rabies, CSF, PRRS arJd ASF. The list of the priority 
diseases to be inc:uded in the proficiency testing programme was agreed upon and regula~ly 

reviewed by the Southeast Asia laboratory directors under the assistance of the Southeast Asia 
Regional Laboratory Network framework. 

• Sharing the Year 3 work plan wi-::h 0/0s and laboratory directors of the benefc:ary countries in 
the Congo Basin during :he two stakeholder :r.eet:ngs (Libreville and Kampala) :-~as facilitated the 
ow:oership of the project with beneficiary laborator;es and contributed to the preparation of 

implementing and assessment tools such as loAs with M&E act:vities. This consultation process 
has facilitated the work plan preparation as well as the implementation of Year 3 activities in tre 
Congo 3asin. The same process will take place ir Year 4. 

• As many oriori:y diseases are TAOs, a regional approach {where agreed) allows for rapid disease 
detection/identification. Response measures can be coordi:oated regionally for mo~e effective 

control. The networks in t~e West/Central, Eastern Africa and Southeast Asia regions CJave set a 
good example, with both the formal and informal exchange of information, collective effort and 
responsibility to build laboratories in the regions. Other partners, such as liSDA/APH;S, EuFMD 

Commissio1 and CIRAD have demonstrated an increased interest in and support for these 
laboratory networks. The growing confidence lends credence to the regional approach, and FAO 
has a comparative advantage in the coordination of such support and inputs. This project has 

provided support to regional laboratory networks, allowing networking and progress in tre 
strategy of these networks, especial y related to the status and mandate of regional service 
laboratories. For Southeast Asia, the Regional Framework for Animal Health Laboratory Capacity 
Building and Networking in Southeast Asia which has been drafted through the consultatior, with 
the Southeast Asia Laboratory Directors, was presented at the 20:11 ASEAN Sectoral Working 
Group on Livestock {ASWGL) meeti'lg in Myanmar in May 2012. The framework was 
subsequently endorsed by AS~AN in August 2012. This progress represents the major progress in 
engagement of the key s:akeholders to support the sustairable quality laboratory services across 
the region. 

• The meeting held in July 2012 (Addis Ababa, Ethiopia) which resulted in defiring the role and 
responsibilities of RSls in the Congo Basin is a major step towards their institutior<alization within 
their respective RECs and regional frameworks. RSls 1ave agreed to carry regional 
responsibilities, such as prov;sion of services for disease confirmation, production of 
standardized reagents, harmonized protoco:s and capacity bui:ding. Outcomes of this meeting 
demonstrate the active contribution of the IDENTIFY project to improving sus:ainabillty and 
networking as to ensure quality laboratory diagnosis services, 
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• The FAO M&E framewor~ has been finalized based upon the exoerience gained fro:-n the f:rst 
data call (April 2012) and tre tripartite d:scussions held with the Donor towards tre !DENTI;::Y 
deliverables. This M&t. framework is being routinely implemented by FAOilDENTIFY team 
together with the implementing partners (laboratories and technical partners through LoAs). 

• While laboratory capacihes and 1ationa: needs are heterogeneous within each region, the 
laboratory mapping tool developed by FAO is contributing to a regional pe:spect;ve on 
laboratory capacities and gaps. This tool can serve for laboratories themselves, as well as 
decision-makers and technical partners, to identify the regional and individual support required. 
It is also an invaluable too: for FAO :o tai:or its capacity building support in line with the project's 
object:ves, measuring the progress made a'ld the i:npact of tre project. This tool is also 
applicable in other contexts, or under other FAO projects in the future. it will continue to evolve, 
through the development of specific modules and according to the feedback received. In tre 
Congo Basin ~eg:on, the LMT has also been used by non IDENTIFY beneficiary laboratories s'nce 
2012. T~is will contribute to the dissemination of too;s and best practices developed by t1e 

IDENTIFY project beyond the beneficiary laboratories. 

• This project has enabled or will shortly enab:e :he launching of innovative Initiatives, such as tl":e 
genetic module in the EMPRES-i database, the four-way linking framework, the laboratory 
mapping tool, the development of private-public oartnersnips between laboratories and the 
animal production sector and the provision of access of laboratories to sequencing services. T'le 

genetic module represents an ideal example of a multidisciplinary success, linking virology, 
ep!demiology and bioinformatics, and is receiving incfeased interest from the scientific 

community and from policy makers. 

• Building on the irvestmerts made with support under AI, this project sustains previously 
established mechanisms: collaborations and communication pathways between organizations, 
global OFFLU and regio'1al networks, and benefits from the momentum gained through public 
goods concepts, such as the recognition of the importance of early detection and intervention 
and impacts of pathogens with pandemic potentiaL These investments are crucial to the 
continued development of technical laboratory capacities, es:Jecially molecular techniques, to 
respond to other transboundary and priori!)! diseases. 
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Project l\rlonitoring Sheet: IDENTIFY 
Project Title: IDE:'ITIFY 
Reporting institutions: FAO/OfE/WHO 
Reporting period: July-September 2010 

Regional component: Global 
Countries: 4 Hhot spots'~: 

IV Quarter 2010 

-Congo Basin: Uganda, Democratic Republic of Congo, Cameroon, Republic of Congo, 
TanLania, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, Rwanda. Central African Republic 
-Southeast Asia: Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Lao Peoples Democratic Republic, 
Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam 
- South Asia: Bangladesh, India. Nepal 
-Amazon Basin: BraLil, Bolivia, Peru, Colombia, Ecuador, Venezuela, ~exico 

I Project title: IDENTIFY 
I Budget: lJSD 21 OOIJ 000 
! EffcctiYc starting date: December 2009 
! Planned end date: 30 September 20 II 

Context of tlte project 
This project is part of a complex program--Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT)--designed by 
USAlD and aimed to find and implement mechanisms to detect disease cmcrgcnccs, 
especially from wild life. The One Health concept is an important component of the whole 
program. The IDENTIFY project is impJementedjoiniiy by the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations (FAO}, the World Organisation for Animal Health 
(OlE), and the World Health Organization (WHO), 

Objet.-1:ives of the project 
The IDENTIFY project is inrended to strengthen diagnostic capacities through the 
development oflaboratory networks spanning animal and human sectors with the ultimate 
aim of enabling countries to meet international obligations for disease reporting. Accumte 
and timely detection or known palhogens should facilitate the rapid recognition of newly 
emerging pathogens. International reference laboratories capable of fully characterizing the 
emerging pathogens arc an integral part of these networks. 

The project focw.e~ on several parts of the world defined by the USAID as "hot spt)ts" for 
emerging diseases where they are more likely to happen: Congo Basin, Southeast Asia, 
Amazon Basin and Gangetic Plains. 

The projecl will collaborate with the other arms of the EPT program: PREDICT, RESPOND, 
PREV'ENT, and USAIIYs DELIVER project. Collaborations are defined through the Lines 
of Work (LoW) defined by CSAID: Pathogen Detection, Outbreak response, Risk 
determination, and Risk reduction. Each LoW has~ defined workplan with activities and 
sub-activities to which every project team has agreed upon their level of participation 
(support, participate or lead). 
Planned activities 
A rripattite work plan and a tripartite project steering committee have been established at the 
headqum1ers leveL The app-roach to Lhe project has been fully developed and agreed !o 
among the three partners. The majority of activities will be conducted eithe-r jointly or in 
close (:oordinatlon. 
For the description of outputs, activities and sub-activities. refer to Work plan Year n.-..·o. 
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Activities undertaken during the reporting period (July-September 2010): 

Output l. Coordination (Global and Regional) 

Activity 1.1: Ongoing tripartite project managernenr re~q)(msible for continued 
coordination, definition of modus operandi, nwnitoring, governance, planning and 
procurement 

GLOBAL and activities across more than one region 
Regular teleconferences, in addition to daily email communication, between the three 
organizations were held to ensure good coordination among the project management 
teams at the headquarters levels (5 August & 22 Sept). 
Several face-to- face meetings between the three headquarte~ Focal Poinb were held 
during the quarter to discuss project activities and develop the year 2 work plan (9 
July, Washington, D.C.: 23 July, Rome; 9-10 August, Rome; 22 Sept, Washington 
D.C.). 
Regular teleconferences with IDENTIFY AOTR at VSAID were held (19 Augusl & 
22 Sept), the July teleconference- being replaced by a face-to-face meeting on 9 July, 
on the occasion of the EPT Quarterly Partners meeting. 
The team also participated in a meeting with USAJD in Rome on 22 July to discuss 
the concept of ''EPT +",as well as IDENTIFY is:-.ues. 
The HQ team particlpated in the quarterly EPT meetings ln Washington 8-9 July 
2010 and 22-24 September 2010. 
The IDENTIFY project team submitted the 3rJ quarterly report for the first year of 
the project on 30 July 2010. 
In the framework of the Letter of Agreement (LoA) and the pass-through funding 
mechanism between FAO and OlE, the OlE 'ubmitted its first expense and activities 
report to FAO on 15 July 20IO. ln addition, the OlE completed administrative 
requiremenB with FAO in ordt'-r to extend the LoA in support of Year 2 activities. 
FAO prepared the amendment to the original LoA in liaison with the contact person 
at OIE-HQ. HowevCT, the final version of the LoA has not yet been presented to the 
Director General of the OIE for signamre. 
Several teleconferences were held between FAO-HQ and FAO Amazon basin team 
and FAO Congo region for the preparation of each regional year 2 \vork plans. 
budgets and implementation of regional activities. 
Agreement of year 2 work plan between FAO HQ and the IAEAIFAO division for 
activlties to be undertaken by the IAE.t\/F AO joint division in year 2. 

CO;\IGO 
¥leekly tele-eonferen;.::es are held between OlE HQ and OlE Congo Basin 
The Congo Basin regional trlpartite focal points held weekly teleconferences since 
mid-August in preparation for the stakeholders meeting {sec activity l.7). 

SOtiTH & SE ASIA 
\:VHO HQ met WHO SEARO/WPRO in Manila, Philippines, 2/07/2010. to discuss 
the implementation of IDENTIFY in the South East Asia region. 
OIE has frequent communication with SE Asia Focal Point. 
FAO HQ met the FAO Asia Focal Poim in Rome (10 September), to discuss the 
implementation of the Year 2 work phm in South and South East Asia, results of the 
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FAO laboratory mapping in Asia and the first steps in the preparation for the 
Stakeholder meeting in Asia. 

AMAZON 
The FAO ECTAD Unit in Panama was designated as the implementation team of the 
IDENTIFY project (in clo~e collaboration with the FAO sub-regional office in 
Chile). 

Activity 1.2 :Recruitment (~lproject sta,f{(headquarters and regionally) to support 
IDENTIFY ac!iviJies 

GLOBAL and activities across more than one region 
FAO HQ and regional staff already appointed in all regions. except in the Amazon 
Basin where 2 staff have been identified (ECTAD Panama) and will he fu11y hired 
under IDENTIFY starting from January 2011. 
20 working days of an International Consultant working on designation of FAO 
Reference Centres <K-cordlng to the new FAO policy, on the new AGAH strategy for 
management of these Reference Centres and on possible synergies between the F AO 
and OlE systems of Reference Laboratorie~/Collaborating Ct'-ntres. 

CONGO 
Recruitments for the \-VHO Regional Office for Africa (AFRO) are in progress. In 
July and August, 2 IDENTIFY focal persons. (in DRC and Uganda) have been 
recruited. Sensitization of 5 WHO country offices (DRC, Congo, Equatorial Guinea, 
Cameroon and Uganda) on the IDENTIFY /EPT project objectives. 
Dr Neo Mapitse was selected for the OlE Focal Point position, and began work I 
Aug 20 l 0 {Gaborone, Botswana); Lo-ise Ndungu was recruited to support IDENTIFY 
laboratory capacity building activities in the Nairobi, Keny~ office and began work 
on I Scpt2010. 
National Consultant for FAO in July 2010 for desktop review of all existing data on 
laboratory capacity and networks from existing laboratory assessments available {~ee 
activity 1.6). 
International Consultant (20 working days, assigned in FAO HQ, expert in 
private/public labs) on a study on development of private source funding 
opportunities for \VesllCentral African national veterinary laboratorit'-S and of 
partnerships between these laboratories and the animal industry (see activity L8). 

SOt:TH & SE ASIA 
Recruitmenls for the \VHO South East Asia Regional Office (SEARO) and \VHO 
\\restern Pacific Regional Office (WPRO) are- in progress 
Recruitment projected fur OlE Focal Point post (to manage activities in South and 
Southeast Asia regions, to be based in Bangkok, Thailand)~ position description to be 
published early next period; in Lhe interim, existing OlE staff have as.~umed 
responsibilities to ensure that the project moves forward in Southeast Asia; potential 
candidates will be identified and interviewed for Focal Pojnt post early next period 
T\vo international Consultants for the FAO laboratory mapping activity, respectively 
for twelve and four weeks (see activity 1.6). 
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Activity 1.3 :Develop annual IDENTIFY }Vork plan 

GLOBAL and activities across more than one region 
The Year l Work Plan has been approved in its entirety as of 22 Sept 2010. 
Headquarters and regional project teams from all three organisations \vorked 
diligently to reach internal and tripartlte deadlines for the development and timely 
submission of the joint IDENIJFY Year 2 \Vork Plan. Regional work plans were 
elaborctted and the activities were placed into the new, requested work plan format. 
The IDENTIFY Year 2 Work Plan wa.<. submilted on time (i6 August 2010) to 
US AID. Initial feedback has been received. 

Activity 1.4 :To ensure circulation <?(information, coordination and harmoni::ation t~( 
initiatives, implement standard methods t~(sharing critical project documents fOr acces.<o by 
project members 

GLOBAL and activities across more than one region 
The internal IDENTIFY SharePoint site (independent from EPT basecamp website) 
ho.<.ted by \\'HO was activated by the end of June 2010. User accounts were created 
and were attributed. 
Severa] documents have been uploaded to the site. The SharePoint also includes a 
discussion forum and will serve as resident location for common project documents. 
Acce.<.s to the Ba~ecamp web~ite has been difficult for some focal point~ and while 
we attempted to restore access and report to the problem to the site host, the problem 
persists, and some focal points were without access at the end of the reporting period. 
Communication tools were drafted by FAO HQ, SE Asia and Congo region teams for 
discu~sion with other partners and tripm1ite. validation (IDENTIF\' slide masks and 
IDENTIFY flyer/briefer). 

Activity 1.5 :De'..'elopnu.'nt and adaptation of the globallaborator:v networking strategy 
under which the global and re~;ionalnetHJork (~{networks are created and maintained 

GLOBAL and activities across more than one region 
The global laboratory networking strategy submitted to US AID at the end of June has 
been approved. It has been distributed to regional counterparts for adaptation at the 
regional level and will serve as a basis for tripartite collaboration in each region. 
FAO (HQ, Congo region and Asia team~) initiated the review of available documems 
on approaches and initiatives already taken to the primitizatlon of diseases already 
dcvc.lopc.d by various organizations (national, regional or international, including pre
existing FAO work on the matter). 

CONGO 
The global laboratory networking strategy will!x a key component of the 
stakeholde1-s meeting for the Congo Basin. 
Within the framework of thi~ ~trategy, li:-;t~ of animal and human disease.<. including 
zoonoses to be targeted were developed to be dlscussed and finallzed at the Congo 
Basin regional stakeholders meeting (sec activity 1.7). 
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SE ASIA 
The South East Asia regional laboratory network strategy, intended to serve as a 
framework for the tripartite approach in the region, was drafted by FAO SE Asia, 
discussed \Vith OlE SE Asia and circulated for comments to all tripartite partners. 

Output 2~ Technical Capacity Building- General 

Activity 1.6: Joint FAOIOIEIWHO mapping exercise uflaborator.v capacity and exisring 
laboratory ne!l>t'Vrk>. and pla(f(mm, across animal, food and human health sectors in hot spot 
areas in order to ident~;fy gaps in laborator.v capability and further detail.flJture activities 
(refer to "Laboratory Netlmrking S!raregy" submitted to USAID 30 June 2010) 

GLOBAL- and acthities across more than one region 
Mapping of laboratory capacity in FAO/OIE/WHO networks in Congo B~sin and SE 
Asia continues to progress and different phases of the activity will continue 
throughout the next reporting period. 
The 3 headquarters have defined a possible approach and list of criteria for the 
collection of data and review of the information in the two hotspots. Existing 
documents (assessment reports, reviews, presentations, meeting reports, etc.) 
accessible by each organization on laboratories in beneficiary countries have been 
gathered within each institution. Each organization is in the process of compiling 
data (e.g. analysis of OlE Reference Laboratory and Collaborating Centres annual 
reports. analysis of National Laboratories Annual Reports and FAO laboratory 
assessments/mission reports, analysis of data collected during lliR country capacity 
as.;;cssmcnts. for the Congo Ba<;;in region, etc). 
An international FAO Consultant developed a list of que~tions (leading to a template 
for 510 dala entries) for the laboratory asses~ment and a tool based on the 
compilation of the 510 data entries. This mapping tool is based on 19 laboratory 
indicators that capture cxi<;;ting data. The mapping tool wm presented internally in 
FAO for discussions and comments and was then shared with FAO Africa and 
Amazon regions. This F AO tool is complementary to the OIE Tool for the Evaluation 
of Performance of Veterinary Services (PVS) and to the \VHO publlc health 
laboratory assessment tool. 

CO"'GO 
Et;.O/OIE met to discuss, among other i<;;sucs (sec activity 1 .7), the advancement of 
the animal health laboratory mapping exe1·cise for the Congo region the week of 27-
30 Sept 2010, in Bamako, Mali. 

SE ASIA 
Existing documents (assessment repotts, reviews, presentations. meeting rep01ts, 
etc.) accessible by FAO on laboratories in Southeast Asia have been compiled as well 
as new data collected in 8 laboratories of the Asia region (Cambodia, Lao People's 
Democratic Republic, Philippines. Thailand and Vietnam a"! well as the China 
Animal Health and Epidemiology Center). The FAO mapping tool has been applied 
for those 8 visited laboratories to quantitatively and qualitatively assess lhe stalus and 
capacity of velerinary laboratories. 
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Activity 1.7: Plan and conduct key stakeholder meetings (awarenes,Y ~vorkshops) at 
rexional level via ministries to support the develornnent of cross-sectoral approach(es) 
concerning laboratories, inc/udinJ:: the possihle creation/strenglheninJ:: of national inter
sectoral/inter-ministerial coordination committees to organize, en.wtre, and monitor 
veterinary and human labomtor.v cvllabomtiuns at the cmmtt~Y level 

CONGO 
Planning for lhe ~takeholder's meeting in the Congo Basin region (2-4 November 
2010, Entebbe, Uganda) is proceeding at the regional and HQ levels. Plans on host 
country, venue, desired participant profiles and timclines of the meeting have been 
defined and invitations sent. WHO AFRO is coordinating the logistic arrangements 
for the meeting, while all partners (HQ and regional} have participaled on the 
elaboration of the agenda, technical documents, and terms of reference. Lists of 
invitees were shared between the organi7ations. 

SE ASIA 
As noted in the previous IDENTIFY report, participants representing all three 
organizations at the HQ and regional level (or at the country level for WHO} agreed 
to plan the regional stakeholders meeting for Southeast Asia 29 Nov-2 Dec 20l0. In 
later communications with the WHO Regions lhe~e dates were not suitable and a date 
in late January has been suggested. Focal points from the WHO South East Asia and 
Western Pacific Regional Offices have been identified to improve the communication 
flow between the three organizations regionally. 
FAO and OlE held several planning meeting~ throughout the period for the 

..,takeholders meeting. FAO is laking the logistics lead. 

Output 3. Technical Capacity Building- Development of guidance, policy and training 

Activity 1.8: Joint WHO!OIE/F.4.0 participation in aJW'!or organization of international 
meetings and conferences on laboratory uipacity building 

GLOBAL and activitie-s across more than one- region 
Infonnation on already planned trainings during year 1 of the project was shared 
between FAO/IAEAJOIE/WHO. Opportunities for joint trainings were discussed and 
training tOr public health professionals and veterinary scientists together will be 
explored. 
IDENTIFY funds were used by WJ-):0 to support the participation of delegates from 
African countries in a Global Foodborne Diseases Network (GFN) meeting in 
Copenhagen in August 20 I 0 that considered training needs for laboratory staff and 
outbreak investigators. 
The OlE supported several experls and the IDENTIFY OlE Focal Point to attend the 
IAEA Consultation ~ieeting (Vienna, Austria, 6-8 Sept 20 10) on the development a 
roadmap for the implementation of modern OlE principles and methods of diagnostic 
test v<.~lidation. The IDENTIFY FAO Deputy Manager was also in attendance. The 
general objective of this comultant meeting V1ias to discuss technical issues for the 
implementation of the OlE Principles and Methods of Diagnostic Test Validation and 
to develop for a module-type course manual based on the OlE concept, to develop an 
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implementation plan for regional training courses and workshops including possible 
funding mechanisms, and to identify regional laboratorie:.. and individuals who could 
serve as trainers. The potential to integrate this work under IDE~TIFY was discussed 
by FAO and OlE IDENTIFY rcprcscmatives during the meeting. The meeting report 
and experts' conclusions are currently under validation by F AO/IAEA/OIE and will 
be shared with pmtners once finallLed. 
The IDEi'.'TIFY FAO Asia Regional Focal Point attended the Biosafety Advisory 
Group Meeting, conducted by WHO. in Montrcux, Switzerland. 7-9 September 2010. 
The IAEA/FAO joint division conducted training on Molecular Diagnos1s. 
Genotyping and Phylogenetic Analyses of Animal Influenza viruses (20 September-
4 October 20 10). The Asia, Africa and Amazon F AO Regional offices selected and 
funded 2 participants per region (8 in total) to panidpate in this training. 

CO'<GO 
Selection by FAO of two national laboratory experts from Botswana and Z1.mbia to 

participate and bring laboratory perspectives to the training on 'Investigation, 
Livestock Disease and Puh1ic Health, \Vildlife Health and the Human-Animal
Environmental Interface,'· South Africa, 22·26 November 2010. organit:ed by the 
F AO wildlife unit_ 

SE ASIA 
A letter of Agreemem (LoA) with lhe Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association was drafted 
by FAO and is pending signature. Activities include a five-day biosafety 
management training curriculum with corresponding training materials. 

Activity 1.9 _.Promote naTional /ahora!nr.v pnlic:r in em.)r country in each hot spot region 
through the development r~f joint intcl?wtional guidelines o.ndlor standards for laboratories 
(e.g., biusafi't."fbiosecuri(r. shipment of infectious material, labomtmy testing, and related 
follow· up activities derin!d from previous laboratory assessmen/5. or ~rm*.'•hops conducted 
hy IDENTIFY partners) 

GLOBAL and activities across more than one region 
An OlE expert consultation technical project meeting in Paris planned at the end of 
September 2010 has been postponed until January 201 l. The meeting's theme wiH be 
the challenges in detection and diagnosis of emerging diseases faced by countries, 
particularly in the "'hot spot" regions. Its major goals are to inform OlE guidance and 
to determine the tCasibility of developing routine procedures and algorithms for 
detection and diagnosis of unknown pathogens potentially serving as a human 
pandemic threat, in the context of background occurrence of routine diseases, for 
national Veterinary Services with differing levels of capability nnd resources_ 

CO'<GO 
The FAO Coordinator attended WHO teleconferences in preparation to the seven·day 
training to be conducted by the Global Food-borne Infections ~etwork (GFN) on 
laboratory methods for detecting food-bomc pathogens in Africa. The training ""111 be 
held in Kenya 1-6 November2010 and n~sumes have been collected to select four 
African candidates to attend. 
A "Laboratory Biosafety and Biose-curity" training was conducted by FAO Africa 
(July 2010, Dakar, Senegal) for the less advanced laboratories (group J) of the West 
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and Central African Laboratory Network (RESOLAB). 
A sludy was initiated by FAO on the development of p1ivate source funding 
opportunities for \Vest/Central African national veterinary laboratories and of 
partnerships between these laboratories and the animal industry. Part 1 of the study; 
collection of laboratory/animal production-related data, preparation and diffusion of a 
que:-.tionnaire (July-Augu:-.t 2010) to 23 WesUCemral African laboratories, grouping 
countries according to lab capaclties/animal production context; one field mission to 

DRC in Septcmbcr2010 to check hypothesis in one pilot country (out of3). Part 2 of 
the study in the next repotting period. 
In response to the recenl African Swine Fever (ASF) outbreak:-. in newly affected 
areas in Cameroon (only the Northern part was originally endemic) FAO has offe-red 
support for sample collection and shipment to an international reference laboratory 
(Spain) to the Cameroon veterinary authorities. The objective is to compare ASF 
strains from variou:-. pans of the country in order to better understand the spread of 
the disease, as well as to rest national capacities to ensure p-roper coordination and 
logistics in samples collection and international shipment. Lessons will be drawn 
from this experience on strengths and weaknesses. Discussions are ongoing. 
FAO has initiated meetings with representatives of the African Biosafety Association 
for potential collaboration:-.. 

Output 4. Technical Capacity Building- L-aboratory Quality Systems 

Activity 1.10: Joint FAOIL4EA/OIE/WHO Global Surve_v on LaboratOI)' Qua/it)· Standards 
und ExterrnJl Quality Asst:ssment (projh:iency testingj Schenu:s 

GLOBAL and activities across more than one region 
Gaps were -identified in the data from the Global Survey and to address 1his, a short 
verslon of the questionnaire was used to gather additional information and the three 
agencies takes the opportunity of seeking information while attending international 
meetings or conducting Quality Assurance workshops (e.g. FAO Quality Assurance 
workshops conducted in Africa). Follow-up conference caBs between FAO, OlE and 
WHO were held 6 Ju( 2010 and 20 Sept 2010 to discuss next steps, dissemination of 
results, and how to usc this information for capacity building. The FAO regional 
team assisted in resubmitting and collecting about 15 new que~tionnaires of the 
Global Survey on Laboratory Quality Systems (NQS) to the IDENTIFY beneficiary 
partlcipaling countries in order to addres:-. gap~ in the dala of the global survey. 

Output 5. Technical Capacity Building- Building laboratory infrastructure 

Activity 1.11 :Provision of laboratory equipn-wnl and supplies in a coordinatedfashion. 
t•.Jith IDENTIFY and other national, regional. and global partners with a focus on regional 
laboratories and regional laboratory netrvorks 

CO"'GO 
Procurement has bet'-n initiated by FAO for calibration of mea~urement instrumt'-nts 
(thermometers, ELISA plate calibration, range of mass, pH solutions, etc) to the nine 
national IDENTIFY beneficiary veterinary laboratories of Basin Congo. 
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Output 6. Technical Capacity Building- Laboratory Networking 

Activity 1.12: Assess the role and activities (?l existing FAO!OlElWHO nef1rm*s in 
improving the lahora!or)' capacit.v and net;,vorkinr: in hot spot regions. Coordinate rer:ional 
networking to lest for normative diseases and detect emerging or unknmvn pathogen.r in 
tvildlZfC, durnestic animals and hurnans 

GLOBAL and activities across more than one region 
The WHO/FAO concepl note on the 4 way linking lnfluenLa outbreaks and virus, 
information \\·as approved by the two organizations. Two pilot countries (out of 
three) have been selected (Vietnam in theSE Asia hot spot, and Egypt outside of 
IDENTIFY mandate). The HQ offices contacted their re~pective country offices to 
get approval from national public health and veterinary authorities and to start 
preparing the \vork to be conducted. The first assessment mission is phmned in 
~ovcmber/Dcccmbcr 2010. 
A feasihiliry study for the development of a genetic virus module for the EMPRES-i 
da1abase by integrating viral characteristics resulling from viral s,equence analysis, 
such as virus clade designation and antiviral resistance, using data and tools available 
from the OpcnFluDB database has been funde-d under a Letter of Agreement in 
August 2010 between FAO and the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics (SIB). SIB has 
already es1ablished connections with the EMPRES-i web service to link !he outbreak 
event number in EMPRES-i to 14 H5Nl isolates. These connections go in both 
directions. 

COC'<GO 
FAO has been facllitating the selection of two regional labormorles for Eastern 
Africa (under another project) which is still pending (last meeting in August_ 
Zanzibar). IDENTIFY will support rhe end of this process. 

AMAZO~ 

The OlE requested and rccclvcd approval from USAID to introduce IDENTIFY 
concepts at the Network of National Veterinary Services Laboratories in the 
Americas First International Meeting (3-5 November 2010) in advance of official 
regional USAID kick off. 

Activity 1.13: FAO!O!EfH/HO laboratory ;H·inning initiatives and partnerships 

CONGO 
FAO together with "France Veterinaire International" (FVI) has been exploring 
interest on twinning projects between African laboratories and French provincial 
laboratories. Discussions are ongoing. 
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Planned activities for the next six-month period (lst October 2010-311\ttarch 2010) 

Output l. Coordination (Global and Regional) 

Activity 1.1 :Ongoing tripartite project management responsible fin· continued 
coordination, definition of modus operandi, nwnitoring, governance, planning and 
procurement 

GLOBAL and activities across more than one region 
Routine project management at HQ level will be managed through we-ekly 
conference calls and frequent email communication between FAO, OlE and WHO. 
At the regional level, the Congo Basin and the Southeast A~ia regional tripartite foca1 
points will hold regular teleconferences and meetings concerning joinl projects in the 
region. 
HQ and regional project meetings arc projected annually, with the next meeting date 
TBD. 
Pm1icipation in monthly IDENTIFY project management team and AOTR 
teleconferences is planned, and the project team will attend the next EPT Quarterly 
Partners meeting, planned tentatively for January 2011. 
A representative of the HQ project team (\VHO Focal Point will attend) was asked to 
participate in the One He.Jlth meeting planned by the Governmem or Vietnam on 20 
October 2010. The representative will also .attend an EPT Partners meeting prior to 
this meeting on 19 October. 
The IDENTIFY project team was also invited to the STOP AI Lessons Learned 
meeting 1-2 Dec 2010 \Vashington DC; the FAO Deputy Manager of IDENTIFY 
will anend on behalf of IDENTIFY. 
As was agrc~.d by FAO, OlE, \VHO. and USAID on 22 September 2010_. the next 
IDE;:-.ITIFY project rep~)tt wil1 he due on 30 April 201 L covering the six-month 
period of l October 20 10-31 March 20 1 1. 

Activity 1.2 :Recruitment t~{ project staff (headquarters and regionally) to support 
TDENT!FY activities 

GLOBAL and activities across more than one region 
At HQ level, a WHO staff member will be recruited to assist the IDENTIFY 
responsible officer ln the Lyon Office-. 
ln ~upport of OlE and joint activities presented in the Ye11r 2 work pbn 31 the global 
and regionalleveb, lhe OlE will initiate- conversatiom. with expert:.. 
International Consultant to provide support to FAO Regional Offices for ongoing 
laboratory mapping activity to train laboratory experts in (he usc of the laboratory 
assessment tool and assist with data analysis. The International Consultant wi11 also 
assisl with lhe modification of the tool to track capacity building progress. 
International F AO Consultru1t to review available diagnostic assays for targeted 
disca..;;cs in collaboration with other experts to explore potential applications for large 
scale multiple disease screening. 
International FAO Com.ullant to develop training materiah. under the OIE FAO 
Network of Expertise for Animal Influenzas (OFFLU} Technical Activity on 
Capacity Building. 
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lntemational Consultant to support FAO Reference Centres and the coordination of 
IDE:'\ITIFY at FAO-HQ between November 2010 and March 2011. 
Technical Consultant for the development of the FAO virus genetic module within 
EMPRES-i database (half-time) and development of laboratory information system. 

COC'<GO 
International FAO Consultru1t to finalize the study on development of private source 
funding opportunities for \Vest/Central African national veterinary laboratories and 
of partnerships between these laboratories and the animal industry, and presentation 
for disew.sion at the annual RESOLAB meeting (6-10 Dec 2010, Mali). 
WHO AFRO is expecting to recruit staff specifically for IDENTIFY and to nominate 
focal points from existing staff in the various Country Offices and Intercountry 
Supp011 Teams in the Region. 
Grace Omwega has been recruited by OlE 10 support IDENIIFY laboratory capacity 
building activities in the Nairobi, Kenya office and will begin work early next 
quarter. 

SOtiTH & SE ASIA 
Position description for OIE Focal Point post (to manage activities in South and 
Southeast Asia regions, to be based in Bangkok, Thailand) to be published early next 
period: potential candidates will be identified, interviewed, and selected, to begin 
work in first quarter of 2011. 
Recruitment ofF AO laboratory expe11 to conduct site visit and identification of 
immediate needs in South Asia. 
SEARO will also recruit a staff member to conduct IDE0JTIFY activities in that 
WHO Region. This will cover the countries in geographic region ofSE Asia and abo 
the Gangetic plain for \VHO. 
Rccrultment of ;:;t.aff in WPRO and some country offices is proceeding. 

AMAZOC'< 
International FAO laboratory Consultant to conduct laboratory assessment and 
mapping. 

Activity 1.3 :Develop nnnunl IDENTIFY work plan 
GLOBAL and activities across more than one region 

The IDE~'TIFY Year 2 Work Plan was submitted on i6 August 2010 to USAID. The 
project team will pro-vide a revised budget at the regional level to the AOTR in the 
next quarter. 

Activity 1.4 _·To ensure circulation of ii~,tormatfon, coordination and harmonization of 
initiatives, implement standard methods of sharing critical project docwnen!s fur access b.r 
project members 

GLOBAL and activitie-s across more than one- region 
The project team will conduct an IDENTIFY SharePoint site training in mid
November to initiate the users, expand its use, and to introduce its range of 
functionalitics. IDENTIFY partners wilJ begin to post key IDENTIFY documents on 
the SharePoint site to ensure better communication and coordination. A first trial 
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phase will be conducted at the HQ level to detect bugs and develop a user's guide 
before roll-out in the regions, tentatively foreseen for early 2011 JDEI\'TIFY partners 
will post key IDENTIFY documents on the EPT basecamp website to ensure better 
communication with the other EPT programs. 
Finalization of the development of IDENTIFY communication tools by FAO-HQ in 
dose collaboration with partner:'. and '\Vith regional project teams. 

AMAZ0;\1 
FAO RegiomJl team wilJ develop communication rool(s) for different audiences, 
'>lakeholders and pm1ners in the region, including the translation into Spanish and 
Portuguese. 

Activity 1.5 :Development and adaptation qf the &loballaborator_r ne!lvorkin::; i\'lrategv 
under which the global and regional network ofnet\-rorkx are created and maintained 

CO;\IGO 
Preparation of the Annual Regional Laboratory FAO-RESOLAB Network meeting 
6-10 December. Bamako, Mali. Special sessions on rabies, FMD, results of Avian 
influenLa!Newca:'.tle proficiency test, funding sources, disease prioritit:ation and 
outcomes of the IDE~TIFY stakeholder meeting to be included. 
The global Laboratory Networking Strategy document will serve as the basis for 
tripartite collaboration in each region and will be a key component of the 
'>takeholders meeting for the Congo Ba~in. 
'\\'ithin the framework of this. strategy. lists. of animal and human diseases including 
zoonoses to be targeted by the IDENTIFY project w111 be discussed and finalized at 
the Congo Basin regional stakeholders meeting (see activity l.fi). 

SOlJTH & SE ASIA 
A Regional Strategy document will be presented at each region's stakeholders 
meeting. \Vi thin the framework of this stnltegy, lists of animal and human diseases 
including t:oonoses to be targeted by the IDE~FY project will also be discussed 
and finalized at the regional stakeholders meeting (see activity l .6). 
Planning (for expert meeting) and prc1iminary development of the OlE PVS Pathway 
labomtory technical mission tool. to be piloted in theSE Asia region, focusing on 
laboralory management and strategic planning at the C-ountry level. 

AMAZON 
Formulatlon of regional laboratory network strategy adapted from the global network 
'>trategy (January to March 2011). 

Output 2~ Technical Capacity Building - General 

Activity 1.6: Joint FA0/0/E/WHO mapping exercise ~f laboratory capacity and existing 
laborator)' netH-'orks and plotfonr .. s across animal. food and human health sectors in hot spot 
areas in order to ident{fy gaps in laboratory capability and further detail future activities 
(refer to "Laboratory Networking Strateg.v" submitted to USAID 30 June 2010) 
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GLOBAL and activities across more than one region 
Mapping of laboratory capacity in FAO/OIE/\VHO networks in Congo Basin and SE 
Asia is in progress and different phases of the activity will continue throughout the 
next reporting period. 
Integration of FAO and OlE animal health laboratory mapping data will occur during 
the next repDrtlng period. 
International Consultant to provide suppDrt to FAO Regional Offices in Bangkok, 
Bamako and Panama for ongoing laboratory mapping activity to train laboratory 
experts ln the use of the laboratory assessment tool and assist with data analysis. The 
International Consultant will also as:.isl with the modification of the tool to track 
capacity building progress. 

CO;\IGO 
Current laboratory capacity and discussion of proposed lbts of disea:.es to be targeted 
by the IDENTIFY project will be on the agenda at the upcoming stakeholders 
mcetlng (Entebbc, l?ganda, 2-4 Nov 2010) and wlll complement existing data 
collection conducted by each org<mization. After the stakeholders meeting, the HQ 
and regional project teams will deb1ief and discuss the u:.e of laboratory capacity data 
collected at the meeting and next steps for the mapping activity. 
Joint questionnaire for laboratory mapping to be presented during the Congo region 
Stakeholders meeting 2-4 November 20 l 0 in Uganda 
The Integrated Disease Surveillance and RespDnse (IDSR) guideline:. li:.t will serve 
as the basis for discussion on the human diseases to be targeted by the IDEJ\'TIFY 
project during the Stakeholders meeting in Entcbbc, 2-4 November 2010. 
A proposal for disease prioritization for the IDENTIFY project based on regional 
animal disease lisl:s for Central/Eastern/Western Africa has been drafted by FAO and 
discussed with OIE Preparation of and feedback on group "'vork session facilitatlon 
will be dlscuo;;;sed prior to the Stakeholders meeting in Entcbbc, 2-4 November 2010. 
Assessment of the quality a_-;surance system in the National Veterinary labomtory of 
Cameroon to be conducted by FAO. 

SOUTH & SE ASIA 
Proposal for mechanism of animal disease prioritinttion was reviewed and discussed 
between FAO and OIE. Funher discussion will t'-BSue to determine the way forward 
for disease p:lioritization for the Stakeholders meeting scheduled for late January 
2011. 
Draft concepl note for the SE A:<.ia s,takeholder;;, meeting de·veloped and discu:<.~ed in 
October 2010 by FAO and OIK 
Finalization and modification ofthe FAO laboratory mapping tooL 
Presentation qf the initial FAO laboratory mapping results during theSE Asia 
Stakeholders meeting proposed for January 2011. 
FAO s.ite visits assessment and identification of immediate needs of the national 
animal health laboratories (MoA} in Bangladesh and NepaL 
Assessment of the hlosafety infmsrructure and biosafety cabinets in eighr national 
animal health laboratories (MoA) in Cambodia, Lao People's Democratic Republic, 
Myanmar, Philippines, Thailand, Bangladesh and Nepal under the LoA between 
FAO and Asia-Pacific Biosafcty Association, 

AMAZON 
De~ktop review in February and March 2011, to compile exlsting data and analysis of 
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Nmional Laboratories Annual Reports and FAO lahoratory assessments/mission 
reports. 

Activity 1.7: Plan and conduct key stakeholder meetings (awareness lVorkshops) at 
re;::imwl h:Tel via ministries to support the development (~j"cross-sectora/ approach(es) 
concerning lahorarories, including the possihle creation!<:trengthening of national inte.r
sectorallin.ter-ministerial coordination committees to organize, ensure, and rnonitor 
v.eterifWry and human laboratory cvllabomtivns at the countr.v level 

CONGO 
The invilmion:>. lo the Stakeholder':-. meetlng in Afrlca scheduled for Emebbe, Uganda 
from 2-4 November have been sent and the planning among the three organizations at 
the regional .and headquarters level for the meeting is continuing. 

SE ASIA 
The Regional Stakeholder's meeting in South East Asia is now tentatively planned 
for late January 201 1 with FAO taking the lead in logistics. FAO/OIEIWHO 
Regional Focal Points have been identified and all partners (HQ and regional) will 
participate on the elaboration of the agenda, technical documents. and terms of 
reference. 

Output 3. Technical Capacity Building- Development of guidance, policy and training 

Activity 1.8 _.Joint FA0/0/E/WHO participation in and/or organization of international 
meetings and conferences on laboratory ("apaciry building 

GLOBAL and activities across more than one region 
The compilation of training opportunities for Year I and looking forward to Year 2 
will continue. Training for public health and veterinary professionals together will be 
included when feasible. 

CONGO 
OIE Support of participation of representatives. to the bi-annual Congress of the 
Southern and Eastern Africa Rabies Group (SEAR G) in ?vlaputo, Mozambique, 25-27 
January 201 I 
OlE Support of participation of representatives to the OlE Global Conference on 
Wildlife Animal Health and Biodlversity- Preparing for the. Future, Paris., France, 
23-25 Febnmry 20 ll. 
Planning for trainings of laboratory personnel on quality assurance, laboratory 
information management systems, forwarding of biological samples and other topics 
in OIE Reference Laboratories to occur throughout 2011 in coordination with FAO 
and WHO, TBD. 

SE ASIA 
FAO support of participants lo the One Health Conference to be held in Melbourne, 
Australia in Febnmry 20 ll, and of the International Federation of Biosafety 
Association to be held in Bangkok, Thailand ln February 2011. 
Planninn for trainings of laboratory managers on OlE ~tandards, strategic plan 
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development, laboratory nwnagement and other topics in OlE Reference and 
Twinning Laboratmies to occur throughout 20l1 in coordination with FAO and 
WHO,TBD. 

Activity 1.9: Promote natimwllahorutor_v pofjcy in eurh country in each hot spot rq;ion 
tlzmugh the developmenT qfjoint international guidelines and/or standards for laboraTories 
(e.g., bioS({fetJ'ibiusecurity, shipment of infectious material, labomtory testing, and related 
fvllmv-up actiFities derived from previous laboratory assessments or \-t-'orkslwps conducted 
by IDENTIFY partners) 

GLOBAL and activities across more than one region 
An OlE expert consultation technical project meeting in Paris is planned in January 
2011. The meeting's theme will be the challenges in detection and diagnosis of 
emerging diseases faced by countries, particu1arly in the "hot spot" regions. Its 
major goals are to inform OlE guidance and to determine the feasibility of 
developing routine procedures and algorithms for detection and diagnosis of 
unknown pathogens potentlally serving as a human pandemic threat, in the context of 
background occurrence of routine diseases, for nationa1 Veterinary Services with 
difrering levels of capability and resource~. FAO and WHO will be invited to lhe 
meeting as IDENTIFY Focal Points and/or participating experts. 
E-lcarning Training Module to be developed in coordination with OFFLU technical 
activlty on capacity building (8 working days of an lntema[Jonal Consultant from 
FAO). 

CONGO 
Preparation of an FAO training on Quality Assurance, 15-20 November 2010, 
Douala, Cameroon, for six countries unde-r IDENTIFY. 
Attendance of two national1aborntory experts from Botswana and Zllllbia will be 
supported by F AO for training on 'Investigation, Livestock Disease and Public 
Health, Wildlife Health and the Human-Animal-Environmental Interface," South 
Africa, 22-26 November 2010, organized by the FAO wildlife unit. 
Part 2 of the FAO study on development of private source funding opportunitie-s for 
West/Central African national veterinary laboratories and of partnershlps between 
these laboratories and the animal industry (2 fie1d missions, review of data, 
reporting)_ Presentation and discussion of the oulcome:-. at the RESOLAB meeting (6-
10 Dec 20 10). 

SE ASIA 
Preparation for a WHO Global Foodbome infections Network {GFN) training course 
is under consideration for SE Asia. 
A 5-day hiosafety management training will be conducted under the LoA between 
FAO and the Asia-Pacific Biosafety As:-.ociation. 

Output 4. Technical Capacity Building- Laboratory Quality Systems 

Activity 1.10: Joint FAOJJAEA/OlE/WHO Global Sun'ey on Loboratm)' Quality Standards 
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and External Quality As.'Oessmen! (pn~ficiencJ' testing) Schemes 

GLOBAL and activities across more than one region 
The Global Survey of laOOratory quality standards and external quality assessment 
schemes is organized in two parts. Once completed, data from the first part on 
National Quality Systems (NQS) could be used .as a baseline for IDENTIFY to then 
measure progress made in the near future. Data from the second part on External 
Quality Assessment Schemes (proficiency testing) were decided to be published as 
an EQAS database on the websites of the four organizations (WHO, OlE, FAO and 
IAEA for the benefit of laboratories and Member States). This publication is 
planned to be released in the next months and will be the result of a joint activlty 
and a common will to promote EQAS importance. More follow-up conference calls 
concerning EQAS and laboratory quality systems are expected in the next reporting 
period. F AO regional offices in each hot spot will take new oppmtunities of seeking 
additional information to address gaps in the data of the global survey while 
attending/holding international meetings and Quality Assurance workshops. The 
Global Survey results could help target suppon w national EQA progmms in the 
Congo Basin region and participation in international EQAS including the existing 
\:VHO/NICD Microbiology EQA Programme in Africa organize.d by the National 
Institute for Communicable Disca..;;es of Johannesburg, South Africa. 

Output 5. Technical Capacity Building- Building laboratory infrastructure 

Activity 1.11: Provision oflaborarory equipment and supplies in a coordinaredfa.rhiun 
tvith IDENTIFY and other national, regional, arul global partners with a focus on regional 
laboratories and regional laboratory networks 

GLOBAL and activities across more than one region 
Procurement of laboratory equipment by FAO to address immediate needs already 
defined by countries for the National Veterinary Laboratories of Congo Basin and 
Southeast Asia countries wm cominue. 

CO~GO 

Calibration kits for measurement instruments procured by FAO will be delivered to 
nine National Veterinary Laboratorie~. 
Joint FAO/IAEA division: mission to C ganda for development of a Laboratory 
Information lV1anagcment Soft;,varc (LIMS) system. Provision of hardware/software. 

SOVTH & SE ASIA 
Previously defined biosafety equipment and supplies procured by F AO will be 
delivered to the national animal health laboratoric.<> (MoA) in Cambodia, Lao People's 
Democratic Republic, Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam, Bangladesh and NepaL 
Each bio~afety cabinet asses~ed under the LoA bel ween FAO and the Asia-Pacific 
Biosatety Association laboratories will be calibrated to meet internationally 
recognized standards (NSF49 or EN 12649). Certification and recommendations for 
maintenance of biosafcty cabinets and in-house calibration will also be provided. 
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Output 6~ Technical Capacity Building- Laboratory Networking 

Activity 1.12 .- Asse,Ys the role and activities (l existing FAOIOIE/IVHO networks in 
improving the laboratory capacity and networkinx in hot spot region::•. Coordilwte rexional 
ne!working to test for normative diseases and detect emerging or unknmvn pathogen.<; in 
H:ild!~fe, domesric animals and humans 

GL-OBAL- and activities across more than one region 
Information concerning the role and activities of existing networks will still he 
collected in the fmmework of the Laboralory Network Strategy and Laboratory 
Nlapping activity. 
For the first time, regional rcprcsentati'\'CS will be able to attend the third annual 
OFFLU meeting ( l6-l7th Nov 2010, Rome). This should enable the development of 
stronger linkages between OFFLU and regional networks. 
Two assessment missions are scheduled between November 2010- Janumy 2011 to 
support the WHO/FAO concept note on the 4-way linking of intlucnza outbreaks and 
virus information and preparation of national workshops has begun. Discussions 
between FAO HQ, \VHO HQ, FAO and WHO national offices to be conducted soon. 
Unde-r the LoA between FAO and the Swiss Institute of Bioinformntics (SIB) the 
following activities arc planned: (I) the development of SOPs (Standard Operating 
Procedures) for quality virus sequence submissions: (2) exploration of the linkage of 
EMPRES-i outbreak data wlth sequences stored in the OpenFlu database; {3) 
evaluation of the feasibility of integrating data on virus characteristics using the data 
and tools available from the OpenFluDB; (4) generation of initial map layers to 
complement existing EMPRES i maps of animal disease distribution; and {5) 
recommendation of :-.tandardised procedure and techniques for analysis of data across 
OpenFiuDB and EMPRES-i. 

CO"'GO 
Eastern FAO Africa Region Laboratory Network (EARLN) Se-cretariat meeting to be 
held in Nairobi in February 2011. 
FAO RESOLAB Annual meeting 6-10 December 2010, Bamako, Mali 

AMAZO"' 
Discussions between OlE ru1d the Network of National Veterinary Services 
Laboratories in the Americas on how their goals align with the objectives of 
IDE::\fTIFY and possible collaborations. are in the process of being identified. The 
OIE Focal Point will attend the Network's First International :Meeting (3-5 
November 2010). While not an official IDENTIFY mcctlng, this represents an 
opportunity tq briefly introduce the concepts of IDENTIFY to meeting participants. 
FAO will present their approach to regional lab networking and the WHO Regional 
Office for the Americas (PAHO) will also participate. The HQ USAID representative 
for Latin America will also be invited. 

Activity 1.13 .- FAO/OJE/WHO laboratory twinnint: initiatives and partnerships 

GLOBAL and activities across more than one region 
The need for OIE Laboratory Twinning Projects to support the advancement of the 
laboratory networks and diagnostic capacity will be assessed based on an analysis of 
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the predominant endemic OlE listed diseases and the lis[ of disease to be [argeted by 
the IDENTIFY project outlined during each regional stakeholder:<. meeting. 

CONGO 
Following the OlE assessment listed above and the outcome of the stakeholders 
meeting, OlE expects to initiate dhcussions wlth potential candidate twinning 
laboratories in 2011. 
Planning for OlE Meeting with potential twinning candidate laboratory directors to 
di.scus.s their role in meeting the diagnos[ic needs of the laboratory network in the 
Congo region 
Expert missions to initiate FAO twinning initiatives between three Congo Basin 
laboratories and French provincial laboratories is foreseen. 

SE ASIA 
Following the OlE assessment listed above and the outcome of the stakeholders 
mectlng, OIE expects to initiate discussions with potential candidate twinning 
laboratories in 2011. 
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l\1ain challenges encountered and response pruvided 

Existing joint F AO/OIE/\VHO initiatives provide opportunities to benefit inter-sectoral 
collaboration. However, the reality is that \vhile intersectoral collaboration and initiatives 
are increasing, it is not yet second nature between the international organizations, 
particularly at the regional leveL As a result, constant effort is required to maintain the 
tripartite spirit at the global, regional, and national levels. It is often recommended that 
intersectoral collaboration efforts he nurtured in '·peace time''-the absence of 
epidemiological events of international interest-however, the incentive to maintain 
collaboration is not as strong as during outbreaks or other emergency situations. As a project 
tc~m, we arc trying new strategies and management techniques to address this ovcrarching 
challenge and to encourage more effective intersectoral co11aboration together within the 
framework of the IDE?\"TIFY project. 
Regional offices ofFAO, OlE and WHO are not always located ln the same countries or 
cities in each hot spot region, \vhich complicates interactions between the organizations. The 
IDENTIFY team is looking for ways to capitalize on common attendance at regional 
meetings and conferences in order to conduct project meetings at thes,e times. In addition, as 
the HQ and regional project teams have moved fOrward with the planning of the stakeholders 
meeting in the Congo Basin, we have realized that communication and coordination on 
meeting planning between regional partners, between HQ pattners, and between HQ and 
regional partners is an important challenge. 
One struggle fOr OlE ls the challenge of dual reporting streams. \Ve must report to FAO ~t a 
particular frequency and to USAID through IDENTIFY at another frequency. This 
administrative load impinges upon time that OlE could be dedicating toward the technical 
activities of the IDENTIFY project. 
For WHO, activities at the country level require coordination with the various Regional 
Offices. ln the case of theSE Asia, this means de<1ling with 2 Regional Offices. Thi;; can 
lead to a prolonged decis-ion-making process but provides HQ oppmtunity to build better 
relations with the Regional Offices. Thb proces:-. remains ongoing. 
Unlike other EPT partners and staff, FAO, OlE and WHO counterparts have m<my other 
responsibilities outside of the EPT Program and specifically the IDENTIFY project. The 
FAO, OlE and \VHO focal points at all levels have a massive amount of running actlvities 
which require intensive planning and coordination. l:SAID, along with EPT Partners, 
multiple requests to meet and short deadlines for documents submissions, missions, 
meetings, etc., this creates some conflicts with the important work that our three 
organiLalions need to cany out. 

_Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes (since the start of the 
project activities) 

We continue to build a strong and collaborative tripartite IDENTIFY project team at the HQ 
level. Substantial phmning has taken place both at the HQ and regional levels to accomplish 
projec-t goals and it is clear that the momentum of the IDENTIFY project is building. We 
have accomplished significant goals in the repmting period: submitted the Year 2 work plan, 
began conct·ete planning for the Congo Basin regional stakeholder's meetings, held project 
HQ team planning meetings, elaborated concrete strategies tOr the 5-yem project, 
implemented new management mechanisms, and canicd out work on the laboratory cap~city 
mapping activity and the lis-ts of IDENTIFY animal and human diseases including zoonoses. 
The FAO/OIE/WHO joint HQ project team invested a lot of resources in coordination with 
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the Congo Ba;.;in regional team because we know that the preparations for the meeting will 
be the groundwork for the other regional s.takeholder's meeting~. This increased 
involvement will help us to streamline the plannlng process in the other regions. The joint 
regional activities have set an imponam precedent for regional intcrscctoral cn11abo-rntion 
with and among our organizations: tripartite regional activities have activated regional 
engagement and have encouraged increased communication. 
For WHO, building a team at headqumters level and getting commitment from the various 
Regional Offices to be part of the project have been significant milestones. 
For OIE, bringing the Regional Focal Point for the Congo Basin on board and building a 
close HQ and regional relatiomhip has helped OlE to better prepare for the stakeholder':. 
meeting and contribute meaningfully to the collaboration with regional counterpm1s. 
For FAO, capitalizing on previous efforts and initiatives invested during Avian intlucnza 
projects is crucial. This includes regional laboratory networking dynamics that are in place in 
most hot spot regions. This Identify project i~ instrumental in maintaining the~e regional 
initiatives and linking them with international netv,torking initiatives. 
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Project JVlonitoring Sheet: OSRO/IND/802roSA 

Project Title: Immediate technical Assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for 
High I)' Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) to India 

Repmting period: October 2010- J\!larch 2011 

Country: India 
Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency prep~redness for Highly 
Pathogenic A vi an Influenza (HPAI) to India 

Code: OSRO/I"'D/802/USA 
Budget: USD 1 220 000 (Phase I) 
Total budget: lJSD 3 000 000 1 

Eff-ective starting date::: 2R June 20 l 0 
Planned end date: 30 June 2013 (current NTE of Phase I- 30 September 2011) 
Context of the project 
This project will focus on the eastern Indian states of Assam and West Bengal in the short-term '\Vith 
a longer term capacity huilding of animal health personneL especially in the field of survei1Jance, 
epidemiologicCJl analysis and in-depth disease investigation. The project focuses on understanding 
the dynamic pattems of the poultry production systems, value/supply chains and trade in poultry and 
poultry products within India. 
The project is expected to provide information on infection and transmission dynamics of the virus 
in the local environment where the virus persists and to consolidate the capacity to establish and 
conduct rlsk-ba.sed survelllance programmes. The aim of building capacity to strengthen surveillance 
and epidemiological analysis will lead to an improved tracking of the virus movement, greater virus 
isolations and better molecular information on the virus evolution. Such information is critical for 
rational and targeted control of the disease. With the strategic inputs in the. project, the :..:ountry 
would be better placed to take a leadership role in supporting regional efforts to control HPAI. 

Objectives of the project 
The project aims to build capacity to improve surveillance and epidemiological analysis in both 
domestic and wild birds. The overall objective of the progrctmme is to comribute to the elimination 
of the threat posed by HP AI by controlling the disease in poultry. to ensure that India no longer 
presents a risk for the development of human pandemic influenza from the HSN l virus. 
Planned activities 
Output 1: Establishment of an HPAI (Epidemiology) Unit in India 
Activity 1.1 Establishment of an HPAI (Epidemiology) CniL 
Activity 1.2 Coordination of the country programme. 
Activity 1.3 Management and operations support. 
Activity l.4 Capacity building in project/programme management. 
Output 2: Improved epidemiological capacity within the Department of Animal Husbandry, 
Dairying and Fisheries (DADF), Ministry of Agriculture (MoA) of India 
Activity 2.1 Conduct Field Epidemiology Training Programme for Veterinarians (FETPV). 
Activity 2.2 Conduct outbreak investigation courses for Field/District Veterinary Officers. 
Activity 2.3 Country visits to study best practices for surveillance (in Thailand for X-ray 

1 Tbis pmj.:.ct bas a three )T:tr duration. Total budget ofUSD 3 (100 0(10 is s:.tbdivided as follows: USD l 220000 
filf year 1, lJSD 948 134 for yc.ar II and CSD R5J gtj(i for year III. Funds have been commll.tcd for year J only; 
adivitics pianncC for year-; II and III will be impkmcntcd ha-;cd on pmjcct rcrfm:l~.c.ncc ;;.nd fund .c.vailabJlity. 
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surveillance, Indonesia for participatory disease surveillance and response (PDSR) ~md VietNam for 
grassroots level surveillance). 
Activity 2.4 Conduct trainings for grassroots level disease detection and reporting (e.g. community 
b<.~sed animal health workers). 
Activity 2.5 Provide Dverseas training in advanced epidemiology and surveillance tD the technical 
staff of DADF. 
Output 3: Establishment of a risk-based surveillance programme 
Activity 3.1 Develop a grassroots level surveillance programme. 
Activity 3.2 Undertake structured viru~ isolation and characterization. 
Activity 33 Establish a disease information system dedicated to HPAI. 
Output 4: Improved understanding of epidemiology of HPAI in India for rational and targeted 
control of the disease 
Activity 4.1 Study the poultry value chains to include wet markeb. 
Activity 4.2 Map the farming sectors and socio-economic background along the market and value 
chains. 
Activity 4.3 Conduct data analysis for mapping disease outbreaks and distribution of virus clades. 
Activity 4.4 Define infection and transmission dynamics m the context of the vanous poultry 
fam1ing systems and socio-economic background. 
Activity 4.5 Identify critical points for inter\'cntion to control HPAL 
Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output 1: Establishment of an HPAI (Epidemiology) Unit in India 
Activity 1.1: Establishment of an HPAI (Epidemiology) Cnit. 
Recruitment of national and international staff 

c The Chief Technical Advisor (CTA)_ffcam Leader/international Epidemiology Expert was 
recruited in October 2010. 

c A temporary International Operations Officer worked for the project from October until the 
end of December 2010. A permanent International Operations Officer was identified, and the 
recruitment is pending governmental clearance; the anticipated starting date is April 2011. 

c The International Geographic Information System (GlS) Expert is expected to commence 
duties on 3 April201 L 

c A National Operations Officer (finance/administration assistant) was recruited on I January 
2011. 

o Initially, MoA nominated a candidate for the position of national Project Coordlnaror, bur 
after a new Joint Secretary was appointed al DADF, this nomination was withdrdwn. DADF 
has now requested to fill the post with a mutually agreed candidate. 

c Two national staff candidates (HPAI Epidemiology and HPAI Surveillance-) received an 
otter for this position. but they were unable to obtain the necessary release from their current 
Government positions and had to decline the offer. The project 1s considering other 
candidates for these positions. 

Renovation of the buildine at the Animal Quarantine Certification and Service Station. Kapashera 

c All the preparatory work required for renovation of the premises assigned to the project by 
the Government of India is completed. The necessary budget revisicm was cleared by the 
United States Agency for International Development (USAID) m November 2010. All 
technical specifications were cleared by FAO Rome in March 201 L The renovation work 
was retendered mid-March 2011. It is anticipated that a contract with prefened bidder will be 
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signed in April 20 ll. The renovation should be completed by August 20 ll. 

o The HPAI (Epidemiology) Unit will commence working from the Animal Quarantine and 
Cenification Services (AQCS) station in April in a temporary office space. Procedures to 
purchase equipment for the office commenced in late February 2011. 

Activity 1.2 Coordination of the country programme. 

c To ensure fulJ cooperation and collabomtion with the Govemment of JnJia. regular contact 
was maintained with all the officials of DADF. The new Joint Secretary of DADF \Vas 
updated on the progress of the project regulnrly. The Joint Secretary was also invited by F AO 
to represent India at a regional ECTAD meeting in Bangkok in January 201 L Meetings were 
held wirh USldD India to inform about the status of the project, the animal disease situation 
and the Govemment Veterinary Service capacities. 

Activity 1.3 .\1anagemem and operations support. 

c Frequent meetings were held and technical meetings and workshops attended to provide 
support to the Government of India. 

Activity 1 A Capacity building in project/programme management. 

c The Joint Secretary was supported with managerial and Lechnlcal matters in India and during 
an overseas meeting. 

Output 2: Improved epidemiological capacity within DADF, l\IIoA of India 

Activity 2.1 Conduct FETPV. 

c The senior regional epidemiologist in charge of the regional FETPV programme visited India 
twice in the reporting period. Meetings were held with ten ~tak.eholders and organizations to 
explore future partnerships. 

Activity 2.3 Country visits to study besl practices fi..w surveillance {in Thailand for X-ray 
surveillance, Indonesia for PDSR nnd VietNam for grassroots level surveillance). 

c The Government of India was officially contacted to nominate eight policy makers and 
technical staff to visit VietNam and Thalland in May 201 L The Governments of Thailand 
and Viet Nam were contacted and agreed to the visit. In both Thailand and Viet Nam, a 
national coordinator was appointed. 

Activity 2.4 Conduct trainings for grassroots level disease detection and reporting (e.g. community 
based animal health workers). 

c In March 2011, the CT A!TL and national operations manager visited Agartala and Tripura 
and studied the outbreak response of the HPAI outbreaks in the area. The findings will ald in 
identifying gaps in the current disease surveillance, which will be addres'>ed in future 
trainings. 

Activity 2.5 Provide overseas training in advanced epidemiology and ~urveillance to the technical 
staff of DADF. 

o The Government of India was onlcially contacted to nominate two technical staff to undergo 
an advanced 3-rnonth epidemiology training in New Zealand from June until August 2011. 

Output 3: Establishment of a risk-based surveillance programme 
Activity 3.1 Develop a grassroots level surveillance programme. 

c FAO studied the three currently existing surveillance programmes in India and 
recommendations for improveme.nt are forthcoming. Assistance was provided in the process 
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of preparing for a Government official to travel to Thailand to learn about the Thai X-ray 
surveillance programme. 

Activity 3.2 Undertake structured viru~ isolation and characterization. 

c FAO had requested from the Government of India to undertake structured virus isolation and 
ch<Jracteriz<Jtion at the High Security Animal Disease Laboratory, Bhopal of the isolates from 
the Agartala HP AI H5N 1 outbreaks. 

Output 4: Improved understanding of epidemiology of HPAI in India for rational and targeted 
control of the dio;ease 
Activity 4.3 Conduct data analysis for mapping disease outbreaks and distribution of virus clades. 

o Current and past HPAI outbreaks were mapped. Virus clade ldentificatlon and phylogenetic 
tree analysis is pending. 

Activity 4.4 Define infection and transmission dynamics in the context of the various poultry 
fanning systems and socio-economic background. 

o This research was initiated and will continue. 

Activity 4.5 Identify critical points for intervention to control HPAI. 

o Repmt was submitted for technical clearance. 
Planned adivities for the next six-month period 
Output 1: Establishment of an HPAI (Epidemiology) Unit in India 
Activity 1.1 Establishment of an HPAI (Epidemiology) L"nit. 

o Complete the recruitment of international/national staff and the renovation of the building at 
AQCS station, Kapashera. Move the Epidemiology Unit from its current building to AQCS 
station and launch its official opening. 

Output 2: Improved epidemiological capacity within DADF~ 1.\'IoA of India 
Activity 2. I Conduct FETPV. 

o A third visit by the regional senior epidemiologist is planned for May 201 1, to recruit trainers 
and lectures. The first one month training course will he held in August for 30 participants. 

Activity 2.2 Conduct outbreak investigation courses for Flcld/District Veterinary Officers. 

o Develop the cuniculum and training materials. 

Activity 2.3 Country visits to study best practices for surveillance (in Thailand fur X-ray 
surveillance, Indonesia for PDSR and VietNam for grassroots level surveillance)_ 

o Conduct a study tour to Thailand and VietNam \Vith eight government officiab. 

Activity 2.4 Conduct trainings for grassroots level disease detection and reporting (e.g. community 
based animal health "\Vorkers). 

o Develop the curriculum. 

Activity 2.5 ProYidc oversea.-o; training in advanced epidemiology and surveillance to the technical 
staff of DADF. 

o Provide training to t"\VO technical staff from MoA in advanced epidemiology at Massey 
University, 1\"e\.V Zealand, from June until August 2011. 

Output 3: Establishment of a risk-based surveillance programme 
Activity 3.1 Develop a grassroots level surveillance progntmme. 

Activity 3.2 Undertake structured virus isolation and characterization. 
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c Undertake st.ructuretl virus isolatlon <~nd characterlzation for the HPAI outbreaks from 
Agartala. 

Activity 3.3 Establish a disea:-.e information system dedicated to HPAI. 

c Organize an expert visit to the Project Directorate on Animal Disease Monitoring and 
Su.rveilhmce in Bangalore to assess the current disease inform<ltion system and recommend 
enhancements. Assess the need for a disease information system dedicated to HPAI, based on 
the existing systems and the frequency of HPAI outbreaks. 

Output 4: Improved understanding of epidemiology of HPAI in India for rational and targeted 
control of the disease 
Activity 4.3 Conduct data analysis for mapping disease outbreaks and distribution of virus cJades. 

o Depending on the HPAI situation. conduct this activity at the national or regional level at the 
Epidemiology L~ nit. 

Activity 4.4 Define infection and transmission dynamlcs 1n the context of the vanous poultry 
fanning systems and socio-economic background. 

c Depending on the HPAI situation, undertake this activity at the national or regional level at 
the Epidemiology Unit. 

Activity 4.5 Identify critical points for intervention to control HPAL 

c Depending on the HPAI situation in the repcllting period, perform analysis using data 
gathered prior to this reporting period and the current data. 

Main chaJlenges encountered and response provided 

o Deby in the clearances for recruitment of international staff frum the Government of India was 
resolved after productive meetings with the Regional Manager and renewed correspondence 
with the FAO Representative. Government clearance for the international Operations Officer is 
expected in April 2011. 

o Delays ln the renovation process of the AQCS station Kapashera owing to the pending FAO 
technical clearance were resolved. 

c Dclays m national staff hiring, owing to selected candidates not been released from their 
Government positions. Other candidates are being considered for the positions. 

c Actlvity 4.1 (Study the poultry value chains to include wet markets) and Activity 4.2 (Map the 
farming sectors and socio-economic background along the market and value chains) could not 
be carried out in the reporting periOO, as the money allocated for this project will be usetl for the 
renovation of the AQCS Kapashera offices. These studies are expected to be conducted dming 
the next funding cycle. 

1\fain progres,<.; made to"'·ards the achievement of projet..-1- outcomes (from the start of the project 
activities) 

c Signing of the project document ofthe DSAID project OSROiJND/802/USA. 

c Government support in the establishment of an HPAI Epidemiology Unit received. 

c Recruitment of international ~taff. 

o Research in HPAI started. 
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Project \1onitoring Sheet: OSRO/lND/802/USA 

Project Title: "Immediate Technical Assistance to Strengthen Emergency Preparedness 
for Highly Pailiogenic Avian lnt1uenza lo India'' 

Reporting period: April 2013- September 2013 

Country: lndia 

Project title: Immediate Technical Assistance to Strengthen Emergency Preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza to India 

Code: OSROIIND/802/CSA 
Total bud2et: USD 2 220 000 
Effective starting date: 28 June 2010 
Planned end date: 30 September 2013 
Context of the project 

This project implemented by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 0Jations 
(F i\0) focuses on establishing an epidemiology unit under the India department of animal 
husbandry, dairying and fisheries (DADF), capacity building of animal health personnel, 
e-specially m relation to surveillance, epidemiology and in-depth outbreak investigations. 
Porous and long land borders between neighbouring countries with minimal control points and 
quarantine tilcilities as well as diffused and low biost'curity poultry production and marketing 
chains continue to pose a risk for the srread of Highly Pathogenic Avian lnfluenza (HPAI) in 
India. It IS necessary to develop an understanding of the dynamic structure of poultry 
production systems. supply chains and marketing of poultry and poultry products within India 
and internationally \vhich driv-e the epidemiology of the disease. There is also lack of capacity 
of skilled human resources and facilities needed to develop sensitive surveillance systems as 
wc-11 as conducting effective epidemiological studies for the improved management of II PAL 
Although there is an existing Preparedness, Control and Containment Plan tOr Avian Influenza. 
it is expected that, with the support of this project, the Government of India will be able to dratl 
a long-term national strategy m consultation with vanuus stakeholders to build necessary 
epidemiological capacity in order to deal with the longer tcm1 issues to control and prevent 
liP AI. 

ObjectiYes of the project 

The main aim of the project is to detect. reduce and control liP AI in poultry in order to 
improve livelihoods and promote food security of large v-ulnerable population, thereby reducing 
poverty, contributing to rural economic developmenf and improving the gross domestic product 
(GDP) in India. The overall objective of the programme is to reduce and then to eliminate the 
threat posed by HPAI 115N1 in the country. The country will then ce-ase to be at risk for the 
development of human pandemic influenza from the H5Nl influenza VlfUS. The specific 
objective of fhe project, inter alia, is to support DADF in building the required capacity to 
improve surveillance and epidemiological analysis and reporting w·ithin the central and state 
veterinary nnd at local levels community based approach by 

. . 
SefVICCS usmg a 1mprovmg 

understanding of the- epidemiology of HP J\I, and so, identifying priorities to reduce the risk of 
poultry outbreaks and consequent human cases. The main outputs are as follows: 
Output I: Establishment of a HPAI (Epidemiology) Unit in India 
Output 2: Improved epidemiological c-apacity within the DADF, MoA of India 
Output 3: Establishment of a risk based surveillance programme 
Output 4: Improved understanding of epidemiology ofHPAI in India for rational and targeted 

control of the disease 
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Planned activities for the reporting period (April2013 to September 2013) 

Output 1: Establishment of a Department of Animal Husbandry Dairying and Fisheries 
(DADF) Veterinary Epidemiology Unit in India 

• establishment of a DADF Veterinary Epidemiology Cnit at the Animal Quarantine and 
Certification Station (AQCS) at Kapashera, New Delhi; 

• coordination of country programme; 
• management and operations support~ and 
• capacity building in project/programme management . 

Output 2: Improved epidemiological capacity '\\-·ithin the DADF, Ministry of Agriculture 
(MoA) of India 

• conduct Field Veterinary Epidemiology Training Programme (FETPV); 
• 
• 

conduct outbreak investigation courses for Field/District Veterinary Officers: and 
conduct trainings fOr grassroots level disease detection and reporting (e.g. community
based animal health workers [CAHWs]): 

Output 3: Establishment of a risk-based surveillance programme 
• develop a grassroots level surveillance programme; 
• conduct dise-ase outbreak investigation in the event of an HPAI outbreak m 

collaboration with DADF~ 
• undertake structured virus isolation and characterization: and 
• establish a disease infOrmation system dedicated to HPAl. 

Output 4: Improved understanding of epidemiology of HPAI in India for rational and 
targeted control of the disease 

• value chain and risk assessment and mapping; 
• phylogenetic and phylodynamic analysis ofHPAI H5N 1 isolates; and 
• structured virus isolation and characterization followed by monitoring virus evolution in 

different species to assess spatial and Lemporal spread of the virus in the country and 
reg10n. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period (April2013- September 2013) 

Output 1: Establishment of a DADF Veterinary Epidemiology Unit in India 

The DADF Epidemiology Unit, already established at the Animal Quarantine and Certification 
starion at Kapasher~ New Delhi, was maintained both structurally and functionally. 

Current staff: The third year of the Project started with only the national staff being comprised 
of a Team Leader/National Project Coordinator, two national epidemiology consultants and one 
Operations Officer. 

All the project activities were implemented with the input and support of the DADF and the 
Commissioncrs!Dlrcctors of the State Animal l Iusbandry Departments. The DADF was 
regularly consulted and updated on the progress of the project through the submission of 
reports and by -conducting meetings. 

The project promoted consistency of India's national strategy for II PAl control with regional 
and global frameworks. This was carried out through consultative interaction among national 
partners (MoA), regional partners the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation 
(SAARC) and the FAO sub-regional and regional support units, and globally with the FAO 
headquarters in Rome and the World Organisation for Animalllc-alth (OIE). 
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Two statT from F AO·s Emergency Centre for Trans boundary Animal Diseases (ECTAD) in 
India attended a training workshop on the ·'Prac-tical application of designing risk based 
surveillance in livestock value chains" conducted at Chandigarh from 15 to 20 April2013. The 
workshop was attended by panicipants from the SAARC IV·lember States: India, Nepal and 
Bhutan as wc11 as representatives from F AO's Regional Support Unit (RSU) in Nepal. 

The DADF Epidemiology Unit and F AO ECTAD India team attended a workshop ffom 
24 to 25 June 2013 organized by the United States Agency for International Development 
(USAID), in collaboration with the Government of Thailand, on 'Technical and Policy 
Discussions on the Prevention and Control of Avian Influenza A(H7N9) in Asia'. The 
workshop provided a platform for sharing experiem:es and lessons learned from both the H5N 1 
IIPAl in the region as well as those learned from the interventions implemented by the 
Government of China related ro A(II7N9). The Team Leader/National Project Coordinator also 
attended the USAID-FAO HPAI Programming Meeting on 26 June 2013; participated in the 
technical, operational and programme discussions; and delivered a presentation on Avian 
Influenza and Emerging Pandemic Threats. dealing with past and current liP AI situation and 
risk mapping of II PAl in India. ile also highlighted the progress made by the project in India. 
especially in the terminal year. 

The FAO Representation in India and the Team Leader met the new DADF Secretary on 30 
August 2013 and apprised him of the progress/achievements and way forward for continuation 
of the project beyond 30 September 2013. 

The Team Leader Attended the inception workshop for F AO Technical Cooperation Pr~jccts 
"Emergency Assistance For Surveillance of Influenza A(117N9) Viruses in Poultry and Animal 
Population in South East and South Asia", held in Bangkok from 18 to 19 September 2013. 

Output 2: lmpro\'ed epidemiological capacity within DADF~ \loA of India 

Conduct Field Veterinary Epidemiology Training Programme (FETPV): The project 
continued to mentor previous FETPV students through a list server (EpiNet) and direct support. 
There has been strong support from the states and specialist instirutcs for further ae-e-ess to 

FETPV courses previously conducted in Tamil Nadu and Orissa States during 2012. 0\-ving to 
funding constraints, one additional FETPV course fur the northern states could not be 
conducted. The capacity of selected field veterinarians from high-risks states m 
epidemiological analysis of disease outbreaks was enhanced using the Regional FETPV 
curriculum based in Thailand, which was adapted ro a thrce-\-vcck module for India. 
Ho-..vever, the FETPV training for veterinarians from India is being sustained through the 
SAARC RSU, at Kathmandu in November 2012 and most recently in Sepkmber 2013. 

Outbreak inve-stigation courses for Field/District Veterinary Ofiicers: 
Two four-day Training of Trainer (TOT) workshops on outbreak investigations in HPJ\.! 
vulnerable areas (30 veterinarians) was conducted in March 2013 on: 

liP A I surveillance~ 
outbreak investigation and SOPs; 
epidemiological viewpoints of disease control and prevention; 
risk assessment, management and communication; and 
risk-based surveillance. 

ln order to sustain the effort to build the capacity of field veterinarians, this issue was fOllowed 
up with the State Directors for further training to the field veterinarians in the states. 
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Advocacy \Vorkshop: the \Vorkshop for senior policy makers was conducted on 20 September 
2013 to promote sustainable improvement of disease surveillance systems that will inform 
policy changes with State Animal Husbandry Departments and in DADF. The need for making 
epidemiology a i:ore discipline for animal and veterinary public health was also emphasised. 
Further group discussions were held on the policy and infi-astructural changes required m state 
and central levels and technical capacity upgrading needed to strengthen the existing 
surveillanct' systems. The Animal Husbandry Commissioner, Government of India and 
Commissioners/Directors from 24 States and Union Territories of the country participated and 
appreciated the work done by the project to improve the epidemiological capacity of the 
country and proposed that the pro_ject should continue wlth wider scope ro include other 
tmm;boundary animal diseases. 

Output 3: Establi<shment of a risk-based surveillance programme 

Develop a grassroots level surveillance programme: a surveillance approach directed at the 
grassroots level to improve disease detection and reporting of IIPAL Training materials 
developed in collaborat10n with the Soc1cty for Management of lnfOnnat10n, Lcammg and 
Extension (SMILE), Bhubaneswar, including a training manual, flipchart and a video, were 
used for imparting training to gra.;,;sroots level workers. Five ToT workshops for grassroots 
level disease detection and reporting (community-based animal health workers [CAil\Vs]) were 
conducted for 134 District Officers as per schedule given below: 

' 
State(s) (No. of District Officers) Date Loeation 

' Oris.:-.<1 (J.O) II March 20 l3 Ghubancswar 
Wc:-.t ll;;ngd (lR), Tripura (4) and Sikkim (4) , 2 April 2013 Kolkaia 
Monipur {13}, l'\agaland (7) and Mi:.r.oram (8} ; 4 April20!3 hr. phd 
Assan (20} and Meghalaya (6) 6 April2013 Guwat::ali 
Arum1chal Pradesh (l6) and Assam (8} & April2013 lt.anagar 

More than 5 000 paravets/CAHWs were trained in these districts on disease detection and 
reporting tt-om July to September 2013. The trainings provided current information on HPAI 
(and other significant disease issues) with an emphasis on disease detection and immediate 
reporting trom the grassroots level by the CAH\Vs.. 

The project team prepared standard operating procedures (SOPs): 

l. Outbreak investigation and response which covers all actions to be taken from the 
point of receirt of a repm1 of suspected HPAI and includes: 
• reporting of a suspected outbreak to the village officer/ para-vet /veterinarian; 
• arranging and conducting an initial visit to fann/poultry owner; 
.. clinical examination of sick birds: 
• i:ompletion of the Outbreak Investigation form; and 
• appropriate blosafety measures to be taken. 

2. Strengthening passive surveillance (detection, investigation, reporting and analysis) 
through the appropriate use of active and risk-based surveillance for states to develop 
their surveillance plans. The early detection of outbreaks of II PAl (so called 'passive 
surveillance') is c-ritical to reducing the risk of ongoing virus transmission and of 
continuing outbreaks. This activity i~ complementary to the current passive 
surveillance conducted by States where data is compiled and analyL:ed at regional 
centers c .. PD ADM AS. 
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3. Production of a biosecurity brochure consisting of a set of management practices. 
which when followed, collectively reduces the potential for the transmission/spread of 
disease-causing organisms- including ilie avian influenza virus onto and between site~. 
animals and humans. The principles of biosecurity (isolation, movement contml, 
cleaning and disinfection and \Vastc management) were emphasized. 

Guidelines for plannlng HPA1 surveillance using a risk based approach \vere developed and 
submitted to the Government. These guidelines are in the form of a checklist that will enable 
the planning of active and risk-based surveillance at the district leveL 

EpiNet, a fortnightly Jist-server newsletter dedicated to HPAI epidemiolob')' and other 
important emerging diseases, is being circulated across the country to sustain engagement with 
FETPV trainees and to create awareness regarding the critical role of surveillance and 
epidemiology at all levels of government. Information on liP AI outbreaks across the world is 
being updated regularly. 

Output 4: Improved understanding of epidemiology of HPAI in India for rational and 
targeted control of HPAI 

Continuation of research on structured virus isolation, characterization, and phylogenetic 
studies: 

Collaboration amongst the DADF Epidemiology Unit, I Iigh Security Animal Disease 
Laboratory (IISADL) and Duke-National University of Singapore (Duke-NUS) "\Vas 
coordinated to further investigate the epidemiology of HPAI in India using molecular 
epidemiology techniques. Virus isolation and molecular characterization with probable 
sourcc(s) of virus 1ntroduction. includlng virus evolution continued. The jo1nt molecular 
epidemiology study was also carried out bei:'Nccn F AO-lndia. IISADL and Duke-NUS to 
include HPAI sequence data and spatial and temporal data of HPAI outbreaks ftom 
Bangladesh, Bhutan, Myanmar and Nepal, for analysis and improved understanding of HP /\I 
virus evolution in the sub-region. Improved data sharing was evident as a result of this 
collaboration. 

Additionally, a research study entitled Spatio-femporal epidemiolo~v of Hi5;h~v Pathogenic 
Avian b?fluenza (suh~vpe H5Nl) in pou/tJ')/ in eastern india was completed by one of the 
project epidemiologists and is cuncntly undergoing final review for publication in the 
international journal, Preventive Veterinrtry Medicine. This \vork stands. out as an important 
output of lhe project" representing a significant -cGntribution to improving risk based 
surveillance based upon a greater understanding of the epidemiology of I I5Nl in \Vest Bengal. 
Assam and Sikkim States between 2008 and 2012. 

The project conducted the Tem1inal \Vorkshop on 24 September 2013 at Hotel Ashok, New 
Delhi. Key stakeholders attended the workshop The main project outputs were summarized in 
the presentations followed by a panel dlscussion. The pancllists included Peter Kenmore, R. S. 
Rana, Subhash Morzaria, A-1ohinder Oberoi and A. B. Negi. The issues raised in the Advocacy 
workshop by the policy makers of the Government Gf India and the State 
Directors/Commissioners of Animal Husbandry were discussed and the key components which 
need to be strengthened under the epidemiology programme were summarized under: 

• strengthening capacity building in epidemiology and surveillance~ 
• involvement of various stakeholders, including those from industry, public health. 

poultry (including backyard) sector and others~ 
• framing of ouidelines and legislation to help in its imph:mentation; and 
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• the need for consistent and complementary national and regional vision for controlling 
H PAl and other transboundary animal diseases. 

The end of project report has been prepared and submitted to the Regional Manager ofF AO's 
Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific for approvaL 
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""Monitoring AI virus variants in Indonesian poult~')' and defining an effective and sustainable 
yaccimttion strateg.}'" 

Project code: OSRO/INS/703/USA 

Donor: USA 

Contribution: USD 1 630 500 

Implementation: 01/10/07- 30!12/10 

Target areas: nationwide 

Contact: Daniele Donati 
Title: Chief, Emergency Operations Service 
Email: tian:ele.dunali (d•fao.tP' 

Objective: 

Key partners: 

Beneficiaries 
reached: 

Activities 
implemented: 

Impact: 

To conduct virus chan1clerization and nu1.pping of lndonesmn antigenic variants 
with intensified Highly Pathogenic Avian Jntluenza (HPAI) field isolate collection 
and analysis, and to provide recommendations. for an appropriate vaccination 
strategy to prevent and control HPAI in Indonesia. 

Ministry of Agriculture, local govemment livestock service~ and national and 
international rese-arch groups. 

National veterinary authorities and animal health and livestock service:-. at 
provincial, district and municipal level; poultry producers and traders: the general 
public; and the iniernntumal community. 

• Biological and genetic characterization of 244 H5Nl isolates (266 total viruses) 
from 317 ~amples in Indonesia, repre.'ienting approximately 90 districts 
predominantly from hackyard chickens. 

Challenge te:-.ting of antigenic variants and vaccine strains selec'ti1m. 

• Technical recommendations for the vaccination strategy and capacity building. 

• Localf--1TOCu:emcnt o-f supplies and equipment to facilitate the collection of fie-ld 
isobtes and :..uppm1 the Disease lnve:-.tigation Centres in pertimning antigenic 
characterization of viruses and analysing resulting data, 

• Improved knowledge of circulating H5Nl viruses to directly inform vaccine 
policy. 

Development o~- a safe. efficacious vaccine for use in Indone<.,ia. 

• Increased capacity of Indonesian laborat01ics to :PCrfo-rm antigenic 
characterintion of viruses and analyse results. 

Technical recommendations made to pruvide a foundation upon which a 
comprehensive- national vaccination strate-gy can be develop-ed. 

httn://v.-v.-v. _ boJJrgfeners_e:lcie-, 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Since 2004, Highly Pathogenic A vi an Influenza (HPAI) outbreaks have been docunented in :n of 
rndones!a's 33 pmvinces, Based on available surveillance data, HPAI appeared to be endemic on the 
i:,;land of Java, Bali. anti part~ of Sumalra and Sulawesi, of which the mosl heavily affecteU provinces 
were: Lampung (Sumatra 1sland) and Yogyakarta, Central Java and West Java (Java Island). In mid-
2004, mass Government sponsored vaccinatio-n was implemented for sector 4 and small-scale sector 3 
producer~. However, !he vaccination efforts were um:ble to achieve effeCLtve covemge for poultry in 
rndonesia, as a re~ult of technical issues related tn the vac.:ines themselves, such as poor antigenic 
content, cold chain ,md application issues, lack of structured approach to post-vaccination monitoring 
and continued use of ineffective vaccine,<-, (heterologous H5N2 and H5NY vaccine,<-,)_ 

As a response, the internationally collaborative Vaccine Efficacy Project was designed to identify and 
chanu.:lerize HPAI virus variants m lndone:.ian poult::-y and provide recommendatiOns for an effective 
<md smtainahle vaccin~tion strategy. h'> aim was to determine m;;.jor antigenic differences among some 
Indonesian strains leading to vaccine failure. Therefore, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations (FAO}. under the umbrella of the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE)-FAO 
Network of Expertise on Animal Influenza (OFFLU}, implemented a project for "Nlonitoring avian 
inlluenLa (AI) nrus variants in lndonesisn poultry and defining an effective and :mstainable vaccination 
strategy" (OSRO/I;\IS/703/USA), supported by leading scientists from a range of ~cientific fields 
including virology, epidemiology. bioinformatics, vaccinology, labo:-atory diagnostics and poultry 
production. 

ln collaboration with national and international partners, the OrFLU project conducted biological and 
genetic characterization <:nd analysis of 244 H5N I HPAI viruses, isul:.Jted frof:l 3l7 samples, which were 
collected across 9H districts from 2{}07-2009, predominantly from village-based poultry in Indonesia. 
The genetic analysis indicated that all Indonesian viruses from animal sources characterized under the 
projec[ were found within the virus grouping "dade 2.1 ''. Pun her analy,<--,is sugge~ted that Indonesia 
experienced a single introduction of H5!'\l HPAI, which was followed by the subsequent in-country 
evolution of the virus. To fUrther understand !he evolution of the HSN l HPAI virus in Indonesia and the 
subsequent impc.ct of vaccines applied to poultry, antigenic cartography was applied as a new tool fOr 
assessment of antigenic differences between vaccine strains. and circulating viruses and technology 
transfer. Overall, the outcome of biologic, genetic and antigenic analyses of the viruses in Indonesia 
cont1ibuted to safe and efficacious poultry vaccines with updated :-.tr<:.ins u~ing reverse genetic~ 

technology, This work also improved the epidemiological understanding of viruses circulating in village
based ?OUitry across a large geographical area and highlighted the- need !o include representative
sampling from all poultry pnxluction sectors. 

In a sustainable approach lo technology transfer and laboratory capacity building, the animal health 
laboratory network \Va~ establi~hed fm· the detection. isolation and characterization uf influenza viruses 
across the Disease Investigation Centres, representing the first coordinated effort of its kind for 
moni1o1ing nf inl1uenza in animals at a national leveL Cz.pacity building technology transfer efforts were 
conducted within tbis network in suppnrt of the rapid and ac.:urate diagnosis of H5N1 HPAI in 
Government veterinary laboratories and of a ~ustainablc mechanism to monitor viruses and vaccine 
efficacy in the field. 

Ongoing ne-eds \'l:erc identified during the final technical mee!ing {on 28 and 29 October 2010) and 
included continued support to the: ( 1) sustainahle laboratory system estahlished for intluenza virus 
monitming (IVM), consisting of three major pillars: i) identify potential virus variants: ii) identify 
potential candidates for updated challenge rcnd vaccine strains (antigenic relevance); and iii) monitor 
efficacy of vaccines in use. ·with progre>:-:ive engagement of national, industry and university 
labormories: and (2) development of a viable mechanis:m for registration and licensing of vaccines 
(inactivated conventional or rewrsc genetics and novel vectored or rcsssonant vaccine~) that 
demonstrate efficacy again<;t relevant Indonesian ~trains that are identified through the IV!\'1. Activities in 
suppot1 of these needs were included under the FAO national programme (OSRO/INS/604/lTSA) for 
January-September 2011. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Project background 

Highly Pathogenic Avian Intlucnza (HPAI) is caused by the lntlucnza A H5Nl vims and poses 
a significant threat to the world's human and avian populations. ln chickens, infections cause 
rapid systemic disea~e and high mortality. At the time of this report ( 15 Decembet· 2011), 
573 human cases have been confirmed worldwide, 59 percent of which resulted in fatalities. In 
Indonesia, which hm; been of growing concern in relation to human cases, of 182 officially 
reported human cases 150 have been fatal. Every human infection creates the possibility for 
genetic reassortment between H5N l and a human influenza virus. This reassortment could 
generate a new strain of influenza virus that possesses the ability to transmit from human-to
human and cause a human influenza pandemic of unkno'.vn proportions. Thus. immediate action 
to control the virus and decrease (he risk of human infection is imperative. 

Indonesia is a global hot spm for the HPAI epiLootic in poultry and for human H5Nl infections. 
Owing to high levels of H5Nl virus circ1.Jlating in poultry, and frequent contact between p01.1ltry 
and humans, Indonesia remains a likely origin of a human int1uenza pandemic. Underlying this 
pandemic risk is the ongoing health risk posed by infected poultry. Since HPAI was first 
recogniL-ed in 2003, it has become enzootic in poultry throughout much of lndone~ia. Outbreaks 
continue to be reported on every island where veterinary services are actively monitor:lng the 
diseuse, with high incidences on Java, Sumatru, Bali and .Sulawesi. Indonesia's 242 million 
citizens live in an area one-fifth the geographic size of the Vnited States. The annual population 
of L4 billion poultry consi~ts or approximately 970 million broilers, IOO million layers, 
300 million backyard chickens and 35 million ducks (Directorate General of Livestock Services, 
2006) that are frequently raised in close proximity to humans and traded through live bird 
markets. Poultry raising at the household level (for food and income) is common. ~·foreover, 
Indonesians traditionally use live birds for home consumption, ceremonial requirements and 
entertainment, creating numerous opportunities for exposure to the virus. 

Indonesia introduced a policy of vaccination against avian intluenza (AI) in early 2004 as one of 
the me-asures aimed m controlling the burgeoning HPAI epidemic. All vaccines used had to be 
registered with the Government of Indonesia. At the time the project was initiated, 15 vaccines 
were registered, including H5N I, H5N2 and HS!\9 fmm Chinese, European, Indonesian and 
Mexican production laboratories. 

At the beginning of the project, the Government pollcy was to provide and deliver vaccine for 
village-based poultry (e.g. sector 4) and to permit commercial companies to vaccinate their 
flocks with a registered vaccine of their choice. A number of problems were encountered, 
including the inability lo adequately monitor vaccine use and variable vaccine efficacy. 
Additional issues encountered for small-scale producers in sectors 3 and 4 included: insufficient 
vaccine stocks and logistical capacity to provide adequate coverage, an inadequate cold chain, 
poor biosecurity and biosafety, and weak programme management. 

The preliminary results of a collaborative vaccine efficacy project between the Government of 
Indonesia, the Food and Agriculture Organi7atlon of the United Nations (FAO) and [he Cnitcd 
States Department of Agriculture (LSDA) Southeast Poultry Research Laboratory (SEPRL} 
(Georgia, USA} indicated that at lea~t one antigenic variant "'.'irus (A/chi-cken/\tVest Java/PWT
WD/2006) had emerged in Indonesia against which immunity induced by current vaccine 
strains, using a standardized intranasal chal1cngc test, was not protective. Analysis of the 
challenge study result:-. concluded thut A/chicken/\Vest Java/PWT-WIJ/2006 was antigenically 
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distant to the vaccine strains that were currently in usc in Indonesia, such that the vaccines did 
not confer effective protection against the West Javan variant ~train: howeveL the prevalence 
and distribution of the strain was not fully under:-.tood. 

Indonesia's control strategy for HPAI has nine components, one of which ls the vaccination of 
domestic poultry. To gain insight into the viruses circulating in village-based poulrry production 
systems. the ·world Organisation for Animal Health (OIE)/FAO Network of Expertise on 
Animal Intluenza (OFFLU) project proposed to conduct biological and genetic characterization 
and analysis of H5NI HPAI from representative poultry sectors and geographic hrcations in 
Indonesia. To further understand the evolution of the H5N I AI virus in Indonesia and the 
subsequent impact of vaccines applied to poultry, the OFFLU project proposeJ. to apply 
antigenic cartography to AI viruses. These activities served to help identify candidate viruses for 
challenge strains and updated vaccine strains. In parallel, laboratory capacity building activities 
were undertaken to improve the capacity in national laboratories to perfonn advanced virus 
characterization and challenge testing where adequate facilities are available. Finally, Project 
partners together with other :>.takeholders contributed to technical recommendations l"or a 
vaccinrttion strategy including vaccine(s) selection. 

1.2. Financial contribution of the Donor 

The project was implemented from October 2007 to December 2010. The Government of the 
United States of America rhroug.h the United Stares Agency for International Development 
(USAID) contributed USD 830 500 for Phase I (October 2007 September 2008) and 
USD 800 000 for Phase II (October 2008-0ecember 201 0) to implement the project 
OSRO/INS/703/USA, ''Monitoring AI virus variants in Indonesia poultry and defining m1 

effective and sustainable vaccination strategy." Under the first phase. an additional 
USD 200 000 wa:... allocated from the Australian Agency for Intemational Development-funded 
OSRO/INS/701/AUL project as complementary funding, in :-.upport of project activities, 

1.3. Project objectives 

The project aimed to conduct virus characterization and mapping of Indonesian antigenic 
variants with intensified HPAI field isolate collection and analyses. \Vith information provided 
by biological characterization of virus isolates and challenge testing, the project collaborated 
with national and international research group:., including the SEPRL, the Australian Animal 
Health Laboratory (AAHL), Erasmus University and national Disease Investigation Centres 
(DICs) to develop recommendations on how to monitor for antigenic changes in circulating 
strains, ensure relevance of strains used for challenge testing poultry AI vaccines, and to select 
potentially efficacious candidate vaccine viruses, including provision of low pathogenicity 
rever:<.e genetics virus :strains for use as vaccines. The project wa:-. expe-cted lo respond to the 
immediate need for updated vaccine strains and to provide recommendations for an appropriate 
vaccination strategy to prevent and control HPA I in Indonesia. 

Specifically, the objective:... were as follows, to: 

• screen for antigenic/genetic variants, especially among a targeted subset of already 
collected i:.ola1es; 

• obtain a representative sample of circulating HPAI viruses across all sectors in 
lndonesia: 

• determine the ability of registered vaccines to provide protection against each selected 
isolate, and, if necessary, select new vaccine seed strain(s); 
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• improve the capacity in Indonesian laboratories to perform advanced vtrus 
characterization and challenge testing where adequate facilities are available; and 

• partner with other stakeholders to contribute technical re-commendations to a vaccination 
strategy including vaccine(s} selection and prepare a revised costing of the proposed 
strategy. 

1.4 Planned beneficiaries 

The project planned to benefit the fo11owing persons and instilutions: 

• national veterinary DICs: from direct capacity building activities, reagent and equipment 
procurement, and im:rea:.;ed informacion sharing ami communication through 
implementation of network activities; 

• poultry owners, producers and traders: from a reduced incidence of HPAI thmugh 
improved vaccination programmes; 

• national veterinary and veterinary public health services: from the training provided to 
local go\iemrnenl livestock agencies in management, technical understanding and 
responsibilities regarding epizootic disease control; 

• district, municipal and pruvinciallocal government animal health and livestock services 
in Indonesia: from increased capacity and expertise in HPAI surveillance and response~ 

• Indonesian population: from a reduced risk of Al; and 
• international community: ii"mn a reduced ri~k of the spread or HPAI and of lhe human 

influenza pandemic. 

2. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 

2.1 Implementation arrangements 

FAO implemente-tl this project in close collaboration with the Ministry of Agriculture (MoA) 
and local government livestock services. The project activities were carried out by the Animal 
Health Service (AGAH), the Emergency Operations Service (TCES) and the Emergency Centre 
for Transboundary Animal Diseases (ECTAD) of FAO. There \Vas additional collaboration with 
OFFLU laboratories, Livestock Policy Service of FAO (AGAL} and respective universilies. 

The MoA was the counterpart Government institution and provided coordination through 
existing channels. Technical backstopping uf the project "\Vas. provided through ECTAD. based 
within the Emergency Prevention System (EMPRES) for Tran3bounda:ry Animal and Plant Pesh 
and Diseases programme of AGAH in FAO headquarters and Bangkok. In addition, AGAL also 
provided backstopping on the analysis of socio-economic variables related to the 
implementation of a vaccination programme. 

2.2 :Main project activities 

2.2. HPAI field isolate collection for biological and genetic characteriz.a:tion 

• Characterization of 244 H5Nl isolates (266 total viruses) from 317 samples in Indonesia, 
representing approximately 90 districts predominantly from backyard chickens. 

• Sele-etion and production or reference antisera and antigens for Indonesia. 
• Antigenic cartography data from 100 isolates, in addition to biologic and molecular data, 

was used to select five candidate vaccine strains and six potential challenge strains for 
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further investigation. Viruses were received at SEPRL for ·vaccine construct and 
challenge studies in June 2009. 

• DIC \Vates was nominated as focal point for antigenic cartography. A work plan was 
developed, and capacity building activities for amigcnic cartography were initiated in 
July 2009. 

• Six of the seven DICs conducted prescreening of 276 H5 positive virus i:mlates from 
2008 to 2010 during April and May 2010 and submitted results to DIC Wates, where 
analysis was initiated for selection of variants to he forwarded for further 
characterization. 

• Three laboratories were nominmed to support genetic characterization of antigenlc 
variants, launch the capacity building activities for sequencing and bench-side 
workshops. 

• The Director-General of Livestock and Animal Health Services in Indonesia agreed in 
principle to the release of virus sequences into the public domain in June 2010_ 

• Presentations were made at the (i) seventh International Symposium for AI Jn April 2009 
in Athen~, Georgia, USA; and (ii) regional meeting on '"'"Molecular epidemiology of 
origin ami evolution -of HSNl HPAI virus in Asia," (USDA;FAO) in Bangkok, Thailand, 
in September 2009; and by the (iii) national scientist in collaboration with OFFLU at the 
National Scientific Conference in Bogor, July 20l0, on ''Initial study of antigenic 
dive-r~ities of AI virus HSN1 in Indonesia u:-.ing reference antbera produced for antigenic 
cartography'". 

2.2.2 Challenge testing of antigenic variants and vaccine strains ~election 

• Signing of collaborative Material Transfer Agreement (MTA) between the Directorate 
General of Livestock Services {DGLS), AAHL, SEPRL <Jnd industry, and receipt of 
selected vaccine candidate and challenge strains at SEPRL in June 2009 to continue 
vaccine development and challenge testing. 

• Selection of five vaccine strains and six challenge strains based upon data generated 
from antigenic and molecular characterization of i~olates. 

• Return of fully characterized isolates to Indonesia to contribute to updated vaccine 
proJuction and challenge models. DGLS informed vaccine manufacturers of the 
availability of the candidate vaccine and challenge viru~es and invited them to rellieve 
the vlruses from the ~1oA Veterinary Biologicals Laboratory (Pusvetma) and the 
National Veterinary Drug Assay Laboratory for Indonesia (BPM SOH). 

• Challenge tests conducted using available reverse genetics constructs at SEPRL using 
updated challenge vlruses selected from the OFFLU project data. Six reverse genetics 
(RG) virus seed strains were generated at SEPRL. Results indicated that of the six, four 
RG virus seed strains generated protective titres. significantly reduced virus shedding 
and provided equivalent proteclion against challenge viruses selected from the 
November 2009 Technical Meeting as compared to conventional inactivated vaccines 
generated using two of the same seed strains. 

2.2.3 Capacity building 

Please refer to the Section 2.4: Training for capacity building activities conducted under the 
project. 
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2.2.4 Technical recommendations for the vaccination strategy 

• FAO interim recommendations were submitted to the DGLS in April 2008. These 
recommendations \-Vere updated in June 2009 based upon data analysed from the OFFLL 
project. 

• Development of a mechanism to monitor AI antigenic variants, involving all DICs and 
collaborating labomtories using a virus pre-screening assay and antigenic cartography. 

• Consultation with a legal firm specializing in intellectual property completed. 
• Development and assessment of newly engineered low pathogenicity reverse genetics 

vaccine stmin(s) for Indonesia selected through data gathered from this project. 
• OFFLU technical review meetings with open forum held in June and November 2008, 

and in November 2009. The meetings provided an overview of the OFFLU Indonesia 
project activities and included presentations from national vaccine manufacturers, 
universities and industry stake holders in order to update the status of HPAI ln Indonesia 
as well as laboratory activities and parallel projects engaged in the control HPAL 

• The final OFFLC project technical review meeting was heJd in Jakarta on 28 and 
29 Oc"tober 2010, and a set of recommendations was produced. 

• A report was prepared by a socio-economist on ''Vaccination and surveillance costs tOr 
opcmtional research project in Indonesia" under this project. 

• Interviews of 155 broiler chicken farmers (average flock size 2 700) and 56 layer 
chicken fanners (average flock size 2 200) were conducted for the the Indonesian Cemer 
for Agriculture Socio-Economic Policy Studies field survey '"Assessment of farm level 
financial incentives and willingness to pay for HPAI vac-cination in Indonesia" in 
13 districts/municipalitie~ in western Java. 

2.2.5 Procurement 

Supplies and equipment were procured locally to facilitate the collection of field isolate.'> and 
suppmt DIC~ in performing antigenic characteriLation or viruses and analysing re:-.ulting data. 

2.3 Actual beneficiaries 

The following have benefited from the project activities to-date: 

• The national veterinary DICs, the Balai Besar Penelitian Veteriner Veterinary Research 
Institute (Bbalitvet), Pusvetma, and the National Veterinary Drug Assay Laboratory 
benefite-d directly from on-site asse-ssment visits and workshops, which have 
strengthened the technical capacity at the laboratory level and launched a laboratory 
network for monitoring AI viruses including genetic and antigenic characterization, such 
as antigenic cartography, as a tool to monitor antigenic variants in Indonesia with 
increased information sharing and communication through implementation of network 
activities. 

• Distriu, municipal and provincial local government animal health and livestock services 
in Indonesia benefited from increased capacity and expertise in HPAI surveillance and 
response. 

• Stronger ties with the university personnel have resulted in including representatives in 
the OFFLU technical review meetings and training worhhops. 

• The poultry industry benefited from increased communication with the MoA and its 
cooperation ami inclusion in project activities. 
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• Poultry owners, producers and traders benefited directly from a reduced incidence of 
HPAl resulting from improved vaccination programmes. 

• The [ndonesian population benefited from a reduced risk of AI. 
• The international community benefited from a reduced risk of the spread of HPAI and of 

a human influenza pandemic. 

2.4 Training 

The following training and capacity-building activities vvere carried out under the project: 

• OFFLU workshops were conducted on introductory molecular and antigenic analysis for 
82 Indonesian scientists representing all DICs. four veterinary faculties, industry and the 
~1oA (November 2008, March ami September 2009). 

• Eight Indonesian scientists from the DICs and commercial poultry industry were hosted 
at AAHL for training on molecular and antigenic chamcterization of viruses (June 2008, 
October 2009). 

• Six lndone"oian scientists participated in bench-side training for sequencing at AAHL in 
November 20 I 0. 

• The FAO/OFFLE scientist has completed five momhs of capacity building activities in 
close coordination with AAHL. Support visits, workshops and technical assessments 
were conducted at DIC Wates, DIC Denpa<>ar and DIC Bukittinggi. Capacity building 
activities for antigenic cattography were undertaken in close coordination with AAHL 

• A national FAO/OFFLU technical officer was recruited to assist with the coordination of 
OFFLU activities in close co11aboration with representatives from the Directorate of 
Animal Health (DAH)/ National HPAI Campaign tv1anagement Unit (Ct\·1U), the seven 
DICs. particularly DIC \Yates, and other relevant public sector structures and private 
sector stakeholders to support the transfer of activities to Indonesia. 

• Completion of the User Acceptance Testing Workshop and suhsequent activities to 
launch InfoLabP!us. 

2.5 Difficulties encountered during implementation 

• Project implementation was slower than .anticipated. The project initially faced 
difficulties with the shipment of samples out of Indonesia. Through the efforts of the 
ECTAD team based in Indonesia, however, isolates were shipped to AAHL Revision of 
the existing MTA \vas again requested during the spring of 2009 and agreement 
achieved by September 2009. 

• Two project partners included in Phase I (the Veterinary Laboratories Agency and the 
Central Institute for Animal Disease Control_) retired from the project owing to a lack of 
Indonesian biological material for scientific study. As a consequence, the transmission 
studies and some viral characterization originally proposed were not pe-rformed. 

• \Vhile recommendations were generated through the- outcomes of the technica1 review 
meetings for Indonesia (refer to 2.2.4), the impact of these recommend~tions remains 
difficult to quantiry. One example is that the official governmental recommendalion for 
use of H5N2 vaccines in Indonesia was not revoked until April of 2009, despite repeated 
recommendations through this project and others against their usc. This has resulted in 
much confusion at the field level and may indeed have encouraged the marketing of 
mislabeled vaccines, as the vaccine industry recogniLed that the H5~2 vaccines were 
ineffective, but the Government stance was pro-H5N2. 
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• Collected isolates should be representative of major circulating viruses. Isolates 
characterized to-date are representative or 2007, and too few are from !he commercial 
poultry industry and from western Java. 

• The project encountered extreme difficulcies in returning the fully characterized vaccine 
and challenge virus strains to Indonesia. A combination of issues from the Australian 
Government regulations, in adctition to slow reactivity to urgent issues, hindered the 
process significantly. 

• While the DGLS have agreed in principle tn pursue collaboration with the private 
vaccine companies, there is still much confusion about the status of challenge testing of 
current influenza vaccines as well as vaccine registration. 

3. PROJECT IMPACT 

The OFFLV project in Indonesia significantly improved the knowledge of circulating H5N 1 
viruses to directly inform vaccine policy. The project also developed a novel, more efficacious 
vaccine, and increased the capacity of Indonesian scientist:-. and laboratories to lead the vaccine 
development process. 

• Improved knowledge of circulating HSN 1 viruses to directly inform vaccine policy 

The characterization and analysis of 244 virus isolates from 317 samples at AAHL (an 
international reference laboratory for AI) provided insight into the viruses predominately 
circulating in village-based poultry. This knowledge contributed to the understanding of the 
epidemiology of circulating viruses in Indonesia and highlighted the need to have representative 
sampling from ali poultry production sectors. Additionally. these analyse~ provided further 
evidence that the use of H5N2 vaccines should not be recommeml.ed in Indonesia owing to the 
antigenic distance between Lhe vaccine virus and the predominant subclade 2.L3 viruses 
circulating ln the country. 

• Development of a safe, efficacious vaccine fm· usc in Indonesia 

The outcome from the biological, genetic and antigenic analysis of these viruses served as the 
basis for the selectiun of five updated candidate vaccine strains and six candidate vaccine 
challenge testing viruses for Indonesia. At the national level, the~e and other data were 
considered, and the selection was narrowed to four candidate vaccines viruses and two 
challenge testing viruses (to represent the two hroad antigenic groups In subclade 2. I .3). As an 
indication uf improved sharing and transparency, the selected strains were provided tu SEPRL 
under a collaborative Mf A between the Indonesian Govern men!. a poultry production company, 
AAHL and SEPRL so that the candidate vaccine strains could be challenge tested against at 
]east four antigenically distinu challenge viruses. 

When the strains are provided w vaccine manufacturers, it ls expected that they will provide 
more efficacious vaccines for distribution and usc in Indonesia. It is expected that the 
antigenicity of new generation vaccines will be higher than vaccines previously produced in 
Indonesia and that this will also contribute to more efficacious vaccines. In addition, certified 
low pathogenicity reverse genetics derived vaccine strains based upon the same four candidate 
vaccine viruses \Vcrc generated, and will also be provided to [ndoncsia for consideration as 
alternatives to generating inactivated vaccines from highly pathogenic strains. 

At an international level, these analyses identified a new third-order subclade circulating in 
Indonesia, and this information wa.<; submitted for consideration. Improved transparency was 
achieved through presentations given at both the 7th International Symposium on AI (April 
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2009) and at the Regional Meeting nn ~ .. tnlccul;Jr Epldcminlogy of Origin and Evolution of 
H51\-l HPAI Virus in Asia (USDA/FAO, Bangkok. Thailand, September 2009). The 
Government agreed to place the sequence data generated from thi.s project in the public domain 
(deposited to GenBank). 

• Increased capacity of Indonesian laboratories to perform antigenic characterization of 
viruses and analyse results 

To further understand the evolution of the H5Nl HPAI virus ln [ndone:.ia and the .subsequent 
impact of vaccines applied to poultry, the OFFLU project pioneered the application of a method 
knov;:n as antigenic cartography to AI viruses. This technique was developed to chamctcrizc 
hunmn influenza viruses and used to facilitate human vaccine .strain selection for seasonal 
influenza viruses .since 2002. OveralL the outcome of biologic, genetic and antigenic analyses of 
these viruses in Indonesia contributed to the identification of updated candidate vaccine strains 
fnr poultry. 

In a sustainable approach to technology transfer anti laboratory capacity building, an animal 
health laboratory network wa:. established for the detection, isolation and characterization of 
influenza vlruses across the veterinary DICs, representing the flrst coordinated effort of its kind 
for monitoring of influenza in animals at a mtional level. Focal point laboratories were 
nominated to coordinate and conduct advanced antigenic characterization and sequencing. 
Capacity building technology transfer efforts were conducted within thi:-. network, in close 
coordination with AAHL, through a series of consultations, working groups and workshops 
from the international reference laboratories to the network in support of the rapid and accurate 
diagnosis of HSN 1 HPAI in government veterinary laboratories, and to establish a sustainable 
mechanism to monitor viruse:. and vaccine efficacy in the field. Other impacts at the national 
laboratory leve1 were achieved through workshops and individual laborat01y assessments and 
training. These include: improved harmonization of molecular and serological methods and 
virus-naming strategies, improved indu.sion of epidemiological data upon sample intake. and 
broader acceptance and improved capacity of the updated InfoLab-PlHs pla1form 

• Technical recommendations made to provide a foundation upon which a comprehensive 
national "·accination strategy can be deYeloped 

This project contributed technical recommendations, including monitoring of field strains for 
antigenic variant:. through the. FAO recommendation:. on vaccination (March 2008 and :tvlay 
2009), six technical review meetings, and technical expert teleconferences to address specific 
questions, as well as to provide a cost evaluation for vaccination of village-based poultry. W"hi1e 
the impact of these recommendations i.s not yet realized, these inputs are expected to provide a 
foundation upon which a comprehensive national vaccination strategy could he developed. 

4. RECOJ\1MENDATTONS AND FINDINGS (additional rccommcndatlons in Annexes 1-3) 

For Sustainability- A National Programme to monitor antigenic variants should include: 

• Structured prospective surveiHancc of AI viruses representative of all poultry industry 
sectors and geographic locations w deliver a comprehensive understanding of the national 
situation and allow recommendations relevant for both commercial and village poultry 
sectors. 

• Continued development of technical competence for monitoring and genetic and phenotypic 
characterization of antigenic varlants across the laboratory network, with: 
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o Laboratories using harmoni?ed laboratory procedures and a data information 
platform to underpin a virus monitoring programme; 

o systems of quality assurance~ 
o ongoing mechanisms for communication across the laboratory network and the 

Directorate General of Livestock and Animal Health Services in support of the 
laboratory network activities; and 

o strategic approach to continually utilize and maintain molecular analysis equipment 
through routine application to pathogens in addition to HPAL 

• Appointment of a science manager with laboratory background to oversee, coordinate and 
ensure that result~ inform decisions at the centra11evd: 

o This post should be a position of adequate authority within DAH. 
• A structured system to generate quali[y-assured reagents required for antigenic 

characterization: 
o Prepare budget to improve facilities at Pusvetma including upgrading the poultry 

housing for production of antisera to BSL-2 level to avoid contamination; and 
o conduct a review of the facility renovation for HPAL as wel1 as the current poultr~y 

antigen/vaccine production capability for multiple omtigens. 
• A nationally coordinated mechanism to manage public-private partnerships to achieve a 

unified national analysis of data on emerging influenza viruses. 

For Vaccines and Vaccination 

• HSN l vaccine seed strains should be antigenically and genetica11y similar to the current 
circulating viruses {non-homologous straim ~hould be discouraged). 

• Owing to the divergent genetic evolution of AI ln Indonesian commercial production 
systems. (sectors l-2) as compared ro vlJlage-hased poultry (sectors J-4), more than one 
epidemiologically relevant and anti genically distinct seed strains may be necessary to cover 
all production sectors. 

• Proper administration of high-quality, potent vaccines per manufacturers' instructions is 
critical in indu..-:ing protective immunity in puultry populatiom: choice of antigen is not the 
only factor for successJul vaccination. 

• Consider using antigenic relevance to bulld flexibility into governmental regulations <md 
allow updated seed~ to continue to be introduced (e.g. can recommend ·'X" virus or its 
'·antigenic equivalent"): 

o Currently clade 2.1.3 predominates and within that subdade there are [WO major 
antigenic lineages: "common'" and \V J variant. 

o Map currently available Indonesian poultry vact·ine strains onto the antigenic 
cartography data map for Indonesia to indude vaccines in active use, a~ only the 
A/chicken/Legok/03 and A/turkey/England/73 antigens are available on the map. 

• In vivo challenge testing for efficacy evaluation of vaccines should usc antigcnicZ~lly 

relevant challenge virme~. Vaccine licenses should be issued in relation to a specific 
challenge virus. and because a single vaccine seed cannot protect from antigenically diverse 
challenge viruses, single challenge virus testing may be appropriate to fit specific sectors or 
geogmphic regions. Antigenica11y relevant challenge viruses selected using a two-tiered 
approach to test vaccines is sugges.ted to expedite crucial information needed for Indonesia, 
as well as for purposes of registration of newly available vaccines: 

o Pass challenge against common lineage subclade 2.l.3 (e.g. A/chickenl\Vcst Java 
Shg/29/2007); and 

o Pass challenge against West Javan variant subclade 2.1.3 (e.g. A/chicken/\Vest 
Java/S:I-11-PAT/2006 ). 
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• Additionally, consider different 1cvcls for vaccine registration to allow for faster updates to 
vaccine strains, based upon epidemiologically relevant virus data - for example, the l!S 
system has three levels: 

o autogenous registration (inactivated vaccines only): purity and safety data needed; 
o conditional registration: safety and purity and some efficacy data needed; and 
o full registration: safety and purity and efficacy and potency in full dossier formaL All 

live recombinant vaccines require full registration. 
• Register vaccines using technologies that can demonstrate high potential for providing 

protection against HPAI, for example: 
o live recombinant vaccines as an adjunct to inactivated vaccines for use in broiler 

sectors; and 
o vaccine seed strains produced using low pathogenic reverse genetics, which can 

achieve higher growth titres tn eggs. Their u~e improves employee and 
environmental safety because manufacturing can be managed under BSL-2 
conditions, 

• Inactivated vaccine~ produced from 1ow pathogenic reverse genetics seed strains should not 
be con~idcred as genetically modified organism~ for the purposes of registration. This is 
common international practice. 

• Consider the use of bivalent vaccines to achieve a broader immune response where the 
antigenic content for each seed virus is equivalent tu the monovalent Jose~ relevant research 
data for poultry is not yet available to wpport the use of >2 antigens in a vaccine. 

• A minimum vaccination protocol is a 2-dose regime to provide adequate protection 
throughout the production cycle. 

• Antigens used in hemagglutination inhibition (HI) serological evaluation should be urgently 
updated tq relevant virus strains to include the specific vaccine vims strain, and one or more 
antigens representative of H5N I HPAI currem field anJJor challenge viruses_ 

Recommendation to endorse the use of A/chickenflndonesia!Wates-l/2005 dade 2.1.3 at 
the DICs and other national laboratories as follows: 

• To aid in the comprehensive analysis of the serosurveillance efforts being conducted at the 
DICs, usc of an updated '"'"common" circulating field isolate, A/chickcn/lndonesia/W3tes-
1!2005 clade 2.1.3, as the antigen for conducting HI as~ays to a~sess vaccine protection. 

• Lse of a characterized and standardized hyperimmune H5 antiserum generated from this 
updated "'"c.Qmmon" circulating field isolate (Wates-l) is further recommended for typing of 
hemagglutitKition (HA)-positive agents, to be used in conjunction with the previously 
recommended pre:<.creening efforts for monitoring antigeni-c variation introduced by the 
OFFLU project. 

And: 

• Production of the standardized H5 antigen and hype1immune serum for V\1ates-l is. 
recommended to commence at an MoA nominated laboratory under a quality assurance 
system with guidance from AAHL; and reagents to ~ubsequently be assessed at the relevant 
regulatory body for veterinary biologics in line with previous recommendations from the 
OFFLU project (refer to 4a. above). 

Poultry serum sample:<. for H5N l serosurveillan-ce are re-ceived on a routine basis in the DICs in 
Indonesia. In general, it is difficult at the DIC level to apply the HI assay to specifically assess 
Yac.-cine response ( 1) owing to the usc of several antigenically distinct AI vaccines in Indonesia, 
and the lack of information on which vaccine has been applied in most cases. Therefore, it is 
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ofrcn not possible to select an appropriate homologous untlgcn to udequmcly assess vaccine 
response. 

Instead, an assessment of vaccine protection (2) is performed using the antigen(s) available in 
each laboratory. However, there arc currently at least t\-VO anti genically distinct antigens being 
produced and used in the DICs leading to difficulties in interpretation and comparison of 
serusurveilJance data from different DICs. 

Additionally, there is a need to generate standardized H5 hyperimmune antiserum that is 
broadly reactive against a well characterized, updated ''common" circulating field isolate from 
Indonesia tube useU for identification/typing (3) uf HA-posirive agents. 

Data from the OFFLU project for ''Monitoring AI virus variants in Indonesian poultry and 
defining an effective and sustainable vaccination strategy" (Government of Indonesia-FAO
OFFLU-USAID) supports the use of A/chickenllndonesia!Wates-112005 dade 2.L3 (Wates-1) 
for the production of hyperimmune antiserum and a homologous standardiLed antigen w 
represent an updated "common" circulating field isolate (refer to figures below). Quality 
reagents produced from Wates-1 should be readily available to all laboratories and can serve as 
a quality assurance controL as standardized reference~ against which other reagents can be 
compared and validated, and to allow intra- and inter-laboratory comparison~ of HI data. The 
use of other antigens as needed to adequately conduct the assays as above is encouraged 
under quality assurance guidelines. 

For International Engagement 

• The control of animal influenza requires a global approach as coordinated by OFFLU _ 
• The role or in1emational •·eference laboratories in the Indonesian programme should be 

defined and the mechanism of engagement agreed, with AAHL and OFFLU engaged in a 
prolonged programme of suppDrt to designa(ed national reference facilities in Indonesia to 
develop a high level or capability in the laboratory studies that unde1vin full virus 
characterization. 

• Indonesia-international partnerships ~hould include technical communication and timely 
sharing of data and biological materials, such as viral sequence data, \vhich contlibute not 
only to ongoing efforts in Indonesia but to the global efforts to control HPAI. 

• Continued provision of reagents specifically for antigenic cartography and associated 
prescreening from international partners is recommended until demonstrated technical 
competence and resources can be fully established in-country. 

• Surveillance for and characterization of HPAI in Indonesia can make other contributions to 
OFFLU ini(iatives for the management of influenza infections at the human animal 
interface. Continued active participation by Indonesia in OFFLU is valuable in the 
international context. 
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ANNEX 1. FAO interim recommendations on poultry vaccination against HPAI in Indonesia, 

March 2008 

FAO interim recommendations on poultry vaccination against HPAI1 in Indonesia 
-on behalf of OFFLU2·Marcb 2008 

Introduction 

Vaccination can be a useful tool in the control of enzootic HPAT providing that efficacious 
vaccine is available. the strategies for vaccination are clearly defined, appropriate and 
implementable, sust:.tinable and a~:companied by other control measure:., ~md that p(JSt

vaccination monitoring is undertaken. 

Indonesia introduced a policy of vaccination against H5N I in ear1y 2004 as one of the measures 
aimed at controlling the burgeoning HPAI epidemic. The Government vaccination campaign 
has had insufficient apparent impact on disease incidence. The large commercial sector has used 
vaccine widely and although information is limited it appears to have prevented infection and 
reduced commercial losses. Barriers to effective application of vaccination against AI virus in 
Indonesia indude difficulty to cover village backyard sm<11l producers and insufficiently defined 
vaccination strategies. In addition 10 !hal, the problem of new circulating strains and uncertain 
vaccine efficacy in ducks make the situation even more complex. 

This paper sets out interim recommendations regarding the national strategy for AI vaccination 
in Indonesia. As information becomes available from the OFFLU project 
(OSROiiNS/703/USA-AUL}, especially with identification of circulating H5Nl viruses, these 
recommendations will be reviewed and updated a'> necessary. 

Continuation of the vaccination policy 

The results of a collaborative Vaccine Effi~acy Project between GOI, FAO Indonesia technical 
statf and two OFl--'LU laboratories (AAHL·' and USDA-ARS4/SEPRL 5 ) were presented in June 
2007 in Jakm1a. The objectives of the study ":vere 10 evaluate lhe prote-C-tion conferred by 
currently avi1ilable vaccines agalm.t three Indonesian H5Nl field vlruses. The results showed 
that though the antibody response \Va'> g.ood, indicating that the vaccines were of high quality. 
the currently available vaccines were not fu11y protective in the challenge studies when using 
these 2006 viruses. Vaccine p-rotection was poorest for the viru:<. strain, A/chickeni\VesL 
Java/PTW-WIJ/06 (9/2006). pat1ly protective for a second strain, A/ckicken/PapuaiTAS/06 
(7/2006), and good for the thirtl strain, A/ckicken/WJ/SMI-HAMD/06 (5/2006). The variation in 
protection suggests significant variation in antigenicity of the tested field straim. 

The distribution and prevalence of new virus strains in Indonesia is -currently unknown. An 
improved knowledge of circulating HS~ 1 field vimse~ as well as the efficacy of currently used 
vaccines are expected through the OFFLU project6 (implemented by FAO on behalf on OFFLU 
beginnlng in October 2007) aimed at 'Monitoring AI virus variants in Indonesian poultry and 
defining an effective and sustainable vaccination strategy". Therefore, it is not yet possible to 
predict whether currently available vaccines will provide adequate protective immunity in 

t Highly Pathogenic Avian Inlluenza 
2 OIE/FAO Int1uenza network of expertise 
~ Australian Animal Health Laboratory, Geelong. Amtralia 
4 United State,; De-partment of Agriculture, Agricultural Re,;earch Service 
5 South East Pouitry Research Lah<.Jratory, Georgia, USA 
6 OSRO/JNS/703/USA-1\mAID 
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chickens and in other species across the country~ nor is information available to indicate 
whether specific virus strains are circulating in particular locations or poultry sectors - a 
situation that might lead to specific vaccines being used by locality or ~ector. Nevertheless these 
results show that vaccines are still effective against some circulating H5?'\l viruses. Consideting 
that the main purpose of vaccination is to decrease the level of circulating virus and therefore 
the risk of virus transmission. FAO recommends that the Indonesian ~1oA maintains a 
policy of vaccination but efforts are required to increase vaccination coverage of the 
poultry population. The precise vaccine selection will be reviewed following 
characterisation of representative field HSNt isolates. 

Targeted vaccination 

Given the enormous logistical effort required to undertake any country wide mass vaccination 
campaign and the limitations of the current programme in lndonesla, it is recommended that 
government sponsored vaccination should be extended to known heavily contaminated 
districts or pro'\"inces and to any targeted high risk populations. As experience in logistics 
and delivery are gained. extension of the vaccination campaigns should be considered using a 
risk based approach that will identify high risk production and marketing practices, in particular 
the current live poultry marketlng system. \Vhere vaccination is implemented, a programme w 
improve biosecurity of production units is also criticaL Moreover duck vaccination should be 
specifically considered as this species is recognlzed as a major reservoir of the vims. Known 
infected areas wirh a high incidence of HPAI in poultry and with human cases should be 
selectively targeted. 

Additionally, the use of vaccine by commercial producers must be regulated and monitored. A 
programme to promote effective use of vaccine by commercial industry should be implemented 
and should also include other risk mitigation measures such as improving biosecurity and 
general husbandry practices. It is. important that the logistics of a vaccination campaign are 
considered and the constraints clearly understood before embarking on any vaccination 
campaign. The logistics required must be identified by clearly defining vaccmat1on protocols 
(frequency, larget popu;alions. monitoring :-.emconversion), identifying cold chain requirements 
and by introducing an audit trail for monitoring vaccine supply and use. Data should be 
recorded not only for monltorin.g the vaccination use but also to be able to a~sess any impact of 
vaccination on disease control. Finally. HPAI viruses must continue to he collected to monitor 
any virus circulation in all vaccinated populations, including from large poultry imlusrries. 

:Monitoring of vaccine quality 

Good vaccine quality is a prerequisite for good vaccination efficacy and programme 
el'fectiveness. At this stage, the vaccine quality (or potency) is independent from vaccine 
matching with field strains. Some assessments of vaccine quality have previously been 
conducted and have shown that Indonesia is producing and importing good quality vaccincs7

. 

However. there might he some variability between vaccine batches. The quallty and quantity of 
antigen as we11 a~ the type of adjuvant play an important role in vaccine quality. 
In vilro quality control of inactivated AI vaccines is. not standardized and established in the 
inter!lational pharmacopoeia. However vaccine immune response can he a..;;scssed in vivo using 
SPFl"i birds in experimental conditions and measuring the level of post-vaccination-induced 
antibodies. These tests do not require any challenge trials. Then to assess vaccine quality the 
antigen used in the HI test to detect vaccine-induced antibodies should be the same as the 

' Ivo Claassen et al. (2006) 
3 Specific Parhogen Free 
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antigen used to produce the vaccine. The vaccine manufacturer should be required to provide 
the labordtory performing the HI9 test with the antigen used for vaccine production. Producers 
shuukl be encouraged to raise their antigen content to achieve a 1:120 average HI (iter in :.ingle 
immunized specific pathogen free layer chickens. 

FAO recommends that the quality of all vaccines currently used in Indonesia be 
continually monitored. These controls could be conducted by the Veterinary Drug Assay 
Laboratory on a regular basis and by a clearly established programme_ Results should be made 
publicly available and poor performing vaccines should be dcrcgistcrcd. 

Vaccine selection 

accine strains 

Preliminary results of the OFFLU project seem to confirm the results obtained in the trials 
conducte-d by USDA-ARS/SEPRL: vaccine strains that -closely match antigenically to HPAI 
H5K 1 vlruses are more protectlve than classical LPAI w vaccine strains. NA subtype is not 
relevant to the field protection Therefore. F AO recommends that H5Nl vaccine.'i {Legok/03) 
or anJ' HS Reverse Genetic vaccine prepared from HPAI Eurasian HSNl strains be used 
and preferred over any H5N2 vaccines until fully protective low pathogenic vaccine strains 
are generated -most likely by reverse genetic- for Indonesia. 

A selection of vaccines pwtective against currently circulating H5Nl fidd viruses i:-. to be 
canied out as part of the OFFLU project. Vaccines will be selected on the basis or the outcomes 
of the antigenic mapping of Indonesian field isolates and confirmation with challenge tests. 
Distribution of viruses geographically. by enterprise type, by species and by flock vaccination 
status will ~lsu be considered when selecting vaccine seed strain(s). 

FAO recommends that consideration be given to the following scenarios when selecting 
vaccines to be used: 

• If the results indicate that the best protection is provided by vaccines currently nut 
registered in [ndonesia, then the Ministry of Agriculture should immediately start a 
process of emergency registration. 

• If Indonesia does not have the ability tD produce the required vaccines in sufficient 
quantities, then vaccines should be imported from other countries (at least until local 
quality produnion can meet demand). 

• If final re:.ults confirm that H5 subtype vaccine strains that are antigenicalJy and 
genetically closer to circulating HPAI viruses of the H5 subtype, are more protective 
than classical LPAI H5 .strains, then only these H5 vaccine s(rains should be used 
(whatever the NA subtype). 

• It might be shown necessary to use bivalent vaccines based on already available 
vaccine strains and/or incorporate additional vaccine strains. 

• If results indicate that a new vaccine strain or strains must be developed specifically 
for Indonesia, then new vaccine seed strain{s) will need to be identified as a matter 
of urgency. 

• If reverse genetic techniques arc to be used, the 'construct' should be developed by 
the Government of lndone~ia in partnership \vith international institutes and then 
provided to vaccine manufacturers who supply Indonesia. If national production 

Y Hemagglutination Inhibition 
10 Lm.v Path0genic A vi an Influenza 
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capacities arc deemed insufficient for Indonesia, the MoA should identify another 
potential manufacturer (or several) outside the country. The development of a new 
vaccine will take at lea~t 6 months. Interim use of already available vaccines should 
be considered in the light of data obtained through the OFFLU project. If 
representative isolates in sufficient number can be characterized through the OFFLL
project, new recommendations will be made hy June 2008 on vaccine strain(s) to use 
in Indonesia until new vaccines are identified for Indonesia. 

eview existing registered product 

Twenty vaccines are currently registered in Indonesia_ Vaccine seed strains include a local 
highly pathogenic strain A/ckicken/Legok/2003 (H5Nl), A/ckichen/Niexico/94 (H5N2), 
NTurkcy/Wisconsin/69 (H5N9) and A/Turkcy/EnglandJ73 (H5~2). This wide- range of vaccine 
types and manufacturers makes vaccination monitoring and assessment more difficult. FAO 
recommends that the range and type of vaccines available for use in Indonesia he reviewed 
and that onl_y pr-oven efficaci-ous vaccines retain registration; poorly performing vaccines 
should be deregistered. 

C\\ tcchnolo vaccin 

• Reverse genetic vaccines 

Owing to its high pathogenicity Asian H5N 1 virus cannot usually be grmvn to high titre in eggs 
(the traditional method of vac;,::ine viru~ production for human and AI vaccine~). Furthermore, 
for AI vaccine production, OlE recommends that for any subtype, only well characterised 
influenza A virus of proven low pathogenicity. preferably obtained fmm an international or 
national repository. should be used to establish a master seed for inactivated vaccines. For these 
reasons, alternatives to homologous virus vaccines have been developed. The most promising 
approach is the use of reverse genetics to create n novel influenza virus having the current H.') 
HA antigen derived from contemporary viruses in a genetic background derived from a virus 
that has a high replication capacity in eggs, but that has also low pathogenicity in both avian and 
mammalian species; 1.1-'. The ~eed strain contained in the vaccine is essentially a synthetic viru~ 
engineered in the laboratory. This combination allows the generation of a virus with low 
pathogenicity and high replicative efficiency ensuring. high production yield of antigen and 
specific antigenicity. Once the vaccine seed strain i:-. generated, these vaccines are produced as 
convemional inactivated vaccines and have the same properties as these vaccines. Current 
reverse genetic H5 vaccines are H5Nl strains (manufactured in China) or with another NA 
subtype (H5N3 manufactured by Fort Dodge). Vaccine stmins based on another NA suhrype 
enable anti-NA DIVA 13 testing. 
According to preliminary experimental re-sult~ obtained by SEPRL ><with H5 reverse genetics 
vaccines and positive experiences in the field in China 15 and Vietnam"', H5 reverse genetic 
vaccines should offer better protection than heterologous str-ains since they more clo.<>cly match 

t. D. Middleton e£ aL Efficacy of inactivated vaccine.<:. against H5Nl avian influenza infection in ducks. Virology 
{2007) 359:66-71 
12 The EFS.>\ Journal (2007) 489, Scientific Op:nion on "Vaccination against avian imluenza o:' H5 and H7 
subty?es in domestic poultry and cap:ive hirds" 
L' Differentiation of Infected from Vaccinated Animds 
14 Eflicacy Pro_je.::t between GOL FAO lndone~ia technical personnel and two OFFUJ lahnratories {AAHL, 
Geelong, Aus.t:-alia and USDA-ARS/SEPRL, Georgia. t:SA) 
15 HanG, Zbng S, Li Y, Ba Z, Liu P, Zhm. J, Li C Shi J. Yu K, Chen H. Prmective efficacy in chic.ket"-<;, 
geese and ducks of an IIS!'i 1-inactivated vaccine developed by reverse genetics. Virology. {2005) 341: 153 
In Unpublished information 
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the antigenicity of HPAI H5Nl field strains. These results still need to be confirmed with 
Indonesian strains through the ongoing OFFLU project. 

• Recombinant Jive "·ector vaccines 

A number of recombinant live vector-engineered vacclnes expressing the HA antigen in the 
backbone of viruses or bacteria have been shown tD induce protection in poultr/'. A fowlpox 
virus vaccine expressing the HA of the H5 subtype is commercially available and has been used 
in AI control programmes in several countries; as yet information on the efficacy of this vaccine 
under Indonesian field conditions is not sufficiently known and this requires urgent assessment. 
Vaccination at the hatchery of day-old-chicks is logistically simple to carry out and facilitates 
higher vaccination coverage of the bird population and protection of short-lived birds. FAO 
supports the urgent undertaking of field trials to assess the efficacy of TROV AC®. 
FAO recommends that the Ministry of Agriculture expedites as quickly as possible the 
assessment and registration of new technology vaccine.'>, both reverse genetic and 
recombinant vaccines. 

Establish a national technical group on vaccination 

Given the need for ongoing monitoring and adaptation of the vaccination strategy lo the disease 
situation, FAO recommends that a national technical group on vaccination be established. 
This group should he part of the responsibility of the CMU and should in-clude representatives 
from all relevant parties including government, universities and research institutes, commercial 
indmilry and the vaccine manufacturers. Technical experli~e ~hould include virology, 
epidemiology, immunology, finance and logistics, and project planning. This group should 
clearly define the process and identify the roles of each indonesian patiner/institute for vaccine 
efficacy monitoring and vaccine strain selection in the future. It should also define the 
vaccination strategy to bt'- applied in the country. 

Close links should be maintained with mternational agencies includmg FAO and OlE as well as 
with other OFFLU members (laboratories.) and with the wider international scientific 
community. It is essential that transparency prevail in this global public good effort where 
people's lives and livelihoods are at stake. TI1e sharing of information, in particular on virus 
variants with the OFFLU labordtories will support disease control in Indonesia and other 
countries. It \Vill also enable OFFLU laboratories to develop effective systems for monitoring 
antigenic changes worldwide. The support or the regional and international Reference 
Laboratories to the national capacity of Indonesia ln order to monitor for antigenic changes and 
to conduct independent studies on available vaccines will have to he strengthened. 

Increasing Indonesia scientific capacities 

The national diagnostic and research facilities \vill be strengthened by working coltaborativcly 
with the OFFLU project and international scientists. A workp1an will he developed that clearly 
:..pecifies the roles of the national institutes, the facilities and equipmenl required and their 
personnel needs. This workplan will be used to guide internationa1 support to increase the 
capacity of Indonesia to undertake monitoring of H5NI and re-quired vaccines. It is expected 
that international scientists wiH he seconded to assist Indonesia in this process and that 
Indonesian scientists will be sponsored lo aHend international training courses and seminars. In 
particular, capacity building in sequencing, antigenic mapping, bioinfomiatics, challenge testing 
and reverse genetics engineering arc critical for the future of [ndoncsian animal and human 
health. 
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ANNEX 2. FAO Update to recommendations on poultry vaccination against HPAI17 in 
Indone-sia, May 2009 

Update to recommendations on poultry vaccination against HPAI18 in Indonesia 
- F AO on behalf of OFFLU 19

-

May 2009 

Introduction 

Control of enzootic HPAI requires a coordinated approach using tools such as vaccination. farm 
biosecurity, movement control, sanitation along the market chain, rapid outbre-ak control, 
depopulation. \Vhcn acc-ompanied by other control measure.<>, well-timed vaccination campaigns 
can be com;idered as a temporary means to induce flock immunity prior to periods of expected 
high challenge; thus to reduce virus cit-culation in the environment and poultry, and exposure 
risks to humans. While vaccination is a useful tool when used in combination with coordinated 
control strategies, it is crucial to consider the efficacy of available vaccines and to have clearly 
defined strategies for vaccination including post-Yaccination monitoring. Day-old-chick 
vaccination is considered as an optimal option for large scale vaccination but it is not yet 
achievable due to the lack of safe and efficacious vaccines for AI in this age group. 

lndonesia introduced a policy of vaccination against H5N I in ear1y 2004 as one of the measures 
aimed at controlling the burgeoning HPAI epidemic. As H5Nl has become entrenched in 
Indonesia, vaccination remains an important tool in control of HPAL However, vaccine 
applicmion is logistically challenging in many poultry sectors, especially in backyard poultry 
and ducks. In addition, there is currently no fully protective poultry vaccine against all HPAI 
viruses circulating in Indonesia. Resean:h to develop safe and efficacious poultry vaccines is 
ongoing including invt-stigation and -challenge testing of newly developed commercial vaccines. 

These recommendations arise from the collective data analyzed for the OFFLU project 
(OSRO/L"'Sn03/USA), mcludmg the OFI--'LU technical meetings in June and November 200S. 
teleconference discussions between national and international expe11s for OFFLL, and data 
from the FAO component of Operatlonal Research in Indonesia (0SRO/INS/604fUSA}. 

Background 

The results of a collaborative Vaccine Efficacv Project between GOI, FAO Indonesia technical 
-)',J ~I ~., 

staff and two OFFLU laboratories (AAHL _, and USDA-ARS ~ /SEPRL --) evaluating the 
protection confened by cunently available vaccines against three Indonesian H5Nl field viruses 
isolated in 2006 showed that although the antibody response was good, indlcatlng that the 
vaccines were of high quality, the currently available vaccines were not fully protective in the 
challenge studies when using these 2006 viruses. Vaccine protection was poorest for the virus 
strain, A/chicken/West Java/P\VT-WIJ/2006 (PWT/06), partly protective for a :-.econd strain, 
A/chicken/Papua/TAS/2006 and good for the third strain, A/chicken/\VJ/SMI-HAMD/2006. The 
variation in protection suggests significant variation in antigcniclty of the tested field strains. 

P Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza 
13 Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza 
H OJE/F AO ne[work of expertise on avian influenza, www .ornu .net 
:w Australian Animal Health Lahnratory, Gee-Long, Australia 
z. United Sra£es Department of Agriculture. Agricultural Research Service 
~" South East Poultry Researcil Lahoratory, Georgia. USA 
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Additional studies carried out tn 200~ in SEPRL indicate the P\VT/06 strain. when used as a 
vaccine gave acceptable protection against challenge by all 3 test stmins. 

Through the OFFLU project ":tvlonitoring AI virus variams in Indonesian poultry' and defining 
an effective and sustainable vaccination strategy." a total of 190 samples \Verc submitted to the 
AAHL of which 162 viruses were isolated and 153 HA sequences generated. All i.'mlares 
belonged to Indonesian HA clade 2.1. The majority of isolates clustered in HA subclade 2. 1.3. 
One cluster of 6 isolates, predominantly from Bali was located in subclade 2.1.1 which contains 
older viruses (.similar to Legok/2003). While PWT/06-likc viruses have not been detc.ctcd 
among the isolates studied thus far under the OFFLU project, anecdotal evidence from different 
national sour~es suggests that PWT/06 V<lriants continue to circulate in the highly intensive 
sectors. It is important to no[e [hat the majority of viruses studied for the OFFLU project were 
obtained from village-based scavenging poultry (sector 4), in 2006-2008, and that the western 
Java region and intensive poultry sectors remain significamly underrepresented (9/162 isolates). 

The majority of HPAI H5Nl isolates analyzed between 2006 and 2008, largely from village
based poultry. are amigenic~Jly similar; however. 01..1tllers demonstrating significant antigenic 
variation have been identified, predominantly from larger scale poultry production units. Based 
upon the data analyzed to date (virus characterization and challenge tests), vaccines currently 
being used in Indonesia are not fully protective against these variant viruses. New vaccines 
based upon updated vims strains will be required to adequately protect birds and combat this 
disease now and in the future. 

Vaccines 

Vaccine strain selection 

While antigenic and biologic data from OFFLC partner laboratories suggest~ that none of the 
currently available vaccines provide full protection against all circulating viruses in Indonesia, 
the A/chicken/Legok/2003 (Legok/03) vaccine strain, found in clade 2.l.l which is 
representative of earlier viruse~ from Indonesia {2004-05), is phy1ogenetica11y more closely 
related to (and therefore a better match for) the currently circulating viruses (clade 2.1.3) than 
other available vaccines. For example, the Chinese H5N 1 reverse genetic strains {Re-1 from 
clade 0 and Re-4 from clade 7) are both antigenica1ly and phy1ogenetical1y distant from 
Indonesian viruses and provide limiteU protection based upon current challenge test re.'mlts. The 
antigenic difference~ between strains in Indone~ia are sufricienlto envisage the need for region 
or sector-specific vaccine strains in the future. 

The usc of vaccines prepared from HPAI Eurasian HSN I strains continues to be preferred 
O"\·er LPAI H5N2-hased vaccines. Therefore, until updated vaccine.';; are available, the 
OFFLU recommendation is that the inactivated vaccines based upon the (Legok/03) viru.~ 
remain the best choice for Indonesia for immediate procurement. However, it should be 
highlighted that the usc of high-quality potent vaccines is even more important ''"'hen there 
is a poor match between vaccine and field strains. 

Research and dc\,--dopmcnt of more efficacious vaccines, mcluding testing of available 
international vaccines, is required in the short-term. While the use of Reverse Genetics vaccine 
strains is ~till recommended over the conventional vaccine (HPAI versus LPAI slrains), 
conventional vaccines using selected vaccine candidate strains should be considered in the short 
term and can be facilitated by cooperation with vaccine manufacturers to provide feedback and 
data on master seeds demonstrating adequate propet1ies for commercial production. 
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Additionally, safe and cfficacinus commercial vaccines appropriate for application in day-old
chicks should be evaluated in Indonesia. 

Slxty-nine AI viruses representing the p-hylogenetic vmiation in isolates were analyzed by 
antigenic cartography. The November 200S Revicv..- meeting for the OFFLU project ln Jakarta 
provided an expert forum to discuss the antigenic cartography results and selection of possible 
candidates for use as seed strains for future vaccines in Indonesia. Two candidate vaccine 
viruses in addition to P\¥Ti06 were sugge-sted for further studies (per F AO official letter to the 
Director General of Livestock Services, 12 January 2009). Recent biologic and antigenic data 
have shown that nne other strain should als<.) be considered (Table I). 

These selected candidate strains are considered to be broadly representative of the majority of 
circulating viruses analysed so far and arc predicted to confer protection against existing 
cir-culating H5N I viruses. However, -confirmation of the antigenlc results must be conducted 
through challenge testing with appropriate challenge strains. 

Because AI viruses in Indonesia will continue to undergo antigenic drift, OFFLU also strongly 
recommends that 2009 viruses be included in the biologic and antigenic analysis to confirm 
candidate vaccine strain(s) selection. The commercial sector is the predominant consumer for 
vaccines, therefore full cha:racterization of viruses from the commercial sector is needed to 
ensure that the updated vaccine antigens are effective against antigenic variants identified in this 
sector. 

ChaHenge testing 

Challenge tests are required for two different purposes in Indonesia, I) to validate antigenic 
cartography :malyses of viral strains in support of selection uf candidate vaccine antigens, and 2) 
to meet the requirement~ of GOI regulation~ for the registration of AI vaccines. Since- facilities 
in Indonesia and other OFFLU laboratories are limited it is important to conduct challenge tests 
only when necessary. In general, investigations in support of product registration (e.g. item 2) 
are considered a "'private good" and should be conduded at the expense of the vaccine 
company. An exception may be where GOI wants to take responsibility for the work 10 facilitate 
the avi1ilability of a vaccine product in support of irs national AI strategy and government 
funded programmes. 

The official challenge strain(s) to be used for registration purpose~ should be repre~entative of 
the majority of circulating strains and have suitable growth characteristics for laboratory work. 
The GOI regulatory authorities should select the strain(s) based upon the available field data and 
data from antigenic cartography. Official cha11enge .strain(s) must be made available tu vaccine 
manufacturers so that appropriate assessments of their products -can be conducted to prepare 
data for registration if desired. Updates to the official challenge strain(s) should be based upon 
ongoing antigcnlc analysis of field strains to ensure vaccines be-ing registered arc appropriately 
matched to the field challenge. Challenge £ests to validate antigenic cartography and 
characterize candidate vaccine strain;;, under the OFFLL' project will be conducted using six 
challenge strains, sele-cted to represent the antigenic diversity of circulating H5Nl vlruses in 
Indonesia (Table 1 ). Field vaccine trials in Indonesia arc strongly recommended using the 
selected vaccines to validate results of challenge tests under field conditions and with native 
birds. 
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Vaccine registration 

• It is recommended that GOI examine the EU system of registration of vaccines, under 
which vaccine usage is controlled to ensure that only products efficacious under current 
circumstances are allowed to be used_ Updates to the official challenge str.1in implies that 
previously registered vaccine seed strains be re-a;.,sessed using the current challenge 
strain(s) 

• Vaccine manufacturers should be encouraged to raise their antigen content to achieve a 
minimal 1:120 average HI titre in single immunized specific pathogen free layer chickens 
when tested against the homologous antigen 

• Provisions for temporary versus permanent licensure of A I vaccines should be considered 
in Indone;..ia as updates to AI vaccines will likely be an ongoing need 

• Continue to monitor the potency and efficacy of all vaccines currently registered in 
Indonesia following a clearly established protocol 

Vaccination strategy 

Based on data and experience to date, targeting year-around preventative vaccination in breeder 
and layer production units, as wel1 as ensuring vaccine coverage of high-risk poultry in semi
intensive and intensive production units during periods of increased risk (e.g. rainy season, 
festivals) would benefilthe GOI vaccination strategy. Govemment-subsidized mass vaccination 
of scavenging village poultry m1d other poultry kept for personal use is currently not 
recommended on a large-scale, both based upon previous experiem;e and for practical reasons. 
Lessons learned Ji·mn the recent operational research may help in determining ways lo deliver 
vaccine to selected, high risk small-scale poultry at low cost, and targeted vaccination of 
scavenging poultry should be envisaged based on human/animal risk analysis. Communities 
should continue to be encouraged to vaccinate their poultry against HPAI and Ne\vcastle 
disease. Additionally, vaccination of free-grazing ducb and ensuring that poultry entering the 
live bird market chain are adequately vaccinated would help interrupt virus amplification and 
circulation will be difficult to carry-out at the present time. Provision of resources for cold chain 
and training of vaccinmion teams must be provided a.s part of the vaccination strategy and 
support in this area may be available from the international donor community. Poultry producers 
themselves could be trained to effectively deliver the vaccinations, thus relieving local 
government of this onerous responsibility. The vaccination protocol will vary among the 
prodm:tiun systems considered. The protocol in small-~cale layer farms would require multiple 
vaccinations during both growth and production phases. FAO will continue to work closely with 
the rvioA on understanding the epidemiology of the disease and vaccination programme 
planning so that the vaccination strategy can evolve accordingly. 

Conclusion 

Vaccination remains a tool for reducing the overall viral load in an endemic country such as 
Indonesia in the short to medium term. Antigenic and biologic data from OFFLU partner 
laboratories suggest that cunently there is no fully protective vaccine against all circulating 
viruses in Indonesia and that more than one vaccine strain might be needed to have efficacious 
vaccines across all sectors (and locations) in Indonesia. Field vaccine trials in Indonesia arc 
strongly recommended using the selected vaccines to validate results of laboratory challenge 
tests under field conditions and with native poultry birds. OFFLU also strongly recommends 
that 2009 viruses be included in the biologic and antigenic analysis to confirm candidate vaccine 
strain(s) selection. 
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In the medium to long term, control of HPAI HSNl in Indonesia requires a coordinated 
approach and will require some restructuring of the poultry industry. Improving biosecurity 
measures for production of short lived broilers is needed to help decrease virus entering live 
poultry markets. Small-scale, poorly bio-secured commercinl farms are likely to be responsible 
for spread of disease throughout the country and for contamination of live bird markets. 
However. it can be difficult to adequately vaccinate these small flocks. Despite the difficulty of 
working in Sector 3 layer farms. vaccination remain~ ill1 important component of the overall 
HPAI control and prevention strategy. The importance of private/public partnerships should be 
highlighted for better control of (he disease, in particular a better sharing of outbreak and virus 
information. Options to improve the genetic resistance of fast growing broiler chickens to H5N l 
viruses should be explored as un <Jlternative to va~cination, 
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Table 1. List or selected HSNl candidate vaccine and challenge strains to be further 
tested for final selection 

!Purpose Code Dated District Isolates Code 
' 
' 

!challenge 06- 3656-15 2006 A/chlcken/W est 
' Java/TAS IKSOB/200 ' 
' 
' 
' 6 
' 
' 
!challenge 06-03656-03 2006 Sukabumi A/chickenJWest 
' JavalSMI-
' 
' 
' 
' ENDRI212006 
' 
' !challenge 06-03656-04 2006 Sukabumi A/chlcken/Vv'est 
' Java!SMI-PAT/2006 
' 
' 

!challenge 07-02286-05 2007 Konawe A/chlcken/Konawae 
' Selatan Selatan/BBVM-' 
' 
' 
' 204(0)/2007 
' 
' 

!challenge 08-001473-26 2007 Subang A/chickenl\Vest Java 
' Sbg/29/2007 ' 
' 

!challenge 08-00!473-28 2008 Subang A/c-hicken/West Java 
' 
' Tjal3l/2008 
' 

I vaccine 08-001473-38 2007 Peka1ongan _Afchicken/Pekalonga 
' !candidate n/BBVW-208/2007 
' . :vaccme 08-001473-40 2007 Garut A/chicken/Garut!BB 
!candidate vw -723/2007 
' :vaccine 08-001473-27 2007 Sukabumi A/chickenfWest 
' I candidate Java(Ngr)/30/2007 
I vaccine 06-03656-19 2006 Puwarkarta A/chlcken/West 
' !candidate Java/PWT-WU/2006 
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ANNEX 3. OFFLU AI vaccine guidance 

Continued evaluation and updating of vaccine seed strains to protect against emergent 
variant field virus strains 

Historically, H5 LPAI inactivated vaccine seed strains and recombinant fowl poxviruses with 
H5 gene inserts have shov.'n broad cross protection in chickens against challenge by diverse H5 
HPAI viruses from Eurasia and North American (4-6,8). HoweveL AI vaccines have had 1imited 
use in the field until 1995 when the HS::\12 HPAI outbreak occurred in Mexico and vaccine use 
was implemented as part of the control programme (9). The HPA[ strains were eradicated by 
June 1995. bur as H5N2 LPAI vimses have continued to circulate, vaccination was maimalned 
in the region as one of the l:ontml tools for these H5l'\2 LPAI strains. Within a few years, 
multiple lineages of antigenically variant H5N2 LPAI t!eld viruses emerged that escaped from 
immunity induced by the original 1994 vaccine seed strain used in the conventional inactivated 
vaccine (3). Similarly, emergent H5N 1 HPAI field viruses have arisen in China, Indonesia and 
Egypt since 2005 that escaped from immunity induced by da:..sica1 H5 lnac:tivated vaccine seed 
strains u:-.ed in commercial vaccines (1,7). It is not entirely clear whether the emergence of these 
antigenic variants is related solely to use of vaccines. 

All AI vaccination programmes should have an epidemiologically relevant surveillance 
programme to check for emerging variants .:md representative isolates of AI viruses obtalned 
should be assessed for genetic and antigenic variation. Screening can be done by HI testing 
using genetic variant field viruses and vaccine seed strains as antigen. and isolates suspected of 
being antigenic variants should then be analyzed by methods such as antigenic cartography (2). 
H5 and H7 LPAI vaccine seed strains used in inactivated vaccines and recombinant vaccine 
viruses with AI hemagglutinin gene inserts should be re-evaluated and seed strains that are not 
protective should be discontinued: a) whenever there is evidence of emergence of antigenic 
variants or vaccine failure (clinical disease in vaccinated flocks with a .solid immune response w 
the vaccine antigen); or b) every 2-3 years for efficacy against circulating field viruses, and the 
use of" seed strains that are not protective should be discontinued. The vaccine seed strain 
evaluation should include field viruses fmm a11 relevant geographic regions and production 
sectors, and sequence analyses of such viruses to identify genetic varianb that can be further 
evaiualed for antigenic change that may reduce lhe efficacy of Ihe vaccine(s) in u~e. Strains 
representative- of the major circulating antigenic lineage(s) plus selected antigenic variants 
should be used in challenge trials against current licensed va-ccine seed strains, as well a<> 
potential future seed strains. Based on this scientific information, the competent veterinary 
authority within the country should establish, in consultation with leading veterinary vaccine 
scientists and international organizations, naturally isolated or reverse genetics LPAI vaccine 
seed strains for conventional inactivated vaccines, and H5 and H7 hemagglutinin gene insert 
cassettes for recombinam vaccines. In some situations. more than one ~eed .strain may be 
necessary lo cover all production sectors \Vithin a country. Only high qua!ily and polenl 
vaccines should be licensed and used in AI control programme-s. Proper administration of high 
quality. potent vaccines is critical in inducing pmtcctlvc immunity in poultry populations. 
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Project Title: Expansion of the avian influenza participatory disease surveillance and 
response program in Indonesia 

Extension Title: Reinforcement and expansion of the avian influenza participatory 
disease surveillance and response program in Indonesia 

Period: October 2010 -1\'larch 2011 
Country: Indonesia 
Project title: Reinlorcement and expansion of the avian influenza participatory disease surveillance and 
response program in Indonesia 
Code: OSROIINSi6041USA 
Budget: USD 44.2 mi!lion 1 

Effective starting date: 9 June 2006 
Pl<mned end date: 30 September 7011 
Context of the project 
The purpose of the pr~ject is to enhance the capacity and ability of the Government of Indonesia and 
partners to control HPAI m order to help safeguard the health and livelihood-" of the lndone..,ian 
population by providing hroad-ba~d ,:.uppon to the FAO Indonesia HPAI Control Programme 
implemented bv ECTAD Indonesia. 
Objectivt>S of the project 

Output A: Sust<linable surveillance, prevention and control o~· HPAI in village poultry 

Output B: Improved hiosecurity and vaccination practices in commercial sectors 

Output C: lmpmved HPAI surveillance and control along the poultry marketing chain 

Output D: Engagement with duck producer:. fo::- imp::-oved control of HPAl 

Output E: Sustainable virus monitoring and vaccine development 

Output F: Coordinated and enhanced manao-ement of the HPAI control proo:ramme 
Planned Adh"ities 

Output A: Sustainable surveillance, prevention and control of HPAI in village poultry 
A.J Maintain, de:-'elop and adapl local government preFenlion, passive sun'eillance and outbreak 
control capacity.f~n· village poultry across endemic areas of Indonesia, prioritiz.ed by le1·el ofHPAl risk; 
manage a staxed transition of costs to local government 
A.2 Strengthen the rapacity 1?{ Puskesown (anima! heallh centres) hy integrating partiripator.v disea5es 
surw:il!ance and response i<>clmiques.,' pilot systt:mjirst in ten Puskeswan anima{ ce!llres 
A.3 Increase focal go•Jcrnmenf veterinar.-. sen'ice competency to detect, diagnose, report and control 
other animal disease.~ o{::oonorir and economic importance in village:> 
AA De\'e/.op locally-rt'alistic .methods and communication materials for prevention and control of HPAI 
and other animal diseases ol zoonotic and econonuc importance to enable commumtres to make 
i;!f"ormed derisions together and supported by local government 

Output B: Jmproyed bio,wcurity and vaccination pra-ctices in -commercial sectors 
B.! Prrwide specialized technical support to selected laye1 jGrmers to enhance production efficiency 
and (jwtlity of layer wtccinolion und biosecurity measures 
B.2 Support local gm'ermnent :-'eterinary and laborator_r seJTices to engage more e.fj"ectivei) with 
poultry farmers on disease preFention and outhreak inv,c.••tigation<; ( PVUK programme) 
B.3 Facili!ate trial f.?fprivale sec!or-funded cmnpensation programme 
BA Facilitate government and induslrv to establish a functional public-priFate partnership vw a 

' The breakdown of the tz:lal ccntribution is as. follmvs: USD 4 million for firs: ycur iJum: 2006-Mny 2007), 
L:sn ll nuilicn for secor.d year !)une 2007-M:.y 200!5). USD 2.7 mi:Iion for mtenm extens.ion ~June -Sep:ember 
2008), USD 75 million for third year (October 2008-May 2009). USD 11 million (June 2009-September 2010.1 
and USD g ui!Eon (October 2010-September 20 11). 
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National f'ou!trv Qualiz_v lmprm-emem Pro}?ramme, including regular Biosecurii'/ Cuurdinariun 
meetings 
R.5 EFaluate ej(ectiLvneu of biosecurity mean-t.res implemented by poultrv producers 
B.6 Facilitate desi~;n uf local govemmenl-implemen!ed ponl!rv farm prc:_filin:< and certification :oystem 
B. 7 Assist central gm·ernment to monitor cmnmercial poufiry producer compliance trith avian influenza 
\Wccination regulations 

Output C: Improved HPAI surveillance and control along the poultry marketing chain 
C. l Support local f?O\.'emme111 to conduct lrm&itudinal Jun•ei/lance and tran:-back for HS :wbtype ;·inn 
and HPAI in {he bird marker.\-, collector yords and slaughterhouses: 
C.2 Support implementation t?l minimum standards of hiosecuriry and sanitation in selected live bird 
markets, ro!lecror vards and slaughterhouses 
CJ Facilitate ptmltJ) market restmcturing with emphasis on food safety in DKI .!akw1a and 
surrmmding area.~ 
C.4 Explore mechanisms w improve inter-provincial movemem con!rol ow of HP,1I hiJ;h risk provinces 

Output D: Engagement with duck producers for improYed control of HPAI 
D. 1 .:l.ssess role of ducks in the epidemiology of HPAJ in selected areas ofJm'a 
D.2 Conduct du( k '.-'accination field trial in one identified hi;.;h risk HPAJ-endemic aren 

Output E: StL.;;tainahle virus monitoring and vaccine development 
E.! Assist public and private senors to deFelop a centrally-managed s.rstem w monitor circula!ing 
\Jirtt.\C'i and sustain vaccine ej]icacy 
E,l Increase knmvledge (~f bes! practices for avian in.fhu:nz.a l'WYint<lion in f)(-'Uilrv 

Output F: Coordinated and enhanced management of the HP AI control programme 
F.l FacilitaTe implementntion of wrexmtnl HP.4.1 control pfan on one island where 1he HPAI sit11ation 
is considered readily comrollable 
F.2 Strengtlwn gorernmenl capociiv to conduct veterinary serFic~s training and cominuing education 
F.3 lmprol'e competencies of loud govermncnr deci.rion-nwkers to manage .rustamable and e.lfective 
HPA! control programmes and to promoTe understanding t?{the economic impacr r-?f rmimaf diseases on 
livelilwods and public heailh 
F.4 Assist centra{ and lout! goFernments to design and implement a national veterinary service stmtegy 
F.5 Develop and integrate emerging datahases into the national veterinary infOrmation SJ-'Stem 
J-<6 Provide !edmicul assislance.for es_tabtishmenl uf !veal cold chain capaci!_..-
F.7 Increase public visibility (~{the HPA.l control programme 
F.R Provide operalional support to enable implenwmation of the £CTAD lndonesitl programme 

Acti \<·ities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output A: Sustainable surveillance, prevention and control of HPAI in Yillage poult£}' 

A.l Maintain, develop and adapt local government prevention, passive surveillance and outbreak 
control capacity for village poultry acr<JS.'> endemic areas of lndone~da, prioritized by level of HPAI 
risk; manage a staged tran.>tition of L~i).\fs tfl local government 

• A meeting was held on the initial design to improve village-based decision making for the 
prevention and control of HPA1 in sector 4 poultry. 

• Lc-cal government capacity was ;,trengthened through the training of 25 PDSR officers in West 
Bandung; initial training for the~ officers wa'i carried out in August 2010 and this training, 
Cuntinuing Educution A and the training of ten PDSR offk:er:-; in Continuing Ulucation B, 
reinforced the skills learned in the introductory training. 

• A modified PDSR training module wa;, developed for low risk areas to focus on HPAI rapid 
:-espouse and control and 20 local government livestock <rervice staff in Papua Province were 
uained in the Introductory I module in f'ebruary 20 ll. 

• Cost-sharing methods between FAO and local government to ensure sustainability of the PDSR 
programme \Vere developed and presented at the Yogyakarta De~ision Makers' Meeting 
(DMM) in December 2010: the conce t of cost-sharin was a eed to during the meetino- b , the 

2 
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;mnicipams present. 
• A draft plan for rewa:-ding the di"tricts \Vhich are early-adopters of cost-sharing agreement'i was 

developed and dbcu:..s~d al the LDCC Coordinator:.' meeting held in October 20 I 0 in 
Semanmg. West Bandung, Papua and Samarinda di..,tricts have allocated funds to o.·wer the 
costs of PDSR offtcers. 

A.2 Strengthen the capacity of Puskeswan (animal health centres) by integrating participatory 
diseases xurveillance and response techniques; pilot sy.'itemfirxt in ten Puxkeswan 

• Indi\;idual reports on structure-d active surveillance for HPAI in village poultry conducte-d in 6 
selected districts on Java were completed. 

• The Participatory Community Engager:1enl (PCE) training course, which use:-. elements of 
PDSR training and will underpin training for the National Veterinary Service (NVS). was 
developed and the curriculum for three levels of tmining agreed. Ten module~ hc.ve been 
prepared for levels 1 2-nd 2 and te!-.ted as part of the pilot PVUK hLJining prograr:1me. 

• An evaluation of human and capital resources of all NVS Puskesv .. an:. ha~ been canied out 
based on Government inforr::1ation. 

A.3 Increase local government veterinary service competency to detect, diagnose, reporl and control 
other animal disease ... of zoomJtic and ectnwmic importance in village.« 

• The USDA/Cornell University Sample Collection and Necropsy Videos with narration in 
Baha.'-.a lndone:.ia were proUuced. TI1e"-e videos were dblributed to 40 PVUK traine~s a:. a 
training aid and to assisr them with their field \Vork. 

• The Directorate General of Livestock and Animal Health Service!-. (DGLAHS) NVS Task Fnrce 
agreed on a tiered training approa.ch for all local government veterinarians, including those who 
have received PDSR training. 

• The .:"JV S Ta~k Force also agreed to pilot the new approach with the rabie~ control programme 
in Bali. 

• Seven draft SOP:->, work tlm.v and technical guideline~ and training cunicula have been 
developed to train PDSR st<1ff in the detection and control of rabies as a pilot of the NVS 
concept. These will be tested in Bali and linked to PCE tn:.ining. 

• Avian lniluenza Bulletin Vol. 7, ln Bahasa indonesia and English. was produced and distributed 
to PDSR officers, laboratorie" and government office", 

A.4 Develop locally-realistic methods and communicatim1 materials for prevention and control of 
HPAI and other animal diseases of zoonotic and economic importance to enable communities to 
make infiJnned decision.« together and supported by local govermnen/ 

• Plans developed for biosecurity communication material based on experience in South 
Sulawesi. 

• Overview video of FAO Indonesia communication activities produced and 3hared with 
DGLAHS during Technical Briefing Meeting in DecembeL 

• \Vith the proposed changes in PDSR and development of NVS, the exi)ting communication 
material is being revie\vcd for relevance in the new system. Material on rabies in Bali is being 
developed. 

• Development of communication F.laterial for farmer~ to complcr.1cnt PVUK training is ongoing. 
• lntervic•Ned farmer/> and \Vorkers at commercial poultry farms in Central Java to get better 

understanding on the communication needs and methods/materials suitable fOr :::ommercial 
poultry farms. 

Output 8: Jmproved bi.osecul"ity and vaccination practices in commercial sectors 

B.l Provide specialized technical support to selected layer fOrmers to enhance production ejficiency 
and quality of layer va~·Linatinn and bim;ecurity mea.mre.\· 

• Farm profiling of six participating layer farm" was completed. 
• Farm tlock health status was te..,ted in collabmation with participating farmer", 
• Feed and \Vater samples \vere quality te)ted in collaboration \Vith p<lrticipating fanners. 
• Farm as;o;e)sments for each participating farm were completed. 

3 
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• Meetings were held \Vith each fanner to identify their top prio,ities and a Phase I management 
plan was agreed to address non-biosecurity issues for each pm1icipating farm 

• As'!istance wa:-:. provided to each farm to irnpl-ement their Phase 1 management plan. 
• Ba'!eline bird and environmental sampling was carried out to determine the presence of H5-

subtype virus on each farm. 

B.l Support local government t-•eterinary and laboratiJTJ' .~·ervices to engage more effectively with 
poultr)• farmers on disease pret-·ention and outbreak investigations (PVUK programme) 

• PVUK teams were established in eight dh.trids from four province:-.. 
• The training module outlines and methodologies were agreed. The currit:ulum for three levels of 

training was agreed and modules were prepared for the three levels. 
• Ten PVUK trainees were given level 1 and 2 training in L<:.mpung and the remaining 30 

pm1icipants received level I training in Solo. 
• The ten trainees in Lampung commenced work and are being backstopped by the training te::m 

as they begin to implement the pilot project. Data collection forms were tested and refined to 
produce final format", 

B.3 Facilitate trial ofprirate sector-funded compensation programme 
• Agreed with ADPHl (Indonesian Poultry Veterinary Association) to include a private-sector 

compensation pilot a" a signature activity of the National Poultry Quality Improvement 
Progn:mme (NPQIP). 

• Met with GOP AN -associated broiler farmers to further discuss the opportunities and constraints 
to establishing a private-sector funded compensation programme. 

B.4 Facilitate got-·emment and industry to establish a functional public-primte partnership via a 
National Poultry Quality Improvemeni Programme, including regular Biosecurity Coordination 
meetings 

• Re'!ponsibility for ;.rPQIP development has now been assumed by ADPHI with USDA and 
fAO providing tc~hnical support. 

• Agreed with ADPHI to focus on five signature activities, including a compensation scheme for 
producer'! and a continuing education programme for poultry veterinarians, on "':hich immediate 
progress can be made in order to increase fanner supp011 and enthusiasm for the NPQIP. 

• Draft Terms of Reference (TOR) for Commercial Poultry Health Ma'>ter Trainers were 
developed. 

• The ~PQIP concept was discussed with the DGLAHS and is no\v fully supported by the 
Director-General. 

8.5 Evaluate effectiveness ofbiosecurity measures implemented by poultry producers 
• The bssdine collection of economic data on six. layer fsn11s was completed 
• A farmers· feedbsck meeting was conducted to discuss the baseline findings and to present the 

findings of production co~t dat<l an<;lysis and the overall productivity as,esc.;ment 
• The farmers' perception and decision-making study on the conn-:1erciallayer chicken production 

system was drafted. 

B.6 Facilitate design of local go~·ernment-implemented poultr}' farm profiling and eerti.fieatWn 
system 

• Twenty-four data managers., assisted in the training and supervision of 358 enumerators to 
collect profiling data nn commercial farms in the eight PVUK districts. Profiling information 
from a total of 11.130 farm): was collected and entered into district-level databases. 

• Draft map'i showing the di!itribution of poultry farm'i were pmduced for each district. 
• Vector layers were imtalled on the PVUK computers in all district!i and refresher training for 

data managers was carried out in all districts. 

B. 7 Asxist central government to monittJr commercial pmtltry producer ctJmpliance with avian 
influenw vaccination regulations 

• To complete this. activity, F AO ECTAD's Comr:1ercial Poultry Health programme is revieviing 
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the vaccine selection and vaccination practices of layer farmers participating in the programme. 

Output C: Improved HPAI surveillance and control along the poultry marketing chain 

C.l Support local government to conduct longitudinal surveillance and trace-back for HS subtype 
virus and HPAI in live bird markets, collector yards and slaughterhouses 

• Local government market ;.:urveillance officer~ (PSP) collected and te'>ted environmental 
samples from 260 LBMs every month in the Jabodetabek area as part of the live bird market 
surveillance programme. 

• A National Technical Advisor for Markel Chain Surveillance was successfully recruited. 
• The analysts of collector yard surveilh:nce and Lsrgeted research da!a was continued (Phase II). 
• A rapid field <L'-.ses.s.menl of the Semanggi Collector Ysrd in Central Java was. carried out. 
• The LBM database was evaluated to improve LBM suneillam:e in Jsbodetabek by holding 

meeting-; with the J<lkarta category B Animal Health Laho:atory and \Vith Data Encoders (DE) 
from LDCC Jakarta, Bogor and Serc.ng. 

• The new list of LBMs to participate in the surveillance programme was finalized. 
• A coordination meeting was held with PSP, LDCC and the Jakarta category B animal health 

laboratory to evaluate the implementation of LBM ~urveillance in Jabodetabek. 
• Rt'fresher training was comluctell for all PSP staff anti additional training of new PSP officers in 

J abodetabek \va,:. carried out. 

C.2 Support implementation of minimum standards of biosecurity and sanitation in selected live bird 
market ... , collector yard:-.· and ~daughterhow<es 

• Conducted field aso.;essment to introduce improved de<ming and di,infection (C&D} pr..;ctices in 
2l collection yanJ,_, l7 LBM~ and three vehicle C&D stations in Jabodt'Labek. 

• Conducted training on C&D practices and public awareness activities for cleaning workers. ;.md 
owners of 21 collector yards, 17 LBMs. and three vehicle C&D station~. Local Agricultural 
Dinas officials were also included in the trainings. 

• Distributed 41 high pressure washers, 163 metal cages a.s well as C&D tools and ICJateriab. tn 

21 collector yards, three C&D stations and 17 live bird markeb in Jaboddabek. 
• FAO supported local government monitoring and evaluation of market chain C&D activities in 

31 collector yard<.; in Jabodetabek. 
• Focus group discm,sions: were hdd at five LBMs in Jahodetahek to develop appropriate market 

rehabilitation designs. 
• The design and budget e<;timates were finalized for the establishment nf n.vo vehicle C&D 

stations. and the rehabilitation of five LBMs in Jabodctabck. 
• Training materials \Vcrc prepared and a schedule for collaboration with WHO and MOHon live 

bird market C&D training was agreed. 
• Two vehicle C&D "tation" were e~tahlis.hed in Beka"i and Bogor. 
• The construction of two rehabilitated LBM" in Tangerang was s:upervi..,ed_ 
• On-site refresher training was conducted for staff at 21 collector yards and 17 LBM~ previously 

equipped with high pressure washer machines. 
• R.xruitment for the National Engineer and Assistant National Engineer positions was 

completed 
• The DKI marker rcstructuting programme supported market C&D training and a food safety 

inspecticm wmkshop in accordance with DKI Jakarta regulation No. 511992. 
• Meetings were held with the West Java Agriculture Service in Bandung regarding an 

assessment plan for C&D activities and field assessments at c;J!lector yardsi slaughterhouses in 
high-ris:k areas in \Vestern Java were caJTied out. 

CJ Facilitate poultry market restructuring with emphasis on food safety in DKl Jakarta and 
surrounding areas 

• Assistance was provided in the adaptation of the Jakarta poultry F.Jarkets rcstntcturing strategy. 
moving towards an increase in the number of designated reloc<1tion I slaughtering centres. 

• A targeted public awareneo;;s campaign for the promotion of "healthy chicken meat" was 
continued via editorials in Jakarta news a ·rs similar to the rcvious semester and the ublicit ' 
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campaign in markets was continued. A co-m;Jrehensive promotion campaign for '·healthy 
chicken meat" was successfully implemented with consumers and traders in tw~l traditional 
market'i (Klender, November 2010 and Kramat ]ati. February 2011) 'ielling J.-Xmltry meaL 

• The market programme continued its clnse co\Jaho:·ation with the private sector and the local 
government administration in the development of adapted cold chain equipment and 
restructuring of distribution ch:.mneb, inducting the cold chain. The distribution channel from 
one of the five collection y;:cds/ slaughkrhouse'> to two traditional markets (Rawa Kepiting to 
Klender & Kramat Jati) was trialed this semester. 

• Technical suppmt was provided to local government to strengthen food safety measures and 
government structures. The national food safety expert assessed the "'ituation and fnnnulated a 
number of recommendation" for food safety and meat inspection improvement..; and tried them 
out during the pilot activity in the slaughterhouse and lraJitional markeL In February 2011 a 
worksho;> was held to validate the ::L,~e:-.~menr of the capacity of the Jakm1a Livestock Service 
staff and the law -enforcement structures on food safety and proposing the gradual strengthening 
of food safety infonnatioR inspection and law enforcement in relocation centres and traditional 
markets. 

• Plans for collaboration on the establishment and p:·omotinn d" relncation centres (cnllection 
yards with slaughtering facilities) in the sub-districts of Tangerang Kota, Tangerang Kabupaten, 
Tangerang Sclatan and Depok were downsized because ot delays in the implementation of the 
Jakarta poultry restructuring process and expected ;>rogramme budget constraints. 

C.4 Explore mechanisms to improve inter-provincial movement control out of HPAl high risk 
provinces 

• Recommendations were developed to renovate the Semanggi collector yard in Surakarta city in 
order to reduce the risk of viral amplific.:-1tion along the native chicken market chain. 

• A technical meeting wa.;;; conducted with Central Java provincial Dinas. and the Agricultural 
Dlnas and Market Dinas of Surakarta city regarding the epidemiological situation of the native 
chicken trade originating at the Semanggi collector yard and the high priority need to renovate 
the collector yard in order to reduce risk< 

• An initial meeting was held with Jabodetabek agricultural Dinas and DAH on improving 
Animal Health Certification (SKKH) for poultry entering Jabodetahek_ 

• Meetings were held with the West Java Agriculture Dinas in Bandung regarding an assessment 
[Jlu.n for checkpoint opemtion and Animal Health Certification (SKKH)< 

• In collahoration with DAH, a meeting was held with the mayor of Smakm1<.'. city to advocate for 
support for the initiativn of high-priority renovations to the Semanggi collector yard. 

Output D: Engagement with duck producers for improYed control of HPAI 

D. I Assess role of ducks in the epidemiology of HPAI in selected areas of Java 
• The Java duck i<.urvey was re-analy~ed. 
• The PCR test results produced by 1he DKl labDratory on samples from the Java duck survey 

were verified 
• The conclmions were completed and the draft final rep01t produced. 

D.2 Conduct duck vaccination ]wid trial in one identified high risk HPAl-endemic area 
• Further progre~s on this task is pending finalization of the Java duck study (Activity D.l). 

Output E: Sustainabl~ ''irus monitoring and vaccine d~velopment 

E.l Assist public and private sectors to develtJp a centrally-managed .\"y.\'/em /o monitor cirndating 
viJ·uses and sustain vaccine efficacy 

• The characterization of 244 H5N I isolates (total of 266 viruses) from 317 samples representing 
approximately 90 district'i predominantly from backyard chickens during 2007-08 was reported 
upon during the final OFFLU technical review meeting Oct 2010. This contributed to the 
ongoing effm1s to mnnitor field vi ruse"'. 

• Backstopping and ongoing support for the transfer of technology to Indonesia was provided by 
the FAO-OFFLU '>cientist in Octoher-Novee1ber 2010. Outruts included the following: 
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facilitating me-eting with DGLS, CMU, BP).1SOH, Pusvetma, FAO, OFFLlJ to discuss 
disposition of camlidate vaccine and challenge strains, the s\atm. of avian influenza vaccme 
registration in Indonesia and the provision of rever~e genetic-: constructs to fndone~ia: p-repared 
and conducted workshops for the laboratory network and the Final Technical Review meeting: 
meetings \Vith the DAH and other relevant government officials as needed and with partners for 
coordination of ongoing activities. 

• Labomtory Network meetings with bench-side \Vork \\'ere jointly nmducted (FAO-OFFLU 
/AAHL) for s-equencing (25-27 October) and ;>re-screen HI partners- { 1-3 Nove-mber) in support 
of the effort to monitor antigenic variation of circulating viru)o.es. Standardized reagent:-. were 
provided to all collaborating laboratories. 

• Vi:uses selected fmm the Round I national pre-screen re~ulh were -:ent to AAHL t~--.r parallel 
generi.ltion of antigenic and genetic data for capacity building purpose~ (Peb 2010). The DIC 
\Vate;; pn:xluced full panel antigenic cartography data on th-e;.,e 32 isolate~ with support from an 
AAHL scientht (March 2011). The DICs continued the pre-screening process, submitting raw 
data for the haemagglutination inhibition (Hl) assay conducted using cartography sera on H5-
positive fluids isolated thamgh their ongoing diagnostic activities. Round 2 analy'i)o, wa~ 
conducted in March 20 II. 

• Six Indonesian scientish particip-<lted m bench--:ide ~equencing training at AAHL during 
November 20 I 0. 

• The national OFFLU technical facilitator coordinated OFFLL' activities u.ith representatives 
from the DAH/National HPAI Campaign Management Unit (CMU) and other relevant public 
sector units and private sector stakeholders. Outputs included the follmving: receipt of letter 
from the- DG to release virus sequences characterized by the project into the- public domain: 
approval to receive the reverse genetic const:--uct viru-:es at the Pu-:·vetma la!A--wdtory: securing 
the material transfer agreement and ensuring shipment of selected viruses to AAHL; and 
a-,;.,isting in preparations for the workshops and meetings. 

• A proposal was received from the three sequencing partners on continued molecular sequenc-ing 
activities in addition to support of HPAI monitoring to include a more str.J.te-gic approach. 
communication and sharing of biologic materials between panners. This will contribute to 

recommendations on establishing the mechanism for sustainable virm: characterization. 
• A paper titled "Initial study of antigenic diversities of avian influenza virus H5N 1 in Indonesia 

ming reference anti'iera produced for antigenic cartography'' was pre'ientcd by a national 
scientist at the f\iational Scientific Confere-nce organize-d by the Indonesian Veterinary Me-dical 
Association in Semarang, October 2010. 

• A presentation on ··orFLU: Contributions towerd improved vaccine strain selection for 
poultry" was made by an international 'icienti'it in collaboration with OFFLU at the 1" 
International One Health Congress in Melbourne. Au;-..lrnlia, February 2011. 

E.l lncrea.\·e knawledge lif best pradicesfar avian influenza vaccination in poultry 
• The final OFFLU project technical review meetmg was conducted 28-29 October 2010 and 

recommendations were protluced including guidance on registration anti licensing for 
efficacious poultry v~tccine;.,. 

• Clearance w<:.;., received from the Director General to deliver the reverse genetics (RG) virm, 
seed strains. generated at SEPRL, to Pusvetma. 

• Following. a meeting on 5 November 20l0 facilitated by FAOIOFFLU. the DGLAHS informed 
vaccme 1-:1anufflclurers of Lhe availability of the candidate vc.cdne and challenge viruses ;-md 
invited them to retrieve the viruse'i from Puwetma and BPMSOH. However, these strains have 
still not been released, 

Output F: Coordinated and enhanced management of the HPAI control programme 

F.l Facilitate implementation of integrated HPAI control plan on one island where the HPAI 
situation is considered readily controllable 

• The analysis of the market chain network study on Bali wa)o. completed. This was the last piece 
of work for phase I of the Bali project. 

F.2 Stren then :.overnment ca acit to conduct veterinar ~-ervices trainin and conlinuin education 
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• The curriculum for communication and improved training skills for Master Trainers (MT) hm, 
been developed and was approved and nine modules were prepared and tested. Linked ro the
Improved Training: Skill:-. three Training of Trainer:-. (TOT) sessions (GPS, sample submbsiun 
and SMS gateway) have been developed 'iO that the \1Ts can carry out these training<; at the 
:novincial or district levels. 

• Three national MTs have developed TOT skills and a further four MTs have been trained in 
Improved Training Skills. 

• Three Naii{mal MTs have returned to Jakana and are learning how to develop training modules 
and have developed their abilities in module preparation and training. Two MTs in Bandung 
were given on-the-job support to improve their training skills. Data managers trained for the 
PVUK programme were supported to train enumerators in data collection. 

• A need has been identified for a training module on under:-..tanding data which will build skill:. 
in data analysi'i and culminate in Qmmtum GIS training for Pmvincial <md District staff. The 
curriculum for thi:.. training ha:. been developed and module preparation commenced. 

F.3 Improve competencies of local government decision-makers to mafUlge sustainable and effective 
HPAI control programmes and to promote understanding of the economic impact of animal diseases 
on livelihoods and public health 

• One Decision Makers' Meeting (DMM) for Yogyakarta was held on 21 and 22 Decemher 2010. 
The meeting underlined the fact that backyard chickens are the main livestock species of the 
majority of people in Yogyakarta and are kept traditionally a:<> an additional economic source or 
£L'> a !-.ource of animal protein for the hou:-..ehold. [n addition, there are still many traditional 
markets in the province selling live chickens or birds. 

• The meeting further highlighted the efforts made by the provincial ;md district Livestock 
Services (included PDSR-trained statf} in implementing effective HPAI control programmes 
with community participation and the need to implement more TEC activities to rai~ public 
awareness and to build off existing cor.1munity cadres I volunteers at the village leveL There is 
also a need to improve disease surveillance, comrol poultry movements in the market chain and 
build the capacity ofLive<;tock Service officers: (to be funded by local government). 

• The o-utput of this DMM meeting was u document !-.igned by local government decision makers, 
s.~1.ting that the :;;rovincial and district governments a;e ready with their 2011 and 2012 local 
government budgets: tn continue operational support of the PDSR programme_ 

F.4 Ass·ist central and local governments to design and implement a natUmal veterinary service 
strategy 

• The NVS workplan was compJc[cd and approved by the Director of Anir.1-al Health. 
• Guidelines on National Veterinary Services, establishment of Veterinary Authority and 

appointm¢nt of the Authorized Veterinarian were draft<Xi and the content has been ag::-eed in 
:;zrincip\c by DGLAHS NVS Task Force. 

• Guidelines for the Cont:ol Strategy for rabies, anthrax, brucellosis and hog cholera were drafted 
by the DGLAHS. l'\VS Task Force. 

F,5 Develop and integrate emerging databases into the national veterinary information s_vstem 
• The draft plan for the national animal disease surveillance system was completed. 
• Database design for a generic animal disease surveillance system was initiated, 
• \Vork on standardization of data collection to ensure compatibility of databases was continued. 

F.6 Pmvide technical assistance for establishment of local cold chain capacity 
• Inclusion of Bali in USAID-funded cold chain capacity strengthening activities wa:-: promoted 
• Technical s:upport wa'i provided for the cold chain TOT implemented by JSI-Deliver 
• ln collaboration with DAH/CMU and JSI-Deliver. a field a<.;ses:sment of the cold chain in Bali 

province \-Vas conducted. 

F,7 Increase public visibility of the HPAI conirol programme 
• FAO participated ln 1hc Indonesian Veterinary Medical Association conference and exhibition 
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in Octo-ber 2010, establishlng the programr:1e's booth and disseminating public materials related 
iO !he project. 

• The 2009 ECTAD lndone;<..ia Annual Repon (Indonesian version) db,tributed !o partners and 
government offices. 

• A Media Gathering on Market Restmcturing was held in February 2011. 
• \\·ork has "'tarted on preparation of the 2010 ECTAD Indonesia Annual Report. 

F.8 Provide operational support to enable implementation of the ECT.4D Indonesia programme 
• Service contracts \Vere ~igned with vendoP.> and pmtner organiLations to facilitate variou;<., 

project activities, including the establishment of four ck;:ming and disinfection stations in East 
Jakarta, Bekasi and Tangerang, renovation of two markets in Tangerang, laboratory testing of 
samples for )o.Urveillance activities and a publicity campaign to pmmote "A yam ASUH" (healthy 
chicken meat) in the Jabodetabek ared. 

• 355 IT equipment pack<Jges were procured and distributed to 29 pr0vincial live"tock service 
offices. 

• The renewal of vehicle registration for 632 motorcycles and 38 cars was initiated, 
• A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for testing of samples from layer tarms participating 

in the hiosecurity cos.t-effectivenes)o. study was signed. 
• In line v.-ilh technical activities undertaken during the quarter, project personnel were recmited, 

project equipment and <.;upplies ¥/ere procured and distributed and Leuers of Agreement (LOA) 
were signed wilh partner orgamm!ions. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period 

Output A: Sustainable surveillance, prevention and '-''Ontro1 of HPAI in yilJage poultry 

A.l Maintain~ develop and adapt local government prevention, passive surveillance and nutbreak 
control capacity for village poultry across endemic areas of Indonesia, prWritized by level of HPAI 
risk; manage a staged transition of costs to local government 

• Village empowerment strategies tn he developed for incorporc..tion into a modified version of 
PDSR that will evolve over the semeste-r to focus on improving passive reporting and reducing 
amount of time spent on active reporting. New and simplified reporting methods will be 
devel0ped to allow PDSR staff to work to empov .. 'er the village community to take a greater role 
in decision-making. Strategies to develop village decision-making skills will be developed. 

• Fourteen new PDSR staff will be trained in \Vest Bandung and 39 officers in Samarinda. A 
review of exi)o.ting PDSR coverage will be carried out to determine future need' for ongoing 
training. Twenty livestock service officer" in Papua will be given lntro II training. 

• Further DMMs will be held in Banten, West and Central Java tn discuss cnst-,haring. 

A.2 Strengthen the capacity of Puskeswan b)' integrating participatory diseases surveillance and 
response techniques; pilot system first in ten Pu.skeswan 

• Implernentation of PCE field training will be linked to the development of the NVS. Initially 
1hi' will take place m Bali 1o control rabie' anJ thi' will serve a:-. a model for other area:. 
affected by rabies that are included within the NVS programme. 

A . .l Increase local government Peterilwry service competency to detect, diagnose, report and control 
other animal diseases of zoonotic and economic importance in ~·illages 

• Eleven SOPs for the prevention and control of rabie<; will be completed and used in the NVS 
.:-abies eradication programme in Bali. 

• Sixty-nine PDSR 'taff will be trained to carry out vaccination, mpid respon)o.e and vaccination tn 
control rabies in Ball, 

• A system will be developed to increa'e passive reporting of su~pect rabies ca~6 and increa.'-.e 
the communities' under'>tanding of herd immunity amongst vaccinated dog), 

• PDSR Disease Transr:1ission Video will be transitioned to cor:1mercial poultry and PVUK 
prugrammes following further Jbcussion with the CPH and Local Govt'rnment team ...... 

• SOP, work:low and technical guidelines and training "\Viii be developed for detection and 
control of rabies as a ilot of the NVS conce t. These will be tested in Bali and linked to PCE 

9 
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training. 

A.4 Develop locally-realistic methods and communication materiaL-. for prevention and control of 
HPAI and other animal di.~·eases of zoonotic and economic imptwtanL·e to enable commllnitie5 to 
make infonned decisions together and supported by local government 

• An overall communication ~trategy will be developed to pass information from central 
government to commercial farmers through the LDCC system. 

• Completion and distribution of IEC material as pm1 of piloting the NVS concept in Bali. 
• \Vith the propo:-ed changes in PDSR and development of NVS, the existing communication 

material wm be reviewed for relevance in the new system. 
• Development of communication material for farmers and farm workers to comple!Ytent PVUK 

training and the CPH programme. 

Output B: lmproyed biosecurity and vaccination pra-ctices in commercial sectors 

B.l Provide specialized teehuical support to selected layer farmers to enlumce production efficiency 
and qlUllity of layer vaccination and biosecurity measures 

• Meet with each farmer to identify the farmer's top priorities and agree on a management plan to 
address hiosecurity issues for each participating fann (phase-2 period). 

• Continue to assist each fann to implement management plan phase-1 and phase-2. 
• Sample bird:.. and environment to determine pre"'ence of H5-suhtype virus at end of phase 1 ;md 

2 periods. 
• Begin implementation study of farmer<;' perception<; and decision-m<Jking. 

B.2 Support local government ~·eterinary and laboratory sen·ices to engage more effectively with 
ptmltry farmers IJn diw:ase preventinn and outbreak investigatitms (P'VUKprogramme) 

• Complete final introductory level (level 3) training of pilot PVUK officers so they can formally 
be-gin to work us PVUK office-rs. 

• Conduct Knowledge, Attitudes :::nd Practices (KAP) smdy in selected districts as a baseline to 

later a'>sess changes attributable to PVUK activitic'i. 
• A pmject evaluation will he carried om to document the it"!lpact of the PVUK pilot and make 

recommendations for scale-up. 
• The PVUK databa'ie will be develnped and managed at the district level. 

B.3 Facilitate trial of primle sector-funded compensation programme 
• Further di:--cuss opp;.ll1unitie:.. to pilot a compensation sy:-tem with GOPAN-<b~ociated broiler 

farmers. 
• Identify early adopter farmers based on dis.:ussions above and initiate design. 

B.4 Facilitate government tmd industry to establish a functional public-private partnership via a 
National Poultry Quality Improvement Programme, including regular Biosecurity Coordi11ation 
meetings 

• Continue development of the :"\fPQIP document. 
• Hold consultation meeting \Vith farmers in collaboration \Vith ADPHI. USDA and DGLAHS. 
• rinalize TOR for Commercial Poultry Health Master T:-aincrs in collaboration \Vith ADPHI and 

USDA. 

B.5 Evaluate effectiveness ofbiosecurity measures implemented by poultry producers 
• Continue moni£Oring the implementation of the cost-effectiveness study. 
• Analyze data from study and begin preparing preliminary rcpon. 
• Meet the farmers and key stakeholders to share study analyses and findings. 
• Provide farmers with digital production cost data management system {database). 
• Continue moni£Oring farmer decision-making patterns and conduct preliminary analysis. 

B.6 Facilitate design of local government-implemented poultry farm profiling and certification 
system 

10 
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• Funher training fo-r data managers on enco-ding the data generated by the PVUK officers \.\'ill 

be canied out. 
• Data manager;,; will be given "understanding data" tr<Jining to enable them to make be;,;t use of 

the profiling data, 

B. 7 As!.·ist central government to monitor commercial poultry producer compliance with avian 
influen:p vaccination regulations 

• Prepare re}Nrt to DGLAHS on findings of vaccination practices of farmers participating in CPH 
programme. 

Output C: Impnrn~d HPAI surveillance and control along the poultry marketing chain 

C.J Support local government to conduct longitudinal mrveillance and trace-back for H5 subtype 
virus and HPAT in live bird markets, collector yards {Uid slaughterhouses 

• Continue to support monthly LBM surveillance by local government in JabodetabeL 
• Conduct coordination meeting with Provincial Livestock Services of West Java, Jakarta and 

Ban ten. di"'trict!city livestock services <Jnd PSP in Jahodetabek. 
• Complete analysis of collector yard surveillance data (Phase If) once PCR result:- are verified 

and then design Phase III market chain surveillance based on Phase II findings. 
• Prepare training for Pha~ TIT market chain surveillance. 
• Conduct Phao;;e ITI market chain surveillance. 

C.2 Support implementation of minimum standards of biosecurity and sanitation in selected live bird 
market.o;, collector yards and slaughterhou.o;es 

• Conduct market C&D training at ten pilot LBlvh in collaboration with the \<10H-WHO healthy 
nmrkels programme. 

• Supervi~e the operation of the new C&D station~ in Beka:.i and Bogor. 
• Continue 10 develop C&D station design. budget esltm:ation and contractor selection for 3 

slaughterhou;,;es in Jabodetabek. 
• Develop minimum standanls guidelines for sanitation along the poultry market chain. 
• Support ongoing local government mnnitoring <:.nd evaluatinn of market elm in C&D activities in 

J abodetabek. 
• Continue to oversee construction >-vorks at Anyar market in Tangerang City and Bonang market 

in Tangerang Di~tricl. 
• Develop and supervise the bidding process and contractor selection tOr Parung Panjang market 

(Bogor district), Anyar market (Bogor city) and Kranggan Market (Bekw;.i city). 
• Conduct monitoring and evaluation of the implementation of cleaning day at LBMs in 

J abodetabek. 
• Provide documented lessons learned and recommendations to improve implementation of C&D 

activities. 

C.J Facilitate poultry market re.\-tructuring with emphm;is an food mfety in DKJ .Jakarta and 
surrounding areas 

• Continue to provide assistance in the consolidation of the Jakarta poultry market restructuring 
strc.tegy. which has agreed an increase in the number of designated relocation centres as a more 
accommodating approach towards the poultry operators. 

• Help identify and assess potential locations proposed by collectors and slaughterers that can 
become official relocation centers. 

• Continue to implement comprehensive promotion campaigns for "healthy chicken meat" with 
consumers and traders in other traditional markets selling poultry meat. 

• Continue to collaborate closely with the private sector and the local administration in the 
restructuring of distribution channels, including the cold chain; continue the trial of a new 
distrihutinn channel from one of the five collection yards to the tradition<Jl markets (Rawa 
Kepiting to four more traditional markets) and adoption of adapted cold chain equipment. 

• Continue to collaborate closdy with local government to strengthen food safety mea;,;ure:-: by 
ensuring the government relocation centres comply by food safety standards, develop training 
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;Jrogramme-s for meat inspectors and enforce specific inspection for the ma:kets and 
slaughterhouses. 

• Continue to a;..sist p-ruvincial government to identify alternative im.:ome-generating aclivitie;.. for 
;multry stakeholden who may become unemployed by the market re~tructuring programme and 
design support programmes accordingly. 

C.4 Explore mechanisms to improve inter-provincial movement control out of HPAJ high risk 
provinL·ex 

• Hold focus group discussions with traders and vendors in Semanggi collector yard once the 
requi:-.ite support has been obtained from local government. 

• Explore the po~s.ibility oi' establishing a poultry health monitoring system for all poultry 
entering Semanggi collector yard. 

• Conduct follow-up meeting<; with central and k1cal g<wernment on Animal Hedth Certification 
(SKKH) and field as.s.es.s.menl lo check points in Western Java. 

• Foilow up the agreement between FAO, DAH and local government of Surakarta city regarding 
Semanggi collector ya1·d upgrading plan. 

• Provide inputs to the local government of Weslem Java regarding checkpoint operatton 
improvement. 

Output D: Engagement with duck producers for improved control ofHPAI 

D. I Assess role of ducks in the epidemiology ofHPAT in selected areas of Java 
• Clear and circulate the final report to partner organizations. 
• Review the potential value and feasibility of AI vaccination of ducks in Indonesia. 

D.2 Conduct duck vaccination fu:ld trinl in one identified high risk H PAl-endemic area 
• Further investigate dec-ease in detected HPAT case'i in Yogyakm1a province during the 2009-

2010 inilu~nza season. 
• Reassess value of targeted duck vaccination rrial o-nce Java duck study and Yogyakarta 

assessment complete. 

Output E: Sustainabl~ ''irus monitoring and Yacdne d~velopment 

E.l Assist pub{it.,· and private sectors [(J develop a L'entrally-managed system to monitor circulating 
viruses and sustain vaccine ejficacy 

• racilitate ongo-ing Laboratory ~etwork meetings in support o-f the effort to monitor antigenic 
variation in circulating viruses. (May · Sequencing Network; Jui-Aug Pre-screening Network); 
and follow-up on the characterization of isolates selected based upon pre-screen data from DIC 
Wates a:-. part of the parallel data generation for capacity building. 

• Conduct "Communicating Science- Scicntit'ic \Vriting Workshop". 
• The FAO-OFrLU Scientist will continue to provide support to the ongoing (ransfcr of 

techn0logy to Tndonesla. ll1e next input'i are scheduled for July-August 2011. 
• Conduct workshop for improvement of laboratory data managern-ent including Excel, EMPRES-

i Asia and lnfoLabPius. 
• Assist AAHL to conduct workshop on quality reagent production at Pusvetma. 
• Expand pre-screen effort to partner labs (e.g. industry/university) with DAH approvaL 
• Develop a module for InfoLabPius to record and net\.vork all DIC results for the pre-screening 

and antigenic cm1ography (to be c:.~lled lnfolab Cartography) and provide training fm DlC staff 
in the use ofthi'> new module (contingent upon DAFF ~uprort for (nfoLabPius). 

E.2 Increase knowledge of best practices for avinu influenza vaccination in poultry 
• Confirm dis.po-"ition of candidate vaccine and challenge strains returned to Indonesia fm vaccme 

industry to develop updated vaccines. 
• Support SEPRL to provide a'i'iistance to MoA designated laboratories for the preparation of 

vaccine m<:stcr seeds from RG H5N I avian intlucnz::: constructs provided through the project 
and to provide didactic and on-site challenge test training for eflicacy and potency 
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determination to demonstrate efficacy and potency of vaccines for purposes of 
.:"egist.:"a!ionllicensing. 

• 1-acilita!~ works:hop on practical aspecb of vaccines ::md vaccination. Thb workshop will 
increase the knowledge of poult:-y veterinarians and industry rep:-esentatives on all practical 
aspects of vaccines and vaccination in poultry for lmproved control of avian intluenza. 

• Provide technical suppot1 for serosu:veiilance using homologous vaccine antigen and \Vates-l 
antigen and coordinate wirh -exi-,ting vaccination efforts when possible. 

• Prepare updateJ technical recommendations on vaccination s!ralegy baseJ upon rect>nl fieltl 
vaccine trials, continued epidemiological analysis of the disease situation in Indonesia and 
global epidemiological knowledge on HPAI. 

Output F: Coordinated and enhanced management of the HPAI control programme 

F.l Facilitate implementation of integrated HPAI control plan on one island where the HPAI 
situation is comidered readily controllnble 

• Write the report for pha'>e I of the Bali project. 
• Plan activities fnr phase 2 (intervention phase) of the project. 
• Develop the plan with the Bali authorities< 
• Start interventions depending on funds availability. 

F.2 Strengtheu government capacity to conduct veterinary services training and continuing education 
• Provide the rem<Jining 49 MTs with Improved Training Skill:- training and TOT training in 

GPS, SMS gate'i.vay and sample submission. They wlH then be able to car:y out trainings of 
PDSR-traineU sta(f at the local level. 

• Assist DAR to recruit more National MTs to partidpate in the in-service training programme in 
Jakarta. 

• Complete the "understanding data" modules, field test and begin field imple1':1entation. 
• Hold DMM in the ;mwinces of Banten. Lampung and East Java. 

F . .llmprove competencies of local government decision-makers to manage sustainable and e_ffectire 
HPA.l control programmes and to promote understanding of the economit-• impact of animal diseases 
on livelihood.v and puhlit· health 

• Revi~;e D\1M model to incorporate epidemiology and d1sease management training and NVS 
development, as well as the red6ignlng of lhe PDSR system. Conduct at least two newly 
de-:igned DMM" in the next reporting period. 

• Plan three DMMs to be attended by lm.:al government decision makers [representatives of 
provincial planning authorities (BAPPEDA), provinclal parliaments (DPRD I and II) and the 
Assistant Governor for economic development] for Lampung. Ban ten and East Java provinces. 

F.4 Ass·ist central and local governments to design and implement a natUmal veterinary service 
strategy 

• Revi:--.e PDSR :--.ystem to incorporate the NVS approach. 
• Complete development of PCE training module. 
• Implement pilot PCE !.raining in Bali province. 
• Facilitate meeting between MoA and Ministry of Internal Affairs to discuss NVS and lhe 

issuing of Joint Circular Letter. 
• Finalize Joint Circular Letter of Minister of Agriculture <md Minister o:-· Tnternal Affairs on 

Guidelines on National Veterinary Sen.-ice:.. 
• Finalize guidelines for control strat.:gy fo:- rabies, anthrax, brucellosis and hog cholera. 
• Develop reporting forms for rabies, anthrax. brucellosis and hog cholera. 
• Advocate with Local Government on National Veterinary Services plan in pilot areas. 

F.S Develop ami integrate emerging databw;es into the national veterinary information system 
• Complete version 1.0 of the database for the animal disease surveillance system. 
• Continue work on standardization of data collection to ensure compatibility o-:' databases. 
• Come1ence training on the new animal disease surveillance system in NVS pilot areas. 
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• Cmm:1ence field trial uf the new animal disea~e survei!lam:e system in ~VS pilot areas. 

F.6 Prm'ide technical assistance for establishment of local cold chain capacity 
• In collaboralinn with DAHICMU and JSI-Dehver. provide technical support for cold chain 

training to local government staff and capacity "trengthening in Bali province. 

F.7 Iucrease public visibility of the HPAI control programme 
• Produ:.::e and di"-ttibule 1he Programme'~ Promo11onal Vitleo Vol. 2. 
• Produce c.nd distribute 1he 2010 rAO ECTAD Indonesia Annud Report. 

F. X PrtH'ide operational support to enable implementation of the ECTA..D Indonesia programme 
• Facilitate service contracts and provide operation..'ll supp011 to activities, such as the 

establishment of three cleaning and disinfection :-.13tion~ in South Jakarta, We~t Java and 
Tangerang and renovatiDn of three markets in Bekasi and B0gor. 

• Complete renewal of vehicle registration') for project vehicles and motorcycle'-'. 
• Complete distribution of 355 IT equipment packages to district livestock service offices. 
• In line •.vith planned technical activities for the next quarter. continue to recruit project 

personnel, procure and distribute project equipment and ~upplies and facilita1e signing of 
Letters of Agree1:1ent~ (LOA) with pa11ner organization~. 

• Commence transfer uf OSRO/INS/604/USA project as~ets to government. 

.Main chaHcngcs encountered and response provided 
The most significant challenge faced this quarter was moving forward with timely implementation of 
multiple prog::-amme:-.. and close collaboration with and in support of, mrr government counterpart,,. By 
combining timely technical expertise with expe:ience facilitating cooperation bet\.veen the Government 
of Indonesia and the international community, as well as intra-governmental cOClperation, ECTAD 
Indonesia has been successful in making progre:-.~ in all major areas of the HPAI Control Programme. 
Specific technical difficulties continue to be encountered \Vith data management and diagnostic te;.;ting 
procedures in partner laboratories. As previously rep01ted, these difficulties have caused delays in 
finalizing analyses for target research on collector yard surveillance, as well as the epidemiology of 
HPAI in ducks. Better pmgres'i in this area can be expected with more focu-:ed technical support 
tailored to the individual needs of each lab~;ralory, a:-; well as a greater focui> on improving datu 
management pradices in general. Finally, the FAO programme is nmv facing the challenge of 
increasing the positive impact of activities, while faced with a 'iignificant budget reduction ror FY 12 
budge!. ECTAD Indonesia is working closely with the DGLAHS :md USAID to conduct a programme 
review and planning exercise for 201 1-2012, 'A'hich should enahle the limited fund~ available to be 
focused on those activities which will have greatest impact in terms of both H51"1 risk reduction and 
long-term sustainability. Consultur'ion on activities to be included in a new follow-on HPAI project will 
take place thi~ semester and a pwject document v.ill be drafted. 
Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes (from the start of the current 
project phase) 

Output A: Sustainable surveillance, prew.ntion and control o: HPAI in village poultry 
• Activities have been designed to inc:ease passive surveillance of HPAL As active surveillance 

activities will be redu.:ed, the PDSR and other local govemr.-.ent staff will he t:·ained to work 
closely with villages to encourage village-ba"ed solutions to HPAl prevention and control. 

• There is now strong commitment_ ~uppot1 and integration at the local government level (e.g. 
between the LDCC and provincial/district livestock services) in animal health and HPA.I 
disease control programme;; as a di:-ect result o:·rhe FAO project. 

• The PDSR programme has strengthenetl veterinary services capacity to detect and respond to 
HPAT outbreaks in village poultry throughout HPAT-endemic areas of Indonesia. 

• The LDCC system has enabled mo:e effective communication and coordination between 
cenlral and local governments within the highly decentraliLed Indonesian governance system. 

• Additional local governments have allocated funding specifically to suppm1 the establishment 
and operations of LDCC and PDSR activities, thereby contributing to sustainable disease 
c0ntrol. 
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Output B: Improved biosecmity and vaccination practices in comr.1ercial sectors 
• The commercial poultry health programme team ha'i built rappoct :md tru:-;t \Vith participating 

f;:lrmers. ensuring a healthy veterinarian-client relationship required for fm1her progress in 
improving biosecurity and vaccination practices in commercial sectors, 

• The understanding of the mle of commercial poultry production in the maintenance and spread 
of HPAI has improved. 

• The PVUK pilot programme has been deYeloped in close collaboration with farmer.;,. central 
and local govemnenb in order to improve communicalion aml cooperation between fanner<., 
and local government animal health service'i. 

• Databases pmfiling the commercial poultry farm~ in each pilot district have been estahli..,hed 
by district livestock services. 

• Public sector collaboration with commercial poultry producers has been accelerated_ In 
particular_ public sec"tor di~ase controller:; and intematinnal agencies are hoth more aware of 
the co1:1plexity of commercial poultry production in Indonesia and more engaged with private 
sector s1akeholders involvetl in commercial poultry production. 

• As a result of CPH programme activities, the HPAI Control Programme now understands that 
one of the key constmint.... poultry farmers are facing i:-. a very limited capacity to track and 
interpret their t~um's productivity and profit. Training and engagement activities are being 
adjus1cd to dircc1ly addrcs~ this fundamental need_ 

Output C: Improved HPAI surveillance and control along the poultry marketing chain 
• Test results from the DKI J<1karta category B animal health laboratory were distributed to all 

livestock services at district level throughom Jabodetabck to increase local government 
awareness and respon-.iveness to m:.trket chain contamination and veterinary public health 
issues. 

• A targeted research activity to test collector yard-bas.ed surveillance methnd'i to a-:sess relative 
risk of poultry production areas and poullry type was developed and :->:ucCt:''>c.ful1y ir:1plemented. 

• Improved understanding of poultry market dynamics in DKl Jakarta by !h~ public sector. 
• Increased p1ivate anti public c.eclor C&D cap:.tcity and increased implementation of C&D 

practices along the poultry market chain in greater Jakarta. 
• Critical \Veaknesses in the DKI Jakarta market restructuring preparations were identified and 

corrective measures propose-d and subsequently implemented by the Government. 
• A specific high-ri<;k poultry market system ha.<> been identi-:--ied as a result of prqject

implemented surveillance activities and is now being addressed with the relevant government 
stakeholders. 

Output D: Engagement with duck producer-. for impmved control ofHPAI 
• The database of duck 11ock:> developed from the study aea provides a sample frame for the 

prevalence study and other future activities to be undertaken in duck ~>O?Ulaticms by animal 
health authorities; knm.vledge of locations of high density duck populations is a critical :f-lrst 
step tu identifying critical control point~ for targeled interventions to control HPAL 

Output E: Sustainz.b1e virus monitoring and v2.ccine development 
• Development of a safe and efficacious vaccine for use in Indonesia 
• Characteriuttion of AI viruses circulating in Indonesia. 
• Increased capacity of Indonesian laboratories to perform antigenic and genetic characterization 

of viruses and analyse re:..ulb. 
• Improved collaO.mltJOn between Jndone:,.ian privale sector and public sector on field viru'> 

monitoring, 

Output F Coordinated and enhanced management o:·rhe HPAI control programme 
• The human resource capacity of local government livestock services has been improved 

through PDSR training and preparation of Master Trainers to lead training and continuing 
education activitie'> within the HPAI Control Programme. 

• Improved knowledge of factors associated with outbreak<; of HPAI in vH!age poultry to be used 
to inform and refine surveillance and control ~trategies. 
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• Critical control points identified. Data and suh:--equent analy!-.is leading to identificatiun of 
further points for disease contml enorts to be targeted_ 

• Significant improvement in technical capacity and management of local government human 
resources working m the field throughout aU known HPAI-endemic areas. 

• GuiUdmes f~lr !he impkmenlati~m of the NVS have been prep::tred by DGLAHS under the 
direction o:'the NVS Task Force with technical advice provided by ECTAD Indonesia. 

• The NVS approach ha:-- been maUe operational via the rabies eradication programme in Bali. 
allowing capacities developed by the project to be utilized for other major Indonesian public 
health prioritie!. in addition to H5Nl HPAI. 
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I Quarter 2010 

Project Monitoring -Sheet: OSRO/INS/703/USA 

Project Title: MonitDring AI virus variants in Indonesian poultry and defining an effective and 
sustainable vaccination strategy 

Reporting Period: January -1\elarch 2010 

Country: Indonesia 

Project title: Monitoring AI virus variants in Indonesian poultry and defining an effective and 
sustainable vaccination strateov 

Project Codc:OSRO/INSnOJ/liSA 

.Budget: liSD 830 500 (Phase 1), LISD 800 mo (Pha.>e II) 
Budget total: USD 1 630 500 1 

Effedive starting date: Phase I {October 2007-September 2008). Phase H (l October 200~) 

Planned end date: Phase II: 30 Sep 2010 

Context of the Project: 

Since 2005, Indonesia has become one of the major global hotspots for the Highly Pathogenic Avian 
Influenza (HPAI) epizootic m both poultry and humans. To help control HPAI in the field, an 
understanding of the circulating field isolates is needed to both monitor poultry vaccine efficacy and to 
identify appropriate strains fur new vaccine development. 

Objectives of the Project: Phase 2 Extension 

• HSN 1 HPAI virus field i;:;olatc collection for biologicul and genetic chuructcrization . 

• Challenge testing uf antigenic variants against newly develuped vaccine strain . 

• Capacity buildlng . 

• Technical recommendations for vaccination strategy . 

Planned activities 

Output A-H. HPAI field isolate collection for biologic and genetic charactcri7..ation 
Activitr AB l. To continue collection of samples. 
Aclivitr AB2. To Support heta Testing of"b~foUih-Plus h.v Peter Durr. Australian Animal Health 
Laboratory (AAHL} to allowfl~trjleld emr.r ~(standardized sample injOrmalion. improved dtlfa 
inlegration and communication between laboratories, and !o ensure data inlegri,.y. This activity has 
been completed. 
Aclivitr AB3. To screen samples by real-lime pol_ .. ·merase chain reaction (RT-PCR) in Disease 
lnvesligalion Cen!re (DJC}, Bbalitvel, and ne~v par!ners '>'-''here possible. 
Submis~ion of ~pecimen~ to laboratorie~ continues both through participatory disease surveillance 
{PDSR) and normal activitle::.. 
Actit'it,· AB4. To prm'ide sample.•• positive for u~-ian ii{fluenza to the AAHLfor characTeriz.ation. 

1 Under the first phase. an addiLor.al USD 200 000 was a! located fro:n OSRO/lNSnOI/AUL in support of pro_ier.:t activities. 
The duration of the ;lfoject has heen extended from 12 month<: to 24 :nonths. 
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To continue to pursue collaborative efforts to obtaln needed isolates from underrepresented and high
risk species and geographical areas. 
Acrivitr AB5. To conduct t;enctic and ontit;enic dwracreri::_ation of HPA/ isolates in Indonesia. 

• r-.rational and international reference laboratories continue with the characterization of available 
isolate:,;. 

• To produce/distribute antisera panel confirmed for use in antigenic cartography to additional 
partners named by the Department of Animal Health (DAH) using the protocols agreed to by 
Erasmus Medical Cemer (MC) and AAHL 

Output C. Challenge testing of antigenic variants and vaccine ~"trains seledion 
Acriritv C 1. Perform challenxe testing ;vi!h priorit_v isolates a;wins! new raccine(sj strain. 

• To continue efforts to send the reverse genetics low pathogenicity certified master seed to 
Indonesia. Awaiting response from the Director Gencr::il ofLlvcstock Scrvlce (DGLS): once 
approved, master seed can be shipped to the National Vetcrin::iry and Drug Assay L"lboratory 
INVDALl. 

• To contlnuc characterization of additional constructs. 

Output D. Capacity building 
Activity DJ. Five-monlh supporl }rom Jhe World Orgnnisafion for Animal Heal!h (OlE)- Food and 
Agriculture Organiz.mion of/he United Nation.c, (FA. OJ Network o{ExperJise on A. vi an Influenza 
(OFFLU) ScientisJ in close coordinaJion ;.rilh AAHL. 

• The OFFLU ~cientist from FAO will continue tu provide in-coumry technical as~lstance to 
support laboratory capacity and establishment of activities for antigenic cartography. Next inputs 
will be scheduled for February and March 2010. 

• To cominue procurement of needed reagents and equipment for Disea--;e Investigation Centre 
(DIC) Wates. 

• To confirm activities at DIC \Vatcs for antigenic cartography and prcscrccning actiYitics at the 
DICs to include OFFLU Recommendation to include a standardized reference HS hyperimmune 
antisera and the homologous antigen based on an updated common Indonesian lineage for use in 
the DICs and other national laboratories. 

• Ajoinl assessment visit to Pusvetma in March 2010 by AAHL. OFFLU, and Indonesia Dutch 
Pannership (TDP) to determine needs. 

• To continue to encourage cooperation with industry to conduct virus monito-ring activities. 
Activitv D2. Molecular and antigenic analysis H'orkshops. 
A follow-up of \Vorkshop on Serology and Virus Typlng tOr Antigenic Cartography held 
from 2 to 4 September and 30 :'-Jovembcr to 4 December 2009 scheduled to be held during this reporting 
period has been rescheduled in June 2010. This is because of the delay in the transmittal of the letter to 
DTCs from DAH regarding roles and responsibilities for Antigenic Cartography. 
Activity D3. Develop copahili(v to conduct l'Gccine ejflcacy test.<. in Indonesia. 

• To suggest improved involvement of industry to sustain vaccine efficacy testing. 
• To determine training needs for either Bbalitvet or NVDAL on challenge testing ar AAHL. 
• To continue lo encourage DAH to partner with private compa11ies to pursue challenge te~ting 

field trials. 

Output E. Technical recommendations for the Yaccination strategy 
Acrivitr EJ. Continue development of reverse genetic vaccine bused upon the dr~Ft variant identiped in 

Phase I. Thls activity has been completed. 
Acrivitr E2. Support.ficld trials with altenwtive vaccines. 

2 
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To support field trials with alternative vaccines and continue to encourage DAH to partner with private 
companies to pursue trials using candidates demonstrated likely to be efficacious. especially against 
variant viruse-; in Indonesia. 
Aoivitr £3. Encourage the Government(~( Indonesia to streamline reJ.:iS!ration (~f efficaciou.\ 
recombinant and reverse gene!ic vaccines. This activity has been suspended, since investigations in 
support of product registration are considered as a "''private good'' and should be conducted at the 
expense of the vaccine company. 
Activin· E4. Conlinue the assessment ofcos!s and cost-effectiveness o{mccina!ion stra!egies in 

lndonesht. 
Initiate data entry of the Indonesian Center for Agriculture Socio-Economic and Policy Studies 
{ICASEPS) field survey conducted in Western Java area for '"Assessment of Farm Level Financial 
Incentives and \Villingness to Pay for HPAI Vaccination in Indonesia". 
Activin· E5. Prepare updated technical recommendations on a t'acci;wtion stnttegv. 

• To prepare and conduct consultation to develop recommendations for a comprehensive 
vaccination strategy in Indonesia for July 2010. 

Activity E6. Organize technical revinv meetinxs. 
• To prepare for final Technical Reviev.· Meeting scheduled for September to October 20 I 0. 

Adivities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output A-B. HPAI field isolate collection for biologic and genetic characterization 
Acrivitr AB J. Cominue collection r~{samples 
Reviewed proposal from DIC \Vates to increase sample submission. DIC Watcs was advised to proceed 
with clearance from the head of the PDSR programme. 
Activity AB2. Support beta h'sting of lnfoLah-Plus by Peter Durr, AAHL to w'lo-wforfield cnt1~v r~( 
swndardi::ed sample information, improved dahl integration and cmnmunication between laboratories, 
ond to (JHS!JrV riflfo inff-'grity. Thi<;; i!Ctiviry has hccn compktPII 
Activin· AB3. Screen samples by RT-PCR in DIC~, Bhaiiivef, and neu-· partners where possihle 
Submission of specimens to laboratories has continued both through PDSR and normal activities. 
Activin· AB4. Pnwide samples positive for avian il~fluenza !o AAHL.forcharacterization. 

• Continued to pursue collaborative efforts to obtain needed isolates from undenepresented and 
high risk species and geographical areas. Communication with Medion, which has expressed 
interest in sharing and receiving training for antigenic cartography. was initiated. 

• Advocacy for release of virus sequences in the public domain - response awaited from DGLS to 
letters from OFFLC" in August 2008 and on 15 March 2010 to authorit:e release of available 
eDNA sequences to a publicly held database. 

• Collaboration with AAHL to prepare draft for collaborative manuscripts is in process. 
Activity AB5. Conduct gt'netic ond antigenic c!wraL"ferizotion of HPAI isoliaes in Indonesio 

• National and international rcfCrencc laboratories continued with the characterization of available 
isolates. 

• Re-quest was made to AAHL to supply standard reference materials. 

Output C. Challenge testing of antigenic variants and vacdne strains selection 
Activitr C J. To po.form challenge testing •vith priori(..,: isolates a;;ainst new vaccine(s) strain. 

• Continued characterization of Gdditional construct<> at the Southe-a->t Poultry Re-;earch Laboratory 
tSEPRL). 

• Cartography reagents fiom AAHL received at SEPRL, pending confirmation from Era.-;mus. 
• Continued to encourage DAH to pattner with private companies to pursue challenge testing field 

3 
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trials. 
• Initiated processing of Materials Transfer Agreement (MTA) to ship characterized vaccine 

master seeds and challenge viruse~ to Indonesia. 

Output D. Capacity building 
Activit}' Dl. Five-month supportfrom OF FLU Scientist in close coordination h'ith AAHL. 

• The OFFLU scientist from FAO has continued to provide in-country technical assistance to 
support laboratory capacity. 

• Positive response received from Bbalitvet to participate in OFFLU activities such as the pre
screening proces') to monitor avian influenza viruses for antigenic variation and participation in 
gcnen:lting genetic data for antigenic cartography in parallel and with guidance from AAHL. 

• The DAH nomimtcd three lahoratmies to receive capacity building for molecular 
characterization of antigenic variant HPAI isolates identified through antigenic cartography (DIC 
Bukittinggi, Pusvetma, and Bbalitvef), and an introductory meeting was conducted on 22 March 
2010 in coordination with AAHL for the three laboratories. The DAH and Campaign 
Management Unit (CMU) were in auendance. 

• Initiated procurement of reagents to support molecular characterization efforts. 
• Pusvetma can now produce small amounts of antisera for cartography e.g. -500 mls of a single 

sera per each ten week period using the facilities available. 
• National technical facilitator for OFFLU proposed to assist with the coordination of the OFFLU 

project in close collaboration with representatives from the DAH/CMU. the seven DICs, 
particularly DIC Wates, and other relevant public sector structures and private sector 
stakeholders. The incumbent will facilitate the coordination of the project's day-to-day activities 
and operations for identifying isolates for characterization, screening antigenic variants, and 
conducting efficacy studies on poultry vaccines for avian int1uenza. 

• Site visit to DIC \Vates was conducted by the OFFLU scientist in coordination with CMC to 
follow up nn acti\'ities fo1 antigenic cmtog1aphy and analysis of data generated tn date (March 
2010). 

• Positive response received fmm DAH to include Vaxindo and Medinn in cartography activities. 
• Continued procurement of needed rc<:~gents and equipment for DIC Watcs- OFFLU scientist 

confirmed the <:~rrival of needed equipment and consumahlcs- more needs were identified during 
the March 2010 visit. 

• Conducted joint assessment visit to Pusvetma by AAHL and OFFLU, (IDP were unavailable-) to 
determine needs. 

Activitr D2. Molecular and antigenic analysis workshops. 
The launching meeting for laboratorie~ nominatetl for mole.:ular characterization of antigenic variants 
was conJ.ucte-J. in March 2010. 
Activity D3. Develop capability to conduct vaccine efficacy tests in Indonesia. 

• Visited Bbalitvet in March 2010 to revisit its participation in the pre-screening process w 
monitor avian influenza viruses for antigenic variation, As one of the ;;equencing partners 
recently nominated by the DAH, Bblitvet is being encouraged to participate in the capacity 
building effort by OFFLU and AAHL to suppo1t the sequencing of antigenic variants detecting 
using antigenic cartography, and in the capacity building effort on challenge testing of new 
vaccines using the reverse genetics vaccine strains developed at SEPRL. 

• Continued to encourage DAH to partner with private companies to pursue challenge testing field 
trials. 

4 
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Output E. Technical recommendations for the Yaccination strategy 
Acrivitr EJ. Continued development ofreversc genetic vaccine baw:d upon the dr~ff mrianr ident~fied in 

Phose !. This activity has been completed 
Activilv EL Supporlffeld trials with alternative vaccines. 
Suggested suppmi field trials with alternative vaccines and continuation to encourage DAH to partner 
with private companies to pursue trials using candidates demonstrated to be efficacious, especially 
against variant viruses in Indonesia 
Activilv E3. Encourage the Government of Indonesia to streamline regis/ration of e.fjicacious 
recombinant and re\'erse genetic vaccines. This activity has been suspended. since investigations in 
support of product registration are considered as a "'"private good'' and should be conducted at the 
expense of the vaccine company. 
Activilv E4. Continue the assessment ofcos!s and cost-ejfectil'eness r?fmccina!ion stm!egie.'i· in 
Indonesia. 

• ICASEPS field survey conducted in 13 districts/municipalities is being continued in Western 
Java area for '"'Assessment of Fann Level Finan..::ial Incenlives and Willingne::.s to Pay for HPAI 
Vaccination in Indonesia", 

• Initiated data entry of surve:ys 
Activitv E5. Prepare updated technical recmrunendations una vaccinntion ,\!rnteJ!y. 

• Preparation for the consultation to develop recommendations for a comprehensive vacclnation 
strategy in Indonesia for July 2010 is underway. 

Activitr E6. Organi::,e fet..'hnical rt:'vie;r meeting.<.. 
• Preparation for final Technical Review Meeting September-October 2010 has been initiated_ 

Planned actiYitie..:; for the next quarter 

Output A-B. HPAI field isolate collection for biologic and genetic characterization 
Activity ABJ. Continue collection (~f samples. 
Activitv AB2. Support beta testinx of b~foLab-Piu.s by Peter Durr, AAHL to altm-t'forfield entry of 
standardized sample information, to improve data integration and communication between laboratories, 
and to ensure data intexrit_v. This activily has been completed. 
Activity AB3. Screen samples by RT-PCR in D/Cs, Bbalitr:et, and nnv partners v:here possible. 

• Submi->Sinn of specimens to laboratories continues both through PDSR and normal activitie.;;. 
• Follow up with proposal from DJC Watcs (after approval through PDSR) to conduct sun--clllance 

under the OFFLC proje.ct, 
Activity AB4. Provide samples positive for t~vian i11jluem:.a !o AA.HLfor cJwracteriza!ion. 

• To continue to pursue collaOOrarlve efforts to obtain needed isolates from underrepresent-ed and 
high risk species and geographical areas. 

• To .select a set of 25-30 i~olates from existing pre-screened data generated at DIC \Vate~ to be 
sent to the three labs selected for molecular characterization (DIC Bukittinggi, Pusvctma, and 
Bbalitvet) as well as AAHL for parallel generation of antigenic and genetic data for capacity 
building purposes. 

ACTivity AB5. To conduct genetic and anriRenic characterization of HPA! isolate.~ in Indonesia. 
• !\Yational and international reference laboratories continue with the characterization of available 

isolates. 
• To produce/distribute antisera panel confirmed for use in antigenic cartography to additional 

partners named by the DAH using the protocols agreed to by Erasmus MC and AAHL. 
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Output C. Challenge testing of antigenic variants and vaccine strains selection 
Acrivitr CJ. Perform clwllenf.it' testing H·ith priority isolates axainst neu-· vaccine(s) strain. 

• DAH suggested that the OFFLU Technical Facilitator continue the tOIIow up on submitted letters 
to DGLS for receipt of rt':verse genetics low pathogenicity HSNl virus ~>trains. antigenic 
cartography. and sequence deposit 

• To follow-up MTA to ship characterised vaccine ma~ler seeds and challenge viruses to 
Indonesia. 

• To continue characterization of additional consrmcts at SEPRL. 

Output D. Capacity building 
Activitv Dl. Fi;'e-nwmh support .from OFFLU Scientist in dose courdinatinn h·ith AAHL. 

• The OFFLU scientist from FAO wilJ continue to provide in-country technical assistance to 
support laboratory capacity and establishment of activities for antigenic ca11ography. Nexl inpms 
will be scheduled for June and July 2010. 

• To finalize recruitment of National Technical Facililator tOr OFFL.t_: activities in lndonesia. 
• To continue follow-up on Phase H procurement for DIC \\lates. 
• To fol1ow-up procurement of reagents to support molecular characterization efforts. 
• National Technical Facilitator for OFFLU will 3ssist with the initiation of pre screening activities 

at DICs lo include OFFLU Recommendation to include a standardised referen<·e H5 
hyperimmune antisera and the homologous antigen based on an updated common Indone~ian 
lineage for u~e in DICs and other nalionallabomtorie~. 

• To detennine antigenic cartography training needs for industry. 
Actidtr D2. Molecular and antiRenic analysis workshops. 

• Follow-up to the \Vorks.hop on Serology and Virus Typing for Antigenic Cartography held from 
2 to 4 September and 30 November to 4 December 2009 at DIC \\Fates will be scheduled in June 
2010. 

• AAHL to prepare and conduct Sequencing Workshop and possible blosafcty/securlty at 
Pusvetma in April and May 2010 with support from OFFLU Technical Facilitator. FAG
Indonesia and C.l\'lU. 

Actit'itv D3. Develop capability to conduct vaccine ejjtcacy tes1s in Indonesia. 
• To determine training needs. for either Bbalilvel or NVDAL on challenge testing at AAHL. 
• To determine need for a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with industry partners named by 

DAH for cartography activities. 
• To continue to encourage DAH to partner wlth private companies to pursue challenge testing 

field trials. 

Output E. Technical recommendations for the Yaccination strategy 
Activilv EJ. Continue the development o_f" reverse genetic vaccine. 
SEPRL to report on data from completed challenge tests using available reverse genetic constructs, 
Activity E2. Support field trial:s. >t'ith alternatire vaccines. 
To support field trials with alternative vaccine~ and continue to encourage DAH to partner with private 
companies to pursue trials using candidate~ demon~trated likely to be efficacious, e~pecially against 
variant virus-es in Indonesia. 
Activity E3. To encourage the Gm•enuru'nt <?f lndol!esia to streamline registration of efficacious 
recombinant and rewrse genetic vaccines. This activity has. been suspended, since investigation~> in 
support of product registration are considered as a ''private good'' and should be conducted at the 
expense of the vaccine company. 
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Acrivitr E4. To continue the asse.rtsment (~{cosrs and cost-cj{ecriveness o(vaccinarion s!ratey,ies in 
Indonesia. 
To continue data entry and analysis for ICASEPS field survey. 
Acrivitr £5. To prepare updated technical recommendations on u vaccination strategy. 
To prepare a consultation to develop recommendations tOr a comprehensive vaccination strategy in 
Indonesia for July 2010. 
Activilv E6. To organize technical review meefingY. 
To prepare for final Technical Review Meeting scheduled from September to October 2010 . 

.!\lain challenges encountered and response provided (Thi.<; sec/ion refCrs to external challenge:<; only) 

Delay in the arrival of the letter from the DAH regarding roles and responsibilities of the DICs for 
Antigenic Cartography has resulted in contUsion among the DICs about the prescre-en process. Also, the 
Director of DIC \Vates was distributing misinformation to the other DICs regarding shipment of HPAI 
positive samples. This confusion is in the process of being corrected bur will hinge on accurate and 
timely information from the DAH. It is hoped that the National Technical Facilitator for OFFLU will be 
instrumental in this. l11e request to release the sequences to public databases is still pending DAH 
approval; another letter has been ~nt lo the DG. 

~lain progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes ({rom the start of the project 
actiritie.s.) 

Output A-B: HPAI field i'iolate collection for biologic and genetic characterization: 
• Characterization of 175 isolates from 215 ~ample:, representing -90 districts predominantly from 

backyard chickens. 
• Completion of the UAT \Vorkshop and subsequent activities to launch InfoL'lbPlus. 
• Selection and production ofrctCrcnce antil'-era and antigens tOr Tndoncsi<C~. 

• Antigenic cartography data from 100 isolates in addition to biologic and molecular data was used 
to select flve candidate vaccine strains and six potential challenge strains for further 
inve~tlgation. Viruses luve been received at SEPRL for vaccine construct and challenge studies 
in June 2009. 

• Nomination of DTC \Vates GS focal point for antigenic cartography; work pl11n developed 
1 July 2009: capacity building activities for antigenic cartography launched July 2009. 

• Nomination of three laboratories to support genetic characterization of antigenic variants and 
launch of the capacity building activities for sequencing in March 2010. 

• Selection of five vaccine strains. and s1x challenge strain..; based upon data generated from 
antigenic and mole.:ular characterization of isolates. 

• Data available to date presented at No-vember 2009 Technical rev-iew meeting. 
• Presentat-ion at the 7th International Symposium for Avian Tnfluenz11 in April 2009. 
• Presentation at the Regional lvlccting on Molecular Epidemiology of Origin and Evolution of 

H5N I Highly Pathogenic Avian Intluenza Virus in Asia. USDA/FAO, Bangkok, Thailand, 
September 2(XN. 

Output C: Challenge testing of antigenic variants and vaccine strains selection: 
• Signing of collaborative MTA between DGLS, AAHL, SEPRL, and imluslry and receipt of 

selected vaccine candidate and c-hallenge strains at SEPRL in June 2009 to continue vaccine 
development and challenge testing. 

• Collaborative MTA to return fully characterized isolates to Indonesia. 
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• Challenged the tests conducted using available reverse genetics constructs at SEPRL using 
updated challenge viru~es. selected from the OFFLU project data, 

• Continued efforts to deliver the certified LP master seed to Indonesia. Awaiting response from 
DGLS~ once approved. ma<>ter seed can be shipped to NVDAL. 

• Continued to encourage DAH tn partner with private companies to pursue challenge te~ting field 
trial~, 

Output D: Capacity building 
• OFFLU workshops have been condue[cd on introductory molecular and antigenic analysis for 

56 Indonesian scientists representing al1 DICs, four veterinary faculties, industry and MoA 
(November 200H, March and September 200'::1). 

• The FAO/OFFLlJ scientist has completed the five-month capacity building activities in close 
coordination with AAHL; :support visits and technical assessments have been conducted at DIC 
Wates. Denpasar. am.l Bukininggi. Capacity building activities for ::mtigenic cartography will 
continue in close coordination with AAHL 

• Capacity building activities conducted to allow DICs to perform antigenic characterization of 
viru-.es ~md analy5oe resulting data in order to identify isolates to be further tested with challenge 
studies. This will help to ensure that vaccines in usc in Indonesia arc efficacious. 

• Positive response from the DAH to engage the industry in the virus monitoring effort will 
contribute to a broader understanding of viruses circulating in lndone.sia. 

Output E: Technical recommendations for the Yaccination strategy 
• Two constructs near completion and full low pathogenic certification. others in characterization 

process. 
• Consultation with legal f1rm specializing in intellectual property ha<> been completed, finGl report 

is in preparation 
• Final report prepared by socio-eeonomist on "Vaccination and surveillance costs for operatinnal 

research project in Indonesia". 
• FAO intetim recommendations submitted to the DGLS in April 2008. 
• An updme to the F AO interim recommendations wa~ submitted to the DGLS in June 2009 based 

upon data analysed from the OFFLU projeeL 
• Ikvelopment and assessment of newly engineered low pathogenicity reverse gendics vaccine 

strain(s) for Indonesia selected through data gathered from this project. 
• OFFLU Technical review meetings with open forum held in June and November 200R and 

November 2009. 
• Presentation at the 7th International Symposium on Avian Influenza in Athens, GA, from 5 to 8 

April 2009 '"Characterization of H5 HPAI virus variants in Indonesian poultry - OFFLU 
Indonesia Project" 

• Presentation of the OFFLU project at the Regional Meeting on Molecular Epidemiology of 
Origin and Evolution of H5Nl Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza Virus in Asia, USDA/FAO, 
Bangkok, Thailand, 9 September 2009, 
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I Quarter 2010 

Project Moniwring Sheet: OSRO/INS/604/USA 

Project Title: Expansion of the avian influenza partidpatory disease surYeillance and 
response programme in Indonesia 

Extension Title: Reinforcement and expansion of the avian influenza participatory disease 
surveillance and response programme in Indonesia 

Period: January--March 2010 

Country: lndoncsia 
Project title: Reinforcement and expansion of the avian influenza participatory disease 
surveillance and response progmmme in Indonesia 
Code: OSRO/INS/604/USA 
Budget: USD 4 million (Phase 1), USD 13.7 million (Phase II), USD 7,5 million (Phase Ill), • 
USD 11 million (Phase IV) 
Total budget: USD 36.2 million 
Effective starting date: 9 June 2006 
Planned end date: 31 May 2010 (no-cost extension approved until 30 September 2010) 
Context of the project 

The purpose of the project is to enhance the capacity and ability of the Government of the 
Republic of Indonesia and partners to control Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in 
order to help safeguard the health and livelihoods of the Indonesian population by providing 
hroad-hased support to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) 
Indonesia HPAI Control Programme. implemented by the FAO Emergency Centr·e for 
Transboundary Animal Disease Operations (ECTAD) in Indonesia. 

Objectives of the project 

• Sustainable surveillance, prevention and control of HPAI in village poultry . 

• Improved biosccurity and vaccination practices in commercial sectors . 

• Improved HPAJ surveillance and control ~.!long the poultry marketing chain . 

• Engagement with duck producers for improved control of HPAl 

• Coordinated and enhanced management of the HPAI control programme . 

Planned activities 

Output 1: Sustainable surveillance, prevention and control of HPAI in village poultry 

Activitv 1.1: Maintain village sun•eillance, prerention and outbreak control capacity across 
endemic areas of indonesia, prioritized by strategic imponance. 

Activit-..-· 1.2: Assess the potential of the participatory disease sun'eillance and response (PDSR) 
system, structure and capacities to strengthen the national veterinary service. 

Actil'it'.' 1.3: Facilitate the drafting of a national veterinary sen, ice strategy and work plan. 

ActiFitv 1.4: Assist the Campaign Management Unit (Cfr!U) in advocating to local gOl-·ernments 
fOr bud}?etary support .fr.>r HPAl control, including PDSR and local di.";ease control centres 
(LDCC) activities. 
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Output 2: Improved biosecurity and vaccination practices in commercial sectors 

Activitv 2.1: Provide specialized technical support to selected la:ver producers tvithin high-risk 
areas q{ tVot Java to enhance efji"ciency and quality q{ luyer t•accinatiun and biosecurity 
mea>.ures. 

Acth·itv 2.2: Provide hiosecurit_v training !1· trainers _fbr commerciai producers and relevant 
gon?nunent af?endes. 

Activit\-' 2.3: Assi_>f govermncnt and industry in establishing an advisory council modeled on the 
UniTed S'tmes (US') National Poultry Improvement Plan (NPJP) 10 gain more coordinated and 
broad-based mpport for partnership between public and private sectors. 

ActiFitv 2.4: Evafume the ef}Cctit-'C!Iess of biosecuri(y measures impiememed b_v poultry 
producers. 

Activitv 2.5: Provide expert technical assessmems to Sectors 1 and 2farms in high-risk locations_ 

Output 3: Improved HPAI surveillance and control along the poultry marketing chain 

Activit\' 3.1: Conduct imlgitudinal surveillance for HPAl in live bird markets and collector· 
yards. 

Activit\' 3.2: Implement hiosecuri!y and sanitation intenentions in selecred live hird markets, 
collector yards and slaughterhouses. 

Activity 3.3: FacilitaTe DKJ (special zone) Jakaria poultr_r market restructuring. 

Output 4: Engagement with duck producers for improved control of HPAI 

Actil'itY 4.1: Conduct duck vaccfna!ion field tn'al in selected districts of .lava. 

Activitv 4.2: Expand duck producer proji"ling and HPAI surreillance to .'ielected districts m 
Java, Lampunt; and Bali. 

Output 5: Coordinated and enhanced management of the HPAI (.."Ontrol programme 

Acth-·itv 5.1: Integrate and analyse data sets to ident(fr critical control points. 

Activity 5.2: 01Ke wo.tan Java activities are amsoiidated, extend essential control proxramme 
elernents (e.g. market surveillance, commercial profiling, targeted support for high-risk 
producers) to other priorit_v regions based on outcomes of western Jam intensU!cation 
activities and lessons learned. 

ActiFitv 5.3_- Expand the monitoring and e'.--'tiluation system (II,i&E S)'Sf-em) programuw-tvide 
with increased integration l"~-'ith go>'fTnment. 

Activitv 5.4: improve technical capacity ofgm-'emment human resources. 

Actiritv 5.5: Improve virus strain monitoring, including training, sample submi:,sion. collection 
offield isolates and impnwed suneillance. 

Activitv 5.6: Increase the capacity of Indnnes-ian laboratories to conduct anti;:;enic and ;:;enetir 
characterhation of Firus ii\'Olates. 

Activitv 5.7 .. · Provide technical reconmwndations on vaccination stratet;_}'. 

Acth-·itv 5.!'5: Conduct vaccination cha!lenge testing and field challenge testint; of antigenic 
variams. 
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Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output 1: Su:;,'tainable surYeillance, prevention and t-'Ontrol of HPAI in village poultry 

Activin· 1.1: !Haimain village surveillance, preven!ion and outbreak comrol capacity acrnss 
endemic areas of indonesia, prioritized by strategic importance. 

Epidcmiologv 
• Technical and operational support for Participatory Disease Surveillance/Response 

{PDSR) teams and Local Disease Control Centres (LDCCs) throughout Java, Sumatra, 
Bali, South Sulawesi and \Vest Sulawesi provinces is ongoing. 

• Analysis of the PDSR database is also ongoing and provides information on the HPAI 
sl~JJu:-. of viliCJge poultry throughout the PDSR coverage areas. The village HPAI positive 
detec[ion rate for this quarter {January-March 2010) was 19.8 percent (713/3 601) as 
compared with the previous quarter's village detection rate of 6.2 percent ( 182/2 945). 
All but 14 of the positive cases were a result of passive surveillance (callout report). Due 
to the reliance of HP AI detections on passive surveillance, the method of reporting 
PDSR detection rates will change next quarter to more accurately reflect disease 
incidence rates. Analysis of the data contained in the village information rcpotts is nearly 
fini~bed and will contribute information to help improve disease control at village leveL 

• Structured village surveillance to assess the prevalence of HPAl-infected villages was 
completed in Banyuwangi, Blitar and Ciamis. About 3 percent of villages had HPAI
Iike sickness in village chickens, but none had HPAl ha'ied on ra.pid antigen detection 
test results. 

Programme Management and Oocrations 
• FAO continues to provide openttional and technical support for 23 LDCCs in Java, 

Sumatra, Bali and South Sulawesi and West Sulawesi provinces of Sulawesi island. 
• The \Vorld Bank (WB} project funding for Coordinators of Community Vaccinators 

(KVM) ended in December 2009. A CMU/FAO/LDCC decision \Vas made in a meeting 
held on 23 Febmary 2010 to include KVMs under the management of the LDCCs (there 
were four LDCCs under which KVMs arc operating: Yogyakarta, Bandung, Purwokcrto 
and Semarang). FAO supports the operational expenses and daily subsistence allowance 
payment for KVM officers through the already-established LDCC system. 

• A consultation mission on project management was ca!Tie.d out during this reporting 
period. It focused on the preparation of work plans and performance evaluation for 
project staff and managers. A performance evaluation sheet was drafted based on inputs 
from the managers and staff. 

• The registration process for motorcycles and vehicles is ongoing. FAO and the 1\.tlinistry 
of Agriculture (IvfOA) are waiting for a confirmation letter from provincial 
governments stating that they would cover all costs incu!Ted for the vehicle and 
motorcycle registration and taxes. 

Activity 1.2: Assess the pOienrial o_fthe PDSR s_vs!em. structure and capacities to strengthen rhe 
nationa["!ieterinarv serv'ice 

• Fo!Jmving the consuJtancy last qum1cr to review the data collected in the PDSR activity 
repons and to identify essential information for disease comrol and m;magement, 
revised PDSR reports have been drafted and are currently under technical review. 

• An external evaluation of the PDS training and continuing education programme was 
conducted this quarter via an expert consultancy. The evaluation included a desk study, 
interviews of key stakeholders and field visits to rnuhiple district locations on Java and 
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Sumatra islands. A seminar to present initial evaluation findings to the government, 
FAO and donor stakeholders wa.<> held at the conclusion of the evaluation consultancy. 
The final evaluation report is under review for technical clearance and will be 
distributed next quarter. 

• The Strengthening Veterinary Services in West Sula\\·esi \\lorkshop was held in 
March 2010 in Mamuju, We;.;t Sulawesi in order to address key issues for the 
integration of PDSR activities with West Sula-..vesi government services as patt of the 
overall development of a National Veterinary Service- {NVS). 

Activitv /.I· Facilitate the drqffinr; of a natimwl veterinary service stratex_r and l-Fork plan 
• The draft concept for the NVS was shared with the MOA NVS Ta<>k Force: the task 

force held its first meeting this quarter. 
• A meeting between central and local government stakeholders to determine the way 

forward on NVS is scheduled for the next quarter. Activities in South and West 
Sulawesi (as highlighted in Activity 1.3 above) are also contributing to the development 
of an effective NVS strategy. 

• A suitable candidate for the NVS Facilitator consultancy was identified this quarter and 
will take up his appointment -early next quarter. 

Activitv 1.4: Assist thf: CMU to advocate tv local governments fOr budgetary support for HPAI 
control, inc!udint; PDSR and LDCC acth·ities 

• In close collaboration with the Directorate of Animal Health (DAH) and CMU, FAO 
continues to advocate for sustainability of the local government's HPAI control 
activities. With facilitation from CMC, further efforts have been made to coordinate 
with local governments to ensure provision of sufficient funding at provincial and 
district levels. During thi~ quarter, two Decision-Makers' Meetings were held in 
Sumatra in order to engage the local government in the HPAI control activities and to 
advocate for the long-term sustainability of animal disease control services. The DMM 
for Kepulauan Riau Provlm:e was held on lO and II February 2010 in Bat:.tm and [he 
DMM for Aceh province was ~.·anied out on 17 and 18 February 2010 in Banda Aceh. 
In both regions, control of HPAI is one of the priorities of the local government and the 
provincial/district livestock services. with disease management carried out through 
surveillance, outbreak control and prevention activities. 

• The k.x:al governments in both regions suppott the sustainability of PDSR .and have 
already included PDSR activities in their 2010 budget plan. Some provincial 
governments have allocated additional funding for sustainability of PDSR and for HPAI 
control in general, including funds to cover the taxes for vehicles to be used by PDSR 
officers/LDCC in the field to support HPAI control in their respective areas. 

Output 2: Improved biosccurity and vaccination practices in commercial sectors 

Activitv 2.1: Provide specialized technical support to . .,-elected !a_rer producers within hixh-risk 
areas of' West Java to enhance t:;[]l'cienc.v and qualit,v o{layer Faccination and bio_<;ecurity 
measures 

• The ECTAD Indonesia programme is continuing to provide technical, logistic and 
operational support in collaboration with partners for targeted vaccination of small-scale 
layer producers in ten districts in Yogyakarta, Central Jav:.t and \Vest Java under (he 
In Vak intensified vaccination programme. 

• The International Technical Advisor {Commercial Poultry Health) began in-country 
activities this quarter. 

• A rapid field assessment of the pilot layer farms identified in Central Java for the layer 
engagement programme was conducted at the end of the quarter and the inception 
workshop for the layer programme will be held next quarter. 
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Activitv 2.2: Provide biosecuritr training of trainers for commercial producers and relevant 
govenwwm a,-;encies 

• A stakeholder workshop with key central and local government staff, poultry fanners 
and F AO was held to initiate design of a local government commercial poultry 
programme. 

• A concept note and implementation plan was subsequently developed in conjunction 
with DAH and CMU fm· the pilot programme for training district livestock officials to 
engage with commercial poultry producers. 

• Field visits were conducted to L'lrmcrs and local governments in Central Java, West 
Java and Lampung to refine the plan and identify potential pilot locations. 

• References for training materials were compiled. 

Actil'itY 2.3: Assist government and industry in establishing an advisory cmmcil modeled Oil the 
US National Poul!ry Improvement Program to gain more coordinated and broad-based 
support for partnership between public and private sectors 

• Support for activities related to the National Poultry Quality Improvement Program 
(NPQIP) by ECTAD Indonesia is continuing. 

• An Indonesian expert was recruited for the NPQIP Facilitation consultancy. 
• The NPQIP F3cilitator conducted interviews of stakeholders for NPQIP concept 

development in West Java, Lampung and South Sulawesi. 
• Monthly coordination meetings on NPQJP progress \<Vere held between the United 

States Depmtment of Agriculture (ESDA) and ECTAD Indonesia. 
• A second individual to assist in ~PQIP development was identified and will be 

recruited next quarter as a :"JPQIP Facilitator. 

Actirity 2.4: Evaluate the e,lfi:ctircness of biosccurity measures implememed b.v poultry 
producers 
This activity has been integrated with Activity 2. above, and will commence concurrently. An 
initial assessment of layer farms included in the biosecurity effectivc,ness study \Vas conducted 
at the end of this quarter, and the cost-effectiveness evaluation methods will be developed next 
quarter in collaboration with the ECTAD Socioeconomics Unit. 

Actil'it-.; 2.5: Provide expert technical assessments to 5)ectors 1 and 2 farms in hiRh-risk 
locations 
Upon further consultations with Sector 1 and 2 industry representatives, this activity will be 
integrated within activities to be carried out under the NPQIP. With the Technical Advisor 
(Commercial Poultry Health) now on duty, ECTAD Indonesia is awaiting assessment requests 
from Sector 1 and 2 farms in addition to the Sector 2 layer farms already included in the layer 
engagement programme. 

Output 3: Improved HPAI surveillance and control along the poultry marketing chain 

Artivilv 3.1: Conduct longitudinal surveillance for HPA! in live hird markets and en!/ ector _vards 
• Environmental sampling continued at live bird markets thruugh Jabodetabek (Jakart3 

province and surrounding metropolitan areas). 
• The targeted research activity to identify a cost-effective collector yard surveillance 

method was successfully implemented in East Jak..'Uta and Tangerang city. The data is 
currently being analysed and will be used to help determine high-risk geographic areas 
and types of birds. 

• An additional training cou~e for new Market Surveillance Officers (PSP) was 
conducted and numerous meetings on collector yard survclllance were held with related 
stakeholders. to ensure smooth implementation. 
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• A refresher training course for all PSP was held along with a market chain surveillance 
coordination meeting among market .surveillance ~takeholders to improve M&E efforts. 

• The market list for live bird market surveillance was also revlsed this quarter. 

Activitv 3.2,· Implement hiosecurity and sanitation intervention.> in selerted live bird markets. 
collec!Or _'!cards and slaughterhouses 

• A ne\v Engineer Fidd Assistant was recruited for cleaning and disinfection stution 
establishment. 

• A manual describing cleaning and disinfection pr.:tctices in collector yards was finalized. 
• Ten selected private collector yards in Bodetabek (metropolitan area surrounding 

Jakarta) received training in biosecurity principles and were equipped with gasoline
powered high-pres:mre washing equipment. On-slte refresher training on de<Jning ~md 
disinfection for cleaning workers in collector yards was conducted. 

• A locally available alternative disinfectant was procured for coHcctor yards and live 
bird m<Jrke{s in Jabodetabek. 

• The ongoing cleaning day in Kutabumi market was monitored and lessons learned were 
utilized to revise standard operating procedures {SOPs) for other live bird markets in 
Tangerang. A field assessmem was conducted to select the potential live bird markets in 
Tangerang for introduction of a market cleaning day. 

• Construction of the cleaning and disinfection station in Pulo Gadung poultry collection 
yard and slaughterhouse w<Js completed and the station was operationally tested_ The 
station will begin service early next quatteL 

• Supervision \~ias provided for tiling and drainage upgrading at the Cakung poultry 
collection yard and slaughterhouse. 

• Meetings were held ·\vith DKI Jakarta provim:ial live:-.tock services, East Jakarta and 
South Jakarta district livestock sendccs and PT Dharma Jaya management regarding the 
possibility of establishing cleaning and disinfection stations in Rawa Kepiting, Cakung 
and Petukangan collector ymds, in addition to the station under construction at Pulo 
Gadung. 

• An agreement was reached among all stakeholders in Jakarta to establish dedicated 
cleaning anJ disinfection stations for poultry transport trucks in all major collector 
yards. The purpose of the cleaning station is to cle.<m and disinfect all trucks leaving the 
cullcctor yard. 

Activity 3.3: FacilitaTe DKJ.Iakarta poultry marker re.>tructuring 
• The targeted public awareness campaign for the promotion of healthy chicken meat was 

initiated with press conferences, talk shows and organized visits to the marketing and 
slaughter areas ln DKI Jakarta. Close liaison \Vith the DKI Governor's office aml lts 
administration is increasing the likelihood of success for DKI restructuring. 

• ECTAD Indonesia has also provided technical support for the development of SOPs 
related to the organization of the five collection yards/slaughtelimuses and their 
management, as well as operational assistance for the start-up of one of the 
five collection yards (Rawa Kcpitlng:). 

• Support for the promotion of the col1ection yards with the collectors and s1aughterers, in 
collaboration \Vith the local administmtion, was continued. 

• Further technical support was provided to Jaw enfOrcement units and FAO facilitation 
continued for the set-up of poultry transport checkpoints at the entmnce to the clty. 

• Finally, ECTAD Indonesia continued to facilitate private sector participation in a study 
tour to Viet Nam as a follow-up to the completed December 2009 study tour by public 
sector representatives. 
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Output 4: Engagement with duck producers for improved control of HPAI 

Activity 4.1: Conduct duck vaccination field Irial in selected districts of Java 
ECTAD Indonesia further pursued the opportunity to initiate this activity during the current 
project period; however, the current Directorate General of Livestock Services (DGLS) 
vaccination policy does not include ducks. ECTAD is working with DAH and DGLS to 
determine if the activity can be pursued strictly a~ a research project and thus be permissible 
under the current vaccination policy. 

ActiPi!\' 4.2: Expand duck producer profiling and HPAI surveillance to se!ec!ed districts in 
Java, Lampung and Bali 

• The profiling of duck flocks in the rem~ining districts of Bamen and \Vest Java 
provinces was completed. 

• Activities ro suppm1 the implementation of targeted surveillance to determine the 
prevalence of AI subtype H5 in duck flocks in Hanten and \Vest Java were initiated. 
These included training of district staff in sampling techniques, coordination with 
district authorities (O obtain permission to condu-ct the study. as well as coorJination 
with the three laboratories responsible for processing the collected samples. 

• ECTAD Indonesia also made available a virus transport medium (VTM) to the 
implementing agency to be used for sampling. 

Output 5: Coordinated and enhanced management of the HPAI control programme 

ActiPitY 5.1: Integrate and analyse data sets to ident~fy critical crmJml points 
• A study of the prevalence of HPAI in the duck population of South Kalimantan was 

completed and the repmt drafted. Findings indicate that the duck population Jn the study 
was not acting as a reservoir for HPAI in Kalimantan, thus \Varranting further studie~ to 
better understand the role of ducks in the epidemiology of HPAL 

• Analysis of the lnVak data on the wlllingncss of farmers to pay for Al vaccine was 
completed imlicming that over 80 percent of farmers had been using HPAI vaccine in 
the past, there-by indicating a likelihood that most farmers in the programme would 
continue to purchase AI vaccine on their O\Vn following completion of InVak 
progratnme. 

• Work has commenced in comparing the dma from PDSR activities with the random 
field prevalence studies in three of the planned six districts of Java, Initial results 
indicate similar results from both methods. 

Activity 5.2: Once ~vestern Java activities are consolidated, extend essential control 
programme elements (e.g. market sun-'eillance, commercial prvfrling, targeted support .fOr 
hi!;h-risk producers) to other priority regions bused on outcomes of t'/t!S!ern lmYl 
intensUlcation acrivities and lesson'> learned 

• This activity is onguing and contingent on the successful implementation of a complete 
"'suite" of commercial, market and village-ba.<>cd surveillance, prevention and control 
activities in the western Java area. Currently village-based activities are fully 
operational in all priority regions, and targeted vaccination of small-scale producers is 
underway in central Java. Market, village and commercial activities are underway in 
South Sulawesi under an AusAID-fundcd project. 

• The commercial poultry programme \Vas initiated this quarter in Central Java. 
Expansion of market activities to Central Java and Yogy.akarta will commence once all 
planned achvltles in western Java have been successfully implemented. In particular, a 
critical market for export of poultry to Jakarta has been identified in Centra] Java and it 
is expected that market chain activities in Central Java 'Nill be initiated in the next 
project cycle. 
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Activitr 5.3: Expand the i\ti&E system prograrnme-wide ·.vith increased integration with 
gorernment 

• The collector yard surveillance database commenced operation, providing monitoring 
information while collector yard surveillance was underway, and continues to receive 
laboratory test results of samples submitted. Improvements were made to rhe market 
surveillance database to allow increased accuracy of place name identification. ~1inor 
improvements were made to the- PDSR database and this database is now at 
version 3.12. 

• A new database for tracking collector yard c1eaning and disinfection activities was 
designed. 

• A projee[ log database was designed and implemented to assist management In 
reporting FAO activity to senior DAH officials_ Twenty-eight regular monitoring 
reports '.Vere produced for FAO and DAH management each month. 

• \Vork plan preparation support was provided to ECTAD Indonesia mru1agement. 

Activity 5.4: Improve technical capacit_v of government human resources 
• Three continuing education training workshops (Package A & B) for PDSR officers 

were conducted in Bekasi, West Java and Kupang, East Nusa Tenggara (155 persons: 
l 07 male, 48 female). 

• One continuing education training workshop (Package B) for fonner participatory 
impact a<>sessment officers was conducted in Semamng (31 persons: 22 male, 9 female). 

• Training team members patticipated in and provided technical inputs to l S WCC 
monthly meetings and 1 1 district focal person meetings at various LDCCs. 

• Members of the training team participated in two Decision-Makers' Meetings in 
Kepulauan Riau and Aceh provim:e-s. 

• The training team also provided requested information for the evaluation of the PDSR 
training programme conducted this quarter. The evaluator was assisted by training team 
staff Juring her visits to Semar::mg, Purwukerto, Bandung and Pekanbaru LDCC 

• The training team participated in a stakeholders' workshop conducted in Jakarta on [he 
proposed local government commercial pnultry programme and at a similar workshop 
in Jambi, Sumatra organized by the Jambi provincial government. 

• An additional Training Specialist joined the programme this quarter in order to provide 
teclmical input for the development of the local government commercial poultry 
programme in collaboration with DAH, CMU, local government ami poultry fanners. 

Activitv 5.5: Improve virus strain monitorin~, including trainin~, sample submission, collection 
a./field isolates and improved surveillance 
The DAH has still not cleared and distributed the Sample Submission SOP to local 
governments in order to officially initiate the sample submission programme. FAO continues to 
work closely with the DAH to facilitate issuance of the Sample Submission SOP so that the 
activity can commence in the field in a1llocations with PDSR. 

Activitv 5.6: Increase the capacity of indonesian laboratories to conduct antigenic and genetic 
characterhation of virus i:;·olates 

• The OIE-FAO Network of Expertise on Avian Influenza (OFFLU) scientist continues to 
provide in-country [echnical assistance to support laboratory capacity. A positive 
response wa.s received from the Bbalitvct laboratory to participate in OFFLU activities 
such as the pre-screening process to monitor AI viruses for antigenic variation, and 
participation in generating genetic data for antigenic cartography in parallel and with 
guidance from the Australian Animal Health Laboratory (AAHL). 
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• The DAH nominated three laboratories to receive capacity buildlng for molecular 
chamcteriz.ation of antigenic variant HPAI isolates identified through antigenic 
cartography {DIC Bukittinggi, Pusvetma ami Bbalitvet), and an introductory meeting 
was conducted for the three laboratories on 22 March 2010 in coordination with AAHL 
DAH and CMU also attended this meeting, 

• Procurement of reagents was initiated to support molecular char.J.cterization efforts. 
Pusvetma can now produce small amounts of antisera for cartography (e.g. -500 mls of 
a single serum per each ten-week period) using the facilities available. 

• The position of national technical facilitator for OFFLU was proposed to assist with the 
coordination of the OFFLU project in dose collaboration with the DAH, CMU, the 
seven Disease Investigation Centres, particularly DIC Wates and other re-levant public 
sector structures and private sector stakeholders. 

• A site visit to DIC Wates was conducted by the OFFLtJ <>cientist in coordination with 
the CMU to follow up on antigenic cartography activities and analysis of data generated 
to end in ~1arch 201(). 

• A positive response was received from DAH to include poultry vaccine producers 
V aksindo and Medion in antigenic canography activities. 

• Procurement of needed rcagems and equipment for DIC Watcs continued. The OFFLU 
scientist confirmed the arrival of equipment and con~umables. More needs were 
identified during the March 2010 visit. 

• The OFFLU scientist also conducted a joint assessment visit to Pusvctma in conjunction 
with AAHL to determine laboratory needs. 

Activitv 5. 7: Pnwide technical reconvnendation."'· on vaccination i'i!rate~y 
• OFFLC continues to encourage the DAH to support field trials of alternative vaccines 

and tu partner with private companies to pursue vacl:ine trials using <.:andidate val:cine.s 
demonstrated likely to be efficacious, especially against variant viruses in Indonesia. 

• A field survey was conducted by the Indonesian Center for Agriculture Socio-Economic 
and Policy Studies (IC ASEPS) in 13 districts/municipalities and continues in the 
western Java area for ''Assessment of Farm Level Financial Incentives and Willingness 
to Pay for HPA I Vaccination in Indonesia." Data entry of survey results was initiated. 

Actil'it-..· 5.8: Conduct 1.:accination challenge testing and .field challenge testing of antigenic 
variants 

• Characterization of additional vaccine constructs at the Southeast Poultry Research 
Laboratory {SEPRL) in Athens, Georgia, USA continues. 

• Cartography reagents from AAHL were received at SEPRL, pending confirmation from 
Erasmus University. 

• DAH i~ encouraged to partner with private companie~ to pursue challenge testing field 
trials. 

• A Material Transfer Agreement (l\-·1TA) is in process to ship characterized vaccine 
master seeds and challenge vimses back to Indonesia from AAHL. 

• The OFFLU scientist visited Bbalitvet in March to rc-discuss their participation in the 
pre-screenmg process to monitor AI viruses for amigenic variation and orher projed 
activities. 
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Cross-cutting activities 

Informatlon. Education £'1nd Communlcation 
Activities this quarter continued to focus on developing and distributing materials for public 
awareness and PDSR continuing education. The following activities were eompktcdiinitiated: 

• Printed <Jnd distributed the 61
h Edition of the PDSR Newsletter and the 6::1 Edition of the 

Avian Influenza Bulletin in cooperation \Vith the :MOA. 
• Finalized and distributed the flipehart animation -video. 
• Continued the development of the PDSR training video and the Din as Briefing Package 

(video). 
• Continued discussion with C?\..JU on how to proceed with implementation of the 

National Communication Strategy on HPAI for the ?v10A. 
• Additional progress made on concept development of the Disease Transmission Video 

in collaboration with the production company. 
• Continued the subscription to a media monitoring company for AI-related news ~nd 

coverage of selected animal diseases. 
• Commenced the development of PDSR Hotline stickers and calendars. 
• Commenced planning for a promotional video for DKI Jakarta's market restructuring 

programme, 

Planned activities for the next quarter 

Output 1: Sustainable surveillance, prevention and rontrol of HPAI in village poultry 

Acth·itv 1.1: Maintain riilage surveillance, prew:ntion and outbreak control capacit:r across 
endemic areas of lndvnesia, prioritized b_r 'Sfrarcxic importance 

• Maintain technical and operational support for PDSR teams throughout Sumatra, Java, 
Bali and southern Sulawesi. Continue with technical support for government
implemented LDCCs in Kalimantan and remainder of Sulawesi tUndcd by local 
government. 

• In close consultation with DGLS/DAH/CMU <Jnd USAID. conduct meetings to plan the 
next phase of the PDSR progr.1mmc. 

• Conduct village HPAI prevalence surveys in Serang and Situbondo districts. 
• Complete all individual district survey reports and a consolidate-d survey report for all 

six Java districts, including a cost-efficiency comparison between village surveys and 
PDSR surveillance. 

• Continue follow-up on vehicle procurement and registration with relevant government 
authorities. 

Actil:itv 1.2: Assess the potential (~{tfw PDSR s:rstem, structure and capacities to strengthen the 
national veterinarv 5.ervicc 

• Clear revised PDSR forms with LDCC Coordinators and DAH. 
• Collaborate with the training team to revise training modules to incorporme revised PDSR 

forms. 
• Select trial districts for surveillance data entry at district level as pa1t of the local 

government commercial poultry health programme. 
• Translate and distribute the PDSR training evalumion report. 

Acti<-'itv 1.3: Facilitate the drajiing of a national veterinary service strateg_v and work plan 
• Facilitate a stakeholder workshop on NVS for improvement of disease control capacity of 

animal health services in Indonesia. 
• Complete the recruitment of a NVS Facilitator. 

]() 
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• Conduct a site visit to West Sumatra province to assess the possibllity of a NVS pilot 
programme in West Sumatra. 

Activitv 1.4: Assist thf: CMU to advocate tv local governments fOr budgetary support for HPAI 
control, inc!udint; PDSR and LDCC acth·ities 

• Continue facilitation of Decision-ivlakers' Meetings in selected provinces in Sumatra and 
Java. 

• Assist the CMU and DAH to coordinate with local government on budgetary support for 
HPAI control. 

• In dose consultation with DGLS/DAH/CML' and USAID, modify the next phase of the 
OSRO/JNS/604/USA project to encourage tUrthcr government investment in HPAI controL 

Output 2: Improved biosecurity and vaccination practices in commercial sectors 

Activin· 2.1: Provide speciaiiz.ed !echnical suppori to selec!ed layer producers within high-risk 
areas of West Java to enhance efficienc.v and quaht)" of layer vaccination and biosecurit\' 
measures 

• Recruit national technical and operational staff for the commercial poultry health team. 
• Develop farm assessment {including biosecurity, vaccination and management) methods. 
• Conduct an inception workshop for the layer engagement programme with participating 

layer farmers. 

Acth·itv 2.2: Provide a hiosecurit_v training cd.!rainers fOr commercial producers and relevant 
gol'ernmen! agenDies 

• Finalize a phm for piloting a local government commercial poultry health programme and 
coordinate closely with local governments to ensure local support. 

• Continue to compile train1ng references (including the translation of training videos and 
guides) anti develup training modules. 

Activitv 2.3: AssiM ~;ovemmen! and industry in establishint; an advi.Yory council mude!ed on the 
US National Poultry Improvement Program 1o gain more coordinated and bmad-hased 
support for parmership between ruhlic and priva!e sectors 

• Continue interviewing key stakeholders from all sectors of the commercial poultry industry. 
• Hire an additional part-time NPQIP Facilitator. 
• Prepare an updated draft of the N"PQIP roadmap. 
• Plan a national workshop on NPQJP in co11abormion with USDA and the commercial 

poultry industry. 

Artivit\' 2.4: Evaluate !he efj"e.c!it·eness otbiosecurity measures implemented hy pnultry produDers 
• Develop methuds to mea~ure biosecurity effectiveness in farms p.m1icipating in the layer 

engagement programme (sec Activity 2.1 above) and control farms. 
• Conduct baseline farm assessments. 

Activitv 2.5: Provide expert technical assessmems tv Sectors 1 and 2farms in high-risk locations 
• Conduct specialized assessments upon request from Sector 1 and 2 farms and companies. 

Output 3: Improved HPAI sun·eillance and control along the poultry marketing chain 

Activit\· 3.1: Conduct longitudinal surveillance for HPAJ in live bird rnarke!s and collector yards 
• Continue environmental sampling at Jive bird markets in Jabodetabek. 
• Conduct trial of a sustainable sentinel bird system, u.sing collector yard managers as 

sentinel bird monitors. 

l l 
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• Determine the most cost-effective means of collector yard surveillance from targeted 
research study and utilize to prepare a long-term market chain surveillance system. 

• Conduct additional training for new cmd/or replacement PSP. 
• Assess options for the most sustainable method of providing ongoing supply of sentinel 

birds. 

Activitv 3.2: Implement biosecuri(v and sanitation interventions in selected li•:e bird markets, 
collector yards and 5.-/aughterhouses 

• Establish a cleaning and disinfection ·"tarion in Rawa Kepiting and Cakung collector yards. 
• Train cleaning workers on cleaning and disinfection station operations. 
• Continue on-site refresher training ~m cleaning and disinfection activities for cleaning 

workers in collector yards. 
• Monitor and evaluate cleaning and disinfection activity within the market chain in 

J abodetabek. 
• Supervise tiling and drainage upgrading in Petukangan collector yard. 
• Conduct public awareness and training for live bird market stakeholders in Tangerang to 

implement market clem1ing and disinfection day. 
• Conduct a market cleaning and disinfection day in two live bird markets in Tangerang. 
• Distribute alternative locally available disinfectant ro selected collector yards and live 

bird markets in Jabodetabek. 
• Rehabilitate the floors, walls and waste drainage system in Kutabumi market Tangerang as 

a pilot for determining ideal rehabiliti'ltion specifici'ltions for live bird markets in generaL 

Acth·itv 3.3: Facilitate DKl Jakarta pou.l!t~V market res!ructurin,; 
• Continue a targeted public awareness campaign for the promotion of healthy chicken 

meat via press conferences, talk shows and organized vislts to the marketing and 
slaughter areas in DKI Jakarta. 

• Liaise with the DKI Governor's office and its administration to reconsider the critical 
dtaUiine fur relucaiiun uf livt: puulir)" am.l the puteutial fm pu~lpunement. 

• Continue support for the development of SOPs related to the organization of the 
five collection yards and their management, as well as the training of the co11ectors and 
slaughterers. 

• Continue providing support for the promotion of the collection yards with the collectors 
and slaughterers, in collaboration with the local administmtion. 

• Collaborate closely with the private sector and local administration in the restructuring of 
distribution channels from the five collection yards/slaughterhouses to the traditional 
markets, particularly regarding cold chain. 

• Continue to provide limited technical support to la\'l enforcement units in view of the 
postponement of the relocation. 

• Design a further assistance programme of ECTAD Indonesia in view of the postponement 
of the relocation of the collectors and slaughterers to the five designated collection 
yards/slaughterhouses. 

Output 4: Engagement with duck producers for improved control of HPAI 

Acth·in· 4.1: Conduct duck vaccination field !rial in selected districts of Java 
Continue to engage with DGLS to determine if a duck vaccination resean.:h study can be 
conducted on Java in case duck vaccination is required in the future to bring HPAI under 
control in Indonesia. 

Activity 4.2: £\pand duck producer profilinx and HPA! sun,eillance to selected districts in 
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Jawi, Lampung and Bali 
• Distribute the report of the Kalimantan duck study. 
• Complete sampling for targeted surveillance to determine the prevalence of AI subtype 

H5 vims in duck f1ocks in Banten and West Java provinces. 

Output 5: Coordinated and enhanced management of the HPAI control programme 

Acth·itv 5.1: Integrate and analyse data sets to ident(fr critical control points 
• Complete rhe analysis of collector yard surveillance and review marker chain surveillance 

results from other organizations. 
• Complete the review of poultry type as a risk factor for HPAI on Java, utili7ing market 

chain surveillance Uata. 
• Complete the comparison of the results from district village HPAI active structured 

surveillance to equivalent results collected by PDSR. 

Activit-.; 5.2: Once lVestern Jawi activitie.Y are consolidated, extend essential control 
pro::;rmnme elements (e.g. market :mrvei!!ance, commen·ial profUing, targewd support for 
high-risk producers) to other priorii_r regions hased nn ourcomes t~f the wt?stem Java 
in!ens(fication activities and lessons learned 

• Expand commercial poultry activities in Central Java via initiation of the layer 
engagement programme. 

• Facilitate the development of a kx:ul government-implemented commercial poultry HPAI 
control tool for potential deployment in priority regions. 

• Conduct meetings with local stakeholders to develop a market chain stmtegy in Solo area 
of Central Java. 

Activit\' 1.3: Expand !he M&E system pro{?ramme-wide with increased integration with 
government 

• Continue to operate the collector yard database system to log laboratory sample results 
and produce re-quired datascts and reports. 

• Revise the POSR database based on recommendations from management for streamlining 
the PDSR forms. 

• Continue operation of the market surveillance database. 
• Commence operation of the collector yard cleaning anti disinfection database. 
• Transfer selected regular database reporting tasks to the CMU. 

Activitv SA: Irnprm'e technical capacity of'gm'ermnent human resources 
• Prepare and finalize the local government commercial poultry programme by designing 

material/motlules, preparing schedules and selecting districts for the initiation of pilot work. 
• Plan and implement various PDSR training courses at various LDCCs. 
• Develop a revised training programme to implement recommendations of the PDSR 

training evaluation. 

Acth·itv 5.5: Improve virus strain monitorin~, including training, sample submission, collection 
o.ffield isolaTes and improved surveillance 

• Facilitate a meeting with DAH to discuss clearance and issuance of Sample Submission 
SOP. 

ActiPitY 5.6: increase Jhe capacity (4 indonesian laboratories to conduct antigenic and genetic 
characterization of virus isolates 

• The OFFLU scientist from FAO will continue to provide in-country technical assistance 
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to suppo1t laboratory capacity and the establishment of activities for antigenic 
cartography. Next inputs arc scheduled for June and July 2010. 

• Finalize the recruitment of a national Technical Facilitator for OFFLU activities in 
Indonesia. 

• Continue fo11ow-up on phase 2 procurement for DlC Wates. 
• Follow up on the procurement of reagents to support mo1ecu1ar characterization efforts. 
• National Technical Facilitntor for OFFLU to assist with the initiation of pre-screening 

activities at the DlCs to affect OFFLU Recommendation. This will include a standardized 
reference H5 hyperimmune antisera and the homologous antigen based on an updated 
common Indonesian lineage for use in the DICs and other national laboratories. 

• Determine antigenic cartography training needs for industry. 

Activitv 5]: Provide technical recormnendativns on vaccination strategy 
• SEPRL to report on data from the completed challenge tests using available reverse 

genetic constructs. 
• Support field tiials with nlternative vaccines and cominue to encourage DAH to partner 

with private companies to pursue trials using candidate vaccines demonstrated likely to he 
efficacious. especially against vari3nt viruses in Indonesi<J. 

• Continue data entry and analysis for ICASEPS field survey. 
• Prepare consultation to develop recommendations for a comprehensive vaccination 

strategy in Indonesia for July 2010. 
• Prepare for the final Technical Review Meeting, September-October 2010. 

Activity 5.8: Conduct vaccination challenge testing and field challenge testing of antigenic 
variants 
• DAH sugges-ted that the OFFLU Technical Facilitator should follow up on submitted 

letters to DGLS for receipt of reverse genetics lov.' pathogenicity H5N 1 virus strains, 
antigenic cartography and sequence deposit. 

• Follow up on MTA to sh-ip characterized vaccine master seeds and challenge viruses to 
Indonesia. 

• Continue chmacterization of additional constructs a[ SEPRL. 

Cross-cutting activities 

Information Education and Communication 
• Provide contributions to the DAH Newsletter as the replacement of the PDSR Newsletter. 
• Produce the 71

h Edition of the Avian Jntluenni Bulletin in cooperation with the MOA. 
• Duplicate and distribute the animation video to all districts with PDSR. 
• Continue the preparation of the PDSR training video. 
• Continue the prepar<Jtion of the Din as Briefing P<Jckage. 
• Finalize the National Communication Strategy on HPAI with the l\.10A. 
• Produce the Disease Transmission Video. 
• Continue monitoring and documenting news coverage related to the ECTAD programme. 
• Produce PDSR Hotline stickers and calendars. 
• Finish preparation of the 2009 F AO Annual Report (print, electronic and video versions). 
• Produce promotional video for DKI Jakarta's Market Restructuring Project. 
• Produce related posters. 
• Repackage Media Partnership materials for global dissemination. 
• Hold a media gathering to improve relationships "\Vith the media ami update them on 

interesting and important information from the project and MOA. 
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Main chaUenges encountered and response provided 

As expected with a programme of this magnitude, a number of challenges were encountered 
this quarter. Specific details on the difficulties encountered and response provided can be found 
in the sections above. In addition to the fundamental challenge of limite-d government financial 
commitment to HPAI control described in previous quarters, the ECTAD Indonesia 
management continues to experience cha11enges in the area of technical advisor recruitment. 
The F.<'\0-selected candidate for the Poultry Market Chain Technical Advisor position wa:-. not 
approved by government and that position remains unfilled. Also recruitment of the Technical 
Advisor for Commercial Poultry Health wa<; significantly delayed due to ditTicultics in 
receiving government clearance. ECTAD Indonesia management has responded to this by 
engaging more directly v.:ith DGLS early in the recruitment process, including screening all 
candidates for international omd national technical positions with CMU before formally 
requesting clearance. Management has also increased the number of n::ltional technical 
recruitments and has decreased the number of long-term international staff. Another c-hallenge 
for the HPAI Control Programme. which became more apparent this quarter. is the lack of 
DGL~ engagement with 1'vfOA Qm1mmine Service.<>. Movement control is a major gap in [he 
current HPAI Control Programme, and this would best be resolved by more direct engagement 
with quarantine services at both national and local levels. 

Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes (.{rom the start of the 
current project phase) 

Output 1: Sustainable sun-eillance, prevention and control of HPAI in village poultry 

• The PDSR programme has strengthened veterinary services' capacity to detect and 
respond to HPAI outbreaks in village poultry [hroughout HPAI-cndcmic areas of 
Indonesia. 

• The LDCC system has enabled more effective communication and coordination 
between central and local governments within the highly decentralized Indonesian 
governance system. 

• As a direct resuh of advocacy conducted through local government v1llage poultry 
HPAI control activities (e.g. PDSR), central and local governments are well aware of 
the need for cost-shaTing for the HPAI control programme and anima] disease control 
activities in generaL In addition, government stakeholders are now more committed to 
support and advocate for animal health and HPAI disease control as a result of the F AO 
project. 

Output 2: Improved biosccurity and vaccination practices in commercial sectors 

• Understanding of the role of commercial poultry production in the maintenance and 
spread of HPAI has improved. 

• Public-private partnership for targeted vaccination of at-risk small-scale- poultry 
producers has been initiated. 

• Public sector collaboration with commercial poultry producers has accelerated" In 
particular, public sector disease controllcTs and international agencies arc both mnrc 
aware of the complexity of commercial poultry production in Indonesia and more 
engaged with private ;;,ector :<.takeholders involved in commercial poultry production. 

Output 3: Improved HPAI surveillance and control along the poultry marketing chain 

• Test results from the DKI Jakarta category B anima1 health laboratory were distributed 
to all livestock services at district level throughout Jabodetahek to increase local 
govemment awareness. and respomivene~s to market chain contamination and 
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veterinary public health issues. 
• Programme to test collector yard-based surveillance methods to assess relative risk of 

poultry production areas and poultry type were developed and successfully implemented. 
• Understanding of poultry mm·ket dynamics in DKI Jakarta by the public sector has 

improved. 
• There is increased private and public sector cleaning and disinfection capacity and 

increased lmplementatlon of cleaning and disinfection practices along the poultry 
market chain in greater Jakarta. 

• Critical weaknesses in the DKI Jakarta market restructuring preparations have been 
identified and corrective measures proposed and subsequently implemented by the 
government. 

Output 4: Engagement with duck pnlducers for improved control of HPAI 

The database of duck flocks developed from the study area provides 11 sample frame for the 
prevalence .stud)"- and other future activities to be undertaken in duck populations by animal 
health authorities; knowle-dge of locations of high-density duck populations is a critical first 
step towards identifying critical control points for targeted interventions to control HPAI. 

Output 5: Coordinated and enhanced management of the HPAI control programme 

• Improved knowledge of factors associated with outbreaks of HPAI in village poultry to 
be used to inform and refine surveillance and control strategies. 

• Critical control points identified. Data and subsequent analysis leading to identification 
of further points fur disease contm1 efforts to be targeted. 

• Significant improvement in technical capacity and management of Jocal govemment 
human resources working in the field throughout all known HPAI-endemic areas. 

• Development of a safe. efficacious vaccine for use in Imlonesla. 
• ChanKkrization of avian influenza viruses circulating in Indonesia. 
• Increased capacity of Indonesian labomtories to perform antigenic characterization of 

viruses <md analyse results. 
• Improved col!aboration bct\-veen Indonesian private sector and public sector on field 

vims munitoring. 
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Project 1\'lonitoring Sheet: OSROJIL'IS/103/USA 

Project Title: Enhancing the capacity of the 
Government of Indonesia and partners to control Highly Pathogenk Avian Influenza 

R eportmg penm : _\.prt I A ·12013 s to._ eptem b 2013 er 
:Country: lndonesta 
i Project title: Enhancing the capacity of the Government of Indonesia and partners to control Highly 
i Pathouenic Avian Influenza 
:Code; OSRO/INS/1 03/L:SA 
Budget: !nitial budget: USD 8.2 million 

Amendment No.1: CSD 5.1 million 
Amendrrent No.2: USD 3.9 millio:1 

Total Budget: l!Sil 17.3 million 
: Effective startine date: 1 October 2012 
Planned end date: 30 September 2014 
Context of the project 
The purpose of the project is to contribute to the control 0f Highly Pa;hogenk Avian Influenza (HPAI) 
in poultry in lntionesia, thus safeguarding the health and livelihoods o:' the Indonesian population. The 
expected outcorr:e of the project is that the capaci:y and ability of the Government of Indonesia and 

i partners to control HPAI are enhanced. 
Objecth>es of the project 

Output A: Increased er.o.powerment of village residents in biosecurity and HPAI preo;.-ention ar:d control 
through an expansion of a government-funded, streamlined Participatory Disease Surveillance and 
Response (PDSR} sy,tem. 

Output fl: Reduced HPAl-infecteC. poultry from commercial farms thro'.lgh liT'. proved cooperation 
arr:o:1g all ~takeholders. 

Output C: Reduced HSN l virus at selected cri-:-ica! control poims in the market c~ain through improved 
biosecurity practices by related stakeholders. 

Output D: fmproved biosecurity practices in backyard and commercial duck-raising. 

Output E: Reduction of HPAI in poultry farms through widespread use of locally produced v2c-cines as 
appropriate based on local ant:gcns and new strains mor.:torcd. 

Output F: Strengthened vetennary services at centraL provi:1cial. and district levels with increased 
com:11itment from related stakeholders. 

Planned acth.-ities for the reporting period (April to September 2013) 

Output A: Increased empowerment of village residents in biosecurit~: and HPAI pre,·ention and 
control through an expansion of a government-funded, streamlined PDSR system. 
A./ Distribute and use cormnunication materials to support HPA! prevention and control acfivities. 
A.2 Revise and streamline PDSR -~ystem to incorporate more community-based decision-making fOr 
improved HPA! prevention and control. 
.4.3 Provide l.ocul [)j_.-ease Control Centre f/JJCC)lPDSR operational budget by local wwernmenl 
A.4 Extend PDSR database system ro district fevcifiJr improved local disease control managcmem. 

Output B: Reduced HPAI-infected poultry from commercial farms through imprm'ed 
cooperation among aU stakeholders. 
B.J Establish ej,lf:ctive communication und coordination between government and commercial pou{try 
indus//}' in order to build rrust among the stakeholders. 
8.2 Rstablish a con/iden:ial database ofoutbreak information/rom commen:ialfarms 
8.3 Increase competenc~v in commercial poultry health (CJ>H) in both public and priw . .ae sedovs. 
B.4 Aa\·ocatefOr best practices .fOr CP!f. 
8.5 Conduct trial..- on private sedor-flmded compensation system. 

Output C: Reduced H5NI virus at s:elcctcd critical control points in the market chain through 
improved biosecurity practices by related stakeholders. 
C! lmprm.·c the survei!tance s_vstem along the post-production marh·r t..hain and make it more t..·ost-
effective, 
C.2 Improve biosecurily along post-produuion market chain. 
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C3 lncrea.ve demand fOr healthy poult!)' end-product. 

Output D: Improved biosecurity practices in backyard and commercial duck-raising. 
D. I AdvocareJOr hesi practices in duck health management. 
D.2 Implement duck epidernio!ugical data analysir in lo>F inddence areas in Indonesia to improve 
understanding <?!"the resnToir role of ducks. 

Output E: Reduction of HPAI in poultry farms through widespread use of locall~ produced 
vaccint>s as appropriate based on local antigens and new strains monitort>d. 
E.l Promote u.;;e o{effedive vue cine by./Gnners. 
£.2 Establish partnership hetl•"een commercial poultry indus!!)' and govemment for sharing of influenza 
virus data and isolates. 
£.3 F.stab!ish sustainahle laboratory .>y>fem _f(;r influenza virus monitoring. 

Output F: Strengthened veterinary services at central, provincial, and district levels with 
increased commitment from related stakeholders. 
F. 1 Pilot National Veterinary Services (1\'VS) in three provinces _lOr selected priority diseases. 
F.2 Ensure ({/i!ctive programme management r.-·ith respect tu/immce, administralion, technical inputs, 
and partner relations (donor and Government of lndonesiaj. 
F.3 Ensure appropriate support to programme components and management to maximize stakeholder 
participa!iun and build et1pacity (~{animal health services. 
F.4 Conduct epidemiological studies to better if?lOrm disease control and support government .wratcgic 
planning. 
F.5 Provide technical.;-uppor/ to the Directorate ufAnima! Hea{th (DA Hj .fi.w HI'Al policy deFelopment, 
F. 6 Contribute to the Komnas ZoOIWSis One lkalth communication and advocac:v stralef::,')'. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period (April to September 2013) 

Output A: Increased empowerment of village residents in bioseeurit_y and HPAJ pre,·cntion and 
contm1 through an expansion of a government-funded, streamlined PllSR system. 

A. I Distribute and use communication materials to support HPAl prevention and control activities. 
" Produced. printed, and distributed 200 copies of the bilingual English/Bahasa Indonesia Food 

and Ag:iculture Organization of the Un:ted Nations (F/\0) En:erge::cy Centre for 
Transboundary Anhn:.tl Diseases (ECTAD) Annual Report 2012~ the electronic version of t1:e 
annuul n:porl wa~ di!:>lrlbuleU t:kclrunit:ally l'lt over J I 0 nx:ipit:nl~. im.:luUir:g LDCC 
Coordinators for redistribution to over 2 000 PDSR/ Commercial Poultry Veterinari;m 
Prograrr:me (PVUK} field !:>taff: 
Designed booth and communication materials for :he 2013 Indo Livestock Expo & Forum held 
in Nusa Dua, Bali and for the National Pouln-y Farmers' Semir:.ar which followed; and 
Initia-:-ed design of topic-based posters a:1d factsheets to encourage and Mot:vate Sector 3 layer 
farmers to conduct more effective vaccination progrdmmes. 

A.2 Revise and streamline PDSR system to b1corporate more community-based decisiou-making for 
improved HPAJ prevention and control. 

A meeting on Sustainabili:y of PDSH and Socialintion of Unit Respun~ Cepm Penyukit 
Hewan _Henu!ar Stmregis (Rapid Response Unit- Strategic Infectious Animal Diseases fURC
PHMS]) was held in Surabaya for 61 participants \Vith 30 lDCC coordinators, 13 DAH 
representatives ar:d 18 Provincial HeaCs of Animal Hea"!th Section. The par::icipants agreed that: 

Central, proY-incial and local government would continue the process of taking over 
financial :esponsibili:y for PDSR, PVUK, NVS operational costs; 
An Incident Command System (ICS) will be used :o respond to outbreaks of strategic 
diseases; 
For HPAI outbreaks, sr.ort message service (SMS) repoTts should always be folimved by 
paper repor.s; and 
The role of LDCC \Vill be incorp0rated into :he pwvincial URC-PHMS; 

Provided tmining tOr 115 (53 male, 62 female) new PDSR offi::ers in Bengkulu. Sa:narinda, 
Tanjung Pi nang, \1anado and Makassar with financial support from local government b:.tdget: 
Provided training for 1.81 ( 125 male, 56 female) PDSR officers on PDSR V3, bringing the total 
trained to date to l 523 {l079 rr:ale, 444 female) PDSR field staff. In addition, 62 (41 rc,ale, 21 
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female) PDSR officers were memored and suppo:ted in the lrr:plementation of PDSR V3 in I 6 
districts and six provinces, bringing the total mentoring coverage of the project period t(; 39 
districts in 13 provinces; and 
Updated and revised the PDSR training curriculum inm one six-day training for lntroduc:ion 
and or,e six-day :raining for Continuing Education. Seventeen modules have been prepared :o 
support the network of Master Trai:1ers to conduct their own tcainings. 

A.3 Provide LDCCIPDSR operational budget hy local government. 
• SuccessfUlly recruited the Senior National Veteri~ary Advisor (Joe<:~ I government) to provide 

high-level rep-:-esentational and techr.ic<1l support to the Local Government Advocacy and 
Training teams; 
Conducted an evaluatior. meeting with DAH/Rapid Response Unit (Unil Respons Cepat [URC 
formerly CMU) to review the results of advocacy meetings and develop strategies to 

communicate the identified issues and gaps in rela-:-ion to the implementation of local 
government commitment made during the advocacy meetings, including the developnent of <Jn 
integrated advocacy strategy which will incorporate the development of national budget 
pl;:;nning guidelines, loca: govecnment stcategic planning, and local gover.:1ment advocacy; 
Provided the final budget proposal developed by FAO in collabocation \Vith URC ;:;nC the \Vest 
Java Provincial Livestock Service to obtain additional funding from the local goverm"!1ent 
contingency budget for improved sustainability of PDSR activities in 2013 ir_ the province; 

• Held follow-up meeting~ with Lampung, Central Java, East Java, Yogyakana, Daerah Khusus 
!bukuta Jakarta (Special Capital City District (DKl]) Jakarta, North Sumatra, and Hanten 
provinces >vhich had received previous advocacy visits in order to identify progres~ and 
challenges on the PDSR payment and repo:ting system using committed local government 
budgets; 
Conducted a coordination meeting wi:h DAHi Directonr;e General of Lives:ock and Animal 
Health Services {DGLAHS) to report on and evaluate the results of follow-up meetings and t}-_e 
performance of current government-funded PDSR activities, as well as to develop tOllow-up 
<:~c:ions; 

• Conducted presentation for lDCC coordinators and provincial heads of anima: health on the 
transition. char..ge, and sustair:ability of PDSR, PVUK. and other F AO programmes, in addition 
ro the evaluation of PDSR performar.ce- no\v funded by Goverr:_ment of Indonesia budget~ 
Ileld evaluation mee:lng w:th DAIT and Cer.tral URC-PIIMS on the results of follow-up 
advocacy meetings that have been ir:1plemented in eight provinces; 
Conducted an advocacy meeting with the Seccetariat of DGLAHS and DAH regarding the 
sustabability oft!le PDSR method funded by the Government oflndonesia; and 

• Conducted ar: internal meeting between F AO, DAH and URC -PHMS to prep<:~re the next step of 
advocacy strategies and to follow-up on the recommendations of the advocacy meeting. 

A.4 Extend PDSR database system to district levelftJr improved local disea..-;e £·ontrol management. 
• Provided specialized training to DAH staff members on database management, including data 

downloading and compilation, in prepara:ion for eventual handover of PDSR data manager.:1ent 
responsibility to DAH: 

• Collaborated with URC -PHMS on the development and rollout of the operatim..,_dl aspects of 
PSDR V3 district-provincial-national system and prepared formal star.dard operatmg 
procedures (SOPs) for use by CRC; 
Prepared curriculum and software for training of trainers (TOT) activities for provincial data 
encoders who ace to train district data encodecs in PDSR V3 software; 

• Conducted TOT activities fur provincia: data encude:'s who are to train district data encoders in 
PDSR V3 software; ~nd. 

• Provided funding and technical support for ~ix distric: C.ata er.coder training programme~ in 
Jakarta, Malar.g, Jambi, Padang, !v1abssar, and Pekanbaru LDCCs. 

Output B: Reduced HPAI-infected poultry from commercial farms through imprm'cd 
cooperation among aU stakeholders. 
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B.l E!itabli~'h e.fji!ctive t.·ommunication and coordination between government and commercial 
poultry industry in order to build trust among the stakeholders. 

• Conducted coordination meeting with the National Poultry Heal!h Committee (KKUN) to 
discuss ar:d prepa-re activities to be conducted by KKUN to endorse more corr:mur:ka:ion 
between academia. government and the commercial poultry inUustry; 

• Developed a "Gmnd Ro'Jntb.'" concept a;, a means to brir:g the private and public sectors 
together to discuss technical issues rela:ed to poultry health under the umbrella of K KUN; 
Participated in the 2013 Indo Livestoc~ Expo & Forum in Nusa Dua, Hali through the ··warung 
:-.la~ihaf' booth concept, which enabled tll:n:ers to receive practical recommendations fo:' 
biosecurity implementation and the 1:10st up-to-date information on vaccinatior.. against H5N I in 
a relaxed and \Yelcoming environment; 
Conducted the second annual National PoultrY Farrr.ers' Seminar for :20 layer farmers 
immediately following the Indo Live,;tock Expo & Forum to enable fanners to ,;hare their 
experier_ces and to provide more detailed recommemh;tions on effective vacci:wtion and 
biosecurity practices for layer farrr:s: 
In coordination with the KKUN and Bogor Agricultural University (I PH), presented experiences 
in impkmenting three-zo:1e biosecurity concept in laye:- farms m Solo at ::he IPB Dies ,\lata/is 
semhar on Zone-Based Poultry Fann Biosecurity; and 

• Prepared for F AO participation in the International Livestock and Dairy Expo (ILDEX 
Indonesia), from 3 to 5 October 2013 in Jakarta; and the Farmers Secninar on 4 October 2013. 
FAO \Viii have two booths at lLDEX Indonesia that will provide infon:-~ation in detail on t1:e 
three-7one biosecurity concept and good vacc:nation practices. An outdoor booth will provide 
visitors with hands-on experience, giving them a 'Cletter understanding of three-zone biosecurity 
and the g:entle vaccination co:-:cept. 

8.2 Establish a confidential database of outbreak information from commercial farms. 
Integrated HPAI outbreak reporting within the PVUK database a:-:d rejX•rring: system; and 
Conducted mentnring activities for PVLK-trained veterinarians to further develop fanner 
groups as a trusted space in which farmers can repor: disease events. 

B.3 Increase t·ompetellCJ! in CPH ill both public a11d private secwrs 
Thirteen mentor:ng visits were helti i:: 22 districts to assist all PVUK 
llJiHing~, l:UHdud !>ilikeholde! m~eting!>, a~!>i::.t in fa1 m investigations, 
farmer groups; 

s:aff to con due: farmer 
ami help 1.h:vdup lucal 

Held a TOT for Maste-r Trainers for 1 J participants (6 male, 5 female) to prepare the Master 
Trainers for training and mentoring in the Government of InC.onesia-funC.ed PVUK replication 
areas; 

• Supported PVUK Levels L 2 <:nd 3 training for 16 (6 male. 10 female) participants from eight 
districts in the Government of bdonesia-funded PVUK replication areas; 
Provided specialized training in humane euthanasia of poultry, including ducks. to 76 PVUK 
and govemmer.t veterinarians; 
Conducted Co:1tinuing Education I[ training on vacciTiation ski~ Is for 44 (21 male 23 female) 
PVUK statf; 

• Assisted PV L'K to conducted six stakeholder meetings for 161 tdrmers ( 161 male. 19 female) to 
introduce the PVUK programme to poultry farmers; 
Developed two SOPs on cleaning feeders and drinkers, two on humane euthanasia nf poultry, 
and three on vaccination skills: PVUK staff have been trained in their use: 

• Assisted PVL;K to conduct two fann outbreak investigations in Lampung and Central Java; and 
• Provided tedmicdl support for PVCK to conduct two farmer trainings in Central Java tOr 

poultry associatiom. 

8.4 Advocate for best practices for CPH. 
• Conducted three Poultry Layer Fanners Seminars on Good Biosecurity Practices and 

Vaccination Strategy for 240 poultry layer farm O\vners and manages in Sukorejo and Solo. 
Central Java: 
Completed adi..litional data analysi::. ani.! compositio:-: of the Pha~e [ report of the bio~ecuri:v 
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cust-effectiveness study and :.ubmitted them to the ECTAD-fAO Regional Office- for Asia and 
the Pacific (RAP) Regional Economist for further input and revision; 

• Conducted weekly tllrm visi!s and monthly teedback :neetings with pmiicipating timners to 
provide technical support and monitoring for proper impleme:1tmion of the agreed biosecurity 
interventions: 

• Assisted a CPH ;,tudy with designing and implementing participating farl1'.en. · agreed 
biosecurity intervention plans; 
In~hated coilectJon of the studv's Phase II farm production and financial data. The production 
and financial data are required for the study to assess the cost-effectiveness and cost-benefit of 
biose-curity implementation in the participating farms; 

• Designed, prepared, and conducted a poultry health information booth during the 2013 Indo 
Livestock Expo & Forum in Nusa Dua, Bali. More than 500 visimrs were introduced to and 
received detailed infOrmation on "imple protltable poultry farm biosecurity interventions and 
import;mt vaccination guidance to prokct poultry layer farms from clades 2. 1.3 ;md 2.3.2.1 
H5~1 HPAl viruses, and also promoted the ASUH (Aman-Sehat-Utuh-H::.dal: Safe-Healt~y
\Yhole-Hai21) chick..:'n concept througl~ the ayam be tutu and sate iilit served in the booth; 

• Designed. prepared, and conducted a National Pou'!try Farmers' Seminar tDllowing Indo 
Livestock Expo & Forum in ~usa Dua, Bali. 0:1e-hundred and twenty poultry layer farmers 
attended the seminar ir. which the six poultry layer farmers participating in the CPH biosecurity 
cost-effectiveness. study shared their experiences and the Oenefits of the chicken layer fam1 best 
practices they have implemented; 
Designed. produced, and distributed IS-month 2013-2014 calendars filled with readily 
understandable infom1ation on proper vaccir.ation and farm biosecarity rha: will be used by 
farmers and farm managers for further on-farm tmining; 
Conducted progress 11'.eeting of the Indo CPH biosecurity cost-effectiveness study in which 
CPH assisted to fine tuning the agreed biosecurity intervention in:plementation c;f each farm. 
Real-time technical suppmi and facil:tation o:" t.xhnical and econo:11ic d~ta collection from a! I 
layer farms are still regularly provided; 

• Completed the developme:1t of vaccination SOPs. tOr <JJI types of chicke:-1. production (broiler;; 
and layers) that will be used in PVUK Level 1-3 trainings and their various continuing 
education trainings, as well as in CPH trainings on proper vaccination techniques for Cold 
Chain :\-laster Trainers and vderinary pharmacemic.al companies vaccina::urs and vat:cinator 
supervisors; 
Presented experiences in implementing the three-zones biosecurity concept in layer farms in 
Solo .at the lPB Dic3 Natahs seminar on Zone-Based Poultry fann Biosecurity in Bogor, in 
coordin<Jtion wit'c! KKUN. A small ·working group was established to further discuss the 
possibility of including the concept in government regulation; and 
Provided technical assistance for the PVLIK Continuing Educat1on training in Handung and 
Level-2 PVUK t:-aining i:1 Bogoc. 

B.5 Conduct trials 011 private sector-funded compensaJion .system. 
Continued one-on-one and group meetings with members. ofbroi!er farmer groups in the Bogor 
area to pro·vide information <Jnd advocate for the introduction of a farmer-7ul'.ded compensation 
system; ~nd 
Worked "vith "nudeus" of the fam.er:> group in the Bogor acea to organize member ··plasma" 
farmers to participate in the private sector-funded culling con:pensatioTI pilot programme. 

Output C: Reduced HSJ\" I virus at selected critical control points in the market chain through 
impro\·ed biosecurity practices by related stakeholders. 

C.l Improve the surveillance system along the post-production market chain and make it more cost
effectiw. 

Provided operational and techni-cal support for monthly environmental surveillance of live bird 
m2rkets (LBMs L as well as for additional market profiling in the greater Jakarta area. 
Preparations were made for addltio:"_al testing and characteci7ation of isola:ed H5 vinses at 
Bbalitvet; 
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Conducted coo-cdination meetings with market surveillance officers {PSPs) and :-elated local 
livesto.:k services in the greater Jakarta area for reviewing: and updating LBM surveillance 
activities; 

• H;:!d a n:frcsh;:r training for LBM surveillance and profiling fo::- PSPs in the greater J<>.karta area 
and conducted training on profiling and surveillance for the initiation of LBM surveil:ance in 
Mellan, North Sumatra, and Surabaya, Ea;,t Java: 

Supported PSP~ to conduct LBM profiling and surveillance in Sumbaya anll Medan and 
provided technical and operati~>nal support to the LBM surveillance activities. Data was 
cullected from buth the market and vendor level to allow back tracing of positive LBMs; 
Sup!)orted PSPs to conduct additional LBM sample collection in greater Jaka::-ta, Medan and 
Surabaya for mpid H7!'<9 virus surveillance; 

• H;:!d .:.:oonlinatiun meeting on LBM cnvironmmtal surveillance ¥iith th..:- \Vorld Hcal:h 
Organi72tion (\VHO) and also with the Hbalitvet lahoratory for collaboration activity on 
molcculi-'.r dumu:tcrization (sequencing) of isobks f;om LBM~ in the greater Jak<>rta an:a: ;md 
Conducted rr.or:itoring visits in greater Jak2_rta, S~1rahaya and \h;dan and LHM snvc<llance 
sample te:-;ting at BKHl laboratory Jakarta. the Diagnostic Lnit of FKH UNAIR Surabaya. 
Disease Investigation Centre (DlC) \!lc-dan, anC D!C Wates rcspccLve:y. 

C.l Improve biosa·urity a/on~ po.'it-production market chain 
• Held cleaning and disinfection (C&D) refresher traimng and c:eamng day events at t\YO LBMs 

in the Jabodetabek area to strengthen the implementation of market C &D activities: 
Conducted quarter!)-' r:10n:toring and evaliJation reviews ofC&D imple-mentation a: 22 LH:V1s in 
Jabodetabek: 
Conducted coordi;:.:~tion meetings with m.:~rke: :1w;-~agers and local authorities of two markets 
under rehabilita'::on in order to fina:ln: the rr:arkets' rehabilitation designs; 
Commcnc;,:d the conslrm:tion and comluckd site monitoring of :he trL~ck C&D station at tbe 
Semanggi nati</e chicken coJector yard in Surakarta, Central Java; 
Conducted immductory C&D !raining for clcan;ng worke:-'i and market managers, in addir:on to 
a TOT t~x local livestock services, m Surabaya, East JaYa w:th funCing provided by the DAH; 

Provided technical support for trainers of local livestock services in the implementation of C&D 
refresh-::r training for cleaning workers and market managers in Hekasi. \\i;:-st Java. \Vith fundmg 
provided by Hcka'i: City Li\.cstnck Service<>: 
F:nali7ed th;: market rcha·~ilit<~tion design and commenced the consTruction work at Haru 
Market in B.:kasi Cty. \Vc,;t Jm-a; 

• Conducted :;itc ;;osscssmcnt and fo[ow-up meetings at Lcu-.vili<mg Bogor Market, Koja Jakarta 
\1arkct, L:gu Jakarta \!larkc:. Ramadani Tangerang Mar:.:er and Family Hekasi \tlark;:-t. ¥/hich 
vi ere proposed as possible LHMs to be rehabilitated under the market rehabilitation plan; 
Conducted a quarterly monitoring and evalt:ation ofC&D implementation at 22 pilot U-Evls at 
Jabodetdbek .:~re.:~s :n September 2013: 

• Completed :he construction of a C&D station at Ser:1anggi collec:or yard in S'.!rakarta city: 
Conducted C&D int:uductory tr;;inmg f()r C&D station V•torkers and staff from rdated local 
administrations at Se:11anggi collccor yard Surakarta city; and 
Conducted socialintion activities i:-1 collaboration wit!-: L;RC-PHMS DAH and Sura:.:arta 
administration o;c C&D station adivitic~ in the market bcfm-c st<ming operation for <11! poultry 
truck ovmer~ and driver~ entering Semanggi collector yard. 

C.J Increase demand JOr healthy poultry end-produd. 
:--Jo further activities planned; ac-:-ivities completed during Phase 1. 

Output D: Imprm·cd biosccurity practices in backyard and commercial duck-raising. 

D. 1 AdvtJcate filr best pra£"iices in duck health management. 
No further activiries planned; activities completed during Phase 1. 

D.2 Implement duck epidemiological data analysis in low incidence areas in Indonesia to improve 
understanding of the re,"ien'oir role of dul·ks. 

:--Jo further activities planned; ac-:-ivities completed durin.~; previous renorting period. 
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Output E: Reduction of HPAI in poultry farms through widespread use of locally produced 
vaccint>s as appropriate based on local antigens and new strains monitort>d. 

E.l Promote u.\·c of ejjixtive vaccine by farmers. 
Conducted three Poultry Layer Fanners Seminars on Good Biosecurity Practices and 
Vaccination Strategy fnr 240 poultry layer farm o>-vners and managers in Sukorejo and So!o, 
Central Java: 
Shared the most up-to-date vaccination recommendations for protect:ng against both clade 2.3. 1 
and 2.3.2.1 H5~1 viruses >vith over 600 tdrmers during the Indo Livestock Expo & Forum 2013 
and the Natio:",al Fanners' Semina-c held i:1 Nusa Dua Bali: and 
Designed and distributed 1 000 18 month 2013-2014 calendars comaini11g specific key 
messr.ges tOr eft€ctive poultry vaccination ag:ainst H5N I ami began development of modified 
calendar and Yacci:u1tion reco:nn:endations booklet for distribution during the 2013 ILDEX 
livestock exhibition and concurrent National Fanners' Seminar for \Vestern Indonesia. 

£.2 Establish partnership between commercial poultry industry and government for sharing of 
injluem.a virus data and isolates. 

Met with three local avian intluenn vaccine producing companies during the 2013-14 FAD
Government of Indonesia-United States Ag~ncy for I:~te:national Development (USAID) 
OSRO/INS,i103/US/\ planning workshop and subsequent meetings to develop training a plan 
for their technical vaccination staff or. vaccination biosecurity anC proper vaccination 
techniques; and 

• Facilitated DAH to enable receipt, testing and production of candidate rever:,e genetic vaccine 
strains from the United States Department of Agriculture's Southeast Poultry Research 
Laboratory (SEPRL) under cooperative agreeme-:1t bet\veen Pusvetn:a and fPH Shigeta. 

£.3 Establish sustainable laboratary system far influenza virus monitoring. 
Drafted and secured technical clearance of the fo'Jr\h FAO- Aust-calian Animal Health 
Labormory (AAHL) letter of agreement to be funded by the IDENTIFY Indonesia project: 
Developed the lnf1ue117a Virus Monitori-:1g (IVM) Ala! Prcskrin and Alai Skrin Lengkap (IVM 
Online) sothvare under the FAO-AAHL letter of agreement and compiled a subset of H51':1 
isolates with complete antigenic and genetic data for advanced bioinformatics analysis (30 50 
isolates}; 
In consultation with AAHL, prepared a Est of pre-screening and screening reagents to be 
procu:ed ~Or IVM participant labonotories under the JDE?'-JTIFY project; 

• Delivered reference reagents for quantitative reverse transcription - polymera~e chain reaction 
(qRT-PCR), including j)rimers/probes, positive and negative controis: for both H7 and N9 genes, 
tOr a minimum of 8 000 tests, along with the suggested diagnostic protocols deve:opeC by FAO
RAP anC AAHL to Indonesia; reference reagents prepared and maintair.ed at the DKI Jakarta 
category B ar.imal hea~th laboratory (BKHI) \Vere made available to 10 laboratories within the 
nehvork; 

• Provided cotwentional PCR H7l\'9 primers, ::est protoco!s and control reagents to the Faculty of 
Veterinary Science laboratory. Airiangga University, DIC Wates, and the HKHI iaboratory 
Jakarta; 
Delivered reference reagents for qRT-PCR incbding primers;probes, positive and negative 
controls for H5Nl clade 2.3.2.1 for a minimum of 4 000 te~ts_ alor,g with the suggested 
diagnostic protocols to J)[C Wates, the RKHJ laboratory, and DIC S'.!bang; 

• Facili:ated laboratory networking at national and regional level through participat~on in the 
Fo·J.r-Way Lir:.king Workshop held in Bali, with participatio:", from virology labora:ory and 
epidemiology staff from both animz.l a:-.d human hea:th sectors: and 

• Facilicated participation in regional training events, including two participants from DIC 
Hukittinggi and DfC Denpasar a!Jd two participants from Banten and West Sucnatra Provincial 
Animal Hea:th Sen..'ices for Training w Laboratory-Epidemiology linkage. T\VO participants 
from DIC Bukittinggi and Pusvetma participated ln Training on Ap!Jiied Veferinuy 
Hioinformatics. 
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Output F: Strengthened veterinary services at central, pro·vindal, and district levels with 
inr-reased commitment from related o.;takeholders. 

F. I Pilot iVVS in three provinces for selected priority diseases. 
Conducted tec}cnical mentoring visits for 26 ~VS office-:-s in Dumai and /\gam d:sr:-icts :o 
support development of NVS competencie~; 

• Held NVS level three tra:ning: for 42 participants in the piloc NVS district;,.. The training 
reinforced earlier trainings on contml of HPAI and rabies and introduced brucellosis contml 
(Dumai and Agam}, Jembrana disedse control (Dumai and Klungkung), classical swine fever 
control (Klungkung), <:md control of bkmd borne parasites in cattle i Agam} were covered as part 
of the broad veterinary service strengthening approach of the NVS programme. All training 
included participation by senior staff from the di~trict, province and DIC; 
Held five advocacy visits on the establishment of the Veterinary Au:hority; reviewed the 
implet:1entat!on of NVS in the field in relation to Veterinary Auchority issues; and discussed 
animal disease surveiHance and response funding support for 2014 with livestock services of 
West Sumatra Province and Agam District. Riau rrovince <::nd Dumai City. and Klungkung 
District in Bali Province: 

• Visited the Aust:alic.n Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry (DAFF) project in 
Sula\vesi to observe the SMS gateway training for syndromic surveillance with a view of 
including the training i:: the NVS pilots; 

• Involvement of \Vest Sumatra Provincial Livestock SerYices in the p!anning of activitib 
resulted in decisions 0:1 replication of :-.JVS to all districts in West Sumatr<l during the next 
project phase and agreement on cost-sharing between DAH, province, districts, and F AO; 
Continued participation in the preparation process ofNVS Guidelines led by DAH: and 
Facilitated regular communic;:;tion w:th Provincial Livestock Services of \Vest Sumatra on the 
han:wnization of Local Govenment funded ru1d r AO funded activities on the replication of 
'NVS to other districts within West Sumatra. 

F.l Ensure e.ffi!ctive programme management with respei·t to finance, admini\·tration, technkal 
inp11ts, and partnel' relations (donor and Government of Indonesia) 

Continued active participation in aE monthly USAID Chief of Party meetings, as well as 
coordination me..:'ting~ \Vith other partr:ers, including Komnas Zoonosis. the DAFF Australia 
Indonesia Partnership for Emerging Infectious Diseuse::; (AlP-EID), and WHO; 
Continued facilitati:1g \veekly coordination meetings \vith both URC and the DAH, in order to 
synchroni7e project activities and challenges and minimize risks of delays and constraints to 
project Implementation; 
Prepared project progress reports in accordance with the project document and local agree::nent 
with USAID Indonesia; 
Continued monitoring of project activities as per workplan and budget. Activities are carried oaf 
based on a C07Jtinuously updated workplan and budget in order to keep track of activity 
implerc1entation and expenditures and ensure proper funds allocation tUr the implement<::tion of 
all activities; 

• Continued preparation c.nd submission w project management of updated financial reports at 
activity level in order to allow for the timely re-adjustment of activities and budgets; ar.d 
Continued operational support to the project in order to minimize delays and ensure ti::nely 
delivery of project inputs for successful implementation of project activities. 

F.3 Ensure appropriate support to programme components and management to mnximh.e 
stakeholder participation aud build capadty of animal health serPias. 

• Continued technical :-upport and mar.ugement :-upervision for the various componems of t1:e 
ECT.A D Indonesia programme. During this reporting period additional emphasis was placed on 
ensuring an effective project planning process <.'llith related public and private secto-:
stakeholders for the next p';'oject phase despite many stakeholders beir.g fully engaged in 
impler:1enting activities required f0r successfu: comple-:-ion of the current project phase~ 

• Dealt wi::h ddmmistrative issues. in a timely t3shion. such as travel arn'.ngenents, staff 
recruitment, procurement and s.enrice conr.ac:s to allow for the smooth implemen::ation of 
project activities during the reporting period; 
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Dealt wH!: financial transactions in a ti:nely manner, such as budget authorizations and pet:y 
cash for tmin:ngs:. which allowe-d for the et'fec:ive implementation of project activities; a:-1d 

• Carried out workplan and budget reviews and updates at activity and output (project 
component) levels to improve resource allocation and monitoring and to assure appropriate 
availability of resources for :he implementatior: of activities. 

F.4 Conduct epidemio-logical studies to better inform disease control and support government 
strategiL· planning. 

Initi.a:ed the planned evaluation of the influenza i\ rapid antigen test was; however, field testing 
has not been comlucted yet because no outbreaks in ducks have occurred within the stuJy area. 
The evaluation wil: be continued in the next project phase; and 
Initiated study design planning for testing controi strategies for reducing the risk of native 
chicken transport from Central Java as well as to better elucidate tl:e viml amplificatior: proces" 
along the extended market ch<~in. The study may also be adapted to include the assessment of 
the risk factors for viral contamination within the greater Jakarta area. 

F.5 Provide technical support to DAH for HPAI policy development. 
• Provided technical recommendations to the DAH on vaccination poEcy in light of the continued 

circulation of clade 2.3.2.1 a::d 2.1.3 viruses, including specifically the recommendation to 
update the vaccine registration regulations and to consider the approval of multivalent vaccines 
from Indonesian vaccine manufactu:-ers, as \Veil as advising against monovalent 23_2.1 vaccir:e 
production for use i.n chickens; 
Held a week-long workshop in outbreak investigation and control to increase the response 
capacity of Government officers at cer.tral ar:d provincial levels; and 
Held a three-day workshop on decisio:-1 making in outbreaks and continger:cy planning with 
representatives of all sub-Directorates- of ,\nimal Health as well as the National Quara~1tine 
Service :o initiate a process of conti::gency planning for ombreaks of exotic or new animal 
diseases. 

F.6 Ctmtribute to the Komna.o; ZoomJ.d,o; One Health communication and advocacy .<;trategy. 
No fur:her activities planned, activities complet~d d:uinto: Pha"e L 
Planned activities for the next siY-month period (October 1013 to March 2014) 

Output A: Increased empowerment of vi11age residents in biosecurity and HPAI prevention and 
control through an expansion of a government-funded, streamJined PllSR system. 

A. I Distribute and use communication materials to- support HPAl preventio-n and control actit•ities. 
Support the PDSR programme ln the development and production of success stocies from 
officers in the field. The stories will be disseminated to PDSR officers :hrough multiple 
channe!s, including social media. 

• Revise the design of information, educa:ion and communicatio:1 (lEC) brochure on HPAI 
control in villages ar:d conduct field testing. 
Design funhouse-inspired activity booth for use by the CPH team at rhe 2013 ILDEX livesm::k 
exposition. Vistors will ac-tively participate in the f'Jnhouse to gain prac-tical experience in the 
three-zone b;_osecu:-ity concept and geNie vaccination technique advocated by F i\0. 

• Develop 16-month a:r.d 12-month versions of the CPH calendar fOr dis:ribution to furmers at 
ILDEX a:1d to private sector technical s:aff and PVUK officers during trainir:gs \'Vhich will be 
conducted during the next reporting period. 
In close colklbvration with t!~e local governmer.t team, deve:op first set of lEC matenals 
specificaliy for support of the NVS pilot programme. 

A.2 Revi,·e and streamline PDSR "'ystem to incorporate more community-ha.~·ed decision-making for 
improved HPA/ prevention and control. 

Stimulate officers within the PDSR programme by the develope1ent, collec:ion and 
dissemination of PDSR success s::ories. A competi::ion \\'Ill be held for L:he 
photogntphs. Success stories will be subsequently disser.,inated via social 
LDCCs< 

best stories 
networking 

and 
and 

Finali7e condensed cuniculums and modu:es for fntroductory and Continuing Education and 
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dis~eminate revised trair:ing material to Master Trainers. 
Hold Natior:al LDCC Coordination Meeting in November 2013. 

• Conduct TOTs fOr 50 Ma.•i.ter Trainers on new skills for PDSR. after which the Master Trainers 
will conduct refresher trair.ings for PDSR officers in their areas. 

• fat·ilitate tmining of at least 40 new PDSR officers with tlmding provided by local government 
budget in fndramayu District and Padang LDCC, and conduct mentoring after the new PDSR 
officers h<1ve \vorked for three months. 

• Coordinate with Local Govemmer.t Advoc;;ocy and Monitorir:g anJ Evaluar:on tea:11S on their 
acti·vities for increasing !ocai government reso:trce allocation. strengthening loca: government 
data management ~ystems, and monitoring field reporting to determine if progress is being 
made in 1mprovi:-.g the timeli:-,es::- and consistency of PDSR reporting and data entry. 

A.3 Provide LDCC/PDSR operational budget by local government. 
Facilitate r.:1eetings \Yith central Government to develop :1ational technical guidelines for local 
govemments b the use and proposa: of central budget (APBN Dekon) for HPAI control 
ac:ivities. 
Conduct a meeting \'Vith DAH ir: order to identify existing budget structure and needs in 
targeted provinces. 
Conduct a na:ional consultation meeting wi~h central and local governments to share the lessons 
learned and succe5s stories from selected provinces on tl:eir app:-oaches to achieving targeted 
budget .allocations. 
Disseminate information on the national tech:1ical guidelines on use ;:;nC. proposal of central 
govemment budget (APBN Dekon} to ta:-geted provinces. 

• Participate in dnd observe the fiscaJ year 2015 buGget dllocation process, including alloca:ion of 
local governmer.t data encoders in regular coordination meetings (with district governments) 
conducted by selected provincial governments. 
Conduct field visit to eight targeted provinces to ensure the budget .allocation and programme 
impler:1entation in fiscal year 2014 and fiscal year 2015. 

A.4 Extend PDSR database system to district/eve! for improved local disease control management. 

• 

• 

Provide funding and technical suppon for remaining dis:rict data encoder traini:".g programmes 
in provinces v,.-here URC has determined sufficient leveb of capability are in place. 
Conduct assessments of district-level use of data for planning and programme management. 
Provide capacity building trai:1ing for district data encoders in the use of datab&>e outputs for 
reporting and analysis. 
Conduct refresher training tOr provincial data encoders :n use of:he PDSR V3 database . 

Output B: Reduced HPAI-infected poultry from commercial farms through improved 
cooperation among all stakeh-olders. 

B.l Establish effective communication and coordination between government and commercial 
poultry industry in order to build trust among the stakeholders. 

Conduct and suppot\ KKLi"\1 w~th regular meetings and its related working group meetings. 
including the pilo~ing of a Grand Round~ sessio:r: to bring together both public and private 
sector poulWj veterinarians to discuss challeng:ng field cases. 

• Collabomte with commercial poultry industry representatives to p.ankipate in the 2013 ILDEX 
Indonesia Expo in Jakarta and integrate the FAO-MOA 1'\ational Fanners' Seminar \\e"ithin 
ILDEX in order to enable the participatiua of a greater number of fanners in the semir.ar. 

• Continue :o facilitate local government collaboration \Vith the poultry indust:y in their areas: 
through the activities of PVUK-trained government veterinarians to hold farmer meetings. and to 
esta~lis.h collaborations with local poultry associatio:~s. 
Establish and implement vaccination and biosecu:-ity training programmes for technical service 
providers. vaccinators, and vaccinator supervisors witl: multiple vaccine and poultry com;::mnies 
servicing the cot!'.merclal poultry indusi;Ty. 

B.2 Estahli.<>h a confidential database o{outbreak infOrmatiiJn from £·ommercial (Urms. 
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HP/\J outb-:-eak reporti:".g has been integrated v.·ithin the PVUK database and reporting system; 
no further activities planned. 

8.3 Increase competency in CPH in both public a11d private sectors. 
Conduct ongoing technical mentoring for a:! 72 active PVLJK officers on farmer training, fam1 
evaluation, anJ on-farm disease investigation. 
Update PVUK approacbes to farm evaluation and fanner trai:1ing based on latest findings and 
best practices identified by the CPH programme and also facilitate establishment of closer 
working relation:-hips between PVUK and CPH <'..Ctivities :n locations whe:-e both progranu":"l.es 
are active. 

• Initia:e project-funded sample submission for suspected HPAI or Newcastle di!>ease outbreaks 
and post-vaccination sero-surveillance as a means of improving government capacity to detect 
outbreaks on commercial poultry tfmns by increasing fmmers' willingness to report disease 
events. 

• Conduct Continuing Educa:ion II tn:inings on vaccim1tion for PVUK ot1l.cers in goverm"!"lent 
expansion areas, 
Develop Contir.uing Education Ill trair.ing based on needs arising from PVUK officers and 
farmers. 
P~an project-funded PVUK expansion in three districts of South Sulawesi and to expand the 
PVUK programme to eight additional districts via central government funding sources. 

• Hold PVUK TOT for Master Tramers to increase the nurr;ber PVUK Master Trainers and to 
strengthen their training and te:::-hnica! competencies. 
Conduct initial meetings with stakeholders for brainstorming and subsequent consensus
building on a proposed r.ational poultry health programme. 

• Develop anC. field test simplified reponing PVUK f-ormats as a ;neans of reducing reponing 
burden and increasing reporting frec;uency. 

8.4 Advocate for best practit:es fOr CPH. 
• Continue Phase 2 of the CPH bwsecurity cost-effectiveness study in Central JaveL including 

regular col:ection of technical and economical data from participating layer farms a:1d control 
layer farms. 
Develop and fie:d test ~raining modules on vaccination to be used in trainings for privare 
vetennary company vacclna:or~ and vaccina:or coordmators. 
lniti.ate training of vaccinator coordinators and training of vaccinators of private veterinary 
companies includir1g Medion, Capri farm indo, Vaksindo, Kalhe Fanna, and J/\PFA Comfeed., 

• PerfOrm basic quality testing of avian influenza v<:ccines currently produced a:-td sold in 
Indonesia. 
Design, bui:d, and preser.t new ·'funhouse" inspired acti.vity booth at the 2013 lLDEX 
Indonesian livestock expo ~Ocused on providing particpants with practical experience in the 
three-7one biosecu:-ity concept and gentle vaccination technique advocated by FAO. 

B.S Conduct trial,\' on private :oe£"/ar-funded i."ampensation !>ystem. 
• Conduct workshop with participating farmers to plan financial contribution >.:omponent of 

private sector-funded culling compensation pilot. 
Collaborate wi.th PVUK officers in Bogor District on the technical implementation of the 
private set:tor-funded culling compensation piloL including diagnosis and s'.lbsequent culling in 
the event of an HPAI outbreak. 

• Continue to work with the nucleus of the far.ners g:-oup to orgamze plasma tarmers 
participating in the pilot progmcnrr:e. 

Output C: Reduced H5N1 virus at selected critical control points in the market chain through 
improved biosccurity practices by related stakeholders. 

Cl lmprm·e the .mrwdllani.·e system along the post-production market chain and make it more co~-t
effective. 

• Continue providing technical and operational ~upport to tl:e LBM surveillam:e activity in 
greater Jakarta. East Java and North Sumatra. 

I I 
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Analyc;c colkctcd LH\11 survcillanc..: 'lnd profiling data from tl:c- chrc-c :<rban centres and 
cvaluat>..·thc pokntial for using the data lo incrcusc risk-based suncillancc ami backtracing. 

• Conduct coordir:ation meetings with PSPs and related local livestock sen':{:es in East Java and 
'Jmih Sumatra :"or re\rie\ving LHM surveillance activities and LHM profiling res:..tlts. 

• Continue monitoring for gn:~ler Jakarta, Suretbaya and \1cdan LBM suncillam:c sam;Jk testing 
at HKHI laboratory Jakarta, the Diagnostic Unit of FKH U:'\1/\JR SuraOaya, DJC Mcdan and 
DIC Wales rcspccti\·dy. 

• Conduct 1:-'_oni:oring visit to Bb<1livc: for l<1boratory sequencing t~.:stlng of LBM isolmcs <1nd 
hold coordination :ncc-ting with WHO to re-vie-w LHM e-nvironme-ntal survdllancc activities in 
the greater Jakarca area. 
Provide technical and operational suppon for laboratory testing for real-time PCR resting fo:
subclaJe 2.3.2.1 virus from greater Jakarta LBM !>:::mples :ested at DIC Subang. 

C.2 Improve bio!>·ec·urily along post-production market chain. 
Supervise and monito:- the construction work for rehabilitat:on of the Haru Rekasi LHM in West 
Java to ensure timely and quality completion of the required construction activities. 

• Conduct c. hanGover ceremony to homdover the rehabilitated market to local aut1mrity and 
conduct C&D in~roductory train1ng for vendors and cleaning workers at Raru Bekasi Market 
Conduct minor rehab:litation improvements at Ramadani LH\1 in Tangerang City to improve 
sanitary and hygienic conditions with:n in the mar!<:et. 
Procure and distribute metal cages to replace bamhoo cages at selected traditional markets. 
Conduct refresher training as well as monitoring and evaluation of C&D activities at the C&D 
station in Semanggi collector yaai in Surakarta city and Baru market in Bekasi City. 

• Prepare a draft proposal for generating novel surveillance ar:d risk reduction strategies to 
1mprove detection of rare viruses and reduce the health risks c;f poultry marketing within 
Jakana. 

C.J Increase demand for healthy poultry end-product. 
:--Jo further activities planned; ac-:-ivities completed during Phase l. 

Output D: ImproYed biose<:uri.ty practices in backyard and commercial duck-raising. 

D. I Advocate for best practices in duck health management. 
No further activities planned; activities completed during Phase 1. 

D.2 Implement duck epidemiological data analysis in low incidence areas in Indonesia to improve 
understanding of the reservoir role of ducks. 

:--Jo further activities p~anned; advities completed during previous reporting period. 

Output E: Reduction of HPAl in poultry farms through widespread nse of locally prodm:ed 
vaccines as appropriate based on local antigens and new strains monitored. 

E. I PromtJte use of effective t'accine by farmers. 
Finalize design of trainings in best vaccination pratices for vaccinators. and s:.~pervisors of 
vacci:1ators with~n the three l:",donesian vaccination production companies and icritate trainings. 
Develop specialized traini:1g progmmme which includes training iTI vaccination theocy, 
vaccination schedules, and vaccinatior: practices for 'technical service' veterinarians within 
collabomting poultry inCustry compar:ies. 
F:nalize revisio-:: of vaccination module fOr use in PVUK refresher trainings, and by 
Government of Indonesia cold c:'1air. Master Trainers, and private sector veterinarians. 
Develop a 12-month CPH caler:dar to include messages of optimum vaccination scheduling, 
vaccine selection, and vaccination te::hnique. 
Share advice on vaccination with poultry farmers during the 2013 ILDF.X livestock expo a:1d 
accommpanying National farmers' Seminar in Jakarta. 

• Share farmer opinions a:",d exrerlences with vaccin<:ltion against avian intluenza during the OlE 
(World Organintion for Animal Health )/F/\0 :-.Jet-..vork of expertise on animal influenza 
(OFFLU) Technical Mee::ing on avian influenza vaccination. 

12 
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£.2 Establish partnership between commercial poultry industry and govemment for sharing of 
influenza virus data and isolates. 

Continue t;::; support collab;::;ration between government stakholders and F/\0 ECTAD Indonesia 
with poultry industry representatives, farmers, technic<'.l service ~taff. vaccinators. and 
vacci:1ators coordinators through the variety of activities implemented by the project to "upport 
avian influenza con:rol in the commercial poultry industry. 
Facilitate technical meeting on HPAI strai-:1 information sharing between private sector 
labomtories and goverm:1ent. 

• Assi~t to organize and facilitate meeting \Vith DAH and stc..kebolders to di~cuss governr:1ent 
reviev·: and revision of Al vaccine registration policy and procedures. 

E.J Establish su,\·tainable laboratory system for influenza ~·irus monitoring 
• Conduct retl-esher training course for laboratory staff on perfOrmance of quality control of PCR 

at D 1 C Subang. 
Launch IVM Online website and reporting system in Jakarta and conduct next lVM 
coordination meeting in edrly 2014. 
Prepa::-e governm~nt laboratory training pTogramme for application of PREDICT viral detection 
tools to lndonesmn livestock samnles in collaboration with PREDICT and DIC laborator:es. 

Output F: Strengthened veterinary services at central, provincial, and district levels with 
increased commitment from related stakeholders. 

F.l Pilot :'VVS in 3 provinces for selected priority diseases. 
Provide training and technical support :o extend the >-lVS programme to 83 additionz.l local 
government officers ir: 18 more di,;tricts in \Vest Sumatra Province via <1 cost·sh:rring fUnding 
arrangement with local government 
Condense the NVS curriculum to two levels of training and provide technical sLtpport fo NVS 
Master Trainers to impler:1em the revised training curriculum. 

• Hold a local government workshop in West Sumatra to introd'Jce the NVS progTarr.me to the 
new districts and then provide PDSR V3 trdini!'_g :o 20 Puskesmas staff that have r_ot yet been 
trained in PDSR. 
Pruvitlt: n::gular!y "'-t:ht'tluled tt:dmi-.::~1 cJentori;:g ,o,uppon to both NVS pllut an::a,o, and t:xpan,o,ion 
areas. 
Develop Continuing Education training based on identified needs <1nd competency gaps :o 
support further development of the 1'\VS pilot. 

• Test the SMS gateway developed by the DAFF EID project tOr syndromic surveillance and tO:
engaging viEage cadres iTI NVS pilot districts. 
Develop IE(' materials specifically for the NVS programme. 
Train and support NVS Master Trainers to ::na:--,age and implement the training and mentoring 
programme tOr the expansion of~VS across \Vest Sumatra. 
Advoca~e DAH to finalize NVS Guidelines in line with La\v No. 18 of 2009. 
Conduct advocacy visits to Provinci.al and District Livestock Services of West Sumatra, Riau, 
and Bali pilot provmces to encourage fur:he:- progress on the establishment of Veterinary 
Authority .2-nd Authorized Veterinarian in line with Law No. 18 2009. 

F.2 En.'>ure effective programme management with re.ropert to finance. administratitJn, tecllnil:al 
inpllts, and partner relations (donor and the Government of Indonesia). 

Continue fflcilitation of weekly coord:nation meetings with both URC and the Director of DAH. 
Continue preparation of project progress reports in accordance with the project docu::ner.t a:1d 
local agreement with USAID Indonesia. 
Continue par:-icipating at the USAID Chief e>f Party meeting, in coordi!lation with K;::;mnas 
Zoono~is and WHO. 

• Review the overall workplan of the project in consideration of the approv2! of Ph2se III and 
finalise the operational budget and share with projec~ management and technical teams, 
Continue the implementation of necessary operational actions :o ensure the timely delivery of 
pro jed inputs to enable successful implementation of activities. 

13 
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F.3 Ensure appropriate support to programme components and management to maximh.e 
stakeholder participation and build capacity of animal health services. 

Provide support and management supervision on a regular basis to the various corr.ponents of 
the ECTAD 1:--,donesia programme. 

• Continue Jealing with all aJm;nistrative issueJ. i:1 a timely fashion. such as :ravel arm:1gements, 
recruitments, procurement and service comracts to allow 7or the smooth implementation of 
project activities. 
Ensure rhe proper and timely· deal-ing of financial transactions. such as b'.ldget authorizat:ons 
and petty cash for trainings, to allov.· smooth implementation of project activ:ties. 

• Prepare provi~ional opemtional budgets f0r all the project components to improve resource 
allocation ar:d rr.onitoring and revise periodically in order to assure appmpriate availability of 
re~ources for the implementation of the activit;es. 

F.4 Conduct epidemiological studies to better inform disease control and support government 
strategk planning. 

• Evaluate factors which 1moy impact on H5N l endemicity m lndones~a and means of reducing 
amplification along long-distance poultry market chains. 

• Finalize study desigr: and initiate resean:}1 pldn for native chicken market chain and urban risk 
factor study. 
Provide training in o:.ttbreak inves-:-igation ar.d epidemiology-laboratory linking in collaboration 
with DIC laboratories. 

F.5 Provide technical support to DAH for HPAI policy development. 
Explore more effective means of addressing the ClETent shortcomings with DAH policies on 
master seeds for avian in:laenza vaccine ar.d on the restriction of multivalent vaccines, 
including engagement on these topics with global experts at OFFLU Technical Meeting on 
avian influenz<1 vaccination, 

F.6 Contribute to the Komnas Zoonosis One Health communication and odvocacy strategy. 
;\Jo further activities pLanned, activities completed during Phase I. 

Main challenges encountered and response provided 
The most significant project implementation challenge encountered durir:g this reporting period was 
the :ransition of the F t\0 operationa~ manager!'tent system to the Globai Resource 1vianagement 
System (GRMS). The transitiOn period_ wh:d: also included shifting of project oversight 
responsibilities to the country level, resulted in intenni!tent delays in implementation of some 
planned activities. However, through a concerted effort between co1.mt:-y, regional, and global 
offices, delays \>..'ere self-limiting and su~tainable solutions were focmJ for each of the GRMS 
challenges encountered. 

In relation to t~chnical challeng6, difficulties cont:nued to be experienced in the Government of 
Indonesia's reluctance to update AI vaccination policy following the introduction of clade 2.3.2.1 
H5N1 in mid-2012. ECTAD Indonesia responded to this issue by providing specific technical 
advice to the URC-PHMS and the Directo::- of Anima~ Health in response to each concern raised 
regarding the safety and efficacy of a combined clade 2.1.3 and 2.3.2. I vaccine_ In addition, tl'.e 
Indonesia programme sought further advice from OFFLU Chairperson for Vaccine and Vaccir.e 
Technology, who submitted two technical letters to ECTAD Indonesia and DAH regarding the 
safety, use, and benefits of bivalent AI vaccines. Despite providir.g sufficient techr.ical jus:ification, 
:he DAH has still not appropriately updated its vaccine policy. nor a;-Jproved any bivdlent AI 
vaccines. F'.Hther sustained effort in this are<: is required over the next reporti:1g period. 

Regarding tlnancial conJ.traints, reporting of disease detect:on and control activities by local 
government tield officers trained in PDSR decreased during che reporting period. This was a result 
of ;he gap in operational funding for field activities and data encoding following cessation of 
opera:ional funding via the OSRO/INS.il03/USA project at tl1e end of 2012. Building upun the 
local government advocacy initiative previously repurted, ECTAD lndonesi?. worked closely with 
local and central govern::ner.t representatives to develop an er.hanced budget advocacy approach 
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which lntegra:es the active advocacy di:"e<:tly with local government decision-makers with tl:e 
development of national animal disease ~ontrol budgeting gu:de:ines and sharing of budgeting best 
practices and success stor:es between local govemmer.ts. Advocacy activities implemented during 
:he reporting period increased local government budget for HPAI su:-veillance a:1d control activitie" 
by 79% compared to funding levels before advocacy activities were initiated. Transition to PDSR 
V3 and district-level data manager.tent should further eru.e the financial and humar: resource burden 
on local governments. Eff011s are also undenvay with DAFF to integrate HPAI outbreak reporting 
wi~hin a national S\1S-based animal disease surveillance system currently under development. 
which m<:~y also further allevidte the data entry burden at locaJ level in the future. 

Main progress made towards the achie\•ement of project outcomes (from the start of the current 
projrtt phase). 

Output A: Increased empowerment of vil1age residents in biosecurity and HPAI prevention and 
control through an expansion of a government-funded, streamlined PDSR system. 

• During the 2012-2013 projec! pe:iod, I 523 PDSR officers have been trainee in PDSR VJ and a 
total of 1 946 PDSR officers from 30 provinces are able to use PDSR V3. 

• The ddtabase ha.-; been modified to utilize simpEfieC. data forms. PDSR officers are :1ow 
networking with the comm'Jnity. con:munity leaders and village poultry farmers to expla:n the 
need for HPAI reporting. 

• Reporting leve1s have dropped; although fie;d work is stil; being co!1ducted. the reports are not 
being entered into the national database owing to financial and human resource constraints for 
data r::.anagement at the provir.cialle\·el. Only 896 passive networking reports were entered into 
the database as compared with 1 900 reports in the previous six month period. 

• F:tl:y-three village HPAI outbreaks \.Ve:-e identi~led and controlled by PDSR during the reporting 
period, 
PDSR have identified ou;breaks of HPAI clade 2.3.2, 1 H5N 1 in duck fa:ms and have been able 
to explain the new clade :o the community and to co1leagues in the local governmen:, thereby 
helping to reduce tear and mi"understanding!>. SOP~ for humane eu:h.anasia, Jeveloped by FAO 
and following OlE guideEnes, have assisted in outb:eak control. 
The techn-ical capacity of local govern:ne-:1t staff i:. 24 LDCCs has inc-eased on the use of the 
enhanced PDSR V3 infOrmation ~ystem for data analysis and reporting. T\venty-five provincial 
DEs from 24 of 32 LDCCo; Imve been truined usi:1g PDSR V3. Currently, 20 LDCCs are usi:1g 
PDSR V3. However, despite the trainings provided ~nti the ongoing field activities by PDSR. 
data entry and management has decreased substantially as a result of limited tlnancidl support 
for LDCC acti,;ities at the provincial level. 

• Central government ami lJ provincial governments targeted in advoc<:~cy activi:ies have 
supported animal disease con:rol activities by allocating additional government budget in 2013 
and 2014. However. nationwide. the level of support varies depending on their financial 
situa:lon and political commitment. 

• Central government. local governments, and relevant government ins:itutions have raised their 
level of a\vareness and coordination concerning the proper allocation of budge; for animal 
health issues. 

• The ce:r.tral government, through the DGLAHS, committed to follow up :he inputs oOtained 
from the local government advocacy conducted by FAO and DAH by establishing a team who 
\Viii develop guidance for the utilization of the central Government budge-:- distributed :o each 
province. 

Output B: Reduced HPAI-infected poultry from commercial farms through imprm-ed 
cooperation among all stakeholders. 

• Improved understanding of the commercial poultry sector as a :-esult of profiling 4 000 farms in 
the PVUK expansion areas. Profiling infommtion is available to the DLS for decision-making. 
Following the Master Trainer TOT, Master Trainer,; had the co::fidence and skills to pass on 
clear intOm1ation on HPAI clade 2.3.2.1. They conducted one inter.:.ctive radio prog:-amme. or.e 
TV prog:-arr.me. 1 I coordination meetings for 276 local government staff ( 19: male, 85 ferr:ale ), 
and 15 fanner and community rr.eetings for 224 par.:cipants (183 male, 41 female). 
The PVUK programme has increased trust between local government anima: health services 
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and commercia! poultry fanners. PVUK officers continue to conducr farmer trainings: and farm 
visits. A r.oriceable change has been seen in the attit'.lde of poultry fanners who now conta~t 
PVUK officers to book trainings. request assistance with farm hygiene and vaccination, and 
r~que:-t PVUK to a""ist with problem "olv ing. In total, PVUK have carried out 34 farme 
trainings for 772 participants (620 male, 172 female) and eight farmer tmin~ngs have been 
reque::.ted and fur.ded by fanner groups. 
There has been a noticeable change in behaviour with farmers following good vaccine cold 
chain management. improved farm biosecurity, including movement control, and improved 
farm hygiene. In the reporting period, 591 fam1 visits were conducted and during these visits, 
190 fa:-n:ers have changed their behaviour, indicating thdt 32 percent of farm visits appear to be 
contributing to :-armer be!laviour change. Once a monitoring visit has taken place, over 50 
percent of far.ners have fally co:nplied with the PVUK recom:ner_dations. 
PVUK have successfully conducted SO problem investigations '.!sing the SOAP (subjective, 
objective, assess:11e:1t, and plan) diagnostic and trea:ment pla:1ning :ne::hod. 

• Best prdctices in poultry vaccination dnd farm management have been identi~ied via the CPH 
biosecurity cost-effectiveness study anC have been subsequently incorporated w the training 
modules. advocacy mate:ials, and academic outreach activities :-elated to CPH. The biosecuri.ty 
intervention phase of the study is !lOW underway ln order to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of 
specific biosecurity practices. 
Layer farmers in high-ri::.k production areas have adopted best practices as identifieJ via tbe 
CPH p:ogramme, and as disseminated via the PVUK pcogramme and CPH outreach acrivi:~es. 
Fanners have improved bio::;ecurity through building tences, locked gates, displaying no er:try 
signs and changing footwear V<'hen entering a shed.. Others have improved cold storage for 
vaccines and have improved their vaccination scheduling and vaccination technique to increase 
vacci:1ation compliance during the egg p:-oduction period. 
Since project inception, 74 farmers groups (tOr chicken, duck and quail timners) have been 
formed for on-farm training and to develop biosecurity plans for the farms_ These groups will 
improve biosecurity measures in tl:e members and encourage better disease reporting. 

Output C: Reduced H5N t virus at selected critical control points in the market chain through 
improved biosccurity practices by related stakeholders. 

There has been a sigr.iiicant increase in the understanding of controlling HSN 1 in Indonesia and 
H5"N 1 epid.;omiok>gy in general as :1 result of using specially-designed m3rket wrveillance tools, 
such as :-e-gularly scheduled environmental surveillance of LH.Ms and targe:ed surveillance at 
collector yards a::.d along the market chain. 
Viruse-s originatir.g from the commercial industry have 'cle-en detected and can be further isolated 
for antigenic and genetic characterization, with specific isolates potentially serving as vaccir.e 
master seeds in the future. 
Lessons !earned from the LH!\1 environmer.tal surveillance system have been incorporated into 
the global surveillance recommenda:ion,; fOr detection of the novel H7N9 virus. 

• There has been !"!lore cleaning and disinfection activities and awareness of the importance of 
maintaining cleanliness ir: selected markets :n t:-o.e greater Jakarta area that have been trained by 
FAO -in collaboration with local governments. This has provided a considerable impact both in 
terms: of the level of cleanliness of the markets' environmer:t and the participation of traders and 
market managers. 
Centrdl and local governments have allocated fund~ for the sustainability of market cleaning 
and disinfection activ:ties through support on C&D training for markets that had not received 
the tmining previously. 
The cleanliness Df the market.-; that are implen:enting cleaning and disintt!-c:ion acth··ities has 
improved. 

Output D: Imprm:ed biosecurif),- practices in backyard and commercial duck-raising. 
• The understanding of the relatively limited role played by ducks in the persistence of clade 2 1.3 

virus has increased as a resul: of the successfu: implementatior. of the Lombok duck study. 

Output E: Reduction of HPAI in poultry farms through widespread use of locally produced 
vaccines as appropriate based on local antigens and new strains monitored, 
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The cot!imercial poultry farming community has ':leer, prov:ded with examples of commercial 
layer farms ella: are successfully using local stmin HPAI vact:ines with a :-pecifie vaccination 
regime that yields excellent protection for the flock <iga'inst HSN I, 

• There has been an overa:l reduction in H5N l virus detection since 2009. correlated with an 
increase in the use of local strain vaccines supported by ;aboratory-based vaccine research. 
evaluated on the timn by the CPH progmmme, and advocated to tftrmers via the PVUK and 
CPH outreach programmes. Of "'-O:e is the recent increase in virus detecion following 
introduction of dade 2.3.2.1 virus. Vaccine policy, and like\v:se vaccine fOrmation, will need to 
adapt in order to preYent infection from botl: clades. 2nC thereby contribute to fUrther ceduction 
in viral load going forward. 

Output F: Strengthened veterinary services at central, provincial, and district levels with 
increased commitment from related stakeholders. 

Since the NVS started working in early 2013. 3 306 activity reports have been received, the 
majority of\.vhich are passive surveillance reports. From April to September 2013, reports have 
been received from the pilot districts of Ag.ar.:1 and Dumai, although less a:::tivity has been 
observed in Klungkung district. 
Agan: and Dumai Districts have carried out 565 syndromic survei!:ance activities (covering 
dogs, poultry. cattle. goats and monkeys) and 659 l"'.etworking meetings. 

• The import;mce of human health and livestock healtl: working together has been recog"'-ized at 
the local gove:T~ment level as a result of the 1\IVS pilot programme. For rabies control activi::es. 
13 7 rapid responses to bite cases were investigated, with three samples submitted and O!"le found 
positive for rabies. Emergency vaecinatior. was conducted around the positive case in order :o 
reduce fmiher spread. In total, 47 coordinatior. activities between livestock and human health, in 
response to bite cases, has continueC. to improve communication between humar. and animal 
health counterparts. 

• Rabies vaccination has been conduc.~ted in 2ll pilot districts with 1 020. 4 000 and 5 .580 dog;; 
vaccinated in Agam, Dumal and Kl:.mgkung respeoively in the last six months. The NVS 
information system, including database designed tOr district-level data entry, has been 
succe~stUlly dep:oyed in NVS pilot areas. 
The close involvement of the We:-t Sur.-,ater.a Provincial Livescock Services in the planning 
process for the next project pha,.e, and agree~C~ents c;n cost-sharing berwee-:1 DAH, resulted in 
the decision tD scale up the NVS to all districlb in West Sumatcra districts. 
There has been .an overal: marked improvement in HPAI control in poultry in Indonesia since 
inception of the ECTAD Il"'.donesia progwmme. 

• There has been effective detection and identification vta the field rapid response a:-~d laboratory 
netv;orks of the clade 2.3.2. 1 HSN 1 vims. ne\vly introduced into Indonesia i.n mid-20 12. 
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Quarter III 2010 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RLA/901/USA 

Reporting period: July- September 2010 

Regional Component: Latin America ar:d the Caribbean 

Project Title: Stre-ngthening regional capacity for surveillance of Intlucnza A H1N1 virus and other 
subtypes of swine ilu in pig populations in Cent:-al America and other countries in Latin America 

Code· OSRO/RLAi90J/USA 

Budget: USD700000 

Effective Starting Date: 28 July 2009 

Planned End Date: 31 Dcccmbc:- 20 I 0 

Context of the Project: 

Pandemic H!NI 2(109 has been 1-eported m animals (pigs ar.d turkeys) m several countries, including 
Argentina, Canada. Chile and the United States ;:m the American continent, raising the concern of the 
international community. Pigs can harbour iniluet:La viru1.es of both avian and mammalian origin and act as 
"mixing vessels" in 1.vhich the re-assort!Tient of human. S\'Vine intluen7a (SI) and avian intluenza (AI) viru;;; 
may occur, producing a virus cupablc ofhumun-to-human !nmsmissi-on leading to human pandemics. 

Stm!ics in the developed countries have shown that various subtypes IHlNL H3N2 and Hl~2) co-circulate in 
pig population:, in those countries. However, it is s!iU unknown whether thc;;,e subtypes arc also wide;;,pread in 
!->wme populations u: Central Ame1ica and the neighbouring countnes because of the Jack of appcopriate 
monitoring and surveillance networks for SI. 

Objectives of the Projft:t: 

The project aims at strengthening the surveillance capacities of the affected coumries. or the countries at risk. 
to deal with lnt1uem:a AJH lN l, other inlluetlLa viruses ar,d other transboundary animal disea..;,es (T ADs) in 
Central America and neighbouring countries. 

Specifiea1ly. the projecl will improve lhc knowledge of lhe epidemiology and ecology of ln:luer.za type A 
vi ruse~ in swine populations in the target countries. 

Phmned activities for the reporting period: 

Output 1: The ECTAD Decentrali::_ed Coordination Unit 1DCU) for Cenirdl America 1-'i e.nahlished and 
openlfhmal. 

Activity 1.4: Provision of services to the Central A:nerican and neighboring countries. 

The Emergency Center for Transhoundary Animal Diseases Operations (ECTAD) Decentralized Coordination 
Unit (DCU) in Panama has been :csponsible for continuing the backstopping of rhe veterinary s:crdces of the 
beneficiary coun!nes and reinforcing the regional epidcmio-survdllancc network in order to improve 
cornmm:ication and the exchange of informat:on on T ADs and other respiratory diseases in swine populations. 
as well as to provide special support to countries facing outbreaks, if needed. Activities arc conducted in close 
coordination with other organiu·uions, ~uch as Organis.mo Inlcrnacional Regional de Sanidad Agropccuaria 
(OIRSA) and Pan America1: Health Organization (PAHO). 

Output 2: Surveillance activities implemented and the extent and intensity of possible influenza viruses type A 
in circulariuf! bl:'lier understuod (/nd a proposal for contingenc.v plans prepared. 

Activity 2.1: Signing o~· Letter of Agreement (LoA) with a research institution for field investigation/training. 

Upon finalization of the review <Jnd approval process by the counterpart. an agreement was signet! with the 
National Veterinary Services Laboratory (NVSL) in Ames, USA l11is institution provided diagnostic training 
in the Vcsiculr.r Di~casc Diagnostic Laboratory (LADIVES) kxalcd in Panama City, Panama, for {hrcc lab 
exnerts and will tr:.tin a LADIVES ;,:taff on viru;,: sequencing as welJ as will act as a reference lahoratory for 
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25 samples of positive ..:ases detected :n LADIVE"i. 

Activity 2.3: Training and conducting of field investigalions and :inaliL:.ttion of th~ guidelinec.. 

Field invcMigations. arc c2rricd out in beneficiary countric~ and up to 500 sample:,. (per country) of su~pccicd 
swine populations are collected and sent to LADIVES for real time - polymerase chain reaction (RT -PCR) 
diagnosis. Required fidd cquipmcnr and shipping costs is covered by the project. 

Activity 25: Awarene.,s raising and reporting Dfrespiratory cases. 

National -..vorkshops aimed at raising awareness aml repmting of suspected cases in pigs are carried our with 
support of OJRSA. according to the methodology p-:ovidui to the participar.ts of the r~gional workshop on 
communication held in Panama in May 20 lO. F AO prov:des a..""sistance and follow up to these activities. 

Output 3: National animal health t'njOrmation sy5tems to collect. process and analyse data from surveillance 
auivliies reuifvrced. 

Activity J.l: Procurement and dist1 :hut ion of equipment and software. 

Tv-.:o desktop computers are di'itributed to veterinary -;ervices in Guatemala, San Salvador, Hondura~, Belize. 
the Dominican Republic and Panama to str;:ngthcn their capacity to process animal health-r;;latt:d information 
and to install TAD Info software. 

Activity 3.2: Revision and updates of nat;onal animal health information systems used by countries (provided 
by FAO). 

Customization of TADinfo maps for Belize, El Salvado:-, Guatemala and Honduras is finalized. A one-week 
regional wmk-.hop on TAD Info i~ r:arried out in August 2010 W train the key staff in the in'-lallatior: and u~e of 
this tailo!·-made software. 

Ourput 4: Lilbomtor,.· diagnostic capacities reinforced and neiH·vrk established between naihmal !abomtories 
and international H:ference laboratories. 

Activity 4.2: Procurement and distribution of laboratory equipment and supplies. 

Over lOO items ar~ distributed to beneficiary countries, especially those that ;.viti carry out RT-PCR d:agnosti~ 
(Costa Rica, Guatemala und Pana:na). ln addition, LADIVES in Panama n:ceives equipment (including a 
second hJock for PCR) in order to he ahle tn p:oces:-. samples from other beneficiary countries and act as a 
project regior:allaboratory. 

Activity 43: Signing D~· a Letter o~- Agree:nent (LoA) with a ->pecialized laboratory. 

Upon ,;ignature of the agreement with NVSL (see activity 2.l ). an agreement is signed with LA DIVES. Under 
the agre~ment. this Panamanian laboratory is to process up to 3 000 samples of suspected swine populations 
from BdiLC, El Salvador, Honduras, Nican:gua, Panama and lhc Dominican Republic. 

Activity 4.4: Training o:personneJ working in animal health diagnostic laboratories at national level. 

Under the f"ra:nework of the agreement with NVSL and LADIVES, laboratory staff from Panama, Guatemala 
and Honduras are trained on RT-PCR diagnostic and sequencing according to the prutocol developed hy 
NVSL 

Activity 4.6· Transp011 of samples to international reference laboratorie-; for analysis, sequencing and 
molecular ..::pidemiological unalysis. 

An agreement with an international cunier is reached to enable national veterinary services to ship samples of 
suspeded swine to LADIVES fm RT-PCR diagnosi:-.. Up to 25 of those ~<:.mples diagnosed positively are 
fonvarded to NVSL for confi:cmation, <;equencing and quality controL 

Ouiput 5: Earfr detection and notification of A/HI NJ/2(XJ9. 

Activity 5.1: Support national services and organiLations in edur:ation and communication ami repor!:ng of 
respiratory cases in pigs. 
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FAO provides assistance and follow up to the national workshops aimed at rai:..ing awacene,:..s and promoting 
the r8porting of suspected cases in pigs to be ca!ricd out by the pa!ticipants of the regional workshop on 
communication tcchnitjuCs conducted :n May 20 ID. Moreover. communication matcr:a!s developed under a 
coni<.ultancy on communication covered hy TCP/RLA/3206 are printed and distributed. 

Activity 5.2: Coordination of veterinary authorities \Vith national public health authoritie~ to i:nprove disea,:..e 
field investig;:uior.. detection and reponing of cases in particular from rural areas. 

A final worbhnp is organ:zed in September 2010 in Panama with the participation of Chief Veterin<:>.ry 
Officers (CVOs) and national coordinators in order to present the results of the project and to d:scuss 
continuity of activities and achievements beyond the end ol the project. 

Activitie..;; undertaken during the reporting period: 

Output 1: The ECTAD Decentralized Coordination Unit lDCU) for Centra! Americu is esta!Jli.~·hed and 
operationai. 

Activity 1.4: Provision of services to the Central A:nerican and neighboring countries. 

The ECTAD DCU in P<>.nama, jllinlly \\·ith OIRSA <>.nd PAHO, caJTietl out an assessment about the ret-.1--'0n;;e of 
Panam<mian authorities to the outbreak of East Equine En~ephalomyeliti<> in Ea..,t Panama in June 2010. 
Conclusions have be..:n shared with ofllciah. of the Mini~ try of Health and Mini~try of Agriculture. 

A mid-tenn regional strategy to prevent and cor:trol TADs ir. Latin America and the Caribbean and several 
concept notes haYe been drafted. 

Ompw 2: Surveillance actiriries impfemented and extent and inrcnsit_v of possible influenza vi ruse:.- type A in 
circulation hct1er undcrswod and a proposal for conringency plans prepared. 

Activity 2.1: Signature of :m LDA with a research institution for field investigatiun/trair::ing. 

An ag:-cement between FAO and J'>'YSL was signed in August 2010. Within thi~ Agreement, two NVSL 
tet.:hnlc:ans travelled to Panama and provided diagnosis training to three te{;hnicl;ms from LADTVES, one from 
Costa Rica and one from Guatemala in August 2010. IV1orcover. the last week of September 2010, a technician 
from LADIVES attended a on-the-job training at NVSL in Ames, CSA. on inlluenza virus. sequencing. 

Activity 2.3: Training and conduction of field invc:,tigation:, and :inaliLalion of the guidelines. 

Field cqu:pmcnt was delivered to national countcrpa:ts in eight countries (Belize, Costa Rica, the Dominican 
Republic, El S<1!vudor, Guat>:mala. Hondurus, Nicaragua and Panama) a1 !he end of Scptcmbe:- 2010 and field 
active surveillance and sampling collection activities stmted immediately in :11ost of the countries. Moreove:·, 
national project coordinators in Costa Rica, Honduras ar.d Panama trained colleagues on collection and 
:,ubmi~sion of samples of :,wine. A template to collect appropriate informmion ha:- been prepared and 
distributed among field veterinarians. 

Activity 2.5: Raising awareness and reporting 1)f respiratory cases. 

Costa Rica. El Salvadm·, Gualemala, Hondurc.t-., Nicaragua and Panama organiLed national events to promote 
not:fication of re<>piratory cases in pigs. This activity '.vas also su;;ported by radio spots in local and national 
radio stations in the last four countries. Some rcpo:-ts have already been investigated in Honduras and ~mp!cs 
were collected. 

Output 3: National animal health infOnnation .•;ystems to collect, process and analyse data from sutTeillancc 
aczivii.'es reinforced. 

Activity J.l: Procurement and dist1 :but ion of equipment and software. 

Two de~ktop computers were di~lributed to veterinary services in Belize, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, 
the Dominican Republic and Panama to strengthen the capacity at epidemiology and laboratory units to 

process epidemiological surveillance information and install TADinfo software. 

Activity 3.2: Revision 2-nd updates of nat~onal animal health information systems used by countries (provided 
by FAO). 

A one-week practical training workshop on the usc ar.d administralion of TADinfo data base wa.'> carried out in 
Teguc~ ~dlpn, Honduras in Augu;..t 2010 with pnrtieipants from Belize, El Salv<.~dor and Honduras. The tailor-
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made software for Honduras was used for training purposes. The customization of "oftware ftlr the other 
countries is at the finn! stage. 

Output 4: Labumtorv diagnmtic capacitie,~ rei1!furced and network eslablished bnween nationullaboruturie,~ 
and international reference iaboratories. 

Activity 4.2: Pn.x-urcmcnt and distribution of laboratory' equipment and supplies. 

Laboratory equipment and supplies have been delivered and handed 0ver tD national counterpJ.rtlj in Costa 
Rice, Guatemala and Par.ama. Leboratories in these countries arc now equipped and trained to car.-y om PCR 
diagnostic on SJ. 

Activity 4.3: Signature of an LoA wilh a specialiLed laboralory. 

An agreement bdwccn FAO end LADIVES was signed in AugustlOJO. LADIVES has !x:cn provided with 
equipment and supplies and its staff has been tn.1ined by NVSL Under the Agreement, LA DIVE..~ is acting as 
a regional laboratory and will proc.::.ss samples of sick S"l.\'ine from Bdizc, El Salvador, Honduras. Nicaragua, 
Panama and Dominican Republic. M.xcovcr, LADlVES will pro\'idc technical support to laboratories in 
Guatemala 2.nd Costa Rica. 

Aclivity 4.4: Training ofpersmmel working in animal health diagnostic laboratories alnationalleveL 

Und..:-r lhc framework of the agreement with NVSL and FAO, labontlory i>taff from Panama. Guatemala and 
Costa Rica were trair::ed during one week on RT-PCR diagnostic and virus isolation HA/HI in August 20Hl. A 
LADIVES staff atter:.dcd a one-\veck hands-on training on sequencing in :.JVSL in September 2010. Other 
beneficiary cuuntries lin not have currently suitc.ble laboratory premises to cany out this kinG uf diagnostic 
(biosecurity level 3 is required but only level 2 available) and diagnost:c will be carried out hy LADIVES in 
Panama (biosecurity level 3). 

Activity 4.6: Transport of s::unples to international reference laboratories for analysis, se4uencing and 
molecular epidemiological analysis_ 

An agreement with an international currier has been reached to enable national veterinary :r..ervices to shi/} 
samples of suspected swine to LADIVES for RT-PCR diagnosis. Up to 25 of those samples diagnosed 
positi\-cly arc expected to be forwarded to .NVSL for confirmalion. sequencing and quality control. LADIVES 
expects tn receive the fir!'t sample!' in Octnher 2010. 

Outpil1 5: Early detection and not~,fication of A/HI N 1/2009. 

Activity 5.1: Support national services and organi .. wlions in edm:alion and communication and notification of 
respiratory ca;;e<s in pigs. 

FAO, through an ad-hnc consultant, provided assistance to n.J:tional com:1mnication otlici2.ls in organizing 
national events to promote the reporting of suspected cases in pigs. Moreover, communication materials were 
printed and distributed m the countries in collaOOrmion with OIRSA. Radio spots were brom:castcd in 
Nicamgua, Hondums, Guatemala and Panama. 

Activity 5.2: Coordination of veterinary author~ties with national public health to Improve disease :leld 
inve;;tigation, detection and reporting of cases in particular from mral areas. 

Considering the no-cost extension of the project until 31 December 2010, rhe final workshop to present the 
results of the projc.::t and to discuss continuity of activities and achievements beyond the end of the project has 
been postponed until November 2010. 

Planned acth:itics for the next reporting period: 

Output 1: The ECTAD Dccelllralized Coordination Unir fUr Central America is eswblishcd and operational. 

Activity 1.4: Provi<;ion of services to the Central A:ncrican and neighbouring countries. 

The ECTAD DCU in Panama to continue backstopping the veterinary services of the beneficiary countries and 
reinforcing the regional cpidemio-survcillanc..: network in order to imprm·e the communication and exchange 
of information on TADs and oth-er respiratory diseases in swine populations. All activities will be conducted in 
close coordination with other organizations, such as OIRSA and PAHO_ Special support will be provided to 
coumrics facing outbreaks, if n-eeded. 
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Outpilt 2: SurFeillance activities implemented and e_ttent and intensity of possible i;!fluenza l'iruse.~ f)pe A in 
circulation better unden.tood and d proposal for o•mint;eru v plans prepared. 

Activity 2.1: Signature of an LoA with a research in.,titution for field investigation/training. 

Extend the Agreenent with NVSL will be extended unril 15 December 2010 to enable NVSL to finalize all 
planned activities. namely confirmation of positive diagnostic of up to 25 sampk'i of positive cases detected in 
LAD! YES. 

Ac-tivity 2.3: Training and conduction of field invcstig2.tions. and finalinltion of the guidelines.. 

Carry out :'icld im·estigarions in beneficiary countries in October and November 2010. Up to 500 samples {per 
coumry} of suspected swine populations will be collected and sent to LADlVES for RT-PCR diagno:>is. 
Guatemala and Cost<:>. Rica will diagnose their uwn samples. 

Activity 2.4: Assistance to the Natim:al Project Coordinator:- for the pre~Jaration of repons on the "ituation of 
A/HlN l in beneficiary counuy. 

Nati0n<1l Project Coordinators. to present reljults of field surveillar.ce conducted in their countries during the 
Final Worbhop !o be held in No'<·"Cmbcr 2DJO, according to a format provided by FAO. 

Activity 2.5: Raising awareness and. reporting of respiratory: cases. 

Follow up on activitie'i focmed on r~ising a\-vareness and pmmoting notifk:ation of 'iUspected caselj <lt national 
level wil1 continue. 

Activity 2.6: Preparation and discussion of proposed contingency plan for early rc-sponse in each country. 

Draft and discuss a manual on .::ontingency planning with national counterparts during the Final Workshop. 

Output 3: 1\'mimwf animal healih information 5:_ntems iO coll<-'ct, pn;cess and analyse daw fnnn .>un'i'illance 
activities· remforced. 

Activity 3.2: Revision ~nd updates of nat~onal animal health information systems used by countries (provided 
by FAO). 

FinaliLe and distr:butc tai1or-;nadc TADinftJ software to the beneficiary cour.trics of BcliLe, Guatemala and El 
Salvat!or for installation. 

Output 4: Laborulory diagno:aic capacities reinforced and network established between national lahoratnries 
and international reference laboratories. 

Activity 4.3: Signature of an LoA with a 'ipecialized laboratory. 

Extend the Agreement between FAO and LA DIVES until :10 November 2010, in order to enable the 
Panamanian lab to process up to 3 000 sam;:>lcs collected during the field activities :n the beneficia!}' countries. 

Activity 4.6: Transp011 of samples to international :eference laboratorie-; for analysi'i, sequencing and 
molecular epidemiological analysis. 

Send by courier up to 3 000 sample-s of suspected swine populations from Belize, El Salvador, Honduras. 
Nicamgua, Panama and lhe Dnminican Republic lo LADIVES for Jia~;nostic. Lip lo 25 of thet.e samples, if 
tested positive, will be fof\varded to NVSL in USA. 

Outpil! 5: Early detecrirm and notfficmion ofA/H lNl/2(}()9. 

Activity 5.2: Coortlination of veterinary authorities with national public health to imp:-ove t!isez.se field 
investigation, detection and reporting of cases in pdrti.:ular from rural are<1s. 

Organize a final workshop i1: November 2010 in Panama with the pm1icipation of CVOs. national 
coordinators, lab specialists and public health veter:narians in order to pre-;er.t the results of the project and to 
discuss continuity of activities and achievements beyond the end of the projccl. Other imernational 
org;n:izations such as OIRSA, PAHO, OlE and the Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture 
(IICA) \viii also be invited to attend. 

Main challenges encountered and response proYided: 

The large procurement action carried out under the pmject (purchase and distribution of over 100 items [some 
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of them require cold chain] for laboratOI)' diagno;;tic and field surveillance in nine countries) has been a 
complicated ar:d time-consuming exercise. Due to the special nature of some of the goods. special import 
processes were necessary in som;: countries. FAO Rcprcsen!atiom, in the bencf:ciary countries pluycd an 
essenti:1l role in speeding up the importation of goods and all items were handed over to national counterparts 
in good condition. 

Due to heavy rains in Guatemala in September 2010. field collection of '!amples was postponed until 
October 2010. 

Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes: 

• The ECTAD DCU in Panama has been established in the framework of this project and provides technical 
support to the national veterinary services in all beneficiary countries. including situations of outbreaks of 
TADs such as rabies, clas-sical swine fever and equine encephalitis. Fmihermore. the ECTAD DCU in 
Panama acts as a regional huh for reception and exchange of real-ti:ne :nformation of an:mal health i;;:-ues, 
linked to the Global Early Warning and Response System (GLE\\'S) FAO team. 

• Technical backstopping missions have heen ca:Tied out to all heneficiary countries, especially tn support 
the preparation of surveilhmcc guidelines in the framework of national workshops with key staff, and as a 
first ;;,tc:p in carrying out the surveillance and sample collcc1ion activities intended under the project. 

• LADIVES of Pana:na has agreed to provide RT-PCR diagnostic services to other beneficiary countries 
ar:d sene us a regional laboratory for Sl in the future. The diagnostic capacity of this laboratory trmd other 
laboratories in Costa Rica and Guatemala) hm; been strengthened through training hy NVSL (USA) and 
purchasing of a large number of labor2.tory equipment and supplies. 

• The veterinary services of Belize, EJ Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras decided ro strengthen their 
capacit:cs to analyse epidemiological infonnation and arc received support to install and properly operate 
TADinfo as tbci:" tailor-made animal health info:mution system. Rdatcd equipment was also procured and 
delivered to final users. 

• Communication s.pec:alists from all beneficiary countries were trained on how to d.:vclop national 
trainings to raise awarenes~ of respir.J.tory diseases in swine and promote 1:otification of suspected cases. 
Materials such as posters, radio commercial breaks, lcat1cts and brochures were prepared considering 
countries· feedback and made available to all national veterinary services. Rai~lng awarenes~ campaigns 
on r.:tdio were can·ied out in Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua and Pm:ama and national training events 
were org<mizcd in Costa Rica, Guatcm<~la. Honduras, Nicaragua and Pana:na. 

• Two documents on good practice;; for biosecurity in the pig sector and preparation nf African swine fever 
contingency plans {http://wwv.· .fao.oro-/dncrep/012/i 1435e!i 1 435cOO.htm) were translated into Spanish and 
adapted to the region for distribution among key staff from the beneficiary countries. 

• An agreement with OIRSA was reached to include the diffCrcntial diagnosis of other respiratory diseases 
in swine, in addition to pandemic inf1ucr:za H l I'\ l/2009, [0 the diagno~tic activities to he c2.rricd out under 
the fmmework of the project. 1l1is is crucial not only to determine whether the pandemic influenza 
HI N 1/2009 is circulating: in the region but also to determine which other viral ar:d bacterial diseases arc 
mo:e prevalent ir: swine population~. 
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I Quarter 2010 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RLA/901/USA 

Reporting period: January- March 2010 

Regional Component: Latin America and the Caribbean 

Project Title: Strengthening regional capacity fnr surveillance of influenza A H 1 Nl v1rus <Ond nther 
subtypes of swine flu in pig populations in Central America and other countries in Latin America 

Code: OSROIRLAI90liUSA 

Budget: USD 700 000 (Ph~1se f) 
Total budget: USD 700 000 

Efi"ective Starting Date: 

Planned End Date: 

Context of the Proje<-1:: 

28 July 2009 

30 Septer:1ber 20 I 0 

Pandemic HlNl 2009 has been reported in animals (pigs and turkey') in ~evernl countries, including 
Argentina. Canada, Chile and the United States in the A1~1erican continent, raising the concern of the 
international community. Pigs can harbour influenza viruses of both avian and mammalian origin and act as 
a "mixing vesseb'' in which there-assortment of human, "'wine anti avian iniluenza v1rus may occur 
producing a virus capable of human-to-human transmission leading to human pandemic:-.. 

Studies in the developed countries have shown that variou).. suhtype1-. (Hl Nl, H3N2 and Hl N2) co-circulate 
in pig populations in those countries, Ho\vever, it is still unknown whether these subtypes m·e also 
widespread in swine populations in Central America and neighbouring countries due to luck of appropriute 
monitoring and 'urveillance net\vorks for swine intluenz2.. 

Objectives of the Project: 

The project aims at strengthening the surveillance capacities of the affected countries or C{"JUntries at risk to 
de..1.l with Influenza A/HlNl, other influenza viruses and other transboundary animal diseases in Central 
A1:1erica and neighbouring countries. 

Speciflcillly, the project will improve the knowledge on the epidemiology and ecology of In!1uenLa type A 
viruses in swine popuhltions in targeted countries. 

Planned activities for lhe reporting period: 

In the previous progress report, the following activities were planned to be carried out during the reporting 
period: 

Outpul },· The ECD1D Decenlmli::.ed Coordination Unit for Cen!ml America 1s established ond 
operotimwl 

Activity 1.4: Provi~ion of se::-vices to the Central American ilnd neighboming countrie~ 

The Emergency Cenlre for Tran-"boundmy Animal Diseases of FAO (ECTAD) Decentralized Coordination 
Unit (DCU) in Panm:1a will continue backstopping the veterinary services of all beneficiary countries and 
reinforcing the regional epidemiological sur·veillance network in order to improve cor:mmnicmion and the 
exchange of informalion on tram boundary aniF.Jal diseases and ::espiratory di/0-ea:;e~ in pigs. 

Outpui 2: Suneilionn' activilies imph:mented ond extent tmd intensity of po.'i·sibfe in.f7uen:.a viruses 1_\pe A 
in circulation better understood and a proposal for contingency plans prepared~ 

Activity 2.1: Signature of Lc!tcr of Agreement (LoA) with a fC1>Carch institution for field invcstig.ntion 
/training 
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Upon final agreement with an FAO/International Office of Epizoolics (OlE) Reference Laboratory 
{discussions are being currently carried our with Ames. USA) a LoA to conduct training on reverse 
transcripta-:e PCR {RT-PCR) diagnosi:-: for LADIVES labomto::-y staff \Vill be :-:.igned and fir:-:.t activities to 
this effect will be carried out. 

Outpi!! 3: Nationuf unimui heulth infiHnwlion systems ro cotlect, process and analvse data from 
surFeillance activities rein.f(Jrced. 

Activity 3.1: Procurement and distribution of equipment and software 

Technical specifications for computer equipmem to install TAD!nj(.1 databa.<-.e system will be prepared and 
equipment will he procured and delivered for all the countrie~, especially tho~ intere~ted in upgrading their 
national animal health information sy'items. Digital maps will be adapted. 

Activity 3.3: Proemtion and use of other animal health information <>y<.:tems including T AD!nfi.J and others 

Promotion activities wilJ contmue m the coum::-ies with no database and appropriate animal disea~~ 
inforr.1ation systems. 

Oumut 4: Lahoratory dimwmtic capacities reinjorced and netu·ork established bt:t>1-'f!Cn national 
faburaturin and interna!ional re.fr>rence laboratories 

Activity 42: Procureme-nt and distribution of laboratory equipment and supplies 

Upon the preparation of surveillance guideline<> and the final estimation of the required sup;;lies to test the 
samples. the list of inputs for laboratory diagnosis and epidemiological "urveillance will be finali.red and 
the procurement proc-t"ss will be sta:-red. 

Activity 4.3: Signature of a LoA with a specialiLed laboratory 

LADIVES labo::-atory in Panama has been identilletl as the most :-.uitable laboratory in the Central 
A1:1erican region to carry out the :.JL-tivitie' envi:-.aged under thi-" LoA (provide training at national level on 

RT-PCR diagnosis and diagnose samples collected in Belize, El Salvador, Hondu:-as, Nicaragua, Panama 
and Dominican Republic). 

Activities Undertllken during the reporting period: 

Outpu.t 1: 'The> £.:CD1D De>centraliz:ed Coordination Unit /"or Cerl!nd America IS e~-t.lblished and 
operationol 

Activity l.4: Provbion of service' to the Central American and neighbouring countric~ 

The ECTAD DCU provided tcchnlcal support to Guatemalan veterinary authorities to control 
mbies and classical swine fever outbreaks in this country in February 2010. The Unit continued 
playing a major role in coordinating the information exch<1nge on tram,boundary animal diseases 
among the coumrles in the region and timely reported any important issues to the relevant early 
warning systems. 

Oumut 2: Swveitlance activities implemented and extent ami intensity ofpossihfe influenza viruses type .4 
in drcul<.Jtion betrer understood and tl proJw.ml for contingency pltms prepared. 

Activity 2.1: Signature of LnA with a research institution for field investigation/tmining 

The National Veterinary Services Laboratory in Ames, USA. has been selected as the most :-.uitable 
institution to provide high-level lalJ...Jratory training_ Upon beneficiary· laboratory's request (LADlVES), an 
additional component (training on virus sequencing) was. included in the agreement. This has delayed in 
snme weeks the signature of the LoA, which is now under final con,ideration by USDA. 

Oumut 3: National anima! health inf()rm.ation .\"):stems to collect, process and analyse data from 
surFeillance acti1·iries reinfiJrced. 

Activity 3.1: Procurement and distribution of equipment and software 

Technical :..pecifications lor Information Technology (IT) equipment suitable for animal health information 
systems have been prepared. Funds to provide \Vith this equipment to all beneficim·y countries have been 
allocated. The final purchase and distribution will depend on the "i'inalization of the customization of 
TADh?f"o. 
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A(:tivity 3.3: Pror.mtion and u~e of other animal health information systems including TAD!nf(J and others 

Belize, El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras officially requested assistance to FAO in January 2010 to 
establish T AD!nfo a.'> their national animal health infnnnatinn system. Countries .'-.ubmitted necessary 
marpmg infom1ation to start data customintion. A horne-based experienced IT consult<mt has been 
identitled to provide this service. 

Outpu! 4: Labura!ot~', diaww.Hic capacities rein{orced and network established between nativ11al 
faboratories nnd international reference lnboratories 

Activity 4.2: Procurement and distribution of laboratory equipment aml supplies 

All laboratories expected to provide diagnostic services at national (Guatemala, Costa Rica) and 
regi<,nal 1eve1s (LADIVES m Panama for samples collected in Belize, El Salvador. Honduras. 
Nic<e..ragua, Panama and Dominican Republic) provided a list of all required item!-,. An international tender 
wa'i launched in ~1arch 2010. Sixty-seven companies worldwide were invited to bid. Results are expected 
for May 2010. 

ActiYity 4.3: Signature of a LoA with a specialized laboratory 

In addition toRT -PCR diagnosis, LA DIVES laboratory and FAO agreed to conduct virus 
sequencing in the premises of this Pamnnani<.~n laboratory under the framework of the project. 
This will enable a more detailed and reliable diagnostic. This additional component and the 
sudden death of Director of LADIVES laboratory have delayed signature of the agreement. 
HO\vever, final agreement is expected to be signed shortly. 

Planned acti·vities for the next quarter: 

Outpu! 1: The ECTAD Decentralized Coordination Unit (DCUJ .fvr Ceniml America is established and 
operationnl 

Activity 1.4: Provh,ion uf services to [he Central American and neighbouring countries. 

The ECf AD DCU in Panama will continue backstopping the 1,retennary services o:-· the beneficiary 
countnes and reinfnreing the regional epidemiological surveillance network m order tn nnprove 
...::ommunication and the exchange 0f information on tran;..;boundary animal diseases and other respiratory 
disease~ in ~wine population,;. Special ~uppo"t will be given lo countries facing outbreak.<., if needed. 

Output 2: Surveil!unc(' activities implemented und ex! en! und intensitv v.f po,Hibfe influenza viru:,e.\. IYJJ<" A 
in circulation better undersiood and a proposal fOr contingency pfans prepared_ 

Activity 2.1: Signature of LoA with a research institution for field investigation!lraining. 

An agreement will be signed with the National Vete-rinary Services Laboratory in Ames, USA. This 
institution will provide diagnostic training in LADfVES prerni~es will train a LADIVES expert on v1ru' 
sequencing and will act m a reference laboratory for J'I-"~Sitive cas.es detected in LADTVES. 

Activity 2.3: Training and conduction of field investigations and tlnaliution of the guidelines. 

A regional workshop Yvlll be held in Panar:1a on 13-14 May 2010 with participation of all national project 
coordinator'> m order to di'>cuss hiosecurity mea,ures m the pig sector, using a'> guidance the joint 
FAO/OIE!World Bank document on good practices for biosecurity in the pig ~ector 

(http://www.b.lo.org/docrep/O l2!i 1435e/i 1435eOO.htm) and agree on common procedures for the 
forthcoming suneillance and sample collection activities to be carried out at national level. 

Activity 2.5: Raising awarene'i'i and reporting of re.<;piratory cases. 

A :·egional worbhop will be held in Panama un ll-12 May 2010 with participation of 19 experts from all 
bene!"iciary countries. Participants will learn communication techniques to raise awareness and promote 
reporting nf suspected cases m pigs in their countries. Partk:ipanls are expected 10 organize national 
workshops on this matter with the collaboration of the Jntemational Regional Organization ti.}r Plant and 
Animal Health {OIRSA). 

Ourput 3: National animal Jwal!h i.r,formalion systems to collect, pmce.n and analyse data .from 
surveillance actil .. ities reinforced. 
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A(:tivity 3.1: Procurement and distributiml of equipment and so!tware. 

Funds have been allocated and technical "pecification" have been prep<lred to purchase necessary 
equipment to install TADit~fo in four countries and strengthen information management capacities in the 
others. In order to avoid the computers to become outdated, they wiH be purchased as soon a~ 

CU)to-mization of the :-:oftware is finalized. 

Activity 3.3: Promo-ticm and use of other animal health information <;ystems including T A.Dinfi:J and others. 

TADlnfo software will be customized for Belize, Hondnm'>, Guatemala and El Salvador, An international 
workshop to train key staff on installation, use and maintenance of this information system is envisaged for 
the third quarter of thi~ year. 

Oumut 4: Laboraton diagnostic capacitic_<; rcin.forccd and network establis!tcd hct\vcen national 
lahoratnries and illfematinnal reference laboratories. 

Activity 4.2: Pmcurement and distrihutinn of laboratory equipment and supplies 

Mme than 100 items for laboratory diagnosis in three countries :md sample collection in all beneficiary 
.:ountries will he procured and distributed in order to enable field surveillance. collection of sample'> from 
suspected pigs. and laboratory diagnosis. 

Activity 4.3: Signature of a LoA with a specialized laboratory. 

The letter of agreement with LADIVES. a Panamanian laboratory will be signed. Under this agreement. 
LADIVES will carry out training at national level on RT-PCR diagnosis and run samples collected in 
Belize, El Salvador, Hondu:-as, Nicaragua, P:mama and Dominican Republic. Guatemala and Co:-.-t.a Rica 
will diagnose their own "amples and will send positive ca<;e" to LA DIVES for confirmation. 

Main Challenges Encountered and Response Pro"\ided: 

The need for additional ~uppott to nati{1nal officers m ~ampling design and drafting of surveillance 
guidelines required celebration of additional specific workshops nn thii nmtter in mo~t of the countries. 

The unexpected death of the Director of LA DIVES in March 2010 ha" delayed the signature o:-· the letter of 
agreement with this institution. 

Main progress made toward"' the achievement of project outcomes: 

• The ECTAD DCU m Panama has been estahlished m the frame\vork of thi~ project and provide~ 
technical support to the national veterinary service-s in all beneficiary countries, including situations of 
outbr~aks of tnmsboundury animal dise::tse~ such as rabies and classical :.wine fever. _furthermore, the 
ECTAD DCU in Panama ads a~ a regional huh for :-eception and exchange of real-time infonnation nf 
animal health issues, linked to the Global Ea;Iy \Varning and Response System (GLEW"S) FAO team, 

• Technical backstopping mJssJon.-. have been carried out rn all beneficiary countries, especially to 
support the preparation of surveillance guidelines in the framework of workshops with key staff, and as 
a first step for carrying out the surveillance and sample collection activities envisaged under the 
project. 

• An agreement with a labo:;alory in Panama (biosecurity level 3) i~ being !inali&d in order to provide 
RT -PCR diagnosis for samples collected in beneficiary countries. A second agreement i~ about to he 
signed with a laboratory in Ames, USA to serve as a reference laboratory and provide training on viral 
sequencing:. 

• An international emrket research for labomtory equipment and supplie;,;, as well a" material~; for field 
surveillance and sample collection, has been conducted. Gootl~ will be purchased and delivered to 
rdevant labomtorie~ as smm as offers are available. 

• Upon request of four beneficiary countries (BeliLe, El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras) 
arrangements are being made to est:.~hlish TADh~fiJ as a tailor-made animal health information system 
m these countries, including customi7ation of the s:ystem to countrie-: needs and training. Related 
equipment i~ also being procured and delivered to final users. 

• Two documents on good practices for bio.s-ecurity in the plg sector and prepararion of African Swine 
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Pever contingency plans (http://www.fao.org/dunep/O I :2/i 143Se/i 1435eOO.h!m) have been translated 
into Spanish and adapted to the regiun for distrihutinn among key staff from the heneficiary countrie!-.. 

• An agreement with OIRSA has been reached to include the differential diagnosis of other respiratory 
di:-.eases in swine, in additinn to pandemic influenza HJ~l/2009, tn the diagnn"'tic activities to he 
carried out under the framework of the p:-~ect. This will enable the national veterinary ~ervices in the 
beneficiary countries, not only to determine whether the pandemic influenza HINJ/2009 is circulating 
in the region, hut also to determine •.vhich other viral and bacterial disea<.,es are more prevalent in swine 
populatiom. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 03 

Project title: Immediate Technical Assistance to Strengthen Emergency Preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza in Lao PDR 

Reporting period: April2fi13 to September 2013 

Country: Lao People's Democratic Republic (Lao PDR) 

Project title: Immediate Technical Assistance w Strengthen Emergency Preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza in Lao PDR 

Code: OSROiRASi604iliSA Baby 03 
Budget: USD I 000 000 (Phase 1), USD I 2~5 000 (Phase 11), USD 900 000 (Phase Ill). 
USD 800 000 (Phase IV). USD 550 000 (Phase V), USD 372 000 (Phase VI), USD 50 000 
(Pha.'e VII) and USD I 00 000 (VIII phase) 
Total bud2et: USD 5 057 000 
Effective starting date: l August 2006 
Planned end date: 30 September 2014 
Context of the project 

The project assists the Government in responding to the consequences of a possible poultry disease 
epidemic related to highly pathogenic avian influenza that could not only cause serious damage to 
the poultry sector, but also have serious consequences in tem1s of human health and household 
I ivdihoods. 
Objectives of the project 

The specific objectives of the project arc to: 
• Strengthen coordination and support of avian influenza control policy development . 
• Strengthen risk-based surveillance for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in target 

provmccs. 
• Improve disease response capability . 

Planned activities for the reporting period (April2013 to September 2013) 

Output 1: Planning, coordination and policy support strengthened for effective management 
and control of HPAI and other emerging zoonoses 

• Continue the monthly meetings among project statT. 
• Continue to participate m technical meetings organized by the National Emerging 

Infectious Diseases Coordination Office (NEIDCO) to support the multi-sectoral 
coordination and collaboration in the spirit of One llcalth. 

• Regularly communicate and meet with the United Staies Agency fOr International 
Development (USAJD) Representative for Lao PDR to keep him/her infonncd of the 
project work plan. 

• Continue to support veterinary epidemiology training at regional and country leveb. 
including the Field Epidemiology Training Programme for Veterinarians (FETPV). 

• Continue to participate in the development of joint activities with other partners related to 
the imrlementation of the 2011 2015 National Work Plan for Emerging Infectious 
Diseases and Public Health in Emergent·ies. 

• Participation of the "National Project Director in USAID pmtncrs' meetings . 

Output 2: Risk assessment and management along the poultry supply chain strengthened 
• Recruit an international consultant on veterinary epidemiology for one month to provide 

recommendations to conduct the training course on field epidemiology in action. 
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• 
• 
• 

Conduct the longitudinal risk-based smveillance in four target provinces . 
Provide necessary equipment and supphcs for surveillance and response_ 
Establish a team and network consisting of field staff trdined in epidemiology (including the 
FETPV and Fidd Epidemiology Training [FET~ graduates/trainees) and laboratory experts 
from the Department of Livestock and Fisheries to develop and link epidemiological and 
virologicallntOnnation fOr risk assessment and management. 

Output 3: Strengthen laboratory capacity 
• Underrhe Emerging Pandemic 1l1reats (EPT) IDENTIFY regional project: 

o Recruit an international consultant to evaluate the current 1abordtory operations and 
management system as well as implement standard operating procedures (SOPs) 
and provide in-country trainino-. 

Actbr·ities undertaken during the reporting period (April to September 2013) 

Output I: Planning~ coordination and policy support strengthened for effective management 
and control of HPAI and other emerging zoonoses 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The project's monthly meetings with staff to discuss technical and operational issue~ have 
continued. 
The :'\Jational Project Director participated in the quarterly meeting of USATD-funded EPT 
programme to update the work activities fOr FAO IDENTIFY on strengthening laboratory 
diagnosis. The meeting was organized by the National Animal Health Laboratory (NAilL). 
The National Project Direc-tor attended several preparatory meetings '\Vith NEIDCO. the 
\Vorld Health Organization (\VHO), Mini~try of Health and Ministry of Agriculture and 
Forestry for organizing the One llcalth Symposium. The Symposium. organized by the 
Ministry of l Icalth and the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry in collaboration with WI IO 
and FAO. was held from 5 to 6 Septembe-r 2013. 
The National Project Director attended the Avian Influenza and Emerging Pandemic 
Threats Programme Discussions organized in Bangkok, Thailand on 26 June 2013. 1l1e 
meeting brought the team leaders from FAO's Emergency Centre for Transboundary 
Animal Diseases (ECTAD) Country Programme to review and discuss on reprogramming 
the regional projects to address the current situation of IIPA I. 
The National Project Director attended the Technical and Policy Discussion on the 
Preventlon and Control of Avian Influenza A(H7N9} in Asia v•hich was jointly hosted by 
USAID and the Royal Thai Government in Bangkok, Thailand from 24 to 25 June- 2013. 
The objectives of the meeting were to: (i) share the lessons lcamcd from actions undertaken 
by the Government of China in preventing and managing the situation of H7N9 influenza 
infections in poultry and humans as well as monitoring H7N9 int1uenza viral evolution; 
(ii) discuss specific unresolved issues related to viral transmission. surveillance, risk 
assessment and management as well as appropriate and practical interventions for JI7N9 
influenza infection based on capacity developed from HSN 1 crisis; (iii) discuss risks and 
scenarios of the H7N9 situation in the region and the possible mitigation measures in the 
short, medium and long tcnn~ and {iv) identify the opportunities for synergies of the human 
health, animal health and other sectors among the countries in the region and between the 
countries and the relevant international organizations. 
The National Project Director participated in the inception workshop of the two regional 
emergency Technical Cooperation Projects for Surveillance and Response to II7N9 which 
was organized in Bangkok from 18 to 20 September 20l3. 

Output 2: Risk assessment and management along the poultry supply chain strengthened 
• The ECTAD team in Lao PDR followed up on the implementation of the longitudinal risk 

2 
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• 
based surveillance in the target provinces, which was completed in August 2013. 
In collaboration with the ECTAD-RAP (FAO Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific) 
team, the ECTAD team in Lao PDR supported the Department of Livestock and Fisheries 
to conduct emergency surveillance for H7N9 in the districts of the three provinces, 
Luangnamtha. Phongsaly and Oudomxay, bordering and have poultry value chain 
connected to China. This included the organi7ation of the planning and wrap-up \Vorkshops 
in addition to field sample collection. 

Output 3: Strengthen laboratory capacity 
• The procurement of reagents and supplies for NAilL to test the samples collected from the 

longitudinal surveillance was finalized. 
• Under the EPT IDENTIFY regional project, the 1\'ational Project Director tacilitated the 

participation ofNAIIL statfto the following regional trainings/workshops: 
o Regional Workshop on Labomtory-Epidemiology Linkage, 20-31 May 2013, 

Bangkok, Thailand. 
o Regional Laboratory Nctv,:ork \Vorkshop on Diagnosis Characteri7.ation of 

Influenza A(JI7N9) and Pig Diseases (African swine fever. classical swine tCvcr 
and porcine reproductive and respirdtory syndrome), 29 July 9 August 2013, Ho 
Chi Minh City, Viet Narn. 

c Regional Workshop on Applied Veterinary Bioinfonnatics, 26 .June- l July 2013. 
Bangkok, Thailand. 

c Regional Laboratory Network Training on Diagnosis of Rabies and ;'\lev.·casde 
Disease, 26 August 6 September 2013, Bangkok, Thailand. 

• The National Project Director provided her coordination roles for the letter of agreement 
issued by ECTAD-RAP to the Mahidol-Oxtord Research Unit (MORU) to strengthen the 
capacity of the NAHL and Deparlmt>ni of Livestock and Fisheries on laboratory 
management. biosafcty and bio-sccurity. The letter of agreement is effective from June
November 2013. The following events were conducted at NAilL and ancndcd and 
facilitated by the National Project Director during the reporting period: 

c Orientation Workshop fur the letter of agreement, 12 June 2013; 
o Gap Analysis Workshop, 26-27 June 2013; and 
o On-the-job training on laboratory quality management. 12-13 August 2013. 

Planned acth--ities for the next six-month period (October 2013 to 1\rlarch 2014) 

Output 1: Planning, coordination and policy support strengthened for effecti\-·e management 
and control of HPAl and other emerging zoonoses 

• Request approval from the Government of Lao PDR for Phase Vlll of the project. 
• 
• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

Recruit project sta:f[ 

Organize an inception workshop to formally start the activities of the next phase (Phase 
VIII) of the project. 
Consult with the national gmternment in planning for A(H7N9) in three high risk provinces 
noted previously. 
Conduct FETPV training at the provincial level in collaboration with animal health and 
public health partners. 
Continue regular monthly meetings among the I lPAJ project staff. 
Regularly communicate and meet \Vith the USAlD Representative of Lao PDR to keep 
hint/her informed of the projec-t work plan. 
Continue to support veterinary epidemiology training at regional and country levels 
including FETPV. 

3 
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• 

• 

Provide inputs to the technical meetings organized by the NEIDCO to develop joint 
activities wlth other partners related to the imp1cmcntation of the 2011-2015 National 
Work Plan for Emerging Infectious Diseases and Public Health in Emergencies~ and 
Ensure the participation of the National Project Director in US AID partners· meetings . 

Output 2: Risk assessment and management along the poultry supply chain strengthened 
• 

• 

• 
• 

Organize the planning worbhop to support the longitudinal risk-based surveillance which 
includes I 15N 1 and I l7N9 in four target provinces. 
Conduct the longitudinal risk-based surveillance in Luangnamtha. Oudomxay, Vientiane 
province and Vientiane CapitaL 
Provide necessary cqulpmcnts and supplies for surveillance and response . 
Establish a team and network consisting of field stafl trained in epidemiology (including the 
FETPV and FET graduates!tminees) and laburdtory experts from the Department of Livestock 
and Fisheries to develop and link epidemiological and virological lnfonnation for risk 
assessment and management. 

Output 3: Strengthen laboratory capacity 
• Underrhc EPT JDE~TJFY regional projec-t: 

o Continue to provide coordination between the Department of Livestock and 
Fisheries and MORU to ensure smooth implementation. 

Main challenges encountered and response provided 

• 

• 

As H7N9 emerged in China, the ECTAD team in Lao PDR had to provide support to the 
Department of Livestock and Fisheries to ensure that the mcurs10n of I I7N9 can be 
detected and responded to in a timely manner. The ECTAD team in Lao PDR v.·as 
responsible for adjusting the HPAI project to accommodate this need. 
Due to an upsurge in activities related to preparedness for A(l J7N9), the plan to organize 
Field Epidemiology Training fOr Veterinarians and Animal Health Persunnd is postponed 
to the next reporting period. 

:\1ain progress made to·wards the achievement of project outcomes 

Output 1: Planning~ coordination and policy support 
• The project continued to emphasize the control of liP AI and the broadened scope of 

prevention, control and laboratory diagnosis of 10\"-' pathogenic avian intluen.t:a (LPAI) 
A(li7N9) and other high-impact diseases through the National Mid-Tem1 Priority· Plan 
(N\:ITPP) for Animal Health for Lao PDR. 

• The project is .strengthening multi-sectoral cooperdtion for rhe prevention and control of 
five priority zoonoses in Lao PDR thmugh the- National Work Plan for Emerging Infectious 
Diseases and Public Health in Emergencies. 

Output 2: Risk assessment and management along the poultry supply chain strengthened 
• The provincial and district stafT's capability in conducting field surveillanct> and the cold 

chain for sample submission ro the central laboratory were fut1her improved. 
• The laboratory facility of the National Animal Diagnostic Centre is currently functioning. 
• The implementation of longitudinal surveillance and more targeting will describe the 

epidemiological status as \veil as risks of both LPAI A(H7N9) and HPAI H5Nl at the 
target sites, which can be utilized for planning management of HPAI prevention and 
control in the future. 

4 
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Output 3: Strengthen laboratory capacity 
• The staff at the national laboratory was trained on operations management as well as on 

implementation oflaboratory diagnostic tests and related measures. 

• The NAHL \Vill be enhancing quality laboratory management and services. 

5 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 03 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness 
for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 

Reporting period: October 2010 -!\'larch 2011 

Country: Lao Peopk's Democratic Republic 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenlc Avian Intluenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 03 
Budget: USD I 000 000 (Pha-.e !), USD I 284 990 (Phase II), USD 900 000 (Phase Ill),. 
USD 800 000 !Phase IV), 550 000 (Phase V) 
Total budget: USD 4 534 990 
Effective starting date: 1 August 2006 
Planned end date! 30 September 20 II 
Context of the project 
The project assists the Government in responding to the consequences of a possible poultry disease 
epidemic that could not only cause serious damage to the poultry sector, but also cause serious 
consequences ro human health and household livelihoods. 
Objectives of the project 

The spec-ific objectives of the project are to: 

• :.trengthen coordination of and support avian influenza (AI) control policy development: 

• strengthen risk-based surveillance for Highly Pathogenic Avian Intlucnza (HPAI) in target 
provmces: 

• improve disease response capabili[y; and 

• strengthen risk management measures, including hiosecurity measures and cross-border 
movement. 

Planned activitie..'i 

Output 1: Coordinated pru.iect implementation and policy support 

• continue the weekly meetings among the HPAI project statl 

• extend the contmcts of the project staff until 30 September 2011 

• support the bilateral meeting between Lao People·s Democratic Re-public (PDR) and 
People's Republic of China 

• suppm1 the develupment of the Natiunal Five Year Plan (20 11-20 15) on communicable 
diseases organized and coordinated by the National Emerging Infectious Disease 
Coordination Office (NEIDCO) 

• suppm1 the United States Agency for International Develupment (US AID) Partners • 
meeting from 3 to 5 November 2010 in Luang Prabang province 

Output 2: Strengthened sun'eillance and response 

• continue to conduct the fourth round of active surveillance in nine provinces from 
29Novemberto J2December2010 

• conduct training for laboratory staff to improve HPAI and other basic diagnustic capacity 
in Champasak province in November 2010 

• Standard Opera.ting Procedures (SOPs) and sublaws/Jecrees approved by the Government, 
printed and disseminated 
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Output 4: Strengthened risk management measures, including biosccurity improvement 
among the high-risk poultry populations 

• construction of the stall at the Jive bird market (LBM} as part of the pilot implementation 
on hiosecurity improvement in Oudomxay province to start in October 2010 

• monitor pilot activities by project staff together \Vith the Provincial Agriculture and 
Forestry Office (PAFO) and District Agriculture and Forestry Office (DAFO) staff to 
follow up on the progress of the bio.se-curity improvement ar LBM in Oudomxay province 

Output 5-:: Strengtllening capabilities to manage cross-border trade 
• imemationa1 consultant on cross-border activities together with the national Project 

Director will undertake two visits to Boten, Luang Namtha province and to Kaysone, 
Savannakhet province to meet and liaise with PAFO/DAFO and the check point staff 

• organize training for .staff at border check polms 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output 1: Coordinated project implementation and policy support 
• The International Opermions Officer concluded his backstopping rnisslon to assist in daily 

operation of the project from 20 October 20 l 0 to 16 January 20 ll. 
• Continued conducting of the AI weekly meetings :.taff to discuss technical, as well as 

operational issues. 
• All contracts of national consultant and other project staff were extended until 

30 September 201 L 
• The Government of Lao PDR's approval for the Phase V of the project \Va'5 received on 

11 November 2010. 

• An inception workshop to evalu::~te the activities implemented during Phase IV and to plan 
the activities to he implemented during Phase V of the project was organized on 9 and 
10 December 2010. 

• The project team revised the 2011 work plan, based on the inputs during the inception 
workshop. 

• The Team Leader attended the Ecohealth Emerging Infectious Diseases Research Propo:.al 
Development \vorkshop in Siem Reap, Cambodia, from 18 to 22 October 20 l 0. supp011ed 
and organized by the Canada's International Development Research Centre (IDRC). 

• The Team Leader and the National Project Coordinator participated at the Tripartite 
Review Mission meeting organized by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Natlons (FAO} Environmental Anlmal Health Initiative Management for Enhanced 
Smallholder Production {EAHMI) project on 25 October 2010. 

• The Team Leader and the National Projeu Coordinator were in Bangkok on 29 and 
30 November 2010 to attend: 

o inception workshop for the Regional Cooperation Programme on Highly Pathogenic 
and Emerging Diseases (HPED) in Southeast Asia on 29 November 2010; and 

o closing workshop on Technical Cooperation Project (TCP} on Emergency assistance 
for Surveillance of Novel Influenza A Subtype HlNl Viruses in Pig and Poultry 
Production Seerors in High Risk Southeast Asian Countries on 30 November 2010. 

• The Team Leader delivered a lecture on the application of the One Health approach to 
control zoonoses at the Study Conference for One Health Master programme at Massey 
University, New Zealand, on 14 December 2010. This visit was sponsored by Massey 
University. 

• The Team Leader (sponsored by IDRC and the International Livestock Research Institute 
LILRIJ) and the National Project Coordinator (sponsored by the European Union) 

2 
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participated at the One Health Congress 201 I in Melbourne, Australia, from 14 to 16 
February 20 11. 

• The Team Leader attended the 51
h Annual Regional Emergency Centre for Transboundary 

Animal Diseases (ECTAD} meeting for Asia and the Pacific in Bangkok from 22 to 
24 February 2011 and participated in the PEMS training on 25 February 201 L 

• The Team Leader and the National Project Coordinator attended the Preparation Meeting 
Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) Progr .. nn coordinated hy NEIDCO in collaboration with 
US AID in Vientiane on 28 February 2011. 

• The Team Leader and the National Project Coordinator participated in several discussion 
meetings for the development of Zoonosis Collaboration Mechanism (ZCM) concept as 
part of the National 5-Year Work Plan for the emerging infectious diseases (EID) and 
Public Health Emergency Preparedness and Response during February to March 2011. 

Output 2: Strengthened surveillance and response 
• A Fidd Veterinary Epidemiology in Action course in collaboratiun with the Faculty of 

Veterinary Medicine Khon Kaen University (KKU} Thailand was organized for 
ten provincial officers from 4 to 22 Octoher 20 I 0. 

• Training for Animal Disease Diagnosis to improve the capabilities of 12 staff from 
provincial animal disease diagnostic laboratories of Champasak and Savannakhet was 
organized in Champasak from 22 to 26 November 2010. 

• The fourth sampling of active surveillance in nine provinces (Vientiane Capital. Vientiane, 
Savannakhet, Champasak. Luang Prabang, Luang Namtha, Xiengkhouang, Oudomxay and 
Phongsaly) was conducted from 29 November to 12 December 2010. 

• The Team Leader and the Director of ;-..JAHC attended the Regional workshop on 
Surveillance Network Analysis Tool (SNAT) organized by the Agricultural Research for 
Development Centre (CIRAD} in Hanoi, Vietnam, on 4 to 5 October 2010. 

• A Zoonosis Risk Assessment worhhop was organized jointly by the \Vorld Health 
Organization (WHO) and FAO m VIentiane province trorn 27 to 2Y October 2010. 

• The project supported five follow-up outbreak investigations carried out by PAFO as part 
of the passive surveillance to Xiengkhouang (19 October 2010 and 29 and 30 November 
20l0); Xayabouly (from 13 to 16 December 2010)~ Phongsaly {14 December 2010); and 
Luang Namtha (10 January 2011 ). 

• The Regional Project Coordinator carried out two missions to assist in data management 
and analysis of the active surveillance~ the first mission was on 30 and 31 August 2010 and 
the second mission from 20 to 24 December 2010. 

• Under the TCP project on HI N I, the National Animal Health Center {HC) staff conducted 
training and cross-sectional studies in pig population in four provinces (Vientiane Capital, 
Luang Prabang, Savannakhct and Champasak} bcGveen 28 September and 19 October 
2010. Also bi-weekly visits and disease investigations to monitor suspected cases of swine 
influenza conducte-d in two province~ (Bolikhamxay and Khammouane) between 20 
September and 22 November 2010. 

• Under the IDENTIFY regional project, two biosafety experts from Asia-P::1cific Biosafcty 
Association (APBA) conducted tvvo missions to the NAHC laboratory to demonstrate the 
correct use of biosafety equipment:'> and ~upplies; the first mhsion was on 13 and 
14 December 2010 and the second mission on 26 to 28 January 2011. 

• One Department of Livestock and Fisheries (DLF) staff member was supported to attend a 
~hort training course on '"Veterinary Epidemiology in Action' under the Field 
Epldemiology Training Programme for Veterinarians (FETPV) from 17 January to 11 
February 20 t 1. 

3 
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• The Evaluation and Planning workshop for HPAI surveillance to better understand the 
active surveillance plan, improve data and sample collection and improve coordination at 
all levels was organized from 3 to 5 FebruaTy 2011 and attended by 45 participants. 

• A field simulation exercise for HPAI ritpld response team was conducted in Xiengkhouang 
province from 7 to 10 March 2011 with a total of 48 participants. The risk communication 
activity in this simulation exercise carried out in collaboration with the Academy for 
Educational Development (AED). 

• The first mund of active surveillance in ten pmvinces (previous nine provinces in phase IV 
plus Xayabouly province) was conducted from 22 March to 2 April 201 L 

• Four missions were conducted by the national consultants [O monitor the implementation of 
data and sampling collection process by PAFOs and DAFOs during the active surveillance 
activitle.<> in ten provinces from 22 :\1arch to 2 April2011. 

Output 3: Strengthened risk management measures, including biosecurity improvement 
among the high-risk poultry population 

• The construction of the stall at LBM Nonglcng as part of the pilot implementation on 
biosecurity improvement in Oudomxay province was completed by 29 Novemhe1· 2010. 

• Tv~.'o project .staff together with PAFO/DAFO staff monitored the progress of the pllot 
implementation of the biosccurity improvement and inspected the new stall construction at 
LBM Nongleng in Oudomxay pnwince from 2 to 5 December 2010. 

Output 4: Strengthening capabilities to manage cross-border trade 
• The International Consultant for Cross-border Activities completed a two-month mission 

from 27 September to 26 November 2010 and submitted his recommendatiuns for 
improvement of cross-border capacity. 

• The International Consultant for Cross-border Activities carried out visit to Boten. Luang 
Namtha province from 9 to 15 October 20l0 und to Kaysone, Savannakhet province from 
17 to 20 October 20 l U to meet and liaise with PA.l'U/DAFO and the check. pomt start". 

• Training workshop for 2~ staff at the International and National Border Check-point was 
organized in Vientiane province from 9 tu ll November 2010. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period 

Output 1: Coordinated project implementation and policy support 
• continue the "'veekly meetings of the HPAI project staff 
• conduct two backstopping missions. first for a month in April 2011 and then for three 

months, from July to September 2011 
• support bilateral meetings with Thailand and Viet Nam 
• continue to participate in the discussion meetings coordinated hy NEIDCO for the 

development of ZCM concept 
• partlclpatc at the NEIDCO final wrap-up meeting of the National 5-Year Work Plan for 

EID and the Public Health Emergency Preparedness and Response on 21 Apri12011 
• participate in the US AID EPT programme for Lao PDR on 26 April 2011 
• recruit an International Consultant on Veterinary Legislation for one month in June-July 

2011 to assist DLF ln completion of the veterinary legislation framework based on the gap 
analysis carried out in Phase IV 

• organize final wrap-up meeting at the end of the project 
• develop and produce an HPAI booklet on the achievement of the project from Phase I to V 

4 
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Output 2: Strengthened surveillance and response 
• participate in the Surveillance Working Group (S\VG) meeting for sharing surveillance 

data and updating surveillance issues with other partners on 5 April 2011 
• continue to conduct the second round of active survemance in ten provinces for Phase V, 

from 20 June to 1 July 2011 
• recruit an International Consultant on Veterinary Epidemiology tOr one month in May 2011 

to provide recommendations on surveillance activities and data management 

• conduct two training courses for outbreak investigation for PAFO and DAFO staff in the 
provinces of Xayabouly and Bolikhamxay in May 2011 

• continue to support the Field Veterinary Epidemiology in A-ction training in Khon Kaen 
University of Thailand in June 2011 

• provide laboratory diagnostic training in Phongsaly province for laboratory staff from 
northern provinces in August 2011 

• support two NAHC laboratory statTs to learn the laboratory management and operational 
strategy of RSI.1 facility at the Virology Research lmtitute (VRI) in Pakdmng, Thaibnd 
on June-July 201 1 

• provide necessary equipment and supplies for surveillance and rapid respcll1se 

Output 3: Strengthened risk management measures, including bio.r,;et-'Urity improvement 
among the high-risk poultry population 

• conduct the vmrkshop to review the pilot implementation of biosccurity improvement at 
LBM in Oudomxay province in April2011 

• start the activities relating to the pilot implementation of biosecurity improvement in Luang 
Namtha province in :\1ay 20 II by conducting: 

o training on biosecurity for PAFO and DAFO officers in May 2011~ 
o training for market managers, vendors and cullers/slaughterers in May 20 ll; 
o construction of stall at selected LBM as a prolotypc for biosecurity improvement in 

June 2011: 
o monitor progress of pilot activities in July 2011 

• organize training for LB:rYI authorities and traders associations about biosecurity 
• organize training workshop for the public and private sectors on poultry production 1md 

biosecurity measures in Vientiane Capital and Savannakhet 

Output 4: Strengthening capabilities to manage cross-border trade 
• organize a scoping workshop in Vientiane Capital in April 2011 to map out the domestic 

poultry value chain to link with the cross-border trade for HPAI risk assessment 
• continue to support a study to be conducted in Vientiane Capital to link the Thai cross

border poultr·y trade to in-country poultry production profile and its market chain 

• recruit an International Consultant for Cross-border Activities for one month in July 2011 
to prepare and supervise cross-border activities 

• organize training to improve capabilities of border check point~ staff in July 2011 
• organize evaluation workshop to discuss the effectiveness of measures introduced to and 

currently implemented at the border check points in July 2011 
• provide equipment and supplies for border check points 

Main challenges encountered and response provided 

• Limited early reports on HPAI outbreak and insufficient outbreak investigation still need to 
be overcome in order to im rove the ca acit' to res ond to HPAI outbreaks and other 

5 
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TAOs. 
• The limited availability of national veterinary human resources is a constraint to the 

absorption capacity of the governmental services in the country. The activities carried out 
under Output 2 in Phase Ill, IV and V of this project have addressed some of the capaclty 
building needed. 

• Gaps ln knowledge have been identified regarding the process by which the H5~l virus 
enters Lao PDR and how it remains and spreads within the country, owing to insufficient 
outbreak investigation. More evidem:e is being guthe1·ed through active surveillance. but 
this needs to be reinforced by the specific socio-economic studies planned on cross-border 
movements and value chains. 

• There is a very limited local capacity to manage and analyse data. The ab-;ence of an 
effective epidemiology unit at the central level and the heavy workload of the technical 
staff at the provincial level have exacerbated the problem. Phase IV and V of the project 
should help to address this issue. 

• Legislative support to animal health control still remains a challenge, although progress is 
being made in this area. 

Main progress made tmvards the achievement of project outcomes 

Output 1: Coordinated project implementation and polic}' support 
• The project team revised the work plan tOr 2010 and reached an agreement with the 

Government on the schedule of implementation of the work plan. 
• The draft of sublnws/decrees under the new legislation Law on Livestock and Animnl 

Health Matters was developed and finalized. 
• The National Animal Health Roadmap (NAHR) for Lao PDR was drufted based on the 

inputs from the veterinary services staff. 
• The HPAl Prevention and Control Programme i.s incorporated into Strategy I of the 

National Avian Influenza Control and Pandemic Preparedness Plan 2006-2010 and will be 
further developed and expanded for the next flve years. 

Output 2::: Strengthened surveillance and response 
• LoAs for two rounds of active surveillance during phase V were signed bet\veen the project 

and the ten provinces. 
• The improved risk-based active surveillance design, which incorporated the spatial and 

tcmpoml distribution of HPAI and focused on duck species and LBM, was implemented 
and produced significant results. 

• The global positioning system (GPS) tools. provided by the project were utilized for 
recording the geo-coordinates of the active surveillnnce sites. 

• The central and provincial staff capabilities in animal v1rus intlucnza diagnosis were 
improved. 

• SOPs were completed and are ready to be used for control zones, culling, disease 
investigation in backyard poultry and commercial poultry farms and sample collection. 

Output 3: Strengthened risk management measures, including biosecurity improvement 
among the high-risk poultry populations 

• Practical biosecuri[y guidelines for LBMs. slaughter point and duck farms were developed 
with regard to the local situation. This was used as operational guidance for pilot 
implementation in Oudomxay province. 

6 
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• A prototype stall model for biosecurlty improvement was constructed and operated in one 
LBM in Oudomxay province. 

Output 4: Strengthening capabilities to manage cross-border trade 
• Cross-border trade flows and their links to domestic poultry value chain \Vere mapped and 

documented for .<>elected borders, such as with China (Luang 1\amtha and Oudomxay) and 
with Thailand and Viet Nam (Savannakhet). In Phase V, similar 1Ktivity will be carried out 
in Vientiane Capital. 

• Legislative. support and technical inputs provided to revise the current decree on inspection 
of animaL animal products and other related products imported to and in transit through 
Lao PDR. 

7 
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I Quarter 2010 

Project Monltming Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 03 

Project title: Immediate technical assili-tance to strengthen emergency preparedness 
for highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) 

Reporting period: January- March 201{} 

Country: Lao People'~ Democratic Republic 

Project tide: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathooenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 03 
Budget: USD I 000 000 (Phase 1), I 284 990 (Phase II), 900 000 (Phase III), 800 000 (Phase IV) 
Total budget: USD 3 98'1 Y90 
Effective starting date: 1 August 2006 
Planned end date: 30 October 20 l 0 
Context of the project 

The project assists the government in responding to the consequences of a possible poultry disease 
epidemic that could not only cause serious damage to the poultry sector, but also cause setious 
conse-quences to human health and household livelihoods. 

Objectives of the project 

The specific objectives of the project are to: 

• strengthen coordination and support avian intluen7a (AI) control policy development: 

• :-..trengthen risk-based surveillance for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in target 
provinces; 

• improve disease respon."e capability; 

• :-..trengthen risk management measures, including biosecurity measures and eros:-. border 
movement. 

Planned activities 

Output 1: Coordinated project implementation and policy support 
• Organize an inception \Vorkshop to formally statt [he activities of the next phase (Phase IV) 

of the project. 

• Organize information. education and communication !IEC) flipcharts training and 
distribution at the beginning of the year_ 

Output 2: Strengthened surveillance 

• Procure laboratory supplies as per recommendations of the short-term Laboratory 
consultant. 

• Conduct planning workshop to support active surve-illance for hlgh risk areas and targeted 
population on the first week of February 20 I 0. 

• Conduct Epidemiology and Global Pos-itioning System (GPS) Training during the second 
and third week of February 2010. 

• Carrv out active surveillance through letters of agreement (LoAs) between the project and 
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lhe Provincial Agriculture :md Forestry Offices (PAFOs) in Luang Prabang, Champasack, 
SavannakheL Vienti~me, Vientiane province, Luang Namtha, Oudomxay and Phongsaly in 
MaTch 2010. 

• Provide support to the Department of Livestock and Forestry (DLF) Epidemiology Unit in 
the computerization of the epidemiological data. The project will abo suppurt the 
nominated person on the start-up of the new practice- starting from February 2010. 

• Start data and sample collection training on passive surveillance in February 2010, This 
training '\vill be a continuous activity. 

• With an installation of the new TADinfo desktop, data entry is expected to start analyzing 
lhe disease information reports provided by the system. 

Output 3::: Strengthene-d emergency response 
Print and disse-minate- the standard operating procedures (SOPs). 

Output 4: Strengthened risk management measures, including biosecurity improvement 
among the high-risk poultry populations 

• Organize \'i.'orkshop to review the existing guidelines on biosecurity improvement at live 
bird markets and slaughter points on the last week of March 2010. 

• Plan the start of pilot introduction on biosccurity measure improvements in a duck farm in 
high risk area in March 2010. 

Output 5: Strengthening capabilities to manage cross-border trade 
Recruitment of an International Coordinator for cross-border activities to prepare and supervise all 
cross-border activities planned for the coming year. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output 1: Courdinated project implementation and pulicy support 
• An Inception workshop to evaluate the activities implemented dmlng Phase ITI and to plan 

the activities to be implemented during Phase lV of the project was organized from 
4 to 6 Fehruary 20 I 0_ 

• The training and distribution of the IEC manuals. and flipcharts are being organized m 
c-onjunction with the in1plcmentation of Village Veterinary Service (VVS) training of the 
World Bank project. 

• The Implementation Review Support of the National Avian Influenza Control and 
Pandemic Control and Pande-mic Preparedness Plan 2(X}6-2010 led by the World Bank was 
undenaken from fi to 22 January 20l0_ The Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United NatiDm (FAO) \\"as assigned as the leading agency for the review of Strategy 1 on 
Animal Health. The Team Leader and National Project Director attended the progress 
impkmcntation me-eting \Vith other collaborating partners. 

• The National Medium Tem1 Priority Plan (NMTPP) for Animal Health was carried out 
from 22 to 31 March 2010. A national stakeholder workshop was organized to develop the 
next five year plan for Lao Peoples Democratic Republic (Lao PDR). 

• Continued conducting of the AI weekly meetings to discuss technical as well as operational 
issues. 

• The government of Lao PDR approval for Phase IV of the project was received on 
lO Febmary 201 (}_ 

• A new administrative a-ssistant was recruited in mid February 201 0. 
• The revised draft of decrees resulted from the last vear worksho has been translated into 
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English, while currently waiting for the approval from the Minister of Agriculture and 
Forestry (iviAF). 

• The Team Leader attended the 41
h Regional Annual Emergency Centre for Transboundary 

Anim~l Diseases (ECTAD) Meeting in Bangkok from 23 to 25 February 2010 and 
participated in the ECTAD Asia Information System in 26 February 2010 together with the 
National Consultant on Information Systems. 

• The project team revised the 20l0 work plan based on the inputs during the inception 
\Vork.shop. 

• The project supported the translation ofr.;ational Veterinary Policy into English. 

Output 2: Strengthened surveillance 
• One national staff was supported to attend a short training course on 'Vetennarv 

Epidemiolo-gy in Action' under the Field Epidemiology Training Programme for 
Veterinarians (FETPV) from 4 to 29 January 2010 in Bangkok. Thailand. 

• The proposal for the procurement of laboratory equipment and supplies for the central 
laboratory and two- provincial laborato-ries in Luang Prabang and Champasak ha.<; been 
drafted and is waiting for budget revision. 

• The Planning \Vorkshup on HPAI Surveillance to better understand the new active 
surveillance design and the protocol of follow up disea.<;e investigation for passive 
surveillance was organized on 4 and 5 March 2010. 

• The GPS training was conducted during the practical session of the Planning Workshop on 
HPA[ surveillance. 

• In collaboration with FAO- Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific {RAP). tntining on 
animal virus influenza and molecular characterisation for six laboratory staff from Lao 
PDR was conducted from g to 10 March 2010. 

• The TADinfo training programs were conducted in Vientiane for centml and Vientiane 
Capital stnff from 16 to 19 February 2010, for provinclal staff in Champasack from 10 to 
13 March 2010, in Sav::mnakhet from 15 to 18 March 2010 and in Luang Prabang from 
29 March to April 20 I 0. 

• The LoAs for the implementation of active surveillance between the projed and PAFOs in 
Luang Prabang, Champasack, Savannakhet, Vientiane, Vientiane province, Luang Namtha, 
Oudomxay and Phongsaly were signed and the recipient organizations have carried out the 
first round of active surveillance from 22 March to 3 April 20 lO. 

• The International Consultant on Veterinary Epidemiology has completed two weeks 
mission from 15 to 27 March to rcvie'vv the new strategy of active surve-illance and/or 
advise on implementation. 

• One outbreak report was received from Luang Namtha province in the first week of 
March 2010 and an investigation team went to the field from 20 to 24 March 2010. Some 
samples were positive for 1\'ewcastle disease using r<lpid test kit, but further laboratory test 
i~ still ongoing. 

Output 3: Strengthened emergency response 
The final draft of SOPs was submitted by DLF to MAF for approvaL 

Output 4: Strengthened risk management measures, including hiosecurity improvement 
among the high-risk poultry population 

• The preparation and discussion between the project and PAFO of Oudomxay for the 
implementation of the pilot introduction on blosecurity improvements in a duck farm in 
high risk area, selected live bird markets and slaughter points is underway. 
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• A visit to Phongs<.~ly province was conducted to discuss detail preparation for the 
implementation of simulation exercise for HPAI response in Phongsaly scheduled from 31 
March to 5 April 2010. 

Output 5: Strengthening capabilities to manage cross-border trade 
The recruitment of an International Consultant for cross border activities is underway. 

Planned activities for the next quarter 

Output 1::: Coordinated projed implementation and policy support 
• Request for the recruitment of the International Operation Officer as planned. 
• Continue the weekly meetings among the HPAI project staff. 
• Support the :National Project Director to participate at the 7'r. International Ministerial 

Conference on Animal and Pandemic Intluenza (IMCAP!) from 19 to 21 April 2010 in 
Hanoi, Viet Nam. 

• Participation of the Team Leader and the National Project Director in the United States 
Agency for International Development (USAID) Partners' Meeting and Regional 
\Vorkshop on Poultry Value Chain in Bangkok in June 2010. 

• The training and distribution of the IEC manuals and i1ipcharts will be organized in 
conjunction with the implementation of VVS training of the World Bank project. 

• A national work.<>hop on veterinary legislation frame·work 'kill be conducted in June 2010 in 
col1aboration with the Regional Asian Development Bank Project on HPAI. 

Output 2: Strengthened surveillance 
• Continue to conduct the second found of active surveillance in nine provinces from 21 June 

to 3 July 2010. 
• The procurement of necessary e4uipment and supplies for surveillance and laboratory 

diagnosis has to be finalized for a1l four rounds of active surveillance. 
• Support N11tlonal Consultant on Laboratory Diagnosis to attend training covering quallty 

as-;urances, biosafety, biosecurity and phylogenie analysis in the Au:-.tralian Animal Health 
Laboratory in Gee long, Australia from 19 to 30 April 20 l 0. 

• In collaboration with FAO RAP, a training workshop on animal influenza surveillance will 
be conducted for JJ. central and provincial staff from Lao PDR in May 2010. 

Output 3: Strengthened emergency response 
• The SOPs will be printed and disseminated after having been approved by MAF. 
• A simulation exercise in Phongsaly wlll be conducted in April 2010. 
• The recruitment of an International Consultant on Incident Command System (ICS) will be 

finalized. 
• Ne-cessary equipment and supplies for outbreak response will be proYidcd. 

Output 4:: Strengthened risk management measures, including biosecurity improvement 
among the high-risk poultry populations 

• A workshop to review the existing guidelines on biosecurity improvement at live bird 
markets and slaughter points vvill be m·ganized in May 2010. 

• The pilot implementation on biosecurity improvement wil1 start in June 2010. 

Output 5: Strengthening capabilities to manage cross-border trade 
• Recruitment of an International Coordinator for cro.'is-border activities. The duty of this 
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consultant will be (he organization and supervision of all cross-border activities planned for 
Phase IV of the project. 

• A scoping workshop will be organized with stakeholders in Savannakhet province to 
discuss and identify HPAI risk in relation with domestic poultry value chain and cross
border trade. 

• A study tour across border of Quang Tri-Savannakhet-Mukdahan for representatives from 
the national and quarantine/border services of the three countries (Thailand, VietNam and 
Lao PDR) -..vi11 be carried out in June 2010. 

• A Tri-lateral workshop to be hosted by Lao PDR will be conducted in Savannakhet in 
June 2010. 

Main challenges encountered and response provided 

• The limited availability of national veterinary human resources is a constraint to the 
absorption capacity uf the government services in the country. The activities carried out 
under Output 2 of the Phase III of this project have addressed some of the capacity building 
needed. 

• For some time, the project used vi11age chiefs and viltage veterinary workers as key 
contacts in conveying messages to poultry keepers. It is therefore essential that their further 
training be c3rrlcd out. 

• There are gaps in knowledge on the process by which HSN I virus enters Lao PDR, how it 
remains and spreads within the country. More evidence is being gathered through active 
surveillance, but this needs. to be rclnforced by the specific socio-economic studies planned 
on cross-border movements and value chains. 

• There is a very limited local t·apacity to manage and analyze tbra. The absence of an 
cffcctiYc epidemiology unit at the central level and the heavy \Vorkload of the technical 
staff at the provincial level have exacerbated the problem. Phase IV of the project should 
he.lp to address this issue. 

• Legislative supp01t to animal health control still remains a challenge -although progress is 
being made in this area. 

lVIain progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

Output 1: Coordinated project implementation and policy support 
• The project team completed further developmem of the v-:ork plan for 20 l 0 and reached an 

agreement on the lmplementation of the work plan with the nine PAFOs during the 
inception workshop. 

• The draft of sub-laws/decrees under the new Law on Livestock and Animal Health Matters 
has been developed and finalized. 

• The National Animal Health Roadmap for Lao PDR has been drafted based on the inputs 
from rhe veterinary services staff. 

Output 2-:: Strengthened surveillance 
• The L.oAs for four rounds of active surveiJJance during PIK!Se IV were signed between the 

project and the nine provinces. 
• The new design of risk-based active surveillance which took into account the spatia] and 

tempor<'l1 distribution of HPAI hCJs been finalized aml the. first round has been conducted in 
nlne provinces. 

• GPS tools provided by the project have been utilized for recording the gco-coordinatcs of 
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lhe active surveillance sites. 
• The refresher training on TADinfo has supported the active surveillance data management 

system at central and four pilot provinces. 
• The central and provincial laboratories' capabilities in animal virus influenza diagnosis 

were improved. 

Output 3: Strengthened emergency response 
Completion uf the SOPs ready to be used fur control zones. culling method, disease investigation 
in backyard poultry and commercial poultry fanns and sample collection. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/MY A/702/USA 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 

Rcportmg pcnod: Apnl to September 2013 
:Country: Myanmar 
:Project: Immediate technical assistam:e to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
: Pathogenic A:v1an Influenza (I !PAl) 
• Code: 05RO/IVIYAi702/USA 
• Budget: USD 500 000 (Phase 1), USD 750 000 (Phase II), USD 375 000 (Phase III), 
• USD !50 000 (Phase IV), USD 279 000 (Phase V), USD 275 000 (Phase VI) 
• Total budget: USD 2 329 000 
; Effective starting date; 1 January ?008 
j Planned end date: 30 Septembe-r 2014 
:Context of the project 
j Myanmar bas experienced five waves of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) outbreaks 
:in 2006, 2007,2010,2011 and 2012. The last outbreaks occurred in Fcbruarv and March 2012 . , 
:in two townships (Chaung Oo and Taungoo) in Sagaing and Bago regions. and were 
j :.uecessfully managed. The country remains at risk from duck populations, in \vhich the virus is 
: endemi~: as well as mlgrating wild birds and trade with neighboring countries. The Food and 
j Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (F AO) is implementing an avian influenza 
j control programme funded during the reporting period by the United States Agency for 
: International Development (USAID}. The programme is being implemented in collaboration 
j with the Livestuck Breeding and Veterinary Department (LBVD) of the Ministry of Livestock 
:Fisheries and Rural Development {MLFRD). This report describes activities funded by the 
j project from ADril20t3 to September 2013. 
j Project impact 
j The impact of the project is to reduce and stop the spread of H5N 1 among t1ocks of poultry in 
: the cmmtry, thus reducing the risk of contagion to other mammals and humans, and avoiding the 
j possibility of a pandemic. 

: Project outcome 
:The projec-t outcome IS to continue the improvement of the capacities and capabilities of 
j Myanmar to prevent, prepare for and respond to the outbreaks of I !PAl in the animal population 
j effectively so as to limit its impacts and risk of infection to humans. 

j Planned activities for the reporting period (April 2013 to September 2013) 

:Output 1: Planning, coordination and policy support strengthened for effecti\'e 
j management and control ofHPAI and other emerging zoonoses 

j In order to achieve the above output, the following activities were planned: 

: Activity 1.1: Support the Country team to provide inputs for planning and coordination required 
j at the country level. 

j Activity 1.2: Support national and international coordination related to disease control. This 
:includes active participation ofrhe coumry programme with other projects or programmes, such 
j as the European Union (EU) IIighly Pathogenic Emerging Diseases (IIPED) project and the 
: Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) programme, and exploring coJlaboration '¥Vith PREVEl\iT on 
j risk communication. 
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Activity 1.3: Support the Government of Myanmar to participate in a laboratory quality 
assurance (QA) and quality control (QC) system for IIPAI and regional IIPAI laboratory 
networks. 

Activitv 1.4: Support LBVD staff in veterinary epidemiology training at the regional and 
country levels, including the Field Epidemiology Training Programme for Veterinarians 
(FETPV). 

Output 2: Risk assessment and management strengthened along the poultry supply chain 
at the selected townships of Mandalay region 

ln order to achieve the above output, the following activities were planned: 

Activity 2.1: Establish a team and network. The network will consist of FETPV 
graduates/trainees from LBVD, laboratory experts from Central Veterinary and Mandalay 
Laboratories who have been trained previously, public he-alth authorities and community 
\'<'Orkers, etc. Through consultation \vith relevant authorities, identify their roles and 
responsibilities for surveillance and outbreak response. 

Activity 2.2: Conduct longitudinal surveillance in high-risk townships and animal populations 
(such as ducks, wild birds, live bird markets. environment, etc.), based on the risks identified by 
the previous supply chain studies. 

Activity 2.3: Conduct 'active clinical surveillance' during the high-risk period through 
'community networks'; and strengthen 'zero reporting' from selected communities and teams. 

Activity 2A: Design and organize simulation training exercises. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period (April2(}13 to September 2013) 

Output I: Planning, coordination and polic}' support strengthened for effective 
management and control ofHPAI and other emerging zoonoses 

Activitv 1.1: Support the Country team to provide inputs for planning coordination required at 
the country level. 

• During this period the national project team consisted of the National Project Manager, 
National Operations Officer and technical con~ultants. The biosecurity and risk management 
national consultant completed her appointment on 19 April. Two laboratory experts were 
engaged from 1 June to 31 August, one in Yangon ve-terinary diagnostic laboratory and the 
other in the Mandalay regional laboratory. 

• TI1e input of the international Country Team Leader was shared betwe-en Myanmar and 
Nepal. During the six months unde-r review the team leader input to I\.'1yanmar was 90 days. 

Activity 1.2: Support national and international coordination related to disease- controL 
Interventions in coordination with the regional FAO programme during this period have 
included: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The provision of essential laboratory equipment to support HPAI diagnosis including six 
biosccurity cabinets and three high-speed centrifuges to key laboratories. (Funded through 
the EU-HPED programme). 

Organizational support for and participation in a joint F AO-World Organisation for Animal 
Health (OlE) consultative workshop on f(}{)t-and-mouth disea.•.;e ~:ontrol in Myanmar 
(from 3 to 5 April in NayPyiTaw). 

lnteraction with expert groups on zoonoses (including avian influenza) in emerging livestock 
systems bidding for funding from the United Kingdom for joint implementation with LBVD 
with FAO paniciparion. 

\Vorkin with LBVD on re aredness for int1uenza A(H7N9 includincr the conduct of a 

2 
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USAlD supported (OSRO/GL0/302/USA) emergent:y surveillance programme. 

• Coordination has been maintained with the national coordinator for the PREVENT risk 
communica[ion programme supporting FAO's country team activities. The National Proje\...1: 
Manager accompanied the PREVENT risk communication expert and the national 
cnordinator on a prc-fonnulation mission to NayPy1Taw, Mandalay and Sagaing from 8 to 
13 May 2013. The concept document and work plan have been submitted to the LBVD 
Director-General and has been submitted for cabinet approvaL 

• The FAO country team has facilitated the participation ofLBVD personnel in the fOllowing 
regional training modules: 

• 20-31 May, Bangkok: improvlng linkages bct\vccn laboratory and epidemiology units 
• 26 June- 1 July, Bangkok: Bio-infonnatics 
• 29 July- 9 August, Viet ~am: diagnosis of H7N9 and priority swine diseases 
• 26 August- 6 September, Bangkok: diagnosis of rabies and Newcastle disease 

Activity 1.3: Suppurl lht: GuvL:rnmcnt or Myanmar Lo purliclpaw in u laboratory QA and QC 
system for HPJ\I and regional HPAl laboratory networks. 

• 

• 
• 

The F AO country team has continued to work with the Yangon veterinary laboratory on 
supporting participation in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEA~) regional 
laboratory network for proficiency testing in order to ensure that diagnostlc capacity for 
I TPA I is maintained. 

The requested panel oftest materials has been provided by FAO to the Yangon laboratory . 

Under the regional laboratory capacity building programme LBVD laboratory staff 
participated in an F AO technical backstopping mission carried out with the cooperation of 
the National Institute of Animalllcalth. Thailand, to optimize the primer- probe set-up for 
117-:'\19 RT-PCR at the Yangon Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory. 

Activity 1.4: Support LBVD staff in veterinary epidemiology training at the regional and 
country levels, including the FETPV. 

• This programme has been delayed because of the many demands placed on the small 
epidemiology unit and '\vill not take place during the period under review. The LBVD 
epidemiology unit has provided the FAO country team with proposals (templates) to take 
this programme forward in the immediate future. 

Output 2: Risk assessment and management strengthened along the poultry supply chain 
at the selected townships of Mandalay region 

Activity ?.1: Establish a team and network. 

• Completed in the last semester. (October 2012-March 2013). 

Activity 2.2: Conduct longitudinal surveillance in high-risk townships and animal populations 
based on the risks identified by the previous supply chain studies. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The field work fOr this activity was concluded during the last semester (October 2012-
March 2013). The data were analysed and the final report prepared during the current period. 

Twenty-two duck fanns from three to'knships in Bago, Yangon and Mandalay regions vvith 
a total start-up population of 18 472 ducklings were included in the study. 

The flock-masters were committed to advising the township veterinary officer of any health 
problems arising and to cooperate in sending carcasses or other material to the diagnostic 
laboratory. The quantity of material submitted fell well below expectations. 

ullet stao-e a total of -640 sera were collected and 
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tested for the presence of H5 antibody using the HI tcsL No sample showed antibodies at a 
level meeting the criteria for a positive result. 

• Significant losses \VCTC recorded tOr non-infectious causes; mainly a result of heavy tloods in 
the region. 

Activity 2.3: Conduct 'active clinical surveillance' during the high-risk period through 
'community network\ and strengthen '7ero reporting' tfom selected communities and teams. 

• The community animal health worker (CAH\V) programme builds on the networking 
approach by taking advantage of the daily engagement of CAH\Vs. with poultry farmers and 
backyard producers and has the objective to increase the two way flow of information 
betwee-n LBVD's township veterinary office and the poultry keepe-rs. 

• The programme was conducted ln tive townships over a four-month period between 
February and May 2013 and engaged a total of 59 CAilVv's responsible for 659 commercial 
fanns and 600 backyard producers. Within the commercial fanns broiler fam1s were more 
numerous but the total number of birds on layer fanns was greater. Quail and duck farms 
\Vcre in lesser number in these townships. 

• This pilot exe-rcise showed potential with enthusiastit: involvement of most of the C/\_H\Vs 
but to rcali7c the potential more effort and dedication to this programme, with support from 
PREVENT, is merited. 

Activity 2.4: Design and organize simulation-training exercises. 

• Two table top exercises on HPAI outbreak response were conducted during the period . 
There were 19 participants (12 male, 7 female) from LBVD at the Yangon exercise held 
on 18 July and 29 participants {2 1 male, 8 female) in the second exercise held on 24 July in 
Mandalay, where participants represented LBVD, Myanmar Livestock Federation and 
Mandalay City Development Committee. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (October 2013 to March 2014) 

Output 1: Planning, coordination and policy support strengthened for effecti\'e 
management and control of HPAl and other emerging zoonoses 

Activity l.l: Support the country team to provide inputs for planning coordination required at 
the country level. 

• The project team will continue to provide technical support during the reporting period 
through periodic meetings with the Director-General of LBVD and interaction with relevant 
key staff at hcadqua11crs. appropriate regional offices and technical units. 

Activity 1.2: Support national and international coordination related to disease control. 

• At national level, the FAO country team will maintain links and infunnation sharing with 
other F AO programmes which touch upon livestock health and production as well as vvith 
other academic and development partner organizations implementing poultry sector projects 
and studies. The FAO Animal Health and Production team will also act as a hub for FAO 
regional programmes. particularly those concerning preparedness for avian intlucnza A 
(1!7N9). 

Activity 1.3: Support the Government of Myanmar to participate in a laboratory QA and QC 
s stem for HPAI andre ional HPAl laboratorv networks. 
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• This will be implemented through the Southeast Asia regional laboratory network supported 
by USAID-EPT-IDE;-..JTIFY and the EU-IIPED programme and designed to strengthen 
laboratory capacity, assure the quality of laboratory service.s, improve biosafety and 
facilitate nehvorking. The laboratory proficiency-testing scheme has commenced and \vill 
continue through the next reporting period for the full range of panel items identified. 

Activity 1.4: Support LBVD staff in vctcrinaty epidemiology training at the regional and 
country levels including the FETPV. 

• The F AO Animal Health and Production team is supporting d1e LBVD epidemiology unit in 
the planning and implementation of ten-day FETPV courses for township veterinary officers 
which will commence during the first quarter of the next project year. 

Activity l.": Support the extension of proven methodologies for surveillance, disease awareness 
and biosecurity to sele;cted key poultry production areas. 

• The FAO Animal llcalth and Production team wiJI work in close collaboration with LBVD 
colleagues to extend the reach of key messages on IJPAl. Four orientation workshops wlll be 
conducted in areas where poultry production is making an increasingly important 
c-ontribution to livelihoods but which have tallen outside lhe main thrust of the programme 
t-o date. 

Output 2: Risk assessment and management strengthened along the poultry supply chain 

Activity 2.1: Support the quality and quantity of disease infonnation gathering and 
dissemination of animal health lnfonnation. 

• The F AO team with support ffom the PREVENT pr-oject will collaborate with LBVD 
epidemiology section and the tmvnship veterinary officers in the five targeted townships, 
and, through additional training and monitoring. seck to enhance the perfonnancc 
experienced in the earlier pilot exercise. 

Activity 2.2: Conduct sur'\'eillam:e for both HSN 1 and H7N9 at identified critical points along 
live bird market chains. 

• The FAO Animal llcalth and Production team will capitalize on its unique position to bring 
together a national concern on II5Nl llPAI and the additional threat from the novel Chinese 
H7~9 virus, surveillance for which is being tackled through a regional F AO Technical 
Cooperation project. A dual-purpose surveillance methodoloh'Y will be developed and 
implemented, given the fact that Myanmar is considered to be at high risk for A(II7'N9) due 
to its shared border with China and history of inforn1al and informal trade of poultry and 
poultry products. 

Activity 2.3: Conduct awareness and advisory campaigns in selected areas taking advantage of 
market chain information. 

• Rccognl7ing that poult!)' disease transmission is closely linked to the live bird market trade 
the F AO Animal Health and Production team, in cooperation with PREVENT, will use 
updated market chain information to guide targeting of five one day training work.-'.;hops to 
enhance owner awareness of the zoonotic and livelihood risks from avian intlucnza and the 
measures to manage those risks. 

Activity 2.4: Strengthen biosecurity and management practices in poultry production zones. 
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• The dcnslty of poultry wlthln a poultry production 7onc (PPZ) is such that should the 
bioseeurity barrier be breached the potential for disaster is high calling for the highest 
standards in management practices within the PPZ. The national consultant for disease 
control will undertake hvo missions to key PPZs during this period to ensure best practice 
compliance and comprehensive understanding of the threats posed . 

. Main challenges encountered and response provided 
In the general context, recem political changes are likely to bring additional resources and 
missions into Myanmar, and this is challenging given the absorptive and coordination capa.:ity 
of the LBVD. 

The physical separation of the project base in Yangon from the decision makers at the Ministry 
and LBVD headquarters in NayPyiTaw is inconvenient. Project management contrives face-to
face meetings as and vvhen possible. 

l\iain progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes ({ram the start ~l the 
project activities) 

1. Strengthened planning and cross-sectoral coordination 
Good relations with the Government are established. The coordination between the animal-human 
sectors has further improved \Vith additional meetings, but further work needs to be done. 

2. Strengthened laboratory capacity 
The laboratory system is operating well, with recent outbreak._.; rapidly diagnosed and samples 
from field surveys being processed effectively. The laboratory information system has been 
developed and regularly updated to store data of samples, diagnostic results as well as laboratory: 
inventory. Past and future participation in regional and international protlciency testing 
programmes is maintaining the quality of the laboratory service. 

3. Strengthened disease control management capacity 
There is nov.' a much better understanding of the concepts of risk, supply chains, and of 
epidemiology of HPAI based on the national duck survey and national surveillance 
programmes, both of which were major achlcvemcnts. The national commercial fann database 
proved to be an invaluable tool in responding to the outbreaks and identlfylng high-risk areas. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/605/USA Baby 03 
Project Title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for 

Highly P.dthogenic Al>·ian Influenza (HPAO 

R epm1mg peno cto er_ - " d 0 h '010 M arc h 2011 
Country: Nepal 
Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen e-mergency preparedness for Highly~ 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/RAS/605/USA Bahy 03 
Budget: CSD 965 000 (Phases I-IV) and USD 250 000 (Phase V) 
Total budget: USD 1 215 000 
Effective Starting Date: 1 October 2006 
Planned End Date: 30 September 201 J 

Context of the Project 

The project is addressing the short- and mt>dium-term actions of the Government of the Federal 
Democratic Republic of Nepal required to strengthen its capacity in preventing the introduction 
of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) and mmtmJze its spread In the event of its 
occurrence. During rhe first quarter of 2009, the first outbreaks in Nepal were recorded. After a 
disease-free peliod of ten months. multiple outbreaks occurred dming the period of January to 
March 2010. ln contrast to the previous year, the 2010 outbreaks were attributed to clade 2.3.2 of 
the H5NI VI !US, previously unrecorded '" South Asia, suggesting an introduction through 
infected migrating wildfowl, rather than a cross-bordet- one. In October 2010, the dade 2.3.2 
virus reappeared in a previously infected district, indicating its persistence in reservoir species. 
The Government's resources, including those provided by international donors. have been 
severely stretched. The project has provided essential capacity building for preparedness and 
re~ponse. However, the scenario of declining international support for HPAI control is alarming. 
coupled with an increasing danger of the disease becoming endemic in Nepal, with negative 
consequences for the livelihoods of smallholder farmer<> and the control effo11s of neighbouring 
countries. 
Objectives of the Project 

The project has assisted the Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives (MOAC) '" the 
implementation of the National Contingency Plan for HPAL The main ohjective of the project is 
to contribute to rural development in the country by preventing and controlling the detrimental 
consequences of HPAI and raising awareness of other emerging infectious diseases in poultry. 
The expected outcome of the project is to create an effective mechanism for planning and 
coordination across sectors and key stakeholders inV<.)lved in HPAJ control activities, particularly 
with the United States Agency for International Development (USAID)-supported projects in 
Nepal and the South and Southeast Asia region. 
Planned activities for October 2010- March 2011 

Output 1: l\fonitor the avian influenza (AI) situation in the country and update the 
national strategy and plans. 

Acti'.'i!y 1. 1. Pmvide ·working gmups on Animal Health >vith appropriale guidance and technical 
assistance. 

Activity 1.2. Conduct -.,-vorksiwps and training exercises in each region in explain surveillance 
modalities andfacilitate planning of.field ·work. 
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Activlty 1.3. Conduct outbreak re.<.ponse simulation exercises- at least one in each (~{the regions. 

Activit:;· !.4. Suppm1 Emergenc.v Disease Investigation Teams (EDIT) through material and 
logistical support. 

A.ctivit.v 1.5. Conduct a review of live bird markets (LBMs) and poultry value chain and establish 
model.li:lcilities. 

Actin'ty 1.6. Design arul construct a neY.-' post-mortem facilit:;· at the central veterinary 
laboratory (CVL). 

Activit.v 1. 7. Develop an enhanced sun•eillance programme for high-risk districts. 

Output 2: Improve communication bchYccn key stakeholders that share data~ information 
and knowledge, including report'\ and publications on HPAI. 

Activity 2.1. Strengthen .flmctional linkaxes bct.,reen projects .flmded by USA!D and other key 
stakeholders. 

Activity 2.2. Assist the GotJernment in the improvement of the disseminution of information (i.e. 
bulletins, reports· and updates). 
Activities undertaken during the re(JQrting period (October 2010- J\llarch 2011) 

Output l: :Monitor the AI situation in the country and update the national strategy and 
plans. 

Activity l.l. Provide 1vorking groups on Animal Health >vith appropriate guidamx and technical 
assistance. 

• The technical working group met regularly at the Directorate of Animal Health (DAH) to 
discuss and guide the project's implementation, tOcusing on the issue of reappearance of 
dade 2.3.2 virus in Tanahu district. 

• The laboratory wmking group heltl two meetings dedicated to the topic of CVL's 
diagnostic capability. 

Activity 1.2. Conduct workslwps and training exercises in each region tv explain new 
surveillance modalities andfadlitate plannin:;:; (!_f_field work. 

• Rapid response team (RRT) training module~ (culling. disposal, decontamination, 
sampling m1d surveillance) were conducted in Nepalgunj, Biratnagar and Bhairahawa for 
field technicians from Doti, Pyuthan, Salyan, Dailckh, Banke, Surkhct, Taplcjung, 
Sankhuwasha, Bhojpur, Teratjhum, Gulmi, Sindhuli and Arghakhachi districts. Among 
the tmal of 173 lrainee~ were ten female technicians. 

Activity I .3. Conduct simulation exercises- at least one in each o{ the reg inns. 
• Jointly with the Department of Livestock Services (DLS), the first of lhe two planned AI 

outbreak simulation exercises was carried out in Dhankuta district in the Eastern Region 
over a five day period in March and involved some X5 participants from technical offices 
and s.takeholder group~ from the Eastern Region districts. 

Activity 1.4. Support EDIT through material and logisticai.wlpport. 
• The central EDIT investigaled suspect outbreaks in Chitw·an (confirmed) and 

Kaskiffanahu. Material collected by the EDIT from the two adjoining properties in 
Chitwan was forwarded to an international reference centre (VLA-LK), and both H5N 1 
and H9 AI viruses were isolated. Furthermore, material submitted from a commercial 
unit in Tanahu with 80 percent mortality was negative for Newcastle Disease but positive 
for H5 virus on rapid test and conventional polymerase chain re.:1.ction (PCR)_ However, 
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the reference lab only isolated the H9 virus. 

Activit:;· 1.5. Conduct a revie1t- (~(LBlvfs and establi5h model facilities. 
• The project organi?Cd a workshop to examine the outcomes of the poulhy value chain 

study completed by the SEEPORT consultancy and its implications for the risk 
management of the disease spread. 

• Progress with the Kathmandu Municipality on construction of a market stall tacility for 
the safe marketing: of live and freshly slaughtered birds was slow. An alternative site had 
to be selected, and a contract was awarded for the necessary civil works. Several 
meetings with the concerned officers of the Municipality were necessary, and a final 
decision will be made by 31 March 20 ll. 

Activity J .6. Desi&n and construct a TWrv post-mortem fdcility at the CVL. 
• The construction of a new post-mortem facility and incinerator room at the CVL to allow 

safe and efficient handling of potentially infected poultry carcasses is in its final stage, 
and the handover to the Department is be-ing planned by 31 March 2011. 

Actin'ty 1. 7. Develop an enhanced sur\'eillance programme for high-risk di5tricts. 
• The enhanced surveillance programme covering 12 high-risk districts has been active 

since November 2010 and will run during the period of a perceived high risk from HPAI 
until the end of April 2011. 

• In each participating high-risk district. eight surveillance sites were set up, each 
consisting of four to six comact points. Because of the number of sites. an additional 
monitoring layer wa:.. interposed, and district office-based focal officers and te.:hnicians 
provided immediate supervision. 

• National consultants provided orientation and overall supcrvlsion to 150 field staff 
involved in the programme. 

Output 2: Improve communication between key stakeholders that share data~ information 
and knowledge~ including report'S and publications on HPAI. 

Acti'.•ity 2. 1. Sireng!lwn functional linkages het\'-''een project:;; funded hy USAID and other ke_}-' 
stakeholders. 

• In addition to the routine interactions maintained within the MOAC/DLS/DAH, the 
project benefited from the following opportunities to gather and share information: 

Y 13-14 October 2010: CTA attended the Global Rinderpest Eradication Programme 
(GREP} me-eting held in Rome. 

}.- 22 November 2010: An inception workshop was organized to update partners and 
implementing stakeholders on key issues relating to the project implementation. 

Y Information sharing with the LTSAID-funded cross-border project (OSRO/RAS/701/USA) 
and the EU-funded SAARC regional support unit is maintained. 

c 17 December 2010: CTA participated in a workshop on the progressive control of foot
and-mouth disease (FMD). organized by the Regional Support Unit under the Highly 
Pathogenic Emerging illld Re-Emerging Animal Diseases (HPED) programme. 

o l l February 201 l: A media sensitization workshop offered an opportunity to 
share information on the project's activities with media representatives. 

c 2-4 March 20 ll: A regional consultation on laboratory networks facilitated the 
regional exchange of infonnation with colleagues working on AI comroL 

> 10 January 2011: CfA attended a regional workshop on biosecurity and public private 
partnerships (OSRO i502 and OSRO i505), sharing information on the status of these areas 
in Nepal with a view to further collaboration. 

);.. 24-28 January: Interaction with the \Vorld Bank implementation support mission to the 
A vi an Influenza Control Project (AICP) and AlCP coordination were routinely 
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maintained. 
,_ 2 February 20 II: CT A and national consultant met with a group of commercial poultry 

produ.:ers in Chitwan district to discuss issues of biosecurity in cmnmercial units and 
possible FAO interventions in this area. 

}.- 22-24 February 201 1: CTA attended the fifth annual ECTAD meeting held in Bangkok 
and shared information and views on AI surveillance programmes. 

Activity 2.2. Assist the GotJernment in the improvement of the disseminution of information (i.e. 
bulletins, reports· and updates). 

• The training film on simulation exercises was aired on n~Hional television on a number of 
occas1ons. 

• Translation of SOPs into Nepali and of other key documents that are currently in English 
is forthcoming, and a furthe-r edition of the va1ued AI compendium to include a wider 
audience is ln progress. A workshop was held on 3 February 201 1 to collate and share the 
information gathered under three overseas observation tours of border controls and 
quarantine service operations. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period 

Output 1: Support DLS in planning~ coordinating and managing strategies to prevent~ 
control and eliminate outbreaks of HPAI. 

Activitr /.I. Cnnduct regular meeting., -.vith DLS and MOAC 
• Continue dose collaboration with DLS and its relevant directorates. Changing 

cpideminlogical status of HPAT in Nepal may have an impact on the currently adnptcd 
measures for early detec-tion and rapid response, ~uch that SOPs and the existing legal 
framework may need to be updated. 

Activit)' 1.2. lHaintain and jltr!her develop linkages with a!/ At-related prnjects operating in 
Nepal. 

• The major funding source for the government interventions in the field of AI control, the 
World Bank-funded AICP concludes in July of this year. No other Al-specific projects 
are extant at this time, or envisaged in the mid-term. As the dise<.~se is now well 
entrenched in Nepal, there is a concern over future support to thi:-:. sector. Smne support 
may become available through programmes dedicated to emerging pandemic threats 
(EPT). such as the USAID EPT programme, and the HPED project funded by the 
European Union (EC). 

Actin't:r 1.3. Advise and support the DLS in planninr; and implementing At-related activities 
thrnugh cot~ferences, meetings nnd seminars. 

• Conduct three worbhops in the period June-August to examine the progre~s made on the 
prevention of HPAT and other emerging diseases, the gaps remaining and the way ahead 
as part of the process of project conclusion and handover. 

Acti;·ity 1.4. Update and distribute relevant AI documentation, hulletin<i and reports includinK 
updated compendium o{Al documents. 

• Complete the updating and translation of the final edition of the compendium of key AI 
documents to produce and distrihute ro the target audience. 

Output 2: Strengthen HPAI emergency preparedness and response capacity in 1\'epaL 

Activit)' 2"1. Rerierv the AI strategy and SOPs to keep up-to-date '>Vith the changing disease 
situation in the coufl!ry and in the region and lessons learned.fi·vm previous outbreaks. 

• Encourage further debate on this issue through working group meetings and relevant 
workshops.. The re-occurrence of HPAI owing to H5l\'1 clade 2.3.2 after a gap of seven 
months suggests that the virus is established in at least some parts of Nepal, most 
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probably with ducks acting as a reservoir specie<;. Efforts should be made to confim1 this 
siru:.uion, and initial results of a duck antibody survey are already lending support to this 
byputhe:-..is. This has major implications for targeted surveillance and disea'>e risk 
management. 

Activity 2.2. RRT Jo field staff in high/medium risk districJs. 
• Organize two further training sessions in order to maintain the outbreak response 

capacity and assist in the disease detection efforts. 

Activity 2.3. Plan, train, conduct and evaluate afiwther simulation exercise. 
• Complete the final AI outbreak simulation exercise during the next semes[er. 

Activity 2.4. Encourage and guide the devef<_iJHnent nl the emergency disease investigation 
concept. 

• Develop a more structured approach with DAH. The Department has been slow in 
adopting this concept, hut now greater emphasis is given to this area. 

Output 3: Strengthen di'iease surveillance. 

Activit)' 3.1. Enhance surveillance in high-risk zones. 
• Continue as planned for the remalning month of the high-rlsk perlod and evaluate the 

outcome and performance of the programme. Address the ways in which known 
weaknesses in the implement<Jtion of the programme may he overcome, while at the same 
time seeking to increase its efficiency by making it more sustainable \Vithout losing 
effectiveness. 

Activit_v 3.2. Sun-•eillance in bt{{fer zones around migratory bird stup-Ol/er points, markets and 
resident duck populations. 

• Resources remain insufficient to cmTy out this element of the surveillance programme in 
a comprehensive manner. Consideration will be given to targeting key markets and 
ensuring that the active surveillance pTogramme is working effectively in those districts 
where the disease has surfaced in the past, prioritizing them where possible. 

Output 4: Safe l..Bl\tf development. 

Activity 4.1 Etpand model market concept. 
• Complete this first initiative together with the training of market stall operators and 

inspectors. The slow progress of thls programme in associmion with the Kathmandu 
municipality was not an encouraging approach in the Kathmandu Yalley. 

• Continue to build on preliminary proposals to address the issue of inspection and 
certification and onward transportation of live birds, particularly backyard raised birds, 
from the high-risk district of Jhapa in Eastern NepaL This will be coordinated with the 
no-cost extension phase of the OSRO INT 805 project. 

Main chaJJenges encountered and response provided 

• Cross-border trading pr.Jctices continue to present a majm risk for Nepal, as HPAI is 
entrenched in Bangladesh and parts of neighbouring India. However, the introduction of 
the 2.3.2 clade of the virus last year and irs app:.trent persistence in at least some parts of 
Nepal complicates the simplistic approach of having a high-risk belt of di::-.tricts along the 
Indian border_ The approach to risk management including targeted surveillance has to be 
revisited in the light of current information. The ability to manage outbreak situations has 
been strengthened through a programme of outbreak simulation exercises and training of 
field technicians in rapid response activities. 
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• The likely role of wild birds in the transmission of the 2010 HPAI epidemic posed an 
added challenge for the animal health authorities. \Vhile it may be impossible to prevent 
such transmission of HPAI to Nepal in the future, there is a need for the system to 
improve its capacity for detecting cases at the earliest instance and to take measures 
which prevem or limit further spread of HPAl. 

• A complete understanding of the poultry market chain is essential in refining control 
measures. At the same time, the control mca.<mrcs adopted must be as efficient and cost 
effective as possihle in order to be sustainable by the Government, and rhe role and 
participation of the private sector in developing and funding these controls addressed. 

• Dming the 2010 epidemic, the major fallings were the inability to prevent internal spread 
of the disease coupled with inadequate and tardy material and financial support [O the 
affected districts {excepting Pokham). These issues have been voiced in a lessons-learned 
workshop, and it is now critical that measures be taken to ensure that these issues are 
more effectively addressed in the future. 

• Efforts to expand the knowledge base in veterinary epidemiology have so far only 
~cratched the surface and need to be given further irnpetu;;. 

Main progress made towardli- the achievement of pr-oject outcomes 

Output 1: l\lonitor the AI situation in the country and update the national strategy and 
plans. 

• Select project activities, involving capacity building of district statT in relation to disease 
identification, sampling, use of rapid tests, reporting, biosecurity and surveillance 
methodology. as well as the support given to the diagnostic services contributed 
significantly to the early detection of and effective response to the recent outbreaks. 
Table-top and field simulation exercises in particular strongly contributed to this 
progress. 

Output 2: Improve communication between key stakeholders that share data~ information 
and knowledge, including reports and publications on HPAI. 

• Over the period of project's implementation, the numher of other projects directly 
involved with HPAI issues steadily decreased, as for example, the AICP proje.ct. which 
wi11 terminate in less than six months. The focus now is towards wider programmes, such 
as the HPED and EPT projects and the regional South Asian Association for Regional 
Cooperation (SAARC) programme, addresslng transboundary animul diseases (TADs) as 
a whole. In light of this, the project management has avoided an insular approach and 
sought to place HPAI within the wider TAOs environment in line with the One Health 
initiative. 
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I Quarter 2010 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/605/USA Baby 03 

Project Title: Immediate Technical Assistance to Strengthen Emergency Preparedness 
for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI)- Phase IV 

Reporting period: .January- March 2010 

Country: Nepal 

Project Title: Immediate Technical Assistance to Strengthen Emergency Preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Jntlucnza (HPAI)- Pha,;;c IV 
Code: OSROIRAS/605/!JSA 

Budget : USD R 15 000 (Pha'e !) and USD 150 000 (Phase II) 
Total budget: USD 965 000 
Effective Starting Date: October 2006 
Planned End Date: September 20 I 0 
Context of the Projet..-1-

The project is addressing the short- and medium-term actions that arc to be undertaken by the 
Government of Nep<Jl to strengthen it." c<Jpacity m preventing the introduction of Highly 
Pathogeni;: Avian Influenza (HPAI) into the country and minimize its ~pread in the ;:ase of its 
occurrence. HPAI is presently a serious problem of regional dimensions with continuing 
outbreaks in Bangladesh and West Bengal, India. After a period of ten months free of clinical 
disease, new outbreaks were recorded and muhiple ones occurred during the firsr quarter. The 
government's resources, including those provided by international donors. have been severely 
stretched. Under these circumstances, the project has provided an invaluable lifeline t'or 
preparedness and response. However, the scenario of declining international support for HPAI 
control coupled with rhe increasing chalJenge (eight districts affected in this quarter compared 
with a single district in the same quarter of 2009) is alarming and threatens to let Nepal slip into 
an endemic sinwtion with negative consequences for the livelihoods of small farmers as well as 
undermining the control efforts of neighboring countries. 

Objectives of the Project 

The execution of this project ensures assistance to the Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives 
(MOAC) to implement the National Contingency Plan for HPAL This contributes to rural 
development in the ;:ountry by preventing and contmlling the detrimental ~:onsequences of 
HPAI and other emerging infectious diseases in poultry. 

The outcome will be an effective mechanism for planning and coordination across sectors and 
key stakeholders involved In HPAI ;:ontrol activities. particularly with the United States 
Agency for International Development (USAID) supported projects in NepaL 

Planned Activities 

Output 1: The AI situation in the country is monitored and the national ~"trategy and 
plans are updated 
Activit:.· }_/_ Working ;:;mupx on Animal Health prm-·ided \t'ith appropriate guidance and 
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rechnical assis!ance. 

Activi!y 1.2. Workshops and training exercises conducted in each region to explain nnv 
surveillance modalities and facilitate planninK r4field ~vork.. 

Ac!iviry 1.3. 5iimulation exerci.res conducted- one in each ofrhe regions. 

Activity 1.4. Emer:~ency Disea.>e lnvesti~ation Tewns (EDIT) supported through material and 
logistical support. 

Activity 1.5. Review of live bird markets conducted and model.fClCilitie.<..· established. 

Output 2: Improved communication between key stakeholders that share data. 
information and knowledge, including reports and publications on HPAI 

Activlt_v 2.1. Func!ional linkages streng!hened het;reen pn~jects funded h.v USAID and other 
key stakeholders 

Activity 2.2. Assi s'l the Government in the improvement of the dissemination f.~( h!/(Jrmation (i.e. 
bulletins, repm1s, UJJdates) 

Activities. Undertaken during the Reporting Period 

Output 1: The AI situation in the country is monitored and the national strategy and 
plans arc updated 

Activity !.I. Workin;; xroups on Animal Health prm,ided 1-Yith appropriate guidance and 
technical assistance 
The Animal Health Directorate's Bird Flu :tvfonitoring Cell receives regular repons from the 
programmed village monitoring programme. The val He of this exercise is doubtful as it has so 
far failed to identify any suspc.et outbreaks. On the other hand, the enhanced surveillance 
progrmnme has played a major role in detecting outbreaks. The programme expanded in 
November 2009 tu 12 Jistt·icts funded through this project \Vith the remaining 1<-1- high risk 
districts funded through the Government's Avian Inf1uenza Control Project {AICP), has played 
a major role in detecting outbreaks. Although not every district is functioning optimally a<; yet, 
the int~Jrmation and material submitted to the regional laboratories from the enhanced field 
technician-poultry keeper contact is encouraging. Thl.s programme was teased out of lhe 
existing National Surveillance Plan. whlch was failing due to inadequate monitoring and 
guidance and a consequent lack of understanding by the district and livestock service. sub
centre staff. It is critical that monitoring by the district/regional and central Directorate of 
Animal Health (DAH) officers is adequate and that Ihe operators al the sub-centre level are 
adequately and promptly compensated for their visit costs. Inevitably, there are questions of 
sustainability. Targeted surveillance in the field may he an effective tool but lt is costly and 
unlikely to be prioritized hy the government once Jqnors suppott lapses. 

A.ctirity 1.2. lVorkshups and training exercises conducted in each region to explain ne:w 
sur.·eillanre modalities and.farilitate planning offield work 
The project supported a Deparrmem of Livestock Support Services (DLS) cross-border 
\vorkshop held in Jhapa on 10 January 2010 at which lhe Chief Technical Adviser (CTA) 
presented a summary of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations {FAO) 
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support to HPAl prevention and control in NepaL A consultative meeting was organized in 
Janakpur on 13 January 2010 follmveJ b)'- a workshop in Jaleswor, l\.fahottari disttict in 
preparation for an outbreak response simulation exercise planned from 15 to 19 April 2010. 
The project team briefed the t.:SAID country director and his staff on the current HPAI 
situation at the American Embassy on 3 March 20 l 0. 

Twining on the opermion of the Real Time PCR equipment supplied by FAO was given by 
consultants tlclded by the suppliers on 6 and 7 January 201 0 to nine trainees and further hands 
on training using field samples to six mtinees from 23 to 25 March 2010. Training was given 
on ELISA testing to three participants in Pokhara Regional Vet Lab tfom ll to 14 March 2010 
and on PCR testing at the National Avian Diseases Lab at Chitwan to three participants from 16 
to lR March 2010. 

Rapid Response Team training modules (cuBing, disposal, decontaminatlon, sampling, 
surveillam.·e) were conducted in Dh~mgaJhi (fur Baitadi, Dadeldhura. Dan.:hula) and Nepalgunj 
(for Smkhet and Rukum districts). 

Activft_v 1.3. Simulation exercixes conducted- one in each of the regions 
No simulation exen::ises were conducted during the qu:.trter owing to the demands of the HPAI 
epidemic affecting the country but preparatory visits were made in advance of the planned 
cxerdse at Mahottari district. 

Act;vity 1.4. Emergenc_v Disease investigation Teams (EDIT) supported through material and 
logistical suppor 
The Emergency Disease Investigation Teams (EDIT) have been active in responding to HPAI 
outbreaks in Pokhant, Tanahu, Banke, Dang, Chitwan, Rupandehi. Newalparasi and Kailali. 

Acth·ity 1.5 Review oflh·e bird markets conducted and model}O.cilities established 
The poultry market chain study is underway and the project team met \Vith the contracted 
consultancy group to review progress and emphasize priorities in the light of eu!Tent outbreaks. 

An imem:.ttional consultant on poultry markets made his first mission to Nepal and, 
accompanied by the national consultant, examined and assessed the risk situation m live bird 
markets and other marketing channels in the Kathmandu and Pokhara area<>. 

Discussions were he1d with representatives of Kathmandu municipality and with officers of the 
Marketing and Promotion Directorate of DL.'S. This work will continue during the- next quarter. 

Output 2: Improved communication between key stakeholders that share data, 
information and knowledge, including retrorts and publications on HPAI 
Activity 2.1. Functional linkages strengthened be!oveen projects funded by USAID and other 
ke_v stakeholders 

• Coordination meetings with the AlCP and DAH take place routinely. 
• Coordination meetings with AICP project management and with the STOP AI team 

leader have also been held frequently. 
• Field missions to Ka.skl, Janakpur, Mahottari, Chitwan. Rupandehi and Banke di.striers 

have allowed close interaction with Distrlct Livestock Service Office staff and the CTA. 
• Meetings were also held with the Chief District Officers of Rupandehi and Mahottari. 
• Meetings have been held with donors (actual and potential) including the head of the 

USAID mission in Nepal and the attache at the European Union Office in Kathmandu. 
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• Meetings have been maintained with the MOAC Secretary and Joint Secretary
Planning. 

• \Vithin the United Nations (UN) organization contacts have been maintained \-Vith 
relevant staff from the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) and World Health 
Organlzation (\VHO) and frequent information sharing takes place with team members 
ofOSRO/RAS701/USA project and the FAO Representative. 

• The CTA attended a meeting of the Technical Sub Committee for Avian Influenza 
(TSCAI) under the chairmanshlp of the Secretary, Ministry of Health and Populatlon, 
em the declaration of the Pokhara outbreak. 

ActiviTy 2.2. Assist the Governmem in the improvement of rhe dissemination of inj(;rmation (i.e. 
bulletins, reports, updates) 
The production of training films on simulation exercises using material gathe.red during the 
Ka"'ki simulation with some additional footage is in progress. 

Planned Activities for the Next Quarter 

Output 1: The AI situation in the country is monitored and the national strategy and 
plans arc updated 
Activi!y 1.1. The epidemic of HPAl is continuing but it is anticipated that the incidem:e of new 
cases will drop off to a ]0\V level during the coming quarter. However the situatlon requires 
strict monitoring and continuing cftOrts to identify and remove obstacles to early detection and 
swift response. Further refinements to the current legislative framework and SOPs wi11 be 
necessary and the project will assist in guiding this process forward. 

Acth.>itv 1.2. Rapid response team training will continue with three training sessions covering 
ten dlstrlcts as planned. 

ActNity 1.3. The field AT simulations whlch were postponed through the demands of the HPAI 
epidemic win be conducted with a joint exercise (with AICP) in M11hottari and a further 
simulation originally planned for Rupandehi, but now subject to re-location, to be carried out 
during this period. 

Activity 1.4. The mobile lab wilJ be delivered during the next quarter and will be a valuable 
addition w the capability of the central EDIT. 

Actil!ity 1 .5. The project management will monitor the progress of the poultry market smdy 
group with regular interchanges and feedback. The short term expett on poultry market bio
security and safety will complete his mission during the upcoming quarter. The focus of this 
input is to agree on a way fonvard to develop a stmcturcd and organized market for live 
poultry and particularly native bird~ from backyard producers that opemtes under improved 
hygiene and safe practices. This will involve working closely V.'ith the Department's marketing 
division nnd the Kathmandu ~unicipality. 

A.ctirity 1.6. The civil engineer contracted by the \V orld Bank funded project will complete the 
design and cost estin1atc for the post mortem mom at the Central Veterinary Laboratory and the 
tender will be launched by mid April. Subject to an acceptable hid, the contract should be 
signed in May and the construction completed in the final quarter. 
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ActiviTy 1. 7. The monitoring and <.~nalysis of the expanded enhanced surveillance programme in 
the twelve districts now under the proje..-:fs respom.ibility will continue through to end Apt·i1 
and may be extended if the epidemic has not been brought under control by that time_ 

Output 2: Improved communication between key stakeholders that share data~ 
information and knowledge, including reports and publications on HPAI 

Activity 2.1. The meetings held under the chairmanship of the Director General, DLS in 
coordination with STOP AI will continue as before and act a'> a forum for USAID funded 
projects in Nepal. The project management is also invited to anend the joint :Ministry of 
Agriculture and Ministry of Health TSCAI. 

Activity 2.2. The production of a training video utilizing the- material captured during the Kaski 
district simulation exercise has been contracted under the terms of Letter of Agreement (LOA). 
Some additional materials may be required and will be captured during the planning and 
implementation of the Janakpur exercise. 

Activity 2.3. The project will organize a number of meetings and workshops over the coming 
period. This will include a workshop to examine the events relating to the 2010 epidemic and 
the conclusions of the Crisis Management Centre (CT\4C) mission in order to adjust the 
preparedness activities in advance of the next winter seClson. A workshop will ex<Jmine the 
outcome of the poultry market chain study and a further meeting will examine the progress of 
the project and propose interventions for the following year (Phase V). 

Activity 2.4. The Compendium of Avian Influenza documents produced earlier was 10 high 
demand that it is proposed to update this pmduct and distribute to relevant offices. 

Acrivii)' 2.5. The updared and revised Standard Operating Procedure:-. (SOPs) for HPAI 
stamping OU[ has been approved by MOAC. Cnfortunately, this is a continuing process and 
further revision may be judged necessary. Once finalized, the project will assist in producing 
the translation into Nepali. 

l\Iain Challenges Encountered and Response Provided 

• The national stnttegy remains focused on early detection and effective response based 
on culling of poultry in atlected properties. The culling zone is restricted to the 
immediate area and drawn up using natural barriers where possible. Compensation is 
paid and the level of compensation has recently been raised although still well he low 
mm·ket value. Secondary outbreaks detected through survei1hmce around outbreaks are 
similarly culled although the cull is further restricted, often to the affected 
household/farm. The SOPs arc under constant scrutiny. Prcsemly, the Department is 
shackled by the need to declare outbreaks in newly affected districts through cabinet 
decision in order to activate the emergency procedures for resource provision to 
affected districts. Secondary outbreaks in the same disttict do not present this obstacle 
and arc referred to a"!: "hotspots". The major probkm is lack of adequate financial 
resources to properly implement the SOPs and this leads to a reluctance to declare 
outbreak.•.; because of the financial implications, leaving district offices to struggle with 
control actions with limited district resources_ 
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• High risk behaviours hy the communities living close to the border who continue to 
purchase cheaper poultry products from close-by Indian markets and by traders who 
make their living ln part or in whole from cross border activities maintain the threat 
level for :'\Jepal. The challenge, therefore, is to maintain awareness of the disadvantages 
of allowing tht: disea:-..e to enter and become established in Nepal and encourage a 
change in behaviour patterns that reduces that risk_ Coupled with this, it is vital that the 
country"s surveillance mechanisms arc efficient in the early detection of suspect 
outbreaks. Current arrangements for district surveillance are deficient and do not give 
the level of confidence demanded. The project has developed a pilot programme for the 
frontline districts and is gradually extending this to other high risk districts. The ability 
to deal \Vith outbreaks is being fine tuned through a programme of outbreak .<>imulation 
exercises and training of field technicians in rapid response activities. 

• The likely role of wild birds in the transmission of the current HPAI epidemic poses an 
added dimension for the animal health authorities. It may be impossible to prevent such 
transmission of HPAI to Nepal in the future but the system must be better able to detect 
cases at the earliest opportunity and to take measures which prevent or limit further 
spread. 

• The outcome of the poultry market smdy may be important in refining control 
measures. At the same time the control measures adopted must be as efficient and cost 
effective as possible in order to be sustainable by government and the role and 
participation of the private sector in developing and funding these controls addressed. 

Main progres._~ made towards the achievement of project outcomes (from the start t~{ the 
project activi!ies) 

Output 1: The AI situation in the country is monitored and the national strategy and 
plans arc updated 

The project programme. involving capacity building of district staff in relation to disease 
identification, sampling, usc of rapid tests. reporting, biosccutity and surveillance methodology 
as well as the .support given to the diagnostic services, has signiftcantly contributed to the early 
detection and effective response w the recent outbreaks. Table top and particularly field 
simulation exercises have strongly contributed to this progress. 

Output 2: Improved communication between key stakeholders that share data, 
information and knowledge, including reports and publications on HPAI 

The project has established effective links with all the bodies concerned with delivering HPAl 
prevention and control programmes and is assisting the government in the management and 
dissemination of information relating to avian influenza. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/605/USA Baby 03 

Project Tlrlc: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza 

R eportmg peno \pn to d A "I S eptem er -b 2013 
Countrv: Nepal 
Project title: Immedlate technlcal assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for llighly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza 
Code: OSROIRAS/605/USA Baby 03 
Budget: 
USD 1 594 000 (Phases I-VII) for period ending September 2013. 
The budget is being increased USD 150 000 tOr the period from October 20 I 3 to September 20 l4. 
Total budget: USD 1 744 000 
Effective starting date: l August 7006 
Planned end date: 30 Scptcmhcr 2014 
Context of the project 

The project supports the Govemmcnt of the Federal Democratic Republic of Nepal in strengthening its 
capacity ro detect and contain Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAl). The first detected outbreaks 
ofHPAI in Nepal occurred in the eastern region in early 2009 and sporadic outbreaks have occurred in 
every subsequent year during the cooler months_ Jn 2009, the virus of dade 2.2 \Vas clearly a cross 
border introduction, \Vhercas the 2010 outbreaks were most probably introduced through infected 
migrating birds as this was the first detection of clade 2.3.2. in South A;,ia. Clade 2.3.2 has evolved in 
subsequent years and the virus now in circulation in Nepal has been classified as 2.3.2.Ia. Outbreaks 
have occurred in all major poultry production centres in the country which arc linked by poultry 
market chains. During the current year the pattern of II PAl in Nepal has changed with a massive 
increase in tile incidence of cases which commenced in the usual winter period bu! which have 
intensified through the year irrtspective of climate. It has been noted that commen..:ial units have borne 
the bmnt of infections in 2013. unlike previous years when the focus was on backyard producers. The 
concerned government authorities have shovm a high degree of competence in dealing with sporadic 
outbreaks but have been completely overwhelmed by events during the current year. FAO. with 
support from USAID and others, through this project, no\v in its seventh ye.ar, continues to provide 
high quality technical assistance to the government of Nepal in confronting the serious challenges 
posed by !!PAL 
Objectives of the project 

The overall objective of the project lS for liP AI and other emerging infectious diseases to be 
effectively prevented and controlled on a national scale, thereby minimizing risks to human health, 
food security and livelihoods. The anticipate.{! outcome is that the Depa11ment of Livestock Services 
(DLS) is enabled for early detection, prompt and accurate diagnosis, and effective response to fiPAI at 
the national level. 

Activities planned for the reporting period (April to September 2013) 

Output J: Planning and cross-sectoral coordination at national level strengthened 

Activity 1. 1: Support the Government in planning and coordinating inputs at national level. 

In order to achieve the above output, the following activities were planned: 

The project team will \VOrk closely with the DLS and particularly with tile Directorate of Animal 
Health (DAH). Central Veterinary Laboratory {CVL) and Veterinary Epidemiology Centre (VEC) to 
address concerns relating to the liP AI diagnostic capabilitv at the CVL and related Regional 
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Veterinary Laboratories (RVLs). Together with FAO colleagues from the Kathmandu-based Regional 
Support Unit (RSU) of the FAO-EU-SAARC regional programme, the project team \viii facilitate the 
coJlection of data to assist in decision making on the question of vaccination against the 119!\"2 sub
type virus prevalent in Nepal and consider the findings in relation to the cffcc[s on poultry production 
and possible interference with H5Nl detection. 

Activity 1.2: Support regional and international coordination related to disease control. 

The project team will continue the coordination with FAO Emergency Centre for Transboundaf}' 
Diseases (ECTAD) - Regional Oftlce for Asia and the Pacific (RAP) to provide an emergency expert 
mission to examine and investigate variations in the laboratory findings between the CVL and 
reference laboratories to identify possible causes and to make recommendations for improvement. 
International support for the completion of the post-mortem room facilities and the adoption of 
satisfactory Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) to reduce possible cross contamination in that unit 
will be sought. The country team leader will continue interaction with relevant FAO-ECTAD-RAP 
expert'> to provide necessary tools to analyse the need for action, including possible vaccination, to 
~ontrol f 19"\17. infection. The project team will coordinate with the USAIO country crftlcc to ensure the 
latter is kept infonned of developments and F AO's analysis of the situation and needed responses. 

Output 2: Surveillance methodologies assimilated and integrated into DLS' regular programmes 

In order to achieve the above output, the following activities were planned: 

Activity 2.1: Conduct assessment and planning stakeholder workshops at development region level 
with inclusion of animal health, human health and civil authorities. 

During the period, the project will organize three workshops, one each in the central, eastern and 
\'/estern development regions in advance of the next risk period. The focus will be on those districts 
currently deemed to be most at risk of appearance or re-appearance of HPAI and will benefit from the 
inclusion of local stakeholders and development partners to ensure that available resources arc 
effectively applied to implement national strategies and SOPs. 

Activity 2.2: Provide technical guidance to the VEC in designing, setting up. implementing and 
monitoring disease surveillance activities. 

The project team will extend the gains already achieved in the handover of avian influenza 
surveillance activities to the VEC through technical collaboration with the Programme Director -
Animal Health (PD-AH) and joint fieldwork with the VEC 

Activity 2.3: Provide technical orientation to the concemcd field staff at district and regional level on 
the effective implementation of targeted active surveiilance for HPAI. 

The process of incorporation of surveillance activities into the district and regional programmes is 
advancing but the methodology is less well understood in some districts that have not bt-nefited from direct 
FAO surveillance management in the past. The VEC will be supported in monitoring the implementation in 
those districts deemed deficient and training of surveillance site community contact persons will be 
conducted in two eastern region locations during this period. 

Activity 2.4: In coordination vvith DAII, conduct six-monthly reviews and adjust programmes as 
necessary. 

The reappearance of 115NI IIPAI during the risk period of October to March appears to be well 
established. \Vhilc the disease favours poultry-dense districts, it has sho\.\n the ability to appear over a 
wide area of the country from the far east to the far west. The department is tasked \Vith maintaining 
stakeholder alermess and ensuring that the Government services are efliclent in confinning infection and 
responding accordingly. T1te project will coordinate \~o:ith the OAII in conducting six-monthly lessons 
learned review workshops. 
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Output 3: VEC achie"·es a comprehensive and evidence-based knowledge on the endemicity of 
HPAI in l\'epal 

fn ordcr to achieve the above output, the following activities were planned: 

Activitv 3.1: Support and facilitate epidemiology working groups to analyse available data (national 
and international) and make recommendations. 

Earlier work has indicated that Nepal faces three significant risks for introduction of HPAI. Cross 
border introduction through informal trading patterns and introduction by infected migratory birds add 
to the possible resurgence from vints maintained in domcsric duc-k populations. Value chain studies 
have given an understanding of the movement patterns that facilitate ~pread. The project team will 
assist the department in building on this basic knowledge wirh the additional information obtained 
through analysing the outbreak partem from each new wave of outbreak and to interpret this data to 
identify required adjustments to the controls in place. 

Activity 3.2: Provide technical guidance to field studies with particular emphasis on market chains 
and live bird markets in southeastern districts with reference to cross-border chains and Gangetic plain 
association. 

The project team has acquired a considerable database of infonnation and extensive field based 
knowledge of lhe factors concerned in the maintenance of HSN 1 infection in Nepal and is ready to 
share and discuss this information with colleagues within the department in order to contribute to 
efforts that throw light on issues that demand further study. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period (April to September 2013) 

Output 1: Planning and cross-sectoral coordination at national level strengthened 

Activitv 1.1: Support the Government in planning and coordinating inputs at national level. 

The project team, m coordination with FAO-ECTAD-RAP. was able to facilitate a backstopping 
mission in May from an F AO virologisL The mission reviewed the opemtlon of avian influenza 
diagnosis at the CVL facilitating the reinstatement of the real time RT-PCR test for H5Nl. The project 
team has worked closely with the Programme Director-Animal llcalth and his technical ofticers to 
assist in confronting the dramatic upsurge in IISN 1 outbreaks occurring in Nepal during this reporting 
period. This has in-cluded provisi-on of rapid antigen detection kits and Virkon S disinfectrmL In 
addition significant quantities of primersc probes, DNA extraction kits and other diagnostic materials 
required for PCR testing has been procured through the project and supplied to DAII. 

Activity 1.2: Support regional and international coordination related to disea~e controL 

The team leader has interacted regularly with the WIIO office in Kathmandu with regard to the 
zoonotic aspects of HS~ l outbreaks o.:cmTing in the country and also with the De-partment of Health 
m considering the need for awareness and preparation for any extension of the H7N9 outbreaks 
affecting eastern China. ECTAD-Nepal has worked closely with dcpartmem colleagues in designing 
and implementing emergency surveillance to ascertain the statu~ of H7N9 in Nepal. ECTAD-Nepal 
has also maintained continuous interaction with the United States of America Emba..•;sy and USA1D
Nepal officers to interpret the current situation and consider measures to support the response of the 
Government of;'\!cpa!. 

Output 2: Surveillance methodologies assimilated and integrated into DLS"' regular programmes 

Activity 2. J: Conduer assessment and planning stakeholder workshops ar development region level 
with inclusion of animal health, human health and civil authorities. 

The project organized three workshops, one each in the western, eastern and central development 
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regions as a follow up to the emergency surveillance for avian influenza A(H7N9) carried out in these 
areas which were judged at high risk for both H71'9 virus and the currently circulaling H5Nl sub
type. These workshops provided training for 71 stakeholders representing government and the private 
sector and enhanced awareness of the rlsks posed by the novel virus and the critical differences from 
H5N 1 which demand additions to the existing SOPs. 

Activity 2.2: Provide lechni..::al guidance to the VEC in designing, setting up, implementing and 
monitoring disease surveillance activities. 

A surveillance orientation worhhop conducted in April benefited 36 technical staff from three high
risk Kathmandu valley districb and two adjoining districts judged medium risk for HPAI. 
Surveillance programme monitoring missions were made in collaboration with the VEC to five 
district offices and six high risk service centres 

Activity 2.3: Provide technical orientation to the concemcd field staff at district and regional level on 
the eftCctive implementation of targeted active surveillance for II PAL 

Training tOr communi()' based surveillance contact persons from Bhaktapur and Makwanpur districts 
benefited a total of I 06 contact persons. 

Activity 2.4: In coordination with DAII conduct six-monthly reviews and adjust programmes as 
necessary. 

This clement of the planned programme could not be- completed as the demands placed on key department 
official.;, by the unprecedented number of HPAI outbreaks precluded attention to this important facet of 
understanding the disease processes in the country. However, project management participated frequently 
in technical group discussions at the DAI I on the developing situation and a coordinated response. 

Output 3: VEC achieves a comprehensive and evidence-based knowledge on the endemicity of 
HPAI in !'iepal 

Activ1ty 3.1: Support and faCilitate epidemiology working groups to analyse available data (national 
and international) and make recommendations. 

Unfortunately Nepal is still very much in the dark in respect of an understanding of the detailed 
mechanisms of HPAI transmission as the number of outbreaks, sometimes ten per day, have not 
allowed anything other than the most superficial outbreak investigation to take place. Consequently, 
there is a lack of understanding as to why the pattcm of outbreaks in 2013 should be so different from 
the largely sporadic outbreaks of previous years. The multiple and rapid spread of the li5N I virus is 
all the more difficult to understand when the majority of outbreaks are said to occur in commercial 
units with some degree of biosecurity in place which should reduce outward spread a~ well an 
inward incursion. Few outbreaks arc said to have occurred in backyard units although this may be a 
result of detection and reporting deficiencies. 

The ECTAD team, while appreciating the constraints limiting the possibility of a deta.ilcd 
epidemiological investigation in parallel with immediate response efforts, has convinced the 
programme director-animal health and his technical team that such investigation must be prioritised as 
soon as the resource situation permits. It is agreed that this investigation will be supported through the 
country programme in the coming phase, utilising F AO-RAP expertise and building on data acquired 
through earlier work carried out by the Regional Support Unit for HPEDs in SAARC countries. 

Activitv 3.2: Provide technical guidance to field studies with particular emphasis on market chains 
and live bird markets in southeastern districts with reference to cross-border chains and Gangetic plain 
association. 
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The project team was able to use the outputs of the market chain studies conducttxi under this projec:t 
in earlier years to identify live bird markets and collecting yard~ fOr risk based targeted surveillance 
directed at 117N9 but of benefit also in surveillance for IISN I and I I9N2 viruses. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period (October 2013 to 1\tlarch 2014) 

Output 1: Cross-sectoral coordination at country and international levels strengthened 

Activity 1.1: Support the ECTAD country team to provide inputs fOr planning and coordination at the 
national level. 

The F AO avian influenza project national project director will continue to spearhead F AO's suprort 
ro the DLS' efforts to limit the damage inflicted by HPAI on the country's poultry production sector 
and, taking advantage of extensive local knowledge combined with engagement with this programme 
from inception. will engage vvith key department officers to capture an in depth perception of the 
department's priorities and vision with regard to the events on the ground, including the private sector 
and political contexts. This activity will also support necessary updating and adjustment of SOPs 
and/or legislation through working groups. 

Activity 1.2: Support nationaL regional and international coordination related to disease control 
through regular meetings. 

The national project director, supported by the ECTAD sub-regional manager, will build upvn the 
close working relationship with the DLS and heads of the DAII technical units established over 
preceding project phases to ensure that the resources available through FAO. including those resulting 
from FAO's links with relevant international agencies and organizations, are given due consideration. 
This may encompass technical, advisory and financial support to the government of"!'\'epal's efforts to 
prcvcm, contain and eliminate avian influenza incursion and spread. Within this context. F AO will 
also address issues re-lating to outbreak risk communication, including the role of mass media. 

Output 2: The existing mechanisms available to DLS to monitor avian influenza viruses in 
circulation strengthened and their relative economic and zoonotic importance 
assessed 

Activitv 2.1: Enhance surveillance at live bird markets and collecting yards. 

The project will advise and support surveillance at live bird markets through three regional orientation 
workshops and monitoring activities conducted in coordination with VEC and DAH as these locations 
have been identified in other countries of the region as having a higher risk of harOOuring avian 
influenza viruses. This will be undertaken in cnordination with a TCP-funded programme to monitor 
for the presence of the influenza A(H7N9) virus. 

Activity 2.2: Support the technical capacity of regional veterinary laboratories for avian influenza 
virus diagnosis 

In cooperation with the central veterinary laboratory. and under the guidance of an F AO laboratory 
expert, the pn __ :ject will support the upgrading of technical capacity in selected regional laboratories, 
including the national avian laboratory at Chit\van and the regional laboratory at Pokhara. This would 
enable the national avian laboratory to conduct rapid and sensitive screening of suspect sampks using 
M-gene PCR and. when competency is assured, H5 PCR for pvsitives, which would take a lot of 
pressure off the CVL 

Activitv 2.3: Support the central veterinary laboratory in maintaining comprehensive diagnostic 
capacity for all avian influenza sub-type~ that pose a threat to human and poullry health in 1\"epal. 

FAO has been ablt> to reinstate the real time RT-PCR for H5Nl and H7N9. To maintain and further 
strengthen this aspect of HPAI detection and control shor1-term periodic missions tfom F AO 
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laboratory experts are indicated. The project mcmagement will coordinate with DAH and VEC to 
identif)· the precise requirements and liming for this activity. 

Activity 2.4: Encourage links wlth avian lntlucnza reference laboratories for proficiency testing. 

It is necessary to support quality assurance through sustainable engagement with proficiency testing 
programmes managed by intemationallaboratory networks. The project will continue to advocate for 
this approach and facilitate the set-up of such a programme for avian int1uenza and other 
transboundary animal diseases of zoonotic and livelihoods importance as well as assist in upgrading 
technologies and capabilities where shortcomings arc indicated. This will be addressed through 
regional laboratory netvvork collaboration. 

Output 3: Appropriate response to mitigate ayian influenza virus spread during epizootics 
and future internal dissemination developed 

Activity 3.1: Support the VEC and DA I i in gathering and analysing data from the 2(} 13 outbreaks. 

To date, 2013 has seen a massive increase in the number of J i5N l outbreaks de~:cctcd which have been 
concentrated in a sma11 number of poultry producing zones. A major concern has been the inability to 
contain the outbreaks and prevent spread. This has been combined \Vith a lack of in deprh investigation 
into possible sources and outward flow of potentially infected birds. With guidance from expert 
missions from FAO-RAP, the project management will support DAII and VEC in strengthening the 
skill base of field veterinarians, particularly those that have been exposed to field epidemiology 
tmining through FAO, for case investigation and the VEC analysis of data gathered with a view to 
providing an evidence base fOr interventions to limit the disastrous spread of avian int1uenza virus 
presently being experienced. FAO will also provide technical assistance to combine- these studies with 
an impact assessment on the livelihoods of those affected by the recent surge of outbreaks. 

Activltv 3.2: Support advocacy to influence producers and traders to adopt stronger biosecurity 
measures. 

The adoption and maintenance of strict biosecurity measures has been shown to be at least as effective 
as vaccination and more economic to implement. Although this project and others have conduc-ted 
training on biosccurity for farmers and their veterinary advise-rs and assisted in producing biosccurity 
guidelines appropriate for Nepal producers, it is clear from the number of outbreaks detected this year 
that implementation of such measures is inadequate. Further engagement \'l.'ith producers in key areas 
including live bird markets utilizing data and conclusions from activity 3.1 will be conducted with 
support and guidance on message elaboration and targeted delivery provided during this period 
through F AO. 

:vlain challenges encountered and response provided 

• 

• 

Private sector cooperation with govemmem policies and strategies for HPAI control and 
elimination is paramount. Such cooperation ls only possible if: (1) the measures imposed on the 
producers can be seen by them as reasonable in relation to the degree of threat; (ii) the 
cornpens.:ltion offered is adequate; and {iii) the assistance given in re-establishing production in 
commercial units is sympailietic to the economics of production. 

Critical to the Government's strategy of early detection and rapid response is the capability to 
pruvidc a rapid and accurate mechanism for confirming the presence of the I I5N J avian influenza 
virus. The project has responded by arranging for short-tcnn training missions by FAO experts 
but in the lung term there is a need tOr CVL participation in regional or international proficient:y 
testing programmes to maintain contldence. 
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Main progress made towards the achie'\·ement of project outcomes 

1: Planning and cross-sectoral coordination at national level strengthened 

The project management's close working relalionship has ensured fruitful collaboration with DLS 
and the technical units of DAH, while FAO·s standing in the forefront of global llPAI control 
strategy development and its leading position ln adopting a One Health approach has contributed to 
maintaining an overarching and effective communication with development partners and national 
stakeholders. 

2: Aspects of disease -surveillance related to outbreak investigation strengthened 

In close collaboration with the VEC. the- proje-ct developed a eomprchenslvc liPAI surveillance 
programme, including country-\vide passive surveillance supported by active surveillance targeting 
districts categorized as high risk. Combined with support to the veterinary diagnostic laborarories, 
this has provided a basis for monitoring the avian influcn7a situation. The results from this 
programme have guided continued cvah1.:1.tion of national strategy and the mechanisms for its 
implementation. 
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Project Monitoring Sheec: OSRO!BGD/101/USA 

Project title: Strengthening Emergency Preparedness and Response for Highly Pathogenic Avian 
Influenza {HPAI) in Bangladesh 

Reportin~ period: October 2012 to March 2013 

Country: Bangladesh 

Project title: Strengthening Emergency Preparedness and Response for Highly Pathogenic 
Avian Intluenza (HPAI) in Bangladesh 

Code: OSRO/BGD!IOIIUSA 

Budget: USD 2.5 mi11ion 

Effective starting date: 1 October 2011 

Planned end date: 30 September 20 l3 

Context of the project 
Bonglodcsh is one ,)fthe five high risk countries where Highly Pathogenic ,-\viun Influe-nza (UP AI) HSN I 
is still considere-d endemic. Since March 2007. Bangladesh ha~ rL'-ported a total of 555 outbreaks 
(49S commercial and 57 :;ackyard farms). Some 52 out of 64 dis:ricts and 179 out of 492 Up3zilas {sub-
districts) have been affected so far. This resulted in the culling of over 2.7 million birds and U1c 
destruction of over 3.5 miUion eggs. Following the peak of liPAl H5N l incidct:ce in 2008. there \vcre 
around 30 outbreaks in 2009 and 20 J 0. Outb:-e1Ks again peaked "' 2011. with 171 f3nns affected. 
However, in 2012.23 outbreaks were r>:portcd and as of 31 March 20l3, three outbreaks were con finned 
for the year. V..;hile new clades 2.3, 2.] and 2.3.4 were reported in addition Co clade 2.2. only clade 2.3 .2.1 
remained in 2012. No fatal human cases of H5N 1 vims have been reiJorted in Banglades:':. In total, six 
people have been infected since 2008. of whom th:-ce were found to be clusk--rcd around a live bird market 
(LBivij in Dh:J.ka in 20 I l. In Decerr,ber 2012, :he Goverr_mem started implementing an experimental 
vaccination programme in two districts {Gazipur a:1d Kishorgonj) targeting the commercial poultry sector, 
which might complicate the surveillance ~yster.. for HPAL Ti"',e project was extended to lhc end of 
September 201 3 to enable full Ltti1ization of fUnds. The active surveillance system, already transferred to 
the Depar:-ment of Li\·estock Services (DLS) ur_der the V·iorld Rmk {WB}-funded Avian InHuenza 
Preparedness and Response Project (AIPRP), which was terminated on 31Dcccmber 2012. faced the risk 
of complete collapse. The Food and Agriculture Orgar:ization of the Llr:ited ::--lations {FAO) p:-ovided 
interim supp011 fOr two months (January to February 20 i 3) until the Govemmcnt secures funding. 

Ob.iectives of the pro.iect 
The primary objective of the project is to strengthen the emergency preparedness to prevent and control 
HPAJ m Bangladesh. The immediate objec::ve " :o i:npnwe the HPAI surveillance capacity of the 
GovernmL'11t of Bangladesh to respond more cffCctive-ly to HPAI outbreaks and thL--rcby reduce economic 
losses and the global human p~mdenic threa::. Specifically, the project aimed to achieve the following: 

• increased capacity of the DLS to manage the surveillance programme: 

• early reporting of poultry diseases and early llPAI detection; 

• increased public awareness; 

• improved biosecuri;y and hygiene in poultry fanns and live bird markets; and 

• identification and c!iminmior.. of :he sources of HPAI infection . 

Planned acriviries 

Output A: Strengthened coordination, planning and policy support for effective management and 
control of HPAI and other emerging and n~-emerging zoonoses 
Activities: 

• refine standard opcratir.g procedures (SOPs) :~or outbreak im'cstigations and implement SOPs to 
capture essential data; 

• revisit/visit all comr.1ercial t3rms and nearby backyard poultry holdings anected during ::he last 
fOur years to assess or monitor the state ofhiosecurity in relation to the bac£yards in the vicinity; 

• actively engage with animal hcal:h authorities as appropriate; 

• conduct regular meetings with DLS . rhc Mir.istry of Fi,;herics and Livestock C'viOFL), the 
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• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

Ir:stitute of Epidemiology, Disea~e Control and Research (IEDCR), the Ministry of Health and the 
\\'orld llcalth Organization (_WHO}; 
organi.t:c regular coordination r.1cctings with key stakeholders (the Bangladesh Poultry [ndust:ics 
Assoc~ation [BPIA], the Bangladesh Livestock Research Institute [BLRI] and the Central Disease 
l!'.vest~garion Laboratory [CDIL ]); 

attend regional meetings and workshops to integrate national project activities; 
undertake an analysis of the key strengths and '.vcakncsscs of the current control approach; 
provide technical support to facilitate contact between the Government and donors; 

take concerted action with th..: Govcrnn:cnt to ensure full transfer of the act:vc suncillancc 
responsibility to the AIPRP of the WB; 

tactltta!e participation of oftlcials of ::atlonal veterinary services and policy makers In regional 
and international conferences and seminars related to I IPAI and otl:cr emerging infectious 
diseases: 

disseminate '\Veh-based Livestock Disease lnfon"!1:::nion System (LDIS) to all Upazilas to facilitate 
early electronic reporting on various diseases through training 0f all DLS stafi'; and 

ensure active p<lrticipmion and faciE! at(' coordination of the '-'Ountry programm(' with th<'" r('gional 
European Union (EU)-fundcd Highly Pathogenic and Emerging anC Re-emerging diseases 
(HPED) project 

Output B: Enhanced outbreak response and preemptive measures to prevent the outbreaks of 
H51'il in commercial farms 
Activities: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

anahse data collected from post outbreak investigations of commerc:al and neighbouring 
hackyard farms to identity a:Jd determine disease transmission dymomics, disseminate the findings 
and adjust control programme as appropriate: 

visit and seck inforn:ation on signs of a small-scale mortality among poultry in backyards in areas 
indicated as high-risk by ~patial temporal analysis of outbreaks; 
conduct e!Jidemiological as well as virological investigations whene·ver crow die-offs occur in 
order to identify links to poultry In commercial farms as well as backyard poultry: 
study free-ranging duck:> longitudinal:y and in depth in 50 backyards in the vicinity of affected 
fanns for sequence analysis; 

conduct hiosecurity checks and ensure good biosecurity is in place before restocking of fcrms 
where previous infections have occurred and the disease has been stamped out hy culling: 

conduct field studies to identify the causes of the pronounced scasona; pattern of llPAI in 
Bangladesh; 

continue :o collect and test samples from free-ranging duck populations in the vicinity of farms 
previously affected hy HSN I in orde to detect hidden resen'oirs; 

ensure biological samples from outbreaks and surveillance to be processed for isolation 0f Lo\'>' 
Pathogenic Avian InHucnLa (LPAf) and HPAI at I3LRI and ship lo FAO/OlE Reference Lab fbr 
molecular characterization; 

strengthen capacity in DLS tOr molecular a:1alysis of sequence data deriwd from H5N; virus hy 
establishing a sequence Catahase and sequence analysis ta.cility w·ithin FAO Avian Influenza (AT) 
Technical Lnit; 

continue to support and strengthen the activities of the Outbreak Response Management Cent::-e 
through the prm.-·ision of appropriate human resources and equipment; 

farth~r refine the geospatial mapping programme by including smalle::- commercial fanns; and 

incorporate inf01mation on backyard poultry into the ex.isting database . 

Output C: lmpnrved hiosecurity and hygiene in backyard, commercia) poultry sectors and LB:\1s 
Acti vitics: 

• 

• 

regularly assess the biosccurity of small commercial poultry 13-:ms adopting assessment tools 
developed by previous USAID-fundcd pn .. :ject on public-private partnership (PPP); 

encourage commercial poultry farms to he registered and compliant with regulations as well as 
bimecurity standa::-ds by raising pub:ic awareness in collaboration with the United 1\'ations 
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• 
• 

• 

Children's Fund (UNICEF) anC non-governeental organizatio:1s (NGOs}: 

rc\' icv.· rcgistra:ion procedure:;. for pou:[ry farms. with DLS; 
provide technical advice to the Government and stakeholders on the renovation and rehabilitation 
of LBMs in collaboration with AIPRP: and 
train market personnel, i:-:cluding veterina1y otlicers in c~eanir.g and disinfection exercises using 
power S!Jrayers and pressure was:-ters in colb.boratio:1 \Vith AlPRP. 

Output D: PPP for the Pren•ntion and Control of H PAl and other emerging infectious animal 
diseases developed and maintained 
Activities 

• 

• 

advocate with ditTerent city corporations/municipalities ar.d r.o,arket co::nrr.ittees fOr renovation of 
LBMs in line with established guidelir.es; and 

strengthen the dialogue between the public veterinary sen ices and various stakeholders such as 
BPIA by holding workshops on shared imercs:s such as biosccJrity. 

Output E: '"One Health" initiatives through active collaboration with wildlife and public health 
sectors promoted 
Activities 

• actively engage in multi-sectoral collaborations in all areas of animal/zoonotic diseases; 
• seck to increase visibility of FAO and USAID :o the public in all areas of animal health issues. 

indudi:'.g important zoonotic diseases (anthrax. rabies., Nipah, H l N I and otht.•r emerging ami rc
emergi:-:g infectious diseases) hy actively taking the lead to demonstrate commit::nent; 

Additional activities: 

• 
• 
• 

narrowing down flocks of llPAl-ir:fcctcC ducks withou: symptoms; 
extending weekly rest day for c1eani1:g and disinf(,-ction to the rest of the cou:1try; 
farther cxpand:ng nwhi-scctoral collaboration with public health. wildlife/environment and 
universities: and 

• ensuring sr:1ooth tnmsit:on of activities to the new US AID project "OSROiBGD/202/USA .,_ 

Activities undertaken during the rt-porting period (October 2012 to ~larch 2013) 

Output A: Strengthened coordination, planning and policy support fur effective management and 
control of HP .'\I and other emerging and re-emerging zoonoses 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

SOPs were reviev.-cd, refined fUrther and complied. They arc still pending Govemmcnt of 
Bangladesh approval. 

D<~ily contact was maintained wib the Chief Veterinary Officer (CVO) and key DLS staff: 

Meetings (20) held with DLS on HPAI and other diseases, includi:1g three monthly meetings . 
Meetings (P) ·were also held with :;.ey stakeholders such as MOFL, lEDCR, Ministry of Health 
and family \Vclfare (;\10HF\V), UNICEF and \Vf!O, inc!udng five meetings of the National 
Experts Cor.-,mittee o::', Vac.eination. 

Coordiaation meetings (.5) were held with the International Centre lOr Diarrhoeal Diseases 
Research, Bangladesh (icddr,b) and od.1c:- Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) partners (Family 
Health rn:-ernational [FHI] 360, EPT PREVENT, Eco-Healt!~ Alliance, IEDCR), BPIA {2), 
BLRf (11) and CDIL ( 12). Four general and ten project-specific BL?\J {lab network) coordination 
meetings were facilitated. 
Six regional meetings and fi'l.'e \'I,'Orkshops/conferences were organized and/or attended, in order 
ro integrate project activities (Annual Regional ECTAD [Emergency Centre tOr Transboundary 
Animal Diseases] Meeting [AREM]. tripartite and sub-regional). 
Ongoing analysis of the key strengths and weaknesses of the current control approach was 
performed. A checklist was dcvc:oped and used during !lcld visit£,-'outbrcak investigations. 
Contact between the Government and donors -..vas facilitated. including tOur meetings with 
USAJD, fOur with the United States Departr:1ent of Agriculture (L;SDA), two with WR two with 
the Embassy of Japan, o;:e wi:h the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JIC'A) and 
participated in facilitating two senior missions of the Government of the ~ether lands. 

The s}!ort mess..•ge service (SMS} Gateway active HPAI surveilla:1ce <>ystem was tUlly transferred 
to DLS in 2012. The project supported SMS Gateway staff salaries for two months {January-
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• 

• 

• 

Februa:-y 2013) following the completion of the \VB-funded AIPRP or: 31 December 2012. 

Suppo:1 \Va'> provided to 1.:5: officials and policy makers of the Government who participatcC in 
seven regional and i:1tcrnational confcrcnccs_...mcctings related :o llPAI, o:hcr emerging infectious 
diseases and One Health. 

Training to support a weh-based infor:n~n:on system (LOIS) t.J support DLS animal disease 
survei:lance \'Vas conducted_ As of the end of this reporting period. people in 394 out of 
492 Upazilas and 584 DLS staff have been trained. 
HPED national expert attended a regional meeting and training in Sri Lanka. regional training in 
peste des petits ruminants (PPR} diagnosis conducted in Dhaka, atter.ded by 20 Lah staff from 
SAARC cour.tries. In addition, the f lPED project prov:dcd reagents and equipment to PPR lab in 
BLRL Of 405 serological samples tested, 193 (47.7 percent) indicated pn::sence of antibodies. The 
250 nasal swab and tissue sarnples tested for virus indicated 1 ?\2 (72.R percent} positive. 

Output B: Enhanced outbreak response and preemptive measures to preYent the outbreaks of 
HSJ'Ii I in commercial farms 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Based on the rcpor: of a study in vvhich !15 farms previously infected with II5Nl virus during the 
last fOur years were revisited. Results indicated that no improvement in biosccuri:y was observed 
and almost 50 percent of the surveyed farms had either dosed or shifted to other livelihood 
enterprises. 

Biosecurity checks were conducted during investigations using a standard checklist, in joint post
outbreak investigations (3) with DLS and during field visits conducted by project staff Risks 
were identified and repo1is were issued. 

Data co;Jccted from l-"'!OSt outbreak investigmions ls bei:1g analysed for identifying disease 
transF.,ission dynamics. 

A letter of agreement (LoA) signed \Vith Chittagong Veterinary and Animal Sciences University 
(CVASU) and 1 113 samples were collected fmrr:. resident a:1d migrato::-y birds, including 400 
environmental samples lfom wild and domestic birds, and 84 pooled samples obtained from 
LBMs in Chittagong. So far, 15 samples were demonstrated to have antibodies against H5. Other 
tests for !Jresence of H5!"\ I virus \Vill be performed. 

Samples from frec-,anging ducks were collected in 2012 (14 000); lcsting was pcrfonncd in 
BLRI or. 12 500 samples (l 250 poo:s of tens) om of which IO pools were influenza pos:tive 
(0.01 percent) and out of those 10, nvo were HPAI positive. 

Biological samples eo!lcclCd frorr: outbreak and suspected fam:s conti:-J.ued to be sent to COIL 
and f3LRL Posi~ivc samples (20) were sent to the OIE/FAO Reference Laboratory for molecular 
charaetcriLation, and 19 were sequenced and confirmed three sub-clades of clade 2.3.2.1. 

To strengthen the capacity in DLS for molecular analysis of seque-::ce data, hioi:1formatics 
software -..vas identified and the procurement process was ini:iated. 

Geospatial mapping database of comF.,ercial poultry farms and LBMs is being updated and 
validated using lists (more than 60 000) of registered farms obtained from DLS of which 
15 919 records have been entered. An LoA fOr developing a comprehensive GIS database \Vas 
prepared and the process has been initiated.. 
A backyard expert \vas recruited and a p:an to conduct a duck survey and sample collcctior: was 
prepared. 

Output C: Improved biosecurity .and hygiene in backyard, commercial poultry sectors and LB:\1s 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Biosecurity of small commercial ~arms \Vas assessed dCiring outbreak investigatiflns and field 
visits using hiosecurity guidelines and tools developed by FAO. Fifteen drafi: manuals/SOPs for 
fann biosecurity were prepared in English and BangJa_ Two workshops \vcre organized_ 

As a result of project advocacy. MoFL has issued an order fOr poultry :'arm registration. Tv,··o 
meetings were held \Vith DLS to initiate htrm registration. A study was conducted to assess the 
knowledge of DLS staff (62) and poultry farmers (329). Findings were presented in a workshop 
in December 2012. 

A \Vorkshop on "Advocacy fOr poultry firms accredi:ation and registration" was organized in 
March 2013, attended by DLS and pou:try f3rmen; associations. 

A backyard expert vvas recruited_ ProcurL'IT.L'tU of backyard poultry inputs (sheds, feed and ducks) 
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was initbted and : R5 farmers were identified i:-1 three Cpazilas in Netrakona in col:aboration with 
DLS. 

Output D: PPP for the Prevention and Control of HPAI and other emerging infectious animal 
diseases developed and maintained 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

I:: collaho:-ation with AIPRP. technical advice was provided to DLS and partners on the 
renovction of LBMs. A second consultant mission was completed and a report \Vas prepared 
setting pla:1s. for renovating J 8 L13Ms in 2013 ( 12 unCcr this project and 6 under 
OSRO/BOGi202/USA). 

Advocacy by FAO continued to enforce a weekly rest day in 69 LBMs in Dhaka. starting 
April 2012 for thorough cleaning and disinfection. Three :nore municipalities (Gazipur, Khulna 
and Manikanj) started enforcing the same rest days_ F AO continues :o provide technical support 
fi.>r these operation~. 

Seventeen meeting~ were held 
decontamination, ;;urvcillancc and 
prepared. 

\Vith stakeholders to advocate for LBM renovation . 
weekly closures. Plans for developing 12 LBMs \vcre 

Refresher training for 100 people on biosecurity and disintection were conducted in LBMs 
ren,wated under the USAID-funded F AO:'DLS project. 

Ten thousand 13ehaviour Cha:1ge Communication {BCC) postL-'TS on regular decontamination and 
5 000 posters on weekly closure were prepared a::-.d distributed through DLS to city corporations/ 
municipalities and market committees around the country. 

Output E: ·•one Health" initiatives through active collaboration with wildlife and public health 
sectors promoted 

• in collaboration with key partners, actively participated and took the- lead in a workshop that 
validated strate-gic framework and action plan; 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

organized training of 30 multi-sectoral participants in One Health '\Vith a focus on \Vildlite and 
ecology; 

presented ami participated in the intcmational One llealth Prince Mahido! eonlCrcncc in 
Thailand; 
aucndcd more than 20 coordination meetings imolving partners; 
prepared concept no~e for EU funding; 

signed LoA \Vith NGO (Obhoyaronno- Bangladesh Anirc.al Welfare Socie:y ("0-BA WS") which 
:mplemen::ed rahies contml and dog population management programme in Dhaka; 

col:aboratcd with DO!!, DLS and other partners !Or dc\-cloping national strategic plan lOr rabies 
control; 
coordinated p:-oject activities '\Vith other US/\ID-funded projects (EPT-TDEJ\TIFY, EPT+ and 
:cddr,b/CDC) to ensure no duplication of effOrts; and 

participated i:: 20 ~echnical meetings ar.d workshops 0:1 various diseases (anthr-ax. HPAL rabies . 
foot-and-mouth disca~e and PPR). 

Additiona] activities: 

• 

• 

Narro,.ving down flocks of HPAI-infc-cted ducks without symptoF..s \V-ill lx achkved \Vith the 
complctioa oCthc nomadic duck surveillance in Nctrokona and EPT + studic~. 
Extending weekly the rest day fOr cleaning a:1d disinfection to the rest of the country has already 
started with three areas {Gazipur. Khulna and Manikanj). 
Further expar:ding multi-sectoral col:aboration with public health, wildlife/environment and 
universities ha,; already started with One Health training "Wildlife Investigation in Livestock 
Diseases and Public Health ('"\VILD'") and LoAs with universities. 
Smooth tra:1sition of activities w projec: OSRO/BGD/202/USA was ensured through 
coordinating workplans and two no-cost extensions of the project. 

Planned activities for the next three-month period 

According to the :-m-cost extension of the project to 30 September 2013, t'\';ro main components will be 
funded: (i) U3M development, advocacy and capacity building: and (ii} serological and virological 
monitoring of the experimental HPAI vaccination programme ir:-1plemented hy :he Government. The 
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follmving activities. are planned: 

• upgrade biosccurity and biosaJCty it: .a maximum of 12 additional LI3Ms - l 0 from among the 
already developed 24 LBMs and two llC\V priority markets; 

• 

• 
• 

• 

intensifY advocacy with city co.rporationsimunicipalities a:1d market committees to :mprove 
biosafety and biosecurity at 12 LBMs; 

conduct regular s;_trveillance of the additiona: 12 LBMs; 

train LBM personnel, traders. tra::-.sportcrs, local government staff and veterinary oiTiccrs in 
adopting biosafcty and biosccurity measures; 
hold meetings at least once a month wit!: all stakeholders for promoting PPP in sustaining LI3M 
hio-security; 
raise pu'::lic awarcr:css fOr ensuring that bin-security is maintained and SJstaincd in LBMs; and 

monitor and characterize presence or absence of viruses in the two districts where the 

Government conducted experimental vaccina:-ion {Gazipur and Kishorgonj). 

Main challenges encountered and responses provided 

• 

• 

• 

The Govern:ne,lt of Bangladesh started implementing <:n experir..ental vaccination o~ poultry 
against HPAI ir: two districts :n December 2D12. This :nay compromise the active survei;lance by 
masking the manifestation of symptoms in infected birds. F AO/EC'T AD orga:1izcd a COhsuhativc 
\Vorkshop to gaide planning and preparatio:-t requirements and to allmv participants to evabate 
their prcpa:cdness. and attcaded technical meetings organized by DLS. Serological and 
virological monitoring of vaccinated poultry is planned_ 

The active surveillance system on HPAI reqmres continued advocacy ar:d public awareness
raising !o remain operationcl and sustainable within the Government system, especially after the 
phasing out ofWB funding. Advocacy on active surveillance continues. 

Sustaining and exter_ding :he LBM rest days and decontamination practices will require continaed 
advocacy with stakeholders and monitoring. City corporations have hecor.o,e engaged m 

sustaining cleaning and disinfection activities. 

Main progress made tmnrds the achievement of project outcomes 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Nat:onal capaeuy was built to ::-cpon and cilcctivdy respond to HPAJ outbreaks, including 
survcElancc (active and passive) and diagnostic capabilities. 
The "One f Icalth'' approach has been acC'-tJtcd by key stakeholders, which allowed multi-sectoral 
coJ:aboration beh.veen Evestock, public health m~d environmental sectors. 

ECTAD Bangladesh has played a pivotal role ir: developing a national strategy for "One Health" 
and a five-year aetio:1 plan. 
The ac:ivc survcili.ance system, using SMS Gate\vay, has been sueces;;;Cully transferred to the 
Government. Altcma:ivc funding options to sustain it arc being considered by the Government. 

A novel disease reponing system. LDIS has been developed and IS being disseminated . 
Seventy percent of DLS field staff have been trained in operating the system. which \Vill a:tow 
quick re-porting of the animal health situation directly from the fic!C. to Dhaka. 
Signit:cant technical and logistics support '\Vas provided to DLS, BLRf, CDIL hvo national 
universities and national veterinary sec-vices in augmenting the capacity in dise2.se surveillance, 
diagnosis and cont~oliprevcnt:on. 
Biosceurity a-:td fiPAJ awareness have been strengthened through active su:-vcillance, training and 
dissemination of information. 
A strong partnership was es:abEsbed bet'\veen DLS and FAO. allowing fo; a smooth transmission 
of in:Onnation and collective action. 

For the :mpro-vc-mcnt of LBMs. a soliC partn'---rship was established with key stakeholde-rs, 
indudiag AIPRP, DLS, local governments, icddr.b and market committee-s. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/BGD/10iroSA 

Projecttitle: Strengthening Emergency Preparedness and Response for Highly Pathogenic 
Avian Influenza (HPAI) in Bangladesh 

Repmting period· April to September 2012 .. 

i Country: Bangladesh 
i Project title: Strengthening E1nergency Preparedness and Response for Highly Pathogenic 
i Avian lntlucnza (HPAI} ln Bangladesh 
i Code: OSROiBGD/Hll/USA 
i Budget: USD 2.5 million 
:Effective starting date: l October 201 1 
i Planned end date: 31 Decen1ber 2012 
Context of the project 
B<mgladesh is one of the five high-risk countries that are still considered endemic for Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Ini1uenLa (HPAI) HS~L Since Man.:h 2007, Bangladesh ha~ repurteU a lutal 
of 550 outbreaks (493 commercial and 57 backyard farms), Some 52 out of 64 districts and 
179 out of 492 Upazilas {subdistricts) have been affected so far. This resulted in the culling of 
over 2.5 million birds and destruction of over 3.1 million eggs. Following the peak of HPAI 
H5Nl incidence in 200.8, the number of annual outbreaks remains at around 30 in 2009 and 
2010. However, in 2011, the number of outbreaks increased to 17 L The situation is. compounded 
by the occurrence of new clades of H5Nl HPAI viruses, clade 2.3.2.1 and 2.3.4. While no fatal 
ca.ses have been reported in Bangladesh, three new non-fatal human Infection with H5N I virus 
was reported between February and March 2012. The last three human infection~ were found to 
be a cluster in a live bird market {LBM) in Dhaka. 
Objectives of the project 
The primary objective of the project is to .strengthen the emergency preparedness to prevent and 
control HPAI in Bangladesh. The immediate objective is to improve the HPAI surveillance 
capacity of the Government of Bangladesh to respond more effectively to HPAI outbreaks and 
thereby reduce economic losses and the global human pandemic threat. Specifically, the project 
aimed to achieve the fqJlowing: 

• increased capacity of the Deparnnent of Livestock Services (DLS) {0 manage the 
surveillance programme; 

• early reporting of poultry diseases and early HPAI detection: 

• increased public a\vareness: 

• improved biosecurity and hygiene in poultry farms and live bird markets~ and 

• identification and elimination of the suurces of HPAI infection . 
Planned activities 

Output A: Strengthened coordination, planning and policy support for cffcctiYc 
management and control of HPAI and other emerging and re-emerging zoonoses 
Activities: 

• Refine Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for outbreak lnvcstlgatlons and 
implement SOPs to capture essential data. 

• Revisit/visit all commercial farms and nearby backyard poultry holdings affected during 
the la.st four years to assess or monitor the srate of hiosecuriry In relation to the 
backyards in the vicinity. 

• Actively engage with animal hea]th authorities as appropriate . 

• Conduct regular meetings wilh DLS, the Ministry of Fisheries and Livestock (MOFL), 
the Institute of Epidemiology, Disease Control and Research (IEDCR), the Ministry of 
Health and Family Welfare (MOHF\V) and the \Vorld Health Organization (WHO). 
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• Organize regular coordination meeting with key st.:>kcholdcn; (the Bangladesh Poultry 
Industries As:-.ociation [BPIA], the Banglade:~.h Livestock Research Institute [BLRI], the 
Central Disease Investigation Laboratory [CDIL]). 

• Attend regional meetings and workshops to integrate national project activities. 
• Undenake an analysis uf the key strengths and weaknesses of the current control 

approach. 
• Provide technical support to facilitate contact betv;:een the Government and donors. 
• Take concerted action with the Government to ensure full tran~fer of the active 

surveillance responsibility to the Avian Intluetl7a Preparedness and Response Project 
(AIPRP} of the \Vorld Bank in DLS. 

• Facilitate patticipation of officiab of na(ional veterinary services and pt_-llicy makers in 
regional and international conferences and seminars related to HPAl and other emerging 
infectious diseases. 

• Disseminate web-based Livestock Di:-.ease Information System (LDIS) to all Upazilas tu 
facilitate early electronic reporting on various diseases through training of all Upa7ila 
Livestock Otficers/Veterinary Surgeons. 

• Ensure active participation and facilitate coordination of the country programme with the 
regional European Union (EU)-funded Highly Pathogenic and Emerging and Re
emerging diseases (HPED) project. 

Output B: Enhanced outbreak response and preemptive measures to prevent the outbreaks 
of H5Nl in commercial farms 
Activities: 

• Analyse data collected frmn post outbreak investigations of commercial as well a<> the 
neighbouring backyard farms to identify and determine disease transmission dynamics, 
disseminate the findings and adjust control programme as appropriate. 

• Visit and seek for information on signs of a sma11 number of mortality among poultry in 
backyards in areas indicated as high-risk areas by spacial lcmporal analysis of 
outbreaks. 

• Carry out monthly investigations of l 00 villages by veterinary surgeons in Upazila 
Livestock Office3 in frequently affected Upuilas throughout the yeaL 

• Conduct epidemiological as well as virological investigations whenever crow die-offs 
occur in order to identify links to poultry in commercial farms as well as backyard 
poultry. 

• Study free-ranging ducks longitudinally and in depth in 50 backyards in the vicinity of 
affected farms for ~equence ~malysis. 

• Conduct biosecurily checks and ensure good biosecurity is in place before restocking of 
commercial farms where previous infections have occurred and the disease has been 
stamped out by culling. 

• Conduct field :~otudies to identlfy the causes of the pronounced :~oea:~oonal pattern of HPAI 
in Bangladesh. 

• Continue to collect and test samples from free-ranging duck populations in the vicinity 
of farms previously affected by H5N l in order to detect hidden reservoirs" 

• Ensure biological samples from outbreak investigation and active surveillance to be 
processed for isolation of Low Pathogenic Avian Influenza and HPAI atBLRI and ship 
to FAO/ the \Vorld Organizatlon for Animal Health (OIE) Reference Laboratory for 
molecular characterization. 

• Strengthen capaclty in DLS for molecular analysis of sequence data derived from H5N1 
virus isolated in Bangladesh by establishing a sequence database and sequence analysis 
facility within the Food and Agriculture Organization of the Cnited Nations 

2 
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(FAO)Avian Influenza Technical Unit/Emergency Centre for Transboundary Animal 
Diseases (ECTAD) in collaboration with OIE/FAO Network of Experrlse on Animal 
Influenzu (OFFLU) and OIEJFAO Reference Laboratory for Avian Influenza and 
Newcastle Disease, Padova. Italy. 

• Continue to support and strengthen the activities of the Outbreak Response Management 
Centre through the provision of appropriate human resoun.:es and equipment. 

• Further refine the geospatial mapping programme by including smaller commercial 
farms. 

• Incorporate information on backyard poultry into the existing database. 

Output C: Improved biosecurity and hygiene in backyard, commercial poultry sectors and 
LBMs 
Activities: 

• Assess regularly the biosecurity of small commercial poultry farms adopting assessment 
tools developed under the previous United States Agency for International Development 
(USAID)-funded project on public-private partnership (PPP). 

• Encourage commercial poultry farms to be reghtered to be compliant with regulations a~ 
well as biosecurity standards by raising public awareness in coHaboration with other 
organization:.. (e.g. the United Nations Children's Fund [UNICEF]. and national and 
international non-governmental organiLations [NGOs]). 

• Review registration procedures for poultry farms with DLS. 
• Provide technical advice to the Government and stakeholders on the renovation and 

reh~bilitation of LB1vis in collaboration with AIPRP. 
• Tmin market personnel. including veterinary officers in cleaning and disinfection 

exercises using power sprayers and pressure washers in collaboration with AIPRP. 

Output D: PPP for the Prevention and Control of HPAI and other emerging infectious 
animal diseases developed and maintained 
Activities 

• Advocatt> with different city corporations/municipalities nod market committees for 
renovation of LBMs in line with established guidelines. 

• Strengthen the dialogue between the public veterinary services and various. stakeholder~ 
such as BPIA by holding workshops on shared interests such as biosecurity. 

Output E: •'One Health'"" initiatives through active collaboration ,,·ith wildlife and public 
health sectors promoted 
Activities 

• Actively engage in multi-sectoral collaborations in a11 areas of animal/zoonotic diseases. 
• Seek to increase visibility of FAO and USAID to the public in all area:.. of animal health 

issues, including important zoonotic diseases, such as anthrax, rabies, Nipah, pandemic 
influenza HlNl and other emet·ging and re-emerging infectious diseases by actively 
taking the lead to demonstrate commitment. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period (April 2012 to September 2012) 

Output A: Strengthened coordination, planning and policy support for effectiYe 
management and control of HPAI and other emerging and re-emerging zoonoses 

• SOPs were reviewed, refined further and complied. They arc currently pending 
Governmem of Bangladesh approval. 

• Daily contact was maintained with the Chief Veterinary Officer (CVO) and key DLS 
staff. 

3 
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• More than 20 meetings with DLS on HPAI and other diseases. Meetings were also held 
regularly with key slakeholders such a~ MOFL, IEDCR, MOHFW, UNICEF and WHO, 
including the National Vaccination Advisory Committee meeting at the :MOFL on 3 
June. 

• Coordination meetings were held with BPIA (one), BLRI ( 10) and CDIL ( 10). Two BLN 
coordinalion meetings were facilitated. 

• Four regional meetings and workshops were organized and/or attended to integrate 
national project activities. 

• Ongoing analysis of the key strength:-. and weaknesses of the current control approach 
was performed. 

• Contact between the Government and donors was facilitated during the visits of US AID, 
USDA, and JICA. 

• Support \Vas provided to IS officials and policy makers of the Government who 
participate-d in six regional and internation~.ll conferences/meetings related to HPAI and 
other emerging infectious diseases. 

• A recently developed web-based information system (LOIS) was disseminated to 394 out 
of 492 Upazilas in the country and 584 Cpazila Livestock Officers and Veterinary 
Surgeons were trained. 

• Support was provided to the regional EU-funded HPED project through recmitment and 
facilitation of {echnical aspects of {he project. 

Output B: Enhanced outbreak response and preemptive measures to prevent the outbreaks 
of H5Nl in commercial farms 

• A total of 115 fanns previously infected with H5~1 virus during the last four years were 
revisited to asse:!ls biosecurity statu:!!. Results indicated lhat no change in bio:security was 
observed and almost 50% of the surveyed farms were either closed or shifted to other 
livelihood enterprises. 

• Biosccurity check.." were conducted Juring: investigations. in post-outbn:ak investigations 

and during field visits conducted by project stnff. 
• Data collected from post outbreak im:estigations is heing analyzed for identifying disease 

transmission dynamic:>.. 
• Samples from free-ranging ducks collected during 2011 are currently belng tested. 

Preliminary results using pooled samples confirmed the presence of H5Nl in apparently 
healthy flocks. 

• Biological samples collected from outbreak and suspected farms continued to be sent to 
CDIL and BLRI. Positive samples were sent to the OIE Reference Laboratory for 
molecular characteriL.ation. 

• Preparations were initiated to strengthen capacity in DLS for moleculm analysis of 
sequence d.ata through provision of required bioinformatics software. 

• Support continued to be provided to the Outbreak Response l'vianagemenl Centre (Control 
Room in DLS). 

• Geospatial mapping database is being updated with poultry farm lists obtained from 
Jistric.t and sub-district levels. 

Output C: Improved biosecurity and hygiene in backyard~ commercial poultry sectors and 
LBMs 

• AfttT continued lobbying by FAO, a weekly resl day in LBMs in Dhaka commenced in 
April 2012 for thoTOugh cleaning and disinfection. FAO continues to pTOvidc technical 
support for these operations. To monitor the effectiveness of the process. 24 veterinarians 
were recruited and actively participated in technical supervision. 

4 
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• The biosecurity of small commercial farms was assessed during outbreak investigations 
and rield vi:.;it<. using bioseeurity guidelines developed by FAO under the USAID-funded 
project. 

• Commercial poultry farmers were encouraged to register with DLS to be c-ompliant with 
national regulations <lS well as biosecurity stanJards by raising public <1wareness and 
collaborating wlth other organizations. 

• A survey is being conducted investigating farm registration process and awareness. 48 
DLS officials and 231 poultry farmers h<1ve been interviewed so far. 

• In collaboration with AIPRP, technical advice was provided to DLS and partners on the 
renovation of LBMs. 

• Refresher training for 100 people on biosecurity and disinfection were conducted in five 
LBMs renovated through the USAID-funded FAO/DLS project. 

• An assessment was conducted to assess the renovation of 24 LBMs and to build on the 
success in further intervening in other LBMs. Recommendations were used to formulate 
the next phase of optimizing biosecurity ln selected LBMs, 

• Te.chnical expert was recruited in J\..'lay 2012 and provided additional technical supp01t to 
the LBM oper:niuns. 

Output D: PPP for the Prevention and Control of HPAI and other emerging infectious 
animal diseases developed and maintained 

• Advocacy continued with key stakeholders. including corporations/municipalities. and 
market committees, for renovation of LBMs in line with established guidelines. The 
LBM Assessment was also used as an advocacy opportunity for promoting cost sharing_ 

• Meetings were held between FAO/ECTAD and the market committee (New Mm-ket, 
Dhaka) advocating for cost sharing related to the improvement of biosecurity in LBMs. 

• Dialogue. be.t\veen the DLS and various stakeholders such as BPIA was strengthened 
during field visits conducted by project staff. 

• Poultry farm managers (230) \Vere trained on "Fann biosecurity and decontamination for 
poultry farm managers in HPAI affected areas. 

Output E~ "One Health" initiatives through active collaboration with '"~'ildlife and puhlic 
health sectors promoted 

• In collaboration with key partners a workshop was held to validate the One Health 
Strategic Framework and develop an Action Plan fOr the next five years. 

• Took the lead supporting DLS. DoH and other partners in developing national strategic 
plans for rabies controL 

• Coordinated project aclivities with other USAID funded projects to ensure no duplication 
of effor1 (EPT- IDENTIFY. EPT+ and icddr.b/CDC). 

• \Vildlife Investigation, Livestock ami Public Health- Introductory Training course in One 
Health was held in September. 

Planned activities for the next three-month period 

In addition to maintaining the activities mentioned above in Output A-E, the fOllowing activities 
arc planned: 

• narrowing down flocks of HPAI-infected ducks without symptoms; 
• extending weekly rest day tOr cleaning and disinfection to the rest of the country; 
• fmther expanding multi-sectoral collaboration with public health. wildlife/environment 

and universities: and 
• ensuring smooth transition of activities to the nnv L:SAID project ''OSRO/BGD/702/USA''. 

5 
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l\lain challenges encountered and responses provided 

• The government of Bangladesh made a decision to initiate an experimental vaccination 
of poultry against HPAI in two districts. F AO ECTAD organized a consultative 
workshop to guide planning and prepar<:~tion requirements and to allow participants to 
evaluate their preparedness. 

• The active surveillance system on HPAI requires continued advocacy .and public 
<:~wareness-raising to remain sustainable within the government system. Advocacy 
continues. 

• Vaccination of poultry against HPAI might compromise the active surveillance by 
masking manifestation of symptoms in infected birds. Sero-surveillance of vaccinated 
poultry is planned. 

• Collaboration with wildlife/environmental as well as public health sectors was needed to 
strengthen surveillance. Multi sectoral collaboration was strengthened under One Health 
initiative. 

• Decontamination practices at LBMs by trained market cleaners. are irregular: cleaners 
should be stably employed by the market committee. The City Corporation has actively 
become engaged in sustaining cleaning and disinfection activities. 

• Weekly re:'.t day of LBMs need:'. w be conlinued and extended lo the whole country to 
minimize a risk of HPAI virus circulation in LBMs. Advocacy and raising. public 
awareness are continuing. 

1\lain progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

• A successful active surveillance system on HPAI H5Nl using SMS Gateway has been 
developed. 

• The actiYe surveillance system using S!\1S Gateway has been successfully incorporated 
in the Government .system except for the central server and the database. 

• The established active surveillance system on HPAI mlng SMS Gateway was acclaimed 
as the "best pmcticc'' among the countries in the regions (Southca..""t Asia and South 
Asia) at the 6th Regional ECTAD Meeting, held from 20 to 22 Febru<:~ry 2012 in 
Bangkok. 

• A novel disease reporting system, LDIS has been developed and is being disseminated 
throughout the country to allow quick reporting of animal health situation directly from 
the field to the headquarters. 

• The "One Health'' concept has been accepted by the general public to the level of 
<:~lluwing multi-sectoral collaboration possible berween live:.;tock, public health and 
environment sectors in Bangladesh" 

• ECTAD Bangladesh has played a pivotal role in developing a national strategy for the 
"One Health" approach. 

• A 5-year action plan on One Heallh has been developed. 
• The ECTAD Unit pmvided significant technical and logistic support to DLS, BLRI, 

CDIL and national veterinary services in augmenling the capacity in dbease 
surveillance, diagnosis. and control/prevention. 

• Biosccurity and HPAI awareness arc strengthened through active surveillance, training 
and dissemin<.~tion of information. 

• F AO contributed Lo the development of the second national AIPRP in Bangladesh 
(20 11-20 I 6). 

• Strong partnership was established between DLS and FAO, allowing for smooth 
transmission of information and collective action. 

• For the improvement of LBl\h, a solid collaboration was established \-Vith AIPRP and DLS. 

6 
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Project Monitoring Sheec: OSRO!BGD/202/USA 

Project title: Strengthening national capacity to respond to Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza 
{HPAI) and emerging and re-emerging diseases in Bangladesh. 

Reportin~ period: October 2012 to March 2013 
CountQ·: Bangladesh 
Project title: Strengthening national capacity to rcspo:--.d to Highly Pathogenic Avian Infl";Jenza (JIPAO 
and emerging and re-er.-,erging diseases i!! Bangladesh 
Code: OSROIBGD/202/USA 
Budget: USD 2 miJEon 
Effective starting date: : October 20 12 
Planned end date: 30 Sep:embcr 2013 
Context of the project 
The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO} and its Emergency Centre for 
Transboundary Animal Disease-s (ECTAD) continues to support the Government of Bangladesh in 
controlling Hiehly Pathogeni< Avian Infuf!n7a (HPA l) H_'iNl o·.1thre;1k<: >lllrl '" h11i:dine nntional 
veterinary· service capacity to report and respond to outbreaks. These efforts were initiated in 2007 after 
which successive projects were designed and implemented to assist the Government. llow~ver. 

Bangladesh remains o:1e of five countries i:-: which HPAf is still considered endemic. Since March 2007, 
there have been a reported total of 555 outbreaks (498 commercia: and 57 backyard fa~ms-} in Bangladesh. 
Some 52 out of 64 districts and 179 out of 492 Upazilas (sub-districts) have been affected so far. This 
resulted in the culling of over 2.7 million birds and the destmction of over 3.5 millio:-1 eggs. Following the 
peak of I! PAl H5N l incidence in 2008, the number of annual outbreaks remains at approximately 30 in 
2009 and 20 IO. Another peak was reported 20 I l, when the number of outbreaks reached 17:. However, 
in 2012, a total of 23 outhreaks were reported. In 20!3, and as of March 31, three outbreaks were 
confirmcC. Whi:c new clades 2.3, 2.1 and 2.3.4 were reported in addtion to clade 2.2. only clade 2.3.2.1 
remained in 2012. No fatal human cases of HSNl virus have been reported in Bangladesh. Tn total, six 
people were ir:fecteC since 200R, out of whom three were ~Ound to he clustered near a live bird market 
(LBM) in Dj,aka in 2011. In December 20 l2, :he Goven:ment started implementing an experimental 
V;J<:~.:in<llion prugrauune in two dislrids (GaLipur <Eid Kislmrgonj) targeting 11:e cummen.:i<~l poultry seclm, 
which might corr:plicate the sunieilla:~ce systerr: for HPA!. TJ--:e project was extended until the end of 
September 2013 to enable full utili.wtion of fund~. The active suncillance system. already :ramferred to 
the Department of Livestock Services (DLS) under the World Bank I_WB) funded Avian Influenza 
Preparedness and Respom.e Project (AIPRP), which was terminated on 31 December 2012, faced lhc risk 
of complete collapse. F AO provided interim support for two months {January to FeC,ruary 20 l3) until the 
Government \-Vas a hie to secure its fUnding. Moreover_ Bangladesh also faces the risks of other emerging 
disease threats. which broadened the scope of the ECTAD mandate to address these issues through the 
One Health approach. 
Project Impact 
The project will contribute to the improvement of livc!iJ--,oods of vulnerable popu:ations i:1 Bangladesh by 
safeguarding human and animal heaith, and improving fOod <>ecurity and safety. 

Outcome of the project 
The outcome of the project is a decreased spread of H5Nl HPAI and other emerging anC. re-emerging 
diseases of significant puhlic health and economic it:~pact in the country. Th~s \-Vill he achieved through 
enhanced coordination. multi-sccto-:al approach, outbreak n:anagcmcnt, disease surveillance systems and 
biosafety and hio-security at farrr, and LBM levels. 
Planned activities 

Output 1: Coordination, planning and policy· support for effective management and control of 
HPAI and other emerging and re-emerging diseases strengthened. 
Activities: 
1.1 Support the Countty Team Leader and the Team to provide inputs fi:u pl2.nr:ing coordination required 
at the country level. 
1.2 Actively engage with animal health authorities as appropriate. 

' ' 
' ' ' ' ' ' 
' ' 
' ' 
' ' 
' ' 
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L3 Conduct regular meetings \Vith DLS, the Ministry of Fisheries and Livestock (MOFL}, Institute of 
Epider:1iology, Disease Control and Research (IECDR), Ministry or Health and Family Welfare (MOHFW), 
International Cc:-'.trc for Diarrheal Diseases Research. Banglade-sh (Icddr,b) and the World Health 
Organization (WHO) to promote One Health coordination using avian influenza {AI} as a modeL 
1.4 OrganiLc regular coordination meetings with DLS ar.d MOFL, and liaise with relevant stakeholders in 
the public and private sectors. 
L5 Attend regional meetings aCid workshops to integrate national project activities and to facilitate 
coordination of the country pmgramm~ with national, regional and global proiccts (AlPRP, the European 
Union {ELl) Highly Pathogenic Emerging Diseases (HPED) programme, the United States Agency for 
International Development (USAID) Emerg:ng Pandemic Threats (EPT}. EPT Pbs. etc.). 
1.6 Undertake an analysis or the key strengths and weaknesses or the current control approach including 
the HPA l vaccination policy a:1d provide the policy advice and necessary support to the Gover:-unen:, 
including post-vaccination serological and virological r:1onitoring. 
l. 7 Provide technical suppo:t to facilitate contact betwc-e:J. the Govcr.m1ent, F AO and donors. 
1 .R Facilitate the participation of offic~als. o~- national veteir.;:ory services and policy r.1akers in regional 
and international conferences and seminars related :o liP AI and other emerging infectious diseases. 
1.9 Ensure C:c acth-c participation, as appropriate, and facilitate the coordination of the country 
programme \Vith other projects or programmes (including EU-HPED, A[PRP, EPT and EPT Plus) and 
e_ ... plore co!la'::ora:ion with PREVENT on risk communication and prevention at the LBMs. 
L lO Advocate •..vit!"-. poul-:.ry fa:mers and associatio:J.s to adopt bioscc-urity measures at the farm level. 
1.11 Advocate \'Vith DLS and poultry associations to encourage commercial poultry farmers to register 
their farms in compliance with regulations, i:1cluding biosecurity guiddir.cs. 

Output 2: Veterinary services capacity in HPAI surveillance and control enhanced, 
Activitie.<.: 
2.1 Review and refine standard opera:-ing procedures (SOPs) already developed by the ECTAD
Bangladesh Team Cor controlling liP AI and other zoonotic diseases, w ensure good practice, based on 
international requirements. 
2.2 Ensure fu:l operation and dissemination of web-based Livestock Dis~asc lnfotmation System (LDIS} 
by follmving up on its implementation ror the timely electronic reporting on IIPAI and other zoonotic 
diseases by all Upazib Livestock Offices and Diseuse Investigatio:-~ Labomtories, and uss:st the 

Epidemiology Unit and Outbreak Respo-:-Isc Management Ccmre or DLS to conduct outbreak 
invc-stiga:ions and j)rocess epidemiological dma to identify disease transmission dynamics and adjust 
control programmes as approf!riate. 
2.3 Create and opcra::onaliLe the Banglade-sh Labo:atory Response Network in collaboration ">vith 
FAO/USAID's EPT -IDENTlFY project a::d the DLS, Directorate General of Health and other partners 
involved in providir.g lahoratory services; ensure coordination with EPT -IDE"!\'TfFY. 
2.4 Visit and seck infOrmation for signs or small-scale mortality amm:g poultry in backyards in areas 
indicated a.s high risk by spatial temporal analysis of outbreaks. 
2.5 Conduct epidemiological stCidie.s, in collaboration \Vith DLS and other relevant stakeholders, to 
identify the trends and patterns of HPAI in Bangladesh, as well as virological investigations whenever 
crow and other bird die-otTs occur, in order to identify links to poultry in commercial farms and 
backyards. 
2.6 Con:inu~ conducling an in-depth longitudinal study thm has already been initiated on free-ranging 
ducks in the vicinity of affected farms fOr sequence analysis in five selected districts and ensure synergy 
with the EPT Plus activities. 
2.7 Ensure biological samples fro:n outbrcaA invcstigatio:--.s and active surveillance to be processed f"or 
isolation oflow pathogenic avian influenza (LPAl} and HPAf in Cen:ral Disease ln\'estigation Lahoratory 
(CDIL} and Bangladesh Livestock Research [nstitute (BLRl) and shipped to the fAO/World Organisation 
fOr Animallkalth (OlE) RcJCrcnce Laboratory for r:1olccular charac:erization. 
2.8 Strengthen the capacity of DLS and BLR[ fOr molecular analysis of sequence data derived from the 
HSN I virus isolated b Bangladesh. 
2.9 ln collaboration with the environmental/forestry sector, moni:or wild birds and cases of unusual death 
to effectively roll o~tt preventive measures such as carcass disposal hetOre being scavenged by crows or 
other animals to contain :he virus and to ha\-C samples collected. 
2.10 Further refine the _geosparial mapping programme hy includinv smaller commercial f3.nns. 
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2.11 In collahora:lon with DLS, regularly assess the biosecuriry of commercial poul-.:ry farms adopting 
assessment tools developed under a previous CSAID-funded project on public p:ivate partnership (PPP). 
2.12. Support the par~icipatio::-. of national cpidt.-'miologists from DLS to the Regional Field Epidemio:ogy 
Training Programme for Veterinariar.s (RFETPV). 

Output 3: Bio-seeurity of Live Bird -:\ta1·kds improved through targeted renovation. 
Activities 
3.1 Select and upgrade biosecurlty in up to six LBMs out of the alre3dy developed 24 LBMs. 
3.2. lntcnsify advocacy with city corporatiomJmunicipalities. and market con:mittccs w improve biosafcty 
at LBMs. 
3_3 Conduct regular surveillance of the 24 LBMs. 
3.4 Train LBM personnd, traders, and \·etcrinary onlcers in adopting biosafcty and biosecurity m(:aSJres 
and conduct r.:-fresher training of LBM cleaners and traders in cleaning and disinfection exercises 
following SOPs in co:Ja.CJora:-ion wit:': DLS and city corporations/municipalitiesidevelopment authorities 
and AlPRP. 
3.5 Hold meeting;;; at least once a month with n:arket committees for promoting PPP in sustaining the bio
security in LBMs_ and continue to provide technical advice to the Governf!1ent and stakeholders on the 
renovation and rehabilitation of LBMs in coEaboratio:-1 with the AIPRP of the \VB. 
3.6 Raise public awareness tOr ensuring :ha: hie-security is maintained in LBMs and poultry farms and 
distrihute communication materials on biosafety and hiosecurity in collahoration v/:th stakeholders_ 
including DLS, AIPRP, city corporations!nunicipalities, schoolteachers, religious leaders a:1d the United 
Nations Chi:dren's Fund (UNICEF). 

Output 4: A model for HPAI safety developed through health certification. 
Activities: 
4.1 Hold meetings with the DLS Services w adopt a short message service (SMS) gatevvay system and 
geosp.atial maps of commercial farrr:.s fOr monitoring the movement of poultry from production to Eve 
bird markets. 
4.2 Initiate a pilot study for monitoring poultry movcmcn: and its biosccurity practices using the SMS 
system by selecting octe major live bird market in Dhaka. 

Suh -ac!ivilies includt': 
4.2_1 Support DLS in establishing checking posts for monitoring the movement on the routes of poultry 
transportation into Dhaka. 
4.2.2 Assess the feasibility ofche mo:~itoring used the sys:em. 
4.2.3 Expand the system w the remaining LBMs in Diaka. 
Activities undertaken during the reporting period (October 2012 to March 2013) 

Output I: Coordination. planning and policy support for effective management and control of 
HPAI and other emerging and re-emerging diseases strengthened. 

• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Several funding proposals, concept notes and two progress reports were prepared . 
Daily contact was maintained w-ith the Chief Veterinary Officer (CVO) and key DLS staJT_ 
More than 20 meetir:gs with DLS on HPAI and other diseases, including three monthly n:e~tings . 
Scvent;x:n meetings were also held with key stakeholders such as MOFL, lEDCR, MO!lf\V, 
UNICEF and WHO_ including five meetings of the National Experts Committee 0:1 Vaccination. 

Coordi:--.ation meetings {5) were held with icddr,b and other EPT partners (Family Health 
lr:tc:-national [FHI] 360, EPT PREVE!'.;-T, Eco-llca!tl: Alliance, 1EDCR), BPIA (two), BLRI (ll) 
and COIL (12) to prorr.ote a One Health approach. There '\Vere more than coordir.ation meetings 
in total. 

Six regioaal meetings and llvc workshopsiconiL-rences were organizi.."Xi and/or atte:--.ded to 
integrate project activities (Annual Regional ECTAD Meeting [AREM], tripartite and sub
regional). 

Ongoing analysis of the key strengths and weaknesses of the current control approach was 
performed. A checklist developed and used during field visits,loutbrcak investigation;;;. 
Contact between the Uovt---rnmcnt and donors was facilitated, including four meetings with 

3 
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• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

USAID. four \'Vith the United States Departr!'.ent of AgricLJ.lture (CSDA), t\vo with WR two \''lith 
Japan Embassy, one with :he Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) and participated in 
facilitating two senior missions by the- Government of the Netherlands. 

Suppo:i was: provided to 18 officials and policy makers of the Government \Vho participated in 
seven regional and i:1tenational conferences/meetings related to HPAI, other emerging infectious 
diseases and One Health. ECTAD presented and panicipatcd acthcly in the international One 
Health Prince Mahidol con~erence held in Thailand in January 2013, Kunming, China in August 
2012 .:1nd Bali, Indonesia in September 2012. 

A concept note was prepared for EU funding for a rcg:onal One Health project. 
A lcHer of agreement (LoA) was implemented with a non-govemmental organiLation (NGO) 
(Oh:·myaronno - Ba:1gladesh Animal \Veltare Society ("0-BA WS") •.vhieh implemented rnhies 
control and dog population managerr:ent programmes. 

Took the lead in supporting DLS, Department of Health (Doll) and other partners in developing 
national strategic plans for rabies controL 

ECTAD took the lead in coordinating EPT partners in Bangladesh- four coordination meetings 
held. Three meetings with FHI 360 PREVENT were held to explore collaboration in Klmlna 
slaughterhouse. 
ECTAD and icddr,b collaborated in LBM d-J.ck and pig surveillance and sharing of information . 
icddcb animal health laboratory '\Vill conduct sample testing fOr EPT + samp!es. 

Project ac:ivities were coordinated \".'ith other USAID funded projeccs to ensure no duplicacion of 
efforts (EPT-lDENTIFY, EPT+ and icddr,b/Ccmcr for Disease Control a:;,d Prevention {CDC] 
Atlanta). 

An LoA with Chittagong Veterinary And Animal Sciences University {CVASU) \Vas sigC~ed, data 
\Vas collected, .:1nalysis is ongoing to detect incursion of ne'\\' influenza viruses in migr:::ttory hirds 
in five dis:ricts. A total of 657 &lmpic-s were collected and testeC. 

Project staff participated in tw·enty technical meetings and wo:ks:".ops on va:-ious diseases 
{anthrax, HPAI, rabies, foot-and-mouth disease and pes/!? des petits ruminants [PPRJ). 
An HPED national expert attended a regional meeting and training in Sri Lanka. The regional 
training in PPR diagnosis, conducted in Dhaka, was attended by 20 laboratory stafr from the 
Sou:h Asian Association for Kcgio:;.al Cooperation iSAAKC) countries. Kcagents and cqu:pmcnt 
\Vere provided to the PPR in BLRL Of the 405 serological samples. tested, 193 (47.7 percent) 
indicated presence of antibodies, and the 250 nasal swab and tissue samples tested for virus 
indicated ! 82 (72.8 percent) positive_ 

The biosecurity of small commercial farms was assessed during outhreak investigations and field 
visits using hiosecurity guidelines and tools developed by F AO. Fifteen draft mar.uak"SOPs for 
fann biosceurity were prepared in English and Bangia. Two workshops ;vc:-e organized. 

As a result of project advocacy. MoFL has issued an order for poultry :·arm registration. Two 
meetings \Vere held with DLS to init~ate poultry brm registration. A study was conducted to 
assess the knowledge or DLS staff and poultry fhnners. Sixty-two DLS staff and 329 farmers 
were ir..terviewed and the findings were prc~entcd in a workshop at~ended by DLS senior staff in 
Decemher 2012. A workshop on "Advocacy for poultry farms accreditation and regis::ration" \Vas 
organi.-;cd in March 2013, and \Va~ attended by DLS and poul{ry fanners associations. Thirty 
percent of poultry fa:-ms arc registered as a result of project advocacy. 

Output 2: Vetet·inary services capacity in HPAI surveillance and control enhanced. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

SOPs were reviewed. refined fUrther and complied. They are still pending Government of 
Bangladesh approval. 
LOIS - a web-based i:1fOrmation system to support DLS animal disease surveillance - \Vas 
disscmina:ed to 394 out of 492 L'pazilas in the country: 5&4 DLS staffs were trained. 

Biosecurity checks were conducted during investigations using a standard checklist. in three joint 
post-outbreak investigations wit~ DLS and during l'icld \·isits conducted by project staff. Risks 
were identified and reports were issued. 

The Bangladesh Laboratory Response ~el\vork (BLRN), which was established in 2011 with key 
players (DLS. BLRI, icdC.r,b, 13ang Agric and Chittagong U:1ivcrsities) was rcprcse:1ted. Four 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

general and 10 project-specific meetings were he;d; activities were .:::oordinated and resources 
were shared. 
Data collected from post outbrca!<: investigations is being analy...:cd !Or identifYing disease 
transr.1ission dynamics. 

A backyard expert \Vas recrui:-ed and plans to conduct a duck survey and sample collection has 
been prepared. 
An LoA ha:;. been signed with CVASU. Sample were collected (600 serum and 657 cloacal 
swabs) from 657 resident and migratory birds, from April to December 2012. The total number of 
samples collected as of the end of Fehruary 2013 is I 113. An additional 400 environmental 
samples were collected from wild and dom'l.'"stic birds. and 84 pooled samples ¥vcrc obtained f'rom 
LBMs in Chittagong. Laboratory testing is ongoing. So far, 15 samples were demonstrated to 
have antibodies against HS. Other tests for the presence of H5N 1 virus 1.vil! he performed. 

Samples from f-:cc-ranging ducks were collected in 2012 (14 000). Testing was pcrfom.ed in 
BLRI on 12 500 samples (l 250 pools of tens) out of which 12 pools were liP AI pos:tivc 
(0.96 percent}. 

An additional 3 500 duck sa:np:es were collected through the EPT + programme and arc sti:l 
cominuing. 
Biological samples that were collected frorr. outbreak and suspected farms continued to be sent to 
CDIL and BLRI. T\venty positive samples were sent to the OIE/FAO Reference Laboratory for 
molecular characterization. out of \Vhich 19 were seque:1ced a:1d cont:rmed tOr various sub-types 
ofc:adc2.3.2.l. 
To strengthen capacity in DLS fOr molecular at'.alys:s of sequence data, biointOrn:atics sofhvare 
was identified and the procurement process initia::ed_ 

A One Health training ''Wildlife Investigation in Livestock Diseases and Public Health 
("WILD'') \'{as conducted, focusing on forests and ecology and was attended by 30 participants 
with focus on environmental and forest issues. 

Geospatb.l r!1apping database. which includes commercial poultry farms and LBMs, is being 
updated and validated using lists (_ more than 60 000} of registered farms obtained from DLS 
dis.u·ict and sub-district levels. out of \vhich 15 919 records. have been c:r.tcrcd. An LoA for 
de\'eloping a comprehensive GIS-hased database \\'as prepared and the process was initia7ed. 

Fou::- DLS participants could not attend the SAARC FETPV training in Nepal in NovembL-7 2012 
owing to delayed release process. They arc expected :o attend in Septcrr.ber 2013. 

Output 3: Rio-security of Live Bird .:\1arkets improved through targeted renovation. 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

A second consulta:r.t mission was completed and the report was prepared. setting plans for 
renovating lR LBMs in 2013 (six under this p::-oject and :2 under OSRO/BDG/10':/USA). An 
architect !las heen recruited and has already prepared drawings and bill of quantity (BOQ). 

Lobbying by FAO cor.tinucd to cnfon:c a weekly rest day in LBMs in 69 markets. in Dhaka, 
which comm"l.'"nccd in April 2012 for thorough cleaning and disinfection. Other parts of the 
country (Gazipur, Khulna and Manikanj) started enforcing similar policies. FAO continues to 
provide technical suppo::-t lOr :hesc operations through the presence of veterinarians at the LBM 
level. 
Seventeen meetings were held with stakehoJC.ers to advocate t~-x LBM renovation . 
decontamination, surveiEal"'.ce and we.:kly closures_ r;ans for developing s:x LBMs have been 
prepared. 
Refresher training fOr 100 people on hioseeurity and disinfection were conducted in LBMs 
renovated through the USAID-tUnded FAO.-"DLS project. 

Ten thousand BJ.:haviour Cha:1ge Communication {BCC) posters on regular decontamination and 
5 000 posters on weekly closure were pr-e--pared and distributed brough DLS to city 
corporations/municipalities and market committees arou:--~d t:--,e country. 

A protocol has been developed for LBM surveillance; 19 LBMs have heen covered hy 
survei:lance; 2 590 samples r.ave been collected; and 50 (2 percent) positive cases were detected_ 

Output 4: A model for HPAI safety developed through health certification. 

5 
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• 

• 

T\velve posts '\Vere established by DLS around Dhaka to monitor poultry movement a:1d to look 
fOr signs ofHPAI 

The model will be developed in the next quarter. 

Addirional activities perfOrmed: 

• The project suppm1cd SMS gateway staff salaries for two months (January to February 2013) 
follmving the completion of the \VB-funded ATPRP on 31 December 2012. The Government is 
currently looking for an alternative funding rr,echanism. 

Planned activities for the next three-month period 

ln addition to rr.aintaining the activities mentioned ah•we m O:~tputs 1-4, the following activities are 
planned: 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

use findings of duck surveillance ro narrow down flocks of HPAf-infec::ed ducks '\Vithout 
symptoms; 

extend weekly rest day for cleaning and disinfection to the rest of the country: 
post-vaccination sctological a:1d v illllogical monitOJ ing; 

develop a model for HPAl safety through health certification: 
hold mce~ings with ~he DLS to adop: SMS gateway system and gcospatial maps of commercial 
farms for monitoring the movcrncr:t of poultry from the production to live b:rd markc:s; 

initiate a pilot study for monito~ir.g poultry r:1over.1ent 2nd its biosecurity practices using the SM S 
system by selecting one major LBM in Dh2ka; 

assess the feasibility of1hc monitoring by using t;,.e SMS system; expand the SMS system to the 
remaining U3Ms in Dhaka. 

Main challenges encountered and responses provided 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The Government of Bangladesh started implementing an experimental vacc:nation of poultry 
against HPAI i:: two districts :n December 2012. which might compromise the active surveillance 
hy masking manifestation of symptoms in infected birds. FAO ECTAD organized a co:1sultative 
wor:'\.sho;:J to g:.~ide planning and prcparatio:-, requirements and to allow ;:Jarticipams to \!vah.tatc 
their preparedness, and atter:ded technical meetings organized by DLS. Serological and 
virological monitoring of vaccinated poultry is planned. 
The active surveillance system on llPAI requires continued advocacy and pu-Jiic awareness
raising to remain operational and sustainable wi:hin the government s.yste:n, especially after the 
phasing out of WB funding on 31 December 2D12. FAO.iECT AD, thwugh the project, supported 
the salaries of Held surveillance staff for two months (January-February 2013) and the 
Government is currently looking tOr alternative fi.mding options. 

Sustaining and extending the LBM rest days and decontamination practices will require 
continuous advocacy -..vlth st3Keholde~ a::d monitoring. City Corporations have hecome engaged 
:n sustaining cleaning and disinfection activities. 
The institutionalization of One Heali.h remains a priority. Funding and coord:nation et10rts must 
continue. 

l\tain progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

• 

• 

• 

• 

National capacity 1.vas strengthened to rep..1rt and effectively respond to HPAI outbreaks . 
:ncludi:1g surveillance (act:ve and passive} and diagnostic capabilities. 

Signiflcant technical ar.d logistic support was provided to DLS, BLRI, CDIL, t-.vo national 
universities and national veterinary sc~viccs in augmenting the capacity in disease surveillance, 
diagnosis and controL'prevention. 

The project sustained and guaranteed smooth continuity of activities initiated by preceding 
USAJD-fundcd projc;,:ts, and facilitated coordination ·with other projects and pa11ncrs (EPT, EPT 
Plus. Food Safety and Flli 360 EPT PREVENT, Eco-Hcalth Alliance and icddr,b.-'CDC). 

The focus of the OnP Heulth approac:1 has shifted from conceptual acceptance hy i<:ey 
stakeholders to the adoptio:-1 of stra:egies brough which it can :.e practically implemented (in 
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• 

• 

terms of funding and institutions}, especially in integrating the food safety sector. which will 
allmv Bangladesh to achieve significant progress in the ncar future. ECTAD Bangladesh will 
continue :o play a pivotal role in this evolutionary process. 

A novel disease reporti:1g system, LD[S. has been developed and is being disser.1inated. Seventy 
percent of DLS field staff have bee:J trained in operating the syste:-n, which \Viii allow quick 
reporting of animal health :;ituation directly from the field to the Dhaka. 

Biosecurity ar.d HPAI awareness have been strengthened through active surve:llance, training and 
dissemin.:r::ion of information. 
A strong partnership has been established betweer. DLS and FAO_ allowing fOr the smooth 
transrr.ission of information and collective action. 
For the ~mp:ovement of LBM,;, a solid partnership was established \Vith key stakeholders. 
indudiag AIPRP, DLS, local governments, icddr,b and market committee-s. 

7 
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Quarter II 2010 

Project Monitoring: Sheet: OSRO/BGD/902/USA 

Project Title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in Bangladesh~ induding 

active surveillance 

Reporting period: April to June 2010 

Country: Bangladesh 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in Bangladesh, including active surveillance 

Code: OSRO/BGD/902/USA + OSRO/RAS/605/USA BabyOI 

Effective starting date: October 2009 

Planned end date: September 2010 

Budget OSRO/BGD/902/USA: USD 3 082 ROO (Phase I) 
Total budget: USD 3 082 800 

Budget OSRO/RAS/605/USA Baby 0 I: USD 515 000 (Phase 1), USD 1 365 000 !Phase II). 
USD I 225 000 (Phase Ill) 
Total budget: USD 3 105 000 
Effective starting date: July 2006 

Planned end date: September 2010 

Context of the project 

Bangladesh is a high-risk country with respect to Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 
H5NI, experiencing its first outbreak in March 2007. As of 30 June 2010, a total of 
358 (304 commercial and 54 backyard) outbreaks have been recorded in 49 nut of 64 districts 
and m 156 out of 492 Upazilas/Thanas (sub-districts), resulting m the culling of over 

1.8 million birds. 

OhjectiYe.'> of the project 

The primary objective of d1e project is to improve control of infectious diseases by enhancing 
outbreak responses for preventing poultry diseases and developing awareness of HPA1 1n 
Bangladesh. 

Specific immediate objective is to improve the HPAI surveillance capacity of the Government 
of Bangladesh to respond more effectively to HPAI outbreaks and thereby reduce economic 
losses and a global human pandemic threm. Specifically, the project aimed to achieve the 
following: 

• increasing the capaclty of the Department of Livestock Services (DLS) to manage the 
Surveillance programme without technical or operational help from the Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO); 

• e.arly reporting of poultry diseases by door-to-door surveillance; 

• early HPAI detection hy diagnostic specimen collection and testin•~ to ensure a rapid 
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and effective disease response to control HPAI; 
• increasing awareness among the surveyed fanners and village~ ro strengthen passive 

surveillance; and 
• monitoring minimum biosecuritv standards in commercial farms. 

Planned activities : 

Output 1: Improved coordination and management for disease detection.,. diagnosis, 
control and preYention 

• strengthen the national c<.~p<lcity for disease detecti-on, dlagnosis. control and 
prevention through coordinated efforts of all stakeholders~ 

• have international and national experts provide continuous assistance to the 
Government of Bangladesh to facilitate contacts between the Government and dt.mors 
and coordinate projects and regional activities; and 

• have the FAO country team take lead role in the coordinmion and technical 
backstopping to cuver activities funded by the World Bank (WB) and the S"viss 
Government. 

Output 2: Enhanced outbreak response by cffcctiYc Outbreak Response Management 
Centre 

• strengthen capacity of the Outbre.ak Response Management Centre within DLS 
through the provision of appropriate human resources and equipment; 

• improve DLS' capacity for communicating with field operators, facilitating logi~tics. 
colJection and analysis of data; 

• have national and international experts in disease surveillance provide control and 
epidemiology technica1 inputs to assist the Government of Bangladesh in animal 
disease management. 

Output 3: lmproved biosecurity status in poultry sectors through biosecurity campaigns 
in the target areas 

• implement biosccurity campaign across the country as much as possible in targeted 
large-, medium- and small-scale poultry farmer:-. in poultry-dense area.s in every 
district; 

• develop educational materials to train trainers by technical experts in epidemiolugy, 
response management and advocacy; and 

• organize the campaign on biosecurity to reach at least 20 percent of the entire poultry 
farmer pupulation in the planned areas. 

Output 4: ProYision of assistance to the GO\rernment of Bangladesh to implement the 
National Avian Influenza & Human Pandemic Influenza Preparedness plan 

• a-;sist the Government of Bangladesh in the implementation of the national A vi an 
Influenza & Human Pandemic Influent:a Preparedness Plan for 2009-2011, which was 
elaborated in collaboration \Vlth FAO; and 

• have FAO assist in surveillance, disease response and diagnostics .and provide further 
technical inputs. 

Output 5: Active Surveillance on HPAI 
• conduct door-to-door active surveillance to collect infonnation on sickness and 

unusual deaths in poultry of 260 Upazllas, of which 150 have been already under 
surveillance since 1 October 2008; 

2 
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• send reports through coded message to web-based SMS gateway system; 
• have sites of potential outbreak investigated by Upazila livestock officers (ULOs) 

and/or additional veterinary surgeons (A VSs) supported by the project; and 
• have specimens col1ected for diagnosis in suspected cases by ULOs or A VSs and 

shipped to laboratories. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Ouput 1: Improved Coordination and 1\'lanagement for disease detection~ diagnosis, 
control and prevention. 

• International and national experts continued to provide expertise to the Government of 
Bangladesh, facilitated cont<:~cts between the Government and donors and coordinated 
projects and regional activities. 

• FAO country team continued its coordination role to cover those activities funded 
from WR Government of Switzerland and United States Agency for Imemational 
Development (USAID). 

• FAO continued to facilitate the Laboratory \Vorking Group meetings attended by 
Bangladesh Livestock Research Institute (BLRI), Central Disease Investigation 
Laboratory (CDIL) and Field Disease Investigation Laboratory (FDIL), World Health 
Organization (WHO), US AID and Japan International Cooperation Agency {JICA) to 
pruvide advice on laboratory design and procurement. 

• Team leader and a national consultant participated in the as:-.essrnent of national 
capability arranged jointly by ~ational Influenza Centre (IEDCR} and Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Atlanta. 

• On request from the Asian Development Bank (ADB ), one national consultant 
facilitated a session in the inception meeting for launching a project on food security 
including control of transboundary diseases. 

• Members from F AO avian intluenza (AI) team participated in the meeting on AI 
coordination. 

• Members had a discussion with Mr VinoJ Ahuja, Policy officer of FAO-Regional 
Office for Asia and the Pacific (RAP). The team leader, an international consultant for 
epidemiology nnd a national expert joined him in a meeting with the Secretary. 

• The FAO AI Unit member actively contributed in the formulation of a draft of the 
National ~1iJterm Priority Phm by a Mission from FAO headquartet-s. 

• Expert from the team participated in the further revision and editing of the Bangladesh 
animal slaughter and meat quality control law waiting to be vetted by Ministry of Law 
and Parliamentary Affairs. 

• FAO actively participated in the One Health conference and workshop with 
participants from CDC Atlanta, Wildlife Trust, International Centre for Diarrhoeal 
Diseas,e Research, Bangladesh (ICDDRB) and WHO. 

• The FAO AI Unit actively contributed in the review of knowle-dge, attitude and 
practices (KAP) study on AI, sponsored by the United f\:ations Children's Fund 
(UNICEF). 

• FAO communication consultant critically reviewed the Communication Strategy of 
National Agricultural technology project. 

• Samples collected from free-ranging ducks around fanns affected with HPAI have 
been collected and submitted to the National Reference Laboratory for Avian 
Influenza of BLRI in Savar for virus propagation and identification. 

3 
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Output 2: Enhanc-ed Outbr-eak Response by -effective Outbreak Response l\:lanagement 
Centre 

• FAO has been providing training on post-uutbreak management to DLS fidd ufficials. 
• Chief Technical Advjsor (CT A) and other members of the team have been monitoring 

the outbreak management system by visiting the vicinity of affected farms after 
occunence of outbreaks. 

• International consultant on epidemiology and national experts have been carrying out 
epidemiological investigation regularly after outbreak. During investigation, local staff 
members have been nominated for improving post-outbreak response. 

• As part of the post-outbreak investiga6on, sample-s have been eo11ected from free
ranging ducks in backyards for monitoring. 

• Samples have been brought to BLRI to be im .. x:u1ated into embryonated eggs for 
isolation of viruses. 

Output 3: Improved biosccurity status in poultiJ' sectors through biosccurity campaigns 
in the targeted areas 

• The biosecurity campalgn continued across the country's targeted large-, medium- and 
small-scale poultry farmers through A VS.s/Communiry Animal Health Workers 
(CAHWs). 

• A VSs/CAHWs have been provided with written instructions on biosecurity by visiting 
individual commercial farms. 

• The project supported and contributed to the Public-P1ivate-Partner~hip (PPP) project. 
also supported by lJSAID, jn de-livering biosecurity training for poultry industry 
suppliers. 

• The pmject manager of Geospatial Farm :Mapping and data loggers for collecting data 
and other basic information have been recruited. Information on 45 percent of the 
estimated farms has already been co11ected. 

• National consultants are monitoring and quality checking the data through a field visit. 

Output 4: Provision of assistance to the Government of Bangladesh to implement the 
National Avian Influenza and Human Pandemic Influenza Preparedness plan 

• F AO has signed an agreement with Government of Bangladesh to provide technical 
assistance to Avian Influen7a Preparedness and Response Plan in implementing the 
national plan. 

• In addition to AI plan, FAO has submitted a draft strategy on foot-and-mouth dise<~se 
(FMD) control drafted by the animal health officer with support from technical unit. 

• One of the national consultant is participating in the development of strategy on rabies 
control 

Output 5: Active Surveillance on Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza 
• The Active Surveillance programme is continuing in 260 Upazilas with 780 CAH\Vs 

and 88 AVSs. 
• The newly recruited CAHWs and the ULOs of newly added Upazilas were trained on 

active surveillance. 
• The veterinary officers {VOs) working under "Strengthening of Support Service for 

Combating Avian lntluenza (SSCAIB) in Bangladesh" were tralned to be involved in 
active surveillance. 

• A four-member team from Nepal was trained on SMS gateway system. 
• The national consultam and programme coordinator/representative from the 

Government monitored activities of A VSs and CAHWs. 

4 
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Planned activities for the next quarter 

Output 1: Improved Coordination and Management for disease detection, diagnosis, 
control and prevention. 

• Intcrnatlon~l and national experts will continue to provide expertise to the Government 
of Bangludesh, facilitute contact~ bet"\veen the Government and donors and coordinate 
projects and regional activities. 

• FAO country team will increase its coordination role to cover actlvities funded by WB, 
ADB and USAID. 

• FAO country team will support geospatial farm mapping project. 

Output 2: Enhanced Outbreak Response by effective Outbreak Response J\:Ianagement 
Centre 

• National and international Consultant will support the Government in conducting 
outbreak investigation on AI. 

• Post-outbreak investigation will be intensified by collecting samples from free-ranging 
ducks in backyards in the vicinity of affected farms. Sampks arc to be inoculated to 
isolate viruses, if any. 

• The FAO AI Unit, consisting of one intemational, six national consultants. one web 
page manager, one operation officer, one logistics and procurement assistant and one 
secretary. financially supported by the project, \viti be ready to supp011 the 
Government on any disease response and control effons. 

Output 3: Improved bio-security status in poultry sectors through bio-security campaigns 
in the target areas 

• Biosecurity campaign will be c:omlucted across the country targeting the large-. 
medium- and small-scale poultry farmers through A VSs/CAH\Vs, expanding from 150 
to up to 300 Upazilas. 

• Continuous assistance will be provided to PPP and cleaning and disinfection (C&D) of 
live bird market (LBM) projects. 

Output 4: Provision of assistance to the Government of Bangladesh in implementing the 
~a tiona I Avian Influenza and Human Pandemic Influenza Preparedness plan 

• The team will continuously support the Government in the execution of National 
Avian InfluenLa and Human Pandemic Influenza Preparedness. Plan. 

Output 5: Active Surveillance on Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza 
• The active survei11ance programme will be extended to 300 Upazila.<>. 

Main chaHenges encountered and response provided 

The post outbreak decontamination ami improvement of biosecurity are two main c:hallenges to 
achieving the objectives of the project. 
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Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

• F AO Technical Unit has been established at DLS comprising a team Df international 
and national experts and support staff. 

• The office for the Technical Unit at OL'i has been refurbished including [he provision 
of standby power supply. The Unit is fully computerized with high-speed reliable 
internet services. 

• AI Technical Unit is technically and logistically supporting the DLS. The AI Uni['s 
technical support enhances DLS staff capacity. 

• Biosccurity and mvarcncss of HPAI arc reinforced and strengthened by: active 
surveillance programme. teachers' training and dissemina(ion of 50 000 leatlets, posters 
and stickers to schools and at variDus national and regional meetings. 

• Door-to-door/farm-to-farm surveillance ha.<; been initiated using a network of 
780 CAHWs. The CAHWs and respective 260 supervising ULOs, 32 veterinary officers 
of SSCAIB project have received the necessary training:. A:-.. a result. disease 
survelllance has enhanced disease reporting. Better surveillance combined with 
increased a"varcness and constant reinforcing of biosecurity messages have helped to 
reduce the number of HPAI outbreaks. 

• All 780 recruited CAHWs were given training and then refresher training by FAO 
consultants on basic communication skills, specifically on those related to HPAI and 
SMS gate"\vay. 

• Various laboratory supplies including polymerase chain reaction {PCR) kits. RNA 
extraction kits, primers and other consumahlcs have been provided to BLRI laboratory 
to support the increase in diagnostic workload. 

• Standard operating procedures (SOPs) for laboratory tests for AI diagnosis have been 
drattcd and submitted to the Government. 

• SOPs for outbreak response. disease investigation, culling. C&D have been drafted and 
are being reviewed. 

• FAO team facilitated the Laboratory Working Group meetings attended by BLRI, CDIL 
and FDIL to provide advice on laboratory design and procurement. 

• Technical officers of eight leading farms and selected government veterinarians have 
received training on blosccurity and routine disinfection for poultry raising 
establishments. 

• Two humlreJ government veterinarians received training on post-outbreak 
decontamination. 

• F AO contributed to the development of the Second Communication Strategy tlx Avian 
and Pandemic lnt1uenza. 

• Web-based SMS gateway has improved thl~ early reponing system, 
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Quarter Il2010 

Project monitoring sheet: OSRO/EGYnOl/USA 

Project title: Strengthening Avian Influenza Detection and Response (SAIDR) in Egy)lt 

Reporting period: April- June 2010 

Country::: Egypt 
Title: Strengthening Avian Influenza Detection and Re~ponse (SAIDR) in Egypt 
Code: OSRO/EGY!70l/USA 
Budget: USD 3 000{)00 (Phase l), lJSD 3 000 000 (Pha'c ll), lJSD 3 000 ()()() (Pha'c lll) 
Total budget: USD 9 000 0()() 

Effective starting date: October 2007 

Planned end date: September 20 l 0 

Context of the Project 

Outbreaks of Highly Pathogenic Avian Jntlucnza (HPAI) spread in Egypt since February 2006, 
and the dlsease has become endemic. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations (FAO) has been providing technical assistance to the Ministry uf Agriculture and Land 
Reclamation (MoALR) through the implementation of the animal health component of the 
"Strengthening Avian Intlucnza DctcC[ion and Response (SAIDR) in Egypt" project funded by the 
United States Agency for International Development (US AID). 

Objectives of the- project 

The overall objective of the project is to minimize the human health risks and reduce the 
livelihood impacts posed by HPAI through its cffccti;.'c prevention and comroL The spccltlc 
objectives of the project are to ensure and facilitate: 
l. Regular updating of the national HPAI control/response plan; 
2. Improvement of biosecurity measures to reduce virus circulation in poultry populations and 

bird-to-human transmission; 
3. Improvement of surveillance activities of H5Nl in poultry and wild bird populations: 
4. Improvement ofHPAI outbreak investigation and response measures in poultry populations. 

Planned outputs and activities 
• Prepare a draft active and passive HPAI surveillance plan based on identified critical control 

points, covering all poultry production sectors and in accordance with the integrated national 
plan_ 

• Organize a technical workshop, involving relevant stakeholders and partners, for gathering of 
inputs and the enrichment of the draft HPAI surveillance plan. 

• Follow up on the proper implementation of the various Utters of Agreement (LoAs) by 
national and international partners. 

• Re-assess the implementation of the current LoA "vith the International Livestock Research 
Institute ( ILRl} and enter into a second agreement with the same for the implementation of the 
remaining project activities. 

• Conduct an introductory community-ba-;ed animal health and outreach (CAHO) course (ten 
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days) for 20 new practitioners. 
• Conduct a refresher workshop (five-Days) for the 20 new CAHO practitioners who will 

rece-ive the introductory course mentioned above. 
• Conduct a training of trainers (ToT) course (six-days) for 12 CAHO practitioners. 
• Organize and conduct two consultative workshops on principles and management of CAHO 

program in Egypt involving veterinary directors and othe1· decision-makers at governorate 
leveL 

• Finalize the procurement process for the remaining items to be delivered to the General 
Organizations for Veterinary Services (GOVS) and National Laboratory for Veterinary 
Quality Control on Poultry Production (NLQP) on time. 

• Operationalize the HPAI hotline system established within GOVS premises. 
Activities undertaken during the reporting period (April- June 2010) 

Objective 1: Ensure the regular updating of the national HPA 1 controVresponse plan 

• The English and Arabic version of the revised "HPAI Animal Health and Livelihood 
Sustainability Strategy"' has been officially <lpprovetl on 31 May 2010 by H. E. Amine Abaza, 
Minister of Agriculture and Land Reclamation {MoALR). The Jvlinister also advised the 
GOVS to move into the implementation of the revised strategy with immediate eftCct and to 
work in close partnership with all relevant counterparts. 

• GOVS. NLQP antl FAO Emergency Centre for Transboundary Animal Diseases {ECTAD) 
have continued to publish the '"Monthly HPAI News Review" and distribute hard and 
electronic copies to the stakeholders both in Egypr and abroad. This momhly publication 
provides relevant information on HPAI and related project activities in Egypt. 

• The p!'ocess for the refurbishment of 120 decentralized epidemiology units is initiated through 
the assessment of the local needs and identification of appropriate contactors. In terms of the 
procurements re-quired for these decentralised Epidemiology Lnits (Epi-Units). the statu~ ls a:-. 
follows: 

o Some 50 desktop computers received and delivered to GOVS for distribution to 
various Epi-units across the country: 

o Some 120 Air conditioners received antl distributed to 21 veterinary governorates~ 
o Extra procurements were conducted to facilitate data transfer from district to 

governorate level (500 fla<>h memory drives (4GB}, 250 electrical connectors, 400 
DVDs and one hard disk) and to a<>sist GOVS in establishment of a network in 
district Epi-Unit. 

o The procurement of 50 UPSs, 50 printers, 120 computer tables and 240 chairs is 
still in process. 

Objective 2: Improvement of bioset.·urit~,.. measures to reduce virus cin..·tdation in poultry 
population and bird-to-hnman transmission 

• Nine out of the l4 governorate Veterinary Services (namely Behaira, Dakahlia. Fayoum, 
Gharbia, Helwan, Kafr El-Sheikh, :Minya, Qena and Six Oclober governorate:>.) have properly 
and timdy implemented field activities as per agreed terms of LoAs signed with FAO. They 
have also delivered completed questionnaires with checklists and progress reports for the 
period from February to May 2010. Three governorate Veterinary Services (namely Souhag, 
Sharqia and Menolla) were lagging behind as a result of some internal limitations and were 
required to make extra preparations. These veterinary directorates sta!ted implementation of 
LoA activities only in May 2010. As a result, an intensive fo11ow up wa<; organized in order to 
ensure the proper implementation and timely reponing as per the terms of the LoAs. The 
remaining two governorates (namdy Assuit and Banisuef) had some internal constraints that 
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hindered them in implementing the agreed LOA activities. 
• In order to enhance existing technical capacity in application Df biosecurity measures. from 12 

May to 29 June 2010, ECTAD-F.I\0 conducted eight training sessions on practical biosccurity 
in l 1 veterinary governorates for a total of 157 trainees drawn from I 19 districts. The purpose 
of the training was to assist GOVS in forming district-level biosecurity teams in the high risb 
governorates. 

• Preparation of biosccurity guidelines for the different poultry production sectors and farming 
types is undenvay and handled by other FAD-implemented projects. 

Objective 3: Imprm'ement of surveillance activities of H5Nl in poultry and wild birds 
• ILRI submitted the final technical report of the second year activities. The report described all 

participatory e-pidemiology (PE) activities conducted in the past year to strengthen animal 
disease surveillance and control of HPAI H5N I. 

• From 19 April to 22 April 2010, two workshop.'> on '"'Principles and Management of CAHO 
Program in Egypt" were conducted with the aim of setting up standard management plan for 
CAHO program at both central and local levels. explaining technical issues related to CAHO 
field activities, discussing problems and challenges faced and suggesting solutions. A total of 
67 CAHO practitloners and decision-makers took part in these workshDp:.. 

• From l May to 5 May 2010, ILRI, in collnboration with ECTAD, conducted a six-day ToT 
session on CAHO, involving 12 skilled CAHO practitioners drawn from six governorates. In 
addition, a ten-day tr..tining course was organized involving 22 new CAHO practitioners from 
five governorates (namely Qena, Assuit, Sohage, Dameitta and Sixth October). 

• From 27 June to 1 July 2010, ILRI and FAO jointly conducted a five-day refresher training 
for previously recruited CAHO ream (22 participants from five governorates). Apart from 
refreshing their PE skills, the training allowed for the reviewing of CAHO field experiences 
and identified key constraints and lessons learned, 

• In March 2010, a LoA was signed with ILRI in order to support the expansion of the CAHO 
approach through tailored shott-term group training program in both previously selected and 
new governorates. 

• The 32 CAHO teams continue to operate in 15 governorates and have visited 176 villages 
during the reporting period. As a result, the CAHO teams detected 15 suspected HPAI 
outbreaks, of which 11 were confirmed positive by the reverse transcriptase polymerase chain 
reaction {RT-PCR) test. During the reporting period, 515 percent of HPAI confirmed outbreaks 
from the household poultry sector were reported through CAHO program. 

• Procurement of the following items is in proces:-.: 
o Consumablcs!phistic ware for real-time reverse tnmsctiptase polymerase chain 

reaction (RRT-PCR) for NLQP to meet its requirements fm routine HPAl diagnosis 
in poultry 

o Sampling kits and transport media as required by GOVS 

Objective 4: Improvement of HPAI outbreak investigation and response measures in 
poultry pupulations 

• Of the 22 Veterinary Directorates that signed LoA for HPAI outbreak response with FAO, 21 
(namely Alexandria, Assuit, Asw<.~n, Banisuef, Beheira, Dakahlia, Damietta, Fayoum, 
Gharbia, GiLa, Helwan, Ismalia, Kafr El-Sheikh, I'vfatlrouh, r'vlinya, Monufia, Qena, Sharqia, 
Six October. Souhag and Suez) nre properly and timely implementing field activities per the 
agreed LoA terms. They have also submitted a11 required reports (technical, comprehensive 
individual case and monthly progress reports) for the period from Februal)' to May 2010. Five 
of 21 governorates (Assuit, Banisueif, Ismailia, Mmrouh and Souhag governorates) did not 
report any confirmed HPAI outbreaks during the reporting period. The Veterinary Directorate 
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ln Luxor governorate had a delay in the identification and assignment of district rapid 
respvnse team (RRT) members. To date, nu report has been received from this governorate. 
They have recently indicated that they have started implementing LoA activities as of :rvtay 
2010. A national consultant handling field outbreak investigation and reporting is closely 
following the matter with the Director of Veterinary Services in Luxor in an attempt to 
enhance the delivery on the agreed LoA tenns. 

• From 8 April to 29 April 2010. ECTAD conducted four training sessions involving 70 
veterinarians from 16 governorates and g6 districts. The main purpose of the training was to 
a:.sist GOVS in fonning district-level RRTs ami enhance their performcmce in responding to 

HP AI outbreaks. 
• The following items required outbreak investigation, and responses were procured and 

delivered to GOVS: 
• 100 000 pieces of disposable aprons 
• 100 000 pieces of disposable plastic shoe covers 
• 50 000 .sterile rdyon swab.s, .and 
• 5 000 boxes of sterilized latex pmvder 

The procurement of disinfectant (Omnicid 2.5 ton) is still in process_ 

Project management issues: 
• After a long delay, the renova(ion of offlce space for (he establishment of HPAI hotline 

system within GOVS premises is completed. GOVS has nominated 37 staff members for the 
hotline system, vvho are currently receiving practical training. Upon successful completion of 
the tralning aml the attainment of the skills on the HPAI hot line system, the most outstanding 
candidates will be selected to make the system operational. FAO contracted SANCO PLC 
Company to provide the above specified specialized training. 

Planned Activities for the Next Quarter: 
• Follow up on the proper implementation of the various LoAs by national and international 

partners. 
• Organize and implement two introductory CAHO training courses for core national trainees 

from ten governorates. Each training session will last ten days and will be carried out jointly 
by FAO and ILRL 

• Carry out two fielJ monitoring mis:.ions. each lasting ten days, to a:-..sess the performances of 
the newly trained CAHO practitioners. 

• Provide. in collaboration with ILRI, two refresher workshops (five days each) on CAHO 
approach for recently trained CAHO practitioners. 

• Continue supporting GOVS in forming district-level biosecurity teams in the identified high 
risk governorates { 14) through the provision of five biosecurity training courses. 

• Finalize procurements in process and deliver the items to GOVS nnd NLQP. 
• Operationalize the HPAI hotline system. 
• Provide administrative and technical assistance to SAIDR- Project Management Unit {PMU) 

in GOVS and support them in completing planned project activities. 

1\-fain challenges ent-'Ountered and solutions: 
• Delay in the approval of the revised HPAI strategy forced Mr Abdessalam OuldAhrned, the 

FAG-Representative in Egypt and Deputy Regional Represemative (DRR) of the Regional 
Office for the Near East und North Africa (RNE), to write an official 1etter to H.E. Amine 
Abaza. MoALR. The ECTAD Team Leader held series of meetings with the Chief Veterinary 
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Officer (CVO) and the Coordinator of the Animal Health Institute (AHI) Supreme Councll 
anJ explained the need for ~ formal appmv~l of the revised strategy in order to solicit support 
from development partners and make subsequent preparations for its implementation. Thanks 
w the support from all parties approached, the revised strategy was officially approved on 31 
May 2010 by H.E. Amine Ahaza, rvloALR. 

• It is ~pp~rent that some governorate veterinary services lack the capacity to implement 
activities and to timely report according to the terms specified ln the various LoAs signed with 
FAO. ECTAD-EGY extended all rounded support and regularly followed up on the 
lmplementation and re-porting status of these governorates. As a resulr, a considerable 
improvement has been achieved in both activity implementation and timely submission of 
reports. However. there is no encouraging improvement from three of the governorates 
(namely Assuit, Luxor and Benisuit) due mainly to internal constraints beyond the scope of 
this pmject. A decision \Vas made by the Project Coordinator and ECTAD Team Leader not to 
disburse the remaining LoA instalments until a convincing delivery is made. 

l\1ain progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

• FAO has implemented, analysed and compiled numerous field-level studies on livelihoods. 
poultry value ch<.~ins and disease control -consmtints for use by GOVS. Project outputs have 
strengthened institutional capacities (manpower, infrastructure, etc.) of veterinary services at 
both eentral and governorate levels. 

• The a"!Scssment study conducted in the framework of the SAIDR project on AI vaccination of 
poultry in Egypt indicated that vaccination coverage and flock immunity level \Vas low. The 
organization of vaccination campaigns is poorly managed. The study suggested that 
vaccination should be seen as the only one of the many efforts required to make signlflcant 
improvements to HPAI control and prevention in the country. FAO has developed and handed 
over to GOVS a risk-based, targeted vaccination scheme for the different pmduction sectors 
as well as an operational plan and exit strategy. 

• The strategic HPAI review meeting held in June 2009, jointly organized by USAID, GOVS. 
MoALR and FAO, urged stakeholders to refocus their efforts in the future. As a result, the 
SAIDR project is focusing its efforts on the following key areas: (i) sustainable and cost
effective biosccurity ln all production sectors: (ii) risk-based targeted surveillance; and (iii} 
lmproved outbreak investigation and disease management capacities. 

• In close consultation with the primary stakeholders, FAO continually evaluated its project 
implementation. Government counterparts operating at various levels and private sector 
players appreciated F.A.O's approach and demonstrated high levels of confidence. ln close 
consultation with relevant partners. FAO has completed the process of reviewing the animal 
health component of the integraled national plan that needs. to reflect the endemicity of the 
disease and is needed for longer tenn risk reduction measures, The revised "HPAI Animal 
Health and Livelihood Sustainability Strategy," has been officially approved on 31 !V1ay 2010 
by H.E. Amine Abaza, MoALR. This will thus form !he basis for HPAI control effmts in the 
next five years. 
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Quarter III 2010 

Pmject monitoring sheet: OSRO/EGYnOJ/l:SA 

Project title: Strengthening Avian Influenza Detection and Response in Egypt 

Reporting period: July- September 2010 

Country: Egypt 

Title: Strengthening Avian Influenza Detection and Respom,e in Egypt 

Code: OSRO/EGYt70l/USA 

Budget: USD 3 000 000 

Effective starting date: 1 October 2009 

Planned end date: 30 September 2011 

Context of the project 

Outbreak'> of Highly Pathogenic Avian Tntluenza (HPAI) spread in Egypt since February 2006 and the 
disease has become endemic. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) has 
heen providing technical a:-sistance to the Ministry of Agriculture (MALR) through the implementation of 
the animal health component of the Strengthening Avi;:m Influenza Detection and Response (SAIDR) 
project funded by lhe United Stales Agency for International Development (USAlD). 
Objectives of the project 

The overall objective of the project i" to minimize the human health risks. and reduce the livelihood impacts 
po!-.ed by HPAI through its effective prevention and controL The specific objectives of the project are to 
facilitate: 

I. Ensure the regular updating of the national HPAT controliresponse plan. 
2. Improvement o: biosecurity measures to :-educe virus circulation in poultry population and bird-to

human transmission. 
3. Improvement of surveillance activities of H5N I in poultry and wild birds. 
4. Improvement of HPAI outbreak investigation and response measures in poultry populations. 

Planned outputs and activities 
• FDllow up em the implementation Dfthe various letters. of <lgreement (LOA) by national and international 

partners. 
• Organize two introductory community-based animal health outreach (CAHO) training courses for core 

national trainees from ten governorates. Each ten-d<:y training session \Vill he carried out jointly by FAO 
and the lnternation:::tl Live'>tock Research Institute (TLRI}. 

• CarTy out two field l"!lonitoring ten-day missions to assess the petfonnances of the newly trained CAHO 
practitioners. 

• Provide, in collaborating with ILRI. two refresher five-day workshops on CAHO approach, to recently 
trained CAHO practitioners. 

• Continue suppm1ing the General OQ~<miz:.ition for Veterinary Services (GOVS) in forming district-level 
biosecurity teams in the identified high-risk governorates ( 14) through the provision of five biosecurity 
trainmg courses. 

• Finalize procurements under process and deliver the items to the GOVS and the National Laboratory for 
Quality Control and Poultry Production (NLQP). 

• Operationalize the HPAT hot line.'. s.y!-.tem. 
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• Provide adminbtrative and technical assistance to the SAIDR project managemenl unlb in GOVS and 
provide ongoing support for the completion of planned project activities, 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period (July- September 2010) 

Objective 1: Ensure the regular updating of the national HPAI control/response plan 

• Based on the revised and app:-oved HPAI control strategy, the following activities '\vere undertaken: 
c GOVS. with the assistance of FAO. has developed a three-year a<.:tion plan for the control {lf 

HPAI in Egypt The action plan focuse'> on biosecurity. market chain management and enhanced 
disea:-.e reporting through appruprhue outbreak response and better determination of 
epidemiological parameters of the disease. F AO h<L<, organized a stakeholders meeting on 23 
September 2010 (including GOVS, NLQP, liSAID, the United Nations Children's Fund and the 
\:Vorld Health OrganiL.ation) to discu:-.s the approved action plan a:-. well a~ the new (]SAID
funded F AO project. 

c A new national Animal Health Technical Committee (AHTC) for HPAI has been esrabli'ihed by 
a Minic;terial decree and under the direct leadership of GOVS. The committee is compoi>ed of 
rt:presentaLive-> of ~\·era\ m.ttimml <tml inlemalional organizaLions with FAO :-..aving <:b ~~ 

secretariat. The main role of the AHTC is to provide science-based technical advice to the 
Ministry of Agriculture and Land Reclamation (MoALR) and the .National Avian and Hur.1an 
Influenza Supreme Council. 

• The process for the refurbishment of l 20 decentralized epidemiology unit~ is still ongoing. The local 
needs were assessed. specifications prepared and contracto0. identified. The office equipment for the 
decentralized epidemiology units have delivered to GOVS for distribution to the units across the c0untry. 

Objective 2: Improvement of biosecurit:y measures to reduce virus circulation in poultry 
population and bird-to-human transmission 

• Thirteen out of the 14 Governorate Veterinary Services (namely Assuit, Behair.:1, Dakahlia, Fayoum, 
Gharhia, Helwan, Kafr El-Sheikh, Minya. Menofia, Qena Souhag, Sharqia and Six October 
governorates) that signed LOA with FAO, have properly and timely implemented field activities as per 
a&;reed term.'>. They have also cqmpleted qu-e:-.tionnaires with checkli~t:-. and Jelivered progre:-.s repmts. 
FAO is follmving up to ensure the ;>roper implementation and timely reporting. It was, however, noted 
that the Banisuef Governorate Veterinary Services has some internal constraints that hindered the 
implement:.~tion o:- the activitie:-. agreed in the LOA. 

• FAO, in collaboration with GOVS, cnnducted five training sessions nn hiosecurity practices fnr a total of 
90 trainees drawn from 73 districts in 12 governorates. The purpose of the training was to assist GOVS 
in Ienning Jislrict-level biosecurity teams in HPAI high-ri,;k governmaie:-.. 

• Preparation of a simplified minimum hiosecurity guiJeline for the different commercial poultry 
production sectors and farming types was completed. 

Objective 3: lmprm.'cment of surveillance actiYities of AJHSNI in poultry and wild birds 

• An amendment was made to the LOA signed between FAO and ILRI in order to facilitate the production 
of a CAHO manual for practitioners and its tran:-.l.ation into Arabic. 

• ILRI, in collaboration with FAO, conducted a ten-day introductory CAHO t:-aining coun;e Followed by a 
fiw-day refresher course. These c:.~pacity building activities aim !O :-.upport the phm of the government to 
expand CAHO activities to additional districts. Three govemorates (Gharhia. Menoufia and Dakahlia) 
were trained in July and September 2010. seven other governorates (Kafr E\<;hiekh, Menoufia. Minya. 
Bani Swif, Dakahlia. Kalubia and P:.~youm) were trained in August and September 2010. 
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• Two ten-day field monitoring missions were conduch•d by FAO, ILRI and GOVS to assess 1he 
peli.ormances of the new!).- tmined CAHO pmctitloner~ in eight governorates (July- August 2010.t 

• The l08 CAHO qualified practitioners continue to operate in 15 governorates (Gharbia, Sharkia, Beheira 
Dakahleya, Dameitta, Six Octoher, Baniswief, Fayoum. Qena, Minya, Assuit, kafr Elshiekh, Kalubia and 
Sohage governorates). The pmctitioners visited 460 villages during the reponing period and 
detected 29 suspected cases matched \Vith HPAI clinical case definitio-n, of which nine were RT -PCR 
confirmed HPAI positive outbreaks. During the reporting period, 24 percent of the confirmed HPAI 
outbreaks from the homehold poultry sector were reported through the CAHO programr:1e. 

• A web-based CAHO database has been prepared to enz1ble the decentralized data entry by CAHO teams 
<::- well a-. facilitate rapid consolidation and analp.is of data by the GOVS epidemiology unit. 

Objective 4: 
populations 

Improvement of HPAI outbreak investigation and response measures in poultry 

• Of the 22 Directorates of Veterindry Services that signed an LOA with FAO for HPAT outbreak 
response, 20 arc properly and timely implementing field activities per the agreed terms (namely in 
Alexandria, Assuit, Aswan, Behein1, Dakahlia, Damietta, Fayoum, Gharhia, Giza, Helwan. Ismalia, Kafl· 
EI-Sheikh, Mattrouh. Minya, Monufia, Qena, Sharqia, Six October, Souhag, and Suez}. They have 
successfully fulfilled their reporting obligations .. Four governorates (Assuit, lsmailia, Matrouh and 
S0uhag) did not experience HPAl outbreak and did not u~ the LOA money. Two LOA related to 
Baniswi!' and Luxor governorates were cancelled due to internal administrative. 

• FAO. in collaOOration with GOVS, conducted a training session for district-level rapid response teams 
for enhanced HPAI outbreak respon~e. Twenty-two veterinarians drawn from 16 di~trict'> in nine 
governorates have benefited from this training. 

• Two and half tonnes of disinfectant (Omnicid) was purchased and delivered to GOVS for further 
distribution in high-risk governorates. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period 
• Continue the process of refurbishment of 120 decentralized epidemiology units and distribution of 

purchased items. 
• FinaliLe the various LOA signed with na1ional and international pa11ner:.. 
• Follow up on procurements under process and deliver the items !o the concerned beneficiary 

organintion. 
• Finali7.e SAIDR Year TV project activities and follow up on the clearance proee<;<> from FAO and 

USAID. 
Main challenges encountered and solutions 

• The support to the CAHO programme ended on 30 September 20l0 (end of SAIDR III project). The 
main challenge now is how m ensure the ,.;ustainability of this vital surveillance system. A series of 
meetings were held with the national veterinary authority including !he Chief Veterinary Officer. 
Agreement wa!>. reached to integrate the CAHO programme into the exi~ting government "tructure. FAO 
provided critical technical support to GOVS which facilitated the transfer of the CAHO programme to 
GOVS. 

• It seems to appear that some governorate veterinary services lack the capacity to implement the activities 
and to timely report on them, as per the terms of the LOA. FAO exte-nded its support and regularly 
followed up on the implementatlnn and reporting ~tatus. As a re:-.ult, a considerable improvement has 
been achieved in bnth activity implementation and timely reporting. 
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l\'lain progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

• FAO has implemented, analysed ~omd compiled numerous field-level studies on livelihoods, poultry value 
chains and di~ea.<.>e control cnn;,;traints for use by GOVS. Project outputs have ;,;trengthened institutional 
capadties (manpower, infrastructure, etc.) of veterinary services at both central and governorate levels, 

• The assessment study conducted in the framework of the SAIDR project on avian intiuenza vaccination 
of poultry in Egypt indicated that vaccination coverage and flock ir.mmnity level is low. The 
org:miz<>.tion of vaccinalion campaigns is poorly managed. TI1e ~tudy suggested thal vaccinalion should 
he seen as only one of the many efforts required to make significant improvements to HPAI control and 
prevention in the country·. FAO has developed and handed over to GOVS a risk-based. targeted 
vaccination scheme for the tlifferent production sectors, <L\ well a;, an operc.tional phm and exit ;,trategy. 

• The ;,;traregic HPAI review meeting held in June 2009. jointly organized by US AID, GOVS, Mini-:try of 
Health and l-AO, urged stakeholders tu rehx:us efforts for the fulure. A;, a re~ult, the SAlDR pn~eells 
focusing its efflms on the following key areas: (i) sustainahle and cost-effective hiosecurity in all 
production sector"; (ii) risk-based targeted surveillance; and (iii) improved outbreak investigation and 
disease management capacities. 

• In close consultation with the primary stakeholder-., FAO continually evaluated its project 
implementation. Government coum.:rpat1s op.:ratlng at various levels and private sector player 
appreciated FAO's approach and demonstrated high-level confidence. FAO has also completed the 
pwc~.;;;s of reviewing the animal health component oi'the integrated national plan that needs to reflect the 
endemicity of the disease and the needed for longer-term risk reduction mea.sures. The revised 'HPAI 
Animal Health and Livelihood Sustainability Strategy·, has heen officially approved on 3l May 2{}1{} by 
H.E. Amine Abaza, Mini 'iter. \.1oALR. This \'/ill thus form the basis for HPAI control effor1s for the next 
five years. 

• A three-year elaborated action plan \\·as prepared and finalized with direct support from FAO. 

• As a re.commendation of th.: revised strategy and United Nations joint mission report, an Avian Intluenz..'l 
Unit has been established in GOVS. The unit is fully engaged in all HPA( .:ontrol measures and in the 
implementation of coordinated activities with GOVS and other key partners. FAO provided technical 
advice and played a facilitative role in the establishment o:- this unit. 
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Quarter Il2010 

Project monitoring sheet: OSRO/EGY/801/USA 

Project title: Avian Innuenza Vaccine Effica-cy Projed {AIVEP) in Egypt 

Reporting period: April- June 2010 

Country: Egypt 
Title: Avian lntlucnza Vaccine Efficacy Project (ATVEP) in Egypt 
Code: OSROIEGY/80!/USA 
Budget: 1JSD 2 4!6 500 
Effective Starting Date: July 2008 
Planned End Date: September 2010 
Context of the Project 

Outbreaks of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) spread in 18 governorates in Egypt within 
less than three months after the disease was originally diagnosed in three governorates on !7 
February 2006. The Government attempted to control the outbreak through a stamping out 
procedure, which included culling of all poultry within a l km radius of the confirmed diagnosis. By 
the end of 2006, nearly 30 mi11ion birds had been culled. Outbreaks continue to be repotted in 23 of 
the 29 governorates in the country, and the disease has become endemic. 

In response to the continued threat of HPAI to Egypt, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Natlons (FAO) and the World Organisation for Animal Health (OlE) have been providing 
technical assistance through the joint OIE/FAO Influenza Network (OFFLU) and other initiatives. 
Specifica11y. FAO has been providing the Ministry of Agriculture and Land Reclamation (MALR) 
wirh major technical <1ssistance through the implementation of the Avian Influenza Vaccine Efficacy 
Project (AIVEP) and the Strengthening Avian Influenza Detection and Response (SAIDR) project, 
both funded by the L:nitcd States Agency for lntcrnational Development (USAJD). 

In collaboration with the Governmenl of the Arab Republic of Egypt (GoE), FAO, OFFLU and 
lJSAID are working together to conduct virus characterization and mapplng of Egyptian antigenic 
variants with intensified HPAI field isolate collection and analyses. Through antigenic mapping, 
challenge testing and transmission studies, this project has identified strategic recommendations for 
Egypt, including the development of clear criteria for the seleclion of vaccinal ;;.trains. 

FAO is providing key technical support through the AJVEP, as vaccination ls considered part of the 
overall efforts to reduce the HPAI infections and the spread of the vlms in Egypt with the potential 
to benefit other countries in the region and worldwide. 
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Objectives of the Project 

The- overall project obje-ctive is to assist the GoE in its efforts to control HPAI in the domestic 
poultry population and ro avoid the risks of human infection. 
The specific project objectives are to nmduct: 

l. screening and evaluation of genetic and antigenic varicmts among existing H5N 1 HPAI 
field strains previously collected from 2006 until early 2008; 

2. intensified collection of H5Nl HPAI field isolates from newly confinned outbreaks (since 
mid-2008); 

3. challenge testing of antigenic variunts in specific pathogen free {SPF) birds. and cmTently 
used avian influenza (AI) vaccines in Egypt; and 

4. controlled transmission trials in the laboratory on birds raised and vaccinated in 
commercial poultry fanns. 

Planned A<.--tivities 
Output 1.1: Screening and -evaluation of genetic and antig-enic variants among existing field 

strains previously collected from 2006 until early 2008. 

A:..:tivity La: 

Activity l.b: 
Activity i.e: 
A:..:tivity LJ: 
Activity l.e: 
Activity l.f: 

Activity Lg: 

Output 1.2: 

Activity 2.a: 
Activity 2.b: 

Activity 2.c: 
Activity 2.d: 

A:..:tivity 2.e: 

Output 1.3: 

Activity 3.a: 

Activity 3.b: 

Activity 3.c: 
Activity 3.d: 

Output 1.4: 

Screening and evaluation uf genetic and antigenic variants among existing field 
strains (2006- early 2008 collections). 
Carry out sequencing and phylogenetic analysis. 
Conduct antigenic profiling. 
Perform antigenic cattography. 
Selection of variants for challenge studies as specified under OuqJut 1.3 lx'-low. 
Assessment of biosccurity and biosafcty of the National Laboratory for 
Veterinary Quality Control on Poultry Production (NLQP) and laboratOI)' 
operations. 
Capacity building fi.e. training of Egyptian scientists). 

Intensified collection -of H5Nl HPAI field isolates from newly confirmed 
outbreaks (since mid-2008). 

Intensified HPAI field isolate collection. 
Conduct reverse transcription - polymerase chain reae£ion {RT-PCR) analysis 
(support for laboratmy consumables provided through SAIDR project). 
Identify all H5Nl HPAI isolates colle-eted since mid 2008 to 2009. 
Conduct sequencing and analysis of 100 isolates at :-.JLQP under the supervision 
of and assessment by the Southeast Poultry Research L;_tboratory (SEPRL). 
Perform antigenic profiling and cattography. 

Challenge testing of antigenic variants in SPF birds and currently used AI 
vaccines in Egypt. 

Safety, purity and potency testing of currently u~d AI vaccines in Egypt 
conducted at the Central Laboratory for Evaluation of Veterinary Biologlcs 
(CLEVB). 
Selection and testing of vaccinal seed strains for challenge testing (planned to test 
six vaccinal seed .strains against four challenge viruses [requiring a wtal of 24 
isolation units] carried out at SEPRL fUSAl). 
Second-year challenge testing canicd out at NLQP (Egypt). 
Capacity building (refurbishing: one of the existing NLQP units to biosafety level 
2 [BSL2] animal facility). 

Controlled transmission trials in the laboratory on birds raised and yaccinated 
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in commercial poultry farms# 
Activity 4.a: Organize ami provide ~uppo11 through training and workshop (Juring the la~t 

quarter of the project) to enhance skills of NLQP staff in transmission trials. 

Activities: Undertaken during the reporting period 

Output 1.2: Intensified eoUection ofH5Nl HPAI field isolates from newly confirmed HPAI 
outbreaks (since mid-2008). 

Activity 2.a: Inten.•tified HPAI field i'iolate collection. 
• From April to June 2010, ~LQP, in close collaboration with the SAIDR project staff, ha<> 

collected 178 370 samples from 3 396 cases. Of these, 84 cases te~ted positive for HPAI by 
real-tlme reverse transcription· polymerase chain reaction (RRT-PCR). 

Activity 2.b: Conduct reverse transcription - polymerase chain reaction {RT-PCR) 
analysis (support for laboratory t-'Onsumablcs pro\'idcd through SAIDR 
project). 

Results ofRRT-PCR tests undertaken from April to June 2010 include: 
• All co11ected samples fmm 3 396 cases were tested for a common gene by RT-PCR. and 84 

ofthe cases were found positive for AI. 
• All the above-indicmcd positive cases for a common gene of AI also tested positive for HS 

gene and negative for H7 gene. 
• The database of the new avian-influenza-positive samples has been regularly updated. 

Activity 2.c: Identify all HS~l HPAI isolates collected since mid 2008 to 2009. 
• Compilation of the list of po~itive samples and isolates from 2008 and 2009 is completed. 

and the process for the collection of positive samples from 2010 is underway. 
• Isolation of the flR positi·ve te~ted cases with RRT-PCR wa~ ~tarted during the reporting 

period and is still underway. 
• Virus propagation and reactivation of 48 positive samples was carried out at NLQP. 
• Isolated samples were titrated using haemagglutination (HA) test and kept at -SO degrees 

centigrade, and the database was regularly updated. 
• NLQP finalized the sequencing of H5 gene for five isolates and N I gene for nine isolates 

from 2010 collections. 

Activity 2.c: Perform antigenic profiling and cartography. 
• NLQP prepared and standardized all reagents and equipment needed. 
• NLQP arranged the work plan according to the isolates' list database and in close 

collaboration with SEPRL A sequence phylogenetic tree has been completed for the new 
isolates. In addition, ten new isolates "\Vere selected to be added into the isolates' list used for 
cartography. 

• The hacmagglutination mhibition (HI) test required for cartography is under construction for 
20 samples from 2009 and 2010. Results of HI test will be ready during the first week of 
July 2010. 

• Data will be shared with other partners (SEPRL, Erasmus lh1ivcrsity and OFFLU experts}. 

Output 1.3: Challenge testing of antigenic variants in SPF birds and currentJ.}' used AI 
vaccines in Egypt. 

Activity 3.a: Safet.}'.,. purity and potency testing of currently used AI vaccines in Egypt 
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conducted at the Central LaboratOQ' for Evaluation of Veterinary Biologics 
(CLEVB). 

• Scientists from SEPRL (Drs David Swayne, David L. Suarez and Cary Rue) were on a 
mission to Egypt from 4 to 15 April20JO {rhe mission was previously delayed twice) ro 
a~ses~ the implementation of training in '"Vaccine Effi;.:acy and Potency Regulatory Testing" 
at CLEVE. Dr Swayne visited CLEVB to follow up on the implementation of training skills 
received at SEPRL and to assess the currently used/licensed vaccines against international 
standards. 

Second year testing 
NLQP, SEPRL and Erasmus University examine antigenic, genetic, potency, efficacy and 
make recommendations to GOE 

• Results of the HI test needed for cartography data analyr~is will be -;hared \Vith other pmtners 
during the first week of July. Based on the output of the analysis, which will be conducted at 
Erasmus University, the cha1lenge virus(s) will be selected in co1laboration with SEPRL and 
will be used for the se\..:ond challenge test to be can·ied out at NLQP. 

Non-intermediate results (IRs) Activities 
• Two workshops were held in Alexandria and Port Scid involving staff from NLQP and 

Satellite laboratories with the aim of strengthening the coordination between them and of 
discussing technical and administrative challenges and ways to address them. 

• At request of SEPRL and in close consultation \Vith all concerned parties, a six-month no
cost extension with budget revision was approved. The project will, thus, be completed in 
February 2011. 

Planned a-ctivities for the next quarter 

Output 1.4: Controlled transmission trials in the laboratory on birds raised and vaccinated 
in commercial poultry farms. 

to he dealt with scparZJtcly- tmining 

Other::: 
• Developing the BSL3 capacity at NLQP through the technical a<;sistancc of the United 

States :\laval Medical Research Unit 3 (NAMRU3). 
• Follmving up on the process of the upgrading of the animal facility to BSL3 to enable the 

conducting of the planned challenge test. 

·Main challenges encountered and solutions 

• Because of the need to re-do some of the challenge test groups conducted at SEPRL, the 
a;.:tivities were rescheduled for August 2010. As this delay has affe;.:ted the time plan of the 
project, a no-cost extension was requested by SEPRL and FAO and granted by USAID. 

• Difficulties were faced in finding a local company specialized in design, construction and 
follow-up on the delivery of BSL3 labs and air ventilation systems. This has led to the 
delay in finalizing reconstruction of the animal t3cility area to reach BSL3 quality, an 
aspect essential for conducting challenge tests in order to detcrmlne the efficacies of the 
vaccmes. An international bid has been prepared and four companies were invited to 
deliver offers (one local and three foreign companies). However, all the three foreign 
companies declined to tender. This has raised a concern, as a minimum of three companies 
is required to continue with the bidding process. There is an urgent need to search for new 
companies rhar are willing to participate in the bidding and that are ah1e to complete the 
reconstruction of the animal facility on time. 
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Quarter lll2010 
Project monitoring sheet: OSRO/EGY/801/l!SA 

Project title: A\'ian Influenza Vaccine Efficacy Project in Egypt 

Reporting period: July- September 2010 

Country: Egypt 

Title: Avian Influenza Vaccine Efficacy Project in Egypt 

Code: OSRO!EGY/801/USA 

Budget: USD 2 416 500 

Effective starting date: 9 June 200X 

Planned end date: 2S February 2011 

Context of the project 

Outbreaks of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) spread in 18 governorates in Egypt within 
less than three months after the disease was originally diagnosed in three governorates 
on 17 Febru11ry 2006. The Government attempted to control the ourbreak through a stamping our 
procedure, which included culling of all poultry within a 1 km radius of the confirmed diagnosis. By 
the end of 2006, nearly 30 milllon birds had been culled. Outbreaks continue to be reported in 23 of 
the 29 go-vernorates in the country and the disease has become endemic. 

In re:..pon~;;: to the continued threat of HPAI to Egypt, the Food and Agriculture Organization of th-e 
United Nations (FAO) and the World Organisation for Animal Health (OlE) have been providing 
technical assistance through the joint OIE/FAO Influenza Network (OFFLU) and other initiatives. 
Specifica11y. FAO has been providing: the :\tinistry of Agriculture and Land Reclamation (MoALR) 
technical assistance through the implementation of the Avian Influenza Vaccine Efficacy Project 
(AIVEP) and the Strengthening Avian Influenza Detection and Response (SAIDR) project. Both 
projects arc funded by the United States Agency for International Development (lJSAID). 

Working in collaboration v-:ith the Government of the Arab Republic of Egypt, FAO, OFFLU and 
USAID are working together to conduct virus characterization and mapping of Egyptian antigenlc 
variants with intensified HPAI field isolate collection and analy.<>es. Through antigenic mapping, 
challenge testing and transmission studies, this project has developed strategic recommendations for 
EgypL including on the development of dear criteria for the selection of vaccinal :...trains. 

FAO is providing key technical support through the AlVEP. Vaccination is considered as part of 
overall efforts to reduce HPAI infections and spread of the virus in Egypt, with the potential to 
benefit mher countrie:... in the region and worldwide. 
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Objectives of the project 

The- ove-rall project objective- is to assist the Governme-nt of the Arab Republic of Egypt in its 
efforts to control HPA1 in the domestic poultry population and avoid the risks of human infection. 

The specific project objective~ are to conduct: 
1. Screening and evaluation of genetic and antigenic variants among existing H5~1 HPAI 

field strains previously collected from 2006 until early 2008: 
.., Intensified collection of H5N l HPAI field isolates from newly con finned outbreaks (since 

mid-2008)~ 

3. Challenge testing of antigenic variants in specific pathogen-free birds and currently used 
avian influenza vaccines in Egypt; and 

4. Contm11ed transmission trials in the laboratory on birds raised and vaccinated in 
commercial poultry farms. 

Planned activities 
Output 1.1: Screening and evaJuation of ge-netic and antigenic variants among existing 

Activity l.a: 

Activity l.b: 
Activity Lc: 
Activity l.d: 
Activity l.c: 
Activity l.f: 

Activity l.g: 

Output 1.2: 

Activity 2.a: 
Activity 2.b: 

Activity 2.c: 
Activity 2.d: 

Activity 2.e: 

Output 1.3: 

Activity 3.a: 

Activity 3.b: 

Activity 3.c: 
Activity 3d: 

field strains previously collected from 2006 until early 2008 
Screening and evaluation of genetic and antigenic variants among existing field 
strains (2006- early 2008 collections) 
Carry out sequencing and phylogenetic analysis 
Conduct antigenic profiling 
Perform antigenic cartography 
Selection of variants for challenge studies as specified under Output 1.3 below 
Assessment of biosecurity and biosafety of the National Laboratory for 
Veterinary Quality Control on Poultry Production (NLQP) and l.abomtory 
operations 
Capacity building (i.e. training of Egyptian scicnti:;;ts) 

Intensified collection of HSNt HPAI field isolates from newly confirmed 
outbreaks (since mid-2008) 
Intensified HPAI field isolate collection 
Conduct real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) analysis (support for 
laboratory consumables provided through SAlDR project} 
Identify all H5N1 HPAl isolates collected since mid 2008 to 2009 
NLQP conduct sequencing and analysis of 100 isolates under the supervision of 
and assessment by the Southeast Poultry Re."earch Laboratory (SEPRL) 
Perform antigenic profiling and cartography 

Challenge testing of antigenic variants in specific pathogen-free birds and 
t-"Urrently used avian influenza vaccines in Egypt 
Safety, purity and potency testing of cuiTe-ntly used avian influe-nza vaccines in 
Egypt conducted at the Central Laboratory for Evaluation of Veterinary Biologics 
(CLEYB) 
Selection and testing of vaccinal seed strains for challenge te~ting (planned to te~t 
six vaccinal seed strains against four challenge viruses (requiring a total 
of 24 isolation units) carried out at SEPRL (United States of America) 
Second year challenge testing carried out at NLQP (Egypt) 
Capacity building (refurbishing one of existing NLQP units to BSL2 + animal 
facility) 
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Output 1.4: Controlled transmission trials in the laboratory on birds raised and 
vaccinated in commercial poultry farms 

Activities: FAO to organize and provide support through training and workshop (during the 
last quarter of the project) to enhance skills of NLQP staff in transmission trials. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 
Antigenic profiling and cartography 

• NLQP prepared and standardized all reagents and equipment needed. 
• NLQP revised the work plan according to the isolates llst database and in dose collaboration 

with SEPRL sequence phylogenetic tree has been finished for the new isolates and sent to 
SEPRL and 25 new isolates (including three reference isolates, one isolate from 2006, two 
isolates from 2007, five isolates from 2008, eight isolates from 2009 and six isolates from 
20 iO) have been selected to be added to the li:-..t to be used for the cartography work. 

• Human intluenza test, which is required for cartography, was conducted on the 25 isolates. 
In July 2010, the results ofrhe human lnfluenza test have been shared with SEPRL Erasmus 
and OFFLU for data analysis. 

• In consultation with the technical officers in SEPRL and FAO, further human int1uenza test 
for cartography has been rescheduled for end January 20 ll, when new antisera and reterence 
.strain required to complete the human influenza test will be prepared and shipped by SEPRL 
to :!":LQP. NLQP has contacted Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in Atlanta 
to obtain the two mlssing reference isolates for the human intluenza test. 

ChaHenge testing of antigenic variants and existing vaccines 
• The first ye-ar challenge test was carried out at SEPRL using three selected isolates from year 

2006, 2007 and 200X isolates against four vaccines. Repeated testing in some experimental 
groups wa:-:. necessary. This repeated testing wa<> originally scheduled to take place in 
September 2010 cnncuning with an ;'\JLQP expe11 visit to SEPRL The challenge test did not 
take place due to the renovation of the Biosafety Laboratory Level 3 {BSL3) at SEPRL The 
NLQP expert used the opportunity to hold discussions with SEPRL .scientists on the 
preparation of antigen and anti-sera for the challenge test. 

Testing of isolates from the second year (September 2009-10) 
• In July 2010, the result of human influenza test required for cartography data analysis were 

shared with other partners and submitted by SEPRL to Erasmus. The selection of the 
challenge virus(es} has been rescheduled to take place in February 201 1. 

Non-intermediate results activities: 
• Two workshops were organized and took place ln Fayoum and Luxor Governorates. The 

purpose was to strengthen the coordination between the central (.\!LQP) and sate11ite 
(provincial) laboratories. In addition, the technic-al and administrative problem~ faced by 
the satellite laboratories were discussed and the way to overcome them recommended. A 
total of 87 laboratory personnel drawn from five satellite laboratories participated in these 
workshops. 

• USAID approved the reallocation of the budget to upgmde the animal te:-.ting facility to 
procure five chicken isolators instead. The procureme-nt process has been initiated. 

• The upgrade of animal testing facility nonnally includes both construction and installation of 
a ventilation system, due to the limitations in local contractor to undertake the upgrading 
work as one package; this activity is no longer valid unde-r the current project. Instead, 
NLQP wanted that this activity to be supported by the Egyptian Government. 
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Planned a-cti'vities for the next six-month periOO: 

• Challenge testing: follow-up with SEPRL. 

• Conduction of transmission trial: will be discussed with all partners if needed. 

• The project wiH continue developing the BSL3 capacity at NLQP through the- technical 
assistance of NAMRU3. 

1\-lain Challenges Encountered and Response Provided 

• The fact that the challenge test to be undertaken by SEPRL ha:-. been delay up to November 
2010 {initially planned tOr August-September 2010) will have serious implication on related 
activities. 

• The ne-ed tOr additional reference strains and antisera resulted in delaying the human influenza 
testing for cartography analysis. Dlrecr contact between NLQP and SEPRL was established 
which should provide the missing referent·e isolate by January 2011. Another contact between 
NLQP and CDC was established to obtain two more reference strains. As a result some project 
activities wm be delayed until February 2011 namely the selection of the new challenge strain 
{from years 2009 and 2010 isolates) and challenge testing (for vaccine evaluation in the 
second year of the pmject). 

• Difficulties in identifying an experienced and specialized company for the design, construction 
and delivery of BSL3 laboratories and air ventilation systems hindered the achievement of this 
a(:tivity. NLQP agreed to cover all related costs. 
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I Quarter 20! 0 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/GL0/802/USA 

Project Title: Improved biosccurity and hygiene at production, collection points and live 
bird markets (LBJ\I), including decontamination 

Reporting period: .January 2010- 1\'larch 2010 

Countries: Bangladesh. Egypt and Indonesia 

Project Title: Improved biosecurity and hygiene at production, collection points and live bird 
markets (LBM), including decontamination 

Code: USRU/UL0/802/USA 

Total budget: lJSD 2 500 OOO-

Effective Starting: Date: 15 January 2009 

Planned End Date: 31 July 20!0 

C-ontext -of the project 

In many infected countries. live bird narkets (LBM) and pomts of C1mcentration for eventual 
commercial di'itribution are considered an important element m the maintenance and spread o:-· the 
Highly Pathoge-nic Avian Influenza (HPAI) virus. Reducing the spre<:1d of HPAI from collection points 
within LBMs (hio-exclusion containment) and improved inspection and preventinn through imprnved 
cleaning and disinfection (C&D) rneasures will contribute to the reduction m the overall secondary 
spread. Bio~ecurity nwasures are designed to :ceduce the amount of agent (HPAI virus, in thi~ case) that 
is moved from place to place. Cleaning and disinfection of LBMs and transpnrt vehicles can contribute 
to the go~ll of decreasing the amount of infective agent available to spread the di-:ease fror:1 mdrkets to 
farms and to human~. 
Objectives of the project 

The objective of [hi.<-. project is to develop and implement an integrated C&D programme in ~lected 
LBMs and other collection points in Bangladesh, Egypt and Indonesia. This would minimize the risk for 
human health and reduce transmission and spread of HPAI virus. 

Liaison with national project managers has been ca1Tied out on " continuous, "as needed" ba,is and 
through planned missions to the projects. Field visits have been made by the international co-ordinator 
and technical advisor to Indonesia and Bangladesh to assist with briefing of project staff. offering 
technical advice for the project activitie,:. and undertaking visits to collector yards, \.Vhole.sale markets, 
LBM:-. and selected checkpoints on the perimeter of the capital cities. 

'(The amo:.mt of USD 2 500 000 i;: the total contribution :~at inch.:des the allocation per country. The projec: 
hudgct ha.."- been divided in:o hmr rr::sin pm~cct Glmp<men:s v,.hich arc: Global L'ross-cm:ntry Cuordimttion. 
(budget sllocati{'ll amounb to USD 775 000), the Arab Repuhlic of Egypt, (buC.gct allocution amount'> to 
CSD 575 000;, the People's RcpuhEc iJf Bangladesh (budget allocution amount'> to USD 575 000) .ani the 
Rcptblic of Indonniu (budget allocation amount'> to USD 575 000). 
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Planned activities 

BANGLADESH 

Output 1. Target LBMs and point-; of concentration or production identitied and prioritized in 
Bangladesh 
Activity 1.1 I\tTapping and characterizing of LBM:-- and points of concentration in the targeted areas and 
selection of those where the number of avian syecies in and out (either as a live bird or as meat) i'! 
greatest. 

Activity 1.2 Scheduling of vi'!its to market managers, butchers, and stand'! seller'! to establish a 
participatory process for C&D nwchanisms for improved hygiene of LBMs. 

Output 2. LBMs cleaning and disinfection guidelines and protoeols de-veloped and agreed and 
apprm:ed by the Gowrnment of Bangladesh, with input from "·eterinary officials, local authorities 
and LBM managers 

Activity 2.1 Reviewing of existing legislation for LBMs, transport or collection point operations and 
requirements. 

Activity 2.2 Collating risk behaviour~ and participatory methods for !heirredudion. 

Activity 2.3 Developing C&D protocol'! for LBMs and fomite'i (cages, egg t1at'i. etc.). 

Activity 2.4 Establishing procedures for implementing disinfection of trucks and vehicles in LBMs. 

Output 3. Sutlicient staff and workers adequately trained in cleaning and disinfection of LB~ls, 
live bird stands and materials and means of transport 
Activity 3.L Training of relevant staff and animal health workers in LBM C&D operation:,. 

Activity 3.2 Communication and awarenes'> workshops for all involved. 

Output 4. Cleaning and disinfection operations implemented and monitored at target LBMs or 
collection points 
Activity 4.1 Provision of inputs: decontamination kits including cleaning/disinfection supplies, Personal 
Protective Equipment (PPE). disinfectants and disinfection equipment (high prewure spmyers), printed 
P."Jateriai, storage facilities, water equipment/basin, holding cages. transport crates. 

Activity 4.2 Equipping selected LBMs with reusable tooh and subsidised products with the anticipation 
that improved hygiene locally {"'land) would be more acceptable to- con:--umers. 

Activity 4.3 Refurbishing selected LBMs (installation of basic infrastructure- for hygiene me-asures). 

Activity 4.4 h-:1plementing C&D operations as per agreed protocnls. 

Activily 4.5 Monitoring 1hc process of hygiene measures adopted. 
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EGYPT 

Output 1. Target commercial poultr.y farm~ identified and prioritized 

Activity l.l Collect Baseline data on commercial poultry farms and concentration facilities. 

Activity 1.2 Complete mapping and chantcteriLing of commen.:ial poultry farm:-. and pnints of 
concentration for the targeted project areas. 

Activity 1.3 Prepare li~ts and detailed accounts of priority key site;-,, C&D strategy and work plan. 

Activity 1.4 Prepare Jist and procure required input o,;uprlies. 

Activity 1.5 Prepare schedules fur regular vi:-.its/meetings to :-.takeholders. 

Output 2. Cleaning andfor disinfection guidelines and protocols dcvcloP£d and agreed up on 

Activity 2.l Prepare implementation guidelines and concise protocols for cleaning and/or disinfedion. 

A:::tivity 2.2 Conduct a consultative work'ihop to discu'i<: and enrich the guidelines and protocols as v.rell 
as to create awareness amongst key implementing partners. 

Activity 2.3 Consultant review and identify key regulatory/policy gaps in existing legislation of poultry 
farms r::1anagement, bird transp01t and requirements for concentration points. 

Activity 2.4 Organize consultative meetings with key decision-makers to di:-cuss and agree on key 
regulatory policy change.s and their enforcement. 

Activity 2.5 Collect and collating data on rii.k hehaviours and participatory methods for their reduction; 
develop guidelines and protocols and agree with local authoritie'i. 

Activity 2.6 Review and update cleaning and/ur disinfection protocol:- 10-: the vnrious project sites. 

Output 3. Sufficient staff/workers adequately trained and implement cleaning and/or disinfection 
operations 

Activity 3.1 Sign contractual agreements with veterinary directorates in the selected Governorates. 

Activity 3.2 Conduct Training for Trainer" (ToT) courses for governorate-level veterinary personnel. 

Activity 3.3 Carry out tailor·mdde training for those involved in cleaning and/or disinfection operations. 

Activity 3.4 Prepare and implement dear communication me~sages addressing lhe different categories uf 
stakeholder~ and implement effective awareness functions. 

Output 4. Cleaning and disinfedion operations implemented and monitored at commercial poultry 
farms or collection points 

Activity 4.1 Deliver inputs (expendable and non-expendable) required for project ope-ration. 
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Activity 4.2 Implement cleaning and decontamination opemtiom; as per agreed protocols, 

Activity 4.3 Review the practical field level constraints and updated procedtLes. 

Activity 4A Prepare checklists for qualitative awes-.:ment of hygienic improvements in targeted areas. 

Activity 4.5 Develop and implement a comprehen~ive monitoring and evaluation mechani~m for the 
project. 

INDONESIA 

Output L Engage with high-risk collector yards in the greater Jakarta area {JABODET ABEK) 
and develop and implement procedures: to immediately improve bios:ecuri(y at these locations 
(Phase I) 

Activity I.l. Selecting 1.2 collector yards in JABODETABEK with high volume sale~ or trading in 
poultry )pecies/breeds at high-risk for spreading HPAT (i.e. spent layers, backyard poultry, mixed 
species). 

Activity I .2 Developing Phase I standard o;;erating rrocedures (-SOPs) for C&D of items in the collector 
yard contaminated with poultry waste (i.e. vehicles and transpo:t c:ates). 

Activity 1.3 Training collector yard owners/workers and relevant local government officials on SOPs 
and use of equiprnent fo: C&D of vehicles ~omJ crates. 

Activity l A P_.quipping selected collector yards for implementation of C&D of vehicles and crates and 
upgrade infnhtructure to meet the needs of the progrumme. 

Activity 1.5 Designing a monit01 ing prog1amme and training local government officials to monitor 
implementation. 

Activity l_ .6 loplementing and monitoring of C&D o:--vehides and crates in 12 collector yards in 
JABODET ABEK. 

Output 2. Collector _yards and transport Jinks to farms seleded for improvement in biosecuri.t_y as 
a means of reducing spread of HPAJ within the Jive poultry market chain and between farms 

Activity 2. l Mapping and charactetizing collector yards and improve understa.nding of transport links 
hehveen collecrur yanh and fan"!1s. Select those dealing \Vith the high volume and high-risk 
species/breWs. 

Activity 2.2 Visiting and discussing with .:ollector yard owners and key infonnants involved in transport 
of live poultry, using <l rarticip<ltory proce;<;s, to determine feasible C&D mechanisms i'or improved 
biosecurity in the live bird market chain. 

Output 3. Poultry market chain cleaning and disinfection guidelines and protocols developed and 
agreed upon with local veterinary officials and colla:tor yard owners, with inputs from ke:y plap:rs 
involved in transport of live birds 

Activity 3.1. Reviewing t!"xisting legislation and regulation:-. for transport oflive poultry and poultry 
collector yards. 
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Activity 3.2 Collating risk hehavioun and participatory method<> for their reduction. 

Activity 3.3 Comparing technology options for cleaning which are both effective and sustainable. 

Activity 3.4 Developing Phase H C&D prntocob for collector yard holding areas and fomites (cage:., 
egg flats) involved in transport of live poultry and poultry products. 

Activity 3.5 Improving procedures for C&D of vehicle"' and crates based on Phase I monitoring and 
comparison of cleaning technology. 

Output 4. Sufficient staff and workers adequately trained in cleaning and disinfedion of poultry 
market chain; cleaning and disinfection guidcJines and protocols developed 

Activity 4. I Pha"'e II training of collector yarU owners/workers anti local government oflicials in C&D 
guidelines and protocols. 

Activity 4.2 Communication and awa:·eness workshops for all tht)Se involved. 

Output 5. Cleaning and disinfedion operations implemented and monitored in target collector 
yards and transport links 

Activity 5.1 Provision of in;mts: dccomaminnrion kits including clcaning/di~infccrion ~upplics. PPE. 
detergents, di:.infectants and equipment (high pres:-.ure sprayers), sampling materials. printed 
r::1aterial, water equipment/basin, holding cages I transport crates, etc, 

Adivity 5.2 Equipping selected collector yard~ and key players involved in live bird tran"'pml with 
reusable C&D tools and products. 

Activity 5.3 Refurbishing selected collector yards and C&D sites (installation of basic infraqmcture for 
hygiene measures). 

Activity SA h!1plememing C&D operations as per agreed protocols. 

Activity 5 . .'5 Develop a mnnito:-ing program for measurement of impact and implementation of C&D 
protocols, 

Activity 5.6 Monitoring the implementation and i1:1pao. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period : 

BANGLADESH 
Output 1. Target LBMs and points of concentration or production identified and prioritized in 
Bangladesh 

• Plans for the Cleaning and Disinfection Project and implementi.ttion have been updated from 
June 2009 to July 2010. 

• Live Bird Markets were surveyed and characterized fn:· C&D operation:.. 
• On the has is nf the above "'urvey results. 1 R LBMs were selected of which eight LBMs 

(including STOP AI handed over two LBMs to FAO in September 2009) were in Dh.:1ka city 
region and ten LBI\h in other five division"' in the country. FAO will concentrate its resources 
on the.;e LBM;;. 
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• The names of eighl LBM:-. in Dhak:.J cily region are as follows: 

l) South Jattrabari Whole Sale .Market 
2) South Jaltrahari Wet Market 
3) Gulshan -l DCC Market 
4) Kawran BaLnr 
5) New Market 
6) Kaptan Bazar 
7) Mohammaduur Town Hall Market and 
H) Mohammadpu' New Market 

• Other ten LBMs outside Dhaka 
In ChiUagong division : 
1) CDA Karnaphuly Market. Chittagong 
2) Karnaphuly Complex Market, Chittagong 

In Sylhet division : 
J) Ambarkhana Bazar,Sylhet 
2) Khan Bazar M<:>.dina Market. Sylhet 

In Rajs.hahi division: 
l ) Shaheb Bazar, Rajshahi 
2) Fateh Ali Market (Bogra) 

ln Khulna division : 
1) Sandha Banr, Khulna 
2) Gallamari Majghal 

In Ruisal division : 
I) Bangia Bazar Alt::kanda.Barisal 
2) Chowmatha Banr 

• Out of 18 LBMs five market'> have been upgraded in the Dhaka city region. the rest of the 
markets- arc expected to be upgraded by June 2010. 

Output 2. L.BMs cleaning and disinfection guidelines and protocols developed and agreed and 
approved by the GOB, with input from veterinary otlicials, local authorities and LBM Managers 

• C&D Guidelines and Protocols were developed for LBMs during second quarter reporting 
period. 

• Memor2ndum of Understanding (:\10lJs) between FAO and U~ market committees h2ve heen 
signed. 

• The I\i[QlJs relate to C&D, upgrading of LBMs. (floor, drainage facility, slaughter house, poultry 
tnm:-port cleaning area, electric and \'.'ater supply etc.). training of existing cleaners of 18 
<>elected LBMs in the country< 

• 01ecklist developed for use by Veterinary offtceN to check the C&D activities in the renovated 
LB1\·1's. 

Output 3. Sufficient staff and -,.,·orkers adequately trained in cleaning and disinfection of LBMs, 
live bird stands and materials and mean." of transport 

• Training materials and training programme have been developed. 
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• Training cour:.es for cleaning: ~taff are planned lo be offered within one week of the upgrade 
completion of the respective market upgrade. 

• A day long training session W<lS conducted for Karcher job aid and other sprayers for 
12 veterinarians in Dhaka city region and ten veterinarian"- in other five tlivisions of di~trict H.Q. 

• Two-d~(Y long training session for three LBMs comprising l4 cleaners were conducted. 

Output 4. Cleaning and disinfection operations implemented at LBMs or collection points 
• Some LBM" at COX's Bazaar will be surveyed ;:md two LBMi will be selected finally fo:- C&D 

operation. 
• Work order for two LBMs in Dhaka city is under process. 
• Upgrading mainly electric and water supply points, drainage facility, poultry stall, slaughter 

house and poultry tmn:-.pmt cleaning area will he carried out. 
• Decontamination kits including C&D supplies. PPE. detergents. di~mfeclanh, high pressure 

<;prayers and poultry holding cages will be <;upplied to LBMs after completion of upgrading 
work 

EGYPT 

Output 1. Target commercial poultry farms. identified and prioritized 

Activity I A Prepare li~t and procure required input supplies. 

The procurement of 4 tons citric acid. 2 000 pair'> of gloves, 2 000 pair<; of boots, 4 000 long-handle 
bru:-.hes, 4 000 banbter bru:..hes and 4 000 overalls i:-. in process. 

Output 2. Cleaning and/or disinfection guidelines and protocols developed and agreed upon 

Activity 2.i Prepare implemen~1.tion guidelines and concise protocols for C&D, 
• The final draft of <1 self-assessment guide retlecting essential operational biosecurity practices in 

cumme1cial poultry fa:ttt:. (for u:.,e !Jy rarm owuei:. attJ/or ~upet vi:.,ot :.,) •ve1e di~t1 ibuteJ f01 fitwl 

review and comments. 
• A poster guide reflecting some of risky biosecurity practices and behaviours in sector<; 2 and 3 

poultry farms in the country is drafted and dbtributed for review and n)lnments. 

Activity 2.5 Collect ;md collate data on risk behaviour-.: and participatory methods for their reduction: 
develop guideline~ and pmtocob and confirm wilh local authorities. 

• Comprehensive data covering the :;JTevailing :isk behaviours associated \.Vith the use of 'external 
injectors' (vaccinators) and bird catchers by 405 fanns {262 long- 143 short-cycle farms) 
located in Dakahlia (152), Qalyubia {147) and Sharqia ( l06) governorates, covering a total of 
191 village:. in 17 districts wa~ collected and collated. Information was gathereU through 
number {lf focus group di:-.cussions and interviews of poultry farm workers/owneD.. Measures to 
be taken in addressing the idemified risk behaviours are identified and used in the experience 
shuring and t::-aining activities. 

Output 3. Sufficient staff/workers ade-quately trained and implement cleaning and/or disinfection 
operations. 

Activity 3.1 Sign cont:actual agreements with veterinary directo:ates in the selected Governorates. 
• An adde.ndum for the extension of contractual agreements to amend the Letter of Agreernent 

(LoA) end dates to read a;.. 31 May 2010 was signed. The amendment was done at the request of 
the Recipient Organization. The request for no-cost extension of the project wa<; alio a;;proved. 
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Activity 3.3 Carry out tailor-mdde training ror those involved in cleaning and/or disinfection operatiom. 
• A one day consultative \Vork'>hop for experience and good practice 'iha:-ing bet'.:veen producers 

from r!loderately improved and weak biosecurity poultry farms wa:. conducted. A total of 
54 poultry farm owners and external injector have participated in the pilot session ;u, oppo:-.ed to 
a maximum of 35 exp-ected. A post-training work'ihor held in ECTAD country of:'.ice 
underscored that the lessons learned from !he :yilol session be considered in the subsequent 
similar se;.,sion"' and the number nf participants per session limited to a maximum of 35. 

Output 4. Cleaning and disinfection oper.ttions implemented and monitored at commercial 
poultry farms or collection points 

Activity 4.2 lwplementation of cleaning and decontamination operations as per agreed protocob. 
• District veterinarians ( 4H), who were previously tramed under the cuiTent project, have visited 

809 different p.>ultl)' fanns. Each farm was vi'iited on three Dccasions. During the farm visits, 
the veterinarians provided hands-on training on proper cleaning, dilution, application and safe 
u;,;e of disinfectants. They also monitored the implementation of C&D activities in farms where 
such training were previously provided. Nionitoring data were collected through interviews 
using pretested questionnaire developed for this purpose. Analysls of the collected data from 
randomly sampled farms revealed that ahout 60 percent of the farms showed modemte 
hiosecurity improvement while the remaining 40 percent remained with po...,r/weak biosecurity 
practices" 

INDONESIA 

Output 1. Engaging with high-risk colledor yards in the greater Jakarta area (JABODETABEK} 
and developing and implementing procedures to immediately improve bio~curity at these 
locations (Phase I) 

Activity 1.l Sde-eting 12 collector y.ards in JARODET AREK engaged in high volume s.ale.;; or tr2ding in 
poultry species/breeds which arc at high-risk of spreading HPAI (i.e. spent layers, backyard poultry, 
mixed ipecies). 
Completed. 

Activity 1.2 Developing Phase I SOPs for C&D of items in the collector yard contaminated with poultry 
waste i_i.e., vehicles and transport crates). 
SOP development. Completed. 

Activity 13 Training collector yard owners/workers and relevant local government officials on SOPs 
and use of equ:ipnent for C&D of vehicles and crates. 
Completed tOr the nominated 12 collector yards in JABODETABEK in 2009 and ten collector yards in 
BODET ABEK in 2010. 

A:::tivity 1.4 Equipping selected collector yards for implementation of C&D of vehicles and crates and 
upgrading infrastructure to meet the needs of the programme. 
Completed equipment allocation as previom,Jy reported. 

Activity 1.5 Designing a monitoring programme and !mining local government officials to monitor 
implementation. 
Completed designing vf monitoting fOrm and training for Dinas staff. 

Activity 1 .6: Implementing and 1:1onitoring C&D of vehicles and crates in 12 collector :yards in 
JABODETABEK. 
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• Lo(:a] government monitoring of C&D at collector yards i~ ongoing since last quarter. 

Output 2. Collector yards and transport Jinks to farms selected for improvement in biosecurity as 
a means nf reducing spread nf HPAI within the live poultry market chain and between farms 

Activity 2. I Mapping and characterizing cnllector yards and improve under.-.tanding of transport links 
between collector yards and farms. Select those dealing with high volume and high-risk species/breeds. 

• A comprehensive poultry movement study has been completed by ECTAD Indonesia as 
p'eviously reported. In adllition. :-.urveys have been conducted of poultry iran~pmt and traffic 
pathway:-. in o:·der to get a better understanding of poultry transport pattern;;. For Phase II 
implementation by end of 2009, 10 single-holder collector yards: have been selected, trained and 
equipped with a g::tsoline-powered high pre!>sure washer: two from Bogor distrii.:l, 1\vo li"om 
Tangemng cit)'. two from Tangerang District, two from Bek<Jsi city and two from Depok city. 
Market surveillance programme is ongoing in Jabodetabek areas and the collector yard 
surveillance programme has been conducted from 20 Janua:;y to 21 February 2010 in two 
districts, East Jakarta and Tangerang City, 

Activity 2.2 Visiting and discussing with .:ollector yard owners and key informant!> involved in transport 
of live poultry, using <1 participatory process, to determine feasible C&D mechanism<> for improved 
biosecurity in the live bird market chain. 

• Completed all visits and discussions with collector yard owners, poultry transport operators, 
government checkpoint officer:-. and poultry brnker:-.. Thei>e discussions have contributed to 
implementation of C&D for poultry transport vehicles and crates. 

Output 3. Poultry market chain cleaning and disinfection guidelines and protocols developed and 
agreed upon with local '\'eterinary officials and collector yard owners, with inputs from key 
players immlwd in transport of Jive birds 

Activity 3J Reviev.:ing existing legislation and regulations for transpo,_>rt of live poultry and poultry 
collector yards. 
Completed a.-;;. part of ECTAD Indonesia's "upport of DKI Jakat1a market restructuring. 

Activity 3.2 Collating risk behaviours and utilizing participatory methods to dctcnninc how risky 
behaviours can be reduced. 
Completed as reported last quarter. 

A:::tivity 3.3 Comparing technology options for cleaning which are both effective and sustainable. 
• Completed the cor:1parison of alternative electri.:-powered and gasoline-powered pre:-.i>ure 

\vashers. Locally-available alternative disinfectant and detergent have been procured. 

Activity 3A: Developing Phase Il C&D protocols for collector yard holding areas and fomites (cages, 
egg Hats) involved in transport of live poultry and poultry product;,. 

• SOPs have been prepared as repo11ed last quarter. 

Activity 3,5 lr:1proving. procedures for C&D of vehicles and crate-, based on Phase I monitoring and 
comparison of cleaning technology. 
Completed updating of C&D SOPs this quarte:;. 

Output 4. Sutlicient staff and workers adequately trained in cleaning and disinfection of poultr.y 
market chain cleaning and disinfection guidelines and protocols 
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Activity 4. I Phase II training of collector yard owner~/workers and local government officials in C&D 
guiddines anJ protocols. 

• Training for Phase II C&D station workers in Pulo Gadung and local government officers in 
Jakarta Timur has been carried out. This is an ongoing activity. 

Activity 4.2 Communi ... :ation and aw;:.reness worb.hops for all involved. 

• All training workshops have included a communications and awareness component. Awareness 
raising will he included in all future tr.tinings as \Veil. 

Output 5: Cleaning and disinfection operations implemented and monitored in target collector 
:yards and transport links 

Activity 5.t Provision of inputs: decontamination kit~ including cleaning/disinfection supplies, PPE, 
detergents, disinfectants and equipment (high pre<>;o;.ure sprayer<>), sampling materiah. printed 
material, water equipment/basin, holding cages/transport crates, etc. 

• Provision of decontamination equipment such as Karcher electric pres<>ure washer machine <md 
gasoline-powered pressure washer, disinfectant. detergen!, crates, dipping tubs, and PPE has 
been completed for Phase L Procurement of cleaning equipmenL disinfectant, detergent. 
dipping tubs, PPE and additional alternative pressure washers has been completed for Phase IL 

Activity 5.2 Equipping selected collector yards and key player<> involved in live bird transp...,rt with 
reusable C&D tools and products. 

• This activity is now completed. The C&D tools and r.1aterials have been allocated to 12 selected 
Collector Yards for Phase I and ten selected collector yards for Phase H. 

Activity 5.3 Refurbishing selected collector yards and C&D sites (installation of basic infrast:ucrurc for 
hygiene measure:-.). 

• Electrical upgrades have been completed at 11 collector yard sites as wdl as the C&D station in 
Pulo Gadung. Refu:-bi<;hments required for Piwse H have bee-n planned ilnd will be initiated next 
quarter at Raw a Kcpiting, Cakung and Pctukangan collctor yard/slaughterhouses. 

Activity SA lr.1plementing C&D operations as per agreed protocols. 
• ll1io.; has been carried out by trained collector yard \Vorkers since project initiation and is 

ongoing. 

Activity 5.5 Developing a monitoring programme for measurement of impact and implementation of 
C&D protocols. 

• The updated monitoring form has OCen developed. Monitoring is OCing conduc[cd by dina.-.,
officers and repo:-rs are heing subr::Iitt¢<1 to F AO for collation and comment and this continues to 
be implemented. 

Activity 5.6 Monitoring the implementation and ir.1pact. 
• Monitoring of prnject implementation has been ongoing. Impact on HPAI contamin<Jtion <Jnd 

transmission may be assessed indirectly via the market <tnd collector yard survell!ance 
programme, .although direct :.ts.s.ess.ment of inpact on HPAI viral spread is not pm.:-.ihle ar this 
time. 
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Planned activities for the ne.xt quarter: 

BANGLADESH 

Output 1. Target LRMs and points of concentration or production identified and prioriti7.ed in 
Bangladesh 

• Some LBMs at COX's Bazaar will be surveyed and two LBMs will be selected 
finally for C&D opermion. 

• Work order for two LBMs in Dhaka city is under process. 
• Upgrading mainly electric and water supply ;;oints, drainage facility, poultry stall, slaughter 

hnuse and poultry tran~port cleaning area will be carried out. 
• Decontamination kits including C&D supplies, PPE, detergents. 

disinfectants, high :;)fessure sprayers and poultry holding cages will be supplied to 
LBM:> after completion of upgrading work. 

Out put 2. LBI\'Is cleaning and disinfection guidelines and protocols developed and agreed and 
approved by the Gm:ernment of Bangladesh, with input from veterinary officials, local 
authorities and LBM managers 

• C&D guidelines have been developed be-fore. 

Output 3. Sufficient staff and workers adequately trained in cleaning and disinfection of LB:Ms~ 
live bird stands and materials and mean.•• of transport 

• Two-dny long 1rnining courses for LBMs cleaning staff arc planned to be offered 
after completion of the re-,pective LBM upgrade. 

• Communication and awareness workshops for stake holders •.viii be organized. 

Out put 4. Cleaning and disinfection operations implemented and monitored at target LBMs or 
collection points 

• C&D operation<> will be implemented. 
• Supervision and monitoring of C&D activitie-, of LBM'i will be adopted. 

EGYPT 

Output 2. Cleaning and/or disinfedion guidelines and protocols developed and agreed upon 

Activity 2. Consultant rcvic\v and identify key regulatory/policy gaps in existing legislation of poultry 
farms management. bird tran~pnrt and requirements for_ concentration poinb. 

Activity 2.4 Organize consultati\·e meetings with key decision-makers to di~cuss and agree on key 
regulatory policy changes and their enforcernent. 

Output 3. Sufficient staff/workers adequately trained and implement cleaning and/or disinfection 
operations 

Activity 3.:~ Carry nut tailor-made training for farms on C&D operations and biosecurity practices. 

• Conduct tn1ining workshops on biosecurity application including composting, decontamination 
anll sprayer" calibration by an international expert fo::- commercial farm owners in the ~elected 7 
goven10rates. 
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Output 4. Cleaning and disinfrttion operations implemented and monitored at commercial 
poultry farms or collection point-. 

Activity 4.1 Deliver input'i (expendable and non--expendable) required for project operation. 

Activity 4.2 lr.1plementatinn of cleaning and decontamination operations as per agreed protocol:-... 

• Conduct w0rkshops on sharing of experience and best practices hen.veen poultry produceri from 
category A farm_-. { tho~e who responded well to the practical training of C&D ) <'.nd other~ from 
{_Category B farms) and Category C farms. tho~e re..,ponded with minor or no changes_) in the 
selected governorates. 

INDONESIA 

Output 1. Engaging with high-risk collector yard-. in the greater Jakarta area (JARODETAREK} 
and developing and implementing procedures to immediately improYe biosecurity at these 
locations (Phase I) 

Activity 1.1 Selecting 12 collector yards in JABODET ABEK with high volume sales or trading in 
poultry species/breeds which are at high-risk for spreading HPAI li.e. spent layers, backyard poultry, 
mixed species). 
Completed. 

Activity 1.2 Develnping Phase J standard operating procedures for C&D of items in the collector yard 
cnntaminated \>iith poultry wa-;tes (i.e. vehicle-> and tramport crates). 
Completed. 

Activity 1.3 Tr.:-1ining collector yard owners/workers and relevant local government officials on standard 
operating procedures and usc of equipment for C&D of vehicles and crates. 
Completed. 

Activity 1.4 Equipping selected collector yards for ir.1plemcntation of C&D of vehicles and crates and 
upgrading of infrastructure to meet the needs of the prog:r-amme 
Completed. 

Activity 1.5 Designing a monitoring programme and training local government officials to monitor 
implementation. 
Completed. 

Activity 1.6 implementing and monitoring C&D of vehicles and crates in 12 colle-ctor yards in 
JABODETABEK. 
Completed. 

Output 2. Collector yards and transport links to farms selected for improvement in biosecurity as 
a means of reducing spread of HPAI nithin the live poultry market chain and hetween farms 

Activity 2.1 Mapping and characterizing collector yards with improved understanding of transport links 
between collector ya:ds and farms. Select those dealing with the high volume and high-risk 
species/breed:-. 

• ln addition to the poultry moveme-nt jY.Ofiling which addre-ssed this activity, ECTAD Indonesia 
will continue to engage with poultry transport drivers and mvners to learn about the tran-:port 
svstem of poulrry and the requirements for deaninc- of trucks. 
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Activity 2.2 Visiting and discu~sing with wllector yard owners and key informants involved in transport 
of live poultry to determine fea:..ible C&D mechanisms for improved biosecurity in the live birJ market 
chain using a partici~mtory process. 

• Ongoing discussions are being held with poultry brokers and transport operators m Petukangan. 
Cakung and Rawa Kepiting to di:«:U):S C&D station establishment and completion of small-'>ca.le 
slaughterhouse:;. Lessons lec.med are being used to improve C&D station de:..ign ut other 
cnllector yards. 

Output 3. Poultry market chain cleaning and disinfection guidelines and protocols de\-·eloped and 
agreed upon with local veterinary officials and collector yard owners, with inputs from ke.y 
plaJers involved in transport oflive birds 

A:::tivity 3. I Reviewing existing legislation and regulations of transpo:t of live poultry and JX>Ultry 
collector yards. 
Completed. 

Activity 3.2 Collating risk behaviours and p..lrticipatory methods for risk reduction. 
• Further discussions with stakeholders to identify novel approaches to risk reduction are 

ongoing. 

Activity 33 Comparing technology options for cleaning which is both ef!'ective and sustainable 
Completed. 

Activity 3.4 Developing Phase II C&D protocols for collector yard holding area~ and fomites (cnges, 
egg flats} involved in transport of live poultry and poultry products. 
Completed. 

Activity 3.5 k1proving procedures for C&D of vehicles c.nd crates based on Phase l monitoring and 
comparison of cle-aning tf"chnology 
Completed. 

Output 4. Sufficient staff and workers adequately trained in cleaning and disinfection of poultrJ 
market chain cleaning and disinfection guidelines and protocol'> 

Activity 4.1 Phase II training of colk.ctor yard owners/worke:s and local government officials in 
C&D guideline:.. and protocols. 

• Training on Phnse II C&D SOPs has been conducted for all stakeholders. 
• ToT courses :-or selected C&D workers is planned for next quaner. 

Activity 4.2 Communication and awarene<:) workshop-: for all involved. 
• This activity is addressed within a.ll training and planning workshops with stakeholders. 

Output 5: Cleaning and disinfection operations implemented and monitored in target collector 
yards and transport links 

Activity 5.1 Provi:-.ion of inputs: decontamination kit'-. including cleaning/disinfection supplie:-., PPE, 
detergents, di<;infectant-: and equipments (high pres<;ure spray·er-:), sampling materials, printed material, 
water equipment/basin. refrigeration equipment, holding/transport cages, etc. 
Completed. 

Activity 5.2 Equipping selected collector yards and key players involved in live bird tnmsport with 
reusahle C&D tools and producb. 
Completed" 
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Activity 5.3 Refurbishing selected collector yards and C&D sites (installation of basic infra<:tructure for 
hygi~ne m~asures). 

• This activity is continuing in Rawa Ke:;iting, Cakung and Petukangan collector yards/ 
slaughterhouses. 

Activity 5.4 h-:1plementing C&D operation:. as per agreed prol~lCO!s. 
• Implementation of Phase II decontamination activities is underway. 

Activity 5.5 Develop a monito:ing programme for measurement of impact and implementation of C&D 
protocols. 
Completed. 

Activity 5.6 Monitoring the implementalion and impacL 
• Impact on HPAI contar:1ination and tnmsmis:;ion is being asse:.sed indirectly via the market and 

collector yard surveillance programme. Direct as<:es<:ment" of project activity impact on 
cl~1.nliness of poultry transport are being considered as part of Phase II. 

14 
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Main challenges encountered and response provided 

Each country ha:. had issues related to the C&D of LBiv1s and cullector yards and therefore have 
approached the project with different target area...., to clean. Each country has developed an effective 
strategy to answerthose difficulties: 

l. Bangladesh i~ focusing on rcwjor LBM':- to upgrade power, water. tloo:·ing. dminage and the 
supply of relevant C&D equipment and supplies. 

2. lndone~ia has completed C&D activities on m<~or collector yards and is focusing on cleaning 
the large poultry transport vehicles after they have been unloaded and before they return to 
pouhcy farms by establishing specific cleaning itations at the five slaughter home iitei that 
have bee-n allocarcd in Jakarta. These sites will be supported by FAO through the construction 
of dc~mi11g )..{ali om, to tii:-iufocl a!J vehicles leaving the prellJiSC:-.. 

3. Egypt has officia.lly banned the selling of live birds at markets. The C&D empha-:is is no\v 
placed on private and public sector people's training who are directly related to the poultry 
indust:·y and in particular nmnected with farm gate hiosecurity. 

BANGLADESH 

• Prep;:u-ation of drawing. specification. quotation. tender and work order procedure and 
upgrading work took longer than expected. 

• Five LBMs hm-·c- been upgraded until now and twelve LBMs will be expected to be complct~d 
between May and June 2010. 

To respond to these challenges, the p:-ojcct manager was instmcted to bting forward visits to ~ach of 
the regional markets with a consultant architect to d.;'ovelop plans for each of the propos.;'od marketi 

EGYPT 

Project rnanagt'ment issues 

The second LoA instalments to support the running costs for field level project operations in all seven 
governorates arc effected. 

ECTAD Team Leader (TL) discussed with the project team the need to adhere to the objective of 
workshops/training/experience sharing sessions and to deal with manageable- number of participants. In 
addition, the TL empha:-ized the need to inform the team member~ about all unexpected events 
happening at field level. Te-am members were also notified of rbe decision to include the M&E Ex pen 
in most of the training and focus group discussion sessions in the future. 

Bec.:mse of the persistent project coordination problems patticularly affecting field level operations, the 
ECTAD Team Leader assigned Dr AbdclHakin Ali to become the National Project coordinator. 

INDONESIA 

The challenges faced this quarter were primarily administrative; construction activities re-quire a high
level of coordination among FAO, government, the private sector, and FAO subcontractors. 

15 
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Main progress made towards the ac-hievement of project outcomes (from the start of the project 
activities). 

BANGLADESH 

Output 1. Target LBMs and points of concentration or production identified and 
prioritized in Bangladesh 

• National Project Manager and National PDultry Market Supervision Consult,.mts we:e 
appointed. 

• DLS, DCC, US AID and other partners were informed of objectives and purposes. 
• Permission from city corporation/city authorities for upgrading of LBMs was approved and 

received. 
• LB.rVh C&D project plan had been updated. 
• LBM~ C&D activitie~ of STOP Al had been handed over to F AO on 30 September 2009. 
• Ahout 30 live bird market;; have been surveyed and finally 18 LBMs have been ~elected. 
• Lpgrading of five LBM~ have been completed in Dhaka city :egiun. 
• Work order for ten LB:\1s upgrading has heen issued and other wo:k on.ler for two LBM~ will 

be issued within middle of April2010. 
• Work order for 350 poultry cages has been issued <md already 100 poultry cages have been 

supplied to New M:ctrket and Kuwnm Buz:ar LBYis in Dhaku. 

Output 2. LBMs cleaning and disinft>etion guidelines and protocols developed and agreed and 
approved by the Government of Bangladesh, with input from veterinary officials, local 
authorities and LBM managers 

• C&D guideline<, and protocob were developed. 
• -Signing of MOLs between F AO and 1 R market committees has been completed. 
• Checklist develnped for use by veterinary officeri<. to che.:k the C&D activities in the rennvated 

LBMs. 

Output 3. Sufficient staff and workers adequately trained in cleaning and disinfection of LBMs, 
Jive bird stand-. and material-. and means of transport 

• Two-day long training sessions for five L~1Bs for 28 cleaners and one-day long training 
session for 12+10=22 DLS veterinarians have been conducted. 

• Training materials and training programme have been developed und printed. 
• Training cour~e~ for cleaning staff are planned to be offered within one week of the completion 

of the resp.x;tive LBM upgrade. 

Out put 4. Cleaning and disinfection operations implemented and monitored at target LBl\fs or 
collection points 

• C&D commodities have been purchased and delivered to respective LBMs and concerned 
DLOs. 

• 10+-15 =25 drums@ 185 litres. Detergent, 150 kg Virkon-s disinfectant, ten Karcher sprayers 
for Dhaka city region and ten Karcher sprayer~ for other five divi~inns had been allocated and 
distributed by DLS. 

• C&D operations have been running at upgraded five LBMs in Dhaka city region. 
• C&D operations have been mrming at '>ix LBMs in Dhaka city region. 
• C&D operations have been monitoced_ 
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EGYPT 

Output l. Target production points identified and prioritized 
• Ba;,;ellne da1a on commercial ( 1 392) layerslbreeders and ( l 340) broiler poultry farms are 

developed. 
• Mapping and characterizing of long and 'ihort cycle farms are completed. 
• List of required input ~upplies are prepared and procured. 

Output 2. Cleaning and/or disinfection guidelines and protocols developed and agreed upon 
• Implementation guidelines for C&D on farr.1 gate customized to Egyptian context were 

developed, reviewed upda.ted and t1nalize(L 
• Data ba<;.e on ri-:k behaviours and prev<Jiling practices in (I 392) layen:/breeders and (1 340) 

broiler poultry is developed. 
• A d.:-1tabase on risk behaviours a"'sociated with use of external injector and bird c.:-1tchers in 

405 poultry farms (long and short cycles) in three high risk governorates is developed_ 
• A guide for self-assessment for the essential biosecurity practice~ fnr use by f<C.rm owners 

and /or supervisors is de:veloped. 
• A poster guide ~-or risky biosecurity prc.ctices and behaviours by some poultry farms is 

developed. 

Output 3. Sufficient staff/workers adequately trained and implement cleaning and/or di"infection 
openttions 

• Sign contractual <>.greemenls with veterinary directorates in the selected governorates. 
• Seven contractual agreements with veterinary Jirectorates in the selected governorates ()Jl 

extension of LoAs to be terminated at 31 1v'lay 2010. 
• ToT C&D courses for governorate-level veterinary pef:'.onnel conducted. 
• Sufficient fann workers (3 007) involved in C&D operation:- trained. 
• Core communication messages addre:-.sing the different categories of stakeholders and 

implement effective awareness functions developed. 
• Comprehem:ive data ba-:e covering district, village, fann code, trainees and tminer'i contact 

inhJrmalion. number of farms served, date of training and receiving biosecuri!y equipment 
were developed. 

Output 4. Cleaning and disinfection operations implemented and monitored at commercial 
poultry farms 

• Inputs (expendable and non-expendable) required for project operation delivered. 
• C&D operation'> implemented a-.: per agreed protocols in 2 7.32 commercial poultry farms. 
• A preparation checklist for qualitative assessment of hygienic improvements in targeted <:re<:.s 

is developed. 
• Comprehensive asse'isment of operational bioseculity improvements for 809 farms (long and 

short cyclesi after three visit for each farm is perl(mned. 
• A workshop on sharing ex.peience and tran:-.fer of best practice:-: bel\.veen poultry producers 

with good and bad biosecurity practices and other -,ervice providers ('External injectors'). 

INDONESIA 

Output I. Engaging with high-risk coiJedor yards in the greater jakarta area (.JARODETAREK) 
and developing and implementing procedures to immediately improve biosecurity at these 
locations (Phase I ) 

• Output and lessons learned from Phase T achieved. 
• Implementation of Phase II has ..;tarted in selected collector yards in J<Jkarta, 
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• The local dinas are monitoring the colleclnr y:c~nb for compliance with use of the equipment 
and cleaning of the crates and vehicle", Monthly refhJrts are prepared and sent to FAO for 
collation. 

Output 2. Collector yards and transport links to farms selected for improvement in hiosccurity as 
a means of reducing spread of HPAJ within the live poultry market chain and between farms 

Progress has been made in engaging with farmers, broker.;,, and other key stakeholders involved in the 
tram. port of live poultry into JABODETABEK. Pulo Gadung, Rawa Kepiting. Cakung and Petukangan 
collector yanl:-. have heen selected as h'cation<., fm· permanent C&D stations for poultry transport 
vehicles. 

Output 3. Poultry market chain cleaning and disinfection guidelines and protocols developed and 
agreed upon with local veterinary officials. and collector yard owners, with inputs from key 
play~rs involved in transport of liv~ birds 

SOPs for C&D are being updated and alternative technologies are belng ex.plore.d. A cleaning starion 
de:-,ign fnr de;<-,ignated collectm· yards in DKI Jakarw has been developed and approved hy govemnent. 
All key stakeholders from both public and private »ectors have been involved in the selection of sites 
for cleaning stations, 

Output 4. Sufficient staff and workers adequatel)' trained in cleaning and disinfection of poultry 
market chain; cleaning and disinfection guide1ines and protot--o1s de\-·eloped 

Staff <.~nd workers successfully trained ~md equipped in 12 collector yard:-. with electric-powered high 
pressure washerJ:. and ten collector yards with gasoline-powered high pressure washers for Phase I of 
the C&D pmgramme. Phase 2 trainings conducted thus far in Pulo Gadung have been successful. 

Output 5. Cleaning and di .. infection operations implem~nted and monitored in target collector 
yards. and transport links 

Phase 1 C&D activities being carried out by trained staff and workers using equipment provided by 
ECTAD Indonesia. 

Phase fl C&D activiti6 heing carried out by the e:-,tahlishment of C&D stations in selected large 
collector yards in DKI Jakarta. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/ll\D/802/USA 

Project Title: ''Immediate Technical Assistance to Strengthen Emergency Preparedness 
for Highly Pathogenic Avian lntluenza (HPAl) to India" 

Reporting period: October 2012- March 2013 

Country: India 
Project title: Immediate Technical Assistance to Strengthen Emergency Preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) to India 

Code: OSRO/IKD/802J1JSA 
Total hudget~ USD 2 220 000 of which USD 51 g66 tOr Year 3 
Effective starting date: 2R June 20 I(} 
Planned end date: 30 September 2013 
Context of the project 

This project focuses on capacity building of animal health personnel especially in the field of 
surveillance, epidemiology and in-depth outbreak investigations. Porous. long land borders between 
neighbouring countries with minimal control points and quarantine facilities and diffused low 
biosecurity poultry production and marketing chains continue to pose a risk for the spread of Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in India. It is necessary to develop an understanding of the 
dynamic structure of poult1y production systems, supply chains and marketing of poultry and poultry 
products within India and internationally. There is also a lack of capacity in terms of skilled human 
resources and facilities to develop sensitive surveillance systems and to conduct etTective 
epidemiological studies for the better management of HPAI. Although there IS an existing 
Preparedness, Control & Containment Plan for Avian Influenza, it is expected that, with the support 
of this project. the Government of India will be able to draft a long-tenn national strategy Ill 

consultation with various stakeholders to deal with the longer-term issues to control and prevent 
HPAI. 

Objectives of the project 

The main aim of the project is to (i) detect, reduce and control HPAI in poultry~ (ii) 1m prove 
livelihoods and promote food security of large vulnerable population, thereby reducing poverty, in 
addition to contributing to rural economic development and to improve the gross domestic product 
of India. The objectlve of the project, inter-alia, is to bulld capacity to improve surveillance and 
epidemiological analysis and reporting \Vithin the central and state veterinary services and at local 
leve-ls using a community-based approach by improving the understanding of the epidemiology of 
HPAL and so idemifying priorities to reduce the risk of poultry outbreaks and consequent human 
cases. The overall objective of the programme is to reduce and then to eliminate the threat posed by 
HPAI H5KI in the country. The country ._vill then cease to be at risk for the development of human 
pandemic influenza from the H5N l influenza virus. 

Planned activities 

Output 1: Establishment of a Department of Animal Husband!)' Dairying and Fisheries (DADF) 
Veterinary Epidemiology Unit in India. 

Output 2: Improved epidemiological capacity within the veterinary workforce in India. 
Output 3: Establishment of a risk-based surveillance nrogramme. 
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Output 4: Improved understanding of epidemi0logy of HPAI in India for rati0nal and targered 
conrr0l of HPAL 

Output 1: Establishment of a DADF VeterinaiJ' Epidemiology Unit in India 

In 0rdcr t0 achieve the above output, the following activities will he implemented: 
• establlshment of a DADF Veterinary Epidemiology Unit at the Anima} Quarantine and 

Certification Station (AQCS) at Kapashcra, New Delhi; 
• 
• 
• 

coordination of country programme; 
management and operations support~ and 
capacity building in project/programme management. 

Output 2: Improved epidemiological capacity within the DADF, Minish)' of Agriculture 
(MoA) of India 

In order to achieve the above output, the following activities will be implemented: 
• conduct Field Veterinary Epidemiolot,"Y Training Programme (FETPV); 
• conduct outbreak investigation courses for Field/District Veterinary Officers; and 
• conduct trainings for grassroots level dlsease detection and reporting (e.g. community-based 

animal health "\.Vorkcrs [CAHWs]): 

Output 3: Establishment of a risk-based sun•eillanec programme 

In 0rder to achieve the a hove output, the following activities will he implemented: 
• develop a grassroots level surveillance programme; 
• 

• 
• 

conduct disease outbre--ak investigation in the event of an HPAI outbreak in collaboration 
with DADF; 
nndertake structured virus isolation and characterization; and 
establish a disease infonnation system dedicated to HPAI. 

Output 4: lmpr(rved understanding of epidemiology of HPAI in India for rational and targeted 
control of the disease 

In order to achieve the above output, the fOllowing activities will be implemented: 
• 
• 
• 

value chain and risk assessment and mapping; 
phylogenetic and phylodynamic analysis ofHPAI H5N1 isolates; and 
structured virus isolation and characterization followed by monitoring virus evolution in 
different species to assess spatial and temporal ..;pread of the virus in the country and region. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period (October 2012 -1\"larch 2013) 

Output 1: Establishment of a DADF Veterinary Epidemiology Unit in India 

The DADF Epidemiology Unit. already established at the Animal Quarantine and Certification 
~tation at Kapashera, New Delhi ·was maintained, and landscaping of the premises for lawns and 
garden developed. 

Current staff: The third year of the project started \Vith the national staff being comprised of a 
Team Leader cum ~ational Project Coordinator, one National Consultant-Epidemiology and one 
Operations Officer. i\s the International Consultants/Experts had to leave the project owing to 
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financial resource constraints, one more National Consultant-Epidemiology \Vas appointed in 
November 20 12 to bridge the gap. 

F AO staff from Regional Sub Unit (RSU) in Kathmandu, Nepal supported the Epidemiology Cnit of 
the F AO Emergency Centre for Trans boundary· Animal Diseases {ECTAD) India in various training 
programmes. 

All the project activities \Vere implemented with the active support of the DADF and the Directors of 
the State Animal Husbandry Departments. The DADF was regularly updated on the progress of the 
project through the submission of reports and conducting meetings. 

In order to oversee the project activities, a Steering Committee was constituted in DADF. A meeting 
under the chainnanship of the Secretary. DADF \Vas held on 11 February 2013 and the progress of 
the project was revie\vcd. 

The project advocated for consistency between the national strategy for HPAI control with regional 
and global fr:ame\vorks. This was carried out by interacting with national partners {MoA), regional 
partners - the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC} and the FAO sub
regional and regional support units, and globally with FAO headquarters and the \Vorld Organisation 
for Animal Health (OlE). 

The F AO-ECTAD India continued to support the engagement of the Government of India in 
international meetings and training sessions and facilitated the Quarantine Officer from the northern 
region ro attend the '"'"Regional \Vorkshop on Risk Analysis and Risk Management for Animals and 
Animal Products" held in Kathmandu, Nepal from 7 to 11 January 2013 and two officers from the 
Government of India to attend the Joint Prince Mahidol Award Conterence 2013, the first Global 
Conference on Regional Disease Surveillance Networks, the second International One Health 
Congress, and the Centennial Commemoration of the Rockefeller Foundation held from 28 January 
to 2 Febmary 2013 in Bangkok. 

One 1\ational Consultant-Epidemiology was trained in spatial modelling of HPAI disease data for 
predictive risk mapping at l.Jniversiti: Libre de Bruxeiles (LUBIES}, Brussels, Belgium. Two FAG
ECTAD staff members participated in ''"Regional Workshop on Risk Analysis and Risk Management 
for Animals and Animal Products'" in Kathmandu, Nepal from 7 to II January 2013. The Team 
Leader attended the Joint Prince Mahidol Award Conference 2013, the first Global Conference on 
Regional Disease Surveillance Networks. the second lntemational One Health Congress. and the 
Centennial Commemoration of the Rockefeller Foundation held from 28 January to 2 February 2013 
in Bangkok, Thailand. All project staff attended the trdining on '"'Good Emergency Management 
Practices {GEMP)" in Bangkok, Thailand on 26 February 2013. 

The DADF Epi-Unit of FAO- ECTAD India made a presentation on the HPAI situation and risk 
mapping of HPAI in India at the Annual Regional ECTAD Meeting at Bangkok held from 
27 February to 1 March 2013. 

Discussions were held ·with DADF staff on managing the national disease surveillance and control 
programme. as well as. the logistics and management requirements. 

Output 2: Improved epidemiological capacity within DADF, MoA of India 

Conduct Field Veterinary Epidemiology Training Programme (FETPV): The capacity of 
selected field veterinarians from high risks states in epidemiological analysis of disease outbreaks 
was enhanced. Five delegates from India participated in a three-week FETPV conducted by the 
SAARC RSU in 'NepaL One National Consultant-Epidemiology participated in the Regional FETPV 
for the- SAARC countries held in Kathmandu, Nepal from 2"i ;'\lovember to 15 December 2012 as a 
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resource person. 

Outbreak investigation courses for Field/District Veterinary Officers: In order to build capacity 
of field veterinarians, two training for trainers (ToT) workshops for Outbreak lnvestigation. 
comprised of 15 participants from HPAI-vulnerablc states and critical areas (12-15 Feb 2013 in 
Gm'l.'ahati and 12-15 March 201 3 at Bhubanesv.'ar) were conducted and evaluated. 

Epil\et network established: A list server i:Or EpiNet was developed to sustain interest and 
-commitment for trainees and other interested parties. It provided current intOnnation on HPAI (and 
other significant disease issues) and further mentoring on disea."ie surveillance activities with updates 
on control programmes. 

Output 3: Establishment of a risk-based surveillance programme 

Develop a grassroots level surveillance programme: A surveillance programme developed at the 
grassroots level to increase advocacy. Training materials were developed in collaboration with the 
Society for Management of Information, Learning and Extension (SMILE), Bhubaneswar \vhi-ch 
includes a training manual, flipchart, a video and other materials on an external storage device for 
aiding the trainers in imparting training to grassroot-level workers. One ToT workshop 
(30 participants) for grassroot-; level CAHWs on disease detection and reporting was also conducted 
on 1 1 March 2013 in Bhubancs\var. 

Undertake structured virus isolation and characterization: Collaborative projects were 
developed among the DADF Epidemiolot,•y Unit, High Security Animal Disea.">e Laboratory 
(HSADL) and Duke-NUS Graduate Medical School. to investigate the epidemiology of HPAt in 
India using molecular epidemiology techniques and with Universiri: Libre de Bruxe!les (LlJBIES). 
Belgium on Risk Mapping of HPAI epidemiology in India. 

A joint molecular epidemiology study was carried out between FAG-India, HSADL and Duke-1'\US 
Graduate Medical School. HPAI sequence data and spatial and temporal data from HPAI outbreaks 
from 2006 to 2012 was characterized using the latest phylogenetic and phylogcographic analysis. 
Sequence data from neighbouring countries wa._.;;; also included in the analysis for improved 
understanding of H PAI virus evolution in the sub-region. 

An Outbreak Investigation on Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (H5Nl) wa..<> conducted in the 
Central Poultry Development Organisation and Training Institute { CPDO-TI) in Banga1ore in 
November 2012. The investigation characterized the HPAI H5N l virus and probable source of the 
·virus' introduction in collaboration ·with HSADL Bhopal and F AO Vietnam and prepared the 
Epidemiology Report. The report was submirted to the OAOF. 

The National Animal Disease Recording System (NADRS) is being implemented. The project team 
had access ro NADRS. Standard operating procedures {SOPs) for outbreak investigation were 
developed and submitted to DADF for review and implementation across the country for 
standardizing outbreak investigation procedures for HPAI. 

A fortnightly EpiNet list server newsletter, dedicated to HPAI epidcmioJogy and other important 
emerging diseases, is being circulated across the country to create awareness regarding surveillance 
and epidemiology. Information on HPAI outbreaks across the world is being updated regularly. 
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Output 4: Improved understanding of epidemiology of HPAI in India for rational and targeted 
control of HPAI 

Mapping of outbreak data from 2006 onv.:ards was done. Identification of risk factors associated 
with HPAI outbreaks in the HPAI-vulncrahlc states of \Vest Bengal, Assam and Tripura was 
completed. Llsing this data predictive risk maps of HPAI for the three states have been prepared at 
the sub-dlstrict level. These maps will now be used to target HPAI surveillance in hlgh-risk areas. 

A joint study bet\veen HSADL, Duke-NUS Graduate l'vledical School and FAO India was completed 
and has yielded useful insights into virus evolution over time and space. In order to understand the 
infection and transmission dynamics and critical points for tOcused interventions/response, f3rrning 
poultry sectors and the socio-economic background of poultry raisers were mapped. Phylogenetic 
and phylodynamic analysis of HPAl HSN 1 isolates from various outbreaks in the counh)' was done 
and virus clades in various geo-locations were mapped. In order to assess the spatial and temporal 
spread of the virus in the country and region. a sustained collaboration was established between 
HSADL Bhopal and Duke-NUS Graduate Medical School, for monitoring the virus' evolution in 
different species (crow and other wild birds). 

Risk factors for control of HPAI were identified and recommendations tOr targeted and risk-based 
surveillance were provided for the states of West Bengal, Assam and Tripura. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period (1 April 2013 to 30 September 2013) 

Output 1: Establishment of a DADF Veterinary Epidemiology Unit in India 

The Epidemiology Unit at Kapashera, New Delhi, along \Vith its facilities, \vill be maintained. The 
project will continue to be backstopped by RSL; Nepal and FAO international staff. 

Output 2: lmproYed epidemiological capacity within the DADF. MoA of India 

FETPV: The project '¥\'ill continue to mentor previous FETPV students through direct support and 
an EpiNet list server. There is strong support from the states and specialist instirures for further 
access to FETPV courses. Therefore, additional funding sources \vill be explored for conducting at 
least one more FETPV course for the northern states. 

T\vo training workshops tOr Farm Managers of the State/Government of lndiaflndian Council of 
Agricultural Research (ICAR) poultry farms on biosecurity, surveillance and epidemiology of 
poultry diseases, with special reference to HPAI will be conducted in collaboration with HSADL 
Bhopal. 

One advocacy workshop tOr senior pollcy makers \Viii be conducted to address the need for 
improved disease surveillance systems and to advocate for policy change in DADF and state 
governments so that epidemiology is recognized as a core discipline for animal and veterinary public 
health which is a vital component of all disease control programmes. 

Output 3: Establishment of a risk-based surveillance programme 

Four ToT workshops on disease detection and reporting at the grassroots level have been scheduled. 

Further training to grassroots level workers (para-veterinarians and CAH\Vs) by master trainers will 
be coordinated with the states so that district-level tminings can be onzanized. Staff of the project 
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will be present at these trainings as observers. 

Sixteen veterinarians/scientists from DADF, states, Regional Disease Diagnostic Labs (RDDLs). 
Project Directorate on Animal Disea.~e !Vtanagcment and Surveillance (PD-ADMAS), Bangalore, 
HSADL, Bhopal and FAO-ECTAD India \'Vill be trained on improved risk assessment to enable the 
development of a risk-based surveillance programme in lndia under d1e aegis of the F AO RSU in 
Nepal. 

Collaboration will be strengthened between DADF Epidemiology Unit. HSADL and Duke-t'\US 
Graduate Medical Schoo] to further investigate the epidemiology of HPAI in India using molecular 
epidemiology techniques. Virus isolation and molecular characterization with probable sourcc(s) of 
virus introduction, including virus evolution, will continue. 

Guidelines for the preparation of risk-based state HPAI surveillance plans will be developed. These 
will include both active and passive surveillance. SOPs on biosecurity in backyard poultry, live bird 
markets and commercial poultry will be developed and submitted to the DADF. 

The final pmject report will be prepared and submitted upon completion of the project 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/IND/802/USA 

Project Title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen preparedness to combat highly 
pathoge-nic emerging diseases and transboundary animaJ diseases in India 

e -Reportinv period· April to September "'012 
Country: India 
Projet..-1- title: Immediate technical a"!sistancc to strengthen preparedness to combat highly 
pathogenic emerging diseases and transhoundary anima( disea..'ies in India 

Code: OSROilND/802iUSA 
Budget: !JSD I 220 000. USD 948 134 and USD 831 866 (Phases 1 and H) 
Total budget: USD 2 120 000 
Effective starting date: 28 June 20l0 
Planned end date: 30 September 2013 
Context of the projectThis project will focus on capacity building of animal heallh personnt'-1 
especially in the t!eld of smveillanl:e, epidemiology and in-depth disease field investigations. 
Porous, long land borders between neighbouring countries with minimal control points and 
qu<1rantine facilities and diffuse low biosecurity, poultry production and marketing chains continue 
to pose a risk for the spread of Highly Pa!hogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) and other transboundary 
animal diseases (TAOs) in Indla. It is necessary to develop an understanding of the dynamic 
structure of the animal {poultry) production systems, value/supply chains and marketing in animals 
(especially poultry and poultry products) within India and internationally. There is also a lack of 
capacity of skllled human resources and facilities to develop sensitive surveillance systems and to 
conduct effective epidemiological studies for the better management of HPAL Although there is an 
existing Avian Influenza Control Pbn (AICP), it is expected that, as a result of this project, India 
will be able to drafl a long-term national strategy in consuilalio:n with various stakeholders to deal 
with the longer term issues to control and prevent HPAL 

Objectives. of the project 

The project aims to detect, reduce and control disease in animals, particularly poultry, to improve 
livelihoods, promote the food security and livelihoods of the large vulnerable population, thereby 
reducing poverty and contributing to rural economic development and to improve the Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) of lndia. The project will strengthen [he capacity of rhe Department of 
Animal Husbandry, Dairying and Fisheries (DADF) by 

. . 
understanding of the nnpmvmg 

epidemiology of HPAt and so identifying priorities to reduce the risk of poultry outbreaks and 
consequent human e<Jses. The project mms to build capacity to improve surveillance and 
epidemiological analysis and reporting within the central and state veterinary services and at local 
levels using a community-based approach. The overall objective of the programme is to contribute w 
the elimination of the threat posed by HPAI by controlling the disease in poultry, such that India no 
longer poses a risk for the development of human pandemic influenza from the H5N I Vll"US. 

Planned activities for the reporting period (April to September 2012) 

Output 1: Establishment of a DADF Veterinary Epidemiology Unit in India 
Output 2: Improved epidemiological capacity within the DADF and Indian Council of Agricultural 

Research (ICAR) of the Ministry of Agriculture (MoA) of India 
Output 3: Establishment of a risk-based surveillance programme 
Output 4: Improved understandlng of epidemiology of HPAI in India for rational and targeted 

control of these diseases 
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Output 1: Establishment of a DADF Veterinary Epidemiology LJnit in India 
In order to achieve the above output. the following activities will be implcmented: 

• establishment of a DADF Veterinary Epidemiology Unit at the Animal Quarantine and 
Certification station at Kapashcra, New Delhi; 

• coordination of country progmmme; 
• management and operations support~ and 
• capacity building in project/programme management. 

Output 2: Improved epidemiological capacity within the DADF, :YioA of India 
In order to achieve the above output, the following acti\itics w111 be implemented: 

• conduct Field Veterinarv Epidemiology Training Progmmme for Veterinarians (FETPV). 
including field outbreak investigation cour~es for district/state veterin<1ry officers; 

• country visits for technical staff of DADF to study best practices for disease surveillance and 
control (in Thailand for X-ray surveillance, m Indonesia for the participatory disease 
surveillance and response [PDSRJ, and in VietNam for HPAI vaccination programmes); and 

• pruvide oversea.<> training in advanL-ed epidemiology and surveillance to the technical staff of DADE 

Output 3: Establishment of a risk-based surveillance programme 
In order to achieve the above output, the following activities. will be implemented: 

• develop a grassroots level surveillance programme; 
• undertake structured virus isolation and ch<.~racterization; and 
• establish a disease information system dedicated to HPAL 

Output 4: Improved understanding of epidemiology of TADs (including HPAI) and zoonotic 
diseases in India for rational and targeted control of these diseases 
In order to achieve the above output, the following activities. will be implemented: 

• study the livestock and poultry value chains including wet markets and slaughter facilities; 
• map the bnning sectors and socio-economlc background along (he market <md value chains; 
• conduct data analysis for mapping di:.;ease outbreaks and distribution of virus strains and 

clades as appropriate; 
• define infection and transmission dynamics in the context of the various farming systems and 

socio-economic background; and 
• identify c1itical points for intervention to control T ADs and zoonotic diseases. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period (April to September 2012) 

Output 1: Establishment of a DADF Veterinary Epidemiology LJnit in India 

E~tablishment of an Epidemiology Unit: The DADF Centre had already been established .at the 
Animal Quarantine and Ce11ification station at Kapashera, ~ew Delhi. Final refurbishmems were 
completed, and some additlonal equipment was provided. 

Cunent :stafL Intemational -Chief Technical Adviser/Team Leader, Geographic lnfonnation Sy~lem 
(GIS) Specialist, Operations Officer, National - Project Coordinator, Consultant - Epidemiology, 
Operations Officer. The position of National Consultant -Surveillance \Vas dropped from the project. 

Coordination of countrv orogramme: The Joint Secretary of DADF was regularly updated on the 
progress of the project with monthly meetings and regular submission of project report<; and papers. 
Meetings were held with the Donor. The project advocated for consistency between the national 
strategy for HPAI control with regional and global Ji·ameworks. This was can·ied out by interacLing 
with local panners (fvloA), regional partners - the South Asian Association for Regiona1 
Cooperation (SAARC) and the FAO subregional and regional support units, and globally with the 
FAO in Rome and the \Vorld Organisation for Animal Health (OlE) under the Global Framework for 
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Transboundary Animal Diseases (GF-TAOs). There has heen ongoing collaboration and information 
sharing with partners - the Centre for Disease Control (CDC), the \Vorld Health Organization 
(WHO) and the International Livestock Research Institute (ILRI). 

tvlanagernem and operations support: The operations team continued to support the engagement of India 
in international meetings and training sessions with variable success. Two staff from DADF attended the 
glohal foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) conference m Bangkok. No staff from India participated m 
SAARC consultation working groups on communications nor in FAO training on disease notification. 

Capacity buildin~ m pmiect/pro~ramme management: Ongoing discussions with DADF staff on 
managing a national disease surveilhmce and control programme, the logistics and management 
requirements. Meetings \Vcrc scheduled with the National Informatics Centre on information systems 
development and management. 

Output 2: Improved epidemiological capacity within DADF, MoA of India 

FETPV: A further three-week FETPV course including field outbreak investigations was held m 
Odisha in July 2012 in collaboration with the local department in Bhubaneswar and with support 
from the regional offices of FAO and. Colorado State University. A toral of 22 district/state 
veterinary officer~ attended the course. 

Output 3: Establishment of a risk-based surveillance programme 

Develop a grassroots-level surveillance programme: In the reporting period. five short outbreak 
investigation/.<mrveillance courses (250 participants) were undertaken for all rhe remaining states of 
India for district/state velerinarians (tolal now !rained: 450). The surveillance course focused on 
outbreak investigation. sample collection and diagnosis, data capture/analysis and repolting. and 
designing and implementing effective disease survei1l.ance. 

Undertake structured vims isolation and characterization: Formal recommendations on improving 
surveillance with increased isolation of viruses were delivered. A joint molecular epidemiology 
study proposal wa~ developed between FAO-India. High Security Animal Disease Laboratory 
(HSADL) and Duke University, Singapore. The proposal was endorsed by lCAR and is awaiting 
approval by DADF. A protocol for the investigation of crow die-otls \Vith v1rus isolation and 
characterization was presented. 

Establish a disease information svstem dedicated to HPAI: General information on current .systems 
of surveillance and data handling was collected. The National Animal Disease Recording System 
(NADRS) i.s being implemented. The project team had access to NADRS. This system .should be the 
basis for collecting HPAI data in addition to that from other diseases. 

Output 4: Improved understanding of epidemiology of TADs (including HPAI) and zoonotic 
diseases in India for rational and targeted control of these diseases 

Study the livestock and poultry value chains including wet markets and slaughter facilities: A value 
chain study w~s completed in Jalpaiguri (\Vest Bengal) and Dhubri (Assam) districts; these districts 
arc a focus of poultry movement between 'mainland' India and the northeastern states, and also 
across international borders with Bangladt'.sh, Nepal and Bhutan. The study has demonstrated lhe 
complexity of the poultry production marketing and distribution system in this mea, and has 
identified key targets to mitigate disease ris.k. 

3 
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Ma(! the farming sectors and socio-economic background along the market <Jnd value chains: Poultry 
chain studies have developed maps of pmduction cent1·es and distribution hubs against other 
activities in the study districts. 

Conduct data analysis for maQQing disease outbreaks and distribution of vlrus strains and clades as 
agr:roQriatc: Initial analysis of international and st:1.tc-lcvcl risk factors \Vas completed. Field 
investigations have identified local risk factors. Crow die-off investigations were undertaken and a 
protocol delivered on strengthening these investigations. A joint propDsal was prepared (see above) 
that will look at virus evolution over time and space. 

Define infection and transmlssion dynamics in the context of the various farming svstems and socio-
economic backo-round: Poultry value chain studies have undertaken a risk assc .... smcnt; this baseline 
data on risk and demographics will be used with virus ch<Jracterisation to map likely reservoirs and 
transmission routes. 

ldentifv critical points for intervemion to control HPAI: Poultry value chain studies have mapped the 
production and marketing system in two districts identifying key hub~ of activities ;md ct·itical 
control points for risk reduction. 
Planned activities for the next six-month period (October 2012 to :March 2013) 

Output 1: Establishment of a DADF VeterinaQ' Epidemiology Unit in India 

Establishment of an EQidemiology Centre: Maintain the facility at Kapashera. 

Recruitment of staff: The project team will be reduced, as funding is limited. The project will be 
backstopped by FAO international staiT. 

Output 2: Improved epidemiological capacity within the DADF, MoA of India 

FETPV: There are insufficient funds to run further FETPV courses. Five [ndian nationals will be 
trained in a SAARC regional course (Nov/Dec 20!2). The project will mentor previous. FETPV 
students through a list server and direct support. Additional funding sources will be explored so that 
additional FETPV courses can be held. There is very strong support from the states and specialist 
institutes for further access to FETPV courses. 

Output 3: Establishment of a risk-based surYcillancc programme 

DeveloQ a grassroots-level surveillance gro£ramme: Develop and implement a Training-of-Trainers 
course for district veterinarians to train community level staff/private veterinarians. Thls course will 
need to be developed using an agency with specialist skills in adult learning. 

Undertake structured ·virus isolation and characterization: Review lhe ~ystem for information 
management of virus data. Promote surveillance activities to increase virus ]solation rate. 

Establish a disease information sy~tem dedicated to HPAI: NADRS is being implemented for all 
animal health events; it needs critical review to ensure it meets the demands of an effective disease 
information system, providing for robust epidemiological analysis - the project will rev1ew of 
NADRS in the next project phase. 
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Output 4: Improved understanding of epidemiology HPAI in India for rational and targeted 
t-•tmtrol of this disease 

Study the livestock and QOUitry value chains including wet markets and slauu.:hter facilities: No 
further activity was planned in this perlod owing to limited funding. 

:rvlaQ the farming sectors and socio-economic background along the market and value chains: 
Limited mapping will be undertaken by the National Consultant - Epidemiology using the poultry 
value chain data and data layers recently sourced. 

Conduct data analysis for manning disease outbreaks and distribution of virus strains and clades as 
a[mro12riate: Simple mapping of outbreaks will be provided; cluster analysis of previous outbreaks 
will be undertaken. 

Ident1fv en tical oomts for intervention to control TADs and zoonotic diseases: Formal 
documentation of risk factors identified in the poultry value chain sludic~ will be- developed into a 
formal paper recommending priorities for risk mitigation. 
l\"lain challenges encountered and response provided 

InitiaiJy, there was a misunderstanding with DADF of project expectations and major concerns over 
project staff recruitment. The continuity of the good relationship with the counterpart was 
strengthened by ensuring the regular delivery of hard copies of data analyses. reports, discussion and 
position papers to a wide group of staff in DADE 

Though the there has been a lack of access in obtaining quality data on outbreaks. information on 
virus characterization anll spatial layers. The project managed to analysed and report on the data 
provided. Additional spatial data has recently been provided from other sources, and further analysis 
is no\v belng undertaken. 

The poor quality of surveillance data and the limiting ability to assess the epidemiology of HPAI in 
India 'Nasa great challenge. A report was delivered on the epidemiology or HPAI in the northeastern 
states; the gaps in the surveillance programme were identified and recommendations made. A 
supposed agreement for a project revision extending the project to include TAOs was rejected by the 
Government thi.'> was non-negotiable, and the project proceeded to focus on HPAI ISSUeS, 
recognizing that epidemiology skills developed are generally applicable to other diseases, 
l\"lain progress made towards the achkvemcnt of project outcomes (/T-om the start of the project 
activities) 

Output 1: Establishment of a DADF Veterinary Epidemiology Unit in India- established. 
Output 2: Improved epidemiological capacity within the DAD F. MoA of India - some 
500 veterinary staff trained to various levels: further training scheduled. 
Output 3: Establishment of a risk-based surveillance programme- field inve~tigations undertaken; 
surveillance systems analysis conducted, and recommendations made on necessary improvements. 
Output 4: Improved understanding of epidemiolo-gy o-f HPAI Ill India - reduced culling zone/ 
limitations of sero-surYeillance of poultry. A number of papers delivered including outbreak and 
crow mortality investigations, state-level ~patial risk factors, consideration~ for vaccination and 
poultry value chain risk assessments. 
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Quarter II 2010 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/IND/802/USA 

Project Title: Immediate technical Assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Intluenza (HPAI) to India 

Reporting period: April- .Tune 2010 

Country: India 
Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) to India 

Code: OSRO/IND/802/TJSA 
Budget: lJSD I 220 000 (Pha'c I) 
Total budget: lJSD 3 000 000 1 

Effective starting date: July 2009 
Planned end date: June 2012 
Conte:x-t of the project 

Thi.;.; pro jed will focus on the eastern Indian states of Assam and \\lest Bengal in the short term with 
a longer tenn capacity building of anlmal health personnel, especially in the field of surveillance, 
epidemiological analysis and in-depth disease investigation. The project focuses on understanding 
the dynamic p<.~tterns ofthe poultry production systems, value/supply chains and trade in poultry and 
poultry products within India. 

The project is expected to provide information on infection and transmission dynamics of the virus 
in the local environment whe1·e the virus persists and to con~olidate the c<.~pacity to estabJish and 
conduct risk-based surveillance programme.;,;. The aim of building capacity to strengthen surveillance 
and epidemiological analysis. will lead to an improved tracking of [he virus movement. greater virus 
isolations and better molecular information on the virus evolution. Such information is critical for 
rational and targeted control of the disease. With the strategic inputs in the project, the country 
would be better placed to take a leadership role in supporting regional efforts to control HPAI. 

Objectiv-es of the project 

The project aims to build capacity to impmve surveillance and epidemiological analysis in both 
domestic and wild birds. The overall objective of the programme is to contribute to the elimination 
of the threat posed by HPAI by cuntrolling the disease in poultry such that India no longer presents a 
risk for the development of human pandemic influenza from the H5N 1 V!fUS. 

Planned activities 

Output 1: Establishment of a HPAI (Epidemiology) Unit in India 
Activity 1.1 Establishment of an HPAI (Epidemiology) CniL 

1 
TI:J" rroJect hw; a three-year duration. Tma! budgt:t io. LISD 3 000 000 suhdivided a» frl'l!owo.: USD 1 2.20 000 

filf year I, USD 948 114 for year II and USD 831 goo for yen HL Punds have. hc.cn committed for year J only: 
m:tivitico. pianncC for year-; II and HI will he implemented ha-;cd on project pcrfmm<:.nce and fund <:vailahility. 
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Activity 1.2 Coordination of the country progmmme. 

Activity 1.3 !\1anagement and operations support. 

Activity 1.4 Capacity building in project/programme management 

Output 2: Improved epidemiological capacity within the Department of Animal Husbandry, 
Dairying and Fisheries (DADF), Ministry of Agriculture (.MoA) of India 

Activity 2.1 Conduct Field Epidemiology Tmining Programme for Veterinarians (FETPV). 

Activity 2.2 Conduct outbreak investigation courses for Field/District Veterinary Officers. 

Activity 2.3 Country visits to study best practices for surveillance (in Thailand for X-ray 
surveillance, in Indonesia for participatory disease surveillance and response {PDSR), and VietNam 
for grass-roots level surveillance). 

Activity 2.4 Conduct trainings for grass roots level disease detection and reporting (e.g. community 
based animal health workers). 

Activity 2.5 Provide oversea<; training in advanced epidemiology and surveillance to the technical 
staff of DAD F. 

Output 3: Establishment of a risk-based surveillance programme 

Activity 3.1 Develop a grassroots level surveillance programme. 

Activity 3.2 Undertake structured virus isolation and characterization. 

Activity 33 Establish a disease information system dedicated to HPAI. 

Output 4: Improved understanding of epidemiology of HPAI in India for rational and targeted 
control of the disease 

Activity 4,1 Study the poultry value chains to include wet markets. 

Activity 4.2 !\.tap the farming sectors and socio-economic background along the market and value 
chains. 

Activity 4.3 Conduct data analysis for mapping disease outbreaks and distribution of virus clades. 

Activity 4.4 Define infection and transmission dynamics in the context of the various poultry 
farming systems and socio-economic background. 

Activity 4.5 Identify critical points for intervention to control HPAI. 
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Acti\'ities undertaken during the reporting period 

As a result of internal official formalities/clearances, there was a considerable delay in the process of 
ohwining official agreement from the Government of India (Goi} to implement the project. 
However, several pre-inception -...vorkshop activities were undertaken. 

Output 1: Establishment of an HPAI (Epidemiology) Unit in India 
Activity 1.1: Establishment of an HPAI (Epidemiology) t:nit. 

• Pre-inception workshop activitie5 

The schetlule for the official launching of the project was discussed and coordinated with the 
Department of Animal Husbandry, Dairying and Fisheries (DADF). It wa.s initially agreed \Vith 
DADF to hold the inception workshop on 7 April and 8 April 2010. However, owing to the busy 
schedule of the Secretary, the worhhop was finally scheduled on lO and II :V1ay 2010. 

The agenda/programme, invitees and venue for the workshop was finalized through a consultation 
process with DADF and the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) - India 
officials. The list of pmticipants included the Secretaries of Bangladesh, Bhutan and NepaL as the 
project had relevance in the regional context. The neighbouring countries needed to be ClWare of the 
ongoing activities in India. In consultation with various stakeholders during the period of this 
project, Gol will be able to draft a longer term national strategy to address the issues relevant to the 
avian influenza (AI) control programme. India should also take on a leadership role in facilitating 
better coordination among the countries in the region and achieving the primary objective or the 
project. 

• Organization c?{the inception workshop and preparation r~(inception ~1--"0rkslwp report. 

An inception workshop was organized to address the shortcomings in the control and containment of 
HPAI through the project OSRO/INDi802/USA -"Immediate technical assistance to strengthen 
emergency preparedness for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) to India" held at New 
Delhi, India on lO and 11 May 2010. The key rule of this project was to improve the capacity 
building efforts of the country to rapidly control and avoid possible future incursions of the disease 
over the next several years through an increased emphasis on epidemiological analysis and disease 
tracking. 

The workshop was inaugurated by the Secretary, DADF, Anima) Husbandry Commissioner. It was 
attended by (i) the Joint Secretary {Livestock Health) and several officials of DADF; (ii) the Director 
General, Indian Council of Agricultural Research (!CAR), the Deputy Director General (Animal 
Sciences) and scientists of ICAR; (iii) the Director, Indian Ve(erinary Research Instltute (IVRI), the 
Directors of veteiinary services of various state governments, scientists from Regional Disease 
Diagnosis Laboratories (RDDLs} and High Security Animal Disease Laboratory (HSADL-OIE 
Reference Laboratory); (jv} USAlD officials, representatives from the World Health Organization 
(WHO) and olher international organiLations; and (v) the FAO officials from headquarters, 
Emergency Centre for Transboundary Animal Diseases - Regional office for Asia and the Pacific 
(ECTAD-RAP) and ECTAD - Subregional Office based in Kathmandu, NepaL Tn addition, the 
workshop was attended by the Secretaries of Ministries of Agriculture/Fisheries and Livestock from 
Banglade:-.h, Bhulan and NepaL 

An inception workshop report was prepared and has been circulated for technical clearance. 
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• Implementation of the project 

Recruitment of nation~-~~ and international staff 
o Suitable candidates have been identified to fill the position of Chid Te.:hnical Advisor 

(CTA) Team Leader/international Epidemiology Expert and lnte.rnational Geographic 
Information System (GIS) Expert. The MoA will soon nominate a candidate for the 
position of a national Project Coordinator who will work closely with the CTA. 

o Three national staff positions (HPAI Epidemlology, HPAI Survei11ance and national 
Operations Officer) \.Verc advertised in leading WL~bsltcs and widely circulated to 
various state governments and universities in the country. Based on the prescribed 
selection criteria. two national veterinarians were identified for recruitment for the 
positions of national consultant (HPAI epidemiology) and national cons.ultant (HPAI 
survc111ance). The Selection Committee recommended cancellation of the vacancy 
announcement (VA) for the operations position. In place of the national Operations 
Officer':-.. position. a decision was made to create and appoint two new positions for a 
finance/administration assistant and an operations assistant with rt>vised TORs. This 
is expected to give more tlcxibillty in field operations of the project. Discussions arc 
in progress with the two selected candidates for the technical positions with respect to 
remuneration, date of entry, etc. 

Renovation of the project site 
o The architect to prepare the layout plans for the renovation and refurbishment of the 

selected project site in the animal Quarantine station in Delhi was identified through a 
competitive process. 

o The layout plans prepared by the selected architect were circulated to senior officials 
of FAO for suggestions and modifications. These layout plans. were finalized based 
on FAO's internal consultati.on. 

o Based on the architect's report, layout plans and bill of quantity, the contractor to 
unde11akc the renovation work is being identified by a competitive process. 

o Budget revlsion, i.e. shifting of funds from general operating expenses to contracts 
budget line, has been requested from IJSAID India. Renovation work will commence 
as soon as an approval to the request is received from US AID India. 

Meetings with Government of India Officials 
o The Sub-regional Manager, ECTAD-SAARC, FAO Nepal had a meeting on 1 April 

20 l 0 with the Joint Commissioner (Livestock Health), DADF to pursue cmd discuss 
various issues pertaining to launching and implementation of the project. The 
outcomes of the discussions were the following: 

(i) Signing of project document (OSRO/IND/802/USA) - The Joint 
Commissioner (LH) informed that the DADF is waiting for the response 
from the Joint Secretary (IC), l'vfOA. 

{ii) Letter regarding refurbishing/repairs at Quarantine Station - The Joint 
Commissioner (LH) promised to send a mail to FAO concurring with the 
proposal. 

o The national project consultant had a meeting with Joint Secretary (LH) on 23 April 
20 lO regarding the invitations to be extended to the participants of the inception 
workshop and finalization of [he workshop agenda. The list of invitees, letters of 
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invitation, agenda for the workshop, banners ~md other logistics fur the \Vorkshop were 
finalized in consultation with the Joint Secretary (LH). 

o The FAO delegation had a side meeting with Gol (Joint Secretary LH, DADF, !v1oA} 
during inception workshop to discuss urgent matters regarding implementation of the 
project. As a result of this side meeting, the Joint Secretary (LH) provided the 
agreement of GoT to initiate project activities, proceed with recruitment of national and 
international personnel for the project and initiate renovation works at the building that 
has been allocated to the USAID Epidemiologi-cal Unit pro jed in the premises of the 
Quarantine Office. The Joint Secretary (LH) has acknowledged the need to ensure 
minimum operating security standaTds (MOSS} compliance of the premises and the 
setting up of necessary functionalities without significantly deviating from Quarantine 
Office's standards. 

• l14cctin~s >vith USAID- India Offh·ials 

A side meeting with US AID India officials was held during the inception workshop to discuss rhe 
status of the Government's approval of the project along with some operational matters related to the 
implementation of the project. US AID was also updated on the status of the rehabilitation of the 
premises assigned to the project m the quarantine station and the need for a budget revision ro 

accommodate the costs of rehabilitation and refurbishing. USAID has agreed to the rehabilitation 
work and allocation of necessary funds within the project budget, to which FAO has agreed to send a 
written request for confirmation. The meeting also discussed ways of ensuring closer coordination 
between F AO and USAID on project implementation, regular updating on project achievements, and 
fiscal year {FY) 2010 finan;.;ial allocations for the India and cross-border projects 
(0SRO/INDl802!USA and OSRO/RAS/701/USA, respectively). USAID confinned a possible 
reduction of the overall USATD contribution to the ECTAD HPAI programme and the fact that 
projects with a significant budget balance wil1 not receive additional funding for FY 2010 This 
approach will apply to this project, which is in the process of starting project activities. 

Planned activities for the next quarter 

Output 1: Establishment of a HPAI (Epidemiology) Unit in India 

Activity l.l: Establishment of an HPAI (Epidemiology) Cnit 

• Implementation of the project including recruitment of national and international staff, 
renovation of the project site as per the <~pproved work plan during the inception worhhop. 

Activity 1.2: CooTdination of country programme 

Activity 13: Management and operations support 

Activity 1.4: Capacity building in project/programme management 

Output 2: Improve-d epidemiological capacity within the DADF, MoA of India 
Activity 2.3: Country visits to study best practices for surveillance (in Thailand for X-ray 
surveillance, in Indonesia for PDSR and Vlet Nam for grassroots level surveillance). 

1'vfain challenges encountered and response provided 
Obtaining the fonnal acceptance and signing of the project document by the Indian Ministry of 
Agriculture was the main challenge encnuntered, which was resolved through continuous fullow-up 
with the concerned officials of the DADF. 
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:Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes (from the start of the projec! 
activities) 

Output 1: Establishment of an HPAI (Epidemiology) Unit in India 

Although on officially signed project document has not been received, an agreement wlth Goi \Vas 
obtained to initiate project activltics, proceed with rccmitmcnt of national and international project 
personnel and to commence renovation work at the building that has been assigned to the USAID 
Epidemiological Unit project in the premises of the Quarantine Office. 
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Project Title: Enhancing the capacity of the 
Government of Indonesia and partners to control highly pathogenic 

avian influenza (HPAI) 

. -Period· October 2012 March 2013 
Countrv: Indonesia 
Project title: Enhancing the capacity of the Government of Indonesia and partners to control j 
Hi2:hlv Pathoocnic- Avian lntluenza (II PAl) 
Code: OSROi!NS!l031USA 
Bud~et: USD 5.2 million 
Effe-ctive startin2 date: 1 October 2012 
Planned end date: 30 September 2013 
Context of the project 
The purpose of the project is to contribute to the control of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza 
(HPAI) in poultry in Indonesia. thus safeguarding the health and livelihoods of the Indonesian 
population. The expected outcome of the project 1S that the capacity and ability of the 
Government of Indonesia and partners to control TIPAJ is enhanced. 
Objectives of the project 
Output A: Inneased empmvennent of village residents in biosecurity and HPAI prevention 
and control through an expansion of a government-funded, streamlined Participatory Disease 
Surveillance and Response (PDSR) system. 

Output B: Reduced IIPAJ-infcctcd ~multry from commercial fanns through improved 
cooperation among all stakeholders. 

Output C: Reduced I 15N 1 virus at selected critical control points in the market chain through 
improved biosecurlty practices by related stakeholders. 

Output D: Improved biosccurity practices in backyard and commercial duck-raising. 

Output E: Reduction of HPAI in poultry tanns through widespread use of locally produced 
vaccines, as appropriate, based on local antigens and new strains monitored. 

Output F: Strengthened veterinary services at central, provincial, and distrid levels with 
increased committncnt from related stakeholders. 

Planned Activities 

Output A: Increased empowerment of village re-sidents in biosecurity and HPAI 
prevention and control through an expansion of a government-funded, streamlined PDSR 
system 
A. I Distribute and use communication materiuls to support HPAJ prevention and conlrol 
activities, 
A.2 Revise and streamline PDSR system to incorporate more community-based decision-
making fOr improved HPAJ prevention and control. 
A3 Ensure operational budget allocations_fiH Local Disease Control Center (LDCCJ/PDSR by 
local governments. 
A.4 Extend PDSR datahase sJ-·stem to district leFel for improved local disease control 
management. 

Output B: Reduced HPAI-infeeted poultry from commercial farms through improved 
cooperation among all stakeholders 
B. 1 Establish etR:ctive communication and coordination between Government and commercial 
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poulhy industry in order to build trust among the stukeholders. 
B.2 Eszablish a confidential dataha'le o{outhreak infOrmation ji-mn commerciaifOrms. 
B.3 Increase competency in commercial poultry health in both public and private sectors. 
B.4 Advocatefor best practices fur commercial poultry health. 
8.5 Conduct trials on private sector-:fimded compensation system. 

Output C: Reduced H5Nt virus at selected critical control points in the market chain 
through improved biosecurity practices by related stakeholders 
C. I Improve the surveillance system along the posl-produclion market chain and make il more 
co.st-eflective. 
C2 Improve biosecurity along post-production market chain. 
C.3 Increase demandfor healthy poultry end-product. 

Output D: lmproved biosecurity practices in backyard and commercial duck-raising 
D.l Advocate ..fOr best practices in duck health. 
D.2 Implement duck epidemiological data analysis in lmF incidence areas in Indonesia to 
improve undo-standing oft he reservoir rofe of ducks 

Output E: Reduction of HPAl in poultry farms through widespread use of locally 
prodnced vaccines~ as appropriate.,. based on local antigens and new strains monitored 
E. I Promote use of effective vaccine by.farmers. 
£.2 Establish partnership between commercial poultrJ-" industry and the Government fOr 
sharing q{il?fluenza virus daf£1 and isolates. 
E.3 Eszab/ish sustainable laboratory S)-'Stem.for il?fluenza virus monitoring -funded under the 
IDENTIFY project. 

Output F: Strengthened veterinary s.ervfces at central, provincial, and district levels with 
increased commitment from related stakeholders 
F.! Pilot National Veterinary :.,en·ices (:VVS} in three provinces fOr selected prioril_"v diseases, 
F.2 Ensure e:ftective programme managernent >vith respect to .finance. administrufion. technical 
inputs. and partner relations (donor and Government oflndonesia). 
F.3 Ensure appropriate support to programme componenls and management to maximi::.e 
stakeholder participation and build capacity c~( aniuwl health services. 
FA Conduct epidemiological studies to better inform disease controi and supporr the 
Government's strategic planning. 
F.5 Prm'ide technical support to the Department of Animal Health (DAH) for HPAJ policy 
development. 
F. 6 Contribute to the Komnas Zoonosis One Health communication and advocacy strategv. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output A: Increased empowerment of village residents in biosecurity and HPAI 
prevention and control tbrougb an expansion of a government-funded, streamlined PDSR 
system 

A. I Distribute and use communication materiflls to support HPAJ prevention and control 
activities 

• gathered photo and video documentation ftom NVS Level 2 training in Padang, 
\Vest Sumatra and PDSR Level 3 mentoring in Pckanbaru, Rlau Province; 

• provided training for 50 PDSR and Commercial Poultry Veterinarian Programme 
PVUK Master Trainers MTs to im rove skills in ublic s eakin and 
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presentation techniques; 
• produced video fOotage of the biosecurity practices employed during the 

management of sentinel bird farm in Surakarta, Central Java for the collector yard 
surveillance study: 

• gathered vidt>o documentation of teedt>r and drinking cleaning practices on 
Commercial Poultry I Icalth (CPI i) layer farms: and 

• captured and produced a video and audio speech in both English and Indonesian for 
a training package used by the translation team to improve translation skills. 

A.2 Revise and streamline PDSR system to incorporate more community-based decision
making for improved HPAI prevention and control 

• By the time of report preparation. 1 445 PDSR (37 percent female and 63 percent 
male) had been trained in PDSR V3 and S LDCCs arc now using the PDSR V3 
infOrmation system. 

• Eight mentoring visits covering 21 districts and 92 PDSR oflicers were conducted to 
backstop the PDSR V3 training. 

• Using local government funds, 36 new PDSR oft1ccrs (20 female and 16 male) were 
trained and 15 PDSR (8 female and 7 male) were provided with continuing 
education training. 

• Ilcld a Training of \!laster Trainers (TOMT) on presentation skills and the newly
introduced clade 2.3.2.1 H5Nl virus for 48 MTs (including the 12 PVLK MTs). 
MTs were provided with updated information required to train PDSR, local 
government staff, and the community on the control and prcvcmion of clade 2.3.2. 1 
outbreaks. Follow-up plans on further dis~emination of dade 2.3.2.1 were agreed 
upon for this training. 

• As clade 2.3.2.1 aftCcts ducks, it was necessary to develop humane methods tOr 
culling ducks when controlling an outbreak. Standard operating procedures (SOPs) 
for two methods of humane duck culling using dry ice and neck dislocation were 
developed and tested. 

A.3 En:'!.·ure operational budget ullocutiom; for LDCC/PDSR by local governments 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

held meetings with the Rapid Response Unit (Unit Respons Cepat [URC, fonnerly 
CMU]) and the Planning Division of DAil to dctcnninc strategies for local 
government advocacy activitie-s to ensure the continuation of PDSR, PVL:K, 
Petugas Surveiians Pasar (Market Surveillance Onl.cial), and LDCC activities in 
2013~ 

conducted individual provincial-level advocacy meetings with provincial 
govemment leaders of Lampung, Central Java, East Java, Banten, \Vest Java, 
Yogyakarta, DKI Jakarta and North Sumatra; 
conducted a meeting with URC and DAII Planning Division to evaluate the results 
of advocacy meetings that have already been implemented in eight provinces; 
conducted monitoring and follow-up meetings with provincial govcmmcnts to 
follow-up on the agreement/commitment made during the advocacy meetings~ and 
partieipated in Local Government Budgeting and Planning Training conducted by 
the Australian Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry (DAFF) Emerging 
Infectious Diseases (EID) programme in Makassar, South Sulawesi. 

A.4 Extend PDSR datubase system to district leJ-'ef for improved focal di:'!.·euse control 
management 

• held PDSR V3 Data Encoder (DE) Train in at the rovincc level for 25 rovinciaJ 
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DEs in 24 provinces; 
• assisted nine LDCCs in transiti-oning to the PDSR V3 infOmmtion system; 
• comp1cted the survey of provincial DEs on the status and usc of the 355 district 

computers; 
• provided specialized training to DAH staff members on dalabase management, 

design, and programming in preparation of PDSR V3 transltion and to e-nable further 
handover of PDSR management responsibility to DAH; and 

• completed revision of the PDSR officer Travel Report module fOr the PDSR V3 
infom1ation system. 

Output B: Reduced HPAI-infected poultQ' from commercial farms through improved 
cooperation among all stakeholders 

B.l Establish effective communication and coordinutimz between the Government and 
commercial poultry indw'itry in order to build trust among the stakeholders 

• Six stakeholder meetings \Vere held in the PVUK expansion areas of West Java, 
Central Java, East Java, and Lampung, to increase awareness of the benefits of the 
PVUK programme for improving local poultry production. 

• 

• 

• 

Held meetings with URC tv identify opportunities and strategies for engaging the 
National Poultry llealth Committee (KKUN) in order to enable FAO to facilitate the 
continuation of KKUN adivities. 
A comdination meeting was held between URCIDAH, KKUN and FAO in which 
collaborative lnitiatives with KKUN were discussed. 
FAO statT foHO\:ved-up on lhe recommendations produced in the URC/DAH, KKUN 
and FAO meeting to identify activities on which FAO and KKUN will collaborate 
together. 

B.2 E.'ltablish a confidential databw;e of outbreak information .fi·om commercial farm.'! 
• As reported previously. this activity has been incorporated into the private sector

funded compensation pilot and PVL:K programmes (Activities B.3 and B.5). 

8.3 Increase competency in commercial poultr-y health iu both public aud private sectors 
• The PVUK pilot phase was comple-ted. The 50 trained PVUK officers from the pilot 

areas developed their skills and confidence in \-Vorking with commercial poultry 
fam1ers ln their areas. 

• The PVUK expansion tOr this project phase was completed with the Level 3 training 
of 23 PVUK veterinarians from the four expansion districts, bringing the total 
trained PVUK to 62. To date, 58 PVUK (27 male and 31 female) arc active in the 
field. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Five technical documents have been posted and discussed by PVUK on thee-forum, 
which was designed to provide technical support to PVUK veterinarians in the field. 
ln conjunction with the PDSR MTs. the l2 PVUK MTs (6 male and 6 female) 
joined the TOfv1T on presentati-on skills and control of clade 2.3.2.1 H5Nl virus. 
A Continuing Education I training for 52 PVUK participants was held, covering 
clade 2.3.2.1, the CPII recommendations for elcanlng feeders and drinkers, and 
group fOrmation tOr biosecurity planning. 
In the expansion areas, pouhry farm profiling training \vas held fOr PVUK and a 
number of PDSR oftlccrs to assist PVUK. Data from 4 000 commercial fanns have 
been recorded. 

• Thirteen mentorina vis.ilS were conducted to su ort the PYUK in farmer trainin 
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and assist with stakeholder meetings. AlJ districts have been mcntorcd at least once. 

B.4 Ad.,.•ocate for best practices for commercial poultry health 
• trained 59 PVU K otllccrs in feeder and drinker cleaning procedures and arc able to 

pass on the skills to commercial poultry fanners in their area; 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

comrleted Phase 1 of the layer farm biosecurity cost-effectiveness study in Central 
Java, which improved and harmonized farm production management practices 
including proper vaccination strategy, feeder and drinker cleaning procedures; 
conducted farmers' feedback meeting in Solo with all participating farmers to 
evaluate the implementation of Phase 1 and its benefits for the farmers as well as to 
prepare the biosecurity-based management plan to be implemented during Phase 2; 
initiated Phase 2 of the biosecurity cost-effectiveness study based on the evaluation 
of results and agreement \.Vith fam1crs on the specific biosccurity interventions to be 
implemented on each fann; 
conducted weekly farm visits and monthly feedback meetings with participating 
fanners to provide technical support and monitor for proper implementation of the 
agreed blosccurity interventions~ and 
continued \veekly data collection and analysis of economic and production data from 
all layer farms participating in the biosecurity study - FAO Regional Economist 
conducted mission to Indonesia to assist with analysis of Phase 1 and preparation of 
findings w-ithin a Phase 1 report. 

8.5 Conduct trials on private sector-fUnded compensatioll system 
• Follo\.ving further evaluation. the location of the trial was moved from Yogyakarta 

to Bogor, West Java in order to increase the feasibility of implementation. Two 
fam1cr groups, the Association of the National Chicken Fanner Organizations 
(GOPAN) and the Indonesian Poultry Market Infonnation Centre (PJNSAR)/ 
Kurni~ have been identified as potential partners for implementing a private sector
funded compensation system. 

• lndi,ridual meetings were conducted with the decision makcrs!intluenccrs of each 
fanners group to present the private sector-funded compensation plan. Each meeting 
produced plans to identify participating broiler fanns. 

• To support the humane and efficient culling operations, which must be conducted 
before compensation can be provided following an outbreak, a short seminar was 
hosted on humane culling of poultry for disease control by Dr Rastislav Kolesar 
from the \Vorld Organisation for Animal llcalth {OlE) as the expert speaker. 

Output C: Reduced H5Nl virus at selected critical control points in the market chain 
through improved biosecurity practices b}' related stakeholders 

C I Improve the surveillance system along the post-production market chain and make it 
more cost-effective 

• provided operational and technical support for quarterly environmental surveillance 
oflive bird market (LBMs) in the greater Jakarta area~ 

• 

• 

• 

conducted preliminary meetings with East Java and North Sumatra Province 
Livestock Scr,iiccs to plan establishment of LBM sun'eillancc in these areas; 
conducted training in profiling and LBM survci11ancc techniques for local 
government officers in Surabaya and Medan; 
held market surveillance officer coordination meeting to facilitate the reinstatement 
ofmonthlv LBM sam _lin b 'the local ovcmment in rcatcr Jakarta; 
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• provided feedback to Surakarta Livestock Services based on the results of the 
Semanggi collector yard surveillance study; and 

• coordinated with and delivered samples to Disease Investigation Centre (DJC) 
Subang for vims isolation fi·om positive samples from LBM surveillance in gre-ater 
Jakarta in 201 L 

C2 Improve biosecurity along post-production market chain 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

conducted joint assessments and follow-up meetings with local livestock services in 
the greater Jakana area at 15 potential marke[s for the next round of planned market 
rehabilitation and cor.ductcd follow-up !11Cctings with poultry traders and marJ:ct 
managers of selected markets w be rehabilitated in collaboration \Vi[h local livestock 
services: 
completed finalizatior. of cleaning and disinfection (C&D) training materials for 
submission to the K4Heahh website via the SAFE project; 
held a closing meeting and handover of the SOPs on slaJghtering processes, healthy 
chicken meat production and handling, biosecurity and management at 
slaughterhouses in addition to the activity reports f,._x the Market Rcstr ucturing 
Programme to the DKl .lakart3. government: 
conducted field ass~ssments and provitk·d technical support for 22 LHMs in the 
grc:Jter Jakarta area in order to strengthen the implementation of C&D activities in 
collaboration with local.<:.uthorities; 
completed the bidding process for the construction of a C&D station at a high-risk 
native chicken collector yard in Surah.rra, Central Java; 
conducted C&D refresher trainings and cleaning day events at live LBMs in 
Tangerang, five LBMs in Bckasi, five LBMs in Bogor, t\VO LBMs in Dcpok, and two 
LBMs in Jakr.rta in order to strengthen the implcrncntation of the marker C&D 
activi1.ies; and 
Conducted introductory C:&D training for cleanir.g workers and market managers. in 
addition to tmining of trainers (ToT) s.cssions for local livestock scn'iCC'S, in SC'marang 
city, Central Java Province funded by central budget from the DAH. 

CJ Increase dema1td fOr healthy poultry end-product 
• ;'\!o further activities arc planned. Activities were completed during Phase 1. 

Output D: lmproYed biosecurity practices in backyard and commercial duck-raising 
D. I Advocate fOr best practices in duck health management 

• No further activities are planned. Activities were complete-d during Phase l . 

D.2 Implement duck epidemiological data analysis in low incidence areas in Indonesia to 
improve under:•;tanding of the reservoir role of ducks 

• Samples from the Lombok (in Nusa Tenggara Barat NTB province) duck study V;.'ere 
tested at DIC Dcnpasar. 

• Data from the Lombok study were analysed and the draft report was prepared. 
• Results from the Lombok duck study \vere presented in March to the NTB local 

government in Mataram, Lombok. Results support the conclusion reached elsewhere 
in Indonesia that ducks do not play an important role in the endemicity of H5:-.J 1 
(clade 2.1. 3) in the area. 

Output E: Reduction of HPAJ in poultry farms through widespread use of locally 
produced vaccines as appropriate based on local antigens and new strains monitored 
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E. I Promote IL,·e t~{ effective vaccine byfarmel:'i 
• 

• 

• 

• 

initiated the development of new training modules for training of farmers in 
recommended avian influenza vaccination methods, including vaccine selection, 
scheduling_ and vaccination technique; 
provided continuing technical advice and support to ensure the continuing use of 
local strain IISN I vaccines ln the flocks of layer farms participating in the CPI I 
biosecurity cosr-effecti·veness study: 
participated and presented 'The Result of IndoCPH Vaccination Study in Central 
Java Poultry Layer Fanns" at the Vaccination Intensification National Coordination 
:Vleeting in Semarang, Central Java; and 
prepared training and implementation plan for DAH cold chain MTs to train fanners 
on effective vaccination practices. 

E.2 E<ttablislt partnership between commercial poultry industry and Govet·nment fin· sharing 
of influenza virus data and isolates 

• initiated pat1nership with PINSAR Solo layer farmers to enable sampling and resting 
of member~' farms in the event of a significant disease event; 

• 

• 

• 

facilitated communication between the Directorate General of Livestock and Animal 
Ilealth Services (DGLAIIS) and poultry vaccine production laboratories on the 
development and use of a vaccine to prevent clade 2.3.2.l vims outbreaks; 
participated in the USDA workshop on "Strengthening Poultry Diagnostic 
Laboratories in Java" at the DIC Subang in November 2012~ and 
continued facilitation to enable receipt, testing and production of candidate reverse 
genetics vacclne strains ft-om the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
Southeast Poultry Research Laboratory (SEPRL) under cooperative agreement 
between Pusvetma and Bogor Agricultural Institute (IPB) Shigeta. 

E.3 Estahli.<oh .<m!;;;tainable laboratory sy:•tem for influenza viru.'i monitoring- jitnded under zhe 
OSRO/!/VT/902/USA JDENT!FYprojecl. 

• A two-day national int1uenza virus monitoring (IVM) network meeting was 
conducted in November 2012 in Yogyakarta. The meeting was attended by 
23 participants consisting of one virologist and one serologist from each DlC, one 
molecular biologist from each of the sequencing partners (Pusvetma, DIC 
Bukittinggi and Bbalitvet), two virologists from BBPMSOH, hvo virologists from 
the Minlstry of Health (MOII) and four intemational experts (three from the 
Australian Animal llcalth Laboratory [AAI IL] and one tTom FAO's Animal 
Production and Health division [AGAH]). This was the first IVM network meeting 
involving p.Jr1icipan1s tfom ]v10H (National Institute of Health Research and 
Development [NIIIRD] and the Vector Research Centre, Salatiga) in order to 
strengthen technical collaboration bct\vccn the Ministry of Agriculture (MOA) and 
'V!OH. 

• 

• 

A collahor..ttion framework was prepared with AAHL to develop user friendly tools 
for characterization, visualization and analysis of li5Nl antigenic data; to be 
included in the 4th FAO-AAHL letter of agreement (LoA) 2013. The proposal wa.s 
presented to the DAH in mid-February and received approval. 
A biosafcty risk assessments was conducted to improve quahty assurance (QA) 
practices in 10 DGLAHS laboratories (eight DJCs, Pusvelma, and the National 
Veterinary Drug Assay Laboratory [NVDAL]) hetw·een October and 
December 2012. The assessment was performed by t\vo international biosafcty 

rofcssionals contracted throu h the F AO Re ional Biosafctv Programme. 
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• 
• 

Assessment reports, including recommendations and tOIIow-up action, have been 
provided to the Director of Animal Health. 
Each partner laboratory using FAO's Lab Mapping tools was assured for QA . 
The laboratories· timely reporting of IDE:r-..iTIFY targeted diseases to national 
authorities was enabled by supporting and facilitating the genetic characterization of 
duck isolates done by Pusvctma and DIC Bukittinggi. Initial recommendations to 
the Director of Animal Health on the containment of the new il5 avian influenza 
strain identified in Central Java, Y ogyakarta and East Java provinces have been 
delivered. 

• A list of pre-screening and screening reagents to be procured for IVM participant 
laboratories under the IDENTIFY project vvas prepared in c-onsultati-on with AAHL 

• Technical clearance of the 41
" F AO-AAHL LoA lO be funded by the IDE?'>ITIFY 

Indonesia project was drafted and secured. 
Output F: Strengthened veterinary services at central, provincial, and district levels with 
increased commitment from related stakeholders 

F. I Pilot NVS in three provinces for .selected priority di.seQse.s 
• A simplified format for disease control SOPs (also called: "keep it simple standard 

operating procedure" [KlSSOP]) was developed agreed upon. The SOPs are used as 
the basis for technical training modules. 

• An NVS level 1 training was held in Klungkung, Bali for 12 participants (11 male 
and 1 female), with the training expenses cost-shared by DAH and F AO. This 
training focused on developing participatory skills and improved ways to 
communicate with the community. 

• An NVS level 2 trdining fur all 47 NVS trainees and supervisors \~>."as held in all 
three pllot districts of Klungkung, Dumai and Agam, with the training expenses 
cost-shared by DAII and FAO. A Level 2 tralning covered II PAl and rabies control 
and introduced the ~VS staff to syndromic surveillance of other diseases. Joint 
training fOr Integrated Bite Case Manag~ment (IBCM) \Vith representatives from 
local government human health (e.g. hospitals and Puskcsmas) and animal health 
services {e.g. Puskcswan) was also ine-ludcd. with a total of 73 participants from 
both animal health and human health services. 

• 

• 

• 

A TOMT NVS Levd-2 (13 MTs) and an NVS Data Encoder training (with 
13 participants from provincial and district level) were conducted in Jakarta in 
November 2012. 
Advocacy on the establishment of a Veterinary Authority, a review of the 
implementation of NVS in the field, and a discussion on animal disease surveillance 
and response funding support for 2013 and 2014 with livestock services of West 
Sumatra Province and Agam District were conducted in December 2012. 
\1entoring of NVS officers in order to support and advise on the implementation of 
NVS in the field was conducted in Dumai and Agam in January. Mentoring was 
conducted by staff from DAH, province livestock services, local MTs, and F AO. 
These visits also enabled discussions on the veterinary authority and its implications 
in the pilot districts. 

F.2 Em.-ure effective programme management with re!>pect to finance, administration7 

technical inputs. and partner relations (Donor and Gm'ernment of Indonesia) 
• Project staff actively pat1icipatcd in all monthly l!SAID Chief of Party (COP) 

r.1eetings, as \.Veil as coordination meetings v.·ith other partners, including SAFE. 
DAFF, and the \\/orld IIcalth Organization (WilO). 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

During the reporting period, F AO's Emergency Centre for Transboundary Animal 
Dist>ases (ECTAD) Indonesia titcilltatt>d weekly coordination meetings with both 
URC and the Director of Animal Health. These meetings enable-d both FAO and 
project counterparts to remain synchronized regarding project priorities and 
challenges, despite various delays in project implementation. 
Project progress reports were prepared in accordance with the project document and 
local agreement with LJSAID Indonesia. 
An effective workplan and budget monitoring system has been in place since 
October 2012. Periodic reviews have been conducted in order to adjust programme 
requirements with budget availability. 
All operational activities were conducted in a timely manner in order to ensure tbe 
timely delivery of project inputs for successful implementation of project activities. 
During the period October-December 2012, LoAs were signed with the LDCCs to 
support their opemtions. The support to LDCCs finished~ of January 2013 and their 
continuing operational support will be provided by Government's funding sources. 

F.3 Ensure appropriate support to programme components am{ management to maximize 
.'!takeholder participation and build capacity of animal health .'!ervices 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Ongoing technical support and management supervision was provided on a regular 
basis to the various components of the ECTAD Indonesia programme, with 
emphasis placed on timeliness and efficiency due to the increa.->ed \-Vorkload imposed 
by the significant reduction in project human resources. 
All administrative issues were dealt with in a timely fashion. such as travel 
arrangements, recruitJ.nent, procurement and service contracts to allow for the 
smooth implementation of project activities. 
Financial transactions. such as budget authorizations and petty cash for trainings, 
were dealt with in a timely mannt'r, which allowed the smooth implementation of 
project activities. 
Provisional budgets were prepared for all the project components to improve 
resource allocation and monitoring and rev-ised periodically in order to assure 
appropriate availability of resources for the implementation of activities. 
Facilitation of the vehicle registration and tax exemption processes continued . 

F.4 Conduct epidemiological studies to better inj{Hm diooease control and .'o'Upporf 
Gm1ernment strategic planning 

• In light of the introduction of the new clade 2.3.2.1 IISN 1 in Indonesia. targeted 
research activities were reassigned to quickly design and implement a field study to 
evaluate the usc of the influenza A rapid test for the field diagnosis of clade 2.3.2.1 
virus infection in ducks. A concept note was prepared and discussions were held 
with DJC Wates, which will be the laborarory providing support for tbe 
implementation of the field study and testing of samples. 

F.S Pl'ovide technical suppol't to DAH fOr HPAI policy development 
• 

• 

Technical support was provided to URC and DAH to review and address gaps found 
in DAH and local govemment FY20 13 budgets in relation to the HPAJ control 
priorities identified during the strategy review process. 
Discussions were initiated with DAII on the progress made in liP AI control during 
20] 2, the reasons tOr the improvement observed, and how to continue improving 
control in light of decreased donor support. 
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F.6 Contribute to the Komnas Zoonosis One Health communication and advocacy strategy 
• No further actlvitie~ are planned. Activities were complete-d during Phase 1. 

Planned activities fo1· the next six-month period 

Output A: Increased empowerment of village residents in biosecurity and HPAI 
prevention and control through an expansion of a government-funded, streamlined POSR 
system 

A.l Distribute and use communication materinls to support HPAI pre~·ention and control 
activities 

• produce and print 200 primed copies of the FAO ECTAD Annual Report 2012 m 
both English and Bahasa Indonesia fOr distribution in electronic format to the 
Govemmcnt and other partners; 

• design booth and materials tOr the Tndollvestock Exhibition 2013 and the follo\v-on 
Poultry Farmers' National Seminar~ 

• design and distribute topic-based posters and factsbeets to motivate sector 3 layer 
fam1ers to conduct more effective vaccination programmes; and 

• capture and produce a video and audio speech and training session package both in 
English and Bahasa Indonesia for practice purposes of the translator team. 

A.2 Revise and streamline PDSR S$-tfem to incorporate more community-ba_,'ed deci,'ion
makingfor improved HPAI prevention and control 

• The remaining PDSR officers {approxlmatcly 200) will be trained in PDSR V3. All 
LDCCs will ~tart using the PDSR V3 information system. 

• ~Vlentoring visits will be comlu\.-1:ed to back-stop all LDCCs on PDSR V3 and to 
introduce the SOPs on humane culling methods for ducks. 

• New PDSR officers will be trained in provinces/districts that have allocated local 
government funds for the training ilnd operational support of additional PDSR 
officers. 

• The MTs and PDSR officers will continue to intOnn their constituent communities 
about dade 2.3.2.l I i5N 1 virus as part of their continuing efforts to control and 
prevent HPAI in village poultry. 

A.3 En~·ure operational budget ullocutiom.- for LDCC/PDSR by local governments 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

continue provincial-level advocacy meetings with provincial govcmmcnt leaders of 
\Vest Sumatra, Riau, South Sula;,vesi and Bali provinces in order to verify allocation 
of sufficient operational funding for PDSR activities in FY20 13 and FY20 14 local 
government budgets; 
engage with Komnas Zoonosis to advocate for greater local government funding of 
animal he-alth surveillance and response activities~ 
continue monitoring and follow-up meetings ;,vith local government leaders already 
committed to sustain liP AI control programmes previously funded by FAO in order 
to ensure the fulfilment of their funding commitments made during advocacy 
meetings; 
hold final evaluation meeting with URC and the planning division of DAll on the 
results of advocacy meetings held with local government!'>; and 
hold a national workshop on finalization of central and local government funding 
commitments for FY20l4 to sustain animal local govemment-bascd disease control 
activities previously funded by FAO. 
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A.4 Extend PDSR database .•iystem to district leJ-•el fitr imprm-•ed local di.•.;ew;e control 
management 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

continue PDSR V3 data encoder training for remaining eight provincial level 
LDCCs data encoders; 
continue assisting remaining 23 LDCCs to transition from PDSR V2 to the PDSR 
V3 information system; 
further develop PDSR V3 standard reports; 
conduct ToT activities for 34 provincial data encoders on the PDSR V3 information 
system in order lo enable subsequent training of district-level data encoders; 
provide technical support for training conducted by provinC-ial data encoders on the 
PDSR V3 database syste-m for up to 355 district data encoders; 
support the installation of the PDSR V3 database at district level by trained district 
data encoders; and 
provide- ongoing technical and operational support and monitoring of the- PDSR V3 
information system throughout Indonesia. 

Output B: Reduced HPAI-infected poultr,.' from commercial farms through improved 
cooperation among all stakeholders 

B.l Estahli.'th effective communication and £·oordination between the Government and 
commercial poultry industry in order to build tru."it among the stakeholders 

• support PVUK officers to continue working with farmer groups for biosccurity 
planning, evaluation visits, and reporting ofHPAI outbreaks; 

• conduct agreed upon public private partnership (PPP) activities in collaboration \Vith 
KKUN once agreement is reached among URC, KKUT"', and FAO; and 

• collaborate with commercial poultl)' industry partners and KKUN on conducting the 
National Poultry Farmers' Seminar for sharing best practices on profitable 
bios..-:curity tOr independent layer fanners. 

B.2 E~;tahlish a confidential databw;e "f outbreak information .fi·"m commercial farm."! 
• As reported previously, this activity· has been Incorporated into the- private sector

funded eompen:'.ation pilot and PVtJK programmes (Activities B.3 and B.5). 

8.3 Increase competency in commercial poultr-y health iu both public aud private sectors 
• PVUK Continuing Education H will be held for 58 PVCK officers with a focus on 

improvlng reporting of HPi\1, supporting bioseeurity planning fur fanner groups, 
and ToT activities on improved vaccination skills. 

• 

• 

• 

Fanners will be supported to n....--port IIPAI outbreaks through the provision of 
supplies and payment of transport and testing cosls via the PVUK programme. 
Mentoiing visits will continue to back-stop the training and support PVUK oflicers 
in their work with the poultry fanners in their areas. 
A meeting will be held to evaluate the implementrltion of the PVUK programme and 
le-ssons learnt docume-nted for further expansion If require-d. 

B.4 Advocate for best practices for commercial poultry health 
• PVLJK will continue to include cleanim:: (of feeders and drinkers) best ractices in 
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their on-tJ.nn trainings. 
• CPH training for commercial layer chicken fanners in egg production centres of 

Central Java w111 be conducted. 
• The provide technical support will continue for implementation of Phase 2 of the 

biosecurity cost-effectiveness study with participating layer fiumers in Central Java. 
• The 2013 :'\lational Poultry Fam1ers' Seminar in Nusa Dua, Bali will be hosted to 

present findings to independent layer farmers on the most profitable biosecurity 
interventions identified during the biosecurity cost-effectiveness study as well a.s 
provide the larcst infonnarion on preventing clade 2.3.2.1 virus outbreaks. 

• \Vcckly fann ·visits and monthly fanners· meetings will continue, so as to ensure the 
successful implementation of Phase 2 management plans, including any construction 
activities required to improve biosecurity infrastructure. 

• The Phase 1 report from the biosecurity cost-effectiveness study will be finalized. 

B.S Conduct trials 011 private sector-funded compensation :-.yJJ·tem 
• assess and identify 20 broiler fam1s from each fam1crs- group in cooperation with 

GOPAN and PlNSAR!Kurnia fanners' group managers to participate in the 
compensation pilot; 

• conduct a design and inception workshop for finalizing the private sector-funded 
compensation system and take the required first steps in implementation, including 
determining leYy collection and compensation distribution mechanisms by each 
participating fanners' group; and 

• monitor the implementation of the levy collection process to ensure the 
establishment of the compensation fund. 

Output C: Reduted HSN I virus at seletted critical control points in the market chain 
through improYed biosecurity practices b}' related stakeholders 

C I Improve the surveillance spttem along the pm>t-production market chain and make it 
more cost-e.fjl!cti•'e 

• provide operational and technical support for transition from quarterly to monthly 
environmental surveillance of LBMs in the greater Jakarta area, with funding 
support to additional testing and characterization to be provided via WIIO; 

• 

• 

provide operational support for the completion of LBM profiling in Surabaya and 
\1edan, and conduct analysis of profiling data collected; and 
provide technical support for initiation of quarterly enyironmental LBM surveillance 
by local gDvernment .staff in Surabaya and Medan, with diagnostic testing by 
Airlangga University and characterization by DIC Vv'atcs for Surabaya samples, and 
by DIC Medan for North Sumatra. 

C.2 Improve biosecurity along po.'lt-production mat·ket chain 
• conduct C&D refresher trainings and cleaning day events at tvv·o LBMs in the 

Jakarta area in order to strengthen the implementation of the market C&D activities; 
• conduct quarterly monitoring and evaluation of the implementatiDn of C&D at 

22 LBMs in the greater Jakarta area: 
• complete the constmction of a C&D station at the high-risk native chicken collector 

yard in Surakarta, Central Java: 
• complete the rehabilitation of two selected LBMs in the greater Jakarta area; 
• hold an evaluation meeting \Vith all rehabilitated markets in the greater Jakarta area 

to idcnti · lessons learnt and encourage the continuation of C&D activities in those 
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markets: 
• conduct introductory C&D training for deanlng workers, market managers. and 

local livestock services at newly rehabilitated markets and at the newly constructed 
C&D station in Central Java: and 

• conduct introductory C&D training for cleaning workers and market managers, in 
addition to ToT activities tOr local livestock services in Surabaya with funding 
provided by central government budget under Directorate of Animal llcalth, 
~.tlinistry of Agriculture. 

CJ Increase demand for healthy poultry end 
• No further activities arc planned. Activities were completed during Phase 1. 

Output D: Improved biosecul"ity practices in backyard and commercial duck-raising 

D.l AdJYocate.for he.'lt practice.'! in duck health management 
• No further activities are planned. Activities were complete-d during Phase l . 

D.l Implement duck epidemiological data analy~;i_,- in low incidence areas in Indonesia to 
improve understanding of the reservoir role of ducks 

• Lombok duck study has been completed. The final report is to be presented to 
central and local government partners. l'\o further activities arc planned during next 
reporting period. 

Output E: Reduction of HPAJ in poultry farms through widespread use of locally 
produced vaccines, as appropriate~ based on local antigens and new strains monitored 

E. I Promote lL"1'e t~f effectil'e vaccine by farmers 
• conduci ToT activities tOr 59 PVUK ofJicers to assist commercial fanners to 

improve vaccination methods who will then train poultry fanners in their areas; 
complete duck vaccination training module and introduce within PVUK and CPII • 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

progmmmes~ 

develop modules for training on best practices in vaccination for commercial layer 
chicken farms :for use in PVUK and CPH programmes; 
conduct ToT activities for DAH cold chain MTs on effective poultry vaccination 
and provide support for subsequent trainings in which the cold chain \tiTs wm [rain 
poultry tanners in East Java and West Ja\ra on the same topic~ 
conduct training for commercial layer farmers in Sukorejo and Solo on effective 
pouhry vaccination and biosecurity practices; 
share information and field experience on eiTective vaccination pradices at the 20 l3 
lndolivcstock Expo and via the National Poultry Fanners Seminar ·which wi11 be 
held immediately following the Expo; and 
conduct a seminar on avian influenza vaccination strategies for tcrhnical services 
and vaccinators of local poultry vaccine manufacturer. 

E.2 Establish partnership between commercial poultry industry and Government for sharing 
af influenza virw; data and isolates 

• maintain readiness of CPH team to investigate potential disease events within the 
PINSAR Solo Ia ·er fanners ron 
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• facilitate meetings between DGLAHS and poultry vaccine producers to share data 
and reach agreement on the best vaccination approach to prevent HPAI outbreaks 
due to dade 2.3.2.1 II5N 1 virus; 

• facilitate sharing of advic-e and e-xperienc-e from influenza vac-c-ination experts with 
DGLAHS in order to ensw·e vaccination policies remain in-line with international 
standards; 

• facilitate communication pathways to strengthen linkages between industry, local 
government, and DIC monitoring efforts through coordination meetings between 
DGLAHS and the commercial poultry industry; 

• facilitate development of formal cooperative agreement between DGLAI lS and the 
commercial poultry industry for sharing of virus isolates and influenza data; and 

• facllltatc testing and production of candidate RG vaccine strains from USDA 
SEPRL, under cooperative agreement between PUSVET\IIA and IPB Shigcta. 

E.3 Establish sustailwble laboratory ,\ystem for influenza virus monitoring-.fUnded under the 
IDENTIFY projee!. 

• compHc subset of II5N I isolates with complete antigcn1c and genetic data tOr 
advanced bioinforrnatic analysis (30-50 isolates) and validation of antigenic 
characterisation tool; 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 

complete data analysis of antigenic and genetic data to refine analysis tools 
requirements; 
contribute to training ln the usc of the Alat Prcskrin and Alat Skrln Lcngkap (IVM 
Online) software tools (User Acceptance Testing workshop) combined with the next 
IVM Meeting; 
conduct launching workshop for antlgcnlc characterization/visualization tool and 
genetic data analysis in September 2013; 
participate in the review and updating of the FAO Lab mapping tool to be conducted 
by FAO headquarters: 
procure IV1vt pre-screening and s<:reening reagent.-<>; 
implcmcnt41

" FAO-AAIIL LoA 2013; and 
participate in the Regional and Indonesia EPT planning workshops . 

Output F: Strengthened veterinary services at central, provindal, and district levels with 
increased commitment from related stakeholders 

F. I Pilot NV'S in three prm,inces for se/ecteti priorit)' disease.'!' 
• hold discussions with the DAFF programme ln Sulawesi to review NVS-relatcd 

• 
• 
• 

• 

training materials; 
develop 0IVS Level 3 training modules for use in each NVS pilot district; 
conduct ~VS Level 3 training to 42 NVS participants in each ~VS pilot district; 
continue mentoring and advocacy visits to suppon NVS staff in the field and to 
further develop the role of the Veterinary Authority and Puskcswans: and 
hold an evaluation workshop to review the successes and challenges of the pilot and 
document lessons leamt fOr future expansion. 

F.2 Ensure ejfecth·e programme management with respect to finance" administration. 
technical inputs, and partner relation.-..· (Donor and Go-vernment of· Indanesia) 

• continue facilitation of weekly coordination meetings with both URC and the 
Director of Animalllcalth; 

• continue re aration of roiect 
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document and local agreement with USAID Indonesia~ 
• continue the active participation at the USAID COP meetings, as well as in 

coordination meetings with Komnas Zoonosis, \VI 10. DAFF, and other partner 
agencies as needed~ 

• continue updating and monitoring the workplan and budget monitoring system with 
updated expenditures and work plan revisions submitted by each technical team: and 

• continue the implementation of necessary operational actions to ensure the timely 
delivery of project inputs for successful implementation of agreed activities. 

F.3 Ensure appropriate suppm·t to programme components and management to maximize 
!J'takeholder participation and build capacity of animal health senices 

• 

• 

• 

• 

provide :.upport and management supervision on a regular basis to the various 
components of the ECTAD Indonesia programme; 
continue addressing all administrative issues in a timely fashion, including tra;,'el 
arrangement~, personnel recruitment, procurement, and service contracts in order to 
allmv for the timely implementation of project activities: 
ensure the proper and timely dealing of financial transactions, such as budget 
authorizations and pelty cash for trainings, to allmv smooth implementation of 
project activities~ and 
prepare provisional budgets for all the project components to improve resource 
allocation and monitoring and revise periodically in order to assure appropriate 
availability of resources for the implementation of activities. 

F.4 Conduct epidemiological studie.'i to better inftJrm dbwase control and support government 
!~trategic planning 

• Influenza A rapid antigen test evaluation study wlll be implemented in ducks in 
Central Java and Yogyakarta provinces in collaboration with DIC Wates. PDSR 
teams will test ducks from suspected HPAI outbreaks using the Anigen-1<_ intluenza A 
test and collect samples for PCR testing at DJC \Vatcs. 

• Once data arc available from the study, project staff will analyse and advise DAII on 
the results and validate the rapid test 

F.S Provide technical support to DAHfor HPAI policy development 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

provide technical suppon and advice to URC and the Direuor of Animal Health on 
the risk of 117019 introduction to Indonesia and (he most ctTcctive ways to mitigate 
the risk: 
develop a surveillance plan for H7N9 and support the DAH to obtain PCR reagents 
and implement a survciJJancc programme; 
review available data on vaccine efficacy against the t\'Y·o circulating clades in 
Indonesia and advise URC and DAH on strain selection and vaccination policy for 
control of both clades; 
complete consultation process between DGLAIIS and F AO ECTAD Indonesia for 
development of the work plan for the next phase of the project~ and 
submit abstracts and prepare presentations for sharing \vith the global scientific 
community on the lessons Jcamt from the Government's efforts to control liP AI in 
poultry. 

F.6 Contribute to the Komnas Zoonosis One Health communication and advocacy strategy 
• No further activltics arc planned. Activities were completed during Phase 1. 
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Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes {from the start of the 
current project phase) 

Output A: Increased empowerment of village residents in biosecurity and HPAI prevention 
and control through an expansion of a government-funded, streamlined PDSR system 

• Thus far l 445 PDSR otlicers have been trained in PDSR V3, and 9 LDCCs are now 
lmplcmcnting the PDSR \/3 system. The database has been modlfied to utilize the new 
data tOrms. PDSR officers arc no\v net\vorklng with the community, community leaders 
and village poultry farmers to explain the need for HPAI reporting. 

• PDSR has identified outbreaks of HPAI clade 2.3.2.1 H5N1 in duck fanns and have 
been able to explain the new clade to the cnmmunity and to colleagues in the local 
government, thereby helping to reduce fear and misunderstandings. 

• 

• 

• 

There is increased capacity of local government staff in 24 LDCCs on the use of the 
enhanced PDSR V3 information system for data analysis and n....--porting. T\venty-fivc 
provincial DEs from 24 out of32 LDCCs have been trained using PDSR V3. Currently, 
nine LDCCs have already moved to PDSR V3 and actively send their database update. 
Central Government and a11 provincial governments that were targeted in advocacy 
activities strongly support the sustainability of animal disease ;:ontrol activities by 
allocating govermnent funds in 2013 and 2014. The level of support varies depending 
on their financial situation and political commitment. 
Central Government. local governments, and relevant government institutions have 
raised their level of awareness and coordination concerning proper allocation of budget 
for animal health issues. 

Output B: Reduced HPAI-infected poultry from commercial farms through improved 
cooperation among all stakeholders 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Improved understanding of the commercial poultry sector as a result of profiling 
4 000 farms in the PVUK exp<msion areas. Profiling information is available to the 
disrrict livestock services for decision-making, 
Fo11owing the TOMT, l\4Ts had the confidence and skills to communicate clear 
information on HPAl clade 2.3.2.1. They conducted one interactive radio programme, 
one TV programme, 1 I coordination meetings for 2761ocal government staff(191 male 
and gs female), and 15 farmer and community meetings for 224 participants ( 183 male 
and 41 female). 
The PVL:K programme has increased trust between local government animal health 
services and commercial poultry farmers. PVUK officers continue to conduct fanner 
trainings and finn visits. A noticeable change has been seen in the attitude of poultry 
tanners who now contact PVUK otllcers to book trainings, request assistance with t1mn 
hygiene and vaccination, and request PVUK to assist with problem solving. Behaviour 
change has been seen with fanners following good vaccine cold chain management, 
improved farm biosecurity, including movement control, and improved farm hygiene. 
PVUK has conducted 612 tann visits, 42 fanner trainings and 272 evaluation visits thus 
far. During farm visits, 30 percent of farmers agreed to implement the proposed 
changes, and once a monitoring visit has taken place, over 50 percent of tanners fully 
comply with the recommendations. PVUK officers have now conducted 68 disea..<.;e 
investigations in the fl.eld. 
Best practices in poultry vaccination and farm management have been identified via the 
CPH biosecurity cost-effediveness .study. The bio.security intervention phase of the 
stud -is now undenva in order to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of s ecific biosecurity 
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practices. 
• Layer fanners in high-risk production areas have adopted best practice:-. as identified via 

the CPT i programme, and as disseminated via the PVUK programme and CPI I outreach 
activities. 

Output C: Reduced H5N1 virus at selected critical control points in the market chain through 
improved biosccurity practices by related stakeholders 

• 

• 

• 

There has been a significant increase in the understanding of both progress on 
controlling II5N 1 in Indonesia and li5N 1 epidemiology in general as a result of using 
specially-designed market surveillance tools, such as regularly scheduled environmental 
surveillance ofLBMs and targeted surveillance at collector yards. 
There has been increased cleaning and disinfection activities as ·well as awareness of the 
importance of maintaining cleanliness in selected markets in the greater Jakarta area as 
a result of F AO training in collaboration with local governments. This has provided a 
considerable impact both in tcnns of the level of cleanliness of the markets' 
environment and the participation of traders and market managers. 
There ha.-'> been allocation of central and local government funds for sustaining market 
cleaning and disinfection activities through support on C&D training for markets that 
had not receive-d the training previously. 

Outpul D: Improved biosecurity practices in backyard and commercial duck-raising 

• There is increased under~tanding of the relatively limited role played by ducks. in the 
persistence of clade 2.1.3 virus as a result of the successful implementation of the 
Lombok duck study. 

Output E: Reduction of II PAl in poultry fanns through \Vidcsprcad usc of locally produced 
vaccines as appropriate based on local antigens and ncvv strains monitored 

• The commercial poultry farming community was provided with examples of 
eommcrclallaycr farms that arc successfully using local strain HPAI vaccines with a 
specific va.:cination regime that yields ex.:ellent protection for the flock against H5N 1. 

• There has been a marked red union in HSN l virus detection since 2009, correlated with 
an increase in usc of local strain vaccines as supported by laboratory-based vaccine 
re~earch, evaluated on the farm by the CPH progrdmme, and advocated to farmers via 
the PVUK and CPH outreach programmes. 

Output F; Strengthened veterinary services at central, provincial, and district levels v,:ith 
increased commitment from related stakeholders 

• The importance of human health and livestock health sectors working together has been 
recognized at local government level as a result of the NVS pilot programme. Follmving 
the establishment of NVS in two districts of Sumatra, NVS-trained government officers 
have conducted 1 279 passive surveillance activities, 192 rapid responses to bite cases, 
and 172 disease investigations, resulting in the detection of 10 cases of canine rabies 
from 14 suspected samples submitted. Emergency vaccination was conducted around 
the po.;,itive cases in order to reduce further spread. Response to bite cases and the 
subsequent detection of canine rabies in dogs was directly attributable to improved 
communication between human health and animal health counterparts. 

• The NVS infonnation system, including database deslgned for district-le-vel data entry, 
was suc.:essfully deployed in NVS pilot areas. 

• There has been a marked and continuing improvement in liP AI control in poultry in 
Indonesia. 
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• There is more effective detection and identification via the field rapid response and 
laboratory networks of the clade 2.3.2.1 H5N1 virus, newly introduced into Indonesia in 
mid-2012. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/INS/103/USA 

Project Title: Enhancing the capacity of the 
Government of Indonesia and partners to control Highly Pathogenic 

Avian Influenza (HPAI) 

b . -Reportin<T Petiod· April 2012 to September ?012 
Country: Indonesia 
Project title: Enhancing the capacity of the Government of Indonesia and partners to control j 

Highly Pathogenic Avian lntluenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSROi!NS!l 03/USA 
Budget: USD 8.2 million 
Effective starting date: l October 2011 
Planned end date: 31 December 2012 (note: This report contains planned activities for the; 
first six months of the extension phase of this project until3l March 20l3) 
Context of the project 
The purpose of the project is to contribute to the control of Highly Pathogenic A viru1 Influenza 
(liP AI) in poultry in Indonesia, thus safeguarding health and livelihoods of the Indonesian 
population. The expected outcome of the project lS that the capacity and ability of the 
Government of Imlonesla and partners to control HPAI is enhanced. 
Objectives of the project for the reporting period (April to September 2012) 

Output A: increased empmrerment of ~'i!Jage residents in hiosecurity and HPAI prevention 
and control through an expansion of a government-funded, streamlined Participatory Disease 
Surveillance and ReJpunse (PDSR) system 
Output B: Reduced HPAI-inJCcted poultry from com me rei a! farms through improred 
cooperation among ail stakeholders 
Output C: Reduced HSN 1 virus at selected critical con!ml point>: in the marko chain through 
improved biosecurity practit·es by related stakeholders 
Output D: Improved biosecurity practices in back.vard and commercial duck-raising 
Output E: Reduction of HPAI in poultry farms through widespread use of locally produced 
vaccines as appropriate based on local antigens and nnv stmins monitored 
Output F: Strengthened veterinar_v services at central, provincial and district levels with 
increased commitment from related stakeholders 
Planned activities for the reporting period (April to September 2012) 

Output A: Incrt'.ased empowerment of village residents in hiosecurity and HPAI prevention 
and control through an expansion of a government-funded, streamlined PDSR system 
A.J Disirihute and use comn-umication materials w support HPAJ prevention and control activities 
A.2 Revise and streamline PDSR S)·'Stem rn incorporate more communit\'-based decision-
making for improved HPA/ prevention and control 
A.3 Provide Local Disease Control Centre (WCC) PDSR operational budget b.v local 
goFernment 
A.4 Extend PDSR dar abase s_vstem ro district leFel for improved /ocrll disease control 
management 

Output B: Reduced HPAI-infected poultry from commercial farms through improved 
cooperation among all stakeholders 
B.! Establish effective communication and coordilWtion behveen the Govenunent and 
commercial poultry indwm:v tu build trust among the stakeholders 
B.2 Estublish a conjidenfial datnhase f.~/oulhreak information from commercial .farms 
B.:J Increase compe!encv in commercial poultry health (CPH) in both public and priva!e sectors 
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B.4 AdFocate for best praC!ices jbr CPH 
B.5 Conduct trials on private sectnr~fUnded compensation sysrem 

Output C::: Reduced H5N1 virus at selected critical control points in the market chain 
through improved bioseeurity practices by related stakeholders 
C. I Improve lhe surveillance system along the JmSl-produ<!ion market chain and make it more 
cost-effective 
C.2 Jmpnn··e biosecurit}i along post-production market elwin 
CJ Increase demand/Or healthy poultry end product 

Output D: [mproved biosecurity practices in backyard and commercial duck raising 
D. 1 Advocate for best practices in duck health management 
D.2 lmplemem duck epidcmiolotdcal data anal_vsi.';; in low incidence areas in Indonesia to 
ifnprove understanding o{the reservoir mle o{ducks 

Output E: Reduction of HPAI in poultry farms through wides.pread m~e of locally 
produced vaccines as appropriate based on local antigens and new strains monitored 
E.l Promme use flfejfective vaccine byjCtrmen 
£.2 EstobliYh partnerslu]J bettveen commercial poultry industry and the Government for 
sharing ofinfluen:;fl virus dara and isolates 
£.3 Establish sustainable laboratory s_vstem _tbr influenza virus monitoring 

Output F: Strengthened veterinary services at central, provincial and district levels with 
increased commitment from related stakeholders 
F.l Pilot National Veterinary Sen·ice (NVS) in Ihrec provinces fOr selected priority diseases 
F.2 Ensure effective programme managemenT 11:ith res pert to finance, administration, terhnical 
inputs and partner relations (donor and the Government of Jndonesiaj 
F.3 Ensure llfJpropriate support to programme components and management to nuv:imize 
stakeholder panicipmion and build capacit_v of animal health services 
F.4 Conduct epidemiological studies to betTer iJ~flnm disease comrof and support government 
strategtc planning 
F.5 Provide technical support to the Directorate (~f Animal Health (DAH) for HPAI policy 
development 
F.6 Contrihute to the National Zoonosis Commission (Komnas Zoono.ris) One Health 
communication and adl'ocacv strategy 
Activities undertaken during the reporting period (April to September 2012) 

Output A: Increased empowerment of village residents in biosecurity and HPAI prevention 
and control through an expansion of a government-funded~ streamlined PDSR system 
A.l Di:;;tribute and use communication materials to support HPA/ preJ..·ention and control 
activities 

• Held ten focus group discussions with PDSR officers and communities in high-risk 
provinces 

• Duplicated and distributed 400 animation vldeos '""Let's Prevent HPAI" in DVD fonnat 
to Indo-Livestock Expo & Fanners' Seminar attendees 

• Duplicated and distributed 500 "Q&A on HPAl" brochures to Indo-Livestock Expo & 
Fam1ers· Seminar attendees 

• Produced the 2011 Emergency Centre for Transboundary Animal Diseases (ECTAD) 
Indonesia Annual Report 

• Produced and distributed 1 200 stickers on '"'liP AI vaccination" to Indo-Livestock Expu 
& Farmers' Seminar attendees 

• ProdU( .. xxl a video documentation of sentinel farm management for u~e in demonslrating 
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how a high level ofbiosccurity can be pmcticaHy implemented with limited resources 
• Produced a video and photo documentation of cleaning procedures for drinkers and 

waterers on layer farms in the biosecurity cost-effectiveness study 
• Produced a video and photo documentation of laboratory testing of surveillance samples 

from Semanggi collector yard 
• Prepared a PDSR success story for use by the United Nations Information Centre in Jakarta 

A.2 Revise and streamline PDSR system to incorporate more community-based decision
making for improved HPAI prevention and control 

• The curriculum, modules and materials for PDSR Version 3 (PDSR V3) refresher 
training were developed and introduced to 27 Master Trainers (MTs) during a training
of-trainers (TOT) workshop held in April 2012. PDSR V3 training was conducted fm· 
423 participants (307 male and 116 female) in West and South Sulawesi, West 
Kalimantan, Padang and Rlau Provinces in Sumatra. All tralnings were a<>Sistcd by the 
eight national MTs. 

• Mentoring and bacbwpping was conducted for 38 new trainees in six districts of 
Su1a~'csi. 

• Training for 27 {2l male and 6 female) new PDSR officers in West Kalimantan was 
conducted in June 2012 with funding from local government budget. 

• Continuing Education (CE} training was conducted ln Samarlnda for i7 PDSR and in 
Bandung Barat for 20 PDSR using local government funds. 

• The eight national MTs were given training and mentoring experlence in different 
aspects of the training programme activiries including: tmining module development 
and testing. training and field mentoring support for PDSR, NVS, the Commercial 
Poultry Veterinary Programme (PVUK) and rabies control. 

A.3 Pral'ide wee PDSR operational budget by local government 
• Twenty province:-:. in Indonesia have t·ommitted their local budgets under '"Anggaran 

Pendapntan dan Belanja Daerah" (APBD 1. which literally translates as "Revenue 
Budget and Local Expenditures" and is commonly tr..tnslated a" Provincial Government 
Budget) at the provincial level. or APBD II at the district level) to either fully or partly 
supp011 PDSR and animal health activitie:. in the provinces for 2013-2014. 

• A se.ries. of work plan meetings were held with CMU and DAH to determine priority 
activities in HPAI control (2013-2014) and to conduct budget mapping to identify and 
address gaps in the funding of priority activities. 

• A budget proposal for HPAI control activitie:. managed by the Campaign Management Unit 
(CMC) was sent to the Directorate General of Livestock and Animal Health Services 
(DGLAHS) and the Secretary General of the Ministry of Agriculture (MoA) to cover gaps 
in the budgets provided by FAO for implementation of priority activities in control of HPAI 
in Indonesia. 

• Three Local Government Workshops on NVS \Vere conducted in May and June of 
2012. The main objectives of these workshops was w advocate to local governments for 
their support of operational costs of NVS officers, including that of LDCCs in the three 
NVS pilot project m·e.as: \:Vest Sumatm (Agam District), Riau (Dumai District) and Bali 
(Klung.kung District). Participants from the local government included representatives 
of the Regional Planning Board (BAPPEDA), provincial and district Regional 
Assistants (local Government function), Livestock Agency and Veterinary Laboratory 
at the provincial and district levels and the LDCC coordinators. The output of these 
workshops was a set of recommendations, one of which was on financial support for the 
NVS pilot project implementation. However, ongoing government suppmt for LDCC 
activities still remains unclear. 
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A.4 Extend PDSR database system to district level for impro·ved local disease control 
1nanagement 

• Continued monitming, through LDCC data encoders, of 355 PDSR Ver:.ion 2 district 
level instal1ations that were set up in August 2011. 

• PDSR V3 fonns were field te.sted in three NVS pilot di.stricts. 
• PDSR V3 database and data entry front end were designed, programmed and tested. 
• Six LDCC data encoders were trained to operate the PDSR V3 databa.<>c. 

Output B: Reduc-ed HPAI-infected poultry from commerc-ial farms through improved 
cooperation among all stakeholders 
B.l Establish effective communication and coordination between the Government and 
commercial poultry industry to build trust among the stakeholders 

• Provided support for 21 farmers' meetings for 661 participants and 32 fanners' 
trainings for 553 participams during the reporting period. 

• Facilitated a workshop with identified local poultry industry and local government 
stakeholders to brainstorm on establishing mechanism.<> to increase discussion of issues 
concerning the poultry industry. 

• Prepared a draft plan for trust -building between guvemment and industry ba:...ed on 
above workshop. 

• Phmned a national fanners' meeting fQr sharing of best practices in collaboration with 
DAH and the National Poultry Health Committee- (KKUl\). 

B.2 Establish a confidential database of outbreak information from commercial farms 
• As reported previously. this activity was incorporated into the private sector-funded 

compensation pilot and PVUK programmes (Activilies B.3 and B.5). 

B.3 Increase competency in CPH in both public and private sectors 
• A Local Government \Vorkshup for PVUK expansiun was held in Yogyak.arta in 

April 2012 to discuss the programme with the four new districts. Key recommendations 
were that all PVUK districts should start planning for local Government funding of the 
PVUK programme. 

• All modules used in PVUK training 1evels 1, 2 and 3 were modified to meet the need:. 
of the updated curriculum. 

• PVUK Training Level 1 for the four new di:-.trids was held in Padang in May 2012. 
Twenty-four participants (13 male, 11 female) from four new districts of Agam in West 
Sumatra, Kulon Progo in Yogyakarta, and Tulungagung and Blitar in East Java attended 
the training. The training provided knowledge on communication, basics of biosecurity 
and vaccination, important poultry diseases and necropsy techniques. Level 2 training, 
which introduces participatory approaches and more in-depth training on vaccination 
and biosecurity, was conducted in Yogyakarta in June 2012 for 23 participants 
(12 mule, 11 female). The concept of bio.security planning \vas introduced fm· the 
fanners to learn about severalleveb of disease control. 

• To develop sustainability of the PVUK programme, eight (three male and five female) 
PVUK :\iTs were selected to assist in the training of the new PVUK districts. Their 
training skills and understanding of technical issues improved through a TOT for MTs 
in June 2012 in Tangerang. 

• CMC representative.<> and the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 
(FAO) National Technical Advisors conducted six field mentoring visits to the PVUK 
area to support the teams to work wlth local farmers. :rvtentoring visits to Taskimalaya, 
Boyolali, Kulon Progo, Karanganyar and Klaten assisted the PVUK officers to conduct 
farmer twinings on bio.security and culd chain as well as biosecurity audits. problem 
invesligations and farm profiling. 
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• FAO T\'ationa1 Technical Advisors supported the Australian Centre for International 
Agricultural Research (ACIAR) biosecurity training for fanners in Bogor. 

• PVUK veterinarians attended a Pl:r-:SAR (broiler fanners association) meeting in Solo, 
followed by on-farm cleaning. and disinfection (C&O) training on a layer farm in 
Central Java with PINSAR 

• A new version of the PVUK web-based forum was developed and F AO National 
Technical Advisor.<> and PVUK members arc joining. Training materials, handouts, 
technical material of interest. including booklets of the Strategies Against Flu 
Emergence (SAFE) project, were placed on the forum. A PVUK Facebook page was 
developed and will be used as a team building platform within PVUK. The page 
currently has 44 members. 

• Profiling of the commercial farms commenced in a11 four of the expansion area districts, 
and 376 farms were profiled by the end of August 2012. 

• Forms to record PVUK activities were developed and tested in the field, and six PVUK 
Data Managers were trained in their use. The PVUK database i.s operational with the 
data from five PVUK forms being entered .at the district level. Output report formats, to 
show PVUK activity, were designed and scm to the LDCC coordinators for review. 

• FAO assisted CMU to develop technical guidelines for PVUK. 
• In preparation for the OSRO/INS/103/USA extension phase starting in October 2012, 

the preparation of curricula forCE 1 and CE 11 trainings was completed. The trainings 
will be conducted in December 2012 und March 2013. 

B.4 Advocate for best practices for CPH 
• Facilitated avian influenza serology testing to validate the effectiveness of vaccination 

schedule changes on participating farms as part of the biosecurity cost-effectiveness 
study. The results provided evidence that vaccination early in the rearing period and 
vaccination in mid-lay induced increased antibody titres against H5. The analysis of 
production data before and ufter vaccinating layers in production provided evidence that 
vaccination with recommended Indonesian vaccine strains at the recommended dose 
mte did not result in drops in egg production. 

• Assisted the local Government training team with the Level I PVUK training in Padang. 
• Continued implementing agreed upon management activities for participating farms in 

the biosecurity cost-effectiveness study. 
• The drinker and feeder cleaning Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) were adop(ed 

and implemented on all study farms. 
• The positive correlation between drinker and feeder cleanliness and food conversion 

rate (FCR} is expected to emerge as an addltional improvement of production indices at 
the end or phase IB of the study. 

• Provide.d technical assistance to the local Government training team for the Level 2 
PVUK training in Yogyakarta. 

• Conducted and provided technical a:<.sistance to the FAO seminm· ad hoc technical 
committee in preparation for the ''Putting fanners first: low cost- high impact pmctices 
to increase layer fann profit'' national seminar held in July 2012. 

• Produced outreach materials for use during the Indo-Livestock Expo. 
• Completed pha-;c 1 B data analysis and finalized the status report on the completion of 

Phase I of the study. 

B.S Conduct trials on prillate sector-funded compensation system 
• Terms of reference, a concept note and a work plan for the private sector-funded culling 

compensation pilot were completed. 
• Pilot area was selected as Gunung Kidul District of Yogyakarta Province. 
• Counterpa11s were identified, including the Yogyakart<l Puultry Farmers Association 
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(APAYO) as well as the possibility of several poultry contract farming companies 
(JAPFA, CP and Janupmro) and the Gunung Kidul District Livestock Services. 

• Meetings with counterparts were conducted, although no direct government-private 
sector communication wa-; established yet. 

• Use of CO/CO::_ gas was selected as the most effective and cost-efficient culling method. 
• Possible financial entitles that could become an escrow body for the programme are 

being researched. Bank Rakyat Indonesia and Bank Pembangunan Dacrah Dacrah 
Istimewa Yogyakarta are potential candidates. 

Output C: Reduced HSNl virus at selected critical control points in the market chain 
through improved biosecurity practices by related stakeholders 
C.l Improve the surveillance system along the post-production market ch.ain and make it 
more cost-effeclil-'e 

• Provided technical and operational support to the live bird market (LBM) surveillance 
activity in the greater Jakarta area. 

• Coml.ucted coordination meetings with m3rker surveillance officers and related local 
livestock scrvin~s in greater Jakarta to review LBM survcill::mcc design. 

• Completed the new LBM survei11ance design for greater Jakarta area and the 
preliminary implementation of surveillance at 86 LBfv1 in August 2012. 

• Conducted back-tracing of poultry transportation from Semanggi collector yard 
Surakarta city to the sources in East Java. 

• Conducted evaluation me-e.tings with the Disease Investigation Centre (DIC) Subang on 
the isolate shipment preparation to the Australian Animal Health Laboratory (AAHL) 
and virus isolation testing of LBM surveillance samples collected in 2011. 

• Developed the. Semanggi collector yard surveillance study design, SOPs and training 
materials. 

• Conducted training for selected officers of Surakarta city agricultural and market 
services. ror Semanggi collector yard surveillance activity. 

• Completed the implementation of the collector yard smveillance at Semanggi collector 
yard in Sumkarta City. 

C.1 Improve bUJsecurity along post-production market chain 
• Held an evaluation and planning meeting with related stakeholders from private and 

government sectors in the greater Jakarta area on the achievement of C&D activities at 
rehabilitated LBMs. 

• Developed the updated C&D Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) form and database 
system in collaboration with the t>.,l&E team. 

• Conducted training for local government officials in greater Jakarta on M&E of the 
C&D activities implementation and the completion of M&E forms. 

• Conducted M&E for C&D activities at several LBivls., slaughterhouses and collection 
yards in the greater Jakarta area Jn collaboration with local authorities. 

• Developed lessons learned and recommendations on the implementation of C&D 
activities along the poultry market chain thm was conducted ~ince 2009. 

• Provided technical assistance to the LBM C&D Lraining funded by the 20 i 2 local 
Gnvemment budget of Bekasi City agricultural service. 

• Conducted C&D training for sentinel bird truck drivers and farm workers in the 
preparation of Scmanggi collector yard surveillance. 

• Provided technical assistance on the poultry .slaughterhouse design for several markets 
in DKI Jakarta in accordance with veterinary public health standards. 

• Dcv·clopcd the truck C&D station design for Scmanggi collector yard in Surakarta city. 
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C.3 Increase demand for healthy poultry end product 
• Provided technical suppm1 to poultry vendors at several markets in DKI Jakarta to expand 

market activities of healthy chicken meat (daging U)'Wn ASUH) promotion through 
socialization in collaboration with existing successful healthy chicken meat traders. 

• Conducted education and socialization for local women's association (lbu PKK) in DKI 
Jaknrta in collaboration with local authorities to increase the public awareness on 
healthy chicken meat (daginx ayum ASUH) consumption. 

• Conducted healthy chicken meat (daging awun ASUH) promotion at the Food and Agro 
Expo, Food Education Event and the MoA Fond Exhibition. 

• Improved the training modules on healthy chicken meat (daging a.vam ASUH) 
prommion conducted by local authorities. 

• Completed review and revision of DKI Jakarta poultry slaughterhouse SOPs and 
guidelines by international food safety expert. 

• Conducted foJlow-up meetings on the results of DKI Jakar1a restructuring evaluation 
workshop with key stakeholders at [he central and local levels. 

• Provided technical support to slaughtercrs who had recently moved to the Type A 
collecting and slaughtering fa~ility in Rawa Kepiting slaughterhouse and slaughterers at 
the newly established Pintu Air slaughterhouse in East Jakatia. 

• Provide-d technical support on the start-up of a small-scale slaughte-rhouse in 
Petukangan Utara, South Jakarta. 

• Provided technical support on food inspection activity at :.everal markets in DKI Jakarta 
arranged by local government authOiities. 

• Provided technical support on the establishment of a new slaughterhouse at Ciraca<> 
market a~ one of the additional relocation centres in DKl Jakm1.a 

Output D: Improved biosecurity practices in backyard and commercial duck raising 
D.l Advocate for best practices in duck health management 

• Duck health management best practices were incorporated within the revision of 
training. modules for PDSR V3. 

D.2 Implement duck epidemiological data analysi.<o in low incidence areas in Indonesia to 
imprave understanding of the reservoir role of ducks 

• Duck. commercial poultry farm and market profiling training was conducted for local 
government officer~ in Lombok, w·est Nu~a Tenggara Province-. Profiling Wllii 

implemented by the local Government following the training. 
• Profiling data was analysed, and survey design planned with staff of the DIC Denpasar. 
• Surveillance training was conducted for Lombok local Govemmenl officers. 
• Duck and commercial poultry fann survey was conducted and samples were delivered 

to DIC Denpasar. Samples were tested in DIC Denpa~ar by polymerase chain reaction 
{PCR) and serology. 

• Data was analysed, and a preliminary report on the findings produced. 

Output E: R-eduction of HPAI in poultry farms through widespread use of locally 
produced vaccines as appropriate based on local antigens and new strains monitored 
E.l Promote use of effective vaccine by farmers 

• Advanced characterlzatlon and analysis of potential variant isohltes co11ected from the 
Influenza Virus Jv1onitoring for Animal Health (IVM-AH) activity in 2011-2012 was 
conducted. Sequencing results showed that H5 from 2011-2012 isolates were similar to 
the current circulating strains of H5N I in lndonesia: serological results indicate no 
significant anLigenic variation bel\veen the current isolates when tested against the joint 
\Vorld Organisation tOr Animal Health (OIE)/FAO sclentific network for the control of 
avian influcn?a (OFFLU) Indonesia HSNl reference paneL 
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• Updated the standardized antigen and hyper-immune 
AkhickenflndonesiaM' ates-1/2005 clade 2.1.3 lo A/chicken/\Vest 
clade 2.1.3 which represents the current standard challenge strain. 

antiserum from 
Java Sbg/29/2007 

• Facilitated DAH approval of the update on harmonized antigen and hyper-immune scm, 
followed by preparation and forwarding of rhe srandard protocol for producing prime 
and hyper-immune sera to Pusvetma and BBPMSOH (National Veterinary Drugs Assay 
Laboratory}. 

• Participants were selected for the Regional Laboratory Network Training on Quality 
Assuram:e and Standardization of Diagnostic Reagents from 23 September to 5 October 
2012 in Geelong. Australia. 

• DGLAHS' current pohcy on avian influenza vaccines and updated recommendations 
for vaccinarion best practices \vere shared with farmers from throughout Indonesia at 
the ''Putting farmers first: low cost - high impact practices to increase layer fann profit" 
national se-minar hdd in Jakarta on 7 July 2012. Based on the positive feedback from 
the participants, ECTAD Indonesia and DGLAHS plan to continue the farmers' seminar 
as an annual event. 

• Updated communication materials were distributed, and presentations were given at the 
annual Imlo-Liveslock Expo. The afon:rm.:nlioncd farmt:rs' scnunar was held 
immediately following the week-long Indo-Livestock Expo event. 

E.2 Establ~·h partnership between commercial poultry industry and gorernment for sharing 
of influenza virus data and isolates 

• Technical assistance was provided for data analysis and interpretation from 
environmental samples processed via PCR and virus isolation in cooperation with other 
studies (LBM surveillance and truck cleaning study). 

• Prepared and disseminated technical materials on vaccination and participated in 
discussions with farmers at national farmers· seminar. 

E.3 Establish sustainable laboratory system for influenza virus monitoring 
• Presentexl on the IVM-AH network and participated in the 8th Intem~tional Symposium 

on Avian Influenza in London from l to 4 April 2012, and attended the annual OFFLU 
meeting in London, United Kingdom. on 4 and 5 April 2012. 

• Delivered eleven HPAI H5Nl virus isolates from DIC Wales selected based upon the 
IVM-AH activities, and 25 isolates/original samples from LBMs and truck studies from 
DIC Subang to AAHL, Geelong in mid-May 2012. 

• Corrected is:-.ues with the genetic analysis software {DNAStar). Bioinformatics software 
is now functioning In all sequencing partner laboratories (DIC Bukittinggi, Pusvetma 
and BBALITVET). 

• Molecular reagents procured by FAO successfully delivered to sequencing partner 
laboratories. 

• Conducted review of the "'Alat Preskrin" sothvarc to support the IVI\·1-AH efforts and 
derined next steps with AAHL 

• Planned activities for next phase of the OSRO/INS/1 03/USA project and integration 
with the IDENTIFY project work plan. 

Output F: Strengthened veterinary services at central+ provincial and di!-.'trict levels with 
increased commitment from related stakeholders 
F.l Pilot NVS in three provinces for selected priority diseases 

• Follow-up meetings to the April NVS development meeting took place in Jakarta and 
Makassar to define training and workshop needs, data management and \Vorkflows. 

• Preparation completed for NVS currlculum and mudules for Level 1 (Pat1icipatory 
Community Engagement) training of animal health centre (Puskeswan) veterinarian:-. 
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and non-veterinary ~taff. 
• Thiny-six (22 male and 14 female) NVS staff from Padang (A gam District) and Riau (Dumai 

District) were given Level 1 training, which focused on communication with the community. 
• In collaboration with DGLAHS, NVS-local Government workshops were conducted in 

Pekanbaru on 29 May 20 J 2, in Padang on J June 2012 and in Denpasar on 7 June 2012. 
• Facilitated drafting of the technical guidelines fm· the establishment of the Veterinary 

Authority and appointment of an authorized veterinarian in provinces and districts 
(including provincial Chief Veterinary Officers). 

• Facilitated regular meetings with DGLAHS NVS Ta:-.k Force to discuss the NVS work plan. 
• Advocacy meetings \vere held with Province and District local Government livestock 

services {Dinas) in Riau and \Vest Sumatcra to discuss the Veterinary Authority and 
appointment of an authorized veterinarian. control strategy for rabies and :'\JVS training. 

• Draft SOPs for control of anthr:.tx. brucellosis and classical swine fever (hog cholera) 
were developed. 

• Nineteen (15 male and four female) non-veterinary NVS otficers from the three pilot 
districts (Klungkung. Agam .and Dumai) were given anima1 health training at the MoA 
Cinagara Training Centre (Bogor) from 4 to 9 June 2012. 

• Training in PSDR was conducted for 20 (l7 male and three female) non-PDSR NVS 
staff fi·om the three pilot districts in Padang, 28 June to 3 July 2012. 

• In preparation for OSRO/IKS/103/USA extension activi[ies, the cuniculum and t1ow 
charts for Level 2 training wet·e developed, and the training modules were prepared for 
rabies control and syndromic surveillance. 

• Advocacy visits were conducted to Padang and Pekanbaru in September 2012 to discuss 
the NVS approach in the pilot areas and to better understand the rabies situation. 

F.2 Ensure effective programme management with respect to finance, administration, 
technical inputs and partner relations (Donor and the Government of Indonesia) 

• ECTAD lndone.'.ia facilitated weekly coordination meetings with both CMLI and the 
Director or DAH_ These meetings enabled both F AO and project counterparts to rem<Jin 
synchronized regnrdlng project pliOJiries ~nd ch~llengec;, de'>pire vnrion~ delny~ in 
project implementation. 

• Six-monthly project progress reports continued lo be prepared in accon:.lan..:e with the 
project docume.nt and local agreemenl with USAID Indonesia. An additional quarlerly 
(April-June 2012) progre..;~ report wa<> prepared at the request of the MoA International 
Cooperation Centre to facilitate discussion on extension of the OSROilNS/103/CSA 
project. 

• The final report of the OSRO/INS/lOl/AUL project was prepared in August 2012 for 
submission to the Donor. 

• Advisors from the ECTAD Indonesi:1 management team participated in each United 
States Agency for international Development (USAID) Chief of Party (COP) meeting 
during the reporting perioJ, as. \veil a,-, in coordinmion meeting,-, with Komnas Zoono,-,is, 
the Strategies Against Flu Emergence (SAFE) project and the World Health 
Organization (WHO}. 

• Participated in the technical ami policy discussinn on Improving the Prevention and 
Control of H5Nl HPAI in Highly-Affected and Neighbouring Countries in VietNam in 
April2012. 

• Assistance was provided to DGLAHS in the organization of a Technical Briefing 
Meeting with government and partner agencies on animal health donor coordination in 
May 2012. 

• A lengthy consultation and project planning process was. initiated in May 2012 \Vith the 
Gnvcrnmcnt of lndonc<>ia and USA!D for the design of the next project phase. The 
Amendment documem \\.'as approved by US AID Washington on 18 September 20 l2, 
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and oft1cial1y submitted to rhc Govcrnmcm for <J~)pruval and countcr-signarurc on 
26 S..:ptcmhcr 2012. 

F.3 Ensure appropriate support to programme components and management to maximize 
stakeholder participation and build capacity of animal health sen-ices 

• Ongoing technical support and management supervision was provided on n regular 
basis to the various components of the ECTAD lndonesia programme; however gaps in 
technical support were unavoidable owing to the delay in Government of Indonesia 
project approva] in 20 ll and subsequent clearance. for international advisors to return to 
[ndoncsia. Specific emphasis was placed on identifying cost-effective practin~s and 
improving sustainability of best practices via capacity building and budget planning 
assistance. 

• All administrative issues were dealt with in n timely fashion, such as travel 
arrangements, recruitments, procurement and service contmcts to al1ow for the smooth 
implementation of project <.~ctivities. 

• l11e financial monitoring system was revised to improve monitoring of project expenses 
against the main ECTAD pmgramme components and planned activities. 

• A budget revision was carried out with the Donor in May 2012 and approved. 
• Financial transactions were dealt with in a timely manner, such as budget authorizations 

and petty cash fur trainings, \vhich allowed the smooth implementation of project 
activities. 

• Provisional budgets \vere prepared for all the project components to improve resource 
allocation and monitoring. 

• Continued vehicle registrariun and tax exemption pmcesses are being pursued. 

FA Conduct epidemiological studies to beuer inform disease control and support government 
strategic planning 

• Please refer to Activities C.l and D.2 for updates on the studie~ conducted in Surakarta 
and Lombok during this reporting period. 

• Owing to funding constraints. further \vork. on the HPAI endemicity study was 
postponed until the next project phase. 

F.5 Provide technical support to DAH for HPA.l policy dn·elopment 
• Conducted a strategy review with DAH and ECTAD Indonesia to review cWTently 

available data on HPAI control and identify high impact control activities and policy gaps. 
• Completed a L-omprehensive consultation process between DGLAHS and ECTAD 

Indonesia to develop the next phase of the OSRO/INS/103/USA project work plan and 
ensure integration with DAH fiscal year (FY) 20!3 activities and budget for HPAI control. 

F.6 Contribute to the Kmnnas Zoonosis One Health communication and advocacy strategy 
• Participated in the establishment of Komn.as Zoonosis Communication Vol orking Group. 
• A short training on germ theory for communities was developed for u:-.e within a One 

Health selling, and is now being !aught in all trainings conducted by the local 
Government training team. 

• Participated in the national Komnas Zoonosis strategy meeting in Bali on 25 and 
26 September 2012. 
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Planned activities for the nex't six-month period (October 2012 to l\Iarch 2013) 
(Note: The following ar!ivities art? piwmedfor rhe.fin1 six months t~{ the exrension phme rt{this prf?jert) 

Output A: Increased empowerment of village residents in biosecurity and HPAI prevention 
and control through an expansion of a government-funded, streamlined PDSR system 

A.l Distribute and use communication materials to support HPAJ prevention and control 
activities 

• Design. compile and electronically distribute copies of the Bahasa Indonesia and 
English ver.'>ion of the ECTAD Annual Report 2012: and print ami distribure a limited 
number of reports in Bahasa Indonesia and English. 

• Train 30 PDSR MTs to improve skills and learn updated methods in adult learning and 
behaviour change communication, with emphasls on germ theory. 

• Design, produce and distribute 12 500 posters on HPAI outbreak reporting and 
prevention in five high-risk provinces. 

• Design, produce anti distribute 100 000 brochures on HPAI prevention with emphasis 
on germ theory (hand washing practice) to all LDCCs and PDSR officers. 

A.2 Revise and streamline PDSR system to incorporate more community-based decision
making for improved HPAI prevention and control. 

• Complete nationwide PDSR Version 3 refresher training. 
• Refresher train I 300 local government officers in PDSR V3 by FAO NTAs and MTs. 

All trainings will be followed by mentoring visits to the field sites to observe the new 
trainees at work. The training will focus on Bali, Sumatra and Kallrnantan in the first 
three months so that there will be regional implementation of PDSR V3. 

• Conduct the training of MTs for an additional seven MTs in October 2012 to ensure that 
there are sutlicient NITs to implement the above training and mentoring of PDSR V3. 

• Hold one national LDCC coordination meeting. 

A.3 Provide LDCC PDSR operati.Dnal hudgPl by lol"nl gmll>rnment 
• Conduct advocacy visits to discuss local funding for PDSR, NVS and PVUK activities. 
• FinaliLe. the budget proposal for HPAI control activities (under C~·fU) to DGLAHS and 

the Secretary General of MoA for implementation of priority activities in control of 
HPAI in Indonesia. 

• Assi~l LDCC co01·dinators in budget calculations and detennining the budgets and 
procurement required to implement priority activities to control HPAI in the field. 

• Conduct advocacy visits to the NVS pilot project areas to emph.aslze the urgency for 
provincial govemmems to financially and administratively support the LDCC's role in 
controlling HPAI and other priority animal diseases. 

• E."tahlish a new FAO advocacy team specifically focused on engaging wlrh local 
governments directly to provide sufficient operational funding for animal disea~e 

control and management activities previously funded by FAO projects. 

AA Extend PDSR database system to district leJ•el for improved local disease control 
management 

• Utilizing LDCC data encoders, survey the status of the existing stand-alone PDSR V2 
district installations in 355 districts. 

• Integrate the planned installation of PDSR V3 at district-level with planning for NVS 
pilot areas. 

• Continue training of provincial government data encoders in use of the PDSR V3 
database following the local Government training team's PDSR V3 rollout schedule. 

II 
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Output B: Reduced HPAI-int"ected poultry from commercial t"arms through improved 
cooperation among all stakeholders 
B.l Establish e.ffective communication and coordination between the Government and 
commercial paultry indwotry to build trust among the stakeholders 

• Expand on advocacy activities to promote communication and collaborative initiatives 
between the commercial poultry industry and government during the next project pha<>e. 
Facilitate regular meetings new partnership initiatives between Komite Kesehatan 
Unggas Nasional (KKUN), DGLAHS and local governments. 

• Initiate planning for monthly meetings and extended co1lahoration with KKUN during 
next project phase. 

• Continue support for fanners meetings organized by PVUK and farm evaluations in 
PVUK districts. 

8.2 Establi<;h a confidential database of outbreak infonnation from commercial farm,~ 
• As reported previously, this activity has been incorporated into the private sector

funded compen:.<ltion pilot and PVEK progr<lmme:. (Activities B.3 and B.5). 

B.3 Increase competency in CPH in both public and primte secton. 
• Complete expansion of PVUK with Level ) (r.tining for 24 PVUK officers m 

October 2012. 
• Train 24 PDSR officers to assist the PVUK programme with the profiling of 

commercial poultry farms. 
• Conduct a TOT for the 12 PVUK MTs ~o that they can assist in the training and 

mentoring of PVLK staff. 
• In December 2012, conduct CE I training for 61 PVCK focused on CPH SOPs and 

group biosecurity planning. 
• In March 2013, conduct CE Jl for 61 PVUK focused on problem investigation, training 

skills and public .speaking. 
• Develop and test farmer training modules for outbreak control, disease risk assessment 

and vaccination skills. 

• In October 2012, train 18 Data J\.1<lnagers from 12 districts in data entry for the PVUK 
C&D forms. 

• Develop key messages for early disease reporting and develop training modules for 
PVUK. 

• Conduct regular field monitoring visits. 
• Conduct stakeholder meetings to form groups to encourage outbreak reporting. 
• Prepare draft PVUK technical support manuaL 

B.4 Advocate for best practices for CPH 
• Report back to farmers on the phase IB tindings of the biose.curity cost-effectivene.ss study. 
• Conduct individual planning meetings with each patticlpating fanner to develop their 

Phase II (biosecurity phase) management plan. 
• Initiate Phase li of biosecurity cost-effectiveness study. 
• Develop layer farm best practices SOPs based on findings from non-biosecurity Phase L 
• Disseminate layer fann best practices SOPs In collaboration with DGLAHS and 

incorporate into PVUK training and farmer advocacy activities. 

8.5 Conduct trials on private sector-funded compensation system 
• Develop SOPs for the programme that will be in accordance with the Yogyakarta 

Province and Gunung Kidul Di~trict Outbreak Mitigation Plan. Involve all local 
Government and prlvate sector stakeholders in the development of the SOPs. 

12 
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• Develop and begin a training programme for all pcrsoncl involved in the programme. 
• Develop a financial contribution agreement with the poultry farmers and poultry 

farming companies involved in the p-rogramme. 

Output C::: Reduced H5N1 virus at sele<.·ted critical control points in the market chain 
through improved biosecurity practices by related stakeholders 
C.l Improve tlte suneillance system along the poxt-produdion market chain and make it 
more cost-effectb•e 

• Finalize the list of markets to be sampled in the greater Jakarta area to be included in 
the quarterly sampling scheme in collaboration with livestock services from 
participating districts. 

• Continue quatierly sampling of LBY1s in greater Jakarta. 
• Expand the LBM surveillance to two new major urban areas of Indonesia (l'vledan and 

Surabaya). 
• Conduct ~coping visits to Medan and Sumhaya to collect field information and detennine 

logistical ncc.ds for establishing LBM surveillance programmes in each location. 
• Profile markets in the study areas, analyse the data and prepare the surveillance design. 
• SociahLe the LB.M surveillance ;.vilh the 1·egional DIC, provincial livestock. services, 

and district livestock and market services. Once the programme is designed and agreed 
upon with all stakeholders, n:.~in government officers in sample collection and 
laboratory testing protocols. 

• Sample selected LB:l\is in the new areas and analyse the data. 

C.2 lmprm,•e biosecurity along post-production market chain 
• Continue providing technical assistance for establishment of slaughtering facilities in 

the designated markets and locations agreed by DKJ Ltkana Government. 
• E.~tablish C&D stution at Semanggi colledor yard in Surakarta Central Java Province. 
• Conduct site assessment of potential LBMs in greater Jakmta for market rehabilitation. 
• Conduct meeting with LBM managers, local agriculture offices and local market offices 

in greater Jakarta as well as selection of two LBMs for mMket rehabilitation plans. 
• In co1laboration w·ith market stakeholders, design market rehabilitation plan for the two 

selected LBMs in greater Jakarta area and initiate rehabilitation plan. 
• Conduct C&D refresher training for cleaning workers and market staff at 22 LBi\1s in 

greater Jakarta area to strengthen the implementation of market cleaning day activities. 
• Conduct C&D introductory training for C&D station workers at Semanggi cullector 

yards and cleaning workers at two additional rehabilitated LBMs in greater Jakarta. 
• Conduct meetings with the local agriculture offices in greater Jakarta area to endorse 

the implementation or sustainable intervention activities along the poultry market chain. 
• Continue monitoring and evaluation of C&D activities of collector yards and LBMs In 

the greater Jakarta area in collaboratiun with lucal authorities. 
• Produce video documentation of C&D activity along market chain in collaboration with 

the communication team to facilirate future capacity building activities. 

C.3 Increase denumd.for healthy poultry end product 
• No further activities planned during next project phase; activities completed during 

Phase I. 

Output D: Impro-ved biosecurity practices in backyard and commercial duck raising 
D.l Advocate for best practices in duck health management 

• No further activities planned during next project phase; activities completed during 
Phase L 

13 
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D.2 Implement duck epidemiological data analysis in low incidence areas in Indonesia to 
imprm'e understanding of the reservoir role of ducks 

• No further activities planned during next project pha~e; activities completed during 
Phase L 

Output E: Reduction of HPAI in poultry farms through widespread use of locally 
produced vaccines as appropriate based on local antigens and nen· strains monitored 
(Note: Support to the laboratory component of the ECTAD Indonesia programme will be co
funded under the USAID lDE~TlFY project as pa1t of the Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT_) 
programme. Under a programmatic approach, FAO in collaboration with other intemational 
organizations supports the Regional Laboratory Ketwork for Southeast Asia. Indonesia is 
included as one of the eight countrie-s participating in the Regional Southeast Asia FAO 
IDENTIFY programme). 

E.l Promote use of effective vaccine by farmer."i 
• Facilitate continuous collection of field samples (all sectors) and submit to laboratory 

for HPAI and LPA[ virus isolation, biologic and genetic characterization. 
• Advocate for challe-nge testing and rcghtration of updated vaccines to ensure 

availnbility of effective vaccines. 
• Coordinate the necessary documentation and schedule delivery of reverse genetic (RG) 

straim. for '>'acclne candidate:-. from the United Stales Depmtment of Agriculture 
(USDA) Southeast Poultry Research Laboratory (SEPRL) to Pusvetma. 

• Continue to provide technical recommendations to serve as a foundation upon which a 
comprehensive national vaccination strategy can be developed. 

• Facilitate importation of selected candidate vaccine RG strains. 
• Advocate DGLAHS t·egulations on approved avmn influenza vaccmes and 

recommended vaccination practices to private and public sector stakeholders through 
PVUK. CPH and advocacy programmes. 

E.2 Establish partnership between commercial poultry industry and government for sharing 
of influenza virus data and isolates 

• Facilitate communicatiqn pathways to strengthen linkage~ between industry, local 
Governmenl and DIC monitoring efforts through coordination meetings between 
DGLAHS and commercial poultry industry. 

• Facilitate development of a formal C{Xlperative agreement between DGLAHS and 
commercial poultry industry for sharing of virus isolates and influenL.a data. 

• Facilitate testlng and production of cnndidare RG vaccine stralns from USDA SEPRL 
under a cooperative agreement between Pusvetma and IPB Shigeta. 

• Contribute to USDA Workshop "'Strengthening poultry diagnostic laboratories in Java" 
from 26 to 30 November 2012. 

E.3 Establish sustainable laboratory system for influen:.a virus monitoring 
(Note: The activities under this heading are funded under the USAID IDENTlFYproject.) 

• Provide coordination and support for national IVM-AH network to conduct virus 
monitoring activities including amigenlc pre-screening and biologic and molecular virus 
characterization of selected viruses. 

• Conduct IVM-AH Animal Health meeting on 19 and 20 November 2012. 
• Develop u."er-friendly tools for analysis of antigenic data. 
• Suppmt the improvement of animal health laboratory bio..,afety via a regionally-based activity 

to conduct biosafcty risk assessments and testing/certification of biosafcty cabinet<> from 1 
October to 13 December 2012 (ac1ivities for [ndonesia implementeU by DAFF/AAHL 
[biosafety training; equipment and maintenance training, etc] and !he regional HPED 
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programme 1 e.g. hiosafcty cabinet testing/certification, biorisk a-;scssmcntJ)_ 
• Distribute regional proficiency panels in October 2012 (DIC Wates and DIC Subang for 

avian intluenza; DIC rviedan for PRRS, CSF, ASF; DIC Bukittinggi for Rabies; DIC 
Lampung for ND). 

• Launch efforts to ensure access to sample collection and transpon supplies in the field 
with DELIVER [hrough development of a logistics management system in 
October 2012. 

• Suppon Regional Laboratory Directors Forum in Kha Trang, Viet ~am, on lO and 
ll October 2012. 

• In collaboration with WHO, perform assessment mission for the FAO-OIE-\VHO four
way linking project to improve the linkage between epidemiology, virology, animal 
health and human health in December 2012. 

Output F: Strengthened veterinary sen•ices at central~ provincial and district levels with 
increased commitment from related stakeholde-rs 
F. I Pilot NVS in three provinces for selected priority diseases 

• Conduct NVS 1evel2 training in Padang and Pekanbaru in October 2012. 
• Conduct data encoder training in Padang and Pekanbaru. 
• Continue advocacy to the local Government in Pekanbaru and Padang on the 

eswhlishment of the Veterinary Authority and appointment of an authorized 
veterinarian. 

• Continue advocacy lo provincial and district live:-.tock :.;ervices in Riau and West 
Sumatra on rabies response and control activities for Agam and Dumai districts. 

• Monitor the implementation of NVS in the field. 
• Complete the NVS disease control SOPs. 
• Develop, design and test the training modules for l"\V.S level 2. 

• Develop rabies response and con1rol aclivilies for A gam and Dumai disiricts, 
• Finalize and dear the NVS participatory community engagement (PCE) modules. 
• Conduct workshop to evaluate lhe implementation of the NVS pilots. 
• Hold a local Government workshop on replication of NVS pilots. 

F.2 Ensure effective programme management with respect to finance_. administration, 
tedmical inputs and partner relation:~. (Donor and the Government of Indonesia} 

• Facilitate weekly coordination meetings with both CML: and DAH to ensure continued 
strong collaboration \-vith DAH and timely discussion of priority issues. 

• Prepare project progress repDrts and monthly COP update-; in accordance with the 
project document and local agrccr!lcnt with L'SAID Indonesia. 

• Participate in each USAID COP meeting, as \Vell as coordination meetings with 
Komnas Zoonosis, SAFE and WHO. 

F.3 Ensure appropriate support to programme components and management to maximize 
stakeholder participation and build capacit_v of animal health services 

• Provide continual technlcal support and management supervbion to each component of 
the ECTAD Indonesia programme, with speclfic emphasis placed on identifying cost
effective practic-es and improving sustalnabllity of best practices via capac-ity building 
and budget planning assistance. 

• Continue the operational support to the project to allow the smooth implementation of 
planned activitie-s. The support will indude all administrative, financial and operational 
aspects, such a" budget authorization, travel arrangements, procurement and recruitments. 

• The financial monitoring system will be rolled out to monitor closely the expenditures 
against main programme components and planned activities. 

• Vehicle registration and tax excmptlon v.-ill continue throughout the next reporting period. 
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FA Conduct epidemiological studies to beuer inform disease control and support government 
strategic planning 

• Design a ~ludy on endemicity of HPAI in lndone~ia and a study to assess faclors which 
caused reduction in HPAI cases in the commercial sector. Identify sUldy areas. 

• Socialize the studies with the Government in the study areas. 
• Conduct training for government officers who will conduct questionnaires and surveys 

in the study areas. 
• Conduct field studies in the selected areas in collabor.Jtion with local governments. 

F.S Provide technical !iupport to DAHfor HPAI policy development 
• Complete consultation process between DGLAHS and ECTAD Indonesia for 

development of the work plan for the next phase of the OSRO/INS/ 1 03/USA project. 
• Provide technical support to CMU and DAH to complete review and address gnps 

found in DAH :.md local govemment FY 2013 budgets in relation w the HPAI control 
priorities identified durlng the strategy review process. 

• Review progress made in HPAI control during 2012 and consult with Cl'vlU expert 
panel and other relevant stakeholders to better understand reasuns for improvement. 
hmv to continue improving controL and how to increase surveillance sens.iti vity in lhe 
wake of decreasing donor support. 

F.6 Contribute to the Komnas Zoonosis One Health communication and advocacy strategy 
• No further activities were planned during next projed phase; activities were completed 

during Phase L 
Main chaUenges encountered and response provided 

A number of budgetary challenges were encountered during lhis reporting period. In previous 
years. the ECTAD programme was composed of a number of projects, funded by different 
donors, all contributing to the achievement of the pmgramme objectives. With the completion 
of many of those projects, the total programme budget fell dramatically.ll has been a challenge 
to keep up the level of activities and incre...-.sing project impnct in the face of diminishing donor 
support for the OSRO/INS/103iLJSA project Phase II extension. As a result, project 
management reviewed its expenditure pattern, t.leveloped a revised expense tracking ~ysrem 
linked to the project work plan, and implemented a number or cost-cutting measures to increase 
cost efficiency of project activities, including the following: 

• Over 50 percent reduction in staffing costs, both national and international, for Phase IL 
• Decrease in operational support for PDSR ac.tivities. to the minimal level. 
• Cancelation or postponement until the next project phase of planned project field 

al'livities for which contractual or financial commitments were not yet made. 
• Reduction in project office space and office-related expenditures. 
• Reduction in information technology (IT) costs a::-, a result of revised IT contracts and 

usage policies. 
• Reduction in vehicles rented for day-to-day project activities. 
• Reduction of daily subsistence allowance (DSA) for national staff when travelling to 

locations ourslde Jakarta 

It is fortunate that H5N I remained under control during this difficult period for the programme. 
With the changes in place and impending decentraliLation of budget holder responsibility to the 
country-level, ECTAD Indonesia is confident that project funds will be used as agreed upon 
between the Donor, FAO and the Gov·ernmcnt of Indonesia in the next phase of the project. 
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l\lain progress: made towards the achievement of project outt.-'Omes. (from the sum of the 
current project phase) 

Output A: Increased empowerment of village residents in hiosecurity and HPAI 
prevention and control through an expansion of a government-funded, streamlined PDSR 
system 

• Updated PDSR programme for improved -control of HPAI in village poultry (PDSR V3) 
successfully developed and field transition initiated. Thus far, 423 government staff arc 
able to implement PDSR V3 in the field and four provinces (West Sumatra, Riau, West 
Sulawesl and East Kalimantan) are now reporting using the new PDSR V3 forms. 

• Continued technical and operational support is being provided to PDSR officers to 
prevent and control HPAI in village poultry. 

• Local budget.;.; for FY 2013 were allocated to support operational costs ofPDSR officers 
in 20 provinces thus far. 

• Eight new MTs obtained training to improve their training skills and understanding of 
programme changes. 

• A network of MTs was developed across Indonesia to enable different trainings to be 
caiTieJ ouL In Lola!, 28 MTs an: able Lo train in PDSR V3; 26 :vJ:Tj can lraiu in 
Community Participatory Engagement: and 14 MTs can train in rabies controL 

Output B: Reduced HPAI-infected poultry from commercial farms through improved 
cooperation among all stakeholders 

• Trust was built between the cummercial farming sector. private enterprise and the 
PVUK staff from district governments_ Farmers now ask for PVUK veterinarians to 
assist in vaccination, prohlem solving and hiosecurity training. Fanners are asking the 
PVUK about different drugs, a.s they an: starting to more critically evaluate the 
recommendations being provided by lhe private sector and turning to PVUK as a 3ource 
of unbiased technical information. 

• Sixty-one PVUK staff are now active and working in the commercial poultry sector to 
control outbreaks of poultry disease, including HPAI. Since the beginning of 
April 20 l2, PV15K staff held seven stakeholder meetings and conducted a total of 
618. farm visits (246 on-farm meetings. 262 farm evaluation meetings and 
llO monitoring visits). PVUK officers report that many farmers change their beh~viour 
foiJowing the training. Cold chain management and biosecurity improved through the 
use of specific slippers for each poultry house. 

• Non-biosecurity phases of the cost-effectiveness biosecurity study were successfully 
completed. 

• Evidence-based best practices in HPAI vaccination and layer farm management were 
identified, including an optimal vacclnation schedule, best vaccination practices and 
drinker/feeder cleaning/management, 

• A feedback meeting with the CPH programme study farmers was held in which their 
farm economics, management and disease status information was discussed. 

• There \Vas a marked increase in engagement between poultry farmers and local 
government livestock service.s in all locations with PVUK or CPH activities. 

Output C: Reduced HSNl ''irus at selected criticaJ control points in the market chain 
through improved biosecurity practices by related stakeholders 

• The results of LBI\,f survei11ance conducted in 2012 showed a greater than 50 percent 
decrease in prevalence of H5-positive markets compared to previous years in the greater 
Jakarta area. 

• LB:rvf survei11ance system was successfully redesigned to improve cost etliciency. 
• Several local governments in the greater Jakarta area allocated their local budget for 
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implementation of biosccurlty activities and market restructuring for FY 2012 and 
FY 2013. 

• The local government adopted some of the FAO method~ for market intervention in 
other areas. 

• Poultry business actors showed wiilingness to perform recommended hygiene and 
sanitation activities in their respective work places. 

• Consumer awareness on the need for healthy chicken meat is increasing, demonstrated 
by an increasing demand for healthy chicken meat. 

• Several actors in the poultry business in Jakarta were willing to do business in 
relocation centres provided by the DKl Jakarta Government. 

• Several poulrry businesses in Jakarta are \Vi11ing to build additional slaughterhouses 
using their own funds to keep abreas[ of the Government's SOPs. 

Output D: Improved biosccurity practices in backyard and commercial duck-raising 
• Duck health management best pmcti...:es were incorporated within the revision of 

training modules for PDSR V3. 
• HPAJ surveillance study in domestic ducks was successfully conducted in collaboration 

with the local Government in Lombok. 

Output E: Reduction or HPAI in poultry farms through widespread use of locally 
produced vaccines as appropriate based on local antigens and new strains monitored 

• Acceptance of the recommendation to update the strain A!chicken!Indonesia!Wak.s-
1/2005 (put forth in November 2(){19) to A/chicken/West Java Sbg/29/2007. which 
represents the current standard challenge strain as the standardized antigen fm· the 
national sero-surveillance programme. 

• Updated national vaccine policy 3345/kpts/LB45017/2011 was dislributed with recent 
revisions, including challenge testing, registration options for mono- and multivalent 
vaccines. ami other local H5N 1 strains found to be effective. 

• A sustainable model of "regulation responsiveness" was introduced following expert 
recommendation,;, which contr·ibutes to cm.;t and re.source;.; sharing between the public 

and private ~edors for mutual benefit and reduced time to regi~tration and licensing. 
Through PPP, manufacturers seeking registration of H5N l poultry vaccines for avian 
influenza can request tJ1e challenge testing to be pertOnned at the company's. own 
Biosecurity Level 3 (BSL3) facility with oversight from the Nmional Veterinary Drug 
Assay Laboratory (NVDAL) staff. The actual challenge testing i~ conducted by 
NVDAL staff using lhe challenge virus prepared and titrated by NVDAL. In addition, 
manufacturers may select between the t\VO government-challenged viruses for use in the 
challenge trial. 

• Isulates selected a~ candidate vaccine <:~ml challenge viruses were distributed to DAR
designated laboratories for onward distribution to national vaccine manufacturers. 

• National resources increased for generation of standardized reagents for sero
surveillanct'. in Indonesia. 

• In line with OFFLU recommendations, a public-private partnership was established 
between Pu~vetma and IPB Shigeta with plans to test and produce RG vaccines based 
upon construct~ developed at CSDA SEPRL 

• The IVYI-AH activities are becoming integrated into the routine work of the DICs, and 
data sharing mechanisms are under development. 

• DGLAHS successJully implemented revision to their avian influenLa vaccine 
registration policy. As a result, the majority of avian influenza vaccines sold in 
Indonesia in 20 II contained local virus strains. 
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Output F: Strengthened veterinary serl'ic-es at central~ provincial and district levels with 
increased commitment from related stakeholders 

• Control skiJls in relation to the five major livestock diseases of national importance 
were expanded beyond HPAI to include rabies. 

• 'With more diseases to understand, PDSR officers and their supervisors are improving 
their skills as veterinnri ans. 

• The concept of NVS is being developed with CMU and DAH. The pilot districts made 
initial unde11akings to incorporate the Veterinary Authority and make provision for local 
funding of NVS activities. The 20 NVS officers with no previom.. expetience in PDSR will 
work side by side with the existing PDSR officers to gain experience in HPAI control. 

• The One Health approach to 7Dnnosis contrnl was piloted in Bali and found to improve 
the sensitivity of the surveillance system. 

• H5Nl now under control in heavily-endemic areas of Indonesia with cooperation from 
a11 levels of Indonesian Governmem, the commercial poultry industry and poultry
rearing communities. 

• Technical and operational capabllity of the Government veterinary services to lrnprove 
control of multiple priority animal diseases was simultaneously demonstrated by 
concunent success of both the HPAI and rabies disease control programmes in Bali. 
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Quarter ll2010 
Project J\1onitoring Sheet: OSRO/INS/604/USA 

Project Title: Expansion of the avian influenza participatory diseaw sur·veillance and response 
program in Indonesia 

Extension Title-: Reinforcement and expansion of the a\'ian influenza participatory disease 
surveillance and response program in Indonesia 

Reporting Period· April- June 2010 
Country: Indonesia 
Project title: Reinforcement and expansion of the avian influenza participatory disease surveillance 
and response prognm1 in Indonesia 
Code: OSRO/INS/604/l'SA 
Budget: USD 4 million (Phase 1), USD 13.7 million (Phase II). USD 7.5 miJlion (Phase III), USD ll 
million (Phase JV) 
Total budget: USD 36.2 million 
Effective starting date: 9 June 2006 
Planned end date: 30 September 2010 
Context of the project 

The purpose of the project is to enhance the capacity and ability of the Government of Indonesia and 
partners to contrul Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in order to help safeguard the health 
and livelihoods of the Indonesian population by providing broad-based support to the Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) Indonesia HPAI Control Programme, 
implemented by the FAO Emergency Centre for Transboundary Animal Disease Operations (ECTAD) 
in Indonesia. 

Objectives of the project 

• sustainable surveillance, prevention, and t:ontrol ofHPAI in village poultry 
• improved biosccurity und vaccination practices in commercial sectors 
• improved HPAI surveillance and control along the poultry marketing ch:>in 
• engagement with duck producers for improved control of HPAI 
• coordinated and enhanced management ofrhe HPAJ control programme 

Planned activities 

Output 1: Sustainable surveillam .. -e, prevention and control of HPAT in village poultry 
Activit)' 1.1 tlfaintain t-illage surveiflunce. prevention and outbreak control capacit.v across ~ndemi£' 
areas of Indonesia, prioriti::.ed by strate~ic importunce. 

Activitv 1.2 Assess tlu.' potential of the participatory disease sun'eillance and response ~:vstem (PDSR) 
system. structure, and capacilies w strenr;then the national veterinary :wrvice. 

Activitv 1.3 Facilitate drafting (~{national veteritulf}' service strategy arul 1--vork plan. 

Activity 1.4 Assist !he Campaign Management Unit (CMU) in advocating to local governments for 
budgetary support for HPAI control, including PDSR and local di5ease control centres (LDCC) 
activities. 

Output 2: Improved biosecurity and vaccination practices in commercial sectors 
Activity 2.1 Provide specialized technical support to selected layer producers ~t-ithin hixh-risk areas 
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of West Java to enhance ~lflciency and quality of layer vu.ccination und biosecurity measures. 

Activit)' 2.2 Provide biusecurit)' training C?l trainers fbr commercial producers and relevunt 
&overmnellf agencies. 

Activit)' 23 Assist government and industry in establishing an advisory council mudeTed on the 
United States (US) National Poultry Improvement Program tu gain more coordinated and broad
based :mpport for partnership between public and privnte sectors. 

Activiry 2.4 Evaluate the ~lfecth·eness ofhiosecurity measures implemented by poultrv producers. 

Activit~· 2.5 Provide expert technical assessments tv Sectors 1 and 2j(mns in high-risk locations. 

Output 3: Improved HPAI surveiUance and control along the poultry marketing chain 

A.ctiviry 3.1 Conduct longitudinal surveillance for HPA! in live bird n-wrkets and collector yards. 

Activity 3.2 Implement him,ecurity and sanitation interventions in selected lil'e bird markets, collector 
.vards and slaughTerhouses. 

Activity 3.3 Facilitate DKI (special zmze) Jakarta poultr.v market restnu..:turing. 

Output 4: Engagement with duck producers for improYed control of HPAI 
Activity 4.1 Conduct duck vuccinationfieltl trial in selected districts oflava. 

Activit_v 4.2 Expand duck producer prc?filing and HPAJ surveillance to selected districts in Java, 
Lampung and Bali. 

Output 5: Coordinated and enhanced management of the HPAI control programme 
Activity 5. J Integrate and anal_\'Sl' data sets to identify critical control points. 

Activit}' 5.2 Once ;,ve5tern Java activitin consolidated, extend essential control progrmn elements 
(e.g. market surFei!lance, commercial pn~filing, targeted support for high-risk producers) to mher 
priority regions based on outcomes of western Javu intensification actin"ties and le5.sonv learned. 

Activit_v 5.3 Expand the monitoring and evaluation (M&E) s_vstem programme-wide with increased 
integration v·.:ith ,;overnme1l!. 

Activit_v 5.4 lmpruve technical capadt_v vfgovernment human resources. 

Acr;vil_\' 5.5 Improve virus strain munituring, including training. sample submission. collection offield 
isolates and improved sur•.'eillance. 

Acr;vir_v 5.6 Increase capacity of Indonesian laboratorie::; to cmuluct antigenic and geneth· 
characterization o_fvirus isolates. 

A.ctivitv 5.7 Provide technical reconur..endatiuns un t'accination strnteg_v. 

Activitr 5.8 Conduct vaccination challenge testing and field challenge testing of antigenic variantx. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output 1: Sustainable surveillan~ prevention and control of HPAI in village poultr_y 

Activity 1. I: Afaintain village surveillance, prevention and outbreak control capacity across endemic 
areas of Indonesia. prioritized b.v strategic imporTance. 

Epidc.miologv 
• Technical and operational support for PDSR teams and LDCCs throughout Java, Sumatr<J, 

Bali and South Sulawesi and \Vest Sulawesi provinces is ongoing. 
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• Analysis of the PDSR database is also ongoing and pro-vides information on the HPAI status 
of village poultry throughout the PDSR cuverage areas. The village HPAI positive detectiun 
rate for this quarter (Aprll to June 2010) was 7.0 percem (17112448) as compared with the 
previous quarter's village detection rate of 19.S percent (713/3601). All but four of the 
positive cases were a result of passive surveillance (callout report). Owing to the reliance of 
HPAI detections on passive surveillance, the method uf reporting PDSR detection rates in the 
Monthly Report on Pm1icipatory Surveillance and Control was changed this quarter in order to 
rctlcct dlsease incidence more accurately. 

Programme Management and Ooerarions 
• The second FAO-Departmcnt of Health (DAH) - United States Agency for International 

Development (USAID) project planning: worbhop was held in Bogor on 13 April 2010. The 
workshop aimed to gain inputs from the stakeholders on future planning of the 
OSRO/INS/604/USA project. The workshop's output served as the basis for drafting of the 
project's outputs and objectives for June 20 I 0 to September 20 I I. 

• An ECTAD Indonesia Work Plan \Vm·kshop was held from 18 to 20 1v1ay 20l0 in Puncak. 
The workshop was attended by F AO technical and operational staff, in addition to DAH/CMU 
staff and USAID representatives. The ourput of this workshop was a work plan, and indicators 
for ECTAD Indonesia from June 2010 to September 2011 and relevant deliverables and 
lndicators will be included in the next amendment of the OSRO/lNS/604/USA project. 

• The registration and procurement process for motorcycles and vehicles is st1ll ongoing. A 
number of provincial governments have sent letter:-. stating they would cover all the costs 
lncmTed for the vehicle and motorcycle registration and taxes. Drafts of :tvlemorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) to be signed by the Team Leader of FAO HPAI Control Programme in 
Indonesia. Head of the Provincial Livestock Service, Provincial Government, and Director 
General of Livesto.::k Service {DGLS) have been sent to a number of provinces for inputs aftet· 
FAO received their letters of confirmation. Procurement for additional motorcycles and 
vehicles will be carried out once FAO receives signed MOUs from regional government. 

• F AO continues to provide operational and technical support for 2] LDCCs on Java, Sumatra, 
Bali and South Sulawesi and West Sulawesi provinces on Sulawesi l<danJ. In addition, FAO 
has also been requested by the Government of Indone.sia (GOI) to provide support in 
emergency cases of outbreaks in other areas. 

Activir:r 1.2: Assess potential of PDSR system, strucntre and capaciries ro srrengrhen the national 
veterinary service. 

• Three districts in South and West Sulawesi have been selected for the field trial of a 
surveillance reportlng system that includes HPAI in addition to other animal diseases of 
national importance. A database is being developed to accommodate data entry in the field. 

• Active surveillance has been completed in four districts of Java to compare data from PDSR 
and field surveys. A total of 6 districb are planned to be surveyed in this manner. An.Jlysis is 
curremly underway to compare the results of structured surveillance to the passive 
surveillance-based data derived from PDSR activities. This analysis will help determine the 
cost-effectiveness of PDSR surveillance aC[ivities. 

Activiry 1.3: F ucihta!e drafiing a,{ national Fe!erinary serl'ice strategy and work plan. 
• ECfAD Indonesia facilitated a GOI National Veterinary Scn·ice (NVS) task force workshop 

10 develop a NVS and PDSR transition concept The NVS task force and representatives of 
DAH, provincial and district government livestock services participated. 

• A PDSR transition to NVS concept note is now being drahcd bm;cd on lhe outputs of this 
workshop. 

• A NVS Facilitator began service this quarter and contributed to the workshop. 
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Activity 1.4: Assist CAfU to advocate to local ,;overnments f{;r hud}?etary support fbr HPAI control. 
including PDSR and LDCC activities. 

• FAO cuntinues to advLx:ate with local government for financial support for HPAI control 
activities with CMU/DAH's facilitation. 

• During this reporting period, one Declsion Makers' Meeting (D;"vtM) was held in South 
Sumatra province to engage the local government in the control activities of HPAI and to 

advocate for the long-term sustainability of animal disease control services. HPAI is 
considered the most imponant animal disease in the province. thus the local government has 
provided financial support for the sustainability of PDSR and has already included PDSR 
activities in their 2010 budget plan. In addition. the provinclal government has also allocated 
additional funding for sustainability of PDSR and for HPAI control in general, including funds 
to cover the costs incurred for hand~wer, registmtion and taxes on motorcycles and vehicles to 
support control of HPAI in the field. 

Output 2: Improved blosecurity and vaccination practices in commercial sectors 

Activity 2.1: ProFide specialized technical support to selected layer producers within high-risk areas 
of West Jaw1 to enhance t:fficiency and qualit,v uf layer va('cination and biosecurity measures. 

• Planning continued for the initimion of the layer engagement programme in the Solo region of 
Central Java. 

• Visits to layer farms in Cianjur were conducted for comparison to the Central Java farms, a 
layer farm production assessment tool was developed and an inception meeting held with 
farmers participating in the pilot phase of the programme. 

• Two national technical advisors and one operational programme assistant have been recruited 
to join the international Technical Advisor (Commercial Poultry Health) on the commercial 
poultry team. 

• The ECTAD Indonesia programme continues to provide technical, logistics, and operational 
support in co11aboration -..vith partners for targeted vaccination of small-scale layer pmclucers 
in 10 districts in Yogyakarta, Central Java and West Java under the InVak {intensified 
vaccination) programme. 

Activity 2.2: Pro""·ide biosecuritr ;raininx q( trainers .f(H t.,·ommercial producers and relt!i'Gllf 
government agencies. 

• Following up on the progress reported la.<.t quarter, a local government inception workshop 
was held in Jakarta with local government representatives from the pilot districts. Local 
governments wekomed the programme and provided specific input on programme content 
and approach. The workshop participants also identified PVUK- Petugas Veteriner Unggas 
Komersial (Commercial Poultry Veterinary Officers) - as the official title for the local 
government commercial poultry programme. 

• Draft training materials for the PVUK progmmme were also completed this quarter and 
training is expected to start next quarter. 

Activitr 2.3: i!..ssist government and industry to estahlish an advisory council modeled on the US 
National Poultry Improvement Program to gain more coordinated and broad-based support for 
partnership between public and private ~ectors. 

• Supp.."1rt of the activities related to the National Poultry Quality Improvement Program 
(NPQIP) by ECTAD Indonesia continued this qum1er. 

• The NPQIP Facilitator completed a series of stakeholder interviews for NPQIP concept 
development. 

• Monthly coordination meetings on NPQIP progres.<. were held between the United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA) and ECTAD Indonesia. 

• In close co11abomtion with USDA, a NPQIP working "rou 1 was established and met twice in 
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June to develop the next draft of the NPQIP concept tn preparation for a national KPQIP 
workshop in early July. 

• An international Poultry Pmduction Industry Advisor wa<> also recruited for a shm1-term 
consultancy to review the NPQIP proposal and provide recommendations for its improvement. 

Activity 2.4: Evaluate effectiveness ofbiosecurity measures implemented by poultry producers. 
• This activity has been integrated with Activity 2.1 above and will commence concurrently. A 

dmft evaluation method wa<> developed this quarter and wl11 be reviewed and finalized during 
the mission of the regional socio-economist next quarter. 

Activity 2.5.· Provide expert technical a.~sessments to Sector)· l and 2 famJs in high-d>.k locations. 
• As reported last quarter, upon further consultation with Sector l and 2 industry 

representatives, this activity will be integrated within activities to be carried out under the 
N"PQIP. 'With the Technical Advisor (Commercial Poultry Health) now on duty, ECTAD 
Indonesia is awaiting a~ses~ment requests from Sector 1 and 2 farms, in addition to the Sector 
:2 layer fanns already included in the layer engagement progmmme. 

Output 3: Improved HPAI surveillance and control along the poultry marketing chain 

Activity 3.1: Conduct longitudinal surveillance for HPAJ in liFe bird markets and collector yards. 
• Environmental sampling continued at 231 live bird markets (LBMs) in the Jabodetabek area 

(Jakarta province and surrounding metropolitan area.,}. 
• Meetings to clarify and improve on sample testing. reporting forms and information flow 

procedures were held with BKHI DKI Jakrula (special zone agency) animal he-alth laboratory. 
• A trial of a sustainable sentinel bird monitoring system by market survclllancc officers (PSP} 

and collector yard managers was successfully implemented at 10 collector yards in Tangerang 
city. Options were explored for a more sustainable method of providing an ongoing supply of 
sentinel birds. 

• An ;,ddition;,l training course for new PSP officer.'> wa<> <>l•m conducted 
• Data from the collector yard surveillance study is cun·ently being analysed, and the results will 

he used to design a long-term market chain surveillance system. 

Activity 3.2: implement bios-ecurit_v and sanitation interventions in selected liv-e bird markets, 
collector yards and slaughterhouses. 

• A refresher training course on cleaning and disinfection (C&D) activity was conducted for 
cleaning workers at ten collector yards in the- Bodetabek area (metropolitan area surrounding 
Jakarta). 

• Ten sets of gasoline-powered high pressure washing equipment were distributed to ten 
collector yards in Bodetabek. 

• A locally available alternative disinfectant was procured and distributed to sekctcd collector 
yards and LBMs in Jabodetabek. 

• The C&D ~Lation in Pulo Gadung (East Jakarta) was e-stablished and equipped with high 
pressure washer e-quipment. The cleaning workers have been trained and supported during the 
initiation of C&D station operations. 

• Refurbishment of :slaughterhouses in Cakung (East Jakarta} and Petukangan (South Jakarta) 
was completed this quarter. 

• Field assessments were conducted m Tangerang to identify potential LBMs for 
implementation of market cleaning days. 

• Training, cquipplng and public awareness on market hygiene and sanitation, as well as em 
usage of high pressure washer machines for LBI\·1 stakeholders, was held at Anyar and 
Bonang markets in Tangerang in order to support market cleaning day implementation. 

• The ongoing cleaning days in Kutabuml, Anyar and Bonang markets 'vcrc monitored and 
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lessons learned used to re-vise standard operating procedures (SOPs) for other LBMs and to 
determine ideal specifications for LBM rehabilitation in Tangerang. 

• N" umerous meetings were also held with local government livestock services and private 
sector partner (PD Dharma Jaya) to discuss design of C&D stations in Rawa Kcpiting and 
Cakung collector yards. 

Activity 3.3: Facilitate DKJ Jakarta poultry markez restructuring. 
• The deadline for the relocation of all poultry collectors and slaughterers was postponed from 

April 2010 to the end of the year. 
• The targeted public awareness. campaign for promotion of healthy chicken meat was continued 

with additional pre.ss conferences and organized visits to rhe marketing and slaughter areas in 
DKI JQkatta. Close liaison with the DKI Governor's office and its administration reinforced 
the likelihood of success for DKI restructuring. 

• ECTAD Indonesia continued to provide technical support for the development of SOPs related 
to the organization of the five collection yards I slaughterhouses and their management, as 
well as operational assistam:e for the start-up of one of the five coll~-ction yards (Rawa 
Kepiting). 

• Suppo11 for the promotion of the collection yards with the collectors and slaughtcrcrs, in 
collaboration with the local adminislrarion, \Vas also continued. 

Output 4: Engagement with duck producers for improved control of HPAI 

Activity 4.1: Conduct duck mccinationfield trinl in selected districts of .lava. 

• As explained in previous quarterly reports, ECTAD Indonesia further pursued the opportunity 
to initiate this activity during the current prL~ect petiod; hmvever, the current DGLS 
vaccination policy does not include ducks. ECTAD is working with DAH and DGLS to 
determine if the activity can be pursued strictly as a research project and thus be permissible 
under the current vaccination policy. 

Activit_v 4.2.- Expand duck producer profiling and HPAJ surveillance to selected districts in Java, 
Lampung and Bali. 

• Implementation of targeted surveillance to determine the prevalence of AI subtype HS in duck 
Hocks in Banten and West Java has been completed. The study involved sampling ducks 
within tlocks in 6 districts in the study arc-a. 

Output 5: Coordinated and enhanced management of the HPA I L'Untrol programme 

Activity 5.1; Integrate and analyze data .•;et.;- to identify critical control points. 
• Work has started on an analysis and review of data on previous market chain surveillance 

activities by FAO and other organizations. This analysis includes an assessment of poultry 
type a<; a risk factor for HPAI entering the poultry market chain, as well as an assessment of 
the relative risk of districts of origin supplying poultry to the collectm yards included in the 
study. Preliminary analysis and field observmions have already identified a collector yard in 
Surakarta (Central Java) as a critical control point to reduce HPAI risk from village-raised 
poultry destined for consumption in greater Jakarta. 

• Further analysis of the .structured village study data, including a comparison to PDSR-derived 
surveillance data, is also ongoing this quarter. 

Activity 5.2: Once t,vestem Java activities consolidated, extend essential control pro;:;ram elements 
(e.g. market surveillance, commercial profiling, targeted support for high-risk producers) to other 
priority regions based on outcomes of H'estern Java intensification activities and lessons learned. 

• This quarter, ECTAD Indonesia initiated the layer engagement pilot programme in Central 
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Java. This programme will serve a.<> the core of the commercial poultry programme and will be 
focused on providing evidence-ba<>ed poultry health and production advice to farmers. 

• As described in Activity 2.2 above, the inception \\iorkshop for the local government 
commercial poultry programme (PVL'K) was also held this quarter and training in pilot 
districts in Java and Lampung will begin next quarter. 

• During work plan discussiom. held thi~ quarter, DAH/CMV m1J FAO have agreed in principle 
to target activities in high risk locations (such as Surakarta as described in Activity 5.1} during 
the next phase of the OSRO/INS/604/USA project. 

Activity 5.3: Expand Af&E system programme--.t.·ide '>vith increased integration u:ith governmem. 
• Monitoring and evaluation was expanded to include newly commenced C&D activity m 

selected collector yards. 
• Activity reporting forms were field tested, approved for use and put into use by field 

personnel. Data from the fonns were entered into LDCC databa-<;cs which arc then collated at 
DCC level. A monthly standard report is produced from the database and distributed to 
managers of the C&D activity. 

Activity 5.4: Improve technical capacit_r of ;;oFermnent human resources. 
• Two PDSR introductory training W<'rkshops were held in Samarinda. 
• One continuing education workshop was held in Banjarbaru, and three continuing education 

training workshops were also held in Bekasi, Kupang and Bajarbaru. Training. members 
patticipated and provided technical inputs at :-.even LDCC monthly meeting~ in Bandung 
(combined meeting for Bandung and Bogor LDCCs), Jakarta, l\'ledan, Serang, Bogor, 
Pckanbaru and Purwokcrto. 

• Selected master trainers also participated in the Decision Makers' meeting in Palemhang.. 
Master Trainers assisted with InVak cold chain monitoring in Purbalinga, T.:manggung, 
Klatcn, Gunung Kidul, Bantu!, Kulon Progo and Slcman. Master Trainers also provided 
assistance at two household poultry surveillance training courses in Bali. 

• The training team al.<>o completed preparation of draft training materials for the PVUK 
programme as described in Activity 2.2 above. 

Activity 5.5: improve virus strain monitoring, including training, sample submission, collection of 
.ffeld isolates, and improved surveillance. 

• Progress on this activity continues to be delayed due to [he SOPs for this activity not yet being 
cleared by DAH. Since sample submission is an integral part of an effective influerrza 
surveiJlance programme and in-country laboratory capacity to analyse antigenic and genetic 
characteristics of field isolates is increasing, ECTAD Indonesia hopes that the sample 
submission progmmme will be forma11y approved by DAH in the near· future. 

Activit.v 5.6: Increase capacit_v of Indonesian laboratories to conduct antigenic and genetic 
dwracteri:::ation of viru.<,- isolates. 

• On 30 Apri120JO, a letter was sent from the DAH to all Disease Investigation Centres (DICs) 
indicating their roles and responsibilities for antigenic cartography and announcing the 
nomination of genetic sequencing partners- this ti.Jllows up to the 31 March 2010 Jetter from 
FAO -OlE Network of Ex.penise on lwian Influenza (OFFLU) to the Director General 
regarding activities for antigenic ~..~m1ography. 

• Six of the seven DICs conducted pre-screening of 276 H5 positive vims isolates from 2008 to 
2010 during April and May 2010, and submitted results to DIC Wates who have hegun 
analysis for selection of variants to be forwarded for further characteriLation. A subset of the 
isolates from updated pre-screened data is to be sent to the three labs selected for molecular 
charactcri7ation {DlC Bukittlnggi, Pusvctma, and Bbalitvet) [0 conduct parallel generation of 
genetic data for capacity building purposes. The three sequencing partners are to submit a 
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proposal on mechanisms necessary to continue these activities. 
• Requests for more reagents from the Australian Animal Health Laboratory (AAHL) have been 

submitted for standard reference rnatetials needed by the DICs and project partners. The FAO 
OFFLU scientist provided in-country support from 7 June to 11 July 2010 (such as attending 
the AAHL DIC Laboratory Directors meeting, conducting site visits to DIC Wates to supp011 
the antigenic cartography activities. conducting a sequencing workshop for ne\vly nmninated 
sequencing partners and coJlaborating with workshops on diagnostics and surveiJlance/ 
epidemiology of animal intluenzas in DIC Lampung and Subang to support the transfer of 
technologies to Indonesia). 

• The national OFFLU Technical Facilitator (OTF) began work on l9 April 2010 to as:.ist with 
the coordination of the OFFLU project in close collaboration with representatives from the 
DAH/CMU. the seven DICs (particularly DIC Wates) and other relevant public sector 
structures and private sector stakeholders. She ha:. assisted with the ongoing laboratory 
reagents procurement, attended technical management meetings, drafted and followed up 
letters pertaining to OFFLU activities, coordinated and supported data analysis at DIC \Vates 
and identified the needs for the sequencing workshop held in June 2010 

• Pollowing the launch meeting for laboratories nominated for mulecular characterization of 
antigenic variants, a workshop on '"Validating the antigenic map with genetic data: sequencing 
of the HA gene" was conducted from 16 to 18 June 2010 at Pusvetma by AAHL and OFFLU 
scientists. Sequencing partners \Vere provided with PCR samples to produce sequencing data 
at their ow"TI labs as part of the capacity building exercise 

• Informative presentations on antigenic cartography and the processes being established in the 
DICs were made in a collaborative effort during workshops on diagnostics and epidemiology 
of animal intluenzas at DlCs Larnpung and Subang to support the transfer of technologies to 
Indonesia. 

• Procurement of reagents to support molecular characterization efforts was finalized for 
Pusvetma and is continuing for DIC Bukittinggi and Bbalitvt:t. 

• Site visits to DIC Wates were conducted by the OFFLU scientist and the OTF in coordination 
with CMU to follow up on antigenic cartography activities and analysis of data genera(ed to 
date (June 2010). 

• Procurement of needed reagents and equipment for antigenic cartography continues for DIC 
Wates: needs were updated during the June 2010 site visits. 

Activit.v 5. 7: Provide technical recommendations on liaccination stmteg_v. 
• OFFLU encouraged DGLS to collaborate with vaccine companies, and an approach to 

including the companies in the antigenic cmtography efforts was proposed. 
• OFFLU continues to encourage the DAH to suppon field trials of alternative vaccines .and to 

partner with private companies to pursue vaccine trials using candidate vaccines demonstrated 
likely to be efficacious, especially against variant viruses in Indonesia. 

• Interviews of 155 broiler chicken farmers (average t1ock size 2 700), and 56 layer chicken 
farmer.-; (average t1ock size 2 200} were conducted for the Indonesian Center for Agriculture 
Socio-Economic and Policy Studies (ICASEPS) field survey "Assessment of fann level 
financial incentives and willingness to pay for HPAI vaccination in Indonesia" in l3 
districts/municipalities in western Java. Data entry and analysis were completed, and the final 
report is under review. 

• Preparation for the consultation to develop recommendations ror a comprehensive vaccination 
strategy in Indonesia. scheduled for July 2010, has been postponed - a new date to be 
announced in due course. 

Activity 5.8: Condud vaccination challenge testing and field challenge testing of antigenic variants. 
• This activity has bL~en suspended for commercial vaccines, since invcstlgations in support of 

roduct re ~istration are considered as a '" rivate cood'"' and should be conducted at the ex ense 
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of the vaccine company. However, the Material Transfer Agreement (MTA) \Vas signed by 
AAHL and DGLS and final arrangements are being made to ship characterized candidate 
vaccine and chQllenge viruses to fudonesia. According to the MT A, the four candidate vaccine 
viruses will be shipped to Pusvetma and the two challenge viruses to BPMSOH (the national 
veterinary drugs assay laboratory). OFFLU has encouraged DGLS to collaborate with vaccine 
companies and an approach to including the companies in the challenge testing efforts was 
proposed. On 14 June 2010, the Director of Animal Health verbally iml.icated that the~e 
updated strains would immediately be made available to vaccine production companies. 

• Characterization of additional vaccine constructs at the Southeast Poultry Research Laboratory 
(SEPRL) in Athens. Gevrgia, USA has been completed. 

• Cartography reagents from AAHL were received at Erasmus University. 

Cross-cutting Activities 
lntOrmation. Education and Communication (IEC) 
Activities this quarter still focused on developlng and distributing materials for public awareness. 
advocacy and PDSR continuing education. Specific activitie:; included the follo;ving: 

• production and distlibution of the animation video communication tool 
• continued development of PDSR training video 
• finalized production of the DIN AS Briefing Package (video) 
• gained approval on the English Yer.<>ion of the National Communication Strategy on HPAI for 

the Ministry of Agriculture (MOA) 

• held further discussion with i\.10A on the disease transmission video. 
• continued subscription of media monitoring company for related news and coYerage 
• printed and produced PDSR hotline stickers and calendars 
• finalized the promotional video for DKI Jakarta's Market Restructuring project 
• produced the 2009 FAO Avian Influenza Programme Annual Report (print, electronic) 
• started development of the seventh edition of AI bulletin in cooperation with MOA 

Planned activities for the next quarter 

Output 1: Sustainable surveillance, prevention and control of HPAI in village poultry 

Activit_v 1.1: ,\1aintain village ,surveillance, prevention and outbreak control capacity across endemic 
areas of Indonesia. priort!iz.eJ by strute~ic importance. 

• analyse and draft reports for Bali port survey. unofficial importation risk assessment, random 
village surveillance and collector yard description surveys 

• plan focused Banyuwangi surveillance for HPAI and risk from unofficial importation of live 
bird:-: 

• conduct na[ional LDCC Coordinator meeting to: (i) evaluate performance of LDCCs and 
PDSR teams in control of HPAI; (ii) discuss opemtion. administration and management of 
FAO-MOA HPAl control programme in Indonesia; and (3) dis~erninate information on PDSR 
transition to a sustainable NVS 

• design pilot project for implementation of sustainable NVS in eight selected districts from six 
provinces (\Vest Sumatera, Yogyakarta, Cemnll Java, Lampung. West Java and Bali) 

• hold three focus gnmp discussions with field officers {PDSR. Pu~keswan) to determine 
suitable messages and communication methods for them on prevention and control of HPAI 
and other animal diseases of zoonotic and economic importance 

Activity 1.2: Assess potential of PDSR s:rstem, structure, and capacities to strengrhen the national 
veterinarv service. 

• discuss the proposed (reduced) disease surveillance reportin£ system, which includes HPAI in 
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addition to other animal diseases of national importance, with the LDCC Coordinators 
• complete design of the basic data entry database module of the disease surveillance reporting 

system 
• initiate the piloting of the new surve1llancc reporting system in three districts 
• complete random viliCJge surveillance in Serang (we:-.tern Java} and Situbondo (East Java) and 

prepare draft final report 

Activiry 1.3: Facilitate drafting of national veterinary service strategy and work plan. 
• provide support to NVS task force to complete drafting of updated I\'VS concept note 
• in conjunction with plans to improve sustainability of PDSR and to improve control of HPAl, 

deslgn a pi1m project for implementation of sustainable NVS in eight districts 

Activiry 1.4: Assist CA1U to udt'Oi:Xt!e to local ~overnme1l1s fbr budgetary support fbr HPAI control. 
illcluding PDSR and LDCC activilies. 

• conduct two De;:ision-Makers' meetings in Banten and Yogyakarta provinces Juring the next 
quarter 

• l-'AO and lJAH/CMU will begm revising the fonnar of (he Oeciston-Makers' meeting to 
include information on i'\VS, epidemiology nod disease management during the next quarter 

Output 2: Improved biosccurity and vaccination practices in commercial sectors 

Activity 2.1: Pro Fide specialized technical suppurt w selected layer producers within high-risk area:s 
(~f West Java to enhance efficiency and quality o( layer vw:,·cination and biosecurit_-r measures. 

• initiate poultry production and health assessments of pilot phase layer farms 
• develop customized production improvement plans for each pilot fann 
• provide technical support to each farm to implement their customized production 

improvement plan 

Activity 2.2: Provide biosecurity !raining of traini!rs course for commercial producer.> and rele~Ymt 
govermnent agencies. 

• conduct training of trainers for commercial farm profiling in PVUK pilot districts 
• commence training of local government veterinary officers for piloting of PVUK next quarter 

that is planned to be implemented in a total of eight districts in \Vest Java, Central Java, East 
Java and Larnpung provinces 

• hold three focus group discussions with the commercial poultry sector to determine suitable 
communication materials and activities for them to increase disease prevention and promote 
good farming practices 

Activitr 2.3: Assist government and industry to estahlish an advisory coum_·il modeled on the US 
Naiional Pmrltr}' Improvement Program to gain more coordinated and broad-based supporr for 
partnership between public and private sectors. 

• support L'SDA to hold a national NPQIP workshop to review and discuss the NPQIP concept 
with relevant :.;takeholder:-. 

• utilize input from the NPQIP workshop to finalize the NPQIP document 

Acr;vil)' 2.4: Eraluate effectiveness of biosecurity measures imp!ememed by poultry tJrodu('ers. 
• [his activity Is being carried out in conjunction with Activity 2.1 above 
• review and finalize method for determining cost-effectiveness of biosecurity measures with 

technical support from the ECTAD regional socio-economist 

Activity 2.5: Provide expert !echnicalns,sessments to Sectors J and 2farms in high-ris,k locations. 
• participate in and hold a poultry health improvement session at the Indonesia Livestock 
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Exposition 
• provide technical advice as requested by Sector I and 2 farmers 

Output 3: Improved HPAI surveillance and control along the poultry marketing chain 

Activity 3.1: Conduct !ongitudinal.wrveillancefor HPA! in Jive bird markets and collector yards. 
• continue environmental sampling of LBMs in Jabodetabek. 
• continue coordination wirh the BKHI DKI Jakarta animal health laboratory for sample testing., 

reporting and information t1ow 
• design a long-term (Phase III) market chain surveillance system 
• conduct monitoring and evaluation meetings on market chain surveillance implementation 

with PSP, LDCC and local govemmem livestock and animal health services 
• develop a surveillance method specifically for native chicken movement from collector yards 

in Surakarta lo JaOOdetabek 

Activiry 3.2: Implement bio:u!L·urity and sanitation interven!ion.•· in selected live bird markets, 
collector )'Urds and slaughterhouses. 

• construct C&D stations in Rawa Kepiting and Cakung collector yards and conduct training of 
cleaning workers 

• continue to monitor and evaluate market chain C&D activiry in the Jaboderabek area 
• conduct field assessment of potential LBMs for rehabilltation and expansion of market 

cleaning days in the Jabodetabek area 
• conduct field assessment of potential collector yards and slaughterhouses for exp::msion of the 

market chain C&D project in the Jabodetabek area 
• conduct field assessment of potential checkpoints in western Java and southern Sumatra m 

order w strengthen poultry muvement L:ontrol 
• conduct a workshop to promote safe poultry waste disposal processes in DKI Jakarta 
• ini[Jate rehabilitation of the poultry slaughter sile in Bonang market Tangerang district m 

urtkr to improve market sanitation 

Activity 3.3: Fm..:ilitate DKI Jakarta poultry market restructuring. 
• continue targeted public awareness campaign for promotion of '"'healthy chicken meat'' via 

press conferences, talk shows and organized visl[s to the marketing and slaughter areas in DKl 
Jakarta 

• start at:tive promotion campaign for "healthy chicken meat" with consumers ;md traders in the 
traditional markets selling poultry meat 

• liaise with the DKI Governor's office and its administration to monitor the relocation of live 
poultry slaughtering and marketing 

• continue support for the development of SOPs related to the organization of the five collection 
yards and their management and training of co11ectors and slaughterers in SOP usage 

• contlnue support for the promotion of the collection yards with the collectors and. slaughterers 
in collaboration with the local adminisrrmion 

• collaborate closely with the private sector and the 1oca1 administration in the restructuring of 
distribution channels, including cold chain, from the five collection yards/slaughterhouses to 
the traditional markets 

• collaborate closely with the local administrdtion for the strengthening of food safety measures 
and government structures 

• identify alternative income generating activities for poultry stakeholders forced out of the 
(labor) market and design suppott programmes accordingly 

Output 4: Engagement with duck producers for improved control of HPAI 
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Activity 4.1: Conduct duck vaccination fkld trial in selected districts r~,flava. 
• continue to engage with DGL<; to determine if a duck vaccination research study can be 

conducted ln Java if a duck vaccination is required in the future to bring HPAI under control 
in Indonesia 

Activity 4.2: E.tpand duck producer profiling and HPAJ surveillance to selected districts in Java, 
Lampung and Bali. 

• complete sampling and laboratory testing 
• revie\v final report and conduct furthet· analyses if necessary 
• circulate findings to stakeholders 

Output 5: Coordinated and enhanced management of the HPA I L'fmtrol progntmme 

Activity 5.1 .· Integrate and analyze data sets to ident(,fy rritical control points. 
• complete a re-view of data on previou-; market chain surveil1ance activities by FAO and other 

organizations, and add the cuJTent market chain surveillance study 
• complete analysis of poultry type and geographic origin as risk factors for HPAI entering 

collector yards included in the market chain surveillance study 
• compare the data from district HPAI active surveiiJance to equivalent data collected by PDSR 
• ini[Jate import risk analysis for poultry and poultry products from Java 

Activiry 5.2: Once ~·Nstern Java activities consolidated, extend es:;·cntia! control prot;ram elements 
(e.g. markei surveillance, commercial profiling, targeted support for high-risk producers) to mher 
priori!)' regions based on outcomes of>-t·estern Java intensification activities and lessons learned. 

• lnitiate planning of risk reduction activities in Surakarta native chicken collector yards 
• conduct fie1d assessment of potential checkpoints in westem Java and southem Sumatra m 

order to strengthen poultry movement control 
• commence training of local government veterinary officers for piloting of PVtJK next quarter 

that is planned to be held in a total of eight districts in the West Java, Central Java, East Java 
and Lampung province:-. 

Actin.ty 5.3: Expand ]\4&E system proxramme-wide with increased inteJ?ration >vith government. 
• continue database development work on the proposed disease surveillance reporting system 

and revise the database as the results of field testing leads to further revision of the form 
• maintain data flows from LDCCs and field operations to DCC 
• maintain the pnxluction of regular reports derived from the various HPAI activity databases 

Activity 5.4: Improve technical capacity of government human resources. 
• finalization of local government commercial poultry program design, material. modules, 

schedule and initiation of activities in eight sele-cted pilot districts 
• planning and implementation of different PD.SR continuing education waining courses at 

various l.DCCs 
• initiate review and revision of PDSR training materials 

Activity 5.5: improve virus strain monitoring, including training, sample submission, collection of 
Jfeld isolates and improwyf surveillance. 

• continue to engage and support DAH to clear and issue the Sample Submission SOP 

Activitv 5.6: Increase capacity of Indonesian laboratories to conduct antigenic and generh· 
characterh:ation (~f;'irtts isolates. 

• DICs to continue with the pre-screening process, submitting raw data for the hemagglutination 
inhibition (HI) assay conducted using cartography sera on H5-positive tluids isolated from 
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ongoing routine diagnostic activities of the DICs 
• meet with vaccine companies as proposed by DGLS to invite their participation in the 

antigenic cartography effort and to develop a mechanism for collaboration 
• facilitate production and distribution of antisera panel confirmed for usc in antigenic 

cartography w additional partners named by the DAH using the protocols agreed to by 
Erasmus Medical Center (MC) and .MHL 

• continue to provide support from the OFFLU scientist to the ongoing transfer of technology to 
Indonesia; the next in-country inputs will be scheduled in September and October 2010 

• have the OFFLU Technical Facilitator begin to support laboratories and assist in the transfer 
of technology: her other tasks will include supporting prc-.scrcening activities at DICs and 
implementing an OFFLU recommendation to include a standardized reference H5 hyper
immune antiserum and the homologous antigen, based on an updated common Indonesian 
lineage, for use in DICs and other national laboratories 

• follow up on the procurement of reagents to support molecular characterization efforts 
• determine antigenic carto&:rraphy training needs for industry following the meeting proposed 

hyDGLS 
• hold a bioinfonnatics workshop as a follow-up to the ··validating the antigenic map with 

genetic data: sequencing of the HA gene" workshop held from 16 to 18 June at Pusvetma 
• follow up on the shipment of eDNA from isolates, selected using antigenic cartography data 

produced at DIC Wates, tD sequencing partner laboratories as per the outcomes of the 
''Validating the antigenic map with genetic data: sequencing of the HA gene" workshop held 
from 16 to18 June at Pusvetma: parallel generation of genetic data will be conducted with 
AAHL for capacity building and proficiency resting purposes 

• compare data from sequencing partners for PCR ~amples provided to be conducted in August 
20l0 as part of the capacity building exercise 

• conduct a follow-up workshop on "Serology and virus typing for antigenic cartography" 

Activity 5. 7.· Provide technical recommendations on vaccination stra!Cf:_v. 
• facilitate reporting from SEPRL on data from the completed chaHcngc tests using available 

reverse genetic cunstructs 
• reschedule the consultation to develop recommendations for a comprehensive vaccination 

strategy in Indonesia 
• finalize the repott for the ICASEPS field survey '"Assessment of farm level financial 

incentives and willingness to pay for HPAI vaccination in Indonesia" conducted in 13 
districts!rnunicipalitles in western Java 

• prepare for the final OFFLU project technical review veeting :-.cheduled for O~.·tober 2010 

Activity 5.8: Conduct mccination challenge testing and .field challenge testing of antigenic variants. 
• Specific field <:hallenge testing of cmnmen:ial vaccines is no longer being sought by FAO, 

since investigations in support of product registration arc considered as a "private good" and 
should be conducted at the expense of the vaccine company. 

• OFFLU is awaiting a reply to the 7 April 2010 letter from DGLS to DG Agency fm· 
Agricultural Research and Development outlining proposed activities at Bbalitvet and 
following up on the OFFLU visit to Bbalitvet in March 2010. 

• OFFLU is awaiting final instrudion and clearance to ship reverse genetics (RG) vaccine 
strains from SEPRL to Bbalitvet. The OTF in coordination wlth CMU will continue to follow 
up on letter to DGLS. 

• OFFLU to schedule training on the RG srmin.s offered by SEPRL once these strains are 
delivered to Bbalitvet. 

• Meet with vaccine companies, as proposed by DGLS, to invite their participation in the 
antigenic cartography effort and to inform them that the candidate vaccine and challenge 
viruses will be made avallable to them as soon as they are delivered to the receiving 
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laboratories indicated in the MT A. 

Cross-cutting Acth·ities 
Information. Education and Communication \IEC) 

• finalize, produce and distribute PDSR training video 
• produce and distribute Dina.<;. Briefing Package (video) 
• continue endorsement to formalize the National Communication Strategy on HPAI for the 

MOA (BahCJsa Indonesia version) and incorporate ir into the N:.ttional Stwtegic Workphm for 
HPAI prevention and control 

• produce a disease transmission video 
• continue monitoring and documenting news coverage related to HPAI and other zoonotic 

diseases 
• distribute PDSR hotlinc stickers and calendars 
• produce CJml distribute promotional video on DKl Jakarta's Market Restructuring Project 
• distribute the 2009 FAO Avian lntluenza Programme Annual Report (English and Bahasa 

Indonesia versions) in both print and electronic format 
• hold a media gathering to improve relationships with the media and update them with 

interesting and imponant infonnation from the HPAI Control Programme 
• repackage media partnership materials for global dissemination 
• produce educational comic strips on prevention of HPAI and other diseases through PDSR 

officers 
• initiate support for the re-establishment of the C:tvfU's website by contributing necessary data 

and rckvant information on HPA I prevention and control 

Main challenges encountered and response provided 

Two main challenges \Vere faced this quarter. The first \Vas the ongoing challenge of recruiting 
international technical advisors in a timely manner. As reported previously, the GOI review and 
approval process for international experts can be very long, often resulting in signiflcant delays in the 
recruitment and initiation of the consultancy mission.;,;. and thus contributing to the lengthening of (he 
lead-in period from the time that expertise gaps are identified to the time that they are filled. In 
response, ECTAD Indonesia has increased effmts to discuss and exchange information with MOA 
regarding candidates for open consultandcs as well as to discuss the need for each specific 
consultancy. This quarter, the programme was able to successfully recruit two new consultants, one 
long -term and one short-term. Therefore, it is hoped that the enhanced engagement procedures put in 
place have improved the programme's ability to fill expertise gaps in a timely manner. 

The other major challenge encountered was the progrCJmme's need to prepare a detailed work plan 
until September 2011 for lJSAID while still in the midst of accelerating implementation of a number 
of new activities a'\ described in this report. ECTAD Indonesia responded by dividing the planning 
process into stages over a four-momh period. Although this extended the time needed to complete the 
planning, it allowed programme staff and government counterparts to contribute to the planning of 
future activities without losing focus on current activities. The planning process culminated with the 
production of a detaileD 16-month work plan, including dcliverablcs and indlcators, for the ECTAD 
Indonesia programme. 

l\fain pro~res.s made towards the achievement of project outcomes ({rom the start qf the current 
projecT phase) 

Output 1: Sw~tainable surveillance., prevention, and control of HPAI in village poultry 

• The PDSR programme has strengthened veterinary services capacity to detect and respond to 
HPAI outbreaks in village poultry throughout HPAl-endemic areas of Indonesia. 
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• The LDCC system ha<> enabled more effective communication and coordination between 
central and local governments within the highly tle..:entwlized Indonesian governance system. 

• As a direct result of advocacy conducted through local government village poultry HPAI 
control activities (e.g. PDSR}. central and local governments are well aware of the need for 
cost-sharing fur the HPAI control program and animal disease control CJctivities in generaL In 
addition, government stakeholders .are now more committed to support and .advocate for 
animal health and HPAI disease control as a result of the FAO project. 

Output 2: Improved biosecurity and vaccination pradices in commercial sectors 

• Understanding of the role of commercial poultry production in the maintenance and spread of 
HPAI has improved. 

• Public-private partnership for targeted vaccination of at-risk small-scale poultry producers wa<; 
initiated. 

• Public :.edor collaboration with commen:ial poultry producers has been accelerated. In 
panicular, public sector disease controller::; and international agcnck::; arc both more aware of 
the complexity of commercial poultry production in Indonesia and more engaged with private 
sector stakeholders involved in commercial poultry production. 

Output 3: Improved HPAI surveillance and control along the poultry marketing chain 

• Test results from the DKI Jakarta •:ategory B animal health laboratory distributed tD all 
livestock services at district level throughout Jabodetabek to increase local government 
awareness and responsiveness to market chain contamination and veterinary public health 
ts:.ues. 

• Program to test collector yard-based surveillance methods to assess relative risk of poultry 
production areas and poultt)' type developed and .successfully implemented. 

• Improved understanding of poultry market dynamics in DKI Jakarta by the. public sector. 

• Increased private and public sector C&D capacity and increased implementation of C&D 
practices along: the poultry market chain in greater Jakarta. 

• Critical weaknesses in the DKI Jakarta market restructuring preparations identified and 
corrective measure.s proposed and subsequently implemented by government. 

Output 4: Engagement with duck producers for improved control of HPAI 

• The database of duck flocks developed from rhe study area provides a .sample frame for the 
prevalence study and other future activities to be undet1aken in duck populations by animal 
health authorities; knowledge of locations of high density duck populations is a critical first 
step to identifying critical control points for targeted interventions to control HPAL 

Output 5: Coordinated and enhanced nmnagement of the HPAI control programme 

• Improved knowledge of factors associated with outbreaks of HPAI in village poultry to be 
used to inform and refine surveillance and control strategies. 

• Critical comrol points identified. Data and subsequent analysis leading to identification of 
further points for disease control efforts to be targeted. 

• Significant improvement in technical capacity and management of locaJ government human 
resources working in the field throughout all known HPAI-cndemic areas. 

• Development of a safe, efficacious vaccine for use in Indonesia. 
• Characterization of AI viruses circulating in Indonesia. 

• Increased ca acitv of Indonesian laboratories to rform antioenic characterization of viru.ses 
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and analyse results. 
• Improved collabon:l.tion between Indone~ian private sector and public sector on field virus 

monitoring. 
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Quarter 1!2010 

Project Monitoring -Sheet: OSRO/INS/703/USA 

Project Title: Monitoring AI virus variants in Indonesian poultry and defining an effective and 
sustainable vaccination strategy 

Reporting Period: April- June 2010 

Country: Indonesia 

Project title: Monitoring AI virus variants in Indonesian p..;.ultry and defining an effective and 
sustainable vaccination strategy 

Project Codc:OSROtlNS/703/USA 

Rudge!: USD 830 SOil (Phase 1). USD S<Kl ()(K) (Pl1m.e II) 
Budget total: USD I 630 500 1 

Effet-1:ive starting date: Qc[ober 2007 

Planned end date: 30 September 2010 

ContcJ..'t of the Project: 

Since 2005, Indonesia has become one of the major global hotspots for the Highly Pathogenic Avian 
Influenza (HPAI) epi.t:ootic in both poultry and humans. To help control HPAI in the field. an 
understanding of the circulating field isolate~:> is needed to both monitor poultry vaccine efficacy and to 
idenlify appropriate strains for new vaccine development. 

ObjectiYes of the Project: Phase 2 Extension 

• H5N 1 HPAI virus field isolate collection for biological anti genetic characteriLalion 

• challenge testing of antigenic variants against ne\vly developed vaccine strain 

• capacity building 

• technical recommendations for vaccination strategy 

Planned activities 

Output A-H. HPAI field isolate collection for biologic and genetic characterizati-on 

Activity ABJ. To continue collection (~{samples. 

Activity AB2. To Support beta testing t~f b~j(JL(_jh-Plus hy Pt'ter Durr, Australian Anlmal Health 
Laboratory (A..AHL) to a!lowfor.fie!d entJ~Y t~,fstandardiz.cd sample inj(umation, improved data 
integration (_jnd communicotion hetu:een laboratories and !o ensure dolo integrity. 

Activity AB3. To screen samples by real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) in Disease 
lnvesti~?ation Centre ( DIC). Hbalitvet and new partners H"here possible. 

Activity AB4. To provide samples positive f(w m-·ian infhren::.a (A. f) to AAHLfor characteri::.ation. 

Activity AB5. To conduct xenctic and antixenic characteri:x.ttion of H PAd isolates in indonesia. 

1 Under the first pl:ao;e. an addil:onal USD 200 000 wa'> allocated fro:n OSRO/INSt70J/AUL m s:.rpJ:l\Jrt ot pro_1ect a..:trvttie". 
The dur:ttion ot the project h:J;; heen extended from 12 momh>' to 24 :n..-l-nth,;. 
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Output C. Challenge testing of antigenic l''ariants and \'accine strains selection 

Activity Cl. Perf{;rm challenge re.ninJ; ·with priori(;; i.wlotes against neov voc.::ine(s) strain. 

Output D. Capacity building 

Activil)' Dl. Five-month support.from the World Organisation for Animal Heahh (OlE)- Food and 
Agriculture Organi;_ation of the I.Jnited Nations (FA.O) Network of Expertise on A dan lnfluenz.a 
(OF FLU) scientist in close coordination >vith AAHL. 

Activil)' D2. Molecular and anti~;enic ana(vsis workshops. 

Acfivit_;,.• D3. Develop capability to conduct mccine e_{Ticacy Jests in Indonesia. 

Output E. Technical recommendations for the vaccination strategy 

Activity E I. Continue development of reverse genetic vaccine hased upon the drfft variant identified in 
Phase I. 

Activity £2. Supportfield trials with aiternative mccines. 

• This activity hm. been suspended, since inve~tigations in support of product registration are 
considered as a "'private good" and should be cnnducted at the expense of the vacc-ine company. 

Activity £3. Encourage the Gm•ernmeut (~f indonesia to streamline reRistration of e;_tficacious 
recombinant arul reverse xenetic vaccines. 

Actirity £4. Continue the assessment (~f costs and cost-effectiveness of vaccination strategies in 
indonesia. 

Ac!ivify £5. Prepttre updated JechnictJ! recommendations on tl vaccina!ion strategy. 

Activii)' £6. Organize technical review meetings. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output A-B. HPAI field isolate collection for biologic and genetic characterization 
Activit.v AB 1. Cominue collection of samples. 

• Sample collection and submission are ongoing through the routine surveillance and diagnostic 
activities of the DICs. anti through participatory disease ~urveillance and respome (PDSR). 

Activi.ty AB2. Support beta Jesting of /nfOLab-Plus by Peter Durr, AAHL to allow.fOrfield entry of 
standardized sample information. impro1·ed data integration and communication between laboratories, 
and to ensure data intexrity. 

• This activlty lu~ been completed; refer lO IV Quarter 2009. 

Activity A!H. Screen samples b_r RT-PCR in D!Cs, Bba!itvet. and neo-v partners where possible. 
• Sample collection and submission arc ongoing through the normative diagnostic activities of the 

DICs and through PDSR. 

Activity AB4. Provide samples positille for avian influenza to AAHL _for charac!erization. 
• Reports from AAHL were submitted to Directorate General of Livestock Services (DGLS) on 

the characterization of 102 samples (43 from DIC Maros and 59 from DIC Medan); 78 H5Nl 
viruses were isolated and 76 additional haemagluttinin (HA) gene sequences obtained. 
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• A second request was made to DGLS for export permit to ship antigcnically distinct viruses from 
indu~try project partner to AAHL 

• Advocacy for release of virus set]uences in the public domain -positive response wa~ received 
on 24 June 2010 from DGL.S to letters from OFFLU in August 2008 and on 15 March 20 I 0 to 
authorize release of available sequences to a publicly held database. 

• Collaboration with AAHL to prepare draft fnr cnllabnrative manuscripts is in process. 

Activity AB5. Conduct generic and antigf:-'nic charactcri:;.a!ion of HPAI isolates in Indonesia. 
• On 30 April 20 lO, a letter from the Department of Animal Health (DAH) was sent to DICs 

indicating their roles and responsibilities for antigenic cartography and announcing the 
nomination of sequencing partners- this follows up the 31 March 2010 letter from OFFLU to 
DG regarding activities for antigenic cartography. 

• Six of the seven DICs conducted pre-screening of 276 H5 positive virus isolates from 2008-2010 
during April ::md May 2010 am.l ~ubmittt;:'d rt;:'suhs to DIC Wates whitch have begun analysis for 
selection of variants to be forwardetl for further characterization. 

• Requests for more reagents from AAHL have been ~ubmilted for standard reference material.s 
needed by the DICs and project partners. 

Output C. Challenge testing of antigenic variants and vaccine strains selection 
Activity Cl. To JH!tform challenge testing with priorit\· i.wlt1tes againstiWiV vaccinds} strain. 

• All challenge tests conducted at SEPRL have been completed; pending final report. 

Output D. Capacity building 
Aclivi!)' Dl. Five-month supporJfrom OFFLU ScienJi.H in close coordination vvith AAHL. 

• The OFFLU scientist from FAO has completed the five-month input for in-country technical 
as~islance to ~upportlaboratory capacity building. Her rece-nt inpub {from 7 June to 1 I July 
2010) include ~i) attending the AAHL DTC Laboratory Directo-r~ meeting; (ii) making site vi;;.its 
to DTC \Vates tn support the antigenic cartography activities.; (iii) conducting sequencing 
workshop for newly nominated .,equencing pm1ners; and (iv) collaborating with workshop., on 
diagnostics and epidemiology of animal influenzas in DTC Lampung and DTC Subang to support 
the transfer of technologies to Indonesia. 

• The national OFFLU technical facilitator (OTF) began work nn 19 April 20 I 0 to assist with the 
coordination of the OFFLC project in close collaboration with representatives from the 
DAH/National Campaign Mrmagement Unit (CMU). the seven DICs. particularly DIC \\'ates, 
and other relevant public sector structures and private sector stakeholders. She has assisted \Vith 
the ongoing laboratory procurements, attended technical management meetings, drafted and 
followed up letters pertaining to OFFLU activities. coordinated and supported dat<l analysis at 
DIC Wares and organized the needs for the sequencing workshop held in June 20 l 0. 

• Procurement of reagents to support molecular characterization efforts was finalized for Pusve-tma 
antl is continuing for DIC Bukittinggi and Bbalitvet. 

• In June 2010, site visils to DIC \Vates were conducted by the OFFLU scientist and the OTF in 
coordination with CMU to follow up on the activities for antigenic cartography and analysis of 
the data generated to date. 

• Procurement of needed reagents ami equipment continues for DIC \Vate:s; neetls were updated 
dming the June 2010 site visits. 

Activi!.v D2. Molecular and antipenic analysis workshops. 
• Following the launch meeting for laboratories nominated for molecular characterization of 
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antlgcnic variants, a workshop on "Validating the antigenJc map with gcnctlc data: scqucncJng of 
the HA gene" was conducted from 16 to I H June 2010 at Pusvetma by AAHL and OFFLU. 

• Sequencing pminers were provided with PCR samples to produce sequencing data at their own 
labs as part of the capacity building exerci;Se. 

• Informative presentations on antigenic cartography and the prr.cesses being established in the 
DTCs were given in a collaborative effort during workshops on diagnostics and epidemiology of 
animal influenzas at DTCs Lampung and Subang to support the tr::m.:;fer nf technologies to 
Indonesia. 

Activity D3. Derelop capability to conduct vaccine efficaL~Y tests in Indonesia. 
• OFFLU awaiting response to lcner of October 2009 on recommended tests for vaccine 

registration. 
• The Materials Transfer Agreement (MTA) was signed by AAHL and DGLS and final 

arrangements are being made to ship characterized candidate vaccine and cha11enge viruses to 
Indonesia. According to the MTA. the four candidate vaccine viruses will be shipped to 
Pusvetma and the two challenge viruses lo BPMSOH (the national veterinary drugs assay 
laboratory). 

• On 14 June 2010, DAH verba1ly indicated that these updated strains would immediately be made 
available w vaccine production companies. 

• On 17 June 2010, the OFFLU scientist conducted the follow up visit to Pusvetma to tour the AT 
building and ensure facilities were ready to receive viruses. 

• Cartography reagents from AAHL have been received at Erasmus. 
• On 7 April2010 a letter was sent from DGLS to DG Re'iearch outlining proposed activities at 

Bbalitvet and following up on the OFFLU visit in March 2010. 
• Continued to encourage DAH to partner with private companies to sustain vaccine efficacy 

testing. 

Output E. Technical recommendations for the vaccination strategy 
ActiFi(v E I. Continued development t~l reverse Renetic vaccine based upon the dr~ft Fariant idenNfied in 
Phase I. 

• This activity has been completed; pending final report from USDA Southeast Poultry Research 
Laboratory (SEPRL). 

Activity £2. Support field tn.afs h:ith olternative vaccines. 

• This activity ha" been suspended because investigations in support of product registration arc 
considered as a "private good" and should be conducted at the expense of the vaccine company. 

Activity E3. Encourage the Govemment (?{Indonesia to streamline re~;istration of Cctficaciuus 
recombinant arul reverse xenetic vaccines, 

• DAH informed OFFLU that the reverse genetics (RG) vaccine strains need to be delivered to 
Bbalitvet once clearance is received to ship. OFFLV is awaiting final instruction and clearance. 

• OFFLU informed DAH rhar training on the RG strains is offered by SEPRL once these strains 
are delivered to BbalitveL 

Activi(v £4. Continue the assessment r~{costs and cost-effectiveness (~f vaccination strategies in 
Indonesia. 

• Interview of !55 broiler chicken farmers (average flock size 2700) and 56 layer chicken farmers 
(average flock size 2 200) was conducted for the ICASEPS field survey "Assessment of farm 
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level financial incentives and willingness to pay for HPAI vaccination in Indonesia" in 13 
districts/municipalities in western Java. 

• Data entry and analysis of production margin and vaccine expenditure data has. been completed. 
• A final report has been drafted and is under review by FAO. 

Activity E5. Prepare updated technical recommendations 011 a vaccination strategy. 
• Preparation for the consultation to develop recommendations for a comprehensive vaccination 

strategy in Indonesia for July 20l0 has been postponed- dme to he announced later. 

Activity £6 Organi:z.e technicol review meetings. 

• Date for final Technical Revi-ew Meeting has been proposed (on 14 and 15 October 2010) and 
preparations continue. 

Planned acti'vitie~ for the next quarter 

Output A-B. HPAI field isolate collection for biologic and genetic characterization 
Activity ABJ. Continue colleclion o{samples. 

• ~ample collection and submission are ongoing through the routine surveillance and diagnostic 
activities of the DTCs and through PDSR 

• finalize proposal to supplement the sample collection from DIC \Vates to include under
represented geographic aress and poultry production sectors- ssmpllng to be conducted by DJC 
Wstes 

• revisit propos31 to suppkmcnt the sample col1cction from DIC Wares to include under
represented geographic areas and poultry production sectors- sampling to be conducted by DIC 
V.lates 

Activity AB2. Support be!a le.iting oflnjiJLab-Plw, by Peta Durr, _4AHL to allrw.-forjieid enfty o( 
stundardized sample information. to improve data integration and communication behveen laboratories, 
and to ensure data intexrity. 

• this activity has been completed; refer to IV Quarter 2009 

Activi.ry AB3. Sen: en samples by RT-PCR in D!Cs, Bbalitvet, and new partners 1-vhere possible. 
• sample collection and submission are ongoing through the routine surveillance and diagnostic 

activities of the DICs and through PDSR 
• continue to pursue collaborative efforts to obtain needed isolates from underrepresented and high 

risk species and geographical areas 

Activity AB4. Provide .mmples positive for avian injluen:_.a to AAHL for characterization. 
• have AAHL conduct antigenic cartography on the 7g H5Nl viruses isolated from 102 samples 

(43 from DlC f\,iaros and 59 from DIC MeJan) 
• have OTF follow up on export permit need~ for the set of 25 to 30 isolates .selecled from updated 

pre-screened data to send to AAHL for parallel generation of amigenic and genetic data for 
capacity building purposes 

• have OTF, in coordination wlth CML, follow up on DGLS export permlt for anti genically 
distinct viruses from industry project partner to be sent to AAHL 

• reply to response to authorize release of available sequences to a publicly held database received 
on 24 June 20l0 from DGLS 
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Activity AB5. To conduct ,!jenetic ond anfiJ.icnic chamctcriz.arion ofHPAJ isolotes in Indonesia. 
• have DICs continue with the prescreening process, submitting raw data for the hemagglutination 

inhibition (HI) w.say conducted using cartography sera on H5-positive fluids isolated from 
ongoing diagnostic activities of the DICs 

• have DIC Wate~> produce full panel antigenic cartography data in parallel with AAHL by end of 
August 2010 

• organize a meeting with vaccine companies proposed by DGLS on 7 July 2010 to invite their 
participation in the antigenic cartography effort and to develop the mechanism for collaboration 

• produce/distribute antisera panel confirmed for use in antigenic cartograph)' to additional 
partners named by the DAH using the protocols agreed to by Erasmus -~v1edica1 Center (MC) and 
AAHL 

• send a subset of the isolates tfom updated pre-screened data to the three laboratories selected for 
molecular characteriLation (DIC Bukininggi, Pusvetma and Bbalit vet) to conduct parallel 
gE<nenr!ion of genetic (htia for capacity bt1ilding purposes 

• have the thrt'-e sequencing partners submit a propo~al on the mechanism to be continued 

Output C. Challenge testing of antigenic variants and vaccine strains selection 
Activity Cl. Perform challenge testing >Fith priorizv isolates against nl'H-' \-'accinf:'(s) strain. 

• a]] challenge tests conducted at SEPRL have been completed: pending final report 

Output D. Capacity building 
Activity Dl. Five-month suppor!JfYJm OF FLU scienlisl in close cnordinalion ;vith AAHL. 

• the five-month input is complete; however, the OFFLU Scientist will continue to provide support 
to the ongoing transfer of technology to Indone~ia. The next inputs will be scheduled for 
September-October 2010. 

• support provided by the OTF to the laboratories and OTF's assistance ln transfer of technologies 
and the prescreening acth-itics at DICs to include OFFLU recommendations for a standardized 
reference H5 hypcrimmune antiserum and the homologous antigen based on an updated common 
Indonesian lineage for usc in DICs and orher national laboratories 

• follow up on the procurement of reagents to support molecular characterization efforts 
• determine antigenic cartography training needs for industry following meeting proposed by 

DGLS 

Activi.ty D2. Molecular and awixenic murl_vsi:f workshops. 
• :-,chedule a bioinformatics workshop in September 2010 as a follow up lo the "Validating the 

antigenic map \V'ith genetic data: sequencing of the HA gene" workshop held from 16 to18 June 
20 1 0 at Pus vetma 

• OTF to follow up 5-hipment of cD?"!A from isolates, selected using antigenic cartography data 
produce-d at DIC Wates, to sequencing partner laboratories as per the outcomes of the 
"Validating the antigenic map with genetic dat.:1..: sequencing of the HA gene'' workshop held 
from 16 to18 June at Pusvetma: parallel generation of genetic data will be conducted with 
AAHL for capacity building purpt>ses. 

• conduct comparison of data from sequencing partners for PCR samples provided in August 2010 
as part of the capacity building exerci:-,e 

• re~chedule a follow-up workshop on '"Serology and virus lyping for antigenic cartography" in 
September 2010 

Activity D3. Derelop capability to conduct vaccine efficacy tests in Indonesia. 
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• awaiting reply to the 7 April 2010 letter from DGLS to DG Research outlining pwposed 
activities at Bbalitvet and following up on the OFFLli visit in March 2010 

• meeting with vaccine companies propo~ed by DGLS on 7 July 2010 to invite their participation 
in the antigenic cartn-graph:y effort and to inform them that the candidate vaccine and challenge 
viruses will be made available to them as soon a;;; they ::1re delivered to the receiving labn-wtories 
indicated in the MTA 

• continue to encour::1ge DAH to partner with private companies to pursue challenge testing field 
trials 

• awaiting response- to (he letter of October 2009 on recommended tests for vaccine registration 

Output E. Technical recommendations for the vaccination stratcg!' 
Acfivit_;,-• EJ. Continue the development t?{reverse genetic vaccine. 

• this activity has been completed; pending final repon from SEPRL 

Activil)' £2. Supporrfield trials with alrerna!ive vaccines. 
• this activity ha~ been suspended becau1ie invez,tigations in support of product regi~tration are 

con5.idered as a '·private good"' and should be conducted at the expense of the vaccine company 

Activif_v E3. To encourage the Government of Indonesia to streamiine rc~istrution ofe_fflcacious 
recombinant and rcvene genetic vaccines. 

• awaiting final instruction and clearance to ship RG vaccine strains from SEPRL to Bbalitvct and 
the OTF. in coordination with CMU, is to continue the follow up on the letter to DGLS 

• schedule the training on the reverse genetic~ (RG) strains offered by SEPRL once these strains 
are delivered to Bbalitvet 

Activi.ty £4. To continue the assessment of costs and cost-effcaivencss L~{ vaccination strategies in 
lmlum:,~·ia. 

• finalize the report for the Indonesian Center for Agriculture Socio-Economic Policy Studies 
(ICASEPS) field survey ··Assessment of fann level financial incentives and willingness to pay 
for HPAI vaccination in Indonesia·· conducted in 13 districts/municipalities in western Java 

Activit_v E5. To prepare updated tc·chnica! recommendations on a vaccination strotegy. 

• reschedule the consultation to develop recommendations for a comprehensive vaccination 
strategy in Indonesia 

Activity £6. To organi::c technical revie\1-' meerings. 
• pre-pare fur the final technical review meeting scheduled on 14 and 15 October 2010 

Main challe-nges e-ncounte-red and re-sponse provided 

The DGLS have agreed in principle to pursue collaboratiun with the private vaccine companie~; 
however, there~~ still much conru~ion about the status of challenge testing of cunent influenLa vaccine~ 
as well as vaccine registration. During the technical review meeting in November 2009. the DGLS 
indicated 3 items of concern: { 1) that challenge testing of existing vaccines was to be conduded at 
Bbalitvet (no funding sources nor agreement from Bbalitvel received to date); (2) that temporary 
registrations for all imported and national AI vaccines would expire by May 2010. and it is presently not 
knov.ln \Vhich vaccines remain registered; and (3) that in the fulure, only companies prodLtcing vaccines 
uslng strain.:; named by the government, would be allowed to submit for registwtion. \Vhile the 
mechanisms to mnnitor antigenic \'ariants in the field. being developed at the DICs, should keep pace 
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with circulating viruses based upon experience to date alone, they arc not likely sufficient to provide 
updated vaccines into the field without significant contribution from the vaccine companies. The 
meeting proposed by the DGLS with vaccine companies in July 20l0 should provide a good oppottunity 
to address these issues. 

1\<fain progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

Output A-R: HPAI field isolate collection for biologic and genetic characterization 
• characterization of 244 H5N l isolates (266 total viruses) from 3l7 samples representing 

approximately 90 districts. predominantly from backyard chicke.n~ 
• completion of the lJAT \Vurkshup and subsequent activities to launch lnfoLabPius 
• selection and production of reference antisera and antigens for Indonesia 
• antigenic cart0graphy data from 100 isolates, in addition to biologic and molecular data, was 

n<>ed to <>elect five emdidate V<'!ccine 'train' anrl six potential challenge strains for further 

investigation. Viruses have been received at SEPRL for vaccine construct and challenge studies 
in June 2009 

• nomination of DIC \Yates as focal point for antigenic cartography; work plan developed 
1 July 2009; and capacity building activitie~ fur antig~nic cartography launched July 2009 

• confirmation letter from DAH to DICs indicating their roles and responsibilities for antigenic 
cartography in Indonesia a.;; an ongoing effort and essential for the transfer of technology 

• six of the seven DICs conducted prcscrccning of 276 H5 positive virus isolates from 200& to 
2010 during April and May 2010 and submitted results to DIC Wates, which have begun analysis 
for sele...---tion of variants robe forwarded for further characterization 

• nomination of three laboratories to support genetic charJ:cterization of antigenic variants, launch 
the capacity building activities for sequencing in March 2010 and benchside workshop in June 
2010 

• data available to date presented a£ November 2009 technical review meeting 
• DG agrees in princirlc to the release of virus sequences into the puhlic domain in June 20 l 0 
• presentation at the seventh International Symposium for A vi an Influenza in April 2009 
• presentation at the regional meeting on .. Molecular epidemiology of origin and evolution of 

H5N I Highly Pathogenic Avi::m Influenza Virus in Asia." (USDA/FAO) in Bangkok, Thailand 
on September 2009 

Output C: Challenge testing of antigenic variants and vaccine strains selection 
• signing of collaborative MTA between DGLS, AAHL, SEPRL and industry and receipt of 

selected vaccine candidate and challenge strains at SEPRL in June 2009 to continue vaccine 
devclormcnt and challenge testing 

• seleclion of five vaccine .strains and six challenge strains ba.se...i upon data gener.ued from 
antigenic and molecular characlerizatiun of iwlales 

• collaboralive MTA to return fully characterized i~olate.s to Indonesia 
• challenged the tests conducted using available reverse genetics constructs at SEPRL using 

upcl"l.tt'!d challenge viruses selected from the OFFLU project data 

Output D: Capacity building 
• OFFLU workshops have been conducted 0n introductory molecular and antigenic analysis for 

56 Indonesian scienti~ts representing all DICs. four veterinary faculties, industry and the 
Mini~t!)' of Agriculture {November 2008, March and September 2009) 

8 
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• the FAO/OFFLU scientist has completed the fixe-month capacity building activities in close 
coonJination with AAHL; support vi~ils and technical a::.sessments have been conducted at DIC 
Wates, Denpa::.ar, and Bukittinggi; and capacity building activities for antigenic cartography will 
continue in close coordination with AAHL 

• a national OTF has been hired: to assi::.t with the coordination of OFFLU activities in clo:.e 
collaboration with repre~entatives from the DAH/CMU, [he seven DlCs, particularly DIC Wates, 
and other relevant public sector S[ructures and private sector st:Jkeholders to support the transfer 
of activities to Indonesia 

• capacity building activities conducted to aliO\v DTCs to perform antigenic characterization of 
viruses aod analyse resulting data in order to identify isolates to be further tested with challenge 
studies to ensure thar vaccines in use in Indonesia are efficacious 

• positive response from the DAH to engage the industry in the virus monitoring effort will 
contribute to a broader understanding of viruses circulating in Indonesia 

Output E: Technical recommendations for the ''accination strategy 
• FAO interim recommendations submitted to the DGLS in April 2008 
• an update to the FAO interim recommendations was submitted to the DGLS in June 2009 based 

upon data analysed from the OFFLU project 
• development of a mechanism to monitor AI antigenic variants \Vhich involves all DICs and 

collaborating laboratories using a virus prescreening assay and antigenic cartography 
• consultation with a legal firm specializing in intellectual property has been completed 
• development and: a.sse:,;smenl of newly engineered low pathogenicity reverse genetic~ vaccine 

strain(s) for Indonesia selected through data gathered from this project 

• OFFLU Technical review meetings with open forum held in June and November 2008 and 
November 2009 

• final rept>rt prepared by socio-cconomist on "Vaccination and surveillance costs for operational 
research proJect m Indonesia'· 

• interview of 155 broiler chicken farmers (average flock size 2 700) and 56 layer chicken farmers 
(average flock siLe 2 200) was conducted for the ICASEPS field survey "Assessmem of farm 
level financial incentives and \Villingness to Pay for HPAI Vaccination in Indonesia" in 13 
districts/municipalities in western Java 

• presentation at the seventh International Symposium on Avian Influenza in Athens, Georgia, 
USA from 5 toR April 2009 "Characterization of H5 HPAI virus variants in Indonesian poultry 
- OFFLU Indonesia Project" 

• presentation of the OFFLU project at the regional meeting on Molecular Epidemiology of Origin 
and Evolution of H5Nl Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza Virus in Asia (USDA/FAO) 
Bangkok, Thailand on t} September 2009. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/INT/001/lJSA 

Project title: EPT + Characterizing influenza viruses posing risks 
as the next global pandemic 

Repmting period: April to September 2012 

:Country: Bangladesh, China, VietNam and Thailand 
i Pro.iect title: EPT +Characterizing influenza viruses posing risks as the next global pandemic 
i Code: OSRO/INT/001/USA 
i Budget: USD 2.75 mi1lion 
:Effective starting date: l November 20 ll 
i Planned end date: 30 September 2013 
Context of the project 
To improve our understanding of the role livestock play in serving as reservoirs for potential 
pandemic influenza viruses in Svutllea:-.L Easl ;.mJ Suuthem A~ia, the C"nileli State"" Agency for 
International Development (USA !D) has provided runding lO the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United i'>l"ations (FAO) to expand influenza survelllance activities through the 
EPT + programme, part of the broader Emerging Pandemic Threat (EPT) programme. Approval 
of the initial EPT +project proposal from US AID was received in November of 201 1, and project 
activities were initiated by FAO in December 2011. The project contain~ four components: 
(1) improving our understanding of fundamental drivers of int1uenza emergence through risk 
assessments and risk modelling; (2) conducting influenza surveillance in fanned animals (swine, 
ducks) to Improve knowledge about circulating viruses of pandemic potential m livestock; 
{3) developing and implementing questionnaires to improve our understanding of the risk for 
influenza transmission among sectors; and {4) sharing infonnation and contributing to major 
global influenza initiatives. The geographic scope of EPT + initially included Viet Nam, China, 
anti Bangladesh, with Thailand being a country· that might he phased in at a later point in time. 
The largest portion of the EPT+ project focuses on livestock surveillance activities and aims to 
detect and characterize animal influenza viruses circulating in targeted live.stock systems. 
Objective of the project 
EPT +project will comribute to the improvement of food security through prevention, detection, 
control and response to animal and public health risks allributable to zoonoses and animal 
diseases. The main objective of the project is to improve characterization and surveillance of 
influenza-related pandemic threats at national and regional levels in livestock populations.. 
Planned activities for the reporting period \April to September 2012) 

OUTPUT 1: Fundamental drivers of influenza emergence refined, mapped and included in 
the risk analyses to improve geolocalization of potential pandemic emergence sites 

• Revise the agro-ecological and environmental spatial risk-factor layers 

• Collate and prepare int1uenza viral sequence data for risk analysis and modeling 

• Conduct a knO\vledge-bas.ed risk analysis for pandemic influenza 

• Integrdte epidemiological and moleculm- data with agroecological factors and conduct 
niche modeling to determine areas with similar risk profile.<> 

• Conduct predictive modeling of pandemic influenza risk based on viral evolutionary rates 
and reassortrnent events 

• Conduct a risk assessment and modeling workshop to review modeling approaches 
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OUTPUT 2: Robust influenza surveillance strategy implemented at national/regional level 
to improve knowledge about circulating viruses of pandemic potential in livestock 

• Conduct national stakehulder workshops for development of sampling strategies 
• Conduct a regional stakeholders launching workshop 
• Create an EPT +influenza surveillance guidance strategy 
• Create an off and online accessible, password-protected surveillance module, linked to 

the Relational Database (Activity 3.2) to enable sample information and diagnostic test 
results tube managed 

• Conduct national laboratory capacity assessments and compile a list of necessary 
equipment and supplies necessary for diagnostics to support EPT + sample analyses 

• Procure necessary laboratory :-.upplies and equipment 
• Conduct a laboratory sampling refresher course 
• Conduct a field sampling refresher course 
• Conduct influenza survci11ancc sampling 
• Analyse influenza virus surveillance samples including screemng. isolating virus and 

conducting full genomic sequencing for positive samples 
• Conduct closing project workshop 

OUTPUT 3: Understanding of ri'>k for influenza transmission improved among sectors 
• Develop a questionnaire to be administered at surveillance sampllng sites (farm, 

household. slaughterhouse, etc.) 

• Create an off and online accessible, pass\vord protected relational database that i:. linked 
to the Surveillance ,\1odule (Activity 2.4), and enahles results from the questionnaire 
{Activity 3.1} to be managed 

• Procure tablets, wtite s-cript and programme tablets to enable questionnaires to be 
administered using. this technology 

OUTPUT 4: Information exchange and coordination improved among major global 
influenza initiatives 

• Participate in and exchange surveillance data with international influenza networks. such 
as F AO's Network of Expertise on Animal Influenza (OFFLU) and the OFFLU Swine 
InlluenL.a Group 

• Bridge the gap between various genetic databases and epidemiological data 
Activities undertaken during the reporting period (April to September 2012) 

National Programme Progress- in support of Output 2 

• Bangladesh 
• EPT +national surveillance strategy developed and agreed upon; 
• Labor .. uory assessmenr conducted to ensure sample analyses capacity and quality; and 
• Draft letters of agreement between FAO and national authorities being circulated. 

• VietNam 
• FAO officially requested EPT + to be approved by national authorities; 
• Agreement hetween FAO and national authorities to hire national EPT+ focal points for 

both surveillance and laboratory activities; 
• National surveillance strategy submitted to national authorities and under consideration: and 
• Laboratory assessment conducted to ensure the capacity and quality of sample analyses. 
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• China 
• Agreement between FAO and national authorlties to hire national EPT+ focal point and 

broad agreement to implement EPT + in China: 
• Draft national surveillance strategy developed: 
• Meetings with China Center for Disease Prevention and Control (CDC} and Chinese 

National Intluenza Center to discuss potential collaborative livestock and human 
surveillance: and 

• Preliminary laboratory assessments conducted to ensure the capacity and quality of 
sample analyses. 

• Thailand 
• Several factors have led to the decision to not currently lmplement EPT + activities in 

Thailand including consultations \Vith the Department of Livestock Development (DLD) 
in Thailand, swine surveillance currently underway by OLD, and recent swine and duck 
influenza surveillance results. While activities in Thailand were not completely ruled out, 
they are not envisioned to be implemented in the near future, and il is unlike1y that they 
will take place during this funding cycle, 

GLOBAL ACTIVITIES -In support of Outputs 1 and 4 

• Some agro-ecological and environmental spatial risk-factor layers, including domestic duck and 
swine populations, and intensive versus extensive duck production were revised ami updated 

• Influenza viral sequence dma was complied 
• Niche models were revised and updated 
• Conference calls were conducted to dis-cuss how to combine agro-ecological data and virus 

cartography data, and further details about how to integrate viral evolutionary rates and 
rea<>sortment events also considered 

• The Pandemic Influenza Risk Assessment and Modeling workshop was planned from 
7 to 9 November 2012 including a draft agenda, list of participants and draft invitation letter 

• The EPT+ influenza surveillance guidance strategy was developed, and is pending fina!iz~uion 
• Coordination among other in11uenza risk asses~ment and modeling programmes was 

undettaken including coordination with Flurisk, CDC and National Institute of Health (N'IH)
funded partners 

• Dialogue between EPT + and the OFFLU scientists and the swine influenza group was 
established 

Planned activities for the next six-month period (October 2012 to .March 2013} 

• See above 

lVIain challenges encountered and responses provided 

• Fully engaging national authorities inEPT+ 
Solution: In China, further consultations and tlna1 agreement to move forward with hiring an 
EPT 7 national focal point 

Solution: In VietNam, an official letter was sent from the FAO Regional Office for Asia and the 
Pacific (RAP) to the national authorities in Viet Nam, and FAO is currently hiring a permanent 
(as opposed to tempordry) Emergency Centre for Tmnsboundary Animal Diseases national team 
leader to support EPT + and other project~ in coumry 
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• Agreeing on sample sizes to optimize surveillance strategies 
Solutlon: Requested expert opinion from a virologist involved in the OFFLU ne-twork and 
renegotiating with national authorities in VietNam and Bangladesh 

Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

• National agreement to move forwm·d with EPT +in China and VietNam 
• Terms of reference for national consultants in China and Viet Nam and agreement to hire 

them between F AO and national authorities 
• Surveillance guidance document developed and available 
• Laboratory capacity assessed in several countries 
• Risk modeling activities underway 
• Engagement of other partners on influenza activities at international level. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/INT/001/lJSA 

Pro jed title: EPT + Characterizing influenza viruses posing risks as the next global 
pandemic 

Reporting period: from October 201l to I\tiarch 2012 

:Country: Bangladesh, China, VietNam and Thailand 
i Pro.iect title: EPT +Characterizing influenza viruses posing risks as the next global pandemic 
i Code: OSRO/INT/001/USA 
i Budget: USD 2.75 mi1lion 
:Effective starting date: l November 20 ll 
i Planned end date: I November 2012 
Context of the project 
EPT -7- is fixused on improving our understanding of the role that livestock plays as potential 
re;.e! vuirs fm pandemic disease threats initially fm.:using uu iullueuL:.J. 
Objectives of the project 

• Influenza risk modeling 

• lnlluenza surveillance in farmed animals {swine, aquatic waterfowl and others) 

• Conduct concurrent market trade and commodity networks assessments In the sectors 
sampled 

• Contribute to broader global influenza initiatives, such as the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations (FAO) Glohal Animal Disease Information System 
(EMPRES-i) genetil.; module, the Joint \Vorld Organization for Animal Health {OIE)/FAO 
Network of Expertise for Animal Influenza (OFFLU) and others 

Planned activities 

• Influenza risk modeling 
0 collection and mapping of data on pig and poultry production 
0 preparation of data layers to conduct multi-criteria decision analysis and niche modeling 
0 obtaining virus/genetic sequence information to build into modeling 

• lnlluenza surveillance in farmed animals {swine, aquatic waterfowl and others) 
0 Bangladesh, VietNam- start surveillance sampling and sample analyses 
0 China, Thailand conduct official consultation and develop Emerging Pandemic 

Threats {EPT)+ national surveillance ~trategies 
0 In China, recruit a nation.al EPT + focal point 

• Conduct concurrent marker trude and commodity net•.vork assessments Jn the sectors sampled 
0 Bangladesh, Viet Nam -conduct market trade- and commodity network a~sessments in 

conjunction with survelllance sampling 
0 China, Thailand- discuss conducting marke[ trade and commodity network assessments 

in conjunction with surveillance sampling 

• Contribute to broader global influenLa initiatives, such as the EMPRES-1 genetic module, 
OFFLU and others 
0 Participate in the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) HSNI 

high burden country meeting in Ho Chi Mihn 
0 Participate ln the USAID convened Bangladesh coordination workshop 
0 Coordinate with other Influenza Risk Modeling Programmes (the National Institute of 

Health [KIHL the Centers for Di~ease Control and Prevention [CDC], FluRisk) to 
consider a joint risk modeling V1iorkshop in the fall2012 
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Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

• Official consultations and unofficial sensitization 
0 Viet Nam and Bangladesh - EPT+ national surveillance strategy developed as an 

outcome of the official consultations 
0 Thailand and China- one unofficial sensitization visit was carried out 

• Risk modeling conference calls and workshop (January/Februm·y 2012 at FAO headquarters} 

• EPT + inception workshop- 23-24 February 2012, Bangkok, Thailand 
0 produced a media notification and webpage on the EPT + inception workshop and project 

launch 
0 developed a draft questionnaire to accompany surveillance 
0 discussed a coordinated methodology for sampling and sample testing 
0 identified a mechanism for risk assessment, coordination. sharing of results, information. 

expertise, and samples, and developed a draft Letter of Agreement for implementation 
0 Developed draft -...vork plans for all four countric<> 

• Communication and coordination with USAID lDENTlFY project, CDC the World Health 
Organization and ,<,everal other partners 

• Provided inputs to the OFFLU /Swine Int1uenza \\rorking Group meeting (March 2012) 

• Provided inputs to rhe European FluRisk wmb:hop (March 2012) 

• Conducted linking of genetic sequences and epidemiological data in the EMPRES-i genetic 
module 

Planned activities for the next six-month period 

• See above 

Main challenges encountered and responses provided 

• Fully engaging national authorities in EPT + 
Solution: In China, hiring an EPT +national focal point 

• Agreeing on sample sizes to optimize smveillance strategies 
Solution: Requested expert opinion from a virologist involved in the OFFLU network and 
renegotiating with national authorities in Viet Nam and Bangladesh 

l\Iain progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

• Official national consultalions were carried out in two of lhe four target coumries, and draft 
surveillance strategies were developed. 

• Inception workshop launched the EPT +programme . 

• Risk modeling activities are underway . 

• Engagement of other partners on influenza activities at international level. 
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Project Moni1oring Sheet: OSRO/INT/604/USA Baby 01 

Project title: Support for F AO/OIFJWHO collaboration on 
HPAI rapid response and containment 

Reporting period· A.pril to September 2012 .. 
Regional: Global 
Project title::: Support for FAO/OIE/WHO collaboration on HPAI rapid 
containment 
Code: OSRO/INT/604/USA Baby 0 l 
Budget: USD 5 000 000 
Effective starting date: l January 2007 
Planned end date: 30 April20l4 
Context of the project: 

response and 

The Crisis Management Centre - Anima) Health (CMC-AH) of the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the Unlted Nations (FAO) and the World Organisalion for Animal Health 
(OlE) is mandated to re~pond to new outbreaks and critical epidemiologic situations involving 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Intluenza (HPAI) and other transboundary animal diseases {TADs) 
upon official government request. Within the framework of the Emergency Centre for 
Transboundary Animal Diseases (ECTAD). the CMC-AH provides assistance where local 
governmental capacity may be insufficient to respond effectively and where the spread of the 
virus may pose a broader regionnl or global 1isk. In support of this mandnte and within the 
context of the mandates of the \\Iorld Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) to improve animal 
he<Jlth world wide and the \V orld Health Organization (WHO) to lead global human health 
initiatives, the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) has provided lo-
date a total of USD 5 mlllion to FAO in support of the CMC-AH for sustained emergency 
preparedness, rapid assessment and response in the field and at headquarters to suspected or 
continned outbreaks ot HPAI and other zoonoses in collaboration with OlE and WHO. Under 
this project, the CMC-AH continues to can·y out its mandate whilt'- working w combine efforts, 
avoid overlaps and bulld synergies between FAO, OlE nnd WHO, as the orgnnizatlons work to 

facilitate the containment of HPAl and other zoonotic diseases at its source in animals, prevent 
its spread across international borders and mitigate the risk of a human pandemic. 

Objectives-: 
The purpose of the grant is to provide funding to FAO to support activities to prevent and 
control HPAI worldwide and reduce the risk of a human pandemic. In this general context and 
in the specific context of Amendments l and 2, the objective or the project is to support CMC-
AH operations and missions for: (i) enhanced core team capaclty; (ii) improved 
FAO/OIE/WHO linkages at regional and country level; (iii) increased immediate capacity 
building~ and (iv) strengthened risk communication suppmt (provided to affected/at-risk 
countries) and m·-erall communication activities (targeting donor, partner anJ other audiences). 

1 Tl~c hudgct alloc-ation amount;, to CSD 2 000 000 {Phase 1), USD 2 000 0()0 \Pha~c ll) and lJSD 2 (}()()- ()00 
(P!lao,e III). The total budget takeo, into ncc-oun! the reallocmicn of USD I m:llion of C!vlC-AH fu:-td:<. to the 
HJn·eillance nnC. reo,pon!>e component of the US AID grilnt a;., ngreed \>iith the Donur. 
1 Thec.e objective!. repres.-n! .1 ;.,yntht~;.,is of the mnin Grant Objec:ive;., contained in the Grant Agreement and 
Ame:ulments l ;md 2 0-~. rhe project docume~::). They h..-.ve been ;Jre!>ented in o,umnurized fOrm in ccmpliance 
Vl-ith the Progre;.,s Monitonng Sheet fon:wt. Detailed reporting on objectivh and activifie" will be in:::! udell in tl:e 
tlnal narrative report upon project completion. 
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Planned activities of the project: 
• planning, deploying ami following up on Cl\1C-AH rapid response missions; 
• developing tools in support of Cl'v1C-AH operations and response capacity; 
• defining cooperation mechanisms between \VHO and the CMC-AH; 
• exchanging information and regularizing communications; 
• developing standard operating procedures (SOPs) for FAO. WHO and OIE; and 
• coordinating missions at headqumters and field kvcls. 
Activities implemented during the reporting period (April to September 2012) 

• No requests were issued for assistance to respond to emergency situations linked to 
HPAI. 

• ~fissions for other disease crises 

Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). 22 April-1 Mav 2012 

This mission was. deployed as a I'es.ponse to a virulent epidemic or peste des petits 
ruminants (PPR) causing the masslve mortality of goats in the Bandundu Province. The 
objectives of the mission were to support the Government's response to these outbreaks 
and recommend appropriate control measures. The mission offered a number of 
recommendations to stall the outbreak including the establishment of rigorous animal 
movement control and epidemiological surveillance, and of a vaccination campaign in at
risk zones; a large scale awareness campaign about safe biosecurity measures; an 
international ~:ollaburation to strengthen the capa~:ity of the central veterinary laboratory 
and other veterinarian services; and the establi;;,hment of a regional strategy with 
neighbouring countries. 

Post-mission, CMC-AH secured FAO funding under the Technical Cooperation Programme 
to implement some of its recommendations, prioritizing the vaccination of 500 000 animals. 
Ove1· half the targeted a11imals had been vacci11ated by mid-September 2012. 

Middle East and North Afri~:a foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) serotype SAT2 response 
coordination 

In 2012, outbreaks of FMD ·"erotype SAT2 were reported in the Middle East and North 
Africa region, in Egypt. Libya, the Gaza Strip and Bahrain. The SAT2 strain, which 
originates in sub-Saharan Africa, constitutes a seriou:>. threat for the immunologically naivt'. 
livestock population in this region and neighbouring regions. The CMC-AH coordinated 
FAO's response to contain the outbreaks in collaboration with the Organization's Regional 
Office for the Near East (RNE) and the European Commission for the Control of Foot -and
Mouth Disease (EuFMD). As part or this effort, the C~·fC-AH fielded missions to Libya 
and the \Vest Bank and Gaza Strlp (see below). 

Libya. 1-6 May 20 l2 

This mission was deployed a<> a response to an official notification of FMD SAT2 strain in 
the area of Benghazi, followed by notifications of other FMD strains in the area of Tripoli. 
The objectives of the mis:<.ion were to eany out an assessmenl of the siluation; advise on 
vaccinatlon implementation and targeted control measures; and help with the elaboration of 
an action plan to manage short and medium-term response measures to the outbreaks. In 
concurrence with the veterinary authorities, the team fmmulateJ recommendations 
including strengthening surveillance and sampling to obtain a more accurate picture or the 
types of FMD circulating; implementing an awareness campaign on FMD prevention and 

2 
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control; carrying out a mass vaccination strategy: enhancing collaboration with all 
stakeholders (farmers, trader~, p1ivate veterinarian~. animal produt·tion department ~md 
veterinary faculties) in FMD control strategy and activltles; and developing a long-term 
FMD control programme. 

The \Vest Bank and Gaza Strip, 14-23 ~1ay 2012 

This mission was deployed as a response to an official noritlcarion of foot-and-mouth disease 
(F1'viD) SA T2 in the Gaza Strip. The objectives uf the mission were to investigate the reported 
outbreaks and assess the Rv1D SA T2 situation; evaluate risks of futther outbreaks and spre.ad 
of the disease; advise on targeted vaccination implementation and monitoring; assist with the 
elaboration uf an action plan to manage prevention and response measures including 
surveillance strategies; and advise on a reglonal approach to control current outbreaks nnd 
prevent future incursions, including of new strains. The team concluded that there was no 
evidence of spread of the disease. However, they recommended fm1her testing to determine the 
exact strains circulating, as well as booster vaccination of cattle against SAT2 in the Gaza Snip 
lli> a preventive measure. Having observed limited monitoring and diagnostic .::apacities and 
implementation of biosecurity measures at the fami level, the team also recommended 
investments in veterinary diagnostic capacity, [he design of an active smvei11ance strategy, and 
the implementation of an awareness campaign. 

Pakistan 8-17 J ulv 2012 

This mission was deployed as a response to outbreaks of Newca_<>tle disease (ND) in pouhry 
already vaccinated against the virus. Upon the Government's request, the CMC-AH fielded a 
rni~sion to help the country investigate the extent of spread of the virus~ identify containment 
measures; and assist with the elaboration of an action plan and the identification of resources. 
Following investigations. the team concluded that outbreaks were ongoing and widespread in 
all regions and suggested that future work focus on biosecurity and vaccinations practices, as 
well as surveillance and response coordination. the mission recommended a two-phase 
response composed of an initial short-teJm action plan of six months including a new 
vaccination strategy; immediate improvements to biosecurity systems including the 
disinfection of vehicles tram.pmting poultry~ a surveillance programme and national disease 
emergt'-ncy committee with appropriate legislation; and a compensation plan to encourage 
farmers to report the disease. Recommendations for a longer [erm three-year plan focused on 
ensuring the sustainability of the surveillance network and reporting system; further research 
into the disease and its epidemiological characteristics: and the establishment of fanning 
practice~ that follo·w biosecurity guidelines. 

• \Vorkshop of FAO's Good Emergenq· l\fanagement Practice (GEI\IIP) 

Tunis. 12-14 September 2012 

The French translation of the revised "'GEMP: The Essentials" Manual {September 2011) \Vas 
comple-ted, and a preliminary version was published in September 2012. As part of its eHOrt~ to 
implement this second phase, CMC -AH organized a regional workshop in Tunis, Tunisia, from 
12 to 14 September 2012 (a pilot workshop was carried out in Entcbbc, Uganda,. from 28 to 30 
November 2011). CMC-AH trained a total of 17 animal health professionals and the 
Mediterranean Animal Health Network/Reseau Medite1raneen de Sante Animale (REMESA) 
focal points from tOur countries (i.e. Algeria, Mauritania, Morocco and Tunlsia). OlE also 
pmticipatcd, along with the United States Department of Agriculture- Animal and Plam Health 
Inspection Service. CMC-AH is now working on the tmnslation of the m~mual in other United 
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Nations official languages and on the evaluation of adaptability of GEMP conc""epts for 
promotion in the Middle East, East A~ia, and South and Central America_ 

Revision of internal SOPs for CMC-AH operations 

To further streamline CMC-AH activities and work tlow, the Centre developed a working 
group on SOPs to review their current status and suggest improvements. 

0 OlE and \VHO coordination 
The Agreement between FAO and OlE dated 24 May 2004 w.as superseded by a 
reframed Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on 31 January 201 L The ratified MoU 
enables FAO cmd OlE to better clarify respective roles and responsibilities 1n 
communication and organization of CMC-AH facilitated missions. To ensure greater 
effectiveness of the Agreement (e.g. streamlining the procedures for the usc of the OlE 
expertise in accordance with FAO regulations), borh parties convened in January 2012 
as a first step in the process of defining standard operating guidelines (SOGs) and its 
continued dis.cuss.lon on improvement of SOGs is underway. 

0 FAO Re~resentatives {FAORs} 
Outreach to FAORs remained a core activity, with CMC-AH cuntinuing to brief newly 
appointed country and regional FAORs as standard praclice. 

c~ Budget adjustment reguested and 3J21!:roved 
On 30 August 20l2, the request for a budget revision was proposed to USAID by CMC-AH 
in order to allocate s.utlicient resources under appropriate budget line to ensure the functioning 
of the Cl'viC-AH platform and allow the implementation of deployment activi[ies Wltil the end 
of the pn~ect (30 Aptil20l4). The reque.."t wa" approved hy USAID on 31 August 2012. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period (October 2012 to March 2013) 

• continued monitoring of high-risk countries and situations: 

• mission planning and deployment upon requesl for or acceptance of assistance; 

• continued CMC-AH awareness building activities including the Sixth Steering Committee 
to take place 4 October 2012; 

• continued discussions with OIE and WHO on working methodologies; 

• continued promotion of GEMP publications (including Spanish and Arabic translations} 
and concepts; and 

• finalization of common FAO/OIE SOGs . 
: 1\1ain challenges encountered and response provided: None 

1\1ain progress made towards project objective, listed by activity" (from project .wart) 

• Mission planning, deployment and follow-up 
HPAI missions: 25 Total missions: 59 Total countries: 39 

• Development of tools supporting C:MC-AH response capacity 
0 Reagent contingency stock implemented for HPAI 
0 HPA[ reagent stock suc;.::essfully utiliLed to support government response efforts 
0 Technical SOPs revised as part of overall GEMP efforts 

• Relining cooperation mechanisms between 'VHO and Cl\1C-AH 
0 Standard lines of interagency communication defined 
0 Information focal points established 
0 Coordinated missions (human and animal health) deployed and follo\vcd up 

3 Owing to the n;J.ture of the CMC-AH ::oncept and the pr;.;jecrs :nain aim to sup;Jorc FAO's capac!ty for rap!d 
re~pon:-.e, tl:e P.l.ajority of acti\'itie.s are to be con:-.iC.ered as ongoing imtiatives. 
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• Exchanging information and regularizing communications 
o \VHO's Emergency Mrumgement System analysed for applicability to C:tv1C-AH 
o Event Tracking and l\4anagmcnt System (ETMS) development and data entry complete; 

final system online and in use 
o Regular information c:K~hange through regular meetings ill1d staff visits 
o F AOiOIEIWHO coordination methodologies confirmed through standardized 

information sharing methods and focal points 
• SOP development for FAO, WHO and OlE 

o Initial, internal SOPs defined: 21 
o Consolidated, internal SOPs: 4 
o Further streamlined SOPs: 3 

• Strengthening mission coordination and field-level cooperation 
o After-action review processes implemented to capture lessons teamed 
o Headquarter- and fte1d-leve! contacts established and disseminated 
o Coordination mechanisms strengthened through mission experience 
o Field-level SOPs. completed and prinled for enhanced national res.ponse to HPAI 

5 
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Quarter III 2010 

Project l\rlonitoring Sheet 

Project title: Support for F AO/OIE!WHO col1aboration on HP AI rapid response and 
containment 

Reporting period: July- September 2010 

Regional: Gh)hal 
Project title: Support for FAO/OIE/\VHO collaboration on HPAI rapid response 

and containment 
Code: OSRO/INT/604/USA IBabv l) 
Budget: usn 5 ooo ooo' 
Planned end date: 30 April20l4 
Efl&tive starting date: January 2007 
Context of the project: 

The Crisis Management Centre - Animal Health (CMC-AH) of the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations (FAO) and the \Vorld Organisation for Animal 
Health (OlE) is mandated to respond to new outbreaks and critical epidemiologic .situations 
involving highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) and other transbuundary animal diseases 
\TADs) upon official government request. Within the framework of the Emergency Centre for 
Transboundary Animal Disease Operations (ECTAD), the CMC-AH provides assistance where 
local governmental capacity may be insufficient to respond effectively and where the .spread of 
the- vims may pose a broader regional risk. 

In suppott of this mandate and within the context of the mandates of OlE to improve animal 
health worldwide and the World Health OrganiLation (\VHO) to lead global human health 
initiatives, the United States Agency for International Development (_USAID) has provided to 
date u total of USD 5 million to FAO in suppm1 of the CMC-AH for sustained emergency 
preparedness, rapid assessment and effective response m the field and at headquarters to 
suspected or confirmed outbreak:-; or HPAI in collaboration with OlE and WHO. 

Under this project the CMC-AH continues to carry out its mandate while working to combine 
efforts, avoid overlaps and build synergies between FAO, OIE and WHO, as the organizations 
work to facilitate the containment of HPAJ ar its source in animals, prevent its spread across 
international borders and mitigate the risk of a human pandemic. 

Objectives-: 
The purpose of the Grant i:-. to provide funding to FAO to :-.upport activitie:-; to prevent and 
control HPAI worldwide and reduce the risk of a human pandemic. In this general context and 
in the specific context of Amendments I and 2. the objective of the project is to support 
CMC-AH operations and lTII~SlOllS for: (i) enhanced core temn capacity: (ii) improved 
FAO/OIE/WHO linkages at regional and country level~ (iii) increased immediate capacity 
building; and (iv) strengthened risk communication support (provided to affected/at-risk 
countries) and overall communication activities (targetin" donor, pattner and other audiences). 

1 The budget allocation amounts to USD 2 000 000 (Please I), L'SD 2 000 000 (11) USD 2 000 000 (III). The total 
budget takes into account the rcllllocation of USD I mil !ton of CMC-AH funds to l~c sarvcillancc and rcspnn:-.c 
component uf the L;SAJD gra:1t as ::tgrced wib the donor. 
2 These objectives represent a :..ynthesis or the nuln Grant Objc;.~(ives conw:ned in tb.:: Gr<Jnt Agrcemcnl and 
Ame:1Jmcnb l rmJ 2 (i.e. the project Joeument). They have been presct:tcd in summ<:riLed form in compliance 
with (he Quarterly Llp<.!atc forma:. More dd<'.ilcJ repon:ng on objective;-, and activllics vii!\ be includeJ in the 
Final Narrative Repor1 upon project complctiOJ: 
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Planned activities of the project: 
• Planning, deploying and following up CMC-AH rapid response missions; 
• devdoping tools in support of CMC-AH operations and response capacity~ 
• defining cooperation mechanisms between WHO and the CMC-AH; 
• exchanging information and regularizing communicaLiom.~ 
• developing standard operating procedures (SOPs) for FAO, WHO and OIE; and 
• coordinatino missions at headquarters and field levek 
Activities implemented during the reporting period (July- September 2010): 

• :Missions for HPAI3 

No missions were deployed for HPAI during the reporting period. 

• .Missions for zoonoses or unknown disease ctiscs 
No missions were deployed for zoonoses or unknO\vn emergencies under USAID funding 
during the reporting period. 

With alternate funding from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the 
CMC-AH deployed an animal health expe11 to Togo to help: (i) assess the rabies situation; 
{ii} sensitize authmities and partners to the rabies threat; and {iii) raise awareness of World 
Rabies Day (sec below)_ 

• FAO-OIE l\lemorandum of Understanding <.MoU) 
An agreed upon and renewed MoU will be signed following respective legal clearances. 

• Strengthening coordination and building awareness of Cl\IC-AH and its services 
o The Civ1C-AH briefed five FAORs to strengthen collaboration with respvnse mis:.ions. 
o The Centre invited a delegation from France Vetirinaire ln!ernatiunal and Agronomes 

ef Vdirinaires Sans Frontii!re5. to FAO headquarters in July to exchange pa'>t and future 
experiences relevant to CMC-AH missions In the field with FAO colleagues in hoth the 
CMC-AH and the broader animal health programme. 

o The CMC-AH Rapid Missions l!pdate ru1d the biennial Actlvity Report nre under 
production and planned for publication this fall. 

• Revision and update of FAO's Good Emergency Management Practices (GEl\tiP) 
This project has progressed during the quarter. Preparations for seeking external comments 
on GEMP in the next reporting period arc under discussion. 

• Event Tracking and :Management System (ETMS) 
Testing is in its final phases. The system is scheduled to go live hy the end of the year_ 

• Staffing 
The Civ:IC-AH .identified and recruiteJ a francophone Operations Officer during the 
reporting period. 

• Steering Committee preparations 
The date of 22 November 2010 has been confirmed. Preparations are underway. 

• Support to veterinary laboratory networks in Africa 
The CMC-AH provided support to the FAO study on sustainability of the \Vest and Centr-al 
Africa Veterinary Laboratory Network for Avian Intluenza and other Transboundary 
Diseases (RESOLAB) to help improve TAD diagnostic capacities. Assistance included 
technical advice on: 
o sample preparation, shipment and needs assessment; and 

; During the reporting pcr:oJ anJ with allcrn:llc funJs, l~c CMC-AH JcploycJ a mi:-,sion to lhc United Repu"i::>lic 
of T anLani:l 10 help the Government asse~>. and n.::spunJ to an emergency situation ievolving peste des petits 
rnmmant.;. 
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0 liaison work ~tween national authorities and international institutions/experts. 

• Support to zoonoses mitigation and awareness 
In the context of the strong working relationship hetween the CMC-AH and Togo the 
CMC-AH was requested to support response capacity building efforts for TADs including 
rabies through alternative funding. Specifically, through tht'- above-mentioned CDC-funded 
mission, the CMC-AH also assisted with rabies work in Togo and raised local awareness of 
and support for the World Rabies Dav. 

Planned adivities for October 2010 to 1\tlarch 2011: 

• Conllnued monitoring of high-risk countries and situations; 

• mission planning and deployment upon request for or acceptance of assistance; 

• further review and editing of technical response and control SOPs; 

• final testing of ETMS prototype; 

• continued CMC-AH awareness building activities; 

• continued finalization of the draft of GEMP: 

• continued contact with OlE regarding the completion ofF AO-OIE MOU: 

• finaliution and publication of CMC-AH awareness raising documents; and 

• plannine and preparations for and hosting of the fourth CMC-AH Steerin" Committee . 
1\lain challenges encountered and response provided: None 

1\lain progress made towards project objective, listed by activity" (since project start): 

• l\Iission planning, deplo:yment and follow-up 
HPAI missions: 24 Total missions: 46 Total countries: 32 

• Development of tools supporting Cl\fC-AH response capadty 
0 Reagent comingency stock implemented for HP AI 
0 Possibility obtained to store HPAI stocks under cold chain at the United Nations 

Humanitarian Response Depot (UNHRD) in Brindisi, Italy 
,, Technical SOPs. revised :Js part nf overall !TEMP effort" 

• Refining cooperation mechanisms between WHO and CMC-AH 
0 Standard lines of interagency communication defined 
0 Information focal points established 
0 Coordinated mis~ions (human and animal health) deployed and followed up 

• Exchanging information and regularizing communications 
0 WHO's Emergency Management System {E.\1S) analyzed for applicability to CMC-AH 
0 Development of ETMS prototype complete; te~ling underway 
0 Regular information exchange through regular meetings and staff visits 
0 E>\0/0IE/WHO coordination methodologies confirmed through standardized 

information sharing methods and focal points 

• SOP development for F AO, WHO and OlE 
0 Initial SOPs defined: 21 
0 Consolidated SOPs: 4 

• Strengthening mission coordination and field-level cooperation 
0 After action review processes implemented to capture lessons learned 
0 Headquarter- and field-level contacts established and disseminated 
0 Coordination mechanisms strengthened through mission experience 
0 Field-level SOPs under development for enhanced national response 

~ Due to the nature of the CMC-AH concept <Ond the pl"ojecfs mai:1 aim to suppmt FAO'~ capacity z·or rapid 
rc!>pom:c, the m<:jority of ac:tivitic:-: an.~ to be considcxd aS" ongoing initiutiv('S. 

3 
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Quarter III 20 I 0 

Project Monitoring Sheet 

Project title: Support of HPAI field activities related to Regional Animal Health Centres 
(RAHCs) in Athca 

Reporting t>eriod: July- September 2010 

Regional: Africa 

Project title: Suppon of HPAI field activities related to Regional Animal Health 
Centres (RAHCs) in Africa 

Code: OSRO/JNT/604/USA Baby 2 

Budget: USD 1 000 000 

Effertive starting date: 16 July 2010 

Planned end date: 31 December 20 I 0 

Context of the project: 

Within the framework of the Emergency Centre for Transboundary Animal Diseases (ECTAD), 
the Crisis Management Centre Animal Health (CMCwAH) provides assistance where local 
governmental capacity may be insutficient to respond effectively and where the spread of the 
virus may pose a broader regional risk, Given this mandate and within the context of the 
mandates of the World Organisation for Animal Health (OlE) to improve animal health 
worldwide and the World Health Organization (WHO) to lead global human health initiatives, a 
special fund of USD I million was originally secured to support rapid deployments to Africa for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian In Duena (HPAI) emergencie~. Africa was initially chosen for 
additional funding support owing to the high risk of new HPAI outbreaks faced by the continent. 

Revised scope: 

Noting the limited incidence of HPAI activity on the continent (except in Egypt), a request was 
made to the Donor to broaden the usage of the remaining funds totaling approximately 
USD .300 000. The usc of these funds is focused on delivering the remainder of the CMC 
Africa component, \Vhile still maintaining sufficient funds under the main CMC-AH/the United 
States Agency for International Development (USAID) funding component to re~pond to 
outbreaks if they occur in the future. Moreover, as a result of the agreement with the Donor in 
July 2010, the budget was revised in order to support the implementation of HPAI laboratory, 
epidemiological and socio-economic and farming systems activities in sub-Saharan Africa 
through the three ECTAD Units in Bamako, Gaborone and Nairobi. 

Objectives of' the revised scope 

The purpose of the grant is to provide funding to FAO to support activities to prevent and 
control HPAI \vorldwide and reduct' the risk of human t'Xpo:mre to infected animals. 
In this context. the objective or the project is to provide immediate assistance to countries in 
Africa through the deployment of rapid response missions, both for non~ infected nations at hiuh 
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risk of HPAI infection and for infected countries during HPAI outbreaks. In addition to that. 
the project's revised objective is to co-fund the following activities implemented by the three 
ECTAD RAHCs based in Bamako. Gaborone and NairobL 

The revised project has two expected results: 
L Support to laboratory and epidemiology networh. 

'l ... §Y.P.P..2.~.J.2 ... ~.2~t2~.~.~.2.!'!.2!.D.ls:§ .. ~!}~.J~rm.l!!g .. ~Y~!~!.D.~ .. !:l:~.!.~9.rl50.~ ... 
Planned activities for the revised scope 

Result 1: Support to laboratory and epidemiology networks. 

RAHC-Bamako activities (i.e. ECTAD-West and Central Africa [WACA]J 

1. Information collection and dissc:mination (Web site maintenance, information bulletins, 
DYD training, education material, etc.) 

' OrganiLe two worhhop11 on diagno~tic laboratory quality ai!Sufance (thitd one for the 
French~speaking countries of Central Africa will be under the IDENTIFY component of 
the USAID Emerging Pandemic Threats [EPT] programme): 

a. French-speaking countries: Benin. Burkina Faso, Cap-Verde, COte d'lvoire, 
Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Mali, Niger, Senegal and Togo 

b. English~speaking countries: Ghana, Liberia, Nigeria and Sierra Leone 
3. Organize two thematic meetings for the West and Central Africa Veterinary Laboratory 

Network for Avian lntluenza and other Trans boundary Disease (RESOLAB) laboratories 
4. Poultry diseases diagnosi~ (epidemiology and laboratory teams) 
5. HPAI and Newcastle disease (ND) laboratory diagnosis (intermediate level) 
6. Resume with harmonization of techniques among less advanced RESOLAB members 

and provide appropriate reagents: 
a. Support to Burkina Faso laboratory upgrading 
b. Procurement of reagents to regional and selected laboratories 

7. Proficil·ncy tc:-.1 panels and reagents for Group 2 and 3 laboratories 
8. Improve epidemiology and laboratory networks visibility and sustalnability 
9. Compile information on lessons learned for publishing 
10. Contribute to replenishment of regional buffer stock of critical reagents and specimen 

shipping material 
II. Procurement of reagents to Bamako buffer stock 
12. Strengthen links between epidemiosurveillance and laboratory networks: common field 

epidemiologist and laboratory technician workshop on sampling and samples 
submission 

13. SIG risk analysis activity 
14. The Regional Network of National Epidemiosurveillanct' Systems for HPAI and other 

Priority Animal Diseases in West Africa (RESEPI) annual coordination meeting: 
a. TADinfo regional meeting 
b. Di:.;ea:.;e prioritization 
c. Action programme 2010~2014 

RAHC-Gaborone activities (I.e. ECTAD-Southern Africa [SA]) 

I. Meeting to harmonize polymcr~se chain reaction (PCR) avian influenza (AI) st~ndard 
operatin!! procedure~ (SOP11) 

2 
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Meeting to revise haemagglutinin/haemagglutinin inhibition (HA/HI) AI SOPs 
3. Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) for socio-economic study with the 

Foundation 
4. Reagents for NO serology 
5. Awareness material 
6. FLU group meeting in November 
7. Backstopping country activities 
8. Digital Pen Technology (OPT) licenses and server hosting for 2010 

RAHC-Nairobi Activities (i.e. ECTAD-Eastern Africa [EA]) 

Keeyma 

I. Mission to the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) for programme formulation 
2. Laboratory network coordination meeting 
3. Laboratory training 
4. Chief Veterinary Oflkcrs (CVOs) meeting 
5. Epidemiology network coordination meeting 
6. Disease information systems workshop 

Result 2: Support to socio-economics and farming systems networks. 

RAHC-Bamako activities (i.e. ECTAD· W ACA) 

1. Develop and dis~eminate modular self·training tool kits for biosecurity 
2. Live bird market biosecurity pilot operation on three countries (Benin. Burkina Faso 

and Cote d'Ivoire) 
3. Support private public partnership for the establishment of national poultry 

data/knowledge bases (Benin, Burkina· Paso and COte d'lvoire) 
4. Field test and validation of the Economic Community of West African States (ECO\VAS) 

zoosanital)' certitlcate template 
5. Value chain publication 
6, Support development or biosecurity self·auditing tools (Ghana·pilot) 
7. R~view of work in compensation in EA 
8. Public/private institutional arrangements around disease surveillance 

RAHC-Nalrobi Activities (i.e. ECTAD-EA) 

1. Support the study on the devdopment of poultry sector in EA risk assessment 
2. Develop EA approach for impact of HPAI (by conducting detailed livelihood analysis 

in Kenya) 
3. Develop dppropriare HPAI compensdtion implementation, funding and documentdtion 

procedures 
4. Support legal review proce~s and adoption of the draft compensation plan in the South 

Sudan and Tanzania 

Activities implemented during the reporting period (.July-September 2010) 

As agreed in discussions with USAID during the third quatter of 2010. the remaining funds 
were allocated towards the implementation of HPAI laboratory, epidemioiouical and socio-

3 
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economic and farming systems activities in sub~Saharan Africa through the three ECTAD Units 
in Bamako, Gaborone and Nairobi. 

Result 1: Support to laboratory and epidemiology networks 

RAHC~Gaborone activities (i.e. ECTAD~SA) 

1. Harmonization of SOPs 

FAO supported the implementation of proficiency tests (PTs) to test surveillance and laboratory 
diagno:;.tic capacities as part of overall HPAI preparedness and prevention. With funding from 
this and other projects. two rounds of PTs were implemented, the first in 2009 under the guidance 
of the Onderstepoort Veterinary Institute (OVI) in South Afi·ica and the second round under the 
coordination of the Botswana National Veterinary Institute (BNVL), with the participation of all 
SADC countries. ECTAD-SA facilitated the harmonization of protocols of two of the tests (i.e. 
HA/HI and PCR). The harmonized PCR SOP was completed during the reporting period. 

2. Support to surveillance of HPAI 

Increased surveillance of HPAJ is the key to prevention and early detection of the disease, 
should it spread to SA. It is not standard to carry out surveillance of poultry diseases in sector 
3 and 4 production settings, placing small to medium and backyard poultry farms at higher risk 
for the disease. The USAID contribution allowed ECTADMSA to assist the countries by 
facilitating surveillance in the context of ND vaccination campaigns, as carried out routinely by 
many countries. 

In addition, ECTAD~ SA introduced a realM time surveillance data recording device, DPT, which 
has now been successfully iutroduceJ in Angola, Botswana. Malawi, Mozambique, South 
Africa and Zambia and which is also used for the surveillance of poultry diseases. This device 
was also pre~ented to the Veterinary Authorities in South Afl'ica during this repoi'ting pei"iod. 

RAHC-Nairobi Activities (i.e. ECTAD-EA) 

L Technical support to the DRC 

S~IR August 2010: FAO deployed a follow~up mission funded under this project to help 
improve capacities to fight HPAI and other transboundary animal diseases (T ADi>) in the 
country by formulating a programme based on the roadmap developed by the February mission. 
The programme focuses on public/private partnership, especially the issuance of veterinary care 
with the below~mentioned objectives: 

• improved rapid response for emergencies involving HPAI and other animal diseases; 
• enhanced control of HPAI and other animal disease types (e.g. transboundary diseases, 

emerging and neglected diseases, parasite~caused diseases); and 
• modernized and aligned national animal health programme. 

Through its technical inputs and capacity building work, the mission supported larger 
Government effort~ to: (i) develop policie~ for medium- and longer-term prevention and control 
of HPAI and other TAOs as part of a broader animal health programme; and 
(ii) rcswre cooperation w"ith technical and financial panners as the security situation improves. 
Result 2: Support to socio~economics and farming systems networks 

4 
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RAHC-Bamako activities (i.e. ECTAD-W ACA) 

t_ Poultry trade n·rtifkation support 

An international zoosanitary certificate for trade of poultry and poultry products vvithin 
ECOW AS was developed by ECTAD-W ACA as requested by member countries in the 
framework of cross~border meetings. The project supported the field testing of this certificate 
involving 16 border posts in Benin, Burkina Faso, COte d'lvoire, Ghana, Mali and Togo and 
six types of poultry products. Reports from these tests arc being prepared. 

2. Poultry value chain studies 

A consultant was recruited from 13 August to 25 September 20 l 0 to compile and make 
accessible to stakeholders information gathered and analyses carried out in the framework of 
poulny value chain studies in Burkina Faso, Cote d'lvoirc, Ghana and Togo. A full draft of the 
document entitled "Poultry and poultry product market chain in support of disease ri);k 
analysis" was produced and will be finaliLed by the end of October. 

Planned actiYities for October to December 2010 (NTE of the project) 

RAHC-Bamako activities {i.e. ECTAD-W ACA) 

• ECOWAS interstate~ zoosanitary certificate field tests and follow~up 

RAHC-Gaboronc activities {i.e. ECTAD-SA) 

• SADC Veterinary Public Health Subcommittee (5-7 October, Maseru, Lesotho) 
Lessons learned from FAO's HPAI activities illustrate the need to address public health in a 
holistic way (i.e. veterinary and medical). FAO plans to support SA'~ efforts to apply HPAI 
knowledge within the "One Health" Ji·amework thrOllgh the above~mentioned meeting. 

• Proficiency testing of hannonized PCR SOP in 2011 

• Results of poultry trade study to be reported 

RAHC-Nairobi Activities {i.e. ECTAD-EA) 

• Interim Se-cretariat mee-ting (6-7 Odober, Nai.-obi) organi7cd by ECTAD to be attended 
by two participanb, one from EAC and one from Ethiopia, as well as the repre~entatives of 
AtqBAR, OlE and the Kenya Department of Veterinary Service~. This meeting is to be 
facilitated by ECTAD/AU-IBAR at the CVOs meeting in Zanzibar, from 24 to 26 August 
2010. The objective of the Secretariat IS to run the EAREN/Eastern Africa Region 
Laboratory Network (EARLN). The Secretariat is to be curnpri~ed of ECTAD, AU-IBAR, 
EAC, IGAD, one repre:-..entative for VVildlire h:mn TanL<mia and one repre~,oentative for 
veterinary services (domestic livestock) from Ethiopia. 

Main challenges encountered and response provided: 

None 
Main progress made towards project objectives: 

Result 1: Suuuo.-t to labo.-atOI"J:: and euidemiologx networks 

5 
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RAHC-Gaborone activities (i.e. ECTAD-SA) 

Tht" capacity of SADC laboratories to te'\t for HPAI was increased through tai]or .. made training of 
technician~ within and outside the SADC region and through the u~e of ~tandru:diLed test protocols, 
such as HtVHI and PCR (real~time PCR and conventional PCR) and the implemenlation of two 
rounds of proficie-ncy testing, followed by in-c-ountry trainings carried out by the coordinating 
laboratory to the least performing laboratories in each PT. The BNVL received technical support 
and equipment in order to fulfil its role as the second service laboratory to the SADC region. 

Result 2: Support to socio-economics and farming systems networks 

RAHC-Bamalw activities I i.e. ECTAD· WACAl 

In WACA the project supported two major activities implemented under the umbrella of the 
socio-economics and farming system network, the Socio-E(~onomics and Production Network 
for Animal Health (RESECOP) and thus contributed to its progress. 
The development and testing of the international zoosanitary certificate template for poultry 
and poultry products in response to a request of ECO\VAS countries involved participation and 
collaboration between the veterinary services and the private sector. This work contributed to 
the eiltablishment of more syiltematic private/publk partth~rilhip promoted by RESECOP. 
Considering the role of trade in the dissemination of HPAI and other poultry diseases, the 
adoption of the certificate by ECOW AS member countries would represent a major step toward 
reduction of risk of HPAI dissemination. 

It is expected that the report compiling value chain studies canied out as a pilot project in 
Burkina Faso, Cote d'Ivoire, Ghana and Togo will encourage and serve a~ a basi~ for other 
countries to undertake similar work, which will also require close cooperation between private 
sector and veterinary services. Better knowledge of poultry trade routes, trade actors and 
practices and enhanced private public partnership will support the formulation and 
implementation of more effective prevention and control strategic~ and will support decision 
making and better targeting of interventions for given epidemiological situation. 

RAHC-Gaborone activities (i.e. ECTAD-SA) 

In parallel to the surveillance activities at common border po~b or the four countries.. a 
sociological study/survey was conducted using questionnaires and interviews in villages with 
poultry owners and at border posts, markets and farms (poultry sector 3). The target groups 
were veterinary staff. backyard poultry producers and semi-commercial producers. The 
objective was to gain information on production systems, biosec:urity, rnovement of poultry and 
poultry products. transport and trading at four out of five border districts/posts. A very detailed 
report is available. 

6 
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Quarter II 2010 
Project :Monitoring Sheet 

Project title: Support for FAO/OIE/WHO collabordtinn on HPAI rapid response and 
cont<1inment 

Reporting period· April- June 2010 . 
Regional Component: Global 
Project title: Support for FAO/OIE/WHO collaboration on HPAI rapid response 

and containment 
Code: OSRO/INT/604/USA (Baby I) 
Budget: USD 5 000 000 
Planned end date: 30 April2014 
Effective starting date: January 2007 
Context of the project: 

The Crisis Management Centre - Animal Health (CMC-AH) of the Food ami Agriculture 
Organizatlon of the United Nations (FAO) and the World Organisation for Animal 
Health (OlE) is mandated to respond to new outbreaks and critical epidemiologic situations 
involving highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) and other transboundary animal diseases 
(TADs) upon official government request. \Vithin the fr;Jmelkork of the Emergency Centre for 
Transboundary Animal Disease Operations (ECTAD), the CMC-AH provides assistance where-
local governmental capacity may be insufficient to respond effectively and where the spread of 
the virus may pose a broader regional risk. 

In ;.;uppo-11 of lhls mandate and within the context of the mandates of OlE to improve animal 
he<1lth worklwide and the World Health Organiz<ltion (WHO) to lead global human health 
initiatives, the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) has provided to 
date a total of USD 5 million to FAO in support of the CMC-AH for sustained emergency 
preparedness, rapid assessment and effective response m the field and at headquarters to 
suspected or confirmed outbreaks of HPAf ln collaboration with OlE and \-VHO. 

Under this project the CMC-AH continues to carry out its mandate while \Vorking to combine 
effmts, avoid overlaps and build synergies between F AO, OIE and WHO as the organizations 
work to facililate the containment of HPAI at its source in animals. combat lts spread across 
international borders and mitigate the risk of a human pandemic. 

Objectives : 
The purpose of the Grant is to provide funding to FAO to suppott activities to prevent and 
control HPAI world\vidc and reduce the risk of ::1 human pandemic. In this general context and 
in the specific context of Amendments I and 2. the objective of the project is to support 
CMC-AH operations and mlSSIOHS fur: i) enhanced cure team cap<~city; ii) improved 
FAO/OIE/WHO linkages at regional and country level: iii) increased immediate capacity 
building: and iv) strengthened risk communication support (provided to affected/at-risk 
countries) and overall communication activities (addressing donor, partner and other 
audiences). 

1 The budge! allocation amounh :o USD 2 000 000 (P~a~ 1). llSD 2 000 000 (Phase II) .and USD 2 000 000 
(P!lase III). The total budget mkes mto account the reallocation of USD I million cf CMC-AH fund<> ro tl:e 
.surwillance an<:i. res.ponse compm:ent of the US AID grant as Dgreed v.--ith the <'.onor. 
2 These objectives represent a ;,ynthesis of the main GIT'..nt Objectives ccnta!ned in tl:e Grant Agreement and 
Amendment;; I and 2 (1-e. ~!Je project document). They have been ;Jresented in s.ummanled f<.>rm H: compliance 
with the (_luarterly Update forma~. More derailed reporting on objective;., and activitieS- will be inc:u<:i.ed in tl:e 
Find NarratiYe Repor: upon project completion. 
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Planned activities of the pru.iect: 

In light of the project objective, planned actiYities concentrate on: 
• planning, deploying and follmving up CMC-AH rapid response missions: 
• developing tools in support ofCl\1C-AH operations and response capacity; 
• defining cooperation mechanisms between WHO and the CMC-AH; 
• exchanging information and regularizing communications; 
• developing standard operating procedures (SOPs) for FAO, WHO and OlE: and 
• coordinating missions at headquarters and field levels. 
Activities implemented during the reporting period (April- June 2010): 

• Rapid mi~'iions deployed for HPAI3 

Bhutan; 17 21 May 2010 
Follo\ving up on the first mission to Bhutan reported during the- previous period, the 
C.!VlC-AH deployed a second mission to help increase laboratory capacities for polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR) Jiagnuslics. An FAO laboratory capacity building experl pmviJeU 
theoretical and practical training to five national counterparts from the National Centre for 
Animal Health (NCAH). CMC-AH also provided the below-mentioned equipment and 
materials. 

Table: Item,. provided to the Government of the Kingdom of Bhutan 
Sl N<J Item,; Quantitv &.1.tc rccein~d 

I. Personnel Protective Equipment 
I Cov..:rr,ll (Dup;m!} :5-00 sc:ts 14.'5/2010 

::' Glove:; (Latex) 40 b<Y\C;. ]4/5,"201 0 
ClnH''> (Ruhbo.:r) 43 d(l/ ]~_·),"::'010 

-l Sail!ly gnggk-~ (3\:1) SOO pes ]4/5/2010 
" !k~•h (n:hhcr\ ::'_<; dn/ l ~- ) . .'201 (l 
(, \1a..,k {N-95! 251){) 1\;\ l~/5/2010 

7 \.1;!<;(... c;\1} "1:\0C rc\ ]~_.'5,2010 

g Wask bags {BI.::n::kl l DOC 1\:s 14-/5i20l 0 

'' B:d~a.-ard lx:g\ lr-::1; 1 ;me 1\:_~ 14.-'5:2010 

II. Consn 111.11 hies/Diagnostics 
I Disinfi.-x:lant (Virkon 2.5kg p.u.:bJ l:J pad .. s 14/5!201 0 
~ ~hipping bc:\.cs llt\T1\ conrainers) 3 p-acks 16/5/2010 
J J-lu:)ctcct ;.;.~~~ IS;.;.it-. 16/5:2010 
4 PCR rcager.t~ /kits 3 hnxe~ .:/0.'20 I 0 

HI. l:quipmcnh 
I ;-...:,l~nri:.-cc! --;pr:iyL'r-. IOI'c;; 4.!6/:::!010 

• F AO-OIE Me-morandum of Understanding (MOU) 
The MOU has bee-n reviewed by FAO for OlE final consideration prior to formal clearance
procedures. 

• Strengthening coordination and building awareness of C:MC-AH and its services 

Briefings and outreach activities 
o The CMC-AH briefed three FAO Representatives (FAORs) to strengthen collaboration 

with response missions. 
o CMC-AH man~gement embarked on a mission to Nm1h America to strengthen dunor 

and partner relationships to enhance CMC-AH services. Management met with the: 
i) Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA); ii) Canadian Food [nspcction 
Agency (CFIA); iii) Centres for Disease Control and Prevention (CDCP); iv) FAO 

" During t!Je reporting period :1nd with alternate fund,;, the C!\1C-AH l~eployed mis,;ion!- to the Democratic 
Repcblic of Congo to help che go\'ern;r.enl assess the :;.1tuarion mvolving multipleT ADs and outhne a ro.:dmap 
for .:n overall :mim.:il disease prevention and control strategy 

2 
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liaison office in Washington: v) United States Department of Agriculture (USDA): and 
vi) USAID. 

o The Administration Coordinator participated in the annual consultation with the 
Swedish International Development Agency (Sida), which provided an opportunity to 
present the belmv-mentioned advocacy document on Sida-supported activities. 

o The CMC-AH has invited France Vethinaire lntcrnmional and Agronomcs er 
Viterinaires Sans Frontieres to FAO headquarters in July to exchange p::1st and future 
experiences relevant to CMC-AH missions in the field with FAO colleagues in both the 
CMC-AH and the broader animal health programme. 

Communication tools and materials 
The CMC-AH prepared a new advoc<Jcy public<Jtion on the activities and achievements 
supported by Sida. The document, entitled "Sida and the CMC-AH, 2007-2010", Is 
planned for dissemination prior to the fourth CMC-AH Steering Committee meeting later 
this year. In addition, the CMC-AH has been updating its standard publications (the 
C:MC:-AH Rapid Miso,;iom Update and hienni:-:~1 Activity Report) for publication thi.'> f:llL 

• Revision and update ofFAO's Good Emergency 1\>Ianagement Practices (GEf\'IP) 
Revision and improvement of GEMP continues with the consultant recruited during the 
previous quarter and headquarters personnel. Ten of twelve technical response guidelines 
were reviewed and edired during the quarter. 

• Reagent contingency stock 
Having identified the need, rhe CMC-AH had the opportunity to rapidly deploy rapid 
antigen test kits to Bhutan as a follow-up to the mission {_see above-mentioned table). The 
Govemme-nt expressed its great appreciation for this assistance supported by USAID 
through an acknowledgement letter of7 June 2010. 

• Roster of experts for rapid deployment 
New data is being updated as it is acquired. 

• Event Tracking and 1\1anagement System (ETMS) 
The C1viC-AH team has continued testing the pre-beta version of the system. Development 
is on schedule, with \Veekly meetings continuing to improve functionality. 

• Field HPAI simulation exercise, Togo from 4 May to 8 May 2010 
In order to share its experience in assisting countries with rapid response, a CMC-AH 
Response Veterinarian participated in Togo's first HPAI simulation exercise held in Kara. 
The C:MC-AH officer rook the oppot1unity to present the upcoming revised version of 
GE~IP as a tool that will support improved rapid response capacity and activities. The 
exercise raised the need for Togo and other participating countries (e.g. Benin and Gabon) 
to pursue training sessions for rapid response at central and regional levels. 

• Staffing 
The CMC-AH is going through a period of change with regards to staffing with several 
members moving on during the period. New resources are being identified. 

Planned activities for .July to September 2-010: 

• continued monitoring of high-risk countries and situations; 
• mission planning and deployment upon request for acceptance of assistance: 
• maintenance, updating and continued integration of roster data within the global animal 

disease information system of FAO's Emergency Prevention Programme for 
Transboundary Animal Diseases (EMPRES-i): 

• funher review and editing of technical response and control SOPs; 
• assistance in the shipment of pig samples from Cameroon to reference laboratory for 

3 
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further analysis ¥lith regard to Cameroon's flrst African swine pest (ASF) outbreak 
occurring in the north~ 

• support to the ongoing FAO study on sustainability of veterinary laboratories in Western 
and Central Africa (i.e. RESOLA..B [\Vest and Cemral Africa Veterinary Laboratoryj): 

• assistance to larger FAO effmts in preparing for \Vorld Rabies Jay; 
• participation in HPA[ cross-border workshop with Cameroon, the Central African 

Republic, Chad and Nigerla; 
• continued testing of ETMS prototype; 
• continued CMC-AH awareness building activities; 
• continued finalization of the draft of GEMP: 
• continued contact with OJE regarding rhe completion of FAO-OJE MOU; 
• finalization and publication of Rapid Missions Update, Sida brochure and Activity Report; 
• planning and preparations for the fourth Cl\4C-AH Steering Committee; and 
• continued FAO/WHO coordination initiatives where feasible (see challenges). 
Main challenges encountered and response provided: 

The CMC-AH has experienced notable difficulty in further strengthening collaboration with 
Vt'HO following the agency' .s reorganization. Experience has raised questions regarding the 
capacity of WHO counterparts to continue close engagement with the CMC-AH. 
i\1ain progress made towards project objective, listed by activity" (since project start): 

• Mi'tsion planning, deployment and follow-up 
o HPAI response missions: 24 
o total missions deployed: 45 
o total countries assisted: 32 

• Development of tools supporting CMC-AH response capacity 
o reagent contingency stock implemented for HPAI 
o possibility obtained to store HPAI stocks under cold chain at United Nations 

Humanitmian Response Depot (L'NHRD} in Brindisi, Italy 
o successful deployment to Bhutan of one shipment of five reagent kits (sec table) 
o ten of twelve technical SOPs revised as part of overall GEMP efforts 

• Refining cooperation mechanisms between WHO and CMC-AH 
o standard lines of intcr::1gcncy communication dcflned 
o information focal points established 
o coon.linateU missions (human and animal health) deployed and followed up 

• Exchanging information and reb'lllarizing communication_~ 
o V\/HO's Emergency Medical Services (EMS) analysed for applicability to CMC-AH 
o development of ETMS protmype complete; testing underway 
o regular infomwtion exchange through regular meetings and staff visits 
o FAOiOIE/WHO coordination methodologies confirmed through standardized 

lnfonnatlon sh3rlng methods and focal points 
• SOP development for FAO. \VHO and OlE 

o initial SOPs defined: 21 
o consolidated SOPs: 4 

• Strengthening mission coordination and field-le"\''el cooperation 
o after action review processes implemented to capture lessons learned 
o headquarter- and field-level contacts established and disseminated 
o coordination mechanisms strengthened through mission experience 
o tleld-level SOPs under development for enhanced national response 

~Due to the nature of the CMC-AH concepr and the proJect's main «ir.:J to :-upport FAo·s capacity for rapid 
re'>ponse, the e1ajority cf acnvitie:; :.re to be considered as ongoinf: in:tiaoves. 

4 
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I Quarter 20 I 0 

Project Monitoring Sheet 

Project title: Support for FAO/OIE/WHO collaboration on HPAI rapid response and 
containment 

Reporting period: January - March 20 l 0 

i RcgionaJ Component: Global 
Project title: Support for FAO/OIE/\VHO collaboration on HPAI mpld response 

and containment 
Code: OSRO/INT/60"-/USA (Baby I) 

Budget: USD 3 UUO 000 (Phase 1), USD 2 000 l~JO (Phase II) 

1 'otal budget: uso s ooo ooo' 
Planned end date: 30 April 20 14 

Effective starting date: Januarv 2007 

Context of the project: 

The Crisi~ Management Centre - Animal Health (CMC-AH) of the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United r-;ations (FAO) and the World Organisation for Animal 
Health (OlE) is mandated to respond to new outbreaks and critical epidemiologic situations 
involving highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) and other transboundary animal diseases 
(TAOs) upon official government request. \Vithin the framework of the Emergency Centre for 
Tnmsboundary Animal Disease Operations (ECTAD), the CMC-AH provides assistance where 
local governmental capacity may be insufficient to respcmd effectively and where the spread of 
the virus may pose a broader regional risk. 

In support of this mandate and within the context of the mandates of OlE to improve animal 
health worldwide and the World Health Organization (WHO) to lead global human health 
initiatives, the United States Agency for Intemational Development (USAID) has provided to 
date a total of USD 5 mlllion to FAO in support of the CMC-AH for sustained emergency 
preparedness, rapid assessment and effective respon,-;e m the field and at headquarters to 
suspected or confirmed outbreak:~. ofHPAI in collaboration with OIE and \VHO. 

Under this project the CMC-AH continues to carry out its mandate while \\'Orking to combine-
efforts, avoid overlaps and build synergies between FAO, OlE and WHO us the organizations 
work to facilitate the containment of HPAJ at its source in animals, combat its spread across 
international borders and miti••ate the risk of a hunwn pandemic. 

Objectives-': 

The purpose of the Grant is to provide funding to F AO to suppott activities to prevent and 
control HPAI worldwide and reduce the risk of a human pandemic. In this general context and 

-The total budget rake-: mtD account the realloca:ion of USD I r:11Eion ot CMC-AH funds to the surveiJ;ance and 
re-:ponse component of the US AID gran; <iS agree..i wit!1 the donN. 
" These objectives represent a ;,ynthesis of the main GIT'.nt Objectives ccnta!ned in the Grant Agreement and 
Amendment;; I and 2 (1-e. ~!1e project document). They have been ;Jre~nted in summanled t'-->rm H: compliance 
with the (_luarrerly Update form.::. More det.:iled reporting on objective;-, and activities will be inc:u<:i.ed in the 
Find N:JrratiYe Repor: upon project completion. 
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in the specific comext of Amendments I and 2, the objective of the project 1s to support 
C1\1C-AH operations and mtss.wns for: i) enhanced cure team capacity: ii) improved 
FAO/OIE/\VHO linkages at regional and country level; iii) increased immediate capacity 
building; and iv) strengthened risk communication support (provided to affected/at-risk 
countries) and overall communication activities (targeting donor, pattner and other audiences). 

Planned activities of the project: 

In light of the project objective, planned activities concentrate on: 
• planning. deploying and following up CMC-AH rapid response missions; 
• developing tools in suppon of CMC-AH operations ami response cap<.~city~ 
• defining cooperation mechanisms between \VHO and the CMC-AH; 
• exchanging infonnation and regularizing communications.; 
• developing standard operating procedures (SOPs) for FAO, WHO and OJE; and 
• coordinating missions at headquarters and field levels. 
Activities implemented during the reporting periOO f.Tanuary -1\larch 2010): 

• Rapid missions deployed for HPAI4 

Nepal: 9-20 March 2010 
Long threatened by HPAI via cross-border threats and in-country reoccUJTences, Nepal has 
worked with the CMC-AH since its first outbreaks in January 2009 to respond to HPAf and 
control the spread of the virus. Initial response efforts yielded positive results, which were 
backed up by CMC-AH rapid missions and their strategi..-: recommendations. Despite 
continued \vork guarding against outbreaks, HPAI resurfaced in Nepal in early 2010. 

The Government acted quickly to control the ne'\v threat in-country. having worked 
progressively to mcrease its prevention and control capacity through FAO and other 
international support. The CMC-AH mission provided additional support in assessing the: 
i) HPAl situation in the poultry sector: ii) potential involvement of wild birds: iii} relevance 
of biosecurity ISsues; ami iv) gaps m funding or opportunities for the redirection of 
resources. The CMC-AH team, which included a wildllfe specialist from FAO's Regional 
Office tOr Asia and the Pacific, conducted extensive field visits and engaged with a wide 
range of government and puhlic stakeholders. Recommendations focused on: i) improving 
di:.ease surveillance and reponing; ii) enhancing regional re:.ponse team capacities; 
iii) building private-public partnerships to implement biosecurity measures and raise 
awareness; and iv} conducting assessments of the role of wild birds in Nepal's outbreaks. 

Bhutan: 21-27 March 2010 
\Vhcn the Government of the Kingdom of Bhutan experienced its first outbreak of HPAI in 
February 2010, authoritie~ took swift and immediate action to respond to the threat. To 
further support its mvn efforts, the Government requested FAO assistance to: i} review 
control measures implemented and advise on improvements; ii) assess risks of future 
introductions: and iii) examine requirements for equipment and operational costs. The 
CMC-AH deployed an expert epidemiologist on a five-day mission to address these issues. 

In addition to the mission, the CMC-AH continued to support Bhutan through the provision 
of personal protective equipment, sprayers and rapid test kits. The Centre also facilitated 
the shipment of sample:-. to the OlE regional reference latxJratory and promoted cross
border linkages. A second mission. with a focus on increasing laboratory capacities for 
polymerase chain reaction diagnostics, was confirmed for late May 201 0. 

~ During t!Je reporting period :1nd with alternate fund,;, the C!\1C-AH l~eployed mi:;,;ion!- to the Democratic 
Repcblic of Congo to help che £0\'ermr.ent assess the :;.1tuarion mvolving multipleT ADs and outhne a ro.:dmap 
for .:n overall anim.:il disease prevention and control strategy 
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• FAO-OIE Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 
In order to build on lessons learned and capitalize on synergies, FAO and OlE have been 
working to revise and improve the MOU guiding their collaboration in the CMC-AH. The 
MOU is currently undergolng leg:.tl review. 

• Strengthening coordination and building awar·eness of Cl\fC-AH and its services 
The CMC-AH briefed seven FAO audiences, including FAORs and field-based experts at 
headquarters and in the field (e.g. FAO's Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific) to 
ensure collaboration with CMC-AH response missions. Meetings were also held with one 
donor delegation, which included veterinary civil servants and ministers of agriculture, and 
five audiences containing potential rapid response roster candidates. 

In February 2010, the CMC-AH participated in t\vo FAO-OIE-W.HO meetings: one in 
Rome on tripartite coordination and the other in Paris5 attended by the Canadian 
International Development Agency (CIDA) and emphasizing CIDA project outputs. Both 
meetings otTered the opportunity to strengthen tripartite coordination for overall CMC-AH 
response initiatives. Jn March 2010, the CMC-AH met with a high-level delegation from 
the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) to explore ways to strengthen CDC 
participation in CMC-AH initiatives. 

• ReYision and update ofF AO's Good Emergency Management Practices (GEl\tiP) 
FollO\ving the review of the CMC-AH technical response guidelines reponed in the 
previous quarter, the CrvtC-AH recruited a technical expert in February 20l0 to develop a 
revised version of GEMP. The new version will include the technical response guidelines 
and outbreak communication toolkit generated previously by the CMC-AH. 

• Reagent contingency stock 
Thanks to preparatory efforts during the reporting period, the CMC-AH now stands ready 
deploy polymerase chain reaction diagnostic kits (including reagents) to support rapid 
re<>ponse. 

• Roster of experts for rapid deployment 
The CMC-AH completed uploading existing profiles into the roster database nested within 
EMPRES-i. New human resource data is being added as it is acquired. Efforts have be-en 
focused on making the roster as user-friendly and accessible as possible. 

• EYent Tracking and l\Ianagement System (ETMS) 
An ET~1S pmtot)'pe \Vas developed in late 2009. Efforts thi-; quatter have focused un 
testing and revising the system through extensive analysis and review with FAO ICT 
experts. The system is scheduled to go live in mid to late 2010 after further team testing. 

• Planning for Chief Veterinary Officer (CVO) management training 
Planning has continued, with the CMC-AH developing strategies for the delivery of 
training packages [or ~enior level veterinary officers {including CVOs) in conjunction with 
the release of the above-mentioned, revised GEMP. 

• CMC-AH staffing changes 
A loaned officer from USDA joined the CMC-AH in March 2010 and has taken up the role 
of Planning Coordinator and Deputy Manager. 

5 TI.e CMC-AH parti.:ipated via video link. 
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Planned activities for April to June 2010: 

• continued monitoring of high-risk countries and situati\Jns: 
• mission planning and deployment upon request for or acceptance of assistance; 
• finalization expert roster data updating, maintenance and continued Emergency Prevention 

Programme for Transboundary Animal Diseases (ENIPRES) information system EMPRES
i integration: 

• further finalization of technical response and control SOPs~ 
• continued finalization and deployment of contingency stocks (i.e. reagents); 
• continued testing of ETMS prototype with a testing of complete .system to start mid 2010; 
• continued CMC-AH awareness building activities; 
• finalization of the draft of GEMP, including draft plans for senior-level veterinary training; 
• completion ofFAO-OIE MOU: and 
• continued F AO/WHO coordination initiatiYes_ 
i\1ain challenges ent-·ountered and responore pnwided: 

None 
I\ lain progress made towards project objective, listed by activity .. (since project ~tart): 

• 1\1ission planning, deployment and follow-up 
o HPAI response missions: 22 
o Total missions deployed: 42 
o Total countries assisted: 29 

• Development oftOQls ~'llpporting CMC-AH response capacity 
o Reagent contingency stock developed; restocking and streamlining ongoing 
o Discussions ongoing with United Nations Humanitarian Response Depot (UNHRD) for 

cold t:hain sturage and delivery 
• Defining cooperation mechanisms between WHO and ClVIC-AH 

o Standard lines of interdgency communication defined 
o Informatiun fo..-:al point:-. established 
o Coordinated missions (human and animal health) deployed and followed up 

• Exchanging information and regularizing communications 
o \VHO's ElviS analyzed for applicability to CMC-AH 
o Developme-nt of ETMS prototype complete; testing underway 
o Regular information exchange through regular meetings and staff visits 
o F AOiOIE/WHO coordination methodologies confirmed through standardized 

information sharing methods and focal points 
• SOP development for FAO, \VHO and OIE 

o Initial SOPs defined: 2 I 
o Consolidated SOPs: 4 

• Strengthening mission coordination and field-level cooperation 
o After action revie\-v processes implemented to capture lessons learned 
o Ht'adquartt'-f- and field-level conta-ct:.; established and di~semlnated 
o Coordination mechanisms strengthened through mission experience 
o Field-level SOPs under development for enhanced national response 

6 Due to the nature of the CMC-AH concepr and the proJect's main <tir.:J to :-upport FAO's capacity for rapid 
re-;ponse, the e1ajority cf acnvitie:-; :.re to be considered as ongoinf: in:tiaoves. 
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l Quarter 2010 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/INTn04/USA 

Title: Enhancing preparedness and response capacity to highly pathogenic avian 
influen7..a (and other emerging/re-emerging zoonotic diseases) in Eastern Europe 
and Central Asia countries 

Reporting period: january- March 2010 

Regional component: Europe and Central Asia 
Title: Enhancing preparedness and response capacity to highly pathogenic avian influenza 
(and other emerging/re-emerging zoonotic diseases) in Eastern Europe and Central Asia 
countries 
Code: OSRO/INTn04/USA 

Budget: USD 370 000 (Phase I) 
Total budget: USD 370 000 
Effective starting date: I July 2008 

Planned end date: 30 June 20l0 

Context of the project 

Although most of the countries within Eastern Europe and Central Asia region have developed a 
preparednes5 and contingency plan for the Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI). the need for 
generic operation procedures to minimize the spread of HPAI virus in case of its occurrence. a<> well 
as to reduce the risk of human infection s(ill remains. 

Therefore, this project \Vlll include the development of generic standard operating procedures 
(SOP's) applicable in countries (or districts within countries) of different socio-cconomical, cultural 
and geographical structures and capacities in the Eastern Europe and Cemral Asia regions.. Under 
the project a better understanding of the SOP's would be enhanced through dissemination of basic 
knowledge of Epidemiology. 

In addition. the project specifically aims at enhancing the coordination and colJahoration between 
Veterinary Services, Ministries of Forestry, Minh.lrie:-> of Environment and/or Departmt'.nls of 
Ornithology which often have jurisdictional authority over wildlife management. 

The risk of dis.eas.e introduction and spreading within domesric poultry by migra£ing wild water 
bi1·ds remains. high in these regions. In the rural poultry sector with predominant backyard poultry 
breeding. the risk point of introduction could be through hunters bringing back hunted wild birds 
that might have been previously infected with the virus. These call for the need for harmoniscd 
multi-sectoral coordination and management of risks and outbreaks as well as strengthening the 
epidemiological intelligence ln the regions. 

International sharing of wild bird epidemiology and surveillance information, as well as developing 
and applying SOP's. on risk reduction in backyard poultry breeding in areas as the Black Sea and 
Caspian Sea regions would have a direct impact on reducing the risk of virus spreading. 

1 
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Objectives of the project 

The main goal of the project is to reduce the H5='Jl viral spread from wild birds to domestic poultry 
and among domestic poultry by enhanced wild bird disease management and providing generic 
operational guidance and procedures to the veterinary services within the Eastern Europe and 
Cemral Asia regions. The ultimCJte goal of this project is to promote long-term veterinary service 
capacity building that will promote both public health improvement and better economic impact of 
poultry and livestock production in the future. 

The main outputs expected from the project are: 
I. Development of generic SOPs for HPAI and improvement of epidemiology understanding 

within the vcterimwy services: 
0 Improvement "f multi-sectoral coordination and management of risks and outbreaks -· 

involving wild birds and free range domesti~: duck, goose and chicken populations in the 
Black Sea and Caspian Sea regions.. 

Planned activities for the reporting period 

1. Development of generic standard operating procedures for HPAI and improvement of 
epidemiology understanding within the veterinary services 

1.5. Disseminate generic operating procedures to Mini:-..trie::-., Task Forces. Veterinary Service:-. and 
eventually donors. Make SOP's available for global access through FAO website. 

Acti'\'ities undertaken during the reporting period 

• The developed SOPs arc being revised by FAO for clearance among in-house experts . 

Planned activities for the next quarter 

1. Development of gcncric standard operating procedures for HPAI and impro,·cmcnt of 
epidemiology understanding within the veterinary services 
1.5. Disseminate generic operating procedures to Ministries, Task Forces, Veterinary Services and 
eventually donors. Make SOP's available for global access through FAO website. 

l\:Iain challenges enrountered and response pro,·ided 

As FAO has also developed SOPs for other regions, the main challenge has been to streamline 
the different SOPs into a common formaL 

1\tain pr·ogress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 
The project is expected to achieve its set out objectives and will make a substantial contribution 
to HPAI prevention and control, especially through the development of generic SOPs and 
enhanced cooperation between sectors. 
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Quarter II 2010 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/INT/803/USA 

Project Title: De,·elopment of integrated desktop simulation exercise on Avian Influenza 
in animal and human population in Europe and Eurasia 

Reporting period; April- June 2010 

Regional component: Eastern Europe and Central Asia 
Project Title: Development of integrated desktop simulation exercise on Avian Influenza in animal 
and human population in Emope and Eurasia. 
Code: OSROi!NT/803/USA 

:Budget: USD 130 000 
:Effective starting date: l ~ovember 200S 
:Planned end date: 31 December 2010 
Context of the project 

Emergency preparedness planning is crucial for the successful management of outbreaks of Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) and for minimizing the outbreak's impact. Preparedness 
encompasses the development of contingency plans, operational procedures and engagement of 
national and local authorities ln capacity building. 

The basis for an adequate implementation of measures and uperations considering HPAI is a 
developed integrated action (contingency) plan that will cla1ify technical procedures, operational 
activities. lines of command and communication channels. To test its eftlclcncy, however, the 
implementing capacity of the contingency plan should be mnnitored from time to time by 
conducting, for example, integrated desktop simulation exercises. These exen:ises provide an 
opportunity for the authorities to identify areas where cooperation and coordination needs to be 
improved as well as to test internal and external roles and responsibilities. Measurable outcomes 
need to reflect the technical and operational improvements, training and capacity building, 
transparency of communicmion and levels of coordination between different governmem ~ectors 
and agencies involved. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAOI and 
World Health Organization- Regional Office for Europe ('WHO-EURO) arc the focal points for the 
technical cooperation for animal and human cases of HPAI. Both organizations are involved in 
assisting UN I'vtember State~ in enhancing their emergency preparedness and response capacity. The 
lJnited States Government through the United States Agency for International Development 
CUSATO) is one of the leading donors in strengthening the national capacity to respond to the rlsk of 
avian and pandemic influenza. 

The starting point of\VHO's pandemic prepru·edness plan is to strengthen the capacity of countries 
to respond to seasonal intluenza epidemic. FAO's activities in the field of avian influenza {AI) have 
focused on prevention, early detection and control of HPAI in animal populations. So far, FAO, the 
World Organi.t:ation for Animal Health (OlE) and \VHO, are encouraging countries to develop or 
enhance existing national preparedness plans to fully consider an integrated approach by addressing 
animal and human health aspects as well as other sectors needed for the control of HPAL 

1 
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This integrated 11pproach al1ows: 
• tD improve the cooperation and communication of different sectors involved in HP AI 

emergency preparedness and response; 
• to develop and implement integrated epidemiological surveil1ance and early warning 

systems for HPAI; and 

• to ensure the most efficient implementation of measures and operations during an HPAI 
outbreak. 

From December 2006, FAO and WHO EURO have been developing and implementing integrated 
desktop simulation exercises within the ongoing OSRO/TNT/603/USA B02 project. However, 
emergency preparedness is a continuous process, which needs to be adapted to prevailing 
ctmditions in a country and to new scientific insights. 

The geographical scope of this project is limited to countries within the Eastern Europe and Central 
Asia regions of the FAO Headquarters (FAO/HQ) and WHO EURO, excluding the countries that 
have juineLl the Eurupt:aiJ UIJiuiJ. 

In the Central Asia region, during the beginning of 2006, two outbreaks of HPAl in humans have 
been observed in Turkey and Azerbaijan. The \VHO and FAO missions to the region have indicated 
that the animal and human health sectors needed urgent strengthening. As in most countries. the 
relationship between the human and animal health sectors ls fragmented, as is the coopewtion in 
re-sponse to outbreaks. This leads to delays, thus increasing the impact of the dise-ase in the poultry 
industry as well as the ri.sk for human infection. 

Since the first HPAI outbreaks, the Eastern Europe and Central Asia countries, with the guidance of 
FAO and \VHO, have established AI task forces or inter-ministerial AI working groups with the 
aim to prepare the country to face HPAI ourbreaks. Furthermore, the development of contingency 
p1ans for HPAI and pandemic influenza preparedne~s plans has been promoted. However, only a 
limited number of countries have developed integrated multi-sectoral HPAI contingency plans or 
have tested their plans, while some of the existing plans still need to he revised or approved by their 
government. 

ObjcctiYcs of the project 

The aim of this project is to enhance the preparedness of the Eastern Europe and Central Asia 
countries to respond to the outbreaks of HPAI through tt:~ting the coordination and communication 
mechanisms among all involved in HPAI control at national and regional level. The project 
activities arc conceived to reduce the risk of viral introduction or spread by improving the 
coordination of actions to be taken. The ultimate goal of this proposal is to futther develop and 
adapt an optimal model for HPAI desktop simulation exercises then Lould in the long-tenn 
strengthen the capacities of the veterinary and public health services and serve as a template for 
testing the preparedness for other emerging and re-emerging zoonotic diseases. 

The expected outcomes of the project: 
• inter-sectoral coordination and communication of stakeholders involved in the control of 

HPAI outbreaks improved; 
• strengths and "Weaknesses of existing plans anJ response mechanisms for AI in animals and 

humans identified: 
• understanding and praelice of command and coordination to respond to AI identified; 
• existing national contingency plans for HP AI enhanced; 
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• veterinary and public health preparedness c<.~pacities for HPAI and other emerging andre
emerging animal and human diseases stren&rthened. 

Planned activities 
OutpU[ I: Development and implementation of two national integrated table-top simulation 
exercises for HPAI 

Activities for the national lntegrated table-top simulation exercise for HPAT: 

• liaising with FAO and WHO local offices to recruit national focal points fur logistical and 
administrative support (venue. dates. translations and letters); 

• identifying prospective participants including scenario writers and facilitators~ 
• developing the exercise scena1io and handbook materials for players and observers and 

printing <md photocopying the respective materials (at least in two languages}; and 
• preparing the exercise. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

• The hybrid simulation exercise in Kiev, Ukraine was carried out from 13 April to 15 April 
2010. The exercise, carried out in collaboration with Stamping Out Pandemic and Avian 
lntluenza (STOP AI) proje-ct, consisted of both t<.~bletop and field components. This was the 
first time that FAO combined the tabletop with a field exercise, and it was regarded as a 
very useful combination as reflected in the participant fccdbadVevaluation received after the 
exerc1se. 

Planned acth·ities for the next quarter 

• finalization of the simulation exercise report; 
• translation and dissemination of the simulation exercise report: 
• participation in a final lessons learned meeting to be organized by US AID. tentatively in 

December 2010, to build on the experiences of the USAID projects implemented by FAO 
and other implementing agencies with the participation of a wider donor community. 

1V1ain challenges encountered and response provided 

• A hybrid table-top and field exercise had been planned for November 2009, but the excrclsc 
had to be postponed in view of the occurrence of :-.evere outbreaks of H 1 N l in Ukraine. 

• Thanks to a good relationship with an FAO national consultant, a producer in the Kiev area, 
agreed to provide his farm as a location for the field exercise. The task of finding a suitable 
location. however, has proven to be challenging becau:-.e of the biosecurity considerations 
and the effect that the teams dressed in personal protective equipment (PPE) might have . 

.!.\-lain progress made towards the achievement of project outputs 

• The conducting of the hybrid simulation exercise further contributed to the preparedness of 
the country to face HPAI outbreaks. The lessons learned during the exerCJse are 
cmnmunicated to the authorities, and it is expected that the contingency plan \vill be 
enhanced. 
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I Quarter 2010 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/I~T/805/USA 

Project title: Developing and maintaining public-private partnerships (PPP) for the 
prevention, detection and control of Highly Pathogenic Avian Int1uenza H5Nl and other 

emerging infectious animal diseases 

Reporting period: January- March 2010 

Global component: Global cross-coumry 

Countrie.r,;: Bangladesh, Egypt and lndonesia 

Project title: Developing and maintaining publlc-prlvate partnerships (PPP) for the preventlon, 
detection and control of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza H5NI and other emerging 
infectiou~ animal diseases 

Code: OSRO!INT/805/USA 

Total budget: USD l 600 000' 

Effective starting date: October 2008 

Planned end date: July 2010 

Context of the project 

The ongoing Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) crisis has highlighted that the current 
approach for operating public animal health ~ervices is not optimal given the major changes 
ami trends occurring in the livestock sectors. This IS particularly true m the dynamic i'lml 
rapidly changing poultry and swine sub-sectors. 

At the same time, the private poultry sed or has received insufficient attention from 
governments and donors. The private sector shares many of the safety and health concerns 
promoted hy public animal health services. However, longMandlng mutual mistrust and the lack 
of coordinating mechanisms have hampered cooperation in controlling HPAL 

In a technical meeting held m Rome 10 June 2007. in preparation for the New Delhi 
Inter-Ministerial Conference on HPAI. the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations (FAO) outlined the need to move beyond the public veterinary servlces and incorporate 
the private sector ln order to strengthen national animal health systems. 

Objectives of the project 

To creme, strengthen and maintain public-ptivate partnerships (PPP) to support poultry health 
and production systems in countries worse affected by HPAI within a functional animal health 
system led by official veterinary services. 

1 Thi'> amount of USD l 600 000 is !he total umtrihutit;n that includes the ui!,x;ation pa c;:;unt!y The pmJCCt 
hudgct h:ts bcc:1 divided into fou; 1:1a:n projeeL component;, 'Which arc: Glohal cross-counlry coordim~lion, 
(huCget allocation mnmmh to USD 650 000). the Pcuplc', Republic of Bangladesh (hudgd aLo;:ation amounl'> to 
USD 301 I)(JO) !he Arab Rcpuhlic of Egypt, (hudget allocaLion amounh to L;SD 312 OCill) <.md the Rcpuhlic of 
lndone,ia (huCget.allocation amuunh to USD ~:n OOO_l. 
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Planned activities 

RANGLADF~H 

Output 1: Roles of the stakeholders of public and private sectors inl'olved in the poultry 
production and marketing chains in the control of HPAI and other anima) diseases 
assessed, clearly defined, distributed and agreed 

Activity 1.1: Review of current level o{ partnership between the public services and private 
sector (needs, actors. resoun·es available} at national level: 

• Identification of public and private stakeholders at country leveL 

• Asse:-..sment of the private se~..·tor's current capacity in animal health disease prevention 
and control (producers. farmers. private veterinarians and other service providers, 
traders, drug suppliers/manufacturers and others). 

• Assessment of the public veterinary services' capacity in animal health disease 
prevention and control including its capacity to collaborate \Vith private sector, in line 
with the evalua[ion tool of the \Vorld Organisation for Animal Health (OlE) for the 
Performance of Veterinary Services (PVS). 

• Assessment of [be CU!Tent level of collaboration bNween the public and the private 
sectors (baseline survey}. 

Activity 1.2: Revinv of related lexislation a lUI rq;ulatoryframework: 

Review of in-country pre-existent animal health legislative and regulatory framework on the 
respective roles of the public and private sectors. 

A.cti•.'ity 1.3: Revisiting uf rules and responsibilities: 

• Review of the roles and responsibilities of public veterinary services, private veterinary 
services, producers and sellers in poultry diseases prevention and control \\'ithin the 
framework of standards set by OlE (workshop). 

• Formulation of guidelines on roles and responsibilities of public veterinary services, 
private veterinary .services, prml.ucer.s and sellers in poultry diseases prevention and 
control (workshop). 

Output 2: The capacity of the public "l'eterinar~: services strengthened to lead the 
development and management of the animal health systems to prevent, detect and control 
HPAI and other animal diseases 

A.cti•.'ity 2.1: Facilitation for leadership and vision in public vcterinar_v sen•ices fOr improved 
national !.mimul health systems: 

• Facilitation of the process of strengthening the public veterinary services through joint 
actiYitics with the priYatc sector (training, seminars, meetings, -..vorkshops and working 
committees). 

• Establishment of Biosecurity Guidelines by a biosecurity committee that wil1 focus on 
the development of a minimum biosecurity standard for poultry fanning. 

• Establishment of vaccination committee that will tOcus on the development of 
vaccination policy and programme for the poultry industry. 

• Implementation of bio~ecurity and good farming auditors training activity for the public 
sector. 
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• Implementation of blosecurity training for input providers.. 

Output 3: The lessons learned from cases of PPP in key areas of disease control 
(vaf..--cination, f..--ompensation, biosecurit)') available for replication 

Activity 3.1: Implementing a socio-economic study in a li<'e-hinl nwrke! (LBM) as a ca.<;e sJudy 
ofPPP. 

Output 4: Forums and networks of public-private stakeholders in place for enhanced 
communication, education, information dissemination and awareness for the prevention, 
detection and control of HPAI and other animal diseases 

AcJivity 4.1: Set!ing up regular meetings and exchange of information of rhe hiosecurit.v 
guidelines committee. 

AcJiviry 4.2: ,\'erting up regular meeJings and n:change of information of the vaccinaiion 
committee: 

Production of a newsletter or website for PPP on biosccurity and vaccination, building on the 
existing poultry and Ministry of Agriculture (MoA) Newsletter and websites with stronger 
contribution from the private sector. 

EGYPT 

Output 1: Roles of the stakeholders of public and private sectors involved in the poultry 
production and marketing chains assessed and clearly defined, distributed and agreed to 
control HPAI and other animal diseases. 

Activity 1.1: Review of current level qf partnership between the public services and private 
sector (needs, actors. resouru:s m:ailable) at national level. 

• Identification of public and private stakeholders ut country level. 

• Asse:-.sment of the private sector's current capacity in animal health prevention and 
control (producers, farmers, private veterinarians and other service providers, traders, 
drug suppliers/manufacturers and others). 

• Assessment of the public veterinary services' capacity in animaJ health prevention and 
control including its capacity to collabor<1te with private sector, in line with OlE PVS 
evaluation. 

• Asse~sment of the current level of collaboration between the public and the private 
sectors (baseline survey). 

• Finalization of the Report on current legislation and regulations initiated under the 
World Bank funded project. 

Activity 1.2: Revisiting u{ro/es and responsibilities. 

• Review of the roles and responsibilities of public veterinary services/private veterinary 
services/producers and sellers in poultry diseases prevention and control within the 
frame of standards selby OIE (workshop); 

• Fommlation of guidelines on roles and responsibilities of public veterinary 
services/private veterinary services/producer:;, and sellers in poultry diseases prevention 
and control (workshop). 
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Output 2: Capacity of the public veterinary services strengthened to lead the development 
and management of the Animal Health System to prevent, detect and control HPAI and 
other animal diseases. 
Activity 2.1: Facilitation for leadership and vi.•; ion in public vcterinar_..,.· sen) ice.-..· fOr improved 
na!lonal animal health s_vstems. 

• Facilitation of the process of strcng(hcnlng collaboration bC(wecn the central and 
governorate Veterinary services in a crisis situation (thnmgh seminars, meetings, 
workshops). 

• Implementation of worbhop on Roles and responsibilities of public veterinary 
services/private veterinary services/producers and sellers in poultry diseases prevention, 
detection and response. 

• Implementation of training activities for the puhlic sector to develop and lead public
private alliances in disease control programs. 

Output 3: Lessons learnt from cases of PPP in key areas of disease control f vaccination, 
compensation.,. biosecurity) available for replication. 
Acti'..'ity 3. I: lnitiationlstrcngt!wning of partnerships bet"H-'een the public services and the 
private sector. 

• Identification of mechanism for the registration of all poultry commercial farms. 

• Discussion of a mechanism and elaboration of a model of contract for official 
delegation of public mission to private vets. 

• Discuss and design a poultry multi-disease vaccination pmtocoL 

Activity 3.2: Development, draftinx and presentation of &uidelines on cost sharin& 
compensation mechanism .for culled animals. 

• Facilitation of further dialogue for the development of a legal framework and cost
sharing mechanism for compensation. 

• Joint drafting of the compensation guidelines and facilitation of their adoption. 

Output 4: Forums and networks of public-private stakeholders in place for enhanced 
communication~ education, information dissemination and awareness for HPAI and 
other. 
Activity 4.1: Advocacy to secure bU)'-in from all stakeholders 

Activity 4.2: Setting up of exchange and communication pla~forms to facilitate interaction 
between public services and The private sector (discussions on animal health strategies, market 
mitigation measures, 1·alue chain biv-securit_v and social re:;,ponsibilities). 

• Strengthening the existing platforms (such a:<. Supreme and Technical Committees for 
HPAI) based on the Recommendations of the FAO- World Health Organization (WHO) 
- United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) evaluation, through technical assistance 
and workshopsheminars. 

• Production of a newsletter building on the existing Egypt HPAI Newsletter with 
stronger contribution from the private sector. 

Activit)" 4.3: Awareness and communication. 

• Development of an information brochure on the policies/leg:islation.'i. 

4 
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INDONESIA 

Output 1: Roles of the stakeholders of public and private sectors involved in the poultry 
production and marketing chains in the control of HPAI and other animal diseases. is 
assessed and clearly defined~ distributed and agreed 

Activity 1.1: Revielr of current le\'el ofpartnership beHveen the public services and private 
sector (needs, actors, resrntn·es availahiej at national level. 

• Identification nfpublic and private stakeholders at country leveL 

• Assessment of the private sector's current capacity in animal disease prevention and 
control (pmducers, fanners, private veterinarians and other service providers, traders. 
pharmaceutical suppliers/manufacturers). 

• Assessment of the public veterinary servi<:es' capacity in <:~nimal health disease 
prcwntion and control including lts capacity to collaborate with private sector. in line 
with the World Organisation for Anima) Health - Public Veterinary Services (OlE 
PVS) evaluation. 

• Assessment of the current level of collaboration bet\•.reen the public and the private 
sectors (baseline survey}. 

• Mapping of all similar activities implemented by other stakeholders to allow 
collaboration and avoid redundancies. 

Activity I .2: Review o{ related !ep,islation wul rq;ulatory frameH-Drk 
Review of In-country pre-existent animal health legislative and regulatory framework on the 
respective roles of the P/P sectors. 

Activity 1.3: RevisirinK a{ roles· and responsibilities. 

• Review of the roles and responsibilities of public veterinary services/private veterinary 
sc-rvicesiproduccrs and sellers in poultry diseases prevention and control within the 
framework of standards set hy OlE (workshop). 

• Formulation of guidelines on roles ami responsibilities of public veterinary 
servicesipiivate veterinary services/producers and sellers in poultry diseases prevention 
and control (workshop). 

Output 2: The capacity of the public veterinary services strengthened to lead the 
development and management of the animal health systems to prevent, detect and control 
HPAI and other animal dise-ases. 

Aclivity 2.]_· Facilitation of the process of strengthening the public veterinary serrices through 
!join~ actin.ties Yt!ith the private >:ector such as; trainin;;s, seminars, meetings. >rorkshops and 
>t-YJrkinf? committees. 

Facilitate the establishment of PPP between the government and commercial poultry industry 
modelled on the lJS National Poultry Improvement Program to gain more coordinated and 
broad-based approach to poultry health (workshop). 

Activity 2.2: Facilitate collaborative planning between DK! Jakarta (special zone) government 
and the private sector on implementation of the DKJ nwrket restructuring programme. and 
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assist The government to minimise !he negalive impact ofpou!tt)· markei restructuring on 
poultry producers, traders and consumers 

• Assess poultry market chain in DKI Jakarta and make recommendations on the facilities 
required to meet supply and demand under the restructured marker system. 

• Assess the potential impact that restructuring will have on the livelihoods of 
slaughtcrers, brokers, traders and vendors of Jive poultry through focus group 
discussion. 

• Facilitate the establishment of a working group, which includes representatives from 
key interest groups as welJ as national and local government, charged with the task of 
designing and implementing the government's rransirion pbn. 

• Assist the DKI Jakarta government in the proce~s of establishing the proposed new s1x 
slaughter houses. possibly through links with the poultry industry. 

Output 3: The lessons learnt from cases of PPP in key are.as of disease l'tmtrol 
(vaccination, compensation, biosecurit:y) available for replication. 

Activity 3.1 WritinJ; case studies of PPP initiatives. 

Output 4: Forums and network..o; of public-private stakeholders are in place for enhanced 
communication, education, information dissemination and awareness for HPAI and other 
animal diseases prevention, detection and control 

.4.niviry 4.1: Eswblishment (:fcommittee.r and tvorking groups. 
• Establish committees and working groups. 

• Facilitate the establishment of and support the National Poultry Quality Improvement 
Programme. 

• Facilitate the establishment of and support a DKl market restructuring working group. 

Activity 4.2: Production of communication nwterials. 
Develop a communication strategy for stakeholders affected by DKI market restructuring. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

RANGLADF~H 

Output 1: Roles of the stakeholders of public and private sectors involved in the poultry 
production and marketing chains in the control of HPAI and other animal diseases 
assessed, clearly defined, distributed and agreed 

AclivifJ" 1.1: Review of current level (~{ parrnership he tween the public service.~ and private 
sector (needs, aelors, resources available) at national level. 

• Meetings were held with various stakeholders such as Animal Health Companies 
Association of Bangladesh (AHCAB), Bangladesh Poultry Industries Association 
(BPIA), Polygon Co-operative Feed Mill and Renata Pharmaceuticals, Ltd. to dlscuss 
on the way forward with PPP. The identified fields arc a.<; follows: 
• PPP compensation plan. (since insurance is not a feasible option); 
• PPP committee at the De.partment of Livestock Services (DLS) for policy 

development and adaptation (currently DLS develops policy without any 
consultation with stakeholders and private :-.ector is forced to comply): 

• PPP committee for program continuity and sustainability at BPIA~ 
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• PPP laboratory f<.~cilities accessible to farmers: 

• PPP co-operative feed mills & hat1..·hery: 

• PPP controlled supply chain network for equa1 contribution; 

• PPP training sessions for specific sectors~ 

• PPP committee for price fixation of poultry product: 

• PPP collection commlucc of contributions to compcnsation/dnTiopmcnt; 

• PPP decentralized committee for health services to farmers: 

• PPP policy adapta(ion committee; 

• PPP quality assur~mce committee. 

Activity 1.2 ReFiew (~{related le;;:i>;lathm and rcJ;ufator_vframe>vork. 

In-coumry pre-existing animal health legislative ~md regulatory framework are regularly 
reviewed on the respective roles of the public-private sectors. 

AclivifJ' 1.3 Revisiting of roles and responsibilities. 

• The roles and tasks of public veterinary services/private veterinary services/producers 
and sellers were clearly defined. 

• Personnel from the public, private or other sectors were identified as the most suitable 
for the performance of the roles in poultry diseases prevention and control. 

• Eleven training workshops on biosccurity. each \Vith 50 participants, were conducted for 
poultry ~uppliers throughout tile country. 

• Participants were selected by BPIA among pouhry suppliers based on the following 
criteria: active poultry suppliers: supply at least 15 farms; wi11ing to actively share 
biosecurity knowledge with fanners; and, with minimum ~econdury school ce1tificates. 

• The guidellnes on biosecurity were endorsed by the Director General of the De-partment 
of Livestock Services (DG-DLS) in December 2009. Fima endorsement by the Ministry 
of Fishery and Livestock is under process. 

Output 2: The capacity ol' the public veterinary services strengthened to lead the 
development and management of the Animal Health Systems to prevent~ detect and 
control HPAI and other animal diseases 

Activity 2.1: Facilitation fOr leadership and vision in public veterinary services for imprm--ed 
national animal health systems 

• Auditing exercises for the DLS are being formulated to improve biosecurity. A mee-ting 
was held with SGS Bangladesh (a biosecurity auditing company) and DLS training 
division regarding biosecurity auditing practices. It was suggested that PPP team 
elaborate a plan for biosecurity auditing and organize training for senior level DLS 
veterinarians so that these senior officials \vill be able to act as instructors for field level 
DLS veterinarians. 

• A biosecurity training for the Poultry Industry Suppliers throughout the country is in 
progress. Eleven out of 17 planned training has been so far implemented during the 
reporting period. Extra sessions approved in response to the request of BPIA. The first 
training for poultry suppliers has been successfully completed in five divisions 
(Chittagong, Sylhet, Barishal, Khulna, and Rajshahi) and partly Rangpur. In these 
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training, 498 poultry industry suppliers were trained to enable them to communicate to 

about 4 000 commercial poultry farmers. During the training sessions, Qdive 
discussions on issues relating to their associations were held in the presence of a local 
public official. This meeting has resulted in greater interaction and strengthening of 
relationships among the poultry associations and their members. Furthermore, this 
activity has provideJ strong advocacy for the PPP project in Bangladesh as evidenced 
by media coverage. 

Output 3: The le..~wns learnt from cases of PPP in key area.-. of di"tease control 
(vaccination, compensation, hiosecurity) available for replication 

ACJivi!J' 3.1: Implementing a socio-economic .wuJ.v in a LBM a.'> a case study ofPPP 

The process of contracting out the socio-economic study at the live bird market in 
Mohammedpour to an 0l"GO is in the final stage. 

Output 4: Forums and networks of public-private stakeholders are in place for enhanced 
communication, education, information dissemination and awareness for HPAI and other 
animal disease prevention, detection and control 

Activit)' 4.2: Setting up regular meetings and exchange of information 

• The- project manager from FAO attended the 161
h Annual Conference of Bangladesh 

Society for Veterinary Education and Research (BSVER) held on 6 and 7 February 
2010 at Bangladesh Agricultural University. During the confen:nce, a symposium titlt:d 
"Public Private Partnership": Dc\'clopment of Lin·stock Entrepreneurship in 
Bangladesh" was held. 

• The PPP pn.1ject manager from FAO headquarters delivered a key note speech at the 
Conference titled "PPP: Development of Livestock Entrepreneurship". 

• The PPP activities were updated to provide information about the PPP project and the 
relevant activities, like poultry training materials, poultry technical information. 
upcoming events, etc at the website www.altubd.org 

EGYPT 

Output 1: Roles of the public and private seL1:or stakeholders involved in poultry 
production and marketing chains asses..(ied and clearly defined, distributed and agreed 
upon to control HPAI and other animal diseases~ 

Acti•:ities J. 1 & /.2: Review (l current lerel of partnership between the public senices and 
private sector (needs, actor.<,-, resou.rres available) at national level. and Revisitin;; of roles and 
responsihifi1ies. 

These t\VO activities have been completed during tht> previous quarters 

Output 2: Capacity of the public veterinary services strengthened to lead the development 
and management of the Animal Health System to prevent, detect and control HPAI and 
other animal diseases. 

Ac!ivi!)' 2.1: Facilitation for leadership and vision in public veTerinary services fin- improved 
national ani.mal health systems. 
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The activities under this section have been revised and the focus has been shifted toward the 
private sector. such as poultry producers, service providers and feed-millers_ Collaboration with 
these segments of the poultry industry alms at the formation of effective producers' networks 
and associations to enable better CO<.)peration between producers and to better represent small 
farmers' interest within the poultry union. Other acrivities focus on capacity building and 
implementation of disease prevention and control measures against HPAI and other poultry 
diseases through series of training on biosccurity, cleaning, disinfection, and composting. 

Ne\v training materials specifically for small scale commercial poultry producers of low level 
literacy have been developed and translated into Arabic. By the end of this quarter four out of 
the twenty-five planed training sessions for the Fayoum governorate have been successfully 
completed. The Fayoum directorate veterinarian~' participated in theses training sessiuns too. 

Output 3: Lessons learned from cases of PPP in key areas of disease control (vaccination~ 
('f.lmpt>nsation~ biost;>l'uri()') available for replkation. 

Activit)' 3.2: Development, drafting and presen!ation of guidelines on cost-sharing 
compew>a!ion mechanism for culled animals: 

The compensation phm developed by the pub{ic and private sectors with the facilitation of 
imemationa{ consultcmt was submined to the Minister of Agri-culture for considen.1tion. This 
proposed compensation strategy was widely discussed during the three days revision meeting in 
February 201 0 of the national HPAl strategy plan. 

tip to date the proposed -compensmion strategy has not been endorsed by the Minister of 
Agriculture, therefore the implementation of the compensation plan has not yet started. 
Recently the new CVO has been briefed about the proposed compensation strategy and 
intensive lobbing activity has been taken by the FAOR. a;;sisted by the Emergency Centre for 
Transboundary Animal Diseases Operations (ECTAD) team leader. 

Output 4: Forums and networks of public-private stakeholders in place for enhanced 
communication~ education, information dissemination and awareness for the prevention~ 
detection and control of HPAI and other animal diseases. 

Activity 4.2: Setting up of exchange and communica!ion platforms !o facilitme interaction 
betH'een public services and the private sector {discussions on animal health strategies., market 
mitigation measures, value elwin biosecurity and social responsibilities). 

The bi-weekly newsletter of the ECTAD published an ar1icle about the outcomes of the 
compensation workshops, technical materials and upcoming events. 

Biosecurity communication materials are under development. Service proYiders and feed-mills 
in the Fayoum govemorate have agreed to disseminate these communication materials to their 
customers. A monthly message will be attached to feed bags and distribute to all farms at the 
Fayoum governorate. These messages will serve as reinforcement to the infOrmation provided 
during the biosecurity training: program in this governorate. 

The formation of small poultry producers association has been strongly promoted and 
supported by FAO in the Fayoum governorate. The formation of this association will improve 
the collaboration between producers and be used as a platform for the dissemination of 
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information regarding the prevention and control of HPAI and other diseases. The formation 
and registration of such as~ociation is in process. 

INDONESIA 

Output 1: Roles of the stakeholders of public and private sectors invohed in the poultry 
production and marketing chains in the control of HPAI and other animal diseases is 
assessed and dearly defined~ distributed and agreed 

Activity 1.1: ldent{f"ication ofpub!ic & private stakelwld.ers at coumr_r level 

The detailed organizational structure of the public sector and their relationship with the 
Ministry of Agriculture and the Directorate General of Livestock Services, their functional 
components and implementation framework from headquarters to the provinces, districts, and 
to the targeted farmers have been identified and mapped. A similar mapping exercise fnr the 
private sector is in process. So far. six fully integrated private poultry companies have been 
identified and the rest of the stakeholders in the private sector are now in the process of being 
identified. 

Output 2: The capacity of the public veterinary services strengthened to lead the 
development and management of the animal health systems to prevent, detect and control 
of HPAI and other animal diseases 

Aclivit.v 2.1: Facilitation of the process of strengthening the public veterinary services through 
!Joint activities vvith the private sector 

Suppurl fut tlu::o,e activities on tlu: Natioual Puullty Quality lmp1uvemt:nt Pwgramme {NPQIP) 
by ECTAD Indonesia is ongoing. An Indonesiru1 expert was successfully identified and 
recruited for the l':PQIP Facilitation consultancy. The NPQIP Facilitator conducted interviews 
of .stakeholders for ;\IPQIP concept development in West Java, Lampung, and South Sula\vesi 
provinces. Monthly coordination meetings on NPQIP progress were held between the United 
States Department of Agriculture and ECTAD Indonesia. A second individual to assist in 
NPQIP dcvdopmcnt was identified and will be recruited next quarter as a NPQIP Facilitator. 

Activit)" 2.2: Facilitate collaborative planning betH-"een DKI Jakarta government and private 
sector on implementation of tlw DKI market restructuring programme, and assist the 
xovemment to minimise the ne;:atil'e impact (~!"poultry mm*et restructuring on poultry 
producers, traders and consumers 

Support fur this program b.v ECTAD indonesia is ongoing. The follmving activities l'Fere 
curried out Jurint: this quarter: 

• Awareness raising 
After the assessment of the perceptions of consumers and small traders regarding the 
risks of avian influenza and the benefits of healthy chicken meat, a proposal for an 
awareness-raising campaign has been prepared, -;ubmitted fur financing and is expected 
to be approved soon. Two roundtable meetings with 22 media agencies have already 
been successfully conducted. 

• Facilitation of relocation of collectors and s!auohterers 
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o The social economic study has been finalized. Based on its recommendations 
specific standard operating procedures (SOP) for the relocation of the collectors 
and slaughterers were developed. 

o ECTAD lndonesla continued promotion of DKl market restructuring with 
selected key stakeholders in DKI Jakarta: 

• SOPs for the management of the relo~:atlon ~:entres and SOPs in Skills 
Development for the relocation centre users (collectors and slaughterers) 
were developed. 

• Training modules for the management teams were developed, tested and 
applled. 

• Training in competency dcvc1opmcnt of collectors and slaughtcrers was 
also further developed. 

o ECTAD Indonesia supported the finishing of small scale manual 
slaughterhouses in two of the five relocation centres. 

o Regular consultations were hdd with the DKI Governor's office on strategic 
approaches to improve the likelihood of restmcturing success. 

• San~:tions and regulation 
o ECTAD Indonesia supp01ted the DKI Jakarta livestock service (dinas) in 

developing an SOP for coordination among law-enforcement bodies for the 
implementation of the Jakarta Poultry Market Restructuring Decree (PERDA 4}. 

o In collabomtion with DKI Jakarta ·Jinas', a first draft of a geographic ruadmap 
showing drivers how to reach designated checkpoints and d1e five selected 
collection yards. has been tested and partially approved. 

Planned activities for the next quarter 

BANGLADESH 

Output 1: Roles of the stakeholders of public and private sectors invulyed in the poultry 
production and marketing chains in the control of HPAI and other animal diseases 
assessed clearly defined, distributed and agreed 

Activit)' 1.1: Review of current level of partnership between the public services and private 
sector (needs, actors, re.murres m-·ailable) at national level 

Meeting with private stakeholders. 

Output 2: The capacity of the public veterinary services strengthened to lead the 
development and management of the animal health systems to prevent~ detect and control 
HPAI and other animal diseases 

Activity 2.1: Facilitation fOr leadership and vision in public veterinar_v sen•ices for improved 
national animal health systems 

• Worhhop on further steps for the development of Biosecurity Guidelines for 
commercial poultry in Bangladesh. 

• Training for biosecurity auditors for public ve.terinarians in June 2010. 

• Continuation of the biosel:urity training for the remaining four divisions of the Poultry 
Industry Suppliers in Bangladesh. An additional seven training workshops on 
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biosecurity shall be carried out. 

• A total of HOO poultry industry suppliers including suppliers of poultry such as chicks, 
feed, medicine, farm equipment, etc will be directly trained who will then trcmsmit the 
biosecurity knowledge through training for sharing of knowledge to about 
10 000 commercial poultry farmers. 

Output 3: The lessons learnt from cases of PPP in key areas of disease control 
(vaccination, compensation, biosccurity) available for replication 
Activit)' 3.J: bnplementing a socio-econmnic study in a LB.'\1 as a case study of PPP 
Finalization and contracting out a socio-economic study to a :r--;Go on a LBM which can be 
reproduced as a PPP case study. The. study will be carried out under FAO team supervision. 

Output 4: Forums and networks of public-private stakeholders are in place for enhanced 
communication, education, information dissemination and awareness of HPAI and other 
animal diseases prevention, detection and control 
Ac!ivi!)' 4.2: Setting up of regular meetings and exchange ofiltforma!ion 
Update technical information ami UJXoming events on the website_ 

EGYPT 

Output 2: Capacity of the public veterinary services strengthened to lead the development 
and management of the Animal He-alth System to preven~ detect and control HPAI and 
other animal dise_ases. 
Activity 2.1: Facilitation for leadership and vi.•; ion in public veterinary services fi:;r improved 
national animal health S\~'llems. 

• Completion of the biosecurity, decontamination and composting training program 
(additional twenty-four sessions) for poultry producers and government veterinarians at 
the Fayoum governorate. This training program will reach the majority of producers in 
thi:-. governorate. 

• Assessment of the trainings' impact will be conducted in sampled farms. 
• The FAO, PPP project will continue to support the formation of poultry a'isociation in 

the Fayoum governorate. The formation of this association will improve the 
collaboration between producers and be used as a platform for the dissemination and 
sharing of infonnation regarding the prevention and control of HPAI, other diseases and 
any other matters of con-cern to the produ-cers. 

• Seven sessions of training on biosecurity, decontamination, vaccination, record keeping 
and production improvement will be conducted for large egg producing farms in seven 
governorates_ 

• An information shm-ing workshop on live bird market restructuring will be conducted 
for general Organization for Veterinary Services (GOVE..'i_) veterinarians and markets' 
operator.;.;. This workshop will provide participants with altemmi ves for market 
restructuring, based on the experienced gained in Bangladesh and Indonesia. 

Output 4: Forums and networks of public-private stakeholders in place for enhanced 
communication, education, information dissemination and awareness for the prevention, 
detection and control of HPAI and other animal diseases. 

Acti'..'ity 4.2: Setting up of exchange and commcmica!ion platfbrms to facilitate interaction 
betHieen public services amf the privute sector (discu:n·ions on animal health strate~ies. market 
mitigation measures, value drain hiosecurity and social responsihiiilies): 
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• Continue the collaboration with feed mills and serviCes providers in the Fayoum 
governorate for the dissemination of biosecurity monthly messages and materials that 
will serve to reinforce the messages provided during training. 

INDONESIA 

Output 1: Roles of the stakeholders of public and private sectors involved in the poultry 
production and marketing chains in the control of HPAI and other animal diseases, is 
assessed and clearly defined, distributed and agreed 

Activity l.l: Review of current/eve! of partnership between the public service and private 
sector (needs, actors, resources available) at national level 

• Assessment of the private sector's current capacity in animal disease prevention and 
control (pnuiucer ... , f:Jrmers, private veterinarians and other service providers. tr:-Jders, 

phannaceutical suppllers/manufacturers ). 
• The- final draft of public-private sector mapping will be completed next quarter. 

Activity 1.3: Revisiting v_f"roles and ru.ponsibilities 

• A workshop to review the roles and responsibilities of public veterinary services/private 
veterinary services/producers and sellers in poultry diseases prevention and control will 
be organized. 

• The potential for a workshop to prepare guidelines on roles and responsibilities of 
public veterinary services/private veterinary services/producers and sellers. in poultry 
disease.<> prevention and control will be discussed with key stakeholders. 

Output 2: The capacity of the public ·veterinary services strengthened to lead the 
development and management of animal health systems to prevent. detect and control 
HPAI and other animal diseases 

Activity 2.1: Facilitate the process of strengthening the public veterinmy sen,ices through joint 
adivities ~vi!h the prh·ate sec/or such as: trainings, seminars, meetings, vmrkshops and 
workin~ cornmittee.•; 

Activity 2.2: Facilitate collaborative planning benveen DKI Jakarta government and private 
sector on implementation of the DKI market restructuring programme, and assist the 
xovernment to minimize the ne~ativc impac! q/" poultry nwrket restructuring on poultry 
producers, traders and consumers 

• Continue to encourage the public awareness campaign for promotion of healthy chicken 
meat via press conferences, wlk shows, and organized visits to the marketing and 
slaughter areas in DKI Jakarta. 

• Liaise with the DKI Governor's office and its adrninist:ration to reconsider the critical 
deadline for relocation of live poultry slaughrering and the potential for postponement. 

• Continue to support the development of SOPs related to the organiLation of the five 
collt>ction yards and their management, as well as the training of the collectors and 
slaughtcrcrs. 

• Continue to supp011 the promotion of the coHection vards with the collectors and 
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slaughterers in collabor.:~tion with the local administration. 
• Collaborate closely \Vith the private ~ector and the local administration tn the 

restructuring of poultry distribution channels from the five collection yards to traditional 
m:.trkets, pmticularly regarding provision of cold chain. 

• Continue to provide limited technical support to Jaw enforcement units in view of the 
postponement of the relocation_ 

Output 3: The lessons learnt from the cases of PPP in key areas of disease control 
(vaccination, compensation, biosecurity) available for replication 

Activity 3.1: Writing case studies of P P P lnitiaffves 
Initiation of the case study on the market restructuring project shall be undertaken after it:-. 
implementation which is expected to start in April 2010. 

Output 4: Forums and networks of public-private stakeholders are in place for enhanced 
L'Ummunication, education~ information dissemination and awareness for HPAI and other 
animal diseases prevention, detection and control 

Activity 4.1: Estabh~lunent ofcommi!tees and workinJ; groups 
• Continue to support the establishment of NPQIP between public and private sectors. 
• Continue to facilitate effective engagemem among DKI Market restructuring stakeholders 

in both public and private sectors. 

Activity 4.2: Production of communication materials 
Initiate awareness-raising campaign for DKI restructuring using materials developed during 
this quarter. 

Main challenges ent.'Ountered and response provided 

BANGLADESH 

• Endorsement process by the Government is lengthy. The PPP team actively met with 
DLS to address the difficulties. 

• Due to the short duration of the project, the follow-up of trainings cannot be done 
properly. 

EGYPT 

• Limited collaboration between the poultry companies and small involvement in the 
development or commenting about the biosecurity guideline for the commercial sector. 
Future adiviries will focus on the needs of this sector tu ensure better engagement. 

• ~eantime the biosecurity guideline will be presented to the new CVO for endorsement 
and implementation. 

• Difficulties in identifying experienced national communication expetts. 
• The compensation plan developed by the public and private sectors in Egypt with the 

FAO facilitation. has not been endorsed and implemented by the Minister of agriculture 
and land reclamation. An intense lobbing activity by the FAOR and the ECTAD team 
leader has initiated to promote the adoption of this compensation plan. 
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INDONESIA 

• The lack of any meaningful business or subscctor association for stakeholders in the post
production poultry market ch:.~in has significantly hampered the development uf 
agreement and coordination amongst these stakeholders. At the same time, critical 
private-- and state-companies continue to show limited undcrstanding/coliaboration on a 
more ''comprehensive" implementation of the necessary changes to Jakarta's poultry 
marketing systems. In response to these challenges, ECTAD InJone:-;ia continues to 
engage closely with both private (small-scale and Jarge-scale) and public sector 
stakeholders to develop a "win-win' implementation strategy. ECTAD Indonesia is 
initiating an awareness-raising campaign to help raise public support for market 
restructuring in the next qumter. 

• ECTAD Indonesia has been dealing with the major setback of no longer having an ~GO 
available to contract for implementation of the Tangardng market interventions 
programme. The ECTAD team is continuing to recruit additional staff and pwvitle 
additional operational support in order to manage the increased worklond that the 
Tangerang programme entails. 

Both the transition to a national veterinary service and the national poultry quality improvement 
programme are activities which require full engagement and leadership from Indonesian 
stakeholders. As such, activity implementation in these areas may be delayed (e.g. workshops 
on the role of the public and private sector in delivery of veterinary services), until FAO's 
Indonesian counterpatts assume process ownership. 

Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes ((rom the start of the 
project actiritiesj 

BANGLADESH 

• DcvC;]opmcnr of hio'>ccuriry guideline for commercial poultry m Rangladc'>h The 
workshop from 20 to 22 October 2009 resulted m the preparation of a na1i0nal 
biosecurity document by FAO and DLS. The biosecurity guidelines from this document 
arc expected to be implemented soon. 

• Bio.securiry training provided to the poultry industry suppliers of commercial poullry. 
The trained participants have already started participming in the information sharing 
network. 

• DLS agreed to train their senior veterinarians on good hiosecurity auditing practices. 

EGYPT 

• The roles of the public and private sector stakeholders involved in poultry production 
and marketing chains in Egypt and the lcvc1 of collaboration bct\vcen the sectors were 
assessed and clearly defined and mapped. 

• The compensation programme developed and submitted to the Mini~try of Agriculture 
for consideration and implementation. This program will be considered as well during 
review of the national strategy that will be developed following the UK Joint mission 
that assessed past work/strategy in Egypt. 

• A draft national biosecurity guideline for the commercial pouhry ~ecwr has been 
prepared and has been circulated for further comments and refinement. 

• A biosecurity training program for the small poultry producers of the Fayoum 
governorate has been developed and four out of twenty-five sessions have be.en 
delivered 
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• The formation of poultry association in the Fayoum governorate has. been promoted and 
supported. 

• Collaboration between service providers and feed mills has been established for the 
formation of producer~' networks and delivery of communication materials. 

INDONESIA 

• The recruitment of the national consultant has resulted in greater engagement and 
collaboration with the public and private sector on their respective roles in poultry 
production, murkct chains and disease controL The stakeholders in the public sector 
have been fully identified and the identification of private sector stakeholders has 
started. 

• The lnitial meeting of representatives from the poultry industry and the govemment was 
completed with the development of the roadmap document tOr the formation of NPQIP. 
The NPQIP concept anti design continues to evolve along with strong interest from 
private sector stakeholders. 

• DKI Jakarta's market chain and the potential impact of market restructuring on private 
sector stakeholders' livelihoods have been assessed anti specific strategic 
recommendations have been made by ECTAD Indonesia to DKI Jakarta provincial 
government. These recommendations have been incorporated into DKJ Jakarta's 
planning and strategy development for marker restructuring implementation. 

• Selected strategy recommendations tD improve the DKI market restructuring process are 
being implemented by both public and private sector stakeholders. 

• A study tour ro better understand poultry marketing in Viet Nam and Hong Kong has 
been undertaken. It is hoped that this exchange will develop into more regular exchange 
of experiences between Indonesia, Viet Nam and Hong Kong on sustainable measures 
tOr control and prevention of H5N1. 

• A more comprehensive and participatory planning and implementation process for the 
DKI Jakal1a poultry market restructuring in now in place, taking into account the needs 
and expectations of the existing small-scale collectors and slaughtercrs. 

• An awareness-raising campaign has been developed and has been launched by the DKI 
Jakarta leadership and will be followed by a series of media events and field activities. 

• Trial activities on law enforcement and police preparation arc being undertaken through 
regular checkpoint control operations. 
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' 
' 
' 

Regional component: Global/Inter-regional 

Three hot spot areas {with countries) : 

• Congo Basin: Uganda, Democ~atic Republic of the Congo, Cameroon, Republic o.; Co1go, 

Tanzania. Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, Rwanda, Central African Reoublic, South Suda:1 

• Southeast Asia: Cambodia, China, Indonesia*, Lao People's Democratic Republic, Malaysia, 
Myanmar,* Pt-ili::~pines, Thailand, VietNam 

• South Asia: Bangladesh, ·ndia, Nepal (future act:vities pending) 

Project title: Supper: for strengthen:ng animal health laboratory capacities in hot spot regions to 
combat zoonotic diseases that pose a significant public health threat- IDENTIFY 

Code: OSRO/INT/902/USA 

Total budget: USD 15 419 371 (of which USD 11 919 371 were allocated for implementation of 
activities by FAD, and liSD 3 500 000 were al:ocated for implementation of activities by O!E through 
funds transferred by FAO to OlE as per the Letter of Agreement). The activities of OlE will be 
reported on separately. 

Effective starting date: 1 October 2009 

Planned end date: 30 September 2012 (31 December 2012 for the FAO project) 

Context of the project 

This project is part of a co'Tiplex programme- Emerging Pandemic Threats {EPT)- designed by the 
United States Age:1cy for International :>evelopment {USA!D) and a'med to :dentify and implemert 
mechanisms to detect disease emergencies, especially from wildlife. The One Health concept is an 
important component of the whole programme. The IDENTIFY project is implemented jointly by the 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (;:AO). the World Organisation for Animal 

Health {OlE) and the World Health Organization {WHO). 

Objectives of the project 

• Enhance laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for the 
laboratories' capability-IDENTIFY targeted diseases 1 

• Enhance/suoport laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to national 

authorities, in suoport of their official1otifkation to the appropriate regional and international 
organiza:ions 

• Laboratories have adooted or improved Quality Assurance practices, !nclusive of biosafety and 
biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Quality Management System 

• Laboratories are participating in relevant regional and i~ternational laboratory networks 
according to their respective ab:lities, disease priorities and respo'1sibilities 

Short summary of main activities planned (1 October 2011- 30 September 2012} 

Main activity headings are as follows- for further details, please refer to the FAO I IJENTIFY Year 

Three Work Plan: 

Output 1. Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose diseases under a 
quality management system enhanced 

LA Follow·-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities 

LB Support to ard participation In conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory 
capaci;:y building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines and standards 
LC Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to build Ia bora tor'/ capacity and to promote 

•lndo, .. l!o·sia and Mpnwar ar.o i::dJded m regioral actidti.os under >epa ate fund.ng. 

' "IDENT:FY targeted d'sease" i'ldi~ates th:;.se d'seases selected at the rt:'giO'Iil' le11el for s1..pp0rt unde" IDENTIFY. Sor':le IDfNTI~Y 
labcratone~ have no r.ardate/irterest to aetect ;riiDENTifY targeted Cisea>es and data will not be reported for diseases in those e<be~ 
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national laboratory policies and guidelines 
l.D Promote and support laboratory quality management 
l.E Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner 

Output 2. Linkages and communication pathways across national, regional and global laboratory 
and epidemiologic networks for the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened 

2.A Commun:cation tool development .and ~esource bui:ding 

2.B Development of joint meetings and conferences to support networki~g and promote 
nationallaboratort policies 
2.C Review and update of the tripartite laboratory Networking Strategy (LNS) and future 
planning 
2.0 Engage with stakeholders to support the developme'1t of cross-sectoral approach(esj 

concerning laboratories 
2.E Support .and promote laboratort networks 
2.F Support and promote laboratory partnerships 
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1 ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD (1 OCTOBER 2011-

31 MARCH 2012) AND PLANNED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEKT REPORTING PERIOD 

(1 APRIL 2012- 30 SEPTEMBER 2012) 

1.1 ACTIVITIES GLOBAL COMPONENT {FAO HEADQUARTERS AND FAO/IAEA) 

Output 1. Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose diseases under a 

quality management system enhanced 

1.A.G Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011- 31 March 2012) 
• The Food and Agriculture Organization of the U~ited Nations (FAO) labora:ory mapping tool 

(LMT) was harmonized across Asia and Africa regions. A final version of the tool was produced, 
and comprises five modules. The tool can be used as a whole, or in part, by focusing on just one 
or more modules. Before finalization of the tool, an expert-based opinio"1 survey was 

conducted for ranking of the elements; no need for the weighting of elements was idert:fied. 

l.A.6.G 

• All data obtained witt- the LMT was co:npiled and analysed at headquarters for production of an 
overall report on the status of IDENTIFY laboratories, and for the monitoring and evaluation 
{M&E) and the United States Agency for International Developme'"lt (USAID} data calL 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012- 30 September 2012) 

• Produce an overall report on the status of IDENTIFY laboratories supported by FAD. 1.A.4.G 

• Develop specific modules for LMT to ease independent application of specific rr.odules, for 
example, disease-targeted :nodules and a module to measure the project's impact on laboratory 

functionality. 1.A.6.G 

• Compare his!oric disease reporting data (FAO Global A:1imal Disease Information System 
[EMPRES-i]) with current data for senti:1el diseases, to be de!ermined by region. LA.l.G 

• Improve data col!ectio1 from FAO Reference Centres. l.A.3.G 

• Identify regional service laboratories by disease focus, based on the outcomes of laboratory 
mapping. l.A.S.G 

l.B.G Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory 
capacity building. and national laboratory policies, guidelines and standards 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {1 October 2011- 31 March 2012) 

• None 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012- 30 September 2012) 

• Support to three to four participa1ts from South/Southeast Asia and the Congo Basin to atterd 
the 13th Corfereqce of the International Society for Veterinary Epidemiology and Economics 
{ISVEE XII:), from 20 to 24 August 2012 in Maastricht, the Netherlands. The conference wil: focus 
on Building Bridges- C~oss>1g Sorders. 
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l.C.G Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity and to promote 

national laboratory policies and guidelines 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011-31 March 2012) 

• Contract (Letter of Agreement [LoA]/ with France veterinaire International was prepared to 
provide trainings in Africa in various expert f:elds {mostly trainings in French) and submitted for 
intenal clearance. 

• Contract (LoA) with lstituto Zooprofilattico Sperimenta!e delle Venezie (IZSVe), Padova was 
prepared a~d submitted for :nterna! clea~ance. ·ts requirements are to provide on-site technical 

assistance for rabies diagnosis (DRC, Cameroon and Uganda) and testing services, and to 
contribute to the work on provision of access of sub-Saharan African laboratories ~o sequencing 

services. 
• A workshop on Classical and Molecular Veterinary Viro:ogy was held in Vienna from 

28 November to 9 December 2011. Ten participants from the Congo Basin (Kenya, Senegal, 
Tanzania and Uganda) and Southeast Asia (Indonesia, LAO PDR, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand 
and v;e: Nam) attended the workshop. It was jointly organized by the International Atomic. 

Energy Agency (IAEA), FAD, the University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna, and the European 
Socie:y for Veterinary Virology (ESVV) (co-funded by the European Commission projects 

EPIZONE, ConFiuTech and AniBioThrea}. The workshop covered the topics of molecular 
techniques and classical virology. The participants were able to better understand the benefits 
of classical and molecular tech~ologies, and their laboratory proficiencies were enbanced. 
1.C.3.G. 

• Organizationa: support was provided for the South/Soutt>east Asia regional workshop, 
Laboratory Information Management Systems: Identifying Needs, Resources a1d Ways Forward 

in Thailand on 8 and 9 December 2011. 1.C.1.G and linked to global activity 2.A.4.G. 

• Preparation of training workst:ops and a consultation: 
o Regional trairing course on Major Transboundary and Zoonotic Animal Diseases: Ea~lv 

Detection, Surveillance and Epidemiology (1.C.4.G}, Laboratoire National Vt?thinmre 
(lANAVET), GAROUA (Cameroon), from 11 to 22 June 2012. The following activities were 
carried out: draft'ng of the prospectus, discussions (i.e. ::eleconferenc.es and email 
exchanges) on the course content with selected trainers, contacts established (Le. at the 
:raining loca:ion, tne Emergency Centre for Transboundary Animal Diseases (ECTAD) 3arnako 
and Nairobi and the FAD headquarters). location and dates were confirmed, and the host 
country officially contac.:ed by ;AEA. The inv:ted countries are: Cameroon, Central African 

RepubFc, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Gabon, Rwanda, 
South Sudan. Tanzania and Uganda. 
Regional :raining c.ourse on Major Transboundary and Zoonotic Animal Diseases in the 
Region: early De:ec.tion, Surveillance and Epidemiology for Asia region (l.C.S.SSEAj decision 
to replace it w:th a training course on Sequencing and Sequence Analysis in v;enna in 
October 2012. 
Consultation on Good laboratory Practices for Conducting Multiple Disease Diagnosis 
{l.C.S.G): Terms of reference (ToR) were drafted, and location and date co:~f;rmed {Vienna, 

September 2012)" 
• Validation and transfer of new techniques for multiple disease diagnosis (poiymerase chain 

reaction [PCR] using the fluorescence resonance energy t~ansfer {FRET] system) l.C.6.G 

• A method developed at the Animal Production and Health laboratory (APHL) of the joint 
FAO/IAEA Division for capripoxvirus detec:ion and differentiation was taught to the participants 
of the workshop on Classical and Molecular Veterinary Virology, from 28 November to 9 

December 2011 if"1 Vienr'la. 
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• Terms of co!:aboratlon were defined between APHL of the joint FAO/IAEA o;visior a'ld 
Pathofinder (Dutch company) for the development of a multiple pathogen detection assay for 
major pathogens caus;ng respiratory diseases and symptoms in ruminants. This project is only 
partially supported by :OENTIFY. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012) 

• Conduct activities under the LoA with France vett?rinaire international. See also l.C.2.Cr l.CSC. 
1.C.4.C and l.C.7.C 

• Conduct activities under the LoA with IZSVe, Podova. 
• Coordinate the three sessions of the regional training-of-trainers (TOT) pathology workshop 

Basics of Field and Laboratory Diagnosis :n both regions. LC.2.G and linked to global activity 
2.A2.G 

• Conduct regional training course on Major Transbour.dary and Zoonotic Animal D'seases: early 
Detection, Surveillance and Epidemiology, focusing on African Swine Fever, capripox and rabies 
(LA:-JAVET, GAROUA (Cameroon), from 11 to 22 Jure 2012). 1.C.4.G 

o Teach the variant FRET method developed at APHL ofthe joint FAO/IAEA ~ivision for which a 
prototy::;e kit has been made. Distribute this prototype to participants for testing and 

validation of the assay. l.C6.G 

• Hold consultation or good laboratory practices for conducting multiple disease diagnosis 
(September 2012, Vienna). 1.C.5.G 

• Carry out validation and transfer of new tech0iques for multiple d;sease diagnosis (PC~ using the 
FRET system). Tbe following laboratories a~e targeted: the National Animal Health Giagnostic 
Investigation CeDtre and the Pan-AVcan Veterinary Vaccine Centre in Ethiopia and ...ANA VET in 

Cameroon. l.C.6.G 
o Undertake the final discussion w·t~ Pathof;nder and f:rst steps of the development of the 

mul:iple pathogens detection assay for the major pathogens caus;ng respiratory diseases and 

symptoms in ruminants. 

l.O.G Promote and support laboratory quality management 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011-31 March 2012) 

• Preparation of proficie:~cy testing. 1.D.3.G: 
o For Rift Valley fever (RFV): serology kits were delivered to the FAO/IAEA joirt Division; 

proficiency panels were prepared and ready for shipment. 
o For peste des petits ru'llinants (PPR); proficiency panels were preoared. 

• Access to standardized veteri:1ary diagnost:c reagents and internatio:1ai standards, training on 
recombinant RVF antigens and sera anti·RVF production (South Africa), discuss;on and 
agreement with the Na~ional Institute for Communicable Diseases (:-JICO), South Afr;ca on the 
period and duration of the training on production of recombi:1a1t RVF antigens and anti-RVF 
antisera. The beneficiary countries were Senegal and Kenya. 1.D.5.G 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April2012- 30 September 2012) 

• Provide support to the activ;ties under the LoA with FrarJce V€t€rinaire International: on-site 
audit/backstopping missions for: (i) assess:ng qua:ity assurance system implementation in t'le 
Democratic Republic of the Congo, the Central Afr;can Republic, the Republic of the Congo, 

Rwanda, Tanzania and Uga:1da; and {ii) assessing biosecurity and biosafety :n Cameroon and tl:e 
Democratic Republic of the Congo.linked to regional activity 1.0.2.C 
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• Provide support to the activities under the LoA with lZSVe, Padova: avian i'lfluenza 
(AI}}Newcastle Disease (ND) profi.ciency test organized. 1.D.3.G 

• Provide standardized veterinary diagnostic reagents and international standards in a 
coordinated manner. 1.D.5.G 

• Ex:ernal Quality Assurance for targeted diseases.1.D.3.G: 
c- Deliver R.VF ki:s and RFV and PPR prof:c:ency pane:s to selected laboratories (Cameroon, the 

Central African Republic, the Republic of the Congo, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, 
Ethiopia, Gabo:1, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda) for testing. 

• Organize training on Recombinant RVF ant:gers and bio:ogicals production (South Africa, one 
month between July and October 2012} for each of two scientists to be se:ected from Kenya and 
Senegal). 1.D.5.G 

• Sign an IAEA Technical cont~act with a laboratO')I (to be selected in the Congo basin region) for 
serum product:on to create the PPR reference sera bank at the FAO/IAEA Divisio'!. 1.D.5.G 

1.E.G Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011- 31 March 2012) 

• Checklist of a minimum supoly esta::>lished per list of IDENTIFY priority diseases and provided to 
tile Congo basin region. linked to regional activity 1.E.l.C 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 Aprill012- 30 September 2012) 

• launch a tender for al: Congo Basin countr:es for procurement of equipment and consumables. 
linked to regional activity LE.l.C 

Output 2. linkages and communication pathways across national. regional and global laboratory 
and epidemiologic networks for the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened 

2.A.G Communication tool development and resource building 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011-31 March 2012) 

• A glossary was developed consisting of the avai:able diagnostic assays and cross-cutting 
technologies for selected animal diseases, including zoonoses.: most chapters of :he glossary 
written and validated by experts in tf!e field. New name for t:-~e document: LabCards. AI labCard 
was validated by the Joint OIE/FAO Network of Expertise for Animal Influenza (OFFlU) for 
posting on the OF;::Lu Web site. 2.A.3.G 

• Basics of Field Pa~ho!ogy training manual was :xovided to the Congo Basin and South/Southeast 
Asia regions: tt>e manuals will be distributed during the ~egicnal {African and Asian) TOT 

pathology workshops Bas:cs of Field and Laboratory Diagnosis. 2.A.2.G linked to regional 2.A.2.C 
and 2.A.1.S5EA 

• A road map and a self-assessment tool for laboratories to identify the elements needed for a 
laboratory irformatlon mallagement system (LIMS) \Vere developed at FAO headquarters 
together with the Australian Animal Health laboratory (AAHL) to critically review the individual 
laboratory needs, infrastructure and resources needed for successful implementation and 
sustainabillty o~ Ll\115 p:atform, and to establish guidelines for selection of a "fit-for-purpose" 
LIMS platform. These tools were piloted and delivered to laboratory managers during the 
Southt'Southeast Asia workshop in December 2011 (refer to l.C SSEA} 2.A.4.G 
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• EMPRES-i genetk module: second phase of collaboration with the Swiss Institute of 
Bioinformatlcs started (loA, November 2011-June 2012). Production phase of the work was 
initiated. Linkages were va:idated between the virus and epidemiological information fo: H5N1 
(tentat:velv). Applications and tools of the module are under discussio'i. A supportive tool was 
offered ~o the FLU RISK project {EFSA pandemic inf:uenza Risk Assessment project). 2.A.5.G 

• Access to sequencing services to Africa laborator;es Z.A.7.G: 

o Concep<; note on harmonization of molecula~ tests and provision of access to sequencing 
services to Afrka laboratories we:e developed. 

o Meeting at FAO headquarters on Improving Sequencing Access for sub-Saharan African 
laboratories, Rome \10 February 2012) with 14 participants indudi:~g six scientists from 
three FAO Referen-ce Centres, the IDENTIFY coordinator from the joint FAO/IAEA division, 
IDENTIFY I FAD regioral coordinators fro'Tl Bamako and Nairobi, and HQ IDENTIFYi FAO 
management team. 
• Major OUTCOMES: Beneficiary laboratories for the improved access to sequencing 

services were selected; work plan and coordinatior between the different partrers were 
cstublishcd; tmining objectives und logistics, llS well us the modulitic:; for the submission 
of samples for sequencing, procurement and tender needs were discussed. 

o Avai!able protocols for :lCR diagnosis and sequencing for the priority pathogens targeted in 

the Congo Basin was compared across the three FAO Reference Certres with the aim to 
harmonize protocols for multiple diseases testirg. Beneficiary labora::ories were informed, 
and baseline irformation on PCR testing and sequencing was requested. 

• Develooment of e-learning modu·es on bioinformatics {phvlogeny and sequence analysis) was 
initiated with the oartner (Swiss lnst:tute of B:oinfcrmatics). 2.A6.G 

o A first draft containing :he Chapter 1 of 3 was discussed between the Joi~t FAO/IAEA 
division, FAO headquarters and the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012- 30 September 2012) 

• Finalize translation in Frenc-; of the Basics of Field Pathology train:ng marual, and distribuce to 
French-speaking Congo :Jasi:-1 TOT pathology workshop attendees of the Basics of Field a1d 

laboratory Diagnosis. 2.A.2.G, linked to regionall.C4.C and 2.A.2.C 

• Finalize all chapte~s of the La beards and disseminate them to :aboratories. 2.A.3.G 
• Prese'lt EMPRES-i genetic module at the AI Symposium and OFFLU technical ;neet:ng for 

comments and future use by the scientific community. Support a master student from Viet Nam 
on the use of the EMPRES-i genetic module wit~ a focus on Vietnamese HSNl data. Validate the 

developed algorithm. launch the genetic module to the public. Publish the work. 2A.5.G 
• Access to sequencing services to Africa laboratories 2.A.7.G: develop and test harmonized 

protocols for PCR diagnosis and sequencing. Procure reagents for PCR and preparation of 

products for seque:1cing. Develop decision trees and sequencing strategy. Carry out \.Vorkshop 
for laboratory and epidemiology staff on PCR protocols, sequencing and bioinformatics. Tender 
and select sequencing provider for provision of sequencing services. Develop a moderator 
system for sequencing services. Promote sharing of results_ 

• Finalize the two e-learn:ng modules on bioinformatics (phylogeny and sequence analysis). 
2.A6.G 

2.B.G Development of joint meetings and conferences to support networking and promote 

national laboratory policies 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011- 31 March 2012) 
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• Supported the preparation and co-fu:1d!ng of the Wester:-1 and Centra: Africa Veterinary 
Laboratory Network for Avian Influenza and other Transboundary Animal Diseases (RESOLAB) 
Annual coordination meeting (from 6 to 9 December 2011, Bamai<o, Mali). FAO/!A'=.A 
coordinator participated in the meeting. linked to regionai2.B.C 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012) 

• Support to the preparation of the East Africa Regional Laboratory Network (EARLN) meeting 
(Mombasa, July 2012). linked to regionai2.B.C 

2.C.G Review and update of the laboratory Networking Strategy and future planning 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011- 31 March 2012) 

• Routine project management at headquarters and regional levels continued throug1 conference 
calls/v:deoconferences as needed, daily email communication and tripartite face-to-face 
meetings between FAO, OlE. and t1e World ~ealth Organization {WHO) as well as the use of the 
IDENTIFY SharePoint. 

• Participation in monthly teleconferences with :DENTIFY projec: management team and USAID 
Agreement Officer's Technical Representat:ve on 9 March 2012 and 10 April 2012, and face-to

face meeting on 17 January 2012. 

• Continued rotating system of responsibility sharing on a monthly basis between the three 
partners to more effectively and rapidly handle communication with programme partners, day
to-day operations and logistic arrangements. This system also applies to document creation, 

revision and meet;ng hosti1g. 
• IDENTIFYIFAO planning meet;ng with the FAO project management team, the FAO/!A'5.A 

coordinator and the FAO regional coordinators from Bamako, Nairobi and Gaborone (via 
teleconference) in Rome on 8 and 9 Febcuary 2012; The IDENTIFY I FAD ac!::ivities were planned 
for the coming eight months. 

• IDENTIFY project plan 'ling was discussed during the following meetings: 
o Tripartite headquarters meeting on the monitori11g and evaluation process and Year 12-13 

planning on 17 Ja:1uary 2012, Wasbngton, DC; Tripartite headquarters' meeting 0:1 the 

monitoring and evaluations process and :DENTIFY indicators, Paris, France, 16 Feb:-uary 2012. 
o Emerging Pandemic Threats {EPT} Quarterly Partners meeting, Washington, DC, from 18 to 

20 January 2012. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April2012- 30 September 2012) 

• Routine project management at headquarters and regional levels continued. 

• Participation of the IDENTIFY IFAO management team to the Congo basin IDPJTIFYIFAO 
plannir~g meetings, te:1tatively planned on 12 and 13 July 2012. 

• Participation (tentative) of the IDENT,FY I FAO management team to the Congo basin and S/SE 
Asia Regioral EPT p:anning meetings, July 2012. 

• Moreover, project pla'1ning will be discussed duringttle foJ:owing meeti:lgs: 
c USAID and Tripartite Meeting to discuss IDENTIFY, Rome, on 20 and 21 June 2012. 
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2.D.G Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(es) 

concerning laboratories 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011-31 March 2012) 

• Four-way linking for assessing heal~h risks at t~e human-animal interface. 2.D.2.G: 
c Planning mission carried out lr Viet Nam (on 17 and 18 October 2011} to prepare tre 

conceot, agenda and logistics for the fou~-way linking workshop i:1 VietNam, in collaboration 
with local FAO and WHO offices. 

c Viet Nam FAO/OIE/WHO workshop was conducted in Nha Trang, from 14 to 16 February 
2012 for 26 Vietnamese participants from the an;mal health sector. OUTCOMES: 
communication, info~mat;on sharing and jolrt risk assessment were the main gaps identified. 
Next steps for nationat ~eg;onal and provincial level on communication, data sharing and 
joint risk assessmen: for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI} were developed. 

c Presentation of a four-way linking concept given at the Meetirg on :...aboratory Strengthening 
for Emerging ln7ectious Diseases Diagnosis in Asia Pacific (October 2011 In Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia). 

• FAO headquarters and FAO/IAEA provided assistance to the regional preparation of the Congo 
Baslr Natiortal Veterinary Laboratories' Directors and Certtral Veterinary Officers {CVOs)/FAO 
planni:-~g meet:ng in :..ibreville, Gabon, from 3 to 5 Aoril 2012, and Entebbe, Uganda, from 11 to 
13 April 2012. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012- 30 September 2012) 

• Four-way linking in Banglades:-~: review mission ;n July 2012 and works~op in October 2012. 

2.D.2.G 

• Attend the Congo Bas:n National Veterinary Laboratories' Directors and 0/0s/FAO planning 
meeting in Gabon, from 3 to 5 April2012, ard Entebbe, Uganda, from 11 to 13 April 2012. 

2.E.G Support and promote laboratory networks 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011- 31 March 2012) 

• Inventory of trai~ing material in animal i'lfluenza was validated a'ld made ava:lable on the 
OF FLU Web site. 

• Contributed to the WHO VCM Meeting consultation (December 2011) aimed to improve the 
influenza vaccire virus selection process through: exploring ways to improve tre extent, 
timeliness and quality of virological and epidemiological surveillance da:a; the developmert and 

application of new assays and new modeiEng approaches; the understanding of the relationship 
between virus charac:eristics and vaccine effcacy, and the general understanding of regulatory 
consideratiors. OFLU activities were presented to the participants of :he public health sector to 
show animal health involvement in pandemic pre;:;aredness. 

• Contributed :o the WHO Vacc:ne Comoos;tlon meeting from 20 to 22 February 2012, WHO 

headquarters, Geneva oy collecting and comp:ling epidemiological analysis, genetic and 
antigenic data. In September 2011, OFFLU shared new and previously unreported sequences 
from Bangladesh, Egypt, India, Indonesia, Israel, Lao PDR, Myanmar and Viet Nam (clades 1, 
2.1.3, 2.2, 2.2.1, 2.3.2, 2.3.4} with tr.e VCM. The report included 245 HS sequences {120 ron
public and 12 puJiic domain sequences from 2011; 113 non-public 2009-2011). For H9, the 
OFFLU network contributed 20 pre-2011 sequences (majority fro:-n 2009), a'ld o'le 2011 
sequence from Bangladesh. Among these viruses, one was selected by WHO for candidate 
vaccine virus preparation {dade 2.3.4.2 A/chicken/Bangladesh/11rs1984-30/2011}. FAO 
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requested tfle transfer of the strain from Italy to the United States Centers for Disease Control 
{US CDC). The agreement was provided by Bangladesh, and the strain transferred from IZSVe to 
US CDC. 

• Support and participation;, the 2nd OFFLU Swine lrfluenza Virus {SIV) technical meeting. Paris, 
on 27 and 28 March 2012: FAO's contribution to global surveillance activities for SIV was 

presented, and next year achdties for the SIV groups were planf'ed. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012) 

• Support t1e annual technical meeting of OFFLU on 4 and 5 April 2012, back-to-bac~ with the 8th 
International Symoosium on Avian lnfiuenza, from 1 to 4 April 2012 (co-funding), London, UK. 

• Finalize the development of the OF FLU training Web site, with various tra:ning materials. 

• Contribute to the next WHO Vaccine Composition meeting {end of September 2012, China). 

2.F.G Support and promote laboratory partnerships 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011-31 March 2012) 

• Progress was made towards the des:gnatior of FAD Reference Centres in China, India, Kenya, 
South Africa and Tha:land {government endorsement pending for most dossiers}. 2.F.1.G 

• Concept note was developed on the roles and responsib:lities of regional se~vice laboratories in 
sub-Saharan Africa aDd submitted to OlE and the African Union-lnterafrican Bureau for ArJimal 
Resources {AU-!BAR) for discussion. 2.F.2.G 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012) 

• Support the organization o" the regional meeting in Addis A:Jaba from 11 to 13 July 2012 to 
define the roles and resporsibilities of regional service laboratories in sub-Saharan Afr:ca with 
institutional, technical and funding partners. 2.F.2.G 
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2 ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD (1 OCTOBER 2011-

31 MARCH 2012) AND PlANNED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEXT SIX-MONTH PERIOD 

(1 APRIL 2012- 30 SEPTEMBER 2012) 

2.1 ACTIVITIES SOUTH/SOUTHEAST ASIA COMPONENT 

Output 1. Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose diseases under a 
quality management system enhanced 

l.A.SSEA. Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011- 31 March 2012) 

• Refer to backstopping visits described in l.D.SSEA in Lao PDR {Nationa: Animal Health Centre 
(NAHC]) or 6 and 7 October 2011, Cambodia (National Veterinary Research Institute (NaVRI}) 
from 10 to 12 October 2011, Malaysia (Veterinary Research Institute [VRI]) from 11 to 
13 October, Thailard (National Institute of A~imal Health [NIAH]) from 14 to 18 Octo:)er, Viet 

Nam (Regional Animal Health Office Number 6 [RAHO 6]) on 20 and 21 October, and China 
(Chi11a Anima! Health and Epidemiology Centre [CAHEC]) from 20 to 27 November 2011. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April2012- 30 September 2012) 

• Compile/update reieva~t la:Joratory capacity data for the network and associated laboratories 
though t~e laboratory mapping exercise; im:::>lementing partner: AAHL. 

l.B.SSEA. Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory 
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines and standards 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011- 31 March 2012} 

• The 2nd O!=FLU SIV Technical Meeting, on 27 and 23 March 2012 Paris, France: IDENTIFY 
provided the support to~ a specialist from NIAH, Tha:land, and a spec:alist from :he National 

Centre for Veterinary o:agnostics (NCVD)/Department of Animal Health (DAH), Viet Nam to 
attend the meeting. The meeting was to discuss the progress made and to wori<. towards 
developing a be:ter understanding of the global implications of influenza infection in swine at 
tl"'e human-animal influenza interface. The two participants were also given the opportunity to 

visit the Animal Health and Ve:erinary Laboratories Agency (AHVJ\) Weybridge and the Institute 
for Animal Health (IAH) Pirbright laboratories in the United Kingdom on 29 and 30 March 2012. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012- 30 September 2012) 

• The 8th Avian Influenza International Symposium, from 1 to 4 A;)ril 2012, London. The project 
provided support for three part:clpants, including one participant from NIAH, Thailand, and two 
participants from DAH, Viet Nam to atte11d U~e conference. This conference was held for 
scientists, biologists, veterinarians, medics and gove~nment regulators interested in the 
exchange and discussion of current scientific information on AI. It intended to provide a broader 

understanding of the global nature of AI and a framework to develop international solutions. 

• The O!=FLU Annual Technical Meeting, on 4 and 5 April 2012, london, UK: Following the AI 
Symposium, three partici:Jants also attended tCJe meeting that brings together ti',e leading 
influenza experts from all over the world to prese'lt and discuss OFFLU's progress. 
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• The As:a-Pacific Biosafe:y Association's 7tr. Annuai Biosafety Conference, Bali, Indonesia, from 
24 to 27 April 2012: Under the support from the project, a Biosafety Officer a'ld a Biosafety 
Engineer fro:n VRJ, Maiaysia attended the two-day preconference workshop on 24 and 25 April 
and a two-day conference on 26 and 27 Awil 2012. This regional conference aimed at 
generating a fofmal exchange on various developme:-~ts in b:osafety, ranging from t'1e strategic 
coalition and road map for the Asia-:>acific region to biosafety capab:lity and capacity building in 

t~e region. 

l.C.SSEA. Develop and conduct FAO/OlE/WHO trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity 
and to promote national laboratory policies and guidelines 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011- 31 March 2012) 

• REGIONA:.. trairing: Advanced Biorisk Training, Geelong, Australia, from 14 to 18 November 
2011. LC.l.SSEA: 

o With the priority given to participants who atterded the Biosafety Management Training in 
2011, out of ten participants, seven participants were from China, Malaysia, Thaiiand and 
Viet Nam, while three participants from India joined the :raining with the funding support 
from another project. 

o Implementing partner: AAHL. 
o OUTCOME: The trained-partic!pants would become reg:onal biosafety resource persons to 

provide technical support to other countries in the region. 

• REGJONA:... training: Laboratory Engineering and Equipment Maintenance Training, Geelong, 
Australia, f~om 21 to 25 November 2011: 

o With prioriW given to those who pa~ticioated in the Biosafety ManagemertTraining :n 2010, 

there were 13 participants from C1ina, India, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Tha:land and Viet Narn 
o Implementing partner: AAHL 
o OUTCOME: The trained biosafety ergireers would become regional resource persons to 

provide support to other countries in the region. 

• REGIONAL workshop: Laboratory Information Management Systems: !dent:fying Needs, 
Resources, and Ways Forward in Phuket, Thai:and, on 8 and 9 December 2011. l.C3.SSEA 

o The workshop was attended by 19 participants from national animal healtt' laboratories in 11 
countries of South and Southeast Asia; 

o Implementing partners: AAHL.and CSU. 
o OUTCOME: A self-assessment tool to aid in determining individual laboratory needs for LIMS 

was piloted and delivered to laboratory managers for their use in decis:on making a1d 
creating an action plan on selection and implementation of a LIMS. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April2012- 30 September 2012) 

• REGIONAL training, Laboratory and Fie:d Epidemiology Linkage TOT Workshops: Basics of Fie:d 
and Laboratory Diagnosis in Ch:ang Mai, Thailand, scheduled for 21-25 May 2012; implementing 
partner: the Univers;ty of Georgia. l.C.4.55EA 

• REGIONA:... workshop, Laboratory and Field Epidemiology :..inkage TOT: Strengthe1 Laboratory 
and Field Epidemiology Linkages. Schedule is to be corfirmed; implementing partner: AAHL 

• REGIONA:.. workshops related to ~egional laboratory networking of selected regional priority 
diseases for Asia. Schedules are to be confirmed; implemer1ting partner: AAHL. 

• Provide consultancy on risk assessment, standard operating procedures developmert ard 
training on biosafety management to network laboratories; implementing par'.:ners: 
inter:1ationaljnational consulta0ts and PREDICT. 
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l.O.SSEA. Promote: and support laboratory quality management 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011- 31 March 2012) 

• Conducted backstopping missions to seven laboratories to ensure i'l1plementation of 
appropriate diagnostic protocols under a quality assurance system. During the visits to 
laboratories, AAHL laboratory experts provided the following inputs: (i) follow-up on proficiency 
testing results for PRRS, CSF and >--JPAI; {ii) trouble shooting technical problems revealed by 
proficiency testing results; (iii} in-house training on equipment usage and maintenance; (iv) 
follow-up on laborato'Y' quality systems; (v) inputs on biosafety and biosecurity; and (vi} 
advocacy for laboratory support for surveillance. These missions were carried out at !DE'JTIFY

supported laboratories: 'JAHC in Lao PDR on 6 and 7 October 2011, NaV'i.l in Cambodia from 
10 to 12 October, VRI in Malaysia from 11 to 13 Octo be~, NIAH in Thailand from 14 to 
18 October, RAHO 6 in Viet Nam on 20 a'1d 21 October, and CAHEC and the Chongqing A'1imal 
Disease Control Centre (CAJCC} in China from 20 to 27 November 2011. l.D.2.SSEA 

• Provided cons.u:tancy ilnd technical L!S5istLJncc to activities related to the labomtory relocation 
and implementaeon of the Biosafety Level3 {BSL3) fadli:y at NAHC, Lao PDR (March-May 2012). 

• Provided laboratory visit:;. and technical consultation to assist developmen: and implementa:ion 
of laboratory quality management to tfle network laboratories: NAHC in lao PDR from 22 to 
24 November 2011, DAH in Viet Nam, from 18 to 20 December 2011, the Central Disease 
Investigation Laboratory [COIL] in Bangladesh, o:-~ 25 January 2012, NAHC in Lao PDR on 22 
March and on 29 and 30 March 2012, NaVRI in VietNam frorn 26 to 29 March 2012. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012) 

• Continue to provide advice and technical assistance to activities related to the laboratory 
relocation and implementation of the BSL3 facility at NAHC, lao PDR (March-May 2012). 

• Provide biosafety ca~ine-t testing and calibration to the network laboratories (Indonesia, Lao 
POR, Myanmar, the Philippines and VietNam). l.D.l.SSEA 

• Provide consultation and facilitate the procureme-nt/access of ll\115 to the network laboratories 
{NIAH, Thailand, and NAHC, lao PDR). 1.D.4.55EA 

• Continue to facilitate proficiency test;ng programme for d:agnosis of se:ected regional priority 

diseases and provide backstopping missions to the participating laboratories to ensure 
implementation of appropriate diagnostic protocols under a quality assu~ance system; 
implemen:ing partner: AAH~. 1.0.6.SSEA. 

• Provide laboratory visits and technical consultation to assist developme'lt and implementat:on 
of laboratory qual:tv management to the network laboratories. 1.D.2.5SEA 

l.E.SSEA. Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011-31 March 2012) 

• Two PCR cabinets were procured: one for COil, Bangladesh, and one fa~ the Central Veterinary 
Laboratory, Nepal. 

• Eight biosafety cabinets procured ir August 2011 were delivered and installed at the 
laboratories ir: Bangladesh (one), Cambodia (one) and Malaysia {two} i1 January 2012, and at 
the laboratory in Nepal \two) :n February 2012. Two biosafety cabinets were delivered to the 
laboratory in Lao PDR lr November 2011, and will be installed in t1e new laboratory. 
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Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012- 30 September 2012) 

• Provide necessary supplies and equip:-ne'lt, based on the ~indings and recommer,dations of the 
biosafety assessmert and cabinet testing activities, to ensure the woper biosafety conta:nment 
and practices in the network la:)oratories. 

• Provide sta'ldardized veterinary diagnostic reagents including proficiency testing pare! 
complement, supplies and equipment as requested by the network laboratories, or 
recommended in support of the proficiency testing programme. 

Output 2 Unkages and communication pathways across national, regional and global laboratory 
and epidemiologic networks for the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened 

2.A.SSEA. Communication tool development and resource building 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011-31 March 2012) 

• Supported productior of IDENTIFY leaflets for distribution to participants attending FAG
organized meet:ngs and workshops. 2.A.1.SSEA. 

• Provided technical inputs and supported the implementa:ion of EMPRES-i Asia platform to share 
expertise and Information ln a real-time manner across the network. 

• Provided administration and information update to the AI Ne:work Asia email list. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April2012- 30 September 2012) 

• Continue to suppon: the implementation ofEMPRES-i and AI Network Asia. 

• Provide the gu:dellnes and documerJts related to diagnosis, management and control of 
transboundary animal diseases (TADs) as per requested Distribution of Basics of Field Pathology 
Training manual for trainers. 

• Develoo training materials for the laboratory- Field Epidemiology linkage Training. 

2.B.SSEA. Development of joint meetings and conferences to support networking and promote 
national laboratory policies 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012) 

• REGIONA:... laboratory Directors' Forum meeting a'1d Regional laboratory Network meeting. 
2.B.1.SSEA: The Third laboratory Directors' Forum was jointly organized by the Department of 

Veterinary Services Malaysia, FAO and OlE on 18 October 2011 lr Kuala lumpur, Malaysia. T<e 
meeting was attended by 35 participants from Cambodia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, 
Thailand and Viet Nam, NIAH Japan, AAHl, 0 E a:1d FAO. The Forum welcomed new members 
from China, Indonesia and the ;Jhilippines. The main objective of the meet:ng was to update the 

directors of key national laboratories on the ongoing activities related to laboratory capacity 
building and labo~atory networking i:1 Southeast Asia. 

• Meeting on Laboratory Strengthen:ng for Emerging Infectious Diseases D:agnos;s in Asia and the 
Pacific was :1eld from 19 to 21 October 2011 in Kuala lumpur, Malaysia. The meeting was 
organized jointly by FAO/O:E/WHO. It was the first time that representatives from cross-secto~al 
groups, particular:y the animal and publ'c health, met :o discuss !a:Joratory issues in the region. 

The international organizations,. FAO, OlE and WHO presented their frameworks for 
implemen:ing tCJe laboratory strengthening programme in the region: FAO Reg:onal Strategy on 
Emerging Diseases, OlE Performance of Veterinary Services Pathway and WHO Western Pacif:c 
Region Asian Pacific Strategy for Emerging Diseases. Animal and public hea:th sec:ors met to 
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discuss the issues related to strengthening capacities before convening on the third day for an 
inforrr.ation sharing sessTo:1 on One Health and cross-sectoral group work. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012- 30 September 2012) 

• Regional Laboratory TecPnica: Advisory Group meeting (June 2012, Bangkok, Thailand). 

• The 41r, Laboratory Directors' Forum meeting {Ju:y 2012, Vie! Nam). 

• Regional ~aboratory Network meeti:1g {September 2012, VietNam). 

2.C.SSEA. Review and update of the tripartite laboratory Networking Strategy and future planning 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011- 31 March 2012) 

• The IDENTIFYIFAO Southeast Asia coordinator together with the OlE IUENTIFY Southeast Asia 
coordinator participated in the triparti:e 2012 EPT lao PO~ work plar review meeting on 
23 November 2011 in Vientiane, lao PDR. 

• The IDENTIFY! FAO SoutPeast Asia coordinator participated in the 2012 EPT Thailand work plan 
review meeting on 6 February 2012 in Ba:~gkok, ThaHa~d. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April2012- 30 September 2012) 

• The IDENTIFY i FAD Southeast Asia coordinator will participate :n the 2"" Quarterly EPT Lao PDR 
Work Plan Review meeting to be held on 5 April2012 in Vientiane, lao PDR. 

• Participation in the Regional EPT pla'lning rneeting, July 2012, and in the EPT country level wor:.: 
planni'lg meetings {tentatively). 

2.D.SSEA. Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(es) 
concerning laboratories 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011- 31 March 2012) 

• Provided assistance and inputs on develo~ment of the Regional Framework for Animal Health 
Laboratory capacity Building and Ne:working in Asia which was presented and adopted during 
tre 3'ct Laboratory Directors' Forum meeting (from 19 to 21 October 2012). 

• Faci:itated the development of ToR for roles and responsibi:ities of the regional leading 
laboratory for classical swine fever (CSF) (DAH, v:et Nam), foot-and-mouth disease {FMD) 

(Regional Reference Laboratory, Thailand) and HPAI (VRI, Malaysia), which was presented and 
agreed at the 3rct labora!ory Directors' Forum meetirg (from 19 to 21 October 2012). 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012- 30 September 2012) 

• Provide technical assistance in preparation of the Regional Framework for Animal Health 
Laboratory Capacity Building and Networking in Asia to the Association of Southeast Asian 
Nations Sectoral Work;ng Group on livestock (ASWGL) in the upcoming ASWGL meeting in May 
2012 in Myanmar. 
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2.E.SSEA. Support and promote laboratory networks 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011- 31 March 2012) 

• The IDENTIFY I FAO SE Asia Coordinator participated in and provided technical inputs to DAH Viet 
Nam 10'11 Epidemiology ~aboratory Network Meeting from 19 to 21 December 2011 in tianoi, 
Viet Nam. A total of 50 participants attended the meetirg including staff from DAH 
Epidemio:ogy Division, NCVD and RAHOs. Representatives from tf-)e v:et Nam National Institute 

of Health and Epidemiology (NIHE), the Hanoi Agriculture Universi:y (HAUL USA!D, LS CDC ard 
tl"-e wi:dlife Conservation Society {WCS), and laboratory experts f'om FAO also participated in 
t~e meeting. The goals of the meeting were to share updates on diseases surveillance a1d 
diagnosis and to discuss plans for future surveillance, diagnosis and networking activities. 

• The IDENTIFYIFAO Southeast Asia Coordinator provided technical inputs during the First 
Laboratory Directors' Forum meeting and workshop on Laboratory Networking and Proficie'1cy 
Testing for Priority Highly Pathogen·c Emerging and Re-emerging Diseases in Asia (HPEDs) in 

South Asian Association for Regiona: Cooperatior (SMRCJ countries on 23 and 24 January 2012 
in Dhaka, Bang:adesh. The meeting and workshop were attended by 27 participants from the 

SAARC coumries including Bangladesh, Bf-)utan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri lanka, 
with technical support from AAHL, OlE and FAO Regioral Office for Asia and the Pacific. The 
ultimate goal of this Forum was to provide a platform to discuss problems and issues related to 
t~e national vete~:nary diagnostic :aboratories and networks of mem~er states in the SAARC 

region; and to act as a coordinating platform for the national veterinary diagnostic laboratories 
of the region to promote harmonization and to enhance la:)oratory capacity and standards for 

tre diagnosis ofT ADs and emerging/re-emergi'1g infectious diseases" 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April2012- 30 September 2012) 

• Continue to p;ovide inputs and support commun:catio:.. and irteraction among the regional 
network laboratories, and support national laboratory networking activities. 

2.F.SSEA. Support and promote laboratory partnerships 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012) 

• Support ard promote the establ:sh:ne:..t/development of regional leading labo;atories 
2.F.1.SSEA: 

c Supported the development and implementation of Regional Guiding Principles for Diagnosis 
of HPAI, FMD, CSF and porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome (PRRS) by regional 
leading laboratories. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012- 30 September 2012) 

• Provide support to the regional leading laboratory for swine diseases in VietNam to host :he 4th 
Laboratory Directors Forum meetirg and the Regional laboratory Network meeting. 
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3 ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD (1 OCTOBER 2011-

31 MARCH 2012) AND PlANNED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEXT SIX-MONTH PERIOD 

(1 APRIL 2012- 30 SEPTEMBER 2012) 

3.1 ACTIVITIES CONGO BASIN COMPONENT 

! Output 1. Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose diseases under a 
! quality management system enhanced 

l.A.Congo. Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011-31 March 2012) 

• The first report o:~ the Congo Basin National Veterinary Diagnostic Laborato~;es Mapp:ng, based 
on laboratory se:f-evaluation system data was f:nalized in December 2011. Translation of the 

report into Fre11c>1 was carr:ed out. 1.A1.C 
• Harmonization of the FAO laboratory mapping tool across Asia and Africa regions {act;vity linked 

to 1.A.6.G): 
o Review and translation of the new and consolidated laboratory mapping tool in Frencr. 

1.A5.C 
o Migracion of data from the 2010 questionnaires and presentation into the new laboratory 

mapping mol. 1.A.2.C 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April2012- 30 September 2012) 

• Outcomes of the mapping results to be prese0ted to laboratory directors and CVOs {Li!)reville, 
Entebbe meetings, April2012) 1.A.1.C 

• Additio11al targeted data collection, with labora~ory visits and/or follow-up assessments if 
necessary, to fill in gaps in knowledge on labo-a:ory capacities; IDENTIFY supported laboratories, 
including regional ,aboratories, w!ll be assessed with the new laboratory mapping i:ool by third 

parties. l.A.3.C 

• Integrate t,e outco:-nes of the laboratory mapping into the Laboratory Networking Strategy. 
1.A.4.C 

l.B.Congo. Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to 
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines and standards 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {1 October 2011- 31 March 2012) 

• None 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April2012- 30 September 2012) 

• Support to quality/blosafety managers from Botswana, Cameroon and Uganda to attend the 
3'<~ Annual African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA} conference, from 24 to 27 June 2012, 

Sandton Convention Centre, Johannesburg, South Africa. 

• Support the participation of the Congo Basin and South/Southeast Asia countries in the global 
FMD conference i~ Bangkok in June 2012. 

• Support the participation in East Africa Regional Biosurveillance workst>op in Kampala in June 
2012. 
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l.C.Congo. Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity and to 
promote national laboratory policies and guidelines 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011- 31 March 2012) 

• Preparation of a series of trainings planned :n year 3 was ca~ried out: finalizatior of ToR 
undertaken, trainers and partners contacted, preparatio~ of contracts with training providers 
carried out, location and dates confirmed, countries informed about tf)e training, logistics 
partially prepared, etc. The preparation cove~ed the follow;ng activities: 

c- Regional workshop on Process Control Quality Control (sample management, quality 
control fo~ quantitative tests, qua:ity control for qualitative tests), tentatively libreville, July

September 2012. l.C.2.C 
o Regional workshop on Laboratory Equipment Calibration and Maintenance, Gambia, 

tentatively in July 2012, co-funded wi-::h the un;ted States Departme'1t of Agricu:ture 

(USDA)/ Animal and Plart Health Inspection Service (APHIS). 1.C.5.C 
o Regional :raini'1g course on Major Trarsboundary and Zoonotic Animal Diseases in the 

Region: Early Detec:ion, Surveillance and Epidem=ology, Garoua, Cameroon, from 18 to 
29 June 2012, organized mgether with FAO/IAEA. 1.C.3.C (see also 1.C.4.G) 

o Regional TOT patl"-ology workshops {locatio'1, time, main trainers): Basics of Field and 

Laboratory :>iagnosis.1.C.4.C: 
• Session 1 (anglophone countries): Eas::ern Congo Basin, Nairobi, from 23 to 27 April 

2012 
• Session 2 (fra:-ocophone countries): Western Congo Basin. Venue and dates TBD. 

French version of the manual is under finalization. linked to global activity 2.A.2.G 
c Regional training on b:osecurity/biosafety "for Ca:r.eroon, the Central African Republic, the 

Democratic Repub:ic of the Congo, the Repub:ic of the Congo, Gabon and Equatorial Guinea, 
to be held :entativeiy in Kinshasa, September 2012. l.C.?.C 

o Rabies natio:1al training (location, time, main trainers) for rabies diagnosis, followed by 
national seminars on rabies in Cameroon, the Democratic Republic of the Congo and 
Tarzania. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012- 30 September 2012) 

• Provision to each laboratory of ISO 17025 manual, OlE te~restrial manual and DiE guidelines on 
biosafety in ve-::erinary laboratory. 1.C.1.C 

• Carry out nat:onal trainings with fie:d epidemiologists or'! sample collection, storage and 

shipping. 1.C.6.C 

l.D.Congo. Promote and support laboratory quality management 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011-31 March 2012) 

• Two trairings in laboratory equipment calibration and maintenarce {1.C.5.C) were prepared in 
support of laboratory quality ma:1agement, and as part of the regional road map for quality 
assurance management. Laboratory support trainings to assist in equipment maintenance a'ld 

calibration: 
o Session 1: at the Laboratoire vetirinaire of Kinshasa for three -::o four trainees from each 

participant national veterinary laboratory !the Democratic Republic of the Congo, the 
Republic of the Congo and Gabon). 

o Session 2: at LANAVET of Garoua {Cameroon) for four to five trainees from each 
participant national veterirary laboratory {Cameroon, the Central African Republic, Chad 
and :he Niger}. 
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• Preparation of activities aimed at deve!op'ng specific technical testing competence to face 

emerging disease situa:ions: Cameroon, the Centra: African Republic, the Democratic R.epubl:c 
of the Congo {bush meat microbiology, advanced CBPP, ASF), Gaboq (rabies, CBPP}, the Republic 
of the Congo, Rwanda {ASF), Tanzania and Uganda (Contagious bovire pleuropneumonia 
[CBPP]}. Experts were identified. Country time frames proposed. 1.D.9.C 

• Contacts were established with AfBSA for a possible collaboratio'1 with FAO and with regional 
laboratory networks. As a first step, it was agreed that IDENTIFY will support the participants 
from beneficiary countries in the AfBSA activi:ies (see l.B.C}. FAO requested that participants be 
able to submit abstracts and p~esent veterinary perspectives in the meeting. 1.D.6.C 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012- 30 September 2012) 

• Conduct two trainirg sessions on laboratory equipment calibratior and ma:ntenarce. 

• Issue the call for a regional consultancy for or~-site audit/backstopping missions for assessing 
quality assurance system implemertatio1 and developmer~t of quality documen:at!of'i in the 
Central African Republic. the Democratic Republic of the Congo, the Republic of the Congo, 
Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda. These missions will provide information for the IDENTIFY 
indicators linked to objective 3.1.D.2.C 

• Proficiency testing for AI/NO in September 2012 for all IDENTIFY beneficiary countr:es (except 
Equatorial Guinea) and regional :abora:ories in Afr:ca; ~VF and PPR proficiency testi~g for 

selected countries (Cameroon, the Central African Repu:Jiic, the Democratic Republic of the 
Congo, Ethiopia, Kenya, Senegal. Ta:'lzania and Uganda). linked to global activity 1.D3.G 

• Carry out all expert missions aimed at developing specific tech:1icai testing competencies to face 
emerging disease situations. 1.D.9.C 

• Organize scientific visits for laboratory directors within and outside their region (all countries). 

1.D.4.C 
• Conduct assessment missio'ls (Cameroon and the Democratic Republic of the Congo) for 

biosafety and b;osecurity infrastructures, equipXient and practices. 1.D.5.C 

• Provision to the nine beneficiary countries wi:h validated standardized veterinary diagnostic 
reagents (antigens and antisera) targeting priority TAD laboratory· diagnosis. 1.D.8.C 

l.E.Congo. Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011-31 March 2012) 

• A checklist of minimal equip:r.ent and consumables to be made available in each be:~eficiary 
laboratory was determined, which wid be used as priority procurement :terns. The approach was 
developed on combin:ng the checklist with the results of the mapping and with the list of needs 
for equipment and consumables already collected from beneficiary laboratories. 1.E.1.C 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April2012- 30 September 2012) 

• Approach on procurement of equip'Y'ient and consumables to be agreed during laboratory 
directors and CVOs meetings (Libreville, Gabon, from 3 to 5 A~xil, 2012, and Entebbe, Uganda, 
from 11 to 13 Apri: 2012). An indication of the budget range will be communicated to the 

laboratories. l.E.l.C 
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Output 2 Linkages and communication pathways across national, regional and global laboratory 
and epidemiologic networks for the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened 

2.A.Congo. Communication tool development and resource building 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011- 31 March 2012) 

• Conce;Jtion and production of a leaflet on IDENTIFY activities, in addition to the posters was 
produced and distributed to beneficia~y laboratories. 2.A.l.C 

• The following progress was made in the second phase of the study on the development of 
collaborations and/or part"lerships between public veterinary laboratories and the animal 
industry: consultaf"lt to carry out the second phase of the study was p;eselected, pilot countries 
were selected {Cameroon, the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Rwanda), and his ToR 
were finalized. 2.A3.C 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012- 30 September 2012) 

• Production, printing and dissemination of various public awareness and advocacy materials. 
2.A1.C 

• Provide the guidelines and documents related to diagnosis, managemen: and control of TADs as 
per requested distribution of the Basics of Field Pathology training marual for trainers during 
t~e TOT pathology workshoos or. the Basics of Field and la~oratory Diagnosis. 2A.2.C 

• Production, printi'"lg and disseminafon of case definition and recommerded test re:.ertoire for 
IDENTIFY listed priority diseases. The Veterinary school in Dakar, Senegal (EISMV) was selected 
to lead this activity through an loA witt- FAO. During the implementation period of the LoA, 

EISMV will make available one expert and two students to develop two guides for field and 
laboratory diagnosis for pr:ority diseases in the Co1go Basin. 2.A.5.C 

• Initiate the second phase of the study on the development of collaborations and/or partnerships 
between public veterinary laboratories and t1e animal industry. This study will take place :n 

thee pilot countries (Cameroon, the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Rwanda) as a 
follow-up to the first study conducted by FAO in year 2. It a:ms at identifying alternative 

activities that will generate additional and sustainable financia: resources for concerned 
laboratories. 2.A.3.C 

• Propose sample referral gu:delines for two priority TAOs. 2.A.4.C 

2.B.Congo. Development of joint meetings and conferences to support networking and promote 
national laboratory policies 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011-31 March 2012) 

• RESOLAB annual coordination meeting conducted il"' December 2011, Bamako. All beneficiary 
countries, except Gabon, were ab:e to participate. Meetirg was co-funded by USDA/APHIS. 

Minutes can be found at: 
Co;ttp:l/www.fao ectad bamako.org/fr/I~G/pdf/Report 5th RESOLAB Dec2011 En12l F15Jan G~.pdf 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012- 30 September 2012) 

• EARLN annual coordination meeting, Mombasa, Kenya, on 27 and 28 July 2012. 
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l.C.Congo. Review and update of the tripartite Laboratory Networking Strategy and future 
planning 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011- 31 March 2012) 

• The lDENTIFYIFAO regional coord;nators from Bamako, Nairobi and Gabo~one (via 
teleconference) participated ;n the IDENTIFY I FAO planning meeting •Nith the project 

management team in Rome (on 8 and 9 February 2012). The IDENTIFY FAO activities were 
planned for the coming eight months. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012) 

• Tripartite regionai coordination mee~ings, date and venue TBD. 

• Participation of the :oENTIFY : FAO regiof"lai coordinators in the Regional EPT planf"lirg meeting, 
July 2012. 

Z.D.Congo. Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(esj 
concerning laboratories 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011- 31 March 2012) 

• None 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April2012- 30 September 2012) 

• Year 3 work p:an implementation meeting of IDENT:Fv:FAO project with the Wes.tern Congo 
Basir National Veterinary laboratories' Directors and CVOs, from 3 to 5 April 2012, Libreville, 
Gabon. OlE. WHO a;,d AU-IBAR will participate, lntersectoral discussions at ;,ationai levels will 
be supported through national loA. 

• Year 3 work plan impleme<tation meeting of IDENTIFY I FAO project with the Eastern Congo 
Basir National Veterinary laboratories' Directors and CVOs, from 11 to 13 April 2012, Entebbe, 
Uga'"lda. OlE, WHO, LSAID and AU-IBAR are irwited. lntersectoral discussions at natio'"lai levels 
will be supported through national loA. 

• Faci:itate national rabies seminars in Cameroon, the Democratic RepubFc of the Congo a1d 
Tanzania, with all stakeholders (pu:Jiic health, un;versities, WHO, labo~atories, veterinary 
services and private veterinarians). 

2.E.Congo. Support and promote laboratory networks 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011- 31 March 2012) 

• Annual regional networking meetings: participation in RESOLAB annual coordination meeting, 
Bamako, Mali, from 12 to 16 December 2012 for nine participants from five Congo Basin 
countries {Cameroon, the Central African Republic, the Republic of the Cargo, the De'i'oocratic 
Republic of the Congo ard Equatoria: Guinea), two participants from RESOLAB Regional 

laboratories (LNERV of Senegal and NVRI of Nigeria), t1ree participants from FAO/OIE Reference 
laboratory (IZSVe of Padova, :taly} and three participa:1ts from the EARlN network. 
Implementing partners: France veterinaire International, USDA/A~HIS, AIEA, USAID, CIRAD, OIC 
and AU-IBAR. 2.E.l.C 
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• An OFHU representative was present at the RESOLAB rneefng and ensured good linkage 
between OFFLU act:vities and RESOLAB (e.g. info~mation on o:::FLU activities,. invitat:on to 
contribute to o:::FLU techn;cal work). 2.E.l.C 

• Representatives of Eastern and Southern African Development Com:nunity (SADC) Africa 
regional laboratory networks were present at the RESOLAB meeting and maintained linkages 
between sub-Saharan Africa regional laboratory networks. 2.E.1.C 

• Participation of EARLN interim coordinator and the National Animal Disease Diagnostics a'ld 
Epidemio:ogy CerJtre of Uganda Executive Manager and one senior staff !n the RESOLAB 5th 
Annual coordination meeting. 2.E.1.C 

• Coordination of the activities of the subnetworks 0'1 PPR, ~MD and rabies for Western and 
Central Africa region. 2.E.l.C 

• lnforma~ion col:ectior and dissemination via emailing list and Web site. Support for shar'ng of 
infor"Y".ation and biological materials: techn:cai informat'on was shared tt>rough RESOLAB Web 
si:e (www.fao-ectad-bamako.org) and ma:ling rst. :n addition, contacts are underway with the 
International livestock Research Institute (ILRI) to implement joint activities that aim at 
sequencing the gene of ASF virus isola~ed i•1 Cameroor,; 2.£.3.C 

• Support participants co atte"ld an EA::RN-FMD subr~etwork coordination meeting a:-~d regional 
FMD progressive contro: pathway meetirg in Nairobi (from 5 to 7 March 2012). 2.£.1.C 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April2012- 30 September 2012) 

• Provide support to RESOLAB and EARLN network and subnetwork meetings. 2.E.l.C 

• Facritate common workshops, at country !eve!, between :aboratory technida:1s and 
ep;demiologists. 2.£.2.C 

• Resume with information collection and dissemination via emailing list and Web site. 2.E.3.C 
• Invite RCSOLAB/SAOC La:~oratory Network members, FMD su::metwork coordinator and OFFLU 

re-presentat:ve(s) to the EARlc.J annual coordination meeting in July 2012 in Kenya. 2.£.1.C 
• Oeveloo linkages with the joint AU-IBAR/OIE/FAO project entitled, Reinforcing Veterinary 

Governance in Africa, thar will be launched in May 2012, and which ircludes, under FAO 
component, activities to suppon :he reg;onal networks (laboratory, epidemio-swveillance, etc.). 

2.F.Congo. Support and promote laboratory partnerships 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011-31 March 2012) 

• Contribution to concept notes developed at FAO headquarters on: 
o definitior of the roles and responsibi:ities of regional laboratories in sub-Saharan Africa and 

establishment/deve:opment of regional service laboratories; OlE was contacted for review 
and comments on the proposed approach, and a corcept note was transmitted to WHO. 
linked to global activity 2.F.G 

o provision of access to sequencing services for sub-Sararan veterinary laboratories. 

• Contact was established with AfBSA to explore a possible membership for RESOLAB/EARLN 
networks. linked to activity 1.D.C 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012) 

• Meeting on regional laboratory services from 9 to 11 July 2012 in Addis Aoaba. linked to global 
activity 2.F.2.G 
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4 MAIN CHAllENGES ENCOUNTERED AND RESPONSE PROVIDED 

• The implementation of tt<e project activities under the Year 3 work plan, corresponding to this 
reporting period {1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012). was delayed owing to the completion of the 

va:idation process of the Year 3 work plan in November 2011, which resulted in the adoption of 
a new timetable of oroject activities. 

• 111 the Congo Basin, there is still a need to imp-eve the invo:vement of the beneficiary 
laboratories in IDENT:FYIFAO activities. FAO meetings with ve;:erinary laboratory directors a1d 
CVOs are planned in the next reporting period to present and discuss the projec::'s 

implemen;:ation, co:nmon corstra!nts, current and future work plans, and to improve the 
project ownership by bereficiary laborato~;es. For a better implementation of the IDENTIFY 
project at the natiorallevel, with a more active role played by the benef;c:ary laboratories. FAO 
will discuss the designation [and Terms of Reference) of national coordinators responsible for 
follow-up and linkages wi;:h other national and EPT partners. LoA will be signed with each 
laboratory, wi:h activities carried out by benefc:ar.,,labo~atories. 

• !DENT!FYIFAO is seeking to fill the gaps defined from ~he first mapping exercise result if' the 
Congo Basin. The major constraints reported by the laboratories with respect to the adequate 
performing of labo~atory diagnosis were: financial and material resources (reported by 
29 percent of the laboratories), inadequate number of qualified human ~esources {26 percent), 
difficulties ir procurement of reagents and corsumables (23 percen;:) and d;fficulties in 
metro:ogy and equipment maintenance (6 percent). Furthermore, the quality system 

development and/or irnple:nentation have faced difficulties ~anging from an irsufficiency of 
financial and material resources (26 percent)_. lack of trained personnel (23 percent), subop:imal 
metro:ogy and equipment maintenance operations (13 percent) to an irregular provision of 

water and electricity (7 percent). FAD will address the issue of advocacy to national authorities 

and regional institutions as wei: as development of natio'1allaboratory policy. 

• The low oriority given to animal health in country policies and development strategies often 
leads to difficulties in mobilizing techn:cal, fnancial and human resources at national level, thus 
compromising the sustainability of activ:t!es implemented under the project. Therefore, there is 
a need to intensify advocac)t at countl)t level and increase sustairable financial resources. 
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5 MAIN PROGRESS MADE TOWARDS THE ACHIEVEMENT OF PROJECT OUTCOMES 

(FROM THE START OF THE PROJECT ACTIVITIES) 

• The support provided by :oENTIFY to-date ~as contributed to a greater understand:ng of the 
regional ani'nal heal<;h priorities, assessment of laboratory capacities, and identification of 
regional and national gaps and resources. 

• The direct support aForded to laboratories is substantiat and has allowed for an expansion of 
tile activities to inc:ude: quality assurance, biosafety, and maintenance and calibration of 
equipmen(. thus contributing to laboratories' ca;:;acity to conduct work in accordance with 
intenationally accredited stardards (e.g. ISO 17025}. Many nationallabo~atories never had the 
opportunity to consider these major issues. The support provided ;s neither isolated nor 
sequential; the project builds upon previous and curre:1t investments in laboratory networking 
and allows for a programmatic approach, proper approval of planned activities by coun:ries and 

a regional approach to TAOs. 

• As many :)riority diseases are TAOs, a regional approach (where agreed) allows for rapid disease 
detection/identification. Response measures can be coordinated regionally for more effective 
control. The networks in the West/Central_ Easte;n Africa and Southeast Asia regions have set a 
good examp:e, with both the formal and informal exchaqge of information, collective effort and 

resporsibility to bu:ld laboratories in the reg:ons. Other partqers, such as USDA/APHIS, EU-FMD 
Commission and CIRAD have demonstrated an increasing interest in and support for these 
laboratory networks. The growiqg confidence lends credence to the regional approach, and FAO 

has a comparative advantage in the coordination of such support and inpu:s. T:lis project "as 
provided support to regional laboratory networks, allowing :1etworking and progress in the 
strategy of these ret<.vorks., especially related to the status and mandate of regional service 
laboratories. 

• While la~oratory capacities and nat:onal needs are heterogeneous within each region, the 

laboratory mapping tool developed by FAO is contribui:ing to a regior'!al perspective on 
laboratory capacities and gaps. This tool can serve for laboratories themselves, as well as 
decision-makers and technical partners, to identify the ~egional and individual support required. 
It is also an invaluable tool for FAO to tailor its capacity building support in l;ne with tre project's 
objectives, measuring the progress made and the impact of the project. This tool is also 
applicable in other contexts, or under other FAO projects in tt~e future. It will continue to evolve, 
through tCJe development of specific modules and according to :he feedback received. 

• This project has enabled or will shortly enable the launching of innovat:ve in:tiatives, such as t<e 
genetic module ir the EMPRES-! dataoase, the four-way l:nking framework, the laboratory 
mapping tool, the development of private-public partnersh:ps betwee:1 laboratories and the 
animal production sector a,'ld the provision of access of laboratories to sequencing services. The 

genetic module represents an ideal example of a multidisciplinary success, linking virology, 
ep:demiology and bioinformatics, and Is receiving increasi0g interest from the scientific 

community and from policy makers. 
• Building on :he investments made with support under AI, this project sustains previously 

established mechanisms: col!a::~orations and communication pathways between organizations, 
global OFFLU and regional networks, and beqefits from the momentum gained tflrough public 

good concepts, such as the recognition of the importance of early detection and intervention 
and impacts of pathogens with pandemic potential. These investments are crucia: to the 

continued development of technical laboratory capacities, especially molecular techniques, to 
respond to other transboundary and priority diseases. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/iVlY A/702/USA 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergenC)' preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAJ) 

Reporting period: October 2012 to March 2013 
Country: Myanmar 
Project~ Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Int1uenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/MYA/70?/USA 
Budget: USD 500 000 {Phase !), USD 750 000 (Phase II), USD 375 000 (Pha.'\e III), 
USD 150 000 (Phase IV·;, USD 279 000 (Phase V), USD 275 000 (Phase VI) 
Total budget: USD 2 329 000 

i Effective starting date: 1 January 2008 
: Planned end date: 30 September 2013 
Context of the project 
l''\'1yanmar has experienced five waves of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) outbreaks 
in 2006. 2007, 2010, 2011 and 2012. The last outbreaks occurred in February and March 2012 
Ill two townships (Chaung Oo and Taungoo) m Sagaing and Bago regions, and were 
successfully managed. The country remains at risk from duck populations, in which the virus is 
endemic, migrating wild birds and trade with neighboring countries. The Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations (FAO} is implementing an avian influenza (AI) control 
programme ftmded during the reporting period by the United States Agency for Intemarional 
Development (USAID). The programme IS being implemented m collaboration 'vvith the 
Livestock Breeding and Veterinary Department (LBVD) of the Ministry of Livestock and 
Fisheries. This report describes activities funded by the project from October 2012 to 
March 2013. 

Project impact 
The impact of the project is to reduce and stop the spread of HSN l among flocks of poultry in 
the country. thus reducing the risk of contagion to other mammals and humans, and avoiding the 
possibility of a pandemic. 

Project outcome 
The project outcome IS to continue the improvement of the capacities and capabilities of 
Myanmar to prevent, prepare for and respond to the outbreaks of HPAI in the animal population 
effectively so as to limit its impacts and risk of infection to humans. 

Planned activities for the reporting period (October 2012 to March 2013) 

Output /: Planning~ coordination and polic)' support strengthened for effective 
management and control of HPAI and other emerging zoonoses 

Activity 1.1: Suppurt the Country team to provide inputs for planning coordination required at 
the countly leveL 

Activity 1.2: Support national and international coordination related to disease controL This 
includes actiw· participation of the country programme with other projects or programmes. such 
as the European Union (EU) Highly Pathogenic Emerging Diseases (HPED) project and the 
Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) programme, and exploring collaboration with PREVENT on 
risk communication. 
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Activity 1.3: Support the Government of Myanmar to participate in a laboratory quality 
assurance (QA) and quality control {QC} system for HPAI and regional HPAI laboratory 
networks. 

Activity l .4: Support LBVD statT in veterinary epidemiology training at the regional and 
country levels, including the Field Epidemiology Training Programme for Veterinarians 
(FETPV). 

Output 2: Risk assessment and management strengthened along the poultry supply chain 
at the selected townships of Mandalay region 

Activity 2.1: Establish a team and network. The net\vork will consist of FETPV 
graduates/trainees from LBVD, laboratory experts from Central Veterinaf}' and Mandalay 
Laboratories who have been trained previously, public health aurhorities and community 
workers, etc. Through consultation "\.Vith relevant authorities. identify their roles and 
responsibilities tOr surveillance and outbreak response. 

Activity 2.2: Conduct longitudinal surveillance in high-risk tmvnships and animal populations 
(such as ducks, v.··ild birds, live bird markets, environment, etc.), ba'l.ed on the risks identified by 
the previous supply chain studies. 

Activity 2.3: Conduct 'active clinical surveillance' during the high-risk period through 
'community nctw·orks'; and strengthen 'zero reporting' from selected communities and teams. 

Activity 2.4: Design and organize simulation training exercises. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period (October 2012 to .March 2013) 

Output 1: Planning, coordination and policy support strengthened for effective 
management and control of HPAI and other emerging zoonoses 

Activity 1.1: Support the Country team to provide inputs for planning coordination required at 
the country leveL 

• The national project team cons]S[s of a National Project Director, ~atlonal Operations 
Officer and technical consultants. A new National Project Director was appointed 
overlapping with a one-month hand-over period v.:ith his retiring predecessor. A new 
National Consultant for biosecurity and risk management was also appointed, replacing 
the previous national consultant. 

• A new Country Team Leader \Vas appointed in mid-November, fiJJing the posr which 
had been vacant since June 2012. Av·ailable funding allows an elgin-month input for the 
team leader of which three and one-half months were completed during this period. 

Activity 1.2: Support national and international coordination related to disease controL This 
includes the active participation of the country programme with other projects or programmes 
such as the EU-HPED project and the EPT programme, and exploring collabora[ion with 
PREVENT on risk communication. 

• The Country Team Leader and National Project Director have interacte-d regularly \Vith 
implementing partners, including meetings with: 

o the Director-General of the Livestock Breeding and Veterinary Department 
(LBVD) and key directors at the LBVD headquarters in NavPyiTaw; 
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• 

• 

o the heads and staff of the Mandalay and Yangon regional veterinary laboratories: 
o the LBVD epidemiology group; and 
o the Myanmar Livestock Federation. 

Coordination with the World Health Organization and the United 0Jations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization otlicers in Yangon has been maintained. 
International agencies with which project staff have interacted inc1udc USAID (Yangon) 
and USAID (Washington), Regional Development Mi~sion for Asia {Bangkok), the 
Australian Agency for Intemational Development, the \Vorld Organisation for Animal 
Health (OlE), Japan Jntemational Cooperation Agency, International Atomic Energy 
Agency, EPT-PREVENT and the EU. 
In collaboration with PREVENT. a consultative workshop on risk communication \Vas 
held in Naypyitaw on 28 March 2013. 

Activity L3: Support the Government of Myanmar to participate in a laboratory QA and QC 
system tOr HPAI and regional HPAI laboratory networks. 

• A meeting to identify the scope of FAO-LBVD collaboration on this activity was held 
on 6 December 2012 and details of the opportunity for the Government of Myanmar to 
participate in a regional QA/QC programme has been communicated to the LBVD. 

• LBVD smfT attended the fourth laboratory direcwrs' forum organized in Nha Trang City, 
Vietnam from lO to II October 2012. 

• Under the regional laboratory capacity building programme, a labomtoryr proficiency 
testing was conducted at the Yangon diagnostic veterinary laboratory, Mandalay 
diagnostic veterinary laboratory and Yangon tOot-and-mouth disease (FMD) laboratory 
in November 2012. 

Activity 1.4: Support LBVD staff in veterinary epidemiology training at the regional and 
country levels, including the FETPV. 

• 

• 

• 

The FAO Animal Health and Production team has met \Vith the LBVD epidemiology 
group to discuss F AO support for the planned in-cmmtry FETPV training course and 
information received from FAO's Regional Oftlce for Asia and the Pacific (RAP) on 
possible additional funding. The offer of a detailed curriculum based on previous FAO 
regional experience has been communicated to the group through a meeting held in Nay 
Pyi Taw on 28 ~brch 2013. 
The project t11cilitated the attendance of FETPV gmduatcs from the 2011 and 2012 
cohorts at a workshop on assessment of FMD risk via social network analysis held from 
12 to14 February 2013 ln Bangkok, Thailand. 
The project coordinated 'vvith F AO-Emergcncy Centre for Transboundary Animal 
Diseases (ECTAD)-RAP to include LBVD candidates in the next regional FETPV 
programme and a final decision on the candidates selected by the Department of 
Livestock Devek•pment of Thailand is a"\vaitcd. 

Output 2: Risk assessment and management strengthened along the poultry supply chain 
at the selected townships of 3--landalay region 

Activity 2.1: Establish a team and network. 
• The project team has established links with the LBVD epidemiology group, with which 

it has conducted HPAI a\varcncss workshops in January 2013 in seven high-risk 
locations, including five poultry production zones with 400 participants from private and 
public service sectors. The Country Team Leader gave a presentation to regional. district 
and township officers concerning their respective roles in disease detection. Orientation 
meetings were held \Vith selected township veterinary officers and community animal 

3 
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health workers in five Mandalay region townships in January 2013. 
• The network approach has facilitated the completion of the commercial farm database in 

five townships during November and December 2012 with 194 participants in 
stakeholder meetings ( 152 males and 42 females). 

• Similarly, working together with LBVD start: the project completed biosecurity training 
in Mandalay region from November to December 2012, reaching 1 84 beneficiaries 
(153 male and 31 female) including broiler, layer, duck and quail farmers and egg and 
meat traders. 

Activity 2.2: Conduct longitudinal surveillance in high-risk townships and animal populations 
based on the risks identified by the previous supply chain studies. 

• This study aims to complement previous work which has shown that HSN l antibodies 
arc prevalent in adult ducks in tuwnship flocks in different parts of the counrry. The 
objective was to gain an understanding of the possible impact ofHPAJ during the period 
from day-old duckling to the pullet stage. The study was taken forward in 
December 2012 in Thanatpin and Hlcgu townships in Bago and Yangon regions, 
respectively, when bleeding of ducks from the monitored tlocks tm::lk place. In 
Arnarapura. bleeding at the pullet stage commenced in March 2013. Once the results are 
available from the laboratories, the epidemiology unit will conclude the analysis. 

Activity 2.3: Conduct 'active clinical surveillance' during the high-risk period through 
'community network': and strengthen 'zero reporting' from selected comrntmiries and teams. 

• Five Mandalay region townships were selected (Pyawbe, Slntgalng, Madaya, Pyin Oo 
\Vlin and Amarapura). Training sessions \Vere conducted in each township. Participants 
included 59 community animal health workers, S township veterinary officers and 22 
deputy township veterinary officers. Orientation was given on different aspects of HPAI 
surveillance and the role of the community animal health workers was explained. The 
suivcillam::c period fm thcsc five pilot township~ was set as ;\rlan.::h to May 2013. The 
Project l'ational Consultant is following the programme with the respective township 
officers and with regional epidemiology and laboratory LBVD personnel. 

Activity 2.4: Design and organize simulation training exercises. 
• Following discussions held in Mandalay with the LBVD Director of Disease Control, it 

was agreed that field simulations were not appropriate for the present circumstances. The 
agreed plan nmv is to conduct table-top outbreak simulation exercises in the second 
semester. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (April to September 2013) 

Output 1: Planning, coordination and polic)' support strengthened for effective 
management and control of HPAI and other emerging zoonoses 

Activity 1.1: Support tJ1e Country team to provide inputs tOr planning coordination required at 
the country leveL 

• The project team \vill continue to provide technical support during the reporting period 
through periodic meetings with the Director-General of LBVD and interaction \Vith 
relevant key staff at headquarters, appropriate regional offices and technical units 

Activity 1.2: SupjXHt national and international coordination rclared to disease control. 
• The project team will facilitate a three-day consultation in April 2013 on the Myanmar 

L\tlD control plan, jointly \vith OlE, F AO-ECTAD-RAP and LBVD and ..;upportcd by 
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the EU-HPED project. 
• The project ream is working with the PREVENT project of the USAID EPT programme 

to formulate a training programme on risk communication in support of project 
implementation -.,vhich PREVENT wiU carry out during the upcoming period. 

• Interactions with FAO-RAP on regional programmes, including porcine reproductive 
and respiratory syndrome, will continue. The project will also continue to engage "\Vith 
other national and international actors on disease controL 

Activity L3: Support the Government of Myanmar to participate in a laboratory QA and QC 
system for HPAI and regional HPAI laboratory nen.vorks. 

• This will be implemented through the SoU[heast Asia regional laboratory network (RLN) 
supported by USAID-EPT-IDENTIFY and the EG-HPED programme and designed to 
strengthen laborat.Jry capacity, assure the quality of lab services, improve biosafcty and 
facilitate networking. A key element will be the lab proficiency testing scheme, which 
will take place this semester. 

Activity 1.4: Support LBVD staff m veterinary epidemiolog~l training at the regional and 
country levels including the FETPV. 

• Curriculum material and financial suppon are being made available to [he LBVD 
epidemiology unit to conduct domestic FETPV courses in July and August 2013. 

Output 2: Risk assessment and management strengthened along the poultry supply chain 
at the selected townships of.Mandalay region 

Activity 2.1: Establish a team and network. 
• The project. in collaboration with the established network, particularly the epidemiology 

team and laboratory services, will (i) conduct a\\-"areness training for dealers, collectors 
and processors at Live Bird Markets (LBM) in Mandalay and Yangon; (ii) conduct 
biosecurity training for farmers ln the Shwe Bo poultry production zone and townships 
of the Sagaing region: <md (iii) recommend improvements in biosecurity for the 
Mandalay LBM. The net\vork approach will also facilitate the poultry supply chain risk 
assessment and commercial poultry funn database studies in selected townships. 

Activity 2.2: Conduct longitudinal surveillance in high-risk townships and animal populations. 
• The field work has been completed. Testing and analysis of the results remain to be done 

during this period. 

Activity 2.3: Conducr 'active clinical surveillance' during the high-risk period through 
'community network'. 

• This programme is unden.vay and will be monitored during April and May with analysis 
and report preparation in June. 

Activity 2.4: Design and organize simulation training exercises. 
• The project will conduct two table-wp exercises in high-risk regions and states, engaging 

decision makers and appropriate field officers and stakeholders around a staged response 
to a developing threat with incrementally worsening scenarios to assess preparedness 
and identify gaps. 

5 
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i\1ain challenges encountered and response provided 

• 

• 

• 

In the general context, recent political changes arc likely to bring additional resources 
and missions into Myanmar, and this is challenging given the absorptive and 
coordination capacity of the LBVD. 
Due to the decentralization process within the Ministry of Livestock and Fisheries, and 
devolution of responsibility and authority to the state/regional level for li·vestock 
development and disease control issues. it is not clear how much influence the technical 
division will have over decision-making in the immediate response to H5N l. With 
respect to HPAI contml, the major challenge is trying to maintain surveillance systems 
across the country in the context of reduced funding. 
The Animal Health and Production Programme Steering Committee meeting has been 
progressively delayed mving to busy schedules on the Government's side, transfer of key 
staiTin LBVD and gaps in the fielding of the FAO Country Team Leader. 

i\lain progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes (from the start {~f the 
prc,J>fie'<CI activi!iesj 

1. Strengthened planning and cross-sectoral coordination 
Good relations with the Govenunent are established. The coordination between the animal-human 
sectors has further improved \Vith additional meetings, but further work needs to be done. 

2. Strengthened laboratory capacity 
The laboratory system is operating well, with recent outbreaks rapidly diagnosed and samples 
from ftcld surveys being processed effectively. The laboratory infonnation system has been 
developed and regularly updated to srnre data of samples, diagnostic results as well as 
laboratory inventory. Past and future participation in regional and international pro:fi:ciency 
testing programmes is maintaining the quality of the laboratory service. 

3. Strengthened disease control management capacity 
There is no\v a much better understanding of the concepts of risk, supply chains, and of 
epidemiology of HPAt based on the national duck survey and national surveillance 
programmes, both of v.:hich were m;~or achievements. The national commercial farm database 
proved to be an invaluable tool in responding to the outbreaks and identifying high-risk areas. 
Response capacity has developed well. During recent outbreaks in Sagaing, better understanding 
of epidemiology is providing LBVD with the confidence to try and reduce the number of fanns 
to be culled. The establishment of an in-country Integrated Disease Control Trdining 
Programme is. a major step forward. Although biosecurity has increased in production zones, 
further work needs to be done in this area. 

6 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSR0/1\-IY A/702/USA 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparednes.r,; for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza {HPAI) 

e -Reportinv period· April to September "'012 
Country: Mymunar 
Projet..-1-: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly. 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/JVIY A/702/USA 
Budget: USD 500000 (Phase 1), USD 750 000 (Phase II), USD 375 tJOO (Phase III), • 
USD 150 000 (Phase IV), USD 279 00\J (Phase V) 
Total budget: USD 2 054 000 
Effective starting date-:: 1 January 2008 
Planned end date: 3 l December 2012 
Context of the project 
Myanmar has experienced five waves of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) outbreaks 
in 2006, 2007, 2010, 2011 and 20l2. The last outbreaks occurred in February and March 2012 
in two townships (Chaung Oo and Tuangoo) in Sagaing and Bago regions, and were 
successfully rni1naged. The country remains at risk from duck pop-ulations in which the virus is 
endemic, migrating wild birds and trade with neighbouring countries. The Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the Cnited Nations (FAO) is implementing an avian influenza (AI) control 
programme funded by the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) during 
the reporting period. The programme is being implemented in collaboration with the Livestock 
Breeding and Veterinary Department (LBVD) of the Ministry of Livestock and Fisheries. The 
report describes activities funded by the project from April to September 2012. 
Project impact 
The impact or the pn)ject is to reduce and stop the ~pre.ad of H5N l .among flock~ or poultry in 
the country, thus reducing the rlsk of contagion to other mammals and humans, and avoiding the 
pos . ..;ibility of a pandemic. 
Project outcome 
The project outcome is to continue the improvement of capacitie~ and capabilities of Myanmar 
to prevent, prepare for and re~pond to the outbreaks of HPAI in the animal pnpulation 
effectively so as to limit its impacts and rlsk of infection to humans. 
Planned activities for the reporting period (April to September 2012) 

Output 1: Strengthened planning and cross-sectoral coordination 
Actirit:v 1.1: Support the Emergency Centre for Tmnsboundary Animal Diseuses (ECTAD) Country 
Team Leader and the team tn provide inputs fOr planning coordination required at country level 

• The project team, including the Chief Technical Advisor (CTA), and the national 
operations and technical consultants, will be in place throughout the reporting period, co-
funded by other projects. 

Activity 1.2: Support 1wiional and international coordinmion related to disease control 

• The project will coordinate with FAO regional projects on HPAI and other disea:..es, 
including IDENTIFY, and the Highly Pathogenic Emerging Diseases Project. 

• The Animal Health and Production Programme Steering Committee (AHP-PSC) is 
expected to meet in March, and this will usher in a new structural arrangement for 
coordination across the whole. livestock sector. 
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Activity 1.3: Suppon in-country linkages het1.veen puh!ic-primie and animal-human health 
sectors relevant to HPAJ control 

• The project will participate in the national zoonosis workshop planned for 
:\1arch 2012 and consider follow-up actions depending on rhe outcome of the workshop. 

Output 2: Strengthened lahor-.Jtory capacity 
Activity 2.1: Support improvement o( laboratory management. including through Jeclmical 
advice of' internati01wl experts to be provided rhrough other regional projects related to 
re.gionallaboratory nehrnrks 

• The project will continue to update standard operatlng procedures (SOPs) and will 
fmther develop data management in the laboratory. including quality sy~tems, routine 
data, assets and supplies man:.~gement 

Activit_v 2.2: Support development of a laboratory qualit_v assurance and qualit)" f'Ontrol system 
(QA/QCJfor HPA!, includinx through re;;ional HPA! laboratory networks, and through support 
t~f sample suhmixsions wan intcnwtional reference laborawry as part of the proficiency testing 

• The project will develop and implement a domestic QA!QC pmgramme, building on 
previous programmes implemented in-country. 

• The project will coordinate with regional FAO projects conducting laboratory 
benchmarking and biosecm·ity assessments. The project will assist "Vilh the structured 
test of biosafety cabinets in Yangon laboratory. 

Activity 2.3: Procurement of necessary laboratm:r equipment and supplies for HPA!activities 
as neces:wr-..· 

• The project will .assess the need for supplies, taking into account supplies from other 
projects. 

Output 3: Strengthened disease control management capacity 
Activit.· 3.1: Support regional veterinar:/ epidemiology trainees through in-country training 
und fldd 1vork 

• The project will continue m support the 2010 and 2011 Field Epidemiology Training 
Programme for Veterinarians {FETPV) trainees through in-country training. The 
2011 trainee will need to complete outbreak investigations and a fie1d study, and the 
201 0 trainee will complete a field study and final report~ from previous activities. 

Activit)' 3.2: Support Integrated Disease Control Training Programme (lDC-TP) in lY!yanmar, 
encompassing application of epidemiulvgy, supply chain and insritu!ional a:;,pects to field 
disease comro/ 

• The IDC tmining will be a major focus, and staff from the laboratory, epidemiology and 
planning statistics will be enrolled ln what wlll still be a pilot structure. Trainees will 
review existing data and collaborate on improved disease control at the field level. 

Activity 33: S'uppnrt risk-based biosecuritv and surveillance activities 

• The project wlll review biosecurity arrangements .around the production Lone~ which .Jre 
showing steady improvement year-by-year and will also review biosecurity in the 
previous outbreak areas from both 2011 and 2012 outbreaks to sec what lessons-learned 
can he made from these experiences. 

Activit)' 3.4: Support response activities 
• The project will continue to provide support for the outbreak currently underway in 

Myanmar and for any further outbreaks. and review the experience and lessons learned. 
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Activities undertaken during tbc reporting period (April to September 2012) 

Output 1: Strengthened planning and cross-sectoral coordination 
Activity 1 .I: Support the Team Leader wulthe team to provide inputs for planning coordination 
required at country level 

• The national project team consisting of national project Uirector, national operations 
officer and technical consultants, was in place throughout the reporting period. 

• Country team leader was funded for three months until May 2012 before being 
transferred to another project position in Mongolia_ Technical backstopping was 
supported by the Regional Project Coordinator from June 2012 throughout the reporting 
period. 

Activiry 1.2: Support natjonal and inTernational coordination related to disease control 
• The ECTAD country team coordinated with F AO regional project including the the 

European Union Highly Pathogenic Emerging Diseases Project (EL:-HPED). 
Activiry 1.3: Suppm1 in-countr:_t' linkages between public-private and animal-human health 
secturs relevant to HPAI control 

• The project collaborate-d with the World Health Organization (\VHO) on animal-human 
linkages. The first national zoonosis \vorkshop focusing on rabies in March 2012 was 
organized jointly by the ~1inistry of Lives.toc:k and Fisheries and the- :Mini:-.try of Health 
as we.ll as \VHO. The ECTAD country team planned to organize a joint national 
zoonosis workshop focusing on rabies during the last week of September 2012. 

Output 2: Strengthened labor-Atory capacity 
Activit_v 2.1: Support improvernent of laboratory nwnagement 

• SOPs on virology and serology were updated, and are being practised. Laboratory staff 
continued updating the database of the laboratory information :.y:.tem developed in the 
previous phases. The datasets from the system are being ana1ys.ed and utillzed when 
11eces~ary _ 

Activiry 2.2: Support Myanmar to participate in QAIQC for HPAI and regional HPAJ 
laboratorv nettvork 

• The country team facilitated the participation of laboratory staff to a workshop on bas.ics 
of field and laboratury diagnosis training-of-trainers (ToT) in Chiang Mai, Thailand. and 
a Regional Laboratory Network Training on Diagnostics of Swine Diseases in Ho Chi 
:Minh City, VietNam. 

• The country team continued to facilitate the participation of the Central Diagnostic 
Laboratory in Yangon, LBVD in the regional proficiency te~Ling progrdmme as part of 
Ql\/QC programme. The team also supported LBVD in implementing a domestic 
QAIQ!: programme among laboratories in Myanmar. 

Activity 23: Procurement of necessary lahoratory equipment and supplies for HPAI activities 
• Project procured reagenb nece.ssary !Or HPAI diagnosis and laboratory testing, including 

prlrners and probes for AI vlrus H5 and H7 as well as qRT-PCR and RNA/D~A klts 
during that reporting period. 

Output 3: Strengthened disease control management capacity 
Activity 3.1: Support regional veterinar:r epidemiologv at regional levels through in-countr:r 
!raining 

• The project continued to support LBYO staff enroJied in the regional FETPV in the years 
2010 and 2011 focusing on the assignments to be conducted in-country. The trainee 
enrolled in 201 1 completed two outbreak investigations including the reports. The trainee 
enrolled in 2010 successfully completed his FETPV study and graduated in May 2012. 
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Activity 3.2: ,\Tupport !DC-TP in lV!yanmar, encompassing epidemiology, suppl_v chain and 
institutional aspects of disease control 

• Surveillance of HPAI along poultry supply chain and training on biosecurity on poultry 
production in Yangon and Mandalay Regions were conducted in collaboration with 
LBVD. 

• A multidisciplinary team of IDC-TP in collaboration with the University of Veterinlli)' 
Science (UVS) conducted a field epidemiology study for the fourth year students of the 
UVS in Kyaubae Township in July 2012. 

Activity 3.3: Support risk-based biosecurity and surveillance ae!i~'ities 
• Post outbreak scrosurvcillancc was conducted in Tazc township. 
• The project munitmed biosecurity anangements around the pmduction zones, and the 

findings indicated that there has been improvement in movement control of dca1crs, 
animal feed, people living in nearby villages. vehicles, motorcycles. etc. 

Activity 3.4: Support response activities 
• The project continued to provide technical support for HPAI outbreaks that occurred 

during the reponing period. 
Planned activities for the next reporting period (October to December 2012) 

Output 1: Planning, coordination and policy support strengthened for effective 
management and control of HPAI and other emerging zoonoses 
Activity 1./.- Support the country team to provide inputs for planning coordination required at 
the country level 

• The project team, including the CTA, and the national operations and technical 
consultants. will he providing technical support during the reporting period. 

Activit)' 1.2: Support national and international coordination related M disease control 
• The project will coordinate with FAO regional projects on HPAI and other diseases, 

including active participation with other programmes or projects such as EU-HPED 
project <lml the EPT programme. and explonng collaboration with PREVENT on risk 
communication. 

• The Animal Health and Production Programme Steering Committee {AHP PSC) meeting 
will be held in December 2012. 

Activit)' 1.3: Support JHyanmar to participate in a laboratory QAJQC for HPAI mul regimwl 
HPA/laboratm~r netH"Orks 

• The project wi11 participate m the national 
September 2012 and consider follow-up actions 
workshop. 

zoonosis workshop planned for 
depending on the outcome of the 

• The project will coordinate regional tn.tinings and continue laboratory networks in the 
region. 

• The project wlll asslst with the structured test of biosafety cabinets in Yangon and 
Mandalay laboratories in November 2012. 

Activit)' 1.4: Support LBVD staff to participate in the veterinar.v epidemifJlogy training at 
regional and country levels including FETP\l 

• The project v,till coordinate with regional FAO projects to support LBVD staff to 
participate in the regional level FETPV pmgramme, and will continue support LBVD 
staff at country level FETPV programme. 
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Output 2: Risk assessment and management strengthened along the poultry supply chain 
at the selected tO'-\'nships of Mandalay region 
Activity 2. I: Establish a team and net.vork_ The netn·urk will consist (l FETPV graduates/ 
trainees from LBVD, laboratol)-' experts from Central Veterinary and 1Handa!ay Laboratories 
~vho have been trained previousl.v, public health authorities and community J,Vorkers, ere. 
Through consultation .,_.,;ith relevant authorities, idenrify their roles and responsibiliries for 
sun·eillance and outbreak response 

• The project will support to conduct poult1y supply chain risk assessment and 
management in selected townships in :\tandalay and other regions. 

• The project will facilitate the establishment of a disease control team consisting of 
FETPV graduates, laboratory experts fmm Central and Mandalay laboratories and 
Community AninKtl Health Workers, and will improve networking system among them. 

• The project will facilitate the prepamtion of roles and responsibilities of the disease 
control team for surveillance and outbreak response activities. 

Acti;,ity 2,2: Conduct longitudinal surveillance in high-risk !mnnhirs and animal populations 
(such as duck\, .,vild hirds, live bird markets, environment, etc.), hased on the risks identified by 
the previous supply chain studies 

• The project will conduct day old duck longitudinal surveillance in lhree high-risk 
townships which have hlgh duck populations. 

• The project win conduct duck longitudinal surveillance in risk-based areas. 
Activity 2.3: Conduct 'active clinical surveillance' during the high-risk period through 
'cmnmunity nef\-vork'; and strengthen 'zero reporting'from selected communities and teams 

• The project wlll conduct active surveillance on poultry in five townships during high
risk period through community networks and disease control team. 

Activity 2.4: Design and organize simulation ;mining exercises 
• The project \viii provide feedback on previous HPAI outbreak experiences and conduct 

refresher course on wmning, precaution and preparation for upcoming high-risk season 
to the township veterinary officers_ 

• The project will develop simulation exercise design and will demonstrate the design for 
proper application of outbreak response in high-risk regions and states_ 

:Main -challenges encountered and response provided 

• In the general ...:ontext, recent political changes are likely to bring additional resources 
and missions into Myanmar, and this is challenging given the absoq1tive and 
coordination capacity of the LBVD. 

• Because of decentralization process within the Ministry, and devolution of responsibility 
and authority to the State/Regional Level for liveswck development and disease control 
issues, it is not dear how much influence the technical division will have over decision
making in the immediate response- to H5NL At a sectoral level, outbreaks of other 
lnfectiow; diseases in livestock stretched the capacity of the veterinary services. With 
respect to HPAI control, the major challenge is trying to maintain surveillance systems 
across the country in the context of reduced funding. 

• Animal Health and Production Programme Steering Committee (AHP-PSC) meeting 
was delayed from March to Decembe-r 2012, owing to busy schedules on the 
Govemment's side, and arrangement of movement ofremaining staff and office racililies 
from Yangon to Naypyitaw in September 2012. 
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1\:Iain progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes ((rom the starr of the 
project activities) 

Output 1: Strengthened planning and cross-sectoral coordination 
Good relations with the Government are established. The coordination between the animal-human 
sectors has funher improved with additional meetings, but further work needs to be done. 

Output 2: Strengthened laboratory capacity 
The laboratory system is operating wen, with recent outbreaks rapidly diagnosed and samples 
from field surveys being processed effectively. Laboratory information system has been 
developed and regularly updated to store data of samples, diagnostic results as well as 
laboratory inventory. 

Output 3: Strengthened disease control management capacity 
There is now a much hetter understanding of the concepts of risk, supply chains, and of 
epidemiology of HPAI based on the national duck survey ~md national ~urveillance 

programmes, both of which were major achievements. The national commercial farm database 
proved to be an invaluable tool in responding to the outbreaks and identifying high-risk areas. 
Response capacity has developed welL In recent outbreaks in Sagaing, better understanding of 
epidemiology is providing LBVD with the confidence to try and reduce the number of farms to 
be culled. The establishment of an in-country IDC-TP is a major step forward. The biosecurity 
in production zones has increased, although fw1her work needs to be done in this area. 
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I Quarter 2() 10 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAF/717/USA 

Reporting period: January- March 2010 

Regional component: OSRO/RAF/717/GSA 
Country: Regional west and central Africa 
Project title: HPAI early warning:, early response and preparedness strategy support in western 
aml~..·entral Africa 
Code: OSRO/RAF/717/l'SA 
Budget: lJSD 432 000 (Phase 1), CSD I 000 000 (Phase ll) 
Total budget I 432 000 
Effective starting date: 01 March 2008 
Planned end date: 30 June 2010 
Context of the project 

Highly Pathogenic Avian Intluenza (HPAl) m western and central Africa lS effectively 
prevented and controlled through impmved early '.vaming and diagnosis capacities. effective 
national plans and enhanced coordination and information sharing betwee-n neighbouring 
countries. 

Objectives of the project 

The marn objective is to assist countrlcs m western and central Africa to enhance their 
capacities to prevent the introductlon of HPAI and to respond efficiently to HPAI outbreaks. 
The goal is to limit the spread of the disease in the sub-region and to minimize its negative 
soci<:~l and economic impacts. 

Improving each country's capacity to prevent and control HPAI will accomplish the following: 

• Protect human health and prevent a human pandemic; 

• Maintain and develop the poultry sector as a valuable source of protein and in-come for 
all actors within the poultry chain (including women and the mral population); 

• Strengthen national and regional capacities to address other trans boundary animal 
diseases. 

Planned activities - second phase 

A. A-ctivities related to project Phase I 

Recording commentary for PCR SOPs Video (English and French). 
SOPs for an openuional contingency plan (online on the web site). 

B. Activities related to project Phase II 

Output 1.1: An active regional cpidemio-surveiJJancc network is established to support 
the national network. 

I. 1.1 Establish a comprehen.•·ive director:·.: c?{epidemio-surveil!ance network actors. 
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The finalized directory for networks in the region (laboratory and epidemiology) will be 
distributed to countries and partners. 

1. J .2 Support pa'isiFe and active surveillance in key countries. 

Finalization of the LoA for COte d'Ivoire . 

Output 2.1: Through RESOLAB networking activities! diagnostic capacity at laboratory 
and field levels arc .strengthened. 

2. l. I Promote laboratory diagnostic rest quality assurance and inter-laboratory pr(?flciency 
tes!ing rounds; Avian influenza and Ne•vcastle disease inter-lahoratories profiric'ncy resiing 
round; Ring test monitoring (PCRfor group 3) and (Serology for group 2 and 1). 

Output 3.1: Poultry associations are supported and private-public partnerships are 
enhanced (regional and national} for a better understanding of the sector and the 
identification of practical and cost-effective investments/measures. 

3. J.l Buildint; on previous poultry sector reviews, develop sustainable private-public 
partnerships to pmduce and maintain updmed information and data (including geo-refCrenced 
maps) on poult!)' sector responses to veterinary services and prjvate sector needs. 

The project documents for Burkina Faso, Benin, COre d'lvolre, Ghana and Togo have not yet 
been finalized. 

Output 3.2: O"·erall hiosecurity is improved throughout the poultry chain. 

3.2. J Building on STOP Al/FAO training 1A'nrkslwps, develop and disseminate multimedia 
modular trainjng tools on biosecurity, including cost and benefit s!udies. 

Finalize the development of the toolkit, including training modules, technical brochures, 
documented g<.)()d biosecurity practices and guidelines on biosecurity. The training tools will be 
tested by targeted users for further improvement befme publication. 

3.2.2 Conduct biosecurity pilot operations on live bird markets in Benin. To;:o. Guinea Bis_;;uu, 
Ghana, Cbte d'lvoire, Burkina Faso, Gamhia and Niger. 

The pilot operations should be completed in COte d'Ivoire and Togo, and well advanced in 
Benin, Burkina Faso and Ghana. 

Output 3.3: Poultry and poultry product zoo sanitary certificate has been tested and 
adapted with the Economic Community of We:;.'t African States {ECOWAS) for use at the 
regional level. 

3.3.1 5:uppor1 ECOWAS.for the promotion and adoption at the regional level of relevant zoo 
sanitary and trade regulutions and support the usc, in a pilot phase., of a harmonized :z_oo 
sanitury cert(ficate fbr pou!tl)' and poultry products. 

The field slmulation at six road border control posts and two international airports should have 
been planned for the first quarter 2010. 
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Output 4.1: Epidemiology surveillance and laboratory network data collection and 
management are actively supported through national databases and specific gateways 
within the regional website and ('rt;Ographic Information SJstems (GIS) services are 
developed. 

4.1.1 5,'upporr nenvorking acti;·ities rhrough the existing wehsire to facilitate and strengthen 
overall information sharing and networking harmoni;:;£lfion on laboratory diagnosis, epidemio
survcillance .. <,Dcio-economics and production, and related communication. This is also a tool 
to impnwe the visibility f~( the donors in Africa. 

News and updates from the network will continue to be published on the website. 

4.1 .2 Implement and irnprove data management on animal health issues (zoo sanitary 
database), including active collaboration with S!WAU-IBAR projec!. This would facilitate a 
Pan-African it~f(mnationlknmt·ledge management component linked to the other regional 
animal heal!h centers (RAHCx). 

During the first qmu·ter, the transboundary animal disease (TAD) info was planned for 
instaHation in Guinea Bissau, Niger and COte d'lvoirc. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

A~ Activities related to project Phase I 

The head of viroiog.r at The Laboratoire Cemral Veterinaire (LCV) Bamako wa.> on mission, 
thus interruptin.g the finalization of a video describing SOPs for the installation of a 
pof.rmerase chain reaction (PCR) diagnosis unit in u veterinury laboratory. 

Activities related to project Phase II 

Output 1.1~ An active regional epidemio-surveiHance network is established to support 
the national network. 

1.1.1 Establish a comprehensive directory of epidemio-surveillance, laboratmy, :mew
economic and producrion and communications neht'ork actors. 

The printed version of the directory was sent to all network members and partners. 

1 .1.2 Support passive and active surveillance in kev countries. 

Funds were made available to the FAO country team through an agreement with C6te J'Ivoire 
to implement surveillance activities. 

Output 2.1: Through RESOl.AB networking acth"ities, strengthen diagnostic capacity at 
laboratory and field levels. 

2.1.1 Promote laboratory dingnostic tes!s quality assurance and inter-laboratory pn?ficiency 
Jesting rounds. 

3 
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During this period the shipping of reagents and samples for all groups (I, 2 and 3) was 
completed. L'pon receipt the -;amples were tested by each laboratory and the result:-. sent to 
the Tri-Veneto Region Experimental Animal Health Care InstinJte (IZSVe) in Padua (except 3 
countries) for analysis. 

The terms of reference (TORs) of the second round of QA workshops '>Vere finali.;.;ed and 
adopted by the different partners. 1l1ese workshops will involve [he participation of the 
quality assurance manager of each laboratory and will be focused on the study of standard 
17025 for laboratories. 

Output 3.1: Poultry associations are supported and private-public partnerships are 
enhanced (regional and national) for a better understanding of the sector and the 
identifieation of practical and cust-effe<.--tive im,e~1:mcnts/mcasures. 

3.1.1 Building on previous pvultry sector reviews, develop sustainable private-public 
partnerships to produce and maintain updated information and data (including geo
referenced nurps) on poultry :J"ecwr response:f ro veterinary services and private sector needs. 
(Benin, Burkina Faso, ClJte d'hoire, Ghana and Togo) 

Consultations between public and private sector actors are ongoing in Benin. Burkina-Faso. 
COte d'Ivoire and Togo. In each country, a national consultant facilitates the proce:-.s. They 
have identified the main partners and developed a work plan which is currently being 
implemented. The work is most advance-D in Togo and Burkina-Fa:m. However, in each 
country, more time than expected is needed to reach an agreement between the various 
stakeholders, possibly due to their interest and involvement in the project. As the 
consultations have not yet begun in Ghana, it was decided to concentrate on the four other 
countries at this time. 

Exchanges be-tween Togo, Cote d'lvoire- and Burkina Faso have been facilitated in order to 
complement and share each other's work. 

Output 3.2: Overall biosccurity along the poultry chain is promoted and improved. 

3.2.1 Building on STOP Al/FAO training workshops, derelop und disserninnte multimedia 
modular trainin& tools on biosecuri!y, including cost and benefit studies. 

The development of ''Biosecurity ~elf-training and communication toolkits" is ongoing. The 
second batch of training modules and technical brochures have been developed and submitted 
by the national consultant (Dr Yaghouba Kane from the Inter-States School of Veterinary 
Sciences and Medicine, Dakar, Senega!) to ECTAD Bamako for assessment, improvements 
and technical clearance. 

The manual presenting guidelines to improve biosccurity on live bird markets, validated hy 
poultry actors in COte d'Jvolre, is heing formatted for different target audiences prior to its 
publication, after inclusion of some sugge~ted illu:-.tratiom and pictures. 

3.2.2 Conduct biosecurity pilot operations on live bird n-uo·kets (Benjn, Togo. Guinea Bi.Yi'Wu, 
Ghana, COte d'Jvoire, Burkina Fa.w, Gamhia and Niger). 

Biosecuritv pilot operations on (ive bird markets are beino conducted in COte d'Ivoire, while 
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the preliminary work has been completed for Benin and Burkina Faso. In collaboration with 
the USAID-funded STOP AI Project, a preliminary uperation has been initiated in Mali. 
Similar activities are planned tOr Togo, Ghana, Gambia and Niger, and will lx'- considered and 
adopted according to funding availability and country willingness. 

Output 33: Poultry and poultry product zoo sanitary -certificate has been tested and 
adapted with ECOW AS for use at the regional level. 

3.3. !. Support ECOWAS.for the pmmmirm and adoption at the regional level of relevam z.oo 
sanitar_v and trade regulations and support the use. in a pilot phw_,·c. of a hamwnized ~-:ov 
sanitary certificate for poultt)-' and poultry products. 

A technical regional briefing meeting was held in Bamako, Mali on 23-24 l\1arch 20l0 to 
present and discuss the prototypes of international veterinary certificates for the ECO\VAS 
sub-region, and to plan the (Cchnical and operational aspects of field testing in six countries 
(Benin. Burkina Faso, Cbte d'Ivoire, Ghana. Mali and Togo). The .sixteen border posts 
involved have been idenlified, as well as the type of poultry or poullry products concerned. 

Output 4.1: Epidemiology surveillanc-e and laboratory network data collection and 
management arc actively supported through national databases and specific gateways 
within the regional website and GIS services are developed. 

4.1. J Support netH'orking activities through existing website in order to fUcilitate and 
strengthen overall infOrmation sharing and net>vorking lwrmoni.wtion on lahnmton 
diagnosis, epidemio-surl'eillance, sucio-eamumics and produclion, and related 
communication. This is also a tool to improve the donor visibility in Africa. 

Since its. development. the website W\VW_fao-ectad-hamako_org has received 40 000 visitors 

with distinct IP addresses. 

4. J .2 Implement and irnpmve data numaxement on animal health issues (zoo sanitaq 
database_) through GL'tive coflahoratinn ;dth lhe SRA!4.U-IBAR project. This wou.ldfacilitate a 
Pan-African ittformaTionlknowledge management component linked to other Regional Animal 
Health Centres. 

During this reponing period, the new version of TADinfo was installed in COte d'lvoire and 
Guine.a Bissau and an update ha.-, been initiated in Togo. In these countries. staff has been 
trained and computers provided. The political problem that occurred in Niger has led to a 

ost JOncmcm of the installation. 

Planned activities for the next quarter 

A. Activities related to project Phase I 
Record the commentaJ)' for the PCR SOPs video (English and French). 
Post on the website the SOPs for an operational-contingency plan. 

B. Activities related to project Phase II 

Output 1.1: Establish regional epidemio-surveillance networks to support the national 
network.. 
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1. J. I Support passive and actiFe surveillance in key countries. 

Finalize the various studies on active surveillance in Burkina Faso, COte d'Ivoire and Benin. 

Output 2.1: Through RESOLAB networking activities~ strengthen diagnostic capacity at 
laboratory and field levels. 

2.1. I. Promo!i! laboratory diagnostic test quality assurance and inter-laboratory pnijlciency 
testing munds and avian influenza and Ne\'¥'Castle disease inler-lahorarories pmficiency testing 
round. 

Analysis and distribution of 2009 Avian influenza and Newcastle disease proficiency test 
exercise that involved 2lout uf 23 network labs. 

Output 3.1: Poultry associations are supported and private-public partnerships are 
enhanced (regional and national} for a better understanding of the sector and the 
identification of practical and cost-effective investments/measures. 

3. !. I Buildint; on previous poultry sector reviews, develop sustainable private-public 
partnerships to pmduce and maintain updmed information and data (including geo-refCrenced 
maps) on poultry sector responses to veterinary services and private sector needs. (Benin, 
Burkina Faso, ClJte d'lvoire, Ghana and Togo) 

Finalize the consultation process and prepare a project document for Benin, Burkina Fa.so, C6te 
d'lvuire, Ghana and Togo. 

Advocate for the development of a private-public darabasc/infonnation system on the poultry 
<;;ector a<;; a means to better prevent and control HPAI and any other exi.;;ting or emerging 
disease in the poultry sector_ 

Output 3.2: Improve biosecuritJ throughout the poultry chain. 

3.2.1 Building on STOPA!/FAO training workshop, deFelop and disseminate muflimedia 
!nodular training tovls on bivsecurity, including cost and benefit studies. 

Finalize the development of [he toolkit. including training modules. technical brochures, and 
documented best practices for biosecurily. The !raining toob will be published and distributed 
to targeted users. 

3.2.2 Conduct biosecurit.v pilot operations on live bird markt!ts (Benin, Togo, Guinea Bissau, 
Ghana, C{Jte d'lvoire, Burkina Faso, Gambia and Niger). 

The implementation of operations in Benin, Burkina Faso and COte d'lvoirc \Viii be completed. 
Implementation should he well advanced in M11ll. 

Output 3.3: Poultry and poultry product zoo sanitary certificate has been tested and 
adapted with ECOW AS for use at the regional level. 

3.3.1. Support ECOWAS for the promotion and adoption m the regional lend of relevant zoo 
sanitary and trade regulations and support the use, in a pilot phase, of a hannoniz.ed ::oo 

6 
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sanitarJ' certificare for poul!r_'J' and poultry produc!s. 

The implementation of the field test operations will be launched and completed in Benin, 
Burkina Fa<;o, COte d'Ivoirc, Ghana, tv1a1i and Togo (covering 16 border posts). Results and 
recommendations resulting from these tests wi11 be made available. 

Output 4.1: Epidemiology surveiJiance and laboratory network data collection and 
management are actively supported through national databases and specific gateways 
within the regional website and GIS services arc developed. 

4. l.l Support netv:orking acth·ities throur;h the existin& website to fGciiitate overall 
iriformation sharing and net;t-orking harmoniz.arion on lahoratory diagnosi:o, epidemio
surveillance, socio-economics and production and related communications. This is also a tool 
to improve the visibility of the donor in Africa. 

News and updates from the network will continue to be published on the website. 

4.1 .2 Implement and improve data management on animal health issues (zoo sanitary 
database). including uctil'e collaboration H-'ith the SRAJAU-!BAR project. Thi5. \</illfGcilitate a 
Pan-African infnrmation/knowledge management component !inked to other RAHCs. 

Provide computers, install TADinfo and train ve-terinary service personnel in Niger and 
Gambia . 

. Main challenges encountered and response prmlided 

There remains a need for closer cooperation with organizations such as the ECO\VAS, the 
African Union Inter-African Bureau for Animal Resources (AC-IBAR), the International 
Office of Epizuorics (OlE} and with implementing partners. This \vould enhance relevance, 
sustainability and lmpact of activities, bllt would require substantial additional resources. 

The activities planned under this project pertained primarily to national capacity building to 
improve preparedness, early warning and response to HP AI outbreaks. A special range of 
activities wa<; added at the time of the extension, including the improvement of disease 
intelligence and biosecurity, and better Jnfonnatlon and data management. These activities rely 
essentially on the expertise available at FAO ECTAD at the regional animal health centre in 
Bamako, as well as in d1e targeted countries (via national consultants). To date most of these 
activities have been implemented. 

Some aJditional activities have proven more difficult to implement due w the high level 
political input required. This is the case for testing regional zoo sanitary certificates that would 
improve traceability and biosecurity in the trade of poultry and poultry products. The testing 
requires official commitments from voluntary countries as \Veil as from the Economic and 
l'vionetary Union of West Africa (UEMOA) and/or ECO\VAS. 

Finally the success in impkmenting activltics such as national databases, capacity building to 
run official \vebsites for veterinarian services, and biosecurity in poultry markets resulted in a 
high number of requests from beneficiary countries. A lack of available funds has compelled us 
to limit any extra activities. It is hoped that the completion of remaining activities will attract 
more funds to extend activities to more countries. 

7 
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ln order to respond to the -country requests and complete the planned activities, LJSAJD has 
agreed to extend the completion date to 30 June 2010 and allow some of the saved funds to be 
re-allocated to sustain key technical staff. 

Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes (from the start of the 
project activities) 

This project has contribmed significantly to the efforts made by countries, regional 
organisations, and technical and financial partners to build capacities and prevent and control 
HPAI in the sub-regions. In particular the project: 

• Implemented timely and effective outbreak response capacities (under project Phase I); 

• Enhanced the capacitie~ of laboratories to perfonn timely and reliable HPAI diagnosis 
(under Phases I and II). For example, the last confirmations of H5Nl HPAJ outbreaks 
were made within 48 hours in Togo and 24 hours in Nigeria. 

Under Phase II, whlch started in Aprll 2009, the project activities reported above accomplished 
the following: 

• Improved ~urveillance capacities; 
• Enhanced capacities to promote and implement good biosccurity practices; 
• Assisted countries in establishing public-private partnerships for a more integrated 

approach towards controlling HPAI and other poultry diseases; 
• Supported the revival of the poultry sector. 

The regional networking approach and the sharing of information and expertise have 
slgnificamly contributed to the harmonization of strategies and protocols and to capacity 
building, a key element for sustainabllity. 

8 
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I Quarter 2010 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSROIRAFnl8/l:SA Phase II 

Project title: Strengthening capacity of the Eastern Africa Sub-region to prevent and 
control HP AI 

Reporting period: .January- :rt:Iarch 2010 

Regional component: Eastern Africa (Burundi, Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, R\vanda, Sm1th 
Sudan, Tanzania and Uganda) 

~Project title: Strengthening capacity of the Eastern Africa .Sub-region to prevent <.~nd control 
.HPAI . 

• Code: OSRO/RAF/71 R/USA Phase II 

• Budget: USD I 209 6U I (Phase 1), USD 650 000 (Phase 11) 

• Total budget: USD I 859 60 l 

: Effective starting date: 0 l October 2009 

~ Planned end date: )0 September 20 lO 

Context of the project 

The outbreak of the Highly P3thogenic Avian Influenza (HPAJ) in Africa in 200fl prompted 
national and international agencies to initiate programmes to contain and prevent the disease. At 
this time, eleven African countries have reported outbreaks of HPAI. There is an clcYatcd risk 
that the di.se<.~se will .spre<.~d throughout eastern Africa due to unregulated intra-regional trade in 
poultry :md poultry products. In addition, many of these countries engage in trade beyond the 
eastern Aftica region. Some of [hese trading partners are located in the pathways of migratory 
birds, which arc thought to play a role in the spread of HPAI. 
Objectives of the project 

The objective of the project is to assi.st eastern African countries (Burundl, Djibouti, Ethiopia, 
Kenya, Rwanda, South Sudan, Tanzania and Uganda) to develop and implement effective plans 
for the prevention and control of HPAI and other transboundary animal diseases (TAOs), 
including strengthening epidemiology and laboratory networks for improved surveillance. The 
prevention and control of HPAI and other TADs requires regional cooperation and col1aboration. 
Such cooperation could be strengthened by networking and inter-country interactions between 
disease surveillance and diagnosis teams. Increased collaboration also would help to coordinate 
effmts against emerging zoonotic diseases, which are increasing due to climatic changes, human 
populatlon dynamics and live:.;tock!humaniwildlife interactions. 

The principal objective of the project will be achieved through a regional and multidisciplinary 
approach impleme-nted by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO} 
Emergency Centre for Transboundary Animal Disease Operations (ECTAD) unit of the Regional 
Animal Health Centre (RAHC) in Nairobi, facilitated by staff at FAO hcadqumtcrs in Rome, and 
by working in close collaboration with national governments, regional economic communities 
(Ea~t African Community (EAC) and Intergovernmental Authority on Development (IGAD)), 
institutions of higher learning, other United Nations (UN) agencies such as the VVorld Health 
Organization (WHO), non-governmental organizations (NGOs), African Union/lmcrafrican 
Bureau for Animal Resources (AUiiBAR} and the private sector. The project implementation 
will embrace the One World One Heallh concept particularly when addressing zoonosh.. 
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SuccesstU! implementation of the project will result in the fo11owing major outcomes: 

J. Laburatory capacity and networks are strengthened and consolidated to improve the 
management ofHPAI and other TADs 

The various diagnostic laboratory systems in each country will be assessed and documented to 
enable hannonization of protocols and guidelines for surveillam.:e, reporting, diagnoses, 
prevention and comrol of priority diseases. 

2.Epidcmiology capacity and networks arc strengthened and consolidated to improve the 
management of HPAI and other TADs 

Different systems of operation of the epidemio-sun:cillancc systems in different countries will he 
assessed and documented to enable harmonization at the regional leveL The project wi11 assist 
the network to define terms of reference and operational frameworks, including detailed 
descriptions of the relationships, roles and respom.ibilities of stukeholders such as the private 
sector, research institutions. universities, AU/lBAR, FAO, World Organization for Animal 
Health (OlE), \VHO and other NGOs. In order to ensure sustainability, the network plans will be 
presented for endorsement by regional and national leaders. with financial commitmenb for 
specific national requirements. 

3. Animal health interventions and data will be used to analyse and improve poultry and 
livestock value chains 

Policy makers, governments and network experts will be provided with evidence-based 
information to better understand the dynamics of poultry value chains as they relate to disease 
control and food safety. Evidence will be provided on cost-effectiveness, costs and benefit:-., 
suitability and appropriateness of disease control measures. The project will educate and develop 
best practtccs along the poultry value cham and strengthen partnerships between private and 
public sector through consultations, working with national governments and regional economic 
communitie~ (RECs) to develop and implement policies. 
Planned activities 

Outcome 1: Laboratory capacity and network<- are strengthened and consolidated to improve the 
management of HPAI and other T ADs. 

Activity 1.1 Assessment of diagnostic capacity of central veterinary laboratories for HPAI and 
other TAOs. 

Activitv 1.2 Assist national laboratories in implementation of quality management systems 
(QMS), 

Activity 1.3 Organize targeted training courses on disease recognition and diagno~tic techniques 
for emerging zoonolic diseases in order to facllitate prevention and control actions. 

Activity 1.4 Hold a joim five day epldemiology and labor..ttory networks meeting to share 
regional infom1ation including reaching a consensus on list of priority TADs for targeted 
prevention and controL 

Activitv 1.5 Hold a workshop with the chief veterinary officers and heads of central veterinary 
laboratories. RECs, AU-IBAR and development partners. The workshop will discuss the 
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findings of laboratory assessments, select regional laboratories for the network and promote 
integration of (he network into the RECs structures. 

Activity 1.6 Supply critical equipment, materials and reagents for diagnosis of HPAl and other 
priority TADs at the national laboratories. 

Activity 1.7 Strengthen regional laboratory network web page and link it with other existing 
(epidemiology} and proposed thematic networks to increase the information sharing capaclty. 

Outcome 2: Strengthen and consolidate epidemiology capacity and networks in order to improve 
the management of HPAI and other TADs 

Activity 2.1 Assess national cpidcmio-survcillancc systems for HPAI and other TADs. 

Activitv 2.2 Hold a joint five day cmnual epldemiology <.~nd l:.tboratory networks meeting to share 
regional information, and to reach a consensus on priority TADs for targeted prevention and 
control. 

Activity 2.3 Supply critical equipment, materials and reagents for field surveillance of HPAl and 
other priority T ADs at the national laboratories. 

Activity 2.4 Prioritize TAOs detection, reporting and preparedness in the regi~m through 
structured qualitative national rlsk assessments including probable impacts of the disease. 

Outcome 3: Animal health intervention=- and data will be used to analyse and improve poultry 
and livestock value chains 

Activity 3.1 Consolidate information on cross-border trade in poultry and poultry products to 
enable a country-level poultry value chain analysis. Targeted disease ~urveillance anJ monitoring 
plans will be based on this analysis. 

Activity 3.2 Conduct a cost-benefit analysis of functional laboratory and epidemiology 
surveillance systems. Thl.s analysis will be used to lobby national governments to include
funding for the systems into their annual budgets. 

Activitv 3.3 Commission a study to identify and quantify the key drivers ln publi;: sector 
adoption of biosecurity and poultry health interventions along the poultry value chains. The 
study will be conducted in Sudan and Kenya in consultation with the International Livestock 
Research Institute (JLRI) and Winrock International non-profit organization. 

Activitv 3.4 Organize a stakeholder workshop to facilitate policy dialogue between public and 
private sector operators on restructuring the poultry industry and impro·ving poultry health 
management in the region. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

The project inception workshop was held on 3 and 4 February 2010 in Mombasa, Kenya. 
Attendees included officials from AU-JBAR and FAO-ECTAD, in addition to thirty 
epidemiology and laboratory experts from the eastern Africa region. The objectives of the 
workshop were to facilitate discussions between representatives of beneficiary countries and 

3 
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other stakeholders regarding final project content, work plan and implementation time tables, and 
project roles and responsibilities. A workshop report has been prepared and technically cleared 
by the ECTAD Regional Manager. 

Outcome 1: Laboratory capacities and networks arc strengthened ;:md consolidated to tmprove 
the management of HPAI and other TAOs 

Actlvitv 1.2 Assist national laborntories in implementation of Quality Management Systems 
(QMS). 

• Activity l.2a Questionnaires have been sent ro beneficiary countries to assess the cunent 
status of QMS implementation. In-.::ountry quality assurance training will be provided, 
including the. development of quality manuals and the implementation of QMS. 

• Activity 1.2b A Letter of Agreement (LoA} is being finalised with the Tri-Veneto Region 
Experimental Animal Health Care Institute (IZSVe) to carry out proficiency ring tests for 
central veterinary laboratories in the region. 

Outcome 2: Epidemiology capacities and networks arc strengthened and consolidated to 
improve the management of HPAI and other TAOs 

Activitv 2.1 Assess national epidemio-surveil1ance systems tOr HPAI and other TADs. 
• Activity 2.1 a Questionnaires were prepared and sent to national epidemiology units in order 

to understand the level of epidemiologic activities in each country. This information will be 
u:-;ed to design action plans for intra- and inter-regional collaboration. 

Outcome 3: Animal health interventions and data will be used to analyse and improve poultry 
and livestock value chains 

Activity 3.1 Consolidate information on cross-border trade in poultry and poultry products to 
enable a country-level poultry value chain analysis. Targeted disease survc1lbnce and monitoring 
plan.s wi11 be based on this analysis. 

• Activity 3.la Identification of experts w undertake trade flow mapping in Rwand£'1 and 
Bunmdi has been initiated. 

Planned activities for the second quarter of 2010 and future proposed actions 

Outcome 1: Surveillance and diagnostic capacity "vill be strengthened 

Activity 1.1 Assessment of diagnostic capacity of central veterinary laboratories for HPAI and 
other TAOs. 

• Activity Lla An LoA is being finalised with IZSVe to carry out the assessments. This 
activity is scheduled for June 2010. 

Activity 1.2 Assist national laboratories in implementation of QMS. 
• Activity l.2a A five day regional training workshop on Q:tviS will be held in Debre Zeit. 

Ethiopia from 31 ::vtay to 4 June 2010. 
• Activity 1.2b Questionnaires completed by beneficiary countries will be analysed in order to 

understand the level of QMS implementation in diagnostic laboratory units. 
• A.::tivity 1.2c Proficiency ring tests should be carried out (through an LoA in preparatiun at 

HQ with IZSVe). 

Activitv J .3 Organize targeted training courses on disease recognition and diagnostic techniques 
for emerging zoonotic diseases to facilitate prevention and conu·ol anions. 

4 
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• Activity 1.3a A ten day training course on the laboratory diagnosis of avian intluenza and 
r\ewcastle disease will be conducted from 7 to 20 April at Centre for Virtu<.~! Learning {CVL) 
DarEs Salaam for four laboratory personnel fn)ln Burundi and South Sudan. 

Activitv 1.4 Supply critical equlpment, materials and reagents for field surveillance of HPAI and 
other priority TAD.s at the national labmatories. 

• Activity L4a Countries will be requested to provide lists of ne<:essary equipment and 
materials. Procurement procedures will then be initiated to procure and distribute the 
equipment and materials. 

Activity 1.5 Strengthen regional laboratory network web page and link it with other exi~ting 
{epidemiology) and proposed thematic networks to increase information sharing capacity_ 

• Activity L5a A communications consultant will be recruited in April 2010 to traln the FAO 
ECTAD .staff to administer the web page. 

Outcome 2: Strengthen and consolidate epidemiology capacity and networks to improve the 
management of HPA l and other T ADs 

Activity 2.1 Assess national epidemio-surveillan<:e systems fm· HPAI and other TADs. 
• Activity 2.la A five. day workshop i:s planned to take place from 7 to 11 June 2010 in Kigali, 
Rw~nda. The workshop \Vill bring together representatives of the national epidemiology units 
to discuss the re..;ults of the a~se..;sments carried out and to make recommendations for the 
aJ.option of harmonized surveillance systems. 

Outcome 3: Animal health interventions and data will be used to analyse and improve poultry 
and livestock v.alue chains 

Activity 3.1 Consolidate information on cross-border trade in poultry and poultry products in 
order to enable a country-level poultry value chain analysis. Targeted disca<>c surveillance and 
monitoring plans will be based on this analysis. 

• A<:tivity 3.1 a Finalize recruitment of national consult<Jnts to undertake trade flow mapping in 
Rw~nda and Burundi. 

Activity 3.2 Conduct a cost-benefit analysis of funcrional laboratory and epidemiology 
.surveillance systems. This analysis will be used to lobby national governments to include 
funding for the systems into their annual budgets.. 

• Activity 3.2a Idemlfy an imernation<.~l consultant to undertake cost-benefit analysis of the 
epidemio-surveillance net\-vork in Kenya and Uganda. 

Activity 3.3 Commission a study to identify and quantify the key drivers in public sector 
adoption of biosecurity and poultry health interventions along the poultry value chaim. The 
study will be conducted in Ethiopia and Tanzania in consultation with ILRl and \Vinrock 
International. 

• Activity 3.3a Hold meetings \Vith \Vinrock International and ILRL 
• Activit '3.3b Identify national consultants to undertake the studies in both countries. 

All outputs 
• Carry uut activities .as proposed in the three outputs outlined above. 

Reports 
• Continue preparing project progress reports on the implementation of activities. 
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1\tain challenges encountered and responses provided 
• The questionnaires on epidemiology and laboratory assessments were not returned on (ime 

despite a dearly stuted deadline. 

Main progress made towards the acldevement of project outcomes (from the start of 
project activities) 

• Completion of a pmject inception workshop at which participants agreed upon the final 
project content, work plan and impleme-ntation time tables, and project roles and 
responsibilities. A workshop report has been prepared ~nd technically cleared by the ECTAD 
Regional Manager. 

• Preparation and di.-;tribution of questionnaires to assess the status of central veterinary 
laboratories and national epidemiology units. 
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I Quarter 20 I 0 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSROIRAFn19/USA- Phase II 

Pro.iect Title::: Strengthening HPAl surveillan(..~ preparedness and response capacity in 
Southern Africa 

Reporting period: January to 1\iarch 2010 

Regional component: Southern Afti.:a 
Project title: Strengthening HPAI surveillance, preparedness and response capacity in 
Southern Africa 
Code : OSRO/RAF/7 J Y/USA 

Budget: USD l 099 175 (Phase!), USD 500000 (Phase Il) 
Total budget: USD 1 599 175 

Effective starting date: l January 2010 

Planned end date: 30 September 2010 
Context of the project 

Since the outbreak of the High1y Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) on the African continent in 
February 2006. the Southern African region ha~ remained free from the infection. In response to 
the potential threat of incursion of the disease, African countries have formulated National 
Preparedness and Response Plans, which led to the development of a Regional Plan by the 
Southern African Development Community (SADC). The levels of implementation of the 
national plans, however. differ greatly between the countries. This project, therefure, aims at 
assisting the countries at both national and regional levels in retaining a disease free status. 
Objectives of the project 

Impact of the project 
Improvement and safeguarding of animal health and livelihoods from the threat of HPAI and 
mitigation of the risk of a human pandemic within the SADC region. 

Outcome o.f the project 
Enhanced and harmonized regional preparedness, effective response to HPAl outbreak .and 
strengthened regional and national surveillance of HPAI in the SADC region. 

Outputs o.f the project 
l. Expanded and consolidated risk mmlysis-based HPAI surveillance (Malawi, 

Mozambique, Zambia and Zimbabwe); 
2. Enhanced capacity of regional and national veterinary laboratories for the diagnosis of 

Low Pathogenic Avian Influenza (LPAI) and HPAl and provision of essential material to 
second regional service laboratory (BotS\\'ana); 

3. Regional coordination and networking. 
Activities that were planned for this quarter 

Output 1 
Acti\'ity 1.1: Implementation of cross-border surveillance 

• Identification of border points for cross border surveillance in respective countries .and 
formalization of a timetable for joint surveillance activitie.s by participating countries. 

1 
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Activity 1.2: Promoting HPAI surveillance and its intewation into ongoing national animal 
health activities 

• Convening of a consultative meeting at the country level with national veterinary services 
with the view of integration of avian influenza surveillance into national animal health 
plans, particularly Newcastle Disease (ND) vaccination campaigns. 

• Monltoring of the need for laboratory supplies and sampling material in order to facilitate 
the sampling activities in the four countries. 

Activity 1.3: Enhancing integration of producers into surveillance activities 
• Convening of national consultative meetings with poultry producer associations with the 

view of identifying master farmers. 

Acthity 1.4: Training of field personnel in surveillance techniques 
• Training of relevant field personnel and distribution of sensitization and infonnation 

materiaL 

Activity 1.5: Training for expansion of the use of Data Point Type (DPT) in selected areas. 
in 1\ialawi and Zambia 

• Training of Zambia's veterinaJ)' staff in the usc of DPT with a special focus on the 
collection of infonn3tion on pouhry dlsease and expansion of its use to additional HPAI 
risk areas. 

Output2 
Activity 2.1: Enhanced surveillance in the region via laboratory support 

• Signing of the Letter of Agreement with Botswana National Veterinary Laboratory 
(BNVL) and finalizing of the work plan. 

• Supporting BNVL in establishing and developing the capacity of new te-;ts to diagnose 
LPAI/HPAI (enzyme linked imrnunosorbent assay (ELISA) and agar gel 
immunodiffusion (AGID}). 

• Continuous supply of swab and serum samples to BNVL sent by all countrie-; with 
enhanced surveillance. 

• Transfer of the demand-supply hub from South Africa's Ondcrstepoort Veterinary 
Institute {OVI) to BNVL and procure-ment and di:<.tribution of reagents to recipient 
laboratories. 

Output3 
Activity 3.1: Coordination 

• Organizing of an Inception workshop by F AO ECTAD. 
• Finalizing of a work plan (activities of Pha<>e 2) and evaluation of its progress by the 

project management team. 
Activities undertaken during the Reporting Period 

Output I 
Activity 1.1: Implementation of cros...,-horder surveillance 

• During the Inception workshop on 16 and l7 February, the participating countries agreed 
with their respective neighbours on common cross-border posts to be sampled: ~1ala\vi 
identified five (sharing three with :rviozambique and two with Zambia), Mozambique 
idcntlfied five (sharing three with Malawi and two with Zimbabwe), Zambia identified 

2 
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three (sharing two with :\1alawi and one with Zimbabwe) and Zimbabwe identified three 
(sharing one with Zambia and two with ~{ozambique) border posts. The timing of the 
sampling by participating countries has been hannonized. 

Acti'\'ity 1.2: Promoting HPAI surveillance and its integration into ongoing national animal 
health activities 

• All national project consultants agreed to hold a meeting with the authoritles of the 
veterinary services in order to discuss the integration of A vi an Influenza (AI) surveillance 
into their regular national animal health activities. During the reportlng period, only 
Mozambique and Zlmbabwe submitted a wrltten statement on the outcome of thls 
discussion: both countries agreed to harmonize the AI surveillance \Vith an ND 
vaccination campaign. 

• Two members (Dr Radosavljevic and Dr Costa) of the KYEE~fA Foundation 
participated in the AI working group meeting on 23 and 24 March 2010. They presented 
the ND vaccination and surveillance program and its possible integration within the AI 
surveillance project. A Concept Note on collaboration Juring cross-border surveillance 
will be produced. 

• The FAO ECTAD office in Gaborone ordered the field sampling material to be used for 
surveillance which wa~ delivered by local suppliers ami sent to the respective countries: 
red top blood collection tube, 21G luer lock needle-s, 5 ml luer lock syringes. 15ml 
conical bottom disposable sterile plastic tubes, 2 ml Cryotubcs, sampling swabs, 100 mm 
scis~ors, disposable medical gloves and permanent markers. 4000 units of each item were 
supplied per country. The ECTAD office has also facilitared the purchase of additional 
laboratory and sampling material from country budgets on request. 

Activity 1.3: Enhancing integration of producers into sun'eillancc activities 
• During the Inception workshop, Lhe four participating countries presented their different 

approaches to identify ma'iter farmers rhrnugh pouhry associations (Zimbabv,'c), 
community leaders and vaccinators (Mozambique and Zambia) and existing agriculture 
development systems (I'vfalawi). The training program for master farmers wa:. discussed 
and training topics were suggested. 

Activity 1.4: Training of field personnel in surYcillancc techniques 
• All the participating countries identified high risk areas where retraining of field 

personnel is necessary based on high staff turn-over and capacity of field staff. 
• The "'Picture book" on infectious poultry disease has been revised and a second edition 

has been produced as a training tool for extension personnel and poultry producers 
inv·olved in passive sun:cillance, A total of 4-000 copies w11l be primed in English and 
Portuguese, 1000 booklets per country. 

Activit}' 1.5: Training for expansion of the use of DPT in selected areas in Malawi and 
Zambia 

• Dr Mokopasetso from FAO ECTAD Unit travelled to Zambia in mid February where 
field training was conducted for all newly Identified high risk areas. The technology has 
been successfully implemente-d in both countries and so far outputs have been positive. 

Activity 1.6: Dynamic mapping of surveillance results 
• Geographic Information System (GIS) maps whlch indicate- the high risk sampling areas 

covered during Phase [ have been created for all four countries. At the same time, the 
second generation HPAI risk map was made available by International Livestock 
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Research lnstlrute (JLRI) under the Early Detection, Reporting and Surveillance of Avian 
Influenza in Africa (EDRSAIA) pmject. After technical pmblems of projection 
compatibility were resolved, the two maps attached in Annex have been overlaid. The 
high risk areas identified by this project corresponded to these calculated by ILRI in all 
countries except in l'vlozambique. The high risk sampling areas for Phase 11, including the 
cross border points. have also been mapped and overlaid with the HPAI risk map of ILRI. 

• All four countries have been motivated to collect Global Positioning System (GPS) 
points during the sampling activities under Pha.'le II. Based on these coordinates, more 
precise maps will be pruduced. 

Output 2 
Activity 2.1: Enhanced surveillance in the region via laboratory support 

• The activities implemented by the Agricultural Research Council-OnderstepLXlrt 
Veterinary Institute (ARC-OVI) between December 200~ and December 2009 under a 
Letter of Agreement (LoA) with FAO have been completed and the final report was 
supplied by Dr Phelix Majiwa of the ARC-OVI in February 2010. This report has been 
distributed to all SADC laboratories. 

• BNVL is in the process of establishing ELISA, Neuraminidase Inhibition (Nl) and Real
time reverse transcriptase PCR (r RT- PCR) tests, facilitated by their OlE twinning 
project with Veterinary Laboratories Agency (VLA}. 

• At [he time of reporting, BNVL had received a total of 1 199 serum and 1393 swab 
samples (i 99 sera and 387 swab samples from ~ozambique. 1006 swab samples from 
Zm11bia and 1000 serum samples from Zimbabwe). During the Inception workshop, 
Bl\iVL reported their experiences and challenges with the samples received so far. The 
participating countries took note of the suggestions for improvement to be made. 

• The demand-supply hub has been transferred from the ARC-OVI to BNVL and 
restocking is in process. The first consignment of reagents, supplied by FAO arrived in 
Jauuary .and nu-Iy Fdnu;_u·y 2010. The ARC-OVJ hamlet! uvei the rem.aining •·eag_enL-; of 
the hub to Botswana. Currently, the following reagents are availuble at the BNVL supply 
hub: ELISA ki[ (24 boxes), H5Nl antigen (91 ampoules), H5N8 antigen (35 ampoules), 
H5N9 antigen (20 ampoules), H7Nl antigen (46 ampoules), H7N7 antigen (12 
ampoules), SPF sera (24 vials), H5N2 positive antiserct ( ll vials}, H7N7 positive amisem 
(11 ·dab). The request form for the demand supply hub has been des.igned by Bl"\VL and 
widely distributed to nll SADC laboratories. So far, a request for reagents has been 
handed in by Znmbla (CVRI Lusaka). 

• During the AI working group meeting on 23 and 24 March, all laboratories which are 
running PCR for AI agreed to send their SOP to ECTAD. The intention is to harmonizt> 
the PCR protocols for AI in a similar manner as it was done for hacmagglutlnation (HA) 
and haemagglutination inhibition (HI). 

Output3 
Activity 3.1: Coordination 

• During the reporting period. the Inception workshop (on 16 and 17 February) and three 
regional meetings were organized by FAO ECTAD and held in Gaborone. The regional 
events were the Epldemiology and Informatics Sub-Committee (EIS) meeting (from 2 to 
4 March), the Laboratory Diagnostic Sub-Committee meeting (from 16 to]g :Vfarch) and 
the SADC AI working group meeting (on 23 and 24 March}. 

• A LoA on the provision of funds from F AO tD the Governmental Depat1ment of 
Veterinary Services for Phase II of the project is in the process of being drafte-d by 
Zimbabwe, Zambia and Mozambique. In Malawi, no LoA will be signed between FAO 
and the Government and the funds wi11 be manac-ed bv FAO. 

4 
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Activities planned for the 2° quarter 
Output I 
Activit_y 1.1: Implementation of cross-border surveillance 

• Sampling at common cross-border points will be implemented between June and July and 
timing will be h~mnonized between neighbouring countries. 

Activity 1.2: Promoting HPAI surveillance and its integration into ongoing national animal 
health activities 

• Trained field personnel shall continue with the sampling activities and the AI surveillance 
program will be coupled with ND vaccination campaigns or integrated into other ongoing 
animal health activities, e.g. dipping programs. Monthly repnrts on the number of 
samples submitted from the field and tested m the CVL• will be submitted to FAO 
ECfAD. 

• The KYEEMA foundation and the project will have integrated their activities and will 
work closer together. 

• The projecl will continue to monitor the need for sampling malerial. 

Activity 1.3: Enhancing integratiun of pruducers in sun'eillance activities 
• Master fanners will have been identified and trained. Their role in conducting pnssive 

surveillance will be evaluated. 

Activity 1.4: Trrtining of field personnel in surveiUance techniques 
• Additional field personnel will have been trained in previously identified high risk areas. 
• '"Pi-cture boob" on infectious poultry diseases ¥/ill be available at all high risk District 

Vete1inary Oftices and widely used in the field. 

Acthity 1.5: Training for expansion of the usc of DPT in selected areas in MaJawi and 
Zambia 

• DPT shaH be widely used for the collection of intOnnation on poultry disease, especially 
for HPAI in all identified high risk areas in Zambia and Malawi. 

Activity 1.6: Dynamic mapping of surveillance results 
• GPS coordinates will be collected during the sampling activities for further analysis and 

mapping. 

Output2 
Acti'\'ity 2.1: Enhanced survc-iUancc in the region via laboratory support 

• Additlonal diagno~tic tests for the detection of LPAI!HPAI, such as ELISA and 
Neuraminidase (NJ) will be established while the development of the r-RT PCR will still 
be in progress. 

• Regular reporting from BNVL on the number of sample~ they recelved from the different 
SADC laboratories and the test results will he submitted monthly. 

• BNVL shall provide an update on the use of the demand-supply hub. 
• The SOPs for PCR (Avian Influenza) will have been submitted by all SADC laboratories 

to ECTAD and harmonization shall have been finalized. 

Output 3 
Activity 3.1: Coordination 

• Will continue throughout the project implementation. 

5 
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l\iain challenges encountered and response provided during lst quarter 2010 

The main challenge dming this reporting period was the reduction of the budge-t from USD 
750 000 to USD 500 000. This reduction had to be accommodated by the project and the 
participating countries had to adapt their national work plans to the decreased funds. 

Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcome {from the star! of the 
project activities.! 

The Inceptiun workshop that took place in early February marked the statt of Phase II of the 
project. The following contributions demonstrate the progress made towards achieving the 
expected outputs: 1) challenges and lessons Jcarned in Phase I were identified and suggestions 
for improvement in Phase II were made; 2) the susbinabi1ity ofthe project was discw;sed and the 
necessity to integrate AI surveillance into an ungoing animal health activity was fully 
acknowledged by all participants~ 3) the four participating countries agreed on common border 
posts and on harmonizing the time of sampling; 4} the work plan was designed and approved. 

GIS maps were produced for the sampling area:-. in Phase I and were overlaid with the second 
generation high risk map produced by ILRI, showing concurrence for high risk areas, except for 
Mozambique. 

The second SADC Service laboratory fot- HPAI has started its services: the demand supply hub 
has been established at the BNVL and is operationaL BNVL has already received aliquots of 
serum samples and swab samples from SADC laboratories for testing using HA/HI and is now m 

the process of establishing ELISA, Nl and Real-time reverse transcript<:ise PCR. 

Three regional meetings wc.rc held in Gaborone between mid February and the end of March. 
The project wa" presented and di,.cus,.ed at all three meetings and valuah1e additional comments 
and suggestions were made. The transition to the regional ownership of the project was achieved. 

6 
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Annex 1 
Figure 1: Sampling areas during Phase l (2009) overlaid with EDRSAIA AI High Risk map 

AI surveillance in 4 selected _,,~U''-"' 
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Figure 2: Sampling area'> during Phase II (20 1 0) 

sampling areas 2010 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 01 

Project Tit1c: Support to Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza Surveillance Programme 
in Cambodia 

e -Reportinv period· April to September "012 
Country: Cambodla 
Project title: Support to Highly Pathogenic Avian Influcn7a Surveillance Programme in 
Cambodia 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby l 
Budget: USD l ISO 000 (Phase 1), CSD 1900000 (Amendment no. l ), 
USD 600 000 (Amendment no. 2), L"SD 400 000 (Amendment no.3), lJSD 400 000 (Amendment 
no.4), USD 372 ()(.!()(Amendment no. 5) and USD !50 000 (Amendment no.tl) 
Total budget: USD 4 972 000 
Effective starting date: 1 October 2006 
Planned end date: 30 September 2013 
Context of the project 

As stated in rhe previous reports, outbreaks of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenz<J (HPAI) in 
poultry and humans indicate that the H5N 1 virus is still circulating in Cambodia. Therefore, it 
is necessmy to dete.ct the outbreaks as emly as possible and ensure that immediate and 
appropriate containment measures are taken to prevent the spread of the disease. The continued 
improvement of capacities and capabilities in Cambodia tu prevent and control HPAI in animal 
population is nece:~.smy to limit its impact:>. in poultry sectors and minimize the risk of an 
infection in humans. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) 
Avian Influenza (AI) Programme in Cambodia is currently funded by the United States. Agency 
for International Development (USAID) in Cambodia for surveillance activities and by the 
World Bank tOr Village Animal Health Vv·orkers' (VAHV./s) training and strengthening of the 
laboratory capacities and capabilities. 
Objecth-'es of the project 

The main objective of !he project is to reduce and stop the spread of H5N1 among and between 
Hocks of birds in Cambodia, and between Cambodia and neighboring countries (Viet Nam, 
Thailand and the Lao People's Democratic Republic [PDRJ), rhus reducing the risks of a 
pathogen spread to mammals and humans and of an emergence of pandemi<.: influenza. 
Planned activities for the reporting period (April to September 2012) 

Output l: Strengthened planning and cross-sectoral coordination at national and 
international levels 

• Technical consultation on HPAI surveillance in lower :l\1ekong was organiL.ed in Siem Reap on 
25 and 26 September 2012. The key persons from the Cambodian Department of Animal 
Health and Production and the Vietnamese Department of Animal Health, provincial officers 
and technical officers from FAO Emergency Centre fOr Transboundary Animal Di~ease:-; 

(ECTAD) Cambodia, ECTAD in the Regional Otlice for Asia and the Pacific (RAP) nnd Viet 
Nam attended and actively .shared information. At the time of this n ... 1JOrt, the proceedings of 
the meeting were not completed. A report will he made available soon. 

• Through advocacy ef"forl from FAO. the livestock subsector is now being represented 
within the Technical Working Group on Agriculture and \Vater through the Livestock 
Sub\.vorking Group. 

• Seven HPAI risk communication fora were organized in six provinces bordering Viet N"am 
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and Thailand namely: B~mteay Meanchey, Kandal, Kampong Cham, Kmnpot, Prey Veng 
and Takeo. Some 2 297 fanners attended the fura. 

Output 2: Strengthened laboratory capacity 
• The second round of biosafety risk assessment and annual biosafety cabinet testing and 

calibration service for the regional laboratory was conducted in the National Veterinary 
Research Institute (NaVRI). Biosafcty risk assessment and training was conducted with 
l\'aVRI1aboratory officers. This assessment is to be used to monitor the improvement of 
biosafety managemem (in comparison with the last assessment result), and to address the 
needs at Na VRI for further improvement on biosafety issues, including procurement of 
the relevant equipment. 

• Supplied consumable equipment and reagents to NaVRJ to maintain the ongoing testing. 
• Provided support to Na VRI towards becoming a member of proficiency testing 

laboratories. 
• Provided support for the asses:-.ment of the laboratory and fixed biosafety cabinets. 
• Provided assistance to laboratory officers with intemational trainings and workshops. 

Output 3: Strengthened veterinary epidemiology capacity 
• A first three-week Cambodian Applied Veterinary Epidemiology Training (CA VET) was 

conducted in Takeo pmvince. The cohort of trainees is nmv moving to a five-month on
lhe-job training. The 15 trainees are district veterinarians, human health officers (li·mn 
Takeo and Kampong Cham) as well as wildlife protection officers. Five Cambodian 
former alumni of one-month Field Epidemiology Training Programme for Veterinarians 
(FETPV) in Bangkok served as {rainers with the assismnce from foreign supervisors from 
FAO RAP, United States Cenle~ for Disease Control and Prevention and Kon Kaen 
University. 

• A hand book for CA VET training was produced in Khmer language. 
• ln line with the \Vorld Bank-tunded project "Animal and human influenza contn:d and 

preparedness project", under the new component ""Healthy livestock, healthy village, 
better life," village surveillance was planned in 15 vil1ages of three provinces with the 
technical suppmi of FAO. 

Output 4: Improved surveillance system 
• Owing to the lack of reporting, FAO jointly with the Depat1ment of Animal Health and 

Production (DAHP}/NaVRI conducted an assessment on the HPAI ~mveillance- to belter 
understand ''\VHY" a number of outbreaks are not reported and ''HO\V" [be early 
warning information system can be improved. 

• Organized a workshop on HPAI and emergency infectious diseases (EIDs) surveillance 
and response in Cambodia in March 2012, the objectives are to: (1) revisit the objectives 
and review experiences and lessons learned from implementation of the current HPAI 
surveillance strategy in Cambodia; and (2) to identify pra.:lical options w improve HPAI 
surveillance in Cambodia and apply to other diseases focusing on multi-~ectoral 

collaboration under the One Health approach. 
• Support to DAHP/NaVRI to conduct surveillance and invcs.tigation during HPAI 

outbreaks (outbreak in Kampong Speu on 311\fay 2012). 
• Following a 12-day mission (9 to 20 September 2012}, a revised strategy for animal 

survel1lance in Cambodia is under finalization. Activities on surveillance for the next 
phase will follow recommendations. 

• The guide for HPAI outbreak investigation and response was reviewed and will be 

2 
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expanded to other animal diseases. 
• Specific period HPAI surveillance was conducted during the Chinese and Khmer New 

Year. Sec Annex 1: Table of HPAI surveillance in live bird markets (LBMs). 

Output 5: Improved policy and legislation for trade purposes between Cambodia and its 
neighbouring countries 

• Two consultative workshops v.··ith development partners and donors on animal health and 
production legislation were organized by MAFF. F AO assisted the Animal Health and 
Production Legislation Committee in terms of granting technical expertise hom local and 
international experts. Cambodian Animal Health and Production Legislation document is 
now finalized. and was ~ubmitted to the Council Minister. 

• In coordination wlth the World Bank-fumled Avian and Human Influenza Preparedness 
and Response Project, FAO conducted a study of poultry value chain analysis for the 
Phnom Penh markets. Information on traded poultry products-, volumes-, sources- and 
disease transmission-related trading behaviour W<JS collected from vendors in three 
different poultry wholesale/retail markets in Phnom Penh. The Report i~ available upon 
request. 

Other related activities funded under the programme 
The Annual Review of the Cambodia Zoonotic Diseases Technical Planning Workshop (on 
5 and 6 June 2012) involved the four projects/components implementers (PREDICT, 
RESPOND. IDENTIFY A:'\JD PREVENT) of Emerging Pandemic Threats Program, United 
States agencies working in the field of animal and human health sectors and the Government of 
Cambodia, represented by the Ministry of Health (MoH) and MAFF. The workshop identified 
the needs of the Government counterpart, which is crucial to successful implementation of the 
strategic planning of zoonotic di~eases. It was also a good opportunity that par1ners explored 
their available resources for matching with the needs of the government counterpart in term of 
activities imple-mentation and technical support and strengthening partnerships bc1wecn !he 
Government of Cambodia, the United States Government and other organizations working in 
the field of zoonotic diseases. The fiscal year 2013 Action Plan for zoonotic diseases was 
developed and agreed upon by both ministries, MAFF and MOH. 
Planned activities for the next six-month period {October 2012 to March 2013) 

Output 1: Strengthened planning and cross-sectoral coordination at national and 
intcrnationallc\'cls 

• Activity 1.1. Support from ECTAD Country Team Leader and the team to provide inputs 
for planning the coordination required at country level. 

• Activity 1.2. Support natimml and international coordination related to disease controL 

Output 2: Strengthened laboratory capacity 
• Activity 2. L Strengthen l<iboratory management through technical and mi'lnagement 

advice. 
• Activity 2.2. Support Cambodia's participation in laboratory quality assurance and quality 

control system for HPA I and regional HPAI laboratory network, including support of 
sample sharing with the Intemational Reference Laboratory and of proficiency testing. 

• Activity 2.3. Procure necessary labomtory supplies (when needed). 

Output 3: Strengthened veterinary epidemiology capacity 
• Activity 3.1. Support veterinary epidemiology training at regional and country levels. 
• Activiry 3.2. Support community-based surveillance and response activities. 

3 
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Output 4: Improved surveillance system 
• Activity 4.1. Revie\v dlsease surveillance strategy in collaboration with human health 

sector. 
• Activity 4.2. Support risk-based surveillance a~tivities focusing on where human ~ases 

arc reported and along the areas identified as high-risk supply chains. 
• Activity 4.3. Conduct workshops and training exercises to follow up on new surveillance 

modalities and facilitate planning of field work. 
• Activity 4.4. Communicate the risks identified by the means of surveillance through 

publi~ awareness campaigns, particularly during festival period by organizing fora and 
media spots on TV or radio. 

• Activity 4.5. Provide logistic support to field activities (when needed). 

Output 5: Improved policy and legislation for trade purposes between Cambodia and its 
neighbouring countries 

• Activity 5. L Support activities related to policy and legislation for trade purposes 
between Cambodia and neighbouring countries through the expertise provided 10 finalize 
the international animal trade component of the main law. 

:Main challenges encountered and response provided 
• The disease ~urveillance in genaal and the diagnostic capacitie:. need to be further 

strengthened. 
• The surveil1ance in high-ri:-.:k areas and cross-border lssues needs to be addressed for a 

better control of transboundary animal diseases to improve food safety and livelihoods of 
smallholders. 

:Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

• First CA VET cohort training successfully organized; 
• Seven risk communication fora organized m bordering provmces to Viet Nam and 

Thailand: 
• Animal Health and Production Legislation drafted~ 
• Current HPAI surveillance asse~sed; 
• Technical consultation on HPAI surveillance in lower Mekong between Cambodia and 

VietNam carried out; 
• Laboralory equipment well maintained and assessed; and 
• HPAI Investigation and Response protocol reviewed and tentatively expanded to other 

animal disea~es investigation and re~ponse. 
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Annex J: Active surveillance in LBM 

Name of province (or other Sampling farm (e.g. Type of samples Laboratory Test to he No. of Nn. of 'it of Remarks 
similar administrat.h·e ducks in t.he areas with (sera, swab, performing used samples +ve +H:~ 

boundary markl'l) or previous outbreak, LB~t fece1>, etc.) the results collected 
epidemiological unit (f>uch along the border, etc.) 
as production zone, 
wetland) 
Siem Reap. Poultry from ditl~rent Swab (doacal NaVRI Egg 211711 0 I) Surveillance during 
market plnces to be slaughtered for and tracheal) and inoculation 690 cloncal 3 months (end of 

high consumption dcnwnd sera for ~wabs 690 tracheal Jan./Feb./Mar/Apr. 
& HA-HI 690 sera 211 12) 
test for ~~::rw ... .. 
Egg I 0.14 Phnom Penh, Chbar Ampov Whole sale poultry and Swab (cloacal NaVRl 21611 LPAI. Surveillance during 

market gathering place for poultry and tracheal) and mocu atlon 720 eloacal I of 3 month~ (end of 
from diffn"nt pmvinc"~ ~era h1r ~wahs 720 tracheal 720 Jan./feb./Mar/ Apr. 

& HA-Ill 720 sera 2012) 
te~l for ~na 

Phnom Penh, 0 russey Whole sale poultry and Sv.ah (cloacal NaVRJ Egg 2 160 LPAI, 3/15 Surveillance during 
market gathering place fm poultry and tracheal) aud inoculation 720 cloand 22 of 3 month~ (end of 

from different province~ ~(~!a for ~wah~ 720 traclu.:al 720 1 an ./feb./Mar /Apr. 
& IIA III 720 sera 2012) 
tesl for M!nt 

Prey Veng, Nntk Luang Shared borders with Vid Swab (do:u.:al NaVRI Egg 1662 0 0 Surveillance during 
fcny boat Nam, high population o( and tracheal) and inm:ulalion 55G doacal :\month~ (end of 

ducks and cbidi:n (main sera for ~wabs )5fi tradwal J:in./Feb./Marl Apr 
n•ad between Ho Chi Minh & HA-HI 550 sera 2012) 
Citv and Phnom Penh) Ll'~L f\lr ~era 

Total Cloac:.il = ~ 6R6. \ +ve = q~ .I Tracheal= 2 6R6 .(+vc = 0). J Serum= 2 6RO ~:+vc = O.RMZ· LPA!) 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 02 

Project Title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen the surveillance and response 
capacity for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI} 

Reporting Period: April 2012 to Septemher 2012 

Country: The People's Republic of China 
Project title: Immediate technical assistance w strengthen the surveillance and response capacity 
for Highly Pathogenic Avian lnt1ucnza (HPAJ) 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 02 
Budget: USD 500 000 (Phase 1), USD 500 000 (Phase II), VSD 650 000 (Phase Ill), 

VSD I 150 000 (Phase IV), USD I 250 000 (Phase V), USD I 005 500 (Phase VI) 
Total budget: USD 5 055 500 
Effective starting date: I August 2006 
Planned end date: 30 September 2012 
Context of the project 

Despite efforts by the Government of the People's Republic of China to improve the surveillance and 
control of Highly P<:~thogenic Avian Influenza {HPAI) through the commitment of resources and 
development of wides.pread and comprehensive programmes in both animal disease surve-illance and 
preventive vaccination, the disease remains endemic in some meas of the country_ More specifically, 
the virus is still circulating widely in agro-ecological zones and traditional production systems where 
the implementation of the control policy require.<.; major effort and commitment of human and 
financial resources at national and provincial levels. This project was designed Lo improve the 
country's capacities ro detect and comrol HPAI ln identified high-risk ecological and production 
systems at an e::rrly stage, through the implementation of intensified smYeillance activities. 
epidemiological studies, socio-economic activities, capacity building and training. 

Objectives of the project 

The main objectives undet· Phase VI of the Lnited States Agency for International Development 
(USAID)-funded proje-ct are to continue working in Hunan, Yunnan, Guangxi, Guangdong 
Provinces and Chongqing Municipality, and to provide technical assistance and support in the 
areas of HPAI epidemiology, disease risk analysis and control. A significant part of Phase VI of 
the project will revulve around training and capacity building through the China Field 
Epidemiology Training Programme for Veterinarians (FETPV)" The project wlll abo follow up on 
new activities and approaches that have been initiated in previous phases, including improvement 
of public-private pannerships {PPPs) and hiosecuriry ln Jive hird markets (LBMs) and investigation 
and reporting of outbreaks. Other activities include fostering exchanges of knowledge and good 
practices. with neighboring countrie~ on vaccination strategies, cros:~o-border trade and controlling 
risks of transboundary animal diseases {TADs) using HPAI as a model, operationalizing the "One 
Health" concept, and addressing health issues at the human-animal-ecosystem interface with a 
special emphasis on a multi-disciplinary and cross-sectoral approach. 
Planned activities for the reporting period (April to September 2012) 

Output 1: Cros<s-scctoral coordination at the national and internationallc\·cl strengthened 
Activity L l Support national cons.ultants in coordinating project implementation 
Activity 1.2 Organize regulm· meetings with the Veterinary Bureaui Department of International 
Cooperation (DIC) of the Ministry of Agriculture (MoA) and the State Forestry Administration 
(SFA) to discuss pn~jecr activities 
Activity 13 Contribute to and facilitate the coordination of s.urveillance and applied re~earch 
activities at the wlld bird/domestic poultry interface at Po yang Lake Reserve 
Activity 1 .4 Strengthen C(l()pcration with the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE)Ithc 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Kations (F AO) Network of Expertise on Animal 
Influenza (OFFLU) and other laboratories and epidemiology networks - discuss and define joim 
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scientific collaboration perspectives and opportunities 
Activity 1.5 Organize regular FETPV Steering Committee meetings and workshops (involving the 
Veterinary Bureau of MoA, the China Animal Health <Jnd Epidemiology Center (CAHEC), Harbin 
National Reference Laboratory (HNRL), provincial Centre,_'> for Animal Disease Prevention and 
Control (ACDCs), Unite-d States Center for Disease Prevention and Control (US CDC), China 
CDC/China Field Epidemiology Training Programme (FETP) and other stakeholders) 
Activity L6 Coordinate the newly created United Nations Theme Group on Health (U:'\ITGH) 
Subworking group on diseases at the human-animal interface 
Activity 1.7 Foster dialogue and exchange of experiences \vith VietNam on vaccination stmtegies 
and cross-border trade as a follow-up of the Vie-tNam-China Discussion Forum 
Activity 1.8 Improve PPP cooperation through LBM restructuring in Guangdong Province 
Activity 1.9 Introduce and promote the concept of One Health at the inter-institutional level; 
cooperate with the \Vorld Health Organization (\VHO), Ministry of Health (MoH), China CDC and 
SFA on topics of mutual interest 

Output 2: Capacity building in epidemiology strengthened - the China FETPV programme 
Activity 2.1 Deliver the fourth module or China FETPV (advanced training on topics of disease 
surveiHance, outbreak investigation, geographic information system [GIS], etc.) 
Activity 2.2 Organize FETPV "Training through services (TIS)" a-ctivities on outbre:.~k 

investigation and epidemiological survey at provincial level (including LBM surveillance) 
Activity 2.3 Deliver the fifth module of China FETPV (TTS assignments coaching, simulation 
exercise, problem-based learning exercise, paper critique, etc.) 
Activity 2.4 Work juintly with international experts from the Netherlands in veterinary 
epidemiology to develop outbreak investigation case studies for the FETPV teaching modules 
Activity 2.5 support veterinary epidemiology training at regional level to reinforce collaboration 
with OFFLU network 

Output 3: Knowledge of HPAI epidemiological, ecological and soci-o-e-c-onomic risk fa-ctors 
improved 
Activity 3.1 Assist national <-~uthorities in analysing national surveillance resu1ts, and provide 
guidance on impmving national und pruvincial :-.urveillance policie~ 
Activity 3.2 Conduct follow-up socio-economic studies in Guangdong province: compile key 
information on poultry sector and its structure to analyse product ±low along the market chains, 
determine the implications for disease surveillance. and control issues in combination with the 
results obtained in Hunan. Yunnan and Guangxi 
Activity 3.3 Finalize the epidemiological studies at the dome~tic poultryiwildlife interface in 
Poyang La.ke to uncover risk factors associated with the emergence of new virus strains 

Output 4: HPAI control strategy improved through focused control actions 
Activity 4.1 Refine the strategic vision for the national vaccination campaign 
Activity 4.2 Provide guidance on improving the progressive control of HPAI through vaccination 
Activity 4.3 Finalize the analysis of a ring trial among three provincial laboratories to provide 
guidance on testing capacity, results reliability anti comparisons 
Activity 4.4 Strengthen HPAI Disea:.e Surveillance System and Response Capacity at national and 
subnationallevels through the China FETPV and TIS activities 
Activity 4.5 Procure necessary laboratory equipment and supplies for HPAI diagnosis, data 
analysis. anJ information sharing for national and provincial partners 
Activity 4.6 OrganiL.e stakeholder meetings and group discussions in the framework of the PPP 
activities to develop minimum biosecurity standards for LBMs 
Activity 4.7 Improve disease surveillance and control activities through an PPP approach base-d on 
the studies c~uTied out in Guangdong Province 

2 
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ActiYities undertaken during the reporting period (April to September 2012) 

Output 1: Cross-sectoral coordination at the national and international level strengthened 
Activity Ll: Coordinatinn and communication with national partners were further enhanced over 
the pa:-:.t six months. More specifically. a five-year summary report (in Chinese) covering ECTAD 
China's activities, achievements and progress was produced and shared with China MoA; The 
Chinese Version Monthly BuJletin was produced and distributed to MoA, SFA and other partners 
and stakeholders in a timely manner. 
Activity L2: Several briefing meetings with the Veterinary Bureau and the Department of 
International Cooperation (DIC) of MoA were held during the reporting period; A transition 
meeting wa<; held for the replacement of the Team Leader of ECTAD China by the Senior 
Technical Coordinator at the end of April. 
Activity 1.3: The visit of China MoA Delegation Jed by the Director-General of the Veterinary 
Bureau, China l\'loA to FAO headquarters (HQs) in Rome from 14 to 20 May 2012 was 
coordinated. The vjsit involved meetings with senior FAO staff and the heads of the main technical 
sections_ A follow-up briefing meeting was held with China MoA and the FAOR after the visit; A 
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU), Recommendation and Action Plan were prepared by the 
Office for further processing with MoA. 
Activity 1.4: The sixth China FETPV Steering Committee Meeting was held on 28 August 2012 in 
China MoA and ~.lttended by representatives from China MoA, CAHEC, China FETP, US CDC 
and ECTAD China. China MoA, CAHEC and ECTAD China reached preliminary consensus over 
[he issue of co-funding more of the activities of the second cohort of the programme <md increased 
focus on long-term sustainahility. 
Activity L5: A Seminar on "Veterinary publi-c health in a changing world" was organized by 
ECfAD China on 30 July, under the umbrella of the UNTGH Subworking Group on Diseas.es. at 
the Human-Animal Interface, during the visit of the Senior Officer - V t'terinmy Public Health from 
FAOHQx. 
Activity 1.6: A UNTGH Subworking Group :t..'leeting was held on 14 September 2012. The 
meeting focused on reviewing progress. and refining the annual work plan as well as providing and 
updating on recent developments with HPAI and wbies in the country. 
Activity 1.7: A training. session was ananged at the Guangzhou Animal Health Inspection Institute 
(GAHII) to bdp local animal health authorities to have a better understanding of the PPP concept, 
and using the Guangzhou PPP project in the Jiangcun Poultry Wholesale Market as. an example. 
Advanced ideas on animal disease prevention and control \vere also covered. 

Output 2: Capacity building in epidemiology strengthened - the China FETPV programme 
Activity 2.1: The fifth module of the China FETPV wa3 held in Qingdao and Beijing during 
21 May to 8 June 2012. The training was delivered by a team from RVC and mainly focused on 
mentoring of trainee's field practices, simulation exercises, problem-based learning exercises, 
scientific writing and paper critiques. This is the last training module for the firsr cohort of the 
programme. 
Activities 2.2: Trainee's implementation of field practices activities (i.e. TIS assignments) - Field 
surveillance smdies and outhreak investigations: 

• 12 field surveillance studies were completed by trainees. Results were reviewed by national 
and international mentors and summarized in a final narrative report; 

• In tot~J, l 8 outbreak investigations were carried out, and these covered the invcstigmion of 
outhreaks of HPAI and other anima) diseases; 

Activity 2.3: An introductory and course summary CD of the China FETPV firs.t coh011 was 
designed and finalized; The design and construction of the Chlna FETPV bilingual \Veb site 
(www.china-fctpv.org) was completed in July 2012. It will strengthen the branding of China 
FETPV as \\"ell as facilitate information exchange. 
Activity 2.4: The second stakeholder meeting of the China FETPV was. hdd on 7 and 8 June 2012 
ln Beljing. The two-day eve.nt attracted both the national and internationa1 stakeholders in the 
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country, and was attended by representatives from MoA, SFA, United Nations Development 
Program (U!'JDP}, WHO, \'1/ortd Bank, USCDC, Royal Veterinary College (RVC), International 
Development Center for Agriculture and Research (CJRAD). CAHEC, provlncial Animal COCs, 
embassies. universities, FAO RAP and ECTAD China. 
Activity 2.5: A two-day China FETPV course content review and module refining workshop was 
held from 4 to 6 July 2012. Trainee representatives, national mentors and staff from CAHEC and 
ECTAD China reviewed past training modules and refined the training programme framework and 
curriculum omline for {he seconJ cohort of China FETPV. 
Activity 2.6: The sixth Steering Committee meeting \vas held to discuss the key issues for the 
sccondcoho1i development. The two-year training framework and some key issues were agreed by 
Steering Committee members, e.g. train and engage potential Chinese trainers/mentors for the 
long-tenn sustainability of the China FETPV programme; and aJdress One Health approaches and 
facilitate joint activities between anlmal and public health sectors. 
Activity 2.7: A final narrative report "vas submitted to HQs for thl~ closure of the Netherlands
funded project (OSRO/CPR/OOiiNET) for the China FETPV; Regular communication is 
maintained for seeking further support for the se-cond cohort. 
Activity 2.1'~.: A meeting with the European Union (Ell}-China Trade Project II (EUTCP 11) for co
funding of the second cohort of the China FETPV was held in the ECTAD China Office on 
12 August 2012. A Concept Note for the funding of a joint workshop, seminars and other activi{ies 
was prepared and submitted for consideration. 
Activity 2.9: The participation of a national trainee from CAHEC in the Regional FETPV training 
in Bangkok was finalized. 
Activity 2.10: The visit from FAO RAP vva~ coordinated. A mission to Qingdao was carried out in 
Septembe-r 2012 to advance the cooperation and resource mobilization for China FETPV and 
Regional FETPV. 

Output 3: Knowledge of HPAI epidemiological, ecological, and socio-economic risk factors 
imprm:ed 
Activity 3.1: Ten issues of the ECTAD Chin:1 monthly bulletin {with five English versions. of the 
China HPAI hlghlight and five Chinese correspondents}, one 01ina HPAI disease update (No.6, 
June 2012) were produced .and shared with all relevant ~takeholders on a regular basi:-.; All 
production documents of ECTAD China Office were collec.ted and shared with HQs. and RAP 
upon request~ 
Activity 3.2: A consultation meeting with partners from the Agriculture, Health and Forestry 
sectors was held on 24 September for the implementation of the EPT + project in the country; 
Activity 3.3: A specific report on source tracking for pet birds tested H5Hl HPAI positive in 
Taiwan was produced in August~ An informal investigation in the pet market in Guangzhou was 
carried out by ECfAD China team to col1ect preliminary information to understand the risks 
associated with the pet bird market and to provide the basis for a more fonnal investigation along 
the pathway from the market to Taiwan. 

Output 4: HPAI sun'eillance and control strategy improved through focused control actions 
Activity 4.1: The final report of the Ring Trial Proficien-cy Test was finalized on 18 July by the 
lstituto Zooprofilattico Speriwentale deiie Venezie (IZSVe) and shared with all three provincial 
partners of Chongqing, Hunan and Guangxi Animal CDCs; 
Activitlcs 4.2: The PPP Project in Guangzhou v,:as successfully closed after the nc\vly built vehicle 
cleaning and disinfection station was launched on 7 August 2012. 
• A national consultant on constructjon and engineering and an intemation.Jl PPP expert were 

rccmitcd during the reporting period; 
• Five missions were carried out to Guangzhou for the construction work in the market and for 

l'inaJ inspection and acceptance work or the station; and 
• A launching ceremony was held with the local partner-GAHII and the market, and was 

attended by representatives from IvloA, provincial and municipal veterinary/agricultural 
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authorities. The FAOR attended and officially opened the facility. 
• Training sessions on PPP and animal disease prevention and control were arranged by GAHH 

in Guangzhou on 8 August 2012; and 
• A brief meeting on the implementation of the PPP project in Guangzhou was held with China 

MoA on 29 August; The scaling-up of the LBM upgrading in other markets and other places 
was discussed. 

Activities 4.3: Two important documents were translated and shared with RAP and HQ staff: 
(1) The National Medium and Long-term Plan for Animal Diseases Prevention and Control in 
China {2012-2020) and {2) Speech on Policy Measures and Achievements. of the Veterinary Public 
Health in China by the Director-Genernl of the Veterinary Bureau at a meeting of the Chinese 
Veterinary Medical Association heJd in June; 
Activities 4.4: A two-day Global Animal Disease Information System (EMPRES-i) training was 
organized in Qingdao on 17 and 18 September 2012 for staff from the Veterinary Bureau. China 
Anim<JI Disease Control Center and CAHEC. 
:t\Iain challenges encountered and responses provided 

Endeavor~ are being made to accelerate the transfer uf the China FETPV pmg:ramme to the 
national Government However, MoA i~ stlll in the early stages of moving to full adoption of 
intemational standards for information sharing, transparency and strategies for targeted and 
effective management of TAOs and Emerging Infectious Diseases (EIDs), and they need 
epidemiological knowledge and skills tu Jo this. There 1s a severe lack of :.killed Chinese 
epidemiologists in China, and this applie.'. to the ~oA, research agencies and univer~ities. This 
project is the only coordinated approach to prn1Jy overcoming this problem, and the focus is now 
on developing a sustainable capacity for (raining future cohorts of the FETPV programme. For 
these reasons, the full adoption by the national Government requires additional time, but remains a 
realistic goaL The MoA and CAHEC are showing strong commitment and other international 
experts worklng in China recognize the importance of the initiative. Therefore, in the short to 
medium term, FAO and other partners must continue to play an important role in helping to fjlJ the 
critical gaps and to accelerate the rate of change. 
:t\tlain progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

The project ha:. made considerable progress towards achieving the expected outcumes. which can 
be summariLed as follows.: 

• The visit of China :MoA Delegation to FAO HQs bas further strengthened the cooperatiun 
between China MoA and f'AO on prevention and control of TADs and EIDs; The proposed 
MoU is expected to be signed between China and FAO in the near future; 

• China FETPV is a pivotal activity of the USAID-funded HPAI pro&•ramme in the cuuntry, which is 
a1so recognlzed by high-level officials from both the central and provincial governments. Beyond 
the original o~jective of creating a p(ml of ski11ed veterinary field epidemiologists in the country, 
China FETPV also a1ms at strengthening partnerships between national, provincial and 
international institutions and fostering greater synergy and collaboration among them; 

• Building on the successful implementation of the PPP project in Guangzhou and experience in 
the LBM:-., it is expected that good practices and the demonstration role of the model mm·ket 
will be used to further duplicate the approache:-; in other markets and other places; 

• Under the UNTGH mnbrella, ECTAD China Office is now taking the lead in coordination with 
national institutions and international partners in the country on zoonotic diseases and the applic-ation 
of One Health approaches. A platfonn of information exchange and coordination among the public 
health and the animal health sectors now exists among FAO, 'N'HO, MoA, MoH and SFA; 

• The HPAI project in the country is also in line with FAO's One Health Strategy and Global 
Programme, and is addres:.;ing emerging events involving human-animal-ecosystem heahh. The 
ultimate goal is to expand the country's capacities to be able to deal with other EIDs and TADs 
using HPAI as a modeL 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 03 

Project title: Immediate Technical Assistance to Strengthen Emergency Preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic AYian Influenza (HPAI) in Lao PDR 

. . -Reporting period· April to September ~012 
Country: Lao People's Democratic Republic 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby U3 
Budget: USD l 000 000 (Phase 1). I 284 990 (Phase II}. 900 000 (Phase III), 80U 000 (Phase IV), 
550 000 (Phase V), USD 372 000 (Phase VI) 
Total budget: USD 4 906 000 
Effective starting date: 1 August 2006 
Planned end date: 30 September 2013 
Context of the project 

The project assists. the Government in responding to the consequences of a possible poultry disease 
epidemic that could not only cause serious damage to the poultry sector, but also cause serious 
consequences to human health and household livelihoods. 
Objectives of the project 

The specific objectives of the project are to: 

• strengthen coordination and support of avian influenza (AI) control policy development: 

• strengthen risk-based surveillance for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in target 
provinces; 

• improve disease response capability; and 

• strengthen risk management measures. including biosecurity mea<>ures and cross-border 
movement 

Planned activities for the reporting period (April to September 2012) 

Output 1: Planning, coordination and policy support 
• Continue the weekly meetings among the AI project staff 

• Participate at the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) Emerging 
Pandemic Threat (EPT) programme review meeting planned in April20l2 

• Continue to participate in technical meeting~ organized by the National Emerging 
Infectious Diseases Coordination Office (NE!DCO) to support the multi-sectoral 
coordination and collaboration in the spirit of One Health 

• Regularly communicate and meet with Lhe US AID Representative for Lao People's 
Democratic Republic (PDR} to keep them lnformed of the project work plan 

• Continue to support Department of Livestock and Fisheries (DLF)'s bilateral meetings. with 
Thailand, Viet Narn and China 

• Continue to participate in the development of joint activities with other partners related to 
the implementation of the 2011-2015 National Work Plan for Emerging Infectious 
Diseases (EIOs) and Puhlic Health Emergencies (PHEs) 

Output 2: Strengthen veterinary legislation for animal disease control 
• Recruiunent of an international consultant on veterinary legislation {for three weeks) to 

continue to assist ln drafting further subsidiary legislations in the field of animal health as 
required by DLF 

• Organize a worbhop on the development of secondar-y veterinary laws 
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Output 3: Strengthen laboratory capacity 
• Recruitment of an international consultant on laboratory services (for three weeks} to 

evaluate the current bborCJtory operations ami management system as well as implement 
standard operating procedures (SOPs) for the biosafety level (BSL)2 laboratory 

• Provide necessary reagents and supplies for the laboratory 
• Organize in-country training to support the development of a Laboratory Information 

:t'vfanagement System (LIMS) roadmap 
• Under EPT IDENTIFY regional project: 

o Provide standardized diagnostic reagents 
o Organize a basic field and labomtory diagnosis training-of-trainers 
o Organize a training workshop on diagnosis of priority diseases 
o Support proficiency testing programme for HPAI and other priority diseases 
o Visit the Veterinary Research and Diagnostic Center for Eastern Region, Chonburi, 

Thailand, to provide exposure to UMS 
o Provide LI~,fS 
o Recruit an intemational consultant to calibrate laboratory equipment 

(second mission) 
o Organize in-country training-of-trainers on laboratory/field epidemiology linkage 
o Recruit an international consultant to develop BSL3 biosafety and SOPs and 

provide training 

Output 4: Strengthen veterinary epidemiology capacity 
• Recruitment of an international consultant on veterinary epidemiology (for three weeks) to 

assist in synthesizing. analysing and interpreting the information generated from the pa;;t 
three years of active surveillance programme 

• Participate in the surveillance working group (SWG) meeting lOr sharing surveillance data 
and updates on surveillance issues with human health sectors and other partners 

• Provide necessary e{.1uipment and supplie~'> for .;;urveillance programme 
• Continue with the second ~ampling of active surveillance in ten provinces from 13 to 

23 June 20l2 
• Support disease investigations based on passive reporting (as necessary} 
• Organize in-country training <m veterinary epidemiology 
• Organize training-of-trainers on One Health in collabora(ion with other partners 
• Provide information technologies (IT) backup suppor1 for the Epidemiology Unit and the 

Laboratory of the National Animal Health Centre (t\'AHC) 
Activities undertaken during the reporting period (April to September 2012) 

Output 1: Planning, coordination and policy support 
• The project AI weekly meetings with staff to discuss technical and operational issues have 

continued 
• The Team Leader (TL) assigned as the Food and Agriculture OrganiLation or the United 

Nations Representative- (FAOR) ad interim from l March to 30 April 2012, and started his 
duty on 1 May 2012 

• Teleconference to discu~s laboratory issues with the Regional Office for Asia and the 
Pacific (RAP) was held on 6 March 2012 and with US AID on 7 March 2012 

• The TL, National Project Director (NPD), national consultant on veterinary epidemiology 
and national operation assistant participated in the roll-out face-to-face training on Manual 
Section 507 on Letters of Agreement organized by FAOR Office on 8 and 9 March 2012 

• The TL attended the eco-health EIDS workshop in Vientiane from 12 to 16 March 2012 
organized by the Canada's Jntematlonal Development Research Centre (JDRC) 

• A country consu!(ation meeting to discuss human resource issues attended by DLF, RAP, 
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Emergency Centre for Transboundary Animal Diseases (ECTAD) country team and 
USAID wa<> held in Vientiane on 30 March 20 I 2 

• The TL and NPD attendeJ the launching meetlng for national EIDs ami PHE programme 
monitoring and evaluation (M&E) at the Ministry of Health (MOH) on 8 April 2012 and 
the \'<Tap-up meeting for national EIDs and PHE programme M&E on 15 April 2012 

• The TL participated in the technical policy discussion on Improving the prevention and 
contt-ol of HPAI H5Nl in highly-affected country ami neighbouring countries in Ho Chi 
Minh City, VietNam, from 23 to 25 April2012 

• The project supported the participation of 11 Lao PDR 's delegation to the 91
h Thai-Lao 

PDR bilateral meeting of the Livestock Development Committee and the 2"d bilateraJ 
meeting of Thai-Lao PDR Animal Quarantine Committee from 24 to 26 April 2012 in 
Chiang l'viai, Thailand 

• The TL (as the FAOR a.i.) and the Programme Officer from FAOR office in Lao PDR 
attended the round Llhle meeting {RTM) 2012 for provincial consultation on the Northern 
Region in Xiengkhouang on 31 :\1ay 2012 

• The TL and NPD pm1i.cipated in the inception worbhop on foot-and-mouth dbease (FMD) 
control in Southeast Asia through the application of the progressive control pathway (PCP) 
- GCP/RAS/2S3/ROK in Bangkok, Thailand, on 12 and l3 June 2012 

• The TL and NPD participated in the workshop on National Animal Health Strategic Plan 
2011-2015 in Vientiane Province from 25 to 27 June 2012 

• The project supported the participation of nine Lao PDR's delegates to the 101
h Lao PDR

Viet Nam annual bilateral meeting on tr.:msboundary animal disease control on 12 and 
13 July 2012 in Nha Trang City, Khanh Hoa Province, VietNam 

• The national consultation workshop on FMD conlrol in Southeast Asia through application 
of PCP- GCP/RAS/283/ROK was organized in Vientiane Capital on 7 and 8 August 2012 

• One Health symposium was organized on 3 September 2012 by MOH and the Ministry of 
Agriculture and Forestry in collaboration with the World Health Organization and FAO 

• Training on One Health approach w achieve a better understanding of One Health, common 
zoonotic diseases, integrated surveillance, and intersectoral linkages in the prevention and 
control measures was organized on 4 and 5 September 2012 in Vientiane Capital 

Output 2: Strengthen veterinary legislation for animal disease control 
• The international consultant on veterinary leg:islatlon completed the three-week :.~ssigmnent 

limn 18 Junt'- to 6 July 2012 to assist in drafting further subsidiary legislations in the field 
of animal health as required by DLF 

• A workshop on Animal disease control policy development under the umbrella of the 
Livestock Production and Veterinary Law of 2008 was organized in Paksane, Bolikhamxay 
province, on 3 and 4 July 2012 to review lhe newly approved decrees and discuss the ne\vly 
formulated regulationldecree/guidelines under the umbrella of the Livestock Production 
and Veterinary Law to comply with the minimum World Organisation for Animal Health 
(OIE) requirement 

• A workshop on the Socialization of the two newly approved decrees on prevention and 
control of animal diseases. and control movement of animal and animal products was 
organized in Vientiane Capital on 24 and 25 July 2012, and atte-nded by the Provincial 
Agriculture and Fore.<>try Office (PAFO) staff and livestock private sectors 

• Discu~sions were continue-d to review the legislative development work with the FAO legal 
expert from the UTF/LA0/018/LAO project 
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Output 3: Strengthen laboratory capacity 
• The TL and NPD participated regularly in coordination meetings with ~EIDCO, 

DLF/NAHC mul the ·world Bank from March to June 2012 to discuss the master plan for 
the new NAHC laboratory building finalization and commissioning 

• The TL, NPD and the Regional Laboratory Network Coordinator from RAP Bangkok 
participated in the CSAID EPT meeting organized by NEIDCO on 5 April 2012 

• The TL and NPD attended the inaugumtion of the new laboratory building of National 
Centre for Laboratory and Epidemiology (NCLE) on 4 June 2012 

• The inauguration of the new lahorarory building of NAHC was held on 5 June 2012 
• The TL involved in the discussion with NAHC and OIE Regional Representation in Tokyo, 

Japan on upgrading the sequencing skills for NAHC 1abor<Jtory staff on 5 and 6 June 2012 
• The procurement of reagents and supplies for NAHC laboratory to support the HPAI 

survc111ancc programme \Vas finalized. 
• The TL particip~ted in the EPT planning meeting for Lao PDR for 2013 at the Regional 

Development Mission for Asia (RDMA} Office in Bangkok on 12 June 2012 
• Under EPT IDENTIFY regional project: 

o The expert on laboratory relocation completed his first mission from 19 March to 
5 April 2012 to prepare the list of lahor<Jtory equipment to he relocated, gener<Jte 
<Jction plan for .space allocation anJ equipment installation, and \Vrite up the moving 
plan; the s-econd mission from 22 April to 12 May 2012 to develop cleaning and 
decontamination of equipment protocols, provide technical advice for 
layouts/fixtures of l<Jboratory furniture and finalize the logistic plan for the 
equipment muve: and the third mission from 5 to II August 2012 to run the 
decontamination of biosafety cabinets and advise the movement of equipment inlo 
the new NAHC building 

o The movement of laboratory equipment from the old to the new NAHC facilities 
was successfully completed from 5 to 11 August 2012 

o Two ~AHC stall pm·ticipated in the basics or field and laboratory diagnosh. 
training-of-trainers \vorkshop from 21 to 25 May 2012 in Chiang Mal, Thailand 

o Two NAHC sraff participated in the region<! I workshop and training on diagnosis of 
rabies and Newcastle Disease from 6 to 17 August 2012 in Bangkok, Thailand 

o The biosafety cabinet tesling and certification were conducted by biosarety 
professionals from Esco (the company that specializes in biological safety cabinets) 
from 27 to 30 August 2012 

o The expert for biosafety risk as~essment and man<Jgemem completed his mission 
Ji·mn 13 to 15 September 2012 lO conduct the biosafety risk assessment and assess 
the spe.cific needs on biosafe.ty management and constraints at NAHC facility 

Output 4: Strengthen veterinary epidemiology capacity 
• The first and second samplings of active surveillance in ten provinces (Vientiane CapitaL 

Vientiane, Savannakhet, Champasak, Luang Prabang, Luang Namtha, Xayabouly, 
Xiengkhou.ang, Oudomxay and Phongsaly) conducted from 14 to 23 March 2012. and 13 to 
22 June 2012 respectively 

• The TL. :'\IPD <Jnd rwtional consultant on veterinary epidemiology participated at the SWG 
meeting for sharing surveillance data and updates on :>.urveillance issues with human health 
sector and other partners on 25 May 2012 

• The international consultant on veterinary epidemiology completed the three-week 
assignment from 6 to 27 July 2012 to a..;.;sist in synthesizing, analysing <Jnd interpreting the 
information generated from the past two years of active surveillance programme 

• Provision of additional equipment (syringe, needles, vacutaine.rs, etc.) and supplies 
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(alcuhol, transport media, etc.) for the HPAI surveillance to ten provinces 
• Training on basic veterinary epidemiology and technical ski11s of epidemiology methods 

needed to conduct surveillance and disease investigation wa~ organized m Thalad, 
Vientiane Province, from 13 to 16 August 2012 

Planned activities for the next six-month period (October 2012 to l\llarch 2013} 

Output 1: Planning, coordination and policy support strengthened for effective management 
and control of HPAI and other emerging zoonoses 

• Process the Government of Lao PDR approval for the Phase 7 of the pmject 
• Recruit a national project director, national consultant on veterinary epidemiology, national 

operational assistant, national administrative/finance assistant and one driver 
• Organize an inception workshop to formally start the activities of the next phase (Phase 7) 

of the project 
• Continue regular pmject meetings among the HPAI project staff 
• Regularly communicate and meet with the USAID Representative for Lao PDR to keep 

them informed of the project work plan 
• Continue to participate in the technical meetings organized by l\EIDCO to support the 

multi-sectoral coordination and collaboration in the spirit of One Health 
• Continue to participate in the development of joint activities with other partners related to 

the implementation of the 2011-2015 National \\lork Plan for EIDs and PHEs 
• Participation ofNPD in the USAID partners' meeting 

Output 2: Risk assessment and management along the poultry supply chain strengthened 
• Recruitment of an international consultant on veterinary epidemiology for one month to 

provide recommendations on surveillance activities and data management 
• Organize a planning workshop to support the longitudinal risk-based surveillance in 

five target provinces 
• Conduct the first two samplings of the longitudinal risk-based surveillance in five target 

provmce~ 

• Participate at the SWG meeting for sharing surveillance data and updating on surveillance 
issues with human health sector and other partners 

• Provide necessary equipment and supplies for surveillance and response 
• Establish a team and network consisting of field ~taff trained in epidemiology (including the 

Field Epidemiology Training Programme for Veterinarians [FETPV] and the Field 
Epidemiology Tmining lFETJ graduates/trainees) and laboratory experts from OLF to develop 
and link epidemiological and virological infmmation for risk assessment .and management 

Main challenges encountered and response proYidcd 

• Failure ro report HPAI outbreak early and inadequate outbreak investigation are still 
considered as gaps that need to be overcome to improve the capacity to re~pond to HPAI 
outbreak and other transboundary animal diseases. A sustainable number of staff hom 
centraL provincial and district level had been trained m outbreak investigation and 
simulation exercises during Phase 2, 3, 4 and 5, and should help to address this issue. 

• The limited availability of national veterinary human resources is a constraint to the 
absorption capacity of the govemmental services in the country. The activlries carried out 
under Output 2 in Phase 3, 4 and 5 and Output 4 in Phase 6 of this project addressed some 
of the capacity building needed. 

• There is a very low prevalence of antibodies and virus-positives detected in healthy ducks., 
but it is widely distributed in all nine out of ten surveillance provinces which indicates that 
HPAI H5N1 may still be circulating in Lao PDR as in other countries of the region. The 
extent and the diversity of the vtrus clades (2.3.2, 2.3.2.1, 2.3A, 2.3.4.1 and 2.3.4.2) 
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suggests that these viruses may have been or continue to be lntnrduccd into the country 
from the surrounding territories. 

• There are gaps in know ledge on the process by which HSN 1 virus enters Lao PDR, and 
how it remains and spreads within the country, owing to insufficient outbreak investigation. 
More evidence is being gathered through active surveilJancc, but this needs to be reinforced 
by cross-border movements and value chains studies. 

• There is a very limited kx:al capacity to manage and analyse data. The limited capacity of 
an effective Epidemiology Unit at the central level and the heavy workload of the technical 
staff at the. provincial level have exacerbated the problem. Phase 7 of the project should 
he1p to address this issue by a<>sisting DLF to develop a human resources plan and support 
recruitment of <.~dditionat staff_ 

• Legislative support to animal health control still remains a challenge - although progress is 
hcing made in this area. Activities under Output 2 in Phase 5 and 6 nf this project 
addressed this challenge. 

Main progress made towards the achie'l'ement of project outcomes 

Output 1: Planning, coordination and policy support 
• Continued emphasis on the control of HPAI and broadened scope of prevention, control 

and laboratory diagnosis to other high-impact diseases through the National Mid-Term 
Priority Plan lor Animal Health (1\'MTPP-AH) for Lao PDR 

• Strengthening of the multisectoral cooperation for the prevention and control of 
five priority zoonoses in Lao PDR through the national work plan for EIDs and PHEs 

Output 2: Strengthen veterinary legislation for animal disease control 
• Two important prime ministerial decrees were already finalized. which are the Decree on 

the Prevention and Control of Animal Diseases of 31 ~1ny 2012 and the Decree on the 
Control of the Movement of Animal and Animal Products of 4 June 2012 

• The ovewll compendium of veterinary legislation for Lm PDR is almost complete. albeit 
largely only in draft forms at pre~enL Seven draft decrees and one technical guidelines 
were produced, and ru·e ready to be brought to the next step of legislative process 

Output 3: Strengthen laboratory capa-city 
• The new laboratory building of NAHC was completed, and the laboratory equipment was 

successfully relocated and re-installed 
• The new laOOratory facility of NAHC is currently functioning 

Output 4: Strengthen veterinary epidemiolog.}' capacity 
• A more targeted and longitudinal active surveillance was Implemented, although owing to 

administmtive constraints, only two sampling munds (March and June) were undertaken in 
2011 and 2012 

• The three-yt>-ar risk-based active surveillance programme (2010-2012) in ten provinces 
improved the project staff ability to conduct des(:riptive data analyses to identify temporal 
and spatial pattems, interpretation and report preparation 

• The provincial and district staff capabilities in conducting field surveillance and the cold 
chain for sample submission to the central laboratory were runher improved 

• The implementation of three-year risk-based active surveillance programme (2010---2012) 
in ten provinces should briefly describe the epidemiological status as well as risks of HPAI
H5Nl at target ~ites. which can be utilized for planning of risk management to be carried out in 
Phase 7 of the projecl 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/LlSA Baby 05 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparednes'i for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI} 

Reporting period· A.pril to September 2012 .. 
RegionaJ Component: Southeast Asia 
Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 05 
Budget: USD 600 000 (Phase 1), USD l 435 000 (Phase II), liSD I 172 700 (Phase III), 
USD 937 800 (Phase IV), USD 1 UOO 000 (Phase V}, USD 30 667 (from Mongolia Balance) 
USD I 192 500 (Phase VI) 
Total budget: USD 6 36R 667 
Effective starting date: 1 August 2006 

Planned end date: 30 September 2012 

Context of the project 
The Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) epidemi-c, caused by H5Nl viruses, began in 
late 2003 and in early 2004 in Asia and Southeast Asia and spread lo many counlries in the 
region. The effects were particularly severe ln Indonesia, Thailand and Vlet Nam, which saw 
widespread outbreaks '" poultry and also human cases. of HSNI infe-ction. The Food and 
Agt-iculture Organization of the United Nations {FAO). through its Emet-gency Centre for 
Transboundary Animal Disea:-.es (ECTAD), established a decentraliLe-d unit in Bangkok. 
Thailand, located in the Regional Office for Asia and the Pacitlc (RAP), to provide technical 
backstopping for countries in the Asia and the Pacific region that were experiencing outbreaks 
of the infection or were at risk of it. ECTAD RAP was suppot1ed through a preliminary. 
regional project (OSRO/RAS/505/USA) funded by lhe United States Agency for International 
Development (USAID). This support has continued under FAO's present project. 

Objectives of the project 
The objeciive of thh regional component is to coordinate projeci activities with the target 
countries and abo to ensure continuity from the previous project (OSRO/RAS/505/USA) to the 
current one. The project also aims to strengthen regional level cross-sectoral coordination and 
communication for HPAI controL 
Planned activities for the reporting period (April to September 2012) 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at regional level 

• continue to provide technical and operational inpm:-. to country-level projects In 

collaboration with country teams 

• continue to provide technical inputs, resource persons or training support to the 
activitie:>. related to existing regional HPAI Control Framework for the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) or existing network systems or regional 
coordination mechanism related to HPAI and animal disease control 

• continue to coordinate and collaborate with other agencies on activities related ro HPAI 
control 

• contlnue to provide technlcal lnputs to support the activities of the US AID Emerging 
Pandemic Threats (EPT) programme, which are conducted by various partners as well 
as the EPT + programme 
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Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in epidemiology through 
regional Field Epidemiology Training Programme for Veterinarians (FETPV) 

• continue activities to implement the regional FETPV programme, including the seeking 
of additional support f(1r the programme through other potential partners 

• continue to provide support to the development of China FETPV and India FETPV as 
welt as re-lated training programmes in Cambodia and Lao People's Democratic 
Republic (PDR) 

• organize a regional \Vot-kshop to develop the t·egional stmtegy to assist the countries to 
improve animal disease control systems at the grassroots level focusing on the 
Community Animal Health Worker System 

Output 3: Str·engthened coordination of epidemiology and laboratory network 
• continue to support the implementation of the Global Animal Disease Information 

System (EMPRES-i) Asia to share expertlse and information in a real-time manner 
across the network through meetings. workshops and online communication 

• prepare the Strategic Framework of the Regional Laboratory and present it to ASEAN 
• provide coordination, in collaboration with other regional project~ implemented by 

FAO. to strengthen existing epidemiology and lahordtory networks, as well as the 
epidemiology consortium 

• continue to provide suppon for sample submis~ion from member countries to 
international reference laboratories 

Output 4: Conducting risk assessment for HPAI transmission through cross-border 
poultry trade 

• continue to support the in-depth studies on the risks of HPAI spread along the poultry 
production and market chains :.~t the border between Thailand and Lao PDR 
(Mukdaharn and Savannakhet Provinces) including price moniLOring of livestock 
products 

• support the organization of a bilateral meeting between the Government of Thailand 
and Lao PDR to discuss cross-border risk management 

• organize regional coordination meetings on risk management at cross-border level 
among key potential partners including the representatives from participating 
governments 

Output 5: Established regional emergency response sen-'ices 
• continue to provide technical and operational as~i~tance to member countries w contain 

the HPAI outbreaks in the country 
Activities undertaken during reporting period (April to September 2012) 

Output 1: Strengthened cros."i-sectoral coordination at regional level 
• The ECTAD RAP team continued to maintain lnternational and national regional 

support staff for the project. 
• The ECTAD RAP team continued Lo coordinate and collaborate with other United 

Nations (UN) agencies, donors and international organizations. Specifically. RAP: 
o organized the USAID Partners Meeting on 27 and 28 September 20121n Bangkok, 

Thailand among USAID partners in the region. The theme for the meeting this year 
focused on a review of the HPAI ~ituation and the virus clades circulating in the 
region, accomplishments and lessons. learned on risk communication and advocacy 
as well as those on multiscctoral collaboration and coordination at cross-border 
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level; and sharing experiences and lessons learned in three technical areas (risk 
based surveillance. field epidemiolugy training, and cross-border cullaboration ~nd 
coordination). The progress on the collaboration with ASEAN on developing 
regional strategies on veterinary epidemiology and laboratory capacity development 
and networking was also presented at the meeting. 

• The ECTAD team participated in FAO-World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE)
World Health Organization (WHO) tripartite events to strengthen collaboration and 
coordination among the three organizations. The tripartite events included 
teleconferences ami prepar~tion for the following meeting: 

o "The Third Regional \Vorkshop on Multi-Sectoral Collaboration on Zoonoses 
Prevention and Control" to be organized during 26-28 November 2012 in Bali, 
Indonesia. The meeting will be organized under the financial :mpport of the 
European Union (EU) Highly Pathogenic and Emerging and Re-emerging 
Diseases {HPED} project with the aim to ensure the adoption of a One Health 
approach and promote collaboration among all relevant sec-tors. 

• The ECTAD team provided technical inputs to support the activities of ASEAN 
including the development of the two Regional Strategies for Veterinary Epidemiology 
and Laboratory Capacity Development and Networking for Southeast Asia. 

• The ECTAD team provided technical inputs to support the activities of USA!D EPT 
and EPT + programme~. 

• The ECTAD ream provided technical and operational inputs to country projects, in 
collabomtion with F AO cuuntry teams and national counterparts, for the following 
a.cti vi ties: 

o recruitment of international consultants; 
o procurement of equipment and supplies; 
o issuance of cuntracts to conduct field activities/research: 
o provision or input:-. and clearance to project proposals prepared by staff of 

ECTAD country teams for the. new US AID funding cycle; 
o provision of clearance to technical reports prepared by staff of ECTAD country 

teams; 
::::> backstopping missiom. to monitor project progress in Myanmar and Lao PDR; and 
o a backstopping mission to Bangladesh to provide technical inputs to the meeting 

related to HPA I vaccination. 

Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in epidemiology through 
regional FETPV 

• The fourth Letter of Agreement (LoA) was signed by FAO and the Thai Department of 
Live~tock Development (DLD) authorities to support the Thai DLD to implement the 
regional FETPV during the year 2012. 

• The Regional Veterinary Epidemiologist (RVE) and Regional Coordinator (RC} 
continued to \vork closely with DLD on activities related to FETPV. These included: 

8 facilitating the submission of three abstracts by the three final-year FETPV 
trainees which were accepted for presentation at the Conference of Research 
Workers in Animal Disease (CRWAD) to be held in December 2012 in 
Chicago, USA; 

o organizing the second-round visits of the FETPV trainees who were enrolled in 
the class of 2011 for a series of trainings and workshops in Bangkok in 
August 2012 including a Data Analysis ·workshop. a scientific writing session 
and mentming to prepare abstracls to ~ubmit to CRWAD; 

o serving as regional programme mentors to the trainees from China and 
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Myanmar; 
c conducting missions to China, Indonesia, lvfyanmar and Viet Nam to advocate 

for the Regional FETPV programme to the Chief Veterinary Officers. (CVOs) of 
the above-mentioned countries to support their trainees to complete their field 
a'>signments which were conducted at the country level; and seeking additional 
support for the programme including the collaboration with the Faculty of 
Veterinary 1v1edicine, Chiang Mai University, Thailand; the Animal Population 
Health Institute, College of Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical Sciences, 
Colorado State University, Fott Collins; and the Center of Veterinary Public 
Health, College of Veterinary Medicine, University of Minnesota. 

a participating in the annual Coordination Meeting on Evaluation and 
Development of FETPV held on 2S and 29 May 2012. Forty-four participants 
attended the vwrkshop from DLD, universities, Ministry of Public Health, 
United States Center of Disease Control (CDC), FAO, Zoological Park 
Organization, and alumni from the Veterinary Field Epidemiology in Action 
(VFEA) Training course and regional FETPV. Evaluation focused on utilization 
of knowledge, tmining curriculum, collaboration and support, and programme 
coordination and logi~tics. 

• The RVE continued to provide support to the development of China FETPV and India 
FETPV, as well as related training programmes in Cambodia. The activities included: 

c providing support to the second FETPV short course Veterinary field 
epidemiology in action which was conducted for 15 veterinarians in Khorda 
District, Orissa State, India from 12 to 20 July 2012 as part of the FETPV field 
epidemiology three-week short course. 

o providing te;;hnii.:al inputs to the first FETPV shm1 course organized by FAO 
Cambodia in collaboration with Cambodia Department of Animal Health and 
Production (DAHP). The training course was organized with technical support 
from the National Veterinary Research Institute of Cambudia (NaVRI), FAO, 
US CDC, and partly financially supported by RESPOND. Fifteen pm1icipants 
wilt conduct in-service training component and present the results of their work 
by February 2013. 

c participating in the second China FETPV stakeholder meeting from 6 to 9 June 
2012. The meeting was attended by national and international stakeholders 
including trainees, international instmctors. universities, provincial 
representatives, national representatives, China Ministry of Agriculture (MoA). 
FAO and international donms. 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of epidemiology and laboratory networks 
• The ECTAD ream continued to provide technical inputs and coordination, in 

collaboration with other regional projects implemented by F AO, to strengthen existing 
epidemiology and laboratory networb.. This included: 

o The Regional Strategy for Veterinary Epidemiology Capacity Development and 
Networking for Southeast Asia. The draft strategic framework was developed at 
the workshop organized by ASEAN on 30 and 31 August 2012 a[ Chiang Mai, 
Thailand. 

o The Regional Strategy for Laboratory Capacity Development and Networking 
wa<; prepared by the ECTAD team in collaboration with ASEAr-.; and the 
framework wa:s. subsequently endorsed by ASEAN \Vorking Group on 
Livestock (AS\VGL) in May 2012 in Myanmar. 

o The FAO/OIE Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group meeting (L.:'lh-
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TAG meeting), on 30 and 31 July 2012, Bangkok Thailand; The nwin 
objective:-. of the meeting were tD update the partners on the ongoing activities 
related to laboratory policies, laboratory capacity building activities and 
labora[Ory networking in Southeast Asia. The meeting was attended by 
25 representatives from key technical partners, the regional leading laboratories, 
international reference labomtories. major donors and implementing partners. 

• The ECTAD [eam continued to provide technical inputs to the disease tracking system 
EMPRES-i Asia and information sharing via Transboundary Animal Disease Network 
Asia email circulation. 

Output 4: Conducting risk assessment for HPAI transmission through cross-border 
poultry trade 

• The ECTAD team provided inputs to the bilateral meeting between Cambodia and Viet 
Nam organized at Sicm Reap on 25 and 26 September 2012. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period (October 2012 to March 2013) 

Output 1: Strengthened cros,_.;;-sectoral coordination at regional level 
• continue to provide technical and operational inputs to country-le-vel projects in 

collaboration ;,vith country teams 
• continue to provide technical inputs. resource pet--sons or training support to the 

activities related to existing regional HPAI Control Framework for ASEAN or existing 
network systems or regional coordination mechanism related to HPAI and animal 
disease control 

• continue to coordinate and collaborate with other agencies on activities related to HPAI 
control 

• continue to provide technical inputs to support the activities of the LSAID EPT 
programme, which are conducted by various partners as well as the EPT +programme 

Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in the field of veterinary 
epidemiology 

• continue activities to implement the Regional FETPV programme, including the 
seeking of additional support for the programme through other potential partners 

• continue to provide support to the development of China FETPV as -..veil as related 
training prog.r .. nnmes in Cambodia, Lao PDR and South Asia 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of the epidemiology and labor,atory networks 
• continue to support the implementation of EMPRES-i Asia to share expertise and 

information in a real-time manner across the network through meetings, workshops and 
online ~ommunication 

• provide coordination, in collaboration with other regional projects implemented by 
FAO. to strengthen existing epidemiology and labomtory netwmks, as well as the 
epidemiology consortium 

• continue to provide support for· sample submission from member countries to 
international reference laboratories 

Output 4: Strengthened coordination of cross-border risk assessment and management 
for HPAI transmission 

• Support the dialogue between or among member countries on cross-border cooperation 
and collaboration in management or critical control points at the key regional corridors 
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Output 5: Established regional emergency response services 
• continue to provide technicul and operational assistance to member countries to contain 

the HPAI outbreaks in the country 
1\lain challenges encountered and response provided 

• No main challenges encountered during the reporting period. 

Progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes (from The stan of ncth·iries) 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at rcgionaJlevel 
• Coordination and ~.:ollaboration between FAO : . .md mher international organizations and 

agencies was strengthened and continued. Engagement with the regional political 
organization particularly ASEAN through the adoption of strategies jointly developed 
by memher countries and FAO. Coordination has been well established between the 
projects funded by US AID and the projects funded by othet- donors. 

Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in epidemiology through 
regional FETPV 

• FETPV continuet.l. smoothly \'l.'ith additional collaborations at n:.~tional and international 
levels and approved joint funding for the programme. ASEAN member countries 
recognized the importance of integrating veterinary epidemiology activities m the 
national veterinary services and noted the fact that the Thai DLD has been hosting the 
Regional FETPV since 2009. Capacity building in the field of epidemiology has been 
included as one of the main components of the draft Regional Strategies for Veterinary 
Epidemiology Capacity Development and Networking to he considered for 
endorsement by ASWGL in their next meeting. 
There have been two graduating cohorts in the year of 2011 and 2012 consisting of 
13 veterinary graduates. One hundred and thirty-four veterlnarians from 11 countries 
were trained through the short course - Veterinar.v Field Epidemiology m Action. 
Eight training module:-., an FETPV trainee manual and four structured case :-.tudies were 
developed and u:..ed for the training. A total of 44 epidemiology reports 
(13 surveillance, 18 outbreak investigations and 13 field epidemiology studles) were 
developed and some of [hese repotts were presented at International Conferences 
including TEPHINET, European Scientific Conference on Applied [nfectiom. Disease 
Epidemiology (ESC AIDE), CR\VAD and Melbourne One HeaJth Conference 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of the epidemiology and laboratory networks 
• The Strategic Framework for Regional Laboratory Networks for Southeast Asia "\Va.s 

endorsed by the ASEAN \Vorking Group on Livestock. The international partners for 
the regional laboratory network in Southea~t Asia were recognized by the member 
countries as the Technical Advi:-.ory Group. 

Output 4: Conducting risk assessment for HPAI transmission through cross-border 
poultry trade 

• A system for "Price Monitoring of Livestock Products"' was developed and tested at a 
study site at the border between Thailand and Lao PDR (Mukdahan - Savannakhet 
Provlnccs.). 
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Project \tlonitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 06 

Project title: Immediate technical a...;;sistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenic AYian Influenza {HPAI) in VietNam 

Reporting period: April 2012 to September 2012 
Countr.y: VietNam 
Project title: lmmedi:He technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in VietNam 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Babv 06 
Budget: USD 2 millinn (Phase I), USD 3.1 million (Phase 11), USD 3.3 million (Phase I1J),; 
"CSD 1.075 million {cosr extension) 1

, VSD 2.2 million (Phase IV). USD l.9 million (Phase V). 
Total budget: CSD 14 083 373' 
Effective starting d.'lte: August 2006 
Planned end date: 30 September 2013 
Context of the project 
The control and elimination of H5Nl Highly Pathogenic Avian Intluenza {HPAI) demands a long-; 
term approach. Viet Nam h moving from the control phase to the con:-olidation plulsc, with an: 
ongoing need for capacity building m the veterinary ~ervice~ and live~tock prolluction secton. and: 
support for vaccination and other risk reduction mea~mres. This regional project suppm100 by the j 

L:n]tcd Stat..:s Agency for International Development (USAID) is currently in ih fifth phase of; 
implementation. 
ObjectiYcs of the project 
The overall objective of the project 1:-. to address the urgent shorl-term actions that need to be; 
undertaken by the country to st:·engthen its capacity tn- rapidly detect the introduction of HPAI and : 
minimize its spread in case of its occlUTence. 
Planned activities during the reporting period (April to September 2012) 

Component 1: Preparedness and planning component 
Output 1: Strate2y development for HPAI control 
Activity 1.1: Revinv ofHP!ll Control Strategy in VietNam 
• Monitor progress of the pas:-.ive surveillance being implemented in 22 provinces. 
• Work with the regional technical drafting team for prepa:·ation of a regional HPAI control plan: 

through some key interventions to gather further evidence necessary for the regional HPAI control j 

plsn in the lower Mekong (Regions! Animal Health Office lRAHOj 7+) and central VietNam; 
(RAHO 3) 

• Develnp a draft regional HPAI contrnl plan f1)r Region J and Region 7+. 

Activity ],2: Scenario plmminx lo mwhse !he effects of cessaiion ufvaccinalion 
• Various scenarios were developed in consultation with the Government, and a draft; 

recommendation wr.s forwmded. The HPAI situation will be monitored, and app:a)priate technical: 
<:>~-..,i<.istance will he provided based on the situatilm prevailing, or in the event of a change in the j 

vaccination strategy. 
• A policy btief will be developed based on the matrix of control options by scen..1rio, including the : 

use of a range of vaccine types lndic<>.ting be~t options. , 

Output 2: Coordination and communication with donors and other HPAl implementing j 
partners 
• Continue to hold regular coordination m.:etings \Vith USAID. and also ro the cxt.:nt possible with: 

other implementing partners, e.g. Avian and Pandemic Influenza Initiative (APII}. 

1 Project co~t cxtcn~ton request from Octobc~ 2009 to September 2010. 
2 /\ Oalam;c of USD 508 373 iiom OSRO/VIFJl:!O!/USA w<n rr,msf.:rr.:d to OSRO/RAS!604/USA R 06. ;\l.idltional 
comrib:tt:on of US~ 1.7 n:il:ion b expec:ed for the Ocrober 20t2 b Sevember 20! 3 period. 
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• Participate in the partner (e.g. APII ) activities/events. 
ActiFily 2.l: Core FAO VietNam lewn supported 
• Continue to ensure that all required staff is in place. 

Acrjviry 2.2: Annual projen meetings supported 

• Technical and operational support will be pmvided for the Technical and Policy Discu<.,sion 
Meeting betwee-n high-burden HPAI countries and those bordering 'at risk' countries, proposed on 
24 and 25 Apnl 2012 in Viet Nan 

• Technical midlenn project review and planning meeting will be org.:miLed in iV1ay 2012. 

• Final project workshop and futme planning will he held in Septemher 2012. 

Actit·ity 2.3: Team meeiingsfrom provincial to nationai lel'el 

• Regional planning meeting will he held in July and August 2012. 

• Two meetings will be held in April and Augu>:t 2{} 12 to monitor the implementation of the project 
\Vith the project regional managers and provincial focal points as well as the core project sta~f. 

:1ctiFifv 2.4: Cuordinatiotl and sharing c~( information with other players engaged in HP/\1 
sun'eil!ance. risk assessr,zulf and value chain and ri5k mirigation in po~tltry secwr 

• Periodical coordination meetings will be held with Abi A~sociates. the VietNam Partnership on 
Avian and Human Pandemic In~1uenu (PAHI), the \Vorld Health Organization (WHO), USAID 
and others including advocacy coordination. 

• A national knowledge sharing workshop with other animal int1uenza players will be organized in 
June 2012. 

• Suppo:1 the Depa:·tment nf Animal Health (DAH} in developing a bulletin to consolidate and 
comr.mnicate aU animal health-related activities, projects and programmes implemented through 
DAH. The bulletin will be: poslt:U on the DAH Web site and printed copies Ui:Mibuted to RAHO 
;md the Sub-Department of Animal He:.~lth (SDAH) offices for wider dissemination. 

• DAH Quarterly bulletin for quarter II and III of 2012 will be developed and disseminated. 

• Final standard operating procedures (SOPs) on outbreak investigation and response will be 
disseminated upon endorsement of the Government. 

• Malerials on duck waste management and h<:tchery bio:-.ecurity minimum standards will be 
finalized and disseminated to relevant stakeholders. 

Component 2: Animal surveillance component 
Output 3: Animal surveillance at the national, provincial. district and community level enhanced 
Actit·in· 3.1: Strengthening of" veterinary laboratories .. specfficalfy biosa.fcty nnd quality assurance 

supported 

• Upgrade basic and advanced techniques in microbiology at all laboratories. Training courses will 
be- held at the National Center for Vc-[crina:-y Diagno3is (NCVD}, .1\iationallnstitutc of Ve-terinary 
Research (~IVR). RAHO l, 2. 3, 4, 6 and 7, Central Vietnam Veterinary Institut-e (CVVl) 
between March and September 2012. 

• Develop capacity for full characterization of intluenza A virus at NCVD. Protocols for sequencing 
all eight segments of avian in11uenLa (Al) virus ·,viii be introduced and applied between March and 
July 2012. 

• Support small research activities at all Jahoratories. Characterization of H9N2 virus will be carried 
out at NCVD in March and July 20l2. 

• Support the laboratory network for strengthening biosafcty and quality assurance including regular 
proficiency testing. 

• Suppwt DAH in development of a strategic roadmap for diagnostic services. 

• Support the Eme::-ging Pandemic Th:-eab (EPT) IDENTIFY through technical assistance in 
idcmi:'icd laboratories including advisory s~rvice in laboratory protocol, bio1>afcty and quality 
<'-'>s.urance. 
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• Suppm1 Epi-Lahoratory network meeting in July and August 2012. 
Activity 3.2: Strenfithening <~l core C()paciti-.:s for animal health and disease control planning in 
focus pron'nces lmd selected regional planning strucwre 

• Conduct rb.k analysis training course for the technical drafting team lOr the regional HPAJ control 
plan for the Region 3 <md Region 7+. 

• Can·y out technical situation analysis and dmft strategic HPAT cont:-ol plan;; for the Region 3 and 
Region 7+. 

• Develop a flnal draft strulegic control upprom:h document. 

• Con:-.titulion of a public-private p:H1nership (PPP) \Yorking Group in !he focus regiom.. 

• Implement p:.s:-.ive surveilbnce. hatchery imp-rovement, capactty building on outbreak 
investigation and good production practices in Hung Yen and Ha Nam in April and June 2012. 

• Provide training to private veterinarians, Chief Animal He<.llth Workers (CAH\Vs). Agrivet ;;tore 
owners and extension workers on poultry disease information anJ prevention in Hung Yen (see 
6.1.3} in May and June 2012. 

ActiFif)' 3.3: Turther developmeflt n_(monitoring and et>a!uation fM&E) expertise in animal health 

• Focus on gathering sub-IR1 (increased effectiveness of HPAI and EPT prevention and control in 
the animal health sector) and sub-IR3 (strengthened policies and ~ystems for improved 
implementation and management of services and programme<.,) indicators as listed in the USA1D 

Viet ~am HPAI and EPT Perforr:1ance Management Plan document. 
• Ensure that biannual re}Xlrting requirements are met. 
• Conduct pre- and post-tests for the Applied Veterin:::ry Epid~miology Training (AVET) courses 

and other trainings. 

Actit·itv 3.4: Veterinary epidemiolog.v network supported 

• Provide support to integrate the Transhoundary Animal Dlsea;'.e Information System (TADinfo) 
with other suitable softwares (e.g. Decision Support System, developed by the Massey University 
under the New Zealand Agency for International Development [NZAIDJ p-rogramme, etc.), or any 
other TADinfo compatible pro-gramme. 

• Provide suppott to develop the T ADinfo system interface where map ,:md statistic data could be 
obtained publicly. 

• Carry out a needs assessment to determine further training rcquircrncnts on the usc of online 
disease data management_ 

• Continue to support the Epi-Lah Net\Vork. 

• Provide organizational and technical <.,uppon:, in collaboration with DAH. to the AVET 
programme and carey out two more bntches with 16 candidates p-er batch during the six-month 
p-eriod in coordmation with lhe Hanoi Cniversily of Agriculture (HUA). 

• Continue to i.uppo:t A VET alumni and the AVET Weh site. 
• The AVET alumni meeting is scheduled for August 2012. 

Actjviry 3.5: Animal surreillance programme 

• Continue to support pa'isive surveillance in 22 pilot p-rovinces and in the regional control plan with 
the follmving additional activities: (i} work with DAH to develop and present a policy paper on the 
need for adequate and timely compensation to the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development 
{MARD) and the Central Government; (ii) determine options and pilot a reward system as 
permissible within the laws of the land in the form of certificates of appreciation, publicity in the 
Animal Hea](h Bulletin or similar incentives for encouraging reporting of unu;;ual p..1ult:y deaths 
and suspect HPAI cases by CAHWs and District Veterinary Officers (DVOs); (iii) provide 
differential diagnosis fnr poultry disease outbreaks at RAHOs, including training staff in poultry 
health ~md zoonnses with differential diagnosis; ;;.nd (iv) train CAHWs and DVOs on field 
investigation and data collection of c. JX!Uitry health event. 

• Continue the liv.: bird market surveillance smd 'for subclinical infection of adult ducks v.dth AI in 
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selected market" of high-risk provinces. 

• Implement a study nn detecting A I in -;pent hens that are confiscated along the northern border of 
VietNam (Lang Son and Quang Ninh Provinces). 

Output 4: Priority procurement for animal surveillance and laboratory supported 
Acth·ity 4.1: Procurement and maintenance 

• Over the course of the project. laboratory consurnahles will be procured for HPAl diagno:-.is and 
surveillance including_ t:aining course" and genomic and ~mtigenic characterizaticm of HPAI viru~ 
isol<ites. Equipment will also continue to be maintained as required. 

Component 3: Animal response component 
Output 5: Effective and timely animal response effort-;: promoted 
ActiFit)' 5. J: HPAI risk-mapping and risk analysis updated at national level 

Actit·ity 5.1.1: Poultry subsector profi1ing 

• Expand provincial profiling and value chain analysis work to cover production and marketing 
systems in the regional control zones (Regio-ns 3 and 7}. 

• Engage and train provincial focal po-ints. 
• Present profile data/maps to stakeholders and revievd!"inalize ·with risk assessments. 

ActiFii)' 5.1.2: Applied risk analysis capacit.v building 

• Re·view and summarize risk assessments and define the gaps from past regional workshops. 
• Conduct further training in risk assessment, planning and mitigation in region 3 and 6!7. 
• Conduct regional workshops to target risk mitigations and develop a strategic plan. 

Activity 5.1.3:Vpdating risk a.ue.ument a11d mappi11g 

• Develnp regiond poultry population and movement models. 

• Develop spatio-temporal ma?ping of influenza viral clades. 

ActiFi(v 5.2: Outbreak investigation capacity strengthened in focus provinces 

• Once the SOP on outbreak investigation and response developed bst year is adopted by the 
Government, training courses for the new SOP will be undertaken in the focus regions 3 and 7+. 

• Suitable training material will be developed. and training will be organized on implementation of 
an incident command ~ystem (ICS) in one of the regions, as has been in..:.orporated in !he 
Livestock Emergency Preparedness Plan, developed last year under the project. 

:1ctiFify 5.3: Cross-border analysis usinR a wtfue chain me!hudology in three border areas 

• Review existing information on cross-border trade and identify gaps" 
• Investigate the value chain of these commodities. 
• Conduct a serial cross-sectional survey to assess presence of Al in confiscated spent hens coming 

from Chma into VietNam. 
• Develop options for risk mitigation_ 

• Hold bilateral neeting, Vi-etNam-China and Viet Nam-Camhodia. 

:1ctiFify 5.4: Vanine e[ficac_y monitoring ami virus wrveil!ance supported af nn!ionai !en:i 

• Continue to suppot1 vaccine efficacy trials for Re-6 and any other vaccines. 
• Suppo:t studies to can)' out pathogenicity tests for new isolates of HPAI and Low Pathogenic 

A vi an Influenza (LPAI) viruses un ducks. 

• Support HPAI virus surveillance ami viru~ characterization. 
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Activity 5.5: Supporl PPP and institutional strenJ!thening in poultr.r production and lwulth care syswm 

Acrjviry 5.5. I: S!rengihcning veierinary sen'ices delivery 

• Prepare the Terms of Reference (ToR~) for the Veterinary Statutory Body throu!!h stakeholder 
consultations. 

• Hold a consultation workshop on creation of a Veterinary Statutory Body. 

Activity 5.5.2: Se!linx up PPP working group.' 

• Assess opponunitie;,; to set U? <'.national imlu:-.try :·orum. 

• E;,;tablish PPP working groups at RAHO 3 and 6/7, if there is positlve feedback from the sedors. 
Otherwi~e consider 1:1erging the PPP Working Group with the Biosecurity Working Group. 

• Determine benefits and extend poultry clubs- Quang Nam and An Giang. 

Activity 5.5.3: Pou!tr)-' price monitoring 

• Continue support for data collection and reporting. 
• Dcvdop options for Jis:,...:mination of lnformHtion. 

Output 6: Improved hia.,;;;ecurity and market hygiene practices in commercia) and scavenging 
poultry raising settings supported 

Actit·ity 6.1: Suppm1 biosecuriry strengthening in pilot provinces 

:1ctivily 61.1: Pilot lw!cher}' sfrenxthening 

• Conduct study tour for Quang Tri hatchery m~mers. 
• Continue to establish hat..:hcry dcmonslration pilms in Quang Tri. 

• Promote certilication with hatcherie~. 
• Assess options for a quality assurc.nce. 

• Pilot auditing and cenification, M&E or poultry ~mall hatcheries. 

Actit·ity 6.1.2: Reduce the risk of transmission along the value chain 

• Continue to develop risk model~ for additional provinces in Region 3 and 7. 

• Tmin provincial staff tn assess development option~ and constraints in poultry production. 

• Develop a strategic lisk reduction plan at the aggregation points. 
• Hold two risk mitigation workshops in Region 3 and Region 6/7 in March and August 2012. 
• Capacity building for tc..:hnical drafting team on risk analysis in April 2012 for developing £he 

HPAl reginnal control plan. 

Actit·ity 6.1.3: hnprm·ing technicnl adFice for poultry producer_\' 

• Continue to develop provincial pilot appro:.tch, identifying key stakeholder<.,. 

• Continue to develop training m<:terials and disea;,e fact sheeb. 

• Provide training to privare veterinarians, CAH\Vs, Agrivet store owners and extension \Vorker~ on 
poultry disease information and prevention. 

• Develop farm economics models. 
• Review/evaluate the programme. 

Actit·ity 6.1.4: Strategic pi arming fOr improFing poultry production 

• lmplement a spatial planning proce~;; in rwo identified province~. 

• Set up a Letter of Agreement (_LoA) with the Department of Live!'tock Production (DLP) to 
develop <>patial planning process. 

• Conduct training courses in strategic planning - at national and then provincial level {for the 
!edmicalteam in the regional appro;och in Region 3 and 617). 
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• Review/evaluate strategic plan:.. 
Activity 62: Develop good poultry production guideline-~ and training for DAH, DLP and 
Regions/Zones 

:1ctivily 62.1: lJevelop xood biosecurit~- pmclices and shmdards (GPPPs) 

• Review/develop minimum biosecuriry standards sector-wise 
• Consolidate and prepare guidelines for sectors, species and stakeholders. 
• Conduct tmining workshops on guidelines. 
• Print and dbtribute guidelines. 

Duck '\\'mote management 
• Pilot duck wa,te management measures. 

• Monitor, review pilot and prepare draft outcome repon. 

• Workshop on duck •A·aste manag-ement to share experiences will be held on July 2012. 

:1ctiFify 6.2.2: Biosecuriry workit:_g group 

• Continue to hold bimonthly meetings. 
• List all resource materials. 
• Provide discussion fomm for the develo mentffinalization of uidelines. 
Activities undertaken during the reporting period (April to September 2012) 

Component 1: Preparedness and planning component 
Output 1: Strategy dcYclopmcnt for HPAI control 
Acrh·ity 1.1: Ret'le~l· ofHPAJ Control Strati:"X_Y in VietNam 
• Progress of the passive surveillance being implemented in 22 provinces monitored. 
• A regional planning worb.hop to develop an HPAI control strategy for the Mekong region was 

held in Ho Chi Minh city frm"!1 3 to 6 Ap1il 2012 Viith a total of 54 participants (3J male and 
21 female). A similar workshop to develop an HPAI control plan for the no:th---{':entral provinces of 
VietNam wa_, held in Hue on 24 and 25 May 2012 with a tout! of 36 participants (25 male and 
11 female}. 

• Debriefing~ held for the progre~~ on the Regional Strategic Planning proce~s ( \Vith DoH anti 
RAHO 3, 6 and 7). A misl>ion was und'----rtakcn in Ho Chi rvlinh city to present the prog:-c-ss with the 
pl:v.nning proce~s to the DAH Southern C~lordination Office and the Directors of RAHO 6 and 7. A 
similar meeting was held in Hanoi with the Director of RAHO 3 to discuss the further 
development of the Regional Strategy for the RAH03 provinces. 

• A consultation workshop to finalize the Mekong regional HPAI disease control strategy was held 
in Ho Chi Minh city on 24 July 2012 with a total of 39 participants (30 male and nine female), and 
a sir.1ilar \.\'orkshop to finalize the Not1h-central regional HPAI disease control strategy was held in 
Vinh on31 July 20l2 with a torsi of28 participants (20 male and eight female). 

• The final drafts of the regional HPAI control plans for the North-cemral region {Re-gion 3) and the 
Mekong Delta region (Region 7+} were completed. 

Activity !.2: Scenario planning to ana!y.".c the effecH ofcessalion of vaccination 
• The policy brief is yet to be developed. The t:mtter has been discu:-.sed with DAH :md is pending 

the development of the national HPAI control plan. 

Output 2: Coordination and communication with donors and other HPAI implementing 
partners 

Actinty 2.1: Core FAO Fie! Nam team supported 
• The Team Le-.ooder left the Emergency Centre for Transboundary Animal Diseases (ECTAD) Viet 

Nam programme in May 20l2. The w:tlng Team Leader anived in June 2012 Lo ensure 
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continuation of ongoing activities until the end of Septer:1ber 2012. The Inte:-natlonal Technical 
Advisor (for poultry production, risk assessment and biosecurity) is contributing to the p:-ogramme 
on a work-as-required hasis (alternating between in-country inputs and home-based work) sin{_~e 

June 2012. 
• No changes for the other core staff. 

Activity 2.2: Aflnual project meetings supported 

• Technical and operational support was provided for the Technical and Policy Discussion Meeting 
between high-burtlen HPAI countries and tl-'.ose bonJering ·at risk' countries in Ho Chi Minh City 
from 23 to 25 April 2012 in Vkt Nam. 

• A consultation meeting with DLP to review project activities and di'!cuss key activities proposed 
for the 2012-2013 work plan was held in Hnnui on 3 July 2012 with a total of len participants 
(five male and ~'ive female). 

• A nmsultatinn meeting with DAH h) review project activities and discus"' key activities proposed 
for the 2012-2013 work plan was held in Hanoi on 5 July 2012 with a total 16 participants 
(eight male anti eight female). 

• Since the project \Vill be extended for anothe1· year (until 30 September 201::;), no final workshop 
was held. Planning workshops. \<,"ere held in July 2012 as mentioned above. 

Activity 2.3: Team meetings/rom pru\·incialw mlfiona! level 

• The regional planning and consultation workshops held to suppon the formulation of the Regional 
Di::>e<t.'>e C{mtrol Strategies for the ~orth-central region and the Mekong Delta region, a:. well as 
various debrieftngs were substituted as. opportunities to liaise with the Regional Coordinators on 
pl:;:nncd activities. 

• As of February 2012, the programme only supports rwo provlnclal focal points (one in Quang Tri 
and nne in Hung Yen). 

ActiFif.Y 2.4: Coonhnatinn and sharing of infOrmation with other players engaged in HPAI 
surveillance. risk. assessment tmd villue chain and risk miligafion in poullr_v sector 
• Periodic information sharing and/or coordination r.1eerings were held with Abt Associates, PAHI, 

WHO. USAID, Center:-. fur Disease Control (CDC), the LivesLock Competitiveness ami f-'ood 
Safety Project (LTFSAP) and other:-: acto:>./partners. Effm1s were made to ensure FAD's 
participation in activities and events of other partners to the extent po3siblc. 

• Participated in the USAID API programme partners' planning meeting on 4 June 2012 in Hanoi to 
set the tlirection for crafting an integrated work plan fOr the API programme in VietNam. 

• Participated in the workshop on slaughter and pouhry market on 7 .:md 8 Junt!" 2012 supported by 
USAID-AP1L A presentation on the live bird market surveillance was gi..,·en by FAO. 

• Panicipated in the USAJD retreat in Da Nang on 10 and ll July 2012 to review accomplishment:-., 
challenges and gap;; over the past year, identify areas of focus for the coming year and explore 
collaborative opponunities amnng imp1ementmg partners. 

• ParLicipateJ ln the 3rd working meeting on Policy and Advocacy Planning for Avian and 
Pandemic Int1uenza !.API) on 20 August 2012 in Hanoi. 

• Suppm1ed DAH in develnping a bulletin to consolidate and communicate all animal health-related 
activities, projects and programme~ implemented th:"ough DAH. Some 210 copies of the 
20 II Animal Health Bulletin was printed and distributed to RAHO and SDAH offices for wider 
dissemination. 

Component 2: Animal surveillance component 
Output 3: Animal surveillance at the national, provincial, district and community Jevel enhanced 

Activit\' 3, l: Stren?thening t~f veterinary laboratories, speci)lcally bim£~(ety and qualify assurance 

supported 

• Ca acitv develo for full characterization of influenz..> A virus at NCVD. Protocols for 
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sequencing all eight segment<> of AT viru'> introduced and c.pp-lied. 

• Lalx>mtory network for strengthening bio-,afety and quality assurance supported through 
proficiency testing. 

• DAH .:-.upported in the tlevelopmen! of a strategic roadmap for diagnot>liC ~ervice~. 

• EPT IDENTIFY cm:-1ponent supported through tez:hnical assi:-.tance fnr identified laboratories 
including advisory service in laboratory protocoL biosafety and quality assurance. 

• Epi-Lab network meeting organized from 19 to 21 September 2012 in Ho Chi Minh city with a 
total of 50 participants (42 mak. and eight female). Laboratory diagnosis at all laboratories was 
reviewed, ~md re:..ults of surveillance and vaccine efficacy tests were presented and discussed. 

Actjt·in· 3.2: Strengthening tH core capacities for animal health and disease control planning m 
fOcus pnwinces and selected regional planning structure 

• Refresher training on risk analysis along the poultry value chain in the Mekong r-egion \Vas held in 
Ho Chi Minh city on 2 April 2012 with a total of 20 participants (ten male and ten female). 

• Refresher training on risk analysis along the poultry value chain in the Central region \.vas hdd in 
Hue on 21 May 2012 with a total of i3 participants (11 male and two female). 

• The Jlnal drafts of the regiOnal HPAI control plan~ for the North-cenlrnl region (Region 3) and the 
Mekong Delta region (Region 7+) were completed. 

Actit·itv 3.3: Further development oj"M&E expertise in animal health 

• Submitted the PMP indicators for the period October 2011 to March 20l2. 
• Ensured that bi;:mnual reporting require1:1ents were meL 

• Conducted pre.- and post-tests for AVET courses (A VET 10-12). 
• Meeting held with MEASURE on 16 ~1ay 2012 on PMP templates. 
• Meeting held \Vith Abt M&E officer on 8 June 2012 on data cleaning and data reporting. 

Activity 3.4: Veterim1rv epidemiolog)' network supported 

• Epi-Lab network 1:1ceting organized from 19 to 21 September 2012 in Ho Chi Minh city. 
• Organi.nuional and technical supp011 provided for two more ba!ches of the AVET programme, 

with a totalt'f 32 participant:-. (I 8 male and 14 female) in collaboration with DAH and HUA. 
• Second A VET alumni meeting held in Danang on 6 and 7 September 2012 with a total of 

132 participams (93 male and 39 female}. 

Activity 3.5: Animal Xli!Teillance programme 
• A Letter of Agreement (LoA) to support passive surveillance in 22 provinces concluded at end of 

July 20l2. A new LoA to continue support to passive sm·veillance in 20 provinces was signed with 
DAH in September 20 12. 

• The firM phase of the live bird market surveillance completed. Live bird mark-et surveillance 
results and analysis t:lceting:s held. 

• LoA for the second phase of the live bird market surveillance signed with DAH. 
• LoA on implet:lentation of spent hen surveilhmcc in Hanoi, Lang Son and Quang Ninh wns signed 

with DAH. 
• Participated in field missions to Region 3 provinces (Nghe An and Quang Tri) lo visit SDAH and 

RAHO 3 to assess the passive sun:eillance project. 
• Participated in field missions to Hai Phong and Quang Ninh province to implement spent hen 

:-.urveillance activities. 
• Participated in a field mission with DAH to Ha Vy market to investigate sampling procedures for 

the next round of live bird market surveillance. 
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Output 4: Priority procurement for animal surveillance and laboratory supportt:~d 

Activirv 4.1: Procurement and maintenance 

• Over the course of the project, laboratory con<.,umahles were procured fo:· HPAI diagnosis and 
surveillance including training courses and g<!nomic and antigenic characterization of HPAI virus 
isolates. The maintenance of equipment also continued as required. 

Component 3: Animal response component 
Output 5: Effective and timely animal response efforts promoted 

ActiFit)' 5. J: HPA/ risk-mapping and risk analysis updated at national level 

Activity 5.1 .1: Punltrv subsector prQ{iling 

• Provincial profiling and value chain analysi,; work expanded to cover production and marketing 
systems in the regional control zones (Regions :; and 7)_ Profile data/maps presented tn 
stakeholders. 

• Provincial fOcal points engaged and trained. 

Acrinty 5.1.2: Applied ri.\·k mwlysis copacit_-.. building 

• Risk assessments reviewetl/summariLed and ga?:-, from past regional workshops defined. 
• Further training in risk assessment, plannmg and mi[igation contlucted in Region 6/7. 

Acrinty 5.1 .3:Updating risk tls.~e.>.Hnent and mappinJ.? 

• Regional poultry population and movement models developed to supp011 regional risk 
a.-..,~e:-.sments. 

Acth·ity 5.2: Outbreak investigation capacitr strengthened in focus provinces 

• SOP~ on outbreak investigation :.md response developed last year yet to be offlcially adopted by 
the Government. The General Department nf Legislation of MARD requested a new circular to 
replace the Circular 69. 

Acrinty 5.3: Cross-border aNalysis using a t-afue elwin methodology in three border areas 

• Bilateral meeting bct\vccn VietNam and Cambodia held on 25 and 26 Sep(cmbc' 2012. 

Actit·ity 5.4: Vaccine efficacy monitoring and t·irus surveil!once supported at natimwf level 

• LoA on Vaccine Effic<:cy and Pathogenicity Test and identification of the gene pool of AI v1ruses 
signed with DAH. 

• Suppo:1 to vaccine efficacy trials for Re-6 completed, It was demons-trated that Re-6 vaccine is 
cfkc1ive to both cluster (A and B) of 2.3.2.1.A virus. but no1 to dade l.l virus. 

• Fir1.t round of vaccine efficacy test (Re-5 vs H5Nl viruses 2012} completed; the same results with 
the previous t-est with H5Nl viruses 2011. 

• Suppo:t continued for HPAI virus sun·eiJ!ance and virus characterization. 
• Haemagglutinatio-n gene of 175 viruses 020 from outbreaks and 55 from live bird market 

surveillance) sequenced. Results showed: (ll that three clusters of clade 2.3.2.1 virus arc 
circulating in the north VietNam since July 2012, and that H5 viruses collected during live bird 
market surveillance are similar to those collected !'rom outbreaks in terms of genetic sequences 
and distribution, except 2..3.2.1. A virus was newly identified in Dong ll1ap province by live bird 
market surveillance. 

• The labomto:-y system quickly indentified a new HSNI variant cluster of viruse'> that initiated a 
minor epidemic of HPAl in July through September 2012 mostly in young ducks. 

:1ctiFify 5.5: Support PPP and institufiunul strengthening in puultr_v production and health can· ~"_}·stem 
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Activity 5.5.1: Strengthening \•eterinary servicc>s ddivery 

• Discmsion;-;. held with DAH to organize a 'itudy tour on the creation of a Veterinary Statutory Body. 
Actit·ity 5.5.2: Setting up PPP working J:mups 

• Con:-,ultatiom, held with a private poultry company PROCONCO. and polenlial areas for 
collaboration identified. 

Activity 5.5.3: Poultry price monitoring 

• Piktt completed. 

• Options discussed for dissemination of information. 

Output 6: Improved hia.,;;;ecurity and market hygiene practices in commercia) and scavenging 
poultry raising settings supported 

Acrjviry 6.1: Support hiosecurity srrengrhening in pilot provinces 
Activit\' 6. /_f: Pilot hatchery strengthening 

• LoA on implementation of pilot hatchery modd and ccrtific3tion in Can Tho and Quang Tri 
provinces signed with DLP. The :'oil owing aclivilie3 under this LoA were carried out: 
c First training cour~e on Hatchery hiosecurity minimum st<mdard!> in Can Tho on 19 and 

20 June 2012 with a tmal of 17 participants (l4 male and thre-e female): 
c Training cou:cse on AuJitlng pn_x:edure~ for :,mall and medium hatcheries in Can Tho on 

21 and 22 June 2012 with a total often participants (eight male- 3nd two female); 
o Second training course on hatchery biosccurity minimum standards in Quang Tri on 9 and 

10 July 2012 with a total of 16 pa11icipc..nts ( 14 male and twn female); 
c Advanced auditing training course on biosecurity in Quang Trion ll July 2012 with a total of 

ten participants (seven male and three kmalc); 
0 Second training courses on Hatchery hiosecmity minimum standards in Can Tho on 19 and 

20 July 2012 with a total of 25 participants ( 16 male and nine female); 
c Provmcial meeting on evalm'.tion of hatchery models held in Quang Trion 11 September 2()12 and 

in Can Tho on 25 September2012 with a total of64 participanb (4-R male and 16 female); and 
c N~ttonal workshop on the hatchery strengthening programme held on 28- September 2012 in 

H<:noi with a total of 29 participants (20 male <md nine female). 

• Six monitoring trips to selected hatche-ry moi.lel;; in Quung Tri ani.! Can Tho. 

ActiFit.v 6.1.2: Reduce the risk nf"tnmsmission along the value chain 
o Risk reduction models for small and medium scale hatcheries developed. 
o Strategic risk re-duction plan for hatcheries developed in consultation with key smkcholdcrs. 

Activity 6. 1.3: !mpruvin,.; technical advhe.for pouilry producers 
o Training materials on ha!chery biosecurity developed. 

:1ctiFify 6.1 .4: Strategic planning for impn.wing poull!y prvduc!iun 

• Sustainable development of waterfov..l ~xoduction in southern provinces workshop (in 
collaboration with DLP) W<L'> held in An Giang on April 2012 with a total of 107 participants 
(94 male and 13 female). 

ActiFitv 6.2: Develop good poultry production guide!inn and training f'or DAH, DLP and 
reg ions/z:ones 

Acrivil\' 62.1: De•·elop GPPPs 

• Minimum bimecurity :-;tandards sector-wise revie\ved/developed. 
• Guidelines for sector~, species and stakeholders prepared and consolidated. 

10 
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Duck waste management 
• Compm.ting of duck W<L«;te training conducted in Vinh Thanh district, Can Tho pmvince on 

25 July 2012 with a total of 19 participants ( 17 male and two female), 
• Composting of duck waste training conducted in Co Do district, Can Tho province on 

26 July 2012 with a total of 19 participants (all male}. 
• Compo~ting of duck waste training comJucted in Tho.i Lai di::-.tricL Can Tho province on 

27 July 2012 with a total of 17 participanh (all male}. 
• Composting of duck wast.;-- training conducted in Hai Lang district. Quang Tri provmce on 

17 July 20 l2 with a total of 25 participants {22 male and three female). 
• Nine mGdels on duck waste management in Can Tho and five models on duck waste management 

in Quang Tri piloted. 
• Testing chemical composition of fertilizer in Can Tho is ongoing. 

Actit·ity 6.2.2: Biosecurit_v working group 
• The JS'h Biosecurity \Vorking group meeting, entitled '"Duck wa~te mam.gemenf' wa::-. held in Vinh 

on 22 June 20 12 with a total of 29 participants {25 male a.nd four female). 
• The l9'h Biosecurity working group meeting, entitled"Duck waste management" was held in Can 

Tho on 23 Augm.t 2012 with a local 29 participants (21 male and eight female). 
Activities proposed for the next reporting period (October 2012 to March 2013} 

Component 1: Preparedness and Planning Component 
Output 1: Strategy development for HPAI control 

Activity 1.1: Regional HPt1! Control Stmlef{y 

• Facilitate. establishment of a coordination structure. for the implementation of the regional strategy 
• Develop advocacy strategy for implemenL.1.tion in conjunction with PAHI 

• Suppo:1 dcvdopmcnt of work plans for two zones. Activities should include impcrovcd ; 
surveillance, value chain ma?ping, risk planning and di~ease control 

• Joint planning of activities with other partner~ to en:-.ure linkage to zonal stralegy 

Acrjviryl.3 Training in regionaf control pla11 management and evaluaiion 

• Conduct real-time training in regional control phm management in conjunction with RAHO : 
meetings_ 

Output 2: Coordination and communication with donors and other HPAI implementing ; 
partners 

ActiFit)' 2. J Core FAO VietNam team supported and manages project anivities 
ActiFily 2.2 /'lnmw! pro.fr>ct meeting supported 
Actit·ity 2.3 Coordination meetings to ·wppori regional HPAl control stmtegy implementation 
Acrjviry 2.4: Coordination and sharing of in{hrmation with other players engaged in HPAJ; 
sun'eillance, risk assessment and value chain and risk mitigation in poultroi sector 

Component 2: Animal surveillance component 
Output 3: Animal surveillance at the national. regionaUzonal, provincial, district and commune j 
Jevel enhanced 

ActiFif)' 3.1 Strengthening of core capacities .for animal disetL'iC control and disease control planning j 

1vifhin re#hmal u.mrrol slnlff'Jdn 

• Suppo:t capacity building to develop work plans to impleoent regional control strategies 
• Suppo:1 capacity building in risk management along valu..: chains n:lcvant to n:gional control : 

strategies 
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• Suppm1 development of responses to risk analysis associated with value chains 

• Outhreak investigation refre!-.her training for SDAH <>..nd RAHO ;.,taff using standardized approach 
to support strategy 

• Outbreak response refresher training fo:- SDAH and RAHO staff using standardized approach to 
support strategy 

• Mentming of epidemiology units in data analysis and interpretation 

Actit·iry 3.2 Anima! sur~--eiflance programme 

• Suppoct national surveillance pbn for live bird markets. including where appropriate targding 
spent hen tmde 

• Suppo:t <;urveill .. mce plan for live bird market"> linked to regional strategic objectives 

• Support passive surveillance system under regional control strategy, including employing smart 
phone technology 

• Support linkages in passive surveillance from community level to formal animal health reporting 
sy:-.tems 

• Training for differential diagnosis of poultry disease outbreak at RAHO and SDAH including 
poultry pos(-mortcm examination 

• Develop policy optiont. for incentive:; to stimulate reporting of Ji!-.ease event;., anJ support 
advocacy for implementation 

• Suppoct DAH to conduct expert cm1:-.ultation on national surveillance system for HPAT and other 
privri£y diseases 

ActiFity 3.3 Strengthening f~l veterinary laboratories diagnostic activities. inciudint.: biosaji:ry and 
quality ossumnce supported 

• Suppo:ting Jahoratory quality <L'>surance through monitoring of performance and SOP review 

• Continue supjwtt for rapid and differential diagnosis at RAHO level including other 
zoonoses/high-impact diseases 

• Continue support for rbc full characterization of viruses isolated ffom outbrcnks and liw bird 
marke{ ~urveillance 

• Review the functions and role of the animal health laboratory system 

• Support strategy for DAH to :u;sume full technical responsibility for HPAJ Jabomtory programme 

ActiFily 3.4 Ve1erinary Epidemiology Network UlfWcilr supporled 

• Continue support for A VET programme with emphasis on an advanced course 

• Define the frame\vork for the epidemiology network at national level and commence development 

• Suppo:1 rcgionnllevcl cpid;.:miology nctwo:-ks. and conduct rcgulm meetings 

• Support A VET alumni meeting 

Acrinty 3.5 Further development of M&E expertise m animal healrh 

• Training of managers ut RAHO and SDAH in !he monitoring and evaluation principles that guide 
project management 

• Suppo:-1: alignment of the overall APII M&E framework to local strategic plans 

• Suppo:t managers at RAHO and SD.i\H in gathering and processing M&E data 

Output 4: Priority procurement for animal sun:eilJance and laboratory supported 
Activity 4.1: Procurement o{es.<.en!ial .wpplies unci main!ewmce of lalmratory eqwjJmen! 
Activit)' 4.2 Procurement ofconswnables to support laboratory acti~•i!ies 
ActiFily 4.3 Determine and Sllpporl mainlenunce requirements for lahoratnrie> 
:1ctiFify 4.4 Prucuremenl Q{ supplies io support field surveillance activities 

12 
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Component 3: Animal response component 
Output 5: Effective and timely animal respon_w efforts promoted 

Activit\' 5.1: HPAl risk mapping and risk anaf.nis updated to wpport regimwl stratcf(ics 

• Poultry sector pro-filing w suppo!"£ the regional strategy 
• Applied risk analysis capacity building 
• Updating risk assessment and mapping 
• Detailed chanwterization of high-risk value chains including network analysb 

ActiFi(v 5.2: Outbreak control capacity strengthened under regional control strategy 

• Fmther review of SOPs for application to outbreak control, including local incident command 
sy~tem and culling principles 

• Refresher training in outbreak control to support strategic control plans 
• Assist partners to semitize gc.:.tssroots ~takeholders to disea:-.e control activities 
• Review application of carcass disposal in outbreak control in local situations within strategic phm:-. 

• Prepare and conduct desktop exe!"cises with public health counterparts 

Activitr 5.3 Conduct reviett· of respmue capability in relation to scenarios de1·e!oped under activity 
12 

Activity 5.4 Develop tailored compen.wrion mechanisms to support colllnJ{ strategy 

• Suppo:1 the development of locally feasible and p:·actical compen~ation mechanisms to support 
farmers re-porting disease-. 

• Review outbreak control procedures. to enable effective audits to suppo-rt compensation packages 

Acfivizy _5,_5 Cross-border dialogue and coordinated sun,eilfance 
• Support bilateral meetings \Vlth China and Cambodia to exchange technical information including 

surveillance and risk a~sC1>S~nt findings., and risk reduction plans 
• Review t::ro~s bonier value chains of high-Ji~k commtxlities 

• Develop plans to comJud coonJinatetl cross-border surveillance 

AcfiFity 5.6 Vaccine e.tficacv assessnu:nts and virus .-.urFeilfancr:> supporfr:>d at the national level 

• Conduct vaccine trials against key circulating clades. with ranges of vaccines, species and breeds 
• Monitoring pathogenicity of ~elected virus iwlates from outbreaks and live bird market 

surveiiJance 

Actit·ity 5. 7 lnsti!utionaf s!renxthening in puul!r.v production and animal heal!h adrisory svstems 

• lnstilmional anti core function analysis for poultry prot!uction and :-.uppmt service"-
• Capacity needs assessment of key stakeholders 
• Develop the poultry sectm· advi;,o:'}' servtces model in collaboration with partners and the 

Ext~nsion Depm1mcnt 

Activit)' 5.8 Support engagement ofpri~ta!e sector in execution r:f' regional control strategies 

• Develop a poultry industry forum at regional level to support the regional control plan 
• Work with other APII partners to engage key value chain stakeholders in regional control strategy 

Activit\' 5.9 Support TJAH to conduct review of ihe current drajl of Veterinary Law 

ActiFity 5.10 Support DAH to fina!i::_e guidelines to establish \'eteri11ary Statutory Bor~'.', including 
structure, function and mechanism 

13 
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Output 6: Improved poultry production practices in poultry value chains supported 

Acrjviry 6.1 Suppon programme ro s!rengrhcn saf'e poultry pmducrion praclices including biosecurity 

• Develop mateials and methods with pa11neP.. including extension service to scale up hatchery 
pilot programr:1e in support of regional control strategies 

• Facilitate development of pal icy and advocacy brief to support practical measures to upgrade the 
production of day-old Juch 

• Suppm1 implementing pa:1ners with high-level training and advice on hatchery pilot programme 
• Collahorate '-Vith DLP to develop upstream standards for parent t1ocb !>upplying hatcheries 

conforming to guidelines and pilot test practical implementation at field level 

• Continue support for development of poultry waste disposal systems: 
o review work.-;hop on composting of duck waste 
c national workshop on compos:ting of duck waste 

• Develop materials: and method'> with partner'> including extension <;ervice to scale up the good 
production practices in suppot1 of regional control strategies 

ActiFily 6.2 Support ongoing uclivit_y of !he Biwecurity working group 

• Support national and regional meetings of the Biosccurity -.vorking group 
• Support dissemination of the Biosecurity working group findings by partners within regional 

control strategy, including the extension ~ervice 

Activit)' 6.3 Provide policy support hriefon ihe inactivoiion ofH5N I under environmental conditions 

• Investigate inactivation of H5Nl strains under s:imulated environmental condition"' 

• Develop a policy brief related to the implications of virus survival ln the environment 

Acrit·ity 6.4 PUot training pmgrammefOr private sector in various guidelines and GPPP developed 

Actit·ity 6.5 Training ofprovinciaf Department o{Agricufture and Rural Development ( DARD) staff in 
description anJ mapph1g of loc<d poul!ry sector 

Main challenges encountered and response provided 
• Onicial government clearance for the project extension (October 2011-Scptcmber 2012). 

following the approval of the Project Document hy FAO and USAID, w<>.s only obtained in late 
March 2012. Consequently, many activities. \Vhic-h the counterpat1 government agency had 
primary responsibility for implementing, could not be initiated until then. Since then. the project 
has successfully signed ~everal LoA~ with the counterpart government agencies which i!> expected 
to accelerate implementation of planned activities. 

• In the country context, the regional approach to HPAI control is a new concept. The Government 
administrative slructure doe:-. not provide for a regional r:1echanbm in-belween the nation:al and 
provincial authorities in Viet Nam. This is being resolved through advocacy with the national 
department and the provincial one [hrough R:'\.HOs. 

• The Senior Technical Coordinatorffear.1 Leader left the ECTAD Viet Nam programme in 
May 2012. and while an interim Team Leader was immediately recruited in June 2012, a new 
Team Leader is not yet in place. A vacancy announcement was launched for the position and 
interviews conducted. The intemal sele-ction process will be comple-ted in early October 2012. 

!\fain progress made toward'J. the achievement of project outcomes (ji·om the srart of the pmject_i 

Output 1: Strategy development for HPAI control in 2006-2010 supported 
• Consideration of a re-gional approach to HPA1 control rather than a provincial on~ \Vas promo£ed 

and is attracting interest as featured in the Green Book Review and several International Ministerial 
Conference on Avian and Pandemic Influenn (lt\'1CAPI) documents. The final drafts of the regional 
HPAJ control plans: for the North-central region (Region 3) and the :\1ekong Delta region {Region 
7+) were completed. 

14 
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• A Livestock Emergency Preparedness Phm was developed and submincd to DAH for usc- in any 
unusual event in the livestock sector, keeping in view the state of unpreparedness that the 
Government experienced during the 2003-20{? eme:gence of HPA.I 

• Provincial poultry subsector profiling was effective in describing p:vvincial poultry populations 
(induding the Poult:)' Allas), and DLP i~ consid-ering adopting ~uch an approach more widely. 

• Risk assessmem and risk-baseJ targeting o:~ control me.:L-.ures are increasingly being included in 
technical and policy development (however 'Hill largely restricted to the control of HPAI). This 
approach is now expanded and was translated into an HPAI regional control plan particularly for 
two regions in VietNam. 

Output 2: Coordination and communication with donors and other HPAJ implementing 
partners 
• Programme management, planning and coordination nf activities ·with USAID and other panner" 

were maintained. FAO made II major recommendations for the Green Book review, which were 
well received by the Gove.mment of Viet i\:am as ic; evident from the newly released follow-up 
version of the Green Bnok a'l an Action Programme on A vi an Influenza, Pandemic Preparedne"s 
and Other Emcrgmg Infectious Diseases (AlPED) for the pcnod covcnng 1011-2016. 

•FAO and Abt Associates have a common strategy to risk reduction across the supply chain with a 
shared activity matrix consolidating the agencies' activities into a single overall aptJroach. 

•The first volume nf DAH Animal Health bulletin was released in July 2011(250 cnpies); and the 
second volume of DAH Animal Health bulletin was released in August 2012 (210 copies). 

Output 3: Animal surveillance at the national, di.~trict and community level enhanced 
•The prujeCl it, carrying out animal surveillance activitie:., which indude ~upport in relatio-n to the 

upgrading of TADinfo and LabNet, development of geographic information systems (GIS) at 
RAHO. So far, 2l0 officers from SDAH, 14 RAHO staff and five DAH Epidemiology staff were 
lraineJ lo use thi~ software. Seven unib of global positioning system (GPS) and seven licen~e:. of 
mapping software (ArcVie-w/ArcGIS 9.2) were provided to seven RAHO:-. (I-VII)_ A total of 
55 SDAH/DAH staff were trained on its usc. 

• ·1 he project also developed a database system sothvare for laboratory diagnos.tK management withm 
the DAH's LabNet through the service~ of a local firm in Viet Nam. L1.boratory bio:.afety and 
quality assurance are being supported and pursued. One laboratory (NCVD) was accredited for 
ISOI7025, and rhe orhcr labor:J.tori~s. arc in process of accreditation. 

•The SOPs for H5Nl real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) were developed and adopted. ll has 
heen u:--ed at nine veterinary lahoratnries exlen:--ively for passive and active surveilLance. The use of 
real-time PCR was extended to the differential diagnosis of HPAI, such as Newcastle Disease and 
Duck Plaque. 

• Capacity of genetic sequencing of HS;\1 l viruses was developed and applied. Genetic analysis of the 
viruses isolated from HPAI outbreaks in poultry in Viet i'l"am over several years indicates that Clade 
l is entrenched in south Vier Nam with sporadic forays to central Viet I'\am. Clade 2.3.4 used to be 
the predominant dade :or many years in nonh and central VietNam until the winter of 2009--2010. 
Howeve:, clade 23"2 viruses have totally replaced the dominance of clade 23.4 in late 2010, which 
continues until present (.f"cbrual)' 2012). Within the newly emerging dade of 2.3.2.1. an antigenit: 
variant strain of virus was detected. Adequate technical and material support significantly improved 
the HPAI diagnostic capacity in the laboratories and antigenic and genomic characterization of 
H5N I viruses. 

• A revised and updated SOP for HPAI Outbreak Investigation and Colllml was developed 
comprising 19 sections and 14 job cards for variou" officials involved in HPAI outbreak 
management. The English and Vietnamese versions of the SOP were handed over to DAH for 
transmission to ~1ARD for adoption as a national strategy. 

•The awueness mising campaign to enc-ourage poultry fanners to repon ;:my unusual occurrences of 
an infectious disease in poultry flocks and the necessity to report it on time was canied out through 
TV spots and loudspeakers during the risk period (e.g. the TI~T festival). 

15 
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• The A VET initiative to improve hasic epidemiological investigation capacity through Viet Nam
specific, nine-week long tailor-made course curricula, resulted in the training of 160 veterinarians in 
12 cohorts in the period of 2010-2012. At lea;,t one veterinarian of each of the 63 provinces of Viet 
Nam nnw has specialized basic skill:-. in veteim:.ry field epidemiology. Two A VET alumni 
workshops were organize-d for strengthening the animal health epider.~iologist network in VietNam 
and improving the sharing of information. 

• A clive surveillance for HPAI and uther pouh::-y di:.eases launched to complement the community
ha-:ed surveillance of Abt Associates yielded valuable insight on the efficacy of the wrveillance. 

•ln the event of an outbreak, a new component was launched in March 2011 to early detect any 
potential secondary outbreah in the neighbouring area of the index ca~. 

•A co:-.1 effectivenes;, :-.tutly on surveillance for HPA.l wa::. completed. Preliminary fim.lings sugge"t 
that there is a qualitative value in surveillance, bm the cost nf ~urveilknce per outbreak reported is 
going up with a d.:crease in the number of outbreaks of HPAI in Vier Kam. 

• Live bird m..1.rket surveillance :'or subclinical infection of ducks sold at rhe markets in 30 high-risk 
provinces indicated widespread circulation of Af virus and abo H5N l viruses, in particular. 

• More than 300 cGpies of the \Vild Bird Mamml '-\'ere translated into Vietnamese and distributed to 
63 provinces. 

Output 4: Priority procurement for animal suneillance and laboratory suppnrted 
• Procurement of vehicles. information n.xbnologies (IT} equipment, equipmenr sprayers and most 

laboratory consumables is complete, and all ilre in me. 

Output 5: Effective and timely animal response efforts promoted 
• A cross-border study in the north of Viet Nam concluded that as a result of a high financial return 

for poult:-y, smuggling across the border has not decreased, but has become more elaborate, which 
will pose a constant risk of disease tram;mis.sion. The ma:-ke! chain is increasingly being recogni;,:eJ 
as critical to the control of HPAL patticularly in nmihern VietNam, and FAO's strategic targeting 
of live bird marke-ts v,:as validated. 

• Hatchery data collection and mapping in five pilot provinces was co-mpleted. Hatchery minimum 
bio,:.,ecurity ,:.,tandanl~ were developed through i.l sl<>.keholden, consuH<>.thm proce,:.,s. A hatchery audit 
and certification tool was developed, and training was provided to the Government staff on the 
proce--dure for hatchery auditing and certification. 

• Post-vaccinacion monitoring and virus circulating surveillance for influenza A/H5N l, supported by 
this project, shows tha! vaccinatetl poultry have a protection rate of 72.10 percent at !he bird level. 
The protection rates of Muscovy ducks, turkey, other ducks, chicken and geese were: SO percent, 
80 percent, 78.90 percent. 68.05 percent and 50 percent, respectively. Prevalence of Ty?c A and 
HSN l Al viruses in ducks were 0.94 percent and 0.67 percent re..,pectively, while in chickens, 
respective prevalence was 0.54 percent and 0 percent. There was no evidence of AI virus persistence 
found with !he samples taken fror.1 Muscovy ducks_ The- AI positive samples were from Khanh Hoa 
and Quang Ngai provinces (Centre). Currently. the Government of Viet N:1m halted mass 
vaccination of poultry against HPAI, 

• A training course on good management practices to key stakeholders, the National Veterinary 
Company (NA VETCO), Viet Nam's Veterinary Vaccine Company (VETVACO) and DAH \vas 
conducted, which covered introductory level f'.rtHxl ~1anufacturing Practice (accortling to the 
2009 Pharmaceutical Inspection Convcntion/Pharmaccurical Inspection Co-ope-ration Scheme 
[PlC/S] Code of GMP) and quality systems applicable to the manufacture of AJ H5:-.J"l vaccines. 

• The operational appraisal of cold chain integrity was completed, and 39 provinces were provided with 
walk-in cold rooms. A software for inventory maintenance of vaccine banks in p-rovinces was developed. 

• Capacity for animal challenge experiment \.Vas developed, following the completion of <1 high biusecurity 
animal isolation unit at ~CVD. The unit applied for vaccine efficacy lesb since 2007 to monitor the 
adequacy of vaccines against the evolving H5"\JI viruses. An antigenic- variant nf H5Nl vim<> was found 
in 20! 1, for which the vaccine cuncntly in usc was not e-ffective. 
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Output 6: lmprm'erl biosecurity prac-tices in commercial and scavenging poultry raising settings 
supported 
• Poultry sector profiling provides important tools lor risk-analysi:-. anti strategic disease control 

planning. A guide to :orovincial poultry sector profiling was developed. Poultry :-.ector protlling was 
completed for four of the five project pro-vinces. The guidelines are currently being tested externally 
by an implementing partner in three non-US AID pilot provinces. 

• A Bio~curily working group w.as established which provides a forum to network information and 
le">'ions learned, building technical understanding among a peer group of .agencies "\.Vorking to 
strengthen biosecurity. 

• A framework for a database on biosecurily lllli!eriah was tlevelopeJ, anJ it:-. conc.olidation is in progress. 
By no\v, over 100 dncuments. \Vere compiled in a searchable formaL This is now ready for 
dissemination. Bi~ecurity activities of all agencies engaged in relate.d work have also been mapped. 

• The working group revie\l,:ed \vork on hatchery biosecurity. Training on the principles of bioseculity 
and on biosecurity auditing wa:; provided to l6 membes of the Biosecurity working .!::.'TOup. 
Conventional approaches to biosecurity <>trengthening were reviewed and evidence gathered to 
support adoption of a supplementary approach !'ocusing on private sector driven activities and 
adopting S{Wial marketing techniques from the human health c.ector. 

• FAO and Abt Associates liaised on hatchery technical training and n~gistration schemes. 

• A regional risk ;:maly:-is exerci~e was conducted, which provided information on the character of 
poultry movement and production in the lower Mekong Region, identifying poultry movements. and 
.rihl\. pathways for inler-pmvincial tn>.nsmission or infection. 

Output 7: Communic-.ation capacity supported at DAH and technical inputs to communication 
activities of other USAID implementing partners arc provided 
• FAO supported the calendar and sticker production and distribution for pre-TET festival 2010, 

sending out the message to call the hotline or the SDAH Iandi inc to report ill and dead poultry under 
the Enhanced Repmting cor:1ponenL 

• Under the Gathering Evidence for a Tramitiona] Strategy (GETS) project (dosed in February 2012). 
the Academy for E-ducational Development produced a commercial in which the second part 
encouraged poultry owner~ to repmt ill ami dead poultry to SDAH via a hotline or SDAH phone 
numbers. Thi!-. was used effectively in this project for awareness-raising purposes. 

• Support to DAH communications and technical support to Aht Associate~ in implementing the field 
activities \Vas maintained. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RASi6U4/USA Baby 01 

Project Title: Support to Highly Pathogenic Avian lnOuenza 
Surveillance Programme in Cambodia 

'd Rcportmg pcno :October 2012 to March 2013 
Country: Cambodia 
Project title: Support to Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza Sun-'eillance 
Cambodia 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Babv OJ 

Programme Ill 

Budget: The budget of this project, which started in fi~cal year 2006, was USD l 150 000. 
It \vas increased by CSD l 900 000 under Amendment no. I. by USD600 000 under 
Amendment no. 2, by USD400 000 under Amendm~nt no. 3, by LTSD 400 000 tmder 
Amendment no. 4, and by lJSD 372 000 under Amendment no. 5. 
With the increase of USD 150 000 under thls current Amendment (no. 6-_), the total budget 
amounts to USD 4 972 000. 
Amendment no. 6: USD 150 000 
Total budget: USD 4 972 000 
Effective starting date: 1 October 2006 
Planned end date: 30 September 2013 
Context of the project 
As stated in the previous reports, outbreaks of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in 
poultry and humans indicate that the ilSNl virus is still circulating in Cambodia. Therefore, it 
is necessary to detect the outbreaks as early as possible and ensure that immediate and 
appropriate containment measures are taken to prevent the spread of the disease. The continued 
improvement of capacities and capabilities in Cambodia to prevent and control HPAI in the 
animal population is necessary to limit its impacts in poultry sectors and minimize the risk of 
an infection in humans. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the L'nitcd Nations (F AO) 
Avian Influenza (AI) Programme in Cambodia is currently funded by the United States Agency 
for Intemational Development (USAID) in Cambodia for surveillance and response activities. 

Objectives of USAID project 
The main objective of the project is to reduce and stop the spread of H5N 1 among and between 
flocks of birds in Cambodia, and between Cambodia and neighboring countries (Viet Nam, 
Thailand and the Lao People's Democratic Republic), thus reducing the risks of a pathogen 
spread to mammals and humans and of an emergence of pandemic influenza. 
Planned activities and expected outputs 

Output 1: Strengthened planning and cross-sectoral coordination at national and 
international levels 

• After the first technical consultation meeting m September 2012 m Siem Reap, 
Cambodia, good surveillance practices were shared along with epidemiology findings and 
methodology used in the poultry monitoring programmes of each country (Cambodia and 
Viet Namj. Final recommendations were made by integraLing HPAI monitoring in poultry 
in the lower Mekong Delta border areas, identifying focal points fOr future 
interactions/information exchange and reviewing rhe duck production/marketing systems. 
These were the first issues that needed to be addressed. Other recommendations were that 
the Department of Animal Health and Production (DAHP) of Cambodia and 
the Department of Animal Health (DAH) of Viet Nam share their presentations and/or 
recommendations from this meeting with their human health counterparts. The two 
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• 

• 

• 

countries agreed to draft the joint lower Mekong sub-region surveillance proposaL which 
will be a new approach for the cross-border surveillance of IIPAI in the region. The 
second technical consultation on HPAI monitoring ln the lower Mekong region was 
organized on 21 January 2013 in Hanoi, Viet Nam to follow up activities of the first 
meeting in Siem Reap. 

On 13 February 2013, n ad hoc meeting was held in DAHP with 24 chiefs from the 
Offices of Animal Health and Production (OAHP) ro discuss the current AI outbreaks and 
find the solurions to prevent and control AI outbreak. Key messages have been addressed 
by FAO and the Director of DAIIP to all 24 OAHP chiefs: 

o Raise awareness among the publi~: on the impa-ct of AL 
o Take etTective preventive measures (cook poultry meat well, wash hands with soap 

or ash, ban children from playing with birds and immediately report in case of high 
tCver and recent contact with poultry). 

o Take control measures (increase surveillance of poul11y disea.;,es, monitor poultry 
movement, report suspicious poultry disease and update and train village animal 
health workers). 

o Strengthen the control and prevention of animal movement from areas \-Vith 
sickidead animals. 

o Take bio-sccurity measures in poultry raising places, live bird markets (LBMs) and 
poultry slaughter places every two \-Vccks. 

o For provinces bordering neighbouring countries,. provincial Department of 
Agriculture shall strengthen cooperation with the neighbouring countries and 
relevant ministries or agencies to control the spread of this disease. 

On 15 February 2013. and ad hoc meeting was held \Vith partners and donon. on ihe 
recent 2013 AI outbreaks. The meeting was facilitated by FAO in order to let the human 
and animal authorities to effectively explain to the development partners the animal 
health situation and the efforts have been put in place by both sectors. 

Through F AO's advocacy efforts, the li\---estock sub-sector is now being set up as 
livestock sub-working group under the Technical Working Group of Agriculture and 
\Vater {T\VG-A \V). The Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (tv1AFF) 
appointed the chairperson of livestock sub-\vorking group. F AO is. playing the facilitation 
role. 

Output 2: Strengthened laboratory capacity 
• supplied consumable ettuipment and reagents to the National Veterinarv Research 

lnstitutc (NaVRJ) to maintain the ongoing testing; 
• 
• 
• 

facilitated !\a VRI to be the member of the proficiency testing laboratory; 
facilitated the assessment of the laboratory and bio-safcty cabinets: and 
t3cilitated laboratory oflicers to be able to attend international trainings and \vorkshops . 

Output 3: Strengthened veterinary epidemiology capacity 
• Cambodian Applied Veterinary Epidemiology Training (CAVET). 
• The proposals for the 15 traine-es of CA VET were translated and revised by F AO and 

DAHP. The 15 trainees (7 from Kampong Cham and 8 from Takeo) will send the 
finalized proposals along wlth questionnaires tOr animal disease survey to FAO 
on 5 April. Tv,·o designs of proposals have been agree-d upon by trainees. For non
zoonotic diseases the focus wi 11 be on disease rate whereas for zoonotic disease the focus 
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will be on disease prevalenc-e. On-the-job training will mkc place for five months, 
continuously from May 2013 onwards, and will be supported by Safctynct of the Unite-d 
States Center tOr Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). The mid-term evaluation of 
survey activities with all trainees is scheduled for June or July 2013. 

• Joint AI outbreak and postAl outbreak investigations with DAI IP. 

Output 4: Improved surveillance system 
• 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

The project supporte-d the team of DAHP/NaVRI to conduct surveillance- and 
investigation during II PAl outbreaks. 
The strategy for animal surveillance in Cambodia has be-en finalized . 
The guide for IIPAI outbreak investigation and response has been reviewed and will 
tentatively be expanded to others animal diseases. 
FAO signed a letter of agreement with Institut Pasteur du Cambodge (fPC) on twinning 
programme to strengthen capacities of NA VRI in order to operationalizc the One llcalth 
approach, using a joint animal-human-environment surve-y for HPAI in LBMs. However, 
the field activities were carried out in first week of January 2013 \Vith the financial 
contribution of WI IO and IPC. The primary results revealed that 50-60 percent of 
samples collected from four markets of Kampong Cham, Phnom Penh and T akco tested 
positive for HPAI H5Nl. 
Harmonizing HPAI surveillance in LBMs based on the Vietnamese model is in process . 
The peak of AI outbreaks, both in poultry and humans, during the first two months of 
2013 ha:'. drawn public attention. The Emergency Centre for Transboundary Animal 
Diseases (ECTAD) and F AO's Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific (RAP) sem rwo 
epidemiologists to conduct risk and pathway assessment of the recent AI outbreaks in 
three provinces: Kampong Speu, Kampot and Takco. The mission aimed at better 
unde-rstanding the recent AI outbreaks, which claimed eight Jives (out of the nine who had 
been contaminated), and the six AI outbreaks in poultry. 
AI prc·ventlon messages and spots produced by F AO arc bcmg used by the Government 
under the Avian and Human lnt1uenza Control and Preparedne:'.s Emergency Project 
(AHICPEP) project funded by the World Bank. 

Output 5: Improved policy and legislation for trade purposes between Cambodia and its 
neighbouring countries 

• 

• 

The animal health and production legislation is under revision at the Council of Ministers 
before the Parliament endorsement. 
Cambodian zoonotic policy has been drafted by \VHO Consultant \Vith the inputs trnm 
zoonotic tec-hnic-al working group members (VIAFF, FAO, MOll, WIIO, I PC). 

Other related activities funded under the programme 
• Rabies vaccination campaigns for dogs 

• 

• 

Two thousand doses of dog rabies vaccine were administered in J 5 villages of 
Battambang, Kampong Cham and Takeo provinces under ''healthy livestock, healthy 
village, better life" progrdmm~. The 2 000 vaccines were provided by USCDC Thailand 
and l 200 t-shins and posters were provided by European Union-Highly Pathogenic 
Emerging Diseases FAO Regional Project (EU-IIPED project). 
Socio-economic impact assessment in healthy liv·estock, he-althy village, better lives has 
been condue-ted in target villages ofBattambang, Kampong Cham and Takco,. 
Animal health and production manuals to be used for training anima] health and 
production practitioners have been iointlv revised and finalized bv Fi\0 and DAHP. 
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• Improving bio-sccurity in 
Global Public and 
(OSRO/IC\IT/805/USA). 

LBM of Psar Leu, Sicm Reap province, under the budget of 
Private Partnership Project of F AO headquarters 

The provincial department of agriculture of Siem Reap was contracted for implementation 
of bio-sccurity improvement in LBM. Three bio-sccurity trainings \VCTC conducted with 
poultry sellers, transporters and market management. The committee of LBM have been 
established and composed by PDA, OAHP, poultry sellers, market management and 
FAO. The LB::\1 committee has been recognized and endorsed bv PDA. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period 

Output 1: Strengthened planning and cross-sectoral coordination at national and 
international levels 

• Activity 1.1. Support from ECTAD Country· Team Leader (CTL) and the team to provide 
inruts for planning the coordination required at the country level. 

• Activity 1.2. Support national and international coordination related to disease control. 

Output 2: Strengthened laboratory capacity 
• 

• 

• 

Activity 2. L Strengthen laboratory management tlnough technical and management 
advice. 
Activity 2.2. \Vork to promote laboratory expert's mission to support and train laboratory 
officers. 
Activity 2.3. Procure nec-essary laboratory supplies . 

Output 3: Strengthened Yeterinary epidemiology capacity 
• Activity 3. L Facilitate veterinary officer of DAITP to attend the Field Epide-miology 

Training Programme for Veterinarians (FETPV} in Thailand. 
• Activity 3.2. Organize second cohort ofCAVET training. 
• Activity 3.3. Support community-based surveillance and response activities. 

Output 4: Improved surveillance system 
• Activity 4.1. Review disease surveillance strategy in collaboration with human health 

sector. 
• Activity 4.2. Support risk-based surveillance ac-tivities focusing on "\Vhcre human cases 

are reported and along the areas identified as high-risk supply chains. 
• 
• 

Activity 4.3. Organize J\.1 school tOrums and AI field simulation exercises . 
Activity 4.4. Provide logistic support to field activities (when needed) . 

Output 5: Improved policy and legislation for trade purposes between Cambodia and its 
neighbouring countries 

• Activity 5.1. Support activities related w policy and legislation for trade purposes 
betw·een Cambodia and neighbouring countrie~ through the expertise provided to finalize 
the international animal trade component of the- veterinary law. which was drafted under 
FAO ECTAD support. 

• Activities 5.2. Dmft a joint lower Mekong sub-region surveillance proposal between 
Cambodia and VietNam. 

Main challenges encountered and response provided 
• 

• 

The disease surveillance, early reporting and diagnostic capacities need to be further 
strengthened. 
The surveillance in high-risk areas and cross-border issues need to be addressed for a 
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improved control of the trans-boundal)' anima] diseases which will result in better food 
safety and consequently improve the livelihood of smallholders. 

Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 
• Fifteen proposals of the CA VET trainees have been translated to English and revised in a 

joint effort of FAO and the US CDC (Cambodia and Thailand). 
• Animal health and production legislation has been drafted and is in the Council of 

Ministers. 
• The Cambodian Zoonotic Policy has been drafted. 
• Laboratory equipment has been well maintained and assessed. 
• IIPAI investigation and response protocol has been reviewed and will tentatively be 

expanded to the investigation of and response to others animal diseases. 
• Requests for having 1\.vo free hotlines have been granted by the Govemment to be used by 

DAIIP. 
• The Second Technical Consultation on HPAI Monitoring in the Lower Mekong Region 

was organized in VietNam. 

5 
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Quarter II 20 I 0 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 01 

Project Title: Support to Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) control programme 
in Cambodia 

Reporting period: April- June 2010 

i Country: Cambodla 
Project title: Support to Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) control program Jn 

Cambodia 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 0 I 
Budget: USD l 150 000 (Phase !). USD l 900 000 (Amendment I). USD 600 000 
(Amendment II), USD 400 000 (Amendment III) 
Total budget: USD 4 050 000 
Effective starting date: 1 October 2006 
Planned end date: 31 December 20 l 0 
Context of the project 

The sporadic outbreaks of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in poultl)' and humans 
indicate that the H5;-.;J virus is still circulating in the country. Therefore, it is necessary 
to detect the outbreab as early as possible and ensure that immediate and appmpriate 
containment measures are taken to prevent the spread of the disease_ The continued 
improvement of capaclr1cs and capabilities in Cambodia to prevent and control HPAI in animal 
population JS necessary to limit its impacts in poultry sectors and nummtze the rlsk of an 
infection in humans. 

Objectives of the project 

The main objective of the pmject is to reduce and stop the spread of H5N l among ami between 
the flocks of birds ln Cambodia and betv,teen Cambodia and the neighboring countries (Viet 
Nam, Thailand and the Lao People's Democratic Republic), thus reducing the risks ofthe 
pathogen spread to mammals and humans and of the emergence of pandemic influenza. 

Planned activities 

Output: Surveillance activities in the cross-bordering area between Cambodia and 
neighbouring countries (especially VietNam and Thailand) strengthened. 

Activit)' J: Promote (H-'llcnever and ~.f possible) a pre-no!~(ication system .for !rode purpose 
between Cambodia and neighboring countries_ 

Activity 2: Continue active surveillance ac!ivi!ies focusing on sentinel flocks, Jive bird tnarkets 
(LB/1-fs_J and border impection posts in targeted provincesj(,f!m-ving a risk assessment 
approach. 

Activity 3: Cuntinue to improve !he diagnosis service for poultry diseases and pro ride 
laboratot)' supplies tojitHher enhance laboratory diagnostic capacity at national and re;;ional 
levels in order !o complete the surveillance actiFifies. 
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ActiviTy 4: Cominue to improre andfacilitate sample dispatch from surveillance activitie.> to 
national laboratory at the National Veterinary Institute (NaVRI) and in case (_~{discovered 
outbreuks to national unJ lor re,;iunal and/or international reference laboratories. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output: Surveillance activities in the cross-bordering area between Cambodia and 
neighbouring countries (especially Viet Nam and Thailand) strengthened. 

Activity 1; Promote (1-1-·henever and ~"{possible) a pre-notHication system fin' trade purpose 
hetween Cambodia and neighboring countries. 

• The activity is yet to be started. 

Activit_y 2: Continue active surveillance activitiesfocusin;.: on sentinel flocks, live bird rnarkets 
(LB.'Itfs) and border inspection posts in targeted provincesfollowing a risk assessment 
approach. 

• LBM survelllance of avian influenza (AI) in duck (through Letters of Agreement {LoA) 
with NaVRl} in eight markets of Phnom Penh (3), Takeo, Kampot. Siem Reap, 
Kampong Cham and Prey Veng is ongoing. 

• Sentinel tlock surveillance (through LoA with NaVRI) in 12 commercial duck farms of 
Takeo. Kampong Cham, Prey Veng. Kampot, Battambang and Sihanouk Ville is 
ongomg. 

• All the collected swabs from the above surveillance were found negative for AI virus by 
egg-inoculation test and all the serum samples were negative for antibody of AI by 
haemagglutination (HA) and haemagg1utination inhibition (HI} tests. 

• Coordinated the following country activities for F AO-ASEAN H 1 N i (TCP/RAS/3221 
E) project: 

o A meeting was organized with p.m1icipation of the Regional Project Director of 
TCP/RAS/322l!E, FAO-AI team and the Department of Animal Health and 
Production (DAHP)!NaVRI's management board on 6 May 2010 to seck an 
agreement from NaVRI w arrange a training programme on surveillance of 
animal influenza for DAHPf.'\raVRI's staff member~. The swine intluenLa 
surveillance will use the existing AI mechanism and locations to be surveyed 
will be linked to AI surveillance targeted provinces, which arc considered high 
risk provinces. The regional swine influenza principle guideline will serve as the 
surveillance guiding document. 

o The FAO, DAHP fmd l\'lurdoch University jointly organized the t:raining on 
surveillance of animal intluenzas in Cambodia from 7 to 10 June 2010 at 
l':aVRL Six NaVRI staff and four provinci<.~l veterinarians attended the training. 
The training was aimed at promoting the implementation of harmonized 
surveillance protocols tOr animal int1uenza and at assisting in developing 
country-specific survcill~nce lmplcmcntatlon plans. 

• Coordinated the collection of weekly AI inputs from NaVRI for the UN coordination to 
include in AI bulletin and circulate to all concerned agencles. 

• The AI Technical Working Group meeting was not organized during the reporting 
period because of time constraints and member~' unavailability. 

• FAO-AI team participated in the InfOrmation, Education and Communication meeting 
coordinated by the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) for the Avian and 
Human Intluenza {AH[) country programme to discuss Influenza A/H lN I and its 
Knowledge, Attitude and Practices (KAP) survey and TV spots. 

2 
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ActiviTy J: Cominue to improre The diagnosis service for poulTry diseases and proride 
[abvmtvry supplies tofw11wr enlumce laboratory diagnostic capacit:r at national und regional 
levels in order to complete the :;;urveillance actiFities. 

• The contract with the Center of Livestock and Agriculture Development (CelAgrid) for 
supplying fertilized eggs to support ~aVRI for virus inoculation test is still ongoing. 

• Continued to support consumable laboratory equipment to Na VRL 
• The local purchase order (LPO) of an incubator with KUANG HSIEK Medical 

Instrument Co, Ltd was cancelled because the company could not satisfactorily fulfil 
the requirement stated in the LPO. The incubator's specification ha<> been sent to local 
\Vorld Vet Company for quotation. 

• Ensured stability and safety of the electric ~ystem in the laboratory of NaVRI by 
providing the following: 

o an Auto Voltage Regulator (AVR): 
o installation of the A VR for the whole building with proper cable and 

connection~ 

o installation of load shedding contactor; and 
o installation of new electrical line from the sub panel to the laboratory 

equipment. 
• Procurement processes have been finalized and the project is in the process of 

identifying suitable suppliers. 

Activity 4: Continue to improve and fi:tcilitate sample dispatch from surveillance activities to 
national !uhorator_r at the National Vt'terinary Institute (NaVRI) and in case (~!"discovered 
outbreaks to national and lor regional and/or international reference laboratories. 

• The Ministry of Health (MOHl and World Health OrganiLation (WHO) had a joint 
press release of the tenth A I human case, which was officially announced on 21 April 
2010. after a 27 year-old man from Peam Sdey village, Prek Chrey commune. Kampong 
Leav district, Prey Veng province died on 17 April 2010 in Calmette HospitaL 

• The investigation team of DAHP conducted disease investigation and sample collection 
in the village from 20 April to 23 April 20IO. NaVRl reported that a sample was 
positive for H5N1 on 26 April 2010, and the positive sample was. confirmed by the 
lnstitu! Pasteur de Cambodge a day later. The Ministry of Agriculture Forestry and 
Fisheries (MAFF) officially declared (by Prakas f'o 144) the AI outbreak in Pcam Sdcy 
village on 27 April2010. 

• FAO assisled the investigation and culling of 209 chickens and 55 ducks in the outbreak 
area from 29 April to 30 April 2010. 

Planned acth'itics for the next quarter 

Output: Surveillance activities in the cros...;;-bordering area hetween Cambodia and 
neighbouring countries (especially VietNam and Thailand) strengthened. 

Activit)' J: Promote (H-"hcnever and ~.f possible) a pre-not~fication system .for trade purpose 
between Cambodia and neighboring countries. 

Activity 2: Continue active surveillance activities focusing on sentinel .flocks, Jive bird tnarkets 
(LB/1-fsJ and border impection posts in targeted provincesj(..,flm-ving a risk assessment 
approach. 

Activity 3: Cuntinue to improve the diagnosis service for poultry diseases and proride 
laboratory supplies tojitHher enhance luborator~r diagnostic capacity at national and re;;iona{ 
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levels in order to complete the surveillance activities. 

Activit\' 4: Continue to improve and .fl;cilitate sample dispatch from survt!illnnce nctivities to 
national laboratory m the National Veterinary Institute (NaVRJ) and in case of discovered 
outbreaks to national and lor regional and/or international reference laboratories . 

.!\-Jain challenges encountered and response provide-d 

Additional funds need to be identified for public awareness component of the programme as 
this area is not funded fully by the current donors. 

Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

Output: Surveillance activities in the cross-bordering area between Cambodia and 
neighbouring countries (especially VietNam and Thailand) strengthene-d. 

• Eight LBMs are being surveyed in six provinces and 960 ducks are to be sampled 
fortnighL 

• Twelve duck commercial farms are being surveyed in six provinces and 360 identified 
ducks arc to be sampled fortnight. 

• Ten DAHP staff members (six from NaVRI and four from Takeo, Kampong Cham, 
Sihanoukville and Prey Veng OAHP} were trained on surveillance of animal influenza. 

4 
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Quarter II 2010 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 02 

Proje-Ct title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen the surveillance and response 
capacit:y for Highly Pathogenic A"ian Influenza (HPAI) 

Reporting period: April -June 2010 

Country: People's Republic of China 
Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen the survci11ancc and response 
capacity for Highly Pathogenic A-vian Influenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/LSA Baby 02 
Budget: USD 500 000 (Phase I), LSD 500 000 (Phase II), USD 650 000 (Phase III). 
USD l !50 000 (Phase IV) 

Total budget: !JSD 2 800 000 
EffectiYe starting date: November 2009 
Planned end date: September ?0 lO 
Context of the project 

Despite efforts hy the Government of the People's Republic of China to impmYe the 
surveillance ami control uf Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAil, the di~ease IS still 
endemic in some parts of the country, and some basic understanding about the disease and key 
ecological risk factors is still Jacking_ Vaccination has been used widely throughout the country 
to dampen down the infection and bring the disease under controL However, the virus is still 
circulating in some production systems where the implementation of the vaccination policy 
requires major eflort and where regulation enforcement is difficult. This project was designed 
to improve the country"s ability to detect and control HPAl infection and disease in identified 
high-risk ecological and production systems at an early stage, through the implementation of 
intenslfied surveillance activities, epidemiological studies, socio-economic activities. capacity 
bullding and tralning. 
Objectives of the project 

The mam objectives of the assistance under Phase IV of the United States Agency for 
Intemational Development (US AID) project are to continue and expand the activities in 
southern China (Hunan and Guangxi \Vith the addition of Yunnan Province and Chongqing 
Municipality during Phase Ill and IV) and provide technical assistance and support in the areas 
of HPAI epidemiological investigation, disease ti~k analysis und control strategy. 
Through project activities, a strengthened early detection and response mechanism will enable 
China tn increase its capacity to detect and eliminate the disease in a timely manner, thereby 
minimizing production losses and risk to human safety. The immediate objective of the project 
is to improve the understanding of HPAI infection and disease distribution and to assist the 
country in defining high-risk areas for targeted control activities in order to minimize the risk to 
human health. 
Planned activities (Phase IV) 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national level 
Activity l. I Support JW!ional consultants to assist in coordbwtin~ prqject implementation •'!ith 
the Government. 
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Activiry 1.2 Organize regular meerings with !he Afinisrry of Agriculture (Mo.4), Veterinary 
Bureau (VB) and Disease Im'estigation Center (DJCj and organize project steering committee 
meetings (invofvinR. MoA, VB. China Animal Health Epidemiolor;y Center (CAHEC), National 
Harbin Reference Lahora!ory (NHRL) and provincial Cemer for Animal Disease Prevention 
and Control (CDC). 

Acti;'ify 1.3 Contribute to and .facilitate the coordination o( surveillance and applied re"iearch 
activities at the •vild bird/domestic poultry interlace in Poyang Lake reserve including the 
organization of a joint meeting with State Forestry Administration (SFA), provincial veterinary 
and ;vildNle authorities tv discuss, plan and coordinate field activities. 

Activity !.4 Coordination meetin::; ','-''ilh CAHEC and !Wiional CDC to improve data integration 
and analysis at national level. 

Acti;,ity 1.5 Strenxthened international cooperation with the World Or~ani::.ation for Animal 
Health (0/EJ and !he Food and A;:;riculture Organization r~f'the United Nations (FA.O) 
Nawork of Exper!ise on Animal Influenza (OFFLU) and mher !ahorator.Y and epidemiology 
netlvorks. 

Activity !_6 Organiz.e steering L'nmmittee H-orkshop and incep!ion workshop. 

Activit_v 1.7 Organize an FAG HPAl team building workshop to optimize the resources, 
definition of" tasks and re.'>ponsibilities and to increase project delivery. 

Activity 1.8 Organi:.e final workshop at national level to report on the results and achiewments 
of the Phase ill and Phase IV of the project. 

Activity /_9 Organi:;_e a stakeholder meeting on FETPV_ 

Output 2: Strengthened HPAI disease surveillance system 
Activity 2.1 Trainin~ and capacity building 

Activiry 2.2 Establish a geographical informmion system (GIS) at the provincial level to 
support HPAI sun-eilfance activities. 

Activity 2.3 Procuremenr of necessary laborainrv equipment and .Htpplies fnr HPAI diagnosis, 
data analysis and information-sharing. 

Actin.ty 2.4 Produce the China HPAI quarterly bulletin - update on HPAI s·ituation und 
analvsis of sun•eillance resul!_,_ Produce and dis-seminate the HPAI monthly highlight 
summarizing ke:r achievemen!s of the project on a monthl_v basis. 

Output 3: Improved knowledge of HPAI epidemiological, ecological and socio-economic 
risk factors 
Activit}' 3.1 Assist national authorities in analy:;ing na!ional surveillance results and provide 
guidance on improving national and provincial surveillance policies. /dent{/)' additional ri::;k 
factors and data to be collected at local, provincial and national levels to rejine HPAI risk 
assessmen! at national and prm:incial !eve! in order !o better advise on priority surveillance 
and control acrivities. 
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Activiry 3.2 Strengrhen the exisiing risk based surveillance approach through rhe longitudinal 
n-wnitoring of selected live bird markets (LBtl1:n in order to ident{fy ;;easunul changes in 
b!fCction distribution in Hiinter and define early >rarning indicators associated tv HPAI 
emergence_ 

Activity 3.3 Follm-v-up on sucio-economic studies: compile ke:v information on poulrry sector 
and its structure, analyse productflmv along the nwrket chains and determine the implications 
for disease sun'eillance and control issues in selected border provinces {Guangxi and Yunnan). 
Produce a report summarizing Jhe rnain findings of the socio-economic studies performed in 
the provinces v..f"Hunan, Yunnan and Guangxi, their application in risk assessment studies and 
the lessons learned. 

Activity 3.4 Facilitate the implementation of studies at the domestic poultry/u:ildhfe interface in 
Poyang Lake Reserve to uncover risk factors associated with the emergence of new ~'irus 

strains and their subsequent spread. 

Output 4: Improved HPAI control strategy through fm.·used control actions 
Activitv 4.1 Assist nationnl authorities in collating and organizing post-vaccination 
surveillance duta frmn A1oA amf CAHEC for the evaluation of the nationwide vacdnution 
surveillance campaign. 

Activit)' 4.2 Assist in n.fining the strategh· vision fur the national wu:cination campaign, 
provide ~:uidance in improving the progrnsive control of HPAI H5N 1 through vaccination and 
share 1iiews on defining a vaccination exit strategy. 

Activity 4.3 Compile results of abm·e-rnentioned tpidemiological and .wcio-economic swdies 
into a final report that wilt present a frameovork .fOr changes (~!" JW!ional surveillance and 
control flO! icy 

Activity 4.4 Using LBlv! StuTe)' results generated during the Phase III (l the project assess 
biosecurity levels in LBlvf r~f the three pilot pro;,inces. collect h~/(1rmation on current 
regulations and p!anxfor restructuring and advise national/provincial authorities accordingly. 
Activities undertaken during the reporting period (April to June 2010) 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national level 
Activity 1.1 Support national consultants to assist in coordinating project implementation ;vith 
the government. 

• Initiate the recruitment of a national assistant training coordinator for the China Field 
Epidemiology Training Progmmme for Veterinarians (FETPV). This position was not 
initially planned but was tleemetl necessary after the Emergency Centre for 
Transboundary Animal Diseases (ECTAD) - China team held the FETPV stakeholder 
mcc.ting in May and faced the heavy workload required to finalize the road map and 
preparation of training material before the launch of the FETPV program towards the 
end of the year. This position will be kept under the next phase of funding of the 
US AID projecL 

Activity 1.2 Organize ref?ular meetinf?s with MoA, VB and DIC and organize project steering 
committee meetings {involvinf? AfoA. VB, CAHEC, Harbin and provincial CDCs). 

• The project team has maintained close contact/communication with ~1oA to ensure 
smooth implementation of the planned activities in the second quarter. 1.e. LBM 
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surveill:mce, training workshops in the four project provinces/municipality ami 
preparation for the establishment of the China FETPV. 

• Continued efforts to seck feedback from the Russian Federation regarding the FAO 
Technical Cooperation Programme (TCP) proposal for a FAO regional project on 
transboumlary animal diseases (TADs) surveillance. which has been endorsed already 
by China and Mongolia at the beginning of 2010. 

• Coordinated FAO's technical activities ln Mongolia related to cross-border issues: 
- Completed an Incident Response Information System (IRIS) mission to 
1vlongolia from 8 to 14 April 2010 to help design an information system to 
manage surveillance, early warning and response for avian and human 
influenza. 
- Conducted rhe second F AO field mission on risk ass.essmem to Mongolia in 
May/June 2010. 

Activity 1.3 Contribute 10 and facilitate the coordination nfsurveil!ance and applied research 
activities at the wild bird/domestic poultry imeiface in Poyang Lake reserve including the 
organiwtion (~{a joint meeting n·ith SFA, prm'incial veterinary and tvildlife authorities to 
discuss, plan and coordinate field activities. 

• All the field activities have been completed. The laboratory testing is now ready to start. 

Acti;'ify 1.4 Coordination meetim; \Vith CAHEC and national CDC ro improve data inte~ration 
and analysis at national level. 

• Twenty officers/staff at the CAHEC in Qingdao attended rhe data integration :md 
analysis workshop on 28 May 2010 ln Qingdao, China, conducted by Mar-ius G-ilbert, 
veterinary epidemiologist (disease risk assessment and modeling). Participants learned 
the latest developments of disease modeling. which could be a powerful tool for 
improving animal disease control in China. 

Aciivity 1.5 S!rengthened internarional coopervtinn with OlE and FAO-OFFLU and mher 
laboratory and epidemiology networks. 

• Organized OFFLC visit to partner laboratory in China (Chongqing Municipality and 
Nanning/Guangxi) by the l.stituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale delle Venezie (IZSVe)
Padua/It~lly in Apri12010. 

Acti;,ity I. 'I Or;;ani::.e a stakeholder meeting on FETPV. 
• In close cooperation with MoA and with support from the Livestock Health and 

Extension Services Programme (LHESP) of Canada, the project team successfully 
organized a stakeholder meeting on China's FETPV in Beijing on 18 and 19 May 2(J I 0. 
The meeting achieved its intended purpose and identified a number of actions for the 
period between now and rhe launching of the first FETPV course in October this year, 
i.e. establishing a partnership network and a management and coordination mechanism 
to facilitate the development of the China FETPV, preparing a core curriculum and 
mobilizing the required technical/financial resources and support from stakeholders and 
donors. Sixty-five national and international participants attended the two-day meeting, 
representing the Chinese Government (MoA and the l'vlinistry of Health fMoH]), 
national research -institutionsjacademlcs and provlnccs/municlpality project authorities, 
UN agencies, embassies and donors. 

Output 2: Strengthened HPAI disease surYeillance system and capacity building 
Activity 2. I Truinin~ and Capacity Building. 
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• Organized three training sessions in disease uutbreak investigation and surveillance 
protocols in Hunan, Guangxi and Yunnan from April to June 2010. A total of 75 (28 
women) veterinarians and animal health officers attended the training conducted by Drs 
Flavie Gourard, Fran~ois Roger and Stephanie Devaux, veterinary epidemiologists 
from the French Center for International Agricultural Research (CIRAD) \Vith 
assistance from Ms Jia Beibei, ECTAD China veterinary epidemiologist (risk analysis)_ 

• Organized theoretical and hands-on training in biosafety, management and test 
validation conducted by IZSVe for the provincial laboratory staff in Chongqing (from 
12 April to 16 April 2010} and in Nanning/Guangxi (from 18 April to 23 April 2010), 
following IZSVe's visit to the laboratories in the nvo locations. A total of 60 veterinary 
officers/staff (34 women) joined the training sessions. During the training in Nanning, 
sequencing activity was performed in the provincial veterinary laboratory where the 
IZSVe sequence primers and sequence SOP were shared with the participants. 

• Carried out two follow-up advance training sessions in risk analysis conducted by Royal 
Veterinary College in London (RVC) from 17 May to 2i May 2010 in Qingdao and 
from 16 June to 23 Jtme 2010 in Chongqing. The purpose was to familimize the 
participants with risk analysis modeling environments and to gain expertise in 
conducting risk assessment systematically. A total of 47 pmiicipants ( 15 women) 
attended the training. 

• Carried out an FETPV training programme assessment (by David Castellan - regional 
epidemiologist based at FAO/RAP) in NHRL-Harhin and CAHEC-Qingdao in April 
2010 a:-. part uf FETPV roadmap implementation. 

• Support two national staff to attend the regional FETPV training in Bangkok (January 
and June/July to August 2010). 

Activit.v 2.2 Establish a geographical il~,fOrrrwtiun s_vstem (GIS) at the provincial level tv 
support HPA! surveillance activities. 

• Conducted an initial trainlng on GIS for provincial veterinary officlals and staff in 
Chongqing from 8 June to ll June 2010. Four veterinary staff (2 women) attended the 
training. 

Output 3: Improved knowledge of HPAI epidemiological and ecological risk factors 
Activit.v 3.1 As.si.rt national authorities in analysing national surveillance results and provide 
t:uidance on improvinx national and prm.'incial mrvei!!ance policies. !dent{!}' additional risk 
fl.J.ctors and dma to he collected at local. provincial and natimwl levels to refine HPA! risk 
assessmefl! at national and provincial level in order !o be!ter advise on priorit.Y surveillance 
and control activities. 

• Recruited two lntcrnational consultants (veterinary epidemiology and ecology) to 
finalize the onguing analysis on (i) HPAI environmental risk f~Jdon, in China and (ii) 

role of LBM in HPAI spread to (a) review the results of the market chain analysis 
studies conducted in 2009 and to guide the ECTAD team in applying social nc[work 
analysis (SNA) techniques in disease risk a<>sessment and management from IR April to 
26 April 20i0 and (b) providt>. guidance on disease risk mapping technique~ and 
modeling. A training session was conducted on the subject at CAHEC in Qingdao from 
23 May to 2 June 2010. 

Activit}" 3.2 Strengthen existing risk based surveillance approach through the longitudinnl 
monitoring of selected LBMs in order to ident(fy seasonal changes in it!fl'ction distribution in 
1-vinter and define early warnin~; indicatorY associated with HPAJ ernergencc. 

• Completed LBM surveys in Guangxi province and Chongqing municipality. 
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Activiry 3.3 Follmv-up on socio-economic studies: compile ke;.-· information on poulny sector 
and its structure, analyse productflon· along the nun-kef chains and determine the implications 
for disease surveillance c.md control i.vsue.'i in selected provinces (Yumum and Hunanj. Produce 
a report summarizing the main findings qf the socio-economic smdies pet_formed in the 
provinces of Hunan, Yunnan and Guangxi, their application in risk assessment studies and the 
lessons learned. 

• Phm for a poultry sector review in Yunnan and Hunan provinces is under review by 
MoA and faces the possibility of bein_g cance1led. 

Planned adivities for the next quarter (July- September 2010) 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national level 
Activity 1. I Support national consulTants !o assist in coordinating project implementation >vith 
the government. 

• Recruit a national coordinator for the China FETPV. 
• Recruit international expert on biosecurity on LBMs to conduct a mission to Guangxi 

province in July/August 2010. This mission was not originally planned but its re-levance 
was discussed with Guangxi provincial authorities and USAID- Regional Dcvdopmcnt 
Mission in Asia (RDMA) delegation during their visit to China in June 2010. An expe1i 
was identified and would be available in early August 2010. If this plan suits the local 
authorities, this mission will be fielded using savings from other budget lines. 

Activity 1.2 Organize rer;ular meetin,~s livith .i\1oA, Veterinary Bureau and DlC and organh.e 
project sJeering rommiflee meetings (involving MnA, Veterinary Bureau, CAHEC, Harhin and 
provincial CDCs.} 

• Regular meetings with IvloA to discuss programmatic and operational matters and the 
objectives of Phase V _ 

Output 2: Strengthened HPAI disease surveillance system and capacity building 
Acti>-ily 2. I Training and capudt)· buildin;;. 

• Implement FETPV Road map - finalize the curriculum and col1ect training materiaL 
• Support two national staff to attend the regional FETPV training in Bangkok (January 

and June/July to August 2010). 
Activity 2.4 Produce !he Chinn HPAl quar!erf:r bulletin - update on HPAI situation and 
analysis (l surveillance results. Produce and di::.-semina!e the HPAJ uwnthl_v highlight 
summarizing key achieve-men!s (?l the pn?ject on a monthly basis. 

• Compile information into the HPAI quarterly and monthly bulJetins. 
• Carry out ring trial activity in the project provinces (IZSVe). 

Output 3: Improve-d knowle-dge of HPAI epidemiological and ecological risk factors 
ActiviT)' 3.1 Assist national authorities in anaf:rsing national surveillance results and provide 
guidance on irnproving nationul and provincial surveillance policies. Jdent~fy additional risk 
JOctors and data to be collected at local, prm.-incial and national levels to rt~fine HPAl risk 
assessment af national and prol'incial level in order to heller advise on priori!)' survei/!ance 
and con!roi activifies. 

• Share with MoA and publish the results of (l) HPAI environmental Iisk factors and (2) 
role of LBM in HPAI spread. 

Output 4: Improved HPAI control strategy through focm;ed control actions 
Actit'ity 4.3 Compile rnults of above-rnentioned epideminlogical and socio-economic studies 
info a final report that will presen! a framework for changes of national surveillance and 
conrrul polic-y. 

6 
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• Prepare the final report presenting findings of the different studies conducted in China 
ami provide recommendations for policy changes regarding HPAI surveillance and 
control (achievement report from 2009 to 20 10). 

1\tlain chaHenges encountered and responses provided 

There m-e no major issues at pre:-.ent. As of 23 June 2010, overall project delivery rate was 87 
percent {including hard commitments). 

l\fain progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

Over the period from October 2008 to June 2010, the project has made noticeable progress 
towards achieving the expected outputs of the project. FAO's technical assistance through the 
support provided by US.t\ID, particularly the training and capacity building activities designed 
for and organized in the provinces have fostered a positive spirit and strengthened the 
relationships between FAO and the Central Government of China as well as with the provincial 
veterinary authorities. Some of the main achievements are: 

{I) Strengthened cross-sectordl coordination and collaboration among all partners: 
• increased MoA and national partners· involvement and support to the planning and 

implementation of field surveillance activities, reinforcing disease surveillance and 
disease outbreak investigation through promotion and understanding of the 
impottam:e of animal epidemiology and common <ipproach/practices m other 
regions and the world; 

• improved project/activity planning process and increa<>cd involvement and support 
from the MoA <1nd national partners, resulting in increased project delivery and 
better outcomes for the various inputs; 

• routine functioning of the working groups and project focal pnints, resulting in 
better coordination and collaboration on HPAI at national antl provincial levels; 

• consolidated coordination between the MoA and SF A and among all the national 
partners, increased collabmation and improved relationship and trust with MoA 
through regular meetings; 

• improved design and effective organization of HPAI studies, field missions and 
training activities targeting local Yeterinarian (provincial and prefecture levels_) and 
laboratory staff; and 

• increased net\vorking among the Chinese project stakeholders and between the 
national and international project partners through introduction of knowledge/skills 
by international centers of excellence during training, exchange and information 
sharing activities supported by the project. 

(2) Strengthened HPAI disease surveillance system and capacity building: 
• key competencies and skills required for hetter HPAI detection and data analysis 

and the overall capacity of the provincial CDCs have been developed, providing 
future opportunity and collaboration with national partners during the next phase of 
the project; 

• some changes and adapration of provincial surveillance protm.:ols and planning 
(strategy) were made in Gmmgxi and Hunan, following FAO trainings; 

• initial success in the study around the Poyang Lake, which laid down a foundation 
for studies of similar nature to be carried out during the coming year; 

• provincial veterinary authorities and staff learned new skills, obtained first hand 
data and infonnation and gained the experience in organizin}? more complex LBM 

7 
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survey and socio-economic studies. More locations could be included and follow 
these pattern~; 

• participants involved ln the targeted surveillance activities, training workshops and 
studies focusing on animal epidemiology and risk analysis (LBM, cross-border 
socio-economic study, disease outbreak investigation. risk analysis and b.iosafdy in 
laboratories) gained better understanding of the need for quality information/data for 
the HPAI disease surveillance system: 

• MoA, national and international partners better understood and increased their 
interest/support for an FETPV programme in China; 

• provincial laboratories and staff enhanced their capacities through additional 
training on laboratory protocoL exchanges with OFFl.C labomtories and the 
provision of laboratory supplies and equipment; and 

• continued efforts to involve national research/academics and international centres of 
excellence to he1p widen the horizon of the project and improve quality of training, 
knowledge sharing, networking and to increase the interest and participation of local 
veterinary authorities and staff. 

(3) Contribution to improve knowledge of HPAI epidemiological~ ecological and socio
economic risk factors through enhanced skills/knowledge and the oyerall capacity of 
provincial veterinary authorities and their staff, in particular: 

• the concept, contents and benefits of FETPV in China; 
• the role and use of GIS technology in HPAI surveil1ance and risk analy~is: 
• the ski11s and protocols involved in the LBM survey and importance of the studies; 

and 
• the skills of epidemiologists in disease risk analysis and modelling techniques. 

Through production of HPAI bul1etins and monthly activities reports, the AI project team has 
shared project information with national counterpans, F AO headquarters and the donor on a 
regular basis. 

(4) Improved HPAI control strategy through focused control actions: 
• hetter understanding of poultry production structure and socio-economic issues for 

further integration into national response plan. 

8 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 03 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in Lao PDR 

Reporting period: October 2012 to March 2013 

Country: Lao People's Democratic Republic (PDR) 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathouenic Avian lntluenza (HPAI) in Lao PDR 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 03 
Budget: USD I 000 000 (Phase 1), USD I 285 000 (Phase II), USD 900000 (Phase Ill), 
USD 800 000 (Phase IV), USD 550 000 (Phase V), USD 372 000 (Phase Vl), USD 50 000 
(Phase VII) 
Total budget: USD 4 957 000 
Effective starting date: 1 August 2006 

I Planned end date: 30 September 2013 
Context of the project 

The project assists the Government in responding to the consequences of a possible poultry disease 
epidemic that could not only cause serious damage to the poultry sector, but also have serious 
consequences in terms of human health and househ0ld livelihoods. 
Objectives of the project 

The specific objectives of the project arc to: 
• strengthen coordination and support of avian influenza (AI) control policy development; 
• strengthen risk-based surveillance f0r Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in target 

provinces; and 
• improve disease response capabilitv . 

Planned activities for the reporting period (October 2012 to March 2013) 

Output 1: Planning, coordination and policy support strengthened for effective management 
and control of HPAI and other emerging zoonoses 

• recruitment of an International Consultam on Veterinary Epidemiology, National 
Consultants (Project Director, Veterinary Epidemiology, National Operations Assistant, 
National Administrative and finance Assistant), Driver and Cleaner; 

• inception workshop; 
• continue the monthly meetings among the AI project staff: 
• participate at the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) Emerging 

Pandemic Threats (EPT) programme review meeting planned in September 2013; 
• participate in the Annual Regional Emergency Management meeting in February 20 13; 
• continue to participate in technical meetings organized by the National Emerging Infectious 

Diseases Coordination Office (NEIDCO) to support the multi-sectoral coordination and 
collaboration in the spirit of One Health; 

• regularly communicate and meet with the USAID Representative for Lao PDR to keep 
them informed of the project work plan; . continue to support veterinary epidemiology training at regional and country levels, 
including the Field Epidemiology Training Programme for Veterinarians (FETPV). 

Output 2: Risk assessment and management along the poultry supply chain strengthened 
• recruitment of an Internati0nal C0nsultant on Vcterinarv Enidcmiologv tOr one month to 
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• 
• 

• 

provide recommendarions and conduct the training course on Field epidemi0logy in acti0n; 
support active surveillance in the high risk areas; 
conduct longitudinal risk-based surveillance in 3 rounds (Jan-Feb, April-May, July-August) 
in three high-risk districts of four selected provinces (Vientiane Capital, Vientiane 
Province, Luangnamtha and Oudomxay); and 
provide necessa.rj.r equipment and supplies for surveillance and laboratory diagnosis . 

Output 3: Strengthen laboratory capacity 
• Under the EPT IDENTIFY regional project: 

o provide standardized diagnostic reagents; 
o support proficiency testing program for HPAI and other priority diseases; and 
o recruit an international consultant to evaluate the current laboratory operations and 

management system as well as implement standard operating procedures (SOPs) 
and provide in-country training. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period (October to March 2013) 

Output 1: Planning, coordination and policy support strengthened for cffccth'c management 
and control of HPAI and other emerging zoonoses 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The inception workshop to discuss rhe planned activities fm project implemcnration was 
conducted on 26-27 December 2012. 
The recruitment of the National Consultant was conducted from October 2012 to 
September 2013. 
The project's AI monthly meetings with staff to discuss technical and operational issues 
have continued. 
A teleconference was held on 6 January 2013 to discuss the planned activities for the HPAI 
project and linkages \'Vith the other ongoing projects as "\Vcll as cost sharing and staff issues 
with the Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific (RAP). 
The National Project Director (NPD), National Consultant on Veterinary Epidemiology and 
National Administrative and Finance Assistant participated in the retreat workshop for staff 
from the Food and Agriculture Organizati0n of the United Nations (FAO) organized by 
F AO Representation Otli.ce during 15-17 November 2012. 
The NPD attended the Prince Mal1idol Awards Conference (PMAC) in Bangkok, Thailand 
from 27 January to 2 February 2013 organized by the Government of the Kingdom of 
Thailand, the PMAC Foundation and other inrcrnational partners including USA I D. 
The NPD attended a meeting on 15 Febmary 2013 organized NEIDCO for jointly drafting 
the concept note for the implementation of a One Health approach to be funded by 
European Union. 
The NPD and National Operation Assistant attended the Good Emergency Management 
Pmctice training and Annual Regional Meeting for the Emergency Centre for 
Transboundary Animal Disea.. ... es (ECTAD) in Bangkok, Thailand from 26 February 
to 1 March 2013. 
The NPD participated in the quarterly meeting of USAID-funded EPT programme to 
update the work activiries f0r FAO IDE~TlFY on strengthening laboratory diagnosis. The 
meeting was organlzed by the National Centre for Laboratory and Epidemiology of 
Ministry of Health (NCLE). 

2 
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Output 2: Risk assessment and management along the poultry sup pi~· chain strengthened 
• 

• 

• 

• 

A meeting t0 discuss the plan to conduct the active surveillance in the high risk areas \-Vas 
organized on 26-27 December 2013. 
The letter of agreement rn support the field implementation of active surveillance was 
finalized and signed between the FAO Representation and the Directors of the Provincial 
Agriculture and Forestry Offices of Vientiane Capital, Vientiane, Luangnamtha and 
Oud0mxay Provinces. 
The necessary equipment to conduct the active surveillance was ordered and distributed tc; 

the provinces on 20 February 2013. 
The reagents for testing samples were ordered and received while some items arc under the 
procurement process. 

Output 3: Strengthen laboratory capacity 
• t.:ndcr EPT IDENTIFY regional project: 

o The primers: and probes were received on 7 March 2013. 
o Proficiency testing for porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome (PRRS), 

classical S\vine fever, foot-and-mouth disease and other diseases were completed in 
December 2012. 

0 

Planned activities for the next six-month period (April to September 2013) 

Output 1: Planning~ coordination and policy support strengthened for effective management 
and control of HPAI and other emerging zoonoses 

• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

continue the monthly meetings among the AI project staff; 
conduct the training course on field epidemiology in action for pro'-Tincial statT; 
continue to participate in technical meetings organized by NEIDCO to support the multi
sectoral coordination and collaboration in the spirit of One Health; 
regularly communicate and meet \.Vi.th the USAID Representative for Lao PDR to keep 
him/her informed of the project work plan; 
continue ro support veterinary epidemiology training at regional and country levels 
including FETPV; 
continue to participate in the development of joint activities with other partners related ro 
the implementation of the 2011-2015 National Work Plan for Emerging Infectious 
Diseases (ElDs) and Public Health in Emergencies (PHEs); and 
participation ofrhc NPD in USAID partners' meetings . 

Output 2: Risk assessment and management along the poultry supply chain strengthened 
• 

• 
• 
• 

recruitment of an international consultant on veterinary cpidcmiolO!:o'Y for one month ro 
provide recommendations to conduct the training course on field epidemiology in action; 
conduct the longitudinal risk-based surveillance in four target provinces: 
provide necessary equipment and supplies for surveillance and response; and 
establish a team and ne[work consisting of field staff trained in epidemiology (including the 
FETPV and FET graduates/trainees) and laboratory expert_<> from DLF to develop and link 
epidemiological and virological information for risk assessment and management. 

3 
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Output 3: Strengthen laboratory capacity 
• Under the EPT IDENTIFY regional project: 

o recruitment of an international consultant to evaluate the current laboratory 
operations and management system as well as implement SOPs and provide m
country training. 

Main challenges encountered and response provided 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Failure to report HPAI outbreak early and inadequate outbreak investigation are still 
considered to be gaps that need to be overcome in order to improve the capacity tc> respond 
to HPAI outbreak and other mmslxmndary animal diseases. A sustainable number of staff 
from centraL provincial and district levels had been trained in outbreak investlgation and 
simulation exercises during Phases 2, 3, 4 and 5, and should help to address this issue. 
The limited availability of national veterinary human resources IS a constraint to the 
absorptlon capacity of government services in the country. 
There is very limited local capacity to manage and analyse data. The limited capacity of an 
eftCctive Epidemiology Unir at the central level and the heavy workload of the technical 
staff at the provincial level have exacerbated the problem. Phase 7 of the project should 
help to address this issue by assisting DLF to develop a human resources plan and support 
the recruitment of additional staff. 
Legislative support to animal health control still remains a challenge, although progress is 
being made in this area. Activities under Output 2 m Phase 5 and 6 of this project 
addressed this challenge. 

Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

Output 1: Planning~ coordination and policy support 
• The project continued the emphasis on the control of HPAI and broadened scope of 

prevention, control and laboratory diagnosis to other high-impact diseases through the 
National r\'1id-Term Priority Plan for Animal Health for Lao PDR. 

• The project is strengthening multi-sectoral cooperation for the prevention and control of 
five priority zoonoses in Lao PDR through the national work plan for EIDs and PHEs. 

Output 2: Risk assessment and management along the poultry suppl)i chain strengthened 
• The provincial and district stafJ capabilities in conducting field surveillance and the cold 

chain for sample submission to the central lahora[Ory were further improved. 
• The laboratory facility of the National Animal Diagnostic centre is currently functioning. 
• The implementation of longitudinal surveillance and more targeting \\ill describe the 

epidemiological status as -.veil a'\ risk of HPAI H5Nl at the target sites, \vhich can he 
utilized for planning management ofHPAI prevention and control in the future. 

Output 3: Strengthen laboratory capacity 
• The starl at the national laboratory was trained on operatmns management as well as on 

implementation measures. 

4 
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Quarter II 2010 

Project Monltming Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 03 

Project title: Immediate technical assili-tance to strengthen emergency preparedness 
for highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) 

Reporting period: April- June 2010 

Country: Lao People'~ Democratic Republic 

Project tide: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathooenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 03 
Budget: USD 1 000 000 (Phase 1), 1 284 990 (Phase 11). 900 000 (Phase 111), 800 000 (Phase IV) 
Total budget: US D 3 984 990 
Effective starting date: 1 August 2006 
Planned end date: 30 October 20 l 0 
Context of the project 

The projecr assists the Government in responding to the consequences of a possible poultry disease 
epidemic that could not only cause serious damage to the poultry sector, but also cause setious 
conse-quences to human health and household livelihoods. 

Objectives of the project 

The specific objectives of the project are to: 

• strengthen coordination and support avian intluen7a (AI) control policy development: 

• :-..trengthen risk-based surveillance for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in target 
provinces; 

• improve disease respon."e cap<.~biliry; and 

• strengthen Iisk management measures, inducting biosecurity measures and cross-border 
movement. 

Planned activities 

Output 1: Coordinated project implementation and policy support 
• request for the recruitment of the International Operation Officer as planned 

• continue the weekly meetings among the HPAI project stafl 

• support the national Project Director to participate at the seventh International Ministerial 
Conference on Animal and Pandemlc Influenza (IMCAPI) from 19 April to 21 April2010 
in Hanoi, VietNam. 

• pmticipation of the Team Leader and the national Project Director in various international 
and regional meetings and workshops during the reporting period 

• organize information, education and communication (IEC) manuals and tlipcharts training 
and distribution Ill conjunction w·ith the implementation of village veterinary workers 
(VVWs) training of the \Vorld Bank (\VB) project 

• conduct a national workshop on veterinary legislation framework 10 June 2010 10 

collaboration with the Asian Development Bank (ADB) funded regional project 
(OSRO/RAS/60 li ASB) 
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Output 2: Strengthened surveillance 
• continue to conduct the second round of active surveillance in nine provinces from 21 June 

to 3 July 2010 
• finalize procurement of necessary equipment and supplies for surveillance and laboratory 

diagnosis for all four rounds of active survelllance 
• support the national consultant on laboratory diagnosis to attend training covering quality 

assuram:es, biosafety, biosecurity and phylogenie analysis in the Australian Animal Health 
Laboratory (AAHL) in Geelong, Australia from 19 to 30 Aprll2010 

• conduct a training \Vorkshop on animal influenza surveillance in collaboration with the 
Food ami Agriculture Organization of the EniteU Nations (FAO)- Regional Office for Asia 
and the Pacific (RAP) for 14 central and provincial staff from Lao People's Democratic 
Republic (PDR) in May 2010 

Output 3: Strengthened emergency response 
• print and disseminate the standard operating procedures (SOPs) once approved by the 

Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MAF) 
• conduct a simulation exercise in Phongsaly in April 2010 
• finalize recruitment of an intemational consultant on Incident Command System (ICS) 
• provide necessary equipment and supplies for outbreak response 

Output 4-:: Strengthened risk management measures, including biosecurity improvement 
among the high-risk poultry populations 

• organize a workshop to review the existing guidelines on biosecurity impmvement at live 
bird markets (LBMs) and slaughter points in May 2010 

• start the pilot implementation on bio.-;ecurity improvement in June 20 I 0 

Output 5: Strengthening capabilities to manage cross-border trade 
• initiate recruitment of an international coordinator for cross-border activities to be 

responsible for organizing and supervising all cross-border activities planned for this phase 
of the project 

• organize a scoping workshop with stakeholders in Savannakhet province to discuss and 
identify HPAI risk in relation with domestic poultry value chain and cross-border trade 

• organize a study tour across the border of Quang Tri-S<.~vannakhet-Mukdahan for 
representatives from the national and quarantine/border services of the three countries 
{Thailand, VietNam and Lao PDR) in June 2010 

• conduct the tri-lateral workshop. ho . .,ted by Lao PDR, in Savannakher province in 
June 2010. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output 1: Coordinated project implementation and policy support 
• An international Operations Officer from FAO Viet Nam is on backstopping mission to 

asslst ln the dally operation of th~ project from 2l June to 13 August 2010. 
• The AI weekly meetings are being held among HPAI project staff to discuss technical as 

\vel\ as operational issues. 
• The national Projen Direnor attended the I~iCAPl in Hanoi, Viet Nam from 19 April to 

21 April 2010. 
• The Joint Implementation Review (JIR) of the National Avian Influenza Control and 

Pandemic Preparedness Plan 2006-2010 led by the \VB was undertaken from l6June to 30 
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June 2010. FAO was assigned as the leading agency for the review of Strategy I on animal 
health. The Team Leader and national Project Director pm1icipated in prep3ring the 
technical and financial review for Strategy 1 and attended the wrap-up meeting on the 
progress implementation wlth other collaborating partners on 30 June 20l0. 

• A new project secretary was recruited to replace the former staff who finished her contract 
on 31 March 2010. She started her assignment in the beginning of June 2010. 

• The distribution of the IEC manuals .and tlipchm1s was organized in conjunction with the 
implementation of VV\V training of the WB proje...:t in April20l0. 

• The Team Leader was in Bangkok, Thailand from 22 June to 25 June 2010 to participate in 
the following meetings and workshops: 

o meeting to discuss and consolidate the progress on the cross-burder risk assessment 
works that have been conducted by Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS) member 
countries on 22 June 20 JO~ 

o regiqnal Communication Strategy Revie"\v ·workshop on 23 June and 24 June 2010; 
and 

o meeting/discussion on the results of the cross-border studies conducted by the 
Royal Veterinary College on 25 June 2010. 

Output 2: Strengthened surveillance 
• The project conducted active surveillance in the yellow zone (3 km radius of the outbreak 

area) after the latest outbreak occurred in one commercial layer farm in Xaythany district, 
Vientiane C3pital in May 2010. 

• The second round of active surveillance in nine provinces (Luang Prabang. Champasack, 
Savannakher, Vientiane. Vientiane, Luang Namtha, Xiengkhouang, Oudomxay and 
PhongsaJy) was conducted from 2l June to 3 July 2010. 

• The procurement of necessary equipment and supplies for surveillance and laboratory 
diagnosis has been finalized for all four rounds of active surveillance. 

• The national consultant on laboratory diagnosis attended a training C\Wering quality 
assurances, biosatety, biosecurity and phylogenie analysis in AAHL in Geelong, Australia 
from 19 April to 30 April 2010. 

• In col1aboration with FAO RAP, a training workshop on animal intluenza surveillance was 
conducted for 14 central and provincial staff from Lao PDR from 10 May to 14 May 2010. 

Output 3: Stre-ngthened e-mergency response 
• A full scale simulation exercise fur HPAI in Phongsaly province was carried out from 26 

March to 19 April 2010. 
• The printing of five SOPs on emergency response for HPAI is sti11 awaiting MAF's 

approval. 

Output 4: Strengthened risk management measures, including bioseeurity improvement 
among the high-risk poultry population 

• A workshop to review the existing guidelines on biosecurity improvement at LBMs and 
duck farms was organized in Vientiane province on 17 June and \8 June 2010. 

• The LBM, slaughk.r points and duck farms for pilot implementation of biosecurily 
improvement have been identified by the Provincial Agriculture and Forestry Office 
(PAFO) of Oudomxay based on the criteria given by the project. Activities such a.'> training 
and preliminary baseline data collection will start at the beginning of July. 

Output 5: Strengthening capabilities to manage cross-border trade 
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• The recruitment of an imernational coordinator for cross-border activities is underway. 
• A scoping workshop was organized in Savannakhet province to discuss and identify HPAI 

risk in relation with domestic poultt)' value chain and cross-border trade on 19 April and 20 
April 2010 and attenJed by local authorities and other stakehulders. 

• In collaboration \Vith ADB funded reglonal project (OSRO/RAS/601/ASB), a study tour 
was conducted starting from Quang Tri in Viet Nam through Savannakhet in Lao PDR to 
Mukdahan in Thailand from 7 June to 9 June 2010. The repre~entatives from Thailand, Lao 
PDR and Vlet Nam were accompanied by FAO ECfAD officers to meet and collect 
information from various stakeholders at each side of the border. 

• As a follow up to the s[Udy tour. a tri-lateral cross-border zonal workshop was conducted in 
Kaysone, Savannakhet province on 10 June and 11 June 2010 ro assess the risk of the 
spread of HPAI along the eastern section of the East-West Economic Corridor (EWEC) of 
lhe Greater Mekong Suh-region that includes provinces of Quang Tri (Viet Nam), 
Savannakhet (Lao PDR) .and Mukdahan {Thailand). 

Planned activities for the next quarter 

Output 1: Coordinated project implementation and policy support 
• continue the weekly meetings among the HPAI project .staff 
• conduct a national workshop on veterinary 1cgislmion framework on 22 July and 23 July 

2010 in collaboration with the ADB funded regiunal project (OSRO/RAS/601/ASB) 
• support two bilateral meetings with Thailand and Viet Nam, planned to be conducted in 

August 2010 
• participation uf Team Leader and the national Prujet·t Director in the US AID Partners' 

Meeting in September 2010 

Output 2: Strengthened surveillance 
• continue to conduct the thlrd round of active surveillance in nine provinces from 30 August 

to 12 September 20 l 0 
• procure and distribute the laboratory equipment and supplies as per recommendations of 

the short-term international laboratory consultant to the central laboratory and two 
provinciallaboralorles in Luang Prabang and Champasack as planned 

• initiate preparation and discussion with Kon Khaen University, Thailand to provide the 
Field Veterinary Epidemiology in Action training course for ten Lao staff comprised of 
central and provincial government officers and 1ccturcrs from :"labong Agricultural College 

• conduct training on risk assessment for disease control from R August to 11 August 2010 
• conduct training for laboratory staff to improve HPAI capacity at the provinclal level in 

August 2010 
• conduct a cross sectional study in pig population in four provinces (Vientiane Capital, 

Luang Prabang. Savannakhet and Champasack) and syndromic surveillance in two 
provinces (Bolikhamxay and Khammouane) from July to August 2010 Jn collaboration 
with the FAO TCP project on HlNl 

Output 3: Strengthened emergency response 
• conduct training courses for outbreak investigation and response tOr PAFO and District 

Agriculture and Forestry Office (DAFO) staff in the provinces of Champasack and 
Xiengkhouang in September 2010 

• train the recruited international consultant on Incident Command System (ICS) from 6 
September to 24 September 20 l 0 
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• conduct training on ICS in September 2010 
• provide necessary equipment and supplies for outbreak response 

Output 4::: Strengthened risk management measures, including biosecurit)' improvement 
among the high-risk poultry populations 

• start the pilot implementation on biosecurity improvement at selected LBMs and duck 
farms, as per reviewed guidelines, in Outlomxay province in July 2010 

• conduct the first activity relating to the pilot implementation on biosecurity improvement to 
provide training on biosecurity for PAFO and DAFO officers from 6 July to 8 July 20l0 

• contluct a preliminary participatory survey tu collect baseline infonnation to determine 
present conditions on the LBl\1s and duck farms by the country team together with the 
PAFO Oudomxay staff from 6 July to 8 July 2010 

• conduct a follow up activity on training for market vendors, cullers/slaughterers and duck 
farmers in July 2010 

• conduct the monitoring of pilot <'1Ctivit1cs by the project ~mff together with PAFO/DAFO 
staff on monthly basis to follow up on the progress of the blosecurity improvement at the 
LBM:s and duck farms in Oudomxay province 

Output 5: Strengthening capabilities to manage cross-border trade 
• finalize the recruitment of an international coordinator for cross-border activities in charge 

of the organization and supervision of all cross-border activities planned fur Pha~e lV of 
the project 

• conduct a socio-economic workshop on cross-border trade in Luang Prabang on 1 ~ August 
and 19 August 20 lO m co1laboration with the ADB funded regional project 
(OSR/RAS/601/ASB) 

Main challenges encountered and response provided 

• Failme to report HPAI outbreak early and insufficient outbreak investigation are still gaps 
that need to be overcome in order to improve the capacity to respond to HPAI outbreak and 
other transboundary animal diseases (TAD}. 

• The limited availability of national veterinary human resources is a constraint to the 
absorption capacity of the government services in the country. The activities carried out 
under Output 2 of the Phase IH of this project have addressed some of the capacity building 
needed. 

• For some time, the project used village chiefs and village veterinary workers as key 
contacts in conveying messages to poultry keepers. It is therefore essential that further 
training be carried out. 

• There are gaps in knowledge on the process by which H5N1 virus enters Lao PDR and how 
it remains and spreads within the country due to insufficient outbreak invesrig<.~tion. More 
evidence is being gathered thnmgh active surveillance. but this needs to be reinforced by 
the specific socio-economic studies planned on cross-border movements and value chains. 

• There is a very limited local capacity to manage and analyse daw. The absence of an 
effective epidemiology unit at the central level and the heavy \Vorkload of the technical 
staff at the provincial level have exacerbated the problem. Phase IV of the project should 
help to address this issue. 

• Legislative support to animal health control still remains a challenge - although progress is 
being made in this area. 
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.Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

Output 1::: Coordinated project implementation and polic_y support 
• The project tL~am revised further the work plan for 2010 and reached an agreement on the 

schedule of implementation of the wurk plan. 
• The draft of sub-Jaws/decrees under the new Law on Livestock and Anlmal Health Maners 

has been developed and finalized. 
• The National Animal Health Roadmap for Lao PDR has been dmfted based on the inputs 

from the veterinary services staff. 
• The HPAJ prevention and control programme is incorporated into Strategy I of the 

National Avian Inf1uenza Control and Pandemic Preparedness Phm 2006-2010 and will be 
further developed and expanded for the next five years. 

Output 2: Strengthened sun'eillance 
• The LoAs for four rounds of active surveillance during Phase IV were signed between the 

project and the nine provinces. 
• The new design of risk-based active surveillance which incorpomted the spatial and 

temporal distribution of HPAI has been finalized, and the first and second rounds have 
been conducted in nlne provinces. 

• The global positioning system (GPS) tools provided by the project have been utilized for 
recording the geo-coordinates of the active surveillance sites. 

• The refresher training on TADlnfo has supported the active surveillance data management 
sy~tem at central and four pilot provinces. 

• The central and provincial laboratories' capabilities in animal virus int1uenza diagnosis 
\Vere improved. 

Output 3:: Strengthened emergency response 
• SOPs have been completed and arc ready to be used for control zones, culling method, 

disease investigation in backyard poultry and commercial poultry farms and sample 
collection. 

Output 4: Stre-ngthened risk management measures, including biosecurity improvement 
among the high-risk PQUitry populations 

• Practical biosecurity guidelines for LBl\'Is, slaughter point and duck farms was developed 
with regard to the local situation. This will be used as operational guidance for pilot 
implementation in Oudomxay province. 

Output 5: Strengthening capabilities to manage cross-border trade 
• Cro.'is-border trade flows and their link.'i to domestic poultry value chain were mapped and 

documented for selected bm·ders, such as with China (Luang Namtha and Oudomxay) and 
with Thailand and VietNam (Savannakhet). 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSROIRAS/604/USA Baby 05 

Proje-ct title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAl) 

Reporting period: October 2012 to March 2013 
Regional Component: Southeast Asia 
Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 05 
Budget: USD 600 000 (Phase 1), USD 1 435 000 (Phase 11), USD 1 172 700 (Phase lll), 
USD 937 ROO (Phase IV), USD J 000 000 (Phase V), USD 30 667 (from Mongolia Balance) 
USD I 192 500 (Phase VI); CSD 830 000 (Phase VII) 
Total budget: USD 7 198 667 
Effective starting date: 1 August 2006 

Planned end date: 30 September 2013 

Context of the project 
The Highly Pathogenic Avian lntluenza (HPAI) epidemic, caused by H5N1 viruses, began in 
late 2003 and in early 2004 in Asla and Southeast Asia and spread to many countries in the 
region. The effects were pmticularly severe in Indonesia, Thailand and Viet Nam, \vhich saw 
\vidcspread outbreaks in poultry and also human cases of HSN I infc.ction. The Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (F AO), through its Emergency Centre for 
Transboundary Animal Diseases (ECTAD), established a decentralized unit m Bangkok, 
Thailand, located in the Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific (RAP), to provide technical 
backsti!pping for countries in the Asia and the Pacific region that were experiencing outbreaks 
of the infection or were at risk of it. ECTAD RAP was supported through a preliminary. 
regional project (USKO!KAS/505iUSA) fUnded by the United States Agency tOr lntematwnal 
Development (USAID). This support ha"> continued under FAO's present project. 

Objectives of the project 
The objective of this regional component is to coordinate project activities with the target 
countries and also to ensure continuity from the previous project (OSROtRAS/505iC"SA) to the 
current one. The project also aims to strengthen regional level cross-sectoral coordination and 
communic-ation tOr HPAI controL 
Planned activities for the reporting period (October 2012 to March 2013) 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at regional level 
• continue to provide technical and operational inputs to country-level projects m 

collaboration with country teams; 
• continue to provide technical inputs, resource persons or training support to the 

activities related to the existing regional HPAI Control Framework for the Association 
of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN), existing network systems or regional 
coordination mechanism related to HPAI and animal disease control; 

• continue to coordinate and collaborate with other agencies on activities related to HPAI 
control; and 

• continue to provide technical input"> to support the activities of the USAID Emerging 
Pandemic Threats i_EPT) programme, which are conducted by various partners as well 
as the EPT -o- programme. 
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Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in the field of veterinary 
epidemiology 

• continue activities to implement the Regional (Field Epidemiology Training 
Programme for Veterinarians) FETPV programme, including the seeking of additional 
support for the programme through other potential partners; and 

• continue to provide support to the development of the China FETPV as well as related 
training programmes in Cambodia, Lao People's Democratic Republic (PDR) and 
South Asia. 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of the epidemiolog:v and laborator.y networks 
• continue to support the implementation of the Emergency Prevention System 

{E!\.,1PRES}-i Asia to share expertise and infOrmation in a real-time manner across the 
net\vork through meetings, workshops and online communication; 

• 

• 

provide coordination, in collaboration with other regional projects implemented by 
F AO, to strengthen existing epidemiology and laboratory networks, as well as the 
epidemiology consDrtium; and 
continue to provide support for sample submission from Member States to international 
reference laboratories. 

Output 4: Strengthened coordination of cross-border risk assessment and management 
for HPAJ transmission 

• suppon dialogue between or among Member States on cross-border cooperation and 
collaboration in the management of critical control points in key regional corridors. 

Output 5: Established regional cmcrgenc~· response services 
• continue to provide technical and operational assistance to Member States to contain 

the HPAI outbreaks in their respective cmmtries. 

Activities undertaken during reporting period (Octoher 2012- March 2013) 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at regional level 
• The ECTAD ream continued to provide technical and operational inputs to country

level projects in collaboration \Vith country teams: 
o The Regional Coordinator (RC) participated in the meeting between the 

delegatlon of the USAID Bureau for Global Health, ·washington, USA and Lhe 
Minister for the Ministry of Livestock and Fisheries from 24 to 25 October 2012 
to discuss ongoing activities and future USAtD support related to animal health 
and emerging infectious disease prevention and control. 

o The RC and the Regi-onal Operation Officer visited Lao PDR from 29 to 
30 October 2012 to assess the progress of the relocation of the Nati0nal Animal 
Health Center (NAHC) Laboratory and to discuss activities related to the 
IDEJ\'TIFY project The workplan. activities and budget of the USAlD-funded 
HPAI project, as well as a new management stmcture tOr ECTAD-Laos. in the 
context of the departure of the International ECTAD Country Team Leader for 
Lao PDR, \Verc discussed with the national team. Currently, the RC is providing 
technical backstopping to the USAID funded project in Lao PDR; 

• The RC visited the ASEAN Secretariat Office in Jakarta, Indonesia from 12 to 
14 November 2012 together with the coordinator of the Regional Support Unit (RSU) 
tOr ASEAN under the European Union (EU)-funded project to (i) support the activities 
related to the control of highly pathogenic emerging diseases; (ii) discuss the progress 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

of ongoing activities related to the ex1stmg regional HPAI Control Framework for 
ASEAN and existing network systems or regional coordination mechanisms related to 
HPAJ and animal disease control; and (iii) seck their support for the implementation of 
relevant project activities for the year 2013. 
The ECTAD team participated in FAO-\Vorld Organisation for Animal Health (OIE)
World Health Organization (WHO) tripartite events to ~trcngthcn collaboration and 
coordination among the three organizations. The tripartite cvcnb included 
teleconferences and the following rneering: 

o '"The Third Regional Workshop on Multi-Sectoral Collaboration on Zoonoses 
Prevention and Control'' was held from 26 to 28 ?'Jovcmbcr 2012 in Bali, 
Indonesia. The meeting was organized under the financial support of the EU 
Highly Pathogenic and Emerging and Re-emerging Diseases project \'vith the 
aim to ensure the adoption of a One Health approach and promote collaboration 
among all relevant sectors. 

The Scvenrh Annual Regional ECTAD Meeting (AREM) was held from 27 to 
28 February and on 1 March 2013 in Bangkok, Thailand to review the H5Nl situation 
and the rapid spread and dominance of clade 2.3.2.1 and other co-circulating and 
interrelated influenza viruses (e.g. H9N2) in Asia as well as its implications for control 
and eradication of HPAI in the region and how to further broaden the ECTAD agenda 
from HPAI to One Health at the country level. 
The ECTAD team coordinated and facilitated the participation of national animal health 
authorities to the Prince Mahido1 Award Conference {PMAC 2013) or One Health 
Congress 2, which \Vas an annual international conference hosted by the Royal Thai 
Government, the Prince Mahidol Award Foundation and other international 
organizations and foundations. The main objective of the Conference wa.~ to foster 
cooperation and communication across sectors and borders at the country, regional and 
global level to combat the threat of infectious diseases, existing or emerging, at the 
human-animal ccosy~tcms interface. The Conference -..vas held in Bangkok, Thailand 
from 31 January to 2 February 2013 and included 5 plenary sessions and 21 parallel 
sessions. The ECTAD team also provided technical inputs to the PMAC 2013 by 
serving as speakers and moderators of the parallel sessions. 
The ECTAD team provided technical inputs rn support the activities of the USAID EPT 
and EPT +programmes. Specifically, 

o The RC and the Regional Laboratory Coordinator attended and provided inputs 
to the USAID-Avian and Pandemic Influenza (API) Partnership Meeting 
organized in Viet ;'\Jam on 9 October 2012. Objectives of the meeting were to 
review the USAID APl Partners' programme deliverables for the period of 
October 2012- September 2013 and to address coordination and commtmication 
plans and needs among the partners as well as EPT partners in VietNam. 

o The RC, ECTAD Animal Health Economists and the ECTAD Country Team in 
Myanmar participated in a Joint USA1D-Australian Agency for International 
Development (AusAlD)-F AO mission to introduce the PREVEl\:'T/EPT 
programme to support HPAI risk communication in Myanmar. ln addition, the 
RC and the Country Team arc providing technical and logistics support to 
PREVENT to organize the Consultative Workshop on HPA1 Risk 
Communication in Myanmar; a scoping mission is to be organized during the 
\Vcck of26-29 March 2013. 

o The ECTAD team provided technical and operational inputs to the organization 
of the IDENTIFY Inter-Regional Meeting from 4 to 6 March 2013 In Bangkok, 
Thailand. The obJectives of the meeting were to review the activities and 
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progress of IDENTIFY in the Asian and African regions, to discuss specific 
technical and strategic issues implemented under IDENTIFY in both/each 
rcgion(s) and attempt to develop a common approach/understanding on these 
technical issues_ 

• The ECTAD team provided technical and operational inputs to country projects. in 
collaborati0n with FAO country teams and national counterparts, for the following 
activities: 

o recruitment of international consultants; 
o procurement of equipment and supplies; 
o issuance of comracts to conduct field activities/research; and 
o provision of clcamncc to technical reports prepared by staff of ECTAD Country 

Teams or by consultants recruited for various project activities. 

Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in epidemiology through 
regional FETPV 

• The Regional Veterinary· Epidemiologist (RVE). the RC and the ECTAD team 
continued to work closely with the Thai Department of Livestock Development (OLD) 
on activities related to FETPV. These included: 

• 

o sen-·ing as regional programme mentors to the trainees from China and 
Mvanmar· . ' 

o attending and pr0viding technical inputs to the Vv'orkshop on Scientific \Vriting 
in Field Epidemiology; and 

o continuing to seek additional support for the programme and finalize the 
m0dality including the c(l]laOOration with the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine at 
Chiang Mai University (Thailand), the Animal Population Health Institute of the 
College of Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical Sciences at Colorado State 
University (USA) and the Center of Veterinary Public Health of the College of 
Veterinary Medicine at the University of Minnesota (USA). 

The RVE continued to provide support to the development of the China FETPV and 
India FETPV, as well as related training programmes in Cambodia. The activities 
included: 

o conducting missions to China in March 2013 to provide technical inputs for the 
FETPV-Exeeurive Meedng with 24 Provincial Director-Generals and to 
advocate for sustainable sub-national implementation of the FETPV in 
China; and 

o providing technical support to the short course Veterinary field epidemiolor;Y in 
action which was conducted for 19 veterinarians from Bhutan, India, Nepal, 
Pakistan and Sri Lanka from 26 November to 14 December 2012 in Kathmandu. 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of epidemiolog,y and lahorator:v networks 
• The ECTAD team continued to provide technical inputs and coordination, in 

collaboration with other regional projects implemented by FAO, to strengthen existing 
epidemiology and laboratory networks. This included: 

o A Consultative Meeting of the Epidemiology Consortium for Emerging 
Zoonotic and TAD Control in Asia, which is part of the activities to support the 
regional epidemiology net\.vorking, was held on 28 January 2013 a'\. a part of 
preconference activities of the PMAC 2013. Objectives of the meeting \Vcre to 
{i} update participants on consortium activities related to capacity building, 
infonnation sharing, research and knowledge utilization themes using a One 
Health approach; and (ii) define roles and responsibilities, includinQ' activities 
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that are most relevant and sen.'e the needs of the member cmmtries within the 
region of Asia and the Pacific. 

o The fourth Laboratory Directors' Fomm was co-organized by FAO, OlE and 
Dcpartmem of Animal Health (DAH_}, VietNam from 10 to 11 October 2012. 
The main objectives of the meeting were to update the laboratory directors on 
the ongoing activlties related to laboratory policies, laboratory capacity building 
activities and laboratory networking in Southeast Asia. The Forum agreed that 
the outputs of this meeting would be reported to the ASEAN Sectoral Working 
Group on Livestock (AS\:VGL) by the representative from Viet Nam. The 
Fomm also agreed that the ASEAN Secretariat be consulted on the potential 
mechanism for linking this Forum with an ASEAN mechanism through the 
re-cently endorsed Regional Strategic Framework tOr Laboratory Capacity 
Building and Networking in Southeast Asia. 

• The ECTAD team continued to provide technical inputs to the disease tracking system 
EMPRES-i Asia and information sharing via the Transboundary Animal Disea..<>e 
Network Asia email circulation. 

Output 4: Conducting risk assessment for HPAJ transmission through cross-border 
poultr~' trade 

• The ECTAD team, particularly the Regional Animal Health Economist. participated in 
and provided inputs to the bilateral meeting between Cambodia and Viet Nam 
organized in Hanoi 20 and 22 January 2013. The meeting wa.<> held to discuss and agree 
on the integrated HPAI monitoring programme across the Cambodia-VietNam border 
in the lmver Mekong delta. 

Output 5: Established regional emergency response services 
• The RVE conducted two missions to Cambodia from February to March 2013 to 

conduct a multi-d.isciplinary field risk asscs,smcnt of recent outbreaks involving 
nine human cases. The team included the RVE, the Regional Animal Health Economist, 
a communications expert and the Regional Coordination Expert who provided inputs to 
the partners and to the donor coordination meeting. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period {April- September 2013) 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at regional level 
• continue to provide technical and operational inputs to cmmtry-level projects m 

collaboration \vith country teams; 
• 

• 

• 

continue to provide technical inputs, resource persons or training suppmt to the 
activities related to existing regional HPAI Control Framework for ASEA"t'\', existing 
network systems or regional coordination mechanism related to HPAI and animal 
disease control; 
continue to coordinate and collaborate \Yith other agencies on activities related to HPAI 
control; and 
continue to provide technical inputs to support the activities of the EPT + project as well 
as the other US AID EPT components implemented by various partners. 

Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in the field of veterinarJ' 
epidemiology 

• continue activities to implement the Regional FETPV programme, including Lhe 
seeking of additional support for the programme through other potential partners; and 
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• continue to provide :.upport to the development of field epidemi-ology related training 
programmes in Cambodia, LaD PDR and South Asia. 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of the epidemiology and laboratory networks 
• continue to support the implementation of EMPRES-i Asia to share expertise and 

information in a real-time manner across the network through meetings, workshops and 
online communication: 

• provide coordination, m collaboration with other regional projects implemented by 
F AO. to strengthen existing epidemiology and laboratory networks, as well as the 
epidemiology consortium; and 

• continue to provide support for sample submission from Member States to intemadonal 
reference laboratories. 

Output 4: Strengthened coordination of cross-border risk assessment and management 
for HPAJ transmission 

• support the dialogue between or among Member States on cross-border cooperation and 
collaboration in the management of critical control points in key regional corridors 

Output 5: Established regional emergency response services 
• continue to provide technical and operational assistance to Member States to contain 

the HPAI outbreaks in their respective countries. 

l\'1ain challenges encountered and response pro'vided 

• No major challenges were encountered during the reporting period . 

Progress made ton·ards the achievement of project outcomes (from the start of activities) 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at regional level 
• Coordination and collaboration between F AO and other international organizations and 

agencies were strengthened and continued. Engagement \-Ya;;; strengthened with ASEAN 
through the adoption of strategies jointly developed by Member States and F AO. 
Coordination has been well established bet\.veen the projects funded by USAID and the 
projects funded by other donors. Success stories and lessons learnt from HPAI can be 
used to further broaden the scope of action to prevention and control of TADs and 
emerging infectious diseases (EIDs) using a One Health approach at the regional and 
cmmtry levels. 

Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in epidemiology through 
regional FETPV 

• The FETPV continued smoothly with additional collaborations at the national and 
international levels and approved joint funding for the programme. ASEAN Member 
States recognized the importance of integrating veterinary epidemiology activities in 
the national veterinary services and noted the fact that the Thai DLD has been hosting 
the Regional FETPV since 2009. Capacity building in the field of epidemiology ha..;;; 
been included as one of the main components of the draft Regional Strategies for 
Veterinary Epidemiology Capacity Development and Networking to be considered for 
endorsement by AS\VGL in their next meeting. 

• There have been two gmduating cohorts. in 20 II and 2012, consisting of J 3 veterinary 
graduates. One hundred and thirty-four veterinarians from II countries were trained 
through the short course - Veterinary Field Epidemiology in Action. Eight training 
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modules, an FETPV trainee manual and four structured case studies were developed 
and used for the training. A total of 44 epidemiology· reports (13 sill'Veillance, 
18 outbreak investigations and 13 field epidemiology studies) were developed and some 
of these repons were presented at intemational conferences including the Training 
Programs in Epidemiology and Public Health Interventions "l"etwork (TEPHI"l"ET). 
European Scientific Conference on Applied Infectious Disease Epidemiology 
(ESCAIDE), the Conference of Research Vv'orkers in Animal Disea.<>cs (CRWAD) and 
the Melbourne One Health Conference. 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of the epidemiology and laboratory networks 
• The Strategic Framework for Regional Laboratory Networks for Southeast Asia was 

endorsed by the ASEAN Working Group on Livestock. The international partners for 
the regional laboratory network in Southeast Asia \Vere recognized by the Member 
States as the Technical Advisory Group. The Laboratory Directors' Forum has been 
used to advocate for the progression of ongoing activities to gain more support at the 
policy level. 

Output 4: Conducting risk assessment for HPAI transmission through cross-border 
poultry trade 

• A coordinated eff01t has been launched to develop cross-border collaboration bchveen 
China and VietNam. and Cambodia and VietNam. 

7 
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Quarter ll 2010 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604fUSA Ilaby 06 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparednes.-. for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) to VietNam 

Reporting period: April to June 20101 

Countrr Viet Nam 
Project title: Immediate technical assistance [0 strengthen emergency preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) to VietNam 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 06 
Budget: lTSD 2 million (Phase IL USD 3.1 million (Phuse II), CSD 3.3 million {Phase III), 
USD 1.075 million (cost extension/: 
Total budget: USD 9.475 million 
EffectiYe starting date: August 2006 
Planned end date: September 2010 
Context of the pro.iect 

The control and elimination of H5N1 Highly Pathogenic Avian lntlucnza (HPAI) demands a 
long-term approach. Viet ;-.;am is moving from the control phase to the consolidation phase, 
with an ongomg need for capacity building m the veterinary servtces and livestock 
production sectors and support for vaccination and other risk reduction measures. This 
regional project supported by the United States Agency for lntcmational Development 
(USAID) is currently in its third year of implementation. 
Objectives of the project 

The overall objective of the project is to address the urgent short-term actions that need to be 
undertaken by the countries in the region to strengthen their capacities to rapidly detect the 
introdm:tion of HPAI into the country and minimize its spread in case of its occurrence. 
Planned activities 

Component 1: Preparedness and Planning Component 

Output 1: Strategy development for HPAI control in 2006-2010 supported 
Activity 1.1: Pandemic preparedness plan revietv 

• hold consultative meetings with the Department of Animal Health (DAH) and the 
World Health Organisation (WHO) on the feasibility of reviewing the animal health 
component unilaterally 

Activitv 1.2: Contingency plan for vninwl diuvse outbreak 

• revise this activity within the project work plan, as both the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations (FAO) and DAH made a recommendation to 
review the HPAI contingency plan and shape it Into an Animal Disease Emergency 
Preparedness Plan in view of the Operational Strategy described in the Green Book 

: Quarter 5 oC the Projcd Cyde 

- Projen Cost Exte1:sion Reque'>l :·rom Octcber 2009 to Sep;em'::ler 2010 
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Activity 1.3: Na!ional HPAI control straregr review 
• following the presentation of the Green Book mid-term review on R ~larch 20 l 0 by 

the Government of Viet Kam (GoVN), there is a probability that the Green Book will 
be replaced wirh a 'Blue Book' delineating further strategy for HPAI control covering 
the period from 2011 to 2015. FAO vvill wait for GoVN decision before planning 
further actions 

Output 2: Coordination and communication with donors and other HPAI implementing 
partners 
Activit)' 2.1: Cure FAO VietNam team ~upported 

• extend and renew contracts of the current pen;onncl as and \Vhen necessary 
• continue the coonlination and planning meetings with all stakeholders 

Activity 2.2: Annual project meetings supported 
• not planned for thi:-. quarter 

Activity 2.3: Provincial to national level team meetings supported 
• hold the field quarterly reporting meeting during the second quarter of 2010 

Component 2: Animal Surveillance Component 

Output 3: Animal surveillance at the national, district and community level enltanced 
Activity 3_ I: Strengthening of Feterinary lahoratorie.<>, spec(fically binsafety and qualfty 
assurance supported 

• continue providing technical inputs by national Emd international laboratory experts 
• continue to provide suppo11 to the LabKet server and telc-hosting maintenance 
• organize the maintenance of the laboratory equipment 
• hold Lab:f'ct -..vork.:;hop from 11 May to 13 May 2010 in Hochiminh City {HCMC) 

• support and coordinate the Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific (RAP) 
sponsored/organized training workshop on Animal Health Influenza Surveillance to 
be held in HCMC in April 20 I 0 

Activity 3.2: Strengthening of core capacities j(.Jr animal health in five fbcus provinces. 
indudin:;:: sunieillance activjties supported 

• continue providing technical inputs by national and international experts 
• continue support for fie-ld activities. 
• monitor the implementation of the passive surveillance programme 
• a letter of Qgreement {LoA) with the Deprutment of Animal Health (DAH) on the 

implementation of risk-based active surveillance will be prepared in April2010 
• continue providing stickers and calendars to veterinary medicine shops for 

distribution to farmers 
• airing of TV commercials on local TV channels in each pilot province as planned 

(ongoing activity untll the end of the project) 
• monitor the LoA with the Rural Development Centre (RUDEC) on the cost

effectiveness study on surveil1ance 
• final review of Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for outbreak investigation and 

response is planned in July 2010 

Aciivity 3.3: Furilter development of 1Honiroring and EFaluation (M&E) expertise in animal 
heaith 
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• organize a joint FAO-Aht Associates monitoring and evaluation (M&E) one-day 
training workshop in April 2010 targeting provincial coordinators., focal points in 
pilot provinces, Abt Associates staff and Provincial Department of Preventive 
:\1edicine on the main topics such as general M&E principles and the US AID Project 
Management Plan (PMP) 

Activity 3.4,· Veterinar_1: epidemiology nehvork mpported 
• continue to provide support to TADinfo 
• continue supporting Applied Veterinary Epidemiology Training Programme (A VET) 

coordination and activities. The second A VET training is planned to start on 10 l'v1ay 
2010. Trainees of this second A VET course will be sele;:ted in particular from SDAH 
ofthe project's (OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 06) ten pilot provinces for Year II and 
Year III 

• prepare tentative sc-hedule for the two other A VET tmining courses to be conducted 
ln September 2010 

Output 4: Priority procurement for animal surveillance and laboratory supported 
Activiry 4.1: Procurement and maintenance 

• support lab equipment maintenance 

Component 3: Animal Response Component 

Output 5: Effective and timely animal response efforts promoted 
Activity 5.1: Updating HPAf ri.vk mapping at nntionallevel 

• coordinate with the Ri.-:k Assessment Working Gmup (RA \VG) on an approach to 
updating risk mapping for HPAI 

Aciiviiy 5.2: Owhreak invesTigation capacif)' srrengihened in.f(ve for us provinces 
• coordinate the fit'.ld teams. and plan field visits to pilot provinces if suspiciou3 cases 

arc reported and if outbreak occurs 
• continue providing ~upport for the enhanced reporting and strengthened outbreak 

lnvestlgation and response 

Activity 5.3: Capacity building for use of Standard Operating Pmcedu.res I SOPs) for 
response and inve.>tigation wilh linkage tn human health ae!ivities 

• the draf[ version of SOP for Outbreak Investigation and Outbreak Response to be 
tested and used under real conditions by the trained Regional Animal Health Office 
(RAHO), Sub-Department of Animal He01lth (SDAH) <1nd District Veterinary 
Services (DVS) staff of the five pilot provinces; collect and consolidate their 
comments and fc.edback for the final review of these SOPs (planned in July 2010) 

• identify field link:.iges with \VHO with respect to human and animal health protocols 

Activity 5.4: Cross border analysis usinx a value elwin methodology, undertaken in three 
border areas 

• review market risk analysis study (FAG-Royal Veterinary College (RVC)-DAH from 
OSRO/VIE/701/lJNJ Project), risk assessment of market chain in Kien Giang and risk 
analysis work catTied om by Abt Associates 

• develop work plans for risk mitigation measures in the pilot poultry markets (Dong 
Ha Central market and Phu Ly Central market) through a stakeholder approach 
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Activity 5.5: Vaccine efficacy monitoring and virus surveillance supported at national/eve! 
• have DAH submit and finalize the report by May 2010 with the analysis of the data of 

the second round of 2009 post-vaccination monitoring and virus circulation 
surveillance programme for Influenza A/HSN I 

• sign .a new LoA \Vith DAH for the first round of 2010 for post-vaccination monitoring 
and virus circulation surveillance 

• review and finalize the report on vaccine efficacy trials 

Activity curried r_rverfrom Year JJ: vaccine inventory system 
• finalize the development of a pilot excel spreadsheet-based system 

Output 6~ Improved bio-security practices in commercial and scavenging poultry 
raising settings supported 
Activity 6.1: Support biosecurif): strengthening in five pilot provinces 

• document an approach to hatchery registration based on ex~-riences in the Can Tho 
district trial and launch a hatchery registration and mapping exercise in the remaining 
fnur provinces 

• complete provincial profiling for future risk analysis assessment in Ha Nam and Can 
Tho using existing data and conclude with a series of stakeholder meetings and 
participatmy mapping exercises 

• conduct a risk analysl~ exercise for Region 7 including provincial risk analyses 
exercises for Can Tho and Klcn Giang Provinces and pilot a regional approach to risk 
analysis, building capacity at the provincial level to cany-out risk assessments. The 
risk analysis exercise will utilize provincial profiles to develop a regional poultry 
profile. Outcomes of the risk analysis exercise will support strategic approaches and 
plans for vaccine_. surveillance and other control measures within the region. 

• commence implementation of mnnthly poultry commodity price monitoring in all five 
ptlot provmces 

Activity 6.2: De Fe lop hiosecurity guidelines and training for DAH and DLP 
• develop a biosecurity training programme in the pilot provinces \vhich \viii consist of 

the fo11owing three clements: (i) training for district level DAH and extension officers 
on biosecurity using a training module developed by FAO; (ii) training programme 
for private sector .agri-vet store owners and vet pharmacies (those who advise 
commercial poultry farmers); and (iii) stakeholder Field Schoof like approach which 
wm develop and test biosccurity interventions at the farm Jcvcl to ensure pilot 
approaches are effective and adopted by farmers 

• continue to provide support to the Biosecurity Working Group through technical 
meetings and dissemination of documents 

• provide technical bio~ecurity advice to partners 
• consolidate the database of biosecurity materials 
• carry out a review of biosecurity activities and provincial programmes to determine 

the nature of the activitie~ that have been effective and the reasons for their 
e-ffectiveness in order to support provinces in developing strategic approaches to 
biosecurity strengthening and good practlces and lessons learned for biosccurity 
activities 

Activit)' 6.3: Stakeholder review of biosennity strengthening activities 
• no planned activities for this quarter 
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Component 4: Communications Component 

Output 7: Communication capacity supported at DAH and technical input_.;; t-o 
communications activities of other t:SAID implementing partners are provided 
Activity 7. I: Support national cmnmunications t~{ficers 

• continue to translate and dlsseminate the Disease Outbreak Update Report 

Activity 7.2: Technical support for training and other mnterials for Animal Health Workers 
(A.HHls) and Animal Extension ~Vorkers (AEWs) 

• liaise with DAH and assess the need for technical and or financial support for the 
development and the production of a DAH bulletin 

• compile all behavior change communication (BCC) ma(erial produced and transmit 
hard and /or soft copy to Abt Associates as requested by the BCC Working Group 

• pilot a public-private sector model for the delivery of poultt)' farmer extension 
lnformation 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Component 1: Preparedness and Planning Component 

Output 1: Strategy development for HPAI control in 2006-2010 supported 
Activity 1.1: Pandemic preparednes_, plan review 

Actit'ity 1.2: Contingency planfi.wanimal disease outbreak 
• A meeting wa<> held between FAO. WHO and DAH on 17 May 2010 followed by 

another meeting with FAO and DAH on 24 June 20 lO. One of the .:onclusions of this 
meeting was to revise Activity 1.1 and Activity 1.2 and to review the HPAI 
comingency plan, prepare a status paper on the strength and weaknesses of the current 
plan and shape it into Animal Disease Emergency Preparedness Plan. This approach 
would identify the national priorities, the gaps in capacity and an incident command 
system in the event of an unfOreseen animal disease emergency. The- proposed plan 
would be adopted under the upcoming cost-extension request. 

Activity }_3; National HPAJ control strategy rerie1r 
• FAO attended a meeting organized by the International Cooperation 

Department/Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (lCD/MARD) and 
Partnership for Avian and Human Influenza (PAHI), which was also attended by 
representatives of other UN agencies and interna[ional donors. The Government is 
still contemplating whether to develop a new plan or revise the existing plan in order 
ro continue wi(h the Avian and Pandemic Influenza (API) programme, possibly with 
a slightly larger focus tu include other diseases threats emerging in human - animal 
ecosystem interface. 

Output 2: Coordination and communication with donors and other HPAI implementing 
partners 
Activit_v 2.1: Core FAO VietNam team supported 

• The funding of core project statf has been extended. 
• Regular meetings were held with DAH ami the Department of Livestock Production 

(DLP) in MARD, USAJD in Viet Nam, \VHO and Abt Associates for coordination 
and planning of activities. 
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Activity 2.2: Annual project meetings supported 
• The field quarterly reporting meeting did not take place as a result of the many field 

activities being implemented. Hnwcvcr, submission of reports and regular interaction 
and feedback from the field has taken place. 

• A joint mission was organized by Abt Associates and FAO with DAH in Hung Yen 
province on 14 May 2010 for monitoring projects activities and improving the 
coordination at the provincial level. 

Activity 2.3: Provincial to national/eve! team menings 
• The FAO and Abt Associates joint training workshop on monitoring and evaluation 

of USAID HPAI pmgrams in Viet ~am was conducted on 16 April 2010 in Hanoi 
(refer to Activity 3.3). 

Component 2: Animal Surveillance Component 

Output 3: Animal surveillance at the national, district and community level enhanced 

Activit_v 3.1: Strengthening of ~~eterinary laboratories, ~•pec{ficall_v biosqfety and quality 
assurance supported 

• National and international laboratory continued ro provide technical inputs. 
• The project continued w provide support to LabNet server and tele-hosting 

maintenance. 
• The LabNet \Vorkshup review of the work carried out during last six months by the 

Nation~] Center for Veterinary Diagnosis {NCVD) and seven RAHO laboratories was 
held in HCMC from 1 1 May to 13 May 2010. The overall results of laboratories 
diagnostic for 2009 show a tota1 of 71 samples submitted of which 45 percent were 
positive. On average. samples were sent 3.7 days after the onset of the disease. 
Laboratories received an average 2.4 birds per case. Information was given in 69 
percent of the samples submitted. On avcwge, laOOratorics reported within 1.7 days 
(\vith positive results repmied in 1.1 days on average and negative results in 2.2 
days). 

Activity 3.2: Srrenxtheninx r~{ core capacities for animal heal!h in five fbcus provinces, 
including surveillance anivities supported 

• Continued supporl for field activities through a Field Projecl Assistant and provincial 
focal points. 

• The LoA with OAH on the implementation of Risk-Based Active Surveillance in five 
pilot provinces has been signed. Training workshops were conducted for AHWs, with 
attendance of DVS and SDAH staff, in the pilot provinces for carrying out risk-based 
surveillance in the field and in coordination with community-based surveillance 
programme of Abt A~sociates. A reporting form was developed for the community 
animal health worker (CAHW) to collect infOrmation from informal interviews 
undertaken with key informants during each village "isit and to quickly report any 
abnormal situation detected within a poultry flock. Another form was developed as a 
tool for CAHW for monitoring disease situation in poultry and in livestock in genenll 
for detecting any shift in the sale of medicine as an indirect indicator of an abnormal 
situation within the area covered by the veterinary drug store.<>. 

• An FAO national Project Assistant joined Aht Community Based Surveillance (CBS} 
training in Kien Giang province on 27 and 28 May 2010 and in Quang Tri province 
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on JI May 2010 to ensure good coordination and to identify any gap or overlap 
between FAO and Abt A:-..sociate:-.. CBS models at the commune-village levels. Based 
on the findings and recommendations from these field missions, F AO met with Abt 
Associates on 14 May 20l0 and is strengthening the coordination between the two 
CBS mqdels (sharing of the CBS reporting forms, the list of Abt Associates' 
collaborators and reinforcement of key roles of CAH\\"s as the junction point of the 
two CBS models). 

• TV commercials are being aired on local TV channels in each pilot province for 
enhancing the reporting of any abnormal disease or mortality among poultry. and 
stickers and calendars have been provided to veterinary medicine shops for 
distribution to fanners. These activities arc ongoing until the end of the project. 
Impacts of these activities have been assessed by looking into the log book/call 
register of emet·gency/hotline being maintained in the SDAH offices of the pilot 
provinces and by informal feedback from CAHW (who report receiving more phone 
calls since the communication materials have been distributed and since the TV 
commercials are being aired). 

• REDEC is carrying out the cost-effectiveness study on surveillance and had collected 
preliminary data from the field as well as from FAO project reports relating to 
surveillance activities. FAO provided comments on the first draft report submitted by 
RUDEC on rhe cost-effe-ctiveness smdy on surveillance. 

• Passive surveillance programme for HPAI has continued. So fur, two outbreaks have 
been detected through the strengthened pa.;;sive surveillance system in Quang Tri 
province (the first outbreak dete-cted on 1 February 2010 in Trieu Phong district, 
Trieu Phuoc commune and the second outbreak detected on 22 April 2010 in Gio 
Linh district, Gio Mai commune). 

• SDAH and DVS staff used the SOPs for Outbreak Investigation and Outbreak 
Response developed by F AO and DAH. Their experiences and feedback will be used 
and consolidated tOr the final review of these SOPs: 

• The RAP sponsored/organized animal influenza surveillance rmining workshops held 
in HCMC in April20l0 wa.<;; coordinated and supported. 

Aciivity 3.3: Furilter development nf 1\-foniroring and Evaluation (M&E) expertise in animal 
heaith 

• F AO and Abt Associates carried out a joint training workshop on monitoring and 
evaluation ofUSAID HPAI programmes in Viet "['\;am on 16 April 2010 in Hanoi. The 
tmining included a11 five focal points. five province coordinators, field assistants, 
project coordinator, FAO staff and representation from DAH, Provincial Department 
of Preventive :rvtedicine and USAID. The morning session consisted of an overview 
of Monitoring & Evaluation (M&E) and Performance Management Plans (PMP), 
while the afternoon session involved in-depth working groups' discussion of the 
human and animal health indicators outlined ln the new 2009 CSAID Viet Nam 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza and Emerging Pandemic Threats Performance 
Management Plan. 

Activity 3.4: Ve!erinary epidemiology network supported 
• Continue providing support toT ADinfo. 
• The second AVET training progr .. nnme st~med on 10 May 2010 and targeted SDAH 

staff from the 10 pilot provinces uf the OSRO/RAS/604/USA project Year II and 
Year IlL The other four trainees were selected from Dien Bien & Ca Mau SDAH 
(considered as high risk provinces for tJCcurrcncc of HPAI outbreaks), from RAHO 
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VI and from the Veterinary Faculty. The third AVET course, overlapping with the 
second, started on 21 June 2010 and targeted SDAH staff from pmvin<:es which 
reported HPAI outbreaks within 2009-2010 (total of 12 trainees selected). 

Output 4: Priority procurement for animal surveillance and laboratory supported 
Activiry 4.1 Procurement and maintenance 

• \York is currently ongoing to inspect the current 43 Biological Cabinet II (BSC II) 
that are located in nine laboratories throughout the whole country, with the objective 
of providing certification for each qualified BSC II and to recommend 
solution/correction for unqualified BSC II. Following the recommendation made 
under the inspection, the appropriate maintenance measures will be carried out in the 
nex[ quarter. 

Component 3: Animal Response Comp.ment 

Output 5: Effective and timely animal response efforts promoted 
Activity 5_}: Updatin;: HPA! risk mapping at national level 

• Coordination \Vith the Risk Assessment \Vorking Group (RA \VG} and technical 
advisers tOr further inputs wa<; carried out. The RA WG is largely focused on import 
of risk assessment and has limited capacity to focus on endemic disease. Through its 
risk capacity building work {OSRONIE/701/UNJ and OSROIRASi604/USA}. FAO 
is seeking to engage the RA \VG on regional risk assessments through the secondment 
of a technlc:Jl officer from the RA \VG. This is pending on identification by DAH of 
an appropriate technical officer, and F AO is now proposing that selecting a member 
of the epidemiology division may be a mure praclical solution. 

• Region 7 Risk Analysis Exercise was conducted with representatives of SDAH in ten 
provinces in Region 7, two RAHOs (6 and 7) and DLP. This interactive workshop 
developed and tested a regional poultry sub-sector profiling methodology and 
introduced participants to applied risk analysis techniques building capacity in risk 
analysis at the pro-vince animal health offices and RAHOs (a second exercise in the 
final quarter will complete the Risk Analysis). 

Activity 5.2: Outbreak inFestigation capacity strengthened in jive fOcus provinces 
• Passive surveillance activities supponcd veterinary staff to undertake tlcld 

investigation whenever a rumor ofHPAI is reported. The proje<.:t funds the laboratory 
diagnostic of HPAI but also a differential diagnostic with testing for other main 
poultry diseases (Newcm;tlc disease (ND}, duck plague and pastcrcllosis). So far, two 
HPAI outbreaks have been detected and officially reported in Quang Tri province, 
since the launching of these field activities with project support. 

• Based on the training courses on SOPs and Job Cards, public veterinary staff, from 
the five pilot provinces. are requested to start using_ and applying these documents at 
the field level in real conditions. The objective is to pilot this draft version for a slx 
month period (from January to June 2010) before canying out a final review. The 
Quang Tri province experience in using these SOPs for investigating and responding 
ro the t\vo recent outbreaks will be used for the final review of these SOPs. 

Activity 5.3: Capacir_r building for use o.f Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for 
respon.'Je and im'eSfiJ?ation with linkaxe to human health activities 

• Preliminary di<>cussions were held between FAO and \VHO on how to include one 
section for the joint human animal response to HPAI outbreak in the final version of 
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rhe SOPs for ourbreak investigation and outbreak response developed by FAO and 
under field trial in the country. 

Activity 5.4: Cross border anaf:vsis using a wdue chain methodolvgy, undertaken in three 
border areas 

• F AO and the Institute of Policy and Strategy for Agriculture and Rura1 Development 
(IPSARD) developed a draft policy paper on cross-border movement of poultry. This 
will be finalized when the outcomes of additional cross-border studies become 
available (next quarter). 

• FAO has harmonized cross-border activities under i'ln ADB funded regional project 
(OSRO/RAS/601/ASB) to ensure that activities were complimentary and mutually 
supportive. A preliminary analysis of the Quang Tri - Laos border carried out \Vithin 
the provincial profile for Quang Tri Province provided the basls of lnputs into an 
ADB cross-border initiative covering the East-\Vest economic corridor between 
Danang (invite VietNam) and Keysone (in Lao PDR). FAO provided signitlc.ant 
technical inputs into that rri-nation exercise (hrough information and methodologies 
developed under the USA funded project {OSRO./RAS/604/USA) cross-bm·Jer work. 
Outputs include highlighted key risk pathways from VietNam to Lao PDR and 
identification of potential control points {namely horder-area LBMs), plus a 
heightened awareness of local and national authorities of this risk corridor. 

• A systems analysis approach has been developed (hrough consultations with :t'>'IARD 
policy unit RUDEC and FAO. This considers the different characteristics of cross
border movement in the Mekong area compared with the northem border movements. 

• :Monthly poultry commodity price monitoring has been carried out in all five pilot 
provinces. This pilot approach will test (he viability and utility of price monitoring 
and identify regional and temporal fluctuations in poultry product prices. 

Activit)' 5.5: Vacci11e efficac_...- monitoring and virus surn:illance supported az nutionalle~-d 
• Tct:hnit:al report on lhc "Round H 2009 - Po~l-vat:drmtion rnunituring and vim~ 

circulation surveillance" has been reviewed and cleared. The result shuws that about 
65 percent of vaccinated pouhry birds and about 46 percent of poultry flocks that have 
had appropriate vaccination generate a good protection against influenza virus. 
However, vlrus circulation surveillance demonstrates that AI virus H5Nl is 
circulating in two flocks out uf 449 flocks :-.am pled in 16 provinces of Viet Nam. 

• The vaccine efficacy tria] at NCVD, DAH including HPAI vaccine testing in 2009 
and HPAI virus pathogenicity testing ln ducks is ongoing. 

• 'With the aid of an international consultancy, FAO developed a rep01t with 
recommendations for implementation of a modified post-vaccination sero-monitoring 
and virus surveillance in Vlct Nam in order to gain a better understanding of the 
impact of vaccination and the overall epideminlogical situation. This report was 
passed onto DAH. 

• FAO participated in a DAH workshop on 21 May 2010 for a revised Post-vaccination 
Monitoring (PVM) and Virus Circulation Surveillance (VCS) programme, taking into 
account recommentlations provided by F AOVN. Based on this new programme for 
PVM and VCS, a new LoA has been signed with DAH for the first round of 2010 for 
PVM and VCS. 

Activity carried over from Year 11: vaccine inventory system 
• The final draft version of a pilot excel spreadsheet-based system, which was 

developed through a national consultancy in the previous year, has been received by 
FAO ami is currently under review. 
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Output 6: Improved bio-security practices in commercial and scavenging poultry 
raising settings ~"Upported 
Activit)' 6.1: Support biosecurity strengthening in fire pilot provinces 

• Can Tho and Kicn Giang provincial profiling contributed to the regional profiling 
exercise within the risk analysis carried out in Region 7. This included a poultry 
movement and infrastructure mapping exercise for the region. 

• A methodology has been deve-loped to engage fanners in se-tting technical advisory 
priorities and in engaging the private sector in supporting the dissemination of advice 
(through feed distribution systems) and additiunal advi;.:e ami materials through agri
vet stores (point of sale advice). Four poultry producer focus groups have been 
identified and thcsL~ wilJ be launched in the next quarter. 

• Preliminary results from risk assessments in the poultry market chain were shared 
between FAO and Abt Associates, and a plan was developed for coordinated action in 
Quang Tri province to support improved market hygiene. 

Activity 6.2 Develop biosecuriry guidelines and training for DAH and DLP 
• A consultancy was carried out to develop a training programme to strengthen 

biosecurity. Key findings included the need to engage public and private sector actors 
and the need to address good poultry production pra;.:tices more broadly rather than 
biosecurity (recognizing the need to meet producer priorities of improved 
performance, not solely disease control). The consultancy therefore re-directed hio
security strengthening to a more balanced approach of public sector farmer training 
appmaches and private sector poultry tet·hnical advisor capa;.:ity strengthening. 

• The Biosecurity Working Group convened two technical meetings during the 
reporting period. The first focused on presenting experiences and lessons learned in 
using value chain methodologies to beHer understand the poultry sector, risk 
palhwuy:s and the ways in which sub-sector .strengthening i.:an i.:Ontrlbute to higher 
production standards. The second meeting focused on sharing the outcomes of the 
two biosecurity related studies carried out by FAO and described in this rep01t. It 
shared the outcomes of a WB funded FAO consultancy to develop minimum 
biosecurity standards for commercial farms. 

Activity 6.3: Stakeholder revieu/ of hiosn·urity strengthening activities 
• A review of biosecurity :.trengthening pilot projects was conducted. The review 

highlighted the difficulties in implementing such projects and challenged the current 
approach of model/demonstration farms by noting the limited value in direct farmer 
training and awarene:.s raising. Instead, it recommended a greateJ" me of private 
sector technica1 advisers and risk assessment to bette-r determine and focus entry 
points. Furthermore, the review also cmphasi?Cd the need to provlde poultry health 
information as an overall package. not solely focusing on biosecurity and HPAL 
Technical and extension programme shortcomings were found w contribute to limited 
impact. Results were shared with the Government and US AID implementing partners. 
As a result, FAO is incorporating key findings into a revised strategic approach 
towards the strengthening of the hiosecurity programmes. 

Component 4: Communications Component 

Output 7: Communication capacity supported at DAH and te-chnical inputs to 
communications activities of other {jSAID implementing partners are provided 
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Activity 7.1: Suppon ftaiinnal communications offirers 
• Disease outbreak update reports continued to be translated and disseminated. 

Activity 7.2: Technical support far !raining and o!her materials for Animal Health Workers 
(AHWsj and Animal Extension Workers (AEWs) 

• A number of technical advisory resources were identified as needed during the 
International Biosecurity consultancy, and these will now be developed together with 
a private sectm· extension system to enhance the delivery of ~uch materials. 

• Footage of high risk activities has been filmed under direction of a technical expert, 
and this will form the basis of visual training resources to highlight risk behaviour in 
a medium which ·will stimulate poultry producers. 

• FAO filled in the BCC working group list fOrcornplling all IEC materials produced 
within the AI programme (from all projects. between 2006 to the present). Electronic 
copies and available hard copies have been delivered to Abt Associates as requested 
by the BCC working group. 

Planned activities for the next quarter 
Component 1: Preparedness and Planning Component 

Output 1: Strategy development for HPAI control in 2006-2010 supported 
Actin.ty 1.1.- Pandemic preparedness plan review 
Activity 1.2: Contingency Plan for animal disease outbreak 

• activity delayed and newly proposed under the cost-extension. with a revised 
approach to review the HPAJ Contingency Plan and to shape i[ into Animal Disease 
Emergency Preparedness Plan 

Activity 1.3: National HPAJ control strategy review 
• refer to the activities as outlined in section 1.3 on page 2 of this report 

Output 1: Coordination and communication with donors and other HPAI implementing 
partners 
Activity 2.1: Cnre FAO VietNam team supported 

• extend and renew contract of the current personnel as and when necessary 
• funding support for international Technical Advisor for the monitoring of 

epidemiology, surveilhmce ami ombreak response related activities 
• continue the coordination and planning meetings with all stakeholders 

Aciivily 2.2: Annual project meeTings supported 
• the field quarterly reporting meeting will be held in the second quarter of 20 I 0 

Aciivily 2.3: Provincial to naiionallevel team meeTings :utppor!ed 
• hold the tleld quarterly reporting meeting 

Component 2: Animal Surveillance Component 

Output 3: Animal surveillance at the national~ district and community level enhanced 
Activity 3.1: Strengthening of veterinary lahoratorie.>, specifically biosafety and quali!_Y 
assurance supported 

• continue providing technical inputs by national and international laboratory experts 
• continue providing support to the LabNet server and tele-hosting maintenance 
• organize the maintenance of the laboratory equipment (refer to section 4.l) 
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Activity 3.2: Strengthening af core capacitie.'> for animal heallh in five focus pmvinces, 
including sun·eillance activities supported 

• continue providing technical inputs by national and international experts 
• continue support for field activities 
• continue providing stickers and calendars to veterinary medicine shops for 

distribution to farmers and promote the airing of TV spots 
• the second draft report of the cost-effectiveness study on surveillance from REDEC 

will be rcvlcwcd and finalized 
• final review of SOPs for outbreak investigation and response is planned in July 2010 
• monitor the implementation of the pClssive surveillance and the active surveillance 

(CBS) programmes in the five pilot provinces 

ActiviTy 3.3: Furiher development of lf..foniwring and Evaluation (M&E) expertise in animal 
health 

• FAO will continue to ~upport M&E nctivitic<> as outlin('-(l in the 20(19 USA In Viet 
Nam Highly Pathogenic A vi an Influenza and Emerging Pandemic Threats 
Performance ~'lanagemem Plan 

Activity 3A: Veterinar.v epidemiology network supponed 
• continue to provide support to the TAD info 
• continue to support A VET coordination and acthritics: the second and third A VET 

courses are expected to end on 9 July 2010 and on 20 August 20 lO, respectively 
• prepare tentative schedule for the fourth A VET training course to be conducted from 

August to September 2010 (roBing over with the third AVET course) 

Output 4: Priority procurement for animal sun·eiJlance and laboratory supported 
Activity 4.1 Procurement and maintenance 

• carry out the appropriate maintenance measures following the recommendation made 
under the inspection 

Component 3: Animal Response Component 

Output 5: Effective and timely animal response efforts promoted 
Activit_v 5.1: Updating HPAI risk mapping at nationalle•.'el 

• coordinate with RAWG on an approach to updating risk mapping for HPA[ 
• complete the risk analysis exercise for region 7, lncluding provincial risk analysis 

exercises for Can Tho and Kien Giang Provinces, piloting a regional approach w risk 
analysis and building capacity at the provincial level to cany out risk assessments. 
The risk analysis exercise will milize provincial profiles to develop a regional poultry 
profile. Outcomes of the RA exet-cise wiH ~upport strategic approaches and plans for 
vaccine, surveillance and other control measures within the region. 

• carry out a short risk analysis training course for selected members of the RA WG and 
the Epidemiology Unit of DAH 

Activity 5.2: Outbreak investixatiun capacity strengthened infivefocus provinces 
• coordinate the field teams and field visits to pilot provinces if suspici\ms cases are 

reported and if outbreak occurs 
• continue pmvlding supp01t for the enhanced reporting and strengthened outbreak 

investigation and response 
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• collect feedback from Quang Tri SDAH on the use of SOPs in a real situation, during 
recent HPAI outbreaks, for the linal review of SOPs for ombreak investigation and 
response in July 2010 

Activity 5.3: Capncit)' building for usc of S'tandnrd Opemting Procedures fS'OPs) for 
response and investigation with linkage to human health actiFities 

• draft an additional SOP for a joint animal human response during HPAI outbreak 
linked to the human health sectur during the final review of SOPs 

Activity 5.4,· Cross border analysis using a value chain methodolog_v, undertaken in three 
border areas 

• have FAO and IPSARD finalize a policy paper on cross-border movement of poultry 
ro be completed when the outcomes of additional cross-border studies become 
available 

• develop provincial profiles for Dong Thap and Long An Provinces to support 
understanding of poultry production and movements in border areas. The outputs of 
this work and the USAID funded risk analysis exercise will provide technical support 
roan ADB fundetl Viet ~am-Cambodia cross-border meeting. 

• carry out a study to characterize the cross-border movement of poultry in the Mekong 
region, highlighting key risk pathways and identifying market chain nodes and 
potential control points 

Activity 5.5: Vaccine cJjicacy monitorinx and ;}irus surveillance supported a! national level 
• provide support to DAH for undertaking a training on survey design and random 

selection for an improved impJementation of the Post-Vaccination Monitoring 
programme, targeting SDAH staff from the provinces selected for the PVM 
programme implementation (based on the Guideline 987/TY-DT from 21 June 2010) 

• DAH will submit and finalize the report with the analysis of the data of the first round 
of 20l0 post-vaccination monit01ing and virus circulation surveillance for intluenza 
A/H5NI 

• review and finalize the report on vaccine efficacy trials 

Activity carried overfrom Year 2,- >'accine inventor_r system 
• finalize the development of a pilot excel spreadsheet-based system 

Output 6: Improved bio-security practices in commercial and scavenging poultry 
raising se-ttings supported 
Activir_v 6.1: Support biosecurity strengthening in fiFe pi lor provinces 

• document an approach to hatchery registration based on experiences in the Can Tho 
district trial and launch a hatchery registration and mapping exercise in the two 
southern provinces 

• jointly present risk assessment findings with Abt Associates for the market chain in 
Quang Tri province and in conjunction with the stakeholders develop and agree on a 
rbk mitigation plan 

• develop an instructional guide on provincial poultry sector profiling and complete 
provincial profiles/assessments in Ha Nam and Can Tho to test the approach 

• continue implementation of monthly poultry commodity price monitoring in aJI five 
pilot provinces 

13 
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Activity 6.2: Develop hiosecurity guidelines vnd training for DAH and DLP 
• develop the biosecurity training pro!,'Tamme for the pilot provinces. which will consist 

of three dements: (1) training for district leve-l DAH and extension officers on 
biosecurity uslng a training module developed by FAO: (ii) training programme for 
private sector a!,'Ti-vet store uwners and vet pharmacies {those who advise 
commercial poultry fartners)~ and (iii) stakeholder Field Sclwol like approach which 
will develop and te.st biosccurity interventions at the farm level to ensure that pilot 
approaches are effective and adopted by farmers 

• continue to pmviUe support to the Biosecurity Working: Group through one technical 
meeting, a strategic planning meeting and the dissemination of dcteumcnts 

• consolidate the database of biosecurity materials 

Activity 6.3,· Stakeholder review of biosef.,'urity strens;thcninJ? activities 
• no activities planned 

Component 4: Communications Component 

Output 7: Communicatiun capacity suppurted at DAH and technical inputs to 
communications acti-vities of other "CSAID implementing partners are provided 
Activity 7. I: Support national communications officers 

• continue to translate and disseminate the Disease Outbreak Update Report 

Activity 7.2 Technical support for trainin;;; and other materia!s-j(;r AHWs and AEWs 
• liaise \Vith DAH and assess the need for technical and or financlal support for the 

development and production of a DAH bulletin 
• pilot a public-private sector model for the delivery of poultry farmer ex[ension 

information 
• develop a DVD training t-esource to raise a\vareness of disease transmlsswn and high 

risk practices and to promote good biosccurity and risk reduction 
1\lain challenges encountered and respunse provided 

No major challenges were encountered during the reporting period. 

Main progre..'>."> made toward" the achievement of project outcomes (from the start of the 
project} 

Output 1: Strategy development for HPAJ control in 2006-2010 supported 
• A risk-based approach to disease control has been developed and the USAID project 

activities are being S[rengthened and developed to ensure that risk reduction is cross
cutting strategy in each. FAO is advocating and building capacity with partners for a 
progressive shift from mass application of disease control measures to smart disease 
control based on risk analysis and the optimum utilization of resources. 

• Consideration of a regional approach to HPAI control rather than a provincial one has 
been promoted and is atmtcting interest as featured in Green Book review and ·"eveml 
International Ministerial Conference on A vi an and Pandemic Influenza {IMCAPI) 
docume-nts. 

• Provincial poultry sub-sector profiling has been effective in describing provincial 
poultry p\)pulations (including the Poultry Atlas) and DLP is considering adopting 
such an <~pproach more widely. 
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Output 2: Coordination and cotnmunicalion with donors and other HPA.l implementing 
partners 

• Programme management and planning and coordination of activities with USAID and 
other partners have been maintained. FAO has made II major recommendations for 
the Green Book Revie\v which were wdl received by the Government of Viet Nam. 
The recommendations were presented during the Government Green Book Review in 
November 2009 and presented in March 2010. 

• The Biosecurity Working Group has net\vorked information and lessons learned 
between a large number of age-ncies working on biosecurity and poultry production 
more \.Vldcly. Significant capacity has been built through the information exchange 
and network created. which has now been taken over by the DLP. 

Output 3: Animal surveillance at the national, district and comnuwity level enhanced 
• The project is can-ying out animal surveilJance activities which include support in 

relation to the upgrading of TAD-info® and the Laboratory Information System 
(LabNet), development of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) at Ri\HO, Short 
Message Service {Sl\lS) pilot study and Veterinary Epidemiology capacity building. 

• TAD-info® ha.s .served as the official liveswck disease r-eporting system of the 
Government of VietNam for HPAI and other priority diseases. The disease reporting 
system has been established in 64 provincial SDAHs. 

• A darabase of the adminisrrarive map of Viet Nam has been procured and upgrading 
ofT AD-info® modules has been completed and downloaded on DAH training server 
with technical support from FAO headquarters. Today 210 officers from SDAH, 14 
RAHO .staff and five DAH Epidemiology staff have increased their capacity to u.se 
this software through training. 

• Seven units of Global Positioning System (GPS) and seven licenses of mapping 
software (ArcView/ArcGIS 9.2) have heen provided to seven RAHOs (I-VII). A total 
of 55 pat1icipants from seven RAHOs were trained during the basic and refresher 
training course on ArcGIS and GPS along with on-site mapping which has increased 
the usc of GIS application for animal surveillance in VietNam. 

• The project has also developed a database system software for laboratory diagnostic 
management within the DAH's LabNet through the services of a local firm in Viet 
Nam. Laboratory biosafety and quality assurance is being upgraded and standardized 
by the introduction of powered air purification respirator and the homogenizer at 
NCVD at all diagnostic centres. 

• The SOPs for HSNl reverse tnmscriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) have 
been modi tied with nevv N 1 primers. Genetic analysis of new virus isolates of early 
2009 has been done for HA gene se-quence, which showed that the s.lmilar viru:-. 
continued to circulate in 2009. The initiative to add epidemiological information to 
the genetic sequence data from Viet Nam in the public domain has started. The 
follow-up on-site (rainings at the NCVD and some RAHOs are ongoing lnduding the 
validation of cuJTent protocol of molecular diagnosis with new viruses isolated in 
2009. 

• ln 2009, FAO staff worked closely with DAH to finalize SOPs and Job Cards to 
create a sound foundation on -.,vhich VietNam's veterinarians can standardiLe their 
approaches to the control of AI. This has been \.Vel! received by the Government. 
DVS, SDAH and CAHW training will be carried out in 2010. Also, the animal health 
component can easily be modified for use vvith other important animal diseases such 
as duck plague, rabies and foot-and-mouth disease. 

• The campaign to encourage poultry farmers to report any unusual occurrences in 
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poultry flocks, arising suspicion of an infectious disease, through TV spots and 
loudspeakers during the risk period (e.g. the TET festival), bus created a better 
awareness on the necessity to report diseases on time. 

• The A VET initiative, specifically on curriculum development and start up of short 
training courses, is one of the most important capacity building initiative:-. being 
undeitaken to improve the planning, implementation and monitoring of HPAI control 
in Viet Nam. First batch of trainees have completed the A VET Programme and the 
second and third batches are ongoing. Availability of field staff with veterinary 
epidemiology training will enhance epidemiological skills at the field for a better 
understanding of HPAI disease transmission and maintenance cycle. 

Output carried overfrom Year II: ·wild bird survei!lance 
• :\1ore than 300 copies of the Wild Bird Manual have been translated into Vietnamese 

and distlibuted to 63 provinces. 

Output 4: Priority procurement .for animal surveillance and laboratory supported 
• Procurement of vehicles, IT equipment, equipment sprayers and most lab 

consumables is complete to support AS3 and AR2. and all are in use. 
Output 5: Effective and timely animal response efforts promoted 

• Cross-borders study in the nolth of Vier Nam concluded that as a result of a high 
financial return fm· poultry, smuggling across the border has not decreased but has 
become more elaborate. The stakeholders place greater value on potential income than 
on the risk of disease infection for their t1ocks of domestic poultry. As a result, they 
do not apply adequate measures to prevent the disease. Prevention of cross-border 
movement is constrained by limited human resources, a large geogr..tphic area and 
at·tive and sophisticated informal/illegal trading systems. 

• Post-vaccination monitoring and virus circulating surveillance for int1uenza A/H5Nl, 
supported by this project shows that about fd percent of vaccinated poultry birds and 
about 46 percent of poultry flocks that have had appropriate vaccination generJte a 
good protection against influenza virus. Ho\\·ever, virus circulation surveillance 
demonstrates that AI virus is circulating widely throughout the national flock. FAO is 
providing epidemiological advisory to DAH to ensure that this important activity is 
;:arried out using a methodology which will meet the highest international srandan1s. 

Output carried vt'erff·om Year II: Vaccine production 
• A training course on good management practices (GMP) to key stakeholders, 

National Veterinary Company (NAVETCO}, Viet Nam's Veterinary Vaccine 
Company (VETV ACO) and DAH was conducted. which covered introductory-level 
Good Manufacturing Practice- (according to the 2009 PIC/SCI Code- of GMP) and 
quality systems applicable to the manufacture of Al4 vaccines. Audits of two vaccine 
production facilities were conducted, with a focus on the AI vaccine processes and 
emphasis on packaglng of vaccines and the a:-..sociated facilities including GMP 
compliance. The project has continued to provide technical support to the needs 
assessment and planning on domestic AI vaccine production, including hiring a 
national consultant to analy:-..e the current ~ituation of vaccine inventory at the field 
level and develop a database for vaccine inventory system. 

Output carried over from Year II: cold chain appruisal 
• The operational appraisal of cold chain integrity is complete, and 39 provinces \Vere 

provided with \Valk-in cold rooms. 

'PlC/S = Pharmacc::ticalln~pcction Convention I Phan:lr:.c<::-uticai ln~pcction C'o-opcrmlon Sc~cmc 

~AI= Avian lntlucnz:: H5 N; 
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Output 6: Improved biosecurity practices in commercial and scavenging poultry raising 
settings supported 

• Provincial profiling and risk analysis work is providing implementers with useful 
information to better target hiosecurity initiatives. This includes assessments of 
LBMs and description of risk pathway~ to and from those markets. 

• A Biosecurity Working Group has been established which provides a tOrum to 
network information and lessons learned and build technical understanding among a 
peer group of agencies \Vorking to ~trengthen biosecm·iry _ 

• A framework for a database on hi-security materials has been developed and its 
consolidation is in progress. The approach to develop this database was developed 
during one of the Biosecurity Working Group's meetings and over 100 documents 
have now been compiled in a searchable format. This is now ready for dissemination. 
Biosecurity activities of all agencies engaged in related work have also been mapped. 

• The working group also reviewed work on hatchery biosecurity. and training on the 
principles of biosecurity and on biosecurity auditing was provided to 16 members of 
the biosecurity working group. Longer-term, tailored biosccurity technical materials 
and risk communication approaches will be developed through focus groups and 
stakeholder discussions to ensure that biosecurity measures are more detmmd-driven 
and appropriate. The selection of provincial fOcal points is an important first step in 
facilitating the dialogue between the stakeholders and has contributed to enhance 
strengthening ofbiosecurity practices in the five pilot provinces. 

• Conventional approaches to biosecurity strengthening have been revie\ved and 
evidence gathered to support adoption of a supplementary approach focusing on 
privme sector driven activities and adopting social marketing techniques from the 
human health sector. 

• FAO and Abt Associates have liaised on hatchery technical training and registration 
schemes, The bio.<>ccurity coordinator will document existing registration practices in 
operdtion in selected provinces, and Abt Associates and FAO will jointly develop an 
appmach to be piloted in L"SAID funded provinces. 

Output 7: Communication capacity supported at DAH and technical inputs to 
communications activities of other VSAID implementing partners are prtwided 

• Three [housand copies of calendar 20m~ with I 2 key messages on AI prevention and 
control have been produced and distributed to 63 provinces, 45 districts, 503 
communes and other relevant government agencies, donors and 1\:GOs. FAO is 
repeating the calendar and sticker producrion and distribution for pre-TET festival 
2010 sending out the message to call the hotline or the SDAH landline to report ill 
and dead poultry under the Enhanced Reporting component. The USAID partners are 
participating in the review of materials. 

• In 2008, FAO also produced a 10-minute documentary about Viet !'\am's experiences 
in dealing with HPAI from the animal health perspective. A total of 200 Video CDs 
in Vietnamese, 3iJO DVDs ln English and 200 DVDs in Vietnamese were prepared 
and widely distributed. Under the GETS project, AED pmduced a commerciaL for 
which the second part will be usetl in the pilot provinces for this project, \vhich 
encomages poultry owners to report ill and dead poultry to SDAH via hotline or 
SDAH phone numbers. 

• Support to DAH communications has been maintained. 
• Technical support to Abt Associates in implementing the field activities has been 

maintained. 
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Project Mon:toring Sheet: OSROJRASt604/USA Baby 06 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness 
for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in VietNam 

Reporting period: October 2012 to Much 2013 

Country: Viet Na:n 
Project ritle: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness 
Pathogenic Avian lnt:uenza (HPAI) in VietNam 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 06 

for Highly i 

Budget: USD 2 million (Phase I), USD 3.1 million \Phase II). USD 3.3 million (Phase Ill). 
USD 1.075 million (cost extension). USD 2.2 millio!'. (Phase IV). USD l. 9 million (Phase V). 
USD 508 373 (transCeiTed as balance from OSR0/VJE/801il.:SA to OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby061. 
USD 1.7 mi!lion (Phase VI). 
Total hudget: USD 15 7R3 373 
Effective starting date: 01 August 2006 
Planned end date: 30 September 2013 
Context of the project 
The control and move towards. eradication of IJSN I Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (liP AI) 
demands a long-:enn approach. VietNam is moving from the control phase to the consolidation phase, 
with a!'. ongoing need for capacity building in the veterinary services and livestock productio::-. sectors 
and support for vaccination and other risk reduction measures. This regional project of the Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) is supporled hy the United States Agency for 
International Development (USAID) and is currently in its sixth phase ofimplementmior:. 
Objectives of the project 
The over<dl objective ofthe project is to :ncrease tbe capacity to prevent, detect and respond to HPA[ 
and other high impact li-vestock and zoonotic diseases and to reduce the risks or disease outbreaks 
occurring. 
Planned activities during the reporting period {October 2U12 to March 2013) 

Component 1: Preparedness and Planning Component 

Output 1: Strategy denlopment for HPAI control 

Activity 1.1 Regional HPA! Control Strategy . facilitate establishment of a coordination structure fOr the implementation of the regional strmegy: . develop advocacy strategy for implementation in conjunction with the Partnership t\1r Avian .and 
Human lnflucnLa (PAlll)~ . sup:port development of ·,vork plans for t;.vo LOllCS - activities should include i:nprovcd 
surveillance, value chain mapping, risk planning and disease control; and . joint planr:~ng of activities with other !Jartners to ensure linkage to zonal strategy . 

Activit_y i.2 Develop polic.v hriej.~.fiJr potentw! outcomes of the cessation r~( vaccination . review previous scenario dcvdopmcnt and revise as nccessa::y; . develop concise policy brief based on ::cvic\-v and submit to DAII: and . develop concise b::ief on scenarios. for advocacy at the provincial level. 

Activityl.3 Training in regional control plan management and evaluation . conduct real-time training in regional control plan managct:"",ent in co:1junction with the Regional 
Animal Health Office (RAHO) meetings. 
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Output 2: Coordination and communication with donors and other HPAI implementing 
partners 

Acth'ify 2.1 Core FAO VietlvTam Jemn .wpporied and n-wnages project activities 
Acti\'ity 2.2 Annual pndecl meeting supported 
Activity 2.3 Coordination meetings to support r..-gional HPAJ contrvl.sirategy implementafion 
Actii'ih' 2.4 Coordination and sharing (?( information >Fitl! other pla.:-•ers engaged in HPAJ 
swTeiltance. risk as.\es5.ment, Faiue chain and risk mitigation in the poultr_v 5ecfor 

Component 2: Animal surveillance component 

Output 3: Animal surveillance at the national, regional/zonal, proYincial, district and commune 
level:;;; enhanl·ed 

Activity 3.1 Streflgthet~ing of core capa( iriesfOr animal disease control and disease control 
planning rvitl!in regional cnnl.rol strategies 

support capacity building ro develop v,;ork plans to implement r;;_-,gional control strmegie1>; 

SUf!port capacity building in risk management along value chains relevant to regional control 
strategies: 
SU!Jport the de'>'elopment of responses to risk analysis associated with value chains; 
outbreak investigation ::-eti"esher rraining for Sub-Department of An~mal Health {SDAH) and 
RAJ 10 staff using a standardiLed approach to Si.!ppon strategy; 
outbreak response refresher training for SDAII and RAHO staff using a standardiLed appooach to 
support strategy; and 
mentori:1g of epidemiology units in data analysis and interp::-etation. 

Activi(v 3.2 Animal surveJilance programme 
support national surveillance plan fOr live bird markets, including targeting spent hen trade where 
appropriate; 
SUiJport "urveillan.ce pbn fOr live bird markets linked to reg:onal strategic objective"; 
support passive surveillance system under regional control strategy, including er.1ploying smart 
phone technology: 
support linkages in passive surveillance from community !eve! to forma! animal health reporting 
systems; 
training for differential diagnosis of poultry disease outbreak at RAllO and SDAII, including 
poultry post-mortem examination; 
develop policy options for incentives to stimulate reporting of disease events and support 
advocacy for implementation: and 
support the Department of Animalllcalth (DAll) :o conduct an CXJ-">Cl't cons:.dtation on the national 
surveillance system r·or HPAI and other priority diseases. 

Activity 3.3 Strengthening a{ veterinary laboratories diagnostic acthities, including biosaf'ety and 
quality assurance supported 

supporting laboratory quality assurance t:lrough monitoring of pertOrmar.ce and review of 
standard operating procedures (SOPs); 
continue support for rapid and differentia: diagnosis a: the RAHO level, including other 
.-;oonoscsihigh-impact diseases; 
continue s-upport for the full charactcri.-;ation of viruses. iso:ated from outbreaks and live bird 
market surveillance; 

revie\v the functions and role of the animal health laboratory system: a:1d 
SUf!port the straregy for DAH to assume full technical responsibility tOr the HPAJ laboratory 
programme. 
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Activity 3.4 Veterinmy Ephlemiology Net,vork capucity supported 
continue support of the Applied Veterinary Epidemiology Training (AVET) programme with 
emphasis on an advanced course; 
define the frame"\.vork for the epidemiology network at the national level and comrr.ence 
development; 
support regional level epidemiology nclworks a-:td conduct -:cgular meetings: and 
support the A VET alurr.ni meeting. 

Actin"ty 3.5 Fur! her development of lvfoni!oi"ing and Evaluation (iti&E) experfise in ani.mal health 
training of managers at RAHO and SDAH in the M&E principles that guide !Jmject management; 
sup:port alignment of the overall Avian and Pandemic Influenza Initiative (APJT) M&E framework 
to local strategic plans; ami 
support managers at RAllO and SDAH in gathering and processing M&E data. 

Output 4: Priority procurement for animal snrveillan("e and laboratory supported 
Activity 4.1 
Actin"ty 4.2 
Acti\·"ity 4.3 
Activity 4.4 

Procurunt'nf ofessenrial supplies and maintenance of" laboratory equipment 
Procurement ofconsumahle3 iO support lahora!OJ:_>i activities 
De/ermine and .'wpport maintenance requiremenisjin- laboratories 
Procurement of'supplies to support field surveillance acti1,ities 

Component 3: Animal response component 

Output 5: Effective and timely animal response efforts promoted 

Activity 5.1: HPA.l risk mapping and risk ana(vsis updated to support regional strategies 
poultry sector proflling to support the regional strategy; 

• applied :-is.k analysis capacity building: 
updating risk ass.cssrr.cnt and mapping; and 
detailed characterization olh1gh-risk value c:--,ai:--.s, including netwo-:k analys1s. 

Activity 5.2: Outbrt>ak control capacity strengthowd under regional control strategy 
further review of SOPs for application to outbreak co:--.trol, including local incident command 
system and culling pril"'.cip~es; 
refresher training in outbreak co-:-Itrol :o suppor: strategic cor..trol plans: 
assist partners to scnsiti.t:c grassroots stakchoiC.crs to disease co:1trol activities; 
review application of carcas:; disposal in outbreak control in local sitaations within strmcgic plans; 
and 
prepare and conduct desktop exercises -..vith public health counterparts. 

Actii'ih' 5.3 Conduct rl!vie•v of response capuhUity in relation to scenarios de Fe loped under 
activity I. 2 

Actr\.-ifJ' 5.4 Develop tailored compemwrwn mechanisms to support control strategy 
support the dcvdopmcnt of locally feasible and practical compensation mechanisms to support 
farmers reporting disease; and 
revie\v outbreak control procedures to enable effective audits to support compensation packages. 

Actii'it_y 5.5 Cross-border dialogue and coordinated swTeillance 
support bilateral meetings with the Governments of China and Cambodia to exchange techr.ical 
information, including surveillance and risk assessment fint±ings, and risk reduccion plans; 
revie\v coss border value chains of high-risK commodities; and 
develop pla:~s to conduce coordinated cross-border surveillar.ce. 
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Activity 5.6 Vaccine efficrncv asst!ssments and virus surveillunce .supported at the national level 
conduct vaccbc trials against key ci:-culating clades with a rang..: oCYacdncs. species and breeds: and 
mor:itoring pathogenicity of selected virus isolates Cram outbreaks and live bird market 
surveillance. 

Acth·ify 5. 7 lnsrUutiona! strengthening in poultr.v production and animal health advi.v;ry .>y.~tems 
institutional and core function analysis lOr poultry production and support services; 
capacity needs assessment of key stakcholdc:-s; and 
develop the poultry sector advisory services rr..odcl in collaboration with partners and the 
Extensio::', Department. 

Actii'ity 5.8 Support engagement ofprii'ate sector in the execution o{regionaf conlroi .~trategies 
develop a pou:try industry fOrum at the regional level to support the regional control plan; and 
work with other APII partners to engage key va:ue chain stakeholders in regional control stra~egy. 

Activity 5. 9 Support DAH to conduct review vfthe curreni dru.ft of the Veterinary Law 

Acti\'ify 5.10 5)uppnr! DAH tofinuli::e guidelines 10 n!ahlish Veterinary Stotu:ory Bodv, including 
structure,.fimction and mechanism 

Output 6: Improved poultry production practices in poultry value chains supported 

Acth·ify 6.1 Support programme to s1reng1hen saf"e pou.luy produclion practices including 
biosecuri!y 

develop materials and methods with partners, includ~ng extension service to "cale ap hatchery 
pilot programme in support ofregio"al control strategies; 

• facilitate the development of policy and advocacy btief to support practical measures to upgrade 
the production o:-· day-old duch; 
SUf!port implementing f!art:-:ers with high-level training and advice on hatchery pilot f!rogramme: 
collaborate with the Department of Livestock Production (DLP) to develop upstream standards for 

parent f:ocks supplying hatcheries conforming to guidelines and pilot kst practical 
impleme:r,ta-.:ion at field level: 
continue support for development of poultry waste disposal systems: 

c review workshop on co:nposting of C.uck was:e: and 
c national \vorkshop on com posting of duck waste. 

develop materials ar:d methods with partners including extension service to scale up the good 
production practices in "uppor:: of regional control strategies. 

Activity 6.2 Support f.mgoing activifv of" the Biosecurity Working Group 

support national and regional meetings ofl11e Biosecurity Working Group; and 
support the dissemination of the Biosecurity Working Group findings by partners within the 
regional control strategy, including the extension service. 

Activity 6.3 Provide poliLy support briefon the inactivation of H5A'l under environmental 
conditions 

investigate inactivation of H5N 1 strains under simulated environmental conditions: and 
develop a policy brief related to the ir::1pl:ca!ions of virus survival in the envi:-omnent. 

Activity 6.4 Piiot training programme .fUr private .w:cror in various guidelines and Good Poulfry 
Production Pruclices (GPPP) developed 

Activity 6.5 Training ofprovinci.al Department ofAgricu!ture and Rural Development (DARD} stafl 
in description and mupping o{locai poultry sector 
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Acth:ities undertaken during the reporting: period (October 2012 to March 2013) 

Component 1: Preparedness and Plannin~ Component 

Output 1: Strategy for H PAl control de\'elopt>d 

Actii'ih' i.! Regional HPA! Con!rol Strategy 
facilitateC the establishment of a coordination structure for implementation or the regional 
strategy. It was proposed in the Regional HPAl Control Strategies that RAHO 3,6 and 7 have the 
coordina:ion roles to implement Regional II PAl Control Strategies; 
two Regional I !PAl Control Strategies developed. including the work plans on improved 
surve:llance, value chain rr:apping. risk plannictg and disease cor.troL 
agreement hetv,:een F AO, Abt Associates and the World Health Organizatior: !WHO) on joint 
planning of activities to ensure linkage to zonal strategy; 
guidelines for the applicatio:1 of Progressive Control Pathway approach :-Jnalized lnhJ the !\ariona! 
OpL-ratior:al Plan on Avian lnflucnLa Control and Prevention {20; 3-20 l7); and 
detailed comments provided to DAll and PAHI 0:1 the 1'\at:onal Operational Plan on Avian 
Influenza Control and Prevention (2013-2017) including incorpora:-ing the regional/zonal 
approach. 

Output 2: Coordination and communication with donors and other HPAI implementing 
partners 

Actii'ih' 2. Core FAO Vie! l\'am team supported and manages project uctivitJes 
arrival of a new Senior Technical Coordinator for the F AO Emergency Centre for Transboundary 
Animal Diseases (ECTAD) VietNam :carr: in Dcccmber2012; 

• arrival of a :ww International Epidcmiologi:;t 0:1 14 November 20 12; 
continue to ensure thal all required staiTis in place; 
series or briefings, meetings and ;,::-mails with many liP AI implemcn:ing partners fOr coordination. 
including hoth USAJD and non-USAID partners; 

bi-weekly \vrit:cn briefings provided. to USAID on llPAl activities~ 
regular coordination :ncetlngs between USAID and f AO or: a bi- or tri-weekly basis~ and 
meetings between FAO and DAll (usually the Director-General) on a bi-weekly basis for 
coordination purposes. 

Actii'ih' 2.1 Annual project mee!ings supporJed 
A project rcvie-.v and planning meeting was held in llanoi on 21 November 2012 with a tota: of 
31 pa:ticipants (17 male and 14 temale). In addition to FAO, DAH and DLP staff involved in 
project implementation. rcp;escntatives from USAID, WHO, Abt Associmes, PAIII and the 
Livest0ck Corr:.petitiveness ar.d Food Safety Project ( LIFSAP} joined the afternoon session of the 
meeting. 
The ECTAD Viet N.am team meeting was held on 14 December 2012 :o s:-,are infOrmation and 
updat~ the project activities, both ir. technical and operational fields. All project staff took parl in 
the meeting. 
The ECTAD Viet Nam team coordim~tion meeting was held on 7 January 2013 to share 
information and update the project activities, both in technical and operational fields. All pro~~ct 
staff, including those based at the DLP and DAll. also took part in the meeting. 
Two more ECTAD Viet :-.Jam team meetings were held on 22 January 2013 and 22 February 2013 
to share i:~formation and update the project activities, hoth in technical and operational tlelds. All 
project sta!T took part in the r.:c-ctings. 

Actii'ity 2.3 Coordination meetmgs to support regional HPAJ control strategr implemeotafion 
A consultation '\Vorkshop fOr the national HPA 1 control programme was held on 24 October 2012 
in Ilanoi wit:, a total of 49 participants (34 males and 15 females). This provided an e!T~etive 
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platform for dialogue and joint ac:ivitics with national and international partners in a Or:e Health 
context 3S well as sound technical linkage to overarching natior.al strategies such as be VietNam 
lntcgrawd National Opcrado:::al Program on Avian InfluctlL:a. Pandcn:ie Preparedness And 
Er!'.erging Infectious Diseases (ATPED). A regional approach to disease cor_trol is also a key part 
of the ratified Na:lonal Strengthening of Veterinary Services Strategy to 2020. 
Project staff participated in the USAID partners meeting :--.eldon 20 Nove:nber 2012 in Hanoi. 
Project staff participated in the \Vorkshop on \Vildlite Farm Biosecurity Management and 
Supporting the Development of Good Production Practices on 25 January 2013 in flo Chi Min 
City and gave ar.d overview presentat:on and several SUIJporting presentations. 
Project staff participated in the Good Emergency Practices (GEMP) :raining held in Bangkok in 
Febmary 2013 and have approached DAH 3bout their interest in having a Viet :-Jam GE\.1P 
lraining. 
Project stalT participated in the A:r,nuaJ Regional ECTAD Mec:ing in Bangkok, Thailand from 
26 February to I March 2013. The Annual Regional ECTAD :V1eeting: 

(i) rcvicv>'cd the !15!\/l si:uation and the rapid spread and domina::-.cc of clade 2.3.2.1 
and od.1c:- co-circulating and inh .. ·rrclatcd inllucnza virascs {c.g.ll9N2) in A~ia as 
'veli as 1ts 1mp!icahons on control and eradicaL:Jon ofHPAI in the reg10n: 

(ii) discussed how to further broaden the ECTAD agenda from llPAl to One Health at 
the country lC\"cl; and 

(iii)discussed the modality of operating under the new system in light of 
deccntrali.L:a::on and how to :naintain synergy with FAO's corporate strategy. 

Project staff attended the FAO-USAID coordination meetir.g on 14 March 2013. The purpose of 
lhc meeting was to update the project p'ogress from 20 12 up to 1'v1arch 2013. The technical staff 
presented key project achievements from 2012 up to March 2013. 
Project staff participated in information sharing sessim.s including F AO-L;SAID, USArD-Ied 
S\vine ir.fluenL:a coordination. and U:-~itcd S:atcs Center for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC)-led Viet Nam influenza and presented updates about the phylocartography and clade 
information specific to 2.3.2.1. 

Acth'if<· 2.4 Coordination and sharing of'inf"nrmation with other pia yen engaged in HPAJ 
surveillance, risk assessment, vulue chain af!d risk mitigation in the pouffl}' seclor 

On 22 November, an FAO expert pcese:1teC. the HPAI H5Nl situation i~ VietNam from 
2004 to 2012 to provide basic bacKground knowledge on H5Nl in the animal sccmr to the media 
journalists attending ::he media training in Hanoi. 
On 23 November 2012, a meeting was held \Vi:h Associated Professor, Vic: K.hong Nguyen and 
fvo c:aassen and Adriaan van Loon, a deleg3tion from the Netherlands. visiting Viet Nam 
from l8to 30 November 2012 on a fcasibi:ity study on aYian influenL:a (AIJ vaccine production in 
Viet Nar!' ... 
A meeti:~g was held "\.Vith national expe:is from the Viet Nam Animal and Hum3n Influenza 
Control and Preparedness Project (VAIIIP) to discuss current llPAI surveillance programmes in 
Viet Nar. .. 
Project staff participated in a seminar at the National lns;itute of Veterinary Rcsea:-ch, where a 
Dutch delegation presented their findings of ''A teasihility study of avian influenza vaccine 
production in VietNam". 
A Senior Technical Coordinator and Tnternational Epidemiologists attended and contributed to the 
VA HIP surveillance workshop hdd in llanoi from 19 to 20 December 2012. 
The fact sheet for the project - ·'Immediate Technical Assistance to Strengthen Emc,gcncy 
Preparedness tOr Highly Pathogenic Avian Inf1uenza to VietNam··- has heen updated. 
The final project document has heen officially suh:nitted to the Government of Viet Nam for 
approval. 
The annual project progress report for the period ; October 2011 to 30 Novemher 2012 (cycle 5) 
was prepared and se:-~t to the DAJ I for submission to rhe Government of v:..:t :.Jam. 
Project staff participated in the Prince Mahido: Award Conference 2013 in Bangkok, Thailand 
from 2g January ~o 2 February 2013. Aeivities included I) convening parallel sessions; 2) serving 
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as panelists in other sessions; and 3) supporting participation ofVN government officials_ 
Lectures on ""One llcahh" a"d "Highly Pathogenic Avian Jnfl-J.em:a in VietNam" was given at the 
Hano: University of Agriculture on 24 Janua:-y 2013, to an audience of teachers, professors and 
post-gradua:e s.tudents. 
f AO provided JCedback through PAIH to DAII as suggested revision~ to :he ~ational Operational 
Plar. on A vi an lnt:uenza Control and Prevention (2n1 3-20 l 7). 
Project staff attended a meeting with Agriculture Research for DcvcJopmcnt (CIRAD) and DAII 
on 12 Marc!-_ 20 I 3. The objective of the meeting was to discuss results and practical implications 
and :uturc activities:fcollaborations. CIRAD presented results of the Research !Or Evaluation of 
Avian Influenza Surveillance in South East Asia (REV ASIA) project and results on the evaluation 
of surveillance systems in avian diseases in VietNam. F AO presented surveillance cctivities and 
briefings. on other activities on biosecurity, livestock produc:ion, and the regional strategy under 
the project "Immediate Technical Assistance to Strengthen Emergetcy Preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenic A\'ian lnflw.:nza to VietNam"_ 
Project staff attended a small expert group conference call to re·view hiosecurity assessment tools 
for wildlife farms. 

Component 2: Animal surveillance component 

Output 3: Animal surveillance at the national, •·egional/zonal, provincial, district and commune 
Level enhanced 

Actii'ity 3. I Strengthening o_{core capaLitiesJOr animal disease control wul diseuse control 
planning within regional control stra!t>gies 

Analysi:1g information and data collected during field visits in Region 3 and Region 7 ar.d results 
of FAO supported active and passive surveillance programme'> showed that HPAl outbreak 
investigations are conducted satisfactorily. Currently there is no need :o conduct outbreak 
investigation refresher training for SDAH and RAllO staff using the standardized approach to 
SUf!port strategy. 
Talking to stakeholders and analysing information and data collected during field visits in 
Region 3 and Region 7 showed that HPAI outhreak responses are conducted satisfactorily. 
Carrcntly there is no need :o conduct outbreak response refresher tra:ning for SO Ails and RAilOs 
statT usi:1g t}--_e standardized approach to sup!Jor1 strategy. 
There i~ good communication and collaboration with :he Epidcrniology Department;,: at RAllO 3 
and RAHO 7. through the FAO Regional Coordinators and •Nifh the Epidemiology Division at 
DAH through epidemiologists and na:ional consultants employed by FAO~ If needed, FAO assists 
in date an<~ lysis <1:1d i:; mentoring of these epidemiology units in data an<~lysis <~nd interpretation. 

Activity 3.2 Animal surveillance programme 
A workshop on guidelines fOr AI surveillance for Region 6and7 was held on 29 Octobt,"'f 2012 in 
Ho Chi Min City \Vith a mta; of 60 participants (43 male and 17 female)_ The same workshop for 
Regions 3,4and5 was held in Da Nang city on I Noven:bcr 2012 with a total of48 participants {26 
male and 22 fCmalc). The same workshop for Region l and Region 2 was held in Ilanoi on 
5 l\:ovember 2012 -.,;;,ri:h a total of5R participants (32 male and 26 temale). 
The Lead Epidemiologist made a field trip to Vinh city to explore current surveillance and 
reporting methods in Region 3. The different farming and marketing systems were investigated 
and levels of biosccurity were assessed. 
Ongoing analysis was carried ou: on the spatial distribution of VA HIP and f AO surveillance 
activities. 
The total ncunber ofHPAI outbreaKs tOr 2012 v,:as compiled and spatially referenced. 
A field mission \Vas conducted tl-om 14 to :R Janaary20l3to the :vlekong Delta to visit live birr! 
markets at Can Tho and llo Chi Minh City, RAllOs, Su'cl-dcpartmental Animal llealth office-s, 
border area, EPT -7- project sites and t3.rms. 
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Ha Vy Market \Vas visited in order to: 
(i} observe the collection of cloacal swabs from spent hens by staff of the SDAII office, 

as part of the FAO supported spent hens monitoring prograr.~.me; 
(ii) observe bioscourity impkmc'!ltation at llaVy market; and 
(iii) study the mar;.;.eting chaim, hygiene and possible disease transmission pathways. 

A meeti:1g was held with :he Epidemiology Team m the DAII and the ma:1agement of the 1\"ational 
Center for Veterinary Diagnostics (NCVD), Hanoi. Three ditlerent animal heal:h and surveillance 
data information systems were discussed and analysed and it \vas decided that a system curYcmly 
developed in New Ze<1land by <1 Vietnamese PhD student '\Vas the most suitable and sustai:1ahle. 
The DAH !-las suhmit::ed a drat! proposal fi.1r F AO consideration. This system wili be developed 
and implemented Dn a small scale during 2013, v.:ith expansion or all RA110s and SDAlls in 20 l4 
and 2015. 
AnalysiC~g infOrrr,ation and data collected from the F AO-supported active and ;mssi\'e surveillance 
programmes showed that there is a need to adjust the I I PAl survei:Iancc support. A meeting -.vas 
organized \vith the DAB lo discuss the future FAO :;.upport of HPAI-relatcd surveillance and 
mor.itoring activities. ft was decided that F AO will continue to support live bird market 
mor.itoring of virus circula:ion in ducks at 140 locations throughout !he counlry. Support for 
passi\·C surveillance and spent hen monitoring will discontinue. 
A meeting was held \vith DAH and counterparts from Cambodia. where it was decided to 
impleme:r,t an HPAI sapport sun/eillance plan fOr live hird markets linked to regional s:rategic 
objectives. Live bird market monitoring in Viel Nam, in addition to duck sampling, also includes 
environmental sampling at selected markets in the Mekong region. 
F AO discontinued support of passive surveillance system u"dcr the regional con~rol stYatcgy. 
F AO rccomn:cnded implementing smart phone ~chnology as a reporting system at the community 
level. This advice \Vas (politically} unacceptable tOr the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural 
Development (MARD). F AO will continue to support current linkages in passive surveillance 
from :he community level to forma: animal health reporting systems. 
Talking to stakeholders and analysing information and data collected during field visits in 
Region 3 and Region 7 shO\ved that poultry disease investigations are conducted satisfactorily. 
C:1rrcr:tly, there is no urgent need !o conduct training for difl'crl~nti:al di;1g:nos.is of poultry dis.c:1;;;c 
outhreak at RAHOs and SDAHs, including poultry post-mortem examination. 
Several independent e.xpcrt consultants condactcd analysis and recommended improvement:;. in the 
national surveillance system for HPAI and other priority diseases in 2009 and 2010. As the 
survclllancc systems in pLace have not been adopted to the recommendations, there is currently no 
need to SU!Jport DAH to conduct expert consultation on national surveillance system tOr HPAI and 
other priority diseases. 

ActivifJ' 3.3 Strengthening nfveterinm:v laboratoriec, diagnoslic aclivities, including biosa.fPty and 
quali(v assurance supported 

Carried out efficiency test of real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) primers for the ne"\v 
variant ofHSN l clade 2.3.2.1 virus, lhe efficiency for whic~ has been confirmed; 
Continued support for rapid and diffeyential diagnosis at RAHO level including other 
zoonoses/high-impact diseases: 
o Laboratory training and needs asscssmL'llt at the RAllO No. 5 was conducted from26 to 28 

November 2012. Seven staff participated ir. the- hands-on training on the laboratory 
diagnosis tt-,r HPAl HSNJ. Newcastle disease virus, and infectious hursal disease 
virus (lBDV).Nccd:;. for further training and srr:all instruments were identified. 

o T:-,e NCVD has received samples of live bird r.1arkct surveillance f;om RAHOs for virus 
isolation and characterization. A total of RO viruses ·were isolated out of 175 samples that 
were positive !Or infiucnza A anci confirmed by real-time PCR. 

Continued support for the full characterization or viruses isolated from outbreaks and live bird 
market surveillance: 
() HA ge:1e of 171 HS viruses collected from outbreaks during October 20l2 :o March 20!3 

was sequenced and analysed. The results showed that a variant of ll5N l clade 2.3.2.1 virus. 
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new-ly identified in July 20 I 3 has made incursions to l~c south regions of Viet Nam in 
December 2012. It has spread to three prm:inces in the lower Mekong Delta by March 2013. 
Duri:--.g January and March 2013, three clusters of II5N I clade 2.3.2 .l virus were circulating 
in the southern provinces. 

o Sequencing of internal genes (PB2, PBI, PA. NP, MA, and NS} of selected HS~l viruses 
started. Thirty-two Clade Ll viruses, collected during 2012-2013 from outbreaks and live 
bird markets, were selected fOr the first Jot of sequencing. The results showed 3 out of 32 
viruses had evidence of re-assortment y;,rith their internal genes. 

revie"v the functions and role of the animal health laboratory system: 
o T:-,c discussion has i~itiatcd for the short-term and long-tenn targcls of anirr.al health 

laboratory system. 
support strategy for DAH to assume full technical responsibility for the HPAl laboratory 
programme: 

::. n·.c discussion is ongoing especially for the sustainability of both technical and financial 
aspects. at diagnostic lcboratories. 

Aetiviry 3.4 Veterinary Epidemiologv Nettvork c-ap.,cfty supported 
Continued support for the A VET programme; 
international epidemiologist atte:::dcd and participated in the "Consultative meeting o[ 
epidemiology consortium for emerging zoonotic and transboanda1y animal disease'" in Bangkok. 
to support regior..al level epidemiology networks; 
agreement from DAH fo:- F AO inc:uding One Health and Risk Assessment and Mode:ing into the 
adva:1ccd A VET cuiTiculum; and 
started liaising with internal and exlL-'ITial pa:t1:crs to develop advanced A VET training course. 

Activity 3.5 Further development oi"M&£ expeni.se in animal health 
• Project stai"f attended the M&E meeting held on 7 tv1arch 2013. The results of :he meeting were: 

(i) list of issues, solutions and potential difficulties related to the Performance Management Plan 
(rMP} data for the period of I Octoher 2009 to 31 March 2012 identified; (:i} some fi!llow up 
actions flgrecd upon betwcc:-1 FAO, Wl/0, Abt Associates and U<;AID to finalize t~c set of P\-1P 
indicators for the period of 1 October 2009 to 31 March 2012. 
The project is working together with the M&E Manager from another implementing partner {Abt 
Associates) on !he impmvement ofti:e PMP reporting :emplate and data analy~is. As. a result, the 
reporting h.··:np;atc has OCcn finalL~cd. 

Output 4: Priority procurement for animal sur\'eillance- and laboratory supported 
Activity 4.2 Procurement o(consumable.s to support laboratory actirities 

Procurcmc:1t of lab conswnablcs for NCVD :nitiated; and 
Developed a list of priority needs for labs, based on request from USAID. 

Component 3: Animal response component 

Output 5: Effective and timel.Y animal response efforts promoted 

Actii'ity 5. I: HPAJ risJ.. mappiog t.md ;·isk anu~;--sis updated to support regirma! .>trategies 
Primary· information tOr hatchery mapping has been collected. Data has been pnwided by the 
District Vctc:inary Stations and SDAH in five provinces :n Region 3. Hatchery mapping of 
Region 3 has bee:-: completed. 
Data on :'Iatehcrics in Region 6 and 7 have bee:-, collected and h.a1chc:-y mapping in Region 7 and 
part of Region 6 is ongoing. 
~,lapping oflive bird markets in region 3. 7 and part of region 6 is ongoing. 
The epidemiologis: is !Jeriodically updating the ri~k assessment and mapping. Spatial and 
temporal, as ¥veil as dade analysis, is being conducted as needed. 
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Actii'ity 5.2: Outhreak control capacity str2ngthened under regional control strateg>' 
All 17 existing SOPs were rev-ie\ved and crosschecked wib the current HPAI situation, animal 
health situation and Govern:ne~t capacities. The proced.ures described in the SOPs arc still 
applicab;e currently and no further reviev .. · of SOPs fOr applica:ion to outbreak controL including 
local incident command system and ctlling principles is needed. 
Talking to stakeholders and analysing infOrmation and data collected during field visits in 
Region 3 and Region 7 showed that poultoy disease imcstigations and !!PAl outbreak control a:-e 
conducted s.:Itisfactorily. Currently there is no urgent need to cor:duct refresher trainir.g in outbreak 
control to support strategic control plans. 
Frequent meetings were helC. with VA HIP, Aht Associates, PAHI and \1./HO to assist partners to 
sensitize grassroms ~:akeholders on d.:seas.e con:rol ac:ivitics. 

Activity 5.5 Cross-border dialogue and coordinated surveillance 
A technical consultation between the Department of Animal Health and Production in Car!1bodia 
and the DAI I in VietNam regarding complimen:.ary IIPAI activities across the bordcr was held on 
21 January 20:3 m Hanoi ·with a Cotal of 15 participants i IS male and 7 female). A proposal was 
made to conduct parallel/joint activities on survciliance, diagnostics, and market movements. 
A lunch :neeting het\.veen FAO-ECTAD VietNam and China teams \'<'as held on 2X February 
2013 during the Annual Regional ECTAD Meedng (AREM) in Bangkok to discuss the next Viet 
Nam-China cross-border dialogue. The t•.vo teams agreed that the meetir:g ·wo:i\d be in Viet 
;\lamand targeted l-15 June20l3 fOr dates. [1 was agreed that the meeting ~hoald rcllcct AI and 
other trans boundary animal diseases. 
A meeting between FAO-ECTAD Viet Nam and Cambodia teams was held on 1 March 20\3 
during AREM in Bangkok to discuss the follow-up actions after the VietNam-Cambodia cross
border meeting in January 2013. 

• During two international meeting~, FAO Viet Nam met with c~oss-border stakeholders (WHO, 
FAO ;:ond USAID). Follow-up Viet >-lam-Cambodia and VietNam-China cross-border 
collahoration meetings are planned tO:- the first half of 2013. 
A rapid assessment/identification of jve hird markets and poultry production, poultry ::-no\•ement 
and trading patterns in the Vietnamese parts of the Mekong bordering Cambodia was conducted. 
A meeting \Vas held in Dong Thapfrom2R to 29 Nowmber 2012 to gathe:- information on pou!:ry 
movement ac:-oss borders between Viet Nam and Cambodia in Dong Thap wilh a total of 
34 panicipants (28 male and 6 female). A field visit was made to !long Ngu district, Dong Thap 
province from 29 to 30 November 2012. A report on rapid assessment ofp(lultry movement across 
Viet Nam and Cambodia border bas been prepared after the field rc,ission. The findings from the 
survey '>vcre presented in the Viet Nam-Cambodia cross bordL'T mectir.g and will be used as a 
resource to develop a cooperation plan. 

Activity 5.6 Vacciiw efficacy assessments and virus surveillance 3uppurted at the national level 
Conduct vaccine :rials against key circulating clades with a range of vaccines, species and breeds: 
o T}ce vaccine eiTicacy trial with new H5N1 viruses of 2013 is to be carried out in May 2013. 

n·.e dcillilcd antigenic analysis is going on for :he selection of challenge -viruses. 
~·1onitoring pathogenieity of selected vir.Ls isola:es from outbreaks and live bird market 
surveillance: 

::> Ths activity -..vii: he carried out at the same ti::-ne \Vlth the vaccine efticacy trial. The selection 
of I I5l\i I viruses for challenge is underway by analysis based on gcnctie characterization. 

Letter of Agreement (LoA) on '"lr.tluenza A virus characterization and H5>-l1 Vaccine Eil~cacy 
test" signed wilh DAll in February 20J3. 
o T~,e objective under th!s LoA is to strengthen the laboratory for the NCVD in conducting 

vaccine e!Ttcacy and pathogen testir:g as well as i:lllucnza A virus characteriLation. 
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Output 6: Improved poultry production practicPs in poultry "·alue chains supported 

Acth'ify 6.1 Support programme to s1reng1hen saf"e pouluy produclion practices incfuding 
h1nsecurilJ' 

supported DLP to develop hatchery hiosecurity :echnical guidelines; 
reports on the first an second training courses on Hatd·_ery Biosecu:-ity and Auditing in Can Tho 
(under the LoA signed with the DLP) have bee:: c:eared: 
interim report on Hatchery Improvement {under the LoA signed with DLP) has been cleared; 
regional workshop on composting of duck waste \vas conducted in Hue on 30 November 20 l2 
under the Biosecurity \Vorking G:-oup meeting to review the duck \vaste composti:1g model in 
Quang Tri province; 
report \Vith uhservat~ons of com posting results finalized; 
draft poultry manure management technical gu:dance Ceveloped; and 
planning fOr developing parent f1ock hiosecurity standards started. 

Acti\'ity 6.2 5"uppnrt ongoing activity oj the Bio.<.ecurizv W0rk.ing Group 
Support national and regional mee!ings o_fthe Bivsecurity Working Group: 
o T}ce 20th Biosecuri:y Working Group meetil"'.g with the topic: ''Livestock Production Waste 

Management by Composting" was held in lluc city on 30 October 2012 with a total of 
34 partlcipal"'.ts (24 male and ten female). 

o T:-,c 21st Biosecurity Working Group meeting on biosccurhy at slaughter houses was jointly 
held by f AU. Abt Associates and DLP in Can Tho on 27 1\0\·cmbcr 2012 with a total of 42 
participants (31 male and 11 female). 

o T!-1c 22nd Biosccurity Working Group mec:ing on the topic of "'Hatchery Bio~ccurity 

Minimum Standards and Certificate Model in Region 3" was held in lluc 011 

19 Decem her 2012 with a total of39 participants (26 male and 13 temale). 
o T!-1c 23nd 13iosceurity Working Group meeting with the topic "'Hatchery bio~ccurity 

mini:mun standards and certi-:'icate model in Region 6 and Region T' was held on 
3 Janmuy 2013 in Ho Chi !\.En City "\.Vith a tutal of41 pa:-ticipants (34 male and 7 female). 

0 T!--.c Biosceurity Core Technical Group meeting with the topic "'"Hatchery biosccurity 
mini:-.mm standards and fumiga:::ng procedures·· \Vas held in Hanoi on 29 hnua:y' :!:013 with 
a total of 15 participants {seven male 2.nd e:ght temale). 

J TI-.c Biosccurity Core T cchnical Group meeting with the topic '·I latchcry l3iosecurity 
technical Guideline" was help in Hanoi on 25 M2.rch 2013 with a total of 12 participants (six 
male anC. six female). 

0 n·.c Biosccurity Working Group meeting with topic "Dissemination of the hatchery hygiene 
improvement programme results and Jesson Jeant to provinces ir. Region 7" was held in Can 
T:-,o on 28 ;\1arch 20l3with a wtal of47 participants (33 male and 14 female). 

Acth:ities proposed fur rhe next reporting period (Apri12Ul3 to September 2013) 

Component l: Preparedness and Plannin~ Component 

Output 1: Strategy development for HPAI control 

Actii'ifJi i. J Regional HPA l Control Strategy 
develop advocacy strat~gy fOr implementation i:'. conjunction with PAfll; 
joint plam:ing of activities w·ith other partners to ensure linkage to Lonal strategy; and 
support review of progress and report to stakeholders_ 

Activity 1.2 Develop policy briejSfvr potential outcomes o{lhc cessation vfwccitwtion 
review prcviou~ scenario development and revise as necessary; 
develop concise policy brief based on:-cvicw and submit to DAII: anC. 
develop concise b:icf on scenarios for advocacy at the provincial leveL 
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Activity !.3 Training in regional cuntroi plan management and evaluation 
conduct real-time traini:1g in regional control plan manager.1ent in conjunction with RAllO 
meetings; and 
support rcai-ti:ne monitoring on rhe progress of the control plan and report 

Output 2: Coordination and communication with donors and other HPAI implementing 
partners 

Activity 2.1 
Actr\ .. ifJ' 2.2 
Activity 2.3 
Activity 2.4 

Core FAO Viet :Vam team supported and manages project acrivirie:j 
Annual pn~jecl meeting supported 
Coordination meetings to support regional HPAI control strategy implementation 
Coordination and sharing of information with other players engaged in HPAI 
surt:eillance. risk assl!ssment. value chain aod risk mitigation in the pouitry sector 

Component 2: Animal suneillanct! component 

Output 3: Animal surveiHance at the national, regional/zonal, prm:incial, district and commune 
level enhanced 

Activity 3.1 Stren:.;thening of core capacities for animal disease control and disease control 
planning P:ill!in regional conirol strategies 

support capacity building to develop work plans to implement regional control strategies.; 
support capacity building in risk managemem along value chains relevant w regional control 
strategies; 

• support the development of responses to risk analysis associated with value chains; and 
mentori:1g of epidemiology units in data analysis and interp;"etation as required. 

Acth·if<· 3.2 Animal surveli!ance prograrnme 
support national surveillance plan for live bird markc~s.; 
support surveillance pian :~or live bird markets :inked 10 regional strategic objectives; 
support linkages in passive surveillance from community !eve! to fonnal animal health reporting 
systems; 
training for differential diagnoses of poultry disease outbreak at RAHO and SDAH including 
poultry post-mortem examination; and 
develop policy options fo~ incentives to s.timulme reporting of disease events and support 
advocacy ~~Jr implementation. 

Activity 3.3 Strengthening a{ veterinary laboratories diagnostic acthities, including biosafi::ty and 
quality assurance supported 

supporting laboratory q•J-ality a:'>surar.ce through monitoring of pert:ormar.ce end SOP review; 
continue support fOr rapid and differential diagnosis at RAHO leve: including other 
.-;oonosesihigh-impact diseases; 
continue support for the full characterization of viruses isolated from outbreaks and live bird 
market sarvcillancc; 
review the functions and role of the animal health laboratory system; and 
sup:port the strmegy for DAll to assume full technical responsibility for IIPAI laboratory 
programme. 

Activity 3.4 Veterinmy Ephiemiology Ne!H•ork capucity supported 
f AO will continue lo support for A VET programme. Three international cx.per~s. will conduct an 
adva:1ced epidemiology training on risk analysis and spatial epidemiology :n May20 13. Two FAO 
internationals experts will conduct an eight-day One llealt~ wildlife-farm animals-human 
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interphase workshop in May20 13with two f:dd visits included. 
During the planned third alur!lni meeting in August 2013 a framework for the epidemiology 
network at the national level will be defined and developed. 
To fUrther support regional level epide:-niology net-..vorks "The 51\ International 'Workshop on 
ln!lucnLa Risk Asscssrr.t,'nt a:--.d Risk !V1odeling: Transitioning from Global to Local Assc.,smcnts'' 
meeting will be held in Hanoi in May 2013. 
The third AVET alumni meeting has been planned and will be supported by FAO in 
Septerr.ber 2013. This is pa:T ofF AO's continuous support of A VET alumni meetings. 

Actii'ity 3.5 Further devdopnwnt ofAf&E e.\jNrlise in aflima/ health 

training of managers at RAllO and SDAH on t~e :V1&E principles that guide project management; 
support alignment of the overall API! M&E framcv.·ork to local strategic plans; and 
support managers at RAllO and SDAll in gathering and processing M&E data. 

Output 4: Priority procurement for animal surveillance and laboratory supported 
Actr\,ifJ' 4. I Procurement f?f"essenliai supplies and maintenance of laboratory equipmem 
Activity 4.2 Procurement vf"consumables to support laboratory activities 
Activity 4.3 Determine and support maintenance requirements fUr laboratories 
Activit_y 4.4 Procurement f~j"supp!ies to supponjield surveillance ac1ivities 

Component 3: Animal response component 

Output 5: Effective and timely animal response efforts promoted 

Actii'ity 5. I: HPAJ risJ.. mappiog t.md ;·isk anu~;--sis updated to support regirma! .>trategies 
three international experts to conduct an advanced epidemiology training on risk analysis and 
spatial epidemiology in May 20 I 3 to further enhanced analysis capacity buildir..g; 
implcmc:--,tation underway for an international expert to conduct a study in the Mekong region 10 

provide detailed ctiarncterization ofhigh-:isk \'alue chains including r.ehvork an2.lysis; 
puultry ,;tt~or profiling to support the regional ,;tratcgy; 
applied :-isk analysis capacity building; 
updating risk asscssrr..ent and mapping; and 
detailed characlerization or high-risk value c:'1ai-:,s including network analysis. 

Activity 5.2: Outbreak control capacit.'J strengthened under rc-sional contra! strategy 
assist partners to sensitize grassroots stakeholders to disease control actiYities; 
review application of carcass disposal in oulbreak control in local siL1ations \vithin strategic plans; 
and 
prepare and conduct desktop exercises with public health counterparts. 

Activity 5.3 Conduct ret'iew olresponse capabiiitv in relation to scenarios developed under 
activity 1.2 

Activity 5.4 Develop tailored compensation mechanisms to support control strategy 
support the development of locally feasible and practical compensation mechanisms to support 
f3rmers reporting disease; and 
review outbreak con!roi procedures to enable effective a'.1dits to support compensation packages. 

Activity 5.5 Cross-border dialogue and coordinated surveillance 
sup:port bilateral meetings ·,vith the Governments of China and Cambodia to exchange tcchr..ical 
information, including surveillance and risk assessment findings, and risk :eduction plans; 
revie\v c:oss border value chains ofhigh-:isk commodities; and 
develop plans to conduct coordinated cros,;-horder surveillance_ 
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Activity 5.6 Vaccine efficrncv asst!ssments and virus surveillunce .supported at the national level 
conduct vaccine trials against key circulating clades. \'\rith a range orvaeeines, sp<:cies and breeds; 
and 
monitoring pc.thogenicit).- of selected virus isolates from outbreaks and live hird :narket surveillance. 

Acth·ify 5. 7 lnsrUutiona! strengthening in poultr.v produczion and animal health advi_~ory .>y_~fems 
institutional and core function analysis lOr poultry production and support service; 
capacity needs assessment of key stakeholdc:-s; and 
develop the poultry sector advisory services rr..odcl in collaboration with partners and the 
Extensio::', Department. 

Actii'ity 5.8 Support engagement ofprii'ate sector in the execution oj"regionaf conlroi .~trategies 
develop a pou:try industry fOrum at the regional level to support the regional control plan; and 
work with other APJI partners to engage key va:uc chain stakeholders in regional control stra~egy. 

Activity 5. 9 Support DAH to conduct review vfthe curreni dru.ft of the Veterinary Law 

Acti\'ify 5.10 5)uppnr! DAH tofinali::e guidelines 10 n!ahlish Veterinary Stotuwry Bodv, including 
structure,_fimction and mechanism 

Output 6: Biosecurity improved and market hygiene practices in commercial .and free-ranging 
poultry raising settings supported 

Activity 6.1 Suppori progrurnmc to strengthen safl- poultry production pra.cfi(;es including 
biosecurity 

develop materials and methods \Vith partners. including extension service to scale ~p hatchery 
pilot programme in support of regional control strategies: 
facilitate the developr!1ent of policy and advocacy brief to support practical measures to upgrade 
the production of day-old ducks; 
support implcmcn:ing partners with high-le-vel :raining and advice on hatchery pilol programme; 
collaborate with DLP to de,·clop upstrearn standards for parent nocks supplying hatcheries 
conforming to guidelines al"'.d pilot rest practical impler!1entation at field level: 
continue support for the development ofpou:try waste C.isposal systems; and 
develop materia;s and methods vvith partners, including cxtc--:1s.ion service :o scale up the good 
production practices in support of regional control strategies_ 

Actii'ity 6.2 Support ongoing activity of the Bim.ecuri~v ~f'or/ting Group 
support national a:--.d regional meetings of the Biosccurity Working Group 
support l~e dissemination of the Biosccu:-ity Working Group findings by partners within the 
regionc.l control strategy, including the extension serv-ice. 

Acti\"ity 6.3 Provide polic_F support hriefon the inac:ivmion of H5;'Vl under enFiromnental 
comlilions 

investigate inactivation of HSN 1 strains under simulated environmental conditions; and 
develop a policy brief related to the ir!1plica:lom of virus survival in the envi:-onment. 

ActiFif..\.·' 6.4 PUot trainiug programme for private sector in various guidelines and GPPP developed 

Activity 6.5 Training olprovincial DARD staflin description and mapping ollocal poultry sec! or 
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Main challenges encountered and response pmvided 
The approval of the Government of Viet Nam of the Project Document by f AO and US AID for 
the project extension (October 2012-September 2013} is still in process. Consequently, many 
activitie;;, wh1ch the counterpart Government agency had primary responsibility for implcn:cnting. 
could nor be initi.:tted, owing to this delay in projec-:: approval. 
ln lhc country context, tl:e regional approach to llPAI cor.trol is a ne\v concept. The Government 
administrative structure does not !Jrovide t~>r a regional mechanism in behveen the national and 
pro\·incial authorities in Viet !\am. This is being resolved through advocacy with the D..:partmcnt 
of Ani:1nl Health at the central level, and with the Soh-Departments of Animal Healb at the 
provincial levels, through RAHOs. 

Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes {ji·mn the start of the projecr) 

Output 1: Strategy development for HPAI control in 2006-2010 supported 
Consideration o~· a regiona: approach to HPAI control rat!Jer than a provincial one was promoted 
and is mtracting ir.tcrcst as featured in the Green Book Review and several Ir..tcrnational Ministerial 
Conference on Avian and Pandemic [nf1uenza (L\1C API) documents_ The final drafts of th regional 
IlPAI cor..trol plans for the north-n.·ntral region (Region 3) and i.h-1.' Mekong Delta region 
(Region 7+) were completed. 
A regionaliLonal approach has been incorporated into the National OpL-ratior:al Plan on Avian 
Influenza Control and Prevention (2013-20 17). 
A Li"'estock Er:1ergency Preparedness Plan was developed and submit!ed to DAH tl>r use in any 
unusual event in the livestock sector, keeping in \•iew the state of u:1prcpareC.ness that the 
Government experienced during the 2003-2004 emergence ofHPAI. 
Provincial poultry subsector profiling was c!Tectivc in describing provincial poultry popu:ations 
(including the Poultry At;as). and DLP is considering adopting such an approach more widely. 
Risk assessment and risk-based targeting of control mea:mres are increasingly being included m 
technical and policy development (however still largely restricted to the control of HPAI). This 
approach is nm\' expanded and was translated into an HPAI regional control plan particularly for 
two regions in VietNam. 
Guideline fOr the application of Pr>)gressive C on:rol Pathway approach had been finalized. 

Output 2: Coordination and communication with donors and other HPA.I implementing 
partners 
• Prograrr:.me management, planning and coordination of activities •.vith USAID and other partners 

were r:1aintained. fAO made: ll major rccor!lmendatior.s fo:- the Green Book Review, which were 
well received by the Government of Viet ?\"am as is evident from the nevdy released follow-up 
version of the Green Book a:; an Action Programme on AJPED fm the period covering 2011-2016. 

• FAO and Abt Associates have a co:nmon strategy to risk reCuction across !he supply chain \Vith a 
shared activity matrix consolidating the agencies' activities into a single overa:J approach. 

~The first volume of DAll Ani:nalllealth bulletin was rei cased in J:.dy 20 l I (250 copies). The second 
volume of DAH Animal Health bulletin \Vas released in August 2012 (21 0 copies). 

Output 3: Animal surYeillance at the national. district and communit.Y level enhanced 
• The project provided support to the upgrading ofT AD info and Lab!'\et, and the development of 

geographic information systems (GlS} at RAHO. A total of 210 officers from SDAH, 14 RAHO 
staff and five DAH epidemiology staff were trained to usc this software. Seven global positioning 
systems (GPS) and seven licenses of mapping son ware (AreVicw/ArcGlS 9.2) were provided w 
seven RAHOs (I-VIl). A total of 55 SDAH/DAH staff was trained on its use. 

• The project also developed a database system S():tv • .-are for labora!<Jry diagnostic management within 
the DAJI's LabNct through :he services of a local firm in VietNam. Laboratory biosafcty and 
quality 2.ssurance are heing sup!Jorted and pursued. One laboratory (NCVD) was accredited for 
lSO 17025, and :he other laboratories are in the p:-ocess of accreditation. 

• The SOPs tOr HSN; real-time PCR -..vere developed and adopted. ft has been used at nine veterinar.f 
laboratories extensively for passive and active surveillance. The usc of real-time PCR was cxk'"r.dcd 
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to the differential diagnosis of I !PAL such as Ne-wcastle disease and duck pl3quc. 
• The capacity of genetic sequencing of ll5N I viruses was developed and applied. Genetic analysis of 

the viruses isolated from HPAI outbreaks in poultry in VietNam over several years indicates that 
Clade l is cntrc:-~ched in sout:r. VietNam with sporadic forays to central VietNam. Clade 2.3.4 used 
to be the predominant clade for many years in north and central Viet Nam until the winter of 
2009:2010. Hov.;ever. clade 2.3.2 viruses ha·ve t0tally replaced the dominance of clade 2.3.4 in late 
20 I 0, which continues today. Within the newly emerging clade of 2.3.2. I. an antigenic variar:t strain 
of the virus \.Vas detected. Adequate technical and materia! support significantly improved the HPAI 
diagnoscic capacity ir. the laboratories ~md antigenic and genomic characterization ofH5Nl viruses. 

• A revised and upd<~Ced SOPs for HPAI Outbreak Investigation a::d Control \.Vas de\'eloped. 
comprising 19 sections and 14 job cards for various officials involved in llPAl outbreak 
management The English and Vietnamese versions of the SOPs \.Vere ha:1ded over to DAH for 
transmission to MARD for adoption as a national strategy. 

• The awareness-raising campaign to encourage poultry farmers t0 report any unusual occurrer.ce~ of 
an infectious disease in poultry flocks and the r:eccssity to report it on time was carried out th:ough 
TV spots and loudspea:«:ers during the risk period (e.g. ::he TET festival). 

• The AVET initiative to Improve bas1c epidemiological investigation cap<~city th~ough V1et Nar:-1, 
specifically a nine-week-long tailor-made course curricula. resulted in tl:e training 
ofl60 veterinarians in 12 cohorts ir. the period of 2010-2012. At least one veterinarian of each of 
the 63 provinces of Viet Kam n.-)w has specialized basic skills in veterinary' field ef!idemiohJgy_ Two 
A VET a~umni workshopswerc organized for strengthening the animal health epidemiologist 
network in VietNam and improving the sharing ofinfonnatio::" .. 

• Active surveillance for llPAl and other poultry diseases launched to complement the comn:unity
hased surveillance of Aht Associates yielded valuable insight on the efficacy oft he surveillance. 

• In the event of an outhreak. a new component"\vas bunched in March 201 I for the early deteccion of 
any potential secondary ou(C)reaks in the r..cighbouring area of the index case. 

• A cost effectiveness study on surveillance for IIPAI was completed. P:'.:liminary findings suggest 
that there is a quali!ative value in surveilbnce. but the cost of surveillance per outbreak reported is 
going up with a decrease in the nurn'Jer of outbreaks ofHPAI in Viet ~am. 

• Live bird mar:Cet surveillance for subclinical infection of ducks sold at :he marKets in .30 hig!-.-risk 
provinces indicated '>videspread circulation of AI virus and also H5!'< I viruses, in particular. 

• \1ore than 300 copies of the Wild Bird Manual were t::-anslated into Vietnamese and distributed to 
63 provinces. 

Output 4: Priority procurement for animal surveillance and laboratory supported 
• Procurement of vehicles, information technologies ([T) equipment, equipment sprayers and most 

Iaboratmy consumables is complete, and all are in use. 

Output 5: Effective and timely animal response efforts promoted 
A cross-border study in the north of Viet Nam concluded that as a rcsul: of a high financial reL.tm 
tOr poultry, smuggling across. t!-Je border has no:- decreased, hut has become more elaborate. \.Vhich 
will pose a cotmant risk of di:;ease transmission. The market chain is :ncn::asingly being recogniLed 
as cri:ical to the control of liPAL particular:y in northcm Viet Nam. and F AO's strategic targeting 
of live bird markets \Vas validated. 
Hatchery data collection <~nd mappi:ctg in five pilot provinces was completed. Hatchery minimum: 
bioseeurity standards were dc\·cloped through a stakeholder consultation process. A hatchery auditi 
and certification tool was developed, a:1d training was provided to the Go\"e::nmcnt staff on thei 
procedure ti>r hatche:-y auditi:~g and certification. Hatchery data collection <~nd mapping in! 
five provinces in Region 3 (Thanh IIoa. 1\:ghe An. lla Tinh, Quang Binh, Thua Thien flue) and all or: 
Region 3 have been completed. 
Post-vaccir.ation rr.oni:oring and virus circulating surveillance for influenza A/1l5Nl, supported by! 
this project, shows that vaccinated poultry have a protection rate of 72. 10 percent at the bird leveL i 
The protection rates of Muscovy ducks. turkey, otht.•r ducks, chicken and geese \VC!"e: 80 percenL.i 
RO nercent, 7R.90 ercent, 68.05 rcent and 50 ercent. resnectivel '. Prevalence ofT e A <~ndi 
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115;-.Jl AI viruses in ducks ">v~:c 0.94 pcrcen~ and 0.67 percent, respectively, while in chickt.·ns, 
respective prevalence was 0.54 percent and 0 percent. There was no evidence of AI virus persistence 
found vvilh the samples taken from MuscO\-y d:.~cks. The AI positive samples were from Khanh lloa 
and Quang Ngai provinces (Centre). Cur:-ently. t:b,e Government o: Viet Nam halted mass 
vaccination of poultry against HPAL 
A training course on good management practices to key stakeholders -tl--.e National Veterinary 
Company (NA VETCOi, Viet Nar.1's V~terinary Vaccir.e Company (VETVACO) and DAB - was 
conducted, -..vhich covered introductory level good manufacturing practices (according to the 
2009 Pharmaceutical Inspection C onvention/Pharmaceutlcal Inspection Co-operat:on Scheme 
[PI CIS] Code of GMP) anC. quality systems applicable to the ma:1ufacturc of Alli5N I vaccines. 
The Ol-X":rational appraisal of cold chain integrity was completed. and 39 provinces wen: provided with 
walk-in cold rooms. Sofhvare tOr inventory maintenance of vaccine ba:1ks in provinces "\Vas developed. 
Capacity fOr animal challenge testing was developed, tOllowing the completion of a high biosecurity 
animal isolation unit at NCVD. The unit applied for vaccir..e efficacy tests since 2007 to monitor th~ 
adequacy of vacci:J.cs against the evolving 1 I5N l viruses. Ar: antigenic variant of ll5N l vi:us was found 
in 201 :, for which the vacci:1e currently in use was :1ot effective. 

Output 6: lmproved biosecurity practices in commercial and scavenging poultry raising settings 
supported 

Poultry sector profiling provides important tools fOr risk-analysis and strategic disease control 
plannir:g. A guide to provi:J.cial pou:try sector profiling was developed. Poultry sector profiling was 
completed for four of the five project provinces. The guidclir..cs arc currently king tested exte:nally 
hy an implementing partner in three non-t:SA ID pilot provinces. 
A Biosecurity Working Group was established, "\Vhich provides a fo:-um to netw-ork infOrmation and 
lessons le-arned. building technical understanding among a peer group of agencies working to 
strengthen biosecurity. 

• A fran:cwork for a database on biosecuri~y rna~crials was developed, and its consolidation is ir. progress. 
By no\\', over 100 documents .,,:ere compiled in a searcha:.le format. This is now ready for 
dissemination. Biosccurity ac;ivilic;; of all agencies engaged in related ;.vork have also been mapped. 
Tbc \Norking Group rcvl;,.~wcd work on hatchery biosccurity_ Training on thG principles of 
hiosecurity and on biosecurity auditing was provided to 16 members of the Biosecurity \Vorking 
Group. Conventio:~a! approac~es to hiosecurity s!rengthening were reviewed and evidence gathered 
to support adoption of a supplementary approach focusing on private sector driven activities and 
adopting social marke:!ng techniques from the huma:--, health sector. 
FAO and Abt Associates liaised on hatchery technical training and :cgi;;tratio:--. schemes. 
A regional risk analysis exercise was conducted, which provided infOrmation on the character of 
poultry moven:ent and production in the Jmver Mekong region. identif):ing poultry f!",ovements and 
risk pathv.'ays fo: inter-provincial transmission of infection. 

Output 7: Communication capacity supported at DAH and technical inputs to communication 
activities of other USAID implementing partners are prm,.ided 

FAO supported the calendar a:-,d sticker p:oduction and distribution for pre-TET festival 2010. 
sending out the message to call the hotline or the SDAH landline to report ill al"'.d dead poultry under 
the Enhanced Reporting component. 
Under the Gathering Evidence fOr a Transitional Strategy (GETS) project (closed in February 20121. 
the Academy for Educational Development produced a commerciaL which encouraged poultry 
o\vners to report ill and dead poultry to SDAH via a hotline or SDAH phone numberr.. Thls was 
used effectively in this project for awareness-:aising purpo;;cs. 
Support to DAH communications and technical support to Aht Associates i:1 implementing the field 
ac:ivities was maintained. 
The imerim Team Leader completed his assignmcn: with C'Ie ECTAD Viet Nam programme in 
:--Jovember 2012. The new Senior Technical Coordinator comrr.enced his assignme:1t as Senior 
Technical Coordina~or/Team Leader for the ECTAD VietNam programme in December 2012. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/605/USA Baby 03 
Project Title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergenc_y preparedness for 

Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPA[) 

Reporting: period· April to September 2012 
Country: Nepal 
Project title: Immediate technical assi:-:.tance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Intluenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/RAS/605/USA Baby 03 
Budget: USD I 215 000 (Phases I-V) and USD 279 000 (Phase VI) 
Total budget: USD I 494 000 
Effective starting date: 1 August 2006 
Planned end date: 30 Septemlx'-r 2013 
Context of the project 

The project is supporting the Government of Nepal in strengthening its capacity to detect and contain 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI). The tlrst outbreaks of HPAI in Nepal occurred during 
the period from January [0 March 2009. In 2010, multiple outbreaks occurred during the same 
months, with another single outbreak detected in the poultry-producing hub of Chitwan in October. 
The 2009 outbreaks were caused by H5N1 virus of clade 2.2, prevalent in We~l Bengal, while the 
2010 outbreaks were attributed to clade 2.3.2.1, previously unrecorded in South Asia. Clade 2.3.2.1 
reappeared in the Kathmandu valley in November 20 ll (backyard poultry), and in January 2012 
(crows) and again in March 2012 (commercial). Nine outbreaks occurred in the eastem region in 
January and February 2012. All isolates from 2010 onwards have been shown to be closely related, 
and this clade is now endemic in Nepal. The Government's resow-ces, including those provided by 
international donors, have been severely stretched. The project has provided essential capacity 
building for preparedness and response. 
Objectives of the project 

The overall objective of the project l'i that HPAI and other emergmg infectious diseases are 
effectively prevented and controlled on a national scale, thereby minimizing risks to human health, 
food security and livelihoods. The anticipated outcome is that the Department of Livestock Services 
(DLS) is enabled for early detection, prompt and accurate diagnosis, and effective response to HPAI 
at national leveL 
A-ctivities planned for the reporting period (April to September 2012) 

Output 1: Cross-sectoral coordination at national level strengthened 

Activity 1.1. Conduct regular meetings with DLS, the Directorate of Animal Health (DAH), Central 
Veterinary Lnbvratory (CVL) and Veterinary Epidemiology Centre (i/EC) 

• 'While some progress was made towards the stambrdization of reporting procedures for 
outbreak:.. of disease to intemationally accepted standards and making use or reterence 
laboratories to confirm or expand on CVL diagnostic outputs. questions remain over the failure 
to detect H5l\' I in the western parts of the country or in Chitwan, and this demands further 
analysis at high level. 

Activit)' 1.2. Nfaintain coordination with the subregional Emergetn_:v Centre for Trwuboundary 
Anin-w/ Di.<;ease.<; (ECTAD) management and regional support unit q{ the European Union (EU)-
South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation !SAARC) Highly Pailwgenic and Emerging 
Diseases (HPED) programme 

• Continued support of and strengthened links between regional and national programmes, 
including ECTAD's ongoing commitment to the One Health approach. 
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Activi!_V 1.3. Ad\}ise and suppor! DLS in planning and implementing a SU5>1ainable progmmmefOr !he 
prevention, earlv detec!ion and rapid response w HPAI and other emerging infectious diseases 
• Continue to work \vith the DLS to establish processes that meet s~ientifi~ criteria, while being 

financially accessible (in the longer term, the department must target the- development of self
supported and ~ustainable programme~ to implement its activities as both di~ease surveil1ance 
and response are resource-hungry procedures). 

Output 2: Aspects of disease surYeillance related to outbreak investigation strengthened 

Activity 2.1. Reinf!.Jrce the use of enhanced surveillance a! an addilional .f(-ntr sites in wrgeted 
districts 
• Continue the programme into ApriL collate and analyse data with a view to efficiency and 

effectiveness, and provide guidance on any adjustments to be made to the methodology or its 
implementation. 

Activit)' 2.2. Provide technical guidance to the DLS, DAH and VEC on the planning. setup and 
monitoring of targeted active surveillance 
• Continue to ~upport VEC as the key DAH unit for designing and managing both active and 

pas~ive disease surveillance and reporting, ami ensure that the unir is fully staffed and adequately 
resourced. 

Activit)' 2.3. Revieov the currenT sw·i•eilhmce strategy 
• Organize a review workshop to match the surveillance approach to the realities of the 

epidemiology of HPAI in NepaL 

Output 3: Emergency preparedness and response capacity strengthened 

ActiFity 3. !. Evaluate the appropriateness of current policies, strategies nnd standard operating 
procedures (5'0Ps)for response 

o Review. and if necessary, update policie~, ~Lrategies and SOP~ comidering the i~sue~. such as 
culling strategies, compensation levels and possible use of vaccination. 

Activity 3.2. ReiJ~force rapid response training in eight districts 
o Conduct the planned training during the coming seme'>ter. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period (April to September 2012) 

Output 1: Cross-sectoral coordination at national level strengthened 

Activit)'].]. Conduct regular meetings with DLS, DAH, Cl/L and VEC 
• The project team met monthly with the officers in charge of the technical units at DAH, CVL 

and VEC and relevant s.cientific officers both centrally and in the regions. The Country Team 
Leader (CTL) liaised with visitlng scientitlc missions from the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO) headquaners (Foot-and-Mouth Disease [FMDJ field 
training), the IDE~TIFY project {CVL biosafety audit) and :rvtassey University (One Health 
project). Topics addressed during this period included the following: 

o April 2012: Procurement of Virkon Sand personal protective equipment (PPE) (through the 
United States Agency for International Development [USAlDJ DELIVER project) 
o April 2012: Procurement of the International Air Transpmt Association (IATA)-appnrved 
virus tran~port containers for VEC (through FAO'~ Regional Oflice for Asia and the Pacific 
[RAP]) 
o April 2012: Procurement of avian influenza Rapid Antigen Detection Kits for VEC and the 
Regional Veterinary Laboratories (RVLs) (through RAP) 
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o May 2012: Report on the outcome of HPAI surveillance from :-.Jovcmbcr to ApriL 
o May/June 2012: Planning and logistics for FMD rea\-rlme training (FAO Rome) 
o June 2012: Progressive control of FMD (DAH and the European Commission [EC]/FAO 
SAARC Regional Support Unit [RSC]) 
o June 2012: Avian Influenza vaccination policy (DAH with inputs from FAO Rome) 
o July 2012: Biosafety at CVL (CVL staff in coordination \Vith CSAID IDENTIFY project) 
o July 2012: Rabies control in Nepal (DAH in coordination with the Australian Animal Heahh 
Laboratory [AAHL]} 
o August 2012: One Health approach (in coordination with Massey University) 

Activity 1 .2. Majntajn coordination with the subregional ECTAD nwnagement and regional support 
unit of the EU-SAARC HPED programme 
• The CTL works closely \Vith the EU-SAARC HPED project manager and facilitates the link 

between RSU members and relevant country programmes, participating in meetings at DAH on 
the progresslve control of FMD and contributing to the regional workshop on communication. 

Actil'ity 1.3. Advise and support DLS in planning and implementing a sustainahle programme for the 
prevention, earl_v deteCJion and rapid response to HPAJ and other emerging infectious diseases 
• The projecl provided Ihe Director-General of DLS with a progres.s report of the targeted active 

surveillance progmmme including detailed conclusions and recommendation~. In addition, 
repot1s have been made a'..·ailable of the recommendations on the outbreak response table-top 
exercises. carried out regionally and of the training for village animal health workers and other 
community contact persons, which will assist the department in planning future interventions in 
this area. The CTL also worked with the DAH chief in preparing a response to poultry producers 
in relation to H9 virus vaccination. 

Output 2: Aspects of disease surveillance related to outbreak investigation strengthened 

Activit}' 2.1. Reinforce the use (~{enhanced surveillance at an additional four sites in set'U1 targeted 
disrricts 
• Data gathering was completed in April and monitoring visits were made to each site on a 

two monthly schedule, after which the data was collated nnd analysed. In May, round-up 
meetings with the participating district officers and field staff provided feedback on adjustments 
to be made to the methodology and implementation. T\vo one-day training sessions for 42 site 
technicians were held, and their community contacts were well received. 

ActiFit_v 2.2. Prm·ide technical guidance to the DLVDAH/VEC on the planning, .>et-up and 
monitoring of targeted active surl/eillance 
• The project managemenl continued to advocate the adoption of the VEC as the key DAH unit for 

deslgning and managing both active and passive disease smveillance. Technical meetings took. 
place month1y, and DAH/VEC officers fully participated in the field exercise and monitoring 
mi~sions. VEC wa~ :<.trengthened through the placement of an additional officer. 

Activi!_v 2.3. Revinv the currenr surveillance s/ralcJ?y 
• The smveillance data gathered during the first semester was a.<;similated into a review document. 

while a review workshop held in September with 45 participants provided a forum for additional 
consideration of the present strategies for detection. 

Output 3: Emergency preparedness and response capacity strengthened 

Activity 3.1. Evuhwte the approprialeness (~/current policies. slratexie.~ and SOPs for response 
• The current Bird Flu Order does not permit the use uf avian influenza vaccination in NepaL 
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Poultry entrepreneurs, through their associations, have pressed for an amendment to this policy 
[0 allow the vaccination against H9N2 avian influenza virus. as this is widespread in some areas 
(e.g. Chitwan and Kaski districts) and is of concern to pnJducers. During field missions to 
Chitwan district, the project management was made aware of the use of a vaccine sourced from 
India said to contain avian influenza antigen \Vhilc FAO fon:vardcd infnrmation nn inquiries 
directed at international procurement. The project management sought and provided to DAH 
information on H9 vaccine availability and use. 

• The level of preparedness and response capacity achieved through project-led intervemions may 
now be regarded as satisfactory, but the nature of the evolving threat from HPAI in 1\'epal 
ne-cessitates a continual review of the DAH strategies and SOPs. 

Activit}' 3.2. ReinfOrce rapid response training in eight di~tricts 
• The training was completed for field staff from five districts during September 2012. Districts 

participating were CIS follows.: 
o Dhangadhl: Bajhang, Bajura and Acham districts (52 participants of whlch two were women) 
o Ncpalgunj: Rolpa and Jarjakot districts (31 participants of which two were women) 

Planned acthities for the next six-montl1 period (October 2012 to March 2013) 

Output 1: Planning and cross-sectoral coordination at nationallc"vcl strengthened 
[n order to achieve lhe above output, the following activities will be canied out: 

• Activity 1.1 Support the Government in planning and coordinating inputs at national level. 
Working closely with DLS, DAH, CVL, VEC and the \Vorld Bank-funded zoonoses control 
project team. the project management will seek to attain a holistic and synergistic government 
programme that adequately addresses the evolving challenges of avian influenza in Nepal and 
successfully coordinates the pat1icipating stakeholders. 

• Activitv 1.2 Support regional and international coordination related to disease control. 
Facilitating links between regional and lntemational projects and programmes wirh national 
programmes to encourage effective and efficient use of available resources fm· disease 
prevention and control under a One Health approach. 

Output 2: Surveillance methodologies assimilated and integrated into DLS' regular 
programmes 

[n order to achieve the above outpur, the following activi(ies will be carried out: 

• Activitv 2.1 Conduct assessment and planning stakeholder workshops at development region 
level with inclusion of anim~.li anJ human health ::mJ civil authorities. 
This activity will focus upon those districts cunently deemed to be most at risk of appearance or 
re-appearnnce of HPAI and will benefit from the inclusion of local stnkeholde.rs and 
development partners to ensure that available resources are effectively applied to implement 
national ~(rategies and SOPs. 

• Activity 7.2 Provide technical guidance to VEC in designing, setting up, implementing and 
monitoring disease surveillance activities. 
The aim will he to ensure that all surveillance activities. however funded, fall under the guidance 
and overview or the VEC, such that data can be efl'ectively collated and analysed w provide the 
Director-General of DLS through DAH with evidence-based information upon which control 
strategies can be dynamically directed. The principal mechanism to effect this will be through 
programmed meetings of a technical group under the chairmanship of the Programme Director. 
Animal Heallh through which the project management will provide technical guidance and links 
to appropriate ECTAD Technical Units. 

• Activity 2.3 Provide technical orientation to the concerned field staff at district and regional level 
on the effective implementation of targeted aclive surveillance ror HPAI. 
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The aim will be to encourage the incorporation of surveillance activities into the district and regional 
programmes. to engender sustainahility beyond the period of project s.uppo11. This will build upon the 
experience of the development of this programme over the preceding three pmject years as well as 
ret1eet the cunent knowledge on the epidemiology of the disease in NepaL 

• Activity 2.4 In coordination with DAH conduct six-mo-nthly reviews and adjust programmes as 
neces~ary. 

The challenges presented by HPAI have varied from a cross-border incident in 2009, appearing in 
the western districts through introduction via infected migratory birds, and more recently re
appearing in the eastern districts and in the capital city itself. This demands continuous a...-.sessment 
To this end, the Project Managemem will present DAH wlth a repot1 reviewing the situation at {he 
conclusion of the major risk period and towards the conclusion of the project year. A workshop w-ill 
be held to assist the Department in defining its strategy for the next Jisk period. 

Output 3: VEC achieves a comprehensive and evidence-based knowledge on the endemicity of 
HPAI in Nepal. 

In order to achieve the above Output, the following activities wi11 be carried out: 

• Activity 3.1 Support and facilitate epidemiology working groups to analyse available data 
(national and international) and make recommendations. 
Reflecting lhe need to gain a complete understanding of lhe epidemiology of H5N l infection in 
~epal to correctly align control measures, the project will facilitate and support epidemiology 
working groups to consider the implications arising from the information gathered through 
surveillance activities. laboratory diagnostic finding~ ami also phyllogenetic associations 
submitted to reference laboratories. 

• Activity 3.2 Provide technical guidance to field studies with particular emphasis on market 
chuins and 1i ve bird markets in southeastern districts with reference to cross-burder chains and 
Gangetic plain association. 
As more government veterinarians are exposed [0 basic epidemiology training through the Field 
Epidemiology Training Programme for Veterinarians, the project will seek to guide and mentor 
epidemiological studies in the field of avian influenza to fill gaps in the knowledge base and 
provide an additional source of information to feed into the epidemiology working group. 

:\'lain challenges encountered and response provided 

• Maintaining coordination at DLS leve1 between all actors and agencies involved with the avian 
intluenza programme remains a challenge, even to a greater extent with the entry of the lates 
World Bank-funded zoonoses project. Other smaller projects, such as the Massey University On 
Health project also overlap with certain HPAI control obje..-tives while USAID's IDENTIFY 
element of the EPT project as well as the EU-funded FAO implemented regional SAARC projec 
includes HPAI as one of its target diseases. FAO is well positioned through its ECTAD Unit i 
.:"Jepal to support and assist the DLS in the task of coordinating animal health aspects. keeping 
abreast of developments and interaning with relevant partners. 

• The pattern of HPAI outbreaks from year to year continues to pose questions lO the authoritie:. 
responsible for detection, diagnosis and control. The reappearance of the disease in the ca<>tcrn 
region in 2012 was not anticipated, as the focus of disease in the preceding two years had been in 
the central and western regions, However, the 2012 outbreaks ;.vere shown to be owing to th 
same dade of the H5N1 virus that had caused the 2012 and 2011 outbreaks, but different from th 
clade associated with the earlier 2009 outbreaks. A full picture of the dispersal of avian lnfluenz 
virus in Nepal is stiJI lacking. The project has contributed significantly to the existing knowledge 
through support of an effective largeted active surveillance programme lo enhance th<; 
information gathered through passive reporting of suspect HPAI cases, and continues tc 
encourage the integration of this methodology into the regular government programme. 
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:\1ain progress made towards the achievement of proj-ect outcomes 

Output 1: Cross-sectoral coordination at national level strengthened 
• Notwithstanding its modest annua1 operating budget provisions, this USAID-funded project, 

active in Nepal over a six-year perimL has developed a comprehensive understanding of the 
issues that bear upon HPAI prevention, detection and control in NepaL The Project 
Management's close working relationship has ensured fruitful collaboration with DLS and tl1e 
technical units of DAII. while FAO's standing in the forefront of global IJPAI control strategy 
development and its leading position in adopting a One Health approach has contributed to the 
Project Management maintaining an overarching and effective communication with 
deveJopmem partners and national stakeholders. 

Output 2: Aspects of disease surveillance related to outbreak investigation strengthened 
• In close collaboration with VEC, the project developed a comprehensive HPAI surveillance 

programme. including country-wide passive survei11anec supported by active survci11anec 
targeting districts categorized :1s high risk. Combined with .support to the veterinary di:1gno.stic 
labomtories. this has provided a basis for monitoring the avian influenza situation. The results 
from this programme have guided conlinued evaluation of national ~trmegy and the mechanisms 
for its implementation. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/605/USA Bab,y 03 

Project Title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza {HPAI) 

Reporting period· October 2012 to March 2013 -
Country: Nepal 
Project title: lmmediate technical assistance to strengthen emergenc·y preparedness tOr Highly 
Pathouenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/RAS/6iJ5/USA Babv 03 
Budget: USD l 494 000 (Phases I-VI) and USD 100 000 (Phase VII) 
Total budget: USD I 594 000 
Effective starting date: J Auuust 2(}(J6 
Planned end date: 30 September 20 l3 
Context of the project 

The project supports the Government of Federal Democratic Republic of Nepal in strengthening its 
capacity to detect and contain Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI). The first outbreaks of HPAI 
in Nepal occurred during the period from January to March 2009. In 2010, multiple outbreaks occurred 
during the same months, with another single outbreak detected m the poultry-producing hub of 
Chitwan in October. The 2009 outbreaks were caused by H5N l virus of clade 2.2, prevalent in West 
Bengal, while the 2010 outbreaks were attributed co clade 2.3.2 and is presently classified as 2.3.2.1. 
During the period from November 2011 to March 2012, nine outbreaks were detected in poultry in the 
eastern reg ton and three Jn the Kathmandu valley. Two ca.<>es v.-·ere also recorded Jn wild birds. 
Towards the end of20l2 two further outbreaks in the Kathmandu valley were confirmed as H5:"-il in 
reterence laboratories while during the tlrst months of 2013, 14 suspected outbreaks were diagnosed as 
H5 infections at the Central Veterinary Laboratory (CVL), Kathmandu. All isolated cases from 2010 
onward have been shmvn to he closely related; this clade is no\v endemic in NepaL The Government's 
resources, including tlhlSC provided by international don015, have been severely stretched. The project 
has provided essential capacity building for preparedness and response. 
Objectives ol" the project 

The ovemll objective of the project IS for HPAI and other emerging infectious diseases to be 
effectively prevented and controlled on a national scale, thereby minimizing risks to human health, 
food security and livelihoods. The anticipated outcome is that the Department of Livestock Services 
(DLS) is enabled for early detection, prompt and accurate diagnosis, and effective response to HPAl at 
the national level. 
Activities planned for the reporting period {October 2012 to March 2013) 

Output 1: Planning and cross-sectoral coordination at national level strengthened 

ln order to achieve the above output, the following activities were planned: 

Activity l.l Support the Government in planning and coordinating inputs at the national level. 

Working closely with DLS, CVL, Directorate of Animal Health (DAH) and the Veterinary 
Epidemiolobry Centre (VEC}, the project management will seck to attain a holistic and synergistic 
govemrnent programme that adequately addresses the evolving challenges of avian int1uenza in Nepal 
and successfully coordinates the participating stakeholders. 

Actl·vity 1.2 Support regional and international coordination related to disease controL 

Facilitating links between regional and intemational projects and programmes with national 
programmes to encourage effective and efficient use of available resources for disease prevention and 
control under a One Health approach. 
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Output 2: Surveillance methodologies assimilated and integrated into DLS~ regular 
programmes 

In 0rdcr to achieve the above output, the following activities were planned: 

Actl·vity 2.1 Conduct assessment and planning stakeholder \Vorkshops at development region level 
with the inclusion of animal health, human health and civil authorities. 

This activity will fOcus on those districts currently deemed to be most at risk of appearance or re
appearance of HPAl and '\.Vill benefit from the inclusion of local stakeholders and development 
partners to ensure that available resources arc effectively applied to implement national strategies and 
standard operating procedures (SOPs). 

Activity 2.2 Provide technical guidance to the V EC in designing, setting up, implementing and 
monitoring disease surveillance activities. 

The aim \vill he to ensure that all surveillance activities, hmvevcr funded, fall under the guidance and 
overview of the VEC, such that data can be ctTcctivcly collated and analysed to provide the Director
General (DG) of DLS through DAH with evidence-based infOrmation upon w·hich control strategies 
can be dynamically directed. The principal mechanism to effect this will be through programmed 
meetings of a technical group under the chairmanship of the Programme Director, Animal Health 
(PD-AH), through \Vhich the project management will provide technical guidance and links to 
appropriate ECTAD technical units. 

Activity 2.3 Provide technical orientation to the concerned field staff at district and regional level on 
the etTcctive implementation of targeted active surveillance for HPAl. 

The aim will be to encourage the incorporation of surveillance activities into the district and regional 
programmes to engender ::.11stainability beyond the period of project support. This \Vill build upon the 
experience of the development of this programme over the preceding three project years and also reflect the 
current knowledge on epidemiology oftl1e disease in NepaL 

Activity 2.4 In coordination with DAH conduct six-monthly reviews and adjust programmes as 
necessary. 

The challenges presented by HPAl have varied from a cross-border incident in 2009, appearing in the 
western districts tlrrough introduction via infected rnigrntory birds, and more recently re-appearing in the 
eastern districts and in the capital city itself. This demands continuous assessment. To this end, tl1e Project 
Management '\.Viii present DAH with a repon reviewing the situation ar the conclusion of the major risk 
period and toward<> the conclusion of the project year. A workshop w·il\ be held to assist the Depanment in 
defining its strategy for the next risk period. 

Output 3: VEC achieves a comprehensive- and evidence-based knowledge on the endemicity of 
HPAI in l'lepaL 

ln order to achieve the above Output, tl1e following activities were planned: 

Activity 3.1 Support and facilitate epidemiology working groups to analyse available data (national 
and international) and make recommendations. 

Reflecting the need to gain a complete tmderstanding ofthe epidemiology ofH5Nl infection in Nepal 
in order to correctly align control measures, tbe project will facilitate and support epidemiology 
working groups to consider the implications arising from the infonnarion gathered rhrough 
surveillance activities, laboratory diagnostic findings and also phyllogcnctic associations submitted to 
rdhence laboratories. 
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Activity 3.2 Provide technical guidance to field studies with particular emphasis on market chains and 
live bird markets in south-eastern districts with reference to cross-border chains and Gangetic plain 
association. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period (Octoher 2012 to March 2013) 

Output 1: Planning and cross-sectoral coordination at nationalleYcl strengthened 

Activity l.l Support the Government in planning and coordinating inputs at the national level. 

The project team has worked closely \Vith DLS, DAH, CVL and VEC pmticularly in addressing the 
challenges posed by the several ourbrcaks ofHPAI identified during the reporting period. 

Activity 1.2 Support regional and intcmational coordination related to disease controL 

The project has facilitated participation of DLS officers in the Prince Mahidol A ward Conference to 
encourage a One Health approach to disease controL In addition to ongoing coordination between the 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) regional Emergency Centre fur 
Transboundary i\nimal Diseases (ECTAD) unit and the DLS, the project team has assisted in the 
organization and implementation of real time tOot-and-mouth clinical and epidemiological studies 
organized by FAO headquarters. Links have been maintained with the European Unions-Highly 
Pathogenic Emerging Diseases (EU-HPED), South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation 
(SAARC) regional project. A meeting with officers from the Cnited States Embassy together with 
colleagues from the United Stales Agency for International Development (USAID) served to update 
the latter on the developing HPAt situation in NepaL 

Output 2: Surveillance methodologies assimilated and integrated into DLS' regular programmes 

Actl·vity 2.1 Conduct assessment and planning stakeholder \Vorkshops at development region level 
with the inclusion of animal health, human health and civil authorities. 

This aclivity has been rescheduled to April and May 2013 owing to the prior demands on the regional 
and district offices of the re-emerging HPAI outbreaks during the winter semester. 

Activity 2.2 Provide technical guidance to VEC in designing, setting up, implementing and 
monitoring disease surveillance activities. 

The national project director has collaborated extensively with the PD-AH and the staff of the VEC in 
the planning and implementation of lhe HPAI surveillance programme. A joint monitoring 
programme has been set up with field visits to 19 district livestock service offtces (DLSOs) and 
26 service centres in three of rhe five development regions operating as active surveillance sites. 

Activity 2.3 Provide technical orientation to the concerned field staff at district and regional levels on 
the effective implemcnration of targeted active sur.·cillancc for HPAI. 

:'\iine surveillance orientation workshops have been completed to date, benefiting 265 field staff (including 
10 female staff members), from 20 high-risk and 21 medium-risk districts in the five development regions. 
Information was given on the national surveillance prograrrunes (both passive and active) and the 
methodology and practice of the active surveillance system was reinforced. 

Activity 2.4 In coordination with DAH conduct six-monthly reviews and adjust programmes as 
necessary. 

The project team has drawn on multiple data sources through: (i) face-to-face interaction with technical 
unit officers at the central, regional and district levels; (ii) interaction \Vith field staff and farmers; 
(iii) results gathered from regional and central laboratories; and (iv) confirmatory and analytical tests 
conducted in overseas reference laboratories. This was aimed at assembling an accurate picture of the 
worrying developments and apparent expansion of the disease in the country. Project Management will 

I present DAH \Vith a report reviewing the situation at the conclusion of the major risk period {Oct-Mar) and 
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again towards the conclusion of the project year. The information presently at hand has been 
communicated to the Kepal office of USAID (Feb 2013) and also through the Annual Regional ECTAD
RAP (Regional Office for Asia and tl1e Pacific) Meeting in Bangkok (28 Feb- 1 March 20 13). 

Output 3: VEC achieves a comprehensive and evidence-based knowledge on the endemicity of 
HPi\l in Nepal. 

Activity 3.1 Support and facilitate epidemiology working groups to analyse available data (nmional 
and international) and make recommendations. 

In coordination with [he regional support unit of the F AO-EL-SAARC programme, and with guidance 
from the relevant regional experts at ECTAD-RAP, the project encouraged the forming of the 
epidemiology working group which is nmv active and is cDnducting investigation into the status and 
relevance of the apparent high prevalence of H9N2 in the cotmtry and particularly in the major poultry 
production zones. The outcome is intended to guide the DLS on its attitude towards vaccination 
against this sub-type as demanded by the commercial producers. 

Activity 3.2 The projed team has provided technical guidance to Lhe concerned parties ba:.ed on the 
project's own poultry market chain studies in order to assist in the elaboration of study proposals on 
market chains involving other food producing species. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period (April2013 to September 2013) 

Output 1: Planning and cross-sectoral coordination at national level strengthened 

Activity l.l Support the Government in planning and coordinating inputs at national level. 

The project team wlli work closely with the DLS and particularly with the DAH, CVL and VEC to 
address concerns relating to the HPAl diagnostic capability at the CVL and related Regional 
Veterinary Laboratories (RVLs). Together \.Vith FAO collcat,TUes from the Kathmandu-based Regional 
Support Unit (RSU) of the FAO-EU-SAARC regional programme. the project team will facilitate the 
col1ection of data to assist in decision making on the question of vaccination against the H9N2 sub
type virus prevalent in Nepal and consider the findings in relation to the effect"> on poultry production 
and )XJSSiblc interference with H5~ I detection. 

Activity 1.2 Support regional and intemational coordination related to disease controL 

The project team will continue the coordination with FAO-ECTAD-RAP to provide an emergency 
expert mission to examine and investigate variations in the laboratory findings bet\.veen the CVL and 
reference laboratories to identify possible causes and tn make recommendations fnr improvement. As a 
first step. an F AO virologist is anticipated to be fielded in early April 2013 with financial support from 
this project. At the request of the PD-AH. the Country Team Leader \'Viii continue efforts to identify 
international technical assistance and 3ssociated funding to implement a follow-up mission to the 
IDENTIFY- funded bio-safety mission with particular regard to the completion of the post-mortem 
room facilities and the adoption of satlsfactory SOPs to reduce possible cross contamination in that 
unit. Similarly, efforts will be continued to identify an appropriate expert and required funding to 
support a longcr-tenn (one month) duration mission to review and upgrade the operating pmcedures in 
the CVL virology section. The Country Team Leader will continue interaction with relevant FAG
ECTAD-RAP experts to provide necessary tools to analyse the need for action to comrol H9N2 
infection. The project team will coordinate with the USAID country office to ensure the latter is kept 
informed of developments and F AO's analysis of the situation and needed responses. 

Output 2: Surveillance methodologies assimilated and integrated into DLS' regular programmes 

Acti'iiity 2.1 Conduct assessment and planning stakeholder •.vorkshops at development region level 
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with inclusion of animal health, human health and civil authorities. 

During the period, the project will organize three v.:orkshops. one each in the central. eaS[em and 
western development regions in advance of the next risk period. The tOcus will be on those districts 
currently deemed to be most at risk of appearance or re-appearance of HPAI and will benefit from the 
inclusion of local stakeholders and development pmtners to ensure that available resources are 
eftectively applied to implement national strategies and SOPs. 

Activity 2.2 Provide technical guidance to the VEC in designing. setting up, implementing and 
monitoring disease surveillance activities. 

The project team will extend the gains already achieved in the handover of avian influenza 
surveillance activities to the VEC through technical collaboration with the PD-AH and joint field 
work \vith the VEC. 

Activity 2.3 Provide technical orientation to the concerned field statf at district and regional level on 
the effective implementation of targeted active surveillance for HPAI. 

The process of incorporation of survdllance m:Livilies into lh~ district and. regional programmes is 
advancing but the methodology is less well understood in some di~1ricts that have not benefited from direct 
F AO surveillance management in the pa..-.;t. The VEC will be supported in monitoring the implementation in 
those districts deemed deficient and training of surveillance site community contact persons will be 
conducted in rwo eastern region locations during rhis period. 

Activity 2.4 In coordination with DAH conduct six-monthly reviews and adjust programmes as necessary. 

The reappearance of H5N1 HPAI during the risk period of October to March appears to be well 
established. \Vhile the disease favours poultry-dense districts, it has sho"'TI the ability to appear over a 
wide area of the country from the far cast to the far \Vest. The department is tasked \vith maintaining 
stakeholder alertness and ensuring that the Government services arc efficient in confirming infucti0n and 
responding accordingly. The project \\ill coordinate with the DAH in conducting six-monthly lessons 
learned review workshops. 

Output 3: VEC achieves a comprehensive and evidence-based knou·ledge on the endemicity of 
HPAI in NepaL 

Activity 3.1 Support and facilitate cpidcmiolot;,T)' \Vorking groups to analyse available data (national 
and international) and make recommendations. 

Earlier work has indicated that Nepal faces three significant risks tOr introduction of HPAI. Cross 
border introduction thmugh informal trading patterns and introduction by infected migratory birds add 
to the possible resurgence from virus maintained in domestic duck populations. Value chain studies 
have given an understanding of the movement patterns that facilitate spread. The project team \\rill 
assist the department in building on this basic knowledge with the additi0nal infonnation obtained 
through analysing the outbreak pattern from each new \Yavc of ourbrcak and to interpret this data to 
identify required adjustments to the controls in place. 

Activity 3.2 Provide technical guidance to field studies with particular emphasis on market chains and 
live bird markets in south-eastern districts v.:ith reference to cross-border chains and Gangetic plain 
association. 

The project team has acquired a considerable database of infonnation and extensive field based 
knowledge of the factors concerned in the maintenance of H5N 1 infection in Nepal and is ready to 
share and discuss this information with colleagues within the department in 0rder to contribute to 
efforts that throw light on issues that demand further study. 

Main challenges encountered and response provided 
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• 

• 

The early identification of outbreaks calls not only for awareness and alertness on the part of 
poultry keepers but also tOr their understanding of the importance of this poultry disease in terms 
of pandemic prevention and their cooperation with govemment policies and strategies for its 
control and elimination. Such cooperation is only possible if: (i) the measures imposed on the 
producers can be seen by them as reasonable in relation to the degree of threat; {ii} the 
compensation offered is adequate; and (iii) the assistance given in re-establishing production in 
commercial units is sympathetic to the economics of production. \Vithout these inducements, 
ovmcrs will be tempted ro limit their financial losses either by destroying their own flocks v.'ith a 
vie\v to immediate replacement or, when po..;siblc, marketing their birds, even at reduced returns, 
\Vhich contributes to disease spread. Government policy with regard to response and 
compensation has moved significamly over time to reduce the negative impact of control 
measures on tlock owners. Culling zones have been curtailed from a three kilometre radius 
around an infecte-d premises to the actual premises itself and in contact properties. Although, 
compensation has been increased, in many cases, it remains below actual market value. 
Fmthermore. restocking periods have been reduced. The adjustments made are still below 
producers' expectations and more needs to be achieved. 

Critical to the Government's strategy of early detection and rapid response is the capability to 
provide a rapid and accurate mechanism for confirming the presence of the HS!\ 1 avian influenza 
virus. To this end, specific capacity development has been a comer stone of international 
assistance, mediated through technical assistance, in-house training and overseas placements in 
accredited reference centres. To some extent, this investment has been undermined rhrough 
transfer of skilled staff members from rhe core diagncostic facilities to other units. Concerns have 
been raised over recent diagnostic outcomes that merit urgent attention to allay chailenges. The 
project has responded by arranging for a short-term training mission by an F AO virologist skilled 
in this area. ln the long term, there is a need for CVL participation in regional or international 
proficiency testing programmes to maintain confidence. 

Main progress made tmvards the achievement of project outcomes 

1: Planning and cross-sectoral coordination at national level strengthened 

Notwithstanding its modest annual operating budget provisions, this USAID-funded project, active in 
Nepal over a six-year period, has developed a comprehensive understanding of the issues that bear 
upon HPAI prevention. detection and control in Nepal. The Project Management's close working 
relationship has ensured fmitful collaboration with DLS and the technical units of DAH, while 
F AO's standing in the forefront of global HPAI control strategy development and its leading position 
in adopting a One Health approach has contributed to rhe Project Management maintaining an 
overarching and effective communication with development partners and national stakeholders. 

2: Aspects of disease surveillance related to outbreak investigation strengthened 

ln close collaboration with the VEC, the project developed a comprehensive HPAI surveillance 
programme, including country-\vide passive surveillance supported by acrive surveillance targeting 
districts categorized as high risk. Combined with support to the veterinary diagnostic laboratories, 
this has provided a basis for monitoring the avian influenza situation. The resuhs from this 
programme have guided continued evaluation of national strategy and the mechanisms for its 
implementation. 
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Quarter II 2010 

Projet:t Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/605/USA Baby 03 

Project Title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI)- Phase IV 

Reporting period: April to June 2010 

Country: Nc al 
Project title: Immediate technical assistance ro strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenic A vi an Influenza (HP AI) - Phase IV 
Code: OSRO/RAS/605/USA 

Budget: t;SD 815 000 (Phase I) and USD 150 000 (Phase II) 
Total budget: USD 965 000 
Effective Starting Date: October 2006 
Planned End Date: September 2010 
Context of the Project 

The project is addressing the short- and medium-term actions that are to be undertaken by the 
Government of Nepal to strengthen its capacity m preventing the introduction of Highly 
Pathogenic A vi an Influenza {HPAl) into the country and minimize its spread in the case of its 
occurrence. HPAI lS presently a senous problem of regional dimensions with continuing 
outbreaks occurring in the sub-region. During the first qumter of 2009, the first outbreak.-; m 

Nepal were recorded. After a ten month period that \Vas free uf clinical disease, multiple 
outbreaks occune-d during the period of January to March 2010. In contrast to the previous year. 
the 2010 outbreaks were attributed to clade 2.3.2 of the HSNI virus, prcv·iously unrecorded in 
South Asia, suggesting introduction through infected migrating wildfowl rather than eros"-
border. The Government's resources, including those provided by international donors, have 
been severely stretched_ Under these circumstances, the project has provided an invaluable 
lifeline fur preparedness and response. However, the scenario of declining international support 
for HPAI control lS alarming, coupled with an increasing danger of the disease becoming 
endemic in Nepal with negative consequence~ for the livelihood~ of smallholder farmers and lhe 
control efforts of neighbouring countries. 

Ohjective..'i of the Project 

The execution of this project ensures assistance to the Ministry of Ag1iculture and Cooperatives 
(MOAC} to implement the National Contingency Plan for HPAL The project is contributing to 
the rum! development in the country by preventing and controlling the detrimental consequences 
of HPAI and other emerging infectious diseases in poultry. 

The outcome of the project is to create an effective mechanism for planning and coordination 
across sectors and key stakeholders involved m HPAI control activities, particularly with the 
United States Agency for International Development (USAID) supported projects in Nepal. 

Planned activities 

Output 1: The avian influenza (AI) ~ituation in the country is monitored and the national 
strateto· and plans are updated. 
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Activity l.l. Workint;' t;'roup5. on Animal Health JHOI'ided with appropriate xuidance and 
Jechnical assistance. 

Activity 1.2. Workshops and training exercises conducted in each region to explain neov 
swTeiltancc modtditjes andfacilitate plannint;' (~(field "vork. 

Activity 1.3 .• \'imulmion exercises conducted- one in each of the reg;ons. 

Activity 1.4. Emert;'en.cy Disease Investigation Tewns (ED!Tj supported throur.:h material and 
logi.uical support. 

Activity 1.5. ReFinr (lliFe bird markers ( LB!vls) conducted and model facilities established. 

Activitr 1.6. Dexign and construct new post-mnrtemfacih~v at the celltral veterinary lahnratory. 

Activit_v 1.7. Enhanced surveillance programme developed for high risk districts. 

Output 2: Improved communication between key stakeholders that share data, information 
and knowledge, including report'S and publications on HPAI. 

Actin"t_-r 2.1. Functimw! linkaxes strengthened between projects funded by USAID and other key 
stakeholders. 

Actin"ty 2.2. A.ssist the Govermnent in the improt'ement o.fthe dissemination ofitlfOrnwtion (i.e. 
bulletin<,·, reports and updates). 

Adivities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output l: The avian influenza (AI) situation in the country is monitored and the national 
strategJ and plans are updated. 

Activity 1.1. Working groups on Animal Health prm'ided with appropriate guidmwe ami 
technical ussistmu:e. 

• The enhanced surveillance programme, expanded in November 2009 to 12 districts 
fUnded through this project with the remaining 14 high 1isk districts funded through the 
Avian Influenza Control Project (AICP), played a major role ln detecting outbreaks in the 
previous quarter. There is room for improvements in some districts, emphasizing the need 
for adequate monitoring and follow up. Overall, this targe(ed surveillance in the field is 
proving to be an effective tool, but it is costly and unlikely to be prioritized by the 
government once donor5.' support lapses. The targeted six months duration during the 
period of highest threat terminated at the end of ApriL 

• The national strategy remains focused on eady detection and effective respon:-.e based on 
culling poultry on affected properties. The culling zone is restricted to the immediate area 
and drawn up using natural harriers \Vhere possible. Compensation is paid and the level 
of compensation has recently been raised although still well below market value. 
Secondary outbreaks. detected through surve-illance around outbreaks are similarly culled 
althnugh the cull is further restricted, often to the affixtcd household/farm. Standard 
Operating Procedures (SOPs) are under constant scrutiny. Presently, the Department of 
Livestock Service (DLS) is shackled by the need to declare outbreaks in newly affected 
districts through cabinet decision in order to activate the emergency provisions for 
resource provision to affected districts. Secondary outbreaks in the same or immediately 
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adjoining districts do not present this obstacle and arc rctCrred to as "hotspots". 

Activity 1 .2. Workshops and training exercises conducted in each region to explain nerv 
surw:i!lance modalities and}Gcili!ate planning of.field \Fork. 

• Rapid response team (RRT} training modules (culling, disposal, decontamination, 
sampling and surveillance) were conducted in Bir.atnagar for field technicians from 
Pnnchthar, Dhankutta, Udayapur and Morang districts. Among the total of 49 trainees 
were five female technicians. 

Activit)' 1.3. Simulation exercises conducted- one in each of the regions. 
• Two simulmion exercises were conducted during this quarter. These were carried out ln 

Mahottari (in the Terai belt of the central region) and in Surkhet in the mid-western 
region. Three simulations have now been conducted in the central region which is the 
main poultry production area and one each in the western. mid-western and far-western 
development regions. The USAID funded STOP AI project has conducted short 
simulations. in the eastern region district:-;. 

Activity 1.4. Emergenc.v Disease Investigativn Teams (EDIT) supported through material and 
logistical support. 

• The EDIT programme has been s.uppotted by the provision of a mobile labordtory which 
ha-s been handed over to the Department of Animal Health (DAH). This ti:lcility will 
strengthen the Department"s ability to cope wlrh multiple outbreaks. especially in districts 
with no or limited laboratory support. At the centml veterinary diagnostic laboratory, a 
new post morlern room facility and in;,::ineralor room to allow s.afe and efficient handling 
of potentially infected poultry carcasses has been designed, tendered and contracted wi[h 
construction now underway. 

Activit:;' 1.5. Rerietv r~f hre bird markets (LBMs; conducted and model facilities established. 
• The poultry marke-t chain study is continuing. An interim report has been received and 

reviewed through a short workshop resulting in a number of recommendations mainly 
directed at the quality of presentation. The study will produce updated information on 
poultry market chains and particularly on volumes, modalities and risks. The 
international consultant on poultry markets made two further missions to NepaL Designs 
and costs for a model LBM have been prepared and the Kathmandu Municipality has 
fully :-.upported this initiative. The market location has been agreed and :.;cope of work 
completed to permit signature of a Letter of Agreement (LoA) with the Municipality for 
construction of LBM. Operational guidelines arc in hand and the needs for training both 
municipality inspectors and vendors using the facility are under discussion. 

Acth-·ity 1 .6. Design and construct new post-mortem facility ut the central \'e!erinary laboratory. 
• Following agreement on the design issues. detailed cost estimates and bid documents 

were prepared in ApriL After completing the .selection process, a contract wa<> signed 
with the selected construction company in May and work on the site commenced in early 
June. 

Activity 1.7. Enhanced surveillance progmmme developed for high ri.>k districts. 
• The enhanced active surveillance programme operating in 12 key high risk dlstrlcts at 

four strategic sites in each district during the anticipated high risk period (November to 
April) was brought to a close and the final sets of reports collected and analysed. 
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Output 2: Improved communication beh~'een key stakeholders that share data, information 
and knowledge, incJuding reports and publications on HPAI. 

Activity 2_]. Functional linkages strengtlu'ned bcrween projects jlmded by USAID and other 
key stakeholders. 

• Coordination meetings with the AICP and DAH take place routinely. 
• A field visit to Chitwan in April was undertaken to follow up the HPAI outbreak control 

in rhar district and interchange ideas ;.vith the DLS Office and avian diseases laboratory 
staff. Every opportunity is taken dm-ing fidd missions to share information with regional 
and district stakeholders, from both technical £md civil authorities. 

• A number of meetings were held with officers from the marketing directorate and the 
Kathmandu municipality relating tD the LBM programme in addition to a small workshop 
to discuss the expert's initial findings, which was held on 13 April2010. 

• Discussions with the Chief District Officer, Surkhet were held during the preparations for 
the mid-western region HPAI simulation exercise. 

• A brainstonning session to discuss phase five activities was held with senior officers of 
the DL.~ and attended by a representative from the l.JSAfD office. 

• The USAID office at the US Embassy was the location for the meeting to update LiSAID 
on the investigations into the causal virus of the 2010 outbreaks. 

• Meetings to discuss funding gaps and other related issues have taken place with relevant 
staff at the Asian Development Bank (ADB) office in Kathmandu and with members of 
World Bank (WB) monitoring missions. 

• Meetings have been maintained with the MOAC Secretary and Joint Secretary, Planning. 
• Information sharing with the US AID funded cross-border project (OSRO/RASnO 1/USA) 

and the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) Representative 
have also taken place frequently. 

Acth.--it_v 2.2. Assist the Government in the impro!'<-cnu:n! of the dissemination ofinfonnation (i.e. 
butletim·, reports and, updates). 

• The production of training films on simulation exercises using material gathered during 
the Kaski simulation with some additional footage is nearing completion. 

• Continued updating of SOPs for dealing with outbreaks and further modification of the 
legislation for HPAI control have raised the need to update the existing compendium of 
documents on HPAl, which has been found so useful by concerned stakeholders and 
government staff. Updated documentation is being assembled with a view to producing a 
new edition during the next qum1er. 

• Reports and recommendations from shon term consultants have been produced and 
distributed to appropriate sections of the DLS and a laboratory manual for real time 
reverse transcription - polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) work ha<; been made 
available. 

Planned activities for the next quarter 

Output l: The avian influenza (AI) situation in the country is monitored and the national 
strategy and plans are updated. 

Activity l. f. H'orkin~ group>: on Animal Heulth provided '<vith appropriate J?uidance and 
technical assistance. 

• No outbreaks were detected in the qmmer under review. Climatic conditions in the 
coming quarter will not favor virus survival and consequently we believe the risk of 
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HPAl outbreaks to be lo-..v. Taking into account economic constraints, the operation of the 
s.urve111ance sites will be suspended during this. period and reliance made on passive 
reporting of unusual mortality in susceptible ~pecies. The fate of the virus following the 
January to March epidemic is unknown. Outbreaks detected (or reported) were 
predominantly in backyard/village tlocks with involvement of small commercial units in 
some villages. Control measures applied in conjunction with mortality caused directly by 
the infection combined with adverse climatic conditions for virus survival may have 
completely eliminated the virus, and the country may be truly free of infection. However, 
it is also possible that the virus may be surviving in ducks or other domestic or wild 
species capable of as.ymptomatica!Iy harboring the infection. Under the conditions that 
are favourable to the virus survival, the environmental 1oad builds up to a point where 
susceptible specles succumb to the disease. Alternatively, the stresses of the winter 
perlod, both nutritional and climatic may lower the resistance of carriers and precipitate 
clinical disease or at least enhanced shedding of the vims. Subject to available funding. 
the project will seek to shed light on this issue through the conduct of sero-surveillance of 
ducks in areas where the disease was confinned and also in buffer zones around wetlands 
and lakes known to be stop-over points for migrating wildfowl. 

Activit)' 1.2. Workshops and training exercises conducted in each region to e:r.plain ne-..t· 
sun•eillam:e modalities and facilitate planning ojjie!J work. 

• The remaining RRT training planned for this year will be conducted. 

Activity 1.3. Simularion exercises conducted- one in each of the regions. 
• The planned field AI simulations have bee-n completed. A manual will be prepared [0 

facilitate future simulation exercise implementation. 

Activity 1.4. Emert:ency Disease lnvesti;?ation Teums (EDIT) supported throur;h material and 
iogi.uicai support. 

• The mobile lab bas been delivered and may be employed on the planned surveillance 
exercise mentioned in 1.1. above. 

Acr;vif)' 1.5. Rerinr t~f live bird markets (LBA-fs) conducted and model facilities established. 
• The project management will work with the contracted consultants to ensure that 

anticipated outcomes of the poultry market chain study are met and the study is 
concluded during the coming quarter. Upon completion of the input from the LBM safety 
expert and conclusion of an LoA for construction of the facility by the Kathmandu 
Municipality, the project will follow through to completion of the construction phase_ 
Working with the Directomte of Marketing and the municipality public health authorities, 
it will develop and implement a training and orientation progmmme for both inspectors 
and vendors. 

Activity 1.6. Design and <onstruct new post-mortemfaci!it:r at the central veterinary lahora!ory. 
• The construction of the new post mortem facility is underway and will be monitored by 

the civil engineer engaged under the WB funded project. 

Activity 1. 7. Enhanced surveillance programme developedfor high risk districTs. 
• The expanded enhanced surveillance programme in the twelve districts no\v under the 

project" s responsibility will be suspended through the low risk pe-riod. A report on the 
surveillance activities will be prepared and future survemance plans., taking imo account 
lessons learned from this year. will be develuped and di:-.cussed with AICP. the 
Veterinary Epidemiology Centre and DAH. 
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Output 2: Improved communication beh~'een key stakeholders that share data, information 
and knowledge, incJuding reports and publications on HPAI. 

Activity 2.1. Functional linkages strengtlu'ned bcrween projects jlmded by USAID and other 
key stakeholders. 

• Coordination between stakeholders will continue to be encouraged by the project 
management though frequent interactions with the Director General-DLS, joint secretary, 
planning, MOAC, USAlD office, the directorates of markets and promotion and of 
animal health. Also engaged will be the AICP management team and FAO 
Representative as well as related United Nations bodies, particularly lhe World Health 
Organisation (\-VHO) and United "Nations Children's Fund {UNICEF) ad hoc meetings 
with representatives of non-governmental organizations working in the animal and 
human health field and from visiting missions may be anticipated. Close coordination and 
sharing of information with US AID funded cross-border project will continue as before. 

Actirity 2.2. Assist the Gow:rmnent in the improvement uf the dincmination of it!fOrmation (i.e. 
bulletins, reports· and updates). 

• The production of a u·aining video uliliLing the material captured during the Kaski district 
simulation exercise should be completed during the coming quarter. 

Acrh'ir_v 23. Provide technical advice to rhe Department of Livesto('k Services (DLS) concerning 
the national HPAI program imprOI.'enu.'nt and implementution. 

• The project will organize and fund a series of planned workshops including lessons 
le-amed from the 2010 outbreaks and :->hare the outcomes of the market chain study and 
the programme to develop safe LBMs in the Kathmandu valley. A meeting to review the 
outcome of the Crisis :\llanagemcnt Centre (CMC} mission of March 2010 will be 
org.anized with a view to discussing the adoption of recommendations. 

Activity 2.4. Provide assistance to the project's working groups on animal health including 
annual plan, strateKh· meetin;;:s. monitoring and evaluation, translation and publication. 

• The Compendium of AI documents will he updated. 

Actin't_'r 2.5. Upgrade management and operation !~(Veterinary EpiJerniology Units. 
• \Vorking groups wi11 be facilitated as necessary \-Vith further work on the SOP and 

support to the laborawry ami epidemiology unit development possible target areas. 

Main challenges encountered and response provided 

• While it appears most likely that the ombre-ak~ experienced during 2010 were introduced 
through lnfec[ed migratory wildfowl, it is, nonetheless, acknowledged that the major risk 
for 1'\epal is through cro~s-border trade pra.ctices. Current legislation ban.-; the import of 
poultry or poultry products from infected <:ountries and prohibits licensed imports iKToss 
land borders with import, mainly of day old chicks, allov.·ed only through the 
international airport in Kathmandu. Costs of production maintain a higher selling price 
for both eggs and birds in Nepal in comparison to neighbouring India. This, combined 
with Q deficit in national supply relative tD con-;umer demand, encourages cross-border 
trade. The prohibition of this trade leads to a substantial and profitable clandestine trade. 
The nature of the border and other factors that facilitate overcoming border point controls 
results in this trade while substantial are not being subject to veterinary or puhlic health 
inspection. Government's strategy of endeavouring to limit or eliminate this trade 
through a strengthened quarantine service and legislation is doomed to failure. The 
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project management, supported by international consultant advice, has advocated 
examining alternative approaches which might include free entry through nominated 
border points subject to examinatiun by department officials ..-:umbined with disinfection 
procedure and allied to advise on monitoring the birds for signs of ill health, This 
approach may be further enhanced by ncgO[iation on compartments from which 
importation could be permitted. Accepting this cross-border trade as a reality. the project 
has focus:.ed upon strengthening surveillance in high risk (mainly border) districts. The 
ability to deal with outbreaks has been fine tuned through a programme of outbreak 
simulation exercises and training of field technicians in rapid response activities. 

• The likely role of wild birds in the mmsmisslon of the 2010 HPAI epidemic poses an 
added dimension for the animal health authorities. It may be impossible to prevent such 
transmission of HPAI to Nepal in the future, but the system must be better able to detect 
cases at the earliest opponunity and to take measures which prevent or limit further 
~pread. 

• The outcome- of the poultry market study may be important in refining control mea~ures_ 
At the same time, the control measures adopted must be a~ -efficient and cost effective :1s 
possible in order to be su~tainable by the Government and the role and participation of 
the private sector in developing and funding these controls addressed. 

• Government's lack of adequate financial resources to properly implement the SOPs ha~ 
lead to reluctance to declare outbreaks because of the financial implications, leaving 
district offices to stmggle with controls with limited district resources. 

:Main progress- made towards the achievement of project outcomes (from the Mart t?f the 
project activities) 

Output 1: The AI situation in the country is monitore-d and the national strategy and plans 
arc updated. 

• The project programme involving capacity building of district staff in relation to disease 
identification, smnpling, usc of rapid tests, reporting, bioseeurity and surveillance 
methodology as we11 as the support given to the diagnostic services have contributed 
significantly to the early detection and effective response to the recent outbreaks. Table 
top and particularly field simulation exercises have strongly contributed to this progress. 

Output 2: Improved communication between key stakeholders that share data, information 
and knowledge, including report'S and publications on HPAI. 

• The project has established effective links with all the bodies concerned with delivering 
HPAl prevention ami control programmes and is assisting the government in the 
management and diss.emination of information relating to AI. 
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Quarter II 2010 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/703/USA Baby I and 2 

Project title: Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza: strengthening cross-border surveillance 
and containment activities between Afghanistan and Pakistan 

Reporting period: April-June 2010 

Regional component: Central Asia 

Project title: Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza: strengthening cross-border surveillance and 
containment activities between Afghanistan and Pakistan 

Code: OSRO RAS 703 USA 
Budget: l 300 000 (Pha'e !). l 300 000 (Pha'e II). lJSD 600 000 (Phase Ill) 
Total budget: USD 3 200 000 
Effective starting date: 1 April 2008 

Planned end date: 30 September 2010 

Context of the project 

The Highly Puthogenic Aviun Intluenza (HPAI) H5N 1 has been detected in the recent past. 
both in Afghanistan and Pakistan. In Afghanistan, the disease has had a limited spread in time 
and space, and outbreaks were all detected within a time frame of two months. In Pakistan, 
outbreaks have been occurring without a clear pattern, and it is likely that the disease is under-
reported in the cuuntry. It \Vas observed that the outbreaks in Afghanistan \\"ere preceded by 
the outbreaks detected in Pakistan. The introduction of the virus in Afghanistan cou]d have 
originated from Pakistan, but this information was not confirmed. Therefore, there has hccn a 
need to develop joint activities to strengthen the veterinary collaboration between the two 
countries and to formulate cmnmon appt-oaches and strategies. 

Objectives of the project 
Impact 
The project mms at building a strategic platform where shared approaches - taking m 
consideration cultura] and socia] features -can be jointly developed by the two countries. This 
will contribute to the intensification of information exchange and confidence building on both 
sides. The project aims at improving HPAI surveillance systems and enhance local capacities 
for early detection and contml of HPAl tD 3Void further spread to non-infected areas of the 
countries. 

Outcomes 
• inter-country consensus built un containment measures. communic3tion interventions. and 

socio-economic issues; 

• laboratory and field servtces c<Jpacity enhanced ln Federal Administered Tribal Areas 
(FATAl. Khost, Bakx:histan, Kandahar, NangarhaL North Western Frontier Province 
(NWFP) in Peshawar and Abbotabad districts, Sindh and Balkh provinces; 

• procedures for horder control inspections standardized: 

• strengthening of the s.urveiHance activities in the different sub-sectors: and 

• common methodological approach to surveillance in live-birds markets (LBMs) elaborated 
and agreed upon. 
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Planned activities 

Output 1.1 Common strategies and approaches to surveillance developed in the different 
sub-sectors in the concerned areas. 
Activity 1.1.1 Regional training work.:lhop on socio-ecrmomic issues; 

• prepare agenda. select experts, identify the venue and conduct the workshop 
Activity 1.1.2 Socio-economic studie.r on fO.rming practices and market chain.,-. 

• after the workshop. prepare the questionnaires to be used for conducting socio
economic studies 

Output 2.1 Diagnostic ability of field and laboratory staff enhanced. 
Activity 2.1.1 Training on lahora!m)' methods for avian influenza and other poultry diseases; 

• enhance laboratory diagnostic capacity in the identified provinces in both countries 
(FATA. Balochistan, Herat, Kandahar, Nangarhar, NWFP LPeshawar and Abhotahad 
districts], Sindh and Balkh) through training and setting up of rhe laboratory equipment 

• renovate facilities in the National Reference Laboratory for Poultry Diseases (NRLPD) 
in Islamabad 

Activity 2.1.2 Training on clinical recognition of main poultr_v diseases. 
• hold the bi-national training course on recognition of major poultry diseases (the venue 

will be identified in accordance with the security conditions, and therefore it may be 
held in a third country. should the security situatiun in Afghanistan and Pakistan not be 
improved) 

Output 3.1 Procedures for inspection of poultry and poultry products at border control 
post~ standardized. 
Af·th.-·ity 3.1.1 Seminar on the legislation frumetvork and procedures fur import-export of 
animals and products o.f animal origin; 

• review the current legislation in both countries 
Activit_v 3.1.2 Review and upgrade inspec!ion methodologies. 

Output 4.1 Capacity enhanced to improve the overall surveillance system. 
Activity 4.1.1 Regional training !rorkshop on :wrrei/Jance methods: 

• conducted 
A£·tivity 4. 1.2 Nationaltraining for the s,urvei!lance teams operating in the commercial sector; 
Activity 4.1.3 National training for field veTerinarians (from the government, NGOs, private 
sec/or); 

• identify the most suitable candidates for the Master Course in Epidemiology and the 
respective university to conduct the studies 

.4.divity 4.1 A Training for the surreillance teams that ;rill operate in the rural areas 
{Participatory Diseuse Surw:ilhmce fPDS] traininx}: 

• develop .Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and the manual for the e.'itablishment of 
the sentinel farms and sentinel vendor shops according tD the risk factors "likely to be 
infected" in both countries in order to improve surveillance of avian lnt1uenza (AI) and 
monitoring of the vaccinated farms 

iktivity 4.1.5 Workshop on communication strategies for villagers; and 
Activity 4.1.6 Field activities. 

• initiate surveillance activities in the two new provinces (Balkb in Afghanistan and 
Sindh in Pakistan) after the recruitment of the field veterinarians and para-vetel'inarians. 
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Output 5.1 Surveillance in live-birds markets (LRMs} strengthened. 
Activity 5.1.1 Workshop on met!wdvlogy of surveillance in LBLY!s; 
Arth·ity 5.1.2 National training workshop for veterinurians operutinx in LB!vfs; and 
Aclivily 5.1.3 SurFeillance actii'ities in LBMs. 

• evalu-ate the effects of LBMs on the trade movement in ~Ill provinces that are impm1ant 
for risk assessment purposes in case of outbreaks and have an economic impact on the 
areas 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output 1.1 Common ~-trategies and approaches to surveillance developed in the different 
sub-sectors in the concerned areas. 

Activit.t'l./.1 Regional training workshop on socio-economic issues; 

• The bi-national training workshDp on the economics of disea<.;e outbreaks wa'> held in 
Istanbul, Turkey from 26 to 30 April 201(). The workshop was conducted by Dr 
Jonathan Rushton, Senior Lecturer in Animal Health Economics Veterinary 
Epidemiology and Public Health Group, anJ Barbura Hasler from Royal Veterinary 
College (RVC), UK_ Eleven veterinarians from Pakistan and Afghanistan attended the 
training workshop. The workshop covered the following aspects: (i) update on FAO 
activities on HPAI control; (ii) HPAI risk factors and disease mitigation options in 
Paki~tan and Afghanistan; ami (iii) concept~ of economics. such as opportuni{y cost, 
partial analysis, production and productivity. In addition, presentations were delivered 
on the economics of surveillance. cost benefit analysis and the impact of HPAL Al1 
participants passed an evaluarion test that was administered at the end of the training:. 

Activity 1.1.2 Socio-economic studies on fO.nninJ? practices and markt•t chains: 

• A template fOr LBM and Farm survey was designed and is used in the field to collect 
data for a de:<;.criptive: 'tmiy of the farming and marketinr; chains extemling umilthe end 
of the project. 

A bi-national (Afghanistan-Pakistan) Training of Trainers (ToT) on communication: 

• The Emergency Centre for Tnmsboundary Animal Diseases and Operations (ECTAD) 
Communication Team. with support from the ECTAD ~taff from the Headquarters, the 
South Asia Sub-regional office and the Afghanistan-Pakistan office, conducted a fOur
day training workshop for provincial level veterinary services participants from 
Afghanistan and Pakistan. The training:_ workshop on communication strategies for the 
prevention and control of HPAI and other lransboundary animal diseases (TADs) was 
held in Istanbul, Turkey from 6 to 9 April 2010. The focus of the workshop was to 
provide capacity development to participants in the fundamentals of current 
communication approaches. During: this workshop, the participants were asked to 
identify priority areas for strdtegic communication, policy advocacy support and 
interventions and to assess the capacity gaps and practical solutions to overcome these 
gaps. 

Field activities. 
• The candidate for the position of the System Daw Manager was hired in Afghanistan. 

The newly appointed system data manager attended a four-day training in Islamabad on 
the Avian Int1uenza Surveillance InfOrmation System (AI-SIS). In Pakistan, the system 
is undergoing technical and formal evaluation in order to ensure its proper performance 
and to make imprnvements to the original fonnat according to the recommendations 
obtained from the workshop conducted in Pakistan and reviewed in Afghanistan. The 
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technical evaluation of the system is taking place with respect w rhe specifications of 
the software used to link the system to the Geographical Information System (GIS). The 
computers were distributed in the regions, and the training for the capture of the field 
infonnation will be conducted in the nex( quarter. 

Output 2.1 Diagnostic ability of field and laboratory staff enhanced. 
Activity 2.!.1 Training on laboratory methods f!Jr m"ian injluenz.a (AI) and other poultry 
diseases; 

• A national workshop \Vas organized in Islamabad. Pakistan on 4 June 2010 w 
harmonize the Jab testing for AI in the project laboratorlcs together with those 
laboratories involved in public and private sectors. Ten participants from different 
sectors panicipated in rhis workshop where the procedures adopted by the labon.1tories 
for haemagglutination inhibitlon (HI) and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay 
(ELISA) were discussed for harmonization. As a follow-up, guidelines for undertaking 
proficiency tes[ing in the patticipating laboratories wil1 he initiated under the project in 
line with the hmmonization procedures. 

• Two day-long national training workshops were organized in Karachi and Hyderabad 
towns in Sindh province on 7 and 8 June 2010 to train district level laboratory 
technicians of livestock and poultry departments in disease surveillance, field sampling 
and rapid re:>.ponse practices. Twenty-five person:>. participated in each workshop. 

• One laboratory techniclan training workshop was conducted ln Quetta on 9 June 2010 
with 20 participants, and a similar training was conducted in Peshawar (NWFP 
Province) on 12 1 une 20 I 0 with nine participants. The trainees were expDsed to relevant 
technical "know how'' to undertake sample testing during AI surveillance aclivities. 

• The renovation of the facilities at NRLPD in Pakistan was completed, and they arc now 
used ror processing samples from the field taken for viru:>. i~olation. 

Aoiviry 2.1.2 Traim'ng on clinical recoxnition ofmuin poulrry diseai.es. 
• The (mining on recognition of major poultry disease.'i for differential diagnosis of AI 

was conducted in Istanbul, Turkey from 19 to 23 Ap1il 2010 with the participation of 
slx veterinarians from both countries. The objective "\Vas a ToT in security measures for 
field veterinarians. 

Output 3.1 Procedures for inspection of poultr}" and poultr}" products at border control 
posts standardized. 
Activity 3.1.1 Seminar on the legislation frameH·ork and procedures for import-expor! issues of 
animals Dnd products of animal origin; 

• The review of the cunent legislation to import and export poultry and JXlUltry products 
was completed in both countries, and now the recruitment is underway to identify an 
international regulations expert to prepare the August bi-national ·vmrbhop with senior 
officials from the two countries. Approvals from the Chief Veterinary Officers {CVOs) 
from both countries were done, and they arc working to select the senior officials for 
participation in the workshop. 

Activity 3.1.2 Review and upgrade inspection methodologies. 
• Aft:er the semlnar, the proposal to upgrade the inspection methodologies will be 

prepared by the expert in trading regulations. 

Output 4.1 Capacity enhanced to improve the overalJ surveillance system. 
Auivity 4.1.2 National traininK for the surveillance teams operating in the commercial sector; 

• A one-dav meeting was organized in Pakistan on 2 May 20 I 0 to review the on-going AI 
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surveillance format in different are<~~ of the project. In this regard. both project field 
veterini1rians and those affiliated with national AI control programme participated in a 
meeting (of eight participants in total} to review and update the in-usc surveillance 
prowcols and data collection fonnats. 

• In Afghanistan. the formats were revie\ved based on the results obtained from the 
meeting in Pakistan and changed accordingly. 

Activity 4.1.3 National training for field veterinarians (from the government, NGOs, private 
sector}; 

• CVOs from both countries were requested to nominate the candidates to conduct Ma~ter 
of Sciences Course in Epidemiology; the School of Veterinary l'v1cdicine in Melbourne, 
Australia has been identified as the most convenient school to conduct the formal 
course, since they offer the program to be completed in one scholar year. 

• Trainings in the field were not conducted during this period since other activities were 
done in other subjects. 

Activity 4.1.4 Training for the surveillance Jeams that will operate in the rural areas (PD5J 

training); 
• a ten-days national training course on PDS was conducted in Ma7ar-e-Sharif, 

Afghanistan form l -10 April, 2010 for 16 provincial officers at the end of the course a 
questionnaire was developed to initiate the PDS activities with l\JAIL 

• One-week training was conducted in l\4azar-c-Sharif ( 12-16 April) for women im'olvcd 
in poultry production on how to establish PDS activities, as women are responsible for 
raising poultry in villages .. 

Actt\,ity 4.1.6 Field activities. 
Afghanistan: 

• During the reporting period, I 639 serum samples were collected and 2 265 swabs were 
tested in the laboratory for ELISA and agar gel immunodiffusion (AGlD). Hl test, rapid 
serological test and real-time reverse transcriptase -polymerase chain reaction (rRT
PCR) for swabs were used. The samples tested positive for the matrix protein type A 
intluenza. 

• In ivlazar-c-Sharif, the capital city of the Balkh province in Afghanistan, the European 
Union-funded project vvill finance the comtruction of a new laboratory facility, 
consisting of three rooms for serological diagnosis of AI. The selection of the company 
was finalized, ;:md the construction work will start soon. 

• The Central Veterinary Diagnostic and Research Laboratmy (CVDRL) in Afghanistan, 
participated in a proficiency panel testing organized by F AO through PADOV A 
reference laboratory together with the other labs in the region. CVDRL demonstrated a 
success rate of 75 percent in identifying the un-known samples. 

• The current security simation did not allow for the planned technical visit by the project 
Chief Technical Advisor (CTA) to Kandahar and Khost laboratories to monitor the 
progress made in the laboratory facilities. 

Pakistan: 
• A total of 3 843 serum samples, 6 391 ~wabs and 744 orgam infected with su~picious 

cases of intluenza were collected during the reporting period, and the laboratory results 
indicated a continuous circulation of Al H9N2 and Newcastle disease (ND) in the 
region. In thi~ regard, all standard tests of virus isolation, ELISA, HI, PCR and gene 
sequencing \vere carried out to identify the causal agent in suspect cases. Duting this 
period, field isolates of H5 and H7 recovered from prcvlous outbreaks were also 
sequenced, and data wa-; submitted to the related gene bank. 

• Training or the provincial laboratories technician~ was conducted, a~ indicated before, 
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and antigen, antisera and ELISA kits were delivered to the laboratories in Peshawar, 
Abbottabad, Quetta and Karachi. 

• Pakistan is producing its own antigen and antisera for HI test and has distributed them 
among the participating labs, including the central laboratory in Afghanistan. 

• The NRLPD in Pakistan participated in a proficiency panel testing organized by FAO 
through PADOVA reference lab together with the other lahs in the. region. NRLPD 
demonstrated a success rate of 9X percent in identifying the un-known samples. 

• The current security situation did not allmv for the planned technical visit by the project 
CTA to Abbottabad and Peshawar laboratories to monitor the progress made in the 
laboratory facilities. 

Output 5.1 Surveillance in live-birds markets strengthened. 
Artivit_v 5.1.3 Surveillance activities in LB,V/s. 

• A two-day workshop was organized on 27 and 28 May 2010 in Islamabad, where ten 
veterinarians from different parts of the project were trained in conducting LBM 
surveillance. 

• The surveillance outputs (for both countries) during the reporting period were included 
in the 4_ l _6 activity above. 

PJanned activities for the next quarter 

Third Project Steering Committee meeting: 
As planned in the project document, the objectives of the third project Steering Committee 
meeting will be to review the project activities and achievements and to identify pending 
issues. The CVOs of Afghanistan and Pakistan, the project CfA, the project natinnal managers 
and FAO- ECTAD relevant officers will attend this meeting, 

Output 1.1 Common ~'trategies and approaches to surveillance developed in the different 
sub-sectors in the concerned areas. 
AL'iivir_v 1 .1.2 ,"incio-economic srudies 011 farming prac!ice . .-.- and markei chafns. 

• Questionnaires will be used in the field during the next quarter. 
Output 2.1 Diagnostic ability of field and laboratory staff enhanced. 
AL'iivit_v 2./,/ Training on /ahnratory methods for avian influenza (AI) and nther poultry 
diseases: 

• Short-term training on a joint reference FAO/ the World Organization for Animal 
Health (OlE) labonttory wm be arranged for a person from the central laboratory in 
Pakistan involved in the production of AI reagents for the provincial diagnostic and 
surveillance units. 

• National training courses will continue in Afghanistan and will be organized at the 
central and provincial laboratories to train the provincial laboratory staff to conduct 
serological tests. 

• Pilots test will be used in provincial laboratories for conducting serological tests and 
reporting results to the central laboratory. 

• The SOPs are under review, and the laboratory manual will be completed in the next 
reporting period. 

Activity 2,1.2 Training on clinical recognition of main pnuitry diseases. 
• The national trainings will be conducted during the next quarter. 

Output 3.1 Procedures for inspection of poultry and poultry products at border control 
post~ standardized. 
Af·ti\-·iry 3.1.1 Seminar on the legislation framework and procedures for import-export issues of 
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animals and products of animal origin; 
• The bi-national review wlll be completed in the meeting on the subject that has been 

scheduled for 5 August and 6 August 2010 in Dubai. 
AL'iivii_V 3.1.2 Revie·w and upgrade inspection methodologies. 

• The review will take place after the seminar with the recommendations obtained. 
• Trainings in both countries for inspectors on international inspection procedures will be 

conducted during the next quarten,_ 

Output 4.1 Capacity enhanced to improve the overalJ surveillance system. 
AL'iivii_';' 4.1.1 Regional training workshop on surveillance methods; 

• The up-dated fonnats fm· AI \vill be distributed to the surveillance teams. 
• A short training course will be conducted for data collection by using the new AI-SIS 

surveillance .;.;ystem developed in the project. 
• Pilot tests will be conducted in both regions to facilitate the exchange of information 

between the regional epidemiological units, the central pilot unit and the central 
laboratory. 

• Pilot tests for the analysis of the results collected under the AI-SIS \Vill be conducted in 
the following quarter. 

• The most suitable candidates for the Master Course in epidemiology will be identified, 
and the terms of the LoA will be finalized with the selected university to conduct the 
studies, 

AL'iivit_v 4.1.2 National training for the surveillance teams operating in the commercial sector,
• National trainings will continue in the provinces of both countries. 

A.cti;}ity 4.1.3 National trainin.R .fbr field veterinarians ({rom the wrvemment, NGOs, private 
sector}; 

• National trainings on sample methodologies will be provided. 
Activity 4. 1.4 Training for the >;urt'cilhmce tearns that •dll operate in the rural arew; (PDS 
training); 

• The PDS report fonnats. will be distributed to the vetei-inary officials. to conduct the 
studies, 

AL'iivitv 4.1.5 Field activities. 
• Surveil1anee activities \.Vill continue. 

Output 5.1 Surveillance in live-birds markets strengthened~ 
Activity 5.1.1 Workshop on met!wdology of surveillance in LBAfs; 

• The workshop on methodology of surveiiJance in LBMs will be conducted in each 
country. 

Activity 5.1.2 National training l-vorkshop fi;r veterinarians operating in LB!Yfs; 
• A workshop will be conductt>.d in both countries during the. ne.xt quarter. 

AL'iivitv 5.1.3 Surveillance actii,iries in LB1\1s. 
• The evaluation of the LBM with respect to the ti-ade movement will be implemented in 

.all provinces that can provide information on risk assessment in case of an outbreak and 
on economic impact on the areas. 

Main challenges encountered and response provided 

• The cunent situation related to the ne\v Animal Health and Production Directorate 
structure that will be established soon in Afghanistan '-Viii need to be addressed, as the 
F AO .actions have been discussed \Vith the Technical Deputy Minister of Agriculture. 

• The appointment of the new CVO in Pakistan has taken place, and care needs to be 
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taken to ensure that the newly appointed CVO is fully informed about (he ongoing and 
planned project activities. 

• As a result of the upcoming eJections of the parliament authorities, the present security 
conditions in Afghanistan need to he taken imo consideration while organizing the up
coming project activities. In Pakistan, the threats to internation-al activities are also to be 
considered. Restrictions to the movement of C'N staff may hinder the implementing of 
project activities. 

• Centml epidemiology units in both countries are not participating in the project despite 
the efforts made in the past to incorporate them. The central epidemiology unit in 
Afghanistan, in particular, needs to be rc-cs[ablishcd and provided with trained 
personnel in order to generate reliable disease information needed to implement a 
prevention :md control plan. 

• More time will be required to implement the earlier planned objectives because of the 
difficulties encountered as a result of the security reasons in both countries. As most of 
the provisions are on (he ground, it may require a few more months to make them 
operational. As a result of this, the project activitles may continue beyond the stipulated 
time period of September 2010 with the already allocated funds. 

Main progress made towards the achievement of project outputs 

Output 1.1 Common strategies and approaches to surveillance developed in the different 
subsectors in the concerned areas. 

• Considering the high risk of virus trdnsmis.sion. the surveillance activities in the cross
border region were improved. During this reporting period, no evidence of the presence 
of HPAl virus in the countries was found. However, there is a need for awareness about 
the pandemic potential of H9N2 viruses, H7 viruses and ND, and an evaluation of the 
control strmegie.s should be carried out. 

Output 2.1 Diagnostic ability of field and laboratm·y staff enhanced. 
• Routine surveillance in project areas detected consistent circulation of H9N2 AI virus 

and ND virus at their laboratolies. It is, thus, recommended to establish a control 
program to reduce the incidence of the virus circulation, 

• The new facility, established in Pakistan, for virus isolation at a level of biosecurity that 
is higher than level 2 will conduct the biosafety diagnosis for the region. 

• A mission fmm OlE will review the conditions of the laboratory in Pakistan and its 
suitability in becoming a twin laboratory of the joint FAO/OIE reference laboratmy. 
which will be important for the regional diagnosis of AL 

Output 3.1 Procedures for inspection of poultry and poultry products at border control 
post"' standardized. 

• Progress was limited as a result of a severe security situation at the border areas. 

Output 4.1 Capacity building developed to improve the overall surveillance system. 
• The advances made to the data management system for surveillance that will be 

implemented in both countries will facilitate the analysis of the results of laboratory and 
field research. 
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Quarter II 2010 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RLA/901/USA 

Reporting period: April- June 2010 

Regional Component: Latin America and lhe Caribbean 

Project Title: Strengthening regional capacity for surveillance of intluenza A HI Nl virus <:.nd nther 
subtypes of swine flu in pig populations in Central America and other countries in Latin America 

Code· OSRO/RLA/90!/USA 

Budget~ USD700000 

Effccth·c Starting Date: 28 July 2009 

Planned End Date: 30 September 201 {} 

Context of the Project: 

Pandemic HlNl 2om has been reporled in animals {pigs ami turkeys) m several countrie~, including 
Argentina. Canada, Chile and the United State'> on the American continent, raising the concern of the 
international community. Pigs can harbour influenza viruses of both avi,:m and mammalian origin and act as 
"mixing vessels" in which the re-assonment of human, swine iniluena (SI) anti avian in:luen.t.a (i\l) VIrUS 
may occur, producing a virus capable of human-to-human transmission leading to human pandemics. 

Studies in the developed countries have shown that variou).. subtype).. (Hl Nl, H3N2 and Hl N2) co-circulate in 
pig populations in those countries. However, it is stiilunknown whether these subtypes are also widespread in 
swine populatinm. in Central America and lhe neighbouring countries beeause of the lack of appropriate 
monitoring and surveillance networks for Sl. 

Objecti~·es of the Pr{}ject: 
The project aims at strengthening the "urveillance capacities of the affected countr]e<.,, or the countries at ri)..k. 
to deal with Tntluem:a A/HI Nl. other influenza vimses and other transhoundar:y animal diseas.es (T ADs) '" Central America and neighbouring countries. 

Specifically, the project will improve the knowledge of the epidemiology and ecology of Influenza type A 
viruses in :-.wine popui<JLion:-. in the target countries. 

Planned activities for lhe reporting period: 

Output 1: The ECTAD Decentralized Coordination Unit (DCU) fOr Cen!ral Anwrica H established and 
operalionw'. 

Activity 1.4: Prnvision of se:-vice;;; to the Central American and neighbouring countrie~. 

The Emergency Center for Tran:--boundary Animal Disea<.,e:-- Operation).. (ECTAD) Decentralized Conrdination 
Unit (DCC) in Panama is :esponsible for continuing the backstopping of the veterinary services of the 
bene:Iciary countries and reinfo:cing the regional epidemio-surveillance nelwork m ~;rder to improve 
communication and the exchange of infonnation em TADs and other re<>piratory diseases in s'>vine populations, 
as well as to provide special supfXH1 to countries facing outbreaks, if needed. 

Ourput 2: Surveillance acJin'lies implcmenied and the ext em and intensify r~[ possible injluenz.a t'iruses type A 
in circulotion better understood and ll prorwsal fOr contingency pfnns prepared. 

Activity 2.l: Signing of a Letter of Agreement (LoA) with a research institution for field investigationi 
training. 

Signing of an agreement with the National Veterinary Services L<> .. boralory (NVSL) m Ame~, l'SA " underway .. Thi~ in"'titution has agreed to provide: (i) diagnostic training tn LADJVES (Ve.._icular Disea:->e 
Diagnostic Laboratory, Panama City, Panama) p:emises: (ii) training of a LADIVES expert on virus 
sequencing; :md (iii) its services a" a reference laboratory for positive ca~es tletected in LADIVES. 
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Activity 2.3: Training and conducting of field investig~•tions and finaliz..1.tion of the guidelines. 

A regional workshop is held in Panama on U and 14 May 2010 with pmtkipation of all national project 
coordinators to dist.:uss biosecurity measures in the pig sector and to agree on t.:ommon procedure;\ :or the 
forthcoming surveillance and sample collectiDn activities to be carried out at the national level. The joint FAO/ 
International Office of Epizootics (OlE)/ World Bank (WB) document on good practices for biosecurity in the 
pig sector (lntpJ/v.'ww.fao.orgid,x_:rep/0 J·),t; J435e/i l4~5eOO.htm) is used w, a reference guide for the meeting. 

Activity 2.5: Awarene;\s raising and reponing of respiratory cases. 

A regional workshop to be held in Panama on 11 and 12 May 2010 with the participation of 19 experts from 
all heneficiary countries (:-ee activity 5. t ). Panicipants will he requested to organize natiuna] workshops on 
awareness raising and reporting in collaboration with th.:: lmemational Regional Organi7-<.ttion for Plant and 
Animal He:.lth {_OIRSA). 1-irst nation:. I workshops are organized in the beneficiary countrie:.. 

Outpul 3: National animal heallh information systems to coilect, process and anal}\W! dahl frum .mrveil/a11Ce 

activities reinforced. 

Activity :3.1: Procurement and distribution of equipment and software. 

Funds have been allocated and technical specifications have b.;oen prepared to purcha<.>e the necessary 
equipment to install TADh!fo in four countries and to strengthen information management capacities in the 
others. Because the computers become outdated rapidly, the projed is handling the purchase of the computers 
after the customization of the software is fimdized. 

Activity 33: Promotion and use of other animal health information systems including TADln(o and others. 

T AD!njn software is cu..,tomized for Belize, Honduras, Guatemala and El Salvador. An international worhhop 
to train the key staff on inst.:1llation, use and maintenance of this information system is intended for the third 
quarter of this year. 

Output 4: Laboratory diagnostic capacities rei.>~forcf'd nnd net>w>rk established between national laboratories 
and intemuth>ru:tl reference laboMlories. 

Activity 4.2: Procurement and distrihutinn of laboratory equipment and supplie:-;. 

More than 100 items for laboratory Jiagnosis in three countries and sample collection in all beneliciary 
countries are being pmcured and di..,tributed in order to enable the field "urveill.:mce. collection of "ampk" 
from suspected pigs and laboratory diagnosis. 

Activity 4.3: Signing of a Letter of Agreement (LoA) with a specialized laboratory. 

The LoA \Vith LADIVES, a Panamanian labo:atory is underway. l.'nder thi" agreement, LA DIVES will 
provide the training at the national level on reverse transcriptase- polymerase chain reaction (RT -PCR) 
diagno:-is and diagnose :-.a1:1ple:- collected in Belize, El Salvador. Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama and the 
Dominican Republic. Guatemala and Costa Rica hav-e agre.xi to diagno:-:e their own sample" and to send 
positive ntses to LAD I YES for confinnalion. 

Outpuf 5: Early dt:iet lion and nof(licafion of 1VHJ N 112009. 

Activity 5.1: Support national "ervices and organizations in education and communication and reporting o7 
respmttory ca;..e:-. m p1gs. 

A regional workshop is held in Panama on 11 and 12 May 2010 with the participation of 19 experts f:-om all 
bene5ciary countries. The aim of the workshop is to help improve the cm"!"lmunication technique:- of the 
participants in order to raise awareness and to promote the reporting of "uspected cases in pigs in their 
countries. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period: 

Outpm 1: The ECT.4D Daenfraii::ed Coordination Unit {DClJ) for Cen/ral America is establislwd and 
operatiomd. 

Activity 1.4: Provision of se:-vices to the Central American and neighbouting countries. 

The ECTAD DCU in Panama continued playing a oajor role in coordinating the information exchange on 
TAD~ among the countries in the region and timely reported any important is.sues to the relevant early warning 
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systems, including an outbreak of Equine Encephalitis in Panama in June 2010. To provide the required 
technical a~sistance, the ECTAD DCLl staff has been in cnntact with the Panamanian veterinary authoriti-es 
and the representative;;: of EI Organi'imo- Tnternacio-nal Regional de Sanidad Agropecuaria (OJRSA) and Pan 
Ar:1erican Health Organization {PAHO). 

Outpi!! 2: Surveiilance acliviiies imp!emenied and exfenf and infensit) uf possible it!fluenza viruses .t_vpe .1 in 
circulation better understood and a propr..m!.for contingenc_v plans prepared. 

Activity 2.1: Signing or a Letter or Agreemenl (LoA) with a research in:-titution for fidd investigation/ 
training. 

A final ver~ion of an agreement with the NVSL in Ames, USA has been :--uhmitted to the United States Animal 
and Plant Health lm;ection Service (APHIS) authorities for final review and signature in May 2010. The NVSL 
has agreed to provide diagnostic training to benefk:iary countries and act as a refe:ence laboratory. 

Activity 2.3: Training and conducting of field investigations and fmaliza.tion of the guidelines. 

The activities a'i outlined on page two of this :eport were carried out. The regional work;;hop wa-: held in 
Panawa nn IJ and 14 May 20l0 with participation or all natinnal pmject coordinators to dbcuss biosecurity 
measures in the pig sector. The joint FAOJOfEiWB document on good practices for hiosecurity in the pig 
sector (http:f/\\"\V\v.f.:Jo.org/docrcp/OI2/i !435ciil435cOO.htm) was used as a reference guide for the meeting. 
Furthermore, the participants agreed on common procedures for the su::-veillance and sample collection 
activities tn be carried nut at the national level during the next quarter. 

Activity 2.5: Awarene's raising and reporting of respiratory cases. 

Following the request addressed to participanb during the regional workshop on communication held in 
Panar:m o-n II and 12 May 2010, the first national workshop, aimed at raising awa:ene<>'i and promoting the 
reporting of susr--=cted cases. in S\vine populations, was held in Honduras at the end of May with the 
participation of 50 veterinarians and physiciun:-;. Events in nthe: countries will follow. 

Output 3: National animal health il~f"ormarion S)'Sfems to collect, process and anal_vse data from _,·urveillrmce 
artivfries reinforced. 

Activity 3.1: Procurement and distributiun of equipment and software. 

A tende-r was launched to purchase tbe necessary computers to install T 1\.Dlnfu in four countries and to 
strengthen the information management capacities in the others. As soon as the results are evaluated. 
computer'i will be purchased and delivered tn relevant countrie'i. 

Activity 3.3: Prm"!lotion and use of other animal health information ;;:ystems including T AD!nfo and others. 

A home-based specialist wa' recruited in June 201{} and is currently customizing TADTnfo map:; for Belize, 
Honduras, Guatemala and El SalvadoL A Spanish-speaking TADinfo trainer has also been identified. The 
international workshop to train k.ey :;tafT on installation, use and maintenance of this inforr.-Jation ~ystem will 
be carried out in Hondura-; during the third week of Augu>'t 2010. 

Output 4: Lahorator:-.: diagnosti< capacities reil!fOrred and net'A·ork established between national laboratories 
and international rejCrence !uboratories. 

Activity 4.2: Procurement and distribution of laboratory equipment and supplie'i, 

The procurement proce:-.s has heen finalized. Three major internatinnal suppliers \\·ere selected. Goods for 
laboratory diagnosis and field surveillance are expected to arri\."e in the countries in July 20 I 0. 

Activity 4.3: Signing of a Letter of Agreement (LoA) with a specialized laboratory. 

The LoA \Vith LADIVES has been finalized, and it is re:1dy to he signed. LADIVE.'\ has ag:·ee,J to the term:-. as 
outlined on page two, activity 4.3 of this progress report: (i) the training at the national level on RT -PCR 
diagno:;is; and (ii) analysb of samples collected in BeliLe, El Salvador, Hondura~, Nicaragua, Panama and the 
Dominican Republic, wirb the exception of Guatemala and Costa Rica, who have agreed to diagnose their own 
samples and to send positive cases to L.A. DIVES for confirmation. 
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Outpuf 5: Early deiet lion and repvrtin!? of AIHJN 112009. 

Activity 5.1: Suppoot national services and organiz..1tions in education and communication and reporting of 
respiratory cases in pigs. 

A regional worhhop was held in Panama on ll and 12 ~hy 2010 with participation of 19 experts from all 
hene5ciary countrie~. Participants. learned communication techniques to raise awareness and to promote the 
repot1ing of suspected cases in pigs in their countries. Participants were requested to organize national 
W~lrkshops on this m:ltler with the coUaboration or the OIRSA. 

During the workshop, communication materials (such as posters, brochures, lea:-lets and commercial brea.ks 
for radio station<.,) promoting the retmrting of suspected ca~e~ and addressing different target group~ (field 
vete:r-inarians, small and commercial producer<>) \l,:ere discussed and validated. 

Planned activities for the next quarter: 

Output 1: The ECTAD DCU jiJr Centra! America is estahfished and operational. 

Activity I .4: Provi~ion of services to the Central American ami neighboring countrie;.,. 

The ECTAD DCU in Panama will continue backstopping the veterinary services o:· the beneficiary countrie~ 
and reint{m.:ing the regional epidemio-surveillance network in order to improve the communication and 
exchange of information on T ADs ,:md other respiratory diseases in swine populations. All <1ctivities will be 
conducted in close coon..lination with other organinuiom, such as OIRSA and PAHO. Special support will be 
provided to cnuntries facing nutbreak<>. if needed. 

Output 2: Survci!fance activities implemented and the extent and intensit_v r~fpossihle il~fluen::_a viruses tvpe A 
in circultJtion better understood tJ!Id a pmpo.'>tJl fi.Jr contingc>ncy plans prepared. 

Activity 2.1: Signing of Letter o~- Agreement (LoA) with a research institution for field investigation/training_ 

Upon finalization nf the review and approval process hy the counterpart, an agreement wiJJ he signed with the 
NVSL in Ames, lJSA. This in~titution will provide diagnostic training in LADIVES premises for three tab 
ex pens and will train a LADJVES staff on virus sequencing as well as will act as a re:erence laboratory for 25 
samples of positive cases detected in LADIVE.">. 

Activity 2.3: Training and conducting of field investigations and tlnaliution of the guidelines. 

Field investigatiom will be carried out in beneficiary countries and up to 500 samples (per country) of 
suspected 'iWine populations will be collected and sent to LADIVES for RT-PCR diagnosis. Required tleld 
equipment and shipping costs will b.: covered by the project 

Activity 2.5: Awareness raising and reporting of respiratory C<l<>es. 

National wwkshop<> aimed at r3ising awareness and reporting of suspected cases in pigs. v,:ill be carried out 
with support of OIRSA, according to t11e rnethodology provided to the participants of the regional workshop 
on communication held in Panama in Ivfay 2010. FAO will provide as:-istance and follow up tn these activities. 

Output 3: National animal health il!fnrmarion s_vsrems to co.rlect, process and anal_vse data frnm surveillati<'e 
actin':ies reinforced. 

Activity ?-. 1: Procurement and distribution of equipment and <>oftwm-e, 
Two desktop computers will be distributed to veterinary services in Guatemala, San Salvador, Honduras, 
Belize. the Dominican Republic and Panama to ~trengthen their capacity to process animal health-related 
inforr!1ation and to in'>tall T ADTnfo softw<:l.Te. 

Activ-ity 3,2: Revision and updates of national animal health information systems used by countries (p:ovided 
by FAO). 
Customization of TADinfo maps for Belize, El Salvador. Guatemala and Hondum~ \.Vill he finalized. A one
week regional workshop on TADinfo will be carried out in August 2010 to train the key staff in the 
installation and use of Ihi:.;; tailor-made software. 
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Outpuf 4: Laboruim~r diagnostic capacities reinforced tmd nelwurk t'slabhshetl between naliuna! laboratories 
and inrernarimwl reference laboratories. 

Activity 4.2: Procurement and disliibution of laboratory equipment and supplie~. 

Over 100 item~ will be Jistributed to beneficiary coun1nes, e~pecially those that will catry out RT-PCR 
diagnostic (Co"ta Rica, Guatet"!lala and Panama). In addition, LADIVES in Panama will receive equipment 
(including a second block for PCR) in order to be abk to process samples from other beneficiary counr:ies and 
act a~ a project regional laboratory. 

Activity 4.3: Signing of a Letter of Agreement (LDA) with a specialized laboratory. 

Upon signature of the agreement with NVSL (see activity 2.1), an agreement will be signed with LADIVES. 
Under the agreement, this Panamanian laboratory will process up to 3 000 samples of su:-.pec1ed swme 
populations. from Belize, El Salvador. Hondunts, Nicaragua. Panama and the Dominican Republic. 

Activity 4.4: Training of ;Jersonnel working in animal health diagnostic laboratorie'i at national level. 

Under the framework of the agreement with NVSL and LA DIVES. laboratory staff from Panama, Guatemala 
and Honduras will be trained on RT-PCR diagnostic and sequencing according to the protocol developed by 
NVSL 

Activity 4.6: Transport of samples to intern:.llional reference laboratorie:-. for analysis. sequencing and 
molecular epidemiological analysis. 

An agrt'ement with an international currier hus been reached 1o enable national veterinary services to ship 
samples of suspected swine to LADTVES for RT-PCR diagnosis. l)p to 25 of those samples diagnosed 
positively will be forwarded to NVSL for confirmation, sequencing <md quality control. 

Outpuf 5: Early deiet lion anti nof(licafion o.f 1VHJ N 112009. 

Activity 5.1: Support national "ennces and organizations in education and communication and reporting o7 
respiratory cases in pigs. 

FAO will provide assistance and foHow up to the national workshops aimed at raising awareness and 
promoting the reporting of suspected cuses in pigs to be ~anied out by the participanb of the regional 
work;..:hop on communication tc.dmiqucs conducted m M:xy 2010. Moreover. communication materials 
developed under a consultancy on communication covered by TCP/RLA/3206 will be printed and distributed. 

Activity 5.2: Coordination of veterinary authorities with national public health <mthoritie'> to improve disease 
field invesligation, detection and repnrting of cases in particular from ruwl areas. 

A final workshop wilt be organized in September 20 I 0 in Panama with the :;nmicipation of Chief Veterinary 
Officers (CVOs) and national coordinators m nrder to present the results of the project and to discuss 
continuity c;f activitie;-;. and achievements beyond the end 0~- the project. 

Main challenges encountered and res-ponse provided: 

• The ~lgning of the agre~ment with ~VSLIUSDA i,., delayed owing lo the counterpart"s long approval 
procedures. Contacts have intensified \Vith key USDA/ APHIS stae· to try to speed up the process. On the 
other side, the agreement with LADIVES i<> ready to be signed. but this laboratory is reluctant to pmvide 
diagnostic services as long as the training with i\'VSL has not been granted. As soon as the agreement 
between FAO and :--.JVSLIVSDNAPHIS is signed, the agreement with LA DIVES \Vill be signed, <lS welL 

• The technical and llnancial evaluution~ of lhe tender for laboratory equipment and ,;upplies have taken 
longer than initially planned owing to a large number of high-specific laboratory items to be purcha~ed 
which required a detailed evaluation of offers. The process is finalized now, and goods are expected to be 
delivered to beneficiary countries during July 20HL 

Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes: 

• The ECTAD DCU in Panmna has been established in the frar:1ewmk of this project and provides technical 
"'uppon to the national veterinary "'ervice"' in all beneficiary countries, including .'>ituation"' of outbreak.'> o:~ 
TADs ;.:uc-h as rahies. classical swine fever and equine encephalitis. Furthermore. the ECTAD DCU m 
Panama acts as a regional huh fo::- receptinn and exchange of real-time infoTmation of ani1-:1al health is~ues, 
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linked to the Global Early \Varning and Response System (GLE\VS) FAO team, 

• T.x:hnical backitnpping missions have bee-n carrie-d out to all beneficiary cnuntries, especially to support 
the ?reparation of surveillance guidelines in the frar:1ework of national wo:kshops with key staff. and as a 
~lrst step in carrying out the surveillance and sam?le collection activities intended under the project. 

• LADIVES of Panama has agreed to provide RT -PCR diagnostic services to other beneficiary countries 
and :-,erve as a regional labora!ory for swine influenza in the future. The i.liagnosti(: capacity of thit> 
laboratory (and other laboratories in Costa Rica and Guatemala) is being strengthened through training by 
:NVSL (USA) and purchasing of a large number of laboratory equipment and supplies. 

• The veterinary services of Belize, El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras have decided to ->trengthen their 
capacities to analyse epidemiological information and are receiving support to install and properly operate 
TADlnfo at> their tailor-made animal health information ~yslem. Related equipment is also being p:-m:ured 
and delivered to final users. 

• Communication specialisb from all beneficia:-y countries were trained on hmv to develop national 
training<> to raise a\' • .-areness of respirat0ry di<>ea.,es in swine and promote notification of suspected cases, 
Materials such as posters, radio commercial b:eaks, leaflets and brochures have been prepared considering 
countries· feedback and are bemg made av;.Hlable w all na!ronal veterinary services. 

• Two docur.-.ents on good practices for biosecurity in the pig sector and preparation of African swine fever 
contingency plans (http:/h~>-ww.fao.org/docrep/0 12/i 1435eii 14.35e{)(J.htm) have been translated rnto 
Spani,h and adapted to the region for di,tribution 2.mong key staff fmm the beneficiary countries. 

• An agreemen! with OIRSA has been reached lo incluUe the t!if!erenlial tliagnosis of other respiratory 
di:-eases in swine, in addition to pandemic influenza Hll\'1/2009, to the diagnostic activities to he carried 
out under the fra!Ytework of the project. This: is crucial not only to determine \vhether the pandemic 
in!1uenLa HlNl/200') is circulating in !he region but also to Uelen11ine which other viral and bacterial 
disease" are more prevalent in swine population,, 
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I Quarter 2010 

Project '\1onitoring Sheet: OSRO/UGA/711/USA 

Project title: Support to the implementation of the National Plan of Action for 
Preparedness and Response to Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza in l1ganda 

Reporting period: January-::\farch 2010 

Country: Uganda 

Code: OSRO/UGAn II/USA 

Budget: USD 417 85() (Phase l} 

Total budget: USD 417 850 

Effective starting date: 1 December 2007 

Planned end date: 30 June 2010 

Context of the project 

Highly Puthugenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) is a highly infectious and contagious zoonoti~: viral 
disease and has the potential to cause a large-scale epizootic sinwtion in Africa and 
subsequently a global human influenza pandemic. The threat in Africa has increased fo1lowing 
detection of the avian influenza (AI) virus in several African countries. including the Republic 
of the Sudan. Uganda. one of the Sudan's suuthem neighbours. is at high risk of infection 
because it lies along major wild bird migratory routes and has large masses of water bodies and 
extensive wetlands. :V1orcovcr, the majority of the poultry in the country arc raised in the free-
range -;ystem with minimal or non-existent disease biosecurity. 

Objectives of the project 

This project will improve the poultry production pntctices of smallholder farmers, contrihme to 
the development of prevention strategies against HPAI, improve livelihoods and provide the 
relevant platform for collaboration on the prevention of HPAI and other trans boundary animal 
diseases (TAOs) and thereby contribute significantly to the achievement of the :\1illcnnlum 
Development Goals. 

The specific objectives of the project are to enhance surveillance capacity for HPAI, to 
progressively reduce risk factors favourable to HPAI introduction and transmission, and to 
therefore reduce risk of human HPAI pandemic and to improve food security for the rural poor 
who rely on small-scale backyard poultry. There will also be increa<.;ed local. regional and 
intemational trade in safe poultry product~ and sm:ngthened and effective veterinary services. 
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Activitie..'i planned for the reporting period .Tanuary-~'Iarch 2010 

Output 1: Strengthening of the HPAI cpidcmio-survcillancc network~ including 
laboratory diagnostk--s 

• Continue to support the gove-rnment in surveillance as needed. 

Output 2: Enhancement of rapid response and outbreak containment capabilities 
• Continue to follow up on the compensation policy with the government. 

Output 3: Promotion of biose<-"Urity and hygiene in market chains and the community 
• Consultant to complete the development of biosecmity guidelines in poultry production 

and marketing in the country. 
• Com.uhant to complete the development of by-law~ for enforcing the developed 

biosccurity guidelines aJong the pouJtry value chain in the country. 

Output 4: Communication and public awarene.~s 
• Identify key areas from the Knowledge, Attitude and Practice {KAP} study for 

improving communication aspects for government communication stra[egies. 

Output 5: Support of the national command and control centre 
• Facilitate payment of utility bills (hotJine, fax and email). 
• Monitoring of the project anJ repm1ing to the :t\ational Task Fon:e (NTF). the ~ational 

Security Council (NSC), the United States Agency tOr International Development 
{US AID) and other partners. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period January-Yiarch 2010 

Output 1: Strengthening of the HPAI epidemio-surveillance network, including 
laboratory diagnostics 

• No surveillance activities were supported during this period; however. the iv1inistry 
continued to watch for any suspicious reports from the districts. 

Output 2: Enhancement of rapid response and outbreak containment capabilities 
• The compensation policy is sti11 with the cabinet and is being fo11owed up to get it 

through_ 

Output 3: Promotion of biosecurity and hygiene in market chains and the community 
• The biosecurity guidelines on poultry production and marketing in the country were 

developed and are under review. 
• The national consultant developing by-la\vs for enforcing biosecurity guidelines along 

the poultry value chain in the country was reCTnitcd and this work is in progress. 

Output 4: Communication and public awareness 
• The KAP study report unde1taken under FAO project GCP/I~T/010/GER has been 

cleared and \.Vll1 be shared with the communication technical working group of the 
national influenza task force. 

• The national communication strategy plan developed by the communication technical 
working group of the national influenza task force was received with the request to be 
printed and distributed. 
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Output 5: Support of the national command and control centre 
• Payment of utility bills (hotline, fax and email). 
• Monitoring of the project and reporting to ~TF, NSC, US AID and other partners. 

Main challenges encountered and responses provided 

• The consultant in charge of developing the by-hn.vs started one month late, which 
delayed this output. The work is expected to be completed early in the next quarter, so It 
can he shared with the district local councils for inclusion in their district by-laws. 

l\Iain progress made to\\'ards the achievement of project outcomes (from !he start of the 
project actit'ities) 

More personnel at local govemment level have been trained and have acquired knowledge and 
expertise in disease recognition, biosecurity, surveilhmce and outbreak response. This has 
further improved the national preparedness and response capaclry. 

The completion of the biosecurlty study will enable the development of biosecurity guidelines 
in the poultry value chain, which is a critical element in the control of HPAI. 

The KAP study completed under the project GCP/INT/010/GER w111 also help in redesigning 
the communication strategies to be more effective in the future. 

The development of biosecurity guidelines and by-laws to be used by local authorities to 
improve biosecuriry in the poultry production value chain is a significant step towards 
improving HPAI control and otherdi,..eases aftb::_'ting poultry production in the country 

The revision of the work plan and its approval by the US AID will also ensure that all planned 
activities arc implemented before the project's revised end date. 
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Quarter II 20 I 0 

Project Monitoring Sheer: OSRONIFJ801/USA 

Project title: Gathering Evidence for a Transitional Strategy (GETS) for Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) H5Nl vaccination in VietNam 

Reponing period: April to .Tune 2010 
Country: VietNam 
Project title: Gathering Evldence for a Transitional Strategy (GETS) tor Highly Pathogenic A vi an 
Influenza {HPAI) H5Nl vaccination in VietNam 

• Code: OSRO!VIEiSOI/USA 
~ Budget: USD 4 milllon (Phase I) 
:Total budget: USD 4 million 
:Effective starting date: October 2008 
: Planned end date: March 201 I 
Context of the project 

VietNam has Peen canying out vaccination of poultry twice a year (October and April) since autumn 
of 2005 to control epidemic HPAI H5Nl with some considerable empirical evidence of success. 
However, it has been recognized that this control strategy is not sustainable over the whole country in 
the long term. t>.'lass vaccination entails a large amount of financial resources from the government and 
ties up significant human resources in the agricultme sector. Therefore. an alternative or more likely a 
parcel of complementary alternative control strategies wilt have to be devised as VietNam moves from 
initial emergency measures [() a period of consolidation and ultimately on to the stated atm of 
control/eradication beyond 2010 (Green Book). This project is investigating and gathering evidence on 
alternative vaccination strategies in provinces with high and low risk for HPAI HSI\1 outbreaks. 
Objecti·ve of the project 

The main objective of the project is to provide field data to the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural 
Development ('VIARD) by testing a number of alternative vaccination strategies and the 
complementary strategy uf improved surveillance. This data will assist MARDin its selection of a 
future vaccination stmtegv. 
Planned activities for this quarter 

Outputs 1&2: Feasibility and logistics to implement a Novel Vaccination Strategy (V2) compared 
with maintaining Standard Vaccination Strategy {VI}, and to withdraw routine vaccination {VO) 
compared with maintaining Standard Vaccination Strategy (VI) 
.4.ctivity 1.1 &2.1 Needs assessment undertaken and \Vork plan .finalized 

• undertake implementation of the new letter of agreement (LoA) with the Department of Animal 
Health (DAH) on enhanced surveillance, reponing and outbreak response and sentinel duck 
monitoring 

Activit_v 1.2&2.2 Public awareness campaigns 

• commence the round II of the public awareness campaign with radio announcements via loud 
speaket-

Activity 1.3&2.3 & 1.4&2.4 Farms ident~fi"edlsampled 

• sign contracts with sentinel duck tlock owners to ensure commitment to the programme 

• cmnmence the serum sampling component of the programme 

1 Quarter VI of lhe projecl cycle 
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Activity 1.5&2.5 Equipment procured including vaccine 
• provlde further equipment as required to ensure smooth operation of the project 
• provide a computer to each of the province.<> tOr data cntr~y activities with the Access database 

and proviJ.e auto-vaccinators to the Jistricts for HPAI vaccination 
Activity 1.6&2.6 Training undertaken 

• implement and complete global positioning system (GPS) training for District Veterinary 
Service (DVS) staff 

• implement and complete Access database training for the project assistants at each of the Sub
Department of Animal Health (SDAH) offices 

• Jevelup and commence a training programme, including workshops m the village level as well 
as events at the markets, for farmers and village animal health workers {AHWs), uti1i7ing 
industry groups and unions 

• implemem the second phase of the community animal health worker (CAH\V) training thm \vill 
coincide with the end of the 2010 first round of vaccination and include training on data 
collection and completion of the revised data fonns 

Activiry 1.7&2.7 Data gathering 
• undertake the firs[ round vaccination data gathering and the second round post-vaccination 

monitoring for 20 l 0 

• streamline data colledion activities with an introduction to the Access database in each of the 
SDAH offices in the GETS provinces and provide training on the use of the database 

Output 3: Cost-effectiveness of ~:"J"ovcl versus Standard' (V2/Vl) and ~standard versus 
Withdrawal' (Vl/VO) Vaccination Strategies undertaken 
Activity 3.1 Component planning/oversight 

• implementation of the second phase of the cost-effectiveness programme by the national 
implementing agency, the Somhern Office of the Institute of Policy Strategy for Agricultural 
and Rural Development (SCAPS) 

Activit\' 3.2 Team recruited 
• sign an LoA with the implementing partner for the second phase of the cost-effectiveness 

programme 
Activity 3.3 Data xatherint.: 

• complete data gathering for the second phase of the cost-effectiveness programme 

Output 4: Risk factors are defined for anima] outbreaks via case series and/or case-control trial 
.4.ctivity 4. J Comrwnent planning/oversight 

• c1..1mplete the supply chain analysis acro."s the five GETS provinces anti GPS mapping using the 
GPS units supplied to each district veterinary station 

• continue monitoring of high risk mobile duck tlocks in all communes in the GETS provinces 
and ensure vaccination of these tlocks, which present a high risk for disease transmission owing 
to the shedding of the virus with minimal clinical signs if not adequately vacclnatcd 

• commence a detailed poultry industry survey to a<>sist in determining risk factors 
Activity 4.2 Training DAH-Regional Animal Health O.f/icc (RAHO) and lt4inistry (:(Health (MoH)
ReJ?ional Health Office (RHO) 

• undertake training of DVS staff in GPS use to prepare for the GPS mapping activities 
• implement the second round of CAH\V training \Vorkshops as well as the training for village 

animal health workers and extend invitations to public heath workers and livestock extension 
officers as in Round I where attendance of these groups was high 

Activity 43 Opermiona! funds arranged/distributed 
• continue to support outbreak lnvestigation activitles and supply chain mapping for risk factors 
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through operational funds 
.4ctivit;: 4.4 Data gathering from outbreaks nationwide (64 pro'.'inces) 

• continue outbreak investigation activities with attendance at all outbreaks in the GETS and 
neighbouring provinces. by the GETS regional coordinators with the alm of providing accurate 
disease investigation reports 

Output 5: Sociological behaviours related to V2/Vl and Vl/VO are compared 
i!..ctivitv 5. J Conqmnellf p!anninglrn:ersif?h! 

• following the poultry industry survey that will provide detailed data on farm activities and 
practices, plan behaviour studies that will evaluate potential motivation factors and key 
determinants for animal health \Vorkers and producers, the barriers to behaviour change and the 
behavioural changes that have occurred as a result of the project intervention 

.4ctivit;: 5.2 Team recruited 
• recruit a sociologist to undertake behavioural case studies with AHWs and poultry producers 

Activiry 5.3 Data gather;ng 
• continue data collection with attitudinal questions included in the chief animal health worker 

post-training questionnaire 

Output 6: Policy analysis of HPAI strategy including public private sector collaboration and 
partnerships is undertaken 
Activity 6. J Component planning/ol'ersif?ht 

• undertake .supply chain analy:-..is and mapping in the .second quarter of 2010. identify the 
location of animal health product suppliers and undertake case studies to determine the 
governance of their activities 

• investigate the governance of private/public partnerships and monitor the effect of the 
interventions on them 

• following the completion of the supply chain analysis, design a detailed case study, including 
tracking or activities, or the meat trader system and investigate the governance or their 
activities 

Activity 6.2 Team recruited 
• cmnplete the recruiting of a national partner to commence on the project at the end of January 

Activity 6.3 Data gathering 
• continue data gathering with the commencement of supply chain analysis and mapping to assist 

in the identification of private/public operations that will be used in the governance studies and 
policy analysis. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Outputs 1&2: Feasibility and logistics to implement a NoYel Vaccination Strategy (V2) compared 
with maintaining Standard Vaccination Strategy (VI) and to withdraw routine Yaccination {VO) 
compared with maintaining Standard Vaccination Strategy (VI) 
Activit)' J. I &2. 1 Needs assessment undertaken and H'ork plan .finalized 

• Implementation of the new LoA with DAH on "'Enhanced surveillance, reporting and ourbreak 
response and sentinel duck monitoring" was completed and funds were provlded to DAH to 
support ongoing activities under the new LoA. Amendments were made to the DAH LoA for 
re-imbursement to provide s.upport to the sentinel duck flock owners. 

Activity J .2&2. 2 Pubhc awareness campaigns 
• Preliminary project findings were presented to the United States Agency for International 

Development (USAID), DAH and other partners including World Health Organization (WHO}, 
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Abt Associates and SCAPS at a meeting at the US AID office in June 20 IO. Input was given by 
DAH as to their prefeJTed format for the interim report. 

• During the International Ministerial Conference on Avian and Pandemic Influenza {IMCAPI), 
the FAO GETS leam arr<.~nged a site visil for the US delegation to IMCAPI and accomp<.~nied 
the delegation to the field. This included a presentation at the Sub-Department of Animal 
Health (SDAH) office in Ninh Binh explaining project activities as well as a field visit to a 
duck farm to view the vaccinatlon process. 

• The second round of the puhlic awareness campaign with radio announcement-; of three key 
messages via 717 commune loudspeaker system was undertaken with the campaign reaching an 
estimated three million people. 

i!...ctivi(V 1.3&2.3 & !A&2A Farms identified/.<;amp!ed 
• Contracts with sentinel duck flock owners were signed to ensure commitment to the 

programme. Sentinel ducks were identified with leg tags and a unique numbering system. 
• The serum sampling component of the programme was initiated. 

Activity 1.5&2.5 Equipment procured including vaccine 
• A computer was provldcd to each of the provinces for data entry activities with the Access 

database. 
• The procurement of auto-vaccinators for HPAI vaccination has commenced. 

Activiry 1.6&2.6 Training undertaken 
• Five GPS training courses for 59 district and pmvincial veterinary staff were completed in five 

provinces. 
• Access database training for the project assistants at each of the SDAH offices was 

implemented and completed. 
• Expressions of interest have been sought for the training of village AHWs and CAHWs. 

A.ctivitv 1. 7 &2. 7 Data J?n!hering 
• Collection of supply chain data by DVS staff using GPS units was completed in four of the five 

GETS provinces. 
• The fir."t round of vaccination data gathering for 2010 was undertaken. 
• The second round post-vaccination monitoring samples for 2010 have been collected. 
• Data collection activities are being streamlined with the introduction of an Access database in 

each of the SDAH offices in the GETS provinces, and training has been provided in the use of 
the database. 

• Data collection forms were revised and issued to the field to assist in gathering adequate data 
for analysis. 

Output 3: Cost-effectiveness of ·~ovel versus Standard' (V2Nl) and 'Standard versus 
\VithdrawaP (VUVO) Vaccination Strategies undertaken 
Activity 3.1 Component planningloversif?h! 

• The second phase of the cost-effectiveness programme was implemented by SCAPs- the 
national implementing agency. 

Activity 3.2 Team recrui!ed 
• An LoA was signed with the implementing partner for the second phase of the cost

effectiveness programme. 
Activity 3.3 Data gathering 

• Data gathering for the second phase of the cost-effectiveness programme is underway. 
• The report for the first phase of the cost-effectiveness progr.:J.mme was completed. 

Output 4: Risk factors are defined for animal outbreaks via case series and/or case-control trial 
Activity 4.! Component p!anning/oversiJ?hf 
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• Supply chain analysi:-. commenced across the five GETS provinces and GPS mapping using the 
GPS units supplied to each district veterinary station has been completed in four of the five 
GETS provinces. 

• Monitoring of high risk mobile duck flocks wi11 continue in all communes. in the GETS 
provinces and vaccination of mobile duck flocks has been undertaken. These flocks present a 
high risk for disease transmission because they shed virus with minimal clinical signs if they 
are not adequately vaccinated. 

• A detailed poultry industry survey \vill commence to assist in determining risk factors. 
Activit_r 4.2 Traininx DAH-RAHO and MoH-Rer;ionaf Health Office (RHO} 

• Training of 59 provincial and district veterinary staff in GPS use was undertaken to prepare for 
the GPS mapplng activities. 

Activit_r 4.3 Operationa!fumls arranr;eJ/distributed 
• Operational funds have continued to support outbreak investigation activities. as. well as supply 

chaln mapping for risk factors. 
Activit:•,; 4A Data gathering from outbreaks nutionwide (64 provinces) 

• No outbreaks were recorded in the five GETS provinces during the second qumter. Outbreak 
investigation activities will continue \Vlth attendance at all outbreaks in the GETS and 
neighbouring provinces by the GETS regional coordinators with the alm of providing accurate 
disease investigation reports. 

Output 5: Sociological behaviours related to V2/Vl and Vl/VO are compared 
Activity 5.1 Component pfanninxfoversixht 

• A set of attitudinal and behavioural questionnaires were designed and integrated in the Poultry 
Industry Survey. It aims at understanding attitude and behaviours of poultry producers, 
motivation andl barriers to behaviour change and the behavioural changes that have occurred as 
a result of the project interventions. 

Acti"vitv 5.2 Team recrui!ed 
• A nationnJ partner was chosen to undertake the poultry industry survey and a service contrnct 

was finalized and signed. 
ArtiviT_v 5.3 Data gathering 

• The national partner has begun training interviewers who will undertake the data gathering. 

Output 6: Policy analysis of HPAI strategy including public private sector collaboration and 
partnerships is undertaken 
Activity 6.1 Component planning/oversight 

• Supply chain analysis and mapping has been can·icd out to identify the location of animal 
health product ~uppliers so thai ca~e studies can be undertaken to determine the governance of 
their activities. 

Activit\· 6.2 Team recruited 
• Discussions were held with the Centre for Agricultural Policy (CAP) regarding central policy 

decision making procedures. 
Activity 6.3 Datu gatherint? 

• Data gathering on supply chain mapping \-Vas completed in fom· of the five GETS provinces in 
support of identifying pri vateipublic operations that will be used in the governance studies and 
policy analysis. 
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Planned activities for the next quarter 

Outputs 1&2: Feasibility and logistics to implement a Novel Vaccination Strategy (V2) compared 
with maintaining Standard Vaccination Strategy (VI) and to withdraw routine Yaccination (VO) 
compared with maintaining Standard Vaccination Strategy (VI} 
Activi(\' 1.1 &2.1 Needs asses;;ment underwken and v.--ork plan Jfnali:::.ed 

• Field activities will be monitored and amendments made to agreements as required. 
i!..ctivitv 1.2&2.2 Public mvareness camrtaiJ;ns 

• The second round of the public awareness campaign will continue with TV announcements via 
five provincial TV stations. 

i!..ctivitv 1.3&2.3 & 1.4&2.4 Farms identified!;;amp!ed 
• Sentinel duck flocks will be monitored to ensure continued commitment to the programme. 
• The serum sampling and revised swabbing component of the programme will commence . 

. 4.ctivity J .5&2.5 Equipment procured including vaccine 
• Auto-vaccinators will be procured and provided to the provinces for HPAI vaccination. 
• Cold chain extension \vill be provided to the three new communes in the project provinces. 

Activity 1.6&2.6 Training undertaken 
• A training programme, utilizing industry groups and unions, has been developed tOr farmers 

and village AHW's. This \vill include workshops at the village level as well as events at the 
local poultry markets. 

• The second pha<>e of the CAH\V training wi11 be implemented to coincide with the e-nd of the 
2010 first round of vaccination. It will include training on data collection and completion of the 
revised data forms. 

• A training programme for village paravets, utilizing industry groups and unions, will be 
contmcted to a national partner. 

Activity 1.7&2.7 Data gathering 
• The first round of vaccination data and the second round post-vaccination monitoring data for 

2010 will be analysed. 
• Data collection and data entry activities will be monitored in each province to ensure that the 

Access database is being utilized ctficicntJy. 

Output 3: Cost-effectiveness of 'Sovel versus Standard' (V2N1) and 'Standard versus 
Withdrawal"" (VINO) Vaccination Strategies undertaken 
Activit_\' 3.1 Component planningloversit;ht 

• The second phase of the cost-effectiveness programme will be completed by the national 
implementing agency, SCAPS. 

Activit\' 3.2 Team recruited 
• The national partner will complete activities for phase II. 

Activit_--v 3.3 Data gathering 
• Data gathering for the second phase of the cost-effectiveness programme will be completed and 

a report provided as per the conditions of the LoA. 

Output 4: Risk factors are defined for anima] outbreaks via case series and/or case-control trial 
.4.ctivi(V 4.1 Cmnponent planning/o;·ersiJ;ht 

• Supply chain analysis will be -completed across the five GETS provinces and an atJas produced 
for the five GETS provinces. GPS mapping using the GPS units will be completed in the Kinh 
Binh. 

• Monitoring of high risk mobile duck flocks will continue in all communes in the GETS 
provinces and vaccination of these flocks will be ensured. These flocks present a high risk for 
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Jisease transmission be~.:ause they sheJ virus with minimal clinic<:~ I signs if they are not 
adequately vaccinated. 

• A detailed poultry industry survey \vill be completed to a:o;sist in determining risk factors. 
ActiviT_\' 4.2 Training DAH-RAHO and lvfoH-Regionaf Health Office (RHO) 

• The second round of CAH\V training \Vorkshops will be implemented as well as the training of 
V AH\Vs. Invitations will be extended to public: heath workers and livestock extension ottlccrs 
as in rhe first round where attendance of these groups was high . 

. 4.ctivity 4.3 Operational funds arranged/distributed 
• Operational funds will continue to support outbreak investigation activities as well as supply 

chain mapping for risk factors . 
. 4.ctivity 4.4 Data gathering frmn outbreaks nationwide (64 provinces} 

• Outbreak investigation activities will continue with attendance at a]l outbreaks in the GETS and 
neighbouring provinces by the GETS regional coordinators with the alm of providing accurate 
disease investigation reports. 

Output 5: Sociological behaviours related to V2/Vl and Vl/VO are compared 
i!..ctivitv 5. J Conqmnellt p!anninglrn:ersif?h! 

• The attitudinal component of the poultry industry survey will be completed and analysed. 
Activit\· 5.2 Team recruited 

• A national partner will be contracted to undertake behavioural ca<>e studies with animal health 
workers (AHW) and poultry producers. 

Activity 5.3 Datu gatherint? 
• Data collection wil1 continue with attitudinal questions included in the chief animal health 

worker post-training questionnaire and the poultry industry survey. 

Output 6: Policy analysis of HPAI strategy including public private sector collaboration and 
partnerships is undertaken 
.4.ctivit;: 6.1 Component planning/oversight 

• Supply chain analysis and mapping will be finalized in third quarter of 2010 and will identify 
locations of animal health product suppliers. Case studies will then be undertaken to determine 
the governance of their activities_ The governance of private I public pattnerships will be 
investigated and the effect of the interventions on this will be monitored. 

• A detailed case study, including tracking of activities and of the meat trader system will 
investigate the governance of their a<.:tivities. This component will commence following the 
completion of the supply chain analysis. 

Activit\· 6.2 Team recruited 
• Further discussions will he held with CAP with a view to contracting their services. 

Activity 6.3 Data gathering 
• Data gathering will continue with the commencement of supply chain analysis and mapping. 

This will a:.sist in the identification of private/publi..:.- operatiom. that will be us.ed in the 
governance studies and policy analysis . 

.!\'lain challenges encountered and response provided 

Difficulties were encountered in the Sentinel Duck Programme with contracting of t1ock owners and 
tagging and identification of individual sentinel ducks. Revised guidelines were provided to the field to 

daf"ify the duck tagging procedure and the reimbursement LoA was amended to support sentinel flock 
owners for production losses during sampling procedures. 
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During the first round of the public awareness programme, the release of the TV segment by provincial 
TV channels was appreciated by the SDAHs; however, it was recommended that local dialects should 
be dubbed to make it more appealing to poultry farmers. The TV spot therefore will be dubbed with 
Vietnamese central and western accents in the second round of the public awareness campaign. 

Main progress made towards the achievement of project ouk'Omes 

Outputs 1&2: Feasibility and logistics to implement a Novel Vaccination Strategy (V2) compared 
with maintaining Standard Vaccination Strategy (VI) and to withdraw routine vaccination (VO) 
compared with maintaining Standard Vnccination Strategy (VI) 

• Field missions to all provinces and the vaccine intervention plans have been completed. 
• The project work plan has heen completed and agreement has been gained from DAH/MARD 

for the intervention programme and the work p1an. 
• Implementation partners have been chosen and guidelines for all field activities have been 

cmnpleted. LuA' s have been prepared and signed. 
• The intervention was implemented to coincide with the second round of the Government of 

VietNam vaccination programme in October and November 2009. 
• Implementation partners for the public alkareness programme have been contracted and the 

initial capacity building training for over 900 district and commune veterinary staff, livestock 
extension offlcers and district public health officials has been completed. 

• "A New Stage'' public awareness campaign with the production of TV media, audio and 
lcatlcts has been completed. The media release commenced with the local TV advertisements 
started on the last week of October 2009, and they ran four times per day until the end of 
December 2009 in the five pilot provinces. 

• Implementation partners for the second stage of the public awareness programme have been 
contracted. The media release, consisting of three key audio spots, was aired across 717 
commune loudspeaker systems reaching an estimated three million people and was completed 
in May 2010. 

• Enhanced surveillance, reporting and outbreak response activities, as well as sentinel duck 
monitoring and post-vaccination monitoring are ongoing in the field, and funds have been 
transferred to the provinces to support these activities. These activities have been reviewed 
during field missions to each of the five GETS provinces in March 2010 and revised 
agreements have been adopted to streamline project activities. 

• Procurement and distribution of fi'..·e vehicles, 42 GPS and 714 fridges were completed with the 
distribution of these to the province~. For the first time in VietNam, continuou~ cold chain for 
vaccine storage ha.<> b.."Cn extended to the commune level throughout the five GETS provinces. 

• Data collection activities are being streamlined with the introduction of an Access database in 
each of the SDAH offices in the GETS provinces, and training wi11 be provided in the use of 
the database. 

• Field data coiJeC[ion and data entry procedures have been reviewed across the five project 
provinces and a database designed and commissioned to assist in streamlining the data entry 
procedure. 

• Preliminary findings were presented to USAID, DAH and other partners including WHO, Abt 
Associates and SCAPS at a meeting at the USAID offiee in June 2010. Input was given by 
DAH as to their preferred format for the interim report. 

• During IMCAPL the FAO GETS team arranged a site visit for the US delegation to IMCAPI 
and accompanied the delegation to the field. This included a presentation a[ the SDAH office in 
Ninh Binh explaining project activities as well as. a field visit to a duck farm to view the 
vaccination process. 
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Output 3: Cost-effectiveness of "Novel versus Standard' (V2/Vt) and "Standard versus 
"''ithdrawal' (Vt/VO) Vaccination Strategies undertaken 

• The design of the cost-effectiveness component wa.-; subsequently reviewed and finalized with 
assistance from an international rural economist. Discussions were pursued with a national 
partner to implement this component and a \Vork plan and budget were reviewed and finalized. 

• Completion and signing of the LoA with the national partner, SCAPS, facilitated the 
commencement of field activities :.md data g11thering. The SCAPS team, accompanied by the 
GETS regional coordinators, visited each of the five pilot provin<:es and commenced data 
collection activities. Phase I of the programme has been completed. 

• Phase II of the cost-effectiveness programme has now been implemented, and data collection is 
underway. 

Output 4: Risk factors are defined for animal outbreaks via case series and/or case-control trial 
• Outbreak response activities have been finalized and accompanying documents completed. 
• Training has been undertaken for the GETS Regional Coordinators whose role includes 

attending all outbreaks within the GETS provinces and the in bordering provinces to undertake 
disease investigation activities. 

• An LoA with DAH has been finalize.d and signed and funds have been available for provincia) 
staff for outbreak activities. 

• An agreement ha~ been signed with DAH detailing the reimbursement tenns for poultry 
producers in the GETS provinces following culling of their flocks for HPAI outbreaks. Funds 
have been made available for provincial authorities to fUnd the reimbursement for eligible 
flocks. 

• \Vorkshops detailing enhanced disease reporting activities were held at the 42 districts involved 
in the project, and these were attended by 713 chief animal health officers. 178 district 
veterinary officers, 39 agricultural extension officers and 38 district public health officers - 4g 
were from SDAH and 14 \\'ere from RAHOs. 

• Supply chain analysis has been implemented and completed across four of the five GETS 
provinces as well as GPS mapping using the GPS units supplied to each district veterinary 
station. 

• A detailed case study of the meat trader system to investigate potential risk factors in outbreaks 
will be undertaken following completion of the poultry industry survey. l'v1eat traders are a 
high-risk group because they com.tantly move from farm to farm and handle birds at each farm. 
Monitoring of high-risk mobile duck flocks is ongoing and is being undertaken by CAH\Vs 
throughout the GETS pmvinccs and vaccination of these flocks is being pursued. These flocks 
present a high-risk for disease transmission because rhey shed virus with minimal clinical signs 
if they are not adequately vaccinated. 

Output 5: Sociological behaviours related to V2Nl and Vl/VO are compared 
• Data co11ection consists of attitudinal questionnaires ha.s commenced. A national pm1ner has 

been chosen to continue with the implementation of this component, and a contract and TOR's 
were finalized and the partner commenced in January 2010. 

• Data collection ha<> commenced with an attitudinal questionnaire included in the chief animal 
health worker post-training questionnaire, nnd the attitudinal component of the poultry industry 
survey will address reacrion to changes in the vaccination programme in the GETS provinces. 
Following completion of the .survey, a national partner will be contracted to undertake 
behavioural case studies with animal health workers (AH\V) and poultry producers. These 
studies wlll evaluate potential motivation factors and key determimmts for AH\V and the 
producers. the barrier.<> to behavioural change and the behavioural changes that have occurred as 
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a result of the project intervention. 

Output 6: Policy analysis of HPAI strategy including public private sector collaboration and 
partnerships is undertaken 

• The governance of private/public partnership~ will be investigated, and the effect of the 
interventions on this willlx'. monitored_ Supply chain analysis and mapping has lx'en completed 
in four of the five GETS provinces and will identify the location of animal health product 
suppliers. 

• Case studies will be undertaken to determine the governance of their acti'"·ities. A detailed case 
study, including tracking of the acti\.-"ities of the meat trader system will be undcnaken to 
investigate the governance of their activities. A national patiner has been selected to continue 
with the implementation of this component. This component will commence following the 
completion of the supply chain analysis, which will assist in the identification of private/public 
operations that will be used in the governance studies and policy analysis. Discussions have 
been held with the Center for Agricultural Po1icy (CAP) in Hanoi regarding central policy 
decision making procedures. 
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Quarter II 20 I 0 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO&IYA/702/USA 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI} 

Reporting period: April-June 2010 

Country: Myanmar 
Project: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/MY Al702iUSA 
Budget: USD 500 000 (Phase 1), CSD 750 000 (Phase II), CSD 375 000 (Phase III) 
Total budget: USD I 6?5 000 
EffectiYe starting date: January 20{}?;; 
Planned end date: September ?0 lO 
Context of the Project 

Myanmar experienced three waves of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI} outbreaks in 
2006 and 2007 <1nd a resurgence of outbreaks in the first quarter of 20 l 0. A national du:..:k 
survey conducted from November 2009 until January 2010 shO\ved that 4.0 percent of surveyed 
duck flocks had been exposed to the H5 virus, suggesting that avian intlucnza (AI) is endemic 
in duck flocks throughout the country. These issues resulted in a shift in strategy during the last 
qu<1rter, with an emphasis on expanding the ~urveillance programme. The Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations (FAO) is implementing an integrated AI control 
programme. consisting of three projects with compJcmcntary activities: OSRO/MYA/702/USA, 
OSRO/MY A!ROJ/WBK and OSRO/MYA!nOI/AUL The report describes activities funded or 
co-funded by the project in rhe context of the overall programme. 

Objectives of the project 

The major objective of the project is to address the urgent short-term actions to strengthen 
Myanmar's cap~city to rapidly detect HPAI ~nd minimize its spread. Specifically, the project 
aims to provide necessary assistance in: 

• strengthening HPAI prevention and control in Myanmar, particularly the capacity to 
effectively contain the outbreak, including animal s.urvc111ancc. collaboration and 
communication between the animal and human health sectors; 

• stren,gthening the capaclty of the veterinary services at the field level; and 

• mobilizing stakeholders wwards building a community-based rapid warning and 
response system to meet the challenge of an AI outbreak in l\tlyanmar. 

Planned activities 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national level 
Activiry 1.1: Recruit an International Technical Advisor (CTA) to assist in coordinating !he 
project implementation ~~·ith the Government. 

• develop a management team and recruit an international operations officer 

• recruit six national consult<1nts co-funded by the project 
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Activiry 1.2: Organize coordina!ion meetings of the working groups relmed to HPAI control in 
animals. 

• organize ~ational Steering Committee (NSC} meetings with the Department of Animal 
Health (DoH) and the World Health Organisation (\VHO) 

Activity 1.3: Support the rcvieM' and re\.··ision (~I' the National Strategy, Contingenc_v plan and 
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) related to HPAI control measures. 

• finalize the SOPs to support the expanded surveillance programme. including 
management guidelines and technical guidelines such as outbreak investigation 

• review the SOPs on outbreak management in light of the recent outbreaks and conduct 
an asse~sment on outbreak management in backyard or duck farms 

Activity 1.4: .S'upport national staff of !he Lh,estock Breeding and \le!erinar_v Departme!l! 
(LBVD) w participate and gi~'e presentatiom;/share inJ(.mnation in international conferences. 
meetings or \VOrkshops. 

• no activities planned 

Output 2: Strengthened capacity in HPAI disease surveillance and response at the field 
level. 
Activiry 2.1: RecruiT an international short term consu!ram (epideminlogist). 

• no activities planned 

Activity 2.2: SurPeillance Rapid Response Team (;\'RRT_j refresher training courses and 
cooperation between animal and human health sec!ors. 

• training workshops are planned in Upper and Lower Myanmar 

Activiry 2.3: Strengthen SRRTs on effective investigation of Al outbreaks and response. 
• see 2.2. 

Activity 2.4: Procure necessary equipment and supp1iesfor surveillance and response. 
• purchase large quantities of syringes, masks, gloves, swab tubes, plastic bags, marker 

pens, containers and antiblotics 

Activity 2.5: Support national st<fffto participate in Regional FETPV. 
• have one LBVD staff member attend second session of the Flc1d Epldcmlology 

Training Programme for Veterinarians (FETPV} in Bangkok at the end of May for two 
months and the first session trainee undertake field work in Myanmar 

Activity 2.6: Suppor! passive and active surveillance fOr the high risk areas including we/lands, 
duck-raising and border areas. 

• complete the investigation programme in 76 townships and begin field activities 
• support a new letter of agreement (LoA) with LBVD for disease control/epidemiology, 

which will provide technical support to the field activities 
• draft an additional LoA to support management of data generated from the recently

completed national duck survey, the soon-to-be completed national global positioning 
systems (GPS) census of commercial poultry farms and FETV related field activities 

Output 3: Strengthened capacity in HPAI laboratory diagnosis 
Activity 3.1: Organize loca!Jraining b.v trainees previousl_v trained overseas. 
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• ongoing through on the job training 

Activity 3.2: Conduct semi-annual prq,ficiency testing (PT) and quality assessment (QA) j(H 

serological and rapid tests by linking national lnhs >vith the Aus!ralian Animal HealTh 
Laboratory (AAHL). 

• obtain lab results from samples submitted to AAHL and the National Institute of 
Animal Health, Thailand (i\'lAH) and take action for further QA accordingly 

Activity 3.3: .Manage a local quality asse:ssmentlquality rontro! (QA/QCJ program for the 
national /aboratof}' network. 

• see 3.4. Domestic QA/QC program is ongoing. Central Lab staff will travel to regional 
laboratories to conduct QA/QC on serology, virology and poultry post mortem under 
the LoA supponing the Surveillance and Outbreak Investigation Programme. 

Activiry 3.4: Procure necessary laboratory eqtdpment and supplies. 
• support the upgrading of cooling infraslructure at Yangon laboratory, including a larger 

chilling machine and larger ducts 

Output 4: Enhanced risk management measures including hiosecurit~' improvement 
among the high risk poultry population and selected live bird markets (LBJ\'1s). 
Activity 4.1: Organize meetings!>vorkshops among the s!akehnlders to discuss risk managemen! 
for poultry production zone and cross-border trade. 

• complete the LoA on risk assessment in Yangon and Mandalay and continue drafting 
rhe LoA on Ayeyewaddy and lnle Lake area for completion in the following quarter 

Activitv 4.2: Support activities related to biosecuriry improrement in selected LB."v!s and 
production :ones. 

• complete the LoA on production zones biosecurity improvement and draft a follow-up 
LoA 

Activity 43: Recruit an international consultant (epidemiology). 
• no activity planned 

Activity 4A: Conduct studies to assess risk along the poultry s.upply chain. 
• see 4.1. 

Activities undertaken 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national level 
Activit_v 1.1: RnTuit an International Technical Advisor tCTA) to assist in coordinating the 
project implementation ovith the Government. 

• Management team was. put Jn place with the addition of an internalional operations 
officer, who started her assignment in April 2010. 

• Six national consultants were recruited throughout the quarter. with one of them (Risk 
assessment and management expett) funded by the project. 

Activity 1.2: Ort::aniz.e coordination meeting_;; q{the working f;roUJX' related to HPAJ control in 
animals. 

• The NSC meeting was held on 10 June with participation of all major in:-.titutional 
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stakeholders. including DoH. Discussions are ongoing w·ith \VHO : . .md the :rvlinistry of 
Health (MoH) to make progress on cross-sector collaboration on epidemiology, labs and 
zoonoses. 

Activity 1.3: Support the review-" and revision of the National Stmtegv, Contingency plan and 
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs} rclmed to HPAl control nwasures. 

• SOPs to support the expanded surveillance programme were completed and distribulcd 
to 7g townships in 17 States/Division. The SOPs included management guidelines and 
technical guidelines such as outbreak investlgmion. 

• Discussions arc ongoing on the structure of a compcnsation/rclid system, on SOPs on 
outbreak management in light of the recent outbreaks and 'm a<>sessment of outbreak 
management in backyard or duck farms. 

Activiry 1.4: Support national staff of LBVD to participaTe and give presenrmions/slwre 
infvrmution in international conf"erences. meetings or \Forkshops. 

• No activities were initially planned under 1.4. However. the opportunity arose for 
LBVD staff to take part in two intemational workshops under the programme. 

• One senior staff member attended a meeting on "Learning exchange event on Avian and 
Human Pandemic Influenza (AHPI): the way furward" helJ in Ho Chl Minh City. Vlet 
N.am. This meeting was sponsored by the World Bank and the Government of Viet 
:-.Jam. 

• One staff of the Myanmar Livestock Federation participated in a cross-border workshop 
held in Bangkok. Thailand on 28 and 29 April 2010. 

Output 2: Strengthened capacity in HPAI disease surveiHance and response at the field 
level. 
Activiry 2.1: RecruiT an international short term consultant ( epideminlogist). 

• No activities undertaken. 

Activiry 2.2: Surveillance Rapid Response Team (SRRTJ refresher training courses and 
cooperation be!lveen aninutl and human health sectors. 

• No SRRT took place during the reporting period. However, in the framework of the 
pbnning meetings on the expanded surveillance and outbreak investigation programme 
held in .all 17 States/Divisions, on-the-job training was provided to State/Division 
district and township staff 

Activity 2.3: S!rengthen SRRTs on effective investigation of AI outbreaks and response. 
• See 2.2. 

Activity 2.4: Procure necessary equipment and supplies for surveillance and response. 
• The project procured the following supplies: gloves, masks, needles and antibiotics for 

swabs preserva[ion. 

Activity 2.5: Support narional staff to participate in Regional FETPV. 
• One LBVD staff participant in the first FETPV training course is undertaking field 

work on outbreak reporting and field studies in Myanmar. The participant in the second 
training course attended the FETPV sessions in Bangkok, Thailand in May. 
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Activiry 2.6: S'uppor1 passive and active surveillance for the h;gh risk area.<; including wetlands, 
duck-raising and border area.Y. 

• The surveillance and outbreak investigation programme, focusing on 7:5 townships, 
began Jn late June 20 l 0. 

• The LoA with LBVD for technical suppm1 to :-..urveillance and outbreak investigation 
programme was signed and began implementation in June 2010. The LoA supports 
epidemiology and laboratory staff to provide technical support ro field teams. 

• The LoA on Epidemiology Activity Improvement was finalized and \vill suppm1 
management of data generated from the recently-completed national duck survey, the 
soon-to-be completed national GPS-integrated census of commercial poultry fanns, the 
FETPV related field activities and d3ta from risk a:-..sessment studie~. 

Output 3: Strengthened capacity in HPAI laboratory diagnosis. 
Activity 3. I: Or1:anize local training hy trainees previousf.v trained overseas. 

• Ongoing through on the job training. 

Activity 3.2: Conduct semi-annual PT and QA for serological .and rapid tests hy linking 
nm;ona! Jabs vvith AusTralian Animal Health LaboratorY. 

• Lab results from samples submined to AAHL and NIAH showed that the virus causing 
the recent outbreaks in Yangon were of clade 2.3.4, similar to the virus in Yangon 
outbreaks in 2007 _ Sera from the duck survey sent to AAHL reacted ro ::.\1" l-type virus, 
suggesting the ducks had been exposed to H5Nl virus. 

Activity 3.3: Manage a local QA/QC pmgram.fOr the national !ahoratory nelH'ork. 
• Domestic QA/QC programme is ongoing in its attempts to have uniform standards of 

technology and staff expertise for all the laboratories (two main diagnostic laboratories 
and six regional laboratories). During the reporting period, an additional LoA with 
LBVD has been finalized. which will include support to the ongoing domestic QAJQC. 

Actin.ty 3.4: Procure neces:mry laboratory equipment and supp!ie:L 
• The project suppmted the upgrading of cooling infrastructure at Yangon laboratory. 

This included a larger chi Bing machine. and larger ducts. 

Output 4: Enhanced risk management measures including biosccurity improvement 
among the high risk poultry population and selected live bird markets. 
Activit_v 4.1: Organize meetings11vorkslwps among the stakeholders to discuss risk management 
for poultry production :one and cross-border trade. 

• The LoA on risk assessment in Yangon and Mandalay is in fin<.~! stages with fin<.~! draft 
report received. The LoA on Ayeyewaddy and Inle Lake nrea is ongoing and is 
expected to be completed in the following quarter. 

Activit}' 4.2: Support activ;ties related to biosecurit_-.,.· improvement in selected live bird markets 
and production z.ones. 

• The L•A on production 7ones biosccurlty improvement ha"!: been completed. It included 
an assessment of the probability of introduction of HPAI in the production zones and of 
its potenlial impact and provided recommendations and training on risk management 
(including study tours and n post twining survey). Technical advice was given on the 
establishment of a Zone Development Fund Account and on possible cost-sharing for 
Lone lnfrastrucutures. Planning is well underway for a follmN-up LoA, which will focus 
on additional production zones and concentrated poultry production areas. 
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Activiry 4.3: Recruit an internaJional consultant (epidemio!ogr). 
• No activities undertaken. 

Activity 4.4: Conduct studies to assess risk along the poultry :;;upply chain. 
• See 4.1. 

Future Planned Activities 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national level 
Activiry 1.1: Recruit an International Technical Advisor (CTA) to assist in coordinating the 
project imple;nentativn 1vith the Government. 

• the entire project team will continue through the quarter 

Activit.r·l.2: Organize coordination meetings of the working groups related to HPAJ cuntrol in 
animals. 

• meetings planned with WHO and the MoHon cross-sectoral collaboration 

Activity 1.3: -Support the review and revision qf the Nwional Strategy, Contingency plan and 
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) re!aJed to HPA! contml measures. 

• ongoing t·eview of SOPs on compensation and surveillance and outbreak guidelines 

Aciivity 1.4: Support national staff nf LBVD in participate and giFe prescntmionsl>lwre 
information in international conferences, meetings or workshops. 

• no activities planned 

Output 2: Strengthened capacity in HPAI disease surveillance and response at the field 
level 
Activity 2. I: Recruit an international short term consultant ( epidemiolor;ist ). 

• no activities planned 

Activitv 2.2: Surveillance Rapid Response Team (SRRT) n:fi-esher training courses and 
cooperation bet>-veen animal and human health sectors. 

• have national consulwnts -continue tD provide support to the expandeU surveillance and 
outbreak investigation program 

Aciivity 2.3: Strengthen SRRTs nn e.ffectii'e investigation of AI outbreaks and response. 
• ongoing implementation of LoA providing epidemiology support to the expanded 

surveillance and outbreak investigation program 

Activity 2A: Procure necessary equipment and supplies for surveillance and re~--ponse. 
• no activities planned 

Activity 2_5: Support national staff to participate in Regional FETPV. 
• have the LBVD staff in the first FEPTV course continue in-country field work, and the 

second course candidate continue FETPV studies in Thailand until rhe end of July 20 JO 

Activit)' 2.6: Suppor1 passive and active swveillance for the high risk areas including wetlands. 
duck-raisinx and border areas. 

• see 2.3 

Output 3: Strengthened capacity in HPAI laboratory diagnosis 
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Activiry 3.1: Organize /{leal training by trainees previously trained overseas. 
• ongoing on the-job training 

Activity 3.2: Conducr semi-annual PT and QA. for sero~1ogica! and rapid Jests hy linking 
national labs with AAHL 

• no planned activities 

Activity 3.3: Manage a local QAJQC program for the notional laboratory network. 
• finalize the LoA with the LBVD providing laboratory support to the expanded 

surveillance programme and to the ongoing domestic QA/QC programmes 
• coordinate a two-Jay training on QA/QC in July 20l0 fur 20 participants from all the 

laboratories and with trainers from the Yangon laboratory that wiH include: sample 
coHection. post mortem examination and HA-HI for harmonizing disease investigation 
with practical exercises 

• undeJtake field visits to the laboratories to monitor sample testing and post rnoltem 
examination 

• distribution of the QA/QC proficiency testing samples among laboratories in the 
country to start in August 2010 and to be completed by the end of the year 

Activity 3.4: Procure necessary laboratory equipmen! and supplies. 
• review the requirements for supplies and equipment with a view to the findings of the 

expanded surveillance pn)gramme 

Output 4: Enhanced risk management measure.•;; including biosecurity improvement 
among the h!gb rlsk poultry population and selected live bird markets 
Activity 4.1: Organize meeting.V~vnrkshops among the slakehnlders tn discuss risk management 
for poui1ry production zone and cross-border trade. 

• incorporate meetlng.s <md workshops on planmng within the planned biosecunty LoA, 
which will focus on production zones and market areas 

Activitr 4.2: Support activities related to biosecuritv improvement in selected LBMs and 
production :.ones. 

• finalize and implement a follmv-up LoA focused on production zones that may also 
include market areas in Yangon and Mandalay and finalize tht: LoA on risk assessment 
ln the Ayeyarwaddy and Inle Lake areas 

Activity 4.3: Recruit an international consultant (epideminlogv). 
• no a:..:tivities planned 

Activity 4.4: Conduct studies to axsess risk along the poultry supply chain. 
• see 4.2 

Main challt'ngcs encountered and response provided 

The major challenge has been how to adequately respond to the findings of the cross-sectional 
studies. This challenge has been addressed by expanding the surveillance and outbreak 
investigation progmmme to include it as one of the project's main activities. 
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:Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes (from rhe sTart of the 
project m'tivities) 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the national level 

The project team hns now been stabilized with a CTA, an international operations officer, five 
national consultants and three national operations staff. There continue to be good relations 
with the GovernmenL and the coordination bet-..veen the FAO programme and the national Al 
programme i:. very good. Coonlination between the animal-human sectors seems quite good, 
when there is an outbreak, but at other times remains a challenge, although some progress has 
been made. 

Output 2: Strengthened capacity in HPAl disease surveillance 

The finalization of the national duck survey, with improved data collection and management 
systems including the use of GPS and computer technology. was a major achievement. 
Expanding surveillance into 76 townships, utilizing community animal health workers ami 
township veterinary officers in a systematic fashion, is a new approach for LBVD. 
Epidemiology capacity is steadily building, with the second FETPV trainee being accepted, and 
the first trainee making good progress. LBVD has attained a fair understanding of the value of 
guod data management. The recent outbreaks indicated that disease reporting is adequate and 
response is weB managed and transparent. 

Output 3: Strengthened capacity in HPAllaboratory diagnosis 

There is good capacity tOr HPAI diagnosis and H.<VHI testing in Myanmar. The domestic 
QNQC program is developing welL The prompt shipment of sera to AAHL for N testing and 
of the virus sampleo;; to AAHL and NIAH i'> a testament to the readines'\ of Myanmar to seek 
intemational support when nee-ded. The result:. showed that the most recent outbreab in 
Yangon were caused by dade 2.3.4, the same clade that caused the 2007 outbreaks in Yangon. 
The results from the third outbreak arc stlll awaited. 

Output 4: Enhanced risk management measures including bioseL·tuity improvement 
among the high risk poultry population and selected live bird market_.;; 

The LBVD has developed a range of risk management .strategies, most significant of them 
being the development of production Lones and permit systems for poultry movement. The 
recently-developed risk assessment/management framework and its initial application has been 
a significant achievement thm has received strong government support. On the basis of studies 
conducted, the LB VD is in a much better position to assess and manage risk. The LB VD now 
has a good understanding of risk~ in the major border areas, and of duck raising areas, ba3ed on 
the results of the duck survey. Recent studies have also elucidated risks in the Mandalay and 
Yangon market areas. and studies arc ongoing in the Aycyanvaddy and Ink Lake areas. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/LJSA Baby 02 

Project Title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergent)' preparedness for 
highJy pathogenic avian influenza (HPAJ) 

Reporting Period: October 2012 to March 2013 

Country: The People's Republic of China 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for highly 
pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) 

1 Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 02 
Budget: USD 500 000 (Phase I), U SD 500 000 (Phase II). USD 650 000 (Phase III). 

USD I 150 000 (Phase IV), USD I 250 000 (Phase V), USD I 005 500 (Phase VI), 
USD 670 000 (Phase VLI) 

Total budget: CSD 5 725 500 

Effective starting date: 1 August 2006 

Planned end date: 30 September 2013 

Context of the project 

Despite efforts by the Government of the People's Republic of China to improve the surveillance and 
control of highly psthogcnic avian influenza (HPAI) through the commitment of resources and 
development of \vidcsprcad and comprehensive programmes in both animal disease surveillance and 
preventive vaccination, the disease remains endemic in some areas of the country. More specifically, 
the vims is still circulating widely in agro-ecological zones and traditional production systems where 
the imple-mentation of the control policy requires major effort and commitment of human snd 
financial rc;;;ources at national and provincial levels. This project was designed to improve the 
count1y's capacities to detect and control HPAI in identified high-risk ecological and production 
systems at an early stage. through the implementation of intensified surveillance activities, 
epidemiological studies, socio-economic activities, capacity building m1d training. Ultimately, the 
project aims to reduce the spread of H5N 1 in poultry in the country thus minimizing the risk of 
contagion to other mammals and humans and the possibility of a pandemic. 
Objectives of the project 

The main objective under Phase VII of the projee[ is to continue [he improvement of China·s 
capacities and capabilities to understand HPAI epidemiology, to acquire and analyze relevant 
information and, overall, to effectively prevent, prepare f0r, and respond to HPAI 0utbreaks in the 
animal population. A significant part of Phase VII of the project \viii revolve around training and 
capacity building through the China Field Epidemiology Training Programme for Veterinarians 
{FETPV). The project will also fOllow up on new activities and approaches that have been initiated 
in previous pha">es, including improvement of public-private partnerships (PPPs), biosccurity in 
live bird markets {LB~ls) and investigation and reporting of outbreaks. Other activities include 
fostering exchanges of knowledge and good practices with neighboring countries on vaccination 
strategies, cross-border issues and controlling risks oftransboundary anima) diseases (TADs) using 
HPAI as a model, opcrationslizing the One Health concept, and addressing health issues at the 
human-animal-ecosystem interface ·with a special emphasis on a multi-disciplinary and cross
sectoral approach. 
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Planned activities for the reporting period (Octoher2012 to March 2013) 

Output 1: Ct·oss-scctoral coordination at the national and international levels strengthe-ned 

1.1 Support the conntry team including national and international consultants to assist in 
coordinating project implementation with tl1e government. 

1.2 Ensure active participation as appropriate and facilitate coordination of the country programme 
with other projects or programmes including the Emerging Pandemic Threats Plus (EPT +) and 
EPT programmes. 

L3 Organize regular meetings with the Chinese l'vfinistry of Agriculture (MoA)- the Veterinary 
Bureau and Department of International Cooperation (DJC) - and the State Forestry 
Administration {SF A) to discuss project activities and implementation issues. 

l A Strengthen cooperation \Vith relevant laboratories and epidemiology nem·orks. 
L5 Coordinate the United Nations Theme Group on Health (UNTGH) sub-working gr0up on 

diseases at the human-animal interface using avian influenza coordination as a modeL 

Output 2: Veterinary epidemiology capacity strengthened 

2.1 Organize stakeholder meeting/mentors workshop/Steering Commiuee meeting for the second 
cohort of Chlna FETPV. 

2.2 Organize three training modules under the framework of the China FETPV for the second 
cohort. 

2.3 Arrange Trainings through Service (TTS) activities in the field: field surveillance and outbreak 
investigation. 

2A Support the Veterinary Bureau and China Animal Health and Epidemiology Center (CAHEC) 
to organize epidemiology training at the national and provincial levels. 

2.5 Support the parti-cipation of national staff in the Regional FETPV training in Bangkok, 

Thailand. 
2.6 Engage the MoA and mobilize stakeholders support for a strategic plan for epidemic;logical 

capacity building. 
2.7 Enhance practical One Health approaches in China FETPV training. 

Output 3: Knowledge ofHPAl epidemiological, ecological and socio-economic risk factors 

improved 
3.1 Produce monthly bulletin, HPAI Disease t.:pdate, technical/scientific papers and analytical 

reports on HPAI situation. 
3.2 Assist national authorities in investigating disease outbreaks, analyrze national surveillance 

results and provide guidance on improving national and provincia] smveiUance policies. 
3.3 Discuss vvith MoA. SFA, local agencies in Jiangxi Province and other national implementing 

partners the implementation of surveillance and epidemiological studies. 

Output 4: HPAl sun'eiiJance and control strategies improved 

4.1 Assist in refining [he strategic vision for the national vaccination -campaign, provide guidance 
on improving the progressive control of H5N 1 HPAI through vaccination and share views on 
establishing vaccination cxir strategies where appropriate. 

4.2 Identify remaining difficulties and gaps of national and provincial surveillance through trainee,_.,;;' 
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implementation ofTTS at::tiviries under China FETPV. 

4.3 Assist MoA and provincial partners to establish modc!s of good practice for disease control 

(this will include promoting the scaling up of the PPP project in Guangdong Province through 

the demonstration of a model market- Guangzhou Jiangcun Market). 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period (October 2012 to March 2013) 

Output 1: Cross-sectoral coordination at the national and international leve-ls strengthened 

Activity 1.1: Support by country team in coordinating project implementation: 

• Recruitment of one National Project Coordinator (six months) and co-funding of one 

Programme Assistant (three months from July-September 2013) under Personal Service 

Agreement (PSA) contracts under the EPT +project; :md 

• Recruitment of one National Consultant on PPP to work for the promotion and roll-out of the 

PPP project in Guang7hou LB (50 working days under a PSA contract). 

Activity 1.2: Implementation of the EPT+ project in the country: 

• Consultation \Vith the MoA (Veterinary Bureau and DIC) for the official endorsement of the 

project proposal; 

• Field mission to Harbin Veterinary Research Institute (HVRl), Chinese Academy of 

Agricultural Sciences (CAAS), negotiated with National Animal Influenza Laborarnry for 

swine surveillance from 14 to 15 November 20 12; 

• A letter of agreement (LoA) on surveillance in Guangzhou and Hunan with HVRI prepared, 

approved and signed (total amount USD193856.55, cleared by the Procurement Service of the 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations [F AO]); 

• Procurement of animal intluenza Test Kits and laboratory equipment (total amount 
LSD 5U Y4~.::-;6) with delivery completed and accepted by H VRl; 

• Detailed sampling plans were discussed and confinned with Guangdong and Hunan Animal 
Centers for Disease Control (CDCs) during the mission from 20 to 21 December2012: 

• The first-round of sampling was carried out by the sampling team from HVRI in January 2013 
in Guangzhou and Hunan Provinces. A coordination meeting was organized at the Hunan 
Animal CDC on 17 January 20I3 before rhc \vork commenced. In total 5800 sets of S'-Vinc 

nasal swab and blood samples were collected. Among them, 2800 sets v.icre from Changdc 

(Dongting Lake area} and Changsha city, Hunan Province, and 3000 sets were from three 

cities in Guangdong Province. Samples were collected at slaughterhouses and pig farms; 

• Virus isolation and Enzyme-linked immune-sorbenr assay (ELISA) tests for t\vo batches of 

samples were under testing in Harbin laboratory. Some preliminary results will be shared in 

the mid-term technical report in May-June 2013; 

• An internal side-meeting tOr EPT + country teams was organized during the seventh Annual 

Regional ECTAD [Emergency Centre for Transboundary Animal Diseases] RAP [Regional 

Office for Asia and the Pacific] Meeting (AREM) in Bangkok to revlew progress and share 

future arrangements; 

• The second round of sampling will was carried out fromll to 14 March 2013. A total of 
2 000 set of samples were taken from two cities in Guangdong Province and 2200 sets of 

samples from the Dongting Lake area and Changsha city in Hunan Province. The total number 
of samples for the project will be more than 10000 from both provinces; and 

3 
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• Human blood samples were collected by local CDCs, in Guangzhou and Hunan as part of a 
joint surveillance activity on farms and at slaughterhouses. 

Activity 13: Meetings with national government partners for project/programme implementation: 
• An official meeting wlth the Veterinary Bureau and the DJC of d1e MoA was held in the 

MoA's conference room on 19 September 2012. A number of important issues were discussed 
with Dr Song .lunxia, the new Acting Director of the Division of Science, Technology and 
I ntemational Cooperation within the Veterinary Bureau:. and 

• A Strategic Planning \Vorkshop for the ECTAD China Office \Vas organized from 14 to 
15 January 2013. Representatives from the FAO Representation Office, ~1oA (Veterinary 
Bureau) and CAHEC were actively engaged. Future programme/project prioriries and 
directions were identified and agreed upon with the key national partners. These will be 

incorporated into plans for the next year. 

Activity 1.4: cooperation with laboratories and epidemiology networks: 
• Coordinate with the MoA and HVRI for the designation of the Animal Influenza Laboratory 

(AIL) as rhc FAO Reference Cemre for Animal1nfluenza: and 
• After the ~ational Animal Influenza Laboratory, the Harbin Veterinary Research Institute was 

recognized by FAO as the FAO Reference Centre for Animal Influenza. A celebration 
ceremony was held in Harbin and attended by Dr Juan Lubroth (F AO Chief Veterinary 
Officer), Dr Subhash Morzaria (Regional Mm1ager of ECTAD RAP), Mr Percy W. Misika 
(F AO Representation in China) and high level officials from the MoA and it"'i affiliated 

institutes, including the CAAS, China Animal Disease Control Center (CADC) and CAHEC, 
as \Vell as technical and administrative officials for the provincial and municipal governments. 

Activity 1.5: UNTGH sub-working group meetings: 
• A meeting of the Executive Committee held in December 20 12; 
• The second Rabies Technical Advisory Board meeting held on 17 January 2013, chaired by 

Prof. Edwards the outcomes of whlch included joint plans to assist the Government with 
planning for rabies control; and 

• A sub-\vorking group meeting organized on 5 March 2013 with the participation of 
Dr Subhash ~·1orzaria. Regional Manager of ECTAD RAP. The annual Action Plan and a 

scoping paper on One Health E"\'ent, which is scheduled to be held in June-July 2013 were 
revie,ved and discussed among all participants. There has been good progress with 

lmplementation of the action plan. 

Output 2: Veterinary epidemiology capacity strengthened 

Activity 2.1: The seventh Steering Committee Meeting wa...;; organized in January 2013. 
Representatives from the Veterinary Bureau, CAHEC, China Field Epidemiology Training 
Programme (FETP), United States Center for Disease Control and Prevention and European Cnion 
(EU)-China Trade Project Phase II attended the meeting to discuss key issues of programme 
development. 

Activity 2.2: The activities of first cohort ofthe China FETPV arc: 
• The trainees from the first cohort completed their field practice assignments by the end of 

October 20 12as the training framc\vork required. In total, trainees conducted 
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I 6 epidemiological studies and 14 outbreak investigations during the two-year programme; 

and 

• Fourteen trainees graduated on II October 2012after completion of the two-year training 

programme and a graduation ceremony for the China FETPV first cohort was held in Qingdao. 

Activity 2.3: A four-week introductory course on basic epidemiology "\Vas held at Qingdao from 

19 November ro 14 December 2012. A total of 29 trainees from 17 provinces, three national 

institutions and one university attended the course. They were selected out of 60 applications from 

ar<mnd the country according tD established criteria. 

Activity 2.4: A joint workshop on epidemiology of zoonotic disease and the interface between 
animal and htunan health was held ffom 14 to15 December 2012. This involved 29 trainees of 

China FETPV and 48 trainees of China FETP. This was co-funded by the EU Trade project. 

Activity 2.5: Following the recruitment criteria and process which was approved by the Steering 

Committee, 20 trainees were selected to enrol in the two-year training programme. They are from 

12 provincial animal CDCs, three municipality animal CDCs. one university and CAHEC. The 

launching ceremony of the second cohmt was held on 9 March 2013 in Beijing and fonnal rralning 

commenced in Qlngdao on 11 March 2013. 

Activity 2.6: A tvw-day Veterinary Epidcmiolot,ry Training tOr Executives was organized 

from 9 to 10 March 2013 under the China FETPV framework. The \vorkshop aimed to enhance 

senior Government officials' understanding of the ba.•;;ics of veterinary epidemiology and its role in 

disease control and thus strengthen their ability to develop effective animal and public health 

programmes. A total of 53 senior officials from national and provincial animal CDCs participated 

in the workshop which was facilitated by Prof. Edwards. Prof. Dirk Pteiffer and Dr David 
Castellon. Participants indicated a high level of satisfaction and a commitment to support ongoing 

epidemiological activities in their provinces/workplaces. 

Activity 2.7: The activiries to stren!:;then the Chinese panncrs' capacity were organized both at the 

national and provincial levels: 

• Prof. Ed\vards presente-d at the Sino-Dutch Veterinary Science and Technology Seminar 

organized by the Netherlands Embassy and the Veterinary Bureau on 12 December 20 12; 

• A training on epidemiological mapping and spatial analysis was organized for CADC in 

February 2013; and 

• A training request from Beijing General Station on animal husbandry and veterinarians was 

proposed at the cooperation meeting held on 7 March 2013. 

Activity 2.8: Nomination of national participants to attend the Regional FETPV training. 

Output 3: Knuwledge of HPAI epidemiological, ecological and socio-economic risk factors 
improved 

Activity 3.1: In total, 12 issues of the Monthly Bulletin-China HPAI Highlights (six in English and 

six in Chinese) and one HPAl Disease Cpdatc and analysis report on the HPAI situation \Vcre 

produced during the past six momhs. These products were disseminated to all relevant stakeholders 

on a regular basis. 
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Ac[ivity 3.2: A template form for outbreak investigation was developed by the office to asslst 
national authorities in investigating disease outbreaks, analyzing national surveil1ance results and 
providing guidance on improving national and provincial surveillance policies. 

Activity 3.3: Consultation '\.Vith the MoA, SFA and provincial partners to carry out surveillance and 

epidemiological studies were continued through technical workshops/meetings. 

Output 4: HPAI surveillance and control strategies improved 

Activity 4.1: A technical \Vorkshop on animal influenza research \Vas organized with HVRI on 
4 March 2013, during which Dr Subhash l\ilorzaria gave a lecture on FAO's initiatives on HPAI 
and other influenzas in Asia. Dr Li Chcngjun from HVRl shared information on research and 
vaccination development of the HVRI. 

Activity 4.2: National and provincial partners agreed to provide support to facilitate trainees' field 

epidemiology surveillance and outbreak investigation under the second cohort of China FETPV. 

Ac[ivity 4.3: The promotion of the PPP project in Guangzhou will start between March and June 
201 3through demonstration of the model market- Guangzhou Jiangcun Wholesale Market. 

Other activities: 
• Consultation with the MoA to confinn the training on Good Emergency Management 

Practice (GEMP) in China. The training will be organized in Beijing from 1 3 to 15 May 201 3; 

• Discussion on China-Vietnam Bilateral Meeting was canied out between ECTAD Vie[ Nam 
and ECTAD China during the AREr-.ti meeting in Bangkok. The prefened date \Vill be ln June 
2013 and the venue will be in Vietnam; and 

• Provided technical advice to the World Bank funded emerging infectious diseases (EIDs) 
project in the country and participate in the joint missions m Inner Mongolia from 20 to 
23 November 2012. 

Main chaBenges encountered and responses provided 

There was no significant challenge encountered during the reporting period. In most areas, there 

was a high level of completion of agreed activities . 

. Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

The project has made considerable progress towards achieving the expected outcomes, which can 

be summarized as follows: 
• Adoption ofF AO recommendations on the control of HPAI was included in the National Medium

and Long-term Plan for Animal Epidemic Prevention and Control (20 J 2-2020), thanks to the 
ECTAD China Office's ongoing efforts to provide U...--chnical advice to the national Government. The 
Kational Plan has included F AO's recommendations on the national surveillance programme, 
vaccination and exit strategies, risk-based anima] control strategies, and the management of LBMs 
consi~1ent with international standard_<; tOr animal health. The beneficiaries of the new jfi.-"llicy not 
only includes China itself, but also neighboring countries and other nations in the -..vorld, due to the 
profound implication on food safCty and trade of animals and animal products; 

• China FETPV IS recognized by high-level officials from both the central and provincial 
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governments as a pivotal training programme fur the development of veterinary epidemiology in 

the country. The .\.loA and it<> affiliated institute - CAHEC - have increa;;;cd commitment and 

funding for the second cohort China FETPV ha<> gradua\Jy institutionalized and integrated into the 

Government's national programme, \-Yhile successfully attracting support and commitment from 

other collaboration pam1ers, such as rhe EU~ 
• Cnder the LT:\ITGH umbrella, the ECTAD China Office is now taking rhe lead in coordination with 

national institutions and international partners in the country on zoonotic diseases and the applicmion 
of One Health approaches. A platfOrm of infOnnation exchange and coordination among the public 
health and the animal health sectors now exists among FAO, the World Health Organization, the 
!\.,1oA, Ministry of Health and SF A~ 

• The successful and effective implementation of this project has won trust from not only the central 
and local governments, but also great support from tl1e private sectors., including the market 

management and the individual vendors. With future commitment from both the public and private 

sectors, the experience and practice of this project can be further promotcd in another seven LBMs in 

Guangzhou, and can also be duplicated in other provinces in the country; and 

• The Office also obtained full supporr from national partners by organizing a joint stmtegic planning 

workshop for 2013i14, for which a set of principles \Vere agreed to. They include alignment with 

priorities of key stakeholders and international good practices in each activity, applying One Health 

approaches wherever possible, achievement of results within current budgets and \Vith affiliated 

projects. 

• The relationships with lVIOA and CAHEC have been enhanced during this period. 
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II Quarter 20 l 0 

Project monitoring sheet: OSRO/EGY /70 1/USA 

Project title: Stren1:.>1hening avian influenza detection and response (SAIDR) in Egypt 

Reporting period: January- March 2010 

Country: Egypt 
Title: Strengthening avian influenza detection and response (SAIDR) in Egypt 

Code: OSRO/EGY 170 !/USA 

Budget: USD 3 000 lNJO (Phase 1), USD 3 000 000 (Phase II), \'SO 3 000 000 (Phase Ill) 

Total budget USD 9 000 000 

Effective ~tarting dare: October 2007 

Planned end date: September 2010 

Context of the project 

Outbreaks of Highly Pathogenic Avian lntluenza (HPAl) have spread in Egypt since 
February 2006 and the disease has be-come endemic. The Food and Agriculture Organization of 
the United Nation.'> (F AO) has be-en providing technical assistance to the Ministry of Agriculture 
and Land Reclamation (MALR) through the implementation of the animal health component of 
the SAIDR project funded by the United States Agency for International Development (US AID). 

Objectives of the p1·oject 

The overall objective of the project is to minimize human health risks and reduce the livelihood 
impacts posed by HPAI through its effective prevention and controL The specific objectives of the 
project are to: 
1. ensure the regular updating of the national HPAI control/response plan; 
2. facilitate the improvement of biosecurity measures to reduce virus circulation in poultry 

populations and bird-to-human transmission: 
3. facilitate the improvement of surveillance activities of H5i"\ 1 in poultry and wild birds; and 
4. facilitate the improvement of HPAI outbreak investigation and response measures in poultry 

populations. 

Planned outputs and activities 
• An international consultant will revie'I.V and update the animal health component of the 

integrated national Avian and Human Influenza (AHI) Plan. A consultative high-level 
workshop wilt be organized to discuss and agree on the updated national plan. 

• A draft anive and passive HPAI surveillance plan will be prepared based on identified 
critical control points. covering all poultry production sectors and in accordance \Vith the 
integrated national plan. 

• A technical workshop will be organized, involving relevant stakeholders and partners to 
gather inputs and to enrich the draft HPAI surveillance plan. 
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• Follow up will be carried out on the proper implementation of the various Letters of 
Agreement (LoAs) by national and international partners. 

• The sampling and testing of domestic ducks residing ncar important resting sites for 
migratory bird (AI Fayoum) and arouml wetland~ in Lake Manzala will be complered. 

• An evaluation of the Partlcipatory Epidemiology (PE)iParticipawry Disease Surveillance 
(POS) programme will be conducted (analysis of data collected from the pilot governorates 
since the start of rhe PDS programme in Egypt in November 2008). 

• A one-day workshop will be organized for key decision-makers to present and discuss the 
results and lesson lcamcd from the PDS activities and the way forward. 

• The implementation of the current LoA with the International Livestock Research Institute 
(URI) will be re-assessed and a second agreement entered into with ILRI for the 
implementation of the remaining project activities. 

• Three training courses wi11 he carried out on the new community-based animal health 
outreach (CAHO) approach, each lasting for five days, involving 12 existing PDS trainers 
and 42 practitioners. 

• Two consultative workshops will be conducted on the principles, linkage with other project 
activities and management of the CAHO programme in Egypt. 

• The biosccurity guidelines wilJ be finalized (with inputs from other FAO-implcmcntcd 
projects), tramlatetl into Arabic, printed and dis~eminatetl to downstream users. 

• A workshop will be organized to gather inputs and enrich the draft biosecurity measures. 
• Four training courses will be conducted fo1· field veterinarians to support the improvement 

of biosecurity measures at the farm level. 
• The HPAI hotlines system, established within the General Organization for Veterinary 

Services (GOVS) premises. \-vill be opemtionalized. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period (October to December 2009) 

Objective l: Ensure the regular updating of the national HPAI control/response plan 

• An international consultant (Dr. Antony Fonnan) was recmited to review and update the 
animal health component of the integrated national plan for controlling HPAI in Egypt. 

• FAO, in collaboration with rhe MALR and the National AHI Supreme Council. revised the 
national strategy for the control of HPAI. The draft content of a revised strategy was 
discussed in two workshops: 

o The first wa~ a technical workshop and took place in Cairo on 15-16 February 2010 
with 80 participants from GOVS, the National Laboratory for Quality Control on 
Poultry Production (NLQP), the animal production sector, the Central Laboratory 
for Evaluation of Veterinary Biologics (CLEVB), FAO, United Nations System 
Influenz-a Coordination (UNSIC), the Vlorld Organisation for Animal Health (OIE), 
the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), regional laboratories and 
veterinary directorates, and the Egyptian Poultry Producers Association. 

o The second workshop "\Vas organized on 18 February 2010, with attendance by over 
100 stakeholders, including high-level polirical authorities. United Nations 
agencies, international organizations, donors, non-governmental organizations 
(NGOs ), representatives of poultry producers and private service/input suppliers. 

The strategy emphasizes the need for longer-term risk reduction interventions with a key 
focus un biosecurity, improving market chain management, and strent:,rthening veterinary 
services. The strategy will be implemented over five years and requires an estimated 
USD 100 million. The English and Arabic versions of the revised strategy have been prepare-D 
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and wilJ soon be officially submitted ro MALR and the National AHI Supreme Council for 
fonnal endorsement. 

• ECTAD, GOVS and NLQP have continued to produce and distribute. the A1onthly HPA! News 
Rel'iew to stakeholders in Egypt and worldwide via print and the lmernet 1

• The Review 
continues to provide relevant infonnation on HPAI and related proje~..·t activities in Egypt. 

• The process for the refu.Jbishment of 120 decentralized epidemiology units had been initiated 
through an assessment of local needs. Procurements required for these units are: 

o 50 desktop computers (already received and delivered to GOVS for distribution to 

various epi-units); and 
o 50 UPSs, 50 printers, 120 air conditioners, 120 computer tables and 240 chairs {ln 

process). 

Objective 2: Improvement of blosecurity measures. to reduce vims circulation In poultry 
populations and bird-to-human transmission 

• FAO signed 14 LoAs with governorate veterinary services identified as high-risk areas 
(Assuit, Banisucf, Beheira, Dakahlia, Fayoum, Gharbia, Helwan, Kafr El-Sheikh, Mlnya, 
Monufia. Qena, Sharqia, Six October, and Souhag). The aim of these LoAs is to provide 
financial assistance to the recipient organizations to suppon running costs for field 
implementation of approved biosecurity measures. 

• Biosecurity guidelines for the different poultry production sectors and farming types are in the 
process of being finalized by other FAO-lmplcmented projects. 

Objective 3: Improvement of surveillance activitie.s of iVH5N I in poultry and wild birds 
• The international sunrcillancc expert, Dr Yvon Lebrun (seconded by the French JVtinis.try of 

Foreign and European Affairs to FAO,) has started reviewing and updating the HPAl 
s.urveillan<.·e plan. 

• An LoA was signed with ILRI. The main purpose of this is to support the development of 
professional modular courses and conduct of tailored short-tenn group training sessions for 
teams participating in the CAHO (formerly referred to as PDS) programme in selected 
governorates. 

• The evaluation of the pmccs.<> of PEICAHO introduction and impact of the methodology 
employed on the nation.Jl surveillance system in Egypt was conducted by ILRI (consultant 
from the Royal Veterinary College rRVCl - Dr. Jonathan Rushton) in collaboration with 
F AO. The evaluation mission concluded that the CAHO approach has had a very positive 
short-tenn impact on disease detection and the data generated by these field trips has also 
stimulated the Egyptians involved to examine how the disease is spread and maintained. 
However. there is a need for the Egyptian Government to financially support this nev-.r 
approach and provision of continuous training for staff involved. 

• A one-day workshop t~Jr key animal health decision-makers on CAHO was organized on 
7 March 2010. The main objective was to present and discuss the results obtained to-date and 
lessons learned from CAHO field activities, as well as to agree on the way forward. 

• From g to 12 March 2010, a four-day orientation workshop on the CAHO approach \.Vas 
organized, involving 12 CAHO practitioners from three governorates (Gharbia, Sharkia and 
Behera). The alm of the workshop was to providL~ support to carry out subsequent CAHO 
orientation and introductory training courses. 

• A further two training workshops on the CAHO approach, each lasting frve days, was 
organized. The purpose of these was to launch the CAHO programme in previously targeted 
govemorates through the consolidation of achievements and adding value to the existing 

1 FAO en~ure~ the newsletter ls featured on SA IDR and United Nations Devek:pment Progr<1mme web site~. 
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programme, which was staned in previous SAIDR projeu phases. The firsr workshop took 
place from 14 to 18 March and involved 19 CAHO practitiont:rs, while the seconJ workshop 
was held from 21 to 2..'1 :March and involved 21 CAHO practitioners. 

• 22 CAHO teams continue to work ln ten governorates. These teams visited 226 villages and 
dete<:ted 89 suspected HPAI outbreaks. of which 66 were confirmed by real-time polymerase 
chain reaction (RT-PCR) tests. During the reporting period, 41 percent of the HPAI reported 
from the household poultry sector was detected through the CAHO programme. 

• In col1aboration with C'IOVS and N LQP. sampling and testing of domestic ducks residing near 
important migratory bird resting sites around wetlands in Lake Manzala were completed_ 

• Diagnostic kits for RRT-PCR for testing 2 000 pool samples were received and delivered to 
NLQP. The kits are meant to suppmt NLQP to enable it to play its role in HPAI surveillance 
activities in poultry. 

• Two vehlclcs procured to suppolt increased Emergency Centre for Transboundary Animal 
Diseases Operdtions (ECATD)-FAO field activities of the unit in Egypt were received. 

• Procurement of the following items is in process: 
o consumablcs/plastic \Varc for RRT-PCR for NLQP to meet its requirements for 

routine HPAI diagnosis in poultry: 
o sampling kits and tnmspm1 media as required by GOVS; and 
o various consumables required for outbreak investigation and response 

(disinfectants, detergents, gloves, masks, aprons, shoe covers). 

Obje<.:tive 4: Improvement of HPAI outbreak investigation and response measures. in poultry 
populations 

• FAO signed 22 LoAs with Directorates of Veterinary Services in lnfectcd governorates 
(Alexandria, As5.uit, Aswan, Banisuef, Beheira, Dakahlia, Damietta, Fayoum, Gharbia, Giza, 
Helwan, Ismalla, Katr El-Sheikh, Luxor, Mattrouh, Mlnya, I\'1onufia, Qena, Sharqia, Six 
October, Souhag, and Suez), The Agreements enable the provision of financial a-;sistancc to 
.support recipient organizations (RO.s') running cnsts for HPAI outbreak investigation and 
implementation of response measures. 

• Eight technical training courses were provided to rapid response teams (RRTs) from 
19 governorates (representing 154 districts). The main aim of the training was to enhance their 
performance and efficiency in responding to HPAI oulbreaks. 

Project management issues 
• The Chief Veterinary Officer (CVO) in Egypt has been replaced. As the SAIDR project is 

jointly implemented with GOVS, it is assumed that the new CVO wlll take some time to 
thoroughly understand the nature and scope of the project The ECTAD Team Leader and 
Programme Operations Officer held a meeting with the ne\v CVO and explained the various 
collabomti ve projects that FAO is implementing with the Governmenl of Egypt. 

• A re.novation of GOVS premises for the establishment of a HPAI hotline system is near 
completion. 

Planned activities for the next quarter: 
• Prepare a draft active and pa-;sivc HPAI surveillance plan based on identified critical 

control points, covering all poultry production sectors and in accordance with the 
integrated national plan. 

• Organize a technical workshop involving relevant stakeholders and partners to gather 
inputs and for the enrichment of the draft HPAI surveillance plan. 

• Follow up on the proper implementation of the various LoAs by national and international 
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partners. 
• Re-assess the implementation of the current LoA with ILRI ami enter a second agreement 

with the same for the implementation of the remaining project activities. 
• Conduct an introductory CAHO course (ten days) for 20 new practitioners. 
• Conduct a refresher workshop (five days) for the 20 new CAHO practitioners who wlll 

receive the introductory cour-;e mentioned above. 
• Conduct a training of trainers (ToT) course (six days) for 12 CAHO practitioners. 

• Organize and conduct two consultative workshops on principles and management of the 
CAHO programme in Egypt involving veterinary directors and other decision-makers at 
governorate leveL 

• Finalize the procurement process for the remaining items to be delivered to GOVS and 
NLQP on time. 

• Operationalize the HPAI hotline system established within the GOVS premises. 
Main challenges encountered and solution.<> 

• Lack of capacity in governorate veterinary services to implement and report according to 
terms specified in the vmious LoAs signed with FAO. ECTAD teams are regularly 
following up the implementation and reporting status of ROs and provide technical 
assistance as necessary. 

• Kalubiya Governorate. being one of the high-risk guvernorate~ identified, declined to sign 
two LoAs. There has been no official reason provided for this. Therefore, ECTAD-FAO 
decided to leave out the LoAs for the specified governorate. 

Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

• FAO ha<> implemented, analyzed and compiled numerous field-level studies on livelihoods, 
poultry value chains anJ disease cuntrol constraints for use by GOVS. Proje-ct outputs have 
strengthened the institutional capacities {manpower, infrastructure, etc.) of veterinary 
services at both central and governorate levels. 

• The a<>sessment study conducted in the framework of the SAIDR project on avian influenza 
vaccination of poultry in Egypt indicated that vaccination coverage and flock immunity 
level is low. The organizmion of vaccination campaigns is poorly managed. The study 
suggested that vaccination should he seen as only one of the many efforts required to make 
significant improvements to HPAI control ami prevention in the country. FAO has 
developed and handed over to GOVS a risk-based, targeted vaccination scheme for the 
different production sectors, as welt as an operational plan and exit strategy. 

• The strategic HPAI review meeting held in June 2009, jointly organized hy L:SAlD, 
GOVS, the Ministry of Health and FAO, urged stakeholders to refocus efforts for the 
future. As a result, the SAIDR project is focusing the majority of its efforts on the 
following key areas: l) sustainuble and cost-effective biosecurity in all production sectors; 
ii) risk-based targeted ~urveillance; ill1d iii) improved outbreak investigation and disease 
management capacities. 

• In close consultation with the primary stakeholders, FAO continually evaluated its project 
implementation. Government counterparts operating at various levels and private sector 
actors appreciated FAO's approach and de-monstrated a high level of confidence. In close 
consultation with relevant partners, FAO has completed the process of reviewing the 
animal health component of the integrated national plan that needs to reflect the endemic 
nature of the disease and the need for longer-lerm risk reduction measures. 
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II Quarter 2010 
Project monitoring sheet: OSRO/EGY/801/l!SA 

Project title: A"·ian influenza vaccine efficacy project (AJVEPl in Egypt 

Reporting period: January tu March 2010 

Country: Egypt 
Title: A vi an influenza vaccine efficacy project (AIVEP) in Egypt 

Code: OSRO/EGY/801/USA 

Budget: USD 2 416 500 (Phase I) 

Total budget: USD 2 416 500 

Effective Starting Date: October 2008 

Planned End Date: Septemher 2010 

Context of the project 

Outbreak-; of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) spread in 18 governorates in Egypt within 
less than three months after the disease was originally diagnosed in three Governorates on 
17 February 2006. The Government attempted to control the outbreak through a stamping-out 
procedure, which included culling of all poultry within a I km radius of the confirmed diagnosis. By 
the end of 2006, nearly 30 mi11ion birds had been culled. Outbreaks continue to be repotted in 23 of 
the 29 governorates in the country and the disease has become endemic. 

ln response to the continued threat of HPAI to Egypt, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
l.Jnited Nations (FAO) and the World Organisation for Animal Health (OlE) have been providing 
technical assistance through the joint OIE/Et\0 Influenza Network (OFFLU) and othe-r initiatives. 
Specifically, FAO has been providing the i\,1inistry of Agriculture and Land Reclamation (MALR) 
with major technical a;;sistance through the implementation of the AIVEP and the strengthening 
avian influenza detection and response (SAIDR) project, both funded by the United States Agency 
for International Development (_USAID). 

ln collaboration wirh the Government of the Arab Republic of Egypt, FAO, OFFLU and USAID are 
working together lo eon duel virus characterization and mapping of Egyptian antigenic varianb with 
intensified HPAI field isolate collection nnd analyses. Through antigenic mapping, challenge testing 
and transmission studies, this project has been developing strategic recommendations for Egypt, 
including on the development of clear criteria for the selection of vaccinal strains. 

FAO is providing key technical support through the AIVEP as vaccination is considered part of the 
overall efforts to reduce HPAI infections and spread of the virus in Egypt, with the potential to 
benefit other countries in (he retrion and worldwide. 
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Objectives of the project 

The- ove-mll project objective is to assist the Government of Egypt in its efforts to control HPAI in 
the domestic poultry population and avoid the risks of human infection. 

The specific project objective~ are to conduct: 
1. screening and evaluation of gene-tic and antigenlc variants among existing H5Nl HPAI 

field strains previously collected from 2006 until early 2008: 
intensified collection of H5Nl HPAI field i~ola[es from newly confinned outbreaks (since 
mid-2008)~ 

3. challenge testing of antigenic varimlts in specific pathogen free (SPF) birds and currently 
used avian influenza (AT) vaccines in Egypt: and 

4. controlled transmission trials in the laboratory on birds raised and vaccinated in 
commercial poultry farms. 

Planned a-ctivitie._"' 

Output 1.1: Screening and evaluation of genetic and antigenic variants among existing field 
strains previously collected from 2006 until early 2008; 

Activity l.a; 

Activity Lb: 
Activity I.e: 
Activity l.d: 
Activity I.e: 
Activity l.f: 

Activity l.g: 

Output 1.2: 

Activity 2.a: 
Activity 2.b: 

Activity 2.c: 
Activity 2.d: 

Activity 2.e-: 

Output 1.3: 

Activity 3.a: 

Activity 3.b: 

Activity 3.c: 
Activity 3d: 

Screening and evaluation of genetic and antigenic variants among existing field 
strains (2006- early 2008 collections) 
Can·y out sequencing and phylogenetic analysis 
Conduct antigenic profiling 
Perform antigenic cartography 
Selection of variants for cha11enge studies as specified under Output 1.3 below 
Assessment of biosecurity and biosafety of the National Laboratory for 
Veterinary Quality Control on Poultry Production (NLQP) and laboratory 
operation!;. 
Capacity building (i.e. training of Egyprian scientists} 

Intensified collection of H5Nl HPAI field isolates from nen·ly confirmed 
outbreaks (since rnid-2008). 

Intensified HPAI field i.-;olate collection 
Conduct real-time polymerase chain re<1ction (RT-PCR) analysis (support for 
laboratory consumables provided through SAIDR project) 
Identify all H5Nl HPAI isolates collected since mid 2008 to 2009 
NLQP conduct sequencing and analysis of 100 isolates under the supervision of 
and assessment by the Southeast Poultry Research Laboratory (SEPRL) 
Perform antigenic profiling and cartography 

Challenge testing of antigenic variants in SPF birds and currently used AI 
vaccines in Egypt 
S~fcty, purity and potency testing of currently used a" ian influcn7a vaccines in 
Egypt conducted at the Central laboratory for Evaluation of Veterinary Biologics 
(CLEVB) 
Selection and testing of vaccinal seed strains for challenge testing (planned to test 
six vaccinal seed strains against four challenge vimses (requiring a total of 
24 isolation units] carried out at SEPRL lUSAJ). 
Second-year challenge te~ting carried out at NLQP (Egypt) 
Capacity building {refurbishing one of the- existing NLQP units to biosafety 
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level 2+ LBSL2 +]animal facility} 

Output 1.4: Controlled transmission trials in the laboratory on hirds raised and 
vaccinated in commercial poultry farms 

Activities: FAO to organize and provide support through training and workshop (during the 
last quaner of the project) to enhance skills of ~LQP swJf in transmission trials. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output 1.1: Screening and evaluation of genetic and antigenic variants among existing field 
strains previously collected from 2006 until early 2008; 

1. a .05 Selection of varim1ts for challenge studies as specified under Output 1.3 below 
• HI test and cartography analysis were conducted on 20 isolates submitted to SEPRL. Based 

on these results, a challenge test design was prepared, which was used to select three 
challenge isolates and four vaccinal seed strains. 

• The test was suppose to be completed as per the plan. Howevec some groups need to be re
tested (test repeated} due to the fact that some chickens had no antibodies after vacclnation, 
implying that they may have not been vaccinated correctly. 

Output 1.2: Intensified collection of H5Nl HPAI field isolates from ne'"''ly confirmed 
outbreaks (since mid-2008). 

1. b Intensified HPAI field isolate collection 2009 

l. b. 01 Intensify field sampling (SA !DR project) 
From January to March 2010, l\iLQP, in close collaboration with the SAIDR project staff, has 
collected 110 676 samples from 5 718 suspected cases. Of these, 229 cases tested positive for HPAI 
avian influenza by RRT -PCR. 

l. b. 02 RRT -PCR analysis. 
Resulb ofRRT-PCR tests undertaken from January to March 2010 include: 

• All collected samples from 5 718 suspected cases were tested for common gene by RT-PCR, 
and 229 of the cases were found positive for avlan influenza. 

• All the above-indicated positive cases for common gene of avian influenza were also tested 
positive for H5 gene. However, the positive cases for common gene of avian intlucnza were 
rested negative for H7 gene. 

• The database of the ne\-v avian influenza-positive samples has been updated on a daily basis. 

1. b. 03 Identifying an avian influenza isolates available from mid-2008 to 2009 
• Compilation or the list of positive samples and isolates from 2008 has been completed while 

the process for isolates from 2009 ls still underway. 
• The tria] for iso]a[ion of the 125 positive tested cases (with RRT-PCR) was started during 

the reporting period and is still underway. 
• Virus propagation and reactivation of 69 positive samples was carried out at NLQP. 
• holated sample~ were titrated using HA te-st and kept in -80"C; {he database was updated 

daily. 
• NLQP finalized the sequencing of H5 gene for 3 and 24 isolates from 2009 and 2010 

collections respectively. 
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• NLQP finalized the sequencing of N l gene for IO, X and S isolates from 200g, 2009 and 
2010 collections, respectively. 

• A total of 65 HA genes (7 from 2008, 33 from 2009 and 25 from 2010 collections} and 
45 NA genes (12 from 2008, 25 from 2009 and 8 from 2010 collections) were submitted tD 

the Gene Bank and currently under publication. 

Non-intermediate results (IRs) activities: 
• Preparation of international bid to select consultant company for establishment of air 

ventilation system in animal facility area at NLQP to reach BSLJ quality,which is required 
for the challenge rest. 

Planned Activities for the next quarter: 

l.b~Ol Intensified field sampling- SAIDR pro jed 
• Collection and testing of laboratory samples \Vill continue during the next reporting period. 

l.h~ 02 RT -PCR analysis - SAIDR projet-'t. SEPRL could provide assessment if partially 
covered in AIVEP 

• Specific laboratory assays to be carried out include: 
o RNA extra<.:rion for the collected samples; 
o real-time RT -PCR to identify the common gene~ 
o real-time RT-PCR to identify the H5 gene for the common gene positive samples; 
o re<.~l-time RT -PCR to identify the H7 gene for the common gene positive samples; 
o the positive samples \vill subjected to further propagation and identification; and 
o updating the new AI positive samples list. 

l.b.03 Identifying all AI isolates available mid-2008 to 2009 
• NLQP will sequence and analyze IOO isolates. 
• SEPRL will provide supervision and assessment. 
• Phylogenetic analysis will be performed on the -viruses. In addition, the viruses will be 

categorized as to virulence: 
o RNA extraction for 100 isolate: 
o PCR amplification and electrophoresis: 
o purification of rhe PCR product; 
o seqHencing of the obtained PCR products; and 
o sequence analysis and submitting the sequences to the Gene Bank database. 

l.b~04 Antigenic profiling and cartography. 
• NLQP will conduct antigenic profiling on l 00 representative isolates: 

o preparation and standardization of all reagents and equipmem needed; 
o arrange the work plan according to the isolates Jist database: 
o record the results and analysis of the tested positive isolates; and 
o share the results of analysis with other partners. 

2 Challenge te."iting of antigenic variants and existing vaccines 

1.01 Safety, purity and potency testing of current AI vaccines 
• SEPRL will interact with CLEVB on an evaluation of currently licensed vaccines to assess 

them against international stcmdard~. 
• Inltial testing will be done at SEPRL, but the majority of this work should be done at 

CLEV B with the interaction of SEPRL scientists. 
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• This includes providing tr.:tining at CLEVB. 

2.03 :N"LQP, SEPRL and Erasmus examine antigenic~ genetic, potency, efficacy; and make 
recommendations to the Government of Egypt on the appropriateness of existing vaccine seed 
strains and currently used AI vaccines in Egypt. 

Other: 
• The project \vill continue developing the BSL3 capacity at NLQP through the technical 

assistance ofNAMRU3. 
:Main -challenges encountered and response provided 

• The SEPRL scientists, for the second or third time, cancelled a mission to NLQP (Egypt) w 
conduct specialized training and to visit laboratory facilities in Egypt (NLQP, CLEVB). 
However, NLQP has managed to conduct the HI testing in accordance with the protocols set 
by SEPRL. SEPRL scientists were due to arrive on mission to Egypt in April 2010 and 
arrangements started where three scientists will visit Egypt from 3 to 18 April2010. 

• Re-testing of some groups of the challenge test conducted at SEPRL will be started in 
July 2010. This will lead to rescheduling of some activities, affecting the time plan of the 
project. As a result, a no-cost extension uf the project beyond the scheduled end date is 
required and the same application was already received from SEPRL. 

• Difficulties \VCrc faced in searching and finding a local experienced company specialized in 
design, construction, and follow up on the delivery of BSL3 laboratory and air ventilation 
systems. This has led to the delay in finalizlng reconsuuction of the anlmal facility area w 
reach BSL3 quality, an aspect essential for conducting challenge tests in order to determine the 
efficacy of vaccines. An international bid ha<; been prepared and four companies were invited 
to deliver offers (one 1ocal and three non-Egyptian companies). This may also be a facror to be 
considered for a no-cost extension of the project time beyond the planned end date 
(30 September 2010), a<; the tlmcframe offered by the winning company may dictate events. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 05 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influe-nza (HPAI) 

Reportinc- period· October 2010-.March 2011 e 

Regional Component: Southcust Asia 
Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSROIRAS/604t1JSA Baby 05 
Budget: USD 600 WO (Phase 1), USD I 435 000 (Phase ll), USD I 172 700 (Phase lll), 
USD 937 800 (Phase IV), CSD 1 000 000 (Phase V), USD 30 667 (from Mongolia Balance) 
Total budget: USD 5 176 167 
Effective starting date: 1 August 2006 

Planned end date: 30 September 20 ll 

Context of the project 

The Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) epidemic, caused by H5N l viruses, began in 
late 2003 and in early 201.14 in Asia and Southeast Asia and spread to many countries in the 
region. The effects \vere particularly severe in Indonesia, Thailand and Viet Nam, which saw 
widespread outbreaks in poultry and also human cases of H5Nl infection. The Food and 
Agriculture Org<mization of the United :'\lations (FAO), through its Emergency Centre for 
Trans boundary Animal Disea~es (ECTAD), established a decentralized unit m Bangkok, 
Thailand, located in the Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific (RAP), to provide technical 
backstopplng for countrlcs in the Asia and the Pacific rcglon that were experiencing outbreaks 
of the infection or were at risk of it. ECTAD RAP w<.~s supponed through a preliminary, 
regional project (OSRO/RAS/505/VSA) funded by the Cnited States Agency for International 
Development (USAID). This support has continued under FAO's present projecL 

Objectives of the project 

. , 
The objective of this regional component is to coordinate project act1Vttles with the target 
countries and also to ensure continuity from the previous project (OSRO/RAS/505/USA) to the 
current one. The project abo aims to strent,,'then regional level cross-sectoral coordination and 
communication for HPAI controL 

Planned activities (for the reporting period) 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-seetoral coordination at regional level 
• continue to provide technical and operational inputs to country-level projects 1n 

collaboration \Vith country teams 

• continue to provide support to the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEA~) to 
finalize the roadmap for HPAl Progressive Control and Eradication Jn Southeast Asia 

• continue to coordinate and collaborate with other agencies on activities related to HPAI 
control 

Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in epidemiology through 
regional Field Epidemiology Training Program for Veterinarians (FETPV) 

• continue providing technical support to the Thai Department of Live:-.tock Development 
(OLD), Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives (MoAC) in implementing regional 
Field Epidemiology Training Program for Veterinarians (FETPV) 
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• support the necessary operational research to be conducted by trainees of FETPV as 
part of the curriculum requirement and suppon the trainees to present their work at 
international conference/meeting/seminar 

• support study visit conducted by regional FETPV trdinees to international animal health 
centres or research institutes as part of the currlculum requirement 

• continue to provide support to the development of China-FETPV, a'> we]] as related 
tralning programmes in Cambodia. Lao People's Democratic Republic (PDR) and 
Nepal 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of epidemiology and laboratory network 
• provide coordination, in collaboration with other regional pn_.:jects implemented by 

F AO. to strengthen existing epidemiology and laboratory networks 
• continue to provide technical inputs for (he establishment of a disea-.e tracking system, 

the Global Animal Disease Information System (EMPRES-i) Asia, in collaboration with 
the senior technical adviser of FAO's HPAI programme in China and Information 
Technologies (IT) expert in FAO headquarters 

Output 4: Conducting risk assessment for HPAI transmission through cross-border 
poultry trade 

• continue to provide coordination for country teams conducting risk asses-;ment studies 
on HPAI transmission through the cross-border poultry trade 

Activities undertaken during reporting period 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at regional level 
• FAO continued to maintain international and national regional support staff for the 

project. 
• The Regional Coordinator (RC) continued to coordinate and collaborate with other 

United Nations (l7N) agencies, donors and international humanitarian actors by 
attending meetings in the region to ensure that support and approaches to HPAI control 
were harmonized at country and regional levels. Specifically, the RC: 

attended UN system workshop on Animal and Pandemlc Influenza in Asia and 
the Pacific organized by the United Nations System lntluenza Coordination 
(Ui"\SIC) on 3 and 4 Febru11ry 20 J I in Bangkok, Thailand. The objectives of the 
\Votkshop were to provide a platform for UN country teams in Asia and the 
Pacific region to review the UN system response to animal and pandemic 
influenza since 2005, share lessons learned and experiences gained and identify 
ways for work in this area to continue in a coordinated and unified way in 
supp011 of national gm.'ernments. 

• The regional team consisting of the RC, Regional Veterinary Epidemiologist (RVE) and 
operations team continued to provide technical and operational inputs to country-level 
projects in collaboration with country teams. 

• The RC attended the side meeting of the 32nu ASEAN tvlinisterial of Agriculture and 
Forestry (AMAF) meeting. The theme for this meeting was "ASEAN cooperation on 
animal health and zoonosis: AI and beyond,'' \vhich was held in Phnom Phenh, 
Cambodia on 24 October 2010 to present the achievements of the HPAI campaign in 
ASEAN member countries, In addition, the ASEAN roadrnap for HPAI prevention, 
control and eradication was launched during this side event. 
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• The RC attended '"FAO- Animal Production and Health Commisslon for Asia 
(APHCA)- UK Department for International Development (DFID) pro-poor HPAI rlsk 
reductions: lessons from Southeast Asia and Africa workshop," which was held in 
Phuket, Th:.tiland from 25 to 28 October 2010. 

• The ECTAD regional team organized an informal technical discussion among FAO 
technical staff at country levels and the \Vorld Organisation for Animal Health (OJE) 
experts on "HPAI vaccines and vaccination" on ll and 12January 201 I. 

• The ECTAD regional team organized the 5th annual regional ECTAD meeting among 
FAO technical country staff for information and experience sharing from 22 to 
24 February 20 l I. 

• The RC and RVE attended and pmvided technical inputs to the China and Viet Nam 
Forum on HPAI Risk Management and Control on !5 and 9 March 2011 m Beijing, 
China. 

• The ECTAD team provided technical inputs to support the activitie~ of USAID 
Emerging Pandemic Threat (EPT) program. which arc conducted by various pattners. 

• The ECTAD team provided technical and operational inputs to country projects, in 
collaboration with FAO country teams and national counterparts, for the following 
activities: 

recruitment of international consultants: 
procurement of equipment and supplies; and 
issuance of contracts to conduct field activitiesfresearch. 

Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in epidemiology through 
regional Field Epidemiology Training Program for Veterinarians (FETPV) 

• The RVE and RC worked closely with DLD on activities related to FETPV. These 
included: 

organizing the one-month course ''Veterinary epidemiology in action" from 
17 January to 1 l February 2011; 
organizing the second-round visit of the FETPV trainees who were enrolled in 
the class of2010 in Thailand for a series of trainings and workshops; and 
conducting a mission to Khon Kaen. Thailand to provide inpub to the 
Lao Country Team to organize a one-month course in collaboration with Khon 
Kaen Uni'\--crsity. 

• The Letter of Agreement (LoA) was finalized to support Thai OLD to implement the 
regional FETPV during the year 2011. 

• The RC and RYE provided technical support to the trainees of the regional FETPV to 
present the results of their operational research at the "One Health Congress" from 
14 to 16 February 2011 in Melbourne, Australia. 

• In collaboration with Thai DLD, the ECTAD team arranged a study visit to be 
conducted by regional FETPV trainees to the Center of Epidemiology and Animal 
Health, Colorado, USA as part of the curriculum requirements. 

• The RYE continued to provide support to the development of China-FETPV and India
FETPV. as \Veil as related training programmes in Cambcxlia. Lao PDR and NepaL 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of epidemiology and laboratory network 
• The RC continued to provide coordination. in collaboration with other regional projects 

implemented by FAO, to strengthen existing epidemiology ami laboratory net'.vorks. 
• ECTAD RAP continued to provide technical inputs to the disease tracking system, 

EMPRES-i Asia. 
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Output 4: Conducting risk assessment for HPAI transmission through cross-border 
poultry trade 

• A joint work plan for a pilot prnjcct on management of HPAI risks along the market 
chain at the cross-border level hetween Thailand and Lao PDR was developed in 
collaboration with the Academy for Educational Development (AED) and Kenan 
Institute Asia (KIA). In addition, meetings \.Vcrc conducted to discuss joint activities in 
detail in f'\ovember and December 20 11. 

• Methodology to monitor poultry and other livestock prices as an indicator for animal 
movement lx'-tween Thailand and Lao PDR was developed by the Animal Health 
Economist ba<>cd at ECTAD RAP. 

Planned activities for the next six-month period 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at regional level 
• continue to provide technical and operational inputs to country-level projects in 

coll.llbor<1tion \.vith country tc.1ms 

• continue to provide technical inputs, resource persons or training support to the 
activities related to existing regional HP AI Control framework for ASEAN or existing 
network systems related to HPAf 

• continue to coordinate and collaborate with other agencies on activities related to HPAI 
control 

• continue to provide technical inputs to :mpport the activities of the USAlD EPT 
programme. which are conducted by various partners 

Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in epidemiology through 
regional FETPV 

• continue activities to implement the two-year FETPV programme, including the seeking 
of additional support for the programme through other potential pm1ners 

• continue to provide support to the development of China-FETPV, as well as related 
training programmes in Cambodia, Lao PDR and Nepal 

• organize a regional workshop to develop the regional strategy to assist the countries to 
improve animal disease control sy~tems at the grassroots level focusing on the 
''Community Animal Health Worker System". 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of epidemiology and laboratory network 
• continue to support the implementation of EMPRES-i-Asia to share expertise and 

information in a real-time manner across the network through meetings, workshops and 
on-line communication 

• provide coordination, in collaboration with other regional projects implemented by 
FAO, to strengthen existing epidemiology ami laboratory network.•;, as well as the 
epidemiology consortium 

• continue to provide support for sample submission from member countries to 
international reference laboratories 

Output 4: Conducting risk assessment for HPAI transmission through cross-border 
poultry trade-

• continue to support the in-depth studies on the risks of HPAI spread along the poultry 
production and market chains at the border between Thailand and Lao PDR 
(Mukdaharn and Savannakhet Provinces) 

• suppm1 the organization of a bilateral meeting between the Government of Thailand and 

4 
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Lao PDR to Ji.;.;cuss cross-border risk managemem 

• organize regional coordination meetings on risk management at cross-border level 
among key potential pa~tners inc-luding the representatives from participating 
govemments 

i\1ain challenges encountered and response proYided 

• There- were no major challenges during the reporting period. 

Progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes (from the start of acti-vities) 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at rcgionalleYel 

• Coordination and collaboration betwee-n FAO and other international organizations and 
agencies - as well as with regional political organizations such as ASEAN ----continued 
and was strengthened. Linkages were established betv.-·een the pmjects funded by 
US AID and the projects funded by other donors. 

Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in epidemiology through 
regional FETPV 

• FETPV continued smoothly with additional collaborations at national and international 
levels and approveJ joint funding for the programme. ASEAN member countries 
advocated tOr the importance of integrating veterinmy epidemiology activities in the 
national veterinary services and approval by ASEA:-.J working group on livestock, 
which is expected in the next six months. 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of the epidemiology and laboratory network 

• In order to facilitate collaboration among key international pmtners, a matrix was 
drafled with the aim of strengthening epidemiology and laboratory nel\vorks for HPAI 
in Southeast As.ia. This matrix was adapted <md endorsed as a Strategic Framework for 
Regional Laboratory Network for Southeast Asia. Appmval by the ASEAN working 
group on livestock i;.; expected in the next six months. 

Output 4: Conducting risk assessment for HPAI transmission through cross-border 
poultry trade 

• A detailed work plan for AED, FAO and KIA for cross-border activities at Mukdahan 
Province wm; drafted and agreed upon by the three partners and USATDiRegional 
Development Mission for Asia (RDMA). 

5 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/INT/805/USA 

Project title: Developing and maintaining public-private partnerships for the prevention 
and control of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza H5Nl and other emerging infectious 
animal diseas-es and improved biosecurity and hygiene at production.,. collection points 
and live bird markets, including decontamination 

Reporting period: October 2010 to .March 2011 

Global component: Global cross-country 

Countries: Bangladesh, Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Lao People's Democratic Republic 
(PDR), Myanmar, Nepal and Viet Nam 

Project title: Developing and maintaining public-private partnerships for the prevention and 
control of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) HSNl and other emerging infectious 
animal diseases and improved blosecurity and hygiene at produuion, collection points and Jj"'<'-

bird markets, including decontaminatinn 

Code: OSRO/INT/805/USA- no cost extension 

Budget: USD 765 6901 

Effective starting date: l Janumy 2009 

Planned end date: 30 September 2011 

Context of the project 

The Pubhc-Privatc Partnership (PPP)-Hiosccutity Project (October 2UJU-Scptcmbcr 2011) is a 
no-cost extension of two projects: OSRO/INT/R05/USA- Developing and Maintaining Public-
Prirate Parmerships for Ihe Prerention and Control of HPAJ HSNJ and oiher Emerging 
Infectious Animal Diseases (ElADs) (PPP Project) and OSRO/GL0/802/USA - lmpro!'ed 
biosecurity and hygiene at production, collection points and LBMs, including decontamination 
(Decm1 Project). The no-cost extension has a dur<.~tion of 12 months, from I October 20 10 to 
30 September 2011 with a total budget of USD 765 690.Through project OSRO/INT/805/VSA, 
the llnited States Agency for International Development (USAID) contributed in financial year 
2009 an amount of USD I 600 000 and an amount of USD 2 50!) 000 through project 
OSRO/GLO/S02/USA. The unspent balances of these two projects amounting to USD ll5 341 
and USD 650 349 make up the budget of the no-cost extension. 
While USAID continues to support activities related to PPP and biosecurity, it has requested 
that new funding be provided at the country leveL As a result, countric.<> have integrated PPP 
and hlosecuriry-related <.~ctivirles 111 their 2010-2011 proposals for the period from 
October 2010 to September 201 L The no-co~t extension allows HQ/the Regional Office for 

1 The Gm--emment of the United States tfAmerica crmrrihuted in Financial Year 2009 to FAO o total 
of USD I 600 OfX) through pmject OSRO/JNT/t-;05/USA and a tntal of USD 2 500 000 thmugh project 
OSRO/GL0/802/USA: the unspent balances nf the>e /H'O projects amounting to USD I 15 341 and USD 
650 349 crmstitutes the hudget of' the no cosr-exrension_ 
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Asia and the Pacific (RAP) to provide technical expertise to high-burden countries in Asia, and 
to a smaller extent to the high-risk countries in Asia, for their activities involving collaboration 
between the public and private sector and involving work on biosecurity/go~Jd hygiene 
practices on farm and along marketing chains. The no-cost extension also allows 
implementation of a limited number of activities that have not been included tn country 
proposals m Bangladesh, China, Lao People's Democratic Republic (PDR), Myanmar and 
Nepal for a total amount of USD 255 000, distributed in the following way: Rmgladesh 
(USD 80 000), Cambodia (USD 20 000), China (USD 100 000), U!o PDR (USD 25 000), 
Myanmar (USD 25 000) and Nepal ( USD 25 000), 

Objectives of the project 

To create. strengthen and maintain PPP and biosecurity to ::-.upport poultry health and 
production systems in countries affected by Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI), within 
a functional animal health system led by official veterinary services. 

Planned activities 

Output A: Expertise. technical advice and organi7ational support on PPPs and blosccurity will 
be available to countries for implementation of activities funded under Amendment 6 
(countries' project proposals). 
An expert in commercial poultry production and biosecurity will operate from HQ. Consultant 
time for a PPP specialist wlll be available. They will: 

• Provide Jnfom1atlon and guidance on PPPs to government departments, the private 
secwr and Food and Agriculture Organization of the Enited Nations (FAO:I country 
teams. 

• Assist m the improvement of biosecurity (including cleaning and disinfection) m 
commercial production and marketing chains, as biosecurity has proven to be a major 
area of interest to the prl'\'atc commercial poultry sector, as well as the public sector. 

Output B: PPPs for safer poultry production will be supported. Poultry production ond 
marketing will be made safer in high-burden and high-risk countries. 

VIETNAM 

Output A- Activities: 

• Participate in a review of a pilot poultry supply chain strengthening project a<> part of a 
multi-project biose:..:urity review process being implemented by FAO and the Departmem of 
Livestock Production (DLP). This \Vill olso serve as an orientation to the field situation and 
current situation in Viet Nam and highlight the challenges of upgrading poultry supply 
chains. 

• Provide technical support to a collaborative appmach to hatchery stren~,>thening in two 
sele-ct provinces (in close collaboration with FAO"s implementing partner Abt Associates). 
This will lndudc a rcv1cw of existing hatchery management and biosccurity training 
materials and the development of a province-level training programme for hatcheries. 

• Develop a training-of-trainers (ToT) biosecurity training course for public and private 
sector veterinarians to strengthen biosecurity practices in small-scale commercial farms. 

• Develop an approach to strengthen technical support provided to small scale commercial 
poultry farmers through strengthening technical and advisory capacity of private- agrivet 
store owners in two/three pilot districts of Ha Nam Province. 

• Conduct a rapid assessment of t'\vo to three key live bird markets {LB!'vis) in Quang Tri 
province including a stakeholder mapping analysis and develop options for risk reduction 
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control measures in those markets (the potential control options will be reviewed through a 
stakeholder process, finalized into an action plan and implemented over the coming seven 
months). 

• Participate in a technical consultation meeting on experiences and lessons learned on 
upgrading LB.!\.tls, focusing on Viet Nam, but the adviser will provide additional lessons 
learned from Bangladesh and Egypt. \vhere considerable progress has been made. 

• Suppol1 the establishment of a National Poultry Quality Improvement Plan. 

LAOPDR 

Output A - Activities: 
• As~ess the biosecurity situation in selected LBMs in Vientiane capital and Savanaket. 
• Provide recommendations for biosccurity improvements at LBMs. 
• Train LBM authorities and traders associations on biosecurity. 
• Training workshop for the public and private sectors about poult1y production and 

hiosecurity measures w he implemented m commercial poultry farms m Vientiane and 
Savanaket areas for better· production and profitability. 

CAMBODIA 

Output A - Activities: 

• Assess the biosecurity situation in selected LBivls in Phnom Penh. 
• Provide recommendations for biosecurity improvements or restructuring of LBMs. 
• Train LBM traders in the Phnom Penh area on hiosecurity. 
• Assess the biosecurity situation of housed duck farms in Sihanouk Ville. 
• Provide recommendations for farm hiosecurlty improvements. 

NEPAL 

Output A- Activities: 

• Facilitate the development of national biosecurity guidelines. 
• Train private & DLS veterinarians and poultry producers on farm biosecurity. 
• Train selected VC(crinarians on biosccurity auditing and reviews. 
• As:-.ess the biosecurity situation in LBMs in eastern province:-. (their gaps and needs) and 

provide recommendations for biosccurity improvements. 

BANGLADESH 

Output A- Activities: 

• Assist in the improvement, organize and facilitate a workshop for the development of 
hiosecuriry standard operating procedures {SOPs) that will support the implementation of 
the national biosecurity guidelines. 

• Develop, update, revise training materials on biosecurity for layer farms and LBMs. 
• Support the establishment of National Poultry Improvement PLms. 
• Facilitate and extend the process related to farm registration and licensing, including the 

revision of the existing farm registration protocol and link the farm registration system with 
the geo~patial datab<:~se of commercial farms and LBMs. 

• Facilitate dialogue on compmtmentalization and develop SOPs for the implementation of 
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disease-free compartments. 
• Support the upgrade of selected LBMs. 
• Supp01t biosecurity (including cleaning and disinfection) in commercial production and 

marketing chains, as hiosecurity has proven to be the major m·ea of interest to the private 
commercial poultry sector, a~ well as the public sectur. 

• Develop a new and equitable compensation plan. 

INDOI\ESIA 

Indonesia has not requested any assistance from the project. 

CHINA 

Output A -Activities: as planned. 

Output B -Activities: 

• Map stakeholders in selected LBMs, analyse existing platforms to establish a dialogue 
among the public and private stakeholders, propose platform lmprovements if required, use 
the platfonn to plan the restructuring of the markets. 

• Develop monitoring and evaluation tools and indicators of success of impact of 
restructuring on livelihood of producers, sellers and impact of restructuring on v1rus 
circulation and spt·ead. 

• Provide training to public sector staff on PPPs and explore opportunities to work on 
compartmentalization. 

MYANMAR 

Output A - Activities: 

• Review biosecurity practice at poultry production zones in Yangon, Monyv.·a and Shwebo 
Districts and provide recommendations for hiosecurity improvement at poultry production 
zones in ~·1y<mmar. 

• Review biosecurity practice at the live poultry wholesale market in Yangon and provide 
recommendations for biosecurity improvement. 

• Develop and deliver biosecurity ToT for govemment veterinarians and poultry producers. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

BANGLADESH 

Output A 

Activity l: Organize and facilitate a wmkshop for the development of biosecurity SOPs that 
will support the implementation of the national biosecurity guidelines. 

During the first semester, the biosecurity SOPs writing workshop was conducted in Sirajganj 
from 19 to 21 January 2011, wlth 22 panicipants from the Department of Livestock Services 
(DLS) and the private- sector, including broiler and layer producers, breeding farm managers, 
feed and poultry dealers. The objective of the workshop wa." to -compile a hooklet wlth a set of 
biosecurity SOPs for poultry producers and allied servtce providers that \viii supp011 the 
implementation of the national biosecurity guidelines. An additional objective was the 
formation of a core group of participants and steering committee that would have a stake in the 
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proces~ of implementing the national biosccurity plan for the poultry industry. Each step in the 
SOP describes three levels of biosecuriry: 

Minimum standard 

• This includes the standardized protocols the industry should de-velop and implement to 
reduce the biost>curity risks on their farms. The implementation of the minimum 
standards is mandatory and linked to farm registration and licensing. 

Best practices 

• These arc procedures for those individuals or companies that strive toward the most 
effective disease control systems on {heir farms, or by servi;:e providers. who work 
together with their farmer-customers to provide i1 higher level of secmity. 
Implementation of these practices requires a higher financial investment and should lead 
to a farm accreditation programme for marketing purposes. 

Enhanced securitv 

• Includes the practices that should be put in place by producers and service providers 
working or driving through the area during the grey period, when a serious disease is 
suspected but not yet confirmed by the veterinary authorities (such as the DLS}. 

• The protocols were designed to be practical and written in simple and effective ways to 
prevent the transmission of diseases and to ensure maximum compliance. 

Activity 2: Develop, update and revise training materials on biosecurity for layer farms and 
LBl\·1s. 

Assistance was provided for the development of training mmerials on biosecurity for the egg 
production industry. A segment of the poultry industry appeared to be particularly vulnerable to 
HPAl outbreaks. mving to production praerices that bcilitate large volume of traffic on and off 
the farms. Therefore, a specific training programme for this sector was developed and 
delivered. 

MYANMAR 

Output A: 

Activity I; Review biosccurity practice at poultry production zones in Yangon, Jlv1onywa and 
Shwebo Districts and provide recommendations for biosecurity improvement at poultry 
production zones in Myanmar. 

During this period the poultry production zones in Yangon. :\llony\-va and Shwebo Districts 
were visited, their biose;:urity practises \Vere reviewed and re~:ommendations for biose;:urity 
improvements were provided, which include the following: 

• Production zone committees must play a crucial role in the coordination and collaboration 
between all stakeholders involved in the production zone, such as producers. veterinary 
services, day-old chicks suppliers, feed suppliers, egg traders and others. The Livestock 
Breeding and Veterinary Oepartmem (LBVD) and FAO should closely collaborate and 
empower these committees. 
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• All production zones should aim to keep only one type of poultry in the zone, and separate 
production zones should be established and dedlcated to layers, broilers or quails. 

• Number of age groups at the zone should be reduced to two or three. A separate, highly 
biosecured area within the zone should be created for the establishment of pullet rearing 
fann/s that will supply the egg pnxlunion farms within the zone. This will ensure better 
quality and healthier pullets, reduced number of age groups at the zone and reduced cost of 
pullet production. 

• The development of future production zones should be planned with biosecurity in mind. 
High-risk production zones, such as the Shwebo production zone, must be avoided. No 
production zone should be constructed, spread along a main road, with farms on both sides 
of the mad and with a large feed mill that sell feed across the district ins.lde the zone. 

• Stricter control over vehicle and vi:-.itor entry into the production zone and/ur the farms is 
required. All vehicles should be parked outside the zone. If their entry is absolutely 
ne~es.sary, they should go through rigorous washing and disinfection procedures . .Similarly, 
all visitor~, including ·'special visitors", should wash hands and feet and t·hange clothes and 
footwear, provided at the main gate by the hosting farm, prior to entry into the zone. 

• Pla-<;tic egg trays use-d on farm must stay on farm at all rimes and should not be rotated with 
traders' trays that may have originated at diseased farms. All the collected eggs should be 
transferred into traders.' tray.;.; or imo single use wooden boxes. Alternatively, disposable 
paper trays can be used. 

• Water quality should be tested regularly (every slx months) for total bacterial count. 
colliforms, salmonella and mineral cuntents. 

• Regular laboratory testing of feed quality and serological tests to ensure vaccines intake 
should be encouraged. 

• Integrated pest control for rodents, flies and wild birds should be implemented and 
monitored on zone and farm lcYds. 

• The planting of trees and shrubs in the zone and around farms. should take into 
consideration issues of wild birds and rodent control. Trees should be selected according to 
their ability to provide ample shade, while they should not attract wild birds. That is to say, 
they should be free of attractive fruits or nesting facilities. Low shrubs should not be 
planted near poultry hou:.e:., as they provide an attractive environment for rodent breeding. 

Activity 2: Revinv biosecurity practice at the live poultry wholesale market in Yangon and 
provide recommendations for biosecurity improvement. 

The wholesale LBM of Yangon was visited, and upon the observations and interviews made at 
the market, the following reeommcndatlons for blosecurity improvements were provided: 

• All !rucks and plastic crates should be washed and disinfected before leaving the markeL 
This should he done to miniml7c the risk of carrying disease agents from the market back to 
poultry farms. A washing station should be established at the LB!\1 exit gate. The market 
authorities were provided with a washing station plan and SOPs that had been previously 
developed by F AO in Indonesia. 

• Within the market area, a designated corner for the housing of ducks and spent layers- high 
risk bird:-.- in cages should be established, separated from the broilers and native chickens' 
areas. 

• The usc of plastic crates should be encouraged, as they arc easy to wash and 
disinfect. Bamboo cages., which are very difficult ro wash or disinfect, should be used only 
once for transportation of poultry from the fmm 1o the markeL Additional use of these cages 
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may be permitted only for transportation of poultry from the wholesale market to retail 
m11rkets. 

• Traders' plastic and/or metal cages should be washed with detergent and then immersed 
into a disinfecting solution, for example: in a large pla.;;;tic tub on wheels. This practice 
should replace the current practice of only spraying disinfectants. Dipping cages m 
disinfectant solution provides better destruction of disease agents. 

• No live birds should be allowed to leave the market for individual horne slaughter. All birds 
must he slaughtered and processed at the market. 

• The slaughter area should be washed and disinfected daily. The current use of lime as a 
disinfectant should be replaced hy chlorine products. These have better disinfection 
qualities and wlll also neutralize bad smells, while nm affecting the characteristics or smell 
of slaughtered poultry meat. 

• Disposal bins for dead birds, feathers and other slaughter leftovers should be placed at the 
m11rket. 

VIETNAM 

Output A 

Activity 1 :Provide technical support to a collaborative approach to hmchery strengthening in 
t\.¥0 selected provinces (working closely with Abt Associates). This will include a review of 
exi:.;ting hatchery management and biosecurity tr.:J.inlng materials and the development of a 
provim:e-level training programme for hatcheries. 

Tradltional duck hatcheries were visited and biosecurity risks were assessed, Recommendations 
for biosecurlty improvements \Vere provided. The available training materials were reviewed, 
ami due to lack of suitability uf these materials. a new set of training materials were developed. 

The fOllowing are the recommendations provided for biosecurity improvement in traditional 
duck hatcheries: 

• The most effective way to reduce pathogen contamination of eggs and day-old ducklings 
(DOD.s) {HPAI included) would be achieved thwugh egg fumigation with formalin and 
potassium permanganate in a fumigation chamber. 

• When the breeding farm is attuchcd to the hatchery and the only source of eggs. a single 
fumigation at the hatchery will .suffice. Hatcheries that buy eggs from multiple breeding 
farms should ensure that eggs are fumigated at the breeding farms, and then a second 
fumigation should be applied at the hatchery upon the arrival of the eggs, 

• Fumigation should replace any eggs cleaningiwiping by cloth practice that probably cau~e 
pathogen spread from egg to egg. A design of fumigation cabinet and SOPs fOr sate 
nperation were prnvidcd. 

When possible 
• Two smaller setters should be used instead of a large one. This will enable periodical 

depopulation, cleaning and disinfection of setters. 
• Erecting a separation wall between setting and hatching areas, with enclo.sed area for chicks 

take off (last two to three days of hatch), will enable trickle fumigation that will minimize 
cross-contamination between chicks during piping and take off. 

• The hatchery should have clear procedures for washing and disinfection (possibly 
fumigation) of egg trays. baskets, equipment, etc. 

7 
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• Hatchery specific cloth and footwear should be used inside the hatchery. 
• Customers should use a well design<'lted and marked doorlwindm>.' for DODs delivery. 

Activity 2:Devdop a ToT biosecurity training course for public and private sector veterinarians 
to strengthen biosecurity practices in small scale commercial farms. 

A set ofhiosecurity training nKtterials for small scale commercial farms that was developed for 
producers in Egypt was modified and adopted to suit local conditions. 

Aetlvity 3:Conduct a rapid assessment of two to three key LB1v1s ln Quang Tri province 
including a stakeholder mapping analysis and develop options for risk reduction control 
measures in those markets (the potential control options will be reviewed through a stakeholder 
process. finalized into an a;:tion plan and implemented over the ;:oming seven months). 

LBMs (wholesale and retail markets) were assessed for biosecurity risks and recommendations 
for improvements were provided. An action plan for training and infrastructure improvement 
was initiated with the Abt Associates. 

The following are the recommendations provided: 

Recommendations for wholesale markers 

• Establish a washing stmion for washing of vehides and empty crates that leave the market. 
The washing station should consist of pressure washer and a draining system possibly 
linked to a septic tank. 

• Set up a large tub for the socking of holding cages at the end of the trading day in detergent 
disinfectant solution. 

Recommendations for retail markets 

• Set up a washing station for vehicles and cages to be washed and disinfected pnor to 
leaving the market area to minimize transfer of pathogens back to farms. 

• Establish a dedicated area solely for poultry trading. 
• Daily washing and cleaning of the whole LBM area. 
• A possible usc of the market organic solid waste materials by a digester for the production 

of bio gas, which can be used for boiling ¥later for deaning/disinfenitm by steam. This will 
eliminate the need for the ongoing purchase of chemicals and reduce environmental impact 
of the run off of the chemicals. 

• Special attention should be paid to the safe slaughter and waste disposal at the home-based 
slaughter points. A design for an alternative centralized slaughter point was provided. 
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Planned activities for the next six-month period 

BANGLADESH 

Output A- Activities: 

• Support the establishment of National Poultry Improvement Plans. 
• Faciliwte and extend the process related to farm registr.:uion and licensing, including the 

revision of the existing farm registration protocol and link the farm registration system with 
the geospatial database of commercial farms and LBMs. 

• Facilitate dialogue on compartmentalization and develop SOPs for the implementation of 
disease free compmtments. 

• Support the- upgrade of selected LBMs. 
• Support the development of a new and equihlble compensation plan. 

NEPAL 

Output A- Activities: 

• Faciliwte the development of n:.~tional biosecurity guidelines. 
• Train veterinarians (private & DLS) and poultry producers on farm biosecurity. 
• Train select veterinarians on bio.secm-ity auditing and revie\vs. 
• Assess the biosccurity situation in LBMs in eastern provinces (their gaps and needs) and 

provide recommendation:-. for biusecurity improvements. 

LAOPDR 

Output A - Activities: 

• Assess the biosecurity situation in selected LBMs in Vientiane capital and Savanaket. 
• Provide recommendations for biosccurity improvements at LBMs, 
• Train LBM authorities and traders assoclations on biosecurity. 
• Training workshop for the public and private sectors about poultry production and 

biosecurity measures to be implemented m commercial poultry farms m Vientiane and 
Savanaket areas for better production and profitability. 

CAMBODIA 

Output A---=--Activities: 

• Assess the biosecurity situation in selected LBMs in Phnom Penh, 
• Provide recommendations for biosecurity improvements or restructuring of LBI\,fs. 
• Train LBM traders in the Phnom Penh area on biosecurity, 
• Assess biosecurity situation of housed duck farms in Sihnnouk Ville. 
• Provide recommendations for farm biosecurlry improvemems. 

CHINA 

Output A 

Output B- Activities: 
• Dcvc1op monitoring and evaluation tools (M&E) and indicators of success of impact of 

restructuring on livelihood of producers. sellers and impact of restructuring on v1rus 
circulation and spread. 

9 
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• Provide training to public sector staff on PPPs and explore opportunities to work on 
companmentalization. 

MYANMAR 
Output Activities: 

• Develop and deliver biosecurity training TOT for private and public veterinarians and 
leading producers at poultry production zones. 

• Support the establishment of \Vashing station at the wholesale LB:t\1 of Yangon. 

VIETNAM 

Output A- Activities: 

• Participate in a review of a pilot poultry supply chain strengthening project as part of a 
multi-project biosecurity review process being implemented by FAO and DLP. 

• Provide technical support to a collaborative approach to hatchery strengthening in two 
selected provinces (working closely with FAO's implementing partner Abt Associates)_ 
This wi11 include a rev1ew of existing hatchery management and biosecurity training 
matetials and the development of a province-level training programme for hatcheties, 
including ToT at the Quang-Tri province. 

• Dcvc1op an approach to strengthen technical suppmt provided to small scale commercial 
poultry fanners through strengthening technical and advi~ory capacity of private agrivet 
store owners in two to three pilot districts of Ha Nam Province. 

• Participate m a technical consultation meeting on experiences and lessons learned on 
upgrading LBMs, focu~ing: on Viet Nam. but the adviser will provide additional lessons 
lemned from Bangladesh and Egypt where considerable progress has been made. 

• Support the establishment of a National Poultry Quality Improvement Plan. 

~fain challenges encountered and response provided 

• The candidate for the PPP consultancy position declined the offer, which left the project 
without a dedicated person to coordinate activities and support the countries in this area. 
The biosecurity consultant fills this role m biosecurity activities that overlap with PPP 
activities. 

10 
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l\fain progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 

BANGLADESH 

• A blosecurlty SOPs writing workshop for poultry producers and allied service providers 
was successfully conducted with the participation of members of the public and private 
sectors. A set of SOPs is under development and will support the implementation of the 
national biosecurity guidelines. 

• Biosecurity training material for egg producing farms was developed and training was 
de-livered to layer producers. 

MYANMAR 

• The blosecurity practices at production zones in three districts were reviewed and 
recommendations for biosecurity improvements provided. 

• The biosecurity practices m the Yangon wholesale market \Vere reviewed aml 
recommendations for biosecurity improvements were provided, including the support in 
establishment of a washing station for the departing vehicles and crates. This will greatly 
reduce the risk of disease transmission (HPAI) from mark-ets to farms. 

VIETNAM 

• The biosecurity practices m traditional duck hatcheries were reviewed and 
recommendations for biosecurity improvements provided. Egg fumigation appeared to be 
the single most effective method for the reduction in hatchery contamination, therefore a 
design for fumigation cabinet and SOPs for the safe use of the cabinet were developed. 
FAO Viet Nam \viii contract local manufacturer to build a model fumigation cabinets that 
will be used for demonstration purposes-. 

• The available training materials were reviewed and found to be inadequate, therefore a new 
set of tralning materials were developed. 

• The biosecurity practices and the infrastructure needs at retail and wholesale LBMs were 
assessed and recommendations were provided. These include the formation of a washing 
station for vehicles and cages and the construction of a centralized slaughter polm that \Vill 
replace the cunent practice of home-based slaughter points. A design for a proposed 
centralized slaughter point \-Vas developed. 

11 
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Quarter II 2010 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RASn011USA 

Project title: Strengthening cross-border activities among Bangladesh, India~ Nepal and 
~Iyanmar to control pos.'iible cross-border spread of HPAI 

Reporting period: April-June 2010 

Regional component: Subregional cross-border activities in Banglade:-.h, lndia, Nepal and 
tvfyanmar 
Pro.iect Title::: Strengthening cross-border activities among Bangladesh, India, Nepal and 
Myanmar to control possible cross-border spread of HPAI 
Code: OSRO/RAS/70 I iUSA 
Budget: USD I 000 000 (Phase I), USD l 000 000 (Phase II) 
Total budget USD 2 000 000 
Effective starting date: October "007 
Planned end date: 30 September 20 J 0 
Context of the project 

Porous, long and continuous land borders between the project's four countries (Bangladesh, 
India. Nepal and Myanmar), with minimal control points and quanmrine facilirle.". continue to 
po:-.e ri~ks for the spread of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI} in the regiun as a 
whole. Hence, it is necessmy to have a better understanding of the pattern of the poultry supply 
chain and trade taking place across borders. There is also a lack of sufficient capacity both in 
tenns of skilled human resources and also facilities to conduct effective management of 
tr.msboundary movements of poultry and poultry products. Sharing expertise, informatiun and 
biological samples among laboratories in the region is key for efTective planning to prevent or 
prepare for cross-border outbreaks. 

It is envisaged that a longer-tenn national stmtegy will be drafted in cunsu1tation with various 
stakeholders during the implementation of this project to deal \Vith the longer-term cross-border 
issues relevant to the avian influenza (AI) threat. 

Objectives of the project 

The main goal of the project is to prevent HPAI spreading across borders because of the 
movements of poultry and poultry products. Specifically the project aims to: (i_) develop a 
platform for dialogue and infonnation ex-change between countries in the region on issues 
related to potential cross-border spread of HPAI; {ii} strengthen capacities of institutions to deal 
with the threat of transboundary spread of HPAI; and (iii} incrca<>c the understanding of "\vays 
to manage cross-horder trctde to reduce the rls.k of HPA I outbreaks. 
Planned activities for the reporting period 

Output l: Project management and coordination mechanisms established and operating 
• retain key technical personnel until the end of project date (i.e_ September 2010) 
• further strengthen the modalities for better communication and dialogue in order to 

facilitate project coordination 
• continue to prepare bi-monthly lnformatlon bu11etins. 
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• participate in regiunal and global meetings 
• hold meetings of technical- and policy-level commlrtees in the next quarter 

Output 2: High-risk areas for introduction of HPAI \'ia -cross-border introduL1.im1 routes 
identified and mapped 

• finalize the study report on poultry value chain analysis across India, Nepal and 
Bangladesh's burders and also India and Myanmar's burder (to date, the agency 
contracted to perform this study has not been performing satisfactorily) 

Output 3: Increased capability for emergency response to HPAI outbreaks owing to 
cross-border spread of the disease 

• conduct the study tour in India for staff from each participating country, hom 26 to 29 
April 2010, to strengthen emergency response capacities 

• cunduct trainings and 'Norkshops for bmder control personnel in Bangladesh in rapid 
confirmation of outbreaks 

• upon receipt of technical clearance from the Emergency Centre for transboundary 
Animal Diseases -Regional Office for Asia nnd the Pacific (ECTAD-RAP), circulme 
the finalized standard operating procedures (SOPs) and recommendations for response 
in high-risk cross-border trade areas 

• conduct two more rounds of training for laboratory personnel in India on the use of 
rapid antigen test kits in April2010 

Phase 11 

Output 2: Strengthened production and market systems approach to improve cross
border movement management and reduce HPAI risks 

• conduct a study on livestock markeling systems in high risk conidors with a view to 
establishing monitonng processes tor production and market chams ot" poultry, linked 
with animal disease monitoring data. The project is currently awaiting governmental 
clearances from Bangladesh and India. 

Output 3: Developed policy and harmonized risk management procedures 
• review and analyse country reports on policy issues, legislative frameworks and the 

developmenl of legis.Iative instruments to fill key gaps related to cross-border trade and 
risk management, through locally contracted experts 

• conduct a sub-regional workshop on gaps in lcglslativc frameworks for cross-border 
trading 

Output 4: Improved capacity for response to cross-border emergencies 
• convene meetings of provincial and district officers in high-risk cross-border conidors 

in India and Bangladesh 
• provide rapid response training to host government personnel of India and Bangladesh 

at local levels in the selected high-ris.k movement eonidors 
• hold n special advocacy initiative in target border distr:lcts, as part of emergency 

response acrlvities in India and Bangladesh, to mobilize and sensitize the following 
group~: (i) local, dist1ict-level and decenlraliLed veterinarians; (ii) private and public 
news channels, journalists and media-persons; (iii) non-govemmental organizations 
(NGOs); (iv) farmers: {v) traders; and {vi) women's grnups 

• conduct sensitization wmkshops for print and electronic media at the national level and 
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also in India's \'lest Bengal :.md Tripura states for the prevention cmd control of HPAI in 
order to strengthen cross-border emergency preparedness and response mechanisms 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output l: Project management and coordination mechanisms established and operating 
• The meeting of technic<ll ami policy-level committees to monitor the projen's progress 

was held on 12 May 2010 in New DclhL India. 
• The sixth volume of Information Bu11etin (February-March 20 10) was published and 

circulated. The seventh volume (April-May 2010) is under preparation. 
• The subregional manager participated in the "Strategic communication for the 

prevention and control of Highly Pathogenic Avian fufluenza (HPAI) and other 
transboundary animal diseases {TADs)" meeting in Istanbul, Turkey from 6 to 9 Aplil 
2010 to exchange experiences gained through the South Asia cross-border project. 

• The subregional manager participated in the inception workshop for the ''Regional risk 
assessment of HPAI in South and Southeast Asia: a socio-economic perspective" on 28 
and 29 April 2010 ln Bangkok, Thailand. 

• The subregional manager participated in the inception workshop of 
OSRO/IND/802/USA project "Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency 
preparedness for Highly Pathogenic Avian Intlucn7.a (HPAI) to India" on 10 and 11 
May 2010 in New Delhi, India. 

• The subregional manager and subregional advocacy coordinator participated in the 
regional communication workshop from 23 to 25 June 20 l 0 ln Bangkok, Thailand. 

Output 2: High-risk areas for introduction of HPAI cross-border routes identified and 
mapped 

• To date, the agency contracted to perform the poultry value chain mapping across fudia
Nepal, India-Bangladesh and India-Myanmar has not been performing satisfactorily and 
has not submitted the final report. The Food and Agriculture Ot-ganization of the United 
Nations (FAO) office in India is trying to obtain the report. 

Output 3: increased capability for emergency response to HPAI outbreaks owing to 
cross-border spread of the disease 

• The study tour to \Vest Bengal, India for staff from Bangladesh, India, Nepal and 
Myanmar to strengthen emergency response capacity was conducted from 26 to 29 
April 2010. Four participants each from Bangladesh and Myanmar, five from India and 
six from Nepal participated in the study tour. 

• The cross-border trade SOPs for response in high-risk areas were finalized in 
consultation with the Technical and Policy Level Committee at the meeting held on 28 
and 29 January 2010 in Pokhara, NepaL The finalized SOPs were circulated in the 
district level workshops to strengthen emergency preparedness and response 
mechanisms for HPAl in India and Bangladesh. 

• A series of trainings and workshops in rapid confirmation of outbreaks in high-risk 
cross-border corridors were held ln Bangladesh for dlstrlct veterinarians and 
paraveterinarians. These trainings/workshops were held on 9 and 10 June (in Chapai 
Nababganj), 13 and 14 June (in Dinajpur) and 16 and 17 June (in Lalmonirhat). 

• The two remaining rounds of training for laboratory pe-rsonnel in India, on the use of 
rapid antigen test kits. were held on 3 and 4 May and on 6 and 7 May 20l0 at the 
India· s \Vest em and Northern Regional Disease Diagnostic Laboratories. Thirty 
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laboratory personnel were trained on the use of rapid antigen kits. 

Phase II 

Output 2: Strengthened production and market systems approach, to improve cross
lwrder movement management and reduce HPAI risks 

• A series of orientation/sensitization workshnps on strengthening cmss-bnrdcr 
emergency preparedness and response mechanisms for HPAI were held for provincial 
and district officers in high-risk cmss-border corridms of Bangladesh. These vmrkshops 
were held in the districts of Rajshahl Division on 9 and lO June (in Chapai Nababganj), 
on l3 and l4 June (in Dinajpur), and on 16 and 17 June (in Lalmonirhat). 
Approximately 90 to 100 per:sons. participated in each \vorkshop_ Very few participants. 
were females. The objectives of these workshops were to: 

orient/sensitize participants on key issues of risk/outbreak communication and 
advocacy interventions to prevent and control HPAI outbreaks; and 
present district-level findings of the poultry value-chain mapping exercise 
conducted by the project. 

To strengthen emergency response preparedness, the workshops \Vere also used as an 
advocacy platfonn to s.ensilize the following border-district groups: (i) local, district
level and decentralized veterinarians; (ji) private and public news channels; (iii) 
journalists and media-persons; (iv) NGOs; (v} farmers; (vi) traders; (vii) women's 
groups: and (viii) police and border forces. 

• The subregional animal health economist undertook the proposed ~tudy on livestock 
marketing systems. in high-risk corridors of Bangladesh with a view to establishing 
poultry production- and market-chain-monitoring processes linked with animal disease 
monitoring data bet\veen l3 and 2l April 2010. The border markets of three districts 
(Chapi Nababganj, Dinajpur and Lalmonirhat} were covered in the first cycle. A similar 
study proposed for high-risk corridors in India could not be started because 
governmental clearance was not received from India_ 

Output 3: Developed policy and harmonized risk management procedures 
• Experienced consultants in Bangladesh, India and Nepal were hired to review and 

analyse policy issues, legislalive frameworks and the development of legislative 
instruments to fill key gaps related to cross-border trade and risk management. The 
reports were received from India and Kcpal in May 2010. 

• The reports from India and Nepal were cleared by the ECTAD regional manager. 

• The subregional workshop on gaps in legislative frameworks in the context of cross
border trading will be organized in the next quatter, once the report from Bangladesh 
consultant is received and analysed. 

Output 4: Capacity for response to cross-border emergencies improved 
• A .series of workshops were held in Bangladesh (in Rajshahi Division) to provide rapid 

response training to host government personnel, at localleve.ls, in high-risk cross-border 
corridors of Bangladesh. These workshops were held on 9 and lO June (in Chapai 
Nababganj}, on l3 and 14 June (in Dinajpur), and on 16 and l7 June (in Lalmonirhat). 
Approximately 90 to 100 per:sons. participated at each works.hop. Very re-~N participants. 
were females. The objectives of these workshops were to: 

determine which measures had been taken for the prevention and control of 
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HPAI and provide sensitization on the dinlcal picture ofHPAI; and 
provide technical guidance and training to veterinarians on the investigation of 
HPAI outbreaks. 

To strengthen emergency response preparedness, the workshops were also used as an 
advocacy platform to sensitize the specific border-district groups as outlined in Output 
2 on page .d of this progress report. 

Planned activities for the next quarter 

Output l: Project management and coordination mechanisms established and operating 
• retain key technical personnel until the end of project date (Le. September 201 0) 
• further strengthen the modalities for better communication and dialogue to f1Kilita.te 

project coordination 
• continue tQ prcp<lrc hi-monthly infonn<ltion bnlktin:, 

• participate in regional and global meetings 

Output 2: High-risk areas for introduction of HPAI Yia cross-border routes identified and 
mapped 

• finalize the study rep01t on poultry value-chain analysis across India, Nepal and 
Bangladesh's borders and also India and Myanmar's border (to date, the agency 
contracted to perform this study has not been performing satisfactorily) 

Output 3: Increased capability for emergenc-y response to HPAI outbreaks owing to 
cross-border spread of the disease 

• conduct trainings and workshops on how to rapidly confirm outbreaks for border 
control personnel in Bangladesh 

Phase II 

Output 2: Strengthened production and market systems approach to improve c-ross
border movement management and reduce HPAI risks 

• continue the study on livestock marketing systems in high risk corridors in Bangladesh. 
with a view to establishing monitoring processes for production and market chains of 
poultry, linked with animal disease monitoring data. The project is currently awaiting 
governmental clearance from India. 

Output 3: DeYeloped policy and hnrmonized risk management procedures 
• review and analyse country report on policy is.sues, legislative frameworks and (he 

development of legi~lative instruments to fill key gaps related lo cro~s-border trade .and 
risk management hom Bangladesh 

• conduct a subregional workshop on gaps in legislative frameworks for cross-border 
trading 

Output 4: Improved capacity for response to cross-border emergencies 
• convene meetings of divisional and district officers in high-risk cross-border corridors 

in BangJade.sh 
• provide rapid response training to host government pcrsonnc1 of Bangladesh, at local 

levels, in the selected high-risk movement corridor~ 
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• conJm:t a ~pecial advocacy initi<ltive in target border districts, as part of emergency 
response activities in India and Bangladesh, in order to mobilize and sensitize the 
following groups: (i) local, district-level and decentralized veterinarians: (ii) private and 
public news channels, journallsts and media-persons; (iii) NGOs; (iv) fanners: (v) 
traders; and (vi) women's groups 

• conduct sensitization workshops for print and electronic media in India's West Bengal 
State for the prevention and conrrol of HPAI to strengthen cross-border emergency 
preparedness and response mechanisms 

Main challenge.'i encountered and response provided 

• delayed clearances from participating governments 
Progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes (from the start of the project 
activities) 

Output 1! Project management anrl l'oordination meC'hanisms estahlisherl and operating 
• All project staff have been rec11Jited, and the coordinating office in Kathmandu, Nepal 

has been established and equipped. Coordinating unit~ in Bangladesh, India and 
Myanmar have also been equipped. A vehicle has been procured for the project 
coordinating unit in Kathmandu. 

• A project workshop, attended by high-level administrative and technical personnel from 
participating countries, was held un 24 and 25 ~an.:h 2008. 

• The project inception workshop was held on 2 and 3 July 2008. A related report has 
been provided to all countries and participants. 

• A United States Agency for International Development {USAID) partners' meeting, on 
HPAf ln South Asia, was organized on 17 and 18 November 2008 in New Delhi, India 
to discuss the progress of Fiscal Year (FY) 2007 activities and a work plan for FY 2008 
funding. 

• Technical and policy-level committees have been constituted. A meeting of these 
committees to monitor the project progress was held on 17 April 2009 in Kolkata, India, 
un 28 and 29 January 2010 in Pukhara, Nepal and on 12 May 2010 in Ne-.,.v Delhi. India. 
A meeting of a technical-level committee to monitor the project's progre-ss was held on 
19 July 2009 in Dhaka, Bangladesh. The Governments of the three countries were very 
appreciative of these meetings and wished to continue these in the future. 

• A poster prepared on the progress of the project was presented during the USAID 
Partners' Meeting held from 1 to 3 April 2009 in Bangkok. 

• Six volumes of hi-monthly information bulletins were released. from May 200'i to 
March 2010, and circulated to ECTAD members, donors, countries and other agencies 
as an information sharingiknowicdge management initiative. 

• Engagement with the South Asia Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) was 
continued through organization of a FAG/World Organisation for Animal Health (OlE) 
subregional meeting of the Global Framework for the Progressive Control of 
Transboundary Animal Di"-;eases (for the SAARC Region) on 4 and 5 June 2009 in 
Kathmandu, Nepal. 

• The subregional manager participated in a meeting in Bangkok, on 16 and 17 July 2009, 
to develop a strategic framework, entitled "FAO regional strategy for Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza and other emerging infectious diseases of <-~nimals in Asia 
and the Pacific: 2009- 2014''. 

• A report on the progress of the project, from April to September, was presented at the 
USAID partners' meeting held on 24 and 25 September 2009 in Bangkok. 
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• The subregional manager participated in the second real-time evaluation of FAD's work 
on HPAI in the As.ian region, held from 30 November to 1 December 2009 in Bangkok, 
Thailand. The evaluation team was briefed on the activities and impact of the South 
Asia cross-border project. 

• The subregional manager and subregional advocacy coordinator participated in the 
fourth regional ECTAD meeting, from 23 to 25 Fcbmary, and the ECTAD Asia 
information system workshop on 26 February 20 I 0 in Bangkok, Thailand. 

• The subregional manager participated in the inception workshop on the "Regional risk 
assessment of HPAI in South and Southeast Asia; a socio-economic perspective" on 215 
and 29 Apri12010 in Bangkok, Thailand. 

• The subregional manager participated m the inception worbhop of 
OSRO!IND/gU2/USA project "Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency 
preparedness for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) to India" on 10 and 11 
lvlay 20l0 in New Delhi, India. 

• The subre-gional Manager and subregional advocacy coordinator participated in the 
regional communication workshop from 23 to 25 June 2010 in Bangkok, Thailand. 

Output 2: High-risk areas for introdudion of HPAI via cross-border routes identified and 
mapped 

• The draft final report of the study on poultry Yalue-chain analysis across Nepal and 
India's border and mapping of high-risk areas was received and cle-ared. 

• The draft final report of the study on poultry value-chain analysis across Bangladesh, 
India and Myanmar's border and mapping of high-risk areas was received and cleared. 

• The draft final repm1 of the study on poultry value-chain analysis across Myanmar, 
India and Bangladesh's borders and mapping of high-risk areas was received and 
cleared. 

• A study on the livestock marketing system in high risk corridors of Nepal, with a view 
to establishing monitoring processes of poultry production and market chains (linked 
with animal disease mnnitoring data), wa<> conducted fmm S to 14 :">Jovernber 2009. 

• The first round sntdy on the livestock marketing system in high-risk corridors of 
Bangladesh, with a view to establishing monitoring processes of poultry production and 
market chains (linked with animal disease monitoring data). wa'\ conducted fmm 13 to 
21 April 2010. The border markets of three districts, viL Chapai Nababganj, Dinajpur 
and Lalmonirhat were covered. 

Output 3: Increased capability for emergency response to HPAI outbreaks owing to 
cross-border spread of the disease 

• Laboratory training fOr participants from Bangladesh, India, Nepal and Myanmar was 
held from 19 to 24 January 2()09 in BhopaL India. 

• A subregional workshop to develop SOPs for emergency response to disease in high
risk cross border trade areas was held on 21 and 22 May 2009 in Kathmandu, I'\epal. 
These SOPs were further discussed (and accepted by each party:! in Bangladesh, India 
and Nepal through a series of brainstorming \Vorkshops from 4 to 6 ,\.l"ovember 2009 (in 
Nepal), on 4 December (in India) and on 10 December {in Bangladesh}, and finally at 
the Technical and Policy Level Committees meeting on 28 and 29 January 2010 in 
Pokhara, r\cpaL The finalized SOPS were circulated in the district kvcl meetings held 
in the high risk corridors in India and Bangladesh. 

• At the request of Government of the Republic of India, rapid antigen detection kits were 
procured and delivered for usc, in high risk corridors, for the rapid screening of 
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outbreak.'>. Fm1hermore, in response to the Government's request, five ;:ycles of 
laboratory tralnings were conducted on the use of rapid antigen kits for 80 laboratory 
personneL The kits were successfully used in the recent HPAI outbreaks in 
Murshidabad district, Wesr Bengal, and were appreciated hy the Government. 

• Enzyme-linked immuno~orbent assay kits (ELISA) were procured and delivered to the 
Government of Federal Democratic Republic of Nepal for surveillance of HPAI in 
ducks in Nepal's far eastern region, which formed a part of the project study area. 

• A study tour to West BengaL India for staff from Bangladesh, India, Nepa1 and 
Myanmar to strengthen emergency response capacity was conducted from 26 to 29 
April 2010. Four participants each from Bangladesh and Myanmar, five from India and 
six. from Nepal participated in the study tour. 

Phase II 
Output 2: Strengthened production and market systems approach to improve cross
border movement management and reduce HPAI risks 

• Stakeholder meetings to present the results of poullry value-chain mapping acros;;, 
Nepal and India's border were held on lO July 2009 in Kathmandu, Nepal; and for the 
Bangladesh-India and Bangladesh-Myanmar borders on 21 July 2009 in Dhaka, 
Bangladesh. The meetings we1·e attended by senior staff representing the Department of 
Livestock Services (DLS) including the Chief Veterinary Officer (CVO), private sector 
representatives, national and international NGOs, Academy for Educational 
Development (AED) and FAO. 

• A subregional workshop, entitled "Cnderst:mding and use of poultry value chain 
analysis in poultry production and marketing in the context of cross hordcr trading", 
was held from 14 to I R September 2009 in Kathmandu, NepaL Delegates from 
Bangladesh, India and Nepal participated. The workshop was facilitated by FAO staff 
from headquarters, ECTAD-RAP Bangladesh and Nepal and also by the Royal 
Veterinary College, London. 

Output 3: Developed policy and harmoniT..ed risk management procedures 
• Consultancy reports from consultants in India and Nepal to review and analyse policy 

issues, legislative fmmeworks and the development of legishltive instruments to fill key 
gaps related lo cross-border trade and risk management were received and technically 
cleared by ECTAD-RAP. 

Output 4: Improved capacity for response to cross-border emergencies 
• A series of orientation ami sensitization workshops, on strengthening cro~s-borcJer 

emergency preparedness and response mechanism for HPAI, were held for provincial 
and district officers in high-risk cross-border corridors of Nepal (Jhapa anJ Morang 
dislricts) and India (Araria!Kishanganj, Darjeeling, Cooch Behar, Dakhshin Dinajpur, 
:Maida, North 24 Parganas and \Vest Tripma dlst:J.icts) between January and 
March 2010. Similar \Vorkshops were held in Bangladesh on 9 and 10 June (in Chapai 
Nababganj), on 13 and 14 June (in Dinajpur), and on 16 and l7 June (in Lalmonlrhat) 
districts. Approximately 90 to 100 persons participated at each workshop. The 
workshops, which \¥'ere part of the emergency response, were also used as a platform to 
sensitize local, district-level and decentralized veterinarians, private and public news 
channels, journalists, media-persons, NGOs, fanners, traders, border security personnel 
and women's groups in border di;;,tricl:... 
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I Quarter 2010 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO!RASnotmSA 

Project title: Strengthening cross-border actiYitics among Bangladesh, India~ Nepal and 
Myanmar to control possible cross-border spread ofHPAI 

Reporting periLxi: .Tanuary-1\larch 2010 

Regional component: Sub-Regional cross-border activities in Bangladesh, India, Kepal and 
Myanmar 
Projed Title: Strengthening cross-border activities among Bangladesh, India, Nepal and 
Myanmar tD control possible cross-border spreaJ of HPAI 
Code: OSROIRASI70l!USA 

Budg<t: USD I 000 000 (Phase I), USD I 000 000 (Phase II) 
Total budget: USD 2 000 000 
Effective starting date: October 2007 

i Planned end date: 30 September 2010 
Context of the project 

Porous, long ~nd continuous land borders between the project's four countries (Bangladesh, 
India, Nepal and Myanmar), with minimal control points and quarantine facilitie-;, continue to 
pose risks for the spread of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in the region as a 
whole. Hence. it is necessary to have a better understanding of the pattern of the poultry supply 
chain and trade taking place across borders. There is also a hKk of sufficient capacity both in 
terms of skilled human resources and also facilities to conduct effective management of 
trans boundary movements of poultry and poultry products. Sharing expertise, information and 
biological samples among laboratories in the region is key for effective planning to prevent or 
prepare for cross-border outbreaks. 

It is envisaged that a longer-term national strategy will be drafted, in consultation with va.Iious 
stakeholders during the project's implementation, to deal with Icmger-term cross-border issues 
relevant to the HPAI threat. 

Objectives of the project 

The mam goal of the project IS to prevent HPAI spreading across borders because of 
movements of poultry and poultry products. 

Specifically the project aims to: (i) develop a platform for dialogue and information exchange 
between countrie.s in the region on issues related to potential cross-border spread of HPAl; 
{ii) strengthen capa<.:itie:-. of institution-; to deal with the threat of transboundary spread of 
HPAI; and (iii) increase understanding of ways to manage cross-border trade to reduce the risk 
of HPAJ outbreaks. 
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Planned activities for the reporting period 

Output 1: Project management and coordination mechanisms established and operating 
• Finalize the recruitment of an international operations consultant. 
• Further strengthen modalities for communications and dialogue to facilitate project 

coordination. 
• Continue to prepare bi-monthly information bulletins. 
• Participate in regional and global meetings. 
• Hold technical- and policy-level committee meetings from 28 to 29 January lOlO. 

Output 2: High-risk areas for introduction of HPAI via cross-border routes identified and 
mapped 

• Finalize the study report on poultry value chain analysis across the lndia-BangLldesh 
and India-l\1yanmar borders, as well as the mapping of high-risk areas requiring further 
intervention. 

• Seek technical clearances from rhe Food and Agriculture Organization of rhe United 
Nations (F AO) Emergency Centre for Transboundary Aninwl Diseases - Regional 
Office for Asia and the Pacific (ECTAD-RAP) and FAO headquarters. 

Output 3: Increa<red capability for emergenLJ' re.'iponse to HPAI outbreaks owing to 
cross-border spread of the disease 

• Conduct the study tour in India for staff from each participating country, from 
1 to 5 February 2010, to strengthen emergency response capacities. 

• Conduct trainings/workshops for border control personnel ln the rapid confirmation of 
outbreaks. 

• Finalize standard cross-border trade operating procedures (SOPs) and recommendi'ltions 
for response in high-risk areas, in consultation with technical- and policy-level 
committees. 

• Train laboratory per:-.onnel in India on the u-;e of rapid antigen test kits in 
February 2010. 

Phase II 

Output 2: Strengthened production and market systems approach to improve cross
border moYcmcnt management and reduce HPAI risks 

• Cundm:r a study on livestock marketing systems in high risk corrldors. with a view to 
establishing monitoring processes for production and market chains of poultry, linked 
with animal disease monitming data. The project is currently awaiting governmental 
dearances from Bangladesh and India. 

Output 3: Developed policy and harmonized risk management procedures 
• Review and analyse policy issues, legi.slative frameworks and the development of 

legislative instmments to fill key gaps related to cross-border trade and risk 
management, through locally contracted experts. 

• Conduct a sub-regional workshop on gaps in legislative frameworks for cross-border 
trading. 

Output 4: Improved capacity for response to cross-border emergencies 
• Convene meetincs of provincial and district officers in high-risk cross-border corridor-; 
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in India and Bangladesh. 
• Provide rapid response training to host government personnel uf India and Bangladesh, 

at local levels, in the selected high-risk movement corridors. 
• Conduct a special advocacy initiative to mobilize and sensitize the following groups: 

local, district-level and decentralized veterinarians; private and publlc news channels, 
journalists and media-pcr5.ons; non-governmental organizations (NGOs); farmers; 
traders; and women's groups. Hold this initiative in target border districts, as parr of 
emergency response activities in India and Bangladesh. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output J: Project management and coordination mechanisms establishe-d and operating 
• An International Operations Officer was recruited and joined the project on 

22 February 201 0. 
• The meeting oftechni..-:al and policy-level committees tD monitor the project's progress 

was held from 28 to 29 January 2010 in Pokhara, NepaL 
• The fifth volume of Information Bulletin (December 2009-January 2010) was 

published and circulated. The sixth volume (February-March 201 0) is under 
preparation. 

• The Subregional Manager and Subregional Advocacy Coordinator participated in the 
fourth regional ECTAD meeting, from 23 to 25 February 2010 and the ECTAD-Asia 
Information System Workshop on 26 February in Bangkok, Thailand. 

Output 2: High-risk areas for introduction of HPAI cross-border routes identified and 
mapped 

• The dratt final report, received from the recipient organization in India, to study poultry 
value-chain mapping across India, Bangladesh, Nepal and Myanmar's borders, was 
reviewed for techmcal contents. The finalized report is being awmted. 

• The draft final repent of poultry value-chain mapping between l\1yanmar, India and 
Bangladesh was received and cleared at the project leveL The report will be ready for 
distribution Juring the next reporting period. 

Output 3: Increased capability for emergency response to HPAI outbreaks owing to 
cross-border spread of the- disease 

• The study tour to India for staff from each participating cuuntry, to strengthen 
emergency response capacity, which was scheduled for first week of February 2010, 
wa'> postponed by the West Bengal Government (in India) due to the occurrence of new 
outbreaks in the state. The new dates of 26 to 29 April 2010 have now been agreed by 
the \Vest Bengal government. 

• The cross-border trade SOPs, for response in high-risk areas, were finalised in 
consultation with the Technical and Policy Level Committee at the meeting held from 
28 to 29 January in Pokhara, Nepal. Finalized SOPs are in the process of circulation. 

• A series of trainings and workshops, in rapid confirmation of Ol![breaks in high risk 
cross-border corridors., were held in Bihar and in India's \Vest Bengal and Tripura 
states, for district veterinarians and para-veterinarians_ These trainingsfworkshops we-re 
held on 14 and 15 January (in Siliguri), on 1CS and 19 February (in Agartala), on 4 and 5 
March (in Kishanganj), on 8 and 9 March (in Maida), on II to 12 March (in South 
Dinajpur), on 15 and 16 March (in Cooch Behar) and on 19 and 20 March (in North 24 
Parganas). 
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• Three rounds of rmining for laboratory personnel in India, on the use of rapid antigen 
test kits, were held on 8 and 9 February, on 11 and 12 February and on 22 and 23 March 
2010 at the India's Regional Disease Diagnostic Laboratories. Fifty laboratory 
personnel were trained on the use of rapid antigen kits. Twenty-two percent of 
pattidpants were females. 

Phase II 

Output 2: Strengthened pruduction and market sy~i.ems approach to improve cross
border movement managen1ent and reduce HPAI risks 

• A series of oricntation/sensitisation workshops on strengthening cross-border 
emergency preparedness and response mechanisms for HPAI were held for provincial 
and district officers In high-rlsk cross-border corridors of India. These workshops were 
held in India, in Bihar. West Bengal and Tripura states on 14 and 15 January (in 
Siliguri), on 18 and 19 February (ln Aganala), on 4 and 5 March (in Kishanganj), on R 
and 9 March (in Maida). on 11 and 12 March (in Suuth Dinajpur), on 15 ami 16 March 
(in Cooch Behar) and on 19 and 20 Nlarch (in North 24 Parganas). Approximately 90-
100 persons partlclpated in each workshop. Around 5-IO percent participants were 
females. The objectives of these workshops were to: 

orient/sensitize patticipants on key issues of risk/outbreak communication and 
advocacy interventions, to prevent and control HPAI outbreaks; 
present district-level findings of the poultry value-chain mapping exercise 
conducted by the project. 

To strengthen emergency response preparedness, the workshops were also used as an 
advocacy platform to sensitisc the following border-district groups: local, district
level and decentralised veterinarians; private and public news channels: journalists and 
media-persons; NGOs; fanners; trader~; women'~ group~; and border security forces. 
Some of the workshops were also attended by partner institutions, particulmly the 
Academy for Educational Development (AED) and the United Nation Children's Fund 
(UNICEF). 

• The proposed study on livestock marketing systems in high risk conidors- with a view 
to establishing poultry production- and market-chain-monitoring processes, linked \-Vith 
animal disease monitoring data - could not be started because governmental clearances 
were not recei ve<l from Bangladesh and India. The project is working to resolve this 
issue. 

Output 3: Developed policy and harmonized risk management procedures 
• Experienced consultants in Bangladesh, India and Nepal were hired to review and 

analyze policy issues, legislative frameworks and the development of legislative 
ins-truments to fill key gaps related to cross-border trade and risk management Their 
reports are expected by early April 2010. 

• Subregional workshop on gaps in legislative frameworks. in the context of cross-border 
trading, will be organiLed in the next quarter, once the consultants' reports are received 
and analysed. 

Output 4: Capacity for response to cross-border emergencies improved 
• A series of workshops were held ln India (in Bihar, \Vest Bengal and Tripura states) to 

provide rapid response training to host government personnel, at local levels. in high
risk cross-border corridors of India. These workshops were held from 14 t<.) 15 Januarv 
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{in Slliguri), l g-J9 February (in Agarra1a), 4-5 March (in Kishanganj), X-9 March {in 
Maida), 11-12 Man.:h (in South Dinajpur), 15-16 March (in Coor::h Behar} and 19-20 
March (in North 24 Parganas). Approximately 90-100 persons participated at each 
workshop. Around 5-10 percent participants were females. The objectives of these 
workshops were to: 

orient/sensitize- participants on key issues of risk/outbreak communication and 
advocacy interventions, to prevent and control HPAI outbreaks~ 
present district-level findings of the poultry value-chain mapping exercise 
conducted by the pn~jecr. 

Planned activities for the next quarter 

Output 1: Project management and coordination mechanisms established and operating 
• Retain key technical personnel until the- end of project date (i.e. September 20 l 0). 
• Further strengthen the modalities for better communication and dialogue, to facilitate 

project coordination. 
• Continue to prepare bi-monthly information bulletins. 
• Particlpate in regional and global meeting.;,;. 
• Hold meetings of technical- and policy-level committees in the next quarter. 

Output 2: High-risk areas for introduction of HPAI Yia cross-border routes identified and 
mapped 

• Finalize the study report on poultry value-chain analysis across India, Nepa1 and 
Bangladesh's borders and also India and Myanmar's border (to date, the agency 
contracted to petfonn this study has not been performing satisfactorily). 

Output 3: Increased capabilit~: for emergency response to HPAI outbreaks owing to 
cross-border spread of the disease 

• Cunducr the study tour to India for staff from each pm1icipating country between 26 and 
29 April 2010 to strengthen emergency response capacities. 

• Conduct trdinings and workshops on how to rapidly confirm outbreaks for border 
control personnel in Bangladesh. 

• After receipt of technical clearance from ECTAD-RAP circulate the finalized SOPs and 
recommendatiuns for response in high-risk cross-border trade areas. 

• Conduct two more rounds of training for laboratory personnel in India in April 2010 on 
the use of rapid antigen test klt.s. 

Phase II 

Output 2: Strengthened production and market systems approach to imprm-'c cross
border movement management and redut.'t' HPAI risks 

• Conduct a smdy on livestock marketing systems in high risk conidors, with a view to 
establishing monitoring processes for production and market chains of pou1try. linked 
with animal disease monitoring Jata. The project is currently av-:aiting governmental 
clearances from Bangladesh and fudia. 

Output 3: Developed policy and harmonized risk management procedures 
• Review anJ analyse country r·eports on policy issues. legislative frameworks and the 

development of legislative instruments to fill key gaps related to cross-border trade and 
risk management, through locally contracted experts. 
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• Conduct a sub-regional workshop on gaps in legislative frameworks for cross-border 
trading. 

Output 4: Improved capacit~· for response to cross-border emergencies 
• Cunvene meeting~ of pmvincia1 and district officers in high-risk cross-bordet- corrido~ 

in India and Bangladesh. 
• Provide rapid response training to host government personnel of India and Bangladesh, 

at local levels, in the selected high-risk movement corridors. 
• Conduct a special advocacy initiative to mobilise and sensitisc the following groups: 

local, district-level anJ decentraliseJ veterinarians; private and public news channels, 
journalists and media-persons; NGOs~ farmers: traders; and women's groups. Hold thls 
initiative in target border districts, as part of emergency response activities in India and 
Banghidesh. 

• Cunduct sensitization wm·kshops for print and electronic media at the national level, 
and also in India's \Vest Bengal and Tripura states, for the prevention and control of 
HPAI. This should be done, m particular, to strengthen cross-border emergency 
preparedness and response mechanism~. 

Main challenges encountered and response provided 
• None 

Progress made towards the achievement of pro jed outL'Omes (from the start of the project 
actiYitie.'i) 

Output 1: Project management and coordination mechanisms established and operating 
• All project staff have been recruited and the coordinating office in Kathmandu, ~epal 

has been cstahllshed and equipped, Coordinating units m Bangladesh, India and 
Myanmar have aJso been equipped. A vehicle has been procured for the project 
coordinating unlt in Kathmandu. 

• A project workshop, attended by high-level administrative and technical personnel from 
participating countries, was held from 24 to 25 March 2008. 

• The Project Inception ·workshop was he1d from 2 to 3 July 2008. A related report hus 
been provided to all countries and participants. 

• A USAID Partners' Meeting. on HPAI m South Asia, wa.s organized from 17 to 
18 November 2008 in New Delhi, India. to discuss the progress of FY 2007 activities 
and a work p1an for F¥2008 funding. 

• Technical and policy-level committees have been constituted. A meeting of these
committees. to monitm- the project progt-ess, was held on 17 April 2009 in Kolkata, 
India and from 28 to 29 January 2010 in Pokhara, NepaL A meeting of a technical-level 
committee, to monitor the project's progress, was held on 19 July 2009 m Dhaka. 
Bangladesh. 

• A poster prepared on the progress of the project was pre~ented during the USAID 
Partners· Meeting, held from 1 to 3 April 2009 in Bangkok. 

• Five volumes of bi-monthly information bulletins were released, from May 2009 to 
January 2010, and circulated to ECTAD members, donors, countries and other agencies, 
as an information sharing/knowledge management initiative. 

• Engagement with the South Asia Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) was 
continued through organization of a F AONlorld Organisation for Animal Health sub
regional meeting of the Global Framework for the Progressive Control of 
Transboundary Animal Diseases (for the SAARC Region) on 4-5 June 2009, 10 

Kathmandu. 
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• The Sub-regional Manager patticipated in a meeting in Bangkok, from 16 to 
17 July 2009, to develop a strategic framework, entitled "FAO Regional Strategy for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza and other Emerging Infectious Diseases of Animals 
in Asia and the Pacific: 2009 - 20 14". 

• A rep011 on the prugress of the project, from April to September, \\'as presented at the 
USAID Partners' Meeting held on 24 and 25 September 2009 in Bangkok. 

• The Subregional Manager participated in the second real-time evaluation of FAO's 
work on HPAI in the Asian region, held from 30 November to 1 December 2009 in 
Bangkok, Thailand. The evaluation team was briefed on the activities and impact of the 
South Asia cross border project. 

• The Subregional Manager and Subregional Advocacy Coordinator participated in the 
Fourth Regional ECTAD Meeting. from 23 to 2.') February, and the ECTAD Asia 
Infonnatlon System \Vnrkshop on 26 February 2010. ln Bangkok, Thailand. 

Output 2: High-risk areas for introduction of HPAI '\'ia cross-border routes identified and 
mapped 

• The draft final report of the study on poultry value-chain analysis across Nepal and 
India's border, and mapping of high-risk areas. was received and cleared. 

• The draft final report of the study on poultry value-chain analysis across Bangladesh, 
India and Myanmar's border, and mapping of high-risk areas was received and cleared. 

• The draft final report of the study on poulrry value-chain am.J!y.sis across Myanmar, 
India and Bangladesh's borders, and mapping of high-risk areas, was received and 
cleared. 

• A study on the livestock marketing system in high risk corridors of Nepal. with a view 
to establishing monitoring processes of poultry production and market chains (linked 
with <mimal disease monitoring data). was conducted from X to 14 November 2009. 

Output 3: lncrea.~ed capability for emergency re.~>ponse to HPAI outbreaks owing to 
cross-border spread of the disease 

• Laboratory training for participants from Bangladesh, India, Nepal and Myanmar was 
held from 19 to 24 January 2009 in Bhopal, India. 

• A sub-regional workshop to develop standard operating procedures tOr emergency 
response to disease in high risk, cros3 border trade areas wa3 held from 21 to 
221\'lay 2009 in Kathmandu, ~epal. These SOPs were further discussed (and accepted 
hy each party), in Bangladesh, India and Nepal, through a series of brainstorming 
workshops from 4 to 6 ~ovember 2009 (in Nepal), on 4 December (in India) and on 10 
De..:.-ember (in Bangladesh), and finally at lhe Technical and Policy Level Committees 
meeting between 28 and 29 January 2010 at Pokhara, Nepal. 

• At the request nf Government of the Republic of India, rapid antigen detection kits were 
procured and delivered for use, in high risk corridors, for the mpid screening of 
oulbreaks. Furthermore, in response to the Government's request, three cycles of 
laboratory trainings were conducted on the use of rapid antigen kits for 50 laboratory 
personnel. The kits \Verc successfully used in the recent HPAI outbreaks in 
Murshidabad district, West Bengal, and were appreciated by the Government. 

• Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay kits were procured and delivered to the 
Government of Federal Dcmocmtic Republic of Nepal for surveillance of HPA [ m 
ducks in Nepal's far eastern region. which fonned a part of the project study area. 
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Phase II 
Output 2: Strengthened production and market systems approach to impro,'e cross
border movement management and reduce HPAI risks 

• Stakeholder meetings to present the results of poultry value-chain mapping across 
Nepal anJ India's border were held on 10 July 2009 in Kathmandu. Nepal; and for the 
Bangladesh-India and Bangladesh-Myanmar borders, on 21 July 2009 in Dhaka, 
Bangladesh. The meetings were attended by senior staff representing the Department of 
Livestock Services including the Chief Veterinary Officer, private sector 
representatives, national anti international NGOs, AED and FAO. 

• A sub-regional workshop, entitled ''Understanding and Use of Poultry Value Chain 
Analysis in Poultry Production and Marketing in the Context of Cross Border Trading", 
was helJ from 14 to l R September 2009 in Kathmandu. Nepal. Deleg<.~tes from 
Bangladesh, India and ::'\Fepal participated. 1l1e workshop was facilitated by FAO staff 
from headquarters, RAP, Bangladesh and Nepal, and also by the Royal Veterinary 
College, London. 

Output 3: DeYeloped policy and harmonized risk management procedures 
• Experienced consultants in Bangladesh. India and Nepal were hired to review and 

analyse policy issues, legislative fmme\vorks and the development Df legislative 
instmments to fi1l key gaps related to cross-border trade and risk management were 
relevant. 

Output 4: Improved capacity for response to cross-border emergencies 
• A series of orientation and sensitization workshops. on strengthening cross-border 

emergency preparedness and response mechanism for HPAI, were held for provincial 
und district officers in high-risk cross-border corridor~ of Nepal (Jhapa and Morang 
districts) and India (Araria!Kishanganj, Darjeeling, Cooch Behar, Dakhshin Dinajpur, 
Malda, North 24 Parganas and \Vest Tripura districts) between January and 
March 2010. Approximately 90-100 persons participated at each workshop. The 
workshops, which were part of the emergency response, were also used as a platform to 
sensitise locaL district-level and decentralised veterinarians, private and public news 
channds, journalists, media-persons, NGOs, farmers, traders. and women's groups in 
border districts. 
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Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604iLSA Baby 05 

Project title: lmmediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza 

Reporting period: April to September 2013 

Regional Component: Southeast Asia 
Project title: Immediate tec-hnical assistanc-e to strengthen emergency preparedness for Ilighly 
Pathogenic A vi an Influenza 
Code: OSRO;RAS/604/USA Baby 05 

Budget: Phase 1: USD 600 000 
Phase II: USD l 435 000 
Phase III: l'SD I 172 700 
Phase IV: USD 937 ~00 
Phase V:,USD l 000 000 
Mongolia Balance: USD 30 667 
Phase VI: USD l 192 500 
Phase VII: USD 830 000 
Phase VIII (current): USD l 000 000 

Total budget: USD 8 198 667 
Effective starting date: 1 August 2006 

Planned end date: 30 September 20 J 4 

Context of the pro jed 

The llighly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (liP AI) epidemic. caused by the Il5Nl virus, began to 
affect Asia and Southeast Asia (ate 2003 and early 2004 and spread to many countries in the 
region. The effects were particularly severe in Indones.ia, Thailand and Viet Nam, .. vhich saw 
widespread outbreaks in poultry a.s \Veil as human cases of HSN 1 infection. The Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United :-.lations (F AO), through its Emergency Centre for 
Tnmsboundmy Animal Diseases (ECTAD), established a decentralized unit m Bangkok, 
Thailand, located in the Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific (RA_P). to provide technical 
backstopping for countries in the Asia and the Pacific region that were experiencing outbreaks 
of the infection or were at risk of it. ECTAD RAP was supported through a preliminary 
regional project (OSRO/Ri\S/505iUSA) funded by the United States Agency for International 
Development (USAID). This support has continued under the current F AO project. 

Objectives of the project 

The objective of this regional component is to coordinate project adivities with the target 
countries and also to ensure continuity from the previous project (OSRO:RA.S/505iUSA) to the 
current one. The project also aims to strengthen regional level cross-sectoral coordination and 
communication for HPAI control. 

Planned activities for the reporting period (April 2013 to 30 September 2013) 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at regional level 
• Continue to provide technical and operational inputs to country-level projects m 

collaboration with country teams. 
• Continue to provide technical inputs, resource persons or training support to the 

activities related to the existing regional HPAI Control Framevmrk for ASEAN, 
existing network systems or regional coordination mechanism related to HPAI and 
animal disease control. 
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• Continue to coordinate and collaborate with other agencies on activities related to I TPAJ 
controL 

• Continue to provide tet:hnit:al inputs to suppon the activities of the Emerging Pandemic 
Threats Plus (EPT+) project as \VCll as the other USAID EPT components implemented 
by ·various partners. 

Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in the field of veterinary 
epidemiology 

• Continue activities t-o implement the Regional Field Epidemiology Training Programme 
for Veterinarian.•.; (FETPV), including the seeking of additional support for the 
programme through other potential partners. 

• Continue ro provide support for the development of field epidemiology related training 
programmes in Cambodia, Lao People's Democratic Republic (PDR) and South Asia. 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of the epidemiology and laboratory networks 
• 

• 

• 

Continue to support the implementation of FAO's EMPRES-i (Emergency Prevention 
System-i) Asia to share expertise and infom1ation in a real-time manner across the 
network through meetings, workshops and online communication. 
Provide coordination, in collaboration \Vith other regional project.'\ implemented by 
FAO, to strengthen existing epidemiology and laboratory networks, as weH as the 
epidemiology consortium. 
Continue to provide support for sample submission from member countries to 
intcmational reference laboratories. 

Output 4: Strengthened coordination of cross-border risk assessment and management 
for HPAI transmission 

• Support the dialogue bct\vcen or among member countries on cross-border c-ooperation 
and collaboration m the management of en tical control points in key reg10nal corridors. 

Output 5: Established regional emergency re-sponse services 
• Continue to provide technical and operational assistance to member countries to contain 

the HPAI outbreaks in their respective countries. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period (April 2013- September 2013) 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at regional level 
• The ECTAD team continued to provide technical and operational inputs to country

level projects in collaboration with country teams: 
o The Regional Coordinator continued to provide technical backstopping to the 

USAID funded project in Lao PDR and Myanmar in the absence of the International 
T cam Leader. 

• The Regional Coordinator made technical contribution to the follo\ving ASEAN 
meeting~ whi.:h are related to regional coordination mechanism for animal health and 
zoonoses in Southeast Asia: 
o ASEA~ Coordinating Center for Animal Health and Zoonoses (ACCAHZ) 

Advocac,y Meeting was organized on 22 August 2013 in \1elaka, Malaysia. The 
Advocacy meeting aimed to: (i) familiarize the Senior Officers and Director Geneml 
or Chief Veterinary Officer for the National Animal llcalth Authority from ASEAN 
:V1cmbcr States with ACCAHZ~ and (ii) provide them with a more in-depth 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

understanding of irs relevance. intent, status and future direction. The Meeting was 
also expected to provide a venue for the participating officials to provide invaluable 
insights and comments on ACCAHZ, as well as guidance on its establishment 
\Vithin the context of ASEAN. 

o The 35th ASEA:\' Ministerial Meeting on Agriculture and Forestry included the 
launching of the ASEAN Animal Health Collaboration \Vcbsitc. The Regional 
Coordinator provided technical inputs for the website, \vhich wa:. developed as an 
infOnnation-sharing platfOrm fOr ASEAN, supported by the FAO component of the 
European Cnion 's Highly Pathogenic Emerging Diseases Programme. The platfom1 
is envisaged to be a data warehousing facility that will facilitate dissemination and 
sharing of relevant documents andior information relating to animal health 
initiatives in lhe region among the member countries, stakeholders, and relevant 
partners. 

The Regional Coordinator provide inputs to prepare for a FAO--World Organisation for 
Animal Health (OIE)-World Heallh Organization (\VHO) tripartite event- the Fourth 
Asia-Pacific Viorkshop on Multiscctoral Collaboration for Prevention and Control of 
Zoonoses, which will be held during 27-29 0iovembc-r 2013 in Kathmandu, Nepal to 
strengthen collaboration and coordination the three organizations and their members 
using a One I fealrh approach. 
The Regional Coordinator and the National Operations Officer prepared the project 
document tOr the 811

' Phase of the RAP component of the LlSAID funded project which 
was subsequently approved by USAID. 
The ECTAD team in Asia provided technical and operational inputs for the 
organization of the Avian Influenza and Emerging Pandemic Threats Programme 
Discussions organized in Bangkok, Thailand on 26 June 2013. The meeting brought the 
team leaders from ECTAD country programmes to review and discuss reprogramming 
the regional projects to address the current situation of IIPAI. 
The ECTAD team pmvided technical inputs to suppon the activities of the USAID EPT 
and EPT + programmes. Specifically: 
o The ECTAD team attended and provided inputs to the USAJD EPT Program- Asia 

Regional Meeting organized by USAID during 18-19 June 2013 in Bangkok, 
Thailand. The objectives were to give updates on the status of project deliverables, 
share information among partners on proposed final-year \Vork plans to achieve 
del ivcrablcs, and to brainstonn on how to be-tter integrate emerging pandemic 
threats activities within existing host-country platfonns. 

c The ECTAD team provided technical and operational inputs to the organization of 
the IDENTIFY Tripartite Meeting on 20 June 2013 in Bangkok. Thailand. The 
objectives of the meeting were to review the activities and progress of IDENTIFY 
FAO, OlE and \VHO components in the Asian regions, to discuss specific technical 
and strategic issues implemented under IDENTIFY by each partner and attempt to 
develop a common approach/understanding and collaboration on these technical 
ISSUeS. 

The ECTAD team provided technical and operational inputs to the activities related to 
H7N9 emergency surveillance in the region, including the organization of four 
meetings: 
o H7:'\9 Technical and Programmatic Coordination Meeting, 2-3 May 2013 in 

Bangkok, Thailand. The objectives of the meeting were to review- the current status 
ofH7N9 in human and animal health sectors; revie-...v the preliminary risk analysis of 
Il7N9 spread including information from the poultry supply chain and social 
network analysis; detem1ine short-, medium- and longer-tem1 surveillance strategies 
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including status diagnostic tests and protocols for Ii7N9 for at-risk countries; 
identify the opportunities for synergies of the human and animal health sectors as 
well as other sectors among the countries in the region and synergies between the 
countries and the relevant international organizations. 

o USAJO Partners Meeting for China, 6-7 May 2013 in Guang Zhou. The meeting 
discussed the I 17N9 situation and identified opportunities for synergies between the 
human and animal health sectors as well as other sectors in China in order to deal 
with the H7N9 crises. 

o Technical and Policy Discussion on the Prevention and Control of Avian 
Influenza A(H7:"19) in Asia. 24-25 June 2013, Bangkok, Thailand. The meeting 
was jointly hosted by USAID and the Royal Thai Government. The objectives were 
to: share the lessons leamed from actions undertaken by the Government of China 
in preventing and managing the situation of 117N9 influenza infections in poultry 
and humans as well as monitoring II7'\r9 influenza viral evolution; discuss specific 
unresolved issues related to viral transmi~sion, surveillance, risk assessment and 
management as well as appropriate and pmctical interventions for H7N9 influenza 
infection based on capacity developed from the 115N 1 c-risis~ discuss risks and 
scenarios of the 117N9 situation in the region and the possible mitigation measures 
in short-, medium- and longer-term; and identify the opportunities for synergies of 
the human health, animal health and other sectors among the countries in the region 
and between the countries and the relevant international organizations. 

o H7:"119 Technical and Programmatic Meeting, 12-13 September 2013, Rome, 
Italy. The meeting discussed the current disease situation in China, updated 
scientific infOrmation related to laboratory diagnosis and transmission of H7N9 
virus and identified the ways fonvard to proactively deal with I I7N9 in Asia. 

• Implementation of the USAID funded project "Emergency surveillance of lntluenza 
A(H7N9) vims in South and Southeast Asia" was carried out from May to September 
2013 in collaboration with country teams and US Centers of Disease Control and 
Prevention. 

• Other technical and operational inputs thar the ECTAD team provided to country 
projects, in collaboration with FAO country teams and national counterparts. included: 
o recruitment of international consultants; 
o procurement of equipment and supplies; 
o is~uance of contracts to conduct field activities/research; and 
o provision of clearance to technical reports prepared by staff of ECTAD Country 

Teams or by consultants recruited for various project activities. 

Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in the field of veterinary 
epidemiology 

• The Senior Veterinary Epidemiologist, the Regional Coordinator and the ECTAD team 
continued to work closely with the Thai Dep<~nment of Livestock Deve-lopment on 
activitie-s related to FETPV. These inc-luded: 
o serving as regional programme mentors to the trainees from Thailand and other 

coumries; 
o attending and providing technical inputs to the Trainings/Workshops/Discussions 

during the first module of the training which was the joint training course with the 
Regional Field Epide-miology Training Programme organized by the Thai Ministry 
of Public Health for the public health personnel; and 

o continuing to seek additional support tOr the programme. 
• The Senior Veterinary Epidcmlologist continued to provide support to the training 
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programmes ar the country and regional levels in South Asia including: 
o The SAARC 2nd Epidemiology Network Workshop during 12-15 August 2013 m 

Bhutan; and 
o The 2nd Regional Field Epidemiology Training Programme for Veterinarians m 

NepaL 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of the epidemiology and laboratory networks 
• The ECTAD team contlnucd to provide technical inputs and coordination, m 

collaboration with other regional projects implemented by FAO, to strengthen existing 
epidemiology and laboratory networks. This included: 
o The First Meeting of ASEAN Ad-hoc Veterinary Epidemiology Group (A VEG) 

in Phuket, Thailand, 27-29 August 2013. The objectives of the meeting were to 
discuss and develop the drafr Terms of Reference, and to discuss on the roadmap to 
establish a sustainable epidemiology group within ASEAN mechanisms. 

• The ECTAD team continued to provide technical inputs to the disease tracking system 
EMPRES-i Asia and information sharing via the Transboundary Animal Disease 
Nehvork Asia email circulation. 

Output 4: Strengthened coordination of cross-border risk assessment and management 
for HPAI transmission 

• The Regional Animal Health Economist, participated in and provided inputs to the 
followlng meetings: 
o The Cross-border Livestock Value Chain Workshop in South Asia in 

collaboration wirh tht: mt:rnbers from SAARC Regional Support Unit, wa."i
organizcd from 29 April to 1 May 2013 in Kathmandu, Nepal. 

o The Viet Nam and China Bilateral .Meeting on Collaboration to Address 
Transboundary Animal Diseases and Diseases of Public Health Concern 
organized at Halong Bay 22 and 24 August 2013. The meeting was held to share 
information of situation and activities relevant to diseases with transboundary nature 
and to define technical collaboration between the two countrles. 

Output 5: Established regional emergency response sendces 
• The Regional Veterinary Epidemiologist and Regional Animal l kalth Economist 

conducted mi~sions to Cambodia and Nepal Juring the reporting period to conduct a 
multidisciplinary field risk assessment of recent outbreaks in these tv,'O countries. The 
team provided inputs to the partners and to the donor coordination meeting. 

• The ECTAD team provided technical and operational inputs to: 
o Liaise with lJSAlD Washington to distribute the personal protective equipment to 

member countries in Asia upon the request; 
o Assist the ECTAD Country team in Nepal procuring personal protective equipment 

as part of preparedness for further outbreaks in ]\;cpa\. 

Planned actiYities for the next six-month period (October 2013- March 2014) 

Output 1: Str·engthened cross-sectoral coordination at regional level 
• Continue to provide technical and operational inputs to country-level projects in 

collaboration \Vith country teams. 
• Continue to provide technical inputs, resource persons or training support to the 

activities related to existing regional the HPAI Control Frame\vork fOr ASEAN, 
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• 

• 

existing network systems or regional coordination mechanism related to liPAI and 
animal disease controL 
Continue to coordinate and collaborate wirh other agencies on activities related to HPAI and 
I I7N9 surveillance and response. 
Continue to provide technical inputs to support the activities of the EPT + project as 
well as the other USAID EPT components implemented by various partners. 

Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in the field of veterinary 
epidemiology 

• 

• 

Continue activities to implement the Regional FETPV, including the jeeking of 
additional support for the programme through other potential partners. 
Continue to provide support to the development of field epidemiology related training 
programmes in Cambodia, Lao PDR and South Asia. 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of the epidemiology and laboratory networks 
• 

• 

• 

Continue to support the implementation of E)..,1PRES-i Asia to share expertise and 
information in a real-time manner across the network through meetings. workshops and 
online communication. 
Provide coordination, m collaboration \Vith other regional project.'\ implemented by 
FAO, to strengthen existing epidemiology and laboratory networks, as weH as the 
epidemiology consortium. 
Continue to provide support for sample submission from member countries to 
intcmational reference laboratories. 

Output 4: Strengthened coordination of cross-border risk assessment and management 
for HPAI transmission 

• Support the dialogue between or among member countries on cross-border c-ooperation 
and collaboration m the management of en tical control points in key reg10nal corridors. 

Output 5: Established regional emergency re-sponse services 
• Continue to provide technical and operational assistance to member countries to contain 

the HPAI outbreaks in their respective countries. 

Main challenges encountered and response provided 

• No major challenges were encountered during the reporting period . 

Progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes ({ron-1 the star! of activities; 

Output 1 ~ Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at regional level 
• 

• 

Coordination and collaboration between F AO and other international organizations and 
agencies were strengthened and continued. Engagement was strengthened with ASEAN 
through the adoption of strategies jointly developed by member countries and F AO. 
Coordination has been well established between the projects funded by USAID and the 
projects funded by other donors. Success stories and lessons learnt from II PAl can be 
used to tUrther broaden the scope of action to prevention and control of transboundary 
animal diseases (TADs} and emerging infectious diseases (EIDs} using a One Health 
approach at the regional and COLU111)' levels. 
Building on the existing capacities for li5N 1, emergency surveillance for 117N9 
incursion in the bordering countries and having poultry value chain connections with 
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Chlna has been conducted. Such activities will be continuously conducted for the 
upcoming winter season. 

Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in epidemiology through 
regional F'ETPV 

• The FETPV contlnued smoothly wlth additional collaborations at the natlonal and 
international levels and approved joint funding for the programme. !\SEAN Member 
States rccognlzed the importance of integrating vetcrlnary epidemiology activltics in 
the national veterinary services and noted that the Thai Department of Livestock 
Development has been hosting the Regional FETPV since 2009. Capacity building in 
the field of epidemiology has been included as one of the main t:omponents of the draft 
Regional Strategies for Veterinary Epidemiology Capacity Development and 
Nct\vorking which has been endorsed at the Senior Official and rvhnisterial levels. 
There have been two graduating cohorts, in 2011 and 2012, consisting of 13 veterinary 
graduates. One hundred and thirty-fOur veterinarians from 11 countries were train~d 
through the short course, Veterinary Field Epidemiology in Action. Eight training 
modules, an FETPV trainee manual and four structured case studies were developed 
and used for the training. A total of 44 epidemiology reports (13 surveillance, 
18 outbreak investigations and 13 field epidemiology studies) were developed and some 
of these reports were presented at international conferences including the Training 
Programs in Epidemiology and Public llealth Interventions Net\vork (TEPHINET), 
European Scientific Conference on Applied Infectious Disease Epidemiology 
(ESCAIDE), the Conference of Research Workers in Animal Disea~es (CRWAD) and 
the Melbourne One Health ContCrcncc. The training programme has now been rc·vised 
to usc a modular approach consisting of three modules, which arc in logical sequence: 
1) analysis of secondary data derived from surveillance system; 2) outbr~ak 

investigation; and 3) fleld epidemiology study. 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of the epidemiology and laboratory networks 
• The Strategic Framework for Regional Laboratory Networks for Southea.<;.t Asia wa.-. 

endorsed by the A SEAN \V orking Group on Livestock. The international partners for 
the regional laboratory network in Southeast Asia were recognized by the Member 
States as the Technical Advisory Group. 1l1c Laboratory Directors' Forum has been 
used to advocate for the progression of ongoing activities to gain more support at the 
policy level. 

Output 4: Conducting risk a-ssessment for HPAI transmission through cross-border 
poultry trade 

• A coordinated effort has been launched to develop cross-border collaboration between 
China and VietNam, and Cambodia and Viet ~am. 
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Quarter II 2010 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Rab!' 05 

Project tide: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic A~·ian Influenza (HPAO 

Reporting period: April- June 2010 

Regional Component: Southeast Asia 
Project title: fmmedi~te technical asslsbnce to strengthen emergency preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/l'SA Baby 05 

Budget: USD 600 000 (Phase 1), USD l 435 000 (Phase II), USD l 172 700 (Phase Ill), 
USD 937 800 (Ph<t"-C IV) 
Total budget: USD 4 145 500 
Effective starting date: l August 2()()6 

Planned end date: 30 September 2010 

Context of the project 

The Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) epidemic, caused by H5N l viruses, began in 
late 2003 and in early 201.14 in Asia and Southeast Asia and spread to many countrie~ in the 
region. The effects \vere particularly severe in Indonesia, Thailand and Viet Nam, which saw 
widespread outbreaks in poultry and also human cases of HSN 1 infection. The Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United :">Jations (FAO). through its Emergency Centre for 
Tnmsboundary Animal Disease Operations (ECTADL established a decentralized unit In 

Bangkok, Thailand, located in the Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific (RAP), to provide 
technical backstopping for countries in the Asia and the Pacific region that were experiencing 
outbreaks of the infection or were at risk of it. ECTAD RAP was .supported through a 
preliminary, regional project (0SRO:RAS/505iUSA) funded by the United States Agency for 
International Development (USATD). This support ha"> continued under FAO's present project. 

Objectives of the project 

The objective of this regional component is to coordinate project activities with the target 
countries and also to ensure continuity and a smooth transition from the previous project 
(OSROiRAS/505/USA) to the current one. The project also alms to strengthen regional level 
cross-sectoral coordination and communication for HPAI controL 

Planned activities (for the reporting period) 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at regional level 

• continue to provide technical and operational inputs to country-level projects In 

collaboration with the country teams 

• continue to provide implementation suppott to the Association of Southeast Asian 
Nations (ASEAN) for activities under the Second Regional Strategic Framework for 
HPAI Control in Southeast Asia 

• continue to coordinate and collaborate with other agencies on activities related to HPAI 
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control 

Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in epidemiology through 
Regional FETPV 

• continue the activities to implement the two-year regional field epidemiology training 
programme for veterinarians (FETPV) and seek additional support for the programme 
through other pntential partners 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of epidemiology and laboratory network 
• provide coordination, in collaboration wi[h other regional projects implemented by 

FAO. to strengthen existing epidemiology and laboratory networks 
• continue to provide suppm1 for .;,;ample submission from member countries to 

international reference laboratories 
• continue to provide technical inputs for the establishment of a disea<>e tracking system, 

ECTAD Asia, in collaboration with the senior technical adviser of FAO's HPAI 
programme ln China 

Output 4: Conducting risk assessment for HPAI transmission through cross-border 
poultry trade 

• continue to provide coordination tOr country teams conducting risk assessment .<otudies 
on HPAI transmbsion through the cross-border poultry trade 

Actil'ities undertaken during reporting period 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at regional level: 
• FAO recruited or continued to recruit international and national staff for the project. 
• The Regional Coordinator (RC) continued to coordinate and collaborate wlrh other 

United Nations (UN) agencies, donors and international humanitarian actors by 
attending meetings in the region to ensure that support and approaches to HPA1 control 
are harmonized at country and regiona11evels. Specificalty, the RC: 

partic-ipated anti provided tec-hnic-al inputs w the '"'Second FAO/OIEi\VHO Joint 
Sclentific Consultation on Influenza <md Other Emerging Infectious Diseases at 
the Human-Animal Interface'' which was organized in Verona, Italy from 26 
April to30 April 20 I 0. 
attended the "Emerging Pandemic Threat (EPT) Planning :\1eeting," which was 
organized by USAID in Siem Reap, Cambodia on 4 June 2010. 
attended an informal meeting with the United Sta[es' Centers for Disease 
Preventi\m and Control (US CDC) and RESPOND group to discuss the 
harrnoniLmion and collaboration of the work plans_ 
participated and provided technical inpms to the ''Consultative Ivleeting on 
Regional Communication and Advocacy'' organi?Cd under the supp011 of the 
Asian Development Bank (AsDB}. held from 23 June to 25 June 2010 in 
Bangkok, Thailand. 

• The RC provided technical inputs to ASEAN HPAI Task Force in drafting the "ASEAN 
Roadmap for HPAI Progressive Control and Eradication" and participated in the 
"Second Mee-ting of Technical Working Group'' respom.ible for drafting of the roadmap 
held in Hanoi, VietNam from 30 June to 1 July 2010. 

• The RC provided inputs to the FAO country teams on the preparation of the project 
proposals for further funding by USAID in fiscal year 2010. 

• The ECTAD team provided technical and operational inputs to country projects, in 
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collaboration with FAO country teams anti n<Jtional counterparts, for the following 
activities: 

recruitment of international consultants: 
procurement of equipment and supplies; and 
issuance of contracts to conduct fielU activities/research. 

Output 2: Establishment of regional and national resource personnel in epidemiology 
• In collaboration with the Regional Veterinary Epidemiologist (RVE}. the RC worked 

closely with the Department of Livestock Development (DLD) on activities related to 
FETPV. These included: 

meeting with the teams from US CDC, which are based in Thailand, to discuss 
collaboration in supponing FETPV and strengthening the linkage between FETP 
and FETPV at the regional and country level. The RVE joined the country visit 
jointly conducted by FAO and CDC to Lao PDR. During the. mission in 
Bangkok, the RC and RVE attended the meeting held among CDC, FAO and 
EPT -RESPOND to discuss possible collaboration on capacity building in the 
Southeast Asia: 
attending the. steering committee on FETPV appointed by DLD to discuss 
programme management as we11 a..'> the human and financial resources to be 
provided by DLD; 
organizing the first-round visit of the FETPV trainees who were enrolled in the 
class of 2010 in Thailand for a series of trainings and workshops. The RYE 
jointly prepared with DLD a case s[Udy to be used for outbreak investigation for 
the training; 
preparing for the ''Animal-Human-Environment Interface \Vorkshop: Socio
economic and Communication Module" to be held from 24 August to 26 August 
2010:and 
assi~ting the RVE in conducting a mi~sion to China to provide inputs to the 
country team on the on-going efforts in the developmem ofChina-FETPV. 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of epidemiology and laboratory network 
• The RC continued to provide technical inputs. to help organiLe sub-regional and in

country workshops on surveillance and laboratory networks for HPAI and other forms 
of intluenza in Asia. These workshops were supported by other regional projects 
(GCP/RAS/22l/JPN, funded by the Government of Japan, and TCP/RAS/321 1, funded 
by FAO) which were implemented by FAO from February to March 2010. 

• ECTAD RAP continued to provide technical inputs to assist in the establishment of the 
disease tracking system. ECTAD Asia, in co1lahoration with the senior technical adviser 
of FAO's HPAI programme in China. The sy~tem is now to be called "'Global Animal 
Disease Information System (EMPRES-i)-Asia," as it is part of EMPRES-i. 

• The RC provided inputs to facilitate the planning and implementation of "EPT
IDENTIFY" project, which i:<. related to regional laboratory networking initiative. 

Output 4: Conducting risk assessment for HPAI transmission through cross-border 
poultry trade 

• The RC, in collabordtion with a socio-economic expert from FAO headquarters, 
organized a meeting among CTAs of GMS countries (Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar 
and China} and a national consultant from Thailand to consolidate the studies on risk of 
HPAI spread along poultry production and market chains at cross-border level 
conducted at reglonal and country levels on 22 June 2010. 
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• The RC facilitated the discussion among USAID partners including FAO. Academy for 
Educational Development (AED) and Kenan Institute Asia to develop a collaborative 
framework on joint activities to be jointly conducted at the border point between 
Mukdahan Province of Thailand and Savannakhet of Lao PDR. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at regional level 
• prepare the project proposal of the "regional component" for further funding by US AID 

during the fiscal year of 2010 and continue to provide inputs to country teams m 
preparing the proposah. for the country components 

• continue to provide technical and operational inputs to country-level projects in 
collaboration with country teams 

• continue to provide support to ASEAN w finalize the roadmap for HPAI Progressive 
Control and Ewdication in Southeast Asia 

• continue tn conrdinatc and collaborate with other agencies on activities related to HPAI 
control 

Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in epidemiology through 
Regional FETPV 

• continue activities to implement the two-year FETPV programme, including the seeking 
of additional supp011 for the programme through other potential partners 

• continue to provide support to the development of China-FETPV as we11 as related 
training programme in Cambodia and Lao PDR 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of epidemiology and laboratory network 
• provide coonlination, in collaboration with other regional projects implemented by 

FAO, to strengthen existing epidemiology and laboratory networks 
• continue to provide support for .sample submission from member countries to 

international reference laboratories 
• continue to provide technical inputs hx the establishment of a disease tracking system, 

EMPRES-i Asia, in col1aboration with the senior technical adviser of FAO's HPAI 
programme in China and IT expe11 in FAO headquarters 

Output 4: Conducting risk assessment for HPAI transmission through cross-border 
poultry trade 

• continue to provide coordination for country teams conducting Iisk assessment studies 
on HPAI transmission through the cross-border poultry trade 

l\tlain challenges encountered and response provided 

• There were no major challenge:-. Juring the reporting period. 

Progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes (from the start of activities) 

Output 1: Strengthened cros.s-sectoral coordination at regional level 

• Coordination and collaboration between FAO and other international organizations and 
agencies- as \veil as with regional political organizations such as ASEAN- has 
continued and has been strengthened. Linkages have been made between the projects 
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funded by US AID and the projects funded or (or about to be funded) by other donors. 

Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in epidemiology through 
Regional FETPV 

• FETPV has continued smoothly with additional collaborators at national ru1d 
international levels and approved joint funding for the programme. 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of the epidemiology and laboratory network 

• In order to facilitate collaboration among key international partners, a matrix was 
drafted with the aim of :-:trengthening epidemiology and laboratory netv-:orks for HPAI 
in Southeast Asia. 

Output 4: Conducting risk assessment for HPAI transmission through cross-border 
poultry trade 

• A key operational research approach to study HPAl risk in the poultry sector, and the 
value chain at cross-border level, was discussed through consultative meetings between 
FAO country teams and key USAID partners. including Abt Associates, Academy for 
Educational Development and Development Alternatives, Incorporated. Methodology 
guidelines were finalized and the plans to conduct regional studie~, focusing on two 
major poultry production areas, were discussed and are being finalized. Additional data 
has been collected at country and regional levels. 
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I Quarter 20 I 0 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Rab!' 05 

Project tide: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic AYian Influenza (HPAI) 

Reporting period: Januar,Y-l\rlarch 2010 

Regional Component: Southeast Asia 
Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency prepm·edness for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Jntlucnza (HPAI) 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/l'SA Baby 05 

Budget: USD 600 000 (Phase n. USD I 435 000 (Phase II), USD I 172 tOO (Phase lll), 
USD 937 800 (Phase IV) 
Total budget: USD 4 145 500 
Effective starting date: 1 August 2006 

Planned end date: 30 September 2010 

Context of the project 

The highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI} epidemic, caused by H5N I viruses, began in 
late 2003 and in early 2004 in Asia and Southeast Asia, and spread to many countries in the 
region. The effects were particularly severe in Indonesia, Thailand and Viet 1\am, which saw 
widespread outbreaks in poultry, and also human cases of HSNl infection. The Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United ~ations (FAO). through its Emergency Centre for 
Tnmsboundary Animal Di~ease Operations (ECTAD), established a decentntlised unit in 
Bangkok, Thailand, located in the Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific (RAP), to provide 
technical backstopping for countries in the Asia and the Pacific region that were experiencing 
outbreaks of the infection or were at risk of it. ECTAD RAP \Vas supponed through a 
preliminary, rt:gional project (OSRO!RAS/505/USA) funded by the United States Agency for 
International Development (US AID). This support has continued under FAO's present project. 

Objectives of the project 

The objective of this regional component is to coordinate project activities with the target 
countries, and also to ensure- continuity and a smooth transition from the previous project 
(OSRO/RAS/505/USA) to the current one. The project al.so aims to strengthen regional-level 
cross-sectoral coordination and communication for HPAI control. 

Planned activities (for the reporting period) 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at the regional Jevel 

• Continue to provide technical and operational inputs to projects at the country level, in 
collaboration with the country teams. 

• Continue to provide support to the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEA.:-.i) to 
implement activities under the Second Regional Strategic Framework tOr HPAI Control 
in Southeast Asia. 
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• Continue to coordinate and collaborate with other agencies on acrJ·vities related to HPAI 
control. 

Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in epidemiology through 
Regional FETPV 

• Continue the activities to implement the two-year regional field epidemiology training 
programme for veterinarians (FETPV) and seek further support for the programme 
thruugh additional potential partners. 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of the epidemiology and laboratory network 
• Provide coordination, in collaboration with other FAO regional projects, to strengthen 

existing epidemiology and laboratory networks. 
• Continue to provide support for sample submission from member countries to 

international reference laboratories. 
• Continue to provide technical inputs for the establishment of disease tracking systems, 

through ECTAD Asia, in co11aboration with FAO's senior technical adviser for the 
HP AI Programme in China. 

Output 4: Conducting risk assessment for HPAI transmission through the cross-border 
poultry trade-

• Cuntinue to provide coonJination for cuuntry teams that are performing ri:-.k 
assessments of HPAJ transmission through the cross-border poultry trade. 

Acthitics undertaken during reporting period 

Output 1: Strengthen cross-sectoral coordination at the regionalle·vel: 
• FAO recruited or continued to recruit international and national staff for the project. 
• The Regional Coordinator (RC) continued to CLXlrdinate and collaborate -..vith other 

United Nations (L'N) agencies, donors and international humanitarian actors by 
attending meetings in the region to ensure that support and approaches to HPAI control 
are hannonized at country and regional level~. Specifically, the RC: 

in collaboration with \Vorld Organization for Animal Health (OlE), led a session 
related to animal health during a regional workshop on the CN System for avian 
and pandemic influenza control, which was organized by the Cnited Nations 
System Influenza Coordination (UNSIC), in January 2010 in Bangkok, Thailand; 
and 
attended the following events organized by CSAID's Regional Development 
Mission for Asia (RDMA): 

o a discussion with Dr Dennis CatToll on the launching of the Emerging 
Pandemic Threat programme~ 

o a planning meeting on technical discussions, which were being organized 
to take place in Bali on 30 and 31 l'vlareh 2010, among five endemic 
countries: 

o a Chief of Party meeting to update USAID partners on work progress; 
and 

o a planning discussion on a CSAID partners' meeting to be organized in 
June 2010. 

• The RC provided technical inputs for the report submitted by the real-time evaluation 
team for FAO's Programme on Avian Influenza Control in Asia. 
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• The RC provided technical inputs, on the drafting of a regional wildlife strategy for 
Asia and the Pacific, to the Wildlife group of FAO's Emergency Prevention System for 
Transboundary Animal and Plant Pests and Diseases. 

• In collaboration with the Asian Development Bank, the project supported the 
organization of the Fourth Annual Regional ECTAD Meeting, held from 23 to 

25 February 2010 in Bangkok, Thailand. 
• The RC provided inputs to the Crisis Management Centre (CMC) mission. which was 

helping Bhutan to prepare for HP AI outbreaks. 
• The RC conducted a mission to Myanmar, on 16 and 17 February 2010, to accompany 

the RDMA team in following up on the progress of project activities there. 
• The ECTAD team provided technical and operational inputs to country projects, in 

collaboration with F AO country teams and national counterparts, for the fo11owing 
activities: 

recruitment of international consultants; 
procurement of equipment and supplies; and 
issuance of contracts to conduct field activitiesiresearch. 

Output 2: Establishment of regional and national resource personnel in epidemiology 
• In collaboration with the Regional Veterinary Epidemiologist (RYE}, the RC worked 

closely with the Department of Livestock Development (DLD) un uctivities related to 
FETPV. These included: 

acquiring Cabinet approval on a Letter of Agreement (LoA) with the Government 
of the Kingdom of Thailand to support the maintenance of the regional FEPTV 
coordination office based at the DLD; 
meeting wlth teams from the Cnited States' Centers for Disease Prevention and 
Control based in Thailand to discuss collaboration in supporting FETPV; 
attending the steering committee on FETPV appointed by DLD to discuss 

programme management as we11 as the human und financial re:-:.ources to be 
provided by DLD: 

organi7ing a short course, entitled "Veterinary Epidcmiulogy in Action". with 
pmiicipants from ten countries, including Cambodia, China, Indonesia, 
Lao People's Democratic Republic, Malaysia, tvfongulia, l\.1yanmar, 
the Philippines, Thailand and Viet Nam (during this course, the RC also gave a 
lecture on application of veterinary epidemiology in regulatory services}; and 

organizing a series of \Vorkshops under the regional FETPV, for students who had 
enrolled in 2009. which included the "Animal-Human-Environment Interface 
Workshop: WILD Module", held from 8 to 12 February 2010_ 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of epidemiology and laboratory network 
• The RC provided technical input~ to help organiL.e subregional and in-country 

workshops on surveillance and laboratory net\<v·orks for HPAI and other forms of 
int1uenza in Asia. These workshops were supported by other regional projects 
(GCP/RAS/221/JPN. funded by the Government of Japan, and TCP/RAS/3211, funded 
by FAO) which were implemented by FAO from February to March 2010. 

• ECTAD RAP continued to provide technical inputs to assist in the establishment of the 
disease tracking system, ECTAD Asia, in collaboration with the senior technical adviser 
of F AO' s HPAI programme in China. The firsl training se~sion for F AO ECTAD 
country teams was organized on 26 February 2010 in Bangkok, Thailand. 

• The RC and RVE provided inputs to facilitate the organization of meeting of the 
epidemiology consortium, :-:.eheduled on 3 and 4 ~·larch 2010, to develop a 
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collabonttive framework among key potential partners for activities related to 
epidemiology. The~e activities included: capacity building; net\vorking; and knowledge 
generation and utilization. 

Output 4: Conducting risk assessment for HPAI transmission through cross-border 
poultry trade-

• The RC, m collabonltion with a socio-economic expert from FAO headquarters, 
followed up on activities and consolidated studies on poultry production and market 
chains at country level as well as associated HPAI risks at the cross-border leveL 

Planned activities for the next reporting period 

Output 1: Strengthened cross-sectoral coordination at regional level 
• Continue to provide technical and opemtional inputs to country-level projects, m 

collaboration \Vith country teams. 
• Continue to provide implcmcmation support to ASEAN for activities under the Second 

Regional Strategic Framework for HPAI Control in Southeast Asia. 
• Continue to coordinate and collaborate with other agencies on activities related to HPAI 

control. 

Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in epidemiology through 
Regional FETPV 

• Continue activities to implement the two-year FETPV programme, including the 
seeking of additional support for the programme through other potential pmtners. 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of epidemiology and laboratory network 
• Provide coordination. in collaboration with other regional projects implemented by 

FAO. to strengthen existing epidemiology and laboratory networks. 
• Continue to provide support for sample submission from member countries to 

international reference laboratories. 
• Continue to provide technical inputs for the establishment of a disease tracking system, 

ECTAD Asia, m collaboration with the senior technical adviser of FAO's HPAI 
programme in China. 

Output 4: Conducting risk assessment for HPAI transmission through cross-border 
poultry trade 

• Continue to provide coordination for country teams conducting risk assessment studies 
on HPAI transmission through the cross-border poultl)' trade. 

iVIain challenges em .. 'tJUntercd and response provided 

• There were no major challenges during the reporting period. 

Progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes (since the start of activities) 

Output 1: Strcngthcncd cross-sectoral coordination at the regional level 

• Cooperation, coordination and collaboration between F AO and other international 
organizations and agencies- as well as with regional political organization such as 
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ASEAN- has continued and has been strengthened. Linkages have been made between 
projects funded by USAID und prujects funded or (or about to be funded) by other 
donors. 

Output 2: Strengthened regional and national human resources in epidemiology through 
Regional FETPV 

• FETPV. ar the regional level, has continued smoothly wi(h additional collaborators ar 
national and international levels and approved joint funding for the programme. 

Output 3: Strengthened coordination of the epidemiology and laboratory network 

• A matrix, to facilitate collaboration among key international partners, was drafted with 
the aim of strengthening epidemiology and laboratory networks for HPAI in Southeast 
Asia. 

Output 4: Conducting risk assessment for HPAI transmission through cross-border 
poultry trade 

• A key operational research approach to study HPAI risk in the context of the poultry 
sector, and the value chain at cross border leveL was discussed through consultative 
meetings between FAO country (earns and key USAID partners (which included: Abt 
Associates; Academy for Educational Development; and Development Alternatives, 
Incorporated). Methodology guldclincs were finallzed; plans to conduct regional 
studies, focusing on two major poultry production areas, were discussed and are being 
drafled. Additional data has been collected at country and regional levels. 
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2nd Quarter 2010 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSROIRAFn19/USA- Phase II 

Pro.iect Title::: Strengthening HPAl surveillan(..~ preparedness and response capacity in 
Southern Africa 

Reporting period: April to June 2010 

Regional Component: Southern Afri<.:a 
Project Title: Strengthening HPAI surveillance, preparedness and response capacity in 
Southern Africa 
Code : OSRO/RAF/7 J Y/USA 

Budget: USD l 099 175 (Phase!), USD 500000 (Phase Il) 
Total budget: USD I 599 175 

Effective Starting Date: l January 2010 

Planned End Date: 30 September 2010 
Context of the Project 

Since the outbreak of the High1y Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) on the African continent in 
February 2006. the Southern African region ha~ remained free from the infection. In response to 
the potential threat of incursion of the disease, African countries have formulated National 
Preparedness and Response Plans, which led to the development of a Regional Plan by the 
Southern African Development Community (SADC). The levels of implementation of the 
national plans, however, diffet· greatly between the countries. This project, therefore, aims at 
assisting the countries at both national and regional levels in retaining a disease free :status. 
Objectives of the Project 

Impact of the project 
Improvement and safeguarding of animal health and livelihoods from the threat of HPAI and 
mitigation ofthc risk of a human pandemic within the SADC region. 

Outcome o.f the project 
Enhanced and harmonized regional preparedness, effective response to HPAI outbreak and 
strengthened regional and national surveillance for HPA1 in the SADC region. 

Outputs o.f the project 
l. Expanded and consolidated risk mmlysis-based HPAI surveillance (Ma1awi, 

Mozambique, Zambia and Zimbabwe); 
2. Enhanced capacity of regional and national veterinary laboratories for the diagnosis of 

Low Pathogenic Avian Influenza (LPAI) and HPAI and provision of essential material to 
second regional service laboratory (BotS\\'ana); 

3. Regional coordination and networking. 
Activities that were planned for this quarter 

Output 1 
Acti\'ity 1.1: Implementation of cross-border surveillance 

• Sampling at identified common border posts with the respective neighboring countries 

1 
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during rhe month of June 

• Contracting the KYEEMA Foundation to join the cross-border surveillance to carry out a 
socio-anthropological survey 

Activity 1.1: Field implementation of HPAI surveillance and its integration into ongoing 
animal health activitie-s 

• Start of the sampling in the previously identified high risk dlstrlcts and its integration into 
an ongolng natlonal animal health programme 

Activity 1.3: Integration of producers into surveillance activities 
• Start of the training of identified master fanners 

Acti\'ity 1.4: Training of veterinary field personnel in surveillance techniques 

• Training of relevant field personnel 

Activity 1.5: Dynamic mapping of surveiHance results 

• Gathering of Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinmes during the sampling activities 
for further analysis and mapping 

Output2 
Activity 2.1: Laboratory support to enhance surveillance in the region 

• Continuous supply of swabs and serum samples sent by all countries with enhanced 
surveillance to Botsw~ma National Veterinary Laboratory (BNVL) 

• Emuring the proper functioning of the Demand-Supply Hub at BNVL. ordering reagents 
and disrrihnting them fn all recipient lahnratnries 

• Submission of all SADC laboratories polymerase chain reaction (PCR) protocols 
(Standard opemtion procedures (SOPs)) for harmonization 

Acti'\'ity 2.2: Upgrade of virology section for AI diagnostk-s 

• Establishing additional diagnostic tests for the detection of LPAI/HPAI, such as enzyme 
linked irnmunosorbenl as:-.ay (ELISA) 

Output3 
Activity 3.1: Regional coordination and networking 

• Reporls lobe submitted by the four counu·ies on resulG and progress of activities 

• Evaluation of the project's progress hy the pmject management team and close follow up 
on the activities nott:d in the work plan 

Acti\'ities undertaken during the Reporting Period 

Output 1 
Activity 1.1: Implementation of cross-border surveillance 

• Cross-border surveillance at nine common border locations, shared between Malawi, 
Mozambique, Zambia and Zimbabwe has been synchronized, and the nece:.;sary 
preparations for sampling activitle" were undertaken by the national consultants (NCs) 
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during April1md May. 

• At four out of the nine cross border posts, avian intluenzn (AI) surveillance activitie-s nre 
combined with a socio-anthropological .study/survey conducted by the KYEEMA 
Foundation, contracted through a Letter of Agreement (LoA). A socio-anthropologist is 
conducting questionnaires and interviews in four villages (two in each country) located 
within 5 km from the border. The soclo-anthropologist is targeting four different groups 
per village: 1. veterinary ~tafL 2. tmders: 3. chicken producers (focusing on female 
chicken producers); and 4. commercial producers. \Vithin groups 1., 2. and 4., 
information is collected on production systems, biosecurity, movements, transport routes, 
market places, ND vaccination and cross-border trade. Within group 3., information will 
be collected on consumption, communication behavior, and transport and trading. 

• The surveillance teams nnd KYEEMA are visiting together the four border locations on 
the following dates: i\4alawi (Muloza)/Mozamhique (Milanje}: from 21 to 26 June; 
Zambia (Livingstone)/Zimbabwe (Vic Falls)/:\1alawi (Michinji): from 28 June to 9 July; 
and Zimbabwe (Nyamapanda)flvloLambique (Changara): from 12 w l7 July. 

• At the time of the reporting, the cross-border surveillance has been conducted at the 
border of Muloza (Malawi)/Milanje (Mozambique) and the cross-border Sllf'\'eillance at 
Nyamapanda {Zimbabwe)/Iv1ichinji (I'vfalawi) is under way. 

Activity 1.2: Field implementation of HPAI surveillance and its integration into ongoing 
animal health activities 

• HPAI surveillance is currently taking place in previously identified high risk areas (see 
AI survei11ance 2009 maps) and at the new1y identified cross-border locations (see 
activity 1.1). At present, the sampling has been conducted in Malawi at two border posts 
and in Mozambique at one border post and two districts. In Znmbin, three districts and 
one border post have been sampled, while in Zimb~bwe, sampling h~s been conducted in 
two different districts. 

• In Zimbabwe, Newcastle Disease {ND) vaccination campaign and AI surveillance have 
been integrated in two provinces (Masvingo and Mashonaland \Vest). However, more 
funding for ND vaccine production is expected. which will allow Zimbabwe to expand 
their campaign to further provinces. 

In Mo7ambique, at the moment of reporting, no ND vaccination campaign is in process. 
Nevertheless. the campaign has been planned for the month of July and will be integrated 
within the AI surveillance project in a few provinces, 

In Malawi, there is, at present, no national animal health program which could be linked 
to AI surveillance. 

In Zambia, the Central Veterinary Research Institute (CVRI} is in process of increasing 
their capacity for ND vaccine production (funded by the KYEEMA foundation}. The goal 
is to produce enough vaccines for starting_ a large :'\ID vaccination campaign at the 
beginning of 2011, which will be integrated within the AI surveillance project. 

Activity 1.3: Integration of producers into surveillance activities 
• Master fanners have been sdected thro-ugh poultry associations (Zimbabwe), community 

leaders and vacclnators (Moz~mblque and Zambia) and existlng agricultural development 
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systems (Malawi). The content of their training was covering poultry disease recognitiun 
with specific emphasis on AI and ND, disease repDJting and passive surveillance. The 
master fanners have been encouraged to disseminate their gained knowledge to their 
fellow farmers in their community. The second edition of the "picture book" on infectious 
poultry diseases has been distributed to the master farmers and was used during the 
tralning. 

Training took place during the month of June in the followlng countries: 

In lVIalawi, a total of 350 Master Farmers from seven high risk areas (50/district) have 
been trained (from l4 June to 16 June). 

In Mozambique, a total of R8 master farmers (ll/province) are being trained between 
June and July. This training is taking place during the HPAI surveillance activities. This 
one-day training cuurse is held by the field veterinary officers. 

Twining is planned for the month of July in the following countries: 

In Zambia, a training course for master farmers is scheduled for the third \\'eek of July. A 
total of 48 master fanners will be trained in Lusaka coming from 12 different high risk 
areas (thre-e master farmers/district}. 

In Zimbabwe. a tutal of 80 Master farmer~ have been trained in four high risk areas (20 
farmers/district) (from 1 June to 22 June)_ 

Activit)' 1.4: Training of veterinary field personnel in surveillance techniques 

• A refresher training for field livestock officers hCJs been organized and planned during the 
month of May/June. The training is focusing on AI surveillance techniques (blood 
collection. transport, storage and labeling). 

In Malawi, at the time of the reporting, the training of 24 veterinary assistants (four per 
newly identified border district) has been completed. 

In TV1ozambique, a refresher training has been org1mized for a total of 12 veterinarv 
livesto..-:k officers (two per province), \-vho will also be conducting training for master 
farmers in their respective provinces. 

In Zambia. a refresher training for field veterinary officers is taking place during the 
sampling activities in the tlifferent high ri~k provinces. Three veterinary ufficers per 
province are trained during this sampling exercise. 

In Zimbabwe, a one-day training for veterinary field staff has been completed in four 
different provinces during the same week when the training of master farmers took place. 

• A copy of 4.000 ''picture hooks" on infectious poultry disease has been produced and sent 
to the four countries: 30(){} in English and 1000 in Portuguese. These books are now 
avCJilable at all high risk Distrid Veterinary Offices and have been used for training 
purposes, both for farmet--s and veterinary field personneL 

Activity 1.5: Dynamic mapping of surveillance results 
• GPS coordinates have been collected in Mab\vi and Zimbab'Ne at the respective AI 

surveillance sites. Malawi has produced detailed Geographic Information System (GIS) 
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maps indicating the villages where cross-border surveillance is taking place. 

Output 2 
Activity 2.1: Laboratory support to enhance surveillance in the region 

• Reagents for AI testing and ELISA kit.s have been requested to the demand-supply hub 
hostt>d at the BNVL by the four countries: the request from Malawi, Zambia and 
Zimbabwe has been processed and reagents/kits have been distributed to the respective 
centrdl veterinary laboratories (CVLs). The request for reagents/kits has been placed by 
Mozambique and is in process. 

• B~VL has received no serum and swab samples for AI testing during this quarter. 

• Preparations for the proficiency test (PT), to be carried out in the next quarter, have 
started through discussions with BNVL and the Veterinary Laboratories Agency (VLA) 
in UK. which will participate in this trial. 

Activity 2.2: Upgrade of Virology Section of the BNVL for AI diagnostics 
• Orders for laboratory equipment to upgrade the virology section for AI testing have been 

placed by FAO ECTAD and 70 percent of the equipment has been delivered and 
instal1ed. The autoclave and two pH meters arc expe-cted to be delivered in July. 

• ELISA test, as an additional diagnostic test for AL is in the proce~s of being es-tablished. 
ELISA plate reader has been installed and pilot tests. using positive and negative serum 
controls, <.~re curremly used to verify the expected results. 

Output 3 
Activity 3.1: Coordination and regional networking 

• Two progress reports have been submitted by Mozambique and Zambia (February/March 
& April/l\day}, and one. progre~s rep011 has. been ~ubmitted by Ntalawi and Zimbab\ve 
(April/May). 

• During the reporting period, the Operations Officer has completed three mission~ to 
Malawi, :Mozmnbique and Zambia between May and June. The purpose of the visits was 
to assist the three NCs \-Vith the finalization of their budget/programme needs and to 
faciliwte the finalization of the LoAs between the Food and Agriculture Organization of 
the United r..;ations (FAO) country offices and the National Veterinary Departments in 
Mozambique and Zambia. 

• The organization and synchronization of cross-border surveillance in close collaboration 
with KYEEMA foundation has been coordinated by FAO Emergency Centre for 
Tnmsboundary Animal Diseases Operations {ECTAD) Gaborone. 

• The FAO ECTAD office in Gaborone has facilitated the procurement of additional 
laboratory and sampling material from the countries budget on each country's request: 
additional vacutalncr needles, S)Tingcs, blood collectlon tubes, cryotubes. pipette tips (of 
five different .sizes), micmtitre plates., gh1ss bottles and beakers, measuring cylinders, gel 
cutter, agorose gel. Ten GPS equipment~ have been procured for Mozambique and 
Zimbabwe. 
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Activities planned for the third quarter 

Output I 
Activityl.l: Implementation of cross-border surveillance: 

• Sampling at common cross-border points will continue throughout the month of July 
• The cross-border surveillance/survey in collaboration with KYEE~A foundation will be 

finalized in mid-July 
Activity 1.2: HPAI surveillance 

• HPAI surveillance will continue in high risk areas of the four countries throughout the 
months of July and August 

Activity 1.3: Integration of producers into surveillance activities 
• The role of previously trained master fanners in conducting passive surveillance will be 

evaluated 
Activity 1.4: Dynamic mapping of surveillance results 

• GPS coordinates will be collected during the sampling activities, and GIS maps will be 
produced indicating the AI surveillance locations in 2010 

Output 2 
Activity 2.1: Laboratory support to enhance surveillance in the region 

• BNVL will receive samples from the four CVL for AI te-;ting. All samples will he tested 
using the established ELISA test 

• BNVL shall provide an updmc on the usc of the demand-supply hub 
• The SOPs for PCR (AI) will have been harmoniLed for the use by all SADC laboratories 

Output3 
Activit}' 3.1: Coordination and regional networking 

• Coordination by FAO ECTAD will continue throughout the project implementation 

Main challenges encountered during the second quarter 2010 

The main challenge during this reporting period was to coordinate the cross-border surveillance 
between the four countries taking into consideration the availability of the KYEEMA 
foundation's expert. Another challenge was to finalize the countries programme/budget needs 
and to have the LoAs signed in Zambia and ~ozambique. In the meamime, LoAs with each 
tmgeted province have been finalized in Mozambique and in Zambia, the work and budget plans 
have been approved by the FAO representative and activities are on-going. 

l\Iain progress made towards the achievement of project outcome (from the star! (?f the 
project actil.'ities) 

Cross-border surveillance has been harmonized between the four countries, and at present, 
surveillance h<'ls been completed Cit rhree border posts. 

Training of master farmers has been complete-d in Zimbabwe and Malawi and is organized for 
the month of July in Mozambique and Zambia. 

A R-vised ~e-cond edition of the "picture book" on infectious poultry disease has been printed and 
distributed to the four countries. It has also hccn posted on the ECTAD website. 
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Project \tlonitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 06 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for 
Highl)' Pathogenic A'"-ian Influenza in VietNam 

.. . " Reporting period· April lOB to September "'013 
:Country: VietNam 
: Project title: Immediate tech:1ical assistance to strengthen et::ergency prepa:-edness fo' Highly 
: Pathogenic Avian ln:luenn in Viet Nam 
:Code: OSRO/RAS/604/LSA Babv 06 

~ Budget: Initial budget: USD 2 000 000 
Amendment No. 1: USD 3 100 000 
Amendment No.2: lJSD 3 300 000 
Amendment :'\lo. 3: USD 1 075 000 
Amendment No.4: USD 2 200 000 
Amendment No. 5: lJSD l 900 000 
Amendment No. 6: USD 1 700 000 
Transfer from project OSRO/VIE/801/USA in 2012: USD 508 373 
Amendment :'\lo. 7 (current): USD 1 300 000 . 

• Total budget: USD 17 083 373 
: Effective startine date: Auo.:ust 2006 
:Planned end date: 30 September 2014 

Context of the project 

The control and move towards the eradication of HSN 1 Highly Pathogenic /\ vian lnfluema (HPAI) 
demands a long-term approach. VietNam is moving from the con:rol phase to the consolidation phase. 
with an ongoing r.eed for capacity building ir. the veterinary services and livestock production sectors as 
well as support for vaccination and other :-isk reduction measures. This regior_al project of the Food and 
Agriculture Organization of :he Uni:ed Nations {FAO) is supported by the United State~ Agency for 
lntemationa: Developmer'.t (USA I D) and is cun-entiy in its sixth phase of implementation. 

Objecth·es ofthe project 

The overdll objective vf the project is to increase the capacity to prevent. detect and respond to HPAI 
and other high impact livestock and zoonotic diseases and to reduce the risk::. of disez.se outbreaks 
o:::curring. 

Planned .activities for the reporting period (April 2013 to September 2013} 

Component l: Prt>paredness and Planning Compone-nt 

Output 1: Strategy development for HPAl control 

Activi(v J .l Regional HPAI Cuntru! StratCKV 

• Develoj) advocacy itrategy for implementation in conjunccion with :he Pm1nership for Avian and 
Human bfluennt (PAHI). . Joint plann:ng of activiries with other partners to ensure linkage to zonal st:"ategy, . Support review of progress and report :o staKeho~ders . 

Activity 1.2 Dn-clop policy hriej~- for polenliai ouh..·omt's during the transition period to the cessation 
of Fuccinalion . Review previous scenario development and revise as necessary· . . Develop cor.cise policy brief based on review and submit to the Department of Animal Health 

(DAH). 

• Develoj) ..:or.cise brief on s..:enarios for advocacy at the phwincial le\·el. 
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Activity/.3 Training in regional control pfan management and evaluation 
Conduct real-rime tr<Jining in regional comro: plan management in conjunction with the Regional 
Animal Health Otfice {RAHO} meetings. 
Support real-time r:10nitor!ng on the progress of the control plan <:nd report. 

Output 2: Coordination and communication internally and n·ith donors and other HPAI 
implementing partners 

Activitv I I 
Activily 2.2 
Activi.~v 23 
Activity 2.4 

Core F AO VietNam ream supported and manages project activitif:'s 
Annual profeCI meeting suppo;·ted 
Coordination nwetings to .'i·upport regionalllPAl control strategy implementation 
Coordinalion ifl!d sharing of in/Ormation with other players engaged in HPA! 
surveillance __ risk assc . .;smenl, nllue dwin and ri~k mitigation in the poultry sector 

Component 2: Animal surveillance component 

Output 3: Animal surveillance at the national, regional/zonal, provincial, district and commune 
le"-els enhanced 

Activit}-· 3. I Strengthening of core capacitiesfor anima! disease control and disease control 
p!::mning wilhin regional control_r..-trategies 

Support capacity building to develop \York plans to imp;emem regional control strategies. 
Support capacity building i:1 -:-isk rranagemeT'.t a~ong value chains relevant to regional control 
strategies. 
Support the developmer:t of risk management and other responses to risk analysis assoc-iated with 
value chains. 
Mentori:1g of epidemiology units in data analysis and interpretation as requireJ. 

Activi(v I2 Animal surveillance programme 
Suppmi n<Jrional surveill<Jnce plan for live bi-:-d markets (LHMs). 
Suppoti surveillance pl<1n for L!viHs linked to regional strategic objecti'ves. 
Suppmi linkages in passive m:-v·eillance from :::-ommunity level to formal animal health reporting 
systems. 

• Training tOr c:fterential diagnose~ of poultry disease outbreak at RAHO and the Sub-Departmem of 
Animal Health (SDAH) including poultry post-mortem exam:nation 
Develop policy options for i:Kentives to stimulate reporting of disease events and support advocacy 
for implementation. 

Activity 3.3 StrengtheniNg or veterinary lahoratoric . .; diagnostic activifie;-, i•w{uding hio.;-ufe~v and 
qualizv assurance supported 

Support laboratory quality :i,;surance through monitoring of performance and review of standmd 
operating procedures (SOPs). 
Conti:-me support for rapid and dit1hential diagnosis at RAHO level including other zoonoses/high
impact diseases. 
Conti:me support for the full characteriz<Jrion of vi:-uses isolated from outb-:-eaks and LMH 
surveillance. 

• Review the functions ami ro!e of the animal health laboratory systerr. 
• Support the strategy tOr DAH to assume full technical responsibility fur HPAI laboratory 

programme. 

Activit}-· 3.4 Vetainary Epidemiofogl-' ]\'etwork capaci(v supportf:'d 
~ Continue to ~upport the Applied Veterinary Epidemioh..•gy Training (AVET) programme. Three 

in:emational experts \'.·iii conduct an advanced epidemiology training on risk ana~ysis and spat1al 
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epidemiology in May 2013. Two FAO intematio::als experts will conduct an eight-day One Health 
\vildhte-fann animals-human interphase works:-,op in May 2013. including two field vi3its. 

• During the planned third alumni meeting in August 20 l3.define and develop a fwmework for the 
epidemiology nerwork at the national leveL 
Further <>upport regional level epidemiology networks at ··The 51

h lnteTnarional Workshop on 
lntluenZ2 Risk Assessment and Risk Modeling: Tra:1sitioning from Global to Local Assessments" to 
be held in Hanoi in "May 2013. 

• Support the plan:1ed third AVET dlumni meeting in September2013. This IS part of FAO's 
continued support of AVET alumni meet:ng'L 

Activirv 3.5 Further development ofmoniwring and evaluation (l'vf&E) expertise in animal he<Jith 
• Train managen. at RAHO and SDAH on the M&E principles that guide project management. 

Support alignment of the overall Avian and Pamlemic lnfluenza Initic:tive (APII) M&E frc..me'-vork 
to local strategic plans. 
Support managers at RAHO and SDAH in gathering and processing M&E data 

Output 4: Vriority procurement for animal surveillance and laboratory supported 

Activirv 4. I 
Activity 4.2 
Activity 4.3 
Activi.~·r 4A 

Procuremellt of essential supplies and maintenance oflaboratm:v equipment 
Procurement of' consumable.<; fo support {uboraiOJy acli:,ifies 
Determinr: and support nwlnlenance requiremenL> Jhr !ab(lratories 
Procurement ofsupplies to supportfield surveillance acth·ities 

Component 3: Animal response component 

Output 5: Effective and timel:y animal response efforts promoted 

Activizv 5. I: !!PAl risk mapping and risk mw~v->is updated fo support regional strategies 
• Three internatio:1al experts to conduct an advanced epidemiology training on risk analysis and 

,;parial epidemiology in May 20 I:! to further enhanced analysis capacity huilding. 
Implementation underway for an international expert to conduct a st:.~dy in the Mekong region to 
provide detailed characterization ofhigh-ri~k value chair.~ including network analysis. 
P0ultry sector profiling to support the regional strategy. 
Applied risk <r~Jalysis capacity building. 
Updating risk assessment and mapping. 
Deta~led characterizat~on of high-r~sk value chains including network analysis. 

Activity 5.2: Ou!break cuntrol capacit_v s·trengthened under regional conlru!.l·trategy 
Assist pat1ners to ser.sitize grassroots stakeholders to disease control activities. 
Review application of carcass disposal in outbreak cor.trol in local situations within strategic plans. 
Prepare and conduct desktop exercises v;ith public health counterparts. 

Conduct revinr a_{ response capability in relation to scenarios developed under 
uctil~ifv 1.1 

Activity 5.4 Develop Jai/urcd compensation mcchani.,ms lo support <.-'ontro! strateS!y 
• Support the development of locally fea:<.ible and pradical incentive~ including compensation 

mechar.isms to support farmers reporti::"'.g disease. 
Review outbreak control procedures to enable effective audits to support corrpensation packages. 

Activi(v .':.5 Cross-border dialogue and coordinated surveillance 
• Support bi!ateral meetmgs with bLlth the Gover:Jments of China and Cdmbodia to exch:mge 

technical information, includ-ing surveillance ar:d tisk assessment findings, ar:d tisk reduction plans. 
Review cross border value chains of high-risk corr:modities< 
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• Develop plans to conduct coordinated cross-bo:-der surveilknce. 

Activit}" 5. 6 Vaccine t:!ficac.v assessments and virus surveillance supported at the national lew:! 
Provide suppo:-t for post-vaccination serological monitoring 

• Conduct vaccine trials against key circuh:ting :.::lades w~th a range of vaccines. species and breeds. 
Monitoring pathogenicity of selected virus isolates from ou:breaks and LMB surveillance. 

Activity 5. 7 Institutional strengthening in poult!}' production and animal health adFisory systems 
Institutional and core function analysis for poultry production a:-1d suppDrt service. 
Capacity needs assessment of key stakeholders_ 
Develo!) the poultry sector adviso:-y serv:ces. model in collaboration \'Vith partr_ers and the Extension 
Dcpartmen::. 

Activit}-· 5.8 Support engagement o{private sector in the execution o_(regiona! conlroi srrategies 
Develo!) a poultry in dust!}' f"onun .a\ the regional level to sup!)Ort the regional cor.trol pla:1.. 
Work wi:h other APTl partners to engage key value chain stakeholders in regional control s:rategy. 

Activity 5.9 Support DAH to conduct revieH· of the current dn?Jl t.~lthe Vetevinmy Law 

Activi.~·r 5. !0 Suppo11 DA!l to.flnali=e guideline.\· to estab!i:\·h Veterinary Statutory Bot(v including 
structure, Jimeiion and mechanism 

Output 6: Biosecurity improyed and market h:ygiene practices in commercial and free-ranging 
poult1·y raising settings supported 

Activi(v 6.l Suppur! programme fo strengthe11 saJf: poult1y production practices including 
biosecurity 

Develop materials and methods. -,vith p.armers.. including extension service to scale up hatchery pilot 
progmmme in support of regional control stmtegies. 
Facilitate the development of policy and advocacy ::,ricfto support p:-actical measure~ to upgrade the 
production of day-old ducks. 
Support implementing partT'.ers with high-level training and advice on ~.atchery pilot programme. 
Collaborate with the Department of Livestock Production (DLP) to deve:op upstream standards for 
paren: tlock.s supplying }-1atcheries. confom1ing to guidelines and pilot test practical implementation 
at fieiC levd. 

• Conti:m~ 'upport for tJ1e de\'elopment of poultry \<iaste disposal systems. 
• Dcvelo;l 1:utteriab and 1:1ethods with partners. including extension serv1ce to scale up the good 

production practices in suppmi of regional control strategies. 

Activil}-" 6.2 Supporr ongoing activily of the Biosecuri(i" JVorking Group 
Support national and regional meetings of the Biosecurity Working Group. 

• Support the dissemination of the Biosecurity Working Group findings by pdrtners within the 
regional control strategy, including the exrensio:-1. service. 

Activi.~·r 6.3 Provide polic_v support hrie{on the inactivation of115lv"i in relation !o environmental 
conditions 

Investigate inactivation of H5N 1 strains ur:der simulated environmental conditions. 
Develo!) a policy brief related to the implications of virus survival in the environment. 

Activit}-· fj.4 Pilot training programme fiJr private sector in various guidelines and Good Pouftt:;.· 
Production Practices (GPPP) developed 

Activi(v 6.5 Training uf" provincial stajf Ji·mn the District /Jepurtment o{ Agriculture und Rural 
Development (!JAR D) in descriplion and mapping (~{the {ucal puu!tr_v sector 
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Activities undertaken during the reporting period (A.pril2013 to September 2013) 

Component 1: Preparedness and Planning Component 
Output 1: Strategy denlopment for HPAI control 

Activit) 1. !: Viet V'.lm-Hased Regional HPAI Control Srrategy 
• The Government of VietNam did not implement the FAO proposed VietNam-based regional 

strategy, so no advocacy strategy was developed for implementation in conjunction -.vith PAHL 
Joint planning of ac:ivities with other partners ro ensure linkage to zonal cross border strategy: 
r AO partit·ipat..:-d in and contributed to table top exercises., simulations and worbhops 
organi7ed by the World Health Organi7ation (WHO) and the United States Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC) on Influenza in humans. These workshops were held in Hanoi 
and Ho Chi Minh City. FAO organized two regional bilatewl meetings. Viet Nam-Cambodia 
and Viet Nam-Cbna to develop a regional (cross-border) co:1trol s:rategy. 

• :-.io Viet Nam based regional contrul strategy Wds. implemented so no revie\v of progress dnd 
report to stakeholders. 

Activi(r J .2: De!'elop poliLy brief•· jar po!enliul outcomes o{the cessation uf wwcinatiun 
The assumption w2.s b;:tsed on stop vaccina:ion, but is no longer valid. FAO will conti!JUe to 
support use of vaccimnio"'- including phasing out over time as necessary. With regards to the use 
of vaccine in the low-. medium- and high-risk areas being incorporated into the national 
strategy, a technical evaluation deemed this activity unnecessar}'. 

Activi.~i··l.3 Training in the Viet Nmn based regional control plan management and evaluation 
• The Government of VietNam did not ~mplement the FAO proposed VietNam b:L<>ed regional 

strategy. so no real-ti:ne training in regional control plan ma:1agement was conducted. 
The Government of VietNam did not ;_mplement the FAO proposed VietNam based regional 
strategy. so real-time monitoring of progress oft!:e control plan was not conducted. 

Output 2: Coordination and communication with donors and other H PAl implementing partners 

Activity 2.l Cure F AO Viet .Vum wam supported and manages profect activities 
• continued to ensure that all required staff IS m place; 
• conducted a series of briefings, meetings and e-mails with many HPAI implementing par-_nes 

for coordination, includi:1g boh CSAID and non-US AID partners; 
bi-weekly written briefings provided to USAID on HP:\1 activi\ies; 
regular coordination mee:ings between USAID and F AO on a bi- or tri-wee:C!y basis: 
meetings between FAO and DAH (usu<illy the Director-Gener:>J) on a bi-weekly basis for 
coordination purposes; 

• semi-annual progress report tOr the period AIJrii-September 2013 has been prepared; 
• released the first quarterly E-Newsletter and widely distributed to donors, implementing 

partners, Emergency Centre for Transboundary Ani::nal Diseases (ECTAD) members list, and 
others in the One H.::alth contact list The E-Newsletter was also uploaded on :he F AO 
VietNam website: 

Activity 2.2 .-4.unua! project meeting Sltpported 
The ECTAD Viet Nam team coordination meeting was held on l8 c\pril 2013 to share 
ie1fonnation and update the project activitie~. both in technical and operational fields.. All project 
staff, including those based at DLP and DAH, also took part in the meeting. 
The ECTAD VietNam team meeting was held on 16 July 2013 to share information and to 
update the project activities, both in technical and operational fields. All project staff took part 
i-:1 the meeting:. 

• lntemal brainstorminn/ lannino meetin ' v,ras held on the next hase of the 
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OSRO/Rt\S/604/USA pro~en or. 30 July 2013. Preparation for the next phase of the 
OSRO/RAS/604;USA project was undertaken. The firs: draft tOr the r:ext phase of tlle 
OSRO/RASi604/USA project has been finali7ed and submitted to USAfD and FAO's Regional 
Oftice fOr Asia and the Pacific (RAP) for comments. 

Activi1y 23 Cuordination meeting'>' w .>uppor! regional HPAJ contrul strategy implementalion 
Project staff attended and updated the FAO-USAID-CDC-WHO influenza meeting on H5Nl 
and on mtl:.tenza A(H7N9} in Bangkok. 
FAO applied with partners in the South-East Asia One Health University Network 
(SEAOHUN) for additional funding to conduct additional "WILD" training. conduct a 
communication workshop and to research the relationship between Steptocrwcus Suis and 
por..:ine reproduttiYe and re~pira:ory syndrome (PRRS) in pigs. SEAOHLN is part of the 
USAID Emerg:ng Pandemic Threats (EPT) RESPOND programme. 

• Project staff participated in tl:e USAID partners meeting on 17 May 2013. 

• Project staff attended a PAHI meeting on 31 May 2013. 

• FAO supported DAH in the organization of a National Consultation \Vorkshop on the 

f"i:;ali7ntion of a circular on reporting avian influenza and updates on influenza A(H7!\9) 

prevention, surveillance and re:,ponse. The workshop was held in Hanoi tfom 13 to 14 

June 2013. The consultation workshop \vas a final step of the circular development process 

before submitting to the Mi:;ister c;f Agriculture and Rural Development for approval. 

• FAO provided inputs on economic impact of emerging infectious diseases (EIDs) tOr PAHI''> 
study. 
F/\0 supported Di\H in ocgani7ing a cons'Jltation ·w·orkshop for replacement of the Circular 

69.'2005/TT -BNN on HPAI p1eve:1tion a;;.d control: 

o Letter of ag•eement (LoA) on "Orgar:izing consulmtion workS:·wps for a new Circula:
to replace Circular 69!2005/TT-HNl\:" on prevention and control of HP.AI" was signed 
with the Department of AT,imal Health in June 2013. 

o The National Consultation Workshop f;::;r the replacement of Circular 69/2005/TT _ HNN 
o:: prevention and control of HP i\.1 \'Vas held on 5 July 201 3 in Hanoi and 10 July 201 J 
in Ho Chi Minh City, m collaboration with the DAH. 

• Project staff participated ir. the USAID planning meeting on 6 August 2013. 
• Separate meetings wit}1 the DAH and DLP were held to discuss areas of focus and activ:ties as 

preparation for the next phase of the OSROiRASi604/USA project. 

Activit_;.· 2.4: Coordination and sharing ofiilfOrmation with other players engaged in HPAl suneit!ance, 
risk assessmenl und value chain and risk mitigation in poullry sector 

Project staff participated m :he workshop on the introduction of Join: Circular 

"?\lo J6!2013iTTL T -BYT -BN:-.l and PTNT on Guidelines tbr coordinated prevention and control 

of zoonotic diseases held by ::he Mir:istry of Agriculture and R'..tra: Development (MARD) and 

\1inistry of Health (MOH) on 27 June 2013 in Hanoi. 

• Project staff participated. in the FAO-USAID Avian Influenza Annual Review meeti:-:g m 

Bangkok on 26 June 2013. 

Project staff participated in the EPT Asia Regional Meeting from 18 to 19 June 2013. 

Project staff partic-ipated in t!-Je Tripar.ite IDENTIFY Reg:on<1l Meeti:;g, Asia held in Bangkok 

un 20 June 2013. 

Project staffparricipated ir. the Applied Veterinary Bioinfonnatics Workshop in Bangkok fmm 
26 June to I July 2013. 

• F AO aaended in the workshop '"Enha:;:ci:-.g Coordir.ation on Emerging Infectious Disea:,es in 
VietNam: Building on the Avian Jnfluen7.a Response for a One Health approach" organized by 
PAHI. T:1e objectives of the workshop were to: l) present the key finding:, from the draft report 
on Enhancing Coordination on Emerging Infectious Diseases in Viet ?\lam and dis:cuss the 
rep0rt's recomme:1dations and proposed options for enhanced ETD c;::;ordination; and 2) present 
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and discuss the preliminary findings o:1 the mapping exercise for One Health mainstreaming 
and linkages to the Integmted 1'\atiomll Ac:ion Progran:: on Avian Influenza., Pandemic 
Preparedness and Other Emerging Infectious Diseases(/\ IPED} 201 J -2015. 
Senior Technical Adviser travelled to China from 7 to 10 August 2013 to participate in and 
deliver ffi'o presentations on the application of One Health approaches. 
Project staff undertook discussions with EPT Prevent cegardi:1g co!labora:ion on conducting 
wildlife farming baseline survey and questionnaire to detennine risks to public heal!h associated 
-.vith wildlife farming, 
FAO provided financial support to DAH :"or publishing the book "Animal Health Sectoc 
Strategy" which was :-eleased in September 2013 ( 170 cories). 

Component 2: Animal surveillance component 

Output 3: Animal surveillance at the national, regional/zonal, prQvincial, district and commune 
le"-el enhanced 

ANivily 3.1 Streng!hcning of core capacities _fr_1r animal disease control and dh.ease co~;trol planning 
ovithin regional cuntrol stn.J!egie,.,. 

Support capacity building to develop \Vork plans to implement regiona~ control strategies: 
c On-the-job t:-aining -.vas cond:.tcted for RAHO st2tl on risk mitigation stmtegy development. 

T-.vo RAHOs regiona! work plans have been developed; however :he Governmen: of Viet 
Nam did not implement be F AO-proposed, Viet Nam based regionai strategy so no 
regional activities were carried out. 

• Support capacity building in dsk IL:IIlagement ?.long value clldins relevant to regional control 
strategies: 

c The advanceC epidemiological skills training workshop for animdl health professionals 
from Viet N::m wa:s held in Hanoi from 20 to 24 May 2013 with a total of 13 parti<:ipanb 
(r:~ale: 8, female: 5). One of the subjects taught was ·'qualitative risk assessment". 

c The 5th international Workshop "Influenza Risk Assessmeat ar.d Risk Modeling: 
T:ansitioning from Glo':J<:~I to Local Assessmen!s" was held in H:moi on 27 and 28 May 
2013 with a total of 53 participants (male: 34, female: 19). 

Mentoring of epidemiology units in data analysis and interpretation as required: 
o T~1e epidemiology units at DAH, RAHO IH and RAHO VI were visited <:~nd assessed. 

Mentming \vas nut required. 

Activiz-v 32 Animal surveillance progr<wmle 

Support national surveillance plan for LMBs: 
c An LoA on .. Implementation of Avian Influenza Monitoring National Programme in 2013" 

'\vas signed with the DAH iT'. June 2013. This is m1 extension of the LHM f!'_onitoring 
progrdmrr:e up to 30 September 20; 3. 

c Nationvide LMB H5Nl monitoring of ducks in 140 marke~s ~onrinued monthly. Monthly 
lnfluen7.a-A surv·eillance of ducks in L:vJBs in 140 locations cor:tinued. As this successful 
surveillm:ce project is lii<dy to continue in 2014. planning anrJ procurement of laboratory 
consumables have been initiated. 

• Support surveilJance plan tOr LMBs linked to regional strategic objectives: 
o FAO ECTAD worked with the DAH to develop a surveillance strategy to detect influenn 

A{H7N9} viru:.. in the north of Viet Nam. An LoA was signed with the DAH to start 
collecting diagnostk samples from poultry :n 60 markets in nine northern provin~es in June 
and July 2013. 

o A protocol was developed to evaluate the AnigenR Rapid AIV Ag test. This has been 
recommended by international experts and was added in the OSRO!RAS.!604/USA project 
Co..:ument to be conCucted in 2013. Fou: ~mndred AnigenR Rapid AIV Ag tests have been 
procured and laboratory and field trials s:arted in August 2013. 

c International partners have been briefed on the China influenn A(H7N9) situation at 
eriod: 
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F AO ECT J\ D participated in the Worksho;; on Jrr:plementing Guidelines of the Viet 
Nam Prime Minister on intluenZ:J A(H7:;-.I9) Contro: and Prevention held in Hanoi 
on 13 April 2013. The Senior Techn-ical Adviser at FAO VietNam was asked to 
provide intOnr:ation about influenza A(H7~9) and emphasized the challenge before 
the Goverm:1ent to prepare for, ddect and respo:1d to a novel A(H7N9) virus that 
poses risks to people, livelihoods, food secur:ty, economies. anC. biodiversity. 
FAO ECTAD Viet Nam cu-c:1ai:ced the Briefing on the Intematio:1al Intluenz<J 
A(H7N9) Disease Situation and Viet Nam's Prevention, Control and Preparetl:1e,;s 
Activities and Resource Mobilintion Workshop with the MOH, MARD, and WHO 
on 6 May 2013. FAO releas:ed a joint statement with MARD, MOHand WHO on 
infben73 A(H/1\;9) preparedness demonstrating a One Heulth message among 
sectors. 

o F AO ECTAD and DAH relea;;ed a joint statement on influenza A{H7N9). 
o More than 500 archived lnfluenn-A positive samples collected during the las( six months 

from poultry were rested for H7, and all samples were r.egarive for H7. 
Support li:'.kages in passive sucvei.llance from community level to formal animal health reporting 
systems: 

c lnitia:ly, DAH refused to consider handheld reco-:-ding devices as part of an integrated 
animal !":ealth disease data-base, but after :"urther consideration Fi\0 has now been given 
pennis~ion to pilot such system. F AO hired two consultants and purchased a corr:pute 
server, but conn·acts \Vith rhe software developing unive::-sity and international consultant 
were not s:gnec!. For the coming year DAH is considering a system developed by Defen~e 
T~1reat Redw:tion Agency {DTRA) of the li:1ited States Department of Defense {DOD). 

• Training tOr differer:tial d:agnosis of poultry disease outbreak a:: RAHO and SDAH including 
poultry post-mortem examination: 

o Talking to stakeholder~ and anr..lysing inforrcwtior. and data collected during field visits in 
Region 3 and Region 7 showed that poultry disease investigations .are conducted 
satisfactorily. Cu-:-rently, there is :1.0 urgent need to conduct training for differential 
diagno~is of poultry disease outbreak a: RAHOs and SDAHs including poultry post-mortem 
ex.amir.atron. 

• Develo? policy options for incentives to stimulate reportmg of disease events ani! support advocacy 
for implementatio:1: 

o Tv,;ir.::e previously, the animal disea..'>e surveillance "-YStem was revie>ved. Recommendat:ons 
were noted. It was not necessary to develop po~icies to improve passive surveillance. 

Activity 3.3 Strengthening of veterinmy laboratories diagnostic activities. including hiosa.fe('> and 
quality assurance suppur!ed 
• Supporti:1g labora:ory quality assurance through moni:vring of p-erformance a:-.d SOP review: 

o SOPs were establisheC. for laboratory detect:on by real-time IX'lymerase chain reacrion 
(PCR) of intluenz<1 A subty?e H7 in general and <Jlso t:"!e speci~lc strai::-1 of H7N9 that 
caused human mortality in China. The resting algorithm was also finali7ed. 

o At RAH02. 157 int1uenza A virus positive RNA samples collected since July 2012 \vere 
tested for H7, and all were found to be r.egative. 

c: In the emergency surveillance of H7N9, 1740 pooled chicken swab samples "\Vere tested for 
m:-luenza A and H7. The results showed hig":"J prevalence (31 percen:) of intlue:'.Zd A virus 
among chickens, but no pusitives for H7. 

• Continue support for ntpid and dit1t!-rential diagnosis at RAHO level including other zoonoses:bigh
impact diseases: 

c T:-aining on laboratory dmg:1osis of H7N9 was carried ou: for a!l RAHOs on 21 June 2013 
in Ho Chi Minh City w:th a total of 37 participants (male: 20, female: 17). 

o Primers and p::-obes for detecting avian influen73 A virus and for subtyping H7 and N9 \Vere 
Cistributed to l.abo:-atories (RAHOs 1-7, National Ir..stitute of Veterinary Research, Central 
VietNam Veterinary fnstitute in Nha Trang city, Ho Chi Minh SDAH). 

• Continue support for the full chamcterization of vicuses h.olated frorc1 uutbreai<s and LMB 
surveillance: 
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o 120 influenn 1\ viruses \Vere isolated :'rom 500 influenza A PCR-positive samples by the 
end of May. Full genome sequencing was car.ied out with 43 of those isolated viruses. HA 
clade of those seque"Cl.ced viruses were 2.3.2.1.1\ (1 isolate), 2.32.1.C {29 isolates), 
l.llineage 5 (4 isolates), and 1.1 lineage 6 (9 isolates). Re-assortn:ent of H5Nl viruses 
were found. All 9 isolates of clade l.l lineage 6 were reassortants hdving all internal genes 
from clade 2.3.2.1 .C virus. One isolate of clade 2.3.2.1 .C was also a reassortant having 
genes ofM. NP, Pk and PB2 from clade 2.3.2. LA. 

Review the functions. and role of the animal health laboratory system: 
o Discus;,ion,; are ongoing by e-mail, and they will be fUrther discussed and finalized m 

October 20 13 during 12th Epi-Lab netwo:-k meeting. 
Support strategy for DAH to assume full technical responsibility fur HPAI laboratory programme: 

o This wi:I be discu~sed at 12th Epi-Lab ne!work meeting in October 2013. 

Activi(r 3.4 Vete-rinary F:pidemiology Netn·ork capacity supported 
An LoA on Organintion of Advanced Applied Veterinary Epidemiology Training and related 
workshop has been signed \Vith DAH in April 2013. 

• The advanced epidemiological skills training workshop for animal heahh profe;,sionals trum 
VietNam was held in Hanoi ~rom 20 to 24 May 2013 witlc a total of !3 parti.cipanrs 
(male: 8, female: 5). Participants were from RAHOs, National Centre for Veterinary Diagnostics. 
Natio:~al Institute of Animal Health, Hanoi University of Agnculture a:1d DAH. 

• The Wildlit€- Investigation in Livestock Disease ar:d Public Health: An Introductory T:-aining course 
in Ot~e Health \Vas implemented from 3 to lO May 2013 \Vith :otal 30 participants {male: 24, 
female: 6) representing human heal-:-h, animal health and wildEfelecol0gy sec,ors. The course 
induded lectures, problem-based learning exercises and field site visits. 
The 3rd AVET Alumni Conference and the ht Epidemiology One Healt~l ~etwork Forum was held 
on 12 a:",d 13 September 2013 in Ho Chi 1viinh city wit!< -:-otal 184 participants (male: 128, 
te:nale: 56}. The mam objectives of the meeting were: 

c strengthening the netv,;ork ofprot'essionals involved in applied veterinary epidemiology; 
o sharing scientific knowledge and field experience in !tuman health. ecology and animal 

1:ealth in VietNam; 
o providing a dedicated platform tOr A VET. Field Epidemiology Training Program (FETP) 

and Field Epidemiology Training Prog:-arr. for Veterinarians (FETPV) fellows to present 
their work; and 

o providing a platform to bring all One Jlea/th sta!<:eholders together, to network liai~e and 
:::ollabmate. 

The 5th [nternatio:Jal Workshop "hifluenz<1 Risk Assessment and Risk M0deling: Tr<Jnsitioning 
from Global to Loc~ll Assessments was held m Hanoi on 27 and 28 May 2013 with a to:al 
of 53 participants (male: 34, female; 19). T!-"-,e \<.:orkshop \<,:as coordi:1ated by F AO, US National 
Institutes of Heal:h and the University o"-:' Oklahorr.a. This workshop broughT :ogether more than 50 
m:.tlti-disctpl!nary in:ernatior:al experts, nacional government representatives and experts, technical 
staff and other partners to explore disease risk factors at the local level. The workshop helped 
deter:nine lJO\V influenza risk assessment and modelling sf:ould best be used to benefit national 
priority-~et~ing: tOr the prevention. response and control of HPAL 
A field trip on Int1uenza Risk Asse,;;,ment ar..d Ri~k Modeling funded by the Unive:-sity of 
Oklahoma \vas carried out in Cat Ba lsland (Hai Phong provi:1ce), and slaughter houses and LMB in 
Quang Ninh p:-ovince d:.tring 29-31 May 2013. 

ActiVI·.~~--· I5 Further development ofM&E expertise in animal health 
• Submitted the performance management plan (PMP) data tOr :he period from l October 2009 

to 30 September20:2 to USA I D. 
Worked ._,..,ith the Monitoring and Evalua:ion Manager from Abt 0n 22 and 23 April 2013 to review 
the implementation of the USAJD Viet 1\"am Avian and Pandemic Influenza Perfonnance 
Momagement Plan. 
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Output 4: Priority procurement for animal survei11ance and laboratory supported 

Activily 4.2 Procurement ~Jfcon_,umah!es to support lubonllol~~, t.lcli•·itic.> 
Primers .and probe for H7N9 testing were distributed to 7 RAHOs, the !'-Jational Tnstitute of 
Veterinary Research, and :he Central Viet Ndm Veterinary Institute. 

Component 3: Animal response component 

Output 5: Effecthc and time-ly animal response e-fforts promote-d 

Activi.~i-" -~-1: JJPAJ risk mapping and risk ana~K>is updated io support regional strategies 
• Poultry ~ector profilir.g to suppoct the regional strategy: 

o Mapping key LMHs in Region 6 and Region 7 has been completed. 
c Mapping hatcheries in Region 6 and Region 7 has been completeC.. 
o Mapping LMBs in 15 northern pcovinces has been completed. 

• Applied risk a:1aly:,is capacity building: 
c Three international experts conducted an advanced epidemiology training on risk analysis 

and spatial epidemiology in May 2013 to further enha:'_ce analysis capacity building. 
o Conducted on-the-job tmining for SDAHs and DARD staff in the 15 northem provinces on 

risk analysis. 
• Updating risk a..'i.sessment and mapping: 

o Conducted risk assessment on layers production and spent hen trading in the northern 
provinces. 

o Reports on risk assessf!'_enr and risk maps were developed as requested. 
Detailed characterization of high-risk value chains including network anaiysis: 

c An intematiDnal consultant was h:red to conduct charac:eriza:ion of high-risk value chains 
including net¥/Of~ analysi!i.. The v<ork is still continuing. 

o Spent hen value chains in the nmiherr. provinces have been developed. The high-risk nodes 
of each value chain were identified and chan1cterized. 

o Laver production practices and spent !:en trading pcaccices of key stakeholders were 
descr:bed. 

o Market netwock in the northern provinces \Vas developed and its analysis is ongoing. 
c Key spent hen trade routes in the northern provinces were identified. 

Activity 5.2: Outbreak control capaci(v strengthened under regional comrol -'lrateg}· 
Assist partners to sensitize gr-assroots ~takeholders to disease control activities: 

o T:-tis was deer:1ed unnecessary. 
Review application of c?.rca~s disposal in outbreak control in loc<Jl situations within strategic plans: 

o This was deemed ·J.nnecessary. 
Prepare and conduct desktop exercises with public health counterparts: 

c F AO provided techr:kal input and attended one \VHO table top simulation exercise and one 
CDC simulation ~n lnfluenn in hurnans 

Activity 5.4 Develop tailored compensation mechanisms to support control strategy 
• Support the Jevelopment of locally fea~ible and practical compensation mechanisms to support 

famtet-s reporting disease: 
c DAH did not develop ne\v tailored compe-:1sation mechar.isms and FAO agrees t:r_at this \\-·as 

T'ecessary in 2013. 
• Revie-...v outbrec..k control procedures to enable effective audits to support corr.pensation packages: 

c SOPs on outb7ea',c control procedures were studied and technically cleared. The 
Government has not officially approved nor directeJ :hese SOPs to be used in the t'ielJ. No 
field assessment was carried out owing to staff shoctages. 

Activily 5.5 Cross-border dialogue and courdinaied surveillance 
The Viet Nam and C'hina Bilateral Meeting on Collaboration to Address Translmundarv Ammal 
Disease~ and Disease:, of Public Health Co:1cem v.-·as held from 22 !o 24 Au •ust 2013 in Ha Lon,. 
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city, Quang Ninh province with a total of 53 participants (male: 40, female: 13). A draft resolution 
is being prepared. 

• Spent hen v<Jlue chain <:malysis: 
o Technical consulration meetings ·.ve:e conducted with V/\HIP, Abt, DAH, DLP to co:-~sult 

st<Jkeholders on the LMB survey and spent hen va:ue chain ana:ysis in July 2013. 
o A field tnp to Bac Gia::g province was cor.ducted from 7 to 10 August 2013 and Nam Dinh 

province from i3 to 15 August 2013. The following tasks during the field trips have been 
con:pleted: (i} focus grou? discussio:1 with layer chicken farmer;; conducted to collect 
information on layer production system,;; (ii} one-day consul:ation meeting held in Bac 
Giang on 9 August 2013 with a total of 22 participants and in Nae1 Dinh province in 15 
August 2013 with a total uf 46 participants. The participan:s came from provincial SDAH, 
DARD, Distrkt Veterina;y Stations' staff, layer ::hicken :"armers. poultry traders ar:d 
transporters, poultry slaughterers and marKet management board members. The meetings' 
objectives were to: desc:-ibe layer chicken production systems and spe:1t hen value chains in 
VietNam; describe the unofftda: movement and value chains of imported spen: hens; and 
ider.tify overlap between the two value chains: (iii) held a meeting with Govemment staff of 
the quarantine station and observed uncertifed spent hens which were caught and kept at 
this station during the time of the visit; and (iv) interviewed poultry traders/tmnsporters. 
poultry slaughterers and LMB managers. 

o A field trip to Bac Tl:.ang Long LMB was conducted on l i and 12 August 2013 to interview 
poultr}' traders at the wholesale market. 

c A field trip to Ha Vy LMB was conducted on 17 and lS August 20l3 to interview poultry 
traders. 

o A meetir:g \vas held with TNS, a marketing research company, to discuss a potential 
contract to conduct Ll'vlB surveys.. 

o A technical \VOrkshop to map and rank LMBs <illd to Jevelop a value chain analysis of spent 
!cens in northern Vie: Nam was held on 19 and 20 August 2013 in Hanoi with a total 
of 54 participants (rr,ale: 37, female: l7). 

o A survey i:1 Ha Vy LMB was conducted to collect intOnnation on spent hen value chains 
from poultry traders, transporters and market managers. 

o A field trip to Vi:1h Phac province was undertaker: to hold discussions with JAPF A. one of 
the biggest poultry production companies, on the collection of information on spent hen 
value chains and opportunities foe strengthening public private partnership in poultry sub
sector. 

c !\ draft report 0n spent hen value ch~ins has been prepared. 
c The result on ranking the largest LMBs in 15 northern provinces has been double checked 

with th~ AVET alum:-.i participants. 
o The 12 bigges: LMBs were selected for :napping ir: each province of the 15 provinces of 

northern Vie: Nam. The links between LMBs in each province were also mapped. As a 
result, 180 LMBs in 15 nocthern provinces were mapped. 

o Mapping the 45 biggest LMBs ir: the northern region of Vie: Nam and the main spent hen 
trade roads from China across VietNam's northern provinces. 

o Questionnaires for LMB suney have been designed. A:J comments from the stakeholders 
on the questionnaires \>.'ere incorporated and the second draft of the questionnaires has been 
revised. 

c Pre-test live b:rd survey in one rr.arket in Nam Dinh city •sas conducted. 
o LMB survey question aires and r::ethodo!ogy have been finalized, 

Develop plans to conduct coordir:ated cross-bocder surveillance: 
o At the ·::;ilateral Viet ~am-Cambodia meeting a coordinated cross-border surveillance 

strategy \<.:as proposed. Since July 2013, environmental samples from 4 LBMs have been 
collected. Results will be compared with findings from Cambodia. Environmental sampling 
will continue till at least April 2{)14. 

II 
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Activity .':.6 Vaccine ejfinu}' u.I'SC'>smen!s and virw> .';urveillance supported at 1he natiunallevel 
An H5N1 challenge experiment of chickens vaccinated \Vith Re-6 and Re-5 vias carried out at 
Ndtional Center for Veterinary Diagnostics. 
Support fOr H5Nl vaccine efftcacy test in quail was requested by DAH upon the emergence of 
HSN I in quails, and an L~)i\ \<:as signed. Vaccination of quails \Vit!t Re5 and Re6 was carried out in 
September 2013. and the challenge experiment will be carried out in October 2013. 

Activi1y 5. 7 lnstitutiunal strengthening in puuitry production and animal health ud~;·ism~r ~ystcms 
Capacity needs assessment of key stakeholders; 

c A consultation was held ;vith JAPFA on their need to strengthen poultry production ar.d 
capacity building for poultry farme::-s on biosecuri~Y-

o A consultation was held with the >-Jatior.al Agricultural Extension Centre on their need to 
strengthen capacity on hatchery biosecurity trc..ining. 

• Dcvelo;l the poultry sector advisory services mode: in co:Jaboration w:th partners and !he Extension 
Departmen': 

c Cooperated with the extension system to ex:-end hatchery blosecurit)' strengthening 
programme in :he southern pruvinces. 

Output 6: Biosecurity improved and market hygiene practices in commercial and free-ranging 
poult!")' raising settings supported 

Activity 6.l Support programme !o strengthen .><!f(: paultry production practices including biosecuri~J' 
Develo;t materials anC. methods with partners including extension service to scale up hatchery pilot 
programme in support of regional control strategies: 

o Hatchery mapping for provinces in Region 6 and 7 have been completed. 
c Draft concept notes on biosecunty standards for parent breeding farms and on parent 

breeding farm auditing system have been developed. 
o Draft training manuals on biosecurity for parent breeding fa:-ms ar:d on parent flock 

breeding farm auditing have been developed. 
o Contract on ·'Video Cocumentation of ider:tified hatchery biosecurity and hy·giene best 

practices with lessons learned in Quang Tri and Can Tho province·· was signed with the 
Song Ngu Advertisement Company Ltd. m Ju::e 2013. 

c The concept note for a hatchery t1:m will. finalized by incorporating comments from 
additional stakeholders. Consultations held with the DLP ar.d the National Agricultural 
Extension Centre on film ~ript fur hatchery bio~curity and hygiene best prm:tices. All 
commen:s from Vietnamese partners were consolidated. The 2nd draft of the film script has 
been developed. 

o Field trips in Can Tho city were conducted on 19 and 20 July 2013 and in Quang Tri 
province on 29 and 30 July 2013 for the p:-eparation of the film production on hatchery 
biosecurity and hygiene best praci.ces. 

o Project staff attended the Fonm of Extem.ion a:1d Agriculture on the topic of '"Biosecurity 
for \Vaterfowl husbandr:>' developmenC on 18 July 2013 in An Giang province. Hatchery 
technica: guidelir:e~ and duck waste management guidelines were incorporated into the 
workshop proceedings a::d distributed to the workshop participants. 

• Facilitate development of policy a;;.d advocacy brief to support pmctical measures to upgrade the 
production of day-old ducks: 

o Legislation on Hatchery biosecurity minimum standards was approved by MARD 
on 10May2013. 

• Support implementing partr.ers with high-level training and advice on !latchery pilot programme: 
o Tcaining materials on po·J.ltry parent breeding farm biosecuri:y have ':::een developed and 

tested including training session plan, key mes~ages, training handouts, presentations, pre 
and post tests. Training on Poultry parent breeding farm biosecurity was held in Can Tho on 
26 ~nd 27 June 2013 with a total of23 participants (male; 14, female: 9). Participants came 
from Can Tho, An Gi<Jng. Long A;;. and Vinh Long SDAH, District Veterinary Sta::ons 
(Thai Lai, Vinh Thanh, Co Do, Thot Not dish·ict}, Lon An and Vinh Lon DARD, and 
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breeding farm O\vners, 
c Training materials on poultry parent breeding farm auditing have been C.e'\'eloped and 

tested. Training on pou~tr::>' parent breeding: farm auditing '\vas heid in Can Tho on 28 and 29 
June 2013 with a total of 14 partic:panb (male: 8. female: 6}. The participants came from 
Can Tho, Long An, An Giang, Vinh Long SDAH, Distnct Veterinary Stations staff (Thoi 
Lai, Vinh Thanh, C'o Do, Thot Not district), Long An and Vinh Long DARD. 

Collaborate with DLP to develop upstream standards for parent flocks supplying hatcher.es 
contDnning to guidelines and pilot test ;-m;ctic<:~l implementation <:t field level: 

o A rr:ission by the Biosecurity International consultant \vas undertaken from 15 June 
to 3 July 2013 on b:osecurity standards and auditing system for poultry parent flock 
breeding farms in VietNam. 

c The technical consultation workshops on draft biosecurity minir,mm standards for poultry 
parent flocks was held in H<tnoi on 19 June 2013 with a total of 28 participan:s (male: 1 8, 
female: 1 0}. 

c The technical consultation workshop on the audi:lng system for poultry parent flocks \<.:as 
held in Hanoi on 20 June 2013 with a total of 28 participants (male: 18, female: 1 0). 

o T:1e survey o:-: biusecunty levels of duck parent breeding farms and farmers· knowledge of 
biosecurity was conducted in Thot "'fot district, Can Tho city on 24 June 2013. 

c The consultation meeting on biosecurity minimum standards for breeding farms was held in 
T"i"lot Not district, Can Tho city on 24 June 20 l J; 22 breeding farms owners {male: 14, 
female: 8) attended the meeting, 

c The consultation meeting on biosecurity mmimum standards was held in Can l:1o city 
on 25 June 2D13 wi:-h a total of 21 participants frum provmcml DARD, SDAH \Can Tho, 
Long An, An Giang and Vinh Long provinces) ar:d Can Tho District Veterinary St<ttior:s 
(male: 11. temale: 10). 

o A set of criteria for selection of Cuck parent breeding farm models was developed. Two 
C.uck parent breeding fam1s were selected in Thot Not and Co Do districts, Can Tho city. 

c Two action plans to develop duck ;1arent breeJing farm r,,odels have been developeJ m 

cons:.~ltation ·with the f<:~rm owners. 
o T:-te first Craft of the LoA with DLP on the parent flock programme has been prepared. 
o A co:-".sultation was held with the key stakeholders to select a suitable water treatment 

system for parent flock models in Quang Tri province and Can Tho city. 
• Continue support for development of poultry wru.te dh.posal :-ystems: 

o Poultry •.vaste management guidelines were finalized in J·,.me 2013. DLP will integrate the 
poultry waste management guidelir:es w1th the DLP waste management project to 1ssue 
legislatior. on '\vaste m~magement. 

• Develop materials ;md methods \.Vith partners including extension service to scale ctp the good 
production practices in support of regional control strategies: 

o Involvement of National Agricultural Exte:-·,~ion Center in development of training m<lterial 
on good poultry production practices and the hatchery biosecarity film script 

ActiFity 0_2 Suppm1 ongoing activizv of the Biosl!curity working group 
• Support national and regional meetin~:,rs of the Biosecurity \VOrking group: 

c Preparing for the first mee~ng of wildlife f<trming sub-group. 
o A meeting with Mr. Ha Cong Tuan, Vice-minister of MARD, on wildlife f2rming issues 

and the role of biosecurity working group :n strengthening wildlife farming was held 
on 3 I May 2013. 

o T~1e v.'ildlite farming subgroup under Biosecurity Working Grlnp {BSWG) w<Os established. 
o T:1e t:r~t meeting of the wilJiife farning sub-groap of the BSWG was held in Hanoi 

on I I June 2013 •.vi ttl a total of 36 patiicipants (male: 25, female: I I), 
Technical guide!:nes and training materia:s have beer. widely dis:ributed to DARDs, SDAHs, 
Agricultural Exten:-ion Center:'. at nationr..! a:1d provincial leve:s. 
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Activity 6.3 Pnwide pol h)' support brief on the it~activation (~(H5N! under environmental conditions 
Investigate inactivatio:1 of HS!'-J 1 strains under simulated environmental conditkms: 

o Heat stabt1i:y tcial'> were conducted in September 2013. 

ActiFity 6.5 Training i?(pmvincial DARD staffin description and mapping of local poultry sector 
Training on mapp:ng LBMs and hatcheries tOr provincial and district staff has been completed. 

Activities proposed for the next reporting period (October 2013 to March 2014) 

Component I: Coordination, Communication and Advocacy 

Output 1: Coordination, Communication, and Advocacy Enhanced 

Activily J. f Support {:ore FA 0 Viet Nam Team 

Activity 1.2 01:-ganize monthly coordinalion meelings and periodic larger stai--.-elwlder (province. RA HO, 
district} work~iwps· 

Continue implementation of HPAI co:1trol strategy: biosecurity, vaccines, surveillance, outbreak 
response management. movement cor_troL quarantine, market closures, differential dx. etc. 
(monthly}. 
Identify priorities tOr sustainability and sustainability mechanisms {funding ar.d technical) 
workshop (late Octobcr-?'-Jovember) with follow-up workshop'> as needed to facilitate transitions, 
natio:1al hand-over and z.ustainability of the HPAI programme (as needed \\'ith programme closing 
workshop in August 2014). 
H PAl lessons learned and programme results dissemination workshops (fvtarch-May 20 I 4 ). 

Activity 1.3 Develop Communicmion, Outreach and Legacy lv!ateria/s 
• Prepare and Produce two tilms on poultry biosecurity and hatchery Improvement. 
• Prepare a Legacy Document "'HPAI Le<;son,; Learned in VietNam over the past? Yea:-<;". 
• Develo? six succmcc t1lct sheet:-; for VietNam HPAl lnf1uenza Lesso:1s Learned in the areas of on 

capacity development, surveillance. diagnostic:;., 'cliosecurity, benefi-:-s of improved livestock 
productior:. and outbreak response. 
Produce the 604 monthly updates for LISAID, F/\0 ECTAD VietNam quarterly ne\'\'Sietter, and 
ECTAD VietNam brochure (Unked to Activity 1.4). 

Activizv 1 A Support and develop expertise in 1t1&E as it relates to animal health 
• Internal mapping, monitoring and monthly disseminatior. of avian influenza activi:ies and 

prepa:ation of progress and financial monitoring reports. 
• Develo;> training course on M&E framework (DAH benefits) for managers at RAHO and SDAH to 

aid therr_ in gathering and processing tvf&E data (supporting and bene:'itting DAH). 
Support al-ignmen~ of overall national :v1&E framework with strategic plans (AIPED book M&E 
align~d with DAH, RAHO and Laboratory M&E). 

• Support Performance Management Plan indud~ng dat2 collection and analyses. 
• As'>ist DAH in developing an M&E phon based on specific activities envi,ioned by the signing of 

C:rcular 16 and the soon to be signed circ..tlar for animal disease reporting. 

Component 2: Animal Surveillance and Laboratory Strengthenin-g 

Output 2: Animal Sur\'eiHance at :'\lational, Pro\'incial, District and Commune Levels Enhanced 

Activity 2. I Implement Attimal Suneillance programme 
Support national a-~1irr:al disease surveillance (poultry, S\Vine and other relevant species) including 
linkage and synergies with hum<m surveiJ;ance and other influenza progra:nmes including EPT +. 
Support passive surveillance including provincial level advocacy for reporting events, in:;entives to 
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st:mulate provir:cial :-eporting. and use of a smart phone animal disease reporting appEcation li:1ked 
to the ammal dise:1se. 

• Conduct a natior:d surveillance effi..:acy review and develop recommendations tOr sust<Jini:n_g 
surveillance upon completion of the 604 programme, including a results dissemination workshop. 

ActiFity 2.2 Strengthen core capaci~vjOr animal disease il?fOrmation collection and management 
• Support the development and piloting of an animal disease information system inci'.tding step-wise 

implementation of a linked laboratory data ma71agement system and smart phone animal disease 
reporting application. 
Develop on-li-:1e instructior:.s and training materials for the use of the animal disease information 
sy~te:n, linked laboratory data management sy~terr:, .and smart phone ar.imal di~ease reporting 
application_ 
Conduct surveillance information system trainings for SDAH. RAHO, ar:d laboratory staff. 

Activity 2.3 Strengthen core capacities }Or animal disease response and disease control planning 
• Develop a live animal rr:arket disea~e control ~trategy and intervention optior.~ including a Closure 

Contingency Plan based on risk analysis associated with value chams i-:1to and out of LBM&. 
Prepare and conduct desktop exercises \.vith public health counterpatis simulating live animal 
market closures and other management actions cun~idering cross border elements. 

Activity 2.4 Strengthen in(luen=a risk asses_;;ment and modelling Jo identifj.·Jhe most impm·tunt risk 
jGctors jOr management in VietNam 
• Improve the geocuration and date-curation of the 451 public VietNam virus sequences. 
• Run an analysis of evolutionary rate and spatial evolutionary dynamics at t1~e national level in Viet 

Nam, 
• Link the analysis of virus evobtion to tl~e risk f~1ctor analysis, niche maps, and collated historit:al 

vaccination data. 

Activi(v 2.5 Support the Veterinary F:pidemiologv .\'ct>rori,- capacity 
Conduct a national epiderr:iology needs assessment and strategy for shor; and medium tem1 

epidemiology training programmes. 
Implement addi:ional advanced /\VET trainings i:-~clading WILD (One Health short course}. 
advanced epidemiology and statistical ar.alyses, risk assessment and moddling. and nentorir.g of 
R/\HO epidemiology units in da:a analysis and interpretation oftJ--:eir provincial or R/\HO data. 
Refine the national level frame\.vork forthe epidemiology network including linkages to LabNet ar:d 
deve:opment of a :1ational epidemiology sustainability strategy. 
Support national and international cross-border level epidemiology (and laboratory} net\vorking 
including 4-way linking with healt!l counterparts (linked to Activity 4.1 ). 

Activity 2. 6 Strengthen veterinwy Iahorator_;-· diagnostic capac-ities 
Support :aboratory biosafety and quality assurance through performance and SOPs. 
Expand and broaden RAHO diagnostic capacity for the d-iagnosis of animal diseases and zoo!'.oses. 
Conduct full characterisation of viruses isolakd from animal samples. 
Promote national and international laboratory networking in support of in:'"ormation sharing and 
sustainable development. 

• Support a strategy tOr DAH to assume full technical responsibiEty for the laboratory programme by 
revie-.ving the functions and :-ole of the animal health laboratory system. 
Support operational research on HPA[ influenn control (vacdne efficacy trials, etc.). 

Activily 2. 7 Evuluale vaccination siraie~s:;ies and efficacy' nati:ma!ly to include VietNam border 
countries 
• Support monitoring the et11cacy of vaccines cu:--rently in use against H5 viruses circulating at the 

tin: e. 
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• Support the development of new Immunization strategies for the MeXo:1g Delta including an 
ecozone vaccination workshop. 
Implement a cmss-border duck vaccine trial in the Mekong Delta (!i-:1ked to Activity 4.1 ). 

Component 3; Animalllisease Prevention and Preparedness 

Output 3: Animal Production and Biosecurity lmproYed to Preyent Disease Incursion 

Activit}' J.l Support programmes to strengthen _wfe animal production praoices including biosecurity 
Develop minimum biosecurity standarCs, technical guidelines, and certif.cation advice for (i) parent 
flocks supplying hau:herie~: {ii) poultry '-V~te management; (iii) boar farms (artificial insemination 
stations, small-/medium-scale breeding farms, and fattening farms ir.cluding guidance on the boar 
program: and {iv) ~elect types of wildlife farms. 

• Conduct a sector-\\··ide Biosecurity legislation and standards review. 
• Develop a Draft Cin:ular addressing the management of poultry was:e, :1atcheries and parent flocXs. 
• Dcvelo;l training materia!s for SDAH, DARD staff, extension services. universit~y staff and students 

on mir:imum biosecurity standards, technical guidelines, and certification <1dvice for pou:try, pig a::d 
selec: wildlife species, 
Conduct master trninings on minimum biosecurity stand<1rds, ~echnical guidelines, "md certification 
advice for poultry, pig and ~elect wildlife ~pecies. 
Develo:J poultry profile and mapping of loc.al poultry sector. 

Activity 3.2 Support ongoing aciivities oF the Bi~1securi!y fVorking Group (BSWG) including the sub
group rm \VildNfejCmning 
• Support national and regional meetings of the BS\VG and the sub-g:"oup on vvildlife fam1ir:g. 
• Re-..·tew and update the terms of reference of the BS\VG. 

• Lii1ise with the United Nations Development Programme One Health Coordination Unit. the 
Vietnam One Health University Network, Pt\Hl, and other multi-disciplinary programmes to 
facilitate the dissemination ofBS\:VG information with partners. 
Support capaciry building for BSWG :ne:nbers (linked to Activity 3.1 _). 

Component 4; Improved Networks to Address Animal Diseases "\Vithin VietNam and along its 
Borders 

Output 4: Cross Border E:cozone Approach Implemented to Improve Disease PreYention and 
Control 

Activily 4. f Cross-border cufluborative aclivities dt;/ined and promoted 
Support bilateral meetings with t!-_e Governments of China, Cambodia and Lao PDR to exchange 
technical information, including surveillance ar:d risk assessment fmdings, ar:d risk reductiOn plans. 
Develop plans and condun coordinated cross bocder surveillance, diagnostics value chain srudies 
and risk :-nitigation. 

• Revie\'\' cross border value chains of high risk commodities (within country and acro~s borders). 
• Determine manager.tent interventions to :11inimise disease tran~mission across borders and support 

risk reduction. 
China meeting outcomes: (i) f'uture meeti-::gs to engage public health, quarantine authorities and 
social sc:ences; and (ii) facilitate management commi:te,e finalization ofjoim projects for the Viet 
Nam southern China epizone, considering: 

a) real-time information exchange mechanisms; 
b) corridor approach for poultry- and po:tltry prod:tcts; and 
c) safe path·w·ays for movement of species susceptible to foot-and-mouth disease. 
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Activity 4.2 Public-Private Parlner.>hip Strategt' !JevelupedjOr Animul Sectors 
Conduct advocacy workshop(s) on benefi;s of public-private partnersh:ps. 
Conduct stakeholder workshop to identify interests, capac:ty needs, benefiTs, communication forum, 
etc. 

• Capacity building tOr tilrmers and the private sector based on needs assessment. 
Es.:ablish a sustainable traceability system and improved supply mar:agement along the poultry 
value chain as an example of public-private partnerships and as a model for other provinces and 
cities in VietNam. 
Value chain and network ana:yses :o support interventions and disease managemem decisions. 

Main challenges encountered and response provided 
The approval of the Government of VietNam on the Project Document by FAO and USAID for the 
project extension (October 2013-September 2014) is still in proces~. Many acti• .. ities, which the 
counterpart Gove:mnent agency had primary responsibility for implementing-, could not be initiated, 
O\Ving to this delay in project approval. 
In the country context, the Viet Nam-based regional approach to HPt\1 control is a ne-.v concept. 
The Government aJrr:inistrative structure does not provide for a regional mechanism among the 
national and provincial aut!iorities in Viet :--Jam and so the Govemment did not implement the F,\0-
proposed regional s-:-rategy. Therefore, no VietNam based regional activities were carried out from 
a provincial perspet:tive. However, F'AO has made the argument that cross-border activities (south 
China-north VietNam and south VietNam-Cambodia) are regional approaches S'Jpported by 
epi7ones or ecozones in which viruses differ. This seems supported and acceptable as a way of 
thinking about regional approaches w'c!ich can also be applied withi!1 VietNam. 

Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes (fi·om the start o{fhe project) 

Output 1: Strategy development for HPA1 control in 2006-2010 supported 
Consideration of a Viet Narr: based regional approach to HPi\ I control, rather than a provincial one, 
\Vds promoted and is attnn:ting interest as teatured in the Green Book Review and several 
document!> ffom the International Ministerial Conference on Avian and PanJemic lnt1uen:za 
(I\1CAPJ), The final drafts of the regio:;al HPAI control plans for the north-central region (Region 
3) and the Mekong Delta region (Region 7+} have been completed. 

• A regional:"zonal approach has been inco.rpordted into the Na:ional Opemti.anal Plan on Avian 
Influenza Control and Prevention (20 13-201 i). 

A Livestock Emergency Preparedness Plan was developed and submitted :o DAH fOr use in any 
unusual event in the lio;.·estock sector, keeping in vie¥; the state of unp:eparedness that the 
Governtr.ent experienced dur:ng the 2003-2004 emergence ufHPAI. 

• Provincial poulcry subsector profiling was effective in describing p:-ovi:!cial poultry pop:tla:ions 
(including the Poultr;; Atlas), anC. DLP is considering adopting such an approach more \Videly. 

• R:sk ass6sment a:1d risk-based !argeting of control measures are increasi:1gly ':Jeing included in 
technical and policy development (however stiil largely restricted to the control of HPAI). Thls 
appr.aach is now expandeC <md \Vds tra::'.s:ated into an HPAI regional control !Jian particularly for 
two regions ln VietNam. 
A guide:ine tOr the application of the progre:'.:,ive control pathway approach had been tlnalized. 

Output 2: Coordination and communication with donors and other HPAI implementing partners 
• Program:ne man~gement, planc;ing and coordinatior. of adivi:ies \Vith USAID and other pmtners 

were maimained. FAO made 11 major recomme::dations for the Green Hook Review, \Vhich "\Vere 
well received by the Government of Viet i'\ar,. as is eviJent from the newly relea~ed follo'>v-up 
version of the Green Book as an Actioc; Programme on AIPED tOr the period covering 2011-1016. 

• f AO and Ab: A:,sociates have a common strategy to risk. reduction across the supply chain with a 
shared activity matrix consolidating the agencies' activities ir.to a single overa:l approach. 
The first volume of the D/\H Animal Health bulletin was released in July 201 1(250 copies). The 
second vo:ume of DAH Animal Health bulletin \vas released in Au,gust 2012 {710 copies). FAO 
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provided financial support to DAH for publishing the book "'Animal Heaith Sector Strategy .. whk:-h 
\VdS- released in Septerc1ber 2013 ( 170 copies). 

Output 3: Animal surveillance at the national, district and community level enhanced 
The projee provided support to the upgradir.g of T A Dinfo a:-1d Lab Net, and the deve~oprctent of 
geDgrap~lic intOrma:ion systerr.s (GIS) a:: the RAHO level. A total of 210 officers fro:n SDAH. 14 
R/\HO staff and five D/\H epidemiology staff '\Vere trained to use this sof":l.vare. Seven global 
positioning systems (GPS) anC seven licenses of :napping software (ArcVlew/ArcGIS 9.2.1 were 
provided to seven RAHOs (I-VII). A total of 55 SDAHiDAH ~taffwas trained on its use. 

• The project also developed .a databdse :,ystem sottware for laboratory diagnostic management within 
the DAH's Labr-.:et through the services of a local firm in Viet Narr.. Labora:ory biosafety and 
quali:y assurance are being supported and pursued. One laboratory, the National Centre foe 
Veterimr:-y Diagnostics (NCVD), was accredited for ISO 17025, ar.d the other laboratories are in the 
process of" acc:-editation. 
The SOPs ti..>r HSN I real-tirr:e PCR \vere developed and adopted. It has been used at 11ine veterinary 
laboratories extensively tOr passive and active surveillance. T::e u~e of real-time PCR was exte:1ded 
to the differential diagnosis of HPi\.1, such as Newcastle disease and duck plaque_ 

• The capacity of genetic sequencing of H5N 1 viruses was developed and applied. Genetic analysis of 
the viruses :solated f:-om HPAI outbreaks in poultry in VietNam over several years indicates that 
c:aCe 1 IS entrenched in south VietNam with sporadi-c forays to central Viet :-.Jam. ClaJe 2.3.4 \Vas 
once the predominant clade for many years in north and central Viet Nam until the winter of 
2009./2010. However, clade 23.2 viruses lw,re totally replaced rhe do:ninance of clade 2.3.4 in late 
2010, which continues today. \Vithin the newly emerging dade of 2.3.2.1, an antigenic variant 
strain ~>fthe virus was detected. Adequate technical and material support significantly improved the 
HPAJ diagnostic capacity in the labomtones and antigenic and genomic characterization of H5l\" l 
viruses. 

• A revi:ioed and updated set uf SOPs for HPAI Outbreak Investig;:tion and Control was developed, 
comp:ised of 19 sections and 14 job cards for various officials involved in HPAI outbreak 
management. The English and Vietr.amese ver~ions of the SOPs ,.,·ere handed over to DAH for 
transmi:-;sion to MARD for adoption as a national stmtegy. 
The a\vareness-n1ising campaign to encourage poultry farmers to report any unusual occurrences of 
an infectious disease in poultry flocks and the necessity to report it on rircte were carried out through 
TV spots and loudspeakecs during ::he risk penoJ. (e.g. the T~t festival). 
The A VET initiative to improve basic epidemio:ogical investigation capaciry in Viet Nam, 
specifically a nine-week-long tailor-made course curriculum, resulted in the training of 
! 60 veterinarians in 12 cohorts in the period of 2010 2012. At !eas; one veterinarian of each of the 
63 provinces of Vie: Na1:1 now hds S?ecialized basic skills :n vetednary field epidemiology. The 
advanced epidemiological skills training \Vorkshop for animal health professionals from VietNam 
was held in May 2013 with a total of ~ 3 pa:ticipants. The Wildlife Tnvestigation in Livestock 
Disease and PubEc Health: An Introductory Tr..tin!ng Course in One Health \Vas, implemented in 
May 2013 -.vith total 30 participants representing human health, anirr:al health and wildl:fe..-ecology 
sectors. Three A VET alumni workshops ar.d the 1st Epidemiology One Health Network Forum 
were organized for strengthening the animal health epidemiologi~t network in Viet Nam and 
improving the sharing of information. 

• Active surveillance of HPAI a:-~d other poultry di-;e.a.ses launched to comple~:1ent the community
based surveillance of Abt Assoc:ates yielded valuable insight on the efficacy oft:--.e surveillance. 
In the even: of an outbreak, a new component was launched in Marc!-_ 201 I fm the early detection of 
any pot..:-ntial secondary outbreaks in the neighbouring an~a of the index case. 

• A cost-eftectiveness study on surveillance for HPAI was completed. Preliminar;.' findir.gs sugge~t 
that there is a qualitative value in survei:lance, but the cost of sun.-'eillance per outbreak reported is 
going up '-Yith a decrease ir:. the number of O'Jtbreaks of HPAI in Vie: Nam. 
LMB surveillance for subclinical infection of ducks sold at the markets ir. 30 high-risk provinces 
indicated \vide~pread circulation of avian influenza virus and also H5N 1 viru~es, in panicular. 

• More than 300 co pie~ of :he Wild Bird \1anual were :ram;lated into Vietnamese and distributed in 
63 provinces. 
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Output 4: Priority procurement for animal suneillance and laboratory supported 
• Procurement of vehicles, information technology !_IT) equipment sprdyers and most laboratory 

consumables is complete, and all are ir. use. 

Output 5: Effective and timely animal response pfforts promoted 
• A cross-border study in the north of Viet Narn concluded that as a result of a higl1 financial return 

for poultry, smuggling across the border has not decreased, but :'"las become more elaborate, \-Vhich 
will pose a constant dsk of disease transmission. The n:arke: chain is increasingly beir.g recognized 
as critica1 to the control ofHPAI, pm1icularly i:1 nor:hern Viet ~am, and FAO-~ ;,trategic targeting 
of LMBs was validated. 

• 

Hatchery data collection and mapping i-:1 five pilot provinces was completed. Hatchery minimum 
bio;,ecurity standards were developed through a stakeholder consultacion process. A hatchery audit 
and certification tool was developed, and t:-aining was provided to :he Govemment staff on the 
procedu:e tOr hatchery auditing and certifk:-ation. HatcheT}' d:;.ta collection and mapping in Region 
3. Region 6 and Region 7]:ave been completed. 
Mappir.g ofLMBs in Region 3, Region 6, Region 7, and along the border with Cambodia (including 
Long An, Dong Thap, Ar. Giang and Tay 1'\inh province) and 15 northern provinces have been 
completed. 
Post-vaccination monitoring and yirus circulating surveillance for influenza A/H5"1 1. supported by 
this project, shmvs that vaccinated poultry have a protectior. rate of 72. lO percenl. at the bird level. 
The protection -:-ates of Muscovy ducks, turkey, other ducks, chicken and geese were: 80 percent, 
80 percent, 78.90 percent, 68Jl5 percent and 50 percent. respectively. Prevalence of Type :\ and 
H5Nl avian influenza viruses in ducks were 0.94 percent and 0.67 percent, respet.:tive1y. while in 
chickens. respective prevalence was 0.54 percent and 0 percent. There was no evidence of avian 
influenza virus persistence four:d with the samples taken from Muscovy dacks. The avian int1uenza 
positive sar.-".ples were from Khanh Hoa and Quang Ngai provinces (Centre). Currently, the 
Government of VietNam halted mass vaccinat;_on of poultry against HP/\I. 
A training course on good management practices for key s-:-akeholders a national veterinary 
company C'·./AVETCO). VietNam's veterinary vaccine company (VETVACO) and DAH- was 
conducted, v.·hich covered introductory level good manutdc:uring practices (according to the 
2009 Phannaceurical Jnspecti.on Convention/Pharmaceutical Inspection Co-operation Scheme 
fPICSl Code of good manufactu:-ing practices) and quality systems applica"iJle to the manufacture 
of avian int1uenza H5N l vaccines. 

• The operational appraisal of co:d chain integrity was completed. and 39 provinces were provided 
wi:h walk-in cold rooms, Software for inven~ory maintenance of vaccine banks in provinces was 
deve:oped. 
Capacity tOr animal challenge te;,tir..g wa;, developed, following the completion of a high biosecurity 
animal isolation u:1it at NCVD. The unit appEed for vaccine efficacy tests since 2007 to monitor the 
adequacy of vaccines against the evolving HSN 1 viruses. An anrigenic variant of H5N I virus was 
~Ound in 20 l 1. tOr which the vaccine currently in use was not effective. 

• A Viet Nam-C::unbodia cross border meeting held in January 2013 and Vie: Nam-China cmss 
bo-:-der meeting held in August 2013 to exchange technical information, including sur;eillance and 
ris;.;: assessment findings, and risk reduction plans. As a resalt of the meetings, cross-border 
surveillance strategy between VietNam <:nd Cambodia was developet.l in January 2013. 

Output 6: Improved biosecurity practices in commercial and scavenging poultry raising settings 
supported 
• Poultry sector profiling provides important tools for risk-analysis and stn>.tegic disea::.e control 

planning. t\ gu'ide to provincial poultry sector profiling was developed. Poultry sector profiling was 
completed for fou:- oft::e f:.ve project provinces. 11te guidelines are currently being tes:ed externally 
by an implementing partner in three non-USAID pi1ot provinces. 
A BSWG \"--·as esht:>li;,hed, wl:ich provit.les a forum to nenvork intOrmabm and lessons learned. and 
build technica: understanding among a peer group of agencies working to strengthen biosecurity. 
A frame;vork for a database on biosecurity materials was developed, and its consolida:ion is m 
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progress. By now, over 100 docurr:ents have been compiled in a searchable format This is now 
readv for Cissen::imuion. Biosecuri'::y activities of a1l agencies engaged in related work have also 
beer. mapped. 
The BS\\1G reviev,red work on hatchery biosecurity. TTaining on the principles of biosecur:ity and on 
biosecurity auditing was provided to 16 :nembers of the BSWG. Conventional approaches to 
biosecurity strengthening were reviewed and evidence gathered to suppm1 the adoptiOn of a 
supp:emer.tary approach focusing 0:1 private sector driven activities and adop:ing social marketing 
techniques from :he hun:an health sector. 
J\ wildlife fanning subgroup was established under the BSWG. 
F AO and Abt Associates liaised on hatchery tec:".nical training and registration schemes. 
J\ regional Tisk analysis exercise W<IS conducted, which provided information on the character of 
po:.~ltry movement and production in the lower Mekong region, identifying poultry :novements and 
risk path;vays for inter-provincial transmission of infection 

Output 7: Communication capacity supported at IJAH and technical inputs to communication 
activities of other USAID implementing partners are provided 

FAO supported the caler.dar and sticker production and distribution prior to the 2:010 T€t festival, 
sending out the message to cc.ll the J:mline or the SDAH land line to repon ill and dead pociltry unCer 
the enhanced reporting component. 

• Under the Gathering Evidence for a Transitional Strategy (GETS) project (closed in Fe-::mwry 
2012), the Academy for Educational Development produced a commerciaL which encouraged 
poultry owners to report ill ami dead poultry to SDAH via a hotline or SDAH phone numbers. This 
was used effectively in this project for a\varer.ess-raising purposes. 

• Support co DAH cornmunicatior:s and technica: support to Abt Associates in implernentmg the field 
activities was maintained. 
The first quarterly E-Newsletter was released and widely disrributed to donors., implementing 
partners, ECTAD Members and others in the One Health contact list. 
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I Quarter 2010 

Project Monitoring Sheer: OSRONIFJ801/USA 

Project title: Gathering Evidence for a Transitional Strategy (GETS) for Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) H5Nl Vaccination in VietNam 

Reponing period: January to lVIarch 20101 

:Country: VietNam 
:Project title: Gathering Evidence for a Transitional Strategy (GETS) for Highly Pathogenic Avian 
~Influenza (HPA1) HSNJ Vaccination in VietNam 
• Code: OSROIVIE/80l/USA 
:Budget: USD 4 million (Phase I) 
• Total budget: liSD 4 million 
: Effective starting date: October 2008 
: Planned end date: March 20 I l 
Context of the project 

Viet Nam has been carrying out vaccination of poultry twice a year (October and April} since autumn 
of2005 to control epidemic Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) H5Nl with some considerable 
empirical evidence of success. Ho\vever. it has been recognized that this control strategy IS not 
sustainable over the whole country in the long tenn. Mass vaccination entails a Im·ge amount of 
financial resources from the government and tics up significant human resources in the agriculUirc 
sector. Therefore, an alternative or more likely a parcel of complementary alternative comrol strategies 
will have to be devised as Viet Nam moves from initial emergency measures to a period of 
consolidation and ultimately on to Lhe stated aim of control/eradication beyond 2010 (Green Book). 
This project is investigating und gathering evidence on alternative vaccination strategies in provinces 
with high and low risk for HPAJ HSNI outbreaks. 
Objective of the project 

The main objective of the project is to provide field data to the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural 
Development ('viARD) by testing a number of alternative vaccination strategies and the 
complementary strategy of improved surveillance. This data will a:.sist MARD in its selection of a 
future vaccination strategy. 
Planned activities for this Quarter 

Outputs 1&2: Feasibility and logistics to implement a NoYcl Vaccination Strategy (V2) compared 
with maintaining Standard Vaccination Strategy (V[), and to withdraw routine vaccination (VO) 
compared with maintaining Standard Vaccination Strategy (VI) 
Activity 1 .I &2. I Needs assessment undertaken and tvork plan .finalized 
Amendments to letters of agreement (LoAs} with the Department of Animal Health (DAH) will be 
m<1de to address logistical i.;.;sues raised by the pmvinces Juring the project implementation phase. 

Activitv 1 .2&2.2 Public awareness cnmpnigns 
Radio announcements via loud .;,;pe<1ker will be made and leatlet:. will be distributed throughout the 
communes. 

1 Quarter 5 o[ the project cycle 
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ActiviTy 1 .3&2.3 & 1 .4&2.4 Farms ident~{iedisampied 
Sampling for the sentinel duck baseline survey will be completed and identificQtion of unvaccinated 
sentinels will be undertaken and sampling commenced. 

Activitv 1 .5&2.5 Equipment procured including vaccine 
A review will be undertaken of the status of the equipment at the Sub-Department of Animal Health 
(SDAH) and District Veterinary Service (DVS) offices to ensure that they are supplied with the 
necessary equipment for project reporting and communication. 

Activity 1 .6&2JJ Training undertaken 
The second round of training workshops for district and commune veterinary authorities will be 
organized. A training programme, utilising industry groups and unions. will he developed for farmers 
und village animal health \Vorkers (AH\V's). The next round of training will incorporate the 
recommendations based on lessons learnt from the first training including: (1) It is necessary to 
organi7.c the training for local authorities including the mass organisation staff to improve their 
coordination and support when implementing the project later: and (2) To improve the ownership of 
the local DVS. the trainlng sessions .should be combined with DVS activities such as community 
animal health \VOiker fCAHW) routine meetings every two or three months. 

ActiviTy 1.7&2.7 Data gathering 
Data gathering activities will be fine tuned to address logistical issues raised by the provinces during 
the project implementation phase-. 

Output 3: Cost-effectiveness of 'Novel versus Standard' (V2/Vl) and 'Standard versus 
\\'ithdrawaJ' (V1NO) Vaccination Strategies undertaken 
Activity 3.1 Component planning/oversight 
The first phase of the cost-effectiveness programmmc wiJl be completed by the national implementing 
agency, the Southem Office of the In.;;titute of Policy Str..--1tegy for Agricultural and Rural Development 
(SCAP). 

Activity 3.2 Team recruited 
An LoA will be prepared with the implementing partner for the second phase of the cost-effectiveness 
programme. 

Activity 3.3 Duta gatherinJS 
Data gathering for the first phase of the cost-effectiveness programme will be completed. 

Output 4: Risk factors are defined for animal outhreaks via case series and/or case-control trial 
Activity 4.1 Component planninxfm-·ersif;ht 

• Supply chain analysis wi11 commence across the five GETS provinces and geographical 
positioning system (GPS) mapping using the GPS units supplied to each DVS will commence. 

• A detailed case study of the meat trader system will be planned to investigate potential risk 
factors in outbreaks. Meat trdders are a high risk group hecause they constantly move from 
farm to farm and handle birds <.~t ea~:h farm. 

• Monitoring of hlgh risk mobile duck t1ocks will be undertaken by CAHW" s in all communes ln 
the GETS provinces and vaccination of these flocks will be ensured. These tlocks present a 
high risk for disease transmission because they shed virus with mlnimal dinical signs if they 
are not adequately vaccinated. 

• Outbreak investigation activities will continue. 
• Amendments to the LoA with DAH will be made to address logistical issues raised by the 
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provinces during (he project implementation phase. 

A.ctivity 4.2 Training DAR-Regional Animal Health office (RAHOj and MoH-Regional Healzh OJjice 
(RHOj 
Training of DVS staff in GPS use will be undertaken to prepare for the GPS mapping activities. 

Activity 4.3 Operational funds arranged/distributed 
Amendments to LoAs with DAH will be made to address logistical issues raised by the provinces 
during the project implement<.~tion phase and to ensure adequate funds are provided to the provinces for 
project activities. 

Activity 4.4 Data ga!hering from ou!hreaks nationwide (64 pmvinas) 

GETS regional coordinators \vill attend outbreaks that occur in the GETS provinces and in the 
provinces that borde-r the GETS provinces to investigate potential routes of vims transmission and to 
dctcnninc whether outbreaks in bordering provinces. 

Output 5: Sociological behaviours related to V2/V1 and VINO are compared 
Activity 5.1 Component planning/oversight 

• A national partner will commence work on this component and will coordinate its 
implementation. 

• Monitoring of perception and behavioral changes will be among poultry producers and within 
the government ve{erinary services in response to the interventions implemented by rhe GETS 

project 

• Attitudinal surveys will be used as a tool to assist with the monitoring process. 

Ac!ivify 5.2 Team recruited 
The recruitment of a national partner will be completed and the partner will start on the project at the 
end of January 2010. 

Activity 5.3 Data ga!hering 
Data collection \.Viii continue with attitudinal questionnaires and behavioural case studies among 
poultry producers and within the government vete1inary services. 

Output 6: Policy analysis of HPAI strategy including public private sector collaboration and 
partnerships is undertaken 
Activity 6.1 Component planning/orcrsight 

• The governance of private/public partnerships will be investigated and the effect of the 
inten'entions on this will be monitored. 

• Supply chain analysis and mapping will identify the location of animal health product suppliers 
and case .studies will be undertaken to detennine the governance of their activities. 

• A detailed ca:-.e study of the meat trader system will be de:-;igned and governance of their 
activities \Vjj] be investigated. 

Activity 6,2 Team recruited 
The recmitment of a national partner will be completed and the panner will start on the project at the 
end of January 2010. 

Activity 6.3 Data gaJhering 
Data gathering will continue with the start of supply chain analysis and mapping. 
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Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Outputs 1&2: Feasibility and logistics to implement a Novel Vaccination Strategy (V2) compared 
with maintaining Standard Vaccination Strategy (VI), and to withdraw routine vaccination (VO) 
compared with maintaining Standard Vaccination Strategy (VI) 
Activiry 1.1 &2.1 Needs assessmenr underraken and H-'ork plan finalized 

• Missions were undertaken to each of the five GETS provinces to review the project activities as 
well as the data collection activities. Amendments to LoAs with DAH were made to address 
logistical issue~ raised by the provinces during the project implementation phase. These 
included LoAs covering Enhanced Surveillance, Reporting and Outbreak Response, Sentinel 
tlock monitoring and Post-vaccination Monitoring. Enhanced Surveillance, Reporting and 
Outbreak Response and Sentinel flock monitoring has now been incorporated into a new LoA 
covering the next twelve months. 

Activity 1 .2&2.2 Public uwareness campaigns 
Radio announcements via loud speaker were made and leat1ets were distributed throughout the 
communes. 

Activit}' 1.3&2.3 & JA&2A Farms ident{fied/mmpled 
Sampling for the sentinel duck baseline survey was completed and identification leg hands were 
supplied to each SDAH for the identification of unvaccinated ~entinels. 

Activity 1 .5&2.5 Equipment procured includinf.? nu:cine 
Equipment requirements were discussed at the SDAH and DVS offices during the missions to the 
provinces. 

Activity 1 .6&2.6 Training undertaken 
A national com.ultant ha~ been contracted to as~lst with the training. GPS training for DVS staff has 
been planned, a partner chosen and a contract drafted. Access database training has been planned for 
the project assistant<> at each of the SDAH offices. A consultant has been chosen to assist with this 
activity and a contract finalized. A training programme, utilising industry groups and unions, has been 
developed for fanners. and village AH\V's. This \vill include workshops at lhe- village level as well as 
events at the markets. The second phase of the CAHW training is being planne-d to coincide with the
end of the 2010 first round of vaccination. 1t wi11 include training on data collection and completion of 
the revised data fonns. 

Activity 1. 7 &2. 7 Data gathering 
Data gathering activities were reviewed during the missions to the provinces in March 2010. Data 
-collection activities are progressing as planned. Data entry procedures will he fine tuned by the 
introduction of an Access da!abase which will be sel up in each province. 

Output 3: Cost-effectiveness of 'Novel versus Standard' (V2/Vl) and 'Standard versus 
Withdra\l'al'" (Vl/VO) Vaccination Strategies undertaken 
Activity 3./ Component pianning/oversight 
The first phase of the cost-effectiveness vaccination programme was completed by the national 
implementing agency, SCAP. 

Activit\' 3.2 Team recruited 
An LoA has been prepared with the implementing partner for the second phase of the cost
effectiveness programme. 
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ActiviTy 3.3 Data gathering 
Data gathering for the fit-st phase of the cost-effectiveness programme has been completed and data 
analysis is ongoing. Emphasis has been placed on the historical data so that comparisons can be made 
between pre-GETS vaccination costs and post-GETS vaccination costs. 

Output 4: Risk fa-ctors are defined for animal outbreaks via case series and/or case-control trial 
Activity 4.1 Component plwminglorersight 

• Outbreak investigation has been undertaken for outbreaks in the GETS provinces and in those 
provinces neighbouring the GETS provinces. 

• Monitoring of high risk mobile duck t1ocks has been sucessfully undertaken by CAHW' s in 
communes in the GETS provinces and vaccination of these t1ocks has been undertaken where a 
vaccination certificate cannot be produced. These f1m:ks present a high risk for disease 
transmission because they shed virus with minimal clinical signs if they are not adequately 
vaccinated 

• Supply chain analysis has been planned acros." the five GETS provinces and a contract drafted 
with the implementing partner to undertake the training of DVS staff who will be undertaking 
the GPS mapping using the GPS units supplied to each district veterinary station. 

• A detailed case srudy of the meat trader syslem has heen planned to investigate potential risk 
facwrs in outbreaks. Meat traders are a high risk group because they constantly move from 
t~1rm to farm and handle birds at each farm. 

Activit-..,· 4.2 Training DAH-Regimwl Animal Health(RAHO) and MoH-Regional Health Office (RHO) 
GPS training for DVS staff has been planned, a partner chosen and a contract drafted. Training of DVS 
staff in GPS usc will be undeltakcn in April to prepare fnr the GPS mapping activities. 

Activit•: 4.3 Operational funds arranged/distributed 
Amendments to LoAs with DAH have been made to address logistical issues raised by the provinces 
during the project implementation phase and to ensure adequate funds arc provided to the provinces for 
project activities. 

Activity 4.4 Data gathering from outbreaks nationwide (64 provinces} 
GETS regional coordinators have attended to outbreaks that occurred in the GETS provinces and in the 
provinces that horder the GETS provinces to investigate potential routes of virus tmnsmission and to 
determine whether outbreaks in bordering provinces originated from GETS provinces. This included 
four outbre.:'!ks during the Tet high risk period of hnuary, February and March in the GETS provinces 
compared with 15 in 2009_ Investigations were also undertaken at eight outbreaks sites in 
neighbouring provinces. The province of Quang Binh, which has a zero vaccination GETS 
intervention progmmme in four districts, implemented an intensified monitoring and movement 
controls programme and succeeded in preventing disease spread from outbreaks in neighbouring 
provinces 

Output 5: Sociological behaviours related to V2/V1 and VlNO are compared 
Activity 5.1 Conrponent planninglorersight 

• The behavioural studies will evaluate potential motivation factors and key determinants tOr 
AH\V and producers, the ban·iers to behaviour change and the behavioural changes that have 
occurred as a result of the project intervention 

• Attitudinal surveys will be used as a tool to a.<>sist with the monitoring process. 

Activity 5.2 Team recruited 
A national partner has bee-n chosen to continue with the implementation of this component and a 
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-contract and terms of referen-ce (TOR's) were finalized and rhe parmer commenced in January 2010. 
A sociologist is being t·ontracted to undertake behavioural case studies with animal health \Vorkers 
(AHW) and poultry producers. 

Activitv 5.3 Data ga!hering 
Data Lollection will consist of attitudln<:~l questionnaires and behavioural case studies and commenced 
with an attitudinal questionnaire included in the chief animal health worker post-training questionnaire. 

Output 6: Policy analysis of HPAI strategy including public private sector collaboration and 
partnerships is undertaken 
Activit}' 6.1 Component planning/oversight 

• Supply Lhain analysis and mapping has identified the location of animal health product 
suppliers and ca:-:.e studies have to be undertaken to detennine the governance of their activities. 

• A detailed case study, including tracking of activities, of the. meat trader system is being 
designed and will investigate the governance of their activities. 

Activity 6.2 Team recruited 
The recruiting of a national consultant, to continue with the implementation of this component, has 
been completed and the consultant commenced on the project at the end of January 2010. 

Activity 6.3 Data gathering 
Data gathering will continue with the completion ofthc supply chain analysis. 

Planned activities for the next quarter 

Outputs 1&2: Feasibility and logistics to implement a Novel Vaccination Strategy (V2) compared 
with maintaining Standard Vaccination Strategy (VI), and to withdraw routine vaccination (VO) 
compared with maintaining Standard Vaccination Strategy (VI} 
Activity 1.1 &2.1 Needs assessment undertaken and \Vork plan jlnali:z..ed 
Implementation of the new LoA with DAH on Enhanced Survei11ance, Reporting and Outbreak 
Response and Sentinel Duck Monitoring will be undertaken. 

Activity 1.2&2.2 Public awareness campaigns 
Round 2 of the public awareness campaign will commence with radio announcements via loud 
speaker. 

Activity 1.3&2.3 & 1.4&2.4 Farms ident{fied/sampled 
Contracts with sentinel duck fiock owners will be signed to ensure commitment to the programme. 
The serum .sampling component of the programme will commence. 

Activity 1.5&2.5 Equipment procured including vaccine 
Further equipment will be provided as required to ensure smooth operation of the project. A computer 
will be provided to each of the provinces for dara entry activities with the Access database and auro
vaccinator:. will be provided to the districts for HPAI vaccination. 

Activity 1 .6&2.6 Trainin,t:.; undertaken 
• GPS training for DVS staff will be implemented and completed. 
• Access database training for the project assistants at each of the SDAH offices will be 

implemented and completed. 
• A training programme, utilising indu:..try group:. and unions, has been developed for fanners 
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and village AHW's. This will include workshops ar the village level as well as events at the 
markets.. 

• The second phase of the CAHW training \¥"ill be implemented to coincide with the end of the 
20 l 0 first round of vaccination. It will include training on data collection and completion of 
the revised data forms. 

• A tralning programme, utilising industry groups and unions, will be organized for farmers and 
village AH\V's. 

Activity 1.7&2.7 Data gathering 
• 2010 Round 1 vaccination data gmhering will be undertaken. Round 2 post-vaccination 

monitoring will be undertaken. 
• Data collection activities are being streamlined with the introduction of an Access database in 

each of the SDAH offices in the GETS provinces and training win be provided in the use of the 
database. 

Output 3: Cost-effectiveness of •Novel versus Standard' (V2Nl) and 'Standard versus 
Withdrawal"' (Vl/VO} Vaccination Strategies undertaken 
Activiry 3.1 Component pfanning/over.right 
The second phase of the cost-effectiveness programme will be implemented by the national 
implementing agency, SCAPS. 

Activin· 3.2 Team recruited 
An LDA will be signed with the implementing pmtner for the second phase of the cost-effectiveness 
programme. 

Activit•: 3.3 Data gathering 
Data gathering for the second phase of the cost-effectiveness programme will be completed. 

Output 4: Risk factors arc defined for animal outbreaks Yia case series and/or case-control trial 
Activity 4.1 Component planning/oversight 

• Supply chain analysis be completed across the flve GETS provinces and GPS mapping using 
the GPS unit~ supplied to each district veterinary station will be completed. 

• Monitoring of high risk mobile duck flocks will conlinue in all commune~ in the GETS 
provinces and vaccination of these tlocks will be ensured. These flocks present a high risk for 
disease rransmls~ion because they shed virus with minimal clinic.tl signs if they are not 
adequately vaccinated. 

• A detailed poultry industry survey will start assisting in determining risk factors. 

Activity 4.2 Training DAH-Regional Animal Health Unit (RAHO) and MoH-Regional Health Office 
(RHOj 
Training of DVS staff in GPS usc will be undertaken to prepare for the GPS mapping activities. The 
second round of CAH\V training workshops will be implemented as well as the trd.ining for village 
animal health workers. Invitations will be exlended to public heath worker~ and livestock ex.tetbion 
officers as in Round 1 where attendance of these groups was high. 

ActiviTy 4.3 Operational funds arranged/distributed 
Operdtional funds will continue to ~upport outbreak inveslig:ation activities as we11 as supply chain 
mapping for risk factors. 

Activit\" 4.4 Data gathering from outbreaks nationwide (64 provinces} 
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Outbreak investigation activities will continue with attendance ar all outbreaks in the GETS and 
neighbouring provinces by the GETS regional coordinators with the aim of providing accurate disease 
investigation reports_ 

Output 5: Sociological bchal'iours related to V2/Vl and VIIVO are compared 
Activiry 5.1 Component planning/oversight 
Behaviour studies are being planned that will evaluate potential motivation factors and key 
determinants for animal health \-Vorkcrs and producers, the- barriers to behaviour change and the 
hehaviouml changes that have occurred as a result of the project intervention. These will take place 
following the poultry industry smvey that will provide detailed data on farm activities and practices. 

Activity 5.2 Team recruiied 
A sociologist wiH be contracted to unde11ake behavioural t'ase studies with AHW and poultry 
producers. 

Activit\· 5.3 Data gathering 
Data collection will continue wirh attitudinal questions induded in the chief animal healrh worker post
training questionnaire. 

Output 6: Policy analysis of HPAI strategy including public private sector collaboration and 
partnerships is undertaken 
Activity 6.1 Component planning/oversight 

• Supply chain analysis and mapping will be undertaken ln the second quarter of 2010 and will 
identify the location of animal health product suppliers. Case studies will then be undertaken to 
determine the govemance of their activities, The governance of private/public partnerships will 
then be investigated and the effect of the interventions on this will be monitored. 

• A detailed case study. including tracking of activities, of the meat trader system will be 
designed to investigate the govemance of their activities. This component will s1art following 
the completion of the supply chain analysis. 

ActiviTy 6.2 Team recruited 
The recruitment of a national partner will be completed and the partner will .'.tart on the project at the 
end of January 2010. 

Activitv 6.3 Data ga!hering 
Data gathering will continue withlhe commencement of supply chain analysb and mapping. This will 
assist in the identification of private/public operations that will be used in the governance studies and 
policy analysis. 

Main challenges encountered and response provided 

Data gathering activities were reviewed during the missions to the provinces in March. Whilst data 
-collection activities are progressing as planned, data entry procedures need to be refined so that raw 
data can be entered and not aggregated data. Data entry procedures will be fine tuned by the 
introduction of an Access database which will be set up in each province. Access database training has 
been planned for the project assistants at each of the SDAH offices so that they can enter raw data from 
the communes directly into the databa<>e. 

During the first phase of the cost-effectiveness study, detailed data were collected on the costs of the 
GETS interventions. The historical data coHccted were not representative of the vaccine usage prior to 
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the GETS project being implemented and would not allow useful comparisons ro he made for pre- and 
post-GETS programmes. The national partner has been reque:-..ted to make cle.ar separation of pre- and 
1---"'!0St-GETS data in their report from Phase 1 of the cost-effectiveness programme. This issue has also 
been addressed in the new agreement for Phase 2 with the implementing partner where increased focus 
will he placed on gathering accurate historical data to allow a twelve month comparison to be made of 
pre- and post-GETS co~t~. 

During Round 1 of the pubJic awareness programme, the rele-ase of the audio segment by community 
loudspeakers was not consistent acros~ the five GETS provinces as it was being organised by many 
different local authorities. This is being corrected for Round 2 by contracting the activity to a single 
national partner who will be responsibJc for ensuring consistent coverage across the five GETS 
provinces. 

Reporting requirements for the agreements wid1 DAH were not lx'-ing met due to resource issues within 
the department. The project national coordinator has a..;;sistcd with this task and an assistant has been 
contracted to assist the national coordinator to meet the reporting requirements. 

1\.>iain progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes ({rom the start of the projecJ 
activities) 

Outputs 1&2: Feasibility and logistics to implement a Novel Vaccination Strategy (V2) compared 
with maintaining Standard Vaccination Strategy (V[), and to withdraw routine vaccination (VO) 
compared with maintaining Standard Vaccination Strategy (VI) 

• Field missions to all provinces and the vaccine lntervention plans have been completed. 
• The project work plan has been completed and an agreement has been obtained from 

DAH/tviARD for the interventlon programme and the work plan. 
• Implementation partners have been chosen and guidelines for al1 field activities have been 

completed. LoA·s have been prepared and signed. 
• The intervention was implemented to coincide with the second round Government of 

VietNam'~ vac.:ination programme in October and I\"ovember 2009. 
• Implementation partners for the public awareness programme have been contracted and the 

initial capacity building training for over 900 di~trict and commune veterinary staff. livestock 
extension officers and district public health officials has been completed. 

• Production of TV media, audio and leatlets has been completed. The media release 
commenced with the local TV advertisements started in the last week of October 2009 and they 
ran four times per day until the end of December 2009 in the five pilot provinces. 

• Implementation partners for the second stage of the public awareness programme have been 
contracted and the media release is due to start in April2010. 

• Enhanced surveillance, reporting and outbreak response activities, as well as sentinel duck 
monitoting and post-vaccination monitoring are ongoing in the field and funds have been 
transferred to the provinces to support these activities. These activities have been reviewed 
during fteld missions to each of the five GETS provinces in March 2010 and revised 
agreements have been adopted to streamline project activities. 

• Procurement and distribution of five vehicles, 42 GPS, and 714 fridges was completed to the 
provmces. For the first time in Viet Nam, continuous cold chain for vaccine .storage has been 
extended to the commune level throughout the five GETS provinces. 

• Data collection activities are lx'-ing streamlined with the introduction of an Access database- in 
each of the SDAH offices in the GETS provinces and training will be provided in the use of the 
database. 
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Output 3: Cost-effectiveness of "Novel versus Standard' (V2/Vl) and "Standard versus 
Withdrawal' (VJNO) Vaccination Strategies undertaken 

• An international expert undenook a mission to Viet Nam and prepared the design of the cost
effectiveness component which was subsequently reviewed and finalised. Discussions were 
pursued with a national partner to implement this component and a work plan and budget were 
reviewed and finalised. 

• Completion and signing of the LoA with the national partner, SCAPS, facilitated the 
commencement of field activities and data gathering. The SCAPS team, .ac~..·ompanieJ by the 
GETS regiona1 coordinators. visited each of the five pilot provinces and commenced data 
collection activities. Phase 1 of the programme has. been completed and Phase 2 wm 
commence in April 20 I 0. 

Output 4: Risk factors are defined for animal outbreaks via case series and/or case-control trial 
• Outbreak respome activities have been finalized and accompanying documents completed. 
• Training has been undertaken for the GETS Regional Coordinators whose role indudes 

attending all outbreaks within the GETS provinces and in bordering provinces to undertake 
disease investigation activities. 

• An LoA with DAH has been finalised and signed and funds have been available for provim:ial 
staff for outbreak activities. 

• An agreement has been signed \Vith DAH detailing the re-imbursement terms for poultry 
producers in the GETS provinces following culling of their tlocks for HPAI outbreaks_ Funds 
have been made available for provincial authorities to fund the re-imbursement for eligible 
flocks. 

• \Vorkshops detailing enhanced disease reporting: activities were held at the 42 distrins involved 
in the project and these were attended by 713 chief animal health officers, 178 district 
veterinary officers, 39 agricultural extension officers and 38 district public health officers, 
48 were from SDAH and 14 were from RAHOs. 

• Supply chain analysis has been planned and \Viii be undertaken across the five GETS provinces 
as well as GPS mapping using the GPS units supplied to each district veterinary station. 

• A detailed case study of the meat trader system is planned to investigate potential risk factors 
in outbreaks. Meat traders are a high-risk group because they constantly move from farm to 
farm and handle birds at each farm. 

• Monitoring of high-risk mobile duck flocks. has commenced and is being undertaken by 
CAHWs throughout the GETS provinces and vaccination of these flocks is being pursued. 
These flocks present a high-risk for disease transmission because they shed virus with minimal 
dinlcal signs. ifthey are not adequately vaccinated. 

Output 5: Sociological behaviours related to V2/VJ and VJIVO are compared 
• An lntcrnarional expert undertook a mission to Viet N::un to asslst in preparing the design of 

this component. Data collection consi:-.ts of attitudinal que~tionnaire.s and behavioural c.ase 
studies. A national partner has been chosen to continue with the implementing of this 
component and a contract and TOR's were finalized and the partner started in January 2010. 
Data collection has initiated with an attitudinal questionnaire included in the chief animal 
health \'l.'orker post-training questionnaire. 

• A sociologist is being contracted to undertake behavioural case studies with AHW and poultry 
producers. These studies will evaluate potential motivation factors and key determinants f()r 
AH\V and producers, the bmriers to behaviour change and the behavioural changes th:.u have 
occurred as a result of the project intervention. 
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Output 6: Policy analysis of HPAI strategy including public private sector collaboration and 
partnerships is undertaken 

• A detailed case study, including tracking of activities of the meat trader system is being 
designed and will investigate the governance of their adivities. 

• A national partner has been selected to continue with the implementation of this component. 
This component will start following the completion of the supply chain analysis which "\vill 
assist in rhe identification of private/public operations thar will be used in the governance 
studies and policy analysis 
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Project "\1oniroring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 06 
Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparedness for Highly 

Pathogenic AYian Influenza (HPAI) to VietNam 
Re•;c;rtin<> period· Odober "010 to Murch 2011 

' 0 . -
Country: VietNam 
Project title: Immediate ttx:hnical assistance to ~trengthen emergency preparedne~~ fnr Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Intluen7.a (HPAI) to VietNam 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 06 
Budget: USD 2 million (Phase T). USD 3.1 million (Pha-,e II). USD 3.3 million (Phase lll). USD 
1.075 mlllion (cvst extension}1

, USD 2.2 million {Phase IV) 
Total budget: CSD 1 L675 million 
Ef'fedh'e starting date: August 2006 
Planned end date: Se;Jlember 7011 
Context of the project The control and elimination of H5N l Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza 
(HPAl) demands a long-term approach. VietNam is moving f:-vm the control phase to the 
consolidation phase, \Vith an ongoing need for capacity building m the veterinary services and 
livestock production sectors and support for vaccination and l>ther risk reduction mea~ures. This 
regional project suppotted by the United States Agency for Inte:-national Development (USAID) is 
currently in its f{)Urth phase of implementation. 
Objectives of the project 
The overall objective of the pr~ject is to address the urgent shot1-term actions that need to be 
undertaken by the country to strengthen its capacity to rapidly detect the introduction of HPAI into the 
country and minimize its spread in case of its occurrence. 
Planned activities for this guarter 
Component 1: Preparedness and Plannin~ Compo~nt 
Output 1: Strategy dcYdopmcnt fnr HPAI control 
Actit·ity 1.1: Review ofHPAI Control Stratcg)· in Viet Num 

• Attend the National \Vorkshop on Developing a One Health Approach for 2011-2015 .. addressing 
high impact infectiou<., diseases at the Animal Human Inted"ace before the OPI revie\v. 

Activity 1.2: Tramforming !he HP:'if Conting('ncy Pltm 

• Re·view of the H5N 1 drafting animal disem:e emergency preparedness plan . 
Output 2: Coordination and communication with donors and other HPAJ implementing 
partners 
Activity 2.1: Core tAO Vie! Nam ream supporled 

• Extend and renew contract of the current personnel, as and when necessary . 
Actit·ity 2.2: Annual project meetings supported 

• OrganiLe a strategic Planning Meeting with all :':takeholders in November 2010 . 
Activily 2.3: Team Meetings from Prot·incial to National len•/ 

• Hold nne meeting will he held with provinci21 and national stakeholder:- . 
ActiFilv 2.4.· Courdinotion and s!wring of informoiion with ulher pfa)Y'FS en;<af;ed In HPAI 
sun:eil!ance, risk as.'iessmen! and value elwin and risk mitigation in poultry sector 

• Initiate a national worbhop with stakeholders to ex..dmnge information on surveillance and risk 
analysis; and 

• Initiate the pn~paration of a DAH bulletin by Ncwember 2010 for the tir~l volume . 
Component 2: Animal Surveillance Component 
Output 3: Animal surveillance at the national, provincial, district and community level enhanced 
Activity 3.l: Strem;theninR {~r •·cterinary laboratories, SJWC[(ical!y biosq(ety and quality a.ssuranct: 
supported 

• Continue prm:iding technical inputs by national and international laboratory experts: 

• continue providing suppmt to the Lab Net se:-ver and tele-ho.,.ting maintenance; 

• organize the maintenance of the laboratory equipment (refer to section 4" 1 ); 

• initiate a working plan to develop a roadman for animal di5.ease diagnostics; 

1 Prcjcct Co~t Extcr.~ion Rcque;;;: from Octohcr 2009 to Scp:cmbcr 20 l 0. 
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• hold a laboratory worhhop al the National Centre f{Jr Veterinary Diagno~is (NCVD) :v.nd the 
Regional Animal Health Office (RAHO) 6 to build caradty :-·or microbidl <md pathological 
investigation of animal disease; 

• initiate activities in gene sequencing for more AI virus isolates; c.nd 
• initiate small laboratory based research component on HPAI virus survivality and host factors 

a:--:--ociated with the viru:--. 
Activit\' 3.2: Stren?thening of cort! capacities for animal health in 5 focu.<; pnwinces, inc/mUng 
surveiilance ac1i1·itie.'\' supported 
• Extend the letter of Agreement {LoA) extension with the DAH to monitor the implementation of 

the active :-.urveillance (CBS); 

• comull with DAH to review the CAHW gmdelines; 
• continue coordinalion with US AID implementing partner A vi an P<:ndemic ln!luenz.a Initiative 

(APTn; and 
• conduct an evaluation of awareness camraign ~·or enhanced reporting from previous year. 
Actjt·ily 3.3: Further d,Telopment ofMonitoring and Evaluation f.M&E) expertise in w1imal health 
• Continue to supp011 !vl&E activities as outlined in the 2009 USAID VietNam Highly Pathogenic 

A vi an Influenza and Emerging Pandemic Threats Perf'ormance Management Plan. 
Activit\' 3.4: Veieritwry epidemiolog.v neta·ork supported 
• Review A VET curriculum; 
• initiate fifth and sixth AVET programme; 
• exchange information with other epidemiologic-a] trainings (Field Epidemiology Training 

Programme lFETPj, f'ield EpidemiOlogy Traming Prograt:Jme for Veterinarians liTTPVJ, etc.); 
and 

• continue pmviding support toT ADinfo and 'uppmt hosting the server. 
ActiFily 3.5: Pi!otint; .wrveiilance.for animal in)7uen::a in poultry tmd pit; production interface 
• Initiate activity with national counterpart. 
Actidty 3.6: Active sun:ei!lance programme in a selected poultry marketing sy.<>!em 
• Initiate a plan for analysis of a market catchment area in a particular zone. 
Output 4: Priority procurement for animal surveillance and laboratory supported 
Activin: 4.1: Procurement tmd maintenance 
• Can·y out personal protection equipment {PPE) needs ;:L'>Sessment in five pilot provinces; 
• Continue procurement of laboratory consumables HPAI diagnosis and -:u:-veillance. a-.: required; 

and 
• Continue to maintain equipment, as required. 
Component 3: Animal Response Component 
Output 5: Effective and timely animal response effort... promoted 
Activity 5.1: HPAI risk-t,wpping and risk analysis updated nt national/eve! 
• Carry om poultry sub-sector profiling and training on spmial analysis. 
Activit\' 5.2: Outbreak investigation capacity ~trengthened infonn province.\ 
• Provide support for carrying out investigation in the event of HPAI outbreak' occurring in the 

pilot provinces or in the neighbouring provinces (field trips): 
• continue suppo11 :or lab diagnosis: and 
• continue training ofCAHW for improved reporting. 
Acrh·ity 5.3: Cross-border ana(vsis u:-;ing a value chnin meThodology m three border aretls 
• Initiate northwest cross-border trade analysis for HPAL 
Activity 5.4: Vaccine (J./kacy monitoring and virus survdllance .\tlf'JJOrted at national l<!l'el 
• initiate PVM and the H5 VCS among poultry for round two of 2010: and 
• initiate vaccine efficacy tc-ial of new vaccine strains against 1.~.2 dade virus. 
ActiFity 5.5: Supporl public private parmershij; fPPP.i and ins!ihaional slrengihenint; in poultry 
producJion and health care S)"S!em 

• Initiate the setling up of a regulatory board for moniloring veterinary service delivery and quality 
of veterinary education~ :md 

• initiate a poultry price monitoring !-.tructure in three major cities in Viet i'am; and 

2 
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• support creatiOn of a PPP working g:a)Up for development and re~truc!ming of the poultry sector. 
Output 6: Improved bio-sccurity and market hygiene practices in commercial and scavenging 
poultry rai.;;ing settings supported 
Activity 6.1: Suppm1 hiosecuriry strengthening in pilot provinces 
• Continue with the stakeholder process !o develop local risk reUuction action plans. This activity 

will support the completion of those plans; and 
• Conduct mapping of hatcheries in two pwvinces. 
:1ctivily 62: Develop biosecurit-;: guidelines and lminingfor J),1H and DLP 
• Continue to suppo11 t'l.vo working grouos in biosecuritv. The first is planned for October 2010. 
Activities undertaken during the reporting mriod {October 2010 to March 2011) 
Component 1: Preparedness and Planning Component 
Output 1: Strategy development for HPAJ control 
ActiFit_v l.l: Revien· ofHPA.l Control Strategy in VietNam 
• None. 
Activity 1.2: Tmmforming !he HPAI Contingency Plan 
• On-going mi'>~ion for the dr<;fting of an Animal Dise<;se Emergency Preparedness Plan to improve 

national preparedness 10 respond to an incursion of a tran~boundary dbease. [he emergence of a 
ne\v disea.'>e or an epidemic of a disease already in the country_ Animal Disease Emergency 
Preparedness Plan technical meeting held \vith DAH on 25 March 20 ll. 

Output 2: Coordination and communication with donors and other HP A 1 implementing 
partners 
ActiFily 2.1: Core f~'\0 Vit:t Nam leam s11pporlt'd 
• All key staff recruited and in place for the project implementation period. 
Actit·ity 2.2: Annual project meetings supported 
• Annual Planning Workshop look place in r\ovember 2010. Participants (rom l!SAID, WHL DAR 

DLP. V AHlP. RUDEC, HAU, FAO, AVET, pilot province SDAH. Abt and NCVD attended, 43 
Parriclpants, 28 males and 15 females). 

• Initiated preparation of a FAOiDAH Information Sharing \Vorkshop on "Recent advances in the 
knowledge of the epideminlogy of HPAl in VietNam and identification of research priorities" 
propmed for 28-29 April 201 1, in Hanoi. 

:1ctiFity 2.3: Team Meetinxs.from Provincial to Natiunallevel 
• FAO delegation undertook missions to the 5 pilot provinces in December 2010 and January 2011 

for meetings with provincial Sub-DAH and DARD officials. Project achievement~ of the last year 
and the plan for the current year were jointly reviewed, discussed and feed-back obtained. 

• A Quarterly FAO Abt meeting took place in Hanoi to explain the Risk Reduction in the Mm·ket 
Cham jointly showing the PAO and API! activities in a Provincial Matrix format including the 
surveillc.nce activities .:.nd give the field an opportunity to share information, discu<.,s bottlenecks 
~md propo~e solutions (21 participants, 11 male;;. 10 females). 

Actjr·in' 2.4: Coordinaiion and sharing of' inj(n-mation with other pla.vers engaged in HPAI 
sun'ej[!ance, risk assessmen1 and value elwin and risk mitigation in poultry sector 
• FAO provides a weekly report which is ~uhmitted to USA1D and LSAID partner<,. 
• Update the f'.nmgle VietNam PPJ calendar regularly. 
• FAO finalized and submitted detailed work plan and logical fmmework for all key outputs of thi" 

project to LSAID and LSAID partners. 
• Two coordination meetings with F AO and Abt t{)()k place to discms and design the Work-Plans 

for market surveillance nnd 1isk mitigntion measures in the poultry value chain in the pilo1 
provinces. 

• F AO Participated in F AO-Aht joint meeting to review the proposed BCC plan and provided 
a.dditional technical input. 

• FAO participated to the BCC \Vorking group in December 2010. 
• Development of a <>hared supply chain ri~;k reduction \.Vorking strategy between FAO and Abt 

Associntes. 
• Technical meetings. held with Abt Assodates relating lo risk as:.essmenL risk reduction within !he 

market chain and linkages between communication activitie<>, te..::hnical interventiom and supply 
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chain <>trengthening (including technical support to DLP on supply chain ri<>k reduction 
approaches) (approach also presented at regional ECTAD meeting and a bilateral meeting between 
China and VietNam)_ 

• Panicipated in Abt led technical consultation on implementation of recent slaughter-hou~ 

legi<>lation and practical issues to be te'>ted through the USA projecL 
• National Vaccination Strategy !VTeeting was held on 22 Octoher 2011 (participants included 

USAID, FAO, Abt, DAH, NCVD, RAHOs, NIVR, MARD, MONRE, VAPM, MPI, MoF, Gov 
office, PAHL HUA, VA HIP and National Center for VET drugs and hio-products control Nol; 4X 
participant-;., 29 males and 19 females), Government of VietNam incorporated lessons learnt from 
active and passive surveillance based on work done unJer this project, ahmg with key 
recommendation:- under the GETs project. 

• DAH bulletin unJerway, but fir"-1 volume will be delayed until May 2011. 
• FAO pa:rtldpated in AI partners' coonJination meeting in USAID office on 24 January, 201 J and 

US AID Partner's Meeting on Macch 29th. 
Component 2: Animal Surveillance Component 
Output 3: Animal surveillance at the national, provincial. district and community level enhanced 
ActiFilv 3.1: Streng1hening of veterinar_v laboratories, specifh-alfy biosafety wu/ quality assurance 
supported 
• The tv1anual for Bio.,.a.fety in Veterinary Laboratories in Viet Nam and the SOP for adoption of 

Bio~a:-"ety ami Bimecurity in the laboratories have been finalized. These document"- wen~ 

developed through a National Consultancy and with technical inputs from FAO country team. 
Both the~e document~ hnve been submitted to the Department of Animnl Health in December 
2010. FAO is strongly adv0cating the DAH to adopt appropriate bio<>afety and bio<>ecurity 
measures in the laboratories, particularly those, bandling highly infectious and pathogenic 
microbe~ and abo those organisms having zoonotic potential. 

• The Labnet softwc.re for creating a network among the HPAI reference laboraturie,; for on-line and 
data-entry and submission of results to the Central Hub has been created. It was developed earlier 
but had a glitch for which it failed to work. Now it is ready for use in the labor;.;tories, which will 
be taken up after t\vo :-ets of one-day training, one in NCVD and the other in RAHO 6 in HCMC. 

• Epidemiological Lab network workshop w<L'> carried out in December 2010 for capacity builJing 
ti..x microbial and pathogenic investigation of animal diseases (participants included USATD, 
CDC, FAO, WCS, V AHlP, DAH, l:\TVD, NlVR, RAH03,4.5,6,7. Total participants 47. 30 males 
and 17 females). 

ActivitY 3.2: Stren[!thening of core capacities JOr animal health in 5 focu.s pnwinces, inchu!ing 

surveillance activities supported 

• Final reports of Active and Passive Surveillance carried out in the year 2009-l 0 were received, 
reviewed and finalized. 

• Final report on the Cost-effectivene:-.s of Survt!illance wa:-. reviewed, finaliLcd and formally 
handed over to the DAH in De:::ember 2010 for information which is expected to help develop 
policy Jirectives for future surveillance activitie:-. against HPAI z.nd po~~ibly other Trans-bounJary 
Animal Diseases. 

• SOPs and Job Card:- for HPAI outbreak investigation and re~ponse were compleled, translated in 
Vietnamese and tOrmally handed over to the DAH for information which is expected to be 
nationally adopted. 

• Evaluation mission of awareness car:1paign for enhanced reporting from previous year completed. 
• FAO participated in an Abt meeting for the launching of the CBS model in Ha Nam and Can Tho 

provinces. 
• FAO attend the Aht meeting for the review of CBS activities done from August 2010 to December 

2010 and plan for next step" 
• LoAs for the strengthening the passive wrveillance system <md the routine ?.ctive disease 

surveillance, initiated in Ql antl Q2 2010 extended until May 2011. 
• In consultation with DAH and taking into account the CAHW guidelines, an additional approach 

has been launched for the active surveillance model v.ith an event-based component taking place 
whene\·er rhere is a new HPAI ourbreak reported in a pilot province or in a district neighbourincr a 
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pilot province. During 1 month, CAH\V~; of 50 communes neighbouring the infected commune 
cany out field visits to early detect any potential secondary outbreak. LoA has been launched early 
March and willmn umil end nf May. 

• Briefing to provincial SDAH authorities on supply chain risk reduction approach 
• Updating of provincial animal health aulhoritlec. on developments in epidemiology of HPAI 

(through provincial rhk analysis meetings} 
• \Vith a new HPAI outbreak reported in Hai Que cm-:1mune, Hai Lang di:-trict, the event-based 

active disease surveillance mode.! has been launched. Increased surveillance will be carried over 
during one month in 50 neighbouring communes. 

Activity 3.3: Further dn,efopment (~{Monitoring and Evaluation (M&F) (:xpertis(: in animal health 
• FAO provided tmining to Provincial Coordinators and Focal Points on PMP indicator dat~l 

collection in February 2011 under sublR-1 and subfR-3. 
• FAO completed and submitted the annual PI\·fP report, along 'i.vith key recommendations to 

MEASURE in March 20 t 1. 
ActivitY 3A: VeJerifwry epidemiologv net\t·ork supported 
• Technical reports for AVET couTses I to 4 were finalized. 
• A technical meeting hetween FAO and NZAID took place to di:«:uss the epider!1iological data 

gathering and .:m:.dysi:-.. and abo epidemiological training progr:.mmes being carried out by the two 
agencie:- in VietNam. Training rnateriab. of AVET and NZAID v.ere respectively shared. 

• A review of the A VET Chapters \Vas undertaken to include more examples and practical exercises 
3Jld avoid overlaps between chapters. Additionally, the set of questions for the pre & post-course 
tesb was revised. 

• A short course on public health epidemiology is now included in the A VET cuniculum and is 
deliven~d hy Dr Nguyen Tmn Minh {Topi), the Course Coonlinator of the FETP. 

• The 5th AVET cour:-e wa" launched on 28th February \Vith lJ trainees involved from DAH, 
RAHOs and Universitie-s. 

• A TAG meeting was hnld for preparing the 6th AVET course which will he launched on 13 April 
20ll. 

Activit\' 3.5: Pilo!li1[.; .~u.n·dllancefor animal injluen-::a in poulli)' aild pig production intetface 
• Deferred 

Activity 3.6: Acti•·e surveillance pruJ?ntmme in a selec!ed poultry marketing svsfem 
• A field a-.;.se.-.;.srnent was carried out of the 10 LBMs in Quang Tri province including information 

on the markets and based on this and the risk assessmem key markets in the network selected. 
• A protocol for the approach including sampling. processing and testing of samples has been 

drafted together with an experience '>haring consultation with GETS and Word Bank {VAHIP) 
projects. 

Output 4: Priority procurement for animal surveillanc£ and laboratory supported 
Activity 4.1: Procurement and maintenance 
• Prm:urement and PPE needs assessment was carried out in each of the pilot studies to determine 

procurement, stocking and maintenance requirements. Results are currently \vith the Department 
of Animal Health to review the provincial re.quests and en~ure there is no overlap with 
contribution from other potential source:-:. 

• Field missions to all laboratories completed to review inventory and ensure l}SAID visibility with 
correct labelling. 

• 20 new car stickers ordered and received on 5 December (2 per car) to be sent to the lO provinces 
(GETS and 604) to replace any damaged/lost ca:· stickers. 

• 2 Printer , 2 Compute-r Ddl Opriplcx 380DT, 2 Fax machine ,02 Samax UPS oftlinc 500V A 02 
Fax modem have been provided to 2DVSs in Kien Giang province, <I'> a result of new districts set 
up. 

Component 3: Animal Response Component 
Output 5: Effectiv£ and timel_y animal response effort<> promoted 
Acrh·ity 5.1: HPAJ risk-nwppinx and risk analysis updated llf national feve! 
• Outb:-eaks have been spatially and temporarily mapped and together with molecular 

epidemiological evidence, understanding of ri~k :·actors and HPAI epidemiology have heen 
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significantly strengthened. 
• Poultry profiling technical reports completed in 5 pilot pn)\'inces. 
• Risk analyses have heen carried out in Ha Nam and Hung Yen (through UNJP), completing risk 

analysis exercises in all 5 provinces. 
• A regional risk analysis has been planned and technical material prepared for centr.:-1l provinces (to 

be h-eld Apr 6-li) and material abo developed for the Red River Delta. 
• Po~t lest evaluation on the Risk Asse~~menl carried om in Kien Giang and Can Tho were 

completed on 25 and 26 October 2011. The rdevancy of training activitie'> with actual works, 
content of training activities, training methods and guidance, documents and materials, overall 
logistics were highly ap?reciated hy informants. Many of the informant!> cnnfinned that they 
benefitted from the training work-:hops and they could <lpply what they have learnt into their areas 
of opermion. 66 percem of the wlal partit:ipantc. said lhal they have been involved in the 
coordination or organization uf risk analy~is activitie:-- after the training \Vurk~hops. 

Acrivil\' 52: Outbreak investiga,.ion capacity ~lrenglhened in_{onn pravince.\ 
• Mapping temporal and spatial distribution outbreah ofHPAI in poultry in VietNam and 

dis:.eminalion to other stukeholder:-. (includes lrnn:-.lation of DAH and Ministry of Heallh (MoH) 
re;mrts di":-eminated via emaiL updating excel hst ofHPAI outbreaks, reporting any new 
outbreaks, and analyses of epideoiological ck1.ta and mapping). 

• Evaluation on hotline, calendars, sticker" and roado,;how in Ha Nam and Can Tho were completed 
on 28 Dec 2010. It was recommended that the hotlinc should be used not only to report HPAI 
suspicious cases but abo for other diseases su;_:h as PRRS, FNID and for othe purpose :-uch as 
pro\'iding ad\'ice on animal production and vaccination to farmers, etc. 

AcfiFity 5.J:Cros.'>-border onalysi.v usinR a n1lue chain methodology in three border areas 
• Technical suppon provided to a bilateral m.:cting b>:tween Chinese and Yiemame~e amhorities nr 

which value-chain approaches and results from studies were presented and important future 
recommendations made 

• lmplernenting partner identified for future. study on cron border trade und srudy outline 
de•.'eloped emphasising movemellf and assimifarivn of spent h.:ns into Vietnamese domc~ric 
market" 

Activift• SA: Va..-cim! tfj"icacy monitoring and rints surveilfimct' supportt'd at national !t>rel 

• Technical report of the LoA for the Round I of 2010 of Post-vaccination monitoring and virus 
circulation surveillance was reviewed. finalized and cleared. 

• Round Il of 20 lO of Post-vaccination monitoring and virus circulation surveillance cancelled by 
DAH as a result of Circular No. 136/201 0/TT-BTC dated 13 September, 2010, which pwposed 
revised rates of various laboratory tests. As the newly proposed cost no:ms were debated by 

Government, fiAO was requested by DAH to defer post-vaccination monitoring until 
Round I 2011. 

• Detailed description of sub-optimal performance of vaccination in <.,elective districts. provinces 
and regions requirements complete for planned activities. 

• In the current set of trial» on the vaccine efficacy again:.>t the circulating virus stmins, it was 
obs..:rved that with one shot of R.:-l vaccine. chickens were protect.:d 100 ;>crcent when 
challenged with a recently isolated H5N2 virus (of -:lightly lesser virulence) and 80 percent when 
challenged with the currently circulating H5:--.Jl HPAI virus dade 2.3.2, p:edominantly in N01th 
Vid ;'\J"am. Since the recommend.:d procedure is to inoculate t\'i."O doses of tho: vaccine three weeks 
apan, the next phase of the trial is looking into the e~licacy of Re-I vaccine against the .above two 
virus stains in chickens, vaccinated with two doses of the vaccine as per the manufacturer's 
instruction. 

Activity 5.5: Support public private partnership (PPP"; and institutional strenphening in poultry 
production and health care system 
• Scoping study on PPP carried out {under CNJP) in anticipation of project extension approvaL 
Output 6: Improved bio-security and market hygiene practices in commercial and scavenging 
poultry raising settings supported 
Acrinty 6.1: SuppoTt biosecurir-y strenxthening in vilot province.'> 
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• Training materials :and approaches for hatchery hygiene, public and private :-.ector advi:;er Training 
of Trainer'! (ToT) technically revie-.ved. 

• Bin-security risk communication DVD developed for inclusion into training/awareness raising 
packages. 

• Hatchery mapping has been unde1taken in Cm Tho and Kien Giang provinces and preparation for 
GPS tm::rking activitie!-! are in place. Hatchery data ..:nllection and GPS marking has also been 
organised to initiate in Ha Nam, Hung Yen and Quang Tri. 

:1ctivily 6.2: Develop biosecurit-;: guidelines and !mining for J),1H and DLP 
• A bin-security working group annual strategic planning meeting was held in October 2010 and an 

action plan developed through stakeholder consultation. Participanb included Phu Tho SDAH, 
Viet Nam Veterinary Association, VSF-CICDA. PAHI, RUCED, NAFEC, AFAP, Hung Yen 
DARD. Institute of Animal Husbandry. DLP, Abt, FAO, USAID. Total participants 25, 15 males 
ami 10 female~. (Training for provincial technic<:.~ officers: see public sectl'r training of trainers 
programme 6.1} 

Planned activities for the next six-month period 
Component 1: Preparedness and Planning Component 
Output 1: Strategy development for HPAJ control 
Activity l.l: Revieu· of HPAI Control Strateg_r in VietNam 
• The consultancy for this review will he initiated when the DAH road map and the new ·'green 

book'" are finalized. 
• Additional technical inputs and advice will be provided by FAO technical officen;. This will 

emanate from outputs of field work, technical mt'eling-" (such as risk a.'>.'>es .... ments, HPAI 
epidemiology consultation etc). 

Activity 1.2: Tmn.~lVrming the HPAI Conlingency Pion 
• Framework for the Animal Disease Emergencies Preparedness plan will be reviewed, finalized, 

translated in Veitnamese and formally handed uver to DAH. 
Output 2: Coordination and communication with donm"s and other HPAI implementing 
partners 
Al'fiFit\' 2.l· CorP FAn Vir! Nmn tram ~uppnrtni 

• Continue to ensure !hat all stall is in place. 
Activit\' 2.2: Annual pro.Jecr .meetings supported 
• FAO/DAH Information Sharing Workshop on " Recent adv;mce;; in the knowledge of the 

epidemiology or HPAI in Viet I'\am and identification ofresean.:h priuritie:;"' completed. 
ActiFify 2.3: Team Meetings from Provincial to National level 
• Hold quarterly E'\0-Abt meeting with field staff m third and fourth quarter of the project. 
Activily 2.4." Coordination and .'dwring (~!' information Hdfh other players engaged in RPA! 
.mneil!ance. ri.'ik assessm.:nt and value chain and risk mitigation in poultry secwr 
• Regular technical and coordination meetings will be held with implementing partner Abt 

Associate:-. providing support to project implementation and monitoring. !-!upport and henef'it from 
technical comultancies of mutual interest and exchange expeliences including through additional 
technical resource:. (Rome based} 

• Ad hoc technical meetings with government counterpart agencies and implementing partners to 
share resulb :md dise1.1se control developments and to conduct expe1t an.aly~is 

• Continue to provide a weekly report which i~ submitted to USAID and USAID partners. 
• Continue to update the Google Viet NamPPI calendar regularly. 
• Relea~e fir:->t volume of DAH bulletin hy May 2011. 
Component 2: Anilllil.l Surveillance Component 
Output 3: Animal surveillance at the national, prmrindal, district and c._"(}mmunity level enhanced 
Acrivin· 3, !: Strengthening of velerinary lahoratories, specifically biosafety and quality a.ssurance 

supported 

• CarTy out two sets of one-day training for Tad-Info, one in NCVD and the other in RAHO 6 in 

HCMC. 
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Activity 3.2: Strem;thcninR of core capacities fOr animal hea!rh in 5 focw prrwinces, includinR 
surveillance actirilicv supported 
• Support provided through LoAs for passive and active surveiHance will end by May 2011. 
• A review of the project support for the passive surveillance system is planned in June 2011. 
• An evaluation of the active disease surveillance model (Routine and event-b.:1sed component) will 

be conducted in August 201 L 
• When the SOPs for HPAI Outbreak lnve,.,tif;alion and Respont>e are officially a(_k)pled, FAO will 

support on DAH'-: request the adequate awarenes;.; and dissemination of SOPs on HPAI OIR 
(adoption and implementation) and will implement SOPs training of local authorities I AISC 
leaders in the 5 pilot province following Government Adoption. 

• Support to provinces lo develop HPAI disea:-,e control plans based on risk assest>ments and risk 
analysis exerci'ies and technical support to package USA1D programme and regular provincial 
resources into coherent province-Jt>vel di~ease control action plans (also linked w activity 1.1) 

Activity 3.3: Further dn.-elopmellf o{Monitoring and Evaluation (_M&EJ expertise in animal health 
• FAO complete and submit ihe bi-annual PMP report (01 October 2010 to 31 March 2011), along 

\Vith key recommendations to MEASURE in April 2011. 
Actit·ity 3.4: Veterinory epidemiolog)' network supported 
• Three more AVET courses will be carried out targeting trainees from the remaining SDAH that 

\¥ere not involved in ;xevious A VET coursei<.. 
• Two Alumni Workshop of AVET Traineei<. will be organised for strengthening the animal health 

epidemiologist network in VietNam and improve the sharing of information. 
• Preparation of risk a'isessrnent tr<Jining materials and ca">e studie'i to be accessible to A VET 

trainees and DAH epidemiology core team 
Activity 3.5: Pj{oting sun·eiflancefDr animal influenza in poultry and pig production imetface 
• Deferred ar the requeM ofUSAID. 
Activity 3.6: Actiw' sun)eillunce programme in a seiecled poullry markelinf{ ;.;_vslem 
• This active live bird market surveillance programme will be carried nut in I o~ 2 markets of Quang 

Tri province. 
Output 4: Priority procurement for animal surYeillance and laboratory supported 
ActiFitv 4.1: Procurem('n/ unJ maintenance 

• To decide on procurement and maintenance needs ba<:.ed on needs assessment. 
Component 3: Animal Response Component 
Output 5: Effective and timely animal response efforts promoted 
Activit-.; 5J· HPl11 risk-mapping and risk anal;:sis updu!et! t-lf nafionallevei 
• Training course foo Provindal DARD and sDAH staff on value chain analysis and :;Jractical 

techniques for sub-sector mapping and analysis 
• Technical update/refresher training on risk assessment approaches for provincial and national 

epidemiologists 
• Regional risk assessments/ analyses will he carried out covering the central and Red river Delta 

areas of Viet Nam and involving provincial sDAH and DARD offices in those areas beyond the 
pilot provinces 

• A meeting V.'ill present the findings of the risk analysis studies and capacity building approaches 
carried out by the project. 

Acth·ity 5.2: Outbreak ilwestigation cnpacity strenrz!hened in focus prrJFinces 
• Continue mapping temporal and sparial distribution outbreaks of HPAI in poultry in Viet :!\'am and 

dissemination to other stakeh1)lder~ as nut lined <1h1we. 
Activity 5.3: Crnss-border a11alvsis usinR a O'alue chain metlwdo{ofiy in three borda areas 
• A risk analysis 'itudy will be carried out fOcusing on the north-western cross-border trade corridor 

be-tween VietNam and China and also analysing the integration of Chinese poultry lnto the market 
chains of northern Viet Nam. 

• Study to propose o;>tion:-. for managed safe cross-border poultry trade conducted and finding 
presented in a policy meeting 

Activity 5.4: Vaccine efficacy monirorinf{ and virus surveillnnce supported at national !evei 
• Round I 2011 of PVM and VCS \vill be prepared in consultation wirh DAH "'·'ith potentially a 
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revised protocol for the sampling ba'ied on the new vaccination programme for 2011-2012. 
• A con:-.ultancy will he conducted fn:· investigating the :-.uh-optit:ml performance of vaccination in 

selective districts, provinces and regions. 
• Experimental infection of ducks 'i.Vith H5N 1 and H5~2 will be initiated in April 20 ll to determine 

pathogenicity of theses viruses. 
• Vaccine efficacy test (Re-I, Re-5 vs. H5N 1 2-3-2, H5N2 2·3·2) will continue. 
Activit\' 5.5: Support Jmblic private partnenhip (PPPJ and institutional >;frengtheninR in poultry 
production nnd heullh care svs_tem 
• Design appropriate PPP action plans in target areas: (PPPs will be implemented in areas where 

existing market chain ri'k reduction activities are being carried out} 
• Conduct an analysis of !he pouhry sub-sector, identifying medium and long tenn trend:-. and 

drive~ affecting the ,ector with m1 emphasis on related veterinary puhlic health issue'i< 
• Area-l:>w•:ed action plam to be implemented. 
Output 6: Impnn:ed bio-security and market hygiene pradices in commercial and scavenging 
poultry raising settings supported 
Activit\' 6.!: Support hiosecurily stn"ng:hening iil pilot provinces 
• Implement bio-security· capacity 'itrengthening programme' in 5 provinces {focw;ing on the private 

sector advisers) {Abt Associates to focu:-. on the government advisory services) 
ActiFit_v 6.2: Develop hiosecurity guidelines and training for DAH and DLP 
• Review <J.nd adapt National Guidelines developed for Jndustric.l poultry producers under the 

V AHIP into a version more appropriately targeting the smz1ll holder sectoL 
• Tntining for govemuent officers on the 'itandards and guideline/i develo;:;ed (delivered at the 

province level). 
• Cany-out evaluation of bio-security initiatives to develop good bio-security practices and ensure 

consolidation of lessons learned 
• Hatchery data collection will he completed in Ha Nam, Hung Yen and Quang Tri. GPS marking 

wHl be completed in all five pilot provinces. including hatche:y mapp-lm!. 
Main challenges encountered and response proYided 
Government approval for the extension of thi:-. project ""'a" received on 14 Febnmry 2011, \.Vhich was 
4.5 months. after planned stat1 date of Ol October 2010. FAO was able to continue imple-mentation of 
on-going activities related to the previous \Vork plan hut not able to initiate the new activities proposed 
in the prqje~t proposal covering the period 01 October 2010 to 30 September 7011. 
Main progress made towards the achic\'Clllcnl of project outcomes (from the start of the project) 
Output 1: Strategy development for HPAJ control in 2006-2010 supported 
• Consideration of a regional approach lo HPA1 control rather than a provincial one has bt>en 

promoted and is attracting interest as featured in the Green Book Review and several International 
Ministerial Conference on Avian ami PanJemic lnt1uenza (JMCAPl) dot:uments. 

• Provincial poultry sub-sector profiling has been effective in describing provincial poultry 
populations (including the Poultry Atlas) and DLP is conside1ing adopting such an approach mol"e 
widely. 

• Ri'ik a'i'ie'i'iment and risk-ba;;ed targeting of control measures are increasingly being included m 
technical and policy development (however still largely resllicted lo the control of HPAl). 

Output 2: Coordination and communication with donors and other HPAI implementing partners 
• Programme nanagement and planning and coordination of activities with US AID and other partners 

ha"'e been maintained. FAO has made 11 m~jor recommendations for the Green Book Review, were 
well received by the Government of Vier Nam. 

• FAO and Abt have a common strategy to risk reduction aero:-.:-. the supply chain with a shared 
activity matrix consolidating the agencies activities into a single overall approach. 

Output 3: Animal ~turvei!lance at the national, di,·tri(__·f and community level enhmu·ed 
•Th¢ project is carrying out anir:1al surveillance activities which include support in relation to the 

upgrading of TAD-info and the Laboratory lnform::ttion System {LabNet), development of 
Geographic Information Sy!item'i (GIS) ~lt RAHO. So fa:, 210 officers from SDAH, 14 RAHO st~lff 
and five DAH Epidemiology staff have increased their capacity to use this software through 
training. Seven units of Glohal Pu:-.itioning System (GPS) and ;;even licenses of mapping software 
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(ArcView/ArcGIS 9.2) have been provided to <>even RAHO" (1-VH\ A total o:-· 55 SDAH/DAH 
staff have been tralned on its use. 

• The project has also developed a database system software for laboratory diagnostic management 
within the DAH's LahNet through the service~ of a local tirm in VietNam_ Lahon1tory hio~afety 
and quality assurance are being supported and pursued. 

• The SOPs for H5N l real-tir:1e PCR have been developed and adopted. Genetic analy~is of 
haemagg:lutination (HA) gene of the new vims isolates of 2009-10 showed th3.t besides. clade I and 
clade 2.3.4, there i:.. increasing evidence of involvement of clade 2.3.2. 

• A revised and updated SOP for HPAI out brenk investigation and control has been developed 
comprising 19 sections and 14 job cards for variom officials involved in HPAT outbreak 
manag:emenL The En&k,h and Vietnamese version,; of the SOP have been handed over to DAH for 
tnmsmission to MARD for adoption as a national "tmtegy. 

• The campaign to encourage poultry farmers to report any unu~ual occurrences in poultry Hocks, 
arising 'mspicion of an infectious disease, through TV spots and loud;.:peakers during the ri'ik period 
(e.g. lhe TET festival), has created an increased awareness on !he necessity to report diseases on 
time. 

• The AVET mitiative, to build up basic epidem!Ologica\mve:,;tigation capacity in the country through 
Viet Nam-specitlc, tailor-made course cunicula of nine weeks duration resulted in training of 52 
veterinarians in four cohorts in 20 lO and of 13 veterinarians so far in 2011. 

• Active surveillance for HPAI and other poultry diseases has been launched on a pilot scale in 
project provinces. 'Which will complement the community-based surveillance of Aht Associates. 

• In addition, an new component has been launched in March 20 ll in the event of an outbreak to 
early detect any potential secondary outbreaks in the neighbouring area of the lndex case. 

• A co<..:t effectiveness study on surveillanc.;"o for HPAT has been completed. Preliminary finding;; 
suggest that there is a qu~llitativc value in surveillance. but the cosr of surveillance per outbreak 
reported is going up with a decrease in the number of outbreaks of HPAI in Viet ~am. 

• More than 300 copies of the Wild Bird Manual have been translated into Vietnamese and distrihuted 
to 6.3 provinces. 

• Live bird market active surveillance approaches are for the first time lxoing adopted under the USA 
project approach in VietNam in keeping \Vith emerging best internation::>l practice:; 

Output 4: Priority procurement for animal surveillance and laboratory supported 
• Procurement of vehicles. Information Technologies (lT) equipment. e.quipment spmyer:-. and most 

lat. consumables is complete to support AS3 and AR2, and all are in use. 
Output 5: Effective and timely animal response eJJOrts promoted 
• A cross-border study in the north of Viet Nam concluded that al; a result of a h1gh financial return 

for poultry. smuggling across the border has not decreased but has become 1~1ore elaborate. which 
will pose a constant risk of disease transmission, The market chaln is increasingly being :ecognized 
as critical to the control of HPAI. particularly in nmthern Viet Nam and FAO' s ~trategic targeting of 
LBMs has been validated. 

• Post-vaccination monito:-ing and virus circulating mrveillance for intluenza A/H5Nl, supported by 
this project, ~hows that vaccinated poultry have a protection rate of' 72.10 percent nt bird leveL The 
protedion rates of Muscovy duck;.., Turkey, other ducks, chickens and geei<.e were SO percent, ~0 
percent. 78.90 percent, 68.05 percent and 50 percent. respective!)'. Prevalences of Type A <md H5Nl 
avian inl1uen.w viruses in Jucks were 0.94 percent and 0.67 percent respectively while in chickens. 
respective prevalences were 0.54 percent and 0 percent. There was no evidence of Af viru:.. 
persistence found with the samples taken from ~·1uscovy ducks. The AI positive samples were frot:-1 

Khanh Hoa and Quang Ngai provinces {Center). 
Output f-arried overfrom Year II: Farcine production 
• A training course on good management practice;.. (GMP) to key stakeholders, National Veterinary 

Company (NAVETCO), Viet Nam's Veterinary Vaccine Company (VETVACO) and DAH was 
conducted, which covered introductory-level Good Manufacturing Practice (acnmling to the 2009 
Phammceutical Inspection Convention ! Pharmaceutical In:.:.pe.ction Co-operation Scheme [PIC/S] 
Code of GMP) and quality systems applicable to the manufacture of AI H5N l vaccines. 

• The operational appraisal of cold chain integrity is complet<!, and .39 provinces were pro'.ide.d with walk-
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in cold room'i. A software for inventory maintenance of vaccine bank'i in provinces has been developed. 
Output 6: Improved bUJsentrity practices in L·ommercial and scavenging poultry raising settings 
supported 
• Poultry sector profiling provides important toob :·or risk-;malysi:-. and slralegic disease comrol 

planning. A guide to provincial poultry '>ector profiling ha,.: been develo;Jed. Poultry ;;:ector profiling 
has been .:ompleted for four of the five project provinces. The guidelines are cunently being tested 
extenally by an impleoenting partner in three non-CSAlD pilot provinces. 

• A Biosecurity Working Group ha~ been e~tablished which provides a forum to network information 
and le:-.sons learned and build technical understanding among a peer group nf agencies working to 
strengthen biosecuri!y. 

• A framework for a database on biosecur:ity materials has been developed and its consolidation is in 
pmgres.'>. By nnw, over 100 documents have been compiled in a ~e.archable fonnat. This is now ready for 
di'-:.semination. Bim;ecucity activ1ti·es of a]l agencies engaged in related work have also been mapped. 

• The working group reviewed \'mrk on hatchery bio<>ecurity, and training on the principles of 
bio:-.ecurity anJ on biosecurity auditing V·ias provided to 16 member~ of the bio:':ecunty working 
group. Conventional approache:-. to biosecurity strengthening have been reviewed and evidence 
gathered to suppm1 adoption of a supplementary approach focusing on private sector driven 
activities and adopting social marketing techniques from the human health sector. 

• FAO and Abt Associates have liaised on hatchery technical training and registration schemes. 
• A :egional :isk analysis exercise was conducted, which pro-vided info:mation on the character of 

poultry movement and production in the lmver Mekong Region, identifying poultry noverc1ent:-- and 
risk pathways for inter-provincial transmission of infection_ 

Output 7: Communication capacity supported at DAH and technical inputs to communications 
activities of other US.4JD implementing partners are provided 
• FAO is supporting the calendar and sticker production and di:->trihution for pre-TIT festival 2010, 

sending out the message to call the hot line or the SDAH land line to report ill and dead poultry under 
the Enhanced Reporting component. 

• Under the Gathering Evidence for a Transitional Strategy (GETS) project, the Academy for 
Educational Development (AED) produced a commercial in which the 'lecond part encouraged 
poultry owne:r.,; to report ill and de?d poultry to SDAH via a hotline: or SDAH phone: numbers This 
has heen e:lectively used in this project for awareness-r.:1ising purposes. 

• Support to DAH communications has been maintained. 
• Technical support to Abt Associates in implc1:1cnting the field activities has been maintained. 
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I Quarter 2010 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAS/604fUSA Ilaby 06 

Project title: Immediate technical assistance to strengthen emergency preparednes.-. for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) to VietNam 

Reponing period: January to tvlarch 20101 

Countrr Viet Nam 
Project title: Immediate technical assistance [0 strengthen emergency preparedness for 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) to VietNam 
Code: OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby 06 
Budget: lTSD 2 million (Phase IL USD 3 1 million (Phuse II), CSD 3 3 million {Phase III), 
USD 1 075 million (cost extension/: 
Total budget: USD 9 475 million 
Effecth'e starting date: August 2006 
Planned end date: September 2010 

Context of the pro.iect 

The control and elimination of H5N1 Highly Pathogenic Avian lntlucnza (HPAI) demands a 
long-term approach. Viet ;-.;am is moving from the control phase to the consolidation phase, 
with an ongomg need for capacity building m the veterinary servtces and livestock 
production sectors and support for vaccination and other risk reduction measures. This 
regional project supported by the United States Agency for lntcmational Development 
(USAID) is currently in its third year of implementation. 
Objectives of the project 

The overall objective of the project is to address the urgent short-term actions that need to be 
undertaken by the countries in the region to strengthen their capacities to rapidly detect the 
introdm:tion of HPAI into the country and minimize its spread in case of its occurrence. 

Planned activities 

Output 1: Strategy development [AI~fEBA code PPl] 
Activity I. I Pandemic preparedness plan revie;-v 
Hold preliminary discussions with the World Health Organisation (\VHO) on public health 
planning outcomes. 
Activity 1.3 ,\'ational HPAI control strateg_y review 
Prepare for an international workshop on the Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nation's (FAG's) Strategy Review with reference tn the Green Book. 
Output 2: Coordination and communication [AJl\ . .fEBA t-'Ode PP2] 
Activitv 2.1 Core FAO Viet Nmn team recruitment 

• Recruit national biosecurlty technical personnel and extend the contracts of the 
cunent personnel as per work plan. 

: Quarter 4 oC the Projcd Cyde 

- Projen Cost Exte1:sion Reque'>l :·rom Octcber 2009 to Sep;em'::ler 2010 
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• Determine with USAID additional fine tuning and coordination and collaboration 
partnerships for provincial packages developed by FAO for cycle III activities. 

Activity 2.3 Annual project meeting supported 
Schedule the field quarterly reporting meeting. 

Output 3: Animal surveillance [Ail\tiEBA code AS I] 
Activit)' 3./ Strengthenin:;:: veterinary laboratories 

• National and internationallabor-.ttory expert~ continue providing technical inputs. 
• Continue conducting follow-up on-site trainings at Regional Animal Health Office 

(RAHO) I. 
• Continue providing support to the Lab Net server and tele-hosting maintenance. 
• Finalize list of laboratory equipment maintenance. 
• Lab Net workshop is scheduled in March 2010. 

Activit)' 3.2 Strengthening ufthe cure capacities fur animal health staff 
• Continue support for flcld activity 
• Support DAH to improve active surveillance ar risk locations (based on selected 

criteria) using risk mapping (based on area and season) through a Letter of 
Agreement (LoA). FAO is assisting Abt Associates (USAID partner} in the criteria 
requirements and risk analysis of district and communes selected for their activities. 
FAO is participating and presenting ln their provincial \Vorkshops and carrying out 
joint missions in January 2010 to sele-ct the appropriate district and commune. FAO 
is also using these districts and commune selected for the above mentioned LoA with 
the Department of Animal Health (DAH). 

• Holdlng of a jolnt Nationa1 Workshop on Behaviour Change Communication (BCC} 
in February 2010 and presentation of an active sur-veillance mode1 as determined on 
rhe basis of risk analysis catTied out jointly by FAO and Abt Associates in 
consultation with the five pilot provinces to be proposed at the provincial level and 
presented to the National Government. 

• Dissemination of stickers and calendars to target groups including pharmacies, 
Provincial Peoples Committee, Sub-Depmtment of Animal Health (SDAH}, District 
Veterinary Services (DVS}, District People's Committee, and Chief Animal Health 
Works in January 2010. Distribute some to local community poultry owners along 
with loud speaker roaming and communicating the repm1ing telephone number per 
province. Submit samples to USAID partners before printing and distribution. 

• Airing of TV spot to enhance reporting using second section of Gathering Evidence 
for a Tr.::mslational Strategy (GETS) commercial, l.e. report dead and i11 poultry to 
your animal health worker (AH\V) and through provincial phone number report using 
the appropriate number per province, in February 2010. 

• Carry out into 2010 implementation of cost effective study on surveillance {looking at 
most cost effective surveillance approaches in VietNam)_ 

• Introduce the new Standard Operating Procedures to SDAH (at provincial level) and 
DVS (district level) during January 2010, then to community animal health \Vorker 
(CAHW) in ~1an:h 2010. Tailor the training to different audiences. The first training 
ls taking place for Ha l"am and Hung Yen from 14 to 15 January 2010 and the 
remaining provinces arc tralncd fmm I to 3 Fehmary 2010 in Ho Chi Minh (HCM). 
The five pilot provinces are using the SOPs and Job Cards for field testing for six 
months period. Post the edited SOPs and annexed Job Cards on DAH web~ite for six 
months for unstructured feedback. 

• Carry out computer skill training in five pilot provinces on 20 and 21 January 2010 in 
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Hung Yen, on 21 and 22 January 20\0 in Ha Nam, January 2010 in Quang Tri, on 14 
anJ15 January 2010 in Cantho, and February 2010 in Kien Giang). 

Activity 3.3 De~'elopment of.M&E expenise 
Continue to support Monitoring &Evaluation activities. 
Activity 3.4 Support of" the epidemiologv network 

• Continue to provide support to T ADinfo. 
• Continue to support the App1lcd Veterinary Epidemiology Training Program (AVET) 

coordination and activities. 
• Conduct the field projects and the third module of the first session of training courses 

during the first qumter of 2010. Undenake the third module, following the field 
project to develop skills on managing disease control programs, communication and 
scientific report writing. Request each trainee to run the-ir field project in their own 
place of work on a subjectiarca to be decided on the basis of the disca<>c situation in 
that area and in consultation with the mentor appointed for the trainee. Mentor 
guidance for the implementation of the project and for a final writlen and oral 
present.:"ltion of their work at the end of the training. 

• Review the A VET program ha"led on comments and e-valuation of the first session. 
Adjust as necessary before initiating the second training course. 

• Prepare tentative schedule for the 1hree other A VET training courses to be conducted 
hy September 201 0. 

Outputs 4 and 5: Priority procurement [AIMEBA code AS3 & ARl] 
Continue to support lab equipment maintenance. 

Output 6: Effective and tintely animal response [Ail\--IEBA code AR2] 
Activity 6.1 HPAI risk mapping updated 

Coordinate with the Ri~k Assessment Working Group and technical advisers for further 
inputs. 
Activity 6.2 Outbreak investi;;ation 

• Field teams in place and field visits to pilot provinces if suspicious cases reported and 
if outbreak occurs. 

• Carry out computer skill training in five pilot provinces This is linked to Activity 3.2. 
• Support global positioning system (GPS) and geographic information system (GIS) 

training for SDAH staff planned for March 2010 to enhance capacity for outbreak 
investigation. 

• Continue providing supporl for the national lelephone hotline. 
Activity 6.3 Epidaniology with human health 
Identify field linkages with WHO with respect to human and animal health protocols. 
Activity 6.4 Value chain anal_vsis in border arens 

• Share results of the Cross-border Poultry Movement Analysis in the north of Viet 
Nam with various stake holders through a presentation meeting in January 2010. 

• Pilot good live bird market management practices in one N011h and one South pilot 
province. Cost effectiveness of survelllance study will be conducted during the first 
quarter of201 0. 

Activily carried overfi~om Year 2: vaccine invenrory system 
Finali~e development of .a pilot ex..-:el spre-adsheet-b-ased system. 
Activity 6.5 Vaccination monitoring 

• Finalize samples lab testing and analysis of the data of the second round of 2009 post
vaccin-ation surveillance fur Influenza AIH5NL and DAH finalize and submit the 
report by Febmary 20 lO. 
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• Produce a documented report for FAO for further transmission to DAH with 
recommendations for implementation of a modified post-vacclnation sera-monitoring 
and virus surveillance in Viet Nam in order to have a better understanding of the 
impact of vaccination and the overdll epidemiological situation. 

• Review and finalize the report on vaccine efficacy trials. 

Output 7: Better biosccurity practices LAIMEBA code AR3] (from Year 2) 
Activity 7. I Biosecurify s!rengthening in five pilo! pro·vinces 

• Conduct a situation analysis for the poultry sectors, buildlng on the baseline work 
carried out by Abt Associates to include greater analysis and take into consideration 
farm density and farm systems, market ~..·hains, and eventually, a risk assessment tD 

better guide the allocation of resources. This work is conducted by five provincial 
focal points and three project coordinators. Explore avenues for collaboration with the 
Department of Livestock Production (DLP) for biosecurity activities. 

• Recruit FAO National Biose.:urity Consultant in February 2010. 
• Recruit the Regional Animal Production Project Officer to support biosecurity 

activities in January 2010. 
• Continue to condu.:t mapping and update the database on lK1tchery and breeding farm 

registration. 
• Carry out provincial profiling for future risk analysis assessment in Kien Giang, Ha 

Nam, Can Tho, Quang Tri in January 2010, using existing data and conclude wlth a 
series of stakeholder meetlngs and participatory mapping exercises (note poultry 
atlas, value chain studies). 

• Hatchery Regis{ration training planned for Kien Giang and Can Tho from 
20 to 22 January 2010. FAO has piloted an approach to registration of hatcheries in 
Can Tho that 1s now repeated in Ha Nam together with mapping of hatchery 
locations. This activity is linked to a hatchery training programme planned by Abt 
Associates. 

• FAO and Sub-DAH is identifying a pilot poultry market in Ha Nam and Quang Tri, 
and working through a stakeholder approach to support measures to strengthen that 
market through training and infrnstructure improvements. 

• Pilot the Provincial Risk Analysis and Disease Control Planning Exercise. This 
appmach is utilizing the information in the profiling studie.'i ami FAO experts are 
working with provincial authorities to suppon strategic approaches and plans for 
vaccine, surveillance and other control measures. 

Activity 7.2 Biosecurit.v tzuidelines and training 
• Develop Biosecurity Training Programme in the pilot provinces consisting of three 

elements (1) Training district level DAH and Extension Officers on biosecurity using 
a training module developed by FAO (2) Trainin:;;: pro:;;:ramme for Private Sector 
agri-vet store owners and vet pharmacies (those who advise commercial poultry 
farmer:-.}; and (3) Stakt'.holder Field Schools to develop and test biosecurity 
interventions at the farm level ro ensure that pilot approaches are effective and 
adopted by fanners. 

• Continue to provide support to the Biosecurity Improvement Working Group. 
• Provide technical blosecurity advice to partners. 
• Consolidate the database of biosecurity materials. 

Output 8: Communications capacity [Ail\'IEBA code CCl] 
Activity 8.1 Support Na!ional Communicn!iom, Officer 
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Cominue to translate and disseminate the Disease Outbreak Update Report. 
Activity 8.2 Technical support for training and other materials 
Continue to provide te-chnical support to Abt Associates. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

Output l! Strategy development [Ail\tiEBA code PPI] 
Acti;,ity 1.1 Pandemic preparedness phm reFiew 
FAO had a preliminary discussion with WHO and it was decided that FAO will carry out a 
revlew of the Animal Health Set:tor and Pand~mic Preparedness Plan. 
Activit)' 1.3 National HPA.I control strateg}· re'.'iew 

• The organization of an international workshop in the first quarter of 2010 on F AO' s 
Strategy Review with referem.:e to the Green Book was delayed. 

• FAO participated to the mid-term Green Book review presentation by the 
Government of Viet Nam and Partnership for Avian and Human Influenza on g 
March 2010 

• The output from the international mission for Green Book review has been published 
and is being widely distributed. 

Output 2: Coordination and communication [AlME-R<\ code PP2] 
Activity 2_ 1 Core FA 0 VietNam team 

• A Biosecurity and Poultry Production Adviser and a new A VET Programme 
Coordinator h<.~ve been appointed and the contracts of the current staff extended. 

• Project parametet--s for cycle III have been analyzed with C"SAID and have been 
implemented in the project provinces. 

Activity 2.3 Annual project meeting supported 
The field quarterly reporting meeting was delayed. 

Output 3: Animal surveillance [AIMEBA code ASl] 
Activity 3.1 Strengthening ofl'eterinar.v laboratories 

• National and international laboratory experts continued to provide technical inputs. 
• Contlnued to provide support to LabNet servo and telc-hosting maintenance. 
• List of lab equipment maintenance has been finalized. 
• LabNct \Vorkshop was postponed to May 2010. 

Activiry 3.2 Strengthen the core capacities of the animal health staff 
• Continued support for field activities through Field Project Assistant and provincial 

focal points. In consultation with Abt Associates, the Terms of Reference (ToR) of 
rhe four provincial coordinators were modi fled. 

• The methodology for Ri:-..k-Ba~ed Active Surveillance in the five project pilot 
provinces has been finalized in consultation with implementing partners i.e. DAH and 
Abt Associates. 

• The stickers and calendar-s to enhance suspicious case reporting vi3 hotlines were 
produced and distributed to target groups including AHWs and poultry farmers 
rhrough Veterinary Medicines Shops. 

• Television :-..pots to enhance su:-..picious case reporting to animal health workers and to 
SDAH by hotlines in five provinces were aired particularly targeting the time of Tet 
Festival in February 2010. 

• Similar campaign was also launched through loud~peaker~ campaign in risk prone 
borders and markets during Tet FestivaL 

• A cost-etTectiveness study on surveillance has heen launched throu•~h an LoA with 
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rhe Rural Development Cemre (RUDEC) following a series of discussions between 
FAO, DAH and RUDEC with technical backstupping mission from FAO 
headquarters. 

• Computer skill trainings \Vere delivered as planned to a total of 101 DVS and SDAH 
staff in several provinces as follo'A's: Hung Yen (20 participants - 13 men and 
7 women): Ha Nam (14 participants - 8 men and 6 women)~ Qmmg Tri 
(25 panicipants- 21 men and 4 women); Can Tho (16 participants- 8 men and 
8 women); and Kien Giang (26 participants- 25 men and I woman), 

• The LoA FA VIE 09/54 to improve passive surveillance (cyde III) with a gre<lter 
focus on strengthened field investigation in five pilot provinces of Ha Nam, Hung 
Yen, Quang Tri, Can Tho, Kien Giang is being implemented. 

• A con~ullmion workshop for developing a risk-based approach as a preliminary step 
for the Community-Based Surveillance model was held in Ha Nam province on 
II January. Hung Yen on 12 January and in HCMC on 4 February 20l0 with 
combined staff drawn from Kien Giang Can Tho and Quang Tri SDAH and DVS. 
Representatives from DAH, RAHO 6 and Abt Associates also attended the 
Workshop. 

• Linked to the above \Vas the Joint National \Vorkshop on Community-based 
Surveillance model which took place in Hanoi on 5 February 2010. Sixty-two 
participants (45 men and 17 women) attended the \Vorkshop from USAID, SDAHs 
(Hung Yen, Ha Nam, Quang Tri, Can Tho, Kien Giang), Abt Associates, DAH, DAH 
branch in Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC), Regional Coordinator LJnit of the Asian 
Development Bank (ADB} Greater Mekong Sub-Region Communicable Disease 
Control Project, CARE, Viet Nam Animal and Human Influenza Control and 
Preparedness Project (V AHIP), National Institute of Hygiene and Epidemiology 
(N"IHE), Hanoi Agricultural University (HAU), RUDEC, Institute for Policy and 
Strategy for Rural Development (IPSARD), RAHO 1, RAHO 2, \VHO, FAO, 
Academy for Educatinnal Development (.A.ED), Hanoi School of Public Health 
(HSPH}, US Center for Disease Control and Prevention, General Department of 
Preventive Medicine and Environmental Health, Partnership for Avian and Human 
Influenza (PAHI), Public Health University, and Provincial Department of Preventive 
Medicine (Ha ~am, Can Tho, Kien Giang, Quang Tri, Hung Yen). 

Activity 33 Development of M &£ npertise 
FAO reviewed and commented upon the new/revised USAID Project Management Plan 
(PMP) M&E Strategy lorwarded by USAID. 
Activity 3.4 Support epidemiology network 

• Continued to provide support to TADinfo. 
• The field projects undertaken by the A VET training vvere reviewed and mentorship 

was provided to all trainees. The trainees presented the final results of their field 
project in Hanoi on the 913 and JO'h of March 2010 (b~t days of the third week of 
AVET programme) in front of :-.orne of the trainet·s and mentors. 

• The AVET programme was reviewed by an independent national consultant on the 
basis of evaluation re~ult" and comments to the first training course. 
The recommendations of the review were discussed in the technical advisory group 
on 26th March and have been appropriately included for subsequent courses. 

• Training on Geographic Information System (GIS) was delivered in January 2010 to 
22 staff (18 men and 4 women) from DAH, RAHOs, Agriculture Lniversity of Hanoi, 
National Ve-terinary Institute and FAO staff. 

• The on-site mapping to increase the usc of GIS application for anlmal surveillance is 
ongoing and is being piloted in Can Tho. 
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Output 4 and 5: Priority procurement [AIMEBA code AS3 and ARt] 
Procurement for lab equipment maintenance was deferred to the next quarter. 

Output 6: Effective and timely animal response LAIMEBA code AR2] 
Activiry 6.1 HPAJ risk mapping updated 

• The requirement to update field data has been confirmed and appropriate agencies 
need to be identified to carry out the task. 

• Coordination with the Risk Assessment \Vorking Group (RA\VG) and technical 
advisers for further inputs is pending. Communication with RA WG has been carried 
out but RA \VG is largely focused on import risk assessment and has limited capacity 
to focus on endemic disease. FAO through its ri~k capacity building work 
(OSRO/VIE/701/UNJ and OSRO/RAS/604/USA) is seeking to engage the RA \VG on 
regional risk assessments through the secondment of a technical officer from the 
RAWG. 

Activit)' 6.2 Outbreak invesTigation 
• Passive surveillance under the LoA FA VIE 09/54 supported veterinary staff to 

undertake field investigation whenever a rumor of HPAI is reported. The project 
funds the laboratory diagnostic ofHPAI but abo a differential diagnostic with testing 
for other main poultry diseases (~ewcastle., Duck Plague and Pasterellosis). 

• Telephone hollines and answering machines have been set up in the pilot provinces to 
enhance disea<>e reporting and TV spots were aired at regular intervals to encourage 
reporting of HPAI. 

• FAO with DAH delivered two training courses on the new SOPs. and Job Cards. for 
HPAI Outbreaks Investigation and Outbreak Response. Both courses were held in 
HCMC in February and March 2010 respectively, and targeted a total of 55 s.taff (49 
men and 6 women) from DAH, SDAH, RAHOs and DVS_ 

• Based on these SOPs and Job Cards training cour<>es, publlc veterinary staff from the 
five pilot provinces were requested to slart using and applying these documents in 
real conditions at the fleld level. The objective is ro pilot this draft version for a 6-
months period (from January to June 201 0) before carrying out a final review. 

Activity 6.3 Epidemiology lt-ith human healrh 
Preliminary discussions were held between FAO and WHO on how lO include one section on 
the public health epidemiology of H5N1 influenza in human in the final version of the SOP 
for outbreak investigation and outbreak response developed by FAO and under field trial in 
the country. 
Activir.v 6.4 Value chain annlysis in border areas 

• Results of the Cross-border Poultry Movement Analysis in the north of VietNam was 
shared with various stake-holders through a presentation workshop on 5 January 
2010. A total of 40 repre:->entatives (28 men and 12 women) from DAH, DLP, 
~AFIQAD, Quarantine Station Divisions and SDAH in Lang Son and Quang Ninh, 
lCD (MARD), Marketing Management Sub-departments in Lang Son and Quang 
Ninh, USAID, CDC, USDA, Abt Associates, AVSF. FAO, Marketing Management 
Department (1\10IT), RCDEC and IPSARD attended the workshop. Subsequently, 
IPSARD have. drafted a policy paper on cross-border movement of poultry which 
FAO have provided comments on, and with FAO support will be revised based on 
those comments. 

• Cros:->-border analysis of the Kien Giang- Cambodia border was as:->essed through the 
Klcn Giang provincial poultry profiling exercise which included a field trip to the 
border. There will be a reprioritisation of this specific border to include movement 
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corridors of greater risk ln the Mekong. This work will be hannonised with thar of an 
ADB project during a planned cross-border meeting in Cambodia in July 2010. 

• A preliminary analysis of the Quang Tri -Laos border has been carried out as part of 
rhe Quang Tri provincial poultry profile. Jnitia1 findlngs suggest rhar further 
information is required fmm Laos and this cross-border \Vork will no\¥ be linked to an 
ADB project, and a cross-border meeting \Vill be held in June 2010. 

Activity 65 Vaccination monitoring 
• The report of the post-vaccination sero-monitoring and virus circulation surveillance 

following round 2 vaccinations for the year 2009 is awaited from DAH. 
• The vaccine efficacy trial by the National Centre for Veterinary Diagnosis ("NCVD), 

DAH including HPAI vaccine testing in 2009 and HPAI vims pathogenicity testing in 
ducks is ongoing. 

• FAO through an international consultancy developed and passed on to DAH a report 
with recommendations for implementation of a modified post-vaccination sew
monitoring and virus surveillance in VietNam in order to have a better understanding 
of the lmpact of vaccination and the overall epidemiological situation. 

Activity rarried r_rverfrom Year 2: vaccine inventory system 
The final draft version of a pilot excel spreadsheet-based system which was developed 
through a national consultancy in the previous year has been received by FAO and is 
currently under review. 
Output 7: Better biosecurity practices [AIMEBA code AR3] (from Year 2) 
Activity 7. I Binsecurity s!n'nJ?theninf{ in five pilo! provinces 

• An international consultancy to provide advice on strengthening biosecurity 
programmes wa"! carried out. This included a debriefing with DLP and Abt 
Associates. Recommendations included the greater use of private sector technical 
advisers and limited value in direct farmer training and awareness raising, the me of 
risk assessment to better determine and focus entry points and the need to provide 
poultry hcullh information <L'> an O\'Crall pw.:kagt:, not ~oldy fut:using on biost:curily 
and HPAI. 

• An informative meeting with p1ivale sector on biosecurity "vas held in Hanoi on 5 
March 20l0. The event "\Vas attended by representatives from Luong T'V1y Poultry 
Company, Charoen Pookhapand (CP) group, Vietnam Poultry Association, Animal 
Feed Company, DLP, VIRA, Directorate for Standards, and Phap Luat Newspaper. 

• The Poultry Production and Biosecurity Adviser to support biosecurity activities was 
recmired in January 2010. ToR finalized during the last quarter of 2009. 

• Hatchery and breeding fann registration pilot and design activity implementation has 
been completed in Can Tho ( lO Communes of Co Do District). Data collection for 
mapping and updating the database on hatchery and breeding farm registration J.s now 
complete for Can Tho and results have already been presented to Can Tho provincial 
gove-rnment. Based on feedback form the sub-DAH, a modified approach is being 
developed to launch the remaining four pilot provinces. 

• Preliminary actions were canied out to develop a patiicipatory approach for 
developing biosecurity guidelines. The selection of the provincial focal points has 
been an important step in facilitating the dialogue bcnveen [he stakeholders and is 
ongoing. T\-vo potential fqcus groups have been identified and further 2-4 groups are 
needed before launching the field work. 

• Assessment on current animal production situation in Kien Giang and Quang Tri has 
been conducted through provincial poultry profiling exercises. Additionally, data is 
now complete for Can Tho and almost complete for Hung Yen. The data -collection 
for current animal production is ongoing. 
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• A discussion paper was prepared which proposes that HPAI control programmes be 
subdivided into geographically distinct areas based on the emerging understanding of 
production systems and disease epidemiology. 

Activity 7.2 Biosecurit.v tzuidelines and training 
• The eight Biosecurity Working Gmup Meeting took place on 19 January 2010 in 

HCMC. A total of 4!5 participants {32 men and 16 women) attended the meeting. 
They were from the Development Alternative (DAI} Stop AI project, USAID, FAO, 
DLP, RAHO 6, RAHO 7, National Agriculture Extension Center in the South, Center 
for Animal Research and Development of Southern VietNam (VIGOV A), IPSARD, 
Institute of Agricultural Economics and Techniques in the South, HCMC University, 
Berkeley University, An Giang Department of Agriculture and Rural Development 
(DARD), An Giang AEC, Dong Thap DARD. Abt Associme:., CARE. AusAID, 
VAmP, Asian Veterinary and Llvestock Services (ASVELIS), Vietnam Poultry 
Association (VIPA), and SDAH-HCMC. The working group considered duck 
production and how to improve biosecurity within the duck production systems. FAO 
produced a discussion paper for the meeting. 

• The database of blosecurity materia1s is being consolidated and will be shared with 
relevant partners. Currently ongoing. 

• F AO continued to provide technical biosecurity advice to partners. 

Output 8: Communications capacity [Ail\tiEBA code CCl] 
Activity 8. I Support provided to the National Communications Officer 
Disease outbreak update reports continued to be translated and disseminated. 
Acth·ity 8.2 Technical >.upportfi_w training and other materials 

• Identification of key information, education and communication materials including 
how they will be delivered is ongoing and coordinated by the technical expe11 and the 
communications assistant. 

• A number of resources were identified as needed during the International BiosccurHy 
consultancy and the:.e "vill now be developed together with a privare sector extension 
system to enhance the delivery of such materials. 

• A road show was carried out in the five pilot provinces from 4 to6 February 2010. A 
car with speakers and one large sticker on each side of the car circulated around main 
cities in the pilot provinces (Hung Yen, Ha Nam, Quang Tri, Can Tho and Klen 
Giang). Furthermore, 200 stickers, banners and 100 calendars were distributed among 
rhe provinces' population to enhance awareness on the rls.k of HPAI outbreak, 
especially during the TET festival period. 

The proje-ct funded Communication Assistant and FAO staff participated in the 
BCC \Vorking Group meeting on 22 January 2010. 

Planned activities for the next quarter 

Output 1: Strategy development AIMEBA code PPl] 
Actit'ity 1.1 Pandemic preparedness- plan reFicw 
FAO will carry out a discussion with potential international consultants to expl01·e if the 
Animal Health component of the Pandemic Preparedness Plan could be carried out even if 
the Human Health component is taken up later by \VHO. Consuhative meetings will be held 
with DAH and VVHO on the feasibility of reviewing the Animal Health component 
unilaterally. 
Activity 1.2 Con!ingency plan for animal disease outbreak 
Review of the contingency plan for animal disease outbreak was discussed with DAH and the 
opinion emerged that the contingency plan is noc much in usc any more in view of the 
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Operational Strategy described in the Green Book. Therefore, this activity needs to be 
removed from the project workplan. 
Activity 1.3 ,\'ational HPAI control strateg_y review 
Following the presentation of the Green Book mid-term review on 8 March 2010 by the 
GoVN. there is a probability that the Green Book will be replaced with a 'Blue Book' 
delineating further strategy for HPAI control from year 2010- 2015. FAO waits for GoVN 
dedsion before planning further actions. 

Output 2: Coordination and communication [AIMEBA code PP2J 
Activit)' 2.1 Core FAO Vie! Nam team 

• Extend and renew contract of staff as and when necessary. 
• Continue coordination and planning meetings with all stakeholders. 

Activit_v 2.3 Annual project meeting supported 
Schedule the field quarterly reporting meeting. 

Output 3: Animal surveillance [AlMERA code AS1] 
Activity 3.1 Strengthening of veterinary laboratories 

• Continue providing technical inputs by national and intcrnationallaboratory experts. 
• Continue providing ;;,upport to lhe- Lab Net ~e1·ver and tele-hosting maintenance, 
• Organize the maintenance of the lab equipment. 
• Labnet Workshop will be held from II to 13 May 2010 in Ho Chi Minh City 

(HCMC). 
• Support and coordinate the RAP sponsored/organized training on Animal Health 

Inf1uenLa Surveillance Training \Vorkshop to be held in HCMC in April2010. 
Activity 3.2 Strengthening of the con' capadt{es for animal health stajj" 

• Continue providing technical inputs by national and international experts. 
• Continue suppott for field activity, 
• A LoA with DAH on the implcmcmation of Risk-Based Active Surveillance will be 

prepared in April 2010. 
• Stickers and calendars have been provided to veterinary medicine shops for 

distribution to farmers whenever they have issue among their poultry flock. This 
activity is ongoing until the end of the project. 

• Monitor the LoA with RUDEC on the co~t-effectivenes.s ~ludy on surveillance. 
• A final review of SOPs for outbreak investigation and response is planned in July 

2010. 
• Monitor the implementation of the passive surveillance programme. 

Aciivity 3.3 Developmem ofM&E expertise 
• A joint FAO-Abt M&E 1-day training ¥lorkshop will be organized in April 2010 

targeting provincial coordinators focal points in pilot provinces, Abt Associates staff 
and Provincial Department of Preventive Medicine. The main topics would include 
generdl M&E principles and USAID PMP. 

Activit)' 3.4 Support of the epidemiology ne!'rvork 
• Contlnue provlding support to TADlnfn. 
• Continue supporting A VET coordination and activities. The second A VET training is 

planned to stalt on 10 May 2010. Trainees of this second AVET course will be 
selected particularly from SDAH nfthc project's (OSRO/RAS/604/USA Baby06)10 
pilot provinces for Year 2 and Year 3. 

• Prepare tentative schedule for the two other A VET training courses to be conducted 
in September 20 Hl 
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Outputs 4 and 5: Priority procurement [AIMEBA code AS3 & ARl] 
Suppott pmcurement for lab equipment maintenance. 

Output 6: Effective and timely animal response [Ail\'lEBA code AR2] 
Activity 6. I HPAI risk mapping updnted 
Coordinate with RA WG on an approach to updating ri~k mapping for HPAL 
Activit)' 6.2 Outbreak investigation 

• Field teams in place and field visits to pilot provinces if suspicious cases reported and 
if outbreak occurs. 

• Continue providing support for the enhanced reporting and strengthened outbreak 
investigation and response through the LoA FA VIE 09/54. 

Activit)' 6.3 Epidemiology l+'i!h human hea!rh 
Identify field linkages with \VHO with respect to human and animal health protocols. 
Activity 6.4 Value chain (.mal_rsis in bonier areas 

• Cost-effectivenes." of surveillance study will be ongoing during the second quarter of 
2010. 

• Review market risk analysis study (FAO-RVC-DAH from OSRO/VlE/701/UNJ 
Project), risk assessment of market chain in Kien Giang and risk analysis work 
canied out by Abt Associates. 

• Develop work plans for risk mitigation measures in the pilot poultry markets {Dong 
Ha Central market and Phu Ly Central market) through a stakeholder approach. 

Activity carried over frmn Year 2: vaccine inventory system 
Finalise the development of a pilot excel spreadsheet-based system. 
Activit)' 6.5 Vaccination monitorim;; 

• DAH will submit and finalise the report hased on LoA FA VIE 09.15 by May 2010 
with the analysis of the data of the second round of 2009 post-vaccination 
survci11ancc for Influenza AH5N l. 

• FAO will sign a new LoA "\Vith DAH for the first round of 2010 for post-vaccination 
monitoring and virus circulation. 

• Report on vaccine efficacy trials will be reviewed and finalized. 

Output 7: Better biosecurity practice...;; [Ail\tiEBA code AR3] (from Year 2) 

Activit)' 7.1 Biosecurity strengthening in fit·e pilot prurinces. 
• Document an approach to hatchery registration based on experiences in the Can Tho 

district trial and (aunch a hatchery registration and mapping exercise in the remaining 
four provinces. 

• Complete provincial pmfiling for future risk analysis assessment .in Ha Nam and Can 
Tho using existing data. and conclude "\Vith a series of stakeholder meetings and 
participatory mapping exercises. 

• Conduct a risk analysis (RA) exercise for region 7 including provincial tisk analyses 
exercises for Can Tho and Kien Giang Provinces and pilot a regional approach to risk 
analysis., building capacity at the provincial level to cany out risk assessments. The 
risk analysis exercise will utilize provincial profiles. to develop a regional poultry 
profile. Outcomes of the. RA exercise will support strategic approaches and plans for 
vaccine. surveillance and other control measures within the region. 

• Commence implementation of monthly poultry commodity price monitoring in al1 
five pilot provinces. 

Activity 7.2 Binse<urity guidelines and training 
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• Biosecurity Training Programme will he developed in the pilot provinces and will 
consist of three elements 0) Training for district level DAH and Extension Officers 
on hiosccurity using a training module developed by FAO (2) Traininx proxramme 
_f;Jr Privale Sector agri-vet store owners and vet phannacies (those who advise 
commercial poultry farmers); anJ (3} Stakeholder Field Schools which will develop 
and test biosecurity interventions at the farm level to ensure pilot approaches are 
effective and adopted by farmers. 

• Continue to provide ~upport to the Biosecurity Working Group thmugh technical 
meetings and the dissemination of documents. 

• Provide technical blosecurity advice to partners. 
• Consolidate the database of bio.security materials. 
• Carry-out a review of biosecurity activities and provincial programmes to determine 

what has been effective and why, and to support provmces to develop strategic 
approaches to biosecurity stren~;thening and to develop good practices ami lessons 
learned tOr biosecurity activities. 

Output 8: Communications capacity [All\lEBA code CCII 
Activity 8_} Support National Cmmnunications Officer 
Continue to tn:mslate and disseminate the Disease Outbreak Update Report 
Activity X.2 Technical support for trai11in;;; and other materials 

• FAO will liaise further with DAH and assess the need for technical and or financial 
support for the development and the production of a DAH bulletin. 

• FAO will compile all BCC material produced and will transmit hard and /or soft copy 
to Abt As~ociates as requested by the BCC \Vorking Group. 

• F AO will pilot a public-private sector model for the delivery of poultry farmer 
extension information. 

Main chaHenges encountered and response provided 
No major challenges were encountered during the reporting period. 

rviain progress: made to'\\·ards the achievement of project outcomes (since the start of the 
project) 
Output 1: Strateg_v det<·elopment [Alj\1EBA code PPl] 

• A risk-based approach to disease control has been developed and USAID project 
activities are heing strenb'thened and developed to ensure that risk reduction is cross
cutting strategy in each. FAO is advocating ami building <:apacity within partners for 
a progressive shift from mass application of disease control measures to smart disease 
control based on risk analysis and the optimum utilization of resources. 

• Consideration of a regional approach to HPAI control rather than a provincial one has 
been promoted and is attracting interest, featuring in Green Book review and several 
International Ministerial Conference on Avian and Pandemic Influenza (IMCAPI} 
documents. 

• Provincial poultry sub-sector profiling has been effective in describing provincial 
poultry populations (including the Poultry Atlas) and DLP is considering adopting 
such an approach more widely. 

Output 2: Coordination and communication [AI111EBA code PP2] 
• Programme management and planning, and coordination of activities with USAID 

and other partners have been maintained. FAO has made 11 major recommendations 
for the Green Book Review which were well received hy the Government of Vlct 
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Nam and rhe recommendations were taken into consideration during the Government 
Green Book Review in November 2009 and presented in March 20 l 0. 

• The Bioseeurity Working Group has widely networked information and lessons 
learned between a large number of agencies working on biosecurity and poultry 
production. Sih'llificant capa;:ity ha~ been built through the information exchange and 
network created which hw_; now been taken over by DLP 

Output 3: Animal surveillance [AIMEBA code .4Sl} 
• The project is <.:mTying out animal .surveillan;:e actlvities which indude suppt...lrt in 

relation to upgrading of TAD-info® and the Laboratory 1nformation System 
(LabNet), development of GIS at the Regional Animal Health Office (RAHO), Short 
Message Service {SMS} pilot study and Veterinary Epidemiology capacity building. 

• TAD-info® has served as the official livestock disease reporting system of the 
Government of Viet Nam for HPAI and other priority diseases. The disease reporting 
system has been established in 64 provincial SDAHs. 

• A database of the administrative map of Viet Nam has been procured and upgrading 
of TAD-info® moduks has been completed and downloaded on DAH training server 
with technical support from FAO headqu<.~ners. Today 210 officers from SDAH, 14 
RAHO :..taff and five DAH Epidemiology staff have increased their capacity to use 
this software through training. 

• Seven units of Global Positioning System GPS and seven licenses of mapping 
software (ArcView/ArcGIS 9.2} have been provided to seven RAHOs (I-VII). A total 
of 55 participants from 7 RAHOs were trained during the basic and refresher training 
course on ArcGIS and GPS along with on-site mapping which has increased the usc 
of GIS application for animal surveillance in Viet Nam. 

• The project has also developed a Databa:.e System Software for Laboratory 
Diagnostic Management within the DAH·s LabNct through the services of a local 
finn. Laboratory biosafety and quality assurance is being upgraded and standardized 
by the introduction of pDwered air purification respirator and the homogeniLer al 
NCVD at all diagnostic centres. 

• The SOPs for H5Nl Reverse Transcriptase Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) 
hlli; been modified with new N l primers. Genetic analysis of new virus isolales of 
early 2009 has been done for HA gene sequence, which showed that the similar virus 
continued to circulate in 2009. The initiative to add epidemiological information to 
rhe genetic sequence data from Viet l\iam in the puhlic domain has started. Follow-up 
on-site trainings at the NCVD and some RAHOs are ongoing including the validation 
of current protocol of molecular diagnosis with new viruses isolated in 2009. 

• In 2009 FAO staff working closely with DAH to finalise SOP and Job Cards to create 
a sound foundation on which Viet Nam's veterinarians can standardise their 
approaches to the control of Avian Intluenza. This has been well received by the 
government. DVS, SDAH and CAHW training will be calTied out in 2010. Also the 
Animal Health component can easily he modified for use with other important animal 
diseases such as Duck Plague, Rabies and Foot and Mouth Disease. 

• The campaign on encouraging pDUltry fanners to report any unusual event in poultry 
flocks leading to suspicion of an infectious disease through TV spots and 
loudspeakers during the 1isk period, e.g. TET ft'.stival, has created better awareness on 
the necessi[y to report diseases on time. 

• The A VET initiative, specifically on curriculum development and start up of short 
training courses, is one of the mo:-;l impDrtant capacity building initiatives being 
undertaken to improve the planning, implementation and monitoring of HPAI control 
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in Viet Nam. The fi~t batch of trainees have completed the A VET Programme and 
the second batch is expected to start from 10 May 2010. Availability of field staff 
with veterinary epidemiology training will enhance epidemiological skills at the field 
for bcHcr understanding ofHPAI disease transmission and maintenance cycle. 

Output carried over from Year 2: V1/ild bird sun-'eiflance {AIMEBA code AS2] 
More than 300 copies of the Wild Bird i\1anual have been translated Into Vietnames.e and 
distributed to 63 provinces. 

Output 4 and 5: Priority procurement [AIMERA code AS3 & ARl] 
Procurement of vehicles, IT equipment, equipment sprayers and most lab consumables is 
complete to support AS3 and AR2 and all arc in usc. 

Output 6: EffectiYe and timely animal response [AlMEBA code AR2j 
• Cross-borders study in the ~orth of Viet Nam concluded that due to high financial 

return for poultry, smuggling across the border has not decreased hut has become 
more elaborate. The stakeholders place greater value in potential income than the risk 
of disease infection for their domestic poultry flocks. As a result, they do not apply 
adequate measures to prevent the disease. Prevention of cross-border movement is 
constrained hy limited human resource, a large geographic area, plus active and 
sophi:-..tic.ated informa1/il1egal trading systems. 

• Post-vaccination monitoring and virus circulating surveillance for lntluenza AH5N I, 
supported by this project shows that about 60 percent of vaccinated poultry birds and 
about 75 percent of poultry tlocks that have had appropriate vaccination generate a 
good protection against influenza virus. However, virus circulation surveillance 
demonstrates that AI virus is circul<:~ting widely throughout the national flock. FAO is 
providing epidemiological advisory to DAH to ensure that this important activity is 
canied out using a methodology which will meet the highest international standards. 

Output carried over from Year 2: Vaccine production 
• A training course on GMP was conducted for key stakeholders such as Viet Nam's 

National Veterinary Company' (NAVETCO}, Viet Nam':-. Veterinary Vaccine 
Company (VETV ACO) and DAH. The training course covered introductory-level 
Good Iv1anufacturing Practice (according to the 2009 PlCiS:> Code of GMP) and 
quality systems applicable to the manufacture of Ar+ vaccines. Audits of two vaccine 
production facilities were conducted, \Vith a focus on the AI va;:cine processes and 
emphasis on packaging of vaccines and the associi1ted facilities including GMP 
compliance. The project has continued to provide technical support to the needs 
assessment and planning on domestic AI vaccine production, including hiring a 
national consultant to analyse the current .-,ituation of v<:~ccine inventory at the field 
level and develop a database for vaccine inventory system. 

Output carried over from Year 2: cold chain appraisai 
The operational appraisal of cold chain integrity is complete and 39 pro-vinces were provided 
wilh walk-in cold rooms. 

'PlC/S = Pharmacc::ticalln~pcction Convention I Phan:1r:.ccuticai ln~pcction Co-opcrmlon Sc~cmc 

~AI= Avian lntlucnz:: H5 N; 
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Output 7: Better bio-sccurity practices [AIMEBA code AR3] {from Year 2) 
• Provincial profiling and tisk analysis wmk is providing implementers \Vith useful 

information to better target biosecurity initiatives. This includes assessments of live 
bird markers and description of risk pathw<.~ys to and from those markets. 

• A Biosecurity Working Group has been established to act as a focal point to 
imp1cmcnt the biosccurity activities considered to be a major long-term risk reduction 
initiative (also see above- Coordination). 

• A framework for a database on biosecurity materials has been developed and its 
consolidation is in progress. The approach to develop this database was developed 
during one of the Biosecurity \Vorking Group's meetings and over 100 documents 
have now been compiled in a searchable formaL This is now ready for dissemination. 
Biosecurity activities of all agencies engaged in related work have also been mapped. 

• The working group also reviewed work on hatchery binsccurity, ~md tralning on the 
principles of biosecurity and on biosecurity auditing was provided to 16 members of 
the biosecurity working group. Longer-tenn, tailored biosecurily technical materials 
and risk communication approaches will be developed through focus groups and 
stakeholder discussions to ensure that biosecurity measures are more demand-driven 
and appropriate. The selection of provincial focal points is an important first step in 
facilitating the- dialogue between the stakeholders and has cont1ibuted to enhance 
strengthening of biosecurity practices in the five pilot provinces. 

• Continulng technical support ha.<; been provided to partners including technical 
reviews and exlensive comments to provincial package implementing partners, Abl 
Associates and AED, relating to their biosecurity training programmes. 

• FAO and Abt associates have liaised on hatchery technical training and registration 
schemes. The biosecurity coordinator will document existing regi~tration practices in 
operation in selected provinces. Abt and FAO will jointly develop an approach to be 
piloted in USAJD funded provinces. 

Output 8: Communications capacity [AI!\,1EBA L'Ode CClj 
• A total of 3 000 copies of calendar 2008 with 12 key messages on avian inf1uenza 

prevention and control have been produced and distributed to 63 provinces, 45 
districts, 503 communes and other relevant government agencies. donors and NGOs. 
FAO is repeatlng the calendar and sticker production and distribution for pre-Tet 
2010 giving one message: to call the hotlinc or SDAH landline to report ill and dead 
poultry under the Enhanced Reporting Component. USAID partners are participating 
in the review of materials. 

• In 2008, FAO also produced a 10-minute documental)' about VietNam's experiences 
in dealing with HPAI from the animal healrh perspective. A total of 200 Video CD in 
Vietnamese, 300 DVDs in English and 200 DVDs in Vietnamese were prepared and 
widely distributed. Under the GETS project, AED produced a commercial, for which 
the second part wlll be used in the pilnt provinces for this project, which encourages 
poultry owners to report ill and dead poultry to SDAH via Hotline or SDAH phone 
numbers. 

• Support to DAH communications has been maintained. 
• Technical support to Abt Associates in implementing field activities has been 

maintained. 
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2nd Quarter 2010 

Project Monitoring Sheet: OSRO/RAF/717/USA 

Reporting period: April- June 2010 

Regional component: OSRO/RAF/717/!;SA 
Country: Regional "\Vest and Central Africa 
Project title: HPAI early warning, early response and preparedness strategy suppon in western 
and central Africa 
Code: OSRO!RAF/717/USA 
Budget: USD 432 000 (Phase I), CSD 1 000 000 (Phase II) 
Total budget: USD 1 432 000 
Effective starting date: 1 March 2008 
Planned end date: 30 September 2010 
Context of the project 

Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in western and central Africa is effectively 
prevented and controlled through improved early warning and diagnosis capacities, effective 
national plans and enhanced coordination and information sharing between neighbouring 
countries. 
Objectives of the project 

The main objective is to assist countries in western and central Africa in enhancing their 
capacities to prevent the introduction of HPAI and to respond efficiently to HPAI outbreaks. 
The goal is to limit the spread of the disease in the sub-region and to minimize its negative 
social and economic impacts. 

Improving each country's capacity to prevent and control HPAI wiH accomplish the following: 

• Protect human health and prevent a human pandemic; 

• Maintain and develop the poultry sector as a valuable source of protein and income for 
aU actors within the poultry chain (including women and the rura1 population); 

• Strengthen national and regional capacities to address other transbmmdary animal 
diseases (TADs). 

Planned activities 

A. Acti\'ities related to J!roject Phase I 
Record the commentary for polymerase chain reaction (PCR) standard operating procedures 
(SOPs) video (English and French). 
Post on the website the SOPs for an operational contingency plan (CP). 

B. Activities related to oroject Phase II 

Output 1.1: Establish regional epidemio-surveillance networks to support the national 
network. 

1.1.1 Support passive and active surveillance in key countries. 

Finalize tbe various sh1ilies on active surveillance in Burkina Faso, COte d' Ivoire and Benin. 
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Output 2.1: Through RESOLAB networking activities, strengthen diagnostic capacity at 
laboratory and field levels. 

2.1.1. Promote laboratory diagnostic test qUlllity assurance and inter-laboratory proficiency 
testing rounds and avian inJluenza (Al_j and Newcastle disease inter-laboratories prq_{iciency 
testing round. 

Analysis and distribution of 2009 AI and Newcastle disease proficiency test exercise that 
involved 21 out of23 network labs. 

Output 3.1: Poultry associations are supported and private-public partnerships are 
enhanced {regional and national) for a better understanding of the sector and the 
identification of practical and cost-effective investments/measures. 

3.1.1 Building on previous poultry sector reviews, develop .'iustainable private-public 
partnerships to produce and maintain updared information and data (including geo-referenced 
maps) on poultry sector responses to veterinary services and pdvate sector needs. (Benin, 
Burkina Faso, COte d'Jvoire, Ghana and Togo) 

Finalize the consultation process and prepare a project document for Benin, Burkina Faso, COte 
d'Ivoire, Ghana and Togo. 

Advocate for the development of a private-public database/information system on the poultry 
sector as a means to better prevent and control HP AI and any other existing or e-merging 
disease in the poultry sector. 

Output 3.2: Improve biosecurity throughout the poultry chain. 

3.2.1 Building on Stamping out Pandemic and Avian Influenza (STOP Al)JFAO training 
·workshop, develop and disseminate multimedia modular training tools on biosecurity, 
including cost and benefit studies. 

Finalize the development of the loolkit, including training modules, technical brochures and 
documented best practices for bio:security. The training tools will be published and distributed 
to targeted users. 

3.2.2 Conduct biosecurity pilot operations on live bird markets (LBl ... f) (Benin, Togo, Guinea 
Bissau, Ghana, COte d'Ivoire, Burkina Faso, Gambia and Niger). 

The implementation of operations in Benin, Burkina Faso and COte d'Ivoire will be completed. 
Implementation should be well advanced in Mali. 

Output 3..3: Poultry and poultry product zoo sanitary certificate has been tested and 
adapted with the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) for use at the 
regional te,·el. 

3.3.1. Support ECOW'AS for the pronwtion and adoption at the regional level of relevant 
zoosanitary and trade regulations and support the use, in a pilot phase, of a harmonized 
zoosanitary certificate for poultry and poultry products. 
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The implementation of the field test operations will be launched and completed in Benin, 
Burkina Faso, COte d•Ivoire, Ghana, Mali and Togo (covering 16 border posts). Results and 
rec-Ommendations resulting from these tests will be made available. 

Output 4.1: Epidemio-sun·eillance and laboratory network data collection and 
management are actively supported through national databases and specific gateways 
within the regional website and Geographic Information System (GIS} sen·ices are 
developed. 

4.1.1 Support networking actlvltles through the existing website to facilitate overall 
information sharing and nerworking harmonization on laboratory diagMsis, epidemio
surveillance, socio-economics and production and related communications. This is also a tool 
to improve the donor visibility in Africa. 

News and updates from the network will continue to be published on the website. 

4.1.2 Implement and improve data management on animal health issues (zoo sanitary 
database). including active collaboration with the Strategy for Revitalization of Agriculture 
(SRA)/African Union - /mer-African Bureau for Animal Resources (A.U-IBAR) project. This 
will facilitate a Pan-African information/knowledge management component linked to other 
Regional.4nimal Health Centres (RAHCs). 

Provide computers, insta11 T ADinfo and train veterinary senr1ce personnel m Niger and 
Gambia. 

Activities undertaken during the reporting period 

A+ Activities related to proje<.'t Phase I 
• Record the commentary for PCR SOPs video (English and French): still to he done. 
• Post on the weh-;ite the SOPs for an operational CP: As an example for the sub-region. 

the compensation operational plan developed for Togo has been posted 
( http://www.fao-ectad-bamako.om/frt1vlodalites-de-paiement-des) as well as the 
VVorld Bank (\VB), International Office of Epizootics {OlE) and Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the Uni(ed Nations (FAO) recommendations on rhis subject. 

B. Activities related to project Phase II 

Output l.l: Establish regional epidemio-surveillance networks to support the national 
network.. 

J. J.l Support passive and active surveillance in ke_v countries. 

AI active surveillance pmtocol among dome..<> tic ducks has been finalized with Padova and 
International Cooperation Centre of Agricultural Research for Development (CIRAD) for 
Burkina Faso, COte d'lvoire and Benin, Financial supports for sampling and lab testing have 
been granted to the said countries. 

Output 2.1: Through West and Central Africa Veterinary Laboratory (RESOLAB) 
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networking activities, strengthen diagnostic capacity at laboratory and field Jeyels. 

2.1.1. Promote laboratory diagnostic test quality assurance and inter-laboratory proj1ciency 
testing rounds for AI and Ne~A·castle disease. 

The results of the 2009 inter-laboratory proficiency testing rounds for AI and Newcastle 
disease have been disseminated in April 2010. The analysis of compiled results is ongoing. 
This exercise involved 18 out of the 23 labs of the RESOLAB network 

Output 3.1: Poultry associations are supported and private-public partnerships are 
enhanced (regional and national) for a better understanding of the sector and the 
identification of practical and cost-effective investments/measures. 

3.1.1 Building on previous poultry sector reviel-vs. develop sustainable private-public 
partnerships to produce and nwintain updated infl>rmation and data (including geo
ref'erenced maps) on poultrJ' .\ector responses to veterinnr.v sen'ices and private sector needs. 
(Benin, Burkina Fa.m. COte d'lvoire, Ghana and Togo) 

(n Burkina Faso and Togo a quite dynamic consultation process between stakeholders took 
place and resulted in a first version of a project document formulated in a fully participatory 
way. Further exchanges are happening including the Emergency Centre for Transboundary 
Animal Dise.:1.se Operations (ECTAD)-Bamako to jointly improve the document, particularly 
in view of its submission to donors and the sustainability of the structure to be set. 

In Benin and Cote d'lvoire, there was a disagreement between stakeholders on where to locate 
the database, which had delayed the work. Difficulties seem to have been overcome, and it is 
expected that rhe first version of the project documents will be submitted during the first 
fortnight of July 

On various occasions (missions, meetings, etc.), the ECTAD-Bamako experts had the 
opportunity to advocate for the development of such a private-public database/information 
system on the poultry sector, as a means to better prevent and control HPAI and any other 
existing or emerging diseases in the poulrry sed or. 

Output 3.2: Impro\'e biosecurity throughout the poultry chain. 

3.2.1 Building on STOPAIIF.4..0 training workshop, develop and disseminate multimedia 
modular training tools on biusecuriry, inchuling cos! and bene.fit stmlies. 

The developed toolkit, including training modules, technical brochures and documented best 
practices for biosec-urity, will be widely distributed to targeted users and parts of ir will be 
posted on the FAO-ECTAD webslte: www.fao-ectad-bamako.org. 

3.2.2 ConducT hiosecurity pilot operations on LBl\.1 (Benin, Togo, Guinea Bissau, Ghana, 
COte d'Jvoire, Burkina Faso, Gambia and Niger). 

The biosecurity pilot operations, designed in close collaboration with market actors and 
administrators as well as the respective national veterinary services are being implemented in 
Benin, Burkina Faso and COte d'lvoire. 
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Output 33: Poultry and poultry product zoo sanitary certificate has been tested and 
adapted with ECOW AS for use at the regional level. 

3.3.1. Support ECOWA.S for the promotion and adoption at the regional level £?{relevant 
z.nosanitary and trade regulations, and support the use, in a pilot phase, of a harnwnized 
zoosanitary certtficate fUr poultry and poultry products. 

Sixteen border posts in Benin, Burkina Fa~o, C6te d'lvoire, Ghana., Mali and Togo had been 
identified in March to perform a field test of the zoo.sanitary certificate. During: the reporting 
period, Letters of Agreement (LoAs) have been signed in each country with the veterinary 
services who wi11 be responsible for the implementation of the test. 

Output 4.1: Epidemio-surveillance and laboratory network data collection and 
management are actively supported through national databases, and specific gateways 
within the regional website and GIS services are developed. 

4.1.1 Support netHmrking activities through the existing ~vebsire to facilitate m·erall 
infonnation sharing and networking harnwnizatiun on laboratory diagnosis, epickmio
survei!lance, socio-economics and production and related communications. This i.).· also a toot 
to improve the donor liisihilit_r in Africa. 

News and updates from the network will continue to be published on the website. 

4.1.2 Implement and improve data mmwf.:ement on anitnal health issues (zoo sanitan 
database), including active collaboration ~vith the SRAIAU-lBAR project. 

National Epidemiology Vnits of COte d'Ivoire and Guinea Bissau were provided with 
computers and T ADinfo .s.oftware The training for the s.oftware the wa<> carri<Xi out hy an 
ECTAD expert from Bamako. 

The coup d'Etat that occurred in Niger hm; led to a postponement of the installation in that 
country. 

Planned activities for the next quarter 

A. A-ctivities related to project Phase I 
Record the commentary for PCR SOPs video (English and French). 

B. Adivities related to project Phase II 

Output 1.1: Established regional epidemio-surveillance networks to support the national 
network~ 

1.1 .1 Support active surveitlance in key countries (Burkina Faso, COte d' Ivoire and Benin) 

Output 3.1: Poultry associations arc supported and private-public partnerships arc 
enhanced (regional and national). 
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3.1.1 Building on previous poultry sector reviews, develop suswinahle private-public 
partnerships to produce and maintain updated information and datu on poultry sector 
responses to veterinary servlces and private sector need.v. 

Finalize the national project documents for Benin, Burkina Faso, COte (_rivoire and Togo. 

Output 3.3: Poultry and poultry product zoo sanitary certificate has been tested and 
adapted with ECOW AS for usc at the regional level. 

3.3.1. Support ECOWAS fOr the promotion and adoption at the regional level (l relevwtt 
zoosanitary and trade re;.:ulations, and supporr the use, in t1 pilot phase, of t1 harmonized 
zoosanitar_r certitfcatefor poulTry and poultr.v products. 

Output 4~1: Epidemio-survemance and laboratory network data collection and 
management are actively supported through national databases and specific gateways 
within the regional website, and GIS services arc developed. 

4.1 .1 Support nettvorking activities through the existing ~vebsite to facilitate overall 
h!f'ormution sharinf:; and networkin;; harmonization on laboratm~v diagnosis, epidemio
surveiJ/ance, socio-economics and production and related communications. 

Main challenges encountered and response provided 

There is still a need for closer cooperation with technical organizations such as: the AL"-IBAR, 
the OlE and other implementing partners (USDA/APHIS, STOP-AI). There is also a need for a 
better support by or anchorage with Regional Economic Communities (RECs) such as 
ECOWAS and West African Economic and Monetary Union (UEMOA) in western Africa and 
Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS) and Central Afric:m Economic and 
Monetary Community (CEMAC) in central Africa. This would enhance the impact and 
sustainability of the various activities and networks put in place by FAO-ECTAD under 
US AID financial support in the region. 

Some activities were difficult to implement owing to the high level of political input required. 
This was the case for testing the regional zoo sanitary certificates in order to improve the 
traceability and biosecurity in the trade of poultry and poultry products. 

The adoption of participatory approach in the design of biosecurity operations in LBMs and the 
setting of national poultry data centre delayed the beginning of the implememation of such 
activities. 
Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes (from the start of the 
project acti~'ities) 

The activities planned under this project were aimed at national and regional technical capacity 
building in order to improve preparedness and early warning and re.-.ponse to HPAI outbreaks. 
For the project extension phase, a range of activities was carrie-d out: disease intelligence and 
biosecurity, information and data management, On the human resources side, these activities 
relied mainly on FAO-ECTAD expertise at the regional animal health centre in Bamako, but 
also on national expertise in some selected countries (via national consultants (t\Cs)). To date, 
most of these activities have been implemented. 
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This project contributes significantly to the efforts made by countries, regional organizations, 
and technical and financial partners to build capacities for prevention and control of HPAI and 
other similar TAOs in the region. 

This L'SAID suppott contributed significantly to the following major achievements: 
Livestock sector and animal health issues in particular are gaining more recognition/ 
attention from the general public and the policy decision-makers; 
Good biosecurity practices promoted by livestock actors (producers, traders, transp01ters, 
etc) to cope with disease-related constraints and to improve the management of their 
flocks for safe animal production; 
Public-private partnerships to encourage a better integrated approach towards controlling 
HPAI and other poultry diseases; 
Useful and updated data were colleoed, analyzed and disseminated to target audiences 
through the various networks put in place: RESOLAB (laboratory network), RESEPI 
(epidemiology network), RESECOP (socio-economics and productions network) and 
RESOCOM (communication network). Information in both English and French is made 
available to animal health stakeholders through the FAG-ECTAD website: www.fao-ectad
bamako.org; 
Support to all AI outbreak containment in West Africa and Cameroon through provision of 
personal protective equipment (PPE), technical advice, etc; 
Laboratories were provided with required equipment and their technical staff regularly 
trained~ 

Capacities of national epidemio-surveillance and diagnostic laboratories were enhanced for 
timely and efficient outbreak investigation, disease laboratory confirmation and response. 

Indeed one of the most significant achievements was also the 1aum:hing and support of the 
RESOLAB network in December 2007 in collaboration with the United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA)/ Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS). This launching of 
RESOLAB was done in collabomtion with OIE and AU-I BAR within the framework of the 
RAHC of Bamako, Mali. The RESOLAB network i.s coordinated by FAO-ECTAD with tbe 
objective to enhance the etlectiveness and efficiency of the 23 national veterinary diagnostic 
laboratories of western and central Africa. Since its launching, the RESOLAB organized the 
training of more than 170 lab technicians from the 23 countries on HPAllaboratory diagnosis 
and on quality assurance including CPs and emergency procedures. The network'~ main 
laboratories were assessed, and all technicians participated in two protlciency test rounds 
organized in collabormion with OIE/FAO reference laboratory for AI and Newcastle disease 
of Padova. Three annual coordination meetings were held and publications on \Vest Africa 
isolates of AI virus strain were made in scientific journals 1• The most significant 
achievements of RESOLAB thus far, owing to its local collaborative aiTangements put In 
place, is the reduction of HPAI laboratory confirmation delay from an average of 30 days in 
2006 (Niger, Nigeria., Cameroon, etc.) to two days (Togo) and one day (Nigeria) in 2008. 

The regional networking approach and the sharing of information and expettise have 
significantly contributed to the harmoninttion of strategies and protocols and to capacity 
building. a key element for sustainability. 

' EIU. 200K R.-m.wrtmi! ,:;-,·ian o'nflucn;:r. t·wm· (H5N 1) in poulf>Y. Noj;aia. 2007. i4 ( 4 ):6 17-40; [>LoS O!'IE. 200\l. 
I l(td:fy Pm!wgu:ic /1 1·io;; lnflt•<'>l::a Viru.. S!ib1_1pe !15NJ i11 ilji·in': A Com;m:·ih'il.>/1 e Phyfogene<ic A;wh-si.\ at;d 
il1oli'nil<>r Chm<u·t<'n::ution of /so!nte."i. 4;3):e4S42. EIU. 20\N.lntrodudhm mw Nigeria oj a DiJiiw:t Gowirpc uf 
,1d(m b•jh1ot.~a \lim;, {!!:5Nl_i. !5:445-7. 
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Biannual Report for the IDENTIFY Project 

Reporting institutions: FAO 

Reporting period: 1 April- 30 September 2011 

Planned activities: 1 October 2011- 31 March 2012 

Project Title: IDENTIFY 
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' Regional component: Global 
' 
' 
' 

Countries: 4 "hot spots": 

- Congo Basin: Uganda, Democratic Republic of Congo, Cameroon, Republic of Congo. 
Tanzania, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, Rwanda, Central African Republic, South Sudan 

- Southeast Asia: Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Lao Peoples Democratic Republic, 
Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam 

- South Asia: Bangladesh, India, Nepal (future activities pending) 

Project title: lDENTIFY 

Code' OSROflNT/902/USA 

Budget: US$ 16.5 million {US$ 13 mii:ion without OIE : USS 3 million for first year, US$ 4 
million for second year, 6 million for October 2011-September 2012) 

Effective starting date: December 2009 

P1anned end date: 30 September 2012 

Context of the project 

This project is part of a complex program--Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT)--designed by 
USAID and aimed to find and implement mechanisms to detect disease emergences, especially 
from wild life. The One Health concept is an important component of the whole program. The 
IDENTIFY project is implemented jointly by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations (FAO}, the World Organisation for Animal Health {OlE), and the VJorld Health 
Organization (WHO). 

Objectives of the project 

The IDENTIFY project is intended to strengthen diagnostic capacities through the development 
of laboratory networks spanning animal and human sectors with the ultimate aim of enabling 
countries to meet international obligations for disease reporting. Accurate and timely detection 
of known pathogens should facilitate the rapid recognition of newly emerging pathogens. 
International reference laboratories capable of fully characterizing the emerging pathogens arc 
an integral part of these netvvorks. 

The project focuses on several parts of the world defined by the USAJD as "hot spots" for 
emerging diseases where they are more likely to happen: Congo Basin, Southeast Asia, Amazon 
Basin and Gangetic Plains. 

The project will collaborate with the other anns of the EPT program: PREDICT, RESPOND, 
PREVENT, and USAID's DELIVER project Col:aborations are defined through the Lines of Work 
(LoW) defined by USAID: Pathogen Detection, Outbreari: response, Risk determination, and Risk 
reduction. Each LoW has a defined work plan 'l.vith activities and sub-activities to which every 
pmject team has agreed upon their level of participation (support, participate or lead}. 

Planned activities 

A tripartite work plan had been establis:ted for years 1 and 2 at the headquarters !eve:. The 
approach to the project had been fully developed and agreed to among the three partners. For 
the description of outputs, activities and sub-activities, refer to w·ork plan Year Two. 

The planned activities and sub-activities [1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012) are described in the 
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FAO IDENTIFY Year three Work Plan (submitted on 1 Sept 2011), FAO Log Frame and Gannt 
Chart (submitted on 6 Oct 2011) and the supplement to the FAO IDENTIFY Year three work 
plan (submitted on 28 Oct 2011). 
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Activities underlaken during the reporting period (1 April 2011 - 30 
September 2011) 

1.1 GLOBAL and activities across more than one region 

1.1.1 Activity 3.1.G: Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination, 
monitoring. and planning 

For description and listing of activities completed, see Annex 1 Table 1 

• Routine project management at HQ and regional levels continued through 
weekly /biweekly conference calls, videoconferences as needed, daily email 
communication, and tripartite face to face meetings between FAO, OIE and WHO as well 
as the-usc of the IDENTlFY SharcPoint. 

• Participation in monthly teleconferences with IDENTIFY project management team and 
USAID/W AOTR on 19 April, 3 August and 22 September or face to face meetings on 15-
16, 28 June and 13 July .. 

• Continued rotating system of responsibility sharing on a monthly basis between the 
three partners in order to more etTectively and rapidly handle communication with 
program partners, day-to-day operations, and logistic arrangements. This system also 
applies to document creation, revision and meeting hosting. FAO hosted the IDENTIFY 
secretariat on April, June and September 2011. 

• Moreover, project planning was discussed during the following meetings: 
o Tripartite HQ meeting on the Year 3 planning process, Lyon, France, 10-11 May 

2011 
c EPT Quarterly Partners meeting, Washington, DC, 27-28 June 2011. 
o USAID and Tripartite Meeting to discuss IDENTIFY and EPT +,Rome, 15-16 jun 

2011 
Additionaly, side meetings with OlE and} or WHO are indicated in Annex L tables 1 to 4. 

1.1.2 Activity 3.2.G: Recruitment of project staff (headquarters and regionally) to 
support IDENTIFY activities 

During the reporting period, the following staff were recruited, only for short consultancies: 

FAO consultant {4 months) for further development of the EMPRES-i virus genetic 
module (exploring the possibility to link with other sequence databases) and updating 
the national and international laboratory directory. 
lT FAO Consultant (half time- 10 months) for the linkage between the FAO EMPRES-i 
database and the Open Flu Influenza database, in the context of the development of the 
FAO virus genetic module and development of national and international laboratory 
directory. 
External consultant (8 days) to {1) finalize the review of available diagnostic assays for 
several IDENTJFY targeted diseases, submit each chapter to a panel of OIE/FAO experts 
for review and explore potential applications for large scale multiple disease screening; 
(2) assist with training materials under the OFFLU Technical Activity on Capacity 
Building. 
External consultant (5 days) to assist in the process for designation of FAD Reference 
Centres" 

1.1.3 Activity 3.3.G: Develop annual IDENTIFY work plan - preparation and review of 
global, regional, and country-level work plans and other project documents 
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• During the reporting period, the HQ project team, along with regional IDENTIFY 
coordinators, developed f•e IDENTIFY Year 3 Work plans for HQ, Congo Basin, Southeast 
Asia and South Asia {covering the period from1 Oct 2011-30 Sept 2012} following the 
guidance provided by USAID on April 2011 to the EPT partners and on September 2011 
to lDENTIFY partners. This process had to be of a consultative nature at the regional 
level and the identification of areas of coordination among different EPT projects. A 
tripartite meeting was organized 10-11 May 2011 in Lyon, France, to initiate the 
tripartite discussions and to define the internal timeline for the tripartite work plan 
submission. 

• USAID presented on 15-16 June a shift in the project's administrative framework 
indicating that each organization would prepare a separate work plan and budget. The 
FAO work pian was developed at G!obal, regional and country level. Collaboration with 
OlE and WHO were maintained in the case of hi/tripartite activities. The FAO work p;an 
was initially submitted on 1 September, with revision to log frame format on 6 October, 
and additional supplemental information submitted on 28 October 2011. 

• Project indicators were developed by FAO during the formulation of the work plan and 
presented in the FAO Log Frame. Indicators were developed at Outcome, Outputs and 
Activity levels. For the detailed desc1iption of the baseline indicators for the FAO 
contributions to the IDE~TIFY project, please see Annex 3. The recruitment of an M&E 
specialist is being considered to finalize the baseline indicators for F AO contribution to 
IDENTIFY project. 

• The first tripartite biannual report for Year 2 (1 Oct 2010-31 Mar 2011) describing 
Global and Regional activities was submitted to USAID on 12 May 2011. 

1.1.4 Activity 3.4.G: Communication tool development and resoun:e building- to ensure 
circulation of information, coordination and harmonization of initiatives. implement 
standard methods of sharing critical project documents for access by project members 

• In m·der to ensure communication a.nd coordination, the IDENTIFY HQ coordi11atm· 
uploaded key IDENTIFY documents on the SharePoint, as well as reference documents. 

• The joint IDENTIFY leaflet (English version) was finalized and validated by the three 
partners and shared with IDENTIFY project stakeholders. 

• A tripartite document \>Vas developed in August 2011 together with and agreed by the 
USAID AOTR (see Annex 2: "USAID EPT/IDENTIFY Project Position on Provision of 
laboratory Equipment and supplies"). This document is intended to be shared with the 
other EPT partners in order to clarify the position of the three organizations regarding 
the provision of lab equipment under IDENTIFY. 

1.1.5 Activity 3.5.G: Review and update of the tripartite Laboratory Networking Strategy 
(LNS) and future planning 

• V\lit~1in the framework of the GLNS: 
FAO consultant continued \Vith the FAO IDENTIFY team the review of available 
diagnostic assays and cross-cutting technologies for IDENTIFY targeted diseases 
and large scale multiple disease screening to exp:ore potential applications for 
large scale multiple disease screening, in particular in the context of developing 
countries. The draft document comprises tables proposing diagnostic methods of 
eight different diseases and is still under review of FAOfOIE Reference 
Laboratories. Tables for ten other priority diseases will be finalized in the ne>.."t 
reporting period. (see Annex 3). The animal influenza table has been peer 
reviewed by experts from FAO/OIE Reference Centres and has been finalized was 
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submitted in September 2011 to the OFFLU Steering and Executive committee 
for validation and posting on the OFFU; website. 

• In May-June 2011, the three partners updated the Laboratory Networking Strategy (LNS) 
based upon feedback from the regions, outcomes of the stakeholder's meetings and data 
from the laboratory mapping. This document provides the framework for the IDENTIFY 
project activities (see Annex 4 ). 

1.1.6 Activity 3.6.G: Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities 

• This effort inc~udes several phases, such as assessment, identit!cation of gaps, and 
progress monitoring. Mapping of laboratory capacity assessments in FAO networks in 
Congo Basin and SE Asia has been undertaken using a similar approach in both regions. 
The compilation of existing documents accessible by FAO on laboratories in beneficiary 
countries in the two hotspots (e.g. analysis ofNationa:. Laboratories Annual Reports and 
E'AO laboratory assessments/mission reports, etc.) will be ongoing and will help update 
current data. For those laboratories that have already been assessed, the mapping 
activity can now enter the progress monitoring phase. This process will be repeated for 
any new laboratories nominated by national authorities to receive support under 
IDENTIFY. 

• Following the laboratory mapping results in each region, appropriate action was 
determined based on the needs of each laboratory in the following areas: follow-up 
laboratory visits, trainings, workshops, conferences, and procurement and delivery of 
equipment and supplies. These activities will continue throughout the next reporting 
period. 

• The lists for national and regional laboratories nominated receive support under 
IDENTIFY has been updated for both regions and were shared with USAID and the EPT 
partners. The updated lists including the Laboratory focal points tOr the regional 
laboratory network were included in the IDENTIFY FAO Year 3 work plan (see Annex 5). 
The regional service laboratories already nominated to provide disease-based support to 
each region are also included on these lists. The newly designated FAO Reference 
Centres will be contacted in the near future to further det!ne their involvement in 
laboratory networking activities and capacity building serving each hot spot region in 
support of the laboratory networking strategy in the context of the lDENTIFYproject and 
will be inc:uded in the list in the next reporting period. 

1.1.7 Activity 3.7.G: Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross
sectoral approach { es) concerning laboratories 

• FAO HQ assisted in the preparation of theSE Asia meeting including contributions to the 
concept note and agenda; integration of the outcomes from the Third Laboratory 
Director's Forum ( 4-5 August 2011 ); expansion of the existing network to include China 
(Bangladesh, Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Nepal, Philippines, Thailand, 
Vietnam); participation of key laboratories representing wildlife and PREDICT; liaison 
with VVHO regarding planning for the joint sessions, contributions to working group 
development and format for joint sessions. This represents the first formal opportunity 
in the region for a joint meeting of laboratories in both animal and public health sectors. 

1.1.8 Activity 3.8.G: Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops 
related to laboratory capacity building. and national laboratory policies, 
guide Jines, and standards 

For description and listing of meetings/trainings supported, see Annex l, Table 2 
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1.1.9 Activity 3.9.G: Development of joint meetings and conferences to support 
networking and promote national laboratory 

For description and listing of workshop and trainings completed, see Annex 1, Table 3 

• The three partners continue to share training opportunities and collaborate where 
possib:e, particularly where public health and veterinary professionals can work 
together. FAO implemented targeted training programmes based on the outcomes ofthe 
AHSHM and the laboratory mapping under the framework of the GLNSiRLNS. 
Under the efTort for validation and transfer of new techniques for multiple disease 
diagnosis {PCR using the FRET system) {FAO/IAEA}, a multiple pathogens detection tool 
for ruminants poxviruses based on FRET technology and peste des petits ruminants 
(PPR) virus was developed and validated by FAO/IAEA For poxviruses, the 
capripoxviruses 'Nere used as model to develop and alternative to FRET assay which can 
perfonn on any qPCR machine without the need of FRET ChanneL 15 scientists from 11 
different countries l Uganda, Democratic Republic of Congo, Cameroon, Republic of 
Congo, Tanzania, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, Rwanda, and Central African Republic, Kenya 
and Ethiopia) were trained to use the PPR real time PCR during the training course in 
Uganda (20 June-1 July 2011, refer to Annex 1, Table 3) conducted under this reporting 
period. During the next reporting period, this approach will be extended to other 
poxviruses, with the aim to differentiate the viral strain \Vi thin each genus. 

For peste des petits ruminants, an internally controlled real time PCR is being validated 
for an accurate and quality assured detection ofPPR virus. This tool wit provide a more 
robust and accurate technique for PPRV molecular diagnosis by real time PCR. It will also 
provide an a:ternative method to FRET validated for capripox detection and 
differentiation, with the potential to be applied to lDENTIFYpriority diseases for 
multiple pathogen detection. 

T:tis is an ongoing activity that will continue through the next reporting period; 
genotyping tools are ready for transfer in Congo basin region. This tool will be 
disseminated through peer-review paper with acknowledgement made to IDENTIFY 
financial contribution. Furthermore, the number of labs using these tools will be 
assessed. 

• A revision and adaptation of the existing train-the-trainer system for enhancing field and 
;aborato1y diagnosis was initiated by an international FAO Consultant to prepare and 
conduct a simple, sustainable, regional Train-the-Trainer system on field necropsy, 
pathology, and linking with laboratories (to be conducted during the next reporting 
period). 

1.1.10 Activity 3.10.G: Promote and support laboratory quality management 

• The publication of data from the second part on External Quality Assessment Schemes 
(proficiency testing) as an EQAS database on the wehsites of the four organizations 
(\VHO, OlE, FAO and IAEA for the benefit of laboratories and Member States) was 
discussed and will be finalized during the next reporting period. WHO has finalised the 
dataset. 

• Proficiency testing for PPRV by molecular detection was organised by FAO/fAEA early 
2011 and involved 11 countries in total, including 3 IDE0JTIFY countries {China, 
Bangladesh and Cameroon). The results were analysed by FAO/IAEA and the feedback 
provided to the laboratories in April 2011. The preparation of the 2012 proficiency 
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testing for molecular detection ofPPRV for Congo basin and Asian countries was 
initiated by FAO /IAEA staff and FAO regional coordinators for the Congo Basin. Targeted 
countries are: DR Congo, Cameroon, Gabon, Central African Republic, Congo, Uganda, 
Rwanda, Tanzania, Ethiopia and Kenya, China, Vietnam, Bangladesh. This activity \ViE 

continue through the next reporting period. 

1.1.11 Activity 3.11.G: Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated 
manner 

• FAO HQ assisted the Congo Basin regional team in the provision of metrology kit, on 
April2011, in support of Quality management system (QMS) implementation to 
Cameroon, DR Congo, Congo, CAR, Gabon, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda. 

• FAO HQ together with regional team and WHO provided to USAID the preliminary list 
and justification for the selection process of laboratories to receive 5 real time PCRs, PPE 
and equipment that remained from the USAID 2009 H1Nl procurement. FAO regional 
coordinators for IDE0J"TIFY linked with the two regional laboratories suggested for 
animal health side: LNERV in Senegal and BNVL in Botswana. 

1.1.12 Activity 3.12: Support and promote laboratmy networks: Assess the role and 
activities of existing FAO/OIEj\AJHO networks in improving the laboratory capacity 3nd 
netv.,rorking in hot spot regions. Coordinate regional networking to test for normative 
diseases and detect emerging or unknown pathogens in wildlife, domestic anima:s and 
humans 

For description and listing of meetings completed, see Annex 1, Table 4 

• The first phase of development of the Genetic Module in EMPRES-i {FAO animal disease 
information database) was completed in June. Webscrviccs were developed to cnab:e 
the transfer of information between the OpenFlu and H•IPRES-i databases. An algorithm 
was deve:oped to link EMPRES-i outbreak data with publicly available influenza 
sequences in Opent1uDB (SIB). A validation tool for the linkages proposed in the 
algorithm was created. Shape files with virus characteristics to overlay on other 
E~1PRES-i maps (e.g. animal densities) were generated. A final meeting was held at FAO 
HQ with the main partner: the Swiss Institute for Bioinformatics (SIB), 30-31 May to 
review the results and prepare for the next phase, for validation and production (launch 
to the public) and development of applications {maps, analytic tools). The Genetic 
modu:e was presented at several occasions to potential users {e.g. WHO; GISAID 
foundation) and was endorsed by OFFLU in April 2011. 

The development of a genetic module for other diseases is being discussed. The next 
Letter of Agreement describing the next phase of work has been prepared and is pending 
for interna: clearance. The frame of a scientific paper that describes the Genetic Modu:e 
has been drafted with the external partner and the manuscript is planned; the next phase 
to test and validate the FAO EMPRES-i influenza genetic module will start in November; 
discussions will he conducted with two other specialized influenza databases to explore 
linkages between E;'I.1PRES-i, and the possibility of a newly developed algorithm will be 
introduced. The work for integration of future results from the EPT + project will start 
shortly. 

• The joint "Four-way linking of epidemiological and virological information on human 
and animal influenza" project assessment mission in VietNam in func 2011 reviewed tJ1e 
national-level functional and communication linkages among the 4 sectors critical to 
controlling health risks from H5N1 influenza at the human-animal interface: Pubtic 
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Health Epidemiology, public health viro:ogy (NIHE), animal health epidemiology (DAH} 
and anima: health virology (NCVD). Twenty-four visits were made to various 
stakeholders, and details of the mapping were presented to all stakeholders for their 
inputs in a final workshop. During this workshop, linkages were mapped and gaps 
identified. The main conclusions of the assessment mission focused around the need for 
data sharing, improving joint working for case investigation, and improving surveillance 
systems. A workshop was conducted in Egypt in September {supported under another 
project) and included didactic presentations, group work, and scenario-based training: 
the setup of this workshop in Egypt will serve as a blue print for the future workshop in 
Viet Nam {planning meeting is scheduled for Oct 2D11). The didactic materials 
developed for Egypt arc available for workshops in third countries. 

• OFFLU developments: 

{1) Contribution to 'WHO Vaccine Selection Process. FAO is involved- together with the 
OFFLU secretariat b:Jsed at OlE- in coordination and gathering of data. OFFLU 
:ahoratorieS: (i.P. ;;.ny anim31 hf'3lth lahorrltoriPs: thrlt h<~vP anim31 inflnPn7.<~ rlctivitif'S: <~nrl 
that wish to contribute to OFFLU) are engaged, and a subset of these representing 
international reference and key regional laboratories are involved in the biannual 
preparation of data on zoonotic influenza virus strains for the OFFtU contlibution to the 
WHO Vaccine Composition meeting selection process. FAO carries out the compilation, 
analysis and reporting of information on animal influenza viruses of public health 
concern from institutions within the OFFLU network. The OFFLU contribution includes 
the report generated from these collaborations, and a presentation is provided by 3 

nominee from one of the international reference laboratories with an FAO/OIE OFFLU 
representative. For the last consultancy meeting (26-28 September 2011), OFFLU 
provided a summary of available epidemiological and molecular data for highly 
pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) HSN1 and avian influenza H9N2 for the period 1 
February until 20 September 2D1 1. For HS, OFFLU shared new and previously 
unreported sequences from Bangladesh, Egypt, India, Indonesia, Israel, Lao PDR, 
~yanmar, and Viet Nam, representing clades 1, 2.1.3, 2.2, 2.2.1, 2.3.2, 2.3.4. The report 
included 245 HS sequences (120 non-public and 12 public domain sequences from 2011; 
113 non-public 2009-2011). For H9, the OFFLU neh·vork contributed 20 pre-2011 
sequences (majority from 2009) and one 2011 sequence from Bangladesh. The outcomes 
of this consultancy process are published on the WHO web under "Antigenic and genetic 
characteristics of zoonotic influenza viruses and development of candidate vaccine 
viruses for pandemic preparedness": 
(h ttn: I /W\';''-1<..-', w ho.i nt /! :1!-1 u en-/a/ ,-.:sou rce'o:j doccdl11::'!1b I cb.a racte r; <.;ti LS Vli"US vacu:1es! e 
n.L). In support of this ongoing effort, SOPs to aid in the coordination and analysis of data 
were prepared by FAO for the next VCM scheduled in February 2012 and submitted to 
the OFFLU Executive Committee on the 15 September 2011. 
(2) An F AO international consultant worked 8 days on the selection of many online 
training materials and resources; the approach for this review was initially discussed 
with the OFFlU Technica: Ac-tivity on Capacity building and the outcomes subsequently 
validated hy the same group. In particular, an influenza E-learning Training Modu:e 
developed under an EU project (FLUTRAII\j was reviewed and comments provided to 
the developers to aid in improvement of the The outcomes of this review were submitted 
to the OFFLU Steering Committee (Paris, September 2011), who agreed on the creation 
of a training wcbpage with the selected material on the OFFLU website. Contacts with 
the WHO library (http:i/www.in"luenzatraining.org/en/) on influenza training were made 
and OFFLU experts were invited to provide training material to this library. 

(3) Inputs provided to the OFFLU secretariat for the establishment of new OFFLU 
website: \VWw.offla.net, to imprm7e visibility of the OFFLU network and to facilitate data 
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sharing, transfer of ~nowledge and training materials. The new updated site was 
:aunched in April 2011. FAD provides regular check-up and update forthe website. 

(4J Establishment of the OFFLU Swine Influenza Group to work tmvards a wor:dwide 
surveillance network tOr influenza in pigs that includes timely data collection, analyses, 
and sharing. The first meeting was held at OlE, Paris 6-7 April 2011. The meeting report 
is posted on offlu.net. FAO has suggested TORs and governance for the SIV group and 
submitted to the OF FLU Steering Committee in Sept 201 L The TORs for SIV group are to 
be endorsed in the coming months. 

1.1.13 Activity 1.13.G: FAO/OIE/WHO laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships 

• Progress has been made on this long and complex designation process of FAO Reference 
Centres. 5 Reference Centres in animal health have so far been designated according to 
the 2006 Corporate Policy while the Animal Health Service expects to have 48 
designated Ref. Centres in the near future. Applications have been reviewed, missing 
information has been requested to the applications, workplans have been established 
and agreed \Nith the applications, evaluations have been submitted for clearance by the 
F AO DG, government endorsements have been requested and final designation letters 
have been prepared, after discussions with the LEGAL office. Dossiers stand at various 
stages of the process. A comparison between OlE and FAO Reference Centres. and terms 
for designation and partnership has been made to look for complementary and common 
work 

• Further lT developments of the EMPRES-i directory were conducted. The directory is 
now functional but will need to be more popu:ated. Once fully populated, this directory 
will allow to get an easy access to infonnation related to reference, regional and national 
laboratories and geographically map these laboratories and attach any related 
information that FAO may want to store on each laboratory (cg letter of Reference 
Centre designation, annual reports, Letters of Agreement, etc). 
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1.2 SOUTH/SOUTHEAST ASIA. Activities undertaken during the reporting period (1 
April2011- 30 September 2011} 

1.2.1 Activity 3.1.5: Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination, 
monitoring. and planning 

For description and listing of meetings completed, see Annex 1 Table 1 

1.2.2 Activity 3.3.5: Develop annual IDENTIFY work plan - preparation and re-view of 
global, regional, and country-level work plans and other project documents 

SEASIA 

• Development of the Year 3 work plan Included participation in many tripartite and EPT 
planning meetings both at country and regional levels (Annex 1, Table 1). 

1.2.3 Activity 3.4.S: Communication tool development and resource building- to ensure 
circulation of information, coordination ~md harmonization of initiatives, implement 
standard methods of sharing critical project documents for access by project members 

SEASIA 

• EMPRES-i Asia platform open for pub1ic access will continue to reinforce communication 
and share documents wid1 IDENTIFY stakeholders in the region. On-going 

• In addition, updates to the AI 1'\etwork Asia email list serve are made on a weekly basis 
by the regional FAO lDENTIFY coordinator. On-going 

SOUTH ASIA 

• EMPRES-i Asia platform and AI Network Asia as above. On-going 

1.2.4 Activity 3.5.S: Review and update of the Laboratory Networking Strategy (LNS} 
and future planning 

For description and listing of meetings completed, see Annex 1 Table 1 FAO 
communication and coordination for IDENTIFY (including laboratory ncl:\vorking meetings and 
communication with EPT Partners) 

SEASIA 

• The Southeast Asia RLNS will be updated to reflect the outcomes of the Regional 
Laboratory Network Technical Advisory Group Meeting ( 4-5 Aug) 

SOUTH ASIA 

• The South Asia j SAARC network is in the process of reviewing inputs such as the Global 
and Regional LNS examples and will be discussing ways forward at upcoming meetings. 

1.2.5 Activity 3.6.S: FoJlow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities 

• Follow-up of ongoing desktop review of existing data on laboratory capacity and 
networks from existing laboratory assessments 
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Additional assessments (both self-assessment and expert visits) from 4 laboratories and 
updated information from 8 laboratories have been integrated and overall laboratory capacities 
are summarized in Table LA.l be:ow. This data was updated using a streamlined version of the 
FAO Laboratory mapping tool (Annex 6} which summarizes 18 indicators by 93 different 
criteria. For the eight laboratories assessed in the previous time period, improvements as 
indicated from the criteria based upon updated training and additional equipment received 
ranged from zero (fOr 1 lab) to 23%. 

T)<pe of laboratory 
Advanced labs 
In progress-> advance 
Routine labs 
In progress-> intermediate 
Basic labs 

Number 
2 
1 
4 
1 
4 

Table 3.6: Laboratory assessment data by 18 major indicators 

Southeast Asia National Laboratories 

Indicator ., ' ' 
C.e..'!gr.dph:L IDtaLnn 66.7 77.8 88.9 66.7 22.2 55.6 66.7 

Lab:~rawry Budget 77B 77.8 667 66..7 55.6 44.4 0.0 

Basic s1.:prly I 100.0 1{10.0 88.9 100.0 44.4 55.6 44.4 

Organization I 100.0 1{10.0 100.0 66.7 6&7 
100. 

66.7 
0 

Unkage with sateLite 
100.0 100.0 88.9 77.3 66.7 66.7 44.4 

!J.j;; 

f.nmmllrli~at.inn 
91.7 91.7 100.0 66.7 50.0 66.7 25.{) 

me ailS 

lnfrastruc.ure 91.7 87.5 75.0 75.0 54.2 51-.2 SO.:J 

Equip"'"'"\ I 94.4 77.8 72.2 50.0 50.0 38.9 44.4 

Reagent supply 37.5 83.3 83.3 75.0 66.7 29.2 20.!3 

Stdff s'iills and 
952 91.7 83.3 5-1.2 4-5.8 58.3 50.0 

:Jva!l:Jb:ilty 

Sa!':lple acn•ss:on 94.4 94.4 100.0 61.1 50.0 72.2 35.6 

Availahle Led:nn:ngy 96.3 %3 88.9 63.0 63.0 18.5 142 

Training 77.8 66.7 83.3 33.3 27.8 22.2 38.9 

Q'--!<J:ity Assurar~ce 79.2 95.8 79.2 5&3 5R3 41.7 202 
B:osafety/Bio,enu it 

86.7 73.3 100.0 80.0 33.3 13.3 13.3 
y 

Staff Security/HE-alth 88.9 sa• 100.0 77.8 22.2 33.3 11.1 
Lal:m·a~nry I 86.7 93.3 60.0 867 66.7 66.7 46.7 

:collab<Jraton 
F~eof 

83.3 66.7 66.7 83.3 83.3 25.0 25.{} 
da :abases;p;_atforms 

Graul. Total 88:9 8&7 83.5 66.7 52.3 43.7 34.1 

' +-to be confirmed, -laboratorywtth regwnal responstbihttes 

Sub-
natiunal South Asia ~ationaJ 

88.9 66.7 88.9 22.2 11.1 

0.0 61.1 55.6 44.4 11.1 

44.4 77.8 I 100. 
77.8 11.1 

0 

66.7 66.7 66.7 66.7 66.7 

66.7 0.0 44.4 33.3 44.4 

33.3 79.2 91.7 58.3 25.0 

58.3 52.1 70.8 41.7 25.0 

50.0 55.6 

I 
66.7 50.0 33.3 

16.7 72.9 62.5 41.7 4.Z 

41.7 62.5 83.3 a3 25.0 

27.8 55.6 94.4 44.4 27.8 

22.2 79.6 59.3 14.8 11.1 

27.8 50.0 61.1 11.1 22.2 

20.8 29.2 33.3 8.3 16.7 

13.3 50.0 66.7 53.3 6.7 

0.0 16.7 66.7 11.1 11.1 

46.7 43.3 I 73.3 20.0 33.3 

25.0 58.3- 91.7 41.7 25.0 

33.7 55.6 69.2 31.9 20.4 

• Follow-up of the additional targeted data collection, including laboratory visits and/or 
follow-up assessments if necessary, to fill in gaps in knowledge on laboratory capacity 

SEASIA 

• The list of potential national and regional laboratories compiled by FAO has been 
updated (Annex 5) 
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• Data from multiple sources is being compiled to visualize regional capacities by priority 
disease. 

• The FAO laboratory mapping tool presented at the SE Asia Animal Health Stakeholders 
Awareness Meeting, 20-21 Jan 2011 in Bangkok, Thailand, was adapted used to monitor 
the progress of laboratory capacities. 

• FAO with OlE comp:eted visits to natiunal and sub-national laboratories in Lao PDR, Viet 
Nam, Thailand, Nepal, and Indonesia: 

Laboratory mapping conducted at Hanoi Agriculture University, Hanoi, Viet Nam, 
June 2011 by FAO Laboratory Expert in VietNam. Results compiled and preliminary 
analysis results available. HAU share similar limitations in biosafety-biosecurity, staff 
security and health with the majority of laboratories in SE Asia. 
Laboratory mapping conducted for Bangladesh Livestock Research Institute and 
Central Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory in Bangladesh in March 2011 has been 
integrated into the overall data. 

1.2.6 Activity 3.7.S: Engage with stakeholders to support the development of 
cross-sectoral approach( es) concerning laboratories 

• Regional and national stakeholders meeting (primarily the directors of national public 
health and veterinary laboratories and representatives from the MoH and MoA This 
meeting is scheduled for October 2011, to take place in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

-Preparations for the upcoming IDENTIFY regional stakeholders meeting for SE Asia 
planned for October 2011 inc:.uded integration of the outcomes from the Third 
Laboratory Director's Forum ( 4-5 August 2011 ); expansion of the existing net\'\lork to 
include China (Bangladesh, Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, i\epal, 
Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam); participation nf key laboratories representing 
wildlife and PREDICT; planning and drafting questions for breakout groups during 
animal health and tripartite the joint sessions, format for tripartite sessions, and 
finalizing the concept note, agenda, and invitations. This represents the first formal 
opportunity in the region for a joint meeting of laboratories in both animal and public 
hca:th sectors. 

-May 2011: The report for the JDE~TIFY Animal Health Stakeholders Awareness Meeting 
on 20-21 January 2011 in Bangkok Thailand was finalized after receiving 
Stakeholders' comments and submitted to USAID HQ. 

• Develop the four-\vay linking framework for assessing health risks at the human-animal 
interface, to be applicable to various countries and to various diseases (Viet ~am, other 
pilot countries TBD) 

-June 2011, VietNam: The joint "Four-way linking of epidemiological and virological 
information on human and animal influenza" project assessment mission in VietNam 
in reviewed the national-level functional and communication linkages among t:'1e 4 
sectors critical to controlling health risks from H5Nl int1uenza at the human-animal 
interface: Public Health Epidemiology, public health virology (NIHE) .. animal health 
epidemiology (DAH) and animal health virology (NCVD). 24 visits were made to 
various stakeholders, and at a final workshop details of the mapping were presented 
to all stakeholders fm· their inputs. Finally, the relationships were mapped and gaps 
identified. The main conclusion of the assessment mission was that problems are 
mainly occurring in enabling and supporting data sharing, improving joint working 
for case investigation and improving surveillance systems. A workshop was 
conducted in Egypt in September (supported under another project) and included 
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did:>ctic presentations, group work, and scen:>rio-based training: the setup of this 
workshop in Egypt will serve as a blue print for the future workshop in Viet ::-..lam 
(planning meeting is scheduled for Oct 2011). The- didactic materials developed for 
Egypt are available for workshops in third countries. 

1.2.7 Activity 3.8.5: Support to and participation in [non-IDENTIFY] conferences, 
trainings or workshops related to laboratory capacity building, and national 
laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards 

For description and listing of activities completed, see Annex 1 Table 2. List of [non
IDENTIFY] conferences, trainings or ;,vorkshops related to laboratory capacity building, and 
national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards to which participants were supported 

1.2.8 Activity 3.9.S: Development of joint meetings and conferences to support 
networking and promote national laboratory 

For description and listing of activities completed, see Annex 1 Tables 3 and 4: List of 
FAO;'OlE/WHO-organized trainings or workshops to build laborat01y capacity and to promote 
national laboratory policies, guidelines, and List of joint meetings and conferences organized 
by FAO/OIE/WHO to support networking and promote national laboratory policies 

• Advanced Biorisk Training: Building regional biosafety resource people including 
biosafety managers and biosafety engineers. The training curriculums were designed to 
specifically target advanced laboratories with BSL3 and/or BSL4. 

Preparations are underway for this activity scheduled for November 2011. This 
activity builds upon Biosafety Management Training organized under IDENTIFY 
in Year 2. Targeted country support for six advanced laboratories in China 
(CADCC, CAHEC and Langzhou), fndia (HSADL), Lao PDR (NAHC), Malaysia (VRI), 
Thailand (NfAH, RRL) and VietNam (RAH06). 

• Laboratory Engineering and Equipment Maintenance Training. Building regional 
biosafety resource people including biosafety managers and biosafety engineers. The 
training curriculums \Vere designed to specifically target advanced labomtories with 
BSL3 and/or BSL4. 

Preparations are unden¥ay for this activity scheduled for November 2011. This 
activity builds upon Biosafety Management Training organized under IDENTIFY 
in Year 2. Targeted country support for six advanced laboratories in China 
{CADCC, CAHEC and Langzhou), India (HSADL), Lao PDR (NAHC}, Malaysia (VRI), 
Thailand (NIAH, RRL) and VietNam (RAH06). 

• Strengthen capabilities ;capacities through workshops to support diagnosis of 
pathogens significant to the region and for emerging and unknown pathogens 

Details contained in Table 3 for: 21- 22July 2011 The Workshop on Diagnosis of 
Priority and Emerging Diseases in Swine, and 11 - 20 July 2011 The Training on 
Diagnosis and Characterization of Classica: Swine Fever and Porcine 
Reproductive and Respiratory Syndrom. The evaluations of the completed 
work<>hop and training can be found in Annex 7. 

• Laboratory Information Management Systems (LIMS): Workshop to Identifying Needs, 
Resources, and Ways Fonvard 
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Based on previous experience in providing assistance to LIMS implementation, 
FAD is collaborating with the Australian Animal Health Laboratory {AAHL) to 
deve:op guidelines for selecting LIMS. A Letter of Agreement with collaborating 
partner (Australian Animal Health Laboratory) has been finalized and planning 
initiated. The goal of this workshop is to address laboratory needs and provide 
information on potential open-source database solutions. Guidelines for selecting 
LIMS including need assessment tool for the labm·atory is being developed and 
l-vill be presented during the ;,vorkshop planned for 8-9 December 2011 in 
Bangkok, Th3iland where IDENTIFY supported laboratories ""ill be invited to 
attend including China (CAHEC, CADCC), Cambodia (NaVRI), Lao PDR (NAHC), 
Malaysia (VRI), Philippines (PAHC}, Thailand (NIAH) and VietNam (RAH06). 

• Adaptation of animal health laboratory {individual and country-level) assessment tools 
for monitoring and evaluation - refer to 3.6: The F AO laboratory mapping too: presented 
at the SE Asia Animal Health Stakeholders Awareness Meeting, 20-21 Jan 2011 in 
Bangkok, Thailand, was adapted used to monitor the progress of laboratory capacities. 

1.2.9 Activity 3.10.5: Promote and support laboratory quality management 

• Assessment of biosafety infrastructure, biosafety cabinet testing, procurement and 
calibration 

Under the Letter of Agreement (LoA) with FAO, A-PBA conducted the assessment 
of biosafety infrastructure, biosafety cabinet testing (24 cabinets), and practices 
of 5 laboratories in Cambodia, Lao PDR, Philippines, Malaysia, and Thailand 
(Nov-Dec 2010). The report was submitted and awaiting clearance. Reports 
including recommendations for improving laboratory biosafety-biosecurity are 
available for national animal health laboratories in Cambodia {NaVRI), LaoPDR 
(NAHC), Malaysia (VRI), Philippines (PAHC), Thailand (NIAH}, Bangladesh (CDJL, 
BLRI) and Nepal{CVL)- refer to 3.11. S for procurement detail. 

• Laboratory support visits to assist with development and implementation of laboratory 
quality management systems 

Under the Letter of Agreement (LoA) with the Australian Animal Health 
Laboratory signed in May 2011, Backstopping missions was planned to ensure 
implementation of appropriate diagnostic protocols under a quality assurance 
system. Specifically, AAHL laboratOry expert.s would 1) Follow up on prot!ciency 
testing result for PRRS, CSF and HPAI ,2} Trouble shooting any technical problem 
reveal by proficiency testing result, 3}Provide in-house training on equipment 
usage and maintenance, 4) Follow up on :aboratory quality systems, 5) Provide 
inputs on biosafety and biosccurity and 6) Advocate laboratory support for 
surveillance. These missions are planned to be carried out between October 2011 
-November 2011 at IDE:.:TIFY supported laboratories in China {CAHEC, CADCC), 
Cambodia (NaVRl), Lao PDR (NAHC), Malaysia (VRT), Thailand (NIAH) and Viet 
Nom {RAH06) 

• Provision of Laboratory Information Management Systems (LIMS) 
Under the Letter of Agreement (LoA) with the Australian Animal Health 
Laboratory, a guidelines for selecting LIMS including need assessment tool for 
the laboratory is being developed and will be presented during the \<V'orkshop 
planned for 8-9 December 2011 in Bangkok, Thailand (refer to Activity 3.9) 
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• Training to build national laboratories capacity to design, implement and analysis 
national proficiency testing program for priority diseases 

5-19 September 2011, Geelong. Australia. Training on Quality Assurance and 
Standardization of Diagnostic Reagents. The objective of this training was to 
equip laboratories with necessary skill to develop their ovvn proficiency testing 
programme. A total of 15 participants from IDENTIFY supported laboratories in 
Cambodia (NaVRI), China (CAHEC), lao POR (NAHC}, Malaysia (VRl), 
Philipppines (PAHC), Thailand (VRJ) and VietNam {DAH) participated in the 12-
day training. The training program at the Australian Animal Health Laboratory 
(AAHL} reviewed the requirements unde-r 15017025 for quality assurance of 
laboratory tests and training in providing Proficiency Testing (PT) to ensure 
laboratories are producing accurate and correct results for tests carried out in 
the lahoratory. It is foreseen that the developed capacity to provide proficiency 
testing will allow nationa: animal health laboratories to develop their own 
P:<tPrna: qu<~lity ;;<;sur<J.ncf' progJ·rlmmP for thPir n<~tion<~l bhor.1tory nf'twork 

• Provision of validated standardized veterinary diagnostic reagents -antigens and 
antisera- targeting priority T ADs- refer to 3.1 L 

1.2.10 Activity 3.11.5: 
manner 

Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated 

SE ASIA and SOUTH ASIA 

• Procurement by FAD to address immediate needs: 
o A total of three {3) replacement HEPA filters \Vere procured, delivered and 

installed for laboratories in T!lailand (NIAH) and Bangladesh (HlRI and COIL). A 
total of eight (8) replacement biosafety cabinets were procured and delivery to 
laboratories in Cambodia (NaVRI 1 cabinet), LaoPDR (~AHC 2 cabinets), 
Malaysia [VR[ 2 cabinets], Bangladesh [BLRI 1 cabinet) and Nepal [CVL 2 
cabinets) is in process- refer to 3.10. S; 

o Delivery for other items such as laboratory diagnostic n~ference books, IAT A 
biocontainers for samples shipment, and proficiency testing panels is ongoing. 

1.2.11 Activity 3.12.5: Support and promote laboratory networks : Assess the role 
and activities of existing FAO/OIEJWHO networks in improving the laboratory capacity 
and networking in hot spot regions. Coordinate regional networking to test for 
nonnative diseases and detect emerging or unknown pathogens in wildlife, domestic 
animals and humans 

• Strengthen linkages among existing regional laboratory networks and between 
laboratory and epidemiological networks and across human and animal health, including 
implementation of regional guiding principles for surveillance and diagnosis 

SEASIA 

For description and listing of completed meetings, see Annex 1 Table 4 FAO 
communication and coordination for IDENTIFY (including laboratory networking meetings and 
communication with EPT Partners) 
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Other activities included: 

13 - 17 June 2011, Hanoi: FAOIIDENTIFY SE Asia coordinator together with 
OlE I IDENTIFY SE Asia coordinator visited Animal Health Laboratories in Viet 
Nam including the National Center for Veterinary Diagnosis, Regional Animal 
Health Office Number 6 and Hanoi Agriculture University from. Presentation and 
discussion on Regional Laboratory Networ}.:ing activities including the Emerging 
Pandemic Threat Programme and IDENTIFY were made. Details of FAO Regional 
Laboratory Network activities including IDENTIFY activities in Viet f\am \VCH! 

discussed and agreed upon with the Director General of the Department of 
Animal Health, Ministry ofAgricuiture and Rural Development. 
18 July 2011. Bogor, Indonesia: FAOIJDENTIFY HQ liaison with the 
OIEI!DENTIFY SE Asia coordinator :\1eeting with Heads of Departments of 
Bbalitvet laboratory, various technical staff. Presentations were provided by both 
focal points to provide background information on EPT/IDENTIFY, identify 
opportunities to build upon the existing network of Disease Investigation Centres 
and other national veterinary labs, and to determine disease focus needs and 
current collaborations. 
24-26 August 2011, Hanoi, Viet Nam: FAOIIDENTIFY SE Asia coordinator 
supported the mission for the Field Epidemiology Training Programme for 
Veterinarians. The mission team including the ROs, Thailand FETPV and FETP 
staff had two meetings with both administrative and epidemiology staff of the 
RAH06 to discuss support for FETPV trainee from Viet Nam. RAH06 and Viet 
Nam Department of Animal Health (DAH) expressed their kind support for 
FETPV trainee and agreed upon the objectives, tbe data sources and work plan 
covering the next six months. The mission team also attend the FETP graduation 
ceremony at the Ministry of Health, Hanoi, Viet Nam and have informal 
consultation with USAID VietNam on EPT and IDENTIFY activities in VietNam. 

• Strengthen collaboration and communication platforms and pathways in order to 
encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc. within regional and globa: networks 

30 May - 2 June 2011, Rome, Italy: FAOIIDENTIFY SE Asia coordinator 
partidpated in the meeting between FAO EMPRES Laboratory unit and the Swiss 
Institute of Bioinfonnatics from. The goal of the meeting was to follow up on the 
outcome and \vay forward for the development ofE;>..1PRES-i Genetic Module. The 
EMPRES-i genetic module was developed as a collaborative activities between 
FAO EM PRES laboratory unit and the Swiss lnstitute of Bioinformatics (SIB) with 
the goal to provide an integrate Influenza outbreak information on FAO -
EMPRES system together with virus gene sequence information on SIB -
OpenFlu. The linkage between Empres-i outbreak ID and OpenFlu ID was 
established along with validation interface and web-service tools. SOP for data 
analysis across Open Flu and Em pres-I was recommended including analysis of 
large scale viruses, visualization and analysis from phylogeny to sequence 
similarity maps. 
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1.3 CONGO BASIN 

1.3.1 Activity 3.1.C: Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination, 
monitoring. and planning 

For description and listing of activities completed, see Annex 1 Table 1 

• Project management and planning at regional level continued through conference calls 
between Tripartite regional coordinators, and tripartite face to face meeting on zg july 
2011. 

1.3.2 Activity 3.2.C: Recruitment of project staff{headquarters and regionally) to 
support IDENTIFY activities 

• FAO consultant (April2011} J.nalyzed data on animal disease surveillance system in 
rDENTJFYproject countries by focusing on the collaboration between epidemiology and 
laboratory staff. and identify constraints, roles and responsibilities to improve relation 
betvveen laboratory and epidemiology networks in JDE;-.JTIFY beneficiary countries and 
suggest ways to a:Icviatc these constraints. The report is available and the outcomes will 
be presented during the 2011 annual RESOLAB meeting. 

1.3.3 Activity 3.3.C: Develop annual lDENTIFY work plan- preparation and review of 
global, regional, and country-level work plans and other project documents 

• During the reporting period, the regional FAD I IDENTIFY coordinators, along with HQ 
team, developed the IDENTIFY Year 3 \'\fork plans for Congo Basin, from the country 
(done in conjunction with each country), region to the global level following the 
guidance provided by USAID. During the process, FAO regional coordinators requested, 
assessed and reviewed the workp:ans, budgets and lists of needs for capacity bui:ding 
from all National Laboratories. 

• The FAOIIDE:\'TIFY coordinators presented the FAO planned activities for year 3 during 
the tripartite IDENTIFY side meeting (Kinshasa, 29 July 2011) and discussed 
coEaboration with OlE and WHO in the case of tripartite and cross-sectoral activities. 

• IDENTIFY regional coordinators participated and presented the planned FAO Year 3 
Congo region activities to USAID/W, USAID country missions and EPT partners during 
the EPT Congo Regional Planning Meeting organized from 27-23 July 2011 in Kinshasa. 
Contacts and discussions were made wit::'1 the newly appointed EPT coordinator in 
Uganda, PREDICT and RESPOND. FAO delegation visited RESPOND Office in Kinshasa 
and !1ave had a fruitful working discussion. 

1.3.4 Activity 3.4.C: Communication tool development and resource building -to ensure 
circulation of information, coordination and harmonization of initiatives, implement 
standard methods of sharing critical project documents for access by project members 

• There is regular contact on activities implemented between FAOIIDENTIFY coordinators 
{Bamako, Nairobi and Gaborone) and with stakeholders, in particular laboratory 
directors through emailing list. 

• FAOIIDENTJFY coordinators 1·egularly posted documents and infonnation on IDENTIFY 
events on FAO-ECTAD websites (RESOLAB http:/ fwww.fao-ectad-hamako.org/, EARLN 
:-tttp:/ fwww.fao-ectad-nairobi.org/spip.php?rubrique57 and LAB NET http://www.fao-
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ectad-gaborone.org/enfspip.php?rubriqueSS)- A specific tab for IDENTIFY has been 
created in RESOLAB website {http:;'jv;ww.fao-ectad-bamako.orgjfr /-Projet-1 DENTIFY
?lang=en) and will be created on the other ECTAD websites during the next reporting 
period to contribute to IDENTIFY project visibility. 

• Production of tripartite awareness materials (banners and leaflets with IDENTIFY and 
USAJD logos are produced for IDENTIFY supported workshops)-

• IDENTIFY poster (French version) was produced and distributed to each of the following 
:aboratory Cameroon, CAR, DR Congo, Eq. Guinea, Gabon and Congo. English version 
under printing for Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda during Kinshasa workshop on 
Necropsy and sampling. One copy will be sent to FAO Representatives of all the said 
countries. 

1.3.5 Activity 3.5.C: Review and update of the tripartite Laboratory Networking Strategy 
{LNS} and future planning 

• Tripartite finalization of the Regional lab networking strategy (RLNS} expected by end of 
2011. A draft of Regional Laborawry Networking Strategy (RLNS} was proposed by OIE 
and circulated between the three regional coordinators. 

1.3.6 Activity 3.6.C: Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities 

• Additional targeted data col:ection. including laboratory visits and/or follow-up 
assessments if necessary, to fill in gaps in knowledge on laboratory capacity: FAO focal 
point visited the Laboratoire veterinaire of Kinshasa, 26 and 29 July., and the additional 
data collected was the for example the organigram, vaccine production status, other 
activities carried out, strength of financial sustainability from own generated resources. 

• The data review and compilation of national laboratories reports from the West and 
Central regional laboratory net\vork (RESOLAB). Eastern Africa ne-twork (EARLN). SADC 
Laboratory Network (LAB NET) meetings and from FAO laboratory assessments/mission 
reports were consolidated with additional data collected though questionnaires on 
rabies and FMD {the RESOLAB FMD subnetwork facilitators posted an update-d biannual 
table on confirmed FMD cases in the region http: /lwww.fao ectad bamako.org/fr/ FMD 
Suh-Network-?lang-en), country status reports presented during training workshops 
(Kinshasa, 15-19 August; Libreville, 12 - 16 September), coordination meetings (e.g. 
EARLN/EAREN joint meeting in Kigali from S- 7 September 2011) and opportunistic 
visits to the nationa~ laboratories in Uganda, Rwanda, Tanzania and DRC.). 

• Follow-up of ongoing desktop review and analysis of existing data on laboratory capacity 
and networks from existing laboratory assessments: the FAO laboratory scoring and gap 
analysis preliminary findings presented to the IDENTIFY OIE and WHO coordinators at 
the tripartite Gabon meeting (Libreville, March 20 11) were further developed (sec annex 
8] . The completed report on veterinary laboratory data analysis and mapping exercise 
and the integration of the outcomes of the lab mapping into the Lab Networking Strategy 
will be finalized by FAO by end November2011. Congo Basin laboratories individual 
lahoratory scoring and gaps analysis shall be submitted at the same time to IDENTIFY 
coordinators. 

• Agreement on each laboratory's desired and feasible role in the regional context: the 
discussions with each laboratory started informally at the stakeholder meetings and 
were further elaborated during the FAO laboratory visits and assessments. Regional 
service laboratories will be contacted to define their mandate, as opposed to reference 
Centres during the next reporting period. 
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1.3.7 Activity 3.7.C: Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross
sectoral approach ( es) concerning laboratories 

• tDENTIFY activities have been adjusted according to the recommendations from Entebbe 
Stakeholders' meeting in the Congo Basin region (2-4 Nov 2010 in Entebbe, Uganda) .. 

• Preliminary discussions were initiated between the IDENTIFY partners on next 
stakeholders meeting for the Congo region, tentatively projected for early 2012. 

1.3.8 Activity 3.8.C: Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops 
related to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, 
guidelines, and standards 

For description and listing of activities completed, see Annex 1 Table 2 

1.3.9 Activity 3.9.C: Development of joint meetings and conferences to support 
networking and promote national laboratory 

For description and listing of activities completed, see Annex 1 Tables 3 and 4 

• Information on planned trainings for Year 2 of the project was shared hetween 
FAO/fAEA/OIEf\VHO. Opportunities for joint trainings were discussed and training for 
public hea:th professionals and veterinary scientists together will be explored under the 
planned trainings for the next repm1:ing period. 

1.3.1 0 Activity 3.10.C: Promote and support laboratory quality management 

• Under the LoA with FAO and IZSVe of Padova, alllDE~TIFY countries in Congo Basin 
were invited in February 2011 to participate in the third round of Avian influenza and 
Newcastle disease proficiency test. The panels were shipped in March 2011 and all 
countries submitted their results. The results were analyzed by IZSVe, made available on 
September 2011, and will be presented to the countries during the next RESOLAB and 
EARLN annual meetings in 2011. 

• Provision of metrology kit, on April 2011, in support of Quality management system 
{QMS) implementation to Cameroon, DR Congo, Congo, CAR, Gabon, Rwanda, Tanzania 
and Uganda. This procurement was followed up by the training on "Management of 
:aboratory equipment and bask metrology'' (12-16 September 2011, Libreville, see 
Annex L table 3) to train Cameroon, Central African Republic, DRC, Congo, Gabon, 
Equatorial Guinea for the use of the metrology equipment provided to the countries. 

• Provision of manuals and standard operating procedures in support of QMS 
implementation (DRC, Congo, CAR, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda): training manuals 
including SOPs on implementation of laboratory QMS based on IS0/17025 were 
provided to participants from Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda during a regional training 
course in Dares Salaam, Tanzania in July 2011. Manuals on laboratory biosafety and 
biosecurity were also provided during this meeting. 

• Installation and staff training for an open·source LlMS platform by F AOflAEA in order to 
improve laboratory information management in the national animal health laboratories 
of one pilot country (Cameroon) : One expe1t mission was conducted at LANA VET 
(Cameroon) on 11-15 April 2011, to identitY the laboratory needs for Vet· LIMS and 
advice on the establishment of LIMS and various LlMS systems used in veterinary 
:aboratories, Evaluate the existing facilities, infrastructures and system requirement for 
LIMS and determine interfacing technology. Work vvith counterpart to outline workflow 
for necessary task in the lab. (Visual workflov.r), provide technical advice on data 
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collection, validation of system, implementation methodology and monitoring and 
provide feedback to FAO/IAEA on equipment and training requirements. Furthermore, 
one staff from LANA VET attended t!-le Bioinformatic training in Vienna (11-22 July 2011, 
see Annex 1 Table 3) for which the second week was focused on databases and LIMS. 

• Training manuals including SOPs on imp;ementation oflaboratory QMS based on 
IS0/17025 were provided to participants from Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda during a 
regional training course in Dares Salaam, Tanzania in July 2011. Manuals on laboratory 
biosafety and biosecurity were also provided during this meeting. 

• The preparation of the proficiency testing for the serodiagnosis of Rift Valley Fever 
{RVF): comparison ofthe efficiency of two RFV Inhibition ELISA kits in the Congo basin 
region was initiated in June and an agreement was made between FAO/IAEA and the 
head of the special pathogen unit of the National Institute for Communicable Diseases 
(NfCD, South Africa) for the practical organization. The targeted countries (DR Congo, 
Cameroon, Gabon, Central African Republic, Congo, Uganda, Rwanda, Tanzania, Ethiopia 
and Kenya) have been invited to participate and already provided their agreement. The 
:Cits for RVF Competition ELISA were ordered in September 2011. This activity will 
continue through the next reporting period. 

1.3.11 Activity 3.11.C: Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated 
manner 

• The provision of metrology kit by FAO to address immediate needs defined by the 
countries during the stakeholder meeting (November 2010) was finalized in July 2011 in 
Cameroon, DR Congo, Congo, CAR, Gabon, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda. 

• The list of equipment and supplies required hy Cameroon, CAR, DR Congo, Eq. Guinea, 
Gabon, Congo, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda ·were collected during the work planning 
process (see activity 3.3.C), compiled by FAO Coordinators and shared with OfE and 
WHO during the EPT planning meeting Quly, Kinshasa}.The procurement process will be 
continued during the next reporting period. 

1.3.12 Activity 3.12.C: Support and promote laboratory networks: Assess the role and 
activities of existing FAO/OIE/V\lHO networks in improving the laboratory capacity and 
net'i.vorking in hot spot regions. Coordinate regional networking to test for normative 
diseases and detect emerging or unknown pathogens in \Vildlife, domestic animals and 
humans 

For description and listing of activities completed, see Annex 1 Table 4 

• F AO has been facilitating the selection of a regional laboratory (applications received 
from Ethiopia, Tanzania, Sudan (North), and Kenya) for Eastern Africa: FAO-ECTAD 
Eastern Africa received fonna: applications from the four countries for designation as 
regional service laboratories for Avian Influenza and Newcastle disease. Subsequently 
ECTAD convened a meeting of a regional network." secretariat composed of OlE, FAO, 
AU-lBAR, representative of Livestock (Ethiopia), Wildlife (Tanzania) and VS (Kenya) in 
May 2011 to consider the applications. The outcome of the meeting is that the National 
Animal Health Diagnostic and Investigation Centre (NAHDIC, Scbeta) Ethiopia was 
selected as the regional Al/ND laboratory for Eastern Africa. A report on the procedure 
and outcome of the selection process has been prepared. It is expected that a summary of 
the report will be published in the F'AO EM PRES Bulletin. 

• Laboratory subnetworks (established during the RESOLAB 2010 Annual meeting at 
Bamako, December 2010} on rabies and FMD including Cameroon, CAR, Congo, DR 
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Congo, Guinea Equatorial and Gabon and other laboratories from Western Africa (See 
also activity 3.6). 

o The FMD subnetwork aims to assess the relevance oftestsfpapers for use 
in the region; Discuss and share the FMDV findings by the nationa: labs 
andforthc tAO/OlE WRL; Translate and for comments on published FMD 
papers relevant to West/Central Africa; Share infonnation on relevant 
projects in the region; Share information on important epidemic events. 

o The Rabies subneD.vork aims to: Define priorities for rabies control; 
Identify the needs for veterinary laboratories: Interact with the human 
health sector and advocate with public sector. During the reporting 
period, a surve-y on rabies diagnostic was initiated in collaboration with 
IZSVc laboratory of Pad ova. The purpose of this study is to assess the 
diagnostic capabilities of rabies in the laboratories of the network 

• Similarly an FMD fm· Eastern Africa (EARLN-FMD) has been established. Its activities are 
supported mainly by EU-FMD secretariat that is based at FAO Headquarters, Rome. 

v EARLN-FMD conducted an in-house training on sample collection, 
shipment and processing in August :Wll. Other activitie.<; were indicated 
in the table. 

• National laboratories quaterly reports were posted on protected space of ECTAD 
website. Access username and password have been provided to OlE and WHO/AFRO 
focal points. These reports provide information on animal diseases diagnosed, tests 
perfonned, constraints faced by the laboratories during the period and the action plan 
for the next quarter. 

• FAO commissioned a study on animal disease surveillance systems across all RESOLAB 
including IDENTIFY supported countries. The focus was on national epi system 
capability and their relationship between Epidemiology and Laboratory to address the 
limited number of samples submitted and tested through the establishment of 
col:aborations with epidemiosurveillance units and participation in disease surveillance 
programs. 

1.3.13 Activity 3.13.C: FAOfOIEf\VHO laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships 

• From FAO side, no progress reported during the reporting period 
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2 Planned activities for the next six-month period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012) 

For further detail, please refer to the FAO Workplan Year 3. 

2.1 Planned activities for GLOBAL 

Activity Activity description 
code 

Output 1 Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect 
and diagnose diseases under a quality management system 

enhanced 
lA FolloW·\IP of l<~bor.;~torv mapping P.xerme activities 

J.A.J Rf'Vii"W nf h1;tnric data from FMPRES-i 

1.A.2 Diwm.se pnontuaUon 

1.A.3 Improved data collecUon from rAO Reference Centres 
.. 

l.AA Update of regional data an laboratory capacity and networks 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

1.A5 Identification of regional serv1ce laboratories bv disease focus based 
on the outcomes of the laboratory mapping 

1.A6 Adaprarion of animal health laboratory (individual and rmmtry· 
levf'/) a.%f'.\'O"menr too/;; 

l.B. Support to ar.d participation 10 conferer.ces, trainir.gs or workshops rel<:~ted 

to laboratory c<Jpacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, 

ond: 
l.C Develop and tunduct trainings or workshop~ to build laboratory capdcity 

and to promote national laboratory policies and guidelines 

l.C.l Organizational wpport for regional worhhops, "Laboratory 
Information Systems (LIMS): Open-Sourr:c Platforms and Tools to 
Aid in Needs Assessment." 

1.C.2 Rrgianal pathology train- thr-trainer workshop.~ an "Basics of Fip/d 
and Laboratory Diaqnosis" coordinated ond conducted in bath 
regions 

10 
11 

.. 

-----

2011 2012 
11 n 01 02 03 PARTNERS 
11 11 12 12 12 

OlE, WHO 
OlE, WHO 

Olf, WHO 

.. .. I .. .. .. .. OlE llll .. 
----- ----- ------ ------ ------ ----------------------

OlE, FAO/IAEA 

FAO/IAEA 

OlE, RESPOND, 

UGA 

Focal Person 

Mia Kim, FAO HQ 
MiCI Kim, FAO HQ 

Mia Kim, FAO HQ 

I-_ ~ia Kin:,_ FAO H_q 
Mia Kim, FAO HO, 

----------------------

Mia Kim, FAO HQ 

Gwenaelle 
Dauphin, FAO HQ 

Gwcnacllc 
Dauphin, FAO HQ 
Mia Kim, FAO HO. 

Mi<.i Kim, FAO HQ 
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1.C3 Traininy on classical and mulewlar virology FAO/IAEA Gwenaelle 
Dauphin, l-AO HQ 

l.C.4 Regronal trwmng courses on "Major I ransboundary and zoonotic FAO/IAEA Gwenaelle 
animo! diseases in the region: eorly deter:tian, surveil/ann; and Dauphin, FAO HQ 
epidemiology" 

1.C 'i Con.wttotlon em good laboratory prarticc'> for conduaing m!J/tiplt> FAO/IAEA Gwenaelle 
d!';ease diagnosrs Dauphin, FAO HQ 

1.C5 Validation and transfer of new techniques for multiple disease FAO/IAFA GwE>naelle 
dwgnos'' (PCR (!sing the FRET sy;;tem) Dauphin, FAO HQ 

1.C.7 Wr.Jrbhop on Good Emergency Management Prortice (GEMP) in OlE, WHO, Gwenaelle 
coordinaUan with FAO/CMC and RESPOND RESPOND Dauphin, FAO HQ 

1.0 Promote and support laboratory quality rnan<Jgement Gwenaelle 
Dauphin, FAO HQ 

1.0.1 Development of trwning/mentoring Programme OlE, AAHL, IZSVe Gwenaelle 
Dauphin, FAO HQ 

1.0.2 Installation of updored laboratory system (UMS} in FAO/IAFA GwenaeiiE> 
targeted lobnratorws Dauphin, FAO HQ 

1.0.3 Exremol Quality Assurance for targeted diseases FAO/IAEA, IZSVe, Gwenaelle 
AAHL Dauphin, FAO HQ 

l.DA Joint rAO/IAEA/OIE/WHO Global Survey on External Quality OlE, WHO, Gwenaelle 
A:.se>sment (prujiciem y le5ting} Scheme> FAO/IAOA Dauphin, l-AO HQ 

l.U.S Access to standardized vetermary diagnostic reagents and FAO/IAEA Gwenaelle 
intematianal standards Dauphin, FAO HQ 

l.E Provide laboratory equipment nnd supplies in a coordinated manner Gwenaelle 
Dauphin, FAO HQ 

Output Z link01ges and communic01tion pathways across nation01l, regional Gwenaelle 
and globallaboro~~tory and epidE!miologie Mtworks for thE! m<~nagement of Dauphin, FAO HQ 

emerll(ing: zoonotic pathogens strengthened 
2,A Comrnuniution tuol dewloprnent i!JHJ resourle building GwE>naelle 

Dauphin, FAO HQ 
2.A.1 Develop 'omrmmiwtion tool(s) for different oudienr::es, stakeholders OlE, WHO Gwenaelle 

and partners Dauphin, FAO HQ 
2.A2 Resource Lluilding Pwvision of documents, manuals, books and Beatrice Mouille, 

dotabu~·e OUJ'H to >dl?ntijic lireroUne FAO HQ 
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2.A3 Oevdopment of u glossary of the ovai/oble diagnostic assays and FLI, laboratory Gwenaelle 
uo>!d ultiog (l:'thrwlogie'> for ,'>1!/1;'( (I;' I) onimul di~t'a~r::>, io( lodiny experts Dauphm and M1a 
zoonose> Kim, FAO HQ 

2.A.4 01'\'Piapml'nt of a se-lf oHeHment tool for lobomtorie'i to identJjy AAHL, l.IMS users Miu Kim, FAO HQ 
the f'lements needi!d for a laboratory information management and developers 
system (LIMS) 

2.A.5 Support onqoinq development of the fMPRES"i genetic module SIB Gwenaelle 
Dauphin, FAO HQ 

2.A.6 Development of e-/eaminq module5 on bioinformaUc.~ (phylogeny f AO/IAEA, SIB Gwenaelle 
and sequence onalys/s) Dauphin, FAO HQ 

}.A.7 CMtmlited ft'5ourr:l' for genom1r: charactNitar/an and molecular FAO/IAFA, TRD GwFnali'!IIP 
reagents Dauphin, FJ\0 HQ 

2.A.8 Sample referral gvidelmes for tran$boundary animal diseases (TAOs) 

2.B Development of jomt meetings and conferences to support networking ard Gwenaelle 
promote nJtionilllaboratory policies Dauphin, FAO HQ 

2X Review and update of the tripartite Labo1·atory Networking Strategy {L NS) GwenaeiiE> 
and future plilnn1ng Dauphin, FAO HQ 

2.C1 Tripartite coordination meetings OlE, WHO, Gwenaelle 
Regionall;;~b Dauphin, and Mi<1 
Network pdrtners, l<im, rAO HQ 
Ref lab:> 

2.0 Engage with stakeholders to support the development ol cross-settoral Gw<?naii'!IIP 
appm<1ch (P>) concerning labmatmies Dauphin, FAO HQ 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------ ------ ------ ---------------------- --------------------· 

2.0.1 Coordination and development W1th regional cauntetpotts of g/obt.~l PREDICT, Gwenaelle 
framework for regional and national stakeholders mccting in each RESPOND. Dauphin, FAO HQ 
hot spot region DELIVER 

2.0.2 Four· woy linking framework to improve the linkage between OlE, WHO, Gwenaelle 
laboratory ond epidemioloqical data [for H5N1zoonotic influenza.l PREDICT D:;wphin, FJ\0 HQ 
for ossessmg health ri$k.'i at the hwnan-onirnol interface 

2.E SL1ppo1't a11d promote labo1·atory networks Gwenaelle 
Dowphin, FAO HQ 

2.E.l Support to routine reqional and qlobol netwarkinq meetings OFFLU, CDC, Ref Gwenaelle 
Laboratories/Cent Dauphin, FAO HQ 
li'irs 
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2.U Linking laboratory and epidemiologic networh CMC, RESPOND Gwenaelle 
Dauphin, l-AO HQ 

2.[;.3 Support for shanng of information and biological materials OlE, WHO Gwenaelle 
Dauphin, FAO HQ 

2.[;.4 Momtoring regional capacit1e.;; for targeted disea.~es Gwenuelle 

National labs Dauphin, rAO llQ 

2.t.S Support and promote UFFLU network act1v1ties CDC, WHO Gwenaelle 
(:ollnbor<Jting D<ruphin, FAO HQ 
centers, Ref 
Laboratories/Cent 
ers 

2.r Support und promote ldbor Jtury purlrler ~hip~ Gwenaelle 
Dauphin, FAO HQ 

2.F.1 Identification of FAO Reference Centres in the reqions ond beyond Ref Gwenaelle 
prepared to offer expertise m diseases or technical areas relevant to La bor<ltories/Cent Dauphin, F/\0 HQ 
each region ers, OlE, WHO 

2.F.2 Svpport ond promote the establishment/development of regional Ref Gwenuelle 
service laboratories l.J borJtorie.~/Cent Dauphin, rAO llQ 

er~, OlE, WHO 
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2.2 Planned activities for SOUTH and SOUTHEAST ASIA 

2011 2012 
Activity Activity description lll-11 lHl lZ-ll 01-lZ 02 03· Focal Person PARTNERS 

to de ll 12 

Output 1 Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect 
and diagnose diseases under a quality management system 
enhanced 

1.A. Follow-up of laboratory mapping eJCercise activities I 
l.B. S1.1pport to and participate In conferences, trainings or workshops 

related to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory 
policies, guidelines, and standards 

l.C Develop and condutt trainings or workshops to build laboratory 
capacity and to promote national laboratory policies and guidelines 

l.Cl Biosafety trainings Pawin 
Padungtod, 
FAO·RAP 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ------ ------- ------------------- -------------· 

l.CZ Hands-on training for diagnosis of selected regional priority Pawin 

disease Padungtod, 
r AO·RAP 

1.C.3 LIMS work$llop: Open-Source Platform$ and Tools to Aid in Need$ Pawin Thai 
Assessmt>nt Padungtod, Depart me 

FAO-RAP nt of 
Livestock 
Developm 
ent, AAHL 

1.C.4 Regional training-the-trainer pathology workshop on Basics of Field Paw in UGA 
and Laboratory Diagnosis Padungtod, 

FAO-RAP 
l.C.S Regional training courses on "Major transboundary and zoonotic Pawin PREDICT 

animM diseases in the regiM: early detection, $urveillance and 
epidemiology" 

Padungtod, 
FAO·RAr 
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1.C.6 Workshop on diagnosis of .selected regional priOtity disease Pawin OlE/WHO, 
Padungtod, IBD 
FAO·RAP 

l.D Promote and support laboratory quality management 

l.D.l Assessment of biosafety infrastructure, biosajety cabinet testing, Pawin APBA 
procurement and calibration Padungtod, 

FAO-RAP 
1.D.2 Laboratory support visits to assist wit11 development and Pawin 

implementation of laboratory quality management .5ystem.~ Padungtod, lnternation 
FAO·RAP allab 

experts 
1.D.3 Develop training tool for laboratory logistics management Pawin DELIVER 

Padunetod, 
FAO·RAP 

1.D.4 Provision of Laboratory Information Management Systems (LIMS) Pawin AAHI 
Padungtod, 
FAO RAP 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------- --------- -------- -------- ------ ------- ------------------- --------------

l.D.5 Laboratory Management Mentor/ng program between laboratory Paw in 
directors and/or managers of IDENT/FY·supported laboratories Padungtod, lnternJtion 

FAO~RAP allab 
experts, 
AAHL 

l.D.G External Quality Assurance for targeted diseases Paw in AAHL 
Padungtod, 
FAO·RAP 

1.D.7 Access ta standardized veterinary diagnostic reagents and Pt1win AAI--IL 
international standards Padungtod, 

FAO-RAP 
l.E Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner 

Output 2 Link01ges and communication p01thways across national, P<1win 
regional and global laboratory and epidemiologic networks for the Padungtod, 
management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened FAO-RAP 

2.A Communlcatlon tool development and resource bolldlng 

2.A.1 Resource Building· Provision of documents, manuals, books and Pawin 
databa~e acc~u to scientific literature -~~9-~~1~~~?{ __ 
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FAO~RAP 

2.A.2 Sample tt!ferrol guidelines for tronsbourldory animo/ disease$ (TAOs) Pawin 
Padungtod, 
FAO-RAP 

'·' Development of joint meetings and conferences to support 
networking and promote national laboratory polities 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

2.8.1 Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Meeting Paw in Olf/WHO 
Padungtod, 
FAO-RAP 

2.C Rev lew and update of the tripartite Laboratory Networking Strategy 
(LNS) and future planning 

2.0 Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-
sectoral approach(es) concerning laboratories 

~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

2.0.1 Regional and national stakeholders meeting Pawin OlE/WHO 
Padungtod, 
FAO·RAP 

Z.D.Z Four-way linking framework to improve the linkage between Pawin OlE, WHO, 
to bon;~ tory and epidemiological dota (for HSN1zoonotic influema) Padunetod, PREDICT 
tor assessing health risks at the human-animal interface FAO-RAP 

'·' Support and promote laboratory networks 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Z.F. Support and promote laboratory partnerships 

2.F.1 Support and promote !he establishment/development of regional Pawin OlE 
service laboratorie$ Padunetod, 

FAO-RAP 

2.3 Planned activities for CONGO BASIN 

2011 2012 

Activity I Activity description 10- 11- 12- 01- 02- 03-
code 11 11 11 12 12 12 

Focal Person PARTNERS 

Output 1 Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect 
and diagnose diseases under a quality management system enhanced 

I T r 
-- --

r T l.A. l.A. Follow up of l<lborJtory mapping !"XNti5C' artivltir>s IB.M. Seck; I OIC, WHO I 
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1.A.1 follow-up o} onqoinq desktop review of existinq data on laborotorv copacfty --- -!·-
JX Litamoi 

B.M. Seck; 01~, WHO 
and netwnrbfmm exir:tlnglaboratory as_sr•<;.>ments J.K. Litamoi 

1.A.2 Follow- up of revrew and comprlatlon of nationallaboratones annual/biannual B.M. Seck; 
reports and information generated by members of the West and Central J.K. litamoi 
regional laboratory network (RfSOLAU), Ea.~tem Africa network {LARLN), SADC 
Laboratory Network (LABNET) and F/\0 laboratory asses5ments/mission reports 

1.1\.3 I Additional targeted do to collection, including laboratory visits and/or follow-up 1 

o_<:sC'ssments if necesmry, to fill m gaps In knowledge on laboratory capacity I 
I 
I 

B.M. Seck; OlE, 
J.K. lit.Jmoi PRF.DICT 

I 

1.A.4 Integrate the outcomes of the laboratory mapping into the Laboratory I 
Networkmg Strategy I 

I 

B.M. Seck; OlE, WHO, 
J.K.litamoi Ell 

1.A.5 Adaptation of animal health laboratory (individual and country-level) I 
asses~-menr tools I 

I 

l.B. l.B. Support to and participation in conferen(e~. trainings or workshops relateti to I 
I 

laboratory capacity buildi11g, ar.d r.ationallaboratory policies, guidelines, and I 
I 

B.M. Seck; Oil:, WHO 
JX litamoi 

standards I 
I 

1.C J.C Dr.vf'lop and r.or.duct FAO/OIF /WHO trainings or wmksh1lpS W build laboratnry B.M. Seck; OlE, WHO 
capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines J.K. Litamoi 

LC.l Regional workshop.· ''r argeting the needs for genetic sequencing" I 
I 
I 

~------------------------------------------------------------------------------t------ ------- ------ ------ ------- ------

1.C.2 Reqionol workshop, "Diaqnostlc laboratory quality Assurance: Workshop on 
lj~~~~!~~~~~---

OIF, WHO 

----------------

B.M. Seck FVI 
Prorr.s_r; Control Quality Control (Sample ManagrmPnt, Quality Control for 
Quantilalive Test~; Quality Control fur Qualitative; Te~tsr 

1.C.3 Reqional traininq course on "Major transboundary and zoonotic animal B.M. Seck; CISMV, 
diseases in the reqlon: early detection, surveillance and epidem1ology11 

J.K. Litamoi PREDICT 
l.CA Regional train the- traine-r pathology workshops "Basics of Field and Laboratory B.M. Seck; UGA, Olt 

Diagnosis" J.K. Litarnoi 

l.C.S Regional workshop.· Laboratory equipment calibration and maintenance B.M. Seck; 
J.K. Litumoi APHIS,EISMV 

l.C.6 National tminings with field epidemiologists for samples co/lect•on storage. B.M. Se(k; WHO, OlE 
shipping I.K. Lit.'lmoi 

l.D l.D Promote and support laboratory quality management B.M, Seck; OlE, WHO 
J.K. Lit;;moi 

------- ------ ------- ------ ---------------- ---------------
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1.0.1 Support QMS imph:mentotion in providing sll.lndard documents ond samples of I 
~ 

I 
SOP; I 

I 

B.M. Seck; OlE, WHO 
J.K. litarnoi 

1.D.2.G On-site audit/backstopping missions for assessing quality assurance system ' B.M. s~ck IAEA 
implementaticm and development of quality dowmentation. ' ' 

1.0.2 On·~ite oudit/backstupping mi~sions for a~~e~~ing quality a~surar1v; sy~tem B.M. Serk; FVI 
implementation and development of quality dotumentation (DRC, Congo, CAR, J.K. litarnoi 
Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda). 

103 Laboratory support trainings to a~sist, mamtenance and ".M. Suck; APHIS 
wlibraUon J.K. Lltarnoi 

1.0.4 Promotion of laboratory manag~Cment mentoring program bt;"twf,'en laborotory B.M. S<~1;k; N;;~tionall;lb 
directors and/or managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories J.K. litamoi 

1.0 .. 5 Assessment mi>~iom (Cameroon, DRC) for hlosafety and bio~eturity APHIS 
infrastructures, equipment and practices 

1.0,6 Develop partner;hip With regional biosafety a.ssociotion B.M. Seck: AfBSA 
J.K.litamoi 

1.0.7 Participation of 5e/ected countnC'5 to cxtC'rnal quality asses5mC'nt (EQA) 13.M. Seck; IAE"A, IZSVe 
schemes torqetinq avian influenza/Newcastle disease, Rift Valley Fever, Peste J.K. litamoi 
des Petits Ruminants, and Foot"ond-Mouth Disease 

l.D.S Provision ro the nme beneficiary countr'les with validated stondMdized B.M. Seck; IAEA, IZSVe 
veterinary dwgno.1tic reagent> ·antigens and antisera- targeting priority TAD.o; J.K.litamoi 
laboratory diagnosis 

1.0.9 Development of specific technical competence ta face emergent d1sease 13.M. Seck; National lab 
situations m the region J.K. Litamoi 

J.f J .F Prov1df' ICJbor<Jtcry <"~Uipmt"nt ilnd ~upplif's in a tcordinated m~nnN B.M. Seck; National 
J.K. Litamoi labs, WHO, 

PREDICT 

Output 2 Linkages and communication pathways across national, 
regional and global laboratory and epidemiologic networks for the 
management of emerging zoonotic: pathogens strengthened 

2.A 2.A Communication tool development and resource building B.M. Seck; OlE, WHO 
J.K. Llt.1rnoi 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------- ----------------- ---------------· 

2A1 Develop communication tool(s) for d1jjerent aud1ences, stakeholders and I 
partners (ai/9/DENTIFY·supported countries) I 

I 

B.M, Seck; OIC, WHO 
J.K. Lit<:~moi 

2.A.2 Re}rJurce Building· Provide dorumenl5, morruu/.1, buo~s orrd Uorobme acce.:.s 1o 1 B.M, Seck; OlE, WHO 
scientific literature (oii910ENT/FY·supported countries) I 

! I.K. Litamoi 
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2.A.3 Sewnd phase of the study vnthe development of wlluboratiom and/or B.M. Seck; Nat1onallab 
partr11!r~/1ip~ betwcl!n pub/it. vetl!rinory lobuw!orin om! Uw ammo! imlo~try J.K. litarnoi 

2.A.4 Sample referral guidelines for transboundary animal diseases (fADs} 

2.A.5 Production, printing and dissemination of case dejinitmn and recommended 
test repertoire for IDENTIFY listed priority diseases ro help an/me~/ heoltll 
personnel (bath field and lab) tn the identification and prompt r~porting of 
di5ea5e5 

2.B 2.B Organize and conduct joint meetings and conferences to support networking B.M. Seck; 
and promote national laboratory policies JX litamoi 

2.C 2.C Review and update of the Lilboratory Networking Strategy (l NS) and future B.M. Seck; 
planning JX litamoi 

2.C.l frrpartite reg1onal coordination meetings B.M. Seck; OlE, WHO 
J.K. litJmoi 

2.U 2.Ll Engage with to support the, cross-sectoral I 
appruach{es) concerning l.!boratom!s I 

I 

B.M. Seck; OlE. WHO 
J.K. Lltamoi 

2.E 2.E Support and promote labor<~tory networks B.M. Seck; 
J.K. litamoi 

J.f. 7 Support to riJtltirll:' regional und ylobol networking meeting~ B.M. Seck; OlE, OFFLU, 

JX Litnmoi FDPLN, GFN, 
AU I BAR 

2.£.2 Linking laboratory atld epidemiologic networks B.M. Seck; APHIS, 
J.K. LitJmoi CIRAD, FVI, 

AU~IBAR 

2.£.3 ''""'" and biological materials B.M. SPck; 
J.K. Litamoi 

~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -------

2.F. 2.F. Support and promote laboratory partnerships 1 
I 
I 

----------------- ---------------· 

B.M. Seck; 
J.K. Litamoi 

2.F.1 ldemijication of FAD Reference Centre;- in the regions and beyond prepared to I 
offer expertise in diseases or technical areas relevant to each region I 

I 

B.M. Seck; OlE 
JX Litamoi 

2.F.2 Support and promote the e>·tablishment/development of reqional service I 
laboratories I 

! 

l:lM. Seck; "" J.K. litamoi 
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Main challenges encountered and response provided 

• Several major issues were encountered in this reporting period, some of which should 
ultimately allow activities to progress more smoothly and some that remain new 
challenges to solve. Significant emphasis on country-level impacts and the subsequent 
review of the current approach has uncovered the need to re-evaluate present 
implementation strategies and develop new solutions, which are still in development. 
These efforts have been further complicated with lack of clarity in reporting j planning 
process at the country and regional levels vvherc duplicative re-quests from regional and 
count[)' USArD offices continue and our officers seek to comply. 

As EPT + comes online, there will be new opportunities for building on current country 
level approaches that integrate the field and laboratory activities in priority countries. 
T!1csc opportunities can also include synergy and coordination with other EPT partners, 
which has been suboptimal, but is improving and expected to gain momentum in Yea1· 3. 

• The separation of the work plan process {announced at the june meeting in Rome) 
resulted in an unexpected drop in dw frequency and quality of the communication 
ben.veen the IDENTIFY pa1"tners, especially at HQ level. Renewed efforts have improved 
the coordination, and will continue - particularly with regards to implementation of One 
Health activities at the country level where coordination is needed to identifY 
opportunities, ensure linkages, and provide clear messages across sectors. 

• Some activities in both regions were slowed or postponed from March to June following 
the request by USAJD to conserve funds, and additional delays have been experienced 
from July to September due to the significant time devoted to the Year 3 work planning 
proce-ss and revisions. Where needed, activities have been brought forvvard to Year 3. 

• The b.sue u[ velerinary la!JUiatury :;u::.Lalna!Jilily b t:umplex am.l b rrol yet being 
sufficiently addressed, in particular in Central Africa, where the animal industry is not 
developed. Significant support to national strategy development, identification of 
resources, and monitoring of laboratory progress is needed, accompanied with 
regulatory measures. FAOIIDENTIFY will only be able to partially address these issues. 
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Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes 
(since the start ofthe project activities) 

• The support provided by IDENTIFY to date has contributed to greater understanding of 
the regional animal health priorities, assessment of laboratory capacities. and 
identification of regional and national gaps and resources. 

• The direct support afforded to laboratories is substantial and has allowed expansion of 
activities to include quality assurance, biosafety, and maintenance and calibration of 
equipment, which contribute to laboratories' ability to conduct their work at 
internationally accredited standards (e.g. ISO 17025). Many national laboratories had 
never had the opportunity to consider these major issues. This support is not provided in 
an isolated and sequential manner but builds upon previous and current investments in 
l::~horatmy nf'tworkine <~nri <11low for <1 proer<~mmC~tic .qppro;:wh, prop!'r <~pprohation of 
planned activities by countries, and supports a regional approach to transboundary 
animal diseases (TAOs). 

• As many priority diseases are TAOs, a regional approach {where agreed} allows for rapid 
disease detection/identification, and response measures can be coordinated regionally 
for more effective controL The networks in the West/Central, Eastern Africa and South
East Asia regions have set a good example with both the formal and informal exchange of 
information, collective effort, and responsibility to build laboratories in the regions. 
\Vhile laboratory capacities and national needs are heterogeneous within each region, 
the mapping tool deve:oped by FAO has contributed to producing a regional perspective 
of laboratory capacities and gaps, identifying the required regional and individual 
support in those laboratories and offering a visualization tool to policy makers. Other 
partners such as APHIS-USDA, EU-FMD commission and CIRAD 3ave demonstrated 
increasing interest in and support for these laboratory networks. This growing 
confidence lends credence to the regional approach, and FAO has a comparative 
advantage in the coordination of such supports and inputs. 

• This project has enabled launching of innovative initiatives, such as the genetic module 
in the EMPRES-i database, the 4-way linking framework and the laboratory mapping 
tool. The genetic module represents an ideal examp:e of a multidisciplinary success, 
linking virology, epidemiology and bioinfonnatics, and is receiving increasing interest 
from the sci entitle community and from policy makers. 

• Building on the investments made with support under avian influenza, this project 
sustains previously established mechanisms such as collaborations and communication 
pathways between organizations, global -OFFLU- and regional networks, and benefits 
from momentum gained through "public good concepts'"' such as recognition of the 
importance of early detection and intervention, and impacts of pathogens with pandemic 
potential; these investments facilitate the interest and willingness for further 
development of technical laboratory capacities, especially molecular techniques, to other 
transboundary and priority diseases. 
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3 Annexes & Tables 

Annex 1: Tables 1-4 for reporting period [1 April2011- 30 September 2011) 

Table 1: FAO communication and coordination for IDENTIFY (including external 
communication with EPT Partners) (links with Activity 3.1) 

Table 2: List of [non-IDENTIFY] conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory 
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards to 
which participants we-re supported (links with Activity 3.8) 

Table 3: List of FAO/OIE/WHO-organized trainings or workshops to build laboratory 
capacity and to promote national ;aboratory policies, guidelines (linked to 
Activity 3.9) 

Table 4: List of joint meetings and conferences organized by FAO/OIE/WHO to support 
networking and promote national laboratory policies (linked to Activity 3.9 and 
3.12) 

Annex 2: USAID EPT /IDENTIFY Project Position on Provision of Laboratory Equipment and 
Supplies 

Annex 3: Current status of the progress of the Veterinary Glossary presenting an overview for 
va:idated (new) diagnostic techniques in addition to OlE recommended methods. 

Annex 4: Global Laboratory Networking Strategy- June 2011 

Annex 5: List of Laboratories- SSEA and Congo Basin 

Annex 6: Questionnaire adapted from the lab-mapping analysis tool 

Annex 7: CSF-PRRS Training and Workshop Evaluation 

Annex 8: Mapping Exercise -Congo Basin. 
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Annex 1: Tables 1-4 for reporting period (1 April2011- 30 September 2011) 

Table 1: FAO communication and coordination for IDENTIFY (including external communication with EPT Partners) (links with Activity 3.1) 

Event Title Dates Venue Organizer(s) Other Information 

Global 

Tripartite face-to~ face 
10-11 May; 15-16 

meetings 
june, 27-28 June Project management and planning 
2011 

---------------------------------- ------------------------ -------------------- ------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Regular tripartite Project management and planning; biannual report; laboratory 
tele~.:onferem:es (TC) or since Ot:t 2011 
videoconferences 

m~tworking 'itratP.gy; Year 3 Work Plans; Global Survey 

TC and F<lce-to-face 
19 Apr; 3 Aug; 22 

Face to face meetings replocing monthly TCs, on the occasion of 
meetings with IDENTIFY 

Sept; 15-16 june, 
the EPT Quarterly Partners meeting ami of the SE Asia EPT 

28 June; 13 july AOTR, USAID/W 
2011 

pl;mning meeting 

EPT Program Quarterly Washington 
HQ team participated to the EPT quarterly meC'ting together with 

meetings 
27-28 june 2011 DC, USA US AID OlE and WHO, including the Lab working group discussion 

(Participants: USAID, PREDICT, RESPOND, CDC, DELIVER] 

Congo Basin 

EPT planning meeting 27·29 July 2011 Kinshasa, DR USAID Coordination and planning meeting between all EPT partners 
organized by USAID Congo 

Side mooting of iDENTIFY 29 july 2011 Kinshasa, DR FAO, OlE, The FAO IDENTIFY Regional coordinators attended on behalf of 
focal points after EPT Congo WHO HQ and IDENTIFY to coordinate the EPT work plan and fine~tune details 
meeting AFRO on activities 

Regional tripartite TC:s 7 Apr; 2 May, 19 FAO, OlE, 
between regional May; 12 July WHO Project management and planning 
coordinators 2011 
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Preparatory meeling 
zr, july 2011 

Kiushasa, DR 
FAO, OlE 

Review of ongoing activities and identification of possible Year 3 
hetw~en FAO and OlE Congo areas for collaboration in animal health sector 

SE Asia 

IDENTIFY HQ and SE Asia coordinator participated in the Informal 
Consultation on a Draft Asia Pacific Laboratory Action Plan (2011 
2015) for Emerging Infectious Diseases organized by WHO 
Western Pacific Regional Office (WPRO). Fourteen participants 
from WPRO countries attended the meeting along with 
repr~sentatives from ASEAN secretariat, USAID, FAO and OlE. 
IDENTIFY HQ coordinator(Mia Kim) presented the Tripartite 

Informal Consultation on (FAO-OIE-WHO) Laboratory Capacity Building and Networking 

a Draft Asia Pacific while IDENTIFY SE Asia coordinator (Pawin Padungtod) presented 

L3horrttory Action Plrtn 1q 20 May2011 
Manila, 

WHOWPRO 
FAORAP regional approach to animal health lnboratory 

(2011 - 2015) for Philippines networking under IDENTIFY project of the Emerging Pandemic 

Emerging Infectious Threat (EPT) programme supported by USAID and the Regional 
Diseases,+ Cooperative Programme 011 Highly Pathogenic and Emerging 

Diseases (HPF.D) supported by the European Commission (EC) . 
Subsequent discussion among the tripartite on collaborative 
laboratory networking activities in SE Asi3 was focusing on 
upcoming meeting schedule. In was agreed that the tripartite 
would pursue iJH:ountry collaborative activities including 
organization of the Zoonoses conference, training in laboratory 
management and biosafety. 

A sprcadshcc~t describing art:ivit:ic~s in Viet Narn implemented by all 

EPT Viet Nam 
EPT partners was developed. Activities were grouped under five 

country themes including; Livestock Disease Surveillance, Outbreak 
work plan development 

20-21 June 2011 
Hanoi, Viel US AID Viet respouse, Laboratory Capacity Development, Risk Deterrninaliun 

workshop,+ Nam Nam and Risk Reduction. Potential areas of collaboration across EPT 
components w<>re identifi{~d. A summary of EPT contribution for 
Viet Nam was presented to USAID mission director at the end uf 
the meeting 

. EPT Thailand countrY . 
.. .. . . .. 

I· A spreadsheet describing activities in Thailand implemented by a{l . 23 june 2011 Bangkok, USAID RDMA work plan development EPT partners was developed. Activities were grouped under five 
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workshop Thailalld (Thailand) themes including; Livestock Disease Surveillance, Outbr·eak 
responsP, Lahor~tory C:apar.ity Development, Risk Determination 
and Risk Reduction. Potential areas of collaboration across EPT 
components were identified. 

A spreadsheet describing activities in LaoPDR implemented by all 

EPT LaoPDR country 
EPT partners w~s developed. Activities were grouped under five 

work plan development 24 june 2011 
Bangkok, USAID RDMA themes including; Livestock Disease Surveillance, Outbreak 

workshop 
Thailand (Thailand) response, Laboratory Capacity Development, Risk Determination 

and Risk Reduction. Potential areas or collaboration across EPT 
components were identified. 

Participants including FAORAP, FAOHQ, OlE SRR SEA, WPRO, 
SEARO and WHO-IHR agreed upon regional and country work plan 

Tripartit.r. IDENTIFY 
Bangkok, FAO OlE" 

for 2012. Thr. overall IDENTIFY regional anrl country work plan of 
South and SE Asia 11 july 2011 

Thailand WHO 
each organization were presented and agreed upon. Cannt chart 

Meeting,+ and presentation were prepared. The outcomes from this meeting 
were presented at the regional EPT meeting in Bangkok, 12-13 july 
?.011. 

The objectives of the workshop were; l) Building a shared vision 
EPT Asia Regional 

12·13 july 2011 
Bangkok, 

US AID 
for EPT as a "program'', 2)Share "current thoughts'' about FY12 

Workshop,+ Thailand country and regional work plans and 3) Highlight the relevance of 
"non-F.PT" platforms in the region 

IDENTIFY HQ liaison together with OlE IDENTIFY SE Asia 
coordinator partic.:ipated in the Iudunesia EPT planning meeting. 

EPT Indonesia country 
F.PT partners delivered prospective activities across the five 

Jakarta, lJSAID themes: Livestock Disease Surveillance, Outbreak response, 
work plan development 15-16 july 2011 

Indonesia Indonesia Laboratory Capacity Development, Risk Determination and Risk 
workshop, + 

Reduction. A draft work plan was developed for IDENTIFY. 
Potential areas of collaboration across EPT components were 
identified. 

Stakeholder'planning 1 September, Bangkok, 
FAO-OIE luternal planning meeting 

meetinp, 2011 Thailand 

* =side meetings with OlE,+ = side meetings with OlE and WHO 
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Table 2: List of [non-IDENTIFY1 conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, 
guidelines, and standanis to which participants were supported (links with Activity :tB) 

Event Title Dates Venue Organizer(s] 
Invited IDENTIFY 

Other Information 
Countries 

Global 

1st International 
Congress on 
Pathogens at the No country invited but poster on 

Human·Anirnal 1 S-17 September Addis Ababa, the One Health approach presented 

interface (iCOI'HAI): 2011 Ethiopia 
ICOPHAJ byFAO 

Impacts, Limitations 
and Ne~ds in 
Developing countries. 

Congo 
------------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ --------------------- ----------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------· 

.Joint regional AU 
IBAR/FAO-RAF 

Participation of the Directors of 
Technical workshop 

All JOAR/FAO national veterinary Jab of DR 
on a regional strategy 21-23 june- 201l N'Djamena, Chad 

RAF 
DRC, Eq. Guinea, CAR 

Congo, Equatorial Guinea and 
for African swiue fever 
(ASF) control in 

Central African Republic 

Central Africa 

One llcalth for Central 
IDENTIFY foco.l point Bamako 

Brazzo.ville, participated. Meeting purpose was 
and East Africa 4-6 May: Congo USAID to Participate in One Health 
alliance (OHCEA) brainstorming meeting called by 

USAID at the WHO-AFRO otlicc to 
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enhance cooperation between 
puhlic health and vNerinary 
faculties and the interaction 
between Ministries of Agriculture 
ami. HL·alth. 20 participants (USAID, 
RESPOND, OHCEA, WHO-AFRO, 
AU-IBAR and FAO) 

------------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ --------------------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------

ECTAD Nairobi focal point 
participated. The purpos(~ of the 
workshop was to discuss the status 
of the regional plan on viral 
hemorrhagic fevers (VHFs) as the 
VHFs have been occurring 
frequently in the region in the past 
ten years. Uganda gave an account 
of their experiences with the 

EAC/EAPHJ.N Experts recent outbreaks ofVHFs (Ebola 
Meeting on viral and Yellow fever} in the past one 
hacmorrhagic fevers year. The workshop participants 
and integrated 11-15 July: Entebbe, Uganda visited the recent Ebola outbreak 
diseases surveillance areas in Central and northern 
and responsr for EAC Uganda (Kitgum and Lacon 
countries hospital in Gulu) and assessed the 

capacity of the countty to manage 
such outbreaks in the future. 
Community and field simulation 
scenarios were developed and 
discussed. The positive gains by 
Uganda in the management of 
VHFs should br consolidated in the 
other countries and lhe region as a 
whole. 

SE Asia 
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A joint presentation entitled "One 
FAOIIDENTIFY SE Asia Hr(J\th Approach to Biosafrty",on 
Coordinator supported to One·tlealth approach to laboratory 

Asia Pacific Biosafcty Asia Pacific deliver joint presentation capacity building including 
Association 5-6 May Singapore Biosafety on One Health approach lo description of the Emc'rging 
Conference,* Association Biosafety, including EPT Pandemic Threat Programme and 

with OlE I IDENTIFY SRR IDENTIFY was presented by 
Coordinator FAORAP and OlE SRR SEA 

IDENTIFY coor'dinalors 

Requested for supported by 
Philippines Animal Health Center, 
Bureau of Animal Industry. 
IDENTIFY supported participation 
of Dr Edna Felippf>, Hearl of Avian 

Avian Virology Veterinary 
Influenza Diagnostic unit. This 

Diagnostic Training li-22July2011 Weybridge, UK Laborator'y Philippines 
training contribute to improve 

tlnd Workshop Agrnc:y 
national laboratory st.an· capacity 
and competence in diagnostic of 
priority diseases in the region, 
which ultimately strengthen 
laboratory support for surveillance 
of priority and cmr.rging disr.asr.s 
in the region. 

' • side meetings with OlE,+ • side meetings with OlE and WHO 
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Table 3: List of FAO/OIE/WHO-organized trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, 
guidelines (linked to Activity 3.9) 

Eveut Title Dates Venue Organizer(s) 
Invited IDENTIFY 

Other Information 
Countries 

Global 

Training on virological 13-24 jun 2011 PaJova, Italy IZSVc of Rwanda, Tanzania The training aimed at providing participants 
and molecular Pad ova with the necessary information anrl skills 
techniques for the under a LoA related to molecular and virological laboratory 
diagnosis of Avian with FAO procedures utilized for the diagnosis of Avian 
Influenza and Influenza and Newcastle Disease am\ Rabies. 
Newcastle Disease and 
Habics 

Consisted of theoretietll and practical sessions 
in the application of advanced bioinformatics 

Training Course on tools for viral g0nome sequencf> analysis 

Advanced (databases, sequences retrieval, sequences 

Bioinformatics and comparison and phylogeny), animal genomic 

Laboratory D<lta dat.d handling (Animal e(~ll(~tic resources 

Management for f.ameroon, Uganda, datnbases) and laboratory inform;;~tion 

Enhanced Quality 11-22 Jul 2011 Vienna, Austria FAD/IAEA 
Ethiopia, Kenya, management (LIMS, Vct-LIMS). 

Assurance and Quality Indonesia, Malaysia 
Participant's knowledec was improved on 

Control practical application ofbioinformatic tools for 

~ viral genome analysis and laborntory 
information management. 

IAEA.Biointormatic. c 
oursej_D11.doc 19 participants attended this course; 6 covered 

by IDENTIFY. 

Partners: IAEA TC Project:REH/5/015, SIB 
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Congo Basin 

Regional Training Part 1: 20 june to Entebbe, FAO/IAEA Cameroon, CAR, One health concept training with one week 
course on ''Major 24junc- Uganda; Congo, DR Congo, dedicated to transboundary animal diseases 
trans boundary and Trans boundary National Animal Equatorial Guinea, (CCPP and PPR) e~nd the second to wonotic 
zoonotic diseases : Animal Diseases Disease Gabon, Rwanda, diseases (RVF and Rabies). 
Early rletection, (PPR and CBPPJ; Diagnostics anrl Tnnzania, !Jgnnda. 15 scientists from 1l differents r.ountrirs 
surveillance and 

Part2: 27 jun-1 
Epidemiology (Kenya and Ethiopia also participated) 

epidemiology" Jul. Zoonotic Centre, Ministry attended this course. 

~ 
Diseases (rabies of Agriculture, Partnf.rs: National Institute for Communicable 

and RVF). Animal Industry Diseases, South Africa; Centre de cooperation 
1/\E/\. Uganda_) un_Z and Fisheries lntcrnationalc en Recherche Agronomique 

011_f1nal.doc pour le D!?veloppement, France; National 
Animal Disease Diagnostics and Epidemiology 
(entre, Ministry of Asriculture, Animal 
Industry and Fisheries, Uganda. 

Advanced Regional 
Training on 

Oar Es Salam, 
Rwanda, Uganda, Other participating countries: Ethiopia, South 

Laboratory Quality 4-8Jul2011 FAO Tanzania Sudan, Sudan, Djibouti, Burundi, Kenya, 
Assurance :Jnd Tanzania Ethiopi:J, Eritrea and Somalia. 
Biosafety /Biosecurity 

Field epidemiologists 15-19 AllglJSt Kinshasa, DR FAD Cameroon, Central To train field and lab technicians in necropsy, 
and laboratory 2011 Congo African Republic, sample collection and shipment. 
technicians regional Democratic Other participation country: Sao Tome and 
training workshop on Republic of Congo, Principe. Partners; Ecole Vf!tCrinaire de Dakar 
necropsy, sample Congo, Gabon, (EISMV),Laboratoire Central Veterinaire de 
collection and Equatorial Guinea, Kinshasa (LCVK) 
shipmeut. (2 partidpants by 

~ 
country) 

N~cropsy .Sampling. K 
1nshasa 1 :.. 1 ~Aug11. 

Regional Workshop on 12-16 September Libreville, FAD Cameroon, Central Follow up training for Quality system 
laboratory Quality African Republic, strengthening in IDENTIFY and RESOLAB 
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Assurance (QA) 2011 Gabon Democratic labot·atories. 
system: Management Repuhlic ofC:ongn, Other partir.ipating COlJntries: 10 Western 
of laboratory Congo, Gabon, Africa countries (Benin, Burkina Faso, Cap· 
equipment and basic Equatorial Guinea Vert, COte d'lvoire, Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Mali, 
melrology Niger, Senegal, Togo) supported by 

~ USDA/ APHIS 

AQ L1brev1lle 
1 L 16Sept2011.doc 

F AO IDENTIFY fo~.:al point for Eastern Africa 
Workshop on OlE 

AIIIDENTirY 
attended and gave a presentation on FAO 

Standards for 
9-11 August 2011 Nairobi, Kenya OlE countries 

Reference Centres and drscribed FAO's 
Collection & Shipment technical assistance programmes:, and projects 
of Biological Samples 

(supported by OlE) to its member countries (e.g. TCPs. GCPs, UTFs, 
Pas, SPFS, LoAs, SPPs, and TeleFood projects). 

SE Asia 

This training aimed to harmouize the protumls 

Training and 
for diagnostic and characterization of the two 

Cambodia (NaVRI), priority animal diseases in Southeast Asia. 
workshop on China (CAHEC, Seventeen laboratory staff attended this 
Diagnosis and 

Yunn<~n), lndonesiJ training. The training contents covered swine 
Charaderization of RAII06 (lin Chi FAll, Viet (DGLAIIS), LaoPDR viral diseases diagnostic and characterization 
CSF and PRRS 
Viruses 

11·20 july2011 Minh City, Viet Nam DAH (NAHC),Malaysia procedures including gross pathology, 
Nam) and AAHL (VRI), Philippines immunohistochemistry and molecular 

'~ (PAilC), Thailand techuiques. The post-training evaluation 

CSF-PRRS.~ Tr~in111~ 
(NIAH) and Viet showed that the participants were satisfied 

and_ W Ol'ks l10p ~Fin a I. Nam (Ri\H06) with the tr.;~ining organization and gained 
satisfactory level of understanding and skills in 
diagnostic of CSF and PRRS 

The Workshop on Ho Chi Minh 
FAD, Viet Cambodia (NaVRI), The objective of this workshop was to dr<lft the 

Diagnosis of Priority 21 · 22 july 2011 Nam DAH China (CAHEC, strategic framework for capacity building for 

and Emerging Diseases 
City, VietNam 

and AAHL Yunnan), Indonesia diagnosis and characterization of priority and 
(DGLAHS), LaoPUR emerging diseases in swine. A total of 43 
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in Swine (NAHC),Malaysia parlicipallts including laboratory stolfffrom 7 
(VRI), Philippines co1mtries in ASEAN, China, experts in swine 
(PAilC), Thailand diseases from academic institution, vaccine 
(NIAH) and Viet production company, VietNam Department of 
Narn (RAH06) Animal Health and the' Emc'rging Pandemic 

Threat programme partners involving in 
conducting surveillance in VietNam 
participated in the workshop. Presentations 
wen: made to provide tht! pat'tir::ipants with 
update on C:SF anrl PRRS disease situation in 
the region, diagnostic, surveillance and control 
techniques for CSF, PRRS and other emerging 
diseases in wild and domestic animals, The 
outcome of the workshop included 
recommendation of capacity building activities 
under 5 key areas; biosafety, laboratory 
support for surveillance, legislation, 
networking anrllahor;'ltory qu;'!Jity 

The objective of this training was to equip 
laboratories with necessary skill to develop 
their own proficiency testing programme. A 
total of 1 S participants from IDENTIFY 

China, Cambodia, 
supported laboratories in Cambodia (NaVRI), 
China (CAHEC), Lao PDR (NAHC), Malaysia 

Training on Quality Indonesia, LaoPDR, [ VRI), Philipppines [PAIIC), Thailand [VRI) and 
Assurance and 5·19September Geclong, FAO"AAHL Malaysb, Viet Narn (DAHl participated in the 12-day 
Standardization of 2011 Australia (LoA] Myanmar, training. The training program at the 
Diagnostic Reagents Ph iii ppincs, Thailan Austr<Jlian Animal Health Laboratory (AAHL) 

d and Viet. Narn reviewed the requirements under IS017025 
for quality assurancr of laboratory tests anrl 
training in providing Proficiency Testing (PT) 
to ensure laboratories arc producing accurate 
and correct results for tests carried out in the 

Jf'\~~g~~~!~}J'.Jli~Jt;!t~~~!IJJb~<!tl~~~~~~y~~LQR~£L~~~~· 
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capacity to provid~ proficiency testing will 
flilow nfltional flnimal hPflith lahorfltories to 
develop their own external quality assurance 
programme for their national laboratory 
network. 
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Table 4: List of joint meetings and conferences organized by FAO/OIE/WHO to support networking and promote national laboratory policies (linked 
to Activity 3.9 and 3.17.) 

Tentative Venue Organizer(s) 
Invited IDENTIFY 

Other Information Event Title Tentative Dates Countries 

Global 

Congo Basin 

The Interim The FAO ECTAD EA IDENTIFY coordinator 
s~cretariat was attended the meeting, facilitated and 
coordinated presented IDENTIFY. 
and hosted by The partners involved included OlE, AU· 
FAO ECTAD EA !BAR. EAC, I GAD. 

Second EARLN in The establishment of interim Secretarial 
9-10May2011 Intr.rim joint Nairobi, Kr.nyn roUaboration No IDENTIFY was Pnrlorsed by the CVOs meetings in 

network meeting with AU-IBAR 
suppOt'ted country urdcr to better coordinate the two 

and OlE Sub invited networks (epi and laboratory) in Eastern 
Regional Africa. 
Represent<ltive Livestock representative lEthiopiaj, 
in Eastern Wildlife representative {Tanzania) and VS 
Africa {Kenya) also attended the meeting. 

The participation of the RESOLAB 
2nd Joint Eoistern coordinator (FAO) enabled the 
Africa 

FAO ECTAD 
Uganda, DRC, development of stronger linkages between 

5-7 September 2011 Epidemiology and Kigali, Rwanda 
l'iairobi 

Tanzania and RESOLAB and EARLN networks. Meeting 
Laboratory Rwanda. also attcndrd by AIJ·IRAR, OlE, CDC, 
network meeting EARLN·FMD and other Eastern African 

countries. Wildlife sector reoresentcd by 
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participants from Kenya and Rwanda. 

SE Asia 

The Consultative Workshop for 
Epidemiology and Laboratory Network in 
the SAARC Region was organized from 27 
to 29 July 2011 involving the epidemiology 
and laboratory experts of animal health 
and wild life sectors of SAARC countries 

FAOIIDENTIFY SE 
and various other organizations like WHO, 

Asia C:oordinator 
OlE, EU and wild life personnel. The 

supported to 
workshop was attended by 43 country 

Consultation for 
deliver 

participants from the entire eight SAARC 
establishing a network Kathmandu, FAO Sub presentalion on member states. The workshop participants 
of Regional Leading 27-29 july 2011 

Nepal 
Regional 

theSE Asia 
recommended how the epidemiology and 

Diagnostic ECTAD, Nepal 
Regional approach laboratory networks should be set up and 

Laboratories, '" 
to laboratory 

functioned in the SAARC region inclurlinr: 

networking and mechanisms for networking among sub-

EPT 
national laboratories, linkage between 
national labor:Jtory and epidemiology 
networks, sharing of diseases information 
among member states and communication 
models. Also highlighted during the 
meeting was the importance of 
communication framework for the region 
and the need to have one 

16 repmscntatives Regional Framework for Laboratory 
Regional Laboratory from ASEAN 

Regional Reference 
Capacity Building and Networking in Asia 

Network Technical 4"5 August 2011 Bangkok, wots developed taking into account other FAO·OlE Laboratory for Advisory Group Thailand regional strategies including IOF.NTJFY 
Meeting,* HPAJ (VRI), 

Regional Laboratory Networking Strategy, Australian Animal 
Health Laboratory Asia Pacific Strategy for Emerging Diseases 
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(AAHL), FAO, (APSED), ASEAN HPAI Regional Strategy 
N<l.tinn<~llnstitutr. 

of Animal Health 
(NlAH) of 
Thailand, OlE, 
OFFLU, 
USDA(USAID, 

FAOIIDENTIFY SE 
Asia Coordinator Recommendations relevant to the current 

Meeting to Initiate a 
supported to tlevelopments in animal ht.'alth in Asia 

Strategic Plan and 
FAO · 

deliver were developed for a Strategic Framework 
StratE'gic Fr.:~mE'work 18· 1 q August Bangkok, 

presentation on by national, regional and international 
for Epidemiology 2011, Thailand RESPOND 

theSE Asia participants to represent the core 
Capacity Development 

Regional approach el~ments of a five~ year Strakgic Plan for 
in Asia 

to l<1boratory building epidemiology cap<1city in Asia. 
networking 

The main objectives were:(!) To share 
FAOIIDENTlFY SE updated information and experience in 
AsLa Coordinator anim<li health information networking, (7.) 
support~d to share To review progress made by OlE Members 
experiences and in Asia in line with the previous meeting 
lessons learnt in recommendations. (3) To discuss how to The 4th OlE Region<1l 
IJPAI control and improve animal health information Meeting on 

14-16September Chiangmai, 
DIE Tokyo 

present Regional networking to strengthen animal disease Strengthening Animal 
2011 Thailand Laboratory control and prevention measures at Health Information Network activities national and regional level, (4) To discuss Networking in Asia 

including the and review current I-ISN1 HPAI control 
Emerging measures in OlE Members in Asia in 
Pandemic Threat particular focusing on vaccinottion. The 
Programme and meeting was attended by participants from 
IDENTIFY, 21 countries/territories namely: 

Bangladesh, Brunei, Bhutan, Cambodia, PR 
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China, Chinese Taipei, Hong Kong SAR, 
Indonesi(J, Japan, RO Korea, L;ws, Mal<~ysi(J, 
Maldives, Mongolia, Myanmar, Nepal, the 
Philippines, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Thailand 
and Vietnam, local observers (Thai~DLD) 
and FAO. Tile IDENTIFY SE Asia 
coordinator shared experience and lessons 
learnt in HPAI control and present 
Regional Laboratory Network activities 
including the Emergin8 P;mrlemic Threat 
Programme and IDENTIFY. 

FAOIIDENTIFY SE 
Asia Coordinator WHO regional workshop aims to convene 

supported to share key national, regional 

experiences and and global public health and animal health 

WHO South East Asia 
lessons learnt in diagnostic laboratory scientists and EDP 

Region;1l Workshop on 
HPAI control and experts, and other stakeholders for 

theEmerging and 
20-22 September Jakarta, Indonesia WHO·SEARO 

present Regional developing the way forward for a 

Dangerous Pathogens 2011 Laboratory collaborative regional laboratory 

Laboratory Network,+ 
Network activities preparedness and response network 
including the coordinated with Global EDPLN to enhance 
Emr.rging the region's capacity for detecting, 
Pandemic Threat responding to and preventing outbreaks of 
Programme and EDPs in SE Asia. 
IDENTIFY 

* =side meetings with OlE,+ = side meetings with OlE and WHO 
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Annex 2: USAID EPT/IDENTIFY Project Position on Provision of Laboratory Equipment and 
Supplies 
August 30, 2011 

The IDENTIFY project seeks to strengthen national laboratory capacity for rapid and accurate 
detection of known key pathogens and appropriate handling of material from cases of disease 
with no identified cause. FAO/OIE/WHO are jointly implementing the IDENTIFY project through 
their existing institutional frameworks, mechanisms and netvmrks. These project effort-<; by 
IDENTIFY are often implemented alongside a variety of host governments', donors' and 
international organizations' \aboratmy capacity building efforts and investments, and 
coordinating and rationalizing JDEr..:TIFY's efforts among these other efforts needs to be done in 
a transparent manner. 

The IDENTIFY project aims to provide sustainable inputs into: 1) the development of guidance 
and policy for national laboratories; 2) promoting laboratory quality (e.g. biosafety /biosecurity, 
quality as.wrance, accurate diagnosis, and specimen collection, handling and shipping); 3) 
strengthening laboratory capanty in support of surveillance and response; and 4) enhanced 
laboratory networking. 

Given the EPT program's focused mission and limited funds, the IDENTIFY project doesn't 
intend to routinely provide or pay for partner laboratories' recurring material costs. On a case
by-case basis, where the absence of particular pieces of laboratory equipment or reagents are 
seriously limiting the laboratory's ability to perform normative disease testing, or '.vhere specific 
laboratory investments may improve a 1aboratory's ability to serve as a national and/or regional 
resource for normative disease testing, and where there is reasonable expectation that the 
government involved will sustain the efforts of the laboratory(ies) in question, then in these 
instances IDENTIFY will consider financing t~ese needs, and then only in full cooperation \Vith 
the relevant national authorities and in consultation with other EPT Partners. 

VVhile all three organizations recognize the need to engage regional parties in order to ensure 
sustainabi1ity and continued collaboration within and between the animal and public health 
sectors, the three organizations operate unde1· separate mandates and the approach to achieving 
their goals sometimes differs. For example, provision of laboratory equipment and consumables 
in support of points 2 and 3 above is considered by all three organizations based upon need and 
in line with the national authority, with the following distinctions: 

• For F AO, a regional approach is followed where a programmatic strateg<; exists in order 
to provide consumables such as reference reagents to countries equally, and national 
inputs are coordinated where need is identified and in agreement with t!le Ministry of 
Agriculture. 

• \Vhile the OlE may provide laboratory equipment and supplies on a limited basis w·ithin 
the context of the OlE Twinning Programme, the OlE is not planning wide-spread 
procurement of equipment or supplies under the IDENTIFY Project 

• For\VHO, both a regional and national approach is followed under existing regional 
platforms such as the Asia Pacific Strategy for Emerging Diseases (APSED), the Asia 
Pacific Strategy for Strengthening Health Laborator; Services and the Integrated Disease 
Surveillance and Response (IDSR) Strategy. Unlike FAO and OIE, WHO allocates funds 
under IDE:-.!TIFY directly to some ofits Country Offices. These funds may be used to 
procure equipment and laboratory supplies follo\ving the agreement of the Ministry of 
Health of those countries. 

Practical1y, should a USAID Mission or EPT partner in a given country wish to inquire about 
current or planned support for laborator; equipment or supplies through the IDENTIFY project, 
if the !DENT! FY Project has local representatives from VVHO and FAO in that country /region, 
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they may approa6 those people to convey their request or suggestion. For inquiries regarding 
public "health laboratories, the WHO representative may be contacted. Inquiries pertaining to 
support for animal health laboratories should be addressed to the FAO representative. 
Alternatively, if local or regional representatives are not available, USAID Mission and EPT 
partners may convey have queries to IDENTIFY's headquarters' representatives, or to the USAID 
Washington AOTR Requests or suggestions for provision of laboratory equipment can be best 
considered by the IDENTIFY Project if they are submitted early, when upcoming yearly work 
plans are being developed. 

When the IDENTIFY Project has queries related to planned support for laboratory equipment or 
supplies coming from USAI D Missions or EPT partners, these will be directed to the 
USAID/Washington AOTR, or the EPT Partner headquarters counterparts, who will attempt to 
collect and share any details on such provisions that would be of help to IDENTIFY, and its own 
laboratory strengthening efforts. 

Should there he an extraordinary need, for example a disease outbreak that has exhausted local 
supplies. a country may request addihonal support from the IDENTIFY Project for the1r 
laboratory services. FAO, OIE and WHO, as lDENTIFYpartners and also in keeping \Vith their 
respective organizations' mandates, will attempt to meet such requests. The three organizations 
would coordinate their response with the other EPT partners under the leadership of the 
relevant national authorities as appropriate. 
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Annex 3: Current status of the progress of the Veterinary Glossary presenting an overview for validated (new) diagnostic techniques in addition to 
OlE recommended methods. 

DISEASE TABLE MATRIX Review process 

1 African Swine Fever il.vailahle 
Reviewed by 3 reference labs, comments still awaited from 
expert review 

2 Foot and Mouth Disease available Heviewed by 2 reference lah, needs review of 3r~J ret:lab 

3 Influenza A Virus available R1•viewcd by 3 reference labs {F.U, USA) 
4 Newcastle Disease pending pending 

5 Peste des petits ruminants )ending Pending (submiW!d to expert review) 
6 Rabies available Reviewed bv 2 reference labs 

7 Classical Swine Fever pending Pending (submitted to expert review) 

8 Nipah/Hendra 1ending Pt<!nding (submitted to expert review) 

9 
Porcine Respiratory and 

pending Pending (submitted to expert review) Reproductive Syndrome 
10 Poxviruses pending Pending (submitted to exocrt review) 

11 Anthrax available/pending 
First draft :available (done by Reference lab), needs review of 
further Reference labs 

12 Salmonella pending Pending (submitted to expert review) 

13 Brucellosis available Developed by expert, sent to Reference lab for review 
14 Hemorrhagic Septicemia pending pending 
15 l.eptosplrosis 1ending Pending (submitted to expert review) 

16 Tuberculosis available Comments from 2 reference labs still awaited 
17 Cysticercosis ';J, I Needs review 01 'labs 
18 Trypanosomosis pending Pending (submitted to expert review) 

(19} Additional: EIA available 
............. .R~.-.:i~?:.Y_qQ_t>..Y.9!'~.8:~f~.r.q!"l.~!?.l.<!t> .. 
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Tables: Lists of IDENTIFY targeted animal and pub II<: health diseases including •oonoses 
IDENTIFY Targeted Diseases: Congo Basin and SE Asia Regions (alphabetical) 

For planning purpost.":> only for the IDENTIFY Projecti.!'l 

lnintly implt>rnt>ntt:d by FACl, Olf M1d WHO 

From SE Asi<t Anim<~l He<!lth Stakeholders 
From Congo Joint Stakeholders Meeting, Entcbbc, OZ~04/11/2010 

Meeting, Bangkok, 20·21/01/2011 

SE Asia Animal Diseases Congo Animal Diseases 

Afrk:an Hor:>~' Sickness~ 
Afrtcan Swine Fever African Swine Fever 
AnthraK Anthrax 

Brucellosis Brucellosis 
Clas£ital Swine Fever 

Conlagiou~ Bovine Plf~uropneurnonia 
Contagious Caprinc Pleu1·opneumonia * 
Cysti ccrcos cs * 

Foot and Mouth Disease Foot and Mouth Disease 
Hernorrh;;~gic Septicemia 

Influenza viruses Influenza viruses 
Leptospirosis Leptospirosis "' 

Monkey pox 
Newcastle Disease NewcastiP. Disease• 
Nipah 
Peste des Petits ~umlnants Peste des Petits Rumina11ts 

Porcine Respiratory l:lnd Reproductive 
Rabies Rabies 

Salmonella Bacterial enteric diseases 
Spongioform encephalopathies Spongioform encephalop<Jthies* 

Toxoplasmosis* 
Trypanosoma sis 

Tuberculosis Tuberculosis 
VIral haemorrhaglc fevers VIral haemorrhaglc fevers 

'lr:.\ed Jt. Ur:.eil~tJ:. of:.elvnd~ry~ullcern fw Congu Rewon 

BQid: tli$<o~~es ~ppe;;~ring •n ~t le<:~~t 2 t<:~bles 

Italic: di 'H~a'i<'> a PP<'Hifl!ll n 3 ta hi<?~ 

Congo Human Diseases 

AnthrttX 
Bacterial Meningitis 
Brucellosis 

llengu~ 

Hepatitis 
Influenza viruses 
Leptospirosis 
Malaria 
Monkey pox 

Plague 

Rabies 
Rickettsiosis 
Bacterial enteric diseases 

Toxoplasmosis* 
Trypanosomosls 
Tuberculosis 
VIral haemorrhaglc fevers 
Viral respiratory diseases 
Yelluw F10ver 
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Discretionary 
Disclosure?? This is 
clearly a draft 

OlE Listed Animal Diseases for IDENTIFY: SE Asia Region (alphabetical) 
For planning purposes only for the IDENTIFY ProjeclliJ 

I 
Jointly implemented by FAO, OlE and WHO I 

' 
No. Final Stakeholders' List OlE Listed Disease No. Related o~7u:iseases, 

not 0 Usted 

1 African Swine Fever African Sw1ne Fever 1 
2 Anthrax Anthrax 2 

Brucellosis (Brucella abortus) 3 ' ' 
3 Brucellosis 

Brucellosis (BrlJcello melitensis) 4 
Brucellosis (8rucello suis) 5 
Ovine Epididymitis Brucella ovis 6 

4 Classical Swine Fever Classical Swine Fever· 7 
5 Foot and Mouth Di5ease Foot and Mouth Disease 8 

6 Hae morrhagi c Septicemia Haemorrhagic Septicemia 9 
Highly Pathogenic Avian lnfluenla in 

7 Influenza viruses 
birds/Low Pathogenicity notifiable 10 
Avian Influenza in poultryJ:t Swine Influenza t 

Equine Influenza 11 

8 Leptosolrosl.s Leptospirosis " 9 Newcastle Disease Newcastle Disease 13 
10 Nipah Nipah Virus Encephalitis 14 
11 Peste des Petits Ruminants Peste des Petits Ruminants 15 

12 
Po rei ne Respiratory and Porcine Respiratory and 

16 
Reproductive Syndrome Reproductive Syndrome 

13 Rabies Rabies 17 
Fowl Typhoid t 18 Campylobacterjejuni + 

14 Salmonella 
Pullorum Disease t 19 Campylobacter coli 1 

Salmonellosis (Salmonella 
20 

Verocytolmdgenic 

abortusovis) Escherichia coli :J: t 

Spongioform Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy 21 Chronic Wasting Disease t 
15 

Encephalopathies Scrap1e 22 
16 Tuberculosis Bovine Tuberculosis 23 Avian Tuberculosis :t ·I 

Crimean-congo Haemorrhagic Fever 24 Marburg 

F:p1r.ootic Haemorrhagu:: Dtsea~e ·r 25 Lassa Fever 
17 Viral Haemorrhagic Fevers Rift Valley Fever 26 Hendravirus :J:+ 

Ebola 

Hantavirus 
t No deoignot~d OlE RefP.re~ce + C>~idanfe iJVOIIOIJie i~ OlE 
laboratory Terrestrial Man~al 

Bold: disea~es appearing In at least 2 * 01 E Ref ere nc~ L~ bor~ tory des i gn,1ted 
t~bles 

Italic. diseases appearing in 3 ~as defined i~ Chapter lOA of the OlE 

rabies Terrestrial Animal Health Code 

vers, 1 18.3.11 
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No. 

1 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

• 
9 

10 

11 
12 

13 

14 
15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

OlE listed Animal Diseases for IDENTIFY: Congo Basin Region (alphabetical) 
For plan 'ling p~rposes.onlv for the IDPH:FY Pw;ect~ 

Jointly implemented by FAO, OlE and WHO 

Final Stakeholders.' Us.t OlE Usted Disease No. 
Potential otllerdiseases., not 

OIEUs.ted 
.Afric.a.-, Horse Sick1ess* Af r;can Horse Sickness 1 
African SwinE! Fl!ver Afr,can Swire Fever 2 
Anthrax Anthrax 3 

Fowl Ty;':~10id t 4 Campy!obacter jejuni.,. 

Bacterial enteric diserues. 
Pullor.rn Disease t 5 Campy!obacter coli + 

Sai mone~ los is (Safrr.of'el!o Verocytot:;.xigemc 

abcrtusovis) 6 Escr:erichia coil t- + 

Bru:e !los is \Brucella abortus) 7 

Bmcef/.asis 
Bru:::e llos1s\Brucelkl mel.'tensl5) 8 

Brucellosis iBrvcelkl suis) 9 
Ovine Epididymitis \Bruce!!a vvis) 10 

Cu!lldgiuu~ Bovine Cm:!agiuu~ Buvine 

Pleuropne1..rr:on!a Pleurop,'leumon'a 11 

Contagious Caprine Cor,tagious Caprine 

PleuropneLmon:a"' Pteurop,1eumon•a 12 

Cysticerco5es" 
Por:;:i'le Cy~t1cercosis -t 13 Bovine Cvsticexosis + 

Edl inococcc~is/Hydati des is 14 
Foot and Mouth Disease Foot and Mouth Siisease 15 

Equine Influenza 16 Swine in~luenza + 

tnfluenza Viruses Highly Pathogen;c Avian lr~lue.-,za '" birds/lovJ Pathoger:city noti~<Jble 

Avian Influenza in ~oultry it! 17 

Leptospirosis* Leo:osp: rosi s 18 
M:;mkey Po:< 

Newca5tle Disease"' Newcastle DJsease 19 
Peste des Petits Ruminants Peste des PeHs Ruminants 20 
Rabies Rabies 21 

Spongioform En<:ephalopathies* 
Bovine Spong_ form Enceoh<~bpathy 22 C'lronic \l'ksting Disease t 

Scrap'e 23 

Toxoplasmosis* - ' Dourire 24 

Tryr::an::rsomosis 
Surra \Tryvanosoma evan~i) 25 

Ory;:~ar:osomcsis {tsetse-trarswitted: 26 

Tuberrulosis Bovine Tu:::.ercu:osis 27 Avian Tuber·:::L!OSIS _;_ + 
Crimean-congo f-<aemcrrhagic "ever 28 1\f.artlc~rg 

Epizoot'C Hae!Torrhagic Dise<Jse t 29 l<JSS<l fever 

Virof Haemarrhagic Fevers Nipah y, rus Encephalitis 30 Hendravin.:s t ~ 
Rift Val:ey Fever " Ebcla 

Hantav:rus 
"llsu,d a; dlse~>es cfs2cu'ld~ry t No dEsignated OlE Re.fec2me ~ba,~lmy EL>idancE .ani I able. Cr~OIE. 
=<c;em krCongo reg> <On T,.rro;>tri~l ~hflu~l 

t <JIE F;deref1<::~ l<>bo,-~torydc~'"'"~tecl 
Bold: dise~ses app.-ari11g ;,. at !ea•t l table; 

~ 3' jeflne.d ;,- C'>apEr 10 4 ·:>I tlw Oi': 
no lie: disease• app=r;ng m 3 tablEs TNr~swal A11:m'" Hea,!ll ::ode 

vers 1 H_3_ll 
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Annex 4: Global Laboratory Networking Strategy- June 2011 

Emerging Pandemic Threats Program 

IDENTIFY Project 

Background: 

The IDENTIFY project is the component of the USAID-funded Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) 
programme that focuses on the capacity oflaboratories in the public-health and animal-health 
sectors to contribute to the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens throug:'1 rapid 
detection of known pathogens and appropriate handling of material from cases of unidentifiab:e 
diseases. The IDENTIFY project is specifically designed to strengthen diagnostic capacities in the 
geographic ''hot spot" regions identified by USAID where new diseases have previously emerged. 
In addition to IDENTIFY, the EPT Program has projects called PREDICT, RESPOND, and 
PREVENT which cover the areas of vvildlife monitoring, field epidemiology and training, 
behavior change communications, and nationa: planning. lDENTlFY activities have necessary 
connections and interactions with the activities of several of the other components of the EPT 
programme. 

IDENTIFY is jointly implemented by the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization {FAO), the 
World Organization for Animal Health (OlE), and the U.N. World Health Organization (WHO). 
These organizations have long-established networks of laboratories which are an integral part of 
their public-health or animal-health function. Under the framework of the IDENTIFY project, the 
three organizations will enhance the diagnostic capacity and improve networking of these 
laboratories- both geographically and across the public-health and animal-health sectors. The 
net\\'orks will include international reference laboratories which will support national and 
regional laboratories, when necessary, by performing full characterization and investigation of 
"unknown" agents. The ultimate aim of the five-year project is to link togef'"ler a global 
LOOper·ative netwol"k lhal i~ fully t.apahle uf rapidly tliugnu.sing omtl r·ep~wling lu OIE 1mlistetl 
animal diseases and unusual epidemiological events or emerging diseases, and investigating 
events of potential international public health concern and reporting to WHO as required by the 
International Health Regulations {IHR). 

Laboratory networks, often vertical or disease-oriented in nature, exist and will be the 
foundation to which the IDENTIFY project will look to meet its goals. Gaps, both disease-specific 
and wit:-t respect to geographical coverage. exist. The IDENTIFY project intends to determine 
gaps and propose, in collaboration with national partners, mechanisms for capacity building to 
fill these gaps. National and regional ownership of capacity building and networking activities is 
critical. Regional parties are already active in regional networking and need to be engaged as 
early as possible in the planning process in order to ensure sustainabi!ity and continued 
collaboration within and betv .. ·een the anima: and public health sectors. 
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Steps to support enhanced laboratory capacity and networking 

A Identification of prioritv diseases and laboratories 

1. Identification of targeted normative diseases and emerging pathogens [Note"· steps 
A.1 and A2 conducted concurrently/ 

a. For each hot spot region, IDENTIFY project partners will compile a list of 
targeted diseases among humans and anima:s (including wildlife) in each 
region for which improved rapid and accurate diagnosis is needed within the 
framework of national and regional priorities. This list is based on official 
disease notifications, country disease data review. regional existing disease 
lists and priorities, literature review, input from national and regional 
stakeholders, previous regional occurrence, predictive modeling, and other 
relevant sources. 

b. Once the list of targeted diseases is finalized following the stakeholders 
awareness meetings, IDENTIFY project partners will catalog recommended 
and updated testing methods, identify associated pathogens or syndromes, 
and identify diseases which use similar testing technology, in order to better 
coordinate and increase impact of project activities, specifically laboratory
based training on testing methods. 

2. Identification of laboratories and networks in or providing services to the hot spot 
regions and countries [Note: continuous and evolving approach for Congo Basin and 
SE Asia regions] 

a. Within each of the hot spot regions, laboratory capacity of national animal 
and public health :aboratories will be assessed using standard criteria in 
agreement with national authorities. 

1. Resu~ts of assessment.-: previously conducted by the three IDENTIFY 
partners will be summarized and will act as the basis for additional 
data collection. This step could include incorporating available 
assessments conducted by other EPT partners. 

2. Additional targeted data collection on capacity will he conducted if 
necessary (by self-assessment and questionnaire) by IDENTIFY 
partners to fiE in gaps in knowledge on laboratory capacity. 

h. This information plus additional information from other EPT projects on 
geographic areas with the highest risk of pathogen emergence and spread, 
and in consultation with loca: stakeholders such as Ministries of Health and 
Agriculture, will a:so be considered in better targeting national laboratories 
for support, within the framework of national and regional priorities. 

c. !\:ationallaboratories {public health and animal health) will be the lowest 
level of engagement within a country for IDENTIFY. Exceptions \'Vill be made 
in cases where another laboratory has been specified by national authorities, 
or where this relationship could be defined andjor strengthened, and could 
provide the capacity to fill in gaps at national or regional levels. 

d. Continuous support to regional networking will enab:e information and 
experience sharing between countries, development of trust, regional 
decisions on laboratory strengthening 
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e. International and regional reference laboratories serving the hot spot 
regions. most of which are affiliated with the IDENTIFY partners' existing 
networks, will be incorporated to provide technical support to national 
laboratories in accordance vv:ith existing Terms of References or mandates if 
appropriate. These laboratories, along with high-capability national 
laboratories, can also support quality control/assurance for other national 
laboratories in the hot spot regions. 

f. The IDENTIFY partners V.'ill support development or adaptation of standard 
procedures and mechanisms, and reinforcement of linkages and 
communication to refer specimens {or strains) between the above
mentioned laboratories. This could include decision trees and algorithms for 
referring specimens associated with human or animal outbreaks for which all 
tests for known pathogens are negative to high capability laboratories and 
the referral of unusual or unidentified pathogens to reference laboratories. 

B. Strengthening of national laboratories in regional networks 

1. For the laboratories identified (step A.2.b above), more detailed assessments may be 
conducted in agreement with national authorities to fill information gaps and to 
identify specific needs {step A. La above)- which could include training, supplies for 
shipping, equipment, re-agents, etc- that arc needed to ensure that overall 
laboratory functioning. accuracy, and timeliness is improved according to the 
national laboratory's priorities with the ultimate goa: of improving disease reporting 
to the proper national authorities. 

2. Within the framework of national priorities and following laboratory assessments 
(see 8.1), partners will provide strengthening support, such as training, protocols 
and documentation, quality assurance systems, proficiency testing, networking 
opportunities. equipment, reagents, supplies, etc. for national laboratories. 

a. Development/adaptation and provision ofprDtocols and/or in-service 
training for laboratory· stafl related to testing, sample handling, laboratory 
biosafety, reporting, quality control, sample shipping, etc. Follow-up training 
may be required at certain intervals. 

b. Procurement and delivery of equipment, reagents, supplies, etc For 
sustainability reasons, it would be ideal for national authorities to include 
equipment and commodities costs in their hudgeb or to phase in coverage of 
the costs so the country is fully supporting recurrent costs for commodities 
and maintenance of equipment. At the stakeholders meetings, participants 
expressed their desire to develop a strategy for ensuring sustainability (see 
B.3 below). 

Note: These steps will he coordinated with national, regional, and global partners to 
ensure that this support is not already being provided by others. 

3. In collaboration with national authorities, the development of a sustainabi1ity plan 
by country wil1 be facilitated to assist the identification of sources of funding, 
including reinforced budget lines for national laboratories, to ensure optimal use of 
resources. 

C. Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing regional and global 
laboratory networks across public and animal health re.g. OFFLU. GFN. EDPLNJ and with 
relevant disease control authorities. 
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1. Within each hot spot region, the mapping exercise will include the inventory of 
activities of existing geographical/specialized laboratory networ}{s that already 
contribute to meeting IDENTIFY's goals. 

2. Discussions with the key global specialized networks (e.g. OFFLt;, GFN, EDPLN) will 
occur for the strengthening of linkages and increased collaboration beD.veen national 
laboratories and regional networks. 

3. IDENTIFY vvil: advocate for new and enhanced linkages betvveen laboratory 
networks and epidemiological networks both within the animal and public health 
sectors, and across sectors. 

4. For the laboratories in each hot spot region, collaborations and communication 
pathways will be strengthened in order to share samples, data, reports, etc. with 
disease control authorities. Development of mutual trust and interest within regional 
networks will be promoted. 
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Annex 5: List of Laboratories- SSEA 

Veterinary Laboratory Focal 
Disease 

National PREDICT 
Region Country Abbr specialty/focus 

laboratories point • Laboratory laboratory 

Cambodia 
National Veterinary Research 

CA·NaVRI Dr. Sorn San n/a Yes Yes 
Institute 

Lanezhou Veterinary Research 
CH-LVRI Hong Yin FMD 

Institute 

Yunnan Animal Science and 
CH·YASVI Dr Li Huachun Bluetongue 

Vet~;rinorv ln~titute 
China 

China Animal Disease Control 
Centre, Beijing 

CH-CADC Xinyan Zhai n/a Yes 

China Animal Ht!alth and 
Cll·CAHCC Song Cui ping 

Newca:.tle anti 
Yes 

Epidemiology Center, Qingdao Exotic Diseases 

Indonesia • 
Directorate of Livestock Animal 

ID DGLAHS Dr. Pudjiatrnoko n/a 
• Health Service 

~ Jr 13ounlom 
~ lao PDR National Animal Health Center LA·NAHC n/a Yes Yes • Douangngeun re 
-" Avian lnfluema 
~ Dr Ramlan , 

Veterinary Research Institute ML-VRI and Newcastle Yes Yes 0 
Mohamed ~ 

Malaysia 
disease 

Department of Wildlife and 
National Parks Peninsular Ml-PER Dato' Abd Rasid Wildlife Yes 

Malaysia Bin Samsudin 

Myanmar"' 
Livestock Breedine and 

MY LBVD 
Dr Maune Maune 

n/a Yes 
Vetcrin<Jry Dep::ntment Kyin 

Philippines Philippine Animal Health Center PH·PAHC 
Dr Magddlen.1 

n/a Yes 
Cruz 

Nationallnstitutf> of Animal 
TH·NIAH 

Dr Vi mol 
n/a Yes 

Health Jir<Jth<Jn<Jwat 
Thailand 

FMD Regional Reference Dr Panithan 
Laboratory Pakchong 

TH-RRL 
Thongtha 

FMD 
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• •• 
" "" ~ , 
0 

"' 

Chulalongkorn Un1versity Center 
Dr Sannipa 

for Emerp,ing and Re-Ernergine CUEIDAs 
Suradh<Jt 

n/a 
Disenses in Anim<'ll5 

Regional Animal Health Office 
VN-RAH06 Dr Ngo Than Long CSF and PRRS 

Number 6 

VIetNam Hanoi Agriculture University VN·HNAg Nguyen Thi Lan Wildlife 

National Center for Veterinary 
Diaenosis 

VN-NCVD Dr Nguyen Tung n/a 

Central Disease Investigation 
BL-CDIL 

Dr Bid han n/a 
Laboratory Chandra Oas 

Bangladesh 
fl<lngL~df>~h Livf>$10c:k Rf>~eMc:h 

BL·BLRI Dr Md. Gia.suddin PPR 
Institute 

Dr. Damodar 
Nepal Central Veterinary Laboratory NE·CVL n/a 

Scdai 

OlE Reference 
India** 

Higt1 Se!.:uriw Animal Di~eose 
IN-Il$AI'll Dr.$. C. l'lubey Laboratory fc)r 

LaborJtory 
Avian Influenza 

*Participation of lndone;ia to regional activities in Year 3 and of Myanmar (not 5l1pported by 
IDENTIFY) will be funded from other sources 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
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List of Laboratories- CONGO BASIN 

Country Veterin.aty labotatories Abbreviation Disease specialty/focus* 

Cameroon Laboratoire National VE-tt.>rinaire, Garoua, LANA VET L/\NAVr_T 
PPR, ASF, NCD Jnd CBPP, r.1bies, 

tuberculosis, brucellosi:. 

Central African Republic Laboratoire Central V€terinaire de Bangui, LACEVET LACEVET ASF, PPR, NCD, Rabies, brucellosis 

Democratic Republic of 
Laboratoire Wtt.'rinaire de Kinshasa, LCVK LCVK 

MPX, RVF in ruminants, ASF, NCD ,AI, LSD, 
Congo PPR, rabies, brucellosis, CBPP, ASF, FMD 

Equatorial Guinea Laboratoire National ECAA·KM 7 ECAA-KM 7 n/a 

Gabon Laboratoire National V€t<2rinaire de Libreville, LNVL LNVL n/a 
-------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ ---------------------------------------------

Republic of Congo 
Laboratoire de diagnostic v€t€rinaire de Braaaville, 

LDVB CBPP,PPR 
LDVB 

Rwanda Nation<.~l Veterinary Lilboratory, RARDA, Rubirizi, Kigali RARDA AI, CBPP, CCPP, RVF, PPR, brucelosis 

South s~,~dan CEOnlr<JI VP.lerin<Jry L<JIJor<Jtr)ry, J'rba CVL (S.Sudan) rr/a 

Tanzania Central Veterinary Lab, CVL in Temeke, Dares Salaam CVL 
AI, BrB, FMD, CBPP, HVF, PPH, NCIJ, ASF, 

rabies, brucellosis 

Uganda National Veterinary Lab, NVL in Entebbe NVL 
FMD, CBPr, Influenzas (HlNS, HlNl), ASF, 

PPR, rinderpest, rabies. 

Regional service laboratories for Congo region 
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Botswana 
Botswana Nat1onal Veterinary Laboratory, BNVL, 

BNVL AI, NCO, CBPP 
Gaborone 

National Animal Health Diagnostic Investigation Centre, 
Ethiopia NAHDIC, Sebeta (Selected by EARLN as regional service NAHDIC AI/ND/IBD, AHS, PPR, CBPP, CCPP, RVF 

lab for AI/ND, Ea}tern Afr·ica) 

Notional Vetcrin<lry Research Institute, NVRI, Vom CBPP, PPR, ASF, FMD, NCO, Coccidiosis, 
Nigeria (elt>cted by RESOLAR ns one of the two regio11al NVRI HPAI, Rabil?~, Anthrax, Snlmonellosis, 

laboratories) Brucellosis 

labor<:~1:oirl;' Nationo;JI d~;> l'rl~;>v<Jge et de Rech~;>r,:hes Rinderpest, RVF, PPR, ASF, NCO, FMO, 
Senegal veterinaire, LNEVR, Dakar, (elected by RESOLAB as one LNERV Tuberculosis, Rabies, AnthrClx, 

ufthe lwo regionclllclbordtorilo'~) salmonelosis, Peste equine, LSD, AHS, HPAI 
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Annex 6: Questionnaire adapted from the lab-mapping analysis tool 

laborator Date: 

Contact: Email: 

lab Address: 

Address 2: 

Tele hone: Fax: 

Instructions: select on:y one .;Jnswer per row and ~ecord score in gre'{ shaded space below. Scores wi:l t'"len be 
transferred to excel sheet 

L 

0 

c 
A 

T 

0 

N 

L 

A 

• 

• 
u 

0 

G 

E 

T 

• 
A 

s 

3 2 1 0 

lso:ated compo:.nd outside 
of res;denti<~l are« 

Proper con!:a·nment + 
guard (24 hr) + ~estricted 

access t::> l:::uilding witll 

Identity C<lrd {emoloyees) 

only 

lso:ated compound l~: low 
pop..:lated are<~ 

Proper corr:a:nment 

g'-';:~rd (24 h] 

S!ngle building 

pop:.~lated <~rea 

n low 

lnsc.ffic'ent containment I 
low biosewrity level / 

gu.;~-d present 

il.cces.s to hghway, airport, Access to highway, airport, Access 5omet1mes d1fficc;lt 

"!<!rbo:.~r and I or stat1cn harbour or st<~tion within 60 
within 30 rrinutes !:"linutes 

Building with!ll res:den:ial 
area 

Easy <Kcess to 'abor<~tory 

compou"IC: by visitor I 
st~,;wger I CC'lt;;~irrnent 

insvffic:ent /no guard 

Limitations 1:"1 access to 

tr<~llspcrt mea:1s \tr.r'"fi;: 

jams, bad :oad, airport fari 

3 2 1 0 

Lab is f·nancially 
actto:lor:'loJs, bnds for lab 

from public 5ource a:~dloc 
self-gen<:>r.;~ted 

Lab is almast financially 
auto"!omor..:s, funds for :ab 

from pr..:blic or ~elf-

generated AND 

developmetJt p-ogr;;~mmes 

lab has irsuffic,ent own 
budget, activb:ies 
dependant on development 

partners 

Lab ha5 f10 owf1 budget; a:l 
a-=tivities exclusiveli" re·y on 
exter:~al funding ~ource 

tab budget allows ample Lab budge: al·ows a little tab finances are insufficient No re-;earc'l ac:.ivity due to 

opport.mity for research research for proper research insdficent lab b~dget 

Lab budget s:.~fficient fo~ 

·ndepel"'dent c~pgradirg of 
·arger lab irfrastructure 

Lab budget would allc·w a 

little independent 
upgrading of infrastructure 

Upgrading by use of lab 
budget only for sm<~ll <:~tld 

cheap jnfrastructural 

changes 

Upgrading Oi'l'Y W!th 
exter:-~al funding 

3 2 1 0 

Co'1Start st<Jble electric:ty 
S\.Jpp:y and autom;;~tk: 

switd>0-'1 gene~ator 

Stable electnc'ty supply ard 

gene~ator {m;:~nJally 

ope'<>ted) 

freqJent electri-cal 
ins ~a bility/~·oltage 

irregui<Jrity, m<~nu<>lly 

::>perated ge"lerator 

Electricity supp:y :ess than 
10 hours p€r day, gene~ator 

does not ru'l perm;:~nently 

or not existen: 
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c 

s 
u 
p 

p 

L 

y 

0 

R 

G. 

L 

N 

K 

A 

G 

E 

L 

A 

• 
s 

c 
0 

M 

M 

u 

N 

c 
A 

T 

Conc;.taPt supoly of good
quality water {pipe) 

Un:imiteO acCEss to purifi€'d 
water. own produc":"io:1 of 
deior1:sed and distilled 

water 

Co:-.sta'lt ~uppty of water 
th~ough pi;::e or tank; b.ack

up tank available 

Acceo..s 
d1stilled 
sou~ce) 

to deiol'is-ed ar\d 
water (extemal 

Supply of wace~ through 
tank, sometimes 
i,suffcient or qual it;' low 

tim:ted access to deion:sed 
and/or disti'led wacer 
texternal/mtemai so.1rce) 

l>egul.;n water s:.~;;~ply 

o:fficult access to deicni~d 
and/or dis.t1l:ed water 

3 2 1 0 

Orga:-~igr.-;~m '"' Orgarigr;:~m and 0""garization sys.tem in Freqt;ent ~hifting af 

organiza::on system m organ,za:io:-~ sy:.tem '" placE, but frequent personne:, no consequeN 
;::Jiace + written descriptio!' place; staff mos.tly know ::harges, staff not always organization sys:e-m 
of resoons,bilities their roles aware of their ro:es 

3 2 1 0 

Close collaboration with and 
constant sup;:.oort of sateiii:e 
·abs* (hereafter: satlab) 

Close cortact w•th satellite 
labs, bt.:t 
due to 
budget 

suppon: l:mited 
insu'frcie'lt 'ab 

:::ontact wit~ satellite laos, 
but ::ollabo·ation difficult 

Collaboration v~.<th satellite 
labs ·nsufficient 

Support of sat:a~ by training Su;:;;:.oort of satlabs by Support of satlabs Oy ra:e No trarsmission of training 
on reg!.ilar ba;;i:;c trai'ling on irregui;;~r IN;;;is tr;;~ining to satlab:; 

of provis·or Support 
;::rov:sb" of i1 ree;L<Iat pruv.sicn of 1n<oter ial/r>2agenb/kits 

of No poss;biiity for provision 
of !nateria!j:-eage•Jts/kits 

-naterial/ ~eage "ts/k:ts on naterialjreagerts/kits 
~egl:!ar basis 

3 2 1 0 

Constart 
conn!:'ctivity 
quality 

telephone/fax 
'"'<th good 

Good and soeedy internet 

connection, ail scaff has 
aa:ess in ail areas Cabs, 
offKe, .. ) 

Good tele;:.oho;"Je/fax 
conne::t:viey, some; rnes 
interr1.1pted 

Good interne~ connection 
in offices; not all :.taff 
membe-r :~ave acce-ss 

Conne;:tivity and quality of 
pho:1e/f;;~x scmetimes poor 

lnter'let conrection limiteci, 
but in general fair:y well 

.,, connectivity of 
phone/f<Jx oue ::o problems 
w~th line or eh;t;Jricity 

l'ltemet is slow and 
interrup:ed; on:y selected 

staff me-n:Jer have access 

StaF :~.as free access to Free access to Hbrarv, UOrary might be eJ<istent, No access to l;brary, and 
scienHic pubiica:ions 
(library, online jour'lals) 

lns:itute has website and 

limited access to online
JOi,.rnals 

!nst:tute has web:.ite and 
irreg~larly oublisl-es 

but net uo-tc-cate, limited 
access tc onlire--;-. 

lni10use and 
informations are 

external 
published 

orry to few O!liine joum<ils 
(non-restrk:ted) 

No websi~e, no 
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0 

N 

N 

F 

• 
A 

s 

T 

• 
u 

c 

T 

u 

• 
E 

E 

Q 

;:Jrodu<:es regular bu:letin information ::m req;.~est ir.forn<Jtion s~.ring 

3 2 1 0 

AI· iar:: departments ace Lab depar:ments "' Sepa"ation in place but not 
clear:y separated and well separolted but can be strictly follc·wed 
conta:ned by use of accessed by 'ab &taff from 
d~infecticns, change of lob othe~ depa,tment 
coats; ident1ty badges oc 
otrer me;:;ns 

fad:ities (labs: 
departments 

of all Fadlities of 
well- departrrents 

PlOSt of 
well-

0'11y some labs <Fe well
maintair,ed and well :coked 

after 11aintained and well looked 
aher by lab staff 

BSL-3/4 Virology lab IBSC-111} 

Maintaired well 
locked ahe~ rY'{ lab staff 

BSL-2/3 Viw:ogy 
\2xBSC-II) 

Lilb BSL-1/2Virclogy lab (1rBSC
II) 

BSL-3/4 Pos:morte"l room + BSL-2/3 ;lf,/ -room+ BSC-11 
BSC-111 

BSL-1/2 PM-roof'l ~BSC-11) 

BSL-3/4 Bacter>ology lab + 
BSC-11 

BSL-3 Ammal facility :n use 
for experiments and 

~io:;rod.Jcts (diagnosis) 

PCR set-up iex-::ractio,'l, Mr'-", 
template, rra.:::hinej 

separated including charge 

of ·ab ciotbes (coats <111d 

>.hoes) 

AI· lab-s are clo:.c:d rooms and 
C.arbcur Air Conditio'ler in all 

departme11ts 

BSL-2/3 Bacteriology lab+ BSL-1/2 BactEriology laO .. 
BS!:-11 hBSC-11 

A.nf~al facility 1'1 c:se 
produccion of ciagnostic 

reag;:onts (SPF-eggs, .sera 

etc.) 

?CR .set-.. p (extracton, 
MM, tempiate, ma~::h'ne) 

.separated, b.rt no change 

of :ab clothes 

Labs m most of 
departments oce dosed 
rooms eob harbour Air 
Co'lCitioner 

Ammal facit:ties ava;:at:e 
but not in use 

Different rooms av<!!lable, 
but not in ;::onsequent use 
for PCR se:-up .separation 

Or;ly labs '" spenfic 

departments {e.g_ AI-Lab) 

have dose-c rooms <~nd 

harbour Air Ccndi!:ioner 

No clea" separation 

fl."o.st lilbs of the 
departments ilre m poor 

status. 

No biosafe ',[,rology lilb 

{BSC-H net function.ng or 

not ex:sten:l 

No bio'X!fe Pl\.11->oom, no 
ESC 

No biosafe Bacteriology lab 
{BSC-H net func~ion:ng or 

not ex:sten:) 

Animal 
available 

oct 

No sepilratio'l of ?CR set-up 

Lab doers or winc:ows de 
not properly c:ose, hardly 
any AC ;.., rooms 

3 2 1 0 

Virology/Serology 
departme11t suffkiently 

eouipped !:o carry out 'X!fe 
diagnosis of various viral 
diseases :nduding 

V!fology/Serology 
department sufficiently 
equipped to carry out s<~fe 
diilgnosis of oniv selet:ted 
disease (e.g. i-!PAI) 

Virclogy/Serclogy 
department lacfj modem 
equipment for diagrosis of 
v!rill oi.seases 

Virology/Serology 
department l.acks bask 
equ:pmen: for diagnosis of 
viral diseilses 
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u 

p 

M 

E 

N 

T 

• 
E 

A 

G 

E 

N 

T 

Molecular 

s ... fficiel'tly 
carry out 

section 

equir:-ped to 

diagnosi.:. of 
var1ous diseases 

Patho:ogy dep.:<rtmen! 
suffkier,tly equipped to 

safely carry out necropsies 
and histo-pathological 
techn:ques 

Bacte~1ologv 

sufficiently 
departmem 

eqllipped to 

carry out safe dagnosis of a 
broad range of bacterial 

disei'ises 

Parasitclogy departmem 
s;;fficieNiy equipped to 

carry out safe diagnosis of a 

broad range of 

:::arasitclogical diseases 

A r'!O!Jile BSL-3 lab 

:a:.~tomobi'e) is ready fo· 
;;se i:l emergency situat;ons 

Molecular section 

s-..~fficiently equ,ppea to 
carry out diagnosis of HPAI 

(including realtime PCR 

cyder and seq:.~encer) 

Pathology 
sJffidently 

c<Jrry ou<: 
limited 
ted:niques 

deoartment 
equippec to 

nenopsies ar1d 
pathological 

Bactenology departmen~ 

s.Jfticie-ntly equipped to 
carry out safe diag"osis of 

at ieast the most imocrtant 
bacterial di~eases 

Parasitology de::lartment 

s.Jfficiently eqllippeo to 
carry out safe diagi'OSIS of 

at least the most imocrtont 

paros!tologicaf diseases 

mobile BSL-3 :ab 
(i'i~.;tomobilel b ir> piace, bur 
hil~ no: been maintained 

Molecu:ar section lac~s 

>Od 
PCR 
gel-

modern 

might 
cyclers 

equiprrent 
harboc;r old 

and 
electrophoresis equipment 

Pathology Cepartme:1t l«c'<S 
modern equ:pment -"or 

Pathological techniques 

department 
Jacks modern equip~ent for 
diagnosis of important 
bactedal diseases 

Parasitology department 
.lacks mcdern equipment for 

diagnosis of im~ortar.t 

parasitological disease:;. 

A mobile 
(a;;tomobile) 
proc.Jrerrent 
process 

BSL-3 lab 

·S unde~ 

j unde~ 

Molecc~lar sECtior lacks 
even basic equ,pment 

Pathology depart~ent lacks 
basic equiprrent for 

di;:~gnosi~ of viral diseases 

Bacteria departmem facks 
basic equipment fer 
diagnosis of :::Jacterial 

di.se.ases 

Paras·tology dep-a'1:ment 

lacks basic equipment fer 
d1.agncs1s of parasicolcgical 

d1.sea.ses 

N«>ver heard o" mobile BSL-
3 iab 

3 2 1 0 

A broad range of re<Jgen:-; 

can be inde,::endently 
procur€d for d:agl'ostic use 

Reag-ents/material for 
diagnost.c .1se can be self

:::Jroduced in good quai'ty 

:acco1ding to 5tandards) 
;:~nd suffidert amoun 

Separate storage ond 
documentat:on of different 

material (reagents, sera, 
samples ... ) accordmg to 

standards of QA I 0.\IIS 

Vi:-ology/Seru!ogy 
department har~our<> 

suftkiert reagents fo' 

diagno~is of a broad range 

A fimited range ot reagent~ 

c;:~n be independe<Jtly 
prccureci for diagno".tic use 

Few reagents/ma:erial for 
diagnost;c use can be self

produced, efforts taken tc 
produce in gooc q:.~ality 

<ICCO"ding to :::a'ldads 

Separate stor<~ge of 

different material 

{reagents, sera, sample; .), 
but no! docu!l'ented 

Vnotogy/Serology 
departmen': harbour:; 

s.Jfficient reagents for 

diagnosis of ~ne mo~~ 

impartant viral diseases 

Only few reageflts can be 
i'1Cependently p"Uc:ured -for 
diagnostic use 

Fe>N reagentstmacer:ai for 

diagnostic use can be 

produced, 
quest;onoble 

quality 

No consequent seoaration 

of storage of d:fferent 

material 

Virology/Sere logy 
department harbo:.rs 

Fmited reagents -for 

diagnosis v;ral disease~ 

All reagents fur diagnostic 

use mus: be proc.1red by 
extema/organ!zatiol' 

Nc OWfl 

qua!~ty 

production cr 

of produced 

reagents/moter~a! 1s 

doubtful 

No separation, storage 

doc~btfvl becatJse of 
lir:1itations :n functior.a:ity 

of freezer / fridges, 

insdfic.ent documentation 

Virolcgy/Serology 
dep;:~rtment harbours 

hardly "'~"{ reagents.- or 
re;:~gents <l'e exp red, or 
reagents have not been 

4 
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of viral dio;.eas:es 

Molecular section harbours 

sufficient rea,;:ent>. fo~ 

"TIOien:lar oiagrosis 

Bacteriology departmenc 

"!arbours sufficiem reagen:s 
for diagr,osis of a broad 
range of bacteria: d:seases 

Patho'ogy dep3rtmenc 
"!arbours sufficiem reagen:s 

for profound patho
f,istologicai invesFgatlons 

Parasitology dep«rtmenc 
"larbo:.~rs sufficien: rei3gen:s 

for diagnosis of <1 broad 
mng9. of par;:~si:ologicai 

diseases 

(e.g. AI, ND, rabies: ... ) 

I'V1clecuiar sect'on harbours 

reagents for <1 limited r<~nge 
of :nole;::c;lar diagnosis 

Bacteriology deoartment 
harbours suff,cient reagents 
for diagnosis of the- most 
importaflt 
diseases [e.g. 

bactena! 
An::hrax, 

SaiFJonel:csis, Tube:c"'los!s, 
Pasteureila ... ) 

Pathology deoartment 
harbours suff,cient reagents 

for necroos,es I gross

pathology 

Para~itolcgy deoartme:r:: 
harbours suff:de'lt reagents 

for diagnosis of the most 
important 

diseases 

par3sitologkal 

Molecu:ar section harbours: 
Lm1ted reagents molecu!<:~r 
diagnosis 

department 

harbours limited reagents 
for diagnosis bactenal 

diseases 

Pathology dep;:~rtmert 

harbours limited reagents 

for pathology 

Par<~~itology department 
harbour-s iimlted reagents 
for diagnosi-s p<Jr;:~sitologk<il 
di5eases 

properly sto•ed 

f\folece~lar diagnosi:; cannot 

be carried o.Jt due to l;:~ck of 

v<~iid re-age-Dts 

Bacteriology depa~tme-nt 

harbou~s. hordiy any 

reagents, or reagents are 
expired, or reagents :Jave 
not beer: properly stored 

P<Jthology 
harbou~s: 

deJX~~ment 

hordiy any 
reagents, or reagents are 

expired, or reagents :Jave 
not beer: properly stored 

Paras:tology dep;3rtmert 
harbou-s .lwrdi>; any 
re3gents, or re3gents are 
e~rpired, or reagenh have 
not been properly stored 

3 2 1 0 

Suff'cient number of skiiled 

staff in each departMe"lt 

Hfgh expertfse of st;:~ff in 
v1 :ology_h>ero: ogy 

dep;:~rtment 

Suffi(<ent nu~ber of staff, 
but not of! trained in each 
department or not always 
avadable 

'vVe!f-trained but not vert 
exper:en<:ed stat:' m 
viro:ogy/serology 
departmen': 

Number of staff not 
sufficient/not owifabfe 'n 
most of the dEpartments 

Trained stcrff •n 
v1ro:og1,'/serology 
department, but !ack 
>notivation 

High expertise of staff in W9.Jf-trained but not very Trained staff in molecuia" 

cnolec'-'!ar sectior experienced staff Tl section, but lack motivation 
molecular sect1cn 

H1gh e~rpert;se of ~taff in 
~acterioiogy dep;:~rtme,t 

High e~pertise of staff in 
o<~rasitclogy department 

·,ve/1-trair:ed bur not vert 

<:Jt.perienced staF 'n 
b<icterio:ogv departmert 

Well-trained but not very 

experienced -st<iff 
parasitology departme:Jt 

Trained s~<Jff in !J<Jcter!ology 
department, but lack 
moti•Jation 

Traired staff in paras:tology 
depan:ment, but lack 
motivation 

Serious tor:k of skilled 
personne' in ,11ost of the 
departments 

Staff 1n virclogy/sero:ogy 
department not trained or 

not experienced or not 
motivated or all 

Staff ir Mo:ec,Jiar section 

not trained 
exper;enced or 

not 
not 

motivated or all 

Staff in :Jacterio'ogy 
department r.ot tr;:~ined or 

not experierced or not 
motivated or all 

Staff parasito:ogy 
department r.ot trainee cr 

not expener.ced or not 

5 
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lab staff ~s activelv 'nvol11€d 
·n lab work for > 35 

;,ours/week 

Errerge"lcy serv"KE ,s 1r1 

;;;lace for 24 hours 

Mairt<:>nance 
:pli.Jnbing_ 
'Tle<:hanics 

available 

staff 
electricity, 

etc.) always 

Lab staff is. actively invclved 
in lab work for > Z5 

houro.Jweek 

Wee":end sh1fts are :n p ace 

Mai1tenance staff dt..r:ng 
working ho:.rs available 

motivated or all 

tab sta'f is pr€senc for> 25 lab sta'f migh: ~e p~eo:.ent, 
hou'"S/week, but not always but mos:lv not acti•'E 
active 

Irregular e~ergency 

service/wee~end shifts 

Maintenance ~Wff ;:~vai:.ab:e 
with delay i'l arrival 

No emerge1cy service 

Very o:ttiwlt get 
maintenance staff 

3 l 1 0 

Patho:ogy departmen-:: 
:eceives >5 e<rcasses daily 

for post-morttom 

Wb daily receives >10 
oioiogical samples fo' 
rOL:ti'le diagnosis 

>20 samples 
.nvestigated in ?CR weekly 

l<~b IS r'i:'gular:y ;nvolved if' 
active 5Urveillance of >3 
animal diseases 

Sample proce-;sing i; 
.rr.rr,ediately carried out by 

skilled and experieru::ed lab 

staff 

Sad-reporting to the 
shipper/sender/owne~ of 

sampi'i:'s is immedi<Jtely 

can<ed o:Jt after receiving 
results 

Pathology deoartmem 
receives 5 carcas.ses daily 
for post-mortem 

L;;~b daily receives 5-10 
biologiwl Siimples for 
roc:tine diagnosis 

10-20 samples are 

investigated 1n PCR weekly 

L.ab is regular:y involved in 

active su-veill;mce of 2-3 
anim.al d,seases 

Samp:e prm::essing is carried 
out somecimes with delay 

by skilled anc expe~ienced 

lab sta-:'f 

B;;u::K-reporting :o the 
s"lippe~lsend'i:'r /owne' of 

S<>'Tlple.s is carried oc~t with 

delay bu: wi:hin ore week 

Pathology department 
rectoivtos <5 carc.asses daily 

for pcst-mo:-tem 

Lab daily receives 

biotcgk<~i samples 
rcutire diagnosis 

<5 

<10 X~rnples a·e 

investigated in PCR weekly 

Pathology der;-artmert 
receive::; ca:casses on:y in 

errergency situa::ions 

Lab daily receives t:iological 

samples on:y 'f' emergency 
si!:uatiors 

No PCR applicable, or only 
in rare c~rcumstances With 

do.Jbth.l ~esults: 

Lab is .actively :nvolv'i:'c: in Lab is ve:y rarely involved in 

surveillance of <2 arimal active surve·l:a:1ce 
dise.;~ses 

Samp'e processirg is carried 

out mostly with de:ay by lab 
staff 

Bac:.:-reporting w the 
ship per /sender I owner of 

5afTlples often t.;~kes >1 

week 

Sam;:>le processing is ca~r:ed 

out mostly with delay; 
some"!:'rres becaJse :ack of 

s:t.aff no proces.stng 

Sometimes I often no bee< 
reporting of resc~lts 

3 2 1 0 

~e<:ropsies conducted by 
r,igh-skilied pa:r,ologists 

HistopathologiCal 
nvestigatio'l weli applied 

Necopsies condt.:cted by Neuopsie.s conducted by 
trained bu: U!'experienced laboratory person 

pathologists 

No expert:se in patrology I 
no tecrrology I pa:h:>logist 
available 

No rreans for 
histopa~-.oiog:cal :e<:hnique 

6 
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Electronic 
functiorlal 

microscopy Eie~t~on:c microscope Electronic micHJSi:ope non No electmnic m~eroscope 

functional but no cr;e~ator functional 

Well-exoerienced and 
oicsafe cell culturing witt> 

>5 different cell types 

Biosafe Cul:uring with 
Embryonated c4:cken eggs 

\ECE) 

Cell-cultur'ng possible but 
with Frrited cell types 

Culturing W'th E>noryo'1ated 

chicken eggs (ECE) under 

limited BSL 

Regular use of serologka! Use of some serologic<JI 
assays: ,ike ELISA, HI_ .<~s:s:a'{!' for s:pec::h: diseases: 
!mm:.~ro-h'stochemis:try, 

.4.GID for di.<~gnosis of bro;:~d 
~ange of animal diseases 

PCR techr1ology (including PCR technology ;;sed for 1-5 
realtime) u&ed for >5 genome detect·on 

geno!:"le de:ec:tion 

Sequencing :echnology SeqtJerdng rare•y used 

a~pliec and regularly used 

AniMal experiMents: as 
diagnost'C :echnologv 
appheo (ICPI, 1\1?1, mo..-se 

.noculation) 

A.r:ima! 
diagnost'C 
applied 

expertmems as: 

technology 
under Fm1ted 

con:l1!:ions 

:::e:!-culturing possible with No ce!'·cu:ture 
l>nited cell t;'pes, bu: no 
expe~'se 

lim.ted use of ECE due :o No use cf ECE 

vane us reasons 

O:~ly use of Vf!ry basic No use of ,_ero·o:g;cal assays 

jerolog1ca- as5-ays li'(e Ht like EUSA. H', Immune-
.AGE) for specifk disease.;; 

BaSIC PCR technology 
applied only for 1 ge'lome 

detection 

technology 

av;;~iloble but rot in use 

_Animal experimerts may be 

used but lac~; of 
:>ppropriate expertise/othe' 
::onditlo:1s 

histoche:'listcy. AGIO 

No ?CR technology applied 

No sequencing tedFlo•cgy 

ava'lable 

No a1imal expenmen:s 'n 
u<e 

3 2 1 0 

StaF o-:' each depart men! Not ali staff. not '" rarelv No regular train'ng 
"e~::eives annual training fo' departmen: 
·wprovemert cf lob 
diagnosis: 

Scaff o' each depart men~ Not a!' staft not '" rarely No weekly in~10use :raining 

~ece1ves w-ee!df" i'lhcus.e departmen: 
tra;nmg 

'" staff ·eceives regular Not ali staff. not '" rarelv No :raining in QA/QC 
tra;ning in ouality assurance departmen: 

(QA)/~::o'ltrol (QC) 

Key staff rece1ves regular No: al: staff, not '" rarEI\1 No :raining in equi~me~t 

tra'ning 'n eq.1ipmen~ departmen~ maintenance and 
ma1nten,arce end calibration 
calibration 

7 
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He.;~ds. trairu;oc i:-~ lab 
'113n<Jgement 

Cleanirg staff trained In 

Oiosafety /biosecu<ity 

Not tr~ined cut instructed 

by he<Jd of lab 
Ne·ther trained, 
i1st:ucted, but aware 

No :raining lob 
man3gemert 

nor Cleaning s:aff not tra'ned at 

'" 
3 2 1 0 

ISO 17025 instal·ed fa
some d.seas..es, or particular 
departments + external 
control program+ audits 

ISO :L702.5 pr·ncip:es 

applied and regularly 
chec:..ed by lab staff 

In process of a::iapting ISO 
17025 principles 

No ISO 17025 principles 
appl;ed 

A.nnual participatio."l ir1 
Prof:cier;cy Testing fer >1 
disease 

Annual participation i11 PT Irregular partici;:;.ation for 1 No PT ;Jarticipat~on unt;l 
for 1 d:sease disease now 

SOPs for all methodologv 
prepared and in use 

Proper validat;cn to: 
nhou~e mett~ods ! 

Che(. '<i:Jg 1.i:s be" ore use 

Quality officerjr:1anager 
assig1ed + qual;ty- manual 
appheo 

SOPs only 
Methodo•ogy 

for selected 
of most 

important diseases 
prepa~ed and lf1 use 

Quality manual applied 

Preparation of SOPs unde 
process 

Quality officer / manager 
assignment and ql'ality 

m:>rualunder P'Ocess 

Use of interr.<ll test qual:ty QC after, but not alway5 QC r;rely applied 

control (QCj according to applied 
nternatbnal st<>r,d<Jrds 

!det1tiFc.ation <>nC trackirg 

of each sarnple entering the 
·ab by use of '--1\~S 0' 
Oar coding 

ldel"'tification and tr.:ock:ng 

of each samp~e errteri:1g the 
lab by use of precise log
Book+ Excel file 

OlE guidelit1es are followed, OlE IVan.Jal in place 
and CIE Terrestrial Manual 
sin re-sular use 

lder.tificat:on <1:1d tracking 
::>f saMples cnlv o' some 
(important) disease; 

OlE t.l'anual rarely use<! 

Hardly <~nv SOP 

No exper~e~ce in val;dation 
or eva'U<Jtion te;;:hniques 

No Q~al:ty officer/manager 
and no quality marual 

No expe.-,ence i:. QC 

l>egul.;n identification al"'d 
tracking o~ samples applied 

No not~ee of OiE Mat1Jal 

3 2 1 0 

Biorisk officer is assign€'d 
and SOPs for personnel 

biosafety /biosecurity 

Key-S:aff :s 'Nell-tra·ned '11 
biosafety/b ;osecurity 

Some staff is aware of 
biosafety I :Jiosecurity 
principles 

Only vague k:1owledge of 
biosafety /biosecu rity 
principles 

o available 

s 
A PPE Js used when required, PPE ;s available and under PPE is ava'lable, Out not PP~ is 'lOt {always) 

consecuent change of lab rare occasions used. change used, inconsequent use of available, i'lconsecuent use 

8 
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dothes inducing .shoes. 

lab staff has to follow an 
obligator~" quarar;tine 
period of 3-7 days before 
er.tering any animal 
holding, ;s not involved ir; 
taking samples durir.g 
active surveillance 

of :.;~b coat b(;t not :shoes 

Lab staff genera:ty follows 
a quara"ltine period of 3 

days before en~ering any 
;nimal holding, •S no: 

involved i:l taking samp·es 
during active surveili;mce 

lab .:;lethes 

tab staff is actively involved 
i'1 taking samples from 
animals witC. a quarantire 
per,od of at least 3 days 

of lab do::-.es 

lab sta"f is actively :nvolved 

in tai:ing samples from 
animals withou~ quaran~·ne 
period 

Proper Wil'>te m3'l<lgemenC Mostly use of inciner;,tor lrregul::~r -.se of indneractor, l'll;:Jroper 
oy compulsive use of and autoclave. autodav.e.. managemert, 
·nc:neratcr, a'-'toclave, 
treatmel't of chemical 
was:e, .sharp disposal 

Con::rolled and restricted Controlled and rest;k:ted 
access only for key staff to acce:-.s only for key staff tc 

SS-Labs and freezer rooms 
oy use of sec.nitv system 
(10-baOges, camera) 

BS-labs end ITeezer rooms 
by ,;se of loc_';s 

incinerator, no autoc:aving 
of infectio:JS- materi,o;L 

Easy access to labs and 
freezers / fridges during 
working ho~.:rs 

3 2 1 0 

Hea:th check of all lab .staff 
on regular basi> (at :eas! 
armual·y) 

Irregular heaith check of :ab 

staff 

.4rmual vacc.r;atlon ot wwe Vaccmat;on on request 
staff worK:ing w~th zoonotic: 
agen~s fo:lowing WHO 
~comme,.,dat·cns (rabies, 

Heal~h c!1eck of lab staff 

only on request I a!:.ciden: 
No hea:th chec'<, in case of 

a!:.dcent >taft has to see:< 
doctor 0:1 own exoenses 

Pos-:::-expo5t.ne vaccinat•on No vacc1r.ation 
i'l case of ilcddent 

H H:Nl .. l 

E 

A 

l 

T 

H 

c 
0 

l 
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A 
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0 

R 
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Eye wash and showe· 
avail<~ble 'n each 
dep;utment 

lab hil~ regdar contacts ! 
collabora!::ions with >3 
·abslinstitu:ions '>V:thin the 
COI.mtry 

Lab takes actively part in 

regional :a:::-networking, 
cons;ders its role as 'S.ey 
~egionallab 

Lab partidpa:es m >3 
·nternatbnal 
TAD/zoonotic 

r;:rojects fo· 
diseases of 

Eye wash and s:Jower Eye wash and shower Not avai:abie oot 
available in s.ome labs available in some lab5 but fur~ct:cnal 

not regu:<~r che-:ked 

Lab has reg,Jiar contacts / 
wliaboraticns with 1-3 
labs/insHutic"ls with:n the 
country 

lab is involved in regio'lal 
lab-networking 

lab has regu:<~r contacts I 
:::ollabo·ations with 
labs/irstitutions \Vit'lir th:
country 

Lab IS attends meetings for 
reg1ora: lab-networkmg, 
but is :1ot active irJ regional 
networking 

Lab 'l<IS no ~eg1,.lar ;;:ontacts 
I colla:::orations 
labslinsti:utions wichin the 
country 

lab 1s rot involved ;r 
reg:<::nallab-networkmg 

lab par:idpates :r. 1-3 Lab pa-cicipates in : Lab does 'lot part'cipate 1r; 

in:ernctional 
TAD/zoonotic 

orojects for 
d;seas.es of 

i:-r::e~:-.acionci pro;ens •or 
TAC/zoonot·c diseases of 

interr<~tio:-.a! project5 
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"Tiajor importaru::e 

lab co~-n:mica::es regularly 
with an 01£ reference 
:aboratO'V 

major impor!:anc:e 

Lab has sone contacts to 
OlE reference lab 

majcr 'mportance 

tab has :r~egdar contact 
witr OE ref lab 

lab has ~o c::mta::t to OlE 

ref lab 

lab partiupa:es in >2 Lab pan:cipates T• 1-2 lab cons1cers to partic,pate Norwinn.ngcor.sideratio'1S-
twiflning orcfects !OlE, EU) twinning project, in twhning 

3 2 1 0 

lab regularly uses {open
<:~ccess) disease-related 
webpages (OlE. FAO. W~O. 
OFFLL:, Premed .. ) 

Databases !Gene-lxm\, 
ARAHIS, EfvPRES, WAHIJ .) 
are regularly used 

Regular Information s:hariPg 
by use of web-ba~d 

;;;latforms: 

lab / Epi dep.artmen: 
~O'-'ti:lely use~ p:atforms 
:r.t..D-!nfo, GIS, others) 

lab sometimes uses (open
<Jcce~; d·sea:;.e-related 
web pages 

Databases iGene-:::3ilk, 
ARAHIS, EMPRES, WAHiD. 

are sometimes use::J 

Irregular 
s'laring by 

InforMation 
use of web-

based platforms 

Lab f Epi departfTIE'lt ~arely 

U5es pla:foL'TlS (TAD-Info, 
GiS, or-.ers) 

lab rarely 
access) 
webpages 

U.£E:S (00€:1-

disea~·rei.ated 

D;:~tab-lses (GeCJe-bank, 
.A.RAH!S, EMPRES, WAH:O .. ) 

are rarely .J5.ed 

lab does not use (open
access) dtsease-related 
web pages 

Dat.;~t:ases are not used 

Information shacing only on No infor-nacor shair.g 
recuest 

lab f Epi department has 

platforms irstalled, but no 
expert·se in usage 

No use cf such p:atforms 

* Satelli:e Labs: Labs attached to National labs, e.g. Provincial labs that have :o submit samp;es to National lab 

10 
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Annex 7: CSF-PRRS Training and Workshop Evaluation 

Organization {mean score) 

Overall assessment of 
the event 

How would you rate 
the impact this event 
had or will have on: 

Content 

Structure I Format 

Organisation 

Your technical knowledge on the subject 

Your orofessional activities 

Strengthe1 regional networks 

Training 

(n=14) 

3.9 

3.7 

3.6 

3.5 

3.4 

3.6 

Improving the wo~K of your departmen:/uDit 3.4 

Logistics: Invitation 3.6 

Flight arrangement 3.9 

land transportation 3.5 

Accommodation 3.3 

Regist~ation 3.6 

Venue i Room Fadity 3.3 

Food and drink 3.9 

Dinner 3.1 

Supportirg document 3.7 

Training Programme [mean score) 

content presentation practice useful 

Laboratory Biosafety 4 4 4 4 

Wor}<ing with cell culture 4 4 4 4 

Preparation and inoculation of tissue 
samples 4 4 4 4 

Serological identification of CSF and 
PRRS antibody 4 4 4 4 

Identification ofCSF and PRRS viruses 
in tissue sample using real-time PCR 4 4 4 4 

Swine viral diseases gross pathology 3 3 3 4 

Identification of CSF and PRRS virus in 
cell culture 4 4 4 4 

Optimization of PCR assay 4 4 4 4 

ELISA test for CSF and PRRS 3 3 3 3 

Workshop 

(n=19) 

3.7 

3.5 

3.6 

3.2 

3.2 

3.6 

3.3 

3.9 

3.9 

3.5 

3.7 

3.8 

3.7 

3.9 

3.8 

3.5 

fulfill 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

3 

3 

4 

3 

11 
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Quality assurance 

Proficiency testing 

Overall training programme 

Other comments (Training) 

Strength 

4 

3 

4 

3 

3 

4 

Good cooperation of laboratory personnel in RAH06 
Best capacity of trainers 

3 

3 

4 

Full support of dunm· and host country to prepare the facilities needed 

Organization, practice, knowledge, taking care 

Should start on time to avoid finish late 

More hands-on work we-re conducted by participants 

First two days were a bit dis-organized lnborntory work start late 

Enhance relationship among countries 

\Vea~ness 

Training document 

PM room need more light and air condition 

Few inverted microscope available 

Only 2 BSC for participants to practice, should have 4 

Suggestion 

Shou:d rotate host country to see facilities of others 

4 

4 

4 

4 

3 

4 

Can split into two small groups (PCR and Vl) then switch after one week so there are 

enough equipment for each group 
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Annex 8: Mapping Exercise -Congo Basin. 

IDENTIFY Project: CONGO BASSIN NATIONAL VETERINARY DIAGNOSTIC lABORATORIES MAPPING 
Background 

One of the specific objective of the IDENTIFY project is to strengthen detection and ~eporting of 
common human and animal pathogens using existing laboratory networks that include reg:onal- and 
country-level laboratories. These laboratories w;U be linked with regional- or global-level reference 
laboratories which can provide diagnosis conf:rma:ion services as we:l as additiona: advanced 

testing, including pathogen c'"'a:acterization, as needed. 
In order to fulfil the objectives of the IDENTIFY proJect .. laboratories will be prioritized for capacity 
building and other support (e.g., supoly of equipment, reage:1ts, etc.) so as to achieve adequate 
coverage within the 1ot spot region across all tiers. Additiona: project activities will focus on 
strengthen;ng the connectivity of these laboratories with each other across tiers, sectors and disease 
progr;;~m5 

Sub-activities 
Review of existing data on laboratory capacity ard networks from existing labora~ory 

assessments available; Analysis of National Laboratories annual reports and laboratory 
capacity in the region co'11piled, Data input into laboratory capacity matrix; 

Laboratory visits ard/or follow-up assessments planned ard conducted; Additional 
targeted data collect:on, including laboratory visits and/or follow-up assessments if 

necessary, to fill in gaps in knowledge on laooratory capacity; Data inpu: into laboratory 
capacity matrix; Laboratories placed into tier corresponding to actua: capacity 

ldemification of laboratories to target for strengthen:ng support of 
capabilities/capacities to diagnose normative and emerging/unknown pathoge'1S s:gn:ficart 
to the region so as to achieve adequate cove~age within the regior~ 

Achievements 
Th7s mapp:ng exercise was carried ouc within the framework of the USAID funded IDENTIFY project 

on its beneficiary laboratories in Congo Basin region: 

• Laboratoire National V€thinaire- LANA VET {Cameroon) 

• Laboratoire V€tr!!rinaire de Bangui- LACEVET {Centra{ African Repubf!c) 

• Laboratoire V<?tf?rina.'re de Kinshasa- LCVK (Democratic Republic of Congo), 

• Laboratoire de diagnostic vetErinaire de Brazzaville- LDVB (Republic of Congo) 

• Laboratoire National VeterJnaire de Ubreville- LNVB (Gabon) 

• Laboratoire National ECCA (Equatorial Guinea} 

• Centra .I Laboratory, Rubiriz!- CL_Rw {Rwanda) 

• Central Veterinary Laboratory of Dares Salam- CVL_ Tz (Tanzania) 

• National Animal Disease Diagnostics and Epidemiology Centre- NADDEC (Entebbe-' 
Uganda). 

The survey covered 8 out o<~' these 9 laboratories as one of them, the Laboratoire National 
ECCA. of Equatorial Guirea, is under construction. 

1. Methodology 

The methodology consisted in the analysis of data collected from a questionnaire prepared and 
distributed in 2010 during the preparation of IDENTIFY Stakeholders meetings (2-5 Nov. 2010, 
Entebhe, Uganda), from the presentations made in 2009 and 2010 by each laboratory during the 
EARLN and the RESOLAB respective annual coordination meetings and during the two specific 

13 
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work<;hops on Qua1ity Assurance organized by FAO in Eastern and Central Africa. The answers 
from the questionnaire and reports were grouped into the following 7 group of criteria: 

• Laboratmy General profile- Administrative organization; 
• infrastructure; 
• Main functional equipment and materials in place; 
• Technical platform available (Jab analysis or tests routinely performed); 
• Number of diagnostic cases received and processed annually for laboratory dia9nosis; 
• Quality Assurance (QA) System- status of QA system implementation- including biosafety 

and hiosecurity; 
• Collaboration and partnership. 

Other data collected, to have better picture on each individual laboratory functional status, were 
on" List of major diseases confirmed·' and on "Main factors hindering the laboratory diagnosis 
and Quality Assurance System implementation". 

Samples of questionnaires sent to all supported labs: 

~ ~ 
Lab Mapp~g 

rifamQuest 3july~oJ.d, 

Scoring: 

Lab_Self asscessrnent 
ques_i:ntebe. dec 

The collected data are grouped in t:he form of quantified indicators. These indicators are the 
distributed across seven groups of criteria according to their nature. The score for each group 
of criteria is the sum of the scores of its indicators. The overall score, for a given laboratory, is 
the sum of scores of his seven sets of criteria. 

' C.O<>"!o'> ~,,.-,. C>:.> 
,.,.,.~,~-

< Oc.C '' ''•'o'"" 
·~'- •·~'"00··' 

• 

2. Preliminary Results 

Conclusion on Individual laboratories Scoring 

14 
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According to the individual scores recorded, three laboratories are grouped as "Basic laboratory"', 
two are grouped as "Basic laboratory+" ,w~ile the remaining three are among the "Routine 
diagnostic laboratories". No laboratory is ranged i1 ''routine diagnostic laboratory ... " or "advanced 

diagnostic lab 1
" for the time being. 

Ta bl b e 1: La oratories categories Scores 
Basic lab Basic lab+ 

Low In progress-> 
intermediate 

:from I to from Ito 
:o 1245 246 1320 

T bl 2 a e d h. T an 1 grap1 1c: I ota score 
cr;teri:a 'VI ax 

1. Laboratory Admin Data/ 91 
Par: cu·a~s 

2. :nf~as:ructure ana means of 188 
Commu:Jication 

3. Equipr'lent and Supplies 1C9 

4. »erforn;ed Te.>ts 110 

5. Case; precessed 70 

6. Quality System Implementation 289 

7. CoJaboratio:1 & Partnership 3C 

887 

>50 

•oo 
55(! 

s ?.00 

' 15-{i 
0 

200 

l'.ifi 

~ ~ 
• 

100 

'" 0 

A B c D 

Routine Diagnostic : Routine Diagnostic Advanced lab. 
Lab. Lab+ 

Medium : In progress-> High 
:advance 

from :to :from Ito from Ito 
321 i566 :567 1641 642 IBB7 

f I d .. d II b or n lVl ua a oratory 
lab A lab B lab C Lab D 

43 25 26 40 

91 31 19 62 

38 13 21 27 

58 18 25 51 

20 12 6 " 
131 56 47 S7 

13 7 7 12 

394 162 151 261 

~ 
E F G H 

:..abE LabF LobG Lab H 

26 26 42 36 

so 76 95 LS 

17 :;.o 38 61 

23 "" 52 54 

8 16 18 24 

58 72 125 133 

11 7 14 10 

193 245 384 433 

7 Coltaborcttion K P.utn>:"rship 

6. Ou.alit',' <;,vstem lmplement.atimo 

r: 5-. (dSe"i JHOCf'SSed 

-3 E<1uipm.:-nt and <;,uppli.;><, 

• l. lntr itS tnu ture and means of 
( OilUHUIIi( ation 

The specific objective of the IDENTIFY project is to strengthen detection and reporting of commo'l 
human and animal pathogens using existing laboratOI).' networks that indude regional- and country
level laboratories. These laboratories w:JI be linked with regional- or global-level reference 
laboratories which can provide diagnosis conf:rma:ion services as we:l as additiona: advanced 
testing, including pathogen c~a:acterization, as needed. 

: Laboratories CC~?able of more advanced diagnostic methods to identify ar.d characterize pathogens 
cam::ng animal or human disease, including novel agents with pandemic potential 

15 
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The mapoing exercise has been undertaken to assess t:1e technical level and 'leeds of the project 
supported laboratories so ::hat soecific "tai:ored and focused'' assistance could be provided to them 
in order to achieve t:1e project objective. This exercise data show that, in Co"' go Basin region", o0ly 
"Basic Tes:ing 2

" and "Routine Diagnostic 3 ",as defined in the "laboratory Networking Strategy" 
distributed during Entebbe Stakeholders meeting. The collected data s1a:l be used as !ndicato~s for 
further monitoring of t:1e project achievement. 

Conclusion on laboratory diagnosis work across Congo Basin IDENTIFY 
Supported labs 

The major constraints reported by the laboratories for the adequate perfocming of their laboratory 
diagnosis works sensu strict are: the weaknesses of financial a:~d material resources (29%), 
inadequate number of qualified human resources (26%), difficulty in procurement of reagents and 
consumab:es (23%/ and the difficulties for metrology and equipmert maintenance (6%). At the same 
time, and some:imes at the same place, the qua:ity system development and/or implementation 
faces difficulties rang~ng from the insufficiency of financial and material resources {26%), tre lack of 
trained pecsonnel (23%}, the suboptimal metrology and equipmert maintenance operations{13%j to 
the irregular provision of wate' and elect,· city {7%). 

Witr regard :o the percentage of a criteria maximum score .. it is seen trat this percentage is below 
30% for most of the criteria amongst the least advanced laboratories (colored in blue in table 3). 
Nevertheless, for the most advanced one it is barely above 50% for some criteria only (colored in 
blue in table 3}. 

Table 3· Individual lab o/o of score . 
: Criteria :Lab A Lab B Lab C Lab D Lab E i Lab F Lab G Lab H 
: L Whoratorv At! min :47,25 27,47 28,57 43,96 28,57 28,57 46.15 39,56 
: Dataj Partic~lars 
; 2.1nf"rastructureand : 48,40 16,49 10,11 32,98 26,60 : ?0,43 50,53 61,17 
; means of 
; Communication 
: 3. Equipment and : 34,86 11,93 19,27 24,77 15,60 9,17 34,86 55,96 
:Supplies 
: 4. Perforn:ed Tests 152,73 16,36 22,73 46,36 20,91 i34,55 47,27 49,09 

5. Cases processed 128.57 17,14 8,57 17,14 11..43 22,86 25,71 34,29 
6. Quality System :45,33 19,38 16,26 19,72 20,07 24,91 43,2.3 46,02 
lnplementation 

7. Collaboration & :43,33 23,33 23,33 40,00 36.67 23,33 46,67 33,33 
Partnership 

These identified constraints to properly carry out laboratory diagnosis works or to implement 
sound quality system give a good indication on needs to fill (in term of financial, human and 
material resources) in order to put this lab in a position to fuifil its mission with satisfaction and 
to fully meet its customers' expectations with timely and reliable lab results not leading to any 
complaint. 

2 Laboratories with the capacity to perform basic testing using a limited range of tec:'lniques 
3 Laboratories wilich are capab:e of consistently and accurately conducting the tests necessary· to diagnose 
disca~c~ en demit: to :heir area or region 
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IDENTIFY I FAO 

BIANNUAL REPORT 

(SIX-MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT) 

REPORTI~G PERIOD: 1 APRil 2013- 30 SEPTEMBER 2013 

PLANNED ACTIVITIES: 1 OCTOBER 2013- 31 MARCH 2014 

TO BE SUBMITTED TO: 

U'l!TEO STATES AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPME:\IT (USAIO} 

UNDER COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT 

SUBMITTED BY 

IDENTIFY PROJECT PARTNER: fOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED 

NATIONS (FAO) 
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' 
' 
' 

Regional component: Global/Inter-regional 

Three hot spot areas {with countries): 

• Congo Basin: Uganda, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Cameroon, Republic of Cor;go, 
Tanzania, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, Rwanda, Central African Republic and South Sudan. 

• Southeast Asia: Cambodia, China, Indonesia, lao People's Oemocrat:c Republic, Malaysia, 
Myanmar,* Philippines, Thailand and VietNam. 

• South Asia: Bangladesh, :ndia and Nepal (future activities pending) . 

Project title: Support for streng:hening animal health laboratory capacities in hot spot regions to 
combat zoonotic diseases that pose a signif;cant public health threat- IDENTIFY 

Code: OSROiiNT/902/USA 

Total budget: USD 1S 794 372 lot which USD 3 500 000 ·.vere allocated for imp·ementation of 
activ;ties by the World Organisation for Anima: Health (OIEi through funds transferred by FAO to 
OlE through a Le:ter of Agreement {LoA)). The act:vities of OlE will be ~eported separately by OlE. 

Note: An additional amount of USD 3 000 000 has beer approved by USAID of which USD 400 000 
is allocated to OlE. This budget ircrease is allocated to cover the Year 5 work plan from 1 October 
2013 to 30 September 2014. 

Effective starting date: 1 October 2009 

Planned end date: 30 September 2014 

Context of the project 

This project is part of a complex programme- Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT)- designed by the 
United States Agency fo' lnterna:ional Developmert (USAIDj ard aimed at identifying and 
implemerting mechanisms to detect disease eme~gencies, especially from wildlife. The One Health 
concept is an important component of the programme. The IDENTIFY project is implemented jointly 
by FAO, OlE and the World Health Organization (WHO}. 

Objectives of the project 

• enhance :aboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for the 
laboratories' capability- IDENTIFY targeted diseases 1 ; 

• enhance/suoport laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to national 
autf-Jorities, in suppo~t of their official notification to the appropriate regional and international 
organiza:ions.: 

• laboratories have adopted or improved quality assurance (QA) practices, inclusive of ~iosafety 
and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive quality management system; 

• laboratories a~e participating in relevant regional and international laboratory networks 
according to their respective ab:lities, disease priorities and respo:1sibilities. 

• l\1yar~ar •s. inducted I:; reg!(:.nal activities. u'"lder separate :unding. 
1 "IDENT:FY t~rget!'d disease" hdicates th:.se di$eas,;s s,;leded at ch,; regio•la' level for Sl-ppo;t undf" 'DENTIFY. Sor:J£> IDENTI~Y 
labcratcnes. h;we no rard;~te/irtere5t to aetect <~II IDENTIFY targeted Cisea>e5, and aat.a w1l: 'lot be •eported for d.se;~ses in t'1-ose c;~ses. 

2 
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Short summary of main activities planned for the reporting period (1 April 2013- 30 September 2013) 

Main activity headings are as follovvs; for further details, please refer to the FAO 1 IDENTIFY year four vJOrk plan. 

Output 1. Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose diseases under a 
quality management system enhanced. 

USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 1: Enhance LaboratoriesF ability to detect -to the appropriate level 

of characterization for the laboratory's capability- IDENTIFY targeted diseases. 

l.A Mapping national and regio:-~allaboratory ~esources for animal health. 
1.8 Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner. 

l.C Strengthening the linkage between the field and laboratory. 
1.D Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to build diagnostic laboratory capacity and 

support laboratory management. 
1.E Strengthening global and regiona: resources for selected animal diseases. 

l.F Targeted support for strengthening d:agnostic capacity a'ld laboratory manageme11t. 

USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 2: Enhance/Support laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY 

targeted diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the 

appropriate regional and international organizations. 

2.G Support timely d:agnos:s and reporting for prio6ty animal diseases, including support of 
laboratory policy, to ensure flow of samp:es and shari0g of infor111at:on. 

USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved quality assurance (QA) 

practices, inclusive of biosafety and biosecurity measures; and a comprehensive quality 

management system. 

3.H Exter:1a: quality management (EQ.A.) for diagnosis of targeted animal diseases. 

3.1 Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory quality management, 
excluding biosafety/biosecurity (refer to activity grouo J). 
3.J :>evelop and conduct trainings or workshoos to ::;romote laborato~y biosafety and biosecurity. 
3.K Targeted support for laboratory quality management syste'ns, including biosafety. 

Output 2. linkages and communication pathways across national, regional and global laboratory 
and epidemiologic networks for the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened. 

USAIO I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 4: laboratories are participating in relevant regional and 

international laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and 

responsibilities. 

4.l Regional laboratory network support and coordinatior; for animal health. 
4.M Enhancing the role of Regional leading/Support Laboratories. 
4.N Supporting nationallabo~atory netwo'ks for animal health. 
4.0 Or.e Health initiatives: stre11gthe:1lng linkages between veterinary and public health. 
4.P Support for participation in scientific conferences, trainirgs or workshops. 
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIO:.JS 

AAHl 

AI 
ASEAN 

ASF 

CB"? 

CIRAD 

CSF 

cv-.___ 

cvo 
DIC 
EARlN 

ECTAD 

ELISA 

f:\.1PR!:S 

['"lPRCS-i 

EPT 

EQA 

FAO 

FMD 

FRET 

FVI 

IAEA 

lATA 

IV\<1 

IZSVe 

LANA VET 

LIN'S 

u .. ;T 

LoA 

M&E 

MORU 

NArc 

NAI--DIC 

NaVRl 

ND 
NJA-l 

OFFlU 

CIE 

PCR 

ppp 

PPR 

PRRS 

QA 
RA>--10 6 

REC 

RESEDI 

RESOLAB 

RS:... 

Rv;: 

SIB 
SitAB 

Austcill:an Anirnal Hea'th laborato~y 

Avian fnfluerza 

Association of Southeast Asian Nations 

African swine fever 

Contagious Bovine Pleuropneumonia 

Ag~icultural Research fc;r Development 

Class:ca: Swine Feve~ 

Ce:1tral Veterir.owy :_aboratory 

Chief Veterinary Officer 

Disease Investigation Centre 

Eastern Africa Veter;nary and Epiderr,;ology laboratory ~etwork 

Erne·gency Cen"!:re for Transboundary Animal Diseases 

Enzyme-l:nked Tmmunosorbe~.t Assay 

FAO Emergency Preventior-, System 

FAO Global Animal Diseose Information System 

Efl'e'gl'~g Pandem'c Threats 

Exte~na: Quality ASSt;raf'ce 

Food and Agricu:ture Orgarizatior of the Uniced Nations 

Fcot-and-mot-th Cisease 

Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer 

France Vtft&rinaire International 

Jnternationai Atomic Energy Agency 

International Air Transport Association 

Inf'uen.za Vi~us ~ionito•·ing 

fstituto Zooprofiiattico Sperimenta!e delle Venezie 

laboraroire National Vt'!rErinaire. Cameroon 

labofatory Ir:fo'"mation \~anager;,ent Systerr 

laboratocy Mapping Tool 

letter of Agreement 

Monotoring and Evaluation 

Ma:Jidoi-Oxford Tropical Medicine Research Unit (MORU) 

Nilt,o,.--,al An:mal Health Cent~e, lao PDR 

Nat:o-..,al Animal Health o:agno.st'c and Investigatbn Center 

Nat·o~al Veterinary Resea~ch Institute. Cambodia 

Newcastle Disease 

Nat-onal Inst:tute of Animal Ciealch, Thai:and 

joint OIE/FAO Network of Expertise for A:lirnai Influenza 

'Norld Orgamsat:on for A.n:mal Health 

Polymerase Chain Reaction 

Pub•~e-pr.vate Partnership 

Peste des petits ruminants 

Porcine Reproductive anc Respiratory Syndrwne 

Quality .il,ssurance 

Regional An: mal Health Otftce Number 6, Viet !\am 

Regtcna: Econcmic Com:nunity 

Regional ;..Jetwork of National Epidecniosurve:l•ance Systems for Tr.;;nsbounoary 
Animal Diseases 

West and Central Africa Veterinary laboratory Network for Aviar- Influenza and 

O:her Transnoundary Diseases 

Regional Su;JOort ~aboratory 

Rift Valley fever 

Swiss Jnsutute of Biotnfo·n-ntt(S 
LABs I'lformation and Management Systeon 
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SOP 

TAD 

ToTs 

TVLA 

USAID 

w~o 

Standard Operating P~ocedures 

Transboundary Ani'11al Disease 

Training of Trainers 

Tanzania Veterinacy Laboratory Agen(.y 

United States Agency for International Development 

World Health Organ:zat;on 
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1 ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD (1 APRIL 2013 -

30 SEPTEMBER 2013) AND PlANNED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEXT REPORTING 

PERIOD (1 OCTOBER 2013- 31 MARCH 2014) 

1.1 ACTIVITIES GLOBAL COMPONENT (FAO HEADQUARTERS AND FAO/INTERNATIONAL 

ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY (IAEA)) 

Output 1. Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose diseases under a 

quality management system enhanced. 

USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 1: Enhance laboratories' ability to detect- to the appropriate level of 

characterization for the laboratory's capability- IDENTIFY targeted diseases. 

Gl.A Mapping national and regional laboratory resources for animal health. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• Contributed to the mo:~itoring and evaluation {M&E) effort: 
c Initiated revision of the laboratory mappi:~g tool {lMTI together with France veterinaire 

International (FV:) experts and Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nat;ons 
(FAO) staff 

o Developed and completed on a regular basis individual laboratory sheets for all IDENTIFY 
suppocted laboratories, describing mapping data, activlt:es conducted, follow-up actions 

required and progress made. 
o Integrated African nationa: letters of agreement (loAsj and monitored results in each 

!aborato•y sheet. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013- 31 March 2014) 

• Global compila:ion of updated regional data 0:1 :aborato')' capacity and networks (sub 
activity G1.A1). 

• Contribute to the M&E effort (sub activity Gl.A2): M&E retreat organized at headquarters 
before December 2013 to prepare all M&E activi:ies for year five. 

• Revision of the lMT (sub activity Gl.A3}: 
c Finalize :he LMT revision and share the new version with ID~NTIFY supported 

!aborato'ies. A guide for LMT's application will also be developed and agreed upo'l by all 
users. 

c Link the l\11T with other assessment reports (e.g, biosafety/biosecurity assessment and 
qual:ty assurance (QAj auditing) to measure specific progress made. Comp;le and review 
ali new data obtai red from :he lMT {using the •esults of self ard external assessments 

in both regions), and analyse the progress made. 

• Develop a laboratory biosafety/biosecurity assessment questionnaire (100 questions) for a 
one or two day laboratory visit. 

• laboratory sheets completed on a regular bas:s for all :oENTIFY supported laboratories and 
shared with regions (sub activityG1.A4). 

• Help to prepare for and conduct laboratory interviews (sub activitY' Gl.A5). 
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Gl.B Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• Followed-up on the safe delivery of items procured for all laboratories, especially in Africa: 
o Finalized delivery and installation of the dry ice machine in Uganda (shipped i:1 October 

2013 to the Uganda Vi'us Researcr Institute :n Entebbe). 

Gl.C Strengthening the linkage between the field and laboratory. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• Supported ongo;ng development of the FAO Global Animal Disease Information System 
(EMPRES-i) genetic module, follow:ng its launch to the public 

;::. Submitted scientific paper on the genetic module to the journal Databases in September 
2013, as an interface between EMPRES-i and OpenFiuDB. 

;::. Requested tt~e Joint World Organisation for Anima: Health (OIE)/FAO Network of 
Expertise for Animal Influenza (OFFLUj community to test the module and review the 
questionnaire in order to understand the influenza .scier;tific community's needs 
regarding the sequence databases. 

o Further developed and maintained the publicly accessible genetic module for t1e linkage 
of outbreak (epidemiological) ard sequence (genetic) data under the LoA w:th the Swiss 

Institute of Bioinformatics (SIB). 
o Created a list of additional deve:opments required for the genetic module in the next 

period, including visual genetic analysis tools and mapping functions within EMPRES-i, 
which support epidemiological risk assessment and FAO early warning activities. 

o Offlclally invited Influenza Research Database to connect with EMPRES-i for further 

complementarities on epidemiologica: and virological data. 

Planned activities. for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 · 31 March 2014) 

• Support further developments of the EMPRES-i ge'letic module, 

• Meet with SIB to discuss further developments of :he influenza gene:ic module, as well as 
foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) and African swine fever {ASF}. 

Gl.D Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to build diagnostic laboratory capacity and 

support laboratory management. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• Developed e-modules 0:1 bioinformatics: 
o Integrated practical scenar;o-based learning material with the SIB's exis:ing phylogenetic 

module, in collaboration with the joint FAO/IAEA divis;on. 
o Under the new LoA signed with SIB in April 2013, two new e-learning modules were 

developed on virus analysis: {i) molecular database analysis and searching by sequence 
si'llilar;ty; and (ii) multiple sequence alignments. Technkal discussions took place 
betweer the FAO/IAEA joint division and SIB to agree on the scope, expected content 
and structure of the two new modules on multiple sequence alignment and sequence 
similar:ty search. The draft modules were prepared by Sl3 and reviewed oy tt·e 
FAO/IAEA joint division to ensure that the g:obal scope was met and that the expected 
content was ;n agreement •uith the technical discussions. The multiple sequence 
alignment module contains 35 slides, and the sequence similarity search module 
45 slides. These versions work properly on Internet Explorer 10. Tests and video tutorials 
were also provided. 
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PlannEd activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013- 31 March 2G14) 

• Released new bioinformatics distance-learning module {multiple alignments) (sub activity 

Gl.Dn 
o Exercise sessions will be added to the two e-learning modules. Additionally tt>e 

previously developed phylogenetic module will be improved to include more exercises 
based on scena~ios. 

Gl.E Strengthening global and regional resources for selected animal diseases. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• Developed communica:ion tool(s) for different audiences, stakeholders ard partners (activity 
Gl.E.l): 
o Finalized brochures on FAO regional laboratory networking and the Emergency 

Prevention Syste~ (Eiv1PR~S) laboratory Unit. 
o Finalized leaflet content on "Public/private partnerships and sustaina:Jility of veter:nary 

laborato~;es In sub-Saharan Africa" in Englis1 and Frer.c1; des:gn in process. 
o Designed and printed three tripartite :oENTIFY posters at globat Africa and Asia levels. 

• FAD HQ ~rovided input en -17N91aboratory protocols to the Emergency Centre fer 
Transboundary Animal Diseases {ECTAD) in regions and coun:ries, as well as data: 
documentation on ti7N91aboratory testing; support for adaptation of regio:-;al protocols for 
diagnos;ng AI-H7N9 ir Southeast Asia; and linkage with OFFLL; 

http://www. fao.org/ docrep/018/aq251e/aq251e ,pdf. 

• Provided laboratories with access to sequencing services (activity Gl.E.Sj: 
o Selected the sequencing services prov;der for both Africa a:-Jd Asia; sent con:ract to 

selected service provider for final signature. 

o Initiated discussions with Agricultural Research for Development (CIRAD) to prepare an 
LoA to ass:st African countries in genotyping contagious bovine pleuropneumonia (CBPP) 

strains through sequencing, in accordance with the vaFdated protocol proposed under 
this project. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013- 31 March 2014) 

• Finalize laboratory cards (ava:lable diagnostic assays and cross-cutting technologies for 
selected anima: diseases, including zoorosis) for IDENTIFY priority diseases, and disseminate 
to the laboratories {sub actjvity Gl.E.l}. 

• Support the deve:opment of disease cards (case definitions and recommended tests 
~epe'toire for IDENTIFY listed priority diseases) (sub octivity G1.E.2, linked with Congo Basin 
C1.E1}. 

• Develop communication tools for different audierces, including stakeholders and par:ners, 
and finalize commun:cation documents !including tripartite publications) for the IDENTIFY 
project (sub activity Gl.£.3). 

• Cont:nue to provide inputs to FAO ECTAD in regions and countries or H7N9 laboratory 
protocols and data. 

• Con:inue to provide laboratories with access to sequenc;ng services (sub activity Gl.£.4): 

o Develop a system to manage requests by countries for sequencing services, working in 
close collaboration with the selected service provider; 

o Sign the LoA with CIRAD to assist countries in genotyping through sequencing of CBPP 
strains. 

o Finalization and dissemination of a handboo<: for bereficiary national laboratories to 
suppo;t sequencing protocols, workflow with selected service providers and sequence 
raw data analysis (sub activity G1.E.5). 
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c Establish with service providers a cost e++ec:ive and sustainable procedure for 

sequencing services: (i) producing and evaluating tagged primers for Capripoxvirus, 
peste des petits ruminants (PPR) and ASF to allow polymerase chain ~eactio'l (PCR) 

products sequencing with universal orimers {sub activity Gl.E.6.a); (ii) evaluating the 
temperature stability of purif:ed and ron-purified PCR products in order to determine 
the maximum time tha: the PCR ;Jroducts can be stored at ambient temperature before 

being sent for sequencing. PPR, Capripox and ASF will serve as models. This will help to 
ensure cost effective and efficient shipment of PCR products to the sequencing company 
(sub activity G1E6.b~ at the FAO/!AEA joint divisjon). 

Gl.F Targeted support for strengthening diagnostic capacity and laboratory management. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• Supported PCR testing for multiple diseases as a fol:ow-up to the IAEA consultation on 
"Good laboratory practices for conducting multiple disease diagnosis"; also supported 

standardization and validation of the major PCR testing procedures through the use of the 
same k'ts of reagents for various diseases {activity G1.F2). 

o Provided technical support to laboratories with standard operating procedures (SOPs) 
and reagents to facilitate the transfer of techniques (PCR using the fluorescence 
resonance energy transfer (FRET) system) described in activity G.3.H3: 

• Transferred a Capripoxvi:us genotyping assay based 0:1 classical PCR to Senegal 
through provision of primers and SOPs. Fo:low-u:; actions (gel pictures) show 

that the laboratory is performing welL 
• Fo:low-up actions were performed to help the National Animal Disease 

Diagnostics & Epidemiology Centre (NADDEC) in Uganda, i1cluding advising on 
instrument and reagent handl!ng, and checking the raw data sent by tre 
laboratory. However, some technical problems (i.e. the type of qPCR availaole in 
this laboratory) have prevented the successful implementation of the assay. 
Efforts to overcome these tednical difficulties are ongoing. 
Fo:low-up actions with the National A'limal Health Diagnostic and lrvestigation 
Center (NAHDIC) Ethiopia (exchange of data fi:es) show that the Capri poxvirus 
genotyping assays transferred In February 2013 have been successfully 
implemented for routine use. 

• Supported the joint FAO/IAEA division to validate and transfer new techniques for multiple 
disease d:agnosls (PCR using the FRET system): 

c Developed a cost effect:ve method for caprlpoxvirus genotyp;ng using snapback pri:ne~s 
and dsDNA ir:tercalat:ng dye. The results of this work \lvere published in PloS ONE {?LoS 
ONE 8(10): e75971. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0075971). Th:s assay was transferred to 
NAHDIC Ethiop:a in February 2013. Further efforts to transfe~ this assay to additional 
laboratoc:es will take place during the next reporting period. 

c Most analytical parameters of the pan-pox detection system are now available and the 
assay transfer will start during t!:e .oext reporting period. 

c As part of multiple pathogen detection development for respiratory diseases 'n small 
ruminan!s, a real time PCR multiplex assay was developed targeting priority diseases of 
IDENTIFY: capripox, parapox, PPR, pasteurella, con::agious cap<ne pleuropneumonia. An 
analytical validat:on was performed, including linearity, sensitivity, specifici::y and 

repeatability parameters. 
Designed and evaluated a mul::iple pathoger detection assay for ~espiratory 
diseases of small rumirants based on a fluid array system (luminex). The :nitial 

phase {designing, coupling of tbe micro beads with the probes, single plex PCR, 
and detect:on} was s~andardized. Further assessment of the performance of the 
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multip:ex assay is needed. The microbead based assay 011 Luminex allows further 
multip:exing of more than 50 targets with the fol:owing advantages over other 

conventional PC~ and real time PCR assays: sample utility, cost, time and labour 
in screening a larger number of pathogens. 

• Continued the joint FAO/tAEA division's work on molecular epidemiology of PPR: 
o The PPR virus was genotyped in clinical specimens collected from different regions of 

Nigeria between 2010 and 2013. tn total, 73 samples have been characterized and 
phyloge11etically analysed. Of particular interest is that the P~R viruses identified 

belong to both lineage II and IV, indicating that viruses from boti-J lineages are 
presently circulating in Nigeria. He data also indicates transboundary movement of 
the virus between neighbouring countries. 

o Full genome sequencing of two PPR viruses isolated in Benin 42 years apart {1969-
2011) is nea; completion. This data will provide signi~ican;: information on the 

evolution of the virus over an extended period. 
o The full genome sequencing of two historical isolates from Senegal isolated in 

1969 and 1970, respectively, are near completion. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October Z013- 31 March Z014) 

• Provide assistance to the field support missiorl, :ncluding knowledge transfer on using the 
tagged primers for sequencing; processing pos~-PCR products for shipment; and establishing 

local capacity for sequencirg raw data a"!alysis (activity Gl.F.l, linked with regional sub 
activity Cl.f9). 

• Produce teaching material on tile introduction of new molecular assays in a diagnost;c 
laboratory (activity Gl.F.2). 

• Write SOPs and guidelines for molecular epidemiological studies and diagnosis of PPR, ASF, 
ani~al pox diseases and ruminant respiratory diseases {activity Gl.F.3): 

o A corsultant was appoirted at the Animal P~oduction and Health laboratory of the 

joint FAO/IAEA division to validate and develop guidelines and SOPs for newly 
developed PPR diagnostic tests, and to compare the sensitivity of '1ewly developed 
ce:l lines for the in vitro isolation of PPR virus from patholog:cal samples. This eight 
month consultancy started at the end of August 2013. 

• Perform validation studies and transfer a mu:t;ple ooxvirus detect:on assay to selected 
regional laboratories {sub activity G1.F.4); transfer the new techniques for multiple disease 
diagnosis {PCR using the FRET system): 

') Finalize the pan-pox detection system ard initiate transfer: Identify po:ential 
countries with suitable qPCR platforms; prepare and distribute the SOPs; and 
distribute the primers. 

o Diagnostic validation of real time PCR-based method for multipie pat:-Jogen detection 
of respiratory diseases using clinical samples; compare the performance by testing in 
member state laboratories. The targeted country will be Ethiopia. Prepare SOPs to 
facilitate the trarsfer of the assay to membe; states. 

o Continue the developme1t and testing of the fluid array system assay (Luminex) for 
multiple pathoge1 detection of respiratory diseases. Test the sequence taggirg or 
ligation strategies in order to increase the efficiency of multiplex PCR, and hence 
se11sitiv:ty. The aim of these experiments is to allow the flexibility of including or 
excluding specif:c targets without affecting the sensitivitv of the assa~·-

• Perform va'idation studies and transfer a multiple respiratory pathogen detection assay to 
selected regional laboratories (activity G1.F.5j. 

• Facilitate collaboration on laboratory test· ng based on PREDICT protocols (activity Gl.F.6, 
linked with regional sub activities Cl.F7, C1.F8, 51.01 ond 51.02}. 
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• Provide tecrnical support to laboratories with SOPs ard reagents to facilitate the transfer of 
techniques (PCR using the FRET system): 

o Transfer real time PCR-based Capripoxvirus genotyping assays to Senegal; Ass;st 
NADDEC in Uganda in ~he implementation of these assays. The Snapback primer 
assay will be offered to these :aboratories. 

o Produce teaching material on the introduction of new molecular assays i1 a 
diagnostic laboratory to facilitate the transfer of molecular assays for mu:tip:e 
diseases, focusing on animal pox diseases, PPRand ASF. 

• Contir:ue the joint FAO/IAEA division's work on the molecular epidemiology of PPR: 
') Forty PCR amplicons of suspected PPR virus poslt;ve samples have been sent for 

characterization from Kenya. 
c) T~e study of the Nigerian isolates will be finalized and published. 

o Tt~e full genome sequencing of isolates from Benin, Ghana, Ethiopia, Democratic 
Republic of the Congo, Uganda and Senegal will be finalized. 

o Continue to receive and characterize cFnical samples suspected of PPR from Africa. 

USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 2: Enhance/SUpport Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY 

targeted diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate 

regional and international organizations. 

G2.G Support timely diagnosis and reporting for priority animal diseases, including support of 

laboratory policies to ensure flow of samples and information sharing. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {1 April- 30 September 2.013) 

• Reviewed existing animal health laboratory policies and developed laboratory policy 
guidelines for IDENTiFY targeted countries (sub activity G2.G.5): 

c. Finalized working document defining laboratory policies; 
c. Reviewed existing laboratory policies and gaps in se:ected pilot countries; noted 

strengths and weaknesses of existing policies at national and regional levels; 

c. Based on the outcomes of t1e laboratory poFcy review, drafted guidelines on 
laboratory policy in selected fields of interest; this was done for senior 
manage:ne'lt of the veterinary :aboratories and t:1e competent authorities in 

charge of laboratories, with further adaptation for regional context in Asia and 
Africa (still ongoing). 

c. Presented the initiative in Africa, including the results of the review and 
discussions, during the fourth joint Eastern Africa epidemiology and laboratory 

annual coordination meeting (Bujumbura, Burundi, 16-19 July 2013); Presented 
recommendation number six :n the final communique: "Considering that failures in 

delivery of qua:ity laboratory services in the region are mos:ly attributed :o an 
inadequate policy environment, and noting that FAO through the IDENTIFY project 
has embarked on developirg guidelines for laboratory policy, the meeting 
recommended tha: FAO fhaiizes the draft guidelines for laboratory policy making 

and explores opporturities to pilot the guidelines ir a few countries through the 
VET GOV program,...,e". 

Fma: 
Comi"TlVnique. EA>l LN2 

o Submitted proposal {grant under the VET GOV project) for operationalizing the 
laboratory policy initiative at national level !n three p:lot countries. 
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Plann~d activities for the next r~porting period \1 Octob~r 2013- 31 March 2014) 

• Support the development of sam pie referral guidelines for transboundary an'mal diseases 
(TAOs} (sub activity G2.G.10j. 

• Publish document on laboratory po:icy definitions and review laboratory policies; 

• Finalize labo~atory policy guidelines for IDENTIFY targeted count~les, and work with 
regional offices to adapt the policy guidelines to a regio11a: set~ing (sub activity G2.G2, 
linked with Congo Basin sub activity C2.G3}. 

• Present initiative on laboratory policy to SE Asia region (at the TAG '!1eeting, 29-30 October 
2013, Yogjakarta, Indonesia) and to West-Central Africa {annual West and Central Africa 
Veterinary Laboratory Network for Avian Influenza and O:her Tra'!sbourdary Diseases 
{RESOlAB) meeting, January 2014). 

• Support the review of results fo: the public-private partnership and sustainability study of 
ve:erinary laboratories in sub-Saharan Africa, and the creation of linkages to develop 
laboratory policy (sub activity G2.G.3, linked with Congo Basin sub activity C2.G.4). 

USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance 

practices, inclusive of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive quality 

management system. 

G3.H External quality management (EQA) for diagnosis of targeted animal diseases. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September Z013} 

• Provided assistance for the organization of proficiency tests (linked with regional Congo 
Basin C3.H.1}: 

o Supported exterral qua:ity assurance (EQA) provided for proficiency testing in avian 
influenza \All/Newcastle Disease (ND) (linked with Congo Basin sub activity C3.H.1). 

o Reported on proficiency test for serological diagnosis of ~ift Valley fever (RV;::) su~mitted 
by the Cen:er ~or Emerging and Zoonotic D:seases (formerly Special ::>athogens UnitL 
National Institute for Communicable Diseases of the Nat;onal Health Laboratory Service 

(CEZO NICD/NHLS), Sandri11gham, Sou:h Africa (10 participating laboratories ir Africa). 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013- 31 March 2014) 

• Provide assistance for the organization of the oroficiency testing {AI, NO, FMD, CBPP, RVF, 
PPR_, ASF) (sub activity G3.H1, linked with Congo Bas;n sub activities C3.H1 and C3.H2). 

• Su;3port the organization of a backstopphg mission at country level Tanzania, (South Sudan 
and Uganda) (activity G3.H2 linked with Congo Basin C3.H.2). 

C3.1 Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory quality management, 
excluding biosafety/biosecurity (refer to activity group J). 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• Signed an LoA with Fv: in July 2013 and ini:iated the development of an e-:earning module 

on quality assurance, throug!-1 partnership with FVI and C!RAO. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013- 31 March 2014) 

• Finalize thee-learning module on quality assurance urder the LoA with FVI. 

G3.J Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory biosafety and 
biosecurity. 
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Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• N/A. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013- 31 March 2014) 

• N/A. 

G3.K Targeted support laboratory quality management systems, including biosafety. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

o loA s:gned with FVI in July 2013 and discussions held with experts from FVI for :he planning 

of the on-site audit/backstopping missions on QA to be ~erformed by FVi in Africa (sub 
activity G3.K1, linked with Congo Basin C3.K.J). 

• LoA signed in April 2013 with :he :nstitute G. Caporale, Teramo, Italy to support the 

implementation of laborato~y irformation systems (UMS) in two ta~geted laboratories 

(Tanz.ania and Botswana} (sub activity G3.K2, linked with regional activity Congo Basin activity 
C3.K.3). 

• Discussions heid with experts frcm FVI for the development of a road map for 

biosafety/biosecurity by experts from FVI. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period {1 October 2013- 31 March 2014) 

• Under the LoA with FVI: On-site audit, backstopping a~;d/or tra:ning missions on OA 
performed by FVI in Africa lsub activityG3.K1, linked with Congo Basin C3.K). 

• Meeting with FV; experts to draw conclusio:~s on past missions in African laboratories, 

prepare upcoming missions and discuss se~vices conducted under tre :..oA. 

• Conduct activities under the LoA signed with the lnsnute G. Caporale, Teramo, Italy that wi:t 

continue to suoport the implementation of LIMS in two targeted laboratories (Tanzania and 
Botswana} (sub activity G3.K.1, linked with Congo Basin activity C3.K.3). 

• Apply FAO experience in supporting UMS establ:sh:ne:1t to a World Health Organiza:-ion 
{WHO} workshop :o "define a1d discuss options for developing laboratory information 

management system for publ:c health laboratories" (October 2013, Lyon, France). 

• Define road map for b'osafety/biosecurlty strergthenlrg in Africa with FVI experts (sub 
activity G3.K1). 

Output 2. Linkages and communication pathways across national, regional and global laboratory 
and epidemiologic networks for the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened. 

USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 4: Laboratories are participating in relevant regional and 
international laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and 
responsibilities. 

G4.L Regional laboratory network support and coordination for animal health. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• Supported regional thematic sub-networking (i.e. rabies, ASF, CBPP, FMD, PPR): 

o OFFLU has been represented in SE Asia and West/Certra: Africa regional ne-::work 

mee:ings; all regional laboratories in Africa and SE Asia have participated to the second 

OFFLU ring trial; results submitted to individual laboratories. 

• Supported regional ne:working meetings {linked with regional sub activities C4.L): 
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o Supported the orgarization of a11d participation in the year four work plan 
implementation meeting and year five planning of the IJENTIFYI FAO proJect; the meeting 
was held in Douala, Cameroun on 4-6 June 2013, and included laboratory directors and 
Chief Veterinary Off:cers (CVDs)_ 

o Supported ;Jreparation of the Eastern Africa Veterinary and ::pidemiology Laboratory 

Network (EARLN/, and participation of the IDE~TiFY IFAO management team {16-19 July 
2013, Bujumbura, Burundi). 

• Promoted/sponsored existing disease-based, regional, and global laboratory network 
meetings, including OFFLU: 
o OFFLU: 

• OFFLU Swire Influenza Virus (SIV) expert '11eeting i'l Ro:ne, 16-17 April, 2013. 
This meeting gathered 2S participants to discuss achievements of the SIV group, 
provide updates on countries activities, review achievements and pla11 future 
activities (main fund;ng source: NIH)" 

• FAG's coordination effort under OFFLU for H7N9 laboratory data sharing and 
dissemination (three teleconferences organised for protocol validation da:a, 
anima! experiments data sharing, inventory of informatio11 for posting on OFFLU 
website), table of H7N9 protocols; 

• Preparation of OFFLU technical meeting on lessons lea;ned from ~PAl 

vaccination ~4-6 December 2013, Beijing, China; co-funding with OlE and FAO AI 
projects); 

• Participation i'1 OFFLU strategic meeting (Paris, France, 6 September 2013). 
c WHO Vaccine Composition meeting: 

• OFFLU's contribution to the September WHO Vaccine Composition Meeting 
(HSNl, H9N2, H7N7 and H7N9 virus sequences shared, a well as antigen!c and 
epidemiologic data); 
Received extersion of agreement for OFFLU's contribution to the WHO process 
of vacc;ne strai'l selection for animal influenza viruses of public health concern 
for the 1 Jar;uary 2014 to 31 December 2018 period; 
Co'ltinued harmorization of work with WHO on antigenic data with standard 
reagents produced by WHO Collaborat:ng Ce:1tres a1d distributed to selected 
O;:.:FLU laboratories. 

• :dentification of potential FAO Reference Centres (activity G4.L4): as of October 2013, 
29 new FAO Reference Centres have officially been designated. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period {1 October Z013- 31 March Z014) 

• Support regional thematic sub-networking (i.e. rabies, ASF, CBPP, F\110, PPR) (sub activity 
G4.L1). 

• Support regional networking meetings {sub activity G4.L2, (inked with regionai sub activities 
C4.L)o 

o Provide support to :he preparation of the RESOLAB handover meeting (November 
2013, Bamako, Ma:i). 

o Provide suppo~t to the preparation of the RESOLAB annual Regiona: Laboratory 

Network Meeting, tentatively planned for January 2014. 

• Promote/sponsor existing disease-based regional and global laboratory network meetings, 
including OFFLU (sub activity G4.L3): 

•) Disseminate outcomes of the OFFLU technical meeting on lessons lear1ed from HPAI 

vaccination !4-6 December 2013, Beijing, China}. 
o Update protocol tables for H5N1 and H7N9 PCR testing.. and list HS and H7 influenza 

virus cleavage sites for OF FLU website. 
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o Signature of formal agreement between WHO, OlE and FAO on OFFLU collaboration 
in the WHO process of vaccine strain selectior for animal influenza viruses of public 
health concern. 

o Participate in the launch of the ASF global platform and propose links between the 
global platform and regional AF sub-networks (Africa). 

• Continued work on designation of FAO Reference Centres {sub activity G4.L4): 
o Continued process for final designa~ion of FAO Reference Centres still in the pipe!ine. 
o Assessment panel of new applications. 

G4.M Enhancing the role of Regional leading/Support laboratories. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• Supported and promoted the establishment or development of Regional Leading/Support 
Laboratories by: 

c Analyzing annual reports submitted by regional suppo'l laboratories {RSLs) for M&E 
purposes to identify strengths and gaps. 

c Providing visibility to RSLs, including writing articles, participating in the second OFFLU 
ring trial, and supporting the participation of RSL staff 'n internationa: events and 
trainhgs. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period {1 October 2013- 31 March 2014) 

• Support the establishment or development of Regional Leading/Support Laboratories (sub 
activity G4.M1, linked with Congo Basin Activity C4,M.1) by assisting preparations for the 

final meeting for validation/endorsement by beneficiary laboratories, CVOs, and 
commitment by key par:ners. 

G4.N Supporting national laboratory networks for animal health. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• N/A. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period {1 October 2013- 31 March 2014) 

• Continue support to national laboratory networks {sub activity G4.Nl, linked with Congo 
Basin C4.N1). 

• Develop a tool to evaluate national laboratory ne~works (sub activity G4.N2, hnked with 
Congo Basin C4.N2). 

G4.0 One Health initiatives: strengthening linkages between veterinary and public health. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• Established a four-way linking framework :o improve the linkage between :aboratory a1d 
epidemiological data (for HSN1 zoonotic influenza) for assessing health r:sks at the human

animal interface (activity G4.0.1): 
o Tripartite finalization ofthe four-way liking web summary ..,_ 

4Wl 20U 

o In Bangladesh: preparation of the four-way linking review mission, p:anned for 

November 2013. 

• Coordinated OFFLU data contributiorJ to the WHO :nfluenza Vaccine Composition Meeting 
(and other joint OFFLU-WHO initiatives). 
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Planned activities for the next reporting period \1 October 2013- 31 March 2014) 

• Four-way linking framework (activity 64.01): 
c Bangladesh: conduct review mission in November 2013 and workshop {March 2014). 

• Su;3port One Health sem:nar on rabies in Africa (activity 64.0.2, linked with Congo Basin 
C4.0.1)o 
c Develop with t'"le Jstituto Zooprofifattico Sperimentaie delle Venezie (IZSVe) (~AO 

Reference Centre for rabies) a "rabies tool kit" to provide the methodology for a 

systema:ic approach to national trairings for ·a~ies diagnosis and One Health seminars 
or rabies (linked to regional activity 2.A.q. 

G4.P Support for participation in scientific conferences, trainings or workshops. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• N/A. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013- 31 March 2014) 

• N/A. 
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2 ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD (1 APRIL 2013-
30 SEPTEMBER 2013) AND PLANNED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEXT REPORTING 

PERIOD (1 OCTOBER 2013- 31 MARCH 2014) 

2.1 ACTIVITIES ASIA COMPONENT 

Output 1. Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose diseases under a 
quality management system enhanced. 

USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 1: Enhance laboratories" ability to detect- to the appropriate level of 
characterization for the laboratory's capability- IDENTIFY targeted diseases 

Sl.A Mapping national and regional laboratory resources for animal health. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April -30 September 2013) 

• Conducted a biosafe:y risk assessment, as well as a laboratory assessmen: using the L\•1T, in 
the following locat;ons: Regional Animal Health Office (RAHO} 6 in -lo Chi Min~ City, Viet 
Nam from 26-27 May 2013; National Center of Veterinary :>iag:1osis {NCVD} ;n Hanoi, Viet 

Nam on 28 May 2013; FMD·Regional Reference Laboratory (FMD-RR:..) in Nakorn Raschasima, 
Tha;land f~om 5-6 July 2013; and the Center of Excellence fer Emerging Infectious :>iseases in 
Animals a: Chula!cngko~, un;versi:y ln Bangkok, Thailand from 19-21 July 2013 (sub activity 
S1.A3. TH and S3.K1.r), 

• Data obtained from the laboratory maoping and assessment activities were compiled and 
updated for the laboratory network, and assessment resu:ts were shared with pa;ticipating 
laboratories and relevant partners, 

Planned activities for the next reporting period {1 October- 31 March 2013) 

• Coordinate laboratory re-assessment activities ir order to com::li!e and uJdate laboratory 
capacity data for project completion; refine laboratory mapJing tool and biosafety risk 
assessment, working witr participating laboratories in South and Southeast Asia (sub activity 
S.LA.l.regj. 

Sl.B Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner. 

Activities undertaken dming the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• Standardized veterinary diagnostic reagents, including proficiency testing panels, were 
procured from the Australian Animal Health laboratory (AAHL) and provided to 

13 participati'lg laboratories in Southeast Asia" These materials will support the proficiency 
testing programme for diagnosing influenza, NO, Classical Sw'ne Fever (CSF), porcine 
reproductive a1d respira:ory syndrome (PRRS), ASF and rabies. 

• The fire alarm system (consisting of four urlits of universal powe~ supply [UPS] to be used 

witt- four biosafety cabinets) and other biosafety supplies were provided to the National 
Veterinary Research Institute {NaVRI) ir Cambodia. 

• Biosafety supplies were provided to the National Animal Health Labora:ory in Lao PDR, based 
on the findirlgs and recommendations from the biosafety ris:.: assessment. 

• Three units of Powered Air Purifying Respirator were provided to t~e PERHIUTAN Laboratory 

in Malaysia. 

• One unit of thermal cycler (PCR machine), one unit of digital gel imaging syscem, one unit of 
UV/visible spectrophotometer, and one unit of refrigerated microcentrifuge were procured 
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through tende~ and prov:ded to the National lnsitute of Animal Health (NIAH), Thailand to 
increase the capaoilities of NIAH in brucellos;s serv:ces (also linked to Sl.El. TH). 

• Based on recommendations from the :::>iosafety ris~ assessment, one biosafety cabinet and a 
control box LCD Display were provided to the Regional and O:E Reference Laboratory for 

FMD in Sou:h East Asia in Nakorn Rashasima, T~a:land. 

• The procurement tender for four u1its of biosafety cabinets has been launched in Indonesia 
for provision to four laboratories, including (il Disease Investigation Centre {D~C) Banjarbaru; 
(ii) DIC Wates; {iii) Public Animal Health Centre (Pusvetma) in Surabaya; and {iv) National 
Veterinary Drug Assay Laboratory in Se~pong. The provision of t'lese biosafety cabine'.:s are 
based on recammendatians fram the biosafety risk assessment conduc::ed in lndanesia from 
Octaber to Decemoer 2012. 

• Three units of TACO RNA/DNA extractior machines were procured and provided to three 
laboratories in Viet Nam, including the National Center for Veterinary Diagnosis {~CVDL 
Regional Animal Health Office No. 2 (RAHO 2). and qegional Animal Health Office No. 7 
(RAHO 7). 

• The enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay {EliSA} kits for antibody detection for PRRS, CSF, 
Aujeszky's disease virus were purchased to support studies on pig diseases in VietNam. 

• The sof:ware of D~ASTAR licenses were renewed and provided to the Veterinary Research 
Institute in Ma:aysia, the Natio'lal Animal Health Institute, Thailand, and three laboratories in 

Indonesia, including DIC Bukittingi, DIC Wates, and Balai Besar Pene!ltian Veterirer. 
• Pre-screen and screening reagents for the lndo'lesia Influenza v~rus Monitoring (IVM) 

network were procured from AAHL ard provided to laboratories in Indonesia (sub activity 
51.82./D). 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2:013- 31 March 2:014} 

• Provide standardized veterinary diagnostic reagents, including proficiency testing parels, 
supplies and equip:ne:1t as requested b~· the network laboratories or recommended in 
suppo;t of the proficiency testing programme, and disease diagnostic and surve:llance 
ac:iv:t:es. 

• Support and/or faditate the provisions of necessary supplies and equip'11ent, based on the 
find:ngs and ~ecommendations of the biosafety assessme:-~t and cabinet testing activities to 
ensure the proper b:osafety containment and practices in the net\rvork laboratories. 

• Procure antigen:c screening reagents and minor laboratory equipment "or D!Cs in Indonesia 
for the IVM network. 

• NCVD VietNam: procurement of diagnostic kits to complemert Emerging Pandemic Threats 
(EPT)+ testing. 

Sl.C Strengthening the linkage between the field and laboratory. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• Orga:1ized and delivered the Regional laboratory ~etwork Workshoo on Laooratory-Field 
Epidemiology linkage from 20 to 31 May 2013 in Bangkok, Thailand (sub activity Sl.Cl.r). The 
works:"!op was conducted by facilitators from AAHl, an implementing partner. There were 
25 veterinary laboratory and field eaidemiology staff from Cambodia, Chira, !'ldoresia, lao 
PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philip:::>ines, Thailand and Viet Nam attendiDg the workshop. 
Outcomes included: (l) participants w:tn knowledge and unders:anding of the <ey features 

~elated to the laboratory-field epidemiology interface; (ii) participants understood the 
:mportance of linkage between laboratory and epidemiology field staff for the effective 

:Jianning and implementation of surveil:arce and outbreak investigation activities; and (iii) 
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enhanced communication and ·inkage betweer the laboratory and field epidemiology staff at 

the country level. 

Lob Eo, 
Lnko~ n.30M.Jy2W 

• Supported in-country lab-field pathology linkage t~aTn:ng in Thailand: Pathology Workshop 
"From Field to Laboratory and Back ~o the Field" from 26 to 30 August 2013. The workshop 
was organized by the Nationall:-~stitute of klima! Hea:th {NIAH), Thailand. The workshop was 
attended by thirty veterinary officers from national a:1d regional livestock offces. The 
training was a follow-up activity of the previously offered training-of-trainer workshop, 
"Basics of F;eld and Laboratory Diagnosis",. corducted in May 2012 {sub activitv 51.C2.a. TH) . .,. 

,-._oonc·yWI»Lti 3 
l•W~~J13 

• Supported in-country lab-field oathology linkage training In Philippines: a Downstream 
Training on EnharJcing the Field-Laboratory Connection was organized from 23-27 September 
2013. Targeted participants included veterinarians assigned to the Regional Animal Disease 
Diagnostic laboratories and Animal Health Coord:nators of the Regional Field Un:ts. T"le 
training was a follow-up activity of the previously offered trai:1ing-of-trainer workshop in tl:e 
Philippines {sub activity Sl.C2.d.PH). 

• A 'user acceotance' testing and feedback workshop of a beta version of the IVM onlire 
software was successfully CO'Topleted from 27-29 August 2013 in Yogyakarta in cor junction 

with the an:1uai!VM Meeting. 

• A selection of approximately 30-40 H5N1 virus isolates from 2012-2013 were collected at DIC 
Wates to be sent to AAHL 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October- 31 March 2014) 

• Conduct technical backstopping and capacity building activi:ies in Jqdonesia for: quality 
reagent production (Pusvetma/Balai Besar Penguhian Mutu dan Ser-:ifikasi Obat Hewan); pre
screening and antigenic characterization {OIC laboratories, industry and university partners); 
sequencing a:,d sequence analysis (DICs, industry and university partners); use of data 
management; and analysis tools developed for IVM activities. 

• IVM :r.eetirg in December 2013 in Indonesia for IVM Online imp:ementation launch and !VM 
online support for DICs (technical backstopping and AI data management). 

SLD Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to build diagnostic laboratory capacity. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {1 April- 30 September 2013} 

• Organized and delivered a regional workshop on applied veterina~y bioinformatics wirh the 
Center of Excellence in Influenza Research and Surveillance,. St. Jude Children's Research 
Hospital, ard the Center of Excellence for Emerging and Re-Emerging Infectious Diseases in 
Animals as implementing partners from 26 June to 1 July 2013 in Bangkok, Thailand (sub 
activity Sl.D2.r}. Fifteen veterinary laboratory s:aff from Bangladesh, Cambodia, China, 
Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, ~epal, Philipp;nes, Tha:land, and Viet Nam 
participated :n t:-.e worksrop. Outcomes included: {i) participants w;t:-. laboratory skills in 

veterinary bioinformatics, inc!udi11g rucleotide database search, sequencing protocol, 
sequence validation, sequence assembly, sequence alignmert, nucleotide seque:1ce analysis, 
phylogenet:c analysis algorithms (NJ, Bayesian), Reference Data Query, and data 
interpretation; (ii] participants with k:lowledge of applying b;oinformatics for disease 

surveillance, monitoring, prevention and control, especially in HPAl and veterinary related 
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diseases; and (iii} enha:'!ced networking and informat:on sharing among participants and the 
bioinformatics exper~s. 

'"'"'"""''"'-" "'''-'' 

• Organized and delivered a regional laborato;y network workshop on diagnosis and 
characterisation of Influenza A (H7N9) and priority swine diseases, AS;:, CSF, and PRRS at the 
Regional Animal Health Office Number 6 (RAHO 6), Ho Chi Minh city, VietNam, from 29 July 
to 9 August 2013 (sub activity S1.Dl.r}. Nineteen veterinary officers who are directly 
responsible for diagnosis of the above diseases attended the workshop from CamOOdia, 
China, Indonesia, Lao PDR, the P1ilippines, Malaysia, Myanma~, Thailand and VietNam. The 
:-egional workshop w!ll be foliowed by the proficiency testing activity to ensure tt~e quality of 
diagnost;c services for priority diseases at participating laboratories. The implementing 
:::;artners were: AA;;L; RA:-10 6; and the Department of Animal Health, Viet Nam. Outcomes 
:ncluded: (i) increased quality diagnostic services for influenza !H7N9) and priority s•Ni'le 
diseases in :::;articipating laborato:-:es; {ii) enhanced diagnostic and ~esearch activities for 
:nfluenza (H7N9) and priority swine diseases at partklpating laboratories; and (Fi} enhanced 
communication among laboratory staff and the OIE/FAO reference centre {AAHL) . .,_ 

·P~9 S.."><oD5csoo 
Dj~l"lfo-');2T.3 

• Organized and delivered a regional laboratory network workshop on diagnosis of rabies and 
NO at the National Institute of Animal Health, 3angkok, Thailand from 26 August to 
6 September 2013 (sub activity 51.Dl.rj. Sixteen labora::ory and veterina'y office's directly 
responsible for diagnosis of rabies and NO from the national veterinary laboratories in 

Cambodia, Indonesia, lao PDR, Philipp:nes, Malaysia, Myanma~. Thailand and v:et Nam 
at!ended the workshop. The regional workshop will be followed by the proficiency testing 
ac~ivity to ensure quality diagnostic service for priority diseases at the participating 

laboratories. The Implementing partners were AAHL and NIAH, Thailand. Outcomes included: 
(il increased diagnostic capability for rabies and NO at the participating laboratories; and (ii) 
enhanced communication among laboratory staff in the region and the world reference 
laboratory p;oviding technical support to the region (AAHLj . .,_ 

C.b~."10zt.>,,·.$ 

c,"-11' '"' 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October Z013- 1 March 2014) 

• Backstopping :nisslons to participating countries are scheduled to vovlde in-country training 
and '"allow-up D:'l reg:onal protocols to each laboratory, including diagnosis of three priority 

animal diseases, quality assurance, proficiency testing and general trouble shooting (linked 
to sub activity 53.H2). 

• Provide training and applications of e>REDICT tools for livestock samples in :ndonesia and Viet 
Nam. 

Sl.E Strengthening regional resources for selected animal diseases. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• Supported and strengthened the roles a:1d responsibilities of the Regional leading/Reference 
Laboratories in the region (sub activity 51.£1. TH, 51.£2. VN, 51.E3.BD). 

• In collaboration w;th NIAH, Thailand, conducted the regior,al workshop on diagnosis of ND 
and rabies {sub activity 51.£1. TH linked to sub activity 54.M2.o. TH). 

• In collaboration with RAHO 6, Viet Nam, conducted :he regio1al workshoo and training on 
diagnos;s of swine diseases (sub activity 51.£2. VN linked to sub activity S4.M2.b. VN). 
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Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013- 1 March 2014) 

• Cont;nue to support and strengthen the roles and responsibilities of the Regional 
Lead;ng/Reference Laboratories in the region (sub activities Sl.El. TH, 51.£2. VN, Sl.E3.BD). 

Sl.F Targeted support for building diagnostic capacity. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• Supported the NaVRI-Institut Pasteur du Cambodge twinning programme through an loA to 
strengthen capacities of the Goverrment of Cambodia .. using a joint animal-human
environment interface survey for HPAI in live bird markets (sub activity 51.F2.CA). 

• Supported the Technical Assistance Programme for Enhancirg Quality Laboratory 
Management and Services at t~e NAHl, lao PDR with Mahidoi-Oxford Tropical Medicine 
Research Unit (MORU), BangkoK, Thailand as an i'llplementing partner (!inked to sub activity 

S3.K3.a.LA). 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013-31 March 2014) 
• Cont:nue to support the NaVRI-Institut Pasteur du Cambodge twinn:ng programme to 

strengthen ca;:~acities of :he Government of Cambodia {year two). 

• Continue to support the NAHL-MORU techn:cal assistance program (year two). 

USAIO I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 2: Enhance/SUpport Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY 
targeted diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate 
regional and international organizations. 

S2.G Support timely diagnosis and reporting for priority animal diseases, including support of 
laboratory policy to ensure flow of samples and sharing of information. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• Supported impleme'ltation and information update to the EMPRES-i and TADs Network Asia 
email list. 

• Supported sha~ing of expertise and disease information across the network and among the 
international organizations and provided inputs when appl:cable. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period {1 October 2013-31 Mach 2014) 

• Cont:nue to support the sharing o~ exper::ise a:1d disease informatior across the networ~. 

• Cont;nue to support sample referral for disease conftr:nation upon request from the net'ovork 
laboratories (sub activity 52.G1.r). 

USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved QA practices_, inclusive of 
biosafety and biosecurity measures_, and a comprehensive quality management system. 

S3.H External Quality Assessment (EQA} for diagnosis of targeted animal diseases. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April -30 September 2013) 

• Conducted the Regional Proficiency Testing Programme, including procurement and 
distribution of the proficiency testing panels for diagnoses of :nfluenza A, HS-influenza, PRRS, 
CSF, ASF, rabies and ND v:ruses, with AAHL as an imple'llenting partner (sub activity S3.Hl.r). 
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Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013-31 March 2014) 

• Backstopping missions by AAHL experts have been planned to fourteen oa~ticipating 

laboratories i;~ Cambodia, Laos, ;ndonesia, Malaysia, Phf:ippines, Thailand, and Viet Nam 
fro'TI Octobe~ to December 2013. The purpose of these missions is to ensure the 
implementa~ion of appropriate diagnostic protocols under a QA system. The activity is part of 
the 2013 Regiona: Proficiency Programme (sub activity S3.H2.r}. 

53.1 Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory quality management. 
excluding biosafety/biosecurity {refer to activity group J). 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013t 

• Planned and coordinated a one-day International Air Transport Association (lATA) 
Certification Course for Shipper of Infectious Substances (lATA certification) to be held back
to-bac.k witr the Regional Laboratory Network Training of the Trainers (ToTs} Wo~kshop on 
BiosL~fcty 1\/lu'!agcmcnt {sec below) {sub activity 53.11.r}. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013-31 March 2014) 

• Provide an lATA certification training back-to-back with the Regional Laboratory Networ<. 
Training of the Trainers (ToTs) Workshop on Biosafety Management with MORU as an 
implementing partner {sub activity 53.11.r). 

S3.J Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory biosafety and 
biosecurity. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• The 2013 Regional Biosafety Programme has been implemented. The programme included 
the development of regional resource mater:als on biosafety practices and trainings to be 
used at the Regional Laboratory Network Training of the Trainers Workshop on Biosafety 
Management {sub activity 53.11.r}. 

• Planned and coordi'1ated the organization of the Regional Laboratory Network Training of 
the Trainers Worksho:J on Biosafetv Management, with MORU as an implementing partner. 

• Delivered a follow-up biosafety training for the Sabah Wildlife Department, Kota Kinabaru, 
Malaysia from 25-28 July 2013 with the EcoHea!th Alliance and Sabah Wildlife Department as 
implementing partners. T'-le training course was attended by 23 participants from EcoHealth 
Alliance and Sabah Wildlife, as well as the Veteri:lary Researc:--t Institute, lpoh and 
PERHILITAN, Kuala Lumpur (sub activity 53.J2.MY). 

• A follow-up training on :::>iosafety and good laboratory practices was conducted at t"le 
Regional Animal Health Office No. 6 (RAHO 6) from 20-22 June 2013 in collaboration with 
RAHO 6. The tra:ning course was attended by 36 staff from the national network labo;atories 
under Department of Ani'11al Health, VietNam (Unked to sub activity 51.£2. VN}. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013-31 March 2014) 

• Conduct the Reg:onal laboratory Network Training of the Trainers ~ToTs) Workshop on 
B!osafety \llanagement for participating laboratories with MORU as an implementing 
partner, from 9-20 December 2013 in Bangkok, Thailand (sub activity 53.J1.rj. 

• Distri:Jute the regional resource materials for biosafety practices and trainings to the 
laboratory network {sub activity 53.J1.r). 
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S3.K Targeted support for laboratory quality management systems, including biosafety. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• Biosafety expert visi7.s were provided to assess Oiosafety ldrastructure, equipment and 
practices, and provide recommendations, including remedial activities, to four la:>orator:es: 
National Centre for Veter;nary Diagnosis in Hanoi, Viet Nam; 'i.egional Animal Hea:th Office 
No. 6 in Ho Chi M;nh City, Viet Nam; FMD-Regional Reference Laboratory in Nakorn 

Rasc:-~asima, Thailand; and the Center of excellence for emerging Infectious Diseases in 
Animals, Chulalongkorn University i1 Bangko<, Thailand (sub activity S3.Kl.r). 

• The 2013 biosafety cabinet calibration and certification was scheduled from 14 August to 
15 November 2013 for approximately 170 biosafety cabinets in 29 :aboratory locations in 
10 participatirg countries, including Ca'T\bodia, Lao PDR, Indonesia, Malaysia, Myanmar, 
Phi:ippines, Thailand, v;et Nam, Bangladesh, and Nepal (sub activity 53.K2.r}. 

• Coordinated and supported activities under the Technkal Assistance Programme for 
Enhancing Quality Laboratory Management, including -quality laboratory services and 
biosafety managemer1t at the Na:ional Anima· Health Cen:re, Lao PDR with MORU as an 
implementirJg oa:-tner (sub activity S3.K3.a.lA) . 

• 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013-31 March 2014} 

• Conduct the biosafety risk assessment i'l IDENTIFY-supported laboratories in South and 
Southeast Asia according to the 2014 regional biosafety programme (linked to sub acrivity 
Sl.Al.reg). 

• Coordina7.e and support activi:ies related to providing technical assistance, equipment and 
supplies to the laboratory network based on the expert's recommendations f~om the 

laboratory assessment missions. 

Output 2. Linkages and communication pathways across national, regional and global laboratory 
and epidemiologic networks for the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened. 

USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 4: Laboratories are participating in relevant regional and 
international laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and 
responsibilities. 

S4.l Regional laboratory network support and coordination for animal health. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• Planned and coordinated the Regional Laboratory Network Animal Health Labora:ory
Technical Advisory Group back-to-back with the first Association of SoutCJeast Asian Nations 
(ASEAN) Laboratory Directors' Forum meeting in collaboration with OlE and the Directorate 
General of Livestock Services, Indonesia (activity 54.Ll.r}. 

• Provided support to activities in alignment with the ASEAN Regional Framework for 
Laboratory Capac:ty BuHding and Networking. 

• The IDENTIFY! FAO Southeast Asia coordinator provided technical inputs at the Field 
Epidemiology Trainir'lg Programme for Veteri1arians, 14-16 August 2013, Bangkok, Thailand. 

• The IDENTIFYjFAO Southeast Asia coordinator participated a1d provided technical inputs at 
the USAID CPT Program Asia Regional Meeting, 18-19 June 2013, Bangkok, Thaila:1d. 
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• The IDENT!FYIFAO Southeast Asia coordinator participated and provided technical inputs at 
the tripartite meeting of IDENTP{ Project Headquarters, Regional and Country counterparts 
in South and Southeast Asia, 20 June 2013, Bangkok, Thailand. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013-31 March 2014) 

• Organize the laboratory-Technical Advisory Group meeting scheduled from 29 to 30 October 
2013 to be held back-to-back with the first ASEAN Regional laboratory Directors' Forum 
scheduled from 31 October to 1 November 2013 In Yogyarkarta, Indonesia. The meeti'lgs 
were joi:1tly organized by the Directorate General of livestock Services, Indonesia, FAO and 
01::. (sub activities S4.L1.r and S4.l.2.r}. 

• Circulate the updated regional protocol for diagnosis of AI, including H7N9 in SE Asia. 

S4.M Enhancing the role of Regional Leading Laboratories. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• Provided support on :aboratory capaci~ building act:vities at the SEA Regional 
refererce/leading animal health laboratories {sub activities S4.M2.a. TH, 54.M2.b. VN). 

• Collabocated wi:h NIAH, Thailand to organize a regional workshop on diagnosis of ND a1d 
rabies {sub activities 54.M2.a. TH also linked to 51.E1. TH). 

• Collaborated with RAHO 6, Viet Nam to organize a regional workshop and traini1g on the 
diagnos;s of swine diseases (sub activities 54.M2"b. VN also iinked to 51.£2. VN). 

• Supported studies on pig diseases indud;ng PRRS and CSF for RAHO 6, VietNam through the 
provision of reage:-~ts for diagnosis of PRRS, CSF, and Aujeszky's disease viruses 
(pseudorabies) (sub activity 54.M2b. VN). 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013- 31 March 2014) 

• Conenue to support activities re;ated to enhancing ~he ~ole of Reg:onalleading Laboratories. 

• Support the visib:lity of the regional reference/leadir1g laboratories at the Regional 
Labora:ory Network Animal Hea;th laboratory-Technical Advisory Group, and the first ASEAN 
laboratory Directors' Forum. 

S4.N Supporting national laboratory networks for animal health. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• A national laboratory coordinator was provided to support activities related to strengthening 
laboratory quality services at the national laboratory networks in Indonesia (sub 
activity S4.N3.iD). 

• The IDENTIFYIFAO Southeast Asia coordina-::.or participated a;,d provided technical inputs at 
the Pr.ilippine Animal Health Centre Strategic Planning Workshop from 14-18 May 2013 in 
Quezon City, Philippines. The meeting was organized by o:E, in collaboratio:1 with the 
Philippine Animal Health Centre. 

• The IDENTIFY I FAO Southeast Asia coordina'.:.or ::;articipated and provided technical inputs at 
a strategic planning workshop follow-up activity for NaVRI-Cambodia from 26-27 September 
2013 in Preah S!hanouk prov'nce, Cambodia. The meeting was organized by o;E,. In 
collaboration with NaVR.I. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013-31 March 2014) 

• Conti,oue to support activities related to strengthening the national laboratory network in 

participating countries. 

• Support the Vie:namese National Veterinary Conference i11 collaboration with Hanoi 
University of Agriculture (sub activity 54.N5. VN). 
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54.0 One Health initiatives: strengthening linkages between veterinary and public health. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• Provided support for four-way linking act:vities planned in Banglades:. and Indonesia to 
improve the linkage between laboratory and epidemiological experts from ani'Tial and public 
health sectors {sub activities S4.03.BD, 54.04./D). 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October Z013- 31 March Z014) 

• Continue to provide support for four-way linking act;vities planned in Viet Nam, Bangladesh, 
and Indonesia to imvove t~e linkage bet\.veen laboratory and epidemiological experts from 
animal and public health sectors (sub activmes 54.02. VNJ 54.03.80, 54.04.10}. 

• Four-way linking review miss;on (November 2013) and workshop (March 2014) in 
Bangladesh. 

S4.P Support for participation in scientific conferences, trainings, or workshops. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {1 April -30 September 2013) 

• No activities during the reporting period. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October Z013- 31 March 2014} 

• Coordinate and provide support for participation ;q scientific conferences, trainings. and 
workshops upon request. 
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3 ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD (1 APRIL 2013-
30 SEPTEMBER 2013) AND PLANNED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEXT REPORTING 

PERIOD (1 OCTOBER 2013- 31 MARCH 2014} 

3.1 ACTIVITIES CONGO BASIN COMPONENT 

Output 1. Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose diseases under a 
quality management system enhanced. 

USAIO I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 1: Enhance laboratories' ability to detect- to the appropriate level of 
characterization for the laboratory's capability- IDENTIFY targeted diseases 

Cl.A Mapping national and regional laboratory resources for animal health. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• No mappiPg took place during the ·eporting period, as the data call was postponed at the 
end of the project. However, the overall mapping data were analysed and compared. As a 
follow-up of this analysis, the laboratory mapping tool is being revised for better results and 

consistency over time (linked to global activity Gl.Al. 
• Compiled a'ld analyzed tre mapping exercise results in tre ~Sl..s: 

J Resul:s of the mapping exercise were shared with -::he Eastern Africa qegional 
Support Laboratory (NAHDIC-Etf"liopia) for compilation and analysis. Feedback from 

NAHDIC Is expected. Regarding the two RSLs based i:1 West Africa, results of the 

completed LMT are expected from Vom (Nigeria! and t'"'e Laboratolre National 
d'Eievage et de Recherches veter:naires {Senegalj. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013- 31 March 2014) 

• Mapping natior,al and regional laboratory resources for animal health (sub activity Cl.A.l}. 

• Contribute :o glo:::>al compilation of updated regiooal data on laboratory capacity and 
networks {sub acUvity Cl.A.2}. 

• Contribute to the revision and the dissemination of the FAO LMT (sub activity C1.A.3). 

• Contribute to the laborato'y interviews (sub activity Cl.AA linked to the global M&E effort 
Gl.A). 

Cl.B Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 1013) 

• Provided equipment, supplies, mar1uais and equipment maintenance services (sub actlv.ity 
Cl.Bl}: 
o Continued fellow-up of diagnostic kit delivery if not yet completed. Laboratory 

equipment and diagnostic kits were procured for all benef!c!ary laboratories with a close 
foilow-up by t~e FAOIIDENT:FY project team in the Congo Basin region and FAO country 
offices. Although there were delays in the delivery of some parcels, aF procured 
equipment and diagnostic kits have been delivered with satisfact:on. 

• Assisted laboratory equipment orocureme:1t (sub activity Cl.B2j: On-site missions ca~ried out 
by external a1d/or ~nterral experts monitored de:ivery and appropriate use of procured 

equipment and reagents provided to beneficiary laboratories. The experts listed the items 
stil: missing that could be procured in years four or f:ve of the project, Three 01-site missions 
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were carried out in Congo, Democratic Republic of the Congo and Uganda during the 
reporting period with the following findings: 
c Congo: Two experts from IZSVe took advantage of the hands-on training on rabies 

diagnostics held at Laboratoire de Diagnostic veterinaire de Brazzaville (LDVB) 
(Brazzaville, 3-7 June 2013) to begin using the new equipment provided by the IDENTIFY 
project (b~ological cabinet, bench autoclave, incubator, refrigerator-freezer and a UV
mkroscope). The experts trained labo~atory staff on proper use and basic maintenance 

requirements. In order to optim:ze the use of the new equipment, a water disti:latory 
and an auto-start power ge~erator are urgently needed to overcome frequent power 

cuts and inconstant voltage issues. 
c Democratic Republic of the Congo: The laboratory expert that assessed the laboratory in 

Goma also visited the laboratory at Kinshasa (3-6 May 2013) and checked proper 
reception, ins:allation and use of laboratory equipments del~vered under IDENTIFY {also 
linked to sub activity C4.Ni. 

c Uganda: Two visits were made by FAO IDENTIFY project staF !13 July and 9 September 
2013) to NADDEC (Uganda) to assess progress under the national LoA, 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013- 31 March 2014) 

• Provision of equipment, supplies, manuals and equipment maintenance services (sub activity 
C1.81); purchase of basic laboratory items for the Dernocratic Republic of the Congo planned 
as a follow-up of the assessment mission in t~e contry. 

• Assist mission for installation of procured laboratory equ:pment (sub activity C1.B2): 
Assista:"lce in the proper use of laborato~y equipment received will be extended to other 
laboratories during expert on-site visits in the coming rnonths. 

• Explore possible schemes and procedures for coordinated procurerner~t of key reage:"lts in 

Africa (sub actMty C1.B3). 

Cl.C Strengthening the linkage between the field and laboratory. 

Activities. undertaken during the current reporting period {1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• National field pat:-lology trainings were provided under LoAs with laboratories (activity 
Cl.C.l) were conducted in Cameroon {April 2013)and Congo (August 2013): 

o Cameroon: A total of 61 persons from the Laboratoire National V#:thinaire, 
Cameroon (LANAVET) and field veterinary staff participated in two trainings 
organized i~ Garoua (from 9-11 April 2013 with 22 participants, and Yaounde from 
23-25 April 2013 with 41 participants) on necropsy techniques, sample collection 

and good shipping practices. Training reports have been rnade available to FAD by 
the lANA VET. 

o Corgo: 20 oartkipants from LDV3 and field veterinary staff from six departments 

(Brazzaville, Cuvette Ouest, llkouala, Plateaux, Pool and Sangha) attended the 
training on necropsy techniques, sample collection and good shipping practices tt·at 

was held from 20 to 23 August 2013. Trainings reports have :Jeen shared with FAO 
by the laboratory. 

• Investigation and da::.a collection on targeted diseases (sub activity CLC.2): 
o Cameroon: 1 327 samples (110 percent of the 1 200 targeted samples planned in 

the LoAj were co!:ected (PPCB: 265; FMD: 265; NO: 143; PPA: 189; PPR: 202) in the 
Far North and the North regions and tested at LANAVET in Garoua. Additional 
samp:ing activities are underway in the Adamoua Region. Laboratory analyses are 
underway and the results will be compiled in the final report of the LoA, 

J Congo: 2 224 samples were collected, out of w:-lich 1 676 were of good quality 
(167 percent of the 1 000 targeted samples planned in the loA}: 1 044 samples for 
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PPR; 476 samples for PPCB; 156 samples for AS;:; 1 676 samples for FMD. The 

samples were submitted to lDVB as a result of a survey conducted in two 

departments (Cuvette and Cuvette-Ouest) from 30 June to 8 July 2013 to determine 

the prevalence of four pr;ority diseases (PPR, ASF, CBPP and FMD). 

o Gabon: 1 305 samples {843 for PPR and 462 for PPCB) of the 1 000 targeted 

samples in the LoA were collected by lNVL Laboratory tests are undervJay and 

results will be made available in the final report of the loA. 

o Rwanda: 811 samples were collected, of which 150 were submitted to OVI for RVF 

confirmation. 

o South Sudan: Of 500 samples targeted as per the loA, 488 PPR and 273 RVF serum 

samples were submitted to CDVL, and tested using Competitive ELISA; the 

respective results were recorded. 

o Tanzania: 616 samples (62 percent of the targeted samples as per the LoA) were 
collected and submitted to two zonal laboratories- Tanzania Veterinary laboratory 

Agency (TVLA) centre in :ringa ard TVLA centre In Tabora. 225 samples were tested 

for PPR_; 97 for ASF; 158 for CBPP; 4 for FMD; and 132 for LSD. Sample collection 

activities are still ongo:ng and mo~e samp:es are expected to be subm'tted to t'le 

laboratories. 

0 Uganda: Out of the targeted 5 000 samples, 1 931 samples (39 percent of t'le 
targeted samples as per the loA) were su:Jmitted to NADDEC and testing is 

reported as ongoing. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October Z013- 31 March 2014) 

• National ;:.:ield Patho:ogy t~ainlngs to reinforce the capadties of laboratory staff prev:ously 

:rained will be conducted to finalize activities urder national loAs (sub activity Cl.C 1). 

o Central African Republic: Serious secur;ty issues following the unstable political 
situation prevented implementing th:s activity. Therefore, this activity is now 

planned for the next reporting period and the loA will be extended accordingly. 
v GaboG: ;n the past mof'ths, many changes occurred in the :nanagement team of the 

lNV~, including the change of the Director. This situation has hampered t'le 

organization of the trai11ing as well as the implementatio:1 of other project act;vities 

in the country. A new scheduling of activities has been established through a '10 

cost extension of the LoA. 

• Investigation and data collection on targeted diseases will be conducted to finalize activities 

under national ~oAs (sub activity Cl.C2). 

C1.D Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to build diagnostic laboratory capacity and 
support laboratory management. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• N/A. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period 11 October Z013- 31 March 2014) 

• Develop training kits on :aboratory equipment and calibration, and follow-up on previous 

:-rainings on laboratory equipment and calibration (sub activity Cl.Dl). 

Cl.E Strengthening regional resources for selected animal disease-s. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• N/A. 
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PlannEd activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013- 31 March 2014) 

• Disseminate laboratory cards (available diagnostic assays and cross-cutting technolog:es for 
selected animal d;seases, including zoonosesj for IDENTIFY prior:ty diseases {sub activity 
Cl.£.1, linked with sub activity Gl.E.l). 

• Produce ard dissemi'late disease cards (case definition and recommended test repertoi~e for 
IDENTIFY listed priority diseases) (sub activity Cl.£.2). 

• Provide access ~o sequencirlg services to Cameroon, Ethiopia, Kenya, Democatic Republic of 
the Congo, Tanzan;a, Uganda, Nigeria, Senegat Botswa~a {sub activity Cl.£.3). The 
sequencing provider has oeen selected (linked ro sub activity G.l.E.Sj. The handbook will be 
dissemirated to users (linked to sub activity Gl.£.4}. 

• Assist countr:es on genotyping through sequencing of CBPP strains, in accordance with tre 
validated protocol (sub activity Cl.£.4). 

Cl.F Targeted support for strengthening diagnostic capacity and laboratory management. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period 11 April- 30 September 2013) 

• Su;Jported capacity developmen: in bush meat microbiology in Congo,. Ce:1tral African 
Republic and Gabo:-1 (sub activity C.l.F.1): val:dated the terms of reference of tre missions, 
and recruited an i1ternational consultant. 

• Continued to support capacity development i:l antimicrobial resistance for food safe:y, 
including training, supplies and sampling !Uganda, sub activity C.l.F.2j: initiated planning of 
the training and prepared a list of items for procurement together with the laboratory. 
Owing to budget constra-nts, this activity is no longer plan 'led under IDENTIFY. 

• Continued to strengthen advanced ASF capacities (sub actjvity Cl.F.3): t~e tools developed 
by the staff ;rom Cameroon are used routinely at the FAO/IAEA joint division for ASF 
genotyplng. Samples from Ethiopia and Democratic qepublic of the Congo were genotyped 
using the primers and SOPs developed. 

• On site missions to develop diagnostic competer'!ce: 
o Specific assessmert/on-site training on ASF in Tanzania, Uganda, Congo and Gabon (sub 

activities Cl.F.4 and C1.F5): the terms of reference of the consultant were prepared and 
approved, 

c On-site mission to develoo diagnostic competence for CBPP in Bangui {Central African 

Republic), Brazzaville (Corgo), Ubreville (Gabon) and Uganda (sub activities C1.F.5 and 
Cl.F7}: the terms of reference are completed and the international consultant has been 
recruited. Planning of the missions has been initiated. 

c On-site missions to develop diagnostic competence for rabies {sub activity Cl.F.6): on
site technical assistance and hands-on train:ng related to rabies diagnosis including 

rabies blind tests were organized in :he national laboratory of Republic of the Conge, 
under the LoA with IZSVe; a hands-on rab:es diagnostic training was performed in Conge 
{3-7 June 2013, LDVB in Brazzaville) by two expe;ts from IZSVe, and was attended by 

seve'! trainees from LDVB and one from a public health laboratory (Laboratoire Natioral 
de Sante Publique). The training addressed general information on rabies (aetiology, 
pathoge11esis, symptoms in an:mals, epidemiology) and the available techniques to 

diagnose <;.he disease in animals {both OlE/WHO recomme:-~ded metCJods, as well as 
techniques under evaluation for rabies diagnosis or con~irmation). Management of a 
diagnostic sample by a diagnostic laboratory, as well as recommended storage 
conditions and sample shippirg procedures according to the internat:onal regulations 
{lATA) were a:so presented and discussed by the trainers. TCJe trainers also stressed t'1e 
importance of the bio:ogkal risk assessment evaluation in the laboratory when working 
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with idectious agents. The improvement of the geqeral knowledge was estimated at 

about 17 percent, based 01 a questionnaire submitted to t~ainees. 

Rabies 
trai~irlg.Br azzaville. 3· 

• On-site missio'l to design a strategy for the development of the national laboratory of 
Equatorial Guinea (sub activity C1.F10): t:1e mission was postponed ln order to obtain the full 
commitment of the officials to implement mission findings. However, this activity is qot 

planned in year "five because of budget constraints. 

• Transfer of technology of protocols developed by the FAO/IAEA joint division (PCR using the 
FRET system) in Senegal, Uganda and Ethiopia (!inked to actjvity Gl.F). 

Planned activities for the nex:t reporting period (1 October 2013- 31 March 2014) 

• Support com;Jetence development in bush meat microbiology (sub activity Cl.Flj in Congo 
and Gabon. 

• Strengthen advanced ASF diagnost:c capacities in Cameroo:1 (sub acVvity C1.F2): the scient:st 
fro:n Cameroon will join the FAO/IAEA joint division in October 2013 for eight months under 
another proJecL However, he will contribute to the IDENTIFY project in evaluating tagged 
ASF primers to support the access to sequencing services by African laboratories. 

• On-site m:ssions to develop diagnostic competence for ASF (sub activity C1.F3): the missions 
in Tanzania, Uganda, Congo and Gabon are tentatively schedu:ed in January/February 2014. 

• On-site m:ssions to develop diagnostic compe:ence for CBPP (sub activity Cl.F4}: missions in 

Cen:ral African Republic,. Congo, Gabon and Uganda are tentatively olanned to start in 
January/February 2014. 

• On-site assessment miss:on on local situation in central African Republic (sub activity CLFS). 

• On-site m;ssion to develop diagnostic compete,oce for rabies \sub octivity C1.F6): traini'lgs 
will be organized in Gabon and South Sudan (staff are being vaccinated). 

• Develop compe:encies on new and advanced laboratory testing based in Ca;neroon (sub 
activity C.l.Fl): two laboratory experts will particioate in a four week internship at t<e 
PREDICT laboratory in Yaounde. 

• Develop competencies on laboratory testing of samples by applying PREDICT protocols on 
samples from domestic animals in Cameroun {sub activity Cl.FS]. 

• Fie:d support mission held in Uganda by FAO/IAEA joint division to transfer knowledge on 
using tagged primers for sequencing, :Jost-PCR product processing and sh:pmert for 
sequencing, and established local capacity for post-sequencing raw data analysis (sub activity 
Cl.F9}. 

USAIO I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY 
targeted diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate 
regional and international organizations. 

C2.G Support timely diagnosis and reporting for priority animal diseases, including support of 
laboratory policy to ensure flow of samples and sharing of information. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 
• Provided continued support for sample referral from national laboratories to >{Sl.s and 

international refererce laboratories for disease confirmation for all supported laboratories 
(sub activity C2.G.l): 

o Camecoon: Samples of FMD were sent to Plum Island and the University of Ohio, 
USA. A!: FMD diagnostic laboratory results were shared witt~ Plum Island, the 
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University of Ohio and 3otswana Vaccine Institute with the aim of producing a FMD 
vaccire. 

o Rwa:1da: 150 suspected RVF samples were sent to Onderspoort Veterinary Institute 
(the OlE reference laboratory for RVF) for confirmation by DVS-Rwanda Agriculture 

Board on 13 November 2012. 

• Contributed to the Global Consultation on laboratory policy by providing information 
regarding procedures in Africa (sub activity C2.G3, linked to global sub activity G2.G.2): 
o Five laboratories in the Congo Basin (LANAVET/Cameroon, LNVL/Gabon, La:)oratoire 

National d'Eievage et de Recherches ve:erinaires /Senegal, NVR!/\Iiger:a and OVI/South 
Africa) were targeted as pilot laboratories for the laboratory policy review in the Congo 
Basin. Thus far, accurate information from laboratory pol:cy docu'Tie'!ts was collected 
from Cameroon, Senegal, Gabon and Tanzania. As a result of this review, the key 

guidelines for laboratory policy development were presented during the EARLN annual 
meeting held in Bujumbura in July 2013. Three concept notes to operationalize tre 
guidelines and strengthen labo:-atory pol:cy at national level were prepared for 
Cameroo:1, Congo and Tanzaria, and one concept note was prepared for a nor-IDENTIFY 
beneficiary cow;try {Chad). Funding to implement these pilot activities is ex:)ected from 

alternative sources. 

• Reviewed public-private partnerships and sustainability of veterinary labora:ories in sub
Saharan Africa (sub activity C2.G.3): 
c The terms of reference of a national consultant for the public-private par~nership (PPP) 

study in Tanzania were developed and submitted to the FAD Representation in 
Tanzania. The national expert is being selected. 

o An article on PPP was published in October 2013 (p.21-23: 

http://www.fao.org/docrep/018/i3470e/i3470e.pdf). A concept note and a leaflet on 

PPP were also fira!ized. (see embedded document) In Cameroon, the LANA VET annex in 
YaoundE- is now operational and started delivering priced services to the private sector 
ir April 2013. The LANA VET annex has been very active, with a total of 1 229 samples 
suomi-::ted to investigate PPR, ASF, FMD and poultry diseases. 

~ 
PPP leaflet.2013 

Planned activities for the next reporting period {1 October Z013- 31 March 2014) 

• Support sample referral from national labora:ories to RSLs and international reference 
laborato~ies for disease confirmation (sub activity C2.G1). 

• Conduct sampling ac:ivities on wildlife at LDVB, Congo (sub activity C2.G2). 

• Advocate for laboratorv policy develonment in the Congo Basin region (sub activity C2.G3). 

• Review public-private partnerships and sustainability of veterinary laboratories in sub
Saharan Africa (sub activity C2.G4}: the preliminary miss:on of the national expert for the P3 P 
study in Tanzania is pianned on Novembe~ 2013 to collect baseline information in Tanzania. 
This first round of the PPP study in Tanzania wFI be followed by another mission by 
international experts in Cameroon ar:d the Democrat:c Republic of the Congo i:~ 2012. 
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USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 3: laboratories have adopted or improved quality assurance (QA) 
practices, inclusive of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive quality 
management system. 

C3.H External quality assessment (EQA} for diagnosis of targeted animal diseases. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• Conducted regional proficiency test:ng {AI and NO, RVF, ppq, ASF) (sub activity C.3. H.l): 
c AI and NO: Results of 2012 proficiency tesi:ing {organized by IZSVe) were presented 

during the Eastern Af~:ca fourth joint regional epidemiology and labo~atory networks 

meeting held in July 2013 in Bujumbura, BurundL For Ca~eroon, Congo, Gabon and 
Democra:ic Republic of the Congo, the test results will be presen:ed at the first Central 
Africa RESOLAB meeting (tentatively planned in Chad, January 2014). logistical issues 
hindered the completion of AI/ND prof:c:em:y testing :n Rwanda; the reagents for 
testing were shipped f;om IZSVe Padova in the firs: week of April 2013 for Rwanda to 

complete the Al/\10 proficiency tes-::ing. All five RSLs in sub-Saharan Africa agreed to 
participate to the second OFFLU ring trial (organised by NVSL.-USA and ;::u-Germany) and 

submitted their results during the reporting period. 
o PPR: The third round of the EQA for molecula; detectior of PPR was conducted. Panels 

were prepared by the Joint F-AO/:AEA division and shipped to Nigeria, Cameroon, 
Tanzania, Ethiopia, Uganda and Democratic Republic of the Congo. 

o RVF: The first round of proficiency testing for RVF serological diagnosis was completed. 
Ten partici::>ants have tested the panel and submitted their results to the organiser. 
Feedback was sent to participating laboratories in May 2013; corrective actions will ::>e 
discussed during the next reporting period. Provided an assessment of the individual 
performance of each :aborato:-y and the overal: score a:1d agreement between each 
laboratory and the Center for Emerging and Zoonotic Diseases {former special pathogen 

unit) of the natio1al institute for commun:cable disease (Sou:-h Africa}, which served as 
the reference laboratory. The perfor:nance of two kits (the IDVET competitive ELISA and 
the BDSL Inhibition ELISAj were simu:taneously assessed. 

• Provided backstopping missions at country level to aid with EQA (sub activity C3.H2): 
.:; South Sudan: Trairing on EQM was conducted on 6-13 April 2013 at the Central 

Veterinary Diagnos:ic Laboratory in Juba by an international expert :o provide assistance 
on developing Quality Laboratory Management, SOPs and laboratory bench work 
guidelines. A second visit for the EQA m'ss!on will be necessary, espec:ally when t'le 
laboratory moves to a new site. 

EQA mission 
J uba.5.13Apr'l2013 

o Uganda: an internal audit was conducted to adjust non-conforming i:ems and review 
quality system documents according tc the recommendations formulated dur:ng the last 
on-site mission. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period {1 October 2013- 31 March 2014} 

• Regional proficiency testing !AI and NO, FMD, R.VF, PPR, ASF) (sub activity C3.H.1): 
c AI and NO organized by IZSVe: Botswana, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Gabon, Kenya, Nigeria, 

Senegal, South Sudan, Tanzania and Uganda. 
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c RVF (with FAO/!AEA and the National Institute for Communicable D-seases/South Africa) 

organized for the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ethiopia, Senega!, Tanzania and 
Uganda. Discussions to be held with the Nat:onal Institute for Communicable 
Diseases/South Africa and a technical co:-~tract to be prepared by the FAO/:AEA joint 
division for the second EQA program for serological diagnostics of RVF vi~us. 

o P;>R organized by FAO/IAEA for Cameroon, Republic of Congo, Democratic Republic of 

the Congo, Ethiopia, Gabon, Senegal, Tanz.ania and Uganda. 
o ASF (organized by an FAO reference centre) fo~ Cameroon, Republic of Congo, 

Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ethiopia, Ta:uania and Uga1da. 
o CBPP organized by CIRAO for CAF, Gabon, Republic of Congo and Uganda. 
c FMD organized by IAH, Pirbright in collaboration with EU-FMO for the Democratic 

Republic of the Congo, Senegal, Nigeria and Botswana. 

• Results of all proficiency testing {including rabies and o:her diseases, if any) from all partne~s 
will be integrated to shape regional testing p;ograms {sub activity C3.H.l). 

• Three backstopping missions will be organized at country level to aid with EQA 3 countries, 
according to results obtained during proficiency testing (sub activity C3.H.3). 

C3.1 Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory quality management, 

excluding biosafety/biosecurity (refer to activity group J). 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• Conducted regiona: trainings on equipment maintenance and calibration {sub activity C3.1.1): 

five participants from Cameroon, Ce~tra! African Republic, Congo, Democratic Repu:~lic of the 
Congo and Gabon attended the training organ;zed from 3-7 June 2013 in Dakar, SenegaL Other 

pa~ticipants f~om non-IDE\JT!FY be:1eficiary laboratories {Burk:na Faso1 COte d'lvoire, Mal:1 

Niger, Chad and Senegal) sponsored by another funding source also attended the training. The 
training gathered :naintenance officers who improved their skills on maintenance of key 
laboratory equipme~t, ;qdud:ng biologica safety cabinets, controlled/dust-free rooms, 
spectrophotometers, C02 incubators, optica· microscopy, aqa:ytical balance and an ultra deep 
freezer. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October Z013- 31 March Z014) 

• N/A. 

C3.J Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory biosafety and 

biosecurity. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {1 April- 30 September 2013} 

• N/A. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October Z013- 31 March 2014j 

• N/A. 

C3.K Targeted support for laboratory quality management systems, including biosafety (at 
country level}. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {1 April- 30 September 2013} 

• Continued to support the laboratory biosecurity/biosafety implementat:on, :ncluding tre 
co:npletion of miror laboratory repairs (implemented through national LoAs, sub acti'.lity C3.K1): 
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o Cameroon: As a fo:low-up of the assessment mission conducted by an FVI exper: in 

February 2011, a sample receptio0 room was set up, eight staff were vaccinated 
against rabies and 80 percent o+ SOPs and ot~er quality documents were developed 

and disseminated. 
o Congo: A water tank and a high water pressure pump were irstalled. The quality 

system documentation was updated. 
o Gabon; 80 percent of SOPs for diagnostic tests currently performed at the laboratory 

were developed. Eight staff were vaccinated against rabies. 
o Rwanda: Laboratory renovations were delayed because of lergthy local tender 

procedures. However, the major renovations have been carried au:. 
o Tanzania: Electronic locks were installed on ali three doors whilst 20 laboratory 

personnel :nvolved in rabies necropsy and diagnosis {in pathology a1d virology 
sect;ors) were vaccinated agains: rabies. 

o South Sudan: Renovat:ons on the CVDL were carried ou: (air corJditioners repaired, 

electricity and water system repaired, laboratory benches in place, laboratory 
partitioned into three units). Sustainable cold chain system put in place, As the 

laboratory will be moved to a new site, a visit to assess laboratory quality 
management needs wi:l be required. 

• Supported the implementatior of LIMS in Tanzania and Botswana (sub activity C3.K3, under 
LoA with !ZS Teramo). In Tanzania, UMS- LABs Information and Management System (SILAB) 

has been irstalled on the local server at TVLA. Staff from the Sample Reception, Pathology, 
Bacteriology and Animal Science sect;ons were trained and are now able to use the system 
autonomously. Final test reports generated by SILAB are currently sent to TVLA's customers. 

Interfacing the SILAS and TADinfo systems was discussed and will be explored by !ZS Teramo. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period {1 October Z013- 31 March Z014} 

• Support laboratory biosecurity/biosafety implementation, (minor renovations in the 
laboratories} (sub activity C3.K1) in all countries except CAF, Equatorial Guinea and Rwanda. 

• Cot1duct on-site audit and training on quality assurance (sub activity C3.K2, under LoA signed 
with FVJ): on-site audit/backstopping m:ssions on QA wlll be performed by FV! for a:l 

countries except Equatorial Guinea and Cent~al African =\epubFc. 

• Complete support for implementation of UMS in Tanzania and Botswana (sub activity C3.K3, 
under LoA with IZS Teramo)~ in Tanzania, staff from TVLA will autonox.ously extend SI~B use 
~o other sections of ~he laboratory wfth !ZS Teramo's remote support. 

Output 2. Unkages and communication pathways across national, regional and global laboratory 
and epidemiologic networks for the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened. 

USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 4: laboratories are participating in relevant regional and 
international laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and 
responsibilities. 

C4.l Regional laboratory network support and coordination for animal health. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• Provided support to regional networking: 
c Supported ASF regional network :neefng {20-22 May 2013 Entebbe, Uganda) ofthe ASF 

Work;ng Group for Eastern Africa {sub activity CALl). Launched the ASF Working Group 
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i~ Kamaa:a during a meeting o~ganised from 11-14 June 2013. Country focal points were 
appointed during the meet;ng. The x-.eeting also adopted an action plan that includes 
consultations on national strategies for the control of ASF; moda:ities for the se:ect;on of 

regional diagnostic laboratories for ASF using the model from AI; a framework for 
sampling at the f:eld level; harmo1ized surveillance of AS;:; preparedness and 
contingency olans; mechanisms for informat;on sharing between cross borde: districts; 
and cross-border collaboration in outbreak invest;gations. An ad hoc ASF sub-network 
working group was established to look into sy:vatic cycles and bring on board o:her 
stakeholders, ;ncluding the private sector, conservation agencies a:1d farmers. 
Provided support for rabies regional networking; Inputs and technical backstopping 
provided to the rabies RESOLAB sub-network, under the LoA with IZSVe; collected and 
shared information on the rabies situation, inc:uding confirmed cases, by laboratories in 
CRA, Democratic Republic of the Congo and the two RSls {Senegal and Niger~a); 

prepared the first RESOLAB rabies sub-~etwork quarterly report. Assistance was also 

provided by IZSVe, including the provision of sampling and laboratory diagnostic 
protocols, which were uploaded to the website of ECTAD Bama:.;o, FAO and IZSVe 
prepared an update on the laboratories' rabies diagnosis activities in Centra: and West 
Africa 2

• Assistance has been provided for the celeb~ation of Word Rabies Day (28 
September 2013) by making flyers and key messages available to rab;es country .;:ocal 

points. 

• Organized the year four work plan implementation meeting and year five planning of :he 
IDENTIFY I ;::Ao project, with help from laboratory directors and Chief Veterinary Officers. 

IDENTIFY :arget countries were given the opportunity to commert, make sugges:ions and agree 
to the implementation of all actMties for years four and five, The meeting was held in Douala, 
Cameroun from 4-6 June 2013, \Vith 30 participants includirg CVOs and laboratory directors of 

IDENTIFY beneficiary countries in the Corgo Basin Region (except Rwa:1da}. The project's 
achievements in year four were discussed. Participants developed a draft o7 the year 
five workplar. The meeting provided a good forum to discuss opportunities for 
collaboration w:th PREDICT :n Cameroon and Co'lgo regarding applying P'i.EDICT testing 

protocols to diagnose disease i< domestic animals. A joint session of the FAOIIDENTIFY 
Project and PREDICT was organized to select key stakeholders in Cameroon and address 
sampling activities in wildlife (Congo). The final communique of t~e meeting is available on 
:he ECTAD Bamako website 3

• 

• Organized the fourth joint {EARi...N/ Eastern African Region Epidemiology Network) annual 

coordination mee:ing, held from 16-19 July 2013 in Bujumbura, Burundi. with 
represe'ltatives from 10 count~ies and participants represent;ng FAO, OlE, African Vnion 
lntera7rican Bureau for Animal Resources, African Union Panafrican Veterinary Vaccine 
Cent;e, IGAD and IZSVe Padova. The meeting was organ:zed within the framework of the 
implementation of the European Commission-funded programme entitled "Reinforcing 
Veterinary Governa:1ce in Africa". Two side meetings of the Eastern African Region 
Epidemiology Network and EARLN took place to discuss challenges faced by the national 
epidemiology networks and the central veteri'la:-y laborato~;es; also discussed was the 
needs assessment on epidemiology tra:ning and the report of the EA Regional Support 
Laboratory. The final commu'lique of the meeting is available or the ECTAD Nairobi 
website4

. 

2 htto:/ /www J a o-ec tad-bamako. o rg/fr /U pd a :e<m-ani mal-r abi es-d iagn osti c ?Ian g=en 
"1ttc://www fao-ectac-bamako.o·g/fr/IMG/pdf/final commur:gue iDENTifV Meetir:g Douala2013 Er"lg.odf 
4 'lttp://www fao-ectac-nalrobl.org/'!'YHO/pdf/Flnal commun,que EAR:':N EAHLN Buiumb.;ra meet~~g,pdf 
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• Provided funding for an officer from headquarters to attend the "Workshop on PPR 
Prevention and Control in the Southern African Development Commu1ity region- Preparing 
Southern African Development Community couf'tries for the possible introduction of PPR 
into PPR-free areas (disease identification, contra: and manage'iie'lt)", Dar es Salaam, 

Republic of Tanzania, from 10-13 June 2013. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October Z013- 31 March Z014) 

• Support activities of reg'onal thematic sub-netv;orks {i.e. rabies, ASF, CB 0 P, FMD, PPR} (sub 
activity C4.L1). 

• Presen: activities and results of rab:es RESOlAB subnetwork .. including support p~ovided by 
IDENTIFY in two rabies conferences (Senegal and Canada): AfroREB (8-10 October 2013, 
Dakar, Senegal); Rabies in the Ame;icas/Rita (27-31 October 2013, Toronto, Canada). 

• Hold one regional support laboratory annual meeting in Senegal_ Botswana, Ethiopia and 
Nigeria (sub activity C4.L2). 

• Hold two regional animal health networks meetings {sub activity C4.L3). 

• Hold conclusive meeting for IDENTIFY beneficiary countries (sub activity C4.L4). 

• Hold hand-over meeting for RESOLAB coordinators (tentative:y plat1ned for November 2013) 
(sub activity C4.L5). 

• Hold an'lua: regional laboratory network 'lleeting (RESOL.AB) (tentatively planned in Chad for 
January 2014) {sub a!:tivity C4.L6). 

C4.M Enhancing the role and status of Regional Support Laboratories. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

N/A. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period \1 October Z013- 31 March Z014) 

• Hold conclusive meeting for validation/endorsement by beneficiary laboratories, CVOs and 
commitment by key partners (sub activity C.4.M.1). This activity has been postponed to year 
five, as a hard commitmeni: from Regional Economic Communities (RECs) is required in order 
:o implement findings of the meeting. Discussion on institutional arrangeme'lts with RECs are 

underway. 

• Review a:1nual reports subm:tted by RSLs for M&E purposes, and to ;den::ify strengths and 
gaps. 

C4.N Supporting national laboratory networks for animal health. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• Continued support to national laboratory network meetings and related activities (sub 
activity C4.Nl): In Cameroon, 3 000 brochures and flyers on the services and products of 
LANAVET were produced and d:sseminated. At leas: 100 copies of scientific papers from 
EMPRES and ID~NTI~Y projects were dissem:nated during t'"le workshops organized by 

LANA VET. An open day was organized. 

• Supported U~e animal health laboratory in Goma (DR Congo) to carry out bask serology 
analysis and good practices on sampling and shipment {PPR, FMD) (sub activity C4.N3): a 
mission was corducted at the la::~oratoire veterinaire de Goma (Democratic RepubFc of t1e 
Congo) from 6-14 May 2013 in orde~ to: (i) assess laboratory :'leeds (equi::~ment and 
reagents) a11d perform routine testing (serology) on targeted diseases; and (ii) train 
laborato~y staff on biosecurity, biosafety, sampling ard shioment of sam::~les to regional or 
reference labora:ories. The laboratory expert also visited the laboratory at Ki11shasa (from 3-
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6 May 2013} to assess the implementation of the activities under the LoA, and check proper 
reception, installation and use of laboratory equipment delivered under IDENTt;:y_ Contact 

was also made with PREDICT to envisage collaboration between PREDICT and the national 
laboratory. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period {1 October 2013-31 March 2014) 

• Support minimal laboratory diagnostic capacity in Goma {Democratic Republic of the Congo) 
{sub activity C4.Nl}. 

• Support national laboratory network In Cameroon (sub activity C4.Nl). 

C4.0 One Health initiatives: strengthening linkages between veterinary and public health. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• A One Health seminar on rabies was held in Brazzaville, Congo (12-13 June 2013) (sub 
activity C4.01 ): a stakeholder consultation was held before the seminar with the object:ve to 
exchange and share informatior on rabies and identify best wactices and oppor:unities to 
control rabies in Congo. The meeti:1g gathered fifty participants from veterinary services 
(central ard district veterinarians) and public health services. 

Rabie:sOnerlealth. Br 
azza.Jtne2013 

• Held nation a! seminars on One Health (sub activity C4.03): 
:::: In Cameroor, 20 participants from pub:ic health, veterinary and env:ronmental 

laboratories atterded a natiot~a semit~a~ on "Establishment of public health, 
veterinary and environmental labo~atories network in Cameroon" held in Mfou on 
23 August 2013. A draft of a decree to establish the 1etwork was adopted. 
Participants agreed to establish a list of resource personnel, ard to develop 
information sharing mechanisms. A second One Hea:th seminar was organized at 
LANAVET Garoua on 30 August 2013, Twenty participants from universities, 

professional schools and various ministries \livestock, public heaith, environment 
and w:ldlife) attended the seminar. Participants agreed to Include Q;,e Health 

training modules in the curricula of acade:nia and to organile a One Health seminar 
in each of the 10 regions of Cameroon. T~ese meetings are pa'"t of the group 
dynamics for the implementation of the One Health co:-;cept in Cameroon, which 
resulted in another meeting on "Advocacy for intersectorial support to !abo~atories" 
(Yaounde, 21 August 2013). This meeting was attended by lANA VET and 19 o::her 
participants from the Ministries of Livestock, Public Health, Enviro•ment and 
w:ldlife. The meeting participants co:nmitted to develop an advocacy document to 
be sub:nitted to the national authority and the regio:~al economic communities for 
funding. 

o The Democratic ~epub!ic of the Congo held the One ~ealth seminar on 27-29 May 
2013. 40 participants from Universities, Ministries from public health, Agriculture, 
Rural development, environnement and wildlife attended the semi:'!ar. The 
participants recommended other "One health" meetings to ::>e organized, for better 
networking between the different sectors, and better surveillance and control of 

zoo:~otic diseases. 
o Uganda held a One Health seminar on 12 April 2013 with 56 participants from the 

Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industry and Fisheries, Ministry of Health, 
Uganda National Bureau of Standards, National Drug Authority, district health 
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officers, district veterinary officers, College of Veterinarv Medicine, A:1imal 
Resources and Bio-Security, Uganda Wild:tfe Au~hority, Central Public Health 

Laboratories, FAO and USA!D. The workshop objectives were: Understanding the 

One Health approach to disease cot1trol; developing network and communication 

strategies for improved disease control; and discussing strategies on sustaining 
laboratory networks in Uganda and beyond for long-term benefits. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period {1 October 2013- 31 March 2014) 

• Hold nationa: One Health semi 'Iars on rabies, in Gabon and South Sudan {sub activity C4.01). 

• Finalization and dissemination of rabies training k:ts (sub activity C4.02). 

• Linking laboratory activities with count~y One Health initiatives, including implementation of 
One :;ealth roadmaps (sub activity C4.03/. 

G4.P Support for participation in scientific conferences, trainings or workshops. 

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013) 

• N/A. 

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013- 31 March 2014) 

• Upon countries' request. 
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4 MAIN CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED AND RESPONSE PROVIDED 

• Owing to budget constrain:s in year 7'ive, FAD decreased t~e overall level of activities, ended 
some activities {especially those under LoAs wi:h national laboratories), ended all support to one 
country previously suppo~ted under IDENTIFY (Equatorial Guinea, except for participation in 
regional networki:-~g meet;ngs with RESOLAB). and decreased funding for proficiency testing and 

procurement of laboratory supplies. These changes will be communicated to the countries once 
the year five IDENTIFY workp!an has been fully approved. 

• Several constraints at the end of year four, including ;nstitutional arrangements with key 
stakeho:ders {benef;c:ary countries, RECs ... ) resulted in t:1e postponement of several key 

activities in Africa, including: the handover meeting to designated coordinators for RESOLAB/ 
Regional Network of National Eoidemiosurveil:ance Systems for Transboundary Animal Diseases; 
the conclus:ve meeting orJ Regional Support Laboratories: on-site missions for rabies, ASF, CBPP 
and field pathology in four countries; a public-private partnership mission i:1 Tanzania; and a 
follow-up QA miss:on in South-Sudan, for which countries expected FAD's support. The 
assessment mission for strategic development of a veterinary laboratory in Equatorial Guinea has 
been postponed in order to obtain the full commitment of the officials to ;mplement mission 
findings. However, because of year five budget constraints this activity in Equator:al Guinea is 
cancelled. Countries and regions have been informed of these const~aints. 

• The low priority given to animal :~ealth in country po:icies and development strategies often 
leads to difficulties in 'TIObilizing technical, financial and human resources at national :evel, thus 

compromising the sustainability of activities implemented under the project. Therefore, there is 
a need to inte:1s:fy advocacy at country level at"ld increase sustainable f:nancial resources. 

• Great efforts are being made to strengthen biosafety in SE Asia, for which the Southeast Asia 
Regional Biosafety Programme has been developed. Laboratory biosafety was made a priority 
topic at the Laboratory Directors' Forum meeting to advocate for more support from higher-level 
authorities.. Emphasis. has. been made on awareress of biosafety practices. among the laboratory 
staff in SE Asian laboratories. In Africa, only a few activities to strengthen bicsafety have been 
conducted (training, assessment, minor repairs in the laboratory facilities} under IDENTIFY so far. 

However, this is a large undertaking and the developmert of a read map and a project with a 
dedicated budget is required. 

• As most of the technical inputs have focused primarily on the key !'1ational veterinary laboratories 
in Southeast Asia, there remains a need to expand capacity building activi:ies to other 
laboratories at the subnational level, a~d to improve the linkage of the laboratories and fie:d 

staff to ensure the sustainable quali:y of laboratory services. It is believed t11at such objectives 
can be achieved by supporting the trai11ingjworkshops at na:ionallevel, and with assistance from 
the Regional leading/Reference Laboratories, key national laboratories and other implementing 
partners. Several activities for enhancement of laboratory quality service among the national 
laboratory networks were pla:~ned durbg the next year to fulfil the above needs. 

• The low level of resources allocated to veterinary laborator'es by authorit;es in the Congo Basin 
continues to present a major challenge. T'"'e project is trying to address this issue through 
private-public partnership consultations conducted in Cameroon, Democratic Republic of the 
Congo and Rwanda. Outcomes of the ongoing work include: {I) targeted identification of 

products and services (e.g. poultry, pig ard dairy sectors; post-vaccination control; and food 
safety analysis) that the laboratory could offer to the private sector, including an estimate of the 
additional resources which would be required; (ii} preparation of appropriate communications. 
and promotion tools or activities (such as brochures summarizing recent laboratory analyses and 

related costs, open days, and participation in fairs) to initiate/Improve client relationship and 
design complementary activities with other country veterinary laboratories {e.g. samples 
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submission, training); and (iii) ~ev:ew of legal status (e.g. opening of bank accounts, 

strengtt<ening/training of commercial staff). By suppo~ing the extension or improvement of 
laboratory diagnosis services to the private sector a11d addressing internal issues, the private
public partnership consultations are expected to improve the sus:ainabillty of some project 
activities, as well as provide contributory references to formulate a laboratory ;:mlicy. Although 
the IDENTIFY project is improving communication between laboratories ard other technical 

partners (including regional laboratories, FA0/01:: refererce centres, national veterinary 
services, FAO, OlE, joint FAO/IAEA division), findings on PPP missions demonstrated the need for 
laboratories to engage in more transpare11cy and communicat:on with the private secto: a1d 
other interested stakeholders on non-technical matters, such as priced services and products. 
This issue \.\'ill be addressed during the next missions in Tanzania and Uganda, as \Veil as follow
up missions in Cameroon, Democratic Republic of the Congo and Rwa~da. 

• Engagement of Regional Economic Communities and countries remains insufficient in Afr:ca, 
while ASEAN countries have made great institut:onal progress engaging with laboratory and 
animal health centres in SE Asia. Discussio'lS with ~ECs on the issue of Regional Support 
Laboratories are ongoing in Africa. FAO would J:ke :o ensuce that meeting ~indings from the 
conclusive meeting on the :nstitutionalization of RSLs are fully endorsed by RECs. ECOWAS ~as 

paved the way for such commitment by recognizing the two RSLs in West Africa, and discussions 
are unden~ay with UA I BAR with the support of FAO decentralized offices. 

• Most bereficiary laboratories in the Congo Basin and Southeast Asia still face the issue of low 
quality and quantity samples received from the field. The IDENTIFY project does not cover any 
surveillance activities. Buildhg capacities in laboratories for diseases for \Nhich tt~ere is 10 
surveillance, although they are considered prior:ty diseases by the veterinary serv~ces, does not 

fulfil the project objectives. The proper development of laboratory strategy and sus:ainabillty of 
the skills and activi:ies supported by IDENTIFY is hindered by weak laboratory policy and 

management (e.g. shortage of laboratory reagents that prevent participafon in proficiency tes:s, 
no bank accounts o: possibility to ge1erate income, etc.). It is expected that :hese complex issues 
wi·l be addressed by the guidelines on animal health laboratory policies for both the top 
management of the veterinary laborator:es and the authorities in charge of laboratories, with 
further adaptation to the context of Asia and Afr:ca regions. 

• Although leAs have been recognized as a major tool for implementatio:1 of the project, it should 
be emohasized that administrative complexity observed i'l laboratory operatio:1s has contributed 
to delays in project implementation. Implementation of the agreed activities as tbey appear in 
LoAs betvveen beneficiary countries in Congo Basin and FAO was slower than expected. However, 
most of the issues related to the delayed comp:etion of LoAs are justifiable. For instance, recent 
events in Mali (FAO ECTAD regional office) and Central African Republic, and co~tinued 
challenges faced b·y beneficia~y laboratories have sligrt:y limited tre project de:ivery for the past 
three months. As a result, the FAO-:oENTIFY project management team agreed to extend the 

duration of LoAs with beneficiary laboratories. The FAG project team continues dose monitoring 
of the loAs and provides necessary guidance through regu:ar and effective commu~ication. This 

experience should hei;J to ensure greater autonomy to laboratories, which will enable them to 
contract wi:h the private sector. This ~ssue is being addressed by FAO through the work on 
laboratory policy. 

• Issues on timely delivery of reagents in some countries have contributed to delayed trainings in 
diagnostic techniques for priority diseases (rabies in Gabon and ASF and CBPP in Central African 
Republic, Cargo and Gabon). 

• Implementation of One Health activities rema·ns linked to the ability of count~<es to engage in 
this initiative after the One Health meeting held in Libreville i~ November 2012. However, FAO 
supports specific activities in countries such as Cameroon through the LoAs. A number of 

ell 
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challenges were identified during the One Health seminar on ~abies held in Brazzavi:le, Congo 
(5-6 June 2013) with part:cipa11ts from animal and public health. n:e lack of ove~a:l collaboration 

between sectors and the absence of fu11ctional mechanisms for collaboration and coordina:ion 
between human and veterinary sectors was noted. Thus far, the authorities have no~ formulated 
any realistic goals and it seems appropriate to defirJe act:vities for the short- to medium-te:m to 
imorove and promote rabies orevent;on a:1d con:roL The stakeholders were very interested in 
the step-vise approach developed by the global a:fiance against rabies group of whieil FAO is a 
member. They were able to identify the activities to be implemented in the short- and medium
term to improve intersecto~al collaboration ard control of ra:Jies. No incidences of rabies have 

been officially reported to the OlE, although the country is surrounded by rabies endemic 
countries. However, after the tra;ning performed by :ZSVe at LDVB from 3-7 June 2013 (sub 
activity Cl.B}, tfle country is now caoa:Jie of detecting (animal) rabies and it is expected that a 

rabies case will be c01~firmed before the end of 2013. In addition, the outdated legislation from 
1968 should be updated; clear protocols must be defined on how to address animal bites and 

follow-up outbreak investigatior.s; various roles and responsibilities must be defined; a11d a 
coordination mecha11ism shou:d be implemented, 

,_p 
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5 MAIN PROGRESS MADE TOWARDS THE ACHIEVEMENT OF PROJECT OUTCOMES 

(FROM THE START OF THE PROJECT ACTIVITIES) 

• The support provided by ;DENTIFY has contributed to a greater understanding of regional a:1ima! 
health priorities, assessment of laboratory capacities and ident:ficatlon of regiona: ard national 
gaps and resources. 

• The direct support provided to laboratories in Africa has been greatly appreciated by the 
laboratories. Specifically, quality assurance, biosafety, and the rnaincenance and calibration of 
equipment has been improved, thus contributing to :aboratories' capacity to conduct work with 

reference to internationally accfedi:ed standards (e.g. ISO 1702Si. M;nor repairs have been made 
or orchestrated by the laboratories to improve biosecurity through na-::ional :..oAs. National 
laboratories have improved their national vis:bility through open events, production of leaflets 

and radio messages. FAD has reviewed and provided feedback on national loA progress and final 
reports; the template used was inspired by the FAO M&E framework (w'""lich Includes 
performance indicators and means of verification}. By working closely with the laboratories, this 
approach has also been a training exercise ir"l project manage'ne'1t for beneficiary laboratories. 

• In Africa,. laboratories have significantly improved their biosafety p;actices. In addition, good 
progress has been made in quality control through training provided on maintenance and 
calibration of equipment. However, much work remai:..s in these areas. In Asia, duri;,g the past 
three years, the numbers of laboratories which participated in and received the benefit from the 

Southeast Asia Regional Biosafety Programme has expanded over 400 percent. Significantly 
imoroved awareness and biosafety management and practices are ooserved across the reglor. 
However, continued efforts a~e essential to reinforce :rainings and promote the establishment 

biosafety management systems in the laboratories .. 

• The Southeast Asia Regional Quality Assurance Programme ena~led the supported laboratories 
to improve the qualitv laboratory diagnostic service against six priority d:seases, including 
lnfluem:<1 A,. ASF, cs~. P~RS, rnbics <Jnd NO. The results from the proficicrcy testing uct;vitics 

car<ed out in past years indicated improvement in the laboratory performance in both accuracy 
and quality of the reported results. :lroblems identified in the previous yea~s were, in most cases, 

solved in the following rounds of the proficiency testing programme. Through the regional 
proficiency testi1g activities,. t~e supported :aboratories in the regional network were ab:e to 
harmon:ze and improve the test sensitivity to a satisfactory :eve!. T~e improvement of the 
diagnostic quality has been observed across the regior. 

• A5 many oriori:y diseases are TAOs, a regional approact~ (where agreed) allows to~ rapid disease 
detection/identification. Response measures can be coordir1ated regionally for more effective 
cortrol. The networks In the West/Central, Eastern Africa and Southeast Asia regions have set a 
good example regarding the formal and informal exchange of information, and collaborative 
efforts and responsib:lity to ouild laboratories ·n the regions. Other partners, such as the IJnited 
States Department of Agriculture Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, EuFMD 

Commissio'"l and CiRAD, have demonstrated an increased irterest in and suppo~t for these 
laboratory ne:works. This growing confidence lends credence to the regional approach, and 
highligh:s FAO's comparative advantage in the coordination of such support and inputs. This 

project has supported regional laboratory necworks, providing assista'"lce with networking, 
strategy and policy development to regional service laboratories. In Southeast Asia, tl'e 
establishment and endo~sernent by ASEAN of the regiona, laboratory capacity building and 

reworking programme and the Regional Quality Assurance Programme represents a full 
engagement of the key regional sta<.eholder in supporting sustainable quality laboratory services 
across the region and has a significant impact on the regional preparedness agains: the newly 
emerging pathogen. Following the emergence of influenza A{H7N9) virus, updated diagnostic 

4.1 
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protocols were rapidly distributed through the network and implemented at the member 
laboratories, with better confidence in quality services. In addition, ~hrough the established 
regional laboratory network, experienced laborato~y staff could be quickly :dentified and 

recruited as regional resource to provide technical assistance and consultation to the supported 
laboratories in the region. This has enabled rapid risk assessment and emergency disease 
surveillance within a few months following the emergence of the vi:us. 

• The FAO M&E framework was finalized based on the experience gained from both EPT data calls 
and the tripartite discussions held with the Donor regarding IDENTIFY deliverables. This M&E 

framework is be'ng routinely implemented by the FAOJIDENTIFY team together with 
implementing partners (laboratories and technical part'lers th~ough LoAs). In Asia .. t'"'e FAO 
Laboratory Mapping Tool, along with the support for the assessment missions, has been a great 
asset -:'or identifying gaps and r.eeds at the laboratory :eve!. Information obtained from the 
laboratory assessment tools was subsequently used to design and monitor the progress of the 
capacity building and technical assistance programmes at the :aboratories. A harmonized 
approach was discussed during year four planning to assess t"'e direct contribution of the 
IDENTIFY project to changes in supported laboratories; :ab sheets have ::>een developed for all 
IDENTIFY supported :aboratories and are being completed on a regular basis (including mapping 
data, activities conducted, follow-up actions and success stories) in order to measure the 
project's impact on laboratory functional:ty. A dec:sion was made to augment the lab sheets with 
a survey measuring the observed (and perceived) changes in la::>oratories against wha: was done 
under the IDENTIFY pro~ect. The IDENTIFY projec::'s main outcomes (i'iclud:ng informatio'i on 
trainings, proficiency testing, networking activities, success stories and lessons learned) will be 
presented :n the report for the next ";::Ao Regional Conference for Africa" {\llarch 2014) on the 
results of FAG's work in ::he region. 

• This project has enabled or will shortly e!'lab:e the launching of innovative initiatives, such as the 
genetic module i~ the EMPRES-i database; the four-way linking framework; the laboratory 
mappi'lg tool; the development of private-public partnerships between labo~ator!es and the 
animal product~on sector; the provisio'l of laboratories' access to sequencing services and the 
FAO guidelines on laboratory policy, The genetic module represents an ideal example of a 
multidisciplinary success, :inking vi;ology, epidemiology and bioinformatics, and is receiving 
increased interest from the scieni:ific com;r,unity and policy makers. It was released to the public 
in March 2013. The support provided for sequencing serv;ces receives s'gn;fica'lt interest from 
beneficiary laboratories. ~coking toward if'tegratio:'l witt>in a national po!icy, beneficiary 
countries and other FAO partners recognize the need to review :-he laboratories' organization 
and performance. Such measures include FAO guidelines on :aboratory policy development, as 
well as act;vities to be implemented in pi:ot count'ies through alternative funding mechanisms 
(e.g. the VET GOV project). 

• Building on the investments made with support under AI, this project sustains previously 
established :11echanisms, such as collaborations and communicatio:'l pathways between 
organi1a:ions. global OFFLU and regional networks. These investments are crucial to the 
continued development of technical laboratory capacities, especially :11olecular techniques, to 
respond to other transboundary and priority diseases. 

• The project benefits from the public's increased awareness about its activities, such as 
understanding the importance of early detec:ion a:1d intervention, as well as the potential 
imoact of pathogens with pandemic potential. 

• The project has strengthened linkages between laboratory and epidemiology services by 
enabling veterinary services to collect samples on priority diseases through LoAs. This supports 
and justifies the orovision of equipmen~ and reagents to laboratories a'ld trainings that the 
project has del:vered since its launch. 
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• Discussions wit:"~ ::>REDICT have resulted in a significant cha1ge :-egarding the identification of 

effective opportunities for collaboration with the year five FAO IDENTIFY projects in Cameroon, 

Congo, VietNam and ;ndonesia. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This document is the final report for the Strategies Against Flu Emergence (SAFE) program, 

covering program start-up in March 20 II through to program dosedown in June 2013. 

SAFE was originally awarded as a three-year $21,0 16,378 program with an end date of March 

15, 2014. In May 2012, DAI was informed that due to budgetary constraints, there would be a 

reduction in budget and scope of work. In November 2012, a modification reduced the budget 

to $7,258,200 which reduced the duration of the project to June IS, 2013. SAFE modified its 
strategy, eliminated inputslactivities, modified deliverables, and reduced the size of the project 

team to operate within the new scope of work. 

The SAFE project was developed to support USAID/Indonesia's API Program to reduce the 

impact of AI on animals and humans and limit the emergence of a pandemic influenza virus. SAFE 

had four objectives: 

Objective I 

Objective 2 

Objective 4 

Strengthen and Expand Public Private Partnerships to Improve Good 

Farming Practices and Limit AI Transmission among Poultry 

Promote Behaviors that Lower the Risk of AI Transmission among 

Poultry and Increase Knowledge of Signs and Symptoms and Risk 

Fattors for AI-Related Illnesses 

Increase Knowledge of Signs/Symptoms and Risk Factors for AI-Related 

Illness in People and Promote Behaviors that Improve Household·Level 

Care-Seeking in Response to AI-Related Illnesses 

Coordinate with and Facilitate Communication among Partners 

SAFE operated in 12 high-risk districts in the provinces of West Java and Banten. This area 

contains a large human and poultry population as well as an active trading route for the poultry 

value chain with various point of HSN I AI transmission. It also has contained the highest 

number of poultry AI outbreaks. 

The project operated in collaboration and consultation with Government of Indonesia Ministries 
of Agriculture, Health, and Trade at national, provincial and district levels, poultry industry, 

academia, civil society and international partners. 

The 20 I I "Consensus Report: Priority Audiences and Behaviors for Reducing the Risk of AI 

Transmission in Indonesia" served to bring together the technical know·how and experience of 
local and international biosecurity experts in Indonesia, and served as the basis for SAFE's 

programming. Developed under the previous CBAIC program in 2009, SAFE led a review and 
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updated the document in 20 I I. 

Under Objective I, SAFE aimed to increase the number of Sector 3 farms adopting biosecurity 

and good farming practices. At the end of two years, 347 farms had self-financed changes at 

their farms. This outcome was achieved by: a) securing industry support, b) developing 

Teaching Farms as instructional areas, c) positioning the industry to expose Sector 3 farmers to 

new biosecurity practices at these Teaching Farms, d) having industry staff provide technical 

assistance to farmers to implement changes at their farms, and e) developing incentives and 

support mechanisms in t.he form of SMS communication, development of educational material 

aimed at farmers, "champion farmer" competition award, and field-level discussion groups. 

In addition, SAFE introduced academic partners and their students to new biosecurity practices 

by establishing Teaching Farms at their institutions and providing new information and material 

to reinforce classroom curriculum. 

By the end of the project. in addition to commitment from industry to continue with the 12 

Teaching Farms opened under the SAFE program, four new Teaching Farms were opened 

completely financed by industry partners; GOPAN, the independent farmers' association, took 

on the communication responsibilities through the SMS system; the three academic partners 

have each taken responsibility for continuing with technical discussion groups; and educational 

materials such as the farmer-to-farmer video are being reproduced and disseminated widely by 

the industry. 

Under Objective 2, SAFE aimed to increase the number of poultry vendors in demonstration 

markets adopting healthy market practices. At the end of two years, 2,721 vendors had made 

changes in 69 markets; 846 vendors at the demonstration markets and I ,875 vendors reached 

by the local government replicating the SAFE program. This outcome was achieved by: a) 

extensive consultation with local government; b) implementation of the Healthy Market and 

Consumer Empowerment Initiative; c) development of "model" live bird markets; d)physical 
changes at markets, and education of market managers and vendors; e) education and 

empowerment of women consumers surrounding the markets; and f) communication and 

community support mechanisms in the form of a radio serial drama, social media, community 

videos, linkages with sermons and religious activities, and vendor-of-the-month awards. 

By the end of the project, local governments had begun replication of the program with their 

own resources; Aisyiyah, the larg~..>st women's religious organization in Indonesia, had officially 

adopted the consumer empowerment component of the program nation-wide and begun to 

replicate it; private sector companies had begun to partner with civil society to support the 
program; and communication materials had been replicated by inter-ministerial KOMNAS

Zoonosis and Aisyiyah. The MOH had plans to replicate the radio series and distribute 

nationally. 

Under Objective 3, SAFE aimed to increase the knowledge of health care-seeking practices for 

AI/ILI related illnesses. At the end of two years. there is substantial evidence-based information 

ii 
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and data upon which to develop future programming. This outcome was achieved by; a) 

designing (in collaboration with CDC, WHO and USAID), conducting and analyzing a Healthcare 

Utilization Survey with 2,560 respondents, and a Clinician KAP that included interviews with 545 

medical doctors; b) dev~lopment of priority bE>havior change practices and messages in 

collaboration with the MOH and WHO; c) field-test of the messages with the community 

through programming with Aisyiyah; and d) analysis of the results of the field-testing. 

By the end of the project Indonesian researchers, MOH, WHO and others had improved 

information on the care seeking behaviors of communities, and the knowledge and case 

management practices of physicians; and there was increased comprehension of community 

response to care seeking messages, SAFE has drafted findings of these activities and plans to 

pliblish peer-reviewed papers in international journals. 

Under Objective 4, SAFE aimed to improve use of Avian and Pandemic information by local and 

international stakeholders. At the end of two years, 202 documents were accessible globally 

and over 2,052 visitors from 18 countries had accessed information; AI partners regularly met 

and shared programmatic and technical information; and SAFE partner successes and lessons 

learned had been shared. The program outcome had been achieved by; a) uploading documents 

to the newly created Indonesia API page on the Knowledge for Health website, b) financing 

study trips for local Indonesians, c) organizing and hosting monthly COP meetings, d) media 

coverage and articles, e) development of one page success stories, and f) a six-booklet project 

informational series. 

The project ended with two well attended end-of-project forums which highlighted project 
outcomes, replication and sustainability; and a field visit by the MOH Vice Minister and USAID 

Mission Director to one of the project sites at the request of the Vice Minister who had heard 

of the healthy market and consumer empowerment program modeL 

There are numemus lessons learned and future considerations detailed in the document. The 

three observations applicable to the entire project are the following: 

I) A value chain approach is required to decrease disease as it enables members of the 

chain to understand the impact of their practices on ather member of the chain and the 

ultimate value of their final product. 

2) A business model resonates with key members of the value chain; a public health 

perspective does not. It is possible to develop a business casE> that addresses both 

industry and public health priorities. 

3) Priority risk reduction practices and message harmonization across donors and 

stakeholders reinforces change. Agreement by partners on a core set of priority 

biosecurity practic-es and technical messages for each member of the poultry value chain 

reduces conflicting messages and misinformation. 

Additional lessons learned and considerations are included under each of the objectives. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This document represents the final comprehensive report for the Strategies Against Flu Emergence 

(SAFE) program, covering program start~up in March 20 II through to program dosedown in June 2013. 

The submission of this document is in accordance with the reporting requirements stated in Section F.S 

Reports and Deliverables or Outputs of Contract No. AID~EDH-1~00~05-00004~00, AID~497~TO~OO

OOOO I. 

This first section of this document provides the project background, objectives, geographic area and 
results and lessons learned from the program, including considerations and recommendations for future 

planning. Section two provides a detailed description of the results (by outcome and output) of the four 

components that are linked to the indicators in the Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) plan. Section three 

concerns program management, including operations, grants and budget. Lastly, Section four reports on 

monitoring and evaluation, containing the reference sheets for each indicator in the M&E plan along with 

program assessments and evaluation studies. 

1.1 Project Background 

Indonesia continues to be the country with the most reported HSN I Avian Influenza (AI) human cases 

in the world. At the time of this award, Indonesia had the highest AI human case fatality rate (84%), 

which was partly a result of delays in obtaining medical treatment. AI outbreaks in pollltry have been 

reported in 31 of Indonesia's 33 provinces, Surveillance data confirm that AI is endemic in most 

provinces on the islands of Java and Sumatra. Clearly, AI is both a public health and a business concern. 

To address this concern, the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) designed and 

awarded the SAFE project, originally as a three~year program created to support USAID/Indonesia's 
Avian and Pandemic Influenza (API) Program and the Government of Indonesia's (GOI's) National 

Strategy for Avian Influenza Control and Preparedness for Human Pandemic Influenza. The SAFE project 

was implemented by Development Alternatives, Inc. (DAI) and Johns Hopkins University Center for 

Communication Programs UHU~CCP). 

1.2 Modification to Budget and Scope of Work 

SAFE was originally awarded as a three~year $21,016,378 program with an end date of March IS, 2014. 

In May 20 12, DAI was informed that due to budgetary constraints, there would be a reduction in budget 

and scope of work. In November 2012, modification # 6 reduced the budget to $7,258,200 and 

truncated the duration of the project to end June 15, 2013. SAFE modified its strategy and reduced the 

size of the project team. A second year (IS-month) workplan was developed and approved by USAID. 

1 
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1.3 Projed Objec::tives 

The SAFE project:. awarded on March 15, 2011, was developed r.o support USAID/Indonesia's API 

Program to redliCe the impact of AI on animals and humans and limit the emergence of a pandemic 

influenza virus, SAFE has four objectives: 

Objective I 

Objective 2 

Objective 3 

Objective 4 

Strengthen and Expand Public Private Partnerships to Improve Good Farming 

Practices and Limit AI Transmission among Poultry 

Promote Behaviors that Lower the Risk of AI Transmission among Poultry and 

Increase Knowledge of Signs and Symptoms and Risk Factors for AI-Related 

Illnesses 

Increase Knowledge of Signs/Symptoms and Risk Factors for AI·Related Illness in 

People and Promote Behaviors that Improve Household~Level Care-Seeking in 

Response to AlwRelated Illnesses 

Coordinate with and Facilitate Communication among Partners 

1.4 Geographic Coverage 

SAFE operated in 12 high-risk districts in western Java ··· three districts in Banten province and nine in 

West Java province. These twelve districts were Ciamis, Tasikmalaya, Garut, Bandung, Bandung Barat, 

Cianjur, Sukabumi, Bogor, Lebak, and Serang (all Objectives), and Tangerang and Sumedang (Objective I 

only). 

The large number of Sector 3 farms located in western Java and the movement of poultry through the 

value chain into the Jabodetobek (greater Jakarta area), coupled with the high density of human 
population, made this region a high-risk AI transmission area. Data from the government's Participatory 

Disease Surveillance and Response (PDSR) officers, who had been trained by the United Nations Food 

and Agricultural Organization (FAO), also indicated western Java to be a high-risk area, based on Sector 

4 data (a. proxy data point used by FAO). Concentrating on western Java optimized the effectiveness of 

program implementation, with a focus on Sector 3 biosecurity and good farming practices, healthy 

market initiatives, and consumer empowerment. 

The map in Figure I shows the locations of the SAFE Teaching Farms (TFs) with red dots, and the 

locations of the program's Live Bird Markets (LBMs) with green dots. 

2 
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SAFE built on the work of the USAID funded Community Based Avian Influenza Control (CBAIC) 

project and lessons learned from the GOI, the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United 

Nations (FAO), the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA}. World Health Organization 

(WHO), Cenr:ers for Disease Control (CDC), Indonesia's National Commission on Zoonotic: Control 

(Komnos Zoonosis) and others. The main role was to serve as catalyst by being; 

Incentive~ Based 
Upgrading biosecurity, improving healthy practices along the poultry value chain and promoting care~ 
seeking behaviors all took into account the fundamental question of incentives. Research, focus groups 

and consultative meetings clarified the business and personal motivating factors and behavioral drivers 

for each audience. 

Entrepreneurial 
The private sector recognizes and capitalizes on good ideas. SAFE encouraged the entrepreneurial spirit 

of early adopters of biosecurity changes and good farming practices through the "champion farm" and 

"vendor of the month" competitions, and uploaded and published personal achievements and impacts to 

motivate others to make changes. 

Collaborative 
SAFE worked in partnership with Indonesian leaders (both public and private) and partnered closely 

with international stakeholders, including FAO and WHO. The program supported overall collaboration 

by organizing and funding conferences, workshops and study tours to build long· term organizational and 

3 
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professional relationships focused on addressing public health threats. Indonesian and international 

partners' work, research findings and program activities in API are now being captured in the newly 

created Indonesia API section of the Knowledge for Health (K4Health) website at Johns Hopkins 

University. 

1.6 Lessons Learned and Drivers 

This section summarizes the main lessons from the SAFE project and looks at the key drivers that led 

SAFE local partners and target audiences to assume leadership roles, implement changes, and adopt and 

continue the models developed under the program. 

1.6.1 Lessons learned 

Overall 

A value chain approach enables members of the chain to see the impact of their practices on the 

value of the final product. In Indonesia, members of the poultry value chain tend to see themselves 

as isolated workers rather than part of a production team. The SAFE program introduced the value 

chain concept and worked with select members of the chain to help them recognize the interrelated 

and complex process of getting poultry to the consumer and their impact on the ultimate value of 

the product, which could include cost of production, food safety and ultimately consumer trust for 

their product. The program focused on recognizing and promoting best biosecurity practices at 

select points in the chain. 

2 A business model resonates with key members of the value chain. It is not surprising that many 

public health professionals use a public health model when making a case for change such as 

improved biosccurity practices. Businesses do not speak that language. Their operational model is 

based on profitability and responsibility to shareholders. Nevertheless. developing a business case 

that addresses both industry and public health needs is possible. The program and partners 

developed common goals such as reducing poultry morbidity and mortality, an overall reduction in 

disease transmission, and selling healthy products to consumers. even though partners developed a 

different roadmap and were driven by separate incentives to reach these goals. As long as the 

ultimate goal is the same, there is no need to become sidetracked over the reasons for t·eaching t.hat 

goal. 

3 Priority risk reduction practices and message harmonization across donors and stakeholders 

reinforces change. Agreement by partners on a core set of priority biosecurity practices and 

technical messages for each member of the poultry value chain reduces conflicting messages and 

misinformation. Subsequently, creating communication and educational materials that contain clear, 

concise messages that have been pre-tested with the target audience is most likely to support 

program goals. SAFE delivered the same priority messages through multiple channels including a 

teaching farm audio system, SMS messages, a disease prevention booklet. training, a farmer-to

farmer video, posters. pamphlets, games, commercial and community radio, social media and 

entertain-educate activities. 

4 
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Private Sector Poultry Form Intervention 

Farmers will self~finance changes. When addressing biosecurity changes at the small farm (Sector 3) 

level, industry executives believed farmers would never change old ways. However. the SAFE 

program found that in a short time over 350 small farmers were able to implement bioseC'urity 

changes at their farms with technical support and guidance under a multi-pronged approach involving 

industry technical staff, competitions and rewards, a supportive communication (e.g. SMS) system, 

and the ability to visualize biosecurity through a teaching farm modeL 

2 Motivations for change are economic. social and regulatory. While research studies demonstrated 

that economics is still the strongest motivator for farmers and live bird market vendors to change, 

their standing in the community and with their families, and the threat of sanctions, are also 

important motivators. 

3 Improved farmer biosecurity practices can be built into the industry incentive system. It is easy to 

return to old patterns if there are no disincentives to do so. Industry leadership through technical 

assistance, incentives and motivation, which are all part of the contractual relationship with farmers, 

will continue to be required. 

4 Ih•r•..tn•x.llo ... a .. r~.&:Y!.•12rY..r9J.• . .fgr..gQY~rnm.9nl .. >Yh•o ... !.b.•r.• .. J., ... a .. :m.ar.<•LfaJ.!Y.r•:. When an industry 
which has the power to address a problem- in this case, improved biosecurity -lacks the financial 

incentive to solve that problem, in large part due to industry structure, impressive domestic sales 

growth and a non~reliance on exports, then government regulations may have a role. The challenge 

for the government is to identify low~C'ost interventions to correct the market failure, for instance, 

the government may consider setting and monitoring quality standards, enforcing existing 

regulations, improving coordination through poultry associations, and motivating industry self

regulation. 

5 Fanner-to-farmer learning works. Fanners trust fellow fanners' experiences, particularly when they 

work under similar environmental and geographic drcumstanC'es. A farmer-to-farmer video in which 

program farmers described biosecurity changes they had implemented at their farms. and the results 

of those changes, incentivized farmers who were not part of the early adopter group. Personal 

stories carried relevance and credibility that motivated others to change. 

6 Private/public/academic partnerships work. Where there is limited trust between the public and 

private sectors, academia can play a constructive, independent role in bringing all players to the 

table. In addition, strengthening academic C\Jrri(ula and providing pre-servie"e education that 

provides students with hands~on practical experience produces stronger, smarter public health 

extension workers and industry technical staff. 

5 
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Live Bird Market and Community Empowerment Intervention 

Local government leadership and financing is indispensable. Local government was positioned as a 

lead agency through a participatory process that identified its role as a resource/technical expert for 

the program and as a decision~rnaking partner together with civil society and the community. 

Resources available to the district were used to co-financ::e and c::omplement work under the SAFE 

program. 

2 ~roYio.in;L•n .. ov•m.~J.on•L.mo.o•LJ.s ... m•mi•L.foL.<.b.ogo ... v.o.o ... WsJ;>J.o.•o.i!.!~y. The program guided 
partners in developing a model that served the interests and mission of local government institutions 

and civil society. This model "translated" government guidelines and standard operating procedures 

into day~to~day action and change supported by specific activities, outreach programs and 

development of materials that were then replicated by the government in non-SAFE districts. 

3 The consumer has the power to produce change. Consumers have purchasing power. They decide 

where to purchase their poultry and which vendor to visit. Once consumers understood their right 

to dean markets and how to distinguish healthy poultry. they began to purchase from those vendors 

who had implemented changes such as having tiled surfaces and using soap and water to dean their 

stalls and equipment. This change motivated vendors who faced falling sales to make the same 

changes. 

4 ~riY>leln.u.o!J.cl.cJYi! .. so<.ie.~y ... n.mner>hipL.wor.<. Civil society partners with extensive community 
networks exponentially grow the outreach efforts of local government. More established civil 

society organizations (CSOs) can also bring financial resources to a program. Private sector partners 

seem more willing to enter a relationship with the government when they can win the good will of 

the community by also engaging with CSOs such as Aisyiyah and the Indonesian Red Cross (PM I), 

The end result is leveraged resources and local ownership. 

1.6.2 Drivers 

Economics 
Both commercial farmers and live bird vendor markets were motivated to make changes if they believed 

they could secure and improve their livelihood and increase revenues. Incentives included reduced 

poultry loss, perceived overall return on investment, and higher cash flow. For small famers, better 

production performance during the rainy season was an added incentive. For some market vendors, 

cleaner stalls translated into increased sales, Even market managers were able to increase market 

revenues by creating new poultry zoning areas and renting the old space to new dry goods vendors. 

Community Empowerment 
CSOs such as Aisyiyah and PMI are driven by community~focused visions. Their organizational missions 

focus on empowering the community to become self-sufficient. Education and health at·e priorities for 

both organizations. They are willing and able to embrace donor projects that support. augment and 
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intensify their missions, and provide educational and informational materials that facilitate the transfer of 

information and knowledge and calls for action. 

Public Health 
Local governments, particularly the Ministry of Health (MOH), Ministry of Agriculture (MOA) and 

Ministry of Trade (responsible for the markets) embrace the "healthy markets" concept and seek to 

improve the healthcare~seeking practices of people suffering flu~like symptoms. Working together with 

these three ministries contributed to a 'one health' approach that eventually improved cooperation 

across t.he ministries, all of which had were able to reinforce their public health goals. 
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2 PROGRAM RESULTS 

2.1 Objective I: Strengthen and Expand Public Private Partnerships to 
Improve Good Farming Practices and Limit AI Transmission among 
Poultry 

2. I. I Increased Sector 3 biosecurity and good farming conditions and practices 

2.1.1 a Strategy 

Objective strengthened and coordinated a variety of industry~focused and industry~driven biosecurity 

interventions specifically designed to improve biosecurity prevention, control. policy, and response, and 

good farming practices (GFP) in small (Sector 3) broiler farms. The scale and design of Objective I 

interventions aimed to (a) achieve impact within the targeted geographic areas with minimal investment, 

(b) leverage strong industry investment and support at all times, and (c) build upon successful ongoing 

and past work by other AI partners, including FAO, USDA and the Indonesia Dutch Partnership, among 

others. Objective I interventions focused on selected Sector 3 farms in high~risk areas of western Java. 

and educational institutions; two university programs and a poultry farming vocational high school 

located in the ten districts identified and agreed upon with USAID. The objective was accomplished 
through strong partnerships with Sector I and 2 farms, poultry shops and academia. As was the case 

with all other SAFE program activities, all Objective I activities were conducted in coordination and 

collaboration with partners FAO, USDA, the MOA, and Provincial and District Livestock and Animal 

Health Services. 

The components of the strategy, which are described in detail under section 2.1 I c (Inputs), included a 

leadership role for the private sector; converting existing farms into "see and do" TFs an approach 

supported by the poultry industry and educational institutions; capacity building of industry technical 

staff; field-level technical discussion groups (TOGs); an SMS communication system; field-level farmer 

group discussions; educational tools, materials and methodologies to support the transfer of knowledge 

from Technical Service (TS) staff to farms managers and workers; and a "champion farmer" competition. 

2.1.1 b Partners 

SAFE partnered with large Sector I integrated poultry companies, poultry shops and educational 

institutions, engaging with a total of 14 partners. Sector I firms included Charoen Pokphand Indonesia 

(CP), Japfa Comfeed Indonesia Uapfa), Sierad Produce (SP), and PT. Cheil Jedang Indonesia/Super Unggas 

Jaya (CJ). These partners control over 78% of broiler prod\Jction in Indonesia. SAFE also worked with 

seven poultry shops (Tunas Mekar Farm, Rinjani Poultry Shop, Sukahati Poultry Shop, TanjLmg M~1lya 

Poultry Shop, Hikmah Mitra Bersinar Poultry Shop, Multi Sarana Pakanindo Poultry Shop, and Dramaga 

Unggas Farm) and three educational institute partners- Bogor Agricultural University (IPB), Padjadjaran 

University (UNPAD), and SMK Agro Nurul Huda vocational school (SMK). 
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These partners are described in more detail below. 

PT Charoen Pokphand Indonesia Tbk (CP) 
CP is Indonesia's largest producer of poultry feed, Day Old Chicks (DOCs) and processed chickens. CP 

was established in 1972 as the first high-volume feed mill in Jakarta that manufactured premium quality 
poultry feed. CP's 20 12 Annual Report recorded net sales of 21 ,31 0,925 million Indonesian Rupiah. CP's 

core business is agro-business, especially the manufacturing of poultry feed, DOCs and processed 

chicken, which is carried out by t.he company and its subsidiaries. 

PT japfa Comfeed Indonesia Tbk Uapfo) 
Japfa is one of the largest and most integrated agro-food companies in the country. Its core bllsiness 

activities include animal feed manufacturing, chicken breeding, poultry processing, and aquaculture 

farming. 

PT Sierad Produce Tbk. (SP) 
SP's co1·e business includes the production of primary processed and poultry feed, breeding and 

hatchery, growing farm, slaughtering and production of further processed and value-added chicken 

produ(.ts, poultry equipment, and fishmeal production. 

PT. Super Unggas jaya (Cj) 

CJ is a South Korea-based company that produces approximately 20 million Day Old Chicks (DOCs) 

each year. 

Tunas Mekar Farm (TMF) 
TMF owner Mr. Mulikhin lrmat oversees the production of 50,000 chicks per week distributed to 50 

farms in its group. Ten TS staff provide oversight and technical assistance to farmers. 

Sukohoti Poultry Shop 
This poultry shop supplies 20,000 chicks per week to an associated firm, Gn. Jati, and 30,000 chicks per 
week to Sukahati Poultry Shop itself. From an office in T asikmalaya, the shop supervises about I 00 farms 

through eight TS staff. 

Rinjani Poultry Shop 
This 20-year-old firm from Ciamis provides 60,000 chicks per week to 300 small farms. 

Tonjung Mulyo Poultry Shop 
This firm, which began life in 1990, was the primary founder of SMK Agro Nurul Huda vocational 

school. It has 300 small farms in its group, spanning several districts, and receives about 80,000 chicks 

per week from a parent stock farm in Panjalu, Ciamis. 
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Hikmah Mitro Bersinor Poultry Shop (HMB) 
HMB Poultry Shop, which opened in 2002 with an office in Sukabumi, produces about 125,000 chicks 

per week for various farms under the care of HMB Poultry Shop and Selaras Inti Prima. 

Multi Sarona Pakanindo Poultry Shop 
Multi Sarana Pakanindo Poultry Shop, whose head office is in Jakarta, produces about 200,000 chicks per 

week for a few relatively large farms in the Sector 3 broiler industry. 

Dramaga Unggas Farm 
Dramaga Unggas Farm has its office in Bogar. It produces about 55,000 broilers per week from the 70 

farms in its group. 

Bogor Agriculwral University (IPB) 
IPB has undergraduate, graduate and diploma programs. The undergraduate program awards a four~year 

bachelor's degree. Since 2005, IPB has offered a major-minor curriculum that includes on~farm 

agricultural activities and off~farm agricultural activities, covering agribusiness and agro~industry. There 

are nine faculties at IPB. The Animal Science faculty has a Department of Animal Production and 

Technology and a Department of Nutrition and Feed Technology. An average of 211 animal husbandry 

students graduated annually between 2004 and 20 II. 

Padjadjaran University (UNPAD) 
UNPAD has 16 faculties, one of which is Animal Husbandry. This department offers both an 

undergraduate program and a postgraduate program that awards master's and doctoral degrees. 

SMK Agro Nun1l Huda vocational school (SMK) 
SMK was founded in 2008 and it offers a technical high school diploma. It teaches students poultry 

industry knowledge so they can be effective in the industry. The school also teaches computer 

technology and light vehicle maintenance. There are currently about 240 students. Subjects include 

hatchery management, nutrition and feeding, growing broilers, and processing broilers. Of the 34 
graduates in 20 I 0, IS were immediately hired to work at corporate farms in Kalimantan. Other 

graduates have become self~employed or moved overseas to work. There were 39 graduates in 20 II, 

34 of whom went to work in Java and Kalimantan while five went on to college. In 2012, SMK had 66 

graduates. 

2.1.1c Inputs 

SAFE developed two workplans during the life of the project. Below is a summary of the main program 

inputs, which became activities in the workplans. 

I, Strategic Consultative Meetings with Industry and Academic Stakeholders 
SAFE built on the industry partnerships created under the CBAIC program and developed new 

relationships with poultry shops and academia. Industry and academic partners were always expected to 

be full participants in the program, being responsible for the ultimate results and sustained changes by 
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the end of the project. Various consultative meetings (particularly at the outset, but also throughout the 

project) focused on several areas: 

a) an assessment of current disease prevalence at the farms; 

b) proposed solutions and incentives to improve Sector 3 biosecurity; 

c) review of recent research results; 

d) commitment of industry human resources; 

e) expansion of students' h:ands-on pnK.tical experience before they graduated; and 

f) how best to adapt to the project's reduced funding and life-of-project, induding accelerating 

transfer of responsibilities to the industry. 

Meetings with executives of Sector I and poultry shops revealed information gaps and the needs, 

concerns and priorities of this industry segment. Proposed solutions and incentives (such as bonuses for 

implementing biosecurity measures) to overcome problems identified during field visits were discussed, 

along with establishing field~level TOGs. Discussions and consultations with MOA, FAO, USDA, Au sAID 

and US-APHIS, among others, provided information to help eliminate duplication, enhance collaboration 

and coordination, and ensure that SAFE supported value-added activities. Regular meetings with the 

MOA's Campaign Management Unit and the FAO provided guidance and ensured that SAFE activities 

were supporting the national program and its priorities. 

2. Industry Convention on Poultry Biosecurity 

SAFE planned to conduct three annual industry biosecurity conventions as a way of committing the 
industry to an official review and acceptance of biosecurity~related changes by the entire industry. 

Budget changes ultimately reduced the number of these conventions to one, which was held in the first 

year of the project. 

In July 20 II SAFE organized an Industry Convention on Poultry Biosecurity to address incentives and 

rnodels for promoting industry~wide improvements in biosecurity. Speakers included the Deputy 

Minister of Agriculture and representatives from the key poultry industry associations. The 80 

participants included poultry farmers, companies and shops, representatives from the government and 

international organizations, academics and a consumer group. 

The convention had four main objectives: 

I. Define and develop mechanisms and platforms for coordinating private sector responses to improve 

adoption of strong biosecurity compliance; 

2. Identify incentives and secure private sector investments to (i) implement industry"wide disease 
reduction activities; (ii) st1·engthen biosecurity information, learning and training access; and (iii) define 

concrete platforms for improving private sector communication and knowledge sharing; 

3. Validate industry-agreed achievable, commercially feasible and cost-effective biosecurity conditions and 

behaviors to be jointly promoted throughout Sector 3 farms; and 

4. Define a framework and common indicators for measuring improved biosecurity, 
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The overarching approach of the convention was to provide a dear platform for fostering broad discussion 

about different investments, incentives and models for promoting a greater industry~wide response to 

improving biosecurity. Discussions were framed through a private sector perspective focusing on evidence 

that biosecurity is good for business and suitable for widewscale industry devE>Iopment, rather than through a 

public health perspective. SAFE felt this framework would be more comprehensible to key players in the 

poultry value chain. 

Discussions focused on achievable biosecurity results for the poultry industry. The private sector was 

expected to take a lead role in both the discussions and the design of industry-acceptable programs and 
investments, with clear incentives and achievable outcomes grounded in private sector reality. Plenary 

sessions were used to organize the convention around specific working group sessions with defined outputs. 

Key outcomes of the convention included: 

I. Better understanding of the challenges faced by the various groups in the poultry supply chain; 

2. Agreement to create TFs as models of biosecurity and good farming practices; 

3. Contribution of industry human resources to bring farmers to the TFs and provide technical 

assistance; 

4. Availability of TS staff to participate in technical and communication training; 

5. Creation of field~level TOGs; and 

6. Access to farm mortality data. 

3. Development of Teaching Farms 
From discussions with industry executives at the end of CBAIC and more recent discussions with 

industry TS staff and farmers during TDG meetings in the field, it became evident that farmers wanted 

to "see" the biosecurity conditions and behaviors that had been presented orally at seminars and group 

discussions. Senior members of the industry also indicated that their staff needed to visualize the 

changes, drwifying that Indonesia is a ''see and do" society. Members of the industry were also very 

much in favor of TFs that would show the conditions summarized in the SAFE Disease Risk Index that 
had been presented for discussion. Indonesia's experience with model dairy farms, which have been 

successful in encouraging adoption of good farming practices, also reinforced this approach. 

The initial strategy had been to create 30-40 TFs, saturate the priority geographic area, ensure that 

farmers did not have to travel far to visit a TF, and create a social norm that. made it attractive and 

desirable to implement biosecurity improvements. After discussions with USAID, the strategy was 

modified to accommodate only 12 new TFs. These were opened with the following objectives: 

-.1· Model good farming and biosecurity practices 

..t Serve as teaching centers for capacity building in good biosecurity and other good farming 

practices 

</ Strengthen the technical capacity of students graduating from vocational schools or with degrees 

from universities 

</ Provide a venue for educational institutions to provide continuing education credits 
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Table 2·1 lists the TFs that were opened during the life ofthe SAFE project. 

Table 2~ I. Teaching Farms and locations 

Firm/Organization 

Rinjani Poultry Shop Darwin Tasikmalaya 

SMK Agro Nurul Huda Vocational School Nurul Huda Ciamis 

Sukahati Poultry Shop Cikaleker Tasikmalaya 

Super Unggas Jaya (Cj) Em:ep Rusli Garut 

Super Unggas Jaya (CJ) H. Ujang Ban dung 

Universitas Padjadjaran (UNPAD) UN PAD Sumedang 

Sierad Produce (SP) Tursinameta Bogor 

Tunas Mekar Farm- poultry shop Muslikhin Bogor 

lnstitut Pertanian Bogor (IPB)- university Closed Bogor 

lnstitut Pertanian Bogor (IPB)- university Open Bogor 

Charoen Pokphand Indonesia (CP)/Dharmaga 
Wahyu Tasikrnalaya 

Unggas Farm- poultry shop 

Japfa Comfeed lndonesia/Ciomas Adisatwa Solihin Tangerang 

Selection of the TFs during the initial process depended on the institutions' readiness, interest in and 

commitment to making the required changes, maintaining the TF, and allowing regular visits by farmers 

and students. The TF also had to be easily accessible (i.e., not be located at the top of a hill) and have a 

minimum level of infrastructure. 

Once a farm had been selected to become a TF, the following steps were followed: 

• The premises were assessed to identify the changes needed. 

• A budget was created for the selected farm. 

• Cost sharing discussions were held, 

• An MOU delineating responsibilities and expectations was signed. 

• Modifications to the farm were completed. 

• Teaching elements were installed (e.g,, signs, tour items, handouts). 

The behaviors practiced at the TF were based on the priority behaviors listed in the 20 II Consensus 

Report: Priority Audiences and Behaviors for Reducing the Risk of AI Transmission in Indonesia. The 

changes implemented at one TF, Solihin, are illustrated in the before-and-after pictures below. 

13 
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4. Train Sector I and Poultry Shop TS Stoff 
To support the transfer of knowledge and behavior change aspects of the training for TS personnel, 

SAFE designed and implemented training modules that improved the interpersonal communi<.:ation skills 

of 59 TS staff and taught them how to use different tools, approaches and methodologies to 

communicate the importance of GFP and biosecurity measures. The training modules guided the 

persuasion skills needed to improve TS professional duties as they related to the improvement of Sector 

3 biosecurity practices. The staff were taught the fundamentals of interpersonal communication and 

were led through a series of training and 'role playing' situations for handling resistant Sector 3 farmers. 

By the end of the training, participants had practiced relevant skills for situations where a 'sales' 

perspective is needed to achieve structural and/or behavioral action to improve biosecurity within the 

Sector 3 farms. These trainings were conducted at or near the TFs, where the "see, hear and do" 

techniques were demonstrated. 

5. Farmer and Student Visits to Teaching Farms 
Industry TS staff brought farmers associated with their companies to their TF. Towards the end of the 

project many of the companies had agreed to open their TFs to farmers from competing firms, which 

helped to reduce travel time for many farmers. There were also occasions when companies brought in 

visitors from neighboring districts and sometimes from other islands and provinces. After the tours, 

there was an opportunity to engage the TF owner to discuss how he overcame obstacles. and the 

results of the changes. 

SAFE worked with its educational institute partners 

to ensure their students visited the TFs. These visits 

helped students to understand the benefits of 
biosecurity. Reinforcing good biosecurity and farming 

practices during pre~service education is bath cost

effective and efficient, while changing old habits later 

through in~service training is costly and challenging. 

SAFE staff worked with industry leadership to 

monitor the number of farmers that visited each TF, 

address quality control and key maintenance issues, 

and offer continuous technical guidance. 

6. T echmcal Support to Farmers 

Students at SMK Agro Nurul Huda vocational schMI 
practice biosecudty techniques 

SAFE ~:ncouraged all farmers visiting the TFs to implement biosecurity measures and GFP. All farmers 

who committed to making changes received technical assistance (TA), generally from industry TS staff 

and selectively from SAFE staff. The project gave particular attention to farmers who had entered and 

won the champion farmer competition because they had already demonstrated motivation and the 

ability to implement changes. They became model farmers for others. As part of the technical assistance, 

all farms interested in making biosecurity and GFP changes received how-to guidance on upgrading the 
farm with new techniques and biosecurity-related construction, along with a biosecurity booklet on 

"Effective Measures to Reduce the Spread of Disease". SAFE made over I 00 visits to individual farms 

during the project, and the TS staff visited over 700 individual farms multiple times. Both SAFE and TS 
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staff provided TA during these visits. Data were collected on the number of farms self.financing changes 

and the kinds of changes being made. 

7. Educationol and CommlJmcation Tools and Materials 
SAFE designed, produced and distributed a booklet titled "Effective Measures to Reduce the Spread of 

Disease", which described, in simple terms and with many illustrations and photos, the key biosecurity 

measures and GFPs that visitors could observe at the TF. An illustrated poster highlighted six behaviors 

a farmer should practice to keep his farm safe from disease. The TF display, which was produced on 

heavy cardboard, was used as a wall hanging and showed biosecurity conditions that should exist at a 

commercial broiler farm, and some conditions that should not be present. It was designed for 

presentations in small group and classroom settings. 

A farmeNO·farmer video that was also tided "Effective Measures to Reduce the Spread of Disease" 

featured SAFE program farmers and educators at commercial broiler farms talking about their personal 

experiences in making biosecurity changes at their farms, and the results of those changes. The video 

had five specific purposes: 

I) Demonstrate the biosecurity techniques and GFPs offarmers who used these practices; 

2) Increase credibility and adoption of the techniques by having listeners relate to the farmers that 

were speaking (these were real Indonesian farmers, not act.ors); 

3) Provide a visual tool for local MOA offices (Dinas) and other government bodies to use in the field; 

4) Serve as a training tool for industry to use with newTS staff and contract farm owners; and 

5) Provide educational institutions with a visual tool that could be incorporated into classroom 

curricula. 

The video targeted small (Sector 3) contract and independent broiler farmers and was filmed at Tfs, 

educational institutions and visiting farms. It had sections on the farm entrance, farmyard, overall 

cleanliness requirements, doorway to the chicken house, ventilation, and disposal of dead chickens. The 

techniques demonstrated were easy to follow and usually inexpensive. The video also included 

testimonials from fellow farmers. 

Around 1,300 copies of the video were distributed to the poultry industry, educational institutions, and 

farmers. They are now being used to educate farmers and students on how to reduce the likelihood of 
disease outbreaks, improve the performance of chickens, and increase farmer revenues. 

8. SMS System 
Observation and a formal survey found that farmers use their mobile phones extensively as an 

inexpensive means of communication. Under the project's grants program and Biosecurity Improvement 

Innovation Fund, SAFE established an SMS system for information dissemination, to reinforce the 

biosecurity measures farmers had seen at the TF, and to remind them of GFPs. It was also used as a 

means to inform farmers of activities of interest, such as the radio drama series and the champion 

farmer competition dates and winners. 
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SAFE implemented two SMS systems. One began early in the project and was led by the Objective I 

Team Leader. Approximately two SMS messages were sent each week to farmers, TS and educators on 

a number of topics, each with a series of messages that built on one other. SAFE received input from the 

FAO on the content of the messages. Specific product recommendations and sensitive issues (e.g. the 
price of chicks) were avoided. In some cases, farmers were referred to their TS. 

A second pilot was implemented through a grant awarded to Satu Dunia (One World), which targeted a 

separate group of farmers and their TS staff with supporti11e biosecurity and good farming technical 

information. Satu Dunia introduced a more creative aspect to the messages, including motivational 

themes, quizzes with prizes, and acknowledgements delivered through innovative uses of interactive SMS 

text, 

These text messages commonly led to expressions of appredation. Mr. Suwardi from CP requested a 

complete set of the messages to review and share. SMS recipients gave only positive feedback on the 

messages, whether in conversation or through other media. The impact of the messages was evident. 

For example, in response to the SMS series on hot weather, on September 12, 2012 one of the farmers 
wrote, "We have opened the curtains_'' 

9. T echnica/ Discussion Group Meetings 
In addition to regular field visits to project sites, 

SAFE created TOGs in Tangerang, T asikmalaya 

and Bogor to provide a platform for continuous 

communication and advocacy. Small group 

discussions have been found to have a positive 

effect on uptake of new biosecurity practices, 

Participants included Sector I and poultry shop 

TS staff, Sector 3 broiler farmers, educators, and 

SAFE staff. The objectives of the discussions were 

to (a) troubleshoot farm problems, (b) discuss 

local solutions to illnesses such as Chronic 

Respiratory Disease, (c) conduct peer-to-peer 

training and problem solving, (d) learn new 

technical information, and (e) motivate through 

the sharing of success stories. 

T echnica/ Discussion Group meeting in T osikmalaya 
February 2013 

Each TOG meeting was attended by about 20 TS, farmers and managers. A discussion topic such as 

"Ventilation in the Chicken House," was reinforced by SMS messages on the same topic, 
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biosecurity changes. The aim of this competition 

was twofold: to motivate farmers to make 

biosecurity changes after returning from their 

visits to the TF, and to motivate TS staff to 

provide guidance for those changes. SAFE staff 

rated the farms of the best-qlJalified candidates 

using a scoring system for biosecurity and GFP 

conditions and behaviors. Farmers who 

implemented the most important biosecurity 

and GFP measures received the most points. 
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Ms. Herlijati receiving a Champion Former Award m 
Februaty 2013 

Each team member of the winning farm was recognized during a ceremony and received a cash prize of 

US$150. 

SAFE slowly transitioned the process and operation to the industry. These awards were a key motivator 

for farmers and TS staff. encouraging friendly competition amongst participants. 

2.1./d Key outcome 

Details of the results and impact are outlined in the monitoring and evaluation (M&E) section of this 

Final Report. SAFE highlights below the key outcome for Objective I. 

Fanners will self-finance changes. A total of 345 

Sector 3 farms self~financed biosecurity and GFP 

changes to reduce the transmission of AI and 

other diseases at their farms. Based on 

conversations with TF staff and industry 

members, SAFE believes that many more farms 

implemented changes, but only data backed by 

detailed written records are reported. In 

addition, towards the end of the second 

program year, industry replicated the SAFE TF 

model and self-financed an additional four TFs. 

Table 2-2 lists the number of biosecurity 

changes implemented by Sector 3 farms. 

Table 2w2: Biosecurity Changes Implemented 
by Sector 3 Farms 

Number of Biosecurity 
Changes Number of farms 

12 (maximurn #) 5 

11 12 

10 33 

9 41 

8 27 

7 30 
6 6 

5 4 

4 33 

3 110 
2 42 

I 2 

Total 345 
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2. 1.2 Improvements at Sector I and poultry shops 

2.1.2a lncretued industry technical capodty 

A variety of activities and routes were used to increase the technical capacity of the industry. Each is 

presented below, 

T echnica/ and communication training 
In February 20 12, 39 TS personnel were trained in three areas; (i) skills related to the supervision, 

management and transfer of knowledge; (ii) assessment of changes needed at Sector 3 broiler farms; and 

(iii) how to budget for changes that are needed. These workshops included visits to TFs, providing TS 
with a strong visual perspective on how to assess the needs of a typical farmer when implementing 

bioseclJrity measures. This allowed the TS to be better prepared to support farmers visiting the Tfs. 

A pre- and post-test comparison conducted 

during the training showed that participants' 

knowledge of the I 0 topits covered by the 

training had increased by 53 percent. 

A further 20 TS personnel were trained in May 

2012 in the areas of biosecurity adoption 

processes, persuasion, how to answer 

questions presented by the farmers as 

objections to implementing change, and which 

ch<~nges to prioritize <lt individu<JI farms. T echnica/ training in T cJsikmalaya February 2012 

On-the-job training 
TS always accompanied SAFE staff on their visits to 

farms, meaning that the TS heard their 

recommendations. Each encounter lasted between 

30 minutes and three hours. Many topics were 

discussed, including biosecurity (restricting the entry 

of visitors); good farming practices (ventilation, 

weighing chickens, recording mortality): data 

collection (mortality rates); assessing the farms for 

the Champion Farmer Award; activities planned 

(such as TDG meetings) and various other topics 

(e.g., selling prices, IP of the flock, construction of 

new chicken houses). Table 2-3 summarizes the 

number of Sector 3 farms visiting TFs. 

Table 2-l: Summary of Sector 3 Farms Visiting 

Teaching Farms 

Teaching Farm Number of Farms 

Cikaleker 42 

Darwin Farrn 25 

Encep Rusli 38 

IPB Closed house 19 

IPB Open houses 36 
Muslikin 23 
Nurul Huda 128 

Solihin 40 

Tursinameta 48 

Ujang 48 

UNPAD 34 

58 

Total 539 
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Learning through SMS 
The TS received the same SMS messages that the farmers received. It was essential that the TS were 

always aware of SAFE's communications (both technical and non-technical) with the farmers. The 

goodwill of the TS was essential. but they also nE>eded to give farmers the same information that was 

being provided by SAFE. The strategy of many sources of information giving the same information and 

guidance was strengthened through this process. 

TOG meetings 
The primary audience at the 21 TOG meetings was the TS. Information presented by SAFE was intended 

for them to use in their work with the farmers. SAFE and the TS discussed the topics (e.g., the need for 

ventilation) thoroughly so that the TS would be ready to talk effectively with the farmers. Farmers, 

supervisors, regional managers and other industry persons also attended the TDGs and participated in 

the discussions. 

2.1.2b Increased understanding of and dissemination of biosecurity and good forming 
pmctices and techniques 

Through the development and use of the TFs, farmers and TS staff increased their understanding of the 

key biosecurity and good farming practices and techniques. While visiting the TFs with farmers, the TS 

staff learned that the farmers could change. For instance, at the grand opening of Solihin TF, one TS staff 

noted a farmer stating, "These are simple things. We can follow the model, especially for footwear 

exchange." Other farmers agreed. 

Increased technical assistance to farmers from TS staff 
Historically, the TS have talked to farmers about a variety of subjects, including biosecurity and GFPs, 

but the intervention of SAFE emphasized these subjects and "lit a fire under the TS" to engage the 

farmer in a problem-solving discussion on these topics. For the Champion Farmer Award, the TS 

encouraged the farmers in their care to make improvements and become a winner, since this would also 

make the TS a winner. The fact that SAFE staff were in contact with TS on a weekly basis was a constant 

reminder to "push" the farmers in the desired 

direction. In one year, the TS made more than 

38,000 visits to the 753 farms in the SAFE 

project area. With the booklet and information 

from the SMS messages, the TS had new 

subjects to discuss and different perspectives to 

convey. 

There is evidence that demonstrates TS staff 

became more focused when they talked to the 

farmers in their charge. For example, Mr. 

Surpryanto (a Japfa field investigator (PPL) under 

Mr. Rofik) has 24 farms in his charge. After 

visiting Solihin TF, Mr. Surpryanto spoke to 

each of his farmers about biosecurity 

Mr. Dodang, TS of Sukahati Poultry, advising 
Mr. Eman Su/aeman 
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measures. Eight have since implemented the sandal exchange system at the chicken house doors. He 

now aims to convince other farmers to implement this basic biosecurity technique. 

Increased technical assistance to farmers from SAFE staff 
SAFE and TS combined their efforts to give farmers 

more information. Direct farm visits by SAFE staff 

occurred throughout the project, with more intensive 

visits in the later months. TS accompanied SAFE on all 

farm visits. The number of visits by SAFE staff to 

individual farms by quarter is presented in Table 2-4. 

Table 2·4. Visits to farms by SAFE staff 

SAFE and TS also brought together small groups of 

five, I 0 and 20 farmers. At these meetings SAFE gave 

a formal presentation and then opened the floor to 

comments and questions. 

I 

t 

Quarter 

Jan - Mar 

Apr- Jun 

Jul- Sept 

Oct- Dec 

jan - Mar 

Total: 

Year Number 

2012 4 

2012 16 

2012 35 

2012 34 

2013 28 

117 

Objective I staff spent many days in the field providing technical guidance on issues related to 

biosecurity and GFPs. These discussions took place either in one-on-one settings or in small groups. The 

direct assistance provided by SAFE and TS to the farmers and workers included; 

• identification of basic needs; 

• establishment of priorities {e.g, sandal 
exchanges at chicken house doors, and locked 

gates at entrances); 

• selection of simple and least expensive options; 

• training on how to use existing resources (such 

as bamboo) at the farm; and 

• Information, Education, and Communication 

(IEC) materials as visual reminders (e.g., posters, 

pamphlets) to reinforce the biosecurity 

practices observed at che TF and emphasized by 

TS and SAFE staff. 

A .small group of formers and educators meet at 
UNPAD in March 2013 

Indirect contact with the farmers via the SMS campaign was effective in conveying the messages to them. 

The comments below confirm that this type of communication is positive. 

"They [rhe SMS messoges] are very helpful. They remind me to always poy attenrion to the 
condition of the chicken, litter, temperature, and ventilation. Very good and useful." (Mr. Ajat) 

"/ often receive text messages from SAF£ They are useful for managing the chickens. Thank 
you." (Mr. Laksono) 

"Thank you for reminding me of the importance of form management. The information is good 
and useful for me ond my employees." (Mr. Dedi) 
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2.1.2c Increased access to educational materials and information on biosecurity and good 
farming practices and techniques 

Farmers. TS staff, educators. students and management obtained access to a variety of educational 
materials. Each item is presented below. 

• Over 5,500 copies of the booklet titled 

"Effective Measures to Reduce the Spread of 

Disease" were distributed by SAFE. A softcopy 

was requested and made available to all 
partners. 

The response to the booklet's contents and 

presentation was exceptional. At a stakeholder 

meeting in Bogar on September 19, 2012, at which 

the booklet's content and intended readership were 
discussed, Mr. Ruri Sarasono, Secretary General of 

GOPAN (the Indonesian Association of Independent 

Sector 3 Poultry Producers, which is an independent 
Teaching Farm Display at entrance to A gus Form 

farmers' association), stood up waving the booklet and told the audience, "This is a very good 

publication. We will use it in East Periangan." After the meeting, CP Vice President Mr. Moch Fill Yunus 

told Dr. Miller, "The booklet is very good." 

• More than 1,300 copies of the farmer~to~farmer video titled "Effective Measures to Reduce the 

Spread of Disease" were distributed by SAFE. 

The recipients of the video have been told that it can be copied. The video uses real farmers with whom 
other farmers can relate. It has received very favorable comments from farmers, TS and managers. 

• A poster titled ''Six Key Actions that a Fanner Should Do at the Farm" was distributed by SAFE to 

over 250 farms. 

• The TF display was distributed by SAFE to over I 00 farms. 

• Over 20.000 SMS messages were sent to around 400 farmers. TS, educators and managers. These 

messages covered various subjects, including ventilation, litter management, and biosecurity 

techniques. 
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2.1.3 Improvements at educational institutions 

2.1.3a E.xponded access to bio$ecurity lectures ond information 

The educational institutions received information and technical classroom presentations during regular 

field visits by SAFE staff to the academic institutions, TFs and offices of educators. In addition, SAFE 

distributed publications, the farmer~to~farmer video, and other educational materials for discussion and 

reflection. 

Four classroom presentations were given to over 600 students at the educational institutions, on the 

following topics: 

I. Biosecurity from Grandparents to Consumers 

2. Modern Broiler Industry in the USA 

3. Biosecurity at Sector 3 Broiler Farms 

4. Maximizing Potential Profit at a Sector 3 Broiler Farm Using Basic Management 

These presentations were also made available to the educators in softcopy form for use in other dasses 

with other students. Each student attending the presentation received a copy of the booklet on 

"Effective Measures to Reduce the Spread of Disease". Each institution also received further copies of 

the booklet to distribute at the TF to farmers and other visitors. and to distribute to students at 
lectures on biosecurity. Copies of the farmer~to~farmer video on "Effective Measures to Reduce the 

Spread of Disease" were distributed to academia. Educators have indicated that they will integrate the 

video into their classroom curricula. 

A presentation on Chronic Respiratory Disease (CRD), which is a major cause of mortality in broilers, 

was given at the TDG meetings and was also made available to the educational institutions. Educators 

attending the TDG meetings received additional insights into farm problems and solutions from 

discussions with the farmers, SAFE staff and TS. 

On March 13, 2012, Dr. Luki Abdullah, Dean of Faculty of Animal Science, IPB told SAFE "The Animal 

Husbandry Department is changing its curriculum. We will indude a two~hour segment on poultry farm 

biosecurity in the new curriculum." 

2. 1.3b ln<:reo$ed practic:al experience through Teo<:hing Form visits 

At each of the three educational institution partners the Students toured the TF as part of their 

semester classes, Students also spent more time caring for chickens and were reminded of the 

importance of biosecurity and GFPs through the signage found throughout the farm. At SMK, the 

students participated in the construction of the TF. so they acquired first~hand knowledge of how to 

construct some of the biosecurity measures, including the pass-over system. Whenever students visit a 

TF. they practice several actions, including washing their hands with soap and water (see photo), which 

they may not have done before. Applying biosecurity practices on a regular basis is far more likely to be 
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incorporated into the memory than just reading about thern. 

SAFE also learned that many of the students come from 

families that own farms, and have passed on the newly 

acquired information and techniques to their parents and 

other family members. 

2. 1.4 

2.1.4o 

Program replication/leveraging 

Industry financing of new T eoching 
Farms/training farms 

Four farms associated with SAFE industry partners 
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expressed interest in becoming TFs in order to reach farmers who lived too far away from the SAFE 

program TFs. These new TFs were self~financed by the industry and received TA from SAFE staff to 

implement the changes. They are now open and being used to disseminate and teach the biosecurity and 

GFPs advocated by the SAFE project. All of these farms were modified and ~;hanged in the first quarter 

of 2013. Each farm is discussed below. 

Cibuntu Form T ri Group 
Cibuntu Farm has already been partially modified (farm yard cleaned, ponds drained, footwear exchange 

installed at chicken house doors). Modifications to the farm entrance are also being planned. In addition 

to providing a tour of the farm with biosecurity·related explanations at key points, Cibuntu Farm plans 

to hold meetings of small groups of farmers in a semklassroom environment. This activity will replicate 

the technical and farmer group discussions conducted under the SAFE project. 

The creation of this TF followed discussion and negotiation between CP and one of its key customers, 

Mr. Tri Hardiyanto, who is also the Chairman of GOPAN. Mr. Hardiyanto has been very supportive of 

the work performed by SAFE. 

Y aya Farm ~ Dromoga Unggas Farm 

To develop a suitable TF, Mr. Yaya made changes to the parking area and introduced barriers for 

vehicles and people, gates with locks, a pass~over system, footwear exchange at the farm entrance and 

chicken house doors, proper cleaning of buildings and equipment, and good drinking water. Nearby 

fanners have already begun visiting the farm. In the near future, TS will collect farmers living in Banjor 

district and bring them to Yaya Farm to learn about biosecurity and GFPs. 

H. Dart.o - Rinjani Poultry Shop 
To make his farm suitable for a TF, Mr. H. Darto invested in changes to the parking area, barriers for 

vehicles and people, gates with locks, a pass~over system, footwear exchange at the entrance to the farm 

and the chicken house doors, hand washing equipment, proper dead chicken disposal, proper cleaning of 

buildings and equipment, good drinking water, and rodent control. The first group of visitors will come 

from the University of Indonesia. 

Hendra Pangkalan Form~ TMF 
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This farrn is used to teach about the construction of new poultry farrns. Various biosecurity techniques 

presented in the SAFE TFs are now being incorporated in the design of new farms and being taught to 

farmers and managers. 

SAFE has also worked with Japfa and its Bina Farm. Bina Farm is not a teaching farm but a training farm 

that has begun to use SAFE materials (booklets, videos and posters) to teach farm management to new 

TS staff and contract farmers. Several biosecurity and good farming practices are now included in the 

training. 

2.1.4b Academia takes over Technical Discussion Groups 

IPB, UN PAD and SMK have agreed to continue the TOG meetings in Bogor, Bandung and Tasikmalaya, 

respectively. They each hosted the first such meetings in March 20 13. The interaction between the staff 

of the educational institutions and industry has been very positive. When asked to take over the 

meetings, the edllcators responded, "Yes, of course. This is one of our duties as responsible edllcators." 

2.1.4c GOP AN takes over SMS system 

SAFE staff sent over 20,000 messages to farmers, TS, educators and upper management via the SMS 

system on biosecurity and GFP topics. GOPAN has now assumed responsibility for the SMS message 

system and will continue to broadcast to farmers. SAFE has provided the necessary hardware and 

software, and a database of farmers, educators, TS and upper management to whom GOP AN can send 

the messages. SAFE has also provided all past messages as well as messages that can be sent out over 

the next year. The IT person at GOPAN has been trained by Satu Dunia on the equipment and 

programs, and the IT person from SAFE has also assisted the GOPAN staff. SAFE provided financial 

assistance sufficient for two months of these communications. GOP AN has already sent out messages to 

a pilot group of fanners and TS. 

2.1.4d Key educational tools replicated by industry 

As mentioned earlier, SAFE has provided the poultry industry with over I ,300 copies of the farmeNo~ 

farmer video on "Effective Measures to Reduce the Spread of Disease", as well as softcopies of the 

booklet of the same name. Industry people are aware that the booklet and video can be replicated and 

already have plans for their replication. Mr. Tony Unandar, a private poultry farm consultant, will 

replicate the booklet for distribution in several provinces where he works. 
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2.2 Objedive 2; Promote Behaviors that Lower the Risk of AI Transmission 
among Poultry and Increase Knowledge of Signs and Symptoms and Risk 
Factors for AI~Related Illnesses 

2.2. I Increased risk reduction conditions and practices at live bird markets 

l.l.la Strategy 

SAFE considered the impact of the supply chain on the risk of disease transmission. This understanding 

led SAFE to work upstream and downstream along the poultry value chain. While upstream 

interventions are reflected under Objective I, Objective 2 developed a "Healthy Market and 

Community Empowerment Initiative'' that fo~;:used on vendors, slaughterers, transporters and market 

managers, and poultry consumers. This initiative was targeted to promote behaviors that lower the risk 

of AI transmission among poultry and between poultry and humans, and to increase knowledge of signs 

and symptoms and risk factors for Al~related illnesses. 

The interventions support behavior changes at three levels - policy and a supportive environment, 

poultry marketplace and the supply chain, and community/individual demand for quality products. The 

activities emphasize key conditions and behaviors for risk reduction, consistency in messages across 

poultry supply chain audiences and consumer demand for cleaner live bird markets and healthier 

products. 

The main target audiences are selected members of the poultry supply chain, namely poultry vendors, 

slaughterers, transporters and market managers at live bird markets (LBMs), and consumers in areas 

with a high risk of AI transmission. Interventions for these target audiences are developed around the 

following issues: 

Market vendors, slaughterers, transporters and managers 

• Biosecurity practices: stalls, utensils and cages cleanliness and hygiene, hand washing, cleaning and 

disinfection, proper waste management 

• Market management: carcass and live bird separation, zoning, drainage, waste facilities, slaughtering 

outside the market, loading/unloading activities, regulation 

Consumers 

• Positive and correct behaviors: food safety knowledge and practices, including proper paultry handling, 

hand washing and use of dean utensils 

• Consumer empowerment: consumers as advocates for improvements in the market 

2.2./b Gender considerotions 

SAFE believed engaging women in active consultation, participation and decision~making from the very 

beginning of the program would build women's self-confidence and sense of empowerment, and 
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generate sustainable change at the community level and within live bird markets. 

A woman's role 

Women play a pivotal role in making decisions for their families. They play important roles as 
homemakers, food handlers and health providers. In addition, they make decisions related to food 

purchases. Specifically, it is women who go to the market, decide which market they visit, what to buy 

and from whom. This purchasing power could be used to influence behaviors and practices of poultry 

vendors in the market. 

In households that keep live poultry, two thirds of female spouses are responsible for rearing them, 

based on data collected by SAFE in a 20 12 survey. This survey also found that women were the most 

knowledgeable individuals in the family about the health status of other family members. Embracing 

women was therefore a strategic decision for the program. 

Empowerment objectives 
Given women's role, SAFE included them from the beginning in the Healthy Market and Consumer 

Empowerment Initiative and partnered with 

Aisyiyah, a women's organization described in the 

next section. The empowerment objectives were 

two-fold: first, to improve awareness and impart 

knowledge for women to buy healthy poultry 

products, and second, to build critical thinking and 

thus create demand for healthier poultry products 

and a healthier environment at the markets. With 

women as empowered consumers, changes in the 

industry could be accelerated. Consumer demand 

would compel the markets to change. 

A provinoai livestock officer shows Aisyiyah facilitators 
how to identify a healthy chicken carcass. 
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When A Woman Talks to Another Woman 

Ms. Tati Masliati, a facilitator from Serang district in Bamen province, felt 
honored when the Serang Livestock office asked her to help draft the local 
government's workplan for allev1ating Avian Influenza in Banten. Ms. Tati 
stated: "I om not a government offker or an authority (!gure, yet they valued my 
opinion. They asked me to review their workplan." 

For the Serang local government, Tati's role in SAFE's Healthy Market and 
Consumer Empowerment Initiative wa1. important. Tati was tru1.t-ed; she 
had spoken to hundreds of women in the community and impacted many 
more household members in Serang. 

Ms. Tati became aware of her rights as a consumer and her responsibility 
to a1.k market vendors for healthy poultry produc.ts under the SAFE 
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program. When she visits the local market now, she asks for the source of Ta!i Mos/ioti, 0 true chompior~ 
the chicken carcasses, how the vendor handled the product, and what hygiene 
and sanitation measures the vendor practiced. She has passed on her newly acquired knowledge and confidence to 
other women in her ~;ommunity. She says: "We are doing something right in targeting women. They ore the power of 
change itselr When talking in front of' women, I always remind myself what I aim to accomplish. I want to bring value. I 
want our lives and the lives of these women to be better today than yesterday, and be better tomorrow than today." 

Ms. Tati is one of over 20,000 women reached through partner A1syiyah, a women's religious orgamz:ation that 
focuses on women's empowerment. Ms. Tati is an Aisyiyah committee member in Serang. 

2.2./c Partners 

SAFE partnered with three local Indonesian organizations to implement the Live Bird Market and 

Consumer Empowerment Initiative: PMI, Aisyiyah and Combine. These organizations are described 

below. 

Polang Merah Indonesia (PM/) 
PMI is the Indonesian Red Cross. DAI partnered with PMI under CBAIC, during which PMI acquired 

extensive experience undertaking AI prevention programs in I 0 I districts and I I provinces across 

Indonesia. PMI has a large network oftrained volunteers, allowing it to quickly scale up field programs. 

Aisyiyah 
Aisyiyah is a faith~based women's organization under Muhammadiyah (one of the two largest and most 

prominent Islamic organizations in Indonesia). Aisyiyah works intensively on women's empowerment, 

health, education, and social development issues in the community, Aisyiyah's network includes more 

than 20 million members across Indonesia. 

Combine 
Combine is a not~forwprofit organization that specializes in using social and community media for 

development and human empowerment. 
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2.2./d Inputs 

SAFE developed two workplans during the life of the project. Below is a summary of the main program 

inputs reflected as activities in the workplans, 

I. KAP 2009 Secondary Data Analysis 
The data collected on commercial practices under the 2009 Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices (KAP) 

Survey were further analyzed to gain additional insight into the common practices and adherence to 

recommended behaviors among traders and transpot·ters, market vendors, and poultry slaughterers, 

This secondary analysis was supplemented by a 2010 qualitative data analysis to explain motivations, 

perceptions and norms about current practices and perceived AI severity among target audiences. 

2. Rapid Needs Assessment 
In preparation for updating the "2009 Consensus Report: Priority Audiences and Behaviors for Reducing 

the Risk of AI Transmission in Indonesia" in june 2011, the National Convention of Poultry Biosecurity 

in July 2011 and the Communication Strategy Workshop in August 2011, SAFE conducted a rapid 

informational needs assessment of key audiences and behaviors to gain insight into the current feasibility 

of behaviors, interest, and economic value of particular AI risk reduction behaviors from <1n audience 

perspective. This assessment involved a series of focus groups and qualitative interviews with a small 

number of key informants from each target audience. The assessment revealed which behaviors were 
commonly practiced, less practiced, and most difficult to implement, from the perspective of the target 

audiences, 

3. 2011 ''Consensus Report: Priority Audiences and BehaviorS for Reducing the Risk of AI Transmission in 
Indonesia" 

SAFE convened a group of national and international professionals who had been working to redltCe the 

transmission of AI across the poultry supply chain to update the original 2009 Consensus Report. The 

20 I I report contained a package of 41 risk reduction behaviors across eight targeted audiences. 

Participants in the process included representatives from USAID, GOI, FAO. WHO. USDA, the Dutch 

and Australian AI programs, and other technical partners. 

4. Communication Strategy 
Early in the project, SAFE led a two~day communication strategy workshop with USAID, MOA. MOH. 

WHO, FAO, GOI, private sector representatives, communications experts from universities, consumer 

groups, and others to provide input and help finalize a communication strategy that supported SAFE 

objectives I, 2 and 4, In Year 2, a communication strategy for Objective 3 was developed and integrated 

into the overall strategy after healthcare~seeking and health provider research studies were conducted 

and findings analyzed. The communication strategy defined the Indonesian context and presented a 

three-pronged approach covering advocacy, social mobilization, and behavior change activities; a 

conceptual framework; audience segmentation, draft messages and communication channels; and a 

monitoring and evaluation process, 

5. Strategic Consultative Meetings with Local Government and Stakeholders 
One of the main reasons for project accomplishments was the use of a participatory approach involving 

extensive consultation with local stakeholders, SAFE organized meetings in each province with key 
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stakeholders from the relevant provincial and district government offices. At these meetings there was 

local action planning, activity locations (markets) were jointly decided, and local ownership was created. 

SAFE also conducted consultative meetings with PMI at the district level. These meE>tings servE>d as 

ongoing opportunities to seek stakeholder input on the operational management of SAFE-based 

strategies and provided a forum for key stakeholders to share information, report activities and results, 

and coordinate amongst themselves. Participants included: 

• District Livestock and Animal Health Services 

• District Health Office 

• Local Government Development Planning Agency (Bappeda} 

• Dinas Pasar/Diskoperindag 

• District MUI in collaboration with Aisyiyah 

6. Healthy Market Initiative 
The "healthy market" model was applied to two demonstratkm live bird markets (LBMs) in each of the 

10 districts for a total of 20 demonstration markets. (See Table 2-5 for a list of these markets.) The 

model consisted of implementing AI risk reduction changes and practices focused on targeted members 

of the vallJe chain- transporters, collector yards, slaughter houses, vendors and, ultimately, consumers. 

Each demonstration market received technical assistance in the form of participatory planning, grants, 

vendor training, regulation review, and More than $22,000 in contributions from 
communication and social mobilization activities stakeho-lders (including vendors, local government 
that reinforced key biosecurity messages. and the private sector) complemented small USAID 
Revitalization of the markets included a water grants disbursed to the markets and contributed to 

tower and piping for access to clean water 

distribution, the installation of hand washing 

stations, plastic shielding and tiled table tops for 

vendor stalls, cleaning and disinfection of the 

the revitalization of infrastructure and vendor ~tails, 
and the success and ownership of the program. 
After the initial grant program ended, improvements 
continued through a combination of vendor out-of-

k · d d · pocket contributions and government funding. mar ets, Improve ramage systems, waste 

management, new zoning areas and caging. 

At the end of Year 2, maintenance plans for each market were developed to empower each market 

team to ensure that changes were sustained after SAFE ended. These plans included facility upkeep 

procedures and new biosecurity practices to be put in place to ensure the changes could be maintained. 

SAFE also worked with market teams to identify how maintenance activities would be funded. 
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Table 2~5. SAFE demonstration markets 

No. District Working Markets 

I. Pasar Manis Ciamis 
I Ciamis 

2. Pasar Pangandaran 

I. Pasar Ciawi 
2 Tasikmalaya 

2. Pasat· Rajapolah 

GanH 1 

I. Pasar Mal~ngbong 
3 

2. Pasar Su k~mu kti 

I. Pasar Soreang 
4 Ban dung 

2. Pasar Sayati 

I. Pasar Batuj~j~r 
5 Bandung Barat 

2. Pasu Lembang 

I Pasar Subnagar:. 
6 Cianjur 

2. Pasar Clpanas 

I. P~sa r Su karaja 
7 Sukabumi 

2. Pasar Parungkuda 

a Bog or 
, I _Pasar Ciuyam 

2. Pasar Jonggol 

I Ban jar Sari (Cinkande) 
9 Serang 

2. Anyer 

I Rangkas Bitung 
I 0 Lebak 

2 Maja 

7. Customer/ConstJmer Demand Creation Initiative 
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The process in the market involved collective 

identification of problems and solutions, 

cooperative 

allocation by 

implementation, and resource 

stakeholders. SAFE served as a 
catalyst. This approach ensured that stakeholders 

at the market had experience in each stage of the 

process and, as a result, acquired the capacity to 

replicate the process. This approach also gave rise 
to "market champions" who would later be able 

to replicate the process in other markets. 

By the end of the project. SAFE had provided the 

local government with a framework and program 
for a healthy market and consumer demand 

program. While "healthy markets" were not a 

new concept for government, the 

operationalization and scaling up of such a 

concept had been challenging. Government 

partners embraced the SAFE model as a practical 

and inclusive model that resulted in sustained 

change. 

SAFE used a demand creation consumer outreach approach to take advantage of "touch points" 

between the commercial sector and consumers to establish vendor/consumer trust and, in particular, 

community demand for high·quality poultry products. Using a range of media and community·based 

communication channels, SAFE's activities generated consumer demand for higher quality poultry 

products. This in turn generated social pressure and financial incentives for commercial markets and 

vendors to improve hygiene and biosecurity. This activity was applied throughout the communities and 

served to apply citizen generated pressure on the specific purchase points of the private sector's poultry 

value chain. encouraging them to adhere to recommended practices for clean live bird markets and 

healthy products. 

SAFE fast·tracked consumer demand by working through subcontractor PMI and grantees Aisyiyah and 

Combine, which organized peer·to·peer education activities in the markets for consumers, and 

entertainment·education events. SAFE organized partner meetings to ensure that all activities were 
coordinated between the three partners. The partners also utilized their media networks (including 

social media) to reinforce messages and provide coverage and dissemination of healthy market initiative 

activities and results. Aisyiyah targeted Muslim females and approached consumers with religious 

messages and channels, whereas Combine targeted the general public and maximized the use of 

community·based media and channels to educate consumers. Combine also used a media literacy 

approach that led to community members who were sensitive to the environment and to health issues 
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such as AL 

Community members became involved in activities that captured their personal experiences and 

surrounding environment when they produced and screened short films about the healthy market 

initiative using mobile phones or video cameras. These activities created communities with greater 

confidence and positive self-efficacy, providing a strong foundation for consumer empowerment. 

Empowered communities had the confidence to ask for cleaner markets and stalls. and healthy poultry 

products. 

8. Radio Serial Drama 
Another core initiative to link communities with their market place was to develop a live "reality" radio 

initiative with local and regional radio stations, which offered a flexible and interactive communication 

format. Focused on biosecurity and healthy products in targeted high-risk areas, the program content 

consisted of interviews and profiles of members of specific sub-audiences, on-the-spot reports, 

information about simple ways to introduce and maintain risk reduction and biosecurity practices, and 

modeling of specific protective behaviors across target audiences and regions of Indonesia. Using an 

entertaining format to broadcast key API issues engaged audiences and resulted in greater awareness, 

attitudinal change, and behavioral adoption. 

SAFE aired a 12-episode radio drama through I 0 commercial radio stations (one in each district) and 18 

community radio broadcasting stations across the I 0 districts. Talk shows reinforced the messages from 

the radio drama. The commercial stations chosen were the most popular in each of the I 0 SAFE 
districts, and thus had the biggest audiences. The cornrnunity radio stations were chosen for their 

proximity to the live bird markets. Two episodes aired per week. The entire series took six weeks to 
air. During this period, there were three talk shows with local government Dinas staff as guests 

(Livestock Services, Health Office, and Industry and Trade Office) to reinforce messages and participate 

in live question-and~answer sessions. 

The 18 community radio stations also broadcast short audio recordings of Islamic "words of wisdom" 

related to healthy poultry, food safety and hygiene. These messages stemmed from Khutbah sermons 

developed in Year I. Each station had an active listenership of approximately I ,000 persons living around 

the markets, for a total reach of 18,000 listeners. 

SAFE provided Combine with copies of the radio series to disseminate throughout its network. All the 

materials were made available as downloadable files on the K4H website, as well as on the Aisyiyah and 

Combine w~:bsit~:s and Facebook pages. The materials were prot~:cted by the "Creative Commons" 

copyright scheme whereby anyone can use the materials as long as they are not altered. 

9. Heafth Communication Strategy Training 

The goal of this training was to strengthen the overall communication capacity of MOA. MOH and 

Komnas Zoonosis personnel and other district-level officials, and to improve the communication 

planning and response capacity of officials. SAFE coordinated with the government and FAO to identify 

participants for this training program. SAFE brought over a communication expert from Johns Hopkins 

University to cover the following areas: leadership, communication objectives, strategy design, 
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networking and advocacy, engagement of stakeholders, resource sharing and analysis, audience analysis 

and segmentation, and use of evidence~based tools, The following skill sets were developed; 

• How to develop a communication strategy: involvement of stakeholders, analysis, and writing; 

• How lO implement a communication strategy: pre~testing, materials production, program launching, 

implementation of key program activities, monitoring activities, and making mid~course changes; 

• Use of evidence-based t-ools: awareness of availability of and access to tools, creat.ion, usage, and 

adaptation of local tools; 

• Networking and advocacy: participation in networks, participation in health cornmunitation 

advocacy efforts, coordination and management of networks; 

• Providing technical assistance to others: determining when TA is needed and how to provide TA to 

others; 

• Resources leveraged/funding diversified: implementation of cost-sharing activities; and 

• How to manage and conduct research,· hiring a research firm, developing the capacity of internal 

research staff, conducting research, and publishing research findings. 

/0. Vendor of the Month Awards 
To better link consumer perceptions of quality with the desired behaviors of the vendors, SAFE 

established a consumer~led 'voting' system that allowed officials and the community to select their 

preferred vendor of the month. Examples of rewards included acknowledgement by posting the award 

certificate at the stall and a small prize to contribute to upgrading their stall. The vendor~of~the-month 

award program was conducted in the 20 demonstration markets. 

II. Educational and Communication Tools and Mareria/s 

SAFE designed communication materials and tools in Years I and 2. Table 2-6 lists the distribution of 

IEC materials and campaign merchandise that were produced. Technical content was reviewed by FAO. 

WHO and the MOA to ensure accuracy. The MOA provided content related to Ayom ASUH (Aman, 
Sehat, Utuh dan Ha/aJ), which is a government program to produce healthy and quality poultry products 

(carcasses). The program features good practices in poultry product handling and use of a cold chain. 

SAFE provided copies of materials to the MOA for distribution through the Ministry's network both 

within and outside of SAFE program districts. Communication materials identified included: 

• A Khutboh book containing a religious perspective on biosE>curity, food safety, and good business 

practices (Aisyiyah): and 

• Mobile phone videos produced by communities and then screened in markets and communities, 

capturing the progress under the Healthy LBM Initiative. 
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; I 

. li 

' National Aisyiyah, National USAID, DAI, and }HU documentation 
*"'and ***played in I 0 community rodro stations, I 0 private radio statioM, and provided to a// local and national partners 

2.2./e Key outcome 

Details of the results and impact are outlined in the M&E section of this report. SAFE highlights below 

for the reader the key outcome for Objective 2. 

Poultry vendors will make ch:anges. A total of 846 vendors in the program's 20 markets introduced 

more risk reduction practices. An additional I ,875 vendors in 49 non-program live bird markets were 

inspired by the SAFE program and led by the local government to make changes and increase healthy 

practices. 
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2.2.2 Improved consumer knowledge and expectations for cleaner markets and 
healthier poultry products 

2.2.2a Reach 

SAFE init.ially worked in 20 subdistricts surrounding the 20 demonstration markets. During program 

implementation, the number of subdistricts expanded to 33 following requests from community 

members in the neighboring subdistricts. The expansion was led by the local governments and Aisyiyah, 

which replicated the program model into other markets. 

SAFE continued to focus its efforts on (I) advocating for change by disseminating information and using 

media campaigns to focus on key risk reduction key behaviors; and (2) building critical thinking and 

creating consumer demand for healthier poultry products and healthier environmental settings by 

working through consumer groups. 

In addition, the 12-episode radio drama reached over 200,000 members of the poultry value chain; 

21 ,000 women poultry consumers were empowered to ask for change: and 5,000 students and teachers 

learned about healthy markets and how to transfer their newly acquired knowledge to their peers. Table 

2w7 summarizes the target and reach of Aisyiyah and Combine grant activities. 

Table 2~7. Target and Expanded Reach of Aisyiyah and Combine Grant Activities 

Activities by Aisyiyah Activities by Combine 
Activity Target Actual Reach Activity Target Actual Reach 

"Advoc·a·cy .. t·t;·rou·gt; ............. ··a.ooo ..... 
"T'.i':6T'3"* 

.................................... 
... PrOd'Uction of 

.............. 
"TO"V~(fem • 

.. .............. 
"2S"V~·de·os .. **" .. 

group Qt,~ran readings women (Fi,gl)l'e exc:ludes <:ommunir.y videos 
replication begun in 
West Java) 

Market visits by 200 27B Radio campaign 10 community radio Met target 
consumer groups (community and and I 0 private radio 

private radio) stations 
Meetings with informal 300 Met target SMS bb.sr Twice a week Met r:>rget; Tat:> I 
religious and update recipients: I, 197 
community leaders 
Twitter and Facebook Twice a Met target. Reached 453 Citizen journalism 120 articles (20 141 articles 

week Twitter followers and through online and articles per month developed as of 
updates 5,023 Facebook friends print (bulletin) for six months) March 2013, 

articles reaching II ,666 
re:>ders 

Notes: 

*' Under the leadership o{ the Aisyiyah West Java Provincial Chapter, activities have begun to reach m1 additional 40,000 
women through thematic "Maj/is T ak/im'' messages on healthy behavior, healthy poultry, and AI. Aisyiyah West java Chapter 
has taken up the initiative to be a pioneer in replicating the consumer empowerment program under SAFE and has targeted 
the remaining 18 districts in West java. Soon, all districts and municipalities (26 areas in total) will be reached with AI 
mes~ages. 

** Not only the local communities surrounding the demonstration markets were involved; the nationwide mmmunity was 
also encouraged to become involved. Combine announced a national competition for this video activity. 
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2.2.2b Increased understanding/knowledge 

Implementation partners and members of the value chain demonstrated increased understanding and 

knowledge of biosecurity issues and how these relate to live bird markets. During the initial stage of 

implementation, SAFE trained field facilitators from Aisyiyah and Combine on behaviors that: increase AI 

risks and the changes to be implemented under the program. After the training, the facilitators returned 

to their respective areas and further developed strategies and messages based on t:he local wisdom 

found in each area. Aisyiyah, for instance, developed issues around healthy poultry products from the 

perspective of AI Quran and the prophet's wisdom. These messages were then translated for various 

communication channels, including radio, television, bulletins, Facebook, websites, and Twitter. Aisyiyah 

also recorded seven minutes of "words of wisdom" for off-air events and public service announcements 

(PSAs) on radio stations. 

In Year 2, SAFE conducted a consumer survey to assess consumers' knowledge of healthy poultry 

products and to identify whether they understood the concepts of clean poultry stalls and healthy 

products. The survey sample was taken from consumers who had attended religious meetings where 

healthy poultry product and consumer rights topics were discussed. The total sample was 200 

respondents, with 79% of respondents reporting thE>y were confident of being able to recognize the 

characteristics of healthy chicken carcasses sold by poultry vendors. Table 2-B shows respondents' 

knowledge of the characteristics of sick chicken carcasses. 

Table 2~8: Knowledge of characteristics of Number of respondents Percentage 
unhealthy/sick chicken carcasses mentioning characteristic of total 

surveyed 

Meat does not bounce back when pressed 

I 
I IS 

I 
58% 

Color of meat is pale (not pinkish) Ill 66% 

Meat blood is not fresh (blood not red) I 19 60% 

Carcass has bluish marks 177 89% 

N: 200 (Open ended response multiple response) 

Over SO% of respondents reported two characteristics of sick chicken carcasses, namely carcasses had 

with bluish marks, and the meat not smelling fresh, while over 60% identified the pale color of the meat 

and blood not being fresh as signs of unhealthy carcasses. 

''Most of the things we do with regard to food handling and processing were passed down from 
our mothers, and our mothers had them passed down from their mothers. We were never critical 
before. We followed them without asking many questions. Information such as how to handle 
food properly and how to practice correct behaviors on sanitation and hygiene may seem trivial to 
others, but ore new and important to us. This is invaluable information. We never received this 
sort of guidance from any other sources before." 

Hj, Tltln Suastlnl, Alsylyah Facilitator for Clanjur District 
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2.2.2c Increased consumer action 

SAFE conducted an activity called "Consumers Visit the Market". The consumers participating were 

organized into groups of ten, with each group containing consumers who had attended the earlier 

thematic Quran reading activities. They visited the demonstration markets and spoke with poultry 

vendors and market managers on thE' state of the markets. how best to improve cleanliness, and the 

importance of healthy poultry products. The objective of this activity was to build confidence among 

consumers in asking vendors and managers questions about cleanliness, sanitation, and safety, and to 

practice asking fot· change. Consumers learned how to exercise their rights as members of a consumers' 

group. This prepared them to reach out to managers and vendors as individuals in the future. 

This activity developed consumers' critical thinking and provided a platform for vendors and consumers 

to talk freely about consumer demands for healthier products and a healthier environment for the 

purchase of poultry. 

l 

' 
about halal food. cleanliness. and sanitation at the market. 

2.2.3 Improved government, civil society and community collaboration 

SAFE positioned itself as a facilitator that invited, collaborated with and accompanied the actors, 

consumers and stakeholders surrounding the communities. SAFE implemented this principle through 

stakeholder meetings, which provided a forum to: 

• inform provincial and district stakeholders outside the livestock services network about SAFE's 

Healthy Market and Consumer Empowerment Initiative 

• involve all concerned parties in distrkt·level initiatives to select two demonstration markets 

• jointly develop a district workplan to implement the initiative 

• identify and mobilize human. technical and financial resources 

The participants in the district consultative meetings in all I 0 SAFE working districts came from diverse 

backgrounds, including: 

• Government: Animal Husbandry and Agriculture Services, Health Office, Hygiene and 

Environmental Office, Trade and Industry Services, BUMD (District Government managing 
traditional markets), District Planning Bureau, Civil Order Officers, Public Works Office, Income 
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Office, and local parliamentarians 

• Market Market managers and vendor representatives 

• Community: Informal leaders, Aisyiyah faC'ilitators as consumer representatives, and distriC't-level 

Red Cross (PM I) 

All of these participants shared one thing in common: they agreed that healthy poultry products should 
be made available, and that an effective way to achieve this is to improve the markets. This common goal 

served to bring them together, such that each party felt comfortable and considered the initiative as a 

productive effort to which they could all contribute resources according to their roles and comparative 

advantage. 

2.2.4 Creation of strategic communication "community of Interest" inter-ministerial 
group 

As a result of the SAFE~sponsored Health Communication Strategy Workshop held in Bandung on 16~ 

20 April 20 12, 29 participants from five different ministries and agencies agreed to form an inter" 

ministerial "community of interest" on AI prevention and management. 

The community shared a vision of working together towards an Indonesia that is a role model for AI 

prevention and response in Asia. At the end of the workshop, the group drafted an Avian Influenza 

Action Plan and agreed to meet regularly to implement the Action Plan. 

The alumni of this workshop have since stayed in contact and worked closely with each other, resulting 

in better coordination in the area of zoonotic diseases. in particular AI. They have become a cross" 

sector government group striving for policy and behavioral change. SAFE sees this group as an invaluable 

resource that has the potential to lead and accelerate change in the government's approach to how AI is 
addressed, managed and controlled in Indonesia. 

Two inter·ministerial meetings were held during the SAFE project. The First lnter·Ministerial Health 

Communication Group Meeting was held on May 30, 2012, and the second was held on February 25, 

2013, At these meetings SAFE supported a new partnership between the GOI and strategic partners 

including Non·Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and local stakeholders, to serve as a model for 

disease prevention and management in Indonesia. These meetings also provided a platform for sharing 

information, particularly updates on the status of the Komnas Zoonosis workplan and the government's 

response to new strains of AI. The participants in this group agreed to continue to meet under the 

stewardship of Komnas Zoonosis. 

Part1c1pants at 
Inter-Ministerial 
Health 
Communication 
Group Meeting, 
February 2013 
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2.2.5 Program replication/leveraging 

2.2.5a Local government financing of program 

During the life of the program, district governments adopted components of the SAFE program design. 

including market manager training, market rehabilitation. he.althy market competition, and use of the 

facilitation method. Several district heads (Bupatry promptly provided financial support for these efforts. 

The Cianjur District government supported the market with funds of Rp. 323,868,000, Bandung District 

provided Rp. 321,930,000 and Serang District provided Rp. 75,000,000. Several local regulations were 

passed or in the process of being formalized, covering market regulations and slaughtering outside 

markets. A total of 59 markets. in five districts benefited from these activities and policies, being home to 

approximately 1,975 poultry vendors and 24,328 vendors of all types. 

Bupati welcomes the Healthy Markets and Consumer Empowerment Initiative and recognizes collaborative efforts. 

2.2.5b Civil $OCiety replication of program 

In light of the impressive results of the consumer 

empowerment activities, Aisyiyah officially adopted 

the consumer component of the SAFE program 

design into its national program. Aisyiyah West 

Java chapter took up the initiative to become a 

pioneer in replicating the program in the remaining 

16 districts in West Java. Aisyiyah held a Training 

of Trainers (TOT) program for 36 facilitators in 

March 20 13 and is now continuing the SAFE 

consumer empowerment program in all 16 

districts. 

2.2.5< Private $ector financing of progrom 

During the openmg .speech of A1syiyoh Tanw1r in October 
2012, Aisyiyah (hairperson lbu Dra. Noardjannah 
Djohantini stated that act1'vities under the USAID-SAF£ 
program to educate and empower healthy poultry 
consumers would be adopted by Aisyiyah and 
implemellted in other provinces. 

SAFE activities in the communities and markets also attracted interest from the private se<:tor. Bank 

Danamon provided support in the form of a tent, entertainment, meals and snacks, medical doctors and 

medicine, cleaning equipment (brooms, hoes, and shovels) and waste bins for the SAFE market event. The 

total value of this support was around 25 million rupiah. Griya Supermarket allocated 25 million rupiah to 

support improvements in the Lembang market. PMI's West Java chapter is now collaborating with PT 
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UMRI, a mining company, to replicate market interventions in Garut Selatan (a non~SAFE working 

district). 

2.2.5d National government replication 

Three organizations have reproduced or are in the process of reproducing SAFE IEC materials with 
their own funding and resources~ Komnas Zoonosis, MOH, and Aisyiyah West Java Chapter. 

• Komnas Zoonosis is producing I ,000 copies of each type of material for further distribution to 

local government officials. 

• The MOH plans to reproduce the 12 episodes of the SAFE radio drama for further distribution to 
provincial health offices, 

• Aisyiyah West Java Chapter produced 500 copies of the SAFE poster on Avian Influenza in 
Humans for further distribution in the other 16 cities and districts that were not part of the SAFE 
program. 

"I appreciate all the efforts of the healthy 
market A healthy market is needed by business 
and in trade competition to ensure that healthy 
products are available to consumers. Th1s 
initiative should take place in off traditional 
markets to re~eet our seriousness about 
developing a healthy market to reduce disease 
transmission." 
Dn. H. Hasnan Bey Fonani (Member of 
Parliament, DPR Rl) during market event 
at Clpanas Market, Cianjur 

"Traditional markets support the economy. 
especially the /ower-income sector. Markets should 
be healthy ond humane because they are the 
livelihood of" many people. The West java 
government supports the initiative and will make 
improv-ements to and rehabilitate traditional 
markets in Wesi}ava so that they become healthy 
markets." 
West Java Governor Ahmad Heryawan at 
Ciawi Market event 
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Objec::tive 3: ln<:rease Knowledge of Signs/Symptoms and Risk Fac::tors for 
AI-Related Illness in People and Promote Behaviors that Improve 
Household-Level Care-Seeking in Response to AI-Related Illnesses 

Increased knowledge of health core seeking practices for AlnLI-related 
illnesses 

Strategy 

Under the umbrella of the SAFE project and in collaboration with the Atlanta and Jakarta offices of the 

CDC and WHO Indonesia, two surveys were conducted in East Jakarta municipality an<l in Bogar 

district, West java related to Ill diagnosis and treatment- a Healthcare Utilization Survey (HUS) and a 

Clinicians' Knowledge, Attitude and Practices (C¥AP) survey. Prior to data collection activities, SAFE 

and the Center for Health Research at the University of Indonesia (Pusat Penelitian Kesehatan 

Universitas Indonesia, or PPK-UI) obtained ethical clearan<.:e for survey implementation from the 

Research Ethics Committee at PPK-UI and from the CDC Atlanta Institutional Review Board. The 

purpose, fieldwork conducted, and several key findings of these studies are summarized here. 

2.3. lb Partners 

PPK-UI was sele<.:ted as the research agency to conduct the fieldwork for both studies. SAFE also 

collaborated and consulted closely with the CDC offices in Atlanta and Jakarta, WHO and USAID. 

2.3.1<: lnpuu 

I. HUS 

The HUS was designed to generate estimates of the seasonal influenza disease burden and to determine 
the proportion of people with Influenza-Like Illness {Ill) that seek care, their understanding ofthe signs 

and symptoms that indicate the need for care, and decision-making about when and where to seek care 

for respiratory illness. The HUS survey also aimed to understand perceptions about exposure to birds 

and of the risk of HSN I transmission. 

Data collection was accomplished through f<lce-to-face surveys of households in East Jakarta Municipality 

and in Boger District, West Java from February 8 to March I, 2012. In total, 2,520 respondents were 

interviewed (I ,260 respondents in each region). 

There were several key findings of the HUS study; 

I. Individuals frequently do not seek care at a healthcare facility when they have a fever or cough, or 

suffer difficulty breathing, even if they arc aware that they need immediate treatment for these 

symptoms. 

2. Households express a preference for self·treatment for respiratory symptoms using over-the

counter medications from pharmacies or by giving medicines and fluids at home. 
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3. Routine contact with birds in the home can diminish perceptions of risk, leading to a lower 

likelihood of seeking care for potential symptoms of AI. 

4. Households with the highest exposure (i.e., those allowing poultry to roam freely indoors) 

demonstrated: 

• Weaker beliefs in the need for immediate treatment for respiratory symptoms 

• Lower self~efficacy in seeking medical care when needed 

• Lower self~efficacy in protecting themselves and their families from AI 

• Less knowledge of the sources of exposure 

• Greater likelihood of using traditional remedies instead of healthcare facilities 

5. High selfMefficacy about seeking care when needed is influenced by: 

• Greater knowledge of the exposure routes of AI 

• Higher perception of the severity of AI 

6. Shorter waiting time before seeking care is influenced by: 

• Greater knowledge of the exposure routes of AI 

• Higher selfMefficacy about seeking care when needed. 

2. C-KAP 
To complement the HUS survey on household careMseeking and utilization behavior, a survey was 

conducted among outpatient and hospital-based physicians (providing medical cat·e for inwpatients) to 

determine their knowledge, attitudes and practices (KAP) regarding the identification, treatment and 

referral of patients with suspected infection from the highly pathogenic: avian influenza A (HSN I) virus. 

Physicians were also asked about their knowledge of seasonal and pandemic (HI N I) influenza and the 

risk factors for HSN I virus infection. 

The study used a crossMsectional design and face-to-face interviews. The study population was licensed 

physicians who provide adult and/or pediatric medical care in government and private sector health 

facilities in East Jakarta Municipality and Bogor District. This list was constructed based on data from 

District Health Offices. A purposive sample of 300 physicians in each study area was proportionally 

allocated among general practitioners and specialist groups. A simple random sample of physicians was 

then drawn from the sampling frame in each group. Data collection was conducted from March 14, 2012 

to June 6, 2012. In total. 554 respondents were interviewed. 

Some of the key findings of the C-KAP study were as follows: 

I) Most clinicians know the main clinical features of AI. Clinicians seem to be aware of some of the 

critical differences between HSN I and other forms of flu. 

2) Considering the many potential sources of exposure to the HSN I virus, clinicians tend to ask 

relatively few diagnostic: questions (three or four, on average) to determine if suspected cases 

involved exposure, including handling of dead chickens, exposure to wild birds, and exposure to 
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infected humans. A few doctors mentioned key questions regarding potential sources of poultry 
exposure at wet markets. 

3) Just under two thirds of clinicians said that treatment for HSN I should begin within one day of the 

onset of symptoms. 

4) Less than half of clinicians surveyed said they had received official AI case management guidance. 

This guidance was generally received by clinicians at local health clinics (Puskesmos) and public 
hospitals. 

5) Receipt of any case management guidance information has significantly improved: 

Clinicians' knowledge of signs and symptoms of seasonal influenza, pandemic influenza 

(HINI) and HSNI 

Perception of severity of pandemic influenza (HI N I) 

Likelihood of asking questions about specific exposures to HSN I (contact with dead 

poultry, handling live birds at wet markets in East Jakarta, keeping poultry at home in Bogor) 

Likelihood of testing after learning of exposure to HSN I. 

6) Increased exposure to mass media or professional resources regarding HSN I has significantly 

improved: 

Clinicians' knowledge of the signs and symptoms of HSN I 

Perception of the severity of HSN I 

Likelihood of asking questions about all sources of exposure 

Likelihood of testing for HSN I after learning of exposure. 

7) In Puskesmos, case management guidance information improved clinicians' knowledge of the signs 

and symptoms of HSN I, but did not improve their confidence in their own knowledge, equipment 

and resources available to diagnose and treat HSN I, 

The HUS had indicated some knowledge gaps on the part of the public about different types of influenza, 

risk factors (in particular, the high levels of exposure to potential HSN I sources in the wet market), and 

the most critical signs to look for prior to immediate care seeking. The C-KAP survey found similar gaps 

in knowledge among physicians, particularly about the risk factors. Relatively few clinicians ask enough 

diagnostic questions about the varieties of potential exposure to the HSN I virus that are described in 

the Indonesian case definition for suspected HSN I, These gaps in knowledge and priorities can largely 

be remedied through communication and information dissemination. 

3. Priority messages for core-seeking behaviors 
Based on the HUS and C~KAP survey findings, SAFE built consensus and developed priority messages to 

improve healthcare seeking by the general public and to improve early detection of AI by healthcare 

providers. During this process, SAFE consulted with international technical agencies and donors and the 

following MOH directorates: 

• Director of Vector Borne Disease Control, Dr. Rita Kusriastuti, MSc 

• Director of Communicable Disease Control. Dr. H.M. Subuh, MPPM 
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• Director of Surveillance, Immunization, Quarantine and Matra Health, Dr. H. Andi Muhadir, 

MPH 

Based on this series of consultation meetings, key healthcarewseeking messages were developed. These 

messages can be summarized as follows: 

• Do not selfwmedicate. 

• Immediately contact a health provider if you experience the following clinical symptoms: high 
fever (38"C or more), sore throat, cough, and difficulty breathing- especially following contact 

with dead or sick poultry, raw carcasses and the insides of poultry organs, poultry feathers or 

feces, farms or LBMs in the last seven days. 

• Tell the health provider about your contact history. 

4. Communication Poster with Key Messages 
SAFE developed a communication poster with key messages. field~ 

tested it with the target audience, consulted with the MOH and 

international partners, then finalized and produced the poster. 

5. Pilot Test Communication Materials and Key Messages 

Care~seeking messages were disseminated to Aisyiyah and Combine 

facilitators at a coordination meeting with field facilitators on 
December 4~ I 0, 20 12. Twenty facilitators and four regional 

coordinators from I 0 districts and two provinces attended the 

socialization. :; USAID SAFE. 

A total of 3,500 copies of a health care-seeking poster containing the key messages were distributed to 

the 10 districts as a communication tool for Aisyiyah facilitators. These key messages were disseminated 

in the field during the last round of Quran recital events in the community as well as through radio talk 

shows. A further I ,500 posters were distributed to local governments and the central government, 
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2.3.2 Increased dissemination of research findings and analysis 

2.3.2a Indonesian research community 

SAFE made numerous presentations to disseminate the results of the HUS and C·KAP surveys to the 

MOH and other stakeholders, including: 

• Presentation of HUS results at 15th International Congress on Infectious Disease 

The HUS study abstract was accepted for display as a poster board at the 15'h International 

Congress on Infectious Disease, held in Bangkok on June 13~ 16, 2012. 

• Presentation of findings of HUS and C~KAP surveys to MOH and other stakeholders 

The results of the HUS and C~KAP surveys and the key messages were presented co the MOH on 

September 21 and 24, 20 12. The first presentation was made at an evaluation meeting on influenza 

surveillance in East Jakarta. This meeting aimed to evaluate the influenza surveillance program in 

terms of case management and identification of seasonal influenza and HSN I cases. It was attended 

by around 35 people, including those responsible for program implementation at ten sites in East 

Jakarta (six Puskesmas and four hospitals), The second presentation was held on September 24 

during an information dissemination meeting on the results of Surveillance Harmonization on 

Epidemiology and Virology of Influenza (HSN I and other forms of flu). Around 70 people 

participated in this second meeting, including staff from several divisions of the MOH. 

• Presentation on C·KAP findings at 2~d National Scientific Conference on Epidemiology 

SAFE presented the C-KAP survey findings to the committee of the Second National Scientific 

Conference on Epidemiology held in Bandung on October 17, 2012. This conference was attended 

by approximately 90 people, including university lecturers, researchers and students, health officials 

from several districts, and representatives of international organizations. 

2.3.2b Publications 

Based on the HUS and C-KAP findings, SAFE and CDC plan to publish the findings in international peer 

journals for peer-reviewed papers. Six potential publications have been identified and five out of these 

six plan to include the HUS and/or C-KAP datil. The publications will involve an analysis of findings and 

how they influence decision making at the household level and among clinicians relating to seasonal flu, 

pandemic and Avian Influenza symptoms. 

The paper/publication titles for SAFE are (I) Characteristics of households with ongoing vs. intermittent 

exposure to HSN I avian influenza: implications for targeted interventions; and (2) Healthcare provider 
capacity and individuals' self~treatment of potential symptoms of HSN I avian influenza. These drafts 

were completed during the life~of·project. They will be circulated for review and submitted for 

publication after the SAFE project has ended. 
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2.3.3 Increased comprehension of community response to care seeking messages 

SAFE and Aisyiyah conducted a care~seeking evaluation from late February to mid~March 2013 in order 

to better understand targeted audience responses to the care-seeking messages developed by SAFE, and 

to program efforts aimed at improving healthcare-seeking practices. Two different approaches were 

applied in this study. SAFE employed a quantitative method using a questionnaire administered through 

face~to-face interviews, and a qualitative method using a Focus Group Discussion (FGD) to obtain more 

detailed data. A total of 200 respondents (mothers) were surveyed in the I 0 program districts in West 

Java and Banten, and there were 36 participants in the FGDs held in three program districts (West 

Bandung, Tasikmalaya and Serang). 

The highlights of the quantitative and qualitative findings were as follows; 

• Regarding knowledge of AI symptoms, 84% of respondents (N=200) mentioned correctly the signs 

of AI in humans, namely high fever, coughing, sore throat and difficulty breathing. Aisyiyah, Quran 

recitals (pengojian) and posters were usually cited by respondents as their information source, 

• Most participants could easily comprehend the messages. Around 35% mentioned that the messages 

were very easy to understand, and around 64% said the messages were quite easy to understand. 

The FGD findings confirmed this data. Most FGD participants recalled the image of the poster, the 

signs of avian flu, "mawos jika pam1s" (the poster headline), and contact with paultry. S.ome added 

that one should not underestimate flu/fever/cough and should visit a doctor or health practitioner 

immediately. When participants were asked about the biggest take-away message frorn this poster. 

they referred to the tagline: "Do not underestimate flu. Stay alen: for AI." 

• Regarding the message in the poster, the words Kontaklconcact (contact with poultry) and 

segera/immediately (as in "go see a healthcare provider immediately") led to multiple interpretations. 

The words were discussed and queried by several FGD participants. who were unclear about the 

type of contact with poultry, or how many days one should wait before going to a healthcare 

provider. 

• After receiving the care-seeking messages. there wa~s~a~_r:<:>~~in~t=e~n~ti~o~n~f~r~o~m~th~e:_r;:~~:'2'~:'::~ 
to a healthcare provider immediately if they have 

symptoms like fever, sore throat, coughing, and 

have contact with poultry in the near future 

(reported by 76%), They mostly preferred to go 

to a Puskesmas (mentioned by 70%) rather than 

another place. 

• In terms of communication channels for 
disseminating AI messages, they preferred small 

groups or face~to~fuce socialization, since during 

group socialization they could freely ask questions 

and discuss the issues. 

• Suggestions arising from the discussion included: 

FGD (or care-seeking assessment 
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o Add the prevention messages 

o Use more than one poster, and other media like flipcharts, leaflets or pocketbooks to 

provide detailed explanation 

o Use a picture/visual to clarify the meaning of "contact with poultry". 
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2.4 Objedive 4: Coordinate with and Fadlitate Communkation among 
Partners 

2.4.1 Improved dissemination and access to Indonesia A/PI information 

2.4.1a Strategy 

To facilitate coordination and communication among partners, SAFE built on platforms already 

developed by USAID, such as the Chief of Party (COP) meetings, and tapped into the potential of digital 

technology. SAFE supported regular face-to-face meetings and learning opportunities. At the beginning 

of Year 2, SAFE developed an online knowledge platform to share information globally. SAFE also 

developed articles, an informational series, and one-page program highlights, and contributed to articles 

in several publications to spread information on the work being conducted by the program. 

2.4.1b Partners 

SAFE partners included members of the COP meetings and local partners described previously under 

each of the objectives. 

2.4.1c Inputs 

I. Chief of Party Meetings 

On a monthly basis SAFE hosted the API COP meetings with international donors. SAFE also held 
monthly meetings with FAO, MOA-CMU and USAID to share program activities and results. These two 

regular meetings were held to avoid duplication of effort between partners, and to share knowledge. 

2. GO/ Travel to Technical Workshops 

GOI officials benefitted from study tours and technical conferences where they were able to see and 

hear firsthand models and approaches that addressed Al-related issues and could be replicated in 

Indonesia. SAFE supported the following individuals to attend the Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) 

meeting in Jakarta on July 2011; Prof. Sofia Mubarika; Dr. Joko Pamungkas; Prof Wayan T. Artama; and 
Dr. Drh. I Wayan Teguh Wibawa. In addition, SAFE also supported Dr. Tjandra Yoga Aditama and Mr. I 

Made Artika to travel to the United States. 

3. Media Coverage and Artides 

SAFE program media coverage and articles were produced in collaboration with Combine. Combine 

used its citizen journalist perspective and published 141 articles on www.suarakomunitas.net, which is an 

online platform for ordinary citizens to voice issues for mainstream media coverage. As of April 20 13, 

II ,666 readers had read these online articles, 

SAFE drafted two articles for the MOH, which then submitted them to Tempo magazine and NOVA 
Tabloid. These articles were intended to raise awareness of and emphasize the importance of healthy live 
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bird markets. SAFE also developed and disseminated two articles highlighting the T caching Farms and 
the partnership with Aisyiyah. 

4. One-pager Success Stories 

SAFE developed the following ten one-page success stories on the highlights of the SAFE program, which 
are reproduced in Annex 7: 

I. Citizen Journalism Takes on a Consumer's Right to Healthy Poultry Products at Live Bird Markets 

2. From Inspired to Inspirational 

3. Market Poultry Vendors Increase Biosecurity Practices 

4. Radio Drama Series Highlights Poultry Value Chain Risks and Romance 

5. Koran Readings Highlight Importance of Healthy Poultry Markets and Products 

6. Community Videos Spark Interest in Healthy Poultry Markets 

7. Market Poultry Vendors Increase Biosecurity Practices 

8. Poultry Farmers Self-Finance Biosecurity Changes 

9. Vocational School Improves Student Knowledge of Good Biosecurit.y and Farming Practices 

10. Market Manager Influences District Government Regulations. 

5. Project Informational Series 

SAFE developed six booklets to highlight results and lessons learned from the project. These booklets 

are listed below. 

I. Healthcare Utilization Survey in East Jakarta 
and Boger District, Indonesia: Healthcare 

Seeking for Avian Influenza and other 

Influenza-Like Illnesses 

2. Clinicians' KAP Survey in East Jakarta and 
Bogar District, Indonesia: Healthcare 
Provider Practices for Avian Influenza and 

other lnfluenza~Like Illnesses 

3. Commercial Farmer Perspectives: 
Biosecurity, Good Farming Practices, 
Motivation and Incentives Project Informational Series package 

4. Teaching Farms: Improving Biosecurity and Good Farming Practices 

5. Healthy Poultry Markets: Healthy Market and Community Empowerment Initiative 

6. Social Media: Reinforcing Health Messages and Behavior Change Through Social, Mobile and 
Community Media 

6. Indonesia Avian Pandemic Information Website 

SAFE developed a site on an online platform - K4Health (Knowledge for Health) -as a tool to share 
knowledge and communicate experiences related to AI and Pandemic Influenza programs in Indonesia. 
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This website was launched in 20 12 and is currently maintained by JHU·CCP, funded by 
USAID/Washington. K4Health is designed as a toolkit system that contains electronic collections of 

selected information resources on a particular topic for health policy makers, program managers, and 

service providers. K4HE>alth toolkits arE> repositories of information on variolJS health-related topics 

including family planning/reproductive health, HIV/AIDS, child health, and population and environment. 

Under SAFE, K4Health expanded its coverage to include AI and Pandemic Influenza Resources. in 

Indonesia. The site is already one of the most visited on K4H. 

Figure 2·1: Visitors Accessing Indonesia API Site on Knowledge for Health Website (May I, 
2012 ·May 7, 2013) 

•Indonesia 

•Anonymous 

USA 

• Malaysia 

Australia 

Singapore 

UK 

Others 

The site contains 202 documents that SAFE has uploaded from API partner organizations in Indonesia. 
On April 2, 2013, training was conducted for representatives from the MOA, MOH, Komnas Zoonosis, 

FAO, WHO, and USAID in order to transfer to them responsibility for uploading documents. 

Representatives from these institutions were granted special access to upload their own resources as 

they become available so that the toolkit remains a living and dynamic platform through which all 

stakeholders can share the latest and most important information. The objective of the training was to 

ensure that the person appointed to maintain K4Health had the required understanding, skills and 

competency to handle the site. Through an online simulation, participants were able to learn by viewing, 

Dr<lcticin• how to upload a document and navigate 
I 

Training on the use of the K4Health site was attended by seven pdrticipants representing six technical CJnd donor 
orgCJnizotions in Indonesia responsible for API control 
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7. End o( Project Seminars 

The Objective I end-of-project forum was held on April 9, 2013 in Bogor, with over 30 participants 

provided results and lessons learned from the program. Speakers included Maria I. Busquets, Chief of 

Party, Paul C. Miller, Senior Commercial Poultry Specialist, Yunita Wahyuningrurn, Research/Monitoring 

and Evaluation Officer, industry leaders (i.e. Paulus Widanat"ko, Regional Manager, Cheild Jedang 

Indonesia (CJ), farmers (i.e. Ms. Harlijeti, Herlijeti Farm), educators (i.e. Mr. lwan Setiawan, SMK 

vocational school). Topics discussed included: findings of the program: impact on the farms (i.e. number 

of farms which made changes, number of conditions that were changed); impact on the educational 

institutions (i.e. number of students who visited the Teaching Farms); sustainability and replication (i.e. 

TriG roup is converting a commercial farm to a T caching Farm, CJ has made commitment to build 

numerous Teaching Farms), Of note is that during his presentation Mr. Widanarko stated, "We now 

know that farmers will change." The industry expressed appreciation for the work conducted bySAFE 

and stated they would continue to use the educational material and advice provided. 

The Objective 2 end-of-project forum was held at the 9th Technical Briefing Meeting on Biosecurity and 

Animal/Human Health Surveillance on 17 April 2013 at MOA. The meeting was held in collaboration 

with MOA, USAID and FAO.,. Speakers included Maria I. Busquets, Chief of Party, Heri Haerudin, Team 

Leader, and Yunita Wahyuningrum, Research/Monitoring and Evaluation Officer. Topics included: 
program inputs, outcomes and results; impact on the markets and vendors (program and non program); 

and replication and leveraging. It was attended by approximately 35 participants from different units of 

MOA. FAO, WHO, and SAFE. Replication of the Objective 2 program by local government, civil society 

and private sector reinforced continuation of the program. 

8. MOH Vice Minister!USAID Mission Director Visit SAFE Program Live Bird Market 

On May 8, 20 13, MOH Vice Minister Ali Ghufron and USAID Mission Director Andrew Sisson, 

accompanied by other dignitaries including the head of the MOH for West java provincE' and head of 

Cianjur district, visited SAFE program Cipanas market. The Vice Minister requested the visit after 

hearing about the biosecurity changes at the SAFE program markets and the public/private/civil society 

partnerships forged to implement and finance the changes, 

The visit included approximately I 00 representatives from government and SAFE civil society partners. 

Speakers included the market. representative, the head of Cianjur, the SAFE COP and the Vic.e Minister. 

Guests toured the market and observed some of the changes 

instituted by the program such as access to dean water supply, 

repairing of drainage and sewer systems, and tiled table tops at 

vendor stalls. They also took note of hand washing stations and 

separate areas for carcasses and live birds. 

The visit ended with a tour of the market and discussions with 

vendors in the new zoning area for live birds. Mission Director 

Sisson congratulated SAFE and indicated the importance of such 

programs particularly with the appearance of the new H7N9 

strain of Avian Influenza. 
USAJD Misswn Director Andrew Sisson 
speaks with program poultry vendor at 
Cipanas market 
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3 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 

3.1 Introduction 

SAFE's COP formed a senior management team that included the Senior Commercial Poultry Expert, 

the Social and Behavior Change Communication Expert, the Community and Government Liaison, the 

Senior Finance, Procurement and Grants Manager, and a Monitoring and Evaluation Specialist. 

The SAFE subcontractors were JHU-CCP and PML The main grantees were Aisyiyah and Combine, 

DAI's headquarters in Bethesda, Maryland provided additional technical and administrative oversight, 

responded to USAID requests for contractual information, and issued invoices and other financial 

statements. DAI home office support, including Finance, Contracts, Procurement, Information and 

Management Technology, and Human Resources/Recruitment offices, ensured the COP had the 

management support, expertise and resources needed to manage SAFE and meet or exceed USAID 

expectations. 

3.2 Operations 

SAFE provided program operations, administrative and financial management support to achieve 

program results that complied with USAID regulations and DAI policies and procedures. 

SAFE effectively utilized DAI's TAMIS (Technical and Administrative Management Information System) 

and FAS (Financial Accounting System). Both systems were tailored to meet technical and administrative 

needs to ensure compliance. TAMIS allowed project staff to perform administrative functions that were 

critical to effective project management, including grants management, procurement procedures, 

subcontractor management, and travel procedures. Time stamps of reviews and approvals provided an 

audit trail. 

FAS reflected local labor laws, automating some of the most complex elements of field financial 

management including payroll, tax withholding and payment of remittances, cash advt~nce tracking, and 

monitoring local subcontract and activity budgets. In addition, FAS imposed strict controls over financial 

data and assigned different levels of rights to various users, Time stamps of modified transactions also 

provided an audit trail report with information about transactions and modifications. 

In addition to the systems mentioned above, SAFE developed and used a number of manuals and policies 

to aid staff, including a grants manual, personnel policy, procurement manual, operations manual, 

security policy, travel policy and vehicle use policy. 

Since SAFE's activities affected more than one objective, SAFE held biweekly meetings for all staff and 

weekly senior management meetings to ensure integration and resolve any management, administrative 
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or programmatic issues. Other measures taken by the COP and the Senior Finance, Procurement and 

Grants Manager included holding biweekly meetings with the USAID Contracting Officer Representative 

(COR), Dr. Artha Camellia, and the Alternative COR, Mr. Bambang Heryanto, to review successes and 

challenges, bottlenecks and achievements. 

3.3 Budget 

In January 20 12, SAFE was verbally informed by USAID there would be substantial budgetary cuts to the 

project and to refrain from starting new activities. On July 17, 2012, DAI received a notice from USAID 

explaining that SAFE's budget would be reduced by 65.5%. In light of the reduced funding available, SAFE 

reduced the period of performance for several major subcontractors and for the entire SAFE project. 

Due to the substantial funding cuts, DAI also had to reduce staffing by eliminating six positions: 

Government & Community Liaison, Public Private Part.nership Specialist, Monitoring and Evaluation 

Officer, one Grants and Contracts Specialist, and two Program Officers. SAFE combined the Behavioral 

Research Analyst and Monitoring and Evaluation Officer positions and responsibilities, 

On November 5, 20 12, DAI received a signed modification to the SAFE contract covering th-e reduction 

in the budget, a revised Scope of Work (SOW), and a reduced period of performance. On November 

14, SAFE submitted a revised workplan covering the period March 15, 2012 to June 15, 20 13 along with 

a revised two~year Monitoring and Evaluation Plan and Performance Monitoring Plan. 

As a result of the budgetary cuts and reduced period of performance, SAFE had to eliminate key inputs, 

including the number of TFs and markets, the PVUK/private sector model, TF upgrades, BIIF grants, 

strategic communication training, an instructional video for use by GOI, a second series of the radio 

drama, and many other inputs, reducing the impact initially planned for the project. 

3.4 Grants 

The SAFE grants program represented a key tool for supporting r~ctivities in Western Java and Banten 

under Components I and 2. SAFE s~1ccessfully completed 25 grants, 20 of which we-re- allocated for 

making improvements at 20 demonstration markets at LBMs under Objective 2. SAFE issued two grants 

each to Combine and Aisyiyah, who were responsible for campaign activities to raise awareness and 

promote consumer demand for clean LBMs and healthy poultry products. SAFE also implemented an 

SMS pilot project aiming to maximize communication between TS staff and more thr~n 50 farmers to 

reinforce the biosecurity messages and promote positive behavior change. 

SAFE's initial grant budget of $1 million was reduced to approximately $358,000 under the revised 

SOW as a result of funding cuts. SAFE received grant proposals from the University of Indonesia and 

evaluated proposals for the social media RFA, but these were all cancelled as a result of funding cuts. 

SAFE informed several potential grantees that it was no longer able to fund grant applications under the 

BIIF. 
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All grants were administered based on guidelines and policies in the USAID·approved grants rnanual. All 

grants were reviewed and approved by USAID's COR. Comprehensive results of these grants are 

consolidated in Table 3-1. 
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G-001 

G-002 

G-003 

G-004 

G-005 

G-006 

G-007 

Institution 

Aisyiyah 

Kopera.si 
Kowapi Cita 

Lestari 

Koperasi 
Pedagang 

Pas:ar Mitra 
Usaha 

Pedagang 
Paguyub:an 

Baktl 

Cahaya 

!slamedia 

2. Revitalization of market roof 
3. Revitalization of foot path inside the market 
4. Revitalization of market's gate 
5. Revitalization of temporary trash dumper 
6. Revitalization of vendor stalls 
7. Provision of hand washing stand and dean water 
8. Provision of apron for carcass vendor 
9. Provision of 

1. Revitalization of carcass vendor stalls 
3. Revitalization of poultry slaughter area and its drainage 
4. Provision of trash cart 
5. Provision of cleaning equipment (sprayer, disinfectant, mask, gloves, boots) 
6. Provision of apron for carcass vendor 
7. Provision of freezer for carcass products 
8. Provision of poultry <:ai!e from ola.stic material 

I. Revitalization of market road 
1. Revitalization of drainage 
3. Provision of aprons, boots., sprayers, mica cutting board for carcass vendor 

2. Revitalization of drainage 
3. Revitalization of temoorarv waste 

2. Revitalization floor 

SAFE FINAL REPORT 

Direct 30 
Indirect: 590 

Direct: 35 
Indirect: 682 

Direct: 40 
Indirect: I !67 

Direct: 20 
Indirect: 310 

Indirect: 2, 148 

$47,289.00 

$50,000.00 

$6,000.00 

$6.000.00 

$6.000.00 

$6,000.00 

$6.000.00 
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G-008 I Pasar 12. Revitalization of floor Direct: 28 
$6.000.00 

Mandiri 3. Revitalization of carcass vendor stalls Indirect: 310 
4. Provision of dean water {wells and piping) 

I. Provision hand washing stand and clean water (piping and wells) 

Koperasi 
1 

2. Revitalization of remporary waste dumper 
D1rect: 15 

G-009 I Hasanah 
3. Provision of carcass hanger, boots. trash bin for carcass sellers 

Indirect: 300 
$6.000.00 

4. Provision of PPE and biosecunty equipment at slaughter area {sprayer, boots, disinfectant, waste 
bin, wearpack, mask) 

I. Provision hand wa· 
Koperasi 2. 

G-010 I Warga Pasar 3. Revitalization of drainage Direct: 17 
$6.000.00 

(Kowapas) 4. Provision of mica cutting board, trash bin for carcass sellers Indirect: 350 
Sentausa 5. Provision of PPE and biosecurity equipment at slaughter area (sprayer, boots. disinfectant, waste 

bin, wearpack, mask) 

I . Revitalization of temporary waste dumper 

UD Saba 
1

2. Revitalization of drainage 
Direct: 34 

G-O II I Des a 
3. Revitalization of market floor 

Indirect: 530 
$6.000.00 

4. Provision of trash bin, apron, gloves. boots, fiber cutting board for carcass vendor 
5. Revitalization of vendor stalls 

Koperasi 
I. Provision of dean water {piping} 
2. Revitalization of vendor stalls into ceramic 

Syariah 3. Provision of boots, gloves. apron and mica cutting board for carcass vendor Dwect: 27 
G-012 I Pedagang 

4. Revitalization of pou!uy slaughter area and its drainage Indirect: 564 
$6,000.00 

Pasar 
Malangbong 

5. Revitalization of temporary waste dumping 
6. Provision of cleaning equipment (wearpack, power sprayer, floor wiper, shovel, trash bin} 
I. Revitalization of carcass vendor stalls and floor 

Koperasi 2. Provision of livebird cage 

G-013 I 
Pasar Surya 3. Revitalization of drainage revitalization Dwect: 44 $6,000.00 

Kencana 4. Provision of hand-washing station Indirect: 1,967 
Cipanas 5. Provision oftrash bin and trash cart 

6. Provision of 
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Paguyuban 
2. Revitalization of drainage 

G-014 I K-5 Pasar 
3. Revitalization of market road Direct: 72 

$6.000.00 
Sukanagara 

4. Provision of power sprayer Indirect: 512 
5. Provision of dean water {piping) 
6. Provision of trash bin 

I . Revitalization of drainage 
2. Revitalization of temporary waste dumper 

G-015 
I PT Putra 13. Provision of biosecurity equipment {power sprayer, disinfectant, masks, boots) Direct: 35 

$6.000.00 
Bangsa Sakti 4. Provision of apron, t..-:ash bin, gloves for carcass vendor Indirect: 610 

5. Provision of cleaning equipment (trash cart, shovel. masks, boots, gloves) 
6. Provision of poultry cage 
I . Revitalization of temporary waste 

Koperasi 
2. Provision of hand wash stand and clean water 
3. Revitalization of vendor stalls into ceramic Direct: 30 

G-016 I Siliwangi 
4. Provision of boots, gloves, apron and mica cutting board for carcass vendor Indirect: 26 I 

$6.000.00 
Sejahtera 

5. Revitalization of poultry slaughter area 
6. Provision of Power spt·ayer and cleaning equipment {coverall. floor wiper, shovel, trash 

power sprayer 
2. Revitalization of sewage system 

G-017 I CV Graphis 
I 3. Provision of apron, mask, mica cutting board for carcass vendor Direct: 27 

$6,000.00 
4. Provision of trash cart Indirect: 710 
5. Revitalization of carcass vendor stalls 
6. Revitalization of remporary waste 
I . Provision of power sprayer 
2. Revitalization of sewage system 

G-018 I CV Gading 13. Provision of apron, mask, mica cutting board for carcass vendor Direct: 27 
$6,000.00 

Ma. 4. Provision of trash cart Indirect: 1,327 
5. Revitalization of carcass vendor stalls 
6. Revitalization of remoorarv waste 
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G-019 

G-020 

G-021 

G-022 I 

G-023 I 

G-024 I 

Kopera.si 
Wanita 
Srikandi 
Pabuaran 

Yaya.san 
Ponpes AI

Hikmah 
Kopo 

PO Shandi 
Anugrah 
Mandiri 

PO Shand! 
Anugrah 
Mandiri 

Satu 
Dunia/One 

World 

Combine 
Resource 
Institution 

2. Revitalization of market floor 
3. Revitalization of vendor .stalls 
4. Provision of livebird cages 
5. Provision of cleaning equipmenr (power sprayer, trash bin, trash cart, boots, gloves, disinfectant) 
6. Provision of apron, mica cutting boar·:d, gloves, masks for carcass .sellers 
7. Provision of dean 
I . Revitalization of drainage 
2. Revitalization of carcass vendor stalls 
3. Provision of biosecurity equipment (power sprayer, disinfectant, masks, boots) 
4. Provision of apron, trash bin, gloves for carcass vendor 
5. Provision of cleaning equipment (trash cart. shoveL masks., boots. gloves) 
6. Provision of 

2. Revitalization of vendor stalls 
3. Provision of poultry cage 
4. Revitalization of temporary waste dumper 
5. Revitalization of drainage 
6. Provision of power sprayer and Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) for biosecurity 
implementation 
7. Provision of trash cart and -crash bin 

2. Revitalization of slaughter area 
3. Provision of poultry cage 
4. Provision of power sprayer and PPE for biosecurity implementation 
5. Provision of dean water iwell and water 

Build an SMS system that will encourage breeden. and traders to actively exchange information and 
knowledge, utilizing the breadth and speed of technology to more quickly and widely deliver 
information and knowledge about livestock health and the importance of contributing to better 
biosecurity. 

consumers 
2. Encourage key behaviors related to food safety and processing. 
3. Empower consumers and communities to demand healthy poultry products 
4. Create a platform through SMS. online media and radio networks within the chain of poultry 
business involving consumers and other related stakeholders 

Direct: 76 
Indirect: 674 

Direct: 70 
Indirect: 650 

Direct: 15 
Indirect: 172 

Direct:l4 
Indirect: 230 

D~rect: 70 > 
Indirect: 650 

Direct: 
215,650 4 

Indirect: 
861.600 

SAFE FINAL REPORT 

$6,000.00 

$6,000.00 

$6.000.00 

$6.000.00 

$41,367.00 

$50.000.00 
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G-025 Aisyiyah 

related issues 
2. Carry out the discussion of religious meeting in the market with traders. transporters of poultry 
and poultry cutters on Islamic business 
3. Carry out a religious meeting in the community to conduct consumer education and consumer 
empowerment 
4. Carry out market visits with customers to establish communications with poultry tr-aders 
5. Develop and distribute teaching materials (advertising and pocket book) about healthy consumer 
empowerment in Islamic perspective 
6. Disseminate teaching materials and activities on healthy birds of consumer empowerment through 
online media 

Direct: 
374.427 5 

Indirect: 
1,570,508 

SAFE FINAL REPORT 

$50.000.00 

1 Direct beneficiaries are people who listened to the community radio broadcasts (18 radios X estimation 300 listener per area) and indirect beneficiaries .are 

family members of the radio listeners (#of radio listener X 4 persons}. 
' Direct beneficiaries are parJcipants at Aisyiyah 'pengajian' and indire<:t benef:ciaries are family member of pengajian participants (#of pengajian partietpants X 

4 persons). 

G-003 to G-022: Direct beneficiaries are the vendors who directly received the materia!lequipment/improvement generated by the grants. lndir·ect 
beneficiaries are the total number of vendors in the market who were also affected by the improvements. 
3 Dire<:t beneficiaries are farmers and Technical Service (TS) staff who reg;stered in SMS gateway system and indirect beneficiaries are total number of farmers 

who were directly supervised by the TS { 13 TS X approximately 50 farmers for each TS). 
4 Direct beneficiaries are calculated from: SMS = I .200; bulletin = I ,500; radio = 200.000; website = 12,000 and community video = 950 and indirect 

beneficiaries are direct beneficiaries x 4 family members. 
5 Direct beneficiaries is calcula-:ed from: audio messages (Ku!tum) = 12 edition x 300 CDs xiOO listeners; Khutbah book= 2.000: Facebook = 5,023: religious 

events= 6,673: consumer visit= 278; and Twitter= 453. Indirect beneficiaries are c.alculared from: {direct beneficiaries x 4 family members)+ (Replication 

West java in the remaining 16 districts/municipaliti-es through 700 branches of Aisyiyah group Quran reading x 4 family members). (374.427 x 4 = 1.497.708) + 
(700 x 6 facilitators and 700 x 20 participants= 18,200 x 4 family members= 72,800). The number for indirect beneficiari-es has not taken into consideration 
that Aisyiyah distributed SAFE IEC materials to their branches in 33 provinces during Aisyiyah's National Meeting in Yogyakarta in October 2012. 
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4. MONITORING AND EVALUATION 

4.1 Introduction 

SAFE developed a performance monitoring system to collect data and present the results for program 

indicators in a timely and reliable manner, Performance monitoring focused on progress in achieving 

indicators defined for program activities/inputs, outputs and outcomes. The monitoring system 
combined quantitative and qualitative methods in order to colle~;:t and present data of good quality. 

In reference to quantitative methods, units were either measured or counted, or questions were asked 

according to a defined questionnaire so that the answers could be coded and analyzed numerically. SAFE 

quantitative performance monitoring activities ranged from the simple counting of inputs/activities, such 

as the number of training participants and the number of communication materials produced, to the 

more complex processes, such as surveys based on the use of questionnaires and sampling respondents 

··· especially at the outcome leveL Quantitative performance monitoring was carried out at all levels of 

the program results (outcomes, outputs and inputs/activities). 

SAFE used qualitative monitoring as a way of looking at why and how certain activities were conducted 

or achievements made. Activities conducted as part of the qualitative performance monitoring included 

site visits to capture SAFE success stories, FGDs, regular observation visits to farms and LBMs, and 

observations of behavior changes that related SAFE activities to changes in AI/ILI~ reiated behaviors. 

Quality assurance was applied to both quantitative and qualitative data .. SAFE involved local partners 

and stakeholders in monitoring roles and data collection to ensure program ownership. Data collection 

forms were distributed and partners were trained in their use. Activities to support quality assurance 

included regular field visits, supervision and activity report reviews, In addition, SAFE program staff and 

the M&E officer conducted spot checks and carefully reviewed data originating from partners to ensure 

their accuracy. 

The sections below include a report on the Performance Monitoring Plan outcomes and outputs and a 

summary of project activities and deliverables. 

4.2 Performance Monitoring Plan 

This section contains the Performance Monitoring Plan (PMP) Framework, Performance Indicator 

Reference Sheets and Workplan Activities and Deliverables which represent project inputs. 

4.2.1 Performance Monitoring Plan (PMP) framework 

The SAFE program PMP framework was developed to contribute to the USAID API Results Framework 

at the time of award. The relationship of the SAFE Outcomes is included below for reference. The 

SAFE PMP was used as a management tool to plan and manage the process of assessing and reporting 

progress towards achieving SAFE's program outputs, outcomes and overall results. 
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SAFE Program Link to USAID API Results Framework 
Overall USAlD G;:~al: Reduced impact of H5NI in Indonesia on animal:; and human and limit emergence of pandemic threat 

Animal I Human I 

Sub-g:ools.: Sul:>-goah; 
1. Refined knowledge about how H5Nl virus is circulating in poultry L Strengthen early detection and treatment of HSN! (and H] N l) in high risk areas 
2. Improved control of HSNJ in poultry 

!R ( 
Biosecurity & vaccination program at commercial poultry farms are improved and 
e:-:tabii:-:hed 

2. Minimized risk ofH5NI and HIN I re-assortment 

IR I 
Improved early recognition of 
signs and symptoms of H5N 1-
related illllt'ss at 
household/community levels 

!R 2 
Promoted health seeking 
behavior in communities 
in H5Nl-related illness 

SAFE 
OUTCOME! 

IMPROVED BIOSECURITY OUTCOME2 
OUTCOME3 

lR 3 
Effective management of 
HSN !-related illness at 
health facility level 

AND GOOD FARMING IMPROVED RISK REDUCTION 
INCREASED KNOWLEDGE OF HEALTH CARE-SEEKING PRACTICES FOR 

PRACTICES AT SECTOR 3 PRACTICES WITHIN LIVE 
BROILER FARMS IN HIGH- BIRD MARKETS (LBM) Alf!LI-RELA TED ILLNESS 

RISK AREAS 

OUTCOME4 
USE OF A/PI INFORMATION BY LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL STAKEHOLDERS 
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Table 4-1 below, summarizes SAFE's four "Outcomes", nine "Outputs" and accompanying indicators. There are a total of 13 indicators; four 
outcome level indicators and nin€ distinct output level indicators. 

Table 4-1: Summary of SAFE Outcomes and Outputs 

Objective I 

I. IMPROVED BIOSECURITY AND GOOD FARMING PRACTICES AT SECTOR 3 BROILER FARMS 
IN HIGH-RISK AREAS 

l.i. # of farms adopting biosecurity and good farming practices at sector 3 broiler farms 

1.1 

l.l.i 

u 
Sector I poultry companies and poultry shops 
encourage and support implementation of changes in 
biosecurity and good farming conditions at sector 3 
broiler farms 

# of poultry industry T echnkal Services (TS) staff 
working with and contributing to SAFE Program 

l.l.ii #of technical visits by TS and SAFE staff to TFs to 
support and monitor changes in biosecurity & GFP 
conditions 

u 
1.2. Increased knowled~ and understandinR: of biosecurity 

and .l(:ood farming conditions among farmers and 
students 

1.2.i #of farme1·s who self-financed changes in biosecurity 
and good farming conditions at their farm 
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Objective 2 

2. IMPROVED RISK REDUCTION PRACTICES WITHIN LIVE BIRD MARKETS (LBM) 

2.i. #of poultry vendors in demonstl·ation markets adopting healthy market practices 

0 0 0 0 
ased technical 2.2. Empowered consumer 2.3. Cleaner physical facilities 2.4. Improved c 

support, participation who demands healthy for poultry vendors in among ministry 
and coordination among poultry product LBMs program/communicati 
key stakeholders on staff (same as output 

3.2) 

ets with 2.4.i. #of 
consumers who know revitalized facilities to AI communication 
and exercise their support improved action plans 
consumer right biosecurity practices. 
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3. INCREASED KNOWLEDGE OF HEALTH CARE-SEEKING PRACTICES FOR AI/ILI-RELATED 
ILLNESS 

l.i. Percentage of survey respondents who can identify Alllll symptoms 

LJ-
3.1. Community members reached with key A!-!U health care 13.2. 

seeking messages 

--u-
Improved coordination among ministry 
program/communication staff (same as output 2.4) 

3.1.i. # of community members who receive care-seeking 
messages on A!/!U-related messages 

3.2.i. #of multi ministerial AI communication action plans 
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3. USE OF A/PI INFORMATION BY LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL STAKEHOLDERS 

4.i #of unique visitors on the A/PI Indonesia Knowledge for Health site of Johns Hopkins University 

0 
4.1. Access to A/PI information by local and international 

stakeholders 

4.1.i. #of documents uploaded to the site by Indonesian 
partners and SAFE staff 

0 
4.2. Improved access to updated best practices knowledge 

local MOA and MOH stakeholders 

4.2.i. #and type of subject matter accessed by partners 
attending confe1·ences, workshops and meetings 
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4.2.2 Performance indicator reference sheets 

This section contains che reference sheet for each of the 13 Outcome and Output performance indicators. Each sheet describes the indicator, 

unit of measurement, target for che 27-month life of project, and final target achievement. The remarks section adds additional detailed 
information. 

OBJECTIVE I. STRENGTHEN AND EXPAND PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS TO IMPROVE GOOD 
FARMING PRACTICES AND LIMIT AI TRANSMISSION AMONG POULTRY 

PMPOutcome 

Outcome 1: 
Improved 
biosecurity and good 
farming practices at 
sector 3 broiler 
farms in high risk 
areas 

Final Achievement: 

lndiwtor 

l.i 
Number of Sector 3 
broiler farms that score 
at lease 60 out of 100 
points on a weighted 
survey 

Unit of 
Measurement 

Number of 

"'""' 

Target Over 
Life of Project. 

50 

Final 
Achievement 

64 
(128%) 

R-emarks 

• The final achievement of this outcome was 64 Sector 3 broiler farms that scored at least 60 out of 100 points for biosecurity and good 
farming practices adoption. This achievement was 128% of the total program target. 

• The 64 farms had visited the teaching farms and received technical assistance from TS and SAFE staff to adopt biosecurity and good farming 
practices through weekly visits to the farms, one-on-one discussions, informal group discussions, and educational materials. The average score 
for these farms was 79 for condition implementation and 75 for practices adoption. 

• Most of the changes implemented on the farms consisted of constructing fences, parking areas outside the farms. footwear exchange at 
chicken house doors, hand washing facilities, good drinking water, and cleaning and disinfecting the chicken house and equipment. Simplicity, 
low cost and being easy to adopt were the main reasons reported by farmers for implementing these structural changes rather than others. 

• Visiting a TF, support from SAFE and TS staff, and the farmer competition were the external factors that encouraged farmers to implement 
biosecurity and good farming practices on their farms. 

• Detailed information on the achievement figures stated above can be found in Annex I. 
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OUTPUT 1.1: Sector 
I poultry companies 
and poultry shops 
encourage and 
support 
implementation of 
changes in 
biosecurity and good 
farming conditions at 
Sector 3 broiler 
farms 

OUTPUT 1.2: 
Increased knowledge 
and understanding of 
biosecurity and good 
farming conditions 
among farmers and 
students 

Indicator Unit of 
Measurement 

l.l.i 
Number of Sector Number of 
I and poultry shop Sector I and 
TS staff poultry shop TS 
transferring their 'caff 
knowledge and 
supervising 
targeted farm, 
biosecurity and 
G FP changes at 
fanns 
l.l.ii Definition: 

Number of Number of 
technical visits by ~:echnical visits 
TS and SAFE staff by TS and SAFE 
to Tfs to provide staff to Tfs 
direction and 
support on 
biosecurity & GFP 
changes 

1.2.i 
Number of Sector Number of 
3 farms that self- Sector 3 farms 
financed changes in 
biosecurity and 
good farming 
conditions 

Target Over 
Life of Project 

25 

600 

300 

Final 
Achievement 

39 
(156%) 

800 
(133.3%) 

345 
(115%) 

SAFE FINAL REPORT 

Remarks 

• The final achievement of this output was 39 poultry 
industry TS staff working and contributing towards 
SAFE program goals. 

• These TS came from Rinjani PS, Tanjung Mulya PS, 
Cheil Jedang PT. Sierad Produce PT. Dannaga Unggas 
PS/CPI, Tunas Mekar Fram PS. Japfa PT, 

• An additional 27 TS staff were trained ln Year I and 
are serving the industry 

• Detailed infonnation on this output can be found in 
Annex 2. 

• The final achievement of this output was 800 techmcal 
visits conducted by TS and SAFE staff to Tfs. 

• 246 technical visits were carried out by SAFE staff and 
554 by TS staff. 

• TS staff on average made three one-on-one vislts per 
month to TFs. 

• The final achievement of this output was 345 Sector 3 
broiler farms that self-financed changes in biosecurity 
and good farming conditions. 

• Over 80% of farmers implemented footwear 
exchange at the chicken house doors, and almost 80% 
upgraded their hand washing facilities. 

• Other conditions that were improved including 
proper disposal of dead chicken, record sheets, dean 
buil<lings and equipment, good drinking water, an<! 
parking area outside rhe farm (implemented by 
around 40% of farmers). 

• Detailed information on this output can be found in 
Annex 3. 
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OBJECTIVE 2: PROMOTE BEHAVIORS THAT LOWER THE RISKS OF AI TRANSMISSION AMONG POULTRY 
AND INCREASE KNOWLEDGE OF SIGNS, SYMPTOMS AND RISK FACTORS FOR AI-RELATED 
ILLNESS 

PMP Outcome indicator Unit of 
Meas:un:ment 

Target Over 

Life of Project 
Final 

Achievement 
Remarks: 

OUTCOME 2: 
Improved ri$k 
reduction practices 
within live bird 
markets (LBMs) 

2.i 
Number of market 
vendors with improved 
stalls in 20 
demonstration markets 

Number of 
market vendors 

aoo in 20 demo 
markets 

S46 
(105.7%) 

Additional 
1875 in non

program 
markets 

• A total of 1,875 poultry vendors in 49 non
program markets adopted the SAFE 
program. These changes were financed by 
local government and market managers and 
vendors. 

• A total of 2721 vendors Improved practices 
-a 340% increase over target. 

Final Achievement: 
• The final achievement of this outcome was 846 poultry vendors in 20 demonstration markets adopting healthy market practices. This 

achievement represented I 05.7% of the total program target in the program area. A greater target was reached when an additional 49 
markets implemented components of the SAFE program reaching an additional 1,875 poultry vendors. 

• Changes in biosecurity practices could be shown through stall improvements such as revitalizing display tables, using appropriate poultry 
cages, and using mica cutting boards, and implementing bioseCUI"ity practices. such as cleaning vendor stall areas, proper disposal of poultry 
waste, washing hands with soap, and using appropriate equipment. Improved practices in the market cannot be separated from the support 
provided by market management staff, the local government, the poultry vendor association and other related stakeholders. 

• There was strong involvement by the local government in the adoption of the SAFE healthy market program in 49 non-program live bird 
markets. This was shown through replication in other markets., development of policies and regulations, budget allocations, and capacity 
building implementation. A total of 1,875 market poultry vendors in 49 non-program !ive bird markets were impacted by adoption of the 
SAFE healthy market program. 

• Detailed information on the achievement figures stated above can be found in Annex 4. 
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OUTPUT2.h 
Increased technical 
and financial 
suppon:, 
participation and 
coordination among 
key stakeholders 

OUTPUT2.2: 
Empowered 
consumer who 
demands healthy 
poultry product 

Indicator 

l.l.i 

Number of 
technical visits 
conducted by 
Dinas {local 
Government} 
to assist with 
LBMs 

2.2.i 
Percentage of 
survey 
respondents 
from target 
audience who 
ha"' 
knowledge on 
healthy poultry 
products and 
ask for dean 
poultry stalls 
and healthy 
products 

Unit of 
Measurement 

Number of 
technical visits 

Percentage of 
survey 
respondents 

Target Over 
life of Project 

80 

60% of total 
sample 

Final 
Achievement 

741 
(926.2%) 

74% of the total 
sample (N:200) 
had ever asked a 
poultry vendor 
to improve 
cleanliness 

(123.3%) 

84% of the total 
sample \N:200) 
had ever asked a 
poultry vendor 
to provide 
healthy poultry 
products 

(140%) 

SAFE FINAL REPORT 

Remarks 

• The Dinas' related markets are Trade and Industry, 
Animal Husbandry, and Health. 

• The following technical visits were conducted by at least 
one of the local Dinas' referenced above : 

I market manager training (Mar 20 12) 
20 PRA in first year (Feb 20 12) 
20 gebyar pasarlmarket events (Mar 20 12} 
I 00 market implementation activities (first year) 
480 market implementation activities (second year) 
20 maintenance plan meetings (Sep-Dec 20 12) 
20 peer-to-peer volunteer orientations (first year) 
80 peer-to-peer volunteer orientations (second year) 

• SAFE co11ducted a consumer survey to assess consumer 
knowledge about healthy poultry products and identify 
whether they had asked for clean poultry stalls and 
healthy products 

• Method: quantitative, using a questionnaire (face-to-face 
interviews) 

• The survey population was consumers who attended 
religious meetings where the topics were healthy poultry 
products and consumers' right to obtain healthy poultry 
products 

• Total ~mple: 200 respondents (20 respondents per 
district) 

The followi11g data concerns the number of consumers 
reached through Quran recitals and consumer visits to 
market activities conducted by Aisyiyah: 
• 12, 165 consumers received socialization on healthy 

chicken products. 
• 278 consumers met with vendors and practiced 

requesting healthier products and cleaner market as part 
of a group exercise. 
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OUTPUT2.3' 
Cleaner physical 
facilities for poultry 
vendors in LBMs 

OUTPUT2.4: 
Improved 
coordination among 
ministry program/ 
communication staff 

Indicator 

2.3.i 
Number of 
markets with 
improved 
facilities 

2.4.i 

Number of 
multi
ministerial AI 
communication 
action plans 

Unit of 
Measurement 

Number of 
markets 

Number of 
multi
ministerial AI 
communkatio 
n action plans 

Unit: 
Number 

Target Over 
life of Project 

20 

Final 
Achievement 

20 
(100%) 

I action plan 
developed 

(100%) 

SAFE FINAL REPORT 

Remarks 

Improvements in ~he 20 program markets included 
• Drainage revitalization 
• Revitalization of temporary waste dumpsters 
• Revitalization of vendor stalls 
• Hand washing stands 
• Piping dean water channels. 

• Five Ministries were part of the SAFE Inter-Ministerial 
Health Communication Group. 

• Two meetings were hekl for this group. The first me&ing 
discussed the draft Avian Influenza Action Plan and 
gathered input for AI prevention and managemem efforts 
in Indonesia. 

• The second meeting was held to share lessons learned 
and best practices from SAFE implementation in the field, 
with the aim of handing over some of the SAFE program 
elements to the government, and encouraging exchange 
of information among government agencies in the areas 
of AI prevention, control and management, including the 
most recent Komnas Zoonosis workp!an. 
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OBJECTIVE 3: INCREASE KNOWLEDGE OF SIGNS/SYMPTOMS AND RISK FACTORS FOR AI-RELATED 
ILLNESS IN PEOPLE AND PROMOTE BEHAVIORS THAT IMPROVE HOUSEHOLD-LEVEL 
CARE-SEEKING IN RESPONSE TO AI-RELATED ILLNESS 

PMP Outcome 

OUTCOME 3: 
Increased knowledge 
of healthcare
seeking practices for 
AIJIU-related illness 

Final Achievement: 

Indicator 

l.i 
Percentage of survey 
respondents who can 
identify AI/ILI 
symptoms 

Unit of 
Measurement 

Percentage of 
survey 
respondents 

Target Over 
life of Project 

60% of total 
sample 

Final 
Achievement 

84% of total 
sample 

(N=200) can 
identify the 

signs of AI in 
humans 
(140%) 

Remarks 

• The final achievement of this outcome was 84% of the total sample (N=200) correctly mentioning the signs of AI in humans, namely, high 
fever, coughing, sore throat and difficulty breathing. This achievement constituted 140% of the total program targec 

• SAFE and Aisyiyah conducted a care-seeking evaluation in order to better understand targeted audience responses to the care-seeking 
messages developed by SAFE and to program efforts aimed at improving hea!thcare-seeklng practices. SAFE employed the quantitative 
method using a questionnaire administered through face-to-face interviews, and the qualitative method using an FGD to obtain more detailed 
data. A total of 200 respondents (mothers} were surveyed in the I 0 program districts in West Java and Banten, and there were 36 
participants in FGDs held in three program districts (West Bandung, Tasikmalaya and Serang). 

• After receiving care-seeking messages, around 76% of respondents stated that in the future they would go to a healthcare provider 
immediately if they had symptoms like fever, sore throat. coughing, and had been in contact with poultry. They mostly preferred to go to a 
Puskesmas (mentioned by 70%) rather than other sites, due to its accessibility and low cost. 

• Quran recitals (pengajian) and posters were the information soun::es most often reported by respondents. 
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OUTPUT 3.1< 
Community 
members reached 
with key healthcare
seeking messages 

OUTPUT3.2. 
Improved 
coordination among 
ministry program/ 
communication staff 

indicator 

l.l.i 
Number of community 

members who receive 

care-seeking messages 

on Al/lll-relate<l 

messages 

3.2.i 

Number of multi
ministerial AI 
communication action 
plans 

Unit of 
Measurement 

Number of 
community 
members 

Number of 
multi-ministerial 
AI 
communication 
action plans 

Target Over 
life of Project 

200 

Final 
Achievement 

444 
(221%) 

I action plan 
developed 

(100%) 

SAFE FINAL REPORT 

Remarks 

• 444 participants attended s.oc:ia.lization an AI 
in humans through Quran recitals in Dec 
2012-Jan 2013. 

• Detailed information on the date and place of 
these Quran recitals can be found in Annex 
5. 

• In s.ome areas. Aisyiyah facilitators continue 
to conduct Quran recitals on the topic of AI 
in humans. 

• Same indicator as output 2.4 under 
Objecrive 2 
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OBJECTIVE 4: FACILITATE COORDINATION AMONG PARTNERS BY SHARING INFORMATION AND 
HOSTING MEETINGS 

PMP Outcome indicator Unit of 
Measurement 

OUTCOME 4: 4.i 
Use of A/PI 
information by local 
and international 
stakeholders 

Final Achievement: 

Number of unique local Number of 
and international unique visitors 
visitors to the NPI 
Indonesia Knowledge 
for Health site 

Target Over 
life of Project 

2,000 

Final 
Achievement 

2,052 
(102.6%) 

Remarks 

• The final achievement of this outcome was 2,052 unique visitors to the AJPI Indonesia Knowledge for Health (K4Health} site. This 
achievement represented I 02% of the total program target. 

• The site is hosted by the jHU Knowledge for Health Project. K4Health is designed as a toolkit system that contains electronic collections of 
relevant information on a particular topic for health policy makers, program managers, and service providers. 

PMP Output 

OUTPUT4.1: 
Access to A/PI 
information by local 
and international 
stakeholders 

Indicator 

4.1.i 
Number of 
documents uploaded 
to the site by 
Indonesian partners 
and SAFE staff to 
share knowledge on 
health issues 

Unit of 
Measurement 

Number of 
documents 
uploaded 

Target 
o...,, 

Life of 
Project 

75 

Final 
Achievement 

202 
(269.3%) 

Remarks 

• 202 documents had been uploaded as of April 29, 
2013 

• Documents uploaded came from MOA, MOH, 
FAO, WHO, and other A!-related organizations. 
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OUTPUT4.2< 
Improved access to 
updated best practices 
knowledge by local 
MOAandMOH 
stakeholders 

Jndkator 

4.2.i 
Number and type of 
subject matter 
accessed by partners 
attending 
conferences, 
workshops and 
meetings by SAFE
funded professionals 

Unit of 
Measurement 

Number of 
subject matters 
accessed 

Target 
Over 

Life of 
Projert 

5 

Final 
Achievement 

6 
(120%) 

SAFE FINAL REPORT 

Remarks 

This output was limited because attendance at 
conferences and workshops was discontinued early in 
Year 2 following funding cuts. 
SAFE supported the following individuals to attend 
the EPT meeting in Jakarta on july 20 I I; Prof. Sofia 
Mubarika; Dr. Joko Pamungkas; Prof Wayan T. 
Artama; and Dr, Orh. I Wayan T eguh Wibawa. 

SAFE also supported Dr. Tjandra Yoga Aditama and 
Mr. I Made Artika to travel to the United States 
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Workplan Activities and Deliverab/esllnputs 
The project inputs, that is, the workplan project activities and deliverables, and the quarter in which they were each planned and completed are 

summarized below in Table 4-2. 

Table 4-2: Summat"y ofWorkplan Activities and Deliverablesllnputs 

ACTIVITIES 

>lli.,~W<Ity lcn<>va~'O~ FuM 

10"-d'¥ .>ow~< '""'W-<...," """'"~ T=:h"!: 

f><inng >c<l b>oo;,::,.nty pn<~<O> 

1

[),-,.1"!' •due>"~''' I"" info'":""""'' m>ten.!< foe"'" >t S=t= l 

tnohmgf•m.,, arui e~on>i m>~tutmmo 

or«l poCIItry >i>e>p ted>O•t.!.l >Of'·'<< st;1!f or.<l >el~oo 

DEUVERABLE 

'"'"""P' wme-up 

ITr;on•ngaod ~d=ruon "'"""'>! 

<o >UPfK•Ct hi~·OCUNf 

In, •• , (II) tHh"'""~ co"""""'""""" skd< 

Jhm••""-""ger> >nd f><mo'5 totron<fer0e" ~o<>wl~oflt<O•I1'"g '~"""'- :00 Te<:>Jn~col ''""'"'""d 

I ;md SOO f>rm• re.Kt,ed 

pn...,te "ldu>try w ,Qopt boseci<nly 

lo..-. .,la-p "'" <rq)ernen1 ~ '¥'"-"''"' """"'"'"- •mplemenn<>on of 
lf'r<>_g<<tm Mon""""¥ PI•• 

Plo"""d 

'~' 

Pl.,mcd 

Aoruol 

Pia .ned 

"'" 

REMARKS 

I••""' >Ctel), m:o '''"' '""""'"" thet roore<l T$ 0"'5<X1<'e' 1,-a-m &ffore1'< <Cf9.'~'~5. n.,, dec"""' 

<he iea~T"'ll p•oce" of>'l>.>.,d ''''"'ry. A rotal <>!59 T'i >tal' ""n tcam~d Tl>" 

lnurfbe-<ebm <"'-"<edumco 1nj;-~rd<>goM llfo·ol-pmJ<= 

I 
SAFE «>d. o &lfec<m>pprw0 to re'""g'~~"''""'_'"d '''"''"d "'"~~~· T""'hio~ Frms or«l 

the BF g; ""' rrognm <c re.t and >tc«lt '""""'1"""" h•rne< moti""V"' •nd '"'-""""" 
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4.3 Assessments and Evaluation Studies 

4.3. I Assessments 

4.3.1(1 Ropid inform(Jtion(JI needs assessment of key (JUdiences ond behaviors for reducing 
the risk of AI transmission 

The KAP study conducted by CBAIC in 2009 documented critical public perceptions and attitudes that 

framed the challenges that SAFE and its partners would face in developing a sustainable effort to reduce 

the risk of human H5N I infections. Social, cultural, and economic factors play an important role in the 

extent to which individuals, businesses, and government organizations act to limit the impact and spread 

of these diseases, 

During t.he CBAIC program, FAO, WHO and other technical partners had developed risk reduction 

behaviors for different audiences. There were 41 key behaviors for eight target audiences. These 

behaviors would certainly reduce the transmission risk if they were implemented welL Key data on 

audiences and adoption of key behaviors were needed before program implementation in order to 

provide bask data for SAFE program and activity development. Qualitative findings from a 2009 KAP 

Survey showed different levels of feasibility in implementing each risk reduction behavior for each 

audience. Some behaviors were commonly practiced, others were less practiced, and still others were 

perceived as difficult to implement for various reasons. 

SAFE conducted a rapid informational need assessment of key audiences and behaviors for reducing the 

risk of AI transmission to obtain insight into current key behavior implementation in each target 

audience. The need assessment provided input on the adoption, interest, and value of particular 

behaviors and identified factors that facilitate or hinder the target audience in adopting risk~reduction 

behavior. The rapid assessment used the qualitative method, with a series of focus groups and interviews 

with a few key informants from each target audience. 

The assessment found that behavior adoption is influenced by several factors: 

• Heatth- Health and disease considerations of self, family, neighbors and community. 

• Social- Social or cultural pressures, norms or practices. 

• Economic- Determinants related to price, cost, profit or loss. 

• Regulatory- Governmenc (national to village) or corporate regulation, policy, ordinance and/or 

rules. 

Some factors c;an be considered barriet·s for key audiences to practice the recommended key behaviors, 

These barriers include: 

• Lack of knowledge on the importance and reasons that lead to the need to adopt key behaviors 

• Economic reasons - Behaviors are performed or not practiced based on financial benefits or 

business purpose 
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• Social barriers - A mindset that believes the current behavior does not need to be changed 

because it is a common habit embraced by many people 

• Limited access and supporting infrastructure 

• Structural barriers - One reason that behavioral change is hard to achieve is that it is closely 

related to policy issues, whereas key audiences in the group do not have the authority to make 

policy decisions. 

Incentives for behavior change in the poultry value chain tend to be dominated by financial incentives. 

Health incentives alone do not appear to be sufficient to encourage behavior change. 

4.3./b KAP 2009 $Ccondary data analysb 

In 2009, the USAID funded CBAIC conducted a KAP study to understand perceptions of H5N I AI and 

analyze audience behavior regarding the poultry value chain. The KAP looked at each audience's 

perception of AI risk, intended or actual AI risk reduction behaviors practiced, and specific program 

outcomes under the CBAIC program. The survey employed both quantitative and qualitative 

instruments and was conducted in Banten, DKI Jakarta and West Java. 

Under SAFE, as the follow-on project, a secondary analysis of the same KAP raw data was conducted, 

supplemented by qualitative data analysis to further explain motivations and barriers to change. This 

analysis focused on behaviors specific to four commercial sector audiences (traders, transporters, 

poultry vendors, and slaughterers). Areas analyzed included cleaning practices, poultry handling, waste 

disposal and overall perceptions about reporting, perceived threat, and levels of self~efficacy. The report 

summarized the findings of this secondary analysis, which were used to inform SAFE programmatic 

design and work. A summary of the analysis follows. 

• Respondents in the commercial sector indicated a high level of perceived susceptibility to and 

severity of AI. Most members of each audience in the commercial sector group expressed high to 

moderate levels of confidence in preventing AI transmission in villages and working places. This 

indicates that AI is considered as a dangerous yet preventable disease. Thus, behavioral change 

communication is still needed to maintain people's awareness of the threats posed by AI and other 

poultry diseases. This can be done by promoting the importance of periorming the recommended 

key behaviors. 

• Findings show that people practice the behaviors under different motivations, including economic, 
health, and social norms. The economic factor is the strongest determinant, and it may therefore 

be effective for any behavioral change campaign to considet· giving economic incentives as well as 

emphasizing the health benefits. 

• Of all the key behaviors recommended for reducing the risk of AI transmission among target 

audience groups, behaviors related to personal and equipment hygiene were considered by most 

participants as crucial for avoiding taking work viruses home. 

• However, hygiene behaviors are not fully implemented by people. Findings show that in terms of 

hand washing with soap behavior, in practice most people only used water, and no soap. Cleaning 

the equipment using detergents was only done when the vehicles looked dirty or smelled bad. 
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4.3./c Technical needs assessment for Sector 3 broiler farmers 

Prior to developing the TFs, the Objective I team aimed to be effective in demonstrating biosecurity 

aspects at the TFs. The team aimed to create demonstrations at the TFs that farmers would find useful, 

rather than recycle information they already knew. Accordingly, the TFs were developed based on 

responses from several fanners and observations at farms. Secondary information - induding FAO, 

ACIAR and CBAIC reports - was also consulted, but farmers had not been systematically consulted. 

The team was concerned that other biosecurity techniques and GFPs were being overlooked. 

Comprehensive data gathering would help support future TFs, and modifications to existing farms. 

The assessment was intended to identify (i) farmers' level of knowledge about biosecurity and the 

technical aspect of GFPs for reducing poultry disease transmission, (ii) to what extent the farmers had 

practiced biosecurity measures on the farm, and (iii) the factors that facilitate, incentivize or hinder 

farmers in adopting the recommended biosecurity practices. Three FGDs were held with Sector 3 

broiler farmers, in Tangerang, Boger and Tasikmalaya. 

The assessment explored in detail the following technical aspects of biosecurity measures: 

• Selection of appropriate fencing 

• Orientation of building for ventilation 

• Obstr·uction of flow of air through chicken house 

• Use of fans inside chicken house 

• Use of footwear exchange system at chicken house 

• Use of pass-over system 

Key findings of the assessment are summarized below. 

• The farmers believed there were three key factors that directly influenced their productivity -

weather, DOC, and feed. Biosecurity was only perceived as important when they were about to 

start a new cycle and when there was an outbreak. 

• Footwear exchange was a familiar technique for all farmers. Most of the farmers claimed to 

already have a footwear exchange system in place, but for practical reasons had been unable to 

implement the system routinely. 

• Fences were considered as an unnecessary burden where there were no issues with security or 

strong winds. The farmers had limited knowledge about the types and functions of fences. 

believing that fences were unrelated to improving productivity. 

• The pass-over system was a new technique for the farmers. Some farmers who had no fences said 

this technique was impossible for them. For farmers who had installed a fence, the technique was 

seen as impractical and expensive. 

• Incentives for farmers were cheap and easy·to·use technology which allowed them to practice 

biosecurity while improving productivity. They needed to be convinced by a success story from a 

successful farmer. 
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4.3.2 Evaluations 

SAFE conducted three evaluation studies during the life of the project- a Commercial Farm Evaluation 

Study, a Live Bird Market Study: Surveillance of Live Bird Markets, and a Care-Seeking Assessment. The 

summaries below cover the purpose of each study, the methodology used, implementation in the field, 

and several key findings from these evalllations. 

4.3.2a Commercial farm evaluation 

SAFE conducted this study during Year 2 to measure changes at the farm level attributable to the TF 

program. This study was intended to measure changes in conditions and in good farming and biosecurity 

practices that reduce the risk of AI and other poultry disease transmission. SAFE used a mixed-method 

approach to gather both qualitative and quantitative data. The evaluation was also grouped by farm 

characteristics. These characteristics included TFs, specific intervention farms and a control group. For 

interventions made at the specific intervention farm group, SAFE focused on TA conducted by TS 

personnel and SAFE staff, and educational materials provided by SAFE. The control group of Sector 3 
farms comprised of farms not receiving program services or interventions, but similar to those farms 

receiving the service or intervention. Baseline information was collect.ed before t.he program was 

initiated. 

Baseline data were obtained in May 20 12, with an end line survey being conducted by the PPK-UI team 

on February I I ~21, 20 13. Table 4~3 shows the survey sample for the baseline and end line studies. 

Table 4~3. Survey Sample 

Farm Category I laaseline Sample (20 12) Endllne Sample (20 13) 

Teaching Farms 12 12 

Intervention Farms 94 20 

Control Farms 20 10 

Total 126 42 

The baseline sample included 126 respondents while for the endline sample 42 respondents (Sector 3 

broiler farms) were interviewed and their farms observed (including 12 TFs, 20 Sector 3 intervention 

farms and I 0 Sector 3 control farms). Quantitative data collection focused on conditions and practices 

implemented in the farm, and poultry mortality data. Qualitative data collection used in-depth interviews 

with 13 informants, including TF farmers, farmers receiving interventions (among the 20 farms), control 

site farmers, TS staff, representatives of Sector I and poultry shop management, and academics. These 

in-depth interviews had three purposes: identify the incentives and barriers to change, uncover the 

reasons for their behavior change, and obtain lessons learned from SAFE program implementation. Key 

findings are summarized below. 
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I) Biosecurity conditions in the intervention farms and TFs improved. The score on biosecurity 
conditions in Sector 3 intervention farms increased from an average of 32 to 44, while in TFs it 

jumped from 24 to 81. Both figures are statistically significant. In a control group, :some small 

changes were detectE>d (from 23 to 28), but these WE'rE> not statistically significant. See Table 4.4 for 
details. 

Table 4-4: Biosecurlty Conditions in 2012 and 2013 at Teaching, Intervention and Control Farms 

Biosecurity condition 
All Intervention Control T eochmg Farm Total 
2012 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 

Entrance Area % % 

P:'!rking are:'! outside the farm /8 35 90 20 80 50 /00 30 90 

All gates have locks 15 25 35 0 0 0 92 17 43 

Pass-over area and/or pass 
through area 0 /0 0 0 0 /00 0 33 

Footwear for visitors at 
entrance area 7 5 30 0 0 0 75 3 36 

Boots or other footwear for 
employees at entrance area /3 10 35 10 0 0 67 10 36 

Equipment for hand washing 
and soap 23 15 75 10 20 0 100 /3 69 

Chicken House Door Area % % % % % % % % % 

house near the step-over 

barrier 
32 25 30 20 40 0 so 23 38 

Small fenced area for the 

footwear in the chicken 

house 
20 20 20 0 0 0 58 /3 26 

····o·e·acrb·ir:a7a1.iiEk·e·n .............................. % ............. % .............. ~~ .............. % ............. % ............. % .............. % ................. % ..................... % ... 

...... AJf··acceptai;ie··;;:;eitiOdi·or· 
disposal 

38 45 60 20 20 91.7 75 37 55 
A record sheet is available to 
record the mortality 

98 100 so 90 90 100 42 97 57 
.... c;-e·nit=i'fCOildliiOO .............................. % ............. % .............. % 

" 
............. % ............. % .............. % ................. % ..................... % ... 

" ...... Afl .. pa·rts .. OTth·e .. bU.il<iingin·d· .. 
equipment are free of old 
organic matenal 

66 65 75 so 60 0 75 60 71 
Good drinking water 

96 /00 95 /00 /00 75 /00 /00 98 
Biosecurity score 

Mean 31 32 44 23 28 24 8/ 28 51 
Minimum/Maximum I 0/68 15/63 10/74 I 0/55 15/38 15/30 68/93 I 0/63 10/93 

Signifkam::e {t'"""""" t"'" '" """ typq 0.005 0307 0.002 0.000 
Signific;am:;e {Ootw••" hem 'IP••I 0.000 
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2) Changes in biosecurity conditions in intervention farms were evident in the parking area outside the 
farm, equipment for hand washing and soap, acceptable method of dead chicken disposal, footwear 

for visitors and employees in the entrance area, and availability of good drinking water. 

3) Biosecurity implementation behavior in the intervention group and TFs also changed towards better 

practices. as shown in Figure 4~1. The score in Secr:or 3 (intervention) farms rose from 40 to 54. 

TFs had a dramatic increase, from 21 to 83. Control farms also showed behavior change, with the 

score rising from 32 to 46. According to discussions wir:h TS staff, some of the control farms may 

also have been influenced (halo effect or induction) by the TF program. However, the mean score in 

the control group in 2013 was still slightly lowet' than that of the intervention group. 

Figure 4~ I: Behavior scores in 20 12 and 20 13 by Farm Type 

,,, 

0 " 

• 

,, 

= 
4•) 

:::w 
" . 

'""'11-'·1 

F~rm Type 

4) Positive change in behavior was noted primarily at the front gate. with cars parked outside the farm, 
the gate locked, pass~over and pass~through systems in place, and hand washing by staff and visitors. 

Some other improved behaviors were also revealed, such as dead chicken being disposed of 
properly, and chicken houses and equipment being clean. A few areas still require further changes, 

including regular staff/visitor footwear changes and dips, not selling any dead chickens, and 

immediate treatment of sick chickens. 

5) Based on an analysis of the correlations between knowledge, condition and behavior variables, a 

correlation was found between behavior and biosecurity conditions. The better the conditions. the 
higher the behavior score, and vice versa. Therefore, interventions can commence at either side. 
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6) The complementary data derived 

from the qualitative study revealed 

further information. Assigning TFs 

as role models received a. positive 
response from informants on SAFE 

interventions, They were generally 

satisfied with the SAFE design of 

TFs as role models. Most 

informants mentioned that with 

the existence of TF, they had the 

opportunity to learn from farmers 

who had already taken some of 

these steps. Lessons learned by 

farmers who visited a TF included 

important points on biosecurity, as 

well as management aspects. The 
issues studied by farmers visiting 

the TF included building fences, 
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Selected quotes from farmers and TS staff regarding 
lessons learned from the TF 

" ... before the teaching farm existed ... we didn't know that we 
must wash footwear, change sandals ... but now after teaching 
farm, we learn step by step how to change footwear when 
entering chicken cage ... " (Sector 3 Farmer in Tasik) 

"After the grand opening of this TF, we invited farmers ... they 
leamed and are enthusiastic. .. we received 30 farmers from 
Subang, Cirebon, lndramayu ... this coindded with training tf1at 
we held ... so we included the biosecurity topics in that 
training ... we strengthened them not only in theory, but also in 
practice." (TF Farmer ln Bandung) 

'' ... it helps Sector 3 formers who did not know about biosecurity 
before, how to maintain healthy poultry, so now this TF exists, it 
helps ... we are not just giving instruction to farmers to practice 
good biosecurity, farmers can see the teaching farms djreetly .. , 
they CQn see the benefrts of having Q fence, good biosecurity ... to 
reduce depletion or mortality ... ileolth aspects ore there as well." 
(TS Staff) 

hand washing, changing clothes, changing footwear, and cage/chicken house management. The fuel 

used in heaters, and DOC, were also discussed. 

7) After learning from the TF, implementation still appears to be variable and partial. Some farmers said 

that some of the biosecurity elements could be applied, while other farmers still deemed them 
unfeasible. Their reasons for not implementing these measures included the state of the farm's 

contours, a lack of money, and their preference for existing materials. Many farmers followed the TF 

recommendations, but some faced difficulties and barriers in implementing the biosecurity measures 

Constraints often cited were that 

the measures were too complicated 

or difficult, they had had a bad 

experience, they lacked funds, or 

were simply unwilling to change. 

One year of project implementation 

was insufficient to achieve maximum 

results. The third year initially 

programmed for the SAFE pro[ect 

could have reinforced the changes 

and addressed some of these 

lingering barriers to change. 

8) Economic, sodr~l and health issues 

Selected quotes from farmers and TS staff on changes 
made to their farms 

" ... I irtstruaed the worker to change the footweQr, wash or dip 
(lrst... this is mandatory ... "(Sector 3 farmer in Tasik) 

",.,the m"uence on the farmer is substantial, firstly because of the 
education ... we have received much knowledge about chicken, 
cleanliness of rhe cages, the quality of chicken ... I hove introduced 
many (hanges ... fences, hand wa-~hing. sandal exchange ... " (Sector 
3 farmer in Bandung) 

" ... the constraint here is capital or funding from the former. They 
want to build fences ... o good fence costs o lot ... so perhaps they 
will build them (rom bamboo (lrst. .. they prioritize small things to 
support biosecurity ... " (TS staff in Ciamis) 

were the main motivations and incentives for farmers to implement the bioseqJrity and good 

farming practices. Economic determinants such as profits at harvest time and reduced mortality 

were the perceived positive impacts. 
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4.3.2b Live bird market evaluation 

The purpose of the LBM Study was to measure changes in the program-assisted LBMs as a result of 

SAFE's Healthy Market and Community Initiative Program, The changes being evaluated included 

changes in conditions and biosecurity practices that reduce the risk of AI and other poultry disease 

transmission, and changes in the prE-sence of HSN I AI at vendor stall arE-as. 

SAFE conducted three cycles of swab data collection during the life of the program. PCR testing was 

used to monitor these ~;:hanges, with the same five-swab protocol as that used in the FAO Jabodetabek 

program. In addition, an epidemiology survey was carried out to identify conditions and biosecurity 

practices among mat·ket poultry vendors. Information, data and sampling were collected from 20 LBMs 

where SAFE program interventions took place, while I 0 non-intervention LBMs served as control sites 

in I 0 districts in West Java and Banten. 

The IPB team randomly selected I 0 poultry vendors as respondents for the epidemiology survey and 

took five of them per market as swab test samples. The sampling frame was provided by a PMI 

facilitator. The swab test was conducted in the same five areas as before: 

• Tables where carcasses are displayed 

• Baskets holding cut chicken 

• Waste bins (containing wet poultt·y waste_) 

• Processing tables (cutting boards) 

• Wet cloths. 

A total of 133 samples were -collected in the first data collection period and ISO swab samples were 

collected from the environment around the stall area in the second and third data collection periods. 

Three hundred poultry vendors and 30 market managers were interviewed using a structured 

questionnaire for the epidemiology survey. PCR testing used the same five~swab protocol as in the FAO 

program. The PCR results (Table 4~5) show the results for the HSN I AI virus. 

Table 4~5: Presence of HSN I Virus in swab samples collected from traditional markets in 
West java and Ban ten Provinces 

Intervention/ IPCR Result PCR Result PCR Result Distrit:t Market 
control 

1st Round 
2nd Round lrd Round (May 2012) (Nov 2012) (Feb lOll) 

Sukabumi Sukaraja Intervention Negative Negative Negative 

Parung Kuda lntervem:ion Negative Negative Negative 

Cibadak Control Negative Negative Negative 

Cianjur Cipanas Intervention Negative Negative Negative 

Sukanagara Intervention Negative Negative Negative 

Muka Control Negative Positive Negative 
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District ~ 
Intervention/ e PCR Result PCR Re5ult 

control 2nd Round lrd Round 
(Nov 2012) (Feb 2013) 

Bogar Jonggol Intervention Negative Negative Negative 

Citayam Intervention Negative Negative Negative 

Citeureup Control Negative Negative Negative 

Serang Anyer Intervention Negative Negative Negative 

Cikande Intervention Negative Negative Negative 

Sirih Control Negative Negative Negative 

Garut Malangbong Intervention Negative Negative Negative 

Sukamukti Intervention Negative Positive Negative 

Wanaraja Control Negative Negative Negative 

Lebak Rangkasbitung Intervention Negative Positive Negative 

Maja Intervention Negative Negative Negative 

Malimping Control Negative Negative Negative 

Ban dung Soreang Intervention Negative Negative Negative 

Sayati Intervention Negative Negative Negative 

Ciwidey Control Negative Positive Negative 

Ban dung Lembang Intervention Negative Positive Negatrve 

Bar at Batujajar Intervention Negative Negative Negative 

Cililin Control Negative Negative Negative 

Tasikmalaya Ciawi Intervention Negative Negative Negative 

Rajapolah Intervention Negative Negative Negative 

Manonjaya Control Negatrve Negative Negative 

Ciamis Manis Intervention Negative Positive Negative 

Pananjung lnter·vem:ion Negative Negative Negative 

Banjarsari Control Positive Negative Negative 

Total Positive Results I 6 0 

The first survey indicated that AIV HSN I was present in the LBM environment with low prevalence 

(n=l) and in the second survey more positive results were found (n=6). This finding was related to the 

season and climate situation. The first survey was conducted during the dry season (in May) when the 

viability of AI in the environment is lower. The second survey was conducted during the rainy season, 

when the risk factors for AI prevalence are higher. In the third survey there were no positive results in 

any 111arket. 

To complement the market surveillance above, a study was conducted to identify the biosecurity 

conditions and practices at the market level and at poultry vendors at two different times. The first 

survey was conducted on May 21-29, 2012 and the second survey on February 4-14, 20 13, using a 

questionnaire and biosecurity checklists. The biosecurity checklist was used to assess the market 

location and buildings, facilities provided, control of poultry origin, poultry health management, and 
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personal hygiene and sanitation, The biosecurity assessment checklist for poultry vendors was intended 

for live poultry vendors, poultry slaughtering vendors, and poultry carcass vendors, and was used to 

assess the vendor stalls, availability of facilities at the stalls, handling of chicken carcasses, equipment 

provided, personal hygiene, and the sanitation IE>vel of the equipmE>nt and environment, The market was 
then categorized as 'good', 'fair' or 'poor'. Table 4-6 shows the results for the biosecurity conditions and 

practices at the market levet 

Table 4-6. Biosecurity conditions and practices at the market level pre and post program 
interventions 

Table 4-6 shows that after eight months of program implementation, two markets improved their 

biosecurity conditions to the 'good' category in the second survey (Malangbong Market in Garut and 

Rangkas Bitung Market in Leb:ak). Two additional markets moved from poor to fair (Soreang Market 
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and Sayati Market in Ban dung) and the number of markets categorized as 'poor' fell from I 0 to 6 in the 

second survey. 

The level of biosecurity conditions and practices at the poultry vendor level in all intervention markets 

also showed improvement in the second survey. The percentage of live poultry vendors in the 'fair' 

category rose from 38% to 56%. Poultry slaughterers also showed an increase in this category, from 37% 
to 63%, while the proportion of carcass poultry vendors categorized as 'fair' rose from 46% to 72%. 
Details of the findings are shown in Table 4-7. 

Table 4-7: Biosecurity conditions and practices at the poultry vendor level pre and post 
program interventions 

Live poultry vendor 

Poultry slaughterer 

Carcass po!~ltry 
vendor 

I _________ S_u_"_e_y_l ________ _ 
Good Fair Poor 
~~~~ ~~~~- -~~~~~ 

n % N % nl % 

0 0% 13 38% 21 62% 

0 0% II 37% 19 63% 

0 0% 82 46% 96 54% 

5 IS% 19 56% 10 29% 

2 7% 19 63% 9 30% 

6 3% 126 72% 42 24% 

Improvements were noted in several biosecurity practices, including the frequency of cleaning poultry 

cages, using ceramic material for display tables, using plastic cutting boards, cleaning knives in running 

water with soap, cleaning display tables, and using boots while working in the market. However, some 

practices still need to improve, such as always washing hands with soap, wearing special clothes or 

aprons while working, and changing clothes after work. 

4.3.2c Healthcare .. seeldng evaluation 

SAFE and Aisyiyah conducted a care-seeking evaluation from the end of February to mid-March 2013 in 

order to better understand targeted audience responses to the care-seeking messages developed by 

SAFE and to program efforts aimed at improving healthcare~seeking practices. The areas that were 

evaluated included; 

• Recall of care-seeking messages; 

• Response to/acceptance of care-seeking messages disseminated through materials and community 

activities; 

• Appropriateness of channels of communication; and 

• Intention to act after receiving the message. 

Two different approaches were applied in this study. SAFE employed a quantitative method using a 

questionnaire administered through face~to~face interviews, and a qualitative method using FGDs to 

obtain more detailed data. A total of 200 respondents (consumers) were surveyed in the 10 program 
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districts in West Java and Banten, and there were 36 participants in FGDs held in the three program 

districts (West Bandung, Tasikmalaya and Serang). 

The key finding from the assE.>ssment was strong recall of th~ carewseeking message on AI symptoms in 

humans. Around 84% of respondents mentioned the AI symptoms, including fever, coughing, sore throat 

and difficulty breathing. Other topics included the poster tagline, influenza symptoms, and contact with 

sudden~death chickens. However, messages about the other risk factors were still not mentioned by at 

least half of respondents. Table 4-8 summarizes recall of topics on care-seeking messages. 

Table 4~8: Recall of CarewSeeklng Message Topics 
N: 200 (multiple response) 

Topic 
AI symptoms in h\Jmans 
Mawas jika badan panas (poster tagline) 
Influenza symptoms 
Cont:act with sudden~death chicken 
Contact with sick poultry 
Do not treat yourself 
Go to healthcare provider 
Poultry contact 
Contact with raw meat, eggs and inner organs 
Concact with place where poult:ry sold in last: seven days 
Tell healthcare provider about poultry contact history 
Contact with farm in last seven days 

Percentage 
84% 

67% 
60% 
60% 
50% 
47% 
47% 
47% 
34% 
26% 
21% 
20% 

The findings from the FGDs confirmed this quantitative data. In general, all participants claimed to be 

familiar with AI messages, having heard them during the thematic Quran recitals by Aisyiyah about two 

or three months previously. Most FGD participants mentioned the AI symptoms in humans correctly, 

and some were able to differentiate between AI and common flu. In general, all participants <:ould easily 

comprehend the messages. They said that people should not underestimate flu/fever/cough and should 

visit a doctor or health practitioner immediately. Some oftheir responses are repeated below. 

" .. ,Tile symptoms ore high fever, coughing, difficulty breathing, actually it Is simi/or to common 
flu ... but there is contact with poultry befOre getting sick ... maybe like touching poultry, handling the 
chicken ... " (from FGD in West Bandung) 

"The symptoms are like f1u, the difference is having difficulty breathing ... contact with poultry .. with 
sudden-death poultry or going to the market and buying chicken,,," (from FGD in Tasikmalaya) 

Although most participants reported that the messages were easy to understand, some of the messages 

brought multiple interpretations. The terms "contact" (contact with poultry), "immediately" (go to see a 

healthcare provider immediately) and "do not treat yourself' were still perceived undearly and queried 
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by several participants. They needed detailed information about contact with poultry and they wanted to 

know the reasons and how many days they should wait before going to a healthcare provider. 

Participants preferred small grollp or face~to~face socialization to television, since during group 

socialization they were free to ask questions and discuss the issues. They had heard about AI from 

television, but only news or information about victims. They said they had heard this technical 

information from SAFE for the first time. 

Some suggestions from the participants included: 

• Adding AI prevention messages; 

• Using more than one poster and other media such as flipcharts, leaflets or pocketbooks; and 

• Using pictures/visuals or an additional explanation to clarify the meaning of abstract words like 

"contact" and "immediately". 

In general, there was good acceptance of the care~seeking messages. There were no strong objections 

to the message and poster developed by SAFE. Having received this information, there is now a strong 

intention to immediately go to a healthcare provider when they get influenza and have had contact with 

poultry the previous day. In the survey, 76% of respondents J'eported being very likely to immediately go 

to a healthcare provider. Most said that they would go to a Puskesrnas (70%) due to its accessibility and 

the low cost. 
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Anne>< 2: Number of Industry Technical Service Staff Providing Blosecurlty and 
Good Farming Technical Assistance to Farms 

fsURARAfii's 
Past Present 

i 
......... ··cikarer<er . ................... ... 1 ......... ................................................... ···oida·ng···· 

I 
2 Subagyo 

I 
3 Eko Pu rwanto 

4 Harry P.A 

2 Darwin RINJANI PS 5 Agung Supt·atiknya 

6 Didi Faridi 

7 Agus Heri 

8 Rasyid Ridha 

3 SMK Agro Nurul TANJUNG MULYA PS 9 lwan Setiawan 
Huda 10 jajang Rustaman 

II Wawan 

T2 
..... ................................................... ··ns·ma·n···· 

Firmansyah 
4 Encep Rusli CHElL JEDANG PT. 13 Rojiun 

T4 ···· teddy 

5 UN PAD PADJAJARAN IS Endang Sudjana 
UNIVERSITY M.Sc 

6 H, Ujang CHElL JEDANG PT. 16 Lukman Zaenudin 

17 Catur Darminto 
Putro 

7 Tursinameta SIERAD PRODUCE 18 Koko Santoso 
PT. 19 Djatmiko 

20 Sudhianto 

21 Giran 

22 Rizal 

8 Wahyu TF DARMAGA UNGGAS 23 Noor Riyadi 
PS/CPI 24 Asep Tjahyana 

25 Rofii 

26 Miftahul Arifin 
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Footwear at Footwear exchange 
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Footwear at Footwear exchange 
the entrance at the chicken house 
to the farm doors 

Number of Parking Fo• Fo• All Pass- Upgrnded FootweaF Small Proper Record Buildings Good 
farms a.ea staff visitors gates through hand for the fenced disposal sheet and drinking 

outside have or pass- washing inside of area for of dead equipment water 
the farm locks over a.-ea the the chickens clean 

chicken footwear 
house 
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Annex 4: Number of Market Poultry Vendors with Improved Stalls in 20 Demonstration Markets 

Total poultry population per day 

Province No. Market's Name Dinrict Poultry 
carcas,** 

Live-bird s,olrl in market and 

taken home 
Livebird slaughtered in market 

Population 
Male Female 

Total 
% Male '""'' 

Total 
% M.1le Female 

total 
% 

vendor .. ,.. .. vendor 
1 Jonggol Bog or 1800-2000 15 19 34 94 3 0 3 6 0 0 0 0 

2 Cttayarn Boger 3)00-4500 16 3 19 50 5 0 5 25 5 0 5 25 

3 Cipanas Cianjur 3500-4000 32 20 52 42 15 0 15 28 7 0 7 28 

4 Sukanagara (lanJ*..lr 1250 7 7 14 90 10 0 10 10 0 0 0 0 

5 SukaraJa Sukaburnt 12fl0-1700 11 3 14 33 2 0 2 17 0 0 0 0 

"" 5 Parung Kuda Sukabumi 7000 14 3 17 34 7 3 10 33 17 3 20 46 
> 7 soreang Bandung 3200 16 8 24 94 3 0 3 5 0 0 0 a 

"" -~ s Sayati Bandung 3500 15 6 2l 70 3 0 3 15 3 0 3 15 ... 
"' 9 8atujaJar Bandung Bar at 22(]0-2500 14 12 26 90 2 0 2 5 ' 0 2 5 
(.; 

$ 10 Panor.1ma Lemb<~ng Bandung Barat 2700-3400 27 8 35 92 5 0 5 s 0 0 0 a 

11 Sukamukti Garut 1200 3 12 15 83 3 1 4 7 0 0 0 a 

12 Malangbong G<~rut 2000-2500 6 19 25 50 4 1 5 50 0 0 0 a 

13 CtaVil Tas1kmalay<J 3500-4000 8 30 38 71 15 0 15 9 2 a 2 2a 

14 R<IJ.lpolah" T.1S1kmalay.3 2S00-3000 23 ' 27 100 0 0 0 G 0 a 0 a 

15 Man1s C1am1s 2200 27 20 47 90 11 0 l1 5 11 0 11 5 

16 PananJung C1am1s 46() 10 9 " 66 15 5 20 17 10 a 10 17 

- 17 Rangkas Bitung lebak 4500-5000 20 8 " 57 3 1 4 3 0 a 0 40 
-

13 - MaJa Lebak 1800 4 2 6 44 2 1 3 4 8 4 12 60 
19 Anyer Serang 5500-6000 53 47 1{)1} 45 15 2 17 55 0 a 0 0 

- 20 Ban jarsa n/ Ci ka nde Serang 51}00-5500 29 21 50 4a 24 2 26 60 0 a 0 a 

"" 261 611 147 16 "' 65 7 7l 

TOTAl Vendmsand Slaughterers 846 
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Annex 5: Number of Community Members who Received Care-seeking Messages on AI/ILI-related Messages 
Bul'l 

No. I District I --····· -~-~~·~·· , •.•. ~6- Facilitator Topics I Remarks 
Implementation and sub district) 

I M I 

Ban dung I December 3. 2012 
Masjid An-Nuur, Facilitator- Healthy carcass. how to 

Well received, useful knowledge I 50 
Sayati Hilir motivator 'Aisyiyah process carcass, signs of AI 

2 Tasikmalaya December 9. 2012 
Monthly gathering Facilitator- Healthy poultry and AI in Well received. new knowledge for most 

104 
in Sariwangi motivator 'Aisyiyah human participants. ques-tions related to signs of AI 

3 Garut 
December 18, Aula Antares. Facilitator-

AI in human 24 
2012 Garut motivator 'Aisyiyah 

December 29. 
MT 

Neneng, T uti, Healthy market.. HAUS. and 
4 I Bogor I Nurhasanah/Pojo I Enthusiast I 33 

2012 
Salak-Jonggol 

Suhart:ini symptoms of AI 

December 3 I, 
MT AI-Hidayah/ 

Neneng, T uti, Healthy market, HAUS, and 
5 I Bogor I 2012 

Bengkok Kaler 
Suhartini symptoms of AI 

I Enthusiast I 54 
Joggol 

Amanah II/ 
Healthy market.. HAUS, and 

6 I Bogor I January4,2013 I Pabuaran RT Herma, Una, Ria I Enthusiast I 33 
0!/09, Citayam 

symptoms of AI 

7 
Ban dung 

January 13, 2013 
Citapen, Facilitator-

Ai in human Enthusiast .a 1 2 Barat Cihampelas motivator 

8 Bogor January 14, 2013 TK Pertiwi/jonggol 
Neneng, T uti, Healthy market, HAUS. and 

Enthusiast 34 
Suhartini symptoms of AI 

Mesjid Al-lttihad, Responded well, especially be• 
jalan Gaolpara, 

Dr.H.Ike Healthy carcass and AI in 
film being played about slaughtering and 

9 I Sukabumi I January I 5. 2013 I Desa Sukamekar, 
Racmawati, M.Si human 

processing carcass. Enthusiasm also come I 62 
Kecamann wlth the proper use of IEC materials (poster 
Sukaraja. and flyer) 
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Palang Merah Indonesia 
http:! !pmi.or.ld 
JL Jend, Gatot Soebroto Kav. 96 
Jakarta Selatan 12790 
T elp: 021-7992325 

SAFE FINAL REPORT 

No. Name Po$ition Email Telephone 
Dr. Erlina 
Kartabrata 

2 Abidin 

3 Hery Hidayat 

4 Agus Permad1 

Syahmudin 
5 

6 S. T rismanto 

7 Agus Heryanto 

8 Usep Mulyadi 

9 Agus Azid 

10 Did it Sadeli 

II ... ..M.arta]a·ya ... 

Aisyiyah 
http:!IWW"W.aisyiya!J. or.id 

PMI Propinsi West Java· 
Pengurus Propinsi Bidang 
Kesehatan 
PMI Bogar- Kepala Markas 

PMIC 

Bencana 
PMI Sukabumi- Bidang 
Kesehatan Mas arakat 
PMI Gan.Jt- Bidang 
Sukarelawan 
PMI Tasikmalaya- Keso:>hatan 
Masyarakat dan Sukarelawan 
PMI Ciamis - Pencegahan dan 
Penanggulangan Bencana 
PMI Serang- Bidang 
Penanggulangan Bo:>ncana 
PMI Lebak- Kepala Markas 

JL KH. Ahmad Dahlan No. I 03 
Yogyakart.a 
T elp: 0274-389486 

081320249356 

081282834554 
0817437071 

I 4, 
08164867446 

syahmudinS6@yahoo.com 081335432762 

081563292214 

her anto a us61 ahoo.co.id 085223641605 

pmLkab tasik@gmail com 081320456420 

ucok.71 @yahoo.com 085223030905 

adyat.rhankaz@gma1l.com 081286645942, 
081809123321 

ahoo.com 
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West java Fac:ilitator!Motivator 
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Padakembang PDA 
I 

Bonten Fodlitator!Motivator 

Padakembang 

SAFE FINAL REPORT 
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Combine 
http://combine.or.id/ 
Jl. KH Ali Maksum 183 Pelemsewu, Panggungharjo 
Sewon Bantul 
Yogyakarta 
Telp: 0274-411123 
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SUCCESS STORY 
Market Manager Influences District 
Government Regulations 

Mr Asep Tresna_ c.1n aavocc1te for good 
management practiCes m markets. be/1-eves 
vendor pclri!Cip:J!ron t'S !he !<ey to better 
market management 

"It used to be hard to collect the 
market fee from the vendors be
cause they didn't see any im
provements. Now the situation 
had changed, not only do we 
have improved facilities, but the 
vendors also actively participate 
in maintenance activities." 

Asep Tresna1 market manager in 
Baleendah market, District of 
Bandung 

Just recently, Mr. Asep Tresna was invited by the Bandung district 

House representative to participate in the revision of the district's 
market fee regulations for all live bird markets in the district, based 

on his experience with the SAFE program. 

Asep, who has been managing Baleendah market for three years 

and is also a representative of the Market Managers' Forum in the 

district of Bandung, received a grant from SAFE to improve biose~ 

curity in his market. He knew that one of the greatest challenges 

he faced was convincit1g his market vendors to participate in the 

mr~intenance and expansion of these biosecurity chr~nges 

His work with SAFE taught him that improved interpersonal com

municr~tion and regular meetings with his vendors were essential in 

solving market problems. During the meetings, vendors communi

cated their aspirations, listened to the management's perspective 

and slowly built a more trusting relationship. This improved collab

oration resulted in vendors agreeing to a new and higher fee struc

ture assessment for the market. The fee is used for cleaning, 

security and market maintenance. 

Asep's personal story and success in convincing all of the vendors 

in his market to pay the market fee influenced decisions at the 

wider district level (Perda Retribusi No. 11/2012 on Public Service 

Fee Collection). The result was a new fee structure requiring all 

vendors in the district to pay between Rp. 2.000 ~ Rp. 6,000 per 

day. defined by type of commodity sold and size of stall. 

His next goal is to have the local government develop a local regu~ 

lation on poultry zoning. "It was part of the government's campaign 

three years ago, but then everyone seemed to forget. The SAFE 

program has reminded all of us about the issue again." 

Strategies Against Flu Emergence (SAFE) project is a two-year United States Agency tor International 
Development (USA/D) program implemented by Development Alternatives, Inc (DAI) and Johns Hopkins 

University Center for Communication Programs. 
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SUCCESS STORY 
Market Poultry Vendors Increase 
Biosecurity Practices 

clean 

"/can serve the consumer bet~ 
ter because my new display is 
made of glass now. It is much 
cleaner, healthier, no flies and 
the carcass does not dry easily. 
It looks pretty too.'' 

Ms. Denok, carcass vendor at 
Ciawi market, Tasikmalaya 

SAFE facilitates biosecurity improvements and practices 
in the poultry value chain. The traditional market, where 
live poultry are sold and slaughtered and sometimes 
taken home live, is one of Avian Influenza's disease 
transmission points. 

Over 800 market vendors have made biosecurity related 
improvements and market managers have led important 
infrastructure modifications to promote lower· risk behav· 
iors at the markets and offer healthier poultry products. 

SAFE has teamed with the Indonesian Red Cross and 
other local civil society and government partners to work 
with twenty demonstration poultry markets in western 
Java. The goal was to create an integrated and locally 
"owned" program that would empower the community 
and market vendors to identify risky conditions and be
haviors at tt1e market and create strategies to decrease 
the risk of AI transmission. 

Field facilitators assisted market managers and vendors, 
and the surrounding communities to assess market con
ditions, develop an improvement plan, identify human 
and financial resources, and implement the program with 
the assistance of the local government. Involving con
sumers who learned to request cleaner stalls and 
healthy poultry products served as a business incentive 
for vendors who wanted to attract more customers. 

Strategies Against Flu Emergence (SAFE) project is a two-year United States Agency tor International 
Development (USAIO) program implemented by Development Alternatives, Inc (DAI) and Johns Hopkins 

University Center for Communication Programs. ~~1 
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SUCCESS STORY 
Vocational School Improves 
Student Knowledge of Good Bio
security and Farming Practices 

Teacll!ng F:Jrm EJI SMK Nurul Huda voca 
tiona! schooi 

"Now we have standards for 
biosecurity instruction and nec
ropsy equipment, and our farm 
is much cleaner." 

Mr. /wan Setiawan, Assistant 
Director 

SMK Nurul Huda opened its doors in 2008 and graduated its 
first class in 20t 1. On average, 60 students graduate every 
year with a high school specialization in poultry farming and 
computer skills. Ninety percent of them are immediately hired 
by the poultry industry as technical service and support staff. 

In 2012, SAFE opened a teaching farm at SMK Nurul Huda to 
support upgrading of the curricula and hands-on experience 
with biosecurity and good farming practices. The 230 stu
dents are able to see up close a series of changes such as a 
new fence that separates the farm from the community area, 
a sandal exchange system, improved ventilation at the chick
en houses, a dead bird pit for safe disposal of sick or dead 
chickens, and other biosecurity practices that decrease the 
transmission of poultry diseases such as Avian Influenza. 

Most of the students currently enrolled come from poultry 
rearing families which means their new knowledge extends 
beyond the classroom. A third year student explained how 
she is sharing what she learns about biosecurity with her fa

ther. While difficult at first, her father is beginning to change 
old ways, little by little. He now understands the importance of 
improving disease control to protect his livelihood. 

Upgrading pre-service education curricula has proven to be 
more cost-effective and efficient than spending human and fi
nancial resources to provide in~service training to modify risky 

practices after years of service. SMK's new graduates will be 
better prepared to support and champion good biosecurity 

and farming practices across Indonesia. 

Strategies Against Flu Emergence (SAFE) project is a two-year United States Agency tor International 
Development (USA/D) program implemented by Development Alternatives, Inc (DAI) and Johns Hopkins 

University Center for Communication Programs. 
1112 
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SUCCESS STORY 
Poultry Farmers Self-Finance 
Biosecurity Changes 

"I invested /DR 2 million to im· 
prove my farm with a new gate 
for vehicles and people. I also 
built fences and began the use 
of the sandal exchange system 
at the chicken house doors." 

Mr. Sanusi1 Sanusi Farm 

Over 230 poultry farms in western Java have implemented 
biosecurity changes and good farming practices after visiting 

one of Indonesia's new teaching farms. 

The teaching farms are private broiler farms associated with 
the largest industry poultry producers, poultry shops and ac
ademic institutions. They model biosecurity and good farm~ 

ing practices and were developed as a response to the need 
tor farmers to "see" these practices in action. 

Farmers in the area of tile teaching farms, and university and 
vocational school students have made over 1 000 visits to the 

teaching farms to see first-hand and learn about biosecurity. 

Another 200 visits have been made by industry technical and 
management staff, and international organizations. Visitors 

understand biosecurity procedures through multisensory ed~ 
ucation that employs visual, aural and interactive techniques. 
The visiting farmers then received technical support to im
plement changes in their farms by SAFE and industry staff. 

Approximately 80°/o of the changes implemented include 

footwear exchange at two separate entrances, building a 

fence and upgrading the hand washing area. These chang
es were deemed to be the simplest and least expensive to 
make. About 25% of the farms also built a dead bird pit tor 
safe disposal of sick or dead birds. All the farmers receive 
educational materials including access to a recently pro· 

duced farmeHo-farmer video. A "Champion Farmer" award 

recognizes those farms that have implemented the most im

portant changes as well as the technical industry staff that 
provided the technical support. 

Strategies Against Flu Emergence (SAFE) project is a two-year United States Agency tor International 
Development (USAIO) program implemented by Development Alternatives, Inc (DAI) and Johns Hopkins 

University Center for Communication Programs. 
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SUCCESS STORY 
Radio Drama Series Highlights 
Poultry Value Chain Risks and 
Romance 

w 

~ 

J'fN.t.Y_~~ 
/.1ve community radio- Aispyah fac.ilita
tors il!QIIflghllhe 11nportance of rrw.rk&l 
sanitation. cleanliness, consumer rights 
nnd fw.ldl food 

"/laughed when listening to it. 
The show had funny moments, 
especially when it comes to ro~ 
mance in the market. At t11e 
same time, I wondered what 
disease was affecting Mr. Ajat. I 
think the drama has given me a 
lot of useful information on how 
poultry products are processed 
and sold in the market. One 
must be very selective on what 
products to buy these days," 

Nia Nurniatlj one of the listeners 
of the radio drama 

SAFE launched a twelve-episode radio drama on Avian In-

fluenza risks found throughout the poultry value chain. 

The plot begins with a vendor falling seriously ill and being 
absent from the market for some time. Later, it is discovered 
that he has caught AI. The main character then sets off to 
investigate how he caught the disease, accompanied by a 
female vendor, when a romance develops. They visit a local 
farmer and learn about good farming practices. They also 
visit a slaughterhouse and meet a transporter who does not 
perform regular cleaning and disinfecting. 

Finally, they discover that a chicken collector has been pay· 
ing a garbage collector to buy dead chickens from a farmer. 
The dead chicken carcasses are then resold in the market 
at low prices. 

In the last episode, the vendor who had fallen ill in the first 
episode recovers and returns to the market. He had gone to 
the community health center promptly, received treatment, 
been referred to a public hospital, and then recovered. 

The drama series has been broadcast to approximately 
200,000 listeners across Banten and West Java. 

Episodes are sometimes followed by talk shows where ex
perts from the government's Livestock Services, and Indus
try, Cooperatives and Trade office answer listeners' 
questions on good farming practices, healthy markets and 
waste management, and Avian Influenza in humans. 

Strategies Against Flu Emergence (SAFE) project is a two-year United States Agency tor International 
Development (USA/D) program implemented by Development Alternatives, Inc (DAI) and Johns Hopkins 

University Center for Communication Programs. 1
1
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Koran Verses Linked to Clean 
Markets and Healthy Poultry 
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Koran recital events in the 
communities surrounding the 20 
live bird markets reached over 
5,500 people. 

Indonesia's Ministry of Agriculture healthy poultry products 
program focuses on products that are safe, healthy, whole 
and prepared according to local religious custom. Locally it's 
known as ASUH (Aman, Sehat, Utuh and Halat). 

Ttte SAFE project partnered with Aisyiyah, Indonesia's larg· 
est moslem women's organization, to support their outreach 
to poultry markets and surrounding communities to ensure 
that ASUH, and thayyib (cleanliness), were being practiced 
at the twenty project markets that served the local communi
ties in western Java. 

Issues of safe poultry products, hygiene and sanitation were 
linked to verses from the Koran and delivered at religious 
events commonly held once a week at a mosque, mushalla 
or community gathering facility. 

W1th market vendors, Aisyiyah facilitators approached the 
topic from the view of good business ethics and demonstrat
ed how to conduct an appropriate halal transaction. At 
community religious gatherings topics were food safety, and 
consumers' power to influence the markets. 

Government officials participated in events and encouraged 
other leaders to conduct similar events in their respective ar
eas. In C1anjur, Aisyiyah promoted and endorsed Koran 
readings with 60 women's organizations to further dissemi
nate the key messages to their members. 

Aisyiyah also developed a series of Khutbah (public sermon) 
books for vendors and consumers containing religious per
spectives on biosecurity, food safety, good business practic
es, hygiene in Islam, business ethics in Islam, healthy 
markets, and the rights and obligations of consumers. 

Strategies Against Flu Emergence (SAFE) project is a two-year United States Agency tor International 
Development (USA/D) program implemented by Development Alternatives, Inc (DAI) and Johns Hopkins 

University Center for Communication Programs. 
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SUCCESS STORY 
Citizen Journalism Takes on Social 
Change 

Ci/lzen ;ournal1sts vmte and produce 
bul!etms 10 slw.re news_ mfomu/ton 
and experiences of marl<:et stakehold
ers 

Written by the community with 
assistance from SAFE facilita
tors, 16 editions of market bulle-
fins were published during the 
last quarter of 2012. Each edi
tion was distributed to market 
managers, vendors, consumers, 
government stakeholders and 
civil society organizations. 

SAFE believes in the power of a consumer to trigger social 
change. Experience also demonstrates that cl1anges in so· 
cial norms are best accepted when desired behaviors are 
modeled by those around us. 

In citizen journalism, communities themselves capture their 
own personal experiences around an important issue andre~ 
port back to the community. SAFE uses citizen journalism as 
an effective tool to support a consumer demand campaign 
aimed at cl1anges in live bird markets to support safer poultry 
purchases and improved poultry products for the community. 

Participating communities report better confidence and posi· 
tive self-efficacy, providing a strong foundation for consumer 
empowerment. 

Articles written appear in live bird market bulletins and part~ 
ners' news portals and websites showcasing the story of a 
vendor or a slaughterer's experience with adoption of healthy 
practices. More than 100 articles on healthy poultry and 
healthy markets have been uploaded thus far to partner face· 
book pages and websites. These articles have received more 
than 6,000 page views in a short period of time. 

Topics highlighted include product zoning in the market, how 
to identify healthy poultry products, results of consumer visits 
to the market, and community gatherings focused on healthy 
poultry products. 

The citizen journalism activities attracted the interest of Bo
gar's district office of Information and Communication who 
asked for SAFE assistance in conducting a three-day training 
on citizen journalism fort 5 volunteers who work with the gov· 
ernment's Radio Ternan Bogar. 

Strategies Against Flu Emergence (SAFE) project is a two-year United States Agency tor International 
Development (USA/D) program implemented by Development Alternatives, Inc (DAI) and Johns Hopkins 

University Center for Communication Programs. 1
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SUCCESS STORY 
From Inspired to Inspirational 

Denny rleft). receiving cJdclilional 
/oo/5 tor cle~ning ;Jnd diSmteclmg tmrn 
the local government while still Sukara~ 

1c·1 m;;.u·ke/ tniJJJi!.1ger 

"The market manager training 
has inspired me. /learned prac
tical steps and processes to 
handle complex problems in the 
market. These practical steps 
are small but effective." 

Mr. Denny, Sukaraja market 
manager 

Together with 19 fellow market managers, Mr. Denny attend~ 

ed a market manager training organized by SAFE. During the 
training, he learned about the principles of a healthy rnarket, 
product zoning, basic sanitation and hygiene. He also learned 
about the role of the market manager. At that time, no one 
really knew how the training had inspired Mr. Denny. 

When he returned to Sukaraja, one of the demonstration 
markets supported by SAFE, he immediately began improv· 
ing the cleanliness of his market but just a few months later 
he was reassigned. The move took him to Warung Kiara mar
ket which was much bigger than Sukaraja, and located on the 
side of the main road. 

When he moved, he brought with him the inspiration, 

knowledge and skills he had acquired during lhe market 
manager training. Very soon he was able to form a vendor 
association and establish a system for fund raising. 

He was able to encourage vendors to establish a vendor's 
group and contribute lOR 1,000 per day for petty cash. In total 
he collected IDR 21 million. A portion of the funds was used 
to improve vendor stalls including replacement of table tops 
from wood to ceramic. 

His newest idea is to rent the space in front of the market for 

carnival activities, a popular attraction in Sukabumi. Rental 
fees collected wilt be used for additional physical improve· 
ments to the market and a portion will launch a soc1al contri
bution fund tor vendors and family to cover expenses in case 
of illness. 

Champions like Mr. Denny exemplify how market managers 
can provide healthy and quality poultry products to their cus· 
tamers while serving the business needs of their vendors. 

Strategies Against Flu Emergence (SAFE) project is a two-year United States Agency tor International 
Development (USA/D) program implemented by Development Alternatives, Inc (DAI) and Johns Hopkins 

University Center for Communication Programs. . 
1 
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SUCCESS STORY 

Community Videos Spark Interest in 
Healthy Pou I try Markets 

Approximately 50 community 
members attended the inaugural 
screening of a community video at 
Maja market entitled "I'm afraid my 
chicken carries the AI virus". 

The story begins with a backyard 
poultry owner seen listening to a 
radio talk show about AI. He hears 
a government expert explain the 
signs and symptoms of AI in chick
ens and the dangers AI poses to 
humans. He becomes anxious 
when he thinks one of his chickens 
might be infected. Believing his 
wife has taken the chicken to the 
nearest market to sell, he heads to 
the market to stop the transaction. 
He wanted to cull the chicken and 
dispose of it properly, as explained 
during the radio talk show. In the 
end, he discovers his wife never 
brought the chicken to the market. 

Along with citizen journalism activities, SAFE has utilized 
audio-visual media to support the project's Healthy Market 
Initiative. 

SAFE facilitated training of community members to develop 
and screen short videos depicting risky behaviors observed 
at traditional poultry markets to encourage reflection and 
discussion. 

Twenty-seven videos have been produced using mobile 
phones and video cameras. In one video, a group of high 
school students share concerns about the conditions at 
their neighborhood traditional market and how it can no 
longer be regarded as a safe food market. Another video 
documents market conditions in Bogar by mixing testimo
nials from housewives and vendors. 

This intervention found that people who saw themselves 
practicing risky behaviors such as slaughtering poultry 
without proper protection, tossing waste from slaughtering 
activities, or selling and buying unhealthy chicken carcass
es, were rnore likely to recognize and acknowledge the 
dangers of such behaviors. 

Based on the success of the video initiative, SAFE and 
partners launched a competition for short films with the 
theme "healthy traditional markets for healthy consumers". 
In early 2013, three winners were selected by a panel 
composed of judges from the Jakarta Art Institute, filmpela
jar.com and Blogger Nusantara 

Strategies Against Flu Emergence (SAFE) project is a two-year United States Agency tor International 
Development (USAIO) program implemented by Development Alternatives, Inc (DAI) and Johns Hopkins 

University Center for Communication Programs. 
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SUCCESS STORY 
Consumer Empowerment Across 
West Java Province 

Group exerctse mvo!ving healthy pouttry 
products !Jctoro Koran rcacitng 

"We regard the Consumer Em~ 
powerment Program as our or~ 
ganization's mandate. It is at the 
very core of Islamic principles 
and values to work towards im~ 
provement and empowerment." 

Ms. Heni Nur'aeni! SH, Vice 
Chairperson of Aisyiyah West 
Java Chapter 

Imagine thousands of women in 700 Maj/is Taklim (Koran 
reading groups) across West Java reciting and studying the 
wisdom of the holy Koran and prophet Muhammad and ap· 
plying the words to the role of women as home makers. 
food handlers and health providers, and discussing Avian 
Influenza prevention and control. 

In West Java this is soon to be a reality. Under the leader~ 
ship of Aisyiyah's West Java provincial chapter, approxi
mately 40,000 women will be reached through thematic 
Koran reading groups related to healthy poultry, healthy 
practices, and Avian Influenza. All 26 districts and munici
palities will be reached under the initiative of Aisyiyah's 
West Java Chapter to replicate the consumer empowerment 
program implemented under the SAFE program. 

One of the women who attended a Koran reading in West 
Java said "Before I didn't know that Bird Flu has symptoms 
similar to the common flu. It is a normal practice in my fami~ 
ly to self~medicate tirst before going to see a doctor. Ever 
since I attended the Koran reading organized by Aisyiyah, I 
have a commitment with myself to not put my tamily memw 
bers at risk. I clean up properly, choose only healthy car
cass wben stlopping at the market, and cook properly. If 
someone in my family falls sick, I will definitely ensure they 
go to a doctor and I will tell the doctor about his/her contact 
history with poultry, if any." 

Aisyiyah·s network includes more than 20 million members 
across Indonesia. SAFE's consumer empowerment pro
gram was officially embraced by the national board in Octo
ber 2012. The organization has plans to replicate in other 
geographic areas. 

Strategies Against Flu Emergence (SAFE) project is a two-year United States Agency tor International 
Development (USA/D) program implemented by Development Alternatives, Inc (DAI) and Johns Hopkins 

University Center for Communication Programs. 
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mately 40,000 women will be reached through thematic 
Koran reading groups related to healthy poultry, healthy 
practices, and Avian Influenza. All 26 districts and munici
palities will be reached under the initiative of Aisyiyah's 
West Java Chapter to replicate the consumer empowerment 
program implemented under the SAFE program. 

One of the women who attended a Koran reading in West 
Java said "Before I didn't know that Bird Flu has symptoms 
similar to the common flu. It is a normal practice in my fami~ 
ly to self~medicate tirst before going to see a doctor. Ever 
since I attended the Koran reading organized by Aisyiyah, I 
have a commitment with myself to not put my tamily memw 
bers at risk. I clean up properly, choose only healthy car
cass wben stlopping at the market, and cook properly. If 
someone in my family falls sick, I will definitely ensure they 
go to a doctor and I will tell the doctor about his/her contact 
history with poultry, if any." 

Aisyiyah·s network includes more than 20 million members 
across Indonesia. SAFE's consumer empowerment pro
gram was officially embraced by the national board in Octo
ber 2012. The organization has plans to replicate in other 
geographic areas. 

Strategies Against Flu Emergence (SAFE) project is a two-year United States Agency tor International 
Development (USA/D) program implemented by Development Alternatives, Inc (DAI) and Johns Hopkins 

University Center for Communication Programs. 
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Koran Verses Linked to Clean 
Markets and Healthy Poultry 
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Koran recital events in the 
communities surrounding the 20 
live bird markets reached over 
5,500 people. 

Indonesia's Ministry of Agriculture healthy poultry products 
program focuses on products that are safe, healthy, whole 
and prepared according to local religious custom. Locally it's 
known as ASUH (Aman, Sehat, Utuh and Halat). 

Ttte SAFE project partnered with Aisyiyah, Indonesia's larg· 
est moslem women's organization, to support their outreach 
to poultry markets and surrounding communities to ensure 
that ASUH, and thayyib (cleanliness), were being practiced 
at the twenty project markets that served the local communi
ties in western Java. 

Issues of safe poultry products, hygiene and sanitation were 
linked to verses from the Koran and delivered at religious 
events commonly held once a week at a mosque, mushalla 
or community gathering facility. 

W1th market vendors, Aisyiyah facilitators approached the 
topic from the view of good business ethics and demonstrat
ed how to conduct an appropriate halal transaction. At 
community religious gatherings topics were food safety, and 
consumers' power to influence the markets. 

Government officials participated in events and encouraged 
other leaders to conduct similar events in their respective ar
eas. In C1anjur, Aisyiyah promoted and endorsed Koran 
readings with 60 women's organizations to further dissemi
nate the key messages to their members. 

Aisyiyah also developed a series of Khutbah (public sermon) 
books for vendors and consumers containing religious per
spectives on biosecurity, food safety, good business practic
es, hygiene in Islam, business ethics in Islam, healthy 
markets, and the rights and obligations of consumers. 

Strategies Against Flu Emergence (SAFE) project is a two-year United States Agency tor International 
Development (USA/D) program implemented by Development Alternatives, Inc (DAI) and Johns Hopkins 

University Center for Communication Programs. 
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SUCCESS STORY 
Poultry Farmers Self-Finance 
Biosecurity Changes 

"I invested /DR 2 million to im· 
prove my farm with a new gate 
for vehicles and people. I also 
built fences and began the use 
of the sandal exchange system 
at the chicken house doors." 

Mr. Sanusi1 Sanusi Farm 

Over 230 poultry farms in western Java have implemented 
biosecurity changes and good farming practices after visiting 

one of Indonesia's new teaching farms. 

The teaching farms are private broiler farms associated with 
the largest industry poultry producers, poultry shops and ac
ademic institutions. They model biosecurity and good farm~ 

ing practices and were developed as a response to the need 
tor farmers to "see" these practices in action. 

Farmers in the area of tile teaching farms, and university and 
vocational school students have made over 1 000 visits to the 

teaching farms to see first-hand and learn about biosecurity. 

Another 200 visits have been made by industry technical and 
management staff, and international organizations. Visitors 

understand biosecurity procedures through multisensory ed~ 
ucation that employs visual, aural and interactive techniques. 
The visiting farmers then received technical support to im
plement changes in their farms by SAFE and industry staff. 

Approximately 80°/o of the changes implemented include 

footwear exchange at two separate entrances, building a 

fence and upgrading the hand washing area. These chang
es were deemed to be the simplest and least expensive to 
make. About 25% of the farms also built a dead bird pit tor 
safe disposal of sick or dead birds. All the farmers receive 
educational materials including access to a recently pro· 

duced farmeHo-farmer video. A "Champion Farmer" award 

recognizes those farms that have implemented the most im

portant changes as well as the technical industry staff that 
provided the technical support. 

Strategies Against Flu Emergence (SAFE) project is a two-year United States Agency tor International 
Development (USAIO) program implemented by Development Alternatives, Inc (DAI) and Johns Hopkins 

University Center for Communication Programs. 
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Vocational School Improves 
Student Knowledge of Good Bio
security and Farming Practices 

Teacll!ng F:Jrm EJI SMK Nurul Huda voca 
tiona! schooi 

"Now we have standards for 
biosecurity instruction and nec
ropsy equipment, and our farm 
is much cleaner." 

Mr. /wan Setiawan, Assistant 
Director 

SMK Nurul Huda opened its doors in 2008 and graduated its 
first class in 20t 1. On average, 60 students graduate every 
year with a high school specialization in poultry farming and 
computer skills. Ninety percent of them are immediately hired 
by the poultry industry as technical service and support staff. 

In 2012, SAFE opened a teaching farm at SMK Nurul Huda to 
support upgrading of the curricula and hands-on experience 
with biosecurity and good farming practices. The 230 stu
dents are able to see up close a series of changes such as a 
new fence that separates the farm from the community area, 
a sandal exchange system, improved ventilation at the chick
en houses, a dead bird pit for safe disposal of sick or dead 
chickens, and other biosecurity practices that decrease the 
transmission of poultry diseases such as Avian Influenza. 

Most of the students currently enrolled come from poultry 
rearing families which means their new knowledge extends 
beyond the classroom. A third year student explained how 
she is sharing what she learns about biosecurity with her fa

ther. While difficult at first, her father is beginning to change 
old ways, little by little. He now understands the importance of 
improving disease control to protect his livelihood. 

Upgrading pre-service education curricula has proven to be 
more cost-effective and efficient than spending human and fi
nancial resources to provide in~service training to modify risky 

practices after years of service. SMK's new graduates will be 
better prepared to support and champion good biosecurity 

and farming practices across Indonesia. 

Strategies Against Flu Emergence (SAFE) project is a two-year United States Agency tor International 
Development (USA/D) program implemented by Development Alternatives, Inc (DAI) and Johns Hopkins 

University Center for Communication Programs. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This workplan is the second and final workplan for SAFE. It covers a period of IS months, from March 

15, 2012 to June IS, 20 13. The original Year 2 workplan, submitted in April 2012 was placed on hold at 

the request of USAID because of a significant budget cut followed by a revised scope of work and 

changes to the contract that were completed on November 5, 2012 followed by the submission of this 

workplan. 

The original SAFE objectives remain the same: 

Objective I. Strengthen and Expand Public Private Partnerships to Improve Good Farming 

Practices and Limit AI Transmission among Poultry 

Objective 2. Promote Behaviors that Lower the Risk of AI T ransrnission Among Poultry and 

Increase Knowledge of Signs and Symptoms and Risk Factors for AI Related 

Illnesses 

Objective 3. Increase Knowledge of Signs/Symptoms and Risk Factors for AI~Related Illness in 

People and Promote Behaviors that Improve Household~Level Care-Seeking in 

Response to AI~Related Illnesses 

Objective 4. Coordinate with and Facilitate Communication among Partners 

This final workplan has been modified to reflect the following changes; 

• significant budget cuts; 

• new scope of work due to the de~scoping process that needed to be undertaken as a result of 

the budget cut, resulting in a delay in Year 2 workplan approval and implementation; 

• new activities on hold as the new SOW was being negotiated; 

• reduction in staffing and reorganization of staff responsibilities; and 

• elimination of multiple key inputs such as the number of teaching farms and markets, the 

PVUK/private sector model, upgrades to teaching farms, the grants Biosecurity Improvement 

Innovation Fund, strategic communication training, instructional video for use by GOI, radio 

drama series #2, and many others. 

This workplan builds on the accomplishments of Year I, which are highlighted below and described in 

more detail in the Program Overview section. 

• Public and private sectors committed to making changes for improved biosecurity; 

• Improved Indonesian technical, management and programmatic capacity; 

• Indonesia's first poultry teaching farms operating in an effort to control disease; 

• Demonstration live bird market (LBM) action plans in place; 

• Information, education and communication materials and tools developed; 

• Civic organizations engaged and committed to empowering poultry consumers; 

• Demonstrated commitment to cost sharing; 
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• Research completed for evidenced~based programming; and 

• Baselines collected for quantitative and qualitative evaluation. 

SAFE will continue to be incentive-based, entrepreneurial and collaborative. These approaches have 

proven to be essential in securing commitment, motivation and change. 

In addition, given the severe decrease in budget and accompanying reduction in performance period, 

SAFE has adjusted its strategy to emphasize the following tenets during the last IS months: 

~ Concentrate efforts. 

SAFE will focus efforts on the same 12 western Java districts where it worked in Year I, and work 
with key partners in the poultry industry, academic institutions, NGOs, local and national 

government, and international partners. Efforts will also focus on fortifying the key messages 

developed under the 20 I I "Consensus Report: Priority Audiences and Behaviors for Reducing the 
Risk of AI Transmission in Indonesia." 

;.. Reinforce local ownership. 
SAFE will accelerate the transfer of responsibilities to local partners and continue to collectively 

implement the program, evaluate progress and conduct mid-term corrections. 

Y Produce tools to sustain efforts. 
SAFE's approaches and models have been well received by local partners. A minimum of five 

documents will be produced to capture the methodology, interventions, models or results of work 

performed in the areas of research, biosecurity changes at commercial farms, consumer demand 

results at live bird markets, and use of social media as a catalyst for change. 

As stated earlier, SAFE will continue to operate in the same high-risk districts in western Java, which 

include three districts in Banten province and nine districts in West Java province. These twelve districts 

are Ciamis. Tasikmalaya. Garut, Bandung. Bandung Barat, Cianjur, Sukabumi, Bogar, Lebak, and Serang 

and only under Objective I, Tangerang and Sumedang. 

SAFE will continue to target three critical points in the poultry value chain to decrease the transmission 

of H5N I: (a) the poultry industry, including contract and independent farmers that harvest the broiler 

chickens; (b) traditional live bird markets where chickens arE> sold: and (c) the poultry consumer, 

including customers at live bird markets. The activities to be implemented are described in more detail 

under each of the objectives below. 

During the period covered by this workplan, Objective I will: I) Continue to hold strategic consultative 

meetings with industry and academic stakeholders; 2) conduct farmer and student visits to the teaching 

farms; 3) provide technical support to farmers to adopt and implement new biosecurity and good 

farming practices; 4) produce and distribute educational and communication materials: and 5) develop 

and establish technical discussion groups meetings. SAFE will capture the changes and document the 

results under thE> monitoring and evaluation plan. 
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Objective 2 will: I) organize and conduct consultative meetings to develop and establish local 

ownership; 2) establish local NGO involvement to create consumer demand activities; 3) support 

improvement of vendor stalls; 4) maintain market improvements; 5) establish vendor of the month 

award: 6) air radio serial drama: 7) develop targeted communication tools to support changes in LBMs; 

and 8) provide health communication strategy workshop to ministry program/communication staff 

(Same as Objective 3, activity 8). SAFE will capture the changes and document the results under the 

monitoring and evaluation plan. 

Objective 3 will: I) analyze data from the Healthcare Utilization Survey (HUS) and the Clinician's 

Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices (C~KAP) Survey; 2) create new report versions of the HUS and C

KAP; 3) present findings from HUS and C-KAP to MOH, partners and stakeholders; 4) build consensus 

and develop priority messages for care-seeking behaviors: 5) develop a communication strategy; 6) 

develop a communication poster with key messages; 7) disseminate care-seeking key messages; and 8) 

provide health communication strategy workshop to ministry program/communication staff (Same as 

Objective 2, activity S). SAFE will conduct a qualitative evaluation, through partners, to measure 

acceptance of messages. materials and channels of communication as well as offer recommendations for 
future programming. 

Objective 4 will: I) document/highlight SAFE activities; 2) develop, produce and disseminate information 

series; 3) upload A/PI stakeholder information onto K4H website; 4) organize and host monthly COP 

meetings: 5) hold informal end-of-project forum (s); and 6) support project-related domestic and 

international travel for Indonesian government counterparts or other parties, 

By the end of the project, SAFE expects to have achieved the following: 

./ Improved biosecurity and good farming conditions and practices at Sector 3 broiler farms; 

../ Embedded biosecurity technical assistance in poultry industry technical farm visits; 

./ Integrated SAFE biosecurity materials into poultry industry and academic training and classroom 
curricula; 

./ Improved risk reduction conditions and practices of live bird market vendors: 

./ Healthy market and community empowerment initiatives replicated by local government and 

civic organizations; 

./ Engaged and knowledgeable consumers that demand cleaner markets and healthy poultry 

products; 

./ Social media and civic society partners interacting with target audiences; 

./ A functional platform for sharing Indonesia-related avian and pandemic flu information and 

documentation; 

./ Healthcare Utilization Survey (HUS) and the Clinician's Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices (C

KAP) research completed and analyzed, and findings disseminated . 

./ An information series that captures and disseminates highlights of the SAFE experience. 
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I. OVERVIEW OF PROGRAM 

Program Objec::tives 

The Strategies Against Flu Emergence (SAFE) project, awarded March IS, 20 II, was developed to 

support USAID/Indonesia's Avian and Pandemic Influenza (A/PI) Program to reduce the impact of AI on 

animals and humans and limit the emergence of a pandemic influenza virus. SAFE has four objectives: 

Objective I. Strengthen and Expand Public Private Partnerships to Improve Good Fanning 

Practices and Limil:: AI Transmission among Poultry 

Objeqjye 2. Promote Behaviors that Lower the Risk of AI Transmission among Poultry and 

Increase Knowledge of Signs and Symptoms and Risk Factors for AI-Related 

Illnesses 

.QQj~~.t.lY~ .. ~. Increase Knowledge of Signs/Symptoms and Risk Factors for AI-Related Illness in 

People and Promote Behaviors that Improve Household-Level Care-Seeking in 

Response to AI-Related Illnesses 

Objective 4, Coordinate with and Facilitate Communication among Partners 

Objective I 
Objective I will focus on private sector partnerships to improve good farming practices and limit AI 

transmission among poultry. The public sector continues to be very limited in its ability to provide value
added technical assistance to the private sector. These limitations, coupled with the inherent private and 

competitive nature of the poultry industry and a continued distrust of each other impedes the ability to 

form public/private sector partnerships that are open, transparent and productive. Other international 
partners have found the same challenges. Nevertheless, SAFE continues to invite and include the public 

sector in commercial sector activities whenever feasible and also keeps the national and local 

governments involved in SAFE activities with the private sector. Documents from the information series 

will be shared with both public and private sectors. 

During the period covered by this workplan. Objective I will; I) continue to hold strategic consultative 

meetings with industry and academic stakeholders; 2) conduct farmer and student visits to the teaching 

farms; 3) provide technical support to farmers to adopt and implement new biosecurity and good 
farming practices; 4) produce and distribute educational and communication materials; and 5) develop 

and establish technical discussion groups meetings. SAFE will capture the changes and document the 

results under the monitoring and evaluation plan. 

Objective 2 

Objective 2 will: I) organize and conduct consultative meetings to develop and establish local 

ownership; 2) establish local NGO involvement to create consumer demand activities; 3) support 

improvement of vendor stalls; 4) maintain market improvements; 5) establish vendor of the month 

award; 6) air radio serial drama; 7) develop targeted communication tools to support changes in LBMs; 

and 8) provide health communication strategy workshop to ministry program/communication staff 
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(Same as Objective 3, activity 8), SAFE will capture the changes and document the results under the 

monitOring and evaluation plan. 

Objective 3 
The work under Objective 3 will be limited in scope. Funding, a new performance period, and the need 

to prioritize will not enable the project to increase knowledge of all relevant signs/symptoms and risk 

factors for Al-related illnesses. Priority behaviors that improve household-level care-seeking will be 

selected based on research findings and highlighted by existing partners through a limited 

communication campaign. 

Objective 3 will: I) analyze data from the HUS and C-KAP Survey; 2) create new report versions of the 
HUS and C-KAP; 3) present findings from HUS and C-KAP to MOH, partners and stakeholders; 4) build 

consensus and develop priority messages for care~seeking behaviors; 5) develop a communication 

strategy; 6) develop a communication poster with key messages; 7) disseminate care-seeking key 

messages: and 8) provide health communication strategy workshop to ministry program/communication 

staff (Same as Objective 2, activity 8). SAFE will conduct a qualitative evaluation, through partners, to 

measure acceptance of messages, materials and channels of communication as well as offer 

recommendations for future programming. 

Objective 4 

Objective 4 will: I) document/highlight SAFE activities; 2) develop, produce and disseminate information 

series; 3) upload A/PI stakeholder information onto K4H website: 4) organize and host monthly COP 

meetings; 5) hold informal end-of-project forum(s); and 6) support project-related domestic and 

international travel for Indonesian government counterparts or other parties. 

Building on Year I Foundation 

The next IS months will build on the partnerships, commitments, strategies, research and overall 

program work accomplished during Year I. These are highlighted below: 

• Public and private sectors committed to making changes for improved biosecurity. 
Commitments were secured from poultry industry senior management, IPB and UNPAD 

universities, SMK Nurul Huda vocational school. owners of the Teaching Farms (TFs), LBM 

managers, and local governments in the high~risk provinces ofWestJava and Banten. 

• Improved Indonesian technical1 management and programmatic capacity. Technical 

Service (TS) industry staff, farrn owners, managers and workers. local government animal 

husbandry pt"ofessionals, LBM managers and field facilitators ret::eived group or one-on-one 

training in areas such as biosecurity and good farming practices; motivational, planning, finance 

and supervision skills; application of new approaches and techniques to reduce transmission of 

poultry disease and improving production; cleaning and disinfection techniques at LBMs, and 

effective approaches to managing LBMs and motivating and supporting changes by vendors. 

Indonesian Red Cross (PMI) facilitators were trained in participatory approaches, needs 
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assessments, mapping techniques, problem identification, problem solving, proposal 

development, stakeholder analysis, and advocacy. 

• Indonesia's first poultry teaching farms operating in an effort to control disease. The 

first II (and an additional one in the first month of Year 2) Indonesian TFs were created to 

respond to the need for Sector 3 farm workers and students to visualize biosecurity and good 

farm management pt'a(.tices, and to move beyond traditional classroom and hands-on field-level 

training. This learning approach is simple but powerfuL 

• Demonstration live bird market action plans in place. These plans were developed 

collectively by LBM managers, vendors and local government offices. Government and 

stakeholder consultative meetings in all program districts, joint assessments and decisions on the 

selection of 20 demonstration markets, and participatory mapping of these markets resulted in 

local ownership of SAFE program activities by District Livestock Services staff, District Industry 

and Trade Office staff, market managers, and members of the market's poultry supply chain 

including vendors, slaughterers and transporters. These action plans for change will contribute 

to a reduction in the risk of disease transmission both among poultry and from poultry to 

humans. 

• Information, education and communication materials and tools developed. SAFE 
developed, field tested and vetted with partners a set of communication materials based on the 

"20 I I Consensus Repon:: Priority Audiences and Behaviors for Reducing the Risk of AI 
Transmission in Indonesia'', which SAFE updated through a collaborative effort this year. 

• Civic organizations engaged and committed to empowering poultry consumers. 
SAFE awarded grants to two NGOs - Aisyiyah and COMBINE - to implement a consumer 

empowerment campaign directed at influencing and motivating the consumer to demand clean 
LBMs and healthy poultry products, Aisyiyah's area of expertise is conducting consumer demand 

generation activities through a faith-based approach and messaging. COMBINE's strength is 

maximizing the use of community-based media. 

• Demonstrated commitment to cost sharing. Despite facing financial constraints, Sector 3 

broiler farms contributed an average of 16% towards the total cost of upgrading their farms to 
become TFs. Inputs included labor. supplies and fencing materials, and sometimes cash. NGO 

grantees Aisyiyah and COMBINE are contributing I 0.5% in in-kind contributions. While the 
recipients of the 20 grants for LBM improvements are required to contribute a minimum of I 0% 

of costs, in practice they are contributing an average of 16.3%, with the funds coming from both 
market vendors and stakeholders. Local government offices have committed to contribute 

disinfectant as well as labor and expertise to the demonstration market managers and vendors. 

• Research completed for evidenced~based programming. Five research surveys, studies 

and analyses were conducted in Year I; I) Health care Utilization Survey (HUS); 2) Clinician's 

Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices (KAP) Survey; 3) KAP 2009 Secondary Data Analysis; 4) 

Rapid Needs Assessment; and 5) Sector 3 Broiler Farm Survey. The resulcs ofthese studies will 
inform programming during the next I 5 months. 
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• Baselines collected for quantitative and qualitative evaluation. In dose collaboration 
with its partners, SAFE designed two evaluation studies that will support monitoring and 

evaluation efforts. The Commercial Farm Evaluation Study and the Live Bird Market Evaluation 

Study are designed to provide evidencewbased information on changes in biosE>curity conditions 

and practices at Sector 3 broiler farms and LBMs in West Java and Banten provinces. 

Program Approach 

SAFE has refined its approach to working with government, private sector, civic organizacions, 

community groups and other stakeholders to C'ounteract the significant disruption C'aused by the 

reduction in budget and resulting shortened performance period. SAFE is leveraging program efforts 

from Year I and focusing on the activities that make the greatest difference in the ability to achieve and 

sustain results and have the greatest impact on those served by the project. 

SAFE will continue to use approaches practiced since the launch of the project, which have proven to be 

essential in securing commitment, motivation and change. They are described below: 

• Incentive-based. Motivations and behavioral drivers relevant to each targeted audience group will 

continue to be the focus- from the commercial sector to the community. 

• Entrepreneurial. The entrepreneurial spirit of early adopters of biosecurity, good farming 

practices and dean markets will continue to be a driving force behind change. 

• Collaborative. Extensive collaboration with Indonesian leaders, the public and private sectors, and 

international stakeholders will continue to be a cornerstone of the program. 

In addition, SAFE will: 

Y Concentrate efforts. 

SAFE will focus efforts on the 12 western Java districts where it has been working and will continue 

to engage the key partners in the poultry industry, academic institutions, NGOs, local and national 

government, and international partners. Efforts will also focus on fortifying the key messages 

developed under the "20 I I Consensus Report: Priority Audiences and Behaviors for Reducing the 

Risk of AI Transmission in Indonesia", ensuring appropriate practices remain in place at the 12 TFs, 

and supporting consumer demand initiatives for healthier markets and poultry prodlJCts. 

T Reinforce local ownership. 

SAFE will accelerate the transfer of responsibilities to local partners and continue to collectively 

implement the program, evaluate progress and conduct midwterm corrections. 

r Produce tools to sustain efforts, 

SAFE's approaches and models have been well received by local partners. A minimum of five 

documents will be produced to capture the methodology. interventions, models and results of work 
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performed in the areas of research, biosecurity changes at commercial farms, consumer demand 

results at live bird markets, and use of social media as a catalyst for change. 

Geographic Focus 

During Year I SAFE operated in 12 high-risk districts in western Java; three distritts in Banten province 

and nine districts in West Java province. These twelve districts are Ciamis, Tasikmalaya. Garut, Bandung. 

Bandung Barat, Cianjur, Sukabumi, Bogor, Lebak, and Serang and only under Objective I, Tangerang and 

Sumedang. These districts are the busiest trading routes for poultry in Indonesia. The map in Figure I 

shows the locations of the TFs with red dots and the locations of the Healthy LBM Initiative with green 

dots. 

Figure I. SAFE Geographical Focus in Year 2 
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The large number of Sector 3 farms located in western Java and the movement of poultry through the 

value chain into the Jabodetabek (Greater Jakarta) area, coupled with the high density of the human 

population, make this region a high-risk AI transmission area. Data from the FAO-trained government 

Participatory Disease Surveillance and Response (PDSR) officers also indicate western Java to be a high· 

risk area. These data are derived from Sector 4, which is a proxy data point used by FAO. 

Concentrating on western java optimizes the effectiveness of program implementation, with a focus on 

Sector 3 biosecurity and good farming practices. healthy market initiatives, and consumer 

empowerment. 
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2. PROGRAM PLANNING, MANAGEMENT, REPORTING AND CLOSEDOWN 

Program Planning 

The IS-month workplan presented in this document was developed in close collaboration with partners. 

SAFE convened a workplan retreat that was attended by all key SAFE partners- Ministry of Agriculture 

(MOA)/CMU, MOH, FAO, PM I, and polJitry industry representatives. Team leaders reviewed and led a 

discussion on each objective's outcomes and outputs. Inputs and recommendations from partners were 

accommodated in this workplan. This participatory approach helped establish links with existing 

programs, reduce duplicative efforts, clarify questions, and strengthen the overall workplan, After the 

reduction in budget, USAID and SAFE discussed priority activities and chose those that will make the 

greatest difference in achieving and sustaining rE-sults and that have the greatE-st impact on the objE-ctives 

of the project within the new timeframe for performance. 

Program Management 

Adjustments 

The scale of change in program budget. implementation period and workplan required significant 

changes in management. 

First, the organizational structure required to support the activities was modified. Six positions were 

eliminated, 50% of those were professional staff. The positions eliminated included Government & 

Community Liaison, Public Private Partnership Specialist, Monitoring and Evaluation Officer, a Grant and 

Contracts Specialist, and two Program Officers. SAFE has combined the Behavioral Research Analyst 

with the Monitoring and Evaluation Officer responsibilities. Please see Annex I for the revised 

management structure ofthe SAFE team. 

Second, senior managers are meeting more frequently to address program implementation issues and 

ensure all deliverables are completed on or before schedule. While SAFE reports to USAID on a 

quarterly basis, internally, deliverables are set on a monthly deadline schedule. In addition, one~on~one 

meetings with the COP focus on identifying and addressing any barriers that may cause a delay in 

implementation. 

Third, SAFE informed all key partners of the changes in budget and life-of-project. Transfer of 

responsibilities is taking place earlier, which is causing some discomfort to partners that are not yet 

ready to assume these responsibilities. SAFE manages these issues on a case-by-case basis. 

Fourth, the Project's Performance Monitoring Plan (PMP) was modified to reflect the budget cut and 

resulting decrease in performance period. 

Fifth, cost containment and management, which are always a priority for DAI projects, have taken on 

even greater weight because of the 65.5% decrease in budget. The project budget will now be 

monitored on a bi-weekly basis as opposed to a monthly basis. 

Finally, monitoring visits by the Resean::h/M&E specialist have been increased in order to C'ollect 

additional qualitative information, and evaluation plans have been modified with university partners to 
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account for the reduced life~of·project and to ensure data <:ollection and reports are completed and 

submitted based on the new timeline. 

The COP continues to be responsible for ensuring that all staffs petform effectively to meet the 

deliverables outlined in the workplan, and for subcontract management of JHU·CCP and PML 

Meeting Schedules 

Teamwork is essential, as many of the project's activities affect more than one objective. In addition to 

the more frequent Senior Management Team and one-on-one meetings described above, all-staff 

meetings are held every two weeks. These meetings focus on programmatic integration as well as 

management, administrative and programmatic issues. Problem·solving, coordination and compliance 

with USAID and DAI regulations are agenda items at every meeting. 

The biweekly meetings that began in Year I with the COR and assistant COR will continue, thus 

ensuring that USAID is apprised of successes and challenges, bottlenecks and achievements, which will 

become particularly important during the final IS months. 

Internal Systems 

Internal controls, manuals and systems implemented during Year I continue to serve the project. In 

Year I, under the direction of the COP, the Senior Finance, Procurement and Grants Manager 

developed a personnel manual as well as procurement, travel and vehicle policies. Staff use these 

administrative policies and procedures to help reduce risk, control costs, and ensure compliance with 

USG and USAID regulations. SAFE's Technical and Administrative Management Information System 

(TAMIS) allows project staff to petform administrative functions critical to effective project 
management, including among other things grants management, procurement procedures, subcontractor 

management, and travel procedures. Time stamps of reviews and approvals provide an audit trail. 

SAFE's Field Accounting System (FAS), which is a secure software accounting application, combines an 

accounting database back·end with a customized front·end, integrating the specific needs of the project 

and client. The FAS has been customized to reflect local labor laws, automating some of the most 

complex elements of field financial management including payroll, tax withholding and payment of 

remittances, cash advance tracking, and monitoring of local subcontract and activity budgets. In addition, 

the FAS imposes strict controls over financial data and assigns different levels of rights to the various 

users, Time stamps of modified transactions provide an audit trail report with information about 

transactions and modifications. 

DAI!Bethesda 

DAI's headquarters in Bethesda, Maryland will continue to provide additional oversight, respond to 

USAID requests for contractual information, and issue accurate invoices and other financial statements, 

DAI home office support offices, including Finance, Contracts, Procurement, Information and 
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Management Technology, and Human Resources/Recruitment offices, will continue to ensure that the 

COP has the management support, expertise and resources needed to manage SAFE and meet or 

exceed USAID expectations. 

DAI home office technical backstop has been reduced substantially. STTA from abroad or Indonesia has 

been eliminated. Anahit Gevorgyan will provide minimal management support to SAFE and serve as the 

point of contact in the DAI home office. She will also lead quarterly project reviews with the COP to 

discuss and resolve project management, technical, and/or information issues quickly and efficiently. DAI 

home office Project Coordinator Nicole Russo's Level of Effort (LOE) has also been reduced, but she 

will continue to provide administrative support to SAFE regarding all financial and administrative issues 

and will conduct a site visit during closedown. 

Program Reporting 

In accordance with our contract and modifications, SAFE will submit the following program and financial 

reports and assist with other reporting requirements as needed by USAID. 

Program Reports 

• Annual Monitoring and Evaluation Report within ten working days after the start of the fourth 

fiscal quarter 

• Monthly Report within five days after the end of each month 

• Quarterly Reports within ten working days after the start of each fiscal quarter 

Financial Report 

• Pipeline Analysis Report within 30 calendar days following the end of each fiscal quarter 

• Accrual Report no later than the 20th of March, june, September and December covering the 

period through the end of the reporting Quarter 

Program Closedown 

SAFE will submit a closedown and disposition plan before the last six months of the project outlining the 

staff demobilization plan. disposition plan for SAFE inventory and the steps for the closedown of the 

project. SAFE field staff will work closely with staff in Bethesda to ensure a successful closedown of the 

project that is in compliance with USAID regulations and DAI procedures. 
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3.1MPLEMENTATION OF PROGRAM 

The program implementation plan embraces a modified and accelerated approach, as explained earlier. It 

builds on a strong foundation centered on creating local ownership, active partnerships with public and 

private sector leadership, incentives and motivation, and consultation and productive working 

relationships with FAO, WHO, Government of Indonesia (GOI) ministries and coordinating bodies. 

SAFE will no longer expand but instead concentrate efforts. reinforce local ownership by accelerating to 

the extent possible the transfer of responsibilities to local partners, and produce and disseminate 

communication. educational and practical tools to sustain efforts long after SAFE has ended. 

SAFE has strived to use multiple interventions for a single outcome, including combining program and 

policy interventions. One example is combining consumer demand activities with in-market policy 

implementation. Combinations are often more effective than any one intervention alone. SAFE also 

works across objectives. For example, SAFE will bring together the MOA and MOH as well as the 

KOMNAS Zoonosis coordinating body to work together as one team at the Strategic Health 

Communication Workshop, thus combining Objective I. 2 and 3 stakeholders. Several of the 

communication interventions will also reach across objectives. For example, the radio drama series has 

12 episodes each directed at a different poultry value chain worker as well as healthcare decision 

makers at the household level. 

Activities proposed are also often interdisciplinary in nature and may encompass more than one critical 
program area, especially when addressing public health issues. For instance, science, economics, 

sociology and technology may all be incorporated in an activity. 

The section below details program implementation by objective. Each program activity is linked to the 

SAFE PMP framework outputs and outcomes. The framework below rept·esents 2.0.1:t the activities 

(inputs), outputs and outcomes for Year 2. The updated PMP document, which will be submitted 

separately, includes inputs, outputs and outcomes for the entire SAFE life-of-project. 
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OBJECTIVE 1: Strengthen and expand private, and public/private partnerships in high-risk districts to improve biosecurity 
and good farming practices in order to limit AI transmission among poultry 

WORKPLAN 

ACTIVITIES 

IMPROVED BIOSECURITY AND GOOD FARMING PRACTICES AT SECTOR 3 BROILER FARMS IN 
HIGH-RISK AREAS 

u 
Sector I poultry companies and poultry shops 

encourage and support implementation of changes in 
biosecurity and good farming conditions at sector 3 

broiler farms 

u 
I. Continue to hold strategic consultative 

meetings with industry and academic 
stakeholders 

u 
Increased knowledge and understanding of bio:security and 

good farming conditions among farmers and students 

u 
2. Conduct farmer and student visits to the teaching farms 

3. Provide technical support to farmers to adopt and 
implement new blosecurlty and good farming practices 

4. Produce and distribute educational and communication 
materials 

5. Develop and establish technical discussion group 
m€€tings 
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YEAR TWO WORK PLAN 

OBJECTIVE I: Strengthen and expand private. and publklprivate partnerships in high-risk 

districts to improve biosecurity and good farming practices in order to limit AI 

transmission among poultry 

Overview 

During the final IS months of the project, Objective I will build on industry-focused and industry-driven 

biosecurity interventions. SAFE and industry TS will continue to monitor and support the 12 TFs, facilitate Sector 

3 Broiler Farm (S3BF) farmer visits to the TFs and technically support biosecurity and good farming practice (GFP) 
changes at those farms. Various techniques are being used to motivate and support these changes. They include 

SMS pilots, dissemination and use of a farmer-to-farmer video, and field-level technical discussion groups that 

identify practical solutions to biosecurity problems. As in Year I, the scale and design of Objective I interventions 

will (a) achieve impact within the targeted geographic areas with moderate investments, (b) leverage committed 

poultry industry investment and support, and (c) build on the successes of past and ongoing work by other 

partners such as FAO, USDA and the GOI. 

Objective I will have five core activities during the final IS months: 

Activity I. Continue to hold strategic consultative meetings with industry and academic stakeholders 

Activity 2. Conduct farmer and student visits to the teaching farms 

Activity 3. Provide technical support to farmers to adopt and implement new biosecurity and good farming 

practices 

Activity 4. Produce and distribute educational and communication materials 

Activity 5. Develop and establish technical discussion group meetings 

Objective I Outcome and Activities 
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Activity Descriptions 

ACTIVITY I. CONTINUE TO HOLD STRATEGIC CONSULTATIVE MEETINGS WITH INDUSTRY AND ACADEMIC 
STAKEHOLDERS 

Industry and academic partners are full participants responsible for the ultimate results and sustained changes at 

the end of the project. The consultative meetings will focus on how best to: a) adapt to the reduced funding and 

life-of~project, b) accelerate transfer of responsibility, and c) move Year 3 industry commitments to Year 2, 

whenever possible. SAFE will also continue to seek advice from the MOA/CMU and FAO. 

ACTIVITY 2. CONDUCT FARMER AND STUDENT VISITS TO THE TEACHING FARMS 

Activities 2 and 3 are greatly impacted by the reduced funding, and even more so by the reduction in SAFE's 

performance period. The original strategy needs to be compressed, requiring a careful balance of funding 

allocation. level of effort and prioritization. While SAFE wishes to bring as many farmers as possible to the TF, this 

intervention requires an extensive level of effort from industry TS staff, thereby reducing the time they dedicate to 

Activity 3 - technical support to farmers wishing to implement biosecurity and GFP. This balancing of efforts, 

which is unique to each induscry partner, will be continually monitot·ed and adjusted as SAFE implements these 

two tasks. 

Teaching farms will be monitored on a regular basis by SAFE and industry TS staff to ensure that appropriate 

biosecurity practices are followed, equipment and grounds are maintained properly, and visitors have access to the 

TFs. TS also provide technical support to the TF staff and conduct field-level training sessions that aim to provide 

pra-ctical solutions to biosecurity and good farming practice challenges. TS staff will put into practice the training 

they received during Year I on inter~personal skills, persuasive arguments, and practical and inexpensive solutions 

based on TF techniques. 

SAFE will use several strategies to accelerate farmer visits to the TF. SAFE will work with industry TS staff to 

promote the champion farmer competition to incentivize farmers and technical staff to establish and maintain new 

biosecurity and GFPs. Audits of "early adopter" farms demonstrate that farmers are beginning to implement 

changes one step at a time, starting with the easiest practices such as shoe exchanges at the poultry house 

entrance. SAFE and the industry will expand promotion of the competition, which has been received favorably. 

In addition, SAFE will work with academia partners to ensure stUdents also visit the TFs. These visits will help 

students understand the benefits of biosecurity. Reinforcing good biosecurity and farming practices during pre

service education is cost-effective and efficient. Changing old habits later through in-service training is costly and 

challenging. 

SAFE will also target farmers who live within easy access of the teaching farm - up to one hour of tt·avel time. 

SAFE staff will work with industry leadership to monitor the percentage of farmers living within one hour away 

that have visited each TF. This will be the priority group. SAFE and TS staff will also focus on those farms located 

over one hour away from a TF. To bring this second group to the TF, industry will consider covering the 

transportation costs of these farmers to the TF while SAFE will provide them with a learning experience that will 

include a review of what they have observed, discussion of solutions to the challenges they see in implementing 

the changes, presentation of the farrner-to-furrner video (which will contain testimonials of fellow fanners), and 

educational materials to take home, 
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ACTIVITY 3. PROVIDE TECHNICAL SUPPORT TO FARMERS TO ADOPT AND IMPLEMENT NEW BIOSECURITY AND 
GOOD FARMING PRACTICES 

SAFE will encourage all farmers visiting the teaching farms to implement biosecurity and GFP. All fanners 

committed to making changes will receive technical assistance, mostly by industry TS staff and selectively by SAFE 

staff. The project will pay particular attention to farmers who have entered and won the champion farmer 

competition because they have already demonstrated motivation and the ability to implement changes. They can 
become model farmers for others. All farms interested in making biosecurity and GFP changes will receive as part 

of the technical assistance how-to guidance on upgrading the farm with new techniques and biosecurity-related 

construction, and the biosecurity booklet. 

SAFE will also implement additional changes at the TF that include improved movement control of people, 

equipment and supplies into the farm; water analysis and water treatment; examples of good ventilation; and usc 

of boiling pots for dead chickens. 

ACTIVITY 4. PRODUCE AND DISTRIBUTE EDUCATIONAL AND COMMUNICA T/ON MATERIALS 

In addition to IEC materials produced in Year I, SAFE will distribute information on biosecurity and good farming 

practices through SMS messages and a farmer-to~farmer video. 

SMS pilots 

SAFE will test two SMS pilots. One was started by the Objective I Team Leader and targets TF farmers, industry 

TS staff and S3BFs. It reinforces biosecurity measures farmers have seen at the TF and reminds them of good 

farming practices as well as informing them of activities of interest such as the radio drama series and the 

champion farmer competition. A second pilot will be implemented through a grant awarded to Satu Dunia, which 

will target a separate group of farmers and their TS with supportive biosecurity and good farming technical 
information. Satu Dunia will add a more creative side to the messages including motivational aspects, quizzes with 

prizes, and acknowledgements delivered through innovative uses of intE>ractive SMS text. 

Farmer-to-farmer video 

Farmers learn from each other. SAFE will develop a locally produced video that shows real farmers talking about 

new biosecurity techniques and practices at their farms. The farrnerMto-fanner video targets Sector 3 contract and 

independent broiler farmers and will be filmed at TFs and visiting farms. The video will include footage of the good 

biosecurity and farming practices and techniques taught at the TF, such as pass-avers and dead chicken disposal, 

and proper ventilation of poultry houses. The video will also include testimonials from fellow farmers. 

The purpose of the video is five-fold: I) demonstrate techniques of biosecurity and good farming practices by 

farmers who have used the practices: 2) increase credibility and adoption of the techniques by having the listener 

relate to the farmer that is speaking these are real Indonesian farmers, not actors; 3) provide a visual tool for 

Service Offices (Oinas) and other government bodies to use in the field; 4) provide a training tool for industry to 
use with their TS staff; and 5) provide educational institutions with a visual tool that can be incorporated into 

classroom curricula. This video will be beneficial and critical to supporting and reinforcing the new techniques the 

TFs have introduced, particularly given the early departure of SAFE. 
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SAFE will also share the locally produced USDA video with appropriate local stakeholders. 

ACfiVITY 5. DEVELOP AND ESTABLISH TECHNICAL DISCUSSION GROUP MEEfiNGS 

In addition to regular field visits to project sites, SAFE will continue the technical discussion groups in Tasikmalaya 

and Bogor to provide a platform for continuous communication and advocacy. Small group discussions have been 

found to have a positive effect on uptake of new biosecurity practices. Participants include Sector I and poultry 
shop TS staff, S3BF farmers, educators, and SAFE staff. The objectives of the discussions are to (a) troubleshoot 

farm problems, (b) discuss local disease solutions, (c) conduct peer-to~peer training and problem solving, (d) learn 

new technical information and (e) motivate through the sharing of S\JCcess stories. 

SAFE will continue to encourage the private sector - companies, farms and poultry shops to engage local 

government, e.g., PVUK and other local animal health officers, SAFE will also C"ontinue to play a role in facilitating 

and encouraging TFs to share information and provide more access to farmers beyond their group members. 
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Deliverables and Timeline 

OBJECTIVE !ACTIVITIES 

ACTIVITY I. 

Col'\tlnue to hold strategic 
consultative meetings wrth mdustry 
and academic stakeholders 

ACTIVITY 2. 

Conduct farrner and studer1r vi~its 
to the teaching farms 

ACTIVITY 3. 

Provide technical support to 

farmers to adopt and implement 
new biosecurity and good farming 

ACTIVITY 4 

Produce and distribute educational 
and comrnur11cation rnaterials 

ACTIVITY 5. 

Develop and establrsh technical 
discussion 

DELIVERABLE 

Summary results in 
Quarterly Reports 

Summary number of 
vi5its in Quarterly 

Report on Champron 
Farmer competition 
results 

Summary farm changes 
in Quarterly Reports 

Report on SMS pilots 

Farmer-to-farmer video 
dissemination 

Summary findings in 
Quarterly Reports 
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OBJECTIVE 2: Promote behaviors that lower the risks of AI transmission among poultry and increase knowledge of sign~ 
symptoms and risk factors for AI- related illness 

IMPROVED RISK REDUCTION PRACTICES WITHIN LIVE BIRD MARKETS (LBM) 

u u u u 
Increased technical support, Empowered consumer who Cleaner physical facilities for Improved coordination 

participation and coordination demands healthy poultry poultry vendors in LBMs among ministry 
OUTPUT OUTPUT among key stakeholders product programfcommunication staff 

1 J 1 J 1_ J --"l J 
1. Organize and conduct 2. Establish local NGO 3. Support improvement of 8. Provide health 

consultative meetings to involvement to create vendor stalls communication strategy 

WORKPLAN 
develop and establish local consumer demand activities 4. Maintain market workshop to ministry 

ACTIVITIES 
ownership improvements program! communication 

5. Establish "Vendor of the 
>taff 

Month" award program 

6. Air radio serial drama 

7. Devek>p targeted communication tools to support changes 

in lBMs 
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Objective 2. Promote Behaviors that Lower the Risk of AI Transmission Among 

Poultry and Increase Knowledge of Signs. Symptoms and Risk Factors for AI~ 
Related Illnesses 

Overview 

During the frnal 15 months of the project SAFE will continue to work with members of the poultry 

supply t:hain, namely poultry vendors and market managers at traditional live bird markets (LBMs). 

and poultry consumers including market customer·s in the surrounding areas. The application of 

citizen-driven pressure on biosecurity and other market~based sar,itation/hygiene measures to guide 

poultry purchasing decisions will be a key element of the program. 

Utilizing the momentum created in Year I, SAFE will continue work in close partnership with local 

government, support modification of vendor stalls and vendor practices, accelerate the BCC 

campaign for consumer demand generation, empower LBM stakeholders to maintain changes and 

biosecurity practices, establish a "vendor of the month" award program, reinforce key messages 

with the airing of a radio serial drama, develop targeted communication tools to support changes in 

LBMs, conduct a national/provincial Health Strategic Communication Workshop, and capture the 

changes and document the results under the M&E plan. 

SAFE will continue to work in close consultation and coordination with MOA/CMU. MOH, WHO. 

FAO, Provir)cial and Dlstricr Livestock Servrces, and other essential stakeholder's to build a lasting 

program and to support government expansion of the program. 

Objective 2 will have erght core tasks: 

Activity I. Organize and conduct consultative meetings to develop and establish local 

ownership 

Activity 2, Estqblish local NGO involvement to creqte consumer demqnd activities 

Activity 3. Support improvement of vendor stalls 

Activity 4. Maintain market improvements 

Activity 5. Establish Vendor of the Month award 

Activity 6. Air radio serial drama 

Activity 7. Develop targeted communication tools to support changes in LBMs 

Activity 8. Provide health cornrnunication strategy workshop to ministry 

program/communication staff (Same as Objective 3, activity 8) 

STRATEGIES AGAINST FLU EMERGENCE PROJECT 
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Objective 2 Outcome and Activities 

Activity Descriptions 

ACTIVITY I. ORGANIZE AND CONDUCT CONSULTATIVE MEETINGS TO DEVELOP AND ESTABLISH 
LOCAL OWNERSHIP 

SAFE's most important legacy under this objective is to provide local government with a framework 

and program for a healthy market and consumer demand program. While "healthy markets" are not 

a new concept for government, the operationalization and s~;aling up of su<"h a <:oncept has been 

challenging. Government partners are embracing the SAFE model as a practical and inclusive model 

that results in sustained change. SAFE will continue to work with local government ministries at the 

provincial, district and sub district levels to support local adoption of the SAFE model. Consultative 

meetings will also serve as a platform for information sharing, consultation. coordination and 

decision-making that will facilitate communication, coordination, resource sharing and ultimate 

sustainability of the program. SAFE will also continue to seek advice from the MOA/CMU and FAO. 

ACTIVITY 1. ESTABUSH lOCAl NGO INVOLVEMENT TO CREATE CONSUMER DEMAND ACTIVITIES 

SAFE will fast track consumer demand activities for healthy markets and poultry products. SAFE. 

subcontractor PMI, and grantees Aisyiyah and COMBINE, will organize peerMto·peer education 

activities in the markets for consumers, and entertainment-education events. SAFE will organize a 

pan:ners' meeting to ensure that all activities are coordinated between the three partners. Partners 

will utilize their media networks (including social media) to reinforce messages and provide coverage 

and dissemination of healthy market initiative activities and results, Aisyiyah will target Muslim 

18 
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females and will approach the consumer with religious messages and channels whereas COMBINE 
will target the general public and will maximize the use of community~based media and channels for 

consumer education, COMBINE will also use a media literacy approach that will lead to the creation 
of community members who are sensitive to the environment and to health issues such as AI. 

Community members will be involved in activities that capture their personal experiences and 
surrounding environment, and they will continue to produce and screen short films about the 

healthy market initiative, created on mobile phones or video cameras. The result of these activities 

will be communities with greater confidence and positive self-efficacy, providing a strong foundation 
for consumer empowerment. Empowered communities will have the confidence to ask for cleaner 

markets and stalls, and healthy poultry products. 

ACTIVITY 3. SUPPORT IMPROVEMENT OF VENDOR STALLS 

In Year I market managers and local partners developed proposals detailing changes in the markets 

to improve sanitation in the market, and thus contribute to reducing the threat of animal-to-animal 
or animal-to-human transmission of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI). SAFE will make 
improvements to the marketplace through the SAFE grants program. These changes will be made in 

collaboration with market managers and vendors as well as the Cooperatives, Industry and Trade 

Office. 

Examples of changes that will be made include improved drainage systems, upgraded stalls, waste 
dumpsters, new zoning areas, caging. and a water tower and piping for access to clean water 

distribution. These changes in market conditions coupled with the training of market vendors and 
the BCC campaign fo1· consumer demand generation (descl'ibed below) constitute the co1·e of this 

objective. 

ACTIVITY 4. MAINTAIN MARKET IMPROVEMENTS 

Sustaining changes at the LBMs has always been a priority objective. A team of market stakeholders 
at each market including the market manager, field facilitator, vendors, beneficiaries, and grant 

committee - will finalize maintenance plans. The plan will empower each team to ensure that 

changes are sustained after SAFE ends, It will contain facility upkeep procedures and new bio'.>ecurity 
practices that need to be put in place to ensure changes can be maintained. SAFE will work with 

market teams to identify how maintenance activities will be funded. Options currently under 

consideration include monetary contributions to pay for waste collection and clean water. and a 
compulsory monthly vendor fee for the communal use of refrigeration. To strengthen support for 
these changes, SAFE, its facilitators and Dinas staff will build broader market capacity and skillsets in 

biosecurity, hygiene and sanitation through healthy market community activities. 

ACTIVITY 5. ESTABLISH VENDOR OF THE MONTH AWARD 

To better link consumer perceptions of quality with the desired behaviors of the vendors, SAFE will 

establish a consumer"led text 'voting' system that allows citizens to select their preferred vendor of 
the month, and will reward commercial sector players with social recognition for hygienic facilities 

and healthy poultry practkes. For this to be successful, vendors will need to be motivated to 
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become a 'vendor of choice'. Examples of rewards may include acknowledgement by posting the 

vendor's photograph in the center of the market, a gift to help them upgrade their stall, or a nominal 

financial incentive. 

The vendor-of-the-month award program Will be conducted in 20 demonstration markets. By the 

end of the project. eo vendors will have been recognized. 

ACTIVITY 6. AIR RADIO SERIAL DRAMA 

SAFE will air the 12-episode radio drama through 10 commercial radio stations (one in each district) 

and 18 community radio broadcasting stations across the 10 districts. Talk shows will reinforce the 

messages from the radio dn\ma. The commercit~l stations o:-.hosen are the most popular in fJach of the 

10 SAFE districts, and thus have the biggest audiences. The community radio stations were chosen 

for their proximity to the live bird markets. 

There will be two episodes aired per week. The entire ser-ies will take six weeks to air. During this 

period, there will be three talk shows with local government Dinas staff as guests (Livestock 

Services, Health Office, and Industry and Trade Office) to reinforce messages and participate in live 

question-and-answer sessions. 

The 18 community radios will broadcast short audio recordings of Islamic "words of wisdom" 

related to healthy poultry, food safety and hygiene. These messages stem from the Khutbah sermons 

developed in Year I. Each station has an active listenership of approximately 1.000 persons living 
around the markets, for a total reach of 18,000 listeners. 

SAFE will also provide COMBINE with copies of the radio series for dissemination through their 

networks. All the materials will be made available as downloadable files on the K4H website, and on 

the Aisyiyah and COMBINE websites and Fatebook pages. The materials will be protected by the 

"Creative Common" copyright. scheme whereby anyone can use the materials as long as they are 

not altered. 

ACTIVITY 7. DEVELOP TARGETED COMMUNICATION TOOLS TO SUPPORT C/IANG£5 IN LBMs 

SAFE will build on the communication materials and tools developed in Year I and identify gaps and 

needs based on field program implementation results. Technical content will be reviewed by FAO, 

WHO and the MOA to ensure its accuracy. The MOA has alt·eady agreed to provide content 

related to Ayam ASUH. Ayam ASUH (Aman, Sehat, Utuh dan Ha/aQ is a government program to 

produce healthy and quality poultry products (carcasses). The program features good practices in 

poultry product handling and use of a cold chain. SAFE will provide copies of materials to the MOA 

to be distributed through the M'1nistry's network both within and outs'1de of the SAFE program 

districts. Communication materials that have already been identified include: 

• A Khutbah book containing a religious perspective on biosecurity, food safety, and good 

business practices (Aisyiyah). 

• Mobile phone videos produced by communities and then screened in markets and 

communities, capturing the progress under the Healthy LBM Initiative. 
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ACTIVITY 8. PROVIDE HEALTH COMMUNICATION STRATEGY WORKSHOP TO MINISTRY 
PROGRAM/COMMUNICATION STAFF (Some os Objective 3, actiwty 8) 

In implementing its Year I program, SAFE coordinated and worked with national and local MOA and 

MOH staff. In the spwit of "One Health" and the desire to address both poultry and humall health 

diseases together, and with the need to improve skills in commumcation and strategy development, 

SAFE planned a health communication workshop during Year I for staff from the MOA, MOH and 

KOMNAS Zoonosis who are regularly involved in the planning and development of Al-based 

communication programs. Participants were identified based on the goals of the workshop and SAFE 

conducted a needs assessment with each person in preparation for the training. The workshop was 

moved to Year 2 as a result of discussions early 111 the p1·oject. 

The goal of the workshop training is to improve communication planning and response, and 

strengthen the overall communication capacity of national and provincml~level officials between and 

among agencies. The training will take place in April 2012 and will be led by Ben Lazare, director of 

training and capacity building at JHU-CCP. Training topics will include leadership, communication 

objectives. strategy design, networking and advocacy, engagement of stakeholders, resource sharing 

and analysis, audience analysis and segmentation, and use of evidence-based tools, 
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Deliverables and Time line 

OBJECTIVE 2. ACTIVITIES 

ACTIVITY I 
Ot·gantut and conduct consultative 
meetings to develop and establish 
local awner~hip 

ACTIVITY 2 
E~tabli~h lcc~J NGO il'lvol~<'lMent 
ro ~reate consumer demand 
acti~ttre~ 

ACTIVITY 3 
Support impro~emAnt of ~endor 
~tails 

ACTIVITY 4 
Maintain market improvements 

ACTIVITY S 
Establish Vendor of the Month 
award 

ACTIVITY 6 

DELIVERABLE 

., iii 

activities (peer-to-peer, enter· 
educate, video screening, 
consumer· group visits to mar·ket. 
religious events) in Quarterly 

market r I media 
acrivide~ (SMS blasts bro~dca~r. 
Aisyiyah and COMBINE websires, 
Facebook and Twitter) in 

I 

bulletin on poultry and 
markets, audio recording for 
community radio. and khutboh 

books 

Quar·terly fl..Gporu 

program in Quarterly Reports 

IEC materials developed 

Report on Health Strategic 
Communicatron Workshop 

STRATEGIES AGAINST FLU EMERGENCE PROJECT 
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OBJECTIVE 3: Increase knowledge of signs/symptoms and risk factors for AI-related illness in people and promote behaviors 
that improve household-level care seeking in response to AI-related illness 

I I INCREASED KNOWLEDGE OF HEALTHCARE-SEEKING PRACTICES FOR AI/ILI-RELATED ILLNESS 

OUTPUT 

WORKPLAN 

ACTIVITIES 

u 
Community members reached with key AI-ILI health care seeking 

messages 

u 
I. Analyze data from HUS and Clinician·s KAP Survey 

2. Create new report versions of the HUS and C-KAP 

3. Present findings from HUS and C-KAP to MOH, partners and 

stakeholders 

4. Build consensus and develop priority messages for care-seeking 

behaviors 
5. Develop a communication strategy 

6. Develop a communication poster with key messages 

7. Disseminate care-seeking key messages 

STRATEGIES AGAINST FLU EMERGENCE PROJECT 

8. 

u 
Improved coordination among ministry 

program/communication staff 

u 
Provide health communication strategy workshop to 
ministry program/communication staff 
(Same as Objective 2, activity 8) 
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Objective 3: Increase Knowledge of Signs/Symptoms and Risk Factors for 
AI-Related Illness in People and Promote Behaviors that Improve 
Household-Level Care Seeking in Response to AI-Related Illness 

Overview 

Indonesia has the highest human case fatality rate from AI in the world, The fatality rate has 

remained above 80 percent for several years. Data from the MOH and WHO reveal that the 
median length of time between onset of illnesses and hospital admission is six days, which is 

often too late to prevent death, and much longer than in coumries with lower fatality rates. 

SAFE will use the key findings from a 2012 Healthcat·e Utilization Survey (HUS) and a 2012 

Clinician's KAP (C-KAP) Survey to develop progt·am activities. The HUS was conducted to 

understand how households make their healthcare-seeking decisions. One of the key findings 

was that about 65 percent of respondents seek care within 4S hours of onset of an acute illness 
episode. However, as mentioned above, it takes about six days to be admitted to a hospital. 

This suggests that SAFE will need to further analyze the data to understand what aspects of the 
healthcare system cause this considerable delay in hospitalization. 

In consultation with WHO and MOH, the main efforts will be to jointly reach consensus on the 

key findings stemming from the HUS and C-KAP Survey; transform each of the PowerPoint 
preserHa.lion reports into additional reports; develop a commur)ication strategy wilh target 
audiences; develop consensus on key messages; pre-test and finalize the messages: design, pre

test and finalize communication material(s); and use existing partners PMI, Aisyiyah and 

COMBINE to reach communities with key healthcare-seeking messages. SAFE will cor;duct a 
qualitative evaluation and document the results under the monitoring and evaluation plan. 

Obje<tive 3 will have eight core activities: 

Activity I. 

Activity 2. 

Activity 3. 

Activity 4. 

Activity 5. 

Activity 6. 

Activity 7. 

Activity 8. 

Analyze data from HUS and C-KAP Survey 

Create new report versions of the HUS and C-KAP 

Present findings from HU$ and C-KAP to MOH, partners and stakeholders 

Build consensus and develop priority messages for ca.re~seeking behaviors 

Develop a communication strategy 

Develop a. communication poster with key messages 

Disseminate care-seeking key messages 

Provide health communication strategy workshop to ministry 
program/communication staff (Same as Objective 2, activity 8) 

Activity Descriptions 

ACTIVITY I. ANAlYZE DATA FROM HUS AND CLINICIAN'S KAP SURVEY 

The HUS was conducted to develop estimates of the S('asonal influ(>nza disease burden and to 
determine the proportion of persons with Ills that seek care, their understanding of signs and 
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symptoms that indicate the need for care, and decision-making about when and where to seek 
care for respiratory illnesses. 

The Clinician's KAP (C-KAP) Survey was conducted among all primary care outpatients and 
hospital-based physkiat)S providing medical care for in-patients in East Jakarta municipality and 
in the district of Bogor, West Java who provide medical care for children or adults. The aim 
was to determine their knowledge, attitudes and practices (KAP) with regard to the 
identification, treatment and referral of patients suspected to be infected with the HSN I AI 
virus. Physicians were also surveyed on their knowledge of seasonal influenza. 

During Year I, SAFE summarized and presented the HUS topline findings. During Year 2. SAFE 
will conduct a deeper analysis of the HUS findings and submit a report. SAFE will also 
summarize and present the topline findings for the C-KAP Survey and submit a report. CDC
Atlanta will conduct a deeper analys'rs of this study. 

The HUS findings will be used to address barriers and inform pr·eventive educational strategies 
at the community level to reduce avian-to-human transmission of HSN I AI and to reduce 
delays in care seeking that can result in higher.rhan-necessary mortality rates. The findings of 
the C-KAP Survey will be used to inform healthcare provider education efforts to improve 
HSN I case management and support earlier detection and antiviral treatment. In addition, 
findings will be inputted into the SAFE communication strategy. SAFE will make all reports 
available to stakeholders. 

ACTIVITY 2. CREATE NEW REPORT VERSIONS OF THE HUS AND C-KAP 

SAFE will develop condensed versions of the HUS and C-KAP as part of SAFE's end-of-project 
information series. These versions will focus on research to practice audiences and will target 
those working in the area of health programming, such as professionals working in a ministry of 
health and holding managerial and decision-making positions, both locally and internationally. 

ACTIVITY 3. PRESENT FINDINGS FROM HUS AND C-KAP TO MOH, PARTNERS AND 
STAKEHOLDERS 

SAFE will convene a meeting for stakeholders to present the HUS and C-KAP Survey findings. 
Participants will be drawn from; 

• WHO 

• MOH 

• lkatan Dokter Indonesia (IDI, Association of Indonesian Medical Doctors) 

• lkatan Bidan Indonesia (IBI. Association of Indonesian Midwives) 

• Universities (Faculties of Public Health) 

ACTIVITY 4. BUILD CONSENSUS AND DEVELOP PRIORITY MESSAGE$ FOR CARE-SEEKING 
BEHAVIOR$ 
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SAFE will schedule a meeting with USAID. WHO, and CDC to review and discuss the HUS and 

C~KAP findings and detet·mme evtdence-based behavior chat)ges required to improve 

health care-seeking practices related to AI. A subsequent meeting will be held with the MOH to 

finalize the priority behavior change messages. SAFE will develop and pre-test messages with 

target audiences, share results with the extended team. and finalize messages. 

ACTIVITY 5. DEVELOP A COMMUNICATION STRATEGY 

In consultation with WHO and the MOH, SAFE will develop a strategy for targeted populations 

that will promote appropriate healthcanHeeking practices, The communication strategy will be 

a short. SAFE project str·ategy to document the background, evidence-based approach and 

process. The strategy will highlight key HUS findings and the process of message development 

and selection of channels to conduct a limited campaign on care-seeking behaviors. This 

strategy will focus on a cost-effective, quick and efficient manner to reach high-risk audiences in 

the existing 10 SAFE high-risk districts. SAFE will use existing partner communication channels 

and networks to disseminate and reinforce improved healtlicare-seeking messages. 

ACTIVITY 6. DEVELOP A COMMUNICATION POSTER WITH KEY MESSAGES 

SAFE will design, pr·e-test, finalize and produce a poster to encourage care-seeking practices.. A 

dissemination plan, based on SAFE funding, will be developed in coordination with the extended 

team. The 12th and final episode of the radio drama series will be developed with a message 

that reinforces seeking health care at a nearby facility if someone in the family experiences AI/ILI 

symptoms and has had recent contact with poultry. 

ACTIVITY 7. DISSEMINATE CARE-SEEKING KEY MESSAGES 

The HUS topline findings show that interpersonal communication and social networks play an 

important role in providing information at the community level. SAFE will work with existing 

programs and partners in the field, including PMI, Aisyiyah and COMBINE, and their extensive 

grass-roots networks, to communicate messages that endorse positive and rapid healthcare

seeking behaviors. The messages will be part of the content that is distributed through all 

communication channels used by SAFE program interventions, such as pengajian (Quran 
readings), peer-to-peer education, social media, and the radio drama, SAFE will also disseminate 

these key messages to farmers and the poultry industry and LBM audiences under Objectives I 

and 2. The materials and radio series will be made available to the MOH and its Desa Siaga 
program, for further dissemination. 

ACTIVITY 8. PROVIDE HEALTH COMMUNICATION STRATEGY WORKSHOP TO MINISTRY 

PROGRAM/COMMUNICATION STAFF (Same as Objective 2, Activity 8) 

In Year I SAFE coordinated with KOMNAS Zoonosis, MOA and MOH officials ro conduct a 

communication skills needs assessment and identify participants for SAFE training programs. 

Training participants in the Health Strategic Communication Workshop will be MOA and MOH 

personnel and members of KOMNAS Zoonosis who are regularly involved in the planning and 
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development of Al-based communication programs. The training goals will be to improve 

communication planning ar)d response, and to strengthen the overall communicatiOn capacity of 

national and provincial-level officials between and among agencies. The training will be 

organized in April 2012 and will be led by Ben Lazare of JHU-CCP. Training topics will include 

engagement of stakeholders. resource sharing and analysis, audience analysis and segmentation, 

use of evidence-based tools., communication objectives, strategy design, and networking and 

advocacy. 
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Dellverables and Time line 

OBJECTIVE 3 ACTIVITIES 

ACTIVITY I 

An~lyze data from HUS and Clioidan's 
KAP Survey 

ACTIVITY 2 
Cre~te new report versions of the 
HUS and CKAP 

ACTIVIT'!' 3 

Pre~enr findrng5 from HUS and C·KAP 
to MOH, partMr$ and sukeholder~ 

ACTIVITY 4 

B~ild <;(lnsens~s and develop priority 
me~sages fer care-seekrng behaviors 

ACTIVITY 5 

Develop a communication strategy 

ACTIVITY 6 

Develop a communication poster with 
key message~ 

ACTIVITY 7 

Disseminate care-seeking key 
mM~ages 

ACTIVITY 8 

Provide health communication ~trategy 
workshop to ministry 
prograrnlcornmunicat,on ~taff 

{Same as Objecuve 2, activity 8) 

DELIVERABLE 

Condensed HUS Word report 

Condensed C-KAP Word report 

Presentation of HUS and C.KAP to 
interr.ational 5takeholder5 

Prionry me55ages on care·5eekrng 
t>eilaviors drafted 

Priorrty m<'!ssages on car<'!"sMkrng 
t>eh;wior·s flnaliled 

Final cornmuni~ation strategy 
document 

IEC material developed, pre-tested, 
finalized, and produced 

IEC material and messages 
d1sseminated 

Reporr on Health Strat€gic 
Communication Workshop 
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X 
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OBJECTIVE 4: Facilitate coordination among partners by sharing information and hosting meetings 

USE OF A/PI INFORMATION BY LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL STAKEHOLDERS 

OUTPUT 

WORKPLAN 

ACTMTIES 

u 
Access to A/PI information by local and 

international stakeholders 

u 
I. Document/highlight SAFE activities 

2. Develop, produce and disseminate information series 

3. Up lead A/PI stakeholder ir~formation onto K4H 

website 

4. Organize and host monthly COP meetings 

5. Hold informal end-of-project forum (s) 

STRATEGIES AGAINST FLU EMERGENCE PROJECT 

u 
Improved access to updated best practices 

knowledge by local MOA and MOH stakeholders 

u 
6. Support project-related domestic and intematior~al 

travel for Indonesian government counterparts or 

other pan:ies 
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Objective 4. Coordinate With and Facilitate Communication Among 

Partners 

Overview 

In Year 2 SAFE will continue to build on the established pr·ofesslonal and collegial relationships 
with the leadership and technical staff of Indonesian and international partners including 
MOAICMU, local govemment, MOH, FAO, WHO, JSI, AusAID, CDC and executives from the 
Indonesian poultry industry. SAFE will also continue to host regular coordination meetings and 
working groups that facilitate the sharing of information and consensus building. A new global 
information platform containing Indonesian A/PI re5our<:es will go live this year and SAFE will 
hold an informal end-of-project forum(s). 

Objective 4 will have six core tasks: 

Activity I. Document/highlight SAFE activities 

Activity 2. Develop, produce and disseminate information series 

Activity 3. Upload A/PI stakeholder information onto K4H website 

Activity 4. Organize and host monthly COP meetings 

Activity 5. Hold informal end-of-project forum (s) 

Activity 6. Support project-related domestic and international travel for Indonesian 
government counterparts or other parties 

Activity Descriptions 

ACTIVITY /. DOCUM£NTII!IGIILIGIIT SAFE ACTIVITIES 

SAFE will continue to document and highlight SAFE activities through articles, press clippings 
and swccess stories, 

ACTIVITY 2. DEVELOP, PRODUCE AND DISSEMINATE INFORMATION SERIES 

The purpose of this series is to capture and share SAFE findings, models and lessons learned, 
The audiences for this series are the GOI and industry, :tr)imal ;md human health partners and 
global practitioners; researchers and program professionals in the fields of pandemic and avian 
influenza, other zoonotic diseases, Ill and ARI; and other local partners. SAFE will develop a 
minimum of five documents on five themes, selected from those below. 

I. Health Care Utilization Survey in East Jakarta and Bogor District Indonesia: 
Healthcare Seeking for Avian Influenza and other Influenza-Like Illnesses (referenced 
under Objective 3); 

2. Clinicians' KAP Survey in East Jakarta and Bogar Districts Indonesia: Healthcare 
Provider Practices for Avian Influenza and other Influenza-Like Illnesses (referenced 
under Objective 3): 

STRATEGIES AGAINST FLU EMERGENCE PROJECT 
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3. Commercial Farmer Perspectives: Biosecut'ity, Good Farming Practices, Incentives and 

Benefits (referenced under Objective I); 

4, The Teaching Farm: An Innovative Approach to Improving Biosecurity; 

5. Healthy Markets and Community Initiative: A Supply~ Demand Interplay; and 

6. Social Media as a Catalyst for Improved Health. 

ACTIVITY 3. UPLOAD A/PI STAKEHOLDER INFORMATION ONTO K4H WEBSITE 

The Indonesia AI/Pandernic "Knowledge for Health" (K4H) (www.k4health.org) website was 

launched earlier in the year. The purpose of this Internet presence is to provide a platform to 

globally disseminate research findings, communication materials and educational tools. best 

practices, t~nd lessons let~t~ned from A/PI programs in Indonesia. The page ClJrrently showcases 

documents from the GO I, FAO, WHO, JSI-Deliver, USAID and SAFE. During the remainder of 

the SAFE project, we will continue to upload key documents and grant access to USAID's key 

local and international A/PI partners to upload their own resources as they become available so 

that the site is a living t~nd dynamic platform throwgh which all stt~keholders can share the latest 

and most important information. 

ACTIVITY 4. ORGANIZE AND HOST MONTHLY CHIEF OF PARTY MEETINGS 

SAFE will continue to host COP meetings for USAID and USAID A/PI implementing partners to 

facilitate coordination, planning and data sharing. 

ACTIVITY 5. HOLD INFORMAL END·OF·PROJFCT FORUM ($) 

SAFE will hold one or two informal forwms or meetings to cost-effectively and efficiently 

transfer the o:.we elements of the SAFE project to local stakeholders. The symbolism of this 

exchange marks the completion of the USAID/SAFE partnership with the industry and local 

government, and highlights the responsibility entrusted to these partners. The details of the 

forum(s) will be finalized in consultt~tion with USAID. 

ACTIVITY 6. SUPPORT PROJECT-RElATED DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL FOR 
INDONESIAN GOVERNMENT COUNTERPARTS OR OTHER PARTIES 

The SAFE program will continue to finance participation in key meetings, conferences or study 

tours by government officials and other relevant Stt~keholders. SAFE will continue to coordinate 

with USAID to identify study tours that can provide a learning environment that encourages 

participation from multiple sectors (public, private, nongovernmental) and the development of 

new problem~solving skills. 
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Dellverables and Time line 

OBJECTIVE 4 ACTIVITIES DELIVERABLE QUARTERS 

Ql Ql Ql 
Apr. Jul· Oct-
J"" Sept o~ 

2012 2012 2012 

ACTIVITY I Articles/press clippings/success X X X 

Document/highlight SAFE acdviries stories 

ACTIVITY 2 Five documents developed 

Develop, produce and di~seminate an 
Five do~um.,.rm produ~"'d and inform~tion s"'ries 
disseminated 

ACTIVITY 3 A/PI stakeholder 1nformario11 X X X 

Upload AIPI stakehold"'r information Jvailable on portal 

onto K4H website 

ACTIVITY 4 Monthly mMting~ X X X 
Organize and ho~t monthly Chief of Party 
meetings 

ACTIVITY 5 One or two end,of-project forum~ 

Hold informal end-of-proje~t forum (s) held 

ACTIVITY 6 Tt·avel to t·egional/internarional X 
Support pt'Oiect-related domestic and (Onferences and/or workshops 

int.orn:nional traval for lndonasian 
government counterparts or other 
parties 
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4. GRANTS ADMINISTRATION 

Grants Program 

SAFE's initial grant budget of $1 million was reduced to approximately $358,000 under the 

revised SOW. SAFE had received proposals from the University of Indonesia and evaluated 

proposals for the social media RFA, but these were all cancelled as a result of funding cuts. 

SAFE had to inform several potential grantees that it was no longer able to fund grant 

applications under the Biosecurity Improvement Innovation Fund (BIIF). 

However, SAFE will issue several grants that contribute towards SAFE program objectives. 

SAFE has allocated part of the grants program for making improvements at the LBMs. In 

Year 2, SAFE will award 20 small grants to 20 demonstration markets to make 

improvements in the marketplace. 

SAFE will also issue grants to increase awareness and promote consumer demand for clean 

LBMs and healthy poultry products. The campaign activities will be coordinated with 

COMBINE and Aisyiyah, which began implementing Healthy LBM Initiative activities through 

grants issued in Year I. 

SAFE also will implement an SMS pilot project that aims to maximize communication 

between TS staff and more than 50 farmers to reinforce biosecurity messages and promote 

positive behavior change. 

Management and Administration 

The Grants and Contracts Specialist will work closely with the Chief of Party, the Senior 

Finance, Procurement and Grants Manager, and the Objective team members to successfully 

implement the grants program, 

All grants will be executed in compliance with the USAID ADS (Automated Directive 

System) 302.3.4.8 and 302.3.5.6 and the grant awards will be administered in accordance 

with the requirements of 22 CFR 226, ADS 303, the provisions of the Contract, and 

applicable federal law, which are fully described in the Grants Manual. Before awarding a 

proposed grant. SAFE will obtain prior written approval from USAID, including approval as 

to (I) the identity of the proposed grantee. (2) the amount of the proposed grant, and (3) 

the nature of the grant activities. 

The Grants and Contracts Specialist will be responsible for successful implementation of the 

grants program of the SAFE project. The Grants and Contracts Specialist will ensure that the 

daily operation and ro\ltine administrative functions of the SAFE grants are well administered 

and that the outcomes of the grants program activities support the targeted end results of 

the SAFE project. The Grants and Contracts Specialist is the primary liaison with grantees, 

both monitoring the program and providing training and technical assistance in areas such as 

proposal writing, management, and program operation. The Grants and Contracts Specialist 

will make sure that grant funds are available for the program and will provide assistance in 

financial management. to the grantee if needed, 
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The technical specialists and the Grants and Contracts Specialist will assure that work 

progress has been made according to the agt·eement, that invoices are made correctly, and 
that progress and financial reports and other administrative requirements have been made, 

met and submitted prior to disbursement. A comprehensive electronic grants management 
system is included in T AMI$ to streamline and simplify grants management, 
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5. MONITORING AND EVALUATION 

Overview 

A separate Monitoring and Evaluation and PMP document will be submitted under separate 

cover as a complement to this workplan. This section provides a brief summary of the M&E 
work that will be conducted during Year 2. 

SAFE uses monitoring as an integral part of the project's daily program implementation to 
assess progress against objectives. SAFE uses monitoring for the early identification of 

problems and to ensure that the process and timeline will meet workplan requirements. 
During Year 2, SAFE staff will continue to conduct field level monitoring of activities, 

subcontractors and grantees. The evaluation records information about lessons learned 
during implementation or from work already done, and assesses overall outcomes and 

program impact. 

Monitoring 

SAFE will continue to condlJCt field·level monitoring of activities, subcontractors and 

grantees as part of project management. Ovet·all program monitoring will be conducted by 
the SAFE Research and Monitoring & Evaluation officer, SAFE team leaders and their 

program staff, poultry industry staff and project implementation subcontractors. SAFE set,ior 
staff will also ensure that implementing and monitoring the strategy includes concentrating 

efforts, reinforcing local ownership, and producing tools to sustain efforts. 

SAFE staff will monitor TFs to ensure that the new biosecurity and GFPs, and techniques 

such as the "pass over" and "pass through" systems, are being complied with correctly. The 

industry TS staff will also conduct monitoring visits to support the changes implemented at 
the TFs and other Sector 3 commercial farms. The findings from these visits will be captured 
through trip reports and qualitative data. SAFE and partners are collecting five main 

information sources from the field, These are: 

a. Distnbution of Communication and Educational Matena/s 
This information indicates the distribution of the booklet on "Effective Measures to 
Prevent the Spread of Disease", Sector 3 poster and leaflet, teaching farm display, 

and merchandise to target audiences including farmers, academia and the poultry 

industry. 

b. Teaching Farm Visitors 
This information indicates the number of farms, farmers and students that visit the 

teaching farms. The data at·e monitored monthly and collected routinely by the SAFE 

Objective I team through the guest books available at each Teaching Farm. The data 
on the location of the farms help to identify the number of visitors from farms 
located at different distances from the TF (Le .• less than an hour, 1.5 hours. and 

more than 2 hours). This data will be used by SAFE to encourage the poultry 
industry to bring farmers to the TFs. 

c. Biosccurity and Good Farming Practices Technical Assistance to Farms 
This informarJon indicar.es the technical assistance provided by SAFE and the TS staff 

to farms. 
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d. Changes in Biasecurity and Good Forming Conditjons 

This mformatton is collected quat•terly by TS staff, and Objective I team members 

also do spot checks to validate the data, Examples of changes include parking areas 

outside the farm, locks at the entrance gates, footwear exchange, hand washing 

facilities, sandal exchange, and dead chicken disposaL 

e. Mortality data 

This information is collected on a continuous basis during regular field visits. It 

indicates poultry mortality by farm cycle. This information will be coupled with 

additional information collected by PPK~UI and presented at the end of Year 2. 

Activities at demonstration markets and within the community will be monitored by SAFE 

staff and facilitators. 

The monitoring forms for PMI facilitators cover: 

• Market conditions before and after the intervention; 

• Advocacy/consultative meetings; 

• Peer-to~peer consumer outreach; 

• Stakeholder participation in the market; and 

• Distribution of communication materials. 

The monitoring forms for Aisyiyah facilitators cover: 

• Consumer gt"oup visits to markets; 

• Quran recitals in markets and communities; 

• Advocacy training for Aisyiyah facilitators; 

• Communication materials devQ.Ioped and distributed (Kultum, Kutbah book); and 

• Posting of (tpdates in social media. 

The monitoring forms for Combine facilitators cover: 

• 5MS gateway; 

• Communication mater·ials developed and distributed (short movie, bulletin); 

• Radio drama, talk show and Kultum broadcast; and 

• Posting of updates in social media. 

The field facilitators will conduct monitoring visits and report back using custom templates. 

SAFE will also monitor dissemination of care-seeking messages in coordination with our 

partners. Financial staff will monitor select activities, particularly grants, to ensure 

compliance with USAID requirements and federal law. 

The TAMIS system will continue to be used to capture and create reports from data 

gathered or received from the field. Updates on progress and challenges faced will be 

provided to USAID through the quarterly reports. 

Evaluation 

SAFE will conduct two evaluation studies: a Commercial Farm Evaluation Study, and a Live 

Bird Market Evaluation Study. Given the reduction in funding and that one year of work has 

been eliminated, SAFE has made adjustments to the evaluation plan, as described below. 
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Commercial Farm Evaluation Study 

SAFE will conduct an evaluation In March 2013, implemented by the University of Indonesia. 

The purpose of the evaluation will be to measure changes in commercial farms as a result of 

SAFE interventions. Specifically: 

(i) Changes in conditions (structural) that reduce the risk of AI and other poultry 

disease transmission. Examples include restricting access to farms through locks on 

gates, fenced areas, and putting in place a pass-over system. 

(ii) Changes in good farming and biosecurity practices that reduce the risk of poultry 

disease transmission. Examples include rhe use of a footwear exchange system and 

appropriate disposal of dead chickens. 

The same checklist used to collect the baseline data will be used. Forty-two farms will be 

evaluated: 12 teaching farms, 20 farms that have visited the teaching farms and instituted 

changes, and I 0 control farms in the same area with similar characteristics. 

(iii) In addition, for industry teaching farms, SAFE will gather changes in the incidence of 

poultry mortality. 

Live Bird Market E. valuation Study 

The LBM study will be conducted in three periods over the duration of the entire program. 

The baseline was taken on May 20 II, the second round of swab tests will be conducted in 

November 2012, and the final evaluation study will be .conducted in March 2013 by Bogor 

Agricultural Institute (IPB). The purpose of the LBM Study is to measure changes in the 

program~assisted LBMs as a result of SAFE interventions. The changes evaluated will include: 

(i) Changes in conditions that reduce the risk of AI and other poultry disease 

tram.mission. Examples it)clude the creation of a zoning area, and access to waste 

bins and waste management. 

(ii) Changes in biosecurity practices that reduce the risk of poultry disease transmission. 

Examples include appropriate disposal of poultry waste, cleaning of vendor stall 

areas, and appropriate apron usage. 

Twenty SAFE demonstration markets and 10 control markets in the same area with similar· 

characteristics will be evaluated. Baseline data will be collected by IPB to measure presence 

of HSN I AI at vendor stall areas. The IPB sample collectors and government Dinas staff will 

be trained in collection techniques by FAO staff. The same five.swab protocol used by FAO 

in its surveillance activities will be used by SAFE. PCR testing will be conducted on the 

market samples and the results will be ar)alyzed. SAFE will develop a plat) to crosscheck lab 

results to ensure comparability of laboratory analysis between samples taken from LBMs 

under the SAFE project and other LBMs under FAO/MOA projects. SAFE will also 

thorot.Jghly review the results and elements of the various markets with FAO, USA I D. and 

other relevant stakeholders to identify key factors that account for any differences in the 

results. 
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SAFE will conduct the second and final rounds of data collection at the same time as 

surveillance is conducted by FAO. 

Care-Seeking Assessment 

SAFE will conduct a qualitative assessment in March 2013 through partners PM I, Aisyiyah 

and COMBINE in order to better understand targeted audience responses to program 

efforts aimed at improving healthcare-seeking practices. 

The areas evaluated w111 include: 

(;) Response to/acceptance of cace-seeking messages disseminated thcough materials 

and community activities 

(;;) Response to c.dio series 

(iii) Appropriateness of channels of communication 

(iv) Recommendations for future programming 

The audiences and districts targeted will be the same as those under Objectives I and 2. 
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ANNEX I' SAFE ORGANIZATION CHART 

I I 
Reidla l.al 

lenicr Fimlflct, Pro<urtm!nt & 
Grants li;mager 

Frila No~X 
li1'1111U & Cootracts 

Specia~lt 

l.ia Cbarlilla 
fin<lllO! & Admin. Specii!li>t 

Asmita Sitanggaflg 

finanre Amrtant 

Getty Kumnalmtuti 
Proc & Admin. 

lwimflt 

Elm lll)f(.~y 

IT !'hnagn 

Uroi Ktils~m 

lwistalllil\eteptionisl 

Ahmad iupriya.ndi 

Oflia As1inant 

Herman Gani 

Driver 
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ll&i Haerudin 
Semor Social & Behwin (hnge 

Communicatioo lpeciafi>t 

futu Widh!anma 
Wria! i'klbili!atioo & Private 

lectot {oomwni(atiM Specialist 

Dinar Sari 
Commuoicatitm )peciaMt 

TBD 
Program Allimnt 

Maria L Bu'iljum 
(hit! sf Pmy 

Paul Miller 
Senior (ommerri<ll Poultry 

Speciafill 

Arief Suhandono 
Coll'lfllel'ci31 POllltry Amim 

Etwan Jthanto 

C.mmerrial Prniltry Amim 

Ytnita Wahyuningrum 
kmarcher/Monitwing: & 

Evalaatian Offirer 
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ANNEX II. BUDGET 

OBJECTIVE 1 $2,997,381 $2,997,381 $2,420,285 $69,099 $565,657 $3,055,041 
OBJECTIVE 2 $2,896,170 $2,896,170 $2,046,411 $1B4,264 $674310 $2,904,985 

OBJECTIVE 3 $1,101,543 $1,101,543 $674AD5 $184,264 $171,249 $1,029,919 

OB.JECTJVE 4 $263,106 $263,106 $153,015 $23,033 $92,208 $268,256 
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ANNEX Ill. SUMMARY OF OUTCOMES, OUTPUTS AND ACTIVITIES 

OBJECTIVE 1: Strengthen and expand private, and public/private partnerships in high-risk districts to improve biosecurity 
and good farming practices in order to limit AI transmission among poultry 

WORK PLAN 

ACTIVITIES 

IMPROVED BIOSECURITY AND GOOD FARMING PRACTICES AT SECTOR 3 BROILER FARMS IN 
HIGH-RISK AREAS 

u 
Sector I poultry companies and poultry shops 
encourage and support implementation of changes in 

biosecuricy and good farming conditions at sector 3 

broiler fanns 

u 
I. Continue to hold strategic consultative 

meetings with industry and academic 
stakeholders 

u 
Increased knowledge and understanding of biosecurity and 
good farming conditions among farmers and students 

u 
2. Conduct farmer and student visits to the teaching 

farms 

3. Provide technical support to farmers to adopt and 
implement new biosecurity and good farming 
practices 

4. Produce and distribute educational and 
communication materials 

5. Develop and establish te<:hmcal d1scussion groups 
meetings 
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YEAR TWO WORKPLAN 

OBJECTIVE 2: Promote behaviol*s that lower the l*isks of AI transmission among poultf*Y and increase knowledge of signs, 
symptoms and risk factors for AI- related illness 

IMPROVED RISK REDUCTION PRACTICES WITHIN LIVE BIRD MARKETS (LBM) 

u u u u 
Increased te<:hnical support, Empowered consumer who Cleaner physical facilities for Improved coordination 

participation and coordination demands healthy poultry poultry vendors in LBMs among ministry 
OUTPUT among key stakeholders product program/communication staff 

u u u u 
1. Organize and conduct 2. Establish local NGO 3. Support improvement of 8. Provide health 

consultative meetings to involvement to create vendor stalls communication strategy 

WORKPLAN 
develop -and establish local consumer demand activities 4. Maintain market workshop to ministry 

ACTIVITIES 
ownership improvements program/communication 

5. Establish "Vendor of the 'taff 

Month" award program 

6. Air radio serial drama 

7. DevekJp targeted communication tools to support changes 
in LBMs 

42 
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YEAR TWO WORKPLAN 

OBJECTIVE 3: Increase knowledge of signs/symptoms and risk factors for AI-related illness in people and promote behaviors 
that improve household-level care see-king in response to AI-r-elated illness 

INCREASED KNOWLEDGE OF HEALTHCARE-SEEKING PRACTICES FOR AI/ILI-RELATED ILLNESS 

OUTPUT 

WORKPLAN 

ACTIVITIES 

u 
Community members reached with key AI-ILI health care seeking 

messages 

u 
I. Analyze data from HUS and Clinician"s KAP Survey 

2. Create new report versions of the HUS and C-KAP 

3. Present findings from HUS and C-KAP to MOH, partners and 

stakeholders 

4. Build consensus and develop priority messages for care-seeking 

behaviors 
5. Develop a communication strategy 

6. Develop a communication poster with key messages 

7. Disseminate care-seeking key messages 

STRATEGIES AGAINST FLU EMERGENCE PROJECT 

8. 

u 
Improved coordination among ministry 

program/communication staff 

u 
Provide health communication strategy workshop to 
ministry programlcommunication staff 
(Same as Objective 2, activity 8) 
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YEAR TWO WORKPLAN 

OBJECTIVE 4: Facilitate coordination among partners by sharing information and hosting meetings 

USE OF A/PI INFORMATION BY LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL STAKEHOLDERS 

OUTPUT 

WORKPLAN 

ACTMTIES 

u 
Access to A/PI information by local and 

international stakeholders 

u 
I. Document/highlight SAFE activities 

2. Develop, produce and disseminate information series 

3. Upload NFI stakeholder information onto K4H 
website 

4. Organize and host monthly COP meetings 

5. Hold informal end-of-project forum (s} 

STRATEGIES AGAINST FLU EMERGENCE PROJECT 

u 
Improved access to updated best practices 

knowledge by local MOA and MOH stakeholders 

u 
6. Support project-related domestic and internatior~al 

travel for Indonesian govemment counterparts or 

other parties 
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ANNEX IV. SUMMARY OF DELIVERABLES AND TIMELINE 

OBJECTIVE I ACTIVITIES 

ACTIVITY I 

Hold strategic consulutive 
meeting:; with indo.~Ht·y and 
academk stakeholders 

ACTIVITY 2:. 

Conduct farmer and student visits 
w the teaching farms 

ACTIVITY 3 

Provide technkul Htpport to 
farmers to :tdopt <tnd Implement 
new btOHKI.lrb;y and good farming 

Prodo.~~e and diHribute edw.;;ationill 
and communtc:ttion materials 

ACTIVITY 5 

Develop und esubli~h technical 

DELIVERABLE 

Sutnmary results in 
Quarterly ReportS 

Summary numbet· of 
visits in Quarterly 

Report on Champion 
Farml!r compl!tltlon 
result~ 

Summary farm changes 
in Qu~ner ly Repom 

Report on SMS pilots 

Farmer-to-farmer video 
dissemination 

Summary findings in 
Qu.vterly Reports 

STRATEGIES AGAINST FLU EMERGENCE PROJECT 

YEAR TWO WORKPLAN 
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OBJECTIVE l ACTIVITIES 

ACTIVITY I 
Organi:te and conduct ton~ultativ-e 
meeting:!. to develop and esrabltsh 
local ownership 

ACTIVITY 2 
Establish local NGO involvement 
to create corHumer demand 
a~tivities 

ACTIVITY 3 
Support improvement of vendor 
ttall~ 

ACTIVITY 4 
Maintain mat~km improvement~ 

ACTIVITY 5 
E$ublish Vendor of the Month 

ACTIVITY 6 

Air i serial drama 

ACTIVITY 7 

Develop targeted 'ommuni~ation 
tools to ~upport changes in LBMs 

ACTIVITY S 
Provide health communication 
strategy workshop to ministry 

staff 
i i 

DELIVERABLE 

iii 

Surwnary of community omreach 
activitt"'s (p-eer-to-pMr, enter
educate, video screening, 
consumer group ~isits to market, 
religious events) in Quarterly 

market i I media 
activiti~s (SMS blam broadcast, 
Aisyiyah and COMBINE websites, 
f~cebool.; and Twitter) in 

I 

Radio serial drama episodes aired 

IEC materi~ls developed 

Report on Health Strategic 
Cammuntcation Workshop 

STRATEGIES AGAINST FLU EMERGENCE PROJECT 

YEAR TWO WORKPLAN 
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OBJECTIVE 3 ACTIVITIES 

ACTIVITY I 

Analyze data from HUS and Clinician's 
KAP Sut·vey 

ACTIVITY 2 

Cr<-ate new report version~ of the 
HUS and C-KAP 

ACTIVITY 3 
Present findings from HUS and C-KAP 
to MOH, partner~ and stakeholder~ 

ACTIVITY 4 

Build consemus and develop pt'iOt"ity 
rnes~ages for c~re-seeking beh~viors 

ACTIVITY 5 

Develop a communication strategy 

ACTIVITY 6 

Develop a commurlitation p(lster with 
key menage~ 

ACTIVITY 7 

Dis>ernin~te r.at·e-seeking key 
messages 

ACTIVITY S 

Provide health cornn1~1nir.ation stt·ategy 
workshop to ministry 
prograrnlr.ornnl•.mication ~t~ff 

(Same as Objective 2, acttvity 8) 

DELIVERABLE 

HUS and C-KAP final t'eport 

Condensed HUS Word rfOport 

Condensed C-KAP Word report 

Pre~entation of HUS and C.KAP to 
international stakeholders 

Priority messages on care-seeking 
behavior~ drafted 

Priority message~ on care-seeking 
behaviors finalized 

Final communication strategy 
documerlt 

IEC material dev<oloped, pre-tested, 
fir1nlized, and produced 

IEC m~t<"rial nr~d messages 
disseminated 

Report on Health Strategtc 
Communication Work~hop 

STRATEGIES AGAINST FLU EMERGENCE PROJECT 

Ql 
Apr. 

i"" 
2012 

X 

X 

X 

YEAR TWO WORKPLAN 
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OBJECTIVE 4 ACTIVITIES 

ACTIVITY I 

Document/highlight SAFE activities 

ACTIVITY 2 

Develop. produce and dissemrnate an 
information sorie~ 

ACTIVITY 3 

Upload A/PI stakeholder information 
onto K4f I website 

ACTIVITY 4 

Organize and host monthly (hiM of Party 
rneeting:; 

ACTIVITY 5 

Hold rr'1formal end-of-prQject forum (s) 

ACTIVITY 6 

Supporr project-relared domestic and 
international travel for Indonesian 
government coumer·parts or other 
parties 

DELIVERABLE 

Arfl(;les/pres~ clippings/success 
stories 

Five do~umems developed 

Five documents produced and 
di:;seminawd 

A/PI sw.keholder information 
avarlable on portal 

Monrhl~ rnemings 

One or cwo end-of-project farurns 
held 

Travel to regionallintern;J.tioJ'Ial 
conferentes and/or workshops 

STRATEGIES AGAINST FLU EMERGENCE PROJECT 

YEAR TWO WORKPLAN 
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Disclaimer: 

This report does not necessarily represent the views of the organizations that 
supported the meeting or the views of the Government of Vietnam who hosted 
the meeting. 
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Executive Summary 

At the beginning of 2012, the HSN1 HPAI virus continues to reside primarily in 
the poultry populations in about five to ten countries despite efforts by countries 
and the international community to decrease the burden of disease. Since 1996, 
the virus has undergone considerable genetic evolution and has expanded its 
geographic range. Some recent variants of the virus are not susceptible to 
existing poultry vaccines applied in some national control programs. The H5N1 
HPAI virus is still considered a serious pandemic threat. 

A previous Technical Discussion on Best Practices for Prevention and 
Containment of H5N1 Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza organized by the 
Government of Indonesia and the United States Agency for International 
Development (USAID) in Bali in March 2010 brought together five highly-affected 
countries (Bangladesh, China, Egypt, Indonesia, and VietNam) to share lessons 
learned and identify best practices in responding to HPAI H5N1. 

A second technical- and policy-level discussion for prevention and control of 
HSN1 HPAI was organized from April 23 to 25, 2012 in Ho Chi Minh City, Viet 
Nam. In addition to the five highly-affected countries that participated in the Bali 
meeting, the April 2012 discussions also included four neighboring countries 
(Cambodia. Lao PDR, Myanmar, and Thailand) which have reported periodic 
poultry outbreaks and some human HSN 1 cases. The meeting was hosted by the 
Government of VietNam, with financial and technical assistance from USAID. 

The technical discussions focused on (i) sharing key programmatic lessons 
learned and best practices, and identifying opportunities to replicate these 
successes in other countries; and (ii) on discussing and identifying possible 
solutions to key unresolved issues related to preventing and controlling H5N1 
HPAI infections in poultry and humans and monitoring H5N1 HPAI viral evolution. 

Participants in the meeting included high-level technical representatives from 
Ministries of Health and Ministries of Agriculture in the participating countries, as 
well as international technical partners from the headquarters and field offices of 
FAO, WHO, UNSIC, USAID, US CDC, USDA and Collaborating and Reference 
Centers. 

Mr. Diep Kinh Tan, Vice-Minister of the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural 
Development (MARD), Viet Narn opened the meeting, affirming the value of 
regional and global cooperation and the importance of learning from past 
experiences and identifying the next steps to build strong national responses and 
effective regional and inter-country cooperation to address H5N1 and other 
potentially-serious zoonotic diseases. 
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Mr. Robert W. Ogburn, U.S. Deputy Consul General in Ho Chi Minh City, noted 
that the meeting was on important opportunity to take stock of and carry forward 
important and timely policy discussions around a persistent health concern of our 
time -- avian influenza. 

Dr. Emil Agustiono, Deputy Coordinating Minister of the Coordinating Ministry for 
People's Welfare. Indonesia provided a summary of the previous technical 
discussion in Bali in March 2010. Mr. Andrew Clements from USAID/Washington 
provided a summary of the current HPAI H5N1 situation in the world. 

Four sessions were organized to provide an opportunity for participating 
countries to share poster presentations on best practices and lessons learned, 
addressing the following topics: 

1. Improving surveillance for reservoirs of H5N1 HPAI virus and monitoring of 
"silent" infections in animals (including in vaccinated poultry) and people; 

2. Improving surveillance for molecular changes in HSN1 HPAI viruses 
residing in poultry, wild birds, humans, and other animals e.g. swine; 

3. Improving the efficacy of outbreak surveillance and control in poultry; and 
4. Improving detection and treatment of H5N1 infections in humans using 

existing systems such as influenza-like illness (ILl) surveillance and early 
warning/alert systems. 

Individual country teams discussed the poster presentations and then reported 
back to the plenary on what they had learned and which best practices they 
might be interested to know more about or potentially apply in their own 
countries. A number of common themes emerged, focusing on: 

• Field Epidemiology Training Programs (FETP) and Applied Veterinary 
Epidemiology (AVET/FETP-V) programs 

• Surveillance and early detection of animal disease outbreaks 
• Outbreak detection and community-based surveillance (CBS) 
• Collaboration between the animal health and human health sectors 
• Monitoring virus evolution and poultry vaccine matching 
• Live Bird Market (LBM) biosecurity 
• Enhancing various other aspects of disease control 
• Improving detection and treatment of H5N1 infections in humans 
• Cooperation between neighboring countries 

Four sessions were organized to explore key unresolved issues, focused on 
the following questions: 

1. How can countries and the global community most effectively identify key 
reservoirs of H5N1 HPAI (and their interconnectivity) and what 
interventions can be applied to reduce disease burden? 

2. What current practices are likely driving evolution of the H5N1 virus and 
how can countries and the global community most effectively monitor for 
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the presence and movement of new viral variants (and other influenzas) in 
key species to ensure efficacy of interventions and assess pandemic risk? 

3. How can countries improve H5N1 HPAI cross-border cooperation and 
coordination to diminish the likelihood of the virus spreading from country 
to country? 

4. How can countries sustain essential components of H5N1 HPAI 
prevention, monitoring, and control programs when faced with declining 
funding? 

Each session was led by a moderator, with comments from expert panel 
members followed by plenary discussions. For each question, key issues and 
possible areas for action were identified. 

In the final session of the conference, Dr. Dennis Carroll, USAID/Washington 
noted that USAID and other partners would identify opportunities to follow up and 
build on the country exchanges during the meeting in order to strengthen country 
responses and international cooperation. Dr. Carroll also emphasized the need to 
respond to changing funding levels and to intensify regional and global 
coordination in responding to HPAI H5N1. Dr. Carroll expressed his strong 
appreciation to all participants for their contribution, and in particular to the 
Government of VietNam as host of the meeting. 

Dr. Subhash Morzaria, FAO particularly noted the value of the innovative format 
of poster presentations developed by USAID as an effective way to promote 
sharing of experiences in a highly interactive way with a diverse group of 
participants. Dr. Morzaria noted the good results also of the panel discussion 
sessions, providing expert feedback and raising important issues and challenges 
as well as ways to address key unresolved issues. Dr. Morzaria expressed his 
appreciation for meeting participants, the national organizing committee and the 
support team. He also thanked USAID for their leadership and support to the 
meeting itself and the wider area of HPAI H5N1. 

Dr. Hoang Van Nam, Director-General of the Department of Animal Health of the 
MARD thanked participants on behalf of the Government of Viet Nam, noting that 
the meeting had provided an important opportunity for learning, discussion of key 
unresolved issues, and identification of next steps for national responses and 
regional and inter-country cooperation. Dr. Hoang Van Nam also thanked USAID 
for their support for the meeting and their wider ongoing support on HPAI H5N1. 

In line with the objectives of the meeting to promote technical and policy 
exchanges between participating countries and agree on actions to enhance 
coordination on key issues, a number of bilateral meetings were held, providing 
an opportunity for individual country delegations to exchange specific information 
and experiences on areas of common interest. Brief summaries of the topics 
discussed in the bilateral meetings are available. 
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Acronyms Used 

AI 

ARI 

ASEAN 

AVET 

BCC 

CBS 

CBT 

CMU 

DAH 

ECTAD 

FETP 

FETP-V 

FMD 

GETS 

HPAI 

IHR 

ILl 

IMCAPI 

LBM 

LPAI 

MARD 

MBDS 

MOA 

MOH 

Avian influenza 

Acute respiratory infection 

Association of Southeast Asian Nations 

Applied Veterinary Epidemiology Training 

Behavior change communications 

Community-based surveillance 

Cross-border trade 

Campaign Management Unit (Indonesia) 

Department of Animal Health (Viet Nam) 

Emergency Centre for Transboundary Animal Diseases (FAO) 

Field Epidemiology Training Program 

Field Epidemiology Training Programs for Veterinarians 

Foot and Mouth Disease 

Gathering Evidence for a Transitional Strategy project (Viet Nam) 

Highly pathogenic avian influenza 

International Health Regulations 

Influenza-like illness 

International Ministerial Conference on Animal and Pandemic 
Influenza (organized in Hanoi, VietNam in April 201 0) 

Live bird market 

Low pathogenic avian influenza 

Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (Viet Nam) 

Mekong Basin Disease Surveillance project 

Ministry of Agriculture 

Ministry of Health 
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MOU 

NIAH 

NVS 

OlE 

PAHI 

PCR 

PRRS 

PSD-R 

RDMA 

SAARC 

SARI 

SIV 

SMS 

SPS 

SOP 

UN 

UNSIC 

US CDC 

USAID 

USDA 

WHO 

Memorandum of Understanding 

National Institute of Animal Health (Thailand) 

National Veterinary Services (Indonesia) 

International Organization for Animal Health 

Partnership for Avian and Human Influenza (Viet Nam) 

Polymerase chain reaction 

Porcine Reproductive & Respiratory Syndrome 

Participatory Disease Surveillance and Response (Indonesia) 

Regional Development Mission for Asia (USAID) 

South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation 

Severe acute respiratory infection 

Swine Influenza Virus 

Short message service (via mobile phone) 

Sanitary and Phytosanitary 

Standard operating procedure 

United Nations 

United Nations System Influenza Coordinator 

United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

United States Agency for International Development 

United States Department of Agriculture 

UN World Health Organization 
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1. Background to the meeting 

In 1996, a new variant of H5N1 HPAI virus first emerged in East Asia and since 
that time. more than 17,000 poultry outbreaks and 600 human infections have 
been reported from 62 countries in Africa, Asia, Europe, and the Middle East. 

Between 30 and 31 March 2010, USAID and the Government of Indonesia 
hosted a Technical Discussion on Best Practices for Prevention and Containment 
of H5N1 Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza in Bali to strengthen existing 
interventions against H5N1 HPAI by promoting dialogue among five countries 
(Bangladesh, China. Egypt, Indonesia, and VietNam) that accounted for >90% of 
HSN1 HPAI infections in poultry and humans. The technical discussion focused 
on: a) identifying key programmatic successes or "best practices"; b) identifying 
how these successes were achieved; and c) identifying opportunities to replicate 
these successes in other countries Best practices highlighted during the meeting 
included: active surveillance for poultry outbreaks; mass poultry vaccination; 
cleaning and disinfection of live bird markets; matching poultry vaccines with 
currently circulating strains of H5N1 HPAI virus; market chain analysis; improved 
referral, clinical management, and infection control for human cases; and 
communications and awareness- raising. As a follow-up to the Bali meeting, a 
number of inter-country technical exchanges were planned. The first such 
exchange took place in March 2011 between China and Viet Nam to discuss the 
role of vaccination in H5N1 HPAI control in endemic situations with a focus on: 
the current situation and future prospects; epidemiological tools to support 
risk-based surveillance, targeted vaccination and risk reduction interventions; and 
a road map for HPAI HSN1 control in China and VietNam. 

At the beginning of 2012, the H5N1 HPAI virus continues to reside primarily in 
the poultry populations in about five to ten countries despite efforts by countries 
and the international community to decrease the burden of disease. Since 1996, 
the H5N1 HPAI virus has undergone considerable genetic evolution, including 
recombination and, in just the past few years, a newer variant (clade 2.3.2.1) has 
expanded its geographic range from Southeast Asia to Eastern Europe, East 
Asia, and South Asia. Some variants of clade 2.3.2. t are antigenically different 
enough from other H5N1 HPAI clades so that, in some countries where poultry 
vaccination is used, the efficacy of programs to control the virus in poultry is 
compromised. 

Despite the fact that all H5N1 human infections to date appear to have been the 
result of transmission of the virus from poultry (and/or poultry products) to people, 
H5N1 HPAI virus is still considered a serious pandemic threat because of (1) its 
continued presence in poultry in numerous countries and (2) its ability to infect 
humans and cause severe disease with an apparent average fatality rate of 
about 60%. 
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Two years after the meeting in Bali, it had become clear that in some countries 
simply monitoring for and controlling outbreaks in poultry has not produced 
additional gains. Instead, the continuing entrenchment of the H5N1 virus in 
poultry populations along with on-going evolution and geographic spread of new 
viral clades with different epidemiological and antigenic profiles highlights the 
importance of reassessing and refining existing prevention, monitoring, and 
control strategies, particularly those targeting poultry populations that serve as 
reservoirs for the virus. The recent decreases in national and international 
funding for H5N1 HPAI prevention and control put a premium on making existing 
interventions and programs more effective. To assist in this process, a second 
technical and policy level discussion for prevention and control of H5N1 HPAI 
was planned for April 2012 in Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam. In addition to the five 
highly-affected countries that participated in the Bali meeting, the April 2012 
discussions also included four neighboring countries (Cambodia, Lao PDR, 
Myanmar, and Thailand) which have reported periodic poultry outbreaks and 
some human H5N1 cases. 

The meeting took place from April 23 to 25, 2012 at the New World Saigon Hotel 
in Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam The purpose of the meeting was to provide an 
opportunity for a mix of technically oriented senior professionals and policy 
makers plus international technical partners from nine countries affected by the 
H5N1 virus to share their successes and discuss unresolved issues. 

The technical discussions focused on sharing key programmatic successes or 
"best practices" that have led to important outcomes or impacts, sharing how 
these successes were achieved, and identifying opportunities to replicate these 
successes in other countries; and on identifying possible solutions to unresolved 
issues related to H5N1 HPAI prevention and control. 

The objectives of the meeting were to provide country representatives with an 
opportunity to: 

• Participate in an exchange among representatives from countries 
principally affected by the HSN1 virus of lessons learned and best 
practices that are related to preventing and controlling H5N1 HPAI 
infections in poultry and humans as well as monitoring HSN1 HPAI viral 
evolution; 

• Discuss the current State-of-the-Art in addressing HPAI 
• Identify opportunities for replication of lessons learned and best practices; 
• Discuss specific unresolved issues related to preventing and controlling 

H5N1 HPAI infections in poultry and humans and monitoring H5N1 HPAI 
viral evolution; and 

• Identify steps for addressing these unresolved issues. 

The expected deliverables of the meeting were: 
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• Sharing of specific best practices in Bangladesh, Cambodia, China. Egypt, 
Indonesia, Lao PDR, Myanmar, Thailand, and Viet Nam that have resulted 
in important outcomes or impacts: 

• Identification of opportunities to replicate specific best practices in other 
countries and next steps needed to adopt these best practices; and 

• Identification of possible solutions to unresolved issues related to H5Nt 
HPAI prevention and control. 

Participants in the meeting included high-level technical representatives-below 
Vice Minister level-from Ministries of Health and Ministries of Agriculture from 
Bangladesh, Cambodia, China, Egypt, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Myanmar, Thailand 
and Viet Nam, including some senior policy makers who are empowered to make 
decisions related to disease prevention and control. In addition to the country 
representatives, international technical partners from the headquarters and field 
offices of the UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the UN World Health 
Organization (WHO), the UN System Influenza Coordinator (UNSIC), the US 
Agency for International Development (USAID), the US Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (US CDC), the US Department of Agriculture (USDA), 
and Collaborating and Reference Centers also participated in the meeting. 
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2. Summary of proceedings 

2.1 Opening session 

Mr. Diep Kinh Tan, Vice-Minister of the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural 
Development (MARD) of the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam welcomed the 
members of country delegations, representatives and technical experts from the 
international agencies and other participants to the meeting. He briefly noted the 
experience of Viet Nam as a highly-affected country responding to HPAI H5Nt 
since late 2003, and emphasized the importance that the Government of Viet 
Nam has placed on sharing experiences with other countries within the region as 
well as with other highly affected countries throughout the world, in order to 
ensure a well-coordinated and effective overall global response. 

The Vice-Minister affirmed the value of previous exchanges, including the 
Technical Discussion on Best Practices for Prevention and Containment of H5N1 
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza organized in Bali in March 2010 by the 
Government of Indonesia, the US Agency for International Development (USAID) 
and the International Ministerial Conference on Animal and Pandemic Influenza 
(IMCAPI) hosted by the Government of Viet Nam together with the United States 
Government, the European Union and the United Nations system in Hanoi in 
April 2010, which identified important achievements, lessons and remaining 
challenges for the global response to H5N1. He noted that the conclusions of 
these meetings had been applied in Viet Nam·s national response through the 
development of the Viet Nam Integrated National Program on Avian Influenza, 
Pandemic Preparedness and Emerging Infectious Diseases for the period 2011 
through 2015. 

The Vice-Minister welcomed the opportunity to host a follow-up discussion to the 
Bali meeting, thanking the US Government for their support and welcoming the 
inclusion of some neighboring countries of highly-affected countries that 
participated in the Bali meeting, including Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar and 
Thailand. He described the meeting as an opportunity to learn from the best 
practices and lessons of each country, to identify and discuss key challenges and 
unresolved issues related to preventing and controlling H5N1 in poultry and 
humans as well as monitoring H5N1 viral evolution, and to formulate joint next 
steps and practical, effective options to build strong national responses and 
effective regional and inter-country cooperation to address H5N1 and other 
potentially-serious zoonotic diseases. 

Speaking on behalf of the US Government as sponsor and co-organizer of the 
meeting, Mr. Robert W. Ogburn, U.S. Deputy Consul General in Ho Chi Minh 
City, noted that the meeting was on important opportunity for representatives 
from nine countries and key international agencies to take stock of and carry 
forward important and timely policy discussions around a persistent health 
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concern of our time -- avian influenza. He referred to the similar exchange two 
years previously in Bali hosted by the Government of Indonesia, which was 
followed by many fruitful exchanges among participating countries, and described 
the meeting in Ho Chi Minh City as the next step in promoting an effective 
dialogue among five partner countries from the Indonesia meeting as well as 
neighboring countries still affected by avian influenza. 

The Deputy Consul General noted that the meeting was occurring at a critical 
time, when governments and donors have increasingly limited resources, which 
will require some difficult decisions. He emphasized the need for future planning 
to be based on an awareness of the many technical and financial challenges and 
further thinking about long-term strategies for assessing the risk posed by the 
avian influenza virus. He thanked the Government of Viet Nam for agreeing to 
host the conference. 

Dr. Emil Agustiono, Deputy Coordinating Minister of the Coordinating Ministry for 
People's Welfare, Indonesia provided a summary of the previous Technical 
Discussion on Best Practices for Prevention and Containment of H5N1 Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza organized in Bali in March 2010. 

Mr. Andrew Clements, Deputy Director of the Pandemic Influenza & Other 
Emerging Threats Unit, USAID!Washington provided a summary of the current 
HPAI HSNt situation in the world. 
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2.2 Sharing Best Practices and Lessons Learned 

2.2.1 Overview of the section on sharing best practices and lessons 
learned 

This section of the meeting provided an opportunity for meeting participants to 
participate in an exchange among representatives from countries principally 
affected by the H5N1 virus of lessons learned and best practices related to 
preventing and controlling HSN1 HPAI infections in poultry and humans as well 
as monitoring HSN1 HPAI viral evolution. 

The best practices/lessons learned presentations prepared by country team 
participants consisted of "posters" highlighting best practices, successes and 
potential applications, and continuing challenges. These presentations were 
used to interactively share information among all participants and foster a rich 
technical dialogue among the affected countries. The guidelines for the 
preparation of poster presentations are available at Annex IV. 

The poster sessions on best practices and lessons learned focused on the 
following topics: 

1. Improving surveillance for reservoirs of H5N1 HPAI virus and monitoring of 
"silent" infections in animals (including in vaccinated poultry) and people 
(12 poster presentations from 7 countries) 

2. Improving surveillance for molecular changes in H5N1 HPAI viruses 
residing in poultry, wild birds, humans, and other animals e.g. swine (11 
poster presentations from 6 countries) 

3. Improving the efficacy of outbreak surveillance and control in poultry (12 
poster presentations from 6 countries) 

4. Improving detection and treatment of H5N1 infections in humans using 
existing systems such as influenza-like illness (Ill) surveillance and early 
warning/alert systems (4 poster presentations from 4 countries) 

The full list of poster presentations is available at Annex IV. Poster presentations 
from the previous technical discussion in Bali in March 2010 were also displayed. 

Soft copies of each poster presentation were distributed on a flash memory drive 
at the conclusion of the meeting. Soft copies of all presentations are available 
from PAHI Secretariat, Viet Nam and are expected to be made available online in 
PDF format by PAHI Secretariat in future. 

2.2.2 Country Team Discussions and Reporting Back 

Following the poster walk sessions, each individual country team met together to 
discuss the poster presentations and identify what had been learned from the 
best practices and lessons learned from the other countries, to review the 
comments made by other teams on their own country team posters, and to 
review which lessons learned and best practices from other countries could be 
adopted by the country team in their own national response. Each country team 
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also identified any questions or comments they would like to raise to the other 
country teams. 

During the first session on the morning of day three, each country team reported 
back to the plenary on the contents of their internal team discussions, focusing 
on what they had learned and which best practices they might be interested to 
know more about or potentially apply in their own countries. 

Generally, country delegations noted the value of this session as a way to learn 
from the experiences of other countries and to identify best practices and lessons 
learned that might be applied in their own country programs and also form the 
basis for future cooperation and exchange between the participating countries. 

A number of common themes emerged from the feedback from individual 
countries on the poster sessions, focusing on the following topics: 

• Field Epidemiology Training Programs (FETP) and Applied Veterinary 
Epidemiology (AVET/FETP-V) programs 

• Surveillance and early detection of animal disease outbreaks 
• Outbreak detection and community-based surveillance (CBS) 
• Collaboration between the animal health and human health sectors 
• Monitoring virus evolution and poultry vaccine matching 
• Live Bird Market (LBM) biosecurity 
• Enhancing various other aspects of disease control 
• Improving detection and treatment of H5N1 infections in humans 
• Cooperation between neighboring countries 

A summary issues discussed in relation to these topics is outlined below. 

Field Epidemiology Training Programs (FETP) and Applied Veterinary 
Epidemiology (AVET/FETP·V) programs 

• Many countries expressed interest in the FETP and FETP-V programs 
being applied in a number of participating countries, and requested these 
countries to share their experience and curricula. 

• Countries including Bangladesh, Myanmar and Lao PDR expressed 
interest in developing an FETP program for human health. 

• Countries including Bangladesh, Cambodia, Indonesia and Lao PDR 
expressed interest in developing an FETP-V program. In Indonesia, for 
example, it was suggested this could potentially be developed in alongside 
and complementary to the existing FETP program. 

• Viet Nam noted that they have already established FETP and AVET 
programs, however they are currently concerned about financial 
sustainability of these programs and would like more information from 
countries such as China and Thailand about how they have managed to 
ensure ongoing national funding for their equivalent programs for more 
than a decade. 
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Surveillance and early detection of animal disease outbreaks 

o Several countries noted the need to strengthen surveillance for early 
detection and response to animal disease outbreaks. There was particular 
interest in country experiences with LBM surveillance and duck 
surveillance. 

o Cambodia asked about whether there was any experience in applying a 
trace-back system in LBM surveillance. Indonesia also noted the interest 
in LBM surveillance, and suggested the need for further discussion on this, 
including potentially better standardization of sample selection and 
methodologies (cloacal versus fecal samples), as well as ways to reduce 
the cost of sampling and testing. Thailand noted the lessons from studies 
and surveillance in LBM, including the active environmental surveillance in 
Indonesia and Viet Nam's oro-pharygeal sampling. They noted their 
interest in applying these approaches in Thailand to learn more about 
virus sources. 

o In relation to their poster on duck surveillance, Lao PDR noted the 
comments from other countries that their sera-prevalence was quite low 
compared to the virus isolation in Lao PDR Lao PDR requested more 
information on the methodologies applied for surveillance in ducks in 
different countries, noting some comments from some countries on the 
approach and results of the surveillance in Lao PDR to date, and also 
raising the question of whether duck surveillance should be standardized 
across different countries. 

o Indonesia expressed interest in the Bangladesh experience of 
compensation to farmers for culling, as something that could also possibly 
be applied in Indonesia Egypt also requested further information on 
experiences with culling and compensation. 

Outbreak detection and community-based surveillance (CBS) 

o Countries including Egypt and Lao PDR expressed interest in local 
surveillance experiences shared at the meeting, including the PDS-R 
system from Indonesia and the CBS model applied in Viet Nam. There 
were requests to share further information about the impact of these 
systems for early disease detection. 

o Viet Nam noted that other countries had expressed interest in the CBS 
model presented at the meeting, including about the ongoing costs and 
how it could be made sustainable for the long term and replicated 
nationwide. 

o Cambodia, Lao PDR and Egypt also expressed interest in Bangladesh's 
experience of applying SMS-based outbreak reporting as a good practice 
for early detection and reporting of outbreaks. 

o Egypt noted that they have also been applying SMS-based reporting since 
2008. 
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• Cambodia and Lao PDR identified SMS-based reporting as a possible 
aspect for application in their countries, however requested more 
information on how it could be applied and the potential impact. 

Collaboration between the animal health and human health sectors 

• Countries including Indonesia and Lao PDR noted the similar activities 
across several countries related to joint field investigations between 
animal health and human health sectors. 

• More information on country experiences in developing sustainable 
models for joint human and animal outbreak investigation teams was 
requested by Lao PDR. 

• China noted their intention to continue strengthening communication and 
collaboration between human health and animal health sectors for joint 
training and improved surveillance. China also expressed interest in the 
experience of Viet Nam in implementing integrated CBS including 
surveillance for both human and animal diseases. 

Monitoring virus evolution and poultry vaccine matching 

• There was significant interest in the experience of different countries in 
tracing the evolution of the HPAI H5N1 virus over time, including the 
importance of monitoring virus circulation for poultry vaccine matching. 
Viet Nam's poster on virus characterization was noted by several 
countries. 

• Bangladesh noted that effective poultry vaccination requires a good 
molecular surveillance system, which requires high-level laboratory 
capacity. They noted that it may also require in-country vaccination 
capacity. They expressed interest in having more information on the RE-6 
vaccine. 

• Egypt requested further information on the impact of vaccination in terms 
of reducing the virus load in the environment as seen in poultry outbreaks 
and the incidence of human infections. They also raised questions about 
the prospects for an effective vaccine for use in day-old chicks. 

• Vietnam requested to have more information from other countries on their 
vaccination experience. They referred to the vaccination challenges in the 
face of changes in the virus strain and their current reliance on procuring 
vaccines from other countries. 

Live Bird Market (LBM) Biosecurity 

• Countries including Cambodia, China, Egypt, Lao PDR, Myanmar and Viet 
Nam noted their interest in further sharing of experiences related to 
improving LBM biosecurity and noted various aspects for possible 
application in their own countries. 
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• There was interest in the application of market cleaning and rest days. 
Noting the experience of Bangladesh on applying a weekly rest day in 
LBM markets, other countries raised the question of how all birds could be 
moved out for cleaning. It was suggested that a monthly rest-day might be 
more feasible. Further information was also requested on ways to 
measure improvements in LBM cleanliness. 

• China mentioned the aspect of SOPs for LBM biosecurity. 
• Egypt noted their interest in the involvement of the private sector in 

renovation of LBM in Bangladesh, including with some government 
incentives, as something that could potentially be applied in Egypt. 

• VietNam expressed interest in experiences related to rolling out enhanced 
biosafety activities in LBM nationwide at different levels, however also 
noted the challenge of attracting vendors and consumers to the new 
markets after they have been upgraded. 

Enhancing various other aspects of disease control 

• Countries including China, Egypt and Myanmar expressed interest in 
applying experiences in hatchery biosecurity improvements. 

• Egypt noted their interest in poultry hatchery quality improvement, 
mapping, legislation and auditing systems. They requested further 
information on the results of hatchery quality improvement in terms of 
impact on controlling disease. They also requested more information on 
the application of vaccination in poultry hatcheries in Viet Nam. 

• Bangladesh noted their interest in possibly applying GPS mapping of 
commercial farms to support planning, surveillance and rapid response. 

• Egypt expressed interest in having more information on the Gathering 
Evidence for a Transitional Strategy (GETS) program in Viet Nam. 

• The good practices shared by Thailand in relation to breeding farms and 
certification linked to compartments and zones were noted by Indonesia 
as something that they could possibly apply. Viet Nam particularly noted 
that they would like to enhance the role of the private sector in disease 
control activities, drawing on the experiences of countries like Indonesia 
and Thailand in public-private partnerships. 

• Several countries expressed their interest in enhancing farm biosecurity, 
including ways to assist poultry farmers to improve decision-making 
related to biosecurity, management and vaccination Thailand's 
experience in improving poultry farm biosecurity was noted. 

Improving detection and treatment of H5N1 infections in humans 

• Several of the participating countries shared their experiences on ILl, 
SARI, pneumonia and similar surveillance activities in the human health 
sector. Topics of interest for further information sharing included selection 
of sentinel sites and provision of feedback to doctors. 
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• Lao PDR noted their interest in the experience of hospital-based 
surveillance for Ill/SARI/pneumonia in detected HSNt human cases in 
some countries. Lao PDR noted that other countries had been interested 
in whether their hospital-based Ill/SARI surveillance has detected any 
human H5N1 cases, and how they detect community cases. They advised 
that no human HSNt cases have been detected through hospital-based 
Ill/SARI surveillance, and that community surveillance is carried out 
through health care workers, event-based surveillance and a toll-free 
hotline. 

• Thailand noted the lessons from China's hospital-based extensive network 
for AI surveillance. Indonesia also noted the One Health approach applied 
by MOH and MOA in China on Ill surveillance as something that could 
potentially be applied in Indonesia. They requested more information on 
some specific aspects of China's Ill surveillance. 

• Viet Nam noted that their current Ill surveillance activities are mostly 
funded from international assistance, particularly from US CDC. They 
expressed interest in having more information from countries like China 
that are funding their own Ill surveillance from national sources on how 
they were able to mobilize government funding and how long it took to 
achieve sustain ability. 

• Thailand noted the lessons from Bangladesh about active surveillance of 
farm workers as a high-risk population. Thailand expressed interest in 
applying the lessons and experiences from other countries on active 
surveillance in high-risk poultry farms. Thailand expressed interest in 
conducting additional studies on surveillance in ducks, including 
surveillance of duck farmers, looking at the animal-human interface. 

Cooperation between neighboring countries 

• Several countries expressed interest in cross-border studies, cooperation 
and information sharing in relation to HPAI H5Nt. 

• Cambodia requested further information on any experience of joint 
surveillance between different countries. Myanmar also expressed interest 
in cross-border studies. 

• Viet Nam commented on the challenges of border markets and cross
border trade, for example in spent hens, and raised the question of 
whether source countries for such cross-border trade could have any 
plans for enhancing Ill surveillance amongst these poultry populations. 
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2.3 Addressing Unresolved Issues 

2.3.1 Overview of the section of the meeting on addressing unresolved 
issues 

Four sessions were organized during day two and day three of the conference to 
explore key unresolved issues related to H5N1 HPAI. Each of these sessions 
consisted of an 85-minute plenary discussions related to H5N1 HPAI prevention. 
monitoring, and control for issues that do not yet have a clear way forward. The 
expected output for each session was a set of specific policy and/or technical 
recommendations related to the topic of the session. 

Each session focused on a particular question, as follows: 

1. How can countries and the global community most effectively identify key 
reservoirs of H5N1 HPAI (and their interconnectivity) and what 
interventions can be applied to reduce disease burden? 

2. What current practices are likely driving evolution of the H5N1 virus and 
how can countries and the global community most effectively monitor for 
the presence and movement of new viral variants (and other influenzas) in 
key species to ensure efficacy of interventions and assess pandemic risk? 

3. How can countries improve H5N1 HPAI cross-border cooperation and 
coordination to diminish the likelihood of the virus spreading from country 
to country? 

4. How can countries sustain essential components of H5N1 HPAI 
prevention, monitoring, and control programs when faced with declining 
funding? 

A moderator led and facilitated the discussion for each session, together with 4-5 
panel members with specific expertise and experience throughout the region 
related to the specific question being discussed. 

Breakdown of the Unresolved Issues discussion session 

Time Format Comments 
allotment 

10 minutes Challenge statement (see above) Moderator 

20 minutes Comments/perspectives from an 5 minutes for each of the 4-
expert panel 5 panelists 

65 minutes Commentary and discussion Open to entire group 

t 0 minutes Final summary of key policy Moderator 
issues and recommendations 
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A rapporteur was also assigned for each session to take notes, focusing on the 
key issues identified in relation to the question, as well as possible areas where 
action might be taken ("actionables"). 

2.3.2 Main contents of the sessions on addressing unresolved issues 

Dr. Dennis Carroll, Director of the Pandemic Influenza & Other Emerging Threats 
Unit, USAID!Washington introduced this section of the meeting, recalling the 
context over the past 6-7 years of responding to a situation of explosive growth 
and movement of the HPAI H5N1 virus throughout the world, and the 
achievements in bringing the virus under control, with the result that the situation 
in 2012 is now very different to the situation faced in 2006. Dr. Carroll noted that 
HPAI H5N1 does not now represent the same level of threat as it previously did 
in terms of the number of affected countries, the geographic distribution of the 
virus within affected countries and the amount of time between the onset and 
control of outbreaks. 

In this context, Dr. Carroll also emphasized the ongoing challenges posed by the 
virus, and the need for the meeting participants to collectively question whether 
the questions that have been focused on during the previous 6 years continue to 
be the most relevant questions looking ahead 1, 2, 5 and 10 years into the future. 
He noted the expectation of reduced resources for HPAI H5N1 in future, requiring 
considerations about how to use available resources in the most effective way. 

Dr. Carroll emphasized that these sessions were meant to be considered as 
open and frank opportunities for brainstorming and raising provocative issues, 
with the purpose of identifying both areas to adjust or tweak existing activities, as 
well as areas where more substantial changes to existing approach could be 
considered. 

Unresolved Issue #1 : Identifying Key Reservoirs 

Challenge question: 
How can countries and the global community most effectively identify key 
reservoirs of H5N1 HPAI (and their interconnectivity) and what interventions can 
be applied to reduce disease burden? 

Moderator: Dr. Subhash Morzaria, Regional Manager, FAO ECTAD RAP 

Panel members: 
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• Dr. Hossain Mosharraf, Additional Secretary, Ministry of Fisheries and 
Livestock, Bangladesh 

• Dr. Xinyan Zhai, Research fellow, China Animal Disease Prevention Control 
Center, China 

• Eric Joseph Brum, Chief Technical Advisor, FAO Indonesia 
• Dr. Phan Quang Minh, Deputy Director of Epidemiology Division, DAH Viet 

Nam 
• Dr. Les Sims, Veterinarian 

Rapporteur: Mr. Andrew Clements, Deputy Director of the Pandemic Influenza & 
Other Emerging Threats Unit, USAID/Washington 

Summary of the discussion 

Dr. Morzaria introduced the session, recalling the significant achievements in 
moving from a situation where a total of 63 countries had been affected by the 
virus in previous years to the currently situation with only 5 countries endemic 
and a further 4-5 sporadically infected. 

Dr. Morzaria noted that the international response had reached something of a 
crossroads, with a perception that the disease will stay in the endemic countries 
over the coming 10-15 years due to the lack of biosecurity in production systems 
and the difficulty in making further progress in controlling the virus unless 
significant changes can be made in the poultry sector in a context of various 
economic drivers. 

Dr. Morzaria noted some specific challenges raised in the poster sessions, 
including biosecurity in duck populations in some countries, the identification of 
the virus through LBM surveillance despite the lack of widespread outbreaks, and 
situations where wild birds have been responsible for introducing H5N1 viruses. 

Dr. Morzaria requested the panel members to provide perspectives on the 
question of whether the current approach to surveillance should continue or 
required significant changes. Following the initial comments of the panel 
members, discussion was opened up to the whole meeting. 

A range of key issues were identified by panel members and other meeting 
participants during the discussion session, including: 

• Defining infection reservoirs: sources of virus that can further infect 
susceptible populations; elimination of reservoir removes disease threat 

• Suspected reservoirs: poultry (including domestic ducks) in live bird 
markets and farms for HPAis; wild birds might be reservoirs, but likely 
more for LPAis. 
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• Poultry sector seen as the major reservoir for H5Nt HPAI virus; limited 
biosecurity present and economic disincentives exist which limit ability to 
improve biosecurity. 

• Viral surveillance in poultry on farms and live bird markets as well as in 
wild birds. 

• Passive surveillance focusing on poultry outbreaks which does not 
necessarily identify reservoirs; some active surveillance being used, but 
enough to identify key reservoirs? 

• Despite decreases in reported poultry outbreaks and human cases in 
some countries, virus continues to persist and cause sporadic infections. 

• Monitoring virus in domestic ducks and LBMs; often find more infections 
that those reported in outbreaks; what control measures are used when 
sub-clinical infections or "exposed" birds (seropositive) are found? Is 
culling of birds without clinical infections allowable? 

• Outbreak monitoring used to control disease where there are clinical 
infections; does not address sub-clinical/silent infections. 

• Intensive H5Nt surveillance is heavily donor supported. 
• HSNt viral replication can be year-round (e.g. backyard settings in 

Indonesia), but seasonal peaks exist in most/all countries suggesting 
transmission is lower at some times of year than others. 

• May be multiple (nested) reservoirs of virus. 
• Transport of live birds spreading the virus. 
• Many countries use large-scale poultry vaccination to control the disease 

which makes monitoring for virus more challenging; endemicity possible in 
absence of poultry surveillance. 

• Limited potential for improving biosecurity in some settings (e.g. free 
ranging ducks, sector 3 and backyard farms). 

Related to these key issues, a range of possible areas for action ("actionables") 
were identified, including: 

• Identifying-through various types of surveillance-where the virus is 
"hiding" during the low transmission time of the year (e.g. May-October) so 
that control measures can be temporally targeted. 

• Improving surveillance (animal and human) to be more active, 
comprehensive, and longitudinal and include other flu viruses of public 
health concern. One important question will be how to do with decreasing 
donor funding. 

• Identifying flock sizes. composition and other factors associated with 
flocks that are required to maintain the virus year-round. 
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• Better identifying how the virus might persist in the environment 

Unresolved Issue #2: Evolution of the HSN1 HPAI Virus 

Challenge question: 
How can countries and the global community most effectively identify key 
reservoirs of H5N1 HPAI (and their interconnectivity) and what interventions can 
be applied to reduce disease burden? 

Moderator: Ron Waldman, Pandemic Influenza Consultant, USAID Washington 

Panel members: 

• Dr. Tim Uyeki, Influenza Division, CDC Atlanta 
• Dr. Malik Peiris, Chair of Virology, School of Public Health and Scientific 

Director, HKU-Pasteur Research Centre, University of Hong Kong 
• Dr. Sujira Pachariyanon, Head of Virology Section, NIAH, Department of 

Livestock Development, Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives, Thailand 
• Dr. Ken lnui, International Laboratory Expert, FAO VietNam 
• Dr. Jeremy Farrar, Oxford University Clinical Research Unit, HCM City, Viet 

Nam 

Rapporteur: Dan Schar, Emerging Infectious Disease Advisor, USAID RDMA 

Summary of the discussion 

Dr. Waldman opened the session, emphasizing the need to look forward and to 
consider whether our current actions will lead us to the future we want to reach. 

Dr. Waldman requested the panel members to provide perspectives on the 
question of whether the current approach to surveillance should continue or if it 
required significant changes. Following the initial comments of the panel 
members, discussion was opened up to the whole meeting. 

A range of key issues were identified by panel members and other meeting 
participants during the discussion session, including: 

• What are the right things to be doing, and are we doing them correctly? 
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• What does the human health sector require from animal health sector? 

Identification of influenza A subtypes with pandemic risk, including but not 
limited to H5N1. 

• Requires real time info on circulating viruses, both genetic and antigenic 
variation. 

• Sequence sharing is increasing dramatically, but it currently may take 
several years to get this information into databases which hinders human 
vaccine strain selection 

• Will H5N1 ever move toward effective human-human transmissibility? 

Over 16 years it has not yet done so. 
o However, ferret studies indicate improved transmissibility with 

around 5-6 mutations. 

o This indicates some key factors we should be looking at; at least 2 
of the mutations are already present in circulating viruses. 

• In Hong Kong, dead wild bird surveillance has been useful. There is also a 

need to look in other species, especially swine where there may be shift to 
human receptor binding specificity. 

• In Vietnam, HPAI H5N1 started with clade 1, then moved to clade 2.3.4. 
Now Vietnam is at clade 2.3.2.1 (2009-10) in the north; in south, the clade 
1 virus introduced in 2003-04 has persisted to the present with ongoing 

evolution. 
• Factors in the north affecting which clades are present include incursions 

of new strains; - 20% of viruses have evidence of reassortment, which 
helps track genetic movement and monitor specific sequences. 

• Thailand's experience with stamping out without vaccination; public-private 

partnerships; active surveillance in domestic poultry, wild birds. swine. 
• SIV mostly occurs in young weaner swine, rather than sows, which may 

help target novel influenza A surveillance. 
• Initial focus on poultry and ducks; however, 2009 pdm H1 N1 demonstrates 

the need to be forward thinking. 

• Must better understand benefits/risks of vaccinating large number of 
poultry. 

• Need to both improve sample sharing, and the sharing in benefits of 

research to countries sharing samples 
• Need to understand risk of avian and swine influenza virus transmission to 

humans; in US, have had pdm H1 N1 in swine and reassortment 
generating new strains transmissible to humans (H3N2v); some pig-to

human transmission, but also possibly limited human-to-human 

transmission 
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• Serosurveillance: population studies have not been standardized; must 
standardize methods (e.g. what populations-i.e. poultry workers-what 
sera assays, definition of sera+, when to sample); need to sample serially 
around the poultry outbreak and need more data to understand the trends 
and relevance; need a control population of non-exposed people to limit 
false +S from cross reactivity (major limitation of current sera surveillance 
studies) 

• Issue of longitudinal surveillance in asymptomatic populations of swine 
and other spp., and what is required to accomplish this? 

o Receptor binding affinity and how the virus adapts; a2,6 human 
type receptor in avian gut as well, which we don't fully understand 

o Abattoir surveillance one possible solution 
o Deep sequencing capabilities may help elucidate viral mutations of 

significance 
• What's the objective of surveillance? Can we pick up increases in 

secondary cases that indicate the virus is changing? What about picking 
up milder cases via sentinel surveillance? 

• Can we be predictive about viral evolution? Should we be looking for 
BOTH random mutations and "viral chatter"? 

• Vaccination: should we producing human vaccines against animal and 

avian influenza targets to avoid a "too late" scenario? 
o Vaccination likely our best tool, and yet production capabilities still 

limited 
o Treatment protocols need standardization 
o Improved seasonal influenza vaccination will also yield benefits for 

a potential pandemic event 
o Raise with the public a "pre-pandemic" use of vaccines 

• Must avoid food security threats from misguided or misunderstood 
surveillance; how can we improve compensation schemes 

• Looking at drivers of viral evolution will be locally context dependent 
• Is poultry vaccination a major driver of H5N1? No, not the major driver but 

a contributor if used imperfectly (poor vaccine, mismatched, inappropriate 
timing); it may, but some poultry acquire immunity by LPAI or natural 
infection and so vaccination itself may not be of primary significance 

• Do we need a regulatory body to enforce standards of matching avian 
influenza vaccine with circulating strains 

o Monitoring programs for ensuring matches are already in place; 
China has changed antigen 3x since mass vaccination in 2004-05; 
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however, other countries have a void in regulation that enables use 
of poorly matched vaccines 

o Requires stronger veterinary services over a longer time frame to 
ensure any regulations are enforceable 

o Farmer driven programs (e.g. Indonesia) to help select a well 
matched vaccine by incentivizing use of well matched vaccine for 
better productivity/fewer losses 

• Transgenic poultry-are there some poultry that are more naturally 
resistant to infection? 

• Need to develop more logical way to assess pandemic risk 
o US CDC has a risk framework in development; once risks are 

assessed, antigen candidates can be appropriately selected for 
pre-pandemic vaccine candidate and production 

Related to these key issues, a range of possible areas for action ("actionables") 
were identified, including: 

• Can we predict the combination of gene sequences that will predispose 
influenza A to pandemic potential? 

• Need improvement in speed of sequence availability; must be shift to 
sequencing capability in developing world for more real time capability 

• We must have a better understanding of spp barrier; what is preventing 
circulating viruses from crossing the spp barrier and infecting humans? 
Will help target surveillance 

• Surveillance in primary health care units: must ensure clinicians are 
readily able to pick up cluster events and flag samples for further study 

• We need longitudinal surveillance in animals (swine and poultry) in 
combination with human influenza surveillance; need population-based 

sentinel surveillance for milder disease, not just hospitalized case 
surveillance (as has been done in Bangladesh); cluster surveillance 
needed, with every H5N1 case investigated, particular involving non-blood 
relatives as a flag for transmissibility 

• Need to look at H7 and low-path H9N2 viruses, which we already know 
affect humans 

• Need improved and coordinated sharing of animal/human data, both 
geographically and temporally to track viral evolution and assess 
pandemic risk 

• Can we better characterize the animal/human interface to help better 
assess risk? 
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o Agro-ecological variables, population density, and other factors that 
will predispose an introduction event to ongoing transmission and 
endemicity 

• Need more extensive swine surveillance looking for highest risk production 
systems to identify new influenza A threats 

• Do we need to screen for milder cases with earlier viral clearance as an 
indicator of improved adaptation to humans? 

• Delivery of poultry vaccination still a challenge: can we develop a vaccine 
that provokes a sterile immunity without virus shedding? 

o Unlikely to get sterile immunity 
o Major problem is timing to get two doses in ducks to provoke 

adequate immunity 
• Need to make a list of potential drivers of viral evolution; will likely be a 

combination of drivers that have most significance 

Unresolved Issue #3: Cross-Border Cooperation 

Challenge question: 
How can countries improve H5N1 HPAI cross-border cooperation and 
coordination to diminish the likelihood of the virus spreading from country to 
country? 

Moderator: Dr. Santanu Bandyopadhyay, ECTAD VietNam Team Leader, FAO 

Panel members: 

• Dr. Teng Srey, Deputy Director, Communicable Disease Control Department, 
Ministry of Health, Cambodia 

• Dr. Khamphouth Vongxay, Deputy Chief of Animal Disease Diagnostic 
Laboratory, National Animal Health Center, Lao PDR 

• Dr. Than Htun, National Project Manager, FAO Myanmar 
• Dr. Pasakorn Akkarasewi, Director, Bureau of Epidemiology, Department of 

Disease Control, Ministry of Public Health Thailand 
• Dr. Mohinder Oberoi, FAO ECTAD Sub-Regional Office, Nepal 

Rapporteur: David Payne 
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Summary of the discussion 

Opening the discussion, Dr. Santanu Bandyopadhyay noted that cross-border 

trade (CBT) is not a new phenomenon. However, as volume has increased, 
disease transmission risks from formal and informal trade have also increased. 
Dr. Bandyopadhyay noted that drivers of CBT include price differentials, demand

supply gap (surplus production in one country and demand in a neighboring 

country) and limited livelihood options in border areas, which are often 
underdeveloped and not a priority for government investments in industry. 

Dr. Bandyopadhyay noted systems in place to reduce risk, including formal trade 

requirements, SPS certification and bilateral trading agreements. However, when 
disease occurs, the first response is often to ban trade, often under considerable 
pressure from the media and the public. However, an unintended result of 

banning trade may be that CBT becomes more lucrative. Additionally, monitoring 
and SPS certification will not be taking place and there may be limited capacity of 
veterinary authorities to enforce a ban. 

Dr. Bandyopadhyay requested the panel members to provide perspectives on 
issues of CBT and cross-border cooperation. Following the initial comments of 
the panel members, discussion was opened up to the whole meeting. 

A range of key issues were identified by panel members and other meeting 
participants during the discussion session, including: 

• Dimensions of CBT demand and risk include seasonal factors, e.g. related 
to socio-cultural practices such as festivals, trading of live rather than 

processed poultry due to cultural and other reasons, different consumption 
patterns (e.g. for spent hens), demand for day-old chicks and young 
poultry as food for raptors (Middle East, North Africa), and wildlife farming 

and trade for consumption, ornamental purposes. 
• Limited investment by central governments in border areas also may 

mean that producers and traders in these areas have low awareness of 

biosecurity and disease and are not reached by risk communication 
efforts, increasing the likelihood of risky practices for disease 
transmission. 

• Challenges in cross-border cooperation at different levels: 

o Plans on each side of the border may not be harmonious (e.g. 
different approaches to culling). Actions taken in one country may 

not be feasible in the other country due to various factors, which 
may become an issue of contention between technical people. 
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o The number and capacity of local veterinary authorities and other 
related sectors may not be matched across borders. 

o Formal agreements may be in place. however may not be actively 
pursued in practice. There may be a tendency to assign blame to 
other countries for disease events. 

o While local governments and veterinary authorities raise the need 
for direct information-sharing from local cross-border counterparts, 
normally disease reporting goes up to provincial and central 
authorities before being shared by central level with cross-border 
counterparts. 

o When suspected infected cases are identified, the local border 
checkpoints etc. may need to wait for official instructions from 
central ministry or provincial government. Responses may therefore 
not be timely. 

o Customs. immigration and other authorities may not understand the 
importance and risks posed by CBT in poultry and poultry products. 

• Full enforcement on bans of movement of people, poultry or poultry 
products may be effectively impossible: 

o Many borders are highly porous, existing only on maps. In some 
countries there is no or a limited visa regime at the local level, with 
free and frequent movement of people. 

o In some cases cross-border populations share the same 
background, socio-cultural traditions, kinship and language. 

o CBT is U1e core livelihood particularly for traders using established 
networks. 

o Unregulated movement of people and products is entrenched on 
some borders, particularly in the context of civil unrest or conflict. 

• By banning CBT, we are not effectively stopping trade, but we are 
effectively stopping ourselves from collaborating with traders to reduce 
risks. 

Related to these key issues, a range of possible areas for action ("actionables") 
were identified, including: 

• Studies to identify and analyze specific dynamics of CBT, including 
volume of trade, main actors and drivers, as well as key risk points along 
the chain. Where possible, these would be coordinated cross-border 
efforts. 

• Cross-border cooperation at different levels, including bilateral MOUs 
between neighboring countries, bilateral trade agreements and related 
legislation. Trust and commitment of neighboring countries is a key 
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determinant of effectiveness in cross-border collaboration. Effectiveness of 
implementation depends on political commitment from central down to 
local level. Leadership, ownership and support are required from each 

level, including technical, financial and logistical support. 
• Using multilateral forums including ASEAN, SAARC which can give a 

multilateral and potentially more equal platform for discussions between 
different countries. 

• Implementation of IHR (2005) reporting requirements to WHO. 
• Meetings between overall authorities at central and local levels, through 

established mechanisms for periodic or specific exchange between overall 
government authorities. The onus is on veterinary authorities to raise issue 

to relevant government authorities at each level and to raise awareness of 
key risks. 

• Regular cross-border technical working meetings between veterinary 
authorities at different levels. 

• Cross-border telephone contact for sharing information and immediate 
alerting on suspected disease outbreaks. (Is this feasible/ legal in different 
countries?). 

• Harmonized/joint strategies or plans for disease control and management 
of CBT at central level and for localities along border areas. 

• Review training and support to veterinary authorities, quarantine, customs 
and other related sectors for enforcement and management in border 
areas. Where possible, joint training, joint planning, joint risk 
communications, joint investigation and ongoing cooperation and 

information sharing in localities along each side of a common border. 
• SOPs for cross-border collaboration e.g. sharing information. raising 

alerts, joint surveillance, joint investigation, dealing with quarantine and 

customs issues. etc. 
• Established formats for sharing information on identified diseases 

including HPAI as well as emerging diseases. 

• Support from international agencies. Joint training and opportunities for 
networking and exchanges. Regional projects e.g. Mekong Basin Disease 

Surveillance (MBDS) project. 
• Focusing surveillance, communication and other activities on border areas 

to strengthen early detection and response. Joint surveillance in border 
areas where possible. 

• Focusing poultry vaccination on border areas. 
• Harmonizing systems for import/export of livestock and livestock products. 

including systems for certification and physical checking. 
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• Strengthening international collaboration with OlE, FAO, WHO, US CDC 
and sharing information and results with neighboring countries, 
international and regional organizations 

• In relation to banning or regulation of CBT in response to animal disease 
risks, two main options emerged in the discussion: 

o The first option is to intensify efforts to control and prevent illegal 
trade. While complete control and prevention may not be possible, 
further efforts could still be made. This requires additional human 
resources as well as training, logistical support and other aspects. 
Improved certification and applying certification directly at border 
areas could be important 

o The second option focused on moving our efforts from prevention to 
regulation and risk-reduction. Regulating and monitoring trade 
including SPS certification, rather than maintaining an outright ban 
and trying to prevent illegal trade, may be a more effective 
approach. 

• For regulation, we could apply the same value chain approach we do 
elsewhere, identifying risks and critical control points where these could be 
managed and reduced, working with traders. Investments in effective 
management and regulation may be offset through subsequent returns 
e.g, from exports. 

• Normally, countries are not legally able to allow import of infected animals. 
Vietnam's recent experience of establishing animal lots and testing for 
disease, then allowing the animals to be imported if no disease found 
(rather than confiscating and destroying the animals as illegal imports) 
was noted as a possible approach. 

• Compartmentalization was suggested as one approach to managing risks. 
It may be possible to apply a clean compartment approach in line with 
OlE. An alternate option could be a 'dirty compartment' approach, where 
identified risky products from the compartment are either processed within 
the compartment prior to CBT, or if this is not possibly establishing a 
designated checkpoint where live poultry could be transported across a 
border to a processing facility in the second country. 
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Unresolved Issue #4: Sustaining Essential Components of the H5N1 HPAI 
Response 

Challenge question: 
How can countries sustain essential components of H5N1 HPAI prevention, 
monitoring, and control programs when faced with declining funding? 

Moderator: Andrew Clements, Deputy Director of the Pandemic Influenza & Other 
Emerging Threats Unit, USAID/Washington 

Panel members: 

• Dr, Hossain Mosharraf, Additional Secretary, Ministry of Fisheries and 
Livestock, Bangladesh 

• Dr, Moussa Soliman, Manager of Avian Viral Diseases, General Organization 
for Veterinary Services, Egypt 

• Dr, Muhammad Azhar, Coordinator of Campaign Management Unit (CMU) for 
HPAI, Directorate General of Livestock and Animal Health Services, Ministry 
of Agriculture, Indonesia 

• Dr, Orapan Pasavorakul, Senior Veterinary Expert, Department of Livestock 
Development, Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives, Thailand 

• Mr. Do Huu Dung, Director of International Cooperation Division, DAH, 
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, VietNam 

Rapporteur: Dr, Kendra Chittenden, Infectious Disease & Science and 
Technology Advisor, USAID Indonesia 

Summary of the discussion 

Dr, Andrew Clements opened the discussion, noting that HPAI H5N1 program 
efforts started as emergency efforts to contain and manage HPAI outbreaks, 
Now, as the threat is diminished, countries that have an ongoing burden struggle 
to keep funding and focus on H5N1, Mostly these issues have dropped out of the 
media, Contagion and recent ferret research has raised a bit of attention, 
however overall donor support is decreasing, 

Dr. Clements noted the need to keep a focus on HPAI H5N1 and influenza in 
general due to the ongoing risk of a human pandemic. He requested the panel 
members to provide perspectives on three key questions, Firstly, what activities 
can be supported with existing funds? Secondly, what are the core elements of 
the AI programs? And thirdly, how can we share costs with other infectious 
disease programs? Dr, Clements noted that initially it made sense to have a 
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standalone HPAI H5N1 program focus but now this needs to be incorporated into 
other programs for sustainability. 

The five countries represented in the panel shared perspectives on these 
questions. 

The panel member from Indonesia identified seven essential components of their 
HPAI H5N1 response, including: 

• Participatory Disease Surveillance and Response (PDS-R) is key -
implementing in 30/33 provinces & costs initially all donor BUT now 50-
50% cost share with local government. Important to assist advocacy to 
local government. 

• PDS-R is an effective tool not just for AI but other diseases- we have 
proved this with rabies. PDS-R is now a part of a National Veterinary 
Services (NVS) program to focus on a range of zoonotic and animal health 
issues. 

• Surveillance and strain characterization is very important and strategic to 
help develop effective vaccines and to improve local laboratory capacity. 
Local governments will fund lab but the Government of Indonesia still 
wants partnership and technical assistance with the international 
community. 

• Public-Private partnerships strengthen. Private industry investment is 
useful for vaccine development and production, biosecurity, and value 
chain. 

• Decrease costs for Ill & SARI systems because PCR testing is very 
expensive. Need to better define magnitude and frequency of testing. 

• Integrate AI case management into a broader Acute Respiratory Infections 
to strengthen the health care system to better control ARI and AI case 
management. 

• Strengthen early warning systems which can provide rapid information 
about unusual events in a cost-effective way. 

The following aspects were identified in relation to Bangladesh's HPAI H5N1 
program: 

• Pandemic planning is important and mainly supported by donors. 
Governments needs to advocate at the grassroots level to raise 
awareness about AI risks-such as markets-and the need for control 
activities. 

• The importance of biosecurity at markets. 
• Public-Private partnerships to find new funding. 
• Establishing sustainable field level activities. 

The panel member from Viet Nam noted that the national program has already 
been impacted by declining donor and government funding. Key points for the 
VietNam program included: 
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• Revising the strategy now and making smarter decisions about what 
activities to sustain. It is necessary to sustain routine control measures. It 
is also necessary to focus on other emerging infectious diseases without 
distracting from H5N1. 

• The current strategy focuses on surveillance, which is a key component in 
an endemic country. It is important to clarify the objective of the 
surveillance~i.e. HPAI H5N1 or influenza more broadly~and this is still 
under discussion. Another key aspect is targeting live-bird market rather 
than farms, which can allow for cost-savings. 

• Modify the control program to withdraw vaccination but now a more 
focused targeted, risk-based, and affordable strategy is in place. 

• Improve veterinary services. 
• Struggle between focus on pandemic and/or H5N1: what is most 

important, what is affordable? 
• Public Private Partnerships: slow, not easy but important and an 

opportunity to share costs. 
• Could do better with proper funding but must make do. 

The panel member from Thailand noted some differences from other countries 
because they export poultry products ($3m/year until exports stopped). They 
resumed export of cooked products one year after the last reported outbreak in 
November 2008, and exports are now back to normal. Key aspects of their 
ongoing program include: 

• AI Emergency Operations Center under MOA which help to improve 
surveillance monitoring, and response to control for H5 & H7. 

• Used compensation policies. 
• Still continue to monitor sera-surveillance for export. 
• In 2004 the disease spread across the country- spent $100M - now 

control costs are $10M/year (sub-division for poultry health~avian 
influenza and New Castle) 

• AI prevention and monitoring is still robust and will continue for 5 years. 

The panel member from Egypt noted that the national response had been 
occurring in the context of specific recent overall events in the country. Key 
aspects of the national response identilied here include: 

• A revised National Strategy, shifting from an emergency basis to a long 
term approach. 

• Good and strong surveillance systems (human and animal)- (passive, 
active, syndromic, etc.) with samples collected daily. 34 teams (108 well 
trained doctors) for community for outbreak investigation, BCC, and work 
under difficult conditions. 

• Sustain lab capacity for sustained isolation and sequencing. Discovered 
variant strain. Use information to guide vaccine. 
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• Each district has team for outbreak response (3 vets and a doctor)-
sampling, culling, disinfecting, and communication & information. 

• Enhance 4-way linkage (MOH, MOA. virology and surveillance) 
• Public-Private Partnerships are important; there is a real lack of trust now. 
• Good vaccines: test for efficacy. 
• Monitor environmental contamination: this is important because the virus 

is wide-spread. 
• 8 million back-yard farms (1/2 billion chickens)· Cannot widely vaccination 

back-yard farms 
• Poor hygienic practices in live-bird markets (12,000 LBMs) & movement is 

a critical issue. 
• Recent social and political changes undermined investment in AI. All 167 

cases infected by the same strain except one. 
• What we need: surveillance and control to prevent a pandemic. 

Following the initial comments of the panel members. discussion was opened up 
to the whole meeting. Key issues and areas for possible further action identified 
in the discussion included: 

Public-Private partnerships: 
• These can be a good source of funding and investments might be large. 
• Government needs to facilitate these partnerships: 

o It may make sense for the public sector to provide a small amount 

of support to get the private sector to invest in the right things and 
to use resources more widely. An example of this is evidence· 

based vaccination. 
o The public sector can provide services to the private sector but 

public veterinarians must have strong skills to offer and assist. 

• Poultry Associations play an important role to facilitate public and private 
partnerships. 

• Market restructuring: moving birds outside of communities and away from 

people's homes into private pens. 
• Sector 3 is a high risk and must be engaged 

• Compensation is important for back-yard and small commercial farms in 
particular. 

• Publically and globally share vaccine and sequencing information to 
achieve appropriate and useful vaccines. 

Improved biosecurity-need to show that good biosecurity has an economic 
benefit from improving animal health. This has a much broader impact (beyond 
AI) whereas vaccination just focused on AI. Work with private sector to support 
costs of biosecurity- such as physical security. 
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Contact Investigations: A good investigation should be conducted following 
human cases and poultry outbreaks for close contacts, including syndromic and 
lab testing. 

Market Monitoring: Not enough funds for routine monitoring-particularly in the 
markets. To reduce costs. focus on highly populated urban areas AI high risk 
areas. 

Human resource issue-reduced budget for support. An appropriate response 
system is needed. 

Need a core epidemiology capacity-- donor assistance has really helped to 
create this and now we must figure out how to sustain. 

Use modern technology to expand and update training. 

Laboratory costs are expensive and difficult to sustain, so it is important to select 
the right systems in terms of scale and collection and use non-PCR bases 
surveillance and early warning syndrome surveillance system to catch unusual 
events. 

Many national budgets have also been reduced (double hit with reduced donor 
funds). 

Broader Zoonosis Efforts: 

• Risk of losing focus and with declining funds-now asked to do more 
things 

• It is very important to look at the animal/human health interface 
• Important to broaden influenza surveillance - in other species and to look 

for other types of influenza. 
• Some countries-such as Egypt- H5 ranks first and other zoonotic 

diseases take a back-seat now. H5 is still wide spread and a real threat 
with human fatality and large loss of livestock. 

• University and Government linkages are crucial and very useful (i.e. 
RESPOND with FETP programs implemented by Government) 

• Select focus & decide what you are trying achieve - control, zoonotic; 
newly emerging diseases, etc. 

Strengthen Animal Health Systems: Correlation because weak animal health 
system and human cases. 

Dr. Robert Tanaka, Senior Attache with the Animal and Plant Health Inspection 
Service of USDA in Bangkok also shared a donor perspective on these 
questions, noting that focusing on preventing transboundary animal diseases & 
emerging and zoonotic diseases continue to be priorities. Sustainability is 
important Projects build laboratory capacity, improve regulatory services, and 
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strengthen animal health systems and epidemiology capacity. Not interested to 
just support surveillance and outbreak response-the focus is on capacity 
building and sustainability. 
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2.4 Closing session 

Dr. Dennis Carroll, Director of the Pandemic Influenza & Other Emerging Threats 
Unit, USAID/Washington summarized the main sections of the meeting. He noted 
that the first part of the meeting on lessons learned and success stories had 
focused on elements of the response to HPAI HSN1 which are known from 
proven experience. He affirmed that USAID and other partners would identify 
opportunities for exchanges and visits to follow up and build on the country 
exchanges during the meeting in order to strengthen country responses and 
international cooperation. 

With regard to the second part of the meeting on addressing unresolved issues, 
Dr. Carroll noted that this had addressed an area where participating countries 
and international agencies do not necessarily have the same level of experience 
or certainty. He emphasized the need to deal with the changing dynamics of 
economics and support on HPAI HSNt at the international and national levels, 
and to be smarter and more effective in using the resources that are available. 
Dr. Carroll noted the challenge of genetically evolving virus, and the need to 
rnove the discussion forward to get better insight at an earlier stage into the 
evolution of threat and how to apply that insight in practical actions. He noted that 
a core take home lesson for him was that these issues are not ones that are 
going to be resolved within individual countries, by individual countries, and that 
they will require a more intensified and coordinated regional and global 
partnership. 

Dr. Carroll expressed his strong appreciation to all participants for their 
contribution, and in particular to the Government of Viet Nam as host of the 
meeting. Dr. Carroll provided an opportunity for meeting participants to make any 
final comments. He then invited Dr. Subhash Morzaria to make final comments 
on behalf of FAO. 

In his final remarks, Dr. Morzaria particularly noted the value of the innovative 
format of poster presentations developed by USAID and previously used at the 
Bali meeting in April 2010, as an effective way to promote sharing of experiences 
in a highly interactive way with a diverse group of participants. He noted that FAO 
has subsequently applied this approach with good results. Dr. Morza ria noted the 
good results also of the panel discussion sessions. providing expert feedback 
and raising important issues and challenges as well as ways to address key 
unresolved issues. He noted the need for further distillation of these ideas and 
cooperation between countries, international agencies and donors to move 
forward. 

Dr. Morzaria expressed his appreciation for the pre-meeting preparations of each 
delegation in preparing their poster presentations. He also thanked international 
partners for their support. He also thanked the local organizing committee as well 
as the support team for the meeting including colleagues from PAHI Secretariat 
and FAO VietNam. Finally, Dr. Morzaria thanked USAID for their leadership and 
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support to the meeting itself and the wider area of HPAI H5N1. He then invited 
Dr. Hoang Van Nam. Director-General of the Department of Animal Health of the 
Viet Nam Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development to provide final remarks 
and to close the meeting on behalf of the Government of VietNam. 

Dr. Hoang Van Nam thanked participants for their engagement and active 
contributions to the meeting, noting that the meeting had provided an important 
opportunity to learn from the best practices and lessons of each country, to 
identify and discuss key challenges and unresolved issues related to preventing 
and controlling H5N1 in poultry and humans as well as monitoring H5N1 viral 
evolution, and had identified joint next steps and practical, effective options to 
build strong national responses and effective regional and inter-country 
cooperation to address H5N 1 and other potentially-serious zoonotic diseases. 

Dr. Hoang Van Nam also thanked USAID for their support to the meeting, as a 
part of their highly appreciated wider ongoing technical and financial support on 
HPAI H5N1. 
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3. Bilateral Meetings 

3.1 Overview 

In line with the objectives of the meeting to promote technical and policy 
exchanges between participating countries and agree on actions to enhance 
coordination on key issues, a number of bilateral meetings took place on the 
morning of the first day of the meeting, prior to the official opening session of the 
meeting. These bilateral meetings provided an opportunity for individual country 
delegations to exchange specific information and experiences on areas of 
common interest. 

The following meetings were held: 

Ministries of Agriculture (MOA) or equivalent: 

• Cambodia and Lao PDR 
• Cambodia and Viet Nam 
• China and VietNam 
• Lao PDR and Myanmar 
• Myanmar and Viet Nam 

Ministries of Health (MOH) or equivalent: 

• Bangladesh and Myanmar 
• Cambodia and Viet Nam 
• China and Myanmar 

3.2 Bilateral discussions between Ministries of Agriculture (MOA) 

3.2.1 Bilateral meeting between the MOA of Cambodia and Lao PDR 

The meeting noted that cross-border movements and trade in animals is not very 
significant. Traditional trade was noted between the bordering provinces of 
Champassak in Lao PDR and Stung Treng and Rattanakiri in Cambodia. 
Checkpoints have been established at the two main border points, reporting to 
provincial offices in Lao PDR and to the central level in Cambodia. 

The MOA of both countries plan to establish bilateral meetings, to be followed by 
the development of an MOU and regular meetings. The value of strengthening 
collaboration between the MOA of the two countries was agreed. 

3.2.2 Bilateral meeting between the MOA of Cambodia VietNam 

Topics discussed include the movement of livestock between the two countries 
(focusing on the risk of PRRS posed by pigs from Viet Nam and the risk of FMD 
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posed cattle from Cambodia); support from Viet Nam for capacity building of 
Cambodian veterinary services; Viet Nam's passport system for recording the 
origin and movement of poultry flocks; the organization of joint cross-border 
trader meetings; and sharing HPAI epidemiological and surveillance information 
as well as the development of coordinated surveillance between the two 
countries. 

MARD Viet Nam and MOA Cambodia agreed to follow up on a number of actions 
after the meeting, within the context of the existing MoU and technical working 
groups, as well as some specific meetings and exchanges that have been 
identified. FAO ECTAD noted their willingness to provide support through existing 
ECTAD projects. 

3.2.3 Bilateral meeting between the MOA of China and VietNam 

Topics discussed at the meeting including the epidemiology of HPAI HSNt; the 
efficacy of available vaccines types with currently circulating clades of HPAI 
HSNt and the status of vaccine development, testing and approval; and the 
possibility of sharing epidemiological information (gene sequence information). 

3.2.4 Bilateral meeting between the MOA of Lao PDR and Myanmar 

Topics discussed at the meeting included the level of livestock trade across the 
common border between the two countries; identification of animal diseases of 
concern including HPAI in poultry, PRRS in pigs and FMD in cattle; and the 
possibility of initiating bilateral collaboration on animal disease control, which 
could be extended to zoonotic disease control, including information sharing of 
disease outbreaks and characteristics of the viruses responsible for HPAI, PRRS 
and FMD outbreaks, sharing of experience in disease control, and animal 
movement and trade. It was noted that this area is expected to be a strategic 
economic corridor within the region in the future, and that bilateral cooperation 
could later be expanded to multilateral cooperation including China and Thailand. 

The two countries will follow up with informal discussions, which could be 
formalized later through official bilateral and multilateral meetings as well as a 
formal agreement between the two countries. FAO is requested to facilitate the 
multilateral discussion. 

3.2.5 Bilateral meeting between the MOA of Myanmar and VietNam 

Topics discussed at the meeting included Viet Nam's experience in applying 
poultry vaccination: Myanmar's application of culling as a control measure; and 
the possibility of establishing trade in poultry between the two countries. 
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3.3 Bilateral discussions between Ministries of Health (MOH) 

3.3.1 Bilateral meeting between the MOH of Bangladesh and Myanmar 

Topics discussed in the meeting included contact between communities in border 
areas along their common border; the history of coordination between the two 
countries on disease issues along the border (e.g. on polio) and ways to improve 
coordination between local-level actors on both sides (e.g. for outbreak 
investigation and reporting, and surveillance activities); and applying the IHR 
(2005) as a structure for focal-points for cross-border agreements on 
communication, coordination and collaboration. 

The two ministries agreed to follow up within the next month to request WHO 
support to facilitate an initial meeting to discuss arrangements for improved 
cross-border communication on health issues. 

3.3.2 Bilateral meeting between the MOH of Cambodia and VietNam 

Topics discussed in the meeting included Viet Nam's update on the disease 
situation during 2011 and 2012, including HFMD, dengue and meningococcal 
meningitis; Cambodia's update on the current disease situation, including 
cholera, dengue, chikungunya and influenza A(H5N1); the established bilateral 
agreement at national and provincial levels; weekly disease data reporting via 
national level MOHs and the Mekong Basin Disease Surveillance (MBDS) 
project; the status of HPAI H5N1 outbreaks in the two countries; and the 
emerging threats posed by chikunguynya and artemisinin-resistent malaria. 

3.3.3 Bilateral meeting between the MOH of China and Myanmar 

Topics discussed at the meeting included the agreement between the two 
ministries under the Mekong Basin Disease Surveillance (MBDS) project; the 
status of cross-border cooperation at different levels and under different 
conditions (ongoing cooperation, outbreak response); and ways to enhance 
cooperation at the provincial level in provinces along the common border, for 
example through regular annual meetings, disease information sharing and joint 
outbreak investigation and management for both communicable and zoonotic 
diseases. 
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Annexes 

I. Meeting agenda 
II. List of participants 
Ill. Guidelines for poster presentations 
IV. Full list of poster presentations 
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Annex I Meeting Agenda 

Technical and Policy Discussion on 
Improving the Prevention and Control of H5N1 Highly-Pathogenic Avian 

Influenza in Highly-Affected and Neighboring Countries 

April 23-25, 2012 
Ho Chi Minh City, VietNam 

Meeting Outline 

Venue: New World Saigon Hotel 

Audience: 

• Representatives from nine countries (Bangladesh, Cambodia, China, 
Egypt, Indonesia, Laos, Myanmar, Thailand, and Viet Nam) that have had 
the most experience with H5N1 HPAI in terms of defining high-risk 
populations and geographic areas and continually fine-tuning prevention 
and control strategies to achieve results. Participants will include: 

Purpose: 

o Senior technical representatives from Ministries of Health and 
Ministries of Agriculture; 

o Senior policy makers who are empowered to make decisions 
related to surveillance and containment of H5N t outbreaks; and 

o International technical partners from the UN Food And Agriculture 
Organization (FAO), the UN World Health Organization (WHO), the 
UN System Influenza Coordinator (UNSIC), the US Agency for 
International Development (USAID), the US Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (US CDC), the US Department of 
Agriculture (USDA), and Collaborating and Reference Centers. 

• To provide an opportunity for a mix of technically oriented senior 
professionals and policy makers plus international technical partners from 
nine countries affected by the H5Nt virus to share their successes and 
discuss unresolved issues. 

• The technical discussions will focus on: 
o Sharing key programmatic successes or "best practices" that have 

led to important outcomes or impacts, sharing how these 
successes were achieved, and identifying opportunities to replicate 
these successes in other countries 

o Identifying possible solutions to unresolved issues related to H5N1 
HPAI prevention and control. 
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Objectives: By the end of the 2-day meeting, representatives will have the 
opportunity to: 

• Participate in an exchange among representatives from countries 
principally affected by the HSN1 virus of lessons learned and best 
practices that are related to preventing and controlling HSNt HPAI 
infections in poultry and humans as well as monitoring HSN1 HPAI viral 
evolution; 

• Discuss the current State-of-the-Art in addressing HPAI 
• Identify opportunities for replication of lessons learned and best practices; 
• Discuss specific unresolved issues related to preventing and controlling 

HSNt HPAI infections in poultry and humans and monitoring HSNt HPAI 
viral evolution; and 

• Identify steps for addressing these unresolved issues. 

Expected deliverables: 

• Sharing of specific best practices in Bangladesh, Cambodia, China, Egypt, 
Indonesia, Laos, Myanmar, Thailand. and Viet Nam that have resulted in 
important outcomes or impacts; 

• Identification of opportunities to replicate specific best practices in other 
countries and next steps needed to adopt these best practices; and 

• Identification of possible solutions to unresolved issues related to HSNt 
HPAI prevention and control. 

Monday, April 23 

Time Session Comments 
8:00- Bilateral meetings 3 Meeting spaces will be 
10:00 provided for bilateral meetings 

on 1 ~~floor. 

Need to provide tape and tacks 
along with about 500 4"X6" note 
cards that can be used for 
comments 

Poster set up 
Need to have signs for each 
poster session (1 A) prepared 
ahead of time 

10:00- Registration and packet pick up Secretariat 
10:30 
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10:30- Opening Remarks Mr. Diep Kinh Tan, Vice-
II :00 Minister, Ministry of Agriculture 

and Rural Development, S.R. 
VietNam 

Mr. Robert W. Ogburn, U.S. 
Introductions Deputy Consul General 

Master of Ceremonies Dr. Do 
Huu Dung to ask introductions 
from country representatives 

11:00 Group Photo Master of Ceremonies to 
11:30 orqanize everyone 
11:30- Summary of Technical Discussion in Pak Emil, Indonesia Zoonotics 
11:45 Bali, t,Aarch2010 KOMNAS 

-------------

11:45- Summary of current H5N1 situation Andrew Clements 
12:15 
12:15- Lunch (on site) 
13:15 
13:15- Meeting purpose and objectives Meeting Organizers 
13:30 

Instructions for poster sessions Andrew Clements 

13:30- Best Practices/Lessons Learned (1a): See Annex 1 for guidance on 
14:15 poster presentations 

Improving surveiflance for reservoirs of 
H5N1 HPAI virus and monitoring of [A list of all poster titles will be 
';silent" infections in animals (including in provided to all participant at the 
vaccinated poultry) and people beginning of day 1] 

poster walk 1 
• at least one member of the 

country team stays with each of 
their posters while others on the 
team visit posters of other 
countries 

• visitors to posters can ask 
questions in person or write 
questions on note cards 
(provided by organizers) 

14:15- Best Practices/Lessons Learned (1 b): 
15:00 

Improving surveillance tor reservoirs of 
H5N1 HPAI virus and monitoring of 
"silent" infections in animals (including in 
vaccinated poultry) and people 

poster walk 2 . people who stayed with posters in 
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session 1 a now visit other 
country posters while other 
people on the country team stay 
with each of their posters 

• visitors can ask questions in 
person or write questions on 
notes cards (provided by 
organizers) 

15:00- Break 
15:30 
15:30- Best Practices/Lessons Learned (2a): 
16:15 

Improving surveiffance for molecular 
changes in H5N1 HPAI viruses residing 
in poultry, wild birds, humans, and other 
animals (e.g. swine) 

poster walk 1 
• at least one member of the 

country team stays with each of 
their posters while others on the 
team visit posters of other 
countries 

• visitors to posters can ask 
questions in person or write 
questions on note cards 
(provided by orqanizers) 

t 6: t 5 - Best Practices/Lessons Learned (2b): 
17:00 

Improving sutveiflance for molecular 
changes in H5N1 HPAI viruses residing 
in poultry, wild birds, humans, and other 
animals (e.g. swine) 

poster walk 2 

• people who stayed with posters in 
session 2a now visit other 
country posters while other 
people on the country team stay 
with each of their posters . visitors can ask questions in 
person or write questions on 
notes cards (provided by 
organizers) 

17:00- Country Team Discussions Country Teams amongst 
17:15 themselves 
18:00- Group banquet dinner Vice Minister to welcome 
20:00 guests, Dennis Carroll to speak 

as well. 
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Tuesday, April 24 

Time Session Comments 
8:30- Introduction to day's activities, Dennis Carroll to introduce day's 
8:45 unresolved issues and instructions activities and discuss 

unresolved issues section. 
8:45- Unresolved Issues: Challenge Moderator: Subhash Morzaria 
10:10 question #1 

Bangladesh: Hossain Mosharraf 
How can countries and the global China: Xinyan Zhai 
community most effectively identify key Indonesia: Eric Joseph Brum 
reservoirs of H5N1 HPAI (and their VietNam: Phan Quang Minh 
interconnectivity) and what interventions Other: Les Sims 
can be applied to reduce disease 
burden? Rapporteur: Andrew Clements 

10:1 0· Break 
10:40 

10:40 Unresolved Issues: Challenge Moderator: Ron Waldman 
12:05 question #2 

China: Malik Peiris 
What current practices are likely driving Thailand: Sujira Pachariyanon 
evolution of the H5N1 virus and how can VietNam: Ken lnui 
countries and the global community most VietNam: Jeremy Farrar 
effectively monitor for the presence and Other: Tim Uyeki 
movement of new viral variants (and 
other influenzas) in key species to Rapporteur: Dan Schar 
ensure efficacy of interventions and 
assess pandemic risk? 

12:05- Lunch (on site) 
13:05 
13:05- Best Practices/Lessons Learned (3a): 
13:50 

Improving the efficacy of outbreak 
surveillance and control in poultry 

poster walk t 
• at least one member of the 

country team stays with each of 
their posters while others on the 
team visit posters of other 
countries 

• visitors to posters can ask 
questions in person or write 
questions on note cards (provided 
bv orqanizers) 
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13:50- Best Practices/Lessons Learned (3b): 
14:35 

Improving the efficacy of outbreak 
surveillance and control in poultry 

poster walk 2 
• people who stayed with posters in 

session 3a now visit other 
country posters while other 
people on the country team stay 
with each of their posters 

• visitors can ask questions in 
person or write questions on 
notes cards (provided by 

------------------------------ _____________________ 9!9_~-~_l~~!§L 
14:35- Break 
15:05 

15:05- Best Practices/Lessons Learned (4a): 
15:50 

Improving detection and treatment of 
H5N1 infections in humans using existing 
systems such as influenza-like illness 
(ILl) surveillance and early warning/alert 
systems 

poster walk 1 
• at least one member of the 

country team stays with each of 
their posters while others on the 
learn visit posters of ott1er 
countries 

• visitors to posters can ask 
questions in person or write 
questions on note cards (provided 
by organizers) 

15:50· Best Practices/Lessons Learned (4b): 
16:35 

Improving detection and treatment of 
HSN 1 infections in humans using existing 
systems such as influenza-like illness 
(ILl) surveillance and early warning/alert 
systems 

poster walk 2 
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. people who stayed with posters in 
session 4a now visit other 
country posters while other 
people on the country team stay 
with each of their posters 

• visitors can ask questions in 
person or write questions on 
notes cards {provided by 
organizers) 

16:35· Country team discussions to: Internal discussions within the 
17:05 . Discuss what was learned country teams. 

• review comments from others on 
the country team's posters 

• review which lessons 
learned/best practices from other 
countries could be adopted by the 
country team 

• identify any questions/comments 
for other countrv teams 

17:05- Report out by countries on best practices Individuals from country teams 
17:35 they may be rnterested in adopting will provide read-outs on behalf 

of their country teams. 

Discussion of common themes 

Wednesday, April 25 

Time Session Comments 
8:30- Announcements and instructions for day MC to announce instructions for 
8:35 3 dav 
8:35- Unresolved Issues: Challenge Moderator: Santanu 
10:00 question #3 Bandyopadhyay 

Cambodia: Teng Srey 
How can countries improve H5N1 HPAI Lao PDR: Khamphouth Vongxay 
cross-border cooperation and Myanmar: Than Htun 
coordination to diminish the likelihood of Thailand: Pasakorn Akkarasewi 
the virus spreading from country to FAO ECTAD: Mohinder Oberoi 
countrv? Rapporteur: David Pavne 

t 0:00- Break 
10:30 
1 0:30- Unresolved Issues: Challenge Moderator: Andrew Clements 
11:55 question #4 Bangladesh: Mosharal Hossain 

Egypt: Moussa Soliman 
How can countries sustain essential Indonesia: Muhammad Azhar 
components of H5N1 HPAI prevention, Thailand: Orapan Pasavorakul 
monitorinG, and control programs when Vietnam: Do Huu Dung 
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faced with declining funding? Rapporteur: Kendra Chittenden 

11:55- Lunch (on site) US Government agencies only 
12:55 Discussion of possible changes to USG 

programming based on April 23-25 
meeting 

12:55 .. Developing a "pathway to action" based Dennis Carroll will lead the 
13:55 on key recommendations from each of discussion of the pathway to 

the previous sessions action. 
13:55- Instructions for completing meeting MC to close events and give 
14:55 evaluation form closing comments 

Closinq comments 
15:30- Discussion of possible changes to FAO US Government agencies plus 
17:00 and WHO programming based on April implementing partners (FAO, 

23-25 meeting WHO) 

Thursday, April 26 

Time :::::::::::t::~~:~~IQ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::t::9:~:6J:6J:~:!J!~::::::::·--
8:30- Planning meeting for EPT regional USAID only 
1 0:00 meeting in Bangkok (July 2012) 

........................................................................................................................................................ 
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Annex II List of Participants 

Bangladesh ksturm@ icddrb.org 

Md. Ashraf Ali 
Director General 
Department of Livestock Services 
ashrafdls@yahoo.com 

Mr. Mosharraf 
Additional Secretary 
Ministry of Fisheries and Livestock 
mhossain149@yahoo.com 

Dr. S.M. Nazrullslam 
Project Director 
Department of Livestock Services 
drnazrul48@yahoo.corn 

Prof. Mahmudur Rahman 
Director 
Institute ol Epidemiology 
Disease Control & Research & National 
Influenza Centre 
mrahman57@hotmail.com 

Mr. Subhash Chandra Sarker 
Joint Secretary 
Public Health MoHFW 
sarkersubhash@ hotmail .com 

Dr. Mal Yamage 
Senior Technical Coordinator/Country 
Team Leader ECTAD 
FAD Bangladesh 
Mat.Yamage@fao.org 

Dr M K Zaman Biswas 
National Professional Officer, Disease 
Surveillance and Epidemiology 
WHO Bangladesh 
Biswasm@SEARO.WHO.INT 

Dr. Kathy Sturm· Ramirez 
Epidemiologist 
CDC Bangladesh 

Cambodia 

Dr. T eng Srey 
Deputy Director 
Communicable Disease Control 
Department, 
Ministry of Health 
tengsrey@gmail.com 

Dr. Seng Heng 
Chief of Surveillance, 
Communicable Disease Control 
Department, 
Ministry of Health 
hengcdc@gmail.com 

Dr. Sorn San 
Director 
National Veterinary Research Institute, 
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fisheries 
sorn.san@gmail.com 

Dr. Hall Davun 
Deputy Director of NAVRI 
Department of Animal Health 
Production, 
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fisheries 
vun.navri @gmail.com 

Dr. Nima Asgari 
ESR Team Leader 
WHO Cambodia 
asgarin@wpro.who.int 

Dr. Lolfi Allal 
Chief Technical Advisor 
FAO Cambodia 
Iotti .alia I@ lao.org 
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Dr. Sotheara 
Development Assistance Specialist for 
Infectious Disease 
USAID/Cambodia 
snop@usaid.gov 

China 

Mr. Vincent Martin 
Senior Technical Advisorffeam Leader 
FAO ECTAD China 
Vincent.martin@fao.org 

Dr. Song Ying 
Senior Program Officer 
USCDC China 
songying @cn.cdc.gov 

Dr. Li Bo Dong 
WHO Collaborating Center for Influenza 
Reference and Research 
& Chinese National Influenza Center, 
China CDC 
donglibo@cnic.org.cn 

Ms. Hou Yuhui 
Veterinarian 
Division of Animal Disease Prevention 
and Control, 
Veterinary Bureau 
houyuhui @agri.gov.vn 

Dr. Zeng 
Research Associate 
Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, 
CAAS 
zengxy@hvri.ac.cn 

Mrs. Xinyan Zhai 
Research fellow 
China Animal Disease Prevention 
Control Center 
zhaixy2002@yahoo.com.cn 

Egypt 

Mr. Khaled Mohamed 
Ali Mansour 
Head of the Animal 

Production sector 
Ministry of Agriculture 

Dr. Sherein Galal 
Head of Laboratory Information 
Management Unit- NLQP 
Animal Health Research 
Institute 
shereengalal@yahoo.com 

Dr. Moussa Soliman 
Manager of Avian Viral Diseases 
General Organization for Veterinary 
Services 
mosasoliman@hotmail.com 

Dr. Vilma J. Makonnen 
ECTAD Team Leader 
FAO Egypt 
yilma.jobre@fao.org 

Indonesia 

Dr. Emil Agustiono 
Deputy Coordinating Minister 
Coordinating Ministry for People's 
Welfare 
emil.agustiono@gmail.com 

Dr. Sinurtina Sihombing 
Chief of Standarization of 
Subdirectoriate for Zoonoses Control 
and Environmental Health 
Ministry of Health 
sisie.md@gmail.com 

Mrs. Eka 
Staff of Subdirectorate of Surveillance 
and Outbreak Response 
Ministry of Health 
ekamuhiriyah@yahoo.com 

Dr. Ondri Dwi Sampurno 
Head of Center for Biomedical and 
Technology of Basic Health, 
National Institute Health Research and 
Development 
Ministry of Health 
ondri19@gmail.com 
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Dr. Muhammad Azhar 
Coordinator of Campaign Management 
Unit (CMU) for HPAI. Directorate 
General of Livestock and Animal Health 
Services 
Ministry of Agriculture 
azhar~drh@yahoo.com 

upp~ai@yahoo.com 

Dr. Syafrisonldris 
Surveillance Subdirectorate of the 
Directorate of Animal Health 
Ministry of Agriculture 
syafrison.idris@yahoo.com 

Dr. James McGrane 
Team Leader 
FAO Indonesia 
James.McGrane@fao.org 

Mr. Eric Joseph Brum 
Chief Technical Advisor 
FAO Indonesia 
ebrum1 @gmail.com 

Dr. Graham Tallis 
Communicable Diseases Surveillance 
and Response Program Manager 
WHO Indonesia 
TallisG@who.or.id 

Ms. Gina Samann 
Epidemiologist 
USCDC Indonesia 
ginasamaan@yahoo.com 
wjv5@cdc.gov 

Dr. Kendra Chittenden 
Infectious Disease & Science and 
Technology Advisor 
USAID Indonesia 
kchittenden@usaid.gov 

Lao PDR 

Dr. Mahanakhone Souriya 
Deputy Director General 
Department of Livestock and Fisheries 

m.souriya@yahoo.com 

Dr. Khamphouth Vongxay 
Deputy Chief of Animal Dieases 
Diagnostic Lab 
National Animal Health Center 
kamputvongxay@yahoo,com 

Dr. Tri Satya Putri Naipospos 
CTAIECTAD country team leader 
FAO Lao PDR 
tri.na ipospos @fao.org 
Ms. Hannah Lewis 
Epidemiologist 
WHO Lao PDR 
lewish@wpro.who.int 

Myanmar 

Prof SoelwinNyein 
Director Epidemiology 
Department of Health, 
Ministry of Health 
drslnyein @gmail.com 

Dr. Than Htun 
National Project Manager 
FAO Animal Health Programme
Myanmar 
than. htun@fao.org 
dr.thanhtun007@gmail.com 

Dr. Cho Cho Su Mon 
National Consultant 
FAO Animal Health Programme
Myanmar 
Cho.Mon@fao.org 

Dr. Murray Maclean 
Chief Technical Advisor and Team 
Leader 
FAO-ECTAD Myanmar 
murray.maclean@fao.org 

Thailand 

Dr. Pasakorn Akkarasewi 
Director, 
Bureau of Epidemiology 
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Department of Disease Control 
Ministry of Public Health 
pasakorn .sewi@ gmai l.com 

Dr. Orapan Pasavorakul 
Senior Veterinary Expert 
Department of Livestock Development 
Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives 
Orapanp@dld.go.th 

Dr. Sujira Pachariyanon 
Head of Virology Section 
National Institute of Animal Health 
Department of Livestock Development 
Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives 
sujirap@dld.go.th 

Dr. Pawin Padungtod 
Veterinary Medical Officer 
CDC Thailand 
PawrnP@th.cdc.gov 

VietNam 

Mr. Diep Kinh Tan 
Vice Minister 
Ministry of Agriculture and 
Rural Development 

Mr. Luong The Phiet 
Director General 
International Cooperation Department 
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural 
Development 

Mrs. Pham Thi Hong Hanh 
Deputy Director 
Bilateral Division 
International Cooperation Department 
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural 
Development 

Dr. Hoang Van Nam 
Director General 
Department of Animal Health 
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural 
Development 
hvnamdah@gmail.com 

Mr. Do Huu Dung 
Director or International Cooperation 
Division 
Department of Animal Health 
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural 
Development 
dung.dah@gmail.com 

Mr. Phan Quang Minh 
Deputy Director of Epidemiology 
Division 
Department of Animal Health 
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural 
Development 
pqminh@dah.gov.vn 

Dr. Nguyen Thanh Son 
Deputy Director 
Department of Livestock Production 
sonnt.cn@ mard.gov.vn 

Ms. Ha Thuy Hanh 
Deputy Director 
National Agriculture Extension Center 
hanhht.tccb@mard.gov.vn 

Mr. Ngo Thanh Long 
RAHO 6 · Department of Animal Health 
ngothanhlong60@gmail.com 

Dr. T ran Thanh Duong 
Deputy Director General 
General Department of Preventive 
Medicine 
Ministry of Health 
tranthanhduong@hotmail.com 

Mrs. Nguyen Thi Huong 
Officer 
General Department of Preventive 
Medicine 
Ministry of Health 
huong.fetp@gmail.com 

Dr. Vu Ngoc Long 
General Department of Preventive 
Medicine 

Dr. Le Thi Quynh Mai 
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Chief of Laboratory 
National Institute of Hygiene and 
Epidemiology 
lom9@hotmail.com 
Dr. Nguyen Thanh Long 
Pasteur Institute ~ Hochiminh city 

Ms. Dao Thu Trang 
PAHI Secretariat 
trang .dt@ aviani nfluenza .erg. vn 

Ms. Nguyen Hong Thuy 
PAHI Secretariat 
thuy .nh@ avianinfluenza.org. vn 

Ms. Le Phuong Dung 
PAHI Secretariat 
dung .ltp@ avianinfluenza.org .vn 

Mr. Robert W. Ogburn 
Deputy Consul General 
US Embassy 

Mr. Jonathan Ross 
Office of Health Director 
USAIDNietnam 
jross@usaid.gov 

Dr. Timothy Meinke 
Senior Infectious Diseases Advisor 
USAIDNiotnam 
tmeinke@usaid.gov 

Dr. Kim Thuy Oanh 
Infectious Diseases Specialist 
USAIDNietnam 
okim@usaid.gov 

Ms. Nicole Fox 
Economic Officer 
US Consulate HCMC 
foxnp@state.gov 

Dr. James Kile 
Chief, Animal Human Interface Initiative 
USCDC Vietnam 
KileJC@vn.cdc.gov 

Dr. Santanu Bandyopadhyay 

ECTAD Vietnam Team Leader 
FAO Vietnam 
santanu.bandyopadhyay@fao.org 

Mr. Ken lnui 
International Laboratory Expert 
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural 
Development (MARD) • 
Department of Animal Health (DAH) 
National Center for Veterinary Diagnosis 
(NCVD) 
ken.inui@fao.org 

Mr. Andrew Bisson 
Technical Advisor 
FAO Vietnam 
andrew.bisson@fao.org 

Mr. Ken Shimizu 
Operations Coordinator 
ECTAD FAO Vietnam 
ken.shimizu@fao.org 

Dr. Jennifer Siembieda 
International Technical Adviser 
(Epidemiology) 
ECTAD FAO Vietnam 
jennifer.siembieda@fao.org 

Ms. Ngo Thi Hoang Lam 
Programme Assistant 
ECTAD FAO Vietnam 
lam.ngohoang@fao.org 

Ms. Nguyen Phuong Oanh 
ECTAD FAO Vietnam 

Ms. Nguyen Thi Lan Anh 
ECTAD FAO Vietnam 

Dr. Babatunde Olowokure 
CRS Team leader 
WHO Vietnam 
Olowokure@wpro.who.int 

Dr. Nguyen Thi Phuc 
WHO Vietnam 
Phucn@wpro.who.int 
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Dr. LeVan Tuan 
Acting Head ol WHO HCM oflice 
WHO Vietnam 
lev@who.int 

Dr. Ngo Thi Hoa 
Oxford Univ. Clinical Research Unit 
hoannt@oucru.org 

Mrs. Vo Ngan Giang 
Technical Director of Animal Health 
USAID's API I 
giang@abtvn.com 

Mr. David Payne 
Consultant 
payne.dave@gmail.com 
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Other participants 

Mr. Dennis Carroll 
Director, Pandemic Influenza & Other 
Emerging Threats Unit 
USAID/Washington 
dcarroll@usaid.gov 

Mr. Andrew Clements 
Deputy Director, Pandemic Influenza & 
Other Emerging Threats Unit 
USAID/Washington 
aclements@usaid.gov 

Dr. Ronald Waldman 
Pandemic Influenza Consultant 
USAID/Washington 
rw178@columbia.edu 

Mr. Carlson Craig 
Pandemic Influenza & Other Emerging 
Threats Unit 
USAID/Washington 
ccarlson@usaid.gov 

Mr. Julian Brown 
Pandemic Influenza & Other Emerging 
Threats Unit 
USAID/Washington 
ju lbrown@ usaid .gov 

Dr. Daniel Schar 
Emerging Infectious Disease Advisor 
USAID/Regional Development Mission 
Asia 
dschar@usaid.gov 

Dr. Sudarat Damrongwatanapokin 
Regional Animal Advisor 
USAID/Regional Development Mission 
Asia 
sdamrongwatanapoki n@ us aid .gov 

Ms. Susan Boggess 
US State Department 
BoggessSM@state.gov 

Dr. Tim Uyeki 
CDC Atlanta 

tuyeki@cdc.gov 

Dr. Robert Tanaka 
Senior Attache 
Animal and Plant Health Inspection 
Service 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
Bangkok, Thailand 
Robert.T. Tanaka@ aphis. usda .gov 

Mr. Subhash Morzaria 
Regional Manager 
FAO ECTAD RAP 
subhash.morzaria@fao.org 

Ms. Wantanee Kalpravidh 
Regional Project Coordinator 
FAO ECTAD RAP 
wantanee.kalpravidh@fao.org 

Dr. Jan Hinrichs 
Animal Health Economist 
FAO ECTAD-RAP 
jan. hi nrichs @fao.org 

Or. Mohinder Oberoi 
Sub-Regional Manager 
ECTAD Unit (SAARC) 
FAO Nepal 
mohinder.oberoi@fao.org 

Dr. Sanipa Suradhat 
RSU Laboratory Expert 
FAO ECTAD RAP 
sanipa.suradhat@fao.org 

Dr. Scott Newman 
International Wildlife Coordinator 
AGAH, C567 
FAO Headquarters 
scott.newman@fao.org 

Ms. Ariella Glinni 
Senior Operations Officer 
FCC-EMU 
TCES-FAO Headquarters 
ariella.glinni@fao.org 

Dr. Kenji Sakurai 
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Deputy Regional Representative 
OlE 
k.sakurai@oie.int 

Dr. Gyanendra Gongal 
Scientist 
South East Asia Regional Office 
WHO 
gongalg@searo.who.int 

Dr. Chadia Wannous 
Senior Policy Advisor 
UNSIC 
chadia. wannous@ undp.org 

Prof. Malik Peiris 
Chair of Virology, School of Public 
Health 
Scientific Director, HKU·Pasteur 
Research Centre 
The University of Hong Kong 
malik@hkucc.hku.hk 

Dr. Les Sims 
Veterinarian 
vetpathOO@ yahoo .com .au 
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Annex Ill Guidelines for Poster Presentations 

Best Practices/Lessons Learned presentations by country team participants will 
consist of "posters" that highlight best practices, successes and potential 
applications, and continuing challenges. These presentations will be used to 
interactively share information among all participants and foster a rich technical 
dialogue among the affected countries. 

Instructions for poster presentations: 

• By April 1 1, country teams should use provided template to submit an 
abstract to the local USAID mission and FAO or WHO office for !l.<l&!:l Best 
Practice or Lesson Learned. USAID, FAO, WHO, and CDC technical staff in
country are available to help country teams with identifying and describing 
Best Practice or Lesson Learned. 

• By April 20, country teams should develop 15 slides (using Word or 
Powerpoint) for each Best Practice or Lesson Learned to include the following 
information: 

Slide 1: 

Slide 2: 

Slide 3-4: 

Slide 5: 

Provide country, title, author(s), and institutional affiliation(s) 

Short description of activity 

Describe what was accomplished (outcome or impact) 

Describe why the result was significant 

Slides 6-10: Describe the strategy used, how the work was organized, etc. 

Slide 11: 

Slide 12: 

Slide 13: 

Describe what partners were involved 

Describe any challenges or obstacles that had to be overcome 

Describe any key steps that were essential for achieving the 
result 

Slides 14-15: Describe any next steps or continuing challenges (e.g. further 
validation, scale-up, etc.) 

In addition to the 15 slides, maps or diagrams can be included to help the 
audience understand the activity. A page number should be included on each 
page. When possible, please use a font between 20-24. 

USAID, FAO, WHO, and CDC technical staff are available to help country 
teams with reviewing posters for Best Practice or Lesson Learned posters. 
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• By April 23, country teams should print their slides on 85" X 11" (or A4) 
sheets of regular, white paper (1 slide per page) and bring them to the 
meeting. (Please do not spend time/money using glossy paper or making a 
formal poster that includes all of the slides on one big sheet of paper,) 

• At the meeting venue, country teams should assemble their posters during 
the morning of April 23 (8:00 - 1 0:00) in the areas designated by the 
organizers. Tape and thumbtacks will be provided. 

Country teams should also bring an electronic copy of each poster presentation 
to the meeting so that they can be collected by the meeting organizers and 
distributed with all of the other presentations on a flash drive at the end of the 
meeting, 
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Annex IV Full List of Poster Presentations 

Poster session 1: Improving the efficacy of outbreak surveillance and 
control in poultry 

No. Country Agency Poster Title 
Strong commitment of Cambodian Government to 

1 Cambodia DAHP control H5N1 HPAI and to limit the economic cost of 
the disease 

2 Cambodia MoA/MoH 
Successful management of H5N1 outbreak success 
story 
A sustainable national capacity building program on 

3 China MoA 
field epidemiology to deal elfeclively and efficiently 
with HPAI- China Field Epidemiology Training 
Program for Veterinarians (China FETPV) 

4 Egypt 
MOA/ 

HPAI H5N1 control , challenges and way forward 
GOVS 

Best practices and lessons learned for poultry farm 
5 Indonesia MOA cost-effective biosecurity, vaccination, and public-

private partnership 
Sustainability of AI surveillance and response using 

6 Indonesia MOA broader approach PDSR for other priority an1mal 
diseases . 

7 Indonesia MoA . ... gg.~.~~~~.\~9. .. tj.f?.~.1. .. §~!.Y.~!.\l~~!::~ . .!.~ .. Y.~!::~l~~~~~ .. !?.g.~.l~EY.. ... ................. 
Best practices and lessons learned for biosecurity 

8 Indonesia MoA and public-private partership along poultry market 
chain. 

9 Myanmar MOA Active HPAI Surveillance Program 
10 Thailand MOA Simple Housing Model for Native Chicken 

11 Thailand MOA 
Strong Commitment of the Government of Thailand in 
Q2Q1b~tingHPAif:l;iN1rnf'2~1try 

12 VietNam MARD 
Applied Veterinary Epidemiology Trarning: A Field 
Trainina Proaramme for Veterinarians in VietNam 

Poster session 2: Improving detection and treatment of H5N1 infections in 
humans using existing systems such as influenza-like illness (Ill) 
surveillance and early warning/alert systems 

No. Country Agency Poster Title 

13 Bangladesh MoH 
Use of ILl and Respiratory Disease Surveillance to 
detect H5Ni human cases 

14 Cambodia MoH 
Best Practice or Lesson Learned on Prevention and 
Control of Human H5N1 in Cambodia 

15 Indonesia MoH 
East Jakarta Enhanced Human Surveillance Project 
inaHighAI~ur<J~ne(jAr~as 

16 Indonesia MoH 
Integrate influenza case management into IMCI and 
improving oxygen therapies 
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17 Indonesia MoH 
Using ILl surveillance platform to detect human 
H5N1 infection. 

18 Lao PDR MoH 
ILl and Severe Acute Respiratory Infection (SARI) 
sentinel laboratory surveillance in Lao PDR 

19 Myanmar MoH 
Prevention and Control of H5N1 HPAI and Human 
Influenza Pandemic Preparedness and Response 

20 VietNam MoH 
Influenza sentinel surveillance system in Vietnam, 
Results and Lessons Learned 

21 VietNam MoH 
Cooperation between Human and Animal Health on 
response on HPAI 
Community-based surveillance (CBS) model for 

22 VietNam MARD early detection of disease for effective prevention: 
Closing the gap at the grassroots level 

23 VietNam MoH 
Strengthen health system capacity through Field 
Epidemiology Training Program. 

Poster session 3: Improving surveillance for reservoirs of H5N1 HPAI virus 
and monitoring of "silent" infections in animals (including in vaccinated 
poultry) and people 

No. Country Agency Poster Title 

24 Bangladesh MoA 
Identifying gaps for further improvement of 

.................... .. ~!9.~.~g.~E.i.!Y...l~ .. !!Y.~ ... ~.i.~.9 ... ~9..~.~~!§.J~.QM~L . 
25 Bangladesh MoA 

Active Surveillance using SMS gateway system and 
I passive surveillance for HPAI HSN1 in Bangladesh 

26 China MoH Human Avian Surveillance System in China 

27 China MoA 
Progress in increasing biosecurity level in poultry 
farms and live bird markets in China 

28 Indonesia MoA 
Approaches for identifying potential reservoirs, 
amplifiers and endemic areas in Indonesia. 

29 Indonesia MoA 
What is the role of ducks in HPAI endemicity in 
Indonesia? 

30 Lao PDR MoA 
Conducting H5N1 surveillance in healthy ducks in 
Lao PDR 

31 Myanmar MoA Commercial Farm GPS database 
32 Myanmar MoA Duck Cross Sectional Study 

33 Myanmar MoA 
Cross Border Risk Assessment Studies and Risk 
Framework 
Surveillance for sub-clinical infection with H5N1 

34 VietNam MARD among ducks in live bird markets of high risk 
I provinces in Viet Nam 

Hatchery Hygiene quality improvement in Vietnam: 
35 Viet Narn MARD a model approach for promoting and regulating 

I qood poultry production practices 
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Poster session 4: Improving surveillance for molecular changes in H5N1 
HPAI viruses residing in poultry, wild birds, humans, and other animals 
(e.g. swine) 

r'la. Country Agency Poster Title 

36 China MoA 
Monitoring current H5N1 viruses to ensure that 

I poultry vaccines are appropriately matched 

37 Egypt MoA/ NLQP 
Diagnosis of HPAI: Best Practices and lessons 
learned 

38 Indonesia MoA 
An animal health laboratory network for H5N1 virus 
monitoring and vaccine matching. 
Matching vaccine with virus: integrating phylogenetic 

39 VietNam MARD analysis and challenge trials to ensure vaccine 
efficacy 
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Introduction 

Technical Discussion on 
Best Practices for Ptevention and Containment of 

HSNl Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza 
Bali Indonesia 

March 30·31, 2010 

Representatives from five countries (Bangladesh, China, Cgypt, Indonesia, and Vietnam) participated in a 
two-day technical discussion on Best Practices for Prevention and Containment of H5Nl Highly 
Pathogenic Avian Influenza at the Niece Bali Hotel in Bali, Indonesia March 30~31, 2010. The five 
countries were highlighted because of their extensive experience with HSN1 Highly Pathogenic Avian 
Influenza (HPAI) in terms of defining high-risk populations and geographic areas where HSNl occurs, 
and their efforts to continually fine~tune their prevention and containment strategies to manage the 

virtls in both human and avian populations. USAID sponsored the meetine with support from the other 
international donors who participated. 

Seventy-two participants participated in the innovative technical discussions. Delegates included: 

o Technical representatives from Ministries of Health and Ministries of Agriculttlre from 
all 5 countries 

o Senior policy makers who are empowered to make decisions related to surveillance and 
containment of HSNl outbreaks from all five countries 

o International technical partners from country offices and headquarters of WHO, FAO, 
UNSIC, US CDC, USDA and USAID 

See Attachment 1 for a complete list of attendees 

The purpose of the meeting was to provide an opportunity for this mix of technically-oriented 
professionals and policy makers plus international technical partners to share their successes and 
discuss their constraints when faced with HSN1 HPAI infections in poultry and/or human populations. 
The technical discussion focused on: 

0 Identifying key programmatic successes or "best practices" that have led to important 
outcomes or impacts 

c Identifying how these successes were achieved 
o Identifying opportunities to replicate these successes in other countries 

See Attachment 2 for the complete description of the meeting and the agenda. 
A short summary of the various sessions that were held during the 2 day technical 
discussions con be found in Attachment 3. 

By the end of the 2 day discussions, attendees had been able to participate in an exchange of best 
practices that are contributing to reduction in HSN1 HPAI viral circulation in poultry & human 
populations; discuss and plan how some of these best practices could be applied in their country, and 
identify key points to share with other countries at the Inter-Ministerial Conference on Animal and 
Pandemic Influenza (IMCAPI) in Vietnam on April19 • 21, 2010. 

Best Practices- Telling the Stories 

Prior to the Bali technical discussions, country delegations identified three to five best practices 
(focusing on both human and avian health) that they wanted to share and discuss during the two-day 
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session. Rather than present a series of PowerPoint presentations on each of the 22 best pra-ctices that 

were identified, participants prepared poster sessions that allowed all delegates to tell the story of their 
work and to discuss their learnings in detail with their counterparts from other countries. The result was 

an interactive, highly participatory conversation about what countries were doing to contain HSNl in 
both the human and avian populations in their countries, to discuss the challenges they are facing in 

implementing these strategies, and to share ideas for overcoming those challenges and possible 

applications to their own situation. 

A list of best practices highlighted by each country duting the technical discussions i~ below: 

Country Poultry Best Practices Human Health Best Practices 

Bang lades A Containment of HPAI through A Antiviral prophylaxis I follow-up of high 

h Active Surveillance risk people 

B Containment of HPAI through live 

bird market 

cleaning/decontamination program 

China A Integrated prevention & control B Early detection I rapid response to 

measures combining surveillance, human infection w/ avian influenza A 

massive vaccination & stamping out (HSNl) virus 

policy 
A Improvement of Lab capability for 

influenza virus 

B Clinical Management with HSNl 

infection 

Egypt B Faster time to produce A Nationwide comprehensive surveillance 

confirmatory A/HSNl diagnosis & and response 

outbreak reporting I effective 

A B Communication and Social Mobilization 
Achievements & successes in 

strengthening AI detection & A Improved referral, clinical care 

response management and infection control 

Indonesia A Participatory Disease Surveillance B Epicentre containment 

and Response (PDSR)/Livestock 

Disease Coordinating Centers 
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(LDCC) 

B OFFLU A Improving case managernent {includes 

Riau pilot project) 
A Market Chain Analysis 

Vietnam B Government Committee ;;1nd B Addressing the prevention & control of 

Approach flu A (HSNl) in humans through 

strengthening of health systems 

A Disease surveillance and outbreak A Communications and AwarenesS··raising 

response 

B Vaccination as an additional control 

measure 

Copies of the poster presentations were provided to each participant on a CD at the end of the 
technical disCLJssion on March 31, and the posters were displayed again during the IMCAPI meeting in 
Hanoi on Apri119-21, 2010. 

See Attachment 4 for the technical content contained in country posters 

Country Plans for Followwup 

During the two-day event, country and donor representatives had time to discuss the best practices 
described by each country by rotating through all of the poster presentations. On the final afternoon of 
the technical discussion, country teams reconvened to discuss what they had learned from other 
country best practices and identified how they will follow up, using the following three questions: 

c Identify lw2 Priority Best Practices that seem to have potential relevance for your country 

(Which challenge might this address?) 

o Identify Specific Steps needed to explore how this best practice can be applied to meet your 

specific challenges 

o What are the 2-3 most critical challenges related to HSN1 HPAI for which there don't appear to 

be any lessons learned but lhat are of concern in your country'? 

Each country plus the international donor community prepared and presented a brief summary of their 
discussions on these questions. 

Highlights from each presentation can be found on the following pages. 
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Bangladesh Countrv Plan 

Priority Best Practices that seem to have Specific Steps needed to explore how this best practice can be 
potential relevance for your country applied to meet your specific challenges 
(Which challenge might this address?) 

I. Enforcement of compliance of • Prepare operational plan based on the national plan taking 
biosecurity through farm registration into account the experience of Thoi/ond 

• $t,.~bmit the oper.<~tion<JI plan for approval and endor~ement 
from the authority 

• Mobilize resources for implementation of the approved plan 

• Pursue collaboration with Thailand to strengthen farm 
registration program 

• Implementation of animal disease control act 

• Build awareness among farmers through training 

2. Market chain analysis to trace back • Prepare operational plan based on the national plan taking into 
poultry sources account the experience of Indonesia 

• Submit the operational plan for approval and endorsement 
from the authority 

• Establishment of collection yard for live birds 

• Random samplir1g from ducks in the market 

• Keeping records of sources of birds from where they arrive in 
the market 

3. Expan~ion of lab ~ervice~ with • Prepare operational plan based on the national plan taking into 
networking for enhanced surveillance account the experience of China 
(Human health} • Submit the oper.ational plan for approval and endorsement 

from the authority 

• Liaise with WHO and other developmE'nt partners for 
mobilizing resources for implementation of the approved pian 

• Pursue collaboration with Ministry of Health, China tor 
;.trengthening Ia b service including building capacity of lab 
personnel 

• Develop SOP and guidelines for establishing lab network in the 
c:ountry among labs within health and between the health and 

livestock sector 

• Identification ot the sites, orientation ot the personnel 
involved and develop operational plans for each of the sites 

• Implementation as per the plan such as procurement of lab 
equipmer)[ and consumable~, renovation, trainir1g of lab 

personnel etc. 

• Set up web page for sharing of information between lab 
personnel, public health specialist and general public 

• Wide public relation to make aware of the network 
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China Country Plan 

Presenters: Yu Kangzhen, CVO, Ministry of Agnculture & Li Zhengmao, Ministry of Health 

Priority Best Practices that seem to have Specific Steps needed to explore how this best practice can be 
potential relevance for your country applied to meet your specific challenges 

{Which thallenge might this address?) 

1. Animal health 1. Animal health 
Challenge: P.R. China· Management of • Intensify LBMs swrveill;;mce and 1m prove the traceability 
LBM & Live birds movement system of positive birds 

• Enhance animal health supervision in LBMs 
Best ~ractice: Indonesia- Market Chain • Intensify responsibilities of different agencies and 
Analysis stakeholders 

2. Human Health 2. Human Health 
C:hrill.,.ngt": 11ifficulty in t"arly dt>tt>J<.tion of • Strengthenmg the surveillance system of pneumonia of 
suspected HSNl human cases unknown origin 

0 Modifying case definition to improve sensitivity 
Priority Best Practices (Eg~pt) 0 Improving awareness of both the primary HCWs 

1. National c:ompr~hensiv~ and the public 
surve1llance and response 0 Strengthening surveillance for high risk 

2. Improved referral clinical care populations and suspected H5Nl cases 
manag~m~nt and infection control 0 Further sharing experience with Egypt colleagues 

and on-~ile visit if possible 

What are the most critical challenges related to H5Nl HPAI for which there don't appear to be any lessons 
learned but that are of concern in your country? 

1. Animal health 
y HSNl HPAI prevention & control in waterfowl 

0 Reservoir 

0 Silence infection 

0 Environments disinfection (water body) 

u Weakness of immuno-response 
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Egypt Country Plan 

Priority Best Practices that seem to have potential Specific Steps needed to explore how this best 

relevance for your country practice can be applied to meet your specific 
(Which challenge might this address?) challenges 

Animal Health 1. Study tour to Indonesia 

A. Markt"t Chain Managt"mt"nt {Indonesia BP) 2. Market chain analy~is 
3. Policy dialogue that will lead to decisions and 

Challenges: advocacy 

• Conducting risk mapping 4. Mobilize required resources 

• Live bird market restructuring 5. Develop implementation plan and M&E system 

• Policy dialogue and policy instrument(s} 

• Advocacy 

• Financial resources 

B. Epidemiological :.urveillance (system for data 1. Study tour to Vietnam 

collection, analysis and use) (Bangladesh BP) 2 Design appropriate system (SMS gateway, 
digital pen, etc) 

Challenges: 3. Mobilize required resources 

• Developing a system for data collection, analysis 4 . Sustainable diagnostic and research capabilities 
and use as well as an etfectlve outbreak management 

• Identifying use of appropriate communication system 
technology: e.g. SMS gateway, digital pen 
technique 

Human Health 1. Strategic review and identify needs 

2. Mobilize resources (human and fiMIICial) 
c. Sustain human diagnostic capacity 3. M&E and sharing of information 

D. Maintain early detection for human HSNl cases and 1. Expand surveillance network 

decrease virus circulation 2. Introduction of PDA te-chnology 
3. Strengthen infection control program 

What are the most critical challenges related to H5Nl HPAI for which there don't appear to be any lessons 
learned but that are of concern in your country? 

' Improve biosecurity in all poultry production sectors 

' Working within a decentralized governmental system 
~ Dealing with government and community AI fatigue, in particular, maintaining awareness and financial 

commitment 
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Indonesia Country Plan 

CO(mtry Team Members: 
1. MOA ··· Ade Siachrena Lubis, Mohammad Azhar, Soedannono, Agus Wiyono. 
2. MOHealth- Rita, Wilfred Purba, Ari, Rosliany 

Priority Best Practices that seem to have potential Specific Steps needed to explore how this best practice 

relevance for your country {which challenge might can be applted to meet your specific challenges 

this address?) 

1. StrengthMing ~ustainable integrated and Integrated Surveillance 
community·based surveillance among health and 
agriculture. 1. Revision of DG decree into Ministerial decree 

' Revise surveillance guide II nes 

3. Training of MOH and MOA ~taff together 

4. Strengthening reporting and evaluation 

5. Data/information sharing between animal and 

human health labs 

6. Look at Egypt for HlNl vaccination and HSNl 

detection and case management 

Community-based surveillance 

I. Advocacy with local officials to 

village/neighborhood head 

2. socialization of guidelines to 

community Ire I igio us/health volunteers 

3. Improved laboratory testing/improved access to 

testing for early case detection 

2. Reduce viral spread along the poultry production !. Meeting with local government and quarantine 
and market chain. services to discuss options to see if feasible. 

2. N':":w r':":gulations resulting from workshops 

3. Mair1taining Sector 4 quick response and 

encourage Sector 3 reporting. 

4. Develop a plan for farm certification 

5. Study other countri':":s with farm certification 

6. Visit Chino to learn about risk mgmt in LBM 

3. Increase Public Awareness !. Work with media- for community 

2. Health care workers and agriculturE' staff training 

3. Hold communily campaign activities 

What are the most critical challenges related to H5Nl HPAI for which there don't appear to be any lessons 

learned but that are of concern in your country? 

1. Integrating viral dynamics knowledge derived from animal and human sources in order to understand 
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HSNl epidemiology 
2. Poultry movement control 

3. Encouraging commercial poultry involvement in implementing biosecurity and case reporting. 
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VietNam Country Plan 

Priority Best Practices that seem to have Specific Steps needed to e)(plore how this best practice can 

potential relevance for your country be applied to meet your specific challenges 
{Which challenge might this address?) 

Challenge: Decreasing the case fatality ratio 1. advocacy document highlighting importance 

(Human health) of early detection and improved quality of care; 
establish budget proposal 

1. Priority Best Pract1ce~ 2. Study tour to Egypt to more fully understand success 

• Early case detection in identifying cases early 

• Strengthening awareness of primary 3. Revise surveillance, diagnosis, and treatment 

health care workers to improve screening guidelines to include standardized case definition for 

for, Identification of, and referral of suspect case 

suspect cases 4. Improve communication and outreach to the public 

• Improve quality of case management and (request copies of communication materials used in 

infection control Egypt and assess applicability to VietNam) 
5. Tra1n pnmary health care workers (and pharmacists?) 

to identify and refer suspect cases for testing (request 
copies of training modules in Egypt and Indonesia; 
a~~ess applicability to Viet Narn) 

6. Train hospital staff on new case definition and 
importance of testing suspect cases 

7. Trai1"1ICU staff on case management and infection 
control (request copies of training prograrr1 me from 
Egypt and assess applicability to VietNam) 

What are the most critical challenges related to HSNl HPAI for which there don't appear to be any lessons 
learned but that are of concern in your country? 

VietNam- Animal health 

• 'Fatiglle' of stakeholders (donors, producers, I 
- Poultry restructuring: free-range ducks 
-Sustain public awareness 
-No good vaccine available tm ducks 

-Better understanding of risk factors (exposure, etc.) 
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Partners 

On the afternoon of Day 2, while country teams developed their spec1fic country plans, 1nternational donor 

representatives who are not located in a specific country also met to identify the critical/ global challenges that 

have not been addresses and to suggest specific actions that donors could take to address these issues. 

What are the most critical regional I global challenges Specific Actions that can be done to addre~s these 

related to HSNl HPAI for which there don't appear to be gaps I challenges 

any lessons learned? 

1. Vaccination: no best practices for exit strategies 

and/or for application of vaccination. 
For all: mix of research, R&D, thinking, Pilot projects. 

2. Capacity building: e~pecially technic<JIIevel educ<Jtion 

in the animal health sector. Farm/fields schools and NB: application of HACCP concepts to design of 
other participatory approaches. process solutions 

3. Restructuring: Rethinking the way we produce food 

animals; increase biosecurity in small scale NOT£: HACCP is a management 5ystem in which food 

commercial sector; safety ,·s addressed through the analysis and control 

4. Reducing unnecessary human and animal exposure in 
of biological, chemical, ond p/Jysical hazards from raw 

markets· some examples exi~ts. 
material production, procurement and handling, to 
moniJjDcturing, distribution and con~IJmption of the 

5. Ducks, domestic. free r;onge. Improved raising finished product. 
systems? Targeted efficient v<Jccination schemes? 

IMCAPI - Ideas to take to Hanoi meeting 

One at the objectives at the Bali Technical Discussion was to identify key points to share with other 
countries at the lnter~Ministerial Conference on Animal and Pandemic Influenza (IMCAPI) in Vietnam on 

April19 • 21, 2010. 

Julie Hall, United Nations System Influenza Coordination (UNSIC) representative, presented a brief 

summary of Messages for IMCAPI 2010 Hanoi I Sharing lessons from countries with most experience in 
controlling HPAI H5N1 

Ms. Hall summarized five key messages she hopes would be shared in Hanoi as a result of the Bali 
technical discussions 

1. We must maintain the momentum 
a. HSN1 is still a threat to animal, to human and to livelihoods 
b. The virus still has pandemic potential 
c. There have been some great successes in a relatively short period of time 

• More geographically clustered than before 

• Mo:my fewer 'export5' 
d. But challenges remain and the virus is still not eliminated from domestic poultry 
e. Other prionties are now competing for attention and funding 

• There is a concern that if we allow the 'lid to lift off again' HSNl is likely to 
spread again (both domestically and internationally) 
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f. Focused attention on the highly impacted countries provides an opportunity to 
eliminate the virus from domestic poultry- significantly reducing risk of export and 
'global viral load' 

2. There are many good practices to share 
a. Many good practices should be documented and transferred e.g. health care in Egypt, 

market chain critical intervention point analysis etc 
b. Equally important to document and share experiences of things that do not work 
c. Number of areas where best practice still to be developed 

• Fully understanding epidemiology 

• Finding better tools to support behaviour change 
• How best to engage with private sector and ensure biosecurity enhanced "farm 

to fork" 
• Vaccination- most effective strategy(ies), effective vaccine for ducks 

d. Sharing of experiences is very valuable and should be supported 
3. Systems still need to be strengthened 

a. Capacity issues remain: 
• Poultry sector capacity to implement biosecurity especially in sector 3 (many 

small scale farms) 

• Grassroots level capacity- need for quality vet services 
• Health care system- reducing access barriers and strengthening clinical 

capacities and skills 
b. Supportive systems also need to be strengthened 

• Multi-sector interface~ very important but requires 'nurturing' and supporting 

• Poultry movement controls further work to support trade but reduce risks 
• Licensing and registration 

4. There is a need to mainstream practices and apply learnings from HSN1 to other diseases 
a. Mainstreaming HS activities 

• Healthy poultry production 

• Acute respiratory disease management 

b. Lessons learnt through HS experience are immense and applicable to other diseases 

• Multi-sector, trans-disciplinary approach is extremely useful in dealing with 

other diseases- need to build on this and show how to use the approaches to 

address other diseases 

• Also a means of strengthening food safety 

5. Political Commitment and Funding is Critical 
a. Need to showcase results- 'see what can be achieved' 

b. Need to document and showcase co-lateral benefits- 'see what money can buy' 

c. Need sustained funding- for programmes 

d. Need further development of incentives and best practices for compensation 

Ms. Hall then identified the following 6 ideas that could be addressed at the IMCAPI meeting in Hanoi 
based on the Bali technical discussions 

1. Mass vaccination for poultry 
2. Incorporate food safety and food security (including poverty reduction) and other global issues 

impacted by zoonotic diseases 
1. Discuss H1Nl 
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2. Making zoonotic diseases a priority and set up national committee 

3. Strengthening regional coordinating bodies 

4. Implementing One World One Health (OWOH) concepts- healthy farmer, healthy livestock

PSTS 
5. Sharing genetic material 

6. Sharing information, communications and technology 

USAID wrap~up and next steps 

Dennis Carroll, Director, Aviar1 and Pandemic Influenza Unit {USAID/W) wrapped up lhe 2 day 

discussions with a quick surnrnary of what will happen next, based on the results of the poster sessions 

and country plans. lncludir1g: 

1. USAID will support site visits to other countries mentioned in each country report 

2. USAID will use new resources to begin translating steps discussed in Bali into tangible lines of 

work 

3. Information sharing begun in Bali will continue with support from USAID/W. Andrew Clements 

AI technical advisor, Avian and Pandemic Influenza Unit, will begin developing a process to move 

the discussion to the next level, identify what priorities to begin work on and set a timeline. (A 

draft will be presented in Hanoi) 

4. USAID will organize a side meeting in Hanoi with participants from the Bali sessions to discuss 

next step scenarios. 
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Participants 
Technical Discussion on Best Practices 

for Prevention and Containment of HSN1 Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 
Nikko Bali Hotel 

March 30·31, 2010 

c .g 
last Name First Name Position Affiliation 

~ 
.l! • ~ 

Alam Md. Shurful Secretary Ministry of Fisheries and 

Livestooek 

Baqi Md. Abdul Director, Animal Health Ministry of Fisheries and 

and Administration Livestooek, Department of 
livestock Services 

Khyyam Syed Umar Joint Secretary Ministry of Health and 
Family Welfare 

Ahmed Be~Na2ir Principle Scientific Officer Institute of Epidemiology, 
Disease Control & 

Research 

Me Mikolon Andrea Head, Zoonotic Diseases 
Cluster 

CDC 

De. Hoque Mahbubul National Consultant, 
Outbreak Re~ponse and FAD/Bangladesh 
Training 

Dr. Yamage Mat ChiefTechnical Advisor 
FAD/Bangladesh 

De. Sungkhobol Duangvadee WHO Representative 
WHO/Bangladl!'lsh 

Dr. Yu Kangzhen chief Veterin-ary Officer 
Ministry of Agriculture 

DL Chen Guosheng Director Head, Division of Animal 
Disease Control, 

Veterinary Bureau 

DL Huang Baoxu Director Head, Epidemiology Unit, 
China Animal Health and 

Epidem1ology Centre 

Mr Tian Xiao Interpreter 
Ministry of Agriculture 

Dr. li Zhengmao Deputy Director in Office 
of Health Emergency Ministry of Health (MOH) 

Dr. Gao Zhancheng Doctor-in-chief, People's 

Hospital affiliated to Ministry of Health (MOH) 
Peking University 
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7 De. Bai Tian Research Associate China CDC 

8 Dr Liao Qiaohong Research Assistant China CDC 

1 Dr Song Ying USCDC/China 

2 Dr Martin Vincent ChiefTechnical Advisor FAO/Chin<J 

3 Dr Guo Fusheng AI Technical Advisor FAO/China 
4 Dr Ben Embarek Peter Food Safety & Nutrition, 

World Health Organization WHO/China 
(WHO}, China Office 

1 Dr Elgarhy Mohamed Chairman, G!"neral Ministry of Agriculture 
Organitation for and Land Reclamation 
Veterinary Services (MoALR) 

2 De. Am ira Kamal SAl DR Project Director 

(GOVS) 
MoALR 

3 Dr Mona Mehrez Aly Director, Animal Health 
Reseat·ch Institute MoALR 

4 Dr. Refay Samir Head of Epidemiology 

15. Surviellance Unit Ministry of Health (MOH) 

> 
~ 1 Dr. Wannous Chadia Regional Coordin<Jtor, United Nations System lnf w 

Avian and Pandemic luenza Coordination (UNS 
Influenza LC) 

2 Dr. Yilma Jobre 
ECTAD Team Leader FAO/Egypt 

3 Me Ettel Toni Operations Officer FAD/Egypt 

4 Mr Thomas Easley AI Technical Advisor USAID/Egypt 

5 Mr George- sanad AP'I P'rogram Management 
Specialist USAID/Egypt 

1 Mr Krisnamurthi Bayu Vice Minister; & Director Ministry of Agriculture; 
and National Committee 

for Avian Influenza 
(KOMNAS FBPI); 

2 Dr. Kusriastuti, M.Sr:. Rita Director, Vector Borne 
Disease Control 

Ministry of Health (MOH) 

3 Drh. Purba, M.Kes Wilfried Head, Sub. Directorate 
Zoonosis 

MOH 

·~ 4 DR. Mulyoko Rosliany, SKM, Sub. Directorate 
• MScPH Surveillance and Outbreak c MOH • ~ Response 
.5 

5 Ms Bratasena Arie Head, Sub. Directorate 
Acute Respiratory MOH 
Infection 

6 Dr Soedjana Tjeppy Director General livestock Minis.try of Agriculture 
Services (MOA) 

7 Dr. Wiyono Agus Director, Department of 
Animal Health (DAH) MOA 
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8 De. Azhar Muhammad Senior Technical Staff, 
Campaign Management MOA 
Unit (CMU) 

9 De. Soedarmono Head Sub Directorate of 
Disease Control MOA 

10 or. Lubis Ade Sjachrena National Project 
r, CMU MOA 

1 Dr. McGrane James Team Leader FAO 

2 Mr Brum Eric Chief Technical Adviser FAO 

3 Mr Tallis Graham Cormnunicable Drseases 
Surveillance and Response WHO 

Te.;;~m Leader 

4 Mr Darmawan Carolus Baso Poultry Health Specialist USDA/ APHIS-Indonesia 

5 Mr Mahoney Frank Epidemiologist USCDC/Indonesia 

6 Ms Chittenden Kendra Senior Infectious Disease USAID/Indonesia 
advisor 

1 Dr. Bong Bui Ba Vice Minister Ministry of Agriculture 

and Rural Development 
(MARDI 

2 Dr. Nom Hoang Van Acting Director General of Ministry of Agriculture 
the Department of Animal and Rural Development 
Heath (MARDI 

3 Dr. Dung Do Huu Deputy Head, 
Ministry of Agriculture 

Epidemiology Division, 
Department of Animal 

and Rural Development 

Health 
(MARDI 

4 Dr. Ngo Nguyen Huy Director General for 
Preventive Medicine and Ministry of Health (MOH) 
Environmental Health 

s Mrs Chau Nguyen Thi Vice Director, Department 

s Minh of International 
MOH • Cooper<Jtion. Deputy < 

~ • Director of PAHI 5 
6 Dr. Hanh Nguyen Thi Deputy Director, National 

Hong Institute of Hygiene and 
Epidemiology in Hanoi MOH 

(NIHEI 

1 Dr. Smith Nicole Epidemiologist and Acting 
Team Leadet·, 

WHO/Vietnam Communicable Disease 
Surveillance and Response 

2 Dr. Bandhyop<Jdyay Sant<Jnu Senior Technical 
Coordinator, HPAI & Team FAO/Vietnam 
Leader 

3 Dr. Henry Warren Project Leader, GETS 
{USAID AI poultry vaccinl" FAD/Vietnam 
research project) 
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4 De. Kile James Chief, Animai~Human 
Interface Initiative, USCDC/Vietnam 
Influenza Program 

5 Dr. Kapella Bryan Chief, Influenza Program USCDC/Vietnam 

6 Dr Meinke Tim Senior lnfluema Advisor 
LJSAID/Vietnam 

7 De. Kim Thuy Oanh Public Health Specialist USAID/Vietnam 

1 Dr Carroll DeM1S Din:.ttor, Av1an and 
Pandemic Influenza Unit USAID/Washington 

2 Dr Clements Andrew AI technical advisor, Avian 
and Pandemic lnflu!"nza USAID/Washington 
Unit 

3 Mr Damrongwatr,~nap Sud:;~ rat. Regional Animal Advi~or USAID/Region;;~l 

akin Development Mission 

Asia 

4 Mr Schar Daniel Emerging lnfectiOliS USAID/Regional 
Disease Advisor Development Mission 

Asia 

5 Mr Nabarro David Senior Coordinator for 
Avian and Pandemic UN SIC 

Influenza 

• 6 M> langdon Brenda UN Pandemic Influenza ~ UN SIC 
c Advisor 0 
Q 7 Ms Hall Julie Senior Technical Advisor UN SIC • .c 8 Mr Suryantoro Ludy External RelatiOt)S and 0 WHO/Geneva Partnership 

9 Dr. Roth Cathy WHO/Geneva 

10 Mr lubroth Juan Chief Veterinary Officer FAO/Rome 

11 Mr. Burgeon Dominique FAO/Rome 

12 Mr Morza ria Sub hash 
FAO/RAP 

13 Mr Kalpravid Wanta neE Regional AI Coordinator 
FAO/RAP 

14 Ms Alison Kathy Meeting facilitator Training Resources 
Group, Inc 

15 Ms Gnesdiloff Kira Meeting facilitator Training Resources 
Group, Inc 

1 Ms Wahyuningsari lka KOMNAS FBPI Meeting Organizer 

" 2 Mr Yukezain Habibie • KOMNAS FBPI 1;1 Meeting Organizer 
~ 3 Mr Trapsilo And hi 
0. KOMNAS FBPI 0. Meeting Organizer , 
"' 4 Ms Mahoney Joan AI Coordinator States/1 ndonesia 

5 Ms Damayanti Sahesti Meeting Or·ganizer FAO 
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6 Ms Busquets Maria Chief of Party DAI/CBAIC 

7 Ms Tan Dianaria Meeting Org;;~nizer DAI/CBAIC 

8 Ms Fajarwati Mayang Meeting Organizer DAI/CBAIC 
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Attachment 2 

Audience: 

Technical Discussion on Best Practices for Prevention and Containment of 
H5N1 Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) 

March 30·31, 2010 
Bali, Indonesia 

Meeting Outline 

• Representatives from five countries (Egypt, Vietnam, Indonesia, China and Bangladesh) that 
have had the most experience with HSNl HPAI in terms of defining high-risk populations and 
geographic an;;as <;Jnd c:onlinur;JIIy fine-tuning preventic.1n and conlr;Jinment strategies to <;Jr;hieve 
results. Participants will include: 

Purpose: 

o Technical representatives from Ministries of Health and Ministries of Agriculture 
o Senior policy makers who are empowered to make decisions related to surveillance and 

containment of H5N1 outbreaks 
o International technical partners from WHO, FAO, UNSIC, US CDC, USAID 

• To provide an opportunity for a mix oftechnically oriented professionals and policy makers plus 
internationallechnlcal partners Frorn five countries (Egypt, Vietnarn, Indonesia, 01ina and 
Bangladesh) to share their successes and discuss their constraints when faced with HSNl HPAI 
infections in poultry and I or human populations. 

• The technical discussion will focus on: 
c identifying key programmatic successes or "best practices" that have led to important 

outcomes or impacts 
o identifying how these successes were achieved 
c identifying opportunities to replicate these successes in other countries 

Objectives: By the end of the 2-day session1 representatives will have the opportunity to: 
• Participate in a South-South exchange of lessons leamed and best practices that are 

contributing to a reduction in HSNl HPAI viral circulation in poultry and hurnan populations 

• Identify how these bes.t practices could be applied in other countries 

• Identify key points from this inter~country discussion of best practices that can be shared with 
other countries at the lnter~Ministerial Conference on Animal and Pandemic Influenza (IMCAPI) 
in Vietnam from April19 to April21, 2010 

Expected deliverables: 

• Identification of specific best practices in Bangladesh, China, Egypt, Indonesia, and Vietnam that 
have resulted in important outcomes or impacts 

• Identification of opportunities to replicate specific best practices in other countries and next 
steps needed to adopt these best practices 

• Identification of key points/actions from this meeting that will form the basis for a presentation 
to other countries during IMCAPI 
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Agenda 
March 29 afternoon/evening 

4:00-6:00 

6:00-7:30 

Meeting Preparations 
• Planning Meeting of Organizing Committee and International Advisors (Sawangan 

Room 6) 

• Country Teams Prepare Posters (Sawangan Rooms 1-2) 

Informal Reception (in front of Sawangan Room 6) 

March 30 morning !Plenary) 

8:30- 9:00 Registration 

9:00-10:15 Opening (Plenary) 

• Welcome: Dr. Kendra Chittenden, USAID/Indonesia 

• Introduction to the meeting: Dr. Dennis Carroll, USAID/Washington 

• Remarks by UN representatives: 
o FAO/Rome: Dr. Juan Lubroth 
o WHO/Geneva: Dr. Cathy Ellen Roth 
o UNSIC~ Dr. David Nabarro 

• Official Opening of the Meeting: Dr. lr. Bayu Krisnamurthi, Vice Minister of 
Agriculture of the Republic of Indonesia 

• Introduction of the participants (all) 

10:15 -10:45 Break (group photo) 

10:45 -1:00 (Plenary) 
• Discuss Meeting Objectives and Format: Dr. Dennis Carroll 

Story Telling 
• Description and management of the process for discussing best practices: Kathy 

Alison and Kira Gnesdiloff, Training Resources Group 

• Summary handout of best practices from the 5 countries 

• PROCESS 
Step 1: Gallery Walk 

• Everyone looks at posters and selects 2 best practices that he or she would 
like more information about. Put your name and country on a post-it note 
and leave next to each of the 2 posters. 

Step 2: Country Team Meeting 

• Review list of individuals who want more information on your best 
practice(s). Agree who will present your best practice(s)- those people will 
stay with the posters to present and answer questions. If there are more 
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1:00-2:00 

2:00-3:30 

3:30-4:00 

4:00-4:45 

4:45-5:10 

than 10 people who want to discuss this success story, you will repeat the 
presentation a second time -select a second presenter for round 2. 

• Remaining country team members will divide up and each person will attend 
the discussion of one of the best practices they selected 

• Individuals will be able to participate in discussions on the 2 best practices 
lhal are mosl relevant for them. 

• Make sure there is a least 1 representative from your country in each of the 
best practices discussions. 

Step 3: Round 1: Discuss Best Practices 

• Move to Round 1- country presenter will have 15 minutes to present a 
quick overview of the success story with 20 minutes for discussion- what 
questions do people have, what do people want to know more about 

Step 4: Round 2 

• Country presenter will have 15 minutes to present a quick overview of the 
success story with 20 minutes for discussion 

Buffet Lunch 

Country Team Discussions 
• Briefly meet in Plenary Explain task for afternoon discussion: Kathy Alison and Kira 

Gnesdiloff 

• Reconvene in country groups and share key relevant lessons from success stories 
heard. Specifically share 

a. What was most relevant to your risk factors (animal /human)"? 
b. What might be adapted to help you with your situation? 

o What would have the most immediate or significant impact? 
c. What policies might be needed to implement the intervention? 
d. What questions do YOll now have for any of the other groups about a 

specific intervention 

• By 3:15, write each question for success stories on a 3xS card and deliver questions 
to country teams before the break. 

• Country teams review the questions about their best practices and try to match 
someone with each question- identify who will go to the different country teams to 

respond to the questions after the break. 

Coffee Break 

Responding to Questions about Best Practices (Country Groups) 
• Resource people from other country teams will share more information with the 

groups requesting assistance. 

Concluding Country Discussions 

• Within country groups, discuss the following: 
o What was most useful I interesting about to day's discussions? 
o What is one idea you want to follow·up on tomorrow? 
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5:10-5:15 

5:30-6:00 

7:00-9:00 

March 31 

8:30-8:45 

o Based on what you heard today, what do you think might be relevant to what 
you are doing in your country? 

o What are the next steps? 

Wrap·up of Day 
• Announce plans for organizational meeting and dinner; announce starting time for 

Day 2: Kathy Alison and Kira Gnesdiloff 

Planning Meeting of Organizing Committee and lntemational Advisors (main meeting 
room) 

G(oup Dinner .at Poolside Restaurant 

Opening of Day 2 (Plenary) 

• Summary of Day 1 discussions I Overview of day 2 plan: Dr. Andrew Clements, 
USAIDIWashington 

8:45 -10:00 Challenges Facing Countries 
• Briefly meet in Plenary- Explain tasks for the morning discussions: Kathy Alison and 

Kira Gnesdiloff 

• In country groups: 
o Identify and write on notecards (Sx8 cards) your 2-3 most significant I current 

technical, programmatic, policy or other challenges that are keeping you from 
reducing HSN1 HPAI viral circulation in your country. Put only 1 challenge on 
each card 

o Post your cards on the wall before the break 

10:00 -10:30 Break 

10:30 -12:00 Challenge Discussions (2 rounds) 

• Groups will form around the challenges identified above. In these groups, 
participants will share what they have tried as an intervention to address this set of 
challenge and what they learned in doing so. What are they trying now? 

• After 45 rninules, participants will select a second set of challenges lo disclJSS. 
Again, those participating will share what they have tried and how it worked and 
what they have learned. 

12:00 -12:30 Challenge Discussions (Plenary) 

• Discussion of specific challenges countries are facing: what is similar in other 
countries and what they have done to overcome those challenges? Andrew 
Clements 

12:30 -1:30 Buffet Lunch 
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1:30-3:00 

3:00-3:30 

3:30-4:30 

4:30-5:00 

Country Plans 
• Briefly meet in Plenary- Explain task for afternoon discussion: Kathy Alison and Kira 

Gnesdiloff 

• In country teams, develop a plan for implementing best practices in reducing HSN1 
HPAI viral circulation in your country. Spedflcally: 

o Identify 2-3 best practices that could be adopted in your country 
o What specific actions (policy, strategy, technical intervention, other) need to 

be taken in order to adopt each best practice 

o Who will be the lead in supporting the effort (policy I strategy I technical 
intervention I other)? 

o What resources will be required to support your plan? Are resources already 

available? 
o What other kinds of support will you need to implement your Ideas {study 

tours, exchanges, resource people you would like to contact, etc) 
o Who will serve as points of contact for any future interactions with the other 

countries around this issue? 
o What are 2-3 challenges related to HSN1 HPAI for which there don't appear to 

be any best practices yet that may need to be discussed in the future (write 
these on notecards) 

o Put your plan on flipchart (using provided format) and be prepared to present a 
10 mimJte overview in plenary 

Coffee Break 

Country Reports (Plenary) 
• Each country reports which best practices it is interested in adopting and asks any 

follow-up questions it has related to implementing these best practices 
o Were there any important issues that still need to be addressed (that could be 

addressed in the future)? 

lnterwMlnlsterial Conference on Avian and Pandemic Influenza (IMCAPI) that will take 
place in Hanoi, Vietnam April19·21, 2010 

• Identification of key points I issues that could be presented at IMCAPI: Julie Hall, 
UNSIC and Tim Meinke, USAID/Vietnam 
o Which best practices can be adopted by these 5 countries? 
o Which best practices might be useful to other countries? 
o What are shared challenges related to HSN1 HPAI for which there don't appear 

to be any best practices yet? 

5:00- 5:30 Meeting Conclusion 
• Next Steps: Dennis Carroll 
• Evaluation of meeting: Kathy Alison and Kira Gnesdiloff 
• Closing comments: Dr. Rita Kusriastuti and Kendra Chittenden 
• Adjourn 

5:30- 6:00 Wrap·Up Meeting of Organizing Committee (main meeting room) 
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Attachment 3 

Summary of Technical Discussion Sessions 

Pre-Sessions: Mondav. March 29 

International Partners were invited to join the organizing committee in Bali on Monday, March 28 to 

review the technical agenda's discussion. In addition to introductions, the session included a review of 
the technical discussion's objectives, review of role assignments (for instance, note-takers and 

speakers), and participants' expectations for the two days. 

An informal reception welcoming participants was held in the evening. 

Day 1: Tuesday. March 30 

Opening Session 

Dr. Kendra Chittenden of USAID/Indonesia welcomed the assembled plenary on Tuesday, March 29. Dr. 

Dennis Carroll, USAID/Washington, followed Dr. Chittenden by introducing the agenda for the technical 
discussions. Dr. Juan Lubroth, FAO/Rome, Dr. Cathy Roth, WHO/Geneva, and Dr. David Nabarro UNSIC 

gave opening remarks. The meeting was officially opened by Dr. lr. Bayu Krisnamurthi, Vice Minister of 

Agriculture of the Republic of Indonesia. 

Review of Objectives 

After a break and group photograph, Dr. Carroll summarized the agenda and objectives for the two-day 

discussion as outlined in the objectives section of this summary report. 

Gallery Walk and Poster Presentations 

Participants were invited to scan the best practices posters that had been assembled by country teams 

throughout the meeting space. Participants used this "gallery walk" to select lessons and practices they 
wanted to explore in·depth during two subsequent discussion rounds with country representatives. The 

purpose of these discussions was to share information on best practices relevant to each attending 

country. 

Country Team Discussions and Further Lesson Sharing 

After lunch, country teams reconvened to share lessons learned from the morning's discussions. Teams 

were invited to discuss: 

What was most relevant to your risk factors (animal/human)? 

What might be adapted to your country situation? 
o What would have the most immediate I significant impact? 

What policies might be needed to implement intervention? 

What additional questions do you have about specific intervention? 

Teams also determined what question~ they had for other countries. Those que~Uons formed the basis 

for further discussion, as each country team identified resource representatives lo share more 

information with the groups requesting assistance. 

Country teams again reconvened to discuss the following questions: 
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Dinner 

What was most useful I interesting about today's discussions? 
What is one idea you want to follow~up on tomorrow? 
Based on what you heard today, what do you think might be relevant to what you are doing in 
your country? 
What are the next steps? 

A group dinner was held by the resort's pools ide and in its restaurant. 

Day II: Wednesday, March 29 

Opening 

Dr. Andrew Clements, USJ\ID/Washington, opened the second day of discussion with an overview of the 
previous day. He also identified areas for potential further discussion, including vaccinations, 
collaboration between ministries of heath and agriculture, bio-security, private sector involvement, and 
compensation. 

Challenges 

Country teams were asked to identify their most significant challenges {technical, programmatic, policy 
or other) keeping them from reducing HSNl HPAI viral circulation in their countries. Teams were asked 

to post their challenges on a wall and organizers clustered these challenges into themes. 

Country Plan Discussions 

Country teams met to develop a follow-up plan on what they would do with the information they gained 

when they returned home to implement best practices in reducing HSNl HPAI viral circulation in their 
respective countries. Teams were given the following task and asked to prepare a brief summary of their 
discussion. 

Identify 1~2 Priority Best Practices that seem to have potential relevance for your country 

(Which challenge might this address?) 

Identify Specific Steps needed to explore how this best practice can be applied to meet your 

specific challenges 

What are the 2-3 most critical challenges related to HSNl HPAI for which there don't appear to 

be any lessons learned but that are of concern in your country? 

Country Plan Reports 

Country teams made short presentations of their top priority best practices they plan to work on when 
they get back to their countries 
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International Advisors' Presentation 

The international advisors presented a list of the most critical regional/global challenges related to HSN1 
HPAI for which there did not appear to be any lessons learned. These challenges were: 

Vaccinations, including best practices for exit strategies and/or the application of the 
vaccination 
Capacity building, especially technical level education in the animal health sector; farm/field 
schools and other participatory approaches. 
Restructuring: Rethinking the way we produce food animals; increase biosecurity in small scale 
commercial sector 
Reducing unnecessary human and animal exposure in markets- some examples exists. 
Ducks, domestic, free range. Improved raising systems? Targeted efficient vaccination schemes 

The international advisors identified a mix of research, R&D, and pilot projects as specific actions to 
address these challenges. 

IMCAPI Presentation 

Dr. Julie Hall, United Nations System Influenza Coordination (UNSIC) representative, presented key 

points and issues that were identified during the Bali technical discussions that will be shared at the 
Inter-Ministerial Conference on Avian and Pandemic Influenza (IMCAPI) discussion in Hanoi, Vietnam 
between April19-21, 2010. 

Dr. Hall asserted the importance of sustaining momentum, noting that the virus is still a threat with 
pandemic potential. Although there have been great successes in a relatively short period of time, she 
also said that other priorities were competing for attention and funding, while the focus on highly 
impacted countries provided an opportunity to eliminate the virus from domestic poultry. She 
commented that sharing best practices should be supported and that although there were plenty of 
lessons that had been shared, gaps remain. Challenges include a better understanding of epidemiology, 
better tools to support behavior change, understanding how to best engage with the private sector and 
ensure bio~security is enhanced from "farm to fork", and developing effective strategies for vaccination. 
Dr. Hall commented on the continuing need to support systems for capacity building and the need to 
mainstream practices and apply what had been learned to other diseases. Concluding that the political 
commitment was critical to success, she proposed a draft statement for the Hanoi meeting that would 
include topics such as: 

Mass vaccination for poultry 

Incorporate food safety and food security (including poverty reduction) and other global issues 

impacted by zoonotic diseases 

Discuss HlNl 

Making zoonotic diseases a priority and set up national committee 

Strengthening regional coordinating bodies 

Implementing OWOH concepts- healthy farmer, healthy livestock- PSTS 

Sharing genetic material 

Sharing information, communications and technology 

Dr. Hall answered questions along with Mr. Tim Meinke, USAID/Vietnam after her presentation. 
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Closing Comments 

After follow~up remarks from Dr. Carroll, Dr. Chittenden and Dr. Rita Kusriastuti, Direc.tor of Vec.tor Borne 

Disease Control for the Indonesia Ministry of Health made closing remarks, and the meeting was officially 

adjourned. 
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Attachment 4: Summary of Best Practices presented by each country 

Bangladesh Best Practices 

Country Summary: 
l. Total human population= 1-50.4 million 
2. Total poultry population:::: 262.62 million· by bird type: 84.30% Chickens, 15.70% ducks,% other 

(Not Available) 

HSNl HPAI Description: 

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Confirmed 0 0 0 0 69 226 32 22 
HSN1 HPAI 

poultry 

outbreaks 

Confirmed 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
HSN1 HPAI 

human cases 

Total suspect Total suspect Total suspect Total confirmed 

HSN1 human H5N1 human H5N1 human H5N1 human 

cases (2003-2010) cases referred cases tested cases (2003-2010) 

(2003-2010) (2003-2010) 

17 17 17 1' 

not referred as a 
suspect 
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Bangladesh Best Practice# 1 

CONTAINMENT OF HPAI THROUGH LIVE BIRD MARKET (LBM) 

CLEANING/DECONTAMINATION PROGRAM 

Presenters: 
• Md. Sharful Alarn; Secretary; MoFL; GoB 

• Dr. Md. Abdul Baqi; Director; Dl.S; GoB 

Sector: Animal Health 

Description ofthe Best Practice 

1. Problem addressed: 
• Live Bird Market (LBM) a potential harbor of HPAI virus 

2. Population impacted by this problem 

• Total poultry population and concerned humans 

3. Specific results achieved 
• Improved sanitation of selected major Live Bird Markets 

4. Contribution to reducing HSN1 HPAI viral circulation 

• Potential reduction of viral load in selected major Live bird markets 

5. Specific strategies u<;ed 
• Infrastructure improvement with routine cleaning and disinfection of 181arge live bird markets 

6. SpeCific tools used 
• Installed liles, improved drainage, metal cages, water supply, High power pressure sprayers, 

detergent, cleaning equipment, and disinfectant 

7. Specific policies needed 
• MOUs with market committee, Market policy of cleaning during closed hours 

8. SpeCific information needed 

• High risk markets chosen based on number of vehicles and birds moved per day. 

9. Specific groups of people involved 
• Transporters, vendors, cleaners, engineers, veterinarians, public health personnel, market 

managers 

10. SpeCific organizations/institutions/sectors involved 
• Market committees, Municipaliti!?s, Department of Livestock Services (DLS), FAO, USAID 

11. Specific intersectorallinkages needed 

• Local Government, Dl.S, industry 
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12. Lessons/earned on efforts that did not end vp contributing to this best practice (i.e. what not to do]: 

• Continuous outside sources of financing for cleaning and disinfection practice is discouraged; 
markets should be self-sufficient 

13. Other information related to the best prr;u;:tice: 

• Markets cost-shared with FAO for infrastructure improvements 

14. Challenges faced 

• Coordination between municipalities and market committees 

15. Challenges overcome 
• Shifting cleaning schedule to closed hours 

FIVE Remaining Challenges to Decreasing HSN1 HPAIInfections in Poultry and Humans 

1. Cleaning and disinfection program for all the LMB 
2. Infrastructure development 
3. Scheduled closed day for LBM for comprehensive cleaning and disinfection 
4. Suitable vehicle washing area 
5. Waste management 
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Presenters: 

Bangladesh Best Practice# 2 

CONTAINMENT OF HPAI THROUGH 
ACTIVE SURVEILLANCE NETWORK PROGRAM 

• Md. Sharful Alarn; Secretary; MoFL; GoB 

• Dr. Md. Abdul Baqi; Director; Dl.S; GoB 

Sector: Animal Health 

Description ofthe Best Practice 

1. Problem addressed 
• Case identification and Early detection were the constraints in responding to HPAI outbreak 

2. Population impacted by this problem 

• Total poultry population and pertinent humans 

3. Specific results achieved 
• Average time to detect HPAI outbreaks reduced from 5 days in 2007 to 12 hours in 2010; 

Average time between suspicion to response minimized from 6 days in 2007 to 24 hours in 2010 

4. Contribution to reducing HSN1 HPAI viral circulation 

• Early reporting and detection followed by early response based on rapid laboratory detection 
resulting in better containment of HPAI 

5. Specific strategies used 

• Employment of Community Animal Health Worker (CAHW) and additional Vet Surgeons to 
strengthen DLS activities; Biosecurity improvement in commercial farms 

6. SpeCific toots used 

• Reporting of suspected cases through SMS gateway system; Use of Rapid Antigen Detection 
Technique for quick identification of A vir~1s; Prescribed surveillance form 

7. SpeCific policies needed 

• Expansion of Rapid Antigen Detection Technique to district level that facilitate quick 
identification; Single farm culling in commercial farms based on detection of Influenza type A and 
500 meter area culling in case of backyard poultry 

8. Specific information needed 
• Report of sickness and mortality in poultry; Population, types of farming, geographic data along 

with housing 

9. Specific groups of people involved 
• LS Officials, FAO recruited Additional Vet. Surgeons (AVS) and Community Animal Health Workers 

(CAHW) 
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10. Specific organizotions/in:;titutions/sector:; involved 
• USAID, Department oF Livestock Services (DLS) and FAO 

11. Specific intersectorallinkages needed 
• Active Surveillance is a collaborative program between DLS and FAO through LoA. 

12. Lessons/earned on efforts that did not end up contributing to this best practice (i.e. what not to do) 
• Not to be solely dependent on CAHW 

13. Other information related to the best practice 

• The response might have been more prompt if local veterinary authoritiE's were provided 
incentives with increased culling expenditure for rapid response 

14. Challenges faced 

• Almost half (52%) of the country is outside the active surveillance command area results in 
ineffective virus containment 

15. Challenges overcome 

• Successful introduction of SMS gateway system 

FIVE Remaining Challenges to Decreasing H5Nl HPAI Infections in Poultrv and Humans 
1. Making farmers more responsive through increased rate of compensation 
2. Need for improved Biosecurity pradices and more awareness building 
3. Improvement of Live bird market 
4. Farming system (backyard poultry and duck rearing) 
5. Improve Rapid response from DLS field officials 
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Bangladesh Best Ptactice # 3 

ANTIVIRAL PROPHYLAXIS AND FOLLOW UP OF HIGH-RISK PEOPLE 

Presenters: 
• Dr. Syed Urnar Khyyarn, Joint Secretary (PH &WHO), Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, 

Bangladesh 

• Dr. Be-Nazir Ahmed, Principal Scientific Officer, Institute of Epidemiology, Disease Control and 
Research (IEDCR) 

Sector; Human Health 

Description ofthe Best Practice 

1. Problem addressed 
• Risk of transmission of HPAI HSNl from poultry to human 

2. Population impacted by this problem 
• High-risk people including cullers, poultry farmers and workers. 

3. Speofic results achieved 
• Mitigation of transmission of HPAI HSNl to high-risk people 

4. Contribution to reducing HSNl HPAI viral circulation 
• No human case among the high-risk group in Banglade.sh 

5. Specific strategies used 
• Antiviral prophylaxis for people exposed to HSNl virus and follow up for 14 days to facilitate 

detection of suspected cases 

6. SpeCific toots used 
• Antiviral (Oseltamivir) in prophylactic doses, checklist for reporting, fax, mobile telephone, kits 

for specimen wllection and diagnostics 

7. SpeCific policies needed 
• Establishment of surveillance among high-risk groups, coordination among health and livestock 

departments (DLS) and poultry industry. 

3. Specific information needed 
• Notification to health services of outbreaks in poultry with HSNl by DLS, list of people exposed, 

antivirals taken, follow up performed, reporting of Ill among exposed, collection of specimens, 

diagnostic tests performed, reporting results. 

9. Specific groups of people involved 
• District and sub-district level health managers, field health workers, National Rapid Response 

Team (NRRT) members of IEDCR, Personnel of DLS at the national, district and sub"district level, 

poultry industry 
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10. Specrfic organizations/institutions/sectors involved 
• IEDCR, DGHS, DLS, ICDDRB, CDC-USA, BLRI, WHO, FAO. 

11. Specific intersectorallinkages needed 
• Coordination among health and livestock departments by MoU. 

12. Lessons/earned on efforts that did not end up contributing to this best practice (i.e. what not to do): 
• Difficulty in ensuring antiviral compliance by same high--risk people due to lack of perception of 

risk and side effects of medication 

13. Other information related to the best practice: 

• Close contacts are given anti~viral tablets once daily for 7 days and followed up for 14 days. 

• Other contacts are followed up for 14 days without anti-viral tablets. 

• Daily follow up is performed by a health care worker to detect 'Influenza Like Illness' 

• From January through December 2008,4107 people contacts were reported, of whom 3788 were 
followed up 

14. Challenges faced 

• Timely reporting of outbreaks in poultry 

• Unwillingness by some to take antivirals 

• Reporting of follow up to the centre (IEDCR) 

15. Challenges overcome 
• Initial lack of coordination between the health and livestock departments was remedied and 

communication improved. 

5 Remaining Challenges to Decreasing H5Nl HPAIInfections in Poultry and Humans 

1. Weakness in b1osecurity practices m the poultry industry 
2. Outbreaks of HPAI HSNl among backyard poultry 
3. Delay in reporting of outbreaks in poultry 
4. Inadequate culling due to under~reporting of die~offs by poultry farmers (financial and social 

disincentives) 
5. lack of awareness about transmission among the general population 
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China Best Practices 

Country Summary: Total human population =1,321,290,000 

Standing poultry population= .5.6 Billion 

• 5% other 

• 
by bird type: 82% chickens, 13% ducks, 

by farm type: layer 23.1% (1"499); 76.91% (~500); broiler 18.4% (1'1999); 81.64% 
1~2000) 

• by function: 2% breeder, 39% broiler, 26.5% layer 

HSN1 HPAI Description 

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Confirmed HSNl 0 so 31 10 4 8 2 --
HPAI poultry 

outbreaks 

Confirmed HSNl (1) 0 8 13 s 4 7 --
HPAI human cases 

38 confirmed Human cases, 25 dead 
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Presenters: 

China Best Ptactice # 1 

EARLY DETECTION AND RAPID RESPONSE TO HUMAN INFECTION 

WITH AVIAN INFLUENZA A (HSNl) VIRUS IN CHINA 

• Zhengmao Li, HERO,MOH 

• Qiaohong Liao, China CDC 
• Zhanc.heng Gao,People's Hospitai,Peking University 

• Tian Bai, China CDC 

Sector: Human Health 
Description ofthe Best Practice 

1. Problem addressed 
• How to early detect HSN1 pat1ents and limit the potential spread 

• How to early diagnose and treat HSNl patients to lower the case fatality rate 

2. Specific strategies used: 
a. Surveillance for suspected HSNl cases-- National surveillance_system of hospitalized_; 

cases with pneumonia of unknown origin; Enhanced one-month surveillance for Ill 
cases at all health care facilities within a 3km radius, following avian influenza outbreaks 
in poultry 

b. Develop technical guidelines- Guideline for National Surveillance of Hospitalized Cases 
with Pneumonia of Unknown Origin; The Emergency Preparedness and Response 
Guideline for Human Infection with Avian Influenza A (HSNl) Virus; Epidemiological 
Investigation; Specimen Collection and Laboratory Testing; 

c. Emergency Surveillance Program; Definitions and Medical Observation of Close 

Contacts; Clinical management; Infection Control 
d. Training-- Annual routine training workshop since 2005; Rapid Response Team (RRT) 

training workshop (Sep, 2007); The workshop to strengthen detecting and reporting 
awareness of cases with pneumonia of unknown origin or suspected HSN1 cases among 
primary health care workers (from Feb to May in 2008) 

e. Field investigation-- Joint trained team designated by MOH including epidemiologists, 
clinicians, virologists for each HSN1 patient; Responsibilities Interviewing case-patients 
and their proxies; Visiting patients household and place visited by them; Providing 
guidance on treatments; Collecting specimens from HSN1 patients and environment; 
Conducting case-control study and sero-preva lence study 

f. Enhancing surveillance capacity-· Expansion of influenza surveillance network from year 
2005 to 2009--No. of laboratories: from 63 to 44; No, of sentinel hospitals: 197 to 556: 
Hand in hand training of lab techniques for network laboratories in NIC: HSN 1 nucleic 
acid PCR testing assessment-- CNIC: by WHO twice every year; Network laboratories: by 
CNIC once every year 

g. Laboratory investigation-- Specimens from most H5Nl patients were shipped toNIC for 
diagnosis and virological monitoring; Rapid virus isolation and sequencing was 
performed for each patient with available specimens; Virological characteristics were 
studied 
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h. Close contacts-- Under daily surveillance by telephone or in person for fever and 
respiratory symptoms for 7 days after last exposure; sometimes given chemoprophylaxis 

i. Clinical management w~ Clinical management guidelines were developed; Two experts 
were designated by MOH to give guidance on treatment for most HSNl patients; A book 
entitled Human infection with avian influenza A (H5N1) virus" with 18 case reports 

J. Risk communication Disseminating information to senior government officers and 
people's representatives in national congress 

k. Public Communications 
I. Health Education Campaigns-~ For general population, provide basic knowledge on AI, 

advice on food safety and risk avoidance. For risk groups, emphases on personal 
protection and safety handling of poultry 

3. Specific groups of people involved 
• Public health officials, Health care workers, Epidemiologists, Laboratory workers, 

Veterinarians, Media workers 

4. Specific organizations/institutions/sectors involved 
• MOH; MOA; CDCs of all levels; Hospitals; Media 

5. Specific results achieved 
• 34(89.5%) HSNl patients were detected through National Surveillance System of Unknown 

Origin Pneumonia; One HSNl patient was detected through medical observation of close 
contacts; HSNl virus isolated from 30 cases; Drug susceptibility test (Susceptible to 
neuraminidase inhibitor antiviral drugs; Some viruses were resistant to adamantine); No 
reassortment with seasonal influenza virus 

6. Challenges faced: 
• Awareness of detecting and reporting cases with PUO in the primary health care workers 

needs to be improved 

• Capacity of laboratory network needs to be enhanced 

Remaining Challenges to Decreasing HSNl HPAIInfections in Poultry and Humans 
1. Difficult to change handing practice of poultry among poultry workers 
2. HSNl virus circulating in the environment is a continuous threat 
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China Best Practice# 2 

CLINICAL MANAGEMENT WITH HS INFECTION IN CHINA 

Presenters: 

• Dr. Zhancheng Gao, Peking Univ People's Hospital 

• Mr. Zhengmao Li, MOH in China 

• Dr. Qiaohong Liao, China CDC 
• Dr. Tian Bai, China CDC 

Sector: Human Health 

Description ofthe Best Practice 

1. Problem addressed: 
• AI patients query clink.al consultant. in severe stage 
• No standardized clinical management approach exists for HS infected patients 

2. Population impacted by this problem 

• People fear to be infected by HS since the poor prognosis 

3. Specific results achieved 

• HS virus can infect multi-system in severe patients 

• HS vertical transmission route was found 

4. Contribution to reducing H5N1 HPAI viral circulation 

• HS patients should be treated in negative pressure or well~ventilated room for hospital 
infection control 

5. Specific strategies used: 

• Patients should be treated in tertiary/capable hospitals. 
• Gestation should be terminated for pregnant pts w/ HS infection. 

• Severe HS infected pts within 2ws can be treated w/ specific high tittering convalescent 
plasma or vaccinated plasma. 

6. Specific tools used 

• Guidelines on clinical management & infection control 
• Clinical management training level by level 

7. SpeCific policies needed 

• ICU infrastructure needs to be further invested in tertiary & non ·tertiary hospitals. 

8. Specific information needed 

• Effective clinical infowsharing platform needs to be built up at countrywlevel 

9. Specific groups of people involved: 

• Doctors in Respiratory Medicine, ICU, infectious disease 

• Epidemiologists in CDC 
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• Coordinators in Administration of Health Care 

• Specialists from WHO or other international groups 

10. Specific organizations/institutions/sectors involved: Department of Respiratory Medicine; 
Intensive Care Unit; Administration of Health Care at different levels; International 
organizations, such as WHO 

11. Lessons learned on efforts that did not end up contributing to this best practice (i.e. what not to 
do): 

• Treating pts in the hospital is not warranted to the demand of monitor clinical status, 
including oxygenation. 

• 'lung recruitment' strategy should not be used in pts with bronchiectasis or bullae. 

12. Challenges faced: 
• Sensitive triage clinical parameters for early detection 

• Rapid, high sensitive and specific diagnostic assay for HS infection unavailable. 

• Early effective therapeutic intervention 

• HS infected pts need to be transferred to warrant hospital 
• Team work needs to be strengthened for caring the critical illness pts. 

13. Challenges overcome 
• HS pts are to be managed in warranted hospital. Teamwork had be built up at different 

levels. 

• F.arly effective therapeutic intervention. 

Remaining challenges to Decreasing HSNl HPAIInfections in Poultry and Humans 

1. Sensitive triage dinical parameters for early detection in primary level hospitals 
2. Rapid, high sensitive and specific diagnostic assay for HS infection unavailable. 
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Presenter 

China Best Practice# 3 

IMPROVEMENT OF THE LABORATORY CAPABILITY FOR 
INFLUENZA VIRUS IN CHINA 

• Ms.Bai tian, China CDC 

Sector: Human Health 

DP.scriplion ofthe Best Prac:ti<'f.' 

1. Problem addressed 

• The coverage and capability of existed network laboratories cannot meet the early 

detection and rapid response to pandemic influenza. 

• The laboratory capability varies between different levels of network laboratories in 

China 

2. Population impacted by this problem 

• Population who may infected with seasonal influenza, human HSN1 avian influenza 
and pandemic influenza 

3. Specific results achieved 

• Network laboratories expanded from 84 to 411, which almost cover a majority of 
counties of each province 

• Significant improving in the ability of virus isolation and nucleic acid detection ofthe 
network laboratories of Provincial CDCs 

4. Contribution to reducing H5N1 HPAI viral circulation 

• The ability for early detection and prevention had been improved 

5. Specific strategies used: 

6. 

7. 

• Expanding the coverage at network laboratories 

• Improving the laboratory capability of network lab in different levels. 

• Making the network labs at different levels more functional 

Specific tools used 

• Quality Assessment 

• Reference reagent 5upply support 

• Training 

• Field Investigation 

• Information Platform 

• Financial Support 

Specific policies needed 
• With approvals from the MoH of China, NIC launched the Five-year program ofthe 

Development of Influenza Surveillance Network with U.S. CDC. 

• In 2009, in order to improve the response to pandemic HlNl, MoH of China 
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decided to expand the network laboratories 

8. Specific information needed 

• Provincial CDCs made the application for the name and number of new network 
laboratory 

9. Specific group;; of people involved: 

• Public health officials 
• Laboratory personnel 

• International experts 

10. Specific organizations/institutions/sectors involved: 
• MoH of China 

• China CDC 

• NIC 

• CDCs of all levels 
• USCDC 
• WHO 

11. Specific intersectorallinkages needed 

• MoH is in charge of organizing the national or local influenza surveillance, 
formulating the development plan of NISN. 

• NIC from IVDC, China CDC is in charge ofthe management of NISN and providing the 
technical support for local CDCs. 

12. Other information related to the best practice 
• Most new joint network laboratories have already carried out sample testing for 

influenza viruses during the first wave of pandemic HlNl influenza in China. 

• The number of seasonal influenza strains reported to the NIC by the network 
laboratories showed a significant increase- in 2009 

• China NIC was accepted as the fifth influenza reference and collaborating center of 
WHO 

13. Challenges faced: 

• Human resource 
• Imbalanced development of economy in different provinces 

14. Challenges overcome 

• Laboratory capability had improved in most Provincial CDCs 

• Number of network lab had expanded 

Remaining Challenges to Decreasing HSNl HPAIInfections in Poultry and Humans 

• Poor laboratory capability for rapid detection and sample collection in Prefecture 
and County CDCs. 

China Best Practice# 4 
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Presenter 

INTEGRATED PREVENTION & CONTROL MEASURES COMBINING SURVEILLANCE, 
MASSIVE VACCINATION & STAMPING OUT POLICY 

• Yu Kangzhen, CVO, Ministry of Agriculture 

Sector: Animal Health 

Description of the Best Practice 

.1. Pr()blern addre~;sed 

• Improve the level of antibody protecting poultry 
• Reduce HPAIV circulation in environment to decrease poultry and human infection 

2. Population impacted by this problem 

• All poultry flocks include domestic poultry, wild bird 

• Human 

3. Specific results achieved 
• The government has required 100% vaccine coverage in domestic poultry 
• Billions of doses of the vaccines have been used in the field, and the vaccines are 

antigenkally well matched to the circulating strains 

• The number and frequency of HPAI outbreaks have been significantly reduced. 
Especially no outbreak has occurred since May of 2009 

4. Contribution to reducing HSNl HPAI viral circulation 

• Experimental results show that the qualified immunized poultry doesn't carry and 
shed the virus and reduce the virus load in the environment 

• Significantly reduce the risk of viral replicating 

5. Specific strategies used: 

• Integrated prevention and control policy combining compulsive vaccination, 
surveillance and culling. 

• Active surveillance, especially surveillance for evaluation of vaccination efficacy 

6. Specific tools used 

• National vaccinating plans and optimization of vaccination procedures 
o Vaccines: 6 kinds of HPAI vaccines 
o Certificate: 9 companies that have Good Manufacture Practices (GMP) & 

enhanced vaccine quality 
o Vaccination identification system 

7. Specific policies needed 

• Vaccination subsidy 
• Financial support relevant polices 

8, Specific informaUon needed 
• Information from the surveillance and report system 
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• Updating HPAI information and techniques by OlE, WTO, EU etc 

9. Specific groups of people involved: 
• Grassroots veterinary service system 

10. Specific organizations/institutions/sectors involved: 
• Animal disease prevention & control central, Animal health supervisory service from 

central to local level 
• Relevant university and research institutes 

• Sub·veterinary at the village level 

• National Avian Influenza Reference Laboratory 

11. Specific intersectorallinkages needed 

• The rmllti-rninistries cooperation mechanism, inclltding Ministry of Health, China 

Inspection & Quarantine Service etc. 

12. Lessons learned on efforts that did not end up contributing to this best practice (i.e. what not 
to do): 

• Long distance movement of large quantities of live birds across regions and 
provinces 

13. Other information related to the best practice 
• Waterfowl vaccination 

• Silence infection detection 

14. Challenges faced: 
• Large poultry population, especmlly large population of waterfowl 

• Large proportion of small scale, and backyard farms with low bio~security 

• Long distance movement of live birds 

• live bird markets 

• Migratory birds 

15. Challenges overcome 

• Establishing Vet system from central to local level 

• Vaccine development for rm1tated virus strains 

s Remaining Challenges to Decreasing H5N1 HPAIInfections in Poultry and Humans 
1. Aspects that affect vaccination efficacy in field e.g. Poultry health status, Application, 

store and transport of vaccines; Operation of vaccination (SOP); Feeding and bio
security management 

2. Recessive carriers ofthe virus in waterfowl 
3. High proportion of backyard poultry 
4. Live bird market 
5. Migratory bird 
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Egypt Best Practices 

Total human population= 77,801,987 

Total estimated poultry population= 985 million 
96.5% chickens, 1.8% ducks, 1.5% turkey and 0.2% others 

• 0.1% Sector I, 1.7% Sector II, 47.7% Sector Ill, 50.7% Sector IV. 
0.03% Grandparent stock, 8.6% parent stocks, 88.56% commercial broiler, 2.82% commercial 
layers 

HSNl HPAI Description 

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

(24 Mar) 

Confirmed HSNl HPAI 1076 282 127 287 232 

poultry outbreaks 

Confirmed HSN1 HPAI 18 25 8 39 17 

human cases 

Total suspect HSN1 Total suspect HSNl Total suspect HSNl Total confirmed 

human cases human cases human cases tested HSN1 human cases 

(2003·2010) referred (2003·2010) (2003·2010) (2003·2010) 

11549 11549 11549+4899 107 

contacts* 

*atthe start of the outbreak in early 2006 up to September 2007, MOH recommended to 

test suspected cases, their contacts plus workers in infected poultry farms. 
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Egypt Best Practice# 1 (2 parts) 

AVIAN INFLUENZA SITUATION IN EGYPT 

Presenter: 
• Prof. Dr. Mona Mehrez Aly, DVM, Ph.D., Director of Animal Health Research Institute (AHRI) and 

Supervisor of National Laboratory for Veterinary Quality Control on Poultry Production (Nl.QP) 

Sector: Animal Health 

DP.scriplion ofthe Best Practi<'f.'- Parl l 

1. Problem addressed: 

• Faster time to produce confirmatory A/HSNl diagnosis and outbreak reporting 

2. Population impacted by this problem: 

• Poultry producers in both household and commercial farms 

3. Specific results achieved 

• Skilled manpower for HPAI diagnosis made available both centrally and at governorate 
satellite laboratories. 

• Time of confirmatory diagnosis reduced from several days to less than six hours. 

• Infrastructure for BSL2+ and BSL3 is being (in the process) built. 

• Six satellite laboratories in different governorates established and accredited according 
to international ISO 17025 following international protocols. 

• NLQP successfully passed series of international proficiency tests 

4. Contribution to reducing HSN1 HPAI viral circulation 

• Rapid diagnosis and information sharing to enhance response 

5. Specific strategies used: 

• Rigorous institutional capacity (manpower, facilities and work culture) efforts exerted 

• Internationally accepted standard diagnostic protocols adopted; 

• Improvement of BSL+2 and progress in the establishment of BLS3 laboratories 

6. Specific tools used: 

• Tailor-made skill enhancement training provided to technical staff ranging from quality 
sample collection to advanced molecular diagnostic techniques 

• Six fully functioning and accredited governorate satellite laboratories established in 
strategic locations in the country, 

• Rapid response sampling teams from NLQP and satellite laboratories were established 
and deployed. 

• Sample collections and disease reporting were done in close collaboration with GOVS. 

7. Specific policies needed 

• Development, approval and adoption of laboratory accreditation procedures 

• An elaborated protocol and procedures to handle per-slaughter and prewmovernent 
certification services for licensed poultry farms 
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8. Specific information needed 
• Continuous update to the standard international protocol of diagnosis 

9. Specific groups of people involved 
• NLQP and Satellite laboratory staff, 

• OF FLU backstopping officers, 

• SEPRL scientists, and 

• Other personnel from partner institutions 

10. Specific organizations/institutions/sectors involved 
• NLQP, CLEVB, GOVS, OFFLU, ECTAD·FAO, USAID, SEPRL, Erasmus, NAMRU- 3, IZSVe, FLI 

11. Specific interwsectorallinkages needed 

• Coordination with both central and local Veterinary services, as well as continuous 
interaction with CLEVB and satellite laboratories to harmonize field operations and 
standardize procedures 

12. What other low! conditions were necessary for !iUccess? 
• Collaboration with SAIDR Team, Central and local Veterinary services, Coordination of 

outbreak investigation, sample collection, shipment and reporting. 

13. What challenges were faced, overcome, and still remain? 
• Processing LoAs, MTA and shipment of samples abroad took more time than originally 

anticipated 

• To identify and receive expertise input in the preparation of the design, specifications, 
contractual arrangements and follow up processes for the establishment of BSL3 
laboratory. 

14. Other comments: 
• USAID~funded project and jointly implemented by NLQP and FAD aiming to evaluate 

the commercial vaccines against HPAI is progressing as planned and has considerable 
contribution to the existing capacity at NLQP 

Description of the Best Practice- Part 2 

1. Problem addressed: 
• Effective laboratory networking established 

2. Population impacted by thi:; problem: 
• NLQP, Satellite Laboratories, GoE, Partner International laboratories 

3. SpeCific results achieved: 

• Laboratory data and genetic material shared on time with all relevant national and 
international partners, published on GENE BANK 

4, Contribution to reducing HSNl HPAI viral circulation: 

• Through standardization and adoption of acceptable protocols 
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5. Speofic strategies used 

• Adoption of information and knowledge sharing plalform 

• Perform international quality control and assurance tests 

• International cooperation with reference laboratories; 
• Twining with FLI, OlE to be OlE reference laboratories; 

• Establishment of local networks with satellite laboratories 

6. Specific tools used: 
• Material transfer agreement (MTA) and letter of agreements (LoAs) as well as 

laboratory information management system (LIMS) 

• Twinning program with reference international laboratories were used, 

• International projects funded by different development partners (USAID, EU, WB) 
allows adequate interactions between local and international laboratories, and 

• Modalities of operations with UN and other agencies (FAO, WHO, OlE) 

7. Specific policies needed 

• Adoption of internationally accepted diagnosis protocols in both central and satellite 
laboratories. 

8. Specific information needed 

• Information on establishing a system for twinning with international laboratories 

• Systems and detailed accounts for international shipment/transferring of hazard 
materials. 

9. Specific groups of people involved: 

• Staff of NLQP, Satellite and other provincial laboratories, and ministry of 
communication; OF FLU backstopping officers, experts from international laboratories 

10. Specific organizations/institutions/sectors involved: 

• NLQP, ECTAD, USAID, USDA, ECTAD-FAO, OFFLUE, SEPRL, Erasmus, NAMRU-3, IZSVe, 
fll 

11. Specific fntersectoraf linkages needed: 

• Local networking with satellite and other provincial laboratories, CLEVB 

12. What other focal conditions were necessary for success? 

• Cooperation with Ministry of Communication, GOVS and other relevant departments in 
MoALR 

13. What chaflenges were faced, overcome, and stilt remain? 

• Initially lack of experience with LIMS and absence of expertise in local computer 
companies that would address NLQP's needs 

14. Other comments : 

• GoE provided funds to support local networking between central and satellite 
laboratories. 

• Ministry of Communication played pivotal role in the establishment of the physical 
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network structures. 
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Presenter: 

Egypt Best Practice# 2 (4 Parts) 

ACHIEVEMENTS AND SUCCESSES IN 
STRENGTHENING AI DETECTION AND RESPONSE 

• Prof Dr. Mohamed Elgarhy, Chairman General Organizati<m for Velerinary Services 

Sector: Animal Health 

DP.scriplion of Best Prac:Uces- Part 1 

1. Problem addressed: 

• Better detection and response of HPAI outbreaks in poultry 

2. Population impacted by this problem: 

• Household poultry sector 

3. Specific results achieved: 

• HPAI detection progressively improved: 6% in 2009 to 18% in 2010. and Passive 
Surveillance positive detection increase from 25% in 2009 to 43% in 2010. 

• CAHO contributed 49.1% of confirmed HPAI positives (2009-10). 

• Decrease in time lap between notification and action and final containment from 5 days 
in 2007 to 1 day in household and 3 days in farms in 2010 (more efficient containment 
interventions) 

4. Contribution to reducing 115N1 HPAI viral circulation: 

• Detected cases with good containment and tracing will lead to decrease number of 
outbreak after a period of time. 

5. Specific strategies used: 

• Strengthened Surveillance activities and Improved outbreak response capacity at central 
and governorate levels 

6. SpeCific tools used: 

• Rapid Ag field test. 

• Community Animal Health Outreach (CAHO) 

• SOPs for use of rapid field test and action responses. 
• Provision of training on good practices and provision of inputs and logistics support for 

quick and effective response interventions. 

• Regular consultative meetings between technical and political authorities as well as 
coordination meetings between central and local veterinary services. 

7. Specific policies needed: 
• Positive RFT has become the trigger to begin containment operations in household 

sector. 

• Change in policy from zonal mass culling to only infected premises. 
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8. Specific information needed: 
• Previous. experience on RFT implementation. 

• Information on changes of HPAI clinical signs for accurate case definition, 

• Identification of locally suitable culling and disposal procedures. 
• The perception of poultry producers to containment measures. 

9. SpeCific groups of people involved: 

• Central and local veterinary services personnel, 

• Laboratory personnel, 

• key community inforrnanls. at the local level 

10. Specific organizations/institutions/sectors involved: 
• Central and local veterinary services, laboratories; FAD, ILRI,USAID 

11. Specific intersectorallinkages needed: 
• Coordination between central and local Veterinary services. 

• Coordination with the politlcal authority (Governors). 

• Strengthening the links between the veterinary services and all relevant stakeholders. 
• Local communities. 

12. Lessons learned on efforts that did not end up contributing to this best practice (i.e. what not to 
do): 

• Random active surveillance (high cost without effectiveness) 

• Mass culling impacted negatively on case detection. 

• Lack of comprehensive compensation scheme 

• Ring vaccination during outbreak 

13. Other information related to the best practice: 

• Passive surveillance is a key tool in detection. 

• Enhancing trust between public and private partners 

• Communication activities should be an integral parts of all detection and response 
activities 

14. Challenges faced: 

• Lack of trust between public and private sectors. 
• Absence of comprehensive compensation scheme. 

• Inadequate logistics necessary to implement effective containment interventions 

• Absence of clearly defined roles and responsibilities of the players involved in response 
interventions 

15. Challenges overcome: 

• Increased community involvement 
• Logistics chain enhanced 

• Veterinary Services enabled to guide and coordinate responses to outbreaks. 

• Regular Coordination meeting are held to discuss field level issues as well as roles and 
responsibilities 
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Description of Best Practices- Part 2 

1. Problem addressed: 

• Improved farm biosecurity 

2. Population impacted by this problem: 

• Commercial Poultry producers in sector II and Ill 

3. Specific results achieved: 
• of the 802 farms randomly chosen in seven high risk governorates that received 

biosecurity training, about 65% showed moderate improvement in biosecurity measures 

4. Contribution to reducing H5N1 HPA/ viral circulation: 

• Increased socio~ economically acceptable biosecurity measures will decrease 
environmental viral load 

5. Specific strategies used: 
• Implement cost~effective and sustainable biosecurity measures in commercia I farms 

with focus on sectors II and Ill 

6. Specific tools used: 
• Training of farm workers and managers on biosecurity measures including cleaning and 

disinfection. 

• Regular monitoring of the implementation of suggested biosecurity measures. 

• Provide inputs and technical assistance for the farms. 
• LOAs to financially support local veterinary services in training on, monitoring of 

biosecurity measures. 

7. Specific policies needed: 

• Farm registration decrees acceptable to most poultry producers. 

8. SpeCific information needed: 

• Location, number, capacity, and biosecurity status offarms, 

• Capturing the views of producers on policy instruments affecting them. 

9. Specific groups of people involved: 

• Veterinary services personneL 

• Farm owners, 
• Representatives of poultry producers associations, 

• Private service providers 

• FAO staff 

10. Specific organizations/institutions/sectors involved: 

• Central and local veterinary services, FAO, USAID 

11. Speofic intersectorallinkages needed: 
• Coordination between producers, local veterinary services and private service- input 

providers 
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12. Lessons learned on efforts that did not end up contributing to this best practice (i.e. what not to 
do): 

• Lack of uniformity in implementation of policies between various governorates 

13. Other information related to the best practice: 

• Consolidate achievements obtained through USAID-funded projects in piloted areas and 
expand to all high risk governorates. 

14. Challenges faced: 

• The new registration/licensing policy exclude majority of poultry farms. 

15. Challenges overcome: 

• Revise strategy and policies. 
• Increased involvement of private sector in farm biosecurity improvement 

Description of Best Practices- Part 3 

1. Problem addressed: 
• Establish an Epidemic-Surveillance System 

2. Population impacted by this problem: 

• Decision makers, veterinary services 

3. Specific results achieved: 
• Network established in full capacity in all districts in 5 governorates, parlial capacity in 

10 governorates with projected full coverage in 18 governorates by September 2010 

4. Contribution to reducing HSN1 HPA/ viral circulation: 

• Decisions mad€ based on scientific analysis of epidemiological data. 

5. SpeCific strategies used: 

• Establish an epidemio··surveillance system 

6. Specific tools used: 

• Provision of various level of skills enhancement training provided to both central and 
governorate Epi-Unit staff (Epidemiology, data analysis, TADinfo, risk analysis, GIS and 
spatial analysis, Risk based surveillance, statistics). 

• Establish networks to district levels and provide required hard and software 

7. Specific policies needed: 

• Epidemiology Unit became an integral part of the organilational structure of GOVS. 

8. Specific information needed: 

• PVS evaluation report by OlE. 
• Data justifying that epidemio~surveillance output are needed for planning and decision 

making for veterinary services 
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9. Specrfic groups of people involved: 

• Epidemiology Unit personnel, 

• FAO backstopping officers and international consultants 

10. Specific organizations/institutions/sectors involved: 
• GOVS, CIRAD, RVC, FAO and USAID 

11. Specrfic intersectorallinkages needed: 

• Collaboration between central and local veterinary authorities 

12. Lessons learned on efforts that did not end up contributing to this best practice (i.e. what not to 
do): 

• Lack of basic computer training within the plan. 

• Lack of hard and software regular technical support. 

13. Other information related to the best practice: 

• Increase awareness on epidemiology at all level of veterinary services. 
14. Challenges faced: 

• Lack of understanding the concept and value of epidemic-surveillance 

15. Challenges overcome: 
• Consultative and brain storming sessions with partners and coordination meetings 

between central and local veterinary services 

Description of Best Practices Part 4 

1. Problem addressed 
• Policy dialogue and information/knowledge sharing 

2. Population impacted by this problem: 

• Policy decision makers 

• Various level of veterinary authority 

• Other partners 

3. Specific results achieved: 

• A comprehensive HPAI compensation scheme designed, 
• Mass AI vaccination policy in the household poultry sector reconsidered. 

• Animal health component of the integrated national AHI plan revised to reflect the 
endemic HPAI situation in Egypt. 

4. Contribution to reducing H5N1 HPAI viral circulation: 
• Longer term risk reduction strategy to address the endemic HPAI situation in Egypt. 

5. Specrfic strategies used: 
• Engaging higher level political authorities to influence evidence·based decisionwmaking 
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6. Specific tools used: 

• Assessment study reports, 

• Consultative workshops, 

• Coordination meetings, 

• Publications, 

• Consultancy reports, 

• Guidelines and SOPs . 

7. Specrfic policies needed: 

• AI vaccination policy with an operational plan and exit strategy, 

• Equitable and all inclusive compensation policy 

• A revised animal health strategy for control of HPAI. 

8. Specific information needed: 

• Data on AI vaccination coverage and flock immunity levels. 

• Effectiveness of the strategy adopted in 2007 

9. Specific groups of people involved: 

• GOVS personnel 

• FAO ECTAD staff and consultants 

10. Specific organizations/institutions/sectors involved: 
• GOVS. USAID and FAD 

11. Specific intersectorallinkages needed: 

• Collaboration between technical and political authorities, UN agencies, relevant 
international organizations, development partners, NGOs and private sector. 

12. Lessons learned on efforts that did not end up contributing to this best practice (i.e. what not to 

do): 
• Biases in decision·making due to conflict of interests 

13. Otller information related to the best practice: 

• Developing elaborated SOPs, protocols and operational plans consistent with the 
revised HPAI conlrol strategy. 

14. Challenges faced: 

• Inadequate policy enforcement capacity 

15. Challenges overcome: 
• Coordination between technical and political persons 

• Coordination between central and local VS 

S Remaining Challenges to Decreasing HSNl HPAIInfections in Poultry and Humans: 

1. Multiple high risk factors favouring sustained circulation of A/HSNl virus in both the commercial 
and household poultry production sectors 

2. Most poultry farms operate in rental premises, hence reluctant to invest in biosecurity 
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improvement measures 
3. Insufficient logistical capacity in the local VS remains a challenge for field veterinary operations. 
4. The HPAI risks perception is weak among producers 
5. Human settlement pattern in Egypt makes geographic distinction between administrative unit 

difficult 
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Description of Best Practice: 

1. Problem addressed: 

Egypt Best Practice # 3 

NATIONWIDE COMPREHENSIVE 
SURVEILLANCE AND RESPONSE 

Sector: Human Health 

• Avian influenza and the fear of the future human· human transmission 

2. Population impacted by this problem 

• Every one deal with poultry 

3. Specific result.-; ochi('ved: 
• In 2006, the proportion of detected cases in the first two days was from disease onset 

"'33.3% which increased in 2010 to 43.8%. 
• Suspected cases (11528), confirmed/suspected~ 1/100 

• Decreased time elapsed to start field investigation, upon suspicion(within 24 hours) 

• Capacity to conduct many important field investigations at the same time. 

• Discovery of cases during field investigations. 

4. Contribution to reducing H5N1 HPAI viral circulation: 

• early suspicion and isolation of exposed cases and receiving Tami flu on time"" 
decrease the virus shedding 

• prompt decontamination of households of confirmed human cases decrease the 
spread ofthe virus in environment 

5. Spenfic strategies used: 

• Improving quality and surveillance capacity up to village level by: training local staff to 
conduct surveillance activities. 

• Expansion of surveillance network 

• Increase level of case suspicion by physicians and other health team. 

• Establishing of multilevel RRTs including all recommended qualifications: (TOT for 
central RRT, TOT for governmental RRT and training of district RRT) 

6. Specific tools used: 
• Case definition (clinical symptoms and exposure) to suspect HSNl HPAI; 

• Standard and Comprehensive investigation form to fulfill epidemiologic and clinical 
data; 

• Used targeted communication to raise awareness of signs and symptoms of HSNl 
HPAI in humans for those who are in contact with poultry. 

• Prompt reporting within 24 hours. (Fax·telephone ·etc ..... ) 

• Regular update meetings, distributed guidelines, SOPs and instructions from central to 
peripheral levels (governmental, district, health care facilities). 

• Training materials on RRT roles and responsibilities 

• Clear guidelines, SOPs and instructions for implementing field activities 

• Assigning 29 RRTs on governmental level and 260 RRTs on district level including 1337 
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member staff 

7. Speofic policies needed: 

• Increase sensitivity of case definition, the item of exposure to poultry -changed from 
exposure to dead poultry to the exposure to poultry. 

• Increase sensitivity of the laboratory detection, re-testing of negative results. 

8. Specific information needed 
• Capacity and staffing of preventive departments at governorate and district levels 

• Capacity and staffing of Hospitals PHCs involved in management of AI cases 

9. Specific groups of people involved: 
• Central preventive affairs staff, 

• Epidemiologic surveillance team, 

• Communicable disease department, 

• Infection control department 
• Central rapid response team (RRT), 

• Centrallaboratories, 

• Governorate and district level RRT 
• Health services provider (Chest and fever hospital specialists, PHC staff, nurses) 

Sanitarians 

10. Specific organizations/institutions/sectors involved: 
• NGOs partnership, private sector involvement, veterinarians, police, Environment staff 
• Community leaders and local authorities were essential. 

11. Spenfic intersectoral linkages needed: 
• Well established surveillance system within the preventive sector contributed to build 

linkages with other concerned sectors as curative sector, Lab and primary health care 
and environmental health 

12. Lessons learned on efforts that did not end up contributing to this best practice (i.e. what not 
to do): 

• During 2006, 2007 testing was done for cases and contacts of human cases and 
poultry farms personnel, the policy changed in September 2007 

13. Other information related to the best practice: 

• Egypt was the highest reporting country for AI cases during 2009 

• Egypt represent about 22% from world human AI cases 
• Egyptian profile of AI cases had a specific epidemiologic characteristics (increasing 

numbers of children and females and types of exposures like slaughtering and de
feathering) 

• Active surveys targeted HH, markets, farms, check points as a joint integrated 
surveillance activity. 

5 Remaining Challenges to Decreasing HSN1 HPAIInfections in Poultry and Humans: 
1. No geographical borders between the Egyptian governorates that affect movement 

control 
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2. Egyptian culture regarding the consumption of fresh poultry meat and the practice of 
slaughtering the birds at home. 

3. Over added pandemic H1N12009 increasing the burden on surveillance 
4. Endemicity of the virus lead to system fatigue 
5. Completing the planned- (readiness for pandemic)· equipments for referral hospitals 
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Egypt Best Practices# 4 

IMPROVED REFERRAL, CLINICAL CARE MANAGEMENT AND 
INFECTION CONTROL (I C) 

Sector: Human Health 

Description ofthe Best Practice: 

1. Problem addressed: 

• The high case fatality of the new emerged virus and minimal information about the 
clinical characteristics of the disease 

2. Population impacted by this problem: 

• All suspected, probable, confirmed cases and their contacts 

3. Specific results achieved: 

• Lowest Case Fatality Rate of human cases (30%) which is about half of Global H5Nl 
HPAI CFR (60%) 

• Establishing 571CUs during 2006. 

• From 31 mechanically ventilated AI cases, two cases recovered and one case under 
treatment. 

• From 45 cases admitted to ICU 17 cases recovered. 

• All hospitals were equipped with trained IC team, PPEs and disinfectants 

4. Contribution to reducing H5N1 HPAI viral circulation: 

• Early suspicion and isolation of exposed cases and receiving Tami flu on time decrease 
the virus shedding 

• Infection control practices 

5. Specific strategies lJsed: 

• Develop cases management guidelines 
• Assigning hospitals for isolation per each governorate 

• Availability, stockpiling and distribution of antiviral medications which given on 
suspicion 

• Cases discharged after negative result. 

• Increasing capacity of ICU staff and infrastructures ( eg ventilators, monitors, ABGs 
equipments .. etc) 

• Develop and distribute IC guidelines for isolation wards 

• Availability, stockpiling and distribution of PPEs, disinfects and Posters 

• Infection control guidelines and SOPs 

• Training, supervision and monitoring for hospitals 
• Assigning full time IC staff 

• Develop database tor health care facilities (human resources and intrastructu res) 

6. Specific tools used: 
• Distribution of management guidelines to all hospitals deal with AI cases. 

• Algorithm for dealing with suspected cases. 

• Sample collection and testing of each suspected case. 
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7. Specrfic policies needed: 

• Following well defined SOPs, instructions, case management guidelines (which is 
consistent with WHO guidelines) 

• Strengthen supervision for health care providers. 

• Stockpiling 5 million doses ofTami Flue from GOE budget to cover 6% of population. 

8. Specific information needed 
• Capacity and staffing of ICUs beds, Ventilators 

• Capacity and staffing of IC teams 

9. Specific groups of people involved: 

• Physicians of Fever and Chest Hospitals 

• Physicians or general hospitals whid1 serve as referral centre for confirmed or severe 

clinical AI cases. 

• Physicians of primary health care. 
• Infection Control teams (physician, nurses, Laboratories and emergency staff) 

• administrative management team 

10. Specrfic organizations/institutions/sectors involved: 
• Involvement of university hospital professors in consultations for protocol 

management of critical cases. 

• Involvement of advisors and consultant from WHO, NAMRU 3 
• political commitment at governorate level 
• comprehensive communication campaign lead to Increase level of awareness for 

physician and patients 

11. Specific intersectorallinkages needed: 
• The preventive sector took the lead to integrate all activities related to cases inside the 

curative establishments in full coordination w1th central and sub national laboratories 

12. Lessons learned on efforts that did not end up contributing to this best practice (i.e. what not to 
do): 

• MOH use to give Tami flu for the confirmed cases until the throat swabs became -ve 
results, after consultation with WHO and CDC the management scheme changed to 
administerTami flu for ten days 

13. Other information related to the best practice: 
• Average period of hospitalization 9 days 

14. Challenges faced: 
• Establishment and equipping (ICU) of referral hospital in each governorate 

• Build up the capacity of high numbers of ICU care providers 

15. Challenges overcome: 
• The previous challenges were resolved 
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Egypt Best Practice # 5 

COMMUNICATION AND SOCIAL MOBILIZATION 

Sedor: Human Health 

Description of Best Practice 

1. Problem addressed: 

• Lack of awareness of signs and symptoms (animal and human) and where/when to 
~eek carP. 

2. Population impacted by this problem 

• Primary: Sector 4, household breeders 
• Secondary: Sector 3, small farms 

3. Specific results achieved: 

• 30 million home visits in 18 high-risk governorates by 13,000 female community 
educators thru 2009 

• Up to 6,700 seminars in villages yearly 

• More than 10 million posters/leaflets disseminated 

• 17 TV and radio spots broadcast, high frequency 

4. Contribution to reducing HSNl HPAI viral circulation: 

• Early identification of symptoms and seeking of medical and veterinary services 

• Enforcing and promoting proper breeding practices 

5. Specific strategies and tools used; Multi-channel approach with audience segmentation 

• Mass media campaigns to general population: 
o TV and radio spots 
o Indoor & outdoor advertising (posters, leaflets, banners) 
o Hotline with standard answers to general public inquiries 

• Community village outreach: 
o Home visits by female community educators 
o Orientation of households to proper poultry handling 
o Seminars, contests at schools, universities, youth centers 
o Theatrical plays; road shows 

6. SpeCific Policies Needed 

• To build up trust of community and domestic backyard owners toward government 
measures: 

• Release all information about poultry outbreaks and human cases to the public 

• Implement activities focused on household through comprehensive outreach program 

7. SpeCific information needed: 

• Backyard breeders: Cultural/socioeconomic status/educational level 

• Farms: Number, distribution and bio·security levels 

• Live bird market data 
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• Monitoring of behavioral change re: AI prevention 

8. Specific groups of people involved: 

• Poultry backyard breeders 

• Small and large farm operators 

• Live bird market vendors 

9. Specific organizations/institutions/sectors involved: 
• Local authorities; community leaders 
• Red Crescent, other NGOs 

• International agencies 
• Ministries of Agriculture, Environment 

10. Specific intersectorallinkages needed: 

• Partnerships with NGOs 
• Private sector/poultry industry and farm owners 

• Community members and local government officials 

11. Lessons/earned on efforts that did not end up contributing to this best practice (i.e., what not 
to do): 

• Focusing on backyard breeders when farms are the real source of the virus 

12. Other Information related to the best practice: 

• Data needed: 
o Number of suspected cases 
o Time between onset of disease and diagnosis 
o Link between poultry death and appearance of symptoms 

13. Challenges faced: 

• Difficulty in staging Rapid Response Communication after avian cases to prevent 
human cases 

• Under..reporting and/or detection in the commercial sector 

• Clear evidence of HSNl circulating in the commercial sector; but backyards are blamed 

• Bio-security measures needed in commercial sector 

• Poultry farm owners reluctant to report HPAI outbreaks due to imposed penalties and 
lack of compensation 

• Mass media campaigns need consistency in airing 

• Children & women vulnerable: need greater awareness 

14. Challenges overcome: 

• Raised awareness of symptoms. 

• Increased public willingness to seek medical help early. 
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Indonesia Best Practices 

Country Summary 
1. Total poultry population= 1.35 billion (est) 1 

2009 

Production 1 Percentage 

Broiler 930,318,000 68.79% 

NativP. 261,398,000 19.33% 

Layer 110,106,000 8.14% 

Duck 42,090,000 3.11% 

Quail 6,945,900 0.51% 

Pigeon 1,511,200 0.11% 

Total 1,352,369,100 100.00% 

2. Total human population"' 231,830,000 (est) 

HSNl HPAI Description 

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Confirmed HSNl HPAI 60 166 159 611 2751 1802 2202 551 

poultry outbreaks 

Confirmed HSNl HPAI 0 0 20 55 42 24 21 1 

human cases 

Total suspect Total suspect Total suspect Total 

HSNl human HSNl hurnan HSNl hurnan confirmed 

cases (2003- cases referred cases tested HSNl human 

cases (2003-
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2010) (2003-2010) (2003-2010) 2010) 

2190 ? 2190 163 
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Presenters: 

Indonesia Best Practice# 1 

HPAIINDONESIA, PART 1- MARKET CHAIN 
TARGETED ENGAGEMENT TO REDUCE RISK ALONG 

THE POULTRY MARKET CHAIN SINCE 2008 

• Dr Muhammad Azhar (CMU-DAH) 

• Dr Eric Brum (FAO) 

Sector: Animal Health 

Description ofthe Best Practice: 

1. Problem addressed: 

• Spread of HPAI virus to both poultry and humans via a vnst, complex, nnd poorly 
regulated post-production poultry market chain 

• Limited understanding of HSN1 epidemiology within market systems 

2. Population impacted by this problem: 

• Human: All, but primarily urban populations 

• Animal: All marketed poultry, especially those sent to urban markets 

3. Specific results achieved: 

• Movement patterns and value chains elucidated 

• Market chain surveillance system established in greater Jakartal (Jabodetabek2) 

• Market restructuring in greater Jakarta accelerated 
• C&D activities increased in collector yards in greater Jakarta 

• C&D infrastructure improvement integrated with market restructuring in greater Jakarta 
Greater Jakarta is the largest and highest risk urban market system in Indonesia 
Jabodetabek:;; JAkarta province, BOgor district, DEpok city, and TAngerang and 

BEKasi district and city 

4. Contribution to reducing H5N1 HPAI viral circulation: 

• Less HPAI virus spread between farms and less virus contamination in collector yards 
and markets 

• Improved knowledge of virus origin (geographic location offarms and bird type) to 
target disease control at source 

• Less HPAI virus entering urban home environment (decreased human cases in urban 
areas) 

5. SpeCific strategies used: 

• Strengthening of local government livestock services to conduct surveillance and 
monitor C&D activities 

• C&D training and technical support to market traders and vendors 

• Stralegic inFrastructure irnprovernenls to faciliLate C&D and reduce risk of virus spread 
from collection points 

• Technical and facilitation assistance to key government agencies responsible for market 
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restructuring 

• Awareness-raising on value of 'safe, healthy, wholesome and hallal poultry meal' 
(doging ayom ASUH) largeting vendors, lraders, and consumers 

6. Specifh;: tools used: 

• Environmental surveillance to detect virus by PCR in markets+ collector yards 

• Sentinel bird surveillance to detect HPAI in collector yards 

• High~pressure washers 

• Permanent C&D stations based in poultry collector yards 
• USAID's leftover Virkon 

• Lots of soap and water 

7. SpeCific policies needed: 
• PERDA no 4/2007: Jakarta provincial government order to eliminate sale of live poultry 

in markets by 2010 

• 'Policy' to proactively engage with private sector (poultry market chain and producers) 

8. Specific information needed 
• value chain analysis of poultry market chains 

• Understanding of poultry movements and associated risks in the greater Jakarta market 
system 

.9. Specific groups of people involved: 

• Poultry traders, slaughterers, market vendors, and brokers 

• Civil servants from district and provincial livestock services 

• Poultry meat consumers 

10. Specific organizations/institutions/sectors involved: 
• Poultry-related associations 

• Market, livestock/veterinary, and public health services in district and provincial 
government 

11. Specific intersectoral linkages needed: 

• Coordination amongst public sector agencies for effective market restructuring (e.g. 
public health, police, livestock, internal affairs, etc) 

• Coordination and cooperation between public and private sector stakeholders in market 
restructuring and C&D 

12. Lessons learned on efforts that did not end up contrib.uting to this best practice (i.e. what not to 
do): 

• Hesitation to engage private sector in planning led to difficulties in implementing 
market restructuring 

• Cost of market restructuring underestimated by both public and private sector 

• Stakeholder awareness and public sector understanding of the need for market 
restructuring was (and still is) weak 

13. Other information related to the best practice: 
• Because poultry travels such long distances within a complex market chain, the location 
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where risk is produced (e.g. farm origin) and point where risk is observed (e.g. human 
case) are often not geographically related. Understanding poultry movements and 
origins are critical to identify high risk production areas and target control measures. 

14. Challenges faced: 

• Lack of cooperation amongst private sector stakeholders (e.g. small-scale vs industrial 
stakeholders) 

• Private sector stakeholders skeptical of risks of HPAI and need for market restructuring 

• Difficulty in making sense of Indonesia's paultry market 'chain' 

• Low level of understanding of how HSNl virus moves through market chain 

• Limited C&D of poultry transport at poultry collection points 

15. Challenges overcome: 

• Limited success in all of the above, most success in #3·5 

5 Remaining Challenges to Decreasing HSN1 HPAIInfections in Poultrv and Humans: 
1. Successfully completing Jakarta's poultry market restructuring program 
2. Sustaining effective C&D activities at poultry collection points 
3. Ensuring quality poultry products are consistently provided to urban markets 
4. Uniting private sector stakeholders to improve the quality of Indonesia's poultry 
5. Developing a sustainable market chain surveillance system 
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Presenter: 

Indonesia Best Practice# 2 

HPAIINDONESIA, PART 2- OF FLU 

UNDERSTANDING THE VIRUS TO INFORM CONTROL STRATEGY 

AND MAKE A BEITER VACCINE SINCE 2007 

• Dr Agus Wiyono (DAH) 

• Dr James McGrane (FAO) 

Sector: Animal Health 

Description ofthe Best Practice: 

1. Problem addressed: 

• Epidemiology of HPAI in Indonesia poorly understood 

• Lack of knowledge of genetic and antigenic characteristics of circulating field strains 
• Widespread use of older vaccines ineffective against circulating field strains 

2. Population impacted by this problem: 

• All poultry production systems, including commercial poultry producers and small
holder farmers 

• Both human and animal populations are at risk; especially because use of ineffective 
vaccines and/or inappropriate delivery of vaccine can lead to higher levels of shedding 
from apparently healthy birds 

3. Specific results achieved: 

• Cooperation among national and international laboratories for sequencing and antigenic 
cartography of virus samples 

• Increased sharing of biologic material and information between public and private 
sectors 

• Strengthened in-country capacity to conduct and validate results from antigenic 
cartography 

• Improved understanding of virus strains circulating in Indonesia, predominantly in 
village-based poultry 

• Development of a newly engineered low pathogenicity reverse genetics vaccine strain 
for Indonesia selected using antigenic cartography to select efficacious seed strains 

4. Contribution to reducing H5N1 HPAI viral circulation: 

• Indonesian vaccine producers generating vaccines from more up-to-date and 
representative field strains, thereby leading to more effective vaccination (theoretically) 

• Farmers choosing vaccines produced with vaccine seed strains recommended by 
updated government policy 

5. SpeCific strategies used 

• International avian influenza laboratory partnership (OFFLU) used to receive virus 
sarnples for sequencing and antigenic cartography as a service to the Ministry or 
Agriculture; virus material ownership and intellectual property rights maintained by 
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MOA 

• OF FLU stakeholder forums to share information and plan next steps 

• Focus on capacity building in order to expedite transfer of technology and laboratory 
techniques to Indonesian laboratories 

6. Specific tools used: 
• Real~time RT~PCR 

• Gene sequencing 

• Novel virus typing techniques using high resolution hemaglutination inhibition (HI) tests 

• Characterization of antigenicity using antigenic cartography 

7. Specific policies needed: 

• Approved vaccine seed strains to be based on antigenic and genetic characteristics of 
field isolates 

• Cooperation with international laboratories for antigenic characterization of field 
isolates for the short term and transfer of this technology for sustainability and ongoing 

monitoring of HPAI field viruses and vaccine efficacy 

• Development of a reverse genetics vaccine for use in Indonesia 

8. Specific information needed 

• Current capacity of MOA animal health laboratories (Disease Investigation Centers), 
laboratories responsible for vaccine and reference reagent production, and national 

reference laboratories 

• Contributions from other projects involved with strengt~1ening laboratory capacity 

9. Specific groups of people involved 
• Personnel from MOA animal health laboratories 

• Indonesian vaccine producers 

• International laboratory personnel specializing in antigenic cartography and vaccine 
development (e.g. Erasmus Medical Centre, Southeast Poultry Research Laboratory, and 
Indonesia Dutch Partnership) 

10. SpeCific organizations/institutions/sectors involved: 
• MOA Disease Investigation Centers (DIC), Indonesia 

• Australian Animal Health Laboratory (AAHL), Australia 

• Southeast Poultry Research Laboratory (SEPRL), USA 

• Erasmus Medical Cenlre, Netherlands 

• Pusvetma, BBPMSOH, and Bbalitvet 

• Private sector partners: Vaks1ndo, Median, SanBio, Caprifarm1ndo 

11. SpeCific intersectorallinkages needed: 
• Development of effective public~private partnerships 

• Communication between DICs and among all national laboratories and central 

government 

12. Lessons learned on efforts thot did not end vp contributing to this best practice (i.e. what not to 
do)c 

• Assistance should be provided based on specific requests from host laboratories, not 
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based solely on decisions from external agencies 

• Too much reliance on international laboratory input and getting samples shipped 
outside Indonesia 

13. Challenges fw.;:ed: 
• Lack of vaccine efficacious against some virus strains circulating in the field 

• Lack of coordinated system of collecting field isolates, analyzing genetic and antigenic 
characteristics, and managing information 

• Use of wide range of vaccine strains by poultry producers 

• Difficult to update vaccination policies 

14. Challenges overcome: 
• Genetic and antigenic characterization of field isolates achieved 

• New vaccines produced 

• Improved cooperation and transparency 

Remaining Challenges to Decreasing HSNl HPAIInfections in Poultry and Humans: 

1. Transfer of technology for antigenic cartographic capacity to Indonesian laboratories 
including reagent production 

2. Production and distribution of novel reverse genetics vaccines by Indonesian vaccine 
producers 

3. Reduction in the number of registered vaccines to represent only those that are 
effective against currently circulating field strains 

4. Consensus for national strategy on vaccination including transition and exit strategies 
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Presenter: 

Indonesia Best Pra(tice # 3 

CONTAINMENT AND RESPONSE OF 
INFLUENZA PANDEMIC EPICENTER 

• Dr. Arie Bratasena (Head of ARI Sub-directorate Directorate of DTDC, DG of DC&EH, MoH of 
Indonesia) 

Sector: Human Health 

Description ofthe Best Practice 

L Problem addressed: 

• Preparedness for the emergence of an influenza pandemic cluster in some area in 
Indonesia through a field simulation 

2, Population impacted by this problem: 
• Direct impact to the patients and family and all the community around the cluster area 

• Potentially all the Indonesian and global population as an Influenza Pandemic Epicenter 
is a global Public Health Emergency International Concern that could wide spread 
globally 

3. Specific results achieved: 
• National Epicentre Containment Guidelines published 

• Tested in two major field simulations (Bali 2008, Makassar 2008) 
~ Over 1000 participants in each simulation 

• Training module for provinces produced 

4. Contribution to reducing HSNl HPAI viral circulation: 

• Potential to stop the virus circulation through increasing the action plan of rapid 
response and surveillance teams, medical response, risk communication, public health 
action. 

5. Specific strategies used.· Indonesian policy strategy are: 

• prevention and containment in port of entry 

• procurement and mobilization of medicine and PPE 

• Strengthening and empowerment of hospital and PHC 
• Strengthening and implementation of epidemiologic surveillance 

• Strengthening and implementation of Laboratory 

• Risk Comrmmication 

• Command and Coordination 
• Public Health measure 

• Business Continuity Plan 

6. Specific tools used: 
• Containment of an Influenza Pandemic Epicenter" Guidelines, which cover the 

following: Surveillance, Logistics including medicine and PPE, Hospital, PHC and 
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laboratory equipment, communication tools for the officer and for mass communication 

7. Specific policies needed: 
• National Strategic Plan for AI control and Preparedness for Influenza Pandemic, 2006-

2008 
• PP No.7 Year 2006 about National Committee on AI Contriol and Pandemic Influenza 

Preparedness 

• Presidential Instruction No. I Year 2007 about handling and control of Avian Influenza 
• August 2007, by National Committee on AI control and Pandemk Influenza: 

Government of Indonesia National Plan of Pandemic Influenza 

• Other policy from MoHand other related government sector etc. 

8. Specific information needed 

• Update information: result from rapid response team, surveillance, laboratory, logistic, 
medical response, risk communication, command and coordination (IHR), etc 

9. Specific groups of people involved: 

• Involving all existing community group (example; Tagana, cadre, etc) and cooperation 
from all people, especially community in the containment area and around 

10. Specific organizations/institutions/sectors involved; 

• All organizations/institutions/sectors will be involved to help the containment such as: 
NGO, religion organization, KOMDA FBPI, APINDO, etc., because it would need huge 
amount of human resources and cooperation from all sectors 

11. Specific intersectorallinkages needed: 

• Need cooperation from health sector, animal health, security (police, army, etc), 
transportation, logistic, communication, commerce, industrial and labor 

12. Lessons learned on efforts that did not end up contributing to this best practice (i.e. what not to 
do): 

• Expensive to run full field simulation 

• Motivation of participants can vary and need to be involved early 

13. Other information related to the best practice: 
• The best practice implementation in Indonesia is not only for HSNl but also could be 

implemented for HlNl and other type of influenza pandemic. 

14. Challenges faced: 

• lntersectoral coordination and communication 

• Unskilled human resource 
• Insufficiency of logistics, equipment support, vaccine, medicine, etc 

• Inadequate health budget and health infrastructure 

• low awareness of influenza pandemic in community and local government 

15. Challenges overcome: 

• lr aining for the officer (surveillance, laboralory, health officer) in all level (PHC, districL, 
province) 
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• procurement of the equipment needed are still on-going process (there are still some 
gaps) 

• inter sectoral coordination meetings 

Remaining Challenges to Decreasing HSNl HPA/Infections in Poultrv and Humans: 

1. Critical gaps among area due to geography, demography, socioeconomic, cultural, and 
environmental 

2. Inadequacy of health budget 
3. Indonesia does have HSNl cases and H1N1 cases, and therefore the possibility of 

emergence of a new subtype of influenza virus 
4. Insufficiency of logistic, equipment support, vaccine, medicine 
5. Inadequate of public health infrastructure 
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Indonesia Best Practice# 4 

SOCIALIZATION OF AI 
AMONG PRIMARY HEALTH CARE WORKERS 

Presenter: 

• Dr. Rita Kw;ria~tuti, MSc, Director of Vector Borne Disease Control 

Sector: HUMAN HEALTH 

Description ofthe Best Practice: 

1. Problem addressed: 

• Lack of knowledge of AI diagnosis and case 
management 

• Lack of early detection & prompt treatment of AI among Primary Health Care (PHC) 
workers 

2. Population impacted by this problem: 

• Population of Java, Sumatra, Bali and South Sulawesi (181 million) 

3. Specific results achieved: 
• To provide primer healthcare (PHC) workers with technical and practical information to 

enable (a) Identification of suspected cases (b) Management of cases (c) Referral to AI 
hospitals (d) Response (e) Report to District Health Offices 
The number of PHC workers trained by this program: 

- Riau provinces: 750 persons 
West Java : 2800 persons 

·Central Java: 3180 persons 

• In Riau, proportion of suspect cases detected within two days of onset of fever 
increased from SO% to 70% after the intervention 

4. Contribution to reducing HSN1 f/PAI viral circulation: 

• Greater PHC Workers aware of prevention of the spread of AI and how to detect early 
and treat promptly 

5. SpeCific strategies used: The step of Socialization: 

• Planning meeting 

• TOT For provincial facilitators 
• Roll out in districts (each provinces) by provinces facilitators 

• Monitoring and evaluation 

6. Specific tools used: 
• Training module 
• Melhod of soc.ializalion: participative leclure~, group discussior1, case study 

7. Specific policies needed: 
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• Provide resources (man, money, local policy, etc) in the central, province and district to 

replicate the program in another provinces 

8. Specific information needed 
• The number of Puskesmas (PHC) in district 

• The number of Private clinics in district. 

• The number of Hospitals {government and private) 

• The number of private clinician (doctors, midwives) 

9. Specific groups of people involved: 
• PHC workers: Puskesmas (PHC), private clinics, 

• private practitioners, private midwives, nurses, etc 

10. Specific organizaUom/institutions/sectors involved: Many institutions involved: 
• provincial health offices and district health offices 

• Avian influenza referral hospitals 

• University/Academy 

• District Hospitals 

11. Spenfic intersectorallinkages needed: 
• Ministry of Agriculture 

12. Lessons/earned on efforts that did not end up contributing to this best practice (i.e. what not to 
do): 

• Need more references and resource person with different competency 

• Need more time for discussion especially for case studies 

• Need more time to do the reporting oft he activity 

13. Other information related to the best practice: 

• On evaluation : case detection and case management at AI among PHC workers 
(government and private) were improved 

14. Challenges faced: 
• It was not easy to involve private clinics and practitioners for a long one day 

socialization 

• Expensive, and replication of this model to other provinces will need to be supported by 
WHO, National Budgel, or another donor agencies 

15. Challenges overcome: 
• Large number of PHC Workers trained 

• Many PHC workers from private hosp1tals/cl1n ics/cl1nic1ans were involved 

• The method of socialization was good (participants were satisfied 
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5 Remaining Challenges to Decreasing HSN1 HPAIInfections in Poultry and Humans: 

1. Better Coordination 
2. Better Data sharing 
3. Integrated laboratory surveillance (human and animal sectors) 
4. Enzootic HPAI, and poultry industry restructuring 
5. Geographical factors (large country, many islands) 
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Presenters: 

Indonesia Best Practice# S 

HPAIINOONESIA, PART 1- POSR AND LOCC 

STRENGTHENING LOCAL GOVERNMENT VETERINARY SERVICES, 

EMPOWERING COMMUNITIES, AND COORDINATING NATIONALLY SINCE 2006 

• Dr Ade Lubis Sjachrena (CMU~DAH) 

• Dr E:.ric Brum (FAO) 

Sector: Animal Health 

DP.srription oftht> RP.st Pr<1rtic0.: 

1. Problem addressed: 
• Weakened veterinary services throughout the country following decentralization 

a) Human and financial resources1 

b) Technical authority and capability1 

c) Interaction with stakeholders1 

d) Access to markets 1 

• Budgeting for HPAI field activities left to autonomous district governments 
• Lack of early reporting, detection, and response to outbreaks 

2. Population impacted by this problem: 

• Nationwide 

3. Specific results achieved: 
• 2,253 government personnel trained in PDSR competencies 

• 33 Local Disease Conlrol Centers (LDCC) established across 29 provinces, over 220,000 
surveillance and investigation reports received 

• 8,620 detections of HPAI poultry outbreaks since 2006 

• Over 5.6 million community members directly engaged in PDSR activities 

• Major improvement in passive surveillance across all HPAI~endemic areas 

• Rapid outbreak control followed HPAI detection(< 1 day from detection to response) 

• Human health services/District Surveillance Officer (DSO) routinely notified of HPAI 
poultry outbreaks by PDSR 

• SMS gateway established for immediate reporting of HPAI poultry outbreaks 

4. Problem addressed: 
• Weakened veterinary services throughout the country following decentralization 

a) Human and financial resources 1 

b) Technical authority and capability 1 

c) Interaction with stakeholders1 

d) Access to markets1 

• Budgeting for HPAI field activities left to autonomous district governments 
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• Lack of early reporting, detection, and response to outbreaks 

5. Population impacted by this problem: 
• Nationwide 

6. Specific result.-; achieved: 
• 2,253 government personnel trained in PDSR competencies 

• 33 Local Disease Control Centers (LDCC) established across 29 provinces, over 220,000 
surveillance and investigation reports received 

• 8,620 detections of HPAI poultry outbreaks since 2006 

• Over 5.6 million community members directly engaged in PDSR activities 

• Major improvement in passive surveillance across all HPAI·endemic areas 
• Rapid outbreak control followed HPAI detection(< 1 day from detection to response) 

• Human health services/District Surveillance Officer (DSO) routinely notified of HPAI 
poultry outbreaks by PDSR 

• SMS gateway established for immediate reporting of HPAI poultry outbreaks 

7. Contribution to reducing HSN1 HPAI viral circulation: 

• With increases in outbreaks as an immediate positive impact of PDSR (due to weak 
reporting previously), apparent reductions in HPAI incidence have been observed in 
provinces with less commercial production (e.g. Bali, East Java, Kalimantan, South 
Sulawesi), although reduction is diffinJit to S\JStain likely due to ongoing live poultry 
movements from other provinces. 

8. Specific strategies used: 
• Use participatory methods to train local government veterinary and livestock services in 

essential detection, outbreak response, and prevention competencies for HPAI in 
ba(kyard poultry- Participatory Disease Surveillance and Response (PDSR) 

• Support use of participatory techniques to build confidence of local government services 
to engage and respond to the needs of constituent communities, and thereby building 
trust with communities for better reporting of suspected cases (passive surveillance 

• Coordinate activities, manage data entry, and provide financial assistance for 
subsequent field activities via province-based Local Disease Control Centers (LDCCs) 

• Utilize PDSR investigations to assign "village HPAI infection status" in order to better 
track disease and monitor progress 

9. Spenfic tools used: 
• lnfluenLa A rapid tests to enable immediate field diagnosis and outbreak control 

• Participatory engagement tools adapted for H PAl in villages in Indonesia 

• Integrated database developed to include PDSR disease surveillance, M&E of activities, 
and essential administrative functions 

10. Specific policies needed 
• Field diagnosis of HPAI on basis of compatible clinical signs (case definition) and positive 

influenza A rapid test, without laboratory confirmation 
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• Ending the policy of lkm culling following HPAI detection in backyard poultry with 
transition to focal culling of infected flocks only 

• Decreased use of "reactionary" vaccination, including ring vaccination following 
outbreaks 

• Presidential Instruction No.1 of 2007 on control of HPAI to all Governors and Ministers 
involved in HPAI control 

• Law No.lS/2009 on Animal Health and associated animal health regulations 
Amendment to law of local autonomy (Law no. 38/2007) 
DGL_$ Decree on Task Force for National Veterinary $ervice and Integration of PDSR in 

national animal health system 

11. Specific information needed 
• provincial human population, number of districts and villages 

• poultry population, especially backyard vs commercial poultry 

• relative HPAI risk of backyard vs commercial poultry 

• structure of veterinary services and number of veterinarians in local government 
• movement patterns of poultry in province 

• previous stakeholder experience with HPAI compatible events (especially ND) 

12. Specific groups of people involved: 
• Veterinarians and other civil servants in district and provincial governments 

• Community members rearing backyard poultry and community volunteers 
• Poultry farmers and traders 

• Village leaders 
• Human health officers in district and provincial government 

13. SpeCific organizations/institutions/sectors involved: 
• District and provincial animal health and livestock services 
• Dedicated HPAI t(~;:un (Campaign Management Unit) in the Directorate of Animal 

Health in the MOA 

• District and provincial government human health services 

• Disaster management and prevention section or U1e Ministry of Internal Affairs 
• Multilateral technical organizations (e.g. UN) and donor organizations 

• NGOs: e.g. Muhammadiyah and Indonesian Red Cross 

• Academic institutions 

14. Specific intersectorollinkoges needed: 

• Link with local government human health services to follow-up on detection of HPAI 
poultry outbreaks and suspect human cases 

• Support from Ministry of Internal Affairs to help mobilize local government financial and 
political resources 

15. Lessons/earned on efforts that did not end up contributing to this best practice (i.e. what not to 
do): 

• Mistake to focus only on backyard poultry; engagement with all sectors, commercial 
producers and marketing system is essential 
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• Initial use of ring and mass vaccination of backyard poultry inappropriate and not 
feasible- early focus on HSNllirnited veterinary services ability to be responsive to 
other needs of constituent communities; broad strengthening veterinary services is 
fundamental to sustainable HPAI control! 

• Limited involvement of district and provincial government heads of livestock services 
with PDSR and LDCC activities management has slowed integration of HPAI control 
activities 

• The village, not the household, is the more appropriate epidemiological unit for control 
of HPAI in backyard poultry 

• Controlling HPAI is very difficult without an effective compensation system for affected 
farmers 

• Backyard poultry production should not be seen as a 'problem' that needs to be fixed, 
but rather as an opportunity to improve community nutrition and health 

• Large·scale operational research programme did not meet intended goal 

16. Other information related to the best practice: 

• Very useful to enable field diagnosis via rapid test when laboratory diagnosis is 
unreliable 

• Operational support for using trained skills in the field is essential for trainees to build 
competencies 

17. Challenges faced: 
1. Weakened and decentralized veterinary service. 
2. Coordinating hundreds of autonomous district governments 
3. Affected communities with previous poor experiences related to animal disease control 

(e.g. ND) 
4. Centralized technical decision~making by major donor and technical disagreements 

between donor and multilateral technical agency 
5. Limited government funding for HPAI control activities in the field 
6. HPAI circulating through all poultry production and marketing systems across a large 

and fragmented geographic area 

18. Challenges overcome: 
• #1··4 have been largely overcome. 

• #5 has improved, but is still a major challenge. 

• #6 remains a fundamental challenge. 

5 Remaining Challenges to Decreasing H5Nl HPAIInfections in Poultry and Humans: 
1. Adequate technical support not yet provided to ALL stakeholders (e.g. farmers, traders, 

government) affected by HPAI in Indonesia 
2. Lack of trust between government veterinary services and commercial poultry 

producers 
3. Major integrated poultry companies directly and indirectly supporting poultry 

production practices that are profitable in the short-term, but reduce poultry 
production quality in the long-lerrn 

4. Weak control of poultry movements, especially inter-island and inter-provincial 
5. Short funding cycles inhibiting long-term planning for sustainability and timely delivery 

of activities 
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Vietnam Best Practices 

Country Summary: 

1. Total poultry population= 280 million heads (2009) 

• by bird type: 71.4% chickens, 25.9% ducks, 2.7% other 
• by farm type: in chicken production 30.2% sector 1 and% sector 2; 69.8% sector 3 and 

%sector 4, whilst in ducks production 92.9% is small scale and industrial rearing system 
accounts for 7.1%. 

• by function (2006): 12.4% broiler, 940 million industrial~produced eggs (38.8 %) 

2. Total human population= 86 million 

HSNl HPAI Description 

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

confirmed HSNl ---- 2587 1970 52 269 79 53 ----
HPAI poultry 

outbreaks (Estim (Esti 

ate) mate 

I 

Confirmed HSNl 3 (3) 29(20 61(19 0 (0) 8 (5) 6 (5) 5 (5) 5 (2) 

HPAI human I I 
cases 

Total suspect HSNl Total suspect HSNl Total suspect HSNl Total confirmed 

human cases human cases human cases tested HSNl human cases 

(2003·2010) referred (2003·2010) (2003·2010) (2003·2010) 

793 (') NA 761 1'1 117 (59 death) 

(*)Source: Notional Influenza Surveillance System for Severe Viral Pneumonia, 2006~2010 
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Presentet: 

Vietnam Best Practice #1 

ADDRESSING THE PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF INFLUENZA A (H5N1) 
IN HUMANS THROUGH STRENGTHENING THE HEALTH SYSTEM 

• Prof. Dr. Nguyen Huy Nga, Director, General Department of Preventive Medicine and 
Environmental Health {GDPMEH), Vietnam Ministry of Health 

Sector; Human Health 

Description ofthe Best Practice: 

1. Problem addressed.· 
• Need to strengthen the health system 

2. Population impacted by this problem: 

• Directly: Health care workers in preventive medicine and curative sectors 

• Indirectly: General public 

3. Specific results achieved: 

• Capacity to detect, refer, receive, isolate and treat persons with HSNl improved. 
• Regular information sharing among key sectors. 

• High level of political commitment to prevent and control HSNl. 

4. Contribution to reducing fi5N1 HPAI viral circulation: 
• The likelihood of human-to-human infection of HSNl is decreased because of proper 

case management. 

5. Specific strategies used: 
• Promoted leadership and coordination at all levels of government and in different 

sectors. 

• Established and supported for rapid response teams at the central, regional and 
provincial levels. 

• Promoting infection control and Strengthening of communicable disease reporting. 

• Conduct trainings based upon newly developed I revised guidelines. 
• Procured/obtained pharmaceuticals, supplies and equipment, including antivirals, 

essential materials, disinfectants, ventilators, ambulances, and laboratory equipment. 

• Provided free hospital care for confirmed HSNl cases. 

• Launched of environmental sanitation and hygiene campaign. 

• Promoted of food safety-related efforts. 

6. Specific tools used: 
• Distributed IEC to the p\lblic on a large scale by using mass media channels, including 

television, radio, newspaper, and posters 
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7. Specific policies needed: 

• An overarching framework to establish national strategy and coordination mechanisms. 

• Politburo directives on implementing emergency measures, to mobilize resources from 
whole society, to contain HSNl virus in poultry and human populations. 

• Guidelines for provincial health departments. 

8. Specific information needed 

• Recommended actions to prevent outbreaks and to respond to outbreaks, including 
how to test preparedness through exercises. 

9. Specific groups of people involved: 

• Leaders from all levels of the political system. 

• Health care staff. 
• Other related sectors, mass media organizations .. 

1.0. Specific organizationsjinstitlltionsjsectors involved: 

• Ministry of Health (GDPMEH, Department of Medical Services Admin). 

• Regional Institutes and provincial preventive medicine centers. 

• Health care facilities from central to grassroots levels. 
• Ministry of Agriculture & Rural Development (MARD). 

• Other related sectors (Ministry of Education & Training, Ministry of Foreign Affairs .. ). 

• Mass organizations to promote prompt outbreak reporting and early case detection 

11. Specific intersectorallinkages needed: 

• Central and field level collaboration and coordination between MARD, MOH, other 
ministries and mass organizations in reporting and responding to outbreaks. 

12. Lessons/earned on efforts that did not end up contributing to this best practice (i.e. what not to 
do): 

• The same communication channels do not work equally effectively for all target groups. 

• Awareness-raising does not always translate into sustained changes in behaviour. 

• Community-based surveillance systems have to be practical and feasible. 

13. Other information related to the best practice: 

• Efforts built upon prior experiences preventing and controlling infectious diseases of 
pandemic potential, for example, SARS. 

• Success was facilitated by sharing information with and mobilizing support from 
international partners. 

• Efforts also expanded capacity for dealing with future outbreaks of other emerging 
diseases. 

14. Challenges faced: 

• Lack of full knowledge about influenza transmission and host susceptibility, prevention, 
and treatment 

• Limited capacity and resources for surveillance, investigation, and response. 
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• Gaps in surveillance and delays in laboratory testing led to inadequate and/or 
inaccurate information for decision making. 

• Public fatigue in applying recommendations to protect poultry and to prevent human 
infections. 

15. Challenges overcome: 
• Poor knowledge of health staff on disease spectrum, treatment, and prevention. 

• Limited awareness of the public 

• Improved capacity for prevention, detection and control. 

5 Remaining Challenges to Decreasing HSNl HPAIInfections in Poultry and Humans: 

1. Controlling and/or eliminating HSNl given the large number of backyard flocks and inability to 
limit poultry movement, especially across borders, 

2. Continuing to enhance linkages between the animal health and human health sectors to 
implement prevention and control strategies. 

3. Strengthening behaviour change communication, particularly when the overall risk of infection 
is low and poultry can be infected with few or no symptoms 

4. Obtaining more detailed information about specific high-risk behaviours associated with human 
infection 

5. Encouraging ill people who may have avian influenza to seek earlier medical attention. 
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Vietnam Best Practice # 2 

IMPROVING AHI AWARENESS AND PRACTICES 

THROUGH COMMUNICATION EFFORTS 

Sector; Human and Animal Health 

Description ofthe Best Practice: 

1. Problem addressed: 
• Need to improve awareness and practices on AHI prevention and control 

2. Population impacted by this problem: 

• General public including poultry farmers, supply chain actors and animal and human 
health workers, political and government officials and children, ethnic minorities and 
migrants 

3. Specific results achieved: 

• Increased awareness of AHI and transmission through contact with infected poultry 

• Increase in selected prevention measures: 
a) Increase in vaccination of poultry ((:hickens <md ducks) 
b) increased compliance to government 
prevention and control policies 

·movement control during outbreaks 
-reporting sick and dead poultry to authorities 
-regular farm cleaning and disinfection during outbreaks 

c) Improved preventive practices 
-washing hands before and after contact with poultry 

restricting entry to farm 
d) Improved communication skills among animal and human health workers 
e) Integration of AHI in school curriculum 

4. Contribution to reducing H5N1 HPAI viral circulation: 
• Reduction of virus entry into farm and transmission to humans 

5. Specific strategies used: 
• Training of animal and human health workers on AHI communication 
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• Mass media campaigns 

• Social mobilization through multi-sectoral campaigns 

• Interpersonal communication at village level 

• Distribution of IEC materials to various audiences 

• Entertainment education 

6. Spenfic tools used: 

• Training modules using participatory approaches 

• TV, radio, commune loudspeakers 

• Trained volunteers, community networks, mass organizations (Women's Union, 

Fanners Union, Youth Union) 

• Group discussions, community meetings, household visits 

• Posters, leaflets, flyers, booklets, billboards, promotional materials 

• AI plays, skits, songs, poetry competitions, rnarkel events, roadshows 

7. Specific policies needed: 
• Mass vaccination policy 

• Culling and compensation policy 

• Poultry movement control during outbreaks 

• National Strategic Framework for AHI Communication 

• Coordination mechanisms from National, Provincial, District and Commune levels (e.g. 

AI Committees) 

8. Specific information needed 
• KAP of various audiences 

• Effective channels of information 

• Evidence to support recommended behaviors 

9. Specific groups of people involved: 

• Animal and human health workers, poultry farmers, teachers, women, school children, 

government officials at all levels, supply chain actors 

10. SpeCific organizations/institutions/sectors involved: 
• National: National AHI Steering Committees, MARD, MOH, MOET, mass organizations, 

poultry associations, local NGOs, local research and communication agencies, private 

sector 

• International Organizations: UN agencies (FAO, UNDP, Unicef, WHO], INGOs, and 

others 

• Donors: Multi-lateral and bl·lateral donors (eg. development banks and foreign 
governments) 

11. Specific intersectoraf linkages needed: 
• Coordination mechanisms at all levels 
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12. Lessons/earned on efforts that did not end vp contributing to this best practice (i.e. what not to 
do): 

• Coordination mechanisms at all levels 

• Promoted behaviors can only succeed if policy is enforced (e.g. reporting and 
compensation policy) 

• Not all communication channels equally effective (mass media effective for raising 
awareness but not sustained behavior change~ need for multi~channel approach) 

13. Olher information related to the best practice: 

• Interpersonal communication is effective in producing behavior change but 
resource~intensive especially when scaled up 

• There is a need to focus on a few key consistent messages 

• It is important to monitor progress to gather feedback for further improvt:ments 

14. Challenges faced; 
• Implementing national campaigns with diverse population groups in a large country 

• Existence of multiple partners, multiple target groups, and multiple messages for 
promoting behaviors 

• Low risk perception (i.e., people know that AHI are very serious diseases b~1t feel 
that AHI are unlikely to affect them or their poultry 

15. Challenges overcome: 
• Established IEC Working Group; tailored messages and channels to various target 

group 

• Developed National Strategic Framework for AHI Communications that prescribed 
priority behaviors to promote 

• Use other "entry points'' e.g. personal and economic benefits to encourage 
practicing recommended behaviors 

s Remaining Challenges to Decreasing H5N1 HPAIInfections in Poultry and Humans: 

1. Low risk perception (people know AHI very serious but feel AHI will not likely 

affect them or their poultry) 

2. Competing priorities (e.g. FMD, fowl cholera, dengue) 

3. Limited appreciation of benefits of communication leading to limited allocation 

of resources 

4. Misperception that vaccination provides complete immunity against influenza; 

therefore, people tend to not practice other preventive behaviors 

5. Increased awareness does not lead to (sustained) behavior change 
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Vietnam Best Practice #3 

STRONG GOVERNMENT COMMITTMENT 

Sector: Animal Health 

Description of the Best Practice: 

1. Problem addressed 

• The wide spread nalure of the HPAI H5N1 epidemic required a concerted efFort 

• Effective disease control needed good coordination 

2. Population impacted by this problem: 
• General public 

• Poultry farmers. 

3. Specific results achieved: 
• Transparency in disease reporting, virus sharing 

• Efficient mobilisation of resources both from national and international sources (technical 
expertise: FAO, OlE; financial: USAID, WB, donors, etc.) 

• Integration of annnal and human health in a JOint strategy: Green Book. 

4. Contribution to reducing HSN1 HPAI viral circulation: 

• Enhanced disease reporting 

• Supported local level rapid outbreak containment 

• Implemented vaccination policy (beginning late 2005). 

5. Specific strategies used: 

• Legal framework for HPAI control: Regulations on HPAI control and prevention 

• Participation of political systems from Central to grass-root level 

• Enforcement of disease control measures: culling, LBM closure, ban of waterfowl hatching, 

etc. 
• Vietnam Integrated National Operational Program for Avian and Human Influenza (2006-

2010} (OPI, aka Green Book} 

• Vaccination program 

6. Specific tools used: 
• Chain of command through NSCAI and central level and its mirrors at local levels 

• National Preparedness Plan (Sept 05) 

• Media, website 

• Working groups. 

7. Specific policies needed: 
• Disease reporting policy 

• Provision of free diagnosis services 
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• Compensation policy 
• Mechanism on utilisation of social/public organisations in HPAI outbreak response 

8. Specific information needed 
• Emergency funding mechanism 
• Availability of human resources 

• Engagement by community. 

9. Specific qro(.lps of people involved: 
• Central and local authorities 

• Other stakeholders: farmers, veterinary practitioners, etc. 

• International organizations 

• Donors 

10. Specific organizaUon~/institutions/sectors involved: 
• National: Politburo, Government Office, MARD, MoH, and Other relevant ministries 

• International organisations: UN agencies (FAO, UNDP, UNICEF, WHO), INGOs etc. 

• Donors: WB, EU, USAID, etc. 

11. Specific intersectorallinkages needed: 
• MARD- MoH- MoF 

12. Lessons learned an efforts that did !lQt end up contributing to this best practice (i.e. what not to 
do)c 

• Low rate of actual donors' financial contribution vs. commitment needed 
• 'Response' vs. 'Preparedness'. 

13. Other information related to the best practice: 

• NSCAI is moving toward a steering committee for emerging infectious diseases (mostly 
zoonosis), thus, putting the concept of OWOH into reality 

14. Challenges faced: 
• Growing demand for meat -7- more dense poultry production 

• Small household poultry production (poor biosecurity) system dominant 

• Veterinary services capacity not ready for dealing with such a big problem 

• Big load of HPAI HSNl virus circulation 

15. Challenges overcome: 
• Veterinary services strengthened: laboratory system, surveillance, outbreak response 

• Reduction of viral load via vaccination. 

5 Remaining Challenges to Decreasing HSNl HPAIInfections in Poultry and Humans: 

L Slow progress of poultry restructuring. 

2. Hard to sustain high level of commitment over time, especially once lhe disease has been 

reduced to a certain level of prevalence. 
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3. Donor 'fatigue'; no funds secured for HPAI after 2010. 

4. Compensation policy not up-to-date. 

5. Decreasing awarene-ss [or Complacency] of poultry farmers. 
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Vietnam Best Practice #4 

VACCINATION AS AN ADDITIONAL CONTROL MEASURE FOR HPAI HSNliN POULTRY 

Sector: Animal Health 

Description of the Best Practice: 

1. Problem addressed 

• In 2005, Vietnam faced a public health crisis. The number of human cases of influenza A 
(HSNl) was increasing, such that Vietnam became the country with the most reported 
human cases 

• Existing control measures had not prevented an increase in human cases .. and a decision 
had to be made whether vaccination of poultry had a role to play. 

2. Population impacted by this problem: 
• Humans 

Poultry 

3. Specific results achieved: 
• The ultimate goal of the Vietnamese program against HSNl HPAI remains the sustained 

country-wide elimination of the virus 

• Decreased human cases 

4. Contribution to reducing H5Nl HPAI viral circulation 
• Number of outbreaks reduced significantly 

• Active surveillance activities informed interventions to decrease circulation of virus. 

5. Specific strategies used 
• Studies of vaccine usage in other parts of the world 

• Selection of vaccines to be used in Viet Nam; Government control of vaccines import and 
delivery 

• Vaccination subsidized by Central and local governments 

• Mass vaccination for the first phase, then moved to risk-based vaccination 

• Since 2009, a targeted vaccination strategy has been trialed as the GETS project in five 
provinces. 

6. Specific tools used: 
• Campaign approach: two rounds per year; Cold-chain system set-up 

• Procurement, distribution and vaccination is totally within the control of the Government 
and it is using only one particular vaccine throughout the country 

• Vaccine trials and effectiveness monitoring; Tested vaccines regularly against circulating 
strains to ensure that the vaccines remain effective 

• Post-vaccination monitoring and virus circulation surveillance 
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7. Specific policies needed: 
• Nalional vaccination program against HPAI (Phase 1: 2005-06; Phase 2: 2007-08; Phase 3: 

2009-10) 

• Mechanism on utilisation of social/public organisations in HPAI vaccination. 

8. Specific information needed 
• Chain of command; Availability of human resources 

• Accurate poultry population figures were required to determine coverage success and to 
estimate vaccine inventory requirements 

• Knowledge of the anitgenic and genetic make-up of the circulating HPAI virus to ensure 
adequate rnatd1ing of the vaccine virus. 

9. SpeCific groups of people involved 

• Poultry industry, veterinary authorities including animal health workers, research and 
laboratory institutions and public health authorities 

• Central and local authorities 

• Other stakeholders: farmers, veterinary practitioners, etc. 

• International organizations 

• Donors 

10. SpeCific organizations/institutions/sectors involved: 
• National: Politburo, Government Office, MARD, MoH, and other relevant ministries 

• International organisations: UN agencies (FAO, UNDP, UNICEF, WHO), INGOs etc. 

• Donors: WB, EU, USAID, etc. 

11. Specific intersectoraf linkages needed: 

• MARD- MoH- MoF 

12. Lessons/earned on efforts that did not end up contributing to this best practice (i.e. what not to 
do): 
• Vaccinating migratory or grazing ducks was a challenge, which still remains 
• Government .. sponsored routine vaccination requires long .. term financial and other resource 

planning; an exit or transition strategy is needed 

13. Other information related to the best practice: 

• Vaccination will remain an important part of the control and preventive program 

• Modify vaccination programs: The USAID-supported 'GETS' program is looking at ways to 
move away from the current vaccination strategy 

14. Challenges faced: 
• The need for bette-r vaccines: Current vaccines require the injection of two doses to every 

bird in a flock and, although effective in reducing the risk of infection and disease, 
administration is very labour intensive 

• Data management for vaccination 

• The problems of surveillance and disease reporting 

• Deaths and production loss in vaccinated poultry 
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• Lack of Private Sector involvement 

15. Challenges overcome: 
• Getting the information to change the system. 

5 Remaining Challenges to Decreasing HSN1 HPAIInfections in Poultry and Humans: 

1. Slow progress of poultry restructuring 

2. Hard to sustain high level of commitment over time, especially once the disease has 

decreased to a certain level of prevalence. 

3. Donor 'fatigue'; no funds secured for HPAI after 2010. 

4. Comper1~ation policy not up-to-date. 

5. Decreasing awarene-ss [or Complacency?] of poultry farmers. 
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Vietnam Best Practice #5 

DISEASE SURVEILLANCE AND OUTBREAK RESPONSE FOR HPAI HSNliN POULTRY 

Sector: Animal Health 

Description ofthe Best Practice: 

1. Problem addressed 

• Wide spread nature of the disease. 

• Weak veterinary services, e.g. surveillance systems, especially community.·based 
surveillance (CBS). 

2. Population impacted by this problem: 

• Poultry farmers 

3. SpeCific results achieved 

• Early detection system established; time lag for disease reporting reduced from 4 to 2.5 
days 

• Diagnosis capacity and capability improved: now have 91abs capable of diagnosing AI; lab 
confirmation available within 24h from the receipt of samples 

• Effective outbreak response 

• CBS models piloted 

4. Contribution to reducing H5N1 HPAI viral circulalion: 

• Number of outbreaks reduced significantly 
• Active surveillance activities informed interventions to decrease circulation of virus. 

5. Specific strategies used: 

• Considerable investment in public education and in training of commune~based animal 
health workers to increase the likelihood of reporting of disease in poultry 

• Passive surveillance to complement active surveillance 

• Implementation of active surveillance programs {actively searching for cases of clinical 
disease, testing of apparently healthy animals in high risk places {large live poultry markets) 

• Enhance the Lab capacity 

• Support for the national telephone hotline and television spots for reporting suspicion of 
disease. 

6. SpeCific tools used: 

• Rapid diagnostic tests for detection of virus, using real time RT~PCR 

• Reporting system: TADinfo, Lab Net; 

• CBS models 

• SMS pilot. 
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7. Specific policies needed: 

• Culling of poultry: Poultry culled in an area of approximately 3 km around affected farms. 
From late 2004, only the infected premises or poultry in the same village are culled. Culled 
animals are usually burned and buried following international guidelines. 

• Movement controls: Movement restrictions imposed for 21 days. Also imposed on poultry 
flocks routinely going to market. 

• Suspension of trading: Trade at live poultry markets within 5 km of the site of an outbreak is 
suspended 

• Compensation: Used to support campaigns on culling and reporting 

• Cleaning and disinfection: All infected premises after disposal of Infected poultry. 

8. Specific information needed 

• Chain of command 

• Availability of human resources 

9. Spenfic groups of people involved: 

• Central and local authorities 

• Other stakeholders: farmers, veterinary practitioners, traders, 

etc. 

• International organizations 

• Donors 

10. Specific organizations/institutions/sectors involved: 
• National: Politburo, Government Office, MARD, MoH, and other relevant ministries 

• International organisations: UN agencies (FAO, UNDP, UNICEF, WHO), INGOs etc. 

• Donors: World Bank, European Union, USAID, etc. 

11. Specific intersectoraf linkages needed: 

• MARD- MoH- Mof 

12. Lessons learned on efforts that did not end up contributing to this best practice (i.e. what not to 
do): 

• Over~reliance on passive surveillance invariably led to delayed reporting. Active risk~based 

surveillance in target areas is more appropriate 
• AI negative cases of poultry mortality were not thoroughly investigated. Testing using RRT

PCR does not dislinguish between natural infection and vaccine immune response. 

13. other information related to the best practice: 

• n/a 

14. Challenges faced: 
• weak veterinary system, especially field veterinary services 

• Passive surveillan(e alone does nol result in detection of all cases of infection with HSNl 

viruses or other infectious agents 
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• Testing is difficult to do with thousands of mobile duck flocks and the cost of testing all 

flock5 on a regular basis for infection is prohibitively expensive. Testing is also complicated 

by vaccination. 

15. Challenges overcome: 
• Training for animal health workers 

• AVET (Applied Veterinary Epidemiology Training) program 

• Training for field staffs on outbreak investigations and response. 

5 Remaining Challenges to Decreasing HSNl HPAIInfections in Poultry and Humans: 

1. Slow progress of poultry restructuring. 

2. Hard to sustain high level of commitment over time, especially once the disease has 

decreased to a certain level of prevalence. 

3. Donor 'fatigue'; no funds secured for HPAI after 2010. 

4. Compensation policy not up~to-date. 

5. Decreasing awarene-ss [or Complacency?] of poultry farmers. 
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HSNl HPAI-Affected" Countries- Worldwide 
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Initial decrease then leveling off 

Only 21 countries reported H5N1 HPAI 
since Nov 2008; other 41 previously
affected countries have apparently 
eliminated H5N1 HPAI 

'1..------------.. 
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Sources: FAO, OlE, WHO reports, GenBank; A Virus detected at least once in poultry, wild birds, or humans since November 2003. 

*Only includes Nov 2011-Mar 2012. 
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Reported HSN1 HPAI Outbreaks in Poultry
All Countries 
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Reported HSNl HPAI Human Cases
All Countries 
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Percent of Reported HSNl HPAI Poultry 
Outbreaks Worldwide in 

Bangladesh, China, Egypt, Indonesia, Vietnam 
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Source: WHO, OlE reports, and non-OlE reporting (Egypt and Indonesia only).* Poultry surveillance in Indonesia not fully 
operational. **Jan-Apr 2012 only. 
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Geographic Concentration of HSN1 HPAI Poultry 
Outbreaks and Human Cases

Highly-Affected Countries {Nov 2003-Dec 2011) 
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Detection and Reporting Times for HSNl HPAI Bird Outbreaks 

-All Developing Countries 
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Detection and Reporting Times for 

HSNl HPAI Human Cases- All Developing Countries 
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HSNl HPAI Human Case Fatality Rate

All Developing Countries 
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Since Bali Meeting in March 2010 

• No major changes in: 
- number of affected countries 
- number of reported poultry outbreaks 
- number of reported human cases 

• Virus continues to mutate and spread, e.g. clade 2.3.2 
- No apparent attenuation of morbidity and mortality in birds or 

humans 
- Human infections continue to be very rare since virus not well 

adapted to mammals (yet) 
- Limited surveillance data for other key species (i.e. pigs) 

• "AI fatigue" and decreasing donor funding 
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Challenges for the Future 

• Need to make additional gains to reduce HSNl 
infections in poultry and humans 
- Identifying and targeting key reservoirs 
- Increasing cross-border coordination and cooperation 
- Sustaining essential surveillance and control elements in 

the face of decreasing interest and resources 

• Need to improve monitoring of HSNl virus 
- Improve understanding of factors driving viral evolution 
- Improve detection and tracking the spread of new variants 
- Routinely monitor the virus in swine populations 
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Introduction 
This report presents the main achievements, challenges and solutions/lessons 
learned for LJSAIO's Avian and Pandemic Intluenza Initiative (APH) during 
Year 3, October 2011 -September 20l2, 

Year 3 saw the project reach full level of implementation in all 5-targeted 
province">, to include animal health, human health and behavior change and 
communication. Activities are implemented via subcontracts, as AbCs cuJTent 
license docs not accommodate for direct implementation. This carries its O'\Vn 

unique challenges as it often is difficult to find subcontractors capable of 
delivering quality work on lime, and strengthening the capacity of subcontractors 
has therefore become a vital part of APII's work. 

The project progressed well in most of the eight main foc-us area:->: 

l. Animal Health V.iorker (AHW) Capacity Building; 

2. Agricultural Extension \Vorkcr(AE\V) Capacity Building: 

3. Poultry Supply Chain Strengthening; 

4. Community-Based Surveillance {CBS)~ 

5. Infection Control/ Case Management (IC/CM); 

6. Pandemic Preparedness Planning (PPP); 

7, Cross Cutting Issues 

8. National Coordination & Policy Dialogue 

Year 3 was also the year where the project -"tmted orienting. itself toward" 
advocating for the wider adoption and :.ustained implementation of models, 
beyond the life of the project. Adoption, adaptation, replication and up- scaling of 
APII innovations by public and private partners is considered the real measure of 
success f(lr the project. This will require a sustained advocacy and promotlonal 
effort for which the project has. started preparing itself in close com.ultation with 
USA[D and API partners_ 

Below follows. a description and di:.cus:.ion of the main achievement:->, challenges 
ofYear3. 

1. Animal Health Worker (AHW) Capacity Building 
The goals are to develop an AHW educational program and an AH\V networking 
model that wi1l be adopted by relevant public-private agencies at national ru1d/or 
local 1cvcls. and to develop a standard Terms of Reference for AH\Vs for 
adoption by Provincial Peoples Committees {PPCs) and the Ministry of 
Agricullur<:- and Rural Developmem (MARD). 

1.1 Achievements 

The third-year focused on finalization of the AHW training manual 
inc1uding an E-Book, and continued support for wider adoption of AHW 
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capacity building packages using cost sharing mechanisms. Subcontractors 
included AFAP, VIPA, and Vietnam Veterin<.~ry Association (VVA). 

1.1.1 Animal Health Worker Training package.~- 1 were dcvc1oped, tested 
and published after approved by DAH/MARD. Eighty thousand 
hardeopies were p1inted with a letter from DAH Director officially 
introducing and endorsing the training materials. These books .are 
being distributed to 700 districts veterinary stations throughout 
Vietnam. The training manual was first introduced during the 
Dissemin<.~tion Workshop for AH\Vs network that \Vas hosted by 
DAH/VV AJAPII on August 301

h. This was the first effort to advocate 
for the educational packages. Leaders of DAH, National Agriculture 
Extension Center (NAEC) and representatives from H~ provincial 
sub-department~ of animal heallh (SDAH} from the North attended 
the workshop. Son La, Vinh Phuc, Quang Ninh and some other 
provinces shared their plan to strengthen the commune and vil1agc 
network and express their interesting in the Training of Trainers 
(TOT) diffusion training using the training manual (Son La, Thai 
Binh), replication of AHW logbook and illustration (Vinh Phuc). 
APII will continue to look for opportunities to work with these 
provinces for model replication in Year 4. The first version of ~n E
book for local trdinen, with lecture examples, detailed guidance for 
topic preparation, and more than 400 pictures were completed to 
facilitate the defusing training and planned to distribute early Y car 4. 

1.1.2 AHW Terms of RefCrence (TOR): There were- two lessons learned 
from the adYocacy workshop on training and TORs for AH\Vs 
conducted in Nov em her 20 ll and August 20 12 in Quang Tri and 
Hanoi respectively. The first workshop included participation of 
Qmmg Tri-based AH\V agencies, Agricultural Co1leges and 
Vocational Training Centers, SDAHs of Quang Tri's neighboring 
provinces. Thanh Hoa, Nghe An, Ha Tinh, Quang Binh, Thua Thien 
Hue, Quang Nam provinces parlicipated a~ well as representalives of 
DAH and Regional Animal Health Office 3 {RAH03). The second 
workshop in Hanoi was hosted by DAH/VV A/APJI with participants 
from l S provinces in the !'Jorth. Both workshops focused on sharing 
provincially developed AH\V's TORs, the responsibilities assigned 
to AH\Vs and [he formalization of AH\V training and ceniflcation. 
While most of SDAH participants stressed the need to enhance the 
AHW net\vork at commune and village level, the following 
remaining issues were discussed: a lack of government policy to 
support network development; and add.Jess unsustainable funding 
resources for recruitment and training of AHWs. 

1.1.3 AHW Networks: The Australian Foundation for the Peoples of Asia 
and the Pacific {AFAP) cominue to promote development of 
provincial strategies to maintain and expand monthly AHW 

1 AHW traini11g package includir.g ;n AH\V training ma:mal, AH log hook and ve1eri11ary 
illustmtion and model of infnrmat:on desk and mailhox for AH\\' at di<>trict ,,-eterinary statiDn i<> 
a:m tOr increase knowledge and skill<> o-:' AHW a<> \veil as their ability to asse;;-> infnrmation at 
gra;.smot<; lcvd. 
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meetings and refresher trainings. Ninety-two training sections have 
monthly AHW meetings taking place in 19 districts of Quang Tri, 
Ha Nam, Can Tho and Kien Giang. A total of 1,955 AHWs have 
attended various district level events, covering nearly 40 topics. 
Ninety-five percent of these events were facilitated by local trainers 
between October 2011 and June 2012. New cost sharing mechanisms 
were te:->ted as part of AH\V network improvement plan: AHWs paid 
for lunch and travel themselves, while SDAH trainers delivered the 
courses with or without funding support from APII. This pha<;e out 
process is preparing SDAH.s to be ready and familiar with refresher 
training and monlhly meeting~ with limited or no project funding 
support. {till June 2012, reduced more than 80% of cost funded to 
those provinces to< 20% ). 

1. 1.4 AHW Training_· A second 30-day course for new AHWs was 
successfully tested in Quang Tri \<Vith cost-sharing between APJI and 
local authorities. The Quang Tri PPC has a11ocated I bi11ion VND 
(-USD 50,000) in the provincial budget for 2012 AH\V training as a 
resuh of APII project collaboration efforts and advocacy. The 
Excellent Animal Health Worker Competition also took place in 
May 2012 in Quang Tri. This was initiated by SOAH and was the 
first event of its type in both the province and the country. The 
competition sought to increase service quality. enhance recognition 
and promote the reputation of AHWs within the community. Quang 
Tri's SOAH, Department of Labor- Invalids and Social Affairs, and 
Agriculture College worked closely with the AH\V network to 
implement training activities. As a result of this activity SDAH plays 
the leading role in this improvements, the Agriculture College has 
been appointed as the resource agency to adopt, adapt and replicate 
AH\V twining modeh. with local fund~. Tho:.e re~ults provide solid 
evidence of the adaptation and replication by locality within project 
focus provinces. 

1. 1.5 Adoption (~f AH1V training package in nun-pilot provinces: Cost 
shared AHW TOT courses for local trainers were held in May and 
June respectively in Moe Chau and Ninh Binh. These TOTs. which 
reached 50 local trainers (20% are female), took place in provinces 
in collaboration with Moe Chau Dairy Cattle Joint Stock Company 
and Ninh Binh SDAH. In both cases, APJJ covered the co.<>t of the 
trdining materials and national trainers; other costs were covered by 
the re~pective counterparts. Trained trainers implemented a training 
plan for AH\Vs in their local area. This successful form of 
replication will be explored further for Y car 4. 

1.1.6 Vietnam Veterinary Associmion Dewdopmen! Strategy: VVA 
finalized and disseminated their 2011-2015 Strategy in October 2011 
as part of the national network. The strategy highlights a new 
direction in supporting AHW~ rrom grassroot:. levels to civil society 
organizations and provincial networks. The Bac Giang Vete1inary 
and Animal Husbandry As.<>ociation hosted a replication cYcnt \Vith 
422 members and more than 100 public and private guests. The 
event highlighted the success of APII' s support to VV A and Mr. 
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Dang Huu Hung, a representative from Vietnam Union of Science 
and Technology Association (VUSTA) noted in his spee-ch that 
"This is considered as a shining pearl in the development uf various 
assucimions and it is FCr:t' practical. Your lessons learned should be 
documented and shared wi!h other associations to help 
strengthening our capacity. " The VV A has begun the process of 
extending the networks into the Mekong region using learning 
experiences from Quang Tri and Bac Giang through study tours to 
Quang Tri for representatives from Long An, Quang Binh and Son 
La. This resulted ln establishment of VV A networks in Quang Binh 
in June and Long An in September. In addition, with support 1i·mn 
APII, a new website has been developed and managed by VV A, 
providing a new channel for information sharing. 2 VV A also 
provided support to AHW at the field level by testing and delivering 
a training courses on Skills ro access internet infonnation and fanner 
consultwu:v and sen·ice providing for 90 AHWs in Bac Giang (2.1.ll' 
May), Quang Binh (8th June) and Long An (19th June). 

1.2 Challenges and Solutions 

1.2.1 Allocation of local funds for training of AHWs remains an issue. 
\Vhile Quang Tri DARD has allocated provincial funds !'or AHW 
training in 2012 and is developing an implementation plan, other 
provinces have not yet done so. Can Tho, Hung Yen and Ha !'\am's 
SDAHs have expressed commitment to maintaining refresher 
trainings and monthly meetings, but more funding for AHW training 
in the 2013 financial plan is needed. A policy from Department of 
Animal Health (DAH) supported TOT training courses and 
suggested a long - term .strategy to introducing the training package 
nationally. 

2. Agricultural Extension Worker (AEW) Capacity 
Building 

The goal is to develop an AEW bio-security training program for small 
commercial poultry producers, which will be adopted by the national
provincial extension system, as well as by the private sector. 

2.1 Achievements 

The first slx months of Year 3 focused on package completion and 
dissemination to introduce the AE\V Biosccurity training package as widely 
as possible. The remainder of the year focused on coordinating. with the 
BCC team, Vietnam Poultry As:<.ocialion (VIPA) and others to roll oul the 
training courses to provinces as well as advocacy and replication the 
training in new provinces. 
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2.1.1 AEW Bio.;,ecurily Training packu;:es were developed. tested, and 
published in early 2012. Forty-five high-risk provinces 3 received 
training materials. 

2 .. 2 TO,tfT and TOFT iraining £'nurses: Following on a tr..Jining of 
Master Trainer~ (TOMT) course conducted in Hanoi in 2010, two 
more T0:-..1Ts were organized in collaboration with the NAEC in Ho 
Chi Minh City (HCMC) for Mekong region provinces in early 
October 20 II and Da ~ang regional provinces in April 2012. 

The HCMC TOMT included 13 Provincial Agricultural and Fishery 
Extension Center (PAFEC) representatives from the Mekong region 
and the HCMC NAEC representative office. Immediately following 
this, APH received official requests for further support and training 
from PAFECs in Soc Trang, An Giang, Bac Lieu, Vinh Long, and 
Dong Thap. 

The Da Nang TOMT included 29 participants from 13 central 
provinces, World Vision Da ~ang. Quang Trl and Hue, IED/Da 
Nang and AFAP's Hoa Binh office. The goal of lhis training was to 
continue buildlng the training capaclty of agriculture extension 
workers and NGO staff expected to roll out biosccuriry training for 
poultry fanners in their own provinces. Following this training, an 
advocacy event was held on April 6 li)r lhe }..1ARD repres.entative:<., 
provincial leaders and agricultural extension experts from Vietnam's 
central region as welt as representatives of international development 
partners and other local and international organizations. A joint 
worbhop was. hosted by USAID/APII and NAEC. In collaboralion 
with the PAFECs, four Training of Farmer Trainer (TOFTs) on 
biosecurily for small commercial farmers were organized in the five 
focus provinces in the first quarter with a total of 100 participants 
from dislrict and provincial ex.ten:<.ion centers. preparing the 
provinces for further roll out/replication. 

2.1.3 Replication of TOFTs in non-project focus provinces. Responding to 
provincial requests, one TOFT for 25 local farmer trainers in An 
Giang was held in October 2011, one in Hoa Binh was held in July. 
and one was held in Son La in August. As a result of the An Giang 
TOFT, 35 replication biosecurity cour~es took place in 2011 
reachlng more than 1.000 small and medium commercial poultry 
farmers from 11 districts of An Giang and 11 courses for 329 poultry 
cooperative members. In 20 12, An Giang PAFEC planned another 
44 biosecurily training courses for l ,320 hou:<.eholds under the 
"Developing biosecurity poultry production in An Giang period 
2011-2013:' The PAFEC also plans to set up 66 poultry raising 
coopera[ive groups by the end of 2012, and has requested additional 
assistance from US AID/ APIL including addilional training packages 
for both trainers and farmers. The 2012 results will be provided at a 
later date. Data indicates that for poultry fam1crs trained, there has 
been a 5-IO% decrease in the number of morbid poultry. Similarly. 

'f'u!lowing Dcpartllli:nt ot An~ mal H>:alth's List of Provinces for vacci~ation ..::nd of 2010_ 
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poultry production productivity increased by 19% thanks to applying 
biosecurity measurements~ 

A TOT course \Vas cost shared 20:30:50 between APII, AFAP 
(separate funding) and the Hoa Binh PAFEC and is serving as a 
model for pm.sible wider replication. A local NGO called '"Trung 
tam giao due thuong xuyen Hoa Binh" has contacted APII and 
consequently implemented two more TOFTs ln Hoa Blnh and Moe 
Chau in July and Sep 2012 respectively. These trainings increased 
the total number of local trained trainers to 306 (96 female anJ 210 
males.) 

2.1.4 Famu:r training on biusenu-it)" practices: 

Fo11owing the TOFTs, farmers' smalt group di~cussions were conducted to 
measure knowledge and costs associated with implementation. More than 
500 farmers attended 52 comses in the five focus provinces for these first 
training seminars. Following the discussions, APH encouraged PAFECs 
to replicate these trainings in other provinces. Through replication 
trainings between May and September, Can Tho has reached l,2l3 farmers 
through 134 courses conducted completely by trainers trained in APII 
TOFTs. 

APH promoted integrating biosccurity training for tZ.rmcrs into provincial 
communication plans during Year 3 for in all pllot provinces as a pmt of 
the hand over strategy. Biosecurity training pack.:'lges have been used for 
smal1 commercial tZ.rmcr training in Hung Yen, Ha Nam and Quang Tri 
since late March 2012 with local "in kind" contributions of meeting space 
and banners. In total, 450 farmers in selected communes in Hung Yen and 
600 farmers in selected communes in Ha Nam and 240 farmers in Quang 
Tri had opportunities w exchange knowledge and !cum more ahout good 
farming practices in poultry production as well a~ hmv to improve their 
biosecurity measures. The provinces are expected to expand this training to 
the remaining sector three farmers through their annual training plans. 

VIP A entered a new contract with APII for livestock sector workshops and 
strengthening of the association in order w promote biosecurity practices 
within their farmer club networks. This resulted in biosccurity trainings for 
600 farmers (142 females. - 23%) from 20 farmer clubs established by 
USAID's AI BCC in Thai Binh province. In July 2012, VIPA strengthened 
its associations network and helped Thai Binh province develop a model of 
four-level-networks including farmer dubs at commune levels to district, 
proYince and national level poultry associations. At the same time. 
farmer's clubs activities have been reviewed and enriched for lesson~ 

learned sharing among VIPA's members as well as introducing into the 
new Vietnam Poultry As:;·ociation S!rategyfOr Development period 2012-
2020 which was developed taking in to consideration APH findings. 

2.2 Challenges and Solutions 

.J AEW/Bioscu.ui:y Co,t Study Report 
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2.2.1 lt is important to the sustainability and institutionalization of 
rmining/extension packages to work closely with NAEC and the 
PAFECs. . This is a time-consuming proce~s, which requires 
diplomacy, patience and perseverance ln order to forge and sustain 
close relationships. Continuing to obtain offici::1l approval from 
government was a suggestion from deputy Director of NAEC and 
introducing the AEW/ Biosecurity lraining though NAEC/PAFEC 
system and national/provincial 
project remains a good option AEW Biosecurity 
for replication of this training 
package widely and efficiently. 

2.2.2 VJPA has demonstrated rheir 
ability to coordinate with 
MARD institutions such as 
DLP, DAH and NAEC 
However, the association is still 
in need of sub:<.tantial and 
sustained capacity 
strengthening. APH will 
continue to support this process 
through the nt'xt subcontract, if 
any. 

1tfappjng to descrjbe the 
replication to new provinces 

A<W 

8><>5<>"-'""" t''""""ll 
.- _, " ' -·-· 

3. Poultry Supply Chain Strengthening 

• 

The goals are to develop biosecurityihiosafety demonstration models in key 
(high risk) nodes along poultry supply chain, together with related documents 
(protocols, guidelines. training materials} which are adopted, adapted and 
replicated by public agencies, private partners andior other development 
projects and progmms elsewhere. 

Achievements 

The key activities and achievements of Year 3 supply chain work focused on the 
following activities and nodes: 

3.1.1 Risk reduction models established for slaughterhouse, slaughter 
points and LBlv!: upgrades were made to Dong Ha live bird and 
poultry meat market in Quang Tri and two home-based slaughter 
points around the Dong Ha market; Upgrades to Ngoc Xuan 
centralized poultry slaughterhouse, Can Tho City and Phu Nong in 
Kien Giang~ Upgrades to a district market and small slaughter point 
in Ha Nam. 

3.1.2 Technical Prowcol.'J and truininr:; documents were developed and 
shared with loL·a! authoriries, SDAHs and DAH/RAHOs; Conducted 
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a Technical Dissernina!ion H'orkshopfor RAHO 3 lo <::hare 
experiences and lesson learned; 

3.1.3 Shared lesson.r,· learned and experiences _lOr national/eve! proposal 
and helped drafi VIP A (~,fjl"cia! Later to Prime Minister, Ministries 
and Provincial People Committees; 

3.1.4 A.<>sisted in de;,e/oping !egi:dation and focal strategy development: 
Ha Nam province developed the provincial proposal for slaughter 
and inspection improvement 20/2- 2020; tested in one district o.f 
Duy Tien and has starting to implement it in another district; 

3 .. 5 Risk reduction models developed in Dong Ha City. Quang Tri: The
local construction company completed upgrades to the poultry 
sections in Dong Ha Market co-funded by APH, the Market 
Management Board (M:l\1B) and other vendors in November 2011. 
The project held a launch event in September 2011 with 
representatives of Quang Tri province, neighboring provinces, DAH. 
VIPA, DLP, LIFSAP, FAO, and USAID. A success story was 
published on USAID's webite. Before the re-opening of the market, 
the project trained vendors and :MMB representatives in risk 
reduction and good practices. Follow-up trainings on biosccurity, 
biosafety and business development was provided at monthly 
meelings through June 2012. Continued 'hand-holding' is absolutely 
necessary {and a positive thing) in order to see sustained behavior 
changes materialize. A follow up meeting is needed with l\-'1MB, 

Dong Ha Veterinary Station and SDAH to maintain this valid 
following up in Dong Ha and open the opportune-ly to certify lhe 
Dong Ha slaughter and market products as well as replicate the 
model in province in coming rime. 

Two slaughter points in Dong Ha, both supplying the live bird 
market, \Vcrc selected for upgrades and demonstration model 
development. Technical proposals and stakeholder agreements were 
prepared. Renovations, which were co-financed by slaughter poinl 
owners, started in late ~1ay 2012. Owners were responsible for site 
clearance and auxiliary structure construction costs (including 
kitchen and toilets), while APII covered lhe remaining upgrade costs 
to improve veterinary hygiene ..::onditiom. and provide es:.enlial 
equipment for good slaughtering. Renovations were completed in 
July 2012, and a hand over ceremony was organized in August. 
Lessons learned in both infrastructure and operations improvement 
while developing these physical models have been shared to promote 
a new and good home-based slaughtering process for customers in 
Dong Ha and encourage replication to other slaughter points in 
Quang Tri province. More than 40 participants from Quang Tri 
Provincial People's Commillee, local authorities and province 
function agencies including Sub-department of Food Safety and 
Hygiene and Sub-department of Agricultural, Forestry and Fishery 
Products Quality pmiicipated the event. Restaurants, Hotels, market 
vendors and slaughter poim owners were also invited. Video of the 
event has been uploaded to websites for your information: 
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http://danvict. vn/1 0230'p I c34/chong-dich-cumgia-cam-!u-lo- nw.htm 

http :1! n han dan. cor.1. vn/cml i nkl n hand and i 02n t u/th oi s u/ do i-son u/i- s-n g
tin-chung/1- v -ng-b-1w-song -c-u -long-s-m -1.364876 

3.1.6 Risk reduction models developed in Can Tho City: After signing the 
Stakeholders Agreement with the Ngoc Xuan? Can Tho upgrades 
began in April 2012 as scheduled and were. completed in July 2012. 
Operational testing, reviewing of good practices and technical 
coaching was conducted between July and August, when the re
opening ceremony wa:-. held. In collaboration with the Can Tho 
SDAH APII organized a number of training courses on risk 
reduction measures and good slaughtering practices. About one-third 
of the .sbughterers have only completed primary school so rheir 
capacity to absorb technical knowledge is limited and wil1 
require more follow-up and pictorial illustrations to promote 
behavior changes. 

3.1 7 Risk redudion mvdels deFeloped m Kien Giang City: The. 
slaughterhouse project in Kicn Giang looks less promising, partly 
due to Jack of buy-in and commitment from provincial counterparts, 
there will not be any more effort to make the renovation for this 
facility. However, Phu Nong will be the subject for a study tour and 
training on risk reduction as planned later. 

3.1.8 Risk reduction models for di.s.trict market und :small slaughtt:r point in 
Ha Nam: A similar approach to that applied at Dong Ha was applied 
in Ha Nam with plans for upgmding a district market and one home 
based :-.laughter point. All technical documenb and proposals were 
completed in July 2012. Renovations and upgraded took place ln 
September. Training for vendors, MMBs and slaughtcrers, 
operations testing and technical coaching is planned for October 
2012 in Year4. 

3.1.9 Tcchniall Protocols: APll developed technical protocols related to 
each risk reduction model, training documents for vendors, 
slaughterers. inspectors, and pamphlets and posters, etc. and shared 
them \Vith local authorities, SDAHs and DAH/ R.A.HOs. API! also 
actively shared these materials, risk assessment reports, supply chain 
node prototype designs, smal1 group discussion tlipcharts etc. with 
other international projects including LIFSAP and V AHIP and 
invited their representatives to relevant events for closer 
collaboration and experience sharing. 

3.1./0Teclmicat Dis.~·emination ~Vorb·hop .fOr Region 3: In collaboration 
with Quang Tri Provincial Coordination Unit, and RAH01 and 
RAH06 the project organized a technical dissemination workshop in 
September on HPAI and EID risk reduction at Dong Ha live bird 
market and slaughter points. About 50 representatives from DAH. 
DLP, DARD, V AHIP, VIPA and six other neighboring provinces 
met and shared experiences and discussed risk reduction 
interventions. Participants also discussed how these interventions 
could be applied widely with regional approach to disease control 
and food safety. News on the workshop posted on websites: 
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http://www. vietnam plus. vn/Homc!Chia-se-kinh-ngh icm-giam -lay
nhiem-cum-gia-cam/20 129/ 160R50. vnplus; 
http jJn.·wlv. baoquangtri. vnldefault.aspx ?T ablD=56 &modid=3 77 &It 
emlD=60703http://nhmuian.org. \·nkmlinklnhandandienwltlwisu/doi 
-i .. -on ;Vi-s -n ~-I i n-chun &icac -1-nh-n K -b-n &-sang-c-u-l on g -ch-n g- i -pho
v-i-1-u-ngu-n- 1.369485 

3.l.lllmpector training: In December 2011, in collaboration with the HCM 
Veterinary Hygiene Center No. 1, APll implemented a Risk 
Reductjon for HPAI and ElDin Slaughterhouse training for Mekong 
region provincial inspectors. The course covered Inspection policies 
and legislation for animal and human health hazards in slaughtered 
poultry. Additionally, participants were given an opportunity to visit 
and conduct observation exercises in a number or slaughterhouses in 
Tien Giang, Long An and HCM, including USAID"s STOP AI 
modd at Go Con g. 

This inspector's training was replicated through a request from Ba 
Ria Vung Tau province, in September, when APII supported a local 
inspectors training course conducted by SDAH with local trainers 
and materials. The vete1ina:ry inspectors were trained in necessary 
knowledge and are expected to become 'change agents' who share 
their knowledge with relevant stakeholders. This training brought the 
rotal number of inspectors that have been trained by APII to 117 
(19% female}. 

3.1.l20ther natirmal nmrkshops: Under the technical and financial support 
of APII and in collaboration with DLP, VIPA successfully 
conducted a national workshop on Sustainable Development of 
Garden Chickens \\-'ith 57 officials from various national level 
ministries, provinces, local and international agencies and the private 
sector (research firms, feed and equipment companies) and media in 
June. The workshop reviewed successful models, shared experiences 
in garden chicken production and included a field visit_ Participants 
agreed on a list of proposed options to create an enabling policy 
environment on safe and sustainable development of garden chicken 
production. News on this workshop \\las aired through national 
television channel VTV2 and \Vorkshop Proceedings were 
distributed widely through the DLP network. 

Additionally, APII supported a National \Vorkshop to review the 
current situation of poultry slaughter and marketing and to propose 
solutions to improve veterinary hygiene and food safe.ty hosted by 
DAH and DLP. There were 80 participants from national and 
provincial levels of animal health and livestock sectors, international 
agencies and institutions including research finns and media 
agencies. During the last quarter or Y -3 F AO was brought up to date 
on all of these events as well as presenting their results of their LB:l'vt 
surveillance. Eighteen individual reports from management and 
production sites were presented. Participants also discussed 
appropriate models, policies and guidelines to be de,. .. eloped and 
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adapted by local provinces. "N'cws on this workshop "\Vas aired 
through national television channel VTV2. 

Bas:cd on the findings from above two national workshops, VIP A has sent a 
1errer to the Prime Minister, related i\4inisters, and all Provincial 
People's Committee Chai11X:r~ons with recommendations to improve 
the poultry slaughte1ing management and garden chicken development. 
The letter is bringing to bear attention from high ranking government 
officers and a response by Government office arrived recently for a 
further following up cross minislries' meeling in near future. 

3.l.l3Natimwl Legislation: Under the VIPA contract, APII supported DAH 
and their local consultants to develop the 1st draft of National 
Propw·al vn Ensuring F ovd Safety ln livestock slaughter and 
transportation. APII will continue to work with FAO nnd other 
international projects such as V AHIP and UFSAP to provide further 
comment:.. to enrich this version before finalization and submission 
to MARD for approval: 

3.2 Challenges and Solutions 

3.2.1 At the moment, the central government has requested that provinces 
develop proposals for livestock slaughter improvement. However, 
DAH and MARD do not have a national strategy for addressing 
poultry supply chain ri~k management. Some of provinces have 
developed their own 'master plan for slaughter' and some nre on the 
way to implementing in this coming year. The developing National 
Proposal on Ensuring Food Safety for 2012-2020 and Vision 2030 
are essential food safety strategic documents that can provide overall 
direction for the whole the country. The drafts have been developed 
by local consultants appointed by DAH, thus far. APJI will work 
closely with F AO to provide comments and consolidate the regional 
disea~e control strategy initiated by FAO and DAH especially for 
RAHO .3 and 6 into the National Proposal as feasible. 

3.2.2 Vlhile provincial counterparts clearly are very interested in the 
demonstration models. many provinces don't have a 'master plan· 
that demarcates future locations e.g. for centralized poultry 
slaughterhouses and marke(s, which makes it difficult for them to 
commit re~ources in this area. In addition, the processes lOr local 
authorities to approve construction are very complex, involving 
multiple stakeholders and complex regulatory framework, whlch arc 
not always well understood by all or straightforward to implement 

3.2.3 Profit margins from poultry slaughtering arc especially small, and 
even more so m small scale slaughtering operations. It is 
understandably hard to persuade the small private enlrepreneurs to 
invest in facility upgrades without some form of 'subsidy· (financial 
support). Micro-finance options in the commercial financial sector 
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(banks, MFls) arc rare. Many small entrepreneurs appear to be 
comfortable where they are without plans to expand. Cost-cutting 
measures seem a more appealing way forv •. ·ard to improve business 
and increase profits. This also implies cutting private costs on 
environmental .safeguarding and food safety related measures. 
Sustained awareness is necessary, combinin~ sticks and carrots for 
more attention to public goods issue:-;. APII continues to reach out to 
and invite partners such as LIFSAP and V AHIP. Partners rarely 
reciprocate however. US AID may need to step in and help promote 
rhe dialogue ar donor leveL 

4. Community-based Surveillance (CBS) 
The goal is to develop an events-based grassroots survelllance package, 
including training materials/tools and job descriptions for grassroots 
·collaborator;.;', which is adopted, adapted and scaled-up in the provincial
regional-national surveillance system with local resources. 

The first six months of Year 3 focused on phasing out CBS implementation 
al the field level, preparing and initiating the CBS evaluation, and 
advocacy activities through out Vietnam. 

4.1 Achievements 

4.1.1 From October to December 201 1, the local sub-contractor Quang Tri 
Livestock Production and Veterinary Association CQTLVAJ 
continued to monilor, supervi:;.e, maintain and :;.upport the CBS 
collaborator networks. in Quang Tri. When APII halted financial 
support ln January 2012, animal health collaborators started 
receiving monthly al1mvances from the provincial budget, in 
accordance with Quang Tri PPC's Decision 25. In Ha Nam, Hung 
Yen, Can Tho and Klen Giang APII has also ceased providing 
financial support to CBS networks. The CBS collaborators continue 
to do surveillance despite a lack of provincial suppmt. 

4.1.2 In December 2011, QTLVA organized a CBS "\Vorkshop in Quang 
Tri to share experiences with non-pilot districts and communes 
within Quang Tri. Fifly-Iwo participants from communes, districts 
and provinces exchanged experiences and lessons learned and 
witnessed the CBS model in aelion via field visits. The participants 
discussed plans and feasibility of expanding the model to all 
communes and di:;.tricts in Quang T ri with the hopes of local supporL 

4.1.3 In January 2012, an economist from Abt's Home Office updated the 
previous costing of the CBS model costing, including a cost-benefit 
analysis. This study will complement the final evaluation of the CBS 
model program. 

4.1.4 A final CBS evaluation was conducted with technical lead by an 
international c-onsultant and field implementation by a local sub-
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contractor (AMDl) in three provinces (Hung Yen, Quang Tri and 
Can Tho). The ev<.~luation (earn reviewed epidemiological data, KAP 
~urvey on CBS collaborators, and in-deplh interviews to AHWs, 
HHW s at commune, district and provincial levels and also with 
households having had an outbreak. In July 2012, debrief\vas held at 

USAID Vietnam Office, followed by completion of the final report. 
The evaluation identifies that CBS i:s effective in enabling early 
detection and response of HPAl outbreaks in the province where 
there is a supportive policy environment, a high prevalence of 
outbreaks, willingness to reveal epidemiological data: furthermore 
CBS is linked with network development of AH\Vs at grass root 
level. This finding has a refe-rence for developing a relevant plan for 
CBS replication in Year 4. 

4.1.5 In April, USAID/APII hosted an official workshop to share
cxpcncnccs and lessons learned from Community-Based 
Surveillance work in Hue, Vietnam. News clips on the CBS 
worbhop from Hue h posted on the website 
http:/Jdanviet.vn/83138p34c 1 09/du-an-~ang-kien-gia-cam-phat-hien
hon-30000-gia-cam-mac-bcnh.htm. The video clip on the event aired 
by VTCltl was available with English suhtides. 

4.1.6 APII developed two posters on the CBS work and presented at the 
American Public Health Association (APHA) conference m 

Washington DC Oct 29- Nov 2, 2011: 

http://apha.confex .com/apha! I ~9am/webprograrn/Parer242716.htm1 

httn://apha.confcx.com/aphall39am/webpmgram/Papcr?42729.html 

4.1.7 The CBS model was introduced to visiting undergraduate students 
from the University of Nonh Carolina at Chapel HilL USA. The 
students visited Ha Nam to sec the CBS model at work. 

4.2 Challenges and Solutions 

4.2.1 The firm initia11y identified to implement the subcontract for the 
CBS evaluation withdrew and another .company (AMDI) was 
identified as a suitable replacement. The change in subcontractor 
caused a delay in implementation but the evaluation is progressing 
welL APH staff spent considerable amount of time reviewing the 
subcontractor's work to insure quality. 

5. Infection Control/Case Management (IC/CM) 
The goal is to develop an IC training model for implementation of 
guidance outlined in Circular 18. This is targeLed at the grassroots level, 
meaning at the commune and vlllage leveL The IC training model will be 
scaled up and advocated to the national and provincial levels. This has 
been approved by i'vlOH for implementation throughout Vietnamese 
healthcare facilities. 
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5.1 Achievements 

5.1.1 APII -conducted training visits and technical a:-.sistance to Gio Linh 
district hospital in October 2011 in collaboration with Hue Infection 
Control Society (ICS) experts. The results of this work arc posted on 
Hue ICS' website: http://www.husic.ore.vn/vn tin-tuc/thoi-su/hoat
dong-ksnk -lai-bv-gio-linh-tinh-quang-tri-91-hu:-.ic .aspx 

5. .2 Can Tho provincial Department of Health (DOH) ~dapted APH' s 
model to conduct IC a:-.sessments for all other hospitals in Can Tho. 
The results of the assessment will not only help them understand the
current challenges of lC practices but also develop indi\.·idualizcd 
action plans for IC improvement. 

5.1.3 Eight-focus district hospitals were ranked above other similar 
hospitals in the annual DOH evaluations allhe end of 2011. 

5.1.4 USAlD delegation visited Gio Linh district hospital on December 5, 
201 L During the visit, the delegation had opportunities to observe 
IC activities and interact with lhe hospital board of directors and IC 
specialists. 

5.1.5 APII invited WHO and MOH IC expe11s to Kien Giang province 10 

visit Thor Not district hospital supported under USAID's AI Mekong 
Initiative and Go Quao district hospital supported by API I. The team 
also h<.~d chance to visit <.~ non-intervention district hospital in Hon 
Dat district. During the visit, the experts were able to observe and 
discuss \.Vlth the hospital board of directors and IC specialist's 
achievements and lessons learned, success stories from IC 
interventions suppotted by AP!l and to compare intervention with 
non-intervention hospitals. 

5.1.6 APII conducted a training needs assessment and situation review for 
IC situation in the eight focus hospitals. Findings were ~hart'-d in 
three regional workshops and contributed to the IC training model 
dcvc1oping. 

5.1.7 A IC program cost-benefit analysis was conducted by an 
international consultant from Abt Associates. in concert with a 
Viemamese consultant. The findings indicate an increase in hand 
washing qualily and frequency in persons attending the three 
regional workshops. The evaluation was completed in April and its' 
results contributed to convincing MOH to adopt the APII IC model. 

5.1.8 Between ~'larch and April the Vietnam Ministry of Health, Vie-tnam 
Nurses Association, regional Infection Control Societies, leaders 
from provincial Health Departments and district hospitals in 
seventeen provinces org,:miLed a series of workshops in Hanoi, Hue 
and Ho Chi Minh City. Participants described the significant 
infection control challenges that they face: low appreciation among 
hospital and staff of the importance of IC, shortage of human 
resources including dedicated IC staff, shortage or suitable 
equipment and facilities for adequate IC. News on this workshop 
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was aired on 02TV and uploaded to website of T5G at 
http://www.[5g.org.vn/Default.aspx?u=dt&i(1=3706. 

5.1.Y The MOH chaired a meeting to review the JC training materials in 
April vvith patticipants from the Department of Science and 
Training, the Administration on Medical Service (AiviS}, VNA and 
IC experts from the IC Societies. The target of IC training model 
was expanded and will be applied to the district hospitals but also for 
all health facilities at grassroots level, including commune health 
centers and public/private clinics. 

5.1.10 In Ylay, APJI staff attended the Launching Ceremony for Hand 
Hygiene organiLed by Ha Noi DOH and chaired by MOH with 
pmticipants from district and provincial hospitals. In [he meeting, 
MOH emphasized the importance of strengthening JC in hospitals. 
The MOH National Plan on IC for the period 2012-2015 which was 
approved by MOH on March 30. 2012 was olTicially introduced. 

5.1. I l In June, APII, through a subcontract with VNA, hosted a review 
meeting chaired by Mr. Ivluc, the Deputy Director of AMS and Prof. 
Quy, chalrman of HANSIC. This meeting a!Jowed national IC 
experts [O review the JC practical handbook that contalns 
recommendations and guidelines on IC practices for all health 
workers at gras~roots levels (commune and district leveb ). 

5.1.12 In June. MOH's Scientific Review Board met and reviewed the IC 
training materials. As a resull the ~even board members recognized 
the training materials as the first official IC training material, noting 
that it is comprehensive and very useful tool. The approved training 
material will be applied to all health facilities at grassroots level 
throughout the country, in order to comply with the "National action 
plan on lC strengthening in health facilities in the period 2012-
2015'' and decision number 014/QD-BYT, which specifics thm by 
20 IS at least :-:sO% health care workers at health facilities will be 
trained on IC. 

5.1.13 In collaboration with VNA, APII hosted three TOT courses on IC in 
June and July. The:-.e course:-. were based on the final version of IC 
training materials (as mentioned above}. These slx-day tralning 
courses were for 83 participants from 5 focus provinces as well a<; an 
additional seven other provinces. Lessons learned and final 
comments Ji·mn these training were incorporated into the final 
version of the tralning materials. 

5, 1.14 In Augu~l, representalives from US AID and APII staff made a visit 
to Thot i\yot district hospital, Can Tho to see IC improvements. With 
initial support from APTI in 2009, the IC situation in hospital has 
changed significantly including having one full time staff to be in 
charge of IC, having more basins in exam rooms !o promote hand
washing, having more hand soap and IC supplies. Thot Not hospital 
is good example of sustaining IC changes without project support 
since 2010. 
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5.1.15 In August, the l'vfOH officially approved the APH supported IC 
rmining materials for in-service training courses for all health staff at 

645 district hospitals, 10,748 commune health center:. and several 
public/private clinics with the relea<;e of official letter No 
577l/BYT-K2DT dated August 30, 2012. The Deputy Director of 
AMS agreed to issue a lette1· to accompany this training material t\) 
send w all 63 provinces. APII will explore opportunities to apply 
these training materinls to other relevant sectors nnd pre-service 
training institutions. 

5.1.16 In September, MOH' s Scientiflc Review Board met and reviewed 
the IC practical handbook. As a result the seven board members 
recognized the IC practical handbook as an update and useful 
material for practice at grassroot:. levels. The approved material will 
be applied for all health facilities at grassroots level throughout the
country. 

5.1.17 In September, APII representatives attended l\10H's review 
workshop on the new IC guidelines. Final comments from this 
workshop will be incorporated into a finalized version. 

5.2 Challenges and Solutions 

5.2.1 All hospitab and DOH:. were busy at !he end of the year with lillie 
time for IC activities. To support the hospitals and DOHs, the APII 
team undcnook field evaluation visits to help integrate IC activitlcs 
into DOH <.~nnual evaluations. 

5.2.2 Convincing key MOH personnel to participate was very time 
consuming and required a lot of ;,;taff effort (VNA and APII), but the 
end result justified this strategy, as finally participation by MOH was 
beneficial in the regional IC workshops. 

5.2.3 The proees:-. of approval by MOH takes a long time with the 
involvement of some departments and policy makers in MOH. It's 
out of the control of APH and our subcontract. '\h/ith the extra effort 
of APII and V!'\A, IC training material approved hy MOH's 
Scientific Review Board and we expect the decision from MOH's 
Science and Training Department in ne-ar future. 

5.2.4 There are still ve1-y few qualified trainers available at the pmvincial 
level. In the near future \Ve will need to implement more training of 
master trainers (TOMT) on IC to train grassroots level staff once the 
MOH approve . .., the IC training materials. 
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1. Pandemic Preparedness Planning (PPP) 
The goal is to develop PPPs policies and programs into the selected pilot 
province(s) in Year 3 and then introduce the policies and programs into 
other provinces, and advocate for its wider adoption through out Vietnam. 

1.1 Achievements 

l.l.l In November 2011, a PPP workshop wa.<; held with participants from Kicn 
Giang. Authorities had opportunity to discuss the new concepts of 
"'whole-of-'>ociety" approach and develop a rnulli-sector framework for the 
design and implementation of their PPP. 

1.1.2 In January 2012, the framework of Kien Giang PPP \.Vas completed with 
inputs and comments from technical experts. national consultants and API 
partners. 

1.1.3 In February and March, VNRC organized tvm provincial review 
\Vorkshops on PPP for participants from government management offices, 
provincial Military Agency, provincial Police DepartmenL ma;;s 
organizations, local starr and ex..perts from national level to review the 
draft of provincial PPP. The draft had also get more in-depth comments 
and inputs from national experts and API partners such as FAO, WHO. 

1.1.4 In April, the revision of training materials for community leaders with 
\VHO inputs was finalized. The training materials focus on three main 
topics: concepts of int1uenza and pandemic response; community planning 
for pandemic preparedness; and business contlnuity planning and 
livelihood rnalntenance plans during the difference phases of a pandemic. 

1.1.5 Ten PPP training courses with approximately 250 communily leaders were 
organized by VNRC in Ha Nam, Hung Yen, Quang Tri, Kien Giang and 
Can Tho provinces. The training provided basic knowledge for community 
leaders on pandemic influenza and community preparedness for pandemics 
(such as preparedness for health, livelihood, essential services provision, 
business continuity plannlng, etc.). 

L L6 In March and April, three preparation meetings were held in Kien Giang 
province. The V~RC and provincial counterparts met and provided more 
in-depth comments, getting inputs from participants to the draft a "'table 
top exercise" plan. Participants from different agencies also discussed the 
roles and responsibilities \.Vithin and between sectors involved. The "'table 
top exercise" plan will be approved by Kien Giang People Committee for 
execution on a wider basis in early May. 

L L7 In May the Klen Giang PPC chaired a tabletop exercise with palticipation 
of more than 60 representatives from MOH, VNRC, USAID, other 
provinces and agencies including provincial departments. military 
agencies, police, media agencies and mass organiLations from Kien Giang. 
Comments from table exercise will be incorporated into the PPP before 
submitting for Provincial People's Committee's approvaL News of this 
event was aired by Klen Giang TV channel on May 17 and on VTCI6 in 
May 18, and uploaded onto YouTube. http://youtu.be/vYQkDki\1r\VIv1A. 
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1.1.8 VI\'RC organized a review meeting in Hanoi to finalize PPP training 
materials based on comments gathered from the training course for 
community leaders, with participants 1i·om GDPM (l'vfOH), National 
Center for Health Communication and Education (T5G), APII expe1ts, and 
local master trainers of vr-..·Rc on PPP. 

L 1.9 A PPP dissemination workshop was organized by People's Committee in 
Kien Giang province for 35 staff members from provincial agencies, ma.<>S 
organizations and local authorities. The patticipants learned about the 
pandemic preparedness programs and practiced making a mock plan for 
their organization. They also discussed on multi-sector cooperation and 
shared their experiences dealing with outbreaks. 

Ll.lO Kien Giang PPC approved the PPP in late June. This PPP compiles the 
lessons learned from previous PPPs, inputs and comments from almost 
government sectors, mass organizations in Kien Gi~mg, MOH, FAO, WHO 
and follows a One Heallh and ''whole society" approach. It is the first time 
that a Business Continuity Plan has been included_ This PPP is also in line 
with the Vietnam Integrated National Operational Program on Avian 
lntluenza, Pandemic Preparedness and Emerging Infectious Diseases 
2011-2015 (AIPED). 

L L ll In September, API! representatives attended a training workshop 
conducted by MOH on Business Conlinuity Plan (BCP) in Ha Noi. The 
workshop concluded that knowledge and skill on BCP should be applied to 
the pandemic preparedness plan.<> of ministries, branches, and provinces. 

1.2 Challenges and Solutions 

l.2.1 It took a time to obtain feedback and comments on the PPP outline from 
API partners and local experts. Thb, and other delays (including flooding 
in Kien Giang), led to the late of submission of VNRC deliverables and 
were followed by a subcontract modification (time-wise extension). 

1.2.2 The "whole-of-society" approach and the business continuity planning 
concepts adopted in Kicn Giang's PPP arc nc\v to the province and to 
Vl\:RC. APII technic<.~ I staff, with inputs from WHO, worked very closely 
with VNRC and provincial counterparts to provide technical support in the 
development of d1e PPP 

1.2.3 Final approval was delayed becam-e ~r. Huan - the Vice Chairman of 
Klen Giang PPC assigned to sign PPP, was mvay on business until the end 
of June. This in turn required a modification to our PSA with VNRC. It 
caused the late of deliverable submission~, e.specia11y for last deliverable 
so the PSA have rnodilled the timeline with the approval from US AID. 

6. Cross-Cutting Issues 

6.1 Behavior Change Communication (BCC) 

The BCC program identifies appropriate behaviors changing messages. 
integrates these into the work of the animal and human health programs, 
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strengthening the BCC capacity of national cmd provincial stakeholders. 
enabling them to carry on BCC activities heyond the life-time of the 
project. 

6.2 Achievements 

6.2.1 Continue subcontracts with Women's Union of Ha Nam. Kicn Giang, 
Quang Tri, Hung Yen Provincial Humanity Center under Provincial 
Red Cros:. and CEFACOI\1 (Re:.earch Center for Family Health and 
Community Development) to implement Y3 BCC activities in five 
provinces. These subcontractors closely collaborated \\··ith their 
related PCL; and BCC tminer teams in dealing w·ith administmtive 
and technical tasks respectively while conducting BCC activities. 

6.2.2 Completed BCC campaigns in five provinces. Based on experiences. 
knowledge and skills gained, provinces like Quang Tri designed 
innovative activities such as Excellent Farmers Competition based 
on experiences of successful conducting Community Events. Three 
Clean Movement Launching Ceremonies, a part of a National 
Program on Building New Rural Areas, which utiliL-ed BCC trainer 
team's efforts, applied BC interactive approaches and integrated 
desired behaviors for A 1/EIDs prevention in the WU network. These 
successful and innovative campaigns \-Vere conducted thanks to prior 
preparative works such a:.: 

o Organized a Consultation Workshop on the Year 3 BCC Strategy 
in Da Nang with participation of key leaders and officers from Ha 
Nam, Kien Giang and Quang Tri. The outcomes of workshop 
helped call for new and innovative BCC activities (e.g. excellent 
poultry farmer competitions) and local contributions. This 
workshop was a first step in the BCC tramition stralegy to 
position provincial partners to cany- out their own BCC work post
APII. 

o Conducted Year 3 implementation planning workshops in 
December in the five focus provinces. The workshops helped 
provinces to think through the Year 3 transition strategy and 
prepare their BCC plans including campaigns, follow-up at farm 
level on biosecurity practices in poultry production, new ac[ivities 
such as farmer competition, and to identify provincial funding 
contribution in implementing Year 3 BCC activities. 

o Provided technical guidance and support on provincial proposals 
for Year 3 BCC activities in all five-focus provinces. These 
proposals served as the basis for developing Year 3 BCC SOWs 
for each province that subsequently were turned into subcontracts 
for local BCC subcontractors ofHa Nam, Hung Yen, Kicn Giang 
and Quang Tri. 

6.2.3 Conducted Year 3 BCC Review \Vorkshops in a11 five provlnccs. 
These workshops were to review· activities implemented, lessons 
learned withdrmvn and what to report to the PPC to receive further 
provincial s.uppon. Below are key BCC achievements which were 
recognized hy local authorities during these \'mrkshops: 
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o Developed five sets of BCC materials including discussion guides 
with .small and medium poultry producers, community event 
drama scripts on three selected behaviors defined by provincial 
BCC tralner teams. These materials have been documented and 
will he disseminated in the final BCC Transition Strategy Rc_vic~' 
Workshop in Q 1 Year 4. This i~ the result of the multi sector BCC 
trainer te-ams, which showed our effort on provincial BCC 
trainers' improved capacity. 

o Established, trained and built capacity for a team of about 25 
strong BCC trainers in all five provinces. Provinces of Can Tho, 
Ha Narn, Klcn Giang and Quang Tri highly appreciated this 
capacity building effort. In particular, Ha Nam PPC, Can Tho, 
Kien Giang, and Quang Tri's DARD gave official appreciation/ 
compliment to their BCC trainers' team for their contribution to 
design and implement provincial BCC cump~igns. These 
provincial BCC trainers also trained and mentored ItO facilitator~ 
and organizers of Community Events, 115 communicators of 
small group discussion from commune Animal Health, Health. 
\Vomen·s Union and Culture Sectors to lead 32 community events 
and more than 200 small group discussions which reach about 
8,0(}0 and 2,500 poultry producer~ respectively in this Year 3. 

o Unlike other years, in this Year 3, before participating in small 
group discussion, around 1.800 poultry producers (except those in 
Kien Giang) benefited from two-day tr;Jining courses led and 
organized by provinciul and district trained agriculture extension 
trainers in collaboration between Provincial Agricultural 
Extension Center and Women Union to improve their knowledge 
on risk reduction and biosecurity measures in poultry production. 

0 Eighty (80) people from four provinces of Can Tho, Ha Nam, 
Hung Yen and Kien Giang including village head, the head of 
commune Women Union Association, a leader of commune 
people's committee were trained on general monitoring, how and 
what to do in a hou~ehold visit: communication skills, ~leps of 
household visit and how to use the observational checklists. 

o Local partners conducted household vi::;its to about l09'c of poultry 
producers who pa11icipated in small group discussions to observe/ 
discu% motivator" and barriers for change of these audiences. 
More detailed results can be shared in a separate report, upon 
request. 

o Seven USAID's APII TV spots on hand-washing and proper 
cle.aning and hygiene practices at market, slaughterhouse and at 
home \Vhen contacting with poultry, were aired on all five 
provincial television channels. These spots were also used in other 
events such as trainings courses, small group discussions, 
community events. 

6.2.4 Finalized and produced the seven-step di.scus.'iion guides for hve blrd 
and plucked poultry vendors in Dong Ha market and for collector-s 
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and slaughtcrcrs with technical inputs from MOH, MARD, WHO 
and FAO. These guides are being used by provincial BCC trainer 
teams in Quang T1i, Ha Nam in-group discussions to promote 
desired behaviors among poultry vendors and slaughterers. The 
guide also serve as reference for all focus provinces to develop their 
own discussion guides on new bio-security behaviors and wi11 be 
used by trained communicator:-. to facilitate small group discussions 
with fanners in this Year 3. 

6.2.5 Continued to build capacity for provinces through !mining coun.es on 
proposal development and writing skills for 20 key staff and BCC 
trainers from AnimaL Human Health Sectors, HcaJth 
Communicmion, Education, Agriculture Extension and \\'omen 
Union from five focus provinces. Lp to now, lwo provinces of Ha 
Nam and Quang Tri submitted their proposals for their future BCC 
activitics. More tcchnlca1 assistance will be provided to provinces 
upon request in Year 4. 

62.6 A qualitative Knowledge, Attitudes and Practice (KAP) study of 
poultry customers in 4 provinces of Can Tho, Ha Nam, Kien Giang 
and Quang Tri was compleled. US AID/ APH extracted results from 
this qualitative study to design Y3 activities targeting consumers. 
Three forums conducted in Quang Tri and Can Tho educated 
consumers on how to select safer food products, especially poultry 
product~ and to inf01m other ~takeholders of poultry supp-ly chain on 
consumer's expectations. The Can Tho fo!Um was filmed and will be 
broadcasted through Can Tho·s television to reach a wider number 
of the local population. 

62.7 Small group discussions (SGD) were conducted with all poultry 
vendors and slaughterers of Dong Ha and Hoa Mac markets. These 
discussions were facilitated by their own BCC trainer teams, 
promoting good hygiene practices in these targeted audiences. In 
collaboration with Animal Health team, we conducted monthly 
meetings with poultry vendors. and slaughterers to provide technical 
update and review their practices and behaviors changed compared 
with what was discussed during small group discussions, what were
difficulties faced and what \vere solutions to fix these difficulties/ 
problems. 

62.8 Designed and produced BCC promotional materials for stakeholders 
of poultry supply chain including plastic aprons for slaughterers, hair 
bandeau, and aprons for vendors and posters of all these audience~. 
BCC messages, logo and slogan on "Food safety, we all care" was 
used on these materials as well as used for ditferent events of poultry 
supply chain s.bkeholders to promore the application of good selling, 
~laughtering and consumption practices. 

6.2.9 Different than two previous years, 4 provinces having local 
~ubcontraetors (_Women's Union for Ha Nam, Kien Giang and 
Quang Tri, Humanity Center for Hung Yen) contributed from 10-
15% mainly in kind (locations, prizes for events) to BCC activities 
implemented in their provinces. 
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6.2.10 Published and/or broadeasted information on a11 key events 
conducted in provinces like trainings, workshops, small group 
discussions, and community events, farmer-s' competitions ... though 
local newspapers or provincial TV by their journalists. Increasing 
media dissemination of information/ messages on our project to 
reach a larger number of audiences than the number of direct 
participants in the event. 

6.2.1 1 KAP quantitative and qualitative repm1s -- More work has been done 
with support rrom Abt home ol1ke into data analysis. Final report 
\'>'ill be submitted to US AID in the next quarter. 

6.2.12 Shared APII's BCC approach and it:.; materials \vith MOHIVAHIP 
project for reference and replication. API!' s materials, tools kits, 
briefs wi11 be slmrcd and disseminate widely through other channel 
including the One Health Communications Network. 

6.2.13 Ongoing development of Communication Strategy Development 
Guide and Training Manual for BCC trainers. Omlines in English 
will be shared with AP[ par1ners before the full document are written 
in Vietnamese 

6.2.14 Supported Center Committee for Popularization and Education 
(CCPE) to provide training on A[ and EIDs prevention for more than 
500 participants from 63 provinces. The diffusion training courses ln 
CCPE network in 63 provinces/cities were included in provincial 
monthly plans submitted to CCPE. The monitoring visits made by 
CCPE to 13 provinces found that nearly 100 articles and 60,300 
internal news on AI/EIDs prevention were disseminated and 59 
time~ aired on provincial TVs and 48 times broadcasted through 
local radio systems. 

6.2. IS \N'ith Ha Nam people's Committee organized a dissemination 
workshop disseminate their provincial Integrated Communication 
Plan. The plan was approved with a decision hom the vice chairman 
of PPC that request related agencies to development their 
communication plan under the leadership of the Provincial Steering 
Committee for Disease Prevention 

6.2.16 Attended and had a booth exhibition highlighting Food safety and 
HIV prevention at the US Embas:->y to feature information about the 
two projects' interventions as well as interactive quizzes about hand 
hygiene and HIV and mate-Tiais promoting APil's food safety/ avian 
influenza risk reduction which were a\1 very popular. The quizzes, 
while entertaining, served as a great opportunity to remind vi:..itors 
about the importance of hand washing, and to provide education on 
some general misconceptions about HIV lnfcction. 

6.3 Challenges and Solutions 

6.3.1 Officially certify and utili7c BCC trainer teams by Telated provinces 
are really an issue as rhey are from different agencies. There is no 
clear responsibility for any provincial agency/organization member 
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of PCU to recognize/ provide a certificate to a BCC trainer. Thus. 
provincial authorities can just recognize their great contributions to 
design BCC activities, materials, and implement and monitor BCC 
activities in thelr provinces. 

63.2 Knowledge and skills ofBCC trainers cannot be gradually improved 
without opportunities for practicing their job as a BCC trainer. 
USAID/ APII is trying to connect these BCC trainers to events they 
can value their BCC knowledge and skilL 

6.3.3 Local contributions to implement Year 3 BCC activities represented 
about l 0-15% of the total budget. The required discussions and 
negotiations delayed provincial implementation of activities. 
Intensive technical assistance from APII staff and strict schedule 
management helped manage the delays. 

6.3.4 The development of Strategy Communication Guide and Trainers· 
Training Manual could not finish at the end of Year 3 the approval 
process of consultant took more time than planned. It rakes more 
time to review and comments when these were moved to the ~econd 
half of the year when people are busy with other things. 

63.5 CEFACOM was nominated again by Can Tho PCU as the quality or 
their previous work is appreciated. The disadvantage Is that 
CEFACOX1 was not a local subcontractor V·iho is likc1y to take the 
ownership and leadership for subsequent communication progrdm on 
BCC \VOrks in Can Tho and they may noi have strong connections 
with other age-ncies in the province than a local subcontractor. This 
shortfall did not facilitate several works such as getting the 
Provincial Integrated Communication Guide developed by Can 
Tho's BCC trainers to be approved by People'~ Committee. 
However, for BCC campaigns, CEFACO:rvi successfUlly completed 
their activities and completed them on time even Year 3 BCC 
campaign in Can Tho started later than in others provinces. 

6.3.6 Limitatinns in writing ski11s and analytical thinking among 
provincial subcontractors were reconfirmed through their 
participation as members of the \\,Tiling team developing Can Tho's 
Multi-sector Communications Guide and also through their progress 
reports and activity proposals. This partly explains the delay in some 
activities. 

6.3.7 In this Year 3, it was the first time for all provincial BCC trainers 
developed behavior change materials hased on what they had been 
taught. This includes identifying de1e1minants for changes. They 
really had opportunities to learn through doing and develop a mutual 
undcr<;tanding from their muhi-scctoral teams. There team working 
manner also requires a lot of coordination that relied on the project's 
former PCi PCUs Technical assistance from USAID's APH and their 
ownership of having their own BCC materials are key motivators for 
these local BCC trainers to overcome thc<>e obstacles. 

6.3.8 The process of supporting provinces to maintain and sustain their 
communication activities to prevent Aland EIDs. more technical 
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support and partial financial one (including other financial 
mechanism) should be considered. In provinces where they develop 
their own communication proposabiplam they are seeking local 
resources. 

6.3.9 Planned small group discussion and monthly meetings with poultry 
vendors and slaughterer:s of Hoa Mac market, Ha Nam province 
were delayed because of delay in infrastructure and special 
characteristics of target audience -vendors and slaughterers. 
Working with the poultry audiences is harder, say compared to 

farmers. as they always work during the day. Their concems are 
driven by cost benefit and daily income compared. This requires a 
variety of approaches to encourage them to begin making changes 
for 1isk reduction and biosecurity. Lessons learned from 
implementing BCC activities in Dong Ha market, Quang Tri 
province would <.1lso be taken into account when designing the BCC 
activities with stakeholders of Hoa Mac market, in Ha Nam. 

6.3.1 0 With the delay of approval for the consultant to work on the 
Development of Communication Strategy Development Guide and 
Training Manual fOr BCC trainers, there will a delay in the final 
training workshop tOr provinces on these materials and the final 
BCC transitional strategy review workshop. 
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6.4 Provincial Coordination and Implementation 

APII' s provincial implementation (PI) team works closely with the animal 
health, human health and BCC technical teams to coordinate field activities 
implemented by subcontraC[ors, develop/test successful models at provincial 
and grassroots level, and advocate for their wider adoption with local public 
and private partners. The PI team operates out of the main office in Hanoi 
covering activities ln northern Vietnam and through two satellite offices, one 
in Quang Tri for activities in central Vietnam and one in Can Tho for 
activities in southem Viemam. 

Provincial Coordination Units (PCU.s), representing the body of key 
provincial counterpart:>. and civil society. were established in Year 1 in the 
five focus provinces. Each province has a Provincial Coordinator (PC) 
appointed jointly vvith FAO and funded by APH, The PCs arc typica11y 
seconded from a provincial agricultural!livestock agency. The PCs work 
closely wilh the PI leam, coordinate lheirefforts with FAO's focal points, and 
report to the PCU s. 

As scheduled in Y3 work plan, the implementation or API models should 
complete by June 2012 ln the focus provinces, so from April 2012 PI team 
worked closely with PCU and PC to help site down and complete the 
implementation of models. 

6.4.1 Achievements 

6.4.1.1 Signed MOU addendums for the implementation of Y3 plan with 
all five-focus provinces. 

6.4. l 2 In closed cooperation with provincial subcontractors, have 
prepared work plans in 5 focus provinces with emphasis on 
dissemination and advocacy activities. 

6.4.1.3 Cooperated with FAO and provinces to conduct provincial 
planning workshops in five focus provinces in December, January 
and February. 

6.4.1.4 Worked with PC Us to enhance their commitment to stmtegy of 
Y3 that shift focus from implementalion to advocacy and 
replication with local resources and get provincial buy-in. 

6.4.l.5 Organized :-.takeholder consultation work~hop~ in five provinces 
to get inputs from provincial stakeholders to CBS review 
workshop in Hue in April and involved participation from other 
provinces in regions that to leverage the impact of the workshop. 

6.4.l.6 Work closely with provincial partners in five focus provinces to 
organize review meeting /workshops ro highlight the success and 
lessons learned from the models implemented. Beside reviewing 
the accomplishments, highlighted successes and lessons learned 
from three years of APII implementation in (he province, 
participants also discussed and recommended suggestions to 
maintain and replicate the succes~fulmodels within their province 
for the time to come. 
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6.4. L7 The Provincial hnplcmentation Team meets in Hanoi every 
quarter to review progress on the implementa[Jon in five 
province~. The meeting went through three main themes with all 
APH teams: (l) Feedback from five provinces and outline for 
provincial implementation in the next quarter; (2) Programmatic 
update and directions/changes for Year 3 and for every period: 
and (3) eros~-sector discu~sion between PI/BCC/AH/HH staff to 
define plans and multi-sector cooperatlon in tnrget provinces. 

6.4. L8 In early May the PI Team met in Hanoi to prepare plan for 
provincial implementation slowdown and complete by the end of 
June 2012. Meantime, Pl staff work proactively with PCU and 
provincial partners to get they agreed to close contracts with PCs 
in 5 focuses provinces by the end or June. 

6.4.1.9 Worked closely with PCU and PC in each focus province to 
Identify transition moves to maintain provincial coordination for 
the phasing out period from July to September 2012. 

6.4.1.10 \Vorked clo~ely with PCV and provincial partners to 
organize "Year 3 final review workshops" in five focus provinces 
by the end of the project (September 2012}. The workshops 
reviewed accomplishment and highlighted success and lessons 
learned from three years implementation of APII in the provinces, 
participants also discussed and recommended to maintain and 
replicate the successful models within their province for the time 
to come. also to inform policy makers at national level. 

6.4.1.11 Gathered inputs from PCUs in five focus provinces for 
draft agenda of a "provincial coordination - lessons learned 
workshop" that will be organized by the project in October 2012 
aiming to share experience from PCli and recommendation for 
effective coordination at province to ensure participation and 
uptake with local resources. 

6.4.2 Challenges and Solutions 

6.4.2.1 Shift from implementation to advocacy led to significant reduced 
implementation/investment to province and might reduce support 
and commitment from provinces. To prevent this potential thread, 
the PI staff worked closely with PC Us to explain on strategic 
changes and maintain provincial intere~t and constructive. 

6.4.2.2 l\hintaining pmvincial interest and commitment when APII has 
no more implementation and support to province activities. 

6.4.2.3 Keep provincial coordination in the last three months from July to 
September 2012 when APU stopped payment for PC but there are 
huge need to review three years' cumulated results and lessons 
learned, advocacy for adoption and uptake by local partners. 
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7. National Coordination & Policy Dialogue 

The goal in Year 3 is to increase the focus on ways and mechanisms to 
transfer packages/models/approaches to public and private partner<; tOr 
adoption, adaptation, and replication and up scaling. The project consults and 
coordinates closely with API partners in this effort. 

7.1 Achievements 

7.1.1 With PAHI suppmtcd NAEC to chair series of quarterly meetings of 
rhe form BCC \\forking Group, current One Health Communication 
Network. A drart Plan of Action to revitalize the network was 
developed to maintain the routine meeting and to identify common 
interests in AT and ElDs prevention. More support wll1 be provided 
to NAEC to that they can take the full leadership of this network by 
the end of 2012. 

7 .1.2 Communicated ahout project's results more to the wider audience 
through media advisories and press releases. Tracked alred clips and 
news and shared with partners and USAID. 

7.1.3 Developed APH living advocacy matrix and communi.cation strategy 
for Year 3 and will be updated with Year 4 to share with USAID. 

7 .1.4 Engaged an intematlonal expert as Advocacy/Policy Dialogue 
Advisor. This input is already bearing flu its and boosting APII' s 
communications work 

7.2 Challenges and Solutions 

7 .2.1 Compared to other priorities, local resources allocated for prevention 
\ovork is always limited including for BCC to prevent AI and EIDs. In 
order to get more budgets from local govemmcnt. good \Vork should 
be turned in good proposals. More <.~dvocacy opportunities should be 
1leshed out to advocate replication or established models supported 
by the USAID's APII. Provinces should need to know how to 
advocate for themselves. 

8. Monitoring & Evaluation 

A PH's .M&E \Vork aims to strengthen existing systems in the provinces, and 
help close existing gaps between grassroots level M&E and provincial
national levels ~&E and reporting. In addition, APII acts as the repository 
for PMP indicators coiJected under USAID's API initiatives, providing 
analysis and reporting on this data. 

8.1 Achievements 

8.1. I Collected PMP data of Year 2 and first six month.s Year 3 from API 
partners. Contributed to revising indicators and rept)Jting template 
with MEASURE's lead. Collaborated continuously with API 
partners to review and supplement PMP data to prepare for future 
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data analysis. Compiled US AID PMP data in Year 1 and 2 and 
presented it at the API Partners' Meeting as an input for Year4 
planning process; Together with M&E specialists f]·om MEASURE 
and F AO, reviewed the- proposed activities in Year 4 of nll partners 
and suggeste-D necessary revisions of the liS AID VN API"s result 
framework and PMP. 

8.1.2 Continue-d to update and fine-tunc the project Log-frame. Revised 
Log-frame to fit with Year 4 work-plan. 

8.1.3 Continued to provide oversight of ongoing monitoring, evaluation 
and quality assurance of activities- on the API! project. Monitoring 
checklists were analyzed in Excel for a systematic review of quality 
of activities. Immediate sharing and feedbacks on activity 
monitoring results have become a regular practice. M&E Manager 
routinely review and provide feedbacks on deliverahles. particularly 
when i:<.sues are detected. 

8.1.4 Worked clos-ely with AMDI (s-ubcontractor) conducting the post
training assessment in November 2011. The assessment applied .<.elf
administered questionnaires on knowledge, attitudes and practices 
combined \vith focus group discussions and in-depth interviews to 
1316 trainees, 220 trainers, and 59 local animal and human health 
officer:>.. Overall, it identified a high level of kno'\:dedge, positive 
attitudes in all groups eight months to a year after the training 
courses. Higher percentages of trainees selt'-reportcd applying almost 
all gained skills with a high level of confidence. The assessment also 
acknowledged the working mechanism for AI prevention lhrough 
hand-in-hand cooperation between AH, HH and communication 
sectors as: a promising way to creme long-term impact in HPAl and 
ElDs prevention and controL 

8.1.5 Obtained acceptance from American Puhlic Health Assoclation 
(APHA) for an abstract on post-training assessment for 14011

-, Annual 
APHA Meeting to be held in October 27-31,2012 in San Francisco, 
USA. 

The abstract can be found at here: 
hups:/ /apha.confex.com/apha! 140am/webprogranlfPaper264 584.ht 
ml 

8. 1.6 Provided inputs to SO\V and deliverables on the KAP survey and 
other assessments in order to help ensure technical soundness m 

A PH's work. 

8.1.7 Met with local partners in Ha Nam. Quang Tri and Can Tho to 
explore local plans for inspection of slaughter house/points and live 
bird market; then to identify possibility for involvement of local 
partners in the project's monitoring activities to the demonstration 
sites in these provinces. In September 20 J 2, the project ream worked 
with BCC trainers, AH officers and inspectors of Sub-DAH, and the 
owner of Ngoc Xuan slaughter-house in Can Tho to update 
monitoring checklist and develop a work-plan for rnulti-sec[Or 
supportive monitoring activities for behavior change at this 
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Slaughterhouse in Ycar4. The plan syncrgi7cs efforts and resources 
from both project and Can Tho Sub-DAH as ir includes continuous 
moniloring and inspection activitie~ and an official a~sessment in 
November 20I 2 to grade the SH by Can Tho Sub-DAH. A similar 
plan '\vas developed for demonstratlon sites in Quang Tri and Ha 
Nam provinces. 

8.1.8 Conducted a final CBS evaluation with technical lead by an 
international consultant and field implementation by a local sub
contractor (Al\.1Dl) in three provinces (Hung Yen. Quang Tri and 
Can Tho). The evaluation team canied out epidemiological data 
review, KAP survey on CBS collaborators, and in-depth intervinvs 
to AHWs., HHWs at commune, district and provincial levels and 
households having outbreaks. In July 2012, a deb1ief meeting was 
held at US AID Vietnam Office, followed by finalization of the final 
report. The evaluation identifies that CBS is effective in enabling 
early detection and response of HPAI outbreaks in the province 
where there is a supportive policy environment, a high prevalence of 
outbreaks, willingness to reveal epidemiological data~ plus CBS is 
linked with nct\vork development of AHWs at gra.;;s root leveL This 
finding has oriented for developing a relevant plan for CBS 
replication in Year 4. 

8.1.9 ln March 2012, the M&E Manager attended a training course on 
participatory planning and M&E and Management for Impact 
(PPME and M41) in :'letherlands, 

8.2 Challenges and Solutions 

8.2.1 We work in the context of "One PMP indicator set fits aH" while 
interventions by each API partner are diversified and coordination 
mechanisms among partner~ are not always dear. II is a complicated 
process to harmonize/standardize indicator definitions and reporting 
requirements. To improve the situation, it is necessary to develop a 
clear timeline and define clear roles of each partner. To speed up the 
process, APII took initiative to meet with FAO and \VHO 10 review 
the past data and identify the needs in supplementlng "missed to 
report·' data in Year 1 and Year 2 and updating reporting templates. 

8.2.2 To manage and ensure quality of deliverables from subcontractors is 
often a "painstaking' process with much time and effort spent by 
APII staff from the beginning to the end and final deliverable.s.. lr 
requires frequenl communication. clo~e monitoring, careful 
checking. guidance and mentoring to help ensure that we receive 
products of acceptable quality throughout. Very often we e.nd up 
spending fa.- more time than expected on assuring quality of work by 
~ubcon!ractor~. An lmpor!am le~son learned is the need to have clear 
elaborated deliverables from the outset. APII needs to document this 
effort and highlight any rc1ated 'capacity building success stories'. 

8.2.3 Challenges are faced for both of measuring and s.ustainlng changes in 
trainees' competencies and performance as identified through the 
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post-trammg assessment. The challenges for measurement include 
lack of baseline/need assessment at the beginning of training 
programs; unavailability of lifetime records of every trainee for 
tracking changes and requirement of significant resources. Key 
barriers for sustainability at institutional and individual levels 
include a lack of regular incentives (e.g. salary or aHowances) or 
formalization of surveillance roles for AHWs; shortage of resources, 
standardized tools and frameworks for follow-up, continued on-site 
training and learning. The assessment recommends involving local 
partners in all srages of project's interventions as well as advocating 
for policy development to create an enabling environment for a 
higher sustainability. 

8.2.4 To measure social, economic, environmental and biological impacts 
at the demonstration sites also face- challenges in resources (time, 
money and human resources}. The project has explored opportunitie-s 
for collaboration \Vith API partners to make the he-;t use of the 
available effmts where possible. To remedy this shortage, the project 
is documenting carefully monitoring data to keep track the 
behavioral and operational improvements as much as possible. 

9. Administration & Finance 

9.1 Achievements 

9.2 Managed all aspects of the finance and administration and all subcontracts 
and consultant agreements effectively. The procedures were streamlined 
during the course of the year. 

9.3 Shorter turnaround time with the Regional Contracting Officer also helped 
improve the Consultant recruitment process during the course of the year. 

9.4 APII continues to submit routine deliverables to L~SAID, including 
quarterly progress reports, quarterly financial reports, semi-annual and 
annual reports etc. The F&A team support the technical teams in managing 
all subconlracts and consultants. 

9.5 Managed multiple Subcontracts and Consultant Agreements for all 
components. All subcontracts and consultants are now tracked better by the 
F&A team helping to prepare contract modifications in advance (and 
reduce need for retroactive approvals). Technical teams are regularly 
updated and reminded of due dates for upcoming deliverables. 

9.6 Smooth coordination and communication with lJSAID and quicker 
approvals/lumaround times help reduce delays. 

9.7 Intcmal communications in APII on recruitment of consultants and 
preparations of subcontracts have improved. 

9.lj Challenges. and Solutions: 
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9.9 Retroactive approval for AFAP "'{car 4 pending with USAID. \Viii follow
up. 

9.10 Application for registration with Paccom {to open up for direct 
implementation) has been pursuit for a long time but cannot succeed 
hecause our status does not meet their requirement. We have officially 
requested them lo refund to the project the advance amount that we paid 
them in order to process the application 

9.11 The available sub-contracting mechanisms remain a challenge to partners 
particularly those with little working capital or capital reserves and little 
experience in contracting \Vith international development partners/donors. 
No immediate alternatives or solutions have been Jdemified other than to 

continue to work closely with the subcontractors to prepare contracts and 
fulfi.H their obligations under contract. 

10. Success Stories 

11. USAID/APH programs strive to improve veterinary hygiene at poultry 
slaughtering points in Hoa 1\'tac town~ Duy Tien district, Ha ~am 

In July of 2011, the USAID's Avian and Pandemic lnt1uenza Initiative Project 
(US AID/ APII) supported Ha Nam '~ Department of Agricultural and Rural 
Development provincial proposal to provide additional education and training for 
vctc1inarians working in cattle and poultry slaughtering. This cftOrt is in 
alignment with recently published national Circular 14 promulgated by 
Department of Animal Heallh and the l\1inistry of Agricultural and Rural 
De.velopme.nL This. project provides a training plntfonn t"or other small-scale. 
poultry slaughtcrer's to emulate. Additionally this project V·ia.'i done in concert 
with local businessmen and USAID/APII both providing portions of the financial 
support. 

The USAID's Avian and Pandemic Int1uenza Initiative Project (USAID/APII), in 
close collaboration with Hoa Mac tO\vn Peop1c's Committee upgraded a small
scale slaug.hter point in the town of Hoa Mac, Duy Tien district. Ha Nam. 
RealiLing the benefits gained from the upgrade:-. and improvements lo the 
slaughtering hygiene, the owner of the slaughtering point contributed 30% of the 
total cost. He agreed to separate the slaughtering area from his family living 
area, create a one-way slaughtering line, install new and higher roofs and tile the 
l1oors and walls. These upgrades allowed for better cleaning and sanitizing; 
improved hygiene facilities and provided standard equiprnt>nt for the processing 
llnc. 

The project also renovated the animal meat section of Hoa Mac Market where 
now plucked pouhry, beef, and pork m-e all sold in separate areas from the fruits, 

_ _.. readymade rolls and other non-meat 
products. In the past tables and floors were 

'..- constantly wet, dirty and difficult to clean 
and disinfect. Upgrading the tables and 
floors and improving the waste water 
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systems and electricity have significantly improved hyglcnc practices at this 
market. 

In addition to the facility renovation projects, USAlD/APII has provided a series 
of training (:Ourses for slaughter-as, vendors and veterinary inspectors on proper 
veterinary inspection processes, HPAI risk reduction, food safety and sanitation. 
Follow-up discussions on key behaviors to include hand washing; and proper 
disinfection techniques. continue. Monthly meeting:. were also provided for 
provincial food preparers on behavior change and the need for continued 
cducmion and promotion of safe food practices. Special educational posters arc 
hung at slaughter points and animal meat areas throughout the market to remind 
consumers of the need for these behavior:.. These same posters remind meat 
handlers on the importance to reduce risk and ensure that food safety practices 
continue in this small-scaled slaughter point and animal meat market modeL 

In late October there was a hantlover anti market reopening ceremony. It wa~ 
noted lhat thi:. small-scaled poultry slaughter point renovation has helped the 
province realize the proposal of locnl authorities. Replication of this 
demonstration model has been started \Vith local resources and community 
contributions. In an annual project revlew workshop, ~1r. Nguyen Manh Hung, 
Deputy Director of the Department of Agiicultural and Rural Development 
shared that to expand the efforts to improve vete1inary hygiene and food safety, 
the provinces will need to map out their plan to replicate this upgraded slaughter 
point and market model to other districts. Reference was made to ongoing 
replication in Ly Nhan market with upgrades to the li·esh fish area with vendor's 
contribution and pathways in Hoa Mac market. 

Quang Tri province adopts Community-Rased Surveillance (CRS) 

In April2012 the final CBS evaluation was conducted by USAID/APII, 
and proved that the CBS model in Quang Tri province was being used. It 
helped to identify multiple events of HSNI, Blue Ear and Foot and Mouth 
Disease fF~1D) resulting in timely disease control actions. Review of 
epidemiological data showed that among the twenty H5N I events CBS 
collaborators detected eleven events (55%) and commune animal health 
workers (CAH\Vs) detected the remaining nine (45%). The mean time 

calcu1ated from disease onset to system's 
detection for the collaborator events was 
1.8 days and 2.9 days for the CAHW level 
events (p=O.l6). The CBS data also 
identified ninety-four confirmed blue ear 
events and twenty-eight confirmed foot 
and mouth events. 

The collaborator surveys and in-depth 
interviews with stakeholders revealed that 
the CBS system was simple in structure 
and operation and enabled collaborators 
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to sustain its implementation. Collaborators from all sites perfonned well 
in terms of knowing their roles and responsibilities within the system, 
finding sources of disease information in their community and the disease 
reporting structure. ln general, the system was acceptable to the local key 
stakeholders. Households initiated contact \Vith the CBS system in the 
context of seeking treatment for sick animaJs from village animal health 
workers (V AHWs). Collaborators demonstrated high willingness to 
implement their roles under CBS during project implementation. 
Provincial, district and commune stakeholders confirmed that CBS system 
operating procedures were genera]ly compatible with those of the National 
Disease Surveillance System. 

In January 2012, the CBS system was officially adopted with the Decision 
25 of Quang Tri People's Committee. All village AHWs have been 
provided a monthly allowance to participate in AH activities. to include 
disease surveillance. 

The evaluation has identified that contextual factors may impact the 
effectiveness of the system. It is effective in Quang Tri where poultry 
farming is predominantly small-scale and managed at a household level. 
Sh'lkeholders described a high level of political intervention will be needed 
to detect and control outbreaks and to minimize the adverse effe-ets on the 
livelihood of households. CBS is linked with the formal establishment of a 
V AHW network at a grass roots level. Based on these findings, the last 
year of the project wil1 focus on replicating CBS in those central provinces 
who share similar conditions of those in Quang Tri. 
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Introduction 
This report presents the main achievements, challenges and solutions/lessons 
learned for USAID's Avian and Pandemic Intluenza Initiative (APII) during 
Quarter 1 of Year 4, Octobe-r 2012- December 2013. 

Qumter 1 or Year 4 saw the project reach the full level of implemenLation not 
only in the five-targeted provinces but also across Vietnam. \Ve continued with 
the three major focus areas: animal health, human health and behavior change 
and communication. Activities are implemented via subcontracts. a<> Abt's 
current license does not accommodate for direct implementation. This canies its 
own unique challenges as it often ls difficult to find subcontractors capable of 
delivering quality "\Vork on time, and strengthening the capacity of subcontractors 
has therefore become a vital parr of APIJ's work. This is especially tme in Year 
4. as we have very limited time lO complete our projects and dose out the 
programs. We are working with our partners to provide them with our models 
and training programs for future usc. 

The project progressed weB in most of the eight main focus areas: 

1. Coordination & Policy Dialogue 

2. Human Health Surveillance 

3. Case Management and Infection Ccmtrol (IC) Capacity Building 

4. Pandemlc Preparedness 

5. AnimaJ Health Surveillance 

6. Animal Health Worker (AH\V) Capacity Building and Agricultural Extension 
\Vorker (AE\V) Capacity Building 

7. Supply Chain (Poultry Supply Network) Strengthening: 

S. Behavior Change Communication ( BCC) 

Year 4 is also the year where the project is in full swing to orient itself towards 
advocating for the wider adoption and sustained implementation of models 
beyond the life of the project. Adoption, adaptation. replication and scaling up of 
APII innovations by public and private partners are considered the real measure 
of success for the project. This will require a sustained advocacy and promotional 
effort for which the project is carrying out in Year 4 in close consultation with 
USAID and API partners. 

Bclo"v follows a description and discussion of the maln achievements, challenges 
during. Quarter l of Year 4.. 

1. National Coordination & Policy Dialogue 
Under coordination and policy dlalogue we have three goals to ~chieve by the 
end of Year 4: 

• Improved HPAI preventlon and control based on improved coordination 

• Sustained dialogue, coordination and lessons sharing on communications 
in Vietnam at a national level 
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• National communlcation framework revised in line with AlPED and 
officially approved by National Steering Committee for Avian InnuenLa 
(I';SCAI) and applied by i11l members in planning and implementation. 

1.1 Achievement<.; 

1.1.1 With PAHI, APII suppmied NAEC to chair the quarterly meetings 
of the One Health Communication Network (formerly known a:-. the 
Avian Int1uenza BCC \Vorking Group). A draft Plan of Action to 
revitaliz-e the network was developed to maintain the routine 
meetings and to identify common interests in prevention and 
preparedness for AI and EID:<.. APII is continuing to support NAEC 
to take the full leadership ofthls network during 2013. 

1.1.2 Communicated about project's result:'> more to the wider audience 
through media advisories and press releases_ Tracked aired clips ru1d 
news and ;;;harcd with partners and US AID. 

1.1.3 Developed the APH living advocacy plan and matrix as well as the 
communication strategy for Year 4. 

1. 1.4 Engaged an international expert, David Payne. as Advocacy/Policy 
Dialogue Advisor. This inpU[ is already bearing fruits and boosting 
APll' s advocacy and communications work. 

1.2 Challenges and Solutions 

1.2.1 Compared to other priorities, local resources allocated for prevention 
work is always limited including for BCC to prevent AI and EIDs. In 
order to get more budget resources from local government, good 
work s.hould be lumed in good proposals. More advocacy 
opportunities should be fleshed out to advocate replication of 
established models supported by the USAID's APIL Provinces 
require ongoing (echnical assistance in <.~dvocating for themselves. 

2. Human Health Surveillance 
The human health survcilJancc model was developed o-ve-r the first three years of 
the projeu as part of an integn1ted approach to community-based surveillance 
(CBS) in the five APII focus provinces: Can Tho, Ha Nam, Hung Yen, Kien 
Giang and Quang Tri. Based on the results of the external evaluation of the CBS 
activity conducted during FY12, the human health surveillance model has been 
sepamted from the animal health surveillance model to promote its adoption. 
adaptation, replication and scale up during the final year of the project The goal 
of APII activities in Year 4 is to support national/provincial policies that facilitate 
community level surveillance and to replicate the re-levant model in exiting 
provinces and in new provinces. 

2.1 Achievements 

2.1.1 The SOW of the subcontractor for human health surveillru1ce 
activities in Year 4- was developed, submitted and approved by 
USAID. 
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2.1.2 The National Institute of Hygiene and Epidemiology (NIHE) wa-; 
identified as subcontractor through a competitive bidding process. 
NIHE will work closely with APII technical slaff, WHO, :11.10H and 
VAH[P to: a) conduct a regional workshop during Q2 to review the 
implcmcntmion of MOH's Circular 48 as it relates to local 
surveillance at the commune and vi11age levels, in order to .share 
APII's modeb, the ex.periences from the APH pilot provinces and 
the results of the CBS evaluation; b) organize a regional Training of 
Trainers (TOT) course for new provinces; and c} provide technical 
assistance to provincial Preventive Medicine Centers on 
developing/revising provincial plans on implementation of Circular 
48 and replication of the relevant model on human health 
sun:cil1ancc with a focus on EIDs and zoonotic diseases in their 
respective locations. 

2.2 Challenges and Solutions 

2.2.1 The process of selecting an appropriated subcontr-actor took longer 
than anticipated. \Vc typically expect delays for required paper work, 
budget negotiations, preparations of CVs, Bio data, and leave 
withoul pay letters. but we have also had a decrease in FnA staff 
during this time ... The firm initially identified to implement the 
subcontract for the CBS evaluation withdrnv and another company 
(AMOI) was identified as a .suitable repbcemenL The change in 
~ubcontractor caused a delay in irnplernentalion but the evaluation i~ 
progressing welL APII staff spent considerable amount of time 
reviewing the subcontractor's work to insure quality, 

3. Case Management and Infection Control (I C) 
Capacity Building 

The Year 4 goal is to as~ist the GVN in rolling oul a training model developed to 
assist health facilities in operationalizing Circular 18." 

3.1 Achievements 

3.1.1 The SOW for the Viet Nam Nursing Association (VNA) on APII 
infection control activities in Year 4 was developed, submitted and 
approved by CSAID. VNA will work closely with APII technical 
staff, national IC experts and WHO in collaboration \-Vith MOH and 
three IC Societies (Hanoi, Hue, and Ho Chi Minh) to replic<.~te the IC 
training model for in-service and pre-service systems. During Q2 
and Q3 VNA will: a) conduct three regional TOT courses for IC 
specialists from health facilities in 15 nC\V provinces and for teachers 
from 15 institutions, b) coordinate with MOH to support 
Departments of Heallh lo implement the national action plan on 
strengthening IC at health facilities including dissemination training 
on IC, and c) support some medical/ nursing schools to revise, test 
and finalize their IC le.sson plans and introduce and review them in a 
one-day works-hop for medical inslitutions. 
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3.1.2 October 2, 20 12; Senior APII staff participated in the Workshop on 
the Nmiona! Ac1ion Pian on JC Strengthening at Health Facilities: 
now to 2015 chaired by the MOH Vice Minister in Hanoi. 
USAlD/ API I' s IC training model was introduced and the training 
document was dlqributcd to all participants ln the workshop. Further 
discussiqn on realizing IC training through the local training 
program is still in progres:->. 

3.1.3 October 3, 2012: Senior APII staff participated in the JC ,\'cient{fic 
Conference hosted by MOH's Administration on Medical Service in 
Hanoi. The participants had the opportunity to share research and 
new IC guidelines. After the meeting, these guidelines were 
distributed and implemented in an health facilities. 

3.1.4 October 25 and 26, 2012: Senior API! Staff participated in the 
National W/ork.<Jhop on Nursing Science nnd Naiional Review 
Workshop of V1etnarn Nursing As.wciatwn led by the l\fOH and 
VNA. During the meeting the hosts discussed cooperation for 
implementing the nationwide !C training program in the future. 

3.1.5 Resulting from a meeting in September 2012 (Q4, Year 3) between 
the USAID/APII and the Board of Directors, Au Lac Private Nursing 
School in Hue announced that they are moving fo:rv.;ard with 
adopting the APIL'MOH IC training materials for their 2012/2013 
school years. A full credit IC course of 60 sessions will be used to 
train 220 nurses and 150 physicians this year. 

3.2 Challenges and Solutions 

3,2.1 The process for finaliLing the VNA contract took longer than 
anticipated because of year-end time commitments and the I<u·ge 
numhcr of meetings and \.Vorkshops during the early fall on fC and 
nursing that required the attention of hoth APB and VNA staff. 
While these meetings cau..,ed delayed they also pre..,ented 
USAlD/APII staff with opportunities to share the IC training model 
with in-service and pre-service systems, resulting in several 
conversations with provincial Departments of Health and training 
institutions who have indicated their interest in the IC cuniculum 
and IC materials. 

4. Pandemic Preparedness Planning (PPP) 
The Year 4 goal is. to introduce PPP packages in other province:-., and advocate 
for its wider adoption in Vietnam. 

4.1 Achievements 

4.1.1 On October 31, 2012, APII organized a national workshop for 
sharing ex.periences preparing pandemic preparedness and re:-.ponse 
plans in Hanoi. The workshop aimed to: a) introduce northern and 
central region provinces and central level stakeholders to a new 
approach for developing and revising PPPs <Jccordlng to the current 
situation, b) share e-xperience~ from the proces:-> of developing and 
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improving Kicn Giang's provincial plan, and c) identify 
recommendations for improving provincial plans, applying the new 
approach to whole-of-society planning and maintaining the 
continuity of essential services. Participants in the workshop 
included the VNRC, DAHs, GDPM, the Central Propaganda 
Departmenu'Committee, the HCM Institute of Hygiene and Public 
Health, VAHIP, FAO, WHO, PAHI, API! and USAID; as well a> 
representatives from 13 provinces including Hung Yen, ~inh Binh, 
Bac Ninh, Bac Giang, Hai Phong, Hoa Binh, Ha Tinh, Nam Dinh, 
Bac Kan, Thanh Hoa, Ha !'\am, Quang Tri and Kien Giang. 

4.1.2 The SO\V for Humanitarian Center, Hung Yen Red Cross 
Association for Pandemic Preparedness Plan (PPP} activities in Year 
4 wa:. developed, submilted and approved by USAID. During Q2 
and Q3, the Humanitarian Center will: a) Organize a PPP workshop 
for Hung Yen authorities, multi-sectors and mass organizations to 
introduce the new cqncepts of ''\-vhole society" approach, business 
continuity plan (BCP) and present the multi-:-.ector framework of 
PPP, b) revise the PPPs in Hung Yen province to include the whole 
society approaches, BCP, and c) conduct one two-day dissemination 
trdining workshop for about ~5 designated staffs on PPP at 
provincial and district levels in Hung Yen. 

4.2 ChaJicngcs and Solutions 

4.2.1 The process of selecting an appropriated subcontractor took longer 
rhan anticipated due to requirements as well as a decrease in FnA 
~taff during this time. 

5. Animal Health Surveillance 
The animal health surveillance model was developed over the first three years of 
the project as part of an integrated approach to community-based surveillance 
(CBS) in the five APII focus provlnces/citie.s: Can Tho, Ha Nmn, Hung Yen, 
Klcn Giang and Quang Tri. Based on the results of the external e·valuatlon of the 
CBS activity, which was conducted during FYl2, the animal health smYeillance 
model has been separated from the human health surveillance model for 
promotion of adoption, adaptation, replication and scaling up during the final 
year of the project. The goal of APIJ activities in Y car 4 is to support 
national/provincial policies that would facilitate community level surveillance 
and to replicate the relevant model in exiting provinces and in new provinces. 

5.1 Achie-vements 

5.1.1 In year 4, Animal Hc.alth surveillance activities intend to concentrate 
in Cemrdl region in collabordtion '-Vith RAH03 and a local 
counlerpart in Quang Tri. The SOW was developed for integrating 
AH surveillance with Animal Health Worker Capacity Building and 
Supply Chain Model Replication and will be send to USAID for 
approve in the beginning of Q2 (Mike. it has been sent to USAID?), 
With the APH"s technical assistance. The potential subcontractor 
will revlew the US AID/ APII animal health surveillance model and 
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animal health worker (AHW) net"\vork model ln Quang Trl province 
and conduct regional courses for replication. 

5.2 t.""hallenges and Solutions 

5.2.1 Nothing to report at this time. 

6. AHW Capacity Building and AEW Biosecurity 
Training 

The goals of the AH\V Capacity Building and AEW Biosccurity Training 
activities are: 

• lntroducc the AHW tra1ning package to new provinces and seck other 
educationallraining opportunities 

• [ntroduce the AHW networking model that will be adopted by 
relevant public-private agencies at national and local levels. 

• Introduce the AEW training materials to NAEC, new PAFEC and 
private sector to applying them throughout AEW system 

6.1 Achievements 

AH1V Capacity Building 

The AEW capacity building activities in the first quarter of year 4 focused 
on identifying the local counterparts and province-s and disseminalion 
activities to introduce the AEW Biosecurity training package to other 
provinces. 

6.1.1 Supported the Natlonal Agricultural Extension Center (NAEC) to 
officially adopt AEW training manual and training materials and to 
promote their use within the national agricultural system. APII has 
met with NAEC to determine the best method for official review and 
approval. We have introduced the training system to NAEC and 
outlined the current projects 
and agreed on the activlries 
for the coming months. These 
activities were incorporated 
into a draft SO\\' for the 
Vietnam Poultry Association 
(VIPA) will be submitted for 
USAID approval in Q2. 

6.1.2 Continue replication or AEWi 
Biosecurity training programs 
for poultry farmers m 
additional provinces. 

During Ql, the blosccurity 
trdining package was 
successfully transferred to 

... 

AEW B·osec.v~ity 

10 
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NAEC's National Wuter_/{»vl Development ProJect (2011-2013). 
This project_ chaired by Mr. Nguyen Van Bac, covers 14 provinces: 
five province~ in the Hong River Delta including Bac Ninh, Ha Noi, 
Hai Duong, Hung Yen and Hai Phong and nine provinces in the 
Mekong Delta including Kicn Giang, An Giang, Bac Lieu. Ca Mau, 
Dong Thap. Long An. Soc Trang, Tra Vinh and Tien Giang. We 
identified 452 fanner-developed demonstration farms with 1,320 
duck farmers who were all trained by NAEC with materials adapted 
from the training package. At this time. 4,680 trainees who arc 
rctising ducks for meat and eggs have visited demonstration sites and 
received training materiab. In addition, using local funds and 
integrating activities into the local vocational training centers 
program, there \VCrc 95 training courses conducted in Bac Lieu (10 
courses), Vinh Long (five courses), Tra Vinh (20 courses) and An 
Giang (60 cour3es) with total or more than l,OOO people allending 
(SoutH'.· NA.EC, lv"atio>:al Waterfmrl Development Project!, 2012!. 

6.1.3 Following a TOFf for 25 local farmer trainers in O..::tober 2011, An 
Giang officially adopted the training package into their provincial 
project "Developin{? biosecuriiJ' pouft;~v produclion in An Giung 
during rhe period 201!-2013." This project is being implemented in 
11 districts and towns of An Giang from July 2011 to December 
2013. Since December 2011, these farmer trainers have organized 79 
courses em biosccurlty for poultry productio-n \Vith 2,3 1 Lf trainees 
who are raising chicken and ducks for meat and eggs. They also 
offered 22 courses for 649 members of 66 poultry cooperative 
groups, providing training on upgrading biosecurity for poultry 
proUm:liun. The lraining materials wen: ~tho u:-00 by lntim:n; for 
another 55 training courses on animal husbandry org<mized by the 
Provincial Agriculture Extension Center in 2011 and 2012 undet-lhe 
national Nnv Cmmtr_rside (Nong Thon moi) development program. 
(Source. An Ghmg PAFEC 1, 20}2) 

AEW Biosecurity Training: 

The AHW Training Package consists of a hardcopy training manual, -..vhich 
provides a reference for AHWs (an enhanced manual ba~ed on the existing 
DAH Manual) as well as an E-Book verslon on CD with additional content 
for trainers and a sample toolkit with standard equipment for AH\\l service 
provision. 

6. 1 .4 Negotiations with AF AP on a work plan, schedule and budget for 
Year 4 were completed in Q1 and submitted to USAID for approval 
of the conlract modification. A final revised contract was ~igned 
with AFAP in Jrumary 2013 

6.1.5 Arter the AH\V Training package was approved by DAH/~fARD, 
eight thousand hardcoples were printed with a letter from the DAH 
Director officially introducing and endorsing these training 
materials. These books have been distributed t~) 700 district 
veterinary stations throughout Vietnam during September- October 
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2012. This \-Vas followed up with an offer of limited support to Sub
DAHs to co-finance AHW training during Year 4. 

6.1.6 Preparations for an AHW and Biosccurity Training Dissemination 
Workshop, which rook place in January 2013 in An Giang during 
Ql. 

6.1.7 As<.~ result of cost-shared AHVv' TOT course.'i in Moe Chau and Ninh 
Binh, the :Moe Chau Dairy Caule Company has decided to use the 
Diffusion Training Program tOr new AH technicians in the Moe 
Chau area using their own funds. APll and AFAP arc \Vorking with 
Moe Chau Dairy to develop the training curriculum and suggestions 
for a follow-up coaching. Thb public-private partner:-.hip model was 
initiated with an :MOU {Memorandum of Understanding), which 
indicates that Moe Chau Dairy Cattle Company will contribute to 
training on animal surveillance, biosecurlry <.~nd veterimry skills. 

6.2 Challenges and Solutions 

A.HW Capacity Building 

6.2.1 The lengthy AFAP approval process has had a bit of an effect to the 
time schedule of AH\V and AEW/Biosecurity Training activilies in 
overall but hopefully AFAP and the local coumerparts can speed up 
right after TET. 

AEH1 Biosecurity Training: 

62.2 ll is important for the su~tainabihty and institutionaliLation of 
training/extension packages to work closely with NAEC and the
PAFECs. This is a time-consuming process, \Vhich may not always 
be the top priority fo-r these organizations and thus requires 
diplomacy, patience and per~everance in order lo forge and maintain 
close relationships. Obtaining official approval from government 
authorities was a suggestion from the Deputy Director of NAEC and 
introducing the AEW/ Biosecurity training though NAEC/PAFEC 
~ystem and national/provincial projects remains a good option for 
replication of this training package widely and efficiently. 

6.2.3 Figure~ on replication training conducted in additional provinces 
may not be available in a timely manner where these activities are 
being funded from local, national or other resources not sourced by 
APII. APH will continue to build rel<.~tionships with these 
counterparts and will ~eek appropriate way;;, to obtain u~eful 

information and data on the replication of APII models_ 

7. Supply Chain (Poultry Supply Network) 
Strengthening 
The goals are to develop biosecurity/biosafety demon:>.tration modeb in key 
(high risk) nodes along poultry supply chain, together with related documents 
(protocols, guidelines, training materials} which arc adopted, adapted and 
replicated by public agencies, private partners and/or other development 
projects and progrdms el~e"vhere. 

12 
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7.1 Achievements 

The key activities and achievements of the supply chain work during the first 
quarter of Year 4 focused on the following activities and nodes: 

7.1.1 On October 26,2012, representatives from the People's Committees 
of Ha Nam province, Duy Ticn district and Hoa Mac town, the 
Department of Agricultural and Rural Development, the DAH, mass 
organizatiom., the PAFEC, the Provincial Cenler for Health 
Communication and Education, the Sub-DAH, the provincial 
Preventive Medicine Center. the People's Committees of 
neighboring districts and communes and USAID/APll as well a" 
market vendors and other slaughter poim owners attended the 
Completion and Handover Ceremon)' of the Upgraded lvfeat Section 
in Hoa Mac Market and Poultry Slaughter Point in Hoa Mac town, 
Du_v Tien district. Ha Nmn provinre. In the coming months we will 
use these project activities as lraining platforms for other provinces. 

During Year 3, the USAID/APII team col1aborated with FAO, 
WHO, local partners and other USAID personnel lo identify market 
and slaughter points in Ha Nrun province that are key supply chain 
nodes for risk reduction interventions and the development of 
demonstration models that can be replicated in other provinces. 
Upgrading tht: meat Section in Hoa Mac Market reduces disease 
transmission by ensuring appropriate meat-handling procedures are 
pertOrmcd in compliance \Vith govcmmcnt regulations. Mr. Huc·s 
small-scale slaughter point is providing the majority of plucked birds 
for Hoa I\.1ac and surrounding communities. This market was 
selected for an upgrade and now serves as a model for the province 
and is being used as a training model. It is also a key stepping stone 
in the long-tenn restructuring of the livestock slaughtering network 
including transition to centraliLed slaughtering, providing a smaller
scale option that adheres to standard risk reduction measures. 

The small-scale slaughter pulnts ncar the Hoa Mac Market arc 
typical to other small-scale slaughter points throughout Vietnam. 
The particular small-scale slaughter point chosen by the project for 
upgrading and process improvement was selected based on location 
and the wi11ingncss of the owner to share the cost. Before renovation 
rhe slaughtering area was a shared space in the living area of the 
family. Slaughtering '-Va~ performed on the floor with inadequate 
tools. water and electricity :systems. There was little evidence of 
hygiene and food safety practices. The renovation of this this small
scale slaughter point has produced a one-way slaughtering sy . ..;tem 
with producG moving from "diny to clean areas" and has eliminated 
the habit of slaughtering on the tloor. Standardized support 
equipment also helped to improve the hyglcne/sanitation operation 
and to ensure food safety. There are 45 stalls scattered throughout 
Hoa Mac market that sell meat products. Poultry occupies 8 stalls 
that sell approximately 400 birds per day. The stalls selling meat and 
poultry arc now centrally located and divided according to product, 
i.e. pork. poultry, beef, etc. \\/ater, electricity and hygiene supplies 
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have been provided separately to facilitate adherence to good 
veterinary hygiene pracrices. 

Key Activities and Milestone~ for rhe Hoa Mac Market and Poultry 

Slaughter Point: 

• ~ .. fapping and ri:..k as~e-ssment of poultry ~upply chains; 
• Provincial Strategic Planning for HPAI Risk Reduction. 

Prevention and Control along the Poullry Supply Network; 
• Assessment, design and upgradingirenovation of Infrastructure; 
• Training of slaughterers and meat vendors; 
• Communications activities. 

This upgraded model has included training on good slaughtering 

practices and veterinary hygiene assurance for s!aughtercrs, vendors 

and -veterinarians. It has also helped to reduce the potential spread of 

disease during the slaughtering, selling and transportation processes. 

A training was conducted by local Sub-DAH, District Veterinary 
Station and APII on market cleaning, the requirements for 
infrastructure improvements and market rules for 54 participants 
including market vendor~ as well as the market management board, 
commune animal health workers and personnel from the People's 

Committee of Hoa ~·fac Township. The purpose of the training was to 

btief the vendors. before they moved into to the newly upgraded 

facility. 

7.1.2 Further technical coaching and monitoring (~l risk reduction 
demonstration model." q[ the s!au~;hterJwuse, slau~;hter point-<, und 
live hird markets (LBM) to make those demonstration sites hecome a 
better training pla~form for further training, study tours and 
considemtiun/(_Jr replication: 

*Hoa Mac market and slaughter point: After the opening ceremony. 
a multi-sectorial team including the Hoa Mac Market Management 
Board (MMB), the provincial Sub-DAH, the District Veterinary 
Station and APII staff from the animal health and behavior change 
k-ams ha~ undertaken regular bi-monthly technical coaching and 
monitoring trips. Action plans were developed for continuous 
monitoring by inspectors and the slaughterhouse mvncr right after 
each trip and shared among the stakeholders. In the market dramatic 
improvement~ regarding safer food handling practices have been 
observed and personnel hygiene ha~ improved, for example, cleaning 
of tables and floors after dosing and deanlng hands after using the 
toilet. Observation showed that not only in the meat section, but also 
in the whole vegetable and fishery area~ !here was upgrading with 
the contrlbutlon of other vendors and the market management board. 

In additlon, the observation ~howt'-d that the Hue-Thanh slaughter 
point in Hoa Mac had seemed a new contract to supply poultry meat 
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to three kindergartens, totaling 26-27 kilograms per day two days per 
week. This doubled the volume of poulrry he was processing. 
Ho-.vever, while many slaughtering practices have been improved 
(good one-way slaughtering, cleaning and safer poultry handling 
pmctlccs) some behaviors remained unchanged between monitoring 
visits. Brand development has been identified as an additional 
project activity to incre.ase the motivation lOr the owner in the long 
run and to help him to reach potential customers in the area, 
contributing to the long-term sustainability of the improvements. 

*Dong Ha lire bird and poultry meat market in Qunng Tri and two 
home-ba.'-•ed slaughter poin/5.: On November 26, 2012, APH together 
with the Dong Ha Market Management Board, the Sub-DAH and the 
provincial \\romen':. Union (\VU_) met with about 25 live and 
plucked poultry vendors to review issues related to cleaning, the live
bird section arrangement and promotion of good slaughtering 
practices. Meeting minutes were shared with the Sub-DAH for 
enforcement of good, consistent slaughtering practice:.. The 
technical team provided operational coaching and mentoring for 
slaughtcrers and slaughterhouse mvncrs, focused on behaviors 
during slaughtering, processing and sanitation and developing 
detailed action plans for meeting their responsibilities for biosecurity 
and biosafety. 

*Afonitoring Ngoc Xuan Centralized Poultry Slaughterhouse, Can 
Tho City: APII staff conducted regular follow-up/monitoring visits 
and held a specific meeting to examine slaughtering processes and 
problem solving at Ng.oc Xuan. To date most of the infmstmcture is 
in place and operational procedures are esLablished and being 
followed. Dming these visits observations identified most difficult
to-change practices as: a) poultry separation, b) off-tloor 
slaughtering, and c) sanitation during the slaughtering process. APIJ 
organized a feedback meeting to discuss ban·iers preventing 
slaughterers from adopting Improved practices and an action plan 
was developed with commitment from the slaughtcrcrs. slaughtering 
line managers and the :-..!goc Xuan Slaughterhouse owner, and the 
inspectors and Sub-DAH were asked to as:.ist in the monitoring and 
enforcement efforts. More than 60% of slaughter lines have applied 
the one-way slaughtering practices and otT-tloor slaughtering as a 
result of these monitoring and follow up efforts. 

7.1.3 Sharing lessons learned and experiences for national and regional 
levels. In order to approach RAHO 3 and RAHO 7. field trips and 
meetings were held between the APII project directors and key s-taff 
of the ne-W regional counterparts on November 7, 2012 in Vinh ru1d 
November 27.2012 in Can Tho. 

In the meering tvirh RAHO 3 in Vinh, the Quang Tri Sub-DAH 
presented thclr results from the last three years '-Vith regard to disease 
surYeillance, AHW capacity strengthening and network 
development, supply chain improvements and the integrated BCC 
program to the RAHO 3 directors and garnered interest in 
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identifying opportunities to replicate USAID/APH developed models 
in central Vietnam. The team also met with Suh-DAHs in Ha Tinh 
and Quang Binh to explore the potential for replication of project 
models. 

The meeting in Can Tho -v.'ith RAHO 7 also confirmed lheir interest 
to support replication of the AHW training and improvements to 
slaughtering facilities models. 

On November 27, 20 l 2 in Can Tho, in cooperation with DLP and 
FAO, 43 participants from RAHO 7, RAHO 6, DLP, FAO and 
USAID/APll attended The 21st Biosecuri(v Working Group meeting, 
funded by APII and F AO. The meeting focused on a) the cuiTent 
situation of poultry slaughtering in regions 6&7; b) dissemination of 
USAID/APJI's risk reduction, veterinary hyglcnc and sanitation 
model at Ngoc Xuan Slaughter House; and c) recommendations and 
~uggeMions to reduce ri~ks in ~laughtering racililies by improving 
bio-se-curity measures. l!SAID/APH recommended that training for 
selected slaughterhouse and slaughter point owners in these regions 
on risk reduction and food safety improvements in slaughtering 
environmenls should be considered as a follow-up activity of this 
meeting. 

Jfekong Regional Training courses for slaughterhouse owners: On 
December 19-21 and 24-26, 2012, in collaboration with RAHO 7, 
APII organized two training courses on Veterinary Sanitation and 
Food Safety for 58 slaughterhouse owners and selected staff of Sub
DAHs from 13 provinces in RAHOs 6 and 7. These participants had 
the opportunity to join study [Ours to slaughtering facilities in Can 
Tho, Long An and Tkn Giang including the USAID/APII supported 
Ngoc Xuan slaughterhouse modeL and the USAID STOP AI 
supported Go Cong slaughterhouse model. Slaughterhouse owners in 
Ba Ria-Vung Tau and Dong Nai provinces showed their interest in 
replicating the USAID models through official letters calling for 
support that have heen reviewed and incorpor.:tted in the plan for 
provision of technical assistance in the coming months. 

Tn Quang Trion December 20 and 21, 2012 in collaboration with 
Quang Tri WU, APII organized a two-day dissemination \Forks-hop 
in the Nmthern Central region to promote the use of a multi-sectorial 
approach [0 improving food safety of poultry and poultry products 
through BCC. More than 60 participants from the central Vietnam 
WU, FAO and the Ha Tinh, Hai Phong, Thanh Hoa, Quang Binh, 
Quang Ninh and Thua Thien-Hue province WU;;, participalt'-d in thi~ 
workshop and visited the upgraded Dong Ha market and slaughter 
points. 

7.1.4 On November 15, 2012, LSAID/APII and Sub-DAH and other local 
counterparts of Ha Nam province hosted a Supp(v Chain !vfodel~ 
Technical Rn-'iew Meeting. This is a good chance for all sites to 
review the road map of the past two-years of collaboration and to 
idemiry achievements. The meeting agreed that most of the 
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identified and agreed indicators have been achieved. such as: 
successfu11y upgrading a district model m~rket and a slaughter point 
tha1 can be u:.ed for replication in the other districls and possible 
deploy to new province; increasing the effectiveness of state 
management on slaughtering and veterinary hygiene inspection 
activities for slaughter points and the sale of meat products. 
Following this, positive news ha:. been received regarding a new 
provincial decision number 32/2012/QD-UBND on the management 
of animal and anima} product slaughtering, transportation and 
inspection in Ha Nam province had been issued on December 13, 
2012. Arter the provincial proposal for 2012-2020 to improve the 
animal slaughter inspection and the Duy Tien district proposal of 
slaughter inspection 201 1-2012, this "vas a very positive outcome of 
the past three years of collabomtion between APJI and Ha Nam local 
authorities. 

7.1_5. November 20-23, 2012: In collaboration with and with co
facilitation li·01n the Ha ~am Sub-DAH, an advanced training course 
for Inspection for Food Safety and Sanitation for Poultry and Poultry 
Products \Vas conducted for 40 inspectors from the veterinary 
starions of Thanh Liem and Duy Tien districts and Phu Ly Clty. The 
training provided upda1ed knowledge on avian inlluenza, t'-merging 
infectious diseases and food borne diseases: the supply chain and 
how disease transmission occurs at key nodes; and the design and 
operation of poultry slaughtering facilities to enhance sanitation and 
food safety. Evaluation results from the training show·ed that most of 
the trainees achieved kno\vledge on inspection of good practice-s on 
food processing, safe slaughtering and waste management as well as 
being capable in providmg effective supervision to slaughter points 
for beuer food hygiene and safely. 

In addition, in collaboration with the Quang Blnh Sub-DAH and 
RAHO 3 Veterinary Hygiene Division, APII provided technical 
support and co-financed a training comse for Veterinary Inspectors 
on slaughtering practices, sanitation and food safety in Quang Binh 
on December 10-17, 2011. The training also included a visit to the 
Dong Ha Slaughter Poinl model to expose the trainee~ to risk 
reduction measures and to build their understanding on basic design 
and operation requirements for good slaughtering practices. 

7.2 Challenge..~> and Solutions 

7.2.1 Profit margins from poultry slaughtering are especially small, and 
even more so in small-scale slaughtering operations. It Is 
understandably hard to persuade these sma11 private entrepreneurs to 
invest in facility upgrades without some form of ':mbsidy' (financial 
~upport). Micro-finance oplions in lhe commercial financial sector 
(banks, MFis) are rare. Many small entrepreneurs appear to be 
comfortable with their status quo business (size). Cost-cutting 
measures seem a more appealing way fnrwar·d to improve husiness 
and increase profits. This also implies culling private costs on 
envlronmental safeguarding and food satety-related measures. APII 
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continues to reach out to and invite partners such as LIFSAP and 
VAHlP to participate in project activities. Partner,.; rarely reciprocate 
however. 

8. Behavior Change Communication (BCC) 
During the reporting period, we continued ro work with Can Tho, Ha Nam and 
Quang Tri provinces, where !he project has been providing :.upport on the 
establish of poultry supply chain demonstration models at markets ru1d 
slaughtering facilities (both centralized and small scale), to impro-ve the 
behaviors of vendors and slaughterers working in plucked meat markets and 
the cenlraliLed slaughterhouse. 'Y../e refined a sel of BCC materials ready to 
share widely and dwing the two dissemination workshops. \Ve have organized 
national and regional dissemination \Vorkshops in Ha Noi and Quang Tri 
respectively ro ro11 out the BCC training model and advocate for multi
sectorial use and funding of communication programs wilh the participation or 
central-level agencies and 19 provinces throughout the country. We are 
working with Quang Tri WU and Farmer's Union to replicate BCC training 
model into the WU network and vocational training schools belonging to the 
Farmer's Union. 

8.1 Achievement.;; 

8.1.1 Refined and produced BCC materials including five sets of 
discussion guides with small and medium poultry producers, vendors 
and slaughterers, community event dtama script'> and othel' BCC 
documents developed over these three last years. This package of 
electronic and printed BCC materials was shared to participants from 
24 provinces and the national level attending the National and 
Regional BCC Dissemination \Vorhhops on BCC training model in 
December 20 12. 

K 1.2 Developed the ~econd draft of the Communication Strategy 
Development Gulde and BCC Training ManuaL These documents 
arc being translated into English for sharing with API partners for 
comments before finalization and dissemination to all provinces. 

K 1.3 Designed and produced posters on BCC Training Model and BCC 3-
year pathway. The two posters aim to visualize the BCC Training 
model and the BCC three-year transitional pathway ofUSAID/APIL 
These two posters were shared in the Ha Nol and Quang Trl BCC 
training mode] Dissemination Meetings in December 2012, and were 
highly appreciated by mee(ing participants for their thoughtful 
visualiLation and easy understanding. 

R.l.4 APII hosted rwo Dissemination Workshops in H<.~ Noi and in Quang 
T1·i in December 2012 gathering more than l 30 participants coming 
from 19 provinces across Vietnam. This was an opportunity for the
USAID/APII and its local partners to share lessons learned on its 
BCC Tmining Model to interested institutiom and individuals for 
further adoption and replication. 11 was also an opportunity for 
provincial trainer/speclalist teams to illustrate what they have gained 
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and arc capable of doing as a result of their participation in the 
Model. Participants discussed and prepared plans on partial or full 
adoplion of the model with essential support from the USAID/APII 
and its five focus provinces. The first replication of this model will 
be done by the Vietnam Furmer's Union through the development 
and officially introduction of a BCC module for teachers through 
their Vocational Training School system. 

8.1.5 Based on their intere~t in the USAJD/APII BCC Training Model, the 
Vietnam Farmer's Union asked USAID/APII BCC lOr support to 
develop and officially introduce the BCC module tOr their trainers at 
their Vocational Training Schools. This scope of work wa..-; 
approved and other preparation tasks for slgning the .subcontract are 
ongoing. 

R.l.fl Explored different opportunities to replicate BCC Training Model 
including a meeting with the Hai Phong WU and with the president 
of \Vomen Consumer Club of Ha Noi under the Vietnam Association 
of Retailers. 

8.1.7 Developed BCC materials for Hoa Mac market. Hue-Thanh 
slaughtering point and Ngoc Xuan Centralized Slaughterhouse. In 
combination with other inter-personal communication activities. 
posters promoting the application of good ~laughlering and selling 
practices were developed, produced and hung. Posters promoting 
good consumption practices targeting con.<>umers frequenting these 
places are under consideration for development. 

8.1.8 Continue behayior change activities at nodes (Hoa Mac market, 
Hue-Thanh slaughterin.~ point in Ha Nam: ?\Jgoc Xuan Centralized 
Slaughterhouse in Can Tho): 

• In collaboration with AH and PJ teams, APII conducted a 
mee[ing with relevant stakeholders including Ha Nam and Can 
Tho Sub-DAH, leaders of Hoa Mac People's Committee and 
MMB ~nd target audiences to plan behavior change monitoring 
and follow up activilies. 

• At each node. conducted small group discussions (SOD) with 
poultry vendors and slaughterers. These small group discussions 
were organized and facilitated by a multi-sectorial team of 
provinclal BCC trainers. Action planning on .solutions for change 
were collated and shared with related stakeholders for follows 
up. 

• Conducted monitoring trips including observation of actual 
practices from target audiences, identification of areas to be 
improved and discussion wirh audience~ to help them find out 
oplimal solutions lOr their own problems. 

R.l.9 Broadcasted a 20-minme video of the Stakeholder's Forum on Safer 
Poultry Production and Food Safety in Can Tho on Can Tho City 
Television in December 2012. Key issues addre-ssed in the forum 
including current regulations related to the responsibility of 
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stakeholders to contribute to the safety of poultry products. 
consumer's experiences while choosing and preparing poultry and 
practices and eiTorls of poultry slaughterers, vendors and Ngoc Xuan 
slaughterhouse owner to contribute to safer poultry products were 
broadcasted to reach a larger public audience. 

8.1.10 Followed-up with individual provincial BCC trainers on their 
utilization of BCC knowledge and skills in their daily work. The 
follow-up results were used as inputs to design the agenda of the 
BCC Model Disseminat.lon Workshop and to provide suggestions for 
trainers to prepare presenmtions for this Workshop. Continuous 
follow-up will be recorded to enhance sustainability of the impact of 
the BCC training model in provinces. 

8.1.11 Met and discussed \:;.,·ith V AHIP project to map out potential 
collahoration and experience sharing on USAID/APH's BCC modeL 

8.1.12 Published and/ or broadcasted information on USAID/ APH"s results 
and key events through media advisories and press releases on local 
newspapers and television. Written articles and posted new~ were 
tracked and shared as follows: 

hi 1p :1 /tint uc. vnn. vn/vdco/ xa hoi/63 7041 /th.av-doi -hanh-vi-nhmn-cai
thien-an-toan-thuc-pham.htm 

hi lp :1 Jwww. vietnampl us. vn/Home!Thay-doi -hanh-vi-nhmn-cai-thien
an-toan-thuc-pham/20 1212/172641. vnplus 

http:J/m. vovgiaolhong. vn/chinh-tri-xa-hoi/xa-hoi/20 12/12/phong
chon g -benh -tru yen-n hie m-bat -dau- tu- rha y -doi-han h-vi/ 

ht i p ://hanoimoi.com. v n/Tin-tuc/DDi-»ong/568738/ 11-irieu-us.d-giup
giam-nguv-co-dich-benh-cum-gia-cam 

hi1p:l/www.nguoinhaque.com/vi/newsffhoi-su!Cai-thien-an-toan
thuc-pham-gia-cam-va-san-pham-gia-cam-thong-gua-truven-thong
thav-doi -hanh-vi-2566/ 

http://wwv,'.baoquangtri.vn/default.a<;px?TabiD=56&modid=377&It 
cmiD=63696 

8.2 Challenges and Solutions 

K2.1 Follow-up on the utiliLation of provincial multi-sectorial BCC 
trainers' teams may face difficulties on an individua1 basis because 
there is no formal reporting line of responsibility from the provinces 
to the project. There i.s no coordination mechanism in these 
provinces during Year 4. Concrete/strategic follow-up ac(ivities 
should be planned \Vith the overall APII team as whole. 

8.2.2 Slow development of the Communication Strategy Devek1pmem 
Guide and BCC Training I\1anual, which document in detail the 
transitional pathway of the A PH" s BCC approach. The BCC team 
needs time to provide input and to review different drafts. Then it 
takes time to get good translation and editing in English. By the time 
the materia]s are ready to update, it will be the TET period when it is 
difficult to have ful1 attendance from provinces. However, these 
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materials will be completed within February and all the 
dissemination work will be done hy the end of March. These 
materials will be w.ed a~ a reference for subsequent work with the 
Fanners· Union. 

9. Monitoring & Evaluation 
USAJD/APII"s M&E work aims to strengthen existing systems in the 
provinces, and help close existing gaps he(ween gntssroots level M&E and 
provincial-national leveh. ~f&E and reporting. It also aims to facilitate and 
guide project implementation towards achievement of impacts to contribute 
to achlcving the stated objectives articulated in the USAJD's APT 
Performance :vlanagement Plan. In addition, API! acts as the repository for 
PMP indicators collected under USAlD's API initiatives, taking the lead in 
providing analysis and reporting on this data. 

9.1 Achievements 

9.1.1 Prepared and shared a bricJ on progress of the USAID P\1P, 
challenges and next steps with LSAID and API partners following 
the API partnership meeting in November 2012. 

9.1.2 Continued working with MEASURE and API partners on the data 
analysis plan and neces~ary preparation for a ''good shape" PMP 
database for upcoming evaluation. Based on PMP data knowledge
and discussions with FAO and \VHO, USAJD/APIJ provided 
commenh on the draft MEASURE-developed data analysis template 
and discussed with MEASURE about program's data analysis needs 
and data reporting requirements in this year, making a connection 
with the scope of upcoming USAID's final evaluation. MEASURE 
is now working on necessary improvements of the analysis plan, 
based on US AID/ APII' s comments and the evaluation plan. 

9.1.3 Finalized the project's Logfmme through refining indicators to 
reflect selected approaches and interventions in realization or the 
annual work plans and defining targets for every indicator. 

9.1.4 Prepared and submitted to USAID data quality assurance (DQA) 
documen[s for a number of the project's indicators in the Logfrarne 
of the first thre-e project years upon USAID's request, using 
USAID' s templates. 

9.1.5 Reviewed and provided comments on project's advocacy plan as 
well as assigned indicators for monitoring realization of the 
advocacy plan, linking with the project· s performance management 
planllogframe. 

9.1.6 Reviewed and provided comments and inputs 10 the SO\Vs of 
subcontractors to ensure the planned approaches, interventions and 
dclivcrablcs arc aligned with the set targets and pathways articulated 
in the \\<'ork plan and the Logframe. 
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9.1.7 Continued providing quality assurance inputs to assessment and 
survey reports. 

9.1.8 Worked with technical teams to implement supportive monitoring 
pbns from September to December 2012 at hlosecurity 
demonstration siles in Can Tho and Ha Nam. Developed, te~ted and 
implemented a monitoring checklist on biosecurity practices at local 
meat market in Ha Nam, which wlll be used for advocacy to DAH 
for adoption at national level. 

9.1.9 Compiled monitoring results at N'goc Xuan from September to 
December 2012 that were used in the review meeting on monitoring 
activities between the project and Can Tho Sub-DAH to define nexl 
steps. The summary of the assessment checklists from the four 
monitoring sessions shows that there has been an improvement of 
this Slaughterhouse. The percentage of the checklist items meeting 
bios.ecurity standards has increased from 48% in September to 65% 
in November. The design related issues have been resolved. 

9 .1.10 Joined with animal health team lo train inspectors in Ha "Nam in 
November 20l2. Concepts and principles on supportive supervision 
activities were introduced to the trainees. After this. trainees 
practiced role-plays to acquire necessary skills such as two-way 
communication, active listening and providing constructive feedback 
to sJaughterers. 

9.1.11 Collaborated with technical teams, conducted a mini-survey on the 
situation of access to finance of the owners or investors of slaughter 
points/houses who were attending two training courses on 
biosecurity. The survey identified that X4.6% of 26 participants who 
filled in questionnaire~ faced difficulty in getting finance at the start
up of their business. 65.4% have used their own tiJnd {with or 
without other sources); 3S.S% of all nc_vcr sought for bank' loans 
and other 50% sought and granted with lnan at least once with 
annual rate or 12-18';1:'. A number of them mentioned that they would 
not be able to upgrade the slaughtering facility and improve the 
working environment without easier access to finance. The findings 
of this survey are useful as an input for upcoming project support to 
this target group through providing education and information on the 
ways to access possible financial sources. The project is going to 
repeat the survey with the participants of the next similar training 
course. 

9.1.12 The M&E Manager shared the major concepts and framework of 
pm·ticipatory planning. monitoring and evaluation and management 
lOr impact {PPMEJM4I) to USAID/APII's staffs. The audience 
found the session interesting and helpful. Details of the approach 
will be provided ln the following technical update sessions. 

9.2 Challenges and Solutions 

9.2.1 To engage all releYant sides in the process of USAJD PMP review 
and development of analysis template is time consuming since each 
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side has multiple ta.<;;ks to coordinate and harmonize. The lack of a 
nwcro progrdm data analysis plan for assessing program 
performance according to USAID's expectations has hindered the 
API partners in determining necessary supplementary data to fill the 
gaps in the current PtviP data. It also has postponed decisions on 
necessary adaptations in the PMP reporting requirements to retlect 
the change from a provincial focu:-> to a regional/zonal approach and 
expansion of the focus of intervention from five focus provinces to 
nationwide. Based on USAID's latest evaluation plan, it is possible 
that revisions to the MEASURE-drafted analysis template and 
current reporting templates will be necessary, which will take more 
time. Data collection in the second semi-annual period of the last 
fiscal year has been delayed in this context (US AID agreed with this 
delay so as to wait until the analysis template is finalized in order to 
be more efficient). Going through the whole process requires a lot of 
patience. Meanwhlle, USAID/APII took initiative to consult with 
USAID and discuss and work actively with MEASURE and other 
partners to make progress in order to align with the program's 
timeframe. 

9.2.2 In contrast to the hardware items, it is painstaking and cha11enging to 
improve ·~oftware' related items at the biosecurity demonstration 
sites. For examples, in Ngoc Xuan Centralized Slaughterhouse, there
is room for further improvement in many areas such as disinfection 
of poultry transportation vehicles. off-tloor evisceration. regular 
water testing, use of toilets and shower room, regular health check
ups for workers, wearing of PPEs, personal hygiene practices, waste 
water processing and activities on management o-f by-products in the 
slaughterhouse according to Standard Regulation QCVN 01-
25:2009/BN~PTNT. To addres:<. the:.e issues requires multiple 
approaches including continuous education, technical coaching, 
supportive monitoring and enforcement. The project continues 
working with local partners to address these issues while gradually 
reinforcing their ownership in managing the site:-;. 

10. Administration & Finance 
10.1 Achievements 

10.1. 1 Managed al1 aspects of the finance and adminis[ration and all 
subcontract..; and consultant agreements effectively. The procedures 
were su·eamlined during the cours.e of the year. 

I 0.1.2 Shorter turnaround time \Vith the Regional Contracting Officer also 
helped improve the Consultant recruitment process during the course 
of the year. 

10.1.3 APII continues to submit routine deli·verables to USAID, including 
quarterly progress reports, quarterly financial reports, semi-annual 
and annual reports etc_ The F&A team support the technical teams in 
nwnaging a11 subcontracts and consultants. 
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10.1.4 Managed multiple Subcontracts and Consultant Agreements for all 
components. All subcontracts and consultants are now tracked better 
by the F&A team helping to prepare contract modificalions in 
advance (and reduce need for retroactive approvals). Technical 
teams arc regularly updated and reminded of due dates for upcoming 
delivembJes. 

10.1.5 

10.2 ChaJicngcs and Solutions: 

10.2. 1 High statT turnover for the F&A team in the final months of the 
project increases the workload tOr remaining staff. It takes time to 
recruit and train ne"v starr (who will only join the project for seven 
months). 

10.2.2 The available sub-conlracting mechanisms remain a challenge to 
pmtners particularly those with little working capital or capital 
reserves and little experience in contracting with international 
development partners/donors. No immediate alternatives or solutions 
have been identified other than to continue to work closely with the 
subcontractors to prepare contracts and fulftll their obligations under 
contmct. 

10.2.3 Delayed submission of Animal Health team for Consultants and 
Subcontracts SOWs may experience a delay in July 201 J close our 
for Consultants and Subcontracts. 

I 0.2.4 Overlapping scheduling of large events this fall has particularly 
burdened the smaller P&A learn. Likewise, lengthy approval 
processes cause pressure for F&A when technical staff made lm;e. 
minute logistic arrangement requests. Smooth coordination and 
communication with USAID and quicker approvals/turnaround times 
are helping reduce delays, and inlernal communications in APH on 
recrultment of consultants and preparatlons of subcontracts has 
improved. 

11. Success Stories 
Improving food safety and reducing disease risks in Ha Nam 

In late October 2012, a handover and market reopening ceremony was organiL.ed 
ln Hoa Mac township ofHa Nam province to formally mcu-k the lmprovements in 
poultry slaughtering and marketing in the Hoa Mac market and a nearby small-

scale poulrry slaughtering facility. 

The USAID's Avian and Pandemic 
Int1uenza Initiative Project (USAID/APH), 
in close collaboration with Hoa Mac 
Township People's Commiuee renovated 
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the animal meat section of Hoa t\.'lac Market in Duy Ticn district, Ha Nam. In the 
newly reopened market, poultry meat, beef, and pork are all sold in separate areas 
away from fruit, vegetables, prepared roods and other non-meat products. In the 
past, tables and floors in the sections where meat was sold were constantly wet, 
dirty and difficult ro ck.an and disinfect. Upgrading the tables and tloors and 
improving the waste water systems and electricity have significantly improved 
hygiene practices at this market. 

The project also supported the upgrading of a nearby small-scale poultry 
slaughtering facility. Realizing the benefits to he gained from the upgraded 
facility and improvements in slaughtering hygiene, the owner of the facility 
contributed 3Qfk of the total cost. He agreed to separate the slaughtering area 
from his family's living area, to create a one-way slaughtering llne to move 
poultry from dirty and clean areas through the slaughtering process, and to install 
new and higher roofs and tile the floors and walls. These upgrades allowed for 
belier cleaning and sanitiLing, improving the hygiene of the facility. Standard 
equipment for the processing line has also been installed. Replication of the
slaughtering demonstration model by other slaughtcrers in Ha Nam has 
commenced, relying on local resources and community contributions. 

In addition to the facility renovation projects, USAID/APII has provided a series 
of training courses for slaughterers, vendors and veterinary inspectors on proper 
\iC.terinary inspection processes, HPAI risk reduction, food safety and sanitation. 
Follow-up discussions on key behaviors to include hand washing: and proper 
disinfection techniques continue. Monthly meetings were also provided for 
provincial food preparers on behavior change and the need for continued 
education and promotion of safe food practices. Special educational posters arc 
hung at slaughter points and animal meat areas throughout the market to remind 
consumers of the need for these behaviors. These same posters remind meat 
handlers on the importance to reduce risk and ensure that food safety practices 
continue in this small-scaled slaughter point ~md animal meat market modeL 

In July of 2011, the US AID's Avian and Pandemic Influenza lnitiative Project 
(USAID/APII) supported Ha Nam's Department of Agricultural and Rural 
Development provincial proposal to provide additional education and training for 
veterinarians working in cattle and poultry slaughtering. This effort is in 
alignment with recently published national Circular 14 promulgated by 
Department of Anima] Health and the :t-.1inistry of Agricultural and Rural 
Development. This project provides a training platform for other small-scale 
poultry slaughtcrcr·s to emulate. Additionally this project was done in concert 
with local businessmen and L:SAlD/APil both providing portions of the financial 
support. 

In the annual project review workshop in the province, ~1L Nguyen Manh Hung, 
Deputy-Director of the provincial Department of Agricultural and Rural 
Development emphasized that to expand the efforts to improve veterinary 
hygiene and food safety, the province needs to map out their plan to replicate the 
upgraded slaughtering facility and mm·ket model in other districts. Reference was 
made to ongoing replication in Ly Nhan market through upgrading of the fresh 
fish area with the vendors' contribution, and to upgrading of pathways in Hoa 
Mac market. 
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Quang Tri province adopts Community-Based Surveillance (CBS) 

In April 20l2 the final CBS evaluation was conducted by USAIDiAPII, and 
proved that the CBS model in Quang Tri province "\Vas being used. It helped to 
identify multiple events of H5N1, Blue Ear and Foot and Mouth Disease (F~D) 
resulting in timely disease control actions. Review of epidemiological data 
showed that among the twenty H5Nl events recorded in the province during the 
reporting period, CBS collaOOrators detected eleven events (55%) and commune 
animal health workers (CAHWs) detected the remaining nine (45%). The mean 
time calcubted from disease onset to system's detection was L8 days for the 
CBS collaborator events and 2.9 days for the CAHW level events (p=0.16). The 
CBS data also identified ninety-four confirmed blue car events and twenty-eight 
confirmed foot and mouth events. 

The collaborator surveys and in-depth 
interviews with stakeholders revealed that the 
CBS system was simple in structure and 
operation and enabled collaborators to sustain 
its implementation. Collaborators from all 
sites perfonned well in terms of knowing 
their roles and responsibilities within the 
system, finding sources. of disease 
information in their community and the 
disease reponing structure. In general, the 
system was acceptable to the local key 
stake-holders. Households initiated contact 
with the CBS system in the context of 
seeking tremment for sick animals from 
village animal health workers {VAH\V~). 

Collaborators demonstrated hlgh willingness 
to implement their roles under CBS during 
project implement<.~tion. Provincial, district 

and commune stakeholders confirmed that CBS system operating procedures 
were generally compatible with those of the National Disease Surveillance 
System. 

In January 2012. the animal health surveillance system developed through 
USAID/APH's CBS activities was officially adopted with the Decision 25 of 
Quang Tri People's Committee. All village AHWs have been provided a monthly 
allowance to participale in AH activities, to include disease survelllance. 

The evaluation has identified that contextual factors may impact the effectiveness 
of the system. It is effective in Quang Tri where poultry farming is 
predominantly small-scale and managed at a household level. Stakeholders noted 
that a high level of political intervention is needed to detect and control outbreaks 
and to minimize the adver.'ie effects on the livelihood of household~. Improving 
animal health surveillance at the community level is linked with the formal 
establishment of a V AHW network at a grass roots level. Based on these 
findings, the la'5t year of thl~ project wlll focus on replicating human health and 
animal health surveillance activities in those central province~ that share similar 
conditions or those in Quang Tri. 
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Introduction 
This report presents the main achievements, challenges and solutions/Jes;.;ons 
learned for USAID's. Avian and Pandemic Iniluenza Initiative (APH) during 
Year 3, Quarter 3 (October- December 2011 ). 

The report is divided into the following thematic sections: 

l. Animal Health Worker (AHW) Capacity Building 

2. Agricultural Extension Worker (AEW) Capacity Building 

3. Poultry Supply Chain Strengthening 

4. Community-Based Surveilhmce {CBS) 

5. Infection Control I Case Management (IC/CM) 

6. Pandemic Preparedness Planning (PPP) 

7. Cross-Cutting Issues 

8. Success Stories. 

1. Animal Health Worker (AHW) Capacity Building 
The goals arc to develop an AH\V capacity building package and an AHW 
network model that is adopted by relevant public-private agencies at national 
and/or local levels, and to develop a standard Terms of Reference for AH\Vs for 
adoption by Provincial Peoples Committees: (PPO•:) and the Ministry of 
Agrlculture and Rural Development (MARD). 

The third quarter of Ye-ar-Three focu<>ed on finaliz-ation of the AHW training 
manual to include training manual inanE-Book format, we continue to support a 
wider adoplion of AH\V capacity building package by cost sharing with 
subcontractors to include AFAP ru1d Vietnam Veterinary Association {VV A). 

1. J t\ chievements 

1.1 .I Australian foundation for Peoples of Asia and the Pacific continue to 
promote development of provincial :-.tralegles to mainlain and ex.pand 
monthly AH\V meetings and refresher trainings. Fifty-slx training and 
monthly meetings for AH\Vs took place in Quang Tri, Ha Nam, Can Tho 
and Kien Giang in nineteen of the districts. Costs were shared with the 
AH\V networks: AHWs paid for lunch and travel themselves and local 
trainers from SDAH delivered topic specific presentations. 

1.1.2 Quang Tri PPC has allocated l billion VND ( -USD 50,000) in the 
provincial budget for a training of AH\Vs program in 2012. The facilitators 
from AFAP/APII, Quang Tri's SDAH, Department of Labor - Invalids 
and Social Affairs, and Agriculture College met in May 20 12 to plan for 
implementing an AH\V training to cover 500 additional AHW:-. throughom 
the province. The Agriculture College has been appointed as the resource 
agency to help SDAH adopt and replicate the AH\V training modd with 
local funds. 

1.1 . .3 The Quang Tri DARD and SDAH organized three excellent Animal 
Health Worker Competitions at district level culminating in a final 
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competition at provincial level. This competition recognized and 
promoted the reputation of AH\Vs. A first for both the province and the 
country, and co-founded by Lhe province, seventy-percenl of the 
presentations were informative, including community events, monthly 
technical seminar<; and training courses, while the remaining were 
entertaining. The fir~t prize was gmnted to the Trieu Tai team, wh\) 
incidentally also conducted a great community event in May 2012. 

I. I .6. A local consultant was recruited to assist AFAP national trainers to 
complete the AH\V training manual. 

J. 1.7. To introduce and promote the adoption of AH\V training package in non
pilot provinces, TOT course~ for local trainers were held. From May 21-
25 and June 5-9. two cost-shared AH\V TOT comses were offered for 
more than 50 local tr3incrs. This training took place in Moe Chau and 
Nlnh Binh in collaboration with Moe Chau Dairy Cattle Joint Stock 
Company and Ninh Binh SDAH respectively. In both cases, APII covered 
the cost of the training materials and national trainers, while the rest were. 
covered by their counterparts. Those local trainers will be used to 
implement training plan for AHWs in the local area. This form of 
replication will be explored for year-four. 

1.2. Challenges and Solutions 

1.2.1 Allocation of local funds for training of AH\Vs remains an issue. While 
Quang Tri DARD has allocated I billion Vf\:"0 to fund for the provincial 
budget for AHW training in 2012 (for implementation of the provincial 
decision no. 25 of 2009 to implement and strengthen AH\V netvmrks) 
many other provinces have not developed or funded a clear plan. Sub 
Department of Animal Health DAHs, SDAHs in Can Tho, Hung Yen and 
Ha Nam have expressed commitment to maintaining the refresher training 
and monthly meetings, but more commitment was expected to including 
allocation of funds for AH~' training in the year 2013 financial plan. This 
has yet to be allocated in the pmvincial budget to APirs knowledge. 
Currently, as in lhe previous qum1er, mo:-.t of the local contributions have 
been provlsion from the free meeting venues by District Veterimu·y 
Stations {DVS) and the voluntary participation of AH\V without any 
compensation. Train of Trainer courses. have been conducted in Ninh Binh 
province and I'vfoc Chau a.., part of pbn to reaching out to other new 
provinces but API! will need to follow-up and advocate in this area. \Ve 
will also consider reaching out to other new provinces and consider cost
sharing TOTs (subject to USAID approval). 

1.2.2 APII and SDAHs \<viii need to continue to work with DARDs and PPCs 
and advocate for inclusion of AHW support within the 20l3 annual budget 
cycle. Technical assistance and support from APII may well be needed 
(not to lose momentum) in the coming months to help position the AH~' 
modc.l for \\-'ider adoption with provincial resource allocations. 

6 
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2. Agricultural Extension Worker (AE"V) Capacity 
Building 

The goal is to develop an AE\~l blo-security training package for small 
commcrclal poultry producers, which is adopted by the national-provincial 
extension system, and by other partners. 

The activities in the third quarter focused on integration with BCC ro11ing out the 
training in some pilot provinces. 

2.1.l. Training for Master Trainers (TOMT} was conducted in Da Nang during 
April 3-5 for 29 participants from 13 central provinces, \Vorld Vision Da 
Nang, Quang Tri and Hue, IEO/Da Nang and AFAP's Hoa Binh 
participated in the project. The cour:<.e's major goal was to continue 
building training capacity on biosecurity measures in poultry production 
for :Jgriculturc extension workers and NGO staff that arc expected to roll 
out biosecurity training for pnultry farmer~ in their own provinces. 
Following this training, an advocacy event was held on April 6. The new 
biosecurity training package targeting Vietnam's more than seven-million 
small holder poultry farmers was unveiled in Da Nang at a workshop for 
the MARD representatives, provincial leaders and agricultural extension 
experts from Vietnam's central region as well as representatives of 
international development partners and other local and international 
organizations. The \Vorkshop was jointly hosted hy USAID/APH and the 
National Agriculture Extension Center (NAEC) in MARD. 

2.1.2. Cost-sharing for a TOT course for Hoa Binh PAFEC \.Va~ accepted and 
conducted in Hoa Binh with a contribution of 20:30:50 by APII, AFAP 
and local fund respectively. This method of replication will be continued 
ln hopes of identifying novel ways for replication with funding resources 
that may identified from other NGOs and private sector. 

2.1.3. Fanner training on Blosccurity good practices: 

Integration of biosecurity training for farmers in provincial communication 
plan" was promoted by the AH and BCC teams for adoption in Year-Three 
for BCC PSAs in all pilot provinces, as a part of hand over, the BCC 
strategy is to development these kills within the local populace. 
Biosecuriry training packages have been used for small commercial farmer 
training in Hung Yen, Ha Nam and Quang Tri starting in late f\-larch 2012 
with local "in kind" contribution of meeting venue and banner. In total, 
450 farmers in selected communes in Hung Yen and 600 farmers in 
selected communes in Ha Nam and 240 farmers in Quang T1i had the 
opportunity for knowledge exchange and learn more about good farming 
practices in poultry production as well as how to improve their biosecurity 
measures. The provinces are expected to expand this training to the 
remaining sector three farmers through their annual training plans. 

Vietnam Poultry Association (VIP A} entered a new contract with APII for 
livestock sector workshops and strengthening of the association in order to 
promote biosecurity practices within their fanner club networks. SimiiGr 
approaches under this contract, provided training fiJr 600 farmers from 20 
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farmer clubs established by USAID's AI BCC in Thai Binh provinces. The 
workshops train poultry produces in poultry farming biosecurity practices. 
In early July, VIPA planned to review farmer's Club activities and the 
development of poultry association Networks through a recognition 
workshop held in Hanoi. 

2. 1.4. Experiences of Thai Binh activities will be shared among other VIPA 
members and lesson learned will be introduced into the Vietnam Poultry 
Association Strategy for Development planning documents for 2012 -
2020. Together with guidance for ne-twork development draft. the first 
draft of this strategy has been written and we are gathering comments from 
partners to include DLP. Final draft is expected to completed and printed 
in July 2012. 

2.1.5. Under the technical and financial support of API! of USAID, and in 
collaboration with DLP. Vietnam Poultry Association {VIPA) has worked 
with DLP to successfully conducted a national workshop on Sustainable 
Development of Garden chicken with 57 officials from various national 
level Ministries. provinces, local and international agencies and 
institutions including research firms and companies on feed equipment and 
breeding, and media agencies in 28-291

h June 2012. The worbhop was to 
review successful models plus field visit and experience sharing on g~rden 
chicken production. Participants got consensus on a li<>t of proposed 
options including enabling policy environment on safe and sushlinable 
development or garden chicken production. News on this \.Vorhhop was 
aired through national televi:;ion channel VTV2 on the following day and 
June 8, 2012 and Workshop Proceeding distributed widely through DLP 
network. 

2.1 Challenges and Solutions 

2. I .l \Vorking closely with NAEC/PAFECs is necessary to help institutionalize 
the training/extension package. This is a time-consuming process which 
requires diplomacy, patience and perseverance in order to forge and 
sustain close relationships. Meeting:. have been conducted to discuss these 
issues with NAEC and PAHI and we continue to look for more 
opportunities. MARD's recent strategy of opening up to competitive 
bidding the allocation/awarding of extension funds to not only to NAEC 
and PAFEC~ but also private enterprises will have imphcatiom. for our 
work .and will influence our strategy to promote replication of our AEW 
package. We have been willing to include NGOs, Civil Society 
Organizations and private entities as well in our advocacy strategy and 
pm1nership elfm1s. This may provide opportunities for some novel and 
unconventional public-private-partnerships. 

2. 1.2 VIPA has demonstrateD their abilily lo coordinate with MARD institutions 
such as DLP, DAH and NAEC. However_ the association is stillln need of 
<>ubstantia1 and sustained capacity strengthening. APII \Vill continue to 
support this process through the subcontr...tcts. 

3. Poultry Supply Chain Strengthening 
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The goal is to develop blosecurity/biosafety demon!'>tration models in key (high 
risk) nodes along supply chains, together with related documents (protocols, 
guidelines, training materials) which are adopted, adapted and replicated by 
public agencies, private partners and/or other development projects and programs 
elsewhere. 

The key activities in Year-Three tOcused on the following nodes: 

• Supponing upgrade:. to Dong Ha live bird and poultry meat m.:nket in Quang 
Tri: 

• Beginning processes for upgrades to District market in Ha ~am. m1d Ngoc 
Xuan centralized poultry slaughterhouse, Can Tho City; 

• District market in Ha Nam; 

• Ngoc Xuan centralized poult!)' s!:mghtcrhouse, Can Tho City; 

• Home-based staughter points around Dong Ha market, Quang Tri; 

• Srna1l slaughter points around Duy Tien district mm·ket, Ha Nam 

3. I .1 The upgrade of the poultry sections in Dong Ha Market by a local 
construction company were completed in November of 201 L co-funded by 
APIL the fv1arket Management Board (l'vlMB) and other vendors. A launch 
event was conducted on December the 5th as reported in semiannual 
report. A training session on risk reduction and good practices was 
conducted before and after the re-openlng market for vendors, IviMB 
rcprc<>entativcs, district veterinary staff and cleaning staff. Follow-up 
trainings on hio-security, bin-safety and business development are 
provided al regular (u~ually monthly) imervab. Continued 'hand-holding' 
was absolutely necessary (and a positive thing) in order to see sustained 
behavior change-s materializ-e. A hand over plan will be made to introduce 
for MMB and Dong Ha Veterinary Shltion of -SDAH to maintain this valid 
following up in Dong Ha in coming time. 

3. L2 Technical drawings, protocols, and needed quantities of supplies Vlere 
completediidentified for the upgrades of Phu Nong centralit:ed 
slaughterhouses in Kien Giang, Can Tho, and Ngoc Xuan. After the 
Stakeholders Agreement v,:m; signed the J';goc Xuan (Can Tho) upgrade 
was started in April as scheduled and renovation will be c-ompleted in July 
2012. Operational testing, reviewing good practices and the re-opening is 
planned to launch around the middle of August. 2012. 

3. I.3 In collaboration with the Can Tho Sub DAH, and APII organiLed two 
training courses. on risk reduction measures and good slaughtering 
practices for 30 slaughterers ln Ngoc Xuan. About one-third of these 
slaughterers had only completed primary school so their capacity to absorb 
technical knowledge was limited and will require more follow up and 
pictorial illustrations to insure behavior changes. 

3.1 The <...laughk:rhou<...e project in Kien Giang looks les~ promising, partly due 
to lack of buy-in and commitment from provincial counterparts, there will 
not be anymore effort tn make the renovation for this facility. However, 
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Phu Nong will be the '>ubject for a study tour and training on risk reduction 
as planned. 

3.2 Two slaughter points in Dong Ha, both supplying the live bird market. 
were selected for upgrades and demonstration model development. 
Technical propo~als and stakeholder agreement were prepared. Renovation 
started in Jate May of 2012 at both of these home-based slaughter points. 
This renovation work is co-financed by the slaughter point owner and 
USAID/APII. The owner is in charge of site clearance and auxiliary 
structure including ki£chen and toilets. The USAID/APII up-grade the 
remaining part to improve veterinary hygiene conditions and essential 
equipment for good slaughtering practices. Renovation in Dong Ha wil1 be 
completed by the middle of July. 

3.2.1 A -;imilar approach is underway in Ha N.am with plans for upgrading a 
district market and one home based slaughter point. 

APH activc.ly shared materials including risk assessment reports. supply 
chain node prototype designs, small group discussion tlipcharts etc. with 
LIFSAP and continued throughout the repOiting period to invite LIFSAP 
and V AHIP representatives along to relevant events for closer 
coli:Jboration and experience/lessons learned sharing. In additional to 
review current situation of Poultry Slaughter and Marketing and to propose 
solution:-; to improve veterinary hygiene and food ~afety, a National WS 
have been hold in 7-8th June 2012 at Vietnam Center for Commercial and 
Indm:try hosted by Department of Animal Health and Department of 
Livestock Production. There were 80 pruticipants from national and 
provincial levels of animal health and li·vestock sectors, intem~Jtional 

agencies and institutions including resemch firms and media agencies. 
F AO has been brought up to date on all of these events as wcl1 as present 
the results of their LBM surveillance at the WS. Total of 1 S reports from 
management and production sites have been presented at the Vv'S. 
Participants also discussed appropriate models. policies and guidelines to 
be developed and adapted by local provinces. Nc"''S on this workshop wa'S 
aired through national television channel VTV2 on June 9-10, 2012. A 
:mmmary of recommendation will be ~ubmitted to MARD on workshop 
results. A local consultant's team will work more details with DAH public 
health division and VJPA to develop and submit a propos:Jl on Slaughter 
and transportation Management to MARD and related agencies in coming 
quarter. APH will work closely with FAO to introduce the market and 
slaughterhouse model approaches into the regional disease control strategy 
what initiate by FAO and DAH especially for RAHO 3 and 6. 

3.3 Challenges and Solutions 

3.3.1 \Vhile provincial counterpa.~ts clearly .are very interested m the 
demonstration models, DAH does not have a national strate.gy for poultry 
supply chain risk reduction and most provinces do not have a 'master plan' 
that demarcate future locations. e.g. for centralized poultry 
slaughterhouses and markets, v..-hich makes it difficuh for them to commit 
resources to this area. 

10 
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3.3.2 Profit margins from poultry slaughtering arc <>mall. especially in small 
scale slaughtering operations. It is understandably hard to persuade the 
small private entrepreneurs to invest in facility upgrade~ without some 
fonn of 'subsidy' (fi.nanclal support). Micro-finance options in the 
commercial fimmcial sector (banks. MFis) arc rare. Many small 
entrepreneurs appear to he comfortable without plans to expand. Cost
culling measures se~.::m a more appealing way forward to improve business 
and increase profits. This also implies cutting private costs on 
environmental safeguarding and food safety related measures. Sustained 
awareness is necessary with possihly combining stick-and-carrot for more 
attention to public health issues. 

3.3.3 APil continues to reach out to and invite partners such as LIFSAP and 
V AHIP. Panners rarely reciprocate ho\.vever. USAID may need to step in 
and help promote the dialogue at the donor level. 

4. Community-based Surveillance (CBS) 
The goal is to develop an events-based gra~sroot~ surveillance package, including 
training materialsitools and job descriptions for grassroots 'collaborators', which 
is adopted, adapted and scaled-up in the provincia1-rcgiona1-national survci1lancc 
system with local resources. 

4.1 Achievements 

4. 1. l USAID/APII hosted an offici~li workshop to share experiences and lessons 
learned from Community-Based Surveillance vmrk in Vietnam on Apr. 5 
in Hue. Media Advisory and Press release were available and shared. The 
news on the CBS workshop in Hue posted on the 
website http://danvieL vn/83138p34c I 09/du-an-sang-kien-gia-cam-phat
hicn-hon-30000-gia-cam-mac-bcnh.htm on April 6. The video clip, on the 
event aired by VTCI6 are available with English subtitles. 

4.1.2 Conducted data collection in three provinces (Hung Yen, Quang Tri and 
Can Tho), data entry and analysis on CBS evaluation by AMD! with 
technical guidam.:e by the intemational com.ultant and over~ight by the 
project's M&E Manager. APII staff has commented on draft technical 
report that is expected to be released in Year-Four. 

5. Infection Control/Case Management (IC/CM) 
The goal is to develop a model (with training tools, guidelines etc.) for 
implementation of Circular 18 at the 1ocal1cvel, which we hope will be adopted 
more widely throughout Vietnam. 

5.1 AchieYements 

5.1.l From March 27 to April 7, a series of workshop~ in Hanoi, Hue and Ho 
Chi Minh City, organized by the Vietnam Ministry of Health (J'v10H). 
together with Vietnam Nurses Association, regional Infection Control 
Societies and health officials and leaders from provincial Health 
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Departments and district hospitals in seventeen provinces to describe the 
significant infection control challenges that they face. The m:tior obstacle 
identified by these agencies were poor appreciation among hospital .'.taJT 
for the importance of infection controL It \vas noted that there ls a shonage 
of human resources including dedicated infection control staff and a 
sh~)rtage of suitable equipment and facilities for adequate infection controL 
News on lhis workshop was aired on 02TV and uploaded to website of 
T5G at hup://www.t5g.org.vn!Default.aspx?u=dt&id=3706. ~1edia 

advisory and Press release were made available and shared. 

5 .1.2 The desk review on cost effectiveness of IC interventions in distiict 
ho<>pitals was completed in April. Preliminary findings were presented in 
the IC workshops in Ha Noi Hue and HCM City. The final reports are 
available. 

5. 1.1 Based on the previous documents developed by APII in ye:.tr 2 and 
MOH/WHO recommendation, VNA revised the IC training cuniculum 
and IC training material for grassroots level, combined the results ru1d 
discussions in 3 IC regional workshops conducted on March and April. 

5. L4 A meeting to review the IC training material was chaired by NIOH \Vlth 
participants from the Dept. of Science, Training and Education, the Dept. 
of Treatment, VNA and IC experts from 3 IC Societies on 26 ApriL 

5.1.5 The IC training material were submitted to MoH for approval on ~,1ay 11 
to become an approved document for all health facilities at grassroots 
level, include district hospital:'.. commune heahh centers and public/private 
clinics to use in their diffusion training for their own staff. 

5 .1.6 In June a review meeting hosted by V~A and chaired by Ivlr. Muc -
Deputy Director of Administration on Health Service and Prof. Quy. 
chairman of HANSIC. This meeting allO\ved national IC experts to rcvicv.,
the IC practical handbook which contains recommendations and guidelines 
on IC practices for all health workers at gra~s.roots leveb (commune and 
district level~). 

5.1.7 The next day, YIOH';;, Scientific Review Board mel and reviewed the IC 
training materiaL As a result the seven board members recognized the 
training materials as the first official rc training material, noting that it i" 
comprehensive and usefuL The approved training material wiH be applied 
for training of all health facilitie.'. al grassrooB level throughout the 
country, in order to comply with the ''National action plan on IC 
<>trcngthening in health facilities in the period 2012- 2015'- and decision 
number OI4/QD-BYT, which specifies that by 2015 at least RO<Jf health 
care workers at health facilities will be trained on IC. 

5.L8 In collahonJtion with VNA, APII hosted the first TOT course on IC in June 
al the grassroots leveL Thi:. was based on the final version of IC training 
material (as mentioned above). This six-day training course was for 25 
participants from Quang Tri. Hue and Lam Dong. Lessons ]earned and 
final comments from this training will be incorporated into the final 
version of the training rnmeriab to be approved by MOH for national-wide 
use including 645 district hospitals, 10,748 commune health centers and 
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several public/private clinics. After attending this course, Lam Dong- a 
new province had plans to rollout this training in their provinces. 

5.1.9 In May APII Staff attended the Launching Ceremony for Hand Hygiene 
organized by Ha Noi DOH and chaired by MOH with participants from 
di:;.trict and provincial hospitab. In the meeting, MOH emphasized the 
importance of strengthening IC in hospitals. The :tviOH National Plan on 
JC for the period 2012-2015 which was approved by MOHon March 30. 
2012 was officially introduced. 

5.2 ChaUenges and Solutions 

5.2.1 Convincing key MOH personnel to participate was very time consuming 
and required a lot of staff effort (VNA and APII), but the end result 
justified this strategy, as finally participation by MOH was beneficial in 
the regional IC workshop:s. 

5.2.2 The pnn.:ess of approval by MOH takes a long time with the involvement 
of some Departments and policy makers in MOH. It's out of lhe control of 
APll and our subcontract. With the extra effort of APH and VNA, IC 
training material approved by MOH's Scientific Review Board and we 
expect the decision from MOH's Science <.~nd Training Department in near 
future. 

5.2.~ There are still very few qualified trainers available at the provincial level. 
In the near future we will need to implement more training of master 
trainers {TOMT) on IC to train grassroots level staff once the rviOH 
approves the IC training materials. While waiting for MOH approval the 
local authorities have requested a group of master trainers in the provinces 
to rollout IC lraining courses to all health care workers at the grassroots 
level with local funding. APII will provide technical assistance, material 
replication, and TOT" according to the l\.'10Hs IC training dissemination 
plan as it is developed 

6. Pandemic Preparedness Planning (PPP) 
The goal is to develop PPPs in selected pi lor province(s), introduce the package 
in other provinces, and advocate for its wider adoption throughout Vietnam. 

6.1 Achievements 

6.1 .I In April, VNRC began dl<>cussions and drafting the Kien Giang tabletop 
exercise. Once the draft was completed and a second round of comments 
incorporated meetings commenced to plan for the event in l\1ay. 

6.1.2 In May the Kien Giang People's Committee chaired a table top exercise 
with participation or more than 60 representatives from MOH, VNRC, 
USAID. other provinces and agencies including provincial departments, 
military agencies, poli-ce, media agencies and mass organizations from 
Kien Giang. Comments from table exercise will be incorporated into the 
PPP before submitting for Provincial Peuple's Committee's approval. 
News of this event was aired by Kien Giang TV channel on May 17 and 
on VTC 1 6 m May It<. and uploaded onto youtubc. 
http://youtu.be/vYQkDkMrW.MA. 
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6.1.3 VI\'RC organized a rcviev,r meeting in Hanoi to finalize PPP training 
materi<.~ls based on comments gathered from the training course for 
community leaders, with participants 1lum GDPM (l'vfOH), National 
Center for Health Communication and Education (TSG}, APII expert, and 
local master trainers of vr-..·Rc on PPP. 

6.1.4 A PPP dissemination workshop was organized by People's Committee in 
Kicn Giang for 35 designated staff from provincial agencies, mass 
organizations and local authorities. The participants had opportunities to 
learn about the pandemic preparedness and practice to make the plan for 
their organization. They also discussed on multi-sector cooperation and 
'lhared their experiences dealing with outbreaks. 

6.1.5 The Pandemic Preparedness Plan (PPP) in Kien Giang was approved by 
Kicn Giang Provincial Pcoplc·s Committee. in late June. This PPP 
compiles the lessons learned from previous PPPs, inputs and comments 
from almost government sectors, mass organiLatiom, in Kien Giang, MOH, 
FAO, \\'HO and follows a One Health and '"'whole society" approach. It is 
the first time that a Business Continuity Plan has been included. This PPP 
is also in line with the Vietnam Integrated National Operational Program 
on Avian Influetua, Pandemic Preparedness and Emerging Infectious 
Diseases 2011-2015 (AIPED). 

6.2 Challenges and Solutions 

6.2.l Final approval was delayed because .:vtr. Huan - the Vice Chairman of 
Kien Giang Provincial People's Committee assigned to sign PPP, was 
away on business until the end of June. This in turn required a 
modification to our PSA with VNRC. It caused the late of deliverable 
submissions, especially for last deliverable so the PSA have modified the 
timeline with the approval from USAID. 

7. BCC and Cross-Cutting Issues 

Behavior Change Communication (BCC) 

The BCC work aims to identify appropriate behaviors and messages. integrate 
these into the work of the anima] and human health components, and strengthen 
the BCC cap:::scity of national and provincial stakeholders, enabling them to carry 
on BCC activities beyond the life-time of the project. 

7.1 Achievements 

7.1. Provided technical assistance to provincial BCC trainer teams to develop 
BCC materials including discussion guides, drama scripts for community 
events. ln this year three. provincial BCC trainers were responsible to 
select three biosecurity behavioE based on priorities of J\.'hnistries or 
Health and of Agriculture and Rural Development and their own 
provinces. Then they were to develop discussion guides for small group 
discussion with small and medium commercial poultry farmers and drama 
scripts to be acted in community events in their province. 

7.1.2 Continued to build capacity for provinces through a training course on 
proposal development and writing skills for 20 key starr and BCC trainers 
from Animal. Human Health Sectors, Health Communication and 
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Education, Agriculture Extension and Women Union from five focus 
provmces. These trained participants are responsible for proposal 
development in their related provincial agencies/organizations. During and 
after the training course, all these trainees were followed up and coached 
to develop proposal:.: on BCC activities to seck for local resources. Follov.'
up results of these proposals will be updated in the next quatter. 

7.1.3 Nearly completed BCC campaigns in all five provinces of Can Tho, Ha 
Nam, Hung Yen. Kien Giang and Quang Tri with the following 
achievements: 

o 110 facilitators and organizers of Community Events (CE) were 
trained and memored by provincial BCC trainers on facilitation and 
organization skills to lead and organize community events in their 
provinces. Thc<>c CE's facilitators and organizers mobilized their 
community to play in the drama scripts and organized CEs to promote 
the application of biosecurity and food s.ai'ety practices. 

o 32 community events (CE) were organized and led by above
mentioned trained facilitators and organiLers. Each CE reaches around 
200-300 participants who are community people and key stakeholders 
of the poultry supply chain such as poultly producers, traders and 
local authorities. In Can Tho, all CEs were recorded and aired through 
local commune loudspeakers three times after the CEs. 

u 115 communicators of small group discussions coming from 
Commune Animal Heahh, Human Health Sectors and from Commune 
Women Union were trained by their related provincial BCC trainers 
on refresh communication skills. usc of small group discussion guides 
and on how to organize small group discussions with small and 
medium commercial poultry producers. 

o These trained communicators were then mentored by their provincial 
BCC trainers to lead small group discussions with about 2500 small 
and medium poultry commercial producers to promote the application 
of priority biosecurity behaviors. 

o Before participating in these small group discussions, around 1.800 
poultry producers {except the ones from Kien Giang province) 
benefited of two-day training courses on led and organized by 
provincial and district trained agriculture extension trainers in 
collaboration between Provincial Agricultural Extension Center and 
Women Union to improve their knowledge on risk reduction and 
hiosecurity measures in poultry production. 

o Household visits were made to about 10% of small and medium 
commercial poultry producers who participated in small group 
discussions. These home •·isits were done by provinciallrainers, 
trained communicators and local authority such as head of village to 
observe changes, and discussed motlvmors and barriers tOr change. 
Results of these observations will be shared in their review workshop 
and updated in the next quarter. 

o Eighty people from four provinces of Can Tho, Ha .Nam, Hung Yen 
and Kien Giang including village head, the head of commune \:Vornen 
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Union Association. a leader of commune peopJc's committee were 
trained on how and what to do in a household visit: communication 
skills, step~ of household visil and how to use lhe observational 
checklists. 

o Seven USAID's APII TV spots were aired on all five provincial 
television channels_ These spots were also used in other events such 
a;;; trainings courses, small group discussions, community eventf'. 

7.1.4 Designed integrated BCC activities (video, poster, observation, group 
discussion, stakeholder forum) for Ngoc Xuan slaughterhou;;;.e in Can Tho 
that will be implemented during the next quarter of Y3 BCC activities. 

7.1.5 KAP reports-- !\·Tore work has been done with support from Abt home 
office into data analysis. Final report will he submitted to USAID in the 
next quarter. 

7 1.6 AUemleJ MOHiVAHIP project planning workshop in Da Nang am! shan':tl 
APII' s BCC approach and its materials ror reference and replication. 
Discussion guides and CBS handbook for human health providers are 
especially interested. Further collaboration on BCC training for their three 
nev .. · province~ and risk communication will he explored in cnoniin3tion 
with One Health Communications, Network. 

7.1 7 Under the ongoing development of Communication Strategy Development 
Guide and Training Manual for BCC trainers. Outlines in English will be 
shared with API paltners before the full document are written in 
Vietnamese 

7.2 Challenges and Solutions 

7.2.1 This is the first time for all provincial BCC trainers developed behavior 
change materials based on what they had been taught This includes 
determimmts for change of the target audiences. They are using programs 
outlined in the training guilds "Lcaming by Doing," and to develop a 
mutual understanding from multi-sectoral BCC trainers. Technical 
assbtance from USAID's APII and their ownership of having their own 
BCC materials are key motivators for these local BCC trainers to 

overcome training obstacles. 

7.2.2 Gathering the whole multi-sector team ofBCC trainers to develop BCC 
m::nerials or to prepare for a training course requires a lot of coordination 
that relied on the project's former PCi PCUs. Official recognition 
represents a key challenge ror the wstainability of this team of provincial 
BCC trainers. 

7.2.3 The process of supporting provinces to maintain and sustain their 
communication activities to prevent AI and EIDs, more technical supp011 
and partial financial one (including other financial mechanism) should be 
considered. ln provinces where they develop their own communication 
proposab/plans they are seeking local resources. 

7.2.4 Planned small group discussion and monthly meetings with poultry 
vendors and slaughterers of Hoa Mac markel, Ha Nam province were 
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dch1ycd bcccmsc of delay in infn1structurc and special characteristics of 
target audience- vendors and slaughterer.-;. Working with the poultry 
audiences is harder, say compared to farmers, as they always work during 
the day. Their concerns are driven by cost benefit and daily income 
compared. This requires a variety of approaches to encourage them to 
begin making changes for risk reduction and biosecurity. Lessons learned 
from implementing BCC activities in Dong Ha market, Quang Tri 
province will also be taken into account when designing the BCC' activities 
with stakeholders of Hoa Mac market, in Ha Nam. 

7.2.5 \Vith the delay of approval for the consultant to work on [he Development 
of Communication Strategy Development Guide and Training Manual for 
BCC tminers, there will a delay in the final training workshop for 
provinces. on these materials.. 

7.2.0 Once we received the final several hundred page final KAP document 
from Nielsen, we began work on condensing it into a more reader friendly 
document. This has taken more HQ researcher support on analysis, and 
time from staff to complete than hoped. \\Fe will complete this revision by 
the end of Year 3. 

Provincial Coordination and Implementation 

APII's provincial implementation (PI) team works closely with the animal health, 
human health and BCC technical teams to coordinate field activities implemented 
by subcontractors, developitest ~uccessful models at provincial and grassroots 
level. and advocate for their wider adoption with local public and private 
panncrs. The Pl team operates out of the main office in Hanoi covering activities 
in northern Vietnam and through two satellite offices, one in Quang Tri for 
activities in central Vietnam and one in riln Thn fnr activities in southern 
Vietnam. 

Provincial Coordination Units (PCEs}, representing the body of key provincial 
counterparts and civil society, were established in Year 1 in the fiye focus 
provinces. Each province has a Provincial Coordinator (PC) appointed jointly 
with FAO and funded by APIL The PCs are typically seconded from a provincial 
agricultural/livestock GJgency. The PCs work closely with the PI team, coordinate 
their efforts with FAO's focal points, and report to the PCUs. 

As scheduled in Y3 work plan, lhe implementation of API models should 
complete by June 2012 in the focus provinces, so the PI team worked closely 
with the PCUs cmd PCs to address this change. 

7.3 Achievements 

7.3.l The PI team met in Hanoi in early May lo prepare plan for pro'\'inda! 
implementation slowdown and complete in this quarter. 

7.3.2 Proactive preparalion with PCU and provincial partne-rs to get agreed and 
closed contracts with PCs in five focuses provinces by the end of June. 

7.3.3 Worked closely with PCU and PC in each focus province lo identify 
transition moves to maintain provincial coordination for the phasing out 
period from July to Sept. 2012. 
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7.3.4 \Vorked closely v.rith PCU and provincial partners in five focus provinces 
to prepare for "Three year final review workshops" which will be 
organiLed in each province by the end of the project (September 2012). 
Overall objective is to identify the successes .and \Vithdnnv lessons 
learned from the model<; that can inform po11cy makers at national level. 

7.3.5 Gathered inputs from PCUs in five focus provinces for draft agenda of a 
"provincial coordination - lessons learned workshop" that will be 
organized by the project in August 2012 aiming to share experience from 
PCU and recommendation for effective coordination at province to ensure 
participation and up[ake with local resources. 

7.4 Challenges and Solutions 

7.L.I Maintaining provincial interest and commitment when APII has no more 
implementation and support to province activities. 

7.4.2 Keep provincial coon..linalion in the lasl Lhree months from Jul hl Sep 2012 
when APII stopped payment for PC but there is a need for review three 
year cumulated results and lessons learned. advocacy for adoption and 
uptake by local partners. 

National Coordination & Policy Dialogue 

The goal in year-three is to increase the focus on ways and mechanisms to 
transfer packages/models/approaches to public and privGte partners for adoption. 
adaptation, replication and up-scaling. The project consults and coordinates 
clo::-ely with API partners in this effort. 

7.5 Achie,·cmcnts 

7.5.1 Facilitated the BCC \Vorking group meeting in June 2012 where BCC 
working group members got updmed on BCC theory 1md application in 
changing behaviors of supply chain aclors and potential collaboration and 
mapping for risk reduction, especially on Behavior Change Promotion 
through Education Action. The orientation of communication for 
foreseeable future will be the linkage between AI BCC WG and 
Biosecurity \\'G: Strengthening Halehe.ry Biosecurity Standard and 
Piloting Certification approach. The meeting concluded \Vith new name: 
One health communication network. 

7.5.2 Prepared media advisories and press releases for advocacy events on 
APII"s IC, CBS, PPP and AEW \\>'Ork. All news of those on wehsites were 
tr . .mslated into English and sent to AI partners through weekly updates. 
The PPP and CBS worhhop were aired on VTC 16. The TV clip:; m·e 
being subtitled in English and will be shared with USAID for wider 
dissemination. 

7.5.3 Prepared APII Advocacy strategy from June-September 2012 and Y4 and 
<;harcd with USAID for feedback. 

7.6 Ch~lllenges and Solutions 

7 .6.1 Although APII BCC had organiLed training on proposal writing for 
provincial partners to encourage. them to call for funding on their own, so 
they could lmplcmcm their BCC activities in Y4, technical support from 
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APH would be maintained at lca<;t in fully developed proposal for 
provincial approvaL 

Monitoring and Evaluation 

APII's M&E work as a critical component linked with all other program's 
components in the project's strategic plan and framework to strengthen existing 
system,<, lOr AIIEIDs detection, prevention and management in the focus 
provinces. In addition. APII acts as the repository for P:MP indicators collected 
under USAID's APT inltiativcs, providlng analysis and reporting on this data. 

In Year 3, M&E focuses on gathering data and evidence for showing the results 
of project implementation, especially the project's outcomes and effectiveness of 
the models. Documentation on monitoring results is paid attention to keep track 
on the improvements made after project's interventions. 

The Project will nmtinue to work closely with USAID's API partners tn 
revise/update the result framework and PMP as well as to compile and analyLe 
PMP data. 

7.7 Achievements 

7.7. Compiled US AID PMP data in Year 1 and 2; reviewed the compiled data, 
worked with MEASURE and FAO and provided feedback~ on the i~wes 
and suggestions for revision of the PMP indicators and reporting templates 
to tv1EASURE Evaluation. 

7.7.2 Continued to provide oversight of ongoing monitoring. evaluation and 
qua11ty assurance of activities on the APII project. Immediate sharing and 
feedbacks on activity monitoring results hy project area managers are 
regularly practiced nowadays. M&E Manager reviewed deliverables of 
every component and provided feedbacks as necessary. 

7.7.3 Continued to update and f"ine-tune the project Log-frame. 

7.7.4 Met v..-ith local partners in Ha Nam, Quang Tri and Can Tho to explore 
local plans for inspection of slaughter house/points and live bird market; 
then to identify possibility for involvement of local partners in the 
project's monitoring activities to the demonstration sites in these provinces 
or integration of the project'~ monitoring activities with the local plan. The 
Can Tho Sub-DAH had conducted an asses:->ment of all cenLralizeLI. 
slaughterhouses in May 2012 using the national checklist lk-2. Ngoc Xuan 
was graded at B kvcl (eligible to continuous operation as having only 
minor/major problems and not h~ving any serious problem). A follow-up 
asses:..ment of this slaughterhouse will be conducted in November 2012. In 
Ha Nam, a province-wide assessment of all slaughter points will be 
conducted in August or September 2012, under the provincial program for 
improving slaughtering activitie~ according to the Circular 14. While the 
project can use local assessment results as an official dala, it will co
implement more frequent monitoring visits to the demonstration sites with 
locGl partners to facilitate continuous improvement in operation at these 
sites. 

7.8 Challenges and Solutions 
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7.!5.1 \Vc work in the context of '"·One PMP indicator set fits air' while 
interventions by each APJ pmtner are diversified and coordination 
mechanisms among partners are not alw-ays clear. II i~ a complicated 
process to harmonize/standardize indicator definitions and repmting 
requirements. To improve the situation and ')peed up the process, APII and 
MEASURE met to discuss the issues and defined a clear timeline with role 
of each partner clarified. 

7Jt2 In order to measure the changes at outcome and impact level, particularly 
the competencies and behaviors of individuals, the capacity or a system 
and institutions, and social, economic, environmental and biological 
impacts. we \vill require significant resources {time, money and HR). The 
project is exploring opportunity for collaboration with other partners to 
make the best use of the .available efforts. For example, we are discussing 
with FAO option tOr covering Dong Ha LBM through their active market 
survciJlancc activities. At the s;.unc time-, the project is using monitoring 
data to keep track the behavioral and operational improvements as much as 
possible. 

Administration & Finance 

APll continues to submit routine deliverables to USAID, including quarterly 
progress reports, quarterly fi.nancial reports, ~emi-annual and annual report:.; etc. 
The F&A team support the technical teams in managing all subcontracts and 
consultants. 

7.9 Achievements 

7.9.1 Smooth coordination and communication with USAID Hanoi and quick 
approval turnaround time from USAID that helps to facilitate the process 
better 

7.9.2 Senior team acknowledges they have seen no communication issue in the 
office so the coordination among the team is quite productive. 

7.9.3 The office is stlll fully staffed and they show their strong commitment 
when there arc only 02 months before Year 3 is finished and there is no 
clear picture for Year 4 and all the activities are in progress, including 
program and finance and administrative staff. 

7.10 Challenges and Solutions: 

7.10.1 Heavy workload and high pressure when it comes to close to the end of 
Year-Three of the Project including filling, reporting, workshops, priming. 
procurements of wbcontracts and consultant">, and closing out or 
consultants and :;ubcont.racts before the fisca1 year is finish. 
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8. Success Stories 

District Competitions in Quang Tri recognize the Skills and Knmdedge of 
Local Animal Health Workers 

A new initiative introduced in Quang Tri province during the summer increased 
awareness or the imponant role played by local Animal Health \Vorken; 
(AHWs). and gave them an opportunity to display their abilities. During June, 
three district-1cvcl Excellent Animal Health Worker competitions \Vcrc held, 
followed by a provincial-level competition to identify outstanding AHW teams. 

AH'W Competition in Quang Tri, June 2012 

In e;Kh or the competitions, 
competing AHW teams had to 
introduce thcm<>clvcs, answer a 
number of questions within a 
set period or time to prove 
their knowledge on animal 
health. and then sho'"v their 
drama and communication 
talents by de:<.igning an 
innovative \V<J)' to 
communicate an animal health 
message. 

The provincial compelition 
was organized on June 22, 2012, with 30 AHWs in six teams from communes in 
Gio Linh, Hai Lang and Trieu Phong districts competing. Representatives from 
the provincial Department of Animal Health (DARD). the provincial Suh
Depm1ment of Animal Health (SDAH) and other provincial departments and 
mass organizations attended the competition, along with leaders from district 
animal health stations, the media and 200 local supporters of the AHW teams. 

In his opening speech, Mr. Tran Due Nhu, Deputy Director of Quang Tri DARD 
s-aid: ''Thi:<. is the first time that Quang Tri has organized a competition ror the 
animal health \vorkers at the local level. This is not only for those excellent 
veter-inarians from the commune level to get official recognition for their 
contribution to the animal health sector but it also promotes the knowledge and 
skilb needed for the effective performance oft he overall animal health system. 
The event has received significant attention from provincial leaders and other 
sectors and it highlights the importance of the animal health system in our 
society." 

The event, which aimed to promote competitiveness and passion for their work. 
ns \Vell as to strengthen capacity of animal health workers, raised the imnge of 
local veterinarians. After the event. Ms. Nguyen Thi Thanh, a member of the 
winning team from Trieu Tai commune in Trieu Phong district said: "We are 
very happy! The competition helped us to love om \vork more and we will try 
our best to provide better services. We hope that these kind of competitions wlll 
become popular so that we and our colleagues will have more opponunities to 
participate in the future." 
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The competition also piqued the interest of community members and social 
organizations working on animal production, environmental protection and 
community health, and increased their understanding of lhe knowledge and talent 
of local AH\Vs. fv·1rs. Quang Son, the event's MC. said: "I learned a lot from the 
organizntion of this event, e:.:pccially about the compctlng team~ and their 
technical knowledge and their talent. The event was more successful than I could 
imagine." Local Governmenl officials were also impressed: "'The succe:>.s of the 
competition is very encouraging to the provincial animal health system and will 
echo throughout the province," sald Mrs. LC Thj Nga, I lead of the provincial 
SDAH. 

Quang Tri province's Depm1ment of Agriculture and Rural Development 
(DARD) and the Quang Tri Sub-Department of Animal Health (SDAH) 
cooperated to organize the competitions. The province contributed 7t)'Ti· of the 
total cost, with the remaining 30C;C coming from the USAJD/APIL This is the 
fin;t time that such t•ompetitions have been organized in Quang Trior-as far ns 
\Ve know-in the whole country. 
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US AID/ APII training materials for strengthening infection control at 
district and communit:y levels near formal adoption by Vietnam's Ministry 
of Health 

Poor infe<.'tion control in hmpitah:, medical center~ .and clinics create~ risks lOr 
patients and their families as well as healthcare workers. Studies conducted 

outside Vietnam indicate that as many as 1 in 20 hospital patients may acquire an 

infection whilst admitted to hospital 1
, w·hich m11y result in medical 

complications, prolonged recovery time and increased cost of treatment. Recent 

studies suggest that hospital infection rates in Vietnam may be even higher2
• 

Vietnam's 645 district hospitals face particular ch3llcngcs due to a lack of basic 

facilities and equipment combined with low a\varencss and poor practices by 

hcalthcarc staff 

Since 2010, USAID's Avian and Pandemic Int1uenza Initiative (USAID/APII) 
has piloted a modd approach to infection contml in eight di:-.tr·ict hospitals in Can 

Tho, Ha Nam, Hung Yen, Kien Giang and Quang Tri provinces, and has worked 

\Vith the Vietnam Nurses Association to development a training curriculum 
adapted to the particular situation at the district level. The pilot :.tctivitie~ and the 

training curriculum have been designed to offer practical support fnr enhancing 

the implementation of the Jlvtinistry' s national circular on infection contro1 3
. The 

Vietnam Ministry of Health is now reviewing the lJSAlD/APil training 

curriculum as a precursor to national adoption for training doctors and nurses 

from district hospitals as well as medical centers and clinics at district and 
commune levels. 

Group presentation on their comments 
on the out:ine of IC training materlai-IC 
workshop in HCMC, April 7, 2012 

Y.mrce: http :l/www .cdc_ gov/H A ]/burden .htm I 

A selies of three \ovorkshops" 

organized in Hanoi. Hue and Ho Chi 
Minh City in late March and early 
April by the Ministry of Health and 
the Vietnam Nurses As.sociation 

(V~A) brought together health 

o!"ficials and leaders from provincial 

Health Depanmems and district 

hospitals in seventeen provinces as 

"E.g. Truong Anh Thud al. "A Point-Prevalence Study on Healthcare-AswciDted Infections in 
VIetnam: P:Iblic Heal:h lmpilcDtions"'. In}l'ction Comrol ond Ho.fpiiul Epidemiology. VDL 
3:2. No. 10 (O;,;tober2Uil). pp. 1039-l041 

·' Mini'my of Health Circular :'\lo. i 8/2009ffT -BYT da:cd CX:toOCr 14. 2009: Guidelines on the 
!mpfemenmtion of /i-;{er-linll Control in Jleaith Care Facilities 

+News on the Hano; workshop was :m~d on 02TV and uploaded to website ofTSG at: 
:1ttp://www t5g org.vn/Defowlt.aspx?u=dt&id=3706 
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\Veil as representatives of regional infection control societies to review the results 
of the US AID/ APII pilot activities, including the draft national training 
curriculum which has been trialed with approximately 560 doctors and nurses 
working in these hospitals. 

"'Between May and December 201 l, with support in improving knowledge. 

methods and facilities from USAIDiAPII and with the hospital strengthening 

monitoring and hand washing communications. the figures on hand washing 
practices increased from 409£, to SO%," Mr_ Le Minh Tam, Head of the Infection 

Control Department of Hai Lang district hospital, Quang Tri, shared at the 

workshop in Hue. 

Assessments carried out before and after the interventions in the pilot hospitals 

indicate that the training and other activities supported by the USAID/APII 
project have Improved infection control systems and procedures, enhanced 
knowledge and practices of district health staff, improved medical instrument and 

linen proces:-:.ing and hospital'Naste management, increased the u:-.e of per:-.onal 
prote;:rive equipment, and contributed to establishing standardized facility 

disinfection and cleaning practice:-:. to prevent the spread of infectious diseases 
within these hospitals. 

MOH Review Board worked on 

IC training material, Ha No!, 

May 2012 

Folk>\ving the three workshops, com1nent:::; 
on the USAID/APH training materials were 
incorporate-d. On 26 April the Ministry or 
Health convened a meeting of a :;cienti11c 
committee- to review the training materials, 

with the participation of representatives from 

the Ministry's Dep:.trtment of Science, 

Department of Training and Education and 

Department of Treatment, together with 
repre~;entatives of the VNA and infection 

control experts from the Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh 

City and Hue infection control societies. This scientific commincc has no\v 

endorsed the training materials, and formal Ministry approval is expected to 

follow shortly 

Once the training materials are approved, they will be applied for training staff in 
645 di:.Lrict hospiLals and 10,748 commune health centers throughout the country 
in line with the Ministry of He8hh's "National action pbn on infection control 
strengthening in health facilities in the period 2012-2015 ... This will assist the 
Ministry to meet their nationallarget that by 2015 at least 809,_, of health care 

workers at health facilities wi11 have been trained on infec-tion controL Trainees 
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\Vlll receive professiona1 certiftcates and the trainlng wlll also count towards their 
professional development requirements established by the !'v1inistry5

• 

'Mmistry of Health Circular U7/200SiB YT dated May 28. 200g: Guidanc.- m1 In-suTin: Training 
{or Hettilh Care H.'(Jtkers 
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Kien Giang becomes the first province in Vietnam to include both Business 
Continuity Planning and a \Vholc-of-Socicty approach in their Pandemic 
Preparedness Plan 

As part of the national response to highly pathogenic avian int1uenza (HPAI) and 
other potential pandemic threats, VietmtJn's 63 provinces and major cities have 
been required by the central government to develop provincial pandemic 
preparedness plans (PPP). In general, however, these plans have mainly focused 
on planning for the human health system to a pandemic_ They have not yet 
3pp1ied a whole-of-society approach that involves civil society, the husines;;;. 
sector and local communities in responding to and mitigating the effects of a 
pandemic. They have abo not yet induded plan:-; for operational continuity of 
essential services like food, water and power supplies during and after a 
pandemic, taking into account the likelihood of high levels of absenteeism. 

Developed with support from the USAID/APII working thouglt the Vietnam Red 
Cro:-;:>. (VNRC), the recently approved Kien Giang PPP is the first provincial PPP 
in the country to include business continuity planning for maintaining essential 
services in the province during a pandemic, including power, water, food 
supplies, telecommunications, banking, public transport and sanitation. lr also 
applies a whole-of-society approach, including me-asures to mobiliLe civil society 
organizations and local communities to support the health response and maintain 
essential services and livelihoods during and after a pandemic. This dn:rv..-s on the 
experience of US/dO's previous Humanitarian Pandemic Preparedness (H2P) 
project in Vietnam with the VNRC. 

The planning process for the PPP brought together a wlde range of relevant 
departments, agencies and organizations within the province. On :\1ay 17, 2012, 
rhe Kien Giang People's Committee tested the draft plan through a table top 
exercise in the province with the participation of more than 60 representatives 
from provincial depmtments, military agencies, the police, the media and civil 
society organizations. The Ministry of Health, V:r\RC, US AID and 
representatives of other provinces also attended. During the table top exercise, a 
pandemic scenario was presenLed. 
\vith different related agencies 
idL~ntifying how they "\VOuld apply 
the plan in response. Participants 
ga·ve comment:-. and suggestions, 
which were then incorporated into 
the final version of the plan. The 
draft plan also received inputs 
from key national and 
international agencies including 
Vietnamese ministries, FAO and 
WHO. 

Follo\.ving the table top exercise, a 
PPP dissemlnation workshop was 
organized by Kien Giang 

Training course for community leaders on 
community's preparedness in each of 4 

stages of PPP, Kien Giang, June 2012. 
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authoritic'> on June 11-12, 2012 for 35 designated staff from provincial agencies. 
mass organizations and local <.~uthorities to discuss multi-~ector coopera[ion and 
shared experiences dealing with outbreab. 

The development of the PPP also served as an opportunity to train key people 
responsible for planning and implementing the plan and to strengthen inter
departmental, interagency and inter-sectoral link~ between the organizations that 
would need to respond in the event of a pandemic. From late May 2012, diffusion 
training courses have been organized for community leaders. Initial training 
courses included the participation of experts from the ;vtinistry of Health ·s 
Department of Preventive Medicine and the National Center for Health 
Communication and Education (T5G}, from the USAlD /APII project team and 
from V~RC's group of master trainers. Comments gathered from the training 
courses hdped to finalize PPP training materials for rolling out diffusion training 
on the PPP within the province. 

"We believe that with diffusion training to all communities, if a pandemic occurs 
in Kien Giang, \J,'ith our available network we will be able to respond," said Mr. 
Lc Hoang Nam, Vice Chainnan of Kicn Giang Provincial Steering Committee 
for Infectious Diseases Prevention and Control, in an interview with VTC 16. 

The Kien Giang Provincial People's Committee approved the new provincial 
PPP on June 26. The plan now serves as a model for other provinces that is in 
line V/ith the Vietnam Integrated National OperatioHai Pror;ram on Avian 
lnfluenz.a, Pandemic Preparedne.'ls and Emerging !J~{ectious Disew;es {AIPED), 
2011-2015. 
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The Quang Tri Provinciall\Iulti-Sector BCC Training Team demonstrates 
its capacity and ownership through specific provincial activities 

Building on the experiences and le~sons from two previous USAID-funded 
projects-A! Mekong and AI BCC (2006-2009), the USAIDIAPII has been 
continuing to build the capacity of Vietnam's public and priYatc sectors to 
prevent, control and enhance surveillance of avian intluenza and emerging 
infectious. diseases., particularly al the local level. The USAID/APII behavior 
change communications work aims to identify appropriate behaviors and 
messages, integrate these into the work of the animal and human health 
component-;, and strengthen the BCC capacity of national anJ provincial 
stakeholders, enabling them to carry on BCC activities beyond the lifetime of the 
project. 

In Can Tho, Hu Nam, Hung Yen, Kicn Giang and Quang Tri provinces, a team of 
key BCC trainers {5-R people} tlrawn from animal health, humanl1eallh ant! 
communications agencies as well a~ mass organiLations, have been established, 
trained and provided intensive coaching. The ultimate goal by the end of the 
project is to leave behind a team of BCC trainers/specialists in each province 
who are able to design, implement and evaluate their own communication 
programs. 

Excellent Farmer Competition in Quang 

Tri, June 2012 

During this reporting period, the 
Quang Tri BCC trainer team ha."'i 
made great efforts in applying 
their BCC capacity to conduct 
specific activities that demonstrnte 
their incrca;-,ing ownership, 
mobilizing cost sharing from 1ocal 
resources with technical coaching 
from the US AID/ APII BCC team. 
Innovative actiYitics in Quang Tri 
during this period include the 
·'Three Clean" Movement 
Launching ceremony, the 
Excellent Farmer Competition and 
the Poultry Stakeholder Fomm, 
Through these activities, the 

multi-sectoral trainer team has not only been able to adopt and apply modify its 
mvn behavior change approach to new activities but has also sharpen its team 
work spirit, promoting collaboration and coordination between animal heallh, 
human health and communication bodies, and more importantly receiving the
support and buy-in from provincial, district and commune authorities for the 
application of good poultry production and food safety practices by all actors 
within local poultry supply chains, 

In addition, in common with the other provincial BCC trdiner teams, the Quang 
Tri team has identified, trained and mentored 30 facilitators and 30 
communicators from commune animal health, human health, culture and 
infonnation and women's sectors to lead community events and conduct group 
discussions on desired behaviors with small and medium commercial farmers 
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(sector 3 fam1crs}. The 
provincial team has supervised 
communicators and involved 
local authorities including 
commune people's committees 
in monitoring changes at 
hou~ehold level. The team has 
nlso ensured technical 
soundness through attending 
rehearsals for community 
evenl~. Through these event~, 
local communities can enjoy an 
cdu-cntertainmcnt approach to 
behavior change. The events 
also strengthen multi-sectoral 
participation at the grass-root 
level. 

Communicator/AHW during home visits 
with coaching from a BCC trainer, Quang Tri, 
June 2012. 

\Vith USAID/APll support. the five pilot provinces now have multi-sectoral BCC 
trainer teams. During the final year or the project, further supp011 and routine 
updating on behavior change communications and risk communications are 
planned, focusing on both avian intlucnza and other emerging infectious di<>ca<;cs 
in humans and animals. A[ the same time, the project will follow up to promo[e 
the utilization of the~e teams in developing and executing activities on avian 
influenza and emerging infectious diseases in line with provinclal priorities, with 
a particular focus on activities utilizing local resourc-es. 
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Introduction 
This report presents the main achievements, challenges and solutions/lessons 
learned for USAID's Avian and Pandemic IntluenLa Initiative (VSAID/APII) 
during Quarter two of Year four, covering the period from January to :l'vlarch 
2013. 

Quarter tvm of Year four saw the proje.ct reach the full level of implementation, 
not only ln the five-targeted provinces but also across Vietnam. \Vc continued 
with the three major focus areas: animal health (AH), human health, and behavior 
change communication (BCC}. Activities are implemente-d via subcontracb, as 
Abt' s current license does not accommodate direct implementation. This carries 
its own unique challenges a<> often it is difficult to find subcontractors capable of 
delivering quality work on time, and strengthening the capucity of subcontractors 
has therefore become a vital pan ofUSAID/APII's work. This is especially true 
in Year four, as we have very limited time to complete our projects and close out 
the programs, In addition, arc working to handover our models and training 
programs to our partners for long-term sustainability and future use. 

The pmjc--et progressed well in most of the eight maln focus activities: 

1. Coordination and Policy Dialogue 

2. Human Health Surveillance 

J. Case i\4unagement and Infection Control OC) Capacity Building 

4. Pandemic Preparedness 

5. Animal Health Survelllance 

6. Animal Health Worker (AHW) Capacity Building and Agricultural Extension 
"\Vorke1· (AEW) Capacity Building 

7. Supply Chain (Poultry Supply ::\fetwork} Strengthening 

g_ Behavior Change Communication (BCC). 

ln Year four the project is also making a tlnal push for the wider adoption and 
sustained implementation of models beyond the life of the project. Adoption. 
adaptation, replication and scaling up of USAID/APII innovation:-. by public and 
private partners are considered the real measure of success for the project. This 
will require a sustained advocacy and promotional campaign, which the project is 
carrying om in Year four in close consultation with USAID and API partners. 

\\/hat follows is a description and discussion of the main achievements and 
challenges of Quarter two of Year four. 

1. National Coordination and Policy Dialogue 
Under Coordination and Policy Dialogue we have three goals to achieve by the 
end of Year f(mr: 

• Improved coordination in order to improve highly pathogenic Avian 
InfluenLa HPAI prevention and conlrol 
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• Sustained dialogue, coordlnaticm and lesson sharing on communications 
in Vietnam at a national level 

• Natiqnal communication framework revised in line with Avian lntluenza. 
Pandemic Preparedness and other Eme-rging Infectious Diseases (20 11-
2015) (AIPED), offid::~lly approved by National Steering Committ{T for 
Avian Influenza (NSCAI), and applied by all members in planning and 
implementation. 

1.1 Achievements 

1 .1.1 With other members of One Hc::1lth Communications Network 
(OHCN), we attended and provided technical inputs to the National 
Communication~ Strategic Framework on Emerging Infectious 
Diseases (2013-2015) which was hosted by the Partnership on Avian 
and Human lntluenza(PAHI}on February 28,2013. 

L 1.2 Four video dips on the upgrade- of the poultry sections in Dong Ha 
Central Market, Quang TrL were cleared by USAID to share with 
journalists in the training of government departments in Ha Noi. 
These clips will be widely disseminated not only through advocacy 
workshops but also with other A vi an and Pandemic Intluenza (API) 
projects and local provincial partners who phm to replicate market 
and slaughter point models. 

1.1.3 The advocacy plan and matrix arc being updated quarterly with close 
suppmt from an Advocacy/Policy Dialogue Consultant. This quarter, 
the USAIDIAPII also developed and ;ent to USAID one-page briefs 
on Infection Control and BCC training, which specify approaches 
and desired achievements for replication. 

1.2 Challenge..~> and Solutions 

1.2.1 There are some recent and pending changes in a rew of the key 
personnel within technical agencies of the Government and other 
key stakeholders for our advocacy activities, for example due to 
people reaching retirement <~ge. This requires us to engage wi[h new 
personnel, who depending on their previous position and 
responsibilities may not in all cases be strongly aware of our 
activities. \Vc arc monitoring these changes and actively reaching 
out to the new personnel, with introductions and hriefings from the 
outgoing personnel where possible. We also have the advantage in 
some cases from promotions of our former counterparts at different 
levels, meaning that officials who arc very familiar with our work 
are now in more senior positions and can leverage the experience 
and capacity lhey gained in working with L'SAID/APII and support 
the wider appJication and replication of our models. 

1 2.2 As we have moved from direct implementation in I he original 1arget 
provinces and reduced support to Provincial Coordination "Cnits 
(PCU), we have had to consider effective ways to continue engaging 
with key counterparts in these target provinces in order to track the 
replication and scaling up of our models within these provinces, to 
have their cooperation ln hosting visiting delegations to view the 
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model and sharing their experiences, and also to mobilize them to 
share the models wi[h other parties. We have done this by building 
on the relations-hips and re~ult~ of our work over lhe past three years 
and, in a few cases, providing limited support for follow up 
activities. So far, this approach has proved very successful, and 
counterparts in the original target provinces are strongly involved in 
replication and sharing our modeb across the different components 
as outlined below. 

2. Human Health Surveillance 
The human health surveillance model was developed over the fi~t three years of 
the project as part of an integrated approach to community-based survei11ance 
(CBS) in the five USAID/APH focus provinces: Can Tho. Ha Nam, Hung Yen. 
Kicn Giang and Quang Tri. Following the findings of the external evaluation of 
CBS activity conducted during Year three of the projecl, the human health 
surveillance model has been separated from the AH surveillance model to 
promote its adoption, adaptation, replication and scale up during the flnal year of 
the project. 

The goal of USAID/APTI activities in Year four is to support national/provincial 
policies that facilitate community level surveillance and to replicate the relevant 
model in both current lOcus provinces and new province.,;. 

2.1 Achievements 

2.1.1 The Statement of Work (SOW) of the National Institute of Hygiene 
and Epidemiology (NIHE) to implement human health surveillance 
activities in Year four was developed, submitted and approved by 
USAID, following a competitive bidding process. The SOW 
included 1) conducting an assessment and a regional workshop to 
review the implementation of the Ministry of Health's (iv10H) 
Circular 48; 2) implementing a regional Training of Trainers (TOT) 
course for new provinces; 3) providing technical assistance to 
provincial Preventive Medicine Centers on developing/revising 
provincial plans on implementation of Circular 4.8 and replicating 
the relevant model on human health surveillance with a foc-us on 
emerging infectious diseases (EIDs) and zoonotic diseases in their 
respective locations. However, after finalizing the contract, we \Vcre 
informed that General Department of Preventive l\-1edicine and MOH 
had planned a:.sess Circular 48 themselves. and asked that 
USAID/APII not conduct activities related to Circular 48 for the 
time being because of certain sensitive internal issues. In March 
USAID/APII cancelled the intended activities with NIHE and shifted 
those designated monies elsewhere. 

2.2 Challenges and Solutions 

2.2.1 The predictability and reliability of information from MOH is out of 
USAID/APII's and ;\JJHE's controL We therefore decided to end the 
contract with NIHE, bul we will continue discussions with NIHE in 
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order to explore other opportunities to cooperate in human health 
surveillance. 

3. Case ~Management and 
Capacity Building 

Infection Control (I C) 

The Year four goal is to assist the Government of Vietnam (GVN) in rolling oul 
a training model developed to assist health facilities in implementing Circular 18. 

3.1 Achievements 

3.1.1 The SOW for the Vietnam Nursing Association (VNA) on 
USAID/APII infection control activities in Year four was developed, 
submitted and approved by USAID. VN"A will work closely with 
USAlD/APIJ technical staff, national IC experts and WHO in 
coHaboration with MOH and three IC Societies (Ha Noi, Hue, and 
Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC)) to replicate the IC training model for 
in-service and pre-service systems. During Quarter two and Quarter 
three VNA will: a) conduct three regional training of trainer (TOT) 
courses for IC specialists from health facilities in 15 new provinces 
and for teachers from l 5 institutions; b) coordinate with MOH to 
support Departments of Health (DOH) to implement the national 
action plan on strengthening IC at health facilities including 
dissemination training on IC; and, c) support selected 
medical/nurs.ing schools to revise, test and finalize their IC lesson 
plans and introduce and rnicw them in a one-day \vorkshop for 
medical institutions. 

3. 1 .2 A~ fOllow up lu rnccti11g~ hdU in Scplcmbcr 2012 bel \vccn 
USAID/APIJ and the Board of Directors of Au La.c Private Nursing 
School in Hue, on October 22, 2012 the school issued a decision 
adapting the USAID/APII-MOH lC training materials to the-ir 
program beginning in the 2012/2013 school year. T'-VO full credits 
for IC theory and practice with 60 sessions were used to train 220 
nurses and 150 phy:.;icians. 

3.1.3 Following a meeting in September 2012 between USAID/APll and 
directors or Phu Yen Nursing School on adapting the t;SAID/APII
MOH IC training materials, the Phu Yen ~ursing School decided to 
integrate the training materials into their program in the second 
semester of the 20 12/2013 school year. Phu Yen Nursing School will 
be the second medical/nursing school to apply the training model. 

3.1.4 Based on rhe report from Can Tho DOH received by USAID/APII in 
Quarter two of Year four, duting tht'- period October through 
November 2012, Can Tho DOH conducted four training courses on 
infection control for 140 participants from all 21 hospitals in Can 
Tho including two private hospitals in Can Tho and one private 
hospital in Bac Lieu, a neighboring province. These hospitals 
contributed to the costs from thelr local budgets. The trainers of 
these four training courses "\Vere those trained by the USAID/APII in 
July 2012 in collaboration with VNA. 
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3.1.5 In late February, the iVfOH's Medical Services Administration issued 
an official requirement to all 63 DOHs and 34 national hospitals 
under the management of MOH to develop and implement 
provincial/hospital action plans on strengthening IC activities in 
hcalthcare facilities, including IC training for health care workers. 

3.1.6 On l\,1arch l, the MOH's Medical Services Administration issued a 
plan for supportive monitoring trips to 13 hospitals in eight 
provinces where key staff were trained with support from 
USAID/APII in 2012 to assess post-training achievements and 
support provincial DOHs and hospitals to strengthen their IC 
practices. 

3.1.7 In tvlarch two IC regional TOTs were held for participants from 10 
provinces and 1 1 medical/nursing schools. The first, for health care 
workers from northern Viet Nam took place in Ha Noi and included 
30 partcipants from Thai Binh, Thanh Hoa, Hai Duong, Ha Noi, and 
Dien Bien provinces and Thanh Hoa Medical College, Hai Duong 
Medical Technical University, Nam Dinh University of Nursing, 
Thanh Tay Vniver.;ity, and HaNoi Medical College. The second for 
Central and Highland Region heallhcare workers was held in Hue 
with 30 panicipants from Binh Dlnh, Quang Nam, Khanh Hoa, l';ghe 
An, and Dak Lak provinces and Hue Medical College, Binh Dinh 
Medical College, Vinh Medical University, Duy Tan University, 
Quang N"am Nursing School, and Au Lac Private Nur~ing School. In 
both trainings the participants were received training adult learning 
methods, and JC skills and practices. A 1-day field study at the 
National Pediatric Hospital and Hue National General Hospital 
helped participants observe the actual IC and respectively 
demonstrated ho\v to conduct Hospital-Acquired Infection (HAI) 
surveillance and how to monitor compliance \:;,.·ith IC practices in 
health facilities. They also had opportunities to practice teaching 
with their own lesson plam, and they will apply the~e in IC diffusion 
training courses in their provinces and medical and nursing schools. 

3.1.8 In March, l.ISAID/APII staff met and worked with Thua Thien-Hue 
DOH to plan their IC diffusion training. Thua Thien-Hue DOH 
planns tn provide IC tralning for three provincial hospitals, nine 
district hospitals and five specialty hospitals, covering about 510 
medical workers in Quarter three. Thua Thien- Hue DOH is financing 
all of the 17 training courses (approximately 172 million VND) and 
USAID/APII will support printing costs of the required training 
materials. 

3.1.9 In March USAID/APJI supported the Vietnam Ministry of Defense's 
Military Medical Sub-Department's 5-day training course on "IC in 
hospital settings" in Ha 0Joi with IC training materials for 
pmticipants from militmy hospitals. This training updated 
participants on intcrnatlonal, US and National Hospital-focused IC 
practices and hospital pandemic preparedness. 

3.1.10 Tn March USAID/APII staff attended the "'Infection Control Training 
Program for Vietnam's Healthcare Workforce" workshop conducted 
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by MOH and VNA in Ha Noi tOr 17 military hospitals and eight 
medical/nursing schools. In this workshop, the MOH introduced 
existing IC training materials and introduced the draft IC training 
curriculum tOr the schools. Participants, who included directors of 
medical and nursing schools, were very interested in USAID/APII"s 
IC training materiab and are planning to adapt this material for use 
in their schools. The IC materials '\\'ere distributed for integration 
into their schools' cuniculums. 

3.1.11 Between February and Ivlarch, about 5,800 copies of IC training 
materials and 2,400 IC training curricula were distributed to 63 
provincial DOHs and about 40 medical and nursing schools to 
support and encourage them in self-replication of the t;SAID/APII
supported IC training model wiLhin the healthcare system and in 
institutions. 

3.2 Challenges and Solutions 

3.2.1 The process of finalizing the V!'\A contract took longer than 
anticipated because of year-end time commitments and the large 
number of meetings and workshops on IC and nursing that took 
place during the early fall requiring the attention of both 
USAID/APII and V::-.JA ~taff. While these meetings caused delays. 
they also prest:nted USAIDiAPII staff with opportunities to share the 
IC training model with in-service and pre-service .systems, leading to 
several fruitful conversations with provincial DOHs and training 
institutions, some of whom have expressed great interest in the IC 
curriculum and materials. 

3.2.2 A number of projects are cunently working on IC training materials 
to suppon implementation of the MOH's Circular 18, aimed at 
different levels of the national healthcare system. Japan Intemational 
Cooperation Agency (JJCA) developed a model for national and 
provincial level hospitals, based on and complementing the 
USAlD/ APII developed package, as well as a \\Forld Bank and Asian 
Development Bank model focused on strengthening healthcare 
worker capacity in hcalthcare facilities in specific focus provinces. 
To avoid overlap, USAID/APH has held discussions with these other 
projects on how best to us.e the materials approved by MOH in IC 
training and opportunities for collaboration. 

3,2.3 The Ministry of Training and Education has issued an outline of IC 
training cuniculums tOr nurses, but as yet there is stilt no IC training 
curriculum for medical students. To help fill this gap, USATD/APII's 
human health team worked closely with MOH, VNA, IC Societies 
and other partners to introduce and integrate the IC training model 
into nursing training programs. For medical students, we advised 
medical schools to develop an optional IC course and to usc the 
training materials for reference in IC lessons in other subjects. 

10 
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4. Pandemic Preparedness Planning (PPP) 
The Year four goals were to introduce PPP packages to other provinces, and to 
advocate for wider adoption of PPP throughout Vietnam. 

4.1 Achkvcmcnts 

4.1.1 The SOW for Pandemic Pre-paredness Plan (PPP) activities of the 
Humanitarian Center, Hung Yen Red Cross Associa[ion was 
developed, ~ubmitted and approved by USAID. The SO\V includes.: 
a) organization of a PPP workshop for Hung Yen authorities as well 
as representatives of related sectors and civic organizations to 
introduce the new concepts of "whole society" approach and 
business continuity plan (BCP), and present the multi-sector 
framework of PPP; b) revlslon of the PPP ln Hung Yen province to 
incorporate the whole society approach and BCP concepts; and, c) 
conducting a two-day PPP dissemination training workshop for 
aboul 35 staff at provincial and district levels in Hung Yen. 

4.1.2 In March, the Hung Yen Provincial People's Committee (PPC) 
issued a letter as~igning Hung Yen Red Cross to take the lead in 
coordination with other relevant departments in the province to 
revise the provincial PPP with support from USAID/APIJ. This 
document facilitates the activities of Hung Yen Red Cross in 
implementing the SO\V. 

4.1.3 In March the Hung Yen PPC hosted a PPP introduction workshop 
for participants from Hung Yen PPC, the Provincial Steering 
Committee on AI Control, Hung Yen DOH, and AH, Red Cross, and 
local media agencies. The workshop developed a plan for revising 
the Hung Yen PPP wirh the new "whole society" approach and 
multi-sectoral participation. The revi~ed PPP is expe...:ted to be 
approYed by Hung Yen PPC in mid-2013. 

4.1.4 The Hung Yen PPC approved an editorial team in March design and 
write the PPP. The team consists of representatives from DOH, 
Department of Agriculture and Rural Development (DARD), 
Department of Communication and Information, and Hung Yen Red 
Cros:-.. This editorial team developed an outline for the provincial 
PPP. Various department members wi1l develop their specific plans 
with the intention of contributing to the first PPP draft. The first 
draft will be av<1ilable in mid-April for comments. 

4.2 t.""hallenges and Solutions 

4.2. 1 The process of selecting an appropriate subcontractor took longer 
than anticipated but things arc moving forward now. 

5. Animal Health (AH) Surveillance 
The AH surveillance model was developed over the first three years of the 
project as part of an integrated approach to community-based surveillance (CBS) 
in the five LISAID/APII focus provinces/cities: Can Tho, Ha ~am, Hung Yen, 
Kien Giang and Quang Tri. Based on the results of the external evaluation of the 
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CBS acttvtty, which was conducted during Year three of the project, the AH 
surveillance model has been separated from the human health surveillance model 
for promotion of adoption, adaptation, replication and scaling up during the final 
year of the project. The goal of USAID/APII activities in Year four is to support 
national/provincial policies that \vould facilltatc community-level survcmance 
and to replicate the relevant models in both current focus provinces and new 
provinces. 

5.1 Achievements 

5.1.1 Tn Year four. animal health surveillance activities intend to 
concentrate in Vietnam's Central Region in collaboration with 
Regional Animal Health Office (RAHO) 3 and a local counterpart in 
Quang Tri. Quang Tri Livestock and Veterinary Association was 
identified to rcvlcw the USAlD/APII AH surveillance model and 
AHW network model in Quang Tri province beginning in March, 
based on a SOW approved in Quarter one, A local con~ullant, with a 
strong background in national AH survelllance systems, was also 
recruited in late March tn provide technical assistance to the 
subcontractor in this area and develop a curriculum for AH 
surveillance for a regional course planned for April 20l3. 

5.2 Challenges and Solutions 

5.2.1 Early desk review of national regulations showed that while a 
standard operating procedure (SOP) for HPAI has been developed 
there are a number of variations or surveillance guides available, for 
example guldance on specific diseases such as porcine reproductive
and respiratory syndrome (PRRS), foot and mouth dlsea<;e (FMD) 
and separate guidance for TAD-info (Trans-border animal disease 
information). However, except for the SOP for HPAI, the~e guides 
have gaps especially at community level where CBS can play a vital 
role in lmproving dctecrlon and reporting of new cases. 

Similarly, despite the regulations issued in 2005 specifying 15 
animal diseases to be included in the mandatory reporting list, only 
some are regularly reported. The varying SOPs and lack of 
consistent reporling practices complicates our ability to develop 
harmonized official guidance or a manual for AH surveillance, 
which docs not conflict with current regulations and guidance but 
does cover all the reportable diseases. The local consultant ts 
expected to make recommendation~ to address these issues. 

6. AHW Capacity Building and AEW Biosecurity 
Training 

The goals of the Animal Health Worker (AHW) Capacity Building and 
Agricultural Extension Worker (AEW) Biosecurity Training activities are: 

• Introduce the AHW training package to new provinces and seck other 
educalional training opportunities 
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• Introduce the AHW networking model that will be adopted by relevant 
public-private agencies a! national and local levels. 

• Introduce the AEW training. materials to the National Agriculture 
Extension Center (NAEC), new Provincial Agriculture and Fishery 
Extension Centers (PAFEC) ;:1nd private sector to applying them 
throughout AEW system. 

6.1 Achievements 

AHW Capacity Building 

The AH\V Training Package consist:. of a hardcopy training manual, which 
provides a reference for AH\Vs (an enhanced manual based on the existing 
DAH Manual) as well as an E-Book version on CD with additional content 
for trainers and a sample toolkit with standard equipment for provision of 
animal health servic-es in the field. 

6.1.1 The first AH\V Training Package and AEW Biosecurity Training 
Dissemination \Vorkshop for Year rour took place on January 11, 
2013 ln An Giang with [he participation of 51 from 13 Mekong 
provincial SDAH and PAFECs as well as representatives of RAHO 
6, RAHO 7 and NAEC. 

6.1.2 Following the An Giang dissemination workshop, USAID/APII 
received requests from 12 provinces in RAHO 6 and RAHO 7 for 
further assistance on TOT for AHWs. as outlined in Table 1. 

Table I. List of requests from SDAHs and PAFECs in RAH06 and 
RAH07 for support during Quarter one and Quarter two 

Slaughterhouse Training requested (No. of 

SDAH technical participants) 
supports 

Inspectors 
TOT on TOFT for 

(Unit) AHWs AEWs 

RAH06 

1 
Ba Ria-Vung 
Tau 20 +1 market - 7 -

2 Long An - - 5 2 

3 Tien Giang ' - 28 5 

4 Ben Tre 2 15 10 11 

5 Dong Thap 1 30 14 28 
RAHOl 

1 Can Tho 2 - 5 5 

2 Vinh Long 6 - 14 -

3 An Giang 3 30 4 66 

4 Soc Trang I 30 5 5 

5 Hau Giang 4+1 market 40 5 5 

6 Ca Mau 4 5 30 
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7 

8 

B(lc Lieu 3 30 5 5 
Kien Giang l - - 2 

50 SHs +2 
Total markets 175 107 164 

6.1. 3 Responding to these requests, US AID/ APII has followed up with our 
subcontractor AFAP to organize two TOT courses on AH\V capacity 
building for those provinces with some coaching and technical 
~upporL These cour,<,es will be organiLed in Ba Ria-V ung Tau and 
Tie-n Giang during April 2013. 

6.1.4 On March 5, a second AHW dissemination Workshop was 
conducted in Ha ='Joi in collaboration with the VFU targeting VFU 
vocational training centers as well as the private sector. More than 
50 participants joined the training, coming from regional and 
provincial vocational training centers under VFC as well a:-. NGOs 
and the private sector. One more TOT course is planned in order to 
follow up this target group in May. 

6.1.5 In an effort to replicate the AHW training package more widely, 
USAlD/APII and AFAP worked with RAHOl and RAH02 and also 
directly with Phu Tho and Bac Giang provinces to conduct two 
regional TOT courses in Phu Tho and Bac Giang in I\,farch with total 
of 53 participants from 12 provinces. This brought the total number 
of provinces with local trdiners trained by USAID/APH to 16 
provinces a:-. of ihe end of :.iarch 2013. 

6.1.6 Following the cost-shared AHW TOT course in Moe Chau in Year 
three, the :Moe Chau Dairy Caule Joint Stock Company ha~ decided 
to use the Diffusion Training Program for new AH technlcians in the 
Moe Chau area using their own funds. In late January and early 
February. USAlDJAPH worked with the company through our 
~ubcon!ractor AFAP to develop lhe training cun·iculum as well as to 
provide technlcal coaching for this course. USAID/APII suggested a 
Memorandum of L:ndcrstanding (MOU) to formalize a public
private p<.~rtnership with the comp<.~ny, indicating that Moe Chau 
Dairy Cattle Company \vould contribute to training on animal 
surveillance, biosecurity and veterinary skills. However, to simplify 
the papcnvork ~nd align more closely with the interests of Moe Chau 
Diary Cattle Joint Stock Company, in February it was agreed to just 
implement the !raining on veterinary skill3 and knowledge rather 
than to sign a formal MOU. 

AElY' Biosecurity Training 

The AEW biosecurity training activities in the first t\vo qu<.~rters of Year 
four foctbed on identifying the local counterpart3 and provinces and 
dissemination activities to introduce the AE\V Biosecurity training package 
to other provinces_ At the same time, a SOW \\-'a.'> developed for official 
introduclion and integration of the Blosecuriry Training package into the 
programs of NAEC. 
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6.1.7 The project is supporting NAEC to officially adopt the AEW 
rmining manual and training materials and to promote their use 
within the national agricultural ;;,ystem. USAID/APII has mel with 
NAEC to determine the best method for offlcial review and 
approval. We have introduced the training system to NAEC and 
outlined the current projects and agreed on the activities for the 
coming months. The~e activities were incmvorated into a SO\V for 
the Vietnam Poultry Association (VIPA), which was approved by 
USAlD in March. 

6.1.8 As noted above, a combined dissemination workshop for the AHW 
Training Package and AE\V Biosccurity Training Dissemination 
Workshop for Year four took place on January 11, 2013 in An 
Giang. Responding to requests following this workshop as outlined 
in Table l. USAID/APH has worked with our subcontractor AFAP 
to prepare two more regional TOT courses in Soc Trang and Tien 
Giang that will be held in April 20 13 to train local trainers who then 
will conduct diffusion training for their own prO'\'inces. 
Reproduction of the Biosecuri[y Training Package is planned 
utilizing a limited amount of funding from USAID/APII to ensure 
there are enough packages available to meet the training demand 
within this fiscal year. 

6.1.9 In addition to this, the Project Management Unit within MARD of 
the World Bank-supported Vietnam Avian and Human Influenza 
Pre.vention and Control Proje~t {V AHIP) has officially requested to 
reproduce 50,000 copies of the "Bac Mau nuoi ga" (Mr. Mau Raises 
Chickens) comic hook developed as parr of USAID/APH's 
bio~ecurity training package for poultry farmers to use in their HPAI 
awareness raising program in schools during 2013. 

6.2 Challenges and Solutions 

6.2.1 Some delays in the subcontract approval process with AFAP initially 
~lowed the time schedule of AH\V Training Package and AEW 
Biosecurity Training activities. However, following TeE, AFAP and 
our local counterparts have quickly implemented activities, and all 
activities are currently on track to be completed before July as 
originally planned. 

6.2.2 It is important for the sustain~hility and institutionalization of 
training/extension packages to work closely with NAEC and the 
PAFECs. This is a time-consuming process, which may not always 
be the top priority for these organizations and thus requires 
diplomacy, patience and perseverance in order to forge and maintain 
close relationships. Obtaining orficial approval from government 
authorities was a suggestion from the Deputy Director of NAEC and 
introducing the AEW/Biosecurity training though NAEC/PAFEC 
system and national/provincial projects remains a good option for 
replication of this Iraining package w-idely and efficiently. 

6.2.3 Figures on replicmion training conducted in additional provinces 
may not be available in a timely manner where the~e activities are 
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being funded from local, national or other resources not sourced by 
USAID/APIL USAID/APII will continue to build reJatiom;hips with 
these counterparts and will ,<,eek appropriate way~ to oblain useful 
information and data on the replication of USAID/APII models. 

7. Supply Chain (Poultry Supply Network) 
Strengthening 
The goals in Y car four arc to advocate and encourage adoption, adaption and 
replication by publlc agencies, private partners and/or other development 
projects and programs elsewhere of USAID/APII develope-d 
biosecurity/biosafety demonstration models in key (high risk) nodes along the 
poultry supply chain, together with related documents (such as protocols, 
guidelines and training materials). 

7.1 Achievements 

Tht> key activities and achievements of the supply chain work during the 
second quarter of Year four focused on the following activities and nodes: 

7 .1.1. Further technical coaching and monitoring sessions of risk reduction 
demonstration models of the slaughterhouse, slaughter points and live 
bird markets (LBM) have been organized to make !hose 
demonstration sites become a better training platform for further 
(raining, study tours and consideration for replication: 

*Dong Ha live bird and poultry meat market in Quang Tri and Hua 
Mac, Duy Tien: During routine monitoring visits in the quarter, 
USAID/APII toge(her with the Market Management Board, SDAH 
and the provincial \\'omen's Union (WU} as well as market vendor~ 
to review issues related to cleaning, the section arrangemem and 
promotion of good trading practices. Meeting minutes were shared 
with the SDAH for enforcement of good, consistent practices. 

In January, USAID/APII conducted monitoring visits and held an 
action-planning meeting with Hoa Mac meat vendors. Achievements 
and limitations of both lhe Hoa Mac market and the slaughter pt)int 

were presented and discussed as a basis for reaching agreement 
between the stakeholders on follow up :Jctivities. The outcome of the 
three monitoring and supporting behavior change sessions in Hoa 
Mac was documented and shared with Ha Nam provincial partners 
including market management board. 

Achievements and limitations or the Hoa Mac model were presented 
and discussed again with Ha Nam local partners including the 
DARD, SDAH, Hoa T'Vfac People's Committee and Hoa iVfac Market 
Management Board on March 15, 201). The participants in this 
meeling gave a very posilive assessment or the model, and outlined 
two areas where there is now a plan to can-y out further related 
activities using local resources. Firstly, the USAJD/APII-supportcd 
upgrade to the poultry and pork meat section of Hoa Mac market has 
also no\v been repliealed for the vegetable and llsh sections utiliL.ing 
contributions from local authorlties as well as the market vendors 
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themselves. Secondly, there is a proposal to replicate the Hoa Mac 
market model in Ly :.\!"han district market. This proposal is currently 
waiting on the nexl cycle or annual funding. 

*Three upxraded wna/k;ca!e .~laugh!erhou.rc; in Quang Tri and Ha 
Nam: during routine visits, the technical team together with local 
inspectors, a BCC tJ:ainer and LSAID/ APII ,<,taJT provided operational 
coaching and mentoring for slaughterers and slaughterhouse owners, 
focused on behaviors during slaughtering, processing and sanitation 
and developing detailed action plans for meeting their responsibilities 
for bio~ecurily and biosafely. 

"'Ngoc Xuan Centralized Pou!Jry Slaughterhouse, Can Tho City: 
USAID/APII stall conducled regular follow-up/monitoring visit~ and 
held a specific meeting to examine slaughtering processes and to 
identify solutions. To date most of the infrastructure i<> in place and 
operational procedures are established and being followed. During 
these vi:.its, observation identified the most difficulHo-change 
practices, such as: a) poultry se-paration, b) off-floor slaughtering, and 
c) sanitation during the slaughtering process. USAID/APJI organized 
a feedback meeting to discuss barriers preventing slaughterers from 
adopling improved practices and an action plan was developed with 
commitment from the slaughterers, slaughtering line managers and 
the Ngoc Xuan Slaughterhouse owner, and the inspectors and SDAH 
were asked to assisr in the monitoring and enforcement efforts. More 
than 60'1(! of slaughtering lines have applied the one-way slaughtering 
practices and off-floor slaughtering as a result of these monitoring 
and follow up efforts. 

7 .1.2. Shrning lessons leamed and experiences for national and regional 
levels: in order to approach RAHO 3 and RAHO 6 and RAHO 7, 
field trips and meetings were held between the USAID/ APII project 
directors and key ~tali of the new regional counterparls. OveralL the 
meetings confirmed their interest to support replicntion of lhe AHW 
training and improvements to slaughtering facilities models. 
Specially, the RAHOs expressed their interest to train inspectors in 
HPAI ri:.k reduction at slaughlerhouse~ and how to help the 
slaughte-rhouse owners to be more compllant wlth the- Gove-rnmenf s 
new regulations under Decree 61 and 14. 

7 .1.3. Following the Me-kong Regional training courses for slaughterhouse 
owners on December 19-21 and December 24-26, 2012 on Veterinary 
Sanitation and Food Safety for 5R slaughterhouse owners and 
selected staff of SDAHs from l3 provinces in RAHO 6 and RAHO 7, 
slaughterhouse owners in Ba Ria-Vung Tau and Dong Nai provinces 
sho\vcd their interest in replicating the USAID models through 
official letters calling for support that h3ve heen reviewed and 
incorporated in the plan for provision of technical a~sisianee in the 
coming months. 
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7.1.4. Responding to these requests, USAID/APII developed a small follow 
up plan for late March and early April for joint trips hy RAHO, 
SDAHs and USAID/APII technical staff to visit selected 
slaughterhouses and provide direct technical advice for risk reduction 
and upgrades. 

7.1.5. lnspector training courses: 

Through the process of implementing three training courses on 
poultry inspection, US AID/ APII has developed a curriculum tOr 
Advanced Training on Inspection of Poultry and Poultry Products for 
Food Safety and Sanitation. This tmining complements the existing 
RAHO inspector certification trainings. The USAID/APII advanced 
training lnclude the following additional topics: updated information 
on AI, EIDs and food borne diseases; the supply chain and how 
disease transmission occurs at key nodes~ and the design and 
operation of poultry slaughtering facilities. to enhance sanitation and 
food safety_ The RAHO and USAID/APII training courses have been 
combined, and costs were shared to replicate the USAID/APII mtJde!. 

Each province SDAH contributed approximately 50 percent of the 
total training costs for administration and participants while 
USAJD/APII covered the remaining 50%, mostly related to the costs 
of the trainers and the training materials. 

Evaluation results from the training showed that most of the trainees 
achieved sufficient knowledge on good practices for food proces:-.ing, 
safe slaughtering and waste management ln order to carry out 
inspection, as \vell as being capable of providing effective 
supervision to slaughter points for better food hygiene and safety. 
After 3 more courses in Ha i\Fam and Quang Binh in the first quarter 
of Year fOur, US AID/ APII continued to work with RAHO 3, 6 and 7 
during the second quarter to prepare a plan for five more replication 
courses in quarter three 2013. 

7.2 Challenges and Solutions 

7 .1.6. Profit margins from poultry slaughtering are especially small. and 
C\iC,n more so in small-scale slaughtering operations. It is 
understandably hard to persuade these small private entrepreneurs to 
invest in facility upgrades without some form or 'subsidy' (financial 
support). Micro-fi.mmce options in the commercial financial sector 
(banks, l'vlFis) arc rare. Many small entrepreneurs appear to be 
comfottahle with their sratus quo business (size). The relevant cost 
savings, which in turn improve business and increase profits through 
environmental safeguarding and food safety measures, seem to be a 
more persua<;ivc argument for small-scale slaughtcrers to make 
changes to their businesses. 

7.1.7. USAlDiAPII continues to reach out to and invite p::ulncrs such as 
LJFSAP and V AHIP to participate in project activities. Partners 
rarely reciprocate however. 
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8. Behavior Change Communication (BCC) 
In line with Year four goal, in this reporting quarter we utilized BCC trainer 
teams established in Can Tho, Ha Nam, Hung Yen, Kien Giang and Quang Tri, 
to not only continue communication programs in their provinces including 
strengthening (heir supply chain models but also to roll out the BCC trainers' 
capacity building model to new provinces of Ha Tinh, Quang Binh and Thua 
Thien Hue for promotion of new desired behaviors. We abo \vorked with 
selected BCC trainers from Ha Nam and Quang Tri and from the national level 
on the deve-lopment of a BCC module for VietNam Farmer's Union to integrate 
BCC theory and merhodology into the training curricula for their voc<.~tional 

training system. 

8.1 Achkvcmcnts 

8.1.1 In late January, lJSAIDiAPH initiated a subcontract with the 
Vietnam Farmer's Union (VFU) to develop a BCC module for 
teachers at their Vocational Training Schools and then to introduce 
this BCC module to their training system in 63 provinces and cities 
of Vietnam with oftlcia1 approval and guidance from leaders of the 
VFL'. 

K 1.2 Tn early February, the VFlJ established a team of writers to develop 
the BCC module for teachers of Vocational Training School. The 
te-am included VFU trainers with experience in BCC, BCC 
specialists of the Ivfinistry of Health (MOH) and selected BCC 
trainers from Ha Nam and Quang Tri. This writing team will benefit 
from technical support from other BCC specialisb (Y1ARD as well 
as professors from the fields of journalism and communication:<.) 
who are part of the Advisory Team. 

8.1.3 The VFE with technical inpub from the BCC learn ofUSAID/APII 
developed the outline of the BCC module for teachers of Vocational 
Training School of Farmer's Union. The Scientific Committee of the 
VFU has approved this outline. Prior to submission to the Scientific 
Committee of the VFL, this BCC module was vetted by behavior 
change specialists from Iv10H, MARD, Professors from the 
Journalism and Communication Academy, teachers from Vocational 
Tr.aining Schools as well as selected BCC trainers from 
USAID/APirs rocus provinces in March. 

8.1.4 An APH consultant developed the fir.st draft of BCC module. Thi.s 
first dran will be pre-tested with future users before getting final 
feedback from BCC specialists and finalization in early ApriL 

8.1.5 The second draft of the BCC Training Nlanual and the 
Communication Strategy Development Guide were. translated into 
English in order to seck comments not only frnm Vietnamese readers 
but also from Aht home office and API partners. These two materials 
will be Jleld tested with provincial BCC trainers and communication 
experts from MOHand MARDin April before finallzation. 

8.1.6 On February 21, the Can Tho Communication Framework was 
offi.clally endorsed by Can Tho DARD (as assigned by Can Tho 
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PPC) for wide usc thTOughout the province. This Framework wa-; 
printed and distributed ro different agencies from provincia] to 
district levels together with an officiallelteL 

8.1 7 APIJ staff vl.sited Ha Vi Poultry Market in January to understand 
actual practice~ or larget audience~ and conducted several meetings 
with the VAHIP project to plan potential support from USAID/APII 
on behavior change. USAID/APH developed the training needs 
assessment form to understand the BCC training needs of AH 
officer:'. of Ha Noi SDAH and of Ha Vi market management board. 
The results of this self-assessment will serve the design of the 
training on BCC for these audiences that VAHIP project has 
requested USAID/APII statfto lead. 

8.1.8 In mid-Febmary, we signed a contract with Quang Tri WU to 
replicate the BCC training model to three new provinces (Ha Tinh, 
Quang Binh and Thua Thien-Hue) and to expand the model to 
promote food safety using the same approach of behavior change
determinants and mcentives. 

8.1.9 In March, three TOT courses on BCC theory and application ln 
promotion of human health behaviors were conducted by the Quang 
Tri BCC trainer team for the WU network of Ha Tinh, Quang Binh 
and Thua Thien-Hue provim.:e:->. The participants also included 
provincial human health and animal health workers from V AHIP 
projects in Ha Tinh and Thua Thien-Hue. These trained participants 
from VAHIP/WB were expected to lead their own communication 
activities to improve biosecurity practiCt'-S in markets and slaughter 
points in their provinces. 

K 1.10 Right after the completion or the TOT courses, Quang Tri BCC 
trainers worked closely with the newly trained WU staff in the three 
ne\v provinces to prepare training materials and BCC tools for 
communicators. These diffusion training courses for communicators 
will be co-funded with the WL in April, focusing on behaviors 
selected by each province. Thls will be followed by interpersonal 
communication and community-based activities on the prioritized 
behaviors on food safety, life skills, and reproductive health care and 
other specific provincial topics in the next quarter. The Quang Tri 
BCC trainers will provide coaching and training on monitoring in the
nev./ provinces as welL 

8.1.11 \Vith technical assistance from an Abt headquarters economist, we 
conducted a BCC costing survey to review expenditures and 
activities implemented in target provinces with trainers and 
communication acli vities in March. We calculated local partner:->· 
contributions including both in-kind and cash contributions. The 
final report will include a road map with a costing for consideration 
for further funding and execution by interested individual projects 
and/or provinces for :'.cale up and replication, and \viii be available in 
Quarter three. 
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8.1.12 Behavior change activities at supply chain nodes (Hoa Mac market 
and Hue-Thanh slaughtering point in Ha Nam; Ngoc Xuan 
Centralized Slaughterhouse in Can Tho) included: 

• Conducted the 31
d supportive monitoring activity at Hoa Mac 

market and Hue-Thanh slaughter point by a multi
disciplinary team of local partners including Veterinary 
officers and BCC rminers ~swell as USAID/APil staff. 

• Shared a :mmmary report on the results of three supportive 
monitoring trips ror behavior change at Hoa Mac market and 
Hue-Thanh slaughter point. Substantial changes in behavlor 
have been observed in these two models such as cleaning the 
selling place, tables and tools as well as off-floor 
slaughtering. However, problems still remain, such as 
management of water and waste or wearing gloves while 
slaughtering und selling poultry. Continued supportive 
monitoring. by local partners is required. 

• Continued to develop posters for Hoa Mac market to promote 
the application of other desired behaviors. among poullry 
vendors. A new set of posters promoting three more. 
behaviors on hygiene and food safety will be field tested and 
manufactured in ApriL 

• Met with Can Tho SDAH to review project uchlcvements 
and their enforcement role in sustaining behavior changes at 
Ngoc Xuan so that it can serve as a training platform for 
replication of the USAID/APII model. 

• Observed the slaughtering process in Ngoc Xuan on March 
19 to identify problems and met '-Vith slaughtercrs on the next 
days to discuss and prepare action plan for improvements. 
Pending problems were promoting off-tloor de-feathering 
and not leaving blood on the floor. Slaughterers committed 
that they would rearrange the slaughtering area in a way to 
facilitate off-floor practices. 

8.2 L"'hallenges and Solutions 

8.2. 1 The development of a module for teachers of Vocational Training 
Schools of Farmer"s Union is a challenging task because the module 
has ro satisfy both the technical requirements of an effective BCC 
methodology and the requirements of the VFU in order for them to 
officially introduce the module into their training system. This has 
caused some delays compared wlth initial planning but the BCC 
module will be available for approval by June 2013. 

8.2.2 Building capacity needs time and practice. The BCC training model 
replication was well received by the WU~ in the three new provinces 
of Ha Tinh, Quang Binh and Thua Thien-Hue. They need a lot of 
technical support and coaching from the Quang Tti BCC trainer 
team and USAID/APII's BCC team. These three provincial WUs are 
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also under time pressure to implement their annual communication 
activities in line with the guidance and targets fmm the national WU. 

9. Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) 
USAID/APII's M&E work aims to strengthen existing sy:<.tems in the 
provinces, and help close existing gaps between grassroots level M&E and 
provincial-national levels M&E and reporting. It also aims to facilitate and 
guide project implementation towards achievement of impacts to contribute 
to achieving the objectives articulated in USAID's Avian and Pandemic 
Influenza (API) Performance Management Plan (PMP)_ In addition. 
USAJD/APTI acts as the repository for PMP indicators collected under 
USAID's API initiatives, taking the lead in providing analysis and reporting 
on Lhb data. 

9.l.Achicvcmcnts 

9.1.1. To document in-province sustainabillty and replication of the 
achievements supported by USAID/APII including fol10\ving-up 
with demonstration models, USAID/APII developed a quarterly 
report template and requested partners in our five focus provinces 
to report on the project's achlcvcments in their province and share 
this report with the project. 

9.1.2. Met with Ha Nam DARD in March to rcvic\-v Year four activities. 
collaboration and coordination in collecting, updating and sharing 
su~tainability and replication of project's achievement. 

9.1.3. A similar meeting was implemented with a former leader of the 
USAID/APII Provincial Coordination Unit (PCU) in Hung Yen in 
March. Both sides agreed to continue. USAIDiAPII activities 
scheduled for Year four of the project and to carry OU[ the activity 
of collecting. updating and sharing the project information. 

9.2.ChaJienges and Solutions 

9.2. L It's foreseen that the process of updating and sharing the. 
sustainabillty and replication of project's information in Ha ~am 
would not be done smoothly because of the absence of 
coordination between sector~ in Ha Nam province afler the 
phasing out of the H.a I\; am PCC from October 2012. 

10. Finance and Administration 
10.1 Achievements 

I 0.1.1 Managed all aspects of the finance and administration and all 
subcontracts and consultant agreements effectively. The procedures 
were streamlined during the course of the year. 

10.1.2 USAID/APII continues to submit routine deliverables lo USAID. 
including quarterly progress reports, quarterly financial reports, 
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semi-annual and annual reports etc. The F&A team support the 
technical team.'i in managing all subcontracts and consultants. 

10.1.3 A better tracking system has been set up for the last year of Project 
including expenditures, travel, supplies, lnventory, procurement, 
~taff leave., subcontracts and consultants wa~ developed. 

I 0.1.4 Throughout Quarter three the project has been in the process of 
recmiting new F&A staff to replace the ones who have left 

10.2 ChaJJcngcs and Solutions: 

10.2.1 '{car four brings a unique set of challenges; implementing our 
contmctual requirements and preparing for close out in September. 
We will continue to work to disseminate APII programs and 
activities to new provinces and districts until July, at whlch time our 
focus will shift to close out activities. This indicates a compressed 
timdi11e i11 whidt to complete all program adivities (approximate!)' 
nine total, four remaining after Quarter two) 

10.2.2 F&A and the Technical team work closely to submit SOW for 
approval and 10 negotiate with Subcontractor~Consultanls for them 
to start at the earliest possible time so that we can achieve close out 
for programmatic activities in July 2013. 

10.2.3 When new staff are on board, the Project will need to spend a lot of 
time to train them and get them up to speed as soon a.<; possible. 

10.2.4 To mitigate delays, the COP meets \vlth all subcontractors prior to 
signing to insure they understand our limitations and that we will not 
be able to extend them under any circumstance. 

11. Success Stories 
11.1 Replication of Infection Prevention and Control for health care 

facilities in Can Tho City 

Can Tho is stepping up efforts to improve medical care for the city's 
population of more than 1.2 million as well as people from neighboring 
provinces through a training program aimed at reducing hospital acquired 
infections, one of the leading causes of death in Vietnam. Using local funds, 
Can Tho has deployed a team of infection control trainers developed by the 
USAID/APll project and utilized the USAID/APII infection control training 
curriculum to replicate the USAID/APII training for an additional 139 
heahhcare staff from 21 different general and specialized healthcare facilities. 
Through the training, these hcalthcarc staff have significantly enhanced their 
know1edge and skills. on infection control, empowering them to protect their 
own health as well as the health of in- and out-patients and their family 
members who are using he.althcare faclllties in Can Tho. 

Under USAID's AI ~,fekong and APII activities, selected staff from hospital 
facilities belonging to the Can Tho Department of Health (DOH) were trained 
as infection prevention and control trainers and supported to carry out initial 
training activities in pi1ot location~ within Can Tho. The USAID/APII 
infection prevention and control activities in Can Tho also contributed to the 
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development of a new training curriculum on infection prevention and control 
f~xused on healthcare workers in district and commune healthcare facilities. 
\vhich has now been adopted by the Ministry of Health (rviOH) for nationwide 
application. 

A healthcare worker in Can Tho 
demonstrating hand hygiene 

Photo: Oanh Tran. US;1!D/AP/l 

Building on the training and 
other activities on infection 
prevention and control that were
previously supported by 
USAID/APII in Can Tho. the 
city's health authorities have 
been continuing to utilize the 
trainers and the USAID/APII 
training curriculum to strengthen 
infection prevenlion and control 
in other healthcare facilities 
using local funding resources. 

As outlined in an official report 
dated January 201 3 from Can 
Tho DOH, since October 20 12 
four training courses on infection 
prevention and control have been 
organized for infection control 
statf from health care facilities. 
These training courses were 
organized in different general 
and specialized city and district 

healthcare facilities of Can Tho, 
including Thot Not District Hospital, 0 :Mon District Hospital, Can Tho City 
General Hospital and Can Tho City Traditional :Medicine Hospital. 

A total of 139 participanb have completed the training courses, coming from 
21 different healthcare facilities, as follows: 

• Nine disn·ict hospitals and health centers 

• Nine specialized provin...:ial hospitals and health centers, including the 
following specializ-ed t~1cilitics: pediatrics; car. nose and throat; 
dentomaxillofacial~ TB and lung disease: mental health: blood 
tmnsfusion and hematology; cancer; dermatology; traditional 
medicine). 

• Two private general hospitals from Can Tho City and one private 
general hospital from the neighboring province of Bac Lieu. 

For each training course, the actual situation of the host ins[itution in relation 
to infection prevention and control was used as a practical example for the 
training. The training aimed to address the real needs of infection control 
officers in these healthcare facilities, both in relation to patient care and also 
protecting healthcare workers from daily infection risks. 
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The results of pre- and post-testing of the participants in the training courses 
reported by DOH indicated significant improvements in knowledge about 
infection prevention and control in healthcare facilitie~. 

Mnnltoring the infection control activities in Can Tho in April 2013 
Photo: Oanh Tran!USAID 

11.2 Peer-to-Peer Education Replicates USAID/APII's BCC training 
model in new provinces 

During February and :1\<farch 2013, the provincial BCC Trainer Team from 
Quang Tri conducted three training of trainer (TOT) courses on BCC theory 
and techniques in Ha Tinh, Quang Binh and Thua Thien-Hue provmces, 
introducing USAID/APlls model outside of the projects original five focus 
province~. The~e TOT courses reached 63 key slaff from lhe pro,.'incial 
Women's Unions (VYrU), Sub-Departments of Animal Health (SDAH} and 
Centers for Health Education and Communication in these provinces. 

The Quang Tri BCC Trainer Team overcame two significant challenges to 
implement these trainings. First, the team quickly moved from being training 
recipients over the past three years, to a tr<Jining role in which they had to 
confidently pass on their knowledge or BCC theory and practices. Secondly, 
nnd perhaps more importantly, as provincial officials they were required to 
assume the role of teacher with their peers as opposed to more junior staff. 

Preparation and facilitation of the training and learning activities required a lot 
of energy from the Quang Tri team, who quickly learned that the trainees 
could ask difficult questions. The Quang Tri team applied a peer education 
approach, and after the TOT courses they supporled the trainees from each 
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province to develop small group discussion guides based on the specific 
desired behaviors identified by the participants. The topic areas varied 
significantly between each province, ranging from food safely to life skills and 
women and children's health. 

Overall, participants were pleased with the training and noied that it had been a 
good fit for their communication objectives. The TOT course not only 
provided knowledge but also created an active learning atmosphere. The 
training method required and created 
opportunities for participants to 
practice their communication skills 
and to analyze social issues, which 
they found quite different from other 
training courses they had attended. 
The trainers' facilitation skills kept 
the interest of the participants, who 
even stayed longer than the program 
in order to prepare their practical 
demonstration exercises. "The 
success of this training was that it 
could change our behavior toward in
service training and that it really 
stimulated our learning attitude. This 

Group work presenL.'ltion in BCC TOT 
in H::1 Tinh, March 10-14,2013 

Photo: Ha Tinl! Women's Union 

training will be followed by diffusion training for communicators at the local 
level and we strongly believe that we will bring the same spirit to the local 
leveL to our members and our community," said Mrs. Nguyen Thi Tuyet 
Minh, Vice-Chairperson of Quang Binh \VU at the closing ceremony of the 
training. Using the Wt;'s communication programs as case studies also helped 
the participants to know how to apply the training in rheir future \Vork as 
communicators and trainers. 

1l1e TOT courses provided a very good demonstration of the value of a peer
to-peer education approach, and successfully built the competency of the 
trainees. Ba-sed on the TOT courses and the small group discussion guides for 
each province, the three newly established provincial trainer teams are 
conducting diffusion training for communicators who w-ill lead small group 
discussion~ with women on the de~ired behavior~ prioritiLed by each WU's 
network. 

Through helping other provinces to learn about BCC theory and mt'-lhodology 
and to build new BCC trainer teams, Quang Tri WU and its BCC trainer team 
have strengthened their training capacity and widened their knowledge on 
prevention and control of AI and ElDs as well as on promotion of other health 
behaviors, related to environmental hygiene, life sk11ls and women and 
children's health. The success of this cooperation will certainly enhance 
Quang Tri WU's expertise, reputation and coaching role within the national 
WU network in future. 
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1. Achievements 

USAIDs Avian and Pandemic Influcn7.a Initiative (APII) commenced activities on October 1, 
2009. The first twelve months of implementation focused on: getting the project up and 
running, mobiliLing key staff; identifying, engaging and guiding ~ub~contractors; and 
developing relationships with multiple partners in the five focus provinces (Can Tho, Kien 
Giang, Quang Tri, Ha Nam and Hung Yen) and at central level (e.g. MARD, MOH, FAO, 
WHO. AFAP. VNRC, PAHI, STOP AL Infection Control Societies.). Below is an overview 
or activities and achievements during Year 1, outlined by management and technical areas. 

1.1 Coordination and Collaboration 

Provinc·ial level 

1) Signed MOUs with the five focus province11 between Nov. 10 and Dec. 4, 2009. Based on 
experiences and lessons learned during the AI Mekong Initiative, the team followed a 
clear step-by~step process with the provinces to develop the MOUs. There was a general 
feeling in the APII project of good teamwork and that the relationships with the 
provincial authoritie~ generally got off to a good ~tart. The proces~ involved a broad 
range of stakeholders and interactive dialogue to help lay the foundation for future 
commitment and local 0\Vnership, \Vhich is key for future sustainability and scaling-up 
efforts. 

2) D~;vdoped Provincial Implementation Plans (PIPs) with the provincial count~;rparts in 
January 2010, approved by the Provincial People Committees. A PIP is considered an 
official project document attached to the MOU outlining a framework for project 
implementation. 

3) E~tablished Provincial Coordination Unit~ (PCU~) in each province. The PCUs are 
chaired by provincial leaders, typically the Vice Chairman of the Provincial Peoples 
Committee or the Director or Vice Director nf the Provincial Department for Agriculture 
and Rural Development (DARD). rv1ember representatives are appointed from related 
organiLations responsible for implementing and guiding project activities in the province. 
The PCU assumes the highest level of ownership and decision~making on project 
implementation in the province. The PCUs typically rneet every month to get update on 
the progress implementation and do planning and monitoring of field activities. 

4) Developed provincial guidelines for field implementation and monitoring together with 
the provincial counterparts. The guidelines outline the steps and procedures for sub~ 
contractors to execute their work in cooperation with the PCUs and provincial partners. 
At the same time. the guidelines provide PCUs with tools to coordinate and supervise all 
activities. 

5) Engaged full~time Provincial Coordinators funded by either FAO (Kien Giang, Quang 
Tri, Ha Nam) or A PIT (Can Tho, Hung Yen) to assist the PCUs, 

6) Opened Project O!Iices within Can Tho and Quang Tri DARDs. each staffed with an 
APII Project Manager. Together with the Head Office in Hanoi these satellite offices 
provided logistical and financial management support to provincial activities. 
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7) Organized joint meetings with FAO. USAID and PC Us in some of the focus provinces 
(when busy schedules permitted) on provincial implementation, coordination and lessons 
lcamt. 

Centrollcvcl 

8) The initial idea of establishing a Technical Advisory Group under MARD was replaced 
hy a more pragmatic approach of operating via/with strategically located partners such as 
PAI-fl, FAO and WHO with more immediate acce~s to central level planners and 
decision~makers, and the developme.nt of a detailed advocacy s.trategy was initiated. 

9) The technical team~ participated actively in and contributed to relevant national 
works.hops and technical working groups under PAHI (including the BCC Working 
Group and the Bio·security Working Group). 

10) Es.tablished close working relationships with key intemational partners such as FAO and 
WHO resulting in better coordination and communication. Agreed with F AO on clearer 
divisions of work e.g. in surveillance where F AO focuses its inputs at upper {national, 
provincial, district, commune) levels, whereas APII targets grassroots/village levels, the 
two thus complementing one anothet and working to $\rengthen the overall national 
system. Similarly established close working relationships with a wide range of national 
and local partners through subcontracts. 

1.2 A vi an I nflucnza Preparedness and Response Plans 

[) Attended H2P' sTable--top exercises in Ha Nam to gain experience for future activities 
and to see where and how to integrate behavior change communication into provincial 
pandemic response plans.. 

2) Attended 10M's table~top exercise on Prt'paredness and Rt>sponse Plan~ in Tay Ninh, to 
gain experience for future activities. 

3) Met with US AID and representative~ of the International Federation of the Red Cross on 
how to subcontract Vietnam Red Cross (VNRC) for optimum use of USAID·funding and 
minimal overlap between API! and the Humanitarian Pandemic Preparedness (H2P) 
project implemented by VNRC and ending in August 20\0.lnitiated talks on the next 
steps for partnering with VNRC early in Year 2. 

1.3 Early \Varning Systems & Surveillance 

Key achievements are presented in terms of preparation, capacity building, network 
establishment and maintenance, and advocacy and policy dialogue. 

Preparation: 

l) Conducted a rapid asses$ment on the status of surveillance systems in the three new focus 
provinces (Kien Giang, Quang Tri, Ha Nam) and proposed the Community~ Based 
Surveillance (CBS) approach for the five focus provinces. 
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2) Reviewed the CBS model developed under AI l'vkkong Initiative and the provincial 
surveillance processes in Quang Tri, Ha Nam and Kien Giang·s to inform the 
development of APII'< CBS approach and plan. 

3) Provided technical assistance to the Centre for Community Health and Injury Prevention 
to implement CBS approaches in Thai Binh and Long An Provinces funded by the 
V AHIP project of Moll. 

4) Had discussions with F AO to work towards aligning surveillance approaches and develop 
joint plans for implementation in animal health surveillance. It was agreed that: APII and 
FAO would work together to fin;;tli7.e district and commune selection processes based on 
the risk-based approaches; APII and FAO would jointly organize a national workshop to 
introduce the CBS model; FAO would train commune chief AHWs and APII would train 
both village AHWs and human health workers, key informants and private sector partners 
in 123 communes; APII and FAO would jointly launch and implement the CBS model in 
5 focus provinces. 

5) Finalized the APII CBS approach taking into consideration the sustainability of the 
program. The approach is using and strengthening existing animal and human health 
networks at commune and village level and link the dh.t:ase information from tht: CBS 
into the existing surveillance in national human nnd animal health systems. 

6) Finalized the list of districts and communes (in collaboration with FAO) for CBS 
implementation using the risk based approaches. The total of selected communes is 123 
in which Hung Yen is selected 24 communes in 4 districts, Ha Nam 16 communes in 2 
districts, Quang Tri 26 communes in 4 districts, Can Tho 24 commune-; in 5 di-;tricts, and 
Kien Giang 33 communes in 4 districts. 

Capacity buildinr;: 

l) Held a 5-day TOT course for provincial health and animal health counterparts in APII 
CBS model implementation for 20 provincial human and animal health staffs (four per 
focus province). 

2) Made detailed plans for CBS training of collaborators, key informants, and private sector 
agents in all five provinces. 

3) Completed the roll-out of training for CBS networks in 123 communes in the five focus 
provinces, for around l R:'\0 collaborators. 

Nt'Twork e.srah/ishment and mointenance: 

1) Preparrd CBS materials/toolkits for distribution to coll<:tborators during model 
launches. 

2) Maintained CBS collaborator networks in 123 communes through monthly network 
meetings (from May in Quang Tri and Hung Yen; from July in Can Tho and Kien 
Giang; and from August in Ha Nam), rapid reporting on suspected cases and monthly 
reporting. The very latest infonnation suggests that 2118 sick and dead poultry and 
1132 SARI cases were reported by collaborators during July- September! 

7 
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3) Supported regular monitoring visits by provincial and district level human and animal 
health staff. 

4) Organized a national workshop with FAO to introduce the CBS model to national and 
provincial counterparts with 78 participants from the national level (MoH, MARD, 
NIHE, Public Health and Agriculture Universities, VA), the five foCliS province~. and 
representatives of international organizations including CDC, WHO, CDC/OMS, 
CARE, and USAID. 

5) Organized 18 CBS launch ceremonies in 18 districts with participation of more than 
l HOO collaborators from 123 communes, commune and district human and animal 
health authorities, media, and local government representatives. During the launches, 
the local authorities showed their recognition and approval of the network by giving 
their own (written) recognition of the networks in the form of a decision. The 
launches also made the collaborators proud to be members of the networks helping 
the community detect and repot1 suspected ca~e~ of AI. During. the launches fact 
sheet and provincial press releases were dis.tributed to journalists. and communication 
\vorkers at national, provincial and district levels. 

6) Commune loudMspeaker broadcasts aired scripts introduced the collaborator network 
to communities. In addition, CBS toolkits including handbooks, reporting forms, 
bags, and T Mshirts were provided for collaborators to assist them vvith their work. 

Admcacy and policy dialogue: 

I) Engaged a senior national surveillance expert to visit the field, attend launches and 
meet with provincial health and animal health staff and officials to show the 
importance of CBS in bridging the gap between community and central levels. 

2) Upon request, APU provided technical as~istance to the Centre for Community Health 
and Injury Prevention and shared the CBS approach with the VAHIP project ofMoH 
to implement the CBS model in Thai Binh and Long An Provinces (for more details 
see success stories al the end of this report). 

3) Conducted a costing!sustainability study in order to document and provide 
information on the cost (financial and human resources) of reproducing the model. 

4) Conducted a series of individual meetings \Vith FAO, WHO and national experts in 
hoth animal and human health settor~ to discuss how the model can move hryond the 
AI towards. events~based surveillance and how to simplify the model for easier 
adoption and replication in year 2. 

1.4 Infection Control and Case Management 

1) Organized and conducted a national workshop to share the lessons learned in 
infection control (IC) and case management (CM) under the AI Mekong Initiative and 
prepared plans for future case management and infection control activities. 

2) Subcontracted Ho Chi Minh Infection Control Society fN implementation of 
activities in thi~ technical area. 
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3) Rapid assessments were conducted in 12 district hospitals in five provinces to inform 
the intervention. 

4) IC activities in four districts of the AI Mekong Initiative were maintained. 

5) Finalized CM training materials and guidelines and conducted TOT for provincial 
health staff on case management. 

6) Introduced the National Infection Control Circular to health workers in target 
districts. Two workshops were organized in Can Tho and Kicn Giang for IC staff in 
all district hospitals with some staff from provincial hospitals also attending. 
Partnered \Vith Johnson and Johns.on Medical in this. effort with Johnson and Johnson 
supporting travel and accommodation for national trainers and training materials, 

7) Pn::pared IC training CUITiculum and guidelines based on n::commendations for IC 
implementation at district hospitals. 

Advocacy and policy dialogue: 

1) Met regularly with WHO to discuss how best to coordinate and collaborate on IC and 
CM support. 

2) Met with national experts of MoH to shO\v the APII appmach on IC activities~ with 
its focus on districts and commune levels which most other IC intervention programs 
have not yet targeted. 

3) Met with USAID and IC programs of PEPFAR to explore scope for collaboration and 
exchanges of experiences and lessons leamt on general versus more disease specific 
IC interventions and programs. 

1.5 Animal Response Efforts 

This vvork focused on AHW capacity building under subcontracts with AFAP and VVA 
in collaboration with provincial S~DAHs. 

1) During the last quarter of 2009 a review of the data collected in 2009 under the AI 
Mekong lnitiatiYe (and by AED in focu..; provinces) was conducted in order to 
provide baseline information on poultry producti011, AI virus outbreaks., and AHW 
and Animal Extension Worker (AEW) networks. This data helped inform subsequent 
work~planning in the five focus provinces. 

2) AFAP C'ompleted an extensive Training Needs Assessment (TNA) for AHWs and 
AEWs in the five focus provinces during March-June in consultation with SDAHS 
and PAFECs in the five fonts provinces. 

3) AFAP rolled out support to AHW networks with monthly meetings and refresher 
trainings in 15 districts of the five focus provinces from June 2010, reaching a total of 
more than 1200 AHW> (800 male and 400 female). A>ide from AI the trainings 
covered a wide range of common diseases including Porcine Reproductive and 
Respiratory Syndrome (PRRS) which recently swept through Vietnam with severe 
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impact on pig/poultry farmers and of major concern to authorities. Relevant training 
modules were adapted from DAH's most recent training curriculum. 

4) AFAP conducted five TOT courses for local trainers (114 trainees from SDAHs and 
PAFECs: 42 female and 72 male) to help prepare SDAHs to take over and extend the 
training into other districts. 

5) APII distributed 2000 AHW Logbooks to 05 provinces and initiated distriblllion of 
1200 Vet tool kits to AHW~ in 15 districts. The AHW Logbook and Vet Tool kit 
designs \Vere adopted by V AHIP project for replication in 11 provinces. 

6) Subcontracted with the Veterinary A~sodation (VA) in February 2010 to strengthen 
its existing national association network, support AHW networks in selected pilot 
districts and explore \Vays to involve the private sector by tapping into networks of 
private AHWs ('para-vets') through public private partnership activities with 
companies such as Green Vet. Tien Thanh. Nam Thai. MERIAL, Hung Nguyen, 
NA VETCO and HANVET. 

7) VA implemented 36 joint training cour~es for AH\Vs in 6 districts or Can Tho and 
Hung Yen from April2010 ('old' districts from Ai Mekong, different fonn the 
districts covered by AFAP); 

8) Distributed nearly 6500 technical magazines (Vietnam Veterinary Magazine, Poultry 
Magazine. Poultry Newsletter) through VA to j 15 AHW commune boards in 21 
districts in the five provinces. Set up 15 information desks to help AHWs access new 
technology and technical information. Analysis of data on their performance is 
forthcoming. 

9) The work implemented through AF AP and VA wa~:o ~:ohared with local. national and 
international counterparts and partners during two national workshops for sustainable 
development of AHW networks in July and September, one organized under APII 
and one organized by DAH. The capacity building support to AHWs and AEWs 
comes at a time of increa~:oed national focus on the critical role of AHW~, both public 
and private, in providing better services to the livestock sector in future. This presents 
opportunities for APII to influence relevant upcoming legislation such as the new 
Veterinary Law expected in 2012. 

1.6 Biosecurity 

1) In conjunction with the TNA for AHWs n TNA for AEWs was completed in 
consultation with NAFEC/PAFEC yie.lding useful recommendations for enhancing 
bio-security skills and knowledge. AEWs arc rccogni7.ed as a good resource for 
training of farmers on bio··security and bio··safety through good farming practices. 

2) The Rural Development Center (RUDEC) of MARD was subcontracted to conduct a 
'Supply Chain Risk Assessment' in the five focus provinces. The findings were 
disseminated to representatives of key regulatory authoritie~ at the national and 
provincial levels and international partners through dissemination workshops in July. 

3) The risk a»essment further informed/guided the 'Provincial Strategic Planning 
Workshops on HPAI Risk Reduction along Poultry Supply Chains· held towards the 

10 
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end of Y car I with F AO and local public and private stakeholders. These \vorkshops 
resulted in lists of priority (high rl~k) nodes and risk reduction measures for ~upply 
chain interventions and demonstration model development. 

4 l A desk review of the regulatory framework was conducted by a national consultant. 

5) A rapid risk assessment was conducted in the five focus provinces (and in Ha Tay 
province where the largest live bird market of Ha Vy and several hatcheries are 
located). Findings were shared with the DLP and through the Biosecurity Working 
Group co~ managed by FAO~DLP. 

6) In collaboration with FAO, the Poultry Ass.ociation, and VA, current bio~s.e.curity 
training materials were collected for review. A plan to develop training materials for 
smallholder commercial (sector 3) farmers was prepared in collaboration with 
NAFEC and DLP. Representatives from the two organizations were engaged as 
consultantt~ for bin-security training material development. 

7l Two proposals for bio-security and certification model development for sector 3 
farmers we-re drafte-d together with RUDEC and the Department ft)r Economicil 
Environment and Farming systems (DEEFS) of the National Institute of Animal 
Husbandry together with the Poultry Association, This work is expected to be 
contracted to these organizations in Year 2. 

~) Drafted a Project Strategy and Implementation Framework 2010- I 2 and an 
integration matrix to guide an integrated animal health/human health/BCC supply 
chain approach. 

9) Under the VA subcontract, and assisted by national consultants, reviewed the AED 
cun·iculum on AI prevention for hutcherie:>., slaughterers, market vendors, cooked 
food vendor was and developed an updated version to train around 400 supply chain 
vendors what focus on bio~sccurity and bio~safcty. 

10) Participated actively in Biosecurity \-Vorking Group and other technical meetings. 

1.7 Behavior Change Communication 

Central level 

1) Organized a one~dny training course on the theory and application of behavior change 
communication (BCC) in December in Hanoi with 20 participants from AFAP, 
VNRC, NAFEC, NCHEC, VVA, and all APII technical staff. 

2) Attended BCC working group meetings and acted as the focal point for BCC material 
cataloguing. A list of collected materials, including legislative documents and 
strategies from all agencies in the working group, including MARD, was developed 
for uploading to PAHI' s website. Hard and soft copies were collected for filing in 
APII's library, 

3) Completed BCC activities assessment, the findings will orient the planning of Year 2 
BCC activities. 

11 
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4) Conducted a one-day training for 30 people including journalists from national 
agencies (who previously attended FAO·s training and IMCAPI's orientation) and 
communication1:o 1:otaff from NAFEC, NCHEC and provincial CHEC's on BCC and 
messaging. The course abo provided technicnl information for API stories. The 
training concluded with a planning session on next steps for journalists to provide 
better coverage on API prevention and related APII activities. Follow~up with the 
journali~ts in September showed that they have started to write articles, and prepare 
video clips about the CBS model. 

5) Conducted a three-day BCC training for 30 people representing the project's main 
national stakeholders including VNRC, WU, VV A, Poultry Association, Farmer's 
Association, NAFEC, NCHEC, AFAP, RUDEC, DEEPS, and PCs. 

6) Conducted a five~day training wurse for master trainers on BCC for 30 key staff from 
the five focus provinces, representing human and animal health, provincial 
communication bodies (such as PAFEC and PCHEC). mass organizations (WU and 
RC), The mas.ter trainers subsequently organized TOT courses for dis.trict level 
trainers. The province and district trainers will participate in the design and 
implementation of BCC related activities in Year 2. 

7) Following the provincial reduction strategy workshops to identify key (high risk) 
nodes and intervention points in selected poultry supply chains, the BCC team 
organized planning workshops with key leaders of health, animal health sectors, Red 
Cross, Women Union, etc. during Sep in Can Tho. The outcome::. were lists of agreed 
priority behaviors for priority supply chain nodes and lists of proposed BCC 
activities/target audiences and timing. The workshops will be followed by FGD and 
IDI with target audiences to identify barriers and motivators for t<1rget <Judienres to 
apply desired behaviors. 

8) Prepared video dips introducing the CBS modeL the role of CBS collaborators and 
the five steps or hand washing ror CBS provincial launching ceremonies. 

9) Together with the AH component, \Vorked with V AHIP to transfer and replicate AI 
Mekong and APII successes in V AHJP's provinces. The bio~security booklet on Mr. 
Mau raising chicken to was distributed in VAHIP provinces and USAID provided 
authorization for VA HIP to reprint the AHW logbook. 

10) Began exploring the development of an APII website with Abt HQ. 

Provincial/eve/ 

J) To continue BCC activities supported under the AI Mekong Initiative and AI BCC 
projects during the pre··Tet period !.Dec. 2009 ... March 2010), the following activities 
were undertaken: 

o Reviewed all BCC acti\'ities and documents under the AI Mekong Initiative and 
the AI BCC project through meetings with AED, AED's partners. and local 
counterparts from the five focus provinces, Conducted a rapid needs assessment 
of AI BCC gaps in the fi\'C focus provinces through a desk review of KAP 
surveys of local authorities. Agreed with the five focus provinces on AI BCC pre .. 

12 
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Tct Campaigns and organized BCC planning workshops at provincial and district 
levels. Implemented pre~Tet BCC campaigns in the five focus province~ 
(including TOT refresher cour~es, refresher trainings for commune and village 
communiC'ators. community events, display of 300 sets of outdoor posters 
distribution of 1, I 00 bags and 750 T ·shirts at market kiosks, small group 
discussions with around sno sector three farmers. radio spots on district radio and 
commune, communication kiosk& at main markets, distribution of 3300 wall 
poster calendars). Calendars focused on the three key messages and provided the 
provincial hotlinc numbers from the GETS project. Organized BCC rcvic\v 
meetings/workshops in four focus provinces (except Kien Giang) for sharing of 
experiences and lessons leamL 

2) Promoted an integrated approach to Human and Animal Health BCC through post
testing of CBS toolkit:'> with village collaborators in Can Tho and Hung Yen. 

3) Aired radio spots and commune loudspeaker system announcements (Sep.-Oet. 
2010), promoting CBS collaborator networks (prepared with the HH team) to 
reinforce the recognition and roles of CBS collaborators. 

4) OrganiD:d API training for key local authorities (e.g. village heads) in communes 
(Aug-Oct 2010), aiming to equip local authorities with basic knowledge on API. 

5) Completed the a~~essment of provincial communication activities in all five 
provinces. The findings were presented at provincial BCC planning workshops to 
guide Year 2 activities. The assessments also provided useful information to the 
provinces on the current status of their API communications status while highlighting 
the need for one integrated communication plan for the whole province in future. 

1.8 Other Cross-Cutting Issues 

1) Conducted a desk survey on TOT skills followed by data analysis to provide an 
overview ofpotcntiallocal trainers, their capacity in TOT for the various components 
:1nd likely roles in upcoming training courses across APII. 

2) Prepared and shared a Project Training Protllc (PTP) internally between components, 
which outlines training course process, standard forms for course planning and 
notification, monitoring and evaluation, checklisl~. participant's lists. and so forth. 
This PTP will be updated regularly based on training experiences and M&E outputs. 

3) With shorHenn technical assi~tance from Abt's HQ, prepared a gender ~trategy and 
plan, and trained APII and counterpart staff in ge.nder awareness. 

4) With shorHerm technical assi~tance from Abt'~ HQ (incl. their Environme.ntal 
Compliance Advisor) prepared and Environmental Mitigation & Monitoring Plan 
(EMMP). 

M &E acriviries 

5) Submitted the APII PMP to USAID in November. A first update (of this 'living' 
document) was made in April with shorHenn technical as~istance from Abt's M&E 

13 
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specialist and a second update is attached to this annual report, reflecting recent in 
changes in project scope and direction (e.g. more emphasis on an integrated multi~ 
sector approach along poultry s.upply chain~). 

6) Implemented a joint training workshop with FAO to introduce the USAID PMP and 
APII PMP frameworks to provincial and national COlmteil)arts, 

7) Provided inputs for USAID PMP developments led by MEASURE e.g. on data 
collection tooh. 

8) Finalized the selection of districts and communes for implementation of project 
activiti~;% in five provinces., Collected basic information in targete.d communes and 
districts 

9) Developed monilOring forms for provincial counterparts/PCU members for 
monitoring visits of APII activities. 

10) Drafted an initial outline for a web~based M&E database system for the APII project 
and for M&E data from other USAID-supported AI initiatives. 

2. Challenges and Solutions 
The project faced various rhallenges during the Year I, such as: estahlishment of close 
working relationships and coordination or activities with a wide range or key partners and 
counterparts; implementation through subcontracts and consultant agreements: and filling 
staff gaps. Below is an overview of speeitlc challenges and solutions, outlined by 
management and technical areas. 

2.1 Coordination and Collaboration 

1) APII was. without a tesident Project Director from Dec. 2009 till April 20 lO. This 
partly explains the relatively slow start~up and some of the early deficiencies in 
coordinating with key int~~rnational partners (e.g. FAO), The situation did improve 
during the semnd half of the year, as staff gaps v.rere filled. The speed of 
implementation picked up and coordination improved overall through frequent 
meetings and interactions/communication with key partners. The project recognizes 
that there is scope for further improvement including changes in attitudes towards 
collaboration. This may entail more frequent meetings to agree on clear divisions of 
responsibilities., encourage a more open i>haring of plans and (draft) documentation, 
and model constructive/positive and open dialogue as a way towards better 
cooperation. 

2) Coordination with international partners remained a challenge with different cost 
norms/policies, communication styles, and busy work schedules within a complex 
project context. The project did make deliberate efforts to foster closer relationships, 
particularly with FAO (the main international partner). The project will continue to 
pursue this line in Year 2 for better ha1monization especially on supply chain 
activities, CBS work, IC/CM efforts, and on cost norms. In general, APII will focus 
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on activities at lmver provincial/grassroots levels, whereas FAO (and WHO) \vill 
focus on the upper provincial and national levels. 

3) It is worth noting here that based on past experience and donor behaviors, provinces 
typically expect donor~funded projects to set up project management units with 
resources allocated to provincial counterparts and provision of financial incentives 
(such as topping~up allowances), APII operates under a set of rules that does not 
allow this kind of support. To clarify this and level the expectations among 
counterparts who are accustomed to different donor behavior often takes considerable 
time and extended dialogue. 

4) The early signing of provincial MOlJs, although hailed as a success story, also had its 
own problems. The process gave rise to some false/unmet expectations among key 
provincial counterparts e.g. the expectation that they would receive direct fund 
transfers to manage implementation of activities. This subsequently led to frustrations 
and complaints when it turned out that the project was not in a position to advance or 
transfer funds to govemment institutions lwhich otherwise is the way they normally 
operate). This quite sensitive and charged issue (to do with power and control) was 
largely resolved during the latter parts of the year through facc~to.face meetings and 
open dialogue. 

5) The role/function of the PC Us remained problematic during Year 1, to some extent 
because of the 'false expectations' mentioned above. Several PCUs were large 
compared to the smaller number of member organizations with which APII was able 
to work directly in implementation. The role and composition of the PCU will be 
evaluated and revisited in connection with the preparation ofMOUs in Year 2, 

6) The 'dividing up' of PCs, with APII funding two and FAO funding three positions, 
led to complications with PCs generally prioritizing APII or FAO activities 
respectively, rather than promoting closer coordination, cooperation and sharing of 
information. It also led to ineomistencie~ in the levels of involvement by PCs in the 
PC Us. Towards the end of the year it was agreed with USAID and FAO that APII 
should fund all five PCs from Year 2 in an attempt to promote a more consistent 
approach. The PC TOR will be revisited together with FAO and will emphasize the 
role of joint coordination or all USAID·funded activities in the provinces in Year 2. 

7) APII is generally perceived by national counterparts as an · INGO'. This represents a 
challenge in terms of gaining access to and directly influencing policy/decision
making processes. The initial idea of establishing a Technical Advisory Group under 
MARD (with APII acting as a Secretariat) was replaced by a more pragmatic 
approach of operating via/with strategically located partners such as PAHI, FAO and 
WHO with more immediate access to central level planners and decision~ makers. 
Support to PAHI was extended and the partnership secretariat is \Veil established 
inside MARD. 

8) Most activities were subcontracted out to local and national partners, through 
Professional Service Agreements (PSAs). Direct implementation requires APII to 
obtain a PACCOM license, which currently is being sought through a local law firm. 
However, even with a PACCOM license APII will continue to subcontract mo~t of its 
work as direct implementation would necessitate a substantial increase in staffing that 
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is unlikely to be approved. The entry of PSAs with quasi-government organizations 
required separate approval by USAIDs Regional Office in Bangkok, a process which 
took a fair amount of time. The PSA mechanism, whereby partner~ are reimbursed on 
the basis of previously agreed deliverables and budget, turned out to be an unfamiliar 
and to some degree uncomfortable mechanism for local and national partners. It took 
much effort and time during Year I for all involved, including APII directors, to 
familiarize themselve~ with this new contractual arrangement and the leaming/ 
adjustment process is ongoing. Local organizations are accustomed to receiving 
advance:;., but APII docs not have the flexibility to advancc/tran:;.fcr funds to partners 
only to reimburse upon receipt of agreed and approved dellverables. This presents a 
dilemma for organizations with little or no working capital, like APils partner~. 

9) APII did not pursue the option of PSAs with government agendes as this requires 
higher level approval in US AID (beyond the regional office in Bangkok) and i~ a 
time-consuming process. Instead. the project opted for altemative options such as 
individual consultant contracts \Vith government staff. This process however requires 
formal letters of 'leave without pay', which in many <:ases proved difticult to obtain. 
At the moment there appe.ar to be no easy ways to contract govemment in~titutions 
(other than those with quasi~government status and mandate to generate income under 
Decree 115) and their staff to work with APIL 

10) Management and administration (incL modifications) of sub-contracts gene.rally 
consumed more time than anticipated and is a new learning experience for all 
involved, including APII's technical teams, who in many cases found the admin 
burden unexpectedly high. Tt is amicipated that subCl1lllract management will improve 
significantly in Year 2 as project staff and partners gain first-hand experience and 
continUl~ to build trust and stronger working relationships. 

11) The bureaucratic nature of the subcontracting process, with approvals required in both 
Abt's HQ and in USAID (incl. the regional office in Bangkok in some cases) at times 
resulted in a lengthy, time~consuming and somewhat frustrating implementation 
experience during Year 1. Now that ptoeedutes are dearer and better understood and 
general approval has been provided (e.g. by the regional office in Bangkok for 
subcontracting a range of quasi-government organizations) the sub-contracting 
process is expected to run more smoothly in Year 2. The limited capacity of many 
potential partners does however remain an ongoing concem. APII will increasingly 
opt for open. competitive and widely advertised bidding processes in Yern· 2 in order 
to (hopefully) identify more high caliber subcontractors. 

2.2 Avian Influenza Preparedness and Response Plans 

I) In order to avoid overlap or duplication of efforts with the USAID-supported H2P 
pn.•ject implemented by VNRC, and due to the busy schedule or VNRC pret•ccuried 
with emergencies and disasters (such as flooding in central Vietnam) the 
subcontracting of PPP activities to VNRC was defcJTCd till Year 2. While VNRC is 
well located ~trategically to handle this activity, the organization does have limited 
human resources to cover a large number of provinces. Further consultations with 
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VNRC and USAID may be required before an agreement can be entered and the PPP 
work subcontracted to VNRC. 

2.3 Early \Varning Systems & Surveillance 

1) Collaboration and coordination with F AO on CBS approaches was an on~going issue 
in Year 1, but the situation improved significantly during the course of the year with 
frequent meetings, sharing of information and clear delineation of responsibilities 
being agreed upon. APII works at grassroots level:-; and FAO at higher provincial and 
national lewis. with Chie.f AHWi:. being the shared point of contact. 

2) The change from dire,:t imple-mentation to subcontracting. in this case with Provincial 
Red Cross associmiom, gave rise to confusion and new challenges in working with 
local partners who lack capacity, who may not be 'professionar in a foreign/business 
sense of the word, and vvho grnrrally have little or no working capital and therefore 
find it very difficult to work on the principle of cost reimbursement. Assuming that 
APII obtains the necessary license for direct implementation in Year 2, we. may 
consider reverting to this approach but only to a limited extent as the project does not 
have enough staff for full~scalc direct implementation, The more feasible option, and 
the one that will he pursued in Year 2, is working through partners at the central level 
with i>ufficie.nt capacity. 

2.4 Case Management and Infection Control 

I) A shortage of available homan resources and contracting capacity among some 
intended partners caused a t~!owdown in the subcontracting process. 

2.5 Animal Response EIIorts 

1) The development of the AFAP subcontract was more cumbersome than anticipated. 
Although a temporary Letter of Agreement signed in February (the actual subcontract 
was not signed until late May 2010) did help kick-statt AFAP's input, the work 
remained well behind schedule throughout Year 1, 

2) Both of the main sub-contractors (AFAP and VA) generally needed more time than 
anticipated to ramiliari£e themselves with APII's sub.::ontracting pro.::edures and 
AFAP ~~as an international NGO ··needed time to establish collaborative working 
relationships with provincial counterparts . 

.2.6 Biosecurity 

I) RUDECs risk a"e"rnent work also took longer to complete than anticipated causing 
delays in overall progres:-. of the bio·:-.ecurity work. 

2) National level supply chain management occurs through several points, and is not the 
responsibility of a single ministry or agency. Working with national level planners 
and policy makers on supply chain issues will be challenged by ti·agmented and at 
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times unclear institutional set-ups and mandates. Even where responsibilities fall 
within the mandate of a single line ministry It Is not always certain which agency is 
directly re~ponsible. This applie~ for instance to hatcheries. APII will work closely 
with other strategically located partners (such as FAO) and engage in relevant forums 
(e.g. Technical Working Groups under PAHI) to leverage influence with planners and 
decision/policy makers. 

2.7 Behavior Change Communication 

1) Coordination with the. AI BCC project to transfer materials-- radio ~pots, the "Three 
Good Things" template etc.-- took more time than expected. APII will, however, 
now be in a much better position to design an effective BCC campaign and materials 
with local partners. 

2) Initially it took longer than anticipated to establish PC Us and to authorize a focal 
poiut ageucy (e.g. WU) to implement pre-Tet BCC campaigns under PSAs. This 
caused initial delay::. in BCC activities but the situation has since. improved and the 
process is expected to run more smoothly in future campaigns. 

3) The above-mentioned delay> moved some activities too clo>e to Tet with some 
provinces having to scale down BCC interventions, For example there were no radio 
spots in Kicn Giang and no road shows in any of the focus provinces. In future the 
project will know better what to expect and should be able to prepare well in advance. 

4) There \vas also a delay in the planned publishing of quarterly API Newsletters, As a 
part of the capacity and leadership building, the intention was to involve two 
government communication bodies, namely NAFEC and NCHEC under MARD and 
MOH respectively, for co-editing and reviewing of articles and news items. The SOW 
was agreed and a budget \vas drafted, but as the approval process through USA lD for 
a PSA with a government agency looked to become a lengthy affair the idea was 
temporarily put on hold, while alternative options were being considered. However, it 
has proven difficult to identify suitable alternatives and the idea of subcontracting 
NAFEC and NCHCE may be revived in Year 2. 

5) The. posters (with the three key me~sages) which \vere hung at public place~ typically 
lasted for some months only. Villagers suggested that w~~ instead promote key 
behaviors through wall calendars that they will see every day at home rather than, or 
as complementary to, only having posters in public places. The project subsequently 
transformed the posters into wall calendars, adding hotline numbers supported by the 
FAO GETS project in the process. 

6) It took longer time to prepare and get approval on subcontracts (PSAs) with 
provincial mass organizations than foreseen. Furthermore, the subcontracting 
organizations were faced with limited human resources to implementing the contracts 
which affected both the speed and quality of work. 

2.8 Other Cross-Cutting Issues 

St{!fflng 

IB 
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1) Finding qualified candidates for the CBS Manager and M&E Manager positions 
proved more difficult than anticipated. A CBS Manager was eventually identified and 
joined the project during the last quarter of Year I. The project also identified an 
M&E Manager who unfortunately nnd unexpeC'tedly resigned within n week and 
decided to return to his old job for loyalty reasons. A new (strong) candidate was 
identified and is set to join the project in November 2010. Overall, these delays 
caused an exce~s workload for the Director HH/M&E. 

2) Similarly, it proved difficult to attract a qualified Training Manager despite several 
attempts and interviews. The need for this position is now being reviewed and 
reconsidered. If feasible, the scope and title of the position may be altered in view of 
the direction the project is taking in Year 2 (more focus on supply chain 
strengthening). The Animal Health team has a very high work load with only two 
full·time :'lta!T on board and needs additional human resources to manage its many 
subcontracts and animal health activities. 

3) The Partner Coordination Manager. who joined in the middle of Year l and whose 
position was turned into Policy Advocacy Manager, resigned towards the end of Year 
I. The scope of this position will be reviewed and reconsidered early in Y car 2. 

Cost Norms 

I) Cost norms remained a sore point due in part to some differences between APII and 
key partnen~, e.g. FAO. FAO follows. the broadly accepted UN-EU guidelines, which 
APII cannot adopt (due to Abt policies), but ongoing efforts are being made to keep 
APII's norms closely \vith these guidelines. The UN-EU guidelines cover upper 
national-provincial levels hut do not offer detailed information for activities at 
gras.sroots levels. The grassroots levels. are however well covered in the APII cost 
norms and these rates are shared with and generally applied by FAO. 

I~ 
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Introduction 
This repon presents the main achievements, challenges and solutions/Jes;.;ons 
learnt for VSAID's Avian and Pandemic Intluenza Initiative (APH) during Year 
2, October 20 l 0 - September 2011. 

Year 2 saw lhe project reach full level of implementation in all areas, including 
animal health, human health and behavior change communication. Activities are 
implemented via subcontracts as Abt's current license docs not accommodate for 
direct implementation. This carries its own unique challenges as it often is 
difficult to find subcontractors capable of de-livering quality work on time, and 
strengthening the capacity of subcontTactors has therefore become a vital prnt of 
APII .. <> work. 

The project progressed well in most of the seven main focus areas: 

1) Animal Health \\'orker (AHW) Capacily Building: 

2) Agricultural Extension \:Yorker (AEW) Capacity Building; 

3) Poultry Supply Chain Strengthening; 

4) Community-Based SurveiHance (CBS); 

5) Infection Control I Case Managemenl {IC/CM); 

6) Pandemic Preparedness Planning (PPP); and 

7) Behavior Change Communication (BCC). BCC is now \\Ttl integrated 
into the work of the animal health and human health components. 

Year 2 vvas also the year where the project started orienting itself towards 
advocating for the wider adoption and sustained implementation of models. 
beyond the life of the project. Adoption, adaptation, replicalion and up-:>caling of 
APII innovations by public and private partners is considered the real measme of 
success for the project. This will require a sustained advocacy and promotional 
effort for which the project has started preparing itself in close consultation with 
US AID and API partners. 

Belo\-v follows a description and discussion of the main achievements, challenges 
ofYear2. 

1. Animal Health Worker (AHW) Capacity Building 
The goal is to develop an AHW capacity building package that is adopted by 
relevant public-private agencies at national and/or provinclalleveb, and to 
develop a standard Terms of Reference for AHWs for adoption by Provincial 
Peoples Committees (PPCs) and the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural 
Deve1opment {MARD). 

Year 2 focused on completing and transferring the training package for V.'idcr 
adoption and on estab1ishing weB-functioning networks of capable public and 
private animal health workers in and beyond project areas. The subcontrnctors 
included the Australian Foundation for the Peoples of Asia and the Pacific 
(AFAP) on training/capacity building and the Vietnamese Veterinary Association 
(VVA} on AHW network development and advocacy. 

5 
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1 .I Achievements 

l. l .l \Vlth a new Country Director and field starr on board, AFAP strengthened 
its performance and collaboration with provincial counterparts, notably the 
Sub-departments of Animal Health (SDAH) and the Provincial Agriculture 
and Fisheries Extension Centers (PAFEC) through lessons learned 
meetings, technical seminars, planning workshops, and participation in 
Provincial Coordination Unit (PCU) meetings. 

1.1.2 The AH team updated the AHW Training of Trainers (TOT} package to 
include lesson plans. presentations, pre- and post-test questions, visual 
aids, etc. The package is based firmly on the training manual issued by 
DAH in 2010 and the work was done in consultation with DAH and FAO. 
Additlonal modules on bio-securlly, ba:<.ic :<.urveillance and Loonotic 
diseases emphasizing participatory training and learning by doing were 
developed together with SDAHs: and local consultants. The materials were 
.shared with DAHs epidemiology division for feedback and with 
\VCS/PREDICT (awaiting input from them on a zoonosi~ module. 
Finalization and dissemination is scheduled for early in Year 3. 

1.1.3 The AHW TOT package was succe~srully te~ted in Quang Tri through a 
30-days training course- for 25 new village AH\Vs. The participants 
received certificates co-signed by the Directo-r of SDAH and APIJ. Vv'c 
expect that graduates will become part of Quang Tri's provincial Decision 
25 (fi·om 2009) to strengthen the AH\V ne-twork and provide allowances 
beginning in 20l2. APII will continue to work with Quang Trion the 
implementation of this decision. 

1.1.4 IIeld a lessons learned workshop on AII\V training curriculum 
development and AHW training together with the Agricultural Co1lege and 
Vocational Training Center in Quang Tri and the SDAHs from Quang Tri, 
Ha Nam and Can Tho. This included discussion on formalization of AHW 
training and certification. Follow-ups with stakeholders omd Sub
Departments of Labor, Tnvalids and Social AtTain; who have local funds 
for career development in vocational training centers i.s planned in Year 3, 
together with finalization and adoption of AHW TORs. 

1.1.5 The first round TOTs for 100 provincial AHW trainers was completed in 
the five pilot provinces. As many as 20'?{ of these trainer:<. have already 
become involved in monthly refresher trainings for AH\Vs as a part of a 
coaching scheme. 

1.1.6 AHW monthly meetings and refresher tminlngs were conducted in all 15 
pilot districts throughout the year covering more than 31 topic areas. 
Approximately 1,000 AH\Vs participated every month (reaching <.~round 
60% of all AH\Vs in these locations}. The model of combining refresher 
trainings and monthly meetings was well received by AH\Vs and 
district/provincial staff. Beginning in February, in response to a request 
from Can Tho SDAH and DVS, refresher trainings were conducted in two 
new districts of Can Tho (Ninh Kieu- Binh Thuy and Cai Rang) on a cost
share basis. APII covered the costs of trainers while local counterparts 
covered travel costs for participants. Similar arrangements were adopted in 
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seven districts of Ha Nam, Hung Yen and Quang beginning ln September 
20 ll. As a result, starting in October 2011 APH will only provide support 
for trdiner prepardtion and logistics in all provinces. 

1.1.7 As a pmi of the pbn to strengthen AHW networks and share experiences 
across districts, AF AP ;;,taff, the Animal Health technical team and the 
SDAHs facilitated a number of technical seminars on how to conduct 
effective and efficient AHW meetings, veterinary stations and networks. 
The worbhops provided opportunity for Veterinary .staff to exchange 
information, share experiences and work out solutions. 261 representatives 
from 45 Distrlct Veterinary Stations and five SDAHs in the pilot provinces 
participated. 

1. 1 .8 In late April, we signed new subcontract with VV A, focusing on 
strengthening their organizational capacity and assisting to establish AH\V 
networks with public and private partners. In early June, VV A shared its 
fir~t drall "Vietnam Veterinary A~sociation Strategy for Sustainable 
Development period 2011-2015'' with provincial SDAHs for comments 
and feedback. A rcvie"v workshop was conducted on 26111 September in 
Hanoi (with representatives from 2l provinces in attendance}. A final 
version of the VV A Strategy 2011-2015 will be printed and distributed 
early in Year 3. 

1. 1.9 Activities to strengthen the VV A branch network at Quang Tri started in 
May 2011 in three districts. A Handbook for Provincial VV A Network 
Development was developed from lessons lcamcd in Quang Tri for wider 
use_ 

1.10 Mailboxes and information desks were provided to 45 DVSs in lhe five 
focus provinces to help encourage information access and sharing within 
AHW networks, Poultry Magazines was distributed to village AHW teams 
through this mechanism. 

1.2~ Challenges and Solutions 

1.2.1 \Vith MARDs Decision 37, DAH now has a 'Communi!}' Animul health 
Division'- effectively a division for public veterinary health. The new 
division officially opened in June 2011. The APII and AI :Mekong projects 
have actively been encouraging this development over the past five years. 
However, none of the SDAHs in the five focus provinces have established 
their own division as otherwise guided hy Decision 37. We have found 
that veterinary staff as:-.igned to oversee this work typically do not have 
suffici.em training or experience in institutional development. This makes 
it difficult to advocate with SDAH"s and DVSs on AH\V network 
.strengthening. APII will continue to advocate on this is.sue in collaboration 
wilh stralegic partners such a.<. FAO, DAH and VV A . 

. 2.2 L(x::al funds for further capacity building of AHWs are generally very 
scarce. Despite adopting the Provincial Decision No. 25 (in 2009) on 
AHW network development in Quang Tri which provides for AHW 
allowances beginning in 2012. the province has not yet allocated funds for 
this in the 2012 budget. APII will continue to follow up with SDAH. 
DARD and the Provincial People's Committee {PPC) in Quang Tri to 
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advocate for inclusion of AHW monthly allowances in the 2012 budget 
and offer related Technical As.sisrance (TA) on AHW network capacity 
building. 

2. Agricultural Extension Worker (AE\V) Capacity 
Building 

The goal is to develop and transfer ro the National Agriculture Extension Center 
(NAEC) and Provincial Agricullure and Fishe-ries Extension Centers (PAFEC) an 
AEW bio-security training package fOr small comme-rcial poultry producers, 
which has been fully tested, including costing, and verified for wider adoption 
and replication in the national-provincial extension system. 

Year 2 focused on package testing and completion and assisting partners in 
atlaption anJ adoption. 

2.1 Achievements 

2.1.l After the final Review \Vorkshop on the Biosecurily Training Package in 
April2011, which included more than 20 participants from NAEC, MARD 
pDUltry research centers, FAO, VA HIP, ASVELIS, VTPA and VVA, and 
the final round of feedback from the Biosecurity Working Group 
members, Lhe Biosecurily Training Package was printed in late August 
2011 and distributed to target audiences. 

2.1.2 Two Training of Master Trainers workshops on biosecurity for- small 
commercial farmers were co-hosted with NAEC tOr 48 participants from 
N AEC, DLP, poultry research centers, and PAFECs (1 5 provinces}. 
Selected master traine~ are expected to conduct diffusion training in Year 
3 (and beyond) lo increase small commercial farmer's knowledge on 
biosecurity and good husbandry practices. 

2.l.3 In col1aboration with PAFECs, four TOTs for Fanner Trainer-s on 
biosecurity for small commercial farmers were organized in Ha Nam, 
Hung Yen, Quang tri, Can Tho and Kicn Giang with a total of 125 
participants from district and provincial extension centers. The training 
eoveretlupdated concept<, ofbio-security in small scale poullry; means to 
improve hygiene and reduce risks through good poultry production 
practices; and basic training skills with t~1rmcrs groups. Following this, ten 
small group discussions for farmers in Ha Nam have been conducted as a 
fir~t step in the diffusion training. Other provinces will fo1low early in 
Year]_ 

2.1.4 The training package has allracted the interest of PAFECs in olher 
provinces and APII recelved official requests fOr support to adoption and 
training from Soc Trang, An Giang, Bac Lieu, Vinh Long, Dong Thap, 
Dac Nong. Dac Lac, from Continuing Education Development Center (a 
local NGO) and Thai Nguyen University. A ~hort tenn plan to support 
adoption in An Giang and Soc Trang was agreed. In addition the HCMC 
office of NAEC adopted the risk factor and biosccurity modules of the 
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curriculum into their own 2011 water fowl production and biosccurity 
training program and materials. 

2.1.5 APH recei-ved a proposal from Vktnam Poultry Association (VIPA) on 
sustainable developmem of the poultry sector through a series of regional
national workshops, endorsed by the Depa:~tment of Live:..tock Production 
{DLP}. The proposal a1so included support to strengthening of the 
association's network and promotion ofbiosccurity practices \\-'ithln their 
local netvlOrks of poultry clubs, adopting the APII biosecurity training 
package as !he training tool. APII is reviewing the propo:-.al in consultation 
with FAO and will consider options for subcontracting VIPA in Year 3. 

2.2 Challenges and Solutions 

2.2.1 \Vorking cJoscly with NAEC/PAFECs is necessary to help institutionalize 
the lraining/exkm,ion packages. Thi~ is a Lime-nmsuming process which 
requires diplomacy, patience and per:-.everance in order to forge and 
rnaimain close relationships with these agencies. Under MARD's new 
funding strategy NAEC will compete \Vith other bidders, including private 
service providers, for extension funds. This may reduce the scope f(Jr 
replication through NAEC' but could perhaps open up opportunities for 
adoption and uptake of APII extension materials thorough private partners. 
APII will explore (his and partnering with NGOs and Civil Society 
Organizations (CSOs). 

3. Poultry Supply Chain Strengthening 
The goal is to develop demonstration models in key (high risk) nodes along 
supply chains, together with related documents (protocols, guidelines, training 
materials) for wider replication by national and provincial agencies as well as 
other development projects/programs. 

During the first half of Year 2 a set of technical protocols (including conceptual 
design drawings and Bills of Quantities with estimated construction costs) were 
developed for the selected demonstration models. The technical protocols address 
veterinary public health, hygiene/sanitation, and bio-security/bio-:mfety issues for 
animals and humans within, before and arter the nodes, in light or the existing 
regulatory framework and ongoing efforts in Vietnam. 

3.1 Achievements 

3.1.1 The live and plucked bird poultry sections of Dong Ha City central market 
in Quang Tri were selected for development of a demonstration modeL 
The technical protocols and proposal were completed including all 
technical drawings and bill of quantities (BQ). Abt" s Environmental 
Compliance Adviser visited Dong Ha market {as well as the centralized 
slaughterhouses in Can Tho and Kien Giang) in April and submitted 
Environmental Assessment Checklists and an updated Environmental 
Mitigation & Monitoring Plan (EM:MP) to USAID. A second 
environmental impact assessment report for upgrading the poultry sections 
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in Dong Ha market was finalized by a local company as requested by the 
provincial Department of Environment. A stakeholder agreement was 
elaborated and ~igned with the Market Management Board CMMB) and the 
PCU. An open bidding process for a construction company to implement 
the upgrade was conducte-d, and a contract signed \\-'ith Bach Long Vy 
Company. The construction is expected to be complete around early 
November 2011. A training program lOr traders, vendors and ~laughterers 
and a plan to promote the market upgrade using media and other 
pmmotional tools were prepared. 

3.l.2 Following the ''Provincial Strategy Workshop for Risk Reductlon in 
Supply Chains" in Ha Nam in March (after late signing of MOU), APII 
and local counterparts undertook field trips to potential demonstration 
model sites. To help leverage SDAH's recenLly acquired fund of 
approximately VND 120-150,000,000 for veterinary hygiene and public 
inspection services in Duy Ticn district market and small home-based 
slaughterhouses, APII and SDAH prepared a joint proposal for upgrading 
the~e nodes. [f approved, APII support to this upgrade work will start in 
Year 3. 

3. L3 Upgrade options and drawings were completed for improvements to the 
Ngoc Xuan centralized slaughterhouse in Can Tho, \vhich has 21 operators 
which is expected to cost about VND J.g billion. Joint inve.<>tment options 
were reviewed and Ngoc Xuan Enterprise committed to cover around 55% 
of the cost under a proposed Grant Agreement with APIL 

3.1 A Technical drdwings, protocols, and BQ were completed for an upgrade of 
Phu I"\ong centralized slaughterhouse in Kien Giang. The total cost of 
upgrading one processing line and auxiliary works is estimated at around 
USD 20,000. 

3.1.5 The Animal Health team conducted two one-week (six day) advanced 
courses for 45 veterinary st::lff and poultry inspectors from Can Tho and 
representatives from Hung Yen and Ha Nam provinces. The training 
focused on updating them on recent regulations about slaughtering 
practices. In Year 3, the project plans to modify the course and transfer it 
to the national veterinary system for regional level trainings. 

3.1.6 Economic analyses and preparations of business plans for Dong Ha l\.1arket 
and Phu Nong and Ngoc Xuan centralized slaughterhouses were initiated 
assisted by Abr's Agricultural Economist. 

3.1.7 A local consultant undertook a slaughterhouse supply chain mapping/ 
analysis in Kien Giang_ and C<m Tho. The results were shared at a 
workshop in Can Tho in July with ..::oumerparts. and partners.. 

3.1.8 In provinces where centralized poulrry slaughtering is not yet in place or 
planned, the best inLerim/lransition option may be upgrading of veterinary 
hygiene conditions in home-based slaughter facilities. In Quang Tri 
province, two workshops for upgrading options in home based 
slaughtering were organized and a first assessment of the scope for 
upgrading home-based slaughter J"acilities was conducted. Vi~its to Ha 
Nam and Hung Yen for preliminary planning were also done. 

10 
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3.1.9 Two study tours \Vere conducted in collaboration with VIP A, DLP and 
provincial PCLJs with 40 participants from central government authorities, 
incl. DAH, DLP, the Food Hygiene and Safety Administration of MOH, 
provincial representatives of DARDs, SDAHs, and SDFHF (Hung Yen, 
Ha Nam, Hanoi, Bac Giang, Bac Ninh Quang Tri, Can tho, Kien Giang) as 
we11 as private entrepreneurs (slaughterhouse o\-vners from Quang Tri, 
Hung Yen and Ha Nam) and journalists. The fir~t event provided an 
opportunity for participants to identify firsthand the points of HPAI/EID 
risk exposure in poultry supply chains in seven different provinces (Hanoi, 
Hung Yen, Quang. Tri, Tien Giang, HCr\'1C, Can Tho and Kien Giang). 
The second ~tudy tour brought participant~ to different nodes in the poultry 
supply chain in Long An, Tien Giang (STOP AI model) and Ho Chi :l\1inh 
City including slaughterhouses and markets of varying sizcsiscalcs. A list 
of interventions to support risk reduction and improve compliance for 
supply chain enlrepreneurs wa~ prepared in each province as a re~uiL 

3.1.l0The Animal Health team met with potential partners such as LIFSAP, to 
exchange information and explore option~ for co11aboration e.g. through 
the exchange or transfer of demo models. 

3. L 11 APII and FAO met frequently and developed a ·collaboration matrix' to 
identify and designate intervention nodes and re~ponsibilities. 

3.l.l2The Supply Chain Manager (North), Mrs. Nguyen Thai Hoa, joined the 
team on April4 and the Supply Chain Manager (South), Mrs. Tran Thi 
Oanh, joined in August as new staff. 

3.2 Challenges and Solutions 

3.2.1 While provincial counterparts clearly are very interested in the 
demonstration models, most provinces have no 'master plans· thal 
demarcate future locations e.g. for centralized poultry slaughterhouses and 
markets. In addition, the processes for local authorities to approve 
construction are very complex. involving multiple stakeholders with 
reference to dirferent regulations.. APII is learning along the way and 
adjusting accordingly. 

3.2.2 Circular 14 on inspection, issued by ~1ARD in March 2011, keeps 
Vietnam moving in the direction of indust1ialized slaughterhouses. While 
following this guidance will be a challenge, it is also an opportunity as it 
will classify slaughterhouses in Vietnam into A,B and C classes and 
provides detailed checklists for inspection. It ha~ also focused the 
attention of DARD and local authorities on the need to improve veterinary, 
hygiene, sanitary and food safety standards at slaughterhouses. Similarly, 
the ne'-"V Food Safety Law coming into effeC( in July 2011 ha<> provided a 
strengthened regulatory framework wilh all the challenges and 
opportunities this entails tOr a project like APII. APH continues to work 
closely with FAO, DAH and other relevant panncrs on how to 
operationalize --or implement-- the emerging regulatory framework. 

3.2.3 A key challenge is ensuring sustainability of biological hazard risk 
reduction measures and the rep1icability of demo models in other 
provinces. To this end the project has adopted the following principles: 
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• lncotporatc simple improvements/upgrades with minimal cost. The 
improvements aim to corre-ct gross en·or~ or implement prioritized 
measures for preventing or minimizing the 1isk for transmission and 
spread of biological hazards (HPAI, EIDs, food-borne pathogens); 

• Ensure sustained interest in biological hazard risk reduction practices 
by giving full attention to stakeholders' socio-economic interests (i.e. 
livelihoods and bu:<.iness/entrepreneurship lOcus}. 

3.2.4 Phu Nong slaughterhouse in Kien Giang recently experienced some 
speci l"ic. challenge~ -namely a decrease in the volume or poultry 
slaughtered in the past 2-3 months, a seemingly low level of interest and 
commitment from SDAH, and a lack of interest from the slaughter house 
owners in upgrading. if the throughput/volume cannot be guaranteed. APII 
will review the new situation cm·efully before deciding how best to 
proceed. 

3.2.5 Profit margins from poultry slaughtering are small es-pecially in small scale 
operations like in Hung Yen, Ha Nam and Quang Tri province. It can 
therefore be difficult to motivate the 0\Vncrs. and operators of small 
businesses to invest in improved poultry slaughtering facilities. The 
emerging signs of commitme.nt from local government agencies. e.g. to 
supp011 development of livestock processing projects in Ha Nam do 
provide some encouraging signs., but APII w111 need to carefully review 
and monitor the local situation before committing itself to supply chain 
investments. 

3.2.6 Despite prolonged discussions and negotiations with Asveli~ regarding 
APII :<.upport to the supply chain activiti6 developed under STOP AI, we 
did not manage ro agree on a partnership. APII may decide to follow-up 
directly with the STOP AI entrepreneurs ln Year 3 to assess the current 
situation, any support needs, and how to best capture and capitalize on the 
lessons learned and successful outcomes of the STOP AI projecL 

4. Community-based Surveillance (CBS) 
The community-based surveillance (CBS) model engages both human health 
workers and animal health workers as village level Collaborator:-. and rills an 
imponant gap in the national surveillance system by providing up-to-date 
grassroots level information through active surveillance. 

The goal of this activity is to complete a CBS package, including training 
matcrialsitools, job descriptions, budget, and recommendations for adoption and 
scale-up into the provincial/ national surveillance system for both the human and 
animal health seclors. 

In year 2 APII continued to strengthen the 123 CBS networks, expanded the 
scope from an AI to an evenb-ba.'ied model, conducted a mid-term t·eview, 
supported refresher trainings for Collaborators on emerging infectious and 
zoonotic diseases, and made preparations for phasing out support, evaluating and 
transferring the modeL 
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4.1 Achievements 

4.1.l The Centre tOr Community Health and Injury Prevention (CCHIP) was 
subcontracted to implement CBS field \Vork in clo~e collaboration with 
provincial counterparrs and supervised by [he Human Health team. 

4.1.2 The project continued ~trengthening CBS Collaborator networks through 
.support to active/passive .surveillance for rapid reporting of suspected 
cases, to monthly network meetings. and to exchange of surveiJlance 
information between human health and animal health at grassroots level. 
Support \Vas phased out completely after July 201 1 in 24 'old' communes 
of Hung Yen and Can Tho where AI Mekong had initiated the networks, 
but maintained elsewhere through September 201 l when the support will 
be phased out. 

4.1.3 \Ve met frequently with FAO to collaborate and coordinate. 

4.1.4 The Human Health leam nHH.lu..:teJ a CBS rniti-lerm review in four 
provinces (Quang Tri, Kien Giang, Can Tho and Hung Yen) in December 
2010. The review found that the model contributes to the ability of the 
surveillance system to detect suspected cases and convey useful 
information upwards. Col1abor.:uors reported 4,936 AI .suspected cases in 
humans and l 1,452 in poultry. Local partners appre-ciate the approach and 
have assumed new roles and responsibilities. General public awareness has 
increased, and Collaborators arc being credited for their efforts and arc 
building trust in the community as effective service providers. \Vhile the 
model builds on exisling human resources, important challenges remain in 
terms of developing closer collaboration between the human and animal 
health sectors, and institutionalizing the model (including funding) with 
local resources. 

4.1.5 APH hosted Mid-term Revic\v Findings workshops in the focus provinces 
to review findings ~md recommendations for the next ph<.~se of CBS 
interventions. The project secured agreement from provincial human and 
animal health counterpalts to expand the CBS model to an events-based 
surveiJlance system, including other EIDs. 

4.1.6 An advanced TOT course was held February 14-15. 2011 for 21 
participants from provincial Preventive Medicine Centers, SDAHs, and 
Quang Tri Village Health Association. The course covered training skill.s, 
AL EIDs as well as skills related to identifying EID and AI events. 
Diseases covered included HPAI, Influenza-like Illnesses, Dengue Fever, 
Cholera, Ne\vca.<;tlc Disease in chicken, Duck Plague, Porcine reproductive 
and respiratory .syndrome (PRRS) or 'blue ears' in pigs, and Foot and 
Mouth Disease (E\1D) in livestock. 

4.1.7 Following the TOT, 62 diffusion courses were implemented in March 
201 l, for more than 2000 commune heallh providers, AHWs and 
Collaborators (village health workers) in all 123 project communes. AFAP 
trained AH\Vs and Collaborators associated wlth our CBS work in 
veterinary skills/techniques and disea.<.;e therapies. 

4.1.8 The CBS handbook for Collaborators was rcvicv..'cd and updated \:vich EID 
.surveillance information and revised reporting forms tOr quick and 
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convenient reporting of suspected events in animals and humans. CBS 
handbooks and raincoats were distributed to Collaborators. 

4.1.9 An updated llst of CBS Collaborators in the 5 provinces was made 
available with support from CCHIP. The list indicated an average 
Collaborator tum-over rate of 11 t;Y}, ranging from 4% - 26-JL Can Tho 
showed the lowest average dropout rate of 4%. More ln-depth analysis 
will be done to inform future activities and prevent high levels of turnover 
or dropouts. 

4.1.10 Between March 20 J 1 - August 2011, Collaborators detected and reported 
the following number of suspected cases at the commune level which were 
subsequentJy confirmed at higher levels: 
• 0 AI cases ln humans 
• 9 Al outbreaks in poultry; 7 confirmed (in Quang Tri) 
• 17,201 cases ofintluenza-like Illnesses 
• :ng cases of Dengue fever 
• 11,599 cases or Newcastle disease (in chicken) 
• 6,950 cases of Duck plague 
• 73 cases of FMD (in livestock) 
• 127 cases of PRRS (in pigs) 

This data, cspcclally the seven confirmed outbreaks of AI in poultry flocks 
detected and reported by <Jnimal health Collaborators in Quang Tri and 
subsequently confirmed by lab tests, indicate that 1he CBS model is 
working to correctly and efficlently to identify EIDs. 

4.1.11 Surveillance data from monthly :-.urveillance reporb of 246 village 
Collaborator meetings in the five provinces was collected, reviewed, and 
analyzed. Feedback was sent to PC/PCUs and their mcmhcr-5 (PMCs, 
SDAH.s and DVSs) as well <L'> to APll field offices. This helps the 
provinces strengthen their overall surveillance. 

4.1. I 2 The following abstracts and presentations were accepted for national and 
international evem:-.: 

• A presentation entitled "Sustaining Community-Based Survei11ance 
(CBS) for early dete-ction and response to Avian Influenza and 
Emerging Infectious Diseases (EJDs)", was giv·cn by the Technical 
Director for Human Health at the Global Health Council's ~8th Annual 
International Conference on ''Global Health: Securing a Healthier 
Future in a Changing World", June 13-17, 2011 in Washington DC 
(httn:/fv,;w\\' ,globalhcalth.orgfconfcrcncc 2() 1 1 /) 

• A presentation entitled "Building and sustaining the Cummunit_r Based 
Surveillance A1ode! (CBS): A Midterm Review and Sustainability 
Anal_vsis" was given by lhe Technical Director lOr Human Health at 

"The Joint DAH-FAO Information Shming Meeting·· Hanoi, June 2011. 

• Two ab~trac-ts were accepted lOr poster presentations at the American 
Public Health Association (APHA) conference in November, 2011: 
http://apha.contCx .com/apha/1 3Yam/\vcbpro,ram/Papcr 242729 .htm I: 
http:/ /apha.confcx.com/apha/ !39am/wchprogram/Papcr242716.htm 1 
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4.l.l3A CBS '"mini-evaluation' \-Vas conducted in Hung Yen by a US intern to 
investigate how the CBS network functions.; its relevance, effectiveness, 
sens.iLivity adaptability; linkages bel ween human and animal heallh sectors 
and with the early warning system; and to collect evidence for wider 
expansion and sustainability. The final report is expected in November, 
201 L This 'mini-evaluation' will feed into the larger final evaluation of 
the CBS model which planned for December 2011- January 2012. 

4.2 ChaUenges and Solutions 

4.2.1 The provinclal based subcontractors lacked adequate human resources 
including surveillance experience and were replaced by CCHIP in 2011. 

4.2.2 The turnover rnte for CBS Collaborators, while fairly low, still required 
effort to recruit replacements. Many of the animal health Collaborators 
who droppeJ out were weak ou veterinary skills. New replacements were 
identified and supplement training courses and on-tht'.-job training 
provided. \Ve also implemented a better screening process for new AH 
Collaborators. 

4.2.3 Including additional EIDs into the reporting forms required the APII team 
and local provincial health and animal health staff to constantly provide 
on-the-job tntining for the Collaborators. Once the Collaborators became 
accustomed to the new forms., Lhey found them user-friendly. In addition, 
the new reporting forms were better aligned with the national surveillance 
systems' forms and reporting systems. 

5. Infection Control/Case Management (IC/CM) 
The goal is to develop an IC/CM '"model' with training package/tools, guidelines 
etc. which has been tested/verified (including. cost .study), for wider adoption in 
Vietnam. 

In Year 2, APII disseminated the district level IC model (including training 
package, tools, and guideline:-.) and SARI/AI case management guidelines for 
village, commune and district levels to MOH and provincial authorities beyond 
the five focus provinces and to other development partners, for wider adoption. 

5.1 Achievements 

5.1.1 Subcontracted Ho Chi Minh City Infection Control Society (HICS) in 
2010 and Hanoi Socidy on Infection Comrol (HANSIC) in 201 Ito 
implement field activities guided by the Human Health team. 

5. l .2 Completed two four-day training courses for IC assurance teams and their 
networks in Kien Giang and Can Tho on: l) implementing adapted IC 
pnotocols/ guidelines in district hospitals and commune health stations; 2) 

IC surveillance; and J) JC principles and .stand<.~rd precamions. Fifty-four 
local health staff participated. 
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5.1.3 Eight two-day training courses on basic IC/CM principles and compliance 
for 244 disu-ict health staff were completed. 

5.1.4 Completed four one-day training courses on basic lCICM principles and 
compliance for 114 commune and village health vv·orkers. 

5.1.5 HANSlC organized a TOT course for 20 human health pnwiders from 
nine district and provincial hospitals, plus (WO representatives from DOD 
and PEPFAR. 

5.1.6 T\vo private companies provided medical masks, PPEs, alcohol hand rubs 
for all IC training activities at district hospital:. organiLed by HANSIC. 

5.1.7 APH staff and HANSIC finalized the district hospitallC activity plans and 
IC Siluation Analys.is tools and sent them to provincial DOHs and eight 
district hospitals ln the five provlnce.s. The tools wlll be used for bm;eline 
assessments and monitoring compliance during the intcrvcmlons. 

5.1.8 IC materials procured by the project (hand rub gel, liquid hand-wash, 
surface cleaning liquid, racks for hand ruh dispensers, mm;ks) were 
distributed to eight district hospitals. 

5.1.9 Infection prevention education materials (three types of posters) were 
distributed to eight district hospitals and the five provincial DOHs. 

5.1.1 0 Conducted IC interventions in eight district hospitals, including the 
following activities: review and re-structure of the IC staff, IC trainings for 
all district health workers, supply ofiC materials and strengthening of IC 
monitoring practices. 

5. l.ll Held monitoring meetings with the hospital leaders and IC teams from lhe 
intervention district hospitals to review the status of IC improvement to 
date, discuss how to move forwards and plan for upcoming months. 

5.1.12 APII's human health technical director presented a paper entitled 
'"'b!{ection control situation .from three district.~ in Quang Tri: Fhutings 
from the rapid assessment" at the June Infection Control \Vorkshop 
organized by Hue ICS. 

5 .. 13IC model cost analysis was conducted with the support from Abt HQ staff. 

5. L l4 Provincial trainers conducted 16 roll-out training courses on CM in five 
provinces t(n· ~bout 4RO commune health workers. These tmining cour.-;es 
provided attendees with ba:.ic knowledge and skills regarding care or AI 
and Severe Acute Respiratory Infection (SARI) and provided health 
workers an opportunity to practice management and referral protocnls.. 

5.1.15 Delivered a training course on how to conduct an IC assessment for 30 
assigned IC staffs from 14 hospitals in collaboration with Can Tho DOH. 
The training provided an introduction and practice on IC assessment tools. 
Following lhe training, IC a:.sessments will be done early in Year 3 in all 
hospitals to review organizational structures, equipment, knowledge, and 
IC practices. 

5. 1.l6 Project representatives attended the ''Training \Vorkshop in Health Care 
Epidemiology and Surveillance" organized by MOH/\VHO in Hanoi. This 
workshop reviewed basic epidemiological methods for surveillance of 
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Healthcare Associated Infection and actions for the implementation of IC 
surveillance in hospitals in Vietnam. 

5.2 ChaUenges and Solutions 

5.2.1 HANSIC is short of human resources and nol familiar with the type of 
contract APII can offer (Finn Fixed Price PSA). The APH team has had to 
work extra dosely \Vith them on implementation of the subcontract. 
HANSlC has great professional experrlse, but lacks some of the 
coordination, oversight and administrative skills needed lo handle the 
contracting process. As a result APII is considering an alternative 
subcontract with the Vietnam Nursing Association (VNA) instead. 

5.2.2 There are still low levels of knowledge and practice of IC measures among 
hcalthcare providers. Infrastructure to promote lC interventions in district 
ho:.pi!al settings remains low as welL IC is often ~een Lobe at:tivi!ie~ 
relate-d to cleaning, laundry, disinfection, and waste managemenl as 
opposed to a public health and hospital management issue~. As a result, 
staffs assigned to IC teams often have skill levels below that required of an 
IC specialist. To address rhis, the APII team is working closely with 
subcontractors and intervention hospitals to provide training, close 
monitoring, coaching and guidance in order to help hospitals fulfill their 
JC needs according to MOH guidance/Circular No IS. 

5.2.3 In order to be su~tainable and successful, IC interventions must be 
integrated imo and support the hospital's routine work. Therefore, some 
planned activities such a.<> hand washing, IC compliance monitoring, and 
training had to be adapted to the real situation at each hospital, in some 
cases slowing down the process of the intervention. For example, one-day 
training courses were broken into smaller sections in order to fit work 
schedules. 

6. Pandemic Preparedness Planning (PPP) 
The goal is to dcvcJop PPPs in selected focus provinces, introduce the package in 
other provinces. and advocate for its wider adoption throughout Vietnam. In 
Year 2, APH developed an MOL' with VNRC to revi.'.e, test and finalize 
improved PPPs for wider replication. 

In Year 2, API! signed a subcontJ:act with V~'RC to revise, test and finalize an 
improved PPP in Kien Giang province for wider replication. 

6.1 Achievements 

6.1.1 Multi-sector PPP situation analyses vverc conducted in Quang Tri, Kicn 
Giang. Can Tho and Hung Yen by a national consultant working with 
DOHs, PMCs, DARDs, SDAHs, and provincial Red Cross. 

6.1.2 A subcontract for PPP related \Vork was signed with Vietnam Red Cross 
Federation (VKRC) to implement field activities guided by the Human 
Health team. focusing on Kien Giang province_ 
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6.1.3 VI\'RC had several meetings with the leaders of local Red Cross, PMC, 
DARD and PCs in the five focus provinces to get their commitment in 
development and implementation of PPP plans and local implement 
activities. 

6.1.4 VNRC hosted a workshop on PPP design and implementation. About 50 
representatives from international organizations, Ministries and Provincial 
Pandemic Prevention Committees, DOH and Red Cross were given an 
introduction on the new concept of '"'whole of society" PPP approach and 
Business continuity Planning (BCP) and shared the findings of recent 
situation analysis on PPP in 5 focus provinces as well as experiences/ 
lessons learnt from the H2P project_ The participants discussed and agreed 
on the timeframe. mechanisms and steps for implementation of PPP 
acLivities through collaboration between VNRC and provincial partners. 

6.1.5 Kien Giang PPC organized a PPP development workshop for about 10 
representatives from Provincial Deparlmenls, Provincial Military Agency 
and social organizations (such as Red Cross, Women· s L'nion, Farmers 
Union}. The workshop introduced the concept of the "whole of society" 
PPP approach and shared the experiences/lessons learned from Ha Nam's 
PPP development process. 

6.1.6 APII team members participated in the PPP workshop hosted by MOH for 
the human health and agriculture sectors. Findings and gaps in PPP within 
other sectors were shared. The findings from PPP situation mKtlysis of 
APH in four project provinces (except Ha Nam, where the PPP '.:vas 
recently revised by VNRC under the H2P project) were also shared for 
re.l'erence and comments. 

6.2 Challenges and Solutions 

6.2.l VNRC was very busy with humanitmian and emergency activities, such as 
tlooding in Central Vietnam, during late 2010/early 2011. They arc 
generally short on human resources and must give priority to emergencies 
over more routine work such as that being offered under the APII 
subcontract. In addition there were delays due to VNRC' s lack of 
familiarity with subcontracting mechanisms (Firm Fixed Price PSA 
without fund advances). Both parties are however committed to see this 
~ubconlracl through and VNRC has so far shown good commitment and 
performance after entering the subcontract. 

6.2.2 The cunenl PPPs of provinces mainly focus on health with lillie or no 
mentioning of other sectors. The whole society approach and the business 
continuity plan (BCP) concept arc not \VCll understood by local 
counterparts and yet to he adopted in the PPP framework. APII will work 
closely wilh VNRC and Kien Giang province to incorporate these new 
elements in the PPP. 

6.2.3 PPP revision and approval by provincial authorities requires multi sectorial 
involvement and good coordination and facilitation will be key to success. 
The APH team will work closely with V:'\IRC, local counterparts and 
international partners on this. 
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7. Cross-Cutting Issues 

Behavior Change Communication (BCC) 

The BCC work aims to identify appropriate behavior.<> and messages for key 
target audiences and to strengthen the BCC capacity of national and provincial 
s-takeholders. The BCC work feed;;, into and helps integrate and t'-flhance the work 
of the other technica1 components in animal and human health, notably around 
the poultry supply chains. 

Year 2 aimed to build up provincial BCC teams who can take the lead in 
designing, implementing and evaluating future BCC campaigns, and increasingly 
invq(ve Inca] media in communicating AliEID and lessons learned to a broader 
audience. BC activities were carefully integrated in particular into CBS and 
supply chain activities. 

7.1 Achievements 

At national !eve! 

7.l.l Entered subcontracts for Ye-ar 2 with \Vomen 's Union in Ha Nam and 
Kien Giang, Provincial Humanity Center under Red Cross in Hung Yen, 
Women's t:nion ln Quang Tri (a new subcontractor) and CEFACOM 
{Re~arch Center for Family Health and Community Development) in Can 
Tho. Women's Union in Can Tho did not have sufficient human resources 
to carry on the work from Y car 1. 

7.1.2 Conducted planning workshops with key local stakeholders in four 
provinces (except Ha Nam) to design Year 2 BCC activities. The 
workshops provided consensus on the numher of desired behaviors and on 
barriers and motivalors, which in turn were used to develop appropriate 
key messages for target audiences. Due to the late entry of MOU and risk 
reduction strategy development in Ha Nam, the BCC planning workshop 
wa'i cancelled in this province. Instead the results from Hung Yen and 
Quang Tri were used to inform and guide the activities in Ha Nam 

7.1.3 Developed the Year 2 BCC Strategy (a living document) based on the 
re.sults of the Year 1 risk assessment, the risk reduction strategies, and the 
results of the BCC assessment. The Year 2 strategy focuses on the 
sca...;;onal BCC campaign and closer integration of BCC \-Vork into the 
animal health and human health components. The BCC seasonal campaign 
was targeted for Feb-June. The strategy was shared with FAO and \VHO 
for technical verification and feedback. 

7 .1.4 Developed four discussion guides with supply chain target audiences 
including live bird and plucked market vendors, collectors/traders, and 
slaughlercrs. These discussion guides embedded insights, inputs and 
contributions from provincial BCC trainers, health, animal health, 
agricultural extension officers, and stakeholder represenlatives in Can Tho, 
Kien Giang and Quang Trl through design workshops. Inputs and 
comments were also solicited from national reviewers/experts in NAEC, 
DAH. DLP {MARD) and NCHEC (MOH) through their participation in 
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the design and review workshops and ..vTittcn inputs/feedbacks. These 
discussion guides will be used by BCC Interpersonal Communicators to 
facilitate small group discussions with target audiences and help encourage 
the application of good practices. 

7.1.5 Designed Year 2 BCC materials (calendar, flipcharts, logo, BCC theme, 
pocket guides to facilitate and organize for community events, small group 
discussion with small and medium commercial poultry farmers, notebook 
with SCC theme) together with BCC and artwork consultants. All 
malerials were pre-tested in Can Tho (for Southern materials) and Hung 
Yen (for Nonhem materials). They were p1inted and distributed to target 
audiences. Other BCC promotional materials such a.-<; raincoat, shirts and 
pens with sec theme and messages were designed and produced and used 
during various BCC events to distribute to target audiences. These 
promotional materials were also used for human health and animal health 
activities. FAO and \\lHO were consulted for te-c-hnical vcrificatlon. 

7.1.6 Engaged national communication experts from MOHand MARD to help 
with BCC materials revision and design, mentor provincial/district BCC 
trainers, and support provincial officers in developing provincial 
communication guidelines on API and EID (Can Tho and Ha Nam}, 

7 1.7 Conducted a TOT refresher course on communication skills and BCC 
malerials in Fe.bruary for seasonal campaigns for 22 pro·vincial and district 
master trainers from the five focus provinces. These trainers trained local 
communicators and facilitators of community events and discussion 
forums during the BCC campaign from Fehruary to June. 

7.1.8 Conducted two advanced TOT courses for provincial and district tralncrs 
of Can Tho, Kien Giang & Quang Tri in September on BCC theory, 
facilitation skills update and use of discussion guides in priority nodes. 
These trained trainers/interpersonal communicators will t3cilitate small 
group discussions in priority nodes in Year 3. 

7.1.9 To prepare manpower for BCC seasonal campaign, more than 100 
communicators selected among animal health workers, human health 
workers and \Vomen's L:nion members fmm the commune level of the 
five provinces were trained on BCC and facilitation skills using a 
discussion flipchrnt. These trained communicators were to conduct small 
group discussion with target audience on desired behaviors promoted 
during BCC seasonal campaign (hand washing, reporting suspected cases 
and buying and selling healthy poultry). About 120 facilitators and 
organizers of Community Events were trained in on t3cilitation and 
organizational skills. 

7. 1. tO BCC seasonal campaigns were completed in five focus provinces. 
Activities included: 

• Distribution of wall calendars addressing three key priority desire.d 
behaviors to small and medium poultry producers/Sector 3 Fanners 
(S3F); 
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• SmalJ group discussions with S3F (480 producers in Can Tho, 600 in 
Kien Giang, 480 in Ha Narn, 480 in Hung Yen, 600 in Quang Tri). The 
fmTners particip~ted in three sesslons. one per deslred behavior; and 

• 42 community events at commune level (4 Community Events in Can 
Tho, 12 in Hung Yen, 6 in Ha Nam, ~in Kicn Giang, 12 in Quang Tri} 
with an estimated 300-500 participants/community event 

7 .1.1 1 The BCC sem;onal campaigns were completed with a two-day review 
workshop in each province to determine lessons learned for the upcoming 
acljvitie:>. and collect comments on BCC materiaL; used during the 
campaign for refinement. The flna1 workshop was conducted in Can Tho 
in late June. Results of these review workshops will be taken into 
consider.:uion to design BCC campaign for Y3 and the future BCC 
acLivities. 

7 .1.12 Conducted training courses on communication skj]Js and counseling for all 
CBS Collaborators in Quang Tri {more lhan 300 Collaborators) and 
selected CBS Collaborators (around 60 Collaborators) in four districts of 
Can Tho; around 250 Collaborators (240) for two districts of Ha Nam; 
J 50 Collaborators for two districts of Kien Giang and number of 
Collaborators for Hung Yen provinc.e. The trainings ":vere designed to 
improve CBS Collaborators' service delivery skills. The et1"ectiveness of 
these trainings will be assessed before deciding to continue for the 
remaining CBS Collaborators in Year 3. 

7.1.13 Developed first drafts of Can Tho and Ha Nam·s Integrated 
Communication Strategy. 2011-2015. The development of these 
Communication Su·ategies were led by selecled provincial officers from 
SDAH. Center of Preventive Medicine, CHEC (also known as 'T4G'), and 
Agricultural Extension, Women's Union (Ha Nam} \Vith support from 
APII, MARD and i'v10H, FAO and PAHI. These drafts of Provincial 
Integrated Communication Strategies also received contributions from 
representatives of different neighborlng provinces, organizations and 
agencies such as Bac Ninh"s DARD, Quang Tri"s and Ha Narn's \VUs. It 
is expected these provincial Integrated Communication Str.:ttegies will be 
ready early in Year 3. These lnLegraled Communications Frameworks 
guide the planning of future AI and EID disease-related communication 
activities in low risk situations and during pandemic and containment 
periods. 

7.1.14 Provided coaching to BCC provincial trainer teams in all five ofcus 
provinces to prepare training plan and material~ on all BCC related 
trainings :>ouch as communication skills and counseling for CBS 
Collaborators; trainings on facilitation and organizational skills for 
communicators (as AH and HH \Vorkers) and for Community Event MCs 
and organizers. 

7.1.15Comp1ctcd a qualitative study with poultry consumers in Can Tho, Ha 
Nam, Kien Giang and Quang Tri. The ropline repmt and full report were 
drafted. The resulls will help orient APII supply chain activities on the 
consumer (demand) side, in Year 3. 
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7.1.16 Engaged national journalists (VTC16), provincial journalists (T4g, local 
newsp<.~pers and TV) on rhe Animal Health bin-security study tour in 
Nortbem and Southem provinces. This resulted in various articles and 
broadcasts. For all BCC events such as training, planning workshops, and 
community events local journalists were engaged and articles/televised 
broadcasts were issued in Ha Nam, Hung Yen, Kien Giang and Quang Tri. 

7 .1.17 Facilitated by provincial subcontractors, the provincial media regular] y 
published articles and broadcast news briefs on local BCC activities (APIJ 
is maintaining a catalogue and databa:-.e). 

7 .1.18 Completed the collection of API materials from various sources and 
pas~ed these on for uploading on the PAHI website. 

7.1.19 Developed and shared the Year 2 press relations plan with USAlD. 

7.1.20Compilcd and edited weekly updates and success stories to USAID. 

7.1.21 With support from Abt home office staff and inputs from all technical 
teams, APII's BCC transition Strategy for Year 3 (and beyond) was 
drafted. 

7.2 Challenges and Solutions 

7 .2.1 Encountered difficulties finding a suitable local subconlraclor on Year 2 
BCC activities in Can Tho as the provincial WU was short on human 
resources. ldentitled CEFACOM (Research Center for Family Health and 
Community Development} a national NGO based in Hanoi through 
competitive bidding as a suitable replacement and signed the subcontract 
in March. The BCC seasonal campaign got delayed about two months in 
Can Tho. The subcontract preparation process often takes longer than 
envis3ged to complete and the Firm Fixed-Price PSA mechanism is still 
difficult for many subcontractors to accept/adjust to. 

7.2.2 The selection of local subcontractors (Quang Tri, Kien Giang. and Ha K.am 
\Vomen':-. Union; Hung Yen Red Cros:. Humanity Center) to conduct Year 
2 activities was stlll considered optima] for local ownership and 
sustainability rea.;;ons. However, working \<Vith these subcontractors faced 
many challenges due to their limited capacity and the ongoing need 
therefore ror APII w build capacity in our :<.ubcommcton.. 

7.2.3 The BCC Year 2 planning workshop in Ha Nam was cancelled due to the 
late :l\.10U renewal and the PSA with Ha Nam Vv'omen's Union was 
modified to address this. ~evertheless, Ha Nam 'Nomen's Union is a very 
strong and proactive branch and they managed to complete BCC campaign 
acrivities same time as orher provinces. 

7.2.4 It was a long approval process to get national officers (from MOH, 
MARD) on hoard as consultants to review BCC materials, but we 
succeeded in the end (including tht'- required 'leave without pay letters'). 

7.2.5 The three-day training courses for small group discussion communicators 
on basic facilitation :-.kill:-. and the one-day trainings for Community Event 
facilitators and organizers were found to be insufficient. We .are 
considering adding more days and more materials tOr participants to role 
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play and practice facilitation of discussions \Vith flipcharts on desired 
behaviors. 

7.2.6 Through the reports of BCC campaign activities and review workshops, 
we determined that provincia] subcontractors need more analytical 
thinking and writing :..kill~. Even with hands-on coaching, template~ and 
guidance from the BCC team, it was still hard for them to document and 
show results and achievements during the review workshop. Building 
capacity tOr provincial trainers and subcontractors requires more time than 
previously envisaged. The same applies 10 writing skilb of local trainers 
preparing the Provincial Integrated Communication Plans. The writing 
teams will need more supervisionitechnical support from APII consultants 
and the BCC team than expected. 

7.2.7 For the Provincial Integrated Communication Plan development in Can 
Tho it was hard to mobilize support and involvement from representatives 
of all key provincial agencies to participate in this collective work. The 
BCC team will continue to work more closely with the writing group, the 
subcontraclor. and Can Tho PCU on this. 

7.2.8 Recently, provincial leaders have found it increasingly difficult to mobilize 
local resources for AI and EID prevention activities, because of other 
priorities and the lack of a national plan for AI/EID prevention. The 
officially approvt'-d APEID 2011-2015 is expected to help provide the 
tfamework needed to get support and funding. 

7.2.9 Post-training suppDr1 wand monitoring of CBS Collaborators having 
re-ceived training on communication and counse-ling skiHs is needed to 
ensure participants can contribute more to promotion of A I and EID 
prevention practices through their daily interacti<.m with households. This 
can be integrated into their monthly CBS network meetings. 

7 .2.1 0 Provincial BCC trainers had difflcu1ties preparing training plans and 
materials and the BCC team had to spend more time than anticipated to 
assist trainings team and ensure quality. This capacity building needs more 
time and practice. A TOT course on basic skills such as preparing training 
objectives and delivery of competency-based adult training, writing skills 
{e-vidence b.Jsed reports, evidence-based articles), monitoring skills, using 
monitoring checklists nnd observations for lessons learning and 
improvement might also be a good investment. 

7 .2.11 Preparation of BCC materials for supply chain nodes audiences will not 
begin until improved supply chain nodes were activated. 

7.2.l2Low risk perception among decision-makers also constitutes a challenge, 
e.g. collaboration with the communication sub-committee of the National 
Steering Committee for Human Influenza Pandemic Control and 
Preparedness (NSCHP) -- and one that APII cannot inlluence much. 
National level bodies remain more committed and accustomed to 
responding w outbreaks. 

7.2.l3 The project cancelled the development and dissemination of the 'One 
Health Newsletter' via the communication sub-committee because of the 
low risk perception and likely non-sustainability of the activity. 
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Provincial Coordination and Implementation 

7.3 Achievements 

7.3.l The MOUs with five provincial authoritie:-. were signed early in Year 2 
creating favorable conditions for implementation in Year 2. 

7.3.2 Soon after USAID's approval of the Year 2 work plan APII organiLed 
planning workshops and prepared provincial implementation plans (PIP) 
together with partners and counterparts. The PIP is an official project 
document attached [0 the provincial MOL" and used as a framework for 
project implementation. 

7.3.3 Conducted quarterly, bi-annual and annual review/planning workshops in 
the focus province:. with counterparts, subcontractors and FAO. 

7.3.4 Continued support Provincial Coordination Units (PCLJs) and joint 
Provincial Coordinator (PCs) in the five focus provinces. 

7.3.5 Improved performance ofPCUs and PCs led to increased local buy-in and 
general improvements in quality of field work/implementation. 

7.3.6 Enhanced capacity and performance (including monitoring) of two satellite 
offices in Can Tho and Quang Tri similarly helped up the overall 
performance and quality of implementation by partners. Bi-monthly 
me-etings with field staff and PCs provided more timely updates on the 
challenges and progress in each province. The dose monitoring by project 
field staff, PC:-., and PCU members provided feedback to project 
management and PMP data. 

7.3.7 Fa.::ililated field visits by APH slaff, consultants, GSAID and other 
partners as well as two large study tours. 

7.3.8 Ensured compliance wilh all requirements for legal operation of the project 
in provinces (obtained license for opera[ion in province; timely submission 
of semi-annual reports to DOFA and provincial authorities). 

7.3.9 Achieved near or in excess of lOO% disbursement vis-a-vis MOU budgets 
and PIP targets in all five provinces, to the satisfaction of provincial 
counterparts and authorities. 

7.4 ChaUenges and Solutions 

7 .4.1 Changes in leadership, PCU chairmanship, and provincial counterpmt 
agency personnel in Ha Nam and Hung Yen caused some delays and 
challenges early in Year 2. The (new} relationships improved significantly 
during the course of the year. 

7.4.2 The Project Area Manager (~orth) \-Vas tcm1inatcd in January 2011. 
Finding a replacement took longer than expected. The new staff has settled 
in welL 

7.4.3 The PC in Hung Yen resigned and was replaced in March 201 l. A new PC 
was appointed but the pei"formance has not been convincing. Same applies 
to the PC in Ha Nam province. 
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7.4.4 Varying levels of participation and commitment by PCU members also 
represented an ongoing challenge. During the year, project staff and PCs 
approached the designated organiLations (SDAHs, PMCs, PAFECs, etc.} 
in an effort to increase participation and accountability. Improvements 
were seen in Quang Tri, Can Tho and Ha Nam in particular. However, 
gaps remain and more local advocacy work is required. 

7 . .1..5 Close communication and sharing of information between PCs and FAO's 
Focal Points (FP} remained a challenge for various institutional reasons. 
The PCs remained more loyal to APII and the FPs to FAO/DAH, for 
understandable reasons. FAO and APII organized joint meetings/ 
workshops to help remedy the situation, but the issue persisted. The t~1ct 
that PCs and Focal Points have varying levels of seniority in the 
institutions they are seconded from further complicate:<. the issue. The 
PC/FP set-up \Vi]] be reviewed and revised in Year 3, with the aim of 
gradi..mlly facing out these positions (speed may vary across provinces). 

National Coordination & Policy Dialogue 

The overall aim of APII is to develop successful new models and approaches, 
which are adopted, adapted, replicated and scaled up by public and private 
partners. Institutional adoption and local ownership of APII's innovative 
products is considered a key measure of success for the project. 

Thls is a big challenge given the many competing priorities and fund!budget 
restrictions that local counterparts and partners generally face, not least in a time 
of 'lO\.V risk perception' with regards to AI. The project is w.ing a wide range of 
tools and skills to access and int1uence partners and to identify new (and 
sometimes unanticipate-d) opportunities for promoting and transferring its 
products. 

In Y car 2, the project initiated the development of a comprehensive advocacy 
strategy to provide an overall picture of the challenge ahead and lay out advocacy 
road maps for each of the project's thematic areas. During the course of the year, 
the project team began to shift focus from implementation at grassroots level to 
addressing the bigger questlons of how to sustain the interventions without 
project support. This process will be intensified from the start of Year 3 as APII 
transitions from implementation to 'handing over'. 

7.5 Achievements 

7.5.1 Developed APII's Advocacy Strategy and shared this living document 
with USAID and API partners including PAHI. The process helped 
generate a dearer picture (vision} within the APII team of where the 
project is heading and what results and outcomes to alm for along the way. 

7.5.2 The Animal Health team maintained close comact with FAO as well a~ 
with other partners (e.g. LIFSAP, STOP AI) for coordination and 
collaboration. LJFSAP in particular have indicated interest in collaboration 
and technical protocols being prepared by APIL 
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7.5.3 The Anima] Health team also maintained dose contact and dialogue with 
DAH, DLP and NAEC including key individuals who may play important 
roles as '"champions' in the adoption of APII pn .. xlucts. The team abo 
engaged with representatives of provincial and regional bodies who can 
help promote the \<Vork and facilitate wider adoption. 

7.5.4 The Animal Health initiated engaged with provincial agricultural colleges./ 
universities and vocational training centers (notably in Quang Tri) for 
formal training and certification of local AHWs. These relationships need 
to bt-. explored and developed further in Year 3. 

7.5.5 The Animal Health team continued to build relationships with private 
associations (VVA, VIPA) who potentially could play a significant role as 
lobbying organizations with A:rviRD agencies. 

7.5.6 The Human Health team worked closely with FAO on surveillance and 
with WHO, MOH. DOD and PEPFAR on IC activities. 

7.5.7 The Human Health team engaged with a number of strategically positioned 
individuals and private institutions at central, regional and provincial 
levels who can help promote the transfer of CBS and IC models in Year 3. 

7.5.8 The BCC team stepped up its dialogue with API partners. FAO and WHO 
were regularly consulted for technical verification on AH and HH related 
BCC issues. 

7.5.9 The BCC team continued to participate actively in the BCC Working 
Group 

7.5.10The BCC team continued to engage and journalists and mass media. 

7.6 Challenges and Solutions 

7 .6.1 The fact that APil and Abt for that matter, in the eyes of many decision
makers ranks as an NGO increases the challenge and emphasizes the need 
for strategic partnerships wilh API partners (FAO, ¥lHO, PAHD and other 
like-minded projects such as LIFSAP. 

7.6.2 Engaging with the ptivate sector- as in corporate business- remains a 
challenge to APIJ and its API pmtners. APII struggles to sec or identify 
obvious or straightforward options for public-private-pannership.'i. The 
project will continue to follow the work or the public-private-partnership 
working group and explore options guided short-term experts. Aside from 
the corporate sector A Pills engaging with a \Vldc range of private sector 
actors along the supply chain including commercial smallholders, traders, 
collecwrs, slaughterhouse owners and operator~, and market vendors as 
well as livestock associations. 

Monitoring & Evaluation 

In Year 2, the guiding principle for the M&E work was to streng.then existing 
systems in the provinces and help close gaps between grassroots level M&E and 
provincial-nationnllevels M&E and reporting. This included discrete capacity 
building activities such as training in data collection, analysis, and interpretation/ 
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usc, support to databa<>e development. and the development of tools. guidelines, 
etc. to help provide evidence for replication and up-scaling. This work will 
continue in Year 3. 

APII furthermore acts as the repository for PMP indicators collected under 
USAID's API program, providing analysis and reporting on the data. In Years 1-
2 ~,1EASURE supported this work. 

7.7 Achievements 

7.7.1 The M&E team ;mpportcd and provided oversight of ongoing monitoring, 
evaluation and quality assurance on the APH project. This involved data 
collection, management, analysis and reporting, training and follow-up 
with staff, subcontractors and local partners on monitoring mechanisms, 
quality assurance, evaluation tools development process and survey 
rnelhmlology, ami use of tlala for decision-making. 

7.7.2 Compiled Year 1 PMP data from API partners and reviewed data 
collection processes, PMP indicators, and data collection templates, in 
clme collaboration with MEASURE and API partners. 

7. 7.3 In May 20 11, on behalf of L:SAlDiVietnam, APil organized the '"'USAID 
Vietnam's HPAI and EPT PMP Dma Collection Review \Vorkshop", 
attended by 39 representatives from USAID, API partners, PAHI and local 
counterparts. Findings challenges were shared among stakeholders. 
Following the workshop, APII discussed with MEASURE on revisions of 
indicators and the need for a data base. It is expected that a revised set of 
indicators <md P:rviP database will be available soon from MEASURE so 
that data collection by API partners for Y car 2 can be initiated on time. 

7.7.4 Developed the API! proje.ct Log-Frame linking activities and outputs to 
outcomes and impacts and will establishing the baseline for future results 
and impact assessments. PMP indicators reported by APII were 
incorporated into the Log-frame. New indicators, particularly at outcome 
level were added. After the USAID's partners' planning meeting in August 
2011, the Log-frame was revised and updated to rctlect APII strategy and 
work plan for the third year. The Log-Frame has now effectively replaced 
and superseded the PMP !able in repm1ing. Data for API! perf01mance 
monitoring was collected regularly and updated. 

7. 7.5 Developed mini Log-frames11vl&E Ji·ameworks for deLailed monitoring, 
evaluation and reporting on spe.cific activities in supply chains which are 
not well captured within the PMP framework. Conducted an assessment of 
Dong Ha live bird market and ~goc Xuan Slaughterhouse to obtain 
baseline data before interventions. Post-a;.;sessme.nl will be done after 
upgrading and BCC campaign to keep track on the improvemems of bio
sccuritylblo-satCty practices. 

7.7 .6 Streng[hened the system for quality assmance. A derailed guideline for 
Activity Implementation Monitoring(' AIM Guidelines') and related tools 
were developed. Training on quality assurance and monitoring tools was 
conducted for project staff and local partner'>. \Vith these tools, the 
monitoring approach and methods were standardized and quality of 
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monitoring improved. Immediate feedback from local partners and project 
.staff was provided more frequently and interanions among the teams on 
the monitoring results were promoted. In general, it was found out that the 
project activities were performed with good quality. 

7.7 .7 Conducted rapid assessment of quality of trainings conducted in Year l. 
The identified strengths include standardization of the approach and 
process in conducting training activities in each component. Some 
weaknesses that were identified, including: l) "S~ART'' key performance 
indicators are not routinely defined to measure the effectiveness of each 
training course during the development process~ 2) Pre-tests and post-tests 
{or simply post-tests in some cases) arc not used systematically; 3) 
Training plans do not include post-training follow-up plans to support 
trainees in the application of their new know ledge and skills in the 
workplace~ and 4) There is no system to conduct post-training assessments 
of trainees' ability to apply ski1ls and behaviors learned in their work. 
Action briefs based on the mpid assessment results to guide the 
development of SlvlART objectives, indicators and targets and a sy~tem 
for post-training assessment and follo\v-up were prepared. These \Vere 
shared at a USAID Health Partners· meeting for a discussion on quality 
assuring, sustaining and instirmionalizing "good capacity building". As a 
result of this activity, project staff has paid more attention on defining 
objectives and indicators to measure outputs of a training course. 

7.7.8 Subcontracted Asian l\ifanagement and Development Imtitute (A:rvfDI), a 
local organization to conduct the post-training assessment. Purpose is to 
determine the results, outcomes and (where feasible) the impact of the 
trainings conducted so far, and to identify motivators <md barriers to 
application of new skills and knowledge among trainees. The final repo.rt 
will be ready in Year 3. 

7.7.9 Reviewed SOWs and deliverables of all subcontractors and program 
implementation to help ensure that M&E issues are adequately addressed 
in all work 

7. 7 .l 0 Reviewed SO\Vs <md deliverables of all subcontractors to help ensure that 
M&E issues arc adequately addressed in all work. 

7.7 .ll Provided inputs on methodologies, protocols and tools of CBS review, 
CBS mini-evaluation and KAP survey to help ensure these studies/survey 
are technically sound. 

7.8 ChaUenges and Solutions 

7.8.l Baseline indicators need to be identified and included in the Log-frame 
where possible. However, as the project did not conduct a baseline survey 
before or during start-up it may be difficult to arrive at a complete 
baseline. The situation analysis repmt produced in AI Mekong project and 
previou~ KAP ~urveys did not always align with these indicators. Proxy 
indicators will be used if possible, in the process of establishing 
{retroactively) the general baseline for API I. 
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7.!5.2 Quality of activities is affected by various factors such a..;; subcontractor's 
capacity and performance, commitment oflocal p~mners, technical 
assistance and coaching by technical teams, and capacity of project 
implementers in local areas (e.g. local trainers/CBS CoiJaborators). 
Quality varies across provinces and components. This requires constant 
attention, follow-up and tailored solutions, including continuous basic or 
advanced training for local partners. Sustained quality improvement is a 
long-term process. 

7.8.3 The project's interventions are diverse and at times complex. To monitor 
performance and measure effectiveness of each intervention requires a 
range of methods and approaches. 

7.8.4 It takes time and effort to develop a comprehensive database for data 
retrieval. Currently ra"\v data of certain activities such as training tests, 
training evaluation results, KAP surveys are stored in multiple places. The 
M&E team is developing a more systematic and centraliLed data 
storage/Management Information System (!'viiS) for easy access and 
retrieval of data and information during and after the project. 

7.8.5 There were challenges in coordinating P:MP data collection for the API 
program. TI1e workshop on with USAID's API partners in May identified 
the following: (I) unclear operational definition and/or lack of alignment 
with the Government':<. exi:-.ting record keeping system in some indicators; 
(2) Quality of collected data has weaknesses such as limited data 
validityireliability and precision, especially of the indicators on local 
training: (3) Difficult coordination among many facilities, inconvenient 
data collection template, and limited acces:<. to data source, especially of 
those data on local training/interventions~ and ( 4} Linkage between the 
P:V1P and cmrcnt existing government's record keeping system and 
usetlllness of each PMP indicator for the local program management are 
not very dear, especially to the local partners. To address these issues, 
efforts should be made not only at micro-level such as tool improvement 
and training for local partners on indicators and data collection, but also at 
macro-level such as participatory multi-sector approaches, enhancing 
management and coordination of information systems, and promoting data 
use for decision making. In putting into practice these efforts, a training 
course on data ba.'icd decision making (DDM) for local decision makers is 
planned for Year 3. 

Administration & Finance 

7.9 Achievements 

7.9.l Recruitment or project sta!T was completed including two Supply Chain 
Managers, a replacement for the. Project Area Manager (North), a new 
Strategic Communications Manager (in lieu of the Policy Advocacy 
Manager who resigned), two F&A A~sistants in the field offices and an 
Admini:'>tration Manager in the Hanoi Office. 
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7.~}.2 Managed the finance and administration aspects of all subcontracts and 
consultant agreements effectively after the procedures were streamlined 
during the cour~e of the year. 

7.9.3 Shorter turnaround time with the Regional Contracting Officer also helped 
improve the Consultant recruitment proces~ during the course of the year. 

7.9.4 Overall the project saw an increase in the expenditure r<Jte of around 50% 
compared with Year 1 and progre~sed well on lhis account given the caps 
on human resources and the available implementation mechanisms (i.e. 
sub-contracting). 

7.10 Challenges and Solutions: 

7.10.1 Retroactive approval for AFAP Year 1-2 Consultants pendlng with 
USAID. Will follow-up. 

7.10.2 Lack of a clear understanding of the conditions for "Grants Under 
Conlract' (GliC) will cause wme delays in supply chain work. The projecl 
will explore. subcontracting options instead. but this is a time-consuming 
process. 

7.10.3 Appllcation for registration with Paccom (to open up for direct 
implementation) s.ti11 pending. \Viii continue to follow up. 

7.10.4 According to Ernst & Young, API! cannot obtain VAT exempt status on 
locally procured goods ::md services. This was communicated to USAID. 
Awaiting USAID's reply and will continue to follow-up. 

7.10.5 The available sub-contracting mechanisms remain a chaltengc to partners 
pm1ienlarly those with litrl<> working c:1pir.al or capital rese-rve<; and litrl<> 
experience in contracting with intemabonaJ development parmers/donors. 
No immediate alternatives or solutions available other than to continue to 
work closely with the subcontractors to prepare contracts and fulfill their 
obligations under contracts. 

7.10.6 The Biodata form also continues to challenge new consultants. APII staff<> 
still have to provide careful guidance. 
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8. Success Stories 

8.1 Partner uptake of APII Biosecurity Training: Package broadens it'i 
reach nationwide 

Good poultry husbandry practice~ are an essential tool to preventing the spread of 

emerging infectious and zoonotic diseases by increasing biosecurity on farms. 

To capitalize on this efficient prevention 

method. the Avian and Pandemic Influenza 

Initiative worked with USAID's other API 

partners including the National Agriculture 

Extension Center (Nt\EC), w develop a 

biosecurity training package to be delivered 

by agriculture extension workers. The 

training package contains technical protocols. 
discmsion flipcharts and comte books 

~ .... ·~ .... ,.-. 
. - ~ . 

explaining improved bio<>ccurity fanning practices for raising chicken <:tnd ducks_ 

Expanding the reach of the project. NAEC and smne provincial branches recently 

has agreed to begin disseminating the training materials in provinces not 

originally targeted hy the projecL and to incorporate the materials into their own 

national training system. The first step in this broader dissemination occurred in 
April and then in August when a series of training of extension worker trainer 

evcms were held in HaNoi and Ho Chi Minh City respectively. Approximately 

50 provincial agriculture extension <>y;;tcm trainers from more than 20 province:-; 

in the Red River and Mekong River deltas attended the training. Consequently, 

An Giang. Soc Trang and Ba Lieu provinces also requested the course for 

trainers. In September. a training of farmer trainers course for key staff in An 
Giang and Soc Trang· s provincial agricultural and extension centers was 
prepared wlth APII's biosecmity training package for implementation in early 
October 201 L An Giang is planning to follow up with diffusion trainings for 
their commune level extension staff using local funds. 

Formal national and provincial Jcvel adoption of the package into NAEC's 

training system will be key to ensuring the sustainability of A PH's interventions 

and future sc:Jlc up of biosecurity improvement interventions in the public 

system. APII is also exploring option<> for adoption with non-government 

parrners. 

APU has also shared the p3ckage with the Wildlife Conservation Society to 

explore optinns for collaboration with the EPT programs PREDICT and 

RESPOND. It is hoped that the package can help inform training on EIOs 

originating in \Vildlife and the interface between wildlife, humans and livestock. 
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8.2 Proactive Community-Based Surveillance System allows for early 
detection and timely control of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza in 
Quang Tri 

The most effective way 10 comml 
avian influenza (AI) and mitigate 

irs effe-ct~ on human heaJth and 

livelihoods is earJy detection. A 

good surveillance system a11ows 

suspected cases to be identified 

early before an outhreak spreads. 

The Community 

Surveillance (CDS) 

Based 

model 

developed by API! alms to assist 

communities m mitigating the 

effects of AI and other EIDs by 

A CBS Collaborator visits a home to follow 

up on a rumor and observe the chickens. 

identifying outbreaks where they occur and feeding them quickly into the 

national surveilJance ~ystem. 

In order to continuously build capacity for CBS network, refresher training 

courses and monthly meeting have been designed to provide technical update on 

AI and emerging infectious di~eases (EIDs) such as foot-and-mouth disease 

(~iD) in livestock and dengue in humans. These monthly meetings also help 

foster links in reporting and information sharing between village animal health 

and human health collaborators. 

Animal health collaborators m·e furthermore offered monthly refresher training 
on a broader range of zoonotic and animal diseases such as streptococcus suis, 
rabies, liver fluke, swine fever, piglet diarrhea, erysipelas suum, E. coli and 

c:.tttle pasteurellosis. For m<Jny participants it is the first time the receive update 

training since graduation. 

Since the launch in Augus[ 2010, Quang Tri province has developed a 
partlcularly strong CBS network \vhich includes 301 collaborators covering 152 
villages and 26 communes. In March 2011, an HPAI outbreak was prevented 
following a suspected case in Hai Que commune, Hai Lang district. From June 
to Aug. 2011, another 8 suspected HPAI cases were reported by CBS 

collaborators in Gio Quang and Gio Mal communes, Gio Linh district. These
cases were all confirmed by upper level lab reports. The duck flock~ were culled 

and the outbreaks contained. 

CBS animal health collaborators benefit from being able to provide better 
services tu members in their community and building trust with clients 
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Acronyms 

Abt j Abt Associates Inc. 

AED : Academy for Educational Development 

AEW : Agricultural Extension Worker 

AFAP j Australian Foundation for Peoples of Asia and the Pacific 

AHW j Animal Health Worker 

AI A vi an Influen7.a 

API : Avian and Pandemic Influen7a 

API! : Avian and Pandcmlc !nfluen7a !nltiative 

BCC Behavior Change Communication 

CBS : Community Based Surveillance 

COP : Chief of Party 

DAH j Department of Animal Health 

DARD j Department of Agriculture and Rural Development 

DEEFS Department of Economics, Environment and Fanning Systems 

FAO : Food & Agriculture Organization (of the United Narions) 

H2P j Humanitarian Pandemic Preparedness 

MARD j Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development 

M&E : Monitoring and Evaluation 

MOL' : Memorandum of Under:-.tanding 

NAEC j National Agricultural Extension Centre 

NCHEC j National Center ti._-,r Health Education and Communication 

NGO : Non-government organization 
PAFEC : Provincial Agriculture and Fishery Extension Centre 

PAHI j Partnership on Avian and Human Int1uenza 

PC j Provincial Coordinator 

PCU : Provincial Coordination Cnit 

PMP : Performance Monitoring/Management Plan 

PPC j Provincial People's Committee 
ppp j Pandemic Preparedness Planning 

PSA ProtCssional Services Agreement 

RUDEC : Rural Development Center (under MARD) 

TOT j Training of Trainers 

US AID j United States Agency for International Development 

VAHJP Vietnam Avian and Human lntluenza Control and Preparedness 
j Project 

VIPA j Vietnamese Poultry Association 

VNRC : Vietnamese ReJ Cross 

VVA : Vit'-lnamese Veterinary As:-.ociation 

WHO j \Vorld Health Organization 
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Introduction 
This repon presents the main achievements, challenges and solutions for 
US AID's Avian and Pandemic Inlluenza Initiative during the first quaner of 
Year 2, OcL-Dec. 2010_ 

The report is divided into the following thematic sections: 

I. Animal Health Worker Capaciry Building 

2. Agricultural Extension Worker Capacity Building 

3. Poultry Supply Chain Strengthening 

4. Community-Based Surveillance 

5. Infection Control I Case Management 

6. Pandemic Preparedness Planning 

7. Cross-Cutting Issues 

8. Success Stories. 

1. Animal Health Worker (AHW) Capacity Building 
The goal is to develop an AH\V capacity building package that is adopted by 
relevant public-private agencies at national and/or provincial levels, and to 
develop a standard Terms of Reference for AH\Vs for adoption by PPCs and 
MARD. 

Year 2 will focus on completing and transferring the training package for wider 
adoption and on establishing \VC11-functioning networks of capable public and 
private animal health workers in and beyond project areas. The subcontractors 
include AFAP on !raining/capacity building and VVA on AHW network 
development and advocacy. 

1 .l Achievements 

1.1.1 Extended the Year I subcontract with AFAP into October-November 
and initiated the modified comract for Year 2 in December. The working 
relationship with AFAP has recently improved. AFAP now has a new 
Country Director and new field staff onboard and has strengthened its in
country team overalL AFAP is also engaging more closely with provincial 
counterpart'>, notably the Sub-DAHs and PAFECs through lessons learnt 
meetings, and participated actively in the Year 2 planning workshops with 
all key provincial partners. 

1.1.2 The AHW TOT package, which is based firmly on the new training 
manual issued by DAH in 2010 \Vas updated. Additional modules on bio-
security. basic surveillance and zoonotic diseases were developed together 
with Sub-DAH's. Te~ting of the TOT package was initiated in Quang Tri 
through a 30-days training course for 25 AH\V s. Emphasis was given to 
participatory training and learning by doing. All participants arc expected to 
receive certificates co-signed by the Director of Sub-DAH. The (improved) 
training malerials will be presented to and .<.hared with DAH early in 201 L 
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1.1.3 Entered into dialogue provincial-based Agricultural Colleges and 
Vocational Training Centers and, who can provide formalize AHW rmining 
and certirica1ion (while Sub-DAH can issue AHW licenses). 

1.1 A Conducted AHW refresher training courses in all 15 pilot districts. 

1.1.5 SO\V \Vas prepared for a new subcontract \Vith Vietnam Vete-rinary 
Association {VVA) to continue their work on institutional strengthening and 
AHW network establishment wi1h public and private pm1ners . 

. 2 Challeng_es and Solutions 

1.2.1 The subcontracts with AFAP and VVA arc running behind schedule. 
The APH team will continue to \vork very closely with both subcontractors 
in order minimize further delays. 

1.2.2 DAH and Sub-DAH's. have no function or division in charge of AH\V 
network development, and any staff(s) assigned for this task are often not 
specialized ln such work. This makes it difficult to advocate with Sub
DAH's and District Veterinary Stations (DVS) for AHW network 
strengthening. APII will continue to pursue this agenda with DAH and Sub
DAH leaders in close collaboration with relevant and ~trategically located 
partners, such as FAO and VVA. There is growing recogn][ion of the need 
for grassroots-based AHW development. 

2. Agricultural Extension Worker (AEW) Capacity 
Building 

The goal is to develop and transfer to NAEC and PAFECs an AE\V blo-security 
training package for sma11 commercia) poultry producers, which has been fully 
tested (incl. costing) and verified, for wider adoption and replication in the 
national-provincial extension system. 

2.1 Achievements 

2.1.1 The AEW bio-security training package was drafted in Year 1. During 
Ql of Year 2 drawings and visual aids \Vcre completed by NAEC local 
consultants and artists together with a set of flipchatts and comic stories. 
Two technical review workshops were scheduled for January 201 lln Hanoi 
and HC1\1C, to be followed by field testing in February 201 l. 

2.2 Challenges and Solutions 

2.2.l Each region has different traditions and habits in poultry production 
and a training/extension package should ideally reflect this. APII has 
prepared separate materials on chicken production for the north and duck 
production for the south which need careful field testing for effective 
promotion of good husbandry practices. The training materials development 
is slightly behind schedule as managing subcontractors. and consultants 
proves to be a continuing challenge. 

2.2.2 VV'orking closely with NAEC/PAFECs i;;, necessary to help 
institutionalize the trainingiextenslon packages. This is a time-consuming 
process which requires diplomacy and patience ln order to forge and 
maintain close relationships with these agencies. 

5 
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3. Poultry Supply Chain Strengthening 
The goal is to dcvcJop demonstration models in key (high risk) nodes along 
supply chains, together with related documents (protocols, guidelines, training 
materials) for wider replication by national and provincial agencies as well as 
other development projects/programs. 

During Year 1 key intervention nodes and lists orprimity risk reduction 
measures were indentified together with publlc and private stakeholders. To 
guide the actual, practical risk reduction efforts in each of the nodes a set o-f 
technical protocols {incl. conceptual designs and drawings) will be developed for 
the demonstration models. The technical protocols will address veterinary public 
health, hygiene/sanitation, and bio-security/bio-safety Issues for <mlmals m1d 
humans in/around the nodes, in light of the existing regulatory framework and 
ongoing efforts in Vietnam. 

The project also plan.<> to provide support to the continuation of STOP AI supply 
chain work and is in the process of preparing subcontract with ASVELIS. 

3.1 Achievements 

3.1.1 Several fleld vislts were made to potential demonstration 
slaughterhouses (Can Tho and Kicn Giang) and the live bird market in Dong 
Ha (Quang Tri). The conceptual dr.nvings and technical protocols drafted for 
live bird markets and centralized slaughterhouses were shared with APII 
prutners in a technical workshop. The workshop brought together key 
stakeholders (including DAH, DLP, FAO, VAHIP, ASVELIS, etc.) and the 
materials presented were very well received. VAHIP expressed interest in 
potenti<11ly adopting some of the protocol work. 

3.1.2 An in-country study tour wa" conducted in collabomtion with VIPA 
and DLP, with 22 participants !i·om government authorities, incl. DAH, 
DLP, the Food Hygiene and Safety Administration ofi\10H, provincial 
representatives of DARDs, Sub-DAHs, and SDFHF ns well as private 
entrepreneurs :md journalists. The event provided an important opportunity 
for participants to identify fir:.thand the points ofHPAliEID risk exposure in 
poultry supply chains in seven different provinces (Hanoi, Hung Yen, Quang 
Tri, Tien Giang, HCMC, Can Tho and Kicn Giang). As an nutcome of the 
tour a list of interventions to support risk reduction and improve the 
compliance of supply chain entrepreneurs was prepared. 

3.1.3 Several meetint,!S took place between APII and FAO resulting in a 
detailed 'collaboration matrix' (a living document). 

3.2 Challenges and Solutions 

3.2.1 While provincial counterparts clearly arc very interested in the 
demonstration models the provinces have no 'master plans' that clearly 
demarcate future locations e.g. of centraliLk'.d poulu·y slaughterhouses and 
poulh·y markets. Thls may affect APIIs work and could cause some delays. 
In Can Tho, following several rounds of discussions with the PCL' and Sub
DAH, the final declslnn on where to develop the ;.;laughterhouse 
demonstration unit has not yet been made. APII will stay well informed on 

6 
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this and only support upgrades of existing/prioritized facilities in line with 
PCU/DARD recommendations. 

4. Community-Based Surveillance (CBS) 
The goal is to complete a CBS package, including training materials/tools, job 
descriptions, budget, and recommendations fi:1r <.~doption and up-scaling in the 
provincial-national s,urveillance system, in both the human and animal health 
sectors. 

The CBS model is being implemented in 123 communes of 18 districts and 5 
province-s since the beginning of 2010. During Year 2 APII will: conduct a 
midterm review; conduct refresher trainings to add other emerging infectious and 
zoonotic diseases; connect to the poultry supply chain strengthening efforts by 
using high risk nodes (smallholder commercial farms, hatcheries, traders, 
slaughterhouses, markets} for events based surveillance, early warning and 
responses; gradually phase out support to community-based CBS networks to test 
their sustainahillty and potential for up-scaling; and conduct final evaluation 
(incl. costing) of the model for wider replication and uptake at provincial and 
nationa11eve-ls. 

4. 1 Achievements 

4.1. I Maintained CBS collaborator networks in 123 communes of 1 X 
distTicts in 5 provin\..'eS. Between September-Dec~mber collaborators 
reported 2545 suspected cases in humans and 9334 in animals. However, no 
AI outbreaks were confirmed. 

4.1.2 Worked with F AO for continued coordination, technical veritlcation, 
and talks on how to better link grassroots level reponing into the provincial
national system. It was agreed to maintain (at least) quarterly FAO-APll 
meetings, on surveillance. 

4. 13 Identified the Centre for Community Health and Injury Prevention 
(CCHIP) as lht>- subcontractor for Year 2, through a competitive bidding 
process. 

4. L4 Conducted a CBS mid-term review, incl. 65 semi-structured group/ 
individual interviews with 257 stakeholders in four provinces ( excl. Ha 
Nam). The assessment provided evidence on network collaborator activities, 
idemified strengths <.~nd weaknesses ln the current model, and gave 
recommendation for improvements. The results will be presented 10 
provinces for further discussion and feedback in January 201 L 

4.1.5 Entered into dialogue with the Village Health Worker Association 
and the Medlcal College of Quang Tri on potential coHaboratlon and 
expansion of CBS work through the Village Health Worker, Association 
\-vhich reaches out to all villages in Quang Tri. 

4.2 Challenges and Solutions 

4.2.1 Carefully analyze the findings of the mid-tenn review and follow-up 
where necessary on identified gaps/weaknesses in the modeL 
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4.2.2 The relatively low capacity and shortage of human resources among 
local subcontractors. required the APH Human Health team to work closely 
with them to :.upport, coach, and guide their work. This in it:.elf constitutes 
and important local capacity building input by the proje-ct, but one that may 
cause some delays in implementation. 

4.2.3 Linking the reporting at grassroots level to the provincial-national 
surveillance system, though the Chief/Commune AHW' s with whom both 
APII and FAO work, remains a challenge. APII wil1 continue to address this 
issue in dose consultation with FAO and the provincial Sub-DAHs and 
District Veterinary Stations. 

4.2.4 Separate meetings of animal and human health \vorkers do not 
necessarlly promote multi-sector collaboration. However, this reflects the 
way the system currently operates-- a system that is not easily changed. 
APII will continue ro explore options for closer imegrdtion of aninwl and 
human health activities. in close consultation with local stakeholders and 
national experts. 

5. Infection Control/Case Management (IC/CM) 
The goal i:. to develop an IC/CM 'model' with training package/tools, guideline:. 
etc. piloted and tested/verified (induding costing), for wider adoption in 
Vietnam. 

In Year 2, IC/CM activities will aim to disseminate the APII district level IC 
model (including training package, tools, and guidelines) and SARI/AI case 
management guidelines for vi11age, commune and district levels to MOHand 
provincial authoritie:> beyond the five lOcus. provinces RS well as to other 
development partners, for wider adoption. 

5.1 Achievt'ments 

5.1.1 Completed two four-day training courses for lC assurance teams and 
their networks, in Kien Giang and Can Tho for 54 heallh starr. The courses 
covered the following topics: { 1) Implementation of adapted IC 
protocols/guidelines in district hospitals and commune health stations; (2) IC 
surveillance; and (3) IC principles and standard precautions 

5. J .2 Completed eight two-day training courses on basic IC and C!\1 
principles and compliance for 244 district level health staff. 

5.1.3 Completed four one-day training courses on basic IC and CM 
principles and compliance for 114 commune and village health workers.. 

5.1.4 Initiated dialogue with the PEFAR program to explore collaboration 
on IC activities. During the next trainings (in Hanoi), APIJ will invite 
participants from PEPFAR provinces. 

5.2 Challenges and Solutions 

5.2.1 lt took longer than expc-eted to develop the subcontract in this area. 
This is a generdl observation {subcontracts raking longer to initiate than 
expected) that will be taken into in future- planning and projections. 
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6. Pandemic Preparedness Planning (PPP) 
The goal is to develop PPPs in selected focus prnvlnces, introduce the p<.~ckage in 
other provinces, and advocate for its wider adoption throughout Vielnam. 

During Year 1, Vietnamese Red Cross (V~RC) who is the selected subcontractor 
for this work, implemented US AIDs. Humanitarian Pandemic Preparedness 
(H2P) project with civil society organizations in Ha Nmn and Quang Tri. 
Follo\ving this, VNRC stattcd rcviC\ving the status of PPPs in the five focus 
provinces in collaboration with APII. In Year 2, APII plans to enter an MOC 
with VNRC to revise, test and finalize improved PPPs for wider replication. 

6.1 Achievements 

6. J .I Prepared MOU with VNRC and submitted to VNRC for comments 
and feedback. 

6.1.2 Developed/revised tools and planned for implementing the PPP 
situation analysis in the provinces. 

6.2 Challenges and Solutions 

6.2.1 VNRC was occupled with humanitaJian and emergency activities 
(incl. flooding in Central Vietnam) and did not have time/resources to 
finalize the MOL with API I. As a mass organization under the Fatherland 
Front, VNRC was fm1hermore awaiting the outcome or the ll :h Party 
Congress in January 2011 before entering any new commitments. The nature 
of VNRC's work, including focus on emergency responses, can make it a 
patiicular challenge to implement a subcontract with VNRC. 

7. Cross-Cutting Issues 

Behavior Change Communication (BCC) 

The BCC work aims to identify appropriate behaviors and messages for key 
target audiences and to strengthen the BCC capacity of national and provincial 
stakeholders. The BCC work feeds into and helps integrate and enhance the work 
of the other technical componenb in animal and human health. 

7.1 Achievements 

7 .1.1 Closer integration of BCC activities into animal and human health 
activities, e.g. in the supply chain work. 

7 .1.2 Developed the Year 2 BCC Strategy (a living document) based on the 
results of the Year l risk assessment, the risk reduction strategies, and the 
results of the BCC assessment The Year 2 strategy focuses on the seasonal 
BCC campaign and closer integration of BCC work into the animal health 
and human health components. The strategy was -;hared with FAO and 
\VHO for technical (i.e. animal/human health) verification and feedback. 

7 .1.3 Conducted planning workshops "\Vith key local stakeholders in four 
provinces {except Ha Nam) to design Year 2 BCC activities. The workshops 
provided consensus on the number of desired behaviors and on barriers and 
motivators, which in turn \Vcrc used to develop appropriate key messages for 
target audiences. 

9 
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7.1.4 Prepared subcontracts for Year 2 BCC activities: Women's Union in 
Ha Nam, Klen Giang and Quang Trl (i.e. same as in Year I) and the 
Provincial Humanity Center under Red Cros:. in Hung Yen. The 
subcontractor in Can Tho is to be determined. 

7 .l.5 Completed BCC TOT training~ for di~trict trainers (representing AH, 
Animal extension, HH, and communication bodies) in Quang Tri, Can Tho 
and Ha Nam. The trainings were conducted by provincial Master Trainers. 

7.1.6 Designed Year 2 BCC materials (calendar, t1ipcharts, logo, BCC 
theme, guidelines fur community events, etc.} together \Vith BCC and 
artwork consultanh, and identified vendors for printing and distribution. 
FAO and \VHO were consulted for technical verification. 

7.1.7 Pre-tested the above BCC materials in Can Tho (for Southern 
materials) and Hung Yen (lOr Northern materials). 

7 .l.8 CumpldeJ the ..:ollection of API malerials from variou~ ~murce..; and 
passed these on lOr uploading on the PAHI website. 

7. 1.9 Engaged nation a) journalists (VTC 16), provincial journalists (from 
Centers for Health Communication and Educationff4g), and local 
newspaper and TV journalists television on the Animal Health bio-security 
study tour in Northern and Southern provinces. This resulted in articles and 
broadcasts. 

7.1.1 0 Developed and shared the Year 2 press relations plan with USAID. 

7, 1.11 Provided frequent updates/success stories to US AID. 

7.2 Challenges and Solutions 

7.2.1 F.ncmmrt>red difficulties in finding 1nc:Jl snhcontractor to implement 
Year 2 BCC activities in Can Tho. Cun·en!ly working with CEFAC0tv1 
(Research Center for Family Health and Community Development), a 
national NGO based in Hanoi to take on this activity. Subcontract 
preparation generally takes longer than envisaged. 

7.2.2 The BCC Year 2 planning workshop in Ha Nam was cancelled due to 
the pending MOU renewal in Ha Nam (see also 'Provincial 
Implementations· section below}. The PSA with Ha I" am \Vomen's Union in 
Year 2 was modified to address this (Note: subcontract modification can be 
a time-consuming process). 

7 .2.3 Difficult to get national officers to give technical inputs into project 
activities such as reviewing BCC materials, as we arc constrained in the way 
we can compensate their efforts. \Ve are \.Vorking to find suitable ways to 
bring them on board in close consultation with the F&A team and the Project 
Director, but the options are limited. This constraint could also affect the 
production of newsletters with/through NAEC and NCHEC. 

Provincial Coordination and Implementation 

7.3 Achievements 
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7.3.1 Signed MOUs for Year 2 with Can Tho, Kicn Giang, Quang Tri and 
Hung Yen provinces. Ha Nam pending due to changes in leadership. 

7.3.2 Worked with subcontractors to prepare provinclal \Vork plans and 
conducted provincial planning workshops, with all APH components and 
local partners fully involved, in Kien Giang, Dec. Can Tho, and Quang Tri 
{Note: Hung Yen workshop held in early January; Ha Narn to follow- see 
also 7.4.2 below). 

7.3.3 Submitted provincial implementation plans for PCU for approval in 
Kicn Giang, Can Tho and Quang Tri. 

7 .3.4 Identified and engaged Provincial Coordinators in consultation wlth 
counterparts in four provinces (Ha Nam still pending). 

7 .3.5 Relocated project offices in Can Tho and Quang Tri from within 
DARDs to privately rented premises, for compliance and easy/equal access 
by a11 parlners. 

7 .A Challenges and Solutions 

7.4.1 The contract for the Project Area Manager {North) was terminated by 
mutual consent due to unsatisfactory performance. The recruitment process 
for a replacement wa<> initiated. The ideal candidate will be a more senior 
person with management experience, a proven track record in dealing with 
provincial counterparts, and prepared to relocate to Ha Nam or travel 
extensively to the field. 

7.4.2 Changes in leadership In Ha Nam meant that no persons were yet 
assigned a<; PCU Chair and Vice-Chair. It \Vas therefore not possible to sign 
the MOU for Year 2 or conduct the Risk Reduction and Year 2 planning 
workshops in H.a Nam. A~ a result ~orne aclivities were temporarily 
suspended. APII's Deputy Director for Provincial Implementation 
maintained close dialogue with Ha Nam leaders for a resolution early in 
2011. 

7 .4.3 Close communication between the shared APII-F AO Provincial 
Coordinators and FAOs Focal Points/Field Coordinators remains a 
challenge. The API partners are aware of this and the institutional issues 
involved, and are looking for ways to lrnprove the situation. The Provincial 
Coordinators arc expected to play a key role in coordination_ 

7.4.4 Field level coordination at the 'programmatic' level, i.e. across 
CSAID' s activities, also remained a challenge. The API partners arc making 
good eft(m:s to improve the situation including shared review and planning 
workshops, as well as more joint visits, where feasible, to promote a more 
programmatic approach. 

7 .4.5 Provincial budget~ and plans for the following fiscal/calendar year are 
prepared during June-September. This is the time for APH to advocate for 
allocation of local funds to models and interventions advanced by the 
project. Staffs. however, are not yet well versed in the local decision-making 
proce~ses. The project teams will work to better anti-cipate and prepare for 
this important period of the year, in order to take advantage of op]-10rtunities 
for sustaining APII work at the local level beyond the lifetime of the project. 
This includes early prepara[Jon for upcoming costing studies. 

11 
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National Coordination & Policy Dialogue 

7.5 Achievements 

7 .5.1 Developed the APH Advocacy Strategy with inputs li·mn technical 
teams and others. This 'living document' was sh<rred with USAID and API 
partners. 

7.5.2 Generated a clearer picture (vision) within the APII team of where the 
project is heading and what achievements (mile-stones) to target along the 
way. 

7.5.3 The AH team maintained close and frequent contact with FAO in 
particular, as well as with other relevant initiatives (e.g. VAHJP, STOP AI) 
for coordination and collaboration on supply chains and related worL 

7.5.4 The HH team worked closely with FAO on surveillance, with WHO 
and MOHon IC activities and provided inputs on an IC assessment at a 
VAHIP project planning workshop. The HH Team maintains regular 
communications with partners and has agreed to hold (at least) qum1crly 
meetings on coordination of surveillance activities with FAO. 

7.5.5 The BCC team stepped up Its dlnloguc with API panncrs, during the 
reporting period. FAO and WHO are now regularly consulted for technical 
verification on AH and HH related BCC issue:<.. The BCC team also 
continued to panicipate actively in the BCC Working Group. 

7.6 Challenges and Solutions 

7 .6.1 Coordination with many partners remains :m ongoing challenge. APII 
will continue to participate activdy in and contribute to/enhance the profile 
of relevant working groups. APH wlll maintnin close internction with FAO 
and WHO on technical issues through regular communications/exchanges 
and meerlngs, and where feasible through joint activities and events. 

7.6.2 Gaining access to decision- and policy-makers is a challenge for an 
initiative that is often perceived as an '"NGO-efforr'. APII will continue to 
engage closely with API partners and through them in its advocacy work. 
More active participation in PAHI working groups will also be pursued_ 
Other options such as working with MARD"s International Support Group 
(ISG_) will be explored in consultation with USAID. 

Monitoring & Evalnation 

7.7 Achievements 

7.7 .l Recruited the M&E Manager who has settled in well and quickly, 

7.7 .2 ·worked closely with MEASURE and USAID's partners to review 
and improve the PMPdata collection tools (ongoing albeit behind schedule). 

7.7.3 Revlewed and updated the project's. PMP. Collected and entered data. 
Developed related databases, 
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7.7.4 lnitiatcd the drafting of a pmjcct Logical Framc\-vork, or 'Log-frame', 
which more clearly links activities and outpurs to outcomes <md impacts and 
will help establish the baseline for future results and impact assessments. 

7.7.5 Developed detailed guidelines for Activity Implementation 
~fonitoring ('AIM Guidelines'_) and related tools and shared these \.Vith staff. 
subcontractors and local partners. 

7.7 .6 Reviewed APII SO\V~ to help ensure that ~f&E issues are adequately 
addressed in all work. 

7.7.7 Provided training to field-based Project Area Managers and Provincial 
Coordinators on M&E with focus on performance monitoring and quality 
control. 

7.8 Challenges and Solutions 

7 .8.1 The cunenl PMP does not show clearly lhe causal pathways from 
inputs to outcomes and impacts and the baseline indicators have not been 
identified spccifica1ly. To solve this, the project is developing a Logical 
Framework, or 'Log-frame'. Baseline indicators will be identified and 
included in the Log-frame where possible. Howevt>-r, as the project did nol 
conduct a baseline survey before or during start-up it may be difficult to 
arrive at a complete baseline_ Some reverse engineering (a."isisted by 
USAID) may be needed. 

7.l:L2 The project interventions arc diverse and complex. To monitor 
performance and measure effeuiveness of each intervention area requires a 
range of" methods and approaches. 

Administration & Finance 

7.9 Achievements 

7.9.1 Recruited the M&E :rvtanager and a new F&A Assistant in Can Tho. 
Initiated the recruitment process for a new Strategic Communications 
Manager (to replace rhe Polley Advocacy Manager who departed in 
Nove-mber}, two Supply Chain Managers (for North/Central and for South), 
an F&A Manager for the Quang Tri Office. a Finance Officer and an IT 
Officer (the latter is a shared position \vith the HPI project). 

7 .9.2 Revised the TOR for Provincial Coordinators in close consultation 
with FAO and recruited four Pruvinclal Coordinators (except in Ha Nam) for 
Year 2. 

7.9.3 Facilitated that muvc of t~'O provincial satellite offices (Can Tho, 
Quang Tri} from DARDs to independent locations in rented premises. 

7.9.4 Developed and entered subcontracts with AFAP for AHW/AE\V 
\-Vork, CCHIP for CBS work. Hanoi Infection Control Society for IC work, 
and with provincial \Vomen's Union and Red Cross for BCC activitie~ in 
four provinces (Can Tho pending). Trained subcontractors on related finance 
and compliance issues. 

7.9.5 Prepared SO\Vs and entered a number of consultant agreements with 
national and international sho11-tcrm consultants. 
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7.9.6 Revised the project's cost norms (in close consultation \Vith FAO). 

7.9.7 Prepared and submitted the Year I report to USAID. 

7.10 Challenges and Solulions 

7 .10.1 The project is frequently questioned and challenged by partners, 
counlerparts and subcontractors on its :>.ubcontracling mechanism. The- Firm 
Fixed-Price Subcomract, whereby subcontractors are reimbursed on the 
basis of submission and approval of agreed dc.livcrablcs is an unfamiliar 
contract form. Partner agencies have no working capital and are accustomed 
to working on the basis or fund advances. Thb., however, is not possible 
under APH. The issue is causing a significant element of discomfort among 
subcomractors, despite the fact that PSAs arc designed in ways that trigger 
early releases of significant funds. Project staffs continue to go to great 
lengths to explain the policies and conditions under which the proje-Ct is 
operating in an effort to generate more goodwill and appreciation. 1l1e 
project is succeeding in entering and completing most planned subcontracts 
so far, albeit often wirh delays which are due pattly to the contracting 
mechanism. 

7. 10.2 The project is often facing a limited choice of relatively weak 
subcontractors. Building capacity in local subcontractors is one of the 
products of the project, but does cause a slow-down in implementation. 
Direct implementation (DI) as opposed to working through subcontractors is 
not a realistic option given the current legal status of APII and the level of 
stafllng. APII is working on a registration with PACCOM to give more 
scope and flexibility for DL 

7 .10.3 Another challenging point is the cost norms. APII is striving towards 
financial sustainability by keeping activity/field costs compar;:Jtively low. 
The project is repeatedly being compared with other donor-funded initiatives 
and found by most partners and counterparts to he less flexible and less 
"competitive' (e.g. due to the fact the project provides no allowances/salary 
topping up to government staff). It makes APH a less attractive project in the 
eyes of local partners and may unfortunatc1y be causing reduced local 
commitment/ownership. Again, the project staffs expend great efforts to 
explain the rationale and underlying principles and policies, in an effmt to 
develop greater mutual understanding, acceptance, and commitment. It helps 
\-Vhcn USAID representatives arc present to help clarify \-Vith counterparts. 

7.10.4 Most subcontractors and consultants find the required biodata forms 
difficult to complete and the F&A team often has to go through several 
reiterations before the forms are ready for submission to Abt's HQ. 

7.10.5 Delays in higher-level decisions concerning for instance staff salary 
increases {pending since June 2010) are discouraging and potemia11y de
motivaling for slaffs. 
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8. Success Stories 

Multi-Sector and Participatory Work Planning in Provinces 

During the first quarter of Year 2 APII signed new MOUs with Can Tho, Hung 
Yen, Kicn Giang and Quang Tri provinces and held provincial planning 
workshops with participation of local public/private stakeholders, subcontractors, 
and international partners. :fvlultiple sector:.. were repres.ented including animal 
hea1th, human health, infonnationlcommunication, civil society and poultry 
supply chain actors. 

In Year I local counterparts had expressed some concern and dissatisfaction with 
coordination and infonnatlon sharing. This year's planning workshops marked an 
effort to improve on these accounts a<> a prerequisite for more effective 
implt'mentation and su·onger local ownership. 

The planning workshops 
included a review of Year l 
and lessons leamt followed 
by presentations and 
discussions of proposed 
activitie~ in Year 2. The 
process helped level 
expectations as to what the 
project can and cannot 
provide and generate 
consensus on the 
implcmcntatlon 
mechanisms and the way 
forward in Year 2. 

The PCU Vice-chair in Quang stre:-.sed that" .. . Each PCU member is responsible 
to collabvmte and provide instruction back tv his/her own a gene)' to im'o!Fe in 
the assigned component. S/he should review the plan from the .mhcontractnr to 
pnwide cmr..ments to make rhe activities more relevant to and meet the needs of 
the locality. 5/he should lead the monitoring work done b.-r all subcontractors in 
order to ensure the quali!v and brinr; eJfectiveness to the people(?!" Quang Tri in 
preven!ion of AI specfflca!ly and lhes!ock di.r:oeases in general, and Jo en:ntre the 
regulations of the Government of \lief Nam and of Quang Tri are fol!Otved . .. ". 

In order to maintain close relations between the many actors and agencies 
involved, it wa~ agreed to hold monthly/bi-monthly meelings with Provincial 
Coordination Units {PCU) and quarterly meetings involving districts and 
communes in future. 

Subcontractors are expected to join the meetings to which international partners 
arc also invited. The joint FAO-APII Provincial Coordinators arc tasked to play a 
very proactive role in all this together with FAO's Focal Points in the Sub
Departments of Animal Health and APIIs provincial implement~tion team. 
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Communes Become Vigilant in Tracking Bird Flu 

(Posted on http:/lvietnam.usaid.l!ovliwde/272 in De{ .2010) 

US AID is supporting new teams of 
villagers who, for the first time, arc 
filling a crucial gap in the avian 
influenza reporting chain that boosts 
Vietnam ·s ability to quickly detect and 
prevent the spread of avian intluenza at 
the grassroots leveL 

One of them is Nguyen Van Van, who 
works in Dai Hoa commune in 
Vietnam's central Quang Tri Province. 
A veteran village anlmal health worker 
with 20 years of veterinary service 
experience, he is one of nine 
community based surveillance 
collaborators in Dai Hao village 
helping 60 families. Before May 2010, 

Van. right. <:xp1aim; ho.v to recogniz<: 
abnormal sigos in duck. Photo: Ngc.yen Thanh 

Dfen at USI<1D's A wan and Pondemiclnf!uenza 
Initiative. 

these village animal health workers worked independently and provided private 
~ervices to households on vaccinal ion and selling veterinary medicines. 
Coordinated and trained, they do a better job. 

Each month, Van makes two or lhree visits to up to 160 households, providing 
animal health services such as poultry vaccination and foot and mouth disease 
prevention as well a<; instruction on ho-.v villagers can spot abnormal signs in 
their poultry flocks. 

Vietnam is one of the hardest hit countries when it comes to bird flu. Since 2004, 
they have had to cull45 million chickens and ducks, most ofrhem early on. 
Fifty-nine people have died of avian inf1uen.t:a. 

Vietnamese authorities moved quickly and effectively to launch mass 
vaccinations of poultry and have '>uccessfully managed the situation so far. It 
remalns vita] however, to build up a strong national surveillance systems for 
early dctcctlon and action, starting in communities and extending to the national 
level. 

''There is the gap between the official surveillance system and the surveillance at 
community leveL" said Do Huu Dung, Deputy Head of the Epidemiology 
Division, in the Department of Animal Health, Ministry of Agriculture and Rural 
Development. "The Vietnamese Govemment is looking for a relevant 
community-based surveillance model that fills this gap and has the collaboration 
between animal health and health sectors." 

Van and his colleagues arc helping to fill this gap, and villagers increasingly 
understand their role. 

"We actively reported to village animal health workers and human hc.alth 
workers to have immediate solution in order to minimize economic loss then we 
could be compensated from local aulhorities," said farmer Le Quan Dinh. ''The 
vet services are helpful. We reported to them (village. health animal health worker 
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and health worker) who then came immediately. \Vc strongly belie-ve in this 
network's capability." 

In his first few months" time as a community collaborator, Van has identified 
more than l S households, each with five to l 0 sick and dead poultry, and 
repm1ed them to the surveillance net work. He also provides services 10 the 
neighboring communes. 

\Vith lhe community-based collaborator networks, USAID'~ Avian and 
Pandemic- Influenza Initiative is developing one of the essential building blocks 
in Vietnam's national surveillance system. By training and equipping village 
human health and animal health workers, the project is strengthening the 
surveillance system from the grassroots with a unique approach that combine~ 
human and animal health efforts to fight bird flu and other emerging infectious 
diseases and pandemic threats. 

So far 1.778 collaborators have been trained in five provinces and 123 communes 
across Vietnam. From July to September 2010, they reported more than 2,218 
sick and dead poultry and l, 131 suspected acute respiratory infection cases in 
humans, many of which may have olherwise gone unreptYited. 

With the recognition of the commune governing People's Committee and radio 
spots explaining the network, the- community is more aware about the 
collaborators and the services they provide. By 2012, Quang Tri Province \Viii 

enroll these village animal health workers into the state system and provide a 
salary to entrench the surveillance net\-vork in the communities, where these 
trained eyes and ears can more effectively stop sick poultry in their tracks. 
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Introduction 
This repon presents the main achievements, challenges and solutions for 
US AID's Avian and Pandemic Inlluenza Initiative during the first quaner of 
Year 2, OcL-Dec. 2010_ 

The report is divided into the following thematic sections: 

I. Animal Health Worker Capaciry Building 

2. Agricultural Extension Worker Capacity Building 

3. Poultry Supply Chain Strengthening 

4. Community-Based Surveillance 

5. Infection Control I Case Management 

6. Pandemic Preparedness Planning 

7. Cross-Cutting Issues 

8. Success Stories. 

1. Animal Health Worker (AHW) Capacity Building 
The goal is to develop an AH\V capacity building package that is adopted by 
relevant public-private agencies at national and/or provincial levels, and to 
develop a standard Terms of Reference for AH\Vs for adoption by PPCs and 
MARD. 

Year 2 will focus on completing and transferring the training package for wider 
adoption and on establishing \VC11-functioning networks of capable public and 
private animal health workers in and beyond project areas. The subcontractors 
include AFAP on !raining/capacity building and VVA on AHW network 
development and advocacy. 

1 .l Achievements 

1.1.1 Extended the Year I subcontract with AFAP into October-November 
and initiated the modified comract for Year 2 in December. The working 
relationship with AFAP has recently improved. AFAP now has a new 
Country Director and new field staff onboard and has strengthened its in
country team overalL AFAP is also engaging more closely with provincial 
counterpart'>, notably the Sub-DAHs and PAFECs through lessons learnt 
meetings, and participated actively in the Year 2 planning workshops with 
all key provincial partners. 

1.1.2 The AHW TOT package, which is based firmly on the new training 
manual issued by DAH in 2010 \Vas updated. Additional modules on bio-
security. basic surveillance and zoonotic diseases were developed together 
with Sub-DAH's. Te~ting of the TOT package was initiated in Quang Tri 
through a 30-days training course for 25 AH\V s. Emphasis was given to 
participatory training and learning by doing. All participants arc expected to 
receive certificates co-signed by the Director of Sub-DAH. The (improved) 
training malerials will be presented to and .<.hared with DAH early in 201 L 
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1.1.3 Entered into dialogue provincial-based Agricultural Colleges and 
Vocational Training Centers and, who can provide formalize AHW rmining 
and certirica1ion (while Sub-DAH can issue AHW licenses). 

1.1 A Conducted AHW refresher training courses in all 15 pilot districts. 

1.1.5 SO\V \Vas prepared for a new subcontract \Vith Vietnam Vete-rinary 
Association {VVA) to continue their work on institutional strengthening and 
AHW network establishment wi1h public and private pm1ners . 

. 2 Challeng_es and Solutions 

1.2.1 The subcontracts with AFAP and VVA arc running behind schedule. 
The APH team will continue to \vork very closely with both subcontractors 
in order minimize further delays. 

1.2.2 DAH and Sub-DAH's. have no function or division in charge of AH\V 
network development, and any staff(s) assigned for this task are often not 
specialized ln such work. This makes it difficult to advocate with Sub
DAH's and District Veterinary Stations (DVS) for AHW network 
strengthening. APII will continue to pursue this agenda with DAH and Sub
DAH leaders in close collaboration with relevant and ~trategically located 
partners, such as FAO and VVA. There is growing recogn][ion of the need 
for grassroots-based AHW development. 

2. Agricultural Extension Worker (AEW) Capacity 
Building 

The goal is to develop and transfer to NAEC and PAFECs an AE\V blo-security 
training package for sma11 commercia) poultry producers, which has been fully 
tested (incl. costing) and verified, for wider adoption and replication in the 
national-provincial extension system. 

2.1 Achievements 

2.1.1 The AEW bio-security training package was drafted in Year 1. During 
Ql of Year 2 drawings and visual aids \Vcre completed by NAEC local 
consultants and artists together with a set of flipchatts and comic stories. 
Two technical review workshops were scheduled for January 201 lln Hanoi 
and HC1\1C, to be followed by field testing in February 201 l. 

2.2 Challenges and Solutions 

2.2.l Each region has different traditions and habits in poultry production 
and a training/extension package should ideally reflect this. APII has 
prepared separate materials on chicken production for the north and duck 
production for the south which need careful field testing for effective 
promotion of good husbandry practices. The training materials development 
is slightly behind schedule as managing subcontractors. and consultants 
proves to be a continuing challenge. 

2.2.2 VV'orking closely with NAEC/PAFECs i;;, necessary to help 
institutionalize the trainingiextenslon packages. This is a time-consuming 
process which requires diplomacy and patience ln order to forge and 
maintain close relationships with these agencies. 

5 
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3. Poultry Supply Chain Strengthening 
The goal is to dcvcJop demonstration models in key (high risk) nodes along 
supply chains, together with related documents (protocols, guidelines, training 
materials) for wider replication by national and provincial agencies as well as 
other development projects/programs. 

During Year 1 key intervention nodes and lists orprimity risk reduction 
measures were indentified together with publlc and private stakeholders. To 
guide the actual, practical risk reduction efforts in each of the nodes a set o-f 
technical protocols {incl. conceptual designs and drawings) will be developed for 
the demonstration models. The technical protocols will address veterinary public 
health, hygiene/sanitation, and bio-security/bio-safety Issues for <mlmals m1d 
humans in/around the nodes, in light of the existing regulatory framework and 
ongoing efforts in Vietnam. 

The project also plan.<> to provide support to the continuation of STOP AI supply 
chain work and is in the process of preparing subcontract with ASVELIS. 

3.1 Achievements 

3.1.1 Several fleld vislts were made to potential demonstration 
slaughterhouses (Can Tho and Kicn Giang) and the live bird market in Dong 
Ha (Quang Tri). The conceptual dr.nvings and technical protocols drafted for 
live bird markets and centralized slaughterhouses were shared with APII 
prutners in a technical workshop. The workshop brought together key 
stakeholders (including DAH, DLP, FAO, VAHIP, ASVELIS, etc.) and the 
materials presented were very well received. VAHIP expressed interest in 
potenti<11ly adopting some of the protocol work. 

3.1.2 An in-country study tour wa" conducted in collabomtion with VIPA 
and DLP, with 22 participants !i·om government authorities, incl. DAH, 
DLP, the Food Hygiene and Safety Administration ofi\10H, provincial 
representatives of DARDs, Sub-DAHs, and SDFHF ns well as private 
entrepreneurs :md journalists. The event provided an important opportunity 
for participants to identify fir:.thand the points ofHPAliEID risk exposure in 
poultry supply chains in seven different provinces (Hanoi, Hung Yen, Quang 
Tri, Tien Giang, HCMC, Can Tho and Kicn Giang). As an nutcome of the 
tour a list of interventions to support risk reduction and improve the 
compliance of supply chain entrepreneurs was prepared. 

3.1.3 Several meetint,!S took place between APII and FAO resulting in a 
detailed 'collaboration matrix' (a living document). 

3.2 Challenges and Solutions 

3.2.1 While provincial counterparts clearly arc very interested in the 
demonstration models the provinces have no 'master plans' that clearly 
demarcate future locations e.g. of centraliLk'.d poulu·y slaughterhouses and 
poulh·y markets. Thls may affect APIIs work and could cause some delays. 
In Can Tho, following several rounds of discussions with the PCL' and Sub
DAH, the final declslnn on where to develop the ;.;laughterhouse 
demonstration unit has not yet been made. APII will stay well informed on 
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this and only support upgrades of existing/prioritized facilities in line with 
PCU/DARD recommendations. 

4. Community-Based Surveillance (CBS) 
The goal is to complete a CBS package, including training materials/tools, job 
descriptions, budget, and recommendations fi:1r <.~doption and up-scaling in the 
provincial-national s,urveillance system, in both the human and animal health 
sectors. 

The CBS model is being implemented in 123 communes of 18 districts and 5 
province-s since the beginning of 2010. During Year 2 APII will: conduct a 
midterm review; conduct refresher trainings to add other emerging infectious and 
zoonotic diseases; connect to the poultry supply chain strengthening efforts by 
using high risk nodes (smallholder commercial farms, hatcheries, traders, 
slaughterhouses, markets} for events based surveillance, early warning and 
responses; gradually phase out support to community-based CBS networks to test 
their sustainahillty and potential for up-scaling; and conduct final evaluation 
(incl. costing) of the model for wider replication and uptake at provincial and 
nationa11eve-ls. 

4. 1 Achievements 

4.1. I Maintained CBS collaborator networks in 123 communes of 1 X 
distTicts in 5 provin\..'eS. Between September-Dec~mber collaborators 
reported 2545 suspected cases in humans and 9334 in animals. However, no 
AI outbreaks were confirmed. 

4.1.2 Worked with F AO for continued coordination, technical veritlcation, 
and talks on how to better link grassroots level reponing into the provincial
national system. It was agreed to maintain (at least) quarterly FAO-APll 
meetings, on surveillance. 

4. 13 Identified the Centre for Community Health and Injury Prevention 
(CCHIP) as lht>- subcontractor for Year 2, through a competitive bidding 
process. 

4. L4 Conducted a CBS mid-term review, incl. 65 semi-structured group/ 
individual interviews with 257 stakeholders in four provinces ( excl. Ha 
Nam). The assessment provided evidence on network collaborator activities, 
idemified strengths <.~nd weaknesses ln the current model, and gave 
recommendation for improvements. The results will be presented 10 
provinces for further discussion and feedback in January 201 L 

4.1.5 Entered into dialogue with the Village Health Worker Association 
and the Medlcal College of Quang Tri on potential coHaboratlon and 
expansion of CBS work through the Village Health Worker, Association 
\-vhich reaches out to all villages in Quang Tri. 

4.2 Challenges and Solutions 

4.2.1 Carefully analyze the findings of the mid-tenn review and follow-up 
where necessary on identified gaps/weaknesses in the modeL 
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4.2.2 The relatively low capacity and shortage of human resources among 
local subcontractors. required the APH Human Health team to work closely 
with them to :.upport, coach, and guide their work. This in it:.elf constitutes 
and important local capacity building input by the proje-ct, but one that may 
cause some delays in implementation. 

4.2.3 Linking the reporting at grassroots level to the provincial-national 
surveillance system, though the Chief/Commune AHW' s with whom both 
APII and FAO work, remains a challenge. APII wil1 continue to address this 
issue in dose consultation with FAO and the provincial Sub-DAHs and 
District Veterinary Stations. 

4.2.4 Separate meetings of animal and human health \vorkers do not 
necessarlly promote multi-sector collaboration. However, this reflects the 
way the system currently operates-- a system that is not easily changed. 
APII will continue ro explore options for closer imegrdtion of aninwl and 
human health activities. in close consultation with local stakeholders and 
national experts. 

5. Infection Control/Case Management (IC/CM) 
The goal i:. to develop an IC/CM 'model' with training package/tools, guideline:. 
etc. piloted and tested/verified (induding costing), for wider adoption in 
Vietnam. 

In Year 2, IC/CM activities will aim to disseminate the APII district level IC 
model (including training package, tools, and guidelines) and SARI/AI case 
management guidelines for vi11age, commune and district levels to MOHand 
provincial authoritie:> beyond the five lOcus. provinces RS well as to other 
development partners, for wider adoption. 

5.1 Achievt'ments 

5.1.1 Completed two four-day training courses for lC assurance teams and 
their networks, in Kien Giang and Can Tho for 54 heallh starr. The courses 
covered the following topics: { 1) Implementation of adapted IC 
protocols/guidelines in district hospitals and commune health stations; (2) IC 
surveillance; and (3) IC principles and standard precautions 

5. J .2 Completed eight two-day training courses on basic IC and C!\1 
principles and compliance for 244 district level health staff. 

5.1.3 Completed four one-day training courses on basic IC and CM 
principles and compliance for 114 commune and village health workers.. 

5.1.4 Initiated dialogue with the PEFAR program to explore collaboration 
on IC activities. During the next trainings (in Hanoi), APIJ will invite 
participants from PEPFAR provinces. 

5.2 Challenges and Solutions 

5.2.1 lt took longer than expc-eted to develop the subcontract in this area. 
This is a generdl observation {subcontracts raking longer to initiate than 
expected) that will be taken into in future- planning and projections. 
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6. Pandemic Preparedness Planning (PPP) 
The goal is to develop PPPs in selected focus prnvlnces, introduce the p<.~ckage in 
other provinces, and advocate for its wider adoption throughout Vielnam. 

During Year 1, Vietnamese Red Cross (V~RC) who is the selected subcontractor 
for this work, implemented US AIDs. Humanitarian Pandemic Preparedness 
(H2P) project with civil society organizations in Ha Nmn and Quang Tri. 
Follo\ving this, VNRC stattcd rcviC\ving the status of PPPs in the five focus 
provinces in collaboration with APII. In Year 2, APII plans to enter an MOC 
with VNRC to revise, test and finalize improved PPPs for wider replication. 

6.1 Achievements 

6. J .I Prepared MOU with VNRC and submitted to VNRC for comments 
and feedback. 

6.1.2 Developed/revised tools and planned for implementing the PPP 
situation analysis in the provinces. 

6.2 Challenges and Solutions 

6.2.1 VNRC was occupled with humanitaJian and emergency activities 
(incl. flooding in Central Vietnam) and did not have time/resources to 
finalize the MOL with API I. As a mass organization under the Fatherland 
Front, VNRC was fm1hermore awaiting the outcome or the ll :h Party 
Congress in January 2011 before entering any new commitments. The nature 
of VNRC's work, including focus on emergency responses, can make it a 
patiicular challenge to implement a subcontract with VNRC. 

7. Cross-Cutting Issues 

Behavior Change Communication (BCC) 

The BCC work aims to identify appropriate behaviors and messages for key 
target audiences and to strengthen the BCC capacity of national and provincial 
stakeholders. The BCC work feeds into and helps integrate and enhance the work 
of the other technical componenb in animal and human health. 

7.1 Achievements 

7 .1.1 Closer integration of BCC activities into animal and human health 
activities, e.g. in the supply chain work. 

7 .1.2 Developed the Year 2 BCC Strategy (a living document) based on the 
results of the Year l risk assessment, the risk reduction strategies, and the 
results of the BCC assessment The Year 2 strategy focuses on the seasonal 
BCC campaign and closer integration of BCC work into the animal health 
and human health components. The strategy was -;hared with FAO and 
\VHO for technical (i.e. animal/human health) verification and feedback. 

7 .1.3 Conducted planning workshops "\Vith key local stakeholders in four 
provinces {except Ha Nam) to design Year 2 BCC activities. The workshops 
provided consensus on the number of desired behaviors and on barriers and 
motivators, which in turn \Vcrc used to develop appropriate key messages for 
target audiences. 
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7.1.4 Prepared subcontracts for Year 2 BCC activities: Women's Union in 
Ha Nam, Klen Giang and Quang Trl (i.e. same as in Year I) and the 
Provincial Humanity Center under Red Cros:. in Hung Yen. The 
subcontractor in Can Tho is to be determined. 

7 .l.5 Completed BCC TOT training~ for di~trict trainers (representing AH, 
Animal extension, HH, and communication bodies) in Quang Tri, Can Tho 
and Ha Nam. The trainings were conducted by provincial Master Trainers. 

7.1.6 Designed Year 2 BCC materials (calendar, t1ipcharts, logo, BCC 
theme, guidelines fur community events, etc.} together \Vith BCC and 
artwork consultanh, and identified vendors for printing and distribution. 
FAO and \VHO were consulted for technical verification. 

7.1.7 Pre-tested the above BCC materials in Can Tho (for Southern 
materials) and Hung Yen (lOr Northern materials). 

7 .l.8 CumpldeJ the ..:ollection of API malerials from variou~ ~murce..; and 
passed these on lOr uploading on the PAHI website. 

7. 1.9 Engaged nation a) journalists (VTC 16), provincial journalists (from 
Centers for Health Communication and Educationff4g), and local 
newspaper and TV journalists television on the Animal Health bio-security 
study tour in Northern and Southern provinces. This resulted in articles and 
broadcasts. 

7.1.1 0 Developed and shared the Year 2 press relations plan with USAID. 

7, 1.11 Provided frequent updates/success stories to US AID. 

7.2 Challenges and Solutions 

7.2.1 F.ncmmrt>red difficulties in finding 1nc:Jl snhcontractor to implement 
Year 2 BCC activities in Can Tho. Cun·en!ly working with CEFAC0tv1 
(Research Center for Family Health and Community Development), a 
national NGO based in Hanoi to take on this activity. Subcontract 
preparation generally takes longer than envisaged. 

7.2.2 The BCC Year 2 planning workshop in Ha Nam was cancelled due to 
the pending MOU renewal in Ha Nam (see also 'Provincial 
Implementations· section below}. The PSA with Ha I" am \Vomen's Union in 
Year 2 was modified to address this (Note: subcontract modification can be 
a time-consuming process). 

7 .2.3 Difficult to get national officers to give technical inputs into project 
activities such as reviewing BCC materials, as we arc constrained in the way 
we can compensate their efforts. \Ve are \.Vorking to find suitable ways to 
bring them on board in close consultation with the F&A team and the Project 
Director, but the options are limited. This constraint could also affect the 
production of newsletters with/through NAEC and NCHEC. 

Provincial Coordination and Implementation 

7.3 Achievements 
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7.3.1 Signed MOUs for Year 2 with Can Tho, Kicn Giang, Quang Tri and 
Hung Yen provinces. Ha Nam pending due to changes in leadership. 

7.3.2 Worked with subcontractors to prepare provinclal \Vork plans and 
conducted provincial planning workshops, with all APH components and 
local partners fully involved, in Kien Giang, Dec. Can Tho, and Quang Tri 
{Note: Hung Yen workshop held in early January; Ha Narn to follow- see 
also 7.4.2 below). 

7.3.3 Submitted provincial implementation plans for PCU for approval in 
Kicn Giang, Can Tho and Quang Tri. 

7 .3.4 Identified and engaged Provincial Coordinators in consultation wlth 
counterparts in four provinces (Ha Nam still pending). 

7 .3.5 Relocated project offices in Can Tho and Quang Tri from within 
DARDs to privately rented premises, for compliance and easy/equal access 
by a11 parlners. 

7 .A Challenges and Solutions 

7.4.1 The contract for the Project Area Manager {North) was terminated by 
mutual consent due to unsatisfactory performance. The recruitment process 
for a replacement wa<> initiated. The ideal candidate will be a more senior 
person with management experience, a proven track record in dealing with 
provincial counterparts, and prepared to relocate to Ha Nam or travel 
extensively to the field. 

7.4.2 Changes in leadership In Ha Nam meant that no persons were yet 
assigned a<; PCU Chair and Vice-Chair. It \Vas therefore not possible to sign 
the MOU for Year 2 or conduct the Risk Reduction and Year 2 planning 
workshops in H.a Nam. A~ a result ~orne aclivities were temporarily 
suspended. APII's Deputy Director for Provincial Implementation 
maintained close dialogue with Ha Nam leaders for a resolution early in 
2011. 

7 .4.3 Close communication between the shared APII-F AO Provincial 
Coordinators and FAOs Focal Points/Field Coordinators remains a 
challenge. The API partners are aware of this and the institutional issues 
involved, and are looking for ways to lrnprove the situation. The Provincial 
Coordinators arc expected to play a key role in coordination_ 

7.4.4 Field level coordination at the 'programmatic' level, i.e. across 
CSAID' s activities, also remained a challenge. The API partners arc making 
good eft(m:s to improve the situation including shared review and planning 
workshops, as well as more joint visits, where feasible, to promote a more 
programmatic approach. 

7 .4.5 Provincial budget~ and plans for the following fiscal/calendar year are 
prepared during June-September. This is the time for APH to advocate for 
allocation of local funds to models and interventions advanced by the 
project. Staffs. however, are not yet well versed in the local decision-making 
proce~ses. The project teams will work to better anti-cipate and prepare for 
this important period of the year, in order to take advantage of op]-10rtunities 
for sustaining APII work at the local level beyond the lifetime of the project. 
This includes early prepara[Jon for upcoming costing studies. 

11 
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National Coordination & Policy Dialogue 

7.5 Achievements 

7 .5.1 Developed the APH Advocacy Strategy with inputs li·mn technical 
teams and others. This 'living document' was sh<rred with USAID and API 
partners. 

7.5.2 Generated a clearer picture (vision) within the APII team of where the 
project is heading and what achievements (mile-stones) to target along the 
way. 

7.5.3 The AH team maintained close and frequent contact with FAO in 
particular, as well as with other relevant initiatives (e.g. VAHJP, STOP AI) 
for coordination and collaboration on supply chains and related worL 

7.5.4 The HH team worked closely with FAO on surveillance, with WHO 
and MOHon IC activities and provided inputs on an IC assessment at a 
VAHIP project planning workshop. The HH Team maintains regular 
communications with partners and has agreed to hold (at least) qum1crly 
meetings on coordination of surveillance activities with FAO. 

7.5.5 The BCC team stepped up Its dlnloguc with API panncrs, during the 
reporting period. FAO and WHO are now regularly consulted for technical 
verification on AH and HH related BCC issue:<.. The BCC team also 
continued to panicipate actively in the BCC Working Group. 

7.6 Challenges and Solutions 

7 .6.1 Coordination with many partners remains :m ongoing challenge. APII 
will continue to participate activdy in and contribute to/enhance the profile 
of relevant working groups. APH wlll maintnin close internction with FAO 
and WHO on technical issues through regular communications/exchanges 
and meerlngs, and where feasible through joint activities and events. 

7.6.2 Gaining access to decision- and policy-makers is a challenge for an 
initiative that is often perceived as an '"NGO-efforr'. APII will continue to 
engage closely with API partners and through them in its advocacy work. 
More active participation in PAHI working groups will also be pursued_ 
Other options such as working with MARD"s International Support Group 
(ISG_) will be explored in consultation with USAID. 

Monitoring & Evalnation 

7.7 Achievements 

7.7 .l Recruited the M&E Manager who has settled in well and quickly, 

7.7 .2 ·worked closely with MEASURE and USAID's partners to review 
and improve the PMPdata collection tools (ongoing albeit behind schedule). 

7.7.3 Revlewed and updated the project's. PMP. Collected and entered data. 
Developed related databases, 

12 
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7.7.4 lnitiatcd the drafting of a pmjcct Logical Framc\-vork, or 'Log-frame', 
which more clearly links activities and outpurs to outcomes <md impacts and 
will help establish the baseline for future results and impact assessments. 

7.7.5 Developed detailed guidelines for Activity Implementation 
~fonitoring ('AIM Guidelines'_) and related tools and shared these \.Vith staff. 
subcontractors and local partners. 

7.7 .6 Reviewed APII SO\V~ to help ensure that ~f&E issues are adequately 
addressed in all work. 

7.7.7 Provided training to field-based Project Area Managers and Provincial 
Coordinators on M&E with focus on performance monitoring and quality 
control. 

7.8 Challenges and Solutions 

7 .8.1 The cunenl PMP does not show clearly lhe causal pathways from 
inputs to outcomes and impacts and the baseline indicators have not been 
identified spccifica1ly. To solve this, the project is developing a Logical 
Framework, or 'Log-frame'. Baseline indicators will be identified and 
included in the Log-frame where possible. Howevt>-r, as the project did nol 
conduct a baseline survey before or during start-up it may be difficult to 
arrive at a complete baseline_ Some reverse engineering (a."isisted by 
USAID) may be needed. 

7.l:L2 The project interventions arc diverse and complex. To monitor 
performance and measure effeuiveness of each intervention area requires a 
range of" methods and approaches. 

Administration & Finance 

7.9 Achievements 

7.9.1 Recruited the M&E :rvtanager and a new F&A Assistant in Can Tho. 
Initiated the recruitment process for a new Strategic Communications 
Manager (to replace rhe Polley Advocacy Manager who departed in 
Nove-mber}, two Supply Chain Managers (for North/Central and for South), 
an F&A Manager for the Quang Tri Office. a Finance Officer and an IT 
Officer (the latter is a shared position \vith the HPI project). 

7 .9.2 Revised the TOR for Provincial Coordinators in close consultation 
with FAO and recruited four Pruvinclal Coordinators (except in Ha Nam) for 
Year 2. 

7.9.3 Facilitated that muvc of t~'O provincial satellite offices (Can Tho, 
Quang Tri} from DARDs to independent locations in rented premises. 

7.9.4 Developed and entered subcontracts with AFAP for AHW/AE\V 
\-Vork, CCHIP for CBS work. Hanoi Infection Control Society for IC work, 
and with provincial \Vomen's Union and Red Cross for BCC activitie~ in 
four provinces (Can Tho pending). Trained subcontractors on related finance 
and compliance issues. 

7.9.5 Prepared SO\Vs and entered a number of consultant agreements with 
national and international sho11-tcrm consultants. 

13 
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7.9.6 Revised the project's cost norms (in close consultation \Vith FAO). 

7.9.7 Prepared and submitted the Year I report to USAID. 

7.10 Challenges and Solulions 

7 .10.1 The project is frequently questioned and challenged by partners, 
counlerparts and subcontractors on its :>.ubcontracling mechanism. The- Firm 
Fixed-Price Subcomract, whereby subcontractors are reimbursed on the 
basis of submission and approval of agreed dc.livcrablcs is an unfamiliar 
contract form. Partner agencies have no working capital and are accustomed 
to working on the basis or fund advances. Thb., however, is not possible 
under APH. The issue is causing a significant element of discomfort among 
subcomractors, despite the fact that PSAs arc designed in ways that trigger 
early releases of significant funds. Project staffs continue to go to great 
lengths to explain the policies and conditions under which the proje-Ct is 
operating in an effort to generate more goodwill and appreciation. 1l1e 
project is succeeding in entering and completing most planned subcontracts 
so far, albeit often wirh delays which are due pattly to the contracting 
mechanism. 

7. 10.2 The project is often facing a limited choice of relatively weak 
subcontractors. Building capacity in local subcontractors is one of the 
products of the project, but does cause a slow-down in implementation. 
Direct implementation (DI) as opposed to working through subcontractors is 
not a realistic option given the current legal status of APII and the level of 
stafllng. APII is working on a registration with PACCOM to give more 
scope and flexibility for DL 

7 .10.3 Another challenging point is the cost norms. APII is striving towards 
financial sustainability by keeping activity/field costs compar;:Jtively low. 
The project is repeatedly being compared with other donor-funded initiatives 
and found by most partners and counterparts to he less flexible and less 
"competitive' (e.g. due to the fact the project provides no allowances/salary 
topping up to government staff). It makes APH a less attractive project in the 
eyes of local partners and may unfortunatc1y be causing reduced local 
commitment/ownership. Again, the project staffs expend great efforts to 
explain the rationale and underlying principles and policies, in an effmt to 
develop greater mutual understanding, acceptance, and commitment. It helps 
\-Vhcn USAID representatives arc present to help clarify \-Vith counterparts. 

7.10.4 Most subcontractors and consultants find the required biodata forms 
difficult to complete and the F&A team often has to go through several 
reiterations before the forms are ready for submission to Abt's HQ. 

7.10.5 Delays in higher-level decisions concerning for instance staff salary 
increases {pending since June 2010) are discouraging and potemia11y de
motivaling for slaffs. 
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8. Success Stories 

Multi-Sector and Participatory Work Planning in Provinces 

During the first quarter of Year 2 APII signed new MOUs with Can Tho, Hung 
Yen, Kicn Giang and Quang Tri provinces and held provincial planning 
workshops with participation of local public/private stakeholders, subcontractors, 
and international partners. :fvlultiple sector:.. were repres.ented including animal 
hea1th, human health, infonnationlcommunication, civil society and poultry 
supply chain actors. 

In Year I local counterparts had expressed some concern and dissatisfaction with 
coordination and infonnatlon sharing. This year's planning workshops marked an 
effort to improve on these accounts a<> a prerequisite for more effective 
implt'mentation and su·onger local ownership. 

The planning workshops 
included a review of Year l 
and lessons leamt followed 
by presentations and 
discussions of proposed 
activitie~ in Year 2. The 
process helped level 
expectations as to what the 
project can and cannot 
provide and generate 
consensus on the 
implcmcntatlon 
mechanisms and the way 
forward in Year 2. 

The PCU Vice-chair in Quang stre:-.sed that" .. . Each PCU member is responsible 
to collabvmte and provide instruction back tv his/her own a gene)' to im'o!Fe in 
the assigned component. S/he should review the plan from the .mhcontractnr to 
pnwide cmr..ments to make rhe activities more relevant to and meet the needs of 
the locality. 5/he should lead the monitoring work done b.-r all subcontractors in 
order to ensure the quali!v and brinr; eJfectiveness to the people(?!" Quang Tri in 
preven!ion of AI specfflca!ly and lhes!ock di.r:oeases in general, and Jo en:ntre the 
regulations of the Government of \lief Nam and of Quang Tri are fol!Otved . .. ". 

In order to maintain close relations between the many actors and agencies 
involved, it wa~ agreed to hold monthly/bi-monthly meelings with Provincial 
Coordination Units {PCU) and quarterly meetings involving districts and 
communes in future. 

Subcontractors are expected to join the meetings to which international partners 
arc also invited. The joint FAO-APII Provincial Coordinators arc tasked to play a 
very proactive role in all this together with FAO's Focal Points in the Sub
Departments of Animal Health and APIIs provincial implement~tion team. 

15 
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Communes Become Vigilant in Tracking Bird Flu 

(Posted on http:/lvietnam.usaid.l!ovliwde/272 in De{ .2010) 

US AID is supporting new teams of 
villagers who, for the first time, arc 
filling a crucial gap in the avian 
influenza reporting chain that boosts 
Vietnam ·s ability to quickly detect and 
prevent the spread of avian intluenza at 
the grassroots leveL 

One of them is Nguyen Van Van, who 
works in Dai Hoa commune in 
Vietnam's central Quang Tri Province. 
A veteran village anlmal health worker 
with 20 years of veterinary service 
experience, he is one of nine 
community based surveillance 
collaborators in Dai Hao village 
helping 60 families. Before May 2010, 

Van. right. <:xp1aim; ho.v to recogniz<: 
abnormal sigos in duck. Photo: Ngc.yen Thanh 

Dfen at USI<1D's A wan and Pondemiclnf!uenza 
Initiative. 

these village animal health workers worked independently and provided private 
~ervices to households on vaccinal ion and selling veterinary medicines. 
Coordinated and trained, they do a better job. 

Each month, Van makes two or lhree visits to up to 160 households, providing 
animal health services such as poultry vaccination and foot and mouth disease 
prevention as well a<; instruction on ho-.v villagers can spot abnormal signs in 
their poultry flocks. 

Vietnam is one of the hardest hit countries when it comes to bird flu. Since 2004, 
they have had to cull45 million chickens and ducks, most ofrhem early on. 
Fifty-nine people have died of avian inf1uen.t:a. 

Vietnamese authorities moved quickly and effectively to launch mass 
vaccinations of poultry and have '>uccessfully managed the situation so far. It 
remalns vita] however, to build up a strong national surveillance systems for 
early dctcctlon and action, starting in communities and extending to the national 
level. 

''There is the gap between the official surveillance system and the surveillance at 
community leveL" said Do Huu Dung, Deputy Head of the Epidemiology 
Division, in the Department of Animal Health, Ministry of Agriculture and Rural 
Development. "The Vietnamese Govemment is looking for a relevant 
community-based surveillance model that fills this gap and has the collaboration 
between animal health and health sectors." 

Van and his colleagues arc helping to fill this gap, and villagers increasingly 
understand their role. 

"We actively reported to village animal health workers and human hc.alth 
workers to have immediate solution in order to minimize economic loss then we 
could be compensated from local aulhorities," said farmer Le Quan Dinh. ''The 
vet services are helpful. We reported to them (village. health animal health worker 
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and health worker) who then came immediately. \Vc strongly belie-ve in this 
network's capability." 

In his first few months" time as a community collaborator, Van has identified 
more than l S households, each with five to l 0 sick and dead poultry, and 
repm1ed them to the surveillance net work. He also provides services 10 the 
neighboring communes. 

\Vith lhe community-based collaborator networks, USAID'~ Avian and 
Pandemic- Influenza Initiative is developing one of the essential building blocks 
in Vietnam's national surveillance system. By training and equipping village 
human health and animal health workers, the project is strengthening the 
surveillance system from the grassroots with a unique approach that combine~ 
human and animal health efforts to fight bird flu and other emerging infectious 
diseases and pandemic threats. 

So far 1.778 collaborators have been trained in five provinces and 123 communes 
across Vietnam. From July to September 2010, they reported more than 2,218 
sick and dead poultry and l, 131 suspected acute respiratory infection cases in 
humans, many of which may have olherwise gone unreptYited. 

With the recognition of the commune governing People's Committee and radio 
spots explaining the network, the- community is more aware about the 
collaborators and the services they provide. By 2012, Quang Tri Province \Viii 

enroll these village animal health workers into the state system and provide a 
salary to entrench the surveillance net\-vork in the communities, where these 
trained eyes and ears can more effectively stop sick poultry in their tracks. 

17 
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Introduction 
This repon presents the main achievements, challenges and solutions for 
US AID's Avian and Pandemic Inlluenza Initiative during the third quarter of 
Year 2, April-June 201 L 

The report is divided into the following thematic sections: 

Animal Health Worker (AHW) Capacity Building 

2 Agricultural Extension Worker (AEW) Capaclty Building 

3 Poultry Supply Chain Strengthening 

4 Community-Based Surveillance (CBS) 

5 Infection Control I Case Management (IC/CM) 

6 Pandemic Preparedness Planning (PPP) 

7 Cross-Cutting Issues 

8 Success Stories 

1. Animal Health Worker (AHW) Capacity Building 
The goal is to develop an AH\V capacity building package that is adopted by 
relevant public-private agencies at national and/or provincial levels, and to 
develop a standard Terms of Reference for AH\Vs for adoption by Provincial 
Peoples Committees (PPCs) and the Minlstry of Agriculture and Rural 
Development {MARD). 

Year 2 will focus on completing and transferring the training package for wider 
adoption and on establishing wel1-funetioning networks of capable public and 
private animal health workers in and beyond project areas. The :'.ubcontractors 
include AF AP on training/capacity building and the Vietnamese Veterinary 
Association (VVA) on AH\V network development and advocacy. 

1.1 Achievements 

1.1.l FinahLed the AH\V Training of Trainers (TOT) package for printing 
including lesson plans, presentations, pre- and post-test questions, visual 
aids, etc The package is based firmly on the new training manual issued 
by the Department of Animal Health (DAH) in 2010. 

1. L2 Completed the first round TOTs for 125 provincial traine-r.<> in five pilot 
provinces. 16 trainers were furthennore invited to participate in AHW 
monthly refresher trainings as a part of a coaching scheme. 

1.1.3 Held a lessons learned workshop on AHW training curriculum 
development and training with represenlatives of Quang Tri-based 
AgriculturaJ Colleges and Vocational Training Centers and other project 
provinces' SDAHs. This included discussion em formalization of AH\V 
training and certification. A stronger commitment from other local 
authorilies including Sub-Deparlrnents or Labor, Invalids and Social 
Affairs {which have local funds for career development in vocational 
training centers) and SDAHs/DARDs is needed to create a joint effort to 
repli-cate trainings locally. Next steps to be explored. 
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1.1.4 AH\V monthly meetings and refresher trainings were conducted in all 15 
pilot districts throughout the quarter. In total more than 30 training 
ses;;,ions have been conducted in 17 districts with about 1000 AH\V 
participants each month. 

1.1.5 As part of the replication plan, beginning in February, cost shared 
refresher trainings have been conducted in two districts of Can Tho (Ninh 
Kicu-Blnh Thuy and Cai Rang). APII cuvcrcd trainer fees and local 
counterparts covered travel costs. SDAHs have requested additional 
trainings for non-project districts in Can Tho (3), Hung (3) Yen and Quang 
Tri (3 ). Detailed plans and mechanisms for cos[ sharing were discussed in 
these three provinces, and we arc consulting with USAID on how APII can 
best facilitate this. 

1.1.6 As a pmi of the plan to strengthen AH\V networks and share experiences 
across districts. AFAP statf and the Animal Health technical team 
facilitated six technical seminars on conducting AH\V meetings and 
defining a '·good" veterlnary station were held between April and June, in 
conjunction with the SDAHs. Attendees included representatives from 45 
District Veterinary Stations (DVS) and five SDAHs. 

1.1.7 Signed new subcontr.Jct \vlth VVA in Jatc April, focusing on institutional 
strengthening and AHW network establishment with public and private 
partnt'-fS_ In early June, VVA shared its first draft ''"Strategy for Sustainable 
Development 2011-2015" with provlncial SDAHs to get comments nod 
feedback. A rcvievv \Vorkshop is planned in September in Hanoi. 

1.1.8 Activities to strengthen the Sub-VVA network at Quang Tri sta:ned in May 
2011 in three districts. A Handbook for Provincial VVA Ketwork. 
Development wil1 be developed in Q4 including the lesson learns from 
Quang Tri ~ub-VVA network implementation. 

1.1.9 Thirty Mailboxes and Information Desks were provided to all district 
Veterinary Stations in the five focus provinces to increase information 
access and sharing within AHW networks 

1 .2. Challenges and Solutions 

1.2.1 DAH and SDAH's have no function or division in charge of AH\V 
network development. Staff assigned to this task are often not specialized 
ln such work. This makes it difficult to advocate with SDAH's and DVS 
for AHW network strengthening. APII invited some DAH staff from 
Hanoi and Vinh to attend some of the seminars -...vith DVS in Can Tho and 
Quang Tri but more effort will be needed to pursue this agenda with DAH 
and SDAH leaders. This includes close collaboration with strategic 
partners such as FAO and VVA. There is growing recognition ofthe need 
for grassroots-based AHW development within the sector. 

5 
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2. Agricultural Extension Worker (AE"V) Capacity 
Building 

The goal is to develop nnd transfer to the National Agriculture Extension Cemer 
(NAEC) and Provincial Agriculture and Fisheries Extension Ccntcn; (PAFEC) an 
AEW bio-security training package for small commercial poultry producers, 
which has been fully tested, including costing, and verified for wider adoplion 
and replication in the national-provincial extension system. 

2.1 Achie·\'ement., 

2.1.1 Held a Final Review Workshop of the Blosecuri(y Training Package 
(developed in Year L and finaliLed in Year 2 Q 1} in April with more than 
20 participants from z..l"AEC, the poultry research centers, FAO, V AHPI 
and ASVELIS. A final version \Vas developed \Vith inputs from 
Biosecurity \\torking Group :viembers and is nmv ready for printing. 

2.1.2 Co-hosted a four-day Master Trainer TOT Workshop on Blosccurity for 
small commercial farmers in April in Hanoi with NAEC for 24 
participants from NAEC, DLP, poultry research centers, and PAFECs (IO 
provinces). The master trainers wil1 conduct diffusion training to increase 
small commercial farmer's knowledge on biosecurity and good farming 
practices at farm level. 

2.1.3 In collaboration with the PAFECs, four TOTs for Farmer Trainers on 
biosecurity for small commercial farmers \vere organized in Ha Nam, 
Hung Yen, Can Tho and Kien Giang with total of 100 participants from 
district and provincial extension Centers. The training covered updated 
concepts ofbio-security in small scale poultry; means to improve hygiene 
and reduce risks through good poultry production practices; and basic 
training skllls to proYide diffusion training to farmers later on. 

2.1.4 Five planning worbhops were conducted in collaboration with PAFEC to 
gather information on the need and discuss opportunities study the costs of 
implementing diffusion biosccurity training. 

2.1.5 With the support ofDLP, Vietnam Poultry Association (VIPA) submitted 
a proposal for policy/sector workshops on sustainable development and 
strengthening of the association's network in order to promote hiosecurity 
practices in small poultry commercial farms, In June, APII and FAO mel 
with DLP and VIPA to discuss further. A subcontract is being prepared 
with VJPA to implement some of these activities. 

2.2 Challenges and Solutions 

2.2.1 \Vorking closely with NAEC/PAFECs is necessary to help institutionalize 
the training/extension packages. This is a time-consuming process which 
requires diplomacy, patience and perseverance in ordc-T to forge and 
maintain close relationships wi(h these agencies. However, :\1ARD's 
strategy may affect NAEC's centraliLed power and therefore replication or 
the tralnings as well as local funding. An altematlve approach needs to be 
ldcntltlcd which may be more focused on PAFECs and other prnvincial 
sources. Will continue to dialogue and explore with MARD/NAEC/ 
PAFECs. 

6 
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2.2.2 VIP A have demonstrated their ability to coordinate with MARD 
institutions such as DLP, DAH and NAEC. However, detailed plans and 
agreement need to be di~cussed before a ~ub-contract can be developed 
and signed based on the APII project approach and focus. FAO will be 
consulted in that process. 

3. Poultry Supply Chain Strengthening 
The goal is to develop demonstration models in key {high risk) nodes along 
supply chains, together with related documents (protocols, guidelines, training 
materials) for wider replication by national and provincial agencies as well as 
other development projects/programs. 

During Year I key intervention nodes and lists of priority 1·isk reduction 
measures were identified together with public and private stakt:holders. During 
the first half of Yem· 1, to guide the actual, practical risk reduction efforts in 
market and ccntrali7cd slaughterhouse, a set of technical protocols (incl. 
conceptual design;.; drawings and Bill of Quantitles with estimated construction 
costs) were developed for the related demonstration models. The technical 
protocols address veterinary public health, hygiene/sanitation, and bio
secutityibio-safety issues for animals and humans before and after the nodes, in 
light of the existing regulatory framework and ongoing efforts in Vietnam. 

3.1 Achievements 

3.l.l Following the "Provincial Strategy Workshop for Risk Reduction in 
Supply Chains" in Ha Nam in March (after late signing of MOU), APII 
and local counterparts undertook field trips to potential demonstration 
model sites To lever~ge the SDAH's recently acquired fund (-120-
150,000,000 VND) for vererinmy hygiene and public inspection services 
in Duy Ticn's district market and small home-based slaughterhouses, APH 
and SDAH are now preparing a joint proposal for these nOOes as part of 
APII' s demo model developmenl plan. 

J. L2 The Dong Ha Jive/plucked poultry market demo model plans progressed 
well through frequent vi~its and intense meeting:J negotiations with key 
stakeholders. The technical proposal was completed including all technical 
drawings and bill of quantities. 

3.1.3 A tripartite Stakeholder Agreement was prepare.d and is ready for signing 
by the Dong Ha City Market Management Board, Quang Tri PCU, and 
APIL 

3.1.4 Fo11owing a request by local authorities, a technical review/ endorsement 
of the technical drawings by a local agency was processed. 

3.1.5 Abfs Environmc.ntal Compliance Adviser, Mr. Peter Chandonalt, visited 
Dong Ha market and the centralized slaughterhouses in Can Tho and Kien 
Giang in April and submitted Environmental Asses:~oment Checklists and 
an updated Environmental Mitigation & 1\-fonitoring Plan (EM~1P). 

3. I .6 A second environmental as:~oessmenl report for Dong Ha market was 
finalized by a local company as requested by the provlncial Department of 
Environment. 

7 
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3.1.7 An open bidding process for a construction company to implement the 
poultry market upgrade was initiated and APII is close to signing a 
contract with the selected company. 

J. I .8 Drawings \.Vere completed for upgrading Ngoc Xuan centralized 
slaughterhouse in Can Tho. A grant agreement has been drafled and the 
final proposal is e.xpe.cted in early Q4. APII is happy to rep01t a high level 
of commitment from the slaughter house owner to implement Circular 14 
on inspection. 

3.1.9 Preparations for a training course for inspectors arc under way in 
coordination with Can Tho SDAH guided by Dr. Yap. 

3.1. 1 OTechnlcal drawings, protocols, and bllls of quantities were completed for 
an upgrade of Phu Nong centntlized slaughterhouse in Kien Giang. A final 
draft grant agreement wa:>. prepared and shared with stakeholders for 
comments 

3.1.11 Economic analy:-.6 and preparations of business plans for Dong Ha Market 
and Phu Nong and Ngoc Xuan centralized slaughterhouses were initlated 
assisted by Eliot l\·1asters (Agricultural Economist, Abt) 

3. 12A slaughterhouse supply chain mappingianalysis ln Kien Giang and Can 
Tho was undertaken by a local consultant (Nguyen Ngoc Huan). The draft 
report will be shared at a vmrkshop in Can Tho in July. 

3.1 13Paid a visit with USAID to the UFSAP project and started exploring the 
possibilities for collaboration and exchange/transfer of demo models. Now 
that the Technical team has finally an-ived (in late June) APII will explore 
opportunities further. 

3.l 14The Supply Chain Manager (North), 1\-trs. Nguyen Thai Hoa, joined lhe 
team on April4 as a long-term staff. 

3.2 Challenges and Solutions 

3.2.1 ·while provincial counterparts clearly are very interested in the demo 
models, most provinces have no 'master plans' that demarcate future 
locations e.g. for centralized poultry slaughterhouses and markets. In 
addition, the processes for local authorities to approve constructlon arc 
very complex. involving multiple .stakeholders with reference to different 
re.gulations. APII is le.aming along the way and adju:<.ting accordingly. 

3.2.2 Circular 14 on inspection, issued hy .MARDin March 2011, keeps 
Vietnam moving in the direction of industrialiLed slaughterhouses. \Vhile 
followlng this guidance will be a challenge, it ls also an opportunity as lt 
will classify slaughterhouses in Vietnam into AB and C classes and 
provide detailed checklists for inspection. It has also focused the attention 
of DARD and local authorities on the need to improve veterinary, hygiene, 
sanitary and food safety standards nt slaughterhouses. 

3.2.3 Similarly, the new Food Safety Law coming into effect in July 2011 will 
provide a strengthened regulatory framework with all the challenges and 
opportunities this entails for a project like- APII. 
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3.2.4 A key chal1enge is ensuring sustainability of biological hazard risk 
reduction measures and the replicability of demo models in other 
provinces. To this end the project has adopted the following p1inciples: 

• Incorporate simple improvements/upgrades with minimal cost. The 
improvements aim to correct gross errors or implement prioritized 
measures for preventing or minimizing the ri~k for transmission and spread 
of biological hazards (HPAI, EIDs, food-horne pathogens) 

• Ensure sustained interest in biological hazard risk reduction practices by 
giving full attention to s.takeholde-rs' socio-economic- interests (i.e. 
livelihoods and business/entrepreneurship focus). 

3.2.5 Phu I"\ong slaughterhouse in Kien Giang recently experienced some 
specific challenges- namely a decrease in the volume of poultry 
slaughtered in the past 2-3 months, a seemingly 10\v level of interest and 
commitment from SDAH to ban home-b~L">ed slaughterhouses and promote 
slaughterhouse centralization, and a lack of inlere:..tf]·om the slaughter 
house owners in upgrading if the throughputivolume cannot be guaranteed. 
The technical proposal for needs to be developed further to identify 
alternative solutions. 

3.2.6 Discussions/negotiations wlrh ASVELIS on APJI support to STOP-AI 
supply chain .activities continued. It looks like a subcontract may be 
initiated around October 2011. 

3.2.7 The recruitment/approval process of .a Supply Chain Manager (South) is 
taking longer than expected. A candidate has been identified and awaiting 
a final reply from Bangkok. 

4. Community-based Surveillance (CBS) 
The goal of this activity is to complete a CBS package, including training 
materialsitools, job descriptions, budget, and recommendations for adoption and 
scale-up in the pmvincial-national surveillance system. During Year 2 APII set 
out to: conduct a midterm review of the model; conduct refresher trainings for 
CBS collabordtors including other emerging infectious and zoonotic diseases; 
connect to the poultry supply chain strengthening efforts by using high Iisk nodes 
(smallholder commercial f~mns, hatcheries, traders, slaughterhouses, markets) fnr 
events based surveillance, early warning and responses; gradual1y phase out 
support to community-based CBS networks 10 !est their suslainability and 
potential for scale-up~ and conduct a final evaluation (includlng costing) of the 
model for wider replication and uptake at provincial and national levels. 

4.1 Achievements 

4.1.1 Provided update and supplemental training courses in Quang Tri and Kien 
Giang for CBS collaborators who were unable to attend the last update 
training on EIDs (in Q2). 

4.1.2 Revised CBS handbooks and raincoats were distribu[ed to CBS 
collaborators. The revised handbook includes revised reporting tOrms for 
quick and convenient reporting of suspected events in animals and 
humans. 

9 
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4.1.3 CBS collaborator nct\-vorks continue to be active- conducting monthly 
network meetings, and filing rapid reports of suspected cases and monthly 
report~. Between April and June, the collaborators detected and reported 
the following incidences at the commune level to be confirmed by district 
level authorities: 

• 0 suspected-AI cases in human 
• 3705 ILl cases 
• I 04: Dengue fever cases 
• 15 suspected AI-outhreaks in poultry 
• 521 ~ew Castle cases 
• 309 Duck Plague cases 
• 44 Foot and Mouth disease cases 
• 25 Blue Ears cases 

Surveillance data from monthly surveillance repotts of 246 village 
collaborator meetings in the 5 provinces was collected, reviewed, and 
analyzed. Feedback sent to related individuals (PCs, PAMs) and relevant 
organizations including provincial and district level preventive medicine 
centers, SDAHs and DVSs. 

4.1.4 APH staff visited and awarded the CBS collaborator who first detected the 
suspected cases in Quang Tti which had been confirmed as an outbreak of 
bird t1u in March_ 

4. l .5 An updated list of CBS co1laborators in the 5 provinces was made 
available with support from CCHIP. Initial observation from this list 
indicates an average turn-over rate of 11%. ranging from 4%- 26% 
depending on the province. In Can Tho there is a 4% drop-out rate 
(indicating that the Collaborator~ are not replaced). More in-depth 
analysis will be done to inform future activities and prevent high levels of 
tum over or drop out. 

4.1.6 To promote ::md share lessons learned from APIT, abstracts tOr 
presentations were accepted at international and national events: 

• "Sustaining Community-Based Surveillance (CBS) for early detection 
and response to Avian Influenza (AI) and Emerging Infectious Di~eases 
(EIDs)" presented by the Technical Director HH/M&Eduring a round 
table discussion at the Global Health Council's 38th Annual 
International Conference on Global Health: Securing a Healthier Future 
in a Changing \Vorld, June \3-17,2011 in Washington DC 
{http:J/www.globalhealth.org/conrerence 2011/). 

• Two abstracts \.Vere accepted for poster presenbtion." ar the American 
Public Health Association (APHA) conference which will be held in 
September. The papers arc shown at the APHA website as the following 
links: 

http:/ /apha.conkx _com/apha/ 1 3Yam/wc.bprogram/Pancr24 7729 .htm I: 
http://apha.confcx.com/apha/139am/wchprogramiPapcr242716.htm 1 

10 
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• Technical Director for HH/M&E participated in and have a presentation 
on CBS at "THE JOINT DAH-FAO INFORMATION SHARING 
MEETING" 

4.2 Challenges and Solutions 

4.2.1 CBS diffusion trainings and the BCC campaign occurred at the same time, 
stretching both APII ~t.aff and provincial counte.q)m1 staff thin and making 
it a bit difficult to ensure quality because there was simply not enough 
time/man power to do a11 of the monitoring that would be optimal. 

4.2.2 The turnover rate for CBS collaborators, while fairly low, sti1l required 
effort to replace staff. This is particularly true for animal health workers in 
Can Tho. The rate was higher in this case because anima] health 
collaborators less often had veterinary skills, and dropped out more often. 
However, new replacements were identified and supplement training 
courses and on-thc-jnh training implemented. \Vc have also implemented a 
better screening process for Animal Health workers to help mitigate the 
turnover rate in the future. 

4.2.3 Including additional EIDs into the reporting fonns required the APII team 
and local provincial health and animal health staff to con:stanLJy provide 
on-the-job training for the collaborators. Once the collaborators became 
accustomed to the new forms, they have found them user friendly. 

5. Infection Control/Case Management (IC/CM) 
The goal is to develop an IC/C~,1 'model" with training package/tools, guidelines 
etc. piloted and tested/verified (including costing), for wider adoption in 
Vietnam. 

In Year 2, IC/CM activities aim to disseminate the APH district level IC model 
(including training package. tools, and guidelines) and SARI/AI case 
management guidelines for village, commune and dist1·ict levels to :MOH and 
provincial authorities beyond the five focus provinces as well as to other 
development partners, for wider adoption. 

5.1 Achievements 

5.1.l The plan for infection control {IC) activities at district hmpitab and tools 
for an IC situation analysis were finalized with Hanoi Society of Infection 
Control (HANSIC) and sent to provincial Department of Health and eight 
.selected district hospitals ofthe five provinces. The tools will be used for 
baseline assessments and monitoring compliance during the intervention. 

5.1.2 IC materials (hand rub gel. liquid hand-wash. surface cleaning liquid, 
racks for hand rub tube, maiiks) were distributed weight district hospitals. 

5.1.3 Monitoring meetings were held with the IC teams from the five 
intervention district hospitals, and facilities visited to see how infection 
control measures were being implemented during the first round of 
interventions and plans for moving forward discussed. 

5.1.4 APII's human health technical director presented a paper titled: "b~f"ection 
control situation from 3 dislrin~· in Quanx Tri: Findin~sfmw the rapid 
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assessnwnt." in June at the Infection Control \Vorkshop in Hue which was 
organized by Hue Infection Control Society. 

5.2 Challenges and Solutions 

5.2.1 Knowledge about, and practice of, infection control measures among 
healtheare providers, as well as the existence of infrastructure to promote 
IC imerventions in district hospital settings, are still low. IC is often 
considered to be activitie~ related to cleaning, laundry, disinfection, and 
waste management as opposed to a public health and hospital management 
issue. As a result, staffs assigned to IC teams have skllllcvcls below that 
required of an IC specialist. To address this, the team is working closely 
with subcommclon. and inlervenlion hospitals to provide training, 
behavior change communication, close monitoring, coaching, and 
guidance in order to help hospitals fulfill their JC needs according to MOH 
guidance/Circular No 18. 

5.2.2 In order to be sustainable and successful, IC interventions must be 
integrated into and support the hospiral's routine \.Vork. Therefore, some 
planned activities had to be adapted to the real situation at each hospital, in 
some cases slowing down the process of the intervention. 

5.2.3 HAN SIC has great prores:.ional expertise, but lacks some of the 
coordination, oversight and administration skills needed to handle the 
contracting process without close support and coach from the team. 

6. Pandemic Preparedness Planning (PPP) 
The goal is to develop PPPs in selected focus provinces, introduce the package in 
other provinces, and advocate for its wider adoption throughout Vietnam. In 
Year 2, APH developed an MOU with VNRC to revise, test and finalize 
improved PPPs lOr wider replication. 

6.1 Achie,·cmcnts 

6.1.1 Fidd data was collected and the PPP situation analysis completed. 
Synthesized results ofthe findings will be used for intervention steps. 

6.1.2 A subcontract for PPP related work was signed with V:'-JRC on June 30 
and sent to VNRC for signature. We expect it to be completed early in 
Q4. The work will focus on Kien Giang province. 

6.2 Challenges and Solutions 

6.2.1 The process for subcontracting with VNRC was slow due to the papenvork 
and negotiation process. 

7. Cross-Cutting Issues 
Behavior Change Communication (BCC) 

The BCC work aims to identify appropriate behaviors and messages for key 
target audiences and to strengthen the BCC capacity of national and provincial 
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stakeholders. It directly feeds into and helps integrate and enhance the work of 
the other technical components in animal and human health. 

7.1 Achievements 

7.1.1 To prepnre manpower for BCC seasonal campaign, more thnn 100 
communicators selected among animal health workers, human health 
workers and Women's Cnion members from the commune level of the 
five province~ were trained on BCC and facilitation ~kills using a 
discussion flipchart. These trained communicators were to conduct small 
group discussion \Vith target audience on desired bchavlors promoted 
during BCC seasonal campaign (hand washing, reporting suspected cases 
and buying and ~elling healthy poultry). About 120 facilitators and 
orgnnizers of Community Events were trained in on facllitation and 
organizational ski ils. 

7.1.2 BCC materials including Northern and Southern t1ipcharts to facilitate 
small group discussions, pocket guides to organize and facilitate small 
group discussion with small and medium poultry prOOucers and 
community event (Northern and Southern versions), raincoats, T-shirts, 
pens, and notebooks were produced and distributed. 

7 .1.3 BCC seasonal campaigns we1·e completed in live focus provinces. 
Activities. included: 

• distribution of wall calendars addressing three key priority desired 
behaviors to small and medium poultry producers (S3F); 

• small group discussions with S3F (480 producers in Can Tho, 600 in 
Kien Giang; 480 in Ha Nam, 480 in Hung Yen, 600 in Quang Tri 
participated three times in the group discussion) facilitated by trained 
communicators and 

• 42 community evenb at commune level (4 Community Events in Can 
Tho; 12 in Hung Yen; 6 in Ha Nam; CS in Kicn Giang: 121n Quang Tri} 
with an estimated 300-500 participantsfeach community event. 

The BCC seasonal campaigns \.Verc completed with a two-day review 
workshop in each province to determine lessons learned for the upcoming 
activitie:-. and collect comments on BCC materials used during the 
campaign for refinement. The final workshop was conducted ln Can Tho 
in late June. 

7.1.4 Provided coaching to BCC provinclal trainer teams of Quang Tri, Can Tho 
and Ha Nam to prepare training plan and materials on communication 
skills and counseling for all CBS collaborators. 

7.1 .5 Conducted training courses on communication skills and counseling for all 
CBS collaborators in Quang Tri (more than 300 collaborators) and selected 
CBS collaborators (around 60 collaborators) in four di:.trict:-. of Can Tho. 
The trainings were expected to improve CBS collaborators' service 
delivery skms. 

7.1.6 Conducted design workshops with provincial BCC trainers. health and 
anima] health officers, and stake holder representatives in Kicn Glang in 
Quang Tri to brainstorm ideas for the design of BCC materials for poultry 
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slaughtercrs, slaughterpoint owners, Jive bird and plucked market vendors, 
and coHectors. Discussion guides are in the development process by the 
BCC team and consultants. 

7 .l 7 Organized a design workshop to help Can Tho develop its Provincial 
Integrated Communication Plan. Ho~ted by Can Tho's PCU, the v..-orbhop 
benefited from multi-sector and multi-level contributions of 
representatives from MOH, MARD {NAEC, RAHO 7); PAHI, DARD of 
Bac Ninh province, API I, and representatives of Can Tho Animal Health. 
Health, Communication Agencies and Can Tho mass-organiLalions. 
Participants agreed on the outline, the writing group and the process to get 
this plan officially approved by the PPCs. 

7. 1 . .8 Regularly published articles, news on BCC activities implemented in 
pnwinces and lessons learned through proYincial newspapers. 

7.1.9 During this reporting period. the KAP survey protocol was developed 
together with a request for proposals. A research firm, Nielsen, was 
.selected through an open bidding process to undertake KAP survey which 
will happen in the next quarter. 

7.1.10 A scope of work was developed with L:SAlD's approval to promote seven 
selected desired behaviors on hand-washing and environmental sanitalion 
for prevention of AI and EIDs through TV spots in a joint effort with 
UI\'ICEF, Lien Aid and the Center for Rural \Vater Supply and 
Environmental Sanitation (NCER W ASS). 

7.2 Challenges and Solutions 

7 .2.l Three-day training courses for small group discussion communicators 
were proven to only provide communicators \Vith very bao;;ic facilitation 
skills. One-day trainings for Community Event facilitators and organizers 
were insurflcienL We will consider adding more days for participants to 
role play and practice facilitating discussion using f1ipcharts to promote 
desired behaviors. Having training guides on interpersonal communication 
could he very helpful for provincial trdiners to conduct their training. 

7.2.2 Through the reports of BCC campaign activities and review workshop, we 
determined that provincial .subcontractors need more analytical thinking 
and writing ~kills. With hands-on coaching, templales and guidance from 
BCC team, it was still hard for them to document and show results and 
achievement during the review workshop. Building capacity for provincial 
trainers and subcontmctors took time and sometimes created tension when 
trying to make short deadlines. 

7.2.3 Despite Can Tho having started deYe!oping their Provincial Integrated 
Communication Plan before Ha ='Jam, it \Vas hard lo mobilize ~upport and 
involvement from representatives of all key provincial agencies to 
participate in this co1lcctivc work. \Ve have agreed that the BCC team wj]J 
work more closely with the writing group and subcontractors and that 
difficulties or bsues will be regularly reported to the PCL7 to help identify 
solutions, as needed. 

7.2.4 The development of the Ha 0l"am Communicalion P1an was delayed due to 
re.cruitment of a national consultant to support the province and APII in 
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this work. The BCC team decided to start the work without support from a 
consultant. 

7.2.5 Provincial leaders find it difficult to mobilize local resources for AI and 
EID prevention activities, because of orher prioriries and the lack of a 
national plan for AUEID prevention. 

7.2.0 Post-training support and monitoring for trained CBS collaborators should 
be done to ensure participants can contribute more lo promotion of AI and 
EID prevention practices through their daily interaction with households_ 
Experience and issues can be integrated into their monthly CBS network 
meetings. 

7.2.7 Provincial BCC trainers had diftlcultlcs preparing training plans and 
materials: The BCC team had t<.) .spend a lot oftime virtually and 
physically in the provinces to provide assistance to each training team and 
each training to ensure quality. 

7.2.8 Preparation ofBCC materials for target supply chain nodes audit:nces 
could not begin until prioritized supply chain nodes in the provinces were 
identified. This lead to some delays of BCC integrated activities at nodes 
which w111 spi11 into Year 3. 

7.2.9 It is harder to collaborate with national level especially \Vith the 
communication sub-committee of the National Steering Committee for 
Human Influenza Pandemic Control and Preparedness (NSCHP) and :MOH 
when the risk situation and risk perception are low. National level bodies 
arc more committed and accustomed to responding ro outbreaks, 

Provincial Coordination and Implementation 

7.3 Achievements 

7.3.1 Field visits were organized for LSAID and Abt HQ to visitors: 

• USAID's Communications Adviser attended a community event in Ha 
Nam province: 

• Kathleen Flanagan (Abt's CEO} and Susan Scribner (Abt Portfolio 
Manager) visited projt>.ct activities in Can Tho and Quang Tri provinces. 

7.3.2 Updates were provided to the PCUs on a monthly basis covering the 
project implementation plan in order to engage provincial organizations in 
monitoring, supporting and disscminnting pmjc.ct successes. 

7.3.3 Organized Semi-annual Review \Vorkshops in 5 target provinces that 
helped strengthen ownership and participation of PCIJ and provincial 
counterparts in reviewing project performance and sharing lessons learned 
from the last eight months in order to improve implementation plan for the 
second half of the year 2 (Hung Yen - May 20, Kien Giang - May 26, Can 
Tho- May 27, Quang Tri- June 7 and Ha Nam- June 17). 

7.3.4 Following cunent Vietnamese regulations, semi-annual reports on project 
implementation were prepared for each of 5 provinces and submitted to 
provincial authorities f()r their information and monitoring in June. 
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7.3.5 Complied \Vith all requirements for legal operation ofthe project in 
provinces (obtained license from Can Tho Department of Planning and 
Investment.) 

7.3.6 Organized hi-monthly meetings of PI team (April 141
h and May 301

'
1
) with 

all PCs and PAN.Is ii·om 5 province.s. Thes.e regular bi-monthly meetings 
serve to help provide timely updates on the progress and implementation 
plans in each province, as well as provide PI staff with technical updates 
that are necessary for them to monitor and support project activities in the 
provinces.. 

7.3.7 Maintained close communication with provincial stakeholders for s.mooth 
model implementation in the province:-.. This help:-; ensure that: logistic and 
administration needs are prepared and complied \vlrh, technical designs 
arc shared and agreed upon with partners, and sites and participants arc 
identified for model implementation in a timely way. 

7.3.8 Shared "\Veckly work plans for PCs \Vith FAO. 

7.4 Challenges and Solutions 

7 .4.1 A new PC began \vork in Ha Nam in March 20 I 1. At lhe beginning of his 
tenure the PCU members were not receiving timely and infonnative 
updates on the project implementation. limiting PCL' participation. This 
problem was discussed at the semi-annual review workshop (June 17:h), 

and the PC ha:-. committed to prioritizing the provision or timely updates to 
the PCU with monthly reports and plans. 

7 .4.2 The rice harvesting season in June com. trained implementation or aclivities 
in the field, because most provincial partners are from the agriculture 
sector and were. focused on the harvest. 

7.4.3 The National Election on May zzntl also delayed community activities .. 

7.4.4 General comments Ji·om review workshops showed that: after nearly eight 
months of implementation, about 2/J of Year 2 activities had been 
completed according to plan, however disbursement had reached only 55% 
of the provincial budget. This indicates high pressure for the next quarter. 

National Coordination & Policy Dialogue 

7.5 Achievements 

7.5.1 The AH team maintained dose contact with FAO in particular, as well as 
with other partners (VAHIP, LIFSAP, ASVELIS) for coordination and 
collaboration on supply chains and related work. V AHTP and LTFSAP 
have indicated interest in our supply chain demo models. Need to follow 
up with both. LIFSAP Technical Consultants arrived in-country in June. 

7.5.2 The AH team finalized the bio-.security training package in dose 
collaboration with NAEC. PAFEC~ and Bio-securily Working Group 
members. 

7.5.3 The AH team maintained close dialogue with DAH on the development or 
an improved training package for AH\Vs/Vets. 
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7.5.4 The AH team continued to work on nc\-v relationships with province based 
agricu1tural colleges/universities and vocational training cemers for formal 
training and certification of local AHWs, in collaboration with SDAHs 
who will certify grassroots level AHW s. 

7.5.5 The HH team continued to work closely with FAO on surveillance. 

7.5.0 The HH team continued to work closely with WHO and MOHon IC 
acLivities. 

7.5.7 The HH ream .stepped up the effotts ro enter a contract with VNRC on PPP 
work. 

7.5.8 The BCC team stepped up it.s dialogue with API partners and BCC 
working group members, incL the sub-committee on communications 
underMOH. 

7.5.9 The BCC team worked with DAH, NAEC. NCHCE, the Sub-Committee 
on Communication (MOH), FAO, WHO and PAHI to promote a 'One 
Health' approach in AJ/EID prevention reflected e.g. in the Integrated 
Communication Plans being developed with Can Tho and Ha Nam 
provinces. 

7.5.10The BCC team maintained close contact with provincial ma.'is-media 
including provincial radio, TV and journal and tracked their article~ 

routinely. 

7.5.l111 is now becoming standard routine across all three lechnicalleam~ to 
consult with F AO and \\"7 HO for technical verification on AH, HH related 
lSSUeS. 

7.5.l2The PI team kept FAO we]] informed of provincial plans and the weekly 
actlvity schedules ofthc jolnt PCs. 

7.6 ChaUenges and Solutions 

7.6.l Coordination with multiple partners and gaining access to decision-maker~ 
remains a challenge. not least due to the prevailing perception of Abt being 
an NGO, but APIJ is benefiting from personal networks, collaboration with 
FAO and WHO, close contact with the USAID mission, and growing 
awareness and recognition of its work. Options such as working wilh 
MARD's International Support Group need to be explored in consultation 
with USAID. 

7.6.2 The fact that some ofFAOs international staffs are leaving in the coming 
months may pose a new challenge to the coordination. APIJ will maintain 
close contact with the FAO office on the way forward. 

Monitoring & Evaluation 

APII's M&E work aims to strengthen existing systems in the provinces, and help 
close existing gaps between grassroots level \1&E and provincial-national levels 
M&E and reporting. In addition, APll acts as the repository for PMP indicdtors 
collected under USAID's API initiatives, providing analysis and reporting on this 
data. 
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7.7 Achievements 

7.7.l APll compiled USAllYs PMP data submitted by FAO nnd WHO for Year 
1 and by FAO nnd APII for the first six months of Year 2. The process of 
data collection, compilmion and analysis helped review the PMP and 
identify is:.ues related to indicators' relevance, operational definition, 
means of verification, data validity, availability and accessibility and data 
collection mechanism. 

7.7.2 On behalf of USAID/Vietnarn, APII organized "'USAID Vietnam's HPAI 
and EPT PMP Data Collection Review" workshop in May attended by 39 
representatives from USAID, USAID's pmtners, PAHI and local partners. 
In this workshop results of data compilation and analysis were presented. 

7.7.3 APII released an RFP for bidders on a post-training assessment. 

7.7 .4 Dar a for APJI performance monitoring was collected regularly and 
updatetl into the Project'~ Log-frame per annex. Training related 
documents and data are being compiled and centraJiLed systematically 
which will be useful for desk review in the upcoming post-training 
assessment and retrieving in future. 

7.7.5 Quality assurance related measures were promoted. As one such measure, 
the M&E Manager joined with ditTcrc-nt teams to monitor and strengthen 
quality of activity implementation in the field through providing technical 
assistance and coaching to local partners (for example, BCC trainers and 
CBS collaborators) on-site. Through these trips, quality related issues, as 
well as capacity building needs for local pattncrs, were identified and 
feedback provided immediately to the project management. Additional 
tools such as a Lrdiner's assessment and quality assurance tools were 
introduced. In parallel, AllVI (activity implementation monitoring) 
reports/checklists submitted by local partners and project staff were 
compiled and analyzed bi-monthly. Various valuable findings related to 
activity quality, performance and capacity of sub-contractors, local 
partners, local trainers and project implementers at grass root level cross 
components were obtained. 

7.7.6 An M&E mini-framework forthe llve bird market in Quang Tri province 
was a.<;sc.sscd, with collaboratlon bctv,Ten the M&E and AH teams. 

7.8 Challenges and Solutions 

7.8.1 The worbhop on USAIDNietnam's HPAI and EPT PMP Dala Collection 
identified the following lssues: 

• A number of PMP indicators slill have unclear operational definition 
and/or lack of alignment with the Government's existing record keeping 
system. These issues were discussed during the USAID"s PMP workshop 
for PMP review and revision. 

• Quality of collected data has weaknesses such as limited data 
validity/reliability and precision, especially of the indicators. on local 
training. 

1 ~ 
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• Data collection process has issues related to difficult coordination among 
many facilities, inconvenient data collection te-mplate, and limiled access 
to data source, especially of those data on local training/interventions. 

• Linkage between the PMP .:md current existing government's record 
keeping system and usefulness of each PMP indicator for the local 
program management are not very clear, especially to the local partners. 

Efforts need to be made to address these issues in order to collect valid 
data that will he useful for preventing and controlling HPAl and EPT 
acros:-. sectors, organiLations, and fundersidonors. This will require not 
only micro-level measures such as tool improvement and training for local 
partners on indicators and data collection but also at the macro-level such 
as participatory multi-sector approaches, enhancing management and 
coordination of information systems, and promoting data use for decision 
making. 

7.8.2 Baseline data for certain indicators in the project's log-frame are not 
available. The- situation analysis report produced in AI Mekong project and 
previous KAP surveys did not always align with these indicators. Proxy 
indicator~ will be used if possible, in the process of establishing 
{retroactively) the general baseline for APII. 

7Jt3 Quality of activities is effected by various factors such as subcontractor's 
performance, commitment of local partners, technical assistance and 
coaching by technical teams, capacity of project implementers in local 
areas (e.g. local trainers/CBS collaborators) and even the nature of the 
system (e.g. human health vs. animal health). Due to this. issues related to 
quality vary across provinces and componenls. This requires constant 
attention, efforts and tailored solutions, including continuous and advanced 
training for local partners. In turn quality improvement and sustainabili(y 
are long-tenn processes. 

Administration & Finance 

7.9 Achievements 

7.9. l Recruited Admin ~1anageL ~15. Nguyen Minh Son. 

7.9.2 Recruited Stmtegic Communications Manager (in lieu of Policy Advocacy 
Manager), Ms. Tran Thanh Binh. 

7.9.3 Recruited Supply Chain Manager (North), Ms. Nguyen Thai Hoa. Supply 
Chain Manager {South) is pending US AID approval. 

7.9.4 Mentored and rrained new F&A Assisrams in field offices. 

7.9.5 Managed all subcontracts and consultant agreements. 

7.10 ChaUenges and Solutions: 

7 10.1 Lengthy approval procedures for consullants and new staiT following the 
new directions. Atlects implementation. 

7.10.2Completion of the biodata form conlinues to be a challenge for most 
consuhants despite repeat trainings and guidance by the F&A team. 
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causing delays. Disclosing salary information is sometimes counter
culturaL The F&A team will continue and where necessary step up the 
guidance. 

7.10.3 Unfamiliarity with the sulx:onrracting concept, formats and procedures 
cau~ing delays. The facllhat there i:-. no Vielnamese version of !he contract 
{only s.ignt>d in English) is met with some reluctance. Low capacity among 
some subcontractors adds to the challenge. 

7.10.4 The market for animal health consultants is limited. Many potential 
candidates arc Government staffs, who 1) require leave without pay letters 
which can be difficult to obtain, and 2) typically have a history of low 
government :-.alary making it difficult for lhe project to justify hiring them 
on a competitive market-based salaries. Some consultmus are declining for 
these reasons. 

7.10.5The challenge with BCC and human health consultants on the other hand 
is that they often have a salary history that places them above the USAID 
threshold level, requiring sepamte approval. 

7.10.6 Many counterparts continue to consider APII cost norms to be too 10\v and 
inflexible, when comparing us with other donor funded interventions. This 
regularly causes complaints and frictions. 

7.10.7\Ye did not obtain a license with Paceom. due to the fact that Abt is a for
profit entity rather than an NGO. Alternatives are now being considered by 
Abt headquarters. 

7.10.8 According to Erm.t & Young, APII cannot obtain VAT ex.e.mpl status on 
locally procured goods and services. This was communicated to USAID. 
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8. Success Stories 

8.1 Innovative and Vser-friendly RCC 'Materials Help Communkators 
Share Information about AI and EIDs 

Communicators facilit.ate a small group 
discussion with t1ipcharts. 

Based on the results of the 
API BCC Campaign 
Assessment conducted during 
the summer of 20 I 0, as well 
as inputs from local 
government officials, the 
project developed and 
carefully pre-tested a set of 
BCC materials for the 20 I 0-
11 campaign. These 
materials included wall 

ca1endars for small and 
medium scale poultry 
producers, flip charts and 

how-to guides for srnaJl group discusslon~, how-to guides for facilitating and 
organizing community events, as well as promotional materials including 
raincoats, t-shirts, pens and notebooks highlighting the BCC campaign's theme 
"Healthy Poultry Benefits the Family and the People" and encouraging the three 
"good behaviors": hand washing, reporting sick or dead poultry and buying and 
selling only healthy poultry. 

To educate and promote the good behaviors among all actors of the poullry 
supply chain who are at risk of exposure to HPAI and other emerging infectious 
diseases, and who at the same time are also well-positioned to help prevent 
disease transmission, the project recruits and trains BCC trainers and 
communicators. While animal health. human health and communication officet:> 
have been tasked with these type activities in the past, most have not had 
sufficient job aids and suppmi documents to assi.<>t them previously. In the final 
assessment of the BCC Campaign review, the communicators praised the 
usefulness and uniqueness of the materials. In particular they found the step-by
step instructions for implementing activities and inputs on preparing for logistical 
needs and even decorations for the events very innovative- and helpfuL In 
addition they noted that the flip chm1s and wall calendars were user-friendly and 
that the color images were very attractive. For example, it was stated that 
villagers generally receive leaflets that get thrnwn away, however, the APII wall 
calendar i . ..; more practical and sustainable, sharing motivating messages with the 
target audience every time !hey check the dale. 

The BCC materials' usefulness has also allowed the messages to go beyond the 
originally tm·geted audie-nce. Mr. Nguyen Van Son, a teacher in the Thuy Lieu 
Secondary school, Go Quao district, in Kien Giang saw a c01mnunicator using a 
flipchart for a small group discussion. He was impressed by the ea<;e of use, and 
the messaging in [he flip chart, and asked for permission to use the materials with 
his students during extra-cunicu1at· activitie:.. 
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8.2 Integrated Follow-up after Small Group Discussions helps promote 
changes in behavior in addition to increase awareness about Risk 
Reduction for AIJEIDs 

The BCC Campaign Assessment conducted during the summer of 20 I 0 
confirmed that while awareness about AI prevention has improved, low risk 
perception prevails. In an attempt to 
improve changes in prevention behaviors, 
not just awareness, the 2010-11 Seasonal 
BCC Campaign focused on addressing 
behavior change determinants for our key 
target audiences related to their uptake of 
Al/EID prevention practices by emphasizing 
the potential benefits to their livelihoods 
from risk-reduction actions. 

As a means to do this, the project trained 
Communicators to facllitate small group 
discussions and to promote behavior change 
through inter-personal communication with 
small and medium siLed commercial poultry 
producers and farmers. Over a six to seven 

A small commercial farmer washes 
her hands after touching chickens 
during a follow-up visit. 

week period each group of producers/farmers were invited to participate in three 
discussion sessions at which barriers and motivators for the use of risk-reduction 
practices were discussed, Each session focused on a specJfic behavior or risk 
reduction measure that the fanners should use on their farms, The 
Communicators then conducted follow-up observation visits to 10-30% of 
attendees. During these visits they used a checklist of promoted behaviors to see 
if participants had understood the 1essons !aught during the small group 
discussions, and that they were also changing their practices. They then 
discussed in detail the barriers that the farmers encounter when trying to apply 
risk reduction practices and brainstormed ways ro overcome and address these 
barriers. 

During the fo11ow-up visits, Communicators often had opportunities to directly 
observe the fanners washing their hands, one very basic risk reduction practice. 
Follow-up visits confirmed that 75-909t of households visited are washing their 
hands after contact with poultry, and many are also encouraging their family and 
neighbors to do so as well (20-60%). Unfortunately, because of the limited time 
available for, and the timing of follow-up visits, Communlcators were unable lo 
actually observe other risk reduction practices (reporting sick or dead poultry to 
CBS colJaborators and only buying or selling only healthy poultry). The 
upcoming APII KAP study will provide additional information on rhe behavior 
changes. 

Many of the Communicators trained this year are also CBS Collaborators. As 
CBS Collaborators, these particular Communicators will have additional 
opportunities to observe reporting of sick or dead poultry, and to follow-up with 
small group discussion attendees. By training CBS Collaborators in BCC skills 
we have increased the opportunities for informal follow-up and enhanced local 
~kills and capacity for promoting risk reduction behaviors while conducting 
surveillance in the communities. 
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Executive Summary 
This repmt pre."ents the main activities, achievements, challenges and solutions 
for USAID':. Avian and Pandemic Inl1uenza Initiative (APII) during the fust six 
months of Year 2. October 2010- ~tlarch 2011. 

Overal1 the project is making good progress in most areas. 'VVhile lhe emphasis is 
still very much on developing 'fleld · level models, the focus is gradua1ly 
beginning to shift towards exploring mechanisms for adoption and replication 
and influencing planners/decision-makers to sustain the efforts beyond the 
project's lifetime. 

Most activitie" are being outsourced to subcontractors with APII technical teams 
guiding and providing quality assurance. supported by short-term expe-rts. The 
restricted choice of subcontracting modalities remains a challenge however, and 
combined with the challenges in finding good consultants and often longer than 
expected prepar.:1tion and approval proecssc;.; thi;.; is resulting in some delays. The 
innovative nature of the work abo means that predicting and adhe.-ing to 
(optimistic) plans, timeframes and targets often re-mains difficult_ Below is a 
status summary of the main thematic areas. 

Animal Health \Vorkc-r (AH\V) Capacity Building: through the AF AP 
subcontract and in close dialogue with Department of Animal Health {DAH) and 
Sub-Departments of Animal Health (SDAHs), APII is finalizing an improved 
training package, based on DAH's 2010 manual for training of AH\Vs. 
Opportunities for formal training and ce1tificmion of AH\Vs by provincial 
Agricultural Colleges/Universities and Vocational Training Centers and licensing 
by SDAHs are now being explored. 

Agricultural Extension Worker (AEW) Capacity Building: together with the 
National Agricultural Extension Centre (NAEC) and provincial extension centers 
APil is in the process of finaliLing an AE\V training package on improved farm
level bio-security to be applied in the flve focus provinces and beyond. 

Poultry Supply Chains Strengthening: three high risk node~ have been 
identified for development of demonstration models incl. the poultry market in 
Dong Ha City, Quang Tri and two centralized slaughterhouses in Kien Giang and 
Can Tho. Conceptual designs for physical upgrades/construction are nearly ready 
for approval and tendering. Technical protocols for guiding and monitoring 
operations have been prepared. The development of training programs for key 
public and private stakeholders has begun. On top of this. APII is negotiating 
with ASVELIS to support continuation of US AID's STOP Al work under new a 
subcontract. 

Community-Based Surveillance (CBS): this period we moved the CBS model 
to an events-ba~ed surveillance model covering HPAI, InfluenLa-like Illnesses, 
De-ngue Fever, Cholera, and Newcastle Disease in chickens, Plague in ducks, 
Porcine Reproductive and Respiratory Syndrome (PRRS or 'blue cars) in pigs, 
and Foot and Mouth Disease (FYID) in live"..;tock. Rapidly nearing the time for 
testlng to what extenUhow the model can be sustained without APII support. A 
suspected Highly Pathogenic Avian Int1uenza (HPAI) outbreak was reported by a 
CBS collaborator and subsequently confirmed in Quang Tri. 
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Infection Control/Case Management lfC/CM): API! completed a sencs of 
training courses with HCMC and Hanoi Infection Comrol Societies 
(subcontractors) and are now in the process of planning f01- roll-out at dislrict and 
commune levels. In addition we forged a new partnership wlth PEPFAR, which 
may lead to the adoption of improved IC/CM practices beyond APIJ's focus 
provinces. 

Pandemic Preparedness Planning {PPP): the completion of a subcontract with 
Vl\:RC was ddayed due to VNRC'.s disaster relief commitments (e.g. flooding in 
central Vie-tnam) and other events. The subcontract is expected to be signed in 
April, some months behind schedule. A PPP situation analysis was prepared in 
the meantime by an independent consultant. 

Cross-Cutting Issues: the Year 2 BCC strategy with key messages was 
developed in close consultation with provinces and other key partners and 
preparations were made for the BCC campaigns in May-June. This included 
development of materials, implementation of TOT followed by diffusion 
training, and working with media. In addition we started work on communication 
guidelines in consultation with FAO for Can Tho and Ha Nam. The 'One Heahh' 
Newsletter work with communication agencies in the Ministry of Health (MOH) 
and Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Developmenl (MARD) is behind schedule 
in pm-r due to challenges in engaging with and remunerating government officials 
and in part due to a temporary staffing gap on the BCC team. Lastly, we initiated 
Knowledge, Attitudes and Pr.:~ctices (KAP) survey preparations. 

APII signed new memoranda of understanding (MOUs} with all five focus 
provinces: facilitated by the Provincial Implementation Team (Ha Nam was 
delayed due to leader~hip c-hanges). Provincial Coordinators with joint APII-FAO 
tenns of reference and responsibilities were engaged. The two satellite offices in 
Can Tho and Quang Tli shifted location from within DARDs to independent 
premises with easier access for all partners, public and private alike_ The 
relationships with key provincial stakeholders. remain good, although complaint~ 
regarding the 'strict' cost norms and the fact that APII does not provide 
allo'vvances to government offices remain a sore point. 

The l'vi&E work is now progressing well with the :rvt&E Manager on board since 
November. A Log-Frame for the whole of API£ is being prepared and will 
capture PMP indicator.". Some of the activities on APII, such as the supply chain 
work, which address broader economic and livelihoods issues are not easily 
captured withln the PMP framework and require development of sepmate "mini 
Log-Frames." 

The F&A team was strengthened considerably with two F&A Assistants on 
board in the two satellite offices and a new Administrative M;:mager scheduled to 
join the team in April. This should help ease some of the constraints around the 
management of subcontracts and consultants. 

5 
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1. AHW Capacity Building 
The goal of this component is to develop an AH\V capacity building package that 
is adopted by relevant public-private agencies at national and/or provincial 
levels, and to develop a standard Terms of Reference for AHWs fOr adoption by 
Provincial People's Committees (PPCs) and MARD. 

Ye-ar 2 focuses on completing and transferring the training package tOr wider 
::1doption and on establishing well-functioning networks of capable puhlic and 
private animal health workers in and beyond project areas. The subcontractors 
include AFAP lOr training and capacity building and Vietnam Veterinary 
Association (VVA) for AH\V network development and advocacy. 

1.1 Achievements 

1.1.1 The Year subcontract with AFAP was extended through 
November, 20l0 and APII initialed a new/modified contract for Year 
2 in December, 2010. \Vith a new Country Director and field staff on 
board, AFAP has strengthened its in-country team. AFAP is now 
engaging more closely with provincial counterparts, notably the 
SDAH:.. and Provincial Agriculture and Fishery Extension Centre~ 
(PAFECs) through lessons learned meetings, technical seminars, 
planning workshops, and Provincial Coordination Unit (PCU) 
meetings, etc. 

1.1.2 The AH\V Training of Tr.:1incrs (TOT} package, '-Vhich is based 
firmly on the training manual issued by DAH in 20 I 0, was updated. 
Additional modules on bio-s~urity, basic surveillance and zoonolic 
diseases emphasizing pmticlpatory training and learning by doing 
were developed together with SDAHs and local consultants. The 
materials were shared with DAH and are scheduled for final review 
in April, 20 ll. 

1.1.3 Tested the TOT package in Quang Tri through a 10-days training 
course for 25 AHWs (all participants did received certificates co
signed by the Director of SDAH). 

1.1.4 The first TOT for provincial trainers is being prepared for April 2011 
for the five focus provinces plus 3-5 additional provinces. 

1.1.5 Began discussions with Agricultural Colleges and Vocational 
Training Centers to develop a formal AH\V training and certification 
(while Sub-DAH can issue AH\V licenses). Quang Tri may 
spearhead this process. 

1.1.6 AHW monthly meetings and refresher training courses were 
conducted in all 15 pilot districts. Topic<; included bio-security and 
good husbandry practices, disease surveillance and common poultry 
diseases such as Duck Plague, Duck Hepatitis, Newcastle, etc. From 
February, AFAP began testing a more cost ctlcctivc for refresher 
tntinlngs model in two districts in Can Tho province. In this modeL 
APII provides no allowances for participants, only trainers' fees, 
room rental and stationery/materials support. 

6 
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1.1.7 To strengthen AH\V nctvi/Orks, three technical seminars were 
conducted with SDAHs, on 'How to manage a good AHW meeting' 
Similar Seminars will lake place every lwo months in all 5 provinces. 

1. J .R A scope of work (SO\\') and a Professional Services Agreement 
(PSA} were developed for a new subcontract with VV A to continue 
their work on institutional strengthening and AHW network 
establishment with public and private partners. This is expected to 
commence in April 20 ll. 

1.2 Challenges and Solutions 

1.2.1 The subcontracts with AFAP and VVA are running behind schedule 
due to staffing and consultant recruitment/approval issues. The APII 
team will continue to \-Vork very closely with both subcontractors in 
order to rninimiLe any further delays. 

1.2.2 DAH auJ SDAH's tlo not cuJTenlly have a LlesignaleJ fum:Lion or 
division/department in .charge of AHW network development. Where 
vet staff are assigned to this oversee this task, they typically do not 
have a background or training in institutional development. This 
makes it difficult to advocate with SDAH's and Dis(rict Veterinary 
Stations on AHW network strengthening. APII wi1l continue to work 
with DAH/SDAH leaders. in close collaboration with key partners 
such as FAO and VV A. to address this issue. Happily, there is 
growing recognition of the need for grassroots-based AHW 
development lhroughoul the national-provincial animal health 
system. 

2. Agricultural Extension 'Yorker (AEW) Capacity 
Building 

The goal is to develop an AE\V bio-security training package for snwll 
commercial poultry producers, which has been fully tested (including co~ling), 
verified and transferred to NAEC and PAFECs for wider adoption and 
replication within the national-provincial extension system. 

2.1 Achievements 

2.1.1 The AEW bio-securily training package was drafled in Year 1. 
During Q 1 of Year 2 drawings, visual aids, tlipcharts, and comic 
stories \Vere completed by NAEC consultants and artists. A technical 
review workshop was held in January, 2011 in HCMC followed by 
field te~ting in March. A second review workshop is planned for 
April followed by a TOT for Master Twiners in collaboration with 
NAEC and members of the Bio-sccurity Working Group in 
preparation for eventual dissemination by the NAEC/PAFEC system. 

2.2 Challenges and Solutions 

2.2.1 Each region has different traditions and habits in poultry production 
and a trainingicxtcnsion package should reflect this. API! ha..-; 
prepared separate materials. on chicken production for the north and 

7 
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duck production for the south which need careful field testing for 
effective promotion of good husbandry praC[ices. 

2.2.2 \Vc arc slightly behind schedule in developing the training materials. 
Working closely wirh 1'\"AEC/PAFECs to help 'instimrionalize' the 
training/extension packages is a lime-consuming process which 
requires diplomacy and patience in order to forge and maintain close 
relationships with these key partner. 

3. Poultry Supply Chain Strengthening 
\Ve aim to develop demonstration models in key (high risk} nodes along supply 
chains, as well as related documents (prnrocols., guidc1lnes, training materials) for 
wider replication by national/ provincial agencies and other deYelopment 
project:<Jprograms. 

During Year I key intervention nodes and lists of priority risk reduction 
measures and public/private stakeholders were identified. To guide the actual, 
practical risk reduction efforts in each node, demonstration models will be 
developed in Y car 2. Aside from physical upgrades of facilities this includes 
development of technical protocols on veterinary puhlic health. 
hygiene/sanitation, and bio-~ecurity/bio-safety and related training of public and 
private partners. 

The project also plans to provide support to the continuation of STOP AI supply 
chain work. 

3.1 Achievements 

3.1.1 Completed Risk Reduction Strategy Workshops with public and 
private pat1ners and identified key intervention nodes (model 
demonstration sites) in the main poultry supply chains of all five 
provinces. The wmkshops were planned and conducted with FAO 
inputs. The workshop in Ha Nam was delayed till :V1arch due to late 
~ignature of an MOU. 

3.1.2 :\!lade multiple site vi~its to centralized slaughterhouses in Can Tho 
and Kien Giang, home-based slaughter pDims in Quang Tri. live 
bird/poultry meat markets in Quang Tri and Ha Nam, and poultry 
shops/restaurants in Hung Yen for vcTification of demo sites, and 
discussions of interventions including financing. A local architect 
and the international bio-~ecurity consultant provided significant 
inputs. 

3.1.3 Prepared ch·an conceptual drawings and technical protocols for two 
centralized slaughterhouses (Can Tho, Kien Giang} and the live 
bird/poultry meat market in Dong Ha (Quang Tri) and shared with 
all partners on several occasiqm; (including a large technical 
workshop in December 2010 with DAH, DLP, FAO, VAHIP, and 
ASVELIS). V AHIP and LIFSAP have expressed interest in 
adopting some of the protocol work. 

3.1.4 Prepared final proposals for upgrading the poultry section of Dong 
Ha market (Quang Tri) and two centralized slaughterhouses in Kicn 
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3.1.5 

3.1.6 

3.1.7 

Giang and Can Tho with complete technical drawings and bilJs of 
quantities in close consultation with key local counterparts and 
partners (public and private), Drafted Stakeholder Agreements, The 
proposals are almost ready for tender/bidding by local constmction 
companies. 

Initiated development of a risk reduction training program for 
supply chain acturs. 

Prepared for environmental m;sessments for the demonstration sites. 

Held frequent meetings with FAO and developed a "collaboration 
matrix' (a living document) for the supply chain work_ 

3.2 Challenges and Solutions 

).2.1 While provincial counterparts are clearly very interested ln the 
demonstration models, most have no 'master plan' that clearly 
demarcates future locations of centralize-d poultry slaughterhouses 
and poultry markets. In additiun to this we arc finding/learning that 
approval and screening procedures for construction work are very 
complex, involve many agencles and must take into account many 
regulations. The fact that the regulatory framework is fragmented 
and emerging poses an additional challenge. 

3.2.2 

For instance in Can Tho. following several rounds of discussions 
with the PCU and SDAH over the past few months, the final 
decision on where to locate the demonstration unit is still pending 
due to inter-agency dh,agreemenL Similarly, in Dong Ha, after 
several meetings and conversations, it is still not clear whether an 
environmental report is required by local authorities before 
commencing any upgrade work in the market. 

APH ls working on a subcontract with ASVELIS to continue the 
STOP AI work with APII '\upport. Developing the PSA is taking 
longer than expected be-C-ause of prolonged negmiatiom over rates 
and fees. 

4. Community-Based Surveillance (CBS) 
\Ve intend to complete a CBS package with tmining materials/tools, job 
descriptions, budget, and recomrnendatlons for adoption and scale-up into the 
provincial/national surveillance system for both the human and animal health 
seC[ors. 

During Year 2 the project is continuing to maintain CBS networks, will cunduct 
a mid-term review, is supporting refresher tnlinings for collaborator to include 
additional emerging infectious and zoonotic diseases, and integrate into the 
poultry supply chain strengthening efforts by using high risk nodes (smallholder 
commcrclal farms, hatcheries, traders, slaughterhouses, markets) for events based 
surveillance and early warning/responses. The mid-term review will inform any 
efforts to advocate for wider replication and uptake at provincial and national 
levels. 

4.] Achievements 
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4.1.1 Continued maintenance of CBS collaborator networks in 123 
communes in 18 districts in the five focus provinces from Octoher to 
December 2010 with monthly network meetings, rapid reports or 
suspected cases and monthly repol1s. exchanging surveillance 
lnfonnatlon between human health and animal health at grassroots 
level. From October to December, n)llaborators reported 2545 
su~pected cases in humam and 9334 in poullry. However, all no AI 
outbreaks were confirmed. 

4.1.2 Subcontracted the Centre for Community Health and Injury 
Prevention (CCHIP) to implemem ICiCM field work in 2011 guided 
by the Human Health team. 

4.1.3 Held frequent update meetings with FAO on CBS implementation in 
an effort to collaborate and coordinate technical cffmt. Continued 
effort to ensure a mutual understanding of surveillance efforts i.s 
needed. 

4.1.4 Conducted CBS mid-term review in four provinces (Quang Tri, Kien 
Giang, Can Tho and Hung Yen). The review found that the model 
contributes to increasing the 'sensitivity' of the surveillance system, 
l.e. its ability to detect and convey useful information. Collaborators 
reported 4,936 AI suspected cases in humans and 11,452 in poultry. 
Our gras:o.roots partners appreciate the approach and have 
appropriately taken on their new roles and responsibilities. General 
public awareness has increased, and collaborators arc being credited 
for their efforts and gaining more trust of the community as effective 
service providers. While the model build:<. on existing human 
resources, imponant challenges remain in terms. of developing closer 
collaboration between the human and animal health sectors, and 
institutionalizing the model (including funding through local 
resources.) In the new near future, we will conlinue our efforts to 
develop an events-based approach which includes AI and other 
important EIDs, and turn our attention towards advocacy and policy 
dialogue. 

4. J .5 Held review/planning workshops in the focus pro-vinces to present 
the CBS mid-term review findings and recommendations for the next 
phase of the CBS intervention. The project secured agreement from 
provincial health and animal health counterparts to expand the CBS 
model to an events-based surveillance system, including other EIDs. 

4.1.6 Explored the possibility of expansion of CBS work through Quang 
Tri Village Health \Vorkcr Association reaching out to all villages ln 
Quang Tri province. The Association sent t\vo participants to the 
CBS TOT u·aining in Hanoi in February with their own funding. 

4.1.7 Held advanced TOT course in Hanoi, February 14-15, 201 I for 21 
pmticipants from provincial Preventive fv1edicine Centers. SDAHs, 
and Quang Tri Village Health Association. The course covered 
training skills, At EIDs and events-based surveillance skills for 
HPAI, Influenza-like I11nesses, Dengue Fever, Cholera, Newcastle 
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Disea<>c in chicken, Duck Plague, PRRS ('blue cars) in pigs, and 
Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD) in livestock. 

4. 1.8 This was followed by 62 diffusion/roll-out courses around March, for 
more than 2000 commune health providers, AH\Vs and collaborators 
in all 123 project communes. AFAP Irained AHWs and 
Collabomtors (vlllage health workers) a.ssoclated with our CBS work 
in veterinary skills/techniques and disease therapies. 

4. 1.9 CBS handbook for collaborators was reviewed and updated with ElD 
surveillance infom1ation .. The handbook will be distributed in ApriL 

4. L 10 A suspected HPAI outbreak was detected and reported in a 
hnuschold in Hoi Yen village, Hai Que commune, Hai Lang district, 
Quang Tri by an animal health collaborator- Mr. Do Van Hung. The 
case was confirmed as an HPAI outbreak in early :l\1arch (see story in 
Section 8). 

4.1.11 The abstract "Sw;taining Community-Based Surveillance (CBS) fln 
earf:v detection and response to Avian ln}7uenza (.41) and Enwrging 
b~fectious Disem;es (E!Ds)" was accepted for the Global Health 
Council's 38th Annual lnternutional Conference "Securing a 
Healthier Future in a Changing World", June 13-17, 2011 in 
Washington DC. This is a great opportunity for APII to pre-sent its 
work to a wider, international audience. 

4.2 Challenges and Solutions 

4.2. 1 The Provincial Red Cross was initially supposed to subcontract many 
of these aC[ivities. However, due to a lack of human resources with 
appropriate SU!Ycillancc experience, the CCHIP was identified to 
take their place in lute 20 l 0. 

4.2.2 We had a turnover rate of 5% among collaborators, mainly in anlmal 
health. Replacements were identified and updated right away 
through on-the-job u·aining. 

5. Infection Control/Case Management (IC/CM) 
The goal is to develop an IC/CM "model' with trdining package/tools, guidelines 
etc. which can be piloted and tested/verified (including costing·), for wider 
adoption. 

In year 2, the aim is to assist Lhe MOH, provincial authoritie:-. and other 
development partners in disseminating the distric[ level [C model and SARL' A[ 

CM guidelines at village, commune and district levels beyond the five focus 
provinces. 

5.1 Achievements 

5.1.1 Subcontracted Hanoi Society on InfeC[ion Control (HANSlC) to 
implement field activities guided by the Human Health team. 

5.1.2 Completed two four-day training courses for IC assurance teams and 
their networks in Kicn Giang and Can Tho on: 1) implementing 
.adapted IC protocols/ guidelines in district hospitals and commune 
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health stations: 2) IC surveillance; and (3) IC principles and standard 
precautions. Fifty-four local health staff participated. 

5. 1.3 Completed eight two-day training courses on basic IC/CM principles 
and compliance for 244 district health staff (79 male, 165 female). 

5. L4 Completed four one-day training courses on ba<>ic IC/CM principles 
and compliance for 114 commune and village health workers (59 
male, 55 female), 

5.1.5 Met with PEPF.~R to explore collahoration on IC acrlvities. 

5. 1.6 Held an IC TOT course with participation of 20 human health 
provlders from nine district and provincial hospitals, plus two 
representatives fmm DOD/PEPFAR's and USAID':. partners. 

5. J .7 Two private companies committed to provide medical masks, PPEs, 
alcohol hand rubs for all IC training acti vitie~ at dislrict hospilab 
organized by HANSIC. 

5.1.8 Planned for IC model roll oul in eight district hospitals of five 
provinces. 

5.1.9 Participated in the Healthcare Acquired Infection Surveillance 
workshop by WHO/MOH. This brought direction to implementing 
IC activities 

5. L 10 Participated in the IC and Pandemic Management in Hospitals 
workshop and the IC Circular Implementation review workshop to 
participate in the development of a Master Plan on IC for 20 ll-20 15 
runded by DODIPEPF AR. 

5.2 Challenge<> and Snlutinn<; 

5.2.1 HANSIC is somewhat short of human resources and not familiar 
with the type of contract APII can offer (Firm Fixed Price PSA). The 
team ha~ had to work closely \Vlth them to support. 

6. Pandemic Preparedness Planning (PPP) 
The goal is to develop PPPs in the .selected focus provinces, introduce the 
package in other provinces, and advocate for wider adoption throughout 
Vietnam. 

During the fir~t project year, Vietnamese Red Cross {VNRC) implemented 
US AID's Humanitarian P<mdemic Preparedness (H2P) project with civil society 
organi7ations in Ha ;\lam and Quang Tri. FoHowing this, VNRC started 
reviewing the status of PPPs in the five focus provinces through an APII 
s-ubcontract. In Year 2, we aim to assis.t APII focus provinces to revi~e. test and 
t!nalize improved PPPs, through a subcontract with VNRC. 

6.1 Achievements 

6. J .I Multi-sector PPP situation analyses were conducted in Quang Tri, 
Kien Giang, Can Tho and Hung Yen by a national consultant 
working with DOHs, Preventive Medicine Centers, DARDs, SDAHs, 
and pro\-incial Red Cross. A draft report was prepared. 
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6.1.2 In late March. discussions were finalized establishing a subcontract 
with VNRC for PPP activities. The PSA expected to be signed in 
April. 

6.2 Challenges and Solutions 

6.2.1 VNRC was very busy with humanitarian and emergency activities, 
such as flooding in Central Vietnam, during late 2010/early 2011. 
They are generally ~hort on human re:.ources and musl give priority 
to emergencies over more routine work such as that being offered 
under the APII subcontract. In addition there were delays due to 
VNRC's lack of familiarity with subcontracting. mechanisms (Firm 
Fixed Price PSA without fund advances). Both parties are however 
committed to see this subconh·act materialize and APII does not 
immediately sec alternative candidates for a subcontract. 

7. Cross-Cutting Issues 

Behavior Change Communieation (BCC) 

The BCC work aims to identify appropriate behaviors and messages for key 
target audiences and to slrenglhen the BCC capacily of nalional and provincial 
stakeholders. The BCC \VOik feeds Into and helps integrate and enhance the work 
of the other technical components in animal and human health, notably around 
the poultry supply chains. 

7.1 Achievements 

7.1.1 Developed the Year 2 BCC Sh·ategy (a living document) based on 
the results of the Year 1 risk assessment, the risk reduction strategies, 
and the results of the BCC assessment. The Year 2 strmegy focuses 
on the seasonal BCC campaign and closer inlegralion of BCC work 
into the animal health and human health components. The BCC 
sea:mnal campaign is targeted for May-June. Efforts ::1rc being made 
to establish team of BCC trainers in provinces who wilJ conduct 
training for local communicators and facilitators of BCC activities. 
The strategy was shared with F AO and WHO for technical 
verification and feedback. 

7 .1.2 Conducted planning workshops with key local stakeholders ln four 
provinces (except Ha Nam) to design Year 2 BCC activities. The 
workshops provided consensus on the number of desired behaviors 
and on ban·iers and motivators, which in tum were used to develop 
appropriate key messages for target audiences. Due to the late entry 
of MOU and risk reduction strategy development in Ha Nam, the 
BCC planning workshop wa-; cancelled in this province. Instead the 
re~ults from Hung Yen and Quang Tri were used to inform and guide 
the activities in Ha Nam. 

7.l.3 Entered subconlracts !Or Year 2 with \Vornen's Union in Ha ~am 
and Kien Glang, Provlncial Humanity Center under Red Cross in 
Hung Yen, \Vomcn's Union in Quang Tri (a new subcontractor) and 
CEFACOM (Research Center for Family Health and Community 
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Development) in Can Tho. Women'.<; Union in Can Tho did not have 
sufficiem human resources to carry on the work from Ye<.~r I. 

7.1.4 Completed TOT trainings for district trainers (representing Animal 
Health. Animal Extension, Human Health, and communication 
bodies) in Quang Tri, Can Tho and Ha ~am. The trainings were 
conducted by provincial Master Tralners. 

7.1.5 Designed Year 2 BCC materials (calendar, flipcharts, logo, BCC 
theme, guidelines for community events, small group discussion with 
small and medium commercial poultry farmers, notebook with BCC 
theme) together with BCC and artwork consultants. All materials 
were pre-tested in Can Tho (for Southem materials) and Hung Yen 
(for Northern materials). They were printed and are being distributed 
to target audiences. Other BCC promotional materials such a.s 
raincoat, shirts and pens with BCC theme and messages were 
designed and are now being produced. The:.e promotional materiah 
will be also used for human health and animal health activities. FAO 
and WHO were consulted for technical verification. 

7 .1.6 Conducted a TOT refresher course on communication skills and 
BCC materials for 22 provincial and district master trainers from the 
five focus provinces who in turn wi11 trctin local communicators and 
facilitators of community e"''enb and discussion forums. The 
activities will target key supply chain nodes. APII Project Area 
Managers attended the TOT and will help coach/guide local 
subcontractors. 

7.1.7 Conducted Year 2 BCC implementation planning workshops in all 
five focus provinces. with partners and counterparts from provincial 
to village level, to di~cu:,,<, and get consensus on the detailed plans for 
Year 2 BCC activities, related monitoringiquality assurance 
mechanisms and related media activities. 

7 .1.8 Identified a technical team composed of provincial officers from 
SDAH, Center of Preventive Medicine, CHEC (also known as 
'T4G'). and Agricultural Extension to develop Can Tho's 
communication guideline on API and EIDs with the :.upport from 
APII, MARD and MOH expelts. This activity will be led by APII 
together with FAO. The same process is planned for Ha Nam. 

7.L9 Engaged national journalists (VTC16), provincial journalists (T4g, 
local newspapers and TV) on the Animal Health bio-sccurity study 
tour in Northern and Southern provinces. This resulted in various 
articles and broadcasts, For all BCC events such as training, planning 
workshops, and community events local journalists were- engaged 
and articlcs!telcviscd broadcasts woe issued in Ha Nam, Hung Yen, 
Kien Giang and Quang Tri. 

7. 1.10 ldemificd national communication experts from MOHand MARD to 
help with BCC materials revision and design. review One Health 
Newsletter articles, mentor provincial/di:.trict BCC trainer:-;, and 
suppolt provincial officers in developing provincial communication 
guidelines on API and EID (Can Tho and Ha Nam). 
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7.1.11 Completed the collection of API materials from various sources and 
passed these on for uploading on the PAHI \.Vebsite. 

7.1.12 Developed and shared the Year 2 press relations plan with CSAID. 
Provided weekly updates and success stories to USAID. 

72 Challenges and Solutions 

7.2.1 Encountered difficulties finding local subcontractor on Year 2 BCC 
activities in Can Tho. Provincial Women·s Cnion lacks human 
resources. Instead identified CEFACOM (Research Center for 
Family Health and Community Development) a national NGO bas.e.d 
in Hanoi through competitive bidding. Subcontract signed in J\..1arch. 
The BCC seasonal campaign wm; delayed about two months in Can 
Tho. The subcontract preparation process generally continues to take 
longer than envisaged and the Firm Fixed-Price PSA b difficult for 
many subcontractors to accept/adjust to. 

7.2.2 The BCC Year 2 planning workshop in Ha Nam was can\.'e-lled due 
to the late MOU renewal. The PSA \.Vith Ha Kam Women's Union 
was modified to address this (Note: subcontract modification can be 
a time-consuming process)_ Nevertheless Ha Nam Women's Union 
expect to complete BCC campaign activities same time as other 
provinces (Ha Nam Women's Union is very strong and proactive). 

7.2.3 Difficult to get national officers to give technical inpuls into project 
activities such as reviewing BCC materials, as we are limited in the 
way we can compensate their effons. We arc working to find suitable 
ways to bring them on board in close consultation with the F&A 
team and the Project Director, but the options are limited" This 
constraint could affect the planned newsletter production with NAEC 
and NCHEC. \Vith national experts from MOH and MARD coming 
on board as consultants and a new Strategic Communication 
Ivlanager coming on board in April we expect this area of work to 
move forward soon, albeit behind schedule. 

Provincial Coordination and Implementntion 
7.3 Achievements 

7.3.1 Signed MOUs for Year 2 with all five provinces. Changes in Ha 
Nam leadership meam that the MOU was nor signed until1V1arch. 

7 .3.2 \Vorkcd \Vith counterparts and subcontractors to prepare provincial 
work plans and conducted Year 2 provincial planning workshops in 
Kien Giang, Can Tho. and Quang Tri (Dec 2010). Hung Yen (Jan 
201 t), and Ha Nam (March 2011). 

7.3.3 Finalized the provincial implementation 
PCUs for approval by local authorities. 
approved this quarter. 

plans together \vith the 
All but Can Tho were 

7.3.4 Identified and engaged joint APII-FAO Provincial Coordinators in 
close consultation with counterparts in all five focus provinces. 
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7.3.5 Continued to work c-losely with FAO on provincial coordination and 
cooperation with emphasis on closer relationships between PCs and 
F AO lOcal points. 

7.3.6 Organized PCU quarterly meetings to review the roles and functions 
of PCUs and agree on clear mechanism and formats for monthly 
planning and reporting. 

7.3.7 \Vorked closely with provincial counlerpart agencies and 
subcontractors on implementation m1d monitoring of activities. 

7.3.8 Initiated weekly work plans for Projecl Area Manager;;, (PAM) and 
PCs on a weekly basis. PCs are shared with FAO and work according 
to ajoim Terms of Reference. 

7.3.9 Relocated project offices in Can Tho and Quang Tri from within 
DARDs to privately rented premises, for compliance and easy/equal 
access by a11 partners. H wa...., decided in the enJ nollo open a satellite 
office in Ha Nam as it proved too difficult to find a new Project Area 
l\1anager wi1ling to be based in Ha Nam. 

7.4 Challenges and Solutions 

7.4.1 The contmct for the PAM (North) was terminated by mutual consent 
due to unsatisfactory performance. The recruitment of a suitable 
replacement took longer than expected and the support to and 
coordination in Hung Yen and Ha Nam pruvinccs suffered somewhat 
as a result of this gap in staffing 

7 .4.2 Changes in leadership in Ha Nmn meant no appointments of PCU 
Chair and Vice-Chair until March, when the Year 2 MOU was 
finally signed. In the meamime the Deputy Director for Provincial 
Implementation maintained close dialogue with Ha Nam leaders to 
help ensure gocKI working rc1ationships. 

7.4.3 Close communication between the shared APH-FAO Provincial 
Coordinators and FAOs Focal PointsiFicld Coordinators remains a 
chal1enge for various institutional reasons. The API pat1ners are 
aware of thb and working on ways to improve the ~ituation. 

National Coordination & Policy Dialogue 

7.5 Achievements 

7.5.1 Developed APII's Advocacy Strategy and shared this 'living 
document' with USAID and API partners. This process helped 
generdte a clearer picture (vision) within the APII team of where the 
project is heading and what achie.vemenls and outcomes (miles10nes) 
to alm for along the way 

7 .5.2 The AH team maintained do~e contact with FAO in particular, as 
well as with other panners {V AHIP, LIFSAP, STOP AI) for 
coordination and collaboration on supply chains and related work. 
VAHIP and UFSAP have indicated interest in the supply chain 
work, notably the technical protocols being prepareJ by APIL 
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7.5.3 The AH team prepared for submission of an updated bio-sccurity 
tntinlng package, developed in close collabor<.~tion wirh NAEC, to the 
Bio-security \Vorking Group at ib nexl meeting. 

7.5.4 The AH ream is maintaining close dialogue \Vith DAH on the 
development of improved training materials for AHW/Vets. 

7 .5.5 The AH team is also working on developing new relationships with 
provincial agricultural eolleges/univer.'.ities and vocational training 
centers for formal training and certification of local AHWs. 

7.5.6 The AH team organiLed an in-country study tour in collaboration 
with VIPA and DLP, with 22 participants from government 
authorities, incl. DAH, DLP, the Food Hygiene and Safety 
Administration of MOH, DARDs. SDAHs. and SDFHF as weiJ as 
private entrepreneurs and journalists. The event provided an 
opportunity for participants to identify firsthand the points of 
HPAIJEID risk cxpo:mrc in poultry supply chains in seven provinces 
(Hanoi, Hung Yen, Quang Tri, Tien Giang, HC.\1C, Can Tho and 
Kien Giang). 

7.5.7 The HH team worked closely with FAO on surveillance, \Vith WHO 
and MOH on IC activities and provided inputs on an IC assessment 
at a V AHIP project planning workshop. PEPFAR representatives 
attended the IC TOT workshop in March. 

7.5.8 The BCC team stepped up its dialogue with API partners. FAO and 
\VHO arc now regularly consulted for wchnica1 vcrlfication on AH 
and HH relmed BCC issues. The BCC ream also continued to 
participate actively in the BCC \Vorking Group. 

7.6 Challenges and Solutions 

7.6.1 Coordination with multiple partners and gaining access to decision
makers remains a challenge, but APII is benefiting from personal 
networks, collaboration with FAO and WHO, and growing 
recognition of its work. Other options such as working with MARD's 
International Support Group (ISG) need to he explored in 
consultation with USAID. 

Monitoring & Evaluation 

In Year 2, the gulding princlple for the ~f&E work is to strengthen existing 
systems in the provinces, and help close existing gaps between grassroots level 
M&E and provincial-national levels l\·1&E and reporting. This includes discrete 
capacity building activities ,<,uch as !raining in data collection, analysis, and 
interpretationiuse, support to database development and \veb-based data 
man;:1gcmcnt where feasible, and the development of tools, guidelines, etc. to 
help provide evidence for replication and up-scaling where appropriate. 

APII w11l act a<; the repository for P1v1P indicators collected under USAID's API 
initiatives, provide analysis and report on this data. This involves collaboration 
with MEASURE on data collection, management, analysis and repurting:, training 
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and follow-up with staff, subcontractors and local partners on monitoring 
mechanisms, quality assurance, and use of data for decision making. 

7.7 Achievements 

7.7.1 Worked closely with MEASURE and USAID's API partners to 
review and improve the PMP data collection tools. The M&E team 
developed forms for data collection, conducted training to PCs and 
guided them to collect data for project Year l and the first six months 
of the Year 2. 

7.7.2 The data collection process identified key issues which can be helpful 
in a future P:!\i:P review e.g. in a workshop with API partners. 

7.7.3 Developed a draft APII project Log-Frame which links activities and 
outputs to outcomes and impacts and will help establlsh the baseline 
tOr future results and impact assessments. PMP indicators reported by 
APII wen:: im:orponlleJ into the Log-frame. New iwJicators. 
particularly at outcome level were added_ The Log-Frame is intended 
to replace the PMP table in future reporting. 

7.7.4 Developed mini Log-Frames/M&E frameworks for more detailed 
monitoring, evaluation and reporting on specific activities e.g. around 
CBS and supply chain interventions. 

7.7.5 Developed databases for basic socio-demographic information of 
intervention sites, CBS, PMP and trainings. The database arc 
frequently upda[ed <md reviewed. Other databases to store more 
detailed information on APII activities are in !ht: proce3s of being 
finalized. 

7.7.6 Developed detailed guidelines for Activity Implememation 
Monitoring ('AIM Guidelines·) and related tools and shared these 
with staff, subcontractors and local partners. The tools arc being used 
in the field by a1l relevant stakeholders to monitor quality of activities 
as well as to coach and build up capacity for local trainers and 
grassroots implementers. 

7.7.7 Conducted rapid assessment of quality of trainings conducted in Year 
l, with technical assistance from Abt' s Headqum:ters. The identified 
strengths include standardization of the approach and process in 
conducting training activities in e<.~ch component. Some weaknesses 
that were identified include 1) ''SMART" key perf<.wmance indicator-s 
are not routinely defined to measure the effectiveness of each training 
course during the development process; 2} Pre-tests and post-tests (or 
simply post-te~t.s in some cases) are not used systematical1y: 3} 
Training plans do not include post-training follow-up plans lo s.upport 
trainees in the application of their new knowledge and skills in the 
\Vorkplacc; and 4) There is no system to conduct post-training 
assessments of trainees' ability to apply skil1s and behaviors ]earned 
in their work 

7. 7.8 Drafted action briefs based on the rapid assessment resu1t.'i to guide 
the development or SMART objeclives, indicator~ and targets and a 
system for post-training assessment and follow-up. Currently, APII is 
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identifying local institutions to assist in post-training a">Scssmcnt and 
follow-up activities to improve the quality of the training and 
approaches to instilutionalize 10 local capacity building for API 
prevention, control and response_ 

7.7.9 Dis:-.eminated the asses:-.ment resulls to APII staff and partners at a 
USAID Health Partners' meeting for a discussion on quality assuring, 
sustaining and institutionalization "good capacity building''. 

7.7.10Reviewed SOWs for technical assistance and program 
implementation to help ensure that M&E issues arc adequately 
addressed in alJ work. 

7.7.11 Provided training to ficld-ba<>cd Project Area :\1anagcrs and Provincial 
Coordinators on M&E with focus on performance monitoring and 
qualily control. Training:-. were subsequently diffused to local 
partners. 

7. 7.1 2 Provided inputs and suggested methodologies for CBS reviews and 
KAP survey as well other related research/studies. 

7.8 Challenges and Solulions 

7.8.1 Baseline indicators need to be identified and included in the Log
frame where possible. However, as the project did not conduct a 
baseline survey before or during start-up it may be difficult to anive 
at a complete baseline. APH wilt work "\Vith key partners and the 
cl iem to address this issue. 

7 .8.2 The project interventions arc diverse and complex. To monitor 
performance and measure effectiveness of each intervention area 
requires. a range of methods and approaches. As. a resul1, we are 
focusing our quality pertOrmance reviews on concrete activities -
beginning with training, CBS and BCC campaigns. \Vc will then plan 
to move on to examine supply chain interventions, and facility based 
IC interventions. 

7.8.3 It will take time and effort to develop a comprehensive data hase for a 
specific activity/component and the entire project if it is to be fully 
useful for dma retrieve and analysis in future. Cunently, raw data of 
certain activities such as training tests, training evaluation result<>, 
KAP surveys are stored in multiple places. The ~&E temn will 
follow-up for a more systematic and centralized data storage which is 
easily accessible by/to the project. 

7 .8.4 There were challenges to coordinating with the health ~ector to collect 
data to inform the PMP_ Training data is not a regular part of the 
government's :viiS; therefore, access tu the original training data in 
each agency was limited or original data had heen lost, which affects 
data validity. A review with partners and counterparts may help 
address this. APIIs supply chain work which addiesses issues related 
to economics and livelihoods is not well captured in the current PMP 
framework. This prompted rhe development of a separate mini Log
Frame to capture the outputs, outcomes and potential impact of Ihi~ 
important work. 
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Finance & ,4dministration 

7.9 Achievements 

7 .9.1 New staff on board: 

• Project Area Manage1· for Hung Yen/Ha !\Jam, Mr. Nguyen Kim 
Hai (replacing Mr. Ninh) - joined the team in late J\..1arch; 

• Two F&A Assi~tants: Mrs. Ha Thanh Lan joined tht'- orfice in 
Can Tho in December and Mrs. Nguyen Thi Hong joined the team 
in Quang Tri in January. 

In addition \VC prepared tOr the arrival of new staff joining in Q3: 

• Supply Chain fvlanager (North), Mrs. Nguyen Thai Hoa. 

• Admimstration Manager {HaNoi), Mrs. Nguyen Minh Son. 

• Strategic Communication Manager (Ha Noi), Mrs. Tran Thanh 
Binh, tOIIowing a lengthy search for a replacement of the Partner 
Relations Manager who left in November 2010. 

Vv'c arc still searching for a Supply Chain Manager for the South. 

7.9.2 Opened and equipped new satellite offices Can Tho and Quang Tri, in 
independent locations outside of DARD. 

7.9.3 Managed multiple Subcontracts and Consultant Agreements for all 
components. 

7.10 Challenges and Solutions 

7 .10.1 Hlring local consultants above their current rate or above the FSN 
scale requires CO approval. Since CO approvals have entailed long 
waiting periods that arc not conducive to the pace of project activities. 
APII has tried to minimize the number of approval requests. 
However, this is making it dirficull for APII, in an increa~ing1y 

competitive market, to attract and engage high caliber national 
consultants on time. This applies to independent consultants and 
consultants on subcontracts (e.g. CEFACOM, AF AP). 

7. J0.2The fact that there arc less than two years left on the project is making 
it increasingly difficult to attract new high caliber staff 

7.10.3 Many counterparts consider the APJI cost noons tn be strictllow, and 
-..ve continue to receive direct and indirect complaints from them. 

7 .10.4 Many subcontractors find the subcontracting instrument difficult to 
work with. particularly those that have little or no working capitaL 

7.10.5Still working on a PACCOM license (very lengthy process). 

7.10.6Still working through Ernst & Young to clarify VAT status (another 
very lengthy process}. 
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8. Success Stories 

8.1 National Extension System Plans to llisscminatc APII Rio-security 
Training Packages to a broader audience. 

The /\,.]aE and Pandemit: Influe:ILa In:tiative ha:-. Jevdo~d;; :raining pm:kag.: 

on hiosecurity pn;ctices for chicken and duck farm~ to be used hy agricultural 

exJen:-.ion worker:-; in educding far:ners about 

the best practices for poultry raising to 

prevent the '>prcad of disca<>cs including 

Avian lntlucnza. Throughou: thi'> procc-;s, 

the National Agriculteral and Extension 

Ct·nt._~;· (J'\:AEC) h~'" been ~on int~.::gral partner 

in the packages' dcvcloprnc1:t. contrihuting: 

dircctlv ::n the dcsit!n of the rnatcriab and 

their review. 

.... _.,. 

Recently. NAEC has also agreed to expand the reach of :he APH project by 

disseminating: the material:; in five provi1Ke~ not targeted by the project, and to 

i:1cnrporatc the materials into thc~r o\vn (national) t:·aining sy:-.tcm. A TOT i;.; 

pla!c:lcd for ApriL \Yhich will indudc trainers from ten province'-, ~~s a first 

significant step in taking the APII materials beyond the five focm. provinces. 

NAEC., adoption or tht> nH.ter·ia!:-, into the~r own traini:1g "Y"Iem \.dll be ke-y to 

ensuring the :-,ustainahility or i\PH's :nte:·ventions :.md future scale c.p of 

biosecurity improvement inl~rvent:ons. 
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S.2 Community-Based Surveillance System established by lJSAID's Avian 
and Pand(.·mic Influenza Initiative ht.•lps tu identify Avian Intlu(.•nza 
before outbreak spread:'\ 

The >no->t effective l,l•id) to 

co1:trol ;n-im; inllu;;:o!:/a {AI) 

and miti~ak ih effect.., on 

human hedth <-H'-d livelihood-., 

i.., early detectiOJL A good 

surveill2nce s_y:-.Lem allow~ 

su~pect cases :o be identified 

early before an outbreak 

srreads. 

In e<.dy March 2011. :\,k Vo 

Van Hung. u village animal 

health \-vorker trained by the 
CBS collaborator at work 

Avian and Pande,nic [nrluen/a Initiati">-e (APII} a:-. a Cnmmunity-Bas;;:od 

Surveillance Collabun:tur, ~ucce;.,~fully identified ~us peeled ca~es of AI in a due;: 

flock in the Quang Tr: province of ce:1tral Vi:::tnam. Wl:ile the Lamer a:1d l\·1r. 

Hung originally suspected that the ducks were ~uffering from duck Plague during 

his first \·isit, on the next day !'vir. Hung \vas ah:rmed by the number of bird~ in 

the tlock that had died. and identified 'i)'lllptoms that might be con:--istcnt with Al. 
H..:: r~pmicd the cas..::s to the Commune Chic~· A:1imal Health Officer and the 

District Veterinary Station. who can1>..:· and cnnfitT!1cd with blood te<>t" that the 

ducks died from the highl;.-' pa:h,)gcnic H5N I <>:rain of Al. The Lbtrict and 

villaf!C animal health workes culled the tlock and di.;inkctcd the farm and 

nc:_f!hhorinp: areas aceordinf! to nat:onal guideline<> tn prevent ;:_u.Idi:ional 

iafcctio-n<>. Thq also notified the local hum::n health authorities to be on aL::rt for 

human Gtse'>. 

APll works ro identify, preYcm, ami control intL1cnza nuthreab. in bot:-t animal<> 

and humans. This happen<> in clo~c collaboratio1: v.:ith J---<AO c:ml \VHO under a 

USAID Avian and Pandemic hflucn7a partners program. A key ;.:crivit)' under 

this program is ~he implc'm~ntation nf ~he Comnmni~y BJ.scd Sur\Tillancc iCBS) 

system. The national di-;ease sup;ei!lance ~ystems for human and a:1imal health 

operate het\;,--ccn the commune a!ld national levels. Th•2 CBS <>ystcnl. 

implemented under APH is designed to extend st:rvcillance down to the village 

level. Through the CBS systcm. volunteer ·'Cnllabnratms'' - '.J<>ually public 

an:mal and human health workers. hut also private sector actors and !!Cneral 

con:cnunity me1:1ber'-; serve as key informant.. for groups of hou:-.ehoJd.., in a 

-,il!age. The_;.. are ;;·,tined to identif_; typical symptom-. of AT both in hum,m-. and 

poultry, a.., \-\·ell as o1her -.u:-.pecled emerging infectious di'-;ea:-.es Eke fool and 

mouth disease. dengue fever. and cholera. and report information about possible 
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ca-.c" in their rcspcelhc areas. USAID'-, AJ \'lckong Initiative (2006-2001)) 

implemented the CBS syqcm in two province", and APIJ cxpwHkd CBS to three 

additional provinces. The CBS -.y.-.tcm wa-. ollic:ally launched in Qt1ang Tri in 

August of 2010. 

llighly· Pathn.:;:cnic A vi an Intlucnza (I !PAl) ca:-.es arc rare hu: the impact on farm 

i!lCO!nes and human hcaJth can he significant. Therefore. it is pa11icularly notable 

th;_l: the CBS sy;,;tcm c'tahlished hy thc APfi proj~ct cnrrcctly' idc:ltitkd :-.uspec:: 

CJ."C'-' and rc..,pondcd appropria!Cl)'. Thi.., wcccs-.,ful identification will help 

further p:umotc the CBS sy.'itcm to Victna:nc:.:c coumcrparh, '-'.lld q:mulatc their 

i:ncrc-.t in cnwri1:g thr~t !he community lC\·cl sy,:cm j.., :-.m::ngrhcncd and imcrach 

well with c-xi:-.ting naLon<:..l wrvcilbncc :-.y,;cm .... Bccau:-.c or the publicity around 

this cc:se. a second outbreak was identified emly aad addre:-.sed in a neighbo:-ing 

com!nune shortly thereafter. Oe:..pite the rarity of HP;\1, Vietna;n i-; st:Jl 

ex_peiencing regular ou:breab.: in pocrltry and occas~onal human death:.,_ 
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S:.3 Community ba~ ·•Edu-entertainment" events on the benefits of 
Healthy Poultry to the Health of the Communit~· Create an 
Opportunity for Commune Lt>vel Collaboration. 

As :1art of the Avian and Pandemic lnt1ucnn. Initiative's "·Hc3lthy Poultry -

Profit Family - Profit Community'' BCC campaign in the spring of 2011, 

provincial partners have been condt:cting '"cdu-.:ntctt:;.inme:1f' community c·vcnts 

targeting all community memh..;rs. including the various :Ktors of poultry supply 

chains. To date. 22 of 42 

community event<> have heen 

conducted in 22 communes of 

I :'i districts of the f1ve focus 

provinces of the project. These 

events h<ne created an 

opport:mity for cnmmunit:;.' 

level cooperation and 

coordination in order tn create 

lively and interesting events for 

the community at large. 

Variou' connnune level "takeholder;.; were involved in the implementation of 

each evenL For ex:.tmple, members of the Commune: 1\l Steering Commiuee:-. 

iadude chairmen/vice chairmen of Commune People's Commillee. 

represenlatives. from animal and human health workers. and other representatives 

from ma~s. organinl!ion~ at commune leveL This commillee, working clo:-.ely 

with the APII provincial BCC trainer teams. developed task list~ with clear roles 

for individual agencies to plan ;Jnd implement the community events. They :1lso 

\\:orkcd togcthcr to form an acting troupe, modifying AP!I designed drama scripts 

on three de~i:·cJ hchavior~ - Wa~hlng your hand~ aft>:r contact with poultry, 

buying and selling o:-~ly healthy· poultry. and reporting sick animal~ a:~d human"

and adding ~nng'> and dances cclehrating their communities. Following each 

elrama. an interactive discussion session reinforced the m.:ss:'.ges and allowed 

audiences the cbmcc to '>hare practical experience~. 

The-.c communit.Y events hencfitecl fro1-:1 a clear plan and designation of 

rcsponsihilitic<>. The Commune People's Committees play the lead role, 

complemented hy· \Vomen ·s Unio:1 and other mass o~·ganization:-. (such a;., the 

Youth Union and Fannen: A~-.ociation) playing a coordinating role and the 

provi-;io:l of significant technical support by the animal and human health 

sector;,. Thi;, colkbonuion enabled the ;,~;cces;,ful development and 

implernentation of the event;,. which have and \Vill c..:mtinue ro reach 200-600 

people each. 
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Introduction 
This repon presents the main achievements, challenges and solutions/Jes;.;ons 
learnt for VSAID's Avian and Pandemic Intluenza Initiative (APH) during Year 
3, Quarter 1 (October- Decembe-r 2011). 

The report is divided into the following thematic sections: 

l. Animal Health Worker (AHW) Capacity Building 

2. Agricultural Extension Worker (AEW) Capaclty Building 

3. Poultry Supply Chain Strengthening 

4. Community-Based Surveillance (CBS) 

5. Infection Control I Case Management (IC/CM) 

6. Pandemic Preparedness Planning (PPP) 

7. Cross-Cutting Issues 

8. Success Stories. 

1. Animal Health Worker (AHW) Capacity Building 
The goals arc to develop an AHW capacity building package and an AHW 
network model that is adopted by relevant public-private agencies at national 
and/or local levels, and to develop a standard Terms of Reference for AH\Vs for 
adoption by Provincial Peoples Committees (PPCs) and the Ministry of 
Agrlculture and Rural Developmem (MARD). 

The first quarter of Year 3 focused on completing and transfcning the AHW 
training package for wider adoption and on establishing well-functioning 
networks of capable publlc and privale animal health workers ln and beyond 
project areas. Subcontractors included AFAP and Vietnam Veterinm·y 
Association (VVA). 

J.l Achievements 

l.l.l The Year 2 subcontract with AFAP was extended through November, 
2011 to cover ongoing activities in the field including AHW monthly 
meetings and refresh trainings for current and new districts as well as 
biosecurity training for farmers. 

1.1.2 AFAP' s work plan for the remainder of Year 3 promotes development of 
provincial strategies to maintain monthly meetings and refresher training 
for grassroots AH\\'s without APII financial support. The plan also 
includes an AHW training model for replication in other provinces and 
districts. AFAP and APH will continue to work toge-ther on the- challenge
of getting local government to allocate funds for adoption of the AH\V 
model. 

1.1.3 Under the AFAP subcontract training for new AHV/s in Quang Tri wa"> 
conducted on a cost-share basis with AHWs taking care of lunch 
themselves and local authorities supporting traveL 
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1.1.4 A lessons learned-cum-advocacy workshop on training of and TORs for 
AHWs w<.~s conducted on 22-23 Nov 20\l in Quang Tri with participation 
of Quang Tri-based AHW agencies (incl. Agricultural Colleges and 
Vocational Training Centers) other project province SDAHs and SDAHs 
of Thanh Hoa, :'-lghc An, Ha Tinh, Quang Blnh, Thua Thien Hue, Quang 
Nam as we11 as representatiYes of DAH and RAH03. This included 
discussion on forrnaliLmion of AHW training and certification. The 
workshop provided a llvely forum for discussions on recommendations for 
AH\:V TOR and hmv to facilitate training for AHWs in future. Quang Tri 
SDAH informed that the PPC has decided to <.~llocale I hi !lion VND 
(-USD 50.000) on the provincial budge! for training of AH\\'s in Quang 
Tri in 2012. A c1e.ar indication of the province's commitment to adopt. and 
replicate the AHW training model/package. 

1.1 .5 AHW monthly meetings and refresher trainings were conducted in all 15 
pilot districts plus 9 new districts during Scp-Oct 20 J 1 in Can Tho (2 
districts), Hung Yen (2 districts), Ha Nam (3 districts) and Quang Tri (2 
districts). It was agreed that rrom Oct 201 l APII will refrain from funding 
ongoing activities in pilot distric[s except supponing local trainers lecture 
pTeparation and course logistics (venue, stationery). The Test is now 
covered by local resources. 

1.1.6 VVA finalized and disseminated their 201l-2015 Strategy in October 2011 
within the national network. Mr. Dang Huu Hung, a representative from 
VCSTA noted in an official speech at a large VVA event: "This is 
considered as a shining peurl in the development Q_,fvarious associations 
and it is very practicul. Your lessons learned should be documented and 
shared wi!h other ns.wciation.'i to help strengthening our capacity." 

1.1.7 Using Quang Trias a good model, VV A mobilin::d other provinces to 
develop the VVA network coverage. As result of this, a number of 
provinces have now registered to open their own Veterinary and 
Husbandry Associations such as Thai ~guyen, Bac Giang, B.ac Ninh. and 
Quang Binh_ Bac Ging Veterinary and Animal Husbandry Association 
hosted a large (VV A-funded) ceremony on December15 with 422 
members and more than 100 public and private guests. The event was 
recorded as a success story for APII dming this quarter. 

1.1.-8 VVA in collaboration with Thua Thien Hue SDAH organized a workshop 
on "Cooperation of Government Administrative Bodies and Plivate Sector 
in Building Capacity for Local Veterinaries" on October 1, 2011. The 
workshop was chaired by VVA and Thua Thien Hue DARD with 
pm1icipation of 46 representatives of provincial SDAHs from Quang Binh, 
Quang Tri, llma Thien Hue, Da Nang, Quang Nam, Quang Ngai and Bac 
Giang, and from private feed and drug companies. Participants discussed 
strengthening local AHW networks, training for vets, challenges in 
managing AH\Vs and vet service delivery by private AH\Vs. 

1.2. Challenges and Solutions 

1.2.1 Allocation of local funds for training of AHWs remains a big issue. While 
Quang Tri DARD will receive 1 billion VND on the provincial budget for 
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AH\V training in 2012 (for implementation of the provincial decision no. 
25 of 2009 to implement and strengthen AHW networks.) many other 
provinces have no clear picture or plans yet ln this area. Can Tho appears 
to be interested but while SDAH is committed to maintaining the refresher 
training and monthly meetings, no funds have yet been a11ocated on the 
provincial budget as far as. APHis informed. APII will continue to follow
up and advocate in this area, including with other provinces. 

1.2.2 APII and SDAHs will need to continue to work with DARDs and PPCs 
and advocate lOr inclusion or AHW supp011 in lhe 2013 annual budget 
cycle, for which plans and negotiations will be initiated in June 2012. TA 
and other support from APH may \-vell be nc.eded (and justified so not to 
lose momentum) in the coming months to help position the AHW model 
for wider adoption provincial resource allocations. 

2. Agricultural Extension Worker (AE"V) Capacity 
Building 

The goal is to develop an AE\~l bio-security training package for small 
commercial poultry producers, which is adopted by the national-provincial 
extension system, and by other partners. 

2.1 Achievements 

2.1.1 In collaboration with PAFECs, four TOTs for Fm·mer Trainers on 
bioseeurity for small commercial farmers were organized in Ha Nam, 
Hung Yen, Quang tri, Can Tho and Kien Giang with total of 100 
parti-cipants from district and provincial extension centers, preparing the 
provinces for further roll out/replication. Following this 10-12 small group 
discussions per province for farmers in Ha Nam, Hung Yen, Quang Tri, 
Can Tho and Kien Giang were conducted to tesr and cost implementation. 
A total of 292 male and 239 female farmers. attended the 52 courses in the 
five provinces. AFAP and APII staff dialogued active.ly with PAFECs to 
encourage pilot provinces to replicate the training further. Can Thn and 
Kien Giang have included further diffusion training in their work phms hut 
no concrete financial-commitments have yet been made. 

2.1.2 lntegmtion of biosecurity training for farmers in communication plans was 
promote.d by the AH and BCC teams for adoption in Year 3 BCC PSAs in 
all pilot provinces. 

2.l.3 In response to a request from An Giang and Soc Trang provinces, a TOFT 
course for farmer trainers was conducted October 1-3 in An Glang. 21 
trainees from An Giang and 3 from Soc Trang province attended. The total 
number of farmer trainers trained mosrly from provincial and district 
agricultural and extension centers now stands at 127. After this course, An 
Giang started to provide diffUsion training for their extension staff at 
commune level and poultry farmers using local funds and using the 
biosecurity training package developed by API I. 
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2.1.4 The finalized biosccurity training package was distributed in pilot 
provinces and prepared for wider introduction through NAEC into high 
risk provinces. The training package seems to attract much attention and 
APII receive official requests for further support and training on this 
package from many PAFECs including Soc Trang, An Giang, Bac Lku, 
Vinh Long, Dong Thap, Dac Nong, Dac Lac, as well as a local NGO 
{"Trung tam giao due thuogn x.uyen Hoa Binh') and Thai Nguyen 
University. Plans for roll out ln new provinces are being made with AFAP. 

2. I .5 The NAEC office in HCMC adopted parts or the training curriculum into 
water fowl biosecurity training documents in the regional 2011 program. 

2.l.6 \Vith support or DLP, Vietnam Poultry Association (VIPA) submiued a 
proposal to APII for livestock sector workshops and strengthening of the 
association in order to promote biosecurity practices within their farmer 
club networks. The APH biosecurlry training package is to be used as the 
official training tooL A subcontract is being prepared with VIPA in 
consultation with FAO and DLP. 

2.2 Challenges and Solutions 

2.2.1 Working closely with NAEC/PAFECs is necessary to help institutionalize 
the training/extension package. This is a time-consuming process which 
requires diplomacy, patience and perseverance in orde.r to forge and 
sustain close relationships. MARD's recent strategy of opening up the 
competitive bidding for extension funds to not only NAEC and PAFECs 
but also private enterprises will have implications for our work and will 
intluence our strategy to promote replication of our AE'W package. \Ve 
will need to include NGOs, Civil Society Organizations and private 
entities in our advocacy and partnership efforts. This may provide an 
opportunity for some novel and unconventional public-private
partnerships. 

2.2.2 VIPA have demonstrated their ability ro coordinate with MARD 
institutions .<.uch a'> DLP. DAH and NAEC. However. the association is 
still in need of substantial and sustained capacity strengthening. APII plans 
to help initiate and spearhead this process through the proposed 
subcontract. 

3. Poultry Supply Chain Strengthening 
The goal is to develop biosecurity/biosafCty demonstration models in key (high 
risk) nodes along supply chains, together with related documents {protocols. 
guidelines, training materials} which are adopte-d, adapted and replicated by 
public agencies, prlvate partners and/or other development projects and programs 
elsewhere. 

The key nodes for direct APIT interventions in Year 3 are: 

• Dong Ha live bird and poultry meat market in Quang Tri~ 

• Districl ma:.rket in Ha Nam; 
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• Ngoc Xuan centralized poult!)' slaughterhouse, Can Tho City; 

• Phu Nong centralized pouhry slaughterhouse, Rach Gia City, Kicn Giang; 

• Home-based slaughter points around Dong Ha market, Quang Tri; 

• Small slaughter points around Duy Tien district mmket, Ha Nam; 

3.1 Achie\·ements 

3. L I The upgrade oft he poultry sections in Dong Ha Market by a local 
construction company was completed in ~ov 201 L co-funded by APII, the 
Market Management Board (MMB) and the vendors. A launching event 
was conducted on December 5 with representatives of Quang Tri province. 
neighboring provinces, DAH. VIPA, DLP, LIFSAP, FAO. USAID and 
APII. A success :>.tory was publbhed on USAID's website. 

3.1 .2 A tmining session on risk reduction and good practices was conducted 
before the re-opening. A total 38 participants attended including vendors, 
MMB representatives, district veterinary staff and cleaning staff. A follow
up training plan to provide further risk reduction knowledge and good 
pructice ski11s for key stakeholders developed. 

3.1.3 Together with BCC team and local media. a plan to further promote the 
imprm.·ed Market was developed. A video (w. photos) documenting the 
Dong Ha Market upgrade and 'before and after' was prepared. 

3.1.4 Techni1:.~al dn1wings. protocols. and hills of quantities were completed for 
an upgrade ofPhu Nong centralized :>.laughterhou:>.e in Kien Giang and 
Ngoc Xuan slaughterhouse in Can Tho. However, the plan to usc Grants 
Under Contract as the financing vehicle was abandoned following 
USAIDs advice and replaced with a Stakeholder Agreement pmcedure. 
This caused a signiflcant delay. The bid for the Ngoc Xuan upgmde was 
prepared and advertised in late December. 

3.1.5 Fol10\ving the in-country study tour in late September 2011 to 
slaughlerhouses in the south (incl. STOP AI sites), provincial participants 
prepared action plans and recommendations for: strengthening risk 
mitigation measures at slaughter points; improving provincial regulations; 
developing slaughter point models and management roles of district vet 
stations; and strengthened collaboration bcn.vccn provincia] SDAHs and 
.stakeholders including slaughterhouse owners for control of poultry 
slaughter and transportation, including agreement and commitment or 
owners on renovation of slaughter facilities. 

3.1.6 Ba:>.ed on the Veterinary Inspector~ trdining courses in Can Tho., 
September 201 1, a third course was conducted ln HCMC for participants 
from the Mekong Region. This 'Advanced Training Course for Inspectors 
on Veterinary Hygiene and Risk Reduction in Poultry Slaughterhouses' 
was implemented together with HCMC Veterinary Inspection Center and 
FAO and took place from December 19-23. 26 participants from provinces 
in the Mekong Region (including LIFSAP partners) and R.AHO's 6-7 as 
well as DLP representatives attended the course. APII received positive 
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feedback from the Veterinary Inspection Center and suggestions for 
funher training courses for local inspectors from SDAH representatives. 

3.1 7 Invited LIFSAP's consultant team to Abt's office to exchange information 
and discuss potential collaboration especially in Hung Yen (where we borh 
operate} and other provinces. APII ~hared various materials including risk 
assessment reports, supply chain node prototype designs, small group 
discussion flipcharts etc. and continued throughout the quarter to invite 
LIFSAP along to relevant events (such as Vet. Impector training courses, 
Dong Ha Market reopening, workshops, etc.). 

3.2 Challenges and Solutions 

3.2.1 \Vhile provincial counterparts clearly are very interested in the demo 
models, most provinces have no 'master plans· that demarcate future 
hx:alions e.g. for cenlralizeJ poultry slaut!hlerhou~es anJ markets. I11 
addition, the processes for local authorities to approve construction are 
very complex, involving multiple stakeholders and complex regulatory 
frameworks which arc not always well understood by all or 
straightforward ro lmplemenL API! ls still learning along the "vay and 
adjusting plans and expectations accordingly 

3.2.2 Profit margins from poultry slaughtering are small especially in small scale 
slaughtering operations. It is understandably hard to persuade the small 
private entrepreneurs to invest in facility upgrades without some form of 
'subsidy· (financial support) in thls environment 1VIicro-tlnancc options in 
the commercial financial sector (hanks, MFis) are rarely available. 

3.2.3 Successfully upgrading the poultry sections in Dong Ha Market was an 
important milestone. However, follow-up in order to see sustained change 
behaviors and improve operations and food safety remains vital. This 
needs the continued commitment of SDAH and M1\1B with APII support. 
The APII team has prepared and initiated a training/follow-up plan for key 
stakeholders notably market vendors. 

4. Community-based Surveillance (CBS) 
The goal is to develop an events-based grassroots surveiHancc package, including 
training materials/tools and job descriptions for grassroots ·collaborators', which 
i~ adopted, adapted and scaled-up in the provincial-regional-national surveillance 
system with local resources. 

4.1 Achievements 

4.1.1 From October 2011, APII ceased providing financial support to CBS 
networks in Ha Nam, Hung Yen, Can Tho and Kien Giang provinces. 
Only support in Quang Tri, where the province \.Vill start providing 
monthly allowances for AHW s from the provincial budget in 2012, was 
maintained in order not to lose momentum before provincial takeover. 

10 
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4.1.2 Signed a contract with Quang Tri Livestock Production and Veterinary 
Association (QTLVA) to continue monitoring, supervising, maintaining 
and supporting the CBS collaborator networks in Quang Tri from Oct. to 
Dec, 201 L From Jan. 2012 onwards the province is expected to assume 
responsibility for supporting/maintainlng CBS coll3borators 3nd networks. 

4.1.3 Handover meeting between CCHIP {previous subcontractor) and QTLV A 
(new subcontractor) October 24, 2011. The meeting provided opportunity 
for two subcontractors to share learning. insights and experiences on CBS 
implementation and discuss the challenges and possible solutions. 

4.1.4 CBS workshop in Quang Tri to share experiences with other/new districts 
and communes in the province. Included experience :<.haring and fielJ 
visits to s.ee lhe CBS model at work. Participants also discussed plans and 
feasibility tOr model expansion to all commune<; and districts in Quang Tri. 

4.1.5 Drafted agenda for national dissemination/advocacy workshop on CBS for 
API partners comments and feedback. 

4.1.6 Conducted an assessment in Quang Tri on human health - animal health 
cross-sector collaboration and coordination and knowlcdgc/usc of human 
health - animal health services among sector three farmers. The assessment 
was done by an international intern supported by the APII team. 
Preliminary findings were shared with local partners in Quang Tri. The 
final report is forthcoming and will provide inputs to the larger CBS 
evaluation currently being prepared. 

4.1.7 Two SOWs for an international consultant and a local subcontractor to 
evaluate the CBS model were approved by USAIO. APII completed the 
selection proce~s and initiated preparations with the selected consultant 
and subcontractor. 'rVe expect the final report to be ready within April 
2012. 

4.1.8 An economist from Abt's Home Office updated the previous costing of the 
CBS model costing. including a cost-benefit analysis. This .<ttudy will 
complement the final evaluation of the CBS model to be presented in 
advocacy event:<. later in 2012. 

4.1.9 Had two posters (Annexes 5 and 6) on the CBS work presented at the 
American Public Health Association (APHA) conference in Washington 
DC Oct 29- Nov 2, 2011: 

http:/ /apha.confex.com/aphai l39am/webprogram/Paoer242716.html 

http://apha.confex.com/aph3/139am/wehpm!.!ram/Parer?427?9.html 

4.l.l0Thc APII Technical DiTcctor for Human Health Delivered a lecture on the 
CBS mode] for ll visiting undergraduate students from the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, USA. The student:<. also vi:<.ited the field 
work to see the CBS model at work in Ha Nam. 

4.2 Challenges and Solutions 

4.2.1 In Year 3, APII will focus on CBS model cv31uation and advocating for its 
wider adoption with loca1 resources. A major advocacy event was initially 
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slated for February but will likely take place in April-May 2012. The 
process of engaging consultant and subcontrd.ctor for the CBS evaluation 
took longer than anticipated. In addition, the advocacy work is quite 
complex this type of work in many ways new to the team (i.e. a learning 
process for APll). 

5. Infection ControVCase Management (IC/CM) 
The goal is to develop a model (with training tools, guidelines etc.) for 
implcmentmion of Circular 1 Sat the local level, which is adopted more widely in 
Vietnam. 

5.1 Achievements 

5.1.l Met with WHO to exchange IC work plans and iniOrrnation on the latest 
advances in the National Program Development on infection and 
prevention control. ReviC\ved scope for collaboration between the two API 
partners. 

5.1.2 The SOW for VietNam Nursing Association (VKA) on APII infection 
control activities in year 3 was approved by USAID. VNA will work 
clo~ely with APII technical staff, national IC experts and WHO in 
collaboration with NioH and 3 IC Societies (Hanoi, Hue, and Ho Chi 
Minh) to share IC model with other provinces in regional workshops. 
VNA will furthermore revise/finalize the rraining materials, cun·iculum 
and practical handlmoks lOr dislrict hospitab and ..,;ubmit MOH for formal 
approval before advocating for replication/application in more than 600 
district hospitals throughout the whole country. The subcontract with VNA 
was prepared for approval by Abt's Head Office. 

5.1.3 Conducted moni[Oring visits and provided technical assistance to Gio Linh 
ditrict hospital in October 2011 in collaboration with Hue Infection 
Control Society (ICS) experts. The results of thh work are posled on the. 
\Vebsite of Hue ICS: http://www.husic.org.vn/vn tin-tuc/thoi-su/hoat
dono-ksnk -tai-bv -eio-1 i nh-ti nh-quan g-tri -91-husic.aspx 

5.1.4 Can Tho provincial Department of Health (DOH) applied APII's. 
assessment tools and methodology to conduct IC infection control status 
for other hospitals in in Can Tho including provincial ~nd specialized 
hospitals using their own resource~. The results of the assessment will not 
only help them understand current situation of IC practices but also 
develop their action plans for IC improvement. 

5.1.5 Met with the DOH in Quang Tri, Can Tho and Kien Giang to re.view 
results of IC interventions in selected district hospitals and IC assessments 
in other hospitals on IC organizational structure, hospital equipment. 
knowledge and practice of ht'alth workers. The a~sessmenl~ were done by 
DOH \Vith technical support from APII (methodology, tools, etc.). 

5.1.6 All 8 intervention hospitals in 5 provinces informed that (thanks to APII's 
supp01t) their IC activities were ranked excellent or very good and among 
highest scores in the annual evaluation by DOHs. 
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5.1.7 US AID delegation visited Gio Linh district hospital on December 5, 2011. 
During the visit, the delegation had opportunities w observe IC activities 
and interact with the hospital bom-d of directors and IC specialists. 

5.l.R Meerings with Can Tho and Kien Giang DOHs on December 5-7 to 
di:;.cuss support to IC activities and get ideas from the provinces on future 
IC implementation_ The provinces appreciate APH support and the 
development of good demonstration for other district hospitals to learn and 
replicate. 

5.1.9 Invited WHO and MOH JC experts to Klcn Giang provlnce to vlsit Thot 
Not district hospital supported under USAID's AI Mekong Initiative and 
Go Quao di:;.trict hospital supported by APIL The team also had chance to 
visit a non-intervemion district hospital in Hon Dat district. During the 
visit, the experts had chances to observe and discuss with the hospital 
board of directors and IC speci<.~list's achievements and lessons learned, 
success stories from IC intervention;;, supported by APII and to compare 
intervention with non-intervention hospitals. 

5.1. lOAPll is planning for a final evaluation of the IC activities in including an 
assessment of cost effectiveness in the second quarter of Year 3. The 
SOWs for consultants were prepared for USAID approvaL 

5.2 Challenges and Solutions 

5.2.1 All hospitals and DOHs were busy at the end of year with little time for JC 
aclivitie:-.. To support Lhe hospitals and DOH, APII's team undertook field 
monitoring visits to help integrate IC activities into the DOH annual 
evaluation. 

5.2.2 The upcomlng SOW for VNA 's subcontract was approved but the process 
of contract preparation requlred more time than expected. It is typically the 
budget negotiations and the prepamtions qfCVs, Biodata, and leave 
without pay letters that cause delay. Many partners are unfamiliar with the 
formats and procedures and are not comfortnble revenling snlary histories. 

6. Pandemic Preparedness Planning (PPP) 
The goal is to develop PPPs in selected pilot province(s), introduce the package 
in other provinces, and advocate for its wider adoption in Vietnnm. 

6.1 Achie,·cmcnts 

6.1.1 Met \.Vith WHO to discuss PPP collaboration in Year 3, including hO\.v 
APII and WHO wilJ support the Govemment to revise the PPP with 
inclusion of bu~iness continuity planning {BCP). 

6.1.2 Organized a PPP \.Vork.shop November 15-17 for representatives from local 
authorities including people's committees, animal and human health 
agencies and mass organizations. Participants discussed the new concept 
of "whole-of-society" approach and developed a framework for multi
.sector involvement in the design and implementation of their PPP. 

13 
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Fo11owing the workshop. the Kien Giang PPC assigned members to the 
writing ream including technical staff from different secwrs to draft the 
provincial PPP outline. 

6.1.3 Compiled inputs and comments on the outline of Kien Giang's PPP from 
APII technical experts, national consultanb and API panners. 

6.1.4 Presented the revised PPP outline to VNRC and Klen Giang 
representatives. The outline was subsequently finalit:ed and VNRC and 
local counterparts initiated the full writing process. The thst draft is 
expected for comments and review after Tct. 

6.1.5 Finalized the revision of training materials for community leaders with 
\VHO inputs. The training materials focus on three main topics: concepts 
of influenza and pandemic; community planning for pandemic 
preparedness; and business continuity planning and livelihood 
maintenance plans during the difference phi1ses of a pandemic. 

6.1.6 OrganiLed four training courses for community leaders in Ly Nhan, Duy 
Tien. Binh Luc and Thanh Liem dist1icts. Ha Nam from December 16-26. 
201 1. The training provided basic knowledge for community leaders on 
pandemic influenza and community preparednes;.; for pandemics. Sixteen 
similar courses will be organized in Hung Yen, Can Tho, Kien Giang and 
Quang Tri in the next quarter. 

6.2 ChaUcngcs and Solutions 

6.2.1 It tonk a month to obtain feedback and comments on the PPP outline from 
API partners and local experts. This, and other delays, Jed to the late of 
submission of VNRC deliverables and was followed by a subcontract 
modification. 

6.2.2 The ''whole-of-society" approach and the business continuity planning 
concept adopted in Kien Giang's PPP are both new to the province and to 
VI\'RC. APII technical staff, with inputs from WHO, '-VOrkcd very closely 
with VNRC and provincial counterparts to provide technical support in the 
development of the PPP. 

7. BCC and Cross-Cutting Issues 

Behavior Change Communication (BCC) 

The BCC work aims to identify appropriate behaviors and messages, integrate 
these into the work or the animal and human health componenls, and slrenglhen 
the BCC capacity of national and provincial stakeholders, enabling them to cuny 
on BCC activities beyond the life-time of the. project. 

7.1 Achievements 

7. 1 .l Finalized the KAP qualitative survey of poultry consumers in 4 provinces 
of Can Tho, Ha N"am, Kien Giang and Quang Tri. The results helped to 
design follow-up activities with poultry consumers such as forums for 
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poultr~y supply chain stakeholders in Dong Ha market and monthly 
meetings with poultry vendors and tnmsporters in Dong Ha market ro 
follow up on behavior change~. 

7.1.2 Designed and produced BCC promotional materials including aprons and 
hair bandeau for poultry vendors in Dong Ha I\.·farket. 

7.1.3 Finalized the seven steps discussion guides for vendors in Dong Ha market 
with technical inputs from MOH, MARD, WHO and FAO. These guides 
will be used by provincial BCC specialists to help the five focus provinces 
develop their own discussion guides on new bio-securiry behaviors and 
facilitate small group discussions farmers in the year 3 campaign. They 
will similarly be shared with other provinces during advocacy events and 
BCC transition strategy dissemination workshops. 

7 .1.4 OrganiLed a Con~ultmion Workshop on the Year 3 BCC Strategy in Da 
Nang with participation of key leaders and otTicers from Ha Nam, Kien 
Giang and Quang Tri. The outcomes of workshop helped promote new and 
innovative BCC activities (e.g. excellent poultry fanner competitions) and 
1ocal contributions in Year. This workshop was a fir.'.t ,<,tep in the BCC 
transition strategy to position provincial partners to carry out their own 
BCC work post-APII. 

7.1.5 Conducted Year 3 implementation planning workshops during December 
in4 provinces (except Hung Yen, slated for January 2012). The workshops 
helped provinces to think through the Year 3 transition strategy and 
prepare their BCC plans including campaigns, follow-up on farm level 
biosecurity, new activities such as farmer competition, exploring options 
for provincial counterpart funding contribution in implementing Y3 BCC 
activities, etc. and prepare proposals for the 2013 bud _get to be submitted in 
June 2012. 

7.1.6 Provided technical guidance and support to the review and finalizarlon of 
provincial proposab for Year 3 BCC acti vi tie~ in all five focm provinces. 
These proposals will be- turned into subcontracts. 

7.1.7 FinaliLed and ,<,ubmitted the Can Tho's Multi-sector Communication Guide 
to the PCU for approval. The development of this document was led by 
Can Tho's BCC specialists from SDAH, PAFEC, CHEC (T4G) with 
involvement of experts from DLP. DAH, NAEC, 1\CHCE, the MOH sub
committee for communication and with inputs fi·om FAO and CDC. 

7. 1 .8 Supported the Central Committee for Popularization and Education to 
integrate AI and EIDs into their regional workshops ln Ha Noi on Oct. 20 
and in HCMC on Oct. 27 for 577 representatives from 63 provinces 
including Communist Party Committees, government bodies (such as 
Ministries of Foreign Affairs, Justice, Central Committee of External 
Relations, Home Affairs., Education and Training, Agricultural and Rural 
Development, Health, etc.), the military sector, provincial CPEs, and 
information centers of universities and associations. The training helped 
raise awareness on AI/EID p1·evention and emerging zoonotic diseases. 
Monitoring visits were conducted to several provinces (Hau Giang, Can 
Tho, Ha Nam, Quang Tri. Son La, HaNoi, HaiPhong. Vinh Phuc, Phu 
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Tho) to observe diffusion training and discuss hO\v to secure local funds, 
especially from the provincial CPEs for further training in provinces. 

7.1.9 Seven TV spots were filmed by Minh Studio for airing on national TV 
around Tet ln Jan.- Feb. 2012. 

7.1.10 Implementation of KAP survey (behind schedule- sec below). 

7.2 Challenges and Solutions 

7.2.1 Limitations in writing skills and analytical thinking among provincial 
~ubconlractors were reconfirmed through their participation as member~ of 
the writing team developing Can Tho's Multi-sector Communications 
Guide and also through their progress reports and activity proposals. This 
partly explains the delay in some activities. Other reasons include pre
occupation of writing team members (from PAFEC, SDAH, PCHCE, 
PMC) with other work. Recognizing the weaknesses, provinces have asked 
APII to provide training on writing skills and proposal writing in Year 3. 

7.2.2 The filming of TV spots was delayed because of the tight schedule of the 
Goodwill Ambassador Mr. Xuan Bac. 

7.2.3 APII's plannlng and budget cycle of does not match with that of the 
Government making it more difficult to get the timing right and call for 
local contributions in cash to implement API! mndels. 

7.2.4 The KAP quantitative survey on supply chain actors, implemented by 
Nielsen (subcontractor) started later than planned, August instead of Apri1 
after a prolonged subcontractm- recruitment process. APII ·worked closely 
with Nielsen to finalize questionnaires and do spot checking on fie-ld work 
to help ensure quality of Nielsen"s work. With a sample of 2340 poultry 
supp1y chain actors including small and medium -commercial farmers, 
breeders, slaughterers, vendors and transpm1ers, data entry took time for 
Nielsen to complete and for APII to double check (to ve1ify quality}. The 
toplinc report was completed after significant re-visions by the APII team 
with inputs from Abt's Head Office. A full report is expected to be 
available for final comments within Feb. 2012. 

Provincial Coordination and Implementation 

APII's provincial implementation (PI) team works closely with the animal health, 
human health and BCC technical teams to coordinate field activities implemented 
by subcontractors, developite:-;l :>.uc-ces:-.ful models at provin-cial and grassroots 
level, and advocate for their wider adoption \Vlth local public and prlvate 
partners. The PI team operates out of the main office in Hanoi cov-ering activities 
in northern Vietnam and through two satellite offices in Quang Tri for auivitles 
in central Vietnam and Can Tho for activities in southern Vietnam. 

Provincial Coordination Units (PCU.s), representing the body of key provincial 
counterparts and civil society, were established in Year 1 in the rive rocu~ 
provinces (Ha J',;am, Hung Yen, Quang Tri, Can Tho and Kien Giang). Each 
province has a Provincial Coordinator (PC) appointed jointly \Vith FAO and 
funded by APIJ. The PCs are typically ~econded from a provincial 
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agricultural/livestock agency. The PCs work closely with the PI team, coordinate 
their efforts with FAO's focal points, and report to the PCUs. 

7.3 Achievements 

7.3.1 Signed JvlOU addendums for Year 3 with all five focus provinces. 

7.3.2 \Vorked do~ely with provincial subcontractors to prepare work plans with 
emphasis on dissemination and advocacy activities. 

7.3.3 Worked with FAO lo prepare agenda for provincial planning worbhop:-; in 
December 201 l -January 2012 {Ha Nam will be postponed till after Tet). 

7.3.4 \Vlth FAO, extended the contract~ lOr Provincial Coordinators (PCs) until 
Jan. 2012. Further contract extension to be agreed with USAID and FAO. 

7.3.5 \Vorked with PCUs on the strategy lOr APII supported activities in Year 3 
to explain change in focus from implementation to advocacy and 
replication with local resources, and get provincial buy-in. 

7.4 Challenges and Solutions 

7.4.l Collaboration between the .shared APII-FAO PCs and FAOs Focal Points 
(FPs) remains a challenge due to local in~titutional issues. J\i]aintaining 
both PCs and does generate balanced goodwill towards both APII and 
FAO. 

7.4.2 Initial delays in contract extensions for PCs caused concern among PCUs 
and PCs. The provinces were pleased to retain the PCs and urc aware of 
the plans to phase out the PCs within Year:'. 

National Coordination & Policy Dialogue 

The goal in Year 3 is to increase the fOcus on ways and mechanisms to transfer 
packagcsimodcls/approachcs to public and private partners for adoption, 
adaptation, replication and up-scaling. The project consults and coordinates 
closely with API partners in this effort 

7.5 Achievements 

7.5.l The advocacy matrix and plan of action was updated in close consultation 
with the other reams. 

7.5.2 Provided inputs into the Dong Ha market re-opening. The upgraded 
poultry sections are expected to promote enhanced food safety and 
improved biosecurily practices and serve as a model for others to see, learn 
from, adopt/adapt and replicate. 

7.5.3 Co-facili!a!ed the BCC \Vorking Group and drafted a Plan of Action 10 

re.vitalize the \Vorking Group in Year 3 and beyond. This action plan will 
be executed in collaboration with PAHI, partners and counterparts and 
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aims to transition the governance of the body to national counterparts for 
.sustained life of the BCC Working Group. 

7.5.4 SOW to recruit an international expert on a part-time basis was developed 
to help implement, facilit<Jte and drive the mivocacy work and policy 
dialogue fOrward. 

7.6 Challenges and Solutions 

It will be a challenge to implement advocacy events and (the crucial) 
follow-up in the remaining project period; will require effective team work 
and good collaboration with key partners and counterparts. APII will aim 
for evenls. to be convened and models promoted by local-national partners 
and counterparts to strengthen their commitment and 0\vnership. 

7.6.1 There are not many projects working on AI and EIDs currently making it 
difficult to sustain momentum in d1e BCC Working Group. APII and 
PAHJ will review and update the member list and advocate for better 
mechanisms to engage in particular government counterparts in the 
\Vorking Group. The NAISC/subcommittee for communication could 
potentially play a key role ln governlng and sustaining ·working Group. 

Monitoring & Evaluation 

APII's ~1&E work aims to strengthen existing systems in the provinces, and help 
close existing gaps between grdssroots level M&E and provincial-national levels 
M&E and reporting. In addition, APII acts as the repository for PMP indicators 
collected under USAID's API initiatives, providing analysis and reporting on this 
dat<J. 

In Year 3, M&E focuses on gathe-ring data and evidence for showing the results 
of project implementation, especially the project's outcomes and effectiveness of 
the project models. Continuous capacity building ft)r local partners to enhance 
sustalnabllity \viii be conducted, based on the recommendations of the post
training assessment. The Project will continue to work closely with CSAID's 
API partners to revise/update the result framework and PMP as well as to 
compile and analyLe PMP data. 

7. 7 Achievements 

7. 7 .l Co1lected Year 2 PMP data from API partners for entry into database to be 
provided by MEASURE. 

7.7.2 Continued to update and fine-tune the project Log-frame. 

7. 7.3 Worked clos.ely with AlvlDI (subcontractor) conducting the post-training 
assessment. The assessment aims to determine the results, outcomes and 
{where feasible) the impacts ofthc training conducted so far and identify 
motivators and barriers to application of new skills and knowledge among. 
trainees. The rield work was compleled by AMDI and the final reporl is 
expected to be ready by mid-February. 
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7.7.4 Continued to provide oversight of ongoing monitoring, evaluation and 
quality assurance of activities on the APH project. Monitoring checklists 
are analyzed in Excel for a systemalic review of quality of activities. 

7.7 .5 Provided inputs to SO\Vs and deliverahles on the KAP survey and other 
assessments in order to help ensure technical soundness in APII' s \vork. 

7.8 Challenges and Solutions 

7.8.1 To manage and ensure quality if delivery from subcontractors is often a 
'painstaking· process with much time and effort spent by APII staff from 
the beginning to the end and final deliver.thle. h requires frequent 
communication, close monitoring, careful checking, guidance and 
mentoring to help ensme that we receive products of acceptable quality 
throughout. Very often we end up spending far more time than expected 
on assuring quality of work by subt:ontradur~. Au importaullesson 
learned is the need to have clear and well elaborated deliverables from the 
outset. 

7.8.2 The PMP database with revised indicator:-. set is not yet a·...-ailable from 
MEASURE. This has caused a delay in the entry and comp11atlon of Pl\1P 
data, received from API partners {FAO and WHO). 

Administration & Finance 

APH continues to submit routine deliverables to USAID, including quar1erly 
progress reports, quarterly financial rep011s, semi-annual and annual reports etc. 
The F&A team support the technical teams in managing all subcontracts and 
consultants. 

7.9 Achievements 

7.9.1 Ail subcontracts and consultants are now better tracked by the F&A team 
hdping to prepare contract modifications in advance (and reduce need for 
retroactive approvals). Technical teams are regularly updated and 
reminded of due dates for upcoming deliverables. 

7.9.2 Smooth coordination and communication with USAID and quicker 
approvals/turnaround limes help reduce delays. 

7.9.3 Internal communications in APH on recruitment ofconsultams and 
preparations or subcontracts have improved. 

7.10 Challenges and Solutions: 

7.10.1 Satisfactory completion ofUSAID's Contractor Employee Biographical 
Data Sheet ('Biodata') is still a big challenge for new consultants often 
causing delays in consult<.~nt recmitment or entry of subcontracts .. Many 
consultanls are reluctanl to reveal for instance salary history. 
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7 10.20btaining 'leave without pay letters" also continues to be a challenge and 
regular cause of delays in consultant recruitment. 

7.10.3 Many Subcontractors find it difficult to prepare technical proposals that 
meet the required standards. The need to involve local partners and the 
limited market for subcontractors gives APII liltle choice to pick and 
choose quality partners. 

7.10.4Many subcontraclors ~ubmit unrealistic (inflated) budgets that need several 
rounds of negotiations and rechecking before they are acceptable. 

7.10.5Many Subcontractors ~truggle to submit quality deliverables. Folluw-up 
and mentming by the APII team is otten required to meet minimum 
standards and minimize delays. In other words, we continue to spend much 
time and effort capacity building subcontractor;.;. 

7.10.6Somc 3pprovals have required several back and forth communications 
bet we.c.n APII ami Bangk.ok (e.g. retroactive approval of AFAP staff and 
consultants for Years l-2; dispo~allist). The processes consume a fair 
amount of time. 
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8. Success Stories 

8.1 Capacity building efforts come to fruition a.., Bac Giang Animal 
Husbandry and Veterinary Association acbien~ . ., self- financing 

Over the last two years, supported by USAID's Avian and Pandemic Influenza 
Initiative (APII). Vietnam Veterinary Association (VV A) has gradually been 
building its capacity towards becoming a self-sustained private association. 

VVA recently finalized a five year 
development strategy (2011-2015) 
to help establish and strengthen 
cenlral and provincial branches as 
more independent entities that can 
conduct workshops, train networks 
of animal health workers and 
provide other much needed 
services in the livestock sector. 

A~ an outcome of this, on Dec. 15 
20 ll and following decision 

Mcmb<:rs of BAY A E:..ccutivc Board 

number 1670/QB-UBND of Nov. 2011, the Bac Giang Provincial Branch hosted 
a formal launching ceremony with more than 500 participants representing the 
private., corporate and government sectors. 

;'This is considered a shining pearl in the det•elopment f?lvarhms associations 
and it is very practical. Your lessons learned should be documented and shared 
with other associations to help strengthening our capacity", said Mr. Dang Huu 
Hung, a representative from VUSTA during VVA 's annual review meeting on 
Nov. 30. 

BA VA is best described as a civil society organization under VV A and the 
Provincial Technical and Science Union. BA VA \Yill disseminate knowledge. 
transfer new techniques on poultry, offer vocational training, and provide 
counseling and assessment of legal documents and poultry development project 
proposals for provincial partners and authorities. The ass~:xiation is thus set to 
play a unique role as a bridge between corporate business, livestock producers, 
animal feed and drug and vaccine dealers and local govermnent agencies. 

Wlth nearly VND 600 million put forward as capital by its members at the launch 
ceremony, Mrs. Huyen, member of the BA VA Execulive Board proudly noted: 
"This shoH':S tlurt the establishment ofBAVA really meets the real needs of the 
local community as n·ell as the e.\pectations of its members". 
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8.2 APII's supports realization of Circular 18 on Infection Control 
Improvement -a case of Thot Not district hospital, Can Tho 

Infection control (IC) is a challenge that every hospital faces, no matter \-vherc it 
is located. To help ensure hospitals in VietNam remain safe places for patients ro 
seek care, the lvlini:..try of Health issued Circular 18 in Dec, 2009. The Circular 
specifically mandates [C implementation activities in hospitals such as hand 
hygiene, sterilization during surgery/procedure, cleaning, disinfection and 
sterilization of devices and equipment for medical care and treatment of 
instruments, equipment and supplies etc. 

As \-Vith most circulars, Circular 18 does not include detailed operational 
guidelines on how to implement IC work at the hospital level. From May 2012 
APH has supported 8 district hospitals in five focus provinces to implement 
important actions through collaboration \Vith HCMC infection control and Ha 
Noi Society for Infection control (HANSIC). These actions have included 
improved instrument and linen processing and waste management, increased use 
of personal protective equipment, standardized ti:lcility disinfection, and standard 
cJcaning practices to prevent the spread of infectious disease within the confines 
of the institutions. 

APII, ln close collaboration with Bach Mal hospital, HANSIC and HCMC 
Infection Control Society has helped provincial Departments of Health (DOH) 
train and engage more starr in proper IC work. This also includes development 
of training materials on IC procedures and training of 20 master trainers to 
conduct diffusion trainings in their hospitals. To support the interventions APH 
also provided lC supplies including alcohol hand rub, masks and IEC 
materials/posters to lhe hospitals. 

As in other hospitals receiving training on IC and case 
managemenl, Thot Not district Hospital -a 250 bed hospilal 
in Can Tho- recently established an IC committee consisting 
of 15 hospital staff who meet monthly to review work done 
and plans for improvement. This was done in compliance with 
Circular 1 8. 

\Vith support from APII, antiseptic/alcohol hand rub is now 
readily avall.able in all patient rooms, and IEC materials .are 
posted throughout the hospitaL 

"Working wirh the API! project helped us ro see that all staff 
rvere un~fr.n-mf.v trained and infonned about IC, and tv 
es!u.hlish a monitorinx and tracking sysJemfOr IC' according 
to Thot Nor Hospital director, Dr. Le Due Long (December 
20 ]] ). 

IEC matenals. provide ins:ruction on 
proper hand-washing for both 
ho:;.pital staff and paoent vis:tors..) 
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In the new IC department 

buildings, <>terilization and 
d..-:contamination have been 

con-.,didateC. 

- I 

In 2011 the hospital moved into new 
buildings, which facilitated IC improvements. 
For example, 70 percent of rooms now have 
sinks tOr hand washing. The new facilities 
n11ow for easy decontamination and 
sterilization of equipment and supplies from 
all departments in the new IC department 
building. The new separate, dedicated IC 
building wa-; built to house proper cleaning 
areas and autoclaves, as wel1 as a packaging 
area. De Long note:.. thai creating this 
centralized unit allows the hospital to ensure 
consistent quality and manage the steps of 
decontamination efficiently. 

Despite the strides made in the hospital, 
challenges still exist in improving IC. The 
phy:<.ical arrangement or rooms and 
infrastructure, even in Thot Not's new 
building, create barriers to optimal IC and is 
costly to change. Hospituls need to work with 
their DOH's and Boards of Director:.. to find 
money in tht> budget to make these changes 
little by little over the next few years. While 
APII has provided chemical solutions for both 
surface sanitization and hand washing, 
hospitals need to plan and budget for keeping 
these in their phannacies in future. Ongoing 

behavior change and correuion of misunderstandings, for example regarding 
hmv to dispose of :<.harp:<. and when it i:<. necessary to use gloves, will need to be 
reinforced through supportive supervision and refresher trainings in order to 
continue to build on and reinforce the correct behaviors learned in the APII 
trainings. As always, there is need for fo1\ow-up in order to see the improvements 
sustained. 

In 2012, APII and HANSIC are working with Vietnam Nursing Association 
(VNA) to hand over the IC package with training materials, tools, and guidelines 
to provincial and national counterparts. \t~A wlll work closely national IC 
experts, WHO/MOHand three regional IC Societies (Hanoi, Hue. and Ho Chi 
Minh City) for wider adoption and presenting this package to MOH for fonnal 
approval. 
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Introduction 
This report presents the main achievements, challenges and solutions/lessons 
learnt for USAID's Avian and Pandemic In!1uenza Initiative (APIT) during the 
first six months of Year 3 (October 2011 - March 20 12). 

The report is divided into the following thematic sections: 

l. Animal Health Worker (AHW) Capacity Building 

2. Agricultural Extension Worker (AEW) Capaclty Building 

3. Poultry Supply Chain Strengthening 

4. Community-Based Surveillance (CBS) 

5. Infection Control I Case Management (IC/CM) 

6. Pandemic Preparedness Planning (PPP) 

7. Cross-Cutting Issues 

8. Success Stories. 

1. Animal Health Worker (AHW) Capacity Building 
The goals arc to develop an AHW capacity building package and an AHW 
network model that is adopted by relevant public-private agencies at national 
and/or local levels, and to develop a standard Terms of Reference for AH\Vs for 
adoption by Provincial Peoples Committees (PPCs) and the Ministry of 
Agrlculture and Rural Developmem (MARD). 

The first half of Year 3 focused on completing .and transferring the AHW training 
package for wider adoption and on establishing well-functioning networks of 
capable public and private animal health worker~ in and beyond project area~. 
Subcontractors included AFAP and Vietnam Veterinary Association {VVA). 

1.1 Achievements 

1.1.1 The Year 2 subcontract with AFAP was extended through November, 
20 ll and a Year 3 sub-contmct developed and signed to cover ongoing 
aclivitie:-. in the field including AHW monthly meetings and refre~h 

trainings for current and new districts as well as biosecmity training for 
fanners. The current subcontract ends in June 2012 .and may be subject to 
extension. 

J. 1.2 AFAP's work promotes development of provincial strategies to maintain 
and expand monthly meetings and refresher training for grassroots AHWs. 
Training for new AHWs in Quang Tri was conducted on a cost-share basis 
with AHWs taking care of lunch themselves and local authorities 
supporting travel. 

1.1.3 Quang Tri PPC has allocate-d l billion VND ( -USD 50,000) on the 
provincial budget for training of AH\Vs in Quang Tri ln 2012. This is a 
clear indication of the province's commitment to adopt and replicate the 
AH\V training model/package. 
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1.1.4 A local consultant was recruited to help AFAP develop an E-book for the 
AHW training manu~!. A first version of theE-book is expected in tvtay. 
The hard copy will be printed in the coming quarter after final revision. 

1.1.5 A lessons learned-cum-advocacy workshop on training of and TORs for A 
lessons learned-cum-advocacy worhhop on training of and TORs for 
AH\Vs was conducted 22-23 Nov 2011 in Quang Tri with participation of 
Quang Trl-based AH\V agencies (incl. Agricultural Colleges and 
Vocational Training. Centers), SDAHs of other focus provinces and of new 
provinces Thanh Hoa, Nghe An, Ha Tinh, Quang Binh, Thua Thien Hue, 
Quang Narn as well as representatives of DAH and RAH03. The 
workshop included discussion on formalization of AH\V training and 
certification. 

1.1.6 VV A finalized and disseminated their 2011-2015 Strategy in October 2011 
within the national network. Bac Giang Veterinary and Animal Husbandry 
Association hosted an event with 422 members and more than I 00 public 
and private guests. The event highlighted the success of APH's support to 
VVA. Mr. Dang Huu Hung, a representative from Vietnam Union of 
Science and Technology Associations (VUSTA) noted in his speech that 
"Thi.s i.r considered a:f a shining pearl in the development of mrious 
associations and it is '.'Cf)' practical. Your lessons learned should be 
documented and shared with o!her associutions to help strengthening our 
capacity .. , A new subcontract tofurther network expansion is being 
prepared with VV A. 

1.2. Challenges and Solutions 

1 .2.l Allocation of local funds for training of AIIVV s remains a big issue. While 
Quang Tri DARD has allocated 1 billion VND on the provincial budget for 
AHW training in 2012 (for implementation of the provincial decision no. 
25 of 2009 to implement and strengthen AHW networks) many other 
provinces have no cle.nr plans yet to do so. SDAHs in Can Tho, Hung Yen 
and Ha Nam have expressed commitment to maintaining the refresher 
training and monthly meetings, but no funds have yet been allocated in the 
provincial budget to APII's knowledge. Cun·ently, most or the local 
contribution has been provision of free meeting venues by District 
Veterinary Stations (DVS) and the voluntary participation of AHW 
without compensation. allowances or travel support. APII wm continue to 
follow-up and advocate in thi:<. m·ea, including reaching out to other 
provinces .and consider cost-sharing TOTs (subject to USAID approval). 

1.2.2 APII and SDAHs will need to continue to work with DARDs and PPC~ 
and advocate for inc1usion of AHW support in the 2013 annual budget 
cycle, for which plans and negotiations will be initiated in June 2012. TA 
and other support from APII may well be needed (not to lose momentum) 
in the coming months to help position the AHW model lOr wider adoption 
with provincial resource .allocations. 
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2. Agricultural Extension Worker (AE"V) Capacity 
Building 

The goal is to develop an AE\~l blo-security training package for small 
commcrclal poultry producers, which is adopted by the national-provincial 
exrension system, and by other partners. 

The first six months of Year 3 focused on package completion and dissemination. 

2.1 Achievements 

2.l.l In collaboration with PAFECs, four TOTs for Farmer Trainers on 
biosecurity fOr small commercial farmers were organized in lhe five focus 
provinces in Quarter 1 with a total of 100 participants from district and 
pmvinciaJ extension centers, preparing the provinces for further roll 
out/replication. 

2.1.2 Following the TOTs small group discussions for farmers were conducted 
to test and cost implementation. A wral of more than 500 farmers attended 
52 course:. in the five focus provinces. AFAP and APH staff dialogued 
actively with PAFECs to encourage pilot provinces to re-plicate the training 
further. Can Tho is currently planning diffusion in May and June. 

2.1.3 The finalized biosecurity training package "\Vas distributed in the five pilot 
provinces and through NAEC to more than 40 high risk provinces. APII 
receive official requests for i'urther support and training on !his package 
from PAFECs in Soc Trang, An Giang, Bac Lieu, Vinh Long, Dong Thap, 
Dac Nong, Dac Lac, a-; well as a local KGO ('Trung tam giao due thuogn 
xuyen Hoa Binh') and Thai Nguyen University. An advocacy event 
followed thb in Q3, which will be reported on in !he next quarterly report. 

2.1.4 lntegmtion of hiosecurity training fm farmers in provincia) communication 
plans was promoted by the AH and BCC teams lOr adoption in Year 3 
BCC PSAs in all pilot provinces. The next quarterly progress report will 
help document how successful this effort ha'i been so far. 

2. i .5 Vietnam Poultry Association (VIP A) entered a new contract with APII for 
livestock sector workshops and strengthening of the association in order to 
promote bio.security practices within their farmer club networks. APII is 
working with VIPA two prepare two national workshops: i) Biosecurity 
and sustainable development of garden chlcken to he chaired/hosted by 
DLP: ii} Current food safety situation in markets and slaughterhouses in 
Vietnam chaired/hosted by DAH. FAO has been brought up to date on all 
of the:.e events. 

2.2 Challenges and Solutions 

2.2.1 \Vorking closely \vith NAEC/PAFECs is necessary to help institutionahze 
the training/extension package. This is a time-consuming process which 
requires diplomacy, patience and perseverance in order to forge and 
sustain close relationships. :rvtARD's recent strategy of opening up to 
competitive bidding the allocation/awarding of extension funds to not only 
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NAEC and PAFECs but also private enterprises wi11 have implications for 
our work and will influence our strategy to promote replication of our 
AE\V package. \Ve will include NGOs, Civil Society Organizations and 
private entities as well in our advocacy and pmtnership efforts. This may 
provide opportunities for some novel and unconventional public-private
partnerships. 

2.2.2 VTPA has demonstrated their ability to coordinate with "\1ARD institutions 
such as DLP, DAH and NAEC. However, the association is still in need of 
substantial and sustained capacity strengthening. APII will continue to 
supp01t this process through the subcontract. 

3. Poultry Supply Chain Strengthening 
The goal is to develop bio:-.ecurity/biosafely demOib!ration models in key (high 
risk) nodes along supply chains, together with related documents {protocols, 
guidelines, training materials) \Vhich arc adopted, adapted and replicated by 
public agencies, prlvme pattners and/or other development projects and programs 
ebewhere. 

The key nodes for APII interventions in Year 3 are: 

• Dong Ha live bird and poultry meat market in Quang Tri; 

• District market in Ha Nam; 

• Ngoc Xuan centralized poultry slaughterhouse. Can Tho City; 

• Home-based slaughter points around Dong Ha market, Quang Tri; 

• Small slaughter points around Duy Tien district mm·ket, Ha Nam. 

3.1 Achievements 

3.1.1 The upgrade of the poultry sections in Dong Ha Market hy a local 
construction company was completed in Nov 2011, co-funde-d by APII, the 
Market Management Board {MMB} and the vendors. A launch event was 
conducted on December 5 with representatives of Quang Tri pro-vince. 
neighboring provinces, DAH, VlPA, DLP, UFSAP, FAO, USAID and 
APII. A success story was publi~hed on USAID'~ website. 

3. I .2 A rmining :.;ession on risk reduction and good practices was conducted 
before the re-opening market f01· vendors, MMB representative:-., dislrict 
veterinary staff and cleaning staff. Follow-up trainings on bio-security, 
bio-safcty and business development arc provided at regular (usually 
monthly) intervals. Continued 'hand-holding' is absolutely necessary (and 
a po~itive thing) in order to see sustained behavior changes materialize. 

3.1.3 Technical drawings, protocols, and bills of quantities were completed for 
an upgrade of Phu Nong centralized slaughterhouse in Kien Giang and 
Ngoc Xuan slaughterhouse in Cru1 Tho. However, the initial plan to use 
Grants Under Contract as the financing \Thick v.:as abandoned following 
USAIDs advice and replaced with a Stakeholder Agreement procedure. 
This caused a :-.ignificant delay. The Ngoc Xuan (Can Tho) upgrade is 
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scheduled to start in April, whereas the slaughterhouse work in Kicn Giang 
looks less promising, partly due to lack of buy-in and commitment from 
provincial counterparts. 

J. L4 Two slaughter points in Dong Ha, both supplying the live bird market, 
were ~elecled for upgrades and demonstration model development. 
Technical proposals and stakeholder agreement were prepared. 

3. i .5 A similar approach i~ underway in Ha Nam with plans for upgrading a 
district market and one home based slaughter point. 

3.1.6 Ba~ed on the Veterinary Inspectors training courses in Can Tho, 
September 2011, a third course was conducted in HCMC' for 26 
participants from the l'vkkong Region in December. This. ·Advanced 
Training Coun;e for lnspecton; on Veterinary Hygiene and Risk Reduction 
in Poultry Slaughterhouses' was implemented together wilh HCMC 
Veterinary Inspection Center and FAO. Participants included LIFSAP 
counterparts, RAHO 6-7 staff, and DLP representatives. APIJ received 
positive feedback suggestions for futther training cou~es elsewhere. 

3.1 7 APH actively shared materials including risk assessment reports. supply 
chain node prototype designs, small group discussion tlipcharts etc. with 
LIFSAP and continued throughout lhe reporting period to invite LIFSAP 
and V AHIP representatives along to relevant events fOr closer 
collaboration and experience/lessons learned sharing. 

3.2 Challenges and Solutions 

3.2.1 \Vhile provincial counterparts clearly are very interested in the demo 
models, mo>;t provinces have no 'master plans' that demarcate future 
locations e.g. for centra1ized poultry slaughte.rhouses and markets, which 
makes it difficult for them to commit resources in this area. In addition, the 
processes for local authorities to approve construction are very complex, 
involving multiple stakeholders and complex regulatory frameworks 
which are not always well understood by all or straightforward to 
implement. APII is still learning along the way and adjusting plans and 
expectations accordingly. 

3.2.2 Profit margins from poultry slaughtering arc small especially in small scale 
slaughtering operations. lt is understandably hard to persuade the small 
private entrepreneurs. to invest in facility upgrades and without ~ome form 
of ·subsidy' (financial support) in this environment. Micro-finance options 
in the commercial financial sector (banks, MFls) arc rarely available. 
Many small entrepreneurs appeal to he comfortable where they are without 
plan~ to expand. Cost-culling measure~ seem .a more appealing way 
forward to improve business and increase profits. This also implies cutting 
pTivatc costs on environmental safcguaTding and food safety related 
measures. Sustained awareness raising is necessary combining stick.-and
can·ot for more attention to public good~ i~sue~. 

3.2.3 APH continues to reach out to and invire partners such as LIFSAP and 
V AHIP. Partners rarely reciprocate however. USAID may need to step in 
and help promote the dialogue at donor level. 
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4. Community-based Surveillance (CBS) 
The goal is to dcvcJop an cvcnts-ba<;cd grassroots surveillance package. including 
training materials/tools and job descriptions for grassroots 'collaborators', which 
is adopted, adapted and scaled-up in the provincial-regional-national surveillance 
system with local resources. 

The first six months of Year 3 focused on phasing out CBS implementation a1 the 
t!eld level, prepc:uing and initiating the CBS evaluation, and advocacy activities. 

4.1 Achievements 

4. 1.1 In October 2011, APH ceased providing: financial support to CBS 
networks in Ha Nam, Hung Yen. Can Tho and Kien Giang provinces. 
Only support in ()uang Tri, where the province will start providing 
monthly allowances for AHWs from the provincial budget in 2012, was 
maintained in order not to lose momentum before provincial takeover. 

4.1.2 APII held a handover meeting in October between CCHIP (previous 
subeontraelor) and Quang Tri Livestock Production and Veterinary 
Assnciation (QTLV A), the new subcontractor on CBS in Quang Tri. 
QTLV A continued monitoring, supervising, maintaining and supporling 
the CBS collaborator networks in Quang Trl from until end of December 
From Jan. 2012 onwards the province is expected to assume responsibility 
for supporting/maintaining CBS collaborators and networks. As of January 
2012 animal health collaborators have received a monthly allowance from 
the provincial budget, following Decision 25 of Quang Tri PCC. The CBS 
evaluation now underway wil1 provide insights into the extent to which 
CBS activities in Quang Tri and elsewhere are being sustained. 

4.1.3 Supported by the APII team an international (Australian) intern conducted 
an assessment in Quang Tri on human health - animal health cross-sector 
collaboration, coordination and knowledge/use of human heaJth - animal 
health services among sector three farmers. The Cniversity of Sydney 
awarded a high distinction tOr the thesis work submitted towards a 
Masters' degree and is now encouraging the student to submit to a peer 
reviewed journal for publication. 

4.1.4 An economist from Abt's Home Office updated the previous costing of the 
CBS model costing, including a cost-benefit analy:.is. This study will 
complement the final evaluation of the CBS model. 

4.1.5 Prepared for and initiated the CBS evaluation led by an International 
Consultant working with and guiding a local subcontractor (AMDI}. The 
evaluation aims to identify whether the CBS system is effective in 
enabling timely detection, reporting, and investigation of, and response to. 
animal and human disease events with outbreak potential, as well as the 
feasibility and barriers for sustained adoption, adaptation and replication of 
the CBS system in Viet ~am. Both quantitative and qualitative evaluation 
methods are helng applied. 
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4.1.6 Prepared for a national workshop in Hue in early April on the CBS model, 
lessons learned and recommendations on rhe way forward. 

4.1.7 Had two posters (Annexes 5 and 6) on the CBS work presented at the 
American Public He<.~lth Associ<.~tion (APHA) conference in \Vashlngton 
DC Oct 29 -Nov 2, 20 ll: 

http:/ /arha.confex .com/apha/ 139am/webpro!.!ram/Parer2427 16.html 

http ://apha.confex.c0m/apha1 139am/v.--cborogram/Parcr242729 .html 

4.1.8 The APU Technical Director for Human Health Delivered a lecture on the 
CBS model for 11 visiting undergraduate students from the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, USA. The students also vislted the field 
work to see the CBS model at work in Ha Nam. 

4.2 Challenges and Solutions 

4.2.1 The firm initially identified to implement the subcontract for the CBS 
evaluation withdrew and another company (AMDI) was identified as a 
suitable replacement. The ch:.mge in suhcontr..J.ctor caused some delay in 
implementation but the evaluation is progressing welL A~ is usually the 
case, APII staff have spent considerable time on quality assuring 
subcontractor work. 

5. Infection Control/Case Management (IC/Cl\1) 
The goal is to develop a model (with training tools, guidelines etc.) for 
implementation of Circular 1!5 at the local level, \vhich is adopted more widely in 
Vietnam. 

The first six months of Year 3 focused on preparing and initiating a subcontract 
with the new IC subcontmctor, Vietnam Nurses Association (VNA). The 
highlight was a series or regional workshops on IC advocacy and replicalion in 
Hanoi, Hue and Ho Chi. 1v1inh City in late l\-1.arch/early April chaired by Iv10H, 
VNA and Infection Control Societies, and covered by local and national media. 

5.1 Achievements 

5.1.1 Signed a contract with VNA to implement APII IC activitie~ in Year 3. 
The \vork progressed well culminating with three regional workshop:-. with 
key stakeholders on IC advocacy and replication in Hanoi, Hue, and Ho 
Chi Minh City in late March!'carly April. The events were chaired by 
MOH, VNA together with the regional Infection Control Societies. 
This was. aired on 02TV and uploaded to lhe T5G/NCHEC website 
(http://www.t5g.org.vn/Default.aspx'!u=dt&id=3706). The media clip was 
subtitled for wider dissemination. A media advisory and press rclca<;e were 
made available and .shared. 

5.1.2 V]';A conducted a training needs assessment and review of current IC 
status in the five focus provinces during February. Findings were shared in 
the above-mentioned IC workshops. 
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5.1.3 IC evaluation conducted by an international consultant from Abt Head 
Quarters and a local consultant. Preliminary findings were presented in the 
IC workshops. The final repor! will be available soon. 

5.1.4 Conducted monitoring visits and provided technical assistance to Gio Linh 
ditricl hospital in October 2011 in collaboration with Hue Infection 
Control Society (ICS) experts. The results of this work are posted on the 
\Vebsite of Hue ICS; http://www.husic.org.vn/vn tin-tuc/thoi-sulhoat
dong-ksnk -tai -bv -gio-linh-ti nh-guang.-tri -91-husic.asp:x 

5.1.5 Can Tho provincial Department of Health (DOH) applied APJI's 
assessment tools and methodology to conduct IC infection control status 
for other hmpitals in in Can Tho including provincial and :specialiLed 
hospitals using their O\Vn resources. The results of the assessment will not 
only help them understand current situation of IC practices but also 
develop their action plans for IC improvement. 

5.1.6 Meetings were conducted \-Vlth the DOH in Quang Tri, Can Tho and Kicn 
Giang to review results of IC interventions in selected district hospitals 
and IC asses.smenls in other hospitals on IC organiLational structure, 
hospital equipment, knowledge and practice of health workers.. The 
assessments were done by DOH with technical support from APTI 
(methodology, tools, etc.). 

5.1.7 The annual DOH evaluations ranked an eight APli intervention hospitals' 
in the five provinces IC activities excellent or very good and among 
highest scores. 

5.l.X USAID delegation visited Gio Linh district hospiwl on Decemher 5, 2011. 
During the visit, the delegation had oppor1unitie:s to observe IC activities 
and interact with the hospital board of directors and IC specialists. 

5.1.9 Invited WHO and MOH IC experts to Kien Giang province to visit Thol 
Not distrlct hospital supported under USAID's AI Mekong Initiative and 
Go Quao district hospital supported by APII. The team also had chance to 
visit a non-intervention district hospital in Hon Oat dis(rict. During the 
visit, the experLs. were able to observe and discuss with the hospital board 
of directors and IC specialist's achievements and lessons learned, success 
stories from IC interventions supporte-d by APJI and to compare 
intervention with non-intervention hospitals. 

5.2 Challenges and Solutions 

5.2.1 All hospitals and DOHs. were busy at lhc end of the year with little time 
for [C activities. To support the hospitals and DOHs, the APH team 
undertook field monitoring visits to help integrate TC activities into DOH 
annual evaluations. 

5.2.2 The process of subcontract preparation with VAN required more time than 
expected. Budget neg.otiation.s and the preparations of CVs, Biodata, and 
leave wilhout pay letters typically cause delays. 
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5.2.3 It required extra take time and effort to get the necessary involvement of 
MOH but the result justified this .strategy as seen in the regional IC 
workshops. 

6. Pandemic Preparedness Planning (PPP) 
The goal i.s to develop PPPs in .selected pilot province(.s), introduce the package 
in other provinces, and advocate for its wider adoption in Vietnam. 

The first six months of Year 3 focused on developing the Kien Giang PPP with 
the new concepts and gathering the comments and inputs from relevant sectors, 
local organizations, and national and international e.xperts. 

6.1 Achievements 

6.1.1 Met with \VHO to discuss PPP collaboration in Year 3, including how 
APH and WHO will support the Government to revise the PPP with 
inclusion of business continuity planning {BCP). 

6.1.2 Organized a PPP workshop November 15-17 for representatives from local 
authorities to discuss the new concept of ''whole-of-society" approach and 
develop a multi-sector frmnework for the design and implementation of 
their PPP. 

6.1.3 Compiled inputs and comments on Kien Giang PPP outline and drafts 
from technical experts, national consultants and API partners. 

6.1.4 Finalized the revision of training materials for cornmuni[y leaders with 
\VHO inputs. The training materials focus on three main topics: concepts 
of influenza and pandemic community planning for pandemic 
preparedne:ss; and bu:>.ines:>. continuity planning and livelihood 
maintenance plans during the difference phases of a pandemic. 

6. 1.5 Engaged an experienced local con:>.ultant to work closely with VNRC and 
provide technical inputs on PPP revisions, finalization and dissemination 
process and help ensure the quahty of the PPP activities. 

6.1.6 Ten PPP training courses for about 2..'i0 community leaders were organized 
by VN"RC in Ha ~am, Hung Yen, Quang Tri, Kicn Giang and Can Tho. 
The rmining provided basic knowledge for community leaders on 
pandemic int1uenza and community preparedness for pandemics (such as 
preparedness for health, livelihood, essential services provision, business 
continuity planning, etc.). 

6.1. 7 A preparation meeting was organized in Kien Giang on the table top 
exercise plan. The plan with some scenarios was drafted with experiences 
shared from Ha Nam expe11s. The table-top exercises are scheduled for 
early fv1ay. 

6.2 Challenges and Solutions 

6.2.l It took a time to obtain feedback and comments on the PPP outline from 
API panncrs and local experts. This, and O[hcr delays (including flooding 
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in Kicn Giang). led to the late of submission of VNRC delivcrablcs and 
was foHowed by a subcontract modification ([ime-wise extension}. 

6.2.2 The '"whole-of-society" approach and the business continuity planning 
concepts adopted in Klen Giang's PPP are new to the province and to 
VNRC. APII technical staff, with inputs rrom WHO, worked very closely 
with VNRC and provincial counterparts to provide technical support in the 
development of the PPP. 

7. BCC and Cross-Cutting Issues 

Behavior Change Communication (BCC) 

The BC work aims to identify appropriate behaviors and messages, integrate 
these into the work of (he animal and human health components, and strengthen 
the !3CC capacity of national and p.rovinci~>l stakeholders, enabling them to carry 
on BCC activities beyond the life-time of the project. The second 'C' concerns 
APir s advocacy and policy dialogue work. 

The first six months of Year 3 focused on the development or BCC transltional 
strategy and plans in the five focus provinces where local partners will take the 
ovvnership and leadership in designing, implementing, monitoring and evaluating 
their future campaigns and other BC efforts. Local partners and BCC trainer 
teams were provided coaching and mentoring by the APII team to develop their 
own BCC materials including discussion guides and training plans targeting to 
small and medium commercial farmers for improved biosccurlry practices and 
recommended behaviors prioritized by line ministries and provinces to prevent 
AI and E!Ds. 

7.1 Achievements 

7.l.l Organized a Consultation Workshop on the Year 3 BCC Strategy in Da 
Nang with participmion of key leaders and officers from Ha ~am, Kien 
Giang and Quang Tri. The outcomes of workshop helped promote new and 
innovative BCC activities (e.g. excellent poultry farmer competitions) and 
local comributions. This workshop was a first step in the BCC transition 
strategy to position provincial partners to carry out their own BCC \Vork 
post-APIL 

7.1.2 Conducted Year 3 implementation planning workshops in December in the 
five focus provinces. The workshops helped provinces w think through the 
Year 3 transition .;,trategy and prepare their BCC plans including 
campaigns, follow-up on farm level biosecurity, new activities such as 
fanner competition, identifying provincial counterpart funding 
contribution in implementing Year 3 BCC activities, etc .. and prepare 
proposals for the 2013 budget to be submitted in June 2012. 

7 .1.3 Provided technical guidance and support on the review and finalization of 
provincial proposals for Year 3 BCC activities in all rive rocus provinces, 
These proposals served as the basis for developing Year 3 BCC SO\Vs for 
each province which subsequently were turned into subcontracts for local 
BCC subcontractors of Ha Nam, Hung Yen, Kien Giang and Quang Tri. 
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7 1.4 Designed and produced BCC promotional materials including aprons and 
hair bandeau for poultry vendors in Dong Ha Market during the market 
launch event. 

7.1.5 Guided two small group discussions {SGD) with live bird and plucked 
poultry vendor:. of and two monthly meetings \.Vith poultry clubs at Dong 
Ha market facilitated by Quang Tri BCC trainers with coordination and 
support from Dong Ha market management board. In these monthly 
meeting, participants also have opportunity to receive technical update on 
impm1ant health check-up and improvement of recordkeeping and 
business plan. 

7 1.6 FinaliLed and produced the seven-ste.p discussion guides for live bird and 
plucked poultry vendors in Dong Ha market \vlrh technical inputs from 
MOH, MARD, WHO and FAO. These guides arc being used by provincial 
BCC trainer ream in Quang Tri in group discussion to promote desired 
behavior:. among these vendors. The guides. also serve a:. reference for all 
focus provinces to develop their own discussion guides on new bin
security behaviors and will be used by trained communicators to facilitate 
small group discussions with fanners in this Year 3. 

7.1.7 Provided technical assistance to Quang Tri Women's Union {WU) to 
organize their 'Three Clean Movement Ceremony', part of a National 
Program on Building New Rural Areas, which utilize BCC trainer team's 
efforts, applies BC interactive approaches and integrates deslred behaviors 
for Al/EIDs prevention in the WU nct\.vork. 

7.1.8 Finalized the seven-step discussion guides for poultry slaughterers ru1d 
collectors to be used by provincial BCC specialists leading small group 
discussions in APH supported slaughterhouses/points. 

7.1.9 Prepared for the upcoming training on proposal development and writing 
skills (ln May) for key staff from the five focus provinces <.~nd other 
interested provinces, national agencies and organizations. This training i~ 
scheduled to be completed in May 2012 with ongoing coaching and 
follo\.v-up SD that provincial teams can develop their proposals ready to be 
submitted to their PPC in June 2012. 

7.1.1 0 Provided technical assistance to build capacity of provincial trainer teams 
in Can Tho, Ha Nam, Hung Yen. Kien Giang and Quang Tri. 

7.1.11 Can Tho's "\1ulti-scctor Communication Guide was endorsed by the PCU 
before submission to Can Tho People's Committee for approval and 
dissemination to interested institulions in Can Tho and neighboring 
provinces . The development of this document was led by Can Tho's BCC 
specialists from SDAH, PAFEC, CHEC (T4G) with involvement of 
experts from DLP, DAH, NAEC, NCHCE, the r..·lOH sub-committee for 
communications and with inputs from FAO and CDC. 

7 .l.l2ln the process of designing Ha Nam provincial Integrated Behavior 
Change Communication Plan for print out and distribution in April- May, 
including a dissemination workshop. 

7.1.l3 \Vorked wilh Cenlre Commillee for PopulariLation and Education (CCPE} 
to provide training on AI and EIDs prevention for more than 500 
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participants from 63 provinces and cities in the whole country. The 
diffusion training courses in CCPE network in 63 provinces/cities were 
included in provincial monthly plans submitted to CCPE. The monitoring 
visits made by CCPE to 13 provinces found that nearly 100 articles and 
60,300 internal nc~'S on AI/EIDs prevention \Vcrc disseminated and 59 
times aired on provincial TV s and 4S times broadcasted through local 
radio systems. 

7 .l.l4ln collaboration with 1\;ational Center tiJr Rural \Vater Supply and 
Environmental Sanitation (NCERWASS), UNICEF and Lien Aid, worked 
with Minh studio, a local media firm to develop and air seven TV spots on 
hand-washing and sanitation practices related to raising, slaughtering and 
selling poultry. These spots were aired on provincial TV channels and will 
be used for discussion with :-.ector three farmer:-., markel vendors and 
slaughterers in project and demonstration sites. 

7.1.l5Completed a qualilaiive Knowledge, Attitudes and Practice (KAP) :<.tudy 
of poultry customers in 4 provinces of Can Tho, Ha Narn, Kien Giang mid 
Quang Tri. Results served to inform USAID/APII activities design, for 
example they were extracted t<.) discuss with related prnvinces on Year 3 
BCC activities (e.g poultry stakeholders rorum) on food safety practice:-.. 
The qualitative KAP study was conducted by a national expen. 

7.1.l6A large quantitative KAP survey was completed by a s.ubcontractor 
(Nielsen) guided carefully by APIL More thorough analysis of key 
indicators is undenvay by staff ln Abt's home office. A final report that 
combines findings from rhe quantitative and qualitative KAP studies will 
be submitted to USAlD in the next repo1ting period. 

7.2 Challenges and Solutions 

7.2.1 Limitations in writing skills and analytical thinking among provlncial 
subcontractors were reconfirmed through their participation as members of 
the writing ream developing Can Tho's Multi-sector Communications 
Guide and also through their progress reports and activity proposals. This 
partly explains the delay in some activities. Other reasons include pre
occupation of writing team members (from PAFEC, SDAH, PCHCE, 
PMC) with other work. Recognizing the weaknesses, provinces have asked 
APII to provide training on writing skills mid proposal writing in Year 3. 

7.2.2 Exploring local contributions to implement Year 3 BCC activities required 
discu:-.sions and negotiation:-., which delayed provincial implementation of 
activities. Intensive technical assistance from APII staff and strict schedule 
management helped manage the delays. 

7.2.3 Unlike other provinces, it wok time to reconsider a local subcontractor 
who is likely to take the ownership and leadership for subsequent 
communication program on BCC work in Can Tho. However, CEF ACOM 
was nominated again by the PCU as the quality of their work is 
appreciated. The disadvantage is that CEF ACOM may have weaker 
connections with other agencies in the province than a local subcontractor. 
Key CEFACOM staff were not available until Apri120l2 so the APII BCC 
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team initiated the \-Vork with BCC trainer team in Can Tho to develop their 
own BCC materials for their future campaign(s). 

7.2.4 The KAP survey outsourced to Nielsen required far more inputs, checking 
and quality <.~ssurance by the APH team than envisaged. Illustr<1tes once 
more the point that APII plays an important (and somewhat umecognized) 
role in building the capacity of subcontractors. This needs to be better 
documented and written up in future. 

Provincial Coordination and Implementation 

APil' s provincial implementation (PI) team works closely with the animal health, 
human health and BCC technical teams to coordinate field activities impleme-nted 
by subcontractors, develop/test successful models at provincial and grassroots 
level, and advocate for their wider adoption with local public and private 
partners. The PI team operates out of the main office in Hanoi covering activities 
in nonhern Vietnmn and through two satellite offices, one in Quang Tri for 
activities in central Vietnam and one in Can Tho for activities in southern 
Vietnam. 

Provincial Coordination Units (PCCs}, representing the body of key provincial 
counterparts and civil society, were established in Year 1 in the five focus 
province~. Each province ha~ a Provincial Coordinator (PC) appointed jointly 
with F AO and funded by APIL The PCs are typically seconded from a provincial 
:Jgricultural/Jivcstock agency. The PCs work closely with the PI team, coordinate 
their efforts with FAO's focal points, and report to the PCUs. 

7.3 Achievements 

7.3.1 Slgned MOU addendums for Year 3 with all five focus provinces. 

7.3.2 \Vorked closely with the APII technical teams to facilitate an integrated 
approach at the field level. 

7.3.3 Worked closely with provincial subcontractors to p1·epare work plans with 
emphasis on dlssemination and advocacy activities. 

7.3.4 Cooperated with FAO in preparing and conducting provincial planning 
workshops. 

7.3.5 \Vorked with FAO to extend the contracts for Provincial Coordinators 
{PCs) until June 2012. 

7.3.6 \Vorked with PCUs to enhance their commitment to the strategy or Year 3 
shifting focus from implementation to advocacy and replication with local 
resources and getting provincial buy-in. 

7.3.7 \Vorked closely with provincial partners to review the models and draw 
lessons learned and field-based evidence for advocacy. 

7.3.8 Organized stakeholder consultation workshops in the focus provinces to 
and supported provincial partners in preparing their inputs and 
presentations at the CBS review workshop in Hue (held in early April). 
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7.4 Challenges and Solutions 

7.A.l Need and justification for continued support to PCUs to be reviewed and 
determined. 

7.4.2 Futme of PCs beyond June 2012 to be considered and decided with 
US AID and F AO. The provinces arc well aware of the plans to pha.5e out 
the PCs within Year 3. 

7.4-. .3 Maintaining provincial interest and commitment as APII continues to 
withdraw it support to implementation and shifts towards advocacy for 
adoption and uptake increasingly with local resources. 

National Coordination & Policy Dialogue 

The goal in Year 3 is to Increase the focus on \-vays and mechanisms to transfer 
packages/models/approaches to public and private partners for adoption, 
adaptation, replication and up-scaling. The project consults and coordinates 
closely with API partners in this effort. 

The first six months of Year 3 focused on updating the advocacy strategy and 
action plan and supporting strategic communications and project promotion in 
(upcoming) advocacy events. 

7.5 Achievements 

7.5.l Facilitated the BCC working group meeting in March 2012 where BCC 
working group members shared their communications plam. and common 
interests in AI and EIDs prevention in 2012 and beyond (underthe AIPED 
framework) includin~ scope for further collaboration maximize efforts 
and re~ources. 

7.5.2 Prepared media advisories anJ press releases fqr (upcoming) advocacy 
event on APII's IC, CBS and AEW work. The IC workshop in Hanoi in 
late March was aired on 02TV and websites (including NCHEC). The TV 
dip wa.<; subtitled in English and shared with USAfD for wider 
dissemination. 

7.5.3 Prepared an advocacy matrix for APII advocacy activities and shared with 
USAID and API partners for inputs and feedback. 

7.5.4 Engaged an international expert a<; Advocacy/Policy Dialogue Advisor. 
This input is already bearing. fruits and boosting APII's communications 
work. 

7.6 Challenges and Solutions 

7.6.1 APII's planning and budget cycle of does not match that of the 
Government making it more difficult to get the timing right and call for 
local funding ro adopt, adapt and implement models develop with APIL 
The APII team needs to be well prepared and thinkfplan ahead with 
partners and counterparts. 
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Monitoring & Evaluation 

APirs M&E work as a critical component linked with all other program's 
components in the project" s strategic plan and framework to strengthen existing 
systems f(lr AIIEIDs detection, prevention and management in the focus 
province~. In addition, APII acts as the repository for PMP indicators co11ected 
under USAID's API inltiatives, providing analysis and reporting on this data. 

In Year 3, M&E focuses on gathering data and evidence for ~howing the results 
of project implementation, especial1y the project's outcomes and effectiveness of 
the models. Continuous capacity building for local partners to enhance 
sustain-ability will he carefu11y considered, based on the recommendations of the 
post-training assessment. 

The Project will nmtinue to work closely with USAID's API partners to 
revise/update the result framework and PMP as well as to compile and analyLe 
PMP data. 

7.7 Achievements 

7. 7 .I Collected Y car 2 PMP data from API partners for entry into database to be 
provided by MEASURE. Contributed to finalizing the revised indicators 
and database with MEASURE's lead. 

7.7.2 Continued to provide oversight of ongoing monitoring, evaluation and 
quality a.<.surance of activities on the APII project. Monitoring checklists 
are analyzed in Excel for a systematic review of quality of activities. 

7.7.3 Continued to update and fine-tune. the project Log-frame. 

7.7.4 Worked closely with AMDI (subcontractor} conducting the post-training 
assessment in November 20l1. The assessment aims to determine the 
results, outcomes and (where teasible) the impacts of the training 
conducted so far and identify motivators and barriers t0 application of new 
skills and knowledge among trainees. The assessment applled self
administered questionnaires on knowledge, attitudes and practices 
combined with focus group discussions and in-depth interviews for l316 
trainees, 220 trainers, and 59 local animal and human health officers. 
Overall, it identified a high level of knowledge and po~itive attitudes in all 
groups eight months to a year a!'ter the training courses. High percentages 
of trainees self-repoited applying almost all gained skills with a high level 
of confidence. The assessment also acknowledged the working mechanism 
for AI prevention through hand-in-hand cooperation between AH, HH and 
communication sectors as a promising way to create long-tenn impact. 

7.7.5 Provided inputs to SOW and deliverahles on the KAP survey and other 
assessments in order to help ensure technical soundness in APII's \vork. 

7.8 Challenges and Solutions 

7.8.1 To manage and ensure quality if delivery from subcontractors is often a 
'painstaking· process with much time and cttOrt spent by APII staff from 
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the beginning to the end and final ddivcrabks. It requires frequent 
communication, close monitoring, careful checking, guidance and 
mentoring 10 help ensure thal we receive producls of acceptable quality 
throughout Very often we end up spending far more time than expected 
on as.surlng quality of work by subcontractors. An important lesson 
learned is the need to have clear and well elaborated delivembles from the 
outset. APII needs to document this t'-ITort and highlight any related 
'capacity building success stories'. 

7.8.2 The PMP database with revised indicators set is not yet available from 
MEASURE. This has caused a delay in the emry and compilation of PI\1P 
data from API partners (FAO and \VHO). USAID is following up with 
MEASURE. 

7.iL3 The post-training a'>sessmcnt identifies important challenges such a.-; 
assuring standards and quality of training activities conducted through 
various sub-contractors; training on skills and compelencie:.; a:.se.;,sment 
on skills, competencies, training outcomes and impacts; and sustaining 
changes and improvements after training. Key barriers for sustainability at 
institutional and individual levels include a lack of regular incentives (e.g. 
salary or allowan-ces) for public AH\Vs possibly leading to high turnover 
of the trained AHWs; shortage of resources, s.tandm·dized tools and 
frameworks for follov.'-up, coaching and continued on-site training and 
learning. The assessment recommends involving local partners in all 
stages, discussing with the partner~ on a follow up slrategy as well a ... 
advocating for policy development to create an enabling environment for a 
higher sustainability. 

7.8.4 The project is unable to maintain project-specific reporting mechanisms 
after the CBS piloting w obtain data for the indicators on AI suspected 
cases in Animal Health and Human Health (USAID PMP 1.3 and 2.7). 
These indicalors are not a regular indicator in lhe national surveillance 
system. fu the Human Health Sector, the '24 Communicable Diseases 
Form' docs not include AI. In Animal Health, disease reporting goes down 
to commune level only. Moreover, the investigation and appraisal records 
are mually p1·epared only for the events which are confirmed positive by 
lab tests and/or where control measures are taken later on. Records nre not 
kept on suspected, unconfirmed ca.5es. 

Administration & Finance 

APH conlinues to submit routine deliverables to USAID, including quarlerly 
progress reports, quarterly financial reports, semi-annual and annual repmts etc. 
The F&A team suppons the technical teams in managing all subcontracts and 
consultants. 

The first six months of Year 3 focused on the management of expenses versus 
budget, subcontracts and consultants and early preparations for Project Clo.se 
Out. 
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7.9 Achievements 

7.9.l Smooth coordination and communication with USAID/Vietnam and quick 
approval turnaround time from US AID that helps to facilitate the process 
better. 

7.9.2 Improved APII internal communication regarding the procurement process 
of consultant and subcontract that help the team works more efficient. 

7.9.3 US AID Vietnam \Vas very supportive and proactive in SO\V approval and 
planning activities of Project for Year 3 that help project in its work plan 
for subcontracb and consultants. APII regularly update USAID on the 
revise timeline of any subcontract and consultant. 

7.10 Challenges and Solutions: 

7.10.1 New approval procedures sent by Bangkok were extremely hclptUi and 
helped speed up the approval process. 

7.10.2 \Vith only six months left on the project some staff have left (Technical 
Director for Human Health, Admin Assistant, F&A Assistant - Can Tho 
office) giving extra work to an already stretched team. Will need to focus 
on way to keep remaining staff motivated and be prepared for stop-gap 
measures if/where necessary. A senior HPI staff \Vas brought in on 30o/c to 
help close the gap after the Technical Director for Human Health. 

7.10.3 May need to think of replacements for ·vacant positions, albeit it may be 
difficult to attract new 'long-term' staff with the amount of time left. 
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8. Success Stories 

8. J APII training package assi~'ts An Giang in improving bioset:urity 
practices 

In 2011, An Giang People's Committee approved the project "developing 
biosecurity poultry production in An Giang period 2011-2013" which aims to 
improve biosccurity and food safety practices in poultry production. To 
implement this, the An Giang provincial Agriculture <.~nd Extension center 
(P AFEC) included 79 training courses for 2,000 poultry raising household:. and 
22 intensive training courses for 600 members of 66 newly established 
coopcratlvc groups into thclr 201 1 plan and budget. 

Maste: T-:-a:ner !n Action <Jt _,TOT C,mr~e 

The USAID/APII project assisted PAI'EC in 
this endeavor. During Ocrobcr-Dcccmbcr 
20 ll. the project hosted a twq-day training of 
trainers (TOT) course in Long Xu yen for 25 
agriculture extension workers on blosecurity 
measures and application of training packages 
(trainers' ftipchmTs., guidebooks and comic 
books) with farmers. Follo\.ving the training 
of trainers course, the newly tra.ined trainers 

organized 35 binsccurity courses reaching more than a thousand sma11 and 
medium commercial poultry fanners in II districts in An Gi~mg and II courses 
for 329 poultry ...:ooperative member~. 

Preliminary findings from USAID/APII's recent study on cost and benefits of the 
biosecurily training package shows that knowledge and skills leamed li·01n these 
trainings are being put into practice. Early data indicates that for poultry farmers, 
there has been a 5-10% decrease in the number of sick poultry. Similarly, poultry 
production productivity has. increased by up to 19% thanks (in part) to the 
application of impruved biosecurity mea~ure-menls. 

As. a resu1t of the training undertaken in 2011, An Giang PAFEC is organizing 
another 44 biosecurity training courses for 1,320 households under the 
"Developing biosecurity poultry production in An Giang period 2011-2013." The 
PAFEC project also phms to set up 66 poultry raising cooperative groups by the 
end of 2012, and has requested additional assistance from USAID/APIL 
including additional training packages for both trainer:-. and farmers. 
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Introduction 
This reporr presents the major achievements, challenges and solutions/lessons 
learned for USAID's Avian and Pandemic IntluenLa Initiative (VSAID/APII) 
during Year tOur, covering the period from October 2012 to August 2013. In 
preparation for the close out of the project contract, project activities and staffing 
levels were significantly reduced in beginning in July 2013. The shortened 
period of coverage in thi~ report rellect;;. project activity levels, 

Year four saw the project complete the tmnsition, which commenced during Year 
three. to full implementation of the project, with a focus on adoption and 
adaptation of projects throughout Vietnam of key models that were previously 
developed and tested by the project in the fiYc original focus provinces. \Vc 
continued with the three major focus areas: anlmal health (AH}, hunwn health, 
and behavior change communication (BCC). Activities were implemented via 
subcontracts, as AbCs cunent license does not accommodate direct 
implcmcntmion. Working in this way required attention to identifying 
subcontractors capable of delivering quality work on time, and strengthening the 
capacity of subcontractor:>. as a vital pm1 of USAID/APll's work, in order to 
fulfill our objectives for Year four in a timely way and to achieve close out of 
programs. 

The project progressed well in most of the eight main focus activities: 

l. Coordination and Policy Dialogue 

2. Human Health Surveillance 

3. Case Management and Infection Control (IC) Capacity Building 

4. Pandemlc Preparedness 

5. Animal Health Surveillance 

6. Animal Health Worker {AHW) Capacity Building and Agricultural Extension 
\Yorker (AEW) Capacity Building 

7. Supply Chain (Poultry Supply ~etwork} Sn·engthening 

8. Behavior Change Communication (BCC). 

In Year four the project focused strongly on the wider adoption and sustained 
implementation of models, leading to ongoing impact beyond the life of the 
project. Adoption, adaptation, replication and scaling up of USAID/APIJ 
innovations by public and private partners are con:.idered the real mea:<.urt'-S or 
success for the project. In order to achieve this, the project canied out sustained 
advocacy and promotional campaigns in close consultation \Vith US AID and API 
partners. These campaigns achieved very strong results across key components 
and models developed by the project, pm1icularly in relation to Infection Control, 
Animal Health Worker (AH\V) Capacity Building and Agricultural Extension 
\\/orkcr (AEW) Capacity Building, Supply Chain (Poultry Supply Network) 
Strengthening and Behavior Change Communication (BCC). \Vhat follows is a 
description and discussion of the main achievements and challenges of Year four. 
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1. National Coordination and Policy Dialogue 
Under National Coordination and Policy Dialogue we have three goal." to achieve 
by the end of Year four: 

• Improved coordination in order to improve highly pathogenic Avian 
fut1uenza HPAI prevention and control 

• Suslained dialogue, coordination and lesson sharing on communications 
in Vietnam at a national level 

• National communication framework revised in line with Avian InfluenL.a, 
Pandemic Preparedness and other Emerging Infectious Disca<;cs (2011-
2015) (AlPED), officially approved by National Steering Committee for 
Avian Inf1uenza (NSCAI), and applied by all members in planning and 
implementation. 

1.1 Achievements 

1.1.1 Developed and executed an advocacy plan and matrix as \-Vell as the 
communication strategy with support fi·om an international expert, 
David Payne, as Advocacy/Policy Dialogue Advisor to boost project 
advocacy and communications work. 

1.1.2 Developed six btiefs on key models established to present in the 
project final dissemination workshop and to share widely tOr further 
adoption and adaption. 

1.1 .3 USAlD/APIJ representatives attended, provided technical comments 
and shared experiences in several national/regional workshops on 
Infection Control (IC) (see Section 3 below). 

1.1.4 IC training curriculum and IC tmining material developed with 
USAID/APII supported in line with the National Action Plan on IC 
Strengthening at Health Facilities (2013-2015). The Infection 
Control training matcrlals arc the official standard documents for 
tmining in health system in the whole country. 

1.1.5 Supported NAEC to chair the quarterly meetings of the One Health 
Communication Network {formerly known as the Avian lntluenza 
BCC \Vorking Group) through development of meeting agenda and 
worked presenters to prepare for their presentation. 

1.1.6 Attended in design meetings and provided inputs lo the One Health 
Communications Network (OHCN). 

1.1.7 Provided comments and inputs into the development of the National 
Strategic Framework for Communications on Emerging Infectious 
Diseases 2013-2015 facilitated by Partnership on Avian and Human 
Influenza (PAHI) Secretariat. 

1.1.8 Participated and presented on communication results in the other 
PAHl Secretariat's suppmt advocacy events including the national 
One Health conference on Enhancing Coordination on Emerging 
lntCetious Diseases in Vietnam: building on the avian influenza 
response for a One Health approach in April 2013. 
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l.l.Y Regularly participated in Bioseeurity Working Group, giving 
presentations on our le:.;sons learned and the results of animal health 
and communication work. 

l.l. I 0 Communicated project results to the wider audience through media 
advisories and press releases. Tracked aired clip~ and news and 
shared with partners and USAID. 

1.2 Challenge.'> and Solutions 

1.2. I During the first three years, the USAID/APII focused its work 
primmily at the provincial level. During Year four, the project has 
shifted its focus on working more with national stakeholders such as 
technical departments in key ministries in order to advocate that they 
endorse the model~;, to create supportive conditions for provinces to 
continue and replicate the models, and to adopt the models for 
application within ongoing national programs. 

2. Human Health Surveillance 
The human health :.;urveillance modt'-1 was developed over the fi~t three years of 
the project as part of an integrated approach to community-based survelJlance 
(CBS) in the five USAID/APH focus provinces: Can Tho. Ha Nam, Hung Yen. 
Kien Giang and Quang Tri. Following the findings of the external evaluation of 
CBS activity conducted during Year three of the project, the human health 
surveillance model has been separated from the AH surveillance model to 
promote its adoption, adaptation, replication and scale up during the final year of 
the project. 

The goal of CSAID/APII activities in Year four was to support 
national/provincial policie.s that facilitate community level .surveillance and to 
replicate the relevant model in both currenl focus provinces and new provinces. 

To get these goals, the USAID/APII had worked closely with National Institute 
of Hygiene and Epidemiology {NIHE) to develop a detail plan on implementing 
human health surveillance activities in Year four. A Statemem of Work (SOW) 
had been submitted and approved by USAID, following a competitive bidding 
process. However, we were informed that the General Department of Preventive 
l\1edicine in Ministry or Health (MOH) plans to asses:. Circular .::1.8 in 2013, that 
overlaps to our plan with NIHE and USAID/APII was requested not to conduct 
:Jctivities related to Circular 48 for the time being bcc:Jusc of certain sensitive 
internal issues. lJSAID/APII decided to cancel the intended activities with 1\'IHE 
and shifted lhose designated monies ebewhere_ 

2.1 Achieveme-nts 

2.1.1 Promising initial achievements \Verc recorded in Year four with the 
development of a detailed plan and SOW and bidding. process. 
However, as noted above it was not possible to proceed with thi:.; 
subcontract. 

2.2 Challenges and Solutions 
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2.2.1 The predictability and reliability of information from MOH is out of 
USAID/APIJ's and NIHE's control. \Ve therefore decided that it was 
necessary to end the contracl with NIHE. 

3. Case Management and 
Capacity Building 

Infection Control (IC) 

The Year four goals were to asslst the Government of Vietnam {GVN) in 
replicating a training model to assist health facilities in implementing Circular I 8 
and to explore and foster opportunities for training institutions to incorporate the 
USAID/APII infection control-training module within their curricula. 

3.1 Achievements 

3.1.1 Continued the subcontract with Vietnam Nursing Association 
(VNA) ro implement Year four IC activities. The suhcontmctor 
collaborated with MOH and three IC Socielies in Hanoi, Hue, and 
Ho Chi Ivlinh City (HCMC) to replicate the IC training model for in
service- and pre-service systems. 

3.1.2 Advocated for the MOH's Administration of Medical Services 
(AMS) to issue official letters endorsing implementation of rhe IC 
training package developed wilh the support from FSAID/APII and 
approYed by MOH for grassroots level: 

On February 27, 2013, the MOH issued a letter to require all 63 
Departments of Heallh (DOHs) in Vietnam and 34 national 
hospitals under the management of MOH to develop and 
implement provincial/hospital action plans on strengthening IC 
activities in healthcare facilities, including IC (raining for health 
care workers in public and private sectors. 

On March 1, 2013, the MOH issued a letter about supportive 
monitoring trips to 13 hospitals in eight provinces where key 
staff \vas trained with support from USAID/APII in 2012 to 
support provincial DOHs and hospitals on strengthening their IC 
practices including training for hea1thcare workers. 

On August 9, 2013, the Vice Minlster of Health approved the IC 
practical handbook developed \Vlth the support from 
CSAID/APH with the Decision 2289/QD-BYT. 

3.1.3 Three supportive monitoring trips were conducted in April 2013 by 
MOH and VNA, covering l3 hospltals in eight provinces including 
four 1'\orthern provinces, two Central province;;, and two Southern 
provinces. The monitoring team rt>viewed provincial IC activities in 
2012 and IC plans for 2013. The moniwrlng team together with 
provincial DOH leaders. also visited district hospitals to review the 
IC system, IC diffusion training and IC practices al these hospitals. 
Significant improvements were noted, including in rhe reinforcement 
of the hospital IC system, diffusion training, planning, updating IC 
regulations, supplying disposable towels and enhancing IC pr.:~ctices 
at health care facilitie~. More allention should be paid to IC planning 
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and to supervision of compliance to JC standards. The eight hospitals 
rh<.~t received support from USAID/APH in 201 I were a'isessed to 
have beller compliance and practices than the other hospitals 
covered by the supportive monitoring visits. 

3.1.4 Three six-day •·egional Training of Trainer (TOn course~ were 
conducted in March and April with total91 participants hom 16 new 
provinces and 17 nursing/medical schools in Hanoi, Hue and 
HCMC. In addition to updated IC knowledge, participants also 
gained knowledge on adult leaning methods and worked on their 
diffusion training plans. A one-day field study at the national 
hospitals provided participants with an opportunity to observe actual 
IC practices and demonstrated how to conduct Hospital Acquired 
Infection (HAl) ~urveillance and how to monitor compliance with IC 
practices in health facilities. They also had opportunities to practice 
teaching with their own ksson plans, which they then applied 
following the training through IC diffusion training courses in their 
provinces and medical and nursing schools. 

3.1.5 Approximately 6,000 copies of the IC training materials and 2,500 
copies or the IC training cun·iculum were ~upplied to 63 provincial 
DOHs and about 60 medical/nursing schools to support and 
encourage them in self-replication of the liSAID/APII's IC training 
model within the healthcare system and in training institutions. 

3.1.6 During the period from !'viarch to July, with the technical support 
from MOH, VNA and USAID/APIL 37 out of 63 provincial DOH 
throughout the country developed and shared their action plans for 
2013-2015 on strengthening IC activities at heahhcare facilities and 
their 2013 training plans on IC for workers at health facilities in their 
respective locations. Al1 training courses included in these plans will 
use the IC material supp011ed by USAID/APII, and will mainly 
utilize local funds to carry out these training courses. 

3.1.7 In October and November 2012, Can Tho DOH conducted four 
training courses on IC with local fund for 140 participants from all 
21 hospitals in Can Tho including nine provincial hospitals, nine 
district hospitals, two private hospitals in c~n Tho and one private 
hospital in Bac Lieu. a neighboring province. These hospitals 
contributed to the costs from their local budgets. The trainers of 
these four training courses were those trained by the USAID/APll in 
July 2012 and used IC training material developed by USAID/APII 
and approved by MOH. 

3.1.8 On May 6-9, a provincial TOT course on IC was conducted in Dong 
Thap General Hospital for 120 participants from 16 ho:-.pitals, 
including four provincial hospitals, four specific hospitnls and eight 
district hospitals. In additional to updated IC knowledge and skills, 
participants also learned about the design and practice of cross
~ectional studies on HAI. The trainers !iJr this cour~e were those 
trained by the USAID/APII in April 2013, together with a national 
expert from the HCl'vTC Infection Control Society. IC training 
materials for the course were provided by USAID/APII. Dong 
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Thap's DOH and Johnson & Johnson Vietnam co-funded this 
course. 

3.1.Y During the period from May to July, USAID/APH provided copies 
of the IC training materials and contributed 30%· of the training cost 
to conduct nine provincial TOT courses on IC in four new provinces 
of Binh Dinh, Quang Narn, Nghe An and Lam Dong. The provincial 
DOH contributed the remaining 70 percent of the costs for these 
courses. Two hundred and sixty participants from the l m~ hospitals, 
including 40 provincial general and specialized specific hospitals, 62 
district hospitals and six private hospitals had an opportunity to 
update their IC knowledge and skills in the class and they had one 
day to learn about HAl surveillance and IC practice compliance in 
provincial hospitals. The trainers for this course were those trained 
by the USAID/AP!I in 2012-2013. 

3.1.10 In July, HCMC DOH conducted four training courses on IC lOr 
around 300 le-nders of IC departments, chief of nurse and IC staff 
from all 149 healthcare facilities. The training cost was paid from 
local funds. USAID/APII provided copies of the IC training 
materials for these course:-.. The tminers for these courses were those 
trained by the USAID/APII in 2012-2013 and IC specialists from 
HCMC's IC Society. Some other provinces and cities have also 
prepared plans on IC training to commence in August, including 
Hanoi and Hue. 

3.1.11 Attended and/or supported lC training curriculum copies. IC training 
material copies developed by USAID/APII for participants in seveml 
workshops and training courses: 

In October 2012, the "\Vorkshop on the National Action Plan on 
IC Strengthening at Health Facilities sine now to 2015" chaired 
by the MOH Vice Minister in Hanoi. In the workshop, 
L:SAID/APII introduced the IC training model as a means to 
achieve national plan objective: "Lp to 2015, at least 80% of 
heahh care workers in health care facilities will be trained on 
basic Infection Control". 

In October 2012. the ''IC Scientific Conference" hosted by 
MOH's Administration of Medical Service in HanoL The
panicipants had the opportunity to share research and new IC 
guidelines, After the meeting, these guidelines were distributed 
and implemented in all health facilities. All updated issue:-. on IC 
were included in the IC trainlng material developed with 
CSAID/APII supported and they will be disseminated in IC 
diffusion training courses. 

On October 25 and 26, 2012: the "'National Workshop on 
]\:ursing Science" and "National Review \Vorkshop of Vietnam 
Nur~ing Association" led by the MOH and VNA. Achievements 
of VNA -USAID/APII collaboration and IC training material 
were introduce-d with high appreciation of participants. 
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In March, five-day training course on ·'Infection Control in 
Hospital Settings" conducted by Military Medical Depanment in 
Vietnam Ministry of Defense in Hanoi. This training pmvided 
update on international, US and f'\ational Hospital-focused IC 
practices and hospital pandemic preparedness. 

In Nlarch, the ''Infection Control Training Program for 
Vietnam's Healthcare Workforce" workshop conduc[ed by MOH 
and VNA in Hanoi for 17 military hospitals and eight 
medicaJ/nurs.ing schools.. In thls workshop, the MOH introduced 
existing IC training materials and introduced the draft IC training 
curriculum for the schools. Participants. who included directors 
of medicaJ/nursing schools, were very interested in 
LSAlD/APII's IC training materials and were planning to adapt 
this materia] !Or use in their schools. 

In ApriL the ·'":'!ational \Vorkshop on Sharing the Experience of 
~ursing Education" hosted by :rvfOH and VNA in Pham l\'goc 
Thach Private Medlcal School in HC:MC. More than 2 lO 
participants from 26 mcdicalinursing schools and 37 hospitals 
nationwide attended this event. The LJSAID/APII also supported 
Dr. Phi Nguyet Thanh Ji·om the Training and Education 
Department of MOH to make a presentation on the training 
curriculum for nurses and hm:v in-service training institutions. can 
apply the IC training materials developed by LJSAID/ APII and 
approved by MOH. 

In May, the '"Scientific Workshop for the Central Region on 
Infection Control and Patient Safety" was conducted in Hue by 
the Hue National General Hospital and the Hue Infection Control 
Society (HLJSIC) with approximately 300 participants from 
around 100 hospitals. USAID/APII supported for printing the 
Journal of Clinical ~iedlcine with detail introduction of IC 
training curriculum and IC material developed by USAID/APII 
and approved by MOH. The journal wa<; distributed to all 
workshop's participants, hospitals and medical schools in the 
central region. 

In June, the "Scientific Workshop on Infection Control for the 
~orthern Region" co-chaired by l\,10H, Bach Mai hospital and 
the Hanoi Society lOr Infeclion Control (HANSIC). l\1ore than 
350 participants from around 100 hospitals including :some. 
national hospitals, district hnspit:Jls and specialized hospitals had 
an opportunity to share experiences and tn develop their skills on 
IC, as well as being updated with new technical informalion. 
During the workshop, participants also discussed the IC situation 
in hospital as well as IC training for health care system. The 
LSAID/APH staff shared the status of the nationwide IC training 
model':<. replicalion in provinces and in training institutions 
following the TOT courses conducted in 2012 and 2013. 

3"1.12 Wilh technical support from USAID/APH, the Au Lac Private 
Nursing School in Hue and the Phu Yen Medical Secondary School 
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issued Decisions on adapting the CSAJD/APH-MOH IC training 
nwterials to their training program for nurse, physician students. 
Two full credits for IC theory and practice with 60 sessions were 
use-d to train 220 nurses and 150 physicians in Au Lac School and 
100 nurses in Phu Yen School in the school year 2012-2013. 

3.1.13 Advocated 17 training institutions attended TOT ln 2012-2013 
including Vlnh Long Medical College, Can Tho Medical College, 
HCMC L:niver->ity on Medicine and Pharmacy, and Hong Bang 
Unive-n.ity, Soc Trang Medical Secondary School, Duy Tan 
University, Hanoi Medical College, Thanh Tay Unviversity, Vinh 
Medical University, Hue Medical College, Hai Duong Medical 
Technical University, Nam Dinh Nursing University, Quang ~am 
Medical College, An G-iang Medical Secondary School, Binh Dinh 
Medical College, Thanh Hoa Medical College and the Nguyen Tat 
Thanh Unive-rsity in HCMC to issue official le-tters on revising their 
JC training program to adapt the IC training. curriculum and material 
developed with support from USAID/APIL 

3.1.14 With the technical support from USAID/APJ! and VNA, Hanoi 
Medical College and Hong Bang University nm only reviewed their 
curriculum and apply the new material but also developed 10 detail 
lesson plans for the new JC training cuniculum. Hanoi Medical 
College also developed the dewiled IC fundmnentals and conducted 
training coun.e for all clinical teacher in the school. 

3.1.15 Advocated the South West Asia Technical and Economic Secondary 
School, a privale school, in HCMC issued a letter on adapting the IC 
training curriculum and IC training materials in their training 
program since school year 2013-2014 on July 15, 2013. This 
increases the numher of private schools up to six out of 20 schools, 
which have been integrating the CSAID/APII IC training material 
into their training program. The revised training program will be 
applied in 20 schools for around l7,!)(J0 students in school year 
2013-2014. 

3.1.16 Conducted the "\Vorkshop on Strengthening Infection Control 
Training Programs ln Nursing and Medical Schools" co-chaired by 
VNA, :MOH and USAID/APII in Hanoi in June. The workshop had 
44 participants corning from WHO, the Department of Science 
Technology and Training of MOH, the Military Medical Department 
of Ministry of Defense and 2S medical and nursing universities. 
colleges and schools. Workshop participants had an opportunity to 
share their IC training curricula and materials as well as information 
about student JC practicums in hospitals. One public medical college 
and one private medical school shared their experience on 
integrating US AID/ APII' s IC training into their training program 
with technical support from VNA. Pmticlpants agreed that 
strengthening JC truinlng in medical schools is necessary and the IC 
tmining curriculum and JC training material developed by 
USAID/APII and approved by MOH are good reference document~ 
for schools to develop their own IC training curricula and materials. 
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Participants from medical and nursing schools shared their 
expectations on institutionalizing the IC training curriculum and IC 
materials in their institutions through additional TOT cour'>es on IC 
for their teachers. 

3.1 Challenges and Solutions 

3.1.1 The process of finalizing the Vr-\A contract took longer than 
anticipated due to year-end time commitments and the large number 
of me-etings and workshops on IC that took place during the early 
fall. requiring the attention of both USATD/APII and V;'.lA staff. 
While these meetings caused delays, they \Vere also opportunities for 
USAlD/ APII to ~hare the IC training model with in-service and pre
service syslems, leading to several fruitful conversations with 
provincial DOHs and training institutions, some of whom have 
expressed great interest ln the rc curriculum and materials. 

3.1.2 The USAID/APII required subcontractors to submit their reports in 
English, which took additional time for VNA to write, revise and 
translate the dehverables prior to ~ubmis~ion. 

3.1.3 The Ministry of Education and Training (MOET) has issued an 
outline of the training cuniculurn for nurses, which includes a 
required two credits on [C; however, as of the publication of this 
report, there is no similar requirement fur medical students. In 
addition to working closely with :V10H, VNA and other partne.-s to 
introduce and integrate the IC training model into the nursing 
training program, the human health team introduced USAID/APII 
materials ro medical schools for reference in IC lessons within other 
subject courses and encouraged them to develop an optional course 
on IC for medical students. 

4. Pandemic Preparedness Planning (PPP) 
The Year four goals were to introduce PPP packages to other provinces, and to 
advocate for wider adoption of PPP throughout Vietnam. 

4.1 Achkvcmcnts 

4.1.1 Conducted a national dissemination \\-'orkshop in Hanoi on October 
31, 2012 to introduce new approaches for developing and revising 
PPPs, share experiences li·om the proce'>~ of developing and 
improving Kien Giang's provincial plan, and identify 
recommendations for improving provincial plans. Participants in the 
workshop included the Vietnamese Red Cross (VNRC), provincial 
Departments of Animal Health (DAHs), General Dtpartment of 
Preventive Medicine (GDPM), the Central Propaganda 
DcpartmenU'Committcc. the HCMC Institute of Hygiene and Public 
Health, Vietnam Avian and Human Influenza Control and 
Preparedness Project {VAHIP). FAO, WHO. PAHI, USAID/APH 
and CSAID, as well as representatives from Hung Yen, ~inh Binh, 
Bac Nlnh, Bac Giang, Hai Phong, Hoa Binh, Ha Tinh, Nam Dinh, 
Bac Kan, Thanh Hoa, Ha Nam. Quang Tri and Kien Giang. After the 
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workshop, USAID/APII \-Vorkcd with interested provinces to support 
rhe revision of provincial PPP. 

4.1.2 Subcontracted with Humanitarian Center, Hung Yen Red Cross 
Association to implement Year four PPP activities. The 
~ubcontractor coordinated with Hung Yen aulhmities. 
representatives of all related sectors and mass organizations to revise 
provincial PPP with the new concepts of "whole of society" 
approach and Business Continuity Plan (BCP). 

4.1.3 Advocated the Hung Yen Provincial People's Committee (PPC) to 
issue an official letter assigning Hung Yen Red Cross to take the 
lead in -coordination with other relevant departments in the province 
ro revise the provincial PPP. 

4.1.4 Conducted "PPP Introduction Workshop" hosted by the Hung Yen 
PPC with participants from Hung Yen PPC. the Provincial Steering 
Committee on AI Control, Sub-Department of Animal Health 
(SDAH}, and local media agencies. They had opportunity to share 
experience from PPP revision in other provinces and expre~s the 
requirements of PPP revision. A detail plan of PPP activities was 
introduced and approved by all participants. The Hung Yen PPC 
committed to support these activities. 

4,1.5 Built an Editorial Team ¥lith the approval from the Hung Yen PPC 
in March. The team consisted of representatives from DOH. 
Department of Agriculture and Rural Development (DARD), 
Department of Communication and Information, and Hung Yen Red 
Cross. This editorial team wa<; responsible for developing a PPP 
outline and provincial PPP drafts for comments from other sectors. 

4.1.6 Conducted a PPP training \'-''Orkshop for about 30 participants from 
various provincial authority agencies and mass organizations on 
AprilS, 2013. Participants had an opportunity to learn about the new 
concepts of a \Vhole-of-Society approach and Business Continuity 
Planning and how to apply them in their PPP. The PPP outline was 
introduced and approved. 

4.1 ,7 Conducted two PPP Review Workshops on April and i\.·1ay in Hung 
){en with participants from around 20 agencies and organizations in 
Hung Yen province, including govemment management offices, the 
propaganda agency, the provincial Police Department, mass 
organizations, media agencies and local staff to review the first and 
second draft of provincial PPP. New approaches introduced in the 
draft plan include (i) preparednes-s planning covering diseases in 
human and animals, (ii) multi-sectorial involvement and (iii} 
inclusion of livelihoods, food security and business continuity 
planning for both during and after a pandemic. The draft compiled 
all the inputs and comments from participants, national and local 
organization, \VHO and F AO feedback. After revision, the plan was 
submitted for approval by the People's Committee of Hung Yen 
province. 
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4.1.!5 On T'V1ay 22, Hung Yen People's Committee approved the Hung Yen 
PPP. 

4.1.9 On June 11-12, Hung: Yen People's Committee organized the 
provincial PPP dissemination workshop in Hung Yen, with the 
participation of 33 leaders of 24 agencies including provincial 
departments, nine district People's Committees and mass 
organizations in Hung Yen. As required by the Vice Chainnan of 
Hung Yen People's Committee, all related Departments and districts 
in Hung Yen province developed or revised their individual PPPs in 
July 2013. 

4.2 Challenges and Solutions 

4.2. 1 This was the first time that Hung Yen Red Cross implemented this 
kind of complex activity with the involvement of multiple seclors al 
provincial level. A plan with detailed activities indicating the 
persons in charge, expected outputs. and timclinc was prepared \Vith 
support from USAID/APIL The commitment of Hung Yen's People 
Committee and lhe effective activities of the Editorial Team played 
an important role in the success of this activity. In addition, the 
USAID/APJI always worked closely with the Hung Yen Red Cross 
to strengthen their capacity during the period of the PPP reYision. 

5. Animal Health (AH) Surveillance 
The AH surveil1ancc model was developed over the first three years of the 
project as pmt of an integrated approach to community-based surveillance (CBS) 
in the five lTSAID/APII J{_)cus provinces/cit.ie:;: Can Tho, Ha ~am. Hung Yen. 
Kien Giang and Quang Tri. Based on the results of the external evaluation of the 
CBS activity, which was conducted during Year three of the project, the AH 
survei11ance model has been separated from the human health surveillance model 
for prornolion of adoption, adaptation, replicalion and scaling up during the final 
year of the project. 

The goal of USAID/APII activities in Year four is to ~upport national/provincial 
policies that would facilitate community-level surveillance and to replicate the 
relevant models in both current focus provinces and new provinces. 

5.1. Achievements 

5.1.1. Supported national/provincial policy that ~rould fitcilitate community 
lew! suneillance and/or events based surveillance: 

In Year f(mr. Animal Health surveillance activilies were concentrated 
in the Central region in collaboration with Regional Animal Health 
Office (RAHO) 3 and a local counterparts in Quang Tri. A scope of 
work (SOW) wa~ developed for integrating AH surveillance with 
Animal Heallh Worker Capacily Building and Supply Chain Model 
Replication submitted to USAID for approve in the beginning of the 
second quarter. The Quang Tri LiYestock and Veterinary Association 
were identified to review the USAID/APII AH surveillance model 
and AHW network model in Quang Tri province beginning in March. 
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A local consultant, with a strong background in national A H 
surveilhmce systems, was also recruited in bte March to provide 
technical a:.sistance to the subcontractor in thi:. area and develop a 
curriculum for AH surveillance for a regional course planned for 
April and May 2013. 

The USAIDiAPII AH surve-illance model in Quang Tri reviewed by 
several meetings and workshops V.'ith relevant partners conducted to 
discuss AHW netw-ork development and roles (including animal 
disease surveillance at grassroots level) and was under linkage with 
local network development policy. A set of animal disease reporting 
forms has been issued by Quang Tri SDAH to harmonize the 
reporting forms. and enhance the passive surveillance system of the 
province. 

5.1.2. Continued to advocaTe at the natinna! and provincia! le-.'e! for the 
adoption of a formal AHW TOR: 

A report on the improvement of the AHW network of Quang Tri 
province, including the adoption of formal Village Animal Health 
Worker (VAHW) terms of reference- (TORs) which specifically 
included a surveillance task (to detect and to report suspected cases} 
has been developed and shared. A local consultant was invited to 
develop this study and his report includes detailed recommendation~ 
for an animal disease surveillance-training curriculum to be 
introduced by the DAH as a reference document. The DAH is 
expected to adapt the model identified in the report for provinces to 
develop an AHW nt'-lwork 

A regional five-day TOT was conducted in Dong Ha on Animal 
Disease Surveillance at the Community Level fi._)r :.ix provinces in the 
central reglon (provinces covered by RAHO 3) with 30 participants 
(10 Female: 20 Male). RAHO 3 trainers and the Head of the 
Epidemiology divisinn of the DAH were invited as lecturers and the 
Quang Tri example was discussed during the course. 

5.1.3. Repiit.·ated the relemlll model in existing provinces and in tle\-V 

provinces 

A draft of the Policy Brief on the Quang Tri Case Study and successes 
in animal health surveillance and AHW Netvmrk improvement has 
been developed and was published in July 2013. 

A documentary on the Quang Tri model in animal health ne-1\vork 
development has been developed by the local Quang Tri Llvestock 
and Veterinary Association in collaboration \'lith the SDAH. It was 
shared with 26 participants (4 Female: 22 M<.~le) from RAHO 3 and 
the central provinces in a 1·egional Technical Dissemination Workshop 
on AHW and network development conducted in Hue on May 21, 
2013. As a result of the \Vorkshop, the formal commune and vll1age 
TORs for AHWs, including the specialized surveillance task to detect 
and to repmt su~pecled disease events, ha:<. been reviewed by 
participants. 

5.2. Challenges and Solutions 
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5.2.1. Early desk rcYiew of national regulations showed that while a 
standard operating procedure (SOP) for HPAl has been developed 
there are a number or variations of surveillance guides. available. For 
example, separate guidance on specific diseases such as porcine 
rcproductl'\T and respiratory syndrome (PRRS), fuot and mouth 
disease (FMD) and TAD-info (Trans-boundary animal disease 
information) exist. However, with the exception or the SOP for HPAI, 
these guidelines have gaps, especially at community and village level 
-..vhcre commune based surveillance (CBS) can play a vital role in 
improving detection and reporting of new cases. 

Similarly, despite the regulations issued in 2005 specifying J 5 animal 
diseases he included in the mandatory reporting list, on1y some are 
regularly reported. The varying SOPs. and lack of cons,is.tent reporting 
practices complicates our ability to develop harmonized official 
guidance or a mamml for AH surveillance, \<Vhich docs not conflict 
with current regulations and guidance but covers all the reportable 
diseases. The local consultant is expected to make recommendations 
to address these issues. 

5.2.2. Animal disease surveillance improvement for the grassroots level 
continues to be challenging due to the lack of official legislation to 
support local network development and the commitment by local 
authorities of allocated funds from limited annual provincial 
resources. The new veterinary law expected in the coming year and 
the new n.ational proposal for Animal Health Sector Development are 
good initial steps by DAH and i\.·fARD to cover the gaps in the 
regulatory framework and policy directions. It wil1 require a long 
term strategy and commitment from all levels 10 be successful given 
the current weaknesses in the overall veterinary service network. 

6. AHW Capacity Building and AEW Biosecurity 
Training 

The goals of the Animal Health ·worker (AHVv') Capacity Building and 
Agricultural Extension Worker (AEW) Biosecurity Training activities are to: 

• Introduce the AHW training package to new provinces and seek other 
educational training opportunities 

• Inlroduce the AHW networking model that will be adopted by relevanl 
public-private agencies at national and local levels. 

• Inlroduce the AEW training materials to the Nalional Agriculture 
Extension Ccmcr (NAEC), new Provincial Agriculture and Fishery 
Extension Centers (PAFEC) and private sector to applying them 
throughout AE\V system. 

6.1 Achievements 

AH\V Capaci(y Bui!dinK 
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6.1.1 The year started "\Vith negotiations with subcontractor AF AP, which 
needed pre-approval from USAID for an extension of one more year. 
The work plan, schedule and budget for Year four were completed in 
the first quarter and submitted to US AID for approval of the contract 
modification. A final revised contract was signed with AFAP ln 
January 2013. 

6.1.2 Animal Health lVorker Networks: Expand the AHW capacit_r 
lmildinJ.: model: 

The AHW Training Package consists of a hardcopy training manual, 
which provides a reference for AHWs (an enhanced manual based 
on the existing DAH Manual) as well as an E-Book version on CD 
with additional content for trainers and a sample toolkit with 
standard equipment for AHW service provision. 

After the AH\V Training package was approved by DAH/Iv1ARD, 
8,000 hardcopics were printed along with a letter from the DAH 
Director officia11:y introducing and endorsing them. The Training 
packages were distributed to 700 district veterinary stations 
throughout Vietnam between September and October 20 l 2. 

The first advocacy Dissemination Workshop for AHW and 
Biosecurity Training material for Year four took place on January 
1 L 2013 in An Giang with the participation of 5lparticipants from 
13 Mekong provincial SDAH and PAFECs as well as representatives 
of RAHO 6, RAHO 7 and NAEC. During the workshop, the demand 
to increase knowledge and capacity for AHW in general has been 
addressed by local counterparts and Mekong SDAH. 

On March 5, a second AIIW Dissemination \Vorkshop was 
conducted in Hanoi in collaboration with the Vietnam Farmer Union 
(VFU) targeting VFU's vocational training centers as well as the 
private sector. More than 50 participants joined the training, coming 
from regional and provincial vocational training centers under VFU 
as well as NGOs and the private sector. 

As a result of these dissemination workshops, USAID/APH rece-ived 
requests from 14 provinces, specifically those in RAHOs 6 and 7, for 
further assistance with TOTs for AHWs fmm VFU and RAHO 3. 

Tn an effort to replicate the AH\V training package. more widely and 
responding to requests from Mekong SDAH and RAHO 3. 
USAlD/APII scaled up the me of AHW training modules through 
regional TOTs for RAHOs 1, 2, 3, 6 and 7. A total of 159 local 
trainers were trained during quarters 2 and 3 (51 Fema1c: 108 Ma1cs) 
in 32 new replication provinces and RAHO offices. 

Figur-e 1. Provinces r-eached with AH\V Trainings 
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•• ...... , .......... 

6.1.3 Explore Public Private Partnerships in order to ievera;:;e resources 
and build sustainahilityfnr AHW capacit}' building: 

As a result of cost-shared AH\\l TOT courses in Moe Chau in Year 
3, the Moe Chau Dairy Cuttle Company Join Stock Company (Moe 
Chau Dairy) ha~ decided to use the diffusion tJ:aining program for 
new AH technicians in the Moe Chau area using their own funds. 
USAID/APII and AFAP "vorkcd with Moe Chau Dairy to develop 
the training curriculum and .suggested follow-up coaching by 
USAlD/APII natlonal trainers. This public-pri·vale partnership 
model was initlated with an I\ .. fQU ([\1emorandum of Understanding), 
which indicated that Moe Chau Dairy would contribute to training 
on animal surveillance, biosecurity and veterinary skills. However, 
to s,lmpliry the paperwork and align more closely with the intere'>t~ 
of Moe Chau Dairy, in February it was agreed to just implement the 
veterinary skllls training without a formal MOU. As a result 15 
technicians have been trained by a local trainer and were recruited by 
~foe Chau Dairy to slrenglhen their AH services,. 
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6.1.4 Present the AHW !raining packaxe to rele;.'aHt mini.vtries and 
department to advocate for !he adoption t4the package in vocational 
training schools: 

Meetings and AHW curriculum presentations with the Ministry of 
Labor, Invalids and Social Affairs (~,fOLISA) in March and the early 
pmt of Quarter three indicated some interest; however, because of 
the lengthy processes required for introducing a new curriculum, the 
adoption of the AH\V Training into this system would not be 
pos~ible during the life of USAID/APIL A~ an alternative solution, 
the Fanners' Union vocational training system, which often receives 
MOLISA funding, was selected as an option. USAlD/APII"s 
subcontractor AFAP conducted a TOT course in Hal Duong in late 
May, reaching seven provincial Farmers' Union Vocational Training 
Centers with 25 local trainers (13 FemaJe: 12 Males). It is promising 
to note that these vocational training center:) arc expected to conduct 
their own training courses for local AHW using provincial DO LISA 
runding resources. 

AJ?ricultural Extension Worker (AEW} Biosecurity Training 

6.1.5 Support NAEC Jo of_/icially adopt AEtV !mining manual and training 
materials and to promote their use ..-vithin the national GJ?ricultural 
system: 

The AE\V capacity building activities in the first quarter of Year 
four focused on identifying new provinces, and 1he corresponding 
local counterparts and dissemination activities, to introduce the
AE\V Biosccurit_y training package and prepare for Trainings of 
Master Trainers/Trainings of Farmer Trainers (TOMTsffOFTs). 
While USAID/APII and AFAP could have easily conducled those 
TOMTs independently, for sustainability purposes it was determined 
that they should be conducted together with local authorities and 
Provincial Agriculture and Fishery Extension Centre (PAFEC). An 
advocacy workshop was planned in quarter two lo this end. 

USAID/APII met with the National Agricultural Extension Center 
(NAEC} to idenlify ways to facililale their official adoption or the 
AE\V training manual and training materials and to promote their 
usc within the national agricultural system. L:SAID/APH introduced 
rhe training system to KAEC, outlined the current projects and 
agreed on follow-up activities required. These activities were 
incorporated into a dratt SO\\l for the Vietnam Poultry Association 
(VIP A) to undertake. 

Facilltated by VIPA, l'AEC completed a review and approval of the 
biosecurity training package, as well as the formally dissemination 
of the package through three national and regional biosecurity 
forums in Quang Ninh (May), Ha Nam (June) and Khanh Hoa (June} 
to 159 pa1ticipants (45 Females: 114 Males) from 14 provlnces. 

In addition, NAEC integrated the Biosecurity Training package into 
rwo national projects providing training for farmers: (i "1 
EHablishment of u commune model of animal disease prevention 
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and control in Thai Binh, Hai Duong, Vinh Phuc, Thanh Hoa, Bac 
Ninh, Bac Giang and Hue; and (ii) Intensive disease prevention for 
animals in Hanoi, Thai Binh and Hai Phong. This and the VIPA 
farmer club training courses have reached 837 farmers (604 
Females: 233 Males) with good fanning practices und biosecurity 
tmining. 

Figure 2. Location of Dissemination \Vorkshops 
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6.1.6 Scale up use of AEWtraining through reproduction of materials and 
TOMT/TOFT as needed: 

The first advocacy Dissemination Workshop on Biosecurity Training 
packages for Year four took place on January 11, 2013 in An Giang 
in combination with AHW dissemination as reported above. 
Participant:. fi-om most of Mekong PAFECs attended. During this 
workshop, the An Giang PAFEC and HCMC NAEC office shared 
the experiences and success of adopting and adapting the training 
materials for their waterfowl program while introducing the 
Biosecurity training materiaL As a result Long An, Tien Giang, ben 
Tre, Dong Thap, Can tho, An Giang, SOc Triing, Hau Giang, Cii 
Mau, Bac Lieu and Kic:n Giang provinces requested assistance from 
local trainers. In April two TOMT courses were then conducted in 
Hau Giang and SOc Trang. Finally the project supp011ed a TOFT 
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course in Bac Giang in collaboration with NAEC May 2013. During 
Year four a total of 81 local trainers were trained. 

Figure 3. Locations of Biosecurity Trainings 
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6.1.7 Other replication r~{AEW/Biosecurity training programs for poultr_v 

farmers in additinnal pmvinces: 

The biosecurity training package was successfully transferred to 
NAEC's National Waterfowl Development Project (2011-2013). 
This project, chaired by Mr. Nguyen Van Bac, covers 14 provinces: 
five provinces in the Hong River Delta including Bac Ninh, Hanoi, 
Hai Duong, Hung Yen and Hal Phong and nine- provinces in the 
Mekong Delta including Kien Giang, An Giang, Bac Lieu. C3. Mau, 
Dong Th:ip, Long An, SOc Trang, Tra Vinh and Tien Giang. \Ve 
identified 452 fanner-developed demonstration tarrns with 1,320 
duck farmers who were all trained by NAEC with materials adapted 
from the trdining package. At this time, 4,680 trainees who are 
raising ducks for meat and eggs have visited demonstration sites and 
received training materials. fu addition, using local funds and 
integrating activities into the local vocational training centers 
program, there \Vere 95 training courses conducted in Bac Lieu ( 1 0 
courses), Vinh Long (five courses), Tra Vinh (20 courses) and An 
Giang (60 courses) with total of more than 1,000 people attending 
(Source: NAEC, National Wate1j0wf Development Project I, N4EC 
HCMC nfjlce Jan, 2013). 

Following a TOFf for 25 local farmer trainers in October 2011, An 
Giang officially adopted the training package into their provincial 
project "Developing biosecurity poultry production in An Giang 
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during the period 2011-2013_" This project is being implemented in 
II districts and towns of An Giang from July 201 1 to December 
2013. Since December 2011, these fam1er trainers have organized 79 
courses on biosecurity for poultry production with 2,319 trainees 
whn arc raising chicken and ducks for meat and eggs. They aJso 
offered 22 courses for 649 members of 66 poultry cooperative 
groups, providing training on upgrading biosecurily lOr poullry 
production. The training materials were also used by trainers for 
another 55 training courses on animal husbandry organized by the 
Provincia] Agriculture Extension Center in 2011 and 2012 under the 
national i\'ew Countryside (Nong Thon moi) development program. 
(Source An Giang PAFEC. Jan 2013)-

6.1.8 Explore using NAEC's online training programs to disseminate 
truining package: 

NAEC and its counterparts have developed a DVD for on-line 
training, as recommended by CSAID/ API I. The t!nal draft version 
was completed in Jatc June and is planned to be posted on the NAEC 
website foJJowing. final approved. which is expected during July 
2013. 

6.1.9 The Project Management Unit within MARD of the \Vorld Bank
supported Vietnam Avian and Human Inl1uenza Prevention and 
Control Project {VAHIP} has officially requested to reproduce 
50,000 copies of the "Bac Mau nuoi ga·' (Mr. Mau Raises Chickens) 
comic book developed as part of USAID/APII's biosecurity training 
package for poultry rarmers w use in their HPAI awareness raising 
program in schools during 2013. 

6.2 Challenge.'> and Solutions 

AHW Capaci!J' Building 

6.2.1 The lengthy AFAP approval process had a bit of an effect to the time 
schedule of AHW and AEW/Biosecurity Training activities in 
overall. The US AID/ APII team worked wilh AF AP and the local 
counterparts to speed up implementation after approval. 

AEW Biosecurity Training: 

6.2.2 It is important for the sustain<.~hility and institutionalization of 
training/extension packages to work. closely with NAEC and the 
PAFECs. This is a time-consuming process, which may not always 
be the top priority for these organizations and thus requires 
diplomacy. patience and perseverance in order to tlxge and maintain 
close relationships. Obtaining official approval from governmenl 
authorities was a suggestion from the Deputy Director of NAEC and 
introducing the AE\V/Biosecurity training though NAEC/PAFEC 
system and national/provincial projects rem<.~ins a good option for 
replication of this training package widely and efficiently. 

6.2.3 Figures on replication training conducred in additional provinces 
may not be available in a timely manner where these activities are 
being funded from local, national or other resources not sourced by 
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USAlD/APIL USAID/APH has tried lts best to introduce and train 
local trainers., distribute the AH\V and Biosecurity training packages. 
widely as well as to follow up with SDAH that requested and ~end 
their staff to slt in USAID/APII TOT courses with the expectation 
that diffusion training will then be taken up hy local authorities once 
the appreciate the value of these approaches and the related tools and 
supporting materials. 

7. Supply Chain (Poultry Supply Network) 
Strengthening 

The goals in Year four are to advocate and encourage adoption, adaption and 
replication by public agencies, private partners and/or other development projects 
and programs elsewhere of USAID/APII developed hiosecurity!hios.afety 
demonstration models in key (high risk) nodes along the poultry supply chain, 
together wlth related documents (such as protocols, guidelines and training 
materials). 

7.1 Achievements 

The key activlties and achievements of the supply chain work during the third 
quaner of Year 4 focused on the fol1owing activities and nodes: 

7.1.1. The supply chaln activities of Year 4 started with a Completion and 
Handover Ceremony of the Upfiraded Meat Section in Hoa Mac 
Market and Poultry Slaughter Poilt! in Hoa Mac town, Duy Tien 
district, Ha Nam province on October 26, 2012 by USAID/APII, its 
counterpart and local authorities. Together with Mr. Hue, a small 
upgnttlt:d .-.,laughLcring faclJiLy owncT. th~.:;,c Lwo upgrmk:;, .\~.:rv..:: as a 
model for the province and is being used as a demonstration site. It is 
also a key stepping stone in the long-term restructuring of the 
livestock slaughtering network including transition to centraJized 
slaughtering, providing a smaller-scale option that adheres to 
standard risk reduction measures. 

Key activities and milestones for the Hoa Mac and Dong Ha l\efarket 
and Poultry Slaughter Poim were summarized into a roadmap for 

biosecurity improvement as following: 

Mapping and risk assessment of poultry supply chains; 

Provincial Strategic Phmning for HPAf Risk Reduction. 
Prevemlon and Comrol along the Poultry Supply Network~ 

Assessment, design and upgradingirenovation of infrastructure: 

Training of slaughterers, meat and market vendors 

Communications activitie:... 

These upgraded models have included training on good slaughtering 
practices and veterinary hygiene assurance for slaughterers, vendors 
and veterinarians. It has also helped to reduce the potential spread of 
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disease during the slaughtering, selling and transportation processes. 
Training was conducted by local SDAH, District Veterinary Station 
and LSAID/ APII on good operation, the requirement:. for 
infrastructure improvements and was collection and management. 

7.1.2. Technical coaching nnd monitoring of risk reduction demonstration 
models in slaughterhouses, slaughter points and live bird markets 
{LBM) to improve them as a training pla{/Orm: 

Periodic- re-view meetings were conducted monthly or quarterly until 
June, 2013 with participation of market management boards (NIMB), 
slaughterhouse/slaughter point owners, the SDAH. Veterinary 
Inspectors and BCC trainers in different model sites. These visits 
included observation and recording of behaviors as well as to 
encouraging the maintenance of good practices at model markets of 
Dong Ha and Hoa Mac and the model shiughtering facilities in Ha 
Nam, Quang Tri and Can Tho. In addition, in June 2013, with partial 
support from VSAID/APII, the MMB and vendors in Dong Ha 
poultry market have repaired some items for better management of 
waste and to create more space for free vendors. 

All of these effort aim to maintain good models and Lo support their 
use as a training platfOrm, to encourage wider replication and to be
handed over to local rc1atcd resources. The following is a summary of 
behavior scores identifted on technical monitoring checklists: 

Table l. Behavior Change- Summary in Risk Reduction Demonstration Sites 

Model site Positively increased as compared with the baseline* 

Dong Ho LB,lf ]9% (in April20ll)- 67'7<- (Nov, 20l1)- 69\f (June 2013)-
60:.VIr: (late Jul_y 20 l:i_l 

Hoa ii4ac llfarket 12.9% (Sept 2012). 69.4t} ilall. 2013) · 7JSl (June 20; 3) 

*U.~ing USAI0!4.Pfl'_~ ,-hecklisl 

lVgoc Xuan Slaughterhouse 48SI- (Sept. l I, 20:2)- 657r- (NO\'. 27.2012) 

Slaughter points in Dong Ha Mr, Ticn: 32.1% (A;1ril 20 ll) 60.4',{- (Nov ::?.012) 32.1 'if.-
(Apr ::?.013) · 74S:.· (\1ay 2013) 

Mrs_ Thuy: 43.4t} (April 2011) - 58.5% (J"<JV. 2012) -
43.4'1(· tAp! il 2011) · 72.2% May 2013) 

Slaughter points in Ha 1'lam l\fr, Hue: 3Yif· (Sept 20 l l J - 56'i: (Jan_ 2013) 3y-;;, (Sept 
20' l)- 63'/o (Jun. 2013) 

"'[hing Degree 14 checklisl 

On Novemher 15, 2012, USAID/APII and SOAH and other local 
counterparts of Ha Nam province hosted a Supply Chain Models 
Technical Revie·,.,- Afeeting. This was a good chance for all sites to 
review the road map taken over the past two-years of collaboration 
and to identify achievements. The meeting nmfirmed that most of the 
identified and agreed upon indicators have been achieved, for 
example: successfully upgrading a district model mnrket and a 
slaughter point that can be used for replication in the other districts 
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and deployed to ne\-v province: increasing the effectiveness of state 
management of slaughtering and veterinary hygiene inspection 
activilies for slaughter points and the sale of meat products. As a 
result. the issued a new prot-"incial decision number 
32/1012/QD-URND on the manaxement ol animal and animul 
product _>fauJ;htering, transporta!ion and inspection in Ha Nam on 
December 13, 2012. After the provincial proposal for 2012-2020 to 
lmprove the animal slaughter inspection and the Duy Tlen dis[rict 
proposal of slaughter inspection 2011-2012, this was a very positive 
outcome of the past three years of collaboration bet•.veen 
USAID/APII and Ha Nam local authoritie;;,. 

7.1.1. Fn!!ow up and repfiration in Quang Tri: 

Using t\-VO models of physically upgraded slaughter points a-; the 
platform for training, USAIDiAPII and 1oca1 counterparts focused on 
encouraging lhe replication to other ~laughte1·house~ in Dong Ha city 
and Quang Tri town. Activities were including provlsion of training 
on good poultry slaughtering practices, household visits, technical 
consultations and provision of some s1aughterhome equipment. 

At the same time, the Quang Tri SDAH enhanced the application of 
veterinary certification by increasing awareness of the value of 
certification with producers, vendors and consumer:>.. Cerlification by 
stamping of poultry products slaughtered wlth the application good 
slaughtering practice commenced 1n the USAID/APH model 
slaughtering facilities m June 20 13_ This government effort 
immediately encouraged the replication of the model. As a result. 
nine of 12 slaugh[er pDims have registered for facility upgraded 
fol1owing the technical recommendations from the SDAH. Some 
small slaughtering operations will be re-grouped and relocated to 
selected bigger facihtie~. To date, two slaughtering facilities have 
completed upgrading activities. Three others will complete their 
upgrades within September 2013, and the remainder will continue 
with technical support from the SDAH. Equipment totaling 
183,340,000 VND (-8,700 USD) including 53 pieces of items ,<,uch 
as tables, ozone generators, drum pickers, high pressure cleaners and 
sets of bleeding cones for safer slaughtering practices have been 
delivered to 11 potential 1·eplication slaughterhouse in Quang Tri. 

Quang Tri DARD issued the following legal documents during this 
period: Decision No.286/Qf>-SNN dated May 29. 2013 on 
Temporary Regulations ror pouh1·y slaughtering and poultry 
production trade in Quang Tri and Official Letter No.494/SNN-CN 
directing the management of poultry slaughtering. poultry production 
mtde in Quang Tri. 

7.1.4. Follow up and replira!ion in lllfekong region (RAHO 6 and RAHO 7): 

Mekong Regional training courses :fi~ir slaughterhouse UH'tu-rs: 
USAID/APII aim to introduce the model and encourage risk 
reduction replacement in Mekong region especially for the provinces 
where there is no support from V AHIP or LIPSAF. On December 19-
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21 and 24-26, 2012, in collaboration with RAHO 7, USAID/APII 
organized two training courses. on Veterinary Sanitation and Food 
Safety for 58 slaughterhouse owner~ and ~elected staff of SDAHs 
from l3 provinces in RAHOs 6 and 7. These participants had the 
opportunity to join study tours to slaughtering facilities in Can Tho, 
Long An and Tien Giang including the USAlD/APII supported l\goc 
Xuan slaughterhouse model, and the USAID STOP AI supported Go 
Cong slaughterhouse model. Many slaughterhouse mvners in those 
provinces as "\Veil as SDAH showed their interest in replicating the 
llSAID models through official letters ca11ing for support that have 
been reviewed and incorporated in the- plan for provision or technical 
assistance in the following months. 

Following this training and responding to requests submitted by 12 
SDAH for case assessments to upgrade 50 small slaughterhouses, 
USAlDiAPII experts worked with technical st~ff from the RAHO 
and provincial SDAH to assess operations in slaughtering facilities 
using the checklist and risk assessment matrix issued with Circular 
14. The purpose of this assessment was to identify communicable 
disease and fo0d safety risks and to propose prioriti7cd upgrade 
options for the slaughterlng facilities. The recommendations selected 
were appropriate, practical and feasible for the facility owners to 
easily learn from and follow through on dming both short-term and 
long-term periods. Of the 50 slaughterhouses registered in these 
provinces, 27 facilities \Vere selected for field assessment. Most of 
these facilities have similar en·ors: no one-way processing now, 
proce-ssing on the floor and no separation of dirty and clean areas. 

Table 2. Support provided to Mekong slaughterhouses by province 

Provin« #of #of #Of ?'<rlotes 
assessment slaughterhouses upgrades 

requests visited and made* 
consulted 

RAH06 
UR-VT 20+1 mr~rke1 3+ I market 2 

Tien Giang 3 3 3 

Rcn Trc 2 0 0 

RAH07 
Can Tho 2 2 2 
Vinh Long 6 3 3 

An Giang 3 2 l ;-.!eed tedmic.al support 
only 

Soc Triing l 4 l 

Hau Giang 4+1 market 4 + I market 0 Provincial p1ar: in ?.1114 

CaMau 4 4 l 

Rae Lieu 3 2 +l n:arket 0 ;-.!o poultr)· .'i-laug-hterhouse 

DongThap 1 0 0 

Kien Giang l 1 l 
Total so SH> +2 27 SHs ~ 3 14 

markels markets 
" ' ' A" of Jul. 26L 
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A :mmmary report on risk a"!:scssmcnt with detailed recommendations 
was given to the SDAH of each related province and to RAHO staff. 
fu consultation with the RAHOs and SDAHs, it was decided lhat 
facilities that completed upgrading before July 2013 would be 
eligible to receive some equipment and technical assistance from 
project as an encouragement and support to their improved 
operatiom. For the facililies lhal did not upgrade befOre July 2013, 
only technical recommendations will be given and the facility owners 
can decide by themselves \:;,.·hen they want to upgrade. Howevc:r, 
based on the recommendations and reports provided by USAID/APIJ 
it is expected that local authorities will follow-up on the upgrading or 
these slaughterhouse after l'SAIDiAPII project doses. A total of 23 
pieces of equipment (-7,000 USD) were purchased by USAID/APJI 
for handover in July to I] facilities in eight provinces. This 
equipment will provide an example for them to rephcate in their other 
processing lines and will conttibute to improving good slaughtering 
practices including veterinary sanitation. risk reduction in disca<>c 
tr.:msmission and cross-contamination and improving poultry food 
safety. 

In addition, responding to the request from three provinces (Bac Lieu, 
Hau Giang and Ba Ria-Vung Tau), the pmject visited exi~ling 

markets where live poultry are sold. No market models were
dcvc1opcd due to time constraints but a disscmlnation workshop was 
qrganizeJ for local authorities in Hau Giang province with l g 
participants in May 2013. The local authority stated that this 
experience sharing was a first step towards developing live poultry 
market models in Hau Giang. Technical documents from the Dong 
Ha and Hoa Mac models have been shared accordingly. 

7.1.5. Provide technical as.~istance !o the DAH !hrouxh development a{ a 
strmegy and accompanying package ,?f how-!o guides/prntocnls fnr 
provinces on making upgrades to markets and slaughterhouse: 

A regional approach is one of the key approaches for USAID/APII in 
the Year four of project. On November 27, 2012 in Can Tho, in 
cooperation wlth DLP and FAO, 43 prnticlpants from RAHO 7, 
RAHO 6, DLP, FAO and USAID/APJI attended The 21>.'/ Rioi'iecurit_;' 
Working Group meeting, funded by LJSAID/APII and FAO. The 
meeting focused on (i) the current situation of poullry slaughtering in 
regions 6&7; (ii) dissemination of USAID/APII's risk reduction, 
veterinary hygiene and sanitation mode-l at Ngoc Xuan Slaughter 
House; and (iii} recommend~tions and suggestions to reduce risks in 
slaughtering facilities by improving bio-security measure~. 

USAID/APII recommended that training for selected slaughterhouse
and slaughter point owners in these regions on risk reduction and 
food safety improvements in as a follow-up activity of the meeting. 

In Quang Trion December 20 and 21, 2012, in collaboration with 
Quang Tri WU, USAID/APil organized a t\vo-day dissemination 
workshop in the Nm1hern Central region to promote the use of a 
multi-sectorial approach to improving food safety of poultry and 
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poultry products through BCC. More than 60 participants from the 
central Vietnam \VU, FAO and the Ha Tinh, HaiPhong, Thanh Hoa, 
Quang Binh, Quang Ninh and Thua Thien-Hue province \VUs 
partlcipated in this workshop and visited the upgraded Dong Ha 
market and slaughter polnts. 

As part of the strategy of DAH and MARD's Legislation Departmem 
to review and develop a framework of veterinary technical 
documents. on May 21, 2()13, lJSAfD/AP[f supported DAH to 
conduct a Food Safety \Vorhhop on Sharing Experiences and 
Veterinary Technical Documents. ~·fore than 70 participants from 
national and international agencies and projects working in this field 
joined together to share their experiences on improving veterinary 
hygiene and food safety in animal and animal product production, 
storage, processing and trading. In addition to 32 documents and 
BCC materials from CSAID/APII, 50 books, booklets, posters, 
training materials. protocols and reports \Vcrc shared. DAH also took 
advantage of the workshop to share with provincial patticipants their 
new proposal to st1·engthen government capacity in food safety, 
zoonotic disease and environmental prote-ction and the function and 
roles of veterinary public health services. system. 

Studying Vietnam regulations on slaughtering and taking into 
account model (cchnical protocols, guidance and risk reduction 
qperations, USAID/APII plan to develop draft Guidelines on Good 
Hygiene Practices and Good M::mufactming Practices for 
Slaughtering (GHP/GMP) for general application and advocacy by 
DAH. A local consultant was recruited in April 2013 conduct this 
documentary work. The draft version was fmalized with inputs from 
Dr. Henry Yap, USAID/APII's Intemational Consultant on 
Biosecurity, and was shared with DAH's Divislon of Veterlnary 
Public Health in July 2013. The document will then be handed over 
to DAH as an input to their development of the legal framework and 
policy guidance. 

7.1.6. Provide information on other flmding options (credit sources) thm 
distrh·tstj}rovinces can use to implement upgradeslne~t-' trainings: 

A local consultant on microfinance wa" recruited for a sh011 period of 
time to -conduct a study on funding options for local vendors, 
slaughterhouse owners to access and getting the loans, which has 
been shared. 

7 .1.7. While developing the market model, we determined that there is no 
checklist for markets within the framework of ~1ARD Decree 14. 
USAID/ APII included it in its plan ro provide technical assistance to 
the DAH to develop checklists specific for markets' food safety 
checklists. However, due to a lack of clarity in the division of tasks 
between national agencies, it is not clear whether DAH is responsible 
for this. A checklist developed for Dong Ha and Hoa l'v1ac market 
monitoring and evaluation has been shared as reference for DAH'~ 
Division of Public Health for the future. 
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7.].g_ Support DAH/RAHOs/Prm-·inces to develop and implement !raininf?S 
for inspectors on good slaughtering practices and certification stamp 
requirements: 

In Year three, through the process of implementing three training 
cour:-.es on poullry inspection, USAID/ APII has developed a 
curriculum for Advanced Training on Inspection of Poultry and 
Poultry Products for Food Safety and Sanitation. This training is 
complement to the existing RAHO inspector certification trainings. 
The USAID/APII advanced tmining include the following additional 
topics such as updated information on AI, EIDs and food borne 
diseases~ poultry supply chain and how disease transmission occurs at 
key nOOes.; and the design and operation of poultry slaughtering 
racililie:-. lo enhance sanitation and food safety. 

To facilitate the training course implementation and b<.~lancing 

bet \veen interest of different parties, RAHO, provincial SDAH and 
USAID/APII in same case did agreed to formulate a general course
(hat combined the curriculum developed by lJSAID/ APII and RAHO 
standards course and costs sharing mechanism has been identified to 
be able to replicate the USAID/APH de.signed cour:-.e. The example 
can be count for Ba Ria Vung Tau and Quang Blnh course. In this 
example, each province SDAH contributed approximatcJy 50 pe-rcent 
of the total [mining costs for administration and participams while 
USAID/APII covered the remaining 50%, mostly related to the costs 
of the trainers and the training materials. 

In cooperation with the RAHOs and DAH, the USAID/APII 
organized seven training courses for 288 inspectors from 17 
provinces, as follows: Thanh Hoa (53), Hue {14), Quang Td (11); 
Quang Binh (3); Da :'\lang (12): Quang Nam (9); Binh Dinh (l), 
Khanh Hoa(l), Phu Yen(!); Quang Ngai (2);, Tien Giang (39), Ben 
Tre (20), Dong ~ai (7), An Giang (36), Soc Trang (34), Hau Giang 
(40) and Can Tho 15). 

Figure 4. Provinces Where Inspectors \Vere Trained 
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Evaluation results from the training showed that most of the trainees 
achieved sufficient knowledge on good practices for food processing, 
safe slaughtering and waste management in order to carry out 
inspection, as v .. ·ell as being capable of providing consultancy and 
effective supervision to slaughterhouse for better ve-terinary hygiene 
and food safety. 

7. 1.9. Rel'isit STOP A! models and disseminate le.ssons learned und 
activities sustained post-STOP AI: 

In January USAIDi APH documented the contributicm of 
USAIDiSTOP AI project activities on small slaughterhouse 
Jmprovement approach and o:,uccess, and how USAIDiSTOP AI 
project's lessons learned have been lncorporated into US AID/ API I' s. 
In addition, 58 slaughterhouse owners from Mekong region have 
been invited to visit the STOP AI slaughterhouse as part of the 
training program and many pictures and photos of this project site 
and new established USAID/APII physical models have been used in 
different training session for slaughterers and inspectors as well a.;; 
dissemination workshops. 

7.1.1 0. Work with DAH in coordbwtion with V!PA to develop a roadmup 
for improving food safety ai market places. providing input into its 
design, and share lessons learned from the slaughterhouse and 
slaughter point models: 

In order to finaliLe the next draft of the National Proposal on 
Ensuring Food Safety in Livestock Slaughtering and Transportation 
and to develop roadmap to 2012-2020 on improving food safety in 
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transportation and slaughtering, on June 14 and 2 t t"\VO consultation 
workshops were organized in Hanoi and HCMC, facilitated by DAH. 
Ninety-six participants from SDAHs and the functional divisions or 
DARD from northern and southern regions shared experiences on the 
cum::nt complex situation of food safety in relation to 
slaughterhouses and markets and gave specific comments on the 
previous draft. DAH planned to incorporate these comments into the 
final version, which was to be submitted for approval in late July 
2013. 

In the Mekong project we undertook a mapping poultry slaughter 
points in the t\kkong region. The location and owner's name of 
slaughtering facilities were collected and included in the reports from 
the field trips to the f..'Iekong regions that were shared with the SDAH 
and RAHO. However, due to time and resource constralnts and the
limitation on the total numbe-r of selecte-d small slaughtering fac-ilities 
for visits, the regional mapping was cancelled. 

7.1.11. Encourage technical gro-ups, provincial authorities, !he LIFSAP 
and VAHIP representatives, and /neal investors and oo,<v·ners in 
scaling up and replicaring models: 

More than ::;o technical protocols, training documents, behavior 
change communications materials and ~upply chain documents from 
USAID/APII were shared ln the Technical Document Sharing 
\Vorkshop on May 24, 2013. These documents \Vcrc also shared \Vith 
FAO, VAHIP, LIPSAP and other agencies and projects upon request 
during the year as appropriate. 

In collaboration with VA HIP, a study tour was conducted to Dong Ha 
live bird market and ~laughter points in Dong Ha city in 22-23th July 
2013 for 37 VAHIP PMU, SDAHs, MMBs, Veterinary Stations statf 
and vendors of Hanoi, Thai Binh and Lang Son provinces. The 
Quang Tri SDAH we1·e updated participants and shared upgrade 
experiences including difficulties and lessons learned. Feedback from 
study tom showed that participants appreciated the efforts of Quang 
Tri SDAH, USAID/APII and Dong Ha Market Management Board in 
vehicle management for pou1try transport, disinfection and clean up 
of live bird markets. and slaughter points,. Another s,tudy tour is 
planned for late August 2013 for other VAHIP provinces. 

7.2 Challenges and Solutions 

7.2.1 For the market models, most of the provinces are facing the problem 
of controlling and managing live poultry trading in urban areas,. 
Challenges include the need for fanners to sell their poultry products 
and the traditional cultural and religious practices and habits of 
consumers to buy live poultry. Many provinces are struggling with 
management and control of live poultry selling since it is impossible 
to maintain a taskforce to check all mmkets during the time period in 
\-Vhich live poultry is traded. Some provinces have their own way of 
managing and organizing live poultry tr.:tdlng. Most of the provinces 
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have agreed to have a managed poultry market rather than enforcing 
a total ban on selling of live poultry in markers for now. 

7 .2.2 Profit margins from poultry slaughtering arc especially small, and 
even more so in small-scale slaughtering operations. It 1s 
understandably hard to persuade 1he~e small private entrepreneurs to 
invest in facility upgrades without some form of ·subsidy· (financial 
support). Micro-finance options in the commercial financial sector 
are rare. Many small entrepreneurs appear to be comfortable with 
their status quo business (siLe). Cost-culling measure~ ~eem a more 
appealing way for¥•ard to improve business and increase profits. This 
also implies cutting private costs on environmental safeguards and 
food safety-related measures. USAID/APII continues to reach our to 
and invite partners .<.uch a.<. LIFSAP and V AHIP to participate in 
project activities. Partners rarely reciprocate. 

7 .2.3 Upgrading poultry section in markets model for better control and 
risk mitigation always faces a number of issues such as location and 
land availability, local policy and priority. More advocacy with local 
authorities is needed. \Vhile technical briefs may help on this, it 
might take more Lime to see the replication of market improvements. 

7 .2.4 Training of veterinary inspectors is assigned to regional animal health 
offices; however. training modules and duration of the training 
courses vary among regions. CSAID/APII worked with RAHO 3, 6 
and 7 on these issues and shared tUlly developed training curriculum 
t<u risk reduction ar markets and slaughterhouses. Despite some 
SDAHs' interest in organiLing more inspector trainings RAHOs may 
have dit1"erent priorities. Project coordination was required to assist in 
(his. ln addition, too many provinces requested to cost share 
inspector trainings with insufficient notice for USAID/APII to 
organiLe a TOT comse to help RAHOs train a group of trainers or to 
help DAH consolidate the training curriculum. 

8. Behavior Change Communication (BCC) 
By the end of Year four, a team of key BCC trainen./spt'.cialists (five to eight 
people) drawn from animal health. human health and communications agencies 
as well .as mass organizations was ]eft in Can Tho, Ha Nam, Hung Yen. Kicn 
Giang and Quang Tri. They are able to train colleagues not only in their 
province~ but also in neighboring Provinces :..uch as Ha Tinh, Quang Binh and 
Thua Thien-Hue. They are able to replicate the BCC work for new issues and 
with new target audience for example to address safe traffic ln Kien Giang and 
university students in Can Tho. Loc.al BCC teams took over and continued the 
facilitation of behavior changes among vendors and slaughterer~ in Ha Nam, 
Quang Tri and Can Tho. 

8. J. Achievements 

8.1.1 To use in promoting the BCC training model. the USAID/APII 
conducted a costing exercise about costs of setting-up and 
maintaining the model. 
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8.1.2 Completed the contract with Quang Tri WU to replicate the BCC 
rmining model to three new provinces (Ha Tinh, Quang Binh and 
Thua Thien-Hue} and to expand the mcxlel to promote food safety 
using the same approach of behavior change communication to other 
districts of Quang Trl. 

8. 1.2.1 Conducted three TOT courses on BCC theory and application in 
promotion of human health behaviors for 62 key staff from 
provincial office of animal health, human health, education and 
\VUs in Ha Tinh, Quang Binh and Thua Thien-Hue provinces. 

8.1.2.2 Conducted two tmining of trdiner courses for 52 participants from 
different department~ and organiLations including the VFU, food 
safety, animal health, V/U, police, and defense. Participants 
learned about communication skills, adult learning methods and 
food safety promotion. 

8.1.2.3 Developed three discussion guides for communicators in Ha Tinh. 
Quang Binh and Thua Thien Hue on: (i) environmental sanitation, 
(ii} women's and children's health and (iii) parenting skills; one 
discussion guide on food safety promotion for communicators in 
Quang Tri. 

8. 1.2.4 Conducted nine diffusion training courses for 224 communicators 
who were from the district and commune women's union. the 
animal health and human health sectors and population and family 
planning services have learned about BCC theory and techniques 
and how to use discussion guides on selected behaYiors on 
environmental sanitation, women's and children's health and 
parenting skiJls to facilitate smaJl group discussions in their 
communities. 

8.1.2.5 Wlrh local resources from provinces, between April and July, 
4.755 women in 114 communes of Quang Binh, Ha Tinh and 
Thua Thien Hue attended 312 small group discussions (12-20 
persons per group) on prioritized behaviors selected by each 
province. 

8.1.2.6 With contribution from Quang Tti WU, organized ;:1 costs shared 
three-day tmining course on facilitation skills for 30 managerial 
board leaders/key members of food ~afety clubs. These trainees 
then used their updated communication/facilitatlon skllls to 
facilitate meetings on food safety topics in their I 8 clubs and 
organized five community based events to encourage 400 
members each to practicing good food selection practices. 

8.1.2.7 Quang Tri WU organized a BCC Year four Review Workshop in 
Thua Thien Hue to review achievement and lesson learned from 
repllcation of BCC training to three new provinces of Ha Tinh, 
Quang Binh and Thua Thien Hue and to news districts in Quang 
Tri on food safety promotion. The review workshop was also the 
forum to share !he BCC training model developed in AI and EIDs 
prevention which was successfully adopted to promote changes in 
other health behaviors including environment health, women's 
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health_ In the workshop, each province also shared communication 
plan they would maintain and replicate in 2014 using local funds. 

15. L2.8 With technical coaching from a Quang Tri BCC trainer, the Ha 
Tinh BCC trainer team conducted two three-day training courses 
on facilitation skills for fifty (50) participants from provincial and 
communes of six districts within the WU's system and provincial 
pollee office. These trained particlpants arc responsible to 
facilitate their communication events to promote 3 priority 
behaviors selected by Ha Tinh \VC in their communities including 
washing hands before and after processing foods~ properly discm·d 
disposables; and c1caning community Janes at least once a month. 

Replication (~lBCC training ~vith local fund and resoun·es: 

8, 1.2,9 Quang Tri WU organized three training COUJ'Ses on 
communication skills for 141 chairwomen of commune WU 
chapters in Dong Ha Town to improve their communication skilJs 
and understanding of BCC theory. 

15.1.2.1 0 Followed-up with individual provincial BCC trainers on 
utilization of BCC knowledge and skills in their daily work, 
encouraging dissemination or best practices and result:., BCC 
trainers of Can Tho, Klen Giang and Quang Tri applied BCC to 
conduct activ·itics in other fields rather than avian influenza and 
EIDs prevention. such as: 

• Forums on BCC to prevent and control cancer (Can Tho) 

• Guide students to develop communication plans and 
communication materials (Can Tho) 

• BCC in road safety (Kien Giang) 

• BCC in mother's education- under the project to educate five 
million mothers through Vietnam WU (Kien Giang) 

• BCC in environment (Kien Giang) 

g.1.2.1 1 These BCC trainers were also mobilized to facilitate BCC 
trainings or communication events by mher projects for example: 
\Vorld Vision in Quang Tri <md Helvetas in Kien Giang. 

8.1.3 Supporled the NAEC, organiLed a TOT course for 32 participants 
from their seven project provinces (Hanoi, Hai Duong, Bac Ninh, 
Thai Binh, Thanh Hoa, Vinh Phuc and Bac Giang} to apply the BCC 
techniques <md approach in extension work to promote changes 
toward biosecurity poultry production. [n addition to in-class 
training, participants had a field vislt to a p1ivate sow fann to 
analyze the risks of zoonotic diseases as \VCll ns solutions for 
changing behaviors tqward good biosecurity pmctices. 

8.1 .4 Refined, produced and left behind a package of materials for the 
adoplion and replication ofBCC training model, include: 

• Can Tho and Ha Nam Provincial Communication Plans 
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• Communication Strategy Development Guide and BCC 
Training Manual 

• BCC curriculum and participatory training for VFL' 

• List of desired behaviors per prioritized target groups 

• Five sets of discussion guides and t1ipcharts with different 
supply chain actors (poultry producers, vendors, slaughterers 
and collectors), 

• Guidebooks on community event and small group discussion, 

• USAID/ APU BCC Training Model Poster sets, 

• Posters promoting the application of biosecurity practices ar 
markets and slaughtering facilities, 

• Promotional behavior change designs: T -shirt, pen, notebook, 
cap, hat, hair bandeau, apron. 

8.1.5 To faci]jtate the adoption and replication the BCC training model. 
rhe USAID/APH organized two l\:ational Dissemination Workshop 
in Hanoi and Quang Tri. Each workshop gathered 130 participants 
from ninetee-n provinces across Vietnam discuss and understand 
USAID/APJI BCC Training Model and lessons learned while 
applying this model. A package of key BCC materials was briefly 
presented and distributed to all participants_ These two worbhop~ 
paved the way for the adoption and repllcation of BCC Training 
Model hy three new central provinces of Ha Tinh, Hue, and Quang 
Binh and VFU to its all Vocational Training Schools. 

8.1.6 Two important USAID/APJI BCC manuals, the Communication 
Strategy Development Guide and BCC Training Manual, were 
disseminated through a National Training Worbhop with 32 
participants hom twelve provinces as well as national bodies 
including the VFU and the National Center for Health Education and 
Communication (NCHEC) of MOH. Besides presentation and 
discussion sessions enabling participants to rully understand these 
two documents, the training workshop also guided them to apply the 
Communication Strategy Development Guide in developing their 
own provincial communication plans. 

Adoption and replication(?( USAJDJAPJI BCC Training Model 

8. 1. 7 VFU successfully developed, introduced and disseminated a BCC 
curriculum for their livestock and culture teachers at their Vocational 
Training Schools. VFU leadership officially endorsed this 
curriculum. lb development benefited of technical expertise and 
coaching from USAID/APII's BCC trainers from Ha Nam, Quang 
Tri and National Center for Health Education Communication 
(NCHEC) of MOH as we11 a'' from USAID/APJI BCC team. 

8.1.8 Organized three regional TOT courses on BCC and pmlicipatory 
training approach for 80 teacher'\ from 28 provincial Vocational 
Training Schools and Centers of Bac Ninh, Ha Nam, Hanoi, Hai 
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Duong, Hoa Binh, Hung Yen, Nam Dinh, Thai Binh, Da Nang, Dac 
Lac, Hue, Khanh Hoa, Ninh Thuan, Nghe An. Quang Binh, Quang 
Nam, Quang Tri, Phu Yen, An Giang, Ba Ria Vung Tau, Binh 
Duong, Blnh Phuoc, Binh Thuan, Ca Mau, Kien Giang, Lam Dong, 
Long An and Tien Giang. These three TOT courses were co
designed and facilitated by BCC tminers of Quang Tri, MOH and 
VFU. 

8.1.9 As requested by VAHIP project to adopt BCC training model for Ha 
Vi market, the USAID/APH BCC team designed and led two-day 
training course on BCC and application for promoting changes at Ha 
Vi market for 21 animal health otliccrs from Hanoi and Thuong Tin 
district and members of Ha Vi market management board (MMB). 
As planned, lhe Hanoi SDAH and V AHIP projecl ·would follow-up 
with these palticipants on planning and implementing BCC activities 
at Ha Vi market. 

Coaching andfollmv-up on the maintenance ~fBCC Training ,\1odel 

KLlO As agreed with Ha Nam SDAH, leaden, of Hoa Mac People's 
Committee and :MMB during planning meeting, USAID/APII 
supported BCC trainers of Ha ['.;am; MMB, Anima] Health officers 
and local authorities of Hoa Mac to plan and conduct monitoring 
activities to observe changes at Hoa ~1ac market and Hue - Thanh 
slaughtering facility. The USAID/APII transfened the leadership of 
routine monitoring of changes to Hoa Mac market management 
board and commune People's Committee. 

S.l.l 1 Hung posters promoting the- application of food safety practices 
among consumers and poultry vendors at Hoa Mac market and 
promoting off-floor slaughtering at Hue Thanh slaughtering facility. 

R.I. I 2 Broadcasted a 20-minme video of the Stakeholder's Forum on Safer 
Poultry Production and Food Safety on Can Tho City Televis.:ion. 
Key issues addressed in the forum including current regulations 
related to the responsibility of stakeholders to contribute to the safety 
of poultry products, consumer's experiences while choosing and 
preparing poultry and practices and elTmts of poultry slaughterers, 
vendors and Ngoc Xuan slaughterhouse owner to contribute to safer 
poultry products were brnadcasted to reach a larger public audience. 

8.2 Challenge..., and Solutions 

8.2.1 The development of a BCC cmTiculum for teachers al Vocational 
Training Schools of VFE was a challenging task because the module 
had to satisfy both technical requirements of an effective BCC 
methodology and the requirements of rhe VFU so thar they could 
approve and officially introduced the curriculum into their training 
system. The design and delivery of three regional TOT courses on 
BCC \-Vi thin only five months required huge efforts in planning and 
coaching. The USA[D/APII BCC team had to vvork closely with the 
wriling team as well as providing intensive technical support lo edit 
the curriculum. This task had some small delays compm·ed with 
initial planning but completed as planned, finally. 
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8.2.2 In early of year four, the USAID/APII BCC team met and explored 
with Hanoi Consumer Associations to understand their rule in 
promotion or demanding rood safely, and possible link food safety 
promotion campaign. However, Consumer Associations has no 
strong llnks with our models in provinces where the biosccurlty 
models set up lnduding Ha Nam, Quang Tri and Can Th\J. Due to 
limited Consultancy options in the region, the USAID/APII cancelled 
its plan on a press relations/education campaign on food safety and 
choosing safe poultry regionally. 

8.2.3 After the Iv10H IC training has heen rolled out, they took the 
lcadcn;hip to conduct training follow up and monitoring with key 
officers and VNA, MOH and provincial departments of he<.~lth <.~nd 

staff from hospitals where monitoring conducted. So the 
USAlD/APII could not send any BCC trainers in the IC monitoring 
team at hospitals as planned but we satisfied with the V·iay the local 
hospitals took lead in their monitoring. 

9. Monito.-ing and Evaluation (M&E) 
In Year four of the project, we focused our efforts on activities of advocacy, 
documentation and expansion achievements obtained in previous years to new 
area~. The:-.e project activities were implemented on lht>- basis of 'Norking directly 
between the project and selected and interested partners/contractors. This 
working approach helped to make clearly objectives, roles and functions of each 
party involved in the cooperation. Agreements reached with the project pdrtners 
and contractors were again defined more accurately in SOWs and PSAs. These 
improvements contributed effectively to lncreasing quality and time for 
implementing the project activities in year four. 

9~1 Achievement<i 

9.1.1 During Year four, the project continued working with MEASURE 
and API partners on the data analysis plan and necessary preparation 
for a ''good shape" PMP database for the evaluation of USAID API 
activities. Based on PMP data knowJcdge and discussions \Vith FAO 
and WHO. LJSAID/APH provided comments on the draft 
MEASURE-developed data analysis template and discussed with 
MEASURE about program's data analysis needs and data reporting 
requirements. MEASURE fol1ov,; up to work on necessary 
improvements of the analysis plan, hased on USAID/APII's 
comment~ and the evaluation plan. 

9.1.2 The project's Logframe was finalized through refining indicators to 
reilect selected approaches and interventions ln realization or the 
annual work plans and defining targe[s for every indicator. An 
updated Logframc was maintained through Y car four. 

9.1.3 Responding [O the request from UAID, data quality assurance 
(DQA) documents were prepared and submitted to L:SAID for a 
numher of rhe project's indicators in the Logfn1me for the first three 
project years using USAID templates. 
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9.1.4 Reviewed and provided comments on project's advocacy plan a.<> 

we11 as assigned indicators for monitoring realization of the 
advocacy plan, linking with the project':. PMP/Logframe 

9.1.5 Reviewed and provided comments and inputs to the SOWs of 
~ubcontractors to ensm·e the planned approaches, interventions and 
deliverables are aligned with the set targets and pathways articulated 
in the \Vork plan and the Logframe. 

9.1.6 Comments and other inputs were provided to assessment and survey 
reports and presentations, such a"! the KAP survey and AHW costing 
study. 

9.1.7 Al1 subcontractorsipartners' reports on implementation and 
deliventbles were submitted to the project in time and meeting 
requirements of the project adminislration and management. 

9.1.8 Completctl update the project tmining at:tivities in TraineL 

9.1.9 A range of specific monitoring activities were carried out as part of 
the process of completing and reviewing the performance of key 
USAID/APII models: 

9.1.9.1 Worked with technical teams to implement supportive monitoring 
plans from September to December 2012 at biosecurity 
demonstration sites in Can Tho and Ha Nam. Developed, tested 
and implemented a monitoring chcddist on biosecurity practices 
at local meat market in Ha Nam, which will be used for advocacy 
to DAH for adoption at national leveL 

9.1.9.2 Compiled monitoring results at Ngoc Xuan from September to 
December. 2012 that were used in the review meeting on 
monitoring activities between the project and Can Tho SDAH to 
define next steps. The summary of the assessment checklists from 
the four monitoring sessions shows that there has been an 
improvement of this Slaughterhouse. The percentage of the 
checklis[ items meeting biosecurity standards has increased from 
48% in September to 65lh.: in November. The design related issues 
have been resolved. 

9J .9.3 Joined 'vvith animal health team to train inspectors in Ha Nam in 
November 2012. Concepts and principles on suppottive 
supervision activities were introduced to the trainees. Afler Lhis, 
trainees practiced role-plays to acquire necessary ski1ls such a.s 
two-way communication, active listening and providing 
constructive feedback to slaughterers. 

9.1.9.4 Collaborated with technical teams., conducted a mini-survey on 
the situation of access to finance of the owners or investors of 
slaughter poinls/houses who were attendlng two training courses 
on biosecurity. The survey identified that 84.6% of 26 participants 
who filled in questionnaires faced difficulty in getting finance at 
the start up of their business. 65.4% have used their own fund 
(with or ;.vilhout other sources); 38.5% of all ne-.,er sought for 
bank' loans and other 50% sought and granted with loan at least 
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once with annual rate of 12-l 8%. A number of them mentioned 
that they would not be able to upgrade the slaughtering facility 
and improve the working environment without easier access to 
finance. The findings of this survey are useful as an input for 
upcoming project support to this target group through providing 
education and information on the ways to access possible financial 
sources. The project is going to repeat the survey with the 
participants of the next similar training course. 

9.1.9.5 Monitored changes in IC activities at selected hospitals that sent 
their staff to attend TOT training courses in 2012. The monitoring 
team consisted of staff from the Administration of tv1cdical 
Services (AMS) of :\10H, the VNA and USAIO!APII. The team 
visited eight DOHs and 13 district hospitals. The monitoring team 
acknowledged positive changes in attitude and behaviors tO\va.rds 
IC management and practicc.s in health facilitlcs. 

9.1.10 To document in-province sustainability and replication of the 
achievements supported by USAID/ A PIT including following-up 
with demonstration models, USAID/APII developed a quarterly 
report template and requested parlners in our five focus provinces to 
report on the project's achievements in their province and share this 
report \-Vlth the project. 

9.1.11 Met with Ha Nam DARD in March to revie\v Year four activities. 
collaboration and coordination in collecting, updating and sharing 
sustainabi1lty and replication of project's achievement. 

9.1.12 A similar meeting was implemented with a former leader of the 
USAID/APII Provincial Coordination Unit {PCU) in Hung Yen in 
March. Both sides agreed to continue USAID/APII activities 
scheduled for Year four of the project and to carry out the activity of 
collecting, updating and sharing the project information. 

9.1.13 The SDAH in Ha Nam and in Hung Yen collected and shared reports 
provided information on the maintaining and expansion of project 
models within the province as well as limitations and obstacles to the 
continuation of those interventions. These reports served as helpful 
references for decision-making and ln planning support for the 
continuation and expansion of the project interventions and their 
future activities. 

9.1.14 Developed a reporting template and guidelines for updating and 
sharing rhe project information on what has been replicated and 
maintained after the projecl ceased its financial support. 

9..2 Challenges and Solutions 

9.1.1 As noted during quarterly reporting m Year four, engaging all 
relevam sides in the process of USAJD PMP review and 
development of analysis template was time consuming since each 
side has multiple tasks to coordinate and harmonize. The. lack of a 
macro program data analysis plan for m;sessing program 
performance according to USAID's expectations hindered the API 
partners in determining necessary supplementary data to fill the gaps 
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in the PMP data. leading to some delays in data analysis and 
updating. 

9.1.2 In May 2013 the M&E Manager kft to take up a new position. This 
created some challenges, however the project team pulled together 
~trongly to ..::over the M&E activities including inputting of raw P:MP 
data into the official Logframe template for USAID. 

9.1.3 The phasing out of the PCUs in the five original focus provinces in 
October 2012 created some challenges in the process of updating and 
sharing the sustainability and replication of project's information. 
This was address through active follow up with key provincial 
counterpart agencies such as DARD and SDAH, DOH and the 
provincial Women's Enion chapters. as well as contacts with 
Provincial People's Committee representatives \\-'here necessary. 

9.1.4 In contrast to the hardware items, it was found to be quite 
painstaking and challenging to improve 'software' related items at 
the biosecurlty demonstmtion si[es. For examples, in Ngoc Xuan 
Centralized Slaughterhouse, areas where further improvement could 
be made were identified in many areas such .as disinfection of 
poultry transportation vehicles, off-floor evisceration, regular water 
testing, use of toilet-; and shower room, regular health check -ups t()r 
workers, wearing of personal protective equipment, perwnal hygiene 
practices, waste water processing and activities on management of 
by-products in the slaughterhouse according to Standard Regulation 
QCVI'i 01-25:2009/BNI'iPTNT. To address these issues requires 
multiple approaches including continuous education, technical 
coaching, supportive monitoring and enforcement. To address these 
issues, the project continued working with local partners while 
gradually reinforcing their ownership in managing the sites. 

9.1.5 Tt was recognized through the !'vJ&E activities that almost all IC 
health staff in hospital facilities \Vere working. part time and many of 
them did not receive sufficient and syslematic u·aining in IC. There 
was a difference in the level of changes ln IC practices from one 
health facility to another within the same province. This might lead 
to differences in level of care provided to patients from these 
facilities. 

10. Finance and Administration 
10.1 Achievements 

10. L I Managed all aspects of the finance and administration and all 
subcontracts. and consultant agreements effectively. All subcontracts 
and consultants were closed out. 

10.l.2 USAID/APII continues to submit routine deliverables to USAID, 
including quarterly progress reports. quruterly financial reports, 
semi-annual and annual reports etc. The F&A team support the 
technical teams in managing. all subcontracts and consultants and 
closing them out. 
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10.1.3 A better tracking system was set up for the last year of Project 
including expenditures. tr.wel, supplies, inventory. procurement, staff 
leave, subcontracts and consultants was developed. 

10. L4 Throughout Quarter Four, F&A has been and will continue working 
on the close out plan. All subcontractors and comultant contracts 
succt>Ssfully closed; Termination agreements have been completed 
for some staff who finished work in September 20 13; procedures for 
handing over the office in Quang Tri, Can Tho and 5th floor - 72 
Xuan Dieu, Hanoi \'.'ere undertaken. Preparations were made to ship 
all payment vouchers to the head office in Bethesda. 

10.1 Challenges and Solutions: 

10.2.1 Year four brings a unique set of challenges: implementing our 
contractual requirements and preparing for close out in September. 
V..:'e worked to disseminate APII programs and activities to new 
provinces and districts until July, at which time our focus shifted to 
close out activities. This indicates a compressed timeline in which to 
complete al1 program activities, 

11. Success Stories 
Central and provincial government officials investigating ways to apply the 
USAID/ APII market and slaughterhouse models in new locations 

There are more than 700 live poultry markets currently operating in Vietnam. 
There is abo a strong concern over public health risks including the ongoing 
avian influenza H5N1 outbre-ak in Vietnam as well as the recent discovery of the 
pulcnlially Uangcruu~ H7N7 amJ H7;...[9 influenza :-.Lruins in :-.irnilar poult[)' 
markets in China' These create a pressing need for practical measures to reduce 
disease transmis.sion and food safely risks from poultry trading and slaughtering 
activities in Vietnam and neighboring countries. USAID's Avian and Pandemic 
lntlucnza Initiative (USATD/APII) has developed an effective model for reducing 
public health risks from live poultry trading in public markets that is now being 
~bared widely within Vietnam. 

The public health 
rhks from live 
poultry markets are 
well established. 
However, many 
consumers. in 
countries such as 
Vietnam strongly 
prefer to buy live 
poultry. As a 
result, completely 
stopping live 
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poultry trading in public markets is not fea.<;;iblc in the short-term. 

Responding to this reality, USAID/APH has developed and tested a model which 
focuses on: 1) reducing the risks to human health through separating live poultry 
from other sections of the market, 2) eradicating dangerous activities like 
slaughtering poultry inside the market, 3) building better facilitie~, and 4} 
promoting safer and more hyglenic practices by vendors, transporters and the 
public. 

A public health assessment prior to the US AID/ APII interventions found that the 
Dong Hu market only complied with 19 percent of actions necessary for a 
healthy market. In two .successive assessments after the intervention. compliance 
had increa:-.ed to al leasl 67 percenl. 

Since USAID/APII's Dong Ha market and .small-scale slaughterhouse models 
were launched in 2012, more than 170 provincial and di:slrict ofllcials, markel 
representatives and other stakeholders from 15 provinces and seven national 
agencies have visited these models. 

On July 22-23, 2013, the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development 
(_MARD} organized a visit to the USAID/APIJ models in Dong Ha for 42 
representatives from lheir central Project Management Unit (PMU) a.s well a.s 
lhnn provincial PMU~ and Markel Management Boards (MMBs} from three 
cities/provinces (Hanoi, Lang Son and Thai Binh) supported by the Vietnam 
Avian and Human Influenza Prevention and Control Project {VAHlP) supported 
by the 'World Bank. This group included representatives from Ha Vi Poultry 
Market, a large live poultry market :<.erving Hanoi, where as many as 100,000 
birds may be traded on 
a busy day. 

The purpose of the vlsit 
was to provide these 
representatives with 
examples of succes.sful 
upgrading of a live 
poultry market, a 
plucked poultry market 
and small-scale 
slaughtering 
according 
USAID/APII 

facillties 
to the 

model, 
and to share experiences 
from the process of 
upgrading these sites, as 
a basis for applying 

Cinmi11g mw ,,f i!Je lien !i< <' J'<'!dtr:- .,/i;!(, m 2012. H[;n fll<' ,. .. ,,_,,-a!u•n uj 
Dun_", Ha >;w.-l:.er '"!'!''-•rtcd /;;- US,llDIAP_lf_ Pbmo_- N!"' Van Tfw/,11,: 

these resulls within the V AHIP project locations and to promote the model 
generally throughout Vietnam. 

Following the vbit, Mr. Pham Viet Anh, an official of the Minislry of 
Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD) who ls in charge of the agriculture 
component of the VAHIP project, praised the implementation of the upgrading 
works in the LJSAID/APll models in Dong Ha, noting that they were appropriate 
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to the local conditions and represented a positive step in enhandng the safety of 
poultry trading and slaughtering in Quang Tri province. 

MT. Pham Viet Anh stated, ''market vendors in Dong Ha arc keeping the market 
area clean and also cleaning their poulrry cages and vehicles daily even though 
the project has now come lO an end. The VAHIP project will keep learning from 
the measures and implementation approach which has produced these results in 
order to apply it within our own models.'' 

For more information, please refer to USAID/APH's brochme on the market 
modct 

Providing an Affordable Behavior Change Communication Training l\'1odcl 
for the Future 

Awarded to Abt Associates in October 2009, the USAID's Avian and P<.~ndemic 
IntluenLa Initiative (USAID/ APII) has developed a BCC Lraining model (for 
effective promotion of desired health behaviors towards avian influenza and 
emerging lnfcctious disease prevention among different target audiences 
including poultry supply chain actors (fanners. market vendors, slaughterer~). 
mothers with -children under five, parents of adolescents. housewives and 
teachers at vocational training schools. 

The US AID/ APII conducted a co:<.t as:-.essment of this BCC training model to 
provide a basis for the provincial counterparts who might also develop thematic 
communication activities in their provinces. The actual costs each year might 
increase or decrease depending on the number of issues addressed, the types of 
communit:ation activities selected and the siLe of target populations. Results 
showed that estimated cost for a provincial agency or organization to apply the 
model is approximately $32,400 during the first year and approximately $28,800 
per year thereafter. The amount for the first year includes the cost of setting up 
the team and mobiliLing expert trainers to provide an initial training for 20-25 
key provincial and district communications staff of the agency on BCC 
techniques and messages. These key experts "\Vill be involved in annual planning 
and review meetings. diffusion training of district, commune and village 
communicators for each activity, and implementation of media campaigns, small 
group discussions, community events and other selected activities. 

Vielnamese Women's 
Unions have shown the 
sustainabllity of this in 
investment. By August 
2013, BCC trainer and 
specialist teams in Can 
Tho, Kicn Giang and 
Quang Tri were able to 
gain funds from other 
sources to sustain their 
2013 BCC activities 
with health providers at 
heaJth facilities, school 

l'm11ar,· st it oaf Wl<icm! m /1u;r Nm dfsUi< I, Crm ·! l;e, ny pftata wl.-,, 
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children and university students on environment cleaning and prevention and 
control of breast cancer and -cervic<.~l -cancer (Can Tho). In addition to 
endorsement from the Provincial People's Committee according to official letter 
No 790/ CV -UBND regarding utilization of BCC materials of the USAID/APII 
to strengthen AI and EIDs prevention and control activities, the Kicn Giang 
\Vomen's Union secured about 600million VND from different sources. These 
funds will be used to conduct BCC theory and communication skills training for 
communicators and club leaders on road safety, child nutrition and micro-credit 
1cnding. 

The Quang Tri Women's Union also applied BCC and communlcation skills into 
other routine activities such as the "c1can house, clean kitchen and clean lane'' 
movement, life skills training for 1,000 hlgh school students in Le Loi, Dong Ha 
and Le Quy Don~ and organiLed communication skills training for 141 
chairwomen of all 141 commune \\:omen's Unlons with their annual funds. The. 
Qt.mng Tri BCC trainer team also collaborated wlth other international including 
Plan International, \VorlJ Vision to integrate promotion of behavior change~ on 
water and sanitation. and ~ale motherhood issues. 

USAID/ APII has developed and left behind a practicaL affordable and effective 
model for behavior change communications in Vietnam which provide theory 
and tools to provincial communication teams to address emerging diseases, food 
safety and a range of other health issues. The model ha.<; been applied in 21 
provinces and 2X out of 69 vocational training schools and centers for Vier ~am 
Fanner'~ Union. 

For more inhumation. please refer to USAID/APII's brochure on the BCC. 
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Introduction 
USAID's Avian and Pandemic Inlluenza [nitiative (APII) was originally a three
year project {Oct. 2009- Sept. 2012) implemented by Abt Associates. As of July 
of 2012 the project is in the process of receiving an extension for a fourth year of 
implementation. The project aims to strengthen the capacity of the GoYernment 
of Vietnam and its counterparts to identify, prevent, and control influenza 
outbreaks in both animals and humans. This document outlines the Year 4 (Oct. 
2012- Sept. 201 3) annual -..vork plan for APIL 

During Years 1-3 the project has focused on developing the following models: 
Community-Based Surveillance (CBS) for both the human and animal health 
systems: Infection Control and Case Management (IC/CM) in local hospitals; 
Pandemic Preparedne:.s Plans (PPP); Animal Health Worker (AH\V) capacity 
building~ Agricultural Extension Worker (AEW) biosecurity training capacity 
building; Poultry Supply Chain (Network) st1cngthcning; and Behavior Change 
Communication (BCC). In Year 4 the project will sharpen its focus on \Vorking 
with government ami organlLational partners to replicate and scale up the use of 
the models throughout Vietnnm. For each model we have set an outcome goal or 
that v.rhich we wish to leave behind come September of 2013: 

1. CBS: The Jv1inistry of Henlth (NIOH) has lssued Clrcular 48 which requires 
all levels of health care woTkcr (including at the village level) to report 
communicable diseases. For the Human Health system the focus of Year 4 
APII activitie'> will be to assist the MOH as needed to train Village Human 
Health \Yorkers (VHHW) in identification of AIIEID symptoms and to report 
into MOHs event-based suTveillancc system. \Vhilc community level animal 
health workers do exist in some provinces with provincial support, not all are 
tasked with ::.urve-illance. Our goul for enhancing community level 
surveillance activities in Year 4 is to build a cadre of Vlllage Animal Health 
Workers (V AHWs} who have surveillance as a standard task and have the 
skj]] set to do so. 

2. IC/CM: \Vith the presumed adoption of IC training materials to accompany 
Circular 18 in late 2012, our goal b to as:>.lst the 1\IIOH in dbseminating 
training materials throughout Vietnam in Year 4. 

3. PPP: C~ing the PPPs developed in selected pilot provinces with USAID 
investment, we will provide technical assistance to those provinces wishing 
to revise their PPPs to include a one health appTOach and business continuity 
planning. 

4. AH\V capacitv building: In Year 4 we \>viii continue to support the roll out 
AH\V tralnings through lhe private sector and Government of Vietnam 
(GVN) training in~titutlons. 

5. AEW biosecurity training capacity buildin!!.: The goa] is to support National 
Agriculture Extension Center (NAEC) in disseminating the bioseeurity 
trainings throughout their extension system. 

6. Poultry Supply Chains (Supply Network) Strengthening: In Year 4 we will 
use the lessons learned from Poultry Supply Network demonstration nodes to 
provide a basis for replicating the models in new places. In addition \Ve will 
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continue to support the modc1s we have enhanced to tUrthcr hone their 
improvements and provide additional lessons. 

7. BCC: In the final year we wil1 continue to support alt of the models with 
BCC integrdtion and roll out the BCC training model to new provinces. (I. 
Ngoc Xuan SH; 2. Dong Ha LBM and plucked: 3. Dong HaSPs; 4. Ha Nam 
SP's; 5. Hoa Mac animal meat section; 6. IC training model) 

Policy and advocacy is central to the scale up and institutionalization of our 
models for long term sustainability. Therefore advocacy activities are integrated 
throughout each technical area and '-Vill be enhanced by our participation in 
policy coordination activities at the national leveL This also includes \Vorking 
with Partnership on Avian and Human Influenzas (PAHI) and enhancing the 
proposal writing skills of provinclal counterparts in order to allow them to 
develop ongoing activities in the future. 

Throughout Year 4 we will work to expand our models into new provinces. Our 
strategy for reaching nnv provinces is two-fold: 1) to invite participants from 
neighboring provinces to dissemination workshops and national events and 2) to 
specifically target provinces based on similar characteristics to model provinces, 
risk for AI and EIDs and the possibility of building on other partners' efforts (for 
example with the Food and Agrkulturc Organization (FAO) in Regional Animal 
Health Office 3 (RAH03). Replication will be promoted through the provision 
of materials, !raining for trainers to provide dissemination trainings, assistance in 
identifying funding sources and general technical assistance to the roll out of 
activities. 

USAID API Results Framework 

The work plan is also shaped by USAID's avian and pandemic intluenza (API) 
nnd emerging pandemic thrents (EPT) results framework/pe1t"ormance 
management plan (PMP): 

A04: Improved Health of the People ofViemam 

IRJ: Increased Capacity to Prevent, Deteel and Respond to HPAI and EPT in 
Animals and Humans 

Sub-IRI (Increased effecti-veness of HPAI and EPT prevention and control 
in the animal health sector 
Ta.<;k l: Strengthen national and provincial surveillance system for 
HPAI and EPT 

Task 6: Increase preventive veterinary measures in production and 
markets 

Task 7: Improve attitudes and education related to HPAI .and EPT risk 

Task 8: Improve knowledge of HPAI and EPT risk, preventive and 
control measures in small-.scale commercial poultry farmers and 
market chain participants 

Ta<;k 9: Strengthen human capacity in animal health disease control 

Task 10: Strengthen capacity w communicale HPAI and EPT BCC 
messages 

Sub-IR2 Inc-reased effectiveness of prevention and control of human 
infection with HPAI and EPT 
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Task 4: Strengthen human capacity Jn case management 

Task 5: Strengthen human capacity in infection control 

Task 6: Improve attitudes related to HPAI and EPT risk 
Task 7: Improve knowledge ofHPAI and EPT risk, preventive and 
control mca<>urcs 

Task 8: Strengthen capacity to communicate HPAI and EPT BCC 
messages 

Sub-IR3 Strengthened policies and systems for improved implementation 
and management of servk'eS and programs 
Task l: Support development of partner approved national and local 
plans and SOPs for HPAI and EPT prevention/control 

Task 2: Promote cross-sectoral and cross-border coordination and 
communication 

Ta<ik 3: Supporr governments in development of evidence hased 
policy. including implementation of ~pecial studies 
Task 5: Strengthen involvement or private sector 

Task 7: Scale up provincial and community-based pilot projects 

Task 8: Increase capacity of local governments and communities to 
plan and test multi-sectoral pandemic preparedness and response 
activities 

APII is furthermore guided by the national framework notably the emerging 
National Operational Program on Avian Influenza, Pandemic Preparedne:.s and 
other Emerging Infectious Diseases 2011-2015 (AIPED). 

Implementation and Phuse-out plan 

To reflect the nature of the Year Ll workplan we have revised our operational 
model. This includes reducing our presence in original five focus provinces with 
the elimination of the Provincial Coordinators (PC) and Provincial Coordination 
Units (PCU), and the revision of Project Area Manager's scopes of work to have 
a more regional focus. In addition, throughout the year \.Ve will reduce positions 
to rel1e...:t the nature of our work and the impending contract close. These staffing 
reductions will begin in month six and continue through the end of the Year_ In 
Q4 we will close our field offices and reduce our staffing numbers by September 
to those necessary for contractual close out activities. 

Below follows a detailed narrative/description of the work planned in Year 4, 
beginning with a reflection on our expected outcomes by September 2013. As 
mentione-d previously, these expected outcomes are the skills, improvements and 
programs which we wish to leave behind at the end of the contract. Annexes 1-2 
outline planned inputs from international short-term consultant<>, national short
term consultants and subcontractors. Annex 3 presents lhe work plan in Gantt 
Chart format outlining the proposed timeframes and linking the activities to the 
results framework by their Sub-IR and Task numbers. The results framework is 
presented in Logical Framework format in Annex 4. 
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L Coordination and Policy Dialogue 
Under coordination and policy dialogue we have three goals to achieve by the 
endofYear4: 

• Improved HPAI prevention and control ba~ed on improved coordination 

• Suslained dialogue, coordination and lessons sharing on communications 
in Vietnam at a national level 

• National communication framework revised in line with AIPED and 
officially approved by ~ational Steering Committee for Avian lnt1uenza 
(NSCAI} and applied by all membt'-n.. in planning and implementation 

Policy dialogue and advocacy activities are integrated throughout all p~uts of our 
Ye-ar 4 plan, focused on applying the results of our models at both central and 
provincial levels. Some specific activities we will undertake to achieve this 
include: continuing to suppo11 central level working groups to promote 
knowledge sharing and coordination at the national level, participating in PAHI 
Policy Forums and continuing to ~upport proposal development for continuation 
of funding for new related activities. Additionally, important to supp011ing the 
growth of API programs we will continue to collect, analyze and share program 
data and monitor our own project's activities. 

1.1. Continue to support central level working groups 

• Vv'e will continue to act as the Secretariat of the One Health Communications 
Network until December of this year: Providing administrative support and 
technical expertise to the group as a whole. After December NAEC will take 
full responsibility for the Secretariat role, and we \Vill continue to participate 
in the meetings throughout the life of the project. 

• The TDBCC .and BCC Manager will participate in meetings and provide 
inputs to [he development of the National Communications Framework led 
by the Chair and Vice-Chair of the One Health Communications Network, 
supported by the PAHI Se.cre.tarlat. 

• \Ve will actively participate in the Biosecurity Working Group, giving 
presentations on our lessons 1e.amed and the results of our programs when 
possible. 

• \Ve. will identify opportunitie-s to participate in and share our results to other 
related non-API working groups and workshops- in particular with the IC 
Societies and the Health Partnership Group, a:. well as through the Vietnam 
Veterinary and Vietnam Poultry Associations. 

1.1. Participate in Policy Forums organized by PAHI 

• Our technical S[aff will participate in activities organized by the PAHI 
Secretariat, in particular working with other API pmlners to review the 
NSCAL 

• \Ve will identify ways to support implementation of the joint circular from 
MARD and MOH at the provincial level once it has been finalized. 
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• We will update the APII project advocacy matrix/plan for FY 13 and review 
on a quarterly basis. This will help us plan and participate more actively in 
the PAHI organized Fomms. 

• \Ve will pm1i-cipate in the policy coordination meetings organized by PAHI to 
identify ways to leverage the Policy Fomms and role of PAHI to 

communicate our advocacy messages. PAHI has relationships and insight 
into our government partners which can be very u~efulto helping promote the 
uptake and replication of our models. 

• \Ve will support other API pmtners on activities to improve routine 
information sharing within and bct\>v·ecn key systems and contribute to API 
knowledge management 

1.3. FoUow up on Year 3 training for focus provinces in proposal writing 

• Our technical staff wilt provide technical reviews/coaching on proposals 
developed by provinces for taking fonvard activities and replicating our 
models. In addition to sustaining some of our interventions, this activity will 
build the skill~ of provincial level staff to secure funding for new related 
activities in the future. 

1.4. Collect and analyze API program data 

• The M&E Manager will collect data from API partners and analyze it using 
tools developed by MEASURE Evaluation in Year 3. 

• She will also take the lead in updating the USAID re~ulls framework and 
reporting forms, 

• \Ve will share reports on the data analyses. 

• The M&E Manager will participate in and contribute to PAHI's work on the 
National AIPED M&E framework throughout the year, .supporting the 
establishment of an effective, nationally-owned system lOr measuring 
progress and impact of Vietnam's overall efforts on AI and EIDs under 
AIPED. 

1.5. APII M&E and Quality Assurance (QA) 

• \Ve will review and update APH MIS/filing system~ as necessm·y to ensure 
easy access to project background documents and ddivcrablcs. 

• The NI&E Manager will update APII Perfonnance Monitoring Plan (PMP) 
log frames to ensure it measures performance on the new activities in Year 4. 
The DQA will be carried out through the data -collection and management 
process 

• The M&E Manager will contribute to project evaluations/assessments of 
various activities to ensure that they are objective. 

• \Ve will share reports on project performance with USAID and other partners 
when relevant. 

• AIJ technical staff will continue to monitor activities with increasing 
ownership from local authorities as well and review de1iverables for QA 
throughout the year. 
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2. Human Health Surveillance 
By September of 2013 we aim to have contributed to the improved knowledge 
nnd skills of village human health workers (VHH\V) in order to participate in 
community level survciltancc in several provinces (five original focus provinces 
and new replication provinces.) In particular it is important to build VHHWs 
knowledge and ~kills related to zoonotic diseases, and continue to promote 
coordination with the animal health sector on surve-illance related issues_ This 
builds on successes made through the CBS model throughout Years 1-3. 

In order to accomplish this we \Vi]] support the operationalization of Circular 48 
by sharing our experiences and training programs and replicate our model for 
training health workers deYeloped under the CBS model in Years l-3. 

2.1. Support national/provincial policy that would facilitate community le'\'el 
surveillance and/or events based surveillance 

• We will organize a review workshop on Circular 4S's implcmcntmion as it 
relate~ to grassroots level surveillance and lo share experiences from the 
APH provinces. Participants will include APH focus provinces and some 
ne\vly sekctcd provinces and wi11 aim to encourage provinces to develop a 
Circular 48 implementation plan for improving the surveillance skills of 
their VHH\V s. 

• We will support interested provinces who attend our workshop to develop 
provlncial plans on implementing Circular 48. The BCC trainers and the 
DOH will be involved in the process which will include developing 
training plans to improve VHHWs skills and knowledge of EIDs, 
surveillance techniques and communication skills. Ultimately this will 
increase the number of VHHW capable of participating in community based 
:-.urvcillam;:.c; whllc providing guoU scrvi..:cs/cun:-.uHation lo tb~.:- huu:-.c-hoh.b. 
they are visiting. 

2.2. Replication of the relevant model in existing provinces and in new 
provinces 

• We will conduct one regional TOT followed by more in-depth TOT courses 
to develop a cadre of traine~ on EIDs. and surveillance and 
communicatlon/consultation skllls for VHHWs of APII provinces with 
participations from selected new provinces. Fo110\ving thc~c course-s we will 
work closely with provincial preventive medicine -center to develop revised 
provincial plans incorporating element:. of Circular 48. This will provide 
Trainers that wlll be able to develop "provinclal" specific training based on 
local needs and dir-ection. 

3. Case Management and Infection Control Capacity Building 
By Seplember 2013 we plan to have accomplished the following: 

• Support MOH in their initial ro11 out of the approved Infection Control and 
Prevention (IPC) training program to the grassroots 1cvcl throughout Vietnam 

• Increased capacity of private health care center staff for facillty le-vel IPC 

• Introduced IC programming in pre-service education, including private 
institutions 

10 
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• Improved HCW capacity in IPC at puhlic district hospitals, espe-Cially in APII 
intervention provinces {both new and original five) 

Essential to achieving this are providing technical assistance and materials t\) 
~upplemem the MOH's roll out, increasing knowledge about IPC programs from 
District to ~atlonal referral level hospitals to facilitate Circular 48's 
opcrationalization. introducing JPC programs into pre-service education and 
assisling private institutions in developing and implementing complementary 
programs. 

3.1. Provide TA, materials replication and TOTs to support the roll out of 
IC trainings according to the MOH IC dissemination training plan as 
developed. 

• \Ve will print and disseminate approved IC training materials to supplement 
the MOHs roll out. 

• We will advocate that the Administration of Health Services issue an offKial 
letter to endorse implementation of the approved IC training materials to all 
provincial DOHs. 

• We wi11 provide coaching and ongoing TA to APll focus pmvinces to 
continue to strengthen IC progrdms in exbting district hospitals and w 
disseminate the programs and trainings down to commune level health 
centers and clinics. This includes training, lC committees, and hand washing 
supplies. 

• We will conduct three regional IC TOT courses for new provinces allowing 
them to disseminale the trainings in their home provinces. 

3.2. Work with VNA, JICA, WHO to support the MOH to host a workshop 
to introduce IC training materials being developed for variuus levels of 
the health system 

• \Ve will support the MOH to ho~t a national workshop in Hanoi (or other 
location as determined) with key JC partners. This workshop wiJI introduce 
IC training materials that will have been developed for various levels of the 
health system and identify ways to strengthen IC networking in the future. 

3.3. Supplement 1\10H roll out of training by working with DOH to 
disseminate materials and ~'llpport/coach DOH trainers to disseminate 
in their respective areas 

• \Ve will reproduce and provide materials to DOH pm1ners for dissemination 
trainings. 

• \Ve- will suppol1 and coach DOH trainers as required in rolling out the 
trainings in new provinces. 

3.4. Explore and foster opportunities for private institutions to include APII 
IC training module in the institution's curriculum. 

• We will identify potential nursing schools and other training institutions in 
which to promote an IC training module. 

• We wi11 conduct one TOT course for participants from nursing/ medical 
schools on IC tr-aining for heald1 care workers at district and commune tevels. 

11 
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• We will pmvidc technical supp01t and continue to advocate that nursing and 
medical schools adopt and integrate IC training into their programs" 

3.5. Explore public-private partnership opportunities in implementing IC 
activities 

• We wi11 work with DOH to identify potential private clinics/hospitals to 
approach with modeL 

• \Ve will provide T A to DOHs to organiLe co-implemented andlor co-funded 
trainings and other activities with private institutions. 

4. Pandemic Preparedness 
By September of 2013 we plan to have increased GVN awareness about business 
contlnuity planning (BCP) and to have increased the number of approved whole
society PPPs nationally within Vietnam. To accomplish this we wi11 work to 
prornme to new provlnces the importance of revhing and impkmenting PPPs 
which incorporate One Health and BCP. 

4.1. \Vork with National and Provindal Authorities where appropriate in 
collaboration with USAID/V:N API partners to revise and implemented 
existing PPPs (to incorporate One Health and whole of society) 

• \Ve will host a national level PPP Lessons Learned \Vorkshop where we will 
highlight the experiences of Ha Nam and Kien Giang. 

• \Vc will provide T A support and supporting documents to provinces that 
require it to improve or revise their PPPs. 

• We wi11 participate in the WHO training/orientation on BCP for government 
onicials as feasible. 

5. Animal Health Surveillance 
Complementing Human Health Surveillance, by September 2013 we will have 
improved the village animal health workers' (VAH\V} knowle-dge and skills to 
participate in community level surveillance in the both new and previous focus 
provinces. \Ve will also build a nationwide cadre of V AHWs who have 
surveillance activities as a standard ta:-;k. These V AHWs will be encouraged to 
continue to collaborate with VHHWs on identifying zoonotic diseases. To 
accomplish this we \Vill support national and provincial policies to include 
surveillance in a standard AHW tenns of reference (TOR) and repllcate CBS 
training models wht'Te feasible" 

5.1. Support nationaJJprovincial policy that would facilitate community level 
surveillance and/or event'i based surveillance 

• \Ve will look for opportunities to engage DAH in AHW network 
strengthening, with a focus on strengthening surveillance. This can include 
rcvinving the DAH's 200S proposal on strengthening the AHW network with 
a focus on survei11ance as a wsk. This proposaL together with the new 
proposal2011 on Slrengthening the Capacity of the Animal Health sector, 
wiH provide direction to SDAHs to make plans and budgets to enhance the 
system- including survcmance. 

12 
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• We will convene meetings/workshops dTawing on our expcTiencc in the focus 
provinces and the review of existing national documents; in order to idenlify 
ways in which DAH and provinces can strengthen AHW networks with a 
focus on improved surveillance at the community leveL If possible, these 
meetings will be held in regions 3, 6 and 7 to coordinate with the FAO zonal 
disease control slrategy. 

5.2. Continue to advocate at tbc national and provincial level for the 
adoption of a formal AH\V TOR 1 

• \Ve win work with DAH and SDAHs to develop formal V AHW TORs that 
including surveillance task. 

5.3. Replication of the relevant model in existing provinces and in new 
prm-'ince._" 

• Vv'e will complele the documentation of the Quang Tri AHW ne-twork 
development case study to be used as a model for provinces with similar 
charctcteristics. Specifically we will share lesson learned on AHW worker 
network development and surveillance aclivities. 

• \Ve wi11 introduce the Quang Tri AHW case study widely through 
meeting/workshops. ¥/e will begin with RAHO 3 provinces and work out to 
other parts of the country as time and budget allow. 

• \Ve will conduct study tours and additional IOrums to share lessons learned 
and experiences on AHW network development and surveillance in order to 
promote the adoption of the model in new provinces. 

• We will conduct training courses on AH surveillance at the community level 
in appropriate provinces, presumably starting in RAHO 3 where we can bolh 
build otl of similar characteristics to Quang Tri and increase the re-ach 
USAID's investment by co1laborating with FAO. 

6. AHW Capacity Building and AEW Biosecurity Training 
By the end of Year 4 we will have introduced the AHW training package 
introduced in at least 15 provinces and follow up with them on how can they 
implement diffusion trainings w reach more AH\Vs who can help address 
prevention and control or disease. In addition, by September 2013 NAEC will 
have officially adopted the AEW training materials and be applying them 
throughout AEW system and we will have developed a cadre of AEWs trained 
and ski11ed in poultry farming biosecurity practices who are training farmers. To 
accomplish these goals, Wt'- will expand the AH\V capacity building model to 

new provinces and through Public Private Partnerships and we will work with 
NAEC to finalize their adoption of adopt the AEW Biosecurity Training model. 

6.1. Animal Health \Vorker Networks: Expand the AH\V capacity building 
model 

L Tt.;s actlv!ty •.vas lis.ted under AHW and AEW Capacity Building Ill USAID's sco~ of work on 
J:Jly 25,2012. 
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• We will identify 15 provinces to target with TOT courses and advocacy 
evt'-nts to promote the AH\V Network modeL w-e \viii select the province~ 
based on characteristics similar to those of the provinces where we have had 
the most success with uptake of the model demonstrating a perceived need as 
well a'i political commitment (i.e. provinces similar to Quang Tri) and/or 
those where the risk i~ high (based on numbers of poultry, ret:ent outbreaks 
etc.") In the negotiation process with the new provinces we will assess 
commitment of the provinces by their willingness to co-fund and co
implement activities from the beginning. 

• \Vc will scale up usc of AHW training modules through reproducing 
materiab and implementing TOTs for these new provinces 

6.2. Explore Public Private Partnerships in order to lc\'erage resources and 
build sustainability for AH\-V capacity building 

• V..'e will conduct internal mee(ing to identify pos:-:ible partners through which 
to roll out new trainings. 

• Once identified we will supporllhese private panners, and others a~ 
identified, to extend diffusion trainings (material templatesfsrunples/designs, 
coaching). 

6.3. Present the AH\V training package to relevant ministries and 
department to advocate for the adoption of the package in vocational 
training schools 

• We will meet with and present the curriculum to MOLlS A and selected 
DOLISA olher relevant ministries" MOLISA's. system will provide an 
additional system within which to roll out our training program. 

6.4. Support NAEC to officially adopt AEW training manual and training 
materials and to promote their use within the national agricultural 
system 

• \Ve will supp011 KAEC to review, revlse and approve biosecmity training 
package 

• \Ve will work v.-·ith NAEC to formally disseminate blosccurity training 
package 

• \Ve win scale up use of AEW training through reproduction of materials and 
TOMTffOFfs 

• And we will explore using NAEC'~ online training programs to disseminate 
training package. 

7. Supply Chain (Poultry Supply Network) Strengthening 
There are two goals for September 2013 with regard to Poultry Supply Ketworks. 
One is to increase the DAH/DLP, RAHOs and pilot provinces' usc of value chain 
analyses and risk reduction approaches leading to more targeted and effective 
disea~e prevention slralegie:... The second is to have created exemplary 
slaughterhouses and markets/trading centers using improved practices that can be 
duplicated in other places. All events arc worked in concert with appropriate 
partners and will cohost where possible. These slaughter houses and markets are 
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built on lessons learned from previous US AID and other donor investments. 
Currently, in Year 3, through our subcontr.:J.ctor VIPA, we are helping the DAH 
to develop .a national proposal for slaughterhouse and animal transportation 
improvement. In Year 4, we will continue work with DAH to implement the 
program which will have hecn submitted at the end of September 2012. This \<Viii 
ensure entlxcement and wide spread replication of improved practice venues 
throughout Vietnam. 

To reach these goals we will continue to support poultry markets and 
slaughterhouses where the API! project has implemented upgrades, providing 
l\.1arket l'vtan.agement Bom:ds (MMB's) additional support to enhance the models. 

7.1. Monitor behaviors in market'i and slaughterhouses and conduct limited 
follow-up trainings. in biosecurity practices needed 

• We will continue to periodically visit and check-in with M:l\1Bs, SDAH, BCC 
trainers to observe and document improvements in behaviors and uptake of 
risk reduction measures in slaughterhouses and market<.;. 

• \Vc will document changes in risk. reduction practices at demonstration sites 
using checkli~ts. 

• \Ve will enhance the application of veterinary certification by increasing 
awareness. of and incentives for adhering to risk reduction measures. 

• \Ve will provide information on other funding options (credit sources) that 
slaughter house owners and market vendors can use to implement upgrades 
and develop their business based on APH good practice models. 

7.2. Help l\·IMBs identify and implement any additional changes/upgrades 
needed 

• \Vc will meet \Vith MMBs/SDAH as needed ha.<>cd on monitoring informmion 
to identify upgrade needs. 

• \Vc will provide technical support and limited financial support to the MMBs 
for making upgrades, including limited support to construction and 
equipment. 

• \Ve will implement post intervention biological and environmentalte~ting in 
Ha ~am and Dong Ha markets and collaborate with FAO on LBM 
Surveillance. 

7.3. Provide technical assistance to the DAH through development of a 
strategy and accompanying package of how-to guides/protocols for 
proyinces on making upgrades to market'i and slaughterhouses2 

• \Ve win review tools/protocols and make revisions as necessary for general 
application and to disseminate and advocate for DAH/SDAH's use. 

• \Ve will share less.ons learned, including cosling exercise results, with the 
DAH for their strategy/proposal development on market and slaughterhouse 

- Tt.;s actlv!ty •.vas lis.ted under AHW and AEW Capacity Building Ill USAID's sco~ of work on 
J:Jly 25,2012. 
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improvement. The development of this strategy will institutionalize market 
and slaughterhouse improvement into the DAH system. 

• We will pTOvidc infOrmation on other funding options (credit sources) that 
dlslricts and provinces can use to implement upgrades/new trainings 
(speclfically slaughter point owners). 

7.4. Provide technic.al.assistance to the DAH to develop checklists (for 
example food safety checklists for markets) and management protocols 
for management boards to implement·' 

• \Ve wlll work with SDAHs to share lessons leamed on official 
slaughterhouse checklists/r"egulations with DAH for their eventual adoption. 

• \Ve v.··ill advocate with DAH to adopt live bird market monitoring checklists 
ba:..ed on the ones we have develuped. 

• \Ve will support the DAH, RAHOs and Provinces to develop and lmplement 
trainings for inspectors on good slaughte1ing practices and cenification stamp 
requirements. To this end we will develop the materials (based on existing 
materials), provide site visits, and identify lecturers for the partner funded 
training.s. The training will he focused on complementing inspectors' 
existing training and skill sets. Once the materials are developed and tested 
they will be handed over to the relevant RAHOs and SDAHs. 

7.5. Revisit STOP AI models and disseminate lessons learned and activities 
sustained post-STOP AI 

• \Ve will document how STOP AI le~sons learned have been/are being 
incorporated into APII supported models_ 

7.6. Work with DAH in coordination with VIPA to develop a roadmap for 
improving food safety at market places~ providing input into its design, 
and share lessons learned from the slaughterhouse and slaughter point 
modeL'i 

• We will meet with DAH/VIPA to discuss the design of a road map for 
improving food safety and starting to implement the newly approved plan for 
slaughterhouse and animal transportation improvement. 

• \Vith the approval of the Marke.t and Animal Transportation Plan, we will 
help the DAH to complete a mapping of slaughterhouses in Mekong region. 
This will be based on the lessons leamed from the study already conducted in 
Can Tho and will assist in identifying locations for food safety improvement 
aetivltics in the ncar future. Once this is undertake, as time and budget ~llow 
we can extend the mapping exercises to central and northern Vietnam. 
Finally \ve will provide thi~ information to WHO to incmvorate into their 
efforts on health mapping. 

• \Ve will evaluate, document and share lessons learned. Our projt:ct models 
will serve as examples of safer slaughtering and trading. 

'Tt.;s actlv!ty •.vas lis.ted under AHW and AEW Capacity Building Ill USAID's sco~ of work on 
J:Jly 25,2012. 
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• We will host dissemination workshops, in RAHOs 3 and 6n, coordinated 
with the FAO zonal disea:-.e control strategy, but focused on market and 
slaughterhouse improvements. 

7.7. Encourage technical groups, provincial authorities. the LIFSAP and 
V AHIP representati,,<es, and local investors and owners in scaling up 
and replicating models 

• We will share checklists, protocols and lnformatlon about funding widely to 
partners who may have similar mandates and areas of interest. 

• We will lnvlte representatives from organizations with potential to scale up or 
replicate our models on study lours to visit and understand the component:>. of 
our models. 

• As these other organizations begin to adopt relevant models, we will support 
their lmplementation of upgrades. Where appropriate we will also explore 
micro finance options to promote slaughter house/market upgrades. 

8. Behavior Change Communication (BCC) 
By September 2013, we will leave behind in each province of Can Tho, Ha Nam, 
Hung Yen, Kien Giang and Quang Tri, a team of key BCC trainers/specialists 
(five to eight people) drawn from animal health. human health and 
communications agencies as well as mass organizations. They have been trained, 
provided intensive coaching and arc able to design, implement and evaluate their 
own communication programs. We will have improved rhe behaviors of vendors 
and slaughlerers, and increased demand for poultry raised/markeledislaughtered 
in a reduced risk environment. To do this we will continue to roll out the BCC 
trainers' capacity building model and advocate for multi-sectoral usc and funding 
of tllei1- poc-;ilion'- both in our previou'- fucu~ piovinn::~ a'- well as in m:w 
provinces. 'V.fe will aho cominue to incorporate BCC activities (when poss.lble 
led by provincial BCC trainers/specialists) with each of our other models to 
enhance the long-term sustainability of the interventions. 

8.1. Continue to roll out the BCC trainers' capacity building model to 
associations and mass organizations~ at national and pro'\'inciallevels, as 
well as other projects, \Vhich can diffuse the training to its own systems 

• We will host a \Vorkshop \Vith associations and ma-;s organizations to share 
model and lessons leamed and provincial testimonies about the benefits and 
individual trainer's professional growth of implementing the model and BCC 
transitional strategy/approach in their provinces, with the goal of having them 
adopt the model long-term. 

• Once the model has been adopted, we will provide T A to associations and 
mass organizations in its implementation. 

• We will explore options to integrate BCC training manual into vocational 
training cun'iculum of Farmer's Union. 

8.2. Target neighboring provinces that have been invited to the BCC 
transition strategy re·view workshops (end of Year 3} .and assist them in 
implementing BCC programs 
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• We will develop technical brief on processes to build capacity of BCC 
lrainers to :-.hare widely in this advocacy process. 

• Using the WU network and possibly the FU network we wi11 identify new 
provinces with whom to advocate adoption of the modeL This will also be 
combined in uther model's exchange meeting/visits to other provinces to 
kno\-v their needs and to present our models. 

• \Vc will provide TOT's. in new provinces/districts and instruct them on 
processe~ to build capacity of BCC trainers. 

8.3. Advocate for uptake of the model by reviewing the budget allocation, 
expenditures, and activities implemented in target provinces with 
trainers and communications 

• To use in promoting the model, we will conduct a costing exercise and 
develop summary document about the costs of its implementation. 

• \Ve will provide limited TA and follow-up on the use/application of 
improved capacity of BCC trainers in their provinces \-Vithin their respective 
agencies relating to communication work towards prevention of AI and EIDs, 
and more broadly where feasible. 

• To build their reputation and give them a source for networking and ongoing 
learning we will connect provincial BCC trainers with the One Health 
Communication Network. We will do this by circulating meeting notes and 
inviting the trainers to give presentations on rheir activities <md successes. 

• Finally we will work with Provinces to formally rccogni7.e the position of 
BCC Trainers and to acknowledge their capabililies and contributions. 

8.4. Support provinces whl'rl' multi-sl'eforal communications plans have 
been approved (in summer of 2012) and where trainer teams are 
established to submit proposals for funding of corrununications activities 

• \Ve will provide ongoing TA through visits to province~ and BCC Trainers 
helping implement multi-sectoral communications plans and implementing 
activities as needs are identified. 

• \Ve wilJ coordinate meetings between BCC trainers and the PPC and other 
related agencie:<. to follow up on theit- communication proposals submitle-d 
after the training course on writing skills and proposal development 
conducted in Year 3. 

• Vv'e will support provinces to document and share work through a regional 
workshop and province-to-province meetings between provinces with similar 
characteristics to disseminate le:<.sons learned in realizalion of multi-sectoral 
communications plans and proposals to use in the development of other 
communications plans in the future. This workshop and the meetings will be 
combined with information sharing on provincial pandemic preparedness 
plan implementation, where appropriate. 

8.5. Enhance and facilitate the scale up and replication of other models 

• We wilJ support Infection Prevention and Control (TPC) skills-building and 
model promotion as needed and include BCC trainers into risk 
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communications trainings, lC training courses, study tours and IPC 
monitoring at hospitals to provide a sustainable resource to IPC activities. 

• After the MOH IC training has been rolled out we will organize teams of 
MOH/IC Society representatives, a BCC trainers and a local trainers to 
support IC Prevention teams in organizing one meeting for health care 
\Yorkers to discuss barricr/chaHcngcs to IC practices and explore solutions in 
their respective facilities. 

• Based on market/slaughter house monitoring results, we \-Vill support BCC 
trainers to develop BCC interventions in those locations. Providing co
funding in some cases and just TA in others. Most importantly we will link 
them to MMBs, SDAHs and slaughterhouse/slaughter point owners to 
hecome a sustainable resource for program development. 

• We wilt meet with Consumer Associations to exchange information, promote 
lheir role in demanding food &afety, and link to them to our food ;<,alety 
promotion campnign. 

• We will design and implement PR/education campaign on food safety and 
choosing safe poultry regionally to help increase demand for upgraded 
markets and slaughterhouses/points targeting consumers and the broader 
community. 

• We will provide TA to slaughterhouse/point operators as requested for 
promoting lheir own products. This will be in the form of introducing them 
to marketing theory, to marketing firms and to resources (credit) for 
implementing such programs. 

8.6. Continue to incorporate the APII trained BCC trainers 

• \Ve will refer BCC tminers lo participate in APII project activities as BCC 
program needs arc idcntific.d. 

9. Provincial Implementation and Coordination/Cross Cutting 
activities 

To implement all of the above activities we will need to coordinate internally and 
with our pmtncrs. The following arc the means through whlch we will do :m. 

• We will host coordination meetings with FAO to plan for provincial level 
activities and ensure that we can collaborate or align activities when possible. 

• The PI tenm will meet on a bi-monthly basis to plan for activities in the field. 

• \Ve- wlll compile a summary of microcredit/micro-lending programs in 
Vietnam that may be applicable to replication/expansion of APH models. 
This relates 10 activities listed throughout the document 

• Develop mechanism for working with provinces to implement the Year 4 

workplan. 

10. Administration & Finance 
APII will continue :<.ubmit deliverables to USAID as requested. In addition there 
are several activities which we must implement in order to prepare for contract 
closure in September. 
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10.1. Reporting to USAID 

• APII will continue to submit routine deliverables to USAID, inducting 
quarterly progress reports, quarterly financial reports, semi-annual and annual 
reports, and a final project closeout report. 

10.2. Prepare Project Closeout 

• Hold closeout planning meetings (with HQ); 

• Prepare for final dclivcrablcs; 

• Prepare for st:Jff and consultant terminations andior departures; 

• Subcontract closeout: 

• Vendor and field office closeout; 

• Host End of Project Event 

• Inventory and disposition of equipment; 

• Inventory and disposition of office files~ and 

• Prepare final billing. 
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Introduction 
This report presents the main achievements, challenges and solutions/lessons 
learned for USAID's Avian and Pandemic IntluenLa Initiative (VSAID/APII) 
during the 3ru quarter of Year four, covering the period from April to June 2013. 

The 3"1 quarter of Year four saw the project continue the full implementation of 
all planned Year four programs. \Ve expanded from the original flve project 
focus provinces to cover most of Vietnam. \Vc cominucd with the three major 
focus areas: animal health (AH), human health, and behavior change 
communicalion (BCC). Activities are implemented via :<.ubcontracts, as Abt':s 
cmrent license does not accommodate direct implementation. This cmTies its own 
unique challenges as often it is difficult to find subcontractors capable of 
delivering quality work, and strengthening the capacity of subcontractors has 
therefore become a vital part of USAID/APII's work. This is especially true in 
Year four, as we have very limited time to complete our projects and dose out 
the projecL In addition, \VC arc working to hand over our models and training 
programs to our partners for long-term sustainability and future use. 

The pmjc-et progressed well in most of the eight maln focus activities: 

1. Coordination and Policy Dialogue 

2. Human Health Surveillance 

J. Case i\4anagement and Infection Control OC) Capacity Building 

4. Pandemic Preparedness 

5. Animal Health (AH) Surveillance 

6. Animal Health Worker (AHW) Capacity Building and Agricultural Extension 
"\VorkeJ- (AEW) Capacity Building 

7. Supply Chain (Poultry Supply ::\fetwork} Strengthening 

g_ Behavior Change Communication (BCC). 

In Year four we have been making a final push for the wider adoption and 
sustained implementation of models beyond the life of the project. Adoption. 
adaptation, replication and scaling up of CSAID/APII innovations by public 
and private pmlners are considered the real measure of success for the 
project. In order to achieve this, the project has been carrying out sustained 
advocacy and promotional campaigns in close eommltatlon wirh USAID and 
API partners. These campaigm. have achieved very good results across key 
components and models developed by the project, particularly in relation to 
Infection Control, Animal Health Worker (AHW) Capacity Building and 
Agricultural Extension Worker (AEW) Capacity Building, Supply Chain 
(Poultry Supply Network) Strengthening, and Behavior Change 
Communlcation (BCC). 

\Vhat follows b a de:-.cription and discussion of the main achievements and 
challenges of the 3'-u quarter of Yem· four. 
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1. National Coordination and Policy Dialogue 
Under Coordination and Policy Dialogue we have three goals to achieve in Year 
four: 

• Improved coordination in order to improve highly pathogenic Avian 
Int1uenza HPAI prevention nnd control 

• Sustained dialogue-, coordination and le:'.son sharing on communications in 
Vietnam at a national level 

• Revision of national communication framework in line with Avian InfluenL.a, 
Pandemic Preparedness and other Emerging Infectious Diseases (20 I 1-2015) 
(AIPED). officially approved by National Steering Committee for Avian 
InHuenza (NSCAI), and applied by all members in planning and 
implementation. 

1.1 Achievements 

1.1.1 Reviewing and taking into consideration the results of our work on 
specific models, approaches and tools across key component~, as 
well as the experiences from advocacy events in previous years, 
USAlD/APIJ's models have been disseminated and replicated 
beyond the focus provinces and also imegrated into governmental 
~ystems/networks such as MOH (infeciion control), ~AEC/MARD 
(BCC training), \-\'omen's Union, and Farmer's Union. As a result, 
the project models will continue to have an impact beyond the 
project's lifespan, contributing to AI and EIDs prevention and 
control al pr-ovincial, regional and national scale~. Specific activities 
and achievements on dissemination and advocacy as well as 
adoption and replication of the models arc outlined in the reporting 
for each work area below_ 

1.1.2 In line with the adYocacy plan and matrix for Year four, and building 
on the initial one-page briefs sent to USAID ln the previous quarter, 
USAID/APII continued to develop briefing papers on key models 
and aspects of our \vork. Six brieflng papers are now in the late stage
of development, covering Infection Control, AHW Training, 
Separation of P~.mltry. Small-scale Poultry Slaughtering Facilities. 
BCC, and an overvie"v of Training Approaches and Curricula 
developed by the project. The briefing papers specify approaches 
and desired achievements for replication. 

1. L3 On April 3-4, US AID/ APH representatives attended and presemed at 
the USA!D!AP!l Communica!ion:;· on Heal!h and Avian ln.fluenza 
through Lessons Lenrnedfrom Comrol nnd Pre1H!nfion Programs in 
Vietnam panel in the National Conference on Applying a One Health 
Approach to Infectious Disca;;c Risks at the Human-Animal
Eco.sy.stem Interface in Vietnam. 

1.1.4 On May 3, USAID/APII representatives attended the National 
Conference on Resource Mobilization for Influenza A (H7N9J 
Prevention, Control and Preparedness in Vietnam. 
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1. 1.5 On May 31, USAID/APJI representatives attended and provided 
technical comments and shared experiences in AI and EIOs 
prevention and control in PAHrs w01·kshop on Preliminary Findings 
on the Economic Impact of Infectious Diseases of Livestock in 
Vietnam. 

1.1.6 On June 12. USAID/APII representatives attended the overall 
USAID Vietnam partners· meeting. Before and following the 
meeting, an overall impact statement on USAID/APil was developed 
for sharing by USAID with the AmbassadoL 

Ll.7 On June 13-14, USAID/APII representatives attended and 
contributed to the USAID EPT Partners meeting in Hanoi, including 
the preparatory discussions on June 13 and the actual meeting with 
GVN and other counterparts on June 14. 

1.2 Challenge._.,. and Solutions 

1.2.1 As noted in the previous repDrt, some change:<. w key personnel 
within technical agencies of GVN and other key stakeholders in our 
advocacy activities, for example due to people reaching retirement 
age, required the project to engage with new personnel in order to 
ensure their awareness and under~tanding of our activities, modeb 
and achievements. We have been monitoring these changes and 
actively reaching out to new personnel, with introductions and 
briefings from outgoing personnel where possible. \Ve also have the 
advantage in some cases due to promotions of former counterparts at 

varlous levels, meaning that offlcials who are familiar with our work 
arc no\v in more senior positions and can leverage the experience 
and capacity they .~ained in working with LJSAID/APII previously to 
support the wider application and replication of our mode b . 

. 2.2 During Year four, we h3ve moved away from direct implementation 
in the original target province~ and stepped down our previous 
Provincial Coordination Units (PCU). This shlft has require.d us to 
rake a somewhat different approach to working with these provinces 
in order to continue engaging with key counterparts to track the 
replication and scaling up of our models within the pro·vince:<., 
ensuring their cooperation in hosting visiting delegations to view the 
models and sharing their experiences, and also mobilizing them to 
share the models with other parties. \Ve have done this during Year 
four by building on the relationships and re~ults of our work over the 
past three years and. in a few cases, providing limited support for 
follow-up activities. This approach has continued to prove very 
successful in the 31

d quarter of Year fouL "\Vith counterparts. in the 
original target provinces strongly invoh. .. ed in replicating and sharing 
our models ncro.ss the different components as outllned below. 

2. Human Health Surveillance 
The human health surveillance goal ofUSAID/APII activities in Year four was to 
support national/provincia! policies that facilitate community level surveillance 
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and to replicate the relevant model in both initial focus provinces and new 
provinces. 

However, as noted in the previous report, despite promising work on a Statement 
of Work (SOW) for the National Institme of Hygiene and Epidemiology (NIH E) 
to implement human health surveillance activities in Year four, \vhich had been 
agreed ln principle by NIHE and approved by USAID, ultimately it was not 
possible to proceed with this contract a"! we \Vcre informed that the General 
Department of Preventi-ve Medicine and MOH intended to formulate a separate 
plan to a~sess Circular 48 in the future. USAID/APII was reque~ted not to 
conduct activities related to Clrcular 48 for the time being because of celtain 
sensitive internal issues. In March USAID!APH cancelled the intended activities 
with N IHE <.~nd shifted the designated monies elsewhere. 

2.1 Achievements 

2.1.1 No further work was done on this activity in the Tu quarter. 

2.2 Challenges and Solutions 

2.2.1 The predictability and reliability of information from rvlOH are out 
of USAID!APII's and NIHE's control. We therefore decided that it 
was necessary to end the contract with NIHE. 

3. Cao;e Management and 
Capacity Building 

Infection Control (I C) 

USAID!APII's lC goals for Year four were to assist GVN in rolling out a training 
model developed to assist health facilities in implementing Circular l8. 

3.1 Achkvcmcnts 

3.1.1 Ba.<>ed on the letter issued by MOH dated March 1, 2013 on 
supportive monitoring trips ro 13 hospitals in eight provinces whose 
key staff wet·e trained with support li·om USAID/APII in 2012, a 
monitoring team including members from MOH, Vietnam Nursing 
Association (VNA) and USAID/APII conducted lhrce trips to four 
northern provinces, two central provinces and two southern 
provinces during April. At the provincial level, the team worked 
with provincial Deprntments of Health (DOH) to review their IC 
activities in 2012 and lC plans for 2013. At the district hospitals, the 
ream reviewed each hospital's structure, human resources. 
infrdstructure and activities for IC in 2012. Improvements have been 
seen in the reorganization of IC human resources and the 
enforcement of key IC practices including instrument processing. 
Diffusion training was conducted to hospital health care workers in 
2012. Significant improvemenls were noted, including in relation to 
IC structure, IC planning, development of hospltal regulations, IC 
research in hospitals. disposable towel supplying, and IC practices at 
healthcare facilities. More attention should he paid to IC planning 
and to supervision of compliance to IC standards. The hospitals that 
received support from USAID/APH in 2011 were observed to be 
doing significantly better than other hospitals in IC. 
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3.1.2 On April 12, USAID/APII provided IC training materials to the 
National Workshop on Sharing the Experience of Nur.->ing. Education 
in Pham Ngoc Thach Private :\fedical School organiLed by MOH. 
More than 210 participants from 26 nursing and medical schools and 
37 hospitals nationwide attended this event. USAID/APH also 
supported Dr. Phi r\'guyet Thanh from the Training and Education 
Department of MOH to make a presentation on the training cunicula 
for nurses and ways in whlch in-servlce training institutions can 
apply the IC training materials. 

3.1.3 On April 22-27, the yJ regional and final training of trainers (TOT} 
course on IC was organized in HCMC for 30 participants from six 
southern provinces, including An Giang, Dong Nal, Dong Thap. Soc 
Trang, Tay Ninh and Vinh Long. ParLicipants from 7 medical and 
nursing schools also attended, including HCMC Medical and 
PharmaccLttical University, Ng1..1ycn Tat Thanh and Hong Bang 
Private Univer~ities, and the Medical Colleges of Can Tho, Soc 
Trang, An Giang and Vinh Long. In addition w updated IC 
knowledge, participants. also gained knowledge on adult learning 
methods and worked on their diffusion training plans. A one-day 
field study at Pediatric Hospital No. 1 in HCMC gave participants an 
opportunity to ob:.erve IC in practice and to undertake Hospital
acquired Infection (HAl) surveillance and IC compliance
monitoring. Micro-teaching during the training provided practicum 
experience for participants. 

3.1.4 In April, with technical support from MOH and Vr\"A, the four 
provincial DOH of Vinh Long. Tay Ninh, Dong Nai and Dong Thap 
:.bared their action plans for 2013-2015 on :.trengthening IC 
activities at healthcare facilities and their 2013 IC training plans for 
their health staff. Ail training courses included in these plans will usc 
rhe IC material supported by USAIDiAPII, and will utilize local 
funds for their running from May to September. 

3.1.5 On May 2, with technical suppon from USAID/APIL Phu Yen 
Medical Secondary School is:.ued an official decision on adapting 
the USAID/ APH IC training materials for use in their training 
program for nurses, physicians and laboratory technical students, 
beginning in the 2012-2013 school yeaL After Au Lac Private 
Nursing School, this b the second nursing :.chool to issue an official 
decision on integrating the USAID/APH IC training materials into 
their training program. The USAID/APII IC training materials have 
been used to train I 00 students to a full -credir in IC rheory and 
practice- over 32 sessions in school year 2012-2013. 

3.1.6 On May fi-9, a provincial TOT course on IC was conducted in Dong 
Thap General Hospital for 120 participants from 16 hospitals, 
including four provincial hospitals, four specific hospitals and eight 
district hospitals. In addition to gaining updated IC knowledge and 
skills, panicipants also learned about the design and practice of 
cro~s-sectional HAl studies. The trainers for this course were those 
trained by the USAID/APII in April 2013, together with a national 
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expert from the HCM Infection Control Society. IC training 
materials for the course were provided by USAID/APH. Dong 
Thap's DOH and Johnson & Johnson Vietnam co-funded this 
course. 

3.L7 On May 8, the Vinh Long :Medical Intermediate School i~sued an 
official letter to ESAID/ APII to adapt the IC training materials to 
train their nursing and midwifery smdcnts through 10 lesson plans 
over 60 sessions in 2013 and 2014, for 55 nursing students and 270 
midwifery students. 

3.1.:': On May 25 in Hue, Hue !\Jational C.reneral Hospital and the Hue 
Infection Control Society (HUSIC) held the Scientific Worbhop for 
the Central Region on Infection Control and Patient Safety, with 
approximately 300 participants from around 100 hospitals including 
national hospitals. provincial and district hospitals and specialized 
hospitals. A detailed introduction to the IC training curriculum and 
IC material was published in the Journal t..tf" Clinical A1edicine, with 
support from L'SAID/APII for printing and distribution to workshop 
participants and to other hospitals and medical schools in Vietnam's 
central provinces. 

3.1. 9 The Binh Dinh Nursing Association conducted two provincial TOT 
courses on IC on May 20-25 and June 3-8 in Binh Dinh, with 50 
participants from 21 hospitals including Tuy Hoa National 
Dermatology Hospital, Binh Dinh Provincial General Hospital, two 
polyclinics, five specialized hospitals, II district hospitals and one 
private hospital. Participants shared updated knowledge and skills on 
IC and HAl surveillance in hospitals. The trainers for this course 
v..-crc those trained by USAID/APH in April 2013. USAJD/APII 
provided copies of the IC training materials and contributed 30%- of 
tr,aining costs. Binh Dinh DOH contribute-d the remaining 70% of the 
costs for the course. 

3.1.10 During ?vlay, a further 20 DOH shared their provincial action plans 
on strengthening IC activities at healthcare facilities, including 
diffusion training plans \Vith technical support from MOHand VNA. 
To date, 30 provinces throughout the country have shared their 
provincial action plans on IC. 

3.1.11 In May, Phu Yen Medical Co11ege, Vinh Long Medical College, Can 
Tho Medical College, Ho Chi Minh City University of Medicine and 
Pharmacy, and Hong Bang University have issued copies of the-ir 
official letters on integrating USAID/APII's IC training mmcrials 
into their training programs for students. 

3.1.12 Wlth co-financing support from USAlD/APII, Quang Nam's DOH 
conducted three provincial TOT courses on IC in Quang Nam from 
May 27 to Junt'- 15. In total, 90 participanb from Quang ~am 
Medical College and .35 hospitals, including 12 provincial hospitals 
and health facilities, 20 district hospitals and three private hospitals, 
obtained updated knowledge and skills on IC through a total of three 
TOT courses ror all provincial and district facilities. Provincial 
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trainers conducted these courses with lC training materials supported 
by USAID/APH and approved by MOH. 

3.1.13 On June 7, USAIDiAPII attended the Scientific \.Vorkshop on 
Infection Control for the l\"orthern Region co-chaired by MOH, Bach 
Mai Hospital and Hanoi Society for Infection Control (HANSIC). 
More than 350 participants from about 100 hospitals including 
several national hospitals, district hospitals and specialized hospitals 
shared experiences. worked together to develop their skills on IC, 
and were updated with new technical information. \Vorkshop 
participants also discussed the IC situation in hospitals as \veil as IC 
training for the health care system. USAIDiAPll staff shared 
information about the status of IC tr.:tining replication in ditferent 
provinces and training institutions following the TOT courses 
conducted in 2012 and 2013. 

3.L14 On June 25, the ·workshop on Strengthening Infection Control 
Training Programs in Nursing and :l'vledical Schools. co-chaired by 
VNA, MOH and USAID/APII took place in Hanoi, with 44 
participants from 28 medical and nursing universities, colleges and 
:-.chools. Participants shared !heir IC training curricula, material:<. and 
student IC practlcums ln hospitals. One public medical college and 
one private medical school shared their experiences on integrating 
USAID/APII's IC training materials into their training programs 
with technical :<.upport from VNA. Participant~ appreciated the 
presentations and agre.ed to integrate USAID/APH's IC tmining 
materials into their training programs. Participants also shared their 
expectations on institutionalizing the IC training curriculum <.~nd IC 
materials at their medical and nursing schools together with 
additional TOT courses on IC for their teachers. 

3.Ll5 After the firsl provincial TOT cour~e on IC held in Nghe An from 
June 10 to June 15, a second similar training course was organized 
from June 24 to 29 by :r\ghc An's DOH with co-financing support 
from USAID/APII. To date. 60 participants from 35 healthcare 
facilities, including 14 provincial hospitals, 19 district ho~pitals and 
two private hospitals, have been able to update their IC knowledge. 
and skills in the class, and to learn about HAT surveillance and IC 
practice compliance in Nghe An's General HospitaL The IC training 
materiah. for the course were supported by USAID/APU. 

3.1. 16 Thirteen trammg institutions. including Soc Trdng Medical 
Secondary School, Duy Tan University, Ha Noi Medical College, 
Thanh Tay University, Vinh Medical University, Hue Medical 
College, Hai Duong Medical Technical University, Nam Dinh 
Nursing University, Quang ~am Medical College, An Giang 
Medical Seconda.-y School, Binh Dinh :\1edical College, Thanh Hoa 
Medical College, and the Nguyen Tat Thanh University in Ho Chi 
Minh City, sent official letters to VNA on revising their IC training 
progr.1ms to adapt the IC training. curriculum and materials 
developed with ~upporl from USAID/APII in June. This brings the 
number of institutions to have attended TOT courses in 2012-2013 
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and since issued official documents on integrating USAID/APII's IC 
training ma[erials into their trdining progrdms to 19. The revised 
training programs will be begin to be implemented in school year 
2013-2014 for about 16,500 students. 

3.1.17 \Vith technical support from VNA, Hanoi Medical College 
developed detailed IC fundamentals with 10 lesson plans on IC 
training for nursing and mld\\-'ifcry smdents in June, to be applied for 
more than 700 students from school year 2011-2014. 

3.1.18 Tn June, seven DOH shared their provincial action plans on 
strengthening IC activities at healthcare facilities, including diffusion 
training plans with technical support from MOHand VNA. To date, 
37 provinces throughout the country have shared their provincial IC 
action plans. 

3.2 Challenges and Solutions 

3.2.1 This year, USAID/APII required subcontracw~ to submit all report~ 
in English~ as a result, VNA took longer than previously to write, 
revise and translate ddivcrablcs before submitting. 

3.2.2 Ministry of Education and Training (]'v10ET) issued an outline of the 
training curriculum for nursing training with two credits on IC, 
however as yet there is still no requirement for IC training in the 
curriculum for medical student:.. In addition to working closely with 
MOH, VNA m1d other partners to introduce and integrate the IC 
training model into the nursing training program, the human health 
ream imroduced USAID/APII materials ro medical schools for 
reference in IC lessons in other subjects and s.ugge:.ted to the schools 
develop an optional IC subject for medical students. 

4. Pandemic Preparedness Planning (PPP) 
USA[D/APII's PPP goals for Year four were to introduce PPP packages to other 
provinces, and to advocate for wider adoption of PPP through om Vietnam. 

4.1 Achievements 

4.1. 1 With the commitment of Hung Yen People's Committee on revising 
the provincial plan on pandemic preparedne:.s, on April 5 a PPP 
training workshop was conducted for about 30 participants from 
various provincial authority agencies and mass organizations. 
Participants learned about the new concepts of a \Vhole-of-Society 
approach and Business Continuity Planning, and how to apply them 
in their PPP. Following this event, the first draft of PPP for Hung 
Yen '\vas prepared ;:1nd shared vvith relevant sectors in Hung Yen for 
comment. 

4.1.2 On April 25, the First PPP Review \Vorkshop was conducted in 
Hung Yen with 25 participants from various provincial agencies and 
mass organiLations in order to obtain feedback on the first draft of 
the Hung Yen PPP. New approaches introduced in the draft plan 
include (i) preparedness planning covering diseases in both humans 
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and animals, (ii) multi-sectoral involvement and (iii) inclusion of 
livelihoods. food security and business continuity planning for both 
pre-pandemic and post-pandemic periods. The second draft of the 
PPP reflecting comments and inputs from Review Workshop 
participants was sent to \VHO, FAO, and national and provincial 
agencies and mass organizations for feedback. 

4.1.3 On May 14, the Second PPP Review \Vorkshop was organi7cd with 
participants from 20 agencies and organizations in Hung Yen 
province, including government management ofrices, the 
propaganda agency, the provincial Police Department, mass 
organizations, media agencies and local staff, \-Vith the goal of 
reviewing the second draft of the provincial PPP. Particip~nts 

discussed and provided comments on completion of the plan. 
Additional inputs from API partners were collected in order to 
finalize the PPP. After revision, th..:- plan \Vas submitted for approval 
by the People's Committee of Hung Yen province. 

4.1A On May 22, Hung Yen People's Committee approved the Hung Yen 
PPP. 

4.L5 On June 11-12, Hung Yen People's Committee organized a 
provincial PPP dissemination workshop in Hung Yen, with the 
pmticipation of 33 leaden, of 24 agencies including provincial 
departments, nine district People's Committees, and mass 
organizations. Pa1iicipants discussed how to disseminate the 
provincial plan to their departments. organizations and district 
networb. As required by the Vice Chairman of Hung Yen People's 
Committee, all related departments and districts in Hung Yen 
province will have to develop or revise their individual PPPs before 
July 15,2013. 

4.1.6 During June, USAID/APII closed out the contract \Vith Hung Yen 
Red Cross after successfully implementing the planned PPP 
activities in Hung Yen for 2013. 

4.2 Challenges and Solutions 

4.2.1 This wa<; the first time that Hung Yen Red Cross had implemented 
this kind of complex activity with the involvement of multiple 
:sectors al provincial level. A plan with detailed activities indicating 
persons in charge, expected outputs, and timeline was prepared with 
suppott from USAID/APJI's human health team. The commitment 
of Hung Yen's People Committee and the effective activities of the 
provincial Editing Team including Hung Yen Red Cross a:s well as 
the human health, AH and communication sectors played an 
important role in the success of this activity. In addition, 
USAID/APll ahvays worked closely with Hung Yen Red Cmss to 
strengthen their capacity during the period or the PPP revision. 
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5. Animal Health (AH) Surveillance 
During the 3rd quarter of Year four, USAID/APH's AH activities focused on 
supporting national/provincial policies thal would facilitate community-level 
surveillance and on replicating the relevant models in both the initial focus 
provinces and new provinces. 

5.1 Achievements 

5.1.1 We conducted meetings and workshops with relevant partners to 
discuss AHW network development and roles (including animal 
disease surveillance at grassroots level): 

Under the Quang Tri livestock and husbandry contract, APII 
supported Quang Tri Sub-Dcpanmcnt of Animal Hculth (SDAH} to 
review the current animal disease surveillance in line with local 
network development policy. A set of animal disease reporting forms 
has been issued by Quang T1i SDAH to harmonize the reporting 
forms and enhance the passive surveillance system of the province. 

5.1.2 \Ve continued to advocate at regional and provincial levels for the 
adoption of a formal AHW Terms of Reference (TOR): 

A report on the improvement of the AHW network of Quang Tri 
province, including the adoption of t~'Jrma! Vi11age Animal Health 
Worker (VAH\V} TORs specificaJly including the surveillance task 
(to detect and report ~uspected ca~e~) and a presentation ha~ been 
developed and is ready for sharing. A local consultant was invited to 
make a study of this provincial case, and his report with detailed 
recommendations for an <.~nimal dise<.~se surveiJJance training 
curriculum is expected !o be introduced to DAH as a refeJC>nce 
document to aid in ldemifying gaps in anlmal disease surveillance 
and a model example for provinces on AH\V network development. 
Official ad<.~ptation for diffusion training is expected from DAH. 

A regionill TOT training course (5 days) was conducted in Dong Ha 
on Animal Disease Surveillance at Community Level for 6 provinces 
in the central region (provinces covered by RAHO 3) with 30 
pmticipants (lOF:20M_L RAHO 3 trainers and the Head of DAH's 
Epidemiology Division woe invited as lecturers, and the Quang Tri 
example was discussed during the course. 

5.1.3 USAID/APII models of AH surveillance and AHW network 
improvements were replicated using the existing provinces as 
models for introduction into new provinces: 

A draft of the Policy Brief on the Quang Tri Case Study and 
succe~ses in AH surveillance and AHW Network improvement has 
been developed and is planned for publlcation in July 2013. 

A documentary on the Quang Tri model in AH network developmem 
has been developed by the local Quang Tri Livestock and Veterlmu·y 
Association in collaboration with the SDAH, and was share-d \Vith 26 
participants (4F:22M) from RAHO 3 and centra1 provinces at a 
regional Technical Dissemination Workshop for RAHO 3 provinces 
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on AHW netvv·ork development conducted in Hue on 21 May 2013. 
As a result of the workshop, the formal VAH\V TOR, including the 
~pecialized surveillance task of detecting and reporting .;.uspecled 
disease events, has also been reviewed with comments from 
participants. 

5.2 Challenge..'i and Solutions 

52.1 Animal disease surveillance improvement for the gra~sroots level 
continues to present challenges due to lack of official le.gislation 
supporting local network development and lack of commitment by 
local authorities of allocated funds from limited annual provincial 
re:-.ources. The new veterinary law that is expected to be i:-.sued in the 
coming year and the new national proposal for Animal Health Sector 
Development can be considered good initial steps by DAH and 
MARD to cover gaps in the regulatory fmmework and policy 
directions, but they will ~quire long-term strategy and commitment 
from stakeholders at all levels if success is to be achieved given 
current weaknesses in the overall veterinary service network. 

6. AHW Capacity Building and AEW Biosecurity 
Training 

The goals of the Animal Health Worker (AH'v\e') Capacity Building and 
Agricultural Extension Worker (AE\V) Biosecurity Training activities are to: 

• Introduce the AH\V training package to new provinces and seek other 
educational training opportunities 

• Introduce the AHW networking model that will be adopted by relevant 
public-private agencies at national and Jocallcvcls. 

• Introduce the AEW training materials to the National Agriculture Extension 
Center (NAEC), the new Provincial Agriculture and Fishery Extension 
Center.;, (PAFECs} and the private sector and enable them to apply them 
throughout the AE\V system. 

6.1 Achievements 

6.1. I AHW Net\.vorks -Expanding the AHW capacity building model: 

Responding to requests from Mekong SDAHs and RAHO 3, 
USAlD/APH scaled up the use of AHW training modules through 
the introduction of materials in the RAHO 3 dissemination workshop 
and regional TOT courses for RAHOs 3. 6 and 7. A total of 81 local 
trainers have been trained in the 3'c quarter {21 F:60M) in those TOT 
for AHW courses with a total of 15 new replication provinces 
covered. 

Taking advantage of the enthusiasm and strong interest of the 
Fanners' Union vocational training system, USAID/APII'~ 

subcontractor Australian Foundation for Peoples of Asia and the 
Pacific {AFAP) conducted a TOT course in Hal Duong from 29-31 
May, reaching seven provincial Fanners' Union Vocational Training 
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Centers with 25 local trainers. It is promising to note that these 
vocational training centers are ex.pened to conduct their own 
training courses for local AHV'l using provincial funding resources. 

6.1.2 We supported NAEC to otTicially adopt the AE\V training manual 
and training materials and to promote their use within the national 
agrlcultural system: 

NAEC has completed the review and approval of the Biosecurity 
Training package as well as the formal dissemination of the package. 
to 159 participants ( 45F: 1 14M) from 14 provinces through three 
national and regional hiosecurity forums in Quang Ninh (May 17), 
Ha Nam (June 6) and Khanh Hoa {June 15}. 

Jn addition, NAEC has integrated the Biosecurity Training package 
into two national projects providing training for fanners, Together 
with the VIPA farmer club trainlng courses, a total of 719 farmers 
( 1 93F:526M) have been reached with good farming practices and 
biosecurity training in the 3rd quarter. 

6.1 .3 We explored possibilities using NAEC's online training programs to 
disseminate the training package: 

NAEC and its counterparts have developed a DVD for on-line 
trdining, as recommended by LSAID/APH. The final draft version 
was completed in late June and is planned to be posted on the NAEC 
website. following final approval, which is expected in July 2013, 

6.2 Challenges and Solutions 

6.2.1 Figures on replication training conducted in additional provinces 
may not be made available in a timely manner where these aclivitie.s 
are belng funded from local, national or other re.sources not sourced 
by USATD/APIL USAID/APH has endeavored as much as possible 
to introduce and train local trainers a<.; well as to distribute the AHW 
and Biosecurity training packages widely with the expectation that 
diffusion training will then be taken up by local authorities once they 
appreciate the value of these approaches and the related tools and 
supporting materlals. 

7. Supply Chain (Poultry Supply Network) 
Strengthening 
USAID/APII's Supply Chain Strengthening goals in Year four are to 
advocate and encourage adoption, adaption and replication of the models. We 
are working with public agencies, private partners, other deYelopment 
projects and programs oi USAID/APII to provide them with 
biosecuritylblosafety demonstration models, especially in key (high-risk) 
nodes along the poultry .supply chain, together with related documents (such 
as protocols, guidelines and training materials). 

7.1 Achievements 
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The key activities and achievements of the supply chain work during the 31(1 

quarter of Year four focused on the following activities and nodes: 

7.1.1. Monitoring behaviors in markets and slaughterhouses and conducting 
limited fo11ow-up refresher trainings m necessary hiosecurity 
practices: 

Quang Tri: 

Periodic review meetings were conducted almost monthly with the 
participation of market management boards, slaughterhouse/slaughter 
point owners, SDAH Inspectors, and BCC traintTS to observe and 
record behaviors as well as to encourage the maintenance of good 
practices at Dong Ha market and the model slaughtering facilities. 
This effort aims to maintain good models and to support their use as a 
training platform to encourage wider replication. 

During this L_Iuarter, USAID/ APII and lm:al counterparts ftH..:u~e!l on 
encouraging the replication of the model by other slaughterhouses in 
Dong Ha city and Quang Tri town, through provlsion of training on 
good poultry slaughtering practices, household visits, consultations 
and provision of model equipment. At the same time, Quang Tri 
SDAH enhanced the application of veterinary cer1ification by 
increasing awareness of the value of certification among producers, 
vendors and consumers. Certification by stamping of poultry 
products slaughtered with the application of good slaughtering 
practice commenced ln VSAID/APII model slaughtering facilities in 
June 2013. This government effort encouraged immediate replication 
of the model; as a result, 9 out of 12 slaughter points have registered 
for facility upgrading following. technical recommendations from 
Quang Tri SDAH. Some small slaughtering operations will be re
grouped and relocated to selected bigger facilities. To date, two 
slaughtering facilities have completed upgradlng activities. Three 
others will complete their upgrading by September, with the 
remainder continuing with technical support from the SDAH. Fifly
[hree pieces of equipment with a total cost of 183,340,000 VND 
(-8,700 USD) including tables, ozone generators, drum pickers, high 
pressure cleaners and sets of bleeding cones for safer slaughtering 
practices have been delivered to 11 potential replication 
slaughterhouses in Quang Tri. 

Quang Tri Department of Agriculture and Rural Development 
(DARD) issued the following legal documents during this period: 
Decision No. 286/QB-SNN dated May 29, 2013 on Temporary 
Regulations for poultry slaughtering and poultry production tmde in 
Quang Tri, and Official Letter No. 494iSNN-CN directing the 
management of poultry slaughtering and poultry production trade in 
Quang Tri. 

The Mekong region (RAHO 6 and RAHO 7): 

Following up training provided in December 2012 as well as requests 
submitted by 12 SDA.Hs for case assessment and recommendations 
for upgrading 50 small slaughterhouses, lJSAID/APH experts worked 
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with technical staff from RAHOs and SDAHs to assess operations in 
slaughtering facilities using the checklist and risk assessment matrix 
]~sued with Circulm- 14. The purpo~e of this assessment was to 
identify communicable disease and food safety risks and to propose 
prioritized upgrading options for the slaughtering facilities. These 
recommendations are considered tq he the most appropriate, practical 
and feasible for facility owners to easily lem·n from and follow in 
both short-term and long-term perlods. Of 50 slaughterhouses 
registered in these provinces, 27 facilities in 10 provinces under 
RAHO 6 and RAHO 7 were selected for field assessment. Most of 
these facilities were found to have common errors in terms or 
processing t1ow (not one-way), processing on the tloor, and no 
separation of dirty and clean area<;. A summary report on risk 
assessment with detailed recommendations was given to the SDAH 
of each related province and to RAHO starr. In consultation ":vith the 
RAHOs and SDAHs, it was decided that facilities that completed 
upgrading before July 2013 would be eligible to receive some 
equipment and technical assistance from the project as an incentive 
and support for their improved operations. For facilities that did not 
upgrade before July 2013, only technical recommendations would be 
given. and facility owners could decide by themselves when to 
upgrade. However. recommendations and reports provided by 
USAID/APII suggest that local authorities will follow up on the 
upgrading of these slaughterhouses following the completion of the 
USAID/APII project. A total of 23 pieces of equipment with a 
combined cost of approximately 7,000 L'SD was purchased by 
USAID/APII for handover in July to 13 facilities. in eight provinces.. 
This equipment \.Vill provide an example tOr the facilities to replicate 
in their other processing lines and wm contribute to improving good 
slaughtering practices, including veterinary sanitation. risk reduction 
in disease transmission and cross-contamination, and improving 
poultry food safety. 

7. L2. Providing technical assistance to DAH through development of a 
strategy and accompanying package of how-to guides/protocols for 
provinces on making upgrades to markets and slaughterhouses; 

As part of the strategy of DAH and MARD's Legislation Department 
to review and develop a framework of veterinary technical 
documents, on May 21, 2013 USAID/APH supponed DAH to 
conduct a Food Safety Vi/orkshop on Sharing Experiences and 
Veterinary Technical Documents in Hanoi. More than 70 participants 
from national and international agencies and projects working in this 
field came together to share their experiences on improving 
veterinary hygit'-ne and food sarety in animal and animal product 
production, swrage, processing and trading. In addition to 32 
documents and BCC materials from USAID/ APII, a further 50 books. 
booklets, posters, training materials. protocols and reports were 
shared. DAH also took advantage or the workshop to share with 
provincial participants their new proposal to strengthen government 
capacity in food safety, zoonotic disease and environmental 
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protection, and the tUnctions and roles of the veterinary public health 
services system. 

A local consultant was rccmitcd to review tools and protocols and to 
develop draft Guidelines on Good Hygiene Practices and Good 
~fanufacturing Practices for Slaughtering (GHP/GMP) for general 
application and advocacy by DAH. The draft version has been 
fina1i7cd \Vith inputs from Dr. Henry Yap, USAID/APII's 
International Consultant on Biosecurity, and shared with DAH's 
Division of Veterinary Public Health. A meeting wilh thb Dlvision ls 
planned in July to gather comments. The document will then will be 
handed over to DAH as an input to their development of the Jcgal 
framework and policy guid<.~nce. 

For the market models, most of the provinces arc facing the problem 
of controlling and managing live poultry trading in urban areas. 
Challenges include the need fm· farmers to sell their poultry products, 
tradltlonal cultural and religious practlces, and consumers· habit of 
buying live poultry. Many provinces arc struggling with management 
and control of live poultry selling, since it is impossible to maintain a 
taskforce capable of checking all markets during the lime of live 
poultry trading. Some provinces have their own ways of managing 
and organizing live poultry trading. Most of the provinces have 
agreed to have a managed poultry market rmher than attempt to issue 
and enforce a total ban on ~ales of live poultry in market~. 

USAIDi APll conrinued to share experiences in developing poultry 
market models and activities in Quang Tri and Ha Nam on several 
occasions during the yJ quarter, such as in Lraining courses and 
workshops. The \Vorld Bank-supported VA HIP project is planning to 
cooperate with USAID/APII to conduct a study tour for around 40 
stakeholders to visit USAID/APII's Quang Tri model on July 22-23. 
Preparations are in place for this event, including sharing of 
presentations and a field visit. 

Responding to requests from three provinces (Bac Lieu, Hau Giang 
and Ba Ria-Vung Tau), the project -visited existing markets in these 
provinces where live poultry are .'mld. None of the market models 
were developed due to time constraints, but a dissemination 
workshop was organized for local authorities in Hau Glang province
with IS participants. The local authority stated that this experience 
sharing was a first step towards developing live poultry market 
models in Hau Giang. Technical documents from the Dong Ha and 
Hoa Mac models have been shared accordingly. 

7. L3. USAID/APII had planned to provide technical as:sistance to DAH to 
develop checklists on food safety for markets and management 
protocols for management boards to implement. However, due to a 
lack of clarity in the division of tasks between national agencies, it is 
not clear whether DAH is responsible for this or nol. 

Checklists from Dong Ha and Hoa M<.~c markets were shared as 
references for DAH's Division of Public Health in case they wanted 
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to prepare a proposal tOr MARD to add these issues into Decree 14 
later as separate forms focused on markets. 

7.1.4. Supporting DAH/RAHOs/Provlnccs to develop and implement 
m:tining courses for inspectors on good slaughtering practices and 
certification stamp requirements: 

In cooperation with the RAHOs and DAH, LJSAID/APII organized 
seven training courses for 288 inspectors from 17 provinces, as 
follows: Thanh Hoa (53); Hue (14); Quang Tri (ll); Quang Binh (3); 
Da Nang (12); Qmmg Nam (9}; Binh Dinh (1); Khanh Hoa (1); Phu 
Yen (l): Quang Ngai (2); Tien Giang (39); Ben Tre (20); Dong Nai 
(7); An Giang (36); Soc Trang (34); Hau Giang (40); and Can Tho 
(5). 

The RAHO applied DAH's training contents to provide basic 
knowledge for inspectors, then requested DAH to grant professional 
certificates to the trainees. The training contents included updated 
legislation on veterlnary inspection, basic symptoms of diseases, 
animal inspection, and practical exercises. USAD/APII provided 
knowledge on good slaughte1ing practices including risk 
identification in slaughterhouses, technical requirements for facilities 
upgrade and operation procedures, and waste management in small 
and medium poultry processing units. 

Documentation on how the USAID/STOP AI project's lessons 
leamed have been and are being incorporated into USAID/APII':s 
models was completed. 

7. L5. Working with DAH in coordination \Vith VIPA to develop a roadmap 
for improving food safety at market places, providing input into its 
design, and sharing lessons learned from the slaughterhouse and 
slaughter poim models: 

In order to finaliz-e the next draft of the National Proposal on 
Ensuring Food Safety in Livestock Slaughtering and Transponation 
and to develop a roadmap to 2012-2020 on improving food ~afety in 
transportation and slaughtering, on June 14 and 21 two consultation 
workshops V/ere organized in Ha Noi and HCl'vfC, facilitmed by 
DAH. Ninety-six participants from provincial SDAHs and functional 
divi~ions fi·om DARD~ rrom northem and southem regions shared 
experiences on the cunent complex situation of food safety in 
relation to .<>laughterhouscs and markets. and gave specific comments 
on the previous draft. DAH plans to incorpor<.~te these comments into 
the final version to be ~ubmilled for approval in late July 2013. 

7.L6. Mapping of poultry slaughter points in the Mekong region: locations 
and owners' names of slaughtering facilities were collected and 
included in the reports from the field trips to the Mekong regions that 
were shared with the SDAHs and RAHOs. However. due to time and 
resource constraints and limitations on the total number of selected 
small slaughtering facilities available for visits, tht'- idea of regional 
mapping was cancelled. 
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7.1 7. Encouraging technical groups, provincial authorities, LIFSAP and 
VAHIP representatives, and local investors and owners to scale up 
and replicate models: 

As mentioned above, checklists, protocols and technical documents 
were shared widely in the Technical Document Sharing Workshop in 
May 24, 2013. Others documents have been shared with FAO, 
V AHIP, LIPSAP and other agencies and projects on request. In 
collaboration with V AHIP, USAID/APII is preparing for a study tour 
planned for July 2013 lOr 40 V AHIP PMC members and stakeholders 
from provinces in the north of Vietnam. 

Model picture~, video clips and pre:-.entations were shared widely in 
national and regional dissemination workshops and inspector training 
courses. 
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7 .2.1. Market model replication: upgrading of poultry markets to provide 
better control and risk mitigation of poultry sections within markets i~ 
showing promise. There are a number of issues, such as determining a 
suitable location and land availability, local policies, and priority given 
by local civlc leaders to this project. To support the advocacy we 
targeted local authoritieo:, and provided a technical brief to help them 
plan the development. We recognize that it will take more time to see 
additional replication. 
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7.2.2. Training inspectors: the training for veterinary inspectors was assigned 
by DAH to regional AH offices. However, further review showed that 
the training modules and duration of the training cour~es vary among 
regions. USAID/APII worked with R.t\HOs 3. 6 and 7 on these 
particular issues and shared a fully developed training curriculum of 
risk reduction within markets and slaughterhouses with these RAHOs. 
In reality. the SDAHs are interested in organiLing more training for 
inspectors, but it is not always a priority for RAHOs to implement the 
course at a time that v.,-orks for the SDAHs. Coordination may need to 
come back through USAID/APII via DAH and hence to the RAHOs 
and SDAHs. This can be considered a lesson learnt for implementation 
of such courses. In addition, although too many provinces requested 
cost sharing training for inspectors at short notice, due to time 
constraints, USAID/APll "\Vas unable to organize advance TOT courses 
for RAHO trainers in good slaughtering practices, nor could we help 
DAH to consolidate requests for a standard course. 

7.2.4. Slaughterhouse upgrades: a great deal of work must be done before 
facilities and slaughtering operations of small slaughterhouses in the 
Mekong region meet hygiene standards. Training and study tours can 
help owners learn how to adapt good slaughtering_ practices to their own 
slaughterhouses. However, the cosls of upgrading are high, while the 
benefits from poultry slaughtering are few and illegal slaughtering still 
persists, presenting significant obstacles to upgrade decisions. 

8. Behavior Change Communication (BCC) 
In line with the Y~ar four goal, in this repmtlng quarter we utilized BCC trainer 
teams established in Can Tho, Ha Nam, Hung Yen, Kicn Giang and Quang Tri, 
to not only continue cnmmunication programs in their provinces, including by 
strengthening their supply chain models, but also to roll out the BCC trainers' 
capacity building model to new provinces, including Ha Tinh, Quang Binh and 
Thua Thien Hue. for promotion of new desired behaviors. We also worke-d with 
selected BCC trainers from Ha Nam and Quang Tri and from the national level 
on the development of a BCC module for Vietnam Fanner's Union (VFU) to 
integrate BCC theory and methodology into the training curriculum for the-ir 
vocational training system. 

8.1 Achievements 

8" 1.1 The BCC cuniculum developed by VFU with live~tock and culture 
te-achers from five provincial Vocational Training Schools/Centers in 
Hai Duong, Hung Yen, Thai Binh and Ha Nam and HaNoi was field 
pre-tested. Additional comments were solicited through a final 
review workshop and from communication specialhts from national 
communication and training bodies such as the Academy of 
Journalism and Communication and the ~ational Center tOr Health 
Education and Communication (l':CHEC). 

8.1.2 The BCC curriculum for the Vocational Training Schools/Centers 
was finalized with official approval from VFU for it to be used by all 
vocational schools nationwide. The cuniculum was printed for use 
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during three BCC TOT courses for northern, central and southern 
Vocational Training Schools in order to solicit a final round of 
comments before official printing and distribution lO all VFU 
Vocational Training Schools in 63 provinces and citie-s throughout 
Vietnam. 

8.1.3 Three regional TOT comses on BCC and the participatory training 
approach \Vcrc organized for 80 teachers from 28 provincial 
Vocational Training Schools and Centers in Bac _:\l"inh, Ha _:\l"am, Ha 
Noi, Hal Duong, Hoa Binh, Hung Yen, ~am Dinh, and Thai Binh in 
the northern region~ Da ~ang, Dac Lac, Hue, Khanh Hoa, Ninh 
Thuan, Nghc An, Quang Binh, Quang Nam, Quang Tri, and Phu Yen 
in the central region; and An Gi<mg, Ba Ria Vung Tau, Binh Duong, 
Binh Phuoc, Binh Thuan, Ca Mau, Kien Giang, Lam Dong, Long An 
and Tien Giang in the southern region. After each course, the trainer 
team took awuy experiences to usc in improving the following 
course. 

8.1.4 The project supported USAJD and Vietnam Television Channel 2 
(VTV2) to develop and air a feature story about the Hoa Mac market 
model. The feature story introduced the changes in infrastructure and 
meat vendors' behaviors at Hoa Niac Market and a nearby slaughter 
point to"\vards reducing risks in relation to potential infectious 
diseases and enhancing veterinary hygiene and food safety. 

8.1.5 The project supported BCC trainer teams in Quang Binh, Ha Tinh 
and Thua Thien Hue with coaching from Quang Tri BCC trainer 
team lo conduct nine diffusion training courses for communicators. 
A total of 224 partlcipants from the \Vomen's Unlon (WU), the AH 
and human health sectors and population and family planning 
services have learned ahout BCC theory and techniques and how to 
use discussion guides on selected behaviors on food ~afety, life 
skills, and reproductive health care to facilitate small group 
discussions in their communities. 

8.1.6 During the April-June period, 3,751 women in 11.1 communes in 
Quang Binh, Ha Tinh and Thua Thien Hue attended 243 small group 
discussions (from 15 ro 20 persons per group) on prioritized 
behaviurs sele.::ted by each province. Understanding the target 
audie-nce and their motivators omd barriers to adopting the ta.rgeted 
behaviors helped communicators to facilitate discussions focused on 
their incentives to change. 

8.1.7 Quang Tri BCC trainers modified training materials and develo-ped a 
discussiqn guide on food safety promotion to conduct two TOT 
cours.es on the application of BCC to food safety in Quang Tri for 52 
participants from dlfferent departments and organlzations in the 
province, including the Farmer's Union, Food Safety, Animal 
Health, Women's Union, Police, and Defense. Patticipants learned 
communication skills, adult learning methods. and food safety. 
These traint>rs are expected to go on to provide diffusion training for 
communicato-rs in their own communities and networks. Participants 
selected key food safety related behaviors to prepare for 
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communication sessions with their target audiences who arc 
members of food safety clubs. 

8.1.8 The project organized a National Training \Vorkshop to disseminate 
rwo BCC documents - the BCC Training Manual and the BCC 
Strategy Development Guide. Thirty-two participants including 
members of BCC trainer teams, communication officers and leaders 
from 12 provinces as well a<; national bodies including VFU and 
MOH's NCHEC. Participants learnt how to use the documents 
mainly through practicurn se~sions in which they played the role~ of 
trainers or trainees. They were also gulded to use the BCC Strategy 
DcYclopmcnt Guide to develop their own provincial BCC programs_ 

8.1. 9 Three posters were pre-tested with meat vendors and market 
management board members of Hoa Mac market. Final review and 
printing for insta11ment of these posters at the market are planned for 
early July 2013. 

8.1. IO The project led a two-day training course on BCC and application 
for promoting change at Ha Vi market for 21 AH officers from Ha 
Noi and Thuong Tin district and members of Ha Vi market 
managL~mcnt board. As planned, the Ha Noi SDAH and VAHIP 
project will follow up with these participants on planning and 
implementing BCC acti vitie~ at Ha Vi market. 

8.1.1 1 The project supported Quang Tri BCC trainer team to organize 
training for 30 heads of food safety clubs. These communicators 
then facllitated group meetings with their food safety members and 
also facilitated eight community-based events on selected desired 
behaviors with their local resources. 

8.1.12 In collaboration with the National Agriculture and Extension Centre 
(NAEC}, the project organized a TOT course for 32 participants 
1i·mn 7 provinces covered by an NAEC project (Ha Noi, Hai Duong, 
Bac Ninh, Thai Binh, Thanh Hoa, Vinh Phuc and Bac Giang) to 
apply the BCC techniques and approach in extension work to 
promote changes toward more biosecure production. Participants 
gained updated knowledge on zoonotic diseases and BCC techniques 
and methods in class. They also made a field visit to a ptivate sow 
fann to analyze the risks of zoonotic diseases as well as solutions for 
changing behaviors toward good biosecurity pmctices. 

8.1.13 Replication and sustainability with local funds and resources from 
other projects: 

• Quang Tri WU organized three training courses on communication skills for 
141 chairwomen of commune WU chapters in Dong Ha Tnvm w improve 
their communication skills and understanding ofBCC theory. 

• BCC trainer~ from Quang Tri Center for Health Communication and 
Education, in collaboration with \Vorld Vision in Quang Tri, organized two 
training courses on BCC for promotion of water sanitation and environmental 
hygiene for 61 parti-cipanB from selected district environmental bureaus, 
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education and training departments. health centers, commune health stations. 
and ward People Committees. 

• BCC trainers from Quang Tri Center for Health Communication and 
Education, in collaboration with Plan International in Quang Tri, organized 
two tralning courses on BCC for safe motherhood promO[Jon for 30 
participants from commune health stations and vi11ages health workers at 
their project sites. 

o The BCC trainer team from Can Tho Center for HeaW1 
Communication and Education organized three training courses on 
''A.Tticle VVriting and Photo Shooting Ski! h.", "Development of Radio 
Spots in Health Facilities", and " Health Education Skllls'" for 95 
communication officers from all district and city hospitals in Can 
Tho. 

o [n June. the BCC trainer ream from Can Tho Center for Health 
Communication and Education conducted two -...vorkshops on BCC for 
promoting cancer prevention for 200 women in Tho! Not and Phong 
Dien districts. 

o In June, the BCC trainer team from Can Tho Center for Health 
Communication and Education conducted one training course on 
'"Ad-vances on Development of Radio Spots in Health Facilities" for 
38 outreach network staff from city hospital and provincial Centers 
for Health Communication and Education in Vinh Long, Hau Giang 
and Ben Tre. 

o In May, the BCC trainer team from Can Tho Center for Health 
Communication and Education provided technical supp01t to 30 
students of the K36 Public Health Dcpattment of Can Tho Medical 
and Pharmaceutical University on their summer program to develop 
communication plans and activities, and to develop materials such as 
leaf1ets, posters and radio spots. 

o The BCC trainer team from Can Tho SDAH monitored behavior 
changes at Ngoc Xuan Centralized Slaughterhouse. They also worked 
together to develop communication materials on disease pre-vention 
among poultry and cattle including printing of leaflets to distribute to 
district AH stations. The topics of these leaf1ets include H5N l and 
H7N9 prevention, FMD prevention in cattle, and PRRS prevention in 
pigs. 

o BCC trainers from Can Tho Red Cross Association organized one 
training course on "First Aid and Communication Skills" in May for 
40 participants from the Red Cross network in districts and 
commune~. 

8.2 Challenges and Solutions 

K2.l Within the limited five month period, USAID/.A.PII supported VFU 
to develop a BCC curriculum for teachers with a guide for 
application in designing and delivering training plan~ for farmer~. It 
was a real challenge to design and deliver three regional TOT 
courses on BCC within this timeframc. The USAID/APII BCC team 
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had to work closely with the drafting team and provide intensive 
technical support to edit the cun·icu1um. However, this task met with 
~orne small delays. 

8.2.2 Applying the BCC training model within the WU system, especially 
to other provinces, is a J'eal challenge in terms of timing and 
scheduling in harmonization with their othe-r activities. That is why 
some activities, such as diffusion training and small group discussion 
in communities, have been delayed. This led to the delay of the 
project review workshop, which could not be organized in June a~ 
planned. 

8.2.3 A TOT course for seven provinces supported by NAEC succes:-.fully 
replicated the BCC training model into extension work. This training 
was highly appreciated by participants. However, the quality of the 
trdining could be improved if NAEC had more personnel :md more 
time lo spend on preparation prior to the training. 

9. Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) 
USAJD/APII's M&E work aims to strengthen existing systems in the 
provinces, and help close existing gaps between grassroots level M&E and 
provincial and national level M&E and reporting. It also aims to facilitate and 
guide project implcmcntatlon towards achievement of desired project impacts 
and hence the objectives articulated in USAID's Avian and Pandemic 
Influenza (API) Performance Management Plan (PMP). In addition. 
USAID/APII acts as the repository for PMP indicators collected under 
USAJD's API initiatives. taking the lead in providing analysis and reporting 
on this data. 

9.1. Achievements 

9.1.1. Developed a reporting template and guidelines for updating and 
sharing information on what is replicated and maintained after the 
project has ceased lts financial support 

9.1.2. SDAHs in Ha Nam and Hung Yen compiled and shared reports to 
provlde information on the maintenance and expansion of project 
models within the province as well as on limitations and obstacles 
to the continuation of those interventions. These re-ports served as 
helpful references for decision-making and in planning support for 
the continuation and expansion of the project interventions and 
their future activities. 

9.1 ~ Monitored changes in IC activities at selected hospita1s which had 
sem their staff to attend TOT training -comses in 2012. The 
monitoring team consisted of staff from MOH' s Administration 
for Medical Service Manageme-nt, VNA and USA ID/ APIL The 
team visited eight DOHs and U distrlct hospitals. The monitoring 
team acknowledged positive changes in attitude and behavior 
towards IC management and practices ln health facilities. 

9.2. Challenges and Solutions 
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9.2. L It \Vas recognized that almost all IC health staff were working 
part-time and many did not receive sufficient and systematic 
training ln IC. There were differences in the level of changes in IC 
practlces from one health institution to another within the same 
province, possibly leading to differences in level of care provided 
to patients of these facilities. 

10. Finance and Administration 
10.1 Achievements 

10.1.1 Managed all aspects of finance and administration (F&A) and all 
subcontracts and consultant agreements effectively. Procedures were 
stream] ined during. the course of the year. 

10.1.2 USAID/APII continues to submit routine dclivcrablcs to USAID. 
including quarterly progress reports, quarterly financial reports, 
~emi-annual and annuaJ reports, etc. The F&A team support the 
technical teams in managing all subcontracts and consultants. 

10.1.3 A better tracking system has been set up for lhe last year of the 
project, covering expenditures, travel, supplies, inventory, 
procurement, staff leave, subcontractors. and consultants. 

10.1.4 Throughout the 3ru quarter, the project has been in the process of 
training nC\vly recruited F&A staff. 

10.2 Challenges and Solutions 

10.2.1 Year four bring~ a unique set of challenges in implementing our 
contractual requlrements and preparing for close-out in September. 
We will continue to work to disseminate USAlD/APII programs and 
activities to new provinces and districts until July, at which time our 
focus will shift to close-out activities. This indicates a compressed 
timeline in which to complete all program activities. 

10.2.2 F&A and technical teams -.,vork closely to submit SOW for approval 
and to negotiate with subcontractors/consultants for them to start at 
the earliest possible time so that we can achieve close-out in July 
2013. 

10.2.3 With nc\v staff on board, the project wlll continue to spend time 
tmining them and getting them up to speed. 

10.2.4 To mitigate delays and ensure cftlciency, the COP cominucs to meet 
with all subcontractors and TOs. 

11. Success Stories 
11.1 Replication of our BCC model in 86 \'Ocational training colleges 

nationwide 

All Vietnam's Vocational Training Colleges Adopt USAID/ APII BCC 
Training Model 
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Vietnam Farmcr·s Union (_VFU) has a network of69 National, Regional and 
Provincial Vocational Training Schools and Centers with a cohort of l40 
teachers teaching livestock production and development to farmers. The VFU 
Board of Directors sought to update these teachers and enable them to apply 
active training approaches in their trainlng courses for fanners. 

Active Lraining approaches arc covered in the USA!D/APII's behavior change 
communication (BCC) training model which was successfully piloted in ftve 
focus province~, as well as in BCC materials as disseminated and shared in a 
diffusion workshop during December 2012 in HaNoi. The representative of 
VFU's Board, Ms. Le Thi Thanh Huong, Vice-Dean of National Vocational 
Training School, attended the diffusion workshop, expressed their willingness 
to adopt this model and has reque~ted the USAID/ APII to suppmt VFU to 
develop a BCC curriculum their network of Vocational Training Schools and 
Centers teachers. Through an intensive five months, a curriculum was 

Ministry of Agriculture and 
Rural Development. In May 
of 2013 the curriculum was 
officiaHy endorsed by VFU 
for its Schoob/ Centers 
nationwide to use in their 
daily training tasks. Ms. Le 
Thi Thanh Huong expressed 
her appreciation of this 
document saying "This is 
!he first time we have 

developed by a multi-disciplinary-team of 
BCC experts including the USAID/ APH 
BCC trainers from Ha Nam, Quang Tri and 
the Ministry of Hc-atth and with technical 
inputs from experienced BCC experts fi·om 
various Vietnamese institutions, including 
professors at the Academy for Journahsm 
and Communication and experts from 

,_., '""~~ ,,-_., 
, .. ,-.. ,~,_,_ .... -

Endor~me-:-~t letter 1':-om Vice chaim1an of Nzt:on;_;l 
Parmer:.:' Union to n:.tionally apply t!!c BCC 

developed a document on BCC and participatory rraining approaches for our 
teachers. This will help them share ne~v knowledge and skills and have more 
mtractive and engaging lessons ... The document was also highly evaluated 
from Vietnmn Farmer's Union, an oJ!icial letter (-?{Vice-President ofVFU 
~t.-as is:med ~dzich required alf.w ___ ·/wo!s and cettlers to offlcial(r use it in their 
training l'ocation forflmners". 

In addition lo leading lhe developmenl of the curriculum, the USAID/APII 
implemented a five-day training of trainers course for 80 teachers from 28 
provincial Vocational Training SchooJs from Northern, Southern and Central 
regions of Vietnam on BCC theory and participatory approaches. During 
these courses, participants learned to apply BCC theory and participatory 
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training approaches during micro-training sessions, they apply in developing 
lesson plans and delivering trainings on livestock production and culture to 
fanners who they understand more on their detenninants of changes and 
follow up at household leveL 

IUAN GIAO VIEN 
rnQ_:..-{~ TB.\Y UOIIIA.\11 VI 
1HAP (;L.\~G D~Y TiCH n;c 

Vict:~ar:: Fc:rmcr';; Umon·~ 
Nmional Voc-ati:)r:al Training 
'<.-hnn! 

VFU is distributing the BCC curriculum to 
all remaining schools/ centers. During their 
periodic meetings, this curriculum will also 
be presented to the remaining 60 teachers 
to bring them up to date in the training. 
Furthermore, VFU committed to coach 
their teachers from livestock production 
and culture depar!men! to apply BCC and 
participatory approaches when preparing 
lesson plan in more interactive and 
audience-centered manner. They planned 
to have 60 training courses on livestock 
production and culture to about 1 ,800 
farmers under the Vocational Training 

Project 1956 funded by Vietnamese Govemment during 2013-2014. 

11.2 Application of our poultry slaughtering model in 14 small·scale 
facilities in the Mekong region 

1 L USAlD/APII Improved Poultry Slaugthering Practices Replicated in the 
Eight Provinces of the l\1ekong Region 

Between February and June of 20l3. USAID/APII used experience and lessons 
leamed from developing poultry market and slaughter point models in Dong Ha 
city {Quang Tri), Hoa Mac (Ha Nam), Ngoc Xuan (Can Tho) to support thirteen 
selected poultry slaughter points in the eight Mekong Region provinces to adopt 
and adapt the slaughter point model to their facilities at their own cost in order to 
supply safer poultry product~ to their local markets, This provides evidence that 
the model is replicable. 

At the request of 12 Sub-Departments of Animal Health (SDAH) following the 
training on good slaughtering practices and promotion of food safety and HPAI 
prevention measures for animal health workers and slaughter point owners in 
December 2012, the USAID/APII's Animal Health team worked with the 
Regional Animal Health Offices (RAHO} 6 and 7 and the SDAHs conducted 
visits to 27 faclllties in the I 0 RAHO 6 and 7 provinces. During these visits, the 
USAlD/APII, RAHO and SDAH staff assessed operations in slaughtering 
facilities using the checklist and risk assessment matrix issued with Circular 14. 

The USAID/APII staff. in collaboration with key officers from RAHO 6 and 
RAH07, visited each slaugh(er pnint ro review their knnwledge on AI and EIDs 
prevention. They di~cus~ed food safety risks and worked together to prioritiLe a 
llst of upgrade options. These included one-way processing t1ow, off-floor 
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slaughtering and separation of dirty and clean areas. At each household visit, the 
team provided technical recommendations with explanations of the rationale and 
suggested facility design change ideas. The owner then made hi:. own decision 
about which recommended changes to make based on his local resources and 
personal experiences. 

In consultation with the RAHOs and SDAHs, the USAID/APH offered to provide 
some essential equipment and technical assistance for projects as an 
encouragement and suppmi them in improving their facilities to include upgrades 
that were completed before July 2013. As a result 23 items of slaughtering 
related equipment \vere donated to the 13 slaughter points by mld-July. The 
equipment will enable the owners to replicate upgrades to additional processing 
lines and will contribute to improving good slaughtering practices including 
veterinary sanitation. risk reduction in disease transmission and cross
contamination and improving poultry food safety. 

In light ur the implementation of Decision 
#20 from the Prime Minister dated January 4, 
2012 on National Strategy on Food safety, 
the remaining visited facilities in these 
provinces who had not yet made plans to 
upgrade before the close of the USAID/APII 
activities, will receive technical support and 
guidance from provincial SDAH~ w improve 
their racilitie:., taking into consideration of 
USAID/AP:Irs recommendations. 

The slaughter points upgraded with the 
USAID/APII technical assistance will serve 
as a training platfonn and example of 
feasible changes that can be made by small 

Renovared faci!i<:y in Kien Giang. 4/2013: 
Rcn.;vaJion of floor, Willi, ron f.._, 
one 'k<;y prtKe-..~. -.eparatim: ef clean 
.<md dirty ;m,:::ts, pho:o ub."'l hy Nht.: 
Van Th~.:, Aht As.-.et:iates, 
USAIDJAPII 

scale slaughter point owners. Other owners can leam from their peers in order to 
develop thelr own safer poultry production. 
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Achievements this quarter 
The Avian and Pandemic Influenza Initiative (APII) commenced activities on October I, 
2009, The fir~t quarter of implementation focu1:oed on getting the project up and running 
-and activities largely centered on hiring stnff, establishing the contract, and developing 
Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) with focus provinces to establish permission to 
work in each of them. Below specific activities undertaken during Quarter I have been 
outlined by technical area. 

1) Coordination and Collaboration 
• MOUs were signed with five focus provinces in November and December 2009 

Hung Yen on November 10, Ha Nam on November 11, Kien Giang on November 
25 and Can Tho on November 25, and Quang Trion December 4, The process 
for attaining the MOUs was satisfactory for all parties due to the following: 

o Based on experiences and lessons learned during the implementation of 
the AI Mekong Initiative, the team laid a clear step-by-step process for 
working \Vith the provinces to develop the MOUs. 

o There was good team work with the provinces during the preparation 
process, consultations to improve the documents and finalizations of the 
MOUs. 

o Furthermore Professional presentations introducing project to provincial 
authority started the relationship off on the right foot. 

o Constructive dialogue with appropriate persons at province who were able 
to influence the provincial leaders assisted in making the process smooth, 
as did the reputation and trust created by the AI Mekong Initiative in Can 
Tho and Hung Yen. 

• Provincial organiLations, other sector:'~ and various stakeholders were brought into 
the dialogues with the provinces on the content of MOU, leading to their 
preparation and commitment to working with APII in the future. 

• Detailed activity and implementation plans for the province levels were developed 
with provi11cial counterparts. 

2) Avian Influenza Preparedness and Response Plans 
• Attended 10M's Table-top exercise on Preparedness and Response Plans in Tay 

Ninh, at USAID/Vietnam's suggestion, to gain experience for future activities. 
• Met with USAID/Vietnam and representatives of the lntemational Federation of 

the Red Cross (IFRC) to come to agreement on how to assign the Vietnam Red 
Cross' (NVRC) activities in order to maximize USA TO-funding and avoid overlap 
between APII and Humanitarian Pandemic Preparedness (H2P) projects. 

3) Early Warning systems for Human and Domestic Poultry Surveillance 
• Reviewed the Conununity~Based Surveillance (CBS) model developed under AI 

Mekong Initiative and Quang Tri, Ha Nam and Kien Giang's provincial 
surveillance processes to inform the development of APII's CBS approaches and 
plan. 
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• Provided technical assistances for the Centre for Community Health and Injury 
Prevention to implement CBS approaches in Thai Binh and Long An Province~ 
under funded by V AHIP project of MoH. 

• Met with FAO to discuss and work towards aligning '>Urvcillance approaches and 
to develop joint plam for implementation in animal health surveillance. 

• Finalized the APII CBS approach taking into consideration the sustainability of 
the program. 

• Planne-d and organite-d with FAO a national work~hop to introduce- the APII CBS 
model to national and provincial counterparts. This workshop is scheduled for 
February 5, 2010. 

• Developed a Training of Trainers course for provincial health ,md animal health 
counterparts in APII CBS model implementation. The training course is 
scheduled for the end of January. 

4) Case management and infection control procedures for health facilities 
• Organized and conducted a national workshop to share the lessons learned in 

infection control and case management by the AI Mekong Initiative and plans for 
future case management and infection control activities. Participants from 
national and provincial level health offices of the five focus provinces attended 
along with international partners. 

• Subcoutract negotiatious were initialed with Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh Infection 
Control Socie-ties for implementation of activities in this technical are-a, 

5) Animal Response Efforts 
• Reviewed the data collected in2009 by the AI Mekong Initiative (Hung Yen and 

Can Tho) and by AED (Kicn Giang, Ha Nam and Kicn Giang) to provide baseline 
information on poultry prodtKtion, AI virus outbreaks and some figures reltJted to 

animal health workers and extension worker networks to inform workplans for the 
provinces, 

• Designed data collection forms to assess current needs and gaps in understanding 
of Agriculture Ex_tension Workers and Animal Health Workers. The~:.e were sent 
to the Sub~departments of Animal Health and Province Centers for Agriculture 
and Forestry Extension. 

• Subcontract negotiations were initiated with the Veterinary Association
developed proposal and budgets- for their work in animal health network 
improvemenl. 

6) Biosecurity 
• Prepared for Supply Chain Risk Assessment- developed technical assistance 

scopes of work and began setting up field visits, 
• In collaboration with FAO, the Poultry Association, and the Veterinary 

Association, collected current training materia1s related to biosecurity for review. 
• Met with and discussed opportunities to coordinate and collaborate with RUDEC, 

FEEDS and the Poultry Association. 
• Met with FAO to discuss and agree upon biosecurity approaches and to develop 

joint plans for implementation of supply chain activities. 
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7) Behavior Change Communications 
At the national level: 
• Organi1.ed a one~day training course on the theory and application or behavior 

change communication (BCC) on Dec. 15, 2009 in Hanoi with participation of 20 
people from AFAP, VNRC, NAFEC, NCHEC, the Veterinary Association and all 
APII technical ~tali 

• APII BCC statl attended the first BCC working group and acted as the focal point 
person for BCC material cataloguing. A list of collected materials and legislative 
documents and strategy from all agencies in the working group, including 
MARD, has been developed and will be oploaded onto PAHI's website. Hard and 
soft copies V.'ere collected and will be filed in PAHI's library. Updates will be 
shared during the next BCC group meeting in January 2010. 

At the local level: 
• To continue BCC activities supported under AI Mekong Initiative and AI BCC 

pmject~ during the pre-Tel period (Dec. 2009 to Feb. 2010), the following 
activities were undertaken: 

o The team reviewed all BCC activities under AI Mekong Initiative and AI 
BCC project through a review of project documents and a number of 
meeting~ with AED, AED' s partners, local countetl)ilft~ or the five focus 
provinces of Can Tho. Ha Nam, Hung Yen, Kien Giang and Quang Tri 
(most of which occurred during November 2009), 

o A quick needs assessment of avian influenza BCC gaps in the five foctt~ 
province~ wa~ done during November and Dc\:ember 2009 through a desk 
review of KAP surveys with related local authorities (Provincial Sub
Department of Animal Health or Provincial AI Steering Committee). 

o Agreements were made with the five focus provinces on avian influenza 
BCC activities implemented under the pre-Tet Campaigns, and BCC 
planning workshops /meetings were organized at provincial and district 
levels ofthc five provinces in December 2009. 

• The following BCC materials were reproduced: 
o 300 sets of outdoor posters (900 posters) for Hung Yen and Can Tho: 
o 150 tlipcharts for Can Tho; 
o I, 100 bags and 750 T~shirts for Kien Giang, Ha Nam and Quang Tri; 

8) Other Cross Cutting 
• The APII wmkplan \Vas submitted to USAID on October 30, 2009. 
• Gender Specialist, Virginia Lambert, traveled to Hanoi to develop a gender 

strategy and plan. and trained APII and counterpart staff in gender awareness. 
The strategy will be submitted to USAID in February, 2010. 

• Abt Associates headquarters' staff and Environmental Compliance Advisor 
developed an environmental compliance plan. The plan will be submitted to 
USAID in February. 2010. 

• A project PMP was submitted to USAID on November 24. 2009. An update is 
expected lo take place in March 20 l 0 to align it with USAID/Vielnam · s new 
PMP. 
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• Development of a training manual was begun which \vill include forms and 
guidelines to strengthen training quality across components. 

• Developed and began implementation of a Training Needs Assessment for 
Trainers in all five provinces to feed into the development of the Training of 
Trainers scheduled to take place in late February/ early March. 

5 
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Challenges and Solutions 
Several challenges faced the implementation of the APII project in Quarter I. These 
centered around establishing relationship~ and mode1:o fur collaboration with partners and 
sub-contractors, recruiting new staff for the project and the time of yem in which 
implementation began. 

I) Coordination and Collaboration 
• The Project Director was not available for the MOU signing ceremonies in Kien 

Giang, Can Tho and Quang Tri. Acting Project Director, Timothy lrgens attended 
the ceremonies in HanNam and Hung Yen. The ceremonies may have benefitted 
from the presence of an international Abt staff member. 

• The MOUs signed with the provinces were umbrella MOUs that did not include 
Year l implementation plans and budgets, creating a pm.sible confusion about 
next steps. Meetings with provincial authorities following the signature of the 
MOOs arc clarifying the next steps and outline the plan for moving forward 
during Year I. 

• The schedule for MOU signing:"~ wail very tight~ Hung Yen on November 10, Ha 
Nam on November 11, and both Can Tho and Kicn Giang on November 25. 
Advanced planning and coordination made this possible, and the team was able to 
make the three hour trip from Ken Giang to Can Tho in one day, and all 
ceremonies took place without incident. 

• To maximize resource investment and avoid overlap of activities, collaboration 
with the FAO is es11ential for all shared activities. To date detail:"~ or this 
collaboration have been a challenge to determine, and discussions have focused 
on national level collaboration. The dc\'elopment of detaikd plan'> for biosccurity 
collaboration in each province wlll assure this management of resources and 
investment. 

2) Avian Influenza Preparedness and Response Plans 
• The VNRC. a subcontractor for this activity, already receives USAID funding to 

implement the IFRC' s H2P project which also works on pandemic preparedne~s 
nnd response. In order to nvoid duplication of efforts the APII project. US AID 
and IFRC will coordinate closely to determine which activities will be funded 
through the VNRC's subcontract on the APII project and which will be funded 
through the H2P project. 

3) Early ''larning systems for Human and Domestic Poultry Surveillance 
• Both the APII project and the FAO have developed CBS approaches that are 

similar, but not identical. In order to provide consistent assistance to the GVN, 
USAID, FAO and APII will need to continue to negotiate the parameters of the 
CBS model that will be implemented in Vietnam. 

4) Animal Response Efforts 
• Most of the activities related to Animal Health and Agriculture Extension 

Worker11 training are planned to be led by APII proposed sub~contractor AFAP. 
During Quarter l, permission to subcontract with AFAP had not yet been granted, 

6 
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directly affecting the component's progress, specifically delaying the training 
needs assessment. Pending this approval, APII plan~ to recruit short term 
com.ultant(s) to conduct the as.sessment, and AFAP will begin activities after 
approval, based on the consultants' findings. 

5) Biosccurity 
• National level supply chain management occurs through several points, and is not 

the responsibility of a single ministry or institution, Policy dialogue will help 
address thi~, but working wlth policy makers at national level on supply chain 
issuei> will require coordination. Successful recruitment of the Partner 
Coordination Manager Position will assist APII in addressing this. 

6) Behavior Change Communications 
• Coordination with the AT RCC project to transfer materials~ radio spots, the 

'"Three Good Things" template etc.- took more time than expected. Therefore 
reproduction of bags and t~shirts was delayed. 

• It took a long time for provinces to establish Project Steering Committees and to 
mlthorize a focal point agency (for example the Women's Union) with which the 
APII project will sign a professional services agreement to implement pre-Tet 
BCC campaigm. Therefore many BCC activities. did not start this quarter, and 
are instead beginning in January, 2010. 

• The fall and early winter seasons proved to be a challenge for this component. 
The first BCC working group meeting was held in late December, and holidays 
kept many organizations from turning in their BCC materials as planned. 

• Similarly, because of the prC'-Tet season, pro vi nres had to prioritize and scale 
down BCC interventions. For example there were no radio spots in Kien Giang 
and no road shows. in any of provinces.. 

7) Other Cross Cutting 
• Quarter I was implemented in absence of several important staff members. A 

semch was conducted in OclOber and November and a Project Director was 
identified and submitted to US AID for approval at the C'nd of November 2009. 
The acting Project Director. Timothy Irgens, led the team through the end of 
November, at which tirne Susan Scribner the Portfolio Manager from Abt 
Headquarters managed any approvals and other responsibilities of a Project 
Director remotely. Similarly the Partner Coordination tvlanagcr, M&E Manager 
and Human Health Officer were recruited for throughout this quarter. Because of 
the importance of these positions, it was. very important to wail for the right 
person to be found for earh position. A candidate for the Partner Coordination 
Manager has been selected, has accepted an offer and is expected to join the team 
in Quarter 2. The M&E Manager and Human Health Officer are expected to be 
identified and recruited in Quarter 2. Furthermore, the Deputy Director for 
Provincial Implementation was unable to join the team until early December. As 
a solution the Technical Directors for Human Health and Monitoring and 
Evaluation, Animal Health and Behavior Change Communication coordinated 
provincial MOU signing activities. until he was. able to come on board. Quarter 2 
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will be implemented with a more complete staff, leading to better allocation of 
responsibilities. 
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Plan for Quarter 2 
I) Gantt Chart 
Table I. Quarter 2 Gantt Chart which follows displays the expected activities during 
Quarter 2 of APIIImplcmcntation. 

Table 1 Quarter 2 Gantt Chart 

I Time line 
AIMEBA Code Activity I Jan Feb 

Pandemic Preparedness 
.., PP1 Develop Pandemic Preparedness Plans X X 

~ c ~ ~ ~ 
Review Current Pandemic Preparedness Plans and Begin ~~-

PP1.1 ~m"" Gap Analysis in Hung Yen, Kien Giang and Quang Tri =·~ .5'l!c 
c " 0 
.~ Ur 

PP1.3 Provide input to revising and modifying the National Strategic 
~Q.IQ.\ Plan for Pandemic Response as appropriate and invited. X X 

,;:o:: 

PP2.1 +Submit provincial workplans to USAID X 

PP2.6 Participate in USAIO API rileetings X X 

"0 PP2.'1 Convene TAG X 
c c 

+Share draft ToR with ootential TAG members ~ 0 
c·-

PP2.8 Participate in Working Groups om X X ·-" ~ 0 
+ RequesVsupport changes to strengthen as needed and ~.., X ·- ~ accepted "0-

¢0 +As appropriate conduct activities in GETS provinces X o<> ---------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

" PP2.10 Create Quarterly API Update Newsletters X 

PP2.11 Participate in Professional Associations/Agency Meetings, 
X X Trainings, and Demonstration events 

Mar 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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Time line 

AIMEBA Code Activity Jan I Feb I Mar I 

Human Surveillance 
HSU Develop sustainability plan for CBS X 

~ +Consultation with stakeholders to review and develop 
X c options to improve financial sustainability of CBS model(s) .!l! 

'li + Develop methodologies for roll out of CBS model to 
~ test/assess impact of new design on 1inancial sustainability 

X 
~ 

VI 
c HS1.2 Continue to Implement CBS Model1n tt1e Current District and 

X X X = Commune in Can Tho and Hung Yen E 
~ 

+ Maintain monthly meeting and reporting mechanism "' X 

" 0 + Continue monitoring and support for CBS networks X -
~ + Evaluate model to inform future roll out X X X 

~ HS1.3 
Replicate Model in 2 More Districts Per Province in Can Tho 

X X X ... and Hung Yen 0 

"" + Provide ongoing technical mentoring and oversight for the c .E current local trainers X 

= HS1.4 Introduce CBS Model to Quang Tri, Ha Nam, and Kien Giang ;: X X X ... +Assess the current surveillance X X X "' ,!1 + ToT X X 

+ Roll out training X 

Human Response 
0 HR32 Conduct Formative Research/Needs Assessment X 

,~ 
c, 0 HR3.3 Standardize Protocols and Training X X X : ~.~ +Adapt the updated national guidelines for district and r:o~ X X X m--= commune levels E c. o 
moJ! + Consult with WHO and MoH on guideline adaptation X X X 
~.::. :5 

+Adapt/revise both infection control and case management ··-cu om training materials 
X X 

Eu.<: 
~ c " + Hold planning meetings to introduce infection control and ~~.2 X 

case management activities to new provinces 

:5 +Conducting ToT training X 
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I 
T Time line 

AIMEBA Code Activity Jan Feb Mar 
Animal Surveillance 

AS1.1 Develop sustainability plan for CBS X X X 

+ Consultation with stakeholders to review and develop 
X 

options to improve financial sustainabillty of CBS model(s) 

i:' + Develop methodologies for roll out of CBS model to 
X 

"' test! assess impact of new design on iinancial sustainability 
~ 

~ +Continue to Implement CBS Model in the Current District 
X X X 

~ 
and Commune in Can Tho and Hunq Yen 

~ AS1.2 + Maintain monthly meeting and reporting mechanism X 
E 
0 + Continue monitoring and support for CBS networks X c 
0 AS1.3 Replicate Model in 2 More Districts Per Province in Can Tho 

X X X 

~ and Hung Yen 
c + Provide ongoing technical mentoring and oversight for the .!l! X 
:; current local trainers 
> AS1.4 Introduce CBS Model to Quang Tri, Ha Nam, and Kien Giang " X X X 
r1l 

+Assess the current surveillance systems X X X 

+Conduct ToT training X 

+ Roll out training X 

II 
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I 
T Time line 

AIMEBA Code Activity Jan Feb Mar 
Animal Resnonse 

AR2.1 Implement Participatory Training Needs Assessment of AHW 
X X 5 Provinces and Refine as Needed 

AR2.2 Role Out Model in 5 Provinces X X 

+Curriculum developed and agreed upon with DAH/ sub· 
X X DAH 

--------------------------+--ror--t-rai-ni·nq-·cau·r-se·-- X 

0 AR2.3 Include Veterinary Association in AHW Network Development X ., 
+Assist the Vet. Assoc. to expand t11eir networks in Hung 

~ X Yen and Can Tho 
~ 

t Cost Share training of AHWs through the Vet. Assoc. 0 X c 
0 

+ National/provincial Workshop on the AHW capacity c. 
X m building and training through the Vet Assoc. 

" 

~ AR2.4 Conduct Technical Workshop at District and Province Level X 

·= AR2.5 Policy Dialogue for Certification of AHW/Paravet X 

" AR2.6 
Develop the AEW Capacity Model and Role Out the Model in 

X X 5 Provinces 

+Implement participatory training needs assessment of AEW 
X X and identify the model in collaboration with AHW model 

..................... · ····~·l;O:;ftr·a·i·n·i·n·g··c·o·c;:s·e···· X 

+Curriculum developed and agreed upon with NAFEC and 
X X sub-AFEC 

AR3.1 Study Tours to Biosecurity Pilot Sites X 

Conduct Supply Chain Risk Assessment and review/evaluate 
AR3.2 pilot biosecurity model for farms and hatcheries and identify X X 

intervention 
AR3.3 Risk Reduction Training for Sector 3 Farmers X X 

+ review and revise existing trarning modules X X 

Risk Reduction Training for· stakeholders at hatcheries, 
X slaughterhouses and markets 

~ + Review and revise existing training modules X X 

" Biosecurity Improvement Model for Sector 3 Farmers, iS AR3.4 X X 

~ 
Hatcheries, Slaughterhouses, and Markets 

····_;:··R·e·vrew:··re·vrse··a:n<rm·a;n·tarn··e·srabTis·h·ecf"moaerviiTage·Tn···· 
iii Hung Yen 

X X 

+ Develop biosecurity guidelines for hatcheries in 
X collaboration with FAO 

+Review government regulations and develop 
biosecurity/biosafety guidelines for small -- medium scale X 

slauahterhouse and markets 

AR3.5 Supply Chain Strengthening and Certification X 

+ Identify the pilot supply chain nodes and location to 
X approach 

+ Discussion with province's and select X 

12 
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...................... . .. :!: . .!?..~.Y.~!~P. .. ~~~!!il~.~.!!9.0..P.~!?.~.~.~~···· 
+ Design SOPs and tra1ning 
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Time line 
AIMEBA Code Activity Jan I Feb I Mar I 

Cross Cuttinn 
CC1.1 Continue Existing BCC Campaigns until Tet X 

+ Resume implementation of BCC campaign launched under 
AI Mekong Initiative for pre·Tet period in Can Tho and Hung X X X 
Yen 

c +Take over implementation of AI·BCC communications 
.2 activities in Ha Nam, Quang Tri and Kien Giang X X X 

1ii 
.~ Evaluate Pre·Tet Campaign and Conduct Situation Analysis of c 
~ CC1.2 existing API research studies, communication strategies, X X E 
E training modules, messages and materials 
0 

+ Develop framework for guiding analysis (.) X 
~ +Multi--day workshop to introduce the rev1ew and analys1s "' X c orocess ~ 
.t: 
(.) +Conduct qualitative review of all materials used during pre~ 
" X 
0 Tet communication campaign to assess gaps 
·~ 
.t: 

CC1.3 
Conduct assessment of existing provincial level 

~ communications plans in five focus provinces. X 

CC1.5 National Level BCC Training X X 

+Conduct training needs assessment tor National Level BCC 
trainings (NAFEC, CEC, Women's Union, Vietnamese Rod X 

Cross, Farmer Association) 
CC2.2 ToT to build train1ng capacity X X X 

+ Develop list of trainees and send out invitations X 

+ Revise curricula X X 

... :!: __ tjg_?.!.JL~!-~:!.~:ll .. l~ ... t!~~-9L. X 

"' 
...................... 

c CC2.4 Monitor Performance and Quality of Project Implementation X X X 

§ +Continue to collect data for performance monitoring as 
(.) 

required X X X 
~ 
~ + Educate government partners and other stakeholders on e X 
0 PPI and M&E processes 
" + National Level M&E training with key stakeholders and ~ 
.t: X 
iS counterparts in Hanoi 

+ Setting up a Database for performance monitoring and 
X X 

I quality assurance 
CC2.8 Submit Semi-annual Performance Management Report X 

CC2.1 0 Submit Quarterly Financial Report X 
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2) Upcoming Travel and Concurrence Request: 
Table 2. Q2 Travel delineates the expected travel for this quarter. \Vith submission of 
this. report we arc als.o seeking USAID concurrence for the travel listed below. 

Table 2 Q' Travel -
Traveler Destination Dates Summarv of Activities 

John 
Holtzman 

Hanoi, January 31- • Prepare for Supply Chain Risk Assessment 
Agriculture 

Vietnam February 12, 201 0 development of tools and assessment of 
Supply Chain current training materials 

... ?P.~S~!&!!!.~L. 
• Present the_~EBS lessons learned from 

Truong Bui 
Vientiane, 

January 27 · 29 
USAIDIAI Mekong Initiative at the national WS 

Laos • Participate in a panel discussion of CEBS 
dissemination workshop in Laos 

Hanoi. January 20· • Prepare for Supply Chain Risk Assessment-
Teow Chong Vietnam February 5, 2010 development of tools and assessment of 
Yap current training materials 
Veterinary • Review GVN Biosecurity Guidelines 
Technical Hanoi 

March 2010 • Develop and identify location for Biosecurity 
Advisor Vietnam model 

• Develop certification pilot 

Hanoi, • Introduction and Orientat1on with Team/Abt 

New Project Vietnam 
March 1-12,2010 • Participation in Policy and Stakeholder 

Director~ 
Analvsis 

TBD Hanoi, 
March 31,2010 

Vietnam • Fielding to Hanoi 

Lara Hensley 
Hanoi. • Stakeholder analysis for Policy 

Technical 
Vietnam 

March 1-12, 201 o • Assist 1n handover issues with new PO 
Coordinator • Assist with anv finalization of PMP revisions 
Kathryn • Participate in development of training for staff 
Banke Hanoi, March 15-27, in M&E 
M&E Vietnam 2010 • Participate in development of training for GVN 
Specialist partners in M&E 
Stephen 

Hanoi, February 22 - • Assist in design next generation BCC Rahaim 
BCC Advisor 

Vietnam March 5, 201 0 campaign 

Susan Coffin • Adapt national guidelines for district and 
Infection commune levels 
Control and Hanoi, March 2010/April • ToT training 
Case Vietnam 2010 • Comment and finalize the Infection Control 
Management and case management protocol for districts 
Advisor and commune level healthcare setting 
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Success Stories 

Signature of Memoranda of Understanding Allows for Prompt Initiation of 
Activities 

The Avian and Pandemic Influenza Initiative signs MOUs with all five provinces 
within just two months of project award. 

A key factor to working successfully in Vietnam is acquiring permission from local 
governments to conduct activities in their respective geographic jurisdictions. The 
USAID-funded Avian and Pandemic Influenza Initiative used lessons learned 
implementing previous influenza prevention projects in Vietnam to attain Memoranda of 
Understanding (MOU) with each of the five provinces in which it will conduct activities 
within just two months of commencing the project. 

The Avian and Pandemic Influenza Initiative 
project, which began in October 2009, is a 
three-year initiative aiming to build the 
capacity of the Government of Vietnam and its 
counterparts to identify, prevent and control 
influenza and similar disease outbreaks in 
both animals and humans. The team 
understood that a slow process tor attaining 
MOUs would lead to delays in implementation 
of project activities. To mitigate this concern 
the project initiated a step~by~step process to 
tully introduce the new project to provincial 
officials and ensure the1r complete 

understanding of the work to be done, building 
relationships of trust which facilitated the process of attaining all the proper signatures. 
This process included starting with introductory letters explaining the parameters of new 
project, followed by a visit to each of the provinces- Can Tho, Ha Nam, Hung Yen, Kien 
Giang, and Quang Tri- to formally introduce the project and share proposed MOU 
language for feedback and inputs. After these meetings the project and provincial staff 
continued negotiations by phone and email. By the third week in November two of the 
MOUs were signed, and the other three 
provinces followed quickly, with the last signing 
taking place on December 4, 2009. 

In all five provinces, the MOUs were signed by 
either the vice chairman of People's 
Committee or the authorized provincial 
Departments of Agriculture and Rural 
Development. After signature, the project staff 
met with each province to discuss and develop 
detailed implementation plans for year one, 
allowing work to commence in the provinces by 
the end of the first quarter of project 

''Through the fast project's (USAID-funded AI 
Mekong Initiative) aCtivities, cadres from workers 
from animal health and human health, the 
women's union and related agencies clearly saw 
the effectiveness of the models that the project 
had been developing and implementing over 
time. Those project activities have contributed to 
our efforts to prevent avian influenza. That's why 
the People's Committee of Can Tho has decided 
to continue witt! ltJis pt!ase two project"·· Mr. 
Nguyen Thanh Son, Vice chairman, Can Tho 
People's Committee 

implementation. Open and early communication with local counterparts in Vietnam 
proved to be the key to success in starting the Avian and Pandemic Influenza Initiative 
project efficiently. 
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In association with: 
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Acronyms 

Abt Abt Associates Inc. 

AED Academy for Educational Development 
AEW Agricultural Extension Workers 

AFAP Australian Foundation for Peoples of Asia and the Pacific 

AHW Animal Health Worker 

AI A vi an Jntluenza 

API A vi an & Pandemi~: Influenza 

APII A vi an & Pandemic Influenza Initiative 

AVSF Agronomists and Veterinarians \Vithout Borden, (Agronomes. et 
Veterinaires. Sans Frontieres) 

BCC Behavior Change Communic-ation 
CA Consultant Agreement 

CBS Community Based Surveillance ............................ ..................................................................................... 
CDC Centers for Diseases Control 
COP Chief of Party 
DARD Department of Agriculture and Rural Development 

DEEFS Dl.":partmcnt of Economics, Environment and Fanning Systems 
DLP Department of Livestock Production 

FAO __ f~~~-~ __ §£ __ ~_g_~-!~~!_!_~-~~--9_~g~~~-!-~-~~!!_~~~~---(?f__~!~~--~~~-~!~-~---~-~-~~-~~!:~) ___ ---------------------------

GETS _g_~-~~!:~~!-~-~--§-~:-~9.~~~~--!:~E-~ .. !!.~-~:~.!-~~-~-~-~) ... ~~~~!~~-L. ........................ 
GMS Greater rv1ekong Sub~region 

GVN Government of Vietnam 

H2P Humanitarian Pandemic Preparedness 

IFRC International Federation of the Red Cross 
MARD Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development 

MoH Ministry of Health 

MOU Memorandum of Under~tanding 

NAFEC National Agriculture and Fishery Extension Centre 

NCHEC National Center for Health Education and Communication 

NIHE National Institute or Hygiene and Epidemiology 

PAHI Partnership on Avian and Human lnfluenta ......................... .................................................................................................................. 
PC Provincial Coordinator 

PCU Provincial Coordination Unit 

PIP Provincial Implementation Plan 

PMP Performance Monitoring/Management Plan 

PPC Provincial Peoples Committee 

PSA Professional Services Agreement 
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PTP J:~~?t~.~E .. !.E~.~!~~~~ .. ~!.~.!:!.~~··· ............................. 
RUDEC Rural Development Center .................. ......................................................................... 
SDAH of Animal Health 

TAG Tt'-Chnical Advisory Group 
TNA Training Needs Assessment 

TOT Training of Trainers 

US AID United States Agency for International Development 
VA Veterinary Association 

VNRC Vietnam Red Cross 

VAHIP Vietnam Avian and Human fntlucn7a Control and Preparedness Project 

WHO World Health Organization 
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1. Achievements 

The Avian and Pandemic Intluenza Initiative (APII) commenced activities on October I, 
2009. The first six months of implementation focused on getting the project up and 
running, hiring staff. establishing the contract and preparing sub-contnKts, developing 
Memoranda of Unde-r~ tanding (MOUs) and building relationships with the five JOcu~ 
provinces (Can Tho, Kien Giang, Quang Tri, Ha Nam and Hung Yen), and preparing 
provincial work plans. Below is an overview of specific activities undertaken outlined by 
technical area. 

1.1 Avian Influenza Prepandness and Response Plans 
• Attended H2P's Tablc.top exercises in Ha Nam to gain experience for future 

activities and Lo s.ee where and how tu integrate behavior change communication 
into provincial pandemic response plans. 

• Attended TOM's Tablc~top exercise on Preparedness and Response Plans in Tay 
Ninh, to gain experience for future activities. 

• Met with USAID/Vietnam and representatives of the International Federation of 
the Red Cross (IFRC) to come to agreement on how to assign the Vietnam Red 
Cross· (NVRC) activities in order to maximize USAID-funding and avoid overlap 
between APII and the Humanitarian Pandemic Pre-paredness (H2P) projects. 

• Initiated negotiations on the VNRC subcontract. The subcontract with VNCR is 
expected to be signed in the third quarter. 

1.2 Coordination and Collaboration 
• MOUs were signed with the five focus provinces between Nov, 10 and Dec. 4, 

2009. Based on experiences and lessons learned during the AI Mekong Initiative, 
the team followed a clear step~hy~step process for working with the provinces to 
develop the MOUs. Then; was a gcm~ral f~~eling in the APII project of good 
teamwork and that the relationships with the provincial authorities generally got 
off to a good start. The process involved a broad range of stakeholders and 
interactive dialogue to help lay the foundation for future commitment and local 
ovmcrship, \Vhich is so vital for sustainability and scaling-up, 

• Provincial Implementation Plans (PIP) were developed with the provincial 
counterparts and received approval from Provincial People Committees, The PIP 
is considered an official proj(:ct document attached to th(: MOU and to be used us 
a framework for the implementation of API activities. 

• A Provincial Coordination Unit (PCU) was established in each province. The 
PC Us arc chaired by provincial leaders. typically the Vice Chairman of the 
Provincial Peoples Committee or the Director or Vice Director of the Provincial 
Department for Agriculture and Rural Development. It has representatives from 
related organizations responsible for implementing project activities in the 
province. The PCU assumes the highest level of ownership and decision~making 
on project implementation in the province and is being assisted by a Provincial 
Coordinator funded by either FAO (Kien Giang, Quang Tri, Ha Nam) or APII 
!Can Tho, Hung Yent 
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• Guidelines for Field Implementation and Monitoring were developed and agreed 
with provincial counterparts and ~ub-contractors. The guidelines provide steps 
and procedures for sub-contractors to execute their work in cooperation with the 
PCUs and provincial partners. At the same time, the guidelines provide PCUs 
with tools to coordinate and supervise all activities. 

• Pr'oject Offices were set up in Can Tho and Quang Tri, each manned by an APII 
Project Manager. Together with the Head Oftke in Hanoi they provide logistical 
and financial management support to provincial activities. 

• The Partner Coordination Manager joined the APII team during March 2010, and 
will support the establishment of lhc Technical Advisory Group (TAG) and help 
provide secretariat support to TAG from APII. 

1.3 Early Warning systems for Human nnd Domestic Poultr~' Surveillanre 
• Conducted a rapid assessment on the status of surveillance systems in the three 

new focus provinces (Kien (Jiang, Quang Tri, Ha Nam) and proposed the 
Community-Ba~ed Surveillance (CBS) approach for the five focu~ provinces. 

• Reviewed the CBS model developed under AI Mekong Initiative and the 
provincial surveillance processes in Quang Tri, Ha Nam and Kien Giang's to 
inform the development or APII's CBS approach and plan. 

• Provided technical assi~tance to the Centre for Community Health and Injury 
Prevention to implement CBS approaches in Thai Binh and Long An Provinces 
funded by the V AHIP project of MoH. 

• Discussed with F AO to work towards aligning surveillance approaches and 
develop joint plans for implementation in animal health surveillance. It was 
agreed that: APII and FAO will worked together in finalizing the districts and 
communes selection processes based on the risk~based approaches: APII and FAO 
vvill jointly organize the national workshop to introduce the CBS model; FAO will 
train commune chief AHWs and APII will train both village AHWs and human 
h~alth workers, key informant~ and private sectors in 123 communes; APII and 
F AO will jointly launch and implement the CBS model in 5 focus provinces 

• Finalized the APII CBS approach taking into consideration the sustainability of 
the program. The approach will use and strengthen e,\iilting animal and human 
health networks at commune and village level and link the disease information 
from the CBS into the existing surveillance in national human and animal health 
systems. 

• Finalized the list of districtil and communes (in col Jaboration with F AO) for CBS 
implementation using the risk based approaches. The total of selected comrnunes 
is 123 in which Hung Yen is selected 24 communes in 4 districts. Ha Nam 16 
communes in 2 districts, Quang Tri 26 communes in 4 di~trict~, Can Tho 24 
communes in 5 districts, and Kien Giang 33 communes in 4 districts. 

• Organized with FAO a national workshop to introduce the APII CBS model to 
national and provincial countetvarh. There were 78 pattieipants from national 
le-vel (MoH, MARD, NIHE, Public Health and Agriculture Universities, VA), 
focus provinces, representatives of USAID partners, and representatives of 
international organizations including CDC. WHO, CDC/GMS. CARE. 
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• Developed and organized a 5-day TOT course for provincial health and animal 
health counterparts in APII CBS model implementation. A total of 20 provi11eial 
human and animal health staffs (four per focus province) were trained. The local 
trainers will play n key role in the rollout of CBS training in five provinces. 

• Worked with Can Tho and Hung Yen provinces to make detailed plans for CBS 
training for different elements of the model such as collaborators, key informants, 
and private sector agents in March. Similar plans will be made with Ha Nam, 
Kien Giang, and Quang Tri in Apri12010. 

• Prepared CBS materials to distribute to collaborators during the upcoming model 
launch. 

1.4 Case management and infection control procedures for health facilities 
• Organized and conducted a national workshop to share the lessons learned in 

infection control and case management by the AI Mekong Initiative and prepare 
plans for future case management and infection control activities. Participants 
from national and provincial level health offices of the five fOcus provinces 
altended along with international p<:utners. 

• Subcontract negotiations were initiated with Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh Infection 
Control Societies for implementation of activities in this technical area. The. 
process of subcontracting HaNoi Infection Control Society took longer than 
expected due to a shortage of human resources and lack of experience in contn:tct 
dt"velopment. 

1.5 Animal Response Efforts 
• During the last quarter of 2009 a re\'iew of the data collected in 2009 by the: AI 

Mekong Initiative (and by AED in focus provinces was conducted in order to 
provide baseline information on poultry production, AI virus outbreaks, and 
Animal Health Worker (AHW) and Animal Extension Worker (AEW'J networks, 
This data helped inform work··planning in the fi\'e focu'\ provinces. 

• While preparing the main sub-contract on APII with the Australian Foundation 
for Peoples of Asia and the Pacific (AFAP). a temporary Letter of Agreement was 
signed \vith AFAP in February 2010 to help kick~.start their work. During March 
AFAP initiated m1 extensive Training Needs Assessment (TNA) for AHWs and 
AE\Vs in the five focus provinces. The survey is set to be completed in mid-April 
with the analysis and results ready in early May. This will feed directly into a 
National workshop on strengthening health and extension workers netv·,rorks at 
grassroots levels scheduled for late May 2010. 

• A Professional Services Agreement (PSA) was entered with the Veterinary 
Association (VA) in February 2010. The contract enables VA to .strengthen their 
own association network, support AHWs networks in selected pilot districts and 
explore opportunities to involve the private sector in this by tapping into networks 
of private AHWs ( 'Pan:H'ets') thought public private partnership acti vi tics. Soon 
after the contract signing VA launched their activities in the fi\'e focus provinces. 
So far technical magaLines (Vietnam Veterinary Magazine, Poultry Magazine, 
Poultry Newsletter) have been distribUled to 315 Animal Health VV'orker (AHVV') 
cornmnnc boards in 21 districts in the five provinces. Together \Vith pri\'atc 
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companies (Green Vet, Nam Thai), VA has made plans to implement joint training 
courses for AH\Vs from 6 districts of Can Tho and Hung Yen starting in April 
2010. Together with the Department of Animal Health tDAH) VA b abo 
preparing a National Workshop on strengthening the network of AHWs at the 
commune and village levels. This will involve participants from provincial Sub· 
Departments of Animal Health (SDAH) and relevant NGOs such as AFAP and 
A VSF. Result~ are expected to be shared with central level Govemment agencies. 

1.6 Biosecutity 
• A Sub~contract with the Rural Development Center (RUDEC) under the Ministry 

of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD) was prepared to enable RUDEC 
to conduct the Supply Chain Risk Assessment in five focus provinces, The 
contract is expected to be approved in April for the risk assessment to get 
underway in May 2010. 

• A rapid risk assessment was conducted in the five focus provinces and Ha Tay 
where the largest live bird market of Ha Vy and several hatcheries are located. 
Findings were ~hared with the Department of Livestock Production and the 
Biosecurity Working Group. A Supply Chain Risk Assessment Tool was 
designed, tested and ready to usc. 

• In collaboration with FAO, the Poultry Association, and the Veterinary 
Association, current biosecurity training materials were collected for review. 

• A plan for developing training materials for smallholder commercial (sector 3) 
farmer~ was prepared in collaboration with the National Agriculture & Fishery 
Extension Center (NAFEC) together with the Department of Livestock 
Production (DLP). A consultant agre-ement (C A) was prepared to engage 
representatives from the two organizations under MARD. 

• Two draft proposals for bio~ecurity and certification model development for 
farmer:. :.ector 3 were developed together with RUDEC and the Department for 
Economics Environment and Farming systems (OEEFS) of the National Institute 
of Animal Husbandry together with the Poultry Association. This is expected to 
lead to the ~igning of Prore~~ional Services Agreement~ or Consultant 
Agreements with the organizations. 

1.7 Behavior Change Communications 
At the national level: 
• Organized a one-day training course on the theory and application of behavior 

change communication (BCC) in December in Hanoi with 20 participants from 
AF AP, VNRC, NAFEC, NCHEC, the Veterinary A;sociation plu> all APII 
technical staff. 

• Attended BCC working group meetings and acted as the focal point for BCC 
material cataloguing. A list of collected materiah, including legi~lative docurnent~ 
and :.trategies from all agencie:. in the working group, including MARD, was 
developed for uploading to PAHI's website. Hard and soft copies were collected 
for filing in PAHl's library. 

At the local level: 
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• To continue BCC activities supported under the AI Mekong Initiative and AI 
BCC projects during the pre-Tet petiod (Dec. 2009 to Feb. 2010), the following 
activities were undertaken: 
o Reviewed all BCC activities under the AI Mekong Initiative and the AI BCC 

project though document reviews and meetings with AED, AED's partners, 
and local countetl)afts. from the five focus provinces. 

o Conducted a rapid needs assessment during November and December 2009 of 
avian influenza BCC gaps in the five focus. provinces through a desk review 
of KAP surveys with related local authorities (Provincial Sub~ Departments of 
Animal Health or Provincial AI Steering Committees). 

o Made agreements with the five focus provinces on avian influenza BCC pre
Tet Campaigns, and organized BCC planning workshops at provincial and 
district levels. 

o Implemented pre-Tet BCC campaigns in the five focus provinces including: 
BCC TOT refresher courses for 10 provincial and district animal and health 
officials (Can Tho); onc~day refresher training for 32 commune and village 
communicators; 25 community events at commune level In Hung Yen ( 12), 
Can Tho (12) and Ha Nam (l) with drama, poem~. songs related to API; 
displayed 300 sets of outdoor posters (3 different posters) in Hung Yen and 
Can Tho at strategic locations; distributed 1,100 bags and 750 Twshirts in Kicn 
Giang, Ha Nam and Quang Tri to audiences participating in AI BCC market 
kiosks; organized 81 small group discu~sions with around 800 sector three 
fanners in Can Tho; aired radio spots on district radio and commune 
loudspeakers in parallel with updated local news written by local animal and 
health officia1s for 7-9 weeks in 12 communes/62 villages of Hung Yen, 7 
districts/28 communes of Quang Tri, 12 commune~/80 villages of Can Tho, 
and 6 districts radio stations ofHa Nam; organized 29 communication kiosks 
at the main markets of Quang Tri (10), Ha Nam ( 12), and Kicn Giang (7); and 
distributed 3300 wall poster calendars to provinces (including target audiences 
in community events), national and international partners, Specific calendars 
were designed for each province focusing on three key messages and 
integrating the provincial hotline number from GETS project. 

o Organized six BCC review meetings/workshops in four focus provinces 
(except Kien Giang) for sharing of experiences and lessons learnt. 

• Promoted an integrated approach to Human and Animal Health BCC through 
post-testing of CBS toolkits with village collaborators in Can Tho and Hung Yen. 
The plan is to similarly posHest the biosecurity booklet "Bac Mau nuoi ga" with 
sel:tor three fanners, in Hung Yen in ApriL These posHest results will be taken 
into consideration when producing CBS toolkits and future bio-sccurity training 
materials. 

1.8 Other Cross Cutting 
• A desk survey on TOT skills was conducted during February- March 2010. Data 

analysis will take place in ApriL The llndings will provide an overview of 
potential local train~rs and their capacity in TOT for th~ various components and 
help design upcoming training courses across APII. 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

A Project Training Profile (PTP) outlining the training course process, standard 
forms for c:our~e planning and notification, monitoring and evaluation, checklists, 
participant's lists. and so forth, was prepared and shared between technical 
component'> in an effort to '>trcngthcn the project training database. This PTP will 
be updated regularly based on training experiences and outputs from the M&E 
database later 011. 

Virginia Lambert, traveled to Hanoi to develop a gender strategy and plan, and 
trained APII and counterpart staff in gender awareness. The strategy was 
finaliLed and submitled to US AID in February, 20 l 0. 
Abt Associales headquarters' staff and Environmental Compliance Advisor 
developed an environmental compliance plan. The plan was finalized in 
February, 2010. 
Revised. the APII PMP first submitted to USAID in 211111 of November to reflect 
the US AID PMP. The finalization of the PMP will be in April right after the 
l)SAID PMP is finalized with technical assi'\tance of Aht home office M&E 
specialist, Dr. Kathryn Banke. 
Developed monitoring procedures/guidance/mechanisms for provincial 
counterparts who will conduct monitoring visits of APII activities. The 
procedures will be integrated into the routine monitoring work in the provinces. 
The finalization procedures are underway with plans to train the local 
counterparts in June \vhen the new M&E manager is expected to be on hoard. 
Drafted ideas/solutions for a web~ based M&E database system for the APII 
project and for M&E data from other USAID-supported AI initiatives. The M&E 
team plans to work with MEASURE to further develop the M&E system in the 
third quarter. 
Worked with FAO to prepare a joint training wotb.hop to intmduce the USAID 
PtvfP and APII PMP frameworks to provincial and national counterparts. The 
workshop is planned for April 20 I 0. 
Finalized the selection of districts and communes for implementation of proje.::t 
activities in five provinces. Started collected basic information in targeted 
communes and districts. 
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2. Challenges and Solutions 

Various challenges faced APU implementation during the first six months, notably 
(:stablishing relationships and modes for collaboration with partners and sub-contractors, 
and filling gaps in staffing. Below is an overview of spedfic challenges and solutions 
outlined by technkal area. 

2.1 Avian Influenza Preparedness and Response Plans 
• VNRC, the main subcontractor for this activity, already receives USAID funding 

to implement the H2P project of IF'RC. which also works on pandemic 
preparedness and response. In order to avoid duplication of efforts the APII 
proje<:t, USAID and IFRC will (;Oordinate closely to determine which adivities 
will be funded through the VNRC ~ubcontra-.:t with APII and which will be 
funded through the H2P project. 

2.2 Coordination and Collaboration 
• APll was without a res.ident Project Director from December 2009 to March 

2010. This may pmtly explain some of the early coordination difficulties with key 
international partners such as FAO, e.g. in the appointment and work with 
Provincial Coordinators. Both parties are well aware or the i~sue and the dialogue 
has recently intensified in an effort to improve coordination and collaboration, in 
the interest of all. Joint Job Descriptions for Provincial Coordinators have been 
prepared and communicated to the provinces and there are plans for more joint 
field visits.. 

• The MOU::. ::.igned with the provinces were umbrella MOUs that did not include 
Year I implementation plans and budgets, creating possihle confusion ahout next 
step~. Subsequent meetings with provincial authorities following the signings 
helped darify next steps and outline the plan for moving forward during Year 1. 

• One issue that probably will continue to cause some distortions and may 
adversely affect implementation and cooperation with local partners is the fact 
that APU and FAO follow different per diem and allowance schemes. for local 
counterparts. There is little that the two parties can do about this., other than being 
mindful of the issue taking it into account for instance when planning provincial 
activities. 

• To maximize rewurce use and avoid overlap or duplication or efforts, good 
collaboration with FAO remains essential. The design and implementation of 
CBS models in 123 communes is a case in point, where FAO focuses its inputs at 
upper (provincial. district. commune) levels, whereas. APII targets village levels, 
thus complementing one another. Frequent email communications and shm·ing of 
Googlc calendars is helping to improve coordination, and with the tlC\V Partner 
Coordination Manager and the Project Director on hoard the situation is expected 
to further improve. 

• At the national level, APII is be-hind scheduk- with the e-stablishment of the 
Technical Advisory Group. Again, with the arrival in early April of a new Project 
Director and the recruitment in late March of the Partner Coordination Manager 
this situation is expected to improve signifkantly in the coming months. 
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2.3 Early 'W"arning systems for Human and Domestic Poultry Surveillance 
• Both the APII project and the FAO have developed CBS approache~ that are 

similar, but not identical. In order to provide con~istent assi~tance to the GVN, 
USAID, FAO and APII will need to continue to negotiate the parameters of the 
CBS model that will be implemented in Vietnam. 

• The collaboration and coordination with FAO to implement the APII CBS 
approaches still need to improve. Sharing activity plans and ensuring mutual 
agreement and undetstanding will be the key to good collabotation. 

2.4 Case management and infection control procedures for health facilities 
• Lack of human resources and contracting capacity in HaNoi Infection Control 

Society caused a slowdown in subcontracting process. Postponement of the trip of 
International consultant Dr. Susan Coffin may also cause a slow down the process 
of strengthening infection control procedures. If feasible it may be on considered 
wotking with locally available con~ultants and/or extend the scope of wol'k for Ho 
Chi Minh Infection Control Society to take over some of the intended work of 
Hanoi infection control society. 

2.5 Animal Response Effort"i 
• The development of the (large) AFAP subcontract was more cumbersome than 

anticipated. Albeit a temporary Letter of Agreement was entered with AFAP, the 
work with them is behind schedule. With the new COP onboard in Apl'il it is 
expected that this. process soon gain speed. 

• The <;Ub-contractors (AFAP and the Veterinary Association so far) g~~ncrally 
needed more time than anticipated to familiarize themselves with APII procedures 
and to establi~h collaborative working relatiomhip~ with provincial counterparts. 

2.6 Biosecurity 
• National level supply chain management occurs through several points, and is not 

the responsibility of a single ministry or institmion. Cross~sector and policy 
dialogue will help addres<; this challenge, but \-vorking with policy makers at 
national level on supply chain issues will require good coordination. The recent 
arrival of the both Partner Coordination and the new COP has helped to begin 
addressing this. 

2.7 Behavior Change Communications 
• Coordination with the AI BCC project to transfer materials radio spot~. the 

"Three Good Things" tcmplatc etc. took mon~ time than expecte-d. For the next 
campaign, however, we will now be in a much better to design our own campaign 
and BCC material~ with localfXU'tners. 

• Similm·Jy it took longer than anticipated for provinces to establish Project 
Coordination Units (PCU) and to authorize a focal point agency (e.g. the 
Women's Union) to implement pre-Tet BCC campaigns under ptofes~ional 
services agreements with APIL This caused initial delays in BCC activities but 
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the situation has since improved and the process is expected to run more smoothly 
in future campaigns. 

• The abovementioned delays moved some activities too close to Tet with some 
provinces having to scale dov.'n BCC interventions. For example there were no 
radio spots in Kien Giang and no road shows in any of the focus provinces. In 
future the project will know better what to expect and should be able to prepare 
well in advance. 

• There was also a delay in the planned publishing of a quarterly API Newsletter. 
As a part of the capacity and leadership building, the intention is to involve two 
government communication bodies, namely NAEC and NCHEC under MARD 
and MOH respectively, for co-editing and reviewing of article'> and new'> items. 
To agree on a possible cooperation mechanism between the three parties required 
adequate time and patience. The scope or work has now been agreed, a budget has 
been drafted, a list of audiences has been established. and we are nearing contract 
signing. We expect to have the first issue of the newsletter ready by late May/ 
early June. 

• Our posters (with the three key messages) which were hung at public places 
typically lm;ted for some months only. Villagers suggested that we instead 
promote key behaviors through wall calendars that they will see every day at 
home rather than, or as complementary to, only having posters in public places. 
The project subsequently transfonned the posters into wall calendars. adding 
hotlinc numbers supported by the FAO GETS project in the process. 

2.8 Other Cross Cutting 
• Development of sub~contracts generally took more time than anticipated and is a 

new learning experience for all Involved. It is anticipated that the performance on 
subcontract development and management will improve rapidly as the project 
gains tirst~hand experience and builds trust and positive relationships with 
subcontractors and partners. 

• The development of an overall cross-component training plan is awaiting the 
recruitment of Training Manager. So far it has proven difficult to find a suitable 
candidate for this position, but the issue is being addressed by Senior 
Management and has high priority. 

12 
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3. Success Stories 

Duplicate of p. 2031, however they are two seperate 
reports and I see less harm in releasing it rather than 
marking as duplicate and risking the requester 
coming back and asking why there is a missing page. 

Earl~~ Memorandums of' Understanding Allow for Prompt Initiation of Activities 
The Avian and Pandemic lr?fluenza Initiative Sif?nS MOUs with all/ive prtJl'inces wilhin jus! 

Avo months r~{project award. 

A key factor to working successfully in Vietnnm is ncquiring permission from local 
governments to conduct activities in their respective geographic jurisdictions. The 
USAID-funded Avian and Pandemic Influenza Initiative used lessons learned 
implementing previous. inlluenL.a prevention projects in Vietnam to auain Memoranda of 
Understanding (MOU) \Vith each of the five provinces in \Vhich it will conduct activities 
within just two months of commencing the project 

The Avian and Pandemic Influenza Initiative 
project, which began in October 2009, is a 
three~ year initiative aiming to build the 
capacity of the Government of Vietnam and its 
counterparts to identify, prevent and control 
influenza and similar disease oulbrcaks in both 
animals and human'\. The team understood 
that a slow proces~ for attaining MOUs would 
lead to delays in implementation of project 
activities. To mitigate this concern the project 
initiated a step~by~step process to fully 

'''"'"' '"'""'"Y 'I" Quang Tn introduce the new pmject to provincial officials 
and ensure their complete understanding of the work to be done, building relationships of 
trust which facilitated the process of attaining all the proper signatures. This process 
included starting with introductory letters explaining the parameters of new project, 
followed by a visit to each or the provinces ~ Can Tho, Ha Nam, Hung Yen, Kien Giang, 
and Quang Tri - to formally introduce the project and share proposed :rv10U language for 
feedback and inputs. After these meetings the project and provincial staff continued 
negotiations by phone and emaiL By the third 
week in November two or the MOU~ were 
signed, and the other three provinces followed 
quickly, with the last signing taking place etn 
December 4, 2009. 

In all five provinces. the MOUs were signed by 
either the vice chairman of People's Committee 
or the authorized provincial DepaJtments of 
Agriculture and Rural Development After 
signature, the project staff met with each 
province to discuss and develop detailed 

"Through the last project's (USAID~funded AI 
Mekong Initiative) activities, cadres/rom workers 
from animal health and human health, the 
women's union and related agencies clearly saw 
the effectiveness of the models that the project 
had been developing and implementing over 
lime. Those project activities have contributed to 
our efforts to prevent avian influenza. Tt!at's wfly 
the People's Committee of Can Tho has decided 
to continue With tflis pflase two project"·- Mr. 
Nguyen Thanh Son, Vice chairman, Can Tho 
People's Committee 

implementation plan~ for year one, allowing work to comme.nce in the provinces by the 
end of the first quarter of project implementation. Open and early communication with 
local counterparts in Vietnam proved to be the key to success in starting the Avian and 
Pandemic Influenza Initiative project efficiently. 

13 
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Provincial implementation plans demonstrate the commitment and ownership of 
local partners in the US AID funded Avian and Pandemic Influenza Initiative 

: USAIDI 

~£ 110 )CII Til\ C Ill(.\ Dl .. i\ 

I ~I ( I 'I I II \! 

NAM 1 HU' NHA I 

After having successfully signed MOUs with 
5 provinces in late 2009, provincial Project 
Coordination Units (PCUs) have been 
proactive in developing their own provincial 
implementation plans, which arc now with 
the Provincial Peoples' Committee for final 
approval. 

The individual implementation plans involve 
multi-disciplinary/multi -sector teams 
including both animal health and human 
health sectors, preventive medicine centers, 
provincial inform;;ttion and health education 
l~enters, and mass organizations surh as 
Women'~' Union, Farmer Association, the 
Horticulturist Association. etc. This 
participatory approach crcalcs opporlunilics 
to prioritize activities of interest and needs in 
line with the function or each sector. 

The ability of the PCU s to discuss and achieve 
consensus on project activity timelines and 
implementation plans minimizes intra~ and 
inter~project scheduling conflicts and allmvs 
for better allocation of resources and staff time 
to implement and monitor activities. 

This is our plan t!Jat contains full 
participation and with detailed 
cornrnents from all related 
stakeholders. I am confident to submit 
PCC for approval, and I think it will be 
approved very soon. We have had 
opportunities to discuss and talk 
through and walk through each 
content In the last three meeting. We 
are now very clear of what we each 
should do. what human health, animal 
health. women's union, etc should do. 
We understand our role, what we are 
expected to accomplish in each role -
being a focal point agency or 
participating agency. We are all clear 
of the mechanism of work and 
coordination. We are all happy with 
well informed, highly consent planning 
process and believe that we can do -
Tran Quang Cui-- Vice Chairman Kien 
G1ang PCU 

These provincial implementation plans serves 
as a guiding documents for the first year 
project activities in each province. Thanks to 
this document. local partners can actively 
coordinate with other API related projects 
including other USAID partners working in 
their provinces. The holisti(: view of a 
province-wide plan allows local partners to be 
more proactive in harmonizing different 
interests and promoting more system[ttic 
changes. 
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Community~based surveillance model- a joint effort from the human health and 
animal health sectors 

CBS collaborators make home 
visits as part of tlleir role 

five focus provinces. 

Together with FAO. the Avian & Pandemic Influenza 
Initiative funded by the U.S. Agency for International 
Development (USAID) presented a community~based 
surveillance model to policy makers, provincial 
stakeholders, representatives from UN agencies and 
international organizations working on avian influenza at 
a one> day workshop HaNoi in early 2010. The workshop 
allowed participants to share experiences in improved 
surveillance and develop consensus on lessons learnt. This 
feedback is now being incorporated into improved 
Community Based Surveillance (CBS) activities in the 

The current CBS model promotes the role and strengthem; the capacity of grassroots level 
collaborators, Le. the village health workers and village animal health workers who are 
responsible for initial case detection, reporting, and for triggering community level 
responses to suspected cases. Efforts are being made to help ensure that their work feeds 
directly into community level CBS activities and from there upwards into the existing 
national surveillance system. FAO supports CBS activities from the community level 
upwards, The collaboration between the Avian & Pandemic lnfluenLa Initiative and FAO 
has so far r~?sulted in joint targeting and implementation of CBS activities in 15 
districtsll23 communes selected together with the local authorities on the basis of risk 
profiles. 

By demonstrating the merits of an integrated approach, it is hoped that national and 
provincial counterparts will want to adopt the improved CBS model more widely and 
continue to work on its improvement. As remarked at the national workshop by Mr. Do 
Huu Dung, Depuly Head of the Epidemiology Division, Department of Animal Health, in 
his introductory speech: 

'As we all know, there is the gap between the official surveillance s.vstem and the 
surveillance at community level. The Vietnamese Government is looking for a 
relevant community-based sun,eillance model that fills this gap and has the 
col/uboration between animul health and health sectors. We expect that tlte joint 
eff(Jrt heH-veen Aht nnd FAO wi/1 he[jJ to make this model availahle to be 
presented to Vietnamese Government in order that it can be replicated to other 
provinces than simply in projecr provinces'. 
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Acronyms 

Abt Abt Associates Inc. 

AED Academy for Educational Development 
AFAP Au~tralian Foundation I~Jr People:-. of Asia and the Pacifi~: 

AHW Animal Health Worker 

AI Avian Influenza 

AI Mekong Capacity Building to Prevent and Control Avian lntluenza in the Greater 
Initiative Mekong Sub-Region Initiative 

API Avian and Pandemic InOuenza 

APII Avian and Pandemic Influenza Initiative 
BCC Behavior Change Communication 

CBS Community Based Surveillance 
COP Chief of Party 

DAH Department of Animal Health ................. ................................................................................. 
DARD Department of Agriculture and Rural Development ............. ....................................................................................................................................... 
DEEFS Department of Economics, Environment and Farming Systems 

FAO Food & Agriculture Organization (of the United Nations) 
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MOU --~~~~-~:.~:~~~~~~-~~--~:.f..~~9.~:.:~.!-~~-~9.-~-~~----................ 
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NGO Non~government organization 

PAFEC Provincial Agriculture and Fishery Extension Centre 

PAHI Partnership on Avian and Human Intluenza 

PC Provincial Coordinator 

PCU Provincial Coordination Unit 

PMP Performance Monitoring/Management Plan 

PSA Profes~ional Services Agreement 

RUDEC Rural Development Center (under MARD) 

TOT Training of Trainer~ .................. ......................................................... 
US AID United States Agency for International Development 

VVA Vietnamese Veterinary Association 

VNRC Vietnamese Red Cros~ 

VAHIP Vietnam Avian and Human Intluenza Control and Preparedness Project 

WHO World Health Organization 
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1. Achievements 

The sections below outline the activities and achievements of the A vi an and Pandemic 
Intluenza Initiative (APII) during the third quarter of year I (April-June 2010). Section 3 
~ 'Succe~s Stories' -provides additional examples or the. project's impact. 

This quarter marked the arrival of the new Chief of Party (COP)/Project Director in early 
April. and the continuation of field activitie::. under all components. The Animal Health 
component focused primmily on training grassroots level animal health workers (AHW) 
and trainers. The Human Health component's Community Based Surveillance (CBS) 
completed the roll~out of it training in all provinces except Ha Narn (deferred until July) 
and made preparations for the launch or CBS collaborator network~. The BCC 
component conducted a major assessment of earlier BCC activities under the AI Mekong 
Initiative. APII, and AED's Af-BCC projects. Under cross~eutting issues the 
establishment of a Technical Advisory Group (TAG) was explored with USAID and the 
Ministry or Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD). At this point in time it is not 
clear whether pursuing the establishrnent of a TAG is the most feasible option for doing 
advocacy work and aspiring for policy level impact. The following describes specific 
activities. 

1.1 Avian Influenza Preparedness and Response Plans 
a. Continued to prepare and negotiate subcontracts with Vietnamese Red Cross 

(VNRC) to review the current status of pandemic preparedness plans in each of 
the five provinces. 

1.2 Coordination and Collaboration 

a. The Provincial Coordination Units (PCUs) in the focus provinces continued to 
play active roles in planning and monitoring field activities (for example there 
were 75 CBS training courses conducted by provincial trainers and monitored by 
PCU members in four provinces between April and June.) 

b. Quarterly meetings were held in April with each PCU to finalize provincial 
implementation plans and introduce guidelines for monitoring procedures and 
forms that will be used by provincial partners. In June this turned into monthly 
PCU meeting~ to provide a more regular on progress update and strengthen 
forward planning as we approach the end of year 1, 

c. The new Project Director paid visits to and met with the PCUs in five focus 
provinces during May-June (PCU Quang Tri July 2) in order to get to know the 
PCUs beuer and listen to their concern~. 

d. Joint planning meetings were initiated with FAO, including a joint visit to and 
meeting \Vith the Hung Yen PCU to review projl.":ct implcml.":ntation and improve 
pnwinciallevel coordination. 

e. Continued participation in Partnership on Avian and Human Influenza (PARI) 
working groups on bio~security and Behavior Change Communication (BCC). 

f. Frequent meetings with partners in the Avian and Pandemic lntluenza (API) 
community (UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), World Health 
Organization (WHO), Vietnam A vi an and Human InfluenLa Control and 
Preparedness Project (V AHIP), etc,), 

4 
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1.3 Early Warning systems for Human and Domestic Poultry Surveillance 
a. Completed the roll~out of training for CBS network in the ?S3 communes of Hung 

Yen, Can Tho, Kien Giang and Quang Tri. CBS network training in Ha Nam is 
ongoing. All the training activities in Ha Narn will be completed by early August. 

b. The CBS materials for collaborators \VCre produced and sent to provinces for 
distribution along with the CBS launches. 

c. The BCC team completed the design, revision and production of CBS 
promotional materials, guidelines for CBS radio spot airing at commune 
loudspeaker system, and the first draft of CBS radio spots. 

d. Regular network survei\lan~e for suspected AI cases in the community and 
monthly network meetings in Hung Yen, Quang Tri and Can Tho were organized 
by commune health and animal health staff beginning in May, immediately 
following the trainings. Other provinc~~s will begin similar activitk:s after their 
CBS launches which are planned for July/August 

1.4 Case management and infection control procedures for health facilities 
a. Rapid assessments were conducted in 12 district hospitals in five provinces to 

inform the intervention. 
h. Continued to maintain the infection control activities in the four districts of 

instituted by lhe AI Mekong Iniliative. 
c. Worked with Bach Mai hospital to negotiate a subcontract Bach Mai hospital will 

take the place of the Hanoi Infection Control Society for infection control 
activities in Hung Yen, Ha Nam and Quang Tri. 

1.5 Animal Response Efforts 

a. Subcontractor Australian Foundation for the Peoples of Asia and the Pacific 
(AFAP) completed the training needs assessment in five focus provinces in 
consultation with the Depdrtment of Animal Health (DAH)/Sub~DAHs/ and the 
National and Provincial Agriculture and Fishery Extension Centers (NAFEC and 
PAFEC). The BCC team gave inputs to the training need assessment 
questionnaire on BCC relatedwaspccts of trainings. Final draft report is uvailahlc 
in English and Vietnamese. 

b. Workshop conducted by Vietnamese Veterinarian's Association (VVA) on 
sustainable development of AHW networks with approximately 40 participants 
from the five focus provinces, other key provinces and subwcontractors conducted. 

c. The first meetings for AHWs at the District Veterinarian Stations were held in 
June to prepare for regular monthly meetings and refresher training for 
commune/village AHWs beginning in June in 15 districts of five provinces. with 
a total of more than 1,000 AHWs attending. Relevant training modules and 
~urriculum are being adapted. A training of lrainers (TOT) course for local 
trainers wa:-. prepared for implementation in Hung Yen and Quang Tri in July. 

d. VV A, pattnering with other private cornpnnies such as Green Vet and Nam Thai, 
implemented joint training courses for public and private AHWs in six districts of 
Can Tho and Hung Yen from April. The training includes 12 courses on different 
veterinary topics. So far, a total of 200 AHWs have been reached. 

5 
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c. 2,173 technical magazines (Vietnam Veterinary Magazine, Poultry Magazine, 
Poultry Newsletter, etc.) were distributed to 315 AHW commune boards in 21 
districts between March and late June. 

f. 2000 AHW logbooks were delivered to the five focus provinces for distribution. 
g. A post-test of the veterinarian tool kit distributed under AI Mekong was 

conducted and a new, improved tool kit (1,220 ~ets) is being prepared for 
distribution to AHWs. The veterinarian tool kit design was shared with VAHIP 
for replication in their 11 provinces. 

1.6 Biosccurity 
:1. A national workshop to review bio·security training material~ for Sector 3 farmers 

was held at NAFEC in May with more than 20 participants from NAFEC, 
Agriculture Universities, National Poultry Institutions, FAO and international 
NGOs. The bio~sccurity training material ck~vclopmcnt is on-going. 

b. A subcontract with the Rural Development Center (RUDECJ under MARD was 
prepared and signed for RUDEC to conduct a comprehensive poultry supply 
chain risk assessment in the five focus provinces, in order to assess risks in major 
nodes along the different supply chains. The draft report was submitted in early 
July. 

c. The recruitment process for a local cons.ultant to review the AED curriculum on 
training in risk reduction for supply chain vendors was initiated. The plan is for 
VVA to train vendors in the five focus provinces. 

1.7 Behavior Change Communications 
a. Completed BCC campaigns as.sessment: tools development, tools pre~tes.t, tools 

finalization. field work, final assessment t1ndings. 
b. Collected and reviewed API BCC related research documents and working papers 

issued by different organizcttions/agencies including UNICEF. Care International, 
ASVELIS (Stop AI project), World Bank (V AHIP project); AED (AI-BCC 
project). 

c. Interviewed those responsible for BCC activities under the above mentioned 
projects to better understand the BCC activities implemented, successes and 
constraints related to the implementation or behavior change activities. and 
various perspectives on BCC activities in an API low risk context. 

d. Hosted a meeting with each of the five PC Us and local subcontractors to present 
all remaining BCC activities from July.Septembcr 20 I 0, Personal Services 
Agreement (PSA_) requirements, and to look for a qualified local s.ubcontractor in 
each province to run those remaining BCC activities. This partnership approach 
\Vith local~.~otmtcrparts was highly appreciated by all five- PCUs. 

e. Chose local subcontractors in each province and completed PSA documentation, 
currently awaiting approval from horne office and USAID for execution. 

f. Completed the tool/questionnaire for provincial communication plan assessments 
including communications during pandemics. 

g. Completed exploration, discussion, negotiation with the National Center for 
Health Education and Communication (NCHEC) on the publication or the first 
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quarterly API Newsletter in Vietnamese, Submitted all required papers for the 
subcontract to be approved by Abt home office and USAID. 

h. In the proces.s of writing des.k review part fur the BCC asse~sment. 
i. Started extwc:ting BCC assessment findings to develop the menu for the corning 

BCC activities in Year 2. 
j. The process of preparing press releases and fact sheets on CBS for the launch of 

the CBS networks in the five provinces in August begun this quarter. This. will be 
done in close consultation with USAID's communication advisor in line with the 
APII pres:;, relations plan. 

1.8 Other Cross Cutting Issues 
a. The first draft of .an integration matrix for animal health and BCC activities was 

prepared in May. It is expected that this matrix will help outline year 2 activities, 
whereby BCC and human health activities are more closely integrated into animal 
health activities along the poultry supply chain. 

b. A generic training profile for APII was prepared to help provide a more uniform 
and coherent approach to training across components. 

c. The TOT survey for the five provinces, which was initiated in January under the 
former training manager, was completed by APII staff working 10gether and 
shared across components and with sub~contractors. 

d, Revisions were made to the PMP in April to align it with the newly completed 
USAID PMP, and the final version wa~ ~ubmitted to USAID. 

e, ln collaboration with FAO, trainings were held for provincial counterparts on 
M&E concepts, and APII and US AID indicators 

f. Discussions were held with the Measure project on API M&E work. As agreed, 
Measure \Viii work to develop a tool for APII project as well as for other API 
partners for data collection, APII will use this form for data collection the rive 
focus provinces and provide feedback to Measure for finalizing the tool. 

g. Discussions were initiated and meetings held \Vith USAID and MARD on the 
formation a TAG or a Policy Advisory Group (PAG) under MARD. the purpose 
of whi.::h would be to: Advance the inclusiolll1l" best practices and approaches in 
national policies, plans and programs and their replication in other provinces; 
Advise API partners to ensure that all donor-funded API initiatives support and 
comply with the Green Book (as well as it~ follow~on) and other national policies, 
plans, and programs relevant to avian and pandemic influenLa. This was. followed 
by meetings with PAHI suggesting that PAHI is already well positioned to 
facilitate and further policy~ level discussions, potentially rendering the formation 
of a PAG superfluous. As a result of these talk-; with PAH I a closer working 
relationship has been formed. APII and PAHI also prepared a joint SO\V for a 
stakeholder analysis to help inform the preparation of a successor document to the 
2006-2010 Integrated National Operational Program for Avian and Human 
Influenza (the 'Green Book'). 

7 
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2. Challenges and Solutions 

The sections below outline the challenges encountered during the third quarter of year I 
(April-June 2010) and proposed solutions. 

The key chalkngcs facing APII this quarter were the much longer than expected 
processes of preparing subcontracts (PSAs) with local partners. The processes are 
somt:what new to the APII component teams and an unfamiliar way of operating for 
many of the partner:., with some lem·ning and capacity building required to prepm·e the 
contracts. In addition to this it remained unclear to what extent APII under USAID rules 
can enter contracts with organizations whose status is somewhat ambiguous and may he 
considered civil socie1 y or quasi·govemment. It is expecte-d that clarification or these 
issues will pave the way for much smoother and faster subcontract management in future. 

2.1 Avian Influenza Preparedness and Response Plans 
a. VNRC, the main subcontractor for this component, is intensively working on 

finishing the Humanitarian Pandemic Preparedness (H2P) project. Therefore we 
have to wail till July to slart to subconlract with VNRC for year l activities. 

2.2 Coordination and Collaboration 
a. The MOUs signed with the provinces, while an early success because it allowed 

us to begin work quickly, also caused conrusion and incon·ecl expectations in the 
provinces on the type of support APII would provide to PCU members. This was 
related to: 
• provincial expectations that things under APII would continue as they had 

under the AI Mekong Initiative, e.g. the PCU members expected allowances to 
cover meals etc. while monitoring APII activities irrespective of the actual 
activity levels; 

• lack of clarity in rormulation or the MOUs leading PCUs to expect that they 
would receive and manage the USS90,000 allocation for provincial activities, 
(rather than APII remaining in full control of the funds); 

• insufficient consultation between APII and USAID during the MOLT design 
procc:ss on the commitment to support the operations and equipment for a 
coordination office in each province a commitment that could not 
subsequently be fully met as LTSAID agteed to opetate orrices in two ptovinces 
only (Can Tho, Quang Tri); 

• a general assurnption thnt this project would work as many other donor project'> 
do and provide various allowances to help top up the salaries of PCU members 
and compensate for their time/inputs; 

• a subsequent decision, afler the MOLTs were signed, thal FAO rather than APII 
would '\Upport PCs in three provinces (Kien Giang, Quang Tri, Ha Nam). 

b. As a result of the confusion over MOLTs, the PCLT's (particularly in Hung Yen) 
expressed frustrations and dissatisfaction, Specifically they complained that the 
project has not provided support to PCU operations, that it is difficult for the 
PCUs to report and remain accountable to the PPCs and that APII activities are 
stretching theii" fixed govemment provided budgets. During the provincial visits 
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and PCU meetings the APII team took note and promised to follo\v-up on these 
issues, including retroactively, where relevant and justifiable. 

c. Coordination with F AO has remained a challenge due to busy schedule~. the 
complex nature of projects, and the different ways in which the projects operate 
(e.g, under different cost norms rules and policies). There were consistent 
attempts to improve on the coordination through more frequent meetings and 
communications, and on the whole APII reels that the coordination with FAO has 
improved. In the future, a clearer delineation of areas of responsibility would be 
hdpful, as presently there is overlap, and in snrnc cases duplication, e.g. 
provincial training and TOT activities. Despite having issued joint TORs for PCs, 
there remains a problem that PCs prioritize activities and demands of the party 
providing their salary. Because MOUs made no mention of coordination between 
FAO and APII supported activities in the provinces, PC Us act as a parallel 
structure that serves APII interests only. In some cases the PCs are not members 
of the PCUs and do not report to the PCU~. The cunent mode of implementation 
and coordination with PCs and PCUs needs to be carefully reconsidered as APII 
prepares to move into year 2. 

In order to overcome these challenges it is very impo!'lant that dost' consultation and 
clem communication lines ru·e maintained with key partners. including: 

• FAO ~especially during the process of preparing and initiating the year 2 
work plan and defining a more feasible modu~ operandi and cooperation 
mechanism in the provinces. 

• Provincial authorities~ in deciding on the most effe;.ctivc and efficient 
provincial set-ups and the best way~ to build relationships and maintain good 
provincial prutnerships (including contractual anangements). 

• USAID- to ensure that arrangements and commitments to partners have 
USAID's full endorsement from the onset. 

2.3 Early \Varning systems for Human and Domestic Poultry Surveillance 
a. The process to set up an agreement \Vith a local partner is a lengthy one, and 

while, changing from direct implementation to using local subcontracts will he in 
the long run more sustainable and more efficient, in the ::.hort run it has delayed 
activities- please see 2.8a. 

2.4 Case- management and infection control procedures for health facilities 
a. We have decided to switch from the Hanoi Infection Control Society to Bach Mai 

Hospital as the main subcontractor for this activity for capadty reasons. The 
process of initiating a new subcontract has therefore delayed some field activities. 

2.5 Animal Response Efforts 
a. As with 2.3, please see 2.8a regarding concerns over challenges partnering with 

local organizations. 

2.6 Biosecurity 
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a. As with 2,5, please sec :2.ga regarding concerns over challenges partncring \vith 
local organizations. 

2.7 Behavior Change Communications 

a. The proces~ of identifying ~uitable partner(s) to publi~h a quarterly API 
Newsletter started in January 2010. All required papers to sign a PSA were 
prepared, however we remain unclear as to whether or not we arc allowed to 
partner/contract with a quasi~governmental organization like NCHEC. As of 
June, the API Newsleller is not yet published as we await ~ubcontract approval 
via Abt Head Oftlce and US AID. 

b. Partnership/contracting with provincial civil organizations/associations is highly 
valued by PCUs. However, the process for working with these organizations 
required open meetings with each province to select potential subcontractors, and 
subsequent approval by Abt Head Office and USAlD. which is a lengthy process. 

2.8 Other Cross Cutting 
While APII made good progress in many areas we also faced some challenges which 
slowed down the pace or implementation and progress: 

a. Lengthy subcontractor identification processes: in order to help ensure lol:al 
ownership and sustainability of interventions by anchoring them with a local 
partner, APII eng.ages a mixture of partners as subcontractors, including national 
and provincial level agencies. The process or identifying the right partners and 
setting up the PSAs is often a lengthy and time~consuming procedure. PSAs are a 
new concept to A PIT subcontractors, but they arc the required mechanism for 
subcontracting local partners. The process of establishing PSA with local partners 
this year required su~tained efforts by project staff to explain PSA requirement~ 
and time for local civil society associations to familiarize themselves with the 
procedures of new development partners. As both we and the partners gain 
experience and feel more comfortable and confident with these contractual 
an·angements. these proce~ses should run faster and more smoothly. 

b. Lengthy subcontractor approval processes: APII works through a broad range of 
subcontractors including mass organizations and quasi-government organizations. 
The status of many of these organizations vis~3~vis USAID subcontracting 
regulations remained unclear. Abt is in the process of seeking clarification with 
USAID, but in the meantime several potential subcontracts are on hold. 

c. Weak subcontractors: the capacity to implement and the quality of work varies 
across subcontractors but is generally lower than expected. This impacts the 
quantity and quality of the work. AFAP, which is APII's biggest single 
subcontractor faced personnel constraints after their team leader and country 
director resigned this quarter. AFAP is in the process of replacing key staff. The 
overall effect will be a delay in the implementation of APII aclivities under this 
subcontract, and therefore some activities will be can·ied over into year 2. 

d. Multiple level capacity building: the overall capacity building challenge may be 
greater than initially envisaged, Aside from capacity building the beneficiaries 
and target group~ the project is also challenged by the need to build capacity 
among many of the subcontractors who implement activities under APII. As we 
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move forward into year 2 implementation we \-viii account for this in both timing 
and dellverables from sub~contractor 

e. Stall recruitment: identifying ~uitable candidates for the remaining vacancies 
(M&E Manager, Training Manager) has proven more diffiC'ult than anticipated. 
APII did recruit a highly qualified M&E Manager who unfortunately resigned 
within a week for unexpected reasons and decided to return to his old job. We are 
in the process or filling both these gaps. 

f. Coordination: not only does API! work to coordinate (and integrate) its activities 
internally across technical components, the project also works to improve the 
coordination with other partners, notably FAO and WHO. This is a big challenge 
not lea~t a~ these international partners work under different mandates. 
tirneframes, and policies/guidelines. Frequent meetings are now being held with 
key partners for improved communication and coordination. 

g. Provincial set~ups: the establishment of PCUs has proved a mixed experience. 
The expectation~ on the behalf of many PCUs members often do not match well 
what APII is proposing to deliver. This is partly to do \Vith the way (other) donors 
and projects typically behave and what they can offer vis~U~vis what APII can 
offer and what motivates counterparts to engage in donor-funded activitie~. The 
value of having provincial coordinator~ i~ al~o questionable, Two of the PCs are 
paid be APII. whereas three PCs are funded by FAO, and naturally they prioritize 
APII and FAO activities and demands respectively. None of the fivl.": PO; Sl'e 
themselves as coordinators of all USAID API support to the province in the way 
APll would have hoped. The provincial ~eHtp~ will be reviewed and discus.~ed 
with F AO and US AID and if necessary adjusted in year two. 

II 
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3. Success Stories 

Avian and Pandemic Influen:z.a partners in Vietnam are using USAID 
program developed tools to reach more people with prevention messages. 

The USAID-funded Avian and Pandemic Influenza Initiative and the World Bank-funded 
Vietnam Avian and Human InfluenLa Control and Preparedness Project (VAHIP), are 
two projects working in Vietnam to prevent Avian and Pandemic Influenza (API). This 
spring, the Avian and Pandemic Influenza Initiative increased its impact by sharing tools 
such as bio~security booklets for small commercial farmers with VA HIP for distribution 
to target audiences in their eleven supported pl\)vinces. V AHIP' s dissemination of the 
materials increases the reach of USAID-funded materials three-fold. 

The materials were developed by the previous USAID~ 
funded AI Mekong Initiative to educate key audiences 
about behaviors to reduce the risk of spreading avian 
and other in!luenzas and were recently revised hy the 
A vi an and Pandemic lnfl uenza Initiative. The package 
of tools included behavior change communication 
materials, community based surveillance tools, logbooks 
for animal health \Vorkers, and hio~serurity booklet'\ for 
small commercial fanners. The bio-security educatiml 
booklet, for example, outlines specific preventive 
behaviors that should he taken on farms to prevent the 
..;pread of influenzas and other di..;eases. 

The V AHIP project has adopted the bio-security booklet 
and the ve-terinarian toolkit box for animal he-alth 
workers in their eleven provinres. In addition, the Avian 
and Pandemic InOuenza Initiative is currently working 
closely with the V AHIP project to modify the design of 
the logbooks for animal health \vorkers for wider 
dissemination in the VAHIP provinces. 

llocli Nlum i:Jememary sf'hool 
l'tudems in Binh Dinh pml'ince read 
the hiosef'urity hooklet. The hooklet 
was shared a·ith them as purr r~f 

VAHIP's proxrum in u serie.1· of 
work.1hops in Bini! Dinh, L<mu An, 
Thua Thien Hue and Tien Giong in 
May 2010. 

V AHIP was pleased to have nccess to additional tools to share with their target 
audienrcs. In a letter sent to the Avian and Pandemic lntlucnza Initiative on May 18, 
20 I 0, Mrs. Lai Thl Kim Lan, Deputy Director of the VA HIP project noted that: " ... We 
had an impressivejinul mu11utl ceremony (ofHoai Nhon elemenrary school), especially 
thanks to your sign(ficant and practical g{ff, hooklet,~· on bio-securif.v. Through their 
speeches, Mr. Jolm Wem'er, representative (!l VA HIP prqject and the school principals 
also expre.ued their gratefi,t/ness to USAJD and the Avian and Pandemic Influenza 
Initiative for sharing its materials ... " This cooperation demonstrates one of many 
opportunities for API partners in Vietnam to inrrease their rearh for preventing API. 

The Avian and Pandemic Influenza Initiative (2009-2012), works specifically in five 
province:; in Vietnam to prevent and reduce the risk of avian and pandemic inlluenza, and 
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is implemented by Abt Associates Inc. It is \vas preceded by the Capacity Building to 
Prevent and Control Avian Influenza in the Greater Mekong Sub~Reginn Initiative (AI 
Mekong Initiative) (2006~2009) which worked in Lao PDR and Vietnam, and was. abo 
implemented by Abt Associates Inc. 

13 
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Annex 1 

Avian and Pandemic Influenza Initiative in Vietnam: 
Updated Consultancy and Travel Schedule Oct. 2009- Sep. 2010 

(as of July 30, 2010) 

Traveler Destination Dates Summary of Activities 

Timothy 
United November 23, lrgens Return to Home of Record States 2009 • 

Project Director 

Jens Peter 
February 28 ~ • Two week orientation Hanoi, March 13,2010 

Tang Vietnam 
Dalsgaard April 4, 201 o • Fielding 

New Project 
Washington June 6-12,2010 COP orientation with Abt Headquarters Director • 

Susan 
Scribner Hanoi, October 9-13, 

Vietnam 2009 • Participate in Start-up and work-planning 
Portfolio 
Manager 

October 9-26, • Participate in Start-up and workplanning 
2009 

Hanoi, Feb 28- Mar 12, • Stakeholder analysis for Policy Vietnam 
2010 • Assist in handover issues with new PD 

Lara Hensley • Assist with any finalization of PMP revisions 

Technical • Assist with BCC training series and in 
Coordinator Hanoi, July 26 Aug 6, designing the next generation BCC 

Vietnam 2010 campaigns in provinces 

• Strategy development/Work·planninq 
Hanoi, September 15-

Assist with Design Workshops at provinces . Vietnam 30,2010 • 
• Work BCC team to create and deliver a 

workshop on behavior change concepts and 
principles for all APII staff, including AFAP 

December 14-18, staff that will be working on the proJect 
Hanoi, 2009 • Assist BCC team in designing an evaluation 

Stephen Vietnam plan and tools for the evaluation of the BCC 

Rahaim campaigns ongoing from previous project- AI 
Mekong and AI BCC. 

BCC Advisor • Assist in designing BCC campaign qualitative April 5-16, 2010 
assessment 

• Assist in designing the next generation BCC 
Hanoi, 

July 7-16, 2010 
campaigns 

Vietnam • Assist in technical integration and suategy 
development 

Jim Setzer 
November 30-

Hanoi, 
December 1 1, • Work with Tech Dir for Human Health to 

Surveillance 2009 develop and implement a sustainability plan 
Technical Vietnam 

January 18 30, for CBS 
Advisor 2010 
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Virginia 
Develop gender plan Lambert Hanoi, December 7 ·18, • 

Vietnam 2009 • Develop training for staff in gender awareness 
Gender • Conduct training 
Specialist 

January 19- • Supply Chain Risk Assessment, incl. field trip 
February 6. 2010 for rapid assessment 

Hanoi, • Finalize the Risk Assessment Tool 

Vietnam March 1-6, 201 0 • Brief with Abt staff on Risk Assessment Tool 

• Meet with new COP and Policy analysis 

May 5-15,2010 • Review GVN Bio-security Guidelines 
Teow Chong • Risk Assessment 
Yop • Supply Chain Risk Assessment findings and 
Veterinary July 5-15, 2010 interventions 
Technical • Technical WS on Supply chain risk reduction 
Advisor • National Dissemination WS on Risk 

Hanoi, 
July 26- Aug 6 

Assessment findings 
Vietnam • Develop and identify location for Bio security 

model 

Aug 23- Sept • WS for Risk Reduction at provincial level 

10,2010 • Training Curriculum for local authority in Risk 
Reduction 

• Participate in development of training for staff 
Kathryn Banke Hanoi, April 2010 in M&E 

M&E Specialist Vietnam • Participate in development of training for GVN 
partners in M&E 

Neil Boisen Hanoi, 
Aug. 22- Sept 6. • National Level BCC Training, training for 

BCC Specialist Vietnam 
2010 

journalists, and ToT for provincial partners 

John 
Holtzman January 31 -Feb 

Hanoi, 
Agriculture Vietnam 

11,2010 • Supply Chain Risk Assessment 

Supply Chain 
Specialist 

Susan Coffin • Adapt national guidelines for district and 
commune levels 

Infection Hanoi, • ToT training 
Control & Case Vietnam 

July 19-28, 2010 
• Comment and finalize the Infection Control 

Management and case management protocol for districts 
Advisor and commune level healthcare setting 

Ed Keturakis • Technical WS on Risk Reduction for Supply 
Hanoi, July 7-16, 2010 chain 

Private Sector Vietnam 
Specialist Sep 201 o • Analysis ot opportunities to partner with the 

~~:~=~=:ector along the supply chain and with 
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Ha Nguyen Hanoi, 
Vietnam July 28 ~ Sep 2, • Costing of project activities and replications 

Health 2010 
Economist 

Mursaleena Hanoi. Sep 5-18, 2010 • Preparation of APII's 1m pact on Health 

Islam Vietnam Systems Strengthening in Vietnam 

Health Systems 
Strengthening 
Spec1alist 
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Updated Work Plan for APII Year 1 (Oct 2009 ~ Sep 2010) 
-as of July 30,2010 

Code Activity Product 
Responsible Original Revised 

Remarks 
Staft(s) Timeline Timeline 

Pandemic PrefJBredness 
Avian Influenza Preoaredness and Resoonse Plans 

All of the following activities 

Develop Pandemic Preparedness December- will take place in collaboration 
PP1 

Plans 
TDHH 

September June Sep with H2P project cmmterparts 
1n Vietnam to avoid overlap 
and duplicatron 

Review Current Pandemic 
Srtuation 

PP1.1 
Preparedness Plans and Beg1n Gap 

Analysis 
TDHH/ December-

June· Sep 
Analysis in Hung Yen. Kien Grang VNRC March 
and Quanq Tn 

Report 

Plan for Simulation Exercises rn Ha Simulation TDHH/ May-
Suggest moving to year 2 as 

PP1.2 Year2 VNRC still busy with USAID· 
Nam and Quang Tri Plans VNRC September funded H2P proJect 

Provide input to revising and In collaboration with H2P 
project 

PP13 
modifying the National Strategic Plan 

TDHH 
December·· December· We will propose to the VNRC 

for Pandemic Response as September September that we contribute through 
appropriate and invited. their steering committee 

Coordination and Collaboration 

PP2.1 
Attain Extensions in Hung Yen and TDBCC/ October· Completed Can Tho to Continue BCC campaign DDPI' November 

Work with AED to Establish 

PP2.2 
Permission to Continue AI BCC TDBCCI October· 

Completed Campaigns in Quang Tri, Ha Nam DDPI November 
and Kien Giana 

PP2.3 Attain MOUs in Provinces DDPI' October· 
December 

+Send letters to PPCs introducing 
new project and requesting meeting PMHY/HM October 
to discuss MOU 

+ Meeting in Can Tho 
PMCT/KG 

November and TDHH 
+ Meeting in Hung Yen PMHY/HM November 
+ Draft MOU and continue 

PMCT/KG 
November· 

discussions with PPC in Can Tho December 

+ Draft MOU and continue 
PMHY/HM 

November-
discussions with PPC in Hung Yen December 

+Attain formal signature of MOU in PMCT/KG 
December Can Tho and TDHH 

+Attain formal signature of MOU in 
PMHY/HM 

November- November· 
Huna Yen December 
+ Meeting in Quang Tri TDHH November 

December 

+ Meeting in Ha Nam PMHY/HM November 
Meetino in Kien Giana PMCT/KG November 

+ Draft MOU and continue TDHH November· 
discussions with PPC in Quang Tri December 

1 of 15 
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-as of July 30,2010 

Code Activity Product 
Original Revised 

Remarks 
Timeline Timeline 

"~'Drat~~~~ PC 1
1
n Ha Nam 

>r-

+ Draft MOU and continue r -
rli< i with PPC in Kien Giang '"'v ""~ 

;uAtt~i~;1ormal' f MOU in 
TDHH 

r • 

~~ Na~ tormal' I MUU in if. r . 

~:~t~~:~rmal ' f MOU in r . 
c "'v r mu 

+ Submit provincial workplans to 
DDPI 

To ensure that there is no 

USAID for approval 
TBD , ~'~~or duplication of 

I I 

PP2.4 II Office in Can Tho November To hous~.:,roje_::.t Manager for 
Can I i Giang 

PP2.5 I 1 in Hanoi PO 

PP2.6 I in USAID API meetings PGM 
""' "" Ongoing 

PP2.7 TAG PCM ~:~;"'""'-
TBD (with 

key 

' and ~0t1~c~entify key COP TBD ~~;A" Lara I of (Abt 

Share draft Terms of Reference with 
i I TAG members and secur·e PCM 

r -
TBD 

their t to ' i 
l initial TAG I:J to 

I proJeCt. select priority 
PCM TBD issues for year 1, and establish 

I 

II lad hoc i 
PCM ·; - TBD 

I 

;~~~~be • ~~;~~d ·~;'" PCM "" II TBD 

I i PCM Juno TBD 
I I ;to' 

lissue;~,;·:~t""" '"""'""" PCM April -June TBD 

I U~M/ 

PP2.8 · c;\l u"'i'"""\"" in Working Groups IUMMl """'"" Ongoing 

+Review ToRs of Biosecurity, 
nfectiOn Control Working Groups 

~~~~/ '"'""'""'-
witll . ·~authorities, ~SP:. I 

' '" . I , I 

+ Renrr changes to IUAH/ ~"'""'""'-
as needed and accepted TDHH 

+~Me_e~ witl' UNICEF, ; and 
t-.li'I-H:::,-. to bra1nstorm ways to 

IU"\;~ ''"'"'"""- I done the reconvening of the BCC 
i 1 Grouo 

2 of 15 
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-as of July 30,2010 

Code Activity Product 
Responsible Original Revised 

Remarks 
Staft(s) Timeline Timeline 

Attended Nov, Jan, and Mar 
meetings. API I has been 
taking the lead to collect BCC 
materials and worked with 
PAHito upload in the website 
for wider reference_ However, 
the question of who and how 
to maintain this source Will be 
discussed in the next group 

+ Participate regularly in BCC 
meeting. From now on API I 
will take the lead in draft1ng the 

Working Group, provid1ng necessary TDBCC Ongoing Ongo1ng 
agenda to send to PAHI for and appropriate support 1nviting people. To date, there 
have been only been 
representatives from 
international organizations 
attending -we will an item on 
the agenda to address 
increasing local participation. 
We will proposal that Neil 
Boisen (BCC consultant), be a 
guesL 

Engage other API projects in All staff as November· PP2.9 Vietnam for collaboration and appropriate December Ongoing 
transition 
+ Engage with STOP AI project to TDAH November 

Ongoing transition actiVIties December 
+ Engage with AI BCC project to TDBCC November-

Completed 
transition activities December 
+ Engage with partners on GETS to TDAH Novcmbe1 · Ongoing 

determine role and activities December 

+ Meet with other API projects in 
Plan to follow-up on model 

country (lor example VAHIP) 
Ongoing Ongoing slaughterholiSO and market 

approaches 

3 of 15 
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-as of July 30,2010 

Code Activity Product 
Responsible Original Revised 

Remarks 
Staft(s) Timeline Timeline 

Vietnamese version for VN 
partners and English version 
for international partners 
See CC2.5 for Success Story 
submission 
A series of meetings have 
occurred since last December 

PSA on hold 
with both NAFEC and NCHCE 

Two to collaborate on the 
PP2.10 Create Quarterly API Update 

newsletters TDBCC January, for higher· 
Vietnamese newsletter, as well 

Newsletters for Partners 
quarterly 

April, July level 
as utilize their experience And 

approval 
build the capacity within their 
networks. Agreement has 
been reached with NCHCE 
and a consultant from NAFEC, 
but because both are quasi-
government approval is 
pend1ng from USAID before 
implementation. 

Participate in Profess1onal All staff as e.g. Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh 
PP2.11 Associations/Agency Meetings, 

appropriate 
ongoing Ongoing City Infection Control Societies 

Trainings, and Demonstration events 

Participate in International and 

PP2.12 Regional Conferences to All staff as 
ongoing Ongo1ng 

Dates and participants to be 
Disseminate and leverage Project appropriate identified on an ongoing basis 
Lessons Learned 

In consultation with USAID. 

PP2.13 Conduct activities in non-focus All staff as January- Ongoing Activities could relate to supply 
provinces as appropriate appropriate August chain, cross border. special 

studies, replication testing. 

Total Budget. $601,608 

Human Surveillance 
~~X.!Y .. W.arnina svstems for Human Surveillance 
HSU Develop sustainability plan for CBS December- December-

TDHH March March STTA o Jim Seizor (Abt HQ) 

+Consultation with stakeholders to Operations research/financial 
review and develop options to TDHH 

December- December- sustainability framework tor 
improve financial sustainability of March March CBS implementation in project 
CBS model(s) districts 

+ Develop methodologies for roll out 
of CBS model to test/assess impact 

TDHH December· December-
of new design on financial March March 
sustainabilitv 
National workshop to introduce the 
APII CBS approach to national and TDHH January January STTA o Jim Setzer (Abt HQ) 
provincial audiences. 

4 of 15 
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-as of July 30,2010 

Code Activity Product 
Responsible Original Revised 

Remarks 
Staft(s) Timeline Timeline 

Continue to Implement CBS Model in 
January April 

HS1.2 the Current District and Commune in DO PI 
Can Tho and Hung Yen September September 

+ Maintain monthly meeting and PMCT/KG 
December· April • and 

reporting mechanism PMHN/HY September September 

+ Continue monitoring and support 
PMCT/KG 

December" April ~ 
and 

for CBS networks 
PMHN/HY 

September September 

+ Evaluate model to inform future DDPI and December· 
August STTA ~ Jrm Setzer IAbt HQ) 

roll out TDHH Seotember 
Replicate Model in 2 More Districts DDPI and Novembet·- November-

HS1.3 Per Province in Can Tho and Hung TDHH September September 
Yen 
··~··R·evfe·w··p·re·v;ou·s··actiVItl·es··an·cr· "D"CfPTan·;:r·· 

November November STTA ""Jim Setzer (Abt HQ) 
lan for roll out of new networks TDHH 

+ Provide ongoing technical 
DDPI, TDHH 

mentoring and oversight for the 
and TM 

March April 
current local trainers 

+ Roll out training for CBS networks TM April • May April- May 

+Provide the surveillance materials 
Surveillanc 

TDHH April June 
e toolkits 

+ Launch the model 
DDPI, TDHH 

May June 
andTM 

+ Monitor and support new CBS PQHH May· May-
networks SePtember September 

HS1.4 
Introduce CBS Model to Quang Tri. DDPI and January- January· 
Ha Nam, and Kien Giana TDHH Seotember Seotember 
+Assess the current SUIVeillance A Key 
systems: existing surveillance Findings TDHH January January 
elements and their caoacitv Reoort 
+Conduct ToT training (adapted as 

Training 
necessary) for the provincial health TM March January 
and animal health staff 

package 

+ Roll out training for human and 
March -

animal health collaborators, private TM 
June 

May- June 
sector, and key 1nformants 

+Provide the surveillance materials 
Surveillanc 

TDHH June June 
e toolkits 

+Introduction and launch CBS to the 
DDPI!TDHH June July 

provinces and communes 
+Implement, monitor and provide 

June- June-
ongoing support for surveillance and TDHH 

September September 
collaborator network activities 
Total Budget: $166,254 

Human Res onse 

5 of 15 
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Code Activity Product 
Responsible Original Revised 

Remarks 
Staft(s) Timeline Timeline 

Case 

Review and Share the Expenences 
Manage~ Lessons from AI Mekong 
men! and November- Initiative 

HR3.1 and Lessons Learned in Hung Yon 
Infection TDHH December November Bach Mai Hospital invited to 

and Can Tho 
Control participate 
Briefs 

+ Conduct workshop on experiences Workshop audience: national 
and lessons learned at TDHH November November stakeholders 
Dissemination Meeting in Hanoi 

Conduct Forrnative Research/Needs STTA Dr. Susan Coffin 

HR3.2 
Assessment of Infection Control and 

TDHH 
December- ,June- July 

(include evaluation of training 
Case Management in Quang Tri, Ha February model used in Hung Yen and 
Narn and Kien Giang Can Tho) 

Standardize Protocols and Train1ng 
Standard-

Activit1es subcontracted with 

HR3.3 on Infection Control and Case , d TDHH 
December- May- Infection Control societies 

Management Activities at District and 
120

1 1 
May September Protocols to be based on the 

Commune Levels pro oco s National Decree 

+Adapt the updated nat1onal December, July 
guidelines for district and commune TDHH 

January August 
STTA =Dr. Susan Coffin 

levels 
+ Consult with WHO and MoH on 

TDHH 
December- July-

guideline adaptation January August 
Revised 
Infection 

+ Adapt'revise both infection control 
Control 
and Case February- May-

and case management training 
Manage-

TDHH 
March August 

materials 
mont 
Training 
Matenals 

+ Hold planning meetings to 
introduce infection control and case 

TDHH 
February-

May- June 
management activities to new March 
provinces 
+ Conductlnq ToT traininq TM March July 

Trainings will occur in all 
+ Roll out tra1ning for health workers 

July-
Provinces. In Hung Yen and 

from commune and district health TM March May 
September 

Can Tho the tlainings w111 
settings occur only in new project 

districts, 

Introduce Infection Control and Case Activit1es subcontracted with 

HR3.4 
Management Activities at District and DO PI 

May- July· Infection Control Societies 
Commune Health Settings basad on September September ActivitieS will take place in all 
standardized protocols live provinces 

+Provide TA to hospitals to Providing direct support to 
establish inlect1on control DDPI and 

May- June June· July 
district level hospitals to do 

administrative bodies, assurance TDHH this based on the new 
teams and networks protocols 
+ Monitor and support 
implementation of infection control TDHH July August Based on the new protocol 
and case manaQement 

6 of 15 
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Code Activity Product 
Responsible Original Revised 

Remarks 
Staft(s) Timeline Timeline 

+ Continued monitoring and 
POHH 

August- August-
mentoring implementation September September 
+ Provide communication and basic 

POHH July 
July-

Using existing materials 
infectiOn control materials Auaust 

I 
Total Budget. 249,787 

f Survei •nee 

ASU ~~ ~torL"ti 
TDHH March 

r • 
March STTA "Jim Setzer (Abt HQ) 

+Consultation with stakeholders to 
researchlfi nancial 

review and develop options to December-
TDHH 

March 
i iii framework for CBSv

1
v, financial sustainability of March 

CBS implementation in project 
model(s) 

I 

+ 1 ; tor roll out 
o! CBS model to test/assess impact 

TDHH 
December-

of no~ dos.ign on financial March March 
I I 

+I ' model to inform future ~~~~and Yr2 01 STTA- Jim Setzer (Abt HQ) 
roll out 

i llo i ,rhe 
API I CBS approach to national and TDHH Yr2 01 STTA ""J1rn Setzer (Abt HQ) 

i i I I 

AS1.2 
i to Implement CBS Model in 

DO PI 
.l,nn April 

the Current District and Commune in 
September 

Can Tho and Hung Yon 

Maintain monthly meeting and a;'~v ""u April -

•e i, •u mechanism •e I September 

Continue monitoring and support ::" 1/K'-' ' April· 
for CBS networks September 

/HY 

AS1.3 
'Model in 2 _1o1ore u1strre1s 

~g~~ and ""'""'"'r- November· 
Per Province 1n Can Tho and Hung 

September 
Yerr 

p~a~01~1~~1·1 out' of new i 
1 1 1 

and ~~~~and ,., November STTA Jim Setzer (Abt HQ) 

I "\1~ l,.tl I I DDPI, TDHH 
Macch April '.'hl and oversight for the 

and TM t lo-cal trainers 

Roll out training for CBS networks TM April • May April· May 

Provide tho surveillance materials 
e toolkits 

IUMM April June 

Launct1 tho model ~~~:~~DHH May June 

+ i rand'"""' new CBS 
POHH ':'ay • May-

AS14 Ha Nam.' a~~~~~d~:~~00uang Tri. 
DDPI and ·I· 
TDHH 
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Code Activity Product 
Responsible Original Revised 

Remarks 
Staft(s) Timeline Timeline 

+Assess the current surveillance A Key 
systems: existing surveillance Findings TDHH January January 
elements and their capacity Report 
+Conduct ToT training (adapted as 

Training 
necessary) for the provincial health 

package 
TM March January 

and animal health staff 
+ Roll out training for human and 

March • animal health collaborators, private TM 
June 

May- June 
sector, and key informants 

+Provide the SlJrveillance materials 
Surveillanc 

TDHH June June 
e toolkits 

+Introduction and launch CBS to the DDPI/TDHH June July 
provinces and communes 

+Implement, monitor and provide 
June· June· 

ongoing support for surveillance and TDHH 
September September 

collaborator network activities 
Total Budget: $179,572 

Animal Response 
Animal resDonse efforts 

Training 
Activity delayed due to the 

Implement Participatory Training Need 
November· AFAP Sub-contractor aproval; 

AR21 Needs Assessment of AHW 5 Assess- TDAH I AFAP Mar-May 
Provinces and Refine as Needed ment 

January TNA report available early 

Reoort June 201 O; 

AR2.2 Roll Out Model in 5 Provinces TDAH 
April • 

Apr· Sop 
September 

+Curriculum developed and agreed TDAH I AFAP February-
Jun ·· Jul 

Activity delayed due to the 
upon with DAH/ sub·DAH April AFAP Sub-contractor aproval 

February-
Activity delayed due to the 

+ToT training course AFAP Jul ·Aug AFAP Sub-contractor aproval 
April 

and staffing problems; 

+ Refresher training for commune 
AFAP 

April-
Jun · Sep 

Districts to be determined with 
level AHW at the district Seotember Province. 

Updated 

+Support AHWs and network by 
AHW 
logbook April-

monthly meetings and material 
and small 

AFAP 
September 

Jun- Sop Lead "' AFAP sub-contractor 
including the AHW Toolkits 

animal tool 
kit(1200) 

Lead ""AFAP sub-contractor 

+ Develop and launch AHW 
Additional partners could 

Trainings in collaboration with TDAHI AFAP April • 
Jun ·Sop 

Include NAFEC. Can Tho 
September University, Hanoi Agriculture 

implementing partners 
University, Veterinary 
Association 

8 of 15 
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Responsible Original Revised 
Remarks Code Activity Product 

Staft(s) Timeline Timeline 

Include Veterinary Association in 
AHW Network Development and 

TDAH, Vet January~ January- Subcontract with Vietnam 
AR2.3 prepare them to undertake follow-up 

Association September September Veterinary Association trainings at commune and district 
level 
+Assist the Vet. Assoc. to expand 

January- January Additional 3 provinces will be 
their networks in Hung Yen and Can TDAH September September addr·essed rn year 2. 
Tho 

Activrty delayed a month due January, 
+Cost Share training of AHWs 

TDAH April and Apr- Sep to PRRS disease situation in 
through the Vet. Assoc. Julv Huna Yen oravince. 
Conduct Technical Workshop at 

TDAH 
,J;muary- .Janumy-

As needed AR2.4 
District and Province Level Seotember September 

In collaboration with DAH and 
Policy Dialogue for Certification of January-

May· Jun 
SDAH 

AR2.5 TDAH 
September Possible implementation with AHW /Paravet 

RUDEC 
STTA Ed Keturakis to 

+ AHW service and Pnvate Sector 
TDAH TBD Aug· Sep replace Francoise; act1vity 

service analysis I an ned for Sep 2010. 

November· 
Delays in approval to 

Develop the AEW Capacity Model 
TDAH/ AFAP June subcontract with AFAP AR2.6 

and roll outlhe model 111 5 Provinces Seplernber 
delayed these activities. 

+Implement participatory training 
Training 
Needs 

November· needs assessment of AEW and 
Assess- TDAH/ AFAP Mar- May TNA report available 

identify the model in collaboration 
ment 

January 
with AHW model Reoort 

February-
Jul ·Aug 

In combination with AHW TOT 
+ToT training course AFAP 

April training by AFAP. 

February-
Training will include BCC 

+ Curnculum developed and agreed 
TDAH I AFAP Apr- May components, and inputs from 

upon with NAFEC and sub·AFEC April the TDBCC and POBCC 

+ Develop and launch AEW 
April • 

Yr 2 
Postponed due to AFAP 

trainings in collaboration with 
Seplernber staffing ditricullites. 

implementinq partners 
April· Posponed due to AFAP + Refresher training for commune 

AFAP 
sEmtember 

Yr 2 
staffina difficultites. level AEW at the district. 

TBD· 
Provide AHW/AEW Technical 

following 
Feb· Sop 

Provision of an information 
AR2.7 Documents and Subscnption to TDAH MOU desk at the District Station. 

Technical Journals 
sin natures 

Biosecuritv I 
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Responsible Original Revised 

Remarks 
Staft(s) Timeline Timeline 

Within Vtetnam -government 
and provincial staff involved in 
model design and policy 

AR3.1 Study Tours to Biosecurity Pilot Sites POBAH April -June Aug- Sep development, and will be 
implemented in consultation 
with DLP, following the 
Dissemination Workshop in 
July, 

Conduct Supply Chain Risk 
STTA"" Henry Yap 

AR3.2 Assessment and review pilot TDAH December-
Mar· June (international consutlanl) and 

biosecut·ity model lor farms and February John Holtzman (Abt HQ) 
hatcheries and identify intervention 

AR33 Risk Reduction Training for Sector 3 TDAH March • In selected districts within all5 
Farmers ,lune rovmces 
+ review and rev1se ex1st1ng tra1ning TDAH February· Aug- Sep On-going; f1nal product 
modules April expected end of Auq; 

+conduct training of farmers TM May- June Yr 2 
Training rescheduled based on 
finalization of the curriculum. 

Risk Reduction Training for 
March -

stakeholders at hatcheries. POBAH 
June 

May- Jul 
slaughterhouses and markets 
+ Review and revise existing TDAH February- Apr Jul 

traininq modules April 

+Conduct training TM May- June Aug- Sep 
VVA In consultation with 
SDAH 

Biosecurity Improvement Model for 
Lengthy subcontract 

AR3.4 Sector 3 Farmers, Hatcheries. TDAH December~ 
May- Sep 

preparation process with 
September DEEFS; now awaiting higher 

Slaughterhouses. and Markets 
level approval 

+Review. revise and maintain 
December· 

STTA ~ TBD 
established model village in Hullg TDAH 

August 
May-June Subcontract with DEEFS for 

Yen maintenance activities 
STTA ... Dr. Henry Yap and 

+ Develop biosecurity gu1delines for POBAH March- July Aug- Sep 
local consultants; delayed due 

hatcheries in collaboration with FAO to the posponement of Risk 
Assessment. 

+ Review government regulat1ons 
Biosecurity 
and 

and develop biosecurity/biosafety 
Biosafety TDAH March May July Aug 

STTA Dr. Henry Yap and 
guidelines for small - medium scale 

Guideline 
local consultants 

slaughterhouse and markets Dral1) 

+ Develop biosecurity tra1ning 
STTA Dr. Henry Yap and 
local consultants; delayed due 

curriculum for slaughterers and TDAH April "June May· Sep 
to the posponement of Risk 

market vendors 
Assessment. 

+ In partnership with local STTA- Dr. Henry Yap and 
authorities determine the pilot model TDAH June- July July- Sep 

local consultants; delayed due 
sites and the mechanism for to the posponemenl of Risk 
i rnol eme n tation. Assessment. 

AR45 Supply Chain Strengthening and TDAH January· 
Apr-Sep 

Certification September 
+ Identify the pilot supply chain TDAH January· 

Apr -May 
Subcontract with RUDEC for 

nodes and location to aooroach Februarv imolementalion 
lU 0 1::> 
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Annex 2 

Updated Work Plan for APII Year 1 (Oct 2009 ~ Sep 2010) 
-as of July 30,2010 

Code Activity Product 
Responsible Original Revised 

Remarks 
Staft(s) Timeline Timeline 

+ Discussion with province's and 
TDAH 

January· 
Apr- May 

Subcontract with RUDEC lor 
select February implementation 

Risk assessment and 
Certificatio dissemination worskhop 

+ Develop certification process n Process POBAH March- May Yr 2 required for this activity, so it 
(Draft) was postponed while these are 

beina completed. 
SOP and 

Not ready yet to implement 
training 

+ Design SOPs and training 
document POBAH March· May Yr 2 due to the Risk Assessment 

Draft) 
delay. 

Not ready yet to implement 
+ Pilot certification system PQBAH May· June Yr 2 due to the Risk Assessment 

delay. 

+Organize training of 
Not ready yet to implement 

PO BAH June- July Yr 2 due to the Risk Assessment 
processors/producers 

delay. 

+ Develop a monitoring system to May 
Not ready yet to implement 

POBAH Yr 2 due to the Risk Assessment 
tmck and enforce certification August delay. 

+ Host workshop on lesson learned August~ 
Not ready yet to implement 

POBAH Yr 2 due to the Risk Assessment 
from pilot certification sites September delay. 
Total Budget. ######### 

Cross Cuttina 
Behavior Chanae Communication 

ccu Continue Existing BCC Campaigns TDBCC November- Nov-March 
untiiTet January 
+ Resume implementation of BCC 

campaign launched under AI TDBCC November-
Nov-March Mekong Initiative for pre-Tet period January 

in Can Tho and Hung Yen 

+Take over implementation of AI- December- Exact timing to be determined 
BCC communications activities in Ha TDBCC 

January 
Completed with AED during transition 

Nam, Quang Tri and Kien Giang discussions 

Evaluate Pre-Tel Campaign and 
Conduct Situation Analysis of Situation January- STT A =Stephen Rahaim (Abt CCt.2 existing API research sludies, Analysis TDBCC 

March 
April-June 

HQ) 
communication strategies, training Report 
!:IJQ9.~).~§L~.~~§~9.~.§ .. ~.~9 .. !:1J!:W~~\~l~L. 
+ Develop framework for guiding TDBCC January April analysis 

+ Review recent KAP done by other TDBCC February April-May 
USAID projects the five provinces 

After meeting with USAID in 

+ Multi-day workshop to introduce Dec 2009, a BCC assessment 

the review and analysis process TDBCC March Cancelled strategy developed and 
submitted, omitting this 
workshop 

11of15 
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Updated Work Plan for APII Year 1 (Oct 2009 ~ Sep 2010) 
-as of July 30,2010 

Code Activity Product 
Responsible Original Revised 

Remarks 
Staft(s) Timeline Timeline 

+Conduct qualitative rev1ew of all 
materials used during pre"Tet TDBCC March April ·June 
communication campaign to assess 
aos 

Conduct assessment of existing Delayed due to lengthy sub-ccu provincial level communications TDBCC January Aug-Sep 
lans in focus provinces 

contracting processes 

STTA"' Neil Boisen 

February- (international consultant). 
CC1.5 National Level BCC Training TDBCC August July· Aug Delayed due to consultant 

availability and then delayed 
consultant agreement process. 

+Conduct training needs Training will be focused on 
assessment for National Level BCC raising awareness and 
trainings (NAFEC, CEC, Women's TDBCC February July- Aug understanding of key BCC 
Union, Vietnamese Red Cross. concepts. Delayed due to 
Farmer Association) consultant availability. 
+ Develop and produce national TDBCC March July- Aug 

delayed due to Neil Boisen's 
level sec training module availability on scope of work 

STTA"' Neil Bo1sen 
+Conduct National Level BCC TDBCC March and 

Aug-Sep 
(international consultant). 

training July Delayed due to consultant 
availability. 

+ Evaluate National Level BCC TDBCC April and 
Aug-Sep 

Will be done during the 
Train ina Auaust trainlna. 

ToT for Province Level Trainers In 
Train1ng will include gender 

CC1.4 
BCC Skills 

TDBCC March Aug strategy. 
STTA =Neil Boisen 

Delayed due to lengthy sub-
CC1.6 Provincial Level BCC trainings TDBCC Aptil May September contracting processes, and tho 

delav of CC1.4 
+Support trained district level Trainers implementing 

trainers in preparation for Provincial TDBCC April September trainings, lrained in ToT for 
based traininqs in BCC district level trainers 
+ Produce and provide training 
materials for provincial based TDBCC April September 
traininQs 
+Attend and monitor trainings, and 

analyze training evaluations (pre- TDBCC April-May September 
post tests. training reports, 
evaluations) 

STTA ""Stephen Rahaim (Abt 
Conduct Formative Research to HQ). Delayed due to the 

CC17 Inform Design of Next BCC July· Sept development of an integrated 
Campaigns risk reduction approach along 

supply chain. 

+ Review quantitative data from AI TDBCC April July 
Mekonq and AI BCC surveys. 

12of15 
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Updated Work Plan for APII Year 1 (Oct 2009 ~ Sep 2010) 
-as of July 30,2010 

Code Activity Product 
Responsible Original Revised 

Remarks 
Staft(s) Timeline Timeline 

+Analyze data collected through As a part of CC1.2, will be 
situation analysis, pre~Tet 

TDBCC May·June July 
included in the desk review 

evaluations. KAPs, baselines and part of the final assessment 
audience sea mentation. reoort 

Delayed due to the 

+Convene workshop to design BCC 
development of an integrated 

campaign. 
TDBCC May September risk reduction approach along 

supply chain, to which BCC 
campaign should be bound in 

Develop Next Generation Campaign 
STTA "'Stephen Rahaim (Abt 

CC1.8 
Materials 

TDBCC September HO). Delayed due to the delay 
1n CC1 ]. 

+ Establish subcontract with 
Materials could include 

marketing agency to develop and TDBCC June/July September radiorTV spots. drama scripts. 

print materials posters. flip chart, booklets 
etc. 

+ Pre· test the materials with target TDBCC August September 
audiences in each orov1nce 

Commun· 

+ Redesign materials as necessary ications TDBCC August September 
Matenals 
for API 

+ Develop press and media 
Kit TDBCC Aug/Septem 

September relations kit ber 

Launch Next Generation 
STTA =Lara Hensley (Abt 

CC1.9 
Communication Campaign 

TDBCC Y2 HQ). Delayed due tile delay in 
CC.1.8 

+ Reproduce new campaign 
TDBCC September Y2 

Delayed due the delayed 
materials CC.1.8 
+ Cr)ndur;t refresher trainings witt1 Delayed due the delayed 

Trained trainers in new campaign TDBCC September Y2 
strateaies 

CC.1.8 

Other Cross Cutting 
CC2.1 Develop Gender Strateov PD December December 

+ Develop and finalize Gender Gender PD December December 
STTA- Virginia Lambert 

Strategy and Plan Strategy consultant} 
+ Develop curricula based on 

STTA "'Virginia Lambert gender strategy with International PD December December (consultant) 
consultant 
+ Host training In Hanoi office with PD December December 

STTA- Virginia Lambert 
senior slaff. consultant) 

Generic training for all partners 

CC22 ToT to build training capacity TM November~ 
Jun · Jul 

in adult learning and other 
January training skills rather than 

technical areas 
+ Develop list of tra1nees and send TM November Jul Aug 

In combination with AR2.2 and 
out invitations 2.6 

+ Revise curricula TM November· Jun- Jul 
December 

+ Host training in Hanoi TM January .Jul- Aug In combination with AR2.2 and 
2.6 
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Updated Work Plan for APII Year 1 (Oct 2009 ~ Sep 2010) 
-as of July 30,2010 

Code Activity Product 
Responsible Original Revised 

Remarks 
Staft(s) Timeline Timeline 

Environ-

CC2.3 
Develop Environmental Compliance mental 

PD November November 
STTA "'Carey Yeager (Abt 

Plan Comp- HQ) 
liance Plan 

Monitor Performance and Quality of November-
STTA- Kathryn Banke (Abt 

CC2.4 TDHH On-going HQ) and virtual TA"' Lara 
ProJect Implementation September 

Henslev IAbt HOI 

Approved Draft submitted in November, 
+Submit final PMP for Approval TDHH November April revisions were dependent on PMP 

finalization of USAID PMP. 

+ Continue to collect data for MEM ongoing Ongoing performance monitoring as required 

+Conduct an internal training Review PMP 
Subcontractors included in 

workshop on data collection MEM December April workshop practices, reporting requirements 
Delayed so that we could also 

and quality assurance. train on USAID PMP 

+ Educate government partners and 
STTA- Kathryn Banke (Abt 

December- HQ) 
other stakeholders on PPI and M&E PDHH 

January 
April 

Delayed so that we could also processes train on USAID PMP 

+ National Level workshop on M&E 
Co-host with F AO 

PDHH December April Delayed so that we could also processes in Hanoi 
train on USAID PMP 

+ National Level M&E training with Co-host with FAO 
key stakeholders and counterparts in MEM January April Delayed so that we could also 
Hanoi trwn on USAID PMP 

STT A "'Abt Mursaleena Islam, 
HSS Specialist (Abt HQ) 

Develop paper on Health Systems 
Delayed due to consultant 

Concept availability and staff time to 
CC2.5 Strengthening as related to AI Paper TDHH May September work with consultant. 

interventions 
Report will include analysis of 
how API I interventions will 
feed into exist GVN systems 

virtual TA = Lara Hensley (Abl 
HQ) 
See PP2,10 for Partner 

Submit Success Stories, Press Newsletter 

CC2.6 Releases andtor ot11er external Success TDBCC May and August- Success stories have been 

relations materials 
Stories August September 1nclud€d in quarterly reports in 

addition to weekly success to 
USAID. A Press Release on 
project inception was 
developed in November 2009. 

CC2.7 
Submit Semi annual Performance 

TDHH/PD March and Apnl virtual TA- Lara Hensley (Abt 
Manaqement Report September HQI 

CC2.8 
Submit Quarterly Performance 

TDHH!PD January and January. 
Report July July 

14of15 
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Updated Work Plan for APII Year 1 (Oct 2009 ~ Sep 2010) 
-as of July 30,2010 

Code Activity 

CC2.9 Submit Quarterly Financial Report 

CC2.10 SIJbmit Annual Workplan for Year 2 

i fgr_§Q.O.tJ.~LK~.Y; __ 
ProJeCt Director· PD 
Tech. Director Human Health "TDHH 
Tech. Director An1mal Health- TDAH 
Tech. Director BCC TDBCC 

Product 

Deputy Dir. for Provincial Implementation - DDPI 
Deputy Dir. for Finance and Administration · DDFA 
Proj. Officer for Biosecurity and AHW Capacity· PO BAH 
Training Manager- TM 
M&E Manager· MEM 
Proj. Officer for CBS and Human Health - POHH 
Proj. Manager BCC · PMBCC 
Partner Coordination Manager- PCM 

Responsible 
Staft(s) 

DDFA 

PO 

Proj. Manager for each reg1on • PMQT, PMHN/HY. PMCT/KG 

Note- Tet is Feb 14,2010 

Original 
Timeline 

January, 
April, July 

August 

Revised 
Timeline 

January, 
Apnl, July 

August 

Annex 2 

Remarks 

STT A - Lara Hensley (Abt 
HQI 
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USAID VIETNAM 
FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE 

USAID Avian and Pandemic Influenza Initiative 

Photo by Richard Nyberg, USAIO 

For further information, conract: 

USAID V1etnam 

Olf1ce of Health 
Tel: (84-4) 3935-1260 
bJ!P./iYL'i!.!D.~ffi.JL$.~1\t.JIPY 

USAID Avian and Pandemic 
Influenza Initiative (USAID/APII) 

Implemented by Abt Associates 
Inc. 

2"~ Floor, 72 XliUil Dieu street, 
Tay Ho district, Hanoi 

Tel: (84-4) 3719 31 39 

Fax: (84·41 3718 25 31 

The USAID Avian and Pandemic Influenza Initiative (October 2009- September 
2013) strengthens the capacity of the Government of Vietnam and 1IS 
counterparts to 1denl1fy, prevent, and control outbreaks of av1an Influenza and 
other emergmg mtect1ous and zoonotiC d1seases 111 an1mals and humans 
Implemented by Abt Associates, the prOJect act1vities began in the focus 
provinces of Can Tho, Ha Nam, Hung Yen, Kien Giang, and Quang TrL The 
locus has expanded along poultry supply and value chains into other provinces 
for wider regional effects. Collaborating closely with the Food and Agriculture 
Organization and World Health Organization (WHO) of the United Nations and 
the Partnership on Avian and Human Influenza in Vietnam. the project leverages 
Village, commune. district, and provincial expenences and outcomes to provide 
evidence for planners and policy makers. By sharing lessons learned and 
advocating for wider adopt1on of innovat1ve approaches, the proJ8clsupports 
Vietnamese authorities and pattners in adopting and scaling wp models in the 
following areas: 

Animal Health Worker Capacity Building: Based on the manwal tor 
veterinarians isswed by the Department of Animal Health in 2010, the project 
has developed a capacity bu1lding package tor grassroots an1mal health 
workers, serving both public and private agents. In addition to its replication to 
Moe Chau farm in Son La and N1nh Binh provinces, the package has been 
promoted for wider adoption through the public animal health sysiem and 
through private associations. 

Agricultural Extension Worker Capacity Building: The traming package ior 
improved biosecurity among small commercial powltry producers was recently 
completed. With An Giang and Can Tho provincial agricultwral and extension 
centers to integrate into their annwal training plan in 2012, the project continue to 
support several prov1nces want1ng to adopt and roll out the package through the 
public extens1on system, notably in/around the Mek.ong Delta. 

Poultry Supply Chain Strengthening & Risk Reduction: Together with FAO. 
the project has identified key supply chain nodes for risk reduction and 
development of repl1cable demonstrat1on models. Upgrades of the poultry 
sections in Dong Ha central market (Quang Tril and a commune market in Ha 
Nam have been undertal\e11, and slaughterhouse upgrades were 1mplemented 
though public-private-partnerships in Quang Tri and Can Tho. Ve•erinary 
Inspectors and private stakeholders (traders, slaughterers, and vendors) were 
trained and targeted for improved behaviors on bio-security and food safety. 
The demonstratiOn models are now belllg used to educate other partners in 
V1etnam on mak1ng s1milar upgrades in other locations 

Community•Based Surveillance (CBS): The CBS-model has already been 
instrumental1n the eal'ly detection and control of HPAI outbreal\s in Quang Tri 
province, and will be promoted for wider adoption through provinc1al, regional 
and national events. The model covers both human and animal tloalth sectors. 

Infection Control/Case Management (ICiCM): A refined a training package and 
strengthening approach for distnct level Implementation of Circular 18 bas been 
introduced into eight district hospitals and in June 2012 the Ministry of Health 
adopted the traming materials. The prOJeCt is supporting the Ministry of Health 
to roll out trammg nationwide 

Pandemic Preparedness Plans {PPP): In partners~1ip w1th Vietnam Red Cross, 
the project supported Kien Giang to develop their PPP and is promoting this 
PPP model tor wider adoption elsewhere. The PPP work is coordinated with 
WHO and other international partners. 

Beh;:wior Change Communication {BCC): BCC is Integrated mto all the above
mentioned 1nnovatior1s. The project Implemented a transition strategy enabling 
selected provinces to plan and carry out their own twture BCC campaigns and 
BCC interventions. The project is working w1th Vietnam Farmer's Union to 
integrate a BCC training model into their vocational training and to replicate to 
other Northern Central provinces mcluding Ha Tinh, Hue, and Quang Bin h. 

Apri/2013 
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TERMINAL PROJECT REPORT 
Project Code & Title: 00064004 - Support to Knowledge Management and 
Policy Dialogue through the Partnership on Avian and Pandemic Influenza 

(KMP-API) 

1. General Information 

1.1. General information on the project 

Title and code of the project (in Vietnamese): Hii trq Quan tri Tri thlic va 
86i tho11i Chinh sitch thong qua 86i tac PhOng ch6ng Cum Gia dim va Cum 
iJ NguiJi (KMP-API) I Award]!): 00064004 I Project]!): 80865 
Title and code of the project (in English): Support to Knowledge 
Management and Policy !)ialogue through the Partnership on A vi an and 
Pandemic Influenza (KMP-AP!)/ Award ID: 00064004 I Project ID: 80865 
Programme/ project location(s): HaNoi, Ho Chi Minh, Can Tho, Hue, Lang 
Son. 
!)onor(s): United Nation !)evelopment Program (UNDP) through the 
funding source of USAID 
National Implementing Pat1ner: International coordination Depat1ment, 
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development 
Project Owner: Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development 
Duration: May 2012- September 2013 
Investment Decision: No.li37/Q!)-BNN-HTQT, dated 18th May 2012 
Funding sources: 314,285 US!), including: 
+Total grant ODA: 300,000 US!) 
+Counterpart funding: 300,000,000 VN!) (~US!) 14,285) 

1.2, Project description 

• Avian influenza viruses of the H5NI subtype emerged as a serious cause of 
disease in poultry and humans in Viet Nam in late 2003. Following on from 
the previous National Integrated Operational Program for Avian and Human 
Influenza (OPI), 2006-2010, the Government of Viet Nam, represented by 
the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD) and the 
Ministry of Health (MOH), has worked closely with international partners to 
develop the new Integrated National Operational Program on A vi an 
Influenza, Pandemic Preparedness and Emerging Infectious !)iseases 
(AIPED), 2011-2015. The AIPED 2011-15, approved by the National 
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Steering Committee for Avian Influenza Control and Prevention under the 
Decision No. 2735/QD-BNN-HTQT dated on 08/11/2011. AIPED was built 
on the OPT and expanding the focus of capacity-building to apply a One 
Health approach to avian influenza and other emerging diseases in animals 
and human 

• The period of the project was expected to be a significant transition period 
for the avian and pandemic influenza (API) work in VietNam. Moving from 
the OPJ 2006-2010 to AIPED 2011-2015 represents a key step in the 
consolidation and institutionalization of API activities, applying lessons and 
models from the previous period to the continuing challenge of HPAI in the 
country. Low risk perception, limited incentives for repm1ing disease 
outbreaks and competing demands coupled with the transition away from 
mass subsidized poultry vaccination represent the most significant change in 
the national context and control strategy since 2005, and require an 
important set of accompanying actions to manage disease risks and collect 
and analyze data to assess the ongoing impact of this transition. 

• Results are becoming available through 2011 and early 2012 trom a range of 
USAID and other applied research activities and piloting of models across a 
range of areas within the national API response. There has been a significant 
investment in these activities, responding to requests from national decision
makers and senior technical experts for a strengthened evidence-base and 
elaboration of options for national activities. A key focus for the project 
period was to support and ensure that these lessons are captured and shared 
in practical, accessible and appropriate ways with decision-makers, experts 
and other key stakeholders. 

• The AIPED 2011-2015 calls for a range of related review activities for API 
coordination mechanisms of the overall national response, drawing on the 
lessons from the response to-date to HPAI as well as SARS and pandemic 
(HlNl) 2009 and considering how these (emergency) mechanisms could be 
strengthened and potentially restructured for a sustainable approach to 
national coordination of API and similar diseases. 

• The period covered by the project also marks a key point in the ongoing 
practical transition for both national authorities and international donors 
from emergency resources to recurrent financing and longer-term capacity 
building activities on API. At the national level, the Partnership is expected 
to play a key role in considering the implications of this transition, with a 
focus on identifying national capacity to sustain and mainstream essential 
activities and on prioritizing activities and mobilizing local resources- both 
government and private sector in the context of diminishing intemational 
resources. This transition will require mainstreaming of API activities where 
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possible into existing institutions and activities, while also advocating where 
appropriate for the development of new ongoing national activities and areas 
for new or enhanced international assistance, for example applying lessons 
to date to API and other emerging zoonotic infectious disease risks in 
livestock and wildlife diseases. 

• According to the initial proposal developed by UNDP together with the 
national counterpart, this project was expected to commence in October 
2011, following on from the Government of VietNam/United Nations Joint 
Programme on Avian Influenza. The Grant Aid agreement between USAID 
and UNDP for the KMP-PAHI project was signed on December 30. 2011. 

• Following the signing of the Grant Aid agreement, UNDP took steps to carry 
out inception of the project according to the requirements of UNDP and the 
Government of Viet Nam, as outlined in the Vietnam-United Nations 
Harmonized Project and Programme Management Guidelines (HPPMG) and 
in line with the One Plan between the Government of Vietnam and the 
United Nations for the period 2012-2016. The Government of Viet Nam 
officially approved the project on May 19, 2012. 

1.3 Project objectives and scope 

Expected One Plan III Outcome: 
Outcome 2.2: By 2016, increased quality and effective management of a 
comprehensive national health system, including health promotion and health 
protection, with a focus on ensuring more equitable access for the most vulnerable 
and disadvantaged groups 

Expected Oue Plan III Output: 
Output 2.2.1: Policy advice and technical support provided to strengthen the 
building blocks of human and animal health systems, including information 
systems and the generation of evidence, at national and sub-national levels 

Based on Expected One Plan III Outcome and output, this project will provide 
support for launching the AIPED, 2011-20 IS and will play a lead role in Avian and 
Pandemic Influenza (API) knowledge management and policy dialogue between 
national and international partners and their activities within the framework of 
AIPED, through the Partnership on Avian and Human Influenza (PAHI). The 
Project will be comprised of three intenelated objectives: 

I. Launching and inception of the AlP ED 2011-2015 
2. Enhancing API knowledge management and policy dialogue 
3. Support to the personnel and operations for KMP-API 
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1.4. Management arrangements 

Project implementation modality: The project was implemented using the 
Nationally Implementation Modality (N!Ml in accordance to the rules and 
guidelines laid out in the Harmonized Programme and Project Management 
Guidelines (HPPMG) and Programme and Operations Policy and Procedures 
(POPP) of UNDP Country Office in Vietnam. 

The Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD) is responsible for 
realizing the project outcomes and objectives within the project budget and time 
scale. The management structure is as follows: 

Implementing Partner 
As the National Implementing Partner (IP) for the project. MARD is accountable 
to the Government and UNDP for ensuring (a) the substantive quality of the 
project, (b) the effective use of both national and UNDP resources allocated to it, 
(c) the availability and timeliness of national contributions to support project 
implementation and (d) the proper coordination among all project stakeholders, 
particularly national parties. 

As the day-to-day implementer of project act!Vllles, International Cooperation 
Department (!CD) of MARD is responsible for mobilizing all national and 
international inputs to support project implementation, organizing project activities 
in accordance with the agreed work plan. and reporting to MARD and UNDP on 
the progress as well as financial status of the project. 

National Proiect Director 
The National Project Director (NPD) is appointed by the Ministry of Agriculture 
and Rural Development (MARD) for project implementation and management. 
NPD is responsible for overall operations and accountable to MARD. NPD is a 
MARD !CD leader. NPD is responsible for overall implementation to achieve 
project objectives <md is accountable to MARD and UNDP for effective utilisation 
of project resources. On behalf of MARD, NPD responsible for leading and 
supervising the project manager. 
f'roJn:tM(Jfl<lgm'e>'LVrriUPMW 
The PMU will be responsible for the overall coordination, management, 
implementation, monitoring & evaluation and reporting of all project activities. 
The PMU will consist of the following positions: 
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• National Project Director (NPD, MARD appointed senior official, at 
directorial level, part-time, 30% of working time) 

• Project Deputy-Director (senior International Cooperation Official assigned 
by MOHon a patt-time basis) 

• Project Manager (recruited, full-time) 
• Knowledge Management Officer (recruited, full-time) 
• Secretary (recruited, full-time) 
• Project Accountant (recruited, full time) 

Project Qualitv Assurance Role 
UNDP Project Officer worked closely with PMU to develop quality criteria for 
project products/outputs. The PO is in charge of monitoring and evaluating 
products against the agreed quality criteria. Peer review panel is engaged to assess 
quality of products/results as required during the project implementation. 

2. Results Achieved 

2.1. Support to adoption and overall coordination of AIPED 2011-2015: 

Official approval of AIPED by the Government of VietNam 

To follow on from the successful OPl, the Government of Viet Nam, 
represented by the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD) and 
the Ministry of Health (MOH), has worked closely with international partners to 
develop the AIPED 2011-2015. Through the support of PAHI Secretariat, AIPED 
2011-2015 document has been approved by NSCAI under the Decree No. 
2375/QD-BNN-HQTT dated November 08th, 2011 and widely disseminated to 
key international and national partners and the provincial People's Committee in 
63 provinces 

The AIPED is considered as the overall framework for national and 
international activities with the main purpose to sustain the national response to 
Highly Pathogenic A vi an Influenza (HP AI) and to continue to strengthen 
pandemic preparedness, while beginning to expand the focus of activities to 
include other infectious disease threats arising at the human-animal-ecosystems 
interface, applying a One Health approach. 

In line with AIPED, KMP-API project has faciliated the consulation on the 
review of the Partnership and support the approval process for the extension of 
PAHI and PAHI Secretariat officially extended till2015. 
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Strategic framework for public awareness raising and behavior change 
communications for AIPED 2011-2015. 

The AHI Behavior Change Working Group established for the OPI was 
reviewed the function and mandates and renamed into the One Health (OH) 
Communication Network (OHCN) to cover the scope mentioned in the AIPED 
with the chairing role handed over to Governmenfs agency. 

With the facilitation of the KMP-API Project, linkages between this group 
and key national authorities in MARD and MOH have been significantly 
improved. The chairing role handed over to Government of VietNam is considered 
as a big progress to gradually support the exit strategy. National Agriculture 
Extension Center chairs every meeting of OHCN with the strong involvement of 
Communication Subcommittee of NSCHP (MOH). During the period of the 
project, 04 OHCN meetings were comlucted on quarterly basis. 

The project cooperated with OHCN to develop a National Strategic 
Framework for One Health Communications for AIPED 2011-2015, taking into 
account the le<Sons from the previous period. low risk perception issues, limited 
incentives, funding gaps, the evolving context in terms of the disease situation and 
national response, and the expanded scope and objectives of AIPED 201 1-2015 
compared to the OPI to convey appropriate and effective messages and 
communication plans. 

National AJPED M&E framework 2012-15 developed, approved & 

disseminated 

The Project collaborated with MEASURE International (funded by USAID) 

to update and elaborate the national API monitoring framework, including clear 

definitions for each indicator and proposing national responsible agencies. One 

consultancy workshop on M&E framework was conducted. The National AIPED 

M&E framework 2012-1 S has been approved by NSCAI under the Decision No. 

602/QD-BNN-HTQT dated 25 March 2012 and widely disseminated to national 

and international partners. 

2.2. Application of a One Health approach to emerging infections diseases in 
VietNam 

The application of a One Health approach to the national API response was 

strongly and successfully promoted during the project period, recognizing that the 
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health of humans, the health of animals (including livestock and wildlife), and the 

environmental health of ecosystems are inextricably linked. The most achievement 

is the recognition by the relevant National Steering Committees of the value of 

applying a One Health approach, including enhanced animal health-human health 

coordination and alignment and recognition of the role of wildlife and the need for 

better institutional mechanisms. Key results in this area have been achieved as 

follows: 

• PMAC follow up event on applied the results of the international conference 

A World United Against Infectious Diseases: Cross-Sectoral Solutions to be 

conducted in Bangkok, Thailand 

• National Conference on applying a One Health approach to infectious 

disease risks at the human-animal-ecosystem interface held April 3-4, 2013 

• Report on One Health stakeholder mapping in Vietnam prepared and 

presented at the National OH Conference. 

• Conference Repm1 developed including the elaboration of Draft National 

One Health Roadmap for applying a One Health in AIPED 2011-2015 

implementation 

• 03 briefings to intemational partners on the H7N9 situation and resource 

mobilization disseminated 

2.3. Enhanced API knowledge management and policy dialogue 

During the OPI period, international partners have a range of lessons and 
results from studies, applied research, pilots and models and other project 
activities. A range of key outputs including lessons and models are currently 
becoming available. Some projects are approaching (or potentially approaching) an 
end and it is an appropriate time to pay close attention to ways in which lessons, 
findings, results and recommendations need to be captured and shared in practical, 
accessible and appropriate ways with decision-makers, expe11S and other key 
stakeholders in order to ensure both sustainability of key activities and application 
of results in national institutional structures, systems, policies and plans. 
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The project closely coordinated with a policy coordination group comprising 
representatives of USALD and USAlD partners as well as other key stakeholders. 
This group convened at the working level to bring together to share their policy & 
advocacy plans and activities, and to identify opportunities for exchange and 
coordination, support the identification of policy topics, experiences, lessons and 
policy recommendations as well as target audiences, documentation formats and 
policy advocacy channels and events to enhance API knowledge management and 
policy dialogue. At least I 0 working meetings have been conducted throughout 
project period. 

Information sharing, exchange and policy dialogue between national and 
international members of the Partnership were supported through meetings, 
briefings on the meetings of the National Steeling Committees for Avian Influenza 
Prevention and Control and Human Pandemics, the PAHL Website and the PAHJ 
Newsletter. PAHI continues an effective bridge between national and international 
API partners. 

With the support of US Intern on Knowledge Management assigned for a 
period of 9 weeks plus home-country foJlow up, the project reviewed the existing 
API know ledge management and information sharing, collecting key materials 
from PAHI members to be synthesized and presented one-library. 

The project continued to use the website of the Partnership as a key 
repository of knowledge and analysis on HPAI, pandemic preparedness and 
zoonotic infectious disease threats related to the AIPED. Under this activity, the 
content management and presentation capabilities of the website were upgraded, 
drawing on effective examples from other networks in different fields in VietNam 
and from other countries. In addition to tapping into existing public and private 
systems for information disseminationj a supporting newsletter, google calendar 
and email network was maintained to alert members and stakeholders to new and 
existing resources and information. 04 edition of Partnership newsletters were 
developed printed and disseminated to partners on a quarterly basis. 

2.4. API Policy Advocacy 
In order to enhance knowledge management and policy dialogue, integrate 

lesson learnt from the previous period, Project worked closely with policy 
coordination group including representatives of US AID and USAID's partners as 
well as other key stakeholders to identify key issues for policy advocacy related to 
the consolidation and institutionalization of investment activities for API and 
replication of successful models to ensure sustainability of API prevention 
activities in Vietnam. 06 policy advocacy forums conducted (HSN I control and 
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prevention plan 2013-2017(21 Feb 2013), PMAC follow-up event (21 Mar 2013), 
OH conference (3-4 Apr 2013), H7N9 conference (6 May 2013), Economic study 
consultation workshop (31 May 2013) and Enhanced coordination and stakeholder 
mapping workshop (15 July 2013)) 

Key products of the Project are as follows: 

• Consultation input !()r the National Operation Plan on AI Control and 

Prevention for the Agriculture Sector, 2013-2017: the Project provides the 
consultation to support the national review of the HPAI prevention and 

control strategy in the agriculture sector to be conducted by the Depat1ment 
of Animal Health of the Ministry of Agriculture, and to support the 

development of the proposal for the strategy for HPAI prevention and 
control in the coming period 2013-2017. 

• OH Conference Repot1: National Conference on applying a One Health 
approach to infectious disease risks at the human-animal-ecosystem 

interface in VietNam was conducted in Hanoi on April 3-4, 2013 by the 
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD) together with the 

Ministry of Health (MOH) and international partners. The overall purpose of 

the Conference is to provide an opportunity for the Government of VietNam 

and its partners to highlight national One Health initiatives and take stock of 
progress and achievements over the previous period as well as ongoing 

constraints and areas requiring further efforts. Followed up from the OH 
Conference, OH report together with National One Health Roadmap was 

prepared. 

• Review of national API coordination mechanisms and recommendations for 

enhancing national coordination of Emerging Infectious Diseases. This 
review is one key activity of KMP-API Project. The primary focus of the 

repm1 is on the national steering committees and the related PAIII 
partnership. Other related coordination mechanisms at the central and 
provincial levels are also considered, drawing on field trips to three locations 

in different regions of the country. Based on the review, the report on 

Enhancing Coordination on Emerging Infectious Diseases in Viet N am was 
prepared, including a number of key recommendations and options for the 
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national coordination mechanism. In parallel, the proposal for li1ture 

activities of the Partnership and enhancing One Health implementation n 

Viet N am was reflected. 

• Study on the economic impacts of emerging infectious diseases (E!Ds) in 

livestock in VietNam: The report is intended to provide a basis for briefings 

to national leaders, decision-makers and senior technical and economic 

experts within relevant sections of the Government of Viet Nam, as well as 

international donors and technical agencies, contributing to effective 

prioritization, policy directions and resource allocations related to animal 

disease prevention, surveillance and response and other related areas. 

• Report on mainstreaming and linkages of API activities to One Health and 

related sectors, activities and networks: This study has mapped out a number 

of groups of possible and potential stakeholders who have been working 

and/or willing to work in the concerned areas related to One Health 

perspectives. 

• OH Stakeholder mapping in Vietnam: this report outlines a preliminary 

mapping of One Health issues, stakeholders and projects in Viet Nam, as 

presented at the National OH Conference in Hanoi on Apri13-4, 2013 by the 

Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD) together with the 

Ministry of Health (MOH) and international partners for clarifying roles and 

responsibilities for OH issues, building understanding of OH approach, 

identifying the key OH partners, the key outcomes and gaps. 

3, Financial performance for KMP-API (Year 2012 & 2013) 

Approved Budget 
Actual Delivery 

Allocated resources (as in the revised 
AWP) 

Expenditure rate(%) 

Contribution of UN agency 
(USD): 
Activity 1: Successful launching 
and rolling out of the AIPED 56,657 63,094 1 1 I 
2011-2012 
Activity 0· Enhanced API 
knowledge management and 141,754 137,687 97 

I policy dialogue and an enabling 
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environment for API policy 
advocacy and strategic 
discussions 
Activity 3: Supported personnel 
and operations costs for 
coordination of national and 

81,963 79,143 97 
international partners and 
activities under AlPED 20 I 1-
2015 

GMS7% 19,626 19,626 

Total 1 300,000 299,550 99.85 

Government contribution: 14,285 14,285 100 

Total 2 14,285 14,285 100 

Subtotal (1 +2) 314,285 313,835 99.85 

4. Key coordination factors/challenges that affected the implementation of 
the project 

• As in many countries, working between different sectors can be challenging and 
officials feel that it requires the involvement of senior leaders (PM, Ministers), 
who are very busy on many issues. 

• Formal cross-sectoral collaboration outside of emergency periods remains 
difficult and lead/collaborating agency roles are not always clear. E.g. despite 
strong collaboration on AI, the new EID committee in MOH does not include 
animal health representation. 

• While many senior MARD and MOH personnel have now been introduced to 
One Health concepts, and are open to applying a One Health approach in line 
with international directions) strong champions within ministries have not yet 
emerged. 

• Taking concrete steps to incorporate issues such as wildlife health is still 
proving difficult despite initial engagement from MARD leaders 
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• Involvement of related nctors outside humnn and animal health is still very 
limited e.g. environmental health, non-health preparedness for public health 
emergencies, national disaster mechanisms. 

• Investments focus mainly on response rather than prevention. 
• National resource allocations, particularly for surveillance and prevention, are 

very limited and usually only provided after a problem emerges. 
• International resources are decreasing as attention shifts to other issues. 
• Linkages between academia and policy makers remain relatively weak. Peer 

reviewed pub1ications at an international standard are still very rare, meamng 
the national evidence base for policy makers is very limited. 

5. Lessons Learned 
5.1. Lessons Learned under scope of the project 
• The approval process in line with the requirements of UNDP and the 

Government of Viet Nam, as outlined in the Vietnam-United Nations 
Harmonized Project and Programme Management Guidelines (HPPMG) and in 
line with the One Plan between the Government of Vietnam and the United 
Nations for the period 2012-2016 requires a lot of time and effort tor advance 
planning and follow up. 

• The project applies a new approach for the United Nations in VietNam together 
with the Government of Viet Nam, which led to some delays in official 
approval of the project. The KMP-PAHl project was the tirst new project of 
UNDP to be approved by the Government of Viet Nam under the new 
procedures. This new approach may need more support from UNDP and 
governmental administrative agencies for their guidance to project preparation 
and implementation. 

• The areas of work covered by the Partnership related to different sectors, 
particularly agriculture and health. The overall supervision of the PAHI 
Secretariat is provided jointly by the International Cooperation Departments of 
MARD and MOH. 

• Some difficulties and delays have been experienced collecting information and 
requirement from some of API and EID partners under the Partnership. This 
challenge indicated the need tor greater effort to follow up with these agencies. 
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• PAHI Secretariat needs to maintain a flexible approach to planning and 
budgeting to respond to member requests and emerging issues in the context of 
a Partnership approach. 

• Most of project activities should have the participation of API and EID partners 
theret(xe the implementation of planned activities depends on the availability of 
personnel in charge from agencies and related partners. Fixing the time for their 
participations and commitment is also a challenge. 

• The consultancy process may take time for the common consensus, for example 
a Jot of initiatives of project for policy advocacy cannot implemented as the 
Consultancy process among policy advocacy coordination group (PACG) is 
difficult to reach the consensus as well as full attention. 

• The length of project is 16 full months however the mobilization of a number of 
national and international consultants put a huge workload to project against 
time constraint. The suppo11 from API network to indentify the potential 
candidates is very helpful. 

• The Partnership continues to be identified by members and others as a model 
for other sectors and areas. The extension of the Partnership in line with period 
of AIPED is important to support the implementation of AIPED. However, in 
the context of these different aspects of transition in the national response, there 
is also a need to review the scope, mandate, membership, name, future 
activities, levels of integration into national government structures and funding 
modalities and sources of the Partnership through the remainder of the AIPED 
implementation period. 

Lessons Learned under coordination context in general but closely linked with 
tbe project 

• Revision of the national coordination mechanism, to establish a unified 
permanent overall mechanism for prevention and control of zoonotic 
diseases; High-level chairing (PM/Deputy PM if possible); Clear assignment 
of roles and responsibilities; 

• Strengthened involvement of sectors responsible for non-health 
preparedness, wildlife health, environmental health & civil society; 

• Clear milestones and timeframes for One Health progress ("Roadmap"); 

• New mandate for revised Partnership to address One Health coordination; 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Adequate resources, including through recurrent financing, targeted 
investments, private sector and ODA where necessary; 

Strengthened relationships between policy makers and technical experts, 
including national and international universities/institutes; 

Stronger focus on prevention, including biosecurity (in both livestock and 
wildlife value chains) and disease drivers/eco-health; 

Continued attention to avian influenza control and prevention; 

Incorporating specific zoonotic disease prevention and control programs into 
overall One Health coordination/efforts; 

Continuing and building on effective international cooperation established 
over the past decade, including IHR and W AHIS reporting and related 
capacity development activities on surveillance, etc. 

Continuing communication efforts, broadened to One Health, including risk 
communications capacity building and preparedness and targeted BCC. 
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Project Monitoring Sheer: OSRO/VIE/801/USA 
Project title: Gathering Evidence for a Transitional Strategy (GETS) for Highly Pathogenic Avian 

Innucnza (HPAI) HSNl Vaccination in VietNam 
Repm1ing period: September 2010 to March 2011 

: Country: Viet Nam 
:Project title~ Gathering Evidence for a T:-ansitional Strategy (GETS) for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza 
: (HPAD H5Nl Vaccination in VietNam 
:Code: OSRO/VTE/801/USA 
:Budget: USD 4 million 
: Efl-'ecth'e !-.1:arting date: October 2008 
Planned end date: 30 June 20J I 
Context of the project 
VietNam has been carrying out vaccination of poultry twice a year (October and April) since autumn of 2005 to 
control epidemic HPAI H5Nl with ~orne con;..iderable empirical evidence of success. However, it has been 
recngnizcd that this control strategy i;., not :..ustainahle for the whole cnuntry in the long tenn. Mass vaccination 
entail" <1 la:ge amount of financial re<>ources from the Government and ties up signii'icant human resources in the 
agriculture sector. Therefore, an alternative or more likely a parcel of complementary alternative control 
strategies will have to be devised as Viet t.:am moves from initial emergency measure:-. to a period of 
consolidation and ultimately on to the stated aim of control/eradication beyond 2010 (Green Book), This pr~ject 
is inve:-.tigating ami gathering evidence on alternative vaccination strn!egies in provinces with high and low risk 
for HPAT H5Nl outhreaks. 

Objective of the project 
The main objective of the project is to provide field data to the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Developr:1ent 
(MARD) by 1e;..ting a nur:Jbcr of nlternative vaccination strategies and the complementary Mrategy uf imp:oved 
surveillance. This dam will assist MARDin its selection of a future vaccination strategy. 
Planned Activities for this Re~rting Period: 
Outputs 1&2: Feasibility and logistics to implement a Novel Vaccination Strategy (V2) compared with 
maintaining Standard Vat'cination Strategy (Vl), and to withdraw routine vaccination (VO) compared 
with maintaining Standard Vaccination Strategy (VI) 
Activit.v 1.1 &2. 1 Needs assessment undertaken and h'ork plan finalized 

• Monitor field activities and make amendmems LO agreer:Jem~ as required. Te~t the market survey 
programme to determine <>uitability for u<>e in other province-.: throughout the country. Hold dis.cu'>Siom: with 
the Department of Animal Health \DAH) regarding the interim results and their value in future plans l(x 
vaccination. Organize a workshop for discussions regarding the future vaccination strategy for Viet !'am. 
Present the GETS interim results at this workshop. 

Aciivit.v 1.2&2.2 Public awareness campaigns 

• Continue round III of the public awareness campaign with televised announcements via five provincial 
televi~ion ~tations to coincide with the vaccination campaign and ensure that the voices an~ dubbed in local 
dialects, 

Activity 1.3&2.3 & i .4&2.4 Farms identified/sampled 

• Contmue monitoring: of' ~entinel duck flocks to ensure commitment 10 the programme. Contmue the serum 
sar:1pling and revised sw<Jbbing component of the programme with samples taken and analy<:ed e<~ch month. 

Activiiy 1.5&25 Equipmenl procured including vaccine 

• Enquiries are being made regarding the procurement of a mobile real time- polymerase chain reaction (RT-
PCR) machine to be used for analysts of !he samples from the market survey. 

Activity 1.6&2.6 Tmlnlng undet·taken 

• Plan market events at local poultry markets . 

• Contract a tmining programme for animal health workers to a national partner . 
Ac1ivify 1.7&2.7 Data Jta!hcring 

• Undertake 20 l 0 Round II vaccination and Round II post-vaccination monitoring . 

• Monitor dara collection and data entry activities in each province to ensure that the Access database is being 
utilized efficiently. 
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Output 3: Cost-effectiveness of 'NoYel versus Standard' (V2/V1) and 'Standard Yersus \Vithdrawal' 
(Vl/VO) Vaccination Strategies undertaken 
Activity 3.1 Component pfanningiovcrsight 
• Perform data analysis. during the first nine months of the intervention. 
Aciivity 3.2 Tt:am recruited 
• Nu recruitment planned for thi~ periud. 
Activity 3.3 Daia galhering 
• Ongoing data analysis activities. 
Output 4: Risk factors are defined for animal outbreaks via case series and/or case-t.--ontrol trial 
Activity 4.! Component planning/oveni_ght 
• Ende11ake market i.urveys to identify other risk factors, :-.uch as traders, and include interviews as well a~ a 

collection of saoples for analysis. 
• Continue oonitoring of high-risk mobile duck flocks in all communes in the GET-S provinces and ensure 

vaccination of these tlucks_ These tlocks present a high risk for disease transmission becatL-.e they shed virus 
with minimal clinical signs if they are not adequately vaccinated. 

Ac1ivify 4.2 Trw"nin!{ D:1H-R/lHO and MoH-Rqionaf Heal!h Office (RHO) 
• initiate- training of village animal health workers. 
Activity 4.3 Operational funds arranged/dislrilmted 
• Contmue to supp011 outbreak inve~tigal!On activities, a~ well a:<: supply chain andysis for rbk l~ldors. 
Activity 4.4 Data gathering from omhreah naliomride {64 prot'inces} 
• Continue outbreak inve'itigation activities with attendance at all outbreak<. in the GETS province'i and 

neighbouring provinces by the GETS regional coordinators with the aim of providing accurate disease 
investigation report~. 

Output 5: Sociological behaviours related to V2/Vl and Vl!VO are compared 
Actit•ity 5.1 Component pfanninglover:;ixht 
• L'ndertake fmiher analysis of the behavioural component of the poultry industry survey and the Chief 

Animal Health Workers (CAHW). 
Activity 5.2 Team recmited 
• l'\o recruitment will be undertaken during thi'i quarter. 
Activit)-' 5.3 Data gathering 

• Gather further data. on the behaviour of the meat trader. 
Output 6: Policy anal,ysis of HPAI strategy including public/private sector coJlaboration and partnerships 
is undertaken 
Actit•ity 6./ Component pfanninglover:;ixht 
• Gndcrtakc a study 10 dctcnnine the governance of 1hc public/private pmtncrships -including drug: shops, meat 

traders and markets. 
Activiiy 6.2 T'eam n·cmited 
• Hold discussiom with the Centre for Agricultural Policy (CAP) with a view of contracting their services. 
Activit}' 6.3 Data gatherinx 
• Gather data from the study to determine !he governance of the publiciprivate partnerships including drug 

shops, meat traders and mark.::t-:. 
Activities undertaken during the reporting period 
Outputs 1&2: Feasibility and logistics to implement a Novel Vaccination Strategy (Vl) compared with 
maintaining Standard Vaccination Strategy (VI), and to withdraw routine vaccination (\'0) compared 
with maintaining Standard Va4..--cination Strategy (VI) 
Activity J.l &2.1 Needs assessment wuiertaken and U'nrk plon.finoli::ed 
• Monitored field activitie:.. and made amendments to !he following agreement: ].'Enhanced Reporting' !o 

incorporate the revised cost of sample anal:yses, 2. 'Re-imbursement' to incOf1-'\0rate production losses in the 
~entinel duck programme. An agreement with DAH was ~igned to implement Round 2, 2010 Po~t 

Vaccination Monitoring. This monitoring prog:·amme was implemented and completed. An agreement \Va~ 
signed to implement the market survey programme. This programme was implemented and completed. 
Di~cussiuns were held with DAH regarding the interim project results and their value emphasiLed for their 
future pi ani. for va>.:cination. A workshop was unde:iaken regarding the Government nf'Vietnam's (GoVN's) 
future vaccination strate y, and the GETS interim results were resented at this worksho , The GoVN d.r.:-1ft 
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future vaccination :-tmtegy was announced at the meeting, and the GETS project results had a significant 
effect on this, as the dra~l was similar to the GETS intervention. 

Activity 1.2&2.2 Public awareness campaigns 
• Round III of the public awareness campaign was implemented and completed with televised announcements 

\Vith voices dubbed in the local dialects via five provincial television stations that coincided with the 
vaccination campaign. 

• A national partner (Communications :md Rural Development-CRC) W<h recruited to undettake Training of 
Trainers (TOT) and Inter-Personal Communication (IPC) activities throughout the five GETS provinces to 
ensure the ">U->tainability of the field activities following project completion. All the Department of 
Veterinary Services (DVS) staff and 86 IPC sessions for poultry farmers and hatchery workers and owners 
were carried ouL Billboards and posters •kere set up throughuut the flve GETS provinces to promote the 
importance of di~ase reporting and di<;ease control practices. 

Activity /.3&2.3 & JA&2A Farms identU"iedl.mmpied 
• Continued monitoring of senti net duck flocks was undertaken to ensure commitment to the programme_ The 

serum :-amp ling: and revised ~wahbing component of the pmgrar~1me v.ith samples taken and analysed each 
month was. completed at the end of Quarter f (QJ) 2011. 

Acrivit}' I.5&2.5 Equfpmem pmcured including vacdne 
• The procurement of a mobile RT-PCR machine to be used for analysis of the samples from the market 

:-.urvey was not undertaken because the company could not prnvide valid~ttion data in time for the start of the 
:mrvey. Samples were <malysed using the regional laboratorie'> as in the rest of the project. 

Actit•it_v /.6&2.6 Tmininx undertakt-n 
• Tv.:o TOT courses on communication skills for DVS staff were held in Nam Dinh on 4 Jan 20 II (with 

2l'S particip.:.nts, of which IR were male and ten were female) and in Soc Trang on 7 Jan 2(}1 I (with 
20 pat1icipants, of which 16 were male and four were female). Some 86 Tnterpe:-'>onal Communication 
Sessions for high-risk poultry producers and hatchery workers were held in Quang Binh, Soc Trang, Hau 
Giang, Ninh Binh and r.;am Dinh du:ing January 20l I. The total number of participants was I 986, of '.vhich 
I 668 were male and 318 female. Please refer to section Activity 1.2 & 2.2. 

• PAO completed 43 training worbhops for CAHW-;, on quality technical training for wntinued cap<:.city 
building activities and smtainable and successful project implementation. The training for CAH\Vs was held 
in GETS provinces with Rh4 participants, of which 57R were male and 2:':6 were female. 

Activity 1.7&2.7 Data gathering 
• 2010 RounU II vaccination anU 2010 Round II posl-vat:cination monitoring in the GETS ?ilol province~ 

were completed. 
• Data coJlection and data entry acti.,.:ities were intensified in each province to ensure that the Access databa:-.e 

is being utilized efficiently. 
Output 3: Cost-eff"ectiveness of 'Novel versus Standard' (V2/V1) and 'Standard versus \Vithdrawal' 
(Vl!VO) Vaccination Strategies undertaken 
Activit)' 3. I Component pianningioversight 
• Dat..1. an<; lysis was completed for the first nine months of the intervention. 
Ac;ivit.v 3.2 Team recruited 
• An agreement \vas s.ignet.l for implementation of Phase III of the Co~t-effectiveness programme. 
Aciivity 3.3 fJaw gaihering 
• Field data collection activities were completed fOr Phase TTL and this data will be used to provide a full 

12 month co:-;1 analy:-;is of the GETS intervention compared to the 12-month period prior lo lhe GETS 
inten'ention. 

Output 4: Risk fadors are defined for animal outbreaks via caw series and/or case-control trial 
Activit)' 4. I ComponeJJt pianningioversiglu 
• Market surveys were coopleted in I 00 markets across the five GETS provinces to identify other risk 

factors, such <:' • .'. traders, and included interviews a"> well a-. collection of sample:-. for analy:-.i;.:. Laboratory 
results are available for Nam Dinh, Ninh Binh and Quang Binh. In Nam Dinh, a total of 1 600 ducks from 
ten dislricts were samp1ed and te:-:ted in pools of five, and none tested positive for H5Nl. In Ninh Bmh, 
1 280 ducks were sampled in eight districts, all with negative results to H5Nl. In Quang Binh, 800 ducks 
were sampled and tested in pools of five, and a total often pools (6.25 percent) tested positive for HSNI. All 
po:-.itive duck:-. in Quang Binh originated flum district'> where HPAI vaccination was not compulsm)'· The 
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data for the survey are currently being entered into the databa."\e prior to be fully analysed. 
• The monitoring of high-risk mohile duck tlock:.. was continued in all communes in the GETS provinces to 

assess vaccination sta.tus of these tlocks. These flocks present a high lisk for disease transmission because 
they shed viru:. wlth r.-Jinimal clinical signs ilthey are not adequately vaccinated. 

Aciivity 4.2 Training fJAH-RAHO and MoH-Regional Heal!h Ojjice (RHO) 
• MARD and MoH district ~laff were involved in 42 joim training sessions. 
Activity 4.3 Openaional funds arranged/rbs!ributed 
• Continue to support outbreak investigation activities, as well a'i supply chain analysis for risk factors. 
Activity 4.4 Data ga!heri.n;:;from outbreaks nationwide (64 provinces} 
• Outbre<'.k investigation acli\."itie~ continued with attendance or all outbreak sites m the GETS provinces and 

neighbouring provinces by the GETS region<ll cc;ordinaton; with the aim of providing accurate di-:ea.<;e 
investigation repot1s. 

Output 5: Sociological behaviours related to V2/Vl and Vl!VO arc compared 
Activity 5.1 Componen! planning/oversighl 
• During the. market surveillance programme, a survey was undertaken of the meat traders attending 

I 00 mc.rkets throughout the five GETS provinces. 
Activity 5.2 Team recruited 
• A national partner wa-: used to undertake the market <>urvey of meat traders. 
Activit}' 5.3 Data gathering 
• Dat..1. on the meat traders was collected during the market surveillance programme, 

Output 6: Policy analysis of HPAI strat~y including publicfprivate sector coUaboration and partnerships 
is undertaken 
Activity 6./ Component pfanning!oversisht 
• A policy analysis study nf the HPAI strategy wa;., undertaken to determine the governance of the 

public/private partnerships including dmg shops, meat traders and markets, 
Actit•ity 6.2 Team recruiff:d 
• A national partne-r. CAP, was contracted to unde11ake the study. 
Activity 6.3 Data gatherinf{ 
• The policy analy:..is study wa~ implemented and completed. 
Planned activities for the next three-month period 
Outputs 1&2: Feasibility and logistics to implement a Novel Vaccination Strategy {V2} compared with 
maintaining Standard Vaccination Strategy (VI), and to withdraw routine vaccination (VO) compared 
nith maintaining Standard Vacr:ination Strategy (VI) 
Activity l.l &2.1 Needs assessment undertaken and >·vork plan .finalized 
• The vaccination intervention has been completed. Round II of the market surveillance programme \.viii be 

contr~Kted to a nationdl partner fnr implement~ltion and completion during the next quarter. 
.1clivify 1.2&2.2 Public mvurt'ness campaigns 
• Public awareness activities will be reviewed to determine frn1her activities required. 
Aclivity 1.3&2.3 & 1.4&2.4 Farms ident!,'ied/sampled 
ACiivity 1.5&2.5 Equipment procured including vaccine 
Activity /.6&2.6 Training undertaken 
Activity f. 7 &2. 7 Data gathering 
• Data analysi:. \viii be undertaken and completed and final project repurl prepared. 
Output 3: Cost-effectiveness of 'Novel versus Standard' (V2/Vl) and •standard versus Withdrawal' 
(VI NO) Vaccination Strategies undertaken 
Activit.v 3.1 Component pfanningloversight 
• Data analysi:.. will he undertaken and completed and final project report prepared. 
Activity 3.2 Team recruited 
Activity 3.3 Data ga!herin;:; 
Output 4: Risk factors are defined for animal outbreaks via case series and/or case-control trial 
Acliviiy 4.1 Component plarming/oversighi 
• Data analysis \Viii be undertaken and completed and final project report p:epared. 
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Attivity 4.2 Training DAH-RAHO and .~doH-Regional Health O.flia (RHO) 
Aoiviiy 4.3 Opemlivnaifunds arrangedldistribu!ed 
Activit)' 4.4 Data gathering from outbreak:; nmionwide (64 pnwinces) 
Output 5: Sociological behaviours related to V2/Vl and Vl/VO arc compared 
Activity 5.1 Component planning/overs-iNhl 
• Data analysiii will be undertaken and completed and final project report p:-epared. 
Activity 5.2 Team recruited 
Activity 5.3 Data gathering 
Output 6: Policy analysis of HPAI strateg)' including publidprivate sector collaboration and partnerships 
is nndertaken 
Activity 6.1 Componem planning/oversight 
• Data :.malysi~ will be undertaken and completed and final project report prepared. 
Activity 6.2 Team recruited 

Activity 63 Data gathering 
Main challenges encountered and response prm:idcd 
• As the project NTE is 30 June 201 l, data analy-.is will be provided in the final report. However, the 

timefnime remaining does not allow for additional w1ite up anU submission for publication in the :.cientific 
journab. As it is desimhle that results from GETS are provided in the public dm:1ain through "'cientific 
at1icles, it is herewith proposed that unspent funds remain with FAO to allow for preparation of m..1nuscripts 
for submis,.ion in international peer review journals. 

• Maintaining the commitment of the sentinel duck owners has been a challenge throughout the project. 
Regular visits by the veterinary authorities and the project regional coordinators have ensu:-ed that the 
majority of the flocks remained in the programme to provide valuable data on circulating virus levels . 

. Main progress made towards the acbie~'cment of project outcomes {from the .>'tart of the pro.fect activities} 
Outputs 1&2: Feasibility and logistics to implement a Novel Vaccination Strategy {V2) compared with 
maintaining Standard Vaccination Strategy (VI), and to withdrm"'' routine vaccination (VO) compared 
with maintaining Standard Vaccination Strategy (VI) 

• Field missions to all provinces and the vacdne Intervention plan!-. were completed. 1l1e project \Vork ;>lan 
was completed and the agreement was reached with DAH/MARD for the intervention programme and the 
work plan. 

• Implementation partner;; were chosen and guidelines for all fieiU activities were completeU. The Letlers of 
Agreement (LoA-.) \Vere prepared and signed. 

• The intervention was implemented to coincide with the second round of the Viet Nam Government''! 
vaccination programme in October ami November 2009. 

• Implementation partners for the public awareness progr:u:-~me were contracted, and the initial capacity 
building training for over 900 district and commune veterinary staff, livestock extension officer:'-. and district 
public health officials was completed. 

• "A New Stage" public awarenes-s campaign with the production of audio-visual raedia ;m>ducts and leatleh 
wa~ completed. The media release commenced with the local televi:-.ion adve11bements starting in the la~r 
week of October 2009, whi~h \<.:ere aired fou:- times per day until the end of December 2009 in the five pilot 
provinces. Implementation partners :or the second stage of the public awareness programme were recruited. 
The media relea.. ..... e proJuds, in form ...... of three key audio spots, were aired ncross 717 commune loud~pe::tker 
systems, reaching an estimated three million people, 2nd this activity was completed in May 2010. 

• Enhanced )..Urveillance, reporting and outbreak response ac1:ivitie).., as well as )..entinel duck monitoring and 
post-vaccination monitoring are ongoing in the field, and funds have been transferred to the provinces to 
~uppon lhese l:ldi vities. These activitie~ were reviewed during field mi~~ions to each of the five GETS 
province-. in March 2010, and revi:-;ed agreements were adopted to streamline project activities. 

• Procurement and distribution to the provinces of five vehicles. 42 global positioning systens (GPS) and 714 
fridges was completed. For the first time in VietNam, continuous vaccine cold chain storage was extended 
to the commune level throughout the five GETS provinces. 

• Data collection aclivities are being :-.treamlined with the introduction of an Ac..::ess database in each of the 
Sub-Depa11ment of Animal Health (SDAH) offices in the GETS province.<;, and training \Vill be provided on 
the use of the dat;.;base. 
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• During the ln!ernational Ministerial Conference on Animal and Pandemic lnlluenza (IMCAPI) from 19 to 

21 April 2010, the GETS team arranged a site visit for the United St..1tes delegation to IMCAPI and 
accompanied the delegation to the field. This included a presentation at the SDAH office in Ninh Binh, 
explaining prnject activities, as well as a field visit to a duck fann to view the vaccination process. 

• Field data collection and data entry procedures were reviewed across the five project provinces, and a 
dat<lbase \V~b designed to assist in ;,;treamlining the data entry procedure. Refre<;her training was undertaken 
for data entry staff in the provinces and for the CAHWs who collect the data. 

• Preliminary findings were presented to the Donor (USAID). DAH and other partners including the World 
Health Organization (\VHO), Aht Associates Inc. and SCAPS at a meeting at the USA[D office in 
June 2010. Input were provided by DAH a" to their preferred format forth~ interim report The interir!1 
report was comple1ed and distributed to the DAH and the Donor. Presen1alJOn of preliminary' re:-,ult.'> was 
unde1taken at the regional US AID p:utners meeting in Bangknk. Di;.,cussions were hdd with DAH regarding 
the interim project res-ults. A workshop was undertaken regarding the GoVN's future vaccination strategy, 
and the GETS in1erim result:-.. were prt'sented at this wmk.hop. The GoVN draft fulurt' vaccination strategy 
was announce-d at the meeting, and the GETS project results had a significant effect on thi;.,, a'> the draft was 
similar to the GETS inten'ention. 

• The UET.S pro_]ect was presented to the Chinese Ministry of Agriculture in March 2011 during the 
Vietnam/Chinese collaboration meeting held in Beijing. An agreed recommendation from the 1:1ceting: was 
that the Chinese MoA should undertake a similar GETS style targeted v;_;ccination trial in China to explore 
the options for the cutTent mas.s vaccination strategy" 

• The market ;,;urveillance programme was implemented and completed across 100 market;,; throughout the 
five GETS Provinces. Results will supplement the sentinel duck survey results to provide a clearer picture of 
the circulating virus. 

• A national partner was contracted to undertake TOT and fPC activities throughout the five GETS provinces 
to ensure the sustainability of the. field activitiec; following project completion. Billboards. and posters. W<!re 
set up thmughout the five GETS provinces to promote the importance of disease reporting and disea .... e 
control practice~ 

Output 3: Cost-effectiveness of 'NoYel versus Standard' (V2/V1) and 'Standard versus \Vithdrawal' 
(Vl/VO) Vacrination Stratt"gies und('rtaken 

• The design of the cost-effectiveness component was subsequently reviewed and finalized with the assistance 
of an international rural economist. Discui<.sion;., were pursued with a national partner to implement this 
component, and a work plan and budget were reviewed and finalized. Completion and signing of the LoA 
with the national pm1ncr. SCAPS, facilitated the commencement of field activities and data gathcrlng. The 
SCAPS team, accm:1panied hy the GETS regional coordinators, visited each of the five pilot provinces and 
commenced data collection activities. Phase I of the programme was completed. 

• Pha~ II of the co'>t-effectiveness progr.1mme was implemented. and data collection is completed. 
• Phase TIT of the cost-eff"ectiveness programme was impler::1ented, and data collection is completed. The data 

will be used to provide a full 12-month co~t analysis of the GETS intervention compared 10 the 12 1:1onth 
period prior to the GETS intervention. 

Output 4: Risk fadors are defined for anima) outbreak'> via t.-aw series and/or ca.-.e-control trial 

• Outhre<:k re!-.ponse activities were finalized, and accompanying docur:1enb were completed_ 
• Tmining was undertaken for the GETS Regional Coordinators whose role indude!-. attending all outbreaks 

within the GETS provinces and in bordering provinces to undertake disease investigation activities. 
• An LoA with DAH was finalized and signed and funds were made a\;ai!able for provincial staff for outbre.ak 

activities. 
• An agreement has been signed with DAH detailing the re-imbursement lenns for poultry producers in the 

GETS provinces, following culling of their tloeks for HPAI outbreak<;. Funds were made available for 
provincial authorities to fund the re-imbursement for eligible flocks. 

• Workshops detailing enhanced disease reporting activities were held at the 42 districts involved in the 
project, and these were atte-nded by 713 chief animal health otlicers, 17}1 district veterinary officers. 
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39 agricultural extension officers and 3X dist:·ict public health officers; 48 were fam1 SDAH and 14 were 
from the Regional Animal Health Offices. Supply chain analysis wa.s implemented and completed across 
four of the five GETS provinces, as well as GPS mapping using the GPS units supplied to each di;;trict 
veterinary station. 

• l\'1nnitoring of high-risk mobile duck tlocks is ong{1ing and is being undertaken hy CAHWs throughout the 
GETS provinces, and vaccination of these flocks is being pmsued. These flocks present a high risk for 
Jb,ease transmission because they shed virus with minimal dinical :.i&'ll:. if they are not adequate1y 
V<Kcinated. F...arly re..,ult-: f:om Soc Trang have shown that 40 percent of these mobile -:locks are 
unvaccinated. 

• The market surveillance programme \Vas implemented and completed using a national partner across 
100 markets thruughout the five GETS Provinces. Results will supplement the sentinel duck survey results 
to provide a clearer picture of the circulating virus. 

Output 5: Sociological behaviours related to V2/Vl and VlfV{) are compared 

• Data collection con'>isting of attitudinal questionnaire!; ha<> commenced. 
• A national partner wa'> chosen to continue with the implementing of this component and a'>'mmed work in 

January 2010. 
• Dat..1. coHection cor.1menced with an attitudinal questionnaire included in the CAHW post-training 

que"tionnaire, and an attitudinal conponent of the poultry indu:-.try survey will address reaction to changes 
in the vaccination programme in the GETS province'i. 

• The poultry farmer 'iUrvey and thee CAHW survey was compkted and results are being analysed, These 
survey rci>ults will ~ used to evaluate potcn!ial motivation fa..::tors and key ddermin~mts for animal health 
worker.. and ;mx.lucers, the har:·iers to behaviour change and the behavioural change~ that have occurred as a 
result of the p:oject intervention. 

• The me~lt trader survey wa-: undertaken by a nation<ll partner <l'> part of the m<Jrket survey covering 
100 markets across the five GETS provinces, and this activi\y has now been completed. 

Output 6: Policy analysis of HPAI strategy including public private sector collaboration and partnerships 
is underbtken 

• The governance of private/public partnershi;v-. will be itn.:e,tigated and the effect of the interventions on this 
will be monito:-ed. 

• Supply chain analysis and map-ping were comp-leted in all of the GETS p-rovinces, and the location of animal 
health product suppliers was idemifictl. A study will be undertaken to determine the governance of their 
activities. Governance of the 1:1ear traders, as well a>-: markets, will al'io be reviewed in this study. 

• A national partner was selected to continue \Vith the implementation of thit-. conponent. Di~cussions were 
held with CAP in Hanoi regarding cent:-al policy decision r:1aking procedures, and further discussions will 
be held with a view to contracting CAP to undertake the governance study. 

• A policy analysis study of the HPAl strategy was unde11akcn to dctL-rmine the governance of the 
public/private partnerships including drug shop-:. meat trader'> and markets. A national partner, CAP, was 
selected to undertake the study. and the stud was com leted. 
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